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THE MIRACLES AT THE TOMB OF B.

FRANCOIS DZ pARIS.*

By JOSEPH COLLINS. M.D.

NEW YORK.

To gain a satisfactory idea of the conditions that

lead up to the miracles of which I shall speak it is

necessary to know something of the conflict that

existed at the time of their occurrence, in France,

and to a lesser extent throughout other parts of

Europe, between Jesuitism and Jansenism. The
history of the former, still the most vigorous and
aggressive institution within the Catholic Church,
is well known. The cause of the Jansenists was
buried in the grave of Frangois dc Paris nearly two
centuries ago. Practically the only evidences of its

survival is the e.xistence of such persons as Augustin
de Chanteprie in Alarcelle Tinayre's remarkable
novel "Maison du Peche" and a few disciples of
St. Augustine, the first great father of the Latin

Church.

*Read at a meeting of the Charaka Club, February,
1908.

In 1640 Cornelius Jansen published his celebrated

work on the teachings of the Sainted Bishop of

Hippo. It had a great and an immediate success. In

it the errors of the Jesuits were pilloried with the

Massilians and followers of the British monk, Pela-

gius, whose doctrines had been refuted by St.

Augustine twelve centuries before. The Jesuits

parried the thrust by means of the bull of Urban
\ III, which forbade the reading of the "Augus-
tinus." The best advertisement for a book then, as

it is now, was to say that it was not tit to read. It

had a wide circulation, so they had its doctrines pn:)-

nounced heretical by Innocent X in 1653. It

was then that the famous Port Royalists, Antoine
Arnauld, the theologian, who had been expelled

from the Sorbonne, an 1 Blaise Pascal, the philos-

opher, scientist, and litterateur, and others less

known to posterity tried unsuccessfully to stem the

tide was sweeping away Jansenism.
The controver.sy gave birth to a classic of litera-

ture, "F'ascal's Letters to a Provincial by One of

Mis Friends," which was, as Pater terms it, nothing
less than a revelation to all the world of the capa-
bilities, the true genius of the French language in

prose. The Provincial letters had immediate suc-

FlG, I.—The Tomb of B. Francois de Paris. "Made illustrious by miracles without number and by startling conversions.'
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cess. "All the world sees them; all the world un-

derstands them." For a time they seemed to con-

trovert the doctrine of "sufficient grace," in which

the Jesuits had presented a view of the contlict

of good and evil in the soul, but it was only a tem-

porarv victory. Pascal soon succumbed to a hope-

controlling power within the Church. For nearly

twenty years the grave of the sacred Deacon de
Paris was the Mecca of the lame, the halt, and
the blind. Thousands visited it daily. The State

and the Church both tried to suppress the enthusi-

asm of the throngs that visited the grave each day.

Fig. 2.—Dom Alphonse de Palacios . ill.

less and inexplicable malady at the age of 39, the

age fancifully noted as fatal to genius, and with

him went the most valorous champion of the cause.

The Jesuits were again in control. They did not

take their security for granted, however. The Argus
of the society was ever at his post in those days,

and a generation later, when Ouesnel's popular

book "Moral Reflections on the New Testament,"
which was suspected of latent Jansenism, was pub-
lished, they got the bull, "Imigenitus" (1713), from
Clement XI, condemning its teachings as erro-

neous and heretical. This bull divided the French
Church into two parties, the Acceptants and the

.\ppellants. The Jansenists and their sympathizers

were all in the latter camp, and as it included the

cardinal archbishop of Paris it constituted a formifl-

able party. Then the Jesuits played their winning
card. They had the bull "Imigenitus" registered as

a law of the kingdom and Jansenism was a matter

of histon,-, but before giving up the ghost it gave
one universal shriek, louder than the loud ocean,

like a crash of echoing thunder: the miracles

wrought upon the grave of a young Appellant dea-

con, Frangois de Paris. The Jesuits could defeat

men but not God. If miracles were performed at

the grave of dead Appellants through the mediation

of the holy spirit of the sacred interred, no argu-

ment was needed to convince that they were the

elect. Miracles had been somewhat in their line be-

fore as testifies the cure, otherwise inexplicable,

wrought in May, 1656, upon little !\Iarguerite Perier,

niece of the famous Pascal. A fragment of the

crown of Christ, preserved at the celebrated Cister-

cian Abbey, Port Royal, cured her of a lacrymal

fistula which had resisted all known treatment. The
Jesuits were much mortified at this miracle, which,

as it was officiallv recognized, they could not deny.

But it was not until after 1730 that the occurrence

of miracles menaced the Jesuits' existence as the

Fig. 3.—Dom Alphonse*de Palacios ; recovered.

Many of them were thrown into prison, the place

was walled up, Acceptants thundered against it, but

all to no purpose.

The records of some of the cures that were
wrought at this grave are contained in three large

volumes entitled "La Verite dds Miracles Operes
a I'intercession de ^I. de Paris et Autre Appelans
demontree contre M. I'Archeveque de Sens" (Lan-
guet). published in Paris 1737-1741. Some of the

more striking illustrations contained in these vol-

umes are here reproduced.

The author of this remarkable work. Carre de

Mongeron, was born in Paris in 1686. He was an
only child, and, judging from his own statement,

his 3'oung life was verj- licentious. In reality he

was a petted and indulged youth. He went through
the customary phases of puberty, including the reli-

gious phase, when he convinced himself that he was
a pillar of atheistic strength. A fright, induced by
the running away of a pair of horses which he was
using to aid him in abducting a girl, led him to go
into a monastery that he might there atone for his

sins, but as soon as the effects of this jar to his

courage and to his vanity wore off he found that

he was still a bad man. He returned to Paris and
there continued to live the life of a libertine, mean-
while tr\-ing to win his father to his irreligious

views.

In 1731, viz., in his forty-fifth year, he first heard

«f the miracles performed at the tomb of M. L'Abbe
de Paris. At first he attempted to ignore them,

his attitude toward such things being wholly scep-

tical, but it finally occurred to him that if miracles

were worked by the dead body of a Roman Catholic

there must be something in that faith which he did

not appreciate. He decided to put by his convic-

tions of scepticalness and to visit the tomb and

see for himself. Overwhelmed with religious ardor,

chastened by the thought of the possibility of
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Christ's miracles and the result of them, he experi-

enced an inward illumination while kneeling at the

tomb of the sacred deacon which gave him at the

same time a benign humility and a majestic ex-

altation. Like the poet, he thought

:

"Could I find a place to be alone with Heaven
I would speak out: "Heaven is my need;

Every woodland tree is flashing like the dogwood,
Flashing like the white beam, swaying like the reed."

He must tell someone of this wonderful transfor-

mation that has gone on vvithin him, and he seeks

his religious instructor, who tells him that such sud-
den illumination must be a miracle, which M. de
Mongeron is only too glad to believe. From this

time henceforth he devotes himself to a study of
the miracles that had been and were being per-

formed at this tomb and at the tombs of other

sacred Appellants and to defending the veritv of

them against the Archbishop of Sens, who made
it his business to attempt to ridicule and deny them.
De Mongeron's work is a monument to his pictv.

an earnest of his faith, and a permanent testimonial

to his industry. Apparently he did not believe that

God would hedge in the way to one to whom light

was given. For us it has a peculiar interest,

insomuch as it contains the most graphic accounts
of major hysteria that have ever been depicted

by the hand of a layman. The illustrations that ac-

company them are no less remarkable than the text,

and they compare favorably with the illustrations

from the Salpetriere that set forth the inanifesta-

tions of this majestic psychosis. Taken all together,

they depict practically every form of physical in-

capacity and disorder which are now called the stig-

mata of the disease.

The frontispiece of \'olume I is a picture of
Frangois de Paris kneeling in his room before an
image of Christ. The facial expression and the

given indications of singular piety, with a taste for

mortification of the flesh which has rarely been sur-

passed. All these virtues, says M. de ^ilongeron,

were augmented during the course of his life.

Prayers, study, and retreat were the deliciousness

of his soul, and to the indulgence of them he gave
himself wholly. Although he is said to have loved

his parents, it becaine him better to live in the man-
sion of his Saviour, and, like St. Francis of Assisi,

for the accomplishment of tliis he distributed to the

poor all his worldly possessions and devoted himself

to the Lord. To this state of humiliation he added
penance and austerity, prostrating himself at the

foot of the cross, and he despised not the chastening

of the Almighty

!

He mutilated his body by instruments of penitence

in order to obtain the clemency of God, and, that

light from Him might penetrate his soul. Accord-
ing to our author, his soul soon became flooded with
light from above and treasures of the Almighty
expanded within him in profusion. The heavens
opened and there descended upon him a wealth of
marvels which still last. Light was given to

in misery, and life unto the

Death, which has obliterated

of most of the great people of
his centurj', only made Irim celebrated throughout
the entire workl—this illustrious penitent, obscure
and unknown during life. Scarcely had his soul

separated from his body than a great number of

persons were in.spired to bespeak his intercession

with the Lord in order that their infirmities might
be overcome. His illustrious tomb became the sanc-

tuary of most striking miracles, the great and the

rich vied with the poor and those of no distinction

save profound humiliation to lay themselves upon
it in order that they might get miraculous aid.

Theists and atheists, astonished by the new light

him that was
bitter in soul.

the recollection

Fig. 4.—La Demoiselle Thibaut; ill.

attitude of his body indicate an abandonment to the

will of the Lord and a willingness to accept any
message which may come from Him. This cele-

brated penitent, son and brother of counsellors of

Parliament, had carried the cross of the Sufferer

from his tenderest youth, and even in infancy had

Fig. 5.—La Demoiselle Thibaut; recovered.

which presented itself to their souls, prostrated

themselves humbly in the dust and made public the

abjuration of their incurability.

The second illustration in Volume I represents

the tomb of the sacred Deacon (see Fig. i). It

bears the legend from Isaiah, "Say to them that
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are of a tearful heart. Be strong, fear not : behold

your God will come with vengeance, even Gocl with

a recompense, He will come and save you. Then
the eyes of the blind shall be opened, and the ears

of the deaf shall be unstopped."

The next illustration (Fig. 2) represents Dom

like a considerate patient, he went to see ^I. Gendron
so that he might bear witness to his recovery. M.
Gendron. who was in his garden, seeing him from

afar walking without anyone to guide him, his eyes

without bandage and wide open, apparently reveling

in the ravs of the sun, was so astonished that he

Fig. 6.—Marie Anne Couronneau ilL Fig. -Marie -Anne Couronneau ; recovered.

Alphon.'ie de Palacios, a young Spanish grandee,

who, suffering from an inflammation of the right

retina to such an extent that he could not tolerate

the slightest light, was taken, on the 30th of June,

173 1, to M. Gendron, a celebrated surgeon of .\n-

teuil, who pronounced the disease incurable or, at

least, one that could be benefited only by ver)^ pro-

tracted treatment. This young man's histor\- is in-

teresting: Six years before, i.t'. in 1725. he had an

inflammatorj- condition of the left eye which de-

stroyed its function. He lived in constant fear that

something might happen to the other eye, and that

he would become blind. Despite his precautions he

received a blow on the right eye and he became
blind for eight days. This terrorized him pro-

foundly, although the right eye recovered. But.

says our author, '"The left eye having been entirely

destroyed, and as the optic nerve which goes to this

eye is joined to the optic nerve which goes to the

right eye, it gradually communicated its destructive

process to it. Dom Alphonse, reduced to a state of

most profound despair, particularly after the un-

satisfacton,- consultation with his physicians, begged
to be allowed to go to the tomb of the Diacre de

Paris, but many obstacles were put in his way. par-

ticularly by the Church. Xevertheless. he finally

accomplished his purpose and made a nine-

day devotion at tlie tomb at St. Menard, but it

availed him not. His eye got worse. Then it

occurred to him that if he bound up his eye with a

part of the shirt in which the sacred penitent had
died he would get well. Almost immediately after

the application he got relief. Then he bound it up a

second time, and when he awakened from the sleep

which came over him he appreciated that he was
cured. He went at once to the tomb, and there he

gave himself up to overwhelming feelings of grati-

tude ajid to transports of ecstasy and then his

recovery was complete (Fig. 3). Two days later.

scarcely gave credence to his own vision, but he ran

to meet him cr3ing, "What have you done. Mon-
sieur, your eye seems to be in good shape?" Dom
Alphonse told him the story and related his experi-

ence. M. Gendron examined the eye with the most
exact attention and declared that the interior was
as perfect as the exterior, and that he was en-

tirely cured. He also modestly added that M. de
Paris, dead, had done in a night what he or the

most talented surgeon of the world could not do in

three months, all of which shows that M. Gendron
not only had the humility that is characteristic of

his cult, but that he was a sly old fox as well, for

at the previous interview he had pronounced the dis-

order hopeless. He also added that the cure was a

miracle, no doubt about that, from which the infer-

ence is legitimate that M. Gendron was almoft up
to miracles himself.

This is really a most interesting case ; an impres-

sionable boy had had his left eye put forever out of

commission, then he worried constantly lest he

should lose the other. He got a slight blow on the

other and total transitory amblyopia was the result.

This passed away and then gradually there devel-

oped what was probably a concentric limitation of

the visual field until the sight became practically

obliterated, and with this was associated photopho-

bia and other manifestations of hysterical blin<'ness.

The illustrations depict the bandaged youth led by
an able-bodied yoimg man to M. Gendron. who is

being implored by both of them and by anoth.er to

do something for his relief. The second illustration

depicts Dom .Mphonse entirely restored at the tomb
of Diacre de Paris with outstretched hands and up-

lifted head, gazing into the heavens, where the sun

is shining brilliantly. His companions, who had led

him to the surgeon, knelt behind him and joined with

him in giving expression to their gratitude for this

miraculous cure.
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The Archbishop of Sens made a remarkably acute

observation concerning this case: "Xever," said

he, "was a miracle so ridiculously imagined. If

God wished to make a miracle, why would He cure

one eye and not the other?" The w-riter of the

book, however, says we have no right to inquire

into the motives that prompt the Lord to make such

discrimination. Upward of a himdred pages of

closely printed matter are taken up with a descrip-

tion of the case, demonstration of the cure, testi-

monials of innumerable people who knew the boy
before and after, and all the other paraphernalia

that tend to lend verity.

The second cure was even more striking than

the first. Miss Thibaut. 65 years old. had been
afflicted since her sixtieth year with a universal

dropsy which reduced her to such a state of feeble-

ness that she was unable to move. "Her legs were
as large as the body of a child, her feet round as her

head, the left side in a state of complete paralysis

and contracture, the fingers of the left hand anky-
losed and covered with ulcers" (Fig. 4"). The pa-

tient, in this state, was brought to and placed upon
the tomb of M. de Paris on the 19th of June, 1731,
and wrapped in a sheet which it was thought would
be her shroud. On the tomb itself were placed her

slippers, of the most approved Cinderella pattern,

and with exaggerated Louis X\' heels I She was
cured almost immediately. The dropsy melted from
her swollen members, in full view of the specta-

tors, like the mist before the morning sun. She got

up and, sitting on the side of the tomb, joined her

hands in prayer, thus demonstrating that the left

hand, which had been paralyzed, and the fingers,

which had been covered with ulcers, were cured.

Her servants put the exquisite objects of art called

slippers upon her feet, while she and the others

about her gave vent to their astonishment and won-
derment, each in his own way (Fig. 5).

covered only to develop vomiting, swelling of the

abdomen and of other portions of the body, and
finally new attacks of "apoplexy," followed by ex-
traordinary trembling in all the extremities, and
later rigidity of the left upper extremity. The at-

tacks of apoplexy were the ordinarj- syncopal mani-
festations of major hysteria, while the peculiar de-

formity of the fingers of the paralyzed hand occurs
only in hysteria, not in organic hemiplegia.

The third miracle was that of Marie Anne
Couronneau. an old women of 68 years, com-
pletely paralyzed on the left side. She went to St.

Menard on the 13th day of June, 1731. She could
walk only on two crutches, and she had a harness
as well suspended from her neck. At each step

she was obliged to support herself not only on the

crutches, but to throw herself backward, making
most violent efforts in order to draw her left

leg forward (Fig. 6). Two surgeons decided that

the paralysis of her left leg was complete and
absolutely incurable, but she was suddenly and per-

fectly cured on the day she went to the tomb. The
second picture (Fig. 7) shows her mounting the

stairs with an alacrity that would befit a maiden of
fifteen, the crutches waving aloof—one in either

hand—the harness falling useless at her side, and
a sort of a battle-cr}--of-freedom expression upon
her face.

The fourth case was that of Marguerite Frangois
du Chene, who for three years had most frightful

hematemesis. caused by the rupture of several

blood-vessels in her stomach. For five years she had
been consumed by a continuous fever and tormented
by a pain in the side, which caused constant in-

somnia. To add to her misen,' her entire left side

was paralyzed and her entire bod}' was pervaded
with the dropsy (Fig. S'). Several attacks of apo-
plexy and of letharg}- had reduced her to such a
state that she was considered to be in extrtmis.

Fig. 8.—Marguerite Francois du Chene ; ill. S >.

Hysterical edema, paralysis, and contracture are

common stigmata of major hysteria, and Mile. Thi-
baut's case presents no difficulties of interpretation,

particularly when we learn that her illness began
with a profound "apoplexy," from which she re-

FlG. 9.—Marguerite Francois du Chene : recovered.

Within three days she was entirely cured at the

tomb of the sainted Deacon. Her figure so far re-

sumed its serpentine form that she was obliged to

fold her mantle around her to give it anj-thing ap-
proximating a fit (Fig. 9).
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This is one of the most striking of the cures,

iiysterical hematemesis, paralysis, convulsions, and

edema being the most common stigmata of major
hysteria. The detailed description which M. de

Mongeron gives of the various symptoms and the

way in which they displayed themselves at various

swell, and all the successive symptoms of cancer

declared themselves, the inflammation finally sur-

rounding the nipple, which fell off. Two years later

paralysis of the whole left side declared itself, and
in 1720 surgeons wished to operate, but her mother
objected, convinced that her daughter was doomed

^OZ" " "" ^xr-Jfi Fig. 10.—I'nilippe Sergent; ill. |FlG. II.—Philippe Sergeut; recovered.]

times reminds one of a typical case from the Sal-

petriere. We can readily imagine the stage of des-

peration she reached when physician after physician

failed to give her relief. The description of the

way in which cure came to her is no less graphic

than that which depicts her symptoms, while the

documentary attestations of her cure would put any
modern Thomas to shame.
The fifth miracle is one of the most brilliant of

them all. Philippe Sergent, whose left side was par-
alyzed, the knee being firmly ankylosed and the

muscles of the lower extremities atrophied (Fig.

10), was instantly and completely cured on being
conducted to the tomb on the loth of July. He
flung down his crutch and cane, mounted the tomb,
and sang lustily a Te Deuni (Fig. 11).

The sufferings of JNI. Sergent were not to be

compared with those of Pierre Gautier de Pezenas.
the victim of the sixth demonstration, which was
moreover a double miracle, as both of his eyes were
cured. Since his early youth the pupil of his left

eye had been entirely covered with a scar resulting

from smallpox. An injury to the right eye later in

life had put that out of commission, so that he was
totally blind. Convinced that he had nothing to

hope from the masters of medical science, he had
recourse to the intercession of M. de Paris. He
was cured in two sessions, April 22, 1733 (Figs.

12 and 13).

The seventh miracle is one of the most instructive.

for it is an example of ulceration of the skin, more
particularly of the nipple, a clinical sign of malig-

nant tumor of the breast, which is very uncommon
in hysteria. Demoiselle Coirin, an attractive young
woman, if we may judge from the portrait which
purports to be of her, had two falls from a horse
in 1716; the second time she fell with full force on
a heap of stones, striking the left side of her abdo-
men. Three months later her left breast began to

(Fig. 14). She remained in this state until 1731,
fifteen years, and then, after touching the shirt of

Francois de Paris and applying some earth from
his tomb to her breast, she made a complete re-

covery in the night from the 12th to the 13th of
-August. The nipple even grew again, although it

always remained smaller than the right one. She
arose on the morning of her deliverance and made
her toilet. Her servant brought her breakfast but
wouldn't leave it because, she maintained, her mis-
tress was ill and in the adjoining room (Fig. 15).
She was convinced only on seeing the empty bed.

No detail is too trifling and no evidence too puerile

for M. Mongeron to pass it by.

The sequence of events in this case would seem
to have been hysterical attacks of syncope, blue

edema of the breast, causing gangrene of the nip-

ple, secondary infection of the wound, hemiplegia,

and inactivity atrophy, all of hysterical origin.

Hysterical gangrene is very rare, but a number of
authentic cases are on record.

The last miracle of Volume I. is the most dra-

matic. Miss Hardouin, completely paraplegic since

1725, and hemiplegic since 1730. and having lost

entirely the faculty of speech for many days, was
carried to the tomb on the 2d of .Aug^ist. 1731
(Figs. 16 and 17). She fainted in the armchair in

which she was being carried to a carriage, so thev

had to forego that means of transportation and carry

her. On being put upon the tomb on the 3d of

August, all her members paralyzed, she was seized

with a typical hysterical convulsion and almost im-
mediatelv recovered her speech and the use of her
extremities.

The sudden recoverv' of function after a hys-

terical crisis, such as a convulsion, is not at all un-
common. One thing that strikes even the casual

reader is the duration of many of the symptoms.
In the case just related the paraplegia had existed
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six years. It had set in with violent symptoms and
'"attacks of apoplexy" when she was 20 years old.

These attacks, which were in reality hysterical crises,

i.e. syncopal and cenvulsive, were of frequent oc-

currence during the ne.xt six years until her de-

liverance.

The ne.xt miracle is one that does not lend itself

so readily to interpretation. iXlarie Carteri had been
reduced by two lacrj-mal fistulse to such a state of

weakness, insomnia, and pain that life was a burden.
Finally caries of the bone developed and the left

side of the face became enormoush- swollen (Fig.

18). She was cured on the fourth day of Sep-
tember at the tomb of the sacred deacon. .\11 the

pain disappeared. The next morning she noted on
removing the bandages that the size of the fistulse

was much less and that the only reminder of the

previous eye trouble was slight redness. .\t the

end of eight days all trace of it and of the fistulse

had disappeared and she worked in the fields with a
strength that she before had not known (Fig. 19).
Five representations of her are given, two before
and three after the miracle. Whether or not oc-

clusion of the lacrymal ducts is of hysterical origin

I do not know. That occlusion of these ducts may
be overcome without supernatural intervention or
without invoking aid of any kind is known.

In bringing \'olume I. to a close the author gives

a long disquisition on miracles and attempts to

sweep aside the objections that have been made to

the verity of those related. Miracles, he says, are

the voice of God. It is by miracles that God com-
municates with man and makes His presence visible.

It is by miracles principally that Christ proved His
divinity. It is by miracles that He has promised to

preserve and sustain until the end of time the sacred
trust of faith, and. finally, it is by miracles in times
of doubt and trouble in the Church that God has
made known in a most striking manner what tho real

occurrences. Despite the apparently overwhelming
interest in the tomb at St. Aledard the bulk of the

population, or at least that portion of it that con-
stitute the vo.i' popiili, did not take the miracles very
seriously. Whether or not all that denied the verity

of them were Acceptants cannot be said, but there

were many who by virtue of their positions had
much to do with shaping public opinion who made
fun of the whole business. Meanwhile miracles be-

gan to be effected at the graves of other sainted

-Appellants ; and gradually a change came over the

entire subject.

Volume II. contains a long, fervent prayer, a dis-

sertation on the authority of miracles, and a detailed

account of four miraculous cures. The case of Anne
Augier is the most interesting, for it shows how
severe hysterical lesions may become and how
quickly all indications of such lesions may disappear.

The miracle was wrought at the tomb of M.
Rousse, priest and canon of Avenai in the Diocese
of Reims. .-Vnne had been paralyzed for more than
twenty years, consumed by a cancer of the breast for

seven years, infected for two years through a fis-

tula which opened from the axilla, and tormented
for a long time by an infinite number of other com-
plaints. The way in which the paralysis developed
is typical of hysteria. "This pious girl, then 25
years old. being in the parish church of Mareiiil,

absorbed in the divine service that was being cele-

brated, was suddenly stricken with paralysis of both
legs and fell to the floor as if dead. Never from
that moment did she have any use of them." When
.surgeons examined her they found entire loss of
sensibility in the lower extremities as well. This
discoverv' created a sensation among her friends

and acquaintances and she was often demonstrated
as a human pin cushion. .\t the end of eight months
her legs had wasted so much that they were only

skin and bones In addition she suffered from

Fig. 12.—Pierre Gautier de Pezenas:iU.

truth is. All of which should be construed to mean
that God was on the side of the Appellants, in the
opinion of M. de Mongeron ; but apparently M. de
Mongeron was in error.

It was evident that the cause of the Jansenists
was not being advanced by the so-called miraculous

Fig. 13.—Pierre Gautier de Pezenas; recovered.

crises which deprived her of consciousness for three

or four days, during which time she would take

neither food nor drink. Anne had been in this

state, and worse, for fifteen years, and her appear-

ance and general condition were so repulsive that

they beggared description, but this did not deter a
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chevalier d'industrie, who passed her home, to covet

possession of her. Despite her resistance, which

was so great that she got cancer of the breast from

one of the blows that he rained upon her, she became

pregnant. The misery and agony of several years

we pass over. She made all sorts of efforts to get

lost its capacity for seeing, moving, and feeling.

She also had constant headache, and finally lost

the use of one arm and one leg (although it is

not at all clear that she was hemiplegic). She was
carried to Avenay on the i6th of May, 1828, to im-

plore the intercession of M. Rousse. The ardor

Fig. 14.—La Demoiselle Coirin: '.11. Fig 15.—La Demoiselle Coirin; recovered.

healed, but without avail. Finally she was placed

in a basket, laid on an ass' back, and, supported by

two lusty youths, she was brought to the tomb of

M. Rousse. The picture she presented was most
striking: Visage pale, livid, and cadaverous, eyes

half open from weakness and defection, her head

hanging limply and without strength to hold it : the

body bent in a semicircle ; the clicking of her bones

as they struck one another was audible to passers

by, and she made a terrorizing impression on every-

one, many of whom asked "Where do you take this

dead girl?" The illustrations depict her being

brought thither and kneeling on the tomb of -J.

Rousse behind a priest who is saying mass. At the

moment of the offertory her shriveled legs are re-

leased and she is cured. In one corner her visit to

the Abbess of Avenay. who was a doubter, is de-

picted, and in another her restoration to full strength

and health is testified to by her work ; threshing

grain.

Her cure caused a great furor. Gentlemen, peas-

ants, ecclesiastics, laymen, judiciary, all came, save

the Abbess of Avenay. She said it was against the

law, but she had to admit the cure, nevertheless.

She was discomfited because Anne would not say

she h?d prayed to a saint, not to an Appellant, but

Anne would have none of it. She stayed eight days

after her restoration, then walked home, a two-day

journey. There she received an ovation that must
have been verj' gratifying if her hysterical disposi-

tion had not been cured as well. Verily, her strength

was the strength of stones, and her flesh was of

brass

!

The next cure related was of a much simpler state

of affairs, and much more typically hysterical.

The Dame Stapart had been paralyzed for ten

years in the left eve, which, from obstruction and
atrophy of the optic nerve and other nerves, had

with which she prayed in the church before going
to the tomb made them suspicious, and she was re-

fused communion. The same day she went to the

chapel in which ^M. Rousse was buried but admis-
sion was refused her. A small boy who was about
to show her a secret way was pursued by his school-

master and given a trouncing. At this moment God
cured the lady, all of which is graphically set forth

in the illustrations.

The scene again shifts back to Paris, and now a

new element is introduced into the inodiis operandi

of the cures. Up until this time they had been

wrought with great simplicity. The individual made
a nine-day meditation, implored the intercession

'

of the sainted deacon and kissed the earth in which
he was buried. Sometimes they applied the earth

to the apparent seat of their ailments. Then the

cure occurred suddenly or gradually. In 1731,

however, cure seemed to flow directly out of con-

vulsions. Among the first of these cases was that

of Miss Fourcoi. She had been cured once of

dropsy by convulsions, but a deformity and con-

tracture of her left foot had remained. Five sur-

geons had testified that the ankylosis was incurable,

but she went into a convulsive state at the tomb of

M. de Paris and when she came out of it she was
entirely cured.

Convulsions, especially what may be called the

epidemic variet}% have usually been attributed to

demoniacal possession. Such attribution, and the

attempts made to overcome it, constitute the foulest

blot on the pages that record the progress of man
in the era of modern civilization. In 1731 the Ap-
pellants interpreted convulsions as the intervention

of the Divine Spirit, and from this time until the

27th of January, 1732, when an ordinance of the

king closed the cemeterj' of Saint Medard not only

to visitors, but for purposes of interment, the con-
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vulsionists had the center of the stage. That these

convulsions are the most typical of the epileptoid

and contorsionist periods of major hysteria one may
fully convince himself by examining the writings

of i\I. de Mongeron and comparing them with tlie

writings of Charcot, Richer, Gilles de la Tourette,

et al.

A typical case of hysterical deafness is that of

Catherine Bigot, who, it is said, had always been
deaf and mute. Her deafness was so complete that

she could not hear the slightest noise when a pistol

was shot beside her ear, "evident proof that the tym-
panum and the nerves necessary to the hearing of

sound had never been formed in her head." When
she was placed on the tomb of M. de Paris she was
seized with movements of extreme violence. On
the fifth day she became unconscious. After the

convulsions and during the time of unconscious-
ness "God formed an organ of hearing in a perfect

way." As soon as she recovered from this un-
consciousness she understood perfectly and repeated
everything that was said to her. The instant she

was placed upon the tomb her face became pale, as

if dead, she swooned, and a moment later she was
seized with movements of such violence that she
could scarcely be restrained. She showed by her
appearance and her gestures that she was suffering

most violent pains in the head, ears, and chest.

Her head turned from right to left with such pro-

digious rapidity that one could no longer see het

features, and the color of her mouth seemed to

irradiate her entire face. Her companions, afraid,

took her away from the tomb, but the deaf mute
soon made it known she wished to be put back.
The character of the testimonials is above sus-

picion. A description of the convulsions that

occurred is taken from a letter written by the
Bishop of Senez, who was a man that M. de Mon-

oft', and which began anew when they were put upon
the tomb again. These patients were nearly always
accompanied and observed by a great number of
physicians and surgeons of renown, who studied

the phenomena with much attention and assiduity.

"Naturally," says M. de Alongeron, "such carefully

trained observers were always on guard against

surprise, imposture, and imagination—a bone to

the watch-dog of the infernal regions. They util-

ized the opportunity of their thousand experiences
in order to discover the source and the origin of

such extraordinary agitations. They consulted to-

gether on everything that passed before their eyes,

they mutually communicated their views and their

reflections ; the result of it all was the conclusion
that convulsions and the contortions were super-
natural manifestations, the work of God, and medi-
ated through the virtue of the tomb."
The contagiousness of the disorder made itself

distinctly manifest only when the king closed St.

Medard. The element of persecution then forced
itself into the distorted minds of the convulsionists

and its effect was the same as that of a spark in a

])Owder magazine. M. de Mongeron says that when
they began to persecute the convulsionists, attacks
increased enormously, and persons on every side,

many of whom had never been ill, became affected.

Thus the I.ord displayed His bounty and I lis prodi-

gality. He opened the mouths of a multitude of in-

fants and of simple and ignorant persons, and from
them came beautiful discourses, and warnings con-
cerning the future that had the import of prophesy.
Not only did these young convulsionists pronounce
their discourses with dignity, but their visages,

their gestures, and their attitudes portrayed in a
keen and striking manner the various sentiments
embodied in the discourses. Often, indeed, it was
noted that the convulsionists became the living

Fig. 16.—La Demoiselle Hardouin; ill. Fig. 17.—La Demoiselle Hardouin; recovered.

geron held in high esteem. "The object that struck
one most forcibly and which held the eyes and the
mind in astonishment was the spectacle of convul-
sions and violent agitations which took possession
of the patients the moment they were put upon the

tomb, and which ceased the moment they were taken

portrait of the passion of Jesus Christ. They held

their arms as if upon the cross in an immobile man-
ner, while the representation (which is the name
they give to attitudes of passion) and the entire

attitude of the body took on the features of the

crucifixion. The lively and tender pains supported
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with the most heroic patience and the most perfect

resignation was characteristically depicted in the

leaden visage, the dying eyes, and the agitating

thrills of the body. After remaining in this state

for a long time a deathlike pallor covered the entire

visage, the lips became withered and bluish, the

most necessary to be on guard lest they be used for

immoral purposes, and particularly convulsionists

of great simplicity and confidence should be safe-

guarded." He further points out that the devil is

constantly roaming about looking for innocent and
tender convulsionists to devour, and that the com-

FlG. 18.—Marie Carteri ; ill.
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Fig. 19.—Marie Carteri- recovering and recovered.

light of the half-closed eyes seemed entirely to go
out, and the head, no longer able to sustain itself,

fell upon the chest. Once even the author saw the

tongue so completely retracted into the throat that

one could see no part of it in the mouth, which re-

mained half open. The supernatural is more marked
and more striking in the living pictures which pass

before our eyes of the tortures that had often to be

endured by the disciples of the prophet Elias
;
pic-

tures which are scarcely less calculated to excite our
piety than those that set forth the suffering of our
Divine model.

The third volume is devoted largely to explana-

tion and defense of the convulsionists and to an at-

tempt at interpretation of the "Secours Violens."

After the convulsionists had reached a certain stage

of development., i.e. after their antics had become
most bizarre, it dawned upon them and upon their

sympathizers apparently that they were given

strength, resistance, incapacity for injury and vio-

lence, that could be accounted for in no other way
than on the supposition that it was a divine emana-
tion. As M. de Mongeron puts it, "God puts pro-

digous strength into certain convulsionists so that

even the tenderest fibers, and the most feeble and
delicate persons are able to withstand the most
violent blows." God does this in order to make evi-

dent His divine might and mercy. That which He
gives them the French call secour, and which we
must translate as aid or succor, and of this secour
there are two kinds, the little and the big. The
little secour consists of touches, pressure, trifling

blows, all of which are administered on certain parts

of the body. There can be no doubt that often-

times they mediate lubricity, for the author says

:

"In regard to the 'aids' which are capable of ex-

citing concupiscence, either in the convulsionists

themselves or in those who give the 'aids,' it is

mon way of devouring them is to deprive them of

their virginity. Even in those days, as in the days

of Job, Satan came from going to and fro in the

earth, and from walking up and down in it

!

Grand secours, or violent '"aids," which consist

of blows with a hammer or mallet, pieces of iron or

wood, and blocks of stone, thrusts with swords and
other sharpened instruments, nailing on the cross,

etc., were apparently very much used, and the il-

lustrations of the third volume depict many of those.

For instance, the frontispiece illustrates a lady

known as La Petite Aubigan giving her left leg.

which has a curvature, evidently due to a spasm
of the peroneal muscles, a whack with a mallet,

which cured it. It bears the legend quoted from
Deuteronomy, "I wound and I heal."

The second illustration is that of Madeline Du-
rand, who had a cancer of the mouth. The first

picture represents her with an enormous edema of

the mouth, while the second one shows her clipping

a part of it off with a scissors. Then she immedi-
ately became cured. On the opposite side of the

page is M. Fournier, the surgeon who pronounced
her disorder beyond his aid, sitting in his study

marveling at the transformed picture which Made-
line presents, for now she is represented as a most
attractive little creature.

The third illustration depicts a series of "aids"

given to Gabriel ]\Ioler, and a wonder Gabriel must
have been. The first represents her on her knees

and beside her a powerfully-built young man, who
wields the big stick which he is apparently about to

bring down upon her head, while a number of ob-

sen^ers stand around in various attitudes of awe
and consternation. The second represents her lying

flat upon the floor while two men are placing a

rock, about as large as her body, upon her head.

The third represents her lying on her back, a gentle-
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man on his knees above her thrusting a long shar-

pened instrument into her abdomen, while in the

fourth she occupies the center of the stage and a

nimiber of ladies and gentlemen about her are prick-

ing her body in various places with swords, a pro-

cedure which she seems to enjoy. It is not possible

here to give in detail all the manifestations of hys-

teria which this remarkable creature gave until she

finally became cured. The illustrations depict them
quite as well as words.

"It is evident that it is by violence or grand
secour that it is pleasing to God to stop the pains

of the convulsionist, to restore their shrunken limbs,

and to overcome and cure their maladies. It is also

pleasing to Him that proof of these aids should
make a strong impression in other persons. There-
fore, the most violent aids produce not only the ef-

fect of stopping the suffering of the convulsionists,

but they represent symbolically the light, the faith,

the courage, the confidence, love, and desire of eter-

nal salvation in the souls of others. I have already

shown in my first proposition that God makes use

visibly of these terrible aids to operate many of his

most marvelous cures. There have been seen any
number of emaciated and useless infants acquire a

regular symmetry, badly constructed bones become
straight, too short bones elongated, humpbacks dis-

appear, enormous hips become small, legs and feet

form even after the age of fifty years, and abso-

lutely incurable maladies cured by means of grand
secour."

The emotional equivalents of these aids consti-

tute an important feature of the occurrences.

The stage known as ecstasy, into which the con-

vulsionists pass, especially those who receive the

grand secour, corresponds with the ecstasy of hys-

terics and cataleptics of the present day. In these

ecstasies, at least in those which are marked by the

most dictinctive traits, the convulsionists are sud-

denly struck by the unanticipated aspect of some
object the sight of which ordinarily fills them with

joy. They eagerly fi.x their gaze and their hands
on high. They jump toward the heaven, they ap-

pear to wish to fly there. To see them absorbed
afterwards in profound contemplation one would
say that they were admiring celestial beauty, their

faces illumined by a sparkling and brilliant fire,

and their eyes, which one cannot force them to close

so long as the ecstasy lasts, remain always immobile,

open, and fixed upon that which occupies them.

They are in some way transfigured, they apear to be

quite different; even those who are not in this state,

those who normally have something low and re-

pulsive about them, change so entirely that they are

scarcely recognized. Their exaltation has nothing
which does not edify, nothing which does not in-

'ipire piety, nothing which does not lead to God.
This supernatural state represents vividly in the

person in which it develops, so detached from every-

thing that is only terrestrial and transitory, a soul

which aspires only to supreme happiness, a

state of bliss which one might say it is

already enjoying. Frequently it is during this

ecstasy that convulsionists make their most
beautiful speeches and their principal produc-
tions, but they speak in varying languages when
they discourse the secrets of hearts, and even some-
times make them a part of their "representations."

M. de Alongeron says: "In the strongest of their

ecstasy many convulsionists make speeches in an un-
known or varying language. I should add that they
do not themselves understand the sense of it at the

instant and while they are pronouncing it, and they

do not recall them, except, perhaps, in a general

way, after the speeches are finished. The only proof

that we have that they understand what they utter

is that often they express in the most vivid

manner the sentiments contained in these speeches,

not only by their gestures, but often by the

attitude which their body takes and by the ex-

pression of their faces, upon which the different

sentiments are expressed—traits and characters of

the most striking kind. The greater part of these

speeches are a prediction of the coming of the

prophet Elias, the trials that they have made Christ

as well as his disciples, the conversion of the Jews,

and, finally, of the establishment of religion over all

the earth. It has only been necessary to discover

that these subjects in an unknown language were

for the most part prophesies of great events ; to

conform the different expressions that have been

seen upon the faces of convulsionists while they are

making their discourses, and the gestures with

which they have accompanied them, with similar im-

pressions and parallel movements that have been

made by them while they were pronouncing their

discourses in French, in which they have an-

nounced events which have been confirmed by the

declaration of many convulsionists to appre-

ciate the depth and significance of their dis-

courses. Moreover, many inspired ones im-

provise without presenting signs of ecstatic

rapture. The explosion of a simple hysterical

crisis suffices to throw them suddenly into a

sort of intellectual exaltation, whose accompani-

ments force them to give vent to their ideas. In

these moments the over-excitation of the nervous

centers of the brain give them the capacity to ex-

ternalize their discourse with a fluidity of expres-

sion, a wealth of figures and of imaginery which

does not fail to produce a lively impression upon
the populace who follow the convulsionists. In con-

vulsion their soul is much more detached from
their senses than in their natural state. It is a well-

known fact that convulsionists have much
more mind, penetration, and intelligence while

in convulsions than in their ordinary state. One
sees often extremely timid girls whose makeup is

but ignorance, stupidity, and low birth who, as soon

as they are in convulsion, speak, nevertheless, not

only with great exactitude, but with fire, elegance,

and grandeur, freed as they are from the corrup-

tion of man by original fire. One can recall a multi-

tude of facts which prove incontestably that the

ordinary effect of the convulsion is to give to the

soul more light, activity, more facility to conceive

things, even the most elevated. A young child not

in convulsion was first so timid and so terrorized

that one could not get a single word out of her, and

she appeared to be almost an imbecile. However,
as soon as she was in convulsion she responded to

everything with so much alacrity and justice that

one would have taken her for a person who had

great natural talents and a most perfect education.

It has been abundantly shown by trustworthy

historians that in many instances the discoveries of

the convulsionists were neither chaste nor edifying.

M. de Mongeron thinks these were either the re-

sult of an overheated imagination or the suggestion

of the devil.

The deportment of some of these individuals

known as grand secours is to be gathered from
the descriptions which the author gives of others

besides those here mentioned.

A convulsionist of the first order was holding a

very beautiful discourse in an unknown language.

At the same time she assumed a most remarkable

attitude. The body was bent backward to form
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an arch, supported on the head and the heels. In

this position she said a mass from one end to the

other with peculiar dignity, but in an unknown
language. She then extended herself upon the

ground on her back, occasionally agitated so pro-

foundly that it was necessary that someone should

hold her feet, to watch and to prevent all intimacy,

and to hold down her clothes. The convulsionist re-

cited a De Profundis in French, but before reciting

it she asked that they put her head down and her

feet up in the air. After having recited with great

demonstration of piety this prayer she wanted them
to help her throw a somersault in the air, and was
so little embarrassed that she was keen to have them
help her do it again. Finally she said, with great

unction and gratitude, that what she had just done
was a mystery to be interpreted symbolically and
represented the topsy-turvy state of matters in the

Church. A convulsionist named The Invincible

chanted praises to God while making somersaults.

Poncet saw a convulsionist who said her prayers

while pulling out the tongue like one possessed,

and upon whose face was displayed the most hor-

rible contortions. He had seen another whose ex-

altation seemed to come from despair who was
transported by the convulsion to tear her face with

her nails and to throw herself out of the window.
Nothing was more striking, according to Lataste,

whose "theological letters" is a reliable source of in-

formation, than the manner with which convulsion-

ists asked miracles of God ; sometimes they prayed
to God while clipping the hair, while eating soup,

or while doing a thousand other banal things. Some-
times they prayed while choking themselves to the

point of putting out the tongue, while hanging from
a hook with a cord around the neck, while being

beaten upon the back or upon the belly, while be-

ing pushed and pressed and balanced, sometimes
while having their arms, legs, and breasts pulled,

while twirling, their heads down, their legs in the

air, while giving a thousand other signs of indecency

to persons not only of their own sex but to men.
Such conduct was not confined to the laity ; religious

people and ecclesiastics participated as well.

"At St. Medard," says Lataste, "one sees men
pray for their health in shaking rudely their heads,

in clapping their hands, in shaking wildly their legs,

and tormenting themselves like real demons. I

have seen there women who implore miraculous
cure while running about like a mad person or one
possessed. Others sit upon men's knees or extend
themselves at full length upon the tomb of Paris in

a most indecent way, situations which often discon-

cert the modesty of spectators. Others are held up
by the middle by men who let them fall or pirouette

them from time to time. A preacher remained ex-

tended upon the ground in preaching most sublime

sermons. From time to time he lifted his feet,

which he placed upon another convulsionist. The
consulting doctors," adds Lataste, have records that

it is in that moment that the convulsionist makes
beautiful discourses, touching prayers, editying rep-

resentations. At the same moment that they make
all these things they are doing indecent somersaults

in the air with very disgusting attitudes."

In 1845, '•^- soon after this work of Carre de
Mongeron was completed, public interest in the con-

vulsionists began to die out. Their antics and gyra-

tions ceased to be a matter of wonder and their

conduct became offensive, and, in some instances,

intolerable. There is much evidence from reliable

sources to show that many individuals utilized it

as a means to lubricity through unnatural channels.

After general interest in them had ceased, and more

particularly after many of the most conspicuous

Secouristes had been thrown into prison, the

Church—meaning the Acceptants—frowned very se-

verely upon anything in the shape of violent aid, and

the epidemic was over.

Studied in the light of our present-day knowledge
of the clinical manifestations of hysteria, there is

very little in the records of the miracles wrought at

the tombs of sacred Appellants or by "Secour" that

transcends our understanding. The investiga-

tions of neurologists, and particularly those of

France, have shown that the subjective and objec-

tive symptoms which the various individuals whose
histories are related in such detail by M. de Mon-
geron, are those that constitute the signs and the

symptoms of the "attack" of the disease. These
signs have such definite characteristics and associa-

tions that they are rarely to be confounded with

those of organic disease. Such characteristics and
associations are to be found in every case related

in cxtcnso by de ]\Iongeron. The "representations."

the ecstatic states, the epileptoid state, the state of

contortions and passionate attitudes, and the state

of delirium, which are described in such detail in

the volumes that we have been examining, are no

less and no more typical and characteristic than

those described in such monographs as that of Paul

Richer on major hysteria.

After an examination of these volumes and of

similar literature of previous centuries, one reads

with amazement the statements of strayed theologi-

ans and semiphysicians, that functional nervous dis-

eases are increasing rapidly at the present time.

They cite in substantiation of such alleged increase

the fact that psychasthenia was not to be found in

any standard dictionary until 1901, and that neuras-

thenia came into being only a generation ago. If

their opinion and judgment concerning existing con-

ditions are no more reliable than those of the past,

they need not be taken very seriously.

37 West Fifty-fourth Street.

RECURRENT AND ABDUCTOR PARALYSIS
OF THE LARYNX.

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS ON ANATOMY AND PHYSI-
OLOGY; ETIOLOGY OF PARALYSES OF CEN-

TRAL ORIGIN.*

By J. W. GLEITSMANN. M.D..

NEW YORK.

The subject, selected by your Council for general

discussion, is in my opinion the most interesting and
at the same time the most difficult one in the whole
domain of laryngology. It is interesting, because
it leads the laryngologist at once beyond the sphere
of his specialty, and it is difficult, as it deals with
the most intricate questions of neurology, about
which in many instances the investigators entertain

conflicting opinions.

For a full understanding of the part assigned to

me—the central causes of recurrent and abductor
paralyses—a clear conception of the motor centers

in the cortex and bulbus, of their predominant func-

tions, their connecting strata is absolutely necessary.

With the approval of your presiding officer I shall

briefly analyze the anatomical features and add such
physiological and pathological data, which have a

direct bearing on our subject.

Anatomy.—The larynx has to perform two func-

tions, diametrically opposite to each other, viz.,

phonation and respiration. The chief center for

*Read before the American Laryngological Association
at the thirtietli annual Congress, Montreal, May, 1908.
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phonation, adduction of the cords and a voluntary
act is in the cortex : for respiration, abduction of

the cords, and a vital process, in the bulbus. In
addition there are subordinate centers in reverse or-

der and of lesser dignity for phonation in the bul-

bus, for respiration in the cortex. The connecting

LARYNGEAL CORTICAL MOTOR CENTRE

cs Sulcus cruelalls

Cors Sulcus coronarius

a b Area for abduction

a d Area for adduction

a c Area for acceleration

Fic. 1.

nerve fibers run from the cortical to the bulbar
center and vice versa through the internal capsule.

The cortical motor center for phonation was
discovered by H. Krause^ to be located at the de-

scending surface of the prefrontal convolution. The
result of his investigations was confirmed by Se-

mon- and Horsley,^ who by extending their re-

searches found additional motor areas in the cor-

tex for acceleration and for deep-
ening of the respiration. By in-

genious experiments Risien Russel'

succeeded in finding below the

phonatory center a locality from
which abduction of the cords can
be elicited. The illustration of the

different cortical motor centers is

from Semon's treatise in Hey-
mann's Handbook of Laryngology
and needs no further comment.

The bulbar representation of the

larynx is in the fourth ventricle,

and we find in the alea cinerea two
localities, irritation of which pro-

duces typical abduction of the

cords, the respiratory act, further

smaller areas for bilateral adduc-
tion, one for unilateral adduction,

and one for the cadaveric position

of the cords, all of which are

graphically shown in the illustra-

tion, which is also taken from the

same treatise by Semon.
The existence of the subordinate

centers, mentioned above, has been
proven by repeated experiments on animals, of

which one only will be cited. Acephalic monsters,

animals whose brain has been extirpated, are able

to utter a cry, due to the subordinate phonatory

center in the bulbus, but their respiratory move-

ments are not materially influenced, confirming the

bulbus to be the main center for respiration.

These elementary anatomical data, condensed
within the narrowest possible compass, have almost

universally been accepted ; the first real discrepancy

of opinions we meet is about the question of the

root of the motor nerve of the

larynx, which is not definitely de-

cided at the present day.

After the careful experiments

of Schech^ the laryngeal motor
nerve was for many years consid-

ered to have its source from the

inner branch of the accessory wil-

lisii, till Onodi'' and Grabower' *

brought forth forcible arguments
in favor of the pneumogastric, ex-

ceptions to which were taken by
some authors. But a recognized

authority, H. Oppenhcim, says

(1905) in his book": there is at

present no certainty in regard to

the participation of the accessory

nerve in the innervation of mus-
cles supplied by the pneumogastric.

Another much debated issue re-

lates to the nature of the recurrent

nerve. While many investigators

strongly believe it to be exclusively

a motor nerve, others offer good
reasons, based on animal experi-

ments, to consider it a mixed nerve,

carrying also centripetal fibers.

But if the latter view should

prove to be correct, we cannot yet draw any definite

conclusions from it in regard to the human system,

as even in animals a differentiation exists in the re-

sponse in different species.

The last and a most important anatomical fact is

the discovery by Risien Russel"* of the existence of

special nerve fibers for adduction and abduction,

which run in separate bundles throughout the whole

LARYNGEJVL BULBAR MOTOR CENTRE

oc<! COrpors quadngemina anteriora

pcq Corpora quadngemina posterlora

cs Calamus scriptorius
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Area of bilateral abduction

x^Area of bilateral adduction

= Area of unilateral adduction

^i/lreaof cadaveric position

Fig.

course of the recurrent, those for the abductors or

the inner, those for the adductors on the outer side

of the nerve trunk. They can be dissected to such

an extent that one set of fibers responds to elec-

trical irritation exclusively by adduction, the other
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exclusively by abduction of the vocal cords. By his

work the formerly vexed question was solved, how
a supposedly homogeneous nerve could effect such

directly antagonistic movements.
Physiology and Pathology.—The cortical motor

centers of the larynx differ from other cortical

motor centers in the essential point that irritation

of either one is always followed by symmetrical bi-

lateral adduction of the cords, phonetic movements,

which also take place, when one cortical center has

been destroyed by disease or experimentally re-

moved. This physiological observation had enjoyed

universal acceptance, till Masini" maintained to

have found a locality in the cortex, from which
movements of the opposite side of the larynx could

be produced. Subsequent experiments by others

did not verify his statements, but recently Katzen-

bach^^ obtained by an improved method similar

movements of the corresponding as well as opposite

side.

The influence of the bulbar center on respiration

and on the position of the glottis has been care-

fully studied by Semon" in his endeavor to ascer-

tain if the vocal cords play an active part during

quiet respiration, and to determine the cause of

the dift'erence between the width of the glottis dur-

ing life and its cadaveric position after death or

after severance of the pneumogastric or recurrent.

He found by numerous and carefully made meas-

urements with graduated mirrors, that in over 80

per cent, of adults the glottis remains stationary

during quiet respiration and is considerably wider

than in the cadaveric position. Its average width

in men during life is 13.5 mm.; after death 5 mm.;
in women 1 1.5 and 4 mm. respectively. Without
entering into a detailed statement of his experi-

ments and arguments, he is led to the conclusion

that the greater width of the glottis during life is

the result of a permanent activity of the abductor

muscles, due to tonic, rhythmic impulses, received

by their ganglia centers in the medulla from the

neighboring respiratory center through centripetal

fibers of the pneumogastric. He calls this physio-

logical action of the abductor muscles the abductor

tonus.

I cannot conclude my introductory remarks with-

out calling your attention, and emphasizing the

far-reaching importance of the proclivity of the

abductor muscles to paralysis in progressive or-

ganic lesions.

\\'hile Rosenbach" on the strength of a case of

cancer of the esophagus, accompanied in the begin-

ning by paralysis of both abductors, later of both

recurrent nerves, was the first to proclaim that the

abductors are the first to suft'er from compression

of the recurrent, the credit belongs to Semon, to

have proven that this important pathological condi-

tion is seen not only in local lesions, affecting the

nerve along its course, but also in central, cerebral

as well as spinal diseases of an organic character.

His first publication^^ appeared (1881) in an

American journal of high standard, devoted to our

specialty, but meeting with a premature death on

account of the indift'erence of the laryngologists at

that time, viz., the Archives of Laryngology. His

statements met with a host of opposition and elic-

ited controversies, sometimes of an acrimonious

character and not always of the highest scientific

standard. By his incessant labors, extending from

1881 to 1897, and by publications too numerous to

quote, he had finally the satisfaction to have the so-

called Semon Law universally acknowledged. It is

beyond the scope of these remarks to enumerate the

arguments he put forth to support his assertion, the

truth of which all of us had undoubtedly frequent

occasion to confirm.

The ultimate true cause of the proclivity of the

abductors to paralysis has not been definitely de-

termined yet. Grabower^" sought not long ago to

solve the {)roblem by anatomical, instead of experi-

mental researches, previously employed. He exam-
ined the innervation of the laryngeal muscles in re-

gard to the configuration of their last nerve termi-

nals, and counted the number of nerve fibers in each

muscle. He found that the branch for the abduc-

tor does not divide into smaller ones, radiating in

dift'erent directions, as in the adductors, and that

the number of nerve fibers is less in the former

than in the latter. The posticus f.i. has in the av-

erage 281 terminal fibers, the external and internal

thyroarytenoid 485, the transversus 279, an i the

sum of all the adductor fibers is 680.

I have so far not been able to find reports con-

firming Grabower's investigation, but without feel-

ing competent to pass on its merits, I am free to

say that I would consider it a most acceptable solu-

tion of the question at issue. It would explain

also in a natural way by an anatomical anomaly
the first and only exception to Semon's statement

during the long period of tvi'enty-five years, ob-

served by Saundby'' in a case of esophageal cancer,

the analysis of which I have to leave to the gentle-

man treating of peripheral causes.

Semon'* admits frankly the facts in Saundby's
case, but is not able to oft'er an explanation. On
the occasion of his visit to the United States in

1904 I called his attention to Grabower's publica-

tion, but the same seemed not to appeal to him. He
adheres to his belief in the biological differences in

the structure of the larj'ngeal muscles and nerves,

which is evident from experimentation in young
and in old animals as well as in dift'erent species,

and still more from the differential influence of su-

perficial and deep narcosis on the recurrent, which
our late member. Hooper,'" was the first to investi-

gate.

Etiology.—Recurrent and abductor paralyses of

central origin are caused by organic affections,

while cortical paralysis of a functional character

occurs in hysteria, psychical emotions, shock, etc.,

with concomitant paralysis of the adductors, but

not of the recurrent proper.

According to the location and the nature of the

diseases we can distinguish paralyses due (i ) to

cortical lesions, (2) to disturbances of the nerve

tract in the internal capsule between cortex and bul-

bus, (3) to bulbar processes, (4) to syphilis, (5) to

tumors, exostoses at the cranial base, pressing upon

the pneumogastric, (6) to spinal diseases, (7) final

paralyses of the Avellis and Hughling Jackson type.

Beginning with paralyses due to cortical lesions,

we enter at once a much contested field.

A number of cases have been published, in which

their authors claim that an unilateral cortical affec-

tion had caused an unilateral organic paralysis.

Whilst in many instances the history, the laryngeal

examination, the post-mortem reports, are incom-

plete or missing, and therefore the proof of the

contention made is lacking, there are cases in which

the symptoms in the living corresponded with the

lesion found after death. Garel,-" for instance, saw
a woman, seventy-three years of age, with hemi-

plegia of the right side and complete paralysis of the

left vocal cord. The autopsy showed softening of

the left hemisphere and two similar foci in the right

one at the base of the third frontal convolution, to

the latter of which Garel attributed the laryngeal

paralysis. A microscopical examination of the bul-
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bus had not been made, and consequently its integ-

rity cannot be vouchsafed.

On the other hand, cases which appeared during
life to belong to this class show bulbar disease after

death. Our member, Delavan, is quoted amongst
the above authors, when relating the history of his

patient seen during life,-' but in his comment on
the result of autopsy he sa3-s'-- that his case was a
direct proof that paralysis of the larynx of central

origin is generally due to bulbar lesion and not to

disease of the cortex.

In my opinion there are at the present time ex-

tremely few believers in an unilateral laryngeal

paralysis brought about by unilateral cerebral dis-

ease ; otherwise the number of cases would certainly

be much larger than we find in the literature, as uni-

lateral cortical lesions, for instance hemorrhage,
softening, etc., are not infrequent. Semon in his

article in Heymann's Handbook, 1898, could collect

only twenty-five cases, in which such a coincidence
was claimed by the authors. The strongest argu-
ment against the occurrence of these paralyses is

the anatomical fact that laryngeal movements can be
excited by each of the two cortical centers, indepen-
dent of the loss or destruction of one of them, fur-

ther that the experimental extirpation of the cere-

bral hemispheres, down to the fourth ventricle, does
not interfere with the respiratory movements of
the cords, the integral function of the abductor.

Affections involving both cortical centers, for

instance hemorrhages, are as a rule not confined to

this area alone, and are of such a serious char-

acter that the laryngeal condition is overshadowed
by the grave general symptoms. But cases are re-

ported in which the connection between the cortical

and bulbar center through the internal capsule be-

came obliterated by the morbid process with result-

ing aphasia.

Eisenlohr's"' patient had general motor disturb-

ances, was absolutely speechless, and the post mortem
showed destruction of the posterior third of both
thalami optici, partial degeneration of the posterior

part of the internal capsule, and of the pyramidal
tract of the medulla and spinal cord. Pathological

changes of a similar nature were found after death

and reported by Pitt.-* -^ in a case of chronic ne-

phritis with two apoplectic attacks in c|uick succes-

sion, the second one being followed by loss of voice.

In both cases bulbar and cortical lesions were ab-

sent, and the patients experienced no respiratory

difficulties during life.

Similar laryngeal symptoms, associated with lin-

gual and labial pareses are observed in pseudobul-

bar paralysis, due to disseminated cerebral lesions,

in which disease of the medulla and respiratory

troubles are absent, and the laryngeal muscles un-

dergo no fatty degeneration.

The subsequent chapters can be considered more
briefly, as they deal mostly with well-known data,

and offer no field for widely dissenting views. Un-
der bulbar paralyses I have included all cerebral

diseases, irrespective of the primary seat being in

the bulbus or in the hemisphere. Further the etio-

logical features of recurrent and abfhictor jjaralysis

will not be treated of separately, as both are liable

to be caused by the same affection, and as the lat-

ter is in many instances only a precursor of the for-

mer. Prevalence of one or the other type in special

diseases will be mentioned in its proper place.

Progressive bulbar paralysis, being due to a de-

generation of the motor nuclei in the medulla, rep-

resents a genuine type of the bulbar origin of laryn-

geal paralysis. .\s a rule paralysis of other organs,

tongue, lips, precedes the laryngeal symptoms,

which appear sooner or later, dependent on how
early the laryngeal nuclei are attacked. The laryn-

goscopic picture varies in different patients, accord-

ing to the focus and the intensity of the process.

Complete recurrent and unilateral as well as bilateral

abductor paralysis has been observed, whilst some
authors claim to have seen also adductor paralysis.

Another bulbar affection occupying the same or

also adjacent areas is the apoplectic form of bulbar

paralysis, caused by disease of the blood-vessels of

this region, producing hemorrhages, thrombosis

with subsequent softening, also embolism of the

vertebral or basilar arteries. Many reported cases

of cerebral hemorrhages and encephalomalacia with

concomitant laryngeal disturbances are undoubtedly

due to such lesions, which have been described al-

ready as early as 1879 by Eisenlohr.-" -' If the pa-

tient survives the attack and its sequete, we can

expect to find a recurrent paralysis, if all the motor

fibers are destroyed, otherwise an abductor paraly-

sis.

In the different forms of meningitis we observe

anomalies of sensation, but seldom paralysis of the

larvnx. Our late member, Major,^* saw a patient

with bilateral abductor paralysis after cerebrospinal

meningitis ; tracheotomy was performed and the pa-

tient's condition remained stationary for seven

years, when he died by an accident.

Cases of paralysis from multiple cerebrospinal

sclerosis are rare, and the laryngeal symptoms de-

pend on the extent of the disease. Loeri'-" reported

several cases, one of which had recurrent paralysis,

T. Solis-Cohen"" (1886) a case of unilateral, later

bilateral, abductor paralysis, shown to this Associa-

tion seven years before. From the carefully .made

autopsy he concludes that the paralysis has been

caused by an ascending sclerosis. Rethi^' collected

in a recent publication 42 cases of sclerosis from
the literature and gave a full description of the

subject in all its bearings.

Although infectious and toxic paralyses do not

belong to the part assigned to me, I cannot refrain

from mentioning syphilis of the brain as a cause

of recurrent or abductor paralysis. M. Mackenzie^^

published already, 1873, one case, and Lefferts,"

1878, two cases of bilateral abductor paralysis due

to syphilis, all three cured by specific treatment.

Tumors at the base of the brain are liable to

produce paralysis by pressure on the pneumogastric.

The symptoms are generally not confined to the

larynx alone, as the extension of the growth is apt

to implicate other nerve roots also. NothnageP*

communicated an exceedingly interesting case of an

extended unilateral paralysis, involving the recur-

rent of the same side, which was due to pressure

from a large abscess at the cranial base, found at

the autopsy. Similar symptoms we must be pre-

pared to meet in affections of the cranial bones,

exostoses, fractures of the base of the skull, etc.

The importance and the deleterious influence of

locomotor ataxia on the larynx is too well known
to all of us, to need but brief remarks. General

medicine is indebted to laryngologj- because in more

than one instance the laryngologist detected abduc-

tor paralysis in an otherwise healthy person with a

perfectly clear voice, and suspicion being aroused,

the examination of the patient revealed locomotor

ataxia. By far the most prevalent type is abductor

paralvsis. of which again the bilateral form is more

frequent than in any other disease. Burger^^ col-

lected in his excellent monograph 71 cases of paral-

ysis in tabetics, covering the period from 1866 to

1891, 43 of which had abductor paralysis. Still

more striking is Sendziak's^" supplementary table of
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53 cases of paralysis published between 1892 and
1898. Of these six only had recurrent ; of the bal-

ance 22 unilateral and 25 bilateral abductor par-

alysis.

In the remaining spinal diseases we find only iso-

lated cases of laryngeal paralysis, a few of which
may be mentioned. Lori^" observed a case of bilat-

eral recurrent paralysis in amyotrophic lateral

sclerosis, and one in acute spinal leptomeningitis,

Schroetter^^ and Gavello'" each a case of unilateral

recurrent paralysis in syringomyelia, and Koschla-
koff*" a bilateral abductor paralysis in progressive
muscular atrophj-.

Although finding scant consideration in the text-

books, a series of unilateral laryngeal paralyses, as-

sociated with paralysis of other organs is of suf-

ficient interest to be mentioned.
Avellis*^ was the first to draw attention to the

occurrence of simultaneous unilateral paralysis of
the larynx and soft palate—the genuine Avellis-

syndrome. In another form the muscles of the neck
are also paralyzed. If hemiplegia of the larynx,
pharynx, and tongue exists, we have the Hughling-
Jackson type. A typical case of the latter with ab-
ductor paralysis was demonstrated in the London
laryngological society by Semon,*= who in consid-
eration of the general symptoms, believed it to be
of central origin, due to a meningeal thickening at

the base of the brain. Tapia,*^ who observed uni-
lateral paralysis of the larynx and tongue, called it

the fourth type, and finally Pohli''* gave a complete
description of the subject in the Italian Archives,
1906.
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A SUGGESTION AS TO THE DIETETIC
TREATMENT IN DILATATION OF

THE ESOPHAGUS.
By max EINHORN. M.D..

NEW YORK.

ROPESSOR OF MEDICINE AT THE NEW YORK POST-GRADUATE MEDICAL
SCHOOL.

A FEW years ago I tried to improve the condition

of a patient (W. B.), suffering from esophageal dil-

atation, where, as is well known, everything remains
at first in the dilated esophagus and does not reach
the stomach, by means of the introduction of a

tube from the esophagus into the stomach. This

Fig. I.—.V-ray photograph of the thorax of Mrs. Sara K. after the
ingestion of a glassful of milk with one ounce of subnitrate of bismuth.
The dilated esophagus is distinctly visible as a dark shadow.

tube had several openings both in the esophageal

and in the gastric end, to facilitate the passing of

liquids from the esophagus into the stomach. Pa-
tient B. utilized this contrivance a few times, but

later discarded it because he was able to press

most of his food through into the stomach by means
of thoracic compression.

A short time ago I had a patient with esophageal

dilatation, where the usual mode of treatment ( fluid

and semi-fluid diet and compression of the thorax
after deep inspiration) failed completely. Here the

tube was used to great advantage. I will first de-

scribe the case and then sketch the method of treat-

ment by means of the esophageal drainage tube.

March 21, 1908, Airs. Sara K., about 40 years

old, has been sufifering with stomach trouble for the

last six years. Her ailment started suddenly with

fever, pain in bones and joints and muscles, and
vomiting. This attack lasted two or three days, and
has left her with chronic "stomach trouble."
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Present condition. She cannot eat solid food

without vomiting. She usually retains food one or

two hours, and then vomits what she has eaten. It

is undigested and often decomposed. She has a

sour, foul taste in her mouth. Patient has never

vomited any blood. She often vomits in the morn-
ing food she has taken the night previous. At
night her food often comes up during sleep. Meat
causes her to vomit.

She has made a practice of performing lavage be-

fore eating. At times she has slight pains over the

stomach, at times cramps. Appetite is good, bow-

The dull area to the right of the sternum has disap-

peared. The tube is then pushed into the stomach

(22 inches) and expression practised: 60 c.c. of a

dark brown fluid are obtained smelling strongly

of coffee and showing a positive reaction of free

HCl.
March 23.—Patient drinks a glassful of milk to

which 30 grams of subnitrate of bismuth have been

added. Shortly thereafter an .r-ray picture of the

esophagus is taken (Fig. i). The diagnosis of idio-

pathic dilatation of the esophagus without cardiac

stenosis was made.

e TlEMANN a CO.

-o
Fig. 2.—The esophageal drainage lube with stilctte

els are fairly regular. She coughs at night. Heavy
foods (meats, etc.) are immediately rejected. She
feels a fullness behind the sternum after taking

liquid food. This feeling always disappears after

vomiting. She always vomits from one to thirty

minutes after taking semi-solid food and within

two hours after liquid food.

The chest organs appear to be normal. The stom-

ach is somewhat prolapsed : its greater curvature

extends to three fingers' breadth below the navel.

The right kidney is movable in the fourth degree.

The urine contains no sugar and no albumin. Swal-

lowing sound is absent. Examination with bougies

showed that there is no resistance to be encountered

through the esophagus and
cardia. Bougie No. 53
passes easily into the

stomach.

March 22.—A soft rub-

ber tube is introduced into

the esophagus to about fif-

teen inches from the teeth,

and the expression method
is applied, when 200 c.c. of

food contents appear : reac-

tion acid, no free HCl. and

no ferments. The tube is

then pushed further down
to twenty-three inches from
the teeth, and the expres-

sion method is again ap-

plied : 100 c.c. of chyme is

obtained : free HCl is pres-

ent in small quantity ; ren-

net is present.

March 23. — Patient
drinks 300 c.c. of black cof-

fee and compresses her

tliorax repeatedly after

deep inspiration. One hour
later the esophagus is emp-
tied (showing still 150 c.c.

of coffee) and then washed
out. Patient drinks a glass-

ful of water. On percus-

sion an area of dullness is

found to the right of the

upper part of the sternum.

Five minutes later the tube

is introduced into the eso-

phagus (15 inches) and ex-

_ „ ,
,

pression applied. There ap-
FlG. 3.—O. esophaguS'Cyl- ' ^ ^ ^ ,

inder: s stomach, lower bottle; pear 200 C.C. of clear Water

Lrw'w^'t'^r:'
'" '"''"''"" mixed with some mucus.

The usual method of nourishing this patient hav-

ing completely failed, an attempt was made to empty

the esophagus into the stomach by means of the

drainage tube, which proved very successful.

I will now describe the drainage tube as well as

the principle on which it works.

li from the dilated esophagus fluids do not get

into the stomach, the failure may be caused by one

of two things: (i) lack of peristalsis of the eso-

phageal muscles; (2) hermetic closure at the upper

or lower part of the esophagus. The closure need

not be—and usually is not—of an organic nature,

and bougies or sounds do not find any difficulty in

passing the entire canal. The walls of the esopha-

gus may, however, lie in

such lose apposition or

may be folded in such a

manner either at the be-

ginning or at the cardiac

end, that is absolutely air

tight. This prevents fluid

from escaping from the

esophagus, just as from a

pipette nothing can drop if

we close the upper end with

the thumb. To facilitate

the drainage of the esopha-

gus into the stomach, all

hermetic closure of the eso-

phagus must be overcome
and a continuous canal be-

tween the two organs must
be established.

The drainage tube is con-

structed in the following

manner : a soft rubber tube

30 mm. in diameter and 21

inches in length is provided

with a large number of

apertures from the lowest

part to seven inches above

it. There are two marks
at 17 and 21 inches from
the end, and the entire tube

is provided with a man-
drin (Fig. 2).

The drainage tube with

mandrin is introduced by

patient himself immediate-
ly after taking fluid or

semi-fluid food. The man-
drin is then removed and

fig. 4.-0. esophagus cyiin-

the tube is moved up and der; S, stomach, lower bottle;

, . 1 . 1 1 !• i T, glass tube mserted in the
down for about half to cylinder; W. water.

u
w
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one minute between the marks at 17 and 21 inches,

and is then withdrawn. Moving the tube to and
fro hastens this process as it tends to ehminate
the closure at the cardia.

The following apparatus represents the conditions

of the dilated esophagus, stomach, and drainage

tube, and illustrates the mode of its working. The
lower bottle 5" represents the stomach, the upper re-

ceptacle O the enlarged esophagus, the stopper the

closure at the cardiac end (the stopper fits air tight

into the upper cylinder but not into the bottle S) ;

the glass tube T represents the drainage tube. The
glass tube has an opening and a cork (Fig. 3).
If the opening is closed, the water which is poured
into the upper cylinder remains there without get-

ting into the lower vessel, just as liquids will remain
in the esophagus without getting into the stomach.

If the cork is removed from the glass tube, the

fluid immediately flows into the lower bottle (Fig.

4). The drainage tube corresponds to the opened
glass tube, and after its introduction into the stom-
ach all fluids from the esophagus must enter the

stomach.

That the drainage tube, which, by the w-ay. re-

sembles the Schmidt-Rimpler tube, really works as

described, is proved by the following

:

1. After drinking a glass of water or milk pa-

tient feels a pressure in the thorax; if the drainage

tube is introduced and left for about half a minute,
the feeling immediately disappears.

2. After taking about 250 c.c. of fluid, the entire

amount may usually be recovered after introducing

the usual stomach tube (to about fifteen inches

from the teeth). If, however, after drinking the

water, the drainage tube is introduced and left in

the stomach for about one-half a minute, we can
no longer obtain any fluid in the usual manner.

3. The patient drinks a glass of milk in which
one ounce of subnitrate of bismuth has been sus-

pended and is exposed to the .r-ray ; fluoroscope
shows a shadow along the sternum (as in the pho-
tograph). Now the drainage tube is introduced and
the fluoroscope shows that the shadow has disap-
peared.

All this seems to show that the drainage tube
transmits esophageal contents promptly into the
stomach. The drainage tube has been of practical

benefit in the nutrition of this patient and may
therefore be recommended for the treatment of
similar cases.

INFLAMMATION OF THE CIRCUMFLEX
NERVE.*

By CHAS. F. DISEN. M.D..

MINNEAPOLIS, MIXN.

DEMONSTRATOR OF ANATOMY AND OPERATIVE SURGERY. HAMLINE
UNIVERSITY.

P.ATHOLOGTc.i.Li.Y neuritis occurs as perineuritis, in-

terstitial, or parenchymatous neuritis, according as
the nerve-sheath or the connective tissue between
the nerve-fibers or the axis-cylinder itself is at-

tacked. Etiologically neuritis may be spontaneous
or idiopathic ; it may be toxic, as from arsenic

;

infectious, as in connection with tuberculosis ; dia-
thetic, as occurring in rheumatic or goutv constitu-
tions, or it may be cachectic or traumatic. The
cases of inflammation of the circumflex nerve that
have occurred in my practice have been caused by
prolonged exposure to draughts striking the shoul-
der or by blows hitting across the deltoid muscle,

*Read before the Norwegian Medical Club, .\pril 14,

1908.

or by overwork of such kind as sawing wood or

using the sledge-hammer ; also by fracture of the

surgical neck of the humerus and by dislocation of

the shoulder-joint. Judging from my own experi-

ence neuritis frequently follows the latter accident,

and as I have seen it occur with different meth-
ods of reduction I cannot hold , any particular

method responsible for such a complication.

In case of dislocation or fracture the symptoms
of an eventual neuritis would obviously be over-

shadow-ed by those of the injury until about three

and six weeks, respectively, later, when we may
find deltoid paralysis present—which, in a fracture

case might be taken for functional weakness from
immobilization. In other cases the patient becomes
annoyed with a rather continuous gnawing pain in

the shoulder region. Perverted sensations, as feel-

ings of tingling, or burning, and numbness, may be

experienced. Tenderness is felt over the deltoid

and teres-minor muscles ; exquisitely, if pressure be

applied over the nerve lines. Slight fever may be

present or not. Neither active nor passive motion
of the shoulder-joint is sufficiently painful to make
the patient shun work. If the character of the

trouble is recognized at this early period and the

arm is put at rest, rapid restitution may come. On
the other hand, if the patient undertakes such work
as would engage the arm in strong backward move-
ments, the inflamed nerve is very liable to undergo
degeneration resulting in deltoid paralysis. An-
atomical arrangement may be responsible for the

vulnerability of the circumflex nerve ; at least it

has something to do with the readiness with which
the inflamed nerve undergoes degeneration. Re-
calling the anatomy of the nerve, let us consider

that, as it is about to enter the "quadrilateral space,"

it curves directly backwards across the axillary

border of the scapula, but little of the subscapularis

intervening. Next it has the humerus externally,

the hard triceps tendon internally, while below it is

crossed by the sharp margin of the latissimus dorsi

tendon (works on Anatomy say teres-major).

Lastly the nerve hugs around the humerus before

it terminates in the anteromedial part of the deltoid

muscle. Consequently, whenever the arm is strong-

ly carried backward, the nerve is drawm through a

narrow and rigidly bounded space at the same time

that a leverage is brought to bear on it across the

scantily padded margin of the scapula.

Although, as we know, this arrangement and
mechanism do not prove precarious under ordinary
circumstances, we may reasonably infer that, with
overexertion, especially in a rheumatically disposed

subject after exposure, or with the presence of

exudation near the shoulder-joint, the nerve may
easily be subjected to a harmful strain or pressure.

Now. suppose that the nerve already is inflamed

from any cause whatever, and the case is only one
of perineuritis, which of itself would not cause

paralysis, but the patient continues the use of the

arm. We should then expect inordinate swelling

of the nerve and a consequent disproportion to

arise between its circumference and the rigid pass-

age-way. The resulting pressure will cause the

inflammation to spread to the axis-cylinders, and
we shall have degeneration and paralysis as a re-

sult. The patient now begins to have difficulty in

carrving his hand up to the neck, and gradually

the paralysis increases till the arm cannot be lifted

from the side. The degeneration may migrate to

other nerves, notably the posterior thoracic, mus-
culocutaneous, and muscularspiral, entailing paral-

ysis of the muscles respectively supplied. The
paralyzed muscles sometimes undergo rapid atrophy.
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After about five weeks the nerves, under favorable

circumstances, become regenerated, motion returns,

and the wasted muscles regain their former dimen-

sions.

Considering diagnosis it might be stated that in

neuralgia the pains are characterized more by exac-

erbations and that in rheumatism joint-motion is

more distinctly painful, while other joints also are

apt to be implicated. It is expedient, however, to

consider and treat as neuritis any case of suddenly

appearing and then persisting pain in the shoulder

region, especially when preceded by exposure or

overwork of a predisposing nature. Also it is well

for a patient with shoulder-dislocation that we an-

ticipate the frequent sequel of neuritis to such an

accident. When paralysis has ensued, cerebral paral-

ysis may be excluded by examining for the re-

action of degeneration, which is present in neuritis

but absent in the former.

The prognosis is favorable when judicious treat-

ment is applied. On the other hand many of us

have encountered odd cases of impaired shoulder

motion that are attributed to rheumatism or some
injury, when probably unrecognized neuritis has

been a factor.

As for treatment the first in importance is to

place the arm at rest in any comfortable position

that does not allow an extensive backward motion.

Soothing applications, such as oily solutions of

menthol and salicylate of methyl, may relieve the

pain. Massage in the form of effleurage should be

administered daily with long even strokes along the

arm as well as over the whole shoulder-region and

serratus niagnus muscle. Kneading, beating, and

strong currents of electricity are distinctly harmful.

So are strong counterirritants and blisters during

the first three weeks. If paralysis supervenes

—

which almost surely happens if the patient has con-

tinued to work or has received vigorous massage

—

we should tell him that no treatment will cure him

before a month has elapsed. Yet, in order to limit

the neuritis and ensure a perfect future restoration

of function, we should continue with immobilization

and effleurage, adding in the third week very mild

descending galvanic currents. When voluntary mo-
tion begins to reappear we should administer passive

movements in addition to mild galvanism and al-

low such gentle active movements as can be done

without any special effort : also the immobilization

may be discontinued, as the patient now probably

is in the fourth week and regeneration is taking

place. In performing passive movements it is im-

portant, especially in cases complicating dislocation

or fracture, that the scapula be firmly fixed while

the arm is being elevated. In many cases, when-

ever the arm is lifted, a powerful spasm of the

abductors is reflexly induced by an irritable condi-

tion of the articular filaments of the circumflex

nerve, and the scapula moves along with the humer-

us. If this tendency is not repeatedly opposed per-

manent contraction of the adductors and impaired

motion may be the result. As soon as the patient

can lift the arm in vertical position light dumbbell

exercises may be practised until he has regained

his former strength.

Dangerous Lozenges.—Chlorate of potassium loz-

enges are very combustible, and patients should be

warned not to carrjf them loose in the pockets lest ac-

cidents occur. Two cases have been reported recently

of men who have been seriously burnt through the ig-

nition of chlorate of potassium lozenges whilst being

carried loose in their pockets. The explosions appear

to have been quite spontaneous, and not to have been

caused by the proximity of wax matches, which greatly

increase the danger of combustion.

—

Medical Times.

AN UNUSUAL CASE OF CEREBROSPINAL
MENINGITIS TREATED WITH ANTI-

MENINGITIS SERUM.

By H. N. MOELLER, M.D.,

NEW YORK.

HOUSE PHYSICIAN ST. VINCENT'S HOSPIT.^L.

This case is of interest chiefly in being one of un-

usual symptoms and course, and in showing imme-
diate benefit obtained from antimeningitis serum at

a late stage of the disease.

The patient was a boy of eleven years, Italian,

who had been in good health up to four days be-

fore admission to St. Vincent's Hospital, in the

service of Dr. Charles II. Lewis, at whose sug-

gestion the case is reported. His past history is

negative. Four days before admission, in De-

cember, 1907, he was taken suddenly with

chills, loss of appetite, and vomiting, with

pains in the back, arms, and legs. His symp-
toms increased in severity, and at the time of

admission he was apparently in great distress,

moaning, and complaining of great pain when any

part of his body was moved, especially his neck and

right arm. Both hands, wrists, and elbows were

swollen, but not red ; his tongue was coated, his

lips were parched, and his pupils were equal and

moderately dilated. There was no nystagmus or

strabismus. His heart and lungs were normal and

the abdomen was slightly retracted. There was no

tache nor were there any petechise. Kernig's sign,

ow^ng to the great pain in his joints in general, was

simulated but was not truly present.

On the following day his condition was changed.

His neck was less stifif and painful. There re-

mained, however, the pain in the elbows, wrists,

and knees which had become more swollen and ten-

der, there being a distinct effusion in the right

wrist and knee. His urine was negative except for

a trace of albumin, and the white blood count was

18,000 per cm. Salicylates, gr. v. and sodium bi-

carbonate, gr. x, were given every four hours, and

the joints were dressed with a 10 per cent, solution

of guaiacol in glycerin.

During the first eleven days in the hospital the

temperature varied from 101° to 104°. The joint

symptoms improved rapidly, having about disap-

peared by the third or fourth day, and when the

temperature reached normal on the twelfth day, no

trace of effusion or pain was manifest and a diag-

nosis of rheumatism seemed warranted. The
salicylates and external applications were stopped.

On the next, the thirteenth day, the temperature

rose again and here follows a period of twenty

days with an intermittent temperature suggesting

malaria or streptococcus infection. While distinct-

ly intermittent it was not absolutely periodic, but

simulated pretty closely an anticipating tertian form
as the accompanying chart well shows. Moreover,

the characteristic paroxysms of malaria were lack-

ing, and examination of the blood showed no Plas-

modia. The white count at this time was 12,000.

The patient was comfortable when the tempera-

ture was down, but complained chiefly of headache

when it was up. Quinine, gr. iii, was given three

times a day ; it was increased to gr. v after four

days and Fowler's solution, 1IU v, was added, but

these apparently had not the slightest effect, and

were stopped on the twentieth day of the disease.

The patient at this time was put upon a tonic

and allowed to eat anything he chose, and sit up for

two hours each day. No additional specific S3'mp-

toms appeared, but it was evident that he was grad-
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uallj- but progressively failing. At this late stage

it was ascertained through the interpretations of an
intelligent friend that a brother of the patient had
died of some acute disease about a week prior to

the admission of the patient, and on communicating
with the physician in attendance it was learned that

the probable cause of death was cerebrospinal men-
ingitis. This fact led to a lumbar puncture.

Slightly turpid fluid, 7 to 8 c.c. in amount,
was drawn off. examined by the hospital patholo-

gist, Dr. Mandel, and found to contain meningo-
cocci. Antimeningitis serum was supplied through
the courtesy of Drs. Flexner and Jobeling of the

o'clock called to inject antitoxin. The patient's

temperature was then 101.5° F. and pulse 80.

I administered 6,000 units of antitoxin, grade 6a,

made by the Department of Health of this city.

About ten minutes later the patient complained of

tingling and numbness in the extremities which
soon spread to the whole surface of the body. He
began to cough and remarked that this was the

first time that he had noticed any cough. He soon

grew ghastly pale and then cyanotic and coughed
up frothy fluid. His pulse was now very rapid and
feeble. Suddenly he stopped breathing absolutely,

became profoundly unconscious, stiffened out with a

Temperature chart in the case of Cerebrospinal Meningitis treated with ."Antiserum

Rockefeller Institute. Another puncture was made,
and 7 to 8 c.c. of the fluid withdrawn and replaced

bv an equal amount of the antimeningitis serum.

There was no perceptible change in the course of

the temperature nor in the symptoms of the patient.

The following day another puncture was made,
again about 8 c.c. being withdrawn and this time

replaced by 22 c.c. of the serum. The temperature

which was then 104° fell to normal within twenty-

four hours and remained there ; the symptoms dis-

appeared and the patient entered upon a rapid con-

valescence.

COLLAPSE AFTER LXJECTIOX OF DIPH-
THERL\ ANTITOXIN.

By fielding LEWIS TAYLOR. M.A.. M.D..

NEW YORK.

On June 21, 1905, about 6 p. m., I saw Air. J. G. C,
aged thirty, publisher, who had been suffering since

the previous evening from sore throat and chilly

sensations. The right tonsil was somewhat swol-

len and there were scattered white patches on both

tonsils w^hich suggested follicular tonsillitis. There
was some swelling of the lymph nodes on the right

side. The temperature was 104° F., the pulse 90
to the minute. The patient gave a history of "heart-

disease" in early childhood but nothing further was
elicited. The heart was normal in size and there

was a soft systolic murmur at the apex which was
heard somewhat more feebly at the base also and
not transmitted.

A culture was taken and three doses of phenace-

tin, gr. ijss, and salol, gr. x, at intervals of four

hours were ordered, also a gargle of Dobell's solu-

tion and water. The following morning I received

a report that the culture showed the presence of

the Klebs-Loeffler bacillus, and about eleven

rattle in his throat, was covered with clammy sweat,

and appeared to be dying. I at once did artificial

respiration, when, after a few minutes, he took a

long breath and began to breathe feebly, but re-

mained comatose for half an hour. At the time

of his collapse he had an involuntary discharge

of feces. He was fully stimulated with hypodermic
injections of strychnine and atropine. He remained
rather cyanotic for an hour and a half while his

finger tips and lips were verv' blue indeed.

At 3 p. M. his pulse was 130 and he complained

of intense itching. At 6 P. M. his pulse was 90,

temperature 99.6° P., and he was covered with dif-

fuse erythema and giant urticaria. During his col-

lapse many moist rales could be heard over his chest,

which were later replaced by sibilant ones. At no
time was he absolutely pulseless at the wrist.

The report of an examination of a specimen of

urine obtained during the afternoon was as fol-

lows: Slightly cloudy, sp. gr. 1020, acid, distinct

trace of albumin, no sugar, a few hyaline and epi-

thelial casts, some renal epithelia, some whetstone

crystals.

In the afternoons of the following three days

he had some dyspnea with hoarseness and slight

cyanosis, together with sibilant rales over the lungs

and giant urticaria on the surface of the body.

His urine became normal very soon, and he made an

uneventful but rather slow convalescence.

The numbers of the phials containing the anti-

toxin were handed to the proper officers of the De-

partment of Health, who reported that no trouble

whatsoever had been encountered with other speci-

mens from the same source. It is unnecessary to

say that the antitoxin in use at present is more

concentrated than that used three years ago. I

report this case on account of the interest which is

now being taken in this subject.

173 West Sevbntt-third Street.
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THE FOURTH OF JULY.

This is the day we celebrate—the birthday of our

country, the anniversary of a declaration of soul-

inspiring principles by the patriot forefathers—

a

glorious day, the memory of which shall never fade.

It is proper that such a day should be celebrated

with joyousness and enthusiasm, and it should be

especially celebrated by the young that its ob-

servance may inspire them to love of their country

and reverence for the principles of liberty. But
is it necessan,- in such a celebration to trample on
the rights of others, to maim and slay peaceful citi-

zens and innocent children, to kill sleep, and to

make of the waking hours a purgatorj' of ear-

splitting explosions? Is it necessary to burn up in

one day as much money as was needed to carry

on our war of independence for an entire year?

Is it necessarj' to wound and kill in one day as

many as were wounded and killed in six months

during the war of the Revolution? Is that war to

go on forever, and must we pay for our celebration

each year by as many casualties as would be the

result of a small battle?

In the June Century. Mrs. Isaac L. Rice con-

tributes an article in protest against our barbarous

manner of celebrating the Fourth, and contrasts

it with the quiet and orderly obser\-ance of na-

tional holidays in the countries of Europe. She

speaks of the fearful casualty- list and the money
waste of the celebration, but the point to which

she draws especial attention is the intolerable noise

and the evil effect of it upon the sick. She makes
an earnest plea for a more rational observance of

the day by the display of the flag, by the playing

and singing of national music in the parks and

other public places, by street parades with floats

depicting important events in our national historj^

by outings in the countrj- and the parks for the

children, and in the evening by fireworks conducted

by experienced men in open places.

In the Housekeeper for July, W. A. Frisbie re-

lates the histor\- of a "sane"" celebration of the

Fourth which did honor to Minneapolis where it

was conceived and carried out. The day began with

a flag-raising in the Parade, a new fifty-six acre

park tract in the heart of the city, and this was

followed by a general program of jollification.

There were exhibitions of trained dogs, acrobats,

jugglers, and the like, given continuously in dif-

ferent parts of the park so that all might have an

opportunity to see; bombs were sent up which ex-

ploded in the air with little noise setting free num-
bers of grotesque figures which floated away in the

wind, to the intense enjoyment of the youngsters.

The inner boy also was not neglected—popcorn,
peanuts, lemonade, all were free as air and much
more filling. And with all there was not a fire-

cracker, nor a toy-pistol, nor a giant torpedo. In a
crowd estimated 'to number nearly 50,000 young
and old, there was not a single casualt}' to mar a
sane and safe celebration of Independence Day.

This was a good beginning along the lines sug-

gested by Mrs. Rice, and we have sufficient faith in

the good sense of our people, in the long run, to hope
that as this manner of celebration becomes known
it will be adopted generally. It is possible even
that those among us who are on the sunny side

of life may live long enough to wonder how it

ever could have been that the people of this country

used to celebrate the anniversarj- of an event of

such importance to the welfare of the whole human
family by maiming and killing each other and
themselves.

HEREDITY AND THE EDUCATED
CRIMINAL.

Two recent examples of men in public trust who
have gone wrong, occurring at the extreme East

and West of our countrj', call to mind the ultimate

influence of heredity and early environment as a

cause for what may be spoken of as a reversion to

ancestral crime. In so far as one can secure the

facts, both of these individuals rose from office boy
and newsboy, respectively, to distinguished places in

politics and the law. Each is said to have had a bad
ancestral inheritance from criminal relatives, im-

mediate or remote.

It is noticeable, and even remarkable, that such
persons can overcome the very great obstacles to

success found in bad early training, and can rise by
sheer effort of the will to high spheres of use-
fulness. This fact indicates a great degree of his-

trionic abilitj- on the one hand, and on the other a

sort of pseudo-virtue, which is a counterfeit so neat

and accurate as to defy detection for years, even to

intimate acquaintances. Such men bear a most ex-
cellent reputation, and their true character may never
be known in many instances, because they are for-

tunate enough to die before being compelled to show
their real natures through an unavoidable chain of

circumstances. Mr. Cleveland"s reflection that many
a self-made man is not worth the making is more
true than pleasant. It is also true that many a self-

made man was morally unfit before the real making
began, and for an explanation of this type we are

obliged to fall back upon antecedent history and
such light as recent advances in psychology are able

to provide for us.

One may say in truth that the correction of a ten-

dency to faulty conduct never exists spontaneouslv
in the criminally inclined, while in the morally bal-

anced there is likely to be a retention of the deeper
feelings for reverence and self-control which will

delay utter and ultimate degradation. Lack of self-

control must not be corrected merely; it must be
over-corrected if moral deformitj- is to be prevented
or cured; but seldom it is that congenital or ac-

quired strength is sufficient to overcome a tendency
to give way in those little things which are the start-
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ing point of many a criminal career. The moral

strength of the Puritans, however, lay just here.

They allowed themselves absolutely no license, or

what we are in these days pleased to speak of as

"liberal-mindedness" and "breadth of view." For
them all law was a definite, hard-and-fast, irrefrag-

able element. There could be no slightest com-
promise even with the appearances of evil.

It is just possible that the responsibilities of

great place are always too heavy for weak heredity.

Temptations are too great and too constant. In the

m}opic eye all pleasures belong to the present, the

future is too far oft", too uncertain to enter a protest

against wrongdoing. There is always a chance of

escape, and no weakling will ever deny himself

that one fond chance. Education in such case works
a disadvantage. The educated unfortunate sins and
hopes to be dealt with leniently on account of his

superior intellect, or, barring that, trusts to his wits

as a safeguard in furnishing a cloak for wrong-
doing. Bad heredity^ weakens the entire physical

and moral fabric. Acquired virtue, when put to

the test, is only too apt to fail if there be no moral
stamina derived through a line of strong-minded

ancestors and added to by independent and conscious

individual effort.

CHRONIC DIPHTHERIA.

Chronic bacilli carriers have received a great deal

of attention lately in connection with the spread of

tj-phoid fever. In the case of these bacilli the per-

sons harboring them for a long time are usually

quite free from symptoms of the infection, being

naturally immune to the organism in question or

having acquired such immunity by an attack of the

disease. A somewhat dift'erent state of affairs exists

in the case of chronic carriers of diphtheria bacilli.

These individuals usually suffer from recurrent at-

tacks of the disease and a good instance of such

a condition is reported by Gabriel in the Berliner

klinischc Wochcnschrift for June 8, 1908. The
patient, a young woman, went through a severe

attack of diphtheria, which was followed by a num-
ber of recurrences of throat symptoms, general

malaise, and fever. Almost two years after the

primary infection she was admitted to the hospital,

and was kept in the general ward, although bacilli

were isolated from the throat. An exacerbation oc-

curred, and at the same time her neighbor in the

ward and the attending nurse developed diphtheria

;

only then the patient was isolated. During a stay

of seven months various therapeutic measures were
tried, but proved useless, and the patient was dis-

charged, still harboring the bacilli in the throat, only

to return in a few days with a fresh attack of the

disease. This stay ended as before with ameliora-

tion of symptoms and the discharge of the patient,

though the seat of the disease was affected as little

as in the previous stay. An examination of the

blood by the Ehrlich Institute of Frankfort disclosed

the interesting fact that the patient's serum pos-

sessed a high degree of immunity to the bacilli of

diphtheria, over ten thousand immunity units being

found. This explained the failure to obtain a posi-

tive blood culture, though the attempt to find the

bacilli in the blood was repeatedly made. Passive

immunization was not attempted in the face of the

above finding.

This report is of interest from more than one

point of view. First of all. of course, it discloses

one more condition where even such an advanced
therapeutic measure as specific immunization is of

no avail ; on the other hand, it once more brings to

the foreground the question of dealing with such

patients as are the source of great danger to the

community through no fault of theirs. It has been

proposed to compel chronic carriers of typhoid

bacilli to undergo an operation for the removal of

the gall-bladder, but in a case of chronic diph-

theria like the above no similar treatment can be

suggested. The hope lies in further studj' of the

subject of immunity which may yet disclose an
effective way to protect the communitj" without un-

necessary interference with the personal libertj- of

the unfortunate bacilli carrier.

A DEFENSE AND AN ESTIMATE OF
\"ACCINE-THER-\PY.

To anyone who has followed the voluminous litera-

ture of this subject it is plain that while the gen-

eral principle of vaccine-therap}- has proved quite

useful, especially in chronic infections with the

staphylococcus, the value of the various technical

procedures originated by Wright in the application

of the principle has been seriously questioned. It

has been suggested that clinical symptoms are safe

guides in the application of vaccine-therapy and in

judging of the results obtained; that the opsonic

index often fails to give uniform results at different

times or in the hands of different observers; that,

finally, opsonins are but one species of the protec-

tive substances in the blood and no such dependence
is to be placed upon them alone as is done by Wright
and his followers.

In a recent number of The Practitioner the orig-

inator of the method and those associated with him
attempt to answer the above objections. In the in-

troductory- article Sir A. E. \\'right states that a

definite initial dose cannot be set as a standard for

many reasons. The potency of the vaccine used

can be only approximately standardized : the re-

sponse to the dose is not uniform in the healthy

and still less so in the infected subjects; the repeti-

tion of the immunizing doses may still further

change the phenomena of response in each indi-

vidual. On the other hand, clinical symptoms may
be fallaciously interpreted, may not be complete

enough to sen-e as a guiding principle, and may
be so slow in changing in the case of chronic in-

fections that untold harm may be done before the

evidence of it appears to the observ^er. Fleming's

article in the same issue is an answer to the criticism

of the technique employed. He shows by many
statistical tables that in the hands of Wright and

his pupils the results of estimating the opsonic in-

dex, both in the healthy and in the sick, have been

uniform enough to be safely depended upon in the

application of the vaccine-therapy. Several other

contributors testify in their articles to the partial

success at least which was the reward of the care-

ful application of Wright's principles of treatment.

The general reader, who is not himself apph'ing
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or testing the new treatment is at a loss to decide

between the opposing camps of investigators. The
editorial comment in the same number of The Prac-

titioner is. perhaps, the best statement of the atti-

tude to be adopted by him. "The method is a

new and complex one, and, until its use has been

more thoroughly explored, it should be carried out

only under the guidance of an expert. . . .

Whether an opsonic control of the injections will

always be necessary still remains to be shown, but

for a long time yet the exhibition of the vaccines

should be preceded by a most careful bacteriological

examination, and, if possible, the particular vaccine

should be prepared for each individual patient. If

these precautions are taken, there is little doubt

that the opsonic method has a brilliant future be-

fore it : at present, however, it is certainly in the

experimental stage, and should be so regarded."

The Effect of Tuberculin Upon Healthy
Persons.

It is generally assumed that tuberculin acts as a

poison to the healthy human organism as well as to

one infected with tuberculosis, though the latter re-

acts to its influence much more readily and by
greater intensity of symptoms. The exact relation

of the healthy organism to the action of tuberculin

has not, however, received much attention in the

past, and a study of this subject made by Hamburger
and reported by him in the Miincheuer mcdizinische

Wochcnschrift for June 9, 1908, is therefore of in-

terest. This author says that the absence of any
symptoms on injection of tuberculin is rare, not

because the substance is toxic to the healthy as much
as to the tuberculous, but because perfectly healthy

individuals, quite free from foci of active or latent

tuberculous infection, are but rarely met with. The
well-known resistance of nursing infants to this

toxin is explained by the absence of such foci in the

great majority of such infants. Hamburger has

observed several cases of adults who reacted as little

as infants to such large amounts of tuberculin as

10 mg. for a dose repeated several times. He fur-

ther injected from 10 to 100 mg. of tuberculin to

each one of forty-three children, none of whom
showed any constitutional reaction or rise of tem-
perature after the injection. Of course, these doses

of the toxin were used only after smaller doses had
produced no reaction and the site of the puncture
remained free from inflammatory phenomena. The
e.xplanation of this apparent lack of toxicity in a sub-

stance, usually assumed to be extremely toxic, is not

very easy to find ; Hamburger, however, used only

the old tuberculin in his experiments, and thinks that

the long steaming over a water bath to which this

preparation is exposed may destroy the thermolabile

toxins of the original product of bacterial metab-
olism. That the author was very sure of the lack

of toxicity in the preparation used by him after the

above facts were elicited is shown by his statement
that one little girl of si.x years of age received an
injection of 500 mg. of old tuberculin. His con-

clusions, however, proved to be correct ; the child

manifested no general phenomena of a reaction

whatever.

circulation. We know now that such transmis-

sion is a rare occurrence ; not the disease is

transmitted, but a predisposition to such a dis-

ease, as in the case of tuberculosis, or the

child simply suffers from general malnutrition

and maldevelopment because of the poverty of

the mother's blood or the existence in it of the

toxic products of disease. Isolated cases of placen-

tal transmission of disease, however, are frequently

reported, and an article by Xauwerck and Flinzer

in the Miinclteiicr medizinische IVocheiischrift for

June 9, 1908, adds paratyphoid fever to the list of

infections that may thus pass from the mother to

the unborn child. The infant in question died thirty-

six hours after birth with symptoms of general

melena, and the autopsy fully answered the clinical

picture, blood having been found in the cerebral

membranes, in the retina, in the internal organs, and
especially in the stomach. A bacillus recovered from
the blood was carefully tested bacteriologically and
showed in its morphology, in the cultural reactions,

and in virulence toward animals all the characteris-

tics of the paratyphoid group. The mother gave a

history of an acute disease a few weeks before labor

occurred ; her blood agglutinated the bacillus recov-

ered from the child, as well as another laboratory

strain of the paratyphoid organism. The probability

of extrauterine infection was excluded by the ad-

vanced lesions found, though the infant lived only a

day and a half, and the authors conclude, therefore,

that theirs is the first reported case of a paratyphoid
infection transmitted by the placental circulation.

Pl.\cental Transmission of Paratyphoid In-

fection.

The older pathologists thought that the infec-

tious diseases were quite regularly transmitted
from the mother to the child by the placental

Outbreak of Rabies.—The State Agricultural
Commissioner of N'ew York states that officials of

his department have never known of such a serious

outbreak of rabies as exists at present. Thirty

towns in the State are under quarantine for the

disease. In New York City the Health Commis-
sioner has issued an order declaring that the run-

ning at large of dogs constitutes a public nuisance

and menace to health, and calling on all owners to

muzzle their dogs. .'\ny dogs not muzzled or held

in leash are to be destroyed by the inspectors or

agents of the department. It is hoped that this

muzzling order, which is to remain in eff^ect until

the end of October, will prove efficacious in stamp-
ing out the disease. In England, owing to the en-

forcement of such an order, the number of cases

of this disease fell from 672 cases in 1895 to none
in igoo.

Health Conditions in New York.—The lowest
weekly death average in the city was recorded by
the Board of Health for the week ending June 20,

the rate being 13.45 per i.ooo as against 17.36 for

the same week in 1907. The absolute decrease in

the number of deaths was 332. The Borough of

Manhattan showed the lowest rate. 12.99. The
deaths in tenement houses numbered 255 as com-
pared with 375 for last year. The Health Commis-
sioner attributes this decrease to the better quality

of food supplied in the tenement house district at

present, yet the reports of the various relief socie-

ties indicate very clearly that there is great want
and privation among this class because of the gen-

eral hard times since last October. In a recent

report of an investigation from a trustworthy

source these conditions are said to be so bad as

not to permit of exaggeration, and it is stated that

both adults and children are undernourished as the

result of very insufficient quantities and very in-
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ferior qualities of food supplies. This condition

has existed for some time, and yet the death rate

for the first three weeks of June has been lower

than ever before, and each week has had a lower
rate than the preceding. A study of all the con-

ditions in relation to fresh air, improved dwellings,

diminished protein intake, etc., might, and might
not give additional support to Chittenden's dietetic

theories.

Plague in Trinidad.—Since the middle of June
six new cases of plague have been reported, and
active steps are being taken by the authorities in

cleaning up the city and in destroying the rats. In

Jamaica, also, the extermination of rats has been

begun as a precautionary measure. The steamship

Caracas, arriving in New York from Trinidad on

June 21 was detained in quarantine because of the

death of a fireman during the voyage, the cause of

death not having been determined.

Medical Inspection of Chicago Schools.—The
medical inspectors of schools of Chicago recently

examined 4.783 pupils and excluded 241 because

of contagious diseases. The chief causes of exclu-

sion were as follows: measles, 20; tonsillitis, 42;
chickenpox. 19; whooping cough, 15; diphtheria, 9,

and mumps. 6. A total of 212 vaccinations were
performed on school children, and 25 cultures were
made for bacterial examination. Physical examina-
tions made by the school medical inspectors in the

schools during the week ended June 20 numbered
1,843. Of these 1.041 were of pupils who needed

medical or surgical treatment. The parents were
notified of the conditions found and were advised

to consult the family physician.

Doctors Receive Degrees.—Colonel William C.

Gorgas, the recently elected president of the Ameri-

can ]\Iedical Association, and chief sanitary officer

of the Isthmian Canal Zone, received the degree

of Master of Science from Harvard University,

and Dr, Graham Lusk, Professor of Physiology in

the New York University and Bellevue Medical

College, the degree of Doctor of Science from Yale,

at the commencement exercises of these universities

held on June 24. Dr. Charles E. Nammack of

New York received the degree of Doctor of Laws
at the annual commencement of Fordham Uni-
versity on June 17.

Street Car Accidents.—With the bringing into

service of the open cars on the street railway lines

in New York, the number of accidents has very

greatly increased. The report of the Public Service

Commission states that during the month of May
there were 5,152 accidents, against 4,707 in April.

A considerable part of this increase is attributed

to mishaps in alighting from and boarding the cars.

In May 627 persons were injured as they got on
the cars, in April only 562 ; and in May 772 per-

sons were hiirt in getting off cars, in April only 544.

Memorial to Dr. Reed.—In a recent issue of

Jaiiiis, an historical medical journal published in

Holland, Dr, John C. Hemmeter of Baltimore urges

that the names of Dr. Lazear and Dr. Carroll, who
were also members of the Yellow Fever Commis-
sion, be included in the memorial monument to

be erected to Dr, Walter Reed in Washington.

Surgery in Partial Vacuum.—Dr. Sauerbruch
of the University of Marburg recently demon-
strated, before the staff of the Rockefeller Insti-

tute, his method of performing chest operations in

a glass operating cage in which the normal atmos-
pheric pressure had been reduced, so as to prevent

collapse of the lungs.

Hospital Struck by Lightning.—The Newark

Tuberculosis Hospital on the top of Mt. Caldwell,
at Verona, N. J., was struck by lightning on June
24, causing a small panic among the inmates. As
the building is fireproof no serious harm resulted.

Raise Entrance Requirements.—Jefferson Med-
ical College, the Medico-Chirurgical College, Hahne-
mann Medical College, the Woman's Medical Col-
lege of Pennsylvania, and Temple University, have
notified the Pennsylvania State Medical Council
that hereafter only such students as have pursued
at least a full four years academic or high school

course shall be eligible for the medical course. It

is stated also that the Western University of Penn-
sylvania at Pittsburg will shortly or in the next

year adopt a similar minimum entrance require-

ment. The University of Pennsylvania has already

made announcement that it will receive in its med-
ical department only students who have passed at

least one year of the college course.

Larger Bellevue Opposed.—A report just made
by the State Charities Aid Association, concerning
the hospital needs of New York City now and up
to 1920, urges the establishment of emergency
relief stations at convenient distances from existing

hospitals. Five such stations are now needed and
by 1920 this number will be increased to fourteen.

Such stations are to have eight beds each. The
report states that 540 additional beds are needed
in the city hospitals at this time, and that by 1920
there will be a demand for 2,772. These emer-
gency stations, it is suggested, can be eventually re-

placed by small hospitals. The committee believes

that it would be advisable to change the plans for

the new Bellevue Hospital so as to reduce the num-
ber of beds from 2,000 to 1,600, with a view to

expending the money thus saved on the erection

of other hospitals elsewhere. It is recommended
that steps be taken immediately to procure hospital

sites in outlying districts while land can be obtained

at comparatively reasonable rates. The committee
urges also the establishment of two general hos-

pitals on Blackwell's Island, one at each end, each

to have not more than 1.500 beds.

The Gibbs Prize.—The New York Academy
of Medicine announces that essays in competition

for the Edward N. Gibbs Memorial Prize will be

received up to October i, 1909. The subject is

to be "The Etiology-, Pathology-, and Treatment of

the Diseases of the Kidney," the three parts not

necessarily to be treated with equal detail. In

order to obtain the prize an essay must show orig-

inality, and new discovery or fruitful research will

be considered the standard of merit. Manuscripts

must be in English, typewritten, designated by a

motto or device, and accompanied by a sealed en-

velope bearing the same motto or device, which
shall contain the name of the author. The amount
of the prize is Si.000: but the Academy reserves

the right not to award the prize if no essay shall

be found worthy. Essays are to be sent to the

Committee of the New York Academy of Medi-
cine on the Edward N. Gibbs Memorial Prize. The
successful essay becomes the property of the

Academy.

The Right to Resign from a Medical Society.

—Dr. Charles J. Mooney. who claimed that he had
been unjustly treated by the officers of the Med-
ical Society of the County of New York, some
time ago tendered his resignation as a member of

that organization. In his letter to the secretary

he gave as the reason for his resignation that he

could not "conscientiously remain in an organiza-

tion whose unfair methods were demonstrated in
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the proceedings of last year." The comitia minora
replied through the secretary that it "declined

to receive a document couched in language offen-

sive to the society." Dr. Mooney then applied to

the court and Justice Blanchard has now decided
that he was within his rights in using the language
he did, and that the society must accept his resig-

nation.

Dr. Francis Carter Wood, Professor of Clinical

Patholog}- in the College of Physicians and Sur-
geons of New York, and president of the Alumni
Association of the Ohio State University', delivered

an address on the relation of the State university

to medical education at a meeting of the alumni
of that University on June 23.

Dr. William Osier, regius professor of medi-
cine at Oxford University, has consented to contest

for the lord rectorship of the university of Edin-
burgh in November as a nonparty candidate. He
is the first physician ever nominated for the office.

Dr. Carl Beck of New York has received the

decoration of the Order of the North Star from
the King of Sweden.

Changes in Faculty of the Northwestern Uni-
versity.—Dr. Frederick Menge has been ap-
pointed professor of Rhinolog}- and Laryngology
and made head of that department in place of

Dr. ^^'m. E. Casselberry, who has resigned that

position and has been made professor emeritus of
Rhinology. Dr. J. M. Neff has been made .Asso-

ciate Professor of Surgery, and Dr. Frederic A.
Besley, Dr. H. M. Richter', and Allen B. Kanavel,
Assistant Professors of Surgery. Drs. \\'. R. Cub-
bins and Frank E. Pierce have been api^oiiited

assistants in surgery, and Drs. Charles Matter,

John C. Ilollister, F. G. Dyas, and Wm. C. Dan-
forth, instructors in surgery. Drs. George 11. Dyche,
Paul Chester, Charles A. Elliott, and .A. Davis have
been promoted to the positions of Assistant Pro-
fessors in Medicine. Dr. W. H. Buhlig has been
appointed .Assistant Professor of Clinical Pathol-

ogy' ; Dr. Joseph Brenneman as .Assistant Clinical

Professor of Pediatrics : Dr. Robert T. Gillmore,

Assistant Professor of Gynecology-: Dr. Prentiss of

Harvard Universitj', Assistant Professor of .Anat-

omy, and Dr. S. Walter Ransom. .Associate in

Anatomy.

Courses in Pediatrics and Infant Feeding.—
Prof. Schlossmann has arranged for a niiniher of

post-graduate courses in the Nourishment and Dis-

eases of Infants at the Infants' Hospital at Diissel-

dorf, Germany. The courses will last for two
weeks each.

Medical Club of Philadelphia.—Dr. William C.

Gorgas, President-elect of the .American Medical
Association, Dr. William L. Estes, President of the

^ledical Society of the State of Pennsylvania, Dr.

Albert M. Eaton, President of the Philadelphia

County Medical Society, Dr. W. .A. Evans, Health
Commissioner of Chicago, and Dr. Walter Wyman,
Surgeon-General of the United States Public

Health and Marine-Hospital Service, were the

guests of honor at a reception given by the Medical
Club of Philadelphia on June 12.

Lake Keuka Medical and Surgical Association.
—The ninth annual meeting of this society will be
held at Grove Springs, Lake Keuka, N. Y., on July

9 and 10, 1908, under the presidency of Dr. Lewis
Wheeler Rose of Rochester. The societv includes

in its membership physicians from .Allegany, Schuy-
ler, Chemung, Livingston, Tioga, Monroe, Wayne,
Ontario, Wyoming, Steuben, and Yates counties.

.An attractive program of twenty titles is offered.

The secretars' is Dr. H. B. Nichols of Pulteney.
Grove Springs is reached by steamer from Ham-
mondsport via the Erie and Lackawanna, and from
Penn Yan via the N. Y. C. and N. C. railroads.

It is also accessible by auto from these points.

XIV International Congress in Hygiene and
Demography.—The Secretary General reports
that with the issuing of the four volumes cover-
ing its proceedings the work of the Congress for

1907 is completed. The last two volumes will be
forwarded to members of the Congress, and the
entire set will be published by Hirschwald of Ber-
lin and may be obtained through booksellers for
fifty marks for the set, or by single volumes.

The Fifth Pan-American Medical Congress
will be held in Guatemala City, August 5 to 10,

1908. From New York, Guatemala may be con-
veniently reached by train to New Orleans, thence
by boat to Puerto Barrios on the Gulf, and again
by train to Guatemala City. The trip takes seven
days, and the cost, exclusive of sleeper and meals,
is $56. The capital of Guatemala is situated on a
plateau, one mile above sea level. During August
there is usually no rain, and the heat is said to be
less than in our Southern States. Information may
be obtained from the secretary. Dr. Ramon Guiteras,

75 West Fifty-fifth street. New York.

Association des Medecins de Langue Fran-
caise de I'Amerique du Nord.—The I\' Congress
of the Association will be held in Quebec, on July
20 to 22, 1908. The four sections of medicine,
surgery, hygiene, and dental surgery will be cov-
ered, and particular stress will be laid upon instruc-

tion in hygiene, infection of the bile ducts, and
renal tuberculosis. Ample provision is being made
by the committees for those who wish to attend,

and reduced railroad fares are offered.

The VIII International Congress of Hydrol-
ogy, Climatology, Geology, and Therapy by
Physical Agents will be held at .Algiers, .April 4
to 10, 1909.

Chicago Medical Society.—.After a closely con-
tested election, ballotting resulted in the election

of the following officers for the ensuing year

:

President, Dr. Alfred C. Cotton; Secretary. Dr.

Merlin Z. .Albro; Councilors at Large, Drs. Elmer
E. Henderson, Henry B. Favill, J. Chase Stubbs,

C. Hubart Lovewell, and Geo. H. Weaver: and
Alternate Councilors at Large. Drs. William M.
Harsha, Clark .A. Buswell, .Albert E. Mowry, Henry
W. Cheney, and Paul F. Morf.

Chicago Surgical Society.—.At the annual
meeting of this .Society, recently held, the following

officers were elected for the ensuing year: Presi-

dent. Dr. .A. E. Halstead : Vice-President. Dr.

Arthur Dean Bevan : Secretary, Dr. Frederick .A.

Besley ; Treasurer. Dr. John C. Hollister.

The Des Moines Valley (Iowa) Medical Asso-

ciation, at its thirty-seventh annual convention at

Ottumwa, la., on June 18, elected the following

officers : President. L. .A. Rogers of Oskaloosa

;

First Vice-President, F. T. Stevens of Mount
Pleasant ; Second J'ice-Prcsident, C. B. Powell of

.Albia : Secrctarx-Trcasurer. Fred Bowles of Ot-

tumwa.

The Aroostook (Me.) Medical Association held

its annual meeting on June 16, at which the follow-

ing officers were elected : Harry L. Putnam, Houl-

ton. President: S. W. Boone, Presque Isle, Vice-

President: F. H. Jackson, Houlton, Secretary; W.
E. Sincock. Caribou, Treasurer: Harrv L. Putnam
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and S. W. Boone, Delegates to Maine Medical As-
sociation.

The Woonsocket District (R. I.) Medical As-
sociation.— At the annual meeting of this Society
held on June 18, the following officers were elected:

President, Dr. Elisha D. Clarke; Vice-President,
Dr. John J. Baxter ; Treasurer, Dr. George R.
Smith ; Secretary, Dr. William F. Barry ; Counsel-
lor, Dr. William C. Monroe; Delegate to State
Medical Society, Dr. George R. Smith ; Censors,
Drs. John T. Roswell, Robert G. Reed, J. Edgar
Tanguay.

Association of Medical Officers of the Army
and Navy of the Confederacy.—At the annual
meeting of this society, held in Birmingham, Ala-
bama, on June 9 and 10, the following officers were
elected: President, Dr. J. C. Abernathy, Birming-
ham ; Vice-Presidents, Dr. William F. Beard, Shel-

byville, Ky., Dr. E. N. D. Newton, Athens, Ga.,

and Dr. George j\I. Burgett, Lebron City, Tenn.

;

Secretary, Dr. A. A. Lyon, Nashville, Tenn.

The National Association for the Study and
Prevention of Tuberculosis held its annual meet-
ing in Chicago on June 5 and 6, and elected the fol-

lowing officers for the ensuing year : President,

Dr. Vincent Y. Bowditch, Boston; Honorary Vice-

Presidents, the President of the United States, Hon.
Grover Cleveland, and Dr. William Osier, Oxford,
England : Vice-Prtsidents, Homer Folks, New York
City, and Dr. Charles L. Minor, Asheville, N. C.

;

Treasurer, Brig.-Gen. George M. Sternberg, Med-
ical Corps, U. S. Army, retired, Washington, D. C.

;

Secretary, Dr. Henry Jacobs, Baltimore ; Executive
Secretary, Livingston Farrand, New York City ; and
Directors, Drs. John N. Hurty, Indianapolis ; S.

Adolphus Knopf, New York City ; Victor C.

Vaughan, Ann Arbor, Mich. ; Edward R. Baldwin,
Saranac Lake, N. Y. ; Rudolph Matas, New Or-
leans, and Messrs. James J. Hill, St. Paul. ; Fred-
erick Redfield Proctor, Proctor, Vt.

; J. B. Bixby,
St. Louis; C. B. Boothe, Los Angeles, and A. B.

Cummins,' Governor of Iowa.

Essex South District Medical Society (Mass.).
—The annual meeting was held on IMay 19. Dr.
William G. Mumford delivered an address on the

"Principles of Cerebral Decompression." The fol-

lowing officers were elected : President, Dr. S. P. E.

Cooke, Gloucester ; Vice-President, Dr. F. W. Bald-
win, Danvers ; Secretary, Dr. G. K. Blair, Salem

;

Treasurer, Dr. G. Z. Goodell, Salem; Librarian, Dr.

C. M. Cobb, Lynn.

The Hampshire District Medical Society held
its annual meeting at Springfield, Mass., on May 14,

and elected the following officers : President, W. W.
Miner of Ware; Vice-President, F. H. Smith of
Hadley ; Secretary, A. G. Minshall of Northamp-
ton ; Treasurer, A. H. Hoadley of Northampton

;

Librarian, E. W. Brown of Northampton ; Chair-
man of the Board of Censors, A. .^^. Belden of
Northampton.
The South Bristol (Mass.) Medical Society at

its annual meeting, held on May 14, elected the

following officers : President, Dr. William T.

Learned ; Vice-President, Dr. A. A. Mandell of

New Bedford; Secretary and Treasurer, Dr. A. J.

Abbe : Councillors, Drs. C. A. Bonney, New Bed-
ford. A. W. Buck, W. A. Dolan, J. H.' Gifford, and
C. D. Hough and C. A. Pratt of New Bedford;
Censors. Drs. A. I. Connell, W. A. Dolan, H. G.
Wilbur, and J. C. Pothier and A. P. Webb of New
Bedford; Commissioner on Trials, Dr G. L. Rich-
ards.

The New Hampshire Medical Society held its

one hundred and seventeenth annual meeting in

Concord on May 15, and elected the following offi-

cers: President, Dr. John M. Gile, Hanover; Vice-
President, Dr. Frank Blaisdell, Goft'stown; Council-
lors, Belknap county, Dr. A. H. Harriman. La-
conia ; Grafton county. Dr. M. S. Woodman, West
Lebanon : Trustee for three years. Dr. W. T. Smith,
Hanover : MemberBoard of Medical Examiners, Dr.

J. F. Robinson, Manchester ; Alternate, Dr. G. C.
Wilkins, Manchester; Delegate to Dartmouth Med-
ical College for tzvo years. Dr. A. C. Heftener,
Portsmouth: Anniversary Chairman, Dr. H. N.
Kingsford, Hanover.

The Norwich (Conn.) Medical Association at
its annual meeting, on Alay 4, elected the following
officers: President. Dr. W. Tyler Browne: Vice-
President, Dr. N. P. Smith: Secretary, Dr. L. F.

LaPierre.

The West Tennessee Medical Association on
May 22 closed its annual meeting at Jackson, Tenn.,
with a symposium on tuberculosis. The following
officers were elected by the society for the coming
year : President, F. A. Smythe, Memphis ; Vice-
President, J. R. Nelson, Eurekaton ; Secretary, A.
A. McSwain, Paris.

Obituary Notes.—Dr. Joseph M. Finnell of

St. Paul, ^linn.. died on June 13, of apoplexy, at

the age of 48 years. He was graduated from the

medical department of New York LTniversity in

1887, and had served as secretary of the Coroner's
department of St. Paul for a number of years.

Dr. Frederick L.^cy Wheeler of Minneapolis,
Minn., died on June 14, at his home. He was a
graduate of the medical department of the L^ni-

versity of Minnesota in the class of 1904.
Dr. D.-xniel E. Millerick of Stoneham, Mass.,

died on June 18, at the age of 52 years. Dr. Mil-
lerick was graduated from the liarvard ]\Iedical

School in 1881.

Dr. John Gilman McAllister of Lawrence,
Mass., died on June 20, after a long illness, at

the age of 67 years. He was graduated from the

College of Physicians and Surgeons of New York
in 1863, and served in the army as assistant surgeon
until the close of the war.

Dr. Michael J. Neville of Brooklyn, N. Y.,

died on June 22, at the age of 37 years. Dr. Neville

was a graduate of Queen's College, Canada, in the

class of 1893, and was consulting surgeon of St.

Catherine's Hospital, Brooklyn.
Brig.-Gen. Albert Hartsuff, a retired army

surgeon, died on June 22 in Detroit, Mich., at the

age of 70 years. Graduated from the Castleton

Medical College, Vermont, he entered the service

on the outbreak of the Civil War as an assistant

surgeon, and was rapidly promoted, distinguishing

himself during a yellow fever epidemic in New
Orleans in 1866. In 1904 he was advanced to the

rank of brigadier-general retired.

Dr. George F. Heath of Monroe, Mich., a grad-

uate of the Medical Department of the University

of Michigan, died on June 16. at the age of fifty

years.

Child Suicide in Germany.— It is estimated that the

number of cases of suicide among German school chil-

dren between the years 1880 and 1903 exceeded 1,000.

There were more cases of suicide among boys, in the

proportion of four boys to one girl, under 15 years old,

and forty-eight to one above this age. The causes are

attributed in 336 cases to fear of punishment, in 70
to mental disorders, and in 68 to intemperance. Other
causes were disappointments in love, despair induced by
the premature reading of Nietzsche and Schopenhauer,
and religious doubts.
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OUR LONDON LETTER.

(From Our Special Correspondent.)

MEDICINE .\ND SCIENCE AT THE FRANCO-BRITISH EXHIBITION

—

INGLEBV LECTURES ON MVOMA OF THE UTERUS—OLIVER-

SHARFEY LECTURES ON OUR KNOWLEDGE OF THE ADRENALS

—

OBITUARY.
L-'NDON. June 12, 1908. "*

You have no doubt heard a great deal about the Franco-
British Exhibition, which, although it is not yet finished,

is attracting immense numbers of visitors. It is on a scale

exceeding that of any previous international exhibition.

Among its numerous attractions there is the Hall of
Science, a building containing floor space of about 14,000
square feet and on which I hear the committee has ex-
pended £7,000. It is not in a prominent position and may
easily be missed, but will afford much pleasure to any one
who visits it. Electricity, magnetism, chemistry, astron-
omy, meteorology, have their separate divisions and the
exhibits have been arranged by masters in the several
sciences. Space forbids me to enter on a description of
these marvels, but I must give you a few notes respecting

the medical department. The Liverpool School of Tropi-
cal Medicine, always to the fore, has an excellent exhibit

illustrating the work it has been doing. The tsetse fly, the

enlarged glands of sleeping sickness, photographs of suf-

fering natives, etc.. are shown. So is a portrait

of Major Ronald Ross and his original manuscript proving
the transmission of malaria by mosquitos. Here, too,

are a number of specimens connected with elephantiasis

and representatives of the species of rats which carry
plague. The London Tropical School has also an exhibit
showing the progress of discovery in this department.
The Royal Microscopical Society shows microscopes
arranged in chronological order to illustrate the successive
improvements in this means of investigating, beginning
with a copy of Leeuwenhoek's (1675) and Masschenbroek's
(1702). In the anthropological section are numerous
measuring and weighing instruments.

In another part of the grounds there is an exhibit of a

medical kind. Tliis is in the Irish \'illage, which is at-

tracting great attention. In the \'illage Hall there is a
reproduction on a small scale of the Tuberculosis Exhibi-
tion which has been touring in Ireland in order to bring
home to the people the ravages of this disease, and the way
in which they may restrain it. There is a pathological

division with specimens of human lungs in various stages

of phthisis ; and a veterinary division with specimens from
animals. A section is devoted to appliances—sputum
flasks, spittoons, milk sterilizers, etc. Then there are
maps, diagrams, and literature devoted to the statistics of
tuberculosis, and "contrast bedrooms," illustrating the
conditions wliich encourage and discourage the develop-
ment of plithisis. The pamphlets distributed include lec-

tures by leading authorities and ample instruction on venti-

lation, milk supply, cleanliness, and so forth. Short expo-
sitions are also delivered throughout the day on all points
connected with the cause and prevention of the disease

—

a valuable object lesson being thus enforced.
The Ingleby lectures at the University of Birmingham

were delivered last month by Dr. Christopher Martin.
He is surgeon to the Birmingham and Midland Hospital
for Women, and took for his subject Myoma of the Uterus,
on which his experience enables him to teach with con-
siderable authority. The two lectures of the series were
devoted respectively to the dangers and treatment of the
disease. He said that the more he saw of it and the
more he followed up his cases, the more he was impressed
with its risks and grave complications. The commonest
of these is hemorrhage, and though it is rare for a patient

to bleed to death, chronic anemia and extreme weakness
result and are responsible for brown atrophy and fatty

degeneration of the heart in many neglected cases. It is

also the main factor in thrombosis and phlebitis. Pain
is uncertain—mostly discomfort is complained of—but
when the ovaries and tubes are inflamed and adherent the
pain is severe. Pressure symptoms are numerous and
vary with the organ pressed upon. They frequently call

for surgical treatment. Lesions of the appendages are
found in about a third of all cases of myoma submitted
to operations. In many cases probably the myoma is re-

sponsible for these lesions, and in most cases endometritis
to some extent is present. The hemorrhages and anemia
affect the heart, and Dr. Martin quoted the Ingleby lec-

turer of last year (Dr. Thomas Wilson") as having care-

fully studied the relation of myoma to cardiac disease with
a result that over 40 per cent, of patients with severe

myoma have some form of cardiac insufficiency. Ergot
would in them be contraindicated as increasing peripheral

resistance by contracting the arterioles. Rest would be
needed prior to operation, after which improvement in the
heart symptoms usually occurs. The lecturer next con-
sidered the degenerative changes to which myomata are
so peculiarly liable. He divided them into three groups

:

(i) Nonmalignant degeneration without necrosis, occur-
ring in about 14 per cent, of the cases

; (2) nonmalignant,
with necrosis, occurring in about 4 per cent., and (3)
malignant degenerations and complications, also in about

4 per cent. Each of these groups was analyzed and
its significance pointed out, and then the relation of

myoma to pregnancy was considered. It was seen that

sterility appeared nearly four times as often in myomatous
patients as in those not afflicted with myoma. This,

Dr. Martin, considers fortunate, as the occurrence

of pregnancy adds greatly to the dangers of myoma.
Some have supposed that the sterile state in some
mysterious way may give rise to myoma, but the

lecturer held that such theorists "put the cart before the

horse." Some patients with moderately large fibroids pass

through pregnancy and labor safely. But if the tumor be
submucous or interstitial, abortion generally occurs by the

fourth month—the best thing for the patient. Sometimes
abortion has to be induced. However it occurs, retention

of placental tissue and alarming hemorrhage is apt to fol-

low, and in a submucous case there is the danger that the

tumor may necrose and be a source of sepsis. A large

fibroid may mechanically interfere with the development
of the pregnancy and even necessitate surgical interfer-

ence. It may also be impacted so as to obstruct or even

prevent delivery, or interfere with the after contraction, and
so cause retention of placenta, or itself be so bruised

and injured as to lead to its necrosis and fatal sepsis. The
danger to the patient is great in these cases, and the mor-
tality high, for surgery is often postponed until too late.

The lecturer summ.irized the risks which a woman with

a fibroid runs as follows; (i ) More than half these patients

suffer from severe hemorrhage and chronic anemia; (2I

many develop cardiac disease, phlebitis, thrombosis, and
embolism ; (3) others have retention, cystitis, pyelitis,

hydronephrosis; (4) in about a third of the cases the ova-

ries and tubes become diseased; (5) in about a fifth, degen-

eration occurs, ending in nearly 5 per cent, in necrosis of

the growth, and in 4 per cent, sarcoma, and a

further 4 per cent, cancer; (6) half the patients are sterile,

but should pregnancy occur the dangers increase as gesta-

tion progresses.

The question of a natural cure was then considered,

and it was admitted that such an event may take place in

three ways; (l) A submucous fibroid may necrose and
slough away or be extruded through the cervix as a polyp

and drop off. The risks of such a case were pronounced
greater than those of the most formidable modern opera-

tion. (2) The myoma may participate in the involution

of the puerperium and disappear. This is not to be reck-

oned on, for in many cases the opposite occurs—instead of

shrinking the tumor is more likely to take on more active

growth; (3) it may atrophy at the menopause. This was
once thought to be the usual result, and a woman was
told that her trouble would cease at that time. But sad

experience shows that these hopes are illusory. At this period

the dangers increase, as degenerations are more apt to

supervene. Noble, in an analysis of 4,880 cases, declared he

was not acquainted with a single case of such disappear-

ance at or after the menopause. Dr. Martin's conclusion

from these circumstances is that, realizing the manifold

danger of myomata—the pressure, cardiac and renal com-
plications, risks of degenerations, necrosis and malignant

disease—and, on the other hand, the safety and the cer-

tainty of cure by surgery—it is not justifiable to advise a

patient with a troublesome fibroid to wait for the meno-
pause.

The present condition of our knowledge regarding the

functions of the suprarenal capsules was chosen as the

subject of the Oliver-Sharpey lectures at the Royal Col-

lege of Physicians. Professor Schafer was the lecturer,

and he remarked that the congeniality of the position was

enhanced to him by the fact that Sharpey was his hon-

ored master, and Oliver, who founded the lectureship,

was his colleague in the research on the capsules, which led

him to select the subject of his lectures. In his first lec-

ture he traced the history of our knowledge, such as we
have, of the functions of these bodies, down to the

autumn of 1893, when Dr. Oliver called upon him to dis-

cuss certain results which he had obtained from extracts of

animal tissues given by the mouth. .At this visit these two

pupils of Sharpey agreed to devote the winter to a thor-

ough investigation of the physiological effects of such

extracts.

They soon found that some of these extracts were men.
but that the suprarenal capsules and. to a less extent, the

pituitary body, yield to glycerin and to water and to saline
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solutions, principles having an extraordinary effect upon the
tone of the heart and arteries—transcending the effect of
any known drug. In March, 1904, they reported their results
to the Physiological Society and thus opened a new chap-
ter in this interesting historj-, for others set to work
to isolate the active principle of the extract and determine
its relationship. Success was so far obtained as to show
that this principle is of relatively simple constitution, in-

soluble in alcohol, dialyzable, and not destroyed by acids
or the gastric juice. Abel of the Johns Hopkins Univer-
sity was one of those who continued the investigation and
crystallized compounds from the extract. Thus practi-
tioners became possessed of a powerful drug—epinephrin
or adrenalin or perinephrin. Other names have been pro-
posed, but the one most in use is adrenalin, but this seems
to have been registered by a commercial firm, and Pro-
fessor Schafer would therefore prefer to call it adrenin.
How it is formed in the body remains to be discovered.
With regard to its effects, the first point established

was the remarkable rise in blood pressure produced by a
mere trace if injected, due to two causes; (l) contraction
of the arterioles; (2) increased force and rate of the heart's

beat. Sometimes, instead of augmentation, it produced in-

hibition. Then, it was held, two antagonistic influences

were at work, constriction of arterioles, tending to raise

the blood pressure, and cardiac inhibition, tending to lower
it. The former was always the stronger, and if both vagi
were cut, or a dose of atropine given, inhibition was pre-

vented.

With regard to the clinical uses of adrenin, the lecturer

mentioned Miller's account in the Journal of the American
Medical Association for May, 1907. As not much has been
added during the year that has elapsed since the article,

I think I may as well pass over the subject, especially as

the Medical Record will furnish its readers with notices

of all that is important. It is, therefore, only necessary

to add that those desirous of studying the modus of^raiidi

will find much to think over in Professor Schafer's state-

ment of the physiological facts that have been established

by himself, Oliver and others.

Inspector-General Andrew Maclean died on Monday at

the ripe old age of 96. He graduated at Edinburgh, il.D.,

1833, having taken the license of the Edinburgh College

of Surgeons in 1831. He was formerly in the army medi-
cal service and retired as Department Inspector after serv-

ing as surgeon to the Garrison Hospital at Chatham and
to the Royal Military College, Sandhurst. One of his sons

is Kaid Sir Harry Maclean, of whose career in Morocco
you must have heard, and of whom his father was very
proud. Another son is following his father in the medi-
cal corps, and a third was until recently British Consul
at Casablanca.
Another aged practitioner, Dr. Prior Purvis, died on the

29th of Ma}-, in his 96th year. He qualified in 1834, L.S.A.,

and next year took M.R.C.S. The establishment of the

London University opened the way for degrees, and he was
among the first candidates, taking the M.B. at the first

examination (1839) and followed on to M.D. (1842). He
was for many years surgeon to the Royal Kent Dispensary,

treasurer of the West Kent Medico-Clinical Society, and
closely connected with many other institutions. The an-

nual "Purvis Oration" was established in his honor and
has been delivered by some of the foremost of our medi-
cal leaders.

Dr. John Gill died on the 5th inst. in his 86th year.

He qualified in 1875 and was for some time physician to

to Margaret Infirmary for Consumption, and to the Royal
Asylum of St. Anne's Society. He then became physician

to the London Medical Mission. Besides a few contribu-

tions to the journals, he translated "Olshausen's Com-
mentary" from the German and Bovet's "Life of Zinzen-
dorf" from the French.

OUR PARIS LETTER.

(From Our Special Correspondent.)

DEATH OF CHARLES CH.^MBERLAXD—DE.MH OF PROFESSOR
RICHE—THIRTY-FOUR GAUZE SPOXGES IX THE -\BDOMEX

—

LEXGTH OF STAY IX BED AFTER ABDOMIXAL OPERATIOXS.

Paris, May 30, 1908.

Ch.\rles Chamberl.\xd, .Assistant Director of the Pasteur
Institute, died a short time ago at the age of fifty-seven.

In his person we have lost one of the best of the fellow-
workers of Pasteur, who helped that master to establish

a new and rigorous technique, and then accomplish the
great series of achievements that have made the name of
Pasteur famous. The great discoveries in which Chamber-
land had share are as follows : The etiology and the
prophylaxis of anthrax, vaccination against swine erysipe-

las, and the preventive treatment of rabies. He demon-

strated that in the technique of practical surgery the
bacteria of the air may be safely neglected, and that the
careful sterilization of the hands, the instruments, and
the dressings is suflicient to protect the patient against
infection. He showed that the temperature of 100° C. is

not sufficient to kill certain spores, that remain inactive so
long as the medium is acid, but begin to multiply as soon
as the reaction is changed to alkaline. To kill such spores
the temperature must be raised to 115' C. and kept at that

point for twenty minutes, and to accomplish this Chamber-
land devised an autoclave which is now universally used
for the sterilization of various utensils, and has thus be-

come indispensable in bacteriological laboratories, in the

operating rooms, and in central disinfecting stations. He,
too, has given us the indispensable filter provided with
the porcelain candle : he spent much time in studying how
the porous substances retain various particles from liquids

suspending them, and has thus reached the conclusion that

porcelain is best fitted for this purpose. With this new
and perfect filter he was enabled to continue further re-

searches in the field of bacterial excitants of disease ; the

filter at the same time proved useful in the purification

of various beverages. In general, his work as a hygienist

was ver\- important, and in recognition of it he was elected

member of the Academy of Medicine. With his death
French science has lost a talented worker, practical and
scientific in his accomplishments : his name will ever be
remembered in connection with the great epoch he repre-

sented.

The Academy of Medicine has just lost one of its oldest
ex-presidents, in the person of Professor Riche. For the
last twenty-five years he has filled the position of Pro-
fessor of Mineral Chemistry in the Paris School of Phar-
macy. He was an extremely able teacher, and a facile

and elegant lecturer, who could make the most difficult

experiments and demonstrations comprehensible to the
students. In addition to his work at the School of Phar-
macy he was also the Director of Assay at the Mint. Pro-
fessor Riche was especially interested in the study of
metallic alloys and succeeded in discovering a combina-
tion of copper and of tin which proved to be a malleable
alloy easily hammered into sheets. From his pen are two
works on chemistry which give a resume of the subject as

taught by him at the School of Pharmacy. He was
President of the Academy of Medicine in 1902, and in

that year, in the presence of the President of the Republic,

he opened for scientific sessions the new hall of the

academy.
Dr. Richelot, speaking for Dr. Henry Loze of Berck,

reported to the Surgical Socielj' a curious case of a foreign

body in the abdomen. A surgeon, after an operation for

appendicitis, was compelled to leave his patient in the care

of an assistant. He instructed the latter to introduce a

l)it of gauze drainage similar to the piece of gauze used
at the operation, at each subsequent dressing. This order
was dutifully obeyed by the assistant, who introduced a

new piece of gauze at each dressing without ever remov-
ing the pieces previously introduced. In this way in

about a month he had succeeded in putting some thirty-odd

pieces of gauze into the abdomen of the woman patient.

The strangest thing in the case is that the skin closed

over the wound and the contained dressings never gave
any trouble for the three years following the operation.

Then, all of a sudden, there appeared intense pain all

over the abdomen, accompanied by vomiting, nausea, me-
teorism, and the facies of acute peritonitis. .At first an
intestinal obstruction was diagnosed, but the patient was
in such a feeble condition that it was decided to defer an
operation. The general condition of the patient improved
in the following days, and at the same time a point of

fluctuation appeared at the site of the old cicatrix. An
incision was made over this point, and by means of a

sound a bit of gauze dressing was removed, which still

retained the shape of the intestinal coils. After this the

patient continued to expel pieces of gauze dressings by

the wound, thus bringing to light thirty-four old dress-

ings. As a consequence of the long illness and the con-

stant employment of morphine made necessary by the

pain, the patient became very cachectic and weak, and

was now in a precarious condition, suffering from a fecal

fistula at the site of the wound made for the removal of

the gauze. Of course, the point of interest in this case

is the large number of the dressings which the patient

carried in her abdomen without symptoms for such a long

period of time.

An interesting discussion took place after the report of

this case as to the duration of the stay in bed advisable

after abdominal operations. M. Jean-Louis Faure thought

that, as rapid healing of the abdominal incisions is now
the rule, there is no reason why patients should be kept

in bed after a modern operation as long as in the past.

In his opinion, the general health of the patient was very
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favorably influenced by as short a stay in bed as was
possible. In fact, for a person feeling well the stay in

bed is a most unpleasant and uncomfortable restraint.
His appetite becomes impaired, his bowels become slug-
gish, and when he is allowed to leave his bed he finds
himself unable to keep on his feet, many days passing
before he regains his former strength. The speaker said
that for the last ten years he had allowed his patients,

both in hospital and private practice, to leave the bed
twelve days after a laparotomy, and, indeed, in cases of
an operation for an appendicitis, in the afebrile period of
the disease, the stay in bed was shortened to eight or
ten days. He could bear witness to the fact that post-
operative complications were very much rarer with this

change in the management of the patient, pulmonary com-
plications being especially less frequent and less severe
than formerly. He has found that the cicatrices were
just as firm, and cases of plilebitis and embolism were no
more frequent than formerly.

Professor Segond on the contrary saw great danger in

the practice recommended by M. J. L. Faure, while M.
Moty supported the opinion of the latter. M. Moty was
able to quote his own experience ; having been operated
upon for appendicitis at the age of fifty-six years, he
left the bed on the seventh day after the operation. He
thought that as far as older patients are concerned, it is

a great advantage to have them leave the bed early so as

to make them more able to cope with any possible pul-
monary congestion.

M. Pierre Delbet thought that the practice of allowing
the patients to sit up on the third or fourth day after a
median laparotomy was altogether irrational, because in

the sitting position not only the abdominal pressure is

increased, but that in addition the abdominal walls are
wrinkled in such a manner as to interfere with the favor-
able evolution of the cicatrix.

M. Le Dentu said that after a successful laparotomy
he allowed his patients to leave the bed about the fif-

teenth day after the operation. After any graver opera-
tions they were compelled to keep to their beds for at

least twenty days. In his opinion, a sufficiently long
period of rest in bed saves the patient from unnecessary
fatigue and results in an uncomplicated and rapid con-
valescence.

M. Mauclaire thought that post-operative embolism is of
much more frequent occurrence in persons who were al-

lowed to leave their bed early after an operation.

M. Hartmann makes his patients leave the bed on the
fifteenth day. He thinks that this best protects them
against the complications which are predisposed by the

dorsal decubitus of the patient, especially those involving
the pulmonary system.

SURGICAL KNOTS.

To THE Editor of the Medical Record:
Sir:—In the article on the above topic in this journal,

June 6, Dr. Chas. H. Duncan gives a very good series of
drawings showing how a knot may be tied quickly by ma-
nipulations carried on largely with one hand. The pro-
cedure there described has been known here for several
years. I have seen it demonstrated also by Dr. E. C.
Henry of Omaha.
There are several inherent faults in this method. In

pointing them out I will not occupy space by reproducing
drawings of the different steps, but will refer by number
to the figures in Duncan's article. No one except a novice
ties a knot such as the "granny knot" (Fig. 2). That
will be left out of the discussion.

In surgical knots the chief point is security. While
tying the second half of any knot whatsoever, the operator
should keep his eyes fixed on the already partly tied knot
until the second half of the knot is completed. If this is

done while the manipulations are all carried on with one
hand, the other being held steady, as represented in dia-
grams 4 to 12, the knot will be seen to slacken. Try it

and see. Both ends of the ligature should be relaxed dur-
ing the tying of the second part of the knot in order to
avoid this slackening. This means, therefore, that no one-
handed manipulation should be used during the tying of
the second half of any knot. Given the first half of the
knot tightened securely, further manipulations being now
carried out with both hands while the ends are slack, the
two ends should be grasped in the hands, with the thumbs
close to the knot, and the final tension should be put on
both at the same time, the eyes still being fixed on the knot.
By referring to Fig. 8 and Fig. 12 it will be seen that if

tension is put equally on both ends of the ligature one end
remains straight and the other end passes around it in the
form of a loop, or, as one observer says, "the knot is all

on one string." After placing the hands in the position
there shown the reader will find that by crossing the hands
the error seen in these figures can be corrected, but to
cross one's hands is an aw-kward procedure. It will be
found further that, given the knot half completed by ma-
nipulations of the left hand (.Figs. 4 to 8), if the second
part of the knot is completed by similar manipulations
carried out by the right hand, the knot will eventually ap-
pear properly tied, as shown in Fig. i ; but a careful ob-
server will notice that the transformation in the appearance
of the first half of the knot (Fig. 8) to that of the first

half of Fig. I is accompanied by an inevitable loosening of
this part of the knot, just at the moment that final ten-
sion tightens the second half. This is a fatal error in
the method. However, as far as the first half of this knot
is concerned, by referring to Fig. 4 it will be seen that, by
grasping the right-hand end of the ligature with the left

hand, while the left-hand end is held with the right hand,
the ends crossed with the right-hand end between the
operator and the other end of the ligature, if the manipula-
tions are carried out exactly as described by Duncan, the
first half of the knot will be properly tied. This accom-
plished, both ends should be relaxed and the second half of
the knot tied as I have described above.
As for the knot called "surgeon's knot" (Fig. 3) and

the manipulations (Figs. 13 to 15), few surgeons would
leave the knot tied thus except in using silkworm gut in tlie

skin. For all other skin sutures, and all buried sutures
and ligatures, a second half knot should be added while
both ends are slackened, as referred to above.

J. Halpennv, M.D.
416 Main street, Winnipeg, Man.

THE ETIOLOGY OF CANCER.

To the Editor of the Medical Record:

Sir:—As far back as the early nineties I discovered that

among my patients whom I was treating for cancer there

were some who exhibited a symptom which I had demon-
strated to be a clinical sign of syphilis, namely, the egg-
skin eschar in the mouth and upon other mucous surfaces.

At a later date I was able in some cases to find an addi-

tional evidence of syphilitic infection, which was the pres-

ence in the blood of the crypta syphilitica. I also ob-

served that all cases of cancer in which one or both of

these clinical signs of syphilis existed bore antisyphilitic

treatment well, and that the cancerous symptoms improved
by its use. Several patients while under this treatment
became well and remained so.

Since that time it has lieen my rule in practice to use
the mixed treatment in all cases of this class, and I feel

confident that it is to this fact that my gratifying percent-

age of success is due. Because I continued to find clinical

evidences of syphilis in the majority of my cancer cases,

of whatever form or location, and in all cases of epithe-

lioma, and because antisyphilitic treatment improved all

cases and even cured some in the early stages, I feel war-
ranted in the conclusion that the real, underlying cause of

cancer is syphilis.

As a matter of record and to establish the priority of

my discovery in case some other physician should make it

independently, and claim it as his own before I could suffi-

ciently verify it and place it before the profession in a

proper manner, I imparted niv discovery personally to Drs.

J. N. Farrar, Robert L. Watkins, John B. Rich, G. H.
Patchen, Frank L. Tucker, and others. As it is very likely

that I shall not be able to complete my studies and investi-

gations regarding the etiology and elimination of cancer

for some years to come, I have decided to give to the

profession this brief outline of my theory, for what it may
be worth. G. LE>fox Curtis, M.D.
New York.

Births and Deaths in England and Wales.—The re-

port of the Registrar-General for 1905, recently issued,

shows that the estimated population of England and

Wales in 1905 was 34,152,977. From 1901 to 190S the

number of births exceeded the number of deaths by

1,730,576. The births registered in 1905 numbered 929,-

298, and were in the proportion of 27.2 per 1,000 of the

total population of both sexes and all ages; this is the

lowest rate recorded since civil registration was estab-

lished. The deaths registered in England and Wales

during the year 1905 numbered 520,031, and were in the

proportion of 15.2 per 1,000 persons living. The rate

was the lowest rate recorded since civil registration

was aetablished.
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Pro^rfsa of Mthicni Btmut,

Boston Medical anil Surgical Journal, June 18, 1908.

Carcinoma of the Bladder Treated with Trypsin.

—

R. H. Gilpatrick reports two cases. Patients were women,
aged, respectively, 44 and 78 years. In the younger
woman an abscess was opened in the left groin, while a

carcinomatous growth of utterly inoperable proportions

involved the bladder and anterior vaginal wall. Treat-

ment with trypsin injections was begun three days after

operation. .A.t first 10 minims were injected into the

body of the tumor on alternate days. The dose was
rapidly increased to 25 minims, a little cocaine being added
to the injection to control pain. The patient grew rapidly

worse and was finally sent home to die. The trypsin was
apparently without any effect whatever. In the older

w'oman the same general plan was followed and she seemed
to improve for awhile, but later she failed and finally

died from metastasis at the pylorus.

Modern Medicine and Surgery in the Orient.—J.

Evving Mears, in an interesting account of his travels dur-

ing the past eighteen months in the Far East, says that in

the beginning the art of surgery was advanced to quite a

high degree in some parts of the Orient. From this begin-

ning in the East medicine came into the West through the

school of Alexandria and the teachings of Galen, of Celsus,

and of Paulus of ,^gina. To comprehend the position of

modern scientific medicine in the Orient we must" have a

knowledge of the institutions engaged in teaching. In

Japan education in medicine is a part of the general sys-

tem, which is as complete in its development as may be

found in any country of the world. The educational

center is Tokyo, where one of the greatest universities of

Japan is located, the other being in Kyoto. Of the 131 pro-

fessors in the University of Tokyo, the College of Medi-

cine has 24, with four or five hundred students. There
are two hospitals connected with the college, having a

total capacity of 571 beds. In addition to the College of

Medicine of the university there are eight other medical

colleges. Foreign physicians, who are graduates of med-
ical colleges having a reputable standing, will on applica-

tion be granted a license to practise. There are a number
of hospitals outside of those connected with the medical

colleges. There is a training school for nurses connected

with the Red Cross Hospital. They receive a very practical

instruction by lectures and demonstrations, and are made
nurses and not half doctors. In no other part of the world

is the Red Cross Society so perfectly organized or so effi-

ciently equipped. The society owns two hospital ships. It

is the largest in membership, as well as the richest Red
Cross organization in the world. Japan also has a well-

equipped school for the instruction of its medical

military officers. In China, outside of the few
hospitals and fewer medical colleges connected with

them under British or .\merican control, modern medical

science does not have a very firm foothold. ^ The
Canton Hospital, which was opened in 1835 by Dr. Kerr, a

missionary, has had a place in the records of surgery for

many years by reason of the large number of cases of

vesical" calculi operated on by Dr. Kerr. In Canton san-

itary regulations are not enforced, but, in marked contrast

to this, one sees much in Shanghai which gives evidence

of the influence of Western civilization, especially outside

of the Chinese part of the city. There are four hospitals.

Bombay is the seat of the Grant Memorial College, the

largest of the four medical colleges of India. ConnecJ:ed

with the colleges are hospitals used in conducting clinrcal

and laboratory instruction. The teachers in the colleges

and the staffs of the hospitals are taken from the medical

oflicers in the Indian ^Military Medical Service. The med-
ical colleges are in affiliation with the universities, which
constitute the head of the educational system carried on by

the British government. Very few Mohammedans enter

the medical profession. The government refrains, ex-

cept in extreme conditions, from the enactment and the

execution of various desirable laws and sanitary regula-

tions calculated to disturb the uneasy sensibilities of the

natives.

Nciv York Medical Journal, June 20. 1908.

Cholera Infantum.—L. K. Hirschberg refers to this

malady as an avoidable plague, which each year kills 50,000

babies in this country alone. Nothing particularly new or

novel is brought out in the paper. He recognizes the Flex-

ner-Harris organism as responsible for the most virulent

and dangerous form of cholera infantum. He considers

this organism as practically identical with the Shiga bacil-

lus. The author has nothing new in the line of treatment

to present, but believes that before long a protective vac-

cine will be perfected.

Treatment of Infantile Paralysis.—C. R. Keppler

enumerates as the principles of treatment: (i) active treat-

ment by the pendulum machine, massage and electricity,

and hydrotherapy; (2) brace treatment, and (3) operative

treatment. The pendulum machine is described in full, and
the paper is an elaboration along the lines indicated above.

Under the head of operative treatment, he enumerates
tenotomy, tendon transplantation, nerve transplantation, and
arthrodesis. He believes that with sufficient care and the

rational use of the treatments herein tabulated—but espe-

cially the active pendulum machine and massage treatment,

combined with the application of a correct brace—we can

in most cases of infantile paralysis be quite optimistic in

regard to the recovery of 'usefulness of and restitution of

muscular power in the affected limbs. Certainly it seems
plausible that we can hope to attain much better functional

results if we actively teach the child to help itself, instead

of leaving it in ignorance of its capabilities, without even

considering the remarkable local regeneration and im-

mediate gain in general health and strength, which the

author has so frequently noted, following the systematic

use of the pendulum machine and massage treatment.

The Duodenal Bucket and Direct Examination of the

Pancreatic Secretion.—The idea presented itself to M.
Einhorn of having beads of different sizes attached to

silk threads and having them swallowed in order to

see whether they would pass the pylorus. In normal
conditions they do so pass, but in stenosis they remain
in the stomach. As the length of the thread was not
a sufficient guide, he loaded the beads with methyl blue

and coated them with tallow. As the fat is mainly
dissolved in the duodenum, a green or blue urine would
show that the bead had reached the duodenum, that is,

had passed the pylorus. In this way, using: different

substances in the beads and variously coating them,
and by using a control bead with a thread of such
length that it cannot go beyond the stomach, it can be
determined whether or not the pylorus is patent. The
pancreatic function is tested in the following manner:
The duodenal bucket, tied to a string marked at 75
centimeters, is placed in a gelatin capsule and given
about one hour after a small meal. It is left in the

digestive tract for three hours without taking any more
food. The thread is fastened so that it cannot go be-

yond the 75 centimeter mark. After three hours the

thread is slowly drawn up. In many cases a slight

resistance can be felt when the bucket passes the py-
lorus, the cardiac end usually ofTering no resistance.

Journal of the American Medical Association, June 20, 1908.

The Eye and Autointoxication.—G. E. de Schweinitz
and C. .\. Fife publish six fully reported cases of kera-
titis, chorioiditis, and uveitis, with detailed laboratory

examinations of urine, feces, and gastric contents, in

which the clinical history and results of treatment

seemed to indicate an autointoxication as an etiological

factor. Admitting that there is no one disease of the

eye that can be considered characteristic of intestinal

intoxication, and that laboratory examinations have not

isolated any definite toxin to which any of the eye

disorders considered can be attributed, the authors

believe there is still a fruitful field of study in this

direction. We can learn whether or not there are evi-

dences of intestinal putrefaction and can become ac-

quainted with the patient's nitrogen metabolism. If

it is found abnormal it can be restored to the normal
by a dietetic regimen which could not have been worked
out without such study, and we may obtain brilliant

therapeutic results in the treatment of the ocular dis-

order, as is strikingly demonstrated in the majority of

the cases reported. They emphasize, however, the

need of thorough investigation, and of avoidance of

loose interpretation of the facts and routine treatment.

Each case must be thoroughly studied by itself and the

patient treated accordingly. They also call attention

to the relationship which exists between the outbreaks
of uveal tract disease, notably chorioiditis and lesions

of the skin, which was notably illustrated in one of the

cases reported. W'hen the skin affection was evident,

the eyes were better, and vice versa. They refer to

other instances and remark that this association of

eczema, herpes zoster, acne, and chorioidal disease

seems to be more than a coincidence. If it be true that

an intestinal intoxication may sometimes be inter-

preted in an effort of elimination by a skin disease,

such as those mentioned, is it not probable, they ask,

that it may have a similar interpretation by the devel-

opment of a chorioiditis or a uveitis, and that some-

times the toxin is responsible for the skin lesion, and
again, on another occasion, for the ocular disorder'

Marriage of Consumptives.—I. A. McSwain thinks

that the factor of heredity is the chief one to be con-
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sidered in the strife against the propagation of tuber-

culosis. It outranks all others, in spite of all that has
been lately said to the contrarj'. Admitting this, it

would seem rational that our first efforts ought to be
to put a stop to the propagation of those thus predis-

posed. A tuberculous man or woman ought not to

marry on account of the risk of infection to his or her
married partner, and this ought of itself to be a suf-

ficient reason against such alliances. But beyond this

we have the danger to the offspring, which, serious

enough when one parent is a victim of the disease, is

increased fourfold when both are tuberculous. There
are still other good reasons why consumptives should
not marry, for example, the dangers of child bearing
and the detrimental effects of sexual intercourse.

While something can be accomplished by education,
restrictive laws against the marriage of the tuberculous
will be needed to reach those who will not voluntarily

deny themselves for the public good and the welfare
of posterity. McSwain believes a national law would
be required to be effective, but we should do what we
can in the way of educating the public as to its neces-
sity.

Thymic Asthma.—J. Schwinn reports a case of thy-
mic asthma successfully relieved by operation. Though
we know little in regard to the function of the gland,
the fact that it is practically always present in normal
infants, while Bournevilie found it absent in twenty-
tive out of twent}--eight mentally deficient ones, gives
us reasons for treating this gland with the same re-
spect on the operating table as we do the thyroid, and
it is wise to leave a portion of the gland behind in

thymectomy. The literature of thymic asthma has
become quite voluminous; it is doubtless due in most
cases to pressure of the enlarged gland on the trachea,
though the pressure on other structures, the large
veins, the pneumogastrics, etc., is also a probable fac-

tor. The symptoms are those of an obstruction in the
air tract between the larynx and the tracheal bifurca-
tion. The}' may become dangerous at any time and,
in Schwinn's opinion, may be a more frequent cause of
sudden death than is generally supposed. The radio-
gram is the most trusty of diagnostic aids, and prompt
operative interference the best treatment. He briefly
summarizes six cases of operation for this condition
collected from the literature and reports his own case.
in which, besides the thymus, a small portion of which
was left for physiological reasons, a part of the hyper-
trophied left lobe of the th3'roid was also removed.
The results in all cases were good.

Till- Lancet. June 13, 1908.

Note on a Case in Which the Widal Reaction Per-
sisted Seven Years After an Attack of Typhoid Fever;
Associated with Suppurative Cholangitis, Typhoid Ba-
cilli Being Found in the Bile Passages.—The title of
D. E. Coie's paper gives the full sequence of events.
His patient was a woman of flabby build, whose sick-
ness begun with biliary colic. She was admitted to
the hospital with a diagnosis of typhoid fever. Death en-
sued on the fourteenth day after admission. Pus taken
on autcjp^y from the intrahepatic bile passages showed
the Bacillus typhosus. The two points of interest are
the long persistence of the Widal reaction and the
danger of such a patient to the community. She had
had typhoid fever seven j-ears before.
The Treatment of Gangrene in Strangulated Hernia

at St. Thomas's Hospital, 1901-1905.—Statistics are
given by E. M. Corner of 216 cases of strangulated
inguinal hernia during the period named. Gangrene
was recognized in 8, with a mortality of 3.6 per cent.;
of 133 cases of strangulated femoral hernia in 12, with
a mortality of 9 per cent., and in 46 cases of strangu-
lated umbilical and ventral hernia, in 10 with a mor-
talitj' of 21.7 per cent. The treatment of choice has
been that of resection and immediate anastomosis.
Of such cases 18 have been operated on, with 8 re-
coveries. During the period there were 10 cases of re-
section and enterostom}-, with only I recover}'. The
author believes that in this general class of cases there
are variations of degree in the septicity of the bowel
and its contents in cases of intestinal obstruction which
have been acute from the beginning, as in the strangu-
lation of a hernia and when the acute obstruction has
merely been imposed on a chronic, as in bowel carcin-
oma. In the former case the septicity is localized in

the vicinity of the obstruction, so that if the resection
is done freely more or less healthy tissue will be su-
tured and success will be attained. In the latter case
the septicity extends further and all plastic operations
like anastomoses are done in a septic area and end in

failure.

The Treatment of Intractable Hay Fever and Parox-
ysmal Coryza by Resection of the Nasal Nerve.—E. S.

Yonge describes the anatomical distribution of the nasal

nerve in great detail. He says that the relief often af-

forded in this class of patients by cauterization of the

nasal mucosa in the region supplied by the nasal nerve
corroborates the suggestion that the terminal filaments

of this nerve represent the starting point of reflex dis-

turbances. By bilateral resection of this nerve the author

has been able, completely and lastingly, to abolish the

symptoms complained of. He thus describes the opera-

tion : Chloroform anesthesia : the nerve is reached by an-

incision at the inner angle of the orbit, commencing just

above the inner canthus and extending upwards and
slightly outwards for about two-thirds of an inch. By
means of a blunt dissector the cellular tissue is cleared

from the inner upper wall of the orbit and the nerve

located at the anterior orbital foramen is separated from
the anterior ethmoidal artery and divided close to the

foramen, about a quarter of an inch of the nerve being

resected. Horsehair sutures are introduced (removed on
the fourth day) and the wound sealed with collodion over

gauze. Both sides may be operated on at the same time.

British Medical .Journal, June 15, 1908.

Rigor Mortis in the Stillborn.—.\. Tarleton was called

to a patient in labor at full term. She had been having

inefficient pains for three days. The os was fairly well

dilated and the cervix was quite soft. The membranes

were ruptured by the accoucheur, and in one hour after

his arrival a well-developed girl was born. .As Jt did not

cry or make any movement, he introduced his finger into

its mouth, and' was at once struck bv the difficulty of

doing so, the muscles of the jaw being firmly contracted.

After repeated slappings there was no response, and on

further examination the child was found to be quite dead.

The arms and legs were flexed, and resisted the attempt to

straighten them;" the muscles of the back, neck, and abdo-

men were flacciil, and the eyes were quite dull.

. Perforated Gastric Ulcer; Operation; Recovery.—R.

M. White's patient was a woman of 40 years. The
notable features of the case are thus summarized: (i)

The mobile dullness on percussion noted at one time

in the left iliac fossa, and at another time in the right

iliac fossa, making the diagnosis diflicult, but Sargeant

has called attention to this point in cases of perfora-

tion of the stomach. (2) The size and situation of the

ulcer: According to Osier the largest ulcer recorded

is that reported by Peabody, which measured 19 by 10

cm. In White's case here reported the ulcer was lo-

cated on the anterior surface of the lesser curvature at

the cardiac end of the stomach. It extended up to the

commencement of the gullet and was about two and

a half inches in diameter, the perforation being the

size of a pea. (3) Closure of the perforation: The
imitation of nature in closing the perforation by means
of an omental graft has been previously recorded, and

in cases similar to the above seems to be the most ra-

tional method. U) After-treatment: During the first

week, when no food was given by the mouth, the pa-

tient exhibited the greatest endurance, and at the end

of that time she stated that if food was injurious to her

she could manage quite well without it for a few

days.
Berliner klinische U'ochenschrift, June 8, 1908.

Intestinal Dyspepsia.—Einhorn understands under

this term a disturbance of the functions of the intes-

tine, and separates the manifestations of this condition

into two groups: the first one shows disturbed func-

tion in relation to all three of the eletnents of food-

stuffs, proteid, fat. and carbohydrate; the second group

includes conditions in which one or more of the ele-

ments are badly taken care of by the bowel. The
symptoms may be accompanied by anatomical lesions

of the gastrointestinal tract or may be perfectly func-

tional in nature. The best procedure for diagnosing

such conditions is the bead test devised by the author.

He reports seven cases, two of which show that a com-

plete intestinal dyspepsia may exist for a long tmie

without endangering the life of the patient. Disturb-

ance of the starch digestion seems to be the most fre-

quent trouble in the second group of cases. The ther-

apy of total dyspepsia should consist in a fluid or a

semi-fluid diet, and the administration of ferments to

make up partially at least for the lack of them in the

natural intestinal secretions of the patients.

Intramuscular Myeloma in Myelogenous Leukemia.—

Frugoni describes a very rare lesion occurring m my-

elogenous leukemia. During the course of two cases

observed by him a thick intramuscular hematoma ap-

peared, ushered in bv shooting pains in the extremity
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and general aggravation of the primary disease. Sur-
gical interference led only to the intensification of local
and general symptoms. Death followed in both cases,
and the histological examination revealed that the hem-
atoma was due to the existence of an intramuscular
myeloma, as a metastatic phenomenon of the original
blood disease. The author thinks that this lesion is

of the gravest prognostic value, and that the possibil-
ity of its appearance adds greatly to the support of
Banti's theory of the leukemias, namely, that they are
neoplastic diseases.

Miinchencr mcdicinische Wochenschrift, June 9, 1908.

Vaginal Cesarean Section.—Lunckenbein says that
the application of "high forceps" is a dangerous and a
difficult procedure when the physician has not re-
ceived special training in such obstetrical operations.
Perforation of the child's skull is not to be performed
if any other method of delivery wath the preservation
of the child's life is possible. He recommends the
following procedure instead of these two: The an-
terior wall of the uterus is split open without the sep-
aration of the vaginal vault and without interfer-
ence with the bladder. Delivery with the forceps or
extraction of the child by the foot then follows.
Doderlein has used this modification of the operation
of Duhrssen three times and the author six times, twice
in such circumstances that the more extensive dissec-
tion called for bj- the method of Duhrssen could not
be thought of. The technique consists simply in pull-
ing down the cervix with a bullet forceps and the split-
ting of it in the middle line with the scissors; the wound
edges are then grasped as high up as possible and
the anterior uterine wall pulled down, the bladder sep-
arating spontaneously. The uterus is now split a little
further until the forceps may be used without danger
of extensive lateral tears. The wound is sutured after
the delivery of the placenta, the bleeding usually not
being very extensive. The operation is much simpler
than the cesarean section of Diihrssen and therefore,
ought to find a wider field of application. To distin-
guish it from the former procedure the author proposes
for it the name "anterior hysterotomy."

Deutsche medizinische Wochenschrift, May 21 and June 4,

1908.

Indications for Abortion.—Friedmann says that at
the present time only typical psychoses of pregnancy are
considered as an indication for the induction of an abor-
tion. He thinks, in agreement with Jolly and Pick, that a
more important indication for this procedure is found in
the "psychopathic reaction" observed in some individuals,
which results in a very much exaggerated and morbid
fear of childbirth. This reaction differs from the normal
anxiety felt by many pregnant women by its intensity, by
the tendency to suicidal acts displayed by the patients, and,
finally, by the long duration of the depressive state, which
may not change for the better in many months. It differs
from the real psychoses by being due to the psychical
effect alone and by being easily cured with the disappear-
ance of the cause for the morbid and exaggerated anxiety.
Induction of abortion resulted in prompt recovery in five
of Friedmann's cases, though a relapse followed in one
case. The dangers of this affection consist in the possi-
bility of suicide and the great weakening of the patient
because of the morbid mental state. As a stay in the
insane asylum can meet only the first danger, the induction
of abortion is justified in such cases, and, moreover, it

fully meets the legal conditions limiting the recourse to
this procedure.

Parabiosis and Pancreas Diabetes.—Forsbach says
that after a total extirpation of the pancreas in dogs
glycosuria sets in within twelve hours. He united two
young dogs by their peritoneal cavities, using the method
of Sauerbruch and Heyde, and removed the pancreas of
one dog after the union was complete. In the next thirty-
six hours the depancreatized animal excreted no sugar,
while the other one excreted traces of sugar. The death
of the depancreatized animal ended this experiment. He
repeated the experiment with two other dogs. Neither
animal excreted sugar for the next forty hours, after
which a slight glycosuria appeared in both animals. After
five days the animals had to be separated and the pan-
creatized one excreted more sugar in the twenty-four
hours preceding his death than in all the five days before
the separation. The author concludes that parabiosis
with a healthy animal may prevent or diminish the ap-
pearance of glycosuria in a depancreatized dog.

Pneumatosis Cystoides Intestinorum.—Grnndah! says
that certain chronic di.-ieases, such as gastric or duodenal
ulcer, chronic volvulus, etc., are sometimes accompanied

by the appearance of a great many cysts containing gas,
and most abundant in the sigmoid. This condition is
probably due to an infection with a gas-forming bacillus,
which, however, is not virulent, and has nothing in com-
rnon with the bacillus of malignant edema. The forma-
tion of gas takes place in the lymph vessels and spaces,
which are thus changed into cyst-like structures. The
changes are very chronic, some cysts being absorbed, others
organized. Very few symptoms accompany this curious
infection. Grondahl describes a case and gives several
pictures of the lesions present.

Scopolamine-Morphine Anesthesia in Obstetrics.—
Kronig says that anesthesia is indicated in the delivery
of many women who are either very much weakened
by a hard struggle for existence or belong to a type
of the highly nervous, sensitive women who are unable
to bear the pains of labor without being profoundly
and dangerously affected by the suft'ering. In the Frei-
burg clinic over 1,500 women have been delivered with
the use of scopolamine-morphine anesthesia. The solu-
tions used are a 0.03 per cent, watery solution of
scopolaminum hydrobromicum as a I per cent, solu-
tion of morphine. The first injection is made when the
pains recur every four or five minutes, ij^ c.c. of the
scopolamine solution and I c.c. of the morphine solu-
tion being used. One hour later scopolamine alone is

injected in a somewhat smaller quantity. Half an
hour later the woman is tested as far as her psychic
reactions are concerned, various questions being ad-
dressed to her in reference to matters that happened
just before labor, the number of injections she had re-
ceived, etc. The injections are repeated if a subject
is retained in the mind for over thirty minutes. No
untoward action whatever has been observed in any of
the 1,500 cases; the single death that has occurred
was due to a delivery in the presence of a deformed
pelvis, cesarean section being refused by the patient's
husband. The loss of blood did not exceed the usual
amount ; the duration of labor was not affected ; the
mortality of the infants intrapartum has been dimin-
ished by the anesthesia. Kronig concludes that his
method of administering scopolamine-morphine in cases
of labor fully attains the aim of the procedure, a pain-
less delivery without any harmful effect upon the
mother or the child.

The Sphygmobolometer.—Schulthess describes a new
instrument devised by Sahli for the examination of
the heart. It can no more than any other instruments
give the diagnosis of heart diseases, but furnishes the
most reliable data as to the efficiency of the left ven-
tricle of the heart, which data may be expressed in nu-
merical values for comparative studies. The instru-
ment allows the comparison of the heart's work in

health and in disease, the effect of drugs upon the
heart, and the changes in the work of the heart in dif-

ferent positions of the body.

Unilateral Hyperhidrosis.—Friedlander says that uni-
lateral hyperhidrosis is due to a unilateral disturbance
of the innervation of the sudorific glands. There are a
central and a peripheral type of such disturbance. Both
forms may occur in isolated cases in health}- individ-
uals as w-ell as in persons suffering from various dis-

eases and are characterized by an extremely chronic
course. The disease is essentially unimportant and
harmless in character. The author reports six cases of
the affection observed bv him.

Atropine and the Slow Pulse.—H. Vaquez says that

the careful study of arrhythmia enables us to detect in

most cases a nervous origin for the trouble, in others a

muscular origin. In case of nervous origin there is an

entire pause in the beats, while in the muscular affections

auscultation and the comparative study of the traces of

the radial and jugular show a slowing of the beat which

only affects the ventricle, the auricular contractions pro-

ducing systoles like an echo of the ventricular contraction.

In a healthy man atropine accelerates the beats of the

heart. When the pulse is slowed by disease atropine will

cause a paralysis of the terminal filaments of the pneu-

mogastric in the cardiac muscle and the beat becomes quick-

ened. In bradycardia caused by organic muscular lesion

the effect of atropine is nil. The rhythm is not modified

at all. The author presents a case in which atropine

showed the purely nervous origin of the trouble, the slow-

ing having shown itself in the course of an appendicitis.

—

La Tribune Medicate.
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Hernia, its Etiology, Symptoms, and Treatment. By
W. McAdam Eccles, M.S. (London), F.R.C.S. (Eng-
land), Assistant Surgeon to, and Demonstrator of Op-
erative Surgery at, St. Bartholomew's Hospital ; Ex-
aminer in Surgery to the Society of .\pothecaries ; E.x-

aminer in .'\natomy for the Fellowship of the Royal
College of Surgeons of England ; late Hunterian Pro-
fessor of Surgery, Royal College of Surgeons of Eng-
land; Lecturer on Anatomy, St. Bartholomew's Hos-
pital; Senior Assistant Surgeon, West London Hospital,

and City of London Truss Society, etc. Third Edition.

New York: William Wood & Co., 190S.

The third edition of this work has just appeared, thereby
evidencing a deserved popularity. No great alterations have
been made, it being as before a short account of the
origin, symptoms, and treatment of hernia, incorporating
many practical suggestions. The author, however, devotes
more attention to the nonopcrativc treatment of hernia
than in the previous editions. He gives a detailed descrip-

tion of the truss treatment of all types of hernia, such
as can be found in none of the textbooks on surgery and
a subject very meagerly treated in the different systems of
surgery of the present day. The illustrations serve to

graphically supplement the text. Descriptions of operative
technique can be found in all books on surgery ; not so
the indications for operative interference and postoperative
treatment; the latter subjects, however, are well worthy
of careful reading in this publication. The book cannot
be too highly recommended to the surgeon as well as to

the general practitioner.

Minor Maladies and Their Treatment. By Leonard
Williams, M.D., M.R.C.P. ; Physician to the French
Hospital; Assistant Physician to the Metropolitan Hos-
pital; late Assistant Physician to the German Hospital;
and Hon. Medical Officer to the Sidniouth Cottage Hos-
pital. Second edition, revised and enlarged. New York:
William Wood & Company, 1908.

The average medical student graduates with fair knowl-
edge of the symptomatology, the diagnosis, and tlie treat-

ment of the more serious diseases, cases of which he has
seen in the hospitals and dispensaries. On the other hand,
he is usually quite at sea when confronted by the minor
ailments of mankind ; he either misinterprets their symp-
toms into those of serious disease or finds himself un-
trained in relieving the usual discomfort of the patient.

Dr. Williams's little book, therefore, has its distinct field

of usefulness in helping the young physician until riper

experience enables him to decide upon his own plan of
treatment of minor maladies. The first chapter of the
work is devoted to "colds, coughs, and sore throats,"

specific therapeutic advice being given and complete pre-

scriptions written out instead of the usual list of drugs
"good" for the complaint. The next two chapters consider
the commoner diseases of the gastrointestinal tract, indi-

gestion, constipation, and diarrhea being given most at-

tention. The many manifestations of "rheumatism and
goutiness" are next considered together with neuralgia
and headache; in the case of the latter the various etio-

logical factors are fully entered into. Change of air,

questions of general health and hygiene, the properties
and uses of the more important drugs, and some phases
of insanity are discussed at the end of the book. A
very complete index makes the work handy for ready
reference. The book ought to prove very useful to the

student and the young practitioner.

Considek.\tions Historiques sur la Blennorrhagie, par
le Docteiir Ernest Roucayrol. Medaille de Bronze de
I'Assistance Publique, Membre de la Societe Frangaise
d'Histoire de la Medecine. Paris ; G. Steinheil, 1907.

While this book of 239 pages is interestingly written, it

does not come up to the promise of its title. Indeed, if

its ancient history, which but few would take time to

verify, is as incomplete as the recital of modern work, the

history of gonorrhea is not materially enriched by the

author. In this connection it may be mentioned that

Guyon's name does not appear in the book
;
Janet is re-

called by the fact that a syringe devised by Bertrandi
(A.D. 1786-1802) is thought by the author to resemble
the one Janet presented to the profession some twelve
or fifteen years ago. To the unimaginative reviewer the

picture resembles the instrument used by veterinarians

for horses, as much as it does Janet's syringe. If the

term "European Chauvinism" is admissible, the author
certainly has it, because the names of Noegerrath, Bum-
stead, Keyes, Taylor. Sturgis, Fuller, Lydston, and other

American writers who have contributed important addi-

tions to the study of gonorrhea do not appear. It is to

be hoped that the ancient history of this book is not as

inexact as the more modern period which he recites, as

shown by the illustration of a discarded form of the

Valentine urethroscope that Dr. Roucayrol presents as de-

vised by Luys (pp. 2i(), 217). The book, however, is not

without value ; it can serve as an aid to tracing the his-

torical origin of thought on gonorrhea. The vast amount
of research devoted by the author to European, and es-

pecially French, literature, will certainly help those inter-

ested, more particularly when the field examined by Rou-
cayrol is not accessible to them.

Ati.as der gy'nakolocischen Cystoskopie, von Dr. W.
Stoeckel, Direktor der Universitats-Fraueiiklinik in

Marburg, a. L. Mit 14 lithographischen Tafeln. Ber-
lin: August Hirschwald, 1908.

This book, essentially one of illustrations by Miss L.

Krause (except one by B. Fritsch, Jr., and another by
Kawasoye of Japan) is presented as a supplement to the

author's work on "Cystoskopie der Gynakologen." The
70 pictures of the normal and diseased bladder it contains
are certainly made with great precision, although in some
instances the colors employed are rather high. This ex-
cess of coloration, however, is materially modified towards
the cystoscopic appearances, when examined by electric

light. The essential inconveniences of this work can be
remedied in future editions by reducing tlie types of the

text, so that it will in each instance confront the illus-

tration to which it refers. The descriptions are concise,

in some places too terse for the beginner in cystoscopic

diagnosis. It will prove a most valuable addition to the
experienced cystoscopist's library.

A Text Book of Otology for Physicians and Students
in 32 Lectures, by Fr. Bezold, M.D., Professor of Otol-
ogy at the University of Munich, and Fr. Siebenmann,
M.D., Professor of Otology at the University of Basle.

Translated by J. Hollinger, M.D., of Chicago. Chi-

cago: E. H. Colgrove & Co., 1908.

In this work the author demonstrates the typography of

the middle ear principally by cuts of specimens from his

work "Corrosion .'\natomy of the Ear," but omits a de-

scription of the ossicles and their relations to each other

and assumes that the reader has a knowledge of the laby-

rinth and its contents. In Lecture IV he gives rather

a full description of the technique of examinations through
the Eustachian tube and describes eight methods of pass-

ing tlie catheter. Lecture V discusses in an original way
the shape, size, and curves of the external auditory canal,

and includes careful observations of the normal reflexes

of the membraiia tynipani. The statistics collected from
school children and army men, relative to functional dis-

turbances of hearing determined by means of tone tests,

is full and very practical. The diseases of the external

ear, the external meatus, and the tympanic membrane
are treated in the lectures from X to XV. From Lecture
XV to XXIV the middle ear and its diseases receive

very careful consideration, but as the book is designed
for the general practitioner the operations are not given

in detail except Schvvartze's for opening the antrum. The
diseases of the inner ear were taken up by Prof. Sieben-

mann because of the illness of Prof. Bezold. The four

lectures comprising his contribution form a valuable part

of the course. Many books are published on otology of

larger size and more generous padding, but few are more
up to date and condensed. The translation is well done,

but there are some typographical errors which will doubt-

less be corrected in the next edition.

Manuel Pratique et Simplifie d'Analyses des Urines,

et Autres Secretions Organiques. Par Ernest Lio-

tard, O.T., Docteur en Medecine a Nice. Third Edition.

Paris: A. Maloine, 1908.

Liotard's manual of urine analysis, etc., is intended for

students and general practitioners. It is very brief, and
cannot be said to aim at completeness of treatment, but

it contains the essentials of the subject. In some respects

it is unlike the similar books published in English : Much
space is devoted to the qualitative relations of the various

urinary constituents, especially to the various "coeffi-

cients" of whicli the French are very fond. The chapters

on the examination of cystic fluid, serous fluids, etc., are

very brief.

Transactions of the Twenty-ninth Annual Meeting
or the American Laryngological Association. Held
at Washington, D. C. May 7, 8 and 9, 1907. New York:
Published by the .•\ssociation, 1907.

This volume contains the papers and theses presented to

the Association and read at the twenty-ninth annual meet-

ing. An interesting presidential address, by Dr. A. W.
de Roaldes heads the volume.
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AMERICAN SURGICAL ASSOCIATION.

Annual Meeting Held at Richmond, Va.,May 5 and 6, 1908.

(Special Report to the Medical Record)

The President, Dr. William H. Carmalt of Pittsburg,

IN THE Chair.

Address of the President.—Dr. Carmalt reviewed the

advances in pathological anatomy during the past fifty

years. He pointed out the advantages to the hospitals of

having clinical teaching in the wards and emphasized the

need of the establishment in hospitals of fully equipped
pathological laboratories. Instances were cited of the

transference of pathological conditions from internal medi-
cine to surgery.

Reminiscences of the Early Days of the American
Surgical Association.—Dr. J. Ewing iMears of Phila-

delphia, one of the survivors of the original Fellows
of the Association, reviewed its reorganization and his-

tory. The suggestion of selecting Washington as a

permanent meeting place of the Association was con-
sidered with the idea of erecting a suitable building for

the purposes of the organization. Practical steps were
taken toward the consummation of this idea.

Surgery of the Gasserian Ganglion.—Dr. Stephen
H. Weeks of Portland reported two cases of removal
of the Gasserian ganglion for the rehef of tic dou-
loureux. He disapproved of the operation as a primary
procedure for the condition, claiming that the extra-
cranial operations upon the branches of the fifth cranial

nerve should first be made. There was complete relief

from pain in both cases. The escape of a small portion
of the brain during one operation had 'apparently caused
subsequent diiBculty in the pronunciation of certain names.

Dr. Vander Veer of Albany had done this operation a
number of times with successful issue. Hemorrhage had
always been a cause of anxiety to him.

Dr. S. J. M1.XTER secured better results in doing the

operation in two stages.

Perforative Peritonitis (General, Free, Suppurative).
—Dr. John B. AIukphy of Chicago gave particular em-
phasis to his reference to free, spreading, perforative

peritonitis in the consideration of his subject. Only
such cases were included in the paper as resulted from
(a) direct communications of the alimentary canal into

the free peritoneal cavity, and (b) perforations of the

appendix with primary retention of the infective material

in a circumscribed zone and subsequent rupture into the

free peritoneal cavity with the presence of a communi-
cation from the intestine, through the appendix, and
through the abscess in the free cavity. Forty-eight cases

•were operated upon, two gastric perforations, one duo-
denal, four typhoid, forty-one appendical. The sixteenth

and forty-sixth cases ended fatally, the first from a dou-
ble pneumonia on the sixth day after operation ; the sec-

ond from a mechanical ileus and strangulation of the in-

testines around the omentum. While Dr. Murphy stated

his confidence in the uniformly good results of the fu-

ture, this involved the assumption of early diagnoses,

insistence upon early operation with the least possible

trauma consistent with closure of the opening and the

relief of pus tension, limitation of the anesthesia, shorten-

ing of the time of operation, insuring the continual ab-

sence of pus tension, elimination of sepsis already in the

blood, restoration of blood pressure, and inhibition of

septic absorption by position. The limitation of intes-

tinal manipulation and exposure of the abdominal con-

tents was considered the most important of the elements
mentioned. The importance of the Fowler position both
preoperative and postoperative the author said was not
fully appreciated. He insisted that the patient should be
placed in this position when diagnosis was made and so

continued until convalesence was well advanced. Opium
and coal tar anodynes were not given in the reported

series either before or after operation.

Dr. John B. De.-^ver of Philadelphia laid particular em-
phasis upon early operation and a minimum of manipu-
lation. He regarded short anesthesia as important. He
used eserine reinforced with strychnine and had no hes-

itation in sitting patients up in bed. He had no hesita-

tion in reopening the abdomen for obstruction. He was
emphatic in his statement that he did not give morphine.

Dr. A. G. Gerster of New York City had within the

past two years followed Dr. Murphy's plan of treatment

with markedly improved results. He thought Dr. Deav-
er's withholding of morphine an extreme position and
unwarranted.

Dr. Arthur D. Bevan of Chicago in some cases of

fluid in the peritoneal cavity used a female glass catheter

as a pipette for taking up the pus. He believed it good
surgery to wash out the peritoneal cavity and claimed that

it could be done without loss of time. As an anesthetic

he favored nitrous oxide gas in preference to ether or

chloroform.

Dr. Dudley P. Allen of Cleveland when draining, in

order to have the advantage of gravity, placed the pa-

tient upon the side.

Dr. Joseph Ransohoff of Cincinnati feared that a

statement of recovery in the proportion of 44 to 3 would
cause the average general practitioner to delay in seek-

ing surgical aid. He inquired in how many of the forty-

seven cases operation was done after four or five days

after onset of general peritonitis and in how many cases

death appeared to be imminent.

Dr. George E. Armstrong of Montreal regarded induced

draining by rectal injection in the sitting position an im-

portant factor in treatment. In two cases of persistent

vomiting with swelling in the epigastric region reversal

of the position of the patients from the Fowler to the

Trendelenburg position gave relief.

Dr. John C. Oliver of Cincinnati referred to the nat-

ural difference of opinion concerning the forms of per-

itonitis following appendicitis or perforated gastric or

duodenal ulcer and to the consensus of opinion that

peritonitis following gunshot wounds was apt to be gen-

eral. He inquired whether Dr. Murphy's method had

been applied in cases of peritonitis following gunshot

wounds of the abdomen.

Dr. James E. Moore of Minneapolis did not agree with

Dr. Deaver in believing that abdominal cases should be

deprived of morphia.

Dr. Morris H. Richardson of Boston said that in their

hospital service they depended largely in the treatment

of peritonitis upon rectal lavage. While not following

exactly Dr. Murphy's method, they did not wash out the

abdomen nor wipe extensively; also they did not make
multiple incisions. They gave small doses of morphine.

Dr. John B. Rorerts of Philadelphia thought Dr. Mur-
phy's paper showed the error in the belief heretofore held

that patients should be maintained in the dorsal recum-

bent position and be deprived of water and pain-obtund-

ing drugs. It also proved that cases of perforated ap-

pendicitis and siiTiilar lesions should not be treated by an

insistent search for the offending organ.

Dr. Richard H. Harte of Philadelphia in drainage pre-

ferred gauze to tubes. Even in the typhoid perforation

cases in which the perforation occurred at the end of

a very long illness he approved of having his patients

in the sitting posture.

Dr. M. L. Harris of Chicago referred to cases of

gunshot wound of the abdomen upon which he had op-

erated. All had been drained and all recovered.

Mr. G. B. a. Moynihan of Leeds, England, referred

to their improved results in following Dr. Murphy's treat-

ment. Differing from Dr. Deaver in the matter of mor-
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phine a small hypodermic was given in every case before

the patient left the operating table. The patient was

allowed to take as much water as he wanted.

Dr. Murphy in closing said positively that every case of

general perforative peritonitis if managed correctly should

recover. Replying to Dr. Ransohoff, all his cases were

under forty hours and added that all should be under

twenty-four hours, while under twelve would be even

better.

Late Results (Two Years or More) After Operations

for Benign Diseases of the Stomach and Duodenum.

—

Mr. B. G. .•\. MoYNiH.^x of Leeds, England, reviewed the

records of his operations in nonmalignant diseases of

the stomach. They were 281 in number and a full classi-

fication was given with the results obtained. It was con-

cluded from this review that the operative treatment of

stomach disorders should be confined exclusively to those

cases in which an organic lesion was present. In cases

of acute perforating ulcer, the perforation should be closed

or the ulcer excised. In his opinion the most satisfactory

method of gastroenterostomy was the posterior no-loop

operation, with the almost vertical application of the

bowel to the stomach.

Study of Gastric and Duodenal Ulcers, with Es-

pecial Reference to Their Surgical Cure.—Dr. Wil-
liam J. M.-\vo reported a series of cases in which the

average duration of the symptoms was over twelve years

and in which medical treatment had been ineffectual. A
classification was given of all the cases of ulcer and

kindred diseases of the stomach and duodenum operated

on between 1893 and April, 1908. There had been 824

operations. With one exception, all of the cases of acute

perforation treated by simple suture recovered. There

was a mortality of less than one per cent, in more than

300 posterior no-loop gastrojejunostomies with the intes-

tine sutured to the stomach in its normal position down-

ward and to the left. Only three cases had required sec-

ondary operation. There had been traced 379 cases of

ulcer of the stomach and duodenum operated upon pre-

vious to 1906. covering two to fifteen years since opera-

tion. In 318 actually demonstrated ulcers 80.7 per cent.

were cured, 9 per cent, improved, and 4.2 per cent, unim-

proved. Six per cent, died from various causes in the

year subsequent to operation. In only two was the cause

connected with the stomach.

End Results FoUowring Operation for Benign Dis-

eases of the Stomach and Duodenum.— Dr. John" B.

Deaver of Philadelphia presented this paper in which the

following conclusions were submitted : That the opera-

tion of choice should always be performed when feasi-

ble; when not feasible, the operation of necessity. All

cases of stenosis of the pylorus, due to whatever cause,

should be treated by operative interference and preferably

by posterior gastrojejunostomy. All cases of ulcer of

the stomach not responding promptly to medical treat-

ment, and the cases showing the various sequelae of the

disease should be treated surgically. This was also true

of cases of ulcer of the duodenum. In performing gas-

troenterostomy he preferred the posterior gastrojejunos-

tomy, no-loop clamp route.

How Frequently Do Gastric Ulcers Become Carcin-

omata?—Ds. William L. Rodman believed that in fifty

per cent, gastric carcinomata was the result of ulcer. He
had had nine cases of cancer in which there was history

of ulcer. The most important diagnostic sign was said

to be rapid and regular diminution of hyperacidity. Lit-

tle was to be ascertained from the gastric analysis as

the chemical characteristics might be the same as in simple

ulcer. He advocated exploratory operation in all gastric

cases of doubtful nature irresponsive to medical treat-

ment.

Gastric and Duodenal Ulcers Secondary to Wounds
of the Urinary Bladder.—Dr. John B. Roberts of Phil-

adelphia referred to a case which he had previously re-

ported of death from perforating gastric ulcer following

suprapubic lithotomy and to a case in which the patient

had died from massive hemorrhage due to ulcer of the

duodenum following extraperitoneal rupture of the uri-

nary bladder and other injuries. From literature and his

own experience he had collected sixteen instances of gas-

trointestinal bleeding subsequent to operative or other

lesions of the urinary organs. Dr. Roberts showed the

possible connection between abdominal and pelvic opera-

tions and post-operative hematemesis and intestinal bleed-

ing. The etiology of the gastrointestinal lesions consid-

ered was regarded as obscure, but probably connected with

thrombosis and embolism due to septicemia or toxemia.

Experimental and clinical evidence it was said gave cre-

dence to the theory that changes in the gastric and in-

testinal mucosa leading to fatal issue might be the result

of several local influences or of widespread pathological

alteration in the cells and fluids of the body.

Infantile Hypertrophic Stenosis of the Pylorus.—Dr.
Fraxk E. Bu.nts of Cleveland reported the case of an
infant four and a half weeks old in which an anterior

gastroenterostomy was done for pyloric stenosis. Re-
covery ensued. In 114 cases collected by the author and
Dr. Thompson there was a mortality of 55.5 per cent.

The author advised early operative interference in con-

genital pyloric stenosis, believing that this gave good
chance of recovery.

Dr. Willy Meyer of New York in the secondary op-

eration preferred gastroenterostomy plus enterostomy to

the short loop.

Dr. JoHX H. GiBBOX inquired concerning the frequency

of peptic ulcer of the jejunum following gastroenteros-

tomy. In a report of over a thousand cases it had not

been observed.

Dr. George W. Crile of Cleveland spoke of the value

of direct transfusion of blood at the time of operation

in an unsurgical case, which treatment had made sur-

gical interference possible. In 66 cases the hemolytic

test of cancer gave positive reaction in 80 per cent.

Dr. J. M. T. Finney of Baltimore regarded the per-

sonal equation a determining factor in a choice of oper-

ations. He had employed pyloroplasty for pyloric ob-

struction forty-eight times since 1903. Of these cases

four had died, but autopsy showed the cause of death to

be other than the operation. He agreed with Dr. Rod-
man that resection should be done in doubtful cases of

ulcer. He believed that gastroenterostomy should be

employed in inflammatory pyloric stenosis in preference

to pyloroplasty.

Dr. John C. Muxro of Boston favored the Finney

operation.

Dr. John C. Oliver of Cincinnati referred to four

cases of congenital stenosis operated upon by gastroen-

terostomy. The symptoms in one case appeared two
weeks after birth. A family history of stomach trouble

for three generations was traceable.

Dr. Francis J. Shepherd of Montreal reported a case

in which he had done pyloroplasty upon a child three

weeks old. The child at eighteen months was perfectly

well.

Dr. Leonard Freem.\n of Denver had used linen thread

for the hemostatic suture in about fifty-five gastroenter-

ostomies with satisfaction.

Dr. Willy Meyer of New York warned against mak-

ing the loop too long.

Dr. John E. Summers, Jr., of Omaha thought that

postoperative gastric and intestinal hemorrhage was prob-

ably due to trauma.

Mr. G. B. a. Moynihan said the ulcer should be ex-

cised when there was difficulty in distinguishing between

ulcer and carcinoma. He employed the posterior no-loop

method, making the anastomosis close to the beginning
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of the jejunum. He regarded the important point the

application of the jejunum to the stomach in a way that

it lies easily.

Dr. \V. J. Mayo in closing said that the medical man
should be urged to turn over early to the surgeon cases

of tumor, the character of which he was waiting to de-

termine. He thought the papers showed that 80 per cent,

of permanent recoveries could be secured in gastric ulcer

with an improvement of somewhat less than 10 per cent.

Dr. William L. Rodman did not believe postoperative

hematemesis to be due to trauma but thought the most
rational explanation to be that suggested by Dr. Roberts,

viz., sepsis.

Stone, Tuberculosis of the Kidney and Perinephritic

Abscess.—Dr. George Tully Vaughx of Washington, D.

C, enumerated the causes of stone and expressed the be-

lief that stone in the kidney should be removed at once

and that impacted stone in the ureter should be removed
when it could not be passed. A calculous kidney he be-

lieved should not be removed so long as there was any
chance of saving it. He advised nephrostomy and drain-

age in the presence of tuberculosis of both kidneys, li

but one w-as affected, nephrectomy should be done.

Diagnosis and Treatment of Kidney Stone.—Dr. Ar-.

THUR Deax Bevax of Chicago spoke of the value of the

jr-ray in diagnosis of kidney stone. With definite diag-

nosis there should be surgical removal except where the

stones were small enough to be passed, in the presence

of organic lesions, and in cases of extreme age. In fifty-

two operations he had had but one death from nephro-

lithotomy and two from secondary nephrectomy.

Report of a Case of a Large Kidney Stone.—Dr.

D.wiD B.\RR0W of Lexington showed a kidney stone

weighing one pound and two drachms, which had been

proven to be phosphatic. Convalesence followed removal
of the stone and the man regained perfect health.

Results of Operation on the Kidney for Calculus and
Tuberculosis.—Dr. Andrew J. McCosh of New York had
performed fifty-four nephrectomies, nineteen of which
had been for tuberculosis. Five patients had made per-

fect recoveries. He had performed forty-eight operations

for renal calculi. Septic kidneys or those in a condition

of pyonephrosis were not considered. Fifteen nephro-
lithotomies had been performed by him, in twelve of
which cases the patients regained perfect health. In ex-
traction of the stone the route through the kidney is pre-

ferred to removal by an incision in its pelvis.

Dr. Leonard Freeman of Denver showed an .v-ray pic-

ture exhibiting shadows resembling calculi in the ureter

which he thought might be calcified lymphatic glands, or

phleboliths. In operating for stone in the kidney his

preference was for the incision through the parenchyma.
Bleeding he had found could be easily controlled by the

use of the gastroenterostomy forceps with the flexible

blade covered with rubber.

Dr. George E. Brewer of New York City thought Dr.
Bevan's paper of particular value since it emphasized the

fact that there were no symptoms absolutely pathogno-
monic of stone in the kidney.

Dr. N.^THAN Jacobson of Syracuse spoke of the con-
firmatory value of the .r-ray in diagnosis of renal stone.

He reported a case in which in a perineal section there

was discovered a complete incrustation of the bladder
w-all. Autopsy showed both kidneys to be filled with
stones.

Dr. C. B. G. deNaxcrede of Ann Arbor cited a case in

which diagnosis by the .i--ray had proved to be wrong.
A case was reported of removal of a large uric acid

stone from the bladder. In this case the .r-ray had given
no evidence of its presence.

Dr. Ellsworth Eliot, Jr., of New York City spoke
of the probability of osseous development in the ligaments
of the pelvis being mistaken for calculi.

Dr. Joseph Ra.nsohoff said he employed the .r-ray only

as a confirmatory test of diagnosis based upon a clinical

study. Persistent, continuous microscopic hematuria he

regarded as absolutely characteristic of stone in the kid-

ney. He referred to a case in w^hich a ureteral stone

was guttered, allowing the urine to pass without diffi-

culty. No operation on the kidney was thought to be

complete without the passage of the catheter or probe

along the whole length of the ureter.

Dr. Maurice H. Rich.\rdson of Boston spoke of the

difficulties in diagnosis in surgery which made the sub-

ject of greatest interest. Along this line and illustrative

of some of the difficulties, he had known cases of stone

in the kidney to be fatal twenty-two years subsequent to

removal of calculi from the bladder with no pain during

the interval. In other cases there had been continuance

of pain after removal of stone from the kidney.

Dr. Willy Meyer advocated the use of the .r-ray in

diagnosis of stone after laboratory methods had been

thoroughly employed.

Dr. George W. Crile of Cleveland spoke of the value

of the direct transfusion of blood following hemorrhage.

Dr. J. M. T. Finney referring to the importance of di-

agnosis quoted a form<ir Fellow of the Association in

saying that "Nine men out of ten know what to do, but

the tenth man knows what not to do."

Dr. M. L. H.\rkis of Chicago referred to three cases

of bilateral tuberculosis of the kidneys in which he had

operated with success.

Dr. Francis J. Shepherd spoke of the difficulty in the

control of hemorrhage and of a case in which because of

this removal of the kidney was necessary.

Dr. John C. Oliver of Cincinnati showed an oxalic acid

stone of large size which until seeing the one exhibited

by Dr. Barrow' he had believed the largest on record.

Dr. Lewis L. McArthlti of Chicago quoted Dr. Senn

at the time the .i--ray was first exhibited in Chicago as

saying: "I see the advent of this wonder with chagrin

and anxiety, lest the student, finding a short route to

diagnosis, will rely entirely upon this means and forget,

or neglect, the means which already are at hand." Show-
ing the possibility of mistaken diagnosis by the ;r-ray he

cited a case in which operation revealed twenty stones

in one kidney, although the .r-ray e.xamination had shown

no shadow.

The Diagnosis and Prognosis of Tuberculosis and
Septic Conditions of the Kidneys.— Dr. G. E. Arm-
strong spoke of the surgical interest of unilateral and

primary renal tuberculosis and gave figures showing
the improved results in the treatment of the condition.

Acute Unilateral Hematogenous Infections of the

Kidney.—Dr. George Emerson Brewer of New York
City referred to the probability of this condition being

overlooked. In nine cases admitted to the Roosevelt Hos-
pital in only one had the correct diagnosis been made be-

fore entrance. Cases were cited which had been subjected

to unnecessary operation because of the almost typical symp-

toms of appendicitis or cholecystitis. The condition was

divided into three groups of cases and the characteristics

of the cases belonging to the individual groups described

with treatment indicated. A marked unilateral costo-

vertebral tenderness was stated to be the one pathogno-

monic sign observed in all the types.

Dr. Emmet Rixford of San Francisco cited a case in

which at autopsy there were show-n to be four ureters in

three of which were stones. The case had been oper-

ated for stone in the bladder. Another case in which a

diagnosis had been made of subacute peritonitis opera-

tion showed a small kidney in the neighborhood of the

vermiform appendix. Tuberculin was suggested as offer-

ing possibilities of cure in tuberculous kidneys.

Dr. A. G. Gerster of New York City cited two cases

of removal of the kidney after the simple exploratory in-
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cision in the pelvis because of uncontrollable hemor-

rhage. In opening the pelvis through the kidney he had

abandoned the use of the knife and opened by means of

the curved director with tearing and stretching.

Dr. Frederick K.\mmerer of New York City referred

to three cases of unilateral infection of the kidneys. In

the first case recovery followed the removal of one kid-

ney. The second case showed but two infarcts in one

kidney while the other was normal. The incised kidney

was tamponed and replaced. The patient did well but

afterward developed temperature, when extirpation of the

kidney was done. In the third case because of perine-

phritic abscess removal of the kidney was finally neces-

sary. The later condition of the case proved the claim

made by Dr. Brewer that the infection could be uni-

lateral.

Dr. John H. Gibbon of Philadelphia referred to the

diagnostic value of .r-ray plates and of the presence of

microscopic blood in ureteral calculi. He warned against

the danger of the use of metal ureteral bougies. Refer-

ence was made to a method he had employed of a com-

bined extra- and intraperitoneal operation.

Dr. Charles L. Gibson of New York City referred to

a case in which half of the kidney at each pole was re-

moved in a condition similar to that described by Dr.

Brewer. Perfect recovery ensued.

Dr. George VVoolsey of New York City did not con-

sider a negative plate an absolute sign of absence of

ureteral stone. In two cases operated upon he had found

the lesion spoken of by Dr. Brewer and had performed

nephrectomy with cure. He spoke of the value of Dr.

Brewer's presentation of a new field of pathology and

treatment in kidney lesions.

Dr. Bev.^n in closing said that the diagnostic symp-

toms were in point of importance as follows : The gross

clinical picture, including history ; careful ordinary ex-

amination of the urine, chemical and microscopical ; A-ray

examination. He believed the ;r-ray could be relied upon

in nine-tenths of cases in the diagnosis of kidney stone.

Dr. M. L. Harris of Chicago referring to the use of

the segregator said that if urine dropped from the two

sides synchronously, whether or not the amount was the

same, there was evidently an improper adjustment of

the instrument or the presence of an anomaly.

Report of a Case of Stone in the Bladder, Associated

with Intermittent Pneumaturia for Three Years, and

the Subsequent Formation of Fecal Fistula.—Dr. .\. T.

Bristow of Brooklyn reported that over two hundred cases

of pneumaturia were cited in literature. He reported a

case under his observation in which there had been sev-

eral attacks since 1907. Fecal fistula was present and,

except for occasional attacks, the patient was perfectly

well, and would not submit to operation.

Dr. Frederick Kam merer reported a case of pelvic ab-

scess which, following an operation and the removal of

the appendix, recovered.

Dr. Arthur D. Bevan of Chicago reported a case of

an abnormally enlarged kidney shown by the :r-ray in

which operation showed the kidney and calices distended

with gas. In another case in which he had removed the

kidney within the capsule a stone was found which had

penetrated the duodenum. .Autopsy showed a perfectly

clean peritoneal cavity with an opening into the duoden-

um which had been produced by the inflammation about

the stone.

Dr. George E. Brewer of New York thought some of

these cases might be those of diverticulitis.

Dr. Emmet Rixford of San Francisco cited a case of

pelvic inflammation, in which following the administration

of castor oil peritonitis developed resulting in death. Au-

topsy showed a diverticulum.

Dr. George Woolsey of New York City reported an

operation for stricture of the urethra. The conditions of

the case suggested acute diverticulitis following the in-

cision.

Primary Carcinoma of the Female Urethra.—Dr.

Lewis S. McMurty of Louisville reviewed the literature

on the subject and reported two cases of his own in both

of which the disease had originated in the urethra. In

both cases there was complete excision of the urethra

down to the sphincter muscle of the bladder. There was
recurrence in one case but not in the other. Because of

the resemblance of the initial lesion to urethral caruncle,

early diagnosis was considered difficult. .\lso the difficulty

was pointed out of the differential diagnosis from syphi-

litic lesions in the same location. He urged habitual ex-

amination of all cases presenting painful micturition, early

diagnosis of malignant types of disease, with complete

excision in the early stage of invasion when permanent
cure was possible.

A Case of Melanotic Sarcoma of the Common Bile

Duct, and of the Ampulla of Vater.—Dr. Francis J.

Shepherd of Montreal reported a case in which there

was observed a rounded, painless swelling in the region

of the gall-bladder, hx operation no obstruction of the

bile duct was observed nor were there gallstones nor
appearance of malignancy present. Death followed some
vfeeks subsequent to operation, .'\utopsy showed a fungoid
mass completely occluding the common duct and a part

of Vater's diverticiilum. There was no melanotic

growth discoverable elsewhere, nor were there pigmented

moles on the body. The suggestion was made of pigment

cells having become dislodged from a normal situation and
arrested in the bile duct.

Rhinoplasty for Sunken Nose.— Dr. John F. Binnie
of Kansas City described an operation he had done for

this condition in which he had divided subcutaneously

the soft parts and inserted them into the edge of the py-

riform opening and pulled the mobilized nose into posi-

tion. The soft parts of the mobilized nose were then

subcutaneously tunneled and strips of cartilage drawn
through the tunnels and made to act as trusses sup-

porting the nose.

Dr. John Roberts spoke of a case under his care in

which he had taken two large tongue-shaped flaps from
the rather fat cheeks of the patient in a somewhat similar

operation.

Dr. Leonard Freeman of Denver referred to the type

of saddle nose in which the skin is loose and which could

be satisfactorily treated by the use of paraffin. Metal

plates were employed to better advantage in the type of

the condition in which there was cicatrical tissue and

tendency to contraction.

Dr. Emmet Rixford of San Francisco had used tissue

of the rib in his operations for sunken nose.

Psychical End Results in Major Surgical Operations.

—Dr. J.^MES G. Mlmforu of Boston referred to psychic

impressions in regard to surgical therapeutics. From a

study of 500 eight-year-old records at the Massachusetts

General Hospital it was concluded that surgeons should

exercise for a longer period than was customary some

supervision of their patients following operation. It had

been proven by the work of the Emanuel Church move-

ment in Boston that many cases thus watched over could

be brought more quickly to perfect recovery.

Further Evidence in Support of the Theory that

Hodgkin's Disease Is a Type of Sarcoma.—Dr. Wil-
liam B. CoLEV of New York City in a study of more

than eighty cases of primary sarcoma in the lymphatic

glands, concluded that the small group of tumors desig-

nated as Hodgkin's disease, or pseudoleukemia, had cer-

tain definite clinical and histological characteristics suffi-

cient to differentiate them from other tumors of the lym-

phatic glands. He believed that because Hodgkin's disease

and leukemia had certain features pointing to an infectious

origin this should not exclude them from being classed
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as malignant tumors. He believed rather that this was

evidence of the infectious origin of sarcoma. He be-

lieved the best chance of successful treatment lay in a

wider application of the ;r-rays and the mixed toxins of

er\-5ipelas and Bacillus prodigiosus.

The Use of Sterile Oil to Prevent Intraperitoneal

Adhesions; a Clinical and Experimental Study.—Dr.

John Bai-st Bl.\ke of Boston from his experimental work

in this field concluded that there was no danger in the

use of absolute^' sterile oil in moderate quantities in the

peritoneal cavity; that it might remain in the peritoneal

cavity for from five to fifteen days, and that adhesions

were probal.ly prevented by its presence.

Surgical Aspects of Graves' Disease with Reference

to the Psychic Factor.—Dr. George Cbile of Cleveland

believed that relief or cure would follow the excision of

a correct amount of the thyroid gland in Graves' disease.

He believed the operative risk, which he claimed was

hyperthyroidism, to be the serious barrier to surgical

treatment. To insure success the operation should be

performed without the knowledge of the patient. Dr.

Crile recounted the plan followed in which this idea had

been carried out. Thirteen cases had been operated upon

by the new method with satisfactory result.

Primary Carcinoma of the Appendix.—Dr. Rich.\rd

H. H.\RTE of Philadelphia thought there were no signs

pointing to this condition other than the classical signs

of appendicitis, and believed that a diagnosis of cancer

of the appendix prior to an operation was impossible.

It would seem to the author that all cases of cancer of

the appendix were engrafted upon a chronically inflamed

appendix. Primary carcinoma was said to be present in

from one-third of one per cent, to one per cent, of all

cases of operation for chronic appendicitis. The disease

was believed to be slightly more frequent in women than

in men. It was urged that all appendices showing evi-

dence of any irritation should be removed since primary

carcinoma of the appendi.x had its origin in an inflamma-

tory process.

Edema of the Large Intestine, with Localized Ne-

crosis of Its Wall, Following Splenectomy in Banti's

Disease.—Dr. John E. Summers of Omaha reported a

case in which he did a splenectomy. Later there devel-

oped symptoms of acute perforative appendicitis for

which the abdomen was opened. Recovery finally took

place. From the conditions of the case it was concluded

that the postoperative thrombosis of the splenic vein

which was observed could be considered only as due to

the traumatism of splenectomy. No case of edema with

gangrene of the large intestine following splenectomy had

been noted by the author in literature nor did he recall

any cases of gangrene of the large intestine the result of

thrombosis of the superior mesenteric artery or vein.

Carcinoma of the Appendix, with Metastases to the

Ileocolic Glands.—Dr. Robert G. LeConte of Philadel-

phia said that when carcinoma was confined to the appen-

dix the removal of the appendix resulted in cure. He
reported a case in which the disease had extended to the

cecum with metastases to the ileocolic glands. Upon re-

moval of the appendix it was found to be invaginated

into the head of the cecum. The entire appendix was

found to be the seat of carcinoma and the tumor growth

had extended into the cecum. Subsequently the cecum

with a portion of the ileum was resected wMth the entire

group of ileocolic glands. Apparently perfect recovery- fol-

lowed.

Experiments in Flushing the Intestinal Canal with

Salt Solution Through Enterotomy Openings.—Dr.

George H. Monks of Boston reported the results of his

studies on animals and human cadavers for the removal

of intestinal contents by flushing the canal of the intes-

tine through multiple enterotomy openings. He believed

that in cases in which the life of a patient was in jeop-

ardy, because of acute intestinal poisoning, and in which

less radical means had been effective, a part of the intes-

tinal contents might with advantage be removed by this

method. One case was referred to in which this method

had been successfully carried out.

Congenital Idiopathic Dilatation of the Colon

(Hirschsprung's Disease.—Dr. J. M. T. Finxey of Bal-

timore reported a case in which he had operated for this

condition. While some ten theories of etiologj- had been

advanced no one theory would explain everj- case. The
diagnosis, differential diagnosis, the different aids to diag-

nosis, s>-mptomatolog}', prognosis, and treatment were

fully dealt with. One method of treatment was suggested

by the author as probably applicable to a larger proportion

of cases than any other hitherto suggested. The author

had followed this in his own case. It consisted of a

preliminary enterostomy followed some months later by a

colocolostomy with finally the complete excision of the

affected portion. The artificial anus should be left open

until after the success of the preceding steps had been

assured. It should then be closed under cocaine.

Dr. Leonard Freem.\x of Denver reported a case of a

pronounced type of Hirschsprung's disease in which the

patient had not had a movement of the bowels for three

months. In the operation the large intestine was plicated

and replicated and replicated again. Anastomosis or re-

section of the bowel was impossible. The patient subse-

quently did well. While this operation was not considered

an appropriate one for the ordinary case it was approved

of in the case reported.

Pelvic Abscess, with Special Reference to Rectal

Drainage.—Dr. Archib.\ld M.^cL.\rex of St. Paul ad-

vised vaginal section in the vast majority of cases of

intraperitoneal collections of pus in women. Tubercular

inflanmiations, whether from cellular tissue, appendages,

uterus, or appendix formed the exception to this rule. In

the pelvic abscesses observed in men, it was said that the

fear of increasing the infection or of further contam-

inating the abscess cavity had hitherto prevented

the man having the same chance as the woman. Fecal

fistula was thought to be more likely to follow in cases

in which the abscess opened itself because of its open-

ing at the top. When opened by the surgeon drainage

was perfect and fistula not probable. Dr. MacLaren had

made it a rule always to give a woman the benefit of

vaginal section and a man the advantage of placing a

tube in the rectum. This plan of procedure had often

been followed with surprisingly good results.

Officers.—The following officers for the ensuing year

were elected :

—

President, Dr. C. B. G. De Xancrede, Ann
Arbor; Vice-Presidents, Drs. A. G. Gerster, New York

City, and Leonard Freeman, Denver ; Secretary, Dr. Rob-

ert G. LeConte, Philadelphia; Treasurer, Dr. Charles A.

Pow-ers, Denver; Recorder, Dr. Richard H. Harte, Phila-

delphia. The next meeting of the Association will be held

in Philadelphia.

Appendix Separate from the Colon.—J. T. W'illiams

reports the case of a man of thirty years, admitted to the

hospital after he had recovered from a third attack of

appendicitis, w-hich was of a very severe and dangerous

nature. On opening the abdomen the appendix was easily

found somewhat to the outer side and towards the back

of the cecura, lying embedded in the mesoappendix, but

quite reversed ; that is to saj', the tip was near the end of

that viscus, the proximal end some 2J4 inches up by the

side of the gut. On opening the appendix, the lumen at

either end was completely occluded, the middle portion

being occupied with a small mass of hardened fecal matter,

which was quite inodorous. This condition must be com-
paratively rare. Williams further states that he has seen

recorded in one of the medical encyclopedias the case of

a man who spat up his appendix.

—

British Medical Journal.
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STATE BOARD EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.

Board of Medical Examiners of Idaho.

April 7 and 8, 1908.

ANATOMY.

1. Into how many classes are the bones of the skeleton

divided? Name the irregular bones.

2. Describe the internal saphenous vein from origin to

termination.

3. Give name, origin, function, distribution and
branches of the tenth cranial nerve.

4. Name the organs contained in the middle media-
stinum.

5. Name the muscles that act during quiet inspiration.

HISTOLOGY.

1. Mention some special property possessed by each of
the following chemical reagents rendering them individu-

ally useful in the examination of animal tissues: Acetic
acid, potassium acetate, potassium hydrate, hydrochloric

acid, osmic acid.

2. Describe fully the microscopical examination of fresh

blood, and name some foreign elements that may be ob-
served by this means.

3. Briefly describe the development of the human em-
bryo from the segmentation of the vitellus to the third

month of gestation.

4. What are ferments, toxins opsonins, aggressins?
Define immunity, natural and acquired.

5. Give the histology of the mammary gland.

PHYSIOLOGY.

1-2. Name the digestive juices, the ferments contained

in them, their action on food materials. Use the follow-

ing table:

Digestive
juices.

Ferments contained
in them.

Action on food
materials.

3. (a) Describe a normal heart, (b) What causes

heart sounds?
4. (a) What is blood pressure? (b) Tabulate the

physiological causes of alteration in blood pressure.

May be raised by- May be lowered by

5. What changes occur in the blood in its passage
through (a) the liver, (&) the spleen?

6. Describe the physiology of excretion of urine.

7. What effects are produced in the system by the re-

moval of the thyroid gland?
8. (a) Describe deglutition, (b) What muscles are

brought into action in swallowing?

9. (a) What is the function of the third cranial nerve?

(6) What effect would the division of this nerve produce?
10. Describe the (a) splenic circulation, (6) portal cir-

culation.

MATERIA MEDICA AND THERAPEUTICS.

1. What is the highest authority on materia medica in

the United States? On what does its authority rest?

How many official preparations are considered?
2. Mention five changes made in the eighth revision

of the U. S. P.

3. ]\Iention the drug you consider the best : General
anesthetic, analgesic, mydriatic, expectorant, sternuta-

tory, antisialic, refrigerant, carminative, anthelmintic,

sudorific.

4. Mention relative dosage by mouth, rectum, and
hypodermic admini.'stration.

5. Give the therapeutics of normal saline solution.

6. What is Basham's mixture? Dover's powder?
Fowler's solution? Golden Seal? Peruvian bark? Sal-

ammoniac? Tartar emetic? Spirit of Mindererus? Pare-
goric? Sugar of lead?

7. What is sparteine? anilin? atrophine? bromine? caf-

feine, codeine, brucine, phenol, scopolamine? eserine?

8. Mention antidotes to opium, strychnine, aconite, silver

nitrate, belladonna, carbolic acid, corrosive sublimate,

iodine, phosphorus, chloroform.

9. Give preparation, dosage, physiological action, and
therapeutics of colchicum.

10. Give preparation, dosage, physiological action, and
therapeutics of nux vomica.

CHEMISTRY AND TOXICOLOGY.

I What chemical elements are found in the human
bodv?

2. What is a chemical compound? A chemical mix-
ture? Give examples of each.

3. Hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen, describe each.
Name some important compounds of each. How do they
exist in nature?

4. Name and describe the three strong mineral acids.
State how formed. Give properties and uses of each.

5. What are ptomains? toxins? proteins? nucleins?
6. Describe the symptoms of digitalis poisoning; give

treatment.

7. State the differential diagnosis between poisoning by
arsenic and mercury.

8. In a case of suspected homicidal poisoning what part
of the cadaver should be preserved? How?

9. State the common courses of poisoning by lead.
How treated?

10. Name five corrosive poisons
; give treatment for

each.

HYGIENE.

1. Describe sanitary measures for a dairy in an Idaho
town.

2. What hygienic treatment for tuberculosis would you
advise in Idaho?

3. Mention the dangers of the domestic use of "ditch
water" in an irrigated country ; dangers of the open
well. How can a farmer secure the most wholesome
water supply?

4. Mention five food poisons.

5. Give a list of five infective insects.

6. What are the three principal factors in hygienic
living ?

7. What climate is most favorable to a patient with
tuberculosis? rheumatism? Bright's disease, chronic
rhinitis and pharyngitis? chronic bronchitis? asthma? hay
fever ?

8-9-10. Describe the hygienic care of children under
five years of age— food, clothing, bathing, play, and edu-
cation.

DIAGNOSIS.

1. Give the differentiating points between smallpox and
chickenpox.

2. Make a table differentiating chlorosis, progressive
pernicious anemia, and leucocythemia.

3. With what may eczema be most frequently con-
founded? Give differential points.

4. Give the physical findings in the different stages of
pneumonia.

5. Give the period of incubation of parotitis, pertussis,

gonorrhea, syphilis, and measles.
6. More or less fever, dull pain in back, nausea and

persistent vomiting at the begimiing. Skin harsh and dry,

pain from back to pudendum, urine scanty and high color,

albuminous, high specific gravity with decrease of urea,

contains epithelial casts and blood discs. \\'hat is the

diagnosis?

7. Locate the valve areas of the heart.

8. What is Babinski's reflex? Describe Argyll-Robert-
son pupil. What are Koplik's spots? What is Kernig's
sign?

9. Differentiate between appendicitis, gallstone colic,

and renal colic.

10. Give five instances of referred pain, also locations

and character of lesion producing each.

PATHOLOGY.

1. Locate the valves of the heart on the thoracic wall

and describe the areas over which the murmurs may best

be heard.
2. Define hernia; (a) direct; (&) indirect; (c) in-

ternal; (rf) external; (e) what constitutes the lining of

the hernial sac?

3. Give some causes of rupture or perforation of the

esophagus.

4. What is the cause of prolapse of the rectum? At
what age is it most frequent?

5. If called in a medico-legal case, where the complaint
was vaccinated syphilis, how would you differentiate be-

tween the congenital and acquired lesions?

6. Give a descriptive definition of cretanism.

7. Diagnose, a floating tumor in the abdomen by ex-

clusion.

8. Define arteritis, arteriosclerosis, teratoma, opsonin,

rhinoscleroma, morphology.

9. Give the pathological condition found in the differ-

ent stages of croupous pneumonia.
10. Under what diseased condition would you find ba-

cillus tuberculosis in the urine? How could you abso-

lutely differentiate from the smegma bacillus?

THEORY AND PRACTICE.

1. Relapsing fever (febris recurrens). Define. Give

the etiologv- and symptoms.
2. Variola. Define and give the etiology.
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3. Diphtheria. Define and give the morbid anatomy.

4. Syphilis. Name the various ways of treating with
hydrargyrimi, and give the advantages and disadvantages
of each.

5. Arthritis deformans. Give the etiology and treat-

ment.
6. Diabetes insipidus. Give the etiology, symptoms, and

treatment.

7. Intestinal obstruction. Name four causes.

8. Acute general peritonitis. Give the morbid anatomy.

9. Acute pleurisy. Give the physical signs and symp-
toms.

10. Aortic stenosis. Give the physical signs and differ-

entiate from aortic regurgitation.

OBSTETRICS.

1. What treatment would you advise for a case of con-

tinued menstruation during pregnancy?
2. Name the source, character, relative quantity, and

functions of the liquor amnii.

3. Describe the three stages of labor, and give the man-
agement of each stage.

4. (ii) State the effects of anesthetics on the os uteri,

abdominal muscles, perineum, and child, (b) Give the

indications and contraindications for the employment of

anesthetics during labor.

5. (a) Define caput succedaneum. (b) State how it is

produced, (c) Where does the caput succedaneum appear

in R. O. P.? in face presentations?

5. (a) What are the varieties of face presentation?

(b) Give the diagnosis and treatment of each variety.

7. Give the varieties, causes, and treatment of hemor-
rhage in (a) the pregnant woman, (b) the parturient

woman, (c) and the puerperal woman.
8. Describe your method for delivery of the after-

coming head in left-sacro-antcrior position.

9. Give the etiology, symptoms, and treatment of phleg-

masia alba dolens.

10. What are the symptoms and treatment of puerperal

insanity?
GYNECOLOGY.

1. Menorrhagia and metrorrhagia. Define each. Give
causes, both local and general, and symptoms.

2. Sterility. Name five causes.

3. Tuberculosis of the Fallopian tubes. Give patho-

logical anatomy and diagnosis.

4. Vulvitis. Name three varieties and give the causes

of two,

5. Hematoma of the vulva. Give causes and treatment.

6. Pudendal hernia. Describe fully. To what form of

hernia does it correspond in the male?
7. Describe the anatomy of the uterus, ovaries, and

tubes.

8. Uterine fibroids. Give pathology. Name three

varieties and give treatment.

9. .^cute oophoritis. Define. Give etiology, symptoms,
and treatment.

10. Colpoperineorrhaphy (Hegar"). What is the ob-

ject of this operation? Describe the operation.

SURGERY.

1. Give in detail preparations for aseptic and antiseptic

surgical operations. In all other questions omit the same
in your answers.

2. Give minute directions for male catheterization, men-
tioning errors to be carefully avoided.

3. Give points of diagnosis, prognosis, and treatment
of punctured wound of a joint, for instance, the knee
joint.

4. Give treatment for acute osteomyelitis.

5. How would you treat fractured ribs?

6. Give differential diagnosis and treatment of dorsal

dislocation of the thigh, and reason for each movement in

reduction.

7. Describe in detail tracheotomy. Under what condi-

tions would you employ it?

8. Give indications and counterindications for appen-
dicectomy.

9. How detect a floating kidney? Describe required

operation in detail.

10. Differentiate between benign and malignant tumors,
and give general classification of each.

ANSWERS TO STATE BOARD EXAMINATION
QUESTIONS.

Board of Medical Examiners of Idaho.

April 7 and 8, 1908.

ANATOMY.

I. The bones of the skeleton are divided into four
classes :—Long, short, flat, and irregular bones. The irreg-

ular bones are :—The vertebrae, sacrum, coccyx, temporal,

ethmoid, sphenoid, superior maxilla, inferior maxilla, ma-
lar, palate, inferior turbinate, and hyoid.

4. The middle mediastinum contains: The pericardium,,

heart, ascending aorta, lower part of superior vena cava,

termination of vena azyos major, bifurcation of trachea,
two bronchi, pulmonary artery, right and left pulmonary
veins, phrenic nerves and their accompanying arteries, and.

some bronchial lymphatic glands.

5. Tlie muscles that act during quiet inspiration, are

:

The Diaphragm, Scalenus anticus, Scalenus medius, Sca-
lenus posticus, E-xternal intercostals, Internal intercostals,.

and Levatorcs costarum.
HISTOLOGY.

4. Ferments are microorganisms which by their pres-

ence and growth cause definite chemical changes in cer-

tain substances contained in the media in which they de-
velop.

Toxins are poisonous substances produced by bacteria,

or other cells.

Opsonin is that quality of a serum which luakes a micro-
organism more susceptible to phagocytosis.

Aggressins are chemical substances elaborated by patho-
genic microorganisms, wliich substances are capable of

acting upon the cells and fluids of the infected body and
so overcome its resistance to infection.

Inimnnity is the power of resistance of cells and tissues

to the action of pathogenic bacteria. Immunity may be
either natural or acquired.

Natural Immunity is this power of resistance, natural
and inherited, and peculiar to certain groups of animals,

but common to every individual of these groups.
Acquired Immunity is this resistance acquired: (l) by

a previous attack of the disease caused by the bacteria,.

or (2) by the person being made artificially insusceptible.

The conditions which give immunity from the pathogenic
action of bacteria are:— (l) a previous attack of the dis-

ease; (2) inoculation, with small quantities of bacteria, so-

as to produce a mild attack of the disease; (3) vaccina-

tion; (4) the introduction of antitoxins; (5) the introduc-

tion of the toxins of the bacteria.

PHYSIOLOGY.
I. 2.

Digestive
juices.

Saliva.

Gastric Juice.

Pancreatic Ju;

Intestinal Juicv

Ferments con-
tained in them.

Ptyalin.

Pepsin.

.\ curdling
ferment.

f Trypsin.

.\niylopsin.

Steapsin.

.\ curdling
ferment.

Invertin.

Action on food
materials.

Changes starches intO'

dextrin and sugar.

Changes proteids into
proteoses and peptones
in an acid medium.

Curdles the casein of
milk.

Changes proteids into

proteoses and peptones,

and afterwards decom-
poses them into leucin

and tyrosin ; in an al-

kaline medium.
Converts starches into

maltose.
Emulsifies and saponifies

fats.

Curdles the casein of
milk.

Converts maltose into

glucose.

3. (6) The causes producing the first sound of the heart
are not definitely ascertained; the following are supposed
to be causatory factors: (i) The vibration and closure of
the auriculo-ventricular valves, (2) the muscular sound
produced by the contraction of the ventricles, and (3) the
cardiac impulse against the chest wall.

The second sound is caused by the vibration due to the
closure of the semilunar valves.

4. (a) Blood pressure is the pressure on the blood due
to the ventricular systole, the elasticity of the walls of the
arteries, and the resistance of the capillaries.

(6) Blood pressure :

—

May be raised by

—

. By the heart beating
more quickly.

. By the heart beating

more powerfully.
. By contraction of the

arterioles.

May be lowered by

—

1. By the heart beating
more slowly.

2. By the heart beating
more feebly.

3. By dilatation of the ar-

terioles.

4. By deficient supply of
blood to the left ven-
tricle.
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5. (ii) In its passage through the liver, the blood loses

plasma, fat, proteids, organic matter ; it gains sugar, urea,

and heat ; and it becomes less coagulable.

(6) In its passage through the Spleen, some say that

the blood loses corpuscles, and others say that it gains cor-

puscles.
-. Removal of the thyroid gland causes mental and bod-

ily dullness and apathy, tremors, twitchings, overgrowth of
the connective tissues, and development of fat ; the hairs

fall out, and the patient becomes unwieldy and clumsy in

both body and mind. Complete removal causes death in

most animals, and it is not considered justifiable in man.
8. (&) The muscles brought into action in swallowing,

are: The hyoglossi, styloglossi, palatoglossi, palatophar-

yngei, azygos uvulae, tensores palati, levatores palati, stylo-

pharyngei, stylohyoids, geniohyoids, mylohyoids, thyrohy-
oids, digastrics, constrictors of the pharynx, and the mus-
cles of the tongue.

9. (a) The third cranial nerve is the motor nerve to

all the muscles of the orbit except the Superior oblique

and the External rectus. Hence, it supplies the Rectus
superior, Rectus inferior, Rectus internus. Inferior oblique,

and Levator palpebral supcrioris. It also (through the

ciliary ganglion) supplies the sphincter muscle of the iris,

and the ciliary muscle.

(6) Division of this nerve would produce: Ptosis of

the upper lid, external strabismus, slight prominence of
the eyeball, dilatation of the pupil, and loss of the power
of accommodation.

MATERIA MEDICA AND THERAPEUTICS.

1. The highest authority on Materia Medica in the

United States is the United States Pharmacopoeia.
Its authority rests on the Medical Profession ; it has

not the force of law.

The number of official preparations considered in the

United States Pharmacopoeia, is 415.

2. Five changes made in the eighth revision of the

U.S. P.: (i) Tincture of aconite was reduced in strength

from 35 per cent, to 10 per cent. (2) Tincture of veratrum
was reduced in strength from 40 per cent, to 10 per cent.

(3) Catechu is replaced by Gambir. (4) The name
Phenol is substituted for Carbolic Acid. (5) Sulphur
ointment was reduced from 30 per cent, to 15 percent.

3. Genera! anesthetic. Ether. Analgesic, Opium. My-
driatic. Homatropine. Expectorant. Ipecacuanha. Sternu-
tatory, Tobacco. Antisialic, Atropine. Refrigerant, Cold
water. Carminative, Cardamom. Anthelmintic, Santonin.

Sudorific, Pilocarpus.

4. .A^s a general rule, the relative dosage by mouth,
rectum, and hypodermic administration would be W2.Y2.

6.

Basham's Mixture
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"Treatment: The patient must be kept strictly in the
recumbent position. The stomach should be washed out
with infusion of tea by the stomach tube. Stimulants
should be given."— (Witthaus's Essentials of Chemistry.)

Poisoning by Arsenic.

(i) The symptoms rare-

ly begin within 20 minutes.

(2) Pain is usually lim-

ited to the stomach and
throat.

(3 J The taste is very
faint, sweetish and metal-
lic. Usually none.

(4) The mouth and
tongue are normal.

(.5) The urine contains
arsenic.

Poisoning by Mercury.

(1) The symptoms begin
almost immediately.

(2) Pain is also severe
in the mouth.

(3) The taste is intense-

ly metallic, and nauseous.

(4) The mouth and
tongue are whitened.

I

(5) The urine contains
I mercury.

(Witthaus' Essentials of Chemistry.)
8. In case of suspected homicidal poisoning, the fol-

lowing parts of the cadaver should be preserved :
—"The

alimentary canal from the cardia to the middle of the

rectum, unopened, and the contents enclosed by ligatures

at the esophagus, duodenum, and lower end of gut ; the

liver, including the gall-bladder ; one kidney ; the spleen

;

a piece of muscular tissue from the leg; the brain, and
any urine which may remain in the bladder.

"They are to be placed in clean and new glass jars,

closed with glass or cork covers or stoppers. Jars with
metallic caps should never be used. Tapes or cords
should be tied about the jar and cap, to which they should
be attached by sealing wax bearing impressions of a seal,

in such a manner that access can only be had to the in-

terior after breaking the seals or cutting the tapes or
cords. Great care must be exercised that no sealing-wax
can get into the jars. Each portion should be placed in

a jar by itself." (Witthaus' Essentials of Chemistry.)

9. The most common sources of lead poisoning are the

following

:

"The contamination of drinking water from lead pipes.

Contamination of articles of food or drugs by contact
with leaden vessels, or from being enclosed in tinfoil

containing an excess of lead. Drinking beer, cider, etc.,

which has been drawn through leaden pipes or allowed
to stand in pewter vessels. The ingestion or constant
handling of lead or its compounds, as the acetate, nitrate,

carbonate (white lead—painter's colic), Goulard's extract,

etc. The use of hair dyes containing lead."

The treatment consists in removing the cause and ad-
ministering the antidote, "magnesium sulphate, which
brings about the formation of the insoluble lead sulphate,

while the purgative action of the magnesia is also useful.

It should be preceded by an emetic, or by the use of the

stomach tube." (Witthaus' Essentials of Chemistry.)
10. Five corrosive poisons, with treatment

:

(i) Corrosive Sublimate: Give white of egg, in not
too great a quantity, and follow it with an emetic.

(2) Carbolic Acid : Give white of egg, or sodium
sulphate, and gently wash out the stomach.

(3) Sulphuric Acid : Give magnesia, suspended in

water, or a strong solution of soap.

(4) Potassium hydroxide (Potash) : Give vinegar.

(5) Oxalic Acid: Give slaked lime suspended in a

small quantity of water, follow with an emetic.

In all cases of corrosive poisoning avoid the use of
stomach pump or tube.

HYGIENE.
4 Five food poisons: (i) Sausage poisoning (Allan-

tiasis, Botulism). (2) Meat poisoning. (3) Poisonous
fish. (4) Poisonous shell fish. (5) Poisonous cheese
(tryotoxicon), milk, etc.

5. Five infective insects : Tsetse fly, mosquitos, flies,

ticks, fleas.

6. Three principal factors in hygienic living : Pure
air, pure water, and sunlight.

7. The following notes on climate are from the Refer-
ence Handbook of the Medical Sciences. Tuberculosis

:

The essential climatic conditions are pure air free from
dust, protection from high winds, moderate dryness and
equability, and a dry soil. With it must be associated the

most careful, continuous, medical supervision. Assuming
that the patient is in the incipient, curable stage, and that

there are no other contraindicating conditions, the favor-

able climates are : (a) High altitudes, like Colorado, Xew
Mexico, the Alps; (b) low altitudes, like the Adiron-
dacks, Asheville, the Southern Pine Belt, and Southern
California; (c) coast climates, represented by the Riviera
resorts; (d) island climates, like Madeira and the Can-
aries; ie) ocean voyages.

Rheumatism : Warmth, dryness, equability, and sun-
shine are essential factors in the climatic treatment of
rheumatism; such conditions are found in Texas, Arizona,
the Southern Pine Belt, some portions of southern Cali-
fornia, the inland Florida resorts, the desert of Egypt,
and Algeria. The hydrotherapeutic treatment of this dis-

ease as exhibited at such resorts as Richfield Springs,
the Virginia Hot Springs, the Arkansas Hot Springs,
Aix-les-Bains, and others, is most efficacious.

Bright's Disease : A warm, equable, windless climate,
such as is found in many low inland or coast resorts, ex-
amples of which are Arizona, Madeira, the Southern Pine
Belt, Florida, Southern California, etc. The West Indies
are highly extolled by Burney Yeo.
Chronic Bronchitis: When expectoration is abimdant,

a dry, warm, inland climate like Thomasville, Augusta,
Summerville, and Camden, S. C, southern California, in

the winter ; and the seaside or mountains in the summer.
If the expectoration is scanty, a warm moist climate like

Florida, Nassau, Algiers, Madeira, in winter; and New-
port, the Jersey Coast, Nantucket, Cape Cod, etc., in the
summer.
Asthma : The high-altitude resorts appear to give the

best results, especially when the neurotic element seems
to be the prominent factor in the case. If the bronchitis
seems to be the most important element, either a sedative
or a stimulant climate is to be selected according to the
character of the bronchitis. Or if the exciting cause ap-
pears to be the most important, especial consideration
must be given to that in the selection of a resort.

Hay Fever (Xasal Asthma) : The Adirondacks, White,
Catskill, and Alleghany Mountains, Mackinac Island,
(Georgian Bay, Cape Breton, the "North Woods," Beach
Haven, Fire Island, and Halifax, Nova Scotia, are some
of the many resorts which afford more or less immunity.
An ocean voyage and traveling in Europe are also prophy-
lactic.

DIAGNOSIS.

1. Differentiation between smallpox and chickenpox:
(l) Verj- young children are attacked with varicella,

whereas variola usually shows itself in adults. (2) Vac-
cinated children readily take varicella ; not so variola,

even in the modified form. (3) Children who have had
varicella may contract variola, even soon afterwards ; or
the two diseases may coexist. (4) V^aricella is noninoc-
ulable, whereas variola is notoriously so. (5) The erup-
tion of varicella appears in twenty-four hours ; that of
variola not till the third day. (6) The febrile svTnptoms
continue after the eruption appears in varicella ; those of
variola subside. (7) In varicella the spots come out in

successive crops ; this is never seen in variola. (8) The
spots in varicella are unilocular, and collapse on being
punctured ; the spots in variola are multilocular, and do
not collapse on being punctured. (9) In varicella the

eruption is very irregular, and appears over the body gen-
erally; in variola it appears in groups of threes and fives,

and is always seen on the limbs. (10) The papule in

varicella is soft, and disappears on stretching the skin

;

in variola it is hard and shotty, and does not disappear
on stretching the skin. (From J. W. Moore's work on
Variola and Varicella.)

2. The following table is compiled from one in Butler's

Diagnostics of Internal Medicine

:

Chlorosis
Progressive
Pernicious

An-emi.\

Leucocythemia

Spleno-
Myelogenous L>-mphatic

Red celis average
4,000.000; rarely
under 2.000.000.
Poikilocytosis.
Many microcytes.
Occasional nor-
moblasts.

Hemoglobin a 1 -

wa>*s relatively
low.

White cells normal
or slightly i n -

creased.

mod-'

Red celts average
1.000,000. Mi-
crocytes. mega-
locytes.
mo'blasts
erately i

ous. Megalo-
blasts present,
often exceed
normoblasts.

Hemoglobin often
relatively high.

White cells usu-
ally decreased.

Red cells, about
3,000.000; rare-
ly under 2.000.-
000. Numerous
normo blast s,

Megalo blasts
moderately nu-
merous. S o me
gigantoblasts.

Hemoglobin di-
minished.

White cells aver-
age 100.000 or

Lympliocytes in-
creased.

Polynuclears de-
creased.

Eosinopkiles noi^
mal.

Myelocytes rare.

Lymphocytes in-
creased.

Polynuclears de-
creased.

EosinophHes nor-'
mal

Myelocytes com-
;

j
men; usually I

eosinophilic. I

Hemoglobin nor-
mal or relative-
ly decreased

-

White cells aver-
age 450.000.
Mayt>e i :io. 1:5
or I :i red.

Lymphocytes Lymphocytes
7.5%.

!
9o'7r.

Polynuclears Polvnuclears
49%. !

3'7r.

EosinopkHes ^Eosinopkiles
4-5%- o.T^r.

Myelocytes ss% Myelocytes 0.3%

Red cells about
3.000,000 o r
some'n'hat less.

Normoblasts
and megalobl'ts
comparatively

6. Acute nephritis.

7. See below, Pathology, Question i.
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8. Babinski's reAex : When the sole of the foot is

tickled, the toes extend instead of flex.

Argyll-Robertson pupil is the condition of the pupil in

which' it responds to accommodation, but not to light.

Koplik's spots : Small red spots with a bluish-white

center, found on the inner surface of the cheeks in

measles ; it is evident before the eruption appears on the

skin.

Kernig's sign : With the patient in the dorsal position,

and the thigh flexed at right angles to the pelvis, there

is inability to straighten the leg completely. The condi-

tion is found in meningitis.

10. Five instances of referred pain: (i) Pain on the

inner surface of the knee in hip joint disease. (2) Pain

in the mammary gland in uterine disease. (3) Pain over

the region of the stomach in caries of the spine. (4)
Pain in the penis or testicle in stone in the kidney. (5)
Pain under the vight scapula in hepatic disorders.

PATHOLOGY.

1. Location of the valves of the heart on the thoracic

wall: "The right auriculo-ventricular valves are situated

behind the sternum above the level of the fourth costal

cartilage; the left auriculo-ventricular valves are opposite

the third intercostal space, about one inch to the left of

the sternum; the cusps of these valves extend as low as

the fifth costal cartilage. The pulmonary valves lie im-

mediately behind the junction of the third left costal car-

tilage with the sternum ; the aortic valves are behind the

upper border of the third intercostal space just at the

left side of the sternum." (Holden.)
The mitral murmurs may be best heard at the apc^c of

the heart, in the left fifth intercostal space, near the nip-

ple. The aortic murmurs may be best heard in the second
right intercostal space, near the sternum. The pulmonary
murmurs may be best heard in the second left intercostal

space, near the sternum. The tricuspid murmurs may be

best heard on the left border of the sternum near the

ensiform cartilage.

2. Hernia is the protrusion of a viscus from its nor-

mal situation through an opening in one or more of the

layers forming the wall of the cavity within which it is

contained.

(a) A direct (inguinal) hernia, is one passing directly

through the external abdominal ring without having
passed through the inguinal canal.

(b) An indirect (inguinal) hernia is one that passes

through the inguinal canal before appearing at the ex-

ternal abdominal ring.

(c) An internal hernia is the protrusion of a viscus

through an aperture in the interior of the body.

(d) An external hernia is one that protrudes through
an opening in the wall of a cavity,

(e) The hernial sac is lined with peritoneum.

3. Causes of rupture or perforation of the esophagus

:

Excessive vomiting or retching, particularly after the in-

gestion of large quantities of food or drink ; carcinoma

;

abscess ; aneurysm ; foreign bodies.

4. Cause of prolapse of the rectum : Relaxation of the

tissues due to excessive straining, and d*%ility. It is most
frequent in childhood.

5. A hoarse cry, coryza, labial fissures, protruding
forehead, "sniflfies," and the "syphilitic facies" would all

indicate the congenital rather than the acquired variety

of syphilis.

6. "Cretinism is a condition characterized by an arrest

of mental and physical growth, and associated with hypo-
plasia or absence of the thyroid. It usually arises in the

early years of life, but is occasionally congenital. The
cretin is stunted, the lips thick, the skin dry and rough,

the abdomen large, and the genitals remain infantile, and
the mental state is that of an imbecile." (Hewlett's

Pathology.)

8. Arteritis is inflammation of one or more coats of

an artery.

Arteriosclerosis is a degenerative process of the intinia

of an artery.

Teratoma is a congenital tumor containing fetal re-

mains ; it is supposed to be due to an abortive fetus being
included in another fetus, which latter develops normally.

Opsonin is that quality of a serum which makes a

microorganism more susceptible to phagocytosis.

Rhinoscleroma is an indurated new growth of the skin

and mucous membrane of the nose.

Morphology is that branch of science which treats of

the form and structure of organized beings, and of

variations in such form and structure.

10. Tubercle bacilli are found in the urine in tubercu-

lous diseases of the urinary tract.

To differentiate the tubercle bacillus from the smegma
bacillus: After treating the film with the dilute inineral

acid, dip it in absolute alcohol for one or two minutes

;

the stnegma bacillus will be decolorized, whereas the

tubercle bacillus will not be decolorized.

THEORY AND PRACTICE.

4. The various ways of treating syphilis with hydrar-

gyrum, and their advantages and disadvantages, are

:

Method.

By mouth.

Fumigation.

Inunction.

Hypodermic
injection.

Intravenous
injection.

Advantages.

Simple, easy, dosage
easily regulated.

Rapid effect. Psychic
effect.

Efficient. Does not

disturb digestion.

Useful, to give

stomach a tempo-
rary rest.

Effective, rapid,

does not disturb di-

gestion.

Disadvantages.

May upset digestion.

Troublesome, special

devices or appar-
atus required.

Uncleanly.

Painful. Abscess for-

mation. Requires at-

tendance of physi-

cian for every dose.

Dangerous.

OBSTETRICS.

1. Rest in bed is the only treatment required for con-

tinued menstruation during pregnancy; but the condition

is rare, and one should suspect ectopic gestation, placenta

pracvia, or abortion.

2. The liquor amnii is the fluid contained in the am-
niotic sac ; it is alkaline in reaction, has a specific gravity

of about 1.001 to 1.008, its quantity is variable, but is gen-

erally about two pints. It consists chiefly of water, but

contains small amounts of albumin, epithelial cells, urea,

phosphates, chlorides, etc. Its source is unsettled.

Functions: (o) During Pregnancy: (l) As a protection

to the fetus against pressure and shocks from without.

(2) As a protection to the uterus from excessive fetal

movements. (3) It distends the uterus, and thus allows

for the growth and movements of the fetus. (4) It re-

ceives the excretions of the fetus. (5) It surrounds the

fetus with a medium of equable temperature, and serves

to prevent loss of heat. (6) It prevents the formation of

adhesions between the fetus and the walls of the amniotic

sac. (7) It has been supposed, by some, to afford some
slight nutrition to the fetus.

(&) During Labor: It acts as a fluid wedge, and dilates

the OS uteri and the cervix ; it also slightly lubricates the

parts.

7. The following (from Gould and Pyle's Cyclopedia

of Medicine and Surgery) is a useful classification of the

hemorrhages in question

:

A. Hemorrhages of Pregnancy: Caused by (i) pla-

centa praevia ; (2) premature separation of a normally sit-

uated placenta; (3) appoplexy of the decidua or placenta.

B. Hemorrhages of Labor: Caused by (l) placenta

praevia; (2) premature separation of a normally situated

placenta; (3) relaxation of the uterus; (4) laceration of

the cervix; (s) rupture or inversion of the uterus.

C. Hemorrhages of the Puerpcrium: Caused by (l)

retained secundines ; (2) displaced uterus; (3) displaced

thrombi; (4) fibroid tumors; (s) hypertrophied decidua;

(6) carcinoma.
GYNECOLOGY.

1. Menorrhagia is an excessive loss of blood at the

menstrual periods.

Metrorrhagia is a hemorrhage from the uterus at other

than the menstrual periods.

Local causes: Uterine displacements, malignant disease,

inflammations of uterus or appendages, fibroids, cystic de-

generation of the cervix, subinvolution, ectopic gestation,

abdominal tumors.

General causes: Hemophilia, scurvy, purpura, malaria,

anemia, mitral disease, diseases of kidneys, or liver, acute

infectious fevers.

Symptoms: The hemorrhage at or between the men-

strual periods is the characteristic symptom.

2. Five causes of sterility: (i) Absence or lack of

development of any part of the genital tract; (2) gonor-

rhea; (3) pronounced flexions of the uterus; (4) salpm-

gitis
; (5) great obesity.
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BULLETIN OF APPROACHING EXAMINATIONS.t

Colorado.

Connecticut*

.

Delaware

.

STATE. NAME AND ADDRESS OF PLACE AND DATE OF
SECRETARY. NEXT EXAMINATION.

Alabama* W. H. Sanders, Montgomery.. .Montgomeo'- • Tulv ?

Arizona* Ancil Martin, Phoenix Phoenix July 6
Arkansas* F. T. Murphy, Brinkley Little Rock.. ..July 14
California* Chas. L. Tisdale, 1879 Sutter

Street. San Francisco San Francisco .August 4
. .S. D. Van Meter, 1723 Tre-

mont Street. Denver Denver July 7
. . . Chas. A. Tuttle, New Haven . . . New Haven . . -July 1

4

.J. H. Wilson, Dover Dover Dec. 8
Dist. of Col'bia.Geo. C. Ober, Washington Washington. . .July 14
Florida* I. D. Fernandez. Jacksonville . .Jacksonville. . . Nov. 1

1

Georgia E. R. Anthony. Griffin Atlanta Oct. 6
Idaho W. F. Howard. Pocatello Boise Oct. 6
Illinois J. A. Egan. Springfield Chicago Julv 2 2

Indiana, W. T. Gott. 120 State House.
Indianapolis Indianapolis . .Oct. 27

Iowa Louis A. Thomas, Des Moines . .Des Moines. . . .Sept. —
Kansas D. P. Cook, Clay Center Kansas City. . .Oct. 1

3

Kentucky* J. N. McCormack, Bowling
Green Louisville July 7

Louisiana F. A. LaRue. 211 Camp Street.
New Orleans New Orleans . . Oct. 1

Maine Wm. J. Maybury. Saco Augusta July 7
Marj'land J. McP. Scott, Hagerstown. . . . Baltimore Dec. 8
Massachusetts*. E. B. Harvey, State House,

Boston Boston July r 4
Michigan B. D. Harison, 205 Whitney

Building, Detroit ' ansine Oct. 13
Minnesota. . W. S. Fullerton. St. Paul St. Paul Oct. 6
Mississippi S. H. McLean, Jackson Jackson Oct. 13
Missouri J. A. B. Adcock, Warrensburg. Kans-is Citv. .Nov. 2^
Montana* Wm. C. Riddell. Helena Helena ....... Oct. 6
Nebraska E. J. C. Sward, Oakland Lincoln Aug. <;

Nevada S. L. Lee, Carson City Carson City. . .Nov. 2
N. Hampshire*. Henry C. Morrison. State Li-

brary Concord Concord July 1

5

New Jersey J. W. Bennett, Long Branch. ..Trenton Oct. 20
New Mexico J. A. Massie. Santa Fe Santa Fe July 13

f New York.
, .C.F.Wheelock, Univ .of State j Albany

.

n^aiinl i'trma.

New York.
of New York. Albany i Syracuse.

I Buffalo

.

Sept.

N. Carolina* G. T. Sikes. Grissom ~. Winston.Salem
N. Dakota H. M. Wheeler. Grand Forks. ..Grand Forks ..July
Ohio Geo, H. Matson. Columbus Columbus Dec.
Oklahoma* J. C Mahr. Shawnee Shawnee Sent.
Oregon B. E. Miller. Portland Portland July

Pennsylvania. .
. N. C. Schaeffer. Harrisburg . .

| pl^^^uig'''^'
'

'

}
Rhode Island. , .G. T. Swarts. Providence Providence. . . . Oct.
S. Carolina W. M. Lester, Columbia Columbia Tune
Dakota. .H. E.

S

Tennessee *

Texas.

W. Virginia..

.

Wisconsin
Wyoming

.

, McNutt, Aberdeen Deadwood. . ..July
(Memphis 1

Nashville | May, '09
Knoxville J

.G. B. Foscue, Waco Waco
Utah* R. W. Fisher. Salt Lake City . . .Salt Lake City.July 6
Vermont W. Scott Nay, Underhill Burlington.. . .July 14
Virfrinia R. S. Martin. Stuart Richmond ....
Washington* . . .C. W. Sharpies, Seattle Seattle July 7"

.H. A. Barbee. Point Pleasant. .Charleston ... .July 14

. J. V, Stevens, Jefferson Madison July 1

4

.S. B. Miller. Laramie Cheyenne
'' No Reciprocity recognized by these States.
+ Applicants should in every case write to the secretary for latest

details regarding the examination in any particular State.

Diplomas.—The following States do not require a
diploma: .-Mabama, .Arkansas, Colorado, Massachu-
setts. Mississippi, Rhode Island, and Tennessee.

Limited Reciprocity.—The following States recip-
rocate only on the basis of a written examination:
Colorado, IDelaware, District of Columbia, Illinois. New
Hanipshire, New York, North Dakota, Texas, and \\'y-

oming.

Illinois.—.\t a special meeting of the Illinois State
Board of Health, held .\pril 5, the board, by a formal
resolution, approved of the proposition to subject all

physician applicants for a State license to a practical
examination covering one day, in addition to the writ-
ten examination, which requires three days for com-
pletion.

South Carolina.—The medical practice act of this
State has been amended, as follows: The State Board
of Medical Examiners is authorized to revoke licenses
for just cause; the "five-year clause," which exempted
physicians of five years' standing from examination has
been eliminated; osteopaths may take the examination,
but are excused the surgery and materia medica, thera-
peutics, and practice papers.

South Carolina recognizes reciprocity with the fol-
lowing States: Kansas, Maine, Maryland, Michigan,
Minnesota, Missouri, Nevada, Texas, Utah, Virginia,
West Virginia, Wisconsin, and Wyoming.

Opium Dealers in China.—-According to a press dis-

patch from Shanghai, the Chinese opium sellers have
been drawing lots among themselves to decide which
of them shall close on July I, according to the resolu-

tion passed by the taxpayers on March 21. It is under-
stood that all of the shops will be closed by the end of

the year.

Contagious Diseases, Weekly Statement.—Report of

cases and deaths from contagious diseases reported to

the Sanitary Bureau, Health Department, New York
City, for the week ending June 27, 1908:

Tuberculosis Pulmonalis
Diphtheria
Measles
Scarlet Fever
Smallpox
Varicella
Typhoid Fever
Whooping Cough
Cerebrospinal Meningitis
Malarial Fever

Totals

Cases
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THE CONQUEST OF THE VENEREAL DIS-

EASES.*

By HAVELOCK E_L1S. M.D.,

LONDON, ENGLAND.

The immense damage done by syphilis and gonor-
rhea—by multiplying disease and abbreviating life,

by causing sterility and blindness, as well as the

parasyphilitic alYection of general paralysis and
tabes dorsalis, by deteriorating both the present

and future generations, and at the same time in-

flicting an enormous pecuniary tax on every civil-

ized community—is now all too familiar to need
emphasis. The recognition of it is ancient, and was
the chief cause of the establishment of police meth-
ods of regulating prostitution ; for prostitution be-

ing the focus of venereal disease, it was supposed
possible to stamp out venereal disease among pros-

titutes, and so suppress it altogether.

That view is no longer held save by a few ancient

authorities whose careers have been too closely iden-

tified with systems of police regulations to allow

of their changing their beliefs in old age. If there

is any one conclusion which emerges from the con-
flicting discussions of this matter at the Brussels

Conference of 1899, and subsequently, it is that all

the old systems of interference and of non-interfer-

ence with the venereal aspects of prostitution are

unsatisfactory. Brothels are no longer the chief

factor in prostitution, the character of prostitution

is changing and the methods of dealing with ven-
ereal disease must change. The future, it is now
beginning to be felt, belongs neither to the police

regulation of prostitution, nor to laissez-jaire indif-

ference, but to the general sanitary control of dis-

ease on the basis of the common law.

The growing objection to police regulation may
be traced equally in scientific opinion and in pop-
ular feeling. In France and elsewhere the muni-
cipalities of some of the largest cities have either

suppressed the system of regulation entirely or
shown their disapproval of it. In Germany, where
there is in some respects more patient endurance of
interference with the liberty of the individual than
in France, England, or America, various elaborate
systems of organizing prostitution and dealing with
venereal disease continue to be maintained, but they
cannot be completely carried out, and it is gener-
ally admitted that in any case they could not ac-

complish the objects sought.* The recent abandon-
inent by Denmark of the police system in favor of
a medical and sanitary system is a significant sign
of the times.

"The struggle against syphilis is only possible if

*Read before the Chicago Women's Medical Club.
*An interesting personal investigation of German meth-

ods was lately made by F. Bierhoff, "Police Methods for
the SanitJirjr Control of Prostitution," Nnv York Medical
Journal, Aug., 1907.

we agree to regard its victims as unfortunate and
not as guilty. We must give up the prejudice which
has led to the creation of the term 'shameful dis-

eases,' and which commands silence concerning this

scourge of the family and of humanity." In these

words of Duclau.x, the successor of Pasteur at the

Pasteur Institute, in his noble and admirable book,
"L'Hygiene Sociale," we have indicated to us, I am
convinced, the only road by which we can approach
the rational and successful treatment of the great
social problem of venereal disease.

No evils can be combated until they are recog-

nized and discussed. It is a significant and even
symbolic fact that the bacteria of disease rarely

flourish when they are open to the free currents of
pure air. Obscurity and concealment furnish the

best conditions for their vigor and diffusion, and
these favoring conditions we have for centuries

past accorded to venereal diseases. It was not al-

ways so, as, indeed, the survival of the word "ven-
ereal" in this connection, with its reference to a

goddess, alone suffices to show. Even the name
"syphilis" itself, taken from the romantic poem in

which Fracastorus sought a mythological origin for

the disease, bears witness to the same fact. The
romantic attitude is indeed as much out of date as

that of hypocritical and shame-faced obscurantism.

We need to face these diseases in the same simple,

direct, and courageous way which has already been
adopted successfully in the case of smallpox.

At this point indeed we encounter those who say

that it is unnecessary to show any sort of recogni-

tioii of venereal diseases, and immoral to do any-

thing that might seem to involve indulgence to those

who suffer from such diseases ; they have got what
they deserve and may well be left to perish. Those
w'ho take this attitude place themselves so far out-

side the pale of civilization—to say nothing of mor-
ality or religion—that they might well be disre-

garded. The progress of the race, the development
of humanity, in fact and in feeling, has consisted

in the elimination of an attitude which it is an in-

sult to primitive peoples to term savage. Yet it is

an attitude which should not be ignored, for it

still carries weight with many who are too weak to

withstand those who juggle with fine moral phrases.

I have even seen in a medical quarter the statement

that venereal disease cannot be put on the same
level with other infectious diseases because it is

"the result of voluntary actions." But all diseases,

indeed all the accidents and misfortunes of suffer-

ing human beings, are equally the involuntary re-

sults of voluntary actions. The man who is run

over in crossing the street, the family poisoned by
unwliolesome food, the motlier who catches the dis-

ease of the child she is nursing—all these suffer as

the involuntary result of the voluntary act of grat-

ifying some fundamental human instinct—the in-

stinct of activity, the instinct of nutrition, the in-

stinct of affection. The instinct of sex is as funda-

mental as any of these, and the involuntary evils
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which may follow the voluntary act of gratifying it

stand on exactly the same level. This is the essen-

tial and fundamental fact: a human being in fol-

lowing the human instincts implanted within him
has stumbled and fallen. Any person who sees, not

this essential fact but merely some subsidiarj- as-

pect of it, reveals that his mind is twisted and per-

verted, and he has no claim to arrest our attention.

Even when we have put aside the vast number
of venereally infected people who are in the nar-

rowest and most conventionally moral sense, "in-

nocent" victims of the syphilis or gonorrhea they

have contracted, there is still much to be said. The
majoritj' of those who contract venereal diseases by
illegitimate sexual intercourse are young. They
are youths, ignorant of life, scarcely yet escaped

from home, or they are young girls, who have in-

deed ceased to be absolutely chaste, but have hot

yet lost all their innocence, and who do not consid-

er themselves, and are not by others considered,

prostitutes ; that indeed is one of the rocks on which
the system of police regulation of prostitution comes
to grief, for the police cannot catch the prostitute

at a sufficiently early age. Of women in France
who become syphilitic, according to Foumier, twen-

ty to forty per cent, are infected before they are

nineteen; and among men, fifteen per cent, of the

cases occur between eleven and twenty-one years

of age. In Germany Erb finds that as many as 85
per cent, of men with gonorrhea contracted the dis-

ease between the ages of sixteen and twenty-five.

These young things for the most part fell into a

trap which Nature had baited with her most fas-

cinating lure ; they were usually ignorant ; not sel-

dom they were deceived by an attractive personality,

often they were overcome by passion ; frequently

all prudence and reserve had been lost in the fumes
of wine. From a truly moral point of view they

were scarcely less innocent than children.

"I ask," says Duclaux, "whether when a young
man and a young girl abandon themselves to a dan-

gerous caress society has done what it can to warn
them. Perhaps its intentions were good, but when
the need came for precise knowledge a silly prudery

has held it back and it has left its children without

viaticum. I will go further and proclaim that in a

large number of cases the husbands who contam-
inate their wives are innocent. No one is respon-

sible for the evil which he commits without know-
ing it and without willing it." The majority of

husbands who infect their wives it has been found
contracted the disease before marriage. They en-

tered on marriage believing that their disease was
cured and that they had broken with their past.

Physicians have sometimes (and quacks frequently)

contributed to this result by too sanguine an esti-

mate of the period necessary- to destroy the poison.

Even those who may be unwilling to abandon
an attitude of private moral intolerance towards the

victims of venereal disease may still do well to re-

member that, since the public manifestation of their

intolerance is mischievous, and at the best useless,

it is necessarj- for them to restrain it in the inter-

ests of society. They would not be less free to

order their own personal conduct in the strictest

accordance with their superior moral rigidity ; and
that after all is for them the main thing. But for

the sake of society it is necessary for them to adopt

what they may consider the convention of a purely

hygienic attitude towards these diseases. The err-

ing are inevitably frightened by an attitude of

moral reprobation into methods of concealment,

and these produce an endless chain of social evils

which can only be dissipated by openness. As Du-

clau.x has so earnestly insisted, it is impossible to

grapple successfully with venereal diease unless we
consent not to introduce our prejudices, or even

our morals and religion, into the question, but treat

it purely and simply as a sanitary question. And
if the pseudo-moralist still has difficulty in cooper-

ating towards the healing of this social sore he
may be reminded that he himself—like everj'one of

us, little though we may know it—has certainly had
a vast army of syphilitic and gonorrheal persons

among his own ancestors during the past four cen-

turies. We are all bound together, and it is ab-

surd, even when it is not inhuman, to cast con-

tempt on our own flesh and blood.

I have discussed the attitude of those who plead

morality as a reason for ignoring the social neces-

sity of combating venereal disease because, although

there may not be many who seriously and intelli-

gently adopt so antisocial an attitude, there are cer-

tainly many who are glad at need of the existence

of so fine an excuse for their moral indifference

or their mental indolence.* When they are con-

fronted by this great and difficult problem they

find it easy to offer the remedy of conventional

moralitj', although they are well aware that on the

large scale that remedy has long been proved to be

ineffectual. They ostentatiously affect to proffer

the useless thick end of the wedge at a point where
it is only possible with much skill and prudence to

insinuate the thin working end.

The general acceptance of the fact that syphilis

and gonorrhea are diseases and not necessarily

crimes or sins is the condition for any practical at-

tempt to deal with this question from the sanitary

point of view which is now taking the place of

the antiquated and ineffective police point of view.

The Scandinavian countries of Europe have been
the pioneers in practical modern hygienic methods
of dealing with venereal disease. There are several

reasons why this has come about. All the problems
of sex—of sexual love as well as of sexual disease

—have long been prominent in these countries and
an impatience with prudish hypocrisy seems here

to have been more pronounced than elsewhere; we
see this spirit for instance, emphatically embodied
in the plays of Ibsen, and to some extent in Bjom-
son's works. The fearless and energetic temper of

the people impels them to deal practically with
sexual difficulties, while their strong instincts of

independence render them averse to the bureau-

cratic police methods which have flourished in Ger-

many and France. The Scandinavians have thus

been the natural pioneers of the methods of com-
bating venereal diseases which are now becoming
generally recognized to be the methods of the fu-

ture, and they have more or less completely organ-

ized the system of putting venereal diseases under
the common law and dealing with them as with

other contagious diseases.

The first step in dealing with a contagious dis-

ease is to apply to it the recognized principles of

notification. Everv- new application of the princi-

ple, it is true, meets with opposition. It is without

practical result, it is an unwarranted inquisition into

the affairs of the individual, it is a new tax on the

busy medical practitioner, etc. Certainly notification

bv itself will not arrest the progress of any in-

*Much harm has been done in some countries by the

foolish and mischievous practice of friendly societies and
sick clubs of ignoring venereal diseases and not accord-

ing free medical aid or sick pay to those members who
suffer from them. This practice prevailed, for instance, in

Vienna until 1907, when a more humane and enlightened

policy was inaugurated, venereal diseases being placed on
the same level as other diseases.
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fectioiis disease. But it is an essential element in

every attempt to deal with the prevention of dis-

ease. Unless we know precisely the exact incidence,

local variations, and temporary fluctuations of a

disease we are entirely in the dark and can only beat

about at random. All progress in public hygiene
has been accompanied by the increased notification

of disease, and most authorities are agreed that

such notification must be still further extended, any
slight inconvenience thus caused to individuals be-

ing of trifling importance compared to the great

public interests at stake. It is true that so great

an authority as Neisser has expressed doubt con-

cerning the extension of notification to gonorrhea

;

the diagnosis cannot be infallible, and the patients

often give false names. These objections, however,
seem trivial; diagnosis can very seldom be infal-

lible (though in this field no one has done so much
for exact diagnosis as Neisser himself), and names
are not necessary for notification and are not indeed

required in the form of compulsory notification of

venereal disease which existed a few years ago in

Norway.
The Scandinavian plan in a modified form has

lately been established in Denmark. This little

country, so closely adjoining Germany, for some
time followed in this matter the example of its

great neighbor and adopted the police regulation of

prostitution and venereal disease. The more funda-

mental Scandinavian affinities of Denmark were,

however, eventually asserted, and in 1906 the sys-

tem of regulation was entirely abandoned and Den-
mark resolved to rely entirely on thorough and sys-

tematic application of the sanitary principle already

accepted in the country as well as by Sweden and
Norway, although something of German influence

still persists in the strict regulation of the streets

and the penalties imposed under some circumstances

on those who harbor prostitutes in their houses.

The decisive feature of the present system is, how-
ever, that the sanitary authorities are now exclusive-

ly medical. Everyone, whatever his social or finan-

cial position, is entitled to the free treatment of

venereal disease. Whether he avails himself of it

or not he is in any case bounrl to undergo treat-

ment. Every diseased person is thus, so far as it

can be achieved, in a doctor's hands. All doctors

have their instructions in regard to such cases, they

have not only to inform their patients that they can-

not marry so long as risks of infection are esti-

mated to be present, but that they are liable for the

expenses of treatment, as well as the damages suf-

fered, by any persons whom they may infect. Al-

though it has not been possible to make the system
at every point thoroughly operative, its general suc-

cess is indicated by the entire reliance now placed

on it, and the abandonment of the police regulation

of prostitution. A system very similar to that of

Denmark was established some years previously in

Norway. The principle of the treatment of ven-
ereal disease at the public expense exists also in

Sweden as well as in Finland, where treatment is

compulsory.
It can scarcely be said that the principle of notifi-

cation has yet been properly applied on a large

scale to venereal diseases. But in some countries,

notably England and the United States, where na-
tional temperament and political traditions render
the .system of the police regulation of prostitution

impossible—even if it were more efl'^ective than it

practically is—the system of dealing with venereal
disease on the basis of public health has to be rec-

ognized, as not only the best but the only possible

system.

In association with this, it is necessary, as is also
becoming even more widely recognized, that there
should be the most ample facilities for the gratu-
itous treatment of venereal diseases ; the general
establishment of free dispensaries open in the even-
ings is especially necessary, for many can seek ad-
vice and help only at this time. It is largely to the
systematic introduction of facilities for gratuitous
treatment that the enormous reduction in venereal
disease in Sweden, Norway, and Bosnia is attrib-

uted. It is the absence of the facilities for treat-

ment, the implied feeling that the victims of vener-
eal disease are not suft'erers but merely offenders
not entitled to care, that has in the past operated
so disastrously in artificially promoting the dissem-
ination of preventable diseases which might he
brought under control.

If we dispense with the paternal methods of jxj-

lice regulation, if we rely on the general principles

of medical hygiene, and for the rest allow the re-

sponsibility for his own good or bad actions to rest

on the individual himself, there is a further step,

already fully recognized in principle, which we can-
not neglect to take : We must look on every person
as accountable for the venereal diseases he trans-

mits. So long as we refuse to recognize venereal
diseases as on the same level as other infectious

diseases, and so long as we offer no full and fair

facilities for their treatment, it is unjust to bring
the individual to account for spreading them. But
if we publicly recognize the danger of infectious

venereal diseases, and if we leave freedom to the

individual, we must inevitably declare, with Du-
claux, that every man or woman must be held re-

sponsible for the diseases he or she communicates.
In England and the United States the law is more
unsatisfactory and helpless in this class of offense

than it is in France. The mischievous and barbar-
ous notion, already dealt with, according to which
venereal disease is the result of illicit intercourse

and should be tolerated as a just visitation of God,
seems still to flourish in these countries with fatal

persistency. In England the communication of ven-

ereal disease by illicit intercourse is not an action-

able wrong if the act of intercourse has been volun-

tary, even although there has been wilful and inten-

tional concealment of the disease. Ex turpi causa

non oritur actio, it is sententiously said; for there is .

much dormitative virtue in a Latin maxim. No
legal offense has still been committed if a husband
contaminates his wife, or a wife her husband. The
"freedom" enjoyed in this matter by England and
the United States is well illustrated by an Ameri-
can case quoted by Dr. Isidore Dyer of New Or-
leans in his Report to the Brussels Conference on
the Prevention of Venereal Diseases, in 1899: "A
patient with primary syphilis refused even charitable

treatment and carried a book wherein she kept the

number of men she had inoculated. When I first

saw her she declared the number had reached two
hundred and nineteen and that she would not be

treated until she had had revenge on five hundred
men " In a community where the most elementary

rules of justice prevailed facilities would exist to

enable this woman to obtain damages from the

man who had injured her or even to secure his con-

viction to a term of imprisonment. In obtaining'

some indemnity for the wrong done her, and secur-

ing the "revenge" she craved, she would at the

same time have conferred a benefit on society. She
is shut out from any action against the one person

who injured her; but as a sort of compensation she

is allowed to become a radiating focus of disease, to

shorten many lives, to cause many deaths, to pile
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up incalculable damages ; and in so doing she is to-

day perfectly within her legal rights. A community
which encourages this state of things, is not only
immoral but stupid.

There seems, however, to be a growing botly of
influential opinion, both in England and in the
United States, in favor of making the transmission
•of venereal disease an ofifense punishable by heavy
-fines or by imprisonment.* In any enactment no
stress should be put on the infection being con-
veyed "knowingly." Any formal limitation of this

kind is unnecessary as in such a case the Court
always takes into account the offender's ignorance
as mere negligence, and it is mischievous because
it tends to render an enactment inettective and to

put a premium on ignorance ; the husbands who in-

fect their wives with gonorrhea immediately after
marriage have usually done so from ignorance; it

should be at least necessary for them to prove that

they have been fortified in their ignorance by medi-
cal advice. It is sometimes said that the existing
law could be utilized for bringing actions of this

kind and that no greater facilities should be offered
for fear of increasing attempts at blackmail. The
inutility of the law at present for this purpose is

shown by the fact that it seldom happens that

any attempt is made to utilize it, while not only
are there a number of existing punishable offenses
which form the subject of attempts at blackmail,
but blackmail can still be demanded even in regard
to disreputable actions that are not legally punish-
able at all. Moreover, the attempt to levy black-
mail is itself an offense always sternly dealt with
in the courts.

It is sometimes said that it is verj- well to make
the individual legally responsible for the venereal
disease he communicates, but that the difficulties of
bringing that responsibility home would still re-
main. And those who admit these difficulties fre-

quently reply that at the worst we should have in
our hands a means of educating responsibility ; the
man who deliberately ran the risk of transmitting
such infection would be made to feel that he was
no- longer fairly within his legal rights, but had done
.a bad action. We are thus led on finally to what is

now becoming generally recognized as the chief and
central method of combating venereal disease, if we
are to accept the principle of individual responsi-
bility as ruling in this sphere of life. Organized
sanitary and medical precautions and proper legal

protection for those who have been injured, are
operative without the educative influence of ele-

mentary hygienic instruction placed in the posses-
sion of every young man and woman. In a sphere
that is necessarily so intimate, sanitar}- organization
and legal resort can never be all-sufficing; knowl-
edge is needed at every step in every' individual
to guide and even to awaken that sense of personal
moral responsibility which must here alwavs rule.

Wherever the importance of these question's is be-
coming acutely realized—as is notably shown at
the congresses of the German Society for Combat-
ing Venereal Disease—the problem is resolving it-

*Modern democratic sentiment is opposed to the seques-
tration of a prostitute merely because she is diseased. But
there can be no reasonable doubt whatever that if a dis-
eased prostitute infects another person, and is unable to
pay the very heavy damages which should be demanded
in such a case she ought to be secluded and subjected to
treatment. That is necessary in the interests of the com-
munity. But it is also necessary, to avoid placing a pre-
mium on the commission of an ofifense which would in-
sure gratuitous treatment and provision for a prostitute
without means, that she should be furnished with facil-
ities for treatment in any case.

self mainly into one of education.* And although
opinion and practise in this matter are to-day more
advanced in Germany than elsewhere, the con-
viction of this necessity is becoming scarcely less

pronounced in all other civilized countries, in Eng-
land and America as much as in France and the

Scandinavian lands.

A knowledge of the risks of disease by sexual
intercourse, both in and out of marriage—and, in-

deed, apart frona sexual intercourse altogether—is a

further stage of that sexual education which must
begin so far as the elements are concerned at a

very- early age. Information about venereal dis-

ease should not be given until adolescence. It is

unnecessary and undesirable to impart medical
knowledge to young boys and girls, and to warn
them against risks they are yet little liable to be
exposed to. It is when the age of strong sexual

in.stinct, actual or potential, begins, that the risks

under some circumstances of yielding to it need to

be clearly present to the mind. No one who re-

flects on the actual facts of life ought to doubt
that it is in the highest degree desirable that every
adolescent youth and girl ought to receive some
elementary instruction in the general facts of ve-

nereal disease, tuberculosis, and alcoholism. These
three "plagues of civilization" are so widespread,

so subtle, and so rnanifold in their operation, that

everyone comes in contact with them during life,

and that everyone is liable to suffer, even before he

is aware, perhaps hopelessly and for ever, from the

results of that contact. \'ague dec/amation about
immorality and vaguer warnings against it have
no effect and possess no meaning, while rhetorical

exaggeration is unnecessary. A very simple and
concise statement of the actual facts concerning the

evils that beset life is quite sufficient and adequate
and quite essential. To ignore this need is only

possible to those who take a dangerously frivolous

view of life.

It is the young woman as mtich as the youth
who needs this enligliteninent. There are still some
persons so ill-informed as to believe that though it

may be necessary to instruct the youth, it is best

to leave his sister unsullied, as they consider it, by

a kiiowledge of the facts of life. This is the very

reverse of the truth. It is desirable indeed that all

should be acquainted with facts so vital to hu-

manity, even although not themselves personally

concerned. But the girl is eveti more concerned

than the youth. A man has the matter more within

his own grasp, and, if he so chooses, he may avoid

all the grosser risks of contact with venereal dis-

ease. But it is not so with the woman. Whatever
her own purity, she cannot be sure that she may not

have to guard against the possibility of disease

in her future husband, as well as in those to whom
she may entrust her child. It is a possibility which
the educated woman, so far from being dispensed

from, is more liable to encounter than is the work-
ing-class woman, for venereal disease is less prev-

alent among the poor than the rich. The careful

physician, even when his patient is a minister of

religion, considers it his duty to inquire if he has

had svphilis, and the clergj-man of most severely

correct life recognizes the need of such inquiry,

and may, perhaps, smile, but seldom feels himself

insulted. The relationship between husband and

The large volume, entitled Scxualpcdagogik (1907),
containing the proceedings of the third of these congresses,

almost ignores the special subject of venereal disease, and
is devoted to the questions involved by the general sexual

education of the young which, as many of the speakers

maintained, must begin with the child at his mother's
knee.
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wife is even much more intimate and important

than that between doctor and patient, and a woman
is not dispensed from the necessity of such inquiry

concerning her future husband by the conviction

that the reply must surely be satisfactory. ]\Iore-

over, it may well be in some cases, that if she is

adequately enlightened she may be the means of

saving him, before it is too late, from the guilt of

premature marriage and its fateful consequences,

so deserving to earn his everlasting gratitude. Even
if she fails in winning that she still has her duty to

herself and to the future race which her children

will help to form.

We must fully face the fact that it is the w-oman
herself who must be accounted responsible, as much
as a man, for securing the right conditions of a mar-
riage she proposes to enter into. In practice, at

the outset, that responsibility may no doubt be in

part delegated to parents or guardians. It is un-

reasonable that any false delicacy should be felt

about this matter on either side. Questions of

property and of income are discussed before mar-
riage, and as public opinion grows sounder none
will question the necessity of discussing the still

more serious question of health, alike that of the

prospective bridegroom and of the bride. An in-

calculable amount of disease and marital unhappi-

ness would be prevented if before an engagement
was finally concluded each party placed himself or

herself in the hands of a physician and authorized

him to report to the other party. Such a report

would extend far beyond venereal disease. If its

necessity became generally recognized, it would put

an end to much fraud which now takes place when
entering the marriage bond. It constantly happens
at present that one party or the other conceals the

existence of some serious disease or disability which
is speedily discovered after marriage, sometimes
with a painful and alarming shock—as when a man
discovers his wife in an epileptic fit on the wedding
night—and always with the bitter and abiding sense

of having been duped. There can be no reasonable

doubt that such concealment is an adequate cause

of divorce. Sir Thomas More d(^btless sought

to guard against such frauds when he ordained in

his Utopia that each party should before marriage

be shown naked to the other. The quaint ceremony
he describes was based on a reasonable idea, for it

is ludicrous, if it were not often tragic in its re-

sults, that any person should be asked to under-

take to embrace for life a person whom he or she

has not so much as seen.

It may be necessary to point out that every move-
ment in this direction must be the spontaneous

action of individuals directing their own lives ac-

cording to the rules of an enlightened conscience,

and cannot be initiated by the dictation of the com-
munity as a whole enforcing its commands by
law. In these matters law can only come in at

the end, not at the beginning. In the essential

matters of marriage and procreation laws are pri-

marily made in the brains and consciences of in-

dividuals for their own guidance. Unless such laws

are already embodied in the actual practice of the

great majority of the community, it is useless for

parliaments to enact them by statute. They will

be ineffective, or else they will be worse than in-

effective by producing undesigned mischiefs.

It is for this reason that, notwithstanding var-

ious attempts at legislation in this direction, it is

still premature to introduce the principle of com-
pulsory certificates of health at marriage. So long

ago as 1858 Diday of Lyons proposed that all

persons without exception should be obliged to

possess a certificate of health and disease, a kind

of sanitary passport. This would be an excellent

provision, but it is still too far ahead to be worth
practical advocacy. Duclaux considered that the

candidate for marriage should possess a certificate

of health in much the same way as the candidate

for life assurance, the question of professional

secrecy no more coming into one question than into

the other. There is no reason why such certifi-

cate, of an entirely voluntary character, should not

become customary among those persons who are

sufficiently enlightened to realize all the grave per-

sonal, family, and social issues involved in mar-
riage. The system of eugenic certification, as origi-

nated and developed by Galton, will constitute a

valuable instrument for raising the moral con-

sciousness in this matter. Gallon's eugenic certifi-

cates would deal mainly with the natural virtues of

superior hereditary breed
—

"the public recognition

of a natural nobility"—but they would include the

question of personal health and personal aptitude.*

The question arises as to the best person to im-

part this instruction. There can be little douut that

before puberty the parents, and especially the

mother, are the proper instructors of their children

in esoteric knowledge. But after puberty the case

is altered. The boy and girl are becoming less

amenable to parental influence, there is greater ::.hy-

ness on both sides, and the parents rarely possess

the more technical l<nowledge that is now required.

At this stage it seems that the assistance of the

physician should be called in. The plan usually

adopted, and now w-idely carried out, is that of

lectures setting forth the main facts concerning

venereal diseases, their dangers, and allied topics.

This method is excellent. Such lectures should be

delivered at intervals by medical lecturers at all

urban, educational, manufacturing, military, and
naval centers, wherever indeed a large number of

young persons are gathered together. It shoitld be

the business of the central educational authority

either to carry them out or to enforce on those con-

trolling or employing young persons the duty of

providing such lectures. The lectures should be

free to all who have attained the age of sixteen.

In Germany the principle of instruction by lec-

tures concerning venereal diseases seems to have

become established, at all events so far as young
men are concerned, and such lectures are con;tantly

becoming more usual. In England and the United

States verv' little has yet been done in this direction,

but in the United States, at all events, opinion in

favor of action is rapidly growing.*

Something is clearly needed beyond these lectures

on these matters. It should be the business of the

parents or other guardians of every adolescent youth

and girl to arrange that once at least at this period

of life there should be a private, personal interview

with a medical man in which the venereal risks and
possibilities of life would be clearly pointed out. In

the case of girls, a woman doctor would usually be

*F. Galton, Inquiries Into Human Faculty, Every Man's
Library ed., pp. 211, et seq.

*An important auxiliary method of carrying out the task

of se.xual hygiene, and at the same time of spreading use-

ful enlightenment is furnished by the method of giving to

every syphihtic patient in clinics where such cases are

treated a card of instruction for his guidance in hygienic

matters, together with a warning of the risks of marriage

within four or five years after infection, and in no case

without medical advice. Such printed instruction, in clear,

simple, and incisive language, should be put into the hands

of every syphilitic patient as a matter of routine, and it

might be as well to have a corresponding card for gonor-

rheal patients. This plan has already been introduced at

some hospitals, and it is incomprehensible that so simple

and unobjectionable a precaution is not universally adopted.
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preferred. Sex is properly a mystery, and to the

unspoilt youth it is instinctively so; except in an

abstract and technical way it cannot properly form

the subject of lectures. In a private and individual-

ized conversation between the novice in life and the

expert, it is possible to say many necessary things

that could not be said in public, and it is possible,

moreover, for the youth to ask questions which

shyness and reserve make it impossible to put to

parents, while the convenient opportunity of putting

them naturally to the expert otherwise seldom or

never occurs. Must youths have their own special

ignorances, their own special difficulties, difficulties

and ignorances that could sometimes be resolved

by a word? Yet it by no means infrequently hap-

pens that they carry them far on in to adult life

because they have lacked the opportunity, or the

skill and assurance to create the opportunity, of ob-

taining enlightenment.

It must be clearly understood that these talks

are of medical, hygienic, and physiological char-

acter; they are not to be used for retailing moral

platitudes. To make them that would be a fatal

mistake. The young are often very hostile to mere-

ly conventional moral maxims, and suspect their

hollowness, not always without reason. The end to

be aimed at here is enlightenment. Certainly

knowledge can never be immoral, but nothing is

gained by jumbling up knowledge and morality to-

gether.

In emphasizing the nature of the physician's task

in this matter as purely and simply that of wise

practical enlightenment, nothing is implied against

the advantages, and indeed the immense value in

sexual hygiene, of the moral, religious, ideal ele-

ments of life. It is not the primary business of

the physician to inspire these, but they have a very

intimate relation with the sexual life, and every

boy and girl at puberty, and never before puberty,

should be granted the privilege—and not the duty

or the task—of initiation into those elements of

the world's life which are at the same time natural

functions of the adolescent soul. Here, however,

is the sphere of the religious or ethical teacher. At

puberty he has his great opportunity, the greatest

he can ever obtain. The flower of sex that blossoms

in the body at puberty has its spiritual counterpart

which at the same moment blossoms in the soul.

The Churches from of old have recognized the re-

ligious significance of this moment, for it is this

period of life that they have appointed as the time

of confirmation and similar rites. With the progress

of the ages, it is true such rites become merely

formal and apparently meaningless fossils. But

they have a meaning nevertheless and are capable

of being again vitalized. Nor in their spirit and

essence should they be confined to those who accept

supernaturally revealed religions. They concern

all ethical teachers, who must realize that it is at

puberty that they are called upon to inspire or to

fortify the great ideal aspirations which at this

period tend spontaneously to arise in the youth's or

maiden's soul.

It is not for the physician to complicate and con-

fuse his own task as teacher by mixing it up with

considerations which belong to the spiritual sphere.

But in carrying out impartially his own special work
of enlightenment he will always do well to re-

member that there is in the adolescent mind a spon-

taneous force working on the side of sexual hygiene.

Those who believe that the adolescent mind is mere-

ly bent on sensual indulgence are not less false

and mischievous in their influence than are those

who think it possible and desirable for adolescents

to be preserved in sheer sexual ignorance. How-
ever, concealed, suppressed, or deformed—usually

by the misplaced and premature zeal of foolish

parents and teachers—there arise at puberty ideal

impulses which, even though they may be rooted in

sex, yet in their scope transcend sex. These are

capable of becoming far more potent guides of the

physical sex impulse than are merely material or

even hygienic considerations.

It is time to summarize and conclude this dis-

cussion of the prevention of venereal disease which,

though it may seem to the superficial obser\-er to be

a medical and sanitary question outside the psy-

chologist's sphere, is yet seen on closer view to be

intimately related even to the most spiritual con-

ception of the sexual relationships. Not only are

venereal diseases the foes to the finer development

of the race, but we cannot attain to any wholesome
and beautiful vision of the relationships of sex so

long as such relationships are liable at every mo-
ment to be corrupted and undermined at their

source. We cannot yet precisely measure the in-

terval which must elapse before, so far as Europe
at least is concerned, syphilis and gonorrhea are

sent to that limbo of monstrous old dead diseases

to which plague and leprosy have gone and small-

pox is already drawing near. But society is begin-

ning to realize that into this field also must be

brought the weapons of light and air, the sword and
the breastplate with which all diseases can alone

be attacked. As we have seen, there are four meth-
ods by which in the more enlightened countries

venereal disease is now beginning to be combated.*
(i) By proclaiming openly that the venereal dis-

eases are diseases like any other disease, although

more subtle and terrible than most, which may at-

tack anyone, from the unborn baby to its grand-

mother, and that they are not, more than other

diseases, the shameful penalties of sin, from which
relief is only to be sought, if at all, by stealth, but

human calamities. (2) By adopting methods of
securing official information concerning the extent,

distribution, and variation of venereal disease,

through the already recognized plan of notification

and otherwise, and by providing facilities for treat-

ment, especially for free treatment, as may be found
necessary. (3) By training the individual sense of

moral responsibility so that ever\' member of the

community may realize that to inflict a serious dis-

ease on another person, even only as a result of

reckless negligence, is a more serious ofifense than

if he or .=he had used the knife, or the gun, or poison,

as the method of attack, and that it is necessary to

introduce special legal provision in every country-

to assist the recovery of damages for such injuries,

and to inflict penalties by loss of liberty or other-

wise. (4) By the spread of hygienic knowledge so
that all adolescents, youths and girls alike, may be
furnished at the outset of adult life with an equip-

ment of information which will assist them to avoid

the grosser risks of contamination, and enable them
to recognize and avoid danger at the earliest slages.

A few years ago, when no method of combating
venereal disease was known except that system of
police regulation which is now in its decadence, it

would have been impossible to bring forward such
considerations as these ; they would have seemed
Utopian. To-day they are not only recognizable

as practical, but they are being actually put into

*I leave out of account, as beyond the scope of the pres-

ent paper, the auxiliary aids to the suppression of venereal
diseases furnished by the promising new methods, only
now beginning to be understood, of treating or even abort-
ing such diseases. See e.g. Metchnikoff, "The New-
Hygiene," 1906.
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practice, although, it is true, with very varying
energ)' and insight, in different countries. Yet it is

certain that in the competition of nationalities, as

Max von Niessen has well said, "that country will

best take a leading place in the march of civiliza-

tion which has the foresight and courage to intro-

duce and carry through those practical movements
of sexual hygiene which have so wide and signifi-

cant a bearing on its own future, and that of the

human race generally."

SIGNIFICANCE OF WASH WATER EXAM-
INATIONS FOR GASTRIC CELLS IN
THE DIAGNOSIS OF ATROPHIC

GASTRITIS; REPORT OF
TWO CASES.

By ANTHONY BASSLER, M.D..

NEW YORK.

In the field of gastroenterology few diseases pre-

sent more difficulties in the way of accurate diag-

nosis than do the various types of chronic gas-

tritis. For of common and widespread disorders

most of the diagnoses are still made by inference

from a long line of most varied subjective symp-
toms, the presence of a low hydrochloric acidity, a

lowering of the quantities of the gastric enzymes,
and an increase in the amounts of incorporated

mucus and leucocytes found present in a test meal.

In forming deductions from the subjective symp-
toms alone we can easily fall into error, because
other gastric conditions may give a like history of

complaints and because there are no specific sub-

jective symptoms of this chronic disease. Life in

our large cities is so artificial and irregular, par-

ticularly in the dietetic way, that a succession of

slight neurotic gastric disturbances could ensue in

many persons the symptoms of which together

might establish the anamnesis of a chronic gas-

tritis.

The standard of hydrochloric jcidity differs in

different stomachs, and what would be a normal
acidity in one might be a high or low acidity in

another. Also, the running acidity in the same
stomach is often changing in degree. This may be

seen in normal conditions under a change in the

character and quantities of food. The difference

in the total normal acidities between the Reigel

and Ewald meals (adaptation juice of Pawlow)
proves this to be true for the one meal, and this

raising or lowering acidity under favorable condi-

tions for its progress may establish for a short

time a different standard of acidity in the same
stomach. Thus it is that any change in the eating

habits is important to consider when figuring an

abnormal acidity. In the gastric neuroses the wid-

est range of HCl content is possible. There are

the two extremes of the hyperchlorhydria on the

one hand and the unquestioned instances of short

neurotic achlorhydria on the other, not to speak

of heterochylia and the effects of a depressed men-
tal condition in the individual on the character of

the gastric juice secreted during or after a meal

taken at the time. Unless, in any gastric condition

with symptoms, the hydrochloric acid content con-

tinues steadily too high or too low, or is making
an increasing progress to an abnormal standard,

it cannot be regarded as of much significance. This

requires the giving of more than one test meal

before the degree of acidity can be determined

as due to a gastritis.

With the quantity of the enzymes, mucus from

the stomach, and a number of leucocytes, it is

dift'erent. Here we deal with definite suggestive
signs. When the enzymes are low in quantity the
gastric juice necessarily lacks in digesting power,
and this usually means organic changes in the
structure of the cells in the gastric tubules, their

detachment from the tubules, some circulatory dis-

turbances in the walls of the stomach, or any com-
bination of the above. That a juice may be low in

its acidity and still possess a normal amount of the
proenzymes can be seen in some of the neurotic
hypochlorhydrias. Usually it is practical to infer

that the degree of acidity is a fair standard upon
which to judge the amount of the enzymes present,

but such a rule cannot be depended upon in the
chronic gastritides. In these conditions the more
delicate peptic cells are usually the first to be af-

fected and they may be seriously degenerated, and,
therefore, their secreting function modified, while
still the acid cells are functionating comparatively
well. The general employment of the Mett tubes
for proteolysis and the graduated milk tests for

chymosis will prove this to be so.

In the early course of a chronic gastritis the stom-
ach secretes an increased amount of mucus. Only
rarely does a chronic gastritis begin without this

increase. But this increased secretion may become
arrested in the early course of the disease and not

again return. Then there is the one condition of

catarrhal inflammation with much mucus accom-
panied with a high acidity and sufficient enzymes
(gastritis acida) on the one hand, and a gastritis

with practically no mucus, no hydrochloric acid, and
no enzymes (advanced atrophic gastritis) on the

other. The first condition plainly deals with a di-

gesting stomach; the other with an organ which is

practically only a receptacle for food and in which
the only digestion is the continued amylolytic one of

the ptyalin. As the first, as well as other types

of gastritis may progress to the last, how are we
to be able to determine the crossing point between
the two if we depend too much upon the estimation

of the amount of incorporated mucus alone in our

diagnoses of the atrophic conditions?

The number of free leucocytes that a stomach
contains is a very important diagnostic sign of or-

ganic disease, and to their number as well as to

their character we should give more attention than
is now commonly done. Unfortunately, we have
no practical good way of counting them here as

is done with the blood. With the latter the means
are comparatively accurate. We draw the blood

into a perfectly graduated tube and dealing with

a small known quantity of diluant and the count-

ing scale we can be practically positive of their

numbers. But with the stomach we deal with a large

hollow viscus by means of a quantity of fluid con-

tents (some of which escapes into the duodenum and

some cannot be withdrawn from the stomach) and
this fluid must stand for hours before we are en-

abled to find the leucocytes. Furthermore, even

with the centrifuge they do not all settle to the

bottom. At best, we can only infer their increase

and to do this fairly accurately means long prac^

tice in the examination of wash waters. The free

nuclei may be mentioned in this connection as of

little value in the diagnostic way, except that they

do not seem to be as numerous when the acid and

enzymes are low. They are the digested remains

of the bodies of any of the cells that have lined tfee

structures from the lips to the pylorus, and als©

from the mucous corpuscles and leucocytes.

It is in the weighing of the above-mentioned fines'

ings that most of the diagnoses of chronic gas-
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tritis are made. In the mild and medium cases
when the gastric cell exfoliation is not present to

any practical extent the above data must serve for

the basis of our deductions. But from the stand-
.point of diagnosis, prognosis, and therapy in the

advancing destructive cases of gastritis more than
these are required. In the atrophic conditions, this

is made possible by a careful examination of the

numbers, the type, and state of health of the gas-

tric cells found free in the stomach. The text-

books on the diseases of the stomach do not give

significance to the value of such examinations.

Here it is evident that we deal with the organic

cell of the tiuiica propria itself, and the technique,

as well as the method of examination, is simple.

Since they cannot readily be made out in the thick

mass of a test meal the stomach must be empty
when we go after them, and this means the lavage

of the jejune morning, after a light supper taken

early the evening before, and a night of freedom
from digestion. By these means the cells when
exfoliating from the free surface of the stomach
or desquamating from the tubules will collect in

sufficient numbers for their discernment.

The technique that I have generally employed,
and which was followed in the two cases herein

reported, is the same as that described by me be-

fore. ("Gastric Exfoliation as a Feature in the

Production of Acute Gastric Ulcer," AIedical Rec-
ord, November 30, 1907. J It is desirable to begin

by aspirating the empty stomach before the inges-

tion of the compound saline solution. For this

purpose I employ my regular test meal bottle.

("Test-meal Extraction," ^V. Y. State Medical Jour-

nal, June, 1908.) The disturbing factor in the ex-

amination of such aspirated fluid as may be ob-

tained before the giving of the saline water is that

generally this fluid contains too much mucus
for a careful scrutiny of the cells. Still they

can often be made out and then they are found
not so much changed as they are liable to be when
drawn hours later from the standing wash water,

even when the compound saline solution had been
employed. When any organic cells outside of the

living body are subjected to the continued action

of water they usually undergo a hydrolytic proc-

ess, swell, change in contour, and do not stain as

definitely as when in the tissues or when freshly

drawn. The gastric cells are no exception to this

rule. To prevent this, in so far as it is possible, it

is desirable to employ for the washing purpose a

solution which in character and specific gravity ap-

proximates that of the blood. This is done by the

addition of salines. The installation that was used

contained 250 c.c. of water to which were added
21 grains of sodium chloride, one grain each of

sodium sulphate, sodium carbonate, and sodium
phosphate, and i^ grains of potassium chloride.

This is drank, or run down through the tube, the

patient is made to exercise vigorously, or the fluid

is agitated in the stomach by sharp taps with the

hand upon the abdomen over the gastric region ; it

is aspirated after five minutes and permitted to

stand for several hours, the upper part of the fluid

is syphoned off, and the sediment, in small lots,

centrifuged for examination by the microscope.

The stains which have served me best are one-half

per cent, aqueous eosin, one per cent, methyl eosin

and hemotoxylin, Biondi's polychrome methylene
and carbol fuchsin. I would recommend for gen-

eral use the eosin and hemotoxylin.

The acid cells from the stomach stain readily

with most of the anilin dyes. They are seen be-

tween the leucocyte and squamous epithelium in

size and their main features are their confluent
stippling of the cell protoplasm with eosinophilic

granules and their well-defined nucleus. In shape
they may be described as irregular although most
of them are oval. With the eosin and hemotoxylin
stain, which serves well in differentiating the acid

from the peptic cells (the first taking the eosin,

the latter the hemotoxyHn), the nuclear membrane
is usually well defined. The nucleus itself is usually

lighter and a trifle larger than those in the peptic

cells and stains in a blotchy way. These cells when
desquamating in any numbers are easy to find, and
upon their presence the main dependence must be
placed in the diagnosis of atrophic gastritis.

The peptic cells offer much greater difficulties in

the way of their finding and discrimination than
do any of the other organic elements found in the

stomach. They slain poorly, the body just barely,

the nucleus much better. With care and patience in

the search they can often be seen, but never as

plainly as the acid ones. Their cell protoplasm is

indistinct and with the hemotoxylin stain is found
faintly bluish in color. At best they take eosin,

or. in fact, any of the anilin stains, very poorly.

Their nucleus stains deeply and generally uni-

formly throughout. Neither the nuclear membrane
nor nuclear granules can be distinctly discerned.

This also differentiates them from the acid cells.

The nucleus itself is seldom found oval as is often

the case in the parietal cells. They are much small-

er in size than the latter, being in size between
them and the leucocyte, for the mononuclear vari-

ety of which they may be mistaken. Because their

protoplasm digests away so readily (when the cells

are free) and because of their poor staining proper-

ties and the question of their presence even if seen,

the search for them need not be continued when
numbers of the more plainly recognized acid cells

are discovered. Sometimes they take the carbol fuch-

sin stain better than they do the hemotoxylin.

Some of the free nuclei noted are undoubtedly from
these cells, because I have seen such nuclei with

just a shred or the faintest band of the character-

istically stained protoplasm about them.

The columnar cells from the stomach are not dif-

ficult to make out. It must be remembered that

in the posterior nares and the upper half of the

pharynx the epithelium is of the cylindrical vari-

ety and these may be shed and swallowed. The
cilia of these cells would serve to distinguish them
from the gastric epithelium. They stain better than
the peptic cells, although not so well as the acid.

Their shape is characteristic, their protoplasm is

not granular, and they have a long, flat looking nu-
cleus which is almost in the center between the ends
of the cell, while in the acid and peptic cells the

nucleus is generally nearer to the edge of the pro-
toplasm. They are easily detached by the stomach
tube and thus are not so significant in this connec-
tion, unless exfoliating in large numbers, as the

peptic juice secreting cells would be. They are

often found in groups, and hemotoxylin stains them
well.

In cases of atrophic gastritis, particularly, there
may be seen a ring of cells (cast) more or less

complete, which, in my opinion, consists of groups
from the depths of the tubules. Sometimes a mass
of rounded or cuboidal shaped cells may be ex-
foliated from the lower regions of the infundibula
and these would strongly resemble the above. The
goblet cells are rarely found and are not difficult to

differentiate from the true columnar.
Case I.—January 3, 1906. T. B., age fifty-three

years. Born in Ireland. Occupation, ex-police-
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man. Family history, negative. Personal history,

had measles and diphtheria when a child. Fif-

teen years ago had a tapeworm which was removed.
A second one was removed three years ago. Up
to seven years ago he drank intemperately of al-

FiG. I-—view throiigh the Microscope of the Sediment from Case I.

of^Atrophic Gastritis. A. acid or parietal cells; B. squamous epithe-
lium; C, mucus from the stomach; D, leucocytes: E. free nuclei; V,
yeast fungi; G, bacilli. X 460.

coholic liquors, mostly whiskey ; since then he has

abstained completely. Other than his gastric trou-

ble he has had no other illness.

Gastric history : Had stomach trouble for fifteen

years. During this time has had intervals of relief,

longer in the beginning, but in the past year and
seven months the distress has been continuous.

First symptoms were weight and distress in the

epigastrium after eating. In the past eighteen

months lost 47 pounds in weight. "Began to get

nervous just about the time the loss of weight

started ; now I'm irritable, don't know what I want
or what to do, and cannot sleep nights." Has a

craving appetite (bulimia) and whenever he takes

food has a wild roaring and tumbling sensation in

the stomach. Constantly belching gas which is

odorless and tasteless. Feels very weak physically

and cannot walk more than a few blocks without

resting. Bowels obstinately constipated.

Physical examination : Talks excitedly and has

an anxious look in his face. Seems to lack the

power of consecutive thought. Weight, 141 pounds.

Body shows that he has lost considerably in

weight. Skin dry and sallow looking. Examina-
tion of heart, lungs, and liver revealed nothing ab-

normal. Urine contained one-half per cent, of al-

bumin and a considerable number of casts. Has a

well marked gastric splash (three hours after

breakfast). Greater curvature of the stomach lies

above the umbilicus. The patient winces on pres-

sure over the stomach and becomes nauseated when
pressure is made in the epigastrium. Tongue
coated. Was highly nervous and apprehensive dur-

ing the examination.

Analysis of Ewald test meal extracted the next

morning. Looks well digested. Return no c.c. In-

corporated mucus not increased in quantity. Congo
and litmus negative. Free HCl absent. Combined
HCl 3°. Total acidity, 9°. Starches well digested.

Fehling's test for sugar positive and quick. Very
little lactic acid. A loop of the test meal taken

from the filter paper and examined unstained,

showed a number of leucocytes and squamous cells.

the starches in a good state of digestion, and no
Boas-Oppler bacilli. Subsequent estimation of the

quantities of enzymes with the Mett tubes (for pep-

sin) and milk for chymosin showed a very low
digesting power in the gastric juice.

The next morning before breakfast I aspirated

his fasting stomach and drew out 17 c.c. of thick

fluid, which on examination consisted mostly of mu-
cus (most of this was probably swallowed during

the night). He then drank 250 c.c. of the combined
saline water which was withdrawn, permitted to

stand for four hours, syphoned down to 70 c.c,

centrifuged in lots and examined microscopically

with the following findings : Acid cells from the

gastric tubules present in large numbers ; some
peptic cells ; leucocytes numerous ; free nuclei and
mucus present in all fields : squamous cells abun-
dant : some yeast fungi and bacilli found.

Diagnosis : Advanced atrophic gastritis and
chronic nephritis.

The subsequent history of this patient is worth
relating. Under dilute hydrochloric acid, taken one,

two, and three hours after his meals and acid gas-

tric douches, a diet free from meats, e^gs, and
milk, his stomach at the end of tw-o weeks showed
a total hydrochloric acid acidity, after an Ewald
meal, of 9° (all combined), and a total acidity of

13°. But he complained that he felt no better and
had lost another pound and a half in weight. Al-

though the results from his treatment seemed en-

couraging he evidently felt otherwise about it, so

he continued his rounds of private physicians and
dispensaries tmtil he landed a bed patient in one of

the large general hospitals in the city. Here, a

diagnosis of probable carcinoma of the stomach was
made, an exploratory incision was performed
(nothing malignant or surgical was found), and
the patient died three days afterward of an acute

exacerbation of his chronic nephritis, induced prob-

ably by the ether given at the time of his opera-

tion.
B E

/

A E
Pig. 3.—Photomicrograph ot the Centrifuged Wash Water from Case

II of Atrophic Gastritis. Stained with eosin and hematoxylin. A,
acid cells from the gastric tubules; B, peptic cells from the gastric

tubules, also the cuboidal cells from the lower parts of the infundibula

of the glands (mostly the first) ; C. rings of cells from the tubules (casts

of the glands) ; D. columnar epithelium from the stomach; E, squamous
cells; F, free nuclei; G, leucocyte; H, vegetable substance. X s6o-

Case II.—April 4, 1907. ]\Iiss M. S., twenty-

five years old. American birth and of good fam-

ily. Occupation, at home. Family history, a ma-

ternal uncle died of carcinoma ventriculi at the age

of fifty-one years, otherwise negative. Personal
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history, was a seven-month child ; had variola, scar-

latina, and parotiditis when a child ; began menstru-
ating when seventeen years of age; had typhoid

fever at twenty. "Never was strong physically."

Habits good.

Gastric history : Had stomach trouble for seven
years. It began shortly after her attack of typhoid
fever and its onset was gradual. .\t times, when
careful with what she ate, was comparatively free

from distress. Various acute attacks in the past

had been diagnosed as "gastritis," "nervous indi-

gestion." and "weak stomach." Always felt best

when away from city life. Complains of a sensa-

tion of weight and fullness in the epigastrium after

meals. When the stomach is troubling her has
much palpitation of the heart. Has often vomited a
watery looking fluid (probably mucus). Has many
headaches, and pains and a tired feeling in the

calves of her legs. Has a bitter taste in her mouth
mornings. Two years ago, when her stomach was
not troubling her especially, she ate rather heavily
one evening of chicken salad, after which she was
taken acutely ill, had to go to bed, where she re-

mained for ten days with a gastric disturbance ac-

companied with an elevation of temperature and
which at the time was diagnosed as "gastric fever."

Bowels constipated, but move with small doses of
fluid extract of cascara. Has lost no weight.

Physical examination: Weight, 127 pounds.
Looks moderately anemic. Heart and lungs nor-
mal. Has a systolic hemic murmur over the body
of the heart and a bruit in the external jugular
veins. Blood examination showed 3.400,000 reds,

7,000 leucocytes and 73 per cent, of hemoglobin.
Abdomen well formed but walls have poor contract-
ing power. Lower border of the stomach 2 cm. be-
low the umbilicus. Hepatic flexure of the colon
and right kidney also displaced downward. Stom-
ach very tympanitic. No splash on vibrating over
the stomach, but slight succussion sounds on shak-
ing the body from side to side. Stomach appar-
ently empt}' of food (four hours after a break-
fast consisting of orange juice, a roll, and hot
milk). An indefinite sense of distress on pressure
in the gastric region, but no actual pain. Exam-
ination of urine showed a phosphaturia. otherwise
normal.

Ewald test meal extracted two days later. Return

55 c.c. and looks like fine oatmeal water. Free HCl
absent. Combined HCl, 10°. Total acidity, 14°.

Starches well digested. Mett tubes showed poor
proteolysis and chymosin reaction i :20. Many
yeast fungi and sarcinse.

Examination of the sediment in the saline water,
which was permitted to stand for five hours,

showed many acid and peptic cells, a few columnar,
one goblet cell and an abundance of squamous cells,

small rolls of discolored mucus, an increased

amount of leucocytes and free nuclei. Some of the

gastric cells were perfect casts of the tubules.

Diagnosis : Advanced atrophic gastritis, and ane-
mia.

Subsequent history : Under a carefully selected

bland diet, tonics, general hygienic measures, and
intragastric douching with a weak solution of sil-

ver nitrate, i : 1,000, she improved perceptibly. Di-
lute hydrochloric acid taken after her meals had
to be discontinued because of the distress it caused.
The taking of fully peptonized milk with her meals
helped in the general digestion of other foods taken
at the same time. After four months of treat-

ment the acid cells were no longer to he found free

in the stomach (on three occasions). She gained
nine pounds in weight. Her highest acidity, after

an Ewald meal, was found two months after the

treatment had been instituted, and was total HCl,
17° and total acidity, 19°. On January 9, 1908,

she again came under observation, having gotten

acutely worse a short time before. The total HCl
was then found to have dropped to 9° and the gas-

tric cells were again found in the morning stomach

as before.

NERVE ANASTOMOSIS IN INFANTILE
PARALYSIS.

By KARL OSTERHAUS, M.D.,

NORFOLK, VIRGINIA.

Ix the entire field of Orthopedic Surgery there is

nothing which deserves more care and study on the

part of the surgeon than the treatment of infantile

paralysis, and the disabling and unsightly deformi-

ties incident to this disease. Undoubtedly a great

many of these deformities could be prevented or

ameliorated by the prompt institution of treatment

during the acute stages of the disease tending to

limit the area involved, or when the acute s\-mptoms

have subsided, by fixation of the limb in its normal
position by a suitable splint or other form of ap-

paratus, to prevent the contractures which always

follow lack of treatment. It is strange indeed that

a correct diagnosis is not more often made in this

aftection, which is so commonly met with both in epi-

demics and sporadically, and even when made, little

is attempted to prevent deformity. Too often are

these deformities allowed to go unchecked by the

general practitioner, except perhaps for some vague
directions to the parents to get a brace from an in-

strument maker and give the child massage and
electricity.

When seen by the orthopedist these deformities

usually require some form of operation for their

correction and braces 10 preserve the results. But
do the operations of tendon transference, etc., com-
monly used to-day meet all the requirements of

this condition? Doubtless they go a long way to-

ward improving the growth and function of the

aft'ected limb, when combined with the use of ap-

propriate mechanical support, but would it not be
infinitely more satisfactor}- if by repairing or re-

placing the aft'ected nerves, we could restore the

function of the paralyzed muscles and obtain a use-

ful limb, instead of having to depend for years on
some supporting apparatus? That the transplanta-

tion of nerves is feasible can no longer be doubted,

and this fact has been proved not only by experi-

ments on animals, but by the great improvement
which has followed in those cases of infantile paral-

ysis in which it has been employed.

The various operative measures commonly used
at the present time may be classified as follows

:

Tenotomy and myotomy, tendon and muscle trans-

plantation, astragalectomy, arthrodesis, osteotomy.

Excellent results may be obtained from the first

mentioned in the milder grades of deformity, as

severing the overactive muscles or tendons tends to

restore the normal relation in the limbs, but some
form of apparatus is necessary for some time after-

wards to prevent recurrence.

Nicoladoni's method of tendon transference,

which consists in attaching the distal end of the

tendon of a paralyzed muscle to a healthy muscle
in order to restore the function of the former, is

far from giving the results expected of it, and when
this is done dependence must be placed largely on
artificial support.

Far more satisfactory is Lange's method, as im-
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proved on bj- Hoft'a, R. T. Taylor, Dane, and oth-

ers, by which the heahhy tendon is either sutured
directly to the periosteum, passed through a bony
canal, and then fastened to the periosteum, or after

being" passed through the bonj' canal is then doubled
back on itself and there sutured. Lengthening con-

tracted tendons by means of white silk sutures and
then attaching them to the periosteum has much to

commend it, and a recent report in the Boston
Medical and Surgical Journal by Bradford and
Soutter of a series of thirty-five cases in which this

latter method was used, shows the excellent results

obtained by it at their hands.

The muscle transplantations usually employed by
Hoffa and others consist in shifting one head of

the pronator radii teres to the external condyle of

the humerus, thus making it act as a supinator; con-

version of the sartorius into an extensor of the

leg by implanting it into the quadriceps extensor

;

and the transference of a part of the trapezius in

the deltoid. Recently Sachs has reported an oper-

ation in which he transplanted the whole origin of
the pectoralis major over the paralyzed deltoid with
almost perfect results.

Arthrodesis and astragalectomy may be employed
after other methods have failed, or in cases in which
the paralysis is so extensive as to render the other

operations useless. A firmer joint is perhaps ob-

tained by the former than the latter, though neither

should be attempted in young children, as the bones
must be fully ossified to insure absolute absence of

motion. Osteotomy is to be employed only after

other attempts at correction of the malposition have
failed.

The writer cannot lay too much emphasis on the

necessity of some form of mechanical support after

each of these operative procedures, combined with

massage, baking, electricity, active and passive mo-
tion, to prevent recurrence of the deformity and to

aid the sound muscles in adapting themselves to

their new functions.

Each of these procedures is, however, more or

less of a makeshift and aims rather toward correc-

tion of the deformity than the cure of the disease.

In going over the available literature on neuro-

plasty or nerve anastomosis, the writer was aston-

ished at the scarcity of reported cases in which it

had been applied to infantile paralysis, though there

are a number of cases on record in which it has been

used to advantage in regenerating traumatically

paralyzed nerves.

A great many experiments have been worked out

by various investigators, notably Howell of the I'ni-

versity of ^lichigan, but these nearly all have to

do with the regeneration of traumatically divided

nerves. Spitzy's experiments and observations are

the most noteworthy which deal specifically with

infantile paralysis, and his conclusions agree in

the main with those of Howell, Oppenheim, Ken-
nedy, and others, namely, that a small living central

nerve may regenerate a large degenerated peripheral

stump.

The results of the investigations of these men cer-

tainly seem to point to ultimate success in the ap-

plication of neuroplastj' to the treatment of infan-

tile paralysis, but as R. T. Taylor aptly points out,

"we must bear in mind that often the adjacent

nerve from which we hope to obtain central con-

nection, is also impaired in function by the disease."

In the opinion of the writer, based on the studies

and reports of various surgeons, and on his own
limited experience in this work, the conditions fol-

lowing anterior poliomyelitis and injuries to

a nerve are to a great extent analogous, and

whether we accept the peripheral or the central the-

ory of nerve regeneration, the anastomosis between
a central healthy living nerve and a degenerated

peripheral stump, in certain selected cases, gives

promise of far better success than any of the other

operative measures in use at the present day. In

any case the operation, if conservatively done, can

do no harm, and we can always fall back on tendon
transplantation in event of failure.

According to Spiller the chief dangers in oper-

ating on nerves in infantile paralysis are delayed

union and overgrowth of connective tissue at the

site of the wound. In the case of a large nerve

such as the peroneal he advocates splitting the

healthy nerve transversely and longitudinally and

suturing the split-off bundle of fibers to the dis-

eased nerve. When, however, only a small nerve,

such as that supplying the tibialis anticus is in

volved, he thinks that by simply splitting the healthy

nerve and inserting the peripheral end of the dis-

eased nerve into the slit enough fibers are cut to

insure union and regeneration. Spitzy, on the oth-

er hand, advocates this latter method (indirect an-

astomosis) only, thus minimizing the danger of in-

jury to the unaffected nerve fibers.

The various methods of anastomosing nerves have

been classified by Charles H. Frazier as follows:

1. End-to-end anastomosis of the peripheral seg-

ment of the affected nerve with the central end of

a segment split from the unaft'ected nerve.

2. Lateral anastomosis of the peripheral segment

of the affected nerve with the unaffected nerve.

3. Lateral anastomosis of the central end of a

segment split from the unaffected nerve with the

diseased peripheral nerve.

4. End-to-end anastomosis of both central and

peripheral ends of the affected nerve with the split

segments of the unaffected nerve (Basil Kilving-

ton).

5. Lateral anastomosis of one or more muscular

branches of the affected nerve with the unaffected

nerve.

I have never had occasion to use the last two

methods, but I feel that the first, or end-to-end

anastomosis of split-off segments of the two nerves,

promises the best results, as closer union may be

obtained, and it is more favorable to the rapid

growth of new axis-cylinders into the peripheral

stump. The majority of surgeons seem to be agreed

that it would be unjustifiable to divide entirely the

healthy nerve as advocated by Basil Kilvington.

Operative interference with the nerves should

never be attempted for at least a year after the on-

set of the paralysis, so that the muscles which are

only temporarily affected may have time to regain

their power and tone. During this time massage,

electricity, baking, and active and passive motions

are of the utmost importance. These latter thera-

peutic measures are most essential to the after-

treatment of all cases in which nerve-grafting has

been done, and good results are not to be expected

if they are not persisted in faithfully for a long

time.

The question of suture material is an important

one, but it seems to be the general consensus of opin-

ion that the best results are obtained with some

form of animal suture, though white silk has its

distinguished advocates. I prefer fine catgut, either

plain or carbolized. In making the anastomosis as

few stitches as possible to obtain close coaptation

should be taken, and these should pass through the

nerve sheath only and not through the trunk of

the nerve. The best procedure is to pass two su-

tures through the sheath on each side of the point
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where the nerve is to be divided, and using these to

raise the nerve with, cut between them with a sharp

knife. In this way unnecessary handling of the

nerve and the use of forceps are avoided, which is

most desirable. The use of scissors in dividing the

nerve is to be strongly condemned, as they bruise

the fibers too extensively.

As stated elsewhere the reported cases of infan-

tile paralysis in which neuroplasty has been em-
ployed are very few. Peckham of Providence, R.

I., who, so far as I can ascertain, was the first to

use it in this country, reported a fairly successful

case in 1898, and a second one some time after.

James K. Young of Philadelphia, Frazier, Hacken-
bruch, Harris and Low of London, and R. T. Tay-
lor of Baltimore have all reported cases of in-

fantile paralysis in which nerve anastomosis was
followed by marked improvement, in one or two
instances approaching cures. In 1907 Babcock of

Philadelphia reported a most interesting case of

brachial palsy following anterior poliomyelitis, his

operation being by far the most elaborate of its

kind that has come under my notice. Briefly, he

divided the diseased sixth cervical nerve high up
on the right side, and after isolating it as far

downward as possible, united it end to end with a

bundle of nerve fibers split from the sixth cervical

on the left side. In making the anastomosis a pas-

sage was tunneled from side to side between the

anterior muscles of the neck and the trachea, and the

ends of the nerve bundles were then united through

an incision just above the suprasternal notch. In

this way new nerve paths were formed from the

healthy left brachial plexus to the paralyzed right.

Three and a half months after operation there was
not only marked improvement in sensation and de-

velopment, but there was some power of voluntary

motion, and the chances are good for a complete

recovery.

The two cases operated on by R. T. Taylor, and
which the writer in his capacity of Resident Sur-

geon at the Hospital for Crippled Children of Bal-

timore, had every opportunity of studying, were
both extensively paralyzed, one being a paraplegic.

The improvement in these cases, while not as great

as we had hoped for, was still sufficiently marked to

encourage us to proceed along the same lines, and
we subsequently operated on two other cases, con-

fining ourselves, however, to monoplegics.

In the last year and a half the writer has oper-

ated on three cases of infantile paralysis, one nearly

a year ago and the other two about three months
ago. These latter I will take up in a subsequent re-

port, but it may not be amiss to mention here that

at an examination made two days ago (March 31)
there were distinct signs of returning sensation and
power.
Case I.—A. B., aged ten years. First seen April

22, 1907. The father and mother are strong and
healthy ; one sister has a paralytic talipes valgus, and
another paralytic talipes equinovarus. Four other

brothers and sisters normal. The child was per-

fectly healthy up to four years ago. Breast-fed

twelve months ; walked and talked at fifteen months
;

teething normal. Had whooping cough at two years

of age and measles about a year later. No other

diseases of childhood.

The present illness began in August, 1903, during
a very hot spell. The child went to sleep near a

window in the afternoon and the same night had
high fever and vomiting; he complained of severe

headache and photophobia, and other meningeal
symptoms were marked. Symptoms lasted about a
week, and he was out of bed in ten days, but could

not use the right leg. This has improved so that

the boy can walk, but he limps badly and drags

the right foot, which is turned in. General condi-

tion is good, appetite and bowels are normal. There
was never any paralysis of the excretory organs.

Physical examination shows a good general condi-

tion. He is a strong, well-nourished child. There
is slight right talipes equinovarus, the equinus ele-

ment being most marked; the foot cannot be man-
ually corrected on account of the strongly con-

tracted tendo Achillis. The peronei seem to be the

only muscles affected and the boy cannot abduct or

dorsally flex the foot. There is no response to the

slowly interrupted faradic current along the dis-

tribution of the peroneal nerve. Nerve transplanta-

tion advised.

Operation, April 29, 1907. An incision was made
over the biceps tendon and the external popliteal

nerve was exposed and partially divided between

sutures. A longitudinal incision was also made in

the nerve extending above and below the transverse

incision, thus isolating a small bundle of fibers above

and below. A similar procedure was gone through

with on the internal popliteal, the dissection being

made close to the bifurcation of the sciatic. The
central segment of the internal popliteal was then

sutured to the peripheral segment of the external

popliteal with fine carbolized catgut, an end-to-end

anastomosis being made. In the same way the cen-

tral stump of the external was sutured to the periph-

eral stump of the internal popliteal, making a

crossed transplantation. The skin was closed with

a subcutaneous silver wire stitch. At the same time

the tibialis anticus, tenuo Achillis, and plantar fas-

cia were divided subcutaneously, and the whole limb

was put up in a plaster cast.

The skin wound healed by first intention, and six

weeks after the operation the cast was removed and

an ankle brace with inside upright was substituted.

There seemed to be no improvement in the function

of the limb at this time, though the position was
much better. From this time on a strict course of

electricity, baking, and massage was persisted in,

with the result that at the end of four months the

foot could be slightly abducted and dorsally flexed,

and there was distinct response to faradic stimula-

tion. The treatment, in carrying out which the

writer was faithfully seconded by the child's par-

ents, was continued, so that at the present time the

motions of the foot have returned to such an ex-

tent that the child can walk without the brace and

put the foot squarely on the ground. Abduction

and dorsal flexion are quite forcible, and response

to faradic stimulation is pronounced. The brace

is still being worn for protection and the other

treatment carried on as heretofore. Since the oper-

ation the leg has increased one-quarter of an inch

in size.

In conclusion the writer wishes to express his

firm conviction that to nerve anastomosis we must

look for the most beneficial results in many cases

of infantile paralysis—results which can never be

obtained from the other operative measures now in

use, and which will be the means of converting into

useful citizens many little suft'erers who otherwise

would be doomed to lifelong dependence on crutches

or braces, burdens to themselves and to the com-
munitv.
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INSANITY; ITS GENESIS AND TRANSMIS-
SIBILITY.

By SAMUEL WESLEY SMITH. M.D.,

NEW YORK.

Though cases of insanity are not unl<no\vn among
savage races, they are .so rare under such primi-

tive conditions of humanity, that we would be safe

in assuming them to be diseases of civilized life.

As barbarous communities advance socially, insan-

ity keeps pace with the progressive developinent.

An interesting question arises in this connection :

'"What part does heredity perform in me production

of insanity under such circumstances?" So far as

known, insanity did not exist at all, at any time in

the history of those races, unless in exceedingly rare

and isolated cases, which can hardly be admitted as

factors in producing the results stated. Conse-
quently, the conclusion is forced upon the mind that

hereditary influence had little or nothing to do with

the causation of insanity among people who were
rising in the scale of civilization. It is reasonable

to assuine that there was a time when insanity did

not exist, and that when it finally did appear,

heredity was not a factor in its production. Such
an original condition of humanity free from the

taint of insanity, would, as a hereditary influence,

be much more powerful in perpetuating the normal
type, than any subsequent disease would be in de-

teriorating it permanently. Nature is constantly

striving towards the eliinination of disease of all

kinds, towards the removal of all defects, mental

or physical, and this recuperative, restorative agency
would tend to counteract and ultimately remove
them from the organism.

Assuming that the insane diathesis is conveyed

to the progeny, sometiines to manifest itself with-

out a break in the continuity, at other times, inter-

mittently, there is transmitted at the same time a

primary restorative force which makes its presence

felt, not intermittently, but constantly and contin-

uously.

Many diseases are productive of a disturbance of

the mental faculties, which either from their being

associated with the course of a particular disease.

or from their slight intensity, are not included under

the head of insanity proper. But it should not be

forgotten that those temporary impairments of the

mental equilibrium may and probably do in the

majority of cases, so aft'ect the mechanism of mind
that individuals may become really and permanently

insane through the operation of causes which would

not injuriously afifect them at all but for the previ-

ous trouble. Occasionally, however, a disease may
produce a permanent impairment of the thinking

apparatus, and the person become incurably insane,

without a possible suspicion of heredity having any-

thing to do with the genesis of the disorder.

There is a general position taken by the members
of the inedical profession that a constitutional con-

dition may be developed in a family, which, al-

though it may never manifest itself in a concrete

form as disease, may materially influence develop-

ment, decrease the power of combating disease, or

make itself felt in a more subtle manner by a mere
tendency to degenerative changes. In this way, it

is supposed, hereditary predisposition may be a

common factor in all insanities—in the congenital

class as an arrester of brain development, in the

acquired as a producer of the nervous diathesis.

Personally, I do not think we should travel so far

afield in tracing the origin of the great majority of

cases of insanity.

In most cases, the causes producing aberrancy

of mind are limited to the individual. The parents,

or others more remote in the family line, prob-

ably had sins enough to answer for, without being

held responsible for either the actions or condition

of their crazy descendants. Vicious habits of youth

and even of those of more mature age ; excessive

indulgence in the use of ardent spirits and narcotics;

the mad rush for wealth and social distinction, and

other salient features of our complex civilization

are almost wholly responsible for furnishing pa-

tients for our institutions for the insane.

Despite those adverse features of our civiliza-

tion, which tend to impair us mentally and physical-

ly, I do not think that the proportional increase of

the insane is such as to cause any uneasiness. If

there is an increase at all, it is more apparent than

real, and is probably due to the fact that many are

now sent to institutions for the insane who were

previously cared for at their homes. I imagine that

this class of the deranged would stand a better

chance of recovery at their homes, or in smaller

institutions, than in some of our overcrowded State

Hospitals for the insane.

To digress for a moment, I desire to say that in

eight or nine of our largest and best equipped State

Hospitals for the care of the insane, there were

on September 30, 1906, 1922 patients in excess of

their architectural capacity. To obviate this con-

dition, I will repeat what I had to say to the State

Association of Superintendents of the Poor at

Plattsburg in the autumn of 1888:

"Inasinuch as the State has failed in the past

to keep pace with the natural increase of the insane,

I fear we will again find our State Institutions over-

crowded as in 1877. After twelve years' experience

in the exclusive care of the insane a return to

county care of the chronic insane became impera-

tive. Believing, as I do, that history will repeat

itself, I would suggest a plan which I believe ought

to meet with the approval of those interested in the

proper care and maintenance of those unfortunate

and helpless wards of the State. It is this: That

when it becomes evident that State institutions for

the insane were overcrowded and caring for a num-
ber of patients beyond their architectural capacity.
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the Board of Supervisors of any county so desir-

ing, should be authorized to purchase ground and
erect buildings with an architectural capacity of

twenty to thirty per cent, in excess of the number
of insane in the county. When such buildings have
been erected and approved by the State Board of

Charities, or other authority, and accepted by the

State, the State should pay to the county one-half

of the cost of the building, provided the total cost

did not exceed $300 per capita. The Governor
shall appoint three trustees and the Board of Su-
perv'isors of the county two trustees for the govern-
ment of said institution, said Board to have entire

management of the institution as exercised by the

Boards of Managers of State institutions for the

insane."

One would imagine that peaceful, uneventful

lives, passed amid surroundings conducive to repo.se

and peace of mind, would be comparatively free

from aberrancy of mind, as compared with the

cities. Such, however, is not the case, and though
the proportional number of the insane is larger in

the large cities than in the rural districts, there are

various factors which enter into the calculation, so

far as the city communities are concerned, which,
when considered, make us wonder that the propor-

tion of insane in the country should have been so

large, when causes of excitation were so few.

A well-known alienist of New York, in an article

published recently in a leading New York newspa-
per, wrote as follows : "The great factor in de-

termining insanity is heredity, and I might say it is

also the causation of most other nervous diseases."

This alienist quoted Ribot as defining heredity to be
"that biological law by which all beings tend to

repeat themselves in their descendants. By it the

groundwork remains unchanged amid incessant vari-

ations."

While I do not wish to minimize the effect of
heredity as an agent in the transmission of either

mental or physical tendencies and qualities, I believe

that many attribute entirely too much to it in de-

termining the conditions of mental and physical life.

The alienist quoted cites a passage from the Bi-

ble in support of his views, and would have Moses,
or whoever wrote it, stand sponsor for his extreme
position on the subject of heredity. The writer of
the sacred text in declaring that the sins of the

father shall be visited upon the children unto the

third and fourth generation, had reference, in my
opinion, to the imputation of moral guilt, with its

consequences to the progeny, not to the transmis-

sion of any taint, mental or physical, in the way of

heredity.

The same contributor, apparently endeavoring to

fortify his views relative to the universality of the

operation of the law of heredity, advances the claim

in its behalf that genius and extraordinary talent of

any kind are striking confirmations of this law, and
cannot account otherwise for "the lives of our three

martyred Presidents, Lincoln, Garfield, and McKin-
ley." Had the writer ever read Grey"s Elegy, he
would have, I think, held a different opinion. The
poet's speculations upon the possibilities of some
human lives passed under different circumstances,

are juster and more philosophical than these. The
poet shows how some "mute, inglorious Milton,"
'noble Hampden," or a "Cromwell guiltless of his

country's blood," lacking opportunity, lived and died

obscure, and was buried in a nameless grave in

that country churchyard.

When the adverse circumstances under which
many live in the large cities is considered ; when
we bear in mind the temptations which lure to ex-

cesses of various kinds in them; when we think of

the din, the tumult, and the mad rush, the tension

of brain and the excitement of mind, the marvel is

that there should be so few insane in the city, and
so many in the country.

There is another factor in our modern city life,

especially in our city of New York, which has an
important bearing upon this question of insanity.

The large numbers of foreigners living here, many
under conditions not conducive to health of either

body or mind, their homesickness and loneliness,

doubtless furnish a larger proportional number of
the deranged than the rest of the population do.

Probably many arriving here as immigrants carry

the germs of mental and physical disease with them,
while it may be that some are permitted to land

who are really insane.

An article on "Psychopathic Rulers" by Dr. Allan
]\IcLean Hamilton, appeared in the March number
of the North American Reviezv. In its wholesale
denunciation of ruling families, ancient and modern,
it is worthy of the most ultra of socialistic propa-
gandists. The author refers to the insane Caesars,

but in my reading of history I never became aware
that any of the Csesars were insane. The first of
them, Julius Caesar, great in various departments of

human activity, was a genius, which, I presume,
would include him in the category of the insane, ac-

cording to the theories of Dr. Hamilton and Prof.

Lombroso. Csesar Augustus, one of the best of
the Roman Emperors, the nephew of Julius Caesar.

was without doubt one of the sanest of men, and
Nero, the last Emperor of the Julian family, began
life as a model young man and then, as sometimes
happens even in our days, he cut adrift and be-

came desperately wicked. No one, however, unless

a New York insanity expert, would have adjudged
Nero insane. He was radically bad, and that was
all the dementia about him. Further on the doctor
writes : "The careful investigation of some such
line, for instance as the Bourbons, will disclose

widespread degeneration, and it is known that one
notable lunatic, 'Joanna the Mad,' was responsible

for much of the moral and intellectual Bourbon de-

cay. Her great-granddaughter, Marie de Medici,
married Henry IV of France, and the progeny im-
mediately presented the taint of insanity, which sub-

sequently cropped out very extensively in the
French and Spanish line." This statement is ab-
surd. Henry IV, the first of the Bourbon line,

known to history as "the great and good King," was
no saner than his wife Marie de Medici. Their
grandson, Louis XIV, the "Grand Monarque," gave
no evidence in his life and conduct of being tainted

with insanity, nor am I aware that any of his de-

scendants, good or bad. were insane.

Our proscriptive alienist does not believe in half
measures, and he includes the Hapsburgs, the Old-
enburgs, the Romanoffs, the Stuarts, and the present

reigning family of Great Britain in his category
of psychopathic rulers. The famih' of Haps-
burg is represented by the present Emperor of Aus-
tria-Hungary and none but the boldest of alienists

would even dare to insinuate that the venerable
monarch who has ruled so sanely and justly for a
long term of years is anything else than the most
rational of men. The present Emperor of Russiai

is of Romanoft'-Oldenburg stock. Neither he nor
his father nor his grandfather could possiblv be-

regarded as insane in any particular. Catherine 11

and her son Paul were not estimable individuals in

any respect, but their malady was moral, not men-
tal, and their cruelty and viciousness were the result

of a bad heart, rather than a deranged mind.
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Regarding the Stuarts, the writer quoted says

:

"The mental instability of the Stuarts in England
is well known." I never knew before that the

Stuart kings were fit subjects of inquiry by a

lunacy commission. How the "Scottish Solomon."
James I, would smile if informed that the court

physician doubted his sanity. Charles I, his son,

was arbitrary and had too high an opinion of the

kingly prerogative, but though he lost his crown'
and his life in consequence of his despotic no-
tions, he was all his lifetime as far as possible re-

moved from a suspicion of suffering from a mental
derangement. James II, the last of the Stuart

Kings, would be without doubt regarded by the

writer of "Psychopathic Rulers" as the craziest of

all the Stuarts for, did he not, as they said at the

time, "sell three kingdoms for a mass"? Men be-

fore then and since have sacrificed their lives as a

matter of principle and for conscience' sake, and
right-thinking men have called them patriots and
martyrs. James II sacrificed a triple crown for

his faith—an act which certainly does not presup-

pose weakness of mind or instability of any kind.

Again Dr. Hamilton remarks, "The weakness and
profligacy of the Geqrges, who were more or less

deranged, were notorious.... Queen Caroline was
more insane than her foolish and dissipated hus-

band, and it was only when the Saxe-Coburg blood

was infused that it neutralized that which was
synonomous with degeneracy, and with the ac-

cession of Victoria a new order of things was es-

tablished to the great good of the English nation."

This statement is not only misleading, but is also

incorrect. So far as the Georges were concerned
George III was the only one that displayed any
symptoms of mental disorder and this, most cer-

tainly, was not due to any hereditary taint. Queen
Caroline was sufficiently wronged during her life-

time, without being villified after death.

But to come nearer home our alienist sounds a

note of alarm which, though introduced with all

seriousness, can scarcely fail to make sensible people

smile. He tries to show that there is a grave dan-

ger threatening the country, the possible election of

a psychopathic President. The President of the

I'nited States is invested with such a degree of

power, that, in the opinion of Hamilton, it might
prove disastrous to the coimtry were a psychopathic

chief magistrate elected. While he does not sug-

gest that candidates for the Presidency should be

examined by a lunacy commission, he thinks the

country should have some guarantee as to the men-
tal soundness of candidates for that high office.

7 West Twenty-sixth Street.

LACTIC ACID BACILLI CULTURES IX

NOSE, THROAT, AND EAR WORK.
By H. HOLBROOK CURTIS. M.D.

.

NEW YORK.

The positive results obtained from the use of the

lactic acid bacilli in the digestive tract, after the

Metchnikoft method, have led me, at the sugges-

tion of Dr. Chas. E. North, to experiment in the

respiratory passages with cultures of Massol's bacil-

lus, obtained from the Lederle laboratory. While

it was with a certain amount of skepticism that

the experiments were begun, the good results in

certain cases have been so marked that the conclu-

sion seems warranted that a very valuable advance

has been made in the treatment of pathogenic con-

ditions of the nose and the accessory cavities by

the use of the lactic acid secreting bacilli.

In the test cases, we examined the secretion from
the nasal fossae before the bacilli were introduced,

and again after successive applications of the cul-

ture. In some cases after a limited number of

injections not only have the pyogenic bacteria been

destroyed, but there has been found a total absence

of all bacteria in the secretions.

Injections by means of a catheter into a profusely

discharging frontal sinus have caused a diminution

of the discharge, amounting to ninety per cent.,

after the second dose of a cubic centimeter of the

culture ; and this in a case of over a year's duration.

In several instances of chronic ethmoiditis with

profuse posttiasal discharge, the condition has been

so relieved that the patient has asserted himself

entirely cured.

Of especial benefit it seems to be in the treatment

of the early stages of atrophic rhinitis. In these

cases the crusts liquefy and the nose presents an

entirely different appearance after two or three ap-

plications. It is too early to state that there has

been an actual cure in any of these cases, but the

evidence has been so strong that it would seem to

point to ultimate good results. I have no hesitation

in saying at this stage that there is no topical ap-

plication which approaches in any manner the effi-

cacy of the lactobacilli culture in the treatment of

mucopurulent secretion from the nose.

Should future experimentation substantiate the

evidence of results obtained thus far, it would seem

that a new era in the treatment of pathogenic bone

cavities has been instituted—and that the theories

of Metchnikoff admit of a much wider application

than he has claimed. What will be the success of

this treatment in suppurative chronic otitis media

remains to be seen. As it is my intention to speak

from a clinical and not from a bacteriological point

of view, I will further on cite a series of cases

which have been under observation during the past

month, and postpone absolute conclusions as to the

real value of the treatment until such time as other

observers have verified the almost specific virtue

which the culture seems to possess. The method

of application has been as follows: In the nasal

cavity a cubic centimeter of the culture broth has

been sprayed under pressure on either side of the

middle turbinate, in order to reach the anterior and

posterior cell orifices, the theory being that the

bacilli will find their way into the ethmoid cells

and the accessory cavities, and by their secretion

destroy the pyogenic bacilli which are causing the

disease. A sterilized narrow test tube into which

has been poured a cubic centimeter of the culture

admits a sterile Sass spray tube and makes the ap-

plication of the medium by compressed air pressure

very convenient. In the sphenoid, frontal, and

maxillary sinuses the culture may be syringed

through the metal catheters appropriate to the lo-

cality. It is too early to state what improvement,

if any, may be expected from this treatment in

cases where there exists necrosis of the bone, but

where the disease is confined to a pus-secreting

membrane in the accessory cavities, it promises

most excellent results.

The treatment of the cases cited below has been

as follows: The nose is cleansed by sterile water

or a mild saline solution, no antiseptic being em-

ployed. If a sinus is injected, or the meatus

sprayed, the patient is directed not to blow the

nose' for an hour or two and to employ nothing

as a sprav or douche until the following da_v, when

a mild saline solution may be employed if impera-

tive, for cleansing purposes.

The cases now under observation are treated
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every second or third day. The element of sug-

gestion in the cases reported in this paper has not

been eliminated, as it was considered necessary to

•obtain the patient's consent before experimenting;

but, as it has been demonstrated that no bad re-

sults can occur, provided the proper precautions are

taken, in future the patients under observation will

not be aware of the nature of the application.

Case I.—Banker, age 56. Has suffered for

twenty years from profuse postnasal discharge.

Right frontal sinus affected. Operated upon from
within in 1905 and douched. All the ethmoidal

region involved. Pain in frontal region and head-

ache a constant factor. Douching does not now
reveal presence of pus in frontal sinus. Constant

hawking disturbs sleep at night. The nose was
cleansed with distilled water, and sprayed as de-

scribed into the middle and superior meatus. The
first treatment was given May 12. On the 13th

the discharge was thinner, 15 th much less, 17th

very much less and pain gone, on the 226. there

was no discharge containing pus and there had
been no pain. June 4, conditions seem normal. Pa-

tient says he is practically well—never dreamed of

such comfort. June 19, no recurrence of pain or

discharge.

Case II.—Mr. S., age 60. A year ago came from
Brooklyn with empyema of right frontal sinus.

Tip of middle turbinate removed and sinus cathe-

terized and douched. Pain was relieved, but dis-

charge though much diminished, never ceased. May
16 injected one cubic centimeter of the culture

through a catheter into the sinus. May 18 repeated

treatment. May 24, reports discharge diminished

75 per cent. June 4, son called and reported dis-

charge entirely stopped.

Case III.—Mr. G., age 54, lawyer. Has suffered

from chronic suppurative ethmoiditis with profuse

postnasal dropping for many years. Removed a

spur and cauterized turbinates. May 14, 18, 22,

and 24, sprayed nose, not yet healed, with the Mas-
sol bacillus culture. Patient reports that the second

application diminished the discharge 75 per cent.,

the fourth proved even more efficacious ; all hawk-
ing stopped. "No more discharge than natural."

June 18, patient continues free from morning accu-

mulation in throat and has no mucopurulent dis-

charge.

Case IV.—Miss C, age 25. Lymph node ap-

peared in neck a year after the removal of a chain

of glands. In operating for removal, the sac was
ruptured, and the cavity was curetted and syringed

with lactobacillus culture. The wound closed up

in a week ; no drainage after the first day.

Case V.—May 15. Child, 9 years. Incipient

atrophic rhinitis. Thick crusts around vestibule

and inferior meatus full of mucopurulent secretion.

Sprayed every day for two weeks with the Massol

culture. From the first application softening of

the crusts was noticed. The flecks of slate colored

material on the middle turbinates disappeared.

Discharged apparently cured June 18.

Case \^I.—Child, 11 years. Same general condi-

tions as in Case IV. Atrophic rhinitis. Nurse has

offensive ozena. Commenced treatment May 16

and has continued four weeks. The child is re-

ported as being very much improved, being entirely

free from "scabs." The nurse who has been using

the same treatment, viz., a daily spray of Massol

bacillus culture, says the crusts are dissolving; it is

very easy to blow them out. Does not have to use

swabs and douches. No odor. Both cases report

marked improvement. Sailed for Europe June 13.

Case VII.—Antrum and frontal sinus empyema

of the left side. Woman, aged 25. Cause, grippe

infection in December last. Removed first molar

and syringed antrum daily with antiseptic douches.

Delayed radical canine fossa operation, hoping to

avoid it by conservative methods. A brown and

unhealthy pus clot as large as a nickel five-cent

piece was constantly found in the antrum washing.

On May 20 an injection of i c.c. lactobacillus cul-

ture was begun every other day. Discharge changed

at once, the brown pus gave place to a lighter

yellowish fiocculent discharge which did not sink to

the bottom of the dish. Frontal sinus could not be

douched owing to deflected septum and impossibility

of entrance within. Nose was sprayed. June 8

patient reports great improvement. June 20,

frontal sinus has been constantly improving under

home treatment with the Massol bacillus culture in

an adrenalin atomizer, until to-day there is no pus

in nose ; antrum is practically well. Only three in-

jections were given in antrum.

The histories of the above cases seem to me to be

in themselves a sufficient apology for what might

appear a somewhat premature announcement.
118 Madison Aven'i'E.

SOME CASES, OTHER THAN OBSTET-
RICAL, IN WHICH HYPODERMATIC
INJECTIONS OF ERGOT HAVE

BEEN OF GREAT SERVICE.
By E. p. ROBINSON. M.D.,

NEW YORK.

Dr. Alfred T. Livingston, in the Journal of the

American Medical Association, March 21, 1903, and
in the Medical Record, November 23, 1907, has

dealt with the uses of ergot in a very able manner.

1 am in absolute accord with his general deductions

given in the latter article, and which, for the benefit

of those who have not read that article, I take the

liberty of reproducing. Dr. Livingston says: "The
general deductions that appear to be warranted,

from my personal experience with the therapeutic

application of ergot, are: (i) That its direct and
specific effect is the contraction of unstriated mus-
cular fiber, or other involuntary contractile tissue.

(2) That it does not markedly contract that which

is normal in tone; but (3) That it is emphatic in

its contraction of that which is lacking in tone, and

(4) That it is prompt and striking in such effect,

in proportion to the recency of occurrence of the

atonic state in such fiber. (5) That its widest field

of usefulness is its application to the muscular coat,

or other contractile tissue, of weak and relaxed

blood-vessels. (6) That it there tends to equalize

vascular tension; to distribute the blood equably

throughout the body ; to restore or to promote func-

tional activity of glands and organs generally, and

vasomotor centers particularly. (7) That it is use-

ful to restore tone in the unstriped fiber of the

walls of the hollow viscera, stomach, bowels, blad-

der, uterus, etc. (8) That the prevalent, popular

notion, existing even in the medical profession, that

it is a dangerous drug, and likely to produce ergot-

ism, is unfounded as regards the modern pharma-

copial preparations, at least as regards such as I

used during the past thirty-four years. (9) That

its local action upon the stomach is often offensive,

especially if full doses are given; that its absorp-

tion from the stomach is uncertain, both as to

promptness and degree; and, therefore, (10) That

its administration should be limited as much as

possible to hypodermic injection, which assures im-

mediate effect, admits of exact regulation of dose,
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and avoids nausea and other ill effects of its admin-
istration per OS."

As I recognize that the therapeutic application

should be more extensively employed by my fellow
practitioners. I therefore, submit three typical cases
out of a series of several hundred in which I have
employed intramuscular injections of ergot with
very happy results. This method of treatment will

be found of great value in pathological conditions

of the blood-vessels and therefore of especial ser-

vice to the skin specialist. During the past seven
years I have used it in over three hundred cases

of acne rosacea with gratifying results in every
case. It is my belief that the staphylococci will not

attack a portion of the body unless there is first a

sluggish flow of the blood due to an atonic condition

of the muscular coat of the blood-vessels, rendering
that section of the body a ready prey to bacterial

invasion. The effect of ergot is to tone the mus-
cular coat and so maintain an even, steady flow of

blood. An old method, and one still employed, of

treating some stubborn cases of acne was scarifica-

tion, which was usually followed by unsightly scars.

In the use of ergot hypodermatically we have a
more efficient remedy and the complete elimination

of the possibility of scar formation. It is needless

to say that in addition to ergot the use of ointments
and vi'ashes locally should not be neglected, as they

materially aid in eradicating the infection.

The ergot should be injected deeply into the mus-
cles, preferably the gluteal region. The frequency
of the injection varies with the condition of the pa-

tient. I have usually given injections on alternate

days. There is a decided objection on the part of

some physicians to the use of the hypodermic
needle. I believe this to be quite unwarranted, as

I have personally administered upwards of forty

thousand injections in the correction of various fa-

cial deformities, specific diseases, and other condi-

tions without untoward effects, but with definite

therapeutic results.

Case I.—M. S., male, aged fifty-six, sells news-
papers, greatly addicted to the use of alcohol ; had
a ven.' severe case of acne rosacea. His face was
entirely covered with the eruption and he had the

characteristic red nose that accompanies indulgence
in too large quantities of mixed ales. Injections

of ergot were administered on alternate days until

in all six injections were given. As a result of the

first injection an ecchymosis took place. This

merely goes to show that the blood-vessels were ex-

tremely atonic. After the second injection there

were no following ecchymoses. The result of these

injections was the complete cure of the condition,

and now. at the expiration of two years, there has

been no semblance of a return, even though the pa-

tient still continues to drink his usual amount.
C.\SE II.—L. A. B., female, aged about sixty,

very fat, weighing over two hundred pounds, treated

seven years ago for varicose veins of the right leg

by injections of ergot everv^ other day until seven

injections were given. Although the veins are not

normal, the current of blood is quite good even at

this late date. In this case,, after the third injec-

tion I discontinued the use of the bandage and up
to the present time it has not been necessary to re-

place it.

Case III.—G. P. W., male, aged thirty-five, com-
mercial traveler, greatly addicted to the use of cig-

arettes, but temperate in other respects ; he smokes
several packages of cigarettes a day, and is very

ner^'ous, so much so. in fact, that he could not write

an order properly. I endeavored to persuade him to

give up smoking but without success. On examina-

tion I found his venous circulation far from per-

fect. The veins were engorged and the flow of

blood sluggish. After five injections on alternate

days the nervousness had entirely disappeared and
at the same time the desire for cigarettes had ceased.

A year later he again began the use of tobacco in

this form but more moderately, and thus far there'

has been no return of the nervousness.

Sugar.—Sugar is often given a bad name from a
physiological standpoint, but in many instances it is

questionable whether it is deserved. It seems incon-

ceivable that the bountifulness with which the world
is supplied with sugar should mean anything else than

that it is designed for human food. Sugar is one of

the most powerful foods which we possess, as it is the

cheapest, or, at any rate, one of the cheapest. In mus-
cular labor no food appears to be able to give the

same powers of endurance as sugar; and comparative
practical experiments have shown without the least

doubt that the hard physical worker, the athlete, or

the soldier on the march is much more equal to the

physical strain placed upon him when he has had in-

cluded in his diet a liberal allowance of sugar than

when sugar is denied to him. Trophies, prizes, and cups
have undoubtedly been won on a diet in which sugar

was intentionally a notable constituent. It has even
been said that sugar may decide a battle and that jam
after all is something more than a mere sweetmeat to

the soldier. The fact that sugar is a powerful "mus-
cle food" accounts probably for the disfavor into which
it falls, for a comparatively small quantity amounts to

an excess, and excess is always inimical to the easy

working of the digestive processes. A strong solu-

tion of sugar is irritating to the tissues, will set up su-

perficial inflammation, and may produce a form of

eczema. It is well known that an excessive diet of

sugar irritates the mucous membrane of the stomach
and encourages the production of mucus and of a

highly acid gastric juice. The ingestion of much sugar

spoils the appetite. Children who have been tempted

to overindulge in "lollipops" between regular eating

times do not want their ordinary meal. The schoolboy

spoils his dinner by eating too many sweet things be-

fore that meal. An overindulgence in sweet liqueurs,

in sweet ices, and in "crystallized" fruits after dinner

retards the digestion of the meal. Sugar satiates; it

is a concentrated food. Where sugar does harm, there-

fore, it is invariably due to excess. Taken in small

quantities and distributed over the daily food intakes

sugar contributes most usefully in health to the supply

of energy required by the body. In certain diseases,

of course, the presence of sugar in the diet is plainly

undesirable. Generally speaking, however, there is a

prejudice against sugar which is not justified by physi-

ological reasoning—at all events, when it is eaten in

moderation; and it is a curious fact that the man -who

practically abstains from sugar, or reduces his diet to

one almost free from carbohydrates in favor of protein

foods such as meat, often shows feeble muscular energy

and an indifferent capacity for physical enduraunce.

—

The Lancet.

Typhoid Fever and Descending Infection of the Biliary

Passages.—A. Lamierre and P. Abrami have made ex-

periments in animals and observed cases in human beings

which show that the old accepted belief that typhoid in-

fection of the biliary passages was always an ascending

process is erroneous. They find that the infection is a

descending one, the typhoid bacilli entering the bile passages

from the blood and thus causing suppurative lesions of

the gall-bladder. The bacilli are eliminated by the liver

and the system may be protected against the action of

these germs by this elimination which carries the bacilli

away from the system.

—

La Presse Medicale.
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THE FIGHT AGAINST UNCINARIASIS IN
PORTO RICO.

The colonial possessions of the United States have

brought with them many new medical as well as

economic and political problems. The dysenteric

diseases of the Philippine Islands, the yellow fever

of Havana, the endemic anemia of Porto Rico have

all been carefully studied since the Spanish-Ameri-

can War has placed the responsibility, permanent

or temporary, for the health of the inhabitants of

Cuba, the Philippines, and Porto Rico in the hands

of the American medical profession, and the work

of Strong in Manila, of Findlay in Havana, of

Ashford and King in Porto Rico has been won-

derfully productive of results. Yellow fever is no

longer endemic in Havana, the Philippine studies

have added much to our knowledge of the patho-

genesis of diarrhea, and Dr. Ashford's announce-

ment that the anemia of Porto Rico was due to a

parasite, which was classified later by Stiles as

Uncinaria amcricaiia, opened a way to the success-

ful fight against this condition which was causing

untold economic losses to the island. In a report

of the permanent commission for the suppression

of uncinariasis ("Anemia in Porto Rico"), this

work is given in detail. Omitting the particulars

in regard to the attempted education of the na-

tives by various instructing circulars and posters,

we find, in the results of the work, that 89,233 were

treated for uncinariasis during 1906 and 1907, these

patients making some 500,000 visits to the stations

established by the commission. In all of these,

microscopical examination of the blood and of the

feces was undertaken, making the diagnosis posi-

tive. Then thymol and betanaphthol were adminis-

tered as specifics for the disease, a purgative of

sodium sulphate being given before and after the

medicine. As a result. 25.71 per cent, of the pa-

tients were cured completely; 17.38 per cent, were

"practically cured," having received four doses of

the medicines which probably resulted in the ex-

pulsion of over 96 per cent, of the parasites : in

16.20 per cent, the condition was bettered : 40.50

per cent, are still under treatment, and only 0.21

per cent, died during the two years.

Much valuable information has been collected by

the commission in regard to the symptoms and

pathology of uncinariasis. Of course, in a country

where 90 per cent, of the working population har-

bor the parasites of the disease, the cure of several

thousand persons is only a step toward ridding the

country of the plague. The commission, therefore,

recommends that at least fifty permanent stations

be established for the treatment of the disease

;

that a campaign of education should be carried out

teaching the inhabitants to avoid spreading the dis-

ease by sanitar}' disposal of all excreta ; that legal

measures should be adopted, enforcing the wearing

of shoes by all laborers employed by the govern-

ment, who should, moreover, be employed only on

presentation of a certificate showing them free of

the disease in question. The commission says prop-

erly that such regulations, although appearing to

threaten the personal liberty of the citizen, in the

end will benefit both the individual and the whole

society of the island.

NATURE AND TREATMENT OF LEU-
KEMIA.

The primary diseases of the blood constitute but

a lately opened chapter of human pathology, yet

they have formed a subject of such interest both

to the research workers and to the practical clin-

icians that their symptomatology and the patholog-

ical changes occasioned by them in the human
organism have received much special attention.

The cause of them, however, has remained undis-

covered, and the treatment has been very inefficient.

It may be assumed that parasitic etiology is im-

probable, since, the attempts of Mosler and Bol-

linger to infect susceptible animals by the leukemic

blood were completely unsuccessful, and like ex-

periments carried out by Schupfer with patients

suffering from incurable carcinomatous disease

could produce no leukemic changes. Most inter-

esting findings in regard to the pictures of the

blood seen in leukemias have been lately published

by Griineberg (Mcdisinisch-nahirzuissentschaft-

Hches Archil'. Volume I). His examinations of

embryos has shown that human embryonal blood

answers completely to the picture of lymphatic

leukemia, and even the increase of normoblastic

red cells after the sixth month makes the blood

quite comparable to the conditions found at cer-

tain stages of the disease when compensating proc-

esses seem to be most evident. The essence of the

leukemias, therefore, is the return of the blood to

its embryonal composition so far as its cellular ele-

ments are concerned. In an article in the Berliner

kliuische Wochenschrift for June 15, 1908, Grawitz

indeed says that in many occasions the leukemia

is nothing but the unlimited attempt at blood for-

mation which has been called forth by some such

cause as chronic inflammatory and suppurative con-

ditions. Ziegler and Tochmann have published a

case in which a simple neutrophile leucocytosis of

28,000 leucocytes called forth by a chronic staphy-

lococcus infection changed to a leucocytosis of

240,000 cells, mostly inyelocytic in character.

Grawitz reports the success he has had in the

treatinent of leukemias during the last three years,

that is, since the .r-rays have been utilized for this

purpose. Ten of the twenty-six patients suffering

from myelogenous leukemia recovered under treat-

ment with the rays, the spleen diminishing to nor-

mal size, and the blood assuming its usual picture.

Three of the ten had relapses, but a second course

of treatment again proved efficacious in curing

them. Only one patient with lymphatic leukemia

was cured of the disease, if freedom from the signs
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of the affection for the period of two years consti-

tutes a cure. In general, this type of the tlisease

proved quite refractory to the A'-ray therapy. How-
ever, up to the introduction of this treatment, the

outlook for all leukemic patients was very dark

indeed. If one type of the disease even can be

successfully controlled, it means that a great many
victims may be annually saved. It seems probable.

too. that early diagnosis and the improvement of

tlie technique of treatment will increase the jier-

centaee of the cures.

OPHTHALMOVASCULAR CHOKE.

Derangement of function in any given organ is

rarely unattended with manifestations referable to

other organs as well, and there is sometimes danger

that the underlying disorder may be overlooked by

reason of the obtrusiveness of the secondary phe-

nomena. It has come to be recognized pretty gen-

erallv that eyestrain due to refractive error or mus-

cular imbalance is responsible for a number of dis-

tressing and obscure symptoms, speedy relief from

which has been afforded by proper correction of

the ocular abnormality. There are, however, not

a few instances in which visual discomfort persists

in spite of the most careful and expert treatment.

Some of these, no doubt, are related to incorrigible

defects of accommodation. Others, it would seem,

may be traced to local circulatory conditions charac-

terized by interference with the intraocular blood-

supply.

For one group of the latter. Dr. G. M. Gould

(Bulletin of the Johns Hopkins Hospital, April,

1908) proposes the term ophthalmovascular choke,

and he reports ten illustrative cases. In the rami-

fication of the retinal arteries and veins some of

these vessels come to lie upon and compress others,

thus preventing proper ingress and exit of blood.

As a result, the nutrition of the parts must eventu-

ally suffer some impairment. Ophthalmoscopic ex-

amination not rarely discloses tortuosity, distention,

pulsation, and flattening of retinal vessels. Sub-

jectively, a characteristic symptom is the so-called

fading image, a term that appears sufficiently self-

explanator}-. In some instances attacks of fainting

or swooning have been observed, and also a peculiar

type of photophobia.

Therapeutically, relief can be obtained only by
abstention from use of the eyes. Massage of the

globes has been employed without success. Gould
suggests the use of long-continued instillations of a

weak solution of eserine. Perhaps the administra-

tion of nitroglycerin or some other form of nitrite

might prove useful. It seems not impossible further

that other well-known ocular disorders may have
their origin in the circulatory disturbances under

discussion.

The \'.\lue of a Differential Leucocyte Count
IN Acute Appendicitis.

The question of the value of a differential leucocyte
count in acute infections is still the subject of con-

siderable difference of opinion. Sondern, who has
done much work along this line, attaches

great value to the differential count as an aid

in diagnosing the gravity of infections, claim-

ing that the relative number of polynuclear

cells is an indication of the severity of the

to.xic absorption. Recently A. H. Noehren [An-
nals of Surgery, February, 1908) has furnished ad-
ditional data on this subject. They are based on the

examination of the blood in sixty cases of acute ap-

pendicitis just before operation, which made it pos-

sible to compare the count with the actual condition

present. His statistics included cases of diffuse

purulent peritonitis, gangrene of the appendix, lo-

calized abscess, and inflamed appendix without ad-

hesions. He found that in every case with ninety or

a higher percentage of polynuclear cells immediate
operation was surely indicated. Every case under
eighty per cent, could probably have waited, as all

but tW'O were encapsulated abscesses or simple in-

flamed appendices ; the two exceptions were cases of

gangrenous appendix, both of which had 78 per cent,

polynuclears. The relative disproportion of the

polynuclear percentage to the total number of leu-

cocytes did not seem of much value, as six out of

fourteen cases of diff'use or spreading appendicitis

showed no disproportion. Noehren cites a few
cases in which the history and physical examination

left one in doubt as to whether an immediate opera-

tion was necessary or not; the polynuclear percent-

age was high and the condition found subsequently

warranted immediate operation. We may thus con-

clude from his studies that the differential leuco-

cyte count is of value in deciding whether an ap-

pendicitis case should be operated upon immediately

or whether it can wait. None of his cases with a

polynuclear percentage of over eighty could have

i)een considered a waiting case. Noehren does not

mention how many cells were counted in each case,

stating only that the differential count is a simple

procedure which can be more quickly accomplished

than an ordinary leucocyte count. This is hardly

correct, when we consider that five hundred cells

should be counted to obtain an accurate idea as to

the percentage of polynuclear cells.

Differentiation of Pathogenic from Non-

pathogenic Streptococci.

In 1897 Bordet observed a peculiar color of the

blood of certain animals that had died of an acute

streptococcus infection, which he interpreted as evi-

dence of hemolysis. A few years later Schott-

miiller claimed to be able to differentiate pathogenic

from nonpathogenic streptococci by this means. He
held that after inoculating solid blood-agar media

with pathogenic streptococci a clear zone (hemo-

lysis) would be found around each colony, while a

green zone would result if the organism was non-

pathogenic. His findings being based on nine years'

experience are deserving of consideration, )-et they

have by no means been generally accepted. In the

Zeitscfirift fi'ir Gehurtshilfc iind Gyndkologie.

Vol. 61, No. 3, F. Freymuth describes his experi-

ments regarding this subject, the merits of which

do not confirm Schottmiiller's conclusions. He
used twenty-six varieties of nonpathogenic strep-

tococci obtained from pregnant women just before

delivery, women who later had a normal puerper-

ium. The pathogenic variety was obtained from the

uterus of a woman who died of puerperal sepsis.

Eight dift'erent kinds of blood-agar media were in-

oculated with the different streptococci. He found

that the kind of medium and the amount of blood

used (defibrinated or washed erythrocytes) had no

effect on the hemolytic qualities of the streptococci.

In all the media all' the streptococci at times caused
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a hemolysis, and at times none. Occasionally both

phenomena were present on the same plate. Both
the pathogenic and nonpathogenic organisms when
transplanted from a plate on which they caused
hemolysis often failed to do so when transplanted

to a second plate of a similar medium. Likewise
colonies which caused no hemolysis on the first

plate caused it when transplanted to a second plate.

Freymuth's work is exhaustive, and he reached his

conclusions only after making many control tests.

We thus see that hemolysis is an unreliable indica-

tion of the pathogenicity of streptococci.

Lung Suture in Penetrating Wounds.

]\losT instruments which penetrate the parietal

pleura touch the visceral pleura and invade the

parenchyma of the lung for a greater or lesser

distance. Besides dyspnea, hemorrhage is very fre-

quently an alarming symptom of such accidents.

If large vessels are injured or the hemorrhage is

profuse most surgeons believe in suturing the lung
tissue. When hemorrhage is not alarming all are

agreed that closure of the wound is the best way of

favoring repair, though they are not agreed as to

the best method of closing it. The majorit}- favor

packing and careful bandaging. F. L. Dumont,
writing in the Deutsche Zeitschrift fiir Chirurgie,

A'ol. 92, Nos. 4, 5, and 6, recommends resection

of the rib, enlarging of the pleural wound, and re-

moval of all blood clots. The wound in the lung,

including the visceral pleura, is then sutured; this

stops all bleeding and prevents further escape of
air through the wound. If the parietal pleura can
be brought together he closes it, otherwise he brings

the injured lobe of the lung into the pleural wound
and sutures it to the edges of the parietal pleura.

Then he closes the muscle and fascia wounds. The
advantages he claims for this method are that he is

sure to stop all hemorrhage, thus avoiding a hemo-
thorax which might cause serious disturbances b}'

displacing the mediastinum. Even if the hemo-
thorax is absent the pneumothorax alone often

pushes over the mediastinum, thus affecting injuri-

ously the heart and healthy lung. This pneumo-
thorax is done away with by suturing the parietal

pleura or fixing the lung in the wound, Dumont
preferring tlie former if possible. These are ad-

vantages, to be sure, but his other claim that abso-

lute closure by suture makes an infection less likely

is contrary to the belief of most surgeons, and only
further successful experience with his method will

prove that this claim is true. He believes that even
if an empj'ema sets in secondarily the curing of the

hemopneumothorax puts the patient in such good
condition that he can readily stand a thoracotomy
for empyema.

Diuresis Following Ether Anesthesia.

It is usually thought that ether anesthesia leads to

a more or less pronounced retention of urine. P. B.

Hawk {Journal of Medical Research, May, 1908)
has tested the correctness of this view by a series

of careful experiments upon dogs, in all of which
preliminan,- nitrogen equilibrium was secured. In

ever}- instance the ether narcosis was followed by
an initial diuresis, which usuallj' persisted for some
time : the urine first voided after the anesthesia

possessed higher specific gravity than under normal
conditions, and in seven out of nine cases was
changed from the normal acid to amphoteric in re-

action. Of further interest was the observation that

(he animals suffered an invariable loss of flesh.

Healthy Year for New York.—For the half

year ending June 30, according to figures com-
piled by the Department of Health, there were
38,722 deaths, a rate of 17.4G a thousand. The
average deaths for the first six months during the

last ten years was 48,386. Measles and scarlet fe-

ver show an increase in the number of cases ; diph-

theria and croup are about stationary, as are also

the deaths of children under five years of age ; but
tjTDhoid fever, tuberculosis, pneumonia, and cerebro-

spinal meningitis show substantial decreases.

The Fourth's Toll.—Early statistics collected
by the Chicago Tribune showed that the Fourth of

July celebration this year cost the lives of forty-

eight persons, while the injured numbered 1,124.

The death list of New York City up to midnight,

July 4, was seven, and the number of known in-

jured over 300.

The Floating Hospital of St. John's Guild be-

gan its summer trips on July 6. The hospital has
accommodations for 1.600 people. Six trips a
week are made, two from the east side and two
from the west side of New York, and two from
Brooklyn. A physician and seven graduate nurses
are in attendance.

Roof Pavilion for the Roosevelt Hospital.

—

Plans have been filed for remodeling the south
addition of the administration wing of the Roose-
vent Hospital so as to provide for a roof pavilion

for the fresh-air treatment of surgical cases. A
space thirty-nine feet long and twenty-nine feet

wide will be available. The additional interior

space gained by changing the peak roof into a flat

one will be used for hospital purposes.

Charitable Bequests.—By the will of the late

William Barr of West Orange, N. J., a number
of institutions in Orange and in St. Louis, Mo.,
receive bequests. The Orange Memorial Hospital
and the Record Ambulance Maintenance Fund of

Orange each receive $5,000. St. Luke's Hospital,

the Children's Hospital, and the Episcopal Orphans'
Home, of St. Louis, each receive Sio.ooo. and St.

Mary's Infirmar\', Bethesda Home, and the Blind
Girls" Home, of the same city, receive each $5,000.
Almost the entire estate of the late Benjamin Rose,
of Cleveland, Ohio, has been left for the founding
of institutions for the aged and for deformed chil-

dren. The estate is thought to amount to almost

$5,000,000. St. Francis Hospital and St. Joseph's
Home for Consumptives, New York, each receive

$2,000 by the will of the late Thomas Cunningham.
By the will of the late William Farr of Philadelphia

the sum of $7,000 is bequeathed to the ^ledical.

Surgical, and ^Maternity Hospitals of the Women's
Homeopathic Association, and $5,000 to the Jewish
Hospital Association.

To Drive Out House Flies.—The \\ater Pol-
lution Committee of tlie Merchants' Association of

New York, has asked the Board of Health to un-
dertake the distribution among householders and
hotel and restaurant keepers, of cards bearing rules

of value during "fly time." Some of the rules are

as follows : "Keep the flies away from the sick, es-

pecially those ill with contagious diseases. Kill

everj' flj' that strays into the sick room. His body
is covered with diseased germs. Do not allow de-

caying materials of any sort to accumulate on or

near your premises. All refuse which tends in any
way to fermentation, such as bedding, straw, paper
waste, and vegetable matter, should be disposed

of or covered with lime or kerosene oil. Screen
all food."
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Free Ferry Rides for School Children.—The
children of the public schools in the lower part of

Manhattan are to be given free transportation over

the municipal ferry to Staten Island, in order to

enable them to use the athletic fields there. This is

in accordance with a recent resolution of the Sink-

ing Fund Commission.

The International Esperanto Congress meets
at Dresden, Germany, in August. An invitation is

to be extended to the delegates to hold their meet-
ing in 1909 in this country.

Immigration Statistics.—During the first half

of 190S, 377,664 of the laboring element of the

United States left the country for Europe. In the

same period only 186,586 arrived here. For the

same period in 1907, the figures were 155,792 de-

partures and 739,748 arrivals of alien steerage

passengers. It is estimated that imless a decided

increase soon occurs the figures for this entire year

will be under 400,000 arrivals. In order to dis-

prove statements made by the Immigration Re-
striction League that steerage conditions should

be radically changed and the companies compelled
to provide 25 per cent, more cubic space, a repre-

sentative of the National Liberal Immigration
League with his family sailed recently in the steer-

age of one of the French Line steamships.

Draining Mosquito Marshes.—The contract
for the draining of the Cheesequake Meadows,
N. J., the breeding place for New Hrunswick mos-
quitos, was awarded last week. The work is un-

der the direction of Prof. John B. Smith, the State

entomologist, and is being extended .systematically

down the coast. This year territory as far south

as Toms River will receive attention, and next year

the lines will, it is hoped, reach to .\tlantic City.

The Phi Delta Medical Fraternity held its an-

nual convention in Brooklyn last week. At the

dinner on July 3, addresses were made by several

of the professors of the Long Island College Hos-
pital.

Dr. Osier and the Homeopaths.—.\ letter writ-

ten by Dr. William Osier in response to an invita-

tion to speak at the annual dinner of the Alumni
of the New York Homeopathic College in May,
1905, has recently been made public. It is as fol-

lows: "Dear Dr. McDowell—I do not think that

we have a common ground at pre.=ent so long as

your school clings to the law of similia, which from
the modern scientific point of view is as antiquated

and unreasonable as is the so-called allopathic sys-

tem from which we modern physicians have de-

parted. With kind regards and best wishes, and.

thanking you most sincerely for the compliment,

sincerely yours—William (Dsler." This was the

basis for the assertion made this year and widely

quoted in the newspapers, that Dr. Osier had called

the homeopaths a "bunch of quacks," an imputation

which Dr. Osier resented and which has called

forth his denial and the copy of the letter as above.

Dr. Osier says, in writing to the New York Sim

:

"I do not often take the trouble to correct newspaper
statements, but I could not allow such a barefaced

lie to be circulated without a denial."

Pure Water and Typhoid Reduction.—The to-

tal number of cases of typhoid fever in Phila-

delphia for the six months ended June 30 was

2,195, 3nd the number of deaths from the same
cause 351, as compared with 4,995 cases and 606
deaths for the corresponding six months of the pre-

ceding year. This most gratifying result is at-

tributed almost exclusively to extension of the

system of filtered water, which it is believed will

be complete by April, 1909.

Dr. S. A. Knopf of this city has been appointed
honorary president of the Congress of French
Speaking Physicians of Nortii America, which is

to be held in Quebec on July 20-22. Dr. Knopf
will deliver an address entitled "Le Sanatorium, le

Dispensaire et I'Hopital Special pour le Traitement
des Tuberculeux."

To Stop Adulteration.—Farmers and dairy
owners who transgress the regulations of the Chi-
cago Health Department will have to contend here-
after not only with the city but with the State of
Illinois. Negotiations have been practically com-
pleted between the milk inspection bureau of the

Chicago Department of Health and the Illinois

State Board of Health, through which the two
bodies will cooperate in inspection, giving each
other the benefit of all information gathered and
assisting each other in prosecuting persistent

offenders. As an immediate precaution against the

sale of v^'atered or tainted milk in Chicago, the City

Inspectors will begin taking samples of milk from
all cans shipped into the city. The shipments of
six thousand dairies and farmers will be inspected

and tested for any traces of watered milk. All

dairies supplying Chicago will be graded on a basis

of 100 per cent. Those which are marked 60 per
cent, or lower will be notified to clean up immedi-
ately, and copies of the notifications will be sent to

the State Board of Health. It is hoped that great

results will be achieved from this plan, thus in-

creasing efficiency and preventing disease.

Medical Inspection of Schools in Chicago.—
The medical inspectors of Chicago public schools

examined 5,819 school children during the week,
and excluded 179 on account of contagious diseases.

Physical examinations of school children to the

number of 3,763 have been made since June 20,

1908. Of this number, 2,389, or 63.5 per cent.,

were found to need medical or surgical attention.

Civil Service Examinations.—On July 25, 1908,

the State Civil Service Commission will hold ex-

aminations for the positions of State Prison physi-

cian, at a salary of $2,000, and of Woman physi-

cian. State Hospitals and Institutions, at a salary

of Si,000 to $1,500, and maintenance. Information

and application blanks will be sent upon request

to the Chief Examiner of the Commission at Al-

bany. The last day for filing applications is July 18.

American Hospital Association.—The tenth

annual conference of the American Hospital As-
sociation will be held at Toronto, Canada, on Sep-
tember 22 to 25, 1908.

Plague in Caracas.—The German minister to

Venezuela in asking for official information re-

garding bubonic plague in Caracas, has called forth

the first recognition by the government of the ex-

istence of the disease in the city. The closing of

an infected market and other stores has resulted,

and the building of a hospital is planned. La
Guayra reports no new cases. At Porto Cabello,

Venezuela, a fever, thought to be yellow fever, but

probably the plague, is said to be epidemic. The
situation in Trinidad is improving.

Rats to Go.—Preparations for a wholesale ex-

termination of rats have been begun in New Or-
leans by the Board of Health. A number of the

rodents are to be inoculated with the virus of a

fatal disease and turned loose so that they may in-

fect other rats. If first experiments prove success-

ful, thousands of rats will be inoculated and sent

out all over the city.
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Posters in Tuberculosis Campaign.—The Com-
mittee on the Prevention of Tuberculosis has sent

out copies of a poster which they have had pre-

pared to 10,000 Italian families in New York. The
poster is a brightly colored, lithographed scene in

Venice, which it is thought will appeal to the

Italians, and on the wide margin good advice as

to fresh air, proper food, temperate habits, etc.,

is set forth. The same idea will later be carried

out among other nationalities.

Uniforms for Doctors.—The San Francisco
Board of Health at a recent meeting ordered that

after July i all employees of the Board be re-

quired to wear "olive drab" uniforms. A motion
that the wearing of the uniform be optional with

the doctors in the employ of the Board was voted

down.
Marriage Licenses.—During the month of

June, 4,476 marriage licenses were issued in New
York City. The total number of licenses granted
for the first six months of the year is 15,102.

Nurses' Home Opened.—The headquarters of

the Royal National Pension Fund for Nurses in

London were opened by the King and Queen of

England on July 4. The welfare of nurses has

"been the especial care of the Queen for many years,

and the buildings which were built and will be
maintained by contribution from many wealthy
persons are designed to provide for a cocmfortable
old age.

The Iowa Union Medical Society held its

•semi-annual convention on June 22 at Iowa City.

The following officers were elected : President,

Dr. L. W. Dean, Iowa City ; Vice-President, Dr.

W. R. Whiteis. Iowa City; Secretary, Dr. A. Craw-
ford. Mt. \'ernon ; Treasurer, Dr. G. P. Carpen-
ter. Cedar Rapids ; Board of Censors, Dr. Edwin
Burd, Lisbon : Dr. J. W. La Grange, Marion ; Dr.

H. W. Bender. Cedar Rapids.

The Wisconsin State Medical Society at its

ineeting on June 26 elected the following officers

:

President. Dr. Gilbert E. ^Seaman ; First Vice-Presi-

dent. Dr. H. T. Stalker, Kenosha ; Second Vice-

President, Dr.'j. M. Dodd, Ashland; Third Vice-

President, Dr. H. B. Sears, Beaver Dam : Secre-

tary, C. S. Sheldon, Madison : Treasurer, S. S.

Hall, Ripon.

Obituary Notes.—Dr. John A. Royer of Tole-

do. Ohio, died at the Toledo Hospital, on June 14,

from cerebral hemorrhage, at the age of 67 years.

Dr. Royer was a veteran of the Civil War and
a graduate of the Bellevue Hospital Medical Col-

lege in the class of 1867.

Dr. Peter ^^ Burnett of Brooklyn was killed,

on June 29. by a fall from the roof of the Mt.
Sinai Hospital where he was a patient. Dr. Bur-
nett was graduated from the New York University

Medical College in 1876, and was widely known as

a specialist in diseases of the nose and throat. He
was 54 years of age.

Dr. Alfred McLaughlin of San Francisco died

on June 23, at Pleasanton, Cal., after a long ill-

ness, aged 37 years. He was a graduate of the

Medical Department of the University of Cali-

fornia.

Dr. Daniel W. Lynch of West Bend, Wis.,

died at his home on June 25, from a complication

of diseases. He was 61 years old. Dr. Lynch was
graduated from the Northwestern University in

1875, and after post-graduate courses abroad set-

tled in West Bend, where he had since practised.

Dr. Henry Ganter of Floraville, Mo., died sud-

denly on June 26, of heart trouble, at the age of

59 years.

LETTERS TO A NEUROLOGIST.

To zvliicli are appended brief replies purporting to

set forth concisely the nature of the ailments

therein described, zvith remarks on their appro-

priate treatment.

\'l\l. Hysteria in a Young Man.

Toronto, December 2, 1907.
Dear Doctor:
My wife's cousin is a doctor in New York. Some

time ago I wrote to him and described my case, and
he advised me to consult you. My occupation, that

of buyer for a clothing house, takes me to your city

twice a year, and I should like to call upon you the

next time I go, if, after reading the description of

my sickness that I enclose, you think you can

cure me.
I am thirty years old, and have been married for

three years. My present complaint is numbness of

the tongue, pricking sensation in the left side of the

face, bad taste, sense of suffocation, throbbing sen-

sation in the left ear, and occasional headache.

These symptoms sometimes come very frequently

and last for a few minutes. In addition, I have
shooting pains in the left side of the head and occa-

sionally a queer feeling of heat in different parts

of my head. These are the symptoms which I have
most of the time, but in addition to them I have very

queer attacks.

The first attack occurred the 12th of April,

1902. I was at home talking to my mother. I had
a sensation as if I were very cold. This lasted a

few minutes, then I experienced a twitching in the

back of the neck and a throbbing, fluttering sensa-

tion in the throat, as if an alarm clock were going
off there. Then my tongue began to tremble, or,

better said, to stick out and draw back rapidly, and
my head to twitch and jerk violently to the left, as

if I were having a convulsion. I ran into the next

room and lay upon the floor. Soon I felt pain over
my heart and went into a faint. I don't know how
long it lasted. I did not completely lose conscious-

ness, but I recall that I was very nervous and shaky
for some time after it.

A week later I had another attack. Altogether.

I have had three of these attacks, the last one a

few days ago. I was lying on the couch, when sud-

denly I called iny wife, and said: "See my face,

how it is twitching?" She tells me that the face and
eye of the left side were turned to the left. My
left hand twitched, and my breathing became irregu-

lar and spasmodic. This lasted about twenty min-
utes, during which time I could not see, hear, or

articulate. I could only mumble, although I knew
perfectly well what I wanted to say. I did not lose

consciousness, and I knew what was going on all

the time.

So far as I know, the only cause that I can at-

tribute for the first attack was fright. One week
before it occurred I went, at the request of a friend,

to visit his daughter, who was confined in an asy-

lum in Rochester. As soon as I came into her pres-

ence she rushed at me, as I thought, to attack me.
but I found out later that she wanted only to kiss

me. Soon afterward I experienced a sensation which
started from the stomach and went to the throat,

and then to the left side of the face and head. \A'hen

she made the attempt to jump at me, I had a sensa-

tion in the lower part of my spine as if it were
being forcibly opened, then a queer crawling sen-

sation in my back, and finally I became cold and
nauseated. I could not get out of there fast enough.
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and when I got home I took some whiskey, but I

could not sleep, not only that night, but for several

nights. I thought she was always back of me. I

had diarrhea and was all excited. I remember now
that I had an attack once before something like this

one. I had gone to visit my father, who was work-
ing in Rochester. I was talking to him, when sud-

denly I felt a sensation in the throat as if I were
choking, and I was seized with the fear that I was
going to die. I ran into the yard, and someone gave

me whiskey, which I drank, and felt relieved. I

remember now that I had a terrible sensation of

pressure on my chest.

I forgot to say that in July 1 had an experience

which may have had something to do with bringing

on my first attack. I had gone off with a party on an

excursion, and we were sitting down to have some
refreshments. Someone said to me, "What will you
have?" and I said, "I'll have some raspberries.'' One
of the girls said, "Your face looks as red as a rasp-

berry." I immediately became chilly, and had these

peculiar sensations in the throat, the significance of

which at that time I did not know, but I have had
them so often since that I have become accustomed
to them. After that I felt very queer and weak.

An attack comes on about as follows : I feel as

if something starts to draw in my throat, then comes
a sensation as if I were going to vomit or belch gas.

Then the tongue begins to shake and harden up on
one side like a cramp. It continues to work harder
until I get frightened and excited, and it keeps on
working faster until my face gets flushed like some-
one ashamed, and makes the blood go to the head.

Then I stand up and say to myself, "What is going

to come? I only hope it will go over quick." Then
my hands begin to go ; I can see and hear, but after

that I cannot see and hear, and when I get down on
the floor I cannot tell whether it is dark or light. It

seems that when I look at a certain thing, I see it

perhaps for a second, then it passes away and 1 lie

down. I never lose consciousness until I fall into a

deep sleep. In the first attack I had a pain in the

heart,

were going to break or burst.

The most curious thing about these attacks is

that they have some relation to dreams. I have had
about twelve dreams of them. I dream that I am at

my work and that something comes up behind me
which frightens me—never two people, always one
person or a dog. Then I am aware that this twitch-

ing on the side begins, the dog or person still fol-

lowing me. Then I awaken. Sometimes when I go
to bed I am in an excited state and I get these suffo-

cation sensations perhaps a dozen or twenty times
before I fall asleep. When sleep comes I begin to

dream, and in these dreams it seems that I am walk-
ing on the street or I am in a street car and con-
sumed with fear. I am always in fear, and as I

walk further I meet a person or a dog and they
frighten me, and during this fright I begin to get

cold just the same as I do in the attacks. I get very
excited, my face begins to twitch to one side, my
head goes over, and I lay down on the flfloor

or on the ground, and my hand begins to work up
and down, also my head. "Then I am awake, but soon
I fall into a deep sleep. Also about my tongue—

I

have dreamt several times that I am losing my
tongue, and sometimes I think food, or something
I had in my hands, gets between my teeth. There is

no pain, but it seems very funny, very peculiar, and
I can't describe it so well. It seems as if a mouth-
ful of meat has got between the teeth, and I take
hold of it and pull it out, and the more I pull the

more I get, and then I awaken all excited, nervous.

and lower down—a feeling as if something

and irritable. I feel sometimes that the hair of my
head stands right up straight, and I have a numb-
ness of the scalp—like a creeping sensation on the

scalp. I have also dreamt that I have been in the

same house where I had my first attack. I some-
times dream of people who are in that house, and it

makes me feel very bad, and I begin to get this

peculiar feeling which starts from the solar plexus,

or the stomach, and gradually goes up to the throat

like a ball—but sometimes I overcome it, I do not

always go into a convulsion. Then I dream that I

have a convulsion when people are talking to me on
this subject, and when I awaken there is nobody
around me—I am in bed all the time. I also dream
at times that I am suffocating. I sometimes suflo-

cate so that I think I am going around like a wheel
for about three or four seconds. This is about all

I can say of the dreams. But the tongue—I have

often dreamt, then I was pulling something oft' my
tongue like flesh—often.

The only thing about my family history that I

know is that my father, when he was twenty-two
years old, had a convulsion of some sort. He was
sitting on a chair and fell off. and does not know
anything that happened just before or for some time

after. I have one sister, who, when eighteen years

of age, was sent to a sanatorium for a period of two
months—she was like in a mild attack of mania.

She has since been well and working. They say that

when I was a child I used to have fainting spells

whenever anyone looked at me. For instance, my
mother says that, when I was going to school, if

anyone looked at me on the street I would faint,

then they would put something over my face, and

I will be all right again. That was in Europe,
and I don't remember anything about it.

For a week preceding the last attack I was said

to be very irritable and discontented, nothing seemed
to please or satisfy me. After an attack, I feel

nervous, frightened, and agitated. I have seen a

great many good physicians, among them, Drs.

, , , •

, and nearly everyone else

whom I have been told might help me. Will you
please let me know what you think is the trouble

with me and what chance have I to get better. I

shall do my best to follow out any treatment you
may prescribe.

New York, December 6, 1907.
Dear Sir:

I have read the account of your illness that yon
sent me a few days ago, and I am able to answer
your questions. You are suft'ering from hysteria,

and your chances of recover}' depend upon what you
mean by recovery. If j-ou mean, will you be able

to rid yourself of the attacks that you describe, I

think I can say to you that you will succeed. If you
mean, can you divorce yourself entirely from the

nervous instability of which your symptoms are

manifestations, then I think the question cannot be

answered in the affirmative.

I know of no more difficult task for the physician

to set himself than to attempt to say to a lay person

of average intelligence and education, what is meant
by hysteria. There is less agreement among physi-

cians as to what hysteria means than about any
other subject. By some it is used to indicate emo-
tional instability and the possession of symptoms
which are feigned, both of which could be overcome
by the patient if he or she exerted their will power.

This view is not taken by the laity alone—it is even

held bv some physicians. On the other hand, hys-
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teria is used by some as a term of opproprium, and
a person is said to have hysterics in the same way
as they are said to be an anarchist or a free silverite,

or a Mormon.
In former days, "hysteria" was thought to occur

only in females, and it was supposed to flow in some
mysterious way from disorder of the reproductive

organs ; but such ideas have long since given way to

the conception that it is a disorder occurring in per-

sons who have inherited an unstable nervous organ-
ization, and who, particularly, are "suggestible,"

who have been exposed to some emotional or men-
tal shock, such as fright. In other words, the word
"hysteria" is being used to denote disorder of per-

sonality. We know its manifestations just as we
know the manifestations of personality, but the con-

stitution of personality is difficult to define.

We may be very familiar with a thing, still be
unable to define it—electricity, for instance. We
know its properties, its manifestations, capacities,

at least in part, but just what it is we do not know.
We are in much the same position about hysteria.

There are few diseases that have been more thor-

oughly studied, and not many whose features are

more readily recognized. An eminent French physi-

cian, Lasegue, said many years ago that a definition

of hysteria had never been given, and never will be
Despite the fact that many have tried to define it,

and some have maintained success in this direction,

the statement of Lasegue still remains true.

The most generally accepted view of hysteria to-

day is that it is a special mental state—call it dis-

ease if you like—due to cerebral insuflSciency. This
cerebral inadequacy makes itself manifest in so

many waj^s that the resulting symptoms are almost
innumerable, and they may parallel those of any
disease. We have been in the habit of stating that

such symptoms may be classified into those that

exist more or less constantly, perhaps without the
patient's knowledge, unless his attention has been
called to them, and which are known as the stigmata
of the disease, and those that occur occasionally and
which are often transitory. The latter come on
abruptly, and apparently are often of much severity,

such as in your own case. They are generally de-
scribed as an "attack." The stigmata are, however,
by no means permanent, and they are wanting in

the majority of instances.

In your own case, for instance, the S5'mptoms of
the "attack" are those which concern you most, and,
as your say yourself, they constitute that from which
you seek relief. A physician would probably find on
an examination of you between the attacks certain

symptoms which he would interpret as hall-marks
of the disease. What I want to impress upon you
is that the disorder from which you suffer exists

between the attacks as well as during them, even
though the feature of the disease which alarms and
concerns you are the attacks, therefore treatment of
you must take into consideration your state of health
at all times.

It is impossible to outline to you in a letter the
treatment you should have in order to relieve you of
the distressing and incapacitating symptoms of your
disorder, nor do I understand that you request that
this be done. The one essential thing for you to do
is to place yourself in the care of a physician who
is familiar with the disorder hysteria, and who is

willing to give as much time as is necessary to de-
termine the cause of your attacks. I believe that he
will have very little difficulty in tracing them to
fright, for the history you have given of such occur-
rences in your infancy, as well as the one that oc-
curred when you visited your friend in the asylum.

are obviously in causal relationship to your attacks.

Appropriate investigation will reveal that there have
been other frights which you have perhaps "forgot-

ten," and which are particularly associated with a

dog. The memories of these frights must be re-

awakened and revivified, and when they are brought
up to the judicial throne of your consciousness when
it is most awake and alert, it must pass upon them,
with convincing assurance that they have done you
no harm ; or, at least, that they have done you no
greater harm than that which you have already

experienced. It is the lingering memory of these

remote experiences that are now out of the circle

of the thought-procedure which constitutes your
consciousness, or daily mind, as you know it, that

is harassing you both in your sleeping and in your
waking moments.

Naturally, it is quite impossible for you to do this

sort of thing by yourself. In reality, the applica-

tion of it constitutes what is called psychotherapy.
If you are a reader of the daily papers you have
undoubtedly often seen this word in print during
the past year or two. The art of psychotherapy has
been one of the important assets of the physicians

since the prehippocratic period ; the science of it is

now being constructed. To work successfully in

the field of psychotherapy one must have a knowl-
edge of psycholog}-, psychiatry, and physiology,

unless you happen to be a clerg}-man of a certain

type and are a born psychotherapeutist, not a made
one.

I think if you will ptit yourself in the care of

Dr of your city, a young physician

who has had adequate experience in the

Hospital here, in the treatment of such disorders

as yours, and follow implicitly the instructions that

he gives you, relying entirely upon what he says

relative to the outcome of your disease, you will

soon be free from "attacks."

Yours very sincerely.

OUR LONDON LETTER.
(From Our Special Correspondent.)

HOSPITAL SUNDAY FUND—CAMBRrDGE UNU'ERSITV—CAVENDISH"
LABORATORY—IRISH UNH'ERSITIES BILL—CORONER TROUTBECK
AGAIN—VIVISECTION PARLIAMENTARY RETURN—A SHOCK TO-

PRUDES—EPIDEMIC OF MUMPS—OBITUARY, A CENTENARIAN.

London, June 20, 1908.

To-MOERow is Hospital Sunday, and the usual appeals

have been issued. Monday last seems therefore a wcll-

chosen day for the interesting ceremonj' at the Mansion
House. This was the presentation to the Corporation
by the Council of the Hospital Sunday Fund of a bust
of the late Mr. George Herring, who during his life

gave £00,000 to the fund and by his will endowed it to

the extent of over £600,000. He was one who disliked

being thanked for his beneficent use of the wealth he
had attained, but, as remarked by Mr. Holland in pre-

senting the bust, though his life was his own his mem-
ory is ours. The Lord Mayor, in accepting and unveil-

ing the bust, said it would be a bright reminder to

future generations that such men did not die, and the

best appreciation of George Herring's work was to be
seen in the letter which the King had sent him some
time before his death, a copy of which has been en-

graved on a plate beneath the bust.

The formal installation of Lord Rayleigh as Chancel-
lor of the University of Cambridge in succession to

the late Duke of Devonshire took place on Wednes-
day. After an appropriate tribute to his predecessor

and an expression of thanks for the honor of being
elected to the Chancellorship, of which he said "no
man, however litle ambitious, could be insensible,"

he referred to his former associations with the univer-

sity and humorously alluded to some "connected with

certain feverish hours spent in trying to persuade ex-

aminers that I knew more than I did." He then passed
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on to his "more pleasant office" of conferring the hon-
orary degrees.
On the previous day Lord Rayleigh opened the new

wing of the Cavendish Laboratorj- for Experimental
Physics, which has cost between £7,000 and £8,000,
exclusive of the amount required for equipment. He
spoke of the time he spent as professor there and the
help he received from many, including Lord Kelvin,
than whom, he said, there was never a more original
man. Helniholtz, too, he made the acquaintance of at.

that time, and he was the only physicist to be put in

the same rank as Kelvin. Lord Rayleigh went on to
say that since his own retirement the laboratory, in

charge of his able successor. Professor Thomson, had
increased its fame in everj' direction, and the young
men trained in it, one of them his own son, would be
outspoken in recognition of the debt they owe to it and
to the direct teaching of Professor Thomson. He
then declared the building open.
The Irish Universities Bill is giving Mr. Birrell

more trouble than he expected. Apart from the ques-
tion of the Dublin Medical School, it has aroused an-
tagonisms between the clericals and nationalists. Then
on the resumptioii of the committee stage in Parlia-
ment he received a resolution passed by the noncon-
formist group urging him to agree that affiliated

universities shall be absolutely free from denomina-
tional tests and atmosphere to both students and teach-
ers. This puts him on the horns of a dilemma. If he
satisfies this group he will offend the Roman Catholic
bishops; if he arranges with the latter in the matter
of Maynooth, the former are likely to desert him.

Coroner Troutbeck is not content with his unen-
viable notoriety. He still cultivates his dislike of med-
ical evidence anless that of his brother-in-law. He
lately held an inquest on a case in which an operation
had been performed by Sir Victor Horsley. That gen-
tleman said he did not know why he should have been
called as a witness; the case was quite simple and had
been dulj' certified by the usual attendant. The Coro-
ner said that operations had greatly increased and if

thej' were to any extent a cause of death they came
within the Coroner's Act. Sir Victor rejoined that if

so 10,000 additional inquests would have to be held
every year. Sir Victor afterward wrote to the Times
exposing the absurdity of Mr. Troutbeck's claim, which
if allowed would put an end to the practice of surgery,

for what surgeon would care to operate if in every
fatal case he was called upon to satisfy an incompetent
judge 01 such questions that his operation had not
accelerated death? Mr. Troutbeck has written to the
Ttmes to defend his claim that deaths after operation
are not natural, and with the insolence of an incompe-
tent official says: "The objection of Sir Victor Hors-
ley to publicity is significant. Why should it e.xist?"

The Coroner further says that "the people have a right

to know the full cause of death in those cases where
their relatives have had the misfortune to die after an
operation." To any such claim the answer is a direct

denial. If admitted it would be just as reasonable to

appl}' it to other than surgical treatment. The people
have no right and assuredly no desire to pry into their

neighbors' sorrows or intrude on them in their bereave-
ment. The people have no respect for "Coroner's in-

quest law" and an immense majority have a very great

repugnance to inquests in all but the most necessary
cases. Moreover, the Coroner's Act restricts their

duties to cases in which there is reasonable cause to

suspect "a violent or unnatural death," or a sudden
death of which the cause is unknown. Mr. Troutbeck
will never persuade the people that death after surgical

or medical treatment is "unnatural." The holding of
unnecessary inquests is also a ratepayers' grievance,
as they have to bear the cost. That they would do
well to call Mr. Troutbeck to account would appear
from a statement in the Thnes that between May,
1903, and February, 1905, he called in his particular

specialist. Dr. Freyberger, 816 times instead of the last

doctor in attendance. During the same period all the
other coroners of London called in an exoert in only
46 cases. The correspondence in the Times further

brings out the fact that on behalf of three medical so-

cieties Sir Victor Horsley headed the deputation which
in 1903 brought before the Lord Chancellor misdirec-

tions of juries by Mr. Troutbeck and consequent wrong
verdicts. Lord Chancellor Halsbury said "his impres-
sion was not in favor of the Coroner's practice," but
he seemed afraid to e.xercise his only power "to re-

move a coroner for misconduct in his office." One of

the letters in the Times says : "Year by year hundreds
of death certificates have been registered in Mr. Trout-
beck's district in which an operation has been set down

among the causes of death. Yet, till he could attack

Sir Victor Horsley, who took part in the agitation

against him some years ago, Mr. Troutbeck let them
pass."
Many other significant statements have appeared in

the correspondence in the Times, in which a leading
article thus summarizes the matter: "Surely it is high
time for the Lord Chancellor to intervene. W^e have
now a new Lord Chancellor, who is reputed to have
the courage of his convictions. The people to whom
Mr. Troutbeck appeals should represent their griev-
ance as ratepayers."

If the mental derangement of the anti-vivi's could
be in any way alleviated we might expect much from
the parliamentary return issued on Wednesday of the
experiments on living animals during the year 1907.
It is to be feared, however, that those agitators who
pervert the truth will continue to publish the misstate-
ments which have been authoritatively disproved. The
comments on the return by the leading newspapers
should suffice to relieve the minds of genuine animal
lovers, whose sympathies have been preyed upon by
unscrupulous agitators. One of the leading papers de-
clares there is no justification for the ideas that were
current thirty years ago, and the return shows that the
term vivisection as popularly employed is an entire
misnomer, and the paper says that the pictures of the
dog and vivisector put up at railway stations by anti-
vivisection societies are "not only one-sided," but are
also "absolutely untrue to life," for "nothing of the sort
suggested ever happens." The enormous majority of
the experiments in 1907 are shown in this parliamentary
paper to have involved no use of the knife at all. Fur-
ther, any operation capable of causing pain was in-

variably performed on an unconscious subject. Again,
the return sajs "in no case has a cutting operation more
severe than a superficial venesection been allowed to be
performed without anesthetics." For the benefit of the
"man in the street" I could wish the term superficial

venesection had been explained or the less technical
one "bleeding" been adopted, for the tradition of blood-
letting in disease is pretty well known to all classes.

There are agitators who stigmatize the proceedings of
the Royal Commission on Tuberculosis, the Sleeping
Sickness Committee, or the Cancer Research Fund as
vivisection and who do not hesitate to pervert the
truth in order to arouse the indignation of their dupes
and so extract contributions to their societies. In fact,

falsehood seems an important part of the stock in

trade of these agitators. When their victims become
aware of the nature of the inoculations about which
they have heard such denunciations and compare them
with the "operation" of vaccination which thej' have
undergone, they will perhaps admit the value of such
"experimentation on animals" in the hope of putting
an end to some of Nature's extremely painful and
prolonged "experimentations" on man, as, for example,
cancer, tuberculosis, and other diseases.

"Amazing Statues in the Strand" was the theme of the

posters of our sensation papers on Friday and the vigi-

lance association has been called upon to interfere on ac-

count of the alleged indecent ornamentation of the new
building of the British Medical Association. Of course

every doctor has been questioned about it and no little

amusement caused. I have not been to look, but those

who have tell me there is nothing worse in the statues

than is to be seen in most art galleries. Still the staid

gentlemen who are supposed to rule the association have
been subjected to much annoyance and have put forth the

excuse that they had not seen the models—an excuse at

which many laugh and others say how diligent they can be

on occasion. The Medical Press chaffingly offers to intro-

duce the secretary "to an excellent stall in Covent Garden
where fig leaves are on sale at popular prices." The Times
is surprised to find a portion of the London press "assum-
ing the moral attitude of the Pope, who ordered the

Vatican Venus to wear tin petticoats." The Journal of the

Association after a labored defence says it is a case of

"an old maid with a spy-glass," and the building committee
will leave the statues where they are.

An epidemic of mumps broke out on H.M.S. Nel-

son, the training depot for naval stokers at Portsmouth.

Thence it spread to the Royal Xaval Barracks. The
whole complement of the depot ship was placed under
canvas in the recreation ground of the naval hospital

and the ship's surgeon and hospital surgeon make an

examination every morning for fresh cases. On Tues-

day fourteen men and on Wednesday twenty were

transferred to the hospital. The vessel is being disin-

fected and it is intended to keep the company under

canvas for a month.
Bv the death of Dr. Thomas Lambert Hinton, which
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took place on Sunday, we lose the senior member of
the College of Surgeons, who attained his looth year
on the 1st of May. In 1829 he joined the First Bengal
Fusiliers as assistant surgeon, and served with that
regiment until 1846. His diplomas were dated 1833. Once
on his way home he was wrecked off Cape Finisterre and.
before being rescued, swam for some time with a child

which had been thrown out to him. He was educated in

London, Oxford, and Paris. At one time he held the post
of Surgeon to the Reading Dispensary. He had a dis-

tinct recollection of the news of the battle of Waterloo.
Dr. Garrett Border of Cardiff died on the 15th inst..

aged 65. He will be greatly missed by earnest fellow
workers for the good of the profession, as he was an
excellent colleague, and zealous in all good works toward
this end. He studied at the London Hospital and
qualified in 1866.

OUR P.\RIS LETTER.
(From Our Special Correspondent.)

SOCIETE DE CHIRURGIE—GENER.\L SPIJCAL ANESTHESIA—DE.^THS
OF PROFESSOR TERRIER .\ND PROFESSOR CORNIL.

Paris, June 10, 190S.

Spinal anesthesia was the subject of an interesting
discussion at the Societe de Chirurgie, M. Chaput de-
fending this method very warmlj'. In his service, 435
operations were performed after anesthesia by the
spinal method was induced, and the mortality of the
series was zero. As an anesthetic an isotonic solution
of pure stovain was used. In order to prevent the fre-
quently reported headaches following spinal anesthesia
the injection of the anesthetic was preceded by the
escape of hfteen to thirty cubic centimeters of spinal
fluid. The following doses of the anesthetic were used
in the work: Four to five centigrams for operations
upon the lower extremities and for hernias; six centi-
grams for abdominal operations; eight to ten centi-
grams for operative work on the upper portions of the
body. Eight times syncope accompanied with the arrest
of the pulse was observed, but the injection of salt
solution soon revived the patients. ^M. Chaput said
that the advantages of spinal anesthesia were as fol-
lows: Its safety in operations upon the lower parts
of the body, the absence of albuminuria and of vomit-
ing following the anesthesia; the possibility of feeding
the patients immediately after the operation, except,
of course, in cases where abdominal section was neces-
sary. Spinal anesthesia, however, was contraindicated
in aged people and in very weak patients, who are spe-
cially predisposed to sj'ncope.
M. Hartman warned against the idea that spinal

anesthesia is a harmless procedure in all cases, for he
had seen two cases of death with this method. Dur-
ing the course of one operation the table was raised
and this was followed by the immediate disappearance
of the pulse at the wrist, although caffeine was admin-
istered hypodermically, and saline solution used by in-
fusion, the patient succumbed after seven hours. The
other fatal case occurred under nearly the same cir-
cumstances, the operating table being raised in order
to elevate the patient's pelvis. Professor Le Dentu
thought that, besides the very serious accidents and
deaths due to the use of spinal anesthesia, there were
many minor effects which would seriously inconveni-
ence the patient. Thus, in a small number of cases,
he had observed complete paralysis of the shoulder
muscles, which continued for from fifteen days to three
weeks. M. Rochard has also observed cases of paralysis
following spinal anesthesia with stovain, among them
a case of paralysis of an external muscle of the eye. a
case of retention of urine, and a case of incontinence of
feces.

M. Guinard has observed accidents that appeared
some time after the use of spinal anesthesia. In one
patient, a woman, paralysis of the lower extremities
appeared three months after the anesthesia, the pa-
tient dying at the end of one year. The speaker said
that he had also observed a case of sudden death
which occurred three weeks after the use of spinal
anesthesia. In another patient, fifty-two years old, he
had noted the appearance of weakness of the lower
extremities three months after an operation in which
spinal anesthesia was used. The affection seemed in-
curable, and the malady progressed, ending in the death
of the patient within si.x months. M. Nelaton had
likewise observed a case of spinal anesthesia which
was followed by incontinence of urine and of feces,
the patient finallj' dying. Several serious consequences
of spinal anesthesia had been observed by M. Legueu.

One patient, seventy j'ears old, had incontinence of
feces and of urine following the operation, and died in
six weeks, having lost much flesh and having become
quite cachectic during the illness. Incontinence of
urine and rectal prolapse appeared in another patient,
thirty j'ears old, some three months alter spinal an-
esthesia. This patient, indeed, became ataxic in his-

gait and suffered from partial anesthesia of the lower
extremities. M. Jean Louis Faure thought that spinal
anesthesia should be used only when general anesthesia
by the usual methods was clearly contraindicated.
Personally he preferred chloroform inhalation. Pro-
lesseur Reclus expressed his unqualified disapproval of
spinal anesthesia. He said that in the evolution of ani-

mals those survived best who had their spinal cord pro-
tected by a cutaneous, a muscular, and a bonj' cover-
ing over and above the cerebrospinal liquid and the
triple meningeal membranes. Such protection given to
this organ proved to him that the spinal cord was an
extremely delicate structure, and it was good policy not
to subject it to the influence of toxic substances. He
preferred local anesthesia to spinal anesthesia, with
the use of the same anesthetic; such method, too,
was much less unpleasant to the patient. M. Quenu
likewise expressed himself as an opponent of spinal
anesthesia and strongly protested against the continua-
tion of the method in further practice.

M. Pierre Delbet has seen spinal anesthesia used in

seventy-nine cases, and his experience has led him
to abandon it completely. .Among the patients there
were two old men suffering from intestinal obstruction,,
and neither of them survived the operation under spinal
anesthesia. In addition he had observed many sec-
ondary accidents, such as elevation of temperature,
headache, epileptiform attacks, various disturbances of
the rectum and of the bladder, usually characterized by
incontinence of feces and of urine, and paralytic phe-
nomena in the lower extremities. In his whole series of
cases the results had been very unfavorable. As a result

of his experience above detailed, he was forced to oppose
the method very strongly.

With the death of Professor Terrier there has disap-
peared one of the greatest and most lovable personages
of the French medical community. He was born in

the year 1837, and at the age of thirty-five became
Adjunct-Professor of Surgery. In 1873, a year later, he
received the title of Surgeon to the Hospitals, becom-
ing a little later Professor of Clinical Surgery and
member of the Academic de Medecine. He had accept-

ed w-ith great enthusiasm the idea of antisepsis in its

first appearance, and it was he who created the aseptic
technique of surgery. He was the first to abandon the
many useless and even harmful details of the antiseptic
technique, and gradually gave the method up completely
for asepsis. About this great teacher of surgery there
soon gathered a number of disciples, and among them
we find the well-known names of Broca, of Gosset, of
Robert Proust and others. He was a model of scien-
tific honestj' and was always considered as a great
figure in the history of contemporaneous medicine. His
friends raised their admiration of him to a cult, and
even his enemies, of whom he had few, never lacked re-
spect for his personality.

Medical science has suffered another great loss in
the death of Professor Cornil, who was always looked
upon as a great master of pathology. His scientific

work is qute abundant; he commenced by publishing
together with Ranvier a manual of pathological his-

tology, which met with a very favorable reception.
Later he published studies in nephritis in collaboration
with Brault. and they have remained an authoritative

expose of the subject. He also published with Herard
a treatise on pulmonary tuberculosis; in a study of
the pathological lesions of syphilis he described very
accurately the changes caused by the virus of this dis-

ease in the integument. In 1882 he was elected to the
Chair of Pathological Anatomy which was left vacant
by the death of Charcot. All his scientific works bear
the stamp of careful, painstaking, and precise observa-
tion; not a detail discovered by his experienced eye
was published by him until after it was subjected to
careful consideration and control by repeated examina-
tions. The result of this is that his discoveries have
become permanent additions to our scientific data. He
was an indefatigable worker, standing always on the
side of progress and against routine, and ever ready
to see and to accept new truths. Every day of over
twenty-five years of active work he labored and wrote
with the placid peace of a master, and it was this

placidity and smiling good fellowship that endeared him
to everybody who was brought into relationship with him.

In his death the Paris medical faculty has lost one of its

greatest ornaments.
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OUR VIENNA LETTER.
(From Our Special Correspondent.)

GRAY HAIR—ULTRA MICROSCOPIC EXAMINATION OF MILK

—

SERUM DIAGNOSIS OF SYPHILIS—ETIOLOGY OF GALLSTONES

—

DUCTLESS GLANDS AND MET.VBOLISM—A SKIN REACTION
WITH DIPHTHERIA TOXIN.

ViEN.NA. May 15. 1908.

ScHEiN of Budapest has attempted to explain the turn-

ing gray of the hair. He says that in older people
the hair develops without pigment, and the ordinary
course of events is for the pigmented hairs to fall out
and be replaced by others without pigment. There is

no connection between the turning gray of the hair and
the state of nutrition of the scalp. Schein has found
in some cases that in areas where the hair previously

contained a greater quantity of pigment this disappeared
more rapidly than in the hair in the surrounding regions.

In cases in which early grayness occurs more pigment
has developed in the course of the separate hair genera-
tions, and it has also been used up in greater amounts
than in other places. When the Roentgen rays are used
it is found that at first pigmentation is increased, but
later on the hair in the regions exposed develops without
any pigment. The deeper the original pigmentation of

the hair, and the more rapidlj' the separate generations
follow each other, the more quickly the hair turns gray,
for greater demands have been made on pigment pro-
duction in the papilla concerned. It is easy to under-
stand that the exhaustion of the pigment supply is not
uniform, for the different hairs are separate individuals
with variations in pigment formation and pigment
atrophy. Details of the process cannot be ascertained
until we have more precise information in regard to the
manner in which the pigment is formed in the cells.

For the present we must be satislied with knowing th^t
grayness appears first in those areas in which the hnirs

have used up the largest amount of pigment, and that
pigment atrophy is closely concerned with the question
of pigment formation.

Professor Kreidl has examined numerous varieties

of milk with the ultramicroscope. In the course of ob-
servations on human, cow's, rabbit's, guinea pig's and
cat's milk, he found that the first of these differs from
all the others in that it does not contain a corpuscular
element which is to be observed in the others. In the
milk of the lower animals the plasma is densely crowded
with a large number of very minute particles which
Kreidl calls laktokonia. These possess active molecular
motion, and Kreidl is conducting further investigations
as to their nature.
Working in Kreibich's clinic in Prag, Klaussner has

elaborated a new method of serum diagnosis in syphilis.

On diluting small amounts of the scrum from papules
and chancres with several c.c. of distilled water and
adding a definite quantity of syphilitic scrum, a floccu-
lar precipitate is formed, while the serum of non-syph-
ilitics either produces no precipitate at all, or the latter

appears in very small amount after the lapse of twenty-
four hours.
Exner and Heyrovsky have made investigations on

the origin of gallstones. They find that the bile acids

and their salts are broken down by various bacteria,
which, in ascending order of activity, are streptococci,
staphylococci. Bacillus friedldnder. Bacillus coli.

Bacillus pyocyaneus, Bacillus proteus, and the typhoid
bacillus. The last within five days may reduce the con-
tent of bile salts in a medium to one-nineteenth of the
original amount. Cholesterin, which forms the major
part of gallstones, is soluble in watery solutions of bile

salts, and the destruction of the latter renders the
cholesterin insoluble so that it is precipitated. The same
thing may result through decomposition of bile owing
to the action of bacteria. In this way the neutralization
of the bile acids results in the precipitation of choles-

terin and other substances which form the starting
point of gallstones.

Falta, Eppinger, and K. Riidinger have been studying
the relations between the ductless glands and metabol-
ism. Extirpation of the thyroid glands leads to athy-
roidism and the administration of large amounts of
thyroid gland extract causes a condition of hyperthy-
roidism. It is not possible to induce a similar state

of hyperpancreatism or to abrogate entirely the activity

of the chroraaffine system, but this may be stimulated
to hyperfunction through the intravenous injection of
adrenalin. The absence of thyroid activity reduces
metabolism, the breaking down of albumins being espe-
cially affected. In hyperthyroidism metabolism is much
accelerated, and it is possible to diminish the demand
for albumins by substituting carbohydrates, but in athy-
roidism this cannot be done. The carbohydrates there-

fore tend to spare only that part of albumin metabolism'
which depends on the activity of the thyroid gland.
This fact probably has a bearing on carbohydrate metab-
olism, since glycosuria easily appears in hyperthy-
roidism. The following experiment illustrates this
point: If one milligram of adrenalin per kilogram of
body weight is injected subcutaneously into a dog, glyco-
suria results and albumin metabolism is stimulated. If

the thyroid gland is extirpated the glycoscuria does
not appear. If the animal is given thyroid extract,
however, the injection of adrenalin is followed by a
sjlycosurin. The removal of the pancreas caused adre-
nalin to become effective on injection into dogs without
thyroid glands. The action of adrenalin is therefore
influenced both by the pancreas and the thyroid gland.
Schick has reported before the Gesellschaft fiir

Kinderheilkunde the results of experiments made with
diphtheria antitoxin in the effort to produce a cutaneous
reaction. He found that on making cutaneous inocu-
lations with a concentrated solution of diphtheria
toxin, in the course of six or eight hours a papule
appears, which at the end of twenty-four hours is

surrounded by a red areola, reaches its acme of de-
velopment on the third or fourth day, and then gradu-
ally disappears. The lesion has the same appearance as
that produced by v. Pirquet's tuberculin inoculation. The
diphtheria reaction is not caused if the toxin has pre-
viously been mixed with antitoxin or if the subject has
previously been immunized with diphtheria antitoxin.
During the first year of life the reaction is usually
negative. From the third to the seventh year it is

usually positive, only to become negative again after
the tenth year. Of twenty-three patients with diph-
theria eighteen reacted positively, two reacted very
slightly, and in three the test was negative. A posi-
tive reaction indicates that the body is deficient in

antitoxic substances. The procedure does not have the
diagnostic value of v. Pirquet's reaction, but it may be
found to be useful in indicating how much serum it is

advisable to inject in cases of diphtheria. In the dis-
cussion v. Pirquet observed that the reaction pos-
sessed a different significance from that with tuber-
culin. The absence of a reaction showed that there
were present in the body active antibodies. Its practi-
cal value lay in the fact that by this means it was
possible to test out diphtheria antitoxin on human
beings. Toxin and antitoxin might be mixed in vitro
and it could then be determined by inoculation whether
the mixture was still toxic or not.

OUR LETTER FROM COPENHAGEN.
(From Our Special Correspondent.)

A MILK EPIDEMIC OF SORE THROAT—TREATMENT OF PULMO-
NARY TUBERCULOSIS BY ARTIFICIAL PNEUMOTHORAX—DEATHS
OF DRS. GULDBERG AND BRUNNICKE.

CoPENH.\GEN', June 14, 1908.

At a special meeting of the Medical Society of Chris-
tiania an interesting discussion took place on an epi-

demic of severe angina caused by milk infection. The
sanitary inspector of Christiania, Dr. Ustvedt, read the
introductory address. On March 3 and following days
an extraordinary large number of cultures, sent in by
the physicians for examination for diphtheria, were re-

ceived at the laboratory of the Board of Health. It
was at once observed that in the majority of the cases
the microbe present was a streptococcus easily to be
distinguished by its size, manner of distribution, and
predilection for certain culture media. As the same
streptococcus kept on occurring in the cultures from
new cases, an inquiry was instituted in order to find out,

if possible, the source of infection. It turned out that

the infection could be traced to the milk of a certain

dairy. In many cases whole families were attacked
at once, all the members of which had drunk unboiled
milk from the dairy in question. In several cases one
or more members of a family escaped infection, though
the rest of the family suffered from angina. In all these
cases it was proved that these persons had not drunk
of the suspected milk, while the rest of the family had
had the inculpated milk for a beverage. Quite casually

it became even possible to trace the infection to a

single cow. After several investigations had been car-

ried out without result, one of the veterinary officers of

the Christiania inspection of foodstuffs heard that a

cow had been slaughtered on a farm which sent its milk
to the suspected dairy, and succeeded in finding the

frozen udder of the cow in question thrown away among
other offal. On examination this udder was found to

contain two abscesses in connection with the milk ducts.
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from the pus of which a streptococcus was isolated with
exactly the same characteristics as those distinguish-
ing the microbe found in the cultures from the throat
cases. After this result there could be no doiibt that

the real source of the infection had been discovered.
It was very remarkable that the cow was said not
to have presented any symptom of disease, though the
pus contained in its udder proved to be very virulent and
able to cause a large series of infections in human be-
ings, notwithstanding the fact that it must have been
extremely diluted before it came in contact with the
mucous membrane of the fauces of the diseased per-
sons. The total number of those notified to the sanitary
authorities as suffering from milk angina was between
500 and 600, but many more infections are known to

have occurred. The epidemic had its special clinical

features, and was, on the whole, of a far more serious

nature than the ordinary angina. The onset of the
symptoms was very acute, with a rise of the temperature
to 104° F. Very pronounced swelling of the lymph
glands, not only of the submaxillary but also of the oc-

cipital and cervical lateral glands down to the collar

bone. A whole series of serious complications of a

pyemic nature was observed, albuminuria being very
common. Several deaths occurred from septicop\'emia.
The chief sanitary officer of Christiania, Dr. G. E.
Bentzen, read a paper on the introduction of more
strict regulations for the milk trade in Christiania, but
the measures which he proposed did not meet
with general approval from those present. Among
the contributions made by the following speakers the
most interesting was that of Dr. Malm. He had had
occasion to examine the pus both from the abscesses
in the udder of the cow and from a suppurating joint
in one of the patients who died in the epidemic. The
streptococcus found in both cases possesed exactly
the same characteristics. He drew attention to the fact
that practically all the sufferers in this epidemic had
angina, while the ordinary clinical picture in cases of

milk infection was that of a gastroenteritis. He had,
however, found that Grey-Edwards and Severn had in

1897 observed a similar though far smaller epidemic.
According to communications from Stockholm a simi-
lar epidemic had also occurred there in April.
At the last meeting of the Copenhagen Society for

Physical Therapeutics and Dietetics Professor Saue;-
man read a paper on Forlanini's treatment of pulmo-
nary tuberculosis by artificial production of a pneumo-
thorax. He thought that the method was chiefly indi-

cated in very serious cases, but so far his results had
been encouraging. Dr. Wiirtzen said that he had also
tried the method, but his experience was as yet too
small to allow of definite statements. His remarks
chiefly concerned the technique of the treatment. He
has constructed a special trocar together with Dr.
Kier-Petersen. It is solid at the distal end and rather
blunt, so that it will not easily produce a lesion of the
lung. In the middle of the cannula there is a longi-
tudinal narrow slit of two centimeters' length, so that
there is every probability that one or other part of
this slit will coincide with the pleural cavity. By this

means they insure the injection of the nitrogen air into
the pleura and not into the lung or other tissues.

The professor in anatomy at the University of Chris-
tiania, Dr. Guldberg, has recentlj' died. He was the
first representative of the modern teaching of anatomy
in his university and has published several important
contributions also on anthropological topics.

The Councillor of State, Dr. Briinnicke, has just died
in Copenhagen at the age of 85. For twenty-six years
he had been physician in charge of one of the depart-
ments of the Kommune Hospital and was a highly
esteemed teacher.

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, June 25, 1908.

Local Treatment of Acute Inflammations of the
Throat from the Standpoint of Pathology.—J. L.
Goodale says that in a beginning tonsillitis antiseptic appli-

cations may pediaps be used with benefit with a view of
aborting the attack, but if this initial procedure does not
sterilize the parts, and the usual cryptic deposits appear
with systemic involvement, further applications of anti-

septics may be not only useless but even harmful. They
may diminish the number of bacteria in the crypts which
are generating toxin and thus prolong the period re-

quired for the formation of the requisite amount of anti-

bodies, and they may exercise destructive action on the tis-

sue cells and phagocytic leucocytes of the host Antisep-

tic applications may be followed by increased fever and
adenitis, indicating increased absorption of toxin into the

system. In certain cases in which acute attacks seem to

be aborted by local antiseptics, inflammatory manifesta-
tions may shortly follow in neighboring regions and last

for a number of days or weeks. Under such circumstances
it may be that the checking of the attack checked also the

establishment of immunity, and that for its final accom-
plishment a longer period of growth of the organism upon
the membranes of the upper air tract was necessary. Per-
haps after all the best plan in case the attack is fairly

under way is to put the patient to bed and not meddle with
him.

Achondroplasia.—W. N. Bullard and A. W. George
summarize as the essential features of this condition the

following lesions : Sclerosis of the epiphyseal cartilage

while in preparation for multiplication. Lack of serial ar-

rangement of the cartilage cells and deficiency in carti-

laginous ossification while processes from the marrow cross

the line of ossification, ."Xbundant periosteal ossification

produced as well by means of osteoblasts as by direct cal-

cification of the fibrous lamellae, but only eventuating in

the formation of a spongy bone with thick resistant la-

mellae. Sclerosis of the bone marrow. They then describe

one case which has come under their own observation, and
present some excellent radiographs illustrating the differ-

ence of the appearance of the bones of the arm and hand
as compared with normal conditions. Their patient was
first seen when ten months old, and has been under ob-

servation for the past four years. It was noted that the

patient presented no thyroid gland, and the treatment has

consisted in giving thyroid extract in ten-grain doses

three times daily—also at intervals cod liver oil and bone
marrow. The results have been good, for while the

child still presents certain bony deformities his mental de-

velopment is up to the average and he is able to play as

do other children.

Nciu York Medical Journal, June 27, :9o8.

The Tuberculin Inunction.—The method of making
the tuberculin test without rupture of the continuity of

the skin is thus described by E. Moro : A mixture is pre-

pared of Koch's old tuberculin 5 c.c, and anhydrous wool
fat 5 grams. Of this a piece the size of a pea is rubbed
into the skin of the chest or abdomen, over an area of

four square inches for half a minute and then left

on the skin to absorb spontaneously. On the second day
or even earlier a positive result is indicated when small

papules appear over the arra of the inunction or in its im-

mediate vicinity ; negative when the skin shows no changes
of any kind. With the positive reaction one often observes

only a few very pale papules. Occasionally the papules are

very numerous and red, and only exceptionally the skin in

the region of the inunction is very much reddened and
itches. The papules usually disappear by the end of a

week. No other local and no general symptoms have
been noted. The author believes that this method is just

as reliable as the conjunctival or the von Pirquet methods.
Comparison of the latter method and that by inunction

led to the observation of the following differences: (l)

In advanced cases of tuberculosis the skin loses earlier its

reactionary power to the inunction. (2) In cases showing
no clinical signs of tuberculosis the percentage of posi-

tive results is much smaller in the inunction method. As
opposed to the conjunctival and subcutaneous applications

the inunction is entirley harmless. The patients never ob-

ject to its use.

Mercury and Tuberculosis.—\V. F. Bernart says that

mercury when given by injection possesses certain actions

exclusive of its antisyphilitic ones. This applies especially

to the bichloride. This drug when injected in full doses

has a decided antithermic action in nearly all cases where
the fever is the result of some germ invasion. Besides

this, it also exerts what might be termed a sedative influ-

ence, that is, it decreases the nervous tension, or, as the

patient expresses it, it makes him lazy and indolent. This
latter action might be the result of a mild metallic poison-

ing. In view of this, it is not at all surprising that certain

tuberculous patients at first seem to be favorably influ-

enced by this method of treatment. In a series of syphilo-

tubercuious patients treated as above indicated the author

noted the following effects: (i) The control of the active

syphilis in many of the tuberculous patients seemed for

tiie time to benefit the tuberculosis also. (2) In patients

Avith nulmonarv tuberculosis, after the first control of the

syphilis and if the treatment was continuously pushed, a

few months would show a gradual aggravation of the tu-

berculosis. (3) The genitourinary tuberculous patients,

outside of the benefit to their syphilis, showed no improve-

ment in their tuberculosis. (4) Two patients with tuber-

culous eye trouble were benefited, one markedly so and the

other but moderately so. This is not surprising, as the
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intravenous injections of mercuric chloride exert a decided
and beneficial influence over infections and ulcerations of
the eye. (5) The patients with pulmonary tuberculosis,
evidently suffering from the absorption of septic materials,
probably due to a secondary germ infection, were decidedly
benefited up to a certain point, after which, if the mer-
curial treatment was continued, their retrogression was
rapid.

Acute Syphilitic Nephritis.—J. Ballagi refers to the
scanty references in literature on the causal relation of
syphilis to kidney disease and finds an indefinite consensus
of opinion on the subject. He says that a patient with
chronic nephritis who acquires syphilis is hardly a fit sub-
ject for prolonged mercurial treatment but when it is pos-
sible to decide with certainty that syphilitic infection oc-
curred before the appearing of any sjTiiptoms of nephritis,

and that the patient did not take any mercury at all. then
wc are justified in suspecting the nephritis to be of luetic

origin, and we would not make a mistake in introducing
a mercurial treatment. When no history is obtainable,
chtmical analysis of the urine, saliva, blood, etc., may de-
cide the question. Mercury can be detected in the or-
ganismus months after it was incorporated, and with so
much more certainty when recent mercurial poisoning

—

that is, mercurial nephritis—is present. He warns against
the injection of calomel or gray oil, but has never had
any unpleasant effects from the bichloride in five per cent,

solution. The author closes his paper with the history
of one personal case, that of a man of thirty-five years,
who presented himself with the usual symptoms of an
acute parenchjTnatous nephritis and a very definite history
of a syphilitic infection some two months previously. Un-
der bichloride injections the case cleared up satisfactorily.

A brief bibliography is appended.

Results Obtained from Use of Diphtheria Antitoxin
Refined and Concentrated by Gibson's Method.—Tlie
method of Gibson referred to consists in the elimination
from the serum of the nonantitoxic substances and is de-

scribed in the Journal of Biological Chemistry. Vol. I, Xos.
I and 2, January, 1906. R. E. Wodehouse describes his re-

sults with this refined and concentrated preparation in a
series of 345 patients treated in Toronto institutions. Only
four developed an urticaria larger than 10 cm. in diameter
surrounding the point of injection. In two the affected

area remained confined to the thigh and buttock. In one
the abdomen and extremities were involved. In several

cases painful myalgia developed. The author's reasons for

continuing to use the Gibson preparation are thus stated

:

(i) In therapeutic use, often 10,000 to 15,000 units of anti-

toxin are indicated for one injection. If concentrated
to a potency of 1,500 units to l c.c, 10 c.c. only are neces-
sary for the latter dose, whereas in using the old form of
antitoxin, with a potency of 500 units to I c.c, the tissues

are necessarily distended three times as much by the in-

jection of 30 c.c. (2) The much smaller sized syringe and
needle necessary were very potent factors in dealing with
neurasthenic, frightened patients, who always see every de-

tail. (3) The systemic affections were markedly reduced.

(4) In a hospital where both diphtheria and scarlet fever
are treated, the early recognition and isolation of scarlet

fever or measles, developing in the diphtheria ward, is

most important. When refined and concentrated anti-

toxin has been used, there is no necessity for retaining

patients with erythematous rashes under observation for
several days, as we know these rashes rarely follow its

use, whereas under the old methods, using the unrefined
horse serum, with its accompanying rashes, the early di-

agnosis was always doubtful.

Journal of the American Medical Association, June 2y, 1908.

Hyperemia.—J. F. Binnie describes the Klapp modi-
fication of the Bier hyperemia treatment and gives a brief

statement of his experience in its use. It consists in the

daily application of cupping glasses adapted to the part

five minutes at a time, alternating with three minutes'

rest, for a total period of forty-five minutes. Suction
is produced by means of a rubber bulb or a syringe, and
should be strong enough to cause redness; if the part be-

comes blue or pain or paresthesia is caused, the suction is

too strong. The suction causes inflow of blood and in-

creased exudation, thus bringing a more active protective

material to the point where it will do the most good.
The periods of rest allow the blood to escape and a fresh

supply of protective material to be brought. Wright be-

lieves that the escaping blood contains a vaccine which
stimulates the production of antibodies throughout the sys-

tem. If pus is present, it should be evacuated by a small

cut or puncture and the cupping will aid in its removal.
In his dispensary practice Binnie has learned to trust this

treatment in those forms of cervical adenitis common
among the poor, and usually produces a cure in seven to

ten days with notable absence of scar. He has seen a

large number of buboes promptly disappear after evacua-
tion under this treatment, and it acts like a charm in the
treatment of furuncles, the abortion of boils being fre-

quently produced.

Local Applications in Surgery.—^J. E. Moore criti-

cises the belief in the utility of local applications in sur-

gical conditions, the supposed good results following their

use being in his opinion attributable to Nature and not
to the local remedy. He asks why should we apply mor-
phine locally when it relieves pain only after it is absorbed,
and it is absorbed much more quickly when administered
by the stomach or hypodermically? It is because we do
not give Nature due credit for her healing powers that such
an absurd cult as Eddyism has taken such a hold on the

public mind. Liniments have their uses, but their cura-

tive effect is not demonstrated. They may relieve pain and
the massage do good, but Moore considers their greatest

effect to be a mental one. It is rare that blisters do more
than add to the discomfort of the patient, and dusting pow-
ders are deservedly going out of use. Medicated dressings,

he asserts, have practically gone out of date, iodoform
gauze is about the only one left, and it is on its last legs.

Simple protective sterile dressings are all that is needed.
Irrigation with strong chemical solutions are still used
to an unwarranted extent ; anything beyond irrigation with
salt solution to mechanically remove retained discharges

is meddling. The use of 95 per cent, carbolic acid as rec-

ommended by Powell is an important advance, as it de-

stroys all bacteria and may cut short a virulent infection,

and if followed within two minutes with alcohol, there is

no chance of absorption. Heat and cold are popular and
therefore over-used applications. They relieve pain, but

their curative value is doubtful. Their use in a deep-

seated disease like appendicitis seems to Moore the height

of folly. The worst thing about them is that their use

may lead to fatal delay. The abuses of hot and cold ap-

plications are too numerous to mention, but one of the

most frequent is in phlegmon of the hand. Every surgeon,

he says, has seen cases in which poultices have been em-
ployed until the tendons have been destroyed. The local

use of heat in such cases is grateful to the patient, and
it should be used for that purpose only, not to supplant

or interfere with rational surgical measures.

Colles' Fracture.—Colics' fracture is defined by L. ^Y.

Ely as a fracture, usually with impaction, of the lower inch

of the radius, almost invariably due to a fall on the heel of

the extended hand. The radius breaks here at its weakest

point, where the cancellous structure of the bone is not

arranged to withstand a force applied longitudinally, and
the thicker layer of dense bone just above resists the strain

and is driven down into the lower fragment. The outer

part of the bone suffers more than the inner because the

inner is held fast by the ulna and hence it swings up and
receives more of the force of the blow. Not until the

styloid process of the ulna is broken and the triangular

fibrocartilage is dislocated is the internal portion of the

bone exposed to impaction. The fall is also usually on the

radial side of the hand. The posterior or dorsal aspect

of the bone usually suffers most, and this fact is thus

explained by Ely: A section at the usual seat of fracture

shows the bone here shaped roughly as a right-angled

triangle with the h\-pothenuse forward. When a force is

exerted on a line parallel to the hypothenuse, midway be-

tween it and the apex, the apex will yield much more
readily than the broad base. Such a force the transverse

line of the carpus exerts. Again the bone in the anterior

part is much denser than that in the posterior. Pain and
disabilitv were marked in a recent case : pressure on the

lower three-fourths of an inch of the radius causes pain,

and the finger feels a break in the contour. In case of

simple slight impaction there will be nothing characteristic

beyond swelling and thickening of the radius. Fracture

of the carpus, most frequently of the scaphoid, is often

mistaken for Colles' fracture. The main diagnostic point

here is the extreme sensitiveness over the broken bone,

usually in the region of the anatomic snuff-box. The disa-

bility is not so great unless there is also semilunar dislo-

cation. If the -r-ray is used it is well to test both wrists,

and sometimes an old fracture of the scaphoid can not be

differentiated from a Colles' fracture. The prognosis with-

out treatment is not usually good. The main indication is

to break up the impaction and keep the fragments in place.

The notion that an impaction should be let alone can not

be too strongly condemned. Ely insists on its reduction

under anesthesia, not by traction, but by working the

fragments backward and forward on each other until

crepitation is felt. For a splint, he prefers the plaster^of-

Paris gauntlet to anv other form of dressing, and gives

full directions for putting it on. He applies it from the

elbow to the fingers, leaving a wide hole for the thumb,

and slits it up on the radial side to guard against damage

from swelling. He leaves it on for from nine days to a
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month, and insists that, with proper adjustment, immobili-
zation never causes ankylosis.

The Lancet, June 20, 1908.

Sarcoma of the Right Os Innominatum Simulating
Appendix Abscess.—The patient of E. H. Harries was
a girl of 12 years sent to hospital with the diagnosis of
appendicitis. Four days previously she had been seized

with a pain in the right side of the abdomen, running down
the leg, which was kept bent, constipation but no vomiting.
It was learned later that she had limped a little for some
weeks. There was a swelling in the right iliac fossa, ten-

der on palpation, and not definitely fluctuating. Immedi-
ate laparotomy was decided on and incision made over the

swelling, the peritoneal cavity not being opened. Explora-
tion through the wound down into the pelvis gave e.xit to

considerable gelatinous material and necrosis of the ilium
was found. The child did badly, and in a few weeks a
second operation was done and much foul smelling tissue

removed through the reopened original wound. The child

still did badly and died in about two months after admis-
sion to hospital. Autopsy showed among other lesions the

following : In the paravertebral hollow on the right side

over the vertebral extremity of the sixth and seventh ribs

was an oval soft tumor of about the size of a walnut.
On cutting into it soft grayish diffluent material escaped
and the seventh rib underlying was found to be eroded.
The metastatic spleen nodules were found histologically

to present the same characters as the primary bone tumor.
The intestines, pancreas, and kidneys showed no patho-
logical change. The mesenteric glands were not enlarged.
The right iliac fossa was found to be invaded by an ir-

regular infiltrating dilfluent growth. The muscles and
fatty tissue in the neighborhood were all involved. On
cutting into them purulent grumous material escaped in

large quantities. Douglas's pouch was filled with material
like laudable pus. The ilium at the base of the growth
was found to be greatly eroded. The right psoas iliacus

was completely atrophied. The hip-joint was not impli-

cated.

Acidity of the Urine.—Seven cases are reported by
F. A. Watkins, who refers to the success claimed by
French physicians in treating cases of acid intoxication by
the administration of phosphorus preparations w-hich are
selected according to the degree of acidity of the urine.

The estimation of the acidity of the urine is for the pur-
poses of this therapy carried out by Boussingault's method
of titration with a standardized solution of sucrate of
calcium. Full details as to chemistry, etc., are given in

the author's paper. It is important that patients suffering

from loss of phosphates should partake of a rich diet in

these salts. The following articles are enumerated in the
order of preponderating percentages : gruyere cheese, hari-

cot beans, mutton, beef, white cheese, eggs, cereals, and
milk. Cerebos salt contains 4 per cent, of phosphates, so

is an important adjunct to the diet from the point of view-

under consideration. With regard to drugs, phosphoric
acid and its salts, according to the degree of acidity of
the urine, are all useful. If the reaction is normal, tlie

phosphorus should be given in neutral form. For this pur-
pose a new salt called sodium sesqui-phosphate has been
introduced. Two grams per day are given in divided
doses. The author claims that the best remedy for raising

the urinary acidity is phosphoric acid but it must be given
in large doses. If the specific gravity is much above nor-
mal much water should be taken with the design of keeping
the urine below 1.020. For this purpose it may be neces-
sary to supply the patient with a urinometer. The alka-

line mineral waters are very effective in reducing the

acidity of the urine ; but during their exhibition it is very
necessary to make periodic estimations of the urine so as

to regulate the dose of alkalies. If the hyperacidity is only
moderate it will rapidly yield to effervescing phosphate of
sodium. In greater degrees of acidity it maj' be necessary
to give the alkaline phosphate of sodium. It is a much
easier matter to lower the acidity than to raise it.

The Supports-in-Chief of the Female Pelvic Viscera.
.

—

R. H. Paramore regards the mechanical side of this

<]ue5tion as still imsettled. !Mere study from the side of
anatomy is insufficient, for we must at the same time bear
in mind actual living processes. He describes the pelvic

diaphragm in great detail and calls attention to the analogy
between the collective supports of the uterus and those of

the duodenum. He says that when we glance at the

visceral connective tissue strands which radiate from the

circumference of the pelvic wall to the cervix it, indeed,

looks as though these strands might support the uterus.

But when we compare this apparatus with the pelvic dia-

phragm lying beneath we find the essential difference be-

tween these two structures is, that while the pelvic dia-

phragm on account of its striated muscle, is a highly elas-

tic obturator, the pelvic visceral connective tissue is little

if at all elastic. It is this lack of elasticity, the impossi-

l)il4ty of yielding to excessive pressure from above without
stretching, and the equal impossibility of returning to a

previous position after such stretching that makes it im-
possible for the visceral connective tissues to play the part

of a support adaptable to all the requirements of the pel-

vis. Such connective tissue, however, does prevent the too

great descent of the uterus during defecation. The pelvic

diaphragm should be considered as identical in structure

and function with the anterior abdominal wall. The pelvis

and abdomen are essentially one cavity, but since the area

of the pelvic outlet is many times smaller than the area

filled in by the anterior abdominal wall, the work to be

done by the levator ani muscle, in successfully resisting

the pressure caused by increase of the contraction of the

abdominal wall muscles, is considerably less than the work
which the anterior abdominal w'all musculature has to per-

form to produce this pressure. Thus a relative thinness

and apparent weakness of the levator ani muscle is ex-

plained. The outcome of the simultaneous contraction

of these two groups of muscles, in the superior one of

which the thoracic diaphragm must, of course, be in-

cluded, is tlie intraabdominal pressure. This pressure acts

liy thrusting the pelvic viscera still further downwards
upon the pelvic floor ; and in the presence of this down-
thrust the viscera are maintained in their position by the

levator ani muscle. Since this is attached to the pelvic

wall by connective tissue it is plain that to this the strain

and stress of supporting the viscera and opposing the in-

traabdominal pressure must be transmitted. An inquiry

into the conditions of successful connective tissue func-

tioning in the body shows that this is entirely dependent

upon the functioning of the muscles with which the con-

nective tissues are connected.

Berliner Idinische U'ochenschrift, June 15, 1908.

The Treatment of Ileus.—Braun discusses the ques-
tion of the indications for surgical treatment in intestinal

obstruction and the results of such treatment. The oper-

ation is indicated in almost all cases in which the diagnosis

of mechanical ileus has been made, and the full symptom
picture of the obstruction is not to be awaited in such
cases, especially as more or less exact diagnosis as to the

nature of the condition and to the localization ought now-
adays be made quite early. Braun has observed sixty-nine

cases, of which twenty-seven or about 40 per cent. died.

Five of the fatal cases, however, resiilted from the original

disease, carcinoma, and not from the obstruction, which
was successfully relieved. Six patients were cured by
high irrigations, eleven out of the thirty-three patients in

whom the obstruction was a primary condition were cured
by the laparatomy, the rest dying in spite of the operation.

Palliative measures, among them punctures of the bowel,
enterostomies and enteroanastomoses were used in thirty

patients suffering from tumors or adhesions. Fifteen of
these latter wore cured by the treatment.

Ophthalmodiaphanoscope.—Under this name Herfzell
describes an instrument constructed by him, which is intro-

duced into the mouth and illuminates the fundus of the eye
from the back. The fundus may then be observed directly,

the new illuminations offering many advantages over the

usual ophthalmoscope, among them, simplicity of tech-

nique, absence of disturbing reflexes, larger field of vision,

and the fact that better attention can be given to the ap-

pearances of the fundus, since the illumination need not be
kept in mind any more. Hertzell has succeeded in reflect-

ing the picture of the fundus on a screen, and thinks that

this may enable more accurate measurements of the papilla

to be made in pathological cases, as well as lead to the intro-

duction of direct photography of the eye fundus. More-
over, the new illumination gives somewhat different pic-

tures of the eye conditions from those seen by the oph-
thalmoscope and may thus lead to better understanding of

the normal and the pathological appearances of the fundus.

Mi'inchcncr vtcdicinischc U'ochenschrift, June 16, 1908.

Spontaneous Rupture of the Rectum.—Burkhardt
says that only fourteen cases of this accident have been

rejported in the literature, three having occurred in persons

not suffering from any disease of the bowel. The other

patients were affected by prolapse of the rectum or had
diverticula. The author adds another case occurring in a

healthy young man during excessive straining in defeca-

tion. .\n operation, with the formation of artificial anus,

showed that the peritoneal cavity was opened and feces es-

caped into it. The patient recovered, making the first case

on record of recovery after the intraperitoneal rupture of

the rectum.

Artificial Hyperemia in Animal Experiments.—
Frangenhcim says that under the action of pure hyperemia

are included all the phenomena that are produced in acute

suppurative conditions by the congestion and the suction.
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The experiments with animals are well titled for the study
of such action. If staphylococci or streptococci are in-
jected into the vein of a rabbit's ear, and artificial Iiypcr-
emia produced at some distant site of the body, that si;c

becomes the seat of an abscess. Other artificially produced
abscesses were never diminished by the application of
artificial hyperemia, while in control animals the lesions
diminished progressively without any treatment. The
treated abscesses contained virulent cocci for weeks during
and after the treatment. Microscopical examination .showed
a great deal of young connective tissue in such lesions.
Passive hyperemia by means of a bandage likewise had no
salutary effect upon artificially produced lesions, the sup-
puration of joints and of the medulla of bones being made
more active by the application. Tlie author concludes that
in animal experiments hyperemia has no bacteriological
effect, and all the suppurative affections of the soft part,
of the joints, and of the bones behave badly under such
treatm.ent.

Deutsche medisinische li'ocheuschrift, June 11, 1908.

The Treatment of Nasal Conditions in Gynecology.—
Koblanck says that in addition to the tubercle of the sep-.

turn and the anterior part of the inferior turbinate bono
which were designated by Fliess as the parts to be treated
in gynecological practice, the whole septum and the whole
of the inferior turbinate may have to be treated in other
cases. Indeed, often enough the condition depends upon
the affection of the accessory cavities, and these must also
be treated. Two results of treatment are especially notice-
able, one serving to arouse uterine pains, the other dimin-
ishing pain. The latter is obtained by applying to the
nasal mucosa a gauze sponge wet with 20 per cent, solution
of cocaine; uterine contractions, on the other hand, arc
called forth by a more energetic rubbing of the mucosa
with a sponge dipped into some preparation of the adron.Tl

gland. Not over five to ten drops of the cocaine solution
is to be used. While such treatment seems to affect

favorably the pain caused by the uterine contractions the
pain due to the pressure of the child upon the soft parts
in its advance through the genital canal is not affected.

The technique of using the adrenalin for the purpose of
increasing the pains is to be carefully followed ; no bleed-
ing is to be produced even by the energetic rubbing of
the mucosa. Especially valualilc is this treatment in the
period from the birth of the child to the birth of the pla-
centa, which in such cases is expelled very forcibly. Still

wider field for this treatment is found in gynecological
practice, the general indication being the existence of any
consequences of a morbid sexual life or of abnormal sex-
ual excitement. Hysterical phenomena, anomalies of men-
struation, neuralgic pains, catarrlial inflammation of the
cervix are some of the special indications. "False ap-
pendicitis," abnormal decrease of the sexual instinct as
well as increase of it are favorable fields for nasal therapy.
In addition, the treatment of certain portions of the nasal
•mucosa is very useful in controlling many disturbances of
the heart's function, especially arrhythmias of nervous
origin.

The Distribution of the Paratyphoid Bacilli Outside
of the Human Body.— Hiibener says that investigatifui
carried on by the Royal Health Department of Germany
have shown that the bacillus of swine plague which can
in no way be differentiated from the paratyphoid B-bacillit*

is a normal inhabitant of the gastrointestinal canal of
healthy pigs. Hiibener has succeeded in isolating a like

organism from six out of one hundred sainples of sausage
examined by him. The use of the food in question had
not seemed to have produced any ill effects in human be-
ings. It is probable, therefore, that such bacilli may be
excreted by the healthy human being after partaking of
such food. Moreover, the finding of such bacilli in the
excreta of patients suffering from a symptom-complex re-

sembling paratyphoid infection is not sufficient ground for

assuming that an etiological relation exists between the
bacilli found and the symptoms, unless specific reactions on
the part of the patient's blood toward strains of the ba-
cillus can be demonstrated at the same time. From the
standpoint of sanitary medicine the findings are of im-
portance showing that the demonstration of such organ-
isms in the food of persons attacked by suspicious disease
after partaking of that food is not enough reason for
considering that food as the cause of the disease. Rimpau
in a second article dealing with the same subject -ay^
that in the course of nine months he has discovered twen-
ty-six individuals who excreted paratyphoid B-bacilli. ten
of the persons examined having been sick with typhoid
fever, five chronic bacilli carriers, and fifteen apparently
healthy. The findings were especially frequent in the urine
of these individuals, fifteen of them showing this bacillus
in the urine. The occurrence of the bacilli in these persons
Rimpau explains just as Hiibener by the frequent presence
of the bacilli in the foodstuffs. As no standard of viru-

lence for the htnnan beings can be applied to these bacilli,

Rimpau thinks that all possible measures are in order to
protect the food and drink of communities from any pos-
sible infection with such bacilli.

Comparative Values of Test Meals.—Wurz has ex-
amined thirty patients after the administration of the vari-
ous test meals, and comes to the following conclusions

:

Riegel's test meal consisting of one plate of soup, 200 g.
meat weighed raw, well roasted, 300 g. mashed potatoes,
and one glass water, is best adapted to testing the secreting
functions of the stomach and could vi-ell be accepted as
the standard test. Next in usefulness stands Sahli's soup,
prepared of 25 g. flour, 15 g. butter, 250 g. water, and one
pinch of salt, the flour being browned and then cooked
for five minutes. The test breakfast of Ewald forms the
least powerful stimulus to secretion. It consists of 5 g.
tea, prepared in one-half liter of water, and one roll; the
ease with which it may be prepared and the fact that it

can be digested by the most delicate patients is enough to
justify its use in the diagnosis.

French and Italian Jounials.

Examination for Indoxyluria in Mental Patients.—
Georgio Pardo describes urine tliat contains indoxyl as
being markedly alkaline, turbid, with a sediment of phos-
phates and carbonates, increased in reducing power, con-
taining urobilin, having inodifications of pigments, and
microorganisms in marked numbers such as to render the
urine turbid. From his researches he concludes that in
the urine of some patients subject to mental disease dur-
ing periods of prolonged excitement, psychical and motor,
the indoxyl is transformed into indirubin. Indirubinuria
follows severe disturbances of digestion, as is shown by
the alkaline reaction of the urine, the turbidity, presence
of the sediment of carbonates and phosphates, and other
phenomena that have been mentioned. These are due to
the action of bacteria which have emigrated in large
numbers into the urinary passages. The clinical signifi-

cance of indirubinuria is the occurrence of intestinal putre-
faction. It signifies an insufficient defense of the organ-
ism against infective agents, and especially an insufficient

action of the intestine and liver.

—

Rivista Sperimentale di
Frenialria, Vol. XXXIII, Part IV.
Diagnostic Value of Enlarged Spleen in Typhoid

Fever.—Silvestri has studied 147 cases of typhoid,
among which the tumor of the spleen was found in 130
recognizable by palpation. In seventeen it was not demon-
strable at any period of the disease. In these cases there
were conditions which masked the swelling such as mus-
cular tension and obesity. In all the cases in which the
tumor was demonstrable, the symptoms, recurrences, com-
plications, duration of the disease and post-mortem find-

ings were in inverse proportion to the development of the
swelling. The author believes that the swelling of the
spleen in typhoid is not only an index of the degree of
infection, but also of the defensive reaction of the organ-
ism.—La Riforma Medica, January 20, 1908.

Lumbar Puncture in Meningeal Forms of Typhoid
Fever in the Child, and Its Therapeutic Value.—Ch.
Reca and Firmin Carles describe the different forms
in which meningeal infection in the course of typhoid
is found in children. The examination of the cerebro-
spinal liquid after removal by lumbar puncture is of value
in diagnosis and prognosis. The fluid may be found to

contain pus mixed with typhoid and other bacilli. It may
be clear and still contain these germs. In these two
cases there is a direct infection of the meninges by the

bacilli of Eberth. Again there may be removed a clear

fluid containing an abnormal number of lymphocytes. Here
the toxins of the bacilli are irritating the meninges. Last-

ly, the fluid may be of normal composition and under-
hypertension. Here the same condition increases the ten-

sion. The value of the procedure consists m the abstrac-

tion of toxins and bacilli when they are present by re-

peated punctures, and the relief of tension and of pressure
on the nerve centers.

—

Gazette Hebdomadaire des Sciences
Medicates. January 26, 1908.

Puerperal Psoitis.—P. E. Launois describes a rare

form of puerperal infection which generally comes on at a

period some time after labor. It consists of an abscess

in the sheath of the psoas muscle, accompanied by all

the symptoms of a general septic condition. The symp-
toms are characteristic ; they are pain and swelling in the

iliac region, inability to extend the leg. flexion of the leg

on the pelvis without abduction or adduction of the mem-
ber, and the classical picture of septicemia. Acute infec-

tion of the hip and sacroiliac joints, coxalgia, peri-

nephritis, and periuterine inflammations must be excluded

in the diagnosis. Opening the abscess brings about

relief of the symptoms, but a phlebitis may ensue. The
author describes an interesting case of this trouble in

which the psoas abscess came three months after labor.

—

Journal de Medecine de Paris, January 20, 1908.
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Hypnotic Therapeutics in Theory and Practice. With
numerous illustrations of treatment by suggestion. By
John Duncan Quackenbos, A.M., M.D., author of
"Hypnotism in Mental and Moral Culture," "Practical
Physics," etc. New York and London : Harper and
Brothers, 1908.

In the introductory chapter the author enumerates the

diseases, cases of which have been "substantially relieved

and many of them radically cured by accredited hypno-
physicists." This list runs from migraine and intermit-

tent heart to dementia prascox and incipient insanity, from
hvsteria and epilepsy to diabetes mellitus. The next chap-
ter makes plain the principle of this treatment; it is

founded upon the evocation of the control that the "trans-

liminal self" exercises over the organs and functions of
the body. The rest of the book treats of the practical

use to which this control may be put in treating various
pathological states ; neurasthenia, delusions, alcoholism,
"pathological diffidence," etc., receive a chapter each. In
an appendix to the book the author proclaims his belief

in clairvoyance, ".i--ray vision," and other transliminal fac-

ulties, and gives "authentic" cases of such powers.
This brief summary of the contents of the book indi-

cate its character and the valuation that may be put

upon it by the medical reader. A quotation may serve
further in this direction : "In a number of cases moribund
patients have been recalled from death by shouting in

the ear at the moment of dissolution, a command to re-

turn." As an illustration a patient with pneumonia is

named, "beyond the pale of hope from a medical point

of view," whom the transliminal therapeutist saves, how-
ever, by the following command : "Assume immediate
control of your physical functions and get well !" directions

which "were immediately accepted and implicitly fol-

lowed !"

The following, addressed to the hypnotized patient, is a
part of the author's treatment for diabetes mellitus : "And
if your pancreas be crippled in its production of the nat-

ural ferment, which is given off to blood and lymph,
and which conditions the normal consumption of sugar
in the body or restrains the output of sugar from the liv-

er and tissues, you will see that it forthwith pours into

your blood or lymph a sufficient quantity of sugar oxidiz-

ing ferments !"

In the hands of laymen, this book may be productive of
much real harm by exciting false hopes or causing the
postponement of medical treatment until too late ; its

chief interest to the physician consists in the revelation

it makes of how far autosuggestion may carry one in the

direction of a belief in the unbelievable.

IMaladies des Os. Par P. Mauclaire, Professeur agrege
a la Faculte de INIedecine de Paris, Chirurgien de la

Maison Municipale de Sante. Avec 161 figures inter-

calees dans le texte. Paris : J. B. Bailliere et Fils, 1908.

Muscles, ApoNih-RosES. Tendons. Tissus Peritendineux,
Bourses Sereuses. Par Louis Ombredanne, Chirurgien
des Hopitaux de Paris. Avec 45 figures intercalees dans
le texte. Paris : J. B. Bailliere et Fils, 1908.

These two books represent the fifth and the ninth fascicles

of the "Nouveau Traite de Chirurgie" edited by A. le

Dentu and Pierre Delbet. Dr. Mauclaire considers the
diseases of bones under five headings: Infections, Para-
sitic Diseases, Chemical Intoxications (phosphorus necrosis,

mercurialism, etc.), Trophic Osteopathies and Neoplasms.
The infections are given most attention, osteomyelitis, tu-

berculosis, and syphilis being exhaustively presented and
well illustrated by pictures of gross and microscopical
lesions. Rickets is considered under the trophic disorders
and the etiological factors in this disease are given due
prominence. Sufficient space is alloted to the rarer forms
of disease, such as acromegaly, osteomalacia, and leontia-

sis. The book is especially strong in the description and
illustration of the pathologv' of bone lesions.

Dr. Ombredanne's is a smaller volume treating of the
diseases of muscles, tendons, bursre and related struc-

tures. The author has sought to correct old errors in

the classification of the affections in the light of the latest

researches. Thus contusions of muscles are classed with
lesions involving the solution of continuity of muscular
fibers, "pseudo-hernias" are considered logically among
the ruptures of muscles, and the various types of myositis
are classed with reference to surgical considerations.
Treatment is given especial prominence, seven pages, for
instance, being given to the technique of tendon suture.

Both books keep up the high standard of the encyclo-
pedic treatise of which they form a part. But one serious

fault found in these as in many other books published on
the Continent may be pointed out. They lack an index,

and the table of contents is not sufficiently exhaustive
to make up for the deficiency.

Mount Sinai Hospital Reports, Vol. V, for 1905 and
1906. Edited for the Medical Board by N. E. Brill,

A.M., M.D. New York, 1907.

This volume of the Mount Sinai Hospital reports con-

tains much valuable scientific material. In addition to the

reports and statistics of the various divisions of the insti-

tution, the book contains a number of excellent articles.

Among these may be mentioned the article on tumors of

the bladder by Dr. F. S. Mandlebaum, and that on Hyper-
nephroma by Dr. A. A. Berg, and a series of special

articles on laboratory methods by Drs. Julius Rudisch,

E. P. Bernstein, E. Libman, and others.

Woman. A Treatise on the Normal and Pathological

Emotions of Feminine Love. By Bernard S. Talmey,
M.D., Gynecologist to the Yorkville Hospital and Dis-

pensary ; former Pathologist to the Mothers' and Ba-
bies' Hospital, etc.. New York. For Physicians and
Students of Medicine and Jurisprudence. With twenty-

three drawings in the text. Second Enlarged and Im-
proved Edition. New York : Practitioners' Publishing

Company, 1908.

The fact that this work has reached a second edition is

proof of its popularity and the demand for it. The book
is evidently written with the object of supplying in a

single volume information of occasional value for the

physician which could otherwise be obtained only by a

long and tedious search through the literature, and it

amply fulfils this purpose. It is questionable, however,

whether many of the facts given will be of use even to

the physician, and if the book should fall into the hands
of lay people, especially of the young, it might do more
harm than its strictly professional use would do good.

Rabies : Its Place Among Germ Diseases and Its Origin

in the Animal Kingdom. By David Sime, M.D. Cam-
bridge : The University Press, 1903.

Before Pasteur began his investigations into the cause
of rabies, it was not known that there was a microbe
producing a virus that caused rabies. And for a long

time afterwards it was thought that the disease had its

origin in the canine species. Dr. Sime gives pretty con-

clusive proofs, however, that the rabbit and not the dog
is the animal in which rabies arises. He classifies ani-

mals as the hunting and hunted and also with respect to

their behavior toward the rabific virus, whether they in-

tensify or attenuate the disease. The intensifiers are the

hunted class, and the attenuators the hunting class. Con-
siderable space is taken up in proving that rabies does

affect the rabbit first, and that the central nervous sys-

tem bears the brunt and is in fact the seat of the disease.

The most affected parts are the medulla oblongata and
the lumbar enlargement of the spinal cord. The treat-

ment is not considered.

The book is not a text-book, but a treatise based on
the wide researches that have been made in regard to

rabies, and theories and deductions drawn therefrom. As
the author says : "It is a study of rabies in a threefold

direction, its causation in the individual organism ; its

place among germ diseases with the end of bacterial

agency in the animal economy ; and lastly its origin in

the animal kingdom."

Prostatic Enlargement. Bv Cuthbert S. Wallace,
M.B., B.S. (Lond.), F.R.C.S. (Eng.). Surgeon to the

East London Hospital for Children, etc. Bacteriology

by Leonard S. Dudgeon, M.R.C.P. (Lond.), Bacteriolo-

gist to the St. Thomas Hospital, etc. London: (Henry
Frowde, Oxford), Hodder and Stoughton (Oxford
Medical Publications), 1907.

This monograph contains the results of researches on the

pathology, bacteriology, and operative treatment of pros-

tatic enlargement. The volume opens with a consideration

of the surgical anatomy of the gland; the physiology of

the prostate and the morbid histology of prostatic hyper-

trophy are next dealt with. Most hypertrophied pros-

tates were found to have distinct fibrous capsules. The
nonencapsulated forms were rare. The enlargement was
found to be neoplastic in character, and the chronic in-

flammation found in the affected glands is probably sec-

ondary and due to infection. The latter is dealt with in

the bacteriological section. The most frequent germ found
in hypertrophied prostates was the Sial^hyhcoccus albus,

next the Bacillus coli. The urine did not always show
the character of the infection in the gland. Freyer is

credited with the introduction of the suprapubic operation

of prostatectomy. No mention is made of the work of

Fuller, Guiteras, and others in this country, save Hugh
Young, who is quoted briefly. The enucleation of the

prostate from within its capsule is to be regarded as the

essential step in "complete" prostatectomy.
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Gout, Its Palhologj-, Forms, Diagnosis and Treatment.
By .\rthur p. Luff, M.D., B.Sc, F.R.C.P. (London),
Physician to St. Mary's Hospital. Third edition New
York: William Wood & Company, 1907.

Luff's monograph on gout needs no introduction to the
progressive physician. It is said that no nation knows
more about gout than the English, and certainly the pres-

ent volume is one of the most satisfactory treatises on this

disease of metabolism that have been offered to the pro-
fession within recent years. Beginning in Part I with the

theoretical consideration as to the causation of gout, the

formation of uric acid, the relation of the blood to gout,

and the formation of gouty deposits, the author passes on
in the next section to the clinical features of gout in its

various forms, and to the important subject of differential

diagnosis. In the third section are presented certain in-

vestigations on the treatment of gout, chiefly as regards
the solubility of sodium biurate and the process of solution

of gouty deposits. The last part is devoted to the treat-

ment of gout and gouty conditions. Here will be found
directions as to the treatment of acute, subacute, chronic
and irregular gout ; details as to diet, local treatment,
electric light, superheated air and other physical methods,
as well as a discussion of the influence of alcohol and of
mineral waters, baths, and climate upon the gouty pro-
cesses.

In the present edition the new views as to the pa-
thology and causation of gout are given full discussion.

Many of the chapters have been rewritten, especially those
on treatment and diet, on hydrotherapy and mineral wa-
ters. The book is an exceedingly practical, up-to-date
treatise on a puzzling disease, by one who has thoroughly
mastered his subject, as far as it is possible to do so in

the light of present-day knowledge, and who knows how
to impart his knowledge to his readers.

VORLESUXGEN UEEI: Dl.\TBEH.\XDLUSG IxXEItER KrAXK-
HEITEN VOR RziFEREX StUDIEREXDEX UXD AeRZTEX. \on
Professor Dr. H. Str.\uss in Berlin. Mit einem An-
hang, "Winke ftir die diatetische Kiiche" von Elsie II.\n-

XEM-\xx, Vorsteherin des Haushaltungs-Lehrerinnen-
Seminars und dcr Kochshule des Lette-Vereins in Ber-
lin. Berlin : Verlag von S. Karger, 1908.

Dr. Strauss's book consists of fifteen lectures on the

principles of diet in the internal diseases. Among others,

the following lesions, functional and organic, are taken
up ; acute and chronic gastritis, disturbances of gastric

secretion, gastric ulcer, diarrhea, constipation, intestinal

parasites, renal diseases, gout, diabetes mellitus and
obesity. In the treatment of gastric ulcer Dr. Strauss in-

clines to the low diet of Leube in preference to the high
proteid diet of Lenhartz. He enters with sufficient full-

ness into the use of a salt-free diet in nephritis, into the

indications for the use of rectal feeding, and into the value
of artificial foods.

The appendix, written by the lady superintendent of a
cooking school, occvipies one-third of the book and trans-

lates into practical kitchen "recipes" the recommendations
of the author. The quantities of foodstuffs used arc-

translated into their equivalents in the term of proteids.

carbohydrates, and fats, so that the physician is enabled

to make up a menu answering theoretical food require-

ments with the least amount of difficult}'. The book may
be safely recommended to physicians and to those in

charge of diet kitchens in institutions.

MoRTM.MX. By Arthur Traix. New York : D. Apple-
ton and Company, 1907.

As the problem novel has concerned itself with almost
every phase of modern life, one need not be surprised

to find it seeking material in the field of surgery. The
first story in this collection is rather out of the ordinary,

and though quite impossible is sufficiently weird to hold

one's attention. It is based on the discovery of a famous
English surgeon, whose life is thoroughly absorbed in

his art, and who finally succeeds in solving the problem
of limb grafting. The first patient is a baronet, financial-

ly embarrassed and on the eve of ruin. When he is in-

formed over the telephone that the man who holds his

notes has been assassinated, he accidentally upsets a piece

of bric-a-brac which crushes hi? hand, making amputa-
tion and grafting necessarj-. While under the anesthetic

he dreams that the hand of the criminal that killed his

enemy has been fastened to him. making a chain of cir-

cumstantial evidence which would convict him of the

crime. He is also haunted by the fact that the man from
whom the grafted hand was taken died in consequence.
In addition to all this he loathes the foreign member, oc-

casionally suffers physical tortures, and finds his own men-
tal and spiritual characteristics changing so that at tirnes

he is dominated by criminal impulses. The other stories

in the volume are readable, but possess no special medical

interest.

Lectures on Diseases of the Nervous System. Third
Series. The Border-Land of Epilepsy: Faints, Vagal
Attacks, Vertigo, Migraine, Sleep Symptoms and their
Treatment. By Sir Willl^m R. Cowers, M.D., F.R.C.P.,
F.R.S.; Hon. Fellow R. Coll. Phys. Ireland; Member
of the Soc. de Medecins Russes of St. Petersburg and of
the Royal Soc. de Science of Upsala, etc. Philadelphia:
P. Blakiston's Son & Co., 1907.

The well-known powers of accurate observation and wide
experience of this eminent writer lead us to accept as
authoritative his prolific writings which are justly very
popular in this country. There is no more valuable book
on epilepsy than that of Cowers, and the present little

volume, on conditions "near to, but not of epilepsy," will

be found of assistance in understanding and treating cases
belonging to this, to most of us, very unfamiliar field.

Illustrative cases of the various borderland conditions are
reported; and the evidence, from which the facts and
conclusions are deduced, that the affections under dis-

cussion are related to epilepsy, is briefly, yet clearly de-
scribed, and throws much needed light on the nature of
these affections. The term "vagal attacks" is a useful
designation, by the author, and the chapter on this topic,

together with some other portions of the book, constitutes

a distinct contribution to the Hughlings Jackson hypothesis
of the existence of lower level (medullary) fits.

.\ Te.xt-Book of Surgical Ax.\tomy. By ^\'^^LUAM Fran-
cis CAMPBELL, M.D., Brooklyn, New Y'^ork. Professor
of .\natomy. Long Island College Hospital; Attending
Surgeon to the Methodist Episcopal, Swedish, and Bush-
wick Hospitals ; Consulting Surgeon to the Jamaica Hos-
pital. With 319 Original Illustrations. Philadelphia and
London : W. B. Saunders Company, 1908.

The author of this volume has wisely started out from
the following premises : ( i ) He has made no attempt to

present all the anatomical data that could be gleaned from
any and every source; (2) he has only selected those
anatomical facts which have a practical bearing; and (3)
due emphasis is laid on those structures and regions which
have a peculiar interest for the surgeon. The result is

that the volume before us is one which is eminently prac-
tical and satisfactory. In a general way the whole field

of anatomy is covered, so far as is conformable with the

above rules. Each section begins with a few pages deal-
ing with the surface anatomy of the part. The various
regions are then taken up in some detail, and almost every
possible point that the surgeon can want information on is

considered. Until quite recently the available works on
surgical anatomy were few ; but of late one publishing
house alone has presented us with three new works on
the subject, the volume under consideration being the lat-

est, and in many respects the most useful of the three.

Regional and Surgical Anatomy are not only the most
valuable, but also the most interesting parts of the study
of Anatomy, and are far removed from the dry details

of ordinary first-year work. Students and practitioners

alike will find this work entirely suited to their needs.

.\liment.4tiox et Hygiene des Exf-^vnts. Par J. Comby,
Medecin de I'Hopital des Enfants Malades. Troisieme
Edition. Avec 23 Figures. Paris : J. Rueff, 1908.

The author of the present voliune is a well-known French
pediatrist who has written a great deal on the subjects of

infant feeding and hygiene. This particular book while
not altogether popular in character is intended to serve

as a work of reference to the laity, and for the most
part the text is of a nature to be easily understood by
the nonmedical reader. The range of subjects discussed

is much wider than is customary in similar books and it

should prove suggestive to physicians as well as instructive

to the mothers whose children are under their care. While
in many respects, especially in regard to the comprehensive
question of milk modification, its teaching is quite different

from that of the authorities in this country, the book rep-

resents very satisfactorily the views of continental pedi-

atrists and is well worthy of the notice of all those in-

terested in the hygiene of infancy.

Dep.\rtment of Neurology, Harvard Medical School.
Contributions from the Massachusetts General Hos-
pital, the Boston Cit>' Hospital, the Long Island Hos-
pital, and the Neurological Laboratory. Vol. III.

Boston, Mass., 1908.

Of the ten neurological contributions appearing in this

volume, six are by Dr. E. W. Taylor. The others are by
Drs. Putnam. Knapp, and R. M. Smith. Rare cases are

reported and interesting topics are discussed such as

:

heredity in epilepsy, medical expert testimon.v, the psycho-

therapeutic movement, the plantar reflex, psychasthenia, etc.
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MEDICAL SOCIETY OF NEW JERSEY.

Annua! Meeting, Held at Cape May, N. J., June 18, 19 and

20, 1908.

(.Special Report to the Medical Record.)

The President, Dr. Edward J. Ill of Newark, in the.

Chair.

Thursday, June 18—First Day.

The morning was devoted to the reading of the reports of

committees and the transaction of the business of the

House of Delegates.

It was recommended that the Medical Society of New

Jersey express its disapproval of the provisions of the

Act of 1908 reorganizing the State Board of Health, be-

cause said act was retrogressive rather than progressive

and because of the failure of the act to require that the

administration of sanitary measures should be supervised

mainly by persons having had medical training and ex-

perience in sanitation.

The afternoon session was opened by an invocation by

the Rev. James McLeod of the First Presbyterian Church.

Addresses of Welcome.—Frederick J. MEL\aN, Mayor

of Cape Mav, and Dr. T. Morgan Dix welcomed the

members of the State Society, the former in behalf

of the city, the latter in behalf of the county medical

society.

Oration in Medicine.—Dr. \Vm. K. Newton ot

Paterson delivered this oration. He chose as his sub-

ject joint affections in childhood caused by infectious dis-

eases. The term "Still's disease" accounted only for a

very few arthritic affections in children. Although the

disease known as rheumatoid arthritis in adults did occur

in children, its clinical aspects and morbid anatomy dif-

fered. The term "rheumatism" should be eliminated from

the nomenclature of joint affections. A large number of

diseases should be included in the infectious arthritides.

He confined his remarks to these latter. The cause of

the trouble was a specific infection of one or another

form, and might be simple or mixed. The onset might be

with chilliness or pronounced chills. The large propor-

tion were caused by an invasion by the diplococcus of

Fraenkel. Many cases with exudate on the tonsils might re-

sult in a pure pneumococcus arthritis. Many cases seen

by him were caused by a mixed infection, the pneumo-

coccus and streptococcus. He related in detail such a case.

The arthritis following scarlet fever was similar to that

following erysipelas and acute rheumatism. He reported

the case of a man with gonorrheal arthritis of both knee

and ankle joints. Scur\'y in children was always ac-

companied by arthritis. Many cases of infectious arthri-

tis were due to intestinal intoxication. Other more com-

mon causes were considered.

Endothelioma of the Pleura.—Dr. Henry S. P.\tter-

SON of New York reported a personal case with autopsy,

and a review of eighty-five other cases found in the liter-

ature. There were fifty-three males and thirty-two fe-

males. In twenty-four cases the whole pleura was affected.

The nodular type more often than the diffuse type was

met with when the whole pleura was not involved. In

nineteen cases the opposite pleura was the seat of metas-

tasis. The origin and source of this tumor was the sub-

ject of much controversy and he reviewed the various

opinions published. The character of the fluid in the

chest was hemorrhagic in sixty-five, clear in two, purulent

in two, while in nine no fluid was found in the chest.

In one case there was a change from sanguinolent to a

purulent fluid. The trouble began with a sticking pain,

cough, scarcity of expectoration and dyspnea. A striking

feature was the absence of fever. The average duration

of the disease was from six months to one year. The

disease always terminated fatally. Tuberculosis and aneur-

ysm must be excluded. The only way of making a diag-

nosis was by means of a microscopical examination of any

tissues brought to the surface, either directly or by metas-

tasis. The treatment of this incurable disease was pal-

liativer Dr. Patterson said that he had been enabled to

make a diagnosis because of reading Dr. Delafield's article

on this subject which appeared in the Medical Record in

1902.

Diagnostic Importance of Vomiting in Childhood.

—

Dr. Arthur Stern of Elizabeth read this paper. He di-

vided the forms of vomiting as follows: (i) Cerebral

vomiting; (2) prodromal and initial vomiting in acute

infections; (3) gastroenteric and peritoneal vomiting; (4)

vomiting in intoxications; (5) after excitement; (6) in

cardiac insufficiency; (7) in cases of general neuropathy;

(8) from miscellaneous causes. If they could throw

aside that old superstition that vomiting was caused by

teething, many lives would be saved. He reported two

cases of erysipelas in infants, aged three and five months

respectively, with fatal termination, and in both the pro-

dromal vomiting was marked. The symptoms in connec-

tion with the vomiting make diagnoses of diseases pos-

sible and also enable one to distinguish the variety of

vomiting.

Dr. Henry L. Coit of Newark congratulated Dr. Stern

in bringing before this Society in an interesting way such

a trite subject as vomiting. There were certain classes of

diseases in which vomiting was a prominent symptom.

First, psychic or recurrent vomiting, which was practically

a new disease. Again many cases of persistent vomiting

have been attributed to a congenital pyloric stenosis. He
emphasized a point of importance, the so-called "boric

acid indigestion," caused by the free use of boric acid

in the new-born and especially nurslings. He called at-

tention to the projectile vomiting in cerebral disease.

Dr. P. DuB. Bunting of Elizabeth said that vomiting

should be considered as a symptom only, and not an en-

tity.

Dr. John P. Reilly of Elizabeth asked that a more

careful study of vomiting be made.

Dr. Norton L. Wilson of Elizabeth spoke of a form of

vomiting occurring in connection with adenoids and hyper-

trophied tonsils and believed that in most cases it was due

to a vitiated and increased secretion going down back of

the pharynx rather than to the adenoids or hypertrophied

tonsils.

Present Status of the Milk Problem.—Dr. Alexander
McAlister of Camden read this paper. He said that

viewed from the present status of the milk problem every

new step in the progress of substitute feeding of infants

during the past fifty years only impelled them to a position

closer to whole milk, milk for milk. That was where the

circle began and that was its rational, logical and happy

ending. Powders of cereal origin, condensed milk, steril-

ized milk, pasteurized milk, laboratory milk, home modi-

fied milk, milk, that was the whole round. The purport of

his paper was not to favor a wholesale and indiscriminate

return to the use of raw market milk. That would be

unwise and the teaching unsafe. Nor was it the purpose

to plead for the use of none but whole milk in general

substitute feeding. That would often entail a needless

hardship. But it was his object to urge the use of only

ideal whole milk for the very young and delicate. In this

practice simple methods of dilution or modification, pos--

sible in any home, yielded superior results because of the

greater ease with which fresh whole milk could be di-

gested. In every market this ideal milk could be had for

the price of the searching. The market that fell short

could not be shown up too early or too relentlessly.

Annual Address by the President.—Dr. Edward J.

Ill of Newark delivered this address at the evening ses-

sion, taking as his subject "Medical Expert Testimony."

.\ witness, who was convicted of not having spoken the

truth, was punished by the law. The expert could not
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be prosecuted for having expressed an opinion, though it

might be a falsehood, and was commonly contradictory to

that of any other expert. The people knew that, as a

whole, expert witnesses w-ere honest men, otherwise they

would hesitate to trust their lives into their hands. But

they also knew that the testimony of the medical expert

before a court of law was a purchasable article, bought

and sold for dollars and cents. The court and the jury

knew this likewise and the fact was bewildering to the

people. They knew^ that the defendant could receive

the services of as many doctors as his bank account would

permit. Their opinion w-as the plaything of counsel on

either side. He quoted the argument of Judge Cowing

suggesting changes along the following lines : "First, paid

experts are now partisan. The jury sees them coaching

the counsel, who is responsible for their payment, as to

questions to ask opposing experts, and the jury concludes

that the testimony is not valuable. Second, the quality of

the expert is not sufficiently looked into and insisted upon

now. Lawyers and some judges think that the greater

the number of experts on their side, the stronger ought

their case to be. Third, it is too often the custom now to

drag in too many experts on both sides. The jury is con-

fused. Fourth, it is not fair to allow medical experts to

give opinions based upon purely hypothetical questions."

The courts could give no relief because the laws were in-

adequate. He said the chance of obtaining an early

change in the method of securing expert testimony in New
Jersey was not great, unless they took the matter in hand

as a society. They had nothing to hope for froin the

courts. They were impotent in the matter. They had

nothing to hope for from the bar for it was taking an im-

portant prerogative from them, by which they were able

in the past to mislead the jury, or at least to weaken the

argument of their opponent. They had little to hope for

from the Legislature because their influence was almost

nil as compared to that which the bar exerted. They niu>t

act in self-defense.

Oration in Surgery.—Dr. Maurice H. Richardsd.n' of

Boston delivered this oration, "When Shall the Physician

Distrust His Own Judgment in Surgical Matters?" He •

believed that a man entering upon practice could do

nothing more effective in establishing that practice than

to follow strictly the advice of one of his students : ".Al-

ways consider the patient's welfare first and your own
last." All made errors, he freely admitted ; but he con-

tended that the errors in surgery in the hands of those

qualified to practise surgery were very insignificant com-

pared with the successes. It became one to admit the

errors with the greatest possible frankness that one might

be able to bring into sharp contrast with them" the suc-

cesses, and that one's words might have as far as pos-

sible a judicial effect. In e.xternal pathology the errors

which he saw most frequently were the result of a too

favorable prognosis, based upon a wrong diagnosis. He
said he had seen so many mistakes in the diagnosis of

tumors which were to him glaringly conspicuous that he

could not but speak strongly upon the subject. It was

a conservative estimate, he was sure, to place the num-
ber of operable new growths allowed to go from a stage

that was favorable to operation to one that was unfavor-

able or hopeless, at at least ten per cent. By far the

largest proportion of errors were in the hands of physi-

cians who were not experts in the diagnosis of tumors.

Errors in the diagnosis of tumors were common. That

his hearers and readers might appreciate the difficulty of

accurate prediction, the frequency of errors, and the im-

possibility of always avoiding them, he referred briefly

to a number of mistakes he had made. The older one

got, the more charitable one felt toward error. He said

he knew of no more intolerant physician than the man who
was just beginning his practice, and he knew of no more
tolerant and charitable physician than the man who had

had many years of intimate contact with disease. Neo-

plasms affecting the long bones should always excite a
suspicion of malignancy, no matter who made the diag-

nosis of benignancy, and a suspicion so strong as to

indicate operation if that suspicion was entertained at an

operable stage. While his experience in operative surgery

for trivial functional disturbances led him to "question with

the greatest care the indications for operation and usually

to decide against operation, similar experience with neo-

plasms had led him toward extreme radicalism both in

benign and malignant disease. The physician, whether e.x-

pert or not in the treatment of neoplasms of all kinds

and in all places, should always distrust his prognosis ex-

cept in a prognosis based upon evident inoperability and
impending death. Even when the diagnosis of hopelessly

inoperable cancer had been made, not a few examples of

mistaken diagnosis could be given, mistaken diagnosis on
the part of the most experienced followed by non-operative

recovery. The interpretation of abdominal pain required

great skill and experience. The error he attributed to a-

functional disturbance, a pain, that was really dependent

upon an organic lesion. The physician must distrust his

judgment when he called abdominal pain of little or no
moment. Probably most of the fatal emergencies of ab-

dominal disease could be successfully resisted if abdominal
pain were immediately heeded. All the infections would-

be at once discovered were the pain that they cause im-

mediately and accurately interpreted. The physician always

encountered these emergencies first. It was for him to

make his diagnosis and his prognosis. In making them he

must never forget that a favorable prognosis, based upon^

a wrong interpretation of acute abdominal symptoms,
chiefly pain, meant a loss of the main chance for recovery.

The fatalities in acute abdominal disease then were owing
to a non-recognition of early infections, and especially of

the significance of pain. The accidents of convalescence

seemed to him the hardest to bear with philosophy, especi-

ally if they were avoidable accidents. The relations be-

tween the general practitioner and the surgeon had al-

ways been, and always would be, close. Their interests

were the same, and they should work in harmony, real,,

cordial downright friendship. What concerned the wel-

fare of the one, equally concerned the other. Some of

the postoperative accidents came with awful unexpected-

ness, and he recalled some cases in his experience, one a:

case of pulmonary embolism, another a case of postopera-

tive phlebitis. The chief thing to guard against in con-

valescence was hemorrhage. The subject of hemorrhage

raised in his mind many spectres of unhappiness and"

gloom; he said he had passed many an hour fighting

against the inevitable ; or, worse than all wavering be-

tween operative and nonoperative treatment in a case of

suspected hemorrhage. Fortunately, most postoperative

hemorrhages were easily controlled if they were discovered'

in time. The common experience in our profession was
for the surgeon to shift to the shoulders of the physician-

the responsibility of most surgical failures. Surgeons

owed so much to the general practitioner that they should!

be generous, particularly in that form of generosity which

assumed as far as possible the burdens of failure. Speak-

ing as a surgeon, he had learned to distrust himself in

surgical matters; his daily life was a constant endeavor

to perfect himself in those branches of the surgical art

in which he for one was most open to distrust. Chief

among those were diagnosis and indications for treatment,

with the greatest emphasis laid upon the contra-indica-

tions to surgical operations. Perhaps the most frequent

error on the surgeon's part was in the diagnosis of gall-

stones. He recalled a few cases in which explorations had

failed to show them after a pretty positive diagnosis. Per-

haps once in fifty operations they found no gallstones.

The successes of surgery amazed him. The more inti-

mate and correlative the two great divisions of medicine,

the more effective and brilliant will be the results of their

interdependence. What was needed was as intimate a re-
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lationship between medicine and surgery as could possi-

bly be brought about, a generous and friendly intimacy.

The Influence of Overweight and Underweight on

Vitality.—Dr. Br.-\ndreth Symonds of New York, Med-

ical Director Mutual Life Insurance Company, read

this paper (to be published in a later issue).

Report of a Case of Excision of the Stomach for

Carcinoma.—Dr. Ed\v.\rd St.\ehlin of Newark made this

report and presented the specimen. The growth involved

the entire pylorus and there was a complete stenosis. The

patient was a woman, fifty-three years of age. She suf-

fered from indigestion for three years, and this became

more and more distressing. Soon all solid food was

gradually eliminated. Six weeks prior to operation she

lost weight at the rate of three pounds a week. She be-

came much emaciated. The abdomen was very flabby. In

the epigastric region a soft and smooth mass could be

felt. It was movable. A diagnosis of carcinoma of the

pylorus with stenosis was made. The pylorus and five-

eighths of the stomach was removed. She made an un-

eventful recovery. To-day she was in Europe with nor-

mal weight and appearance. Her endurance was good.

She ate often but little.

Tetanus, Its Prevention and Treatment.—Dr. J.

Harms Underwood of Woodbury read this paper. A clear

description of this disease was given in the sixteenth cen-

tury by Ambroise Pare. Sternberg in 1880 produced ex-

perimental tetanus in animals, and threw new light on its

etiology. He gave a description of the disease. The ba-

cillus remained at the site of injury and there manu-

factured its toxin. A thorough disinfection of the wound

should be made with bichloride of mercury (1-1,000) or a

solution of carbolic acid. The latter should not be used

in pure form because it coagulates the albumin and so

helped in defeating the object aimed at. The treatment

aimed at controlling the spasm, overcoming the effects of

the toxins and supporting the patient. He closed his paper

by a relation of cases.

Friday, June 19

—

Second Day.

Aimual Address by the Third Vice-President.—Dr.

Thomas H. Mackenzie of Trenton made this address,

choosing for his topic "A Brief Review of Hernia, as

Understood and Treated at Different Epochs by the Past

and Present Masters of Surgery." Up to the eighteenth

century the treatment of hernia was in the hands of

itinerant quacks and it was said that one of these was in

the habit of feeding his dogs with the organs removed.

It was said that one in five was afflicted with hernia. He

gave a brief description of the crude methods practised

by ancient surgeons in this country and abroad. He told

of the evolution and trend of medical thought from the

most remote periods to the present time, and considered

the truss as a retaining and curative apparatus. He spoke

of the etiology of inguinal hernia as bearing upon the

technique in obtaining a radical cure. Among the pre-

disposing causes was the congenital or preformed sac.

This occurred in seventy-five per cent, of male subjects;

in the other twenty-five per cent, various degrees of pat-

ency might be found. Other causes were inordinate size

of the normal outlet of the inguinal region, distension of

the abdomen by ascites, etc. Exciting causes included

lifting, jumping, and whatever caused increased abdominal

pressure. Dr. Coley reported 2,032 cases of inguinal her-

nia operated on with but one death. He also reported

1,185 cases of inguinal hernia operated on by the Bassini

method with but nine relapses. Dr. Mackenzie reported

280 cases of hernia operated upon by him; there were

ten umbilical, five femoral and 265 inguinal. In forty of

these cases the operation was done because of strangula-

tion. A radical cure should be obtained in 99.7 per cent,

of the cases. Among the things necessary for success

were the following; primary union was a sine qua non,

and this meant asepsis ; the sac must be dissected and

completely removed; the funicular process must be re-

moved; the conjoined tendon must be sutured to the under

part of Poupart's ligament. The brilliant result obtained

by the present-day methods was as true for femoral as it

was for inguinal hernia.

Acute Intestinal Obstruction.—Dr. Robert M. Curts

of Paterson read this paper. The recognition of the con-

dition within thirty-six hours was the object of the paper.

There was no disease v^^hich called for such refinement of

diagnostic acumen as in this stoppage of the intestinal

canal. From an anatomical point of view there were few

points where the affection might not occur. He briefly

mentioned volvulus or twisting of the intestines, especi-

ally the sigmoid; stricture of the bowel resulting from

previous lesion or a strangulated hernia; fecal impaction,

usually in the large intestine
;
gallstones ;

peritonitis with

adhesions ; bands ; hernia and all forms of external her-

nias; intussusception. As regards the relative frequency

he quoted Gibson's figures as follows : strangulated hernia,

354 cases with mortality of 37 per cent. ; intussusception,

187 cases with mortality of 50 per cent.; bands, 186 cases,

with mortality of 41 per cent.; volvulus, 121 cases, with

mortality of 84 per cent.; Meckel's diverticulum, 42 cases,

with mortality of 62 per cent. ;
gallstones, 40 cases with

mortality of 57 per cent. ; apertures, 34 cases with mor-

tality of 62 per cent. ; foreign body, 16 cases, with a mor-

tality of 25 per cent. ; diaphragmatic hernia, six cases,

with a mortality of 100 per cent. He confined his re-

maining remarks to a consideration of acute intussuscep-

tion, with the chief diagnostic points of bloody mucus,

constant tenesmus, tumor, etc. So soon as diagnosed

immediate operation was called for.

Dr. T. W. Harx'ey of Orange said that intestinal ob-

struction should be considered a surgical disease. Early

operation for intestinal symptoms had eliminated many

cases of intestinal obstruction. In his experience, to be

successful, operation must be done within twenty-four

hours after obstruction. An important point was in de-

ciding whether or not a complete or incomplete operation

should be done.

Clinical Features and Treatment of Acute Perforating

Gastric and Duodenal Ulcer.—Dr. Ellsworth Eliot,

Jr., of New York read this paper, which was based upon

ten cases, eight of duodenal and two of gastric perfor-

ating ulcer. Gastric ulcers occurred more frequently in

women, and between the ages of 20 and 30 years. Duo-

denal ulcers occurred more frequently in men, particularly

those of alcoholic habits, and between the ages of 30 and

40 years. Always search for a second ulcer on the pos-

terior surface of the stomach, directly opposite the one

situated oh the anterior surface. The symptoms prior to

perforation depends upon the country. In this country 68

per cent, had a prior history; in the balance perforation

occurred without history. Abroad the proportion was much

less. In five or ten per cent, the perforation occurred with-

out prior history, while in 90 per cent, there was some his-

tory. Vomiting occurred in two-thirds of all cases. Dr.

EJiot demonstrated his method of making a physical ex-

amination of a patient with either form of ulcer. Blood

count, the leucocytosis, was of particular value in obviat-

ing a needless operation. A patient with leucocyte count

of 20,000 or 30,000 when promptly operated on would get

well; whereas if the count was 15,000 or under he

would probably die when operated upon. The treatment

of the perforation required an early laparotomy. A gen-

eral anesthetic should be given, chloroform by preference.

The site of perforation should be freely exposed. The

prognosis was very good if the operation was done within

twelve hours. The perforation was closed by many ways,

such as a mattress suture, or purse string suture reinforced

by a Lembert suture. Some surgeons use adjacent viscera

in closing the opening. An excision of the ulcer he be-

lieved to be a dangerous procedure. The treatment by

gastrostomy he condemned. The amount of cleansing of
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the periioneal cavity depended upon the amount of soiling.

He preferred using irrigation rather than sponging. The
less drainage the better. But with general peritonitis,

drainage must be used above and below. He brought up

the question whether or not a gastroenterostomy was nec-

essary as an addendum. He believed it was in cases where

stenosis existed. It also prevented undue tension upon

the sutures, and tended, too, to prevent hemorrhage. .\

gastroenterostomy was said to aid in the prevention of a

secondary perforation. In a review of the literature he

could find but two cases in which the time limit was given

in relapses after operation ; t. e., how long the patient was

free of symptoms. In one it was one year, in the other

it was four years after operation.

Dr. GoRDO.v K. Dickinson of Jersey City spoke of the

constitutional states of the patients in these cases, because

of the pouring into the duodenum of noxious or toxic

materials. The treatment of these ulcers was largely pre-

ventable; if the patient was anemic and had gastric or duo-

denal symptoms he should be carefully watched.

Dr. J.\MES S. Brown of Montclair said his personal ex-

perience was with but six cases with a mortality of 70

per cent. The cases were seen too late. The last patient

was treated for six days by Christian Science before

operation.

Remote Pain Following Abdominal Operation.—Dr.

William E. Darnall of Atlantic City read this paper. It

was his opinion that abdominal pain was transmitted by

the nerves in the parietal peritoneum. It was claimed

that a large proportion of the cases of constipation and

flatulence was due to adhesions following abdominal opera-

tions. The bowels always should be handled as little as

possible in order to eliminate the danger of peritoneal

adhesions as much as possible. In abdominal surgery the

operation should never be attempted unless the abdominal

muscles were completely relaxed. No raw^ surfaces should

be left exposed if adhesions were to be prevented.

Dr. Elsmore Stites of Bridgeton said that in estimating

the diagnostic value of pain they should remember that

pain varied greatly in different individuals. The character

and location of the pain should be carefully considered and

particularly whether accompanied by fever or not. He
believed that too often they were led to attempt to relieve

by operative procedures conditions that were entirely due

to nerve exhaustion.

Reflex Gastric Symptoms, a Factor in Surgical Dis-

ease of the Abdomen.—Dr. John P. Reillv of Elizabeth

spoke of the importance of reflex gastric symptoms in the

early recognition of pathological lesions. Because of these

symptoms mistaken diagnoses were often made ; gastric

symptoms were present at times when -the lesion was not

in the stomach. Many times diseases existed in the gall

bladder, the duodenum, and appendix with reflex gastric

symptoms. One man had reported forty-nine gall bladder

cases, and in every one the most prominent symptom
was gastric disturbance.

Election of Officers.

—

President, Dr. David St. John

of Hackensack; First Vice-President, Dr. Benjamin A.

Waddington of Salem; Second Vice-President, Dr.

Thomas H. MacKenzie of Trenton ; Third Vice-President,

Dr. Daniel Strock of Camden : Corresponding Secretary,

Dr. Harry A. Stout of \\'enonah ; Recording Secretary,

Dr. William J. Chandler of South Orange; Treasurer, Dr.

Archibald Mercer of Newark. The next meeting will be

held at Cape May on the fourth \\'ednesday, Thursday,

and Friday of June, 1909.

Institute for Inebriates.—Dr. Alex.\nder ^I.\rcv, Jr..

offered the following resolution, which was carried unani-

mously: Resolved, That the Medical Society of New Jer-

sey places itself on record as being in favor of the estab-

lishment of a State institution for the care and treatment

of inebriates.

Acute Anterior Poliomyelitis, with Special Reference

to the Recent Epidemic.—Dr. D.wid T. Bowden of Pat-

erson read this paper. He brietly reviewed the recent

epidemics and gave a classical description of the disease.

The Importance of Studying the Condition of the

Heart Muscle in Various Diseases.—Dr. Hobart .\.

H-\RE of Philadelphia read this paper, dealing with the

muscle changes which often occurred, so often that in all

probability all persons presented them in more or less

degree at some time in their lives, usually in advanced

years. Not rarely patients presented themselves with

symptoms which were not distinctly cardiac, and it was
only by careful heart study that they were able to deter-

mine that the general impairment of mental and physical

energ\' was dependent upon a poor circulation. The pulse

was found to be small and feeble, the tension unduly low,

and the heart sounds poorly accentuated. The condition

giving rise to this state was usually an excess of nerve-

exhausting work or an illness which had sapped the

vitality of the patient. Closely associated with this class

of patients was that class who suffered from prolonged

feebleness of the heart after an attack of true influenzal

infection. What the exact changes in the heart were under

these circumstances had not been determined, but they

saw them clinically. Such patients often suffered from

faintness and precordial distress in exertion. They were

pallid and relaxed, and really needed rest and hydrothera-

peutic measures more than the internal use of drugs. Dr.

Hare was often impressed with how little attention was

paid to the feeble heart of tuberculosis. He called atten-

tion to a sound not described in the textbooks and charac-

terized by a peculiar vibrating, tense sound resembling

somewhat the sound "ching" when somewhat muflSed, and

which seemed to him to be due to imperfect systole with

vibration of the chordae tendineae due to feeble and weak
heart muscle. The condition of the heart as the result of

overstrain he divided into three parts : The condition im-

mediately after acute overstrain, the condition after

chronic overstrain, and the final condition often met with

months or years after these types of strain had passed

away. He reported the case of a wealthy merchant who
concluded that his loss of vigor depended upon lack of

exercise ; he took a long race on the road against his

son and nearly fell to the ground after alighting. He
refused to go home except on his bicycle, and on reaching

home went to bed with a dilated, feeble heart, from

which he speedily died. His heart needed rest and not

exercise. Such hearts often sounded when they listened

to them as if they were beating vainly in an endeavor to

accomplish something and were well described by calling

them "pigeon-wing hearts," hearts that were beating vio-

lently as did a pigeon's wings when it first took a hur-

ried flight or was in a cage. It was remarkable how often

they met with hearts which were distinctly damaged by

prolonged nervous worrj'. The victims of great mental

strain not rarely have developed actual organic and de-

generative changes in the heart muscle and blood vessels.

The late Dr. Pepper, who died of angina at the age of

fifty-five years, and whose coronary arteries were won-

derfully sclerotic, while the circle of Willis was wonder-

fully calcareous, illustrated this very well, yet he never

drank to excess, nor was he the subject of gout or rheuma-

tism. Here was a man who, with vast mental responsibili-

ties, lived two lives in less than the years usually given to

one, and so produced cardio-vascular changes many years

before they might have developed in the course of ordi-

nary natural causes. That these changes were the result

of nerve strain more than infection or exposure was shown

by the frequency of those states in the officers of great

corporations and their infrequency in the men who per-

formed manual labor. There can be no doubt that one

cause of this lay in the great increase in heart action

required by mental effort, accompanied as it was by nerv-

ous waste without the compensation of long periods of
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rest, of outdoor exercise and fresh air. The large demands

upon the circulatory system for an execess of blood to

maintain the excessive activity began to call upon the blood

vessels so that they diminished their caliber under the high

nervous tension of the individual, and this again made de-

mand upon the heart, with the result that the final period

of life, above sixty-five years, according to Benecke, was

hurried upon a man who became prematurely aged, for

after this age the fibroid changes coincident with advanced

years resulted in an arterial rigidity which not only in-

creased arterial tension at all times, but particularly so

whenever any exertion was made, thereby throwing a very

great strain upon the heart, which was correspondingly

unable to meet it, although it attempted to do so by the

hypertrophy of old age, which made it equal its size at

forty-five years.

Dr. Philip Marvel of Atlantic City said that there had

been referred to: (i) The changes arising within the

circulation
; (2) the changes primarily outside the circula-

tion
; (3) the changes that seem to have their origin pri-

marily within the nervous symptoms or faulty disturb-

ances of nutrition. In the second class there was a mixed

condition, a primary involvement of, the circulation as well

as the nutritive changes taking place simultaneously with

the sclerotic changes.

Dr. Martin J. Synnott of Montclair said that myocar-

dial changes respond to the carton dioxide baths as admin-

istered at Manheim, Germany. He had six patients treated

at the artificial Manheim, Watkins Glen, N. Y., and with

good results.

Alexander Marcy, Jr., of Riverton emphasized the im-

portance of rest in the treatinent of myocardial cases.

The Psychic Element in Medical Practice.—Dr.

Linn Emerson of Orange read this paper. Most of gen-

eral practitioners were grossly and harmfully ignorant,

not only of the subject of psychology, but of all the

sciences which at best could be said to be but in their

infancy. The science of medicine had but recently emerged

from the ignorance and superstition of the dark ages.

There had always been associated with the healing art a

certain mysticism. The unprincipled quack, by the very

emphasis of pretended knowledge and promises of cure

often brought about a restoration to health where the

more skilled but more conscientious practitioner had

failed. If the ignorant irregular could bring about so

many cures by these methods, how much more should be

accomplished by the scientific, careful, conscientious man.

Many physicians refused to avail themselves of these

means at their disposal, having no desire to be designated

either a quack or a liar. The truth should be spoken at

all times, and the successful physician must sometimes be

a most skillful prevaricator. A promise to benefit or cure

made in all hope and sincerity might eventuate a falsehood

but not necessarily a lie. Many practitioners who were
taking advantage of mental therapeutics and getting won-
derful results thereby, were doing it unconsciously. The
results accomplished by electrotherapeutic measures, mas-

sage, vibrators, fitting of glasses, gynecological tinkering,

or even by some operations, were as much due to psychic

as to material methods. The success of Christian Science

and mental healing was undeniable, and the neglect of this

phase of the healing art on the physician's part was in

some measure responsible for their existence. The remedy
would seem to be higher educational requirements for ad-

mission to the medical ranks and a more careful study of

psychic phenomena by all members of the profession.

Dr. \V. M. Leszynsky of New York believed that a dis-

cussion upon this subject should be more intellectual than
emotional. There was an increasing majority of men in the

medical profession who deem the present psychotherapeutic

agitation worthy of careful consideration and analysis.

Psychotherapy should not be characterized as a method
confined to certain forms of psychological analysis, per-

suasion, and hypnotic suggestion to the subconscious mind.

W ithin its sphere one must include isolation, educational

measures, physical, moral, and intellectual, healthful occu-

pation, and diversion, encouragement, etc. The man who,
without discrimination, thoughtlessly told his patient that

there was no hope for him, was not a desirable representa-

tive of intelligent psychotherapy. Special methods of

psychotherapy, such as the reeducational method of Dubois,

Freund's analytical method, and hypnotic suggestion, all

had their limited fields of usefulness. But psychotherapy

alone could not successfully supplant a rational plan of

modern medical treatment adapted to the individual, and
based upon regulation of habits, and occupation, hydro-

therapy, physical exercise, etc., in conjunction with moral
management through suggestion, persuasion, educational

and disciplinary measures. Psychotherapy was by no
means a panacea in the phychoneuroses, its usefulness

being limited.

Saturday, June 20

—

Third Day.

A Resume of Modern Methods of Treatment for

Posterior Displacements of the Uterus.—Dr. J. Wat-
son Marti.vdale of Camden read this paper. By displace-

ment he meant a permanent departure from the normal
position, .\raong the congenital causes, there was a

backward displacement of the axis or curving for-

ward of the axis itself. This was usually accompanied

by an imperfect development of the ovaries and tubes, as

well as the uterus itself. Among the acquired causes, he
mentioned strains, tumor pressure, contracting adhesions,

laceration of the pelvic floor, subinvolution after labor, con-

gestions, loss of muscular tone, faulty dress, etc. He did

not believe one could have a prolapse of uterus without a

downward displacement. One might have a retroverted

uterus without symptoms whatever. He quoted some gyne-

cologist, who said that so long as a woman had her uterus

in her abdomen she was all right; but as soon as it was
in her head, she was all wrong. Drawing down the cer-

vix with a tenaculum usually enabled one to restore a retro-

displaced uterus, if nonadherent to its normal position. If

the uterus was bound down by adhesions it had better be

left alone, unless one was prepared to do a section. In

cases of procidentia it was impossible to effect a cure

without repairing the pelvic floor. The subject of his

paper was to point out the advantages and disadvantages

of each method of treatment. The treatment primarily

aimed to repair the pelvic floor; second, to bring the uterus

into a position of anteflexion. The technique of the Alex-

ander operation was described and illustrated by colored

drawings. He then described the technique of vaginal

fixation with an anterior colporrhaphy, an operation which

was indicated in cases of cystocele in patients beyond the

child-bearing period. In this operation there should be

a repair of the pelvic floor. The results in the cases he

had seen were excellent. He then described ventral fixa-

tion, which was indicated in women with procidentia, and
who were beyond the child-bearing period. An anterior

colporrhaphy and amputation of the cervix should be done
as well. This operation was not so successful as the

vaginal fixation. Other operations for shortening the round

ligaments were described. Where the round ligaments

were made to pierce the fascia, one would think it would
invite hernia ; but Dr. Martindale had never heard of such

a sequela. He closed by describing the retroperitoneal

shortening of the round ligaments.

Dr. Edward Staehlin of Newark said that in women
in or beyond the menopause with complete procidentia he

recommended a vaginal hysterectomy rather than the

methods described by Dr. Martindale. From the fact that

so many methods are described for the restoration of the

pelvic floor showed that the present means were inade-

quate. An anatomical repair of the perineum should be

aimed at. The binders in vogue at the various maternity

hospitals were causative factors in the production of re-
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troversions of the uterus. The use of the sound was often

a pernicious habit.

Dr. Ed\v.\rd J. Ill of Xewark had had a larger experi-

ence with the Gilliam operation. He had done 500 opera-

tions with less than J4 per cent, of failures, a remarkable

showing. The fibroperitoneal adhesions were very strong.

Mayo had drawn from an inch to an inch and a half of

peritoneum in, and Dr. Ill thought that Dr. Mayo must

meet with many cases of subfascial hernias. When Dr. Ill

saw Dr. Mayo operate, the latter had done this operation

on 245 cases.

Dr. Fr.\xk D. Gr.\y of Jersej- City referred to the good

results he had had with the Webster operation for retro-

displacement. In two cases he had met with an impris-

oned ovary under a retroflexed uterus. This could not

be done without dissection, which should be done more

often.

Dr. Thom.as W. H--U!\-ey of Orange referred to curing

retrodisplaced uterus by advising the woman to become

pregnant and giving proper subsequent care.

Dr. Edward J. Ill of Xewark called attention to an

article on this subject by the late Dr. Paul F. Munde, in

which were given statistics showing that but 3 per cent,

get well.

The Drink Habit and Its Treatment.—Dr. Ch.\rles

A. RosE.vwASSER of Newark read this paper. He said

that to the learned men of the day it was apparent that

the use of fermented liquors was injurious to the health

and morals of the nation, and a vigorous campaign in the

cause of temperance had been begun. In attempting to

cure a patient the greatest obstacle one met was the nature

and make-up of the patient. He could not see himself as

others saw him, and should, therefore, be approached very

tactfully. The treatment must cover months, and con-

sisted in studying the patient and applying in each case

the remedies called for. The underlying cause for the

craving of alcohol might be difficult to locate. There was

no one remedy that would cure all cases. The drink habit

could not be cured against the will of the victim ; and,

without his cooperation, a cure was an absolute impossi-

bility. In most cases the treatment of the drink habit re-

solved itself into nothing more nor less than the treatment

of an aggravated case of neurasthenia. One could achieve

success in a gratifying number of cases if one would go

about it in the right way. Dubois said, "The nervous pa-

tient was on the path to recovery as soon as he had the

conviction that he was going to be cured ; he was cured

on the day that he believed himself cured." This state-

ment held good in the drink habit more truly than else-

where. The treatment in the beginning must be purely

psychic. Having won the confidence of the patient, the

practitioner must make good his promises. This could be

done in a surprisingly large number of cases without re-

quiring the detention of the patient. Treatment, to be

effective, had to be systematic. The speaker's patients re-

ported three times daily during the first two or three days,

then twice a day for the balance of the first week; during

the next three weeks they reported once daily. He then

saw them once a week for a month ; then once every two

weeks. Then once a month for as long a time as he could

get them to come. He did not tell the patient what medi-

cine he was receiving, and gave every dose himself as far

as possible, to be sure that instructions were being carried

out and to prevent self-drugging, which was very prone to

develop in this class of patients. He always urged the

patient to stop drinking entirely at once, and not to

"taper off," as that was like cutting off a dog's tail by

inches. He secured-free purgation at the outset by com-
pound cathartic pills, fortified with podophyllin, and kept

the bowels rather loose for the first few days. He gave

atropine grain l/iooo, three times daily, for two or three

days, then diminished the dose, and discontinued at the

end of the first week unless further treatment was indi-

cated. He also gave arsenious acid, 1/20 grain, three times

daily for a few days, then twice daily for the balance of

the week. Sedatives and hypnotics where conditions called

for. For vomiting due to alcoholic gastritis there was noth-

ing to compare with calomel given in '/4-grain doses every

half hour for ten doses, and followed five hours after the

last dose with a Seidlitz powder. For gnawing in the

stomach, he gave quassia or milk of magnesia. During the

second and third weeks he gave 15 grains of red extract

of cinchona suspended in glycerin and water every night

and morning. Beginning with the fourth week, and con-

tinuing for several months, his patients received a tonic

pill containing phosphorus, strychnine, iron, arsenic, qui-

nine, and cascara. All medication was given by the mouth,

except apomorphine, which was given hypodermically.

The diet should also receive attention. The patient should

be encouraged to eat freely, and at short intervals, large

quantities of wholesome, nourishing food. Meat should

not be taken more than once daily; the closer these pa-

tients adhered to vegetable diet the better. He told the

patients to keep their stomachs busy digesting food, and

they would not bother them for drink. He advised them
to take some slight nourishment on the slightest sensation

of fatigue or emptiness.

Dr. Lr^ixGSTOX S. Hicklev of Xewark said that many
continued drinking without disastrous results. The effect

of the drink habit upon the progeny was debatable. The
death rate due to alcohol was worthy of consideration.

Why men took alcoholic stimuli was largely a question

of individualizations. Forty million of our population had
been restrained from drinking because of the popularity

of prohibition. He believed the real solution of the drink

problem rested in education, beginning with the child. A
bill was introduced in 1903 for the purpose of establishing

a State hospital for inebriates, passed the Assembly, but

failed to reach the Senate. The name of this institu-

tion was to be the New Jersey Psychopathic Hospital.

Dr. Alexander Marcy of Riverton believed the paper

needed no discussion. One important thing to ask was the

duty of the State in this matter. The State owed to these

patients and their families something more than the regu-

lation of the sale of intoxicants. Probably the time was
not ripe for the prohibition of the sale of any intoxicants

in this State, but he hoped the time would soon come.

Until such a time the institution of a State hospital for in-

ebriates should be aimed at.

Study of Tropical Diseases.—.\ report of the -Ad-

visory Committee for the Tropical Diseases Re-
search Fund has been issued as a bluebook. The
revenue for last year was £3,075 and the e.xpenditure

^433- The Liverpool school employed its grant for a

lectureship in economic entomology and parasitology and
has asked for a further grant. The committee has allotted

an extra £500 to be applied definitely to work in connec-
tion with sleeping sickness, a program to be submitted
in advance. In response to a similar application the

committee has allotted an extra grant of £1.000 to the

London School to establish a post entomology on
condition that the entomologist shall make a collection of

noxious insects of the colonies, a separate collection for

each colony, to be kept in readiness for reference by
colonial officials or doctors. In reply to a request of the

Secretary of State as to sleeping sickness in Uganda, the

committee has advised that the following measures be
adopted: (i) Segregation of all persons infected in camps
situated in places free from glossina ; (2) removal of the

apparently healthy from fly-infected areas, and (3') the

clearing of such bush as would afford shelter for the fly

at all fords, ferries, landing places and sources of water
supply, for a limited area, such cleared areas to be kept

free of bush and cultivated with low-growing crops which

could not afford suitable shelter for thefly. Steps are now
being taken to carry these recommendations into effect. In

regard to the encouragement and systematization of re-

search the bluebook states that a dispatch has been sent

to the Governors of those colonies in which laboratories

exist, suggesting the preservation of the results attained

by research in those laboratories so as to make them
accessible to the successive officers in charge.
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THE STANDARD OF MEDICAL EDUCA-
TION.*
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oban of thb college op medicine and professor of zoology in
the university of nebraska.

There has arisen in recent years a general de-

mand that some attempt should be made to set

a uniform standard of medical education and to

pass upon the attainment of the individual who
ofTers himself to the community as a practitioner.

There are four agencies which have taken a prom-
inent part in establishing standards for medical

education, and it is worth our while to consider

briefly each of them together with the part it

has played and the part it may be expected to

play both in the establishment of a legal standard

and in the molding of public opinion. These four

agencies are the American Academy of Medicine,

the Councils on Medical Education, representing

the \arious national medical associations, the

State Boards of Licensure, both individually and
collectively in their associations, and our own
organization, the Association of American Med-
ical Colleges.

The American Academy of Medicine was
founded more than a third of a century ago
with the expressed intention of raising the stand-

ard of medical education by requiring for mem-
bership in the body that the element of liberal

culture represented by a college education must
precede the professional training. During its

history a prominent feature in the meetings of

the Academy have been the symposia on medical

education in its various phases and stages. The
Academy deserves the honor of having first

pointed out clearly and definitely that there was
no system in the relations between the literary

college education and the professional course,

and that by virtue of this lack of correlation

grave injustice was frequently done to the stu-

dent having the better preparation.

The Academy, however, necessarily has no oflfi-

cial influence : its power is the weight of public

opinion, its influence will be measured by its

ability to form and control public opinion. That
influence will undoubtedly be great because it

is working with the leaders and among the lead-

ers of American life, the college graduates; and
yet the purely ideal conditions which it sets

forth are a necessary limitation to the scope of

its influence.

The various medical associations have each

appointed a council on medical education. In

this movement the .American Medical Associa-
tion led the way, and its Council has achieved

*Abstract of the President's Address delivered at a meet-
ing of the Association of .American Medical Colleges, held
in Cleveland. O., March i6, 1908.

publicly the greatest prominence as well as ac-

complished the most work. By virtue of its

organization and financial condition this Associa-

tion has been able to give its Council opportuni-

ties which have never been shared by any body
of the type in this country. Under the auspices

of the Council there have been held thus far

three annual conferences on medical education

and there has been published a series of approxi-

mately thirty pamphlets setting forth the rec-

ords of these conferences, the reports of com-
mittees organized under its auspices, and the

results of inspections it has made as well as

of examinations held throughout the country by
various official boards. One must recognize the

great importance of its work. No other organiza-

tion could have carried out so extensive an in-

vestigation or have brought together and pub-

lished for the estimation of progress in medical

education such comprehensive statistical com-
parisons as it has given. It is to us a compli-

ment of the highest character that the Council

has reprinted so much of the results which have

been obtained by our committees and reported

to our Association. It is equally a matter of

felicitation that various officials of this organiza-

tion have been so generously welcomed in the

conferences of the Council and that the reports

by the chairman of our Judicial Council, pre-

senting much that has been deduced from our

experience, have received such favorable consid-

eration at the hands of these conferences.

Even though it must remain a purely advisory

body and have no legal status, the Council on

Medical Education will undoubtedly exercise a

strong indirect control over medical schools by
its schemes of reports and inspections and by
scattering broadcast the results of these inspec-

tions. It is sure to be a potent force in the

development of medical education, and yet I may
be permitted to point out one or two features

which as now conducted involve great responsi-

bility and furnish genuine possibility for doing

injury in individual instances. The policy of the

Council is formulated by a small number of in-

dividuals. One could not ask for any modifica-

tion of this plan. The Association having placed

upon the shoulders of a committee the respon-

sibility, that committee would not be justified

in shirking it or in failing to formulate and push

with vigor such plans for the advancement of

medical education as seem to it wise. The an-

nual conference gives opportunity, to be sure,

for the presentation of all types of opinion, but

there will necessarily be a considerable personal

element in issuing invitations to this conference,

and. furthermore, even those who are invited to

participate naturally feel themselves, as guests,

somewhat constrained in the expression of their

individual views. It is easy to see, consequent-

Iv. that the publications of the Council represent

very largely an individual trend of opinion, and
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it would be strange if certain aspects of some
question did not fail to receive their full repre-

sentation ; it would be remarkable if all points
of view were equally well represented ; it would
be almost inconceivable that a certain line of

development in medical education would not be
preferred above others. While the process of

evolution should be influenced in the right direc-

tion, it is questionable whether the limitation of

the process should be left in the hands of so small
a group of individuals, however broad and im-
partial these persons themselves may be. More
than this, it would be strange, indeed, if in the
development of a line of action the committee
did not some time or another come in conflict

with so strong a force or one so related to them-
selves or their organization by personal or offi-

cial ties that their judgment or their action
would be modified or restrained thereby. It has
been said that in some instances they have failed

to meet questions with absolute frankness, to

apply the same rules to all institutions and sec-

tions, and to safeguard with the same care the
interests of all schools. These minor difficulties

are in no way chargeable to individual prejudice,
inefficiency, or inattention, but rather are inevit-

ably connected with the tremendous task they
have undertaken.

Last year on the recommendation of President
Kober this Association appointed a committee
to confer with the Council and to seek a plan
for cooperative action. Such a move cannot be too
strongly commended or too vigorously prosecuted.
The Association of Colleges should strengthen
this committee by adding to its numbers and its

powers, and by such expression as will indicate to
the public and the profession that we at least

are unalterably committed to cooperation with
all influences for the advancement of medical
standards.

State Boards of licensure under various names
and with radically different powers and privileges

represent the agencies in the various States which
are seeking to enforce legal standards of medical
training. They represent a distinctly higher av-
erage opinion than that of their own locality,

and they difTer from each other as widely as the
geographical and temperamental differences of
the States they represent. In a legal way they
embody the results of a series of some forty odd
experiments, amended from one to one hundred
times under the influence of innumerable fac-

tors, political, professional, and social ; and the
real wonder is that they have been able to get
together with as much of uniformity and energy
as has been displayed by the American Confed-
eration of Reciprocating, Examining, and Li-

censing Medical Boards.
It is no injustice to say that individually the

State Boards are given the minimum possible
requirements and are enforcing them with the
maximum energy compatible with the conditions
of their particular environment. This is the inev-
itable result of their political establishment and
control. They have uniformly succeeded in ac-

complishing more than other politial agencies in

the same territory. They have ruled with fair-

ness and freedom beyond that which is practised
in legislative assemblies generally, and if there
are striking exceptions to this rule let it be re-

membered that those exceptions have been gen-
erally discountenanced both withiii the State and
without it, and that State Boards are continually
seeking and exercising reasonably strict control

of local conditions. Yet since opportunities for

local jealousy and for the establishment of lim-

itations which accrue to the advantage of local

interests, are constanth' present, they are unfor-

tunately sometimes employed. It is evidently

difficult for such boards to maintain a member-
ship constant enough to insure maximum effi-

ciency or to act as conditions demand in the face

of strong popular pressure.

In spite of local jealousies and legislative lim-

itations State Boards have organized a powerful
national association. They have established a
mutual basis of qualifications for interstate rec-

ognition and indorsement of licenses, and have
introduced reciprocity to a considerable extent.

Their work has disclosed many often serious dififi-

culties in the way of a uniform system and of

cooperative action, but good sense and able

leadership are demonstrating the purely tem-
porar}' character of these obstacles to progress.

It is a matter of general commendation that the

Confederation has a basis of requirements cov-

ering the preliminary education which is practi-

cally identical with our own, and has adopted
our requirements for graduation and our standard
curriculum as its schedule of an approved med-
ical course. Harmony and cooperation in action

between the Confederation and this Association

have already led to important advances in med-
ical education, and should be encouraged in order

to promote uniformity of standards and to re-

lieve medical schools as far as possible of the

unjust burdens imposed by "many masters of

many minds."
It is not necessary to discuss in detail the re-

lations of our Association to medical education.
It has always included in its membership the
large majority of the better medical schools in

this country. At one time the lax enforcement
of standards had raised a temporary doubt as to

its position with reference to the better things
in medical education ; but the vigorous campaign
of recent years has left no doubt of its present
sincerity and activity in behalf of high standards.
Such institutions as have felt that local condi-
tions did not warrant their joining in the general
advances of the Association have been consider-

ate enough to retire from membership and to

avoid embarrassing inquiries, so that it has been
necessary but twice to suspend schools from
membership pending an investigation into their

actions. From the prompt response made to per-

sonal inquiries concerning possible violations of

our standards I am individually impressed with
the desire of college authorities to live up to

present regulations and not only to correct ac-

cidental infractions of our rules whenever they
occur, but also to prevent if possible any recur-

rence of such mistakes.
In many ways the Association is proving itself

to be a potent factor in advancing standards of
medical education and in benefiting thus every,
school of high ideals. While its membership in-

cludes colleges of different grades in many par-
ticulars, it is possible to assert that no distinctly
low-grade institution is now on its list of mem-
bers. I confidently maintain that all its colleges
are self-respecting and law-abiding, and are seek-
ing the best in professional education. There are
still a few high-grade institutions in the United
States w^hich are not in membership, and the
Association should instruct its Judicial Council
to extend a cordial though dignified invitation
to these colleges to join with us in the work of
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advancing medical education on this continent.

While heretofore the membership of the Associa-
tion has been confined to the United States, yet
the high grade of work done by some Canadian
medical colleges is ample justification for ex-

tending to them a similar invitation in order by
joint effort to give greater breadth and strength

to the movement.
The position of the Association in the search

for standards in medical education is found at

neither extreme. It recognizes that an ideal is

attainable only by the favored few, and also that

no doubt always some colleges will set standards
below its own. It is seeking the average stand-

ard, available for all institutions, even though
some choose to cut under its minimum. It en-

courages advance above the limits it sets and
has always had in membership institutions de-

manding much more than its minimum stand-

ards. In all its discussions it seeks not the

optimum of limited attainment, but rather the

reasonable minimum, below which standards are

possible but not rational at the current stage of

evolution in professional education.

Standards Proposed.—It is necessary to estab-

lish definite standards and to use these in meas-
uring the position of medical schools. The con-

stants which need to be determined in fixing

such standards as are, first, those of the preliminary

education, second, those of the professional train-

ing, and in both there are three elements to be
fixed : the number of years required, the length
of each course which is acceptable, and the

amount and kind of work which should be de-

manded. Now these factors are to be considered
not from the standpoint of the maximum or of

the optimum, but with a view to determining the

reasonable minimum. This does not in any way
limit an improvement upon the conditions out-

lined, it does not hold down the stronger schools

to the level of the weaker, it merely sets a stand-

ard for recognition below which the institution

may not be regarded as acceptable. The fixing

of such standards will unquestionably serve

greath' to clarify the atmosphere and to advance
the quality of medical education.

Association Entrance Requirements.—With re-

gard to standard requirements for entrance to

medical colleges there is as little agreement as

in other matters. In the place of the meaning-
less expression a "high school course," this Asso-
ciation was the first to advocate the introduction

of further regulations specifying the length and
character of such a course. In the working out

of this problem our present standard owes much
to the splendid work done by the New York
Board of Regents in systematizing and formu-
lating the general scheme of public school educa-
tion. Their results are as applicable to any other

State as they are to the commonwealth for which
they Were formulated. We are also greatly in-

debted to the vigorous work of the education and
State board authorities in Michigan. The re-

sult of these efforts finds its expression in the

standard minimum entrance requirements of this

Association. They guard the time element in

providing for a full four-year high school course
and protect against cheap work and insufficient

training by specifying the fundamental portion

of that course. As pointed out by Dr. Vaughan
of the University of Michigan, Dr. Harison of

Detroit, and Dr. Wheelock of Albany, this clear-

ly unequivocal and thoroughly pedagogical stand-

ard is far in advance of any yet put into efifect

by an}' other agency controlling general medical
standards. It is practically in accord with the

well-enforced requirements of New York, Mich-
igan, and Ohio which represent the leading in-

fluences in regulating medical entrance require-

ments to-day and also with those of the American
Confederation of Reciprocating, Examining, and
Licensing Medical Boards. It is certainly far

ahead of the actual requirements in force in many
sections of this country. There has been reason
to think in the past that some of the colleges in

the Association have applied these regulations

with a mercy that was primarily characterized

by its disregard of justice. To-day the matricu-
lation records are open to general inspection, and
colleges in membership invite scrutiny of their

practices. It is not too much to say that no such
clear or well-enforced standard has ever existed

in medical education in the United States as the

preliminary education requirements of this Asso-
ciation.

Preliminary College Year Proposed.—The new
standard proposed in 1906 by the Council on
Medical Education of the American Medical
.Vssociation provides in addition to the four-year
high school course a year of college work de-

voted especially to physics, chemistry, biology,

and language. There are now 54 colleges which
by the first of January, 1910, will require for

entrance one or more years of preliminary col-

lege work in addition to the full high school
training. It is rather early now to speak defi-

nitely regarding this plan, but an examination
of the list of these colleges discloses certain in-

teresting features. In the first place the list

includes a group of institutions which now re-

quire two years or more of preliminary college

work and which have evolved a rational adjust-

ment of the general training in the collegiate

department and of the professional training in

medicine. They are the leaders in medical edu-
cation, are distinctly bidding for the best stu-

dents, and have expressed themselves by their

general action as well as in their publications as

desirous of educating the leaders in the profes-

sion.

W'hen we consider the remaining institutions,

namely those which have announced that at this

future date they intend to require one year of
college work to be de\oted especially to physics,
chemistry, biology, and language, we find a
rather peculiar condition. In the first place, some
of them do not even 3'et require the full high
school course for entrance, and in at least one
of these it is proposed to advance the time stand-
ard of preliminary requirements by a total of five

years, while this advance is to take effect within

three years. We also notice among the institu-

tions which have set this standard that there are

some which have dropped from membership in

our own organization, avowedly or tacitly, be-

cause they were unable or unwilling to abide by
the standards which we had set, and to furnish

documentary evidence in the form of a detailed

certificate by the college authorities covering the
entrance requirements of all students matricu-
lated within the year. There are further among
the number of those which have announced their

intention of requiring this year of preliminary
work such institutions as have been openly
charged by various authorities with having vio-

lated previous standards of entrance requirements.

In the face of these facts it is but natural to

think that the announcement of their conversion
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to the doctrine of advanced entrance require-

ments is not altogether disinterested.

On the other hand we find that certain most
conservative and most stable standard medical
schools have refused to consider this new limit

of entrance requirements, and some of the rea-

sons which have been adduced for their refusal

are thoroughly tenable. The medical institution

which is a part of a great university, and which
is thus intimately associated with a department
of arts and sciences, can set such an entrance

requirement and can enforce it; for it has the

means ready at hand to provide for the addi-

tional training of those who would enter and
yet who are deficient either in whole or in part

of the required college work. The isolated med-
ical school, however, finds itself necessitated to

adopt one of two courses : either it must accept

anything in the way of college work which bears

that label and have in its classes even a greater

hodge-podge than it has at present, or it must
itself provide facilities for one full year of college

work. The second option is, I believe, most
earnestly deprecated by all who have at heart

the interests of general education. Conditions
in the medical school are not such that the train-

ing of the literary institution can be given in

any other than purely formal fashion. The dis-

tractions of the large amount of professional

work and the lack of associated general courses
will inevitably tend to dampen the enthusiasm
and divert the attention of the student from his

elementary studies. Furthermore, adequate pro-

vision for such a course is expensive, and unen-

dowed institutions cannot hope to offer it in any
other than a perfunctorj- and superficial manner.
In the hands of the isolated medical college the

additional year would become an obstacle to real

progress, a disadvantage both to the institution

and to the student. Most probably the plan
would result merely in diluting the present work
of the course, and if anything was really added
it would be at the clinic end of the curriculum.
The other option presents practically equal

difficulties. As I have already indicated there

is no possible question that many so-called col-

leges are not above the level of city high schools,

and a year of college work would not really give
the prospective medical student any training su-

perior to that which would be indicated b_v a

well-enforced requirement of such a specified

high school course as this Association has now
established. The most serious difificulty, how-
ever, is that the colleges will naturally protest

against being made a convenience for giving a

limited amount of specified training. Although
this effect was distincth^ outlined in the report
of the committee printed by the Council of the
American Medical Association, yet the attitu !e

of the colleges was somev.-hat obscured and pos-
sibly imrecognized through the manner in which
the statistical results were presented. The liter-

ary institutions at both ends of the scale were
alike in their statement that such work could be
obtained under their auspices and would be per-
formed to the satisfaction of the medical authori-
ties. The reasons for approval in the two cases
were, however, radically different. The stronger
institutions offer larger elective courses ; in manv
cases they have their own medical schools, and
as these schools in general are turning towards
higher requirements they do not hesitate to in-

dicate that they will comply fully with condi-
tions. On the other hand, the weaker literarv

institutions are exceedingly anxious to attract

students, and are often over-sanguine of their

ability to give such work as may be asked for.

The careful examination of the report of this

committee, however, shows more distinctly that

many of the Eastern colleges and also of the

strong Western colleges are united in opposing
any stich plan, holding it to be unfair, and
furthermore entirely foreign to the purposes of

their foundation and the ideals they are seeking
to attain. It is also true that the proposed year's

work is almost exclusively in the scientific field,

and hence antagonistic to the historic conception
of the New England literary college where
science studies are largely elective and are in-

troduced later in the course. An additional ob-

jection was put by President Hadley of Yale in

the following words : "The demand for places

in our undergraduate courses is so far in excess

of what we can readily meet that we can hardly
arrange to take men for one year with a view
to letting them leave us at the end of that time.

We must, I think, arrange our courses for men
who expect to stay longer." President Hadley's
attitude is said to be shared by more than a

dozen of the most prominent Eastern colleges.

There is no doubt that the influence of all such
colleges will be exerted to hold students not
merely one or two years but for the full four-

year course, and any such proposed standard as

this must recognize frankly that such colleges

are permanent obstacles in the way of its prac-

tical realization.

The actual working out of the problem is in-

dicated by the conditions which prevail with ref-

erence to another option that has been tried by
institutions at various points. Certain university

medical schools have solicited and obtained from
a few literary colleges a provision which is pub-
licly announced in their catalogue permitting
any student of senior standing to take his senior

year in absentia at an approved professional

school, and on proper certification at the close

of that year to receive his diploma with his class

as if he had remained in residence. This pro-

vision is entirely analogous to that in vogue at

several of the strongest Eastern universities

where a senior student in arts and sciences is

allowed to enroll as a freshman student in a

professional school of the same instittition and
thus qualify for the fourth year of academic
standing and the first year of professional train-

ing within the same period of time. In these

universities the opportunity is embraced by a
reasonable percentage of students who are seek-

ing both degrees. Many of the literary colleges

in the Central and Western States have most
vigorously opposed the granting of such a priv-

ilege through the intensity of the opposition is

often indirectly proportional to the strength of

the institution. At the same time when we come
to consider how the plan has worked in actual

experience it must be confessed that there have
been practically no results. In two widely sep-

arated conferences of college presidents repre-

senting such institutions in the Central and
Western States the privilege was made the sub-
ject of discussion this past winter, and at both

of them the actual experience as reported was
identical. Students who have completed the
junior year in a literary institution are not will-

ing to forego the pleasures and privileges of

senior standing, and despite pressure will stay in

the literarv college for their la.st vear's work.
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A final rather serious objection to the prac-

tical working of the plan appears to be the ques-

tion of what college work should be accepted.

The report of the committee speaks unequivo-
cally in favor of insisting on high-grade work

;

it even goes so far as to state openly that "the

preliminary college year must mean more than a

year of actual work in many cases. But we be-

lieve the medical schools should stand rigidly far

that, and insist on this amount of work whatever
time it ma}' take." Such a position naturally

commands general approval, and yet the actual

enforcement of this provision is open to the same
grave abuses which led to the abolition of the

time credit granted to college graduates suppos-
ably on the basis of work done. The adjudi-

cating body is prejudiced, and there is no absolute

standard to be followed.

All of this evidence seems to my mind to in-

dicate clearly that in acttial practice the single

year of college preparation is not a feasible

general standard for entrance to the medical
schools, or rather, perhaps, let us say that if

adopted it will tend more strongly than ever to

emphasize the advantages of the schools pos-

sessing genuine university affiliations and to cur-

tail radically the opportunities of the indepen-
dent medical schools. Such medical faculties as

are connected with State institutions or en-

dowed universities will still announce and en-

force one year of college work as a preparatory
requirement, but this will be merely a prelim-
inary step towards the introduction of two years
of college work which is the natural minimum
requirement in my opinion for tmiversity schools.

State Board Advanced Standards.—The advance
in preliminary requirements beyond the four-year

high school course has been participated in by
certain State Boards. Thus Minnesota and
Xorth Dakota have established, to take effect in

1910, a requirement for preliminar}' education
embracing two years of college work above the

four-year high school course. Connecticut and
South Dakota have set the standard for the same
date to include one year of preliminary college

work. In his presidential address last year, Dr.
Kober pointed out the injustice of the isolated

action by Minnesota, but there is another feature

which also deserves passing mention. It may
be wise for a State which is already well sup-
plied with physicians to raise the standards of
professional education beyond those obtaining
in less favored commonwealths. But this policy
is not so clear!}- justified in such a State as Xorth
or .South Dakota where the number of physi-

cians is radically less in proportion to the popu-
lation than in the average of the country, and
where at the same time the inhabitants are scat-

tered over so large an area as to require a rela-

tively greater number of physicians as compared
with other States. The emoluments of a physi-
cian are naturally less in a sparsely settled com-
munity, the hardships of pioneer life add to the
difficulties of the situation, and from the theor-
etical standpoint one would expect in natural
evolution to find such new communities estab-
lishing relatively easy conditions for medical li-

censure, whereas in the older, more crowded com-
monwealths, where the organization of society
is more highly perfected, and all opportunities
more accessible, the natural tendency would in-

cline towards the establishment of severer stand-
ards. This has proved true in the history of the
Old World, and in almost all parts of our own

country hitherto, and it would be interesting to

know precisely what infiuences have brought
about the distinctly abnormal conditions indi-

cated. Personally I cannot see that such a move-
ment is favorable to the elevation of medical

standards. Evidently it may easily emphasize
the spirit of local antagonism which, as already

noted, certainly hinders real advance. For the

sake of fairness it is to be hoped that the regu-

lation will be applied to individual graduates and
not to institutions. Any effort on the part of a

single State to coerce honorable and self-respect-

ing colleges is to be deplored.

Time Credit for College Graduates.—A much
discussed question is that time credit in medicine

for college graduates which deserves brief atten-

tion at this point. It is v.'ell known to the Asso-

ciation that I iiave always been in favor of

granting proper credit to proper schools. The
contention of the colleges is pedagogically un-

assailable that, so far as their work is of the

required standard and so far as it does prepare

a man specifically for the higher work of a med-
ical course, just to that extent it should be ac-

cepted in the professional school. It is peda-

gogically absurd to place the college graduate

with thorough training in general science sub-

jects, such as is given even in our standard, old-

style New England colleges, on the plane of the

mere high school graduate. It is, however, per-

fectly apparent that the credit should not be a

blanket allowance made to any holder of any
degree, and careful examination of the possibili-

ties has brought to light some facts which may
be of interest to this audience. When discussing

in detail the conditions in different States with

certain members of our Association who have
an unusually wide personal acquaintance with

educational institutions, I found we reached prac-

tically a unanimous conclusion, namely, that

within the entire range of colleges in the United
States there were in all not over thirty which
give scientific work of a character and with an
equipment such as to justify its acceptance by
a reputable medical school. These thirty insti-

tutions are variable in type in that they include

some of the smaller State universities as well as

denominational and privately endowed colleges.

It appeared reasonably clear that they were not

likely to work together on any uniform plan for

the achievement of the end sought and that the

majority of them were neither seeking for such

credit nor apparently interested in the proposi-

tion, so that whatever might be done would af-

fect in all probability only ten or a dozen col-

leges, a very small fraction of the total number
in the United States.

Supposing, however, a larger number could

really be interested in the proposition, one might

expect, on the basis of their past history, that

not over 100 to 125 of their graduates would ap-

ply each year for entrance to our medical schools.

This figure is only 2 per cent, of all graduates

from medical colleges last year and less than 15

per cent, of the college graduates granted med-
ical degrees last year, as there were approxi-

mately 5,000 graduated in 1907 from the medical

colleges of the United States, and among them were

903 holding other degrees.

it is of more than passing interest to note where

these 903 college graduates were found. Hop-
kins, Harvard, and Western Reserve furnished

150, or just one-sixth of the total number, and

practically all of the graduates from all of these
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schools held an academic degree. Michigan, Chi-

cago, ^linnesota, Iowa, -Nebraska, and CaHfornia
furnished 155 degree holders out of a total of

300 graduates from those schools, so that in a

total of only 9 per cent, of the medical graduates
of the United States the institutions named
furnished 33 per cent, of the men holding other

college degrees. Evidently college men will en-

ter the profession of medicine through those
institutions which are working out a pedagogical
relation between the college course and the pro-

fessional training, and such institutions have in

the past year furnished nearly three times as

many students as could be gathered from literary

colleges under any probable system of coordina-

tion. This does not, in my opinion, excuse the

injustice in refusing reasonable recognition to

the W'Ork of high-grade literary colleges. It does
show that the obstacles of various sorts which
have been placed in the way of such institutions

by the unthinking and unpedagogical objectors

in the ranks of medical teachers are serving to

force the solution of the problem along another
line. Educational evolution like any other phase
follows the line of least resistance or of easiest

adaptibility. It is evident also that the further

advance in entrance requirements will tend of

itself to settle the question with regard to pos-

sible time credit for literary colleges. Meantime
this Association should follow closely the results

obtained in New York where under exception-

ally able auspices there is being conducted by
State and college authorities a most thorough
investigation of the situation. The conclusions
reached will assuredly possess a sound pedagogic
basis, and should be utilized by this body in for-

mulating rules of procedure for itself. In fact

whenever educational authorities of standing ar-

rive at positive findings in considering any phase
of medical education, it becomes the duty of this

Association to take prompt advantage of such
expert opinion in revising if need be its previous
policy.

Standards Within the Medical Course.—The
earliest movements towards the establishment
of standards for the professional training in

medicine concerned the time element and found
official expression in the constitutional require-

ments of this Association governing the mini-

mum length of each annual session and of the

entire course. Much later the content of the

course was brought under discussion, and finally

the report of a Committee on the Medical Cur-
riculum led the Association to adopt the general

outline of work widely known as Kober's curri-

culum and subsequently adopted as standard by
other organizations also. This plan of medical

studies has been shown to possess considerable

flexibility and consequently to be adaptable to

varied conditions while it serves to limit some of

the abuses due to the omission of essentials or

overemphasis of single branches which have been
so strongly and justly criticised by various

writers.

A practical advance of great importance is that

which was undertaken a year ago in appointing

a committee to prepare a syllabus covering the

subjects in the early part of the medical curri-

culum. The discussion of the apportionment of

time to individual subjects and of the order of

the work as well as of the period to be devoted to

subsidiary sections is sure to yield most valuable

results, especially so since the gentlemen who
have agreed to lead in the discussion are men

of wide experience and unquestioned standing in

their respective fields. Any conclusions which
they reach will command the support of the
educated world and will constitute a most valu-
able contribution to the subject of medical edu-
cation.

The plan of dividing the examination for med-
ical licensure, presented so admirably by Dr.
Aieans, aiiords a basis for more thorough and
more practical tests, for eliminating the mean-
ingless work of quiz schools, and measuring
properl}- the results of all medical colleges by
introducing a searching inquiry into the funda-
mental scientific branches. It will also weed out
more fairly those students who cannot meet re-

quirements and save them time and expense,
which may be profitably employed in some other
field of work. The plan has proved successful

in other countries under the test of time. This
Association, in my opinion, should take positive

action looking towards the adoption of such a

method, and should seek cooperation from the

American Confederation of Reciprocating, Ex-
amining, and Licensing ^vledical Boards in at-

taining this end.

Pedagogical Defects.—Permit me now to re-

count briefly some features in the situation which
appear to be unpedagogical and unworthy of a

place in medical education. Indirect effort has
been undoubtedly exerted by persons singly or

in organizations to adjust legislation and stand-

ards so as to favor one locality above another,

or to bolster up a local institution which was
inherently too weak to meet standard tests. No
fair-minded man will ever support such move-
ments publicly, and fortunately the private in-

stances have been so insignificant as to exert

comparatively little influence on the general situ-

ation.

Apart from these, however, there has been, I

am convinced, in some cases far too great in-

sistence upon minor technical detail. The edu-

cational authorities in control of medical stand-

ards in one region have introduced requirements

and stipulations in detail which are difficult of

realization under the educational system of an-

other region, and each one of the agencies noted

above as influencing general standards through-

out the whole country have with great vigor

insisted upon its own construction of certain

trivial details which in no wise affect the real

basis of the standards set.

A real difficulty of more serious character is

the difference in the perfection of educational

organization and work in different sections of

our country. There is no doubt that the newest
States are inferior to the oldest and there is also

little question that the educational advantages

in the North are more abundant and more highly

developed than in many parts of the South. This
renders it exceedingly difficult to adopt a plan

of action which shall apply to all sections of the

country.
Another element in the situation, which per-

sonally I deem to be distinctly unfortunate, is

the effort to reduce all things to a statistical

basis. Not only are so many of the facts stated

in statistical tables of doubtful importance, but

some of them are entirely incorrect, and yet

these very items are cited from one end of the

country to the other as evidence of perverse ten-

dencies in medical education. A single instance

will suffice to explain what I mean. Some years

ago an indefatigable statistician published the
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statement that at the Uni\ersity of Nebraska
College of Medicine, 780 hours were devoted to

Orthopedic Surgery. When I inquired the source
of his information since this did not correspond
with any at my command, he apologized, ex-

plaining that it was a stenographer's error in

tabulating college reports. He courteously prom-
ised to make prompt and full public explanation

of the error. I have also endeavored to run
down this statistical freak, but thus far the ex-

planation has never caught up with the original

statement, and twice within the present year I

have seen his stenographer's error printed in

large sized type as a demonstration of the ineffi-

ciency of medical education.

But the real fault in the statistical method is

of another type. Men prove from the same set

of figures the clear superiorit}" of every life in-

surance company which enters into the considera-

tion. The man who is wedded to mathematics
can add, subtract, multiply, and divide until he

has adjusted his computations to an}' conclusion

that he desires to reach. The conditions of any
institution can be, in truth, only very imperfectly

represented in statistical fashion, and the con-

clusions very generally drawn from such repre-

sentations are often only partly true or even en-

tirely unwarranted. This was pointed out clear-

ly by Dr. Dodson in comments published a few
3'ears ago on the statistical tables printed in the

Journal of the American Medical Association.

I cannot help feeling also that the statistical

data thus far published deal remotely if at all

with the real educational side of the question.

They show absolutely nothing regarding equip-

ment and facilities, they cannot enumerate or

measure educational organizations and methods.
The}' assign clearly overweight to a series of

examinations and encourage unpedagogic meth-
ods introduced for the sole purpose of obtaining
unnatural results in such tests. In one instance

described before this Association last year by
Dr. A. D. Bevan, they have induced a fake in-

stitution to reduce its entire education to a series

of memorites exercises in cramming for examina-
tions, and have given foundation to its widely
heralded boast of securing results which surpass
institutions of high character and educational

worth. In another instance, a glib graduate of

a cheap school has toured the country taking ex-

aminations with great success in many States

and imparting to his alma mater a cosmopolitan
character in the statistical summary. The ad-

vertisement was no doubt well worth the ex-

pense, and the incident indicates a new specialty

in the medical field which properly cultivated

will yield good results—in a statistical way.
To meet this difficulty some change of policy

is necessary, and that change should be in the
direction of emphasizing the character of work
which the better schools are doing. We are led

thus naturally to the introduction of practical

features into the tests, since by means of these

alone is it possible to measure the adequate use
of laboratory work in the training of the candi-

date. I hope that it may be possible for this

Association to take some definite action at this

meeting recommending the introduction of prac-

tical tests into the licensure examinations and
instructing its committee on cooperation with
State examining boards to urge the early incor-

poration of such features into State examinations.
The Advertising Tendency.—The defects which

have been mentioned are largely outside of the

colleges themselves, but there is one to which
I would call attention here which is inherent in

the present organization of many institutions.

It is the advertising tendency that is utterly un-
worthy a place in the training schools of a pro-

fession that places a ban upon the advertiser in

its ranks. This tendency is manifested in many
ways and was discussed at length by Dr. \'. C.

Vaughan in his presidential address before this

Association in 1902. I fear there has been little

if any change since then. The spirit is still

plainly marked, and a single instance will suffice

to indicate the trend of the current. So far as

I know in no other educational institutions are

free banquets furnished at the expense of the
faculty to all the alumni who will put in an appear-

ance on stated occasions.

The movement which has resulted in the amal-
gamation of many independent medical schools

with universities has been in the direction of

progressive evolution, and has resulted in mutual
advantages. These have been so evident that

other institutions looking for their own advan-
tage only have to secure the same end by mere
paper affiliations. Such mergers in name only
are abundantly familiar to us all. They are

essentially pretenses and will fail at the crucial

moment when in the process of advancement the

medical school finds real need of the support of

a faculty in arts and sciences to meet further in-

crease in entrance requirements. The presence
of a University President on Commencement
Days to hand over the medical diplomas will

not create a University atmosphere or add to the

pedagogic power of the professional faculty. Un-
less the medical school can become really an
integral part of an institution which is potentially

a university, and can gain the moral and financial

support which comes with real university con-

trol, it had better retain its independence and self-

respect rather than encounter the criticism and
danger of a sham union.

Medical Endoz^'ineiit.—The greatest single diffi-

culty in the way of progress in medical education
is undoubtedly poverty. Beside it all other diffi-

culties appear trivial. Modern medical training

is expensive. Rich gifts have provided for gen-

eral education and for technical schools of all

classes while medicine still awaits its benefac-

tions. The situation is tersely described by Presi-

dent Dabney of Cincinnati as follows : "All med-
ical instruction given here at present is at the

expense of the profession. This is no more rea-

sonable than if we were to require the present

engineers to educate the future engineers, or the

present teachers to educate their successors in

the schools. The education of physicians is as

much a public duty as the training of teachers

or engineers." "It is perfectly apparent that

great scientific institutions of this modern type

cannot be built and supported without endow-
ments."
This description applies equally to all parts of

our country, and President Dabney's words fur-

nish the key to advance in medical education.

Whenever and wherever adequate financial sup-

port is furnished by public or private niimificence,

medical institutions will be enabled to make
genuine progress. One welcomes many signs of

an incoming tide of benefactions in the estab-

lishment of research institutes, and in the foun-

dation of splendid hospitals. Money for instruc-

tional purposes will come next, and with financial

independence other reforms follow quickly. The
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recent acquirement by Tulane University of a
splendid endowment for its medical department
has been promptly followed by a radical advance
in standards as well as facilities which places
Tulane in the forefront among- Southern schools,
and assures the participation of the South in the
movement for the elevation of standards in med-
ical education.

The value of such endowments is two-fold
since they affect other institutions as well as
the recipient of the funds ; for in the struggle
for existence other schools must increase their

own efficiency or retire from the field. In these
times of progress it will not do for any school
to sit idly watching the advance of neighboring
institutions. It must find the means to continue
the struggle or stop work. The latter fate has
come to a few schools recently and is threaten-
ing imminently even more. All the evidence at
hand indicates a surplus of medical schools in

our country, and all agencies join in demanding
the elimination of the unfit. No action will add
greater strength to the forward movement in

medical education than weeding out such as
cannot justif}^ their existence.

THE ETIOLOGY OF PARALYSIS OF THE
RECURRENT LARYNGEAL NERVES OF

PERIPHERAL ORIGIN.*

By D. BRYSON DELAVAN, M.D.,

NEW YORK,

Reviewing the history of this subject we find

that at a period centering about twenty years ago,
much interest was shown in its study. Led by
Prof. Hermann Krause in Europe and by the late

Prof. Franklin H. Hooper in this country, excel-

lent laboratory work was done and some important
facts were demonstrated. Of the main questions
at issue, however, many were unanswered, in spite

of the earnest efforts of a number of well qualified

investigators and of controversies which in some
instances assumed the proportions of bitter feuds.

Of late years not much has been advanced on the
subject, and that little has not been illuminating.

Possibly the difficulty of the study and the lack of
success attending its investigation have discouraged
progress. Possibly again, in view of the present
popularity of other adjacent fields, the larynx has
received less attention recently than it deserves.
The serious nature of recurrent paralysis and

the not inconsiderable number of patients affected
by it should certainly stimulate us to more earnest
effort towards the better understanding and ex-
planation of the causes which bring it about.

In many varieties of the affection the cause is

clear. In others it is obscure, as witness the num-
ber of cases in which the diagnosis has either not
been made or has been clouded by conflicting opin-
ions as to the actual effect of the supposed cause.
I shall be able to do little more than call attention
to some of the questions which the subject sug-
gests and ask you to interest yourselves in taking
up their investigation. Indeed, in spite of all that
has been written on the subject, it may be said that
the study of this department is in its infancy, for it

has not even been determined whether certain toxic
paralyses of the recurrents are due to central
causes, to changes in the nerve elements themselves,
or to neuritis from severe surface irritation.

Recurrent paralysis may be either unilateral or

Read at the thirtieth annual meeting of the American
Laryngological Association, Montreal, May 11, 1908.

bilateral, and only the posterior fibers of the nerve
may be involved, as in abductor paralysis, or, the

paralysis may be complete.

Shurly^ quotes Avellis to the effect that of 150
cases, the cause was discovered in only 85. Of
the above 150 cases plus 19 collected by Sendziak^

113 were males and 50 were females. In the same
series of cases, the paralysis was found 46 times
on the right side, 92 times on the left side, and 12

times on both sides. In 41 cases of Sendziak, 5
were right, 15 left, and 21 bilateral. Unfortunately
little reliability can be based upon these statistics.

Three points become evident from them, however,
as has been suggested by Lermoyez, namely.
The preponderance of peripheral paralysis over

that caused by central lesions ; the excess of cases

in which the paralysis has been on the left side,

and, finally, the greater liability of recurrent para-

lysis among men.
As to age, of 19 cases, 15 occtirred between the

20th and 60th years. The youngest was a child

of two years, the eldest was 59.

Sendziak claims to have collected 1,017 cases,

which he has classified according to the form of the

paralysis, as follows

;

I. Abductor paralysis, 520; 2. Paralysis of recur-

rent, 491; total, 1,017. I- C'^) Unilateral abductor
paralysis, 283; (b) Bilateral abductor paralysis,

243 ; total, 526. 2. (a) Unilateral recurrent para-

lysis, 397; (b) Bilateral recurrent paralysis, 94;
total, 491.
Among the earliest observations noted with re-

gard to them was the fact tliat if the recurrents

were injured, dyspnea vi'^as a prompt result. This
was made apparent through the effect upon them
of wounds of the throat and neck. Later on the

possibility of paralysis from pressure was recog-

nized.

Finally, within recent years, a few observers have
called attention to the occurrence of paralysis from
to.xic causes. Many cases have been reported in

which the movements of the larynx have been af-

fected by peculiar conditions of the blood due to

disease or to the ingestion into the system of cer-

tain well-known poisons. Thus gradually it has
become apparent that paralysis of the recurrents

of peripheral origin may be due to many causes.

The consideration of paralysis due to traumatism
and to pressure are very interesting topics. More-
over the subjects are far from having been ex-

hausted. Many things remain to be explained re-

garding both of them.

Paralysis due to toxic agencies, however, is a
subject which has been hitherto little studied. It

is replete with problems of many kinds, and these

again depend upon questions of surpassing interest.

Few freshfer or more attractive fields could be
offered to the investigator, whether physiologist,

pathologist, or chemist.

In studying the reports of cases by various au-

thors, the writer has been impressed with the

belief that some of them were probably not cases

of actual paralysis, but of ankylosis.^ This is es-

pecially likely to be true in such diseases as typhoid,

erysipelas and other conditions attended with severe

local inflammation adjacent to the joint, or, as in

rheumatism and gout, with inflammation of the

joint itself.

The possible myopathic orgin of loss of motion
in the larynx must also be remembered. This con-
dition may be present in wasting diseases, muscular
atrophy, rheumatism, and carcinoma.
The possibility of error in deductions based upon

the statistics of reported cases of paralysis, some
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of which may have been wrongly diagnosed, must
therefore be taken into account.

While first asking attention to the better known
departments of the subject, it is to the toxic condi-

tions that I shall finally bespeak especial attention

and interest, believing that the time has come when
light should be thrown upon the obscurities which
surround them and hoping that ere long more com-
plete and definite knowledge may be secured.

The causes of recurrent laryngeal paralysis of

peripheral origin as far as now known may be

divided into three general groups, namely

:

I. Cases due to traumatism, or laceration of the

nerve trunks. 2. Cases due to mechanical pressure

upon the nerve. 3. Cases due to toxic influences,

either of tlie nature of poisons ingested into the

body, or of toxemias or infections generated by
disease.

As has already been said, careful distinction must
be made between actual paralysis and simple loss

of motion due to myopathic causes. Also, from
loss of motion from anlcjlosis of the cricoarytenoid

articulations.

Of the various causes of paralysis of the recur-

rents, we will first consider traumatism

:

Laceration of the nerve trunk may occur in any
part of its course and from a variety of accidents

and the injury maj' be inflicted from without the

larynx and trachea or from within them. The list

includes incised, gunshot, and punctured wounds of

the neck, self-inflicted, or accidental; injuries to

the nerve made in the course of surgical operations

done upon neighboring parts; foreign bodies in the

larynx, trachea, or esophagus, and unsuccessful ef-

forts made at their extraction: injury to the nerve
from attempts at strangling and from blows upon
the larynx.

Division of the recurrent happens occasionallj'

in cases of cut throat. The possibility of its e.x-

istence should be recognized before attempting the

complete closure of such wounds, as the effects of

sudden urgent dyspnea would of course be very

serious.

Lefferts* has reported a case of paralysis of the

right recurrent nerve due to a punctured wound
made by the point of the blade of a pair of scis-

sors.

The recurrents are liable to injury in operations

for the removal of various tvimors, especially of

the thyroid gland. This is particularly true of

goiter, as a number of recorded instances will at-

test. In view of the increasing popularity of the

operative treatment of goiter this should be care-

fully remembered.
Operations for the removal of new growths of

the neck in which the necessary dissections ap-

proach the vicinity of the recurrents may easily be
attended with injury to them, as also may attempts
at the extirpation of diseased lymph nodes lying

near to the larynx or trachea.

The writer has seen cases of paralysis of the

right side of the larynx following extensive extir-

pation of the cervical glands in recurrent carcinoma
of the right breast.

The position usually occupied by the left recur-

rent behind the inferior thyroid artery renders it

liable to injury during ligation of the latter.

We will now consider the subject of recurrent
paralysis due to mechanical pressure.
The list of known causes includes : Diseases of

glands and of lymph nodes ; new growths ; aneu-
rj'sms ; diseases of the heart ; diseases of the pleura
and scoliosis. Comparatively few cases of recur-
rent paralysis have been recorded in any country.

At present reliable statistics as to the relative fre-

quency of these causes are not to be obtained. Ac-
curacy of statement, therefore, is impossible.

Clinical experience seems to prove that this di-

vision presents by far the largest number of the

cases that come under observation. Scientifically

speaking they are more interesting than the cases

due to traumatism, for while some are relatively

common, others are rare, and while some, fortu-

nately as a rule the more common ones, are gener-

ally rather easy of diagnosis, there are no small

number which are very difticult, so obscure in fact

that a positive diagnosis with the means of exam-
ination at present available to us seems to be im-
possible.

Many cases hitherto obscure have of late years
been made clear by the aid of the Roentgen ray.

Perhaps nowhere among the varied uses of that

splendid contribution to science have more brilliant

successes been obtained.

We will begin with the diseases of the glands

and of the lymph nodes.

That a diseased condition of the thymus gland
has ever been the cause of laryngeal paralysis I

have not been able to learn.

Disease of the thyroid gland, however, is a
common cause, occasionally from malignant in-

volvement but far more often from goiter.

Remembering the anatomical relations of the

thyroid with the trachea it is easy to understand
how the recurrents might be encroached upon by
almost any swelling of that gland.

The size of the thyroid tumor seems to have
little effect upon the degree to which it may en-

danger the recurrents. Thus a very large goiter

may cause little or no dyspnea. On the other hand,

one of small size may prove fatal.

The most striking instance of this which the

writer has ever seen came to his notice when he
was Assistant Pathologist to the New York Hos-
pital some years ago.

A middle-aged lady of rather full habit while
shopping was suddenly seized with urgent dyspnea.

She was hurried to the New York Hospital, which
was nearby, and within a few minutes after the

onset of the attack a tracheotomy was performed.

Before the cannula could be inserted, she died.

At autopsy made by Dr. George L. Peabody, the

thyroid appeared to be slightly enlarged. Upon
e.xposing it by dissection, a goitrous tumor paren-

chymatous in nature was found, the base of which
did not measure quite four inches in diameter. It

was so situated with regard to the trachea, how-
ever, that both recurrents had been pressed upon
sufficiently to cause paralysis, or, as is more prob-

able, spasm of the lar\-nx, and asphyxia.

Disease of the tracheobronchial lymph nodes has
been the cause of recurrent paralysis in a number
of recorded cases. These may have become en-

larged from syphilis, tuberculosis, malignant infil-

tration, or other infections.

In a case seen by the writer at St. Luke's Hos-
pital, New York, a child 2^ years old suffered

from urgent dyspnea requiring a prompt trache-

otomy which failed to give complete relief. Death
followed in a few days. The child was found to

have general tuberculosis, and the cause of the

dyspnea was a large lymph node pressing upon the

middle section of the trachea. Great obscurity

must often attend the recognition of these cases.

The fact of their possibility, the presence of a

condition capable of causing them, the absence of

other discoverable cause, and above all the use of

the x-ray, may all aid in arriving at the truth.
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Malignant disease of the thyroid, the esophagus,

the neck, and the mediastinum is a common, if not

the most frequent cause of recurrent paralysis. In

all of these but the esophagus it is generally due
to direct pressure upon the nerve trunk. \\'hile

sc«netimes due to direct pressure from disease of

the esophagus, it may also in the latter case be

caused indirectly through the extension of the dis-

ease when located in the upper part of the esopha-

gus to the larynx or trachea so that both recurrents

are surrounded by cancerous masses and thus totally

paralyzed. Or the paralysis of the nerves may be

direct from the pressure of degenerated cancerous

glands upon them.

Sandby^ has reported a case which has become
famous for two reasons—first because as a result

of esophageal carcinoma arfductor paralysis was
first observed. Later this disappeared and a con-

dition of purely a&ductor paralysis took its place.

Finally the cords assumed the cadaveric position,

thus proving the complete paralysis of the nerves.

A second point of great interest in this oft-quoted

case is that it seems to contradict the so-called

"law" of Semon as to the supposed vulnerability-

of the abductor filaments of the recurrent nerve.

In the minds of most practitioners, the discovery

of fixation of the left side of the lar\nx is almost

proof positive of the presence of an aortic aneur-

ism. Verj- often this view is correct: In the ex-

perience of the writer with the cases that have

come under his observation, aneur\-sm of the aorta

has been the most frequent cause of left recurrent

paralysis. The mechanism of this is too familiar

to require special exploitation. It must be remem-
bered that bilateral paralysis with its attendant

dangers may be developed by the growth of the

aneurj-smal tumor in its late stages.

The position of the right recurrent with relation

to the right subclavian artery is such as to render

it vulnerable in case of aneur\-sm of that vessel.

Such cases are ver\- rare in comparison with those

of left recurrent paralysis due to aortic tumor.

Aneurysm of the innominate has been said to be

an occasional cause.

Cases have been reported in which recurrent

paralvsis has been caused by various diseased con-

ditions of the heart, especially valvular disease in

the form of mitral insufficiency and of pericarditis.

By the use of the term valvular disease in this con-

nection we are probably meant to understand the

effects of it in the morm of dilatation or hyper-

trophy, the increase in the size of the organ causing

it to press upon the recurrents, as would be the case

in pericarditis. Apropos of this subject, the case

reported by Baumler*^ presents features of extraor-

dinary interest.

A young man suffering from syphilis and an old

mitral insufficiency lost his voice synchronously

with the appearance of a pericardial exudation.

Examination of the larvnx showed a bilateral ab-

ductor paralysis. With beginning resorption of the

exudate the voice gradually returned, at first rough

and hoarse. Two weeks later it became entirely

normal and remained so until his death.

From its position with regard to the apex of the

right lung the right recurrent may be pressed upon

under certain morbid conditions of that part.

Thus, in fibrous phthisis, such cases have been

found. They have also been caused by thickening

of the pleura covering the right lung apex. It is

said that the same thing has been seen in the case

of the left lung.

Finallv, a few cases are reported in which paral-

vsis was attributed to pneumonia, pneumothorax,

and pleurisy. That the paralysis was actually due
to pressure and not the result of severe peripheral

inflammators- conditions, remains to be proved.

By far the most interesting group of cases which
come within the scope of this article are those due
to toxic influences. They are less frequently ob-

served than those caused by traumatism or by pres-

sure, so that opportunity to study them has not so

often been given.

Moreover, the physiological and pathological proc-

esses by which they are brought about are far too

little discussed and much less well understood. It

is proper, therefore, that particular attention should

be called to them both by reason of their patholog-

ical importance and because they offer one of the

most interesting and valuable fields for original re-

search to be found within the range of medicine.

The ingestion of certain drugs and chemicals is

found to produce in some cases paralysis of the

recurrent laryngeal nerves.

In like manner recurrent paralysis occasionally

accompanies certain acute infectious diseases. If

it be true that the poison acts directl)' upon the

ner\e-elements through some especial affinitj- of the

one for the other, then the variety of toxics capable

of so acting is remarkable, and it suggests a vul-

nerability of the recurrents to toxic effects which
is to say the least unusual and peculiar. Other sets

of nerves may be similarlj- acted upon, as in pois-

oning from lead, alcohol, or diphtheria. The num-
ber of uifterent toxins which have been said to

atfect the recurrents, however, seems unusually

extensive.

The list of causes of toxic paratysis of the re-

currents should be divided into two groups : First,

mineral and vegetable poisons ; and secondly, tox-

ins generated by acute infectious diseases. To the

former belong lead, arsenic, antimony, copper, iodide

of potassium, iodoform, and, it has been alleged,

cyanide of potassium and phosphorus.

Recurrent paralysis due to other mineral poisons

must be ver\- rare. A few cases have been observed
which seem fairly to have been due to the influence

of arsenic, iodide of potassium, and iodoform.

Those referred to antimony, copper, cyanide of

potassium, and phosphorus are apparently of doubt-

ful nature.

The first case on record in which the influence of

lead upon the recurrents was observed by the aid

of the laryngoscope was seen by Sir ^lorell Mac-
kenzie' in 1865. He reported a case of complete

paralysis of the right side of the lapi'nx in a young
m.an suffering from general lead poisoning. The
paralysis disappeared after two months' application

of electricit}-.

Our fellow member Sajous^ in 1882 reported a

case of bilateral parah'sis of the larjnx due to lead

poisoning, and Seifert follows in 1884 with three

well observed cases. A few others have appeared

in literature up to the present time.

The cases reported in which other minerals have
been thought to produce recurrent paralysis have
been so few in number as to make deductions im-

possible. They suggest the possibility' of coinci-

dence quite as strongly as they do that of cause

and eft'ect.

Paul Heymann' collected over 50 cases of min-

eral poisoning of the lar)"nx. He found lead to

be the most common cause. Usually the abductors

were affected.

Among the vegetable poisons the follownng have

been alluded to in the literature of the subject:

Alcohol, opium, morphine, belladonna, atropine, can-

nabis indica. cocaine.
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Among the vegetable poisons mentioned, alcohol

properly heads the list. Hippocrates'" calls atten-

tion to that form of aphonia of the drunkard which
comes upon him in his cups and does not disappear

when he has become sober. Several good authori-

ties have quoted the coexistence of recurrent paral-

ysis with alcoholism. Cases have also been re-

ported as being due to opium and to belladonna,

and it has at least been suggested that similar re-

sults may arise from cannabis indica and from co-

caine.

The questions raised by the action of the drugs

and minerals just described upon that always pecu-

liar pair of nerves the recurrent laryngeals are per-

plexing. In what manner do they inhibit the action

of these most active parts?

1. Is there any truth in the supposition that there

is an elective affinity existing in these particular

nerves in favor of certain drugs through the in-

fluence of which the one exercises an inhibitory

effect upon the other?

2. Does the drug produce changes in the nerve

tissue itself which result in the loss of its activity?.

3. Is the lesion a neuritis, induced by pressure,

from congestion of neighboring parts or other-

wise?

4. .Are the effects upon the recurrent due to cen-

tral causes, the latter induced by the drug?
Turning now from the mineral and vegetable

poisons which may affect the rccurrents,. we take

up the consideration of the alleged results pro-

duced by the toxins of some of the acute infec-

tions :

These include typhoid fever, acute articular rheu-

matism, influenza, diphtheria, typhus fever, acute

croupous pneumonia, puerperal fever, erysipelas,

measles, scarlet fever, gonorrhea, serum therapy.

Of 73 cases collected by Sendziak 26 occurred in

typhoid fever, 18 in acute articular rheumatism,

II in influenza, 9 in diphtheria, 3 in typhus fever,

2 in croupous pneumonia, and i each in puerperal

fever, erysipelas, measles, scarlet fever, gonorrhea,

and the use of serum therapy.

Of the infectious diseases in which recurrent

paralysis may be found typhoid fever seems de-

cidediv the most common. The paralysis may be

unilateral or bilateral. It may occur early in the

course of the disease, but it generally appears to-

wards its close, during the third or fourth week.

Osier," agreeing with the generally received

opinion, attributes it to a neuritis of the recurrent

and states that the general activity of the toxins

in a given case has more influence upon the nerv-

ous svstem in causing the neuritis than has the

temperature. In other words, the neuritis is not so

apt to be developed in a case where the temperature

is running a high course as it is in one in which the

typhoid intoxication is profound.

Laryngeal paralysis in a severe case of typhoid

is of course an exceedingly grave complication,

although in the milder cases of fever if the paral-

ysis is unilateral it is not so dangerous.

Regarding the cause of the paralysis, the ques-

tion again arises as to whether, after all, the nerve

irritation is not brought about by the violent sur-

face inflammation commonly met with in and
around the larynx in this disease.

While most writers state that the paralysis of

the recurrents in typhoid is generally due to neu-
ritis, certain ones believe that the loss of motion
is sometimes myopathic. Degeneration of the

laryngeal muscles may take place in like manner
with the degeneration of the abdominal muscles
in typhoid.

Morris .Schmidt'-' says that recurrent paralysis

has occurred in typhoid patients suft'ering from
complicating pleuropneumonia, glandular swelling,

and muscular degeneration.

May it not be possible that some of the instances

reported as being due to typhoid to.xemia have after

all been caused by such complicating conditions?

In typhus fever as in typhoid, recurrent paralysis

may supervene. It is said to be more frequent in

typhus than in typhoid ; it is likely to occur at an
earlier period of the disease and to be of a more
serious nature.

In acute articular rheumatism recurrent paral-

ysis has been found in all its phases : unilateral,

bilateral, abductor, and complete.

Here again the causes are variously stated, neu-

ritis and rheumatic aft'ection of the laryngeal nuis-

cles having the preference.

Clinton Wagner and others have reported cases

of gouty inflammation of the cricoarytenoid articu-

lation with perichondritis, necrosis, abscess, and

sloughing of the arytenoid cartilage. The possi-

bility of this should also suggest the possibility

of rheumatic aft'ection of the laryngeal muscles and

admit of the assumption that not every case of loss

of motion in the larynx is necessarily neuropathic.

Morris Schmidt'- says that he has not infre-

quently seen recurrent paralysis following influenza.

Other writers have reported a few such cases. This

does not seem improbable in a disease capable of

affecting so profoundly the nervous system in gen-

eral. Morris Sclunidt'- also calls attention to the

fact that in diphtheria it is still questionable whether

the resulting paralyses are due to central or to peri-

pheral causes. In the opinion of the writer it is not

necessary that fixation of the larynx following

diphtheria should be due to paralysis at all, since

under conditions of inflammation as violent as those

often found in laryngeal diphtheria ankylosis of the

cricoarytenoid might easily be produced. In several

cases seen by the writer of unilateral loss of mo-
tion present many years after an attack of diph-

theria this has seemed to be the true explanation.

The question is rendered still more difficult, how-
ever, when we remember that following a genuine

paralysis the joint may become ankylosed through

disease.

Apparent paralysis of the larynx may also ac-

company the severe infections of the throat non-

diphtheritic in type, as for example the staphy-

lococcus and the streptococcus. It seems more
probable that the loss of motion is due rather to

the effects of inflammation upon the muscles and
joints of the larynx, than to its eft'ects upon the

recurrents.

One case each is reported of recurrent paralysis

from erysipelas, puerperal fever, scarlet fever,

measles, serumtherapy, and gonorrhea. In all but

the first the paralysis was unilateral.

The last-named case has been elaborately de-

scribed in an extensive and scholarly article by
Lazarus."^

\\'ith regard to toxic paralysis, some very inter-

esting questions arise.

I. If it be true that there is such a thing as a

"selective affinity" between the recurrents and a

given poison, in a case of poisoning we would ex-

pect to find both recurrents aft'ected. In point of

fact mineral poisons seem almost invariably
_

to

affect but one. Again, if the toxins of infection

cause paralysis by exciting a recurrent neuritis, we
would expect the result to be bilateral, whereas

many such cases have been unilateral. Both of these

facts seem to contradict the affinitv doctrine.
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2. Is it possible that toxins, whether inorganic

or organic, produce special structural changes in

the nerve tissue itself which result in recurrent

paralysis? For the answer to this question we
must look to the pathologist, although it would
seem that simple inflammation of the nerve would
be all that was necessary to inhibit its activity.

3. Are the eiTects of toxics upon the recurrent

due to central causes? Here again the fact that

bilateral parailysis is rare and unilateral the rule

would throw doubt upon the probability of an

affirmative answer.

4. Is the lesion a neuritis, induced by pressure

from congestion of neighboring parts or otherwise ?

It seems probable that in many cases it is, since

this would explain the presence of recurrent para-

lysis from so many different varieties of causes,

most of which are associated with congestive con-

ditions of the throat, and for its occurrence in so

many different forms.

It is easy to suppose that an inflammatory con-

dition severe enough to cause a cricoarytenoid

ankylosis might cause a paralysis of nerves lying as

near the surface as do the recurrents.

It is impossible to escape the conviction that

some of the cases of recurrent paralysis found
accompanying violent inflammations of the throat

have been due to the effects of superficial irritation.

Nothing is more common than to find a para-

lysis of the posterior arytenoideus muscle accom-
panying an acute laryngitis. The position of this

muscle near the surface and at a part of the larynx
where the inflammatory conditions are apt to be
most intense, would render its nerve filaments pecu-

liarly liable to irritation and injury.

Percy Kidd" reported a case of bilateral paralysis

of the larynx, cadaveric position, following a se-

vere laryngitis, lasting about three weeks and end-
ing in recovery.

Such cases are not unique. If they suggest any-
thing, it is that surface irritation may be the cause

of recurrent paralysis. In many of the diseases

in which recurrent paralysis is reported to have
occurred, inflammation of the throat is a marked
symptom.

If it can be caused by the irritation of a simple

laryngitis, it is certainly possible that the still more
violent inflammation accompanying severe acute in-

fections may produce it. Doubtless among both
groups of toxic causes there are some which act

in this way.
These are some of the questions that remain to

be explained and finally answered. If my presenta-

tion of them has been imperfect and iny deduc-
tions inadequate it must be remembered that they
have thus far baflled the efforts of all who have
attempted their solution. With the advance of

knowledge of the nervous system in general and
with the increased accumulation of clinical ma-
terial it is to be hoped that better progress may
ere long be made.
A study of the literature of this subject shows

that it leaves much to be desired. Considering the

large variety of conditions which may cause it and
the vast number of the cases which many of these

conditions create, as for instance traumatism, tu-

mors, cardiac diseases, tuberculosis, typhoid, diph-

theria, influenza, etc., it is strange tlaat relatively

so few recurrent paralyses have been recorded.

Doubtless more careful observation aided by laryn-

goscopic examination would demonstrate many ad-
ditional ones. Here as is the case in many other
departments, many of the histories have been too

incompletely recorded to be of any value.

The latest writer, Sendziak," claims to have found

1,017 cases, 201 of which he says are his own.
Where he found them he does not state. Unfor-
tunately he does not give the references to them
so that his statistics cannot be verified nor can the

articles from which he derived his material be

studied. His own articles being published in the

Polish language and in obscure provincial journals

makes them almost impossible of access.

The article of Lermoyez is classic and Vi^ell

worthy of study. Paul Pleymann's" monograph on
recurrent paralysis due to the eft'ect of poisons is

excellent. It contains a full and very valuable bib-

liography.
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THE OPHTHALMO-REACTION TO TU-
BERCULIN.

TESTS IN 321 CASES, INCLUDING 250 TUBERCULOUS.

By CAPT. chas, N. BARNEY, M.D.,

AND

CAPT. ROGER BROOKE, Jr., M.D ,

MEDICAL CORPS. U. S. ARMY.

The tests upon which this article is based were
made by us at the U. S. Army General Hospital,
Fort Bayard, N. M., with the permission of the

commanding ofiicer, Major G. E. Bushnell, Med-
ical Corps.

Conditions of the Investigation.—Owing to the

large amount of material presented by this sana-
torium and hospital for tuberculous soldiers and
beneficiaries of the U. S. Soldiers' Home, we are

able to report a much larger series of tuberculous
cases than anyone has heretofore reported, so far

as we have been able to ascertain. \\'e also have
had the advantage of not being obliged to rely

upon city hospital and dispensary cases who are
under observation for short periods or at long
intervals, but have had at our disposal minute
records beginning at the very first appearance of

the disease, including not only monthly physical

and microscopical examinations and daily meas-
urements of temperature, but also clinical his-

tories from the first days the patients came to the

attention of their medical officers in post or in

the field. After a soldier who is sent here for

treatment has been here for six months, he is

either returned to duty, retained for further
treatment with a view to subsequent return to

duty, or discharged and readmitted as a benefi-

ciary of the Soldiers' Home. Persons in the last

category are permitted to come and go at will,

except that if they leave they must stay away at

least three months. The result is we have clin-

ical histories of manv cases who have become
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well enough to work and have gone away in the

summer and come back in the winter for years.

The sputum of cases of pulmonary tuberculosis

is examined as soon as possible after the arrival

of the patient, and the examination is repeated

ever)- da}' until a positive result has been obtained

or until ten examinations have been made. Spu-
tum examinations are made ten times every
month in negative cases. When a positive result

has been obtained the examination is thereafter

repeated only ever}' three months.
The nontuberculous cases also are soldiers,

mostly members of the Hospital Corps, and all

of them have been under the observation of med-
ical officers ever since enlistment.

Only one of the cases we report had ever re-

ceived tuberculin in any form. His case is noted

later.

We began this work in December, and finished

it in March, but we have been carfeuLto register

the condition of the patients at the time of the

test. We have not retouched our statistics to fit

theories.

Our test solution was prepared from tuberculin

furnished by the Bureau of Animal Industry of

the U. S. Department of Agriculture for hypo-
dermic tests in cattle and for experimental pur-

poses. This tuberculin differs from Koch's old

tuberculin principally in that it is not concen-

trated to one-tenth of its volume. It is made as

follows: To bouillon prepared in the classical

way, except that one-half per cent, acid potas-

sium phosphate is used in place of salt, and neu-

tralized with sodium hydrate to acid plus one,

seven per cent, of glycerin is added. .A six weeks

old culture of tubercle bacilli from human sources

in this medium is boiled for an hour and a half,

filtered through paper, evaporated to three-

tenths of its volume, and refiltered. Two-tenths
of glycerin and five-tenths of a one and one-half

per cent, carbolic acid solution are then added,

and bring the liquid up to its original volume.

The test solution for use in the eye was pre-

pared by precipitating the tuberculin with a large

excess of ninety-five per cent, alcohol, washing
the precipitate with absolute alcohol, then with

ether, and drying over a spirit lamp. A one per

cent, and a one-half per cent, solution by weight

of the dry precipitate in sterile normal salt solu-

tion were then made, put into sterile bottles each

holding from 2 to 10 c.c, and the whole put into

an Arnold steam sterilizer for one hour.

We are indebted to Dr. C. A. Treuholtz. Con-
tract Surgeon, U. S. A., in charge of the Patholog-

ical Laboratory, for the preparation of the pre-

cipitate and the solutions.

Strict precautions were taken to prevent bac-

terial contamination of the test solution on open-

ing the bottles and on introducing the dropper.

The solution was kept in a refrigerator and the

particular bottle of solution in use was resterilized

at intervals of from three to seven days, accord-

ing to the frequency with which it was opened.

One bottle of solution was in use for a month, and

was sterilized several times without any apparent

alteration in its properties.

A pipette prepared by the mercury method to

give a measured drop proved so fragile and in-

convenient that it was discarded. We then tried

the medicine dropper with the inner tube de-

scribed by Baldwin, but found that also incon-

venient. So we drew out the tips of various tubes

to varying calibers, put rubbers from medicine

droppers on them, and used the tube which gave

200 drops in filling a graduated tube to the 5
c.c. mark. Each drop was then taken to be 25
milligrams. The drop given by the average

medicine dropper is about 60 milligrams, but

there is wide variation between droppers. Most
observers have failed to report the size of the

drops they used, even though they state the

strengfth of their test solutions, and consequently

their results are hardh' susceptible of comparison.

If too large a drop is used varying amounts of

test solution are forced out on the cheek, even if

the lids' are held open, and consequently the

amounts utilized are less uniform.

As it seemed probable that different tuberculins

vary in strength, and we wished to avoid severe

reactions, we first used one-fourth of the dose

which had been employed in France. Thus, in-

stead of one-half milligram of precipitate in so-

lution, we used one-eighth of a milligram, or

twenty-five milligrams of a one-half per cent, so-

lution. Out of fourteen slightly active, arrested,

apparently cured, suspected and nonsuspected

cases tested with this dose we got no conclusive

reactions, though we had several doubtful ones.

These fourteen tests with one-eighth of a milli-

gram are not included in our summaries. We
then increased the dose to one-fourth of a milli-

gram by using the same sized drop with a one per

cent, solution, one-half the dose which had been

employed in France, and as we got on the very

first day with this dose in a suspected case a fairly

severe reaction, we did not further increase the

dose. A twenty-five-milligram drop of a one per

cent, sojution of precipitated tuberculin was em-

ployed in all the cases we report.

The patient's head was thrown back, the lids

held open, the test liquid dropped on the eyeball

and permitted to distribute itself over the con-

junctival sac before the lids were allowed to

close. In order to avoid contamination of the

test liquid the tube of the dropper, if it touched

anything, was resterilized before being dipped

again into the liquid. During the first applica-

tions of the test a few cases occurred in which

the patient's lids closed immediately and threw

the drop out on the cheek, and in a few cases

the lids were held open too long and the flow of

tears became so rapid as to fill the conjunctival

sac and wash the solution out on the cheek when

the lids were closed. These cases were noted,

and if reaction did not occur, were tested in the

other eye at a later period. For fear of the

dangers of anaphylaxis we did not retest the same

eyein any case. U'e tested no case of pro-

nounced conjunctivitis, but did test many with

mild conjunctival congestion. If one eye alone

was congested we put the test solution into the

other eye.

The cases tested were examined twice a day,

early in the morning and late in the afternoon.

We counted no case as having reacted which did

not show either swelling or redness.

Results.—Most of the men instilled at 3 p.m.

began to notice slight burning and smarting at

the inner canthus by bedtime, six hours later,

slept v.ell, noticed some gumming of the lids on

the morning of the second day, eighteen hours

after the instillation, and showed redness and

slight swelling of the conjunctiva, most notice-

able at and in "some cases limited to the semilunar

fold and caruncle, with increased secretion.

Symptoms and signs increased during that

day, and a few more cases showed reaction that

evening. By the morning of the third day, forty-
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two hours after the instillation, the reaction in

many cases was beginning to disappear. Most
reactions had disappeared by the morning of the

fourth, but a few of the patients with the more
severe reactions still had much injection and
watery secretion, but were improving. About
half the cases were tested in the morning, and
watched throughout the day to detect early fleet-

ing reactions. No reaction appeared later than
thirty-six hours after the instillation. No un-
doubted reaction disappeared within twenty-four
hours after the instillation. Some disappeared
between thirty-six and forty-eight hours ; most
had practically disappeared within fifty-six hours
after the instillation, or forty-eight hours after

the beginning of the reaction; a few lasted three

days, and no reaction lasted longer than four
days. Subjective symptoms were never severe,
but were sometimes absent. Most constant were
a gummy feeling, a feeling as of a foreign body,
slight burning and soreness. The most constant
objective signs were, in the order of their fre-

quency, gumming, increased secretion, swelling
of the semilunar fold of the conjunctiva, and red-
ness. Redness was not invariable.

The time of appearance of the reaction did not

show any relation to the severity, and neither the
time of appearance nor the severity of the reac-
tion showed any obvious relation to the severity
of the pulmonary SA'mptoms or to the physical
signs. The stronger reactions were distributed

throughout all groups, including the nontuber-
culous as well as the tuberculous, the third stage
as well as the second and first, and cases with
fever as well as those without. The duration of
the reaction was roughly proportionate to its se-

verity. Cases with pale, waxy conjunctivae less

frequently showed strong reactions, while cases

with preexisting conjunctival congestion or with
conjunctivae liable to congestion upon slight irri-

tation, when they reacted, seemed to show more
general suffusion, though not necessarily any
greater subjective symptoms or longer duration.

The secretion was watery and mucous, in some
cases probably serous, but in no case purulent.
In two cases there was slight edema of the lids

;

in one case a single minute conjunctival ecchy-
mosis, which disappeared within thirty-six hours

;

and in one case slight fugitive circumcorneal con-
gestion.

We treated only enough cases to show that the
phenomena of reaction can be modified and even
aborted by treatment.

We have seen no bad after effects, though near-
ly all of our cases are still under observation. In
no case could we detect any general effect.

Our detailed table of individual cases is too
long to be published here, but the following sum-
maries of our numerical results give the essential
facts

:

We report tests in 321 cases, of whom 250 were
cases of pulmonary tuberculosis. No case has been
classed as tuberculous which has not been shown
unquestionably to be such by both history and phy-
sical signs. In all but twelve of them tubercle
bacilli have at some time been demonstrated.
Our classification is based upon a modification

of Turban's scheme adopted by the National As-
sociation for the Study and Prevention of Tuber-
culosis.

One hundred and ninety-one cases are classed
as active. This number is larger than it would be
if our cases were not subject to such close ob-
servation. Many of the cases which we have

classed as active would in civil life be working,
without any medical attention whatever. One
hundred and eighty-five of the active cases, or

96.86 per cent., reacted to a single test. If the

two cases which gave only subjective symptoms
with gumming and increased secretion to the first

test, and gave characteristic reactions to a second
test in the other eye two months later, are classed

as positive, the percentage becomes 97.90, or prac-

tically 98 per cent. Among the active cases

there was no essential difference between the re-

sults in incipient, moderately advanced, and far

advanced cases. There were 21 active incipient

cases, and all but one of these reacted, 95.24 per
cent. Of 92 active moderately advanced cases, 89
reacted to the first test, 96.74 per cent. If the two
cases which reacted to the second test are classed

as positive, this figure becomes 98.91, or prac-

tically 99 per cent. There were 78 active far ad-

vanced cases, and of these only 2 failed to react,

that is, 97.44 per cent, gave positive reactions.

Thirteen active far advanced cases died at periods

varying from two to six weeks after the test ; all

but one of them reacted positively, and in all

of them autopsy showed far advanced tubercu-

losis. Of 145 active unimproved cases 98.62 per

cent., or 97.30 per cent, if retests are not counted,

gave positive reactions ; and of 46 active improved
cases the percentage of positive reactions was
97-83 or 95.65.

Under the heading "inactive, but not arrested,"

we have placed cases in which all constitutional

symptoms and the physical signs of progressive

disease, including fine or localized rales, had
disappeared, but had not remained absent for two
months. There were 20 of these cases and 75
per cent, reacted.

The term "arrested" implies "absence of all

constitutional symptoms ; expectoration and ba-
cilli may or may not be present

;
physical signs

stationary or retrogressive ; the foregoing con-

ditions to have existed for at least two months."
There were 10 arrested cases, and 40 per cent,

of them reacted.

The term "apparently cured" applies to cases

in which all constitutional symptoms, and ex-

pectoration with bacilli, had been absent for a
period of three months, and the physical signs

were those of a healed lesion. Of these there

were 30. of which 23 per cent, reacted. One of

the negative reactions was in a man who had re-

acted to the hypodermic tuberculin test about six

months liefore. Tubercle bacilli were formerly
present in his sputum.
The class of "suspects" includes cases which

were probably tuberculous but in which there

was some doubt, as well as cases which were
probably nontuberculous but had at some time
given grounds for a suspicion of tuberculosis.

There were 10 suspects, and 60 per cent, of them
reacted. This figure, of course, demonstrates

nothing as to the value of the test. Of suspects

and nonsuspects together there were 71, of which
17 per cent, reacted.

Of nonsuspects—cases in which there was no
reason from the history or condition to suspect
tuberculosis—6 out of 61, or 9.84 per cent., gave
positive reactions. Only two nonsuspects who
were sick showed reaction ; both had gonorrheal
buboes. A case of gonorrheal urethritis failed to

react. A man who had recovered from typhoid
fever, complicated by pneumonia, probably due to

the typhoid bacillus, two months before, reacted
strongly, but he had persistent cough with spu-
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turn, pain in the chest, and later spit up a small
amount of bloody sputum and was classed as a

suspect.

Negative Tests in Active Cases.—Out of 191
active cases 6 failed to give undoubted reactions

at the first test with one-fourth of a milligram,

and of the 6, 2 reacted characteristically to retests

with the same dose in the other eye two months
later.

Case No. 43. Moderately advanced. Maximum
temperature usually 100 degrees. Sputum posi-

tive at time of test. Xo reaction to second test.

Three months after first test is still active, but
slightly improved.
Case No. 66. Incipient. Temperature normal.

Sputum invariably negative for tubercle bacilli.

Diagnosis based on loss of weight, blood in

sputum, and signs of activity at one apex. Be-
came inactive the following month, then arrested.

Negative to retest.

Case No. 108. P'ar advanced. Sputum positive

at time of test. Maximum temperature usually
99.2°. Left hospital. Not retested. Two months
after test was known to be still living.

Case No. 109. Moderately advanced. Maxi-
mum temperature usually 99.5°. Sputum positive

at time of test. Subjective symptoms of reaction

with gumming and increased secretion at first

test, characteristic reaction to retest. Still active

three months after first test.

Case No. 204. Moderately advanced. Temper-
ature normal. Tubercle bacilli in sputum at time
of test. Became inactive the following month.
Subjective symptoms with increased secretion to

first test. Retest positive.

Case No. 317. Far advanced. Aged 66. Tem-
perature 101°. Tubercle bacilli in sputum. Not
retested. Died six weeks after test.

Retests.—In addition to Cases 43, 66, 109, and

204, described above, the following case failed to

give a characteristic reaction to one-fourth milli-

gram, and was retested in the other eye with the

same dose two months later.

Case No. 272. Probably not tuberculous.

Sputum negative. Suspect on account of slight

cough, persistent temperature with daily maxi-

mum from 99° to 101°, and loss of weight. Most
pronounced symptom is myalgia. Retest nega-
tive.

The following cases, negative to one-eighth of

a milligram, were retested with one-fourth of a

milligram in the other eye after two months.

Cases No. 169, 268, 280, 284, and 285. Nonsus-
pects. Negative to both tests.

Case No. 197. Nonsuspect. No symptoms of

reaction to one-eighth of a milligram, positive to

one-fourth.

Cases No. 199 and 247. Nonsuspects. Subjective

symptoms with gumming and increased secretion

after test with one-eighth of a milligram. Char-

acteristic reaction to test with one-fourth.

Cases No. 187 and 267. Apparently cured.

Negative to both tests.

Tests with Filtered Tuberculin.—Five active

cases, four of them moderately advanced, and one
far advanced, were tested with a test solution

which had been passed through the porcelain tube

of a Chamberland filter, and. in order to avoid

the possible error of changing strength by filtra-

tion, had been reprecipitated and redissolved. All

of these cases reacted, and in precisely the same
way as cases tested with the unfiltered solution.

No severe- and no slight reactions occurred in

any of these cases.

Discussion and Conclusions.—In view of the

satisfactory nature of the results we have ob-
tained, we must conclude that our tuberculin, our
dosage, our precautions to prevent bacterial in-

fection, and our method of administration were
satisfactory.

A\'hen used with the same dosage and with the
same precautions which we have described, the

test is without danger to sound eyes. The bad
results reported by others are very rare, con-
sidering the great number of tests which are

being made all over the world, and are usually,

if not always, referable to failure to observe one
or more of the precautions which we have noted
in speaking of the conditions of our investigation.

Mackay,^ for example, has just reported a case

of conjunctivitis lasting ten weeks after the in-

stillation of an unmeasured drop of Calmette's
I per cent, solution of tuberculin. This dose is

about twice as large as our measured drop. What
precautions were taken to prevent infection dur-
ing or after the installation are not stated. No
treatment other than boric acid appears to have
been applied until six weeks after the test.

Our retests in the other eye after a lapse of

two months make Roseneau's'-' fear that anaphy-
laxis would occur in the other eye appear ground-
less. And quite to the contrary they show the

importance of retesting in the other eye cases

which have given doubtful reactions to the first

test. They also seem to indicate that subjective

symptoms with gumming or increased secretion

are evidence of reaction. If anaphylaxis to tu-

berculin occurs only in tuberculous cases, reac-

tions to second tests should be counted in our
summaries.
The discrepancies between our numerical re-

sults and those of some other observers are to a

certain extent only ap])arent, since we have not

lumped all our tuberculous cases into one group
or at most classified them into first, second, and
third stage cases, but have further distinguished

between active cases, cases inactive but not yet

arrested, arrested cases, and cases apparently

cured.

In general our results in the three stages agree

more closeh^ with the results obtained by Cal-

mette^ and his followers than with those obtained

by Wolfif-Eisner.* The latter got only 70 per cent,

of positive reactions in the first stage, 57 per cent,

in the second, and 28 per cent, in the third stage.

We attribute this discrepancy between our numerical

results and those of Wolff-Eisner not only to his

small number of tuberculous cases (64). and his

failure to distinguish between active and inactive

cases, but also very largely to the fact that he

used a simple i to 100 dilution of old tuberculin

instead of a i per cent, solution of precipitate.

It is obvious that his test solution must be in-

variably weaker than ours. Eisen^ and others

have shown that many tuberculous cases which

do not react to a i per cent, solution of old tu-

berculin do to a 2. 3. or 4 per cent, solution.

Further, as different brews of tuberculin are of

slightly different strengths, solutions of precipi-

tated tuberculin give results which are more uni-

form and more susceptible of comparison than

do simple dilutions of tuberculin. It is not un-

likely that test solutions filtered through porce-

lain, reprecipitated and redissolved, as was the

one we used in five of our cases, would be still

more uniform in action. We consider the use

of a measured drop essential to the securing of

uniform results.
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Negative reactions in tuberculous cases cannot
be attributed to fever. Wolff-Eisner, who got
only 5 reactions in his 18 third-stage cases, be-
lieves that reaction depends upon resistance and
that lack of reaction is an ominous sign. While
all of his 13 cases which died within six weeks
after the test failed to react, all but one of our
13 cases which died within the same period re-

acted. It is true that our patients here live

under conditions which greatly favor resistance,
but such a great difference as this must be due
to dift'erence in the test solutions.
Our percentage of positive reactions in nonsus-

pects is smaller than it would have been if we
had relied upon dispensary and city hospital cases
who are not as well nourished and are not sub-
ject to such close observation during such long
periods as are soldiers. Closer scrutiny of the
cases classed as healthy by most observers would
undoubtedly throw many into the tuberculous
and suspect classes.

In connection with the cases of gonorrheal
bubo it is interesting that Scrafini'' has noted the
occurrence of the reaction in patients with gonor-
rheal joints. It is to be expected, judging from
our results in nonsuspects, that at least 10 per
cent, of persons with gonorrheal joints would re-

act to tuberculin, but we have no reason to
believe that the reaction would be due to gonor-
rhea and not to latent tuberculosis.

Specificity of the Reaction.—Our 17 per cent,
of reactions in suspects and nonsuspects, together
with our ID per cent, in nonsuspects alone, agrees
fairly closely with the 15 per cent, of positive re-

actions to the hypodermic injection of 10 milli-

gram doses of tuberculin in 20 apparently non-
tuberculous cases in hospital and dispensary
practice reported by one of us' ten years ago;
and the explanation given in that report to ac-
count for reactions in healthy persons applies
equally well to ophthalmo-reactions in nonsus-
pects. "That 15 per cent.* of patients in whom
tuberculosis is not supposed to exist react to
tuberculin is not an argument of much weight
against the accuracy of the test, as it is well
known that healed or quiescent tubercular foci

are found in an enormous proportion of autop-
sies. i\Iany have tuberculosis without suspecting
its existence, and many get over it without ha\-ing
had any symptoms from it."

It is generally conceded that the A\'idal test
for typhoid fever is specific, though it is positive
in a considerable percentage of" healthy people
and in only about 92 per cent, of t3'phoid cases,
and these percentages vary with the dilutions
used. Whether the occurrence of reaction in

healthy people with the dilution general!}^ used
is dependent upon the persistence of typhoid ba-
cilli in the gall-bladder or elsewhere in the body,
or whether it depends upon acquired resistance
which outla.sts the bacilli, is still undecided. And
likewise with the ophthalmo-tuberculin test it is

conceivable that the occurrence of reaction in

healthy people is dependent either upon the ex-
istence of tubercle bacilli in old and quiescent foci
or upon resistance acquired through previous tuber-
culosis.

The fact that we got 98 per cent, of reactions
in active cases, only 23 per cent, in apparentlv
cured cases, and 10 per cent, in nonsuspects,
seems to indicate that reaction is dependent upon

*The sentence quoted says 18 per cent., but reference to
the rest of the article shows that to be a misprint for 15
per cent. Of 20 healthy cases 3 reacted.

the existence of tubercle poison (under natural
conditions bacilli) in the body. Failure to find

gross or even microscopic lesions at autopsy does
not rule out the possibility of the existence of a
small lesion unless the autopsy is more thorough
than is usually practicable. The more exper-
ience we have with the ophthalmo-reaction the
more we are inclined to believe that under the
conditions of our test the reaction does not occur
without the existence of active or clinically in-

active tuberculosis.

Nature and Prognostic Value of the Reaction.
—The nature of the tubercle poison, of its action,

and of the processes involved in immunity and
hypersusceptibility to it are so little understood
that no theory yet advanced to explain the phe-
nomena of the oi)hthalmo-reaction is quite satis-

factory.

Wassermann considers the tuberculin reactions
to be due to the combination of soluble toxin
contained in the test solution with an antitoxin.

Wolft'-Eisner has elaborated the theory that

they are due to the action on the body of an endo-
toxin which is set free by lysis of bacilli existing
in the test solution by a lytic material present in

tuberculous cases, and that the action of this

poison set free by bacteriolysis varies according
to the patient's condition as to hypersusceptibility
or resistance induced by repeated doses of the
tubercle poison. In order to explain reactions
with tuberculin which has been filtered through
porcelain he further assumes the existence of
ultramicroscopic fragments or spores of bacilli in

the filtrate.

He concludes from the results of his tests that
the local reactions to tuberculin are a measure of

the ability of the body to resist, but his results

differ markedly from ours and from those of

the French, and we attribute his low percentage
of reactions in tuberculous cases to his use of a

I per cent, dilution of tuberculin instead of a i per
cent, solution of tuberculin precipitate.

It is quite probable that the reaction is de-

pendent to a certain extent upon the presence
of some degree of actual resistance, and if we
used a much weaker test solution it is not incon-
ceivable that we might detect the prognostic
value which A\'olft'-Eisner attributes to his test;

but our results with a stronger test solution make
it inconceivable that the reaction to our test is a
measure of the extent of ability to resist, unless

we asstmie that the 12 of our patients who reacted
out of the 13 who died of tttberculosis within
from two to six weeks, i.e. 93 per cent., were
better able to resist than were those patients, only

23 per cent, of whom reacted, who had shown
their ability to resist by becoming apparently
cured.

Let us put our numerical results in the form
of a table of summaries.

r .Active 97 to 98 per cent.

Tuberculous cases
. i ^'"'^'r;,

*""' "°* """^^'^
" ^^ "Arrested 40

I- Apparently cured 23 "

Suspects and nonsuspects 17 "

Nonsuspects 10 "

It becomes obvious that, with the dosage we
employ, the occurrence of reaction depends upon
the amount of poison the patient is receiving from
his lesion, rather than upon the extent of his ability

to resist.

For the purpose of explaining the unusual as
well as the usual cases, we assume that there is

some ability to resist in practically all persons,
until perhaps a few hours before death, and sug-
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gest the hypothesis that reaction—at least to our
dosage—occurs onlj' when in addition to resist-

ance, natural or acquired, there is absorption of

tubercle poison, either from a tubercidous lesion

or by artificial introduction into the bod}'. Our
experience seems to indicate that variations from
the usual course of reaction depend upon local

conditions in the conjunctiva, such as the con-

dition of the absorptive channels and the amount
of secretion diluting tlie test solution, rather than
upon variations in resistance of the body to the
bacterial poison ; that the severity of reactions

also is largely controlled by these local con-
ditions; but that in some measure the severity

of the reactions, and as a general rule the oc-

currence or nonoccurrence of reaction, are not

dependent upon local conditions. Excepting nega-

tive reactions due to faults in technique, and varia-

tions in severity due either to faults in technique
or to local conditions in the conjunctiva, negative
or slight reaction to our test dose would indicate,

according to our hypothesis, either slight poison-

ing or slight resistance, and strong reaction

would indicate either strong poisoning or strong
resistance. We attribute no prognostic value to

the test, except that with minute lesions which
can be expected to give off but little poison, our

hypothesis would interpret strong reactions as

indicating strong resistance, and that in patients

who have shown their ability to resist by becoming
apparently cured, absence of reaction would indi-

cate little or no absorption of poison. Our hy-

pothesis explains lack of reaction in active cases,

when not due to faults in techniciue, on the same
ground as it explains weak reactions in these

cases, not as meaning necessarily lack of poison
or lack of resistance, but only slight poisoning or

slight resistance, since with a stronger test solu-

tion many of these cases would react.

Diagnostic \^alue.—As the dosage which can be
safely employed is limited by the severity of the

reactions obtained it is not advisable as a general
rule to increase the dose beyond one-fourth of a

milligram of precipitated tuberculin in solution,

and consequently we cannot expect to get more
than 97 or 98 per cent, of positive reactions in

a series of cases of active tuberculosis. And until

the conditions under which anaphylaxis occur
are better understood it is just as well not to

retest with a larger dose active tuberculous cases

which have failed to react to one-fourth of a

milligram.

In general, we should saj' that the diagnostic

value of the ophthalmo-reaction is as great as

that of the W'idal test for typhoid fever. The
reaction to one-fourth of a milligram is more
certain to be obtained in active cases of tubercu-

losis than are bacilli ; but in every patient in

whom reaction is present the conclusion must
not necessarily be drawn that the symptoms of

the disease from which he is suffering are due to

tuberculosis.

The greatest practical value of the test is

of course in assisting in the diagnosis of the tu-

berculous basis of slight signs at one apex when
bacilli are not present in the sputum, and in the

diagnosis of tuberculosis localized outside of the

lungs.

If no reaction is obtained to a properly given

dose of one-fourth of a milligram in an individual

the chances are ninety-seven out of a hundred
that he has no active tuberculosis.

If reaction to this dose occurs in an apparently

healthy person the probabilities are that he has

a small focus of tuberculosis, either active or clin-

ically inactive, together with strong resistance

;

but as this has not been unequivocally demon-
strated, and as the lesion, even if it does exist,

may never give symptoms, it is not wise in

practice to assume that the occurrence of re-

action invariably denotes the existence of tuber-

culosis. The occurrence of reaction in an appar-

ently healthy person should, however, put the

physician on the watch to detect the earliest

symptoms of tuberculosis in case any should
appear.

The test would be of value as a rough test in

large numbers of people, as in recruits, but the

presence of reaction should only lead to more
careful examination and not in itself be taken as

certainly indicating clinically active tuberculosis.
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NOTE ON DEUTSCHMANN'S SERUM
AGAINST INFECTIOUS DISEASES.

By EUGENE CARAVIA, M.D.,

NBW YORK.

Professor R. Deutschmann of Gottingen (now
of Hamburg) in his endeavors to evolve a prepara-

tion against infectious conditions of the eye, no-

ticed that if horses were fed with increasing doses

of sterile yeast for a definite length of time, they

acquired a' greater power of resistance against mi-

crobic infections. With the object of utilizing this

fact in the treatment of infectious diseases. Dr.

Deutschmann was led to draw from the blood of

animals thus treated a serum, according to the usual

technique.

Thus far the results obtained have encouraged

him and others, who have been using the serum for

the last vear or so, in the belief that a valuable

weapon lias been added to the armamentarium of

physicians and surgeons in their combat against

local or constitutional infectious diseases.

Deutschmann's serum is not a bactericide or an

antitoxin ; it is a polyvalent serum neutralizing

germs of all kinds : not germs of one kind only.

Its action is due to the introduction into the circu-

lation of yeast-fed animals of an as yet unknown
substance," which seems to be an ultimate result

of a series of chemical reactions set up in their

digestive apparatus. As long as the animal's health

is normal, this unknown substance remains in the

circulation unchanged and unutilized. If, however,

the animal is exposed to a bacterial infection, the

cells of tlie yeast-fed animals will take up this un-

known chemical substance, which, by imparting new
energ\', increases their resistance to the bacterial

invasion of the organism. The same action takes

place if a serum from yeast-fed animals is injected

into a patient suffering from microbic infection.

The strengthening of the cells and their increased

resistance put the infected body on the same plane

as that of a healthy one. able to defend itself against

invading microorganisms.
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Deutschmann first employed his serum in a large

number of traumatic or postoperative infections of

the eye. But soon other German practitioners used

his serum in cases of infection with staphylococci,

streptococci, pneumococci, or their toxins, and it not

Chart i.—Pneumonia of the left lower lobe in a
betes; recovery.

voman 6 7 years old with dia-

only exerted a very favorable influence upon the

patient's general condition, but also shortened the

progress of the disease itself.

In apyretic conditions, the injection of 1.5 to 2

CO. of serum has no influence on the temperature.

In acute infectious febrile affections the tempera-

ture falls gradually but continuously, and in six to

twelve hours reaches the lowest point. At other

times, in the first two or three hours after the injec-

tion the temperature rises somewhat, to fall two or

three hours later. In some instances there is a less

decided drop in the temperature ; it rises again the

day following the injection, to fall the third day
without another injection; and this fall remains,

when the case is to terminate favorably. The fre-

quency of the pulse is moderated, becoming regu-

lar, fuller, and stronger. Veterinary surgeons (Dr.
Wolf of Cleve. Germany) have noticed in animals
an increased secretion of urine and a manifestation
of well beins".

results obtained, two or three times a week, pro-

vided no special idiosyncrasy against the serum ex-

ists. In such cases treatment must be stopped, to be

started again a few days later. The injection is usu-

ally given into the cellular tissue. When injected

into the muscular tissues preference should be

given to the pectoral or abdominal muscles. The
serum may be given per rectum instead of sub-

cutaneously. As the small amount of liquid used

may be retained in ordinary syringes, Prof.

Deutschmann advises the attachment to a Pravaz

syringe of an olive-pointed capillary catheter, for

the rectal injection; in such cases the dose must
be doubled.

In acute and chronic purulent inflammations of

the eye of microbic origin. Deutschmann's
serum renders much valuable service. I cite here-

with a few cases to demonstrate its value. For more
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and if on the next day no improvement follows, he
applies his serum.

Case II.—Mr. H., 54 years old. Severe repeated

alternating iritis of unknown cause, probably of ar-

thritico-rheumatic origin. For years he was treated

ization, instillation of cocaine with novocaine and
adrenalin. No improvement. A second cauteriza-

tion was also without success, and was followed by
increased inflammation. An injection of 0.75 c.c.

brought a decided change. With the second injec-

Chart s.—Pneumonia of the risht lower lobe in a patient ;9 years ol.i
: Chart 7.—Pneumonia of the middle lobe of the right luni> in a patientjs

recovery. years old; recovery.

with inunctions, iodides, and salicylates at periods oi

several months at a time. The last attack was in

the spring, and it was not until fall, after uninter-

rupted treatment, that there was some improvement

;

and then only for a short time. Then inllammation

began anew with violent injection, pain, diffused

aqueous humor, and opacity of vitreous body. He
was now treated only with Deutschmann"s serum,

warm poultices when pain was severe, and a few
drops of weak atropine solution. All symptoms re-

ceded and in nine weeks the patient was free from
any trouble and could use the eye. Three months
later there was renewed infection with pain. After

two injections I c.c. each, the attack ceased ; the eye

Chart 6.—Pneumonia of the left lowe.- lobe in a woman, 22 years old; recovery.

was pale and the patient was able to resume his

work.

C.\SE III.—Mr. M., aged 42 years. Severe acute

purulent iridocyclitis, thickening of the cornea, dif-

fuse yellowish infiltration of the vitreous bodies.

This was the only useful eye, the other having very

weak vision. Aphakia of the now diseased eye,

which had been operated upon years ago. Treat-

ment by Deutchmann's serum, one injection of 1.5

c.c. every second day. Improvement followed the

first injection, the vitreous body became clearer.

Three weeks later the eye was healthy with full

power of vision, as before.

C..\SE IV.—I\Iiss H., 25 years oM. Burns from
hot grease in left

eye. Usual treat-

ment brings no re-

lief. The e3'e was
greatly inflamed and
painful, there were
three small foci of

central corneal infil-

tration, and a spot in

the ciliary body
lightly blue as in

episcleritis. Cauter-

tion the pain disappeared. The serum injections

were continued every second or third day, and heal-
ing with comparatively slight corneal opacity took
place in three weeks.

C.'VSE V.—Aliss K., aged 16. Left eye old corneaE
opacities with fresh pannus, marginal phlyctenula
and infiltration ; ptosis. Treated for several months
by other physicians without the slightest benefit. The
patient was scrofulous and had an eruption under
the arms and on the breast which was very refrac-

tory to treatment by ointments. An injection o£
I c.c. serum was given two or three times weekly.
A remarkable improvement followed with healing'

of both eye and skin affections and improved gen-
eral condition.

Case VI.— Miss U.,
C^. years old. Diabetic.

Mature cataract. Ex-
traction without iridect-

omy. Progress was good
the first three days, but
on the fourth day the
patient was restless and
the wound was reopened.
The anterior chamber
was turbid, some deposit

on iris. An injection

was given of 1 c.c. of serum. Next day the anterior

chamber was clearer, and the iris was free from
deposits. Another injection was followed by com-
plete clearing and irreproacliable healing.

At the Allegemeine Krankenhaus of St. George,
Hamburg, Drs. Deneke and Zeckendorf have em-
ployed the serum in twenty-four cases of croupous
pneumonia. Three of the patients who were in a
critical condition when the injections were employed,
died. In some cases the action of the serum was
sliown by the falling of the temperature and im-
provement in general condition. On the fourth day,
and once on the second day, it was noticed, there

was a sudden critical fall in the temperature with

Chart 8.—Pneumonia of the left lowei lobe i-i a lad 20 years old; recovery.
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rapid recovery after the injection. In the other

cases the temperature fell on the day the injections

were given or on the second day, after a slight rise.

A glance on the temperature chart here appended

will show that if Deutschmann's serum is not a "spe-

cific" against pneumonia, it acts like one. It takes

good care of the patients without cold baths, alco-

hol, expectorants, or heart stimulants. There is no
doubt in the minds of those who have seen the ac-

tion of this serum that a timely use will greatly re-

duce the mortality from lobar pneumonia.

In case of acute infectious tonsillitis with strong-

ly inflamed tonsils, painful deglutition, swollen and

sensitive submaxillary glands, an injection of one

c.c. of the serum brought the temperature down to

normal the following day. The patient, a boy 10

years of age, was up three days after the beginning

of the attack. Only a salt water gargle was em-
ployed beside the injection. Former!}-, similar at-

tacks kept the patient in bed eight days.

The writer has employed Deutschmann's serum in

two cases of measles. One injection of 1.5 c.c. in

each case, brought down the temperature in twelve

hours and favorably influenced all other symptoms.
One of the cases was in full eruption when treat-

ment was begtm. The patients felt well and hun-

gry. Recovery was uneventful.

In a case of scarlet fever with severe initial symp-
toms of fever, vomiting, diarrhea, and backache, one
injection of I c.c. serum was given. The patient,

unable to be attended at home, was taken to the Wil-
lard Parker Hospital. The patient's relatives told

the writer that all the annoying symptoms were
stopped the very next day after the injection. Dr.

Esco\'ez of Boussu Les Mons. Belgium, informs me
in a recent letter of the success he has had in a

case of scarlet fever treated with Deutschmann's
serum, though without intention to draw general

conclusions based on that case alone.

A case of swollen tonsils with difficulty of swal-

lowing, pain, and a white suspicious exudation was
injected with i c.c. Deutschmann's serum, pending
the bacteriological examination of the culture taken

immediately before the injection. The Board of

Health reported the presence of the Klebs-

LoefHer bacillus and diagnosed the case as

one of diphtheria. On the strength of the re-

port, I advised the patient to have the diphtheria

antitoxin employed. I found him the third day after

the injection with one tonsil perfectly normal in ap-

pearance and the other with only a very slight

white patch. The temperature was normal. The
patient said he felt as well as possible and wanted
the antitoxin injection postponed. Nothing was
heard of him for twenty-four hours, and I thought
it my duty to notify the Health Department. V/hen
a physician from the department went to visit the

patient ffive days after the injection) he found that

be had gone to work. After locating him and tak-

ing a fresh culture the Board of Health reported
that no more diphtheria bacilli were to be found.
(Health Department Laboratory, No. 16,705, Re-
ports of December 31, 1907, and Januarj' 8.

1908.) No other treatment was employed. A sim-

ilar ca.se of diphtheria was reported to Professor
Deutschmann by a German physician.

A case of acute swelling in the gluteal region with
pain, redness, T. 102.5° F., which did not yield

to various local applications, antipyretics, and in-

cision, receded promptly after an injection of i c.c.

serum.

jMr. D., 42, had repeated chills on Saturday. June
6, 1908. Temperature Sunday. 105° F. Pains front

and back on right side of chest. First seen by writer

on Monday, T. 104" F. Pulse no. Intense pain.

\^ery little dry cougliing. No expectoration. Dull-

ness below crest of right omoplate. Obscure breath-

ing. No murmur or rales. Diagnosis, pneumonia.
First injection of 3 c.c. of Deutschmann's serum.
Delirious during following night. Next day, Tues-
day, pains disappear. Patient coughs more. Charac-
teristic brick color expectoration. T. 104° F. Pulse

100; good, full, regular. Soft murmur extending all

over right lung. Crepitant rales, but very few. Sec-

ond injection of i c.c. Wednesday patient feels bet-

ter though temperature was still 104° F. in the after-

noon. Local signs same. No injection. Temperature
begins to fall at 8 p. m. and continues to gradually

drop all day Thursday until it reaches 101° F. at 5
p. M. Third injection of i c.c. Frida}'; temperature
normal. Appetite improves. Good night's rest. Lit-

tle coughing. Scanty expectoration, rose color. Sat-

urday percussion and vesicular murmur almost nor-

mal at upper three-quarters of the lung. Few
crepitant rales at the lower fourth. Patient was up
and out Monday, June 15.

This serum has also been used with excellent ef-

fect in a case of peritonitis, and has given good re-

sults in chronic cases of infectious skin diseases.

In conclusion, judging from the results already
obtained, it can be said that in Deutschmann's ser-

um we have a valuable therapeutic agent which is

destined in the course of time to take a prominent
place in the everj^ day practice of those who object

to the depressing effects of other agents.

104 West Forty-ninth Street.

A NEW AND EFFICIENT METHOD OF
ROOM DISINFECTION.

prelim ix.\ry axnotjncement.

By w. b. McLaughlin, m.d..

NEW YORK.

Ix order to make clear the advantages of the

method of disinfection, which I am going to de-

scribe, it is necessary to define the exact status of the

art as applied to dwellings. The methods most
prominently before the profession to-daj- are

:

1. What is known as the "]\Iaine Method," i.e.

obtaining formaldehyde gas by mixing 300 c.c. of

40 per cent, solution of formaldehyde and 150
grams of potassium permanganate for each 1,000

cubic feet to be disinfected. The most prominent
exponent of this method is the United States Public

Health and Marine-Hospital Service.

2. The "Walker I\Iethod," which consists in dis-

solving 20 to 25 pounds of commercial aluminum
sulphate in five gallons of water, adding to this mix-
ture 15 gallons of 40 per cent, solution of formalde-

hyde, and liberating formaldehyde gas by mixing
8 ounces of this mixture and one pound of unslaked

lime for each 1,000 cubic feet to be disinfected. The
most prominent exponent of this method is the New
York Health Department.

3. The "Stewart Method," which consists in

thoroughly spraying the walls, furniture, and floor

of the room with a 26 per cent, solution of for-

maldehyde gas, and then spraying the mattresses,

laying one on top of the other, and then the pillows,

bedding, etc. The most prominent exponent of this

method is th.e Philadalphia Health Department.

In the first two methods (the Maine and the

Walker Methods), penetration to any extent is not

claimed, and it is the custom both of the Marine-
Hospital Service and of the New York Health De-
partment to disinfect articles such as bedding, cloth-

ing, etc., in the steam autoclave. But in the Stewart
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Method it is claimed that the disinfection is suf-

ficiently perfect to render steam sterilization in the

autoclave unnecessary. As authority for this pro-

cedure, I was referred to an article by Dr. A. H.
Stewart in American Medkinc, Vol. X., No. 22. A
careful perusal of this article, to my mind, failed to

disclose evidence of penetration sufficient to warrant
the abandonment of steam sterilization for those

articles requiring deep penetration. The author
says: "Our success with this machine in room dis-

infection led us at once to test the value of spraying
bedclothing in the same way instead of hauling the

clothing to the Municipal Hospital and running it

through an autoclave. A series of tests was made
in the every-day work of the disinfectors. The floor

being sprayed, the mattress was then thoroughly
sprayed and placed upon the floor, and the quilts,

sheets, etc., were placed one on top of the other and
sprayed. Our test objects, small, oblong tin boxes
with lids, inclosing strips of cloth soaked in bouillon

cultures of B. colt communis, B. pyocyaneus, and
B. siibtilis, were placed in the mass of clothing.

When the lids of the boxes containing the infected

test objects were opened, 500 tests showed 99.4 per

cent, killed. All test objects not killed were sporu-
lating B. subtilis. These results induced us to stop

the autoclave disinfection of bedclothing, except in

cases of smallpox. This has been done, and as a

result there has been a saving of nearly $400 per
month."

According to this statement, the mattresses and
each article of bedding was sprayed. If this were
the case, it is evident that the killing of test objects

placed as described would be of no value as evidence

of penetration, no assurance being given that these

test objects would have been killed had penetration

been required through even one thickness of blanket.

If each separate article of bedding was not sprayed

no data are given by which the operator would
know how often to sandwich in a sprayed article.

In order to determine these points, I undertook a

series of experiments, but when in the midst of

them was considerably disappointed to find that this

work had been covered by Dr. Rosenau, and pub-
lished in a bulletin of the Hygienic Laboratory of

the United States Marine Hospital and Public

Health Service, entitled, "Formalin in Disinfection

of Baggage without Apparatus."

As my work, so far as it went, is merely con-

firmative of Dr. Rosenau's, I will give his conclu-

sions. Page 33 of the above-mentioned Pjulletin

says: "Large quantities of formalin poured on ab-

sorbent material in the corners of, or suspended in a

box, have practically no disinfecting power between
layers of i)lankets or sheets, even after five days'

exposure. The formalin neither evaporates nor lib-

erates its formaldehyde in a closed container at

ordinary temperature (18 to 25° C.) in twenty-four

hours. In two to five days the fluid will evaporate,

but the formaldehyde is deposited as paraform on
the spot where it was poured. This method of pour-

ing the formalin on absorbent material is, therefore,

totally inapplicable in the disinfection of baggage, in

a closed container. Sprinkling formalin on baggage
in a trunk or box may be depended upon to kill non-

spore-bearing organisms, such as typhoid and diph-

theria, through three layers of blankets. The
method, however, is not a reliable one unless a suf-

ficient quantitv of formalin is sprinkled in small

drops uniformly over the surface and between many
layers. It cannot be depended upon to kill anthrax

spores through one layer of blanket. Formalde-
hyde is given off from its aqueous solution in very

small amounts at ordinary temperatures. The evap-

oration of the solution in a closed container is slow
and uncertain. In using this method, therefore,

great care must be exercised to sprinkle the forma-
lin uniformly, and in small drops. It is best to keep
the container in a warm place to facilitate the evolu-
tion of the gas. Use not less than 4 c.c. of formalin,
containing 40 per cent, formaldehyde, over every
square foot of surface between every third layer of
blankets or their equivalent. Somewhat less will

suffice for linen and cotton goods. This means the
use of from 50 to 100 c.c. per cubic foot. Increas-
ing the amount from 2.5 c.c. to 4 c.c. per square
foot does not correspondingly increase its power of
penetration, but gives constant results. Increasing
the time of exposure over twenty-four hours does
not increase the penetrating power of the disin-

fectant. Pouring the liquid in one place, and splash-
ing the liquid on withtrushes will not suffice. The
formalin must be carefully sprinkled in small drops
and distributed uniformly over the surface, between
many layers."

It is evident that in the Stewart Method penetra-
tion can only be expected where the formaldehyde
has been carefully sprinkled in layers and confined in

piles of bedding, baggage, etc., and even under these

conditions only to the equivalent of three layers of
blankets.

One would expect that, when a body pervious to gas
was immersed in a gas, that in obedience to the law
of diffusion the gas would diffuse through the body,
always providing that the time element be sufficient.

That formaldehyde does not do this we know, and
the reason advanced is that the gas formaldehyde
coming in contact with the fabric is converted into

its solid polymeride trioxymcthelene, and deposited
on the surface of the fabric.

I have discovered that if the gas formaldehyde be
mixed with vapor of carbolic acid, this tendency to

polymerization does not seem to exist, and that the
formaldehyde penetrates as one would expect, i.e.

obeys the ordinary law of diffusion of gases.

The mixture which I have used is 75 per cent,

of a 40 per cent, solution of formaldehyde and 25
per cent, of carbolic acid. I use 8 ounces of this

mixture to 1,000 cubic feet of air space, and allow
the room to remain closed twelve hours. I have used
a retort to volatilize the mixture, but, as a matter of
convenience, usually saturated a sheet and hung it

up in the room to be disinfected (an ordinary sheet

will hold about 6 ounces of the mixture).
The test objects used were those of the New

York Health Department, consisting of a small

thread of silk infected with a resistant strain of B.

pyocyaneus. My exposures were always at night,

from 7 p. M. until 7 A. M. I did not keep a detailed

record of these tests, and, therefore, cannot give

one, but I killed the bacteria on these test objects,

when placed under the carpet ; in the pocket of a

winter coat and the coat tightly rolled and corded

;

through twelve layers of blankets ; wrapped tightly

in a handkerchief, and placed in a pasteboard box,

the lid being placed tightly on the box ; and in many
other tests of this character. In no case did I get

a growth in a test object exposed.

My results were so remarkable that I was in-

clined to question the accuracy of my own work. I

asked Dr. F. M. Jeffries, Director of the Pathologi-

cal Laboratory of the New York Polyclinic, to make
tests for me. He tells me that he has not as yet

tested the penetrative powers of these mixed gases

farther than through seven layers of ordinary hospi-

tal blankets, but in all of his tests up through seven

layers of blankets the bacteria have been killed.

1 45 1 Boston Ro/d.
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OXYGEN IN SURGERY.
•

Thiri.\r and his assistants were the first to employ

oxygen extensively in phlegmons, furuncles, puru-

lent joints, and in tuberculous peritonitis. They

insufflated it locally, and claimed that it prevented

an extension of the inflammation, diminished the

virulence of the bacteria, neutralized toxins, stimu-

lated the formation of granulation tissue, and caused

an increased phagocytosis and leucocytosis. In

spite, however, of individual good results obtained

with oxygen, it never received an extensive trial. In

an attempt to verify all that has been claimed for

this method, Burkhardt (Deutsche Zeitschrift fiir

Chirurcjie, Vol. XCIII.. No. 2) carried on a series

of experiments in rabbits and dogs. Uninfected

wounds were treated in the ordinary way, and with

oxj'gen, the latter having been kept in constant con-

tact with the wound. The oxygen caused a marked

hyperemia and stimulated the formation of granu-

lation tissue, but a wound so treated did not heal

any quicker than one treated with a dry dress-

ing. As regards its action on bacteria, he experi-

mented only with staphylococci and streptococci.

Agar plates were inoculated and kept in daylight at

room temperature ; some were kept in ordinary air,

others under a jar containing concentrated oxA'gen.

The latter showed only a few colonies at the end of

four days, while the former were studded with them.

The same experiment was carried out in a dark

room with similar results, demonstrating that the

oxygen, and not the sunlight, retarded the growth

of the bacteria. When the same tests were made

in the incubator, both plates showed considerable

growth, and while the colonies on the plate which

was kept in concentrated oxygen were a little less

numerous, the difference was far less than when

the experiments were carried out at room tempera-

ture. When animals were injected with bacteria

grown in ordinary air and in oxygen, abscesses ap-

peared in both cases, showing that the oxygen did

not influence the virulence of the bacteria. Giving

the animal a prophylactic intravenous or subcutane-

ous injection of oxygen did not change the result:

abscesses formed or sepsis set in just the same.

When the toxins of the bacteria grown in oxygen

were injected into animals the resulting abscesses

appeared later, and were smaller than those caused

by toxins from bacteria grown in ordinary atmos-

phere. Hence toxins from bacteria grown in oxj'gen

would seem to be a little less active. The toxin

itself is not affected by oxygen ; for after being ex-

posed to concentrated oxygen for a few days it

causes abscesses, when injected into animals, just

as do toxins not so exposed.

Burkhardt injected ox>-gen into the peritoneal

cavity, and found that it caused a hyperemia and

diminished the absorptive power of the peritoneum.

Twenty out of forty animals with general purulent

peritonitis were treated with oxygen, the remaining

twenty received no treatment. The death rate among
those treated with oxygen was 45 per cent., among
the others it was 65 per cent. He also treated five

guinea pigs having tuberculous peritonitis with oxy-

gen insufflations, ^^'hile only one survived, the peri-

toneum showed fewer tubercles and less ascites than

in the guinea pigs dying of tuberculous peritonitis,

that were not treated with oxygen insufflations, al-

though all originally received the same injection of

tubercle bacilli. Remembering that oxygen treated

by jf-rays produces ozone, and that the latter is a

bactericide, he insufflated the peritoneal cavity of

rabbits having a general purulent staphylococcus

peritonitis with oxygen, and immediately afterward

exposed them to the :r-rays for forty-five minutes.

These animals all survived, while those not treated

in this way, but injected with the same amount of

a bouillon culture of staphylococci, died.

We may conclude from Burkhardt's experiments

that oxj'gen therapy is probably of little avail in

surgical conditions, excepting, possibly, in periton-

itis. It retards the growth of bacteria slightly, but

does not kill them. ; In the peritoneum it causes

a hyperemia and "diminishes absorption, and is,

therefore, worth trying in both suppurative and

tuberculous peritonitis. Other forms of treatment

are frequently useless, and oxygen insufflations can

do no harm. The use of ozone, on the other hand,

either in concentrated form or produced by the

action of the .r-rays upon oxygen, seems worthy of

trial in all septic infections, especially in those of the

peritoneal cavity.

BIER'S HYPEREMIA IN GONORRHEAL
ARTHRITIS.

Artificial hyperemic treatment is now frequently

employed in acute bacterial surgical infections

which are located superficially. The treatment of

infectious inflammation of joints involves greater

responsibility, and though Bier reported good re-

sults in gonorrheal arthritis with artificial hyper-

emia as early as 1894, large statistics concerning

this form of infection treated by Bier's method

are rarely found in medical literature. In von

Bergmann's clinic previous to 1904 gonorrheal joints

were treated by immobilization ; from that time on

they were treated with artificial hyperemia produced

by an elastic bandage. Forty patients were treated

in this way and a complete history of each was

published by Baetzner in the Deutsche Zeitschrift

fiir Chirurgie, Volume 93, No. i. In the acute

stage of the disease he recommends leaving the

bandage on from twenty to twenty-two hours. He
warns against stopping the treatment too soon; in

his cases it was employed for from five to ninety

days, on an average twentj-six days for each case.

Disappearance of pain was usually the first result

of the treatment. As a rule the inflammatory symp-

toms disappear early, permitting painless active and
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passive movements, as a result of which there is

little atrophy of the muscles and early good func-

tion of the joint. Thirteen joints, in all but five of

which the inflammation was of the severe phleg-

monous type, were treated within the first week of

the disease, the treatment lasting from eight days

to six weeks. All were cured and none showed
any disturbance of function. In the remaining

twenty-seven patients treatment was begun from

ten days to twenty-one weeks after the onset of

symptoms ; they had either received no previous

treatment, or the latter had done no good. Of these

twenty-seven the best results were obtained in those

cases in which acute symptoms were still present,

but even some of those without acute symptoms
were improved, the treatment causing a softening

of the chronically inflamed tissues, thus making

them more amenable to massage. Twelve of the

twenty-seven were discharged with no disturbance

of function, nine had slight disturbances, while in

six the range of motion was only half that of the

normal joint. In no patient did a joint become
ankj'losed.

Baetzner believes that cases not improved by

the Bier treatment are those in which the tech-

nique was not properly carried out. Too
great stress cannot be laid on proper technique,

for often the bandage is put on too tightly or we
see the treatment combined with an ice bag on the

diseased joint, the one causing a hyperemia the

other an anemia. The histories of these cases also

show that the result as regards function and dura-

tion of disease is best when the treatment is be-

gun early. With the older method of treatment, i.e.

immobilization, more cases of anlc)dosis were seen

;

one never knew when to remove the fixation band-

ages ; if they were removed too early and motion

permitted an acute exacerbation was liable to set

in, if left on too long there was a greater tendency

to ankylosis. The hyperemic treatment on the other

hand diminishes pain and thus renders possible gen-

tle active and passive motion with less chance of

any functional disturbance. Hyperemic treatment

makes greater demands on the physician's time than

immobilization, but the result amply rewards him

for his trouble. The rapid abatement of pain in

Baetzner's cases must convince even the most skep-

tical of the great truth underlying Bier's teachings,

namely, that by artificially increasing the symptoms

of inflammation we hasten cure.

ALIMENTARY LEVULOSURIA.

The methods of testing the functional activity of

various organs have not reached perfection, except,

possibly, with respect to the stomach. Investigations

as to whether the liver functionates properly are not

of recent date. Many methods of testing its func-

tional activity have been suggested, but nearly all

of them soon fell into disrepute. Animal experiments

have demonstrated that levulose is changed to dex-

trose only in the liver. This led H. Sachs to sug-

gest feeding levulose in order to test the functional

activity of this organ, and when it was partly ex-

creted by the kidneys as levulose, he concluded that

the liver was not functionating properly. Numerous
investigators have since proven that there exists a

parenchymatous degeneration of the liver when
levulose is excreted by the kidneys.

Sabatowski tried the test in seventy-eight patients

suft'ering from various diseases, and published his

results in the Wiener klinische Wochenschrift of

May 28, 1908. He administered 100 grams of levu-

lose in lemonade after the patient had been on a

diet free from carbohydrates for twenty-four

hours. The urine was tested by Seliwanow's

method. In twenty patients with cirrhosis he found
it negative only twice. In only one out of eight

catarrhal jaundice patients did he find no levulose

in the urine. Levulose was found in all patients suf-

fering from infectious diseases. In patients suffer-

ing from uncompensated heart lesions with enlarged

liver no levulose was found in the urine. His ex-

periments show that levulose is excreted by the

kidneys in patients in whom there is parenchymatous
degeneration of the liver. The amount of levulose

in the urine is, however, no criterion of the extent

of the degeneration, for there is no way of telling

how much levulose was decomposed in the stomach
or intestine before it reached the liver. As it is

found in the urine in most infectious diseases, the

test is but rarely of value as a differential diagnostic

measure. It might, however, be used to dift'erentiate

ascites due to cirrhosis from ascites due to tuber-

culous peritonitis. Other than that, the routine ap-

plication of the levulose test can be of little value

clinicallv.

Chondrotomy in Apex Tuberculo.sis.

Many attempts have been made to explain the fre-

quency with which the apices of the lungs are at-

tacked by tuberculous disease, the most satisfactory

theories being founded upon the little ventilation of
the apices in comparison with other parts of the pul-
monary tissue, and the upward course of the bron-
chial division favoring the deposition of infectious
material that has been inspired. Freund and Hart's
researches have shown that maldevelopment of the
first rib, consisting of shortening and early ossifica-

tion of its cartilage predispose very markedly to

infection of the apices, both the size of the upper
aperture of the thorax and the movements of the api-

ces in respiration being seriously diminished by these
conditions. Both authors have found that in many
cases of healed tuberculous disease of the apices
false joints have formed at the cartilages of the first

rib, such joints making up for the mechanical inter-

ference with respiration due to the maldevelopment
of the rib, and Freund has proposed to imitate this

conservative process of the organism by the arti-

ficial production of a false joint. In the Miinchener
mediziiiischc Wochensclirift for June 23, 1908, Dr.
Hans Seidel tells of his experience in the application
of Freund's principle. In two patients suffering
from apical tuberculosis the mechanical interference
with the ventilation of the apices was quite marked ;

resection of portions of the first and escond ribs

was carried out, and the patients showed rapid and
progressive amelioration of symptoms and the dis-

appearance of physical signs of apical tuberculosis,
gained in weight, and were discharged cured, the
usual measures of treating tuberculosis proving
quite eft'ective in their cases after the operations.
Dr. Seidel thinks that Freund's operation is indicated
in all young individuals showing stenosis of the
upper aperture of the thorax and tuberculous dis-

ease of the apices, and in older persons showing
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ossification of the first rib cartilage and diminished

movement of the first rib, especially if the usual

treatment for tuberculosis has proved ineftectual,

while the lesions seem to be confined to the upper

portions of the lungs. Of course, the procedure

recommended by Freund and Seidel is at present

only in its experimental stage, and in any case is

to be used in the presence of special indications in

no way taking the place of the usual measures of

treatment of tuberculous lesions. Further experi-

ence with it, however, may entitle it to consideration

as one of the verj- few surgical procedures open to

us in the treatment of localized tuberculosis.

Acute Dilat.ation of the He.\rt.

It is the general opinion of physicians that great

physical exertion often results in acute dilatation

of'the heart, and almost everj- practitioner believes

he has seen such cases as proved by the position of

the apex beat and the percussion of the heart bor-

ders. Schott of Xauheim thinks indeed that such

dilatation is a physiological phenomenon that may be

observed in healthy persons after exertion not ex-

ceeding the usual limits of their daily occupations,

and has used .r-ray pictures as evidence of such a

phenomenon. Writing in the Miutcliener nicdisi-

nische Wochenschrift for June 23, 1908, Dr. Moritz

seriously questions the correctness of the usual view

held by the profession, as well as the value of the

proofs' used by Schott and his followers to justify

the assumption that dilatation is a frequent event.

The position of the heart previous to the occurrence

of "dilatation" is not always known to the physician

who imagines he has observed it after some un-

usual exertion, while .r--ray pictures are, of course,

only shadows, and may quite mislead the observer

as to the position of the landmarks. Dr. ^loritz had

a good opportunit)- to study the hearts of several

wrestlers after the severe exertion which their occu-

pation demands. In no case was there any dilata-

tion of the heart to be shown, and like results were

noted in several bicycle riders after some ver}- fast

riding. Later, he repeated his observations, using

the orthodiagrammatic methods of determining the

size of the heart before and after the exertion of

a bicycle race. Indeed, ^loritz claimed to have

noted even a diminution in the size of the heart fol-

lowing moderate or severe exertion. The possibility

of an acute dilatation is not denied by the author,

but such a phenomenon, according to him. is a sign

that the heart is not free from some pathological

defects.

Subaqueous Examination and Treatment in

Gynecology .\nd Obstetrics.

The reflex spasm of abdominal muscles or their

voluntary rigidit}' in nen^ous or apprehensive pa-

tients ma}' interfere very much both vvith the cor-

rect diagnosis of mam* abdominal and pelvic dis-

eases as well as with the treatment of them by man-
ipulation. This is especially noticeable in the vari-

ous mechanical procedures used in the correction

of malpositions of the uterus in gj-necolog}-. In a

recent article (Berliner kUnische Wochenschrift,

June 22, 1908), Dr. O. Tuszkai warmly defends the

examination and the treatment of many obstetrical

and gjTiecological patients under the water of a

warm bath. With this method pregnancy may be

diagnosed much earlier than usually, such physical

signs as the great difl^erence between the soft lower

uterine segment and the resistant fundus containing

tlie young ovum, that form the bases of Hegar's
sign of pregnancy, being well appreciated as early

as the sixth week. The fetal parts are verj- easily

mapped out in the later months if the examination
is made under water, and accordingly the diagnosis

of malpositions may be made early. But especially

useful such immersion proved to be in the diagnosis

of g\Tiecological diseases, ovarian cysts and fibroids

of the uterus, in tlie reposition of the misplaced
uterus. In addition, several inflammator)- lesions

of the pelvis which usually would have required the

use of an anesthetic for a satis factorj' examination
could be painlessly and thoroughly examined under
warm water. Of course, regular use of this method
of examination in the office practice of a gj'ne-

cologist would require special arrangements of

rooms, water supply, etc. According to Dr. Tuszkai,
however, the advantages are such as well to repay
tlie extra trouble and expense involved in carrjing
out examinations and treatment under warm
water : indeed, he gives full directions in his article

in reference to the mechanical arrangements re-

quired by the technique of examinations made by
him.

Mr. Bok, Hy'Gienist.

The Ladies' Home Journal of Philadelphia, if it

were taken seriously by its readers, would be a
power for evil in the land. Fortunately, it is known
to be given to foolish utterances, so the ladies read
it and smile and forget when it tells them to avoid
the drug doctors who poison them by prescribing

quack remedies. Sometimes, however, it displays

such outrageous ignorance and gives pernicious ad-

vice with such an air of scientific cocksureness that

a word of caution to those whom it would mislead

is perhaps necessary. In the June issue the literary

editor, to whom, for some unknown reason, ques-

tions of hygiene seem to be referred, says, in answer
to the query of an anxious reader, that boiled water
is unsafe to drink because a temperature of 212°

does not always kill all the bacteria which it may
under exceptional circumstances contain. He ad-

mits, on the authority of an anonymous French ex-

perimenter, that most germs are killed in a few
minutes by such a temperature, but, evidently pre-

ferring no bread to nine-tenths of a loaf, he con-

demns the use of boiled water because an occasional

.spore m.ay escape destruction in the process. He
om.its to say, probabh' because he doesn't know,
that the typhoid bacillus and the germs of dysen-

terj', the presence of which constitutes the chief

danger in the drinking of unboiled water from
doubtful sources, are absolutely killed by a tempera-

ture of 212°, and that the microorganisms which
escape find no congenial soil for their development
in the alimentarj' canal. This negative condemna-
tion of boiled water would be bad enough, if his

readers took the hj-gienic oracle's words serioush",

but he descends to absolute imbecilit}' in his closing

paragraph : "Ordinary' boiled water is liable to

cause numerous severe and often dangerous stomach

and intestinal maladies." It is disheartening to find

a journal with pretensions to sanity giving publicity

to such medieval drivel.

Charitable Bequests.—Under the will of the late

3ilrs. Eugenia Shumway of Polo, 111., the Deacon-

ess' Home and Training School of the Wesley
Hospital of Chicago, and the Old People's Home
at Edgewater receive each Si.000.
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Nruia of lJ|e Wttk,

The Democratic Health Plank.—The Demo-
cratic Convention, in session at Denver during the

past week, inserted the following plank in its plat-

form : "Vv'e advocate the organization of all exist-

ing national public health agencies into a National
Bureau of Public Health, with such power over

sanitary conditions connected with factories, mines,

tenements, child labor, and other such subjects as

are properly within the jurisdiction of the Federal
Government and do not interfere with the power
of the States controlling public health agencies."

International Classification of Causes of Death.
—The Department of Commerce and Labor, Bureau
of the Census, announces the second decennial re-

vision next year of the International Classification

of Causes of Death, which is intended for the pur-

poses of morbidity and hospital returns as well as

for mortality statistics. This system, which was
formerly known as the "Bertillon system," was
recommended by a committee of the International

Statistical Institute in 1893, by the American Public

Health Association in 1898, and at the recent meet-
ing in Chicago of the American Medical Associa-

tion. It is employed by the United States Bureau of

the Census, by all registration States, and by nearly

all registration cities in the United States. It is used

by a number of European countries, by all countries

in North and South America, and by Japan. The
preliminary announcement just issued by Dr. Bertil-

lon, at the request of the Ministry of Foreign Af-
fairs of the French Government, indicates that the

year 1909 has been chosen for the revision largely to

facilitate the use of the revised classification in con-

nection with the mortality statistics of the census

year 1910 in the United States, and it is hoped that

the profession generally will show appreciation of

this action by hearty cooperation. Many sugges-

tions from American physicians were incorporated

in the first revision, but the progress of medical

science and the test of practical use will indicate

desirable changes. The Director of the Census will

send a pamphlet on "Relation of Physicians to Mor-
tality Statistics," containing an outline of the classi-

fication, upon reriucst.

Danger from Flies.—The Chicago Health De-
partment, in its weekly bulletin, speaks of the danger
from the common house fly, and urges that flies be

kept out of homes and away from food, thus avoid-

ing the diarrheal disturbances and typhoid fever,

which may follow as the result of having so many of

these pests in houses. The bulletin points out that

flies may be the convevers of scarlet fever, diph-

theria, tuberculosis, and other infectious diseases.

Mosquitos and Flies Must Go.—The doom of

house flies and mosquitos has been sounded in the

announcement of the beginning of a national cam-
paign against these pests by the Government Bureau
of Insects, which will cover the entire countrj'. The
extermination of the house fly is a simple matter,

as it is strictly local and never goes far from the

place where it is hatched. Practically all house flies

are bred in stables. For the mosquito, a general

control bv the State is deemed advisable because of

the fact that certain species are migratory and are

liable to appear in multitudinous swarms in places

far from their b-eeding areas, catising profound
discouragement to local efforts toward extermina-

tion.

The Samuel D. Gross Prize.—The Philadelphia

Academy of Surgery announces that essays in com-
petition for the Samuel D. Gross Prize of fifteen

hundred dollars will be received until January i,

1910. This prize is awarded every five years to

the writer of the best original essay, not exceeding
in length one hundred and fifty printed octavo
pages, and illustrating some subject in surgical

pathology or surgical practice, founded upon origi-

nal investigation, the candidates for the prizes to

be American citizens. Essays submitted for the

competition must be typewritten, in English, and
by a single author, and should be sent to the "Trus-
tees of the Samuel D. Gross Prize of Philadelphia

Academy of Surgery, care of the College of Physi-
cians, 219 South Thirteenth street, Philadelphia."

Essays should be distinguished by a motto and ac-

companied by a sealed envelope bearing the same
motto and containing the name and address of the

writer. No envelope will be opened except that

which accompanies the successful essay. The com-
mittee reserves the right to make no award if the

essays submitted are not considered worthy of the

prize.

Tuberculosis Warfare. — The fight against
tuberculosis is being carried on as energetically in

the West as in the East. In San Francisco a So-
ciety for the Study and Prevention of Tuberculosis
has recently been formed, many laymen and women
uniting with the physicians. In St. Louis, outdoor
meetings are being lield in the parks under the aus-

pices of the St. Louis Society for the Relief and
Prevention of Tuberculosis. The program usually

begins with a phonograph and moving picture en-

tertainment, and the lecture is illustrated with lan-

tern slides. During 1907, thirteen of such meetings
were held, with an estimated attendance of 50,000.

"Hopewell," the sanatorium for the treatment of

tuberculosis which is being erected by the Board of

Charities of Minneapolis, will be ready on August
I. The building is being erected on the plan of a
model which won first prize at an international tu-

berculosis congress, and is of simple and inexpensive

construction. In Lansing, Mich., the Board of

Health is sending large posters to the owners of

factories and shops, with the request that they be
prominently displayed. Rules and stiggestions for

the prevention of the disease and for its cure are

clearly set forth. These are but four examples of a

campaign of education and relief which is sweeping
over the entire country.

Safe Street Car Fenders.—During the next
three months the Public Service Commission of New
York will make a series of tests of fenders and
wheel guards for surface cars. Manufacturers and
inventors of safety appliances from all over are to

be asked to submit their devices for practical

demonstration. The competition is to decide what
types are best adapted for use in the city. The
street railroads have been killing an average of forty

to fifty persons a month, besides crippling many
m.ore, and it is apparent that most of these acci-

dents are due to imperfect fenders and wheel guards.

In order to obtain practical results, the actual con-

ditions of street traffic will be reproduced in the

tests as far as possible, and dummies will be used to

represent persons, one weighing 170 pounds, one

120 pounds, and one 50 pounds. Ten diiTerent tests

with each dummy will be called for, including up-

right positions facing toward and away from the

car. and prone positions in various attitudes.

A Simple Icebox.—Because hundreds of chil-
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dren are made ill each summer by drinking milk

which has been standing at room temperature, and

is consequently swarming with bacteria, the Milk

Committee of the Association for Improving the

Condition of the Poor is introducing a cheap and

novel form of icebox into the districts where they

already have established milk depots. Dr. Alfred F.

Hess is the inventor of the contrivance, which is

made by placing a tin pail into a soap box and pack-

ing the intervening space tightly with sawdust or

newspapers. A smaller pail is then placed inside the

first. This contains a piece of ice and is half filled

with water. The whole is covered with a thick

layer of newspapers. A bottle of milk placed in the

inner pail will remain at a temperature of 40° for

twent)'-four hours, and the milk will keep sweet.

While it was hoped that the milk depots thus far es-

tablished might be made self-supporting, but few of

the users have as yet been able to pay even the small

cost price, and the depots are thus almost entirely

dependent upon public subscriptions. It is estimated

that twenty-five cents a week will provide one baby

with properly modified milk and also the advisory

services of a doctor and nurse.

Baby Foods.—Announcement is made in Wash-
ington that Dr. H. W. Wiley, the head of the

Bureau of Food and Drug Inspection of the De-

partment of Agriculture, will shortly begin a com-

prehensive investigation into the composition of

the various prepared foods for infants on the mar-

ket. The reason for the investigation is said to

lie in the number of complaints received by the

Bureau from mothers whose children have failed

to thrive on some of the much-advertised prepara-

tions. Prepared foods for cattle and for poultry

are also to be investigated.

Day Nursery Incorporated.—The New York
State "'Board of Charities, on July 8, approved the

incorporation of the Washington Heights Day
Nursery of New York City, and of the Plome for

Jewish Children of Brooklyn. The Board also re-

ceived a report of the special committee natned to

investigate the private hospitals in New York City

which are receiving public moneys from the De-

partment of Public Charities. The report showed

that the charges made by the Superintendent of

Mount Sinai Hospital that his institution had been

discriminated against were not sustained.

Doctors Honored.—At its recent commence-
ment, the University of Michigan conferred the de-

gree of M.A. on Dr. Walter Courtney of Brainerd.

Minn.; of D.Sc. on Dr. Franklin P. Mall of Johns

Hopkins University, and of D.Sc. on Dr. William J.

Mayo of Rochester, Minn. All were members of

the medical class of 1883.

Dr. Wm. A. Evans, Health Commissioner of

Chicago, has been added to the faculty of the North-

western University Medical School, and henceforth

will hold the Chair of Sanitary Science. Dr. Evans'

practical work as Health Commissioner of Chicago

has well fitted him to teach with authority munici-

pal sanitation and all the problems that arise in that

connection. Dr. Evans has been Professor of Pa-

thology in the Medical Department of the Univer-

sity of Illinois for seventeen years.

Dr. Jacques Loeb of the University of Califor-

nia and Dr. Charles Sedgwick Minot of the Flarvard

Medical School have been api)ointed corresponding

members of the Physico-Medical Society of Vienna.

Liquor Prescriptions.—North Carolina having

joined the ranks of Prohibition States by passing

an act making the sale of into.xicating liquors illegal

except on a physician's prescription, the State Medi-
cal Society at a recent meeting at Winston, N. C.,.

passed a resolution condemning as unprofessional

and grossly immoral any lax or unfaithful conduct
of its members in exercising the privileges con-
ferred by the law, and urging upon the State Board
of Medical Examiners the duty of revoking the
license to practise of any physician proved guilty of
abusing the privilege accorded to him in the pre-
scribing of intoxicants.

New York Public Baths.—The opening of the

river baths on July 6, during a period of very severe

heat, proved a boon to hundreds who were able to

make use of them. Nine of the river baths were
ready and two others will shortly be opened. Be-
sides these, there are eight public baths in the city

which are open from 5 in the morning until 9 at

night, the first part of the day for men, the latter

part for women. These were opened on July 5.

The University Settlement, at Eldridge and Riving-
ton streets, having been able through the generosity

of Mr. James Speyer to add sixteen new baths tct

the existing twenty-seven, is now giving baths to

over 1,000 persons a day. For these baths a charge
of five cents is made, to cover the cost of soap and
towel.

Cocaine Peddlers Arrested.—Two prisoners

charged with peddling cocaine by an inspector of

foods and drugs of the Department of Health were
recently arraigned in New York and held in $i,O0O'

bail each for trial. It was stated that the inspectors

were on the trail of a Brooklyn man whose business

it was to supply cocaine to agents who peddled it

in the vicinity of the Pennsylvania tunnel excava-
tions. In Pennsylvania, during June, a man and a
woman, both colored, charged with being ring lead-

ers in the cocaine traffic in Harrisburg, were ar-

rested, convicted, and sentenced to six months in

jail.

Horseflesh as Food.—A'ienna will shortly open
new municipal slaughter houses for the killing of
horses. There has been a steady increase in the

consumption of horseflesh in the city, over 20,000
horses having been slaughtered for food during the

last year. Most of the flesh is made into sausages

of various kinds. The new buildings cover an
area of 3,300 square yards and provide stabling for

200 horses and stalls for killing fifty-nine, each
fitted with hoisting apparatus.

London Approves Pasteurization.—The public
health committee of the London County Council has
presented a complimentary report on the demon-
strations given at the temporary laboratory estab-

lished by Mr. Nathan Straus, for pasteurizing milk.

The question of furthering the use of pasteurized

milk was discussed, and it was the sense of the mem-
bers that comprehensive plans fof carrying out the
Straus system should be formulated.

Erection of a New Dispensary.—The North-
western University Medical School of Chicago will

soon build a dispensary on Calumet avenue, north
of Mercy Hospital, the property having been ac-

quired by Dr. John B. ^Murphy for the institution,

and conveyed by him to the university for $7,-

801, June 26.

The University of Madrid will celebrate the
four hundredth anniversary of its foundation on
October 18, and extensive preparations are being
made for the event.
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The Sea Breeze Home for mothers and children
at Coney Island closed, on July 11, the biggest week
in its histon-. On one day 405, the highest number,
were cared for, which made it necessan*- for the

older boys to camp out on the beach. Lack of funds
prevents the enlargement of the home, which is

desirable. The home accommodates both those who
go for the day and those who go to stay for one or

two weeks.

Charitable Bequests.—St. Rose's Free Home
for Incurable Cancer at 426 Chern,- street, Xew
York, receives $5,000 under the will of the late

John G. Hecksher.

The Physician's Automobile Association of the

Oranges has recently been formed in Orange,
X. J., with a charter membership of forty physi-

cians who are advocates of. the automobile. The
officers are : President, Dr. Edgar C. Siebert

;

I'iee-President, Dr. Palmer A. Potter; Secretary,

Dr. Stephen G. Lee; Treasurer, Dr. Arthur W.
Bingham. The Board of Governors is composed of
Drs. Thomas \\'. Harvey, Mefford Runyon. and
Richard D. Freeman.

Association of Military Surgeons.—The date of

the annual meeting of the .\ssociation of Military

Surgeons of the L'nited States has been changed
to October 13. 14, 15, and 16. 1908. The meeting
Avill be held at Atlanta, Ga.. as first announced.

The New Hampshire Homeopathic Medical
Society, at its annual meeting on June 24, elected

the following officers for the ensuing j-ear : Presi-

dent, J. E. Willis of Somersworth ; Vice-President,

C -A.. Sturtevant, Manchester; Secretary, R. \'.

Sweet. Rochester : Treasurer, Herman Christophe,

r^Ianchester.

The Medical Society of the State of North
Carolina at its fifty-fifth annual meeting, elected

the following officers: President, Dr. Jacob F.

Highsmith. Fayetteville ; I'ice-Prcsidents, Drs. C.

^I. Poole. Salisbury, and Daniel A. Dees. Bayboro.

The National Institute of Homeopathy held its

sixty-fourth annual meeting in Kansas City during

June. The following officers were elected : Presi-

dent, Dr. William Davis Foster, Kansas City; Vice-

Presidents, Drs. T. H. Carmichael, Germantown,
Pa., and Joseph Hensley. Oklahoma City; Secre-

tary, Dr. Frank Kraft. Cleveland ; Treasurer, Dr.

T. Franklin Smith, Xew York ; Registrar, Dr.

Joseph H. Ball, Bay City. .Mich.

Christian Science Death.—An eleven-months-
old child died on July 11 in Xew Jerse}' from con-

vulsions, after medical attendance had been refused

and the services of a Christian Science "healer"'

secured.

A New State Journal.—The first nimiber of the

Journal of the Oklahoma State Medical Association

appeared this month. The contents include, besides

the original articles, case reports, etc.. an account

of the meeting of the State Association and the

President's address. The journal is of convenient

size and is a credit to the association.

Baltimore Medical College.—A laborator\- and

library building i-; shortly to 'oe erected on the

ground purchased by the Baltimore Medical College

some months ago. Provision is to be made for

three lecture halls with a seating capacity of 200

each, and for pathological, physiological, chemical,

and physical laboratories. The building, which will

be of brick, and four stories high, will cost about

850,000.

Obituary Notes.—Dr. Lewis B.\rxes of O.xford,

Conn., died at his home on Juh- 5, at the age of
eighty-four years. Dr. Barnes was graduated from
the Yale Z^ledical School in 1847, ^ncl practised for

nearly sixtj- years. For twenty-three years he was
Judge of Probate, and at one time was President of

the medical societj' of his county.

Dr. All.\x Cl.^.rke Hutton of Xew Brunswick,
X. J., died on July 7, at the age of sixty-seven

vears. Dr. Hutton was a graduate of the College

of Physicians and Surgeons, Xew York, and was
for many years Treasurer of the Xew Jersey Micro-
scopical Societ}-.

Dr. George Jenkins Preston of Baltimore, ild.,

died at his home on June 17, after a long illness,

aged forty-nine years. Dr. Preston was graduated
from the medical department of the L'niversitv of

Pennsylvania in 1883, ^"d since 1890 had been Pro-
fessor of Physiolog)- and Xervous Diseases in the

College of Physicians and Surgeons of Baltimore,

and since 1898 Secretan,' of the Marjland Lunacy
Commission. He was a widely known alienist and
neurologist to several hospitals.

Dr. M.\xiMiLi.\N F. C. Drescher of Brooklyn,
X. Y., died at his home on July 7, aged forty-eight

years. He was graduated from the Long Island

College Hospital in 1891. and was a member of the

Kings County Medical Society.

Dr. J.\MES HoFFM.vN. a well-known homeopathic
physician of Jersey Cit\-. died suddenly on July 8,

aged about fifty-five years. He was graduated from
the Hahnemann College of Philadelphia in 1885.

Dr. Felix H. Coyle of Xew York died suddenly

on June 11. Dr. Coyle was graduated from the

College of Physicians and Surgeons of Baltimore in

1886, and had recently given up practice owing to

severe attacks of rheumatism.

OUR LONDON LETTER.
(From Our Special Correspondent.)

DEFENSE OF RESE.\RCH—HOSPIT.\L FINDS—LEAGUE OF MERCY

—

king's BIRTHD.W honors—PROVIDENT DISPENS.\RIES—SI.

B.-UITHOLOMEW'S HOSPITAL—OBITUARY.

LoNDOx. Juni 26, 190S.

The Research Defense Society, about which I have
previouslj' written, may now be regarded as firmly
established. It has already enrolled 1,290 members, and
an inaugural meeting was held on Fridaj' last. Lord
Cromer, president, after the report had been adopted,
delivered an address in which he maintained that ex-
periments on living animals could be defended on two
grounds. In the first place it had to be shown that they
had produced valuable results; in the second that they
were conducted in a manner so as to minimize or to

obviate entirely suffering. Both propositions had been
proved up to the hilt, and with extremists who said it

was never right to destroy animal life they must differ,

for the full application of such a theory would lead to

impossible conclusions. Great misapprehension existed

as to the extent of experimentation. In 1907 there

were 73,000 so-called experiments, but 96.5 per cent.

were inoculations, almost entire!}' painless, and not
operations at all. Broadly speaking, he declared that

the small amount of suffering was a price that might
justifiably be paid for the enormous amount of suffer-

ing which was relieved.

Sir Thomas Barlow said that while the British peo-

ple could give their confidence to the rank and file of

the medical profession he wished to testify that they

had received their strength and power from their ex-

perimenting brethren. The society had come right

down into the open, would put everything on the table

and let the people know what was -done, what care was
taken, the kind of experiments made, and their bear-

ings on medicine and surgery. One of the best things
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that ilr. Chamberlain did at the Colonial Office was
what he did for the study of tropical diseases.
Lord Robert Cecil, M. P., said if it was held that

pain must never be inflicted on animals the conse-
quences would be unexpected perhaps by those who
held that view. Riding and driving horses and beating
disobedient dogs must be forbidden. How could ani-
mals be imprisoned for life in the zoological gardens?
A reasonable probability of saving human life and
diminishing human pain was a valid justification of ex-
perimentation.

Mr. Walter Long, M. P., referred to the stamping
out of rabies when he was at the head of the Local
Government Board, and declared they would not have
dared to attempt it but for the precise knowledge of
the experts, on whose advice thej' relied. It was no
use making discoveries if the j'ears of anxious labor
were to be undone b5' one foolish act.

Dr. C. J. Martin, F.R.S., made an impression on the
audience when he told them that in the return of vivi-

sections above 40,000 were inoculations of mice in the
study of cancer, a disease from which one in eleven
men over thirty-five might expect to die and one in

eight of women. It might be many years, he said, be-
fore the cancer problem was solved, but experimenta-
tion had led to a clearer conception of it than was
ever possessed before.
Mr. Butlin repudiated the slander that experimenta-

tion made men callous and referred to Lord Lister,

Sir J. Paget and others, the mention of whose names
sufficed to disprove the calumny. He congratulated the
societj- on having so eminent a president.
The hospital funds are just now meeting with crit-

icism which ma3' perhaps be to some extent beneficial,

but a number of obiections to their proceedings arise

from misunderstandings. The managers of the King Ed-
ward Fund have just issued an important circular to the
hospitals, reminding them of the resolution sanctioned
by the General Council in 1903, which requested them,
before reconstructing or enlarging, to submit their in-

tentions to the Fund.
The new circular sets forth the full purport of the

resolution and among other points states that the in-

formation requested includes: (l) Reasons and con-
siderations leading to the proposed changes; (2) nature
of proposals, with any outline sketch—not detailed ar-

chitects' plans; (3) accommodation to be provided com-
pared with present work; (4) rent and tenure; (5) esti-

mated cost; (6) resources to meet cost; (7) prospect
of providing any increased cost of maintenance; (S) ap-
proximate date of beginning and finishing the pro-
posed work.

Similar information is requested from -the promoters
of new hospitals who may contemplate applying to the
Fund in future, but it is distinctly pointed out that the
Fund does not assist the foundation of nev.- institu-

tions nor receive applications from anj' that have not
been carried on properly for three years or more.

Such, briefly stated, are the conditions of help im-
posed by the managers of the Fund, and I can scarcely
look on them as unreasonable. There are, however,
many who are sa3'ing that the managers are assuming
a position to which they are not entitled and that

there is a growing disposition to override the institu-

tions to which they contribute. It is, of course, to be
expected that institutions which have obtained no
grant or a less amount than they expected should feel

some dissatisfaction. Some, too, resent recommenda-
tions which thej' regard as interference, and cite policj'

of promoting amalgamation of small institutions fa-

vored by the Fund. But I believe this policj' meets
with general approval, although some think it has been
pushed rather far. These critics, however, are for the
most part connected with the smaller, similar, not to

saj- competitive, hospitals, of which we certainly have
too many, and it would be a great pity to encourage
them all to struggle on in the fight for subscriptions.
The League of Mercy maj' be regarded as an offshoot

of the King's Fund. It was founded in 1S99. Since
then it has gathered nearly £100,000 for the hospitals

of London and the Home Counties, and this money
it passes on to the King's Fund for distribution. On
Wednesday the Prince and Princess of Wales gave
a garden party in the grounds of Marlborough House
for the members of the League, and the Prince con-
ferred on about fifty the decoration of the Order of
Mere}-, the awards having been sanctioned bj- the King.

Lists of honors and promotions in connection with
the King's birthday were issued last night. Many peo-
ple are smiling to find four new peerages added by the
Government, which promised to abolish the House of
Peers, but which had previously added a greater num-

ber than an}' previous Government in a similar period.
That, however, does not concern medical news. But
it is well to hear that the profession is not quite forgot-
ten. Lauder Brunton (already a Knight) becomes a.

Baronet ; so does Watson Che>-ne. Among the new
Knights are Col. D. Bruce and Dr. Burnet. The:
claims of all are well known.
A return of the new civil list pensions granted in the

year ending 31st March appears this morning. It
includes Ray Lankester and J. Hall-Edwards (the vic-
tim of j'-rays).

Thrift and providence are at a discount with our
present Government. Their old-age pension scheme
is considered by their opponents to tend rather to en-
courage improvidence. As to medical aid for the less-

well-to-do, the provident system has always had many
supporters, both within and without our ranks. The
first association established to promote provident med-
ical institutions appears to have been started in 1827.
Since then about fort}' provident dispensaries have been
established in London. The majority of these have, I

think, been due to the work of the Metropolitan Provi-
dent Medical Association, which dates from about
twenty years ago. A meeting was held in its support
on Tuesday and was well attended. Viscount ^lilner

spoke in its favor, urging that some system of insur-
ance forms the best provision against a time of sick-

ness for all those whose means are so limited that such,

a time is likely to be overwhelming. Such provision
secures efficient medical help for the poor and thrifty^

These provident dispensaries, his Lordship maintained^
were therefore doing valuable work and deserved the
support of all interested in hospitals. They were able
to take charge of cases which crowded too many out-
patient departments and so to set the hospitals free
to do their proper work.
Lord Ludlow (treasurer) and five "almoners" of St>

Bartholomew's Hospital have resigned their posts in
consequence of a unanimous recommendation they
made not being adopted by the Court of Governors^
The Court, in accepting Lord Ludlow's resignation,,

recorded its deep appreciation of his services and its-

grateful acknowledgment of the advantages that have
accrued to the institution as the result of the reforms
instituted by him in the management of the estates and
in the internal administration of its affairs, which "can-
not be overestimated."
The foregoing significant communication appeared

in the papers nearly a fortnight ago, but no further
light has been shed on it.

Last week I recorded the death of a centenarian fol-

lowing nonogenarians of the week before. Now I

have to report the loss, at the early age of 38, of Dr.
Bertram Abrahams, assistant physician and lecturer

on physiolog}' at the Westminster Hospital. His career
as a student at University College, and since, has been
a brilliant one. He took the B.Sc, in 1890, il.B. in

1895, with first-class honors. He won the Liston prize

essay on the "Surgery of the Gall-Bladder" and con-
tributed several articles to ,\llchin's Manual, the Clini-

cal and the Pathological Transactions, etc. He had
appeared to be in delicate health for some time.

Dr. Edwin Rickands, J. P., consulting physician to the
Birmingham General Hospital, and president of the
Medical Institute, died on the nth inst.. aged 66. He
was an Oxford graduate, M. .\. iS6s, M.B. 1872, took
also F.R.C.S., Eng., 1870, the M.R.C.P., 1874, and was
elected Fellow in 1886.

OUR LETTER FROM THE PHILIPPINES.
' From Our Special Correspondent.)

PERIODICITY OF PL-\GUE RECRUDESCEXCES—INCRE.^SE OF THE
DISE.i-SE IN CHINESE PORTS—CHOI.ER.\ IX THE PHH-IPPIXES
—S M.\LLP0X—PERSOX.-VL.

M-^xiL.\, P. I.. May 29, 150S.

OwixG to the reappearance of plague in -\moy. Canton^
and other Chinese ports, which takes place with clock-
like regularity each year during the month of May,
the Philippine Islands have again quarantined against
those Chinese ports at which no regular officers of the
United States Public Health and Marine Hospital Service
are stationed and at which no adequate facilities exist

for disinfection of vessels prior to departure. The
period of detention is fixed at seven days after disinfec-

tion in the Philippine Islands is completed.
So far as is known, no satisfactory explanation has

yet been offered as to why the disease should make its

appearance so regularly at this time of the year, and
again completely disappear, apparently, without any
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measures having been taken to suppress it during the
months of October and Novemlier. It would seem that

this is a matter that merits attention and that some
light coidd be thrown upon the subject if it could be
definitely ascertained whether rats or fleas are more
likely to breed in larger numbers or more capable of
transmittiUg plague bacillus during the month re-
ferred to.

In Canton much more plague is said to be present
than is ordinarily the case. An estimate of this kind,
however, must be a mere conjecture, because the mu-
nicipal conditions in Canton are such that it is impos-
sible to know just how many cases take place in a

given time.
In the port of Hongkong for the two weeks ending

May 22, 1908, 200 cases and 141 deaths have been re-

ported. During a corresponding period last year there
were only 24 cases and 14 deaths reported.

Cholera has again made its appearance in rather
severe form in the Philippine Islands in the provinces
of Capiz and Pangasinan. In the former province there
have been during the past few weeks a total of 236
cases and 191 deaths, while in the latter province there
have been 531 cases and 354 deaths. In view of the
continuous demand which is constantly made for greater
autonomy in the Philippines, it has been the policy of

the Insular Bureau of Health to permit the municipal-
ities in which the disease appears to combat it with
their own officials, and only to take charge when the
disease threatens to spread from one province to an-
other. While this policy has not been as successful as

could be desired in eradicating the disease, it has, how-
ever, placed the Insular Bureau of Health in a much
more favorable attitude than it has appeared for some
years. Instead of a popular outcry being raised against
the measures which have been necessary in suppressing
the cholera, it now finds itself in the position of having
appeals come in from the municipalities to send its of-

ficials there in order to combat the outbreaks. It is be-
lieved that the poorer results obtained at the oiUset
will be more than offset by the more hearty aid which
will be given later on by the municipal officials in

whose district this disease makes its appearance.
The smallpox outbreak which has existed for a num-

ber of weeks in Manila has apparently about come to a

close. The enormous amount of vaccination which
was done and the onset of the rainy season have, no
doubt, contributed to this result.

A review of the outbreaks of smallpox which have
occurred here during the last fifty years shows almost
conclusively that the disease disappears as a rule within
a few weeks after the onset of the rainy season, which
is strong, presumptive evidence that the disease is prob-
ably aerially conveyed. This also coincides with the
experience which has been had with the hospital ships

which are anchored in the Thames near London, where
it has been noticed for main' years that cases of small-
pox seem to occur more frequently along the lee shore
from n-here these smallpox hospital ships are anchored.

Assistant Surgeon H. M. Manning, of the Public
Health and Marine Hospital Service, who has been
on duty in the Philippines as Quarantine Officer at the
port of Cebu for the past few years, has been relieved
from further duty in the Philippine Islands and sailed

May 14 on the United States transport Sherman for

San Francisco.
Dr. Aron of Berlin, German}', the physiologist, has

accepted the position of Professor of Physiology in

the Philippine Medical School, and is due to arrive here
early in July.

OUR CAXADIAX LETTER.
(Prom Our Special Correspondent.)

MEntC.AL .\SS0CI.\TI0NS IN CANADA—AGITATION FOR THE PRE-

Vl^NTION OF CANCER—MCGII.L MEDICAL JOURNAL CLUB

—

MEETING OF ASSOCIATION OF FRENCH PHYSICIANS—REGULA-
TIONS TO LICENSE PURE MILK SUPPLY IN CANADA—VITAL

STATISTICS.

ToFONTO, June 27. lOoS,

The meetings of the principal medical associations in

Canad?' hp^e been held at earlier dates than usual this

year, and the meetings have been of more than ordinary

interest. The Ontario Association at Hamilton was
more largely attended than any previous meeting in the

twenty-eight years of its history. This association has
held only four of its meetings outside of Toronto, the

capital of the province, it being considered that meetings
of such an organization would always be more success-
ful when convened at the principal city. The large

attendance this year disproves that idea, and in future
the place of meeting will probably alternate between
Toronto and other cities of Ontario. A large measure
of credit for the success of this year's meeting is due
to the energy of the president. Dr. IngersoU Olmsted
of Hamilton, and the local committees. The program
presented was not only excellent in character, but the
sections were so arranged as to present discussions that
were of more than usual interest. The meeting was ex-
tended this year to fully take up three days, and a large
field of work was covered. The 1908 meeting of the
Ontario Medical was certainly one of the best. The
president for the coming year is Dr. Herbert J. Hamil-
ton of Toronto.
The Canadian Medical Association meeting at Ottawa

n-as not as largely attended this year as usual, although
large representations were present from Montreal,
Toronto and Ottawa. It was perhaps unfortunate that
the date of the meeting was fixed in such proximity to

that of the Ontario Medical Association, which had
been so largely attended. This will probably never
occur again, for by the new constitution just adopted
it has been arranged that whenever the Canadian Medi-
cal Association meets the Provincial Association shall

for that year not convene except in connection with the
meeting of the parent organization. This change will

probably prove of great advantage. The meeting at

Ottawa last week, while not so largely attended as
usual, had a program that was higlily appreciated,

and the president. Dr. Montizambert, lAjis loyally sup-
ported by his confreres in Ottawa in making the
arrangements perfect in every respect. The address in

medicine, "The Value of the Refle.xes in Diagnosis,"
was given by Dr. Risien Russell of London, England

;

and that in surgery, "The Surgical Rights of the Pub-
lic," by Dr. John C. Munro of Boston, Mass. "The
Medical and Surgical Treatment of Gallstones, Their
Scope and Relations," was the title of an instructive
paper by Dr. John B. Deaver of Philadelphia. The in-

terest in all the different meetings of sections was well
maintained. The meeting next year is to be held at

Winnipeg, where the newly elected president. Dr.
Blanchard, resides.

The prevention of cancer in Canada is a question to-

wards which considerable attention is now being
directed, and it is proposed that an organized effort

should l5e made to ascertain the number of patients
suffering from cancer in each province. It is sug-
gested that a struggle against cancer should be made
in this country as in Germany, and that similar precau-
tions should be taken to ascertain the extent to which
the disease prevails as are now taken in regard to tuber-
culosis. There is no cancer hospital in Canada, but
statistics indicate that there is room for at least one
central institution for the special treatment of malig-
nant diseases. From the manner in which some news-
papers are opeidy advocating the necessity for more
attention being paid to cope with the disease, public
philanthropy is likely to be sufficiently stirred to pro-
vide better facilities for care of patients so afflicted.

The McGill Medical Journal Club of Montreal, which
has for its object to aid the medical library of McGill
University, has had a most successful year. The newly
elected officers are: President, Dr. E. A. Archibald;
Vice-President, Dr. A. A. Robertson; Secretary, Dr. A.
G. Nicholls; Treasurer, Dr. Campbell Howard; Execu-
tive Committee, Drs. Morrow, Klotz and Chipman.
The fourth meeting of the Association of Physicians

of the French Language for North America will meet in

Quebec July 20 to 22. An excellent program has
been prepared and a large attendance of French-
speaking physicians and surgeons from all parts of this

continent is expected. The meeting will be held a few
days before the celebration of the tercentenary at

Quebec, which will probably be the greatest military

assembly ever held in Canada.
The necessity of having in each city regulations likely

to secure a model milk supply has been dicussed at

each of the medical associations in Canada this year.

Several energetic and influential medical men in differ-

ent sections have devoted considerable attention to this

subject. The result of the present agitation is likely to

result in a regulation making it necessary for any one
selling milk to take out a license, and before this will

be issued a certificate of the local medical inspector will

be necessary showing not only that the premises are

sanitary in every respect, but also that thorough cleanli-

ness is observed at every dairy. The water supply to

each dairv is to be regulated. Numerous instances have
been cited -where the extension of contagious diseases

through the milk supply might have been prevented.

Tuberculosis among cows has always to be guarded
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against, but it is argued that a better plan is to have
all dairies kept in a sanitary condition and to feed
the cattle on food adapted to their physiological as
opposed to the commercial necessities. Inspection
under strict regulations will, it is urged, secure for
dairy cattle unlimited supply of pure air, instead of
having them shut up in ill-ventilated byres, and will

prohibit feeding w^ith brewery grains from which the
wholesome elements have been removed. Pure milk re-
quires proper feeding. The interest shown in this question
in Canada at present is certain to produce results that
will be of permanent and lasting benefit to the whole
country.
The Vital Statistics Act of Ontario has just been amend-

ed with a view to facilitating the collection of reliable in-
formation in regard to the deaths, births, and marriages
in the province. The collection of vital statistics in
Ontario has hitherto been carefully supervised, but
there has been a tendency in some localities to la.xity in
enforcing the law. In future the local registrars are
to be remunerated for their work sufficiently to justify
the expectation that full returns will be made. Strict
regulations are now made to compel registration of
every birth and death. An important amendment in
the recent act states that "the removal for burial or the
embalming of any body shall not take place, and an
undertaker, clergj-man, sexton, householder, or other
person shall not engage in the burial of a body unless
a certificate of registration has been previously obtained
from the local registrar." The importance of this is

quite evident to the medical profession.

IS THE INCREASE AXD DISSEMINATION OF
CANCER RELATED TO OUR MODERN

WATER SUPPLY?
To THE Editor of the Medical Record :

Sir:—That cancer is rapidly on the increase, com-
paratively speaking, at least; that tliis increase is more
noticeable among urban people and in the rural dis-
tricts immediately surrounding cities, and that this in-
crease is alarming especially in the older cities which
derive their water supply from rivers near their outlet
and in those cities receiving this water supply from
lakes, reservoirs, etc., where undetected contamination
is constantly operative from sewerage disposal, cannot
be successfully disputed. A careful investigation of
mortuary statistics for the past fifty years will clearly
and forcibly demonstrate the above statement. If this
is true then there must be some definite cause. Careful
post-mortem statistics show that one person in every
ten or twelve has cancer in some form.

Cancer is probably a germ disease or originates from
undeveloped cells which will begin to develop and prolifer-
ate when suitable lodgment is found. If the germs of
typhoid fever, cholera, dysentery, etc., can be conveyed
long distances by water and then work their destruc-
tive effects, why not those of cancer? Unlike these
diseases, the cancer germ probably does not multiply
outside the body. If it did and was conveyed by water
then all would soon perish from the disease; but, re>-

taining its vitality until taken into the system in drink-
ing water, it finds lodgment and in many cases con-
ditions suitable for development.
The washings and waste of all diseases are poured

into the sewers, which discharge their contents into
rivers, lakes, etc. Thus we have the avenue of pollu-
tion.

Cancer maj' be due to a germ that retains its vital-
ity in water under all natural conditions. We know
that fishes have cancer closely allied to if not identical

with that of man. The subject is worthy of earnest
consideration and careful investigation.

E. L. L.^RKiNs, M.D.
Terre H.^ute, Ind.

progrfss of iHebiral ^rtrnr^.

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, July 2, igo8.

The Menace of the Swrimming Tank.—C. M. Cobb
looks upon the modern swimming tank as a menace
to the integrity of the ethmoidal region and of the ear,
and supports his contention bj' reference to several
cases of ethmoiditis and acute otitis media which fol-
lowed diving in the tank. It is not that the water be-
comes infected by other bathers and so infects a later
patron of the bath, but that people insist on putting
their heads under water, which is more or less dirty
in spite of the attempts made to keep it clean. Mere

changing of the water once or twice a day is not
enough.

An Unusually Extensive Milk-Borne Outbreak of
Typhoid Fever.—C. Harrington refers to an outbreak
this past spring in a suburb of Boston. Upwards of

400 cases were reported in six weeks. Of 410 cases 348
primary and 23 secondary cases occurred in families
supplied by two milk-route men, referred to as F. and
Q. They both secured their supply from the same
dairy. Investigation of the latter showed that it was
all right and not the origin of the poison. Among the
first of the cases reported was that of F.- himself, who
died of the fever, as proven by autopsy. Considering
that F. had been ailing for a period of about two weeks
before he took to his bed, but not to such an extent
as to prevent him from handling the milk, it is not
difficult to surmise in what manner the supply became
contaminated with the exciting cause of the disease,
for the hands of the average milkman do not receive
the same degree of care as those of an operating sur-
geon, and with more or less frequent occasion for in-

terrupting the work of handling the milk in order to
respond to natural calls, specific contamination, first

of the fingers and then of the milk, is very likely to
occur. With the supply of Q, however, the connection
is by no means clear. It was reported that Q received
from the dairy which they had in common only those
cans which F left for him after tasting all and selecting
those which he wished for his own trade. This, how-
ever, is denied on apparently good authority, and, in-

stead, it is said that on only two occasions, namely,
March 15 and March 18, did F precede Q at the car.

It is further stated that although each can was tasted
before acceptance, those that were rejected were set

aside and w-ere not delivered to Q. However this may
be, and whether or not F had an opportunity to infect

the milk of Q on either of these two days or on those
subsequent days, it is certain that there was the great-
est possibility of an interchange of cans between F and
Q, for it was the custom of each to return the cans to

the car washed, but bj' no means sterilized; and after

they were filled at the dairy and returned Q was as

likely as F to receive cans which had been supplied to

and handled and returned by F. Certain it is that the
first infection did not occur at the place of production
and was not due to the fault of the farmer; and equally
certain is it that F, during two weeks of ambulant ty-

phoid fever, had ample opportunity to infect his sup-

ply and to reinfect it again and again, and to spread
the infection to Q's supply through the nonsterilized

cans of the contractor which they used in common.

New York Medical Journal, July 4, 1908.

Light in the Treatment of Disease.—J. W. Kime con-
fines his paper to a description of phototherapy as used
at Boulder Lodge Sanatorium, Fort Dodge, la. Special
attention has been paid to developing the use of the
sun's rays as a therapeutic agent, particularly the blue
rays. The author has constructed a condenser ten feet

in diameter, focussing at a point twenty feet in front
of it. An object placed in the focal point is, if com-
bustible, immediately ignited if the white light is em-
ployed. For therapeutic purposes the rays pass through
a blue glass screen before they are allowed to impinge
upon the body. Concentrated sunlight penetrates
through the entire thorax. .'\s to therapeutic effects,

the author does not believe that it is a mere question
of killing bacteria. The short, irritating rays will in-

crease the turgescence of an affected area, but later

favorable changes are undoubtedly referable to the in-

creased nutriment brought to the parts by the abundant
flow of the capillary blood. In deep-lying tissues, cap-
illary engorgement takes place, increased nutrition is

brought to the affected areas, fibrosis is formed and
reparative processes occur which might not take place
under less favorable conditions. In the institution con-
ducted by the author the condensed blue light is used
in pulmonary, tuberculosis, lupus, and other chronic
skin lesions, and in postoperative surgical tuberculosis.
In these affections light, and especially the shorter
rays, is an agent of great utility. In pulmonary tuber-
culosis the entire chest of the patient is made bare, and
the light, after passing through the blue screen, is

thrown directly upon the e-xposed portions of the body.
These rays penetrate the entire thickness of the thorax,
having a retarding influence upon the growth of bac-
teria and engorging the parts with blood. The light is

used for twenty minutes each day. Results since in-

stalling the large light have been so much better than
before that there is no room for doubt as to the bene-
ficial effect of these rays. While by no means a spe-
cific, and in the far advanced cases of but little value,
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in early cases more rapid improvement is noted than
was prior to the use of the light. The psychic effect of
the light is an adjuvant of no small consequence in
cases of pulmonary tuberculosis. If it had no other
result whatever the author would under no circum-
stances part with its use. [An acknowledgment which
greatly limits the value of his preceding conclusions as
to the value of phototherapy.—Abstr.J

Another Method of Regulating Pressure in the Bier
Treatment.—R. Grace suggests the use in the control
of the bandage pressure in the Bier treatment of the
Bishop hydrostatic manometer. This is an instrument
for measuring blood-pressure by a compression caused
by a column of water of varying height. It consists es-
sentially of two rubber bags connected by a tube, one
being inside of the cuft and the other arranged for ele-
vating and depressing. In the instrument is placed
about twelve ounces of water without air. An illustra-

tion shows clearly how the bandage is applied and how
the pressure may be regulated by the patient. The cufi
is laced to the part of the body that is to be compressed
and the pressure regulated by elevating the reservoir
bag. The instrument also has many advantages for
measuring blood-pressure, which is indicated in milli-
meters of mercury on the tube and read at the level of
the heart at the moment that the pulse disappears.

Treatment of Tuberculosis of the Upper Air Passages.—In a paper presented to the recent International
Laryngological Congress at Vienna, J. W. Gleitsmann
reports particularly on tuberculosis and lupus of the
nose, pharynx, and nasopharynx. The various head-
ing.s of this interesting paper are as follows: I. Tuber-
culosis of the nose, (1) local treatment by drugs, (2)
hot-air cauterization, (3) tuberculin preparations, (4)
ray therapeutics, (5) surgery. II. Tuberculosis of the
nasal accessory sinuses. III. Tuberculosis of the post-
nasal space. IV. Tuberculosis of the pharynx. V.
Lupus. VI. Conclusions. Under the final heading the
author makes the following observations: Surgical in-

terference, as well as lactic acid and the galvanic cau-
tery, will always preserve their full value, and the lat-

ter is especially well recommended. Of the newer rem-
edies there are the hot-air cauterization and the Finsen
light, and solar rays with or without fluorescent rem-
edies. We may expect more and better results from
continued e.xperiments from the Rontgen ray and ra-

dium. The author's best results have followed surgical

operations, the galvanic cautery, parachlorphenol in in-

tact infiltrations, lactic acid in ulcerations, and tubercu-

lin preparations in proper cases.

Iiiuntal of the American Medical Association, July 4, 1908.

Alternating Personality.—E. E. Gaver gives the his-

tory of alternating personality showing itself in spells of
wandering of which the patient was entirely amnesic in

his normal state, .'\fter one of these he found himself in

London, without having any idea how he got there, and
passing into another, he found himself in a similar plight

at tlie Cape of Good Hope. After that he was free from
these attacks for three years, when they again returned,

though not of such long duration. In the intervals he
complained of more or less headache which seemed to

be aggravated when his attacks came on. The details of

several attacks which occurred while under observation
at the hospital are narrated. The patient was easily

hypnotized and then was able to give an account of his

doings while in his secondary condition, of which he
normally had no recollection, and after coming out from
the hypnotic state he had the same tire and exhaustion
as he felt after one of his periods of secondary con-
sciousness. While hypnotized, however, he was amenable
to suggestion, which was not the case in his secondary
consciousness. The marked resemblance, however, of his

expression, demeanor, etc., in the two conditions was
noticeable, and Gaver is inclined to suspect that the hyp-
notic state is closely analogous to the conditions of the

dissociation of the personality in this patient. The patient
attributes the attacks to a sandbagging received in 1902,
but is of a neuropathic predisposition and had previously
suffered from nervous symptoms ("tender spine," left-

sided hyperesthesia) following an attack of typhoid fever
in 1898. He is still under observation and has had no dis-

turbances of consciousness since November, 1907, but is

regarded as only improved, the abulia and suggestibility

remain, and a return of the dissociation of personality is

considered possible.

Neurologists and Electrotherapy.—F. R. Fry says
that the use of electricity in the therapeutics of neuro-
pathic diseases does not in any instance rest on a scientific

basis. The results attributed to it. he says, and the manner
in which they are obtained are simply matters of opinion,

always an unreliable kind of testimony, and perhaps never
more so than in questions of therapeutics, .^ny one who
has carefully used any kind of current in treatment over
any considerable period, can say he has seen good and
even remarkable results, but if he is any kind of a diag-
nostician, he must discover that many of these results are
psychic in their origin, and if others are not, there is

no scientific proof that such is the case. Sometimes
electricity, like other suggestive measures, assists us in
breaking into certain difiicult psychic situations, and in
that way it is often a convenience. But it is also some-
times an inconvenience in that with a large class of patients
we can not induce the needed reliance on the simple
hygienic measures in which they must eventually find
their security, until we have entirely overcome their
yearnings for therapeutic specialties. Some will doubtless
continue to use electricity extensively and find satisfaction
in so doing, just as some will write twice as many pre-
scriptions as others. Our therapeutic tastes and trainings
differ, but there is a general awakening to the important
part played by psychic influences, and we are learning to
gauge them more correctly. The present verdict of the
majority of neurologists, he says, is based on a thorough
trial of the therapeutic value of this agent. In conclusion.
Fry mentions the diagnostic uses of electricity which are
appreciated only by neurologists, or those actually capable
of diagnostic refinements in neuropathic conditions. It

is the only practical scientific use that has been made of
electricity in medicine proper, and it is to the credit of
neurologists alone, and they must also determine ultimately
the therapeutic values of electricity in their particular lines
of practice. Certain surgical results and some of the
results of phototherapy, so called, are admitted by Fry as
probable exceptions to his statement as to the generally
unscientific cliaracter of electrotherapy.

Antimeningococcic Serum.—C. H. Dunn reports re-
sults of the use of the Fle.xner scrum in 40 cases of cerebro-
spinal meningitis in Boston and vicinity, and summarizes his

conclusions from the experience as follows: "i. The use
of the Flexner antiserum is of great value in epidemic
cerebrospinal meningitis. I believe its value to be com-
parable to that of diphtheria antito.\in in diphtheria. 2.

The use of the serum at times aborts the disease, fre-
quently rapidly relieves its symptoms, shortens its course,
lessens the liability to sequelre, and greatly reduces its

mortality. 3. The serum should be used as early as pos-
sible in all cases, even of suspected epidemic meningitis.
4. It should be frequently repeated as long as there are
symptoms or any tendency to relapse. 5. Late chronic
cases are unfavorable for the use of the serum, but
any case in which the diplococci are present has some
hope of relief by its use. 6. Some cases are resistant."

Antimeningococcic Serum.^F'. S. Churchill reports
eleven cases treated with the Flexner antiserum for
cerebrospinal meningitis, with four deaths. Two of the
fatal cases, however,- were not proved by bacteriologic
examination to be of the meningococcic type ; of the
remaining two, one was a fulminant case and the other
patient came under treatment in a moribund condition on
the tenth day of the disease. In seven, therefore, of
the nine proved cases recovery ensued. As a rule, the
patients were more comfortable after an injection of the
serum, but this was not always an immediate effect, and
Churchill thinks that the use of an anesthetic in giving the
injection might be advantageous in certain not very toxic
but fairly conscious patients. A clearing up of the mental
condition was the first symptom of perinanent improve-
ment in at least five cases. The temperature has shown a
decided tendency to drop steadily from the beginning of
the treatment, as was likewise the case with the leuco-
cytosis and the number of the diplococci in the
cerebrospinal fluid. While the number of cases is small,
taken with other facts reported by Flexner and his other
investigators, they show remarkable results from the
use of the antiserum. Enough has already been learned
to warrant its use on a large scale, and Churchill thinks
it not too strong a statement to say that given a case
suspected to be meningitis, it is our duty to make a lumbar
puncture, and if we get a cloudy fluid, to inject the serum
at once and repeat it if bacteriological examination proves
the case to be one of the meningococcic variety.

The Thyroid and the Parathyroids.—H. Tuholske
summarizes the accepted views as to the physiology and
pathology of the thyroid and parathyroid glands, and de-

scribes a new operation for the relief of exophthalmic
goiter. Following a suggestion from an experiment of
Professor Guthrie of Washington University, St. Louis,
who found that ligation of the thyroid veins in dogs was
followed by an edematous swelling of the gland for a
few days with later slight decrease in size and increased
firmness of the organ and increased body-weight, he
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reasoned as follows : In exophthalmic goiter we have an
enlarged gland, an enormous increase in vascularity and
capillary dilatation, a multiplication of the thyroid cells

with abnonna! activity, the presence of a great number of
indifferent or vagrant cells, and a peculiar change in the

thyroid gland cells—the whole condition resembling a re-

active process without physiological termination. On this

basis, he conceived the idea of trying ligation of the thy-

roid veins for the cure of exophthalmic goiter, and, after

trying the experiment on several dogs, one of them
goitrous, he operated in this way in a distressing and
resistant case, of which he promises a future report with
observations during recovery and the final late effect.

Objections, he says, may be made to this procedure, which
in reality consists in the production of a Bier's passive
hyperemia ; one of these is the greater difficulty of ligating

the veins than the arteries, but this is hardly to be re-

regarded by the experienced operator. In his case he tied

both inferior and both superior thyroid veins.

The Lancet, June 27, 1908.

Dermoid Cyst Over the Mastoid.—P. M. Heath's
patient, a boy of four years, had suft'ered from a swell-
ing behind the left ear since birth. It had gradually
increased in size and at the time of examinaticyi was
half an inch in diameter. The swelling was cystic and
freely movable under the skin and over the deeper
structures. The cyst was removed and was found to

be lined by a simple stratified epithelium and to be
filled with cheesy material. There was no deficiency
in the underb'ing bene or periosteum. The case is re-

corded, as dermoid cysts in this situation seem to be
somewhat uncommon.
A Case of Suicidal Cut-throat.—A. B. Raffle reports

the case of a miner, fifty-four years of age, who, after
inflicting serious injuries on members of his own fam-
ily, cut his throat with a razor and died in eight min-
utes (roughly) from the time of committing the act.

He was a tiian of violent temper, who indulged intem-
perately in alcohol, but apparently he was sane. The
wound was very severe, extending in a perfectly trans-
verse direction across the neck to the border of the
sternomastoid muscle, which was slightly divided on
either side, and it divided the thyrohyoid membrane
and severed both external carotid arteries just above
their origin from the common carotid. The wound
on section was bow-shaped, being deepest in the mid-
dle part and tapering at each end, extending down to

the body of the vertebra at its deepest part. There
were no wounds except the one mentioned. The case
is of interest, since the wound presented more of
the features of a wound that was inflicted by another
than a self-inflicted wound. The man's determination
was remarkable : on being caught he leveled the edge of
the razor both upwards and downwards, attempting
also to injure one of his captors.

Migration of the Cecum, Producing Obstruction of
the Ascending Colon.—J. Bland-Sutton refers to a case
of intestinal obstruction which on abdominal section
revealed the following conditions : The cecum and ap-
pendix were absent from the right iliac fossa. A tense
band of gut extended from the right extremity of the
mesentery upwards and to the left, overlapped by
mesentery and coils of small intestine; when traced up-
wanis it led to the ileocecal junction in the left kidney
pouch. A loop, consisting of the last few inches of
the ileum and the ascending colon with the cecum and
appendix, had been twisted on its own axis through
half a circle and displayed upwards and to the left. The
cecum had become adherent in its new situation and
when drawn down a large necrotic area with two per-
forations was seen, through which liquid feces issued.

The necrotic area was excised and the edges of the hole
thus made in the gut were approximated with sutures.
The free fluid in the abdomen was swabbed out, a
large rubber tube was introduced into the pelvis, and
the incision was closed with silk sutures. The man died
sixteen hours after the operation. The author refers

to other similar cases on record. He notes that descrip-
tions of the condition referred to are not given in the
literature of intestinal obstruction. Its importance is

obvious from the fact that the majority of the patients
in whom it has occurred have died. Judging from a

study of the recorded cases, it would appear that the
chief variations in the degree of the displacement de-
pend upon the extent to which the twist or rotation in-

volves the mesentery. For example, the extreme con-
dition occurs in patients in whom the intestines, includ-

ing the third part of the duodenum, the cecum, and as-

cending colon are attached to a common mesentery.
When such an anatomical condition exists, and it is a

recognized anomaly, the whole of the small intestines.

the cecum, and ascending colon may be concerned iiv

the volvulus.

Nature and Cause of Taint in Miscured Hams.—Ac-
cording to E. Klein, taint in hams is caused by an or-

ganism to which he gives the name of Bacillus fixdans.

This is described in detail and its culture-figure illus-

trated in the paper, which also contains pictures of the
affected ham tissue. The latter gives off a distinctly

putrid odor, and instead of having the usual red tint

is of a pale, dirty gray appearance, running on in the

parts most deeply affected to a greenish hue. The tis-

sue is swollen and of a jelly-like consistency. Under
the microscope small linear clumps of tyrosin crystals

are seen in the blood-vessels, in the septa dividing and
subdividing the bundles of muscular fibers, and in the

scant'muscular tissue between the latter. The muscular
striae were v.-anting. Some of the fiber bundles were
fibrillated, others w-ere changed to granular matter and
containing gas bubbles. All these changes indicated pu-
trid decomposition of the proteid constituents of mus-
cle. The litmus test gave a distinct alkaline reaction

In comparing various hams thus affected, the destruc-

tive changes were most pronounced toward the knee,

from which point the change evidently started. The
microbe was present in the tainted parts as cylindrical

rods; in the intermuscular tissue, loose connective and
fat tissues, and in the tendons numerous chains and
filaments of these rods occurred. In the slimy film

covering the inner surfaces of all parts of the articula-

tion the microbe was present as short or long cylin-

drical rods and as filaments of considerable length.

Some of these filaments were merely linear series of

cylindrical rods, others showed a subdivision or seg-

mentation only here and there, so that the greater part

of the filament appeared uniform and unsegmented.

British Medical Journal. June 27, 1908.

Etiology and Treatment of Eczema.—L. Kesteven
regards eczema as a pure neuropathia. It is a common
concurrent of many functional and nervous derange-
ments. Even when local irritation is the exciting cause
of an attack, it still remains a neurosis. For purposes
of treatment cases fall into two classes; (l) Those
from within acting through the sympathetic chain of
the functional system, the ganglionic form, and (2)
those arising from external or local irritation, the
peripheral or traumatic form. There is no specific drug.
Each case must be considered with reference to the
causative factor. Thus, if a gouty attack has preceded,
one must use the usual treatment for gout, plus a nerve
sedative. Iodide and acetanilid act well here. Colchi-
cum should be avoided, as it dilates the capillaries, tends
to increase exudation, and is often irritative to the skin.

If the patient is asthenic and anemic, one should give
iron, quinine, and strychnine. Alcohol must be cut oflf.

The eczema of pregnancy usually terminates with par-
turition. Of local applications carbolic acid, iodine,

and adrenalin are, in the author's view, the only rem-
edies of assured and permanent benefit. Of the former
he says that the pure liquid acid applied to a red, in-

flamed eczema gives sharp but short punishment and
leaves the part practically dead, and this dries rapidly,

forming a scab, under which the previously raw sur-

face heals quickly; the scab on falling off leaves the
surface clean and sound. This is heroic treatment, and
must be applied to only limited areas at one sitting;

the pain of tiie application can be obviated by cocaine
if the subject is sensitive, and before the eft'ect of the
cocaine has passed off the part will be anesthetized
by the carbolic. For small patches, such as appear on
the hands, feet, scalp and ears, it is particularly ser-

viceable. For general use in all eczematous eruptions
at every stage the i in 11 solution should be used, and
though it certainly smarts for a time, it gives imme-
diate relief to the symptoms and rapidly checks and
arrests the progress of the eruption. Tincture of iodine

also smarts somewhat, but gives great relief to the itch-

ing and burning and lessens the infiltration. The two
together make a happy combination—3J of tinct.

jodi. to .'ix of the i in 11 carbolic solution for a lotion,

to be kept applied on lint under oiled silk. In the inter-

trigo which so commonly occurs between the toes and
extends into the tough skin of the feet, a bath of this

for the feet, frequently repeated, gives wonderful re-

lief. Starch poultice makes a good vehicle for the ap-
plication of this lotion and is useful on tender surfaces

such as the face and neck. Suprarenal extract is a

good application previous to the carbolic, owing to its

power of reducing the turgescence and exudation, thus

leaving the surface fit for its action, while, applied in

the very beginning of the initial erythematous stage.
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it will often entirely arrest it. Adrenalin is undoubt-

edb' tlie best form of this substance.
Cerebral Influenza.—Cases of this afifection are re-

ported by T. G. Moorhead, T. W. Clay, and J. Living-

ston. The symptoms variously observed were general

weakness, rise of temperature, inability to stand or

walk, vomiting, violent head pains, delirium, coma,
paresis, convulsive seizures, etc. Oi the four cases

reported, three recovered and one died. It was difficiilt

to make a positive diagnosis at the outset, e.xcept that

it was evident that the patients were suffering from
some profound toxemia of the nervous system. No
special treatment was employed beyond the meeting of

the various symptomatic indications. The general type

of the severer cases was not unlike that of a cerebro-

spinal meningitis.

Berliner klinische Wochenschrift, June 22, 1908.

Experimental Glycosuria.—Eichler and Silbergleit tell

of Zack's observation, that glycosuria may appear after

injury of the duodenum by caustics. Pfluger produced
diabetes in the frog by extirpating the duodenum without

interfering with the pancreas, or even simply by cutting

the nerves which pass from the pancreas to the duodenum.
The authors experimented with dogs, destroying the mu-
cosa of the duodenum by the application of caustics and,

in some cases, by the use of the Paquelin cautery. Sugar
appeared in the urine of the animals after the operation;

no prolonged diabetes could be produced, and control

experiments with the destruction of the mucous membrane
elsewhere in the bowel showed that the same phenomenon
may result in some cases. The authors think that hepa-
togenic glycosuria is produced by the operation, the intense

irritation of the mucosa of the intestines being accom-
panied by a like effect upon the liver. The latter organ,
accordingly, begins to excrete glycogen very rapidly, and
thus leads to the appearance of sugar in the urine. The
technique of the operation is very simple, and the ani-

mals stand the procedure very well. The method may
therefore be used for the production of glycosuria for the

purposes of research.

Dislocations of the Hip in Little's Disease.—WoUen-
berg says that dislocation at the hip is a frequent accom-
paniment of Little's disease in children. Of ten successive

cases examined by him three showed the presence of com-
plete dislocation, and a fourth a marked tendency toward
its production. One patient had a bilateral dislocation.

Wollenberg thinks that the complication should be pre-
vented by early interference with the existing muscle
spasms by means of myotomy of the adductors and the

flexors of the hip. If necessary, further tenotomies are
to be performed, the limb being placed in extreme ad-
duction, and fixed by plaster bandages or by splints, this

attitude keeping the head of the femur in the deepest part
of the acetabular cavity. Existing dislocations ought to

be reduced though recurrence of the condition is

frequent.

Muiirhener medisinische Wochenschrift, June 23, 1908.

Cutaneous Reaction with Fat-free Tuberculin.—Leber
and Steinharter say that v. Pirquet's cuti-reaction for
tuberculosis is only of value in early childhood, most of
the adults giving a positive reaction to the test in spite

of absence of any tuberculous lesions; the ophthalmo-
reaction, on the other hand, is too dangerous to be
used except in occasional cases. They have experi-
mented with a iat-free preparation of tuberculin and
find that the results of the cutaneous test with it are
much more valuable. Sixty patients out of seventy in

the first stage of tuberculosis, thirtj'-nine out of forty-

seven in the second stage, and seventeen out of fifty-

eight in the third stage reacted positively with the new
preparation. One hundred and forty-eight out of one
hundred and fifty-two patients suffering from other dis-

eases, i.e. 97.3 per cent., gave a negative reaction. The
authors give in detail their technique of preparing fat-

free tuberculin, and recommend its use to enhance the

value of the cutaneous reaction.
Total Resection of the Sternum.—Siegel has found

only seven cases of this operation reported in the literature.

The most frequent indication for the operation has been
tuberculosis, then follow tumors of the sternum and
of the mediastinum, while partial resections are quite fre-

quently performed in preparation for surgical treat-

ment of the lesions of the heart and of the great ves-

sels. Siegel thinks that the operation ought to be per-

formed more frequently, especially if the posterior wall

of the bone is involved by tuberculosis, in which case

curetting of the focus of disease is seldom of much
use. He communicates the particulars of a case in

which total resection of the sternum was performed
and a coexisting tuberculous cavity was opened at the

same time. The result was favorable, the cavity being
healed completely with the help of artificial hyperemia.

Deutsche medizinische ]Vochenschrift, June 18, 1908.

Vaginal Operation in Tubal Pregnancy.—Diihrssen
says that the vaginal extirpation of the pregnant tube is

in many cases preferable to the usual "ventral" operation.

The surgeon, however, must have mastered the technique

of colpoceliotomy and its special application in removing
the inflamed or otherwise diseased adnexa, and must have
the assistance of two men in addition to the anesthesist,

and a well equipped operating-room. If these conditions
are present, the extirpation of the tube by anterior colpo-

celiotomy is indicated in the first three months of tubal

pregnancy in the following cases: If the tube is not

ruptured; if rupture has taken place and free blood is

present in the peritoneal cavity, yet the condition of the

patient is such that time may be taken for properly pre-

paring her for the operation; if tubal mole exists with
or without peritubal hematoma. In cases of large or old

hematoceles simple drainage by opening them through the

posterior vaginal wall is indicated; if there is danger of
secondary hemorrhage, the "ventral" operation with the

removal of the gravid tube is to be preferred.
Secretions of the Suprarenals in the Blood and Urine.
—Waterman and Boddaert say that the presence of ad-
renalin in the blood and urine of nephritics is not at all

proven. Both the color reaction with iron chloride solu-

tion, greenish-blue color, which becomes pink on warming,
or on addition of potassium hydroxide, and the dilata-
tion of the pupil in the extirpated eye of a frog do not
prove its presence, but simply give evidence of increase
in the amount of benzcatechin derivatives in the blood
of such patients. Before making any conclusions as to

the role of adrenal products in nephritis a good test for

the substance must be found. At present it can only be
said that the blood serum and the urine of nephritics
contain more mydriatic substances than the like fluids

of healthi' individuals.

French and Italian Journals.

Mixed Tumors of the Uterus.—P. Peuch and G.
Massabuau describe mixed tumors of the uterus as
occurring like hydatid moles, hanging in the vagina
with a pedicle reaching up into the uterus. They con-
sist for the most part of coimective tissue, fibrous,

my.xomatous, sarcomatous, and adipose tissue, and un-
striped muscular fibers, all of which are related to the
tissues of the organ. There are two heterogeneous tis-

sues found in them, striped muscle and cartilage, which
is generally hyaline and found in patches. The symp-
toms are hemorrhage, leucorrhea, and pain, with sense
of weight. The best theory to account for their ex-

istence is that they are embryomas, since from some
part of the urogenital canal any one of these tissues

may develop. The evolution of these tumors is like

the malignant growths. They end in death from
cachexia when left to themselves. When removed they
recur easily and quickly and may give rise to metas-
tases at a distance. Operation, to be successful, must be
complete, abdominal hysterectomy being preferred.

—

Gazette de Gynccologie, May 15, 1908.

Chronic Appendicitis in Children.—J. Comby finds

that appendicitis in cliildren is comparatively frequent, and
is essentially a chronic disease which may have existed

for a long time with insignificant and vague symptoms
before the acute attack caused a diagnosis to be made.

It occurs in well nourished children who have a hereditary

predisposition to the disease, and in cachectic children who
have been subject to intestinal and gastric troubles all their

lives. Another class of patients is that in which adenoids,

tonsillitis, and nasal troubles, v.-ith enlargements of the

cervical glands are frequent. It is frequently associated

with cyclic vomiting and mucomembranous colitis. The
chief symptoms are indigestion, lack of appetite, pains in

the abdomen, and constipation. Intestinal catarrh may
exist instead. Infectious diseases are very apt to cause

attacks of appendicitis. The differential diagnosis

has to be made from enterocolitis, hepatic and renal

colic, movable kidney, and dysmennorrhea and

ovarian troubles in young girls. Many surgeons
claim that an operation in the interval is de-

manded in all cases. For the milder cases rest,

attention to the diet, and to the bowels is in order,

as some cases become cured by sclerotic changes.

—

Le
Bulletin Medical, June 10, 1908.

Corrosive Sublimate Applied Without Pain.—Apple-
man (American Medicine) states that when solutions of

mercuric bichloride are made with normal salt solution

instead of water, they do not cause the slightest pain when
applied to the nnicous membranes.
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The Common Sense of the AIilk Question. By John

Spargo, Author of "The Bitter Cry of the Qiildren,"
etc. New York : The Macmillan Company, 1908.

Mr. Spargo's book is an attempt to acquaint the general
reader with the problem of the relation of the public
milk supply to the public health. He very properly says
that there are no mysteries in this problem that are be-
yond the comprehension of an intelligent layman ; a thor-
ough acquaintance, on the other hand, with the questions
and difficulties involved is the best preparation for an in-

telligent attitude in the matter. As an introduction to

the main body of the work, Mr. Spargo writes of "The
rise in the value of babies" which has taken place with
the course of time, and of the reasons for the failure of
many mothers to provide the natural and best food for
their infants, namely breast milk. Cow's milk as the best
substitute is then considered and the various and devious
ways in which this article of food suffers deterioration and
adulteration while on the way from the cow's udder to

the baby's mouth are fully presented. The summary of
the problem is then stated, its expression being found in

a few phrases ; dirty milk, high infant mortality as a con-
sequence, the great economic and political difficulties in

the path of improving the situation. As a remedy for the
evils Mr. Spargo proposes many far-reaching measures,
among them the establishment of a "National Milk Re-
form Association"; rigid enforcement of certain stand-
ards of cleanliness and purity; infants' milk depots; the
elimination of tuberculosis from the dairy herds ; the edu-
cation of mothers in the principles of milk hygiene, etc.

This brief summary of the book's contents show that it

is of interest both to the general reader and to the phy-
sician, who, above all, ought to have an intelligent opinion
in the matters discussed.

The Every-Day Diseases of Children and Their Ra-
Tio.N'AL Treatment. By George H. Chandler, M.D.
Chicago : The Clinic Publishing Co., 1907.

To those who are interested in the subject, this book
may be welcomed as a practical expression of the
efficacy of alkaloidal therapeutics in the treatment of
the diseases of children. The arrangement and classi-

fication of the text are practically the same as in

other works on pediatrics. Very little space is given
to a consideration of diagnosis and prognosis, most
of the work being devoted to therapeutics, especially to

alkaloidal treatment. Like most members of this school
of therapeutics, the author is a firm believer in the power
of drugs to curtail disease. In speaking of the treatment
of varicella, a disease which is self-limited, and whose
treatment is simply symptomatic, the author, after advising
the administration of a cathartic, says: "Calcium sulphide
and arsenic sulphide are the two main remedies ; the ad-
ministration of gr. 1/3 of calcium sulphide every two
hours and gr. 1/67 of arsenic sulphide after each meal
checking the disease within four days. The papules cease
to appear, the few vesicles shrink and rapidly dry up, and
normal conditions are reestablished."

Diagnostico y Tratamiento de las Enfermedades de las
VfAS Urinarias, por Alberto Suarez de Mendoza, Pro-
fessor de Enfermedades de las Vias Urinarias en la

Facultad de Medicina de Madrid. I\Iadrid : Perlado,
Paez y Ca., 1908.

Although his book is modestly offered as "elementary
lessons," Professor Suarez de Mendoza covers the field of
genitourinary diseases as exhaustively as is possible in 778
large quarto pages and 12 pages of an excellently made
index. The general plan of the book follows that of
Guyon's Maladies des Voies Urinaires, without, however,
for that reason lacking in originality of presentation. As
is proper in a te.xt-book for medical students and junior
practitioners, the author avoids polemics and consequently
omits, without doing violence to facts as he observes tliem,

minor points, such as for instance, the discussion of pri-

ority in metliods, instruments, etc. It is therefore readily
comprehensible that the author attributes a discarded form
of the Valentine urethroscope to Luys. Suarez de Men-
doza's attitude regarding the treatment of gonorrhea by
irrigations is shown (p. 277) as follows: "Tens of thou-
sands of patients in Spain have been treated and cured
by this method. None other is employed in the San Juan
de Dios where it was introduced ten years ago by Pro-
fessor Sanz Bombin." The author most profitably and
interestingly emphasizes the genitourinary conditions that

may simulate other diseases, such as intermittent fever,

gastroenterological conditions from dyspepsia to most ob-
stinate constipation or diarrhea, joint diseases, neuralgias,

rheumatism, etc. He shows, by most fascinatingly related
histories, how readily they subside, as the genitourinary

affection is relieved. The second to the seventh lessons
of this work are devoted essentially to disturbances in

urination and their pathological significance. The force-
fulness of his presentations are well demonstrated by lines

which lie emphasizes as follows: "When pollakiuria
evinces itself as intensely at night as it does during the
day, the existence of pyelonephritis must be sought" (p.

17), "....as Heister said, 'in case of retention there is no
choice except to urinate or die'" (p. 21). In the treat-

ment of urinary incontinence of children that has resisted
the usual methods (p. 35) Suarez de Mendoza enthusias-
tically endorses Cathelin's epidural injections (fully de-
tailed in the Medical Record, September 26, 1903). In
his study of anuria the author relates the case of a woman
whom he successfully operated upon on the tenth day of
suppression. Fie further recites that hysterical anuria may
last fifteen days and more without danger. He warns the
student, however, that persistent apyretic anuria presages
death. The author's differentiations of the hematurias are
most clearly presented. As an aid to urethral irrigations

Suarez de Mendoza offers a double cannula, destined to
avoid penetration of solutions into the bladder. He also

describes a sterilizer for catheters and bougies, devised by
him, that acts as a case for these instruments as well. It

is singular that our author, striving to "render unto
Caesar," neglects to give Piffard credit for his small but
important meatometer, which he describes and illustrates

without mentioning its originator. It is regrettable that

the space which can be allowed so generally admirable a
work prohibits consideration of the parts devoted to major
genitourinary surgery. The hope is justifiable that this

important work will find a translator for the benefit of
those who do not read Spanish.

Nursing the Insane. By Clara Barrus, M.D., Woman
Assistant Physician in the IMiddletown State Homeopath-
ic Hospital, Middletown, N. Y. New York : The Mac-
millan Company, 1908.

Published in April, 1908, this is one of the latest books
on nursing the insane. It is also one of the most com-
plete. The asylum woman physician comes into close

contact with both the attendant and the insane patient

;

and, at the beginning, her services were utilized, per-

haps, more as a head trained nurse than as a physician.

This early enforced experience has been of service to
both physician and attendant, in many ways, and reacted

to the benefit of the patient. An intimate knowledge of
practical necessities in nursing and care of the insane
seems to be reflected in this book ; and from it the asylum
nurse may gain many valuable practical suggestions both
in regard to nursing and management of the insane, and
to the more common medical and surgical conditions aris-

ing in any community ; but she may also obtain consider-

able information respecting the insanity laws and customs
of New York State. We are glad to note that but little

space is devoted to psychology. Many useful hints are
given in the moral (or mental) treatment of the insane.

There are no chapters on anatomy or physiology. Theory,,

in fact, gives way to practice throughout the book.
Homeopathic practice, per se, does not obtrude itself.

Practice of Medicine for Nurses. A Text-book for
Nurses and Students of Domestic Science, and a Hand-
book for all those who care for the sick. By George
Howard Hoxie, A.M., M.D., Professor of Internal Medi-
cine in the University of Kansas ; Superintendent of the
Eleanor Taylor Bell Memorial Hospital, Kansas City.

With a Chapter on the Technique of Nursing by Pe:arjl

L. Lapt.^d, Principal of the Training School for Nurses
of the University of Kansas. Philadelphia and London

:

W. B. Saunders Company, 1908.

The literature of nursing is increasing rapidly. Text-
books are appearing on every branch of medicine and sur-
gerj-, devoted to tlie needs (or supposed needs) of nurses.

The present volume is on the Practice of Medicine, and
covers the ground quite satisfactorily. But occasionally
material is introduced which cannot in any way concern
the nurse. For example, in the chapter on Malaria, we
find : "The diagnosis of malaria, therefore, depends on
finding these organisms in the blood ; and without such
finding a diagnosis of malaria is simply guess-work. It

is necessary, therefore, for any physician who would di-

agnose malaria to have access to a high-power micro-
scope, and be able to use the modern methods of staining

the blood for examination." Again, in the same chapter:
"We would reiterate the necessity of using a microscope to
determine whether or not the patient ill with chills and
fever has really malaria." Diagnosis is not within the
province of the nurse. There is a useful chapter on the
care of the patient and the sickroom, by a nurse (Pearl
L. LaptadV The book contains much that will be of ser-

vice to those for whom it was written.
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B'nmty ISppurts.

NEW YORK ACADEMY OF MEDICINE.

Slated Meeting, Held April 16, 1908.

The President, Dr. John A. Wyeth, in the Chair.

The Pathological Changes in the Thyroid Gland as

Related to the Varying Symptoms in Graves' Disease,

Based on the Pathological Findings in 275 Cases of

Exophthalmic Goiter.—Dr. Louis B. Wilson of Roches-

ter, Minn., read this paper, illustrating it with lantern slide

projections and stereoscopic views. The material for his

paper was obtained from operations and autopsies on cases

of hyperthyroidism (exophthalmic goiter) in St. Mary's

Hospital, Rochester, Minn. All specimens were brought

immediately from the operating room to the laboratory,

usually within ten minutes after they were removed, and

examined fresh and then placed in fixatives. The histol-

ogy of each case was carefully reviewed from all the prep-

arations at hand, and notes made according to a formula

compiled from the reports of previous observers. While

this review was in progress every care was taken to ex-

clude all knowledge of the clinical histories of the cases

in order that there might be no clinical bias entering into

the pathological estimate. As the work progressed it was

found that certain pathological pictures were repeating

themselves with monotonous frequency. When the e.>:-

aminations were completed these pictures were found to

present cases forming four large natural groups, and there

was little trouble in arranging the remainder of the cases

so as to form connecting groups between the large and

more striking ones. On the basis of this grouping, which

was from the study of the sepcimens alone, and on the

working hypothesis that Graves' symptoms arose from in-

creased absorption of thyroid secretion, Dr. Wilson ven-

tured to make a conjecture of the probable clinical history

of each case. This was an attempt to determine in as

unbiased a manner as possible, whether or not there ex-

isted any definite relationship between the varying patho-

logical changes in the thyroid gland and the varying symp-

toms in Graves' disease. The cases were grouped from

a pathological standpoint into two series : Series i, those

showing marked increase of the total number of paren-

chyma cells within given alveoli, and these were divided

into four groups, according to the development of the

process. Series 2, those showing an increased number of

alveoli only without extra alveolar increase, and these

were divided into four parallel groups in a similar manner.

Dr. Wilson said that, while their cases were too few to

draw positive conclusions, yet so far as they went, one

would seem to be warranted in making the following

tentative statements, from the clinical standpoint:

1. Very early acute cases showed pathologically hyper-

emia and cellular hyperplasia, if not throughout the gland,

at least in much of it, provided, of course, the more en-

larged lobe had been removed.

2. Later acute, moderate, severe, and very severe cases

showed greater parenchyma increase, and in many in-

stances evidence of increased absorbable secretion.

Speaking broadly, the parenchyma increase was in direct

proportion to the intensity of the symptoms. The rela-

tively few variations from the rule might be accounted for

by the varying resisting power of different individuals.

Where relatively small amounts of absorbable secretion

were found in alveoli whose walls were crowded with

actively functionating cells, they must assume that the

secretion had already been absorbed. In fact it would

seem a necessary conclusion that in any gland with a

given amount of secreting parenchyma, the less secretion

found in its alveoli at any given moment, the greater the

amount that had been absorbed. In regard to the secre-

tion, both the histologist and the chemist w^ere measuring

only the complement of that portion which had been ab-

sorbed, and which was directly responsible for the symp-
toms.

3. Cases in which clinically there was any remission of
toxic symptoms, showed somewhere within the gland more
or less evidence of decreased function in the exfoliation

or flattening of parenchyma cells, or of decreased absorp-

tion, by the presence of thick gelatinous stainable secre-

tion, so-called "colloid."

4. Cases which have recovered from their toxic symp-
toms, and were now principally suffering from long

previously acquired heart or nerve lesions showed exfoli-

ated or flattened, nonsecreting epithelium and large quan-
tities of well-stained thick gelatinous nonabsorbable col-

loid. In this class of cases it would seem as futile to

search for previous causative parenchyma increase as to

look for diphtheria membrane in the throat of a patient

suffering from postdiphtheritic paralysis. As for the thick

gelatinous colloid itself, it was difficult to conceive of its

ever being absorbable, but that, even in the thyroids of

healthy individuals, it was but the retained complement,

degenerated probably, or the absorbed portion of the secre-

tion. Its presence in large amounts in any thyroid would
seem to bear a similar relation to secretion and excretion

by the gland, as the retained urine in a hydronephrosis

did to secretion and excretion by the urinary apparatus.

5. The recently developed very mild or the moderately

mild cases of long standing were almost always patho-

logically adenomata, in which, while there was some total

parenchyma increase by the multiplication of alveoli, there

was not greatly increased functionating power of the indi-

vidual parenchyma cells. Goiter of the adenoma type

apparently passed through the same changes of hyper-

trophy and degeneration as those of the adenopapilloma

type.

6. Simple goiter should be regarded as multiple reten-

tion cysts filled witli nonabsorbable secretion, cell detri-

tus, etc.

The Surgical Aspects of Exophthalmic Goiter.—Dr.

William S. Halsted of Baltimore recalled some experi-

ments on dogs in producing hypertrophy of the thyroid

gland, and gave a blackboard demonstration of what took

place in the dog's thyroid. The dog might present the

typical gland of exophthalmic goiter, and yet give no
evidences of the disease. It was a very difficult matter to

interpret in every case precisely what the clinical symp-
toms would be. He agreed in the main with all that Dr.

Wilson had said. A patient might present himself with

quite a large parenchymatous goiter which did not pre-

sent the gross lobulations that appeared in the colloid

variety. There might be slight exophthalmic symptoms,

but no exophthalmos ; again, there might be nervousness,

tachycardia, and large goiter. Although this was not a

colloid goiter in the ordinary sense of the word, still the

patients would state that the symptoms began with the

appearance of the goiter. Such a goiter was not what
was generally understood as Basedow's. There were

various forms of goiter. There was one form which

grew quite large—almost as large as the largest Dr. Wil-

son showed—and yet presenting mild symptoms. This

was not the pure type of exophthalmic goiter. It was
interesing to note that one might meet with an exophthal-

mic goiter which had been engrafted upon an ordinary

colloid goiter ; and then the reverse might obtain. With
regard to operation, it might be a partial one, such as the

ligation of the arteries, or the removal of portions of the

gland or lobe ; or one might do a lobectomy, or excision

of one lobe. In this latter operation one should be careful

not to injure the parathyroids or the circulation. To
avoid injuring the parathyroids the subscapular operation

was to be preferred with some modifications. The opera-

tion should be as bloodless as possible. The inferior or

recurrent lary!igeal nerve should not be injured, nor

should it be caught in the ligature. Dr. Halsted preferred
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using catgut ligature because, if this nerve was caught,

it would be liberated when the catgut was absorbed, and

so have its function restored. Transplantation of the

parathyroids could now be done, and with success. As a

result of the work done in Baltimore, he thought they

were justified in placing the parathyroids back in the

same human being; but whether we were justified in

asking another human to give up the parathyroid, with

or without moneyed consideration, he said he was not now

prepared to say. Last winter he found a man who was

willing to give up his parathyroids. This man was to

be operated on because of a tumor, a IjTuphangioma of

the neck. The tumor was removed, and then, to their

surprise, as well as their keen disappointment, they found

no parathyroid, only a small projection at the angle of the

jugular and subclavian veins. Never before in animal

or man had they failed to locate the parathjToids. Dr.

Halsted then gave a blackboard demonstration of the

method of transplanting the parathyroids. If one in-

cluded Basedow's disease, adenoma, cysts with sjonptoras

of exophthalmic goiter, there were probably in Baltimore

170 cases, all told, of exophthalmic goiter. Until last

winter they had had but one death as the result of the

operation for exophthalmic goiter. They had cured a

very few cases, and probably had as many as four or

five perfect cures. As a rule, the results of the operation

for exophthalmic goiter were good, and many patients

had been enabled to return to their usual avocations.

Some Considerations of Exophthalmic Goiter from

the Medical Standpoint.—Dr. Alfred Stengel of Phila-

delphia read ibis paper. He said that it practitioners were

able to have the gland removed in every case it would be

easier to reach reliable conclusions as to the pathology

in all varieties of this disease than had thus far been

possible. The present day views of the pathological

anatomy of this disease were based upon studies of glands

obtained from cases of more or less abnormal character,

with established and long-standing changes in the structure

of the thyroid. There were cases in which goiter oc-

curred with sjTuptoms of hyperthyroidism, in which re-

covery, either spontaneous or under treatment, might

occur within a short time. When the symptoms were pro-

nounced, one was not in much doubt as to the propriety

of calling the disease Graves' disease, but when there

was only moderate enlargement of the gland, and the

evidences of hyperthyroidism were but ill-developed, great

difficulty was encountered in making a diagnosis. Tempo-

rary eiilargement of the thyroid gland was known to

occur from very trivial causes, such as menstruation,

pregnancy, and emotional conditions. One could not es-

cape the conviction that in many of these cases the

enlargement was simple congestion. There were other

conditions in which there was more persistent enlarge-

ment of the gland without marked functional eflFects.

Among these conditions anemia, especially chlorosis, cir-

culatory disorders, and nervous conditions were notable,

(i) Anemia.—If one examined a series of cases in ad-

vanced chlorosis, enlargement of the thyroid would be

encountered in a large proportion. There might also be

tremor, palpitation, rapidity of the heart action, fullness

of the eyes, etc., and yet these symptoms might be nothing

else than the result of the anemia. In some cases the

symptoms were so marked that one could not avoid the

conclusion that they were the result of hyperthyroidism.

The difference between these two groups might be one

of degree only. (2) Circulatory Disorders.—In mitral

disease and in some other forms of cardiac hyposystole

vvith venous congestion some enlargement of the thyroid

gland was not infrequent. Two groups of cases might

be distinguished here also. A large class in which symp-

toms of hyperthyroidism were not demonstrable though

cardiac irregularity and rapidity, tremors, sweating, and

even fullness in the eyes might be present as the result

of the circulatory derangement. In the second group,

pronounced symptoms of hyperthyroidism appeared.

(3) Nervous Conditions.—Emotional disturbances were

known to occasion some enlargement of the thyroid gland

in certain persons. The symptoms of fear in many re-

spects bore a resemblance to Graves' disease; medical

literature contained a number of instances of acute Graves'

disease resulting from fright, and terminating in rapid

death, or in a chronic form of the disease. The mode of

termination might be significant of the different grades

of severity of the disorder of the thyroid gland and of

the whole organism, or of different degrees of resistance.

Spontaneous cure or rapid recovery under ordinary treat-

ment was evidence of the nonexistence of any serious

lesion. In clinical experience, difiSculty might arise in

reaching a conclusion as to the significance of thyroid

enlargement and the associated symptoms in organic as

well as functional nervous states. He recalled a recent

case of dementia prjecox in which there was distinct

thyroid enlargement and some suggestive symptoms of

Graves' disease. He also spoke of a case of Landry's

paralysis in which symptoms of Graves' disease preceded

the final development of symptoms and death. Such

cases made it difficult to escape the conviction that the

thyroidal phenomena were merely secondary, and not to be

interpreted as acute Graves' disease. The discussion of

these doubtful cases was important for the following

reasons: (i) Because some patients with temporary and

mild hyperthyroidism recovered spontaneously. (2) Be-

cause in estimating the seriousness of the disease and its

amenability to treatment such mild cases should be taken

into account. (3) Because in attempting a classification

that would be of use in directing proper treatment these

cases should be distinguished from cases of true Graves'

disease. Much difference of opinion existed among the

profession as to the curability of the disease, and this

was in all probability due to the fact that some included

these doubtful cases and others did not. Statistics gave

little light upon the subject. The truest estimation of

the seriousness of the disease might be obtained by deter-

mining the frequency of recover}'. Ord and Mackenzie

stated that in about 50 per cent, of the cases complete

recovery would eventually take place. No such flattering

statistics could be made if one took only the cases of

Graves' disease seen in the hospital wards. The question

as to what data could be depended upon in distinguishing

between the milder cases of hyperthyroidism and Graves'

disease proper might be answered by saying that the char-

acter of the thyroid enlargement and the other clinical mani-

festations be considered and that the associated diseases,

such as anema. circulatory disorders, nervous conditions,

and antecedent history be taken into account. In regard

to previous history, he said that many instances of Graves'

disease possibly had their origin in the milder conditions

alluded to, which had been allowed to remain uncorrected,

and also to various acute infections. The importance of

referring to these cases was that the thyroid condition

might readily be overlooked, and he thought the alert

clinician should detect thyroid diseases in their incipiency

and correct them. Dr. Stengel then referred to symptoms

that were less commonly discussed, such as the occur-

rence of lymphocytosis and the condition of the blood.

His persona! experience was that not much reliance could

be placed upon the occurrence of IjTnphocj'tosis. In some

cases enlargement of the lymphatic glands in the neck

was met with, but his experience would not justify him

in placing any reliance upon this as a diagnostic point.

He could not place any reliance upon the enlargement of

the thymus gland, although this condition was of regular

occurrence. General adynamia and gastrointestinal sjrmp-

toms were generally of more importance than was sup-

posed. In doubtful cases these points might aid in mak-

ing a diagnosis. Palpitation of the heart and tremor

occurred so often in other conditions that their diagnostic

value was not very great. Clinicians recognized that
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Graves' disease was secondary to other thyroid diseases.

The practitioner had to deal wiUi three important types

of Graves' disease: (l) Cases of moderate enlargement

of the thyroid gland with mild symptoms of hyperthy-

roidism, occurring in either constitutional, circulatory, or

nervous conditions, and which usually got well. (,2) Typi-

cal cases of hyperthyroidism associated with fixed organic

changes in the thyroid gland. These were cases of classi-

cal Graves' disease, and recovery might, or might not,

result from proper medical or surgical treatment. (3) Cases

of long standing goiter or other thyroidal diseases in

which symptoms of Graves' disease supervened. Such

cases belonged to the domain of surgery.

Stated Meeting, Held May 7, 1908.

The Gibbs Memorial Prize.—The Committee on the

Edward X. Gibbs ^lenioriai Prize announced that it would

not award the prize this year. At the suggestion of the

Committee, the Board of Trustees made a gift of $500 for

the essay by Dr. Xorman E. Ditman of New York City.

An Old and Valuable Gift.—A mortar and pestle
were offered and accepted by the Academy. They had

been used by Dr. Daniel W hitehead Kissam, who was

born at Manhasset, Long Island, March 23, 1763. He
graduated from the University at Oxford, and his med-

ical education was under the supervision of Dr. Richard

Bayley.

Lack of Accommodation for the Advanced Tubercu-

lous Patients.—Dr. L. R. \\'illi.\.\is. Chairman of the

Section on Public Health, under whose auspices this meet-

ing was held, said that at a meeting of the Section on

Public Health, held on April 14, 1908, Robert \V. Hebberd,

Commissioner of Charities, spoke very forcibly of the

overcrowding existing in institutions for tuberculous cases

under the care of the Department of Public Charities. In

1905 there were admitted to the Metropolitan Hospital

Tuberculosis Infirmary, 2.929 patients; in 1906, 2,531; in

1907, 2,798; the highest number during these three years,

1905. 1906, and 1907, was 640 on November 20, 1907. The
greatest number of patients in the hospital at any one

time during the present year was 801 on March 26. These

figures were for a building meant to accommodate not

over 680 patients, in a building originally erected for the

care of the insane. In March, 1908. 121 patients slept on

the floor. Commissioner Hebberd spoke of the possibility

of removing the workhouse from Blackwell's Island and

having it made available for tuberculous patients. In the

discussion Dr. Alfred Meyer told of a waiting list of 41

at Montefiore Home and of 25 at the Bedford Sanitarium.

Dr. Cauldwell and Dr. Shively spoke of the overcrowding

at St. Joseph's Hospital. Dr. Frissell spoke of the over-

crowding at Seton and Dr. Miller of the continuous num-
ber of applicants for the tuberculosis ward at Bcllevuo

Hospital. Dr. Billings had since reported that there were

144 patients on the waiting list for Riverside and 74 names
on the waiting list for Otisville. With these facts in

mind, the Section on Public Health passed the following

resolution

:

"Realizing the fact that the total number of tuberculosis

cases in this city is steadily increasing and that there

has been no marked increase in the number of beds for

tuberculous cases, and that the overcrowding now existin?

in several institutions in this city is a wrong to the

sick poor, as well as a disgrace to the community.
"Be it resolved, that the Section on Public Health re-

spectfully request the Council of the Academy of Medicine

to bring this matter before the next meeting of the Acad-
emy of Medicine."

This resolution was substantiated by the fact that in 1900

there were 11.927 cases of tuberculosis reported in Greater

New York, with 8.T=;4 deaths, and in 1907 there were 19.-

723 reported, with 8,199 deaths. In consideration of the

above facts the following was voted

:

"Be it resolved that the Academy of Medicine deplore

this great lack of accommodation for advanced tuberculosis

cases in this city and earnestly request the Board of

Estimate and Apportionment to take the proper steps to

relieve this immediate need.

"Be it further resolved, that a copy of the above state-

ment of facts, with this resolution, be sent to the ilayor.

Comptroller, and President of the Board of Aldermen."
These resolutions took the usual course.

Possible Sources of Typhoid Fever in Nevir York City.

—Dr. Walter Bensel, Sanitary Superintendent of the

City of New York, read this paper, which was followed

by lantern slide pictures. He said that for some years the

Department of Health, through its inspectors, had been
making investigations into the possible sources of infec-

tion in each case of typhoid fever reported to the depart-

ment, and the further they went the more were they im-

pressed with the utter unreliability of any statistics based
upon such investigations. In 1907, in the City of New
York, there were reported 4,076 cases of typhoid fever.

Of these the result of the investigation would seem to

show that 663 were due to contaminated drinking water,

576 to contaminated milk, 113 to contaminated oysters, 294
to direct exposure to other cases, 866 contracted the dis-

ease out of town, and in 1,564 the source of the infection

was not even open to surmise. He said he wished it to be
understood that his remarks were in no sense a criticism of

the department in making the investigations. There could

be no question that typhoid fever could be caused only by
the entrance of typhoid bacilli into the mouths of non-
immune persons. The point for the sanitarian therefore

was that the prevention of typhoid lay in the disinfection

of infected excretions and materials from cases of typhoid,

and in the protection of food and w-ater supplies from
contamination by excreta. The most striking evidence

that typhoid was largely spread by contaminated drinking

water was shown by the fact that in any community the

death rate from typhoid declined in direct proportion to

the introduction of proper protection of the water supply.

In Massachusetts, since 1901, 90 per cent, of the inhab-

itants had been supplied by water under public control, an

amount of protection provided by no other State in the

Union. The water supply of New York City was most
complex : the Croton watershed for Manhattan and the

Bronx, the Bryan watershed and the product of a private

company, together with some private wells, for ^he Bronx

;

the Ridgewood system, New Utrecht, and Gravesend sta-

tions, belonging to the city, and eight private water com-
panies and other private wells supplied the Borough of

Brooklyn; the Long Island City, Flushing, College Point,

and Wjiitestore plants, together with five private com-
panies and numberless private wells, supplied the Borough
of Queens; the Municipal plant at Tottenville, and two
private water companies, together with many private wells,

supplied the Borough of Richmond. Constant supervision

of all these various sources was maintained by the Depart-

ment of Water Supply and the Department of Health,

both by analyses and by inspection, and many instances

of pollution had been found and eradicated. He then

recalled some interesting facts regarding the outbreak of

typhoid in the town of Katonah, as well as in the town
of Plymouth. Pa. In the latter outbreak, in 1885, a single

case of typhoid fever occurring on the watershed resulted

in thirty days in 1,100 cases among a population of 8,000.

Instances of this kind had been numerous, and showed
how readily typhoid might be spread by means of a con-

taminated water supply. To show how necessary it was
to investigate very thoroughly before assuming that milk

was the carrier of infection, the outbreak of typhoid fever

in the Borough of Brooklyn, in the year 1905, might be

cited. Investigation of 941 of these cases showed that in

244, or 38.7 per cent., the milk supply came from one large

company. Further investigation was necessary to show
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that this same company supplied milk to a very large num-

ber of persons all over the City of New York, and that

in other boroughs of the city the proportion of cases oc-

curring among their patrons was only 7 per cent. Still

further, it was found that this company actually supplied

about 75 per cent, of the total amount of milk consumed

in Brooklyn. It seemed reasonable to believe, therefore,

that the milk had absolutely nothing to do with infection

in these cases. Many instances have been found of oyster

beds in polluted waters and much evidence was shown

that the oysters were "fattened" in badly polluted streams.

Every dealer now had to state the source from which he

obtained the oysters and during this coming summer in-

vestigations would be made of these sources, and wherever

there seemed to be danger through pollution of the water

in which the oysters were grown, or through pollution of

the waters where the oysters were freshened or fattened,

the dealer would be compelled to discontinue that particular

source of his product or his permit would be revoked and

he would not be permitted to carry on his business in the

city. While it was without doubt a fact that many oyster

beds could be found in polluted waters of New York

City that contained sewage contamination, it was also a

fact that 90 per cent, of the total of oysters used in New
York for food purposes came from points outside of those

from which all the tests were made. He said there could

be no question concerning the danger of possible contam-

ination of oysters, but that such contamination was wide-

spread might be seriously doubted. Green vegetables, if

washed in polluted water, might be a source of typhoid

fever, but such cases were very few. Contaminated water,

whether taken in as drinking water, or possibly contam-

inating in its turn milk or fresh vegetables, seemed to be

the main carrier of typhoid. Constant inspection and

supervision of New York City's water supply could not

possibly reduce the danger of such contamination to a

minimum. In addition to inspection, filtration of the whole

city's water supply was undoubtedly essential.

Dr. E. G. Janew..\y said that he was a member of the

committee appointed to investigate the source of water

supply to this city, and saw conditions similar to those

described by Dr. Bensel. He went to Albany and pointed

out the existence of these conditions, but no good resulted

from the information he gave the members of the Legis-

lature. The Deaf and Dumb Asylum had many outbreaks

of typhoid fever, and in 1868 Professor Metcalf asked him

to investigate 60 or 70 cases. Dr. Janeway found that

there were half a dozen cases of pure typhoid, and the

others had aborted. In other words, there were two

kinds of typhoid ; one the ordinary typhoid fever as they

knew it ; the other, a typhoid that ran a course of from

three to ten days, and then ceased. The Board of Health

investigated this and the question arose, where did it come

from? Steps were taken to improve the sewage and

drainage. The next outbreak in this institution was found

to be due to an eroded vent pipe. When Dr. Janeway was

Commissioner of Health there occurred another outbreak,

and this time the disease was very limited. The source of

contamination was found to be from an infected well. Five

hundred feet from the hospital was the only pump there.

The drain pipe was dug up and no source of leakage

could be found. They then took a solution of lithium

chloride and poured it into the hospital drain. The chem-

ist of the Board of Health examined the water in the well

six hours afterwards spectroscopically, and the lithium

chloride was noted, showing contamination of the water

supply. Dr. Janeway also told of an institution of learn-

ing that had an outbreak of typhoid fever, and it was inter-

esting to note that in the first six cases the persons had

their meals together, although they did not live together.

It was found that there was a well within forty feet of a

cesspool where the excreta were thrown ; there was there

a girl ill with typhoid fever. There occurred in that in-

stitution some thirty cases. A new water supply stopped

the outbreak. A great thing that concerned us in tlie study

of the source of typhoid fever was the water. The water

in this city for the past six or eight months had been

remarkably clear ; but there had been times when there

seemed to be danger even in bathing in it, it was so dirty.

If New York City had a filtration plant, if it did not ruin

the city, it would be a good thing. But New York City's

financial situation was something awful, it being in debt

seven hundred millions of dollars, almost equal to the

national debt. Therefore, they must plan the work in a

more economical way, and they should think about filtra-

tion in the future. The burden of supplying water should

be on the shoulders of those people using the water.

Dr. A. Seiuert believed that the chief carrier of typhoid

infection was the water drank, the same in this as in other

countries. Some years ago he made a comparison of the

typhoid fever mortality of New York City for ten years,

from 1890 to 1900, with that of the Prussian army, and the

curve resulting from the study of the one could not be

told from the other. The sameness between the two

curves showed something in common, and this he believed

to be the temperature. A filtration plant should be estab-

lished in this city. Seventy per cent, of the cases of ty-

phoid fever in cities was due to an infected water supply.

So soon as the filtration plant was established, it had been

found in other cities, the mortality dropped from one in

eight thousand to one in twenty thousand. This was the

drop in Hamburg, Breslau, and other cities. Dr. Seibert

said that years ago he had listened to a paper by Dr.

Bensel regarding the typhoid infected oyster, and he had

not eaten one since.

Dr. Jonathan M. Wainwright of Scranton, Pennsylva-

nia, after referring to the typhoid epidemic of Scranton,

said that he did not believe that the typhoid in New York

City was due to its water supply, and the institution of a

filtration plant would not cut down the number of cases.

In the Scranton epidemic it was learned that to a large

extent typhoid fever was a directly communicable disc«se.

In their epidemic the directly communicable cases ran from

zo to 40 per cent. He believed the time would come when

typhoid fever would be looked upon as a communicable

disease, as measles and scarlet fever were looked upon

to-day, and the health boards should so consider it.

Dr. William H. Park said that Dr. Bensel had shown

only the bad points regarding the Croton Water shed, and

had neglected to tell them of the good points. At present

more time was allowed for sedimentation than formerly.

Dr. Park referred to the epidemic of one year ago; about

March i, the number of cases rapidly jumped up in two

weeks, and this increase was confined entirely to Man-

hattan, and there seemed to be nothing to explain it. The

Croton dam was drained because it was found to be

covered with grass and shrubs, making the water offensive.

At that time the water ran rapidly through Croton lake

to New York City. It proved to him two things. First,

that the number of cases of typhoid was in a measure de-

pendent upon the rapidity of the water flow to this city;

the faster the flow, the more cases. Second, it made him

believe that Croton water did give some typhoid. With

regard to Dr. Seibert's statement with respect to the num-

ber of cases increasing with the warm months of the year,

this he believes to be due to the growth of the bacilli ; the

typhoid bacilli died out very quickly in the cold months.

Typhoid fever should always be studied as Dr. Wain-

wright had studied the Scranton epidemic. There was no

doubt that there would occur a decrease in the number

of cases of typhoid fever when filteration plants were

installed. Cities like Albany, where such plants had been

introduced, were filtering bad water, but filtered bad water

was better of course than such water unfiltered. Oysters

in a bad condition made a good soil for the growth of

typhoid bacilli. Other things than water should be consid-
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ered in the spread of typhoid fever. Fly growth and typhoid

growth occurred together, and he had no doubt that some

cases of typhoid were caused by flies. Dr. Park then re-

ferred to the cook who, although apparently well, was

dangerous to the community in which she lived because

her feces contained at all times the typhoid bacilli. Some
people were persistent typhoid carriers. Three of four per

cent, of those who had had typhoid became typhoid car-

riers for life. As a result of this there were to-day in New-

York more typhoid carriers than there were cases of ty-

phoid fever.

Dr. John S. Thatcher said that it had been shown in

other cities that the municipal government could do much

in the way of improving its water supply. Years ago he

wrote a paper calling attention to the fact that typhoid

fever of cities came from the country in the main. Cities

had to be protected by working on the country cases, be-

cause it had been demonstrated that typhoid was more

prevalent in the rural than in the city districts. Cities

got it through the supply of milk, of fruits, vegetables,

people coming to the cities from the country, etc. There-

fore, it seemed to him that they should work to improve

the water supply, filtering the water, licensing the milk and

oyster dealers, and this must be supplemented by trying

to regulate the general hygiene of the people throughout

the rural districts. The fecal hygiene of the country must

be improved and we should attempt to educate the legis-

lators as well.

Mr. George S. Soper said he had been asked to be present

and throw some light upon the reason why typhoid fever

was more prevalent in some boroughs of New York than

in others, and why there were fifty per cent, more cases in

Brooklyn than in the Bronx. The borough of Queens was

the most unsanitary borough of the city. There was one

creek on Staten Island within three miles of the place

where seven million gallons of sewage were emptied. Then

again there were from three to six hundred bushels of

oysters in these waters. These oysters lose in weight and

substance by the process, becoming bloated rather than

fattened. He regretted that the Board of Health when it

passed a ordinance concerning the licensing of oyster

dealers, had not mentioned shell fish dealers as well. Clams

were as bad as oysters as disease carriers. A very large

quantity of clams came from polluted waters in a near-by

State. In that State no objection was made to sending

clams to New York. Six hundred thousand oysters were

produced annually in the vicinity of New York, and a large

number of these were contaminated. Filtration and im-

proving the water supply of cities had reduced the pre-

valence of typhoid fever only about fifty-thrte per cent, on

an average. In ten cities the typhoid rate averaged 28.5.

a very high typhoid rate. The rate for New York City was
8.1. For the whole country the rate was excessive and

this he considers a public shame. For this country the

rate was about four times what was found to obtain in

Europe. How should typhoid be prevented? No one, he

said, had mentioned the most simple measures, but forty

years ago Samuel Budd gave a method of eliminating

typhoid, and it was the only method by which the disease

could be suppressed ; that was, destroy the infectious na-

ture of the discharges so soon as produced.

Dr. L. R. Williams thought it would be wise to con-

sider the filtration plant for New York City at some future

time and, in the meantime, to mull over the situation and

report to the Academy the pro and con in the autumn.

He asked if it would not be feasible to appoint a commit-

tee to consider the filtration plant question for New York
City, that committee to report to the Academy in the

autumn.

The President thought this would be feasible and asked

for a motion to that effect. The motion was made, and

Dr. \\ yeth said he would name the Committee soon, and

that Dr. Williams would be appointed Chairman.

STATE BOARD EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.

Michigan State Board of Registration in Medicine.

Examinations at Detroit, May 25, 26, 27, igo8.

anatomy.

1. Give origin, course, and branches of the internal
ma.xillary artery.

2. Describe the thora.x (of the skeleton) as a whole.

3. Describe the thyroid gland as to (a) size, (b) situa-

tion, (c) structure, (rf) gross relation, {e) blood and
nerve supply.

4. Describe the duodenum as to (a) size, (ft) situation,

(c) structure, (d) relations, {e) blood supply.

5. Trace the second cranial nerve from its origin to

its distribution. (6) Describe briefly the structure of the
eyeball.

6. Describe the pelvis (as a whole). What variations
of form depend on sex, and what on age.

7. Describe the middle fossa of the base of the skull.

8. Describe the spleen under the following heads: (a)
size, (fc) situation, (c) form, (d) relations, (<?) support,

(/) blood supply, {g) nerve supply.

9. Describe the thoracic part of the sympathetic cord.

10. Describe the a.xillary artery, giving its relations,

naming and indicating briefly the distribution of its

branches.

HISTOLOGY and EMBRYOLOGY.

1. Describe the structure of a sweat gland.
2. Describe the formation of the blood.

3. Give in detail the method of preparing hemin crys-

tals.

4. Name the different kinds of connective tissue.

5. Describe medullated and nonmedullated nerve fibers.

PHYSIOLOGY.

1. Metabolism: (a) Define and give classification. (&)
Discuss the manifestation of cell life.

2. (a) What are the functions of the bile? (6) What
is the average quantity secreted daily, and what is the
function of the liver other than the secretion of bile.

3. (a) Give location of articulate speech, and (ft) men-
lion the various forms of asphasia.

4. What is meant by the "refracting apparatus" of the

eye, and what are the most common errors relating

thereto?

5. State the three -divisions of the organ of hearing
and give function of Eustachian tube.

6. What changes take place in the composition of the
blood as it passes through the kidneys?

7. What is meant by the term "inhibition"? Describe
its mechanism.

8. Mention and give function of some one large sys-

tem of veins beginning and ending in capillaries.

9. Blood: (a) Trace its course through the heart and
lungs, beginning at the right auricle. (6) Describe the

changes that take place.

10. What are reflex movements? Give classification and
laws governing same.

CHEMISTRY AND TOXICOLOGY.

1. What is a chemical formula? Give chemical formulae
for (a) nitric acid, {b) sulphuric acid, (c) phosphoric
acid. Give tests for each.

2. What is ozone; its properties; how recognized; its

influence on epidemic diseases? If air, which is rich with
ozone, is inhaled, what is the effect on the respiratory
organs.

3. What is dextrine? What is starch; how obtained,
and by what test can it be recognized ?

4. What are ptomains? Give symptoms and treatment
of ptomain poisoning.

5. What chemical tests are used for detecting the

presence of organic impurities in water?
6. What arc the properties and uses of carbolic acid?

How is it made? How would you treat a case of carbolic

acid poisoning?
7. What are the properties of arsenic? Of what use

is the antiseptic quality of arsenic? What is the antidote
for arsenic? How- prepared?

8. What are the properties of hydrocyanic acid? Give
symptoms and treatment of poisoning by same.

9. How is tartar emetic made? Give formula.
10. Name general properties of alkaloids. What are the

principal liquid alkaloids?

BACTERIOLOGY.

I. How would you determine, by bacteriological meth-
od, if a specimen of drinking water was pure?
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2. Describe the Bacillus anthracis.

3. What is a parasite? What is a saphrophyte?

4. Define a toxin, and an antitoxin. Explain the theory

of disease, and treatment by antitoxins.

5. What are mordants?

PATHOLOGY.

1. Explain metabolism in diabetes.

2. Name the causes of hemorrhage.

3. How are infarcts formed?
4. What is the role of the exudate in inflammation?
5. What is pathological regeneration?
6. Describe the formation of a dermoid cyst?

7. Give the pathological anatomy in acute yellow atrophy
of the liver.

8. Name the various forms of cancer of the stomach
in order of frequency.

9. How are toxins formed, and how destroyed or elim-

inated from the system?
10. What changes in the blood-vessels take place in

chronic interstitial nephritis?

IIEDIC.AL JURISPRUDENCE.

1. What is the difference between expert and ordinary
testimony?

2. How would you determine whether a wound found
on a dead body was inflicted before or after death?

3. Define abortion? When is it not a crime?

4. Define insanity from a medicolegal standpoint.

5. In a case of suspected poisoning, give detailed direc-

tions for preparing and transferring organs to the chemist
for examination. What organs should be sent?

EYE, EAR, NOSE, AND THROAT.

1. Iritis: give diagnosis and treatment.

2. Ophthalmia neonatorum : give cause, symptoms,
treatment, and prophylaxis.

3. Acute suppurative otitis media : give diagnosis and
treatment.

4. Epistaxis : give causes, and describe in detail its

treatment.

5. Edema of the glottis : give etiology, symptoms, and
treatment.

OBSTETRICS.

1. Describe the corpus luteum of pregnancy.
2. Describe the relation between ovulation and men-

struation.

3. Diagnosis of pregnancy.

4. Extrauterine pregnancy : symptoms, diagnosis, treat-

ment.

5. How would you diagnose a shoulder presentation,

and what would be your treatment?

GYNECOLOGY.

1. What is ectopic .gestation? Give methods of diag-

nosis and treatment.

2. Give causes of displacements of uterus, S}'mptoms,

and treatment.

3. Describe gonorrhea and its sequelae in the female.

4. Curette: Give indications for using as a means of

diagnosis ; method of using ; dangers of using.

5. Uterine hemorrhage : causes and treatment of each.

1. What is an abscess? Give pathology.

2. Define appendicitis, and give method of exact di-

agnosis.

3. Give the best treatment for appendicitis in usual

cases and in fulminating cases.

4. What is spina bifida? Give cause, pathology, and
treatment.

5. Describe the best method for the restoration of the

pelvic floor. Give technique.

6. In compound, comminuted fracture of the tibia, de-

scribe treatment fully.

7. In a gunshot wound through the head of the humer-
us, what would be your management? Give technique.

8. How would you treat a septic infection of the knee
joint? Describe fully.

9. Give diagnosis of chancre, chancroid, and herpetic

ulcer.

ID. Describe snakebite, its symptoms, pathology, and
treatment.

MATERIA MEDICA AND THERAPEUTICS.

1. Alention some of the temperature depressants; their

manner of action and tlieir doses.

2. What is the therapy of ergot? Mention some of its

preparations and their doses.

3. Give the physiological action of strychnine and its

toxicology.

4. Merition the methods by which medicines may be
adininistcrod.

5. What is the general rule for calculating doses for

children ?

PR.\CTICE OF MEDICINE.

(Including Neurology and Pediatrics.)

1. Describe intracranial pressures: causes, symptoms,
and treatment.

2. Differentiate between hysterical paralysis and para-

lysis from a spinal lesion.

3. Give causes, symptoms, physical diagnosis, and treat-

ment of acute croupous pneumonia.
4. Describe causes, tests, symptoms, and treatment of

typhoid fever.

5. Give causes of myocardial insufficiencies.

6. Diagnosis and treatment of pleuritic effusion.

7. Describe acute catarrhal jaundice and treatment.

8. What is vertigo? Give cause and treatment.

9. Differentiate between follicular tonsillitis and diph-

theria.

10. Give cause, symptoms, and treatment of enteroco-

litis in young children.

HYGIENE.
1. Define hygiene.
2. Tell how you would manage a case of typhoid fever

to prevent spread of infection.

3. What lower animals are carriers of diphtheritic poi-

son ? How manage cases of diphtheria to prevent spread

of contagion?
J, How stamp out typhoid fever?

5. How prevent spread of scarlet fever? Of measles?

.ANSWERS TO STATE BOARD EXAMINATION
QUESTIONS.

Michigan State Bo.\rd of Registration in Medicine.

E.vaininalions at Detroit, AJay 25, 26 and 27, 1908.

physiology.

1. (a) Metabolism is the entire series of changes that

occur in a cell or organism during the processes of nutri-

tion. It is of two kinds: (l) Assimilative, or constructive
(aiiabolisin) ; and (2) destructive ( catabolism).

(6) The manifestations of cell life are: (l) Irritability,

or power of responding to a stimulus; (2) power of move-
ment; (3) power of assimilation; (4) power of growth;

(S) power of excretion, and (6) power of reproduction.
2. (a) The functions of the bile are: (l) To assist in

the emulsification and saponification of fats; (2) to aid in

the absorption of fats; (3) to stimulate the cells of the
intestine to increased secretory activity, and so promote
peristalsis, and at the same time tend to keep the feces
moist; (4) to eliminate waste products of metabolism, such
as lecithin and cholcsterin

; (5) it has a slight action in

converting starch into sugar
; (6) it neutralizes the acid

chyme from the stomach and thus inhibits peptic digestion

;

(7) it has very feeble antiseptic action.

(b) The average quantity of bile secreted in twenty-four
hours varies from about 500 c.c. to 900 c.c.

The fimctians of the liver other than the secretion of
bile are: (i) The formation of glycogen, (2) the forma-
tion of urea and uric acid, (3) the manufacture of heat,
and (4) the conversion of poisonous and harmful into

inert material.

3. (a) The center for articulate speech is thought to
be located in the third or inferior frontal convolution of
the left cerebral hemisphere ; this is often called Broca's
convolution.

(b) The various forms of aphasia, are: (i) Motor;
(2) sensory, which may be (a) visual, (6) auditory;
(3) conduction: and (4) mixed.

4. The refracting apparatus of the eye consists of

:

d) The refracting surfaces, viz., the cornea, and the an-
terior aiid posterior surfaces of the lens; (2) the refract-
ing media, viz., the aqueous humor, the crystalline lenSj and
the vitreous body. The most common errors relatin.g to
refraction, are : hyperopia, myopia, and asti.gmatism.

5. The three divisions of the organ of hearing are

;

(ll the external ear; (2) the middle ear, or tympanum;
(3") the internal ear, or labyrinth.
The function of the Eustachian tube, is to keep the

atmospheric pressure within the tympanic cavity the same
as that on the outside.

6. As the blood passes through the kidney it loses
water, salts, urea, carbon dioxide, and extractives.

7. Inhibition is the voluntary restraining of a reflex
act. or of the processes which occur in one part of the
nervous system by the activity of some other part. "The
central nervous system is functionally united into a whole,
and the activity of each part affects the activity of every
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other part, e.g., during the act of swallowing, the pulse

beats more quickly because the cardioinhibitory reflexes

are diminished; sneezing, respiration, inicturition, etc., are

checked by strong sensory stimulation. If, while the cor-

tex. of the Rolandic area of the brain is being stimulated

by a current which would ordinarily produce a movement
of certain muscles, a strong stimulus be applied to a

sensory nerve, the cortical stimulation is rendered inef-

fective ; actions which are ordinarily refle.x become volun-
tary when attention is directed to them. Such instances

of inhibition can be explained by supposing (i) that

when impulses are passing through a reflex-path, neigh-
boring paths are blocked; (2) that if the route toward a
higher center is open, a part of the afferent impulse passes

upward to the higher center (the amount of the impulse
so directed depending upon the state of attention of the

higher center) ; whereas, when this ascending route is

closed, the whole impulse flows across a reflex-path."

(Hill, Physiologists' Nolc-Book.)
8. The portal system of veins begins and ends in capil-

laries. Its function is to carry to the liver blood loaded
with inaterial absorbed from the contents of the stomach
and intestines.

9. (6) In its passage through the lungs, the blood in

the pulmonary artery: (i) becomes cooled; (2) becomes a

brighter red color; (3) gains oxygen (about 10 or I2

volumes)
; (4) loses carbon dio.xide (about 7 volumes).

10. ReAcx viovciiicnls are involuntary or unconscious
movements, due to suitable stimuli. They depend upon
the integrity of the reUcx arc, which is a complex made
up of : (l) A surface capable of receiving an impression;

(2) an afferent nerve; (3) a nerve cell capable of receiv-

ing and also of sending out impulses ; (4) an efferent

nerve, and (5) a surface capable of responding in some
way to the impulse conveyed by the efferent nerve.

Reflexes are classified as: (i) Superficial, (2) deep,

and (3) visceral.

CHEMISTRY A.ND TOXICOLOGY.

1. A cheinical formula is a collection of symbols rep-

resenting a molecule and expressing the number and kind
of atoms of which it is composed.
The formula for (a) nitric acid, is HNO3; (b) sul-

phuric acid, H2SO4; (c) phosphoric acid, HjPOi.
Test for (a) nitric acid: Neutralize with potassium

hydroxide, evaporate to dryness, then moisten with HsSOj,
and add a crystal of brucin ; a red color appears, (b) Sul-
phuric acid : Add barium chloride, a white precipitate re-

sults, which is insoluble in HNO3 or HCl. (c) Phosphoric
acid : To dilute HNO3, add the solution to be tested, and
then add a solution of ammonium molybdate; a yellowish
precipitate results.

2. Ozone is an allotropic modification of oxygen, in a

condition of condensation ; thus three molecules are con-
densed into two molecules of ozone : 3O2 =: 2O:.

Properties. It is a dark blue liquid, almost opaque, and
is not decomposed at the ordinary temperature. It is very
slightly soluble in water, is insoluble in solutions of acids

and alkalies ; and it is a powerful oxidizing agent.
Test : Paper impregnated with fresh tincture of guaia-

cum, is colored blue by ozone.
Ozone, being an antiseptic and disinfectant agent, may

be supposed to have a restraining influence on epidemic
diseases.

If air which is rich with ozone, is inhaled, an acute
coryza and catarrh of tlie respiratory mucous membrane
will be produced.

3. Dextrine, or British gum, is a substance obtained by
subjecting starch to a dry heat. It is like gum arabic in

appearance, is soluble in water, and in soluble in alcohol.
Starch is a carbohydrate having the empirical formula

QHmO.-. ; it e-xists in plants.

Preparation : "It is prepared from roots or seeds by
crushing them and placing them upon a sieve or strainer,

through which water is flowing. The water mechanically
carries the starch through the sieve, leaving the fibrous
and cellular substances behind. The water is then allowed
to stand, and the starch deposits as a white sediment, from
which the water is poured off, and which is finally dried."
(Luff and Page's Chemistry.)
Test: A solution of free iodine gives, with starch, a

blue color; this color disappears on warming, and reap-
pears on cooling.

4. Ptomains are basic, nitrogenous compounds, pro-
duced from protein material by the bacteria which cause
putrefaction.

Ptomain poisoning. Symptoms: Chilliness, headache,
vertigo, muscular twitchings, hallucinations, imperfect
vision, weak and rapid pulse, nausea, vomiting, diarrhea,
cyanosis, early dyspnea, often subnormal temperature, and
occasionally cutaneous eruptions. The prognosis is guard-
edly favorable.

Treatment consists in the use of emetics and cathartics,

or lavage and rectal irrigation. Morphine may be indi-

cated for the relief of pain, and collapse is to be combated
by atropine, strychnine, nitroglycerin, external heat,

whiskey, etc. After thorough purging, salol, naphthol, or
bismuth may be given.

6. Carbolic acid is a colorless crystalline substance when
pure, but it soon assumes a pink color; it has a peculiar

odor, and a burning taste. It is soluble in water, alcohol,

and ether. It is an antiseptic, a poison, and a corrosive. It

is also used in the manufacture of its derivatives which
are used in medicine, and as dyes. It is made by heating
phenyl iodide and potassium hydroxide at a high tempera-
ture : CHJ -f KHO = KI + CoHsOH.
The treatment of carbolic acid poisoning consists in

administering white of egg, sodiuiu sulphate, or saccha-
rated lime, followed by lavage. Alcohol is said to be
antidotal.

7. The properties of arsenic : .\rsenic is an element,
with atomic weight of 75, molecular weight 300, valence
three or five; the molecule contains four atoms. It occurs
chiefly in combination in orpiment, realgar, mispickel, or
iron pyrites. It is a brittle gray solid with metallic luster,

or an amorphous powder; the vapor has an odor of
garlic ; it is insoluble in water ; it unites with nascent
hydrogen ; it burns in oxygen. It is a good conductor of
electricity. It is tarnished by moisture ; in dry air it is

not altered ; heated in air it becomes arsenic trioxide. It

combines with most metals, also with chlorine, bromine,
iodine, sulphur, and with nascent hydrogen.
The antidote for arsenic is a freshly prepared solution of

ferric hydro.xide ; this may be prepared by keeping the

two following solutions in separate bottles, and when
needed it is only necessary to mix them and administer:

(l) Liq. fcrri tersulphatis, Jij ; aqua', Jvj. (2) Magnesise,

5iij ; aquae, Jviij.

8. The properties of hydrocyanic acid: It is a colorless

liquid, with a penetrating and characteristic odor; it is rap-

idly decomposed on exposure to light. It is an extremely
powerful and rapidly acting poison.

Hydrocyanic .\cid poisoning. Symptoms: "Its action

is always rapid. Relatively small doses cause an immediate
sense of constriction of the throat, followed in one or two
minutes by sense of pressure in the head, vertigo, con-
fusion of intellect, and loss of muscular power. The pulse

is quick, the respiration slow and stertorous. Tetanic con-
vulsions and involuntary discharges of urine and feces

occur, followed by paralysis. Death follows, iit from two
hours to tw'o days, from asphyxia. When large doses are

taken no subjective symptoms are observed. The patient

loses consciousness in less than one minute. There is a

short convulsive seizure, usually accompanied by evacua-
tions of feces, after which the patient lies perfectly still,

with no sign of life, save an almost imperceptible pulse

and infrequent spasmodic respiratory efforts, in which in-

spiration is short and expiration protracted. Death fol-

lows in froin five to twenty minutes.
Treatment: "There is no time for administration of

antidotes. The patient should be stripped, and cold water
dashed upon the head and spine, which are them rubbed
dry with warm towels, and the cold douche repeated, after

which artificial respiration should be practised. Inhalations

of chlorine or ammonia, largely diluted with air, are
recoiTimended." (Witthaus' Essentials of Chemistry.)

9. Tartar emetic is made by boiling antimony trio.xide

and acid potassium tartrate, in water, filtering, and allow-

ing to crystallize. Sb.Oa + 2KHC,H,Oo = H.O -f

2KSbOC4H.Oo.
10. General properties of alkaloids : Alkaloids are of

two kinds, volatile and fixed. The volatile alkaloids are

liquid, readily volatile without decomposition, and consist

of C, H, and X. The fixed alkaloids are for the most part

solid and crystalline, not, or only partially volatile without

decomposition, and consist of C, H. N, and O.
Most of the alkaloids are alkaline in reaction, of a bitter

taste, and of white color.

Most of the alkaloids are nearly insoluble in water, but

are soluble in alcohol, chloroform, ether, and benzine ; their

salts are generally soluble in water and alcohol, but insolu-

ble in the other solvents just named. They combine with

acids to form salts in the same way that ammonia does.

The principal liquid alkaloids are : Sparteine, nicotine,

and coniine.

liACTERIOLOGY.

2. The Bacillus anthracis is a large, rod-shaped micro-

organism, with slightly thickened ends ; it is from^ S to 20

mikrons in length, and a little more than one mikron in

breadth; it has a tendency to form long threads; it is non-

motile and nonflagellated ; it is aerobic, and stains by all

the alkaline aniline dyes and by Gram's method.

3. A Parasite is an organism which lives upon or within

another (living) organism.
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A Saprophyte is an organism which lives upon dead or-

ganic matter.

4. Toxins are the products of pathogenic bacteria or of

ptomaines or leuconiaines, and are actively poisonous.

^\n antitoxin is a substance formed in the body, of a

protective character, and capable of rendering inert the

poisonous products of bacteria.

5. A mordant is a substance used to fix the dyes used

in staining tissues and bacteria.

PATHOLOGY.

1. Metabolism in diabetes: "The essential fact is the

inability of the body to consume carbohj'drates for the

production of energy. As long as excess of proteid and
fattj' food is taken and consumed, no disturbance of the

general metabolism results; but when digestion fails or

the diet is poorly regulated, destruction of the proteids of

the body with increased excretion of urea occurs. Emacia-
tion may be prevented for a time by increased consumption
of proteid food, but eventuallj- occurs. In the destruction

of the proteids of the food and tissues, acids are formed
in excess (phosphoric from the phosphorus, sulphuric from
the sulphur, beta-oxybutyric and diacetic from the non-

nitrogenous part of the albumins), and the condition

termed acid-intoxication results. A consequence, and to

some extent a measure, of this is the increased excretion

of ammonium salts in the urine. The uric acid of the

urine is but little increased in diabetes." (Stengel's Text-

Book of Pathology.)
2. The causes of hemorrhage, are: Injury- to the vessel

wall; disease of the vessel wall; invasion by tumors; re-

moval of support of the vessel; increased blood pressure;

certain diseases and conditions, like hemophilia, scurvy, etc

3. Infarcts are formed by the plugging of an end artery

by an embolus.
5. Pathological regeneration is the formation of new

cells and tissues to replace those that have been destroyed

by disease or traumatism. It occurs generally on a large

scale, and often the regenerated parts are not perfectly

identical with those which the}' replace.

8. .\ccording to Osier, the most common forms of can-

cer of the stomach, are the cylindrical-celled adenocarci-

noma and the encephaloid or medullary carcinoma ; next

in frequency is the scirrhous, and then colloid cancer. Sar-
comata are very rare.

10. In chronic interstitial nephritis, the blood-vessels

are sclerosed and thickened ; the most pronounced changes
are in the intima; in the outer coats the connective tissue

is increased. Arteriosclerosis is generally present.

MEDICAL jmUSPRLTJENCE.

1. In expert testimony, the witness may give his opinion

on facts or supposed facts as noted by himself or asserted

by others. Theoretically, this can be done only by those

perfecth- familiar with the subject in question ; bu: practi-

cally any (or almost an}') physician with a license to

practise is accepted as an expert witness.

In ordinary testimony, the witness testifies to facts

which he has seen, or heard, or with w^hich he has become
acquainted by personal observation.

2. A wound inflicted during life is generally character-

ized by hemorrhage, coagulation of the blood, eversion of
the edges, and retraction of its sides. It may also be in-

ferred that the wound was inflicted during life if any of
the following are noticed : The presence of inflammation,
swelling, pus, or gangrene on the edges of the wound, or
if there is any sign of beginning cicatrization.

3. Abortion is the premature expulsion of the product
of conception (at anj' period of gestation), whether o\Tim,

embryo, or fetus. It is not criminal when it is due to

natural causes, or when done by a physician, after proper
consultation, for sufficient cause. The chief conditions
that justify the induction of abortion are: (l) Certain
pelvic deformities; (2) placenta previa; (3) pernicious
anemia; (4) toxemia of pregnancy; (5) habitual death of
the fetus toward the end of pregnancy; (6) hydatidiform
mole; (7) habitually large fetal head.

4. According to Taylor, the term insanity is applied to

"those states of disordered mind in which a person loses
the power of regulating his actions and conduct according
to the ordinary rules of society. In all cases of real in-

sanity the intellect is more or less affected."

5. In case of suspected homicidal poisoning, the follow-
ing parts of the cadaver should be preserved : "The ali-

mentary canal from the cardia to the middle of the rectum,
unopened, and the contents enclosed by ligatures at the
esophagus, duodenum, and lower end of gut ; the liver, in-

cluding the gall-bladder ; one kidney ; the spleen ; a piece
of muscular tissue from the leg : the brain, and any urine
which may remain in the bladder. They are to be placed
in clean and nezu glass jars, closed with glass or cork
covers or stoppers. Jars with metallic caps should never

be used. Tapes or cords should be tied about the jar and
cap, to which they should be attached by sealing wax
bearing impressions of a seal, in such a manner that access

can be had to the interior only after breaking the seals

or cutting the tapes or cords. Great care must be exer-
cised that no sealing-wax gets into the jars. Each portion
should be placed in a jar by itself." (\\itthaus' Essentials

of Chemistry.)

EYE, EAR, NOSE, AND THROAT.

2. Ophthalmia neonatorum is an infectious, purulent in-

flammation of the conjunctiva in the new-born.
It is due to gonococcus or some other pyogenic germ

;

and is produced by contact of the eye with the vaginal
secretion of the mother during labor, or infected fingers,

or instruments, etc.

Symptoms : Swelling and redness of the eyes, the pres-
ence of a discharge which soon becomes purulent, the con-
junctiva of the lids becomes thickened.
Treatment : Wash the eye carefully every half hour

with a saturated solution of boric acid
; pus must not be

allowed to accumulate. Two drops of a 2 per cent, solu-
tion of nitrate of silver must also be dropped on to the
cornea every night and morning. The ej'es must be cov-
ered with a light, cold, wet compress. The patient must be
isolated, and all cloths and compresses used must be
burnt.
Prophylaxis: Whenever there is a possibility of infec-

tion, or in every case, wash the eyelids of the new-born
child with clean warm water, and drop on the cornea of
each ej'e one drop of a i or 2 per cent, solution of nitrate
of silver, immediately after birth.

OBSTETRICS.

2. The relation existing between ovulation and men-
struation is not known. The two processes are usually
coexistent, but they may be independent of each other.

The following theories have been held: (i) Menstruation
is dependent upon ovulation; (2) ovulation is dependent
upon menstruation

; (3) they are independent of each
other; (4) they both depend upon some other (at present
unknown) cause.

3. Positive signs of pregnancy: (i) Hearing the fetal

heart sound; (2) active movements of the fetus; (3) bal-
lottement ; (4) outlining the fetus in whole or part by
palpation; and (5) the umbilical or funic souffle.

Doubtful signs of pregnancy: (l) Progressive enlarge-
ment of the uterus; (2) Hegar's sign; (3) Braxton Hick's
sign; (4) uterine murmur; (5) cessation of menstruation;
(6) changes in the breasts ; (7) discoloration of the vagina
and cervix ; (8) pigmentation and striae

; (9) morning
sickness.

Subjective signs of pregnancy, in the order of their ap-
pearance, are : Cessation of menstruation, morning sick-

ness, increased frequency of urination, active fetal move-
ments.

Objective signs of pregnancy, in the order of their ap-
pearance, are : Softening of the cervix, changes in the
mammary glands, discoloration of the vulva and vagina,
pulsation in the vaginal vault, Hegar's sign, active fetal

movements, ballottement, palpation of the fetus, inter-

mittent uterine contractions, hearing the fetal heartbeat,
rate of growth of the uterine tumor.

4. See below

—

Gynecology, Question i.

GYNECOLOGY.

I. Ectopic gestation is a pregnancy in which the ovum
is developed outside of the uterine cavity.

Diagnosis.—"When extrauterine pregnancy exists there
are: (i) The general and reflex symptoms of preg-
nancy ; they have often come on after an uncertain period
of sterility ; nausea and vomiting appear aggravated.
(2) Then comes a disordered menstruation, especially

metrorrhagia, accompanied with gushes of blood, and with
pelvic pain coincident with the above symptoms of preg-
nancy; pains are often very severe, with marked tender-
ness within the pelvis ; such symptoms are highly sugges-
tive. (3) There is the presence of a pelvic tumor char-
acterized as a tense cyst, sensitive to the touch, actively

pulsating; this tumor has a steady and progressive growth.
In the first two months it has the size of a pigeon's egg:
in the third month it has the size of a hen's egg; in the

fourth month it has the size of two fists. (4) The os uteri

it patulous : the uterus is displaced, but is slightly enlarged
and empty. (5) Sv'mptoms Xo. 2 may be absent until the

end of the third month, when suddenly they become severe,
with spasmodic pains, followed by the general symptoms of
collapse. (6) Expulsion of the decidua, in part or whole.
Nos. I and 2 are presumptive signs; Nos. 3 and 4 are
probable signs: Xos. 5 and 6 are positive signs." (Ameri-
can Text-Book of Obstetrics.)
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Treatment consists in the removal of the product of con-

ception by a laparotomy, as soon as the diagnosis is

made.
5. The following (from Gould and Pyle's Cyclopedia

of Medicine and Surgery) is a useful classification of

uterine hemorrhages, and also gives the causes of the

same

:

I. Hemorrhages Complicating Pregnancy, Labor, or the

Puerperium :

A. Hemorrhages of Pregnancy : caused by
(l) placenta prsevia

; (2) premature separa-

tion of a normally situated placenta; (3) apo-

plexy of the decidua or placenta.

B. Hemorrhages of Labor: caused by (i) pla-

centa previa; (2) premature separation of a

normally situated placenta; (3) relaxation of
the uterus; (4) laceration of the cervix; (5)
rupture or inversion of the uterus.

C. Hemorrliages of the Puerperium: caused by
(l) retained secimdines

; (2) displaced uterus;

(3) displaced thrombi; (4) fibroid tumors; (5)
hypertrophied decidua

; (6) carcinoma.
II. Hemorrhages Occurring in the Non-Pregnant

Woman:
A. In Virgins Before the Age of Thirty: caused

by (i) uterine congestion, the result of cold

or exposure; (2) endometritis; (3) polypi and
fibroid tumors.

B. In Married Women Before the Age of
Thirty: caused by (i) subinvolution; (2) lac-

eration of the cervix; (3) endometritis; (4)
retrodisplacements of the uterus; (5) polypi

and fibroid tumors.
C. In Wotnen after the Age of Thirty : caused
by (i) carcinoma of the cervix; (2) carci-

noma of the body of the uterus; (3) sarcoma
of the uterus.

MATERIA MEDICA AND THERAPEUTICS.

I. The following table (from Potter's Materia Medica)
gives the chief temperature depressants, with their man-
ner of action : Temperature depression may be done by
five different actions working upon two principal lines,

viz., by

—

f (l) diminishing tissue

change.

(2) reducing the cir-

culation,

dilating cutaneous ves-

sels, thus increasing
heat radiation.

(4) promoting perspiration

—

its evaporation lower-
ing the temperature.

(5) abstracting heat from the

body.
The following list of antipyretics includes a few for

each of the above-named actions, to which the numbers
refer in each case, viz.

:

Quinin, i. Aconite, 2. Antipyrin, i, 4.

Phenol, I. Alcohol, i, 3. Antimony, 2, 4.

Salicin, I. Nitrous ether, 3, 4. Cold bath, 5.

Digitalis, 2. Acetanilid, i, 4. Cold drinks, 5.

Phenacetin, i, 4. Wet-pack, 5.

3. Strychnine. Physiological action: Strychnine is a

bitter tonic, stimulates appetite, secretion, and digestion, in-

creases peristalsis, stimulates the vasomotor centers, and so

raises arterial tension, and stimulates both accelerator and
inhibitory nerves of the heart. All the functions of the

spinal cord are exalted by strychnine, reflex, motor, vaso-
motor, and sensory. Large doses cause dilated pupils,

irregular and jerky respiration, increased refle.xes.

The symptoms of poisoning by strychnine are "a sense

of suffocation, thirst, tetanic spasms, usually opisthotonos,
sometimes emprosthotonos, occasionally vomiting, contrac-
tion of the pupils during the spasms, and death, either by
asphyxia during a paroxysm, or by exhaustion during a re-

mission. The symptoms appear in from a few minutes to

an hour after taking the poison, usually in less than twenty
minutes ; and death in from five minutes to six hours,
usually within two hours."
Treatment : "The convulsions are to be arrested or miti-

gated by bringing the patient under the influence of chloral

or chloroform as rapidly as possible ; the stomach is to be
washed out, and the patient is to be kept as quiet as pos-

sible." (Witthaus' Essentials of Chemistry.)

4. Medicine can be administered: (i) By the mouth;
(2) by the rectum; (3) by inhalation; (4) by inunction;

(S) hypodermically
; (6) by intravenous injection; (7) by

fumigation; (8) by cataphoresis.

5. Let X = the age of a patient ; then the

(o) Lessening heat production, by

[ (3)

(6) Promoting heat loss by

X-i-I2
fraction of the adult dose which the patient should re-

ceive. Thus, a patient of four years old should receive

4 4 I

=z — 1= — of an adult dose.

4 + 12 16

1. Hygiene is tlie science and art of all that tends to

the maintenance and improvement of health, the preven-

tion or shortening of the duration of diseases, and the

prolongation of life.

2. Typhoid fever is preventable. All water for drinking

or for washing dishes, etc., and milk should be boiled ; no
ice should be put in water or other drink or food ; flies

should be kept out of the house; all discharges from the

sick person must be disinfected; all utensils, dishes, etc.,

used by the patient must be thoroughly cleansed, and
boiled every day ; soiled linen must be soaked in a disin-

fectant solution before being washed; after each attend-

ance on a patient, physicians, nurses, and others should

wash their hands in a disinfectant; thorough sterilization

of all bedding, etc., must be performed after the disease

is over.

3. Cats, cows, pigeons, and turkeys are said to be car-

riers of diphtheritic poison. To prevent the spread of

contagion in cases of diplitheria, the patient should be

isolated in the mildest attack, physician and nurse should

use antiseptics and also a disinfectant gargle after coming
in contact with the patient, sputum must be burnt, those in

attendance nnist avoid the spray of the expectoration, the

room and fittings must be thoroughly disinfected after the

termination of the disease. Prophylactic doses of antitoxin

may be administered to those exposed to the disease.

4. See No. 2, above.

BULLETIN OF APPROACHING EXAMINATIONS.t

STATE. NAMB AND ADDRESS OP
SECRETARY.

PLACE AND DATE OP
NEXT EXAMINATION.

Alabama* W. H. Sanders, Montgomery.. .Montgomery. .Jan.

Arizona* Ancil Martin. Phoenix Phoenix Oct.
Arkansas* F. T. Murphy . Brinkley Little Rock Oct.
California* Chas. L. Tisdale, 1879 Sutter

Street. San Francisco San Francisco .August
Colorado S. D. Van Meter. 1723 Tre-

mont Street. Denver Denver Oct.

Connecticut* . . . Chas. A. Tuttle. New Haven . . . New Haven . . .Nov.
Delaware T. H. Wilson, Dover Dover Dec.
Dist. of Col'bia.Geo. C. Ober. Washington Washington.. .O^t.

Florida* I. D. Fernandez, Jacksonville . .Jacksonville. . . Nov.
Georgia E. R. Anthony, Griffin Atlanta Oct.

Idaho W. F. Howard, Pocatello Boise Oct.
Illinois J. A. Egan. Springfield Chicago July
Indiana. W. T. Gott. 120 State House,

Indianapolis Indianapolis . .Oct.

Iowa Louis A. Thomas. Des Moines . .Des Moines. . . .Sept

Kansas

.

Kentucky*.

.

Louisiana . .

.

Massachusetts*

Michigan.

Minnesota.

.

D. P. Cook. Clay Center Kansas City. . .Oct. 13

J. N. McCormack. Bowling
Green Louisville Oct. 27

F. A. LaRue, 211 Camp Street.
New Orleans New Orleans . .

Oct. I

Maine Wm. J. Maybury, Saco Augusta
Maryland T. McP. Scott. Hagerstown. . . . Baltimore Dec. 8

E. B. Harvey, State House,
Boston Boston Sept . 8

B. D. Hanson, 20s Whitney
Building. Detroit ansing Oct. 13

W. S. Fullerton, St. Paul St. Paul Oct. 6

Mississippi S. H. McLean, Jackson Jackson. Oct. 13
Missouri J.A.B. Adcock, Warrensburg. K.-ins :s City. . Nov. 2,^

Montana* Wm. C. Riddell. Helena Helena Oct. 6

Nebraska E. J. C. Sward, Oakland Lincoln Aug. 5

Nevada S. L. Lee, Carson City Carson City ... Nov. »

N. Hampshire*. Henry C. Morrison, State Li-

brary Concord Concord
New Teisey J. W. Bennett, Long Branch . . . Trenton Oct. 20
New Mexico J. A. Massie, Santa Fe Santa Fe Oct. i a

f
New York .... 1

New York C.F.Wheelock, Univ .of State
I
Albany Sept. aa

of New York, Albany ( Syracuse
I Buffalo

,

G. T. Sikes, Grissom Winston,Salem
H. M. Wheeler. Grand Forks. ..Grand Forks. .Oct. 6

Geo. H. Matson, Columbus Columbus Dec. 8

J. C. Mahr, Shawnee Shawnee Sept. —
B. E. Miller. Portland Portland. .....

N. C. SchaefTer. Harrisburg . .
| pjttsburg .....'

J

..G.T. Swarts, Providence Providence Oct. 1

.W. M. Lester, Columbia Columbia June S

H. E. McNutt, Aberdeen Deadwood . . . .Jan,

N. Carolina*. .

,

N. Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma*
Oregon

Pennsylvania.

Rhode Island.
S. Carolina.

.

S. Dakota

Tennessee*.

Texas
Utah*.

It W.Scott Nay. Underhill Moitrelier _

Virginia R. S. Martin, Stuart L- nchburg Dec.

Washington* . . .C. W. Sharpies, Seattle Seattle Jan. 5

W. Virginia H. A. Barliee, Point Pleasant. .Wheeling Nov. 10
Wisconsin J. V. Stevens, Jefferson Madison
Wyoming S. B. Miller, Laramie Laranie Oct. 14

* No Reciprocity recognized by these States.

t Applicants should in every case write to the secretary^for,latest

details regarding the examination in any particular State

(Memphis
]

Nashville i May,'o9
Knoxville J

. .G. B. Foscue, Waco Waco.
_ -_ R. W. Fisher, Salt Lake City . . .Salt Lake City. Oct

.

Vermont W. Scott Nay. Underhill Mo nrelier Jan.
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5Il|Frapfutir Hfints.

Painful Rheumatic Joints.—In ehrunic cases the fol-

lowing may be of service;

I^ Acid salicyl 5i-

01. terebinth 5i-

Adep. lanas
Adep. benzoin aa 5i.

M. F. ung.

—

The Hospital.
Chapped Hands.

—

1| Pot. hydrox gr. viii.

Glycerini 5 v.

Spt. vini. rect 5v.
Aquae §"

M. S. ; Wash the hands with warm water and rub in

the lotion freely.

—

The Hospital.

Enuresis.—The following formulae by Sheffield are
recommended in the treatment of enuresis:

IJ Ext. ergot 3iij.

Ext. rhus toxicodendron 3j-
M. Sig.: Five to ten drops every four to six hours.
In cases of incontinence due to hyperesthesia of the neck

of the bladder, irritating foods should be avoided, sitz

baths employed and the following antispasmodic mixture
given

:

I^ Ext. hyoscyami 3ss.

Sodii bromidi 3j.
Aq. anisi 3j-
Syr. simp q. s. ad. gij-

M. Sig.: One teaspoonful every four to six hours.
Counterirritation by means of mustard plasters should
be employed over the lumbosacral region.

—

Jour, of

the American Medical Association.

Pruritus.—
I^ Phenolis 3ss.

Pulv. calamin 3i-

Zinci oxidi 5ii.

Glycerini 3iii-

Aquae calcis oi-

Aquae rosse oiv.
M. S.: To be applied repeatedly over the surface.

I^ Picis liquidce oiv.

Pot. caustici oii-

Aquas 3x.
M. S.: Dilute ten to twenty times with water and

apply to the surface, which is afterward covered with
an ointment.

—

Bulkly.

Gastroptosis.

—

I^ Chloral hydrat 3i.

Sodii bromidi oiiss.

Aq. chloroformi 5iv.
Spts. anisi gtt. vi.

M.
S.: Teaspoonful in water after meals three times a

day .

—

I' ockwood.
Diphtheria.—If antitoxin cannot be obtained Dempsey

recommends the following:
I^ Pot. chlorat 3ss.

Tinct. ferri. chlor 3i.

Aquje dest. ad giii.

M.S.: A teaspoonful in one-fourth glass of water as a
gargle, spray or application.

—

New Orleans Medical
and Surgical Journal.

Cystitis.—Kreissl uses the following:

I^ Decoct, sem. lini 10-150.0
Salol 4.0
Tinct. opii gtt. xx.
Syr. simpl 30.0

M. S. : A tablespoonful every two hours.

^ Extr. opii 0.18
Extr. belladon 0.06
Olei theobrom 6.0

F. suppos. No. vi.

S.: One suppository two to three times a day.

—

Clinical Review.
Chlorine Gargle.—

IJ Potassii chloratis gr. xv.
Acid hydrochlor 5 ss.

Aq. q. s. ad. S vi.

When well dispensed this should be green in color.

The secret lies in using crystals of the salt, strong acid,

and a dry bottle. After decomposition is complete the
water is added in small quantities at a time.

—

The Hos-
pital.

Ointment for Pruritus Vulvae.

—

I^ Chloral hydrat gr. xx.
Gum camphor gr. xx.

Rub together in a mortar until they liquefy, then add

:

Itf Pulv. aoaciaa gr. xx.
Simp, cerat o i-

M. Sig.: Apply 'a little of the mixture with the
finger whenever the parts burn or itch.

—

Clendennen.

Contagious Diseases, Weekly Statement.—Report of

cases and deaths from contagious diseases reported to

the Sanitary Bureau, Health Department, New York
City, for tlie week ending Julj' 11, 1908:

Tuberculosis Pulmonalis,
Diphtheria
Measles
Scarlet Fever
Smallpox
Varicella
Typhoid Fever
Whooping Cough
Cerebrospinal Meningitis
Malarial Fever

Totals

Cases
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©rtgtual Arttrks.

A BRIEF ACCOUNT OF THE HISTORY OF
MEDICINE IN THE PROVINCE OF

QUEBEC, FROM 1535 TO 1838.*

By HERBERT S. BIRKETT. M.D.,

MONTREAL.

PROFESSOR2oP otolaryngology, UCGILL university, MONTREAL. OTO-
LARYNGOLOGIST, ROYAL VICTORIA HOSPITAL. MONTREAL; FELLOW

OP^THB AMERICAN LARYNGOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION.

Fellows of the American Laryngological Asso-

CL\TION :

Permit me to express my deep sense of appreci-

ation of the honor you conferred upon me in elect-

ing me your President. It has been my endeavor

to discharge the responsibilities of this high office

to the best of my abilities, and I trust to your satis-

faction, and with credit to the Association.

It is with very great pleasure that the Medical

Profession of this city and of this Dominion wel-

come you to the first convention of this Association

to be held on Canadian soil. Your loyal support

in the preparation for this year's meeting and es-

pecially the cooperation of our able Secretary,

have enabled us to present an excellent program
of papers for your consideration. I can only add
that we shall endeavor to make your brief stay in

Montreal as pleasant as I trust it will be profitable.

It is fitting that I should refer on such an occasion

to the loss which this Association has sustained by

the death on the 9th of December last, of one of

our most eminent corresponding members. Profes-

sor ^loritz Schmidt.t Perhaps I may recall to yon
the chief points in his brilliant career. He was
born in Frankfort-on-Main on the 15th of March,

1838. He studied in Gottingen, Vienna, BL-rlin,

Utrecht, England, and France, and graduated in

i860. After the practice of general medicine for

twenty-six years, he began in 1886 to devote his

time exclusively to diseases of the ear, nose, throat,

and lungs. He retired from practice in 1903, after

receiving signal honors from his colleagues and his

Sovereign. He made many valuable contributions

to laryngology, most notably the work with which
you are no doubt familiar, on diseases of the upper
respiratory passages.

At the recent Tuerck-Czermak Jubilee, this Asso-
ciation was unfortunately not represented, but our
good wishes were conveyed to the President through
a letter from the Secretary.

We have to chronicle a sad event in connection

with this Jubilee, in the sudden death from cardiac

syncope on Wednesday morning, April 25, of our
recently elected Honorary Fellow, Professor Leo-
pold von Schroetter, who had on the previous day

*Presidential address delivered before the thirteenth an-
nual congress of the American Laryngological Association,
held in Montreal, Canada, on May 11, 12, and 13, 1908.

tI desire to express my indebtedness to my friend. Sir
Felix Semon, K.C.V.O., for the notes kindly supplied re-

garding the deceased members.

delivered, apparently in the best of health, the

oration on the opening of the First International

Congress of Rhinolaryngology\

Hofrat Professor Dr. Leopold von Schroetter,*

Ritter von Kristelli, was born in Graz on the 27th

February, 1837. He studied medicine at Vienna,

and graduated in 1861, receiving immediately an

appointment as Assistant to Skoda, after whose
death he acted as substitute in the professorship of

clinical medicine. In 1875 he became extraordinary

professor of throat and chest affections. In 1881

he was appointed Director of the clinic for laryn-

gology in the Allgemeine Krankenhaus. This po-

sition he relinquished in 1890 to accept the profes-

sorship of clinical medicine, which position he was
about to resign, having reached the age limit of sev-

enty.

His principal writings of laryngological interest

are: "Laryngologische, Mittheilungen" (1875),
"Beitrag zur Behandlung der Larynxstenosen"

(1876), "Vorlesungen ueber Krankheiten des

Kehlkopfs," etc. (1867), "Vorlesuiigen ueber

Krankheiten der Trachea" ( 1901 ), besides many im-

portant papers on clinical medicine. He took great

interest in tuberculosis, and was the founder of the

celebrated Austrian Sanitorium "Alland." Together

with Stoerk and Schnitzler, he was one of the three

great laryngological authorities of Vienna. Finally,

his taking part in the celebrated November Consul-

tation of 1887 in the case of the then Crown-Prince

of Gennany, has become historical.

Dr. Newcomb, our worthy Secretary, has but ex-

pressed, I am sure, our concordant wish in con-

veying to the families of our deceased members,

the sincere condolences of this Association on the

loss of such distinguished men.

The unique significance of this time and place

have suggested to me the topic upon which I am to

address you. I feel that the honor which you have

conferred upon me in electing me your President is

in a sense international, and may perhaps justify

the choice of a subject which is in a measure na-

tional in its scope. It occurred to me that a brief

account of the early history of medicine in the prov-

ince of Quebec might not be inappropriate in a

meeting which is held for the first time in the his-

tory of the Association in Canada, in this, the oldest

Province of the Dominion, and on this, the tercen-

tenary of the founding of Quebec by Samuel de

Champlain.
On the 3rd of July, 1908, Canada will celebrate

the three-hundredth anniversary of the foundation

of Quebec, the real birthday of the Canadian na-

tion. The history of medicine in this Province,

however, began seventy-three years before, when

Jacques Cartier built his rude fort on the banks

of the St. Charles, facing the Indian village of

Stadacone.

It was on the 14th of September, 1835. that Car-

tier chose this place as a temporary shelter, and

leaving his men to construct an abode against the
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approaching winter, sailed up the river St. Law-
rence as far as the village of Hochelaga, the site

of which includes a part of the grounds of Mc-
Gill University.

Upon his return to Stadacone, he found the little

fort in a state of alarm. Scurvy had broken out

in the Indian villages, and according to the account

of the leader of the tribe, fifty had already suc-

cumbed. Every precaution possible was taken to

prevent intercourse with the natives ; but neverthe-

less the disease began to manifest itself among
Cartier's crew, "insomuch as some did lose all their

strength, and could not stand on their feete, then

did their legges swel, their sinnowes shrinke as

blacke as any cole. Others also had all their skins

spotted with spots of blood of a purple coulour;

then did it ascend up to their ankels, knees, thighes,

shoulders, amies and necks : their mouth became
stincking, their gummes so rotten that all the flesh

did fall off, even to the rootes of the teeth, which
did also almost all fall out. With such infection did

this sickness spread itselfe in our three ships, that

about the middle of February, of a hundreth and
tenne persons that we were, there were not ten

whole, so that one could not helpe the other, a most
horrible and pitifull case, considering the place we
were in, forsomuch as the people of the countrey

would dayly come before our fort and saw but few
of us. There were alreadie eight dead, and more
than fifty sicke, and as we thought, past all hope of

recovery."

The winter wore on; disease and death fell like a

pall over the little fort, and Cartier was threatened

with a danger more to be feared even than scurvy.

Upon the heights of Cape Diamond stood the vil-

lages of the Ajoaste, Starnatam and Tailla, branches

of the ferocious Iroquois, the first passion of whose
souls was war. Hitherto they had been overawed
by the presence of the wonderful ships manned by
sturdy crews, but gradually, as signs of activity dis-

appeared among the white men, they grew bolder,

and at any moment the sound of the war-whoop
might be the signal for an invasion of the ships.

Among the crew, there was evidently a man
possessing a knowledge of surgery, who determined
to hold a postmortem on the body of one Philip

Rougemont, 22 years of age ; to ascertain the cause
of death, and, if possible, save the remnants of the

ship's company. Here, in the quaint language of

the time, is the result of the first autopsy held in

Canada : "He was found to have his heart white, but

rotten, and more than a quart of water about it ; his

liver was indifferent faire, but his lungs blacke and
mortified, his blood was altogether shrunke about
the heart so that when he was opened, great quan-
titie of rotten blood issued out from about his

heart ; his milt towards the backe was somewhat
perished, rough as if it had been rubbed against a

stone. Moreover, because one of his thighs was
very blacke without, it was opened, but within, it

was whole anrl sound : that done, as well as we
could he was buried."

The captain was a man of observation. Walking
one day on the ice, he perceived a band of the In-
dians from Stadacone ; am.ongst them was one Do-
maguaya.who, less than two weeks before, was in the
grip of the disease, "with his knees swolne as bigge
as a child of two years old. all his sinews schrunke
together, his teeth spoyled, his gummes rotten and
stincking. Our captain seeing him whole and
sound, was thereat marvellous glad, hoping to un-
derstand and know of him how he had healed him-
selfe. to the end that he might ease and help his

men." from Domaguaya he learned that the specific

was the bark and sap of a certain tree called in

their language "Ameda." This tree is known to-

day as "I'epinette," or the spruce. The method of

preparation was as follows

:

"To take the bark and leaves of the sayd tree,

and boile them together, then to drink of the sayd

decoction every other day, and to put the dregs of

it upon his legges that is sicke : moreover they told

us that the vertue of that tree was to heale any

other disease."

The sailors in those days as in these were trou-

bled with another complaint, "French Pockes," but

after liberal doses of the bark, they '"were cleane

healed." From this time forth, the decoction was
at a premium and men were ready to kill each other

in their eagerness to test its efficiency, "so that a

tree as big as any oake in France, was spoiled and
lopped bare, and occupied all in five or six dales,

and it wrought so wel, that if all the phisicians of

Montpelier and Lovaine had bene there with all the

drugs of Alexandria, they would not have done so

much in one yere, as that tree did in sixe dales, for

it did so prevaile, that as many as used of it, by the

grace of God, recovered their health."

With the opening of navigation, however, Cartier

returned to France, prepared for fresh deeds of

adventure. Brave, indeed, were the hearts of those

men who lived their lives under the perpetual men-
ace of destruction, facing the perils of the deep to

meet the still greater dangers of pestilence on land.

Steadfast, heroic, subdued only by the grim reaper,

Death, such were the discoverers of old.

Cartier visited our shore again, and spent another

winter under scarcely more favorable conditions,

notwithstanding that he had found a sovereign rem-

edy for scurvy. \\'ith his departure from our shores

in 1542, a curtain falls over the history of the coun-

try, between Stadacone and Hochelaga, for a period

of sixty years, and we find no reliable account of a

settlement on the banks of the Saint Lawrence.
Nevertheless, in the year 1578, there were one hun-

dred and fifty vessels engaged in trade with France
in the Saint Lawrence, and over two hundred ships

belonging to the English, the Spanish, and the Por-

tuguese. We may presume, therefore, that there

were temporary settlements, and it is probable that

medical supervision in some form was not over-

looked.

In the month of April, 1604, Des Monts under-

took to colonize New France, and among the men
who accompanied him was Louis Hebert, an apothe-

cary, born in Paris. Hebert remained at Port
Royal until the month of August, 1607, when the

settlement was abandoned. Ten years later, he
was invited by Champlain to take up his residence

at Quebec, and he was among the first real settlers

who cultivated the soil for a livelihood.

His residence was in the L'pper Town, near the

Basilica. He soon became a prominent figure in

the little community, and in 162 1 was named "Royal
Procurator." The first entry of a marriage in Que-
bec is that of Hebert's daughter. In 1626 he was
granted the fief St. Joseph on the river Saint

Charles, with the title of Sieur d'Espinay. He died

in Januar}-. 1627. as the result of an accident, and
was buried in the cemetery of the Recollets. He
appears to have been held in high esteem by the

Governor, the Recollets, and the citizens.

^^'hen Champlain arrived in Canada in 1608, he
left his ships at Tadoussac, near the Saguenay, and
sailed up the Saint Lawrence in a small craft to

found the future city of Quebec. In his company
were a number of mechanics, and a surgeon named
Bonnerme. The axemen felled the trees on the
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narrow belt which skirts the promontory of Cape
Diamond, and soon a modest building arose, rudely

fashioned into a fort, styled the "Abitation de

Quebec." While this building was in the course

of construction a plot was developing to murder
Champlain and deliver Quebec into the hands of a

band of Spaniards at Tadoussac. Bonnerme was
suspected of complicity in the plot, but his inno-

cence was established and he was released. He died,

however, during the winter from the effects of

either scurvy or dysentery. It is difficult to de-

termine which disease decimated the colony.

Among the earliest settlers in Quebec was
Adrien Duchesne, a surgeon of Dieppe, who prob-

ably arrived in 1618. \\'hen Champlain surrendered

the fort to Sir David Kirke in 1629, Duchesne re-

mained and practised his profession imder the Eng-
lish regime. The colony was restored to France in

1632, under the treaty of St. Germain-en-Laye, and
a year later Champlain returned as Governor. A
few months before the death of the Governor in

1635 Duchesne received a grant of land from the

Crown and later transferred it to Abraham Martin,

after whom the Plains of Abraham were named.
In 1645-G we find him interested in the young
Charles Lemoine, Seigneur of Longueuil, and father

of the famous Iberville. His practice extended from
Quebec to the post at Three Rivers, midway be-

tween Quebec and ^Montreal.

Another surgeon, a contemporary of Champlain,
was Robert Gififard, Sieur de Beauport, a native of

Mortagne au Perche in France. He was born in

1587 and came to Quebec in 1628 in the capacity

of surgeon to the company of "The Hundred As-
sociates." He resided on the Beauport shore and
appears to have spent his leisure in hunting and
fishing. A year later, however, Quebec fell into the

hands of the English, and he returned to France.

After the restoration, he obtained a grant of the

Seigneury of Beauport in 1634. He was evidently

a man of considerable influence and enterprise, for

within the space of two years he induced fifty ex-

cellent families to settle on the banks of the Saint

Lawrence.
The task of colonization in those days was ex-

ceedingly difficult. Canada was under the monopoly
of the great fur trading companies, whose policy

was opposed to any extensive plan of settlement.

A sufficient number of residents to facilitate trade

was all that was thought desirable. His efforts,

therefore, under the circumstances, were remark-
able.

In 1647 Giffard obtained a larger grant of land,

known as the fief St. Gabriel. A year later, he
was appointed a member of the Council, a body em-
powered to enact local laws and to arbitrate the dif-

ferences of private individuals. He practised his

profession in Quebec and in the surrounding coun-
try, and was visiting physician to the Hotel Dieu,
founded in 1639. Giltard was recognized as a
man of considerable importance in his time, and
when he died in 1648 the community of the Hotel
Dieu felt that they had lost not only an eminent
physician, but a true friend.

The colony founded by Champlain at the foot of
Cape Diamond had been in existence for half a
century, but its institutions were still very primitive.
In 1658 Jean Madry, a surgeon of Quebec, while
on a visit to France, obtained from the Sieur Bar-
nois, Premier Surgeon in Ordinary to the King, and
Provost of the Royal College of' St. Come, in the
University of Paris, "Letters of Surgeon" for him-
self, with power to establish in all parts of Canada
the authority of surgery in order that the sick might

receive more efficient medical care. These letters

were registered in the Sovereign Council at Quebec,

but they do not appear to have been of much service

to the profession. Little appears to have been pre-

served regarding Madry. He was elected the first

Mayor of Quebec, an office which was abolished

after a trial of five weeks. The machinery of mu-
nicipal government was too complicated and ex-

pensive for the needs of a community of less than

five hundred souls.

There was at this time evidently a need of more
physicians to attend the wants of the settlers, for

we find that Jean Martinet, Sieur de Fonblanche,

who was born in Moustiers, Bourgogne, undertook

to teach his brother-in-law, Paul Prudhomme, the

art of medicine and surgery by the system of ap-

prenticeship. This is the first recorded instance of

a method of teaching, which subsequently became
much in vogue. This system led to such an increase

in the number of physicians that keen competition

and rivalry resulted in the establishment of a form
of "combine" or partnership. Those entering into

such a partnership "pooled all their possessions, fur-

niture, provisions, roots, and peltry; all the products

which they gathered from the ground, their instru-

ments of surgery, their medicines, and lastly, all the

revenue which they would obtain from their work
and industry." It was further agreed that

each of them would devote himself to the profit of

the partnership as far as lay in his power, and that

he would not run into debt (without the authority

of his associates) exceeding the sum of five sous.

At the end of four years the profits were equally

divided. It was further stipulated that in the case

of the death of a member before the expiration of

this term, all the goods of the community would be-

long to the survivors.

An interesting physician of this period was Dr.

Gaulthier, who, as a corresponding member of the

Royal .Academy of Sciences, had made many botan-

ical observations in Canada. It was he who dis-

covered the wintergreen plant, which to-day carries

his name, and is known as the "Gaultheria Procum-
bens." Gaulthier devoted himself also to the study
of law under the tutorship of the Sieur Verrier,

Procurator-General.

With the considerable increase of population, not

only at Quebec, but also at \'ine-Marie (Montreal),
disease in various forms had become much more
prevalent. Smallpox, especially, had spread to such

a degree that it was necessary to provide some suit-

able place to care for and attend the unfortunate

sick.

The Duchesse d'Aiguillon, finding such an unfor-

tunate condition of aiTairs, decided to found a hos-

pital, and sent from Dieppe a certain number ol

nuns. She received a grant of land in 1637, and es-

tablished in 1639 the Hotel Dieu at Quebec. Of the

attending staff of this hospital there is one who de-

serves especial notice, Michel Sarrazin, who came
to Canada in the capacity of Surgeon-Major of

the French troops. After practising his profession

in Quebec for some years he returned to France
for the purpose of pursuing his medical studies at

the University of Rennes. Three years later he

received the title of Physician to the King, and was
delegated by the Academy of .Science of France to

make a special study of animals and plants in Can-
ada. His work in this direction was remarkable.

In the Transactions of the Academy of Science for

1704 there appears a paper by Sarrazin on the

"Anatomy of the Beaver" which even to-day is re-

garded as the best work on the subject. His fur-

ther anatomical researches dealt with the muskrat.
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the seal, and groundhog. He also investigated the

mineral waters at Cap de la Madeleine. In his

botanical researches he discovered the pitcher plant,

which is known to-day as the "Sarracenia Pur-

purea." In recognition of these extensive re-

searches he received a pension of 550 pounds. To
Sarrazin's skill as a physician the records of the

Hotel Dieu bear ample testimony.

Expansion and colonization in this new country

frequently followed in the wake of missionary ac-

tivity. "Not a cape was turned," writes Park-

man, '"but a Jesuit led the way." Few more striking

examples of religious enterprise are to be found

than the establishment of the little colony at Ville-

]\Iarie (Montreal). The founders were Jerome
Royer de la Dauversiere, receiver of taxes at La
Fleche in Anjou, and Jean Jacques Olier, a young

priest of Paris. To both of these men there came
at nearly the same time (1636) the idea of founding

a religious colony at Montreal. They formed an

association for this purpose and called it the "Soci-

ety of Montreal." At first the society consisted of

six members, but the number was soon increased to

forty. Among these was Madame de Bullion, who
gave 42,000 livres for the purpose of endowing a

hospital in the new settlement. In 1641 Paul du

Chomedey, Sieur de Maisonneuve, set out for New
France with a company of 100 soldiers under his

command. Among those who joined the expedi-

tion was Mademoiselle Jeanne Glance, the descen-

dant of an honorable and influential family in

France, who became a member of the Society of

^Montreal. To ^Mademoiselle Mance was entrusted

the control of the funds given by ^Madame de

Bullion, for the establishment of a hospital at Alont-

real. On the arrival of the expedition in the Saint

Lawrence, the summer was found too far ad-

vanced to proceed to Montreal, so the win-

ter was spent in Quebec. ^lany efforts were

put forth to dissuade the company from push-

ing on to }iIontreal, but in vain. The following

spring they sailed up the Saint Lawrence and took

possession of the island on the 17th May, 1642. The
settlement was named \'ille-Marie in honor of the

Virgin Mary, to whom it was especially dedicated.

Of a hospital, however, there seemed for a time

to be little need. The colony was exceptionally free

from sickness, and there were as yet no wounded to

be attended, for the Iroquois knew nothing of the

little settlement and left the colonists to build in

peace. Mile. Mance even suggested that the endow-

ment for the hospital be given to the Jesuit IMis-

sions. To this, however, Madame de Bullion re-

fused to consent. Work on the hospital was con-

tinued, and the building was opened on the 8th of

October, 1644. There were two rooms for the sick,

a room for Mile. IMance, a kitchen, apartments for

the servants, and a chapel 10 feet square, built of

stone. During the following year the furniture,

medicine, and surgical instruments arrived, and some
live stock was brought for the use of the inmates.

The usefulness of such an institution was soon con-

ceded, for scarcely had the walls been completed

when news of the settlement reached the Iroquois

and encounters with the savages began. The
wounded were among the first to reap the benefit of

the shelter and careful attention which the hospital

afforded.

A few years later it was rumored that the "So-

ciety of Montreal" had lost interest in the under-

taking, and was on the point of dissolution. This

prompted Mile. Mance to return to France and ap-

proach Madame de Bullion for further assistance

for the hospital. In this she was entirely successful.

It now became evident as the work of fortification

went on that the hospital was likely to become per-

manently established. The Iroquois, however, de-

cided to renew their attempts to destroy it. In July,

1651, the hospital was besieged, and had to be aban-

doned. The defenders took refuge in the fort. The
colony was in danger of destruction and it was nec-

essary to have reinforcements. To procure aid,

Maisonneuve undertook a journey to France, for

which the hospital endowment furnished the money.
L'pon his return with more than 100 men a new
hospital was built and opened in the spring of 1654.

The reinforcement of men brought by Maisonneuve
put new life into the colony, and enabled them suc-

cessfully to resist the Iroquois. Thus, a second,

time, ^Nllle. Glance, by her judicious use of the en-

dowment funds of the hospital, saved the colony of

Montreal.

In 1657 Mile. ;\Iance, who had been Directress

of the hospital since its foundation, fell on the ice,

fractured her right arm, and dislocated her wrist.

Etienne Bouchard, a surgeon, set the arm, but failed

to discover the dislocation of the wrist. Jean Madry
also examined her injuries but with no better suc-

cess. The arm remained entirely useless until Mile.

Mance's temporary return to France occasioned by
the financial needs of the hospital. Here the use

of her arm, pronounced by the most eminent sur-

geons in Paris to be beyond recovery, was miracu-
lously restored by touching the casket containing the

heart of M. Olier. Mile. Mance issued the follow-

ing statement in writing, regarding the miraculous
cure

:

A/rum.

^(un d?-oi-bL^^^^jr^^ mirtiu c&.
^u- ^xm ijuir OiuLt uloiu- s'at::^

^-rOc^

6ll et sin czn^ eri^i £jljuf}^ fJt^Ay

"Au NoM DE L.\ Tres S.ainte Trinite, Amen."
"Je, Jeanne Mance, reconnais et confesse en la pre-

"sence de mon Dieu avoir receu de I'usage de ma
"main droite par les merites de feu Monsieur Olier

"ce qui s'est passe en ceste maniere

"Je declare que tout ce que j'ay escrit cy-dessus

"en ces deux petites feuilles est veritable et sincere

"en foi de quoy je l"ay escrit et signe de la mesme
"main dont j'av receu I'usage a Paris, ce 13 Fevurier,

"1659
"Je.\xxe M.\xce

The efforts to secure additional funds for the hos-

pital from Madame de Bullion were successful. Of
the 22,000 francs obtained for the purpose. Mile.

Mance entrusted 20,000 to the care of Le Royer de

la Dauversiere for the purpose of investment ; but
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upon his death it was found that the funds had been
misappropriated, and the hospital was left without
necessary means properly to carry on the work.
On account of this loss, the inmates were reduced
to extreme poverty, and suffered intensely from the

cold and lack of nourishing food. Under such cir-

cumstances Mile. Mance continued to administer the

affairs of the hospital until 1673. After her death

in that year the financial affairs of the hospital

caused increasing anxiety. The income had been
reduced by heavy losses to 12,000 livres a year,

400 of which were derived from the cultivation of

one hundred arpents of land. Owing to the French
Revolution their revenue for a time was lost alto-

gether, but the funds were recovered in 1821.

Hotel Dieu was destroyed by fire in 1695, in 1721,

and in 1734.
During the siege of Quebec in 1759 Surgeon Rob-

ert Adair established hospitals for the British on
the Island of Orleans, while the surgeons of Quebec
appear to have attended to the needs of the French.
Andre Amoux, a native of Rochfort, was surgeon-

major of the French troops. He and his son es-

tablished themselves on St. Louis Street near the

Ursuline Convent. When ilontcalm received his

mortal wound on the morning of the 13th of Sep-
tember, he was taken to the home of the surgeon
where his wounds were dressed by the younger Ar-
noux. It was here that Montcalm died at four
o'clock on the following morning.
About the year 1773 the attention of the Gov-

ernment of Lower Canada was drawn to the in-

creasing ravages of a peculiar disease, which, orig-

inating at Mai Bale, had spread to other parts of the

Province. A tradition exists that it was brought to

Mai Bale by a detachment of Scottish troops who
were either sent there on service or had been thrown
there by some accident of navigation a few years
before. The great resemblance of this disorder to

syphilis and its disgusting character led the unhappy
sufferers who were aware of that resemblance to

conceal their condition as long as possible ; while
those who were not aware of it looked upon the
symptoms as the result of scurvy and trusted to or-

dinary remedies or to time for relief. From both
these causes, in addition to the remoteness of the

parish where the disease first made its appearance,
and the want of medical assistance on the spot, the

disease was not commonly known until it reached
such a height as to require the attention of the Gov-
ernment.
The symptoms of the disease as stated in a private

description circulated by the Government in 1785,
are as follows

:

"Ulcerations appear on the soft palate, tonsils,

uvula, and mucous membrane of the mouth. As
time goes on, these extend and cause destruction of
these parts. At a later period nodes appear on the

head, arms, legs and trunk, which, breaking down,
produce extensive stinking ulceration. When the

disease has attacked the nose for a length of time,

it results often in the bridge falling in. Loss of
the hair of the head, eyesight, and hearing, and a
horrible stench are generally the precursors of death.

No one is exempt from the disease, the child at the

breast as well as the aged or infirm being equally

attacked."

Shortly after the disease first attracted the atten-

tion of the Government in 1775, General Carleton,
who was Governor at the time, sent a surgeon's mate
of the Seventh Regiment to St. Paul's Bay with
lustructions to administer medical relief. L^pon in-

vestigation the remedy which he distributed was
found to consist of calomel and m'^rcurial ointments.

This otficer was recalled to Quebec, and upon his

death, Philippe Louis Frangois Badelard, who came
from France as Assistant-Major of the French
troops, was appointed by General Haldimand, after

the departure of General Carleton, to investigate

the disease and report thereon. He therefore wrote
a pamphlet on the subject, which was printed by
the Government. It is stated that the use of the

foregoing remedies resulted in many of the afflicted

ones being cured.

Upon the exact nature of this disease the opin-

ions of medical men were found to dift'er. Among
those most keenly interested in the subject was Dr.

John Bowman, who was employed by the Govern-
ment in investigating the affected districts and in

distributing the remedies. One Robert Jones of

Montreal wrote an elaborate pamphlet, published
in Montreal in 1786, to prove that the disease was
not syphilis ; while a letter of Dr. Charles Blake,

Surgeon of H. M. Thirty-ninth Regiment, states

that : "This disease is nothing more than a con-
firmed syphilis showing itself in diiterent ways in

different parts of the body and making anomalous
symptoms and appearances accordingly. The hab-
its of the Canadians facilitate its communication in

various ways. They use the same cup, often bor-

row one another's pipe to smoke, chew their infants'

food and spit it into their mouths. They constantly

spit on their floors, and never clean them, and the

lower classes are generally regardless of cleanliness.

All these circumstances help to communicate the

disease, which may take effect anywhere that the

skin happens to be broken. The disease being of the

nature already stated, it gives way to no remedy but
mercury."
The Province of Quebec had as yet no facilities

for teaching medicine other than the form of ap-

prenticeship which did not appeal to the ambitious
student. It was necessary, therefore, to go else-

where for a medical education. The earliest student

to go abroad was Franqois Blanchet, who was born
in 1776, and received his preliminary education at

the Seminary at Quebec. At the completion of his

course at the Seminary, he studied medicine in New
York, and published a work on "The Application of

Chemistry to ^ledicine." After graduation, Blanchet

returned to his native home, Quebec, and entered

upon the practice of his profession. His ambition,

however, was not satisfied in medicine. He
launched into journalism, founded a newspaper
called Le Canadien, published several seditious

articles, and was imprisoned for a short time by the

haughty Governor. His active interest in politics

and education, however, led to his election as a

member of the legislative assembly, and it was he
who proposed during his tenure of office the first

law on education. During the war of 1812 he oc-

cupied the post of Chief Medical Officer in this

province.

Following the example of his preceptor, Blanchet,

we find Jacques Labrie, after serving his appren-
ticeship, going to Edinburgh to complete his course
of studies. He was the first to visit and study at

the Royal University there. Before leaving for Ed-
inburgh, Labrie founded a newspaper called Le
Courier, which announced his return to his native

cit)' in Augfust, 1808. Like his preceptor, Labrie

entered politics and became a member of the Cham-
ber of Assembly; and it is to him and his medical

colleagues that we are indebted for the institution

of those tribunals which now guard the honor of

the medical profession.

The condition of the medical profession and the

state of educaticn were, like everything else, in a
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state of transition. The medical men of good pro-

fessional status who were practising in the country

at this time were either Canadians who had served

their apprenticeship with a physician of standing

and then gone to the mother country for gradua-

tion and further study ; or they were, as often hap-

pened, Englishmen and Scotchmen who had received

their entire training at home. Many of these were
former army surgeons who had found the demand
for their medical services in civil life so great that

they had retired from active duty and were engaged
only in their profession as private practitioners. It

is said that the type of Englishmen who thus first

practised medicine in Canada was as good as Brit-

ish education could make it.

On the other hand, as was natural in a country

where there was no provision for medical educa-

tion, and where the demand for medical assistance

far exceeded the supply, quackery seems to have
flourished abundantly. It was to correct such a con-

dition of affairs that in 1750 the Intendant Bigot

introduced an ordinance which may be considered

the code of the medical profession in Canada. This

ruling provided that no one should practice medicine

without passing an examination. Those wishing to

practise in a city were to be examined before the

Physician of the King in the presence of the Lieu-

tenant-Governor of the Jurisdiction. Those wish-

ing to practise in the outlying districts were to pass

an examination before the Physician of the King
and a sub-delegate.

This ruling continued until 1788. when the Brit-

ish Parliament passed an act which provided that

no one should practise physic and surgery within

the Province of Quebec, or midwifery in the towns
of Quebec and Montreal without a license. A li-

cense was to be obtained by passing an examination

conducted by capable persons appointed by the Gov-
ernor or Commander-in-Chief of the Province. This

regulation did not subject those to an eNamination

who had already taken a degree in any university,

or had been commissioned as surgeons in the army
or navy. "But the ordinance of 178S hjd a radical

fault. It placed the study and the practice Ot med-
icine absolutely in the hands of the executive power.
It opened the door to partiality, to injustice and to

administrative tyranny. The licenses were to be

given by the Governor, and the examiners were to

be nominated by the Governor also, which made
them simply officers of the Government Executive.

At a period when prejudice and narrow ideas in of-

ficial spheres reigned, this domestication of the pro-

fession might cause serious rejection of justice.

"If one can believe the memoirs of a contempor-
ary, this deplorable side of the ordinance soon be-

came evident. The celebrated Pierre de Sales La-
terriere. who had studied medicine for some time

before leaving France, and who practised medicine

from time to time since his arrival in Canada in

1766, found himself subject to the new legislation.

He had practised without a diploma, often with
success, according to what he says himself. But
henceforth he must, under the penalty of a fine,

abandon the practice of medicine or submit to an ex-

amination before the members of a bureau appointed

by the Governor. He decided on the latter alterna-

tive, and was the first candidate for the study of

medicine who presented himself before the Board
of Jkledical Examiners in Canada. Let him relate

his unhappy experience

:

" 'I had lost my certificate of St. Come, and the

documents of my apprenticeship in Paris, but I

knew I had talent enough to pass an examination.
I was the first to present myself before the medical

bureau of examination at 8 o'clock in the morning
in the presence of four practitioners and four coun-

cillors, and a very large assembly attracted by curi-

osity because there was a new institution in the

country. The examination lasted until four in the

afternoon. One question did not wait for another.

However correct my answers were, my examiners,

because of my failure to present my letters to them,

did not wish to permit me to continue practising. It

was necessary for me to go to another college to

obtain other certificates. Their partiality, their hard-

ness, their malice were so apparent that many of

my friends, mere spectators, said to me, 'Go to

Cambridge, near Boston, where, in a short time,

with the knowledge that you have obtained here, you
would obtain what you now lack.' My examiners

having seen that, and the reproaches that the pub-

lic were making, rather through shame than friend-

ship, said : 'Yes, if the candidate should go to

Cambridge or elsewhere, we will give him a certifi-

cate favorable to the talents and knowledge which
he has displayed.' "

—

(Memoirs of Pierre de Sales

Laterriere.)

"During the winter and spring of 1788 M. Laterri-

ere studied at Cambridge. After passing a satisfac-

tory examination, in June, 1789, he obtained the

diploma of Bachelor of Medicine and returned to

Canada. He appeared again before the Medical

Board, consisting of Drs. John Foote, James Fisher,

James Davidson, Francois Lajus and Fred Oliva.

"The last clause of the Act provided that anyone
holding a university degree should not be subject to

an examination. Nevertheless, the examiners
wished to examine him, saying that as his diploma

was from a foreign university they could only give

him a simple certificate of study, and could not

receive him unless he passed an examination. La-
terriere submitted to the examination, which he

passed successfully.

"The Ordinance of 1788 relative to the Medical
Profession opened the door to disadvantages of

which the most serious was the arbitrariness of the

executive. In proportion as the country developed,

as the population increased, and as the number of

candidates for medicine became greater, the acts of

injustice also became more frequent. The influence

of the national and political question was felt in this

sphere as well as in most others. The French Cana-

dian physicians complained that owing to official

power, the English physicians made them wait and
retained the exclusive authority over the adminis-

tration of the profession and of the conditions

of admission to the learned fraternity. It is

to be noted that for about forty years there was not

a single French Canadian examiner either at Que-
bec or Montreal."— (J. E. Roy, "Histoire du No-
tariat au Canada.")

This Act was repealed in 1831, when another Act
was passed regulating the practice of medicine (I

William 4 caput 27). This Act provided that no
one should act as physician without a license from
the Governor, and that all persons intending to study

phvsic with a view to obtaining a license should

undergo an examination before a Board of Exam-
iners for the election of which provision was made
in this Act. The Board was to consist of twelve

members, seven forming a quorum.
It was also enacted that no license should be

granted unless candidate were of full age and had
served an apprenticeship of five years.

In 1841 an Act was passed to enable persons au-

thorized to practise physic or surgery in L'pper or

Lower Canada, to practise in the Province of Can-

ada.
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By the Act of 1847 the medical profession in

Lower Canada was incorporated under the name of

"The College of Physicians and Surgeons of Lower
Canada" and was empowered under certain restric-

tions to frame its own statutes for the regulation

of the study of medicine in all its departments, and
by-laws for its own government.

In 1849 an amendment to this Act was passed

which authorized the Provincial Medical Board to

issue licenses.

Let us pause to consider for a few moments what
were the general conditions of the people of Nou-
velle France.

During the course of time, increased intercourse

with France and England had led to greater num-
bers of immigrants reaching the colony. The
marked increase of population had brought about
the prevalence of disease, "that everlasting traveller

which follows humanity wherever it goes," and one
of its earliest manifestations was in epidemic form.

The earliest disease to be mentioned was scurvy

(mal de terre and mal tie mer). A description of

the symptoms and its treatment as noted by Jacques
Cartier has already been given. It is interesting to

note here that new and more drastic remedies were
evidently resorted to. Captain Knox in his Jour-
nal writes

:

"This morning I was an eye witness to the cere-

mony of burying a man alive, »iirabile dictu, for the

sea scurvy. To explain this matter, it must be ob-

served that a pit was made in the ground, and the

patient stood in it, with his head only above the

level earth ; then the mould was thrown in loose

about him : and there he remained for some hours

:

this, I am told, is to be repeated every day until his

recoverj' is perfected."

Scurvy, which was known in the early days of

New France under the name of "Mal de terre,"

and later found to be the same disease as "Mal de
mer," was certainly one of the chief causes which
retarded the colonization of Canada. The disas-

trous results were seen at Tadoussac (1600), Island
of St. Croix (1604-5), Port Royal (1506-9), Que-
bec (1609), and on the Island of Miscou (1635).

After scurvy came smallpox with its attendant
train of fatalities. There were during the French
regime four characteristic epidemics: 1703, 1732,

1733 and 1755.
The epidemic of 1703 was particularly severe.

The registers of the Province of Quebec show that

there were over two thousand deaths, Indians in-

cluded. "Never had such a misery been seen," re-

marks the historian of the Hotel Dieu of Quebec.
"Every one was deploring the loss of a relative, one
of his wife, another of her husband, one his brother,
another of his children. Orphans wept for their

parents ; all were in tears, and there were no gath-
erings except for funerals."

In a letter written on 14th October, 1733, by
Beauharnois to Hocquart, it is stated that "the
smallpox which has afflicted this country since the

end of the .Autumn of 1732, up till to-day, and which
has carried off nearly 2,000 persons from this col-

ony, has exhausted the resources of everyone, and
the suspension of all work has necessarily followed.
The working classes at Quebec are becoming from
day to day more of a burden upon men of means,
and more upon us than upon others by their too fre-

quent importunities. We cannot find any other
expedient than to find work for them to take them
out of their misery."

"It spread on all sides throughout this Govern-
ment (Province or country) and in that of Three
Rivers where it is still prevalent. By the account

which has been brought to me, about 900 persons
have died from this disease in the environs of Alont-

real. as many men as women, girls and infants. At
Quebec, zjS. I have not yet had a list of the num-
ber in the environments of Quebec or Three Rivers,

but the number may well be five or six hundred
which this disease has carried oft from the colony.

It is true that the greater number are children, but
there have been a great nurnber of sick at Quebec,
there being at one time more than 2,000 between
those in the Hotel Dieu and in private houses.

"This disease was commonly accompanied by a
circumstance which was as annoying for the sick

as for those who cared for them. This was the in-

supportable odor which accompanied the disease. I

think it will not be necessary for me to go into de-
tails. I have seen several persons attacked with this

disease in France, but it was far from being as viru-

lent as it is in Canada."
A disease as dreadful in results as smallpox nat-

urally incited the pioneers in medicine to try various
methods of treatment. \\'e find that Michel Sar-
razin thought that in his discovery of the "Sarra-
cinea Purpurea" he had found a remedy ; but this

proved useless and it was not until 1765 that we
find any attempt being made to introduce vaccination

as a preventive. This was first employed in Sep-
tember, 1768, by a Mr. Latham, surgeon to the

King's or Eighth Regiment of Foot, who announced
to the inhabitants of Quebec that he was prepared
to carry on this method of prevention.

The people of New France were indeed sorely

afflicted, for we find that plague made its appearance
amongst them on no less than three different occa-

sions (1711, 1718, and 1740). The historian of
Hotel Dieu of Quebec relates that it was brought
to this country by a ship hailing from Siam where
the plague was prevalent about that time. The dis-

ease was therefore known as the "Disease of Siam."
There are no records affording any description of

the sj'mptoms of those afflicted with the disease,

hence any opinion as to the exact nature of the

epidemic must be mere conjecture. The same au-
thority, however, makes the following comments: "I

have never seen so many sick in the hospital ; the

wards, garrets and outer buildings all were filled,

and we can hardly pass between the beds. All be-

came as black as coal as soon as they were dead."

This last remark may possibly justify the opinion

that the disease was what is known to-day as the

"Pestis Bubonica." History also relates the recur-

rence of other epidemics of a similar nature, extend-
ing over several periods (1710, 1746, 1750, 1756,

1757, and 1759). The death rate was evidently very

high.

Owing undoubtedly to unhygienic conditions at

this time existing, diseases other than those just men-
tioned of an epidemic nature were prevalent amongst
the colonists. Chest affections were frequent, and
the methods adopted to effect a cure were perhaps
imique in the history of medicine in this country.

In a letter from \'audreuil and Begon dated at

Quebec, on 6th October, 1720, we learn that "there

are a great number of persons in these parts who
are attacked by chest diseases, and that the most
efficacious remedy is asses' milk. As there are no
animals of this kind in the colonies, we beg the

Council to see that a male and a female are sent

out next year by the ships of His Majesty."

The use of ice for the purpose of reducing the

temperature in typhoid fever is thought by many to

be of comparatively recent date ; but about 1780 we
learn from the memoirs of Philip de Gaspe that

when a child, he had been cured of a very severe
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attack of typhus or typhoid fever by the use of ice.

"I showed scarcely any signs of Hfe for three days,''

he writes, "my death was expected each minute."

So far, the patient had been treated by some one

who possessed only a pretentious knowledge of medi-

cine; as the condition of the patient became one of

extreme gravity, Dr. Fred Oliva was sent for. He
suggested that the child be dipped in a bath of iced

water and then wrapped in hot flannels. "At the

end of half an hour," writes de Gaspe. "there fol-

lowed an abundant perspiration which saved my
Hfe."

From 1800 to 1832 the country appears, as far as

one is able to glean from available sources, to have

been singularly free from diseases of an epidemic

nature. Nevertheless, Asiatic cholera, which had
originated in India during the earl}- part of the nine-

teenth century, gradually spread over extensive

areas, until in 1832 it reached France and England.

The English Government, as Christie says, "with

characteristic providence and anxiety for the wel-

fare of the province, had advised the Governor to

make preparation against it in Canada, as in all

probability it would with the influx of immigrants

hither attend them. Legislative provision accord-

inglv was made to meet the impending evil, and san-

itary precautions were adopted. Grosse Isle, thirty

miles below the port of Quebec, was made a quar-

antine station, to which medical men were appointed,

and temporary wooden buildings were erected upon
it for hospitals, and the establishment put under mil-

itan,- authorit)'."

The Spring of 1832 was rainy, cold and backward,

and remarkable for the prevalence of heavy north-

easterly gales. "\\'ith the arrival," writes Christie,

"of ever}' vessel bringing immigrants, the pestilence

was expected to make its appearance in Quebec.

At length, on the 8th of June, the appalling news
reached the city of its actual appearance at Grosse

Isle, by The Garricks from Dublin, with 133 passen-

gers on board, 59 having died of cholera during

the passage. From Quebec it bounded onwards as

it were by leaps in its direful progress up the St.

Lawrence, breaking out on the loth at Montreal

with great violence." The severity of the epidemic

may be gathered from the fact that from the 9th

June to the 2d September no less than 2,215 P^O'

pie died from this alone in the cit}' of Quebec.

Since that time, there have occurred four outbreaks

(1834, 1849, 1852 and 1854) of Asiatic cholera in

the Province of Quebec.
Let us now leave Quebec, with its illustrious past,

and turn our attention to the city where we are now
meeting which was destined to become the centre

of medical education. !\Iontreal was in 1816 a thriv-

ing town of 20,000 inhabitants, a distribution centre

for immigration and the headquarters for the thriv-

ing trade of the North West Company.
The various charitable institutions of this city

were for several years found inadequate to the in-

creasing wants of the population, due to the in-

crease of immigration. The termination of the war
in 181 5 brought to our shores vast numbers of per-

sons who through sickness on their passage or pov-

erty on their arrival were incapable of reaching

their destination. Unable to procure either support

or medical attendance from any funds of their own,
they made an urgent appeal which prompted the

benevolent inhabitants of our cities to devise means
for the relief of these miserable exiles. An asso-

ciation of women in Montreal designated as the

"Ladies' Benevolent Society" was formed expressly

for the relief of the indigent immigrants ; but more
than this was needed. The sick required medical

aid; and to attain this object, some medical men of

the city agreed to give their assistance, provided a

house could be obtained where the most necessitous

cases of sick poor could be relieved. A small build-

ing of four apartments was then hired, and called

the "House of Recovery." Small as it was, and
inadequate to meet the numerous cases that needed

relief, it became the germ of that noble institution

which redounds so greatly to the benefit and honor
of the city of Montreal—the Montreal General

Hospital. This building was soon found totally

inadequate to relieve all those who made request

for assistance, and means were taken of raising a

sum of money which, when sufficient, enabled them
to rent a larger house in Craig street. The medical

department was placed under the direction of four

physicians who attended monthly in rotation ; one of

them as house surgeon attended daily in cases of

accident. On the ist May, 1819, such patients as

were in the House of Recovery, together with the

little property belonging to that establishment, were
moved into the new institution, which now assumed
the title of the "Montreal General Hospital."

Considerable interest had been aroused in favor

of this newly-established charit}-, and to such a de-

gree that in August, 1820, sufficient funds had been

raised to enable them to buy a new site on which
to erect a modern building. The site which was
purchased was that which is now occupied by the

hospital. On the 6th June, 1821, the foundation

stone was duly laid, and in May, 1822, it was opened
for the reception of patients. The medical staff

consisted of Doctors Caldwell, Robertson, Holmes
and Stephenson. Within ten years from the first

foundation of the hospital the demands for admis-

sion exceeded its capacity, and an important addi-

tion was made to it, which was opened for the re-

ception of patients in December, 1832. The hos-

pital at this time contained nineteen wards and had
a capacit}' of 160 beds."—(Hochelaga Depicta.)

An institution attended by active and energetic

physicians and supplied with abundant clinical ma-
terial being now a fully established fact, the staff

was naturally led to approach the vexed problem of

medical education. The means by which it was
eventually solved have been most thoroughly de-

scribed by Dr. Maude Abbott in her history of the

Medical Faculty of McGill L'niversity, and from
this I shall venture to quote at some length

:

"The formation of a medical school was the nat-

ural outcome of a general impulse in a rapidly grow-
ing cit}- where a real need for medical teaching ex-

ists. As a result, therefore, we find that in 1822
lectures were publicly announced and given by some
of the members of the staff of the Montreal Gen-
eral Hospital, notably, Drs. Stephenson and Holmes.
This continued for a year, when a meeting of the

hospital medical staff was held on the 20th October,

1823, to consider the expediency of establishing a

medical school. Steps were immediately taken to

organize a teaching staff, and to utilize the hospital

for clinical purposes, to give a course of lectures,

and these were begun on the 15th November, 1824,

and delivered at the home of the institution, the first

announcement of teaching reading as follows

:

Principles and Practice of !\Iedicine. Dr. Caldwell

;

Surgery, Anatomy and Physiolog}-, Dr. Stephenson

;

Midwifery and Diseases of Children. Dr. Robertson
;

Chemistrv. Pharmacv and Materia Medica, Dr.

Holmes."'

"This organization was then known as the Mont-
real IMedical Institution, and the first session of

this body was held in the Academic years 1824-5.

Once established, the Montreal ^Medical Institution
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seems to have worked its way on quickly winning

good repute until 1829, which marks an epoch in

its history when it became 'engrafted upon' Mc-
Gill University as its medical faculty. This Uni-

versity, founded by the will of the Hon. James
McGill, did not come into actual operation for many
years, in spite of the need that was felt for such an

educational institution amongst the English-speaking

population. The bequest, which consisted of £10,000

and the estate of Burnside, was left in trust for a

college to The Royal Institution for the Advance-

ment of Learning, a body contemplated by a Pro-

vincial Act of 1801, but which was not incorporated

and therefore not able to hold property until the

year 1818. This circumstance, combined with an

almost total lack of funds in the institution, de-

layed action. And delay was further occasioned by

protracted litigation over the bequest. Indeed, had

it not been for the farseeing condition of the be-

quest, that the legacy should revert to certain per-

sons unless a university were established within ten

years of the testator's decease, it is more than prob-

able that the project would have been indefinitely

delayed.

"In the year 1829, that portion of the lawsuit

which referred to the bequest of the landed estate of

Burnside was decided in favor of the University, but

the question of the iio.ooo continued unsettled for

many years longer, and no funds were at the dis-

posal of the college. Yet it was felt that to fulfill

the conditions of the will actual teaching must now
be done in the University, and the purely nominal
appointments of 1823 be refilled or supplemented.

"At this time the eyes of the Royal Institution and
of the friends of education were turned upon the

IMontreal Medical Institution, now an active teach-

ing body of established reputation, and it was de-

cided to bridge the difficulty by making this body
the medical faculty of the University, its officers

becoming professors or lecturers in their respective

branches.

"On June 29, 1829, the first meeting of the Gover-
nors of "Burnside University of McGill College"

was called at Burnside House, which had just come
into the hands of the Royal Institution under the

will. This meeting had as its object the promulga-
tion of the Charter and the Inauguration of the

University. It was largely attended by represen-
tative citizens of all classes, and at this meeting the

members of the Montreal Medical Institution who
had been invited to be present were formally en-

grafted upon the University of McGill College as

its medical faculty.

"The Montreal Medical Institution, as it still con-
tinued to be called for some years, was now a fac-

ulty of an established university capable of granting
degrees. For some years the only active work done
in the university was that in this faculty^ and by its

simply fulfilling the time limit of the will, it may
justly be said to have saved the university at least

from much involved and tedious litigation if, in-

deed, it did not preserve for it the bequest itself."

The improvement of medical education was even
as early as this period (1837) a much discussed
subject, and relevant to it is an extremely interesting

report and suggestion made by Sir John Doratt,
M.D., then Inspector-General of Hospitals, who was
appointed by the British Government to investi-

gate, report upon, and advise regarding this ques-
tion. In this report is suggested the establishment
of a medical school in the city of Quebec in con-

nection with Hotel Dieu and the Marine Hospitals.
These hospitals, it was considered, would conjointly
provide clinical beds to the number of three hun-

dred. The selection of Quebec for the proposed
medical school was due to various reasons. The
population of the city was now between 30,000 and
40,000. As the principal port also for ocean ship-

ping, it was at Quebec that the diseases continually

brought by incoming vessels and the accidents from
the process of loading and unloading in port were
most in evidence. It was here, therefore, that the
aid of medicine and surgery was most urgently re-

quired. It was felt also that the school would at-

tract from the colonies of New Brunswick, Nova
Scotia and Prince Edward Island the young men
who had hitherto been compelled to go abroad for

an opportunity of studying medical science.

Among the suggestions regarding the course of
medicine to be pursued was the proposed regula-

tion that the whole period allotted for education

at the medical school should be five years. The first

three years were to be passed in strict attendance

at the school of medicine and the last two years in

close attendance to duties at the hospital. It was
further suggested that the clinics at the hospital

should be given from 8 to 10 A. M. These sugges-

tions are worthy of note, since it is only within the

last year that both McGill and its sister university,

Laval, have adopted five years as the period neces-

sary for the prescribed course of study. The sug-

gestion of early clinics is now also under consider-

ation.

The year 1826, it is to be noted in closing, marked
an era in the history of medicine of the Province of
Quebec: It gave birth to the first attempt which
had been made with a view to opening a free inter-

course with the literary world, and to promoting the

interest and cultivation of medical science within the

limits of our country by the formation of the first

medical society in Quebec. The President was Jo-
seph Morrin. It was at the same time that the

first medical journal in the Province appeared, with

the following words on the title-page: "Journal de
Medecine de Quebec, pul)lit' et redige par Xavier
Tessier."

The period of time allotted to the consideration of
the history of medicine in our province has been
covered and it remains to me now to express with

the greatest of pleasure my sincerest thanks to Dr.

A. G. Doughty, C.M.G., Dominion Archivist, for

the privilege accorded in having access to the val-

uable manuscripts and works in the Archives ; also

for his invaluable assistance and suggestions in the

preparation of this paper, and his arrangement of

the bibliography ; to Dr. N. E. Dionne, Librarian of

the Provincial Legislature of Quebec, for his kind

assistance; to Mr. C. B. Gould, Librarian of the

Peter Redpath Library, McGill University, for the

privilege of consulting the valuable works of ref-

erence ; to his able assistant. Miss Hepburn, for her

untiring energy in carrying out and preparing the

research work; and to Aliss Charlton, Librarian of
the Medical Faculty of McGill University, for her

very kind assistance.
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THE PATHOGENESIS OF
MALARIA.*

PERNICIOUS

By WILLIAM H. DEADERICK, M.D..

MARIANNA. ARKANSAS.

Pernicious malaria is almost as varied in patho-

genesis as it is in its manifestations. Not only are

its several forms associated with unlike conditions,

but for the explanation of some the presence of

several different factors is necessary. Thus, coma-
tose malaria may be associated with at least two
different forms of the parasite; the peripheral blood
may show very great numbers of these parasites

or they may be scanty; in the brain they may be
found in hordes, even to the occlusion of small ves-

sels, or they may be entirely absent.

As may be inferred no one etiological element can
account for all cases, even of the same type. Prob-
ably the only essentially common factor is the pres-

ence of the malarial parasite, the manifestations of

which run the gamut from the mildest intermit-

tent to the profoundest cachexia, from the most
artfully masked to the deadliest pernicious.

Until comparatively recently it was believed that

infections with the so-called benign organisms never
gave rise to pernicious symptoms. Celli^ states that

the tertian and quartan parasites never cause per-

nicious fevers. Marchiafava and Bignami- say

that there is no instance on record of a malignant

fever following tertian and quartan infections and
that no autopsy has ever been made in connection

with a malignant spring tertian or quartan. Manna-
berg^ ^'an der Scheer*, and Maurer^ believe that

only the estivo-autumnal parasites have a role in

the production of the pernicious fevers. Thayer,
in his "Lectures on the Malarial Fevers," says that

he never heard of a pernicious paroxysm occurring

in tertian or quartan infections with the exception

of the case of French.'

While the vast majority of cases of pernicious

malaria are due to infection with the tropical para-

sites it cannot now be maintained that tertian and
quartan infections are not occasionally accompanied
with perniciousness. Craig" says that any of the

malarial parasites may cause pernicious infections

leading to death. Crespin* informs us that it is

not rare to find on examination tertian and quartan
parasites in these cases. Billet" found the large

tertian in six of forty cases of typhoid pernicious.

Ziemann'" observed a case of pernicious malaria

due to the benign tertian. Thiroux^' found this

parasite in a case of convulsive pernicious in a mu-
latto infant. Ewing^'' in sixty-four cases of the

cerebral type of pernicious, found the large tertian

parasite alone in five. French" reports a case of

comatose malaria in a man, age twenty-one, whose
blood harbored the tertian parasite. Hunt'' ob-

served a case of common tertian complicated by

"•Read by title at the fifth annual meeting of the
American Society of Tropical Medicine, held in Balti-
more, March 28, IQ08.
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alarming hematemesis in a boy aged eleven. Mc-
Elroy" had a case of comatose pernicious due to

tertian infection in a negro male, aged thirty. Fi-

cucci" records a case with a pernicious meningo-
cerebellar syndrome due to tertian parasites. Fen-
ner** gives the history of a case of the comatose
type in an adult ; the blood examination showed
crescents and large tertian forms.

Craig' makes the assertion that quartan infec-

tions are more apt to become pernicious than ter-

tian. The writer, however, agrees with Davidson,"
who says that pernicious symptoms occur more
rarely in connection with quartan infections than
with simple tertian. The reasons for this are

probably the relative rarity of quartan fever and the

more even distribution of parasites throughout the

circulation, there being slight tendency to form
accumulations.

It is not yet known with certainty which variety

of the estivo-autumnal parasite gives rise most fre-

quently to perniciousness. Marchiafava and Big-
nami- and Mannaberg' hold that the tertian estivo-

autumnal infections are the most dangerous, only

a few cases showing the quotidian. Craig,'* how-
ever, found the quotidian parasite most often in

cases infected in Cuba and in the Philippines. This
was also the experience of Wright,'" in British Ma-
laya, who found the pigmented quotidian parasite

most frequently associated with the cerebral and
gastrointestinal types of pernicious malaria.

The part played by the crescents in the patho-

genesis of pernicious paroxysms is worthy of brief

consideration. Marchiafava and Bignami,-" Celli,'

Mannaberg,^ A. Plehn,^' Koch,''- Manson,=' Thay-
er,^* and others believe that this form of the or-

ganism is nonpyrogenic. Ewing,-' however, holds

with Laveran that it is by no means certain that the

formation and development of the crescents are en-

tirely innocuous to the patient. Ewing doubtless

in part bases this opinion on the finding of cres-

cents alone in thirty-three of sixty-four cases of

cerebral pernicious.'- Whether the blood examined
in these cases was peripheral or visceral is not

stated, but as only three were fatal it may fairly be
assumed that in most instances, at least, it was per-

ipheral. That the crescentic form of the parasite

has an intimate relation to the production of the

pernicious fevers is improbable for the following

reasons : First, crescents alone may be found in

the peripheral blood and intense localizations of

active forms be present in the brain or other vis-

cera. The number of parasites in the superficial

circulation is not a reliable guide to the severity of

the attack. In eleven of Ewing"s sixty-four cere-

bral cases no parasites were fully identified, and in

many of his thirty-three cases in which crescents

alone were found the search was successful only

after one and two hours. Secondly, crescents are

rarely if ever present in the parasitic localizations

and thrombi frequently observed in pernicious

cases.

Of the pathogenetic factors which excite perni-

ciousness the following are to be regarded as the

most important and approximately of relatively equal

importance: i. An excessive number of parasites.

2. Localizations of parasites. 3. Toxins. 4. Indi-

vidual predisposition and external etiological influ-

ences.

Number of parasites. Golgi's law, that the num-
ber of parasites determines the severity of the at-

tack, has been generally accepted. Cases in which
the parasites are in very great numbers in the per-

ipheral blood are usually accompanied by coma.
We have no means of estimating even approx-

mately the total number of malarial parasites in

the body of a malarial patient as the distribution

of the former varies within the widest limits. They
may be numerous in the peripheral and visceral

circulation generally ; they may be scanty or absent

in the peripheral circulation and numerous in most
of the viscera ; or they may e.xist in moderate num-
bers or be absent except in certain areas where they

may be intensively localized. That the parasites

are abundant, either absolutely in the body as a

whole, or relatively in certain areas, probably holds

good in a great majority of the cases, though, as

Celli' states, we cannot always attribute pernicious-

ness to the large number of parasitic forms. Mar-
chiafava and Bignami-" call attention to certain

grave cases of comatose, convulsive, delirious or

mixed pernicious in which from beginning to end

and even at autopsy very few parasites are found.

Mannaberg' says : "From the general impression

which I have obtained, naturally only from the

peripheral blood, the number in malignant fevers

is perhaps larger, yet the difference scarcely seems

so decided as to make this factor alone responsible

for the perniciousness."'

As applied to the number of parasites in the per-

ipheral blood Golgi's rule is applicable only in a

very general sense. Ziemann-^ states that the num-
ber of parasites in the peripheral blood is not always
in direct relation to the severity of the attack.

Crespin" acknowledges that he had difficulty in

finding the parasites, which were always scanty in

these cases. He gives the details of a case in which
there were neither parasites nor pigment in the

peripheral blood but they were numerous in the

vessels of certain viscera. This writer quotes Nocht
as saying "in pernicious attacks the hematozoa are

not found in the peripheral blood but only in the

viscera." Moore-' says "I have often seen cases

where the symptoms in no wise seemed commensur-
ate with the number of parasites observed in the

specimen of blood." According to Kendall-' there

may be only a few parasites in the peripheral cir-

culation or it may even be impossible to find them.

Mannaberg' states that it sometimes happens that

the peripheral blood is very poor in parasites.

Marchiafava and Bignami-" note the fact that the

contradiction found so often during life between
the number of the parasites and the gravity of the

disease disappears when an autopsy allows of an
examination of all the organs. Craig" asserts that

"the number of parasites found in the peripheral

blood is not always a criterion as to the pernicious-

ness as one of the most rapidly fatal cases I have
ever observed showed but few parasites in the per-

ipheral blood." To quote Barker'" : "In the estivo-

autumnal infections the number of organisms cir-

culating in the peripheral parts affords, as a rule,

very insufficient data upon which to base an idea

of the severity of the infection." Thayer-* says that

there may be very few parasites in the peripheral

circulation. He mentions a fatal case of the coma-
tose variety showing no active parasites in the per-

ipheral blood and only a very few ovoids and cres-

cents after a careful search of the blood obtained

by puncture of the spleen. Marchoux'^ reported

three cases of pernicious malaria in which the para-

sites were very scanty in the peripheral circulation.

Zeri'- records four cases of pernicious fever in all

of which the parasites were few in number. Bloom-
bergh and Coffin^' treated a case ending fatally in

which no parasites could be found until forty-eight

hours after onset notwithstanding repeated exam-
inations. In seven cases in which Fenner" exam-
ined the blood, no parasites were found in five.
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Evving's'" eleven cases of the comatose form in

which no parasites were fully identified have been
mentioned. I have observed one case of severe

comatose malaria in a boy aged 12 in whose peri-

pheral blood the parasites were scanty.

On the other hand the superficial circulation may
be teeming with parasites while the patient experi-

ences only a mild attack. Thus A. Plehn^* gives

the histories of two cases in which the symptoms
were slight though the peripheral blood showed as

many as thirty-five and forty-six tropical parasites

respectively to each field of the microscope.
It is highly probable that an enormous number

of parasites, equably distributed, depends for its

power to elicit pernicious symptoms upon the in-

creased quantity of toxin elaborated.

Localiization of Parasites.—Accumulations of

parasites in the brain were first described by
Planer (1854) and by Frerichs (1861), those in

the liver by Guarnieri (1867). More recently the

minute observations of Marchiafava and Bignami,
Dock, Barker, and Ewing have taught us that per-
nicious malaria in many of its varied manifesta-
tions is dependent on these localizations in one or

more of a multiplicity of localities. Localizations
in the brain have been found associated with a
wide variety of cerebral symptoms : in the mucosa
of the alimentary tract with gastrointestinal symp-
toms and typical algid attacks ; in the heart with
cardiac symptoms; in the medulla with bulbar pa-
ralysis ; in the retina with amblyopia ; in the pancreas
with hemorrhagic pancreatitis, etc. In proportion
to the amount of damage sustained by the kidneys
in malaria there is less tendency for parasites in

pernicious attacks to accumulate in these organs
than in any other of the body. The most carefully
studied case of this condition is that of Ewing.^'

These localizations consist in the main of para-
site-infected red blood cells; there may be. how-
ever, pigmented leucocytes and free parasites and
pigment. The parasites in each particular case
may be of the same or of different stages of
development. The pigmented and sporulating
forms are probably oftenest seen, but the earlier

phases are frequently observed. It would seem
reasonable that the crescents, on account of their

size, would frequently form an important element
in these accumulations of parasites, but such does
not appear to be the case.

The cause of these parasitic concentrations is

problematical. It cannot be due to the size, weight,
or loss of elasticity of the infected cells, for. as
Mannaberg' states, the benign parasites would be
more apt to form thrombi if this were the cause.

Kelsch and Kiener^'^ and others have observed
endothelial swellings in the small cerebral vessels

with consequent construction of caliber, but whether
this is a cause or an effect cannot be said. \'aso-

motor influences and phagocytosis have also been
invoked in explanation. The most probable theory
is that of ]\Iannaberg' who attributes the condition

to a sort of agelutination or adhesiveness that holds
the infected erythrocj'tes to the vessel walls.

The symptoms present in cases in which, on
post-mortem examination, localizations of parasites

are demonstrated, are not always referable to these

aggregations alone, since changes are frequently

observed which are secondary to parasitic throm-
bosis and may outweigh the latter in pathogenic
importance. The most conspicuous of these changes
are perivascular exudation, hemorrhage, and ne-

crosis. The hemorrhages are usually punctate, but
Blanc'' and Ziemann-" report large cerebral clots.

This propensity of the parasites in pernicious

fever to congregate undoubtedly explains the course

of many cases but by no means all. Fatal cases of

comatose malaria have been observed with no para-

sites at all in the brain. Ford'* reports a case with
serious pulmonary symptoms in which the para-

sites were no more numerous in the lung than in

the general circulation. "The severity of the renal

lesion with the absence of parasites in the renal

vessels also requires mention." ''

It is not known whether parasitic thrombi may
exist without producing symptoms. Frerichs,'" who
frequently observed thrombotic occlusions of the

cerebral vessels insisted that too much stress should

not be laid on them on account of the rich collateral

circulation. He likewise affirmed that he had more
than once seen markedly pigmented brains without

cerebral symptoms during life.

From the study of a case in which the patient

w-as suddenly attacked with transient coma three

times in five days, Ewing'^ believes that embolic

processes are factors in some instances. This is the

most probable explanation of these cases.

Toxins.—The existence of a toxin, the product

of the malarial parasite, is almost universally as-

sumed by students of malaria. The grounds for

this assumption may be briefly recounted as fol-

lows :

1. An analogy with other infectious diseases.

2. Immunity. This immunity is not absolute,

but that a relative immunity to malaria exists there

is no room for doubt.

3. The formation of an antitoxin. Ford's*" ex-

periments are nothing short of conclusive of the

existence of an antitoxin.

4. Degenerative changes in the kidney, liver,

spleen, and other organs, not otherwise explainable.

5. Blood changes, as anemia out of proportion to

the mmiber of parasites, and brassy degeneration,

stippling, and polychromatophilia of the red cells.

6. Increased toxicity of the urine and sweat.

7. The existence of coma in malaria without

parasites or pigment in the brain.

8. The fever and its relation to parasitic sporu-

lation.

9. Experimental proof. The negative results of

Gualdi,*' Montesano,*' Alannaberg.' and Celli* are

devoid of weight against the convincing experi-

ments of Rosenau, Parker, Francis, and Beyer,*^

who demonstrated the existence in malarial blood

of a poison capable of reproducing the symptoms
of the disease when injected into the veins of other

men.
Individual Predisposition and E.vternal Etiological

Influences.—A\ e ought then, in cases of perni-

cious fever, to seek in the conditions of the ground
whose quality is so different, and not in the quan-

tity of the seed, the reason which shall explain to

us the gravity of the disease."'"

The quality of the soil, in the sense so aptly em-
ployed by Homem, as a factor in the pathogenesis

of pernicious malaria, has probably not received the

attention it deserves. This influence in many in-

stances doubtless not only induces the attack but
determines its type. Organs or systems enfeebled

by antecedent ailments are apt to play the title

role in the pernicious tragedy. Thus algid and
choleraic attacks may be associated with a history

of intestinal catarrh ; the comatose and delirious

cases with a history of abuse of alcohol ; the con-

vulsive with epilepsy, etc. It is not improbable that

some cases of dysenteric, cardialgic, syncopal, te-

tanic, cataleptic, paralytic, pneumonic, pleuritic, gas-

tralgic, and other forms described by the older

writers may be similarly explained. Mercier" goes
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so far as to say that all pernicious attacks are
merely visceral complications.

Malarial subjects who are much exposed to the

heat of the sun are liable to be stricken with per-

nicious fever, especially of the cerebral type. This
danger is enhanced if to the solar heat are added
fatigue, deficient or improper food, or other hard-
ships. Certain psychic states have causative signiti-

cance. Hertz*^ states that he has seen the localiza-

tion of pernicious symptoms determined by injuries

of the skull through a fall or a blow.
In addition to the four principal factors enumer-

ated, congestion of viscera and parasitic obstruc-

tion of the hepatic capillaries have been regarded
as important. It is probable that they have little

influence.

A feeble phagocytic activity was considered by
Golgi as predisposing to pernicious attacks. In the

present state of our knowledge it is impossible to

define the relation of this function to pernicious-

ness.

A consideration of the relative frequency with
which the several factors are concerned in the

pathogenesis of the various forms of pernicious

malaria will necessarily be brief. In the comatose
variety anj"- of the four chief agents may take

part ; idiosyncrasy and external influences may
unite with any of the other factors ; an extraor-

dinary number of parasites in the general circula-

tion without accumulation in the brain is produc-
tive of coma probably because of the toxin; Ewing^°
says that the majority of cases of comatose ma-
laria coming to autopsy do not show a massing of

parasites in the brain. He attributes these cases

to general toxemia. However a study of the au-
topsy records of Marchiafava and Bignami- shows
that in a great majority of their fatal comatose
cases the parasites were markedly localized in the

brain. Davidson*' and Tluge^° believe that almost

always the cerebral capillaries are found filled with

parasites in those who have died with coma.
Other pernicious cerebral forms are usually as-

sociated with parasitic localizations.

The algid variety, while possibly sometimes de-

pendent on toxemia, is usually due to a massing
of the parasites in the gastrointestinal mucosa.
This is explained by Davidson" as follows : "Ex-
periments show that the alimentary tract is in closer

connection with the cardioinhibitory center than

other parts of the body, and that irritation of this

tract, if sufficiently powerful, will produce cardiac

inhibition, with pallor of the surface and accumula-
tion of the blood in the abdominal vessels. That
the intestinal canal is the center of mischief in this

form of pernicious attack will appear all the more
probable if we observe the character of the dis-

turbances so frequently associated with the algid

condition—the cardialgic pain, the choleraic vomit-

ing and purging, and the dysenteric discharges."

Other forms of pernicious malaria are probably

due to localization or to complications.
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AN IMPROVED TREATMENT OF GONOR-
RHEAL ARTHRITIS (SO-CALLED GON-

ORRHEAL RHEUMATISM).*
By EDWARD C. TITUS, M.D.,

NEW YORK.

While so much has been written in late years of

the therapeutic possibilities of static currents (as

produced by a Wimshurst-Holz influence machine),

there seems to be a general lack or knowledge as

to its action on infective conditions, both local and
general. Experiments extending over a series of

years have led the writer to the conviction that this

current exercises a potent curative influence upon
such processes.

In this paper I will confine myself to presenting

my observations on the action of the static currents

upon one special form of infection—namely, gonor-

rheal arthritis, or so-called gonorrheal rheumatism.
This I do because I have now collected sufficient

*Read at the IL Congres International de Physio-
therapie, at Rome, Italy, October, 1907.
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clinical evidence to warrant an expression of posi-

tive views as to its therapeutic value.

A word of explanation as to how I came to em-

plo)' this method in the treatment of gonorrheal

arthritis may not be out of place.

For several years past, at the suggestion of Dr.

William Benham Snow of New York City, I have

been treating prostatitis and seminal vesiculitis of

a non-gonorrheal character with the static wave cur-

rent These applications were made with a specially

designed metal electrode, introduced in the rectum

and placed against the prostate gland and seminal

vesicles.

According to Dr. Snow's investigations, which

have been completely confirmed by my own, the

beneficial effect of this current in these cases is to

be explained as follows: The oscillations of the

static wave current, surging through the tissues at

each discharge between the positive and negative

poles of a Wimshurst-Holz static machine (the pa-

tient is connected to the positive pole, while the

negative side is grounded), produce deep, painless,

rhj-thmical, wave-like contractions, or physiological

tissue gymnastics, even in the ultimate protoplasmic

cell, thereby relieving the local stasis, inducing a

circulatory- drainage and restoration to normal me-

tabolism.

Repeated experiments showed that this method
of treatment, however, was of limited service in

inflammatory conditions of the prostate and seminal

vesicles of undoubted gonorrheal origin. It oc-

curred to me that, by modifying the modality, it

might be possible not only to produce the deep tissue

contractions above mentioned, but also to induce a

non-corrosive chemical action in the tissues, destruc-

tive to the gonococcus.

Without going in extenso into the numerous ex-

periments made for this purpose, which might be
tedious, I finally accomplished my object by the use
of a specially constructed insulated vacuum elec-

trode. I found that cases of gonorrheal prostatitis

and seminal vesiculitis, which had been refractory

to the application of the wave current, made with
the metal electrode, improved and were ultimately

cured when these vacuum tubes were employed.
This difference in action can be explained only in

one way : The actinic action of the vacuum tube-

discharge exerts a direct bactericidal effect upon
deep-seated gonococci. In addition there are gener-

ated on the surface of the vacuum electrode, when
in contact with the parts or tissues of the body,
nascent nitrous acid and ozone, as a result of the

disassociation of the air between the surface of the

tube and the lining membrane of the part or cavity

;

these, together with the actinic discharge of the

vacuum tube, are carried into the tissues to a depth
of from 2 to 6 mm. by the action of the high-

potential currents.

After becoming thoroughly convinced of the effi-

ciency of this method in gonorrheal prostatitis. I

was led to consider its possibilities in the treatment
of systemic gonorrheal infection, especially that of
the joints, for the following reasons. Recent inves-

tigations have been made in the laboratories of
Harvard and Johns Hopkins Universities with a
view of producing a serum for the treatment of
gonorrheal arthritis. While these proved unsatis-

facton,' from a therapeutic standpoint, they demon-
strated that the local symptoms and tissue changes
in this disease are due to the toxins of the gonococ-
cus, and not to the local presence of the organism.
It is a well-established fact that the gonococcus
cannot live outside of a mucous surface. Other
careful observers have determined the presence of

gonococci in the prostate gland or seminal vesicles

in all cases of true gonorrheal arthritis. Dr. Eugene
Fuller of Xew York has been treating cases

of chronic seminal vesiculitis by opening the

vesicles through the perineal route, and curetting

them thoroughly. He found, upon examining the

material removed, in cases with associated

chronic joint symptoms, large numbers of gonococci.

Coincident with the recovery- from this surgical

procedure, all arthritic symptoms cleared up.

These facts seem to establish the conclusion that

the gonococci are apt to persist in the prostate gland
or seminal vesicles, where they thrive indefinitely,

and pour out their toxins, which are taken up by the

circulation and produce the usual train of S3'mptoms

of gonorrheal arthritis or general systemic infection.

How many patients would submit to a radi-

cal operation for the relief of gonorrheal rheu-

matism if a more simple, non-surgical means would
promise the same result? Prostatic massage and
stripping of the vesicles have proved ineffective, and
are often harmful because of the mechanical injury

frequently resulting from this plan of treatment.

The plan of treatment offered here is absolutely

devoid of all risk, and, when the principle is under-

stood, will appeal to the advanced therapeutist.

In the management of this class of cases the

following procedure is carried out: After the rec-

tum has been emptied, the patient is placed in the

Sims position, upon an insulated platform (this

platform should be insulated by glass legs not less

than 12 inches in length, and be at least three feet

distant from the machine). The vacuum tube, after

being lubricated, is then passed into the rectum and

up against the prostate gland or seminal vesicles.

The instrument is held in position by an ordinary

tube-holder and stand, or the patient can hold it.

An ordinary- connecting wire or rheophore is

fastened to the electrode and to the negative side

of the static machine. The strength of the current

is determined by the length of the spark-gap be-

tween the balls of die sliding rod of the machine.

It is essential to begin with a small spark-gap and
gradually increase the size according to the effect

produced and the tolerance of the patient. The
treatment should never be painful. A feeling of

relief follows each application. Each treatment

should last about twenty minutes, be repeated daily

for two weeks, and then on alternate days until

the secretions from the prostate and vesicles are

free from gonococci, which can be detennined by
"stripping" the glands and examining the discharge

under the microscope.

It will often be found that, during the course of

and following these applications, a thick, semi-

coagulated material, which consists of a wax-like,

altered secretion of the glands and of dead gono-
cocci, will be forced out of the urethra. This

shows, it is fair to assume, that the action of

the current not only destroys the local specific in-

fection, but forces out the altered secretions through

the natural channel by the intense cellular contrac-

tion induced.

When repeated examinations show that the secre-

tions no longer contain gonococci, and both gland

and vesicles are reduced to their normal size, at-

tention can be directed to the joint and other tissue

changes by daily application to the affected parts

of indirect static sparks.

It may not be out of place to mention the as-

sistance rendered by hygenic measures, appro-

priate diet, and tonics in these cases.

137 West Eleventh Street.
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UNUSUAL CARDIAC MURMURS.

By RICHARD ELLIS. A.M.. M.D.,

NEW YORK.

I DESIRE to describe briefly a number of unusual

heart murmurs. Each has been examined by at

least two physicians who have agreed in the diag-

nosis.

Case I.—Cardiorespiratory murmur. From the

ape.x to the axilla there is heard a superficial double

murmur with a distinct pause between. The mur-
murs have the same intensity, pitch, and quality.

The apex is normal ; the action regular ; the pulse

normal, and the general health perfect. Both mur-
murs disappear alter a deep expiration, leaving the

heart sounds unusually clear.

Case II.—Strong, well man ; aged 28. To the

left of the apex, and low in the axillary line, there

are heard a systolic and a diastolic murmur of the

same intensity, pitch, and quality. The murmurs
are very clearly heard, though at times they are

feeble. They are not affected by exercise or by a

change in position; they entirely disappear after a

full expiration.

C.\SE III.—Strong, well man; aged 30. Between
the nipple and the sternum, there is heard a double

murmur of the same intensity, pitch, and quality.

The apex is normal ; the action is regular. The
murmurs entirely disappear after a complete ex-

piration, as they do on forced inspiration. The
murmurs are heard with their maximum intensity

during normal respiration. They are short, clear

puffs, lasting through the first half of the systole

and the first half of the diastole. There is no
murmur over the aortic area.

Case IV.—The man is 6 feet 2 inches tall ; looks

anemic, but he has always been well. An unknown
doctor .said "diastolic murmur at the base." A
careful examination by three experts shows apex
in the nipple line, 5th space ; some hypertrophy, but

no apex murmur and no diastolic murmur. Over
the pulmonic area, there is heard a loud, long sys-

tolic murmur which at times entirely disappears.

The chest is somewhat flat ; the sternum decidedly

depressed. The murmur is evidently hemic. His
physician states that he has a normal heart. The
heart is sensitive, pulse 90, action regfular. "Mitral

regurgitation heard over the auricle" was suggested

but discarded, as the murmur entirely disappeared
at times. This murmur could be heard through a

thick overcoat. The final judgment was—no dias-

tolic murmur ; an inconstant systolic murmur over

the pulmonic area.

Case V.—Strong, well man ; aged 27. A mur-
mur is heard, called aortic regurgitation by an out-
side physician. Examination shows apex normal,
action regular, loud sibilant systolic murmur over
the pulmonary area ; murmur is quite diffused.

There is no murmur heard over the mitral or aortic

area. At times the murmur over the pulmonary
area entirely disappears for some minutes, and then
suddenly reappears. Same conditions after exer-
cise and after lying down. Functional murmur
over the pulmonic area.

Case VI.—An unknown physician said "hyper-
trophy with aortic stenosis." A careful examina-
tion shows ape.x normal ; action regular, mitral and
aortic areas normal. On lying down, an unmistak-
able diastolic murmur is heard but no systolic mur-
mur. On standing up, a systolic murmur is heard
over the same area, exactly like the diastolic mur-
mur. This change in the time of the murmur oc-
curred repeatedly with the change in position. The

diagnosis was a functional murmur over the pul-

monic area.

Case VII.—The lower sternum is depressed
slightly, the ensiform cartilage forced to the right

at an angle of 20 degrees. A clear diastolic mur-
mur is heard along the left edge of tlie sternum,
which entirely disappears on lying down. This was
noted a number of times. The apex was normal;
action regular ; mitral area normal. The depressed
sternum was responsible for the accitlental diastolic

murmur.
Case VIII.—Man, aged 30; always well. Over

the pulmonic area there is heard a short systolic

murmur, followed by a short diastolic murmur o£
the same intensity, pitch, and quality. The mur-
murs continue after exercise and after lying down.
There are no murmurs heard over the aortic and
mitral areas : the ape.x is normal ; the action regular.

Three such cases of short systolic and "diastolic

puff's" have been heard in five years of observa-
tion.

Case IX.—Man aged 35 ; well in every way.
Shows a double murmur as in Case No. 8, the
only difference is that these murmurs are incon-

stant. A skilled specialist in diseases of the chest

tells me he has seen two other cases like this—short

functional systolic and diastolic murmurs over the
pulmonic area.

Case X.—A man aged 55 ; short, red, and fat.

He states he has always been well. The apex is

in the nipple line ; the vessels are full ; the heart
overacting. A clear short presystolic murmur is

heard with the usual palpation thrill. There is also

heard that characteristic crunching thrump which
indicates a mitral stenosis, even with no presystolic

murmur. An experience of years proves that a
mitral stenosis is most often overlooked. The aver-

age physician at once hears a faint mitral regurgita-

tion, often hears a low aortic regurgitation, but sel-

dom hears a mitral stenosis.

Case XI.—A mitral stenosis with all of its typi-

cal signs. Over the left lower sternal line there

is heard a clear low aortic regurgitation almost
concealed by the mitral stenosis. Physicians, as a
rule, are satisfied with the examination at the apex

;

they forget the aortic area—along the left sternal

line and across the sternum to the second right and
so up the right carotid.

Case XII.—Ten years ago this man was declined

by an insurance company ; to-day, he reports, tliere

are some doctors who say his heart is normal. An
examination shows a presystolic murmur with a
purring thrill and a characteristic crunching thrump.
It is remarkable how such a heart seems "normal"
to the physician who has not mastered the points

of a mitral stenosis. From my own observation,

I believe the crunching th-r-rump is often not rec-

ognized by some fairly good ears.

Case XIII.—Over the mitral area there is heard
a diffused systolic murmur, now clear, now faint,

and now of a high pitched musical quality. This is

the second inconstant clear musical high-pitched

systolic squeak I have heard, associated with a
constant murmur.
Case XIV.—Man, age 36 ; always in good health.

Over the 3d and 4th costal cartilage, left side,

there is heard a long systolic murmur sounding like

a mitral regurgitation. This murmur is somewhat
diffused over the precordial area, but it is not heard

at the apex nor at the angle of the scapula. It is

not a pulmonic stenosis; it is not carried up and ta

the right ; it is not heard over the carotid ; the

murmur is not changed by exercise: the apex is in

the nipple line. The judgment of three physicians
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was a mitral regurgitation with its maximum in-

tensity diffused about the left auricle. This seemed

to be one of those rare cases where the murmur is

carried by the blood back into the left auricle.

Case XV.—Man, aged 23 ; looks well. There is

a clear long musical systolic murmur over the aortic

area with a purring thrill over the heart and over

the middle of the sternum. There is also heard

along the left sternal line a long, faint diastolic

murmur. The apex is in the 6th space, nipple line.

A marked aortic stenosis with aortic regurgitation.

Case XVI.—Man, aged 38. He has known of

a "murmur" since childhood. Four physicians ex-

amined him recently, and they said they heard no

murmur, but a New York specialist said "faint

murmur." A careful examination with the ear

alone shows a faint diastolic murmur over the lower

third of the sternum and along the left sternal line.

This case showed the value of training the ear to

work without the stethoscope, as the faint dift'used

murmur was easily heard by the ear but with diffi-

culty heard by the stethoscope. Long experience

with many physicians shows the best work is done

by those who depend chiefly on the ear alone in

lung diseases ; on the ear alone and the stethoscope

in heart diseases.

Case XVII.—Man, aged 60. A well known ex-

pert had written his opinion of this case twenty

years ago. The heart still remains in splendid con-

dition ; clear aortic regurgitation with regular action

and normal apex.

Case XVIII.—A laboring man, aged 46, looks

strong and well. Heart examination shows apex

beat in the sixth space, one inch outside the nipple

line, with heaving impulse and marked Corrigan

pulse. There is heard a high-pitched musical churn-

ing murmur, widely dift'used. The maximum in-

tensity is heard over the middle of the sternum

where the "churning" is specially clear. I have

never heard such a high-pitched musical churning

diastolic murmur. The man had worked daily with

little inconvenience, till a failing compensation now
drives him to the clinic for relief.

Case XIX.—Insurance applicant, aged 43 ; looks

very well. Over the left sternal line there is clear-

ly heard a systolic and a diastolic cardiorespiratory

puff, somewhat dift'used over the cardiac area. On
deep expiration there is heard a faint long dias-

tolic murmur along the left sternal line and across

the sternum.

Case XX.—Red-faced, robust appearing man,

aged 42. He had been told he has heart disease,

but he states he "feels first rate and knows he will

live to old age." Examination shows a huge heart

with its apex two inches to the left of the nipple

line ; heaving action ; marked Corrigan pulse ; aortic

second sound accentuated
;
good compensation. His-

tory of rheumatism for six weeks when 17 years

old.

Case XXL—A very muscular young man, aged

21 ; declined by an insurance company because of

aortic regurgitation. At once he consulted his fam-

ily doctor and returned with "blood in his eye."

His doctor had told him the heart was normal.

The company found the same murmur. Later, re-

peated examinations by three physicians disclosed

tliis interesting condition. There was an inconstant

systolic murmur, diffused about the apex, with an

inconstant diastolic murmur over the aortic area,

so the heart presented these four conditions: (i)

no murmur; (2) systolic murmur about the apex;

(3) diastolic murmur over the aortic area; (4) a

systolic and a diastolic murmur. In every other

way the heart was normal.

TETANUS; WITH A REPORT OF A CASE
TREATED BY INTRASPINAL IN-

JECTIONS OF MAGNESIUM
SULPHATE.*

Bv W. H. POWERS. M.D..

OCALA, FLA.

Tetanus is an infectious disease produced by the

bacillus of tetanus, occurring in man and animals,

and characterized by clonic spasms, pain, fever, con-

stipation, etc. The bacillus of tetanus is a short,

blunt-ended, spore-forming bacillus, very resistant

to heat and antiseptic agents, also anaerobic. It is

easily cultivated and produces perhaps several toxins

which imitate all the symptoms of tetanus when in-

troduced into the animal body. The bacillus is espe-

cially prevalent in warm climates, being found in

manure heaps, the soil of gardens, street dust, etc.

From its anaerobic nature it necessarily grows bet-

ter in punctured wounds or wherever laceration of

tissue has occurred.

Tetanus has been subdivided into several forms.

The idiopathic form consists of those cases in which

the history of a trauma cannot be elicited. It has

a customary incubation period of from eight to four-

teen days, though cases may commence before and
after this period. The prognosis is considered to

be influenced considerably by the term of incubation.

Tyson gives a mortality of about 80 per cent. The
American Text Book of Surgery gives no statistics,

and others place the mortality at from 75 to 85
per cent.

There comes on rather gradually, first, a stift'ness

of the jaws, inability to swallow, some pain, perhaps

a little elevation of temperature, constipation, rapid

emaciation, clonic spasms with constant rigidity of

many muscles, particularly those of the back, neck,

and jaw. In most cases a history of an injury can

be elicited. Profuse sweating, rapid pulse, clearness

of intellect, and the recumbent position will also be

noticed.

The treatment is mainly symptomatic. Necessar-

ily, one should open the infected wound, thoroughly

disinfect, nourish the patient as much as possible,

keep up elimination, and, if possible, neutralize the

toxins and their effects. This is accomplished by
the use of antitoxin and many of the opiates, nar-

cotics, etc. The liberated toxin, when injected into

a healthy animal in suitable ascending doses, has

been found to produce a potent antitoxin. This is

very valuable as a preventive, and should be used
in every case of suspicious wound, either in the form
of the dry dusting powder or in that of the liquid

antitoxin, or in both forms, .\side from this, we
should use morphine, chloral, bromides, alcohol, etc.,

as indicated.

Case.—About the middle of December a strong,

healthy negro man, while lying on a cot, was shot

by another negro with a 38-caliber pistol. The ball

entered the thigh muscles posteriorly about the mid-

dle of the thigh, and ranged upward, probably lodg-

ing in the hip. About ten days later he was sent

to Ocala, and was seen there by Drs. Izlar and

Slaughter, and myself. At this time he was having

a convulsion every minute probably, belly muscles

rigid, also those of the leg, thigh, back, neck, and the

jaws, thus producing the risus sardonicus. He could

scarcely show the tip of his tongue, and complained

severelv of pain, particularly in the injured leg and

the abdomen. He had a slight temperature, sweat-

ing profusely, was constipated, and already showed

*Read before Florida State Medical Association April

IS, 1908.
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signs of emaciation. The wound of entrance was
closed, and no trace of the course of the bullet was
discovered, nor was any elYort made to remove it,

as its position was decidedly uncertain. Owing to

the probable length of the bullet's course and the

fact that the wound of entrance was completely

healed, no effort at opening and disinfecting its

tract was made, contrary' to the usually indicated

method. The pulse was 120 to the minute and the

respiration was quickened at times, when the pa-

tient was not in a convulsion.

The diagnosis was positive and the prognosis was
decidedly grave, although there could be no certainty

as to the date of infection, whether at time of injury

or a subsequent dressing.

The patient was chloroformed, turned on the side,

with the body flexed. A small area over the lumbar
vertebrae was sterilized, the line at the upper margin

of innominate bones ascertained, and a little to one

side of the spinous process a small skin incision was
made. An ordinary solid metal 10 c.c. syringe was
filled with a 25 per cent, solution of sterilized

magnesium sulphate ; a four-inch needle was
used. After the needle had been inserted approxi-

mately to the proper place the syringe was detached.

As no spinal fluid appeared, it required a little fur-

ther manipulation of the needle before the cavity

was penetrated. About 2 c.c. of spinal fluid was al-

lowed to flow, then the syringe was attached and 2

c.c. of magnesium solution was injected slowly. A
prescription was written for a combination of

chloral, bromide, and morphine, also for a satu-

rated solution of magnesium sulphate. This was at

4:30 P. M., and Dr. Van Hood saw the patient about

7 p. M. At this time he was having some mild con-

vulsions. Owing to the patient being cared for by
negroes, no careful account of symptoms can be
given, and the medicine was also given sporadi-

cally.

On the third day, having 10 c.c. of tetanus anti-

toxin, I injected this deep into the thigh muscles
along the supposed course of the bullet. At this

time the patient was considerably worse as regards

pulse and respiration, although the convulsions were
not so severe as when first seen. The next day an-

other spinal injection of magnesium sulphate was
given in slightly larger dose, and three hours after

this the patient was absolutely relaxed, and com-
plained of a "splitting' headache. This injection

I thought had a marked efltect as late as

fortj'-eight hours. Six days after coming to town
I had the man removed to the hospital as a charity

patient. At this time he was absolutely rigid, but

the general conditions had improved, and the con-

vulsions were not so frequent or severe. From this

on his condition gradually improved under the use
of chloral and bromide, and salts per os. until six-

teen days after his arrival in town, when he was
able to walk about.

Remarks.—A contracted muscle means a working
muscle, and constant contraction means constant

work, therefore, exhaustion, and this is given as the

cause of death in tetanus. The intraspinal use of

magnesium sulphate paralyzes the muscles, there-

fore gives rest while the system is elaborating an
antitoxin. No mortality from this procedure has
been recorded either in the few cases in which injec-

tions of magnesium sulphate have been used or in

experimental work upon animals.

The injection itself is comparatively simple. The
solution should be used only at body temperature.
The injection should be repeated at interv^als of from
twenty-four to seventy-two hours, depending upon
the severity of the seizures.

Pathological Physiology and Motor Reduction of

Visceral Symptoms of Tabetics.—Maurice Faure, in a

paper read before the Ninth French Medical Congress,

says that the muscles of the life of nutrition are disturbed

in their function in tabetics in the same order and from

the same causes as those of the life of relation—that is:

1. A lessened tonicity (atony, hypotonia, relaxation).

2. A diminution or disappearance of coordination. These

visceral symptoms depend on the medullary and radicular

lesions that exist (laryngeal, visceral, intestinal). Atony
or relaxation of the muscular tunics of the bladder, intes-

tine, or bronchial walls, determines stasis and infection

of these physiological reservoirs. These muscles, not being

under the control of the will, their reduction is impossible,

but massage and faradization excite their contractility

and diminish their atony. The voluntary cervical muscles,

the scapular, dorsal, and intercostal muscles, the dia-

phragm, the walls of the abdomen, and the perineal floor,

are all, like the muscles of the limbs, subject to atony and

incoordination. Their atony results in lessening of the

resistance of the abdominal and thoracic walls, the dia-

phragm, and the perineum. Consequently, when the

thorax dilates in the inspiratory effort, when the dia-

phragm compresses the intestinal masses for the effort

of expulsion of the urine and feces, the walls of the thorax

and abdomen allow themselves to be distended, the dia-

phragm is aspirated into the thorax, and the pressure in

the interior of these cavities is unchanged. There result

from this insulticient variations of pressure corre-

sponding to respiration, micturition, defecation, and stasis

of the mucus, urine, and feces, which produce insufficient

nutrition, infection, and cachexia. This incoordination

has, as a result, a defect of synergy in contraction. When
the thorax contracts in respiration or coughing, the glottis

closes instead of opening; when the abdominal wall con-

tracts for defecation the diaphragm and perineum relax;

when the urine is about to flow from the bladder the

striped muscles of the sphincter and perineum do not con-

tract to arrest it, etc. From this result laryngeal crises,

retention or incontinence of urine and feces, etc. The

functions of the life of nutrition are, from a motor point

of view, submitted to education like the functions of the

life of relation (gymnastic education of the act of respira-

tion, social education of micturition, and defecation). It

is possible to teach again these mechanisms as one learns

again the mechanism of walking. These exercises are

adapted to the action of the muscles of the neck, thorax,

abdomen, and perineum, which are submitted to the gen-

eral laws of motor reduction. Laryngeal crises may thus

be quickly lessened or prevented; subjects that were

obliged to make use of the catheter recover the power of

voluntary micturition; defecation becomes easy, and con-

stipation less; infections of the bladder, intestine, and

bronchial tubes are prevented or lessened, and the prin-

cipal dangers that threaten the tabetic are thus removed.

Purulent Pleurisy of the Apex.—G. Carriere and J.

Vanverts state that pleurisy of the apex of a purulent type

is rare, since the anatomical situation of the apex allows

pus to gravitate, and it can only remain at the apex when

adhesions confine it there. The retracted and adherent

lung forms the floor of the containing cavity. The pus

is at first confined, and gives the symptoms of fever, gen-

eral malaise, dilatation of the interspaces, and loss of

vesicular murmur. Later it may open spontaneously, and

all the symptoms subside, expectoration becoming very

abundant. A pleurobronchial opening may be established,

and cicatrization and closure of the pocket result in a

cure. Exceptionally, it opens through an intercostal space.

Opening gives immediate relief to the general symptoms.

The treatment demands surgical opening of the purulert

cavity and its drainage if opened. It involves washirj

out with antiseptics when the cavity is already open.—

Le Nord Medical.
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IN QUEST OF LONGEVITY.

It is a matter of some significance that during the

past six months there have been published three

vokimes deahng with the special problem of length-

ening the span of human life through a minute scien-

tific study of the causes of old age and death. To

be sure, the desire for immortality is very old, much

older even than Plato or any of his teachers, who

strove to determine the nature and characteristics

of soul rather than of body, but all the scientific

efforts that have been made to show why old age

comes on apace have up to the present failed to sat-

isfy the inquiring mind. That "all men would live

long, but no man would be old" is an epigram that

comes back to us from first-reader days. Its author

is long since dead and forgotten, yet the truth of his

statement lives on in the minds and hearts of us all.

Through the zeal of Metchnikoff, whose "Pro-

longation of Life" is enjoying as wide a reading in

this country as it obtained when first published in

France two years ago, we are brought face to face

with an analysis of the problems of disease, old

age, and death. Whether Metchnikofif's theorj' of

intestinal infection and systemic absorption as a

cause of premature decay be correct or not, it is of

vital interest at the present moment, inasmuch as we

are just beginning to realize the evil results of auto-

intoxication and the importance of the digestive tract

as a factor in diseases of obscure origin. We have

been taught to believe and accept as indisputable that

the "fatal triad" is inseparable from our common
earthly lives; but, however it may be with old age

and death, we have learned to know that disease is

largely a matter of accident, dependent upon igno-

rance, and that under ideal sanitary conditions most

diseases would disappear from the face of the earth

forever. But we are still far from the ideal, for,

with the great increase of population, there has come

to be a great increase in the chances of accidental

death through the multiplication of disease germs

and the possibilities of ready transmission from host

to host.

Present-day records tend to show that the average

length of life in rural districts is greater than in

large cities, taking into account the factors of

heredity, exposure to the elements, etc., and every

surgeon knows how much more free his countrv

patients are from wound infection than are those

in his city practice. These matters have been touched

upon by Dr. Pearce Kintzing, in his recent book on

"Long Life and How to Attain It," and, although

the author is an avowed lover of rural life, and

is, perhaps, prejudiced in favor of the field and

wood, there is much truth in what he says, and not

a little mental pabulum for the urbanite who some-

times thinks of the country onl}' as a group of white

slabs surrounded by a fence. However, since Dr.

Kintzing writes from a popular viewpoint, and not

distinctively for the profession, his book will

scarcely have a wide appeal for medical men who
are familiar with the principle of practical hygiene.

In his book on "Age, Growth, and Death," also

recently published, Prof. C. S. Minot of Harvard
University takes up the matter as an embryologist,

who hoLs that the forces leading to old age are

active even at birth. Life or the power of assimila-

tion upon which it depends is like a top set spinning

by a boy; it runs occasionally for a long time, if a
proper impetus has been given it, but it runs with

ever decreasing force and rapidity—and finally runs

down. We obtain, therefore, in this book points

of view which suggest new lines for future investi-

gators.

There is much to be said in support of the thesis

that we are still almost totally ignorant of the work-

ings of great cosmogonic forces, as they move to and
fro and weave into a complete fabric the threads of

human destiny. We do not know, perhaps never

can know, what life is, because we are obliged to be

eternally concerned with what life does. When a

patient dies we are content to insert typhoid or

tuberculosis in his death certificate, inasmuch as this

satisfies the law, but carried back to the last analysis

we are not quite sure that we know what was the

real cause of the cessation of life, because we are

circumscribed by the complexities of nature that lie

thick evervwhere about us.

THE PROGNOSIS OF SYPHILIS.

The general prognosis of syphilis is, of course, well

known to physicians, this aspect of the ancient dis-

ease having been studied through the many cen-

turies of its existence. Careful statistics of the sub-

sequent histories of patients are not, however, easily

obtained in numbers large enough for generaliza-

tions, especially in the United States, where the

absence of the passport system makes it difficult to

trace a man very far if he has several times

changed his residence. The. police regulations of

Germany are quite dififerent in this respect, and it

is such regulations that have enabled Waldvogel and
Siissenguth to compile the data referring to 297
patients treated for syphilis in the Gottingen Clinic

between 1873 and 1882. The results are of interest

in one respect at least : evil consequences have not

at all been as frequent in this series of cases as is

usually thought to be the rule by both medical and
lay men. No predisposition to tuberculosis seems to

have followed syphilitic infection, the number of

deaths from this cause being less than the one in

three which is the usual rate of mortality from it,

according to the data of the German Health Office.

Seven patients were aft'ected with tabes dorsalis, and
three of them died from this disease. Eleven deaths,

or 9.3 per cent, of the total 118 deaths, were due to

progressive paralysis, three other patients being still

alive, though suffering from this supposed sequel of

syphilis. The general mortality of the patients
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when compared with the life insurance figures for

the proper age appeared to be higher by 9 per cent.

;

moreover, the average loss of life expectation was

two years per person. Almost none of the patients

gave any history of tertiary symptoms, and at least

109 of the 297 patients recovered good health after

the treatment, consisting in inunctions, and some-

times in injections, of mercuric preparations, while

another dozen were suffering from various heart,

kidney, and lung lesions that could not be looked

upon as resulting from the old syphilitic infection.

So far as the immediate victims of specific dis-

ease are concerned, these figures little justify the

usual view of luetic infection as carrying with it a

greatly increased morbidity and mortality. The dis-

ease, however, is especially characterized by the

damage it does to the descendants of the patients,

and the authors whose work we are considering

have tried to obtain some data of this aspect of the

subject. Of the 265 patients with secondary symp-

toms, 48 remained single, a percentage which is

quite high, considering the rural character of the

population treated. The marriages, however, did

not seem to have been any less fruitful than the

average shown by life statistics. Further figures

in reference to other points involved could not be

obtained or were based on too few cases to be of

general application. One thing seems to be shown
by the careful statistical tables of the authors : so far

as the material studied by them is concerned, syphilis

is no such fateful disease as is usually thought. The
comparison with the results of the same infection

among town dwellers, as well as the influence of

race and country upon the prognosis, would w'ell

repay the trouble of anyone who has sufficient ma-
terial open to him for such a study.

NONPAR.\SITIC ChYLURIA.

The parasite responsible for elephantiasis and chy-

luria of the tropical and subtropical regions, Filaria

bancrofti, is widely distributed in China, India,

Africa, Brazil, and elsewhere, and the inhabitants

of these countries or travelers through them often

turn up in the north with the above symptoms. The
history in such cases points directly, of course, to

infection with the parasite as the cause of the dis-

ease. But in addition to these parasitic cases, medi-
cal literature contains a few reports of chyluria oc-

curring in persons who have never left northern
countries, and, indeed, have in no way exposed
themselves to infection with filaria. The ingenuity

of the physician observing the case is then taxed
to find some plausible explanation for the unusual
condition. Osier tells of the postmortem in a case
of thirteen years' duration, in which no trace of the

parasite could be found (Practice of Medicine).
and in the Miiiicheucr medizinische Wochcn-
schrift for June 30, 1908, Dr. Herman Liidke
reports a case of chyluria in a woman who had never
left Southern Germany. In this patient a severe
cholecystitis, due to the infection with the colon
bacillus, was followed by the appearance of chy-
luria; the urine contained sugar, albumin of several
types, and a great deal of fat, which was responsible
for the milky appearance and the similarity of the

fluid to chyle. The change of diet to fat-free sub-
stances seemed to have no eitect upon the fat-con-
tent of the urine, which reached six to eight grams
of fat to the liter; just as little eft'ect in the opposite

direction was noted when a diet rich in fatty food-

stuffs was ordered. Xo treatment seemed effective,

nor was the condition any more serious for the

patient than a moderate glucosuria, which is so often

observed to continue for many years and is quite

compatible with average good health. The only

pathological condition which could be thought of

in connection with the etiologj' in this case of chy-

luria was, of course, the severe cystitis, for no ex-

posure to a parasite of the filaria type was present

in the case and no trace of such infection could be

found on repeated examinations. Excess of chyle

in the blood was also absent, the examination for

such a chylemia proving completely negative. The
only explanation, then, was that the long-continued

inflammation of the bladder might have produced
some lesion of the lymphatics which allowed the

admixture of the chyle to the urine. This cause

appears probable in the case reported, but no such

bladder lesion has been found in other patients suf-

fering from the nonparasitic form of this affection,

and an acceptable explanation of the condition in

such cases is still to be found.

Ophthalmoreaction in Typhoid Fever.

W'k have already noted the application which
Chantemesse made of the recent methods of diag-

nosing tuberculosis by the local reaction produced

in the conjunctiva to the diagnosis of typhoid fever.

Since the appearance of his report Kraus, Lusen-

berger, and Russ have published their results with

the method employed by him, which in no way
corroborate his findings. However, they used

slightly different preparations of the toxin of ty-

phoid fever, while Orszag, who followed the tech-

nique of Chantemesse, obtained results which were

much more in accord with the latter's observa-

tions. Dr. Meroni has gone over the ground once

more and in the Miinclicncr mcdicinische IVochen-

schrift for June 30, 1908, reports the data obtained

by testing twenty-four typhoid patients with the

toxin instillations. In all of them positive reaction

could be noted, of varying severity and duration,

but al)vays well enough marked to serve as a sign

of some importance in the diagnosis of the disease.

Control experiments showed that the reaction was
sufficiently specific for typhoid fever if it continued

twenty-four hours after the instillation; no ill-

eft'ects whatever were noted ; the technique of

Chantemesse proved to be quite reliable, and it is

simple enough to deserve trial in the hands of other

observers. The test has aroused no such wide-

spread interest as the similar reactions in tubercu-

losis, but its importance is such that further

results will be looked for by all practical physicians

who appreciate the difficulties of diagnosing typhoid

fever in places where bacteriological methods can-

not be applied for this purpose.

The Relation of the Ear Lobule to Tuber-

culosis.

None of the numerous degeneration stigmata have

been so much discussed as anomalies of the ear.

\Miile investigating the relation of tuberculosis to

nervous and mental diseases Rossolino {Wiener

kUnische Wochenschrift, No. 22, 1908) noticed a

peculiar, shape of the ear in a large percentage of

the patients who gave either a family history of

tuberculosis or showed a habitus phthisicus. In

the examination of 800 patients he found 531 who
gave a tuberculous family history or displayed the
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habitus phthisicus, and seventy-six per cent, of these

showed abnomiahties of the ears, chiefly an at-

tachment of the lobule. Only twenty per cent, of

the remaining 269 showed any degenerative changes

in the ears. That an alcoholic or psychopathic fam-

ily histor}' did not influence the ears is shown by

the fact that patients with such a family history,

but not having the habitus phthisicus or giving a

tuberculous family history, showed nonnal ears in

eight)- per cent, of the cases. Furthermore, patients

with either a tuberculous habitus or a family his-

tory of the disease, and with no alcoholic or psycho-

pathic family historj-, showed degenerated ears in

eightA-three per cent, of the cases. If what Rosso-

lino says is true, some relation must exist between

the tuberculous habitus and anomalies of the ear

lobule. His view, however, differs from that of

the anthropologists who hold that the anomalies

of the ear are not signs of degeneration but racial

characteristics. Possibly both are right, for a large

majority of the Chinese have the so-called Zvlongo-

lian ear and at the same time are a race not well

capable of resisting disease. Mense claims that the

negro frequently presents abnormal conditions of

the ear and he' is certainly prone to tuberculosis.

Misuse of the Red Cross Emblem.

The Secretar}' of the New York State Branch of

the Red Cross protests against the use of the Ge-

neva or red cross as a means of raising funds for

hospitals on "tag days" and similar occasions.

The red cross is the common s\-mbol of all army
hospital corps and auxiliary Red Cross societies,

which protects the sick and injured and the hos-

pital personnel from attacks in time of war, and,

the world over, has come to signify this special

and official kind of protection, relief, and preven-

tion of sickness and injur}' in war, disaster, and

pestilence. Its emplo}-ment except in this connec-

tion must seriously impair its usefulness. The
need of a symbol to summarize and recall to the

popular mind what has been done along these lines

and what remains to be done is plain, and the Red
Cross feels it necessary to protect its emblem; mis-

use of which was made a misdemeanor by an Act

of Congress, January 5, 1905. The Department

of Charities of New York City and Bellevue and

the Allied Hospitals have set a good example by
changing from the red cross to the symbol of

Esculapius, an example which has already been fol-

lowe'l to some extent. The national Red Cross is

not a private society' ; an}-one may become a mem-
ber and have a voice ; it is public and official : and

the finances are audited by the War Department.

It is linked with the Red Cross societies of forty-

two other nations, whose total membership is up-

ward of five million. In part as a preparation for

such emergency relief as it may at any time be

called upon to give, the Red Cross has this year

taken up the mission of combating tuberculosis,

which slays its hundreds where war slays its tens.

Preparation is a matter of educating and arousing

the people, and millions of dollars are needed be-

fore a condition of preparedness can be reached.

In all this work the advantage of a distinct and
peculiar emblem to signify the work of the Red
Cross is evident.

of v.ar were unknown. However, large congrega-

tions of men exposed in many ways to infections

even now serve as splendid material for the study

of diseases spread by contact or by food and uten-

sils, and the Japanese physicians have made good
use of the opportunitj- which the recent Russo-

Japanese war ottered them. Horiuchi reports in the

Centralblatt fur Bakteriologie, etc., for May 16,

1908, the results of a study of a peculiar disease

which attacked many soldiers. It was character-

ized by a sudden onset with a distinct chill : a high,

continuous temperature; an exanthem appearing on

the third to the fifth day of the disease ; a step-like

temperature curve during defervescence, and the

absence of the \\"idal agglutination phenomenon.

Horiuchi succeeded in isolating a bacillus from the

blood of the spleen and of the veins, which agglu-

tinated with the blood serum of the patients and

possessed perfectly distinct and peculiar cultural

characteristics. The new organism proved to be

quite pathogenic for mice, guinea pigs, and rabbits.

The author proposes to call it the bacillus of Man-
churian exanthematic fever, for, although the dis-

ease obsen-ed by him has much in common with

typhus fever, yet it may not be identical with it.

A New Pathogenic B.^cillus.

Gre.\t wars and great pestilences are no longer as

synchronous as they were wont to be in former
days, when the modern sanitan,- precautions in time

2CrmH of llir IBrrk.

Help for the Babies.—The Illinois State Board
of Health has reissued its excellent pamphlet on tlie

Care of the Baby. The pamphlet is well illustrated

and most important teachings, tersely put, are dis-

plaj-ed in bold-faced t\pe. Sound information

as to the importance of breast feeding is given, as

well as directions in detail for preparing milk for

children not breast-fed. The need of cleanliness

both for the baby and for the mother, as well as for

all articles used in preparing food, is insisted upon :

and suggestions for dressing the baby lightly and

comfortably during the summer are given. Dain.-

men and milk dealers are well instructed in a short

chapter, and the pamphlet closes with a list of dis-

infectants.

Under the general direction of the Brooklyn
Children's Aid Society-, a number of the relief asso-

ciations of that cit].- have begtin to work on a co-

operative plan for saving the lives of the babies.

The citv has been divided into districts, and the

Department of Health has assigned trained nurses

to work in them. Sixteen stations for distributing

modified milk have also been established, and medi-

cines will be furnished free of charge. In Xew
Y'ork, the number of deaths among infants during

the hot weather recently has caused renewed efforts

for their protection, and the attempt is being made
to educate the mothers by systematic visits of

trained nurses.

The Public, Health and Marine-Hospital Ser-

vice.—Candidates for admission to the grade of

assistant surgeon in the Public Health and Marine-
Hospital Service will be examined in ^^'ashington

on September 14, 1908. Candidates must be be-

tween 22 and 30 years of age. and gradtiates of a

reputable medical college. The examinations will

be physical, oral, written, and clinical. Upon ap-

pointment, assignment is usually made first to one
of the large hospitals. After four years' service,

assistant surgeons are entitled to examination for

promotion to the grade of passed assistant surgeon

;

promotion to the grade of surgeon is made accord-

ing to seniority and after due examination. As-
sistant surgeons receive S1.600, passed assistant

surgeons S2.000. surgeons S2.500 per year, and are
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entitled to furnished quarters for themselves and
their families or to allowance for the same. Fur-
ther information may be obtained on application to

the Surgeon-General, Public Health and [Nlarine-

Hospital Service. \\"ashington, D. C.

China Bars Morphine.—Japan has now been
asked to join the other powers in consenting to the

restriction of the importation of morphine into

China, as well as of instruments used for injecting

the drug. Measures for the control of the traffic

are to be discussed at a congress which will meet in

Shanghai next January. Unless Japan gives her

consent, China is helpless to restrict the importation

of the drug.

Opium in the Philippines.—The report of the
Board of Health for the Philippine Islands states

that since March i, 1908, when the prohibition of

the use of opium except for medical and scientific

purposes, became absolute, the number of opium
habitues desiring hospital treatment has enormously
increased. Of the 307 patients admitted to San
Lazaro, 260 have been discharged as cured. The
majority seem to be really anxious to be relieved.

Absinthe Tabooed.—The question of prohibit-

ing the manufacture and sale of absinthe in Switzer-

land having been put before the people, a vote of

80,000 majority in favor of the prohibition has been
recorded. In France, a circular signed by 114 of

the 300 Senators has been issued, proposing the

passage of a bill making the manufacture of absinthe

a crime.

United States Mails Will Not Carry Cocaine.
—Government reports having shown that an enor-

mous amount of cocaine is sent through the mails

eacli year, the Post Office Departmetit on July 16
issued an order denying the tise of the mails to

cocaine or its derivatives. Patent medicines con-

taining the drug are included in the prohibition.

The crusades carried on in many of the cities against

the sale of the drug have caused the users to obtain

it directly from the manufacturers through the

mails, and the ease with which it has been obtained

ha< largely negatived the work in combating the

evil. The habit has said to have fixed itself to an
alarming extent upon the negroes, especially of the

South, and to offer as great a menace to the peace
of that section of the country as the liquor habit. It

is distributed among them largely by peddlers, w'ho

sell the powder by the "card" ; that is, he measures
it by spreading it thinly over the spots on a playing

card. A customer may purchase anything from a

"deuce" to a "ten spot" of "coke." A number of
patent remedies said to contain cocaine are now
being investigated by the Bureau of Chemistry of
the Department of Agriculture.

Scarlet Fever in New York.—The records of
the Willard Parker Hospital show that during the

spring there was a large increase in the number of
cases of scarlet fever in Xew York. In March of
this year, for example, there were 405 more cases
than in the same month of 1907. On April 25, the

hospital, which has accommodations for 220 such
patients, sheltered 646. Up to July i, 1.300 cases
had been received. An addition to the hospital build-
ing is urgently needed.

Yellow Fever in Cuba.—An outbreak of yellow
fever has been reported from Daiquiri, Province of

Santiago, Cuba. Ten cases have occurred.

Plague in Venezuela.—Reports from Caracas
state that the epidemic of plague in \'eneznela is

abating. No new' cases have developed in Caracas
since June 28. and the last death from the disease

in La Guayra occurred on June 28. Officially, the

epidemic in La Guayra ended on July 3.

School of Preventive Medicine.—The State
Health Commissioner has announced that arrange-
ments have been made to establish a school of sani-

tary science and preventive medicine at Cornell
L'niversity. The course will open on October 8,

and lecturers have been appointed from the univer-
sity faculty and from the staff of the State Board
of Health. Lectures on special topics in sanitarj-

engineering will also be given by specialists.

Wall Street Tackles Phthisis.—The three hun-
dred telephone clerks employed by the New York
Stock Exchange are being examined by a physician
of the Health Department for tuberculosis. Of the
thirty examined on the first day, three were found
to be affected, and their employers at once under-
took to provide suitable treatment for them. A
short time ago all the employees, with the excep-
tion of the telephone operators, were examined, and
of the four hundred, three were found with tubercu-
losis and were sent to a sanatorium bv the Govern-
ing Board of the Exchange.

Preaching the Crusade Against Tuberculosis.—
The clcrg}-nien of nine churches in Memphis gave
up their pulpits on Sunday last to physicians and
others interested in the warfare against tuberculo-
sis, who detailed the work that was being done in

this direction and urged their hearers to join in the
crusade. It is estimated that over five thousand
persons were appealed to directly in this manner,
while the attention of thousands of others was called

to the subject by the newspaper accounts of the
novel procedure.

University Bars Tuberculosis.—The University
of Utah has promulgated a decree denying admis-
sion to classrooms of the institution to any teacher,
student, or employee suffering from tuberculosis.

Drinking Water on Trains.—The New York
State Department of Health has recently investi-

gated the sources of the drinking water provided
for passengers by the railroads operating in

the State. From the returns, it may be
said that the quality of the water corre-
sponds to that of the water used in the larger

cities and towns. The department has been able to

recommend certain changes in the source of supply
where this was known to be unsatisfactorv. In sev-
eral instances a special and presumably better supply
of water is provided for the dining cars.

Pasteurization in Vienna.—A complete plant
for pasteurizing milk has been presented to Vienna
by Mr. Nathan Straus of New York, and formally
accepted by the ^linister of the Interior. The rate

of infant mortality in \'ienna is high, and the work-
mgs of the plant will be followed with particular

mterest.

New Diet Kitchen.—The New York Diet
Kitchen Association opened this week another sta-

tion in the chain it already maintains in the tene-

ment districts for supplying clean milk and fresh

eggs to the sick poor. The new kitchen is located

on the upper west side, and is the eighth to be
opened. During the month of June these stations

gave out 25.810 quarts of certified milk in cases of
actual need, and during the recent very severe hot

weather not a single death occurred among babies

who were being fed upon this milk. The first diet

kitchen of the Association was opened in 1873, in

connection with the Demilt Dispensary.

New York Hospital System.—The State Chari-
ties Aid Association has issued a supplementary
report on the hospital system of the city making
recommendation for changes and additions. Emer-
gency relief stations with an ambulance service
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attached are recommended for establishment for

the better treatment of rush cases. Local hospitals

on the general lines of those already existing, but

for acute cases and with special vacant wards for

the handling of cases following great accidents, are

also recommended. In addition to these, it is

thought there should be hospitals for subacute

and chronic diseases, for tuberculosis, and for acute

contagious diseases. With such a system. New
York would naturally become a great center for

medical stud}- and education. It is contended that

hospitals should be built, as far as possible, in the

crowded centers, where they would be most access-

ible. At present the daily number of sick in the

entire citj- is estimated at 135,396. Of ever)- 100 in

the population 2.21 are sick of chronic or acute dis-

ease, and of these 8.4 per cent, are treated in hospi-

tals. A more general treatment of cases in hospitals

would, it is thought, materially lower the death rate.

Germs in Cracked Dishes.—Dr. ^\iley of the
Bureau of Chemistry of the Department of Agri-
culture, has extended the investigations of the

Bureau to include the examination of cracked dishes

taken from some of the "quick lunch" rooms of
\\'ashington. Lurking in the seams and cracks
twenty-five different species of organisms were dis-

covered by the bacteriologist of the department, a
large number of them belonging to the colon group.
In spite of the spotless appearance of the kitchens
of some of these places. Dr. Wiley holds there is

danger from tlifm, since it is impossible to clean
cracked dishes properly. The conditions found in

Washington could doubtless be duplicated in anv
large cit)-, and are probably of little importance in

the dissemination of disease.

Girls Healthier than Boys.—Interesting facts
have been presented a? tlie result of the examina-
tion, under the new Child Labor Law of the District

of Columbia, of 1,700 children, boys and girls, under
sixteen years of age. who desire permits to go to

work. Of this number, 75 boys were refused per-
mits, and but 2 girls. Diseases of the heart and
lungs were given as the reason for the majority of
the rejections. As a consequence, it is stated that

girls between the ages of twelve and sixteen are far
better able to battle with the world than are their

brothers.

Death of a Centenarian.—\\'ithin one month
of her 105th birthday, Mrs. Sarah Hall Doremus
died on July 15, at her home in Newark. Bom in

New Jersey, she has lived there all her life, and had
been in good health until three months ago. With
the exception of Washington, she had lived during
the term of every President of the United States.

Provision for Treatment of Rabies.—The Sec-
retary of the Illinois State Board of Health an-
nounces that in 1905 the General Assembly made
provision for the care and treatment of poor per-
sons duly certified by regular physicians who have
been bitten by rabid animals, or otherwise put in

danger of infection from rabies, and that such per-
sons, unable to pay for treatment themselves, would
be cared for at the expense of the State at the Pas-
teur Institute. Chicago.

Christian Science Deaths.—The recent deaths
in New Jersey of two persons under Christian
Science treatment, have brought about the appoint-
ment by the President of the Bergen County Medi-
cal Society of a committee of investigation. The
chairrnan. Dr. J. Finley Bell of Englewood, in a
very timely statement, calls attention to the fact that
these ''healers," knowing nothing of medicine,
science, anatomy, or anything else that might tend

to aid in relieving the suffering of the sick, get good
pay for their attendance, and yet declare they do
not practise medicine because no drugs are admin-
istered, and are, therefore, not subject to the law.
Dr. Bell calls for a revision of the law, if necessarj-,

to put a stop to these illegal practices.

Dr. George Dock, Professor of the Practice of
Medicine in the University of Michigan, has been
elected to the Chair of the Theory- and Practice of
Medicine in the Medical Department of Tulane
University of Louisiana.

Dr. Daniel N. Eisendrath has been elected
Professor of Surgerj- in the College of Physicians
and Surgeons, Medical Department of the Univer-
sity of Illinois.

Drs. Alfred D. Kohn and Alexander L. Black-
wood were recently appointed members of the
Board of Education of Chicago.

New Journals.—The Southern Medical Journat
makes its first appearance with a July number, under
the editorship of Dr. J. A. Witherspoon of Nash-
ville, Tenn., and a large staff of assistants and
collaborators. The issue contains, besides case re-

ports, a number of original articles, among them,
"Clinical Notes on Apoplexy-," by E. G. Wood;
"Diagnosis of Painful Feet," by E. L. Scott; "Re-
cent \\"ork on Stomach Digestion," by W. H. Witt,
and "Goiters of the Young," by Charles H. Mayo.
The journal presents a very attractive appearance.

School Hygiene is the name of a new monthly
issued in Boston by the American School Hygiene
Association. The journal is of conveient size and
good t;,-pe. Abstracts of papers on eyestrain ia

school children, school baths in Sweden, the pre-

vention of tuberculosis in school children, and the
demands of school hygiene, are given. There are
also short articles on "Playground Legislation,"

"The Education of the Public in Scientific Medi-
cine," and "School Clinics." The article by Dr.
Jarrett on the health of school children, in a recent
issue of the Medical Record, is reviewed at length.

The Journal of the Tennessee State Medical As-
sociation appeared in June for the first time. A
report of the seventy-fifth annual meeting of the
Association is included, as well as the address by
the President. Dr. .\. B. Cooke, on "Medical Organ-
ization: Its Purposes and Possibilities." The jour-
nal is of octavo size, with good paper and print, and
makes a pleasing appearance.

Fasted Fifty-six Days.—Unable to obtain a
physician because of the ban upon her husband, the
wife of the "Outlaw of Cameron Dam," Wisconsin,
has succeeded, according to newspaper reports, in

curing herself of appendicitis by fasting fifty-six

days. She is said to have lost sixty pounds in addi-
tion to the appendicitis.

The Fifth Pan-American Medical Congress
will be opened in a formal way by the President of
the Republic of Guatemala on the evening of .A.ugust

5, at which session the official representatives of the
country and those of the other American Republics
will be present. The titles of the papers received,

as well as anything else of importance, will be made
known by^ the Secretary-General. There will alsa
be an intermediate and a closing session, in the latter

of which representatives of the different countries
will make farewell speeches, and the congress will

be duly closed. In the intermediate session, there
will be scientific works presented, but there will be
no discussions. The various section meetings will

begin on the morning of the 7th, and continue until

the congress adjourns. The papers are principally

upon questions of general and tropical medicine.
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hygiene and sanitation, both of civil and military

character, and general surgery, the consideration of

the different remedial agents used in southern coun-

tries, and papers on the different specialties. The
papers from the United States cover about the same
subjects, in addition to which there are a number to

be presented on the different specialties. There are

twenty sections, but the probabilities are that the

number will be reduced to four or five, in order to

insure a better attendance. There will probably be

a section in medicine, including general, internal,

and tropical medicine, with perhaps children's dis-

eases, nervous and mental diseases, and therapeutics

;

a surgical section, including general and abdominal
surgery, gjnecology, anatomy, and obstetrics ; a sec-

tion on eye, ear, nose, and throat diseases; a section

in hygiene, demography, miliary sanitation, and epi-

•demiology. The entertainments will consist of a

banquet in honor of the congressists, a ball also in

their honor, a mock battle, a horse race, and nimier-

•ous excursions to different points of interest.

British Medical Association.—The seventy-
eighth annual meeting of the Association will be

Jield at Sheffield, July 24 to 31, under the presidency

of Dr. Henry Davy. The President-elect is Mr.
Simeon Snell of Sheffield. The address in medicine
•will be delivered by Dr. James Kingston Fowler,
the address in surgery by Mr. Rutherford John Pye-
Smith, and the popular lecture on "Dust and Dis-

ease" by ]\Ir. Edmund Owen.

South Dakota Board of Medical Examiners.

—

At the regular meeting of this Board in Deadwood,
July-8 and 9, there was thirty-five applicants for a

license to practice, thirty-one of whom passed. The
annual election of officers of the Board resulted as

follows : President, L. G. Hill of Watertown ; Vice-

President, H. S. Graves of Hurley; Secretary and
Treasurer, H. E. McNutt of Aberdeen (reelected).

South Side Branch of the Chicago Medical So-
ciety.—The annual meeting was held June 19,

when Dr. Edwin B. Tuteur was elected President,

and Dr. F. Gurney Stubbs, Secretary.

Obituary Notes.— Dr. William Monroe of

Monroe, Wis., the oldest practitioner of that State,

died on July 6, following a paralytic stroke, at the

age of 90 years. Dr. Monroe was graduated from
Rush ]\Iedical College, Chicago, about 1865.

Dr. Be.\trice Curran of South Hadley Falls,

Mass., died suddenly at her home on July 9, at the

age of 26 years. Dr. Curran was graduated from
the Woman's Medical College of Philadelphia in

1904, and for a year or so practised in that city.

Dr. Samuel C. Primrose of LawTencetown,
Nova Scotia, died on July i, after a long illness, at

the age of 71 years.

Dr. Fr.\nk H. Montgomery of Chicago was
drowned while sailing on Lake Michigan on July

J4, aged 46 years. Dr. Montgomery was gradu-

ated from Rush Medical College in 1888, and had
for some time filled the position of associate pro-

fessor of disease of the skin at the same col-

lege. He was attending dermatologist to a number
of hospitals, and had published the results of his

work on diseases of the skin, and on syphilis and
other venereal diseases.

Dr. William Elmer of Trenton, N. J., died on

July 18, at Atlantic City, after a long illness, aged

«68 years. He was graduated from the Medical De-

partment of the University of Pennsylvania in 1864,

and was a member of the American Medical Asso-

ciation, an ex-President of the New Jersey Medical

Society, and Medical Director of the Mercer Hos-
pital.

LETTERS TO A NEUROLOGIST.

To ivhich are appended brief replies purporting to

set forth, concisely the nature of the ailments

therein described zvith remarks on their appropri-

ate treatment.

IX. From a Psychoneurotic Who is Hypo-
chondriacal.

Rhode Island, April 16, 1908.

My dear Doctor

:

Your suggestion, when I saw you at your office,

that I should write a statement of my com-
plaint, seemed quite reasonable until I began to

try to put the facts on paper. Even then it seemed

reasonable but also impossible. In the first place,

I do not like to write, and in the second place I

don't know what to put in and what to leave out.

You have seen me and know that I am 21 years

old, though I suppose I seem older because I have

had to work since I was 14 years old and help to

support my mother. This responsibility and the

w-orry that I have had about myself have made me
more mature than most young men of 21. I have

a good position, and the respect of every one with

whom I am associated, but if they knew me as I

know myself, very likely I should forfeit them.

I attribute all my troubles to masturbation, which

I began when about 12 years old. After about

three years I learned how injurious it was and

stopped it. A few months later I began to have

nocturnal emissions which were the result of my
foolishness. About this time a great change came

over me; I became regretful, remorseful, and self-

conscious, and would often break out into a

violent perspiration, particularly if I thought any

one noticed me. All this was the result of the

injury I had done myself. I tried to compensate

for this injury by taking every kind of exercise

that I was told would be beneficial, by taking cold

baths, and paying great attention to what I ate,

but none of them did me any good. I continued

to have the same feeling and in addition a great

deal of indigestion. When I was about 18 years

old I was told that if I masticated my food thor-

oughly I would get rid of the indigestion. I be-

gan to do this, taking from an hour to an hour

and a half to each meal.

Then it occurred to me that I could accomplish

my purpose much better if I were to eat alone.

At first I could stand it if persons were in the

Aouse, but if anyone were in the room my mouth

would become so dry that I could not get the food

soft enough to swallow and I would have a

queer feeling of contraction in my stomach, and

lose my sense of taste. My mother was then hav-

ing a few lady boarders, mostly school teachers,

which I persuaded her to give up because of my
inability to take food if they were anywhere

about.

Last February my mother went away to make

a visit. She was to stay a week, so she cooked

some food to do me during her absence. I got

my own meals and ate them in my bedroom.

During this time that no one was in the house I

realized that it was unnecessary to chew my food

until it became a liquid, my sense of taste returned,

and I gained ten pounds in two weeks. My mother

then came home, but I discovered at once that I

could no longer eat while she was in the house.

No matter if she was in another room I could

not eat. I imagined she was listening, my mouth

became dry, and this terrible constriction developed

in my stomach, and it was impossible to go on
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eating until she left. I persuaded her to put my
meals on the table and then go out away from
the house, to visit a neighbor, or to go to a store.

Then I ate, but while doing so I was in constant
fear that some one would come in. In order to

avoid this I ate hurriedly with the result that
lately I have had a great deal of indigestion. Xow
the neighbors are beginning to inquire why she
always goes out at meal time, especially when it is

raining and storming, and it is often embarrassing
to give an explanation. But she must go or T
starve, and I must keep up my strength. I always
feel the sense of constriction of the stomach when
I am in compan}^ when I am talking, riding
in the street car, etc., and especially if the person
with whom I am in contact has shown more than
ordinary interest in a personal or business way.
I have it in the most troublesome waj^ when I am
with a girl that I know and like very well. It is

hard for me to explain it in reference to this

particular girl, but I must tell you that I have
had lately a feeling that -I would never let a woman
get the better of me.

This has a queer relationship to what I con-
sider to be the beginning of all my trouble. I have
never had any inclination or desire to have certain

relations with women : on the contrarj", I have had
a feeling of profound dislike for even the thought
of it or for anything that suggests it. I do not
think sexual intercourse is wrong or immoral but
I do feel that if it were not for that I should not
be in the condition in which I am now. Therefore
I never go to a play or to a theater where they have
ballet dancing, or where women play in short

dresses, or where I would see anything which was
likely to suggest these things to produce emission
later when I am asleep.

A year ago, when the girl that I spoke about
came to to visit, I met her and got to like her

very much as a girl ; I liked her just because it

was she. I never thought of her in any other way
than as a boy might think of an automobile. I

used to go to see her often, but always after dark.

She did not understand at first why I came then,

but circumstances favored my calls at such time,

and I was more ready to go because in the dark
or with very dim light I do not break out into this

awful perspiration, and I am not so terribly self-

conscious and terrorized as I am at other times.

There are times when I feel perfectly well, even
when I am with this girl. For instance I recall

that some time ago I was calling upon her and I

lay down upon a sofa ; she came and sat beside

me and caressed me. I felt as if a weight were
lifted from me, and I said to myself, "I am per-

fecth- well." If I should plan to repeat this I

would get into such a state of excitement and dis-

tress, that I think I would go mad. In the first

place I have to distinguish this girl from her sex.

I am not at all sure that I make clear to you what
I mean, but I have the conviction that the sex,

meaning women, have had something to do with
getting me into this awful condition. If they did

not exist, that is, if there had not been something
in me which demanded or called for their existence,

then I should not be in the condition in which I

am. My reasons, then, for not wanting to have
anything to do with them is that I want to put

this whole question of sex entirely outside my
thought, and this is what I mean when I say that

I have the feeling that I shall never let a woman
get the better of me. But with this particular

girl it seems that I don't feel that way and es-

pecially when I am with her. When I am not with

her she is in the category of her sex, and the
thought of her fills me, sometimes, with these
extraordinary feelings which are a mixture of
fright, anxiety, terror, and despair. I feel some-
times I can't withstand the sensation another min-
ute, and if I don't get relief I'll explode, or go up
in the air, or in some other manner cease to be.

I have explained to her a great many of my
troubles, but of course she does not know what
they come from. Once when she came out to

I met her at the train and I told her I had to go
to . She wanted to go with me. I thought
I could not stand it. as it would be very light in the

train, but finally she persuaded me to take her.

The perspiration simply rolled from me all the

way and I was most uncomfortable. I kept saying
to myself, "If ever I get out of this I'll never get

into such a mess again." Had it been dark I

should have enjoyed myself. When we returned
I went home, changed all my underclothes, which
were so wet they dripped when wrung, and then
went to her house. "The light was low there and
I felt all right. To-morrow she is coming up to

to see a ball game. I am going to play. I

shall suffer more than you can imagine because I

know she is there. I wish she were not coming.

I will have a nervous sensation for fear she will

see something in my face that will make her not

care for me and I shall avoid her in every possible

way. Unless she approaches me it is very prob-

able that I shall go home without speaking to her.

She knows I care for her although I have not told

her in so many words.
Last summer she wanted to give me a ring. I

said, "No, I am not worthy of it." I felt unworthy
because I had masturbated and injured myself by
so doing. In the winter, however, when she asked
me again to take it, and keep it as long as I loved

her, I thought "I can do that conscientiously,''

but I did not say in so many words, "I love you."

She is a brilliant girl in company, a wonderful girl,

and she is very fond of me.
She has written between fort}' and fifty letters

to me, but I have only written one to her. I can-
not bring myself to write because I feel that some
time the written letter might be used to my disad-

vantage. Sometimes, you see, I am so nervous
that I can scarcely sign my name.

If I did not have so much worry about eating,

that is if I could give time to anything else, I

might get well, but I have fallen away terribly,

particularly around my chest, although I am
pretty good weight, that is I weigh 145 pounds
and I am only 5 feet 5 inches high, but I am sure

that my body has fallen away a great deal. It is

always harder for me to eat dinner than any other

meal, and particularly if I have seen a great many
people all day or have been excited in any way.

I have had to give up going to church and to
entertainments. Occasionally I go alone to the

theater, but always I have to have an aisle seat,

so that if the impulse to get up and go out comes
over me I can do so. Once or twice I have been
to the theater and had a seat two or three from
the aisle but I perspired so all the time and was
so painfull}' self-conscious that I did not have a
moment's enjoyment. As a rule v.-hen I am in the

theater or a similar place, I am able to forget my-
self only when the lights are turned low. Then
of course I can't go anywhere for amusement like

other persons. I can't go into a restaurant. I can't

go on excursions, I can't go to parties, for the en-

tertainment of all of these is mixed up with eating

and with women.
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I like crowds ; for instance, there are few things
I like better than going to a baseball game; then,
with a great many people around me, no one ob-
serving me, I am without a trace of nervousness.
I can talk to anyone at such times, who speaks to

me casually and does not take very much interest

in me, just as any normal person can.

I am convinced that I brought this all upon my-
self, and I know I did myself harm. If I don't
get out of it I don't know what is going to happen
to me. As I have told you, I am falling away
around my chest, as anyone can see who will look
at it, and I am sure that one can't go on living the
way I do.

Another thing that troubles me is that I don't

know what to do about this girl. She seems to

me to be the finest thing in the world, but I am not
able to conduct myself toward her as a man should.

Please help me.

Yours faithfully.

New York, April 23, 1908.
Dear Sir:

The letter which you wrote to me on April 16 I

have received. Despite what you say in the be-
ginning of your letter about your inability to
write, it seems to me that you have succeeded in
this instance in letting me know something of
yourself.

Your case is of the greater interest because it

seems, even from the brief recitation that you have
made of it, that your obsessions and your delu-
sions are founded upon a sexual basis. A well
known Austrian writer, Freud, to whom we are
indebted for helping us to interpret such disorders
as yours, has suggested that most cases of this kind
are founded upon such basis.

I do not believe that the cause which you at-

tribute for your ills, namely onanism, is the funda-
mental one. In fact, I am not at all convinced
that it has had anything to do with your present
complaint. In the first place, you must know that

the majority of boys at some time in their lives

do what you did, and which you are now making
such a fuss about. And you must likewise know
that no injury flows from it, otherwise the world
would be filled with human wrecks. AVhv should
you, a vigorous, robust, young boy, who was ad-
dicted to it a very brief time, be wrecked and the
coiuitless others go entirely free?

I have no doubt that your disorder is upon a
sexual basis but it will require a careful investiga-

tion by the so-called psychoanalytic method to de-
termine just what feature of sex disturbance is

responsible for it.

It will not cure you to be told that the unnatural
sexual indulgence of your boyhood is inadequate to

have caused your present condition. It will not suf-

fice you to be assured that if you will e.xert your will

power you will overcome your most distressing

symptoms. It will not avail even to convince you
by logical argumentation that you must be well

nourished to weigh 145 pounds when you are but

65 inches tall, and that therefore the belief that

you are falling away is a delusion. In fact argu-
ment, persuasion, e.xhortation. assurance, contempt
even (that weapon which pierces the shell of the

tortoise) are of little utility in such cases until

after the patient has been assisted to a psychic state

similar to that which existed when the symptoms
first manifested themselves. You ask how this is

to be accomplished? And I say to you, I profess

to do such things, and I shall be glad to try to do
it with 3-ou.

Such treatment is called psychotherapy. It is a
big word, and now that the public, and here and
there an enthusiastic cleric have got hold of it, it

is likely to have the vogue that appendicitis had a
decade or so ago. It is not at all new in the art

of medicine. In fact it antedates Esculapius, and
a very fair brand of it was in use at the time of the

Pharaohs. However, there came a time when it

fell into desuetude in Boston, and so it had to be
revived. The renaissance was attended with slight

raising of the voice on the part of its sponsors.

This is the equivalent of a lyric outburst or of a

dramatic apostrophe, or even of an impassioned
arraignment, in less cultured centers. Naturally
advance has been made in the understanding and
application of it during these past few years that

have revolutionized every art save that of the poet
and artist.

You may do a great deal to assist the physician

who essays to cure j-ou. You may assume, for in-

stance, that you are in error about the cause of

your symptoms. You need not furnish a cause
just at present. Assume that you do not know and
leave it to others whose lives are devoted to fer-

reting out the cause of disease to find out. You
may read books whose purpose is the instruction

of persons such as you in the nature of their

symptoms and diseases. For this purpose I recom-
mend a small book recently published by Lippin-

cott, of Philadelphia, entitled "Why Worry?" from
the pen of a physician in a neighboring city long

known as the Athens of America, sometimes re-

viled as the cradle and nursery of "Antis"' of every

description, but universally recognized as the abid-

ing place of the Ancient and Honorable Artillery.

Its author. Dr. George L. Walton, has succeeded

in putting the facts about psychoneurotics, of which
you are one—if you will forgive me for calling you
names—so clearly and so intelligibly that any one

can grasp and understand them. More than this,

he writes with such insight and sympathy, such

candor and simplicity, that the reader cannot fail

to appreciate that what is said is founded upon
experience, knowledge, and wisdom. You will find

in it, I have no doubt, much that will aid me in

getting you well.

Finally, don't neglect the poets. They are a

great adjuvant to medicine. You will not accuse

me of disrespect for the cloth or irreverence for

that which it represents symbolically when I say

that if I had to choose between Emerson and the

Emmanuel Church as an aid to the practice of

me'iicine. I shouldn't hesitate a moment. I don't

decry prayer while exalting poetry, for I believe

with' the Epistler James that the effectual fervent

prayer of a righteous man availeth much. W'hile

I am speaking of poetry I suggest that you com-

mit to memory the following stanza from Cowper
and whenever you get wrestling with the idea that

your troubles have flown out of youthful folly

counteract it with "Truth," which says:

"Past indiscretion is a venial crime,

And if the youth, unmellowed yet by time,

Bore on his branch lu.xuriant then and rude,

Fruits of a blighted size, austere and crude,

Maturer years shall happier stores produce.

And 'meliorate the -(veil-concocted juice."

Finally I want to say to you that I am sure that

you will' recover, and that you and she, "the bril-

liant girl, the wonderful girl," will live happy to-

gether forever afterward.

Yours, very sincerely.
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OUR LONDON LETTER.

(From Our Special Correspondent.)

SUBSCRIBERS TO CHARITIES—DR. H.^LL-EDWARDS—LIVINGSTONE
COLLEGE—MEMORIAL TO DR. FANDON—ST. MARY's HOSPITAL
—THE bishop's address—ROYAL SOCIETY—RESEARCH DE-
FENSE DISCUSSION—R.'^TS—SIR H. PITMAN.

London, July 3. 1908.

On Friday afternoon, at an influential meeting at the
Mansion House, it was resolved to establish an "Asso-
ciation of Subscribers to Charities." The objects of
the new organization, as stated by Lord Rothschild in

proposing the resolution, are to promote systematized
cooperation between and coordination of the charities
of London, with a view to the establishment of uniform
principles in the administration of relief of distress in
the metropolis; to promote systematic interchange of
information between metropolitan charities in order to
prevent overlapping and the waste of resources, and to
strengthen the financial position of those charities which
carry out the objects of the association. Lord Roths-
child said their object was not to interfere with such
funds as the King's Hospital Fund or to induce the
Mansion House to depart from its traditional policy
of inviting subscriptions for good works. But it was
obvious that there must be overlapping in the admin-
istration of the Poor Law and the spending of money
for charitable purposes. The figures supplied were
almost staggering'—ten millions in charities and five in
Poor Law.
Lord Avebury explained some of the steps whicli had

led to the meeting and Lord Lichfield urged the neces-
sity of preventing overlapping. They had worked to-
gether to this end and now came forward with a com-
prehensive scheme. Their relations to the Charity Organ-
ization Society and to the King's Fund were entirely
satisfactory. They would not be a destructive force in
regard to charities, but would strengthen them and
increase their efficiency.

Of course, it is chiefly as it may aflfect hospitals that
this movement is interesting to medical men. It is well
known that the Charity Organization has at times in-
terfered in a manner that has caused offense, and its

recomrnendations and criticisms have sometimes pro-
voked intense opposition. But hospitals are a sort
of specialty among charities, and their management
always requires the assistance of medical men—a point
some administrators have too often ignored. It is not,
however, to be denied that there is room for pressure
from without in the case of some of the competing char-
ities as much as in that of other rival charities. Such
pressure has been exercised in the past by the King's
and the Sunday Funds, though by the latter not always
so wisely as it might have been. The new society will,
therefore, need much circumspection.
There are 17,000 or 18,000 charitable institutions of

different sorts in London, and the proposal to effect a
reversal of their destructive methods of isolation and
separation of interests, with a view to strengthening
the well-managed is one calling for clear thought. Well
may the association announce that it will not concern
itself with debatable social problems or questions oi
State aid. But enough will remain to absorb the ener-
gies of an active body. Let us hope that those who
are responsible for establishing the new body will not
be content to become ornamental advocates of imper-
fectly digested schemes or the mouthpiece of an official.
Lord Lichfield estimated the cost of organization at
£1,500 a year. If that is to be spent in an office, a sec-
retary and clerk, can we anticipate much result, unless
the committee or council, as they may call themselves,
are ardent workers in the cause.

.\ minimum subscription of £1 is. is to constitute
membership, and this is to secure the representation
by tlie association in any negotiations which the men>
ber may enter into witli a charity to which he sub-
scribes. This almost suggests leaving the work to
those who are at present doing it—each in his own
way.
On Sunday afternoon Dr. Hall-Edwards underwent a

second operation, his right hand, except the thumb, be-
ing amputated. You will remember that in February
the left forearm was removed on account of the in-
juries caused by his work with the Rontgen rays. In
spite of the great suffering he has endured during about
six years, sleep being only obtained by drugs, he has
kept at work. I am told he has kept a careful record
of his case and hopes to complete a work on j--ray

therapeutics which is now far advanced. In that he
will, of course, point out the errors in his pioneer ef-

forts, and in which he hopes others may utilize the
rays without danger.

Livingstone College, named after the great medical
missionary and explorer, celebrated its commemora-
tion day on Monday. The object of the institution is

to give an elementarj' medical training to persons about
to engage in missionary work. Dr. C. F. Harford, the
principal, said more than 300 students had passed
through the college. They are of all denominations.
The primary object of the training is to safeguard the
health and lives of themselves and their brethren, but
they do not pretend to be medical missionaries. They
could not do the work of such. Nevertheless, they
learn things of immense value to them in strange lands
and far from medical aid.

Sir P. Manson delivered an address on the "Impor-
tance of a Knowledge of Tropical Medicine by Mission-
aries, Especially in View of Recent Discoveries." He
described the advance of our knowledge in many of

these diseases and urged the unfairness of sending men
to face avoidable risks. Martyrdom was one thing, sui-

cide another, murder still another. To send a mission-
ary to the tropics without the information needed for

saving his life was an act he did not care to charac-
terize. Bishop Molony, a former student of the col-

lege, and Bishop Tugwell also addressed the meeting.
An interesting ceremony took place at the Middle-

sex Hospital on Monday. Dr. Cayley (senior phy-
sician) unveiled a bronze medallion in the main corridor
of the building in memory of Mr. F. A. Fandon, who
was for twenty-eight years resident medical officer.

The committee which collected the subscriptions for

this memorial also presented to the board medals of
gold, silver and bronze, with a portrait of Mr. Fandon,
on the obverse, to be awarded yearly to three nurses.
The memorial bears the words: "An able adminis-
trator, a faithful servant of the hospital, a much-
loved friend."

At St. Mary's Hospital the Bishop of London dis-

tributed the prizes and told the students his work was
connected with theirs, though perhaps his cooperation
was not wanted. That, however, did not discourage
him. He was often fighting against so-called Chris-
tian Scientists, who were excellent but misguided peo-
ple. They did not appreciate the sacred character of
the healing art as carried on by ordinary medical prac-
titioners. He looked on it as God's plan that men
should discover His secrets by their brains, and reve-
lations so obtained came from God as much as the
Bible. Truth could not contradict itself. He apolo-
gized to the doctors for having been ill only once in

nineteen years—but then he felt that the doctor came
from God as much as a parish priest. There was an-
other link between his hearers and himself in the fact

that both served the poor. It ought to be known to

the generous public that some of the areas served by
St. Mary's Hospital were among the poorest in London
and £50,000 would be very welcome to the institu-

tion.

The Royal Society gave its second conversazione on
Monday, when as many scientific exhibits and curios

were shown as usual to a brilliant company. The
Egyptian Survey Department attracted great atten-

tion. There were plans of predynastic burial places

and photographs of crania showing various racial types
at different periods. These discoveries were examined
by anatomists on the spot. There was a gouty foot,

said to be of the sixth century, and a number of feet and
hands of which the bones had been interchanged, point-
ing to carelessness by the embalmers. Stereoscopic
radiographs of molluscal shells were exhibited by t)r.

Rodman to show that by ^'-rays they can be examined
as to both horizontal and vertical appearances without
destroying or damaging the specimen.
At a meeting said to have been arranged by the Re-

search Defense Society, Professor Starling read a paper
on "The Use of Animals in Experiment." He argued
that man's attitude towards animals consisted in al-

lowing them to exist or encouraging their existence
in direct proportion as, by their activity or by their

bodies, they aided him in the struggle for life. It

was therefore difficult to object to their use for ac-

quiring knowledge directly related to the preservation
of mankind against disease and death. Cures for diph-
theria and other diseases were discovered by experi-
mentation. Pain did not exist in the laboratories of

this country. Even discomfort occurred in only an in-

significant minority of experiments.
Miss Hageby then spoke for the antis, declaring

that ethics forbad torture and that she was not con-
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vinced that vivisectors were not merely callous but
were guilty of gross cruelty. That is the sort of argu-
ment one expects from the female antis. Dr. Hadwen
afterwards denounced in an e.xcited manner the moral
basis of Prof. Starling's statement. He asked what
right had man to inflict pain in order to escape it him-
self? Then he declared that all the surgical and medi-
cal knowledge we have is due to clinical observation
and nothing else ! This Dr. Hadwen is apt to indulge
in positive assertions—some of which provoke incred-

ulity. The other day he said he had verified 100 cases
of burial alive and nearly 300 in which persons had nar-
rowly escaped the same fate! "Prodigious!" as Dom-
inie Sampson would have said.

If the hysterical antis are sincere and consistent
in their horror of the sufferings of animals, they have
lamentations in store for the fate of rats. The Society
for Destroying Vermin is about to organize through-
out these islands clubs for killing rats and to present
prizes for the biggest bags. The society holds that

the end justifies the means and cares not what method
of slaughter may be adopted. The connection of rats

with disease is sufficiently established, but the society

is further impressed with the economic loss due to

their depredations. It has been estimated that there
are as many rats as human beings in the British Isles

and each costs about seven shillings and six pence a

year. On the island of Degat, oflE Denmark, a pair of

young rats escaped from a cage three years ago and
last year the Danish Government announced that the

island was swarming with rats, but bird life was ended.
The fight of humanity against rats is not a new one.

The Romans struck medals to record victories over
the vermin. Some of these medals have lately been
found by Dr. Sambon. Denmark has voted £5,000 a

year towards rat destruction, and other countries are

active.

It is intended by the society above named to organ-
ize an exhibition in London to represent the plans
that have been tried within historical times to meet
the danger from vermin. Within the next few weeks
the matter will be discussed at the Royal Society of
Jledicine.

Sir Henry Pitman, many years Registrar of the Royal
College of Physicians, attained his looth birthday on
Wednesday, July I. Numerous congratulatory mes-
sages reached him—among the first one from the King.
Sir Henry spent the day quietly with his family. His
health is good, but his eyesight is failing. Lady Pit-

man, considerably younger, is also in good health.

They were married in 1852. Sir Henry was many years
physician to St. George's Hospital and was knighted
in 1883. He recollects the rejoicings in Hyde Park
after the battle of Waterloo and has many other inter-

esting reminiscences.

HEXAMETHYLENAMINE AS A SPECIFIC IN
TYPHOID FEVER.

To THE Editor of the Medic.\l Record:

Sir:—Recent publications have shown that medical
science is now in possession of a drug which will
greatly aid the human system in its struggle against
the B. typhosus. This drug, hexamethylenamine, U. S.
Ph., was first used as a urinarj- antiseptic, and later
was shown to be of the greatest value in urinary infec-
tions when the infecting organism was the typhoid
bacillus. Because of this fact it has come into almost
general use in urinary infections arising during or after
typhoid fever, and following the suggestion of Rich-
ardson it is administered by many as a proph3'lactic
against these infections. Richardson recommended its

use in the latter half of the disease, and in one hos-
pital with whose work I am familiar it was the custom
to administer this drug on two days of the week dur-
ing the whole course of the disease.
Some recent work done by Crowe (Johns Hopkins

Hospital Bulletin, 1908, XIX., 109) has greatly ex-
tended the field of usefulness of this drug, and has, I

believe, made it imperative to give hexamethylenamine in
every case of typhoid fever from the beginning to its

termination. By his experiments Crowe demonstrated
that after administration by mouth hexamethylenamine,
or its decomposition product, formaldehyde, was ex-
creted in the bile, and »xcreted in an amount suf-
ficient to sterilize completely a gall-bladder infected
with the typhoid bacillus and other organism.s. He has
also shown that it is excreted both through the liver
and through the gall-bladder. The far-reaching value
of this discovery is apparent when we remember the
frequency of gall-bladder infections caused by the ty-

phoid bacillus and that the gall-bladder is probably an
abiding place for this organism in every case of ty-
phoid fever. He has further proved its excretion by
the pancreas, and has demonstrated it in the cerebro-
spinal fluid, synovial fluid, saliva, pleural efiusion, and
blood.
We have here, then, a drug which is directl)' antago-

nistic to the typhoid bacillus and which, after adminis-
tration by mouth, permeates every part of the body and
is known to be e.xcreted in several of the favored
haunts of this organism—the meninges, the bile pas-
sages, and the kidneys. If the body could tolerate a
sufficient dose, every tj-phoid bacillus within it might be
rendered inactive bj' hexamethj'lenamine and typhoid
fever aborted. In some, perhaps many, cases it may
be able to do this. However, it has been definitely

proven that this drug will destroy at least some of
the typhoid bacilli present in the body, and if the in-

vading force is diminished only one-eighth the tide

may be turned in favor of many and their lives saved,
and much suffering and death from complications and
sequelae may be prevented. As to the dosage, Crowe
has shown that when 75 grains a day are given the
amount in the bile is sufficient for a pronounced bacter-
icidal action, and it should, I believe, be given almost
to toleration, a careful watch being kept of the urinary
system. My experience is as yet too limited for pres-

entation, and the above is put forth merely as a sug-
gestion. Heberdex Beale, M.D.
Fort Worth, Tex.

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal. July 9. 1908.

Obscure Fever in Infancy and Early Childhood.—J.

L. Morse says that a daily rise of temperature above 99.5°

F. at the age referred to is abnormal, and is a manifesta-
tion of some diseased state. Among the conditions which
give rise to it he includes endocarditis, typhoid fever and
malaria, starvation in the new-born, dentition, toxic ab-

sorption from tonsils and adenoids, otitis media (a most
common cause), cervical and bronchial adenitis, anemia,
rachitis, sj'philis, intestinal toxemia, etc. Finally, he says

that there is a class of cases of continued fever in in-

fancy and early childhood in which the most careful ex-

amination fails to find any cause for the fever, in which
no modification of the diet is of any avail, and in which
the general condition is unaffected by the child being ap-

parently well and gaining normally in weight. The tem-
perature may remain normal for many weeks, or even
months, in such cases, and finally cease, without any cause

for it ever being discovered. In these cases the most
reasonable explanation is, in the author's view, some ob-

scure disturbance in the bodily metabolism. The history

of such a case is thus portrayed : A girl of two years had
a slight cold, lasting about a week. The temperature,

which was first taken during the cold, did not drop when
the child recovered, but continued elevated. To make a
long story short, it ranged between 100° F. and 101° F.

in the morning and 102° F. and 104° F. in the afternoon

for eleven mdnths, finally coming slowly down to normal
and remaining there. During this time she appeared per-

fectly well in every way and gained steadily in weight
and height. Repeated physical examinations failed to show
anything abnormal. The urine was always normal, aiid

the blood never showed any parasites or abnormalities in

the number of red or white corpuscles. She is now, four

years later, an exceptionally large, strong and healthy

girl. Such cases justify the conclusion that if a careful

study and thorough examination of the child does not

reveal the cause of the fever, there is, in the vast ma-
jority of cases, nothing serious the matter, and no cause

for anxiety.

-ViTC' York Mcdica! Journal, July II. 1908.

The Treatment of Erysipelas.—D. B. Allen extols

the use of carbolic acid in this disease, but claims that

the strength of the applications commonly advised is far

too weak to obtain satisfactory results. Proceeding on
the theory that the aflfection is an infection of the sub-

cutaneous tissue and lymphatics by the streptococci, he ad-

vises the painting of the area involved with the pure

acid, extending the operation three-eighths of an inch

beyond the line of demarcation. This is allowed to re-

main until it becomes white, when it is washed oflf with

95 per cent, alcohol. The penetrating action of the car-

bolic is a direct germicide to the streptococci already pres-

ent, and the ring around the area serves as a strong bar-

rier beyond which it is alraost impossible for the infection

to spread. This line of treatment causes an intense smart-
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ing and burning which lasts but a few moments and is

quickly relieved by alcohol. In some cases the burning
continues for an hour or two in which a cloth saturated

with alcohol is laid on the area. In case of extension into

the eyelids where it is impossible to use the pure carbolic,

a two per cent, carbolic acid solution in unguentum
hydrargyri ammoniatum to be applied frequently is or-

dered. The results in a series of 12 cases thus treated

have been more satisfactory. The skin heals without
scarring.

The Significance of a Blood Analysis in Appendicitis.

—C. C. Sichel asks, "Can we depend upon the leucocyte

and distinctive polynuclear counts as a positive indication

for or against operating?" He replies, "with the first leu-

cocytosis and increase of the distinctive polynuclear per-

centage, operate." Histories of three cases of a series are

given. All cases showing a leucocytosis and a polynuclear
increase were operated on, without finding a single case

in which there was a purely catarrhal condition. All in-

terval cases or those not showing a leucocytosis, etc.,

which were operated on showed that no acute process was
in progress. The author strongly advocates operation as

indicated by blood findings in all cases of appendicitis.

When leucocytosis and polynuclear increase are present,

operate at once. \Vhen there is no increase in the counts
watch the blood picture in repeated examinations and be
guided by the findings plus the patient's general symptoms.

The Management of Chronic Endocarditis During
the Stage of Compensation.—S. A. Stein emphasizes the
necessity of individualizing all these cases, noting that

every patient reacts dilTerently to drugs, dosage, to dif-

ferent preparations of the same drug, and to different

forms of mechanical stimulation. All compensation is,

of course, relative. Alcohol should be dispensed with
if possible, as also tobacco, tea and coffee. Superfluous
adipose tissue should be gotten rid of, but great care is

called for as to diet, exercise, and drugs. Hygienic care
is as necessary as in tuberculosis. All emunctories
must be kept as nearly normal as possible. Rest in

the recumbent position and sleep are all important.
In cases with insomnia, hydrotherapy is of great vakie
as a hypnotic and cardiovascular regulator. If drugs
are used, sodium and ammonium bromide are less de-
pressing than the potassium salt, while the trional-

veronal group are of great service. As nearly all car-

diac stimulants act as vasoconstrictors, it is well to

combine wjith them the iodides and nitrites. Codeia
is without doubt the safest of the opium preparations
when we wish to combine a stimulant and sedative. The
method of choice from among all three plans must be
influenced by the age, physical condition, and social

status of the patient. At both extremes of age, nat-

urally, the severer forms of exercise are excluded.
Before the age of puberty there is nearly always present

a strong tendency to rapid hypertrophy, and frequently
as rapid a degeneration of the hypertrophied muscle,
making the prognosis bad in most of these cases, so
that the physical activit)' and restlessness should be
curbed rather than added to. At the other extreme,
overexertion, being less likely to occur, and activities

being naturally lessened, once compensation is estab-
lished, the natural hygiene of old age will be that of

the accompanying endocarditis, which is, as a rnatter

of experience, very well borne.

Journal of the American Medical Association, July 11,

1908.

Muscular Coordination by the Nervous System.—
C. E. Beevor analyzes the muscular mechanism of move-
ments, understanding by this term the single movement
of one joint, and not the combination of movements as in

walking. He classes the muscles, first, into the prime
movers, which come into action in a definite order accord-
ing to the amount of work to be performed. The will does
not appear to have any power to alter this order (except,

perhaps, by trained exercises) ; second, we have the syn-

ergic muscles, which come into play when the prime
movers have an additional action that is not wanted in

the particular movement to be executed. For example,
the biceps is the chief supinator, but it is also a powerful
flexor, and when supination without fle.xion is done the

triceps contracts as a synergic muscle and counteracts the
flexion of the elbow by the biceps. The relations between
the prime movers and the synergies are very close, and
apparently the brain has no power to moderate the impulse
sent to the latter to make them act proportionately to the

weak prime movers in case of their paresis or paralysis,

hence we have in such cases movements other than those
desired. Lastly, we have the fixation muscles fixing the

joint when such fixation is made necessary by pressure or
displacement. A certain amount of stress on the joint is

required to call these into action. The antagonists to the

prime mover muscles are relaxed under normal conditions,

except in case of some unopposed movements which are
required to be suddenly stopped, but in certain cases of
functional paralysis this inhibition of the antagonists may
fail, and Beevor considers their contraction as a symp-
tom of functional as opposed to organic disease. It also

occurs, however, in tetanus and from the toxic action of
strychnin, which, according to Sherrington, "change the

reciprocal inhibitions, normally assured by the central
nervous mechanism, into excitations." Beevor considers

all the physiologic evidence to be in favor of the location

of the linkage of the ultimate co-ordination of movements
being in the spinal cord, and that most probably this nerv-
ous mechanism is situated in the cells of the posterior

cornua, where, as shown by von ilonakow and Schafer,
the pyramidal fibers end, instead of the anterior horns, as

was formerly supposed. Whether this mechanism is the

same as that used for reflex movements, he considers un-
certain.

Psychiatric Prognosis.—F. X. Dercum discusses the
prognosis of insanity. He recognizes the following ele-

ments in the problem ; First, the clinical type ; second, the

presence or absence of actual quantitative mental loss;

third, the systematization of delusions ; fourth, the fixa-

tion of symptoms; fifth, age; sixth, sex; seventh, the

presence of morphologic or somatic stigmata ; eighth, the

significance of heredity; ninth, the bearing of social status.

He takes up these points seriatum in the forms commonly
grouped under the name of dementia prrecox, a designa-

tion which, he points out, is misleading, since confusion
and not dementia dominates the clinical picture. The
points on which he lays special stress as influencing the

prognosis in mental disorders are : First, the presence or

absence of actual dementia ; second, the presence of sys-

tematization of delusions; third, the presence of fixation,

and, fourth, the social status of the patient as favoring
the necessary measures and conditions favoring recovery.

Heredity is, of course, important, but it influences the

prognosis of a given attack only in a general way ; it can-

not, Dercum says, give a definite clue as to either outcome
or duration. Other factors of the prognosis are the bodily

condition and the significance of visceral complications.

In a general way, we may say that inarked physical with-

out mental improvement, and the converse, the less fre-

quent condition in which there is mental without physical

improvement, are both to be regarded as unfavorable.

The marked persistence also of hypochondriacal ideas,

especially those of psychic or somatic negation, are not in-

frequently found associated with chronic and unrecoverable

conditions. Special factors, such as interruption and ces-

sation of progress, also influence prognosis unfavorably,

and an incomplete recovery renders recurrence more prob-

able. Among favorable features may be mentioned regu-

larity, of course, concomitant physical and mental im-

provement, and the realization by the patient that he has

been ill. It is, of course, to be understood that attacks

due to extraneous causes, as in toxic and exhaustional

cases, have generally a better prognosis than those that are

essentially neuropathic, and that marked degenerative stig-

mata may have a certain significance.

Antigonococcic Serum.—A. A. Uhle and W. H. Mac-
kiuney report results of the use of antigonococcic serum
in twenty-three cases of the various types of gonorrheal

infection. They find that, so far as their observations

indicate, the serum has little if any curative action on the

urethral condition, the improvement observed in some
patients being more attributable to rest and hygienic treat-

ment than to any specific action of the serum. None of

the patients with gonorrheal prostatitis was cured : of

seven with epididymitis, improvement was observed in

three, but the authors are inclined to credit this as much
to other measures employed, rest in bed and elevation of

the scrotum, as to the serum. "If conclusions," they say,

"can be drawn from this limited number of cases, it ap-

pears that neither the number of injections nor the time

elapsing between injections has any influence on the re-

sults of the treatment, as in no case was there what might

be termed a prompt improvement, which is to be expected

from an antitoxin treatment." Possibly, they suggest,

better results mi^ht have been obtained with larger doses

than the 2 cc. employed. The best results were obtained

in gonorrheal arthritis. Three patients were promptly

relieved and all local evidences of inflammation had sub-

sided in less than two weeks. In one of these Bier's treat-

ment was also used. Considering the usual obstinacy of

this condition, the results are encouraging; with no other

treatment except opsonotherapy and Bier's method have

such good results been obtained. One patient with gonor-

rheal myositis showed little improvement from the serum,

but responded promptly when the Bier treatment was used

in addition. A general urticarial eruption following the

use of the serum was observed in seven patients. Besides
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this and the itching it caused, and a slight pain at the site
of the injection, no general or local toxic symptoms were
observed.

The Eye in Multiple Sclerosis.—\V. A. Holden pub-
lishes reports of cases illustrating the ophthalmoscopic
and visual changes occurring in multiple sclerosis. The
pathologic changes seem to attect mainly the medullary
sheaths, the axis cylinders and ganglion cells remaining
long intact. The visual disturbances fall chiefly into three
groups: (l) Concentric contraction of the field of vision;
(2) central scotoma with normal peripheral limits of the
field, and (3) a combination of central scotoma and con-
centric contraction of the field. There may be variations
of these types and the visual disorders are apt to precede
the other symptoms, sometimes for years, are often of
sudden onset, and if excessive, usually improve. Thus
all the changes differ radically from the slow, progres-
sive atrophy of tabes. The ophthalmoscopic appearances
are, therefore,, of value in the early diagnosis, especially
in excluding hysteria and early paresis. Holden reports
one case which he is inclined to consider multiple sclerosis
from the eye symptoms, alone, corroborating symptoms
having as yet failed to appear, and he e.xpresses an opin-
ion that "a non-to.xic retrobulbar neuritis, if not due to a
sinusitis or directly to syphilis, diabetes, a neoplasm or
trauma, is, as a rule, a manifestation of multiple sclerosis,
although no other symptoms of the disease may be pres-
ent." More than half the patients with multiple sclerosis
who complain of failing sight have a central scotoma and
the diagnosis is retrobulbar neuritis.

TIte Lancet. July 4. 1908.

Latent Dysentery in Central Africa.—H. S. Stannus
refers to the case of a man of thirty years, admitted
to hospital after a fortnight of fever, headache, ma-
laise and loose bowels. He had taken quinine and
Dover's powders with a diet of goats' milk. There were
no nausea, vomiting, or cough. He had had two or three
pasty stools, but without mucus or blood. He had pre-
^^ousIy had malaria. Two ring-form parasites were
seen in the blood specimens. Urine was normal. He
was placed on quinine, but no effect was produced on
the fever. He continued to have two daily stools,
watery, with little fecal matter, but neither mucus nor
blood except on the second day after admission, w-hen
what appeared to be a small old blood clot was passed.
No improvement was effected by twenty-grain doses
of bismuth three times a day for three days. Micro-
scopical examination of the stools proved negative as
regards amceba?. The tongue was thickly furred and
the patient complained of weakness, headache, and pro-
fuse sweats in the evening. The spleen could just be
felt: the liver showed no enlargement to percussion or
tenderness to palpation: there were no other physical
signs in the chest or abdomen, .^t the end of the
week, during which time no other malarial parasites
had been found, quinine was discontinued and it was
determined to try ipecacuanha. It was given in wafer,
in twenty-grain doses, on two consecutive days on an
empty stomach, twenty minutes after a twenty-minim
dose of tincture of opium, as recommended by Slanson.
The result was immediate: the temperature commenced
to fall, reaching normal in four daj-s, and thereafter
not rising again: the stools became more and more
formed, being normal in three days; the tongue cleaned,
and the patient expressed himself as feeling much bet-
ter. The convalescence was uneventful, full diet being
attained bj- the end of a week of normal temperature.

Endemic Funiculitis.—Under this title .\. Castellani
describes a peculiar form of acute suppurative inflam-
mation of the spermatic cord occurring in Ceylon. He
has examined the pus in five cases and in all located
a diplostreptococcus, the culture reactions of which he
describes, as also the sj'mptomatology of an attack.
The condition on examination might be easily mis-
taken, he says, for a strangulated hernia, .^s a rule
the disease has no tendency to spontaneous recovery.
The only effective treatment is orchiotomy, cutting the
inflamed cord as high up as possible. Unless this is

done general sepsis sets in. The author's conclusions
are thus expressed: (I) There is endemic in Ceylon,
and probably in other parts of the tropics, a peculiar
affection of the cord which it seems to me has suf-
ficiently characteristic symptoms to be ranked as a
separate disease. This affection might be named "en-
demic funiculitis." (2) A diplostreptococcus is con-
stantly found in the pus. Further investigation is

needed to decide whether this diplostreptococcus is

the primary cause of the disease or, as the author is

inclined to believe, is merely a secondary agent playing
a role only in the suppurative stage of the malady.
Some Rare but Important Surgical Injuries Brought

on by Violent Exercise.—P. Haglund refers to a series
of cases in wiiich diagnosis was obscure until the intro-
duction of the .r-ray. The most common lesion is one
of the tuberosities of the tibial or "Schlatter's Disease."
It is frequently seen among athletic boys who have pre-
sented a tender spot just where ligamentum patellse is
attached to the tibial tuberosity, a condition which, al-
though it does not ordinarily necessitate absolute rest in
bed, yet is capable of causing much inconvenience and
pain and of preventing the sufferer from taking part in
games of any kind. Every movement which puts a strain
on the ligamentum patellae gives rise to acute pain. Some-
thing has affected the attachment of the ligamentum patel-
lae to the tibial tuberosity. It is often impossible for the
patient to tell just when he began to have trouble. Some-
times it is referable to a sudden athletic exertion, but
symptoms are not necessarily so severe as to prevent the
patient from continuing his exercises for some time. That
the injury is productive of so little discomfort at the time
depends no doubt upon the fact that the fracture of the
trunk-like projection takes place without involving the
perichondrium which covers it. And as cartilage just as
little as bone is provided with nerves of sensation, it is

easy to understand how such a lesion can occur without
any pain at all. Meanwhile a serious weakness has been
caused at the point of insertion of the ligamentum patellas
and each contraction of the extensors of the knee ag-
gravates the condition. In this way an irritation is con-
stantly operating which leads to an increase of the in-
flammatory symptoms. The patient becomes more and
more an invalid. The lesion is, though not serious, very
troublesome. It usually lasts six months, but two years
may elapse before the patient gets a useful limb again.
Much depends on the amount of anatomical disturbance
.ind on how far the patient is careful not to irritate the
injured cartilage. .-V similar lesion may also occur at the
epiphyseal center of ossification of the calcaneum, just at
the attachment of the tendo Achillis. There may be a
separation or fracture of this center from some great
strain involving the calf muscles. A third injury of this
nature takes place at the tip or tubercle of the os navicu-
lare of the foot. It sometimes happens that the ossifying
center becomes fractured without any injury to the peri-

chondrium and, therefore, without giving rise to any pain.

The injury is caused by severe strain to the instep in-

volving violent stretching of ligaments which spring from
this point. Games, e.g., lawn-tennis and football, are re-

sponsible for the lesion, as is also strenuous dancing.
This explains why girls exhibit this particular injury more
often than the two preceding ones. The condition may be
compared with certain troubles caused by the presence of
what has received the name of "os tibiale externum," a
small adventitious bone occasionally met with at the tip

of the OS naviculare pedis. It may be questioned whether
these ossa tibialia externa do not derive their origin from
fractures of the scaphoid tubercle in early life.

Thoracostomy in Heart Disease.—A. Morison refers
to a previous communication from himself in which
he suggested the severing of pericardial adhesions for
the relief of cor bovinum, but adds that more recently

the conviction has been growing in his mind that it is

less the tethering of the heart than its bulk and force
of systole which are the determining factors in the sit-

uation, and what was desired was an operation to afford
adequate room for the free action of the enlarged organ.
Brauer of Heidelberg had already suggested that the
adhesions in adhesive pericarditis should best be left

alone and the incarcerated heart freed from its bony en-

casement. From all these considerations has come the
terra "thoracostomy," and reports are given of several

cases operated on. In the present paper the author
adds records of another case successfully treated by
operation and six months' hospital residence. A shield

was worn over the chest, corresponding to the area
from which the ribs had been removed. The perpendic-
ular measurement of the gap was seven centimeters.

Exploratory puncture should be made through the fifth

rib cartilage. If the intrapleural area is free, we are

able to settle in a few minutes the diagnosis of adher-
ent pericardium, and on that ground alone the operation
is considered justifiable. If we are unable to feel the

intrapleural spaces we know that there are adhesions.

The presence of such costopericardial adhesions, with
which in the case of enlarged heart it maj- be assumed
that visceropericardial adhesions are associated, may
indicate the removal of a portion of the sternum in

addition to the ribs, as practised by Simon in two of

Brauer's cases. But if the clinical phenomena can

exclude such adhesion, which, it will be admitted, is

often a difficult matter, and, especially in aortic cases,

in which the character and direction of hypertrophy
usually displace the volume of the left ventricle down-
wards and to the left, it will probably be found that
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the best guide in most cases to the amount of thorac-

ostomy necessary will be the area of forcible cardiac

impulse, and that the removal of ribs and cartilages

without interference with the sternum will fulfill every
purpose. It may be unwise to give the heart too much
room to act in; it is certainly quite possible to give

it too little.

British Medical Journal, July 4, 1908.

Surgical Emphysema.—A. S. Woodwork was called

to see a man who, in stepping from an omnibus before it

had stopped, fell upon his face, giving his neck a severe

jerk, and causing his nose to bleed. He walked home,
and an hour and a half later, the epistaxis having ceased,

partook of dinner, consisting of cutlets, vegetable?, etc.,

and a glass of soda water. His wife then noticed that his

face and neck were beginning to swell, and he also felt

that his collar was tight, .'^n examination showed exten-

sive surgical emphysema, surrounding his neck and reach-

ing from his eyes to the fourth rib on each side. There
were two or three superficial abrasions upon the nose.

No facial bones or ribs were broken, and he com-
plained only of a slight stiffness of the neck. At
the back of his palate was a clot of blood, and the re-

moval of this disclosed a black object sticking into his

nasopharynx just above the pillars of the fauces of the

right side. This was detached with some difficulty, and
proved to be the vulcanite mouthpiece of his pipe, measur-
ing 2'4 inches in length. Until then the author had heard
no mention of a pipe, but the patient now produced the

bowl, to which the mouthpiece, with the exception of a

minute portion, fitted exactly. He had had two whiskies

and a soda during the day, and was not under the influence

of drink. The fact that he had eaten his dinner with only

the slight discomfort of a stiff neck is extraordinary. .\

day or two later there was a small collection of pus in the

region of the injury, but this, with fomentations and a

spray of glycothymoline, soon cleared up, and he made an
otherwise uninterrupted recovery.

The Etiology of Rickets.—L. Findlay refers to the
various current theories as to the cause of rickets and
passes on to consider especially the results following in

animals from deprivation of exercise. His general con-
clusions are as follows: (i) Xot one of the many theories
which have been elaborated to explain the cause of rickets

has been universally accepted, and they all lack, not only
from the clinical but also from the experimental aspect,
unequivocal proof. (2) It is some error in feeding which,
in England and America, is commonly believed to bring
about the disease, but it is doubtful, however, if feeding
plays any important part in the etiology of rickets. Ex-
perimentall}- the author, like several other observers, has
been unable to cause the conditions by improper feeding.

(3) By confining young dogs and depriving them of exer-
cise, rickets has been invariably induced, as in the experi-
ments detailed, and that although their diet was beyond
suspicion, the air which they breathed pure, and their ken-
nels were kept scrupulously clean, whereas controlled ani-
mals allowed exercise, but otherwise similarly treated,
did not become affected. (4) Examination of the condi-
tions under which rachitic children are reared reveals one
constant and invariable factor in their lives, namely, con-
finement. Alike, then, on clinical and experimental grounds
the author concludes that confinement, with consequent
lack of exercise, is the main factor in causing the disease.

Causes of Peritonitis During Pregnancy.—Clinical
notes of a series of cases are given by .A.. Cuff. Thev
present as causative factors appendicitis, with and with-
out perforation, the pyelonephritis of pregnancy due
to the infection of the upper urinary tracts bv the
colon bacillus, lead colic, etc. Other causes are torsion
of an ovarian pedicle, red degeneration of uterine
fibroids, etc. With reference to the appendix cases the
author says that in view of the extreme likelihood of
the disease running a dangerous course and the rapid-
ity with which its stages are passed through, the ap-
pendix should be removed as soon as the diagnosis can
be made in anj- case of pregnancy. If this be done in
an early stage, the risk to the patient is slight and
the prospect of the pregnancy being undisturbed is

good. In no case should any attempt be made to emptv
the uterus with a view of influencing the appendicitis.

The Mental Nerve Area and Its Relation to Grayness
of Hair.

—

G. L. Cheath says that this area is unique in
that it is the nerve area which can be completely cov-
ered with hair, and in which, at the same time, there is

so little overlap from other nerves. All other ner\-e
areas are either more overlapped by neighboring nerves
or they are not completely covered with hair. Hence
the mental nerve area is the most interesting and in-
structive nerve area in the human body in which to
study the incidence and spread of the hair's grayness

or whiteness. The author then presents a series of
photographs showing patches of grayness in the hair
and beard. The points of incidence and the area of
spread of grayness demonstrate to a certainty in his.

mind a neurotrophic cause for both. He adds that
with regard to the incidence of neurotrophic diseases of
the lower lip he has seen leucoderma. scleroderma,
herpes zoster, etc., and he regards the blackish-jellow
patches of pigmentation which appear on the skin and
mucous membrane of people comparatively advanced
in j'ears as a neurotrophic lesion also. Such patches,
he has seen on the lower lip as well as on the tem-
ples, face, and the back of the hands. Occasionally
cancer of the lip begins at the same time and at the-

same place as the lesions referred to, and this fact the
author regards as favoring the view that the genesis-

of cancer is not due to the local action of an external
organism, and that if it is due to the action of an or-
ganism it cannot be the sole cause.

Berliner kliiiische IVochenschrift, June 29, 1908.

Preparation of Diphtheria Antitoxin.—Blumenthal
says that three factors are present in the preparation,
of antitoxins: the toxin, the technique, and the animaL
The latter is not in our power to modifj- and the first
two factors are to be so regulated as to nullify as much
as possible the varying peculiarities of the third factor.
It has been decided that the use of pure toxin is best
in the production of antitoxin, the various chemical and
physical methods of changing it before injection into
the animal having been proved useless. Two elements
are present in the technique of injections: the quantity
of the toxin used and the site of injection. The conser\-a-
tive method consists in the use of progressively in-
creasing doses of toxin, beginning with very small
quantities and rising verj' gradually to the higher
values. Such method gives most play to the individual
peculiarities of the animal and is to be condemned.
The heroic method consists in preparing the animal in
a short time bj- small injections and then rapidly in-
creasing the dosage to high figures. This has given
best results in Blumenthal's hands. As to the site of
the injections, the intravenous route has proved t*
be least adapted for the purpose; the subcutaneous and
the intramuscular injections are most widely used and
give good results. Still better results were obtained
by the author with intrapulmonary injections of the
toxin, by way of the intercostal spaces, the lung tis-
sue being rich in makrophages (.Mechnikoff), that have
the power of absorbing toxins and producing antitox-
ins. Larger doses could be used by this method ; the
resulting antitoxins were more uniform in strength^
thus showing that the varjdng factor, the individual pe-
culiarity of the horse, was lessened, and the antitoxic
value of the product was verj' high. The animals bore
this method of injection better than other methods,
the reactions being very slight and the loss of weight
not large. The author gives two instances of suck
production of antitoxin, and says that his method is.

not at all comparable to intratracheal injections. In:

the latter the toxins are rapidh- absorbed by the hmph
vessels and transferred to the blood. Its value there-
fore is little more than that of the intravenous method.

Miiiicheiier medi:inisch.e IVochenschrift, June 30, 1908.

The Ophthalmoreaction.—Fehsenfeld has tried the
Calmette test in 168 patients, twenty-five of whom-
came to autopsy. The findings agreed with the re-
sults of the test in 60 per cent, of the cases; in nine pa-
tients the results of the test did not agree with the con-
dition as found post mortem. The ophthalmoreaction,,
according^-, can only be looked upon as one corrobora-
tive sign of tuberculosis, but in no wise a deciding
one. In the same number of the weekly, Herrmann re-
ports the results of his tests in cases of tuberculosis
of the genitourinary system and warns against too
earl}- an enthusiasm in reference to the test. Goerlicb
reports cases of serious damage to the eyes caused by
the application of the test, and concludes that the re-
action should never be tried in the presence of any
disease of the ejes. however light in character. Nursing
infants and "scrofulous" children should also be ex-
empted, while great care is necessary in the presence-
of inflammatorj- disease of the pharjnx. He also warns,
against the use of the test in hypochondriac and hys-
terical subjects, in whom the positive result, which they
can so easilj- observe and may know how to interpret,
may have serious psychic effect. In conclusion, Goer-
licli says that, in general, the test cannot be recom-
mended to the practical physician.

Suture of the Lung After Gunshot Injury.—Schiitte
savs that conservative treatment in cases of severe
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"hemorrhage from the kings due to trauma has had
40 per cent, mortality. Of the twelve cases treated
hy operation only three died. He reports a personal
-case of attempted suicide in which, in addition to two
wounds of the head and brain, there was a bullet
woinid of the left chest, with very severe pulmonary
"hemorrhage. Immediate operation was performed, the
lung being sutured with catgut, which stopped the
tleeding immediately, though in the short time of its

duration there escaped i 1-2 to i 3-4 liters of blood
into the pleural cavity. Several hours later counter-
incisions into the same pleural cavity were made and
the skull and brain injury treated in the usual man-
ner. Convalescence was slow, but at the end of six
weeks the patient recovered; the injured lung seemed
to liave e-xpanded completely. Schiitte thinks that in

such apparently hopeless cases of pulmonar\' hcmor-
Thage due to trauma operation is indicated in prefer-
ence to conservative treatment; paracentesis and as-
.piration alone cannot insure from a new hemorrhage
•or the cuniinuation of the primary one.

V. Pirquet's Test in Nursing Infants.—Morgenroth
has tried the v. Pirquet test in 200 nursing children
ibrought for treatment to a clinic. Ten of them, that
is 5 per cent., gave a positive reaction; eight came to

-autopsy and showed tubercular disease; in two others
the diagnosis was assured clinically, though the autopsy
was not allowed. No doubtful reactions were observed.
The test was performed with the old tuberculin, proved
to be free of all danger, and was not followed by any
unpleasant consequences. It should be used, according
to the author, in every case in which the history of
-exposure to tuberculosis of a nursing child brought
.for treatment is obtained. It ought to replace com-
:pletely the subcutaneous test at this age.

Deutsche mcdi-inischc Wochenschrift, June 2$, 190S.

Resection of Joints.—-Miiller says that formerly the
technique of joint resections was eagerly discussed, but
now simple asepsis answers all demands in this respect,

and the questions under consideration involve indications

for the operation. The following are the indications for

partial or complete operation: Joint tuberculosis; total or
partial ankylosis of the joint, including the forms due to

fractures or dislocations; acute suppurative destruction of
the joint with necrosis of bone; orthopedic conditions, in-

cluding flail joints; some forms of acute osteomyelitis
involving the ends of bones ; cases of arthritis deformans,
"chronic rheumatism" and the destructive forms of gonor-
rheal arthritis; primary resections following injury; tu-

mors of the bones in case of very early diagnosis and
comparative benign character of the new growth. The
end always to be kept in view is the attainment of a

movable joint and the means employed should consist in

conservative operations, the smallest possible interference
with the muscle apparatus, asepsis, and careful after-

"treatment. In the author's opinion complete suture of the

wound is preferable to drainage in all aseptic cases in-

cluding closed tuberculous abscesses. The risk taken is

worth while, for the frequent primary union that takes
place leads quickest to the attainment of a serviceable
Joint. A special point in technique is the use of instru-
Tnents, not fingers, for all manipulations ; operators using
gloves need not change the technique in this respect.

Chronic Conjunctivitis.—Elsching says that the fol-

lowing causes are usually named in the etiology of chronic
conjunctivitis: infection with specific microorganisms, the

effect of toxins generated elsewhere in the body, eczema
^nd seborrhea of the lids, inflammation of the lachrymal
sac, alTections of the nose and of the accessory cavities,

various mechanical and chemical injuries, and the effect of
Tsad light. The other well-defined forms of conjunctivitis

are usually left out. One of them is usually confined to

the conjunctiva of the lids and is caused by the inflam-
-mation of the Meibomian glands, out of which a great deal
of purulent material may be obtained by pressure. The
regular and frequent emptying of the glands by such
pressure and light massage is the only procedure that
offers a cure of the coexistent conjunctivitis, which is very
chronic in character and proves quite obstinate under the
usual methods of treatment. The second form of conjunc-
tivitis is caused by the absolute or the relative insufiiciency

of the eyelids, which leave a portion of the eyeballs ex-
posed in sleep. This condition is often responsible for
a dry and thickened state of the conjunctiva, which is

very apt to become inflamed on the least provocation. The
use of a protective ointment or the application of a light
liandage over the eyes at night hastens the recovery from
the affection. In both forms of conjunctivitis described
^bove compresses and various instillations are of little use;
jiily the etiological therapy is successful.

Treatment of Puerperal Septicemia.—Otto v. Herff
«comes to the following conclusions at the end of an

exhaustive article on the above subject: At the pres-
ent time we are unable to destroy directly or indirectly
the microorganisms that have entered the body in cases
of "puerperal fever." The only internal medical treat-
ment consists of general dietetic and hygienic measures.
In the face of this condition of affairs the operative
treatment ought to be more frequently resorted to,
and such procedures as the ligation of the pelvic veins
in order to prevent the spread of the bacteremia should
be tried. Operative treatment is likewise indicated
in cases of spreading peritonitis. The best procedure
is the removal of the uterus if it is done early enough;
the operation of choice consists in the supra-
vaginal amputation of the uterus with thorough cauter-
ization of the stump. Out of sixteen patients operated
upon by this method eight recovered, the deaths oc-
curring in late cases or where the complete operation
advised by the author was refused.

French and Italian Journals.

A Case of Cerebral Traumatism.—Colucci describes
the case of a peasant wlm receivcil a blow on the head
with a spade, causing a fracture of the right superior
parietal region, vvith depression of the fragments. The
injury resulted in insomnia, faintness, and attacks of
Jacksonian epilepsy. The disturbances of cutaneous
sensibility were remarkable. There was tactile hypo-
esthesia and lessened pain sense over one-half of the
trunk, of the head and arm of the same side. There
was a syndrome of cerebral localization that is unmis-
takable, the lesions of sensation remaining constant
and proportional to the other disturbances. The Jack-
sonian epilepsy showed that the condition was not hys-
terical. The hypoesthesia increased and extended to
the limbs in which the epileptic movements were found.
This case is unique in literature. The author took the
radial pulse and the cerebral pulse at the same time.
He found that at the time of the Jacksonian attacks
and before and after them there was a vasoparesis and
probably cerebral congestion. In the radial pulse there
was vasoconstriction.

—

La Riforma Mcdica, May 4, 1908.

Observations and Experiments on Serodiagnosis of
Syphilis.—F. Micheli and L. Borelli have experimented
on serodiagnosis of syphilis by means of an alcoholic
extract of various body substances; the reaction has
given 88 per cent, of positive results in florid syphilis

of all conditions and degrees; in primary syphilis 83.3
per cent.; in secondary syphilis 96 per cent; in tertiary
syphilis 77 per cent., and in tabes and paresis 79 per
cent. In latent syphilis, recent or late, the reaction
was positive in only 45 per cent, of cases. The results
demonstrate that whatever be the nature of the reactive
substance in luetic serum they are in direct relation
to the quantity and activity of the syphilitic virus.

The reaction is founded upon the disappearance of the
complements which follows the mixture of an extract
of luetic organs with the serum of a syphilitic. The
alcoholic extract is to be preferred to a watery one
because of its permanency. The examinations were
made on 200 individuals, of whom 120 were certainly
syphilitic or were suspected of it, and the rest were
convalescents or aflfected by various forms of disease
nonsyphilitic. These cases are tabulated. Negative
results with the serum reaction do not exclude syphilis

absolutely. Under energetic specific treatment the re-

action may be seen to disappear in from thirty to forty
days. Hence specific treatinent seems to be efifective

in removing the conditions which render it positive.

—

Rivista Critka di Clinica Medica, Alay 9 and 16, 1908.

A Family Epidemic of Rubeola.—P. Aubert describes
an epidemic of rubeola which was propagated in a sin-

gle family to ten of its members, residing at a distance
from one another, the beginning of the epidemic be-
ing involved in mystery. It attacked five persons who
were in contact with the initial case; three remained
in the country and two went to the city of Lyons.
These two cases carried the contagion to five other per-
sons. Of the ten patients four were adults and they
had the disease more severely than the children. The
affection was slight, accompanied by a low fever, and
a slight sore throat. The glands of the neck were
swollen. The eruption was diffuse, of a rose color,

and appeared in red points that were separated by
clear areas of skin, but not in crescents like measles.
The eruption is difficult to differentiate from that of

measles, but there is no cough or running of the
nose; the prodromal period was from fifteen to twenty

days. The chief differential signs from measles are

the short prodromal period, absence of nasal and ocii-

lar catarrh, and the less intensity of the fever. This
disease is somewhat rare in France.

—

Lyon Medical, May
10. 1908.
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Religion and Medicine. The Moral Control of Nervous
Disorders. By Elwood Worcester, D.D., Ph.D., Samuel
McCo.MB, M.A., D.D., Emmanuel Church, Boston, and
Isador H. Coriat, M.D. New York: Moffat, Yard &
Company, igo8.

Much has been said and written of the Emmanuel move-
ment, of the attempt of the clergymen of that church in
Boston to cure functional nervous diseases by means of
suggestion, and several imitators or followers of these
Episcopal clergymen have already arisen among ministers
of their own and other sects in other cities. Some of
these followers have grasped the meaning and aim of the
movement and are imitating the methods of the Boston
clergymen and observing the limitations which they have
set to their therapeutic endeavors ; others, unfortunately,
seem to see in it only a modified Christian Science or
faith cure, and are throwing out their drag-net to bring
in the halt, the maim, and the blind, and those possessed
of demons, professing to make the maim to walk and the
blind to see, and casting out devils in the name of the
Lord. This is the great danger and the evil of a move-
ment such as the one initiated by Dr. Worcester. Lay-
men, in medicine and in religion, are often more logical
according to their lights than the professed; but their
lights are less, and they fail to see the limitations to rea-
son which faith imposes in the one case and the limita-
tions to healing which science imposes in the other. In
medicine they reason, with apparent logicality, that if con-
stipation and insomnia and the drink habit can be cured
by suggestion, equally ileus and insanity and other organic
diseases should be amenable to mental treatment. For
such as these, therefore, an authoritative description of
the Emmanuel movement will be of service, and the book
will be welcomed also by physicians who have been doubt-
ful of the motives of its originators and have suspected
them of encroaching upon the functions of the medical
man. We are not sure that a perusal of the book will

entirely disabuse their minds of this suspicion, but it will

at least convince them of the sincerity of the writers.

Dr. Worcester states that the work from the beginning
has been done in association with physicians, and that
everj'thing that has been done has been with their co-
operation and advice. The basis of the work is suggestion
and a training in the practice of autosuggestion, and as
yet only those patients are treated who are pronounced
bj' the medical associates in the work to be suffering from
purely functional diseases. The cures are attributed to
Divine action, but to the objection that God's power is

not limited and that if He can cure functional nervous
diseases He can equally cure organic affections, the very
sane reply is made that God has power to cure all dis-

eases, but He does not cure all disease in the same way.
The authors of the movement therefore content them-
selves with invoking His aid in onl}' one class of diseases,

and leave the management of disorders having a material
basis to those whose knowledge and training qualify them
for the application of physical remedies.
The chapters on Prayer and on the Healing Wonders of

Christ are interesting in a popular theological' sense.

Prayer, in the view of the writer, a clergyman of the
Episcopal Church, is in the nature of suggestion, working
upon the Divine mind in such a way as to direct it more
powerfully and more constantly to the object prayed for.

Concerning the miracles of Christ, we are led to believe

that they were effected through suggestion, and that the

diseases cured were nervous and not organic affections at

all. Christ Himself, however, it is implied, did not know
they were purely functional nervous diseases, and so was
deceived in regarding Himself as possessed of greater
healing powers than He had or at least than He exercised.

This is surely not Episcopal teaching, but it is interesting.

To return to the medical aspect of the book, however
much we may disapprove of the Emmanuel movement
we can but welcome its apologia as presented in this vol-

ume. We believe it would be better for medicine and
better for theology if the practitioners of each con-
fined themselves each to his own field of usefulness.
Nevertheless it is good for medicine to get a jolt occa-
sionally by witnessing cures obtained in an entirely unau-
thorized way. The bone-setters, the Christian Scientists,

the hydropaths, the osteopaths, the nature healers have
all taught us that man does not get well by drugs alone,

and a repetition of this lesson given by the sincere, mod-
est, and sane authors of the Emmanuel movement will

be good for us. "Religion and Medicine" should be read
and studied by every medical practitioner. He will be in-

terested and he will be instructed, and if he takes its les-

sons to heart he not only will have increased his therapeu-
tic horizon, but will have got a hint_ regarding his own
improvement—mental, moral, and physical.

Borderland Studies. Miscellaneous Addresses and Essays
Pertaining to Medicine and the Medical Profession, and
Their Relation to General Science and Thought. Volume
n. By George M. Gould, ^LD., formerly Editor of the
Medical Neivs, the Philadel[>hia Medical Journal. Ameri-
can Medicine; Author of a Series of Medical Diction-
aries, "Biog;raphic Clinics," "Concerning Lafcadio
Hearn," "•Righthandedness," etc. Philadelphia : P.
Blakiston's Son & Co., 1908.

This is a collection of essays on various subjects, medical
and sociological, most of which have been published in
medical and other journals and are now brought together
in permanent form for convenience of reference and study.
One of the most interesting chapters is that entitled "The
History of the House," in which the erudite author traces
the development of our present form of dwelling from
the rude shelter for cattle and the bent sappling tent
from which man got his idea of a convenient habitation
for himself, and several of the features of which are to
be traced in the architecture of to-day. In "The Seven
Deadly Sins of Civilization" Dr. Gould treats of the con-
sumption of tobacco, alcohol, sugar, tea and coffee, ven-
ereal diseases, the modern house, and eyestrain, which he
contends act much more injuriously upon all classs
of the population than they did in ancient times and to
the effects of which he attributes many of the diseases of
modern man. Among the other topics entertainingly dis-
cussed are "Child Fetiches," "King Arthur's Medicine,"
"History and Psychology in Words," and "Vocation or
Avocation," all of which in varying degree command the
attention of the reader, whether or not he agrees in all

particulars with the author's statements and conclusions.
The book is one that will well repay reading in one's
leisure moments, and will provide food for thought with-
out taxing the brain with too serious problems.

Concerning Lafcadio Hearn. By George M. Gould, M.D.,
with a Bibliography by Laura Stedman. Philadelphia

:

George \\'. Jacobs & Company, 1908.

In this book Dr. Gould has brought to bear upon the baf-
fling personality of its subjects a quite unique equipment
for the purposes of elucidation. In the first place he had
a close personal acquaintance with Lafcadio Hearn, gained
in the months when they lived together in the relation of
guest and host, and to have a man under one's roof-
tree is surely the only royal road to knowledge of him.
In the next place Dr. Gould brings to his task a native
gift of psychological insight, and that the psychology of
Lafcadio Hearn presented a hard nut to crack is proven
by the storm of conflicting claims for him and statements
about him since his death, from friends and enemies alike.

Last, but not least, the great value of this book to the
medical profession is its close analytical exposition of the
connection between Hearn's physical disabilities and his
genius as a writer. Dr. Gould has given the world five

volumes of his carefully reasoned out Biographic Clinics,

he has drawn the web of his close and seemingly incon-
trovertible argument around so many of the mentally
great, around musicians, writers, poets, men and women
who have achieved much, and whose names will never be
forgotten, and yet who accomplished their lifework under
one bitter handicap common to them all—the handicap of
eyestrain. In "Concerning Lafcadio Hearn" he has writ-
ten one chapter, "The Poet of Myopia," which must
surely be of interest even to those unprepared to grant
its entire claim. "Intellect," says Dr. Gould, "is largely,

almost entirely, the product of vision—especially the es-

thetic part of intellect." Is it? one wonders, and won-
dering, one reads on, only to become helplessly beguiled
by the spell of Dr. Gould's single-hearted faith in his

theory and by his wonderful style. The book is intensely
interesting, and the chapter on "Appreciation and Epitomes"
and the Bibliography are of enormous value to anyone
desiring to know Hearn the writer, and to study the de-
velopment of his wonderful literary genius which tri-

umphed so signally over the fearful obstacle of almost
complete blindness.

.An Aid to Materi.\ Medica. By Robert H. M. Dawb.\rn,
M.D., Professor of Surgery and Surgical Anatomy,
New York Polyclinic Medical School. Tenth Edition,

Revised and Enlarged by Edex V. Delphev, M.D. New
York: The Macmillan Company, 1908.

The aim of this little work is said to be the presentation,
in brief space and tabular form, of all the drugs and prep-
arations recognized by the present Pharmacopoeia, with
their doses expressed in both apothecaries' and metric
systems : also the exact composition and strength of all

preparations. Synonyms, pronunciation, and, in the case
of drugs of vegetable origin, the derivation and habitat
are given. The description of a number of the more com-
monly used nonofficial preparations is also given. As a
work for ready reference and for refreshing one's knowl-
edge of materia medica we can recommend this book.
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THE .MEDICAL ASSOCIATION OF THE GREATER
CITY OF NEW YORK.

Stated Meeting, Held March 16, 1908.

The President, Dr. Robert T. Morris, ijj the Chair.

Report of the Committee on the Death of Dr. F. Fer-

guson.— Dr. Hubert Arrowsmith, chairman.

A Case of Fracture of the Ischium from Indirect

Violence.—Dr. A. W. J.\gger of Flushing, L. I., showed
this case, together with .r-ray pictures. The patient was a

man of fifty, who in the summer of 1907 had a fall which

gave rise to a good deal of pain in the gluteal region, and

which incapacitated him for three days. After that he was
apparently as well as ever. In January, 1908, while walk-

ing on the street, he stumbled, and, despite a violent effort

to regain his balance, he fell prone at full length. Upon
rising, he experienced a sharp pain in the upper and inner

aspect of the left thigh and gluteal region, which com-
pelled him, when he reached his destination, to sit on the

edge of a chair. When Dr. Jagger saw him on the follow-

ing morning, the thigh was partially flexed and very pain-

ful. Upon grasping the muscles on the inner aspect of

the upper thigh, and making pressure over the insertion

of the adductor magnus, distinct crepitus was obtained,

and an jr-ray picture confirmed the diagnosis of fracture

of the ischium. The patient remained in bed for two
weeks, and made a good recovery without further treat-

ment.

The Relations of Tabes and Paresis.—Dr. J. Rams.w
Hunt presented this paper, which was the first of a series

on progressive locomotor ataxia. The writer stated that

in the whole chapter of locomotor ataxia there was no

question of greater importance than the relation which

this affection bore to the general paralysis of the insane.

The importance of this relation was not merely a clinical

one, but had a much deeper significance as touching upon

the underlying nature and etiology of the two diseases.

As was well known, tabes dorsalis was a disease character-

ized by degenerative changes in the posterior roots and

posterior columns of the spinal cord. The essential etio-

logical factor in the production of this degeneration of

nerve structure was antecedent syphilis, a history of which

was present, as variously estimated, in from sixty to

ninety per cent, of the cases. This was not syphilis in

the ordinary acceptation of the term, but was presuinably

a toxic state following in its wake—the so-called para-

syphilis, or metasyphilis. Paresis, on the other hand, was

a degenerative affection of the cerebral cortex; of the

association and projection neurons of the brain. It bore

the same etiological relation to antecedent syphilis as did

tabes, a specific history being present, according to Mendel,

in seventy-five per cent, of the cases. This relation to

syphilis constituted an important bond of union between

the two affections. So close had this relation appeared

to Moebius that he termed paresis the tabes of the brain.

and no less an authority than Fournier had said of tabes

that it was not an affection of the spinal cord alone, but

one of the cerebrospinal axis. The clinical course of

events in the development of tabes and paresis might be

as follows : Symptoms of locomotor ataxia might appear

first, the affection running its usual course, and the symp-

toms of paresis supervening. Such paretic symptoms might

develop within a few months, or might not appear until

after the lapse of many years. In rare instances as long

a period as twenty years had elapsed between the onset

of the tabes and the first symptoms of dementia paraly-

tica. On the other hand, the case might begin as one of

paresis, the tabetic symptoms developing subsequently. In

not a few of the cases paresis and tabes began simul-

taneously, and ran their course together. Taboparesis

occurred so frequently that the combination could not be
regarded as an accidental one, or as a mere coincidence.

Nageotte found that two-thirds of his cases of paresis

presented signs of locomotor ataxia; Shaffer found the

same complication in three-fourths of his cases. Bins-
wanger, who was somewliat stricter in his interpretation of
what constituted a tabes with paresis, recorded the com-
plication in one-fifth of his cases. These statistics were
not based upon tabetics who developed paresis, but re-

ferred to cases of paresis in which symptoms of locomotor
ataxia were present. The proportion of cases of tabetics

developing paresis was certainly very much smaller. In
the Nervous Clinic of the Cornell University Medical
College, during the past six years, there had been treated

164 cases of locomotor ataxia; of this number only sixteen

presented the mental or somatic symptoms of general
paresis. The pathology of taboparesis had been the subject

of much investigation and considerable controversy. After
reviewing this at some length, the author concluded with
the statement that tabes, paresis, and taboparesis did not
diflter essentially in etiology, nature, or pathology, and that

all possible transitions and combinations of the spinal cord
and cortical localization were found clinically.

Laryngeal Involvement in Tabes.—Dr. Wolff
Freudenthal, in this paper, said that for the past three

years he had been examining the throats of all the cases

of locomotor ataxia at the Montefiore Home and elsewhere,

and as the result of his experience he had come to the con-
clusion that laryngeal disturbances were much more fre-

quent in tabes than had been heretofore believed.

The Bladder in Tabes.— Dr. J. Bentley Squier,
Jr., said that the importance of a thorough appreciation
of the role which motor or sensory irregularities of the

urinary vesical function played in the diagnosis, course,

and termination of posterior spinal sclerosis could not be

overestimated. A certain percentage of tabetic patients

had their attention directed to disturbances in their urinary
function as the primary discomfort. The percentage was
not particularly large, but the number was sufficient to

emphasize the fact that the possibility ui tabes should be
kept in mind in diagnosticating any case of unusual func-
tional disturbance of the bladder. If in 80 per cent. (Starr)
of tabetic patients bladder symptoms were prtsent, and in

30 per cent. (Erb) of these they formed the initial symp-
toms, the value of this statement was manifest. It was
not uncommon for the genitourinary surgeon to have a

case of tabes brought to him for diagnosis or treatment
where, from the symptoms only an organic bladder or

prostatic lesion had been suspected. The differential diag-

nosis being often difficult, such an error was easily ex-
plained. Even though the patient had tabes, he might
also have a local lesion which was in part or wholly
responsible for the bladder symptoms. Vice versa, if the

cord lesion was present, but unrecognized, one might in-

advertently propose some radical surgical measure for the

relief of the urinary symptoms, presumably due to local

causes, but which were in reality due to a central lesion,

thus leaving the patient in a more distressing condition
than he would have been if no operation had been per-

formed. Bladder symptoms in tabes, when present, usu-
ally presented themselves as (a) varying degrees of reten-

tion of urine, or (b) varying degrees of incontinence of

urine, in accordance with the degree of interference in

the reception of sensation to the mucous membrane, or of
the muscle of the bladder. The vesical symptoms might
be so slight as to escape the patient's notice, or he might
have some hesitancy in commencing micturition. When the

desire to urinate occurred, he might be unable to control

it, and a few drops might escape before he could reach

the toilet. In laughing, coughing, or during sleep there

might be slight incontinence, or he might have absolute

incontinence or absolute retention. Any of these symp-
toms might be wholly due to the central lesion. On the
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other hand, if infection of the urinary tract took place

from septic instrumentation or autoinoculation, all the

other symptoms of cystitis, prostatitis, vesical calculus, and

pyelitis might be added. Having eliminated all other

pathological conditions which might be present in a tabetic

bladder or adnexa, the question of treatment resolved it-

self into a two-fold proposition: First and most vital, to

keep the viscus in an absolutely sterile condition. Second,

to reestablish, by motor reeducation, its lost function. The

first proposition was a surgical probability ; the second, an

experimental possibility. The patient should be taught

the value of making efforts of urination at stated times

and always to try to evacuate the bladder to the last drop.

Sometimes instillations of silver nitrate solution could be

used in the prostatic urethra with beneficial results. If it

became necessary to put the patient on catheter life, no

detail in his instruction in sterile catheterization should be

overlooked, as upon that might depend the extent of his

lease of life.

Present Methods of Treatment of Locomotor Ataxia.

—Dr. S. Wachsmann discussed this phase of the subject.

He said that, starting from the overwhelming frequency

of clearly syphilitic cases of tabes, we had been in the habit

of repeating an antisyphilitic course of treatment, and even

in those cases without a decided syphilitic history, we

usually gave the patient what we called "the benefit of

the doubt," but we would be obliged to admit that the

"benefit" was mostly imaginary, and, so far as the

speaker's experience in the Montefiore Home went, he

was not prepared to state with any degree of accuracy

that mercury or atoxyl had ever stayed the process or

produced an appreciable improvement in the patient's con-

dition. Besides the antisyphilitic cure, there were very few

means of attacking the process, and those were mostly of

a nature that tended to tone up or strengthen the constitu-

tion, and in that way enable the system to stave off the

progress of the disease. The methods the speaker had in

mind were the hydriatic and the electric treatment. Of all

the electric applications, it seemed to him that sparks of

the static machine were followed by the best results, and

he thought there was no doubt that both the hydriatic and

the electric treatment had repeatedly given at least tem-

porary relief and the process became stationary for a con-

siderable number of years. Massage was contraindicated

in all cases of locomotor ataxia, and when given by the

strenuous advocates of that art it had produced tears

in the muscles and other accidents. Ihe trophic lesions

were either ulcers or changes in the joints, and they re-

<juired either surgical or orthopedic treatment. For the

shooting pains the coal tar products, antiyprin and ace-

tanilid, in combination with caffein, seemed to be the most

efficacious. For the girdle pains, the sensation of bands

or the vise-like pains and the various neuralgias as well

as intercostal pains, the salicylates were apparently most

satisfactory. Heat and cold usually had the best effect

when used in the form of hydriatic applications ; some

patients were more relieved by hot water; others by cold.

The gastric crises were treated with the best success by

giving repeated doses of cerium oxalate, two or three

grains, with external applications of heat, and, if possi-

ble, by lavage. For the explosive diarrhea occurring in

the course of the intestinal crises, opium in the shape of

suppositories gave the best results, but the liberal use

of opiates should be avoided in a chronic disease of this

nature. The very troublesome urinary incontinence the

speaker had seen improved in one 01 two instances by

lumbar puncture. The eye symptoms, muscular palsies,

and optic atrophy, were usually treated by strychnine and

large doses of iodides. The ataxia or incoordination could

not be treated by drugs, but was beneficially influenced

by total abstinence from tobacco and alcohol. The actual

treatment of this symptom was a systematic development

of what was left of the deep muscular and articular sen-

sibility. Efforts in that direction had been made by vari-

ous authors, but the best results had been obtained by an

elaborate and very ingenious system of reeducation which

had become known under the name of its originator as the

Frenkel (Heiden) method.

Dr. Edward A. Fruchthandler showed two patients

from the Montefiore Home who were suffering from ad-

vanced tabes, and whose ataxic symptoms had markedly

improved under the Frenkel method of teaching.

Dr. A. D. Rockwell said that the Frenkel method of

treating the ataxic symptoms of tabes was undoubtedly the

brightest spot in the therapeutics of that affection; aside

from that, the results of other methods of treatment could

not be regarded with any degree of enthusiasm. In speak-

ing of the causation of the disease. Dr. Rockwell said it

must be conceded that the chief causative factor was
syphilis, and in an analysis of a large number of cases

made by him more than twenty years ago he had found

that between 80 and 90 per cent, of the patients gave a

syphilitic history, and since that time he had scarcely seen

a case in which such a history was not obtainable. In fact,

he felt almost like agreeing with Gowers and others that

syphilis was the invariable cause of tabes, and yet he did

not care to go quite so far, for he had seen cases in women
in whom it was practically impossible to associate the dis-

ease with syphilis. However, if we could subject all our

syphilitic patients to a thorough and early course of anti-

syphilitic treatment by modern methods, we would doubt-

less see much less locomotor ataxia. While we were

unable to do much in the way of curing these patients,

or even retarding the progress of the disease, we could

in many cases relieve their symptoms. The use of the

static spark, to which one of .the speakers had referred.

Dr. Rockwell regarded as utterly useless in the way of

retarding or greatly benefiting the disease, or even for

the relief of pain. The two physical methods that he had

found particularly beneficial in these cases were the use

of the galvanic current, and the application of light and

heat, especially the latter. By this he referred to the use

of the incandescent or arc light, which apparently exerted

a distinct influence on the circulatory apparatus. Some
patients received more benefit from the galvanic current;

others from the effect of the arc light. Suspension was
another method which in some cases he had found dis-

tinctly beneficial. Some years ago, the speaker said, he

was induced to try ultraviolet rays in a few cases of

long-standing locomotor ataxia, but with absolutely no

benefit.

Dr. W. B. Pritchard said that, while it was difficult to

completely cover in one evening's discussion a subject

which was so protean in its aspect as locomotor ataxia,

he was inclined to agree with the exceedingly conservative,

and, at the same time, very complete presentation made
by Dr. Hunt, whose paper embraced an accurate epitome

of the consensus of views that prevailed among neurolo-

gists and syphilologists to-day. In medical literature to-

day the question was frequently raised whether paresis

was ever a curable disease. Whether it was curable or

not, there was no doubt of the fact that the clinical picture

of paresis was changing; that the duration of the disease

was in many instances longer, and that the grandiose ideas

with which it was formerly invariably associated were

often wanting. If these changes were occurring in the

clinical story of paresis, why could not the same be true

of tabes? If we occasionally met with bizarre and aber-

rant types of paresis, the same was true with much greater

frequency of its first cousin, tabes. Dr. Pritchard said he

was absolutely sure that he had seen cases of tabes dor-

salis in which the theory of syphilis, as an etiological

factor, was untenable, and he strongly wished to dissent

from the assertion which had been made that if the story

of syphilis had never been written, that of tabes dorsalis

would never have been read. In reference to Dr. Freuden-
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thal's paper, the speaker said that, in his experience,

laryngeal crisis was an exceedingly rare occurrence in

tabes, and he could recall only three cases in which dis-

tinct larj'ngeal crises had occurred. Perhaps a more sys-

tematic and thorough examination of the throat in these

cases would result in finding a larger proportion in which

such a complication occurred. In the general treatment

of tabes dorsalis, he wished to emphasize the importance

of the personal equation ; the same remedy did not apply

to all cases. The Frenkel method, while a monumental

piece of constructive work, especially in its careful atten-

tion to details, was too elaborate and scientilic to be fol-

lowed in routine practice.

Dr. H. G. PiFF.^RD said the static spark, while it some-

times relieved pain, might in itself give rise to considerable

pain. The speaker said that in the New York Medical

Journal for June 16, 1906, he had reported two cases of

locomotor ataxia treated by high frequency currents, and

described in detail their methods of application. The first

case was that of a man fifty-three years old, in whom the

disease had advanced to such a degree that he had been

obliged to give up business, both on account of his ataxia

and mental failure. When treatment was begun, he was

unable to walk unassisted, and he was brought from his

home in a cab, although he lived but two blocks away.

At the end of two months' treatment with the high fre-

quency currents, his pains were markedly ameliorated,

he could walk to and from his house with the assistance

of one cane, and was able to close up his business affairs.

He subsequently went to Europe, where he was advised

to go to Switzerland and consult FrenkeK Besides the

electricity, he took thirty grains of sodium iodide daily

for a short time. The second case was in a man about

forty years old, whose ataxic gait was scarcely noticeable,

excepting to himself. The tendon reflex was absent ; no

Argyll-Robertson; there was marked hypotonia of the

muscles of the lower limbs, and Babinski reflex ; occa-

sional but not very severe pains. He received three treat-

ments a week for two months, at the end of which time

the ataxic gait had greatly improved, the pains had for

some time been absent, his general health was much bet-

ter, and he was able to give better attention to his busi-

ness. The treatment was by autocondcnsation. In this

case, iodide was not well borne, and had to be discon-

tinued after two weeks. Dr. Piffard said that in view of

the superficial action exerted by the ultraviolet rays, to

which one of the speakers had referred, it was hardly

credible that they could influence the tissues of the spinal

cord, even when given with the aid of adrenalin.

Dr. William M. Leszynskv, referring to the diagnosis

of locomotor ataxia, thought that any general practitioner

who had ever seen a well-developed case could scarcely

fail to recognize the disease thereafter. There were bor-

derline cases, however, in which the diagnosis was not so

simple, and in those instances where cures had been re-

ported by electricity or other means after the disease had

existed for years he had always been inclined to doubt

the correctness of the diagnosis. The speaker referred to

the futility of putting these patients through repeated

courses of antisyphilitic treatment, and called attention

to the fact that mercury and the iodides did not influence

the antibodies in the syphilitic poison which were re-

garded as an etiological factor in tabes. Dr. Leszynsky

said that tabetics were very susceptible to suggestion, and

he emphasized the importance of that factor in the treat-

ment. The digestive tract should also receive careful at-

tention, especially in connection with the tabetic pains.

The Frenkel method of treating the ataxia was excellent,

but could not always be satisfactorily carried out except-

ing in institutions.

Dr. Fruchthandler said he had treated several pa-

tients alone with excellent results. All that was necessary

was a large room and a good working knowledge of the

method.

Dr. Hunt, in closing, emphasized the occurrence of

syphilitic pseudotabes and pseudoparesis forms, which very

closely resemble the true tabes and true paresis; so closely,

in fact, that sometimes an absolute diagnosis could only

be made by observing the effects of antisyphilitic treat-

ment. This fact may explain the cases of tabes that re-

spond to antisyphilitic treatment. We must recognize

parasyphilis, and the more active form of syphilis of the

central nervous system; the latter would respond to anti-

syphilitic treatment, whereas parasyphilis would not. The
speaker said he was quite in accord with Dr. Pritchard

that there were cases of tabes in which no history and

no symptoms of an antecedent syphilis could be obtained,

yet we could never be absolutely certain on that point, in

view of the often insignificant nature of the primary lesion

and the latter signs, and the nature of the disease itself,

which naturally made many persons very secretive re-

garding it.

Dr. Wachmann, in closing, said that many tabetic pa-

tients in the course of time became more or less neuras-

thenic, and were perhaps inclined to exaggerate their pain.

In those cases, especially, the shocks from the static ma-
chine had proved very serviceable. While the galvanic

current was usually given preference in the treatment of

locomotor ataxia, no reliable results had been obtained

from it. The speaker said he did not employ electricity

in these cases to stay the process, but only as a sympto-
matic remedy. With the static machine it was not necessary

for the patients to undress, which was a time-saving factor

in handling a large number of cases. In many cases it

certainly relieved the patient's pain, perhaps through its

psychic influence, as the patient was doubtless somewhat
impressed by the size of the machine, and the sound and
sight of the spark.

NEW YORK ACADEMY OF MEDICINE.

SECTION ON SURGERY. ' •'^i''

Stated Meeting, Held March 6, 1908.

Dr. Charles H. Peck in the Chair.

The meeting was held in Hosack Hall, and was devoted

to a symposium on aneurysm.

Treatment of Popliteal Aneurysm by the Reconstruc-
tive Method.—Dr. J. F. Binnie of Kansas City said

that since Matas' paper on endoaneurysmorrhaphy was
read in 1902 before the American Medical Association
much attention had been devoted to this subject. He did

not intend to attempt to cover the whole field of the sub-

ject of aneurysm, but confined himself to a consideration of

the possibility of obliterating the aneurysm and at the same
time reconstructing the artery in such a fashion that the

circulation through it might be restored. If a fusiform
aneurysm was ever the result of direct injury to the vessel

without there being preexistent disease of the wall, it must
be extremely rare. The development of an aneurysm was
generally to be referred to some series of strains acting on
a vessel whose strength had been diminished by preexisting

disease. Laboring men were the usual victims, and in

about 80 per cent, of the cases a history of syphilis was
present. Atheroma was commonly and vaguely accused

of being a predisposing cause of aneurysm, but atheroma
was most marked in the aged while aneurysm seemed to

prefer victims of from 30 to 50 years. While the popliteal

artery was a favorite site of aneurysm, it was not a com-
mon site of atheroma. Pierre Delbet with Eppinger be-

lieved that the cause of aneurysm was mechanical injury

causing rupture, especially of the middle coat. It seemed

that while an artery as a whole might be diseased and

somewhat weakened, yet one very limited area thereof

was so much more affected either by the disease or by

concomitant injury that it gave way while the rest of the

vessel remained capable of discharging its functions satis-

factorily. If these arguments were in accordance with
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fact, then it was reasonable to suppose that if sufficient

arterial wall was left to reestablish the arterial tube and

this arterial wall, though probably diseased, was not too

much degenerated, then it might be possible safely to close

with suture the communication between tne artery and sac.

In the case of a fusiform aneurysm nothing short of ex-

cision of the diseased segment of artery and end-to-end

anastomosis of the more or less healthy arterial stump, or

the implantation of a suitable segment of vein, could be

of any conceivable value. The reconstructive operation of

Matas seemed to him to be out of the question under such

circumstances. In the sacculated aneurysm, provided the

opening between the vessel and the sac was not too wide,

a reconstructive operation might give good hope of suc-

cess. He said he had used the method originally outlined

by Matas in two cases. In the first he did not recognize

at the time that he was doing a so-called reconstructive

operation. He closed the single small opening into the

sac with catgut and then obliterated the sac by rows of

sutures. The second case was one of ruptured traumatic

aneurysm, in which he obliterated the sac by means of

continuous catgut sutures, the communication between the

artery and sac having been closed by iodized catgut sutures.

In both of these cases and in a similar one he saw with

Dr. Frick, the results as regards cure of the aneurysm was

good, but in none could it be proved that the circulation

was reestablished through the vessel. Each of these cases

seemed suitable for attempts at reconstruction, but the

technique employed outraged every one of the principles

elaborated by Carrel and was foredoomed to failure. In

a third case he endeavored to utilize the principles of

modern arterial surgery. In this case the operative tech-

nique used differed from Carrel's in that freshly cut

arterial wall was not approximated, but two endothelial

lined surfaces were brought together as in Dorrance's

method of arteriorrhaphy by eversion. The artery as a

whole was very seriously diseased. The result of the

operation was a failure but a failure which came near

being a success. The closure persisted for two weeks and

then only about one-third of the line of union gave way.

The case was most unfavorable; the arterial wall was

markedly degenerated; the line of suture was absolutely

unsupported by surrounding structure and laid exposed

in the cavity of a false aneurysm, and yet apparently

success was nearly attained. This failure encouraged one

to hope that under more favorable circumstances success

might be confidently expected and that perhaps in some

cases of sacculated aneurysm of the abdominal aorta, it

might be possible to open the sac, close the opening in the

aorta, support the line of suture by obliterating the sac by

means of sutures, and so make the weakest point in a weak

aorta as strong as the rest of the vessel.

Personal Experience vnth the Modern Method of

Treating Aneurysm.—Dr. Robert Abbe read this paper.

Thirty odd years ago it was considered safest to cure

an aneurysm by arresting the blood current by digital

compression for a sufficient time to fill it with solid clot.

Subsequently, antiseptic ligation held the field almost ex-

clusively. The one idea that dominated the whole teach-

ing of treatment was the successful filling of the sac by

clot, which subsequently organized and shrank. Ten years

later the theory of stiffening and thickening the resisting

wall of the sac by induced inflammation and cell prolif-

eration was advocated. The theory of building up and

fortifying the wall from within soon became accepted as

an available method. In 1886 and 1887 the introduction into

the sac of silver and steel wire was advocated to induce

clotting and to irritate the sac lining. About the same

date puncture of the wall by electrolytic needles had many

advocates. Proliferation of the endarterial coats was the

keynote of success in these methods. Two facts were

demonstrated by these contributions to the surgical knowl-

edge of aneurysm: (l) That the sac wall, if irritated,

could be made the important factor in curing aneurysm;

(2) that where the tumor was large, the endarterial lining

was considerably replaced by cellular tissue wall, and

the thinned out lining was too far gone to be available,

and failure by such method was sure. Loreta's case of

aneurysm of the abdominal aorta prepared the surgical

world to receive the new method of Matas which Dr.

Abbe first employed in May, 1905, in a pophteal aneurysm

of considerable size. This patient was perfectly cured

without the slightest peril to the circulation of the foot.

The second case was that of a young Russian of twenty-

four years who had had for three months right sciatic neu-

ralgia with disability in walking and some swelling of the

foot. A pulsating tumor of the right gluteal region pre-

vented his lying on that side. Examination revealed a

spherical, pulsating tumor, three inches in diameter, be-

neath the gluteus muscle at the sciatic notch, where its

pressure had caught the sciatic nerve, and held it tightly

against the bone, causing the neuralgia. This was a par-

ticularly good case for operation by the plastic method.

The patient made an immediate recovery after operation.

This was a beautiful illustration of the reliance to be

placed on the plastic union of opposing walls of an artery

held in contact and irritated by the needle puncture and

thread. The patient had no recurrence of tumor or sci-

atic pain up to three months after operatton. It was

his conviction that this method could be applied to any

artery up to the size of the innominate.

A Case of Popliteal Aneurysm Presenting Unusual

Difficulties to the Application of the Matas Operation.

—

Dr. Joseph A. Blake reported this case in detail. The
operation was considered as a partially obliterative and

restorative one, in that the proximal communication with

the aneurysm was closed while the continuity of the ves-

sel beJow that point was restored. He said it was a ques-

tion whether a typical restorative or reconstructive opera-

tion was indicated for popliteal aneurysms since the con-

stant flexing of the joint submitted the vessel to much
traumatism. It seemed to him on theoretical grounds that

the obliterative operation was better.

The Serous Coat of Blood-Vessels Compared with the

Peritoneum.— Dr. Robert T. Morris said that the new
work in the field of aneurysm brought prominently before

them the fact that the serous coats of blood-vessels acted

very much like the peritoneum. They adhered promptly

when brought into close apposition ; they poured out plastic

lymph which quickly became replaced by connective tissue,

and covered by new endothelium, just as the same proc-

ess occurred in peritoneal reparative processes. The quick

response of the serous coats made successful suturing of

blood-vessels possible ; and septic processes of these coats

acted very much like septic processes of the peritoneum.

From a practical standpoint he said it might be assumed
that endothelial proliferation was quite as important in

carrying on repair in blood-vessels as it was in the peri-

toneum. Silver wire and other substances introduced into

the cavity of an aneurysm probably acted precisely as they

would in the peritoneal cavity, by causing an exudation of

coagulable lymph from the serous coat, leading to ad-

herence of the endothelial walls. Manual pressure upon
the walls of an aneurysm probably did the same thing,

and the coagula which occurred probably began as lymph

coagula, formed in response to irritation of the serous

surfaces. It was this new conception of the serous coats

of the blood-vessels acting like the peritoneum that had
led surgeons to apply to this work the older principles

which they had obtained from their work with the peri-

toneum.

Dr. Rokert F. Weir said that he had had no experience

in this reconstructive method of treating aneurysms. It

seemed to be a fascinating department in surgery. From
the time of Hunter, the ligature treatment of popliteal

aneurysms was one of the most noted in surgery. From
that time on the treatment of popliteal aneurysms received

very marked attention. During the latter part of the last
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century Esmarch's method was brouglu forward, making

compression on the artery with the foot elevated, and

with notable success. For awhile the ligature method was

thrust aside, but resumed its sway under the antiseptic

methods, and had remained in force up to the present.

One of the most notable procedures was the extirpation

of popliteal aneurysm, and Curtis of New York did this

with the most happy results. He said that all operations

for the cure of aneurysms, including the Matas method,

were full oi errors, and he always believed that the Matas

operation was not likely to hold a place against the ligature

method. However, it might be used with benefit in an-

eurysms at the root of the neck.

Dr. B. F.^RQUHAR Curtis said he had never tried the

Matas operation, and he only consented to join the dis-

cussion because it appeared to him that we were in danger

of trying to do experimental work without having much

regard for the real cure of the patient. Patients wished

to have their aneurysms cured. The majority of the cases

of popliteal aneurysm could be cured safely and simply

by ligation of the superficial femoral
;
gangrene or re-

lapses were not common following this operation. If he

felt that recourse must be had to a more extensive opera-

tion, he preferred extirpating the sac. In the ordinary

soft-walled popliteal aneurysm this procedure did not seem

to him to be indicated. Dr. Curtis said he had extirpated

the sac in popliteal aneurysm on three occasions, once

an aneurysm in the axillary space and once when the

aneurysm involved the femoral. In many cases extirpation

of the sac was quite as easy an operation as opening the

sac and suturing the openings on the inside- of the sac.

The reconstructive method he thought to be worthy of trial

in certain cases.

Dr. Arpad G. Gerster believed that we already had

a good method of treating these aneurysms. As this re-

constructive method was still sub judice, he thought it

wise to employ it only in cases in which it was strictly

indicated; he advised against its indiscriminate employ-

ment. Dr. Gerster brought forward a very curious fact.

Twenty-five years or more ago aneurysms occurred in his

hospital experience with comparative frequency, while now
they had become rarer and more rare. And this was par-

ticularly true in the hospital with which he was connected,

the Mount Sinai. It was certainly curious that within the

last five years he had seen but one case of aneurysm. A
gypsy violinist was shot when in flight from a wedding ; a

traumatic aneurysm of the gluteal artery was the result.

In the Hebrew race aneurysms were extremely rare, and

he believed this to be due to the fact that this race

had early marriages, and so lessened the chance of syphilitic

infection. Then, too, the rite of circumcision caused a

toughened glans penis, thus making the danger of syphilitic

infection less than in those not circumcised. The majority

of the people of this race were employed in trades and

occupations w-hich did not require mucn physical exercise.

This probably explained why so few aneurysms were met

with at the Mount Sinai Hospital. Dr. Gerster had treat-

ed two cases of thoracic aneurysm by introducing long

pieces of piano wire. Both of the patients died, not in con-

sequence, but in spite, of the operation. One patient sur-

vived for a period of three months, the other for six

months. The autopsy was consented to in only one ; the

wire formed a loose ball, and in the meshes was found a

rudimentary coagulum.

Dr. John A. Wveth said that aneurysm of single

arteries was one of the gravest surgical lesions, and the

gravity was in general proportion to the nearness of the

tumor to the heart. When either the brachial, femoral,

or popliteal artery was involved, the procedure of Matas

would in many instances be found to be an ideal procedure.

Reconstructive arteriorrhaphy might find its place in deal-

ing with axillary or subclavico-axillary aneurysms, when
only the third part of the subclavian was involved, but if

possible less dangerous methods should be first essayed.

In right subclavian aneurysm it was better to treat by dis-

tal ligation of the right carotid as a primary operation,

to be followed by distal ligation of the subclavian in its

third division or lower down in the axilla if the subclavian

was diseased, and later, if necessary, by excision of the

inner half of the clavicle. The ligature of the right carotid

not only aided coagulation by throwing the retarded current

back upon the innominate, but guarded against the accident

of embolism. Aneurysm of the innominate should be treated

in the same manner. .Aneurysm of the carotid artery

should, when possible, be treated by ligation upon both

sides of the tumor, the distal ligature being first tight-

ened to prevent the possibility of clot being carried to the

brain. Aneurysm of the primitive carotid near Uie in-

nominate or near the arch of the aorta, must of necessity

be treated by distal ligature. .Aneurysms of the internal

carotid he had treated successfully by tying the common
trunk at the birfurcation, and the external carotid artery

at the same point. This insured stagnation between the

ligature and the circle of Willis. Aneurysms of the ex-

ternal carotid he had treated successfully by ligating this

trunk at its origin from the primitive carotid. Aneurysms

of the ascending segment of the aortic arch offered great

difficulties in treatment. He had tied simultaneously the

right carotid and the right subclavian, with the result of

solidification in a large spherical aneurysm over three

inches in diameter. This patient died a year later of an-

otlier disease, and the autopsy demonstrated the success

of the surgical procedure. Aneurysms of the abdominal

aorta seemed to be almost beyond the pale of surgery. In-

terrupted digital compression in large aneurysms occupying

the pelvic vessels might be entertained. Dr. Wyeth had

sf.bmitted a synopsis of 22 cases of subclavian aneurysm

in which no treatment whatever was undertaken, with 18

deaths and four spontaneous cures. He had also reported 14

cases treated by rest in bed, nutritious diet, restricted

fluids, and judicious medication, in which 7 were cured, a

were improved, and 3 died; also he had reported 6 cases

treated by direct pressure upon the sac, in which 4 were

cured and i died.

Dr. Willy Meyer said the fact that Matas has been able

to report at the Boston meeting of the American Medical

Association no more than 34 American operations, to

which number were added 6 foreign operations, made him

believe that every case should be reported. He had had

but one experience with the Matas operation. The patient

was a boy of eleven years. He was on his summer vaca-

tion and in the woods cutting a stick with his knife;

the knife slipped and struck his knee. His comrades car-

ried him to the nearest hotel where a tourniquet was im-

provised, and later a doctor sutured the wound. After

twelve days the boy was removed to the city. His knee

was stiff. Active and passive movements were advised.

The boy noticed that something gave way suddenly in the

knee joint. When Dr. Meyer saw him there was a dis-

tinct aneurysm present in the popliteal space; it was the

size of a fist. This was incised, the blood clots removed,

and the sac cleared. The sac seemed to be the shape of a

pear. In view of the fact that he had to suture obliquely

he introduced a probe with a small curve into the popliteal

artery; this was pressed down by an assistant, and so he

was enabled to make a continuous suture. When the Es-

march bandage was removed the hemorrhage was abso-

lutely controlled. After eight days the nrst dressing was

removed and the patient was shown later with a perfect

result, with good pulsation in the arteries below. Dr.

Meyer believed that the indications for the Matas opera-

tion were going to be widened as years went by.

Dr. George E. Brewer asked Dr. Binnie what his rea-

sons were for not using absorbable catgut. He also asked

if he used any particular form of needle.

Dr. Binnie replied that he used the ordinary curved

round needle. The ordinary catgut was not used in these

cases, but the iodized.
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dungswesen, 2 Dezember, 1907. Von Th. Ziehen. Ber-

lin : Verlag von August Hirscliwald, 1908.

Anything, even a fragment, from the pen of Ziehen is in-

teresting and more or less valuable. This is a pamplilct

comprising thirty pages, covering the original address, and
twenty pages of explanatory notes. The subject is dis-

cussed clearly and interestingly from a physiological rather

than a psychological standpoint.

Penna. Report of the Commissioner of Health, 1905-

06. 8vo, 519 pages, cloth, illustrated. Harrisburg Publish-

ing Co., Harrisburg, Pa.

Ergebnisse der Ixneren Medizin und Kinderheilkunde.
Erster Band. 4to, 620 pages, paper, illustrated; M. 18.

G. E. Stechert & Co., New York.
Seventh .\nnual Report of the Metropolitan Water

and Sewerage Bo.\rd. 8vo. 255 pages, illustrated, cloth.

Wright & Potter Printing Co., State Printers, Boston.

Subcutaneous Hydrocarbon Protheses. By F. Strange
KoLLE. ^I.D. 8vo. 153 pages, illustrated, cloth; $2.50. The
Grafton Press, New York.

Progressive Medicine. Edited by Hobart Amorv Hare,
M.D. 8vo, 352 pages, illustrated, paper ; $6.00 per annum.
Lea & Febiger, New York.
A Short Pr.^ctice of Midwifery. By Henry Jellett,

B.A., M.D. (Dublin Univ.), F.R.C.P.I. i2mo, 654 pa.ges,

illustrated, cloth; $4.20 net. P. Blakiston's Son & Co.,

Philadelphia.
Electrical Tre.\tment.

F.R.C.P. i2mo. 384 pages,

W. T. Keener & Co., Chicago.
Diseases of the Nervous System. By H. Campbell

Thomson. M.D. (Lond.), F.R.C.P. i2mo, 480 pages, cloth,

illustrated ; $2.75 net. W. T. Keener & Co., Chicago.

Insomnia and Nerve Strain. By H. S. Upson. M.D.
i2mo, 142 pages, illustrated, cloth; $1.50 net. G. P. Put-

nam's Sons, New York.
Lecons de Clinique Obstetricale. Par le Dr. Queirel.

8vo, 219 pages, paper; 6 francs. G. Steinheil, Pari>

By Wilfred Harris, M.D.,
cloth, illustrated; $2.25 net.

IHriitral iltrma.

Contagious Diseases, Weekly Statement.—Report of

cases and deaths from contagious diseases reported to

the Sanitary Bureau, Health Department, New York
City, for the week ending July 18, 1908:

Tuberculosis Pulmonalis
Diphtheria
Measles
Scarlet Fever
Smallpo.x
Varicella
Typhoid Fever
Whooping Cough
Cerebrospinal Meningitis
Malarial Fever

Totals

Cases
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TUBERCULOSIS IN CONNECTICUT, ES-

PECIALLY IN RURAL CONNECTICUT.*

By STEPHEN J. MAKER. M.D.,

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

I
It seems to be the general belief nowadays that

the first consumptives in Connecticut as in all New
England and in all America were white men. But
were they? Here are the answers of the few au-

thorities I have been able to find.

Daniel Gookin, himself one of the earlier settlers

of New England, says in his Historical Collections

of the Indians of New England: "Of this disease

of the consumption sundry of those Indian youths

died that were bred up to school among the Eng-
lish. The truth is, this disease is frequent among
the Indians ; and sundry die of it that live not with

the English. A hectick fever issuing in a consump-
tion is a common and mortal disease among them.''

(Collections of the Massachusetts Historical So-
ciety, Vol. I, page 173.)

On page 140 of the same volume, an Indian au-

thority is given for the following statement: "Be-

fore the English came among the Indians, there

were two disorders from which they most generally

died, viz., the consumption and the yellow fever."

In Vol. 7 of the i\Iassachusetts Historical Col-

lections General Lincoln says in Observations of the

Indians of North America: "Their tender lungs

are greatly affected by colds which bring on con-

sumptive habits, from which disorder, if my in-

formation is right, a large proportion of them die."

Francis, in his Life of John Eliot, the Apostle

of the Indians, gives as his own opinion : "Con-
sumption seems to have been a common malady
among the New England natives."

De Forest on page 20 of his History of the In-

dians of Connecticut says : "The diseases of the

Indians were quinsies, pleurisies, rheumatisms,

quick consumption, and such others as would be

naturally produced by their exposure and hard-

ships, and by their irregular mode of life."

In a notable series of papers in the Medical
Record in August and September, 1892, on Dis-

eases Among Indians, Dr. A. B. Holder, at one
time Agency Physician at the Crow Reservation

in ^Montana, says : "I do not believe that at any
time in their history they (the Indians of North
America) have been free from consumption and
scrofula. In the Peabody Museum (specimen 17,-

223) is a part of a vertebral column badly affected

with caries-tuberculous, among prehistoric remains.

(See illustration in "Orthopedic Surgery," by Brad-
ford & Lovett, p. 2.)

"Tuberculosis is coextensive with the Indian race.

The single tribe that may be said to be free from
this disease, I have been unable to find after dili-

*Report made June 10, 1908, to the Connecticut State

Commission for the Investigation of Tuberculosis.

gent search. Those who inhabit the torrid swamp
of Arizona, and those in the frozen northwest

territory of Canada, along the western seaboard and
in the Atlantic States, all tribes suffer more or

less from consumption and scrofula."

Addison in the Canadian Journal of Medicine

and Surgery for May, 1902, tells of finding in an

ossuary near Big Bay Point in Simcoe County, On-
tario, several skeletons of Huron Indians that had
suft'ered from Pott's Disease. These skeletons had
been under ground for more than two centuries.

He concludes that these bones are proof that not

only the Indians suffered from tuberculosis before

the European invasion, but also that it was a very

common disease among them before the white men
came.

In view of the well-known facts that the red

man had no cattle, no horses, no swine, no goats,

and knew not the taste of cow's milk, butter, cheese,

or alcohol, it is, I think, important to remember
the point that I have tried to develop in the pre-

ceding paragraphs.

After the White Man Came.—The proper regis-

tration of the causes of deaths is of very recent

establishment everywhere, and there are no statistics

available before 1849 for showing the proportion

of deaths in Connecticut that were caused by tu-

berculosis. The fact that it was very prevalent

during Colonial times and during the first half of

the last century, is evident from letters and local

histories, but figures are not to be had. Through
the kindness of Dr. Joseph H. Townsend, Secre-

tary of the State Board of Health, I am able to

furnish the accompanying chart, showing as near

as is possible from the records in his office, the tu-

berculosis death rate per 1,000, and the general

death rate per 10,000, since 1849.

Of course one remarkable fact about this chart

is the great decrease that it shows in the tubercu-

losis death rate,—somewhat irregular until 1882,

but steady and impressive since that year. The
average tuberculosis death rate for the past five

years has been therefore 14.3 per 10,000 of popu-

lation, and the death rate for all diseases has been

160 per 10,000.

Another remarkable fact about this table is that

it corresponds very closely to the now famous

table published last winter in Dr. H. Timbrel Bul-

strode's English Governmental "Report on Sana-

toria for Consumption, and Certain Other Aspects

of the Tuberculosis Question." In Dr. Bulstrode's

table it is shown that the phthisis death rate for

England and Wales fell steadily from 27 for the

10,000 living in 1851 to 12 for the 10,000 living in

1904. And the decline in our Connecticut table

is from 27 per 10,000 in 1849 to ^4 P^"" 10.000 in

1907.

Dr. Bulstrode's comment on the English table

must be almost equally applicable to the Connecti-

cut table: "The main point," he says, "which may
be insisted on at this juncture, is that so far as can

be gathered from the mortality returns, pulmonary
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tuberculosis (consumption) is tending to decrease

in England and \\'ales, and that this decrease had
been apparently taking place at a high rate prior

to the belief in the communicability of the disease,

to the introduction of the Public Health Act. 1875.

and to the discovery of the tubercle bacillus in

1882. This fact is of great importance in relation

to a proper comprehension of the tuberculosis prob-

lem.

"In so far therefore as England and Wales are

concerned, it would appear that the decline in the

phthisis death rate which has now been manifest-

ing itself for over half a centur}', may, if contin-

Deiisity of Population and Insanitary Environ-

ment.—^Ve now come to the verj' interesting ques-

tions of the localization of these cases of tuber-

culosis, and the relation of the tuberculosis death

rate to densitv of population and insanitary en-

vironment.

The State of Connecticut has an average of about

200 people to the square mile. New Haven Coun-
ty has 488 to the square mile; Hartford County,

324; Fairfield Count}-, 314; New London County,

126: Middlesex Count\% 114; Windham Counn-,

92 : Litchfield County. 7^ ; Tolland County, 58.

During the past ten years the population of Con-
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Tliese figures do not represent an exceptional

year. They are approximately representative of the

statistics from the liifferent counties for the past

ten years as may be seen by consulting the appended
tables.

The death rate from tuberculosis in the ten larg-

est cities of this state was as follows

:

Tuberculosis
City. Population. Death Raie

Xew Haven Iji,2i6 18 per 10,000
Hartford 95,8-2 16 "

Bridgeport 84,274 21 '"

W'aterbury 61,900 15 " "

Xew Britain 33.720 15 "

Meriden 30,658 16 " "

Korwicli 25,620 l6 "

Norwalk 21,243 t6 '"

Stamford 20,720 16 "

Xew London 19,822 16 "

Of course it can be maintained in relation to

these statistics that they are not accurate ; that

many cases of consumption are returned as deaths
from bronchitis or pneumonia or other diseases

that neither suggest a family taint nor interfere with
the full payment of life insurance. Rut there is

no reason to assume that such false returns are

more frequent in one county than in another. Sev-
eral of my reporters from the smaller towns com-
plain of these illegal efforts of physicians to keep
the word "Tuberculosis" out of death certificates.

As Dr. Bulstrode says, "It must, too, be recognized
that whether reliable or not reliable, statistical rec-

ords are the only tests which we ])ossess for ascer-

taining the behavior of any given disease at any
given time," and that, as Dr. Strauss observes on
page 6 of his "La Tuberculose et son Kacille" : "La
statistique, malgre ses imperfections, demeure en-

core le meilleur element d'enquete."

Because the conditions in the cities have been
investigated by the sub-committees on Tenements
and Factories, I shall confine myself in the rest of

my report to a consideration of the disease among
the people of the State who do not live in the larger

cities. Many of the small towns of the State offer

an exceedingly attractive field for the study of the

subject of tuberculosis, first, because of the isola-

tion of many of these coinmunities, and second,
because of the knowledge of local conditions pos-

sessed by keen philosophic country physicians, and
third, because of the general cultivation of that

useful scientific faculty, the Xew England con-
science.

Early in April I sent the following circular let-

ter to all the small towns of the State, addressed to

resident physicians, the town clerk and the town
health officer

:

"I have been delegated by the Commission to pre-

pare a report on Tuberculosis in Connecticut. The
bare statistics on the subject are of course to be

had at the office of the State Board of Health,
but the proper interpretation of these statistics is

usually possible only to one who knows local con-
ditions. Therefore, I appeal to you for answers to

the following questions and for such other help as

you can give me in arriving at the truth as to the

origin and spread of tuberculosis in your commu-
nit}-.

"i. Have the cases of consumption occurred fre-

quently in certain houses ?

"2. Have these houses harbored cases of con-
sumption only when tenanted by certain families?

"3. Have the houses in which cases of con-
sumption occurred, been especially damp or dark,
or near to unhygienic barns or coops?

"4. Have the cases of consumption been limited

to one particular part of the town, or have they

occurred in all- parts of the town ?"

The replies have been surprisingly numerous.
Up to date I have heard from all but 11 of the 163
towns to which the circular was sent. Most of the

inen who were courteous enough to answer were
satisfied with saying Yes or No to the different

queries. A few of the town clerks instead of

answering the questions, simply said that there was
little of the disease in their towns. As a rule, the

most valuable replies were from the physicians, but
some of the lay officials showed a remarkably in-

telligent and sympathetic interest in the investiga-

tion.

To the first question, "Have the cases of con-
sumption occurred frequently in certain houses?"'

—the great majority of the answers as will be seen
by the table, were in the negative. Yet in the 33
affirmative replies soiue interesting facts were de-

veloped. Of these, sixteen only reported that the

houses in which frequent cases of cotisumption oc-

curred, harbored cases after a first consumptive
family moved out.

Only about one-fourth of the reporters say that

insanitary environment was usual in the houses in

which consumption occurred, and of this one-
fourth, a majority lay eiuphasis on a damp cellar

as a common finding in the house of the consump-
tive.

With practical unanimity, the reporters state that

the cases of consumption have occurred in all parts

of the towns.

The 240 answers received from the 150 towns
may be tabulated as follows

:

Q. I.—Have the cases of consumption occurred
frequently in certain houses? No, 181 ; Yes, 33 ; No
answer, 44.

O. 2.—Have these houses harbored cases of con-
sumption only when tenanted by certain families?

No, 8: Yes, 16: doubtful, i : No answer, .

O. 3.—Have the houses in which cases of con-
sumption occurred been especially dainp or dark
or near to unhygienic barns or coops? No, 173;
Yes, 32; No answer, 48.

Q. 4.—Have the cases of consumption been litn-

ited to one part of the town, or have they oc-

curred in all parts of the town ? All parts, 202 ; two
parts, I ; one particular part, 2; no answer, 51.

I think the Commission may be interested in a

few- quotations from the letters I have received in

answer to my circular.

Dr. R. B. Cox of Collinsville, relates the fol-

lowing history : "To illustrate from iny practice, a

farmer and wife, apparently healthy, came from
Kentucky with a family of four children, and
bought a farm. As the children came to adolescence,
they died of consumption tintil all but one are
gone, and she has spent years in a sanatorium. They
sold the place, but not before they had adopted two
children, and moved to another. One of the
adopted children is phthisical and father has active

focus on lung. No family histor}-. No signs be-

fore coming to that house. I can get no history of
there having been any in the house, yet where did
it come from? They are good, nice, clean, relig-

ious people."

Dr. Williain R. Munson of Simsburj- says: "As
far as my experience has qualified me to speak,

there have not been two cases in the same family.

The period covered by the observation is nine

years, and as health officer, I covered the terri-

tory very thoroughly.
Dr. W. R. Miller, Sonthington, gives the follow-

ing illustrations: "Three girls have died of con-
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sumption in one family ; four brothers alive and
well. In a second family two brothers have died of

consumption, two sisters alive and well. In a third

family two sisters have died of consumption, one
brother alive and well, but with the characteristic

deformity of Pott's disease."

Dr. J. G. Adams of Canaan reports among others

the following interesting case: "F. AI., aged 14;

no case of tuberculosis in house for years, if at

any time ; members of family healthy ; two aunts

died of tuberculosis two years ago living a half

mile away, but this girl seldom saw them and never

lived with them. Girl was very healthy until six

months ago ; since then has rapidly developed pul-

monary tuberculosis. The house is very damp and
unhygienic. Xo other cases anywhere about the

countr}'; no one has been near the girl to infect

her."

Dr. W. S. Cooper, Sej^mour, says regarding the

suggestion in question 3 : "The opposite is the

rule: I have had no cases of consumption but in

sanitary places," while Dr. Gould A. Shelton of

Shelton replies in answer to the same question

:

"Yes, in low localities, in dark bedrooms, and near

streams and canals."

Mr. Stephen H. Mason, Town Clerk of Bristol,

reports all the cases occurring in the town since

January i, 1904,—forty-three in number, and con-

cerning them he makes the following comments

:

"Nearly all the cases are widely separated from
each other, and no two in the same house except in

two instances. I am well acquainted with the loca-

tion of all the houses, and except one on \\'illiams

avenue and one on Pequabuck street, they are all

high and dry."

The reporter from Broad Brook, Dr. Howard O.
Allen, says in answer to question 4: "No par-

ticular part of town ; though I am of the opinion

that the larger number of our cases are in the near

vicinity of the Connecticut River."

Dr. Lewis of Collinsville. says : "Cases have not

been limited to one particular part of the town.
They have been general and as frequent in the

farming sections (if not more) than in the manu-
facturing sections."

The following interesting letter is from William
Marvin, Judge of Probate and Town Clerk of

Lyme: "I am deeply interested in the work of

your Commission, and am glad to be of any assist-

ance. I have examined the records of deaths in

this town since October. 1896, at which time I as-

sumed the duties of Registrar, and have taken the

names of all persons who have died from tubercu-

losis during the eleven and one-half years which
have elapsed since that date. Fourteen deaths have
occurred during the period, but I shall exclude one
in answering inquiries because of the fact that in

that case the person came into town in the last

stages of the disease, living but a few weeks.

"I am surprised to find, on looking over this list,

that every death occurred within a mile of the Con-
necticut River, or its tributary, Eight-Mile River.

This may be a mere chance, and I had never
thought of the disease being at all confined to cer-

tain localities, but you will further see that nine,

or nearly three-quarters of the deaths were in one
ven,- small corner as shown by the inclosed map.

"In the house marked '4' the first death occurred

in June, 1897, the victim being a lady of 36, who
had up to a few months before been ver\' strong

and healthy. In December, 1898, a brother died

aged 29, and in May, 1903, another sister was taken

at the age of thirty, after a long illness which she

endeavored to overcome by out-door life here and

in the West. In January, 1906, the father died at

the age of about 80. The house occupied by this

family has been the home of their ancestors since

before the Revolution, and I am informed that no
other cases have ever been known there. Although
near the water, the house stands in a sunny, well-

drained location.

"The house marked '2 is not as well situated

but is near a large marsh, and built into a bank on
the rear. The first case was that of a girl of 16,

the second tliat of her mother, two years later, the

mother having taken all the care of her daughter,

and beginning to fail in health soon after her death.

With the exception of two, all of the persons dying

from tuberculosis since 1896 have been native

Americans, and all but one have lived in this local-

ity most of their lives. All of the homes are on
a par with the average country home, and with two
or three exceptions, the locations would appear to

be healthful. More than half of the victims were
past middle life, and only two were under twenty-

five.

"In the past tuberculosis has been by no means
confined to one section of the town, and a general

examination of the records for fifty years back

seems to show that the average death rate from
this cause forty or fifty years ago was thirty to

fifty per cent, greater than at present.

"I hope I have not gone into details too much,
but knowing the people of my town and their con-

dition personally, I thought these facts might be

of interest.

"There have been no deaths in this town from
tuberculosis for more than two years, and so far

as I know, there are no clearh' defined cases here

at present."

Dr. George H. Wright of New Milford says that

most of the cases in the neighborhood of New
Milford occur among men grinding silica, and he
suggests that the State find a way to do away with

the dangers of the present methods of grinding,

either wet or dry.

Dr. William H. Wakelee, the Town Health Of-
ficer of Southbury, in his report says : "We have
in our town two houses in which the people who
have occupied them for the last fifty years have
died with tuberculosis.

"Taking up the matter of the first house I would
say that the old residents were of New England
stock, and with one exception died with said dis-

ease. .A^bout fifteen or twenty years ago, a family

from Sweden, who were apparently well and strong

when they arrived, lost four of the family, who
died with the same disease in this house.

"The house is free from tenants at the present
time, in fact has not been occupied for three or
four years. The other house historv shows the
death of the old New England fanner, his first

wife, second wife and himself, who died of con-
sumption. Another family moved in ; the father old

New England stock, the mother Irish. They raised

seven children, five of whom died with tuberculosis.

One daughter, despondent because of her condition
of health, and having been told by physicians that

she would die of consumption, drowned herself.

The other, a son, was drowned. Then a family
from Canada, French people, moved into the house
and the mother has just died with consumption. In
fairness to the history I will say, when the woman
came from Canada, the physician told her she had
a bronchial trouble, but never told her she had tu-

berculosis. However, after living there a short
time, she was taken with the same disease and died.

"Neither of the houses are damp or dark, nor
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have barns or coops near enough to be insanitai}.

The cases of consumption have not been limited to

any part of the town, but occurred occasionally in

various sections of the town."

Dr. Stanton of Stonington reports as follows

:

"The percentage of deaths from this disease is next

to nothing compared with thirty-five or forty years

ago. The weakly ones have died off, leaving "the

survival of the fittest.'
''

Dr. Walter S. Munger, Watertown, says; 'Tn

one house built by the father forty years ago, and
no other family occupying it, when the youngest of

the children was about twelve years old, she died

with consumption ; in about two years the next old-

est died, and in about two years the next died,—all

girls and apparently healthy until the first devel-

oped the disease. There are two older sisters still

living and in fairly good health. The house is in

a good situation and well cared for.

"In house No. 3, built about twenty years ago,

there was a case of tuberculosis in the first family

residing in it; this family moved away and another

family came, and in a few vears three of the sec-

ond family died. When this family removed to

another house another member of the family died

in a few months, and then another was taken, ill

with the disease but was sent to the Wallingford

Home and returned very much improved, and still

seems to be improving. This house is on low, wet

ground with damp cellar."

Mr. James R. Lanyon of Cheshire writes: "I

find upon examination of the records of this tow^n

that in the last fifty years, which is as far back as

the records are accurate in the matter of deaths,

there were 176 deaths from tuberculosis, an av-

erage of about 3 1-2 each year. Dividing this

into two periods of twenty-five years each, it shows
that during the first period there were 1 16 deaths.

a little over 4 3-5 per year ; in the second ])eriod

from 1882 to date, there were sixty deaths, an aver-

age of 2 2-5 per year.

"Again taking up the period from 1888 to 1898,

T,^ deaths, and from 1898 to 1908, 17 deaths,^
which shows a remarkable decrease. I cannot find

any locality where the disease has appeared for

any length of time. The cases are scattered over

all sections of the town, and in the majority of

cases, isolated. I find that in some families there

have been several deaths in one house, no cases

having appeared in that locality or house either be-

fore or after the removal of that family from that

particular house or locality."

Dr. Myron P. Robinson of Windsor Locks, says

concerning that town: "For a mamifacturing town
with its mixed population, exceedingly unhygienic

tenements, and no general sewer system, we have
very little consumption. Our freedom from it has

l>een ascribed to the fact that so inany are em-
ployed in the paper mills which use large quantities

of chloride lime : also that the chlori le not only dis-

infects those who work in the mills, but tends to dis-

infect the air of the town. This would hardly seem
to explain the comparative immunity from tuber-

culosis, for we certainly have enough other infec-

tious and contagious diseases, except typhoid.

"In Terryville, Litchfield County, where I prac-

tised six years, we had a good many cases of con-

sumption, and there were many houses, old, damp,
and poorly lighted, where several successive fam-
ilies had developed tuberculosis, often two, three,

and even five members of the same family dying
one after the other.

"I cannot say that unhygienic barns or coops
were a factor, but dampness, filth, and failure to

paint and whitewash, after the house had been in-

fected, were nearlj' always factors."

Dr. William E. Reynolds says that in Woodbury
the cases have occurred "In the valley, and on the

mountain top : in all parts of the town."

Dr. C. E. Brayton of Stonington reports: "Many
of the houses are very old, many over the century

mark, and more from fifty to ninety years of age.

In many, no doubt, there has been more than one
case of tuberculosis, but I do not recall any marked
case.

"Regarding this place, we have had considerable

tuberculosis during the thirty-five years of my prac-

tice, but I believe not as much as in many towns
of like size. It has been among all classes, rich and
poor, native and foreign born, and, 1 must con-

fess, with a good many cases in the same family,

"In years past it is of record that whole fam-
ilies like the Y.'s, a family of six, and the H.'s, a
family of seven, were taken one by one, until all

are gone, or maybe one left to grow old.

'

Mr. R. C. Usher, Registrar of Vital Statistics

in Plainville, gives the following succinct data: "In
one house, same family, si.x deaths; one house same
family, four deaths; three houses, same family,

three deaths : one family three deaths in two houses

;

one family four deaths in three houses ; nine fam-
ilies two deaths each in nine houses."

He says that 125 cases have been reported since

they organized as a town in 1869—forty-four cases

in sixteen families, and eighty-one cases in as

many families, scattered.

The following history is from a town in Litch-

field County

:

"James and Margaret, now each ninety years old,

were the parents of seven children, five girls and
two boys. The children all died of tuberculosis

and the parents still live. The last child died four
years ago last fall. All were born and raised on
the farm, and all were well developed and well

nourished. All but two of them died on the farm.
The farmhouse was low studded, a short roof on
one side and a long roof on the other side reach-
ing to the ground. The barn was fifty feet away.
In it were usually kept twelve to fifteen cows and
horses,—no goats or sheep. This barn was un-
healthy and located between three swamps, which
were an eighth, a tenth, and a sixth of a mile dis-

tant. Most of the children assisted in the milking
of the cows. The milk was used on the place and
made into butter and cheese. The girls usually left

home about sixteen years of age to work in hotels

and families as servants, and usually returned home
sick, where they lasted from six months to four
years."

Conclusions.— i. Tuberculosis was a disease of
the Indians of Connecticut before the white man
came.

2. Human tuberculosis has occurred in all parts
of rural Connecticut,—highland and lowland and
plain.

3. There is considerable evidence to show that
in rural Connecticut human tuberculosis occurs
most frequently in badly drained districts, and in
houses with damp cellars.

4. The reports received do not support the view
that in rural Connecticut cases of consumption oc-
cur frequently in close proximity to insanitary
barns or coops.

5. While the preponderance of testimony is that
in rural Connecticut only a minority of cases of
consumption have been followed by other cases in

the same house or the same family, the evidence
in favor of the hypothesis of "consumption houses"
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and "consumptive families" is often very striking

and is deserving of careful consideration.

6. The density of the population of the comities

of Connecticut bears no relation to the tuberculosis

death rate of said counties.

7. There has been a very marked decline in the

tuberculosis death rate for the past fifty years, and
this decline was as steep but not as regular before
the discovery of the turbercle bacillus as it has been
since.

2-12 Orangb Street.

AUTOCHTHONOUS URETHRAL CALCL'LL
REPORT OF A CASE.

By harry ATWOOD FOWLER, M.D..

WASHINGTON, D.C.

C.'\SES of urethral calculus, while not very rare, are
yet relatively uncommon. Probably the number of
such cases is much greater than is indicated by the
literature, as only those which present unusual and
interesting features are generally reported. When
we consider the relative frequency of renal and ves-
ical calculi and the frequent occurrence of patholog-
ical and physiological narrowing of the urethra,
it is not remarkable that a stone should be fre-

quently found lodged behind such obstructions.
The great majority of cases belong to this group

of secondar}' urethral calculi : that is, the calculus
is formed at a higher level in the urinary tract, kid-

ney, or bladder, and passes into the urethra where
its further progress is arrested by some obstruction,
either a normal or an abnormal narrowing of the
canal. Owing to the fact that the caliber of the
urethra is not uniform throughout, there are cer-

tain points at which a calculus which has escaped
into the urethra from the bladder is most likely to

lodge. Thus they are most often found in the fossa
navicularis, in the bulbous, membranous, or pros-
tatic portions of the urethra. In those cases where
the calculus is associated with a stricture, the loca-

tion of the stricture will determine the position of
the calculus.

We can divide the cases of secondary urethral
calculi into several groups or classes, depending
upon the fate of the calculus or the changes pro-
duced by it after reaching the urethra. In some
cases, as soon as the calculus escapes into the ure-

thra from the bladder, it produces such violent
symptoms as to make its immediate removal imper-
ative. Not infrequently the presence of a stone in

the bladder may not have been suspected, it may
not have given rise to any symptoms whatever, or
produced only moderate discomfort, when it sud-
denly slips into the urethra and produces such ex-
treme pain and distress that its early removal is

demanded. In other cases the urethra is more toler-

ant of the foreign body, and the calculus may remain
in the canal for long periods without undergoing
further change itself or producing any marked
change in the surrounding tissues.

In a third group of cases, the calculus continues
to grow after reaching the urethra, by the deposi-
tion of new material on its surface. Such stones
remain in the urethra sometimes for years, increas-
ing slowly in size, until they attain relatively enor-
mous dimensions and produce a marked dilatation
of the urethra. Cases of this kind are recorded
in which the calculus, gradually increasing in size,

filled almost the entire anterior urethra. Such a
case is briefly reported by Fisher. This patient,

forty-nine years old, a Western cattleman, had all

his life ridden the range. At ten years of age his

urethra was obstructed by a "growth." Several in-

effectual attempts were made to pass a catheter. .\

fistula formed behind the "growth," and through
this practically all the urine was voided. The pain
on riding in the saddle was almost unbearable. .\t

the operation a stone was removed from the anterior

urethra which extended from the bulb to the glans.

It measured two and five-eighths inches and five and
one-fourth inches in diameter, seven and three-

fourths inches and thirteen inches in circumference,
and weighed nineteen and one-half ounces. Tiiis

case is interesting, not only on account of the large

size of the calculus, but as illustrating how long a

patient will sometimes suffer a stone to remain in

the urethra and continue to lead an active life.

In still another group of cases, the calculus, which
at first lodges in the urethra and obstructs the

lumen, slowly migrates into the periurethral tissues,

and may eventually come to lie entirely outside the

lumen of the urethra. The cavity so formed may
communicate with the urethra by a wide or narrow
mouth, or it may become completely shut ofif, and at

operation the calculus is removed from a paraure-
thral pouch without opening into the urethral canal.

This migration of the calculus probably takes place

son^ewhat as follows : largely as a result of pres-

sure bv the calculus, the wall of the urethra sfradu-

FlG. I.—Lateral view of calculus. Natural size. Vesical end
toward the left. The groove made by the external sphincter is seen
on the upper (anterior) surface. The dark areas are due to staining
with permanganate of potash after removal. The surface on removal
was perfectly smooth and ashy gray in color. Weight, 106 grams.

ally gives way, and a pouch is formed. This
increases slowly with the increase in size of the cal-

culus, the distention probably being aided by the

pressure of urine at each urination. When a pouch-
ing of the urethra occurs, its further development
is not unlike that which occurs in esophageal diver-

ticula. The calculus sinks deeper and deeper into

the periurethral tissues, the connection with the lu-

men of the urethra becomes smaller and smaller, un-

til finally the opening may be entirely closed, and
the stone then lies outside the canal. Cases illus-

trating the various stages in the migration of a

urethral calculus from the urethra into a paraure-

thral pouch have been reported.

Thus we can divide the cases of secondary ure-

thral calculi into at least four groups according to

the ultimate fate of the calculus, or the changes

which it imdergoes after reaching the urethra. In

all of these cases, the calculus is formed at a higher

level in the urinary tract, and only secondarily

reaches the urethra.

In a smaller and more interesting group of cases,

the calculus develops primarily within the ure-

thra. These are much less frequently observed.

There are, in fact, writers who hold that a calculus
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never develops primarily in the urethra. Indeed,

widely different views have been expressed as to

the origin of urethral calculi. Legueu, for example,

has said that in every case the calculus is formed in

the kidney or bladder, and only secondarily becomes
urethral. Griife, ou the other hand, considers that

Fig. 2.

—

Lower (posterior) surface. Vesical end to the left is very
rough, due to projecting crystals of phosphate of lime. Remainder of
calculus smooth. The roush area at the upper right comer is due to
abrasion with forceps during removal.

all calculi which have remained in the urethra for

any length of time, are formed primarily within

the urethra, since any calculus which is arrested in

its passage through the urethra gives rise to such
urgent symptoms as to demand its immediate re-

moval. The truth undoubtedly lies between these two
extremes ; while in the mapority of cases the cal-

culus is formed in the kidney or bladder, and lodges

in the urethra, there arc undoubted cases reported

by competent observers, in which the calculus is of

primary urethral origin.

That a calculus may form in the urethra is abun-
dantly proven by clinical experience. One not in-

frequently finds phosphatic incrustations along fis-

tulous tracts and the walls of abscess cavities com-
municating with the urethra. The remarkable case

of Dupraz, quoted by Suter, offers convincing proof
that primary deposition of salts may occur in the

urethra. A man treated himself for urethritis for

eight months with injections of a "water" recom-
mended by a comrade. This "water" was car-

bonated. The symptoms were relieved, but a stric-

ture developed, and examination showed that the

entire anterior urethra was lined by an incrusta-

tion of carbonates. Friedljinder, also quoted by
Suter, observed a patient with stricture who had in-

crustations of phosphates in the urethra which were
removed in splinters with a pair of forceps.

The conditions which are essential to the forma-
tion of a calculus in any part of the urinary tract

are present in the urethra, associated with a variety

of pathological conditions, such, for example, as

stricture, inflammation of the glands with the for-

mation of minute abscesses, diverticula of the

urethra, and in fact in any case of solution of

continuity of the uelhral wall, such a; ccci.rs in

incised wounds, injury, rupture, etc. Any obstruc-

tion to the escape of urine tends to produce a dila-

tation of the urethra behind this point, and favors

the retention of urine. Such stagnant urine read-
ily undergoes alkaline decomposition, which is an
important factor in hastening the precipitation of

the urinary salts, particularly the phosphates. The
organic material, so essential to the formation of

a calculus in any part of the urinary tract, is abun-
dantly furnished by the desquamated epithelium,

pus, blood, and mucus. Unquestionably the most
important factor is obstruction with resulting reten-

tion.

Primary urethral calculi develop either ( i ) in the

lumen, or (2) in a diverticulum of the urethra.

When in the lumen, there is probably always some
change in the urethral wall, either with or without

resulting stenosis and dilatation behind the obstruc-

tion. Bazy has raised the question whether or not

a calculus can form in a healthy urethra. He states

that while this is improbable, yet a personal ob-

servation seems to favor this view. That a calculus

sometimes develops at the site of a lithotomy wound
has long been known. The symptoms develop, in

some cases, only after an interval of years after

the determining cause. Thus, following trauma,

cases have been recorded where an interval of 17,

20, 26, and even 31 years elapsed before the appear-

ance of symptoms of stone.

When a calculus, either primary or secondary,

continues to grow in the lumen of the urethra,

marked dilatation of the canal may result. Cases of

unusual dilatation of the urethra have been reported

by Kurbatow, Tesjakow, Rorig, and Fisher. In

i.ur own case, the urethra was enormously dilated.

In Kurbatow's patient, aged forty-three years,

svmptoms of stone had been present for six years.

Two years before, a urethral fistula had formed,

and a small stone escaped. A stone was felt by

a sound in the urethra and by a probe in the fistula.

.•\t operation two stones were removed from the

urethra, one measured 9 by 9.5 cm., and weighed,

when moist, 390 grams: the second weighed 11.25

grams.
Rorig's patient, aged forty-five years, had suf-

fered with dysuria and "paralysis of the sphincter"

since his nineteenth year. A swelling in the peri-

neum, extending from the scrotum backward, was

felt externally and through the rectum. A stone

8 cm. long, 6 cm. in its anterior and 3 cm. in its

posterior diameter, and 17 and 23 cm. in circumfer-

ence was rem(jved, weighing 250 grams. It lay in

the bulbous, membranous, and prostatic portions of

the urethra. In removing the stone the rectum was

injured and the patient died on the twentieth day.

Tesjakow"s patient, eighteen years of age, com-

FlG. 3.—Cut surface of the same, slightly enlarged. The nucleus lies

in the center of the calculus in the same plane as the groove made by
the external sphincter. The arrangement into indistinct concentric
layers, especially in the outer portions, can be made out.

plained of pain on urination. He had passed sev-

eral stones through a scrotal fistula. A stone was
felt through this fistula and by a probe in the ure-

thra, 2 cm. from the meatus. Twenty stones were
found in the urethra, the largest weighing 67 grams.

The total weight was 106 grams. The dilatation
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of the urethra extended from the membranous ure-

thra to a point 2 cm. from the meatus. Fisher's

case has been cited above.

The history of our own case is as follows : R. W.,
colored, aged thirtj-three jears, was admitted to the

hospital complaining of incontinence of urine and
pain in the perineum. Ten years ago, while working
on an elevator in Chicago, he fell down a shaft, a
distance of 95 feet, sustaining a fracture of the

pelvis. Following the accident, he was unable to

void urine and a catheter could not be passed to

the bladder. A perineal section was done at once.

The patient remained in the hospital three months,
at the end of which time he was discharged per-

fectly well. One year afterward an abscess devel-

oped in the left testicle which was removed. He
novv began to suffer with frequent urination, ac-

companied by severe cutting pain in the perineum,

and associated with the escape of pus and blood

from the meatus and in the urine. During the next

two j'ears he was treated at one of the local dispen-

saries. He was told that his trouble was evidentl)'

from a stone, but nothing was ever found on re-

peated soundings. Operation was advised and re-

fused. He then returned to his home in Mrginia,

where he has since been working on a farm. Dur-
ing the past six years he has not consulted a phy-

sician, and has taken no treatment save large quan-

tities of water and patent medicines. During this

time he has worn a rubber urinal constantly. While
moving about, if the urine was not escaping con-

stantly, he suffered great pain in the urethra. To
keep the urine flowing freely he drank "gallons of

water ever\- day." When sitting quietly he could

hold his water for fifteen minutes. Finally, the suf-

fering became so intense that he sought relief,

and entered Freedmen's Hospital in February-, 1907.

He has complete loss of sexual power which came
on two years after the accident.

Healthy young colored man. presents the facies

of a constant sufferer. Examination of chest and
abdomen negative. There is double inguinal hernia

which, he states, has developed since hi? present

trouble began. He is wearing a rubber urinal and
there is constant dribbling of urine when standing.

A distinct depression can be felt in the pubic arch

in the midline, as though the bone had been driven

downwards and backwards by a blow delivered from
above and in front.

In the perineum is a rounded swelling along the

course of the urethra, extending from the scrotal

margin behind, backward nearly to the anus. This

swelling is ven- prominent, rounded from side to

side ; the examining finger can be pushed up into a

deep sulcus between the mass and the ramus of the

ischium on either side. The mass is very hard, ten-

der, and immovable, as though attached to the bone

above.

Rectal examination is very painful ; the introduc-

tion of the finger is followed by the escape of a

quantity" of pus and urine from the meatus. A
rounded, ven,- hard mass can be felt in the position

of the prostate, regular in outline, and verj- tender.

The bladder wall is easily reached above and ap-

pears normal. The region of the vesicles is free.

Urethra.—A small silk catheter passed easily a

distance of 7 cm. where an obstruction was met
against which the catheter grated. A small silver

catheter was then used and the distinct, characteris-

tic click of a stone was obtained. The silk catheter

was again used and passed to the bladder. The
urine was light in color, turbid, ven,' foul smelling,

and contained pus and bacilli in abundance.

Operation.-—The membranous urethra was ex-

posed by using the same incision as for perineal

prostatectomy. We seemed to be behind the most
prominent part of the mass, which extended forward
in the bulbous urethra. The incision into the ure-
thra was made through the bulb and at once the
large, rounded, smooth, posterior surface of the
stone was brought into view. In order to e.xpose the
anterior end of the calculus, the urethra had to be
freely opened as far as the scrotal margin. Lat-
eral incisions through the dilated bulb were neces-

sar)' to free this portion of the calculus, and per-
mit us to get around it and dislodge it from its bed.
The incision was carried backward through the

membranous urethra. It was impossible to tell, at

this point, how far the calculus extended posterior-

ly, or to ascertain its shape or size. It was firmly

fixed in position, wedged in between the rami of
the ischium. Wishing to remove it entire, the outer

end was grasped by a pair of stone forceps, by
working one blade of the forceps between the cal-

culus and the anterior wall of • the urethra. By
firm, steady traction with both hands, wrenching
carefully from side to side, the stone was finally

dislodged without injuring the soft parts, and re-

moved entire. After the removal of the stone, the

interior of the bladder could be inspected through
the dilated membranous and prostatic urethra, which
fonr.ed a circular opening approximately 5 cm. in

diameter. The incisions in the bulbous urethra

were sutured and the woimd was packed lightly with

iodoform gauze. Xo drainage tube was used.

There was no attempt made to reduce the size of

the greatly dilated urethra. The wound healed

promptly.

The shape and size of the calculus are shown in

the accompanying illustrations from photographs.
When removed, the surface was smoodi, except the

vesical end, which was markedly rough and jagged
The color is a pale ash gray. The measurements are

as follows : length, 7.4 cm. : width, vesical end, 3.5
cm., urethral end, 4.7 cm. ; circumference, 19.8 cm.,

vesical end, 14.2 cm., urethral end. 13.7 cm. When
perfectly dr}- the stone weighs 106 grams. It is

composed chiefly of calcium phosphate with a small

amount of ammoniomagnesium phosphate. There is

no uric acid, urates, or oxalate of lime.

The structure of the cut surface is well shown
in the illustration. It will be seen in this view that

the nucleus lies in the same horizontal plane as the

groove made b}- the external sphincter muscle. That
is to say. the nucleus of the calculus was formed
in the membranous urethra, and it lies in the cen-

ter of the stone. Growth occurred in both direc-

tions, toward the bladder and toward the anterior

urethra. It is stated that in urethral calculi the

nucleus will generally be found in the outer end,

and that growth takes place chiefly toward the

bladder. It is apparent that such was not the case
in our specimen.

As to the origin of the calculus, it is evident that

it is of primary urethral formation. We assimie this

from the histon,- of the case, and the structure and
composition of the calculus. There was no history

of urinarj' trouble previous to the accident. At
that time there was an injun,- to the urethra, making
it necessarj' to open the bladder through the perine-

um. Following the injury, there was no urinan,-

disturbance for a period of a year. Then began
those s^-mptoms which continued for nine years and
finally compelled the patient to seek relief. The
abscess of the testicle, which was removed, was
evidently associated with the urethral condition and
due to a descending infection. At no time did the

symptoms become suddenly worse or change in
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character, as when a stone enters the urethra from
the bladder. No stricture of the urethra in front

of the calculus was found at the operation. It is

evident, therefore, that the formation of the cal-

culus w-as intraurethral, and was associated with

or depended upon, injury of the urethra. The ex-

tent and nature of this injury we do not know, but

it must have been severe as the patient could not

void urine and it was impossible to reach the blad-

der with a catheter. We have, then, in this case

an example of trauma of the urethra followed by

the development of a calculus.

The size of the stone is noteworthy. A rela-

tively small number of similar cases have been re-

ported in which the calculus w^as as large or larger.

In recent literature only four cases similar to ours

are found in which the stone was larger. In three

of these the stone was removed by operation ; two
patients recovered and one died twenty days after-

ward from an injury to the rectum during the op-

eration. In the fourth case the stone passed spon-

taneously through a fistula.

Our specimen belongs to the large group of phos-

phate of lime calculi. Triple phosphates are present

only as an impurity. Calculi composed entirely or

chiefly of triple phosphates are exceedingly rare.

Suter reports one such case.

Calculi formetl in diverticula of the urethra

sometimes attain enormous size. The largest ure-

thral calculus recorded belongs to this group. This

case was reported by Bourdillat, the weight of the

calculus being 1,450 grams! A calculus, may form
in a diverticulum and, vice versa, a diverticulum

may result from the growth of a calculus. It is

sometimes difficult to say w^hich is primary, the

calculus or the diverticulum. Urethral diverticula

are either (i) true or (2) false. A true diverticu-

lum is one in which all the layers of the wall of liie

urethra are present. While it is easy, theoretically,

to distinguish between these two, in practice it is

often difficult, and sometimes impossible. The in-

ner lining of a true diverticulum may be completely

destroyed by a stone or inflammation, and the wall

changed into fibrous tissue indistinguishable from
that of a false diverticulum. It is claimed, fur-

thermore, that a false diverticulum may be lined by
epithelium which grows in from the adjacent epi-

thelial lining of the urethra.

True diverticula may be either ( i ) congenital or

(2) acquired. Congenital diverticula are very rare.

Watts, in 1907, w^as able to collect but sixteen cases,

to which he added one. They occur most common-
ly in children ; the pouch is formed, usually, in the

anterior urethra. In adults it is extremely difficult

to say whether a diverticulum is congenital or not.

The occurrence of stones in this form is very un-
usual. Not more than three or four cases have been
reported.

Acquired diverticula of the urethra are more com-
mon. They arise from either ( i ) dilatation of the

urethra by a stone or stricture or (2) perforation
of the urethra from injury or the rupture of a cyst

or an abscess. As distinguished from the congenital
form, they occur most commonly in adults, and the

membranous urethra is the favorite site, although
they may occur at any point.

The occurrence of stone in acquired diverticula is

not at all common. The number of cases reported
does not exceed twenty-five.

There is at present no generally adopted system
of nomenclature, by which one can conveniently tn-

dicate to which class any particular case of urethral
calculus belongs. Indeed, there is no uniformity of

opinion among writers on this subject, as to what

cases should properly be included under the term

"urethral" calculus. The term is used in a widely

different sense by various writers. As generally em-
ployed, it was made to include all cases in which a

calculus occurs in the urethra, without reference

to its origin. In his paper in 1896 Lieblein contends

that this use of the term is too broad. He holds

that only those cases should be included where the

calculus forms primarily within the urethra, or un-

dergoes further growth by the deposition of new
layers on the surface after reaching the urethra. In

this restricted use of the term the number of cases

would be greatly reduced. In a review of the liter-

ature Lieblein could find only fifty-four out of over

two hundred cases which could be properly admitted

in the narrow sense in which he used the term.

This view has been adopted by others, notably by

Kaufman and Urstadt.

In this restricted use of the term we must exclude

those cases where a calculus forms in the kidney

or bladder, lodges in the urethra, and there pro-

duces such acute symptoms as to demand operative

interference for its removal. It may be that such

a stone, while in the kidney or bladder, gave no
discomfort calling attention to its presence. Only
after reaching the urethra did it make its presence

felt and, as a stone in the urethra, produced the

symptoms which led to its detection and removal.

How are we to designate such a calculus ? We term

any calculus, occurring in the bladder and produc-

ing symptoms, a vesical calculus, without refer-

ence to its origin, be it of primary formation in the

bladder, or a kidney stone which has passed into

the bladder. In the same way it would seem that

any calculus found in the urethra should be called

a urethral calculus, whether primary or secondary.

We recognize the necessity of some means of

properly designating these cases. We should be
able to dififerentiate, by some appropriate term, a

calculus which has its origin in the urethra from
one which forms at a higher level and becomes
lodged in the urethra, with or without undergoing

further development.
Suter has proposed the following system of no-

menclature which, while not novel, appears to us to

be very satisfactory. All calculi occuring in the ure-

thra are to be designated as urethral calculi, whether
primary or not. The term indicates where the cal-

culus is found, without reference to its origin. To
indicate its origin, we may employ modifying terms,

indicating whether the stone arises within the ure-

thra itself, or wholly, or in part outside. The terms
proposed are autochthonous, heterochthonous, and
amphicthonous. Autochthonous urethral calculi are

formed in the urethra ; heterochthonous urethral cal-

culi are formed wholly outside the urethra ; am-
phichthonous urethral calculi have their origin out-

side the urethra, but increase in size, by the deposi-

tion of new layers, after reaching the urethra. If

we know the origin of the calculus in any given

case, as for example, a vesical calculus which slips

into and is arrested in the urethra, without under-

going any increase in size, then it may be called a

vesicourethral calculus. If such a stone continues

to grow after reaching the urethra, then we may
call it a vesicourethral-urethral calculus, etc. The
three main groups are sufficiently described by the

modifying terms autochthonous, heterochthonous,
and amphichthonous. It is apparent that those cases

belonging to the second group, the heterochthonous
urethral calculi, cannot be included under the term
"urethral" calculi in the restricted meaning of the

term employed by Lieblein. The suggestion of Su-
ter seems to us very satisfactory in that it permits
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us to readily and accurately classify all cases of this

kind, and we can indicate by the use of a single

modifying term whether the calculus is of primary
urethral origin, or reached this point secondarily.

The symptoms produced by a urethral calculus de-

pend upon several factors, such, for example, as the

size and shape of the calculus ; its position in the ure-

thra ; its etiology, whether primary or secondary

;

the presence of infection, etc. Relatively large cal-

culi may pass the urethra when there is no patholog-

ical obstruction present. If the stone is rough and
angular the pain is severe, and hemorrhage may be

profuse. On the other hand, a very small calculus

may lodge behind a tight stricture and cause most
distressing and alarming symptoms. (McGuire's

case, calculus the size of a buckshot.) In one of

iny own cases, operated upon during the past year,

a small stone impacted behind a tight stricture of

the membranous urethra, caused most intense suf-

fering. A brief report is given as this case illus-

trates not only the severe symptoms sometimes pro-

duced by such small stones, but also the difficulty

sometimes experienced in detecting and removing

such a stone.

G. B., aged sixty-two years, was seen in consul-

tation in June, 1906. He complained of frequent

and painful urination. He had gonorrhea at eigh-

teen years of age which lasted five or six months.

The discharge has recurred three times. He has

had internal urethrotomy performed three times for

stricture, each time followed by profuse hemorrhage.

He has taken chloroform eleven times to have the

stricture dilated. Two years ago, following a de-

bauch of several days' duration, he had marked

hematuria lasting twenty-four hours. Once since he

has passed a considerable number of blood clots.

There has never been any pain in the region of

either kidney or along the ureters. The only uri-

nary trouble, aside from the hematuria, has been the

difficulty of voiding due to the stricture.

Present Illness.—In February, 1906, following a

sudden violent exertion, he noticed something slip

into the urethra. He then first noticed that he

passed his urine in a smaller stream than usual

and at frequent intervals. And after urinating he

had severe pain, sharp and cutting in character, lo-

cated in the root of the penis and radiating along

the left side of the urethra to the glans. Just pre-

vious to this he had passed his urine much more
freely, at normal intervals, and without pain. His

symp'toms became more marked, the suffering with

each urination was intense, and the pain in the ure-

thra on walking about became so great that he was

compelled to take to his bed.

When first seen, he was emaciated and extremely

nervous. In urinating he assumed a peculiar pos-

ture. He would squat down with the thighs strong-

ly flexed on the abdomen and the knees bent. In

this position he would wait for a considerable time

for the urine to flow. As the stream started, he

would raise himself by straightening the legs, keep-

ing the body bent forward, and swaying backward

and forward by rising himself on his tiptoes. The

urine was voided in a fine stream. The act was

followed by severe, cutting pain along the left side

of the urethra, extending from the root of the penis

to the glans.

The urine was turbid, verj' foul smelling, alkaline,

sp. gr. lOio, albumin present. There were no

casts, few pus cells, red blood cells, abundant crys-

tals of triple phosphates, and bacteria. The patient

was so nervous that no local examination, not even

rectal was possible. Suspecting a urethral calculus

associated with a stricture, the patient was sent to

the hospital for examination and operation. Under
an anesthetic we found a stricture, 5 cm. from the

meatus, which was readily dilated. In the mem-
branous urethra there was a second very tight

stricture which permitted only a filiform to pass.

This was dilated by using a filiform and a Le Fori

follower until a No. 19 F. sound could be passed

easily to the bladder. No stone could be felt in

the bladder and nothing was felt at first in the

urethra. \\'itlulrawing and introducing the sound
repeatedly and searching the urethra carefully, a

stone was finally iletected lying behind the stric-

ture. Opening the urethra in the perineum a small

oval calculus was found lying in a pouch behind a

tight stricture of the membranous urethra. After
dilating the stricture further some difficulty was
experienced in grasping the calculus. It was finally

pushed back into the bladder where it was readily

grasped and removed. The patient made a good re-

covery. Fle is now perfectly well, urinates at nor-

mal intervals antl without pain. His urethra ad-

mits a Kollman dilator which can be opened to

No. 36 F. with ease.

The calculus is egg shaped, light cream in color,

with a smooth, polished surface, and measures 1.3

by 0.9 cm. It is composed of pure phosphate of

lime.

In children the sudden blocking of the urethra

by a stone causes most violent symptoms. Acute re-

tention often results. This is rare in adults, ex-

cept in association with stricture. There is more
often in adults a sudden stoppage of the steam, fol-

lowed by a diminution in its size, with dribbling of

urine. Pain is always a prominent symptom. It

is usually localized in the urethra, either at the site

of the calculus, or referred to the anterior urethra

and the glans penis. Cases in which the reflex

pain was referred to the back, abdomen, and pelvis

have been reported. Dysuria is usually marked.
When the calculus is lodged in the prostatic or

membranous urethra, or when associated with a

tight stricture, incontinence of urine is a distressing

symptom.
These symptoms are all due to the presence of

a foreign body in the urethra, and the mechanical
obstruction to urination produced by it. There is

usually only slight hematuria due to the fact that

the stone is fixed and immovable. When infection

occurs the picture changes completely. The symp-
toms become aggravated, the pain is greatly in-

creased, and suppuration sooner or later occurs with

abscess formation and fistula. A patient will tol-

erate a calculus in the urethra, sometimes for years,

being able to endure the discomfort to which it

gives rise as a result of the mechanical irritation,

but if infection occurs the symptoms become so

severe as usually to require active interference.

As a rule autochthonous urethral calculi produce

much less acute symptoms than the secondary vari-

ety. The urethra is apparently more tolerant. Ex-
ceptionally a patient may carry a very large stone in

the urethra for years without suffering any incon-

venience and without a suspicion of its presence.

Such a case is reported by Wolf. A man, aged fifty

years, died of cellulitis of the leg, cirrhosis of the

liver, etc. At the post mortem a calculus was found

in the urethra weighing 23.62 grams and measuring

4.6 by 3.3 cm., and lying 5 cm. behind the meatus.

The urethra over the calculus was crescentic, the

latter lay in a pouch composed of all the layers

of the urethra. This diverticulum is supposed to

have been congenital, and contained, besides the

large calculus, about 130 millet seed calculi. There
had been no svmptom? during life referable to the
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urethra. In the case recorded by Jawitzki. a stone

was present in the urethra for thirty-five years, dur-

ing which time the patient had led an active life.

The diagnosis is usually simple ; sometimes it is

very difficult. If the stone lies in the lumen of the

urethra, it is readily detected by a metal instrument,

and a positive diagnosis made. When a fistula has

formed the stone, if present, can often be felt by
a probe introduced into the fistula. In those cases

where the calculus lies in a diverticulum, the diag-

nosis is not so readily made. Urethral instrumenta-

tion in these cases may be negative. A tumor in the

line of the urethra can usually be palpated exter-

nally, it may be hard and very tender, but unless

crepitation is elicited, which is rare, one cannot al-

ways differentiate between a stone and a mass of

scar tissue so often found in the scrotal and perineal

urethra surrounding an old fistulous tract. In

some cases the true nature of this swelling is de-

termined only by incision. In an interesting case re-

ported by Chevassu, three urethral calculi were de-

tected in a pouch of the urethra by the .r-rays. This

sac held 40 c.c. and was distended with each urina-

tion, the urine dribbling away after the act.

^^'hen a small calculus is impacted behind a tight

stricture its detection is difficult ; it may be over-

looked altogether. In our own case, recorded above,

it was only by repeated and careful search of the

urethra after the stricture had been dilated that

the stone was felt. In Recoviceano's case there

was a calculus in the prostatic urethra associated

with a stricture. Examination with a sound did not

reveal a calculus. An internal urethrotomy was
performed without a suspicion of the presence of

a calculus. Three weeks later septic symptoms ap-

peared. Exploration of the urethra was again neg-

ative for stone. A hard mass was found in the

perineum. An opening was made and a calculus

extracted.

Treatment.—A small calculus in the penile ure-

thra can sometimes be removed with the urethral

forceps. In one such case, where the stone was
freely movable behind a narrow point of the canal,

I was able to fix the calculus by pressure on the

urethra behind it, and remove it with the urethral

forceps. Great care must be taken to avoid injury

to the urethral wall, particularly in the presence of

infection. In one such case reported gangreme and
extensive sloughing of the urethra followed the re-

moval of a small calculus impacted in the penile ure-

thra. Attempts to crush the stone by pressure from
without should never be made. If the stone cannot
be readily removed by the forceps, it is safer to

do an external perineal urethrotomy and remove the

stone by displacing it backward. If this does not

succeed one should then cut down on the stone, re-

move it. dilate the urethra, and suture, leaving the

perineal wound open for drainage until the wound
in the penile urethra has completely healed. For
all large stones in the deeper urethra external peri-

neal urethrotomy is the operation of choice. It will

rarely be necessary to open the bladder above the

pubes. In some cases of a small stone in the pros-

tatic urethra it is possible to push it back into the

bladder and remove it with a lithotrite.

In a large proportion of cases, nearly one-third,

multiple calculi are present. In Grobe's case 183
calculi were removed. Karajew removed 85 stones

from a sac behind the prostate and during convales-

cence 415 more were passed. Silthorpe removed 80
stones from a pouch behind a stricture of the scrotal

urethra. These were palpable externally.

In some cases of multiple calculi of the urethra

the separate stones present facets by which they

articulate with each other. In the most common
variety of faciculated calculi, the whole mass is

lozenge-shaped, conforming to the shape of the ure-

thra. The individual, disc-like pieces articulate with

each other by flat surfaces. In other forms the in-

dividual calculi may present very irregular, bizarre

outlines, the whole forming a more or less spherical

mass. Such a case is described and figured by

Desnos.

The largest urethral calculus I have found re-

ported in recent literature is the one recorded by
Fisher, weighing nineteen and a half ounces. This

case is unusually interesting in that the calculus was
limited to the anterior urethra. The calculus in

Kurbatow"s case weighed 390 grams, and in R6rig"s,

250 grams. Kapsammer removed a calculus, weigh-

ing 162 grams, from a vaginal sac situated between

the prostate and rectum. Xaguera reports a case

of a urethral calculus, weighing 130 grams and

measuring 14 cm. by 8 cm., which was passed spon-

taneously through a fistula.

The great majority of urethral calculi are com-
posed of phosphates, the phosphate of lime pre-

dominating. Ammoniomagnesium phosphate is usu-

ally present as an impurity, or it may form a large

part of the calculus. In only one case reported

was this substance present in a pure state. Heter-

ochthonous urethral calculi may be composed of uric

acid, urates, oxalate of lime, cystin. etc. In the

amphichthonous forms the.se substances may form
the nucleus while the outer layers are composed of

phosphates. .According to Kaufman, all urethral

calculi composed of uric acid, urates, oxalate of

lime, and cystin are of secondary urethral origin.

Lieblein, however, reports a case of a primary ure-

thral calculus composed of uric acid. Hence we
must modify this view- of Kaufman, and admit the

possibility of the primary deposition of these sub-

stances, at least uric acid, in the urethra.

THE ESOPHAGOSCOPE AS A DIAGNOSTIC
AND THERAPEUTIC AID IN ESO-

PHAGEAL OBSTRUCTION—RE-
PORT OF CASES.*

Bv JESSE S. MYER, M.D..

ST. LOUIS. MO.

LECTURBR IN MEDICINE. MEDICAL DEPARTMENT. WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY

Pr.\cticallv all diseases of the esophagus mani-

fest themselves through an interference with the

peristaltic waves. Dy-sphagia is the first and

chief symptom of esophageal obstruction, re-

gardless of the character of the pathological lesion.

There is, therefore, no class of cases which gives

both physician and patient greater anxiety than do

obstructions of the esophagtis, because in their in-

cipiency, at least, there is always grave doubt as to

the malignancy of the aft'ection. It is not so impor-

tant from a therapeutic standpoint that the presence

of carcinoma should be determined early, for there

can be no more unfavorable location for surgical

interference than the lower two-thirds of the

esophagus, but it is important with reference to both

prognosis and treatment, that one should be able to

exclude carcinoma as soon as possible.

In view of the paucity of symptoms in esophageal

diseases in general, and the prominence of one symp-
tom in practically all of these diseases, a definite

diagnosis based upon symptomatology' alone is diffi-

cult—in fact, often impossible. The location of the

*Read before the St. Louis Society of Internal Med-
icine, April IS, 1908.
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esophagus renders the physical e.Kamhiation practi-

cally resultless, and until recently esophageal sounds

and the .I'-ray were practically the only appliances

.A^hich were of aid. The esophagus, therefore, is the

organ par excellence in which the sense of sight

could prove, and has proven, of inestimable value.

The use of the esophagoscope then is the logical

method for determining at the earliest moment the

true character of esophageal obstructions. Only in

the last decade, however, may it be said to have

found its own as a diagnostic and therapeutic aid.

Prior to 1896 comparatively little had been done
in the direct examination of the esophagus through
the aid of the eye. Diagnoses were based largely

itpon the symptomatology and the use of esophageal

sounds, and, while these methods are of great value,

there is scant doubt that esophagoscopy will become
quite as indispensable in the study of diseases of the

esophagus as is the proctoscope in diseases of the

rectum, and the cystoscope in . diseases of the

bladder.

The first practical work was done by v. JMikulicz

in 1 881. with a perfectly straight tube, though the

way had already been paved by Stoerk (1866), Wal-
denburg (1870), and McKenzie (1880). These
authors employed devices with laryngeal mirrors
attached, and thus obtained a reflected image of a

portion of the esophagus, v. Mikulicz employed a

long, straight tube—long enough, in fact, to be
passed into the stomach, with the light at the distal

end. His researches along this line were of the

same value that always characterized his work. He
added much to our knowledge of both the physiology
and pathology of the esophagus. His instrument,

however, was used almost entirely" for purposes of

observation, being of little value from a therapeutic

standpoint, because of the position of the light

within the tube.

Von Hacker, in 1889, began his work, using the in-

strument of Mikulicz with the light reflected into

the tube by means of an incandescent lamp at the

proximal end. This was the beginning of the

method used at the present time. He, too, was able

to make most valuable contributions to our knowl-
edge on this subject. Rosenheim, in 1896, added
his ingenuity to that of his predecessors in the work,
and succeeded in perfecting an instrumentarium
which has been improved upon but little up to the

present time. He used the tubes of various lengths,

just as they are used at present, with a hard rubber
obturator, having a soft rubber tip instead of

bougies, such as are employed by Killian and others

in their work. Kelling, Kraus, Gottstein, Gluecks-
man, Killian, v. Schroeder, and Jackson of this

country, have all added their modifications, many
of which are of value, but the principle of the

esophagoscope has remained the same since the days
of Mikulicz.

All manner of therapeutic appliances have been
invented, until now there is a special forceps for the

removal of almost every known foreign body, in-

struments for the application of drugs to ulcerated

surfaces, curettes for the removal of sections for

microscopic examination, lens attachments for the

photographing of pathological lesions, etc. Beauti-

ful photographs have been obtained through the

esophagoscope of the various affections that are

common to this organ.

Perhaps the most brilliant results that have been
accomplished through the use of the esophagoscope,
however, are in the diagnosis and abstraction of

foreign bodies. It is always a matter of gratifica-

tion to the internist when a bit of the vast territory

that he has gradually been compelled, through force

of argument and results, to relinquish to the surgeon,

is regained. The removal of foreign bodies from
the esophagus, until the esophagoscope came into

more general use, was attempted in the dark through

the use of long forceps, and if this was unsuccess-

ful, surgery had to be resorted to. If the object

remained in the upper part of the esophagus, an
external esophagotomy was done, and prior to 1896
this was not an uncommon operation. If, on the

other hand, one of the lower points of location was
chosen by the object, namely, the level of the

bifurcation of the bronchi or the hiatus esophageus,

then one of the most difficult operations known to

surgery had to be done. Now these objects may be

removed with equal ease, regardless of their loca-

tion, without surgical interference.

During the past year three cases of foreign bodies

in the esophagus have come into my hands, and in

each case the object was successsfully removed by
the aid of this instrument. In a fourth case, in

which a foreign body or ulcer was suspected be-

cause of the symptoms manifested by the patient,

an examination through the esophagoscope revealed

the absence of either foreign body or ulcer, as far

down as the cardiac orifice of the stomach.

Before turning to these cases, permit me to recall

a few points concerning the anatomy of the esopha-

gus which are necessary in the consideration of the

technique of introduction of the esophagoscope. In

its upper third it lies between the vertebra! column
and trachea, and then crosses the left bronchus,

coming into direct contact with the aorta, passing

slightly to the left of the vertebral column and then

through the hiatus esophageus in the diaphragm,
and for a length of 2JS4 cm. runs intraabdominally.

Its length from the cricoid cartilage, where the

esophagus may be said to begin, to the cardia, is

25 cm. From the teeth to the cricoid cartilage the

length varies from 14 to 17 cm., making the total

length of the esophagus in a straight line from the

teeth to the cardiac orifice of the stomach 40 cm.
The cervical portion of the esophagus is closed, the

thoracic portion remains open and enlarges with

each inspiration. The portion between the diaph-

ragm and the cardiac orifice is closed. The width
at difl:erent portions varies from 12 to 20 mm. The
narrowest portions, above which foreign bodies

usually lodge, are at the cricoid cartilage, 12 mm.,
at the hiatus esophageus, 12 to 14 mm., and at the

crossing of the bronchus, 17 mm.
The patient often gives misleading statements as

to the location of the object, because of his inability

to interpret his sensations. This is due, firstly, to

the poor supply of nerves of sensation to the esopha-

gus, and, secondly, to the reflex contractions which
take place at points above the location of the object.

The chief symptoms in all of these cases are the

dysphagia, pain caused thereby, and a feeling of

indescribable discomfort and pressure. In the

cases, which I here report, the patients were able

to locate rather definitely, with the finger on the

sternum, the position of the foreign body.

C.-\SE I.—H. M. R., age thirty-five, teacher. While
at dinner on May 8, he swallowed a hard object,

which first seemed to lodge back of the tongue. The
patient thought he could feel it with his fingers. On
the advice of his physician, he endeavored to carry

it down with soft food, and was of the impression
that he could feel it pass down to a certain point,

beyond which he was unable to move it. The pain

was not great in the beginning, but he was unable
to swallow anything but liquids and very soft foods.

Twenty-four hours later he was examined by a

laryngologist, who was unable to see anything
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with the laryngeal mirror. The .symptoms incrca.sed,

the discomfort daily growing worse, until on ]\lay 12,

four days later, the patient was sent to me. He
was a very intelligent man, possessing none of the

stigmata of hysteria. The pharynx of the patient

was anesthetized with a 10 per cent, solution of

cocaine, and with little difficulty the esophagoscope

was introduced. At a point about 25 cm. from the

teeth, there was on the posterior surface of the

esophagus an ulcerated area, as large as the diame-
ter of a split pea, in the center of which there was
a white, glistening object. This object was removed
by means of forceps, and was found to be a

piece of cellulose, a half inch in length, roled up
into a little quill, pointed at one end. The patient

was advised, on account of the ulceration, to remain
on a liquid or soft diet for a period of a week. He
experienced considerable soreness upon swallowing
for at least a week after the removal of this object,

but the condition gradually improved until within a
period of ten days he was able to eat without any
discomfort whatever. In this case it must be borne
in mind that the foreign body had been in the

esophagus for a period of four days, and had suc-

ceeded in producing considerable inflammation,

with ulceration at the point of lodgment. For this

reason the symptoms neces.sarily persisted longer

after the removal of the object than they ordinarily

do if removed at once. This object was partially

buried in granulations in the posterior wall of the

esophagus, just over the bifurcation of the bronchi

and in very close proximity to the aorta. It is need-

less to dwell upon the possible outcome of such a

case, had it been permitted to go on indefinitely, or

had a more virulent infection occurred as a result

of the trauma.

C.\SE II.—Mrs. C. W. S., age sixty, while eat-

ing chicken salad, felt an object lodge in her

throat, and was unable to expel it through the

mouth, or to cause it to pass downward. She en-

deavored, through swallowing other food, to cause

it to go down, but this procedure simply caused

greater discomfort and greater pain. She took olive

oil and pepsin with no efl:ect. Her "gullet felt very

raw," and after twenty-four hours the patient recog-

nized the futility of waiting for the object to pass

into the stomach. The throat was carefully

examined, but nothing could be seen either

in the larynx or pharynx. Because of the

patient's definite statements as to the con-

stant location of the pain, which was apparentl}-

at, or just below, the cricoid cartilage, a short

esophagoscope, 20 cm. in length, was used. After

the cocainization of the pharynx, the introduction

of the instrument required but a moment with the

aid of the esophageal bougie and presented a most
interesting picture, ^^'hat appeared to be a small

fish bone was stretched across the esophagus at a

point just below the cricoid cartilage. The mucous
membrane was considerably reddened and con-

gested but there was apparently no ulceration. To
my surprise, the object could not be pulled into the

tube by means of the forceps, and after sev-

,eral attempts to withdraw it through the tube. I

determined to take a firm hold upon the object and
withdraw the tube and forceps simultaneously.

This was done. It proved to be a piece of the

breast bone of a chicken, triangular in shape, about

three-quarters of an inch in diameter. The patient

felt instant relief ; five days later all discomfort had

disappeared.

Great care must be taken in the application of

the instrument in such cases as this, in order not to

come in contact with the object before the bougie

is removed, otherwise the object may be driven

deeper into the tissues, or possibly pushed into a

lower portion of the esophagus. In cases in which
the object lies in the upper part of the esophagus,

I feel that it would be better to introduce the instru-

ment under the constant guidance of the eye, rather

than with the bougie, but the presence of the bougie

makes the introduction easier for the physician and
less uncomfortable for the patient. In this case

I was unfortunately unable to inspect the area from
which the object had been removed, because it would
have necessitated the reintroduction of the instru-

ment. This, of course, occurs only when the

object cannot be withdrawn through the tube, or

if sufficient bleeding occurs after the removal of

the foreign body to obstruct the field. While
tampons may be used successfully when saliva

obstructs the field, they are not very satis-

factory when there is a considerable amount of

bleeding, because usually before the tampon can be

removed through the long instrument, sufficient

blood has again collected to obstruct the field. In

such a case adrenalin or some other astringent

might be tried.

Case III.—Mrs. JM. B., age 46, on January 15,

at noon, while eating pork, felt a solid body pass

into the throat. She made frequent attempts to

swallow it, but failed. After a time it passed

downward and "seemed to lodge under the upper
portion of the breastbone." The patient was abso-

lutely unable to swallow food in an effort to dislodge

the object, and all efforts to dislodge it through
vomiting, coughing, swallowing, etc., were futile.

Her physician made a number of efforts to remove
the object, but was unable to do so. The patient

was sent to me January 27, about forty-eight hours

after the accident. The pharynx, larynx, and upper
portion of the esophagus were anesthetized. The
instrument was introduced slowly and carefully and
the bougie removed as soon as the esophagoscope
was passed over the epiglottis. .A while mass could

be detected diagonally across the lumen of the eso-

phagus, about 27 cm. from the teeth. This was
caught at what seemed to be the uppermost end
and readily withdrawn under the aid of reflected

light. It was found to be a piece of bone, in all

probability from pork, about an inch in length and
one-eighth to one-quarter inch in width. The
patient reported forty-eight hours later, and while

she still experienced slight pain and "rawness of the

throat" upon swallowing, she was able to take soft

food with ease. She was asked to report to me
again if the symptoms did not disappear within a

few days. Her failure to do so is indicative of

the absence of any unpleasant results in her case.

C.\.SE IV.—Miss M. M., age 22. Prior to a week
ago was in very good health. From time to time,

for a year or more, has complained of eructations

of gas and occasionally of food. A week ago, after

eating some "chile con carne" with a party of

friends, she was suddenly attacked with a

severe pain, just under the xiphoid process. The
pain was so intense and so sharp that she writhed

in agony. She described the pain as being of a

"sticking, stabbing" character. Several physicians

were sent for and hypodermics were resorted to.

The attacks came on periodically at short intervals

throughout the week, but there was no time when
she was entirely free from pain. She was unable

to swallow anything without great distress at this

point ; in fact, was absolutely unable to take anything

but liquids. Several times during the week she

brought up a small quantity of blood, which she felt

sure came up with fluid she had swallowed. It was
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not coughed up, and she feels reasonably sure it did

not come from the lungs. Excepting for the point

of exquisite tenderness over the xiphoid area, which

could be very definitely localized with the finger tip,

the physical examination was negative. Though
somewhat nervous, she could not be considered a

hysterical person. A review of the symptoms led

to the supposition that either a foreign body had

lodged in the esophagus, near the cardiac orifice,

or there existed an acute erosion at this point. The
esophagoscope was introduced throughout the entire

length of the esophagus down to the cardiac orifice

and the mucous membrane carefully inspected aii the

instrument was introduced. The mucous membrane
appeared perfectly normal throughout, and nothing

that could be interpreted as either a foreign body or

ulcer was found. The esophagoscope was then

slowly withdrawn and the mucous membranes again

inspected and found perfectly normal. In view of

the absence of any pathological lesions in the eso-

phagus. I could only interpret her symptoms as that

of an ulcer within the stomach, very near the cardiac

orifice. The patient was put to bed and given a

four weeks' ulcer cure, with good results. I shall

not go further into the history of this case, inasmuch
as no esophageal lesion was found, but cite the same
to show the value of negative findings as well as

positive in the use of the esophagoscope.

The following three cases are selected because of

the different features of esophagoscopy that they

bring out, the first one being a case of a malignant

stricture in which the introduction of the esophago-

scope was impossible, the second being a case of

malignant stenosis in which the diagnosis could be

easily made with the esophagoscope, and the third

a case of stenosis in an old man in which the diag-

nosis of a benign stricture could easil)^ be made and
the stricture dilated by means of sounds through

the esophagoscope.

Case V.

—

Mr. H., age 54, German. There was
nothing of importance in his family or previous his-

tory. There was no history of lues, and the patient

had been in excellent health all his life. About three

months prior to his visit to me he noticed slight

difficulty in swallowing. About a month before this

he had commenced working in lead paint. This had
given alternating spells of constipation and diarrhea

and he thought it might have had some effect on his

swallowing. The difficulty was at first noticed only

when he swallowed large particles of food. They
seemed to lodge "just under the end of the breast-

bone," and he often had to expel them. Liquids,

soft foods, and well-masticated particles he was
perfectly able to swallow. At this time he was
living on soft-boiled eggs, eggnogs, broths, etc., and
even liquid seemed to lodge above the pit of the

stomach ; after a moment he could hear it pass

into the stomach with a noise. The patient had lost

little if any weight up to this time and felt per-

fectly strong and well able to do his work. The
physical examination revealed nothing of a positive

nature, the patient was well nourished, well devel-

oped, slightly anemic, but in no sense cachetic. The
introduction of bougies showed an almost complete

obstruction near the cardiac orifice of the stomach.

With great difficulty, a French bougie, size 22. could

be introduced. IMalignancy was at once suspected

because of the suddenness of the onset in a man 54
years of age ; he gave no history of trauma and
he was in no sense a nervous individual. However,
in order to make the diagnosis complete, an effort

was made to introduce the esophagoscope. The
patient was a very pliable one, willing and anxious

that the seat of the trouble should be discovered, and

lent us every assistance in our efforts to introduce

the esophagoscope. Eight or ten eff'orts were made,

but we were absolutely unable to introduce the in-

strument. The cervical spinal column was perfectly

flexible, and the patient assumed a perfect position.

There were, however, two obstacles in the way of

the introduction, one being very long incisor teeth,

which we did not feel justified in removing because

the diagnosis seemed fairly complete without the

esophagoscopic examination, and the second a very

convex cricoid cartilage. The patient had a large

prominent larynx, which protruded posteriorly as

well as anteriorly. Small bougies met with partial

obstruction here. During the time that the patient

was under my observation, he began rapidly to lose

weight and strength and was referred back to the

surgeon for gastrostomy. This case is recited to

show how the most persistent eff'orts to introduce

the esophagoscope in some cases may prove futile.

Had there been a reasonable doubt about the diag-

nosis, two or three of the incisor teeth could have

been removed.

Case VI.—Air. J. C. age 62. Patient had lues

thirty years ago, with primary but no secondary le-

sions. Appendix was removed six years ago. Alar-

ried at the age of 43, had no children. Until recently

he had been an excessive drinker. About six months

ago began having a gastric disturbance, character-

ized by loss of appetite, bloating, eructations of gas

;

no pain. Began vomiting about two and a half

months ago, after almost every meal, sometimes

with considerable straining, at other times would re-

gurgitate his food without any effort. Often the

food would come up while at the table, when he

would return and finish his meal. He found that he

had to eat very slowly, chew food thoroughly, and

swallow no large particles. In this way he suc-

ceeded in taking a fairly hearty meal and retaining

it. No blood in the vomitus, no jaundice, no colics.

He is thirty pounds lighter than his best weight.

Since on a general diet, thinks he has been gaining

weight. Patient is very slender, considerably emaci-

iated, bony frame, small, somewhat anemic, no def-

inite cachexia, though the skin is dry. No enlarge-

ment of the cervical, or the supraclavicular lymph

nodes. Has a tjT^ical habitus enteroptoticus. Heart

sounds weak, otherwise normal. Lungs negative.

Liver dullness displaced downward, beginning at the

eighth rib and extending three finger breadths be-

low the free margin of the ribs. One's first im-

pression is that of enlargement of the liver, but the

measurements of the outlines show it to be normal in

size. The liver is palpable in the epigastrium and

somewhat harder than normal liver substance. An
effort to introduce the stomach tube met with an

obstruction about 40 cm. from the teeth. The small-

est sized stomach tube could not be introduced

;

succeeded, however, in introducing the esophageal

bougies 24, 26, and 28 consecutively. A tentative

diagnosis of carcinoma of the lower third of the

esophagus, or the cardiac orifice of the stomach, was
made and the patient was sent to the hospital. Two
days later the esophagoscope was introduced and at

a distance 38 cm. from the teeth the obstruction was
very definitely seen. There extended into the lumen
a cauliflower excrescence of a typical granular ap-

pearance, seeming to come chiefly from the posterior

wall, though the entire circumference was involved.

Being 38 cm. from the teeth, it was considered car-

cinoma of the esophagus. Inasmuch as a total ob-

struction was imminent, the patient being practical-

ly iniable to swallow anything, even fluids, a gas-

trostomy was recommended. L'pon opening the ab-

domen, the lesser curvature and cardia of the stom-
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acli were found to be also involved but entirely cov-

ered by the ptotic liver which gave the feeling of

resistance, spoken of above, in the epigastrium. An
enterostomy was done and the patient fed for a peri-

od of two weeks into the first loop of the jejunum,

after which he died. An autopsy was not obtain-

able. This was, in all probability, carcinoma of the

cardia extending into the esophagus, rather than a

carcinoma of the esophagus involving the cardia and

lesser curvature.

Case \'II.—yir. S. R., age 50. On January 4,

1907, the patient came to me with the statement that

for a period of one year he had had considerable

difficulty in swallowing, together with pain in the

right hypochondriac region, which was more or less

constant and abated for short periods only. Directly

over the lower part of the sternum he marked a

point where the food seemed to stop. He did not

vomit, but belched a great deal of gas. In the be-

ginning there was no pain at the point of apparent

obstruction, but he felt as if a stone lay there. Af-

ter swallowing, and during the passage of the food

through the esophagus, he had a "sticky, uncomfort-

able sensation for a few moments until it entered

the stomach." Four months after this condition

arose he applied to Dr. Engelbach, who introduced

the stomach tube without any difficulty whatever.

Two months later, that is six months after the de-

velopment of the disturbance, he applied to Dr.

Rush, who also introduced a stomach tube without

the slightest difficulty, and made an analysis of the

gastric contents, which showed a mild subacidity.

At that time the patient was able to swallow semi-

solids easily and had swallowing murmurs in 10,

20, and 30 seconds. About a month later, however,

both the stomach tube and bougies met with a firm

resistance at points from 18 to 20 cm. from the

teeth. When the patient applied to me he was still

complaining of great difficulty in swallowing, being

unable to swallow solid foods, and fluids with diffi-

culty. The pain in the right hypochondriac region,

for which no cause could be found, still persisted.

When he made an efTort to swallow solid food, such

as a piece of meat, it would lodge and then through

great effort on his part he was able to regurgi-

tate it. Only the small size bougies could be passed

and these with considerable difficulty. The esopha-

goscope was used and was quite readily introduced

to a point about 30 cm. from the teeth where a def-

inite stricture was met with, whicli was to all ap-

pearances of a benign character. The mucous mem-
brane was pale and glistening in appearance, showed
no evidence of ulceration, granulation, or any neo-

plasm. Through the esophagoscope it was possible

to pass much larger sounds than without. While
bougies not larger than French Xo. 22 could be in-

troduced without the esophagoscope, we were able to

introduce Nos. 28 and 30 through the esophagoscope
itself. This patient was observed for several months
and the diagnosis of benign stricture was confirmed

through the continued history. He refused opera-

tion and I met with him quite by accident about

eight months after his first visit to my office and so

far as I could see his condition had in no way
changed.

In all of my cases the instruments devised by Kil-

lian have been used, with the patient in the sit-

ting posture, as first described by Stoerk. rather

than in the reclining posture upon the back or upon
the side. The patient sits upon a low stool with

someone in a chair behind him, supporting his back,

pushing the chest somewhat forward and throwing

the head back as far as possible. In this manner
the mouth, pharynx, and esophagus are brought

into one line. The pharynx was thoroughly anes-

thetized with a 10 per cent, solution of cocaine.

Some recommend 20 per cent., but so far as I can

see it has no advantage over the weaker solution

and is unquestionably more dangerous. Patients are

instructed not to swallow immediately after the ap-

plications are made; the esophageal bougie is per-

mitted to extend about six inches beyond the end of

the esophagoscope and is introduced with the head

dropped forward. As soon as the top of the bougie

has passed over the epiglottis, the patient is in-

structed to throw his head back as far as possible

and the instrument is slowly introduced until the

end of the esophagoscope is felt to pass over the

cricoid cartilage. This sensation is a very definite

one to the operator. The bougie is then slowly

removed, while the esophagoscope is held in position.

The light is then thrown into the instrument through

the aid of the panelectroscope, or the Kirstein lamp.

It is then slowly introduced under the constant guid-

ance of the eye. In this manner, providing aneur-

ysm has been excluded, there is practically no dan-

ger from the introduction.

Though not carried out in all of my cases, I

consider the anesthetization of the larynx as well

as the pharynx a wise procedure. Otherwise the pa-

tient may develop a fit of coughing, which necessi-

tates interrupting the examination, or the with-

drawal for the time being of the instrument. A gen-

eral anesthetic is not necessary, excepting in the

case of children, or in adults where a prolonged ex-

amination is apt to be necessary. Even in the lat-

ter cases, thorough cocainization is usually quite suf-

ficient. When a general anesthetic is used, the pa-

tient lies upon his back with the head hanging over

the end of the table. The examination is greatly fa-

cilitated by the absence of either two or three of

the incisor teeth, or the first molars of the superior

maxilla, it sometimes being impossible to examine

individuals with long incisor teeth. Fortunately, in

all but one of my cases I found either upper plates,

or two or more teeth absent, which facilitated the

introduction of the instrument very much. Two
great obstacles in the way of examinations with the

esophagoscope are a rigid cervical spine, and a very

convex cricoid cartilage. In case No. V the latter

condition existed, for the patient had a long, flexible

cervical column, was very anxious that the instru-

ment be introduced, and yet despite innumerable at-

tempts we were unable to pass the cricoid cartilage.

In the meantime the diagnosis had become so defi-

nite that the introduction was unnecessary. After

the instrument has been introduced, saliva and mu-
cus are the greatest obstacles in the way of a

clear picture. The cocaine stimulates the flovy of a

viscid mucus, which passes down to the point of

stricture and often inserts itself into the end of the

esophagoscope, completely clouding the picture.

This is not apt to occur except in cases of stenosis

of the esophagus or of foreign bodies large enough

to prevent the passage of the saliva into the stom-

ach. Until it is removed through the use of tam-

pons or a pump, nothing can be accomplished. I

have found a most satisfactory appliance in this

dilenuna to be a small rubber tube with a bulb

at the proximal end. The tube can be dropped into

the esophagoscope and slow suction produced with-

drawing the saliva. This process may have to be

repeated two or three times during a single exam-

ination. In other cases this obstacle is not met with

at all, and the examination from beginning to end

goes along satisfactorily. The success and the use-

fulness of the esophagoscope depends, as does that

of all our mechanical aids in diagnosis, upon the
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operator's technique and his abiHty to interpret

his findings. This is true of the cystoscope, the

ophthalmoscope, the .r-ray, etc., and it is only

through constant practice and frequent examinations

of the esophagus that such powers may be devel-

oped. Those acquainted with the application of the

esophagoscope, use it with the same freedom that

one does a proctoscope or similar instrument.

Though the introduction produces some discomfort

to the patient, because of the position assumed, he

yields to it readily where the use of the instrument

is indicated and suffers no ill consequences as a re-

sult. The s\-mptoms produced by obstructions of

the esophagus are so unpleasant that patients sub-

mit readily to any procedure that promises relief.

3894 Washixgtos Bl.

SURGICAL TECHXIOUE WITHOUT THE
USE OF ANTISEPTICS ; WITH REPORT
OF FORTY-ONE CONSECUTIVE SUC-
CESSFUL ABDOMINAL OPERA-

TIONS.

By WILLIAM H. DUKEMAN. M.D..

LOS .\XGELBS, C.^L.

OxE master of surgen,' of to-day advocates a cer-

tain technique in the preparation of his patient and
of his hands with the aid and use of certain mer-
curial antiseptics and the wearing of gloves. An-
other, his rival, advocates an entirely different

technique with the aid and use of different mercu-
rial antiseptics and does not wear gloves. A third,

a critic, then comes forward and gives his hands a

more thorough scrubbing and washing and does

not use any mercurial antiseptics or does not wear
gloves and has equally good results. He then

makes cultures from scrapings of the hands in each

case and proves by bacteriological examination that

his hands showed less bacteria and less source of

danger to the patient than those of either of the

others. This convinced me that antiseptics and

gloves were superfluous and I would venture to

operate by adopting the latter method. And I will

here venture the assertion that the time is not far

distant when all surgeons will discard antiseptics

as they are used to-day, and will confine the tech-

nique to simple, thorough cleanliness, and will wear
gloves only in septic cases for self-protection.

The first principle in surgical technique is clean-

liness and not antiseptics. And by cleanliness is

meant as thorough a cleansing with hot sterile

water and soap as can be accomplished. By a

thorough cleansing is included the scrubbing and
washing of ever\- part considered in connection

with the operation. This scrubbing of the patient

should be done without undue irritation of the parts

and should not be done with a brush as is the cus-

tom, but with a succession of sterile gauze sponges

and a free use of hot sterile water and sterile soft

soap. To properly accomplish this the patient is

removed from the bed to the surgerv", or, better, to

a special cleansing room, warm and comfortable,

there laid on a table and washed and cleansed and
prepared by a clean nurse as per the following in-

structions, a copy of which is left with the surgery-

nurse :

FOR THE SURGERY XURSE.
Please prepare my patient for operation as follows

:

1. On entering the hospital, give general warm water tub
bath, using plentj' of soap.

2. Flush colon and rectum with large enema of soap and
warm water. And again at 7 p.m. a second and final flush-

ing with normal saline solution.

3. Wash and scrub vagina with warm sterile water and

soft soap, then rinse thoroughly, and ever}' three hours

douche with I per cent, hot, sterile saline solution (temp.

120°).

4. Shave abdomen and pubes, and with a succession of

sterile gauze sponges scrub same with sterile soft soap and
hot, sterile water, temp. 120°, and rinse thoroughly; then

wash same with equal parts alcohol and ether.

5. Now cover field of operation with a thin poultice of

sterile soft soap and leave on one to three hours (accord-

ing to the sensitiveness of the patient). Then remove the

soap by five minutes' thorough scrubbing with a succession

of sterile gauze sponges and hot sterile water, and rinse

thoroughly with hot sterile normal saline solution.

6. A compress of sterile gauze is now placed over and
around the abdomen. Secure same by bandage and leave

on until removed in operating room.

7. Immediately before patient is anesthetized, see that

the bladder is completely emptied (if necessarj-, patient

should be catheterized by sterile method).
8. After patient is anesthetized and upon the operating

table, again, with a succession of sterile gauze sponges,

scrub the field of operation with sterile soft soap and hot

sterile water ; rinse thoroughly, then sponge off with ether,

then alcohol, and finally irrigate with hot sterile normal

saline solution. Then quickly cover patient from shoul-

ders to feet with sterile cover and towels properly ar-

ranged for the operation.

9. Have prepared in operating room a plentiful supply

of hot sterile normal saline solution.

Wm. H. Duke>£.\x, Surgeon.

Operation
Hour Day Date

In emergency cases of course the technique is

varied to meet the exigency of the case. In acute

cases demanding operation within the twenty-four

hours the above program is carried out, but in

all cases where time will permit I like to have my
patient in the hospital two or three days for pre-

liminary- preparation. This consists in the adinin-

istration of 30 c.c. of castor oil on an empt}- stom-

ach in the early morning of the first day in the

hospital. If the patient is of a bilious nature then

.13 gram of calomel in divided doses of .026 gram
each is given dr\- on the tongue at inter\'als of a

half hour on an empty stomach in the evening

preceding the morning administration of the oil.

If the patient will not take the oil then a saline

aperient is given. Nourishment is not given until

the etfect of the oil has passed off. Then a cup

of good hot coffee is given. This is usually fol-

lowed by further peristalsis. Then a high saline

enema is administered. This generally gives the

bowels a very- complete cleansing and the patient

rests. Liquid nourishment only is now allowed,

which consists of a cupful of broth or boiled milk,

and only at meal times.

The usual high flushing of saline solution is again

given in the early evening preceding the morning
of operation. The patient then rests for the night.

In the twenty-four-hour patients the calomel or

the oil is given at once and followed by same tech-

nique as above. By this method there usually is

no nausea following the anesthetic and the patient

is in good condition to ward off any jiossible shock,

the result of a prolonged operation.

The disinfection of the patient's mouth is a very

important factor in the prevention of post-operative

nausea and also in the prevention of post-operative

pneumonia. The nasal cavities are cleansed by
douching with a one per cent, saline solution, and
the teeth are scrubbed with one of the chalk tooth

powders, night and morning, and the mouth rinsed

freely with saline solution after each meal and
before bedtime, both before and after operation.

Several examinations are made of the urine, that

the condition of the kidneys may not be overlooked.

By kind words and sympathy the patient is got-

ten into an eas\- frame of mind, and getting her

full confidence is an important factor in averting

shock. Worry and fright cause shock.
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The technique of the surgeou's preparations is

cleanliness as perfect as can be accompHshed. Both
myself and my assistant avoid, wherever possible,

the handling of any pus cases for at least twenty-
four hours preceding an operation, and in the hand-
ling of such cases gloves are worn to protect the

hands. On the night before operation, my assistant

as well as myself give our hands a thorough wash-
ing with hot water and soap, and with a clean

boiled nail brush the nails and fingers and palms
of the hands are thoroughlj' scrubbed, but we never
use the brush on the back of the hands or on the

arms, for the reason that scrubbing the back of

the hands and arms causes more or less irritation

of the more delicate structure of the cuticle of these

parts and in many cases this is followed by a weep-
ing of the secreting glands which is conducive to

infection. For the same reason the nail scraper is

never used, as the cuticle adjoining the nail is

very likely to be broken. The hands are again as

thoroughly washed in the making of the toilet in

the morning.

On entering the hospital the surgeon and assistant

immediately go to the dressing-room and there re-

move all outer garments, including shoes. A sterile

operating suit is donned, including slippers or ten-

nis shoes.

In the wash room the nostrils are first thoroughly

cleansed and then the hands and arms receive their

third and final washing as follows : With a clean

boiled nail brush, sterile soft soap and running hot

sterile water, they are scrubbed for af least five

minutes and longer if necessary to be cleaned, then

thoroughly rinsed. The hands and arms are then

immersed and washed for a couple of minutes in

a hot sterile saline solution contained in deep recep-

tacles, one for the surgeon and another for the

assistant, then finally washed in alcohol and again

rinsed in clean sterile saline solution which makes
them soft and pliable. This completes the toilet

of the hands. Formerly the hands and arms were
immersed for a couple of minutes in a i-iooo bi-

chloride solution as a routine method, but when
we came to consider the inefficiency of this brief

immersion of the hands in the bichloride it was
considered superfluous and useless and it was aban-

doned. No gloves are worn, and in no case has

there been any perceptible trace of infection.

Being attired in the surgical sterile gown and a

gauze head gear, a gauze respirator being placed

over the nose and mouth, we are in readiness to

proceed with the operation.

All nurses, after as thoroughly washing the

hands as does the surgeon, are obliged to wear
sterile gloves, for the reason that nurses' hands are

invariably septic, due to the constant handling of

infected materials. No unnecessary talking is al-

lowed during an operation. Each nurse has her

duty assigned and from this there is no deviation.

An experienced anesthetist is essential in aiding

to avoid post-operative vomiting and shock. This

is an all-important position and no one should be

allowed to administer an anesthetic for a prolonged

operation but an expert. He also washes and
wears sterile gown and cap.

Throughout the operation the hands of the sur-

geons are rinsed frequently in hot setrile normal
saline solution contained in a sterile basin placed

to his left. This keeps the hands clean and jiliable.

In operating, time is an important factor to the

welfare of the patient, but this is not allowed to

border on being hasty. Every move is done de-

liberately but gently and with delicacy, and
throughout the operation the utmost delicacy and

gentleness are exercised in the handling of every

part, so there is no bruising of tissue to be left to

slough. And from this more than from any one
other thing do I attribute the excellent results ob-

tained. There were no cases of shock in the series

even in the most critical cases.

No complicated instruments are used. All in-

struments and ligatures in the tubes are boiled for

ten minutes in a one per cent, bicarbonate of so-

dium solution. The cutting instruments are wrapped
in cotton or gauze to protect the edge from injury.

One knife with a keen edge is used to divide the

skin and subcutaneous fat, a second one for the

deeper structures. Immediately on making the first

incision with one stroke of the knife through

skin and subcutaneous fat, a hot sponge wrung
out of hot sterile normal saline solution is applied

and compressed on the wound for a few seconds

which usually controls all hemorrhage. The use

of artery compression forceps is an unusual oc-

currence and as a general rule uncalled for. The
deeper structures are then divided with a clean

knife by a few strokes and by blunt dissection

until the peritoneum is exposed. All hemorrhage
thus far is usually controlled by hot compresses.

Perhaps none, or at the most in plethoric condi-

tions only three or four artery compression for-

ceps have been applied.

The peritoneum now being picked up and opened,

the finger is inserted, and acting as a guide the

peritoneum is divided the full length of the wound
with sharp scissors. The operation is then pro-

ceeded with according to the case. Now with flat

broad gauze pads wrung out of hot sterile normal
saline solution the abdominal cavity around the

field of operation is as completely shut oiif as is

possible. Retractors are very seldom used. Com-
pression forceps are used only on parts to be re-

moved so that there is no bruised tissue to be left

to slough.

Ligatures arc tied snugly but not too tightly. \y-

teries are ligated without clatnping before dividing

wherever possible ; thus avoiding ligation of tissue

en masse which would later slough and cause trou-

ble; small catgut ligatures are used in all the cases

and none larger than No. 2. Hot moist sponges and

compresses wrung out of hot sterile normal saline

solutions are used to control oozing and for cleans-

ing and drying the abdominal cavity.

All divided or raw surfaces in the abdomen,

peritoneum, etc., are closed by being lurned in and

overwhipped with No. o, or No. i sterile cat-

gut with round-pointed and round-bodied needle,

so that when the operation is completed there are

no raw surfaces left exposed for adhesions to form.

The abdomen is closed in layers with No. 2

chromatized catgut for fascia and with through-

and-through silkworm gut sutures, including the

deep fascia, with Hagadorn needles introduced from
within outward. The needles are threaded on

both ends so that any skin bacteria may not be

carried to the deeper structures. Pains are taken

carefully to coaptate all divided tissue. Where the

wound is not large and the tension not great the

subcuticular stitch with silkworm gut is used in

place of the through-and-through sutures. Only
dry plain sterile gauze dressings are applied and

snugly strapped with sterile adhesive bands, but

not too tightly.

There were no antiseptics of any kind used, no

matter what was the condition. There were no
stitch abscesses and no unlooked-for complications,

and all recovered in the shortest possible time.

The shortest time in the hospital was seven days,
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the longest thirty-five days, average time fifteen

days.

Aftcr-Trcatmoit.—In weak patients and when
the operation is a prolonged one, a high warm
(temp. 110°) enema of sterile normal saline solu-

tion is administered before the patient leaves the

operating table.

Strychnine, adrenalin, or other so-called post-

operative stimulants are not used. Should the pa-

tient suffer much pain, which is very rare, a hypo-

dermic of .008 gram morphine is administered ; a

second one is very rarely required.

A faithful and competent nurse is placed in

charge with instructions not to leave the patient

one moment alone, and after three or four hours

to see that the bladder is emptied, and to use the

catheter, only when absolutely necessar}-.

The patient is allowed to drink a few swallows
of water soon after awakening from the anesthesia.

Hot \vater is preferable. When there is vomiting

of bile, a cupful of hot water is given, which is

usually immediately rejected and which washes out

the stomach as well as could be done by the use

of the stomach tube, and the patient much prefers

it. This, with a mustard plaster placed over the

pit of the stomach, is all that is required. \^omiting

after operation occurred in less than one-third of

the cases.

After twelve to twenty-four hours, hot broth

(one to two ounces) is given every three hours
and only liquid nourishment is allowed for the first

three days or until the bowels have been moved.
After this the patient is kept on light semi-liquid

or soft food given at meal time only for the first

week and never in large portions. I do not give

milk unless the milk is first boiled and agrees with

the patient. I have learned that patients do much
better by keeping them a little hungry so they relish

their meals, than by crowding their appetites.

If, after twenty-four to thirty-six hours, there is

much gaseous distention of the bowels the rectal

tube is inserted. Should this not bring relief, an
enema consisting of quinine, .65 gram, dissolved in

16 c.c. whiskey with 60 c.c. water, is administered,

which is usually sufficient to bring down the gas.

The bowels are moved on the third or fourth day
by administering .13 gram of calomel in divided

doses if the patient is a bilious person, in others

by a dose of castor oil followed by a low soap and
water enema, or by a high enema consisting of

magnesium sulphate, 30 grams, dissolved in a litre

of warm sterile water.

The operations were all performed during the

past three years at the Pacific and the Good Samar-
itan Hospitals, and all the patients are alive and in

good health to-day except one, who died of pul-

monary hemorrhage five months after operation.'

The following is a brief resume of the operations,

which for convenience are divided as follows

:

4 Hysterectomies : 2 total hysterectomies for

carcinoma uteri, i for ten-pound fibroid uterus,

I for two-pound fibroid uterus. 15 Abdominal Sec-

tions : I for gallstones, 8 for removal of pus tubes,

6 for chronic salpingitis, 2 for cystic and degener-

ated ovaries, 2 for cysts of broad ligament, i for

dermoid cyst, i for tuberculous peritonitis, i for

ectopic gestation.- More than one pathological

condition existed in some of the above which ac-

counts for the surplus in numbers.

Two herniotomies, both right inguinal : one of the

'Removal of a Five Months' Gravid Uterus for Car-
cinoma Uteri, Netv York Medical Journal, May 2, 1908

'Ectopic Gestation : Diagnosis and Operation Before
Rupture. Medical Record, January 25, 1908.

hernias was strangulated and was operated on at

a farmhouse after midnight by candle light.

Twenty appendectomies. In three cases the ap-

pendix was gangrenous, and in two of these there

were large abscesses. The appendix, however, was
removed in each case, and in these cases only of

the whole series was drainage used. In two cases

the appendix was adherent and communicated with

a pus tube. In six cases the operation was for re-

current appendicitis in the quiescent stage. The
others were for acute appendicitis.

The age of the patients varied from 6 years to 59
years.

Thirty-seven of the cases were in my own private

practice, three were for Dr. F. R. Frost, one for

Dr. A. D. Houghton. One patient only has a

ventral hernia. This was in a case in which drain-

age was used in a very difficult appendectomy on a

very large fleshy woman. The hernia appeared
about five months after the operation. The patient

wears a well fitted bandage and as it does not cause

her any trouble and she enjoys the best of health

she prefers not to undergo another operation.

Dr. F. D. Bullard administered the anesthetic

(ether) to most of the patients, and Dr. Arthur
Godin assisted me in nearly all the operations.

March, lyoS.

EPILEPSY IN PRIVATE PRACTICE. ESPE-
CIALLY THAT FROM REFLEX

CAUSES.
Bv CHARLES G. POLK. M.D..

PEXS.^UKEN. N. J.

Ti!E treatment of epilepsy is ordinarily so unsatis-

factory that there exists a tendency on the part of

the general practitioner to be content with prescrib-

ing the bromides, and there he stops. These, at

least, decrease the number of seizures, and as for

permanent results from any course of treatment, he

is skeptical. He has studied the disease in the text

books, or possibly followed the proceedings of the

National Association for the Study of Epilepsy, and
there has been set before him theories by some
authorities which were in turn denied by others.

Epileptiform convulsions from reflex causes and
idiopathic epilepsy are alike to him. He has been
told by equally learned students of the disease that

reflex epilepsy exists and that it does not exist.

Little wonder that he fails to search for any
underlying defects in his patient that may cause the

seizures. Too often an epilepsy, reflex in its nature,

becomes pennanent when in its earlier stages it

would have yielded to treatment with the defects

corrected. The writer has searched in the proceed-

ings of the National Society for a single course of

treatment that has not been set aside as valueless by
other authorities entitled to equal respect and cre-

dence. Thus one authority will dwell on the value

of hypochlorization, or the withholding of free salt

from table food, and another will declare it to be
without benefit ; one will urge a general diet permit-

ting veal, peas, beans, and coffee, while another
will urge abstinence from all of these and insist

upon the most rigid dietetics ; and even upon the

value of the bromides the profession is divided.

One school of students of the disease is so fixed

in the belief that epilepsy is never the result of re-

flex causes that when the evidences are presented,

in the words of Dr. S. Weir Mitchell, they exclaim

:

"I neither believe nor disbelieve," or with Dr. Fred-

erick Peterson they declare that "epilepsy cured by

the removal of reflex causes is not usually genuine
epilepsy."
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It is granted that epilepsy is a disease with whicli

the profession is groping in the dark. This is es-

pecially true with idiopathic epilepsy, but there ex-

ists an epilepsy, or, more properly speaking, there

exist epilepsies, from reflex causes amenable to

treatment when the sources of irritation are re-

moved, especially in the early stages of the disease.

It is to these that I wish to direct attention, and
failure to search for such hidden causes of so grave

a disease constitutes almost criminal negligence. It

has been truthfully said "epilepsy is not a single pre-

scription disease. The time was, but is no more,
when we say 'this patient has epilepsy, give him
bromide.' " This view has been held to the ex-

tent that some have practically abandoned the bro-

mides, but except in a certain few cases where the

bromides do actual harm they will be found useful

as a palliative in connection with other medicinal

and especially dietetic and hygienic treatment. The
bromides alone have probably never effected a cure.

In conjunction with other treatment they accomplish
results that otherwise could not be secured.

Xo less an authority than Dr. Spratling has de-

clared that in properly selected cases he believes 25
per cent, of cures can be effected. This is 20 per

cent, more cures than shown by the statistics from
our epileptic colonies. If Dr. Spratling means cures

can be effected in 25 per cent, of cases of idio-

pathic epilepsy, that would seem rather too large,

in view of our present limited knowledge of the

disease, but if he includes the cases resulting from
reflex causes the expectation is not too great. That
there are many such cases I believe is becoming fast

recognized.

Epileptiform seizures are frequently the result

of uterine troubles, eyestrain, gastrointestinal dis-

turbance, or some other irritation often so hidden

as not to be easily discerned. These probably exist

in persons of neurotic heredity, otherwise convul-

sions would not result. It has been truthfully said

that thousands have these abnormalities and do not

suffer from epilepsy, but that is no reason for deny-

ing that they are the source of epileptiform convul-

sions in others who come from a neurotic root stock.

or even if that is not the case ; like conditions do not

always bring about the same results in different

individuals.

Again other authorities will point to the fact that

thousands of epileptics have none of these reflex

causes to ascribe to their disease. It is not claimed

that epilepsy in all or in a majority of patients is due

to reflex causes, but there unquestionably exist cases

that in all respects resemble idiopathic epilepsy, and
when certain sources of irritation are removed, such

patients are free from seizures. It may be said

that if that be so the patient does not suffer from
idiopathic epilepsy, which in all probability is true.

The treatment of epilepsy, with our present lim-

ited knowledge of the disease, must be largely ex-

perimental, the physician studying each case and
noting the results of the several courses of treat-

ment. I say several courses of treatment because he

will not do his entire duty in following any partic-

ular line and ignoring all others. He will note the

result of each and adopt that which promises the

best results.

Passing to the hygienic treatment of the patient,

it may be said that this is at least of equal im-

portance with the medicinal. A course of treatment
along comprehensive lines should be mapped out

and the patient be required to give reports as to his

adherence to it. A copy of the following rules may
be given him. They do not cover every case, but

there can Ije no mistake in the observance of them

:

Have meals regularly, with the last meal of the day
early and light. Do not eat until there is a sense of

fullness. Do not eat peas, beans, veal, much meat, or

cereals. A vegetable diet is the best. Fish and
milk are permissible. Use as little salt in the food

as possible and forego tea and coffee. Do not eat

much at one sitting. Keep the bowels free and the

intestinal tract aseptic by the use of some antifer-

mentative like salol or betanaphthol. Flush the

colon frequently. Take warm salt baths, not re-

maining in the water sufficiently long to fatigue.

Sleep with the head high and keep the feet warm
at all times and especially at night. See that any
defects in the eyes are corrected and do not use

the eyes a long time without resting. If glasses

are worn, have the frames straightened at regular

intervals. Take as much out-door exercise as pos-
sible without fatiguing. Spinal douches and massage
should be taken regularly. If seizures come early in

the day take 15 grains of bromide of sodium before
retiring.

Finally, let me strongly recommend that the epi-

leptic or some member of his family keep an ac-
curate record of every seizure, ascribing what he
may believe to be the exciting cause. This will serve
both as a guide to the physician regarding the value
of his treatment and enable him to advise as to the
daily habits of his patient.

Chronic Appendicitis in Women.—S. Handley said in

a recent paper before the West London Medico-Chirugical

Society that the study of chronic appendicitis had been re-

tarded by two causes; first, by the erroneous belief that an

appendix free from adhesions is necessarily a healthy ap-

pendix; secondly, by the divorce which in England exists

between the practice of general surgery and that of gyne-

cology. The most striking symptoms of chronic appendi-

citis were located in the female pelvic organs. Of these

the most constant and important was dysmenorrhea. The
history of a painful menstrual period precipitated (or

brought back after its cessation) by what appeared to be

an attack of acute indigestion, was very characteristic of

chronic appendicitis. But the main object of his paper was
to show that chronic appendicitis in women was frequently

accompanied by a definite physical sign. This sign was
an enlargement of the right ovary up to double its normal

size, owing to the congestion and lymphatic stasis produced

by the near neighborhood of an inflammatory tocus in the

appendix. In such cases the diagnosis of chronic ovaritis

was usually made, and futile gynecological treatment was

often carried out for long periods. In one of his own
cases appendectomy cured a patient who had submitted

without benefit to douching, blisters, tampons, and local

applications to the cervical canal, over a period of five

years. The appendix was free from adhesions, and its

lumen contained a small collection of pus.

—

British Medical

Journal.

Arthropathy in Rotheln.—D. A. Alexander has reported

the case of a young man of twenty-four years, who, after

a few days of sore throat, stiff neck, malaise, and moderate

fever, developed a rash having the distribution and appear-

ance of German measles, and accompanied by an enlarge-

ment of superficial glands, notably those of the neck. Be-

fore the exanthem had faded, the patient began to com-

plain of stiffness and tenderness in the knees and ankles,

and soon all the interphalangeal joints of the fingers pre-

sented the spindlclike swelling commonly seen in rheuma-

toid arthritis. There was no exacerbation of temperature,

and neither cardiac nor other complication, and a fortnight

from the appearance of the rash all the symptoms were

subsiding, and in the following six months only an occa-

sional transient stiffness in the fingers reminded the pa-

tient of the attack.

—

Lancet.
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ALLERGY.

An unvaccinated person reacts to the inoculation

with the virus of cowpox by a well-known series of

phenomena which appear forty-eight hours after

the vaccination, the immediate result of the pro-

cedure consisting onh' in the formation of a simple

scab at the site of the scarification. An individual

who has previously been vaccinated behaves in an
altogether different manner; within twenty-four

hours the site of the scarification is swollen, red,

inflamed, these appearances being accompanied by
unpleasant subjective symptoms of itching and slight

pain. The previously vaccinated person, accord-

ingly, though immune in one sense, in another has
become even hypersensitive to the action of the

virus. But while the symptoms and signs in his

case disappear in a short time, the person vaccinated

for the first time goes through the regular sequence
of the phenomena which we call vaccina or cowpo.x.

Both persons, then, react to the virus, only the reac-

tion in the revaccinated individual has undergone a

qualitative and a quantitative modification. This is

the simple observation which v. Pirquet puts at the

head of an exhaustive article on "Allergic," in \'ol.

I. of the recently published "Ergebnisse der inneren

IMedizin und Kinderheilkunde." Such changed re-

action is observed in many instances of experimental

and natural disease ; to it belong "serum disease," or

the hypersensitiveness to the injections of horse

serum; urticarias caused by the repetition of injec-

tions of other proteids foreign to the organism ; hay-

fever, or the accentuated reaction to the pollen of

plants; the above-mentioned phenomena of revacci-

nation ; the newly studied cutaneous and conjuncti-

val reactions to the local applications of tuberculin,

as well as the long-known appearance at the site of

puncture in the subcutaneous use of tuberculin ; and
a host of others of the same general character.

Two substances are probably necessary for the

production of the reaction discussed : the one which
acts in toxic fashion at the repetition of the inocula-

tion, to which V. Pirquet has given the name "aller-

gen," and the bearer of the hypersensitiveness,

"ergin," in the organism affected. The applications

of the study of allergy are twofold in character : the

reaction may be sought in order to determine the

presence of .specific "allergens" in the organism,

which decides whether a certain pathological process

has taken place in the past, or to differentiate the

allergens from one another by the differences in the

reactions of animal organisms to them. Indeed,

Rosenau and Anderson have proposed to differen-

tiate proteids from substances derived by their de-

composition by the different manner in which guinea
pigs react to these substances. The practical impor-

tance of the subject has been especially evident in

the recent studies of the local reactions to tuberculin.

The scientific interest of it consists in the new in-

sight into the pathological processes which the study

of allergy promises. As an instance of this, it may
be mentioned that v. Pirquet's studies have led him
to the conclusion that the present idea of the period

of incubation in infections as caused by the time

taken for the multiplication of the infecting organ-

isms is incorrect ; according to him, it is determined

by the reaction of the infected organism—that is,

by the time taken to produce antibodies, the interac-

tion of which with the infecting agents or their

products results in the appearance of the phenomena
of disease.

It is thus seen that this new development in the

study of the general problem of immunity is of in-

terest both to the practical student of disease and to

the scientifically trained laboratory worker. The
authoritative article of v. Pirquet, only a portion of

which we have been able to notice in the above lines,

is, therefore, a welcome statement of the general

progress in this particular field of scientific medicine.

WHAT DOTH IT PROFIT?

Xow that the German Protos and the American

Thomas automobiles have reached Paris as the two

of the six original contestants to complete a journey

of more than twenty thousand miles, one may be

allowed to reflect upon the purposes and results of

"the race." From a medical standpoint, the test

was a matter of human endurance rather than a

trying-out of the relative merits of complicated

mechanisms. If the winners had not been endowed
with the strength of Hercules and the patience of

Job, they could never have taken their machines

into the French capital at all, no matter how favor-

able all other conditions might have been. It was
entirely a matter of vim, will, and dogged deter-

mination to succeed at all hazards.

But while these qualities are excellent in them-

selves and compel our respect, it is not

pleasant to see them utilized in advertising

schemes. They are on a par with the restless and
dare-devil spirit of the high diver and the leap-the-

gap enthusiast. While such feats are being per-

formed we look on somewhat aghast and when they

are over we applaud somewhat lustily, yet there

must always be a deep-seated feeling of regret for

the foolhardiness and abject disregard for life with

which no one has a right to trifle. Our sympathy
must go out to all unfortunates who through force

of circumstance are obliged to earn a living in such

hazardous fashion. To be sure, there is alwavs a

sense of elation when one can defy the laws of

Nature and come out seemingly victorious, but there

is a penalty for such defiance which, if not swift

and immediate in its dealing, is, nevertheless, cer-

tain to come in future days or years.

It can scarcely be gainsaid that the purpose of the

contest under consideration was a purelv commer-
cial one, indulged in by rival manufacturers and
engineered by great newspaper enterprises as a

means of securing copy. Therefore, the scheme as
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previously planned was likely to reap dollars and

distinction for the corporate concerns, but only the

latter, possibly, for the individuals who were fool-

ish enough to risk life and limb in this "manly

sport." As for the result, this simply shows that

it is possible to take an automobile pretty much
anywhere on the face of the earth where railroads

and ships can be pressed into service in case of

emergency. That is a ipatter which could have

been accurately guessed at long before the actual

performance of the experiment. As for the drivers

and their companions, they have exposed themselves

to an endurance test as foolish as, but much more

severe than, the horseback tests to which aging

officers in our army were recently forced, and if

thev have come out without immediate hurt they

will owe their escape to their youth and resiliency.

\\'hat the remote results of their nerve-racking trial

may be time will show.

REMINISCENCES OF THE AMERICAN
SURGICAL ASSOCIATION.

The American Surgical Association was founded

in 1879. Its life has been full of interesting feat-

ures and the names of some of the greatest sur-

geons have been in the list of its members. Rem-
iniscences of the early days of the association are

told in the June number of the Annals of Surgery

by J. Ewing Mears, one of its original members,

who thus places on record some of the notable

events which occurred in the first quarter of a cen-

tury of its existence. He eulogizes Samuel Gross,

the founder of the association, a great surgeon, the

author of monographs and textbooks, and the pio-

neer worker in pathological research in this country.

Dr. Gross, appreciating to the fullest extent the

value of the social intermingling of members of the

profession as a means of promoting interchange of

thought, at the time of the meeting of the Ameri-

can Medical Association at Atlanta in 1879, called

about him a few of the prominent surgeons there

assembled and founded the American Surgical As-

sociation. There were forty-six original members
and the membership was limited to one hundred, a

number which was later extended to one hundred

and twenty-five. Mears gives chronicles of the

early meetings, which were chiefly held to perfect

the organization of the association, only a few sci-

entific papers being read. In 1884 appeared the

first volume of the "Transactions" ; it included all

the papers read since the foundation of the society.

In the early days of the Association sixty minutes

was the time permitted for the reading of a paper,

but this was gradually reduced, until to-day only

fifteen minutes are allowed. !\Iears urges in his

article that the time limit be again extended, as a

quarter of an hour appears to him too short a time

for a writer who has given considerable thought

and work to the preparation of his paper. Better

fewer papers with ample time for their reading

and discussion than a mass not fully read or dis-

cussed in a proper way.

After a few years of existence a feeling was ex-

pressed that the interests of the association would

be promoted in having a permanent place of meet-

ing, and Washington was selected in 1884. In 1892

this plan was again changed, and it was decided

to meet every third year in Washington in con-

nection with the triennial Congress of American

Phvsicians and Surgeons. Mears admits that much
that is interesting and instructive is to be seen and

enjoyed at the various meeting places, yet believes

that a fixed habitation would contribute to a more

serious execution of its business, its scientific work.

He suggests that the selection of a permanent meet-

ing place for the association might result in the

erection in Washington of a building suitable for its

purposes, one whicli would lend soliility and dignity

to the association.

Mears' interesting account of the most important

events which transpired in the early days of the

association makes very clear the fact that Ameri-

can surgery to-day owes much to the American

Surgical Association, and that the latter will con-

tinue to be a school for mutual instruction and im-

provement.

Ax Orii;in.\l Method of F.\cilitating Intr.v

L.ARYNGEAL OpeR.\TIONS.

In the issue of the Lancet of July 11, 1908, Cyril

Horsford describes a method of more ready access

to the larynx in those simple operations, such as

removal of tumors, etc., not calling for laryngofis-

sure. His paper illustrates the truth of the old state-

ment that there is nothing new under the sun. for he

quotes Sir Felix Semon as having found the method
described in a German book published some forty

years ago, but it is doubtless new to the present gen-

eration of laryngologists. Many devices have been

brought forward for lifting the epiglottis up out of

the way in order to get a good view of the laryngeal

interior. Horsford carries out this idea, but goes a

step farther. He passes a suture through the tip of

the epiglottis and brings the ends out over the

tongue, holding them by means of a clamp forceps.

The patient then holds the tongue in the ordinary

way. The author figures one or two special forms
of needle holders he has used in the passage of the

suture. He sprays the pharynx thoroughly with a

10 per cent, solution of cocaine. With a laryngeal

syringe a little more of the solution is dropped on
both surfaces of the epiglottis. A little adrenalin

applied in the same way prevents bleeding and helps

matters generally. All swabbing or brushing of

the parts is carefully avoided, for this usually

causes involuntary coughing, which is unnecessary
and should be avoided. Horsford gives the histories

of four cases of benign tumors removed from the

larvnx in the manner advocated bv him.

Causes of Mortality in Diphtheria, Despite

THE Use of Antitoxin.

The value of antitoxin has been so universally ac-

cepted by physicians at the present day and its use

is so general both as a prophylactic and as a curative

measure that the inquiry is timely as to what is the

cause of death in those patients who succumb to the

disease after having received injections of antitoxic

serums, the mortality of diphtheria, in spite of anti-

toxin, being still 10 per cent. With a view to the

determination of this question, Martin (Bulletin

Medical, April 25, 1908) has made use of the ma-
terial collected from the service of the Hopital Pas-

teur from 1900 to 1908, including 853 patients. Of
the.se patients, eighty-three died, but we find that

twenty-eight of them died within twenty-four hours
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of their entrance into the hospital, and there was
not time for them to have received the full benefits

of the serum. The mortality vfas g.y^ per cent.

One-third of all the deaths are thus seen to be due
to the failure of physicians to recognize the expedi-
ency of injecting the serum early in the disease, and
of injecting it in all doubtful cases of membrane in

the throat without awaiting a bacteriological diagno-
sis. Of the patients who died within twenty-four
hours of entrance, the majority were very young
infants from most unhygienic surroundings. These
might have been saved by a prophylactic injection of
serum. The other prolific causes of death under two
years are laryngeal complications necessitating in-

tubation, and often resulting in bronchopneumonia.
In older children and adults some deaths result from
mixed infections, and might be prevented by early

and complete isolation. The remainder of the deaths
are later in the disease in patients who show late

symptoms of poisoning. A local cure is obtained by
the serum, but the absorbed poisons affect the renal,

hepatic, and suprarenal functions, and result in

death in a state of extreme intoxication. The urine
becomes scanty, with a large amount of albumin, or
gastrointestinal symptoms and clay-colored stools

give evidence of hepatic insufficiency. In the supra-
renal capsules are found cellular necrosis and
hemorrhages. The remedy for this late intense in-

toxication is the injection of large doses of serum
as soon as unfavorable symptoms appear. Thus the
mortality may be greatly reduced by earlier injec-

tions of serum and by larger injections late in the
disease.

uniformly fatal that the bold procedure recom-
mended seems justified. Medical treatment in this

serious emergency is almost synonymous with await-
ing the death of the patient, and past advances in

the technique of surger}- contain in them the promise
that the difficulties of operating upon the great ves-
sels will soon be in great measure overcome.

Operation for Pulmonary Embolism.

Arteriotomy for pulmonary embolism was pro-

posed by Trendelenburg in April of this year before

the Congress of the German Surgical Society. Since

then he has been able to observe two cases of this

accident in whicli the bold operative procedure
recommended by him was used. In the first case,

treated by Sievers, the emboli were successfully re-

moved and the patient recovered from the immediate
effects of the accident; she died, however, fifteen

hours later, with symptoms of progressive heart

failure. In the Deutsche viedidnische Wochen-
schrift for July 2, 1908, Trendelenburg reports a

second case, in which he operated personally. It

occurred in a tabetic patient after a spontaneous
fracture of the femur, and within a few minutes of

its occurrence the patient was suffering from in-

tense dyspnea, was almost pulseless, and showed all

the signs of quickly impending death. When the

pericardium was opened and the pulmonary artery

exposed the breathing of the patient had already
ceased and the pulsations of the arteries were im-
perceptible. The artery was divided and four
long thrombi were removed from its lumen. Arti-

ficial respiration was started and the vessels began to

pulsate once more. This patient also recovered from
the effects of the embolism and the operation long
enough to live in some comfort for thirty-seven

hours. The autopsy disclosed the existence of an
additional embolus in a branch of the artery not ex-

plored during the operation as well as an extensive

secondary hemorrhage from the internal mammary
vessel. The pericardium, however, was free of

blood, showing that the suture of the thrombosed
vessel was tight. Trendelenburg concludes that the
inistakes committed in this case could be easily

guarded against in the future, and the operative
treatment of pulmonary embolism may soon be re-

warded with a complete success. The accident is so

The Nonspecificity of the Lecithin Test.

After Porges and Meier discovered that the blood
serum of syphilitic patients mixed with an emulsion
of lecithin caused the latter to become fixed, Weil
and Braun found that the same reaction took place
in two out of five typhoid patients in whom syphilis

could be excluded. Recently the latter two observ-
ers {Wiener klinische Wochenschrift, April 30,

1908) examined the serum of patients suffering

from malignant disease and found a positive lecithin

reaction in eight out of sixteen. All other diseases

which could possibly have given the reaction having
been excluded, they attributed the positive reaction

to the presence of the tumor. The two typhoid pa-
tients in whom the reaction was positive gave a

positive Widal in dilutions of one to four hundred,
while those in whom the lecithin reaction was nega-
tive did not give a positive Widal in dilutions

higher than one to one hundred. From this obser-

vation they concluded that a positive lecithin reac-

tion, like the positive Widal in high dilutions, de-

pended upon the activity of the serum (upon the

number of antibodies). Furthermore Tojosuini has

shown that the positive lecithin reaction obtained

with the serum of healthy oxen is due to the anti-

bodies present. This fact and their findings in

typhoid patients led Weil and Braun to believe that

there must be antibodies in the serum of cancer

patients who give a positive lecithin reaction. These
investigators have not demonstrated the nature of

the antibodies, but their experiments do show that

the lecithin test is probably caused by antibodies

and that it is not a specific test for syphilis, at any
rate not as it is used to-dav.

Transplantation of Embryonal Tissues.

The Cohnheim theory of the etiology of malignant

tumors would obtain its greatest support if the ex-

perimental production of such a tumor by means of

transplanting the undifferentiated tissues of animal
embryos could be effected. It is no wonder, there-

fore, that numerous workers are occupied with this

phase of experimental study of tumors. In the

Russkii Vrach for June 21, 1908, Dr. Tisenhausen
reports the results obtained by him in working with
the tissues of the hen's egg in the various stages of
its development. The transplantations were made
into the anterior chamber of the eye, into the combs,
and into the spleen, brain, peritoneal cavity, and
other regions and organs. Tuinor-like structures

having the characteristics of teratomatous new-
formations were obtained by this method in about
one-half of the experiments, the muscles of the chest

proving to be the most favorable sites for the growth
of the transplanted tissues. In some cases the trans-

planted bit of tissue increased to ten or twelve times
its original size, its cells showing numerous mitotic
figures, while the neighboring cells of the host ap-
peared degenerated and atrophied. None of the
transplanted tissues, however, persisted in their de-
velopment, so that in no case anything closely sirnilar

to the progressive growth of a malignant tumor
could be obtained. Thus these experiments have
been followed by negative results so far as the main
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question at issue is concerned. The data obtained
and the illustrations of the conditions found in the
transplanted tissues will, nevertheless, prove of
value to all who are interested in the experimental
study of the etiology of malignant tumors.

Alleged Professioxal Opposition to Vivisection.

A FEW weeks ago we received a list of physicians
who had signed an appeal for the restriction or the
abolition of vivisection published by the New Eng-
land Antivivisection Society of Boston, Mass. As
the paper is without date we were obliged to take
the last edition of Polk's Medical Directory in order
to look up the standing of these physicians. The
interesting result is as follows : Of 162 names, 73
were not in the directory at all. As to dates of grad-
uation the following is the record : 1898 to 1908,
I ; 1888 to 1897, 7; 1878 to 1887, 31 ; 1868 to 1877,
24; 1858 to 1867, 10; 1848 to 1857, 5; 1838 to 1847,
2 ; date of graduation omitted, 9. As to institutional

appointments and private practice the following are
the data : Minor positions in unimportant medical
schools, 4 ; small hospitals, 3 ; dispensaries, 2 ; asy-
lums, 2 ; retired from practice, 5 ; druggists, i ; no
appointments, 145. Since the Science of Bacteriol-

ogy came into being about 1880 and was not widely
recognized for several years, it follows that of the
physicians signing this circular, who could be traced,

only eight were graduated under modern teaching,

namely, those who had received degrees since 1888.

Any circular of this kind intended to influence public
opinion, issued in good faith, should be made cor-

rect to date. The Ji names not in the directory

may in part be those of physicians who have died or
changed their residences. Both are grounds for
correction. A vast majority of these physicians in

the list live in places having no medical reference
libraries giving opportunity for a full investigation

of modern medical science and its advances.

Death Rate in Newr York.—For the week end-

ing July 18, the death rate in New York was 18.48

per thousand. Last year the rate for the same week
was 18.93. For the Borough of Manhattan the rate

was 17.18. Diarrheal diseases caused the deaths of

426 children, and there were 172 deaths from pul-

monary tuberculosis. Twenty-seven deaths from
sunstroke were reported.

Protection of Lives of Infants.—The Chicago
Health Department, through its vital statistician, has

compiled figures according to which more than 63,-

000 infant lives have been saved during the twelve

years from 1895 to 1907, as compared with the

previous twelve years, the death rate having been
reduced from 6.13 to 3.18 per 1,000 of the total

population. This decrease is thought to be due very
largely to the education of mothers in the care of

children during hot weather. Since 1900 there has

been a large influx of immigration of the Slavic

races, and among these people the infant and gen-
eral mortality is very high. The Chicago City

Council has transferred $10,000 from the contagious
disease fund to a special fund for the care of chil-

dren. On July 20. seventy-five physicians were as-

signed to duty in those parts of the city in which,
during 1907, the infant death rate exceeded 7 per
1.000. Thus the Fifth District, along the west bank
of the river, will have thirty-four medical inspectors,

and the Fifteenth District, which includes the mouth
of the Calumet River, six inspectors. These medical

ufiicers will call at every home in the district and
instruct the parents what to feed their babies and
how to care for them. It is hoped that notable
results will be accomplished by this work.

A Medical Day in Eastern Pennsylvania.—

A

gathering of medical men was held at Willow Grove,
near Philadelphia, on July 22, under the auspices of
the County ^ledical Societies of Berks, Bucks,
Chester, Delaware, Lehigh, ^^lontgomery, North-
ampton, and Philadelphia. The exercises comprised
a dinner, followed by addresses by Dr. J. C. Attix,
who extended a welcome on behalf of the manage-
ment of the park; Dr. Albert M. Eaton, President
of the Philadelphia County Medical Society ; Dr.
William L. Estes of South Bethlehem, President of
the Medical Society of the State of Pennsylvania,
who spoke on "Fraternalism in Our Rank's," and
Dr. Joseph D. Bryant of New York, a former Presi-
dent of the American Medical Association, who
spoke on "The Importance of Medical Organiza-
tion."

The Blind for Telephone Operators.—In Texas
the experiment of using blind persons as telephone
operators has been tried with great success. The
keen sense of hearing possessed by those who have
no sight is an advantage, and they learn quickly to
manipulate the keyboard by the sense of touch. The
occupations in which the blind can engage are so
limited that this field, which, if available, would be
almost unlimited because of the great extensions of
telephone systems, seems worthy of investigation.

Rats Defy Poison.—The New Orleans Board of
Health has announced that the experiments under-
taken to rid the city of rats by poisoning them have
failed. The dangers of the importation of the
plague from South America and its dissemination
by the rodents prompted the attempt to exterminate
them. The Board will now watch the success of
the rigid cleaning up of all sorts of refuse as an
e.xterminator.

Cocaine Seller Punished.—A man, recently con-
»'icted of selling cocaine, was sentenced on July 21
to one year and six months in State prison, tlie max-
imum sentence.

Christian Science Death.—The Coroner of the
Bronx is investigating the death of a young woman,
after several weeks' illness, without medical attend-
ance. Two "healers" of a Christian Science Church,
of which she was a member, had treated her.

The Syracuse University College of Medicine
announces the following changes in its faculty: Dr.
Frank P. Knowltoii, associate professor of physi-
ologj'. Dr. H. S. Steensland, associate professor of
pathology and bacteriology, and Dr. H. D. Senior,
associate professor of anatomy, have been advanced
to full professorships in their respective subjects.
Dr. E. N. Pattee, professor of chemistry in the
College of Liberal Arts of the University, has been
given a seat in the faculty of medicine. Minor ap-
pointments include that of Dr. R. H. Hutchings,
medical superintendent of St. Lawrence State Hos-
pital, as lecturer on orthopedics, and that of C. V.
Morrill, recently assistant in zoology in Columbia
University, New York, as lecturer on histolog>' and
embryolog}-. Commencing in 1909, the entrance re-

quirements will include the satisfactory completion
of one, and after October, 1910, of two, full years
of a science or arts course in a college recognized
by the Regents of the State of New' York, or the
equivalent.

Dr. E. B. Sanborn, for nearly thirty years
Deputy Health Officer of the Port of New York,
has resigned, and will retire to his old home in
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Maine at the end of August. Dr. Sanborn was born

in Maine, and was graduated from the College of

Physicians and Surgeons in this city in 1867. He
was appointed Deputy Health Officer in 1879, and

has served in that capacity under Health Officers

Vanderpool, Smith, Jenkins, and Doty. He will be

succeeded by Dr. Edward S. Rimer.

Dr. William P. Spratling, for nearly fourteen

years the medical superintendent of the Craig

Colony of Epileptics, has been elected to the chair

of nervous diseases and physiology in the College

of Physicians and Surgeons, Baltimore, and will

move to that city in the fall.

Dr. C. A. L. Reed of Cincinnati was recently

appointed a Chevalier of the Legion of Honor by

the French Government.

Dr. Joseph E. Lumbard has been appointed

anesthetist to the Alt. Sinai Hospital in this city.

A "Clean Milk" Exhibit.—Preparations are being

made by the Xew York Committee of the Inter-

national Congress on Tuberculosis to hold a clean

milk exhibit during the three weeks of the tuber-

culosis exhibition at Washington, from September

21 to October 12, 1908. The cooperation of a num-
ber of dairy owners has been obtained. The exhibit

will include photographs of dairies, statistical

charts, Petri plates of the bacteriolog}- of milk, and

illustrations of tuberculin tests in cattle, and will

also have a small working dairy with tuberculin

tested cow, skilled attendant, sanitary utensils, ship-

ping cases, and all sanitarv" appliances for the mar-

keting of a clean milk. In view of the fact that

Air. Xathan Straus is preparing for the exhibition a

duplicate of the pasteurization plants already erected

bv him in Heidelberg. Brussels, and Berlin, the ex-

hibition at Washington will afford an opportunity

for a comparative study of the two methods of

marketing milk, viz., (i) pasteurized, and (2) un-

pasteurized but clean.

The Tri-State Medical Society of Illinois, Iowa,
and Missouri will hold its sixteenth annual meeting

at Ottumwa, Iowa, on Tuesday and Wednesday,
September 8 and 9, 1908. The announced program
is too long for detailed mention, but includes a num-
ber of important papers on tuberculosis and its treat-

ment, surgery of the gall-bladder, and the social evil.

The title of the President's address is. "Recent
Progress in Aledicine and Surgery." The officers

of the society are as follows : President, G. O.
Cuppaidge, Aloberly, Mo. ; Vice-Presidents, C. C.

Cochran. Jacksonville. 111., and Felix ^^'. Garcia.

St. Louis. Mo. : Secretary, Joseph E. Chambers. St.

Louis, AIo. ; Treasurer, Emory Lanphear, St.

Louis. AIo.

The Addison County (Vt.) Medical Society, at

its annual meeting, held recently, elected the follow-

ing officers for the ensuing year: President. Dr.

G. F. Edmonds of Bristol ; Vice-President, Dr.

5. C. Phelps of Vergennes ; Secretary, Dr. P. L.

Dorey of Aliddlebury ; Treasurer, Dr. S. S. Eddy
of M'iddlebury ; Librarian, Dr. M. H. Eddy of Mid-
dlcbury.

The Oxford County (N. H.) Medical Associa-
tion held its annual meeting in Gorham on July
6. Officers were elected for the ensuing year, as

follows: President, Dr. Cobb of Berlin; First Vice-

President. Dr. Wheeler of W'est Paris ; Second Vice-

President. Dr. \\'right of Bethel ; Secretary-Treas-
urer, Dr. Hutchins of Rumford ; Executive Com-
mittee, Dr. Williamson of Portland. Dr. Stanwood
of Rumford. and Dr. Bradbury of Norway.

The Maritime Medical Association (Canada)

met at Halifax during the first week of July. The
following officers were elected for the ensuing year:

President. Dr. P. C. Alurphy, Tignish, P. E. I.;

Vice-Presidents, Dr. W. B. Moore, Kentville, Dr.

S. C. Murray, Albert, X. B., Dr. George F.

Dewar; Secre'tary, Dr. Melvin, St. John; Alterna-

tive, Dr. Corston, Halifax; Treasurer. Dr. Mc-
Laughlin, Charlottetown.

Obituary Notes.—Dr. George W. H.^ll of St.

Louis. Mo., died on July 7 at his home, at the age

of yj years. Dr. Hall was graduated from the Jef-

ferson Medical College of Philadelphia, in 1852,

and in 1872 accepted a chair in the Missouri Aledical

College, of St. Louis.

Dr. Bernard Hesse of Saginaw, Mich., died sud-

denly at his home on July 14, aged 74 years. Dr.

Hesse was graduated from the medical department

of the L'niversity of Alichigan. at Ann .Arbor, in

i860, and practised, from that time until the day of

his death, in Saginaw. He served on the School

Board for several years, and was always keenly in-

terested in educational matters.

Dr. WiLLi.\M Elmer of Trenton, N. J., died at

Atlantic City on July 18, at the age of

68 years. He was graduated from the Medi-
cal Department of the L'niversity of Pennsylvania

in the class of 1864. He was at one time

President of the Xew Jersey State Aledical Associa-

tion. Dr. Elmer came of a long line of physicians,

five generations of whom were graduates from the

University of Pennsylvania. He was the third Dr.

William Elmer in successive generations.

Dr. Albert Heilbrunx, formerly of Philadel-

phia, died at Atlantic City on July 17, at the age of

78 years. He was a graduate of Berlin and Heidel-

berg L'niversities.

Dr. Augustus H. Wurtele died of apoplexy at

Philadelphia on July 21. He was graduated from
Jeft'erson Aledical College in the class of 1893.

Dr. Charles Edward Swan of Calais, Ale., said

to be the oldest practising physician in the State,

died at his home on July 13, following a stroke of

paralysis, at the age of 86 years. Dr. Swan was
graduated from the Brunswick Aledical School in

1847, and had for years served as consultant on the

staiT of the Alaine General Hospital.

Dr. John AIcEwex Wetmore of New York died

suddenly at his home on July 21, aged 75 years.

Dr. Wetmore was graduated from the College of

Physicians and Surgeons in 1856. and was a con-

sulting physician to the Hahnemann and Laura
Franklin Hospitals.

©httuarij.

CARLETOX PHILLIPS FLIXT, AI.D.

New York.

Dr. Carleton P. Flint was knocked down by a

recklessly driven automobile at the Seabright. N. J.,

railroad station on the evening of July 24, and died

a few hours later of his injuries. Dr. Flint was one
of the best known of the younger surgeons of Xew
York. He was born in New England thirty-five

years ago. and was graduated from Harvard Aledi-

cal School in 1896. He was an attending surgeon
at the Roosevelt Hospital and an instructor in the

College of Physicians and Surgeons. He was a man
of great promise, a careful observer, an earnest

student, and a skillful operator : he also was a writer

of ability and had contributed several papers of un-
usual value on fractures and other surgical subjects

to the medical press.
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RECENT MEDICAL DISCUSSION'S OF THE ALCO-
HOLIC PROBLEM

To THE Editor of The Medical Record:

Sir :—The American Society for the Study of Inebrity
and Alcoholism, which was organized in 1870 in New
York City, has, within the last few years, come into great
prominence, and is recognized abroad, and its work is at-
tracting increased attention. At the beginning its members
were physicians actively engaged in the management and
institutional care of inebriates. Later it included neurolo-
gists, physiologists, chemists, and medical men interested
in the general subject of alcohol and the diseases which
it causes. In 1890 the late Dr. N. S. Davis organized a
society for the study of alcohol and its physiological ac-
tion in medicine. A few years later this society united
with the former and became an association for the study
of inebriety and alcoholism. This society has been, and is,

an organization of physicians, with no other object than
to study the neuroses, psychoses, and action of alcohol. It

is not a partisan for the promotion of any special theories
or to sustain any party or organization, but simply to
ascertain the facts and try and group the conclusions into

some general, practical measures, that can be utilized in

the study of this subject. The central fact about which
this society has grouped all its studies, has been that al-

cohol is a poison in the broad sense, and the injuries

which follow are veritable diseases. The papers and
transactions of thirtj'-eight years have gathered about
these two facts a great variety of conclusions and new
views of the utmost importance. These have been pub-
lished since 1876 in the Journal of Inebriety, the organ of
the association, and have gradually educated the medical
profession to recognize the whole study as a new ticld of
physiological and psychological medicine. Recently the
great temperance societies have realized that their best

studies and work must be supplemented, by papers and
discussions from physicians. Hence medical men have
been invited to take part and in some way direct their

efforts in the name of science. A few years ago the
\\'. C. T. U. at their great annual gathering began to
invite physicians to address them, and other temperance
societies followed, appealing to the profession for counsel
and advice. Many of the great church temperance so-
cieties have placed medical men on their board, and in

this and other ways sought to utilize the experience of
physicians.
The members of the Society for the Study of Inebriety

were nearly all members of the American Aledical Asso-
ciation, hence it was found most convenient to hold their

annual meetings at the same time and place as the last

named society. For many years these meetings were small
and scarcely ever numbered over 20 or 30 persons. Dur-
ing the last two or three years the interest has increased
until large crowds, bej'ond the capacity of the hall to ac-
commodate them, are now the rule rather than the excep-
tion. It is now proposed to have a distinct meeting a few
days before that of the American Medical As.sociation. A
resolution was passed to appeal to the American Medical
Association for a separate section on this subject.

In 1907, at Atlantic Citj', N. J., a lunch was projected
after the manner of the gathering of the British Medical
Association. Over 150 persons dined together, after which
they listened to several strong speeches by leaders of the
profession. The novelty of the occasion attracted a large
number of persons, who became enthusiastic to continue
the custom. At the late Chicago meeting a similar lunch
was provided and celebrated with great enthusiasm and
remarks by leading medical men. It was very evident
that this will be a permanent feature of the annual gath-
erings in the future, and will be an occasion for educating
the profession to take a broader view of the scientific

study of the great alcoholic problem. As an example of
the work done at the Chicago meeting a summary of the
papers read will be interesting. They will all be published
in the Journal of Inebriety, but as this journal is limited in
its circulation, the scope and range of the work will not
be known to the general profession.
The annual address before the society was by the presi-

dent. Dr. H. O. Marcy of Boston, Mass., whose subject
was : "The Temperance Movement in the South from a
Medical Point of View." He indicated from statistics

and studies of the mortality tables, as well as the opinions
of eminent medical men, that the unsettled social condition
and degeneration of the colored people was the subject of
g^eat concern, and also that all measures that increased
or favored the unhygienic conditions of living produced
a sense of alarm. The temperance movement spreading
over the South was not based on sentiment or theory,
iut dated farther back to a consciousness of fear and peril

to both life and property growing most rapidly where
alcohol as a beverage was practically free. He character-
ized this movement as a cosmic consciousness of alarm,
which was growing in all classes, irrespective of theory,
and which materialized in efforts to overcome and prevent,
by legal and other measures.

Dr. D. H. Brower of Chicago presented a paper on the
"Prevalence of Alcohol as an Active and i'redisposing
Cause of Brain and Nervous Diseases." He asserted that
all the most advanced studies in the etiology of neurotic
diseases made alcohol more and more prominent, and, next
to syphilis, may be considered the greatest active cause of
diseases of modern civilization.

Dr. G. H. Benton of Chester, W. Va., described in de-
tail the action of alcohol in producing autointoxication,
and showed how the drink craze is reproduced and kept
alive by the ferments and metabolic changes in the stom-
ach. He showed that the beer drinker was particularly
exposed to these active causes, and whatever the first

cause of taking spirits might have been, its continuation
was very largely due to this cause.

Dr. J. il. Aikin of Omaha, Neb., discussed the func-
tional and organic disturbances which preceded the use
of alcohol, and which apparently were covered up by the
paralyzing effects of this drug. He indicated that al-
cohol, either as a beverage or a remedy, was most dis-
astrous in perpetuating the pathological changes existing.

Dr. John Punton of Kansas City, Mo., declared that
inebriety was a complex disease, that was curable to a
very large degree by practical hygienic training in early
life, particularly in relation to nutrition, elimination, and
surroundings.

Dr. J. p. Mishoff of Milwaukee, Wis., discussed the
problem of why spirits are taken as a beverage, and con-
cluded that it was due to nerve exhaustion and starvation,
for which alcohol was a most grateful narcotic.
The second session was opened by an address from

Prof. W. S. Hall of Chicago on "Recent Researches in
the Physiolog}' of the Action of Alcohol on the Cells and
Tissue." He concluded that laboratory research work
from every point of view confirmed the statement that
alcohol was a paralyzant and its action on the cells and
tissues was corroding and destructive, both chemically
and physiologically.

Dr. C. H. Hughes of St. Louis, Mo., read an elaborate
paper on the "Neuropsychopathic Diathesis of Alcohol," and
showed that there was unmistakable evidence that such a
condition wos both inherited and acquired and was marked
by an intense desire to seek relief through alcohol, irre-
spective of all considerations and conditions. A study of
this diathesis threw much light on the mysterious neuro-
psychopathic diseases which often baffled medical skill.

Dr. R. H. Mettler of Chicago followed with a paper
giving examples of the influence of alcohol and narcotics
often taken secretly and in so-called moderation, which
when removed resulted in recovery. He indicated that all

obscure diseases of the brain and nervous system might
have an origin from this source, and no clear diagnosis
could be made unless this cause was eliminated.

Dr. G. E. Petty of Memphis, Tenn., showed that drug
neurosis was increasing in this country, and that the
causes were more or less tangible, particularly in toxic
conditions from a great variety of sources.

Dr. E. A. Sterne of Indianapolis, Ind., compared the
slow and rapid method of the withdrawal of narcotic
drugs, and gave the result of his experience, describing
at length the conditions for which success might be ex-
pected.

Dr. C. A. Rosenwasser of Newark, N. J., discussed
the therapeutics of inebriety and the possibility of perma-
nent restoration from appropriate treatment and exact
surroundings.

Prof. G. D. Haggard of Minneapolis, Minn., urged that
the medicinal action of alcohol should be tested by clin-
ical experience in hospital and private practice, in more
exact ways than at present. He deplored the bad teach-
ing of medical colleges concerning alcohol, and thought
much of the confusion at present was due to a repetition
of old time theories which experience has declared un-
true.

The third and last session was opened by an address
from Dr. L. D. Mason of Brooklyn, N. Y., who discussed
the influence of pauper inebriates on the physical and
moral health of the community. He showed that mis-
applied charity, .given to this class, all went into the pock-
ets of the saloon man. and kept alive an enormous evil,

which should be treated the same as smallpox and yellow
fever. He gave elaborate statistics and quotations from
authorities, showing the criminal losses to the community
and tax-payer from this source.

Dr. G. Frank Lydston of Chicago read a paper on the
close connection between crime and alcoholism. He
pointed out that the alcoholic was a trained criminal by
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reason of the paralysis of the higher mental faculties,

also that his criminality was of a very low type. All this

was contirmed by statistics and studies.

Dr. Arthur MacDonald of Washington, D. C, read a

paper on the "Statistical Studies of Degeneracy Dating to

the Use of Spirits and Drugs." These studies included the

history of a large number of persons, and showed the

rapid decline to e.xtinction which followed from this en-

tailment.

Dr. J. H. Kellogg of Battle Creek gave an address

on 'Alalnutrition as an Active Cause for Inebriety and

Other Neuroses." He showed from chemical studies and
tables the degrees of poisoning and exhaustion from this

source.

Dr. W. H. Waugh of Chicago gave the result of the

use of gelseminine in the withdrawal of morphine, and
concluded that it was one of the most reliable remedies

so far found to be useful in this disease.

Dr. C. J. Douglas of Boston, Mass., described his

method of treating morphinism by substituting other

drugs, and supported his claim by clinical examples.

Dr. T. D. Crothers of Hartford, Conn., described the

work of the International Temperance Bureau and the

American branch at Boston, the object of which was to

gather and tabulate all facts and statistics concerning the

alcoholic problem.
The World's ' Temperance Centennial Congress, which

met at Saratoga Springs, N. Y., from June 14 to 23, was
a gathering of delegates from thirty-two different temper-

ance organizations in this country and Europe, for a gen-

eral conference and to commemorate the centennial of

the formation of the first temperance society at >.Ioreau,

N. Y., a few miles from Saratoga Springs. The managers
of this congress invited the Society for the Study of

Inebriety to hold a meeting at the same time and place

so that the leading philanthropists and temperance men
might have an opportunity to hear the results of scientific

study by this body. This was simply an independent meet-

ing of the society for the presentation of papers, purely

scientific, and as a contribution to the subject from the

medical side.

Dr. H. O. Marcy of Boston gave the opening address,

devoted to a review of the life and work of the leading

medical men of the last century who have been prominent

in calling attention to the dangers from the use of alcohol

and urging a medical study of the subject. Beginning

with Dr. Rush he mentioned a number of very prominent

men who had written against this drug and did all they

could to influence the profession at that time against its

use. He concluded with a graphic review of the late

Dr. N. S. Davis, and his work.

Dr. T. D. Crothers of Hartford, Conn., followed along

the same line reviewing the temperance work of the doc-

tors and the late Dr. J. E. Turner, who founded the first

inebriate asylum in the world, and the medical reformers

of a half century ago.

Dr. V. A. Ellsworth of Boston, Mass., contributed a

history of the first institution for inebriates and the first

efforts for medical treatment and the results. Miss Cora

F. Stoddard of Boston, Mass., secretary of the Scientific

Temperance Federation Bureau, described the work of

the past year and the rapid accumulation of papers and

statistics concerning alcohol and the future value of this

bureau to all students of the subject.

Dr. J. B. Learned of Northampton, Mass., read a paper

showing the influence of bad training in home and school

life, resulting in degeneration and subsequent alcoholism,

giving examples and opinions of educators.

The second session was addressed by Dr. W. S. Hall

of Chicago on "The Teachings of the Laboratory^and Re-

search Work Concerning the Action of Alcohol," a con-

tinuation of the first paper which formed his address for

the Chicago meeting. He was followed by Dr. L. D.

Mason of Brooklyn. N. Y., who discussed at some length

the delusions prevalent in popular lines relating to the

harmlessness of moderate drinking, and pointed out by
examples and experience the fatality of such opinions.

Dr. G. H. Benton of Chester, W. Va., showed that diet

was very important in the treatment of inebriates and

should be considered as. of equal value to that of drugs

and other measures used.

Dr. H. S. Drayton of Jersey City, N. J., pointed out

the laws of degenerative heredity, which move with un-

erring uncertainty, also that a study of this phase of the

subject must constitute a very practical part of all efforts

to overcome the evils of alcohol.

The third session was onened by an address by Dr. C.

H. Hughes of St. Louis, Mo., who gave particular em-
phasis to the fact that the circulation of alcohol in the

blood was particularly injurious to the minute arteries of

the cortex, interfering with the protoplasm, and always

followed by degeneration of the cells and cell growth.

He asserted that recent researches had indicated very

serious injuries from ibis source which had not been
noticed before.

Dr. J. H. Kellogg of Battle Creek gave an address
showing the damage from the excess of proteids in the

foods and the fermentations which followed producing ir-

ritation and exhaustion, which was very largely an exciting

cause in the production of inebriety. He called attention

to the statistical fact that drug and spirit taking were
more incurable and difficult to treat in persons who ate

large quantities of meat, and showed how it was possible

that excessive proteid diet of this kind might complicate
and make these disorders more incurable.

Dr. S. H. Kress of Washington, D. C, followed with
a paper on "Mental Degeneracy from Alcohol." He il-

lustrated with a history of the eft'ects of alcohol on the

South Sea Islanders and other native tribes, bringing out
the fact that alcohol had a peculiar degenerative influence,

not only on the individual, but on the race, and this in-

fluence extended down to future generations, continually
weakening and destroying them. He urged that the same
influences were at work in our present civilization elim-
inating the weak and the unstable with absolute certainty.

Dr. C. H. Shepard of Brooklyn, N. Y., urged that the

Turkish bath was the most powerful remedy for the re-

storation of drink and drug victims, and that no measures
would be complete without the use of this agent. He
presented statistics to prove his conclusions.
The society attended in a body the unveiling of a tablet

to the memory of Dr. W. J. Clark at Moreau, N. Y. An
address was delivered by the Rev. Dr. Wilbur and fol-

lowed by remarks by Dr. Crothers, wdio declared that the
formation of the first temperance society at this place was
a scientific work in spirit and purpose, as much as the
laboratory work and researches of to-day.

At the fourth and last session Dr. J. D. Quackenbos of
New York City gave an address on "The Power of Men-
tal Suggestion in the Control of Inebriety." This was a
clinical grouping of facts showing the value of psycho-
pathic treatment and the power of stiggestion in the
control of the drink impulse and a plea that the profession
take it up and make a practical test of it.

Dr. D. Paulson of Hinsdale. III., considered in some de-
tail the means and methods of the application of mental
suggestions and the correction of surroundings and the
physical influences essential in the successful treatment of
inebriates. He claimed that inebriety was thoroughly cur-
able in proper surroundings and by the use of means and
measures which experience had found useful.

Dr. Crothers of Hartford, Conn., concluded the session
by pointing out some of the conditions represented by the
term "Nevv Thought" in relation to mental life, and
showed their scientific relation to psychopathic and physi-
cal treatment.
The canteen question was the subject of a special ses-

sion Monday afternoon. Dr. J. W. Grosvenor of Buffalo,
N. Y., gave an exhaustive review and history of the ar-
guments and reasons which had brought the question of
the sale of spirits and light wines at the canteen into
controversy. He showed the reasons for the repeal of the
use of all forms of spirits in the canteens, and gave
statistical tables and opinions of authorities, both in favor
and against spirits in the canteen. He reviewed the con-
troversy which had grown up about this subject and in-
dicated the facts which were so far .sustained by all the
evidence. He was followed by Dr. Crothers of Hartford,
Conn., who reviewed the researches of Kraeplin and other
authorities concerning the effect of small amounts of al-

cohol on the brain and nerve activities, and gave the con-
clusions of laboratory researches concerning the peril and
injury from these agents to the efficiency and vigor of
persons. A number of very frank inquiries followed these
papers and the discussions were marked by great fairness
and candor.
These two meetings of the association attracted enthusi-

astic audiences and were listened to with great interest.
The last meeting was historical as the first attempt of
medical men to discuss the alcoholic problem exclusively
from its scientific side before an audience of laymen,.
The papers were prominent as studies of facts, and the
conclusions following were singularly free from dogma-
tism and theorizing. It was evident 'that a new step' for-
ward had begun in the temperance work in which med-
ical men were to be called on to take an active part, and
that hereafter no gathering of laymen to discuss this
subject could be complete without the influence of physi-
cians to give assistance and direction to their studies. It
is also very evident that both the profession and laymen
are gradually recognizing that there is an imdiscovered
field where the causes of the great alcoholic problem can
be studied, known and prevented, and that hereafter all

tlie great work of reform must be directed by trained med-
ical men. and in some way guided by their researches.
The International Alcoholic Congress, which occupied
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so large a place in the history of reforms last year, is to
be repeated in London in 1909, and work for an immense
gathering is already being projected. This will be under
the auspices of the British Government. The Duke of
Connaught will be Honorary President.

Official delegates, principally medical men, will be sent
from all the civilized countries in the world, the central
purpose of which will be to discuss the hygienic, social.
and scientific problems connected with the alcoholic ques
tion. This will be thoroughly scientific and statistical and
will be supplemented by studies of the reform work in
societies, churches, and other movements. This will bring
together a great army of laymen and reformers with all
their plans and projects and they will have full opportunity
to present and discuss in separate sections. The event will
be epoch-making and indicate the growing interest in the
evils that come from alcohol as a beverage, which is being
recognized in all countries of the world.

T. D. Crothers, M.D.
H.^RTFORI'. CONX.

OUR LONDON LETTER.
(From Our Special Correspondent.)

C.-\VEXDIiH LECTURE OX TIBERCLLOSIS, ETIOLOGY, RECENT RE-
SEARCHES—GR.\DU.\TED WORK AT FRIMLEY SANATORIUM

—

LONDOX HOSPITAL—ROYAL COLLEGE OF SURGEOXS. THE POLL
ox THE ADMISSIOX OF WOMEX.

London', July 10, 1908.

The Cavendish lecture for this year was delivered at
the West London Medico-Chirurgical Socier\- on the
26th ult. by Professor Sir William Whitla of Belfast.
He took for his subject the "Etiology of Pulmonary
Tuberculosis." After referring to the question of dif-
ferences between human and bovine tubercle and ac-
cepting the conclusions of the great majority of re-
cent investigators that they are identical, he passed
on to the etiology of phthisis. The study of this nar-
rows itself into the consideration of the two obviously
probable routes of infection—the respiratory and the
intestinal surfaces. After the discovery of the bacillus
and its constant presence in the sputum, and the
knowledge from historj- that the lungs were the seat
of the disease in almost all cases, it was naturally held
that pulmonary tuberculosis must be a primarj' dis-
ease, and this view is still generally accepted. The
lecturer, however, went on to show that, although
phthisis maj' be produced by inhalation, many facts
obtained by recent experiments go to prove that the
intestinal route plays a far more important part in

the production of human phthisis than has hereto-
fore been recognized. The inhalation theory is based
on the results of pulmonary anthracosis, experimental
and pathological, and also on the successful infection
of animals by causing them to inhale an atmosphere
laden -with bacilli. Hundreds of animals after breath-
ing such an atmosphere have contracted the disease
and clinical experience shows that persons become in-

fected in the environment of patients. But late ex-
periments have shifted the question of entrance. Cal-
mette and Guerin's work in this direction seemed so
startling and the conclusions from them so vital that
Dr. Whitla, in conjunction with Professor Symmers,
undertook a series of experiments upon guinea-pigs,
with a view of testing them. To give a birdseye view
of the results the lecturer exhibited some splendid
specimens permanently mounted in gelatin. To test

the power of the pulmonary capillaries to filter out fine

particles of carbon circulating in the blood, a mixture
of China ink and water was injected into the large
vein in a rabbit's ear. The lung of the animal, killed
an hour afterwards, was highly charged with carbon
particles, in obvious contrast with that of a control
mounted beside it. Another specimen was from an
adult guinea-pig, killed, after feeding for four days
with an emulsion of ink, through a rubber tube in a

way to prevent possible soiling of the mouth, pharynx,
etc. This experiment, repeated twenty times, gave
striking results. The lungs were blackened in the
upper lobes and the margins of the lower lobes within
eight to twenty-four hours. In some other experi-
ments the lungs were infiltrated with the carbon par-
ticles after injections into the peritoneal cavity, but
the abdominal lymphatics remained free. Clearly the
carbon particles easily obtained entrance through the
intestinal epithelial surface, reached the lymphatic
paths, passed through the mesenteric glands, either
enclosed in phagocytes or free, and so into the thoracic
duct and venous circulation, to be at last arrested in

the pulmonary capillaries.

Vansteenbtrghe and Grysez found a great difference

in the result with young guinea-pigs. In them the car-
bon particles were arrested in the mesenteric glands.
Sir William Whitla and his colleague, Sj'mmers, ac-
cordingly tested this. Dense blackening of the ab-
dominal l}-mphatics was found twenty hours after in-

jecting a young guinea-pig. The carbon had also
reached the thorax through the l)-mph channels of the
diaphragm, which was jet black throughout: also the
right costal pleura was black, but the lungs were quite
free. In ordinarj- feeding experiments of young ani-
mals the lungs remained free in contrast with the dense
blackness produced in full-grown animals. The lec-

turer recalled that Calmette and Guerin concluded from
other researches that air-borne bacilli could not pene-
trate the pulmonary parenchyma, and Von Behring,
at tlie Cassel Congress, 1903, advanced the then start-

ling doctrine that phthisis in the adult was not pro-
duced I'ia the air passages, but is always the result of
a long past absorption from the intestine in child-
hood. The main question for the practitioner is

whether the bacilli pass through the intestinal mucosa
like the carbon particles. This the lecturer asserted
could no longer be denied, as it had been proved by
experiments too numerous to mention. The exhaus-
tive researches of Calmette. Guerin, Breton, and others
give a constant result. Injections of emulsion of living
tubercle bacilli produced deposits in the mesenteric
glands and other viscera. When the animals survived
thirty days the lungs were always studded with caseous
particles and the bronchial and tracheal glands were
affected. If they w^ere allowed to live for from fifty

to sixty daj's the deep cervical glands were almost al-

ways tuberculous. This is of the utmost importance
in view of the usually accepted opinion that affection
of these glands points to entrance through the mouth,
tonsils, or pharynx. That this is not the case has been
shown by most careful experiment by Calmette and others.
Guinea-pigs killed ten days after bacilli had been intro-

duced into the stomach by the tube were found to have the
entire lymphatic system infected, and healthy animals
inoculated with the substance of the inguinal glands
died from extensive generalized tuberculosis.

Sir William Whitla then gave some account of two
outbreaks of tuberculosis he had observed in an iso-
lated charity school of 150 children. These he had
traced to the milk supply. In looking back over about
thirty years in connection with this institution he de-
clared himself convinced that other outbreaks were
due to the same cause and he has little doubt that
soon man}' such cases will be recorded. From clini-
cal observation and experimental results, he felt con-
vinced that in regard to phthisis, dosage is everything.
The bacillus must be ubiquitous, considering the num-
ber of tuberculous cattle and phthisical patients. Nat-
ural resistance, hereditary or other, affords protec-
tion, but when the dosage is too heavy probably no
human being can escape.

Adrnitting that a great proportion of the myriads
of bacilli must be dead, it cannot be denied that every-
one must draw them into the air passages and prob-
ably take some in most of his food. But for some
way in which they are dealt with in the organism,
phagocytic or other, the lecturer thought few, if any,
would be left to study or discuss the problems of
tuberculosis. As soon as any part gets its vital resistance
lowered by injury or otherwise, arrest of phagocy-
tosis ensues. As instances familiar to all, tuberculous
testicle and spinal caries following a blow without any
break of surface were mentioned, also phthisis follow-
ing pneumococcal or streptococcal pleurisies. The
conclusion reached was that probably phthisis will be
recognized in the immense majority of cases as caused
bj| the entrance of germs through the intestinal mucosa
without the necessity of any break of its surface.
The Brompton Hospital Sanatorium at Frimley was

visited on Saturday by a large party interested in the
system which has been at work now for four years.
It is the method of graduated work which has been
carried out in this sanatorium. Seven grades of exer-
cise and work are in use under the supervision of Dr.
Paterson, the superintendent. The male patients pass
from one grade to another until at last they can do a
navvy's work. The women's grade corresponding to
this is scrubbing indoors. When a man is thought fit

to be discharged, he is set to work at his trade, if he
has one, for six hours a day for three weeks, to bring
his muscles into training again. Of patients who have
been sent out as recovered to their former employ-
ment ("policemen, blacksmiths, dock and other labor-
ers) 80 per cent, are reported to be in full work. The
treatment is being extended to the King's Sanatorium
and the National Sanatorium at Benenden, as well as
to the Ventnor Hospital for Consumptives. For per-
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sons of limited means, who can afford to pay some-
thing, twenty beds are to be set apart.
On Monday the quinquennial appeal for the London

Hospital—the largest of all—was opened at the Man-
sion House, when the Lord Mayor entertained several
hundred guests at dinner. Lord Rothschild proposed
the toast of "Success to the London Hospital" and
told how, two hundred years ago, some "adventurous
spirits, among whom was the great and reverend John
Wesley," met in a tavern and decided to furnish a
house on the site now occupied by the London Hos-
pital. They had only one shilling in hand when the
work was completed, but somehow it went on and the
house grew into four and has grown ever since. The
hospital is now nearly complete for its work and re-
quires £400,000 for its upkeep during the next five

years, as 1,500,000 patients will have to be ministered
to, according to the estimated growth of the popula-
tion. The assured income of the hospital is about
£20,000, the expenditure £100,000. For the balance
of £80,000 voluntary contributions are needed.

Yesterday afternoon, at a meeting of the Council
of the Royal College of Surgeons, the result of the poll
regarding the admission of women was announced.
There was a majority of 415 against their admission
to the membership and of 1,182 against their admis-
sion to the Fellowship.
The votes of Fellows taken separately gave a ma-

jority of 288 in favor of admitting to membership and
of 34 to the Fellowship.
The votes of members taken separately were against

in both cases—a majority of 703 against as to mem-
bership and 1,216 as to Fellowship. Out of the 1,373
Fellows 1,043 voted and out of about 13,800 members
8.543 voted. The subject will be considered bv the
Council in October.
Mr. Henry Morris was reelected president. Sir Wat-

son Cheyne and Mr. Pearce Gould vice-presidents for
the ensuing year.

OUR VIENNA LETTER.
(From Our Special Correspondent.

)

ANTAGONISTIC ACTION OF DRUGS—STONE IN THE BLADDER—

A

FOREIGN BODY IN THE BLADDER REMOVED BY A SOLVENT

—

HEMANGIOMA CAVERNOSUM OF THE LARYNX.

Vienna, June i, 190S.

A FEW days ago Professor Horst-Meyer spoke before the
Physicians' Society on "The Antagonisms of Poisons."
He said that such antagonism may be a direct chemical one
between the toxic substances, or an indirect one caused by
opposing physiological action. In the study of this rela-
tion experiments on animals are necessary, because the
mere chemical composition of the poisons can only suggest
the possible antagonism of the first kind mentioned above.
In the direct chemical antagonism the poison and its an-
tagonist combine together and the result is an indifferent
substance. In the second type of antagonism the poisons
do not affect each other, but influence an organ in such a
way that the results of this influence oppose each other.
For example, atropine has a paralyzing effect upon smooth
muscle fibers and upon the heart, while pilocarpine stimu-
lates the same structures. For the most case the inhibitory
effect of the poison is more distinctly felt, yet often enough
the stimulating action appears quicker. The explanation
of the result produced is especially difficult when the cen-
tral nervous system is the field of the antagonizing influ-
ences

; examples of such action are seen in the inhibitory
effect of morphine, the stimulating effect of atropine, the
inhibitory influence of chloral hydrate and of alcohol, and
the stimulating effect of caffeine, morphine, and picro-
toxin. There are likewise drugs that lower or raise the
temperature in opposition to each other's action. Not ex-
plained are the processes that take place when a motor
neuron or a motor field receives impulses of opposing char-
acter from two different sources, one of them being in-
hibitory in character while the other is of stimulating
nature. In still a third type of antagonism the opposing
principles affect organs that are physiologically pitted
against each other. The muscles, the vessels, the glands
are subject to the influence of the vegetative automatic
system of nervous control, being at the same time open to
the effect of inhibitory and of stimulating action of the cen-
tral .nervous system. The vegetative system of nervous con-
trol consists of the following elements: (1) Nerve fibers
that originate from the middle and from the hind brain
and run some distance with the oculomotor, the facial, the
glossopharyngeal, and the vagus nerves; (2) nerve fibers
that originate from the spinal cord up to the fourth lum-
bar nerve and pass to the sympathetic paths; (3) fibers
of the pelvic nerves which spring from the sacral pro-

longation of the spinal cord and supply the colon, the
urinary bladder, and the genital organs. The sympathetic
vegetative system supplies the whole body and has for
its antagonists the two other systems of nervous control.
The cranial and the sacral nerves of automatic action are
stimulated as far as their end organs are concerned by
pilocarpine and the like drugs, and are inhibited by the
atropine group ; the sympathetic system, on the other hand,
is not influenced by these drugs.
The drugs that act upon the sympathetic system consist

of such substances as adrenalin and cocaine which stim-
ulate it, and of drugs like codeine which paralyze or in-

hibit it. An organ which is supplied by two antagonistic
groups of nerve cells, that is, by the cranial and sacral
nerves on the one hand, and by the sympathetic fibers on
the other, may be influenced in various opposing manners
by the different poisonous elements; for example, its ves-
sels may be contracted by the action of pilocarpine and
may tend to be dilated by the influence of cocaine or adren-
alin, because of the different degree of influence exerted by
these drugs upon the structures affected by them. There
exists probably an opposing action between the various
secretions, as for example between those of the pancreas
and those of the adrenal body upon the glycogenic func-
tion of the liver, the antagonistic effects of the medulla
and the cortex of the adrenal gland and of the thyroid
and the genital glands upon metabolism, but we know
as little about this phase of their activity as of the prin-
ciples responsible for it.

Some interesting cases of urinary stone have been ob-
served by Dr. Alexius Avarffy of the First Female Clinic.

In the first case the stone was formed in the bladder by
deposits about a hairpin. The latter became non-movable,
a concretion of the size of a hen's egg formed about it, and
finally began to press upon the wall of the bladder. In
response to the injury there appeared an inflammatory
reaction with the formation of granulation tissues, which
buried the free ends of the foreign body and produced a

necrosis of a portion of the bladder wall by pressure upon
the blood-vessels. A colpocystostomy was carried out, the
stone being a fixed one, and a vesicovaginal fistula resulted
from the operation. Three further operations were nec-
essary to repair this lesion. The woman meanwhile had
become pregnant, and the labor as well as the puerperium
passed without any disturbance. In the second case, the
salts were not deposited about a foreign body, but were
precipitated into a bladder diverticulum. In this case,

likewise, a local inflammatory reaction resulted, the prod-
ucts of the inflammation serving to fix the stone still more
firmly in the confined space it occupied. Apparently the
patient was suffering from a uric acid diathesis, for a stone
the size of a hazelnut was discharged spontaneously by the

vagina. A vesicovaginal incision was made in this case
also, and a fistula leading into the cervix was discovered
occupying the spot of necrosis produced by the pressure of
(he stone. The anterior lip of the vaginal portion of the
cervix was excised as far as the fistula, the stone was freed
and removed through the wound, which was then closed.

Healing by primary intention resulted and the woman left

the clinic on the twentieth day, cured of her complaint.
In the third case the stone formed in a cloaca, being
deposited in a small pocket which resulted from a previous
operation upon the genital organs. Both rectum and l)lad-

der opened into this pocket. The rectovaginal fistula was
closed after prolonged irrigations had been employed, while
the vesicovaginal fistula was left patent for the time being.

Two further operations completed the cure. Of great
interest in this case is the fact that the infection with the
colon bacillus which was present about the opening of the
liladder did not ascend to the kidne}' in the twelve years
of its existence.

Dr. Lenk, of Professor Hochenegg's clinic, had occasion
to remove a foreign body, a stearin taper, from the blad-
der and devised an ingenious procedure for the operation.

The patient was a married man, fifty-six years old, who
had masturbated for many years, introducing pencils, pen-
holders, brush handles, etc., into his urethra. On one oc-

casion he made use of a stearin taper for this purpose and
it inadvertently slipped into the bladder. A few weeks
later the man appeared at the clinic with marked hematuria
and the signs of a well developed cystitis produced by the

presence of the foreign body. A cystoscopic examination
disclosed an ulcerative cystitis of a severe grade and the

foreign body all twisted and incrusted with salts floating

in the fluid used for cystoscopy. It seemed impossible to

remove it by means of an operating cystoscope or by a
lithotribe. for the incrustations upon it would certainly

have caused much damage. "Sectio alta" was, too, a
dangerous procedure because of the severe cystitis. Lenk
decided to dissolve it by means of benzine. He experi-

mented upon himself and found that the healthy bladder
could retain al50ut fifty cubic centimeters of benzine with-
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out being unduly irritated; care was to be taken, however,
not to bring the benzine in contact with the posterior parts,
for very marked tenesmus resulted on such contact. More-
over, it could be expected that the damaged mucous mem-
brane of the patient's bladder would prove much more
sensitive to the action of the irritant. An attempt to use
benzine showed that this expectation was a correct one
and Lenk decided upon a somewhat different procedure.
The bladder was filled with 120 cc. of sterile water in

which the piece of taper floated. Then fifty or sixty cc.
of benzine were introduced, it being expected that the ben-
zine would rise to the surface of the water and there act
upon the taper. This method was preferred because the
water distended the bladder and allowed the benzine to
act thoroughly upon the foreign body, and at the same
time but a very small part of the bladder wall and
a comparatively healthy one came in contact with the
irritating solvent. Elspecial protection from this action
was obtained for the bladder fundus which suffered
most from the inflammatory process and which now
had a layer of water between it and the benzine. The
solvent was allowed to act for about twenty minutes, was
then allowed to escape, and the bladder was thoroughly
irrigated with water. Thus it was possible to remove the
foreign body slowly without causing too much unnecessary
pain to the patient. The taper stearin gradually broke up
into small pieces because of the solvent action of benzine
and these were passed spontaneously. Five injections of
the solvent, which was allowed to act about twenty min-
utes each time, were sufficient to free the bladder com-
pletely of the stearin particles. The wick was then easily
removed by means of a lithotribe.

Dr. Hugo Zwillinger had recently an interesting case
of cavernous hemangioma of the lower phar\Tix under
observation. The patient was twenty-two years old and
showed a dark red to bluish black tumor in the right
pyriform fossa. Only the upper part of the ary-epiglottic
fold was left free by the growth, which covered up a
part of the false vocal cord and narrowed the upper
portion of the rima glottidis. The surface of the tumor
appeared uneven and nodular. The mass stretched in

the direction of the right vallecula behind the epiglottis

toward the root of the tongue and covered the right
pharyngoepiglottic fold. It was attached by a broad sur-
face to a lappet of tissue, originating from under the right
tonsil, filled out the right vallecula and ended at the root
of the tongue. Digital examination also showed that
the tumor surface was uneven : the mass, moreover, was
soft and somewhat compressible. The diagnosis was
hemangioma cavernosum, a condition very rarely met with
on this site. Mikulicz could report only two cases of this

affection up to 1889.

Xew York Medical Journal, July 18, 1908.

Dermoid Tumor of the Conjunctiva.—Eleven di-

stances of this rare lesion have been recorded in the last

43 years. An additional case is contributed by M. J.
Levitt, whose patient was a male child of five weeks.
The growth on the eye measured 8 or 9 mm. in length,
6 to 7 mm. in width, and 2 to 3 mm. in thickness. It was
located on the sclerocorneal junction, more on the cornea,
was hard in consistency, and free from inflammation,
while the rest of the globus was normal. Otherwise the
child was normal. Immediate removal was advised but
deferred by the mother. Levitt says that such growths in

this situation are always congenital, benign in nature, and
usually connected with some other malformation or defi-

cient development of the eyelid or other part of the face,

such as coloboma or hare-lip. The usual seat of the tumor
is at the sclerocorneal junction, but it may occur at any
other place of the conjunctiva. The size varies from that

of a split pea to that of a cherry. Histologically, these

tumors contain all the elements of skin and its appendages,
such as hair follicles, sebaceous and sweat glands. In
consistence they are either hard or soft, according to the

amount of fatty tissue they contain. Dermoids are sup-
posed in general to be due to amniotic adhesions or to

invagination of the ectoderm.

A New Corset for Gastroptosis.—The special fea-

ture of the corset devised by A. Bassler is its concave
abdomen, hollowed in its depth according to the extent
of prolapse of the organ or organs within and the bulk
of the abdomen, otherwise it is a well fitting, stylish,

made-to-order corset, not any larger in the circumference
at the waist line than the normal measurement woufd be,

with a contraction transversely to shape it in at the waist,

and a corresponding fullness in the costal region to allow
for the sustained organs. The concavity is below the

umbilicus and at the sides, between that and the anterior
superior spines of the ilia down to Poupart's ligament.
This feature is brought about by a series of corset steels,

which have been bent, then tempered, and placed in the
corset in the manner shown in the illustration in the
original paper. The corset here described does not depend
upon any extreme degree of snug fitting about the hips

and low-er abdomen to squeeze the underlying tissues and
thus hold up the viscera. Even with the women standing
the lower part of the corset does not have the extreme
close fit as the previously mentioned garment with the
women lying down. The entire hand can be readily

slipped between it and the abdomen, and still the support
factor is accomplished. Xor is it necessary to loosen the
lower string of the corset to put it on, as is requisite

with the other garment; the corset when once adjusted is

taken off and put on without any widening change, and
thus its degree of support is not changing day by day,

as is the case when the strings are constantly being ad-
justed. It has not been found necessary to pad the lower
edge of the corset so as to relieve point pressure on the
anterior superior spines of the ilia or elsewhere. Full
directions for application of the corset are given in the

original paper.

Syphilis Extragenitally Acquired in Early Childhood.
—The various ways in which young children become in-

fected innocently by the virus of syphilis are enumerated
by F. C. Knowles. He mentions particularly, parturition,

circumcision, vaccination, breast feeding, hand feeding,

fondling household utensils, toilet articles, unsterilized

surgical, dental, and electrical appliances, careless and
unclean methods of dressing wounds, and removal of for-

eign bodies. Illustrative cases are given under each head-
ing. Nothing new is presented.

Journal of lite American Medical Association, July 18, 1908.

Disease of the Cerebral Vessels.—W. .\. Jones re-

ports three cases, two of them with post-mortem exam-
ination, of brain disease more or less suggestive of focal

basal or cerebellar lesions. In the two cases examined
post-mortem, there was marked thickening of the arteries

at the base of the brain, irregular with multiple aneurysms
in one, and uniform in the other, with aneurysms of both
vertebral arteries at the level of the first cervical nerve.

The cause of death in the first of these cases was obstruc-

tion of the circulation in the cerebellum and brain-stem

;

in the other, the direct pathologic lesion causing death,

which occurred with rapidly increasing paralysis and rigid-

ity, was not evident, but the most pronounced post-mor-
tem finding, other than the condition of the vessels, was
edema.

Cerebral Inhibition and Motor Function.—H. A.
Tomlinson reports cases and reviews the physiological

facts that seem to him to show that extreme incoordina-

tion of voluntary movement, and even palsy, may result

from simple cerebral inhibition in cases in which there are

no symptoms of organic disease of the nervous system
other than psychic ones. The complexity of function is

such in the human brain that under certain conditions

there may be disintegration of function and disassociation

of the elements of complex motor activities, without lesion

or morphological change in the histologic elements of the

cortex of the brain. In new-born infants he had observed
that when the regular order and sequence of the afferent

impulses in a complex reflex is disturbed or incomplete,

the efferent impulses are inhibited, and then the reflex is

modified. From observations of the insane, he finds that

the progress of degeneration in dementia brings about a

similar state ; so that as the capacity for relation, coordina-

tion, and direction are lost, inhibition becomes dominant.

Thus we have various degrees of inhibition ranging from
incoordination to palsy, usually first in the functions of

prehension and locomotion, and next in the acts of degluti-

tion and articulation. The three cases reported are chosen

as showing the varying degrees in the development of in-

hibition according to the extent of the primary defect in

the nervous organization, and the advance in the progress

of dementia. He locates the defect of function in such

cases as most probably in the cortex of the middle portion

of the frontal lobes, anterior to the precentral fissure, the

region which is first to atrophy in dementia and is least

well developed in the originally defective. In Tomlinson's

experience, inhibition and incoordination occur only in

those cases in which the degeneration is primary and

begins during adolescence. In such individuals the higher

functions of the brain are imperfectly developed, and con-

sequently, whatever lowers vitality may put these func-

tions in abevance and inhibition becomes dominant, just

as in the normal individual unusual and untoward condi-

tions may operate to produce the same result in the unde-

veloped and inexperienced.

Fasting in Tjrphoid Fever.—R. M. Harbin says the
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battleground of treatment of typhoid fever lies in the gas-

trointestinal tract : any vital organs containing pathognomic
lesions of an infectious disease need rest, and our aim should

be to nourish the patient without increasing saprophytosis.

The excessive nitrogenous waste in typhoid fever is not

due, he holds, to the typhoid toxin, but probably to mixed
infections, and emaciation occurs independently of the

amount of food taken and results more rapidly from tox-

emia than from lack of nourishment. Therapeutic fasting

allows an uncomplicated typhoid infection to pursue a

normally mild course without any mixed infection, by
reducing the bacterial content of the intestines. It is the

severe and sthenic cases that are especially amenable to

this treatment. In such cases fasting should be prescribed

for from one to three days, though it is rarely advisable to

continue it through the third day, as the severe symptoms
are usually relieved by that time. In other than sthenic

cases it is not often necessary. If pneumonia intervene,

more liberal diet should be allowed. After fasting for

from twenty-four to forty-eight hours, a very restricted

diet of broths, etc., in prescribed amounts should be given.

Harbin does not favor a milk diet, as no one can tell that

it will not form a curd, which is worse than solid food.

It is less liable to do so when diluted with from two to

five parts of broths, hot water, etc., and may then be

valuable. Gelatin he considers a valuable adjuvant in the

dietary of typhoid ; it adds to the relish of the various

liquids, lessens the nitrogenous waste and prevents hemor-
rhage. He would use it as a routine in all cases, though

in ver)' aggravated diarrheic cases, in which it is not well

tolerated, only in small amounts on alternate days. Fast-

ing and a restricted diet greatly enhance the effect of

hydrotherapy and frequently render the use of antipy-

retic measures needless. In the series of cases which form
the basis of the paper, the low mortality (4.7 per cent,

and only 3.4 per cent, in 144 whites') is ascribed largely to

the dietic management, though many had very inefficient

nursing.

Migraine aji Occupation Neurosis.—G. L. Walton
argues that the common type of migraine, occurring main-

ly in early life, is an occupation neurosis, and he rather

questions the pain being altogether intracranial, a doubt

emphasized by the recent observations of Gushing of the

non-sensitiveness of the dura, the part to which, perhaps,

more than any other, the pain of migraine has been attrib-

uted. He cites here, as illustrating this point, the mus-
cular pain experienced in the back of the neck and "base

of the brain" after long-continued eyework, and which is

relieved by discontinuance of the work. In migraine there

are involved: (l) the visual centers; (2) the centers of

accoinmodation (centers of divergence and convergence

in the frontal region) ; (3) the intrinsic and extrinsic

muscles of the globe, and (4) the muscles outside the

orbit which are called into play in the effort required for

accurate vision, principally the corrugator supercilii and
occipitofrontalis, but also the muscles inserted in the

occipital region, which serve to steady the head. \\'alton

points out the resemblances between the symptomatology

of certain occupation neuroses and migraine and the fact

that they both occur in the same class of neurotic and
sensitively organized individuals, as supporting his theory,

and the paroxysmal pain in some forms of occupation

neurosis strongly suggests that of migraine. Walton does

not recognize the vasomotor theory of migraine as valid

because the vascular symptoms on wdiich it is based are

neither constant nor primary, and furthermore, there is no

necessary connection between dilatation and contraction

of blood vessels and pain. The vomiting is not easily

accounted for by the occupation neurosis theory or any

other, but Walton considers it probably not one of the

essential features, but rather an indirect result appearing

generally only in the young and at the height of the par-

oxysm, representing rather a protective effort on the part

of "Nature, through producing general and special relaxa-

tion. The fact that relief often follows vomiting bears

out this idea. His conclusion is that migraine is an occu-

pation neurosis resulting, in individuals of neurotic hered-

ity, from overuse, or use under the handicap of refractive

error, of the parts (muscular as well as nervous") con-

cerned in vision.

Hemorrhage into the Ventricles.—Ten cases bear-

ing on the question of the correctness of the assertion of

Dejerine, Striimpell, Brissaud and Leube, that convulsions

and rigidity in apoplectic hemiplegia point to the rupture

of the herinorrhage into the ventricles, and also on the

possibility of stinnilation of the axons of the upper motor

neurons when they are separated from their pericaryons,

are reported by A. R. .-Wlen, who summarizes his con-

clusions substantially as follows; (i) Ventricular inunda-

tion in cerebral hemorrhage has no etiologic bearing on

the convulsions or rigidity. (2) Tentatively, and basing

his opinion on the ten cases, he concludes that the convul-

sions and rigidity in apoplectiform hemiplegia are fre-

quently due to involvement of the optic thalamus or corti-

cothalamic sensory fibers, provided, of course, that enough
of the posterior limb of the internal capsule remained

intact to convey the motor impulses. (3) Convulsions and
rigidity in apoplectiform hemiplegia may be caused by a

sudden or rapid increase of intracranial pressure from
cerebral hemorrhage, even if the thalamus and cortico-

thalamic sensory fibers are uninvolved. In this case, also,

there must be a sufficient portion of the internal capsule

left uninjured to convey the motor impulses to the parts

concerned. (4) It is altogether unlikely that pressure or

chemical change acting on the motor axons of the cen-

trum or internal capsule—these axons having been severed

from their pericaryons by the hemorrhage—could exert

a sufficient stimulating action to cause convulsions or

rigidity.

The Lancet, July 11, 1908.

The Necessity for Removal of the Appendix after

Perityphlitic Abscess.—W. H. Battle closes a statisti-

cal and somewhat polemic article with the follow-ing state-

ments : The treatment of perityphlitic abscess is most
safely carried out in two stages : first stage, evacuation of

pus and drainage ; second stage, removal of the appendix.

The statements of those who held that the appendix is

obliterated by suppuration around it are erroneous ; it is

never obliterated but remains the subject of gross disease

which in many instances (20 out of 70) gives rise to a

return of symptoms within a short period after the closure

of the abscess. The lesions found in those cases in which
the appendix has been removed for a return of symptoms
do not dift'er in their character from those found when
it has been removed as a matter of routine without wait-

ing for symptoms. Compared with a series of appendices

removed for recurring attacks, without evidence of sup-

puration, the lesions found after removal following abscess

are more gross and give fewer instances of apparent re-

covery from disease. Removal of the appendix after

closure of the abscess is a safe procedure, and is not fol-

lowed by any weakness of the abdominal wall if done in

the way suggested. Aloreover, operation at an early date

after closure of the abscess enables the surgeon to treat

dangerous adhesions and deal with any pelvic disease

which may complicate the condition.

Sarcomatosis of the Lymphatic Glands.—One case is

described in great detail by W. K. Hunter, whose patient

was a man 38 years old—miner, who died after an illness

of about fourteen months. For a period of one year the

symptoms were entirely those of Hodgkin's disease, though
the glandular involvement was less widespread and more
definitely confined to the cervical region than is customary
in that malady. Nothing suggested that the morbid process

was extending through the gland capsules to the circum-

glandular tissues as was proved to be the case at autopsy.

Moreover there was considerable initial improvement from
the use of arsenic. The author says that there are two
distinct pathological conditions included under the name
Hodgkin's disease. In the one (leukemia) type the his-

tological structure of the enlarged gland is exactly the

same as in lymphatic leukemia

—

i.e. there is a "hyper-

plasia" of the lymphoid elements of the gland. Such
cases might therefore be best regarded as cases of

lymphatic leukemia without increase of lymphocytes in

the blood. In the other type (fibrous type) the change

affects the reticulum of the gland, and as the gland be-

comes more and more fibrous, the lymphoid elements

become less conspicuous, and may ultimately almost en-

tirely disappear. The process is, therefore, not a hyper-

plasia of the lymphoid elements as in the first type, but an

atrophy of these, with a hyperplasia of what are probably

stroma cells (large cells with irregular ragged cell-body

composed of granular protoplasm and w-ith a large, sharply

outlined vesicular nucleus, sometimes round but more
often kidney shaped). It is probable that it is only

in the former or leukemia type that the glandular en-

largement takes on a sarcomatous change. The case rec-

orded by the author was not a lympho-, but a large-celled,

sarcomatosis.
Premonitory Signs of Arteriosclerosis.—.\. S. Gubb

notes that tlie initial manifestations of this affection vary
according to the region in which its impact chances to

fall, kidney, brain, heart, liver, etc. The tendency thereto

is notably influenced by heredity although acquired by
certain habits of life. \\'c may have early migraine, epis-

taxis, baldness, etc. Constitutional symptoms comprise
diminished mentality, energy for work, and power of

concentration. Tendency to fatigue is shown by drawn
features and psychical depression. Small amounts of to-

bacco and alcohol render the patient morbidly irritative.

Irritability of temper is common. Judgment is impaired

and self-control lessened. Headaches are frequent.

Seiisorv disturbances in one form or another are fairly
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common, such as neuralgia, tingling, numbness, slight pa-
resis of the limbs with or without pain. Genuine insomnia
is rare, though sleep is disturbed. Capiello has called at-

tention to a peculiar sensation in the palm of the hand—

a

tingling along the palmar arch—when the radial artery is

compressed sufficientlj' to arrest pulsation. A simple way
of determining the existence of general arteriosclerosis is

the estimation of the "stability"' of the pulse. Under nor-
mal conditions the pulse-rate is eight or ten per minute
higher in the erect than in the recumbent position, and
when observation shows that such is not the case we may,
infer that the blood-pressure is markedly above normal,
while if the ratio be reversed it may be taken as proved
that not only is the arterial pressure unduly high but that
arteriosclerosis has reached the stage of giving rise to
definite organic disease, an assumption which is confirmed
should we find that the heart apex is displaced to the left.

Exaggerated arterial tension with a small, hard, thready
but regular pulse is a recognized sign of confirmed arterio-

sclerosis, but in minor degrees it also constitutes an early
premonitory sign ; indeed, some weighty authorities be-
lieve that actual changes in the arterial walls are preceded
by prolonged exposure to the ill-effects of persistent high
pressure, what Huchard calls the presclerous period, such
hypertension being due to spasmodic contraction of the
arterioles probably dependent on toxic irritation of the
vasomotor system. High arterial tension, it is true, is

commonly associated with chronic renal lesions, but the
presence of the latter by no means excludes the possibility

of the mischief being due to arteriosclerosis ; indeed, the
renal lesion may be, and often is, due to local arterio-

sclerosis. When in addition to an abnormally high blood-
pressure we get some of the other signs just mentioned
there is a strong presumption in favor of the existence of
arteriosclerosis.

British Medical Journal, July i, 1908.

Tincture of Eucalyptus in Hemorrhage.—A. Todd-
White calls attention to the value of this remedy in cases

of hemorrhage. He was sent for to see a patient who had
a tooth extracted three days before, and had had persist-

ent hemorrhage from the socket. The usual remedies
were applied without avail. On the third day tincture of

eucalyptus was applied and the hemorrhage almost imme-
diately ceased. The next day the patient's brother cut

his foot and the hemorrhage was profuse. Having some
of the eucalyptus left he applied it to the wound, and the

hemorrhage immediately stopped. Later the author was
asked to see a case in which persistent hemorrhage fol-

lowed the application of a leech to the gum. The usual

remedies—alum. tr. ferri perchlor., ice, etc.—were tried

unsuccessfully for twelve hours. He applied tincture of

eucalyptus, and the hemorrhage ceased within five minutes
and did not return. It is most useful as a dressing on
lint after circumcision or other minor operations. He is

of opinion that the internal use of calcium chloride com-
bined with the external application of tincture of eucalyptus

will stop any form of hemorrhage.

Tetany in the Adult.—Two cases are recorded by
J. A. Gibb. Case i was that of a woman of 52 years

who was said to have fainted. The author found her with
the usual symptoms, the convulsions being a marked fea-

ture and yielding to the hypodermic use of morphine and
atropine. The patient was seen daily for a week and
gradually improved, but at the end of that time relapsed,

had fresh seizures, and died. Case 2 was that of a woman
over 60 years and addicted to alcohol. She had marked
dilatation of the stomach, and her convulsive seizures

were similar to those in case i, except that she did not

lose consciousness. A fatal result ensued in 48 hours.

The probable cause of tetany in adults is a toxin ab-

sorbed from the alimentary canal. Some quotations are

made from recent literature on the subject.

Congenital Narrowness of the Pyloric Orifice a Cause
of Chronic Gastric Disease in the Adult.—Twelve cases
are summarized by A. E. Maryland. His general conclu-

sions are thus stated: d) There exists an abnormal
condition of the pyloric aperture, probably of congenital
origin, which consists in an undue narrowing of the orifice,

varying anything between 2 and 10 or 12 mm. (2) The
condition is more frequently met with in women than in

men, and the age at which the symptoms first appear
depends upon the narrowness of the aperture and the

general physical or constitutional condition of the patient.

(3) The narrowing leads to a more or less chronic condi-
tion of indigestion, manifested in various forms and often

mistaken for chronic ulceration or chronic gastric catarrh :

that in the early stages relief is afforded by careful and
strict attention to diet, but that any attempt to return to

normal feeding causes a recrudescence of indigestion. The
attacks of gastric discomfort are at first separated by con-

siderable intervals, but these lessen in length as time goes

on. (4) W hen the patient is advanced in life and shows
marked general debility operation will prove of doubtful
value. (5) Barring such considerations as those mentioned
in (3), pyloroplasty or Finney's operation—preferably the
former—should be practised.

The Etiology of Pulmonary Tuberculosis.—In the
Cavendish Lecture for 190S, Sir W. W hitla traverses the

field of recent investigations, touching on the salient

points and summarizing the conclusions. As to the

question of the identity of the human and bovine bacillus

he says that a survey of the general results carries the

conviction that in most if not in all cases the success or

failure of experiments to settle the question is strongly

a question of dosage, though Koch's followers claim that

large doses constitute a violent breach of the natural

powers of resistance of the animal. But it is evident that

this is but giving the question away by stating in another
manner that the tissues of the ox show a greater resistance

to human than to bovine tubercle, a fact conceded by all

authorities—the resistance breaks down in the presence

of a large dose. In conclusion the author suggests that

while we are hardly justified in assuming that phthisis

never occurs from the inhalation of dried sputum-dust or

from the breathing of the spray injected in the act of

coughing, it appears to be conclusively proven that the

alimentary tract is a frequent portal of entry for the

tubercle bacillus, which is able to pass through the intact

mucous membrane of the bowel without producing any
local lesion at the point of entrance : that this event is

especially frequent in children, and that the milk of tuber-

culous cows is the common source in these cases. Prob-

ably at no distant date the contention of Calmette will be

accepted that in the iinmeitse majority of cases pulmonary
tuberculosis is not contracted by inhalation, but, as taught

by von Behring, the germs enter through the intestinal

tract. Future research may e.Kplain how in China, where
the consumption of the milk of bovines is practical!}' nil,

tuberculosis is everywhere prevalent amongst the natives,

Berliner klinische U'ochenschrift. July 6, 1908.

Autopsy in a Case of Adams-Stokes Disease.—
Karcher and SchafFner say that the interest of the

.\dams-Stokes symptom-complex lies in its depend-

ence upon a pathological condition of the auriculo-

ventricular bundle of His which causes a dissociation

of the heart action. They report the case of a man
fifty-eight years old who gave the typical syiiiptonis

of the disease, consisting of bradycardia with dissocia-

tion of the action of the auricles from the ventricles.

During the attacks the radial pulse was thirty-three

per minute, while the jugular pulsations were three or

four times faster. The frequency of the ventricidar

contractions was always an aliquot part of the num-
ber of auricular contractions; exertion during the at-

tack had no effect upon the frequency of the radial

pulse, though the jugular pulsations were markedly in-

creased in number by such influence. The adminis-
tration of digitalis lowered the number of jugular

pulsations quite noticeably, but had no effect what-

ever upon the radial pulse. The autopsy showed
that the heart was hypertrophied and affected by
an interstitial myocarditis. Microscopical examina-
tion showed that the bundle of His was almost com-
pletely changed into connective tissue. Of the twelve

cases in literature giving lesions of the bundle of His

in Adams-Stokes disease, five showed a condition

similar to that observed in the case of the authors'.

Other cases showed different lesions localized in the

same structure, while in a few cases no lesion? of

the His bundle could be discovered in the presence

of the clinical picture of Adams-Stokes disease. The
latter cases, however, are hardly enough to justify a

serious doubt that the syndrome is caused by some
pathological lesion of the auriculoventricular bundle.

Miinchencr medizinisehe U'ochenschrift, July 7, 1908.

Significance of Urobilinuria.—Fischler says that the

appearance of urobilin and urobilinogen in the urine follows

certain well-marked causes and is therefore of interest both

to the scientific worker and to the practitioner who is con-

cerned with the diagnosis and the prognosis of disease.

Urobilinuria appears in many conditions ; this fact, how-
ever, does not diminish its diagnostic value. The source

of the urobilin is the bilirubin of the bile which is re-

duced in the intestines by bacterial action and is then again

sent to the liver, being reabsorbed from the bowels. Nor-

mally the urine contains no urobilin or only very small

traces of it. As soon as the common gall duct is ob-

structed in cases of catarrhal jaundice bilirubin appears in

the urine, though in the beginning of the affection and m
the very chronic cases the urobilin still is present, a con-

dition which still awaits explanation. In certain cases of

liver disease urobilinuria is almost a constant phenomenon,
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as, for exanipk-. in alcoholic cirrliosis. The appearance
of bilirubin in the cases clinically diagnosed as cirrhosis
either shows that some complications are present or that
the diagnosis is wrong. Urobilinuria in the affections of
the liver due to heart disease is frequently present and
is in these cases of serious prognostic import. Pernicious
anemia is almost uniformly accompanied by urobilinuria,

and the pathological appearance of the liver in this dis-

ease well explains this finding. Infections and toxemias,
finally, are often accompanied by urobilinuria, the liver

being very early affected in these conditions. Urobilinuria,
therefore, is due to the disturbances of the usual currents
of the excretions and secretions of the liver, caused by
disease of that organ. Its appearance is of the greatest
significance where the condition of the liver is the im-
portant factor in the prognosis and diagnosis of disease.

Plastic Operations Upon Nerves.—Spitzy says that
in cases of paralysis due to the degeneration of nerves the
peripheral portion of the nerve affected may be sutured
into a slit of a neighboring healthy nerve, "which consti-
tutes the peripheral method of implantation ; or the cen-
tral stump of the healthy nerve may be sutured to the
affected nerve, the latter being thus left in situ, this

being the central method of nerve implantation. The
former method is more advisable if the nerve which is

used to replace the diseased nerve is itself partially af-

fected. The author has performed such operations in

eleven cases of paralysis following anterior poliomyelitis, in

which the peroneal nerve was affected and the tibial nerve
was used to revivify it. Partial or complete success was
attained by these means. Paralysis of Quadriceps extensor
muscle of the thigh was treated in a similar manner by
the use of the obturator nerve but the results have not
been encouraging. Paralyses of upper extremity offer a

very promising field for the plastic operations. Partial
central implantation is the most advisable procedure in

the presence of paralysis of central character. Opera-
tions for such conditions in four cases were rewarded
with good results. The reappearance of function begins
very slowly, the first voluntary movements taking place
several months after the operation; electrical irritability

follows; if sensory functions have been affected, they al-

ways return before the motor functions. The general re-

sults prove that the method ought to be widely applied,

especially in the paralyses met with in orthopedic practice

Deutsche incjicinisclu- Woclicnschrift. July 2. T008.

Differential Diagnosis Between Appendicitis and the
Diseases of the Uterine Adnexa.—Rinne says that
such differential diagnosis is always dilficult and often
impossible. Both anatomically and pathologically the
appendi.x and the uterine adnexa are closely related
to each other, the appendiculoovarian ligament afford-
ing means of communication between the lymph and
blood-vessels of the broad ligament and those of the
cecum and appendi.x. Subjective sytnptoms, therefore,
due to the diseases of one organ may easily give
rise to symptoms in the other set. The site of the
inflammatory tumor, if any is present, is of value in
the differential diagnosis in the early part of the
disease only; the appendicular abscesses are more lat-

eral, and increase in the downward direction, the
pelvic abscesses are placed more deeply in the pelvis
and increase upward. In the latter disease, too, the
uterus may be sensitive on pressure. The history of
former appendicular inflammation on the one hand or
the history of gonorrheal or puerperal infection on
the other are of great value in the diagnosis. The in-
itial pain of peritonitis due to an appendicitis is usu-
ally general in character, or is felt most in the epi-
gastric and the umbilical regions; there is almost
always present a reflex spasm of the overlying muscles,
and meteorism develops late in the historj' of the
attack. Gonorrheal peritonitis due to the disease ot
the adnexa begins with a stormy picture, but very
soon the symptoms become milder in character. Me-
teorism is uniformly present, reflex spasm. of the mus-
cles usually absent. In chronic inflammations the diag-
nosis is still more difficult. It is best, therefore, in
all cases of doubt to act as if appendicitis is present
and to advise operation. Moreover, all right-sided
gynecological inflammations ought to be operated upon
by the abdominal and not by the vaginal route, for
only the former allows the examination of the ap-
pendix, which may be involved.

Experimental Syphilis.—Hoffman. Lohe. and Mulzer
have injected large doses of syphilitic virus into the
testicles of apes and of rabbits. As a result not only
the testicle so treated became inflamed and swollen,
but in addition a cutaneous infiltration made its ap-
pearance at the site of the inoculation; this lesion ap-
peared thirty-three or thirty-four days after the inocu-
lation, and showed a central erosion and a peripheral

limiting wall, licing characteristic of the primary sore
of animals. The expressed secretion of the lesion con-
tained many spirochetes of syphilis. The regional
glands of the ape were markedly swollen. This is the
first instance of a cutaneous lesion of syphilis in the
rabbit, while the effect in the ape is likewise much
more typical than with the usual technique. Experi-
ments arc in progress to find out whether the injec-
tion of the virus into the testicles is the necessary fac-
tor in the production of the cutaneous lesions.

Serum Therapy in Diseases of the Eye.—A. v. Hip-
pel has used the serum prepared by Deutschmann in forty
cases of eye disease. He obtained very good results in

plastic iritis and especially in cases of serpiginous ulcer,

in which the use of the serum obviated the application
of the galvanocautery, if the dosage and the frequency
of the injections of the serum were carefully proportioned
to the severity of the disease. The serum is further of
use in plain serous iritis when not caused by tuberculosis

;

on the other hand it is of no use in infections of the
vitreous body. Over two hundred injections of the serum
have shown the harmlessness of the procedure and the
absence of any local or general reaction. The dosage
ranged between 2 and 4 c.c. used daily or less frequently.
The explanation of the favorable action of this serum is

still to be had, as it is prepared from the blood of animals
fed on various yeasts and not by the usual immunizing in-

jections of toxins.

French and Italian Journals.

Non-Existence of Gravidic Pyelonephritis.—Bazy con-
siders it illogical to speak of pyelonephritis of preg-
nancy, since the pregnancy is not the cause of the pyelo-
nephritis. He believes that the pyelonephritis has gen-
erally existed for some time before it is recognized
and that the pregnancy is not a causal factor in its ex-
istence, but that the occurrence of the two conditions
together is a coincidence. It would be better to say
pyelonephritis occurring in the course of pregnancy.
Pregnant patients suff'er from desire for frequent mic-
turition and pain, and no examination is made of the
urine, the cause being set down as pregnancy. Only
when there is hematuria and fever is any attention
given to the condition. Hence we see pyelonephritis
in an advanced stage of evolution. The pathology of pyelo-

nephritis in the pregnant and non-pregnant woman is

the same and the mechanism of its production is the
same. The author believes that pregnancy favors the
cure of pyelonephritis. He recommends early exam-
ination of the urine of pregnant women and of the

ureters, finding out whether the pollakuria is daily and
nightl}', and placing the patient in bed on diuretic

drinks as a preventive.

—

La Bulletin Medical, May i, 1908.

Surgical Operations and the Value of Ureteral Cathe-
terization in Calculous Anuria.—M. Pavone describes
cases of calculus treated by him. In some of these cases

he was able, by the use of the urethral catheter, to dis-

lodge the calculus, even when anuria had lasted from one
to four days, and the anuria was relieved as soon as the

calculus was removed. In some of these cases he injected

through the ureteral catheter a small amount of cocaine-
adrenalin solution, which caused the spasm of the ureter

to disappear, and this having passed away the calculus

was displaced by the urine. In some of these cases cysto-

scopy showed the urine flowing from both ureters. This
proves that the anuria is reflex from the obstructed kidney
to the opposite ureter. The author advocates the use of
the ureteral catheter in every case of anuria. If there is

found to be calculus, or when there is a cicatricial con-
traction the operative indications are different. The pre-
cise seat of the calculus may also be ascertained in this

way. Nephrotomy arrests the uremia and causes the
removal of the calculus.

—

La Rifornm Mcdica, June 15,

1908.

Treatment of Puerperal Infection with the Lactic
Acid Bacillus.—M. A. Brindeau has made use of a
bcuillnn of the lactic acid bacillus cultures mixed with
sterilized milk sugar, as a remedy for puerperal fever.
The remedy depends on the fact that the streptococcus
will not grow in an acid medium and as the lactic acid
bacillus is nonpathogenic it is used to produce an acid
medium. The Ixiuillon is used for vaginal and uterine
packing and injections, no antiseptic injections being given
either before or after its use. He gives the history of
three cases treated in this way with recovery. The condi-
tion of the vagina and uterus improved rapidly and the
fever was lessened. No bad results were observed and all

three patients recovered. The iuthor advocates further
use of this remedy until a thorough test of its efficiency

has been made.

—

Bulletin de la Societe d'Ohstetrique de
Paris, April 16, 1908.
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Clinical Lectures a>!d Addresses ox Surgery. By C. B.
LocKwooD, Surgeon to St. Bartholomew's Hospital.
London: Henry Frowde, and Hodder and Stoughton,
1907.

I HIS is one of the most recent volumes of the "Oxford
.Medical Publications" ; and, we may add, one of the very
best. The book contains fifteen Lectures and Addresses,
on the following topics: Introduction to the study of
clinical surgery; clinical reasoning; the course of intra-
abdominal inflammation ; on the recognition and man-
agement of intestinal obstruction ; the essentials of a di-
agnosis ; secondary infection of lymphatic glands in ma-
lignant disease of the tongue; carcinoma of the breast,
and its spread into the lymphatics ; varicose veins ; swell-
ings in connection with the scrotum (two lectures) ; ex-
ploratory laparotomy, especially in case of malignant dis-
ease ; fecal leaks and fistula ; the immediate microscopical
diagnosis of tumors during the course of operations; clin-

ical pathology in its relation to diagnosis and treatment

;

and salivary calculi. The whole makes a small volume,
full of good material, well written, and very readable.
The book can be recommended to recent graduates, about
to take up their hospital work or private practice ; it is

also well worth the perusal of older practitioners.

The Prevention of Infectious Diseases. Being the Lane
Lectures delivered at the Cooper Medical College, San
Francisco, in August, 1906, and revised for publication.
By John C. McVail. .M.D.. D.P.H. Camb., F.R.S.E.,
County Medical Officer for Stirlingshire and Dumbar-
tonshire

; Lately Examiner in Medical Jurisprudence and
Public Health in the L'niversity of Edinburgh, and now
in the University of Glasgow; Ex-President of the In-
corporated Society of Medical Officers of Health of
Great Britain, and of the Incorporated Sanitary Associ-
ation of Scotland. London : Macmillan and Co., Lim-
ited, 1907.

This volume consists of a course of lectures on the pre-
vention and control of infectious diseases. The subject is

of the utmost importance, and the author has here put
together the results of an unusually wide experience, as a
Health Officer, in dealing with these diseases and condi-
tions. The first lecture is on Public Health Organization
in Great Britain ; and it contains much that is of value
on the duties of a medical officer of health, his qualifica-

tions, and his relation to and attitude towards the doctors
in his district. The succeeding lectures are on the pre-
vention of the following diseases: Typhus fever, enteric
fever, plague, measles, scarlet fever, diphtheria, smallpox,
and tuberculosis. There are several illustrations, plans,

charts, diagrams, and maps which all help to elucidate
the text. At the end of most of the chapters there is a

leaflet dealing with the prevention of the given disease,

drawn up in simple language, and suitable for distribution.

These lectures are a valuable contribution to medical
study, whether viewed from the standpoint of Practice or
of Hygiene ; and the present work is a worthy successor
to the previous volumes which have been published as The
Lane Lectures. It is the least technical of the whole series,

and appeals to a wider circle of readers than an\' of its

predecessors.

Nervous and Mental Diseases. For Students and Prac-
titioners. By Charles S. Potts, M.D., Professor of
Neurology in the Medico-Chirurgical College of Phila-
delphia; Neurologist to the Philadelphia Hospital; for-
merly Associate in Neurology in the University of
Pennsylvania. Second edition, revised and enlarged.
Illustrated with 133 engravings and 9 plates. Phila-
delphia and New York: Lea & Febiger, 1908.

We are glad to note that this little manual has been
brought up to date in a second edition. Most of the im-
portant advances in neurology that have been made since

the appearance of the first edition have been incorporated,
and the chapter on mental diseases has been rewritten
in conformance with the newer classifications. Many new
illustrations and a number of plates enhance the value of

the work. A scheme for neurological examinations is

another important addition. A thorough examination of
the patient in all cases of nervous disease is of the utmost
importance, and if we might offer a criticism it would
be that the scheme introduced is scarcely adequate. Such
methods of examination are best studied in more com-
plete and fuller works on both nervous and mental dis-

ease, or, perhaps, in some volume devoted solely to this

part of the subject. A great deal of information is, how-
ever, condensed in the book, the size of which has been
augmented to about 550 pages. The further study of

many subjects not fully described in the text is facilitated

by occasional references in footnotes to selected authori-

tative articles, especially those of more recent date. Among

these references it is interesting to note a preponderance
of American and English writers. In such small manuals
covering broad fields even more references to original

works in foreign tongues are frequently valuable. The
busy general practitioner especially will find Dr. Potts'

book convenient and generally reliable.

Nierendiagnostik und Nierenchirurgie. Von Dr. G.

Kapsamer. Two Volumes. Vienna : W'ilhelm Braumiil-
ler, 1907.

Dr. Kapsamer is associated with von Friseh at the hitter's

great surgical clinic for urinary diseases in Vienna, and
the material for these two volumes was gathered from
the records of the Vienna clinics, as well as from the

author's private practice.

The first volume is devoted to renal diagnosis, the sec-

ond to renal surgery. After a brief introduction the

various methods of examining the kidneys are taken up.

In the section on urine analysis the author discusses in

great detail the various new methods of functional renal

diagnosis. Next the methods of separating the urine from
each kidney are considered. Among the functional tests

he favors the phloridzin method, as it gives the most ac-

curate results. LTreteral catheterization is the best method
of separating the urines, while the so-called separators

often fail when they are most needed. Ureteral catheteriza-

tion is neither as difficult nor as dangerous as the sup-

porters of tlie separators would have us believe.

In the next section the relationship of the secretion of
each kidney under various conditions is considered, and
the author gives an elaborate record of animal experi-

ments and of cases which prove that the presence of a
catheter in the ureter on one side stimulates that kidney
to secrete more urine; that there is a reflex effect on the

kidney when the ureteral catheter is introduced. This
effect is usually a mere increase in the amount of water
secreted while the solid constituents remain the same.
The closing section of the first volume deals with the

various functional tests, e.g. the pliloridzin test, etc., as

applied to the separate urines of each kidney. A bibliog-

raphy of 1,827 separate titles closes this volume.
The second volume deals with the following topics of

renal surgery : Tuberculosis, tumors, cysts, stone, pyelitis,

nephritis, and ureteral fistute. An appendix deals with
the behavior of the second kidney after a nephrectomy
and with the question of anesthesia in renal surgery. In

this volume there are inserted the histories of a large

number of cases—a number too large to allow of a perusal

of each case even by special students. Therein lies per-

haps the only fault of the book. The tendency to quote
cases in a systematic treatise has been done to death by
some writers. Case histories are well enough when they

illustrate special points, and then they should be brief.

An elaborate case history diverts the mind of the student
from the original purpose of the book, and a number of

these is wearisome to any reader, no matter how patient.

In speaking of certain types of nephritis accompanied
by hematuria the author declares that there is no such
thing as "essential hematuria." He is right; for this ex-

pression has been too long tolerated in modern renal

we are very ignorant. There may be slight lesions in the

kidneys which appear healthy, but which bleed freely from
time to time.

The work of Kapsamer is destined, no doubt, to become
one of the standard works on renal dia.gnosis. It is a

monument of patience and of minuteness of detail too
great to be grasped at a single reading, and it is probably
the most complete discussion of the problems of renal

diagnosis that has as yet been presented in modern sur-

gical literature.

A Text-Book of Physiological Chemistry. By Olof
Hammarsten, late Professor of Medical and Physio-
logical Chemistry in the University of Upsala. Author-
ized translation from the author's enlarged and revised
sixth German edition. By John A. Mandel, Sc.D.,

Professor of Chemistry in the New York University
and Bellevue Hospital Medical College. New York:
John Wiley & Sons ; London : Chapman & Hall, Lim-
ited, 1908.

Biochemistry is a comparatively new science, at least in

its modern development, and treatises dealing with it are

. not many. This is perhaps ownng to the fact that one of
the earliest works on the subject was this treatise by
Hammarsten which is so comprehensive and so accurate

that other w'orkers find little incentive to enter the same
field. This fifth English from the sixth German edition

is almost a new w-nrk, all of the chapters having been sub-

jected to a comprehensive revision and some of them hav-

ing been entirely rewritten. That five editions of such a

work have been "called for in fifteen years shows not only

that biochemistry is a progressive science but also that it

is one which is attracting a considerably increasing num-
ber of research workers.
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NEW YORK ACADEMY OF MEDICINE.

SECTION" ON CENITOURIN.^RY SURGERY.

Stated Meeting, Held January 15, 1908.

Dr. .Martin \V. Ware i.v the Chair.

Vesical Signs Premonitory of Syphilitic Tabes.—Dr.
V. C. Pedersex presented a patient with vesical symptoms
premonitory of tabes dorsalis. The man was 36 years old,

white, Canadian, married, telegrapher. He had had gonor-
rhea four times, the last attack seventeen years ago. .\bout

the same time a single chancre developed beneath the

foreskin, for which he received treatment with calomel

powder at a drug store for a few weeks. His secondary

symptoms appeared in due course, but the time of their

appearance was uncertain and seemed to have been rather

late. His tertiary lesions seemed to have been developed
early; a slight paralysis of the right hand appeared fifteen

years ago. Dr. Pedersen was of the opinion that this

might have been an occupation neurosis since he was a

telegraph operator. The physical examination revealed a

well-nourished man, slightly anemic, who showed some
staggering with his eyes closed; otherwise there was good
muscular coordination. His pupils reacted sluggishly to light

and accommodation. The muscles of his eyes were nor-

mal in action. In walking with his eyes closed the patient's

muscular sense seemed to be good. There were no ob-

vious signs of syphilis so far as the mucous membrane,
glands, bones, and joints were concerned. Bladder symp-
toms began three years ago and were then marked with
hesitation, occasional obstruction, followed by frequency,

distention, and disability to urinate; the stream frequently

dribbled; there was little tone to the bladder. The urine

at the present time was clear and normal. For a period

of several months (about two years ago) his urine was
regularly drawn with the catheter twice a week. He had
had several crises of pain in the shins. His occupation of

telegrapher had carried him all over the United States,

so that he had been in the hands of competent specialists

in Detroit, Los Angeles, and Seattle. The treatment which
in his experiences had been most beneficial was constitu-

tional treatment of the syphilis with washing the bladder

out twice a week and the use of the electric vibrator.

When first seen by Dr. Pedersen, on December 30, he was
in the midst of an attack of vesical irritation, urinating

only three times by day, but three or four times by night

with hesitation ; the size of the stream varied, and he had
one attack of inability to pass his water, lasting five hours.

He could not urinate at all in the office, so that eight ounces
of normal urine were withdrawn by catheter. Seven days
thereafter the man was in much the same condition ; the

vesical irritation had increased, rectal irritation had ap-

peared, and a moisture at the mouth of the penis. Three
days thereafter all these symptoms had improved, his

nocturnal urination decreasing to two. Three days later

he again had a relapse, so that all his symptoms were ma-
terially worse excepting the hesitation. During the week
preceding this last visit he had had. however, no attacks

of inability to urinate. The treatment that the patient

was now under was active antisyphilitic, with internal

measures, with massage of the prostate, alternating with

deep urethral instillations of weak nitrate of silver.

Dr. George K. Swinburne said he had seen a few cases

of vesical tabes. He recalled one case in which the first

appearance of the tabes was in a progressive and almost

complete impotence.

Dr. Francis C. Edgerton said he had seen a few cases

of beginning tabes with urinary symptoms, and one case in

particular was very interesting. This patient had to get

up at night as a rule to pass his water, and passed it

every two or three hours during the day. One year later

he held his water twelve hours and had no desire to

pass it at all.

Dr. James Pedersen said that these cases of tabes were

very interesting because they were not so very uncom-
mon. He asked if the residual urine had been tested, and

whether indulgence in sexual intercourse in any way
affected his ability to hold his water, or affected his attacks

of retention.

Dr. Victor C. Pedersen replied that the residual urine

had not yet been tested. So far as he was able to judge,

sexual intercourse had no effect.

Dr. James Pedersen said that he had had a tjpical case

in which the man had a hesitancy to start, a tendency

to interrupt the stream of urine, attacks of retention, etc.

The minor points remained to be worked out in the

patient presented. If the patient had a chronic congestion

of the prostate, or a rela.xed prostate, he thought massaging

the prostate with a cold sound, or giving instillations of

silver would aid in the recovery of the patient. He asked

Dr. Pedersen what form of antisyphilitic treatment he used.

Dr. A'ictor C. Pedersen replied that, because of the

anemic condition of the patient, mouth medication had

been employed, but he expected to give the intramuscular

injection treatment soon.

Dr. Martin W. ^^'ARE recalled a publication of Dr.

Squire's on some lesions occurring in spinal nerve condi-

tions, with disturbances of the bladder. It was very im-

portant to find out whether the enlarged prostate was

responsible for the retention and other urinary disturb-

ances or not ; when the patient was beyond the age of

forty years, it was necessary to decide whether the symp-

toms were due to prostatic or spinal lesions. The c}-sto-

scope was one of the readiest and earliest means of

making a diagnosis, especially when one saw those muscu-

lar bundles in the bladder. When one found bladder reten-

tion, or difficulty in voiding the urine, or emptying the

bladder completely in young men about 40, a good thing

to do was to take the cystoscope and attempt to find

these trabecule. This would show whether or not the

case was of spinal origin. He reported a case that he

had under observation, a young man who sought aid

in a c\ty hospital for pains of his right side : he was

operated upon for a supposed appendicitis. At that time

he had bladder disturbances. The operation was success-

ful, but he still had his bladder disturbances, and came to

the Mount Sinai Hospital complaining of pain. His urine

was clear. He was thirty-eight years old. At times he

had incontinence, and sometimes he could not void a single

drop of urine. Nothing pathological was found in his

urine. The cystoscopic examination revealed a trabeculat-

ed bladder and no prostatic enlargement. Further exami-

nation revealed ankle clonus, increased reflexes, etc., and

a neurologist confirmed the diagnosis. There were nys-

tagmus, tremor, and a complete picture of multiple

sclerosis.

Dr. Victor C. Pederse.n said that if the patient had not

shown so many signs of tabes he would have performed

cystoscopy. He believed one should be a little careful

about these systoscopic examinations when one could

promise the patient nothing more than a confirmation of

an already established diagnosis. For the same reason

he doubted the wisdom of passing a sound unless the blad-

der was subsequently irrigated. The urine now nas abso-

lutely clear. The sexual history no doubt accounted

in part for the irritability of the bladder; there was no

doubt some prostatic congestion. Nevertheless, the pres-

ence of the typical early signs of tabes made him believe

there was a predominating syphilitic deposit in the spinal

cord. The first symptoms might be cardiac, pulmonary,

ocular, or referable to the lower extremities, or rectal

or bladder, together or alone, or gastric. Subsequently

one found the sensory disturbances in the lower extremi-
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ties. He believed that tlie diagnosis in this case was cor-

rect beyond reasonable donbt.

A Case of Postoperative Enuresis After Prostatic

Abscess.—Dr. V. C. Pedersen presented a patient suffering

from dribbling after operation for abscess of the prostate.

The patient was an American, white, 30 years old, married,

laborer. He had had gonorrhea twice, the first time eleven

years ago, the last time live years ago. Abscess of the

prostate appeared to have developed long after this attack

;

for this he underwent operation in January, 1907. His

first urine was now clear and at times shreddy. His sec-

ond urine was clear. His sexual habits had always been

active and rather excessive in and out of married life. His

trouble dated back one year, to the time of the operation.

The lesion appeared to be a lack of control of the neck

of the bladder following an operation for drainage for

abscess of the prostate. He had been treated by physicians

privately and in dispensaries all over the city during the

past year, with practically all known methods, sounds,

instillations, and irrigations, e.xcepting perhaps electricity.

Pain was present, moderate and intermittent. The course

of his condition appeared to be stationary. By day his

urine dribbled constantly if standing, but less if sitting.

By night he was able to hold his urine for a few hours.

He was obliged to wear a rubber bag by day. All the

methods of treatment adopted had failed. Operation had

not been recommended. When examined by the urethro-

scope the patient seemed to have an open mouth of the

bladder, which did not close very well over the end of

the tube, a lumen being left, apparently the size of a

straw. It was only after the urethroscope had been with-

drawn a considerable distance that this lumen disappeared,

and the mucous membrane closed normally over the instru-

ment. In the deep urethra urine mounted up into the in-

strument almost constantly. A mucoid discharge was also

present. This cystoscopic examination was negative, ex-

cept that the floor of the bladder was slightly pocketed and

the neck of the bladder by retrospection was reddened.

Rectal touch seemed to show an abscess cavity filled with

cicatrix in the left part of the gland. On the right side

there seemed to be left some prostatic tissue. The case

was presented, not in criticism of the operation or its

result, but in order to bring out suggestions for treat-

ment.

Dr. Francis C. Edgerton asked Dr. Pedersen if a

prostatectomy had been performed. All were familiar

with the fact that, following this operation, dribbling of

urine frequently followed. In a number of cases where

prostatectomy had been performed, many times the

patients would have erections, but with no emission. There

was no seminal fluid.

Dr. A. A. Berg asked Dr. Pedersen how soon after the

operation the enuresis developed.

Dr. Pedersen replied, right away. Since his discharge

from the hospital he could not hold his water and he

returned to see somebody regarding it. So far as the

history went, this incontinence developed immediately.

Prostatic tissue was there, but the prostate was extensively

destroyed.

Dr. A. A. Berg said that, with regard to prostatectomy

having been done in this case, he did not see what could

have prompted such a procedure, and, therefore, he was

inclined to the view that it was not done. It seemed

to him that an abscess of the prostate, with considerable

sloughing, might influence the muscles of the bladder,

as traumatism and infection might influence muscles else-

where, and so result in incontinence. He recalled the case

of a child who fell on a beam and sustained a laceration

of the membranous urethra with extravasation of urine

in the perineum, .^n extensive perineal slough or phleg-

mon developed, and. following this, the boy had inconti-

nence for about three years. Then complete continence of

urine was established. He thought that accompanying a

phlegmonous inflammation of the prostate there was
possible a disturbance of innervation which might result in

a temporary incontinence of urine, and from which recov-

ery might occur spontaneously.

Dr. A. V. MosCHCovi'iTz asked Dr. Pedersen if. from
the nature of the scar in the perineum, he could express

an opinion as to what operation was done. This might

e.xplain the incontinence of urine. A wide incision and
division of llie various nerves, perhaps on both sides, go-

ing to the extrinsic muscles, might have much to do
with the incontinence of urine. He had seen some cases

following perineal prostatectomy. It was not clear to

him in perineal prostatectomy that the incontinence of
urine was ever due to the removal of the prostate, in

the cases in which it did occur it was due to interference

with the nerve supply.

Dr. William C. Lusk asked if Dr. Pedersen had used

the urethroscope in this case. He said that the inconti-

nence was probably due to impairment of the constrictor

urethral muscles rather than to nerve interference, since

the nerve trunks were in close relation with the rami, and
therefore pretty well protected.

Dr Pedersen replied that he had, and had found a
bladder zone three-quarters of an inch long of cicatricial

deformity. After passing that zone he found the urethra

behaved normally and closed down over the urethroscope.

This zone was far back in the neck of the bladder and
was made up of a cicatricial deformity. The dense

cicatrix occupied, it seemed to him, the region of the mem
branous urethra and region of the prostate. He thought

that there was some prostatic tissue present, especially

on the right side. ?Ie had asked the patient to urinate.

He stood up and passed eight, ten, or twelve ounces and

in a good, forcible stream. Four times he interrupted

the flow absolutely, shutting it off suddenly and com-
pletely. He said that when sitting he could hold his

water indefinitely, but when walking it dribbled. When
Dr. Pedersen asked why lie shut off his urine, he replied

that he had been so instructed in order to cultivate the

neck of the bladder. He ventured to suggest that the

man could hold his urine better tlian he thouglit he could.

He believed that if this man was compelled to work
and told to pass his urine every two or three hours, he

would be able to work, and work better than Jiow.

Dr. V. C. Pedersen said that, with regard to the post-

operative enuresis case, he obtained the diagnosis from
the patient himself. The form of the scar was irregular,

and therefore he could not answer Dr. Moschcowitz's

question. The amount of cicatrix present indicated that

there had been an inflammatory process. The patient also

told him that the doctor said he had an abscess of the

left part of the gland and what seemed to him to be the

remnants of the prostate, which were chiefly on the right

side.

A Case of Urethral Calculus.—Dr. George K. Swin-

burne presented this report and specimen. The speci-

men was of interest because the patient declared that until

two weeks before he appeared at the dispensary he had

never had any symptoms. He then had a sudden sharp

pain while urinating and stoppage of the stream and bleed-

ing. He was twenty-three years old and came to the dis-

pensary the latter part of last winter or early spring.

He suft'ered during the two weeks a great deal of pain

and passed his urine only with difficulty. He had con-

sulted several physicians, but apparently the correct diag-

nosis had not been made until he came to the dispensary.

The calculus could be palpated just behind the penoscrotal

angle as a lump in the urethral canal. Under cocaine

Dr. Swinburne attempted to remove it with the urethral

forceps, but they only slipped off when traction was made.

He was then admitted to the Williamsburg Hospital and,

througli the courtesy of Dr. Muren, Dr. Swinburne was

invited to operate. When the patient was under ether
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he again attempted to remove the calculus with the ure-

thral forceps, but without success. So the urethra was

opened in the perineum, and with a pair of artery forceps

passed forward in the wound the calculus was grasped

and readily removed. From its shape it would seem that

it must have lodged in the posterior urethra for a long

period of time, and there was a groove along either side

of the calculus as if made by the stream of urine. The

patient made a quick recovery, and he only saw him at

the dispensary once afterward, and then lost sight of him.

Dr. Swinburne said he would like to have made an exam-

ination of his posterior urethra and bladder, but the pa-

tient never returned for it.

Dr. Martin W. Ware reported the case of a patient

with a vesical calculus. Stone was removed by suprapubic

incision. The patient later experienced great bladder ir-

ritability and incontinence, and one day all the symptoms

abated. In the urine that he passed was found a stone

of the same diameter and as large as the one shown by

Dr. Swinburne, as well as a number of small ones. In

regard to Dr. Pedersen's question, he thought it was not

necessary to have a stricture present in order to have a

stone lodge in the urethra, and he knew of one case that

bore out this contention. A man complained of difficult

urination, dribbling, etc. He had a discharge present, but

its venereal origin was dispelled because there were no

gonococci. A hard mass was found in the pendulous por-

tion of the urethra. Under cocaine anesthesia the stone

was removed. There was no stricture in this case. The

peculiar thing about this case, however, was that he after-

wards developed a dense stricture. At the time he had

no stricture at all. The stone became impacted because

there was edema about it. The patient afterwards de-

veloped a keloid. A resection was done with an end-to-end

anastomosis of the walls. Three years later he examined

the canal and found it absolutely normal and a patent

urethra which admitted a 30 French sound. Dr. Ware's point

was that he did not think that it was necessary that a

stricture should exist in order that a stone might lodge

in the urethra. It might occur because of the obstruc-

tion caused by the edema.

Dr. George K. Swinburne said that this patient had no

stricture. The stone had lodged at the normal narrowing

of the canal. The urethra was large etiough for the stone

to come through, but it lodged because the edema pre-

vented its passing through. He passed a 28 urethroscope

down upon it in the hopes that perhaps he could bring it

through, making a channel for it. That did not succeed.

The edema of the tissues held the stone where it had be-

come lodged.

Dr. Martin W. Ware asked if anyone had had experi-

ence with injecting the urethral canal to distend it with

paraffin oil, then attempting to massage wliile compressing

the meatus, or asking the patient to pass his urine, depend-

ing upon the vis a tergo.

Dr. George K. Swinburne replied that he had injected

into the urethral canal castor oil and tried to massage the

stone out. He recently had in his office a patient with a

urethral calclus. This had occurred the second time. The
first time he was able to remove it by forceps. This sec-

ond time he could grasp it with the ordinary forceps, and

he bit into it and then tried to irrigate the pieces out. He
was told to return the next day, but the man never re-

turned.

Case of Subcapsular Uronephrosis.—Dr. A. .A. Berg
presented a kidney showing an interesting but peculiar

feature, and for which he wished the Section to give the

proper name. The patient from whom it was removed

was a child ten months old, who was admitted to the pedi-

atric service of the hospital last summer with the follow-

ing history : Tlie child was born healthy and had been

perfectly well during the first few months of its life. The

photograph of the baby when about three months old

showed him to be the picture of health. When about six

months old the mother noticed that the child was gradually

failing. After a bath one day the mother noticed a lump

in the right side of the abdomen. This lump increased in

size and the child became very peevish. He continued to

lose in weight. There were no urinary disturbances. The

child had had no febrile disease and had not been sick prior

to this time. It was the loss in weight and the peevish

condition of the baby that prompted the mother to bring

the child to the hospital. This w-as between the eighth and

ninth months. The physical examination revealed a healthy

child, with absolutely normal urine, but occupying the right

side of the abdomen and extending into the loin was a

large tumor the size of the child's head; a characteristic

renal tumor. There was a deep sense of fluctuation. The

baby was kept under observation for some weeks. No
changes were noted in the blood examination, and there

were no changes in the urine. The size of the tumor

gradually increased, and the weight of the child gradu-

ally diminished. Dr. Berg was asked to see the child for

two reasons, first to determine the nature of the tumor,

and, second, to suggest some method for relief. Upon as-

pirating the tumor perfectly clear fluid was obtained,

which proved to be normal virine. He took it that they

were dealing with a congenital hydronephrosis. The pres-

ence of this tumor was the cause of the physical condition

of the child. Therefore, he proposed an exploratory oper-

ation, exposing the tumor and perhaps removing it. Ex-

posure of the tumor by the usual route through a trans-

verse incision was done and he cut down upon the sac. A
trocar evacuated 16 ourices of perfectly clear urine. It

appeared to him as if the sac represented the remains of

the kidney. Thereupon he proceeded to an immediate re-

moval of the sac. The adhesions were dense, making its

exsection difficult. The peritoneum was stripped from the

anterior aspect of the tumor, and the latter was removed

with practically no loss of blood in twelve minutes. He
found that he had to do with a large sac. Upon opening

this sac he found inside of it a perfectly good kidney. Sec-

tion of the kidney revealed a much dilated pelvis. The
ureter was kinked in passing through the thickened sac. A
fistula led from the pelvis of the kidney through its cortical

substance to a cavity beneath its fibrous capsule. He con-

sidered, therefore, that he had to do with a congenital

hydronephrosis, which for some reason, to which the child's

history gave no clue, communicated through the fistula

in the cortex with the subcapsular space of the kidney.

The urine gradually accumulated beneath the capsule, be-

cause the outlet of the pelves through the ureter was com-

pressed. As the accumulation increased it stripped the

fibrous capsule from the kidney and thus formed a large

urinary sac, the outer wall of which was formed by fibrous

capsule of the kidney and the inner wall by its cortical

substance. The child died twelve hours after the opera-

tion. The post mortem revealed an atrophic kidney of

the left side and an abnormal implantation of the ureter

in the bladder. It seemed to be a congenital hydrone-

phrosis which penetrated through the cortex ; the capsule

proper of the kidney was so dilated that it held eighteen

ounces of urine. \\'hat the cause for the deterioration of

the child was he could not state. There were no urinary

disturbances at all. Tlie case was certainly a unique one

in the literature.

Prevesical Abscess.—Dr. Eugene H. Eising read this

paper. He said that in 1856 Retzius presented to the

Academy at Stockholm the first detailed description of

this space, indicating at the same time the surgical im-

portance of that region. The prevesical space was one

peculiarly designed for its special function. Its contents

were a mass of loosely reticulated connective tissue en-

closing masses of soft fat ; there were few blood-vessels

and some lymphatic glands. The boundaries of this space

were in part fixed and in part flexible, which, together
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with its soft contents, permitted of the distPnsibility of

the bladder. The surgical features of this region were

dependent upon the arrangement of the fascia; contribut-

ing to its formation. After describing the anatomy of

this part in detail he said that the present conception

showed a marked deviation from the original one of

Retzius, describing three spaces instead of one, the prc-

fascial or retromuscular, the prevesical, and the preperi-

toneal. These he illustrated by diagram on the black-

board. His description was not only academic, but found

its practical application both in an intelligent interpreta-

tion of the etiology of infections of this region and in

their treatment. The obscure etiology of prevesical infec-

tion had led many observers to overlook the initial causes

and to consider many of the cases to be idiopathic in or-

igin. It seemed probable, how-ever, that prevesical sup-

puration was rarely if ever idiopathic. Honscll adopted

the classification of Englisch, who divided these infec-

tions into idiopathic, traumatic, metastatic, and secondary.

Dr. Eising considers, however, that for all purposes a di-

vision into two classes, primary and secondary, was all-

sufficient. The cases hitherto reported as metastatic have

been post-typhoidal. Infection of the prevesical space from

traumatic causes included all those cases resulting from

infection from external or internal injury, directly or in-

directly applied, and found no place in this discussion.

Eliminating those of traumatic origin, a study of the re-

ported cases of prevesical abscesses revealed the fact that

the great majority of cases bore a distinct relation

to foregoing inflammations and must, therefore, be consid-

ered as secondary. The most prolific cause of suppura-

tion in the prevesical space was inflammatory conditions

of the urethra, prostate, and bladder. Other causes were

inflammation of the abdominal wall and subperitoneal tis-

sues, suppurations in the pelvis, etc. In the female in-

fection might emanate from diseased internal genital or-

gans and in children more especially from the intestine.

He then reported a case in detail, which was important be-

cause it deserved mention among the list of cases to be

mentioned and because certain clinical features had been

studied which had been neglected in other cases. The in-

fection in this case emanated from an infectious nidus

in the prostate, excited by catheterization and carried by

the lymphatics to the anterior vesical lymph glands. The
cases in the literature divided themselves into the following

etiological groups: l. Infection from the urethra and pros-

tate. 2. Direct infection by perforation of anterior bladder

wall. 3. Infection from tuberculous adenitis in the vicin-

ity. 4. Infection from the female genital organs. 5. From
osteomyelitis of the pubis. 6. Infection from the intestinal

tract, including that from the appendix. The symptoms
were divided into two groups, the prodromal and the tu-

mor formation. Honsell said that no prodromal period ex-

isted, some cases beginning with tumors and in others death

might supervene before that event. One case occurred at the

age of si-xteen months and another at nine years. Tlie

condition was more frequent in the male. In consequence

of the fact that the prevesical space was prac-

tically always, except in traumatic cases, secondarily

invaded, there must precede a group of symptoms refer-

able to the primary lesion. From the time the prevesical

space became invaded there was a similarity of symptoms.

Pain was the predominant symptom ; it was not necessarily

severe, but was difficult to locate in the milder cases.

There was some tenderness, which became marked only

with the appearance of the tumor. The patient stooped

forward in standing or walking in order to prevent con-

traction of the abdominal muscles. The tumor miglit ap-

pear early, but usually appeared late, and was usu-

ally in the median line, but might be somewhat to either

side. It was rarely globular and appeared above the brira

of the pelvis; later its lines became more difi'used and

at a still later period might no longer be globular, but

gave the impression of a board-like hardness lo the lower

part of the abdominal wall. Fluctuation, if it occurred at

all, WaS late and only after the abscess had perforated

into the prefascial space, producing an abscess en bisac.

There might be no urinary symptoms unless the bladder

became secondarily involved. The constitutional symp-

toms were variable. The bacteriology of prevesical ab-

scess had not been satisfactorily investigated. .\ remark-

able issue of these prevesical inflammatory tumors was

their spontaneous resolution. The usual termination, how-

ever, was by suppuration, which, if not relieved by in-

cision, ruptured spontaneously. A most unfortunate ter-

mination was by perforation into the peritoneal cavity,

which had been observed ten times. Rupture into the

bladder and rectum had been observed.

Dr. WiLLi.\M C. Lusic said that he understood the rectus

to be attached to the upper border of the crest of the

pubes and to the pubic spine. To the front of the pubic

bone was attached the pyramidalis muscle, so that the

rectus lay against the transversalis fascia. There was no

space there at all. With the finger pushed over the crest

of the pubis from within the rectus sheath, instead of en-

countering an attachment of the transversalis fascia to the

bone at this situation this fascia receded upward with the

bladder and the finger passed unobstructedly into the pre-

vesical space. The two spaces did not communicate. For

drainage or diagnostic purposes, therefore, entrance into

the lower portion of the rectus sheath, retraction of the

muscle outwards, and blunt pressure over the crest of the

pubis, would open into the prevesical space. If it was de-

sired, in addition, to make a dependent drainage opening

into the space of one side, there existed an easy anatomical

approach by cutting along the lower margin of the gluteus

maximus muscle, splitting the levator ani and fascia cover-

ing it down to the rectal sheath, then passing the finger

in this plane of cleavage out to the spine of the ischium

over which bony point direct forward pressure would tear

through some fascial attachments and enter the .sought-for

compartment.

Dr. A. A. Berc said he was sorry to differ with Dr.

Lusk, but he had seen a layer of fascia behind the pubis

and attached there. He had seen also almost the same

picture that Dr. Eising had demonstrated on the black-

board. The prognosis in these cases differed somewhat

according as to wlielher the infection was from the intes-

tines or from broken-down glands. But if it was an or-

dinary staphylococcus infection it took the course of other

abscesses.

Dr. George K. Swinburne said he had met with infec-

tions in the space of Retzius, but recalled a case told him

by a prominent surgeon, a gonorrheal infection of this

space, with a typical abscess exactly as Dr. Eising had

described. The tumor mass was above the pubis. He cut

down upon it and found it to be an abscess and not a

tumor, as he first supposed it to be. The man had not

had gonorrhea for at least three years. Of course, if there

had been an infection of the deep urethra or prostate, gon-

orrhea would have been at once thought of. But this

was a curious and interesting case.

Dr. V. C. Pedersen asked Dr. Eising if in the five or six

cases on record in the literature as having disappeared

spontaneously the diagnosis was made by mere palpation,

or was aspiration done. He doubted whether a fully

formed abscess could resolve spontaneously, as there was

so much of a tendency to rupture. Edema and uifiltra-

tion such as followed infections might lead to the diag-

nosis of an abscess without pus being present, unless

aspiration were practised. With regard to the eti-

ology he said he did not remember Dr. Eising

mentioning infections of the urachus. When he was

in the New York Hospital he remembered Dr. Weir

operating upon an abscess of unknown origin. After

the abscess was evacuated he found the man had a par-
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tially patent uruchiis, the abscess being situated high in

the preperitoneal space. After the abscess was evacuated

the man made an uneventful recovery.

Dr. Martin \V. Wake said that he was reminded of a

case of like nature to the one reported by the secretary.

Dr. Pedersen. The abscess had nothing in common with

the pericystitis. The abscess was situated higher up.

Dr. Ware recalled the case reported by Dr. Eising ; the in-

fection was the result of instrumentation. This young

man was admitted to the hospital with no discharge. At

first he had pain in his abdomen, and two days later

he developed retention. Once or twice the urine became

cloudy, and there was frequent and painful micturition.

When admitted to the hospital there was no gonorrheal

infection whatever. The cystoscopic examination revealed

a peculiar ulcer and an intense injection of the vessels.

This was promptly relieved by instillation of silver. Other

symptoms then set in and with the cystoscope there was

shown edema of the anterior bladder wall. Edema
bullosum was not pathognomonic of pericystitis. This might

appear in any inflammatory condition of the bladder.

Gynecologists could draw upon this in diagnosticating pe-

culiar positions of the uterus. With regard to Dr. Lusk's

remarks, differing with Waldeyer's, Dr. Ware said he took

issue. At times in the lining he had seen these fascial

layers as definitely marked as demonstrated on the black-

board. As to draining from a dependent point, that of

course would seem to be the correct thing to do, but

where there was a tendency of the abscess to point above

it ought to be incised there. This case was of glandular

origin, which in turn infected the cellular spaces. A cel-

lulitis pure and simple could not always be traced. It

was often traceable to the glands. It was the French who

drew attention in a recent discussion of prostatic abscess to

the fact that prevesical abscesses developed from per-

forated prostatic abscess.

Dr. WiLLiAJi C. LusK said he did not wish to be mis-

understood. Drainage should unquestionably be made

where the abscess pointed. The idea he intended to con-

vey was that the route mentioned for dependent drain-

age was an anatomical approach to the space and could be

utilized for making a counter opening if desired.

Dr. Eising closed the discussion. Prevesical abscesses

might open spontaneously below in the perineum and some

burst into the rectum. With regard to the resolution of

the abscess, in answer to Dr. Pedersen's remarks he said

he did not know whether the abscess had been aspirated

in any of the cases reported .in the literature, as no men-

tion was made of that fact. He believed, however, that

in those cases followed by spontaneous resolution there

was no pus formation, and the tumor represented inflam-

matory thickening, which in this region occurred to an

unusual degree.

NEW YORK ACADEMY OF MEDICINE.

SECTION ON PEDI.^TRICS.

Slated Meeting, Held March 12, 1908.

Dr. Godfrey R. Pisek in the Chair.

Demonstration of Dr. Fowler's Suction Bell Pump.

—

Dr. Edmund P. Fowler presented an ear apparatus com-

bined with suction. The general opinion was that the

ordinary ear douche did not properly douche this organ,

and the device he presented could be used in adults as

well as in children. There was a glass bell which fitted

around the ear snugly ; in the center of this was a little

tube to which was attached a fountain syringe. No mat-

ter how the child might struggle the apparatus could be

held readily in place. He said he had had seven mastoid

cases which apparently would have gone to operation, but

were aborted by the use of this apparatus. The success

was due in part to the local hyperemia produced. This

differed somewhat from the Bier method of local hyper-

emia, in which the whole head was rendered hyperemia

by means of the band about the throat. The apparatus

sucked the pus to the surface and the douche washed it

away. The manometer connected to the fountain syringe,

which was placed one foot above the ear, registered 22

mm. of mercury ; if placed two feet above, it then regis-

tered between 44 and 45 mm. No dizziness was experi-

enced in using this instrument, such as was complained

of when the ordinary hand bulbs were employed. The

main feature ascribed to this apparatus was the efficiency

of the drainage of the pus cavity in the ear, one of the

most difficult things to accomplish in aural surgery to-day.

Amaurotic Family Idiocy.—Dr. Charles HERR^L\N

presented a baby, fourteen months of age. The parents

were Hebrews, and there was no history of nervous or

mental disease in the family. The labor was instrumental,

and the child was born cyanotic, remaining so for some

time. The mother noticed that the baby could not move

its arms and legs and did not notice objects. When seven

months old the child had convulsions, and there occurred

a specially severe one at the age of thirteen months. The

patient was almost blind. The head could not be held up,

and there was the characteristic cherry red center in the

optic disk. The legs were spastic at times. There was

present an umbilical hernia and the testes had not de-

scended. There was an optic atrophy. There were no

other children in the family.

Dr. S.-vra Welt-K.\kels presented a baby eighteen

months old. The parents were not related. There had

been five children and it was interesting to note that two

had died of the same disease. There was no tuberculosis

or lues in the family. The reflexes were increased, sight

was diminished, and there were the characteristic changes

in the macula and optic atrophy. The speaker did not be-

lieve that the changes in the macula were generally un-

derstood. In regard to the pathology of the disease it

had been shown that there was a degeneration of the

ganglionic cells, and the layer of ganglionic cells in the

retina was comparatively thick, containing from eiglit to

ten. In the fovea the strata were thin, hence the red color

shone through.

The Eye in Amaurotic Family Idiocy.—Dr. Cohen
presented an eye that had been removed from a patient

with amaurotic family idiocy two hours after death, and

which he had preserved in INIiiller's fluid. There was

shown the marked atrophy of the optic nerve, and dila-

tation of the veins and contraction of the arteries. The

bright cherry red spot was well shown in the macula.

Dr. Henry Hei.man discussed these cases.

Case of Dextrocardia.—Dr. Sidney V. Haas presented

a baby, seven weeks old, who was brought to the clinic

because of a gastroenteritis. In making the routine ex-

amination the heart was found to be on the right side,

but none of the other organs appeared to be transposed.

When the baby cried, he became blue. There was a

marked systolic murmur heard over the cardiac area.

Dr. Godfrey R. Pisek reported a similar case which

had existed for eight years before becoming known. He
thought it very strange that such a condition could exist

so long before discovery.

Dr. W.\rd Brv.\nt Hoag reported the case of a man,

twenty-five or thirty years old. who never realized that

anything was wrong with his heart. A pain, supposed to

have been pleurodynia, necessitated an examination of

the chest, when the heart was found to be on the right

side.

Dr. Herman Schwarz believed dextrocardia to be a

rare condition without a transposition of other viscera.

The transposition of the heart, viscera, and vessels seemed

to go together.

A Case of Lymphangiectasis.—Dr. Henry Heiman
presented a baby, eight months old, who had a normal

birth. When three months old, a retropharyngeal abscess
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was incised and the wound healed in two weeks. The
present illness dated back two weeks when a swell-

ing appeared over the left clavicle, which remained sta-

tionary. The child was very restless and peevish, but

there was no fever. He believed this to be a case of

lymphangiectasis, due to some obstruction to the lymphatic

circulation. It was to be differentiated from cold abscess,

gumma, diffuse lipoma, hernia of the lung, hematoma, and
from an aneurysm. By exclusion of these he determined

that it was a case of lymphangiectasis. The fluid aspir-

ated was a glairy coagulated fluid.

A Case of Hydrocephalus.—Dr. Montgo.merv Hunt
SiCARD presented a baby born of Hebrew parents. When
six weeks old the head appeared to enlarge and convul-

sions were quite common. The bisauricular diameter now
was fifteen inches, and the head had a circumference of

twenty and three-quarter inches. The enlargement was
chiefly upwards. The cranial bones were very much sep-

arated. There was a nystagmus as well as a strabismus.

Treatment of Clubfoot.—Dr. Regin.\ld H. S.wre be-

lieved that congenital clubfoot could be treated success-

fully without resorting to tenotomy, if taken early enough

;

in early life the bones and other tissues were pliable and

amenable to dressings applied after pushing the ex-

tremity into its normal position. Dr. Sayre presented a

patient to demonstrate the application of such an ap-

paratus.

Volkmann's Ischemic Paralysis.—Dr. Recin.\ld H.

Savre said that in 1875 Volkmann first drew attention to

this condition. After too tight bandaging, as after frac-

tures, such a paralysis might occur. Ha constriction was

kept on a limb for five or seven hours, the muscles became

like boards, bulls might develop, and paresthesia. H the

constriction was not removed at the end of this time re-

generation of the muscle cells would not occur. The
majority of the cases reported were of the upper extrem-

ity. It was necessary to distinguish these cases of ischemic

paralysis from hemiplegia and from ulnar nerve paralysis

resulting from injury or disease. Dr. Sayre presented a

child with a fractured forearm. This member was kept

in a splint for seven weeks and with this resulting para-

lysis. Such deformities came on in a few weeks ; whereas

paralysis from cerebral causes or from injury of the

ulnar nerve appeared after a much longer time. The de-

formity consisted chiefly in contraction of the flexors of

the hand ; the flexors of the fingers were not concerned.

In the way of treatment Jones of Liverpool had sug-

gested bending the hand well back forcibly, placing it

then in a position of hyperextension and applying a prop-

erly prepared splint. This had been the method em-
ployed in the treatment of the girl he presented. He had

treated her in this manner for six months, and it would

probably require six months more before she could get

her hand under normal control. The blueness of the

fingers had nearly disappeared, and sensation was much
improved. The bog over the annular ligament had im-

proved a great deal. It should be borne in mind that they

were dealing with an altered condition of the muscles

;

they atrophied and became fibrous cords ; the muscles be-

came more or less disintegrated. One stretching would

rot suffice ; one had to work little by little, and day after

day, in order to revitalize the parts and cause a restora-

tion of muscle belly. It was not a case of muscle nerve

paralysis, but of muscle destruction.

Dr. Herman Schwarz did not believe that pressure

alone caused this form of paralysis. Many of these cases

reported were not instances of Volkmann's ischemic paral-

ysis but pressure necrosis. He recalled a case of ischemic

paralysis in which good results followed shortening the

bones. He believed Jones's operation a better method of

treatment.

Dr. S.WRE said that Powers, Bernays, and anotlier man,

whose name he could not recall, had written much on

this subject in America, while Lorenz, Lesser, and Volk-

mann had written e.xtensive articles abroad, and all agreed

that it was a most intractable condition to cure or even

improve. In most of the cases reported tendon elongation

or bone shortening was the method employed. These

cases resulted from improperly applied dressings as a rule.

A Case of Anterior Poliomyelitis.—Dr. Dennett
presented a child who had a typical attack of this dis-

ease last August, with paralysis of all four extremities

and of the neck muscles. The paralysis of the four ex-

tremities improved markedly, but there was practically no
improvement in the abdominal muscles above the um-
bilicus. All that the patient now presented was this para-

lysis of the upper abdominal muscles.

A Case of Scrofuloderma.—Dr. Charles Herrma.'*

presented a child with peculiar congenital deformities of

the hands and feet, asymmetrical palate, deformity of the

nose, this peculiar condition of the skin, etc. There was
some doubt as to the diagnosis of scrofuloderma, although

Dr. Fo.x had made it. The deeper tissues of the skin

were involved, and scars were left. The color of the

lesions was a rather characteristic livid red. The lesions

were not painful. They were circumscribed. Dr. Schwarz
believed the tuberculin test should be made. There was
no specific or tuberculous history. This skin condition

existed at birth. Scrofuloderma existed for years and
did not react to treatment.

A Case of Splenomegaly.—Dr. Dennett presented a

case of primary enlargement of the spleen. The child

was twelve years old and two or three years ago this en-

largement of the abdomen was first noticed. There were

no other enlargements. There was no anemia ; the child's

color was good, and he was bright mentally. There was
no luetic or tuberculous history. One brother had an en-

largement of the abdomen which was noticed only when
he was six or eight years old, and which the attending

doctor said was due to an enlarged spleen and liver. He
was perfectly well until seventeen years old, when he died

of typhoid fever. There were three other children in the

family and all were in good health.

A New Jacket for the Correction of Deformity in

Pott's Disease.—Dr. Charlton Wallace presented this

jacket which had an open space in front so as not to

interfere with respiration. The jacket was so constructed

that it grasped the pelvis and shoulders and, with the

chin piece on, the head. These were the fixed points.

Pads were applied over the deformity and pressed on the

back in the line of least resistance, i. e. anteriorly. The
respiratory movements were aids in correcting the de-

formity. There was no embarrassment to respiration and

the organs were not at all crowded. The correction was
made by continuous pressure and not by extension. The
patients were made more comfortable than with other

apparatus. He presented two children wearing this new
jacket.

Probable Transposition of the Vessels of the Heart.

—Dr. Herman Schw.arz presented a boy, nine years old,

who had been cyanotic from birth, and who came to the

clinic because of a cough. The fingers were clubbed. It

was interesting to note that although examined by physi-

cians at divers times this congenital condition of the heart

was never discovered. Dr. Schwarz searched for the

cause of the cyanosis. After excluding conditions outside

the heart which might cause the cyanosis, the cause was

then searched for in the heart itself. He outlined tlie

heart. There were no murmurs, but there was a marked

accentuation of the second sound. He asked what tlic

conditions were which would give an obstruction and a

clear heart tone. A probable diagnosis of transposition

of the vessels at the base of the heart was made. The

aorta, instead of arising from the left ventricle, arose

from the right ; and the pulmonary artery, instead of com-

ing from the right ventricle, came from the left. There

was a smaller circulation of arterial blood, and a peripheral

circulation of venous blood.
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A Case of Cretinism.—Dr. Louis Fischer presented

a patient, twenty-three years old, a twin brother of a

cretin. The twins had been under treatment with thyroid

extract for some time and with marked benefit, both men-

tal and physical.

A Case of Cretinism.—Dr. E1.1 Long presented a lit-

tle girl, nine years old, who had been treated by him for

six years. She practically bad no mental development

although her phjsical condition was excellent. He pre-

sented photographs of two other cretins.

An Unusual Case of Mastoiditis.—Dr. Joh.s J.

McCoy reported the case of a girl, nine years old. Two
nights before coming under observation she could not

sleep because of pain when lying on the left ear. One

month before this she had an earache. There had been

no discharge from the ear. A large fluctuating mass be-

hind the left ear was incised and a large amount of pus

evacuated. The cortex of the mastoid was perforated and

through a large opening pus was seen to be coming. The

mastoid cavity was found to be filled with granulation

tissue and pus. Practically the entire mastoid was in-

volved. The inner plate of the lateral sinus was de-

strojed. This case was particularly interesting in show-

ing the length of time the process could exist without

giving symptoms. It was only when the pus found its

way externally that the child complained of any pain.

This case was a good illustration of the benefit to be de-

rived from early paracentesis of the drum membrane

;

had the condition been discovered in time, and a para-

centesis performed, such a destructive process would have

been prevented.

Early Diagnosis of Pott's Disease.—Dr. Ch.\ri,to.n'

Wallace said that Pott's disease was formerly considered

to be congenital, but they now knew it to be tuberculous

;

tuberculosis of the bones was the same as tuberculosis of

the lungs. Deformity might develop without pain or any

subjective symptoms. The carriage of the child was pecu-

liar, walking on the toes to prevent jars. These children

would not play with others. They lost in weight, and

were more or less weak. A diagnosis was not made in

many cases because the general practitioner or orthopedic

surgeon did not strip the child when making an examina-

tion. If one observed the child closely he would see that

the patient protected himself in removing the clothes.

Sayre's sign would be noted, an especially prominent sign

when the disease was located low down. The child would

stoop with the back straight. When the patient was on

the table the four normal curves of the back would be

obliterated if the child was not over six or seven years

old. A very important sign was the limitation of motion

in all directions. The majority of these cases resi^lted

fr'm lack of prophylaxis in tuberculous families. The

orthopedic treatment aimed to prevent and to correct de-

formity. The prevention of deformity was accomplished

by strapping the patient to a frame, and keeping him

there. The new jacket was of great value in correcting

deformity, and this jacket he believed to be one of the

best things in orthopedic surgery to-day.

Phil.'^delphia CorxTY Medical Society.

At a stated meeting, held April 22, Dr. Harry A. Dln-
CAX made "A Demonstration of the Method of Taking the

Opsonic Index." He pointed out that what is required for

this purpose is a small amount of blood-serum from the

individual under observation, an equal amount of blood-

serum from a presumably normal person, a number of

washed leucocytes, and an emulsion of a culture of the

bacteria underlying the morbid process being studied. By
determining the number of bacteria taken up by the leuco-

cytes or the number of leucocytes taking up bacteria

in the two specimens of blood-serum a conclusion can be

reached as to the opsonic index. This is then taken as a

guide to the character and the strength of the bacterial

virus to be employed in treatment, as well as the intervals

between administration. Dr. Xathaniel Bowditch Pot-

ter of New York expressed regret that his experience and

that of his colleagues failed to demonstrate any large

measure of usefulness for the opsonic index. Their re-

sults had been so variable as to make them feel that the

procedure is not to be depended upon. Xevertheless, it

had been found that opsonic therapy was in the highest

degree useful, and an illustrative case was cited in which

it was believed that life was saved by the proper admin-

istration of a bacterial vaccine. Dr. Xatha.niel Gilder-

slee\x expressed belief in the utility of the opsonic index,

if not for diagnostic purposes at least for determining the

dosage and the intervals of treatment. Dr. G. Morton

Illman warmly advocated the determination of the opsonic

index and also the therapeutic employment of bacterial

vaccines, sustaining his argument by the recital of illus-

trative instances. Dr. L. Xapoleox Boston presented a

communication entitled "The Microscopic Diagnosis of

Diseases by Blood-smears." He pointed out that the re-

sults of examination of the blood were applicable in the

diagnosis of various morbid conditions only to the same

degree as other clinical manifestations, and a conclusion

was, as a rule, no more to be based upon such results than

upon any other single sj-mptom. A small number of dis-

eases could be recognized directly from examination of the

blood, for example, malarial fever and filariasis. Often

leukemia also could be diagnosed by such examination

alone; but the accurate recognition of the various forms

of anemia required in addition a careful study of other

symptoms and physical signs. Even more than the number

of erythrocytes and the percentage of hemoglobin diagnos-

tic significance was to be attached to the morphology and

the tinctorial reactions of the red cells. Basophilic degen-

eration of the erythrocytes might be looked upon as dis-

tinctive of lead-poisoning. .\ differential study of the leu-

cocytes was even more important than an enumeration of

their number. Eosinophilia with or without leucocytosis

should suggest the existence of animal parasitism. Dr.

George W. Xorris made "A Demonstration of the Method

of using the Cardiosphygmograph." He exhibited the in-

strument of Jaquet and demonstrated its method of appli-

cation for the purpose of getting synchronous tracings of

the cardiac pulsation, jugular or other venous pulsation, and

radial or other arterial pulsation. Dr. \Vm. Pepper dis-

cussed "The Clinical Application of the Cardiosphygmo-

graph," illustrating by means of diagrams the significance

of the carotid, auricular, and ventricular pulse-waves and

the relation of one to the other. Dr. \Vm. B. Stanton

made "A Demonstration of the Method of Determining the

Blood-pressure." He exhibited the sphygmomanometer de-

vised by him and consisting of a reservoir of mercury com-

municating with a manometric tube of glass and provided

with two arms, one connected with a rubber bag to sur-

round the arm or other member, and the other with a

rubber bulb for introducing air into the bag for the pur-

pose of obliterating the pulse distal to the encircling bag.

The height to which the mercury rose in the tube with

the disappearance or reappearance of the pulse indicated

the systolic pressure, while the diastolic pressure was that

at which the mercury in the tube made the widest oscilla-

tions. The results obtained by this means were not diag-

nostic of any one or a number of diseases, but they were

to be looked upon precisely as any other symptom and w^ere

to be considered in their relation to the other clinical phe-

nomena present.

Epithelioma and Syphilis of the Tongue.—My ex-

perience has shown me the enormous number of cases

where epithelioma has developed in syphilitic disease of

the tongue. Hence, I go so far as to say that all chronic

tongue cases should be kept under observation at regular

intervals.

—

Charles Ryalt.
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STATE BOARD EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.

West Virginia State Board of Health.

Parkersburg, April 14, 1908.

anatomy and embryology.

1. What is the skin? Name and describe its layers,

what are its appendages, and where found?
2. Describe the mastoid portion of the temporal bone,

and name the muscles attached thereto.

3. Describe the iris, giving its blood and nerve supply.

4. Locate the liver, give its average weight, blood sup-
ply, and describe its ligaments.

5. Name the regions of the abdomen. What parts are

inclixled in each region ?

6. Give the rise, course, and general distribution of the

femoral artery.

7. What changes take place in the vascular system at

birth?

8. Describe in detail the long saphenous vein, and give

the surface markings.

9. Define the term osteoblast, myoblast, sequestrum.
Explain sequestrum formation.

10. Describe the musculospiral nerve.

PHYSIOLOGY AND HISTOLOGY.

1. Describe yellow elastic tissue.

2. Describe nerve vesicle, nerve fiber, neuron.

3. What is reflex action? Give example.
4. What changes in brain during sleep?

5. What is the blood composition ; blood pressure, to

what due?
6. Give process of respiration, to what due, when mostly

pectoral, when mostly abdominal?
7. Give normal amount of urine in twenty- four hours,

its composition, how much urea?
8. Describe the skin, give its office.

9. Explain the difference between tonic and clonic spasm.
10. Locate the speech center, what may cause aphasia?

MATERIA MEDICA AND THERAPEUTICS.

1. Belladonna : preparations, action, therapeutics.

2. Salicylate: origin, action, uses.

3. Define a diuretic, give an example and explain its

physiological action.

4. Name eight anthelmintics.

5. Nux vomica : preparations, therapeutic action.

6. Physiological action of cocaine; treat poisoning
What is cumulative action of a drug? Give example.

7. What is Fowler's solution, Dover's powder, Basham's
mixture?

8. Name three direct cholagogues, three indirect chola-

gogues.

9. Therapeutic value of alcohol.

10. Classify arsenic, chloral, phosphorus, iodine, tur-

pentine, quinine.

CHEMISTRY AND MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE.

1. Define base, acid, atom, and element.
2. Define analysis, synthesis, reaction, and sublimation.

3. What is normal reaction of urine and what caused
by, and how modify abnormal reaction?

4. Give chemical difference between inspired and expired
air and what effect on blood?

5. Give characteristics of diabetic urine, cystitic urine.

6. What are incompatibilities? Show by formulrc.

7. What is cause of pain in bite of insect? What local

antidote and why?
8. Give steps and findings in a post-mortem investiga-

tion of death from asphyxiation.

9. What is the danger of eating peach kernel? Is there

any antidote?
TO. Give formula for lime water and show reaction when

taken into stomach.

BACTERIOLOGY AND HYGIENE.

1. What is cretinism, and with what is it associated?
2. Describe the formation of adipose tissue.

3. Mention the malignant neoplasms.
4. Describe the microscopic appearance of acute paren-

chymatous nephritis and explain the origin of blood in the

hemorrhagic form.
5. Is cerebrospinal fever more generally sporadic or

endemic?
6. What habits of school children tend to produce

myopia?
7. Indicate a proper diet in the case of diabetes mellitus,

obesity, and early convalescence in typhoid fever.

8. Name eight principal carbohydrates used in food.

9. Name three tests of detecting impurities in water.
10. What is meant by natural and acquired immunity

from disease? Give an example of each.

TRACT KE OF MEDICINE AND PEDIATRICS.

1. Give cause, symptoms, and treatment of chronic
gastric catarrh.

2. Give seat of lesion and symptoms of locomotor
ataxia.

3. Diagnose and treat acute articular rheumatism.
What are the most dangerous complications?

4. Give cause and treatment of constipation.

5. Diagnose the skin and mucous membrane manifesta-
tions of syphilis.

6. Give synijptoms and treatment of the following
poisons: lead, strychnine, aconite, and carbolic acid.

7. Diagnose and treat ulcerative stomatitis.

8. What instructions would you give rne nurse in re-
gard to the care and feeding of a child during the first

month ?

9. Differentiate epilepsy from other convulsive diseases
of children.

ID. Give cause, symptoms and treatment of acute men-
ingitis.

OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY.

1. How is the pelvis formed?
2. Describe the Fallopian tubes.

3. Give theory of menstruation.

4. What is the appearance, weight, etc., of a fetus of
the fifth month?

5. How many stages of labor? Describe each.
6. What articles should be taken by the accoucheur to

to the bedside?

7. What is the most frequent cause of pyosalpinx?
Treatment.

8. Treat eclampsia.

9. What preventive measures, if any, would you take
to prevent ophthalmia neonatorum?

10. Diagnose and treat a transverse position.

SURGERY.

1. Differentiate varicocele, hydrocele, cystocele, rec-

tocele, and hematocele. Give treatment for each.
2. Give indications, steps and technique of operation for

phimosis.

3. Give surgical treatment for varicose veins of leg.

4. Give operation of tracheotomy, naming indications.

5. Define carbuncle and give treatment, local and sys-
temic.

6. Give symptoms of intussusception, treatment, ani
prognosis.

7. Give etiology, symptomatology, and treat the differ-

ent forms of erysipelas.

8. Define, give cause and treatment of Colles' fracture.

9. Describe operation for infusing a patient with normal
salt solution.

10. Differentiate fistula and fissure of anus, and give
treatment of each.

SPECIAL PRACTICE.

1. What should be included in the history of case?
2. Differentiate between appendicitis and biliary colic.

3. Describe some of the conditions which cause children
to sleep with mouth open.

4. Aphonia: is it a disease or symptom of diseased con-
dition? Give causes.

?. Iritis : describe and treat.

6. Describe albuminuric retinitis, its significance.

7. Eyestrain: what are some of the symptoms?
8. Name some of the causes of impaired hearing, and

how tested.

9. Describe the so-called "S. Weir Mitchell rest cure."
10. Acute mania : give symptoms.

ANSWERS TO STATE BOARD EXAMINATION
QUESTIONS.

West ViRf:iNi.A State Board of Health.

Parkersburg, April 14, igo8.

PHYSIOLOGY AND HISTOLOGY.

3. ReAcx actions are involuntary or unconscious move-
ments, due to suitable stimuli. They depend upon the in-

tegrity of the reiJex arc, which is a complex made up of:
(i) A surface capable of receiving an impression; (2)
an afferent nerve: (3) a nerve cell capable of receiving
and also of sending out impulses; (4) an efferent nerve,
and (5) a surface capable of responding in some way to

the impulse conveyed by the efferent nerve.
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Example: The patellar reflex consists of a contrac-
tion of the extensor muscles of the leg and a movement
of the foot forward when the ligamentum patella? is struck

;

the quadriceps extensor must first be slightly stretched by
putting one knee over the other. Its integrity depends
upon a healthy condition of the entire reflex arc, con-
sisting of tendon, afferent or sensory nerve, posterior

roots, and anterior horn of the spinal cord, the efferent

or motor nerve, and the muscle itself.

4. During sleep the brain receives less blood and fewer
stimuli ; the cortical centers are dulled.

5. The blood is composed of :

1. Plasma.
1 Colored.

2. Corpuscles, -j Colorles*

/ Blood-plates.

The plasma consists ot water and solids ( proteids, ex-

tractives, and inorganic saltsj. The red cor/'uscles consist

of water and solids (hemoglobin, proteids, fat, and in-

organic salts). The n'liile corptisclcs consist of water and
solids (proteid, leuconuclein, lecithin, histon, etc.).

7. The normal amount of urine passed by an adult in

twenty-four hours is about fifty ounces.
The normal constituents of the urine are : Water, urea,

uric acid, urates, hippuric acid, kreatinin, xanthin, hypo-
xanthin ; sulphates, chlorides, and phosphates of sodium
and potassium ; phosphates of magnesium and calcium

;

nitrogen, and carbon dioxide.

The amount of urea voided in twenty-four hours is about
five hundred grains.

8. The functions of the skin are : Protection, excre-

tion, secretion, regulation of the body temperature, ab-

sorption, sensation, special sense of touch, respiration.

0- In tonic spasms the muscle remains for some time
in a state of rigid contraction. In clonic sf'asnis the mus-
cle alternately contracts and relaxes.

10. The speech center is located in the third frontal

convolution, on the left side.

Aphasia may be caused by : Cerebral hemorrhage,
thrombosis or embolism ; by tumor, or abscess in the neigh-

borhood of the center.

M.^TERIA MEDICO .\XD THER.-\PEUTICS.

3. A diuretic is an agent which promotes the secretion

of urine. Caflteine is a diuretic ; it acts by dilating the

renal blood-vessels, chiefly in the glomeruli, it stimulates

the secretory epithelium of the kidneys, and also hinders

absorbent action in the uriniferous tubules.

4. Eight anthelmintics: Santonin, pomegranate, pepo,

aspidium, pelletierine, spigelia. quassia, turpentine.

5. Nux Vomica. Preparations: Extract, fluid e.xtract.

and tincture of nux vomica : strychnine, sulphate and ni-

trate of strychnine.
Pliysical action: It excites the digestive secretions, in-

creases the appetite, increases peristalsis, and improves
the digestion; it is a vasoconstrictor, it raises blood pres-

sure, and is a cardiac stimulant ; it is also a respiratory

stimulant : hearing and sight are rendered more acute.

6. Cocaine. Physiological action : Local anesthetic,

when applied externally; internally, it is a muscular,

cerebral, circulatory, and respiratory stimulant, and a

mydriatic.

Treatment of cocaine poisoning: Wash out the st(>m-

ach : give nitroglycerin, amyl nitrite, strychnine, or am-
monia; artificial respiration may be necessary.

When a drug is administered for a sufficient time more
rapidly than it can be eliminated, a time will come when
it will have accumulated to such a degree that marked,
and possibly toxic, effects will be produced by ordinary

medicinal doses.

7. Fow-ler's solution is Liquor potassii arsenitis.

Dover's powder is Pulvis opii et ipecacuanliae.

Basham's mixture is Liquor ferri et ammonii acetatii;.

8. Three direct cholagogucs: Euonymus, podophyllin,

sodium phosphate.
Three indirect cholagogucs: Mercury, potassium bitar-

trate. jalap.

9. "Though decidedly injurious in health, in disease

alcohol is a most valuable remedy in appropriate cases.

In vomiting of yellow fever, seasickness, etc., iced cham-
pagne is useful. Atonic indigestion of nervous and de-

pressed subjects, cautiously. Phthisis, it does good if it

promotes digestion and assimilation ; otherwise it is very

injurious. Cholera infantum, diarrhea, etc.. Cognac
brandy in full doses. Cardi<ic failure, Ijrandy in small

doses repeated as fast as oxidized. Chloroform anes-

thesia, 3 j-ij of whiskey beforehand, to sustain the heart,

and prolong the chloroform narcosis. Poisoning by car-

diac depressants and snake venom, alcohol freely, to

sustain the heart. In snake poisoning it is given ad libitum.

Diphtheria, whiskey or brandy in small doses frequently

from the commencement, and dilute alcohol sprayed into

the throat, is very cfticient treatment. Adynamic fevers,
small doses frequently are often of great value. Gonor-
rhea, Xiemeyer is said to have done a lucrative business
by treating this affection with injections of tannic acid in
port wine. Insomnia from cerebral anemia may be pre-
\ented by small doses of some alcoholic stimulant at bed-
time. Wounds, no better dressing than strong alcohol,
to prevent putrefaction and protect the surface by coating
it with a coagulum of its own albumin. Bed sores if

threatening, alcohol locally, to harden the tissue. Cold
from exposure, may be prevented by a moderate dose of
alcohol, to restore the balance of the circulation and pre-
vent internal congestion, by relaxing the vessels of the
periphery."— (Potter's Materia Medica.)

E.rample: Digitalis, strychnine.

CHEMISTRY .\ND MEDIC.\L JURISPRUDENXE.

1. A base is a ternary compound capable of entering
into double decomposition with an acid to produce a 'salt

and water.

An acid is a compound of an electro-negative element
or radical with hydrogen, part or all of which hydrogen
it can part with in exchange for an electro-positive ele-

ment or radical, without the formation of a base.

An atom is the smallest quantity of an element that can
enter into chemical action, or that can enter into the com-
position of a molecule.
An element is a substance which cannot, by any known

means, be split up into any two or more other kinds of
substance.

2. Analysis is the splitting up of a compound into sim •

pier compounds or elements.
Synthesis is the formation of compounds from elements

or from simpler compounds.
Reaction is (l) the action of substances upon certain

organic pigments; (2) the mutual chemical action of two
or more substances on each other.

Sublimation is the process of converting a solid into a

vapor, by heat.

3. The normal reaction of urine is acid ; this is due
chiefly to the acid sodium phosphate (monosodic phos-
phate) and acid potassium phosphate (monopotassic phos-
phate). When the urine is alkaline, benzoic acid may be
administered to render it acid.

4. The changes produced in the air by respiration are

:

Inspired Air.

21 per cent.

79 per cent.

0.04 per cent.

Rare.

Oxygen
Nitrogen
Carbon dioxide.
Other gases. . .

.

Watery vapor
j

\'ariable.

Temperature
]

Variable.

\'olume ' Varies.
Bacteria Always present.

Dust
I

.Always present.

Expired Air.

16.6 per cent.

79 per cent.

4.4 per cent.

Often present.

Saturated.
That of body.
Diminished.
None.
None.

In the blood the changes take place in the capillaries of
the lungs, and are: (i) The giving up of the COj by the

venous blood, (2) the absorption of oxygen during in-

spiration, (3"! the blood is cooled, and (4) it also loses a

small amount of watery vapor.

5. Diabetic urine. In diabetes mellitus the urine is

enormously increased in quantity, the specific gravity is

generally high (1030 to 1045), it contains sugar, has a

sweetish odor, is pale in color, and has an increased
amount of urea.

Cystitic urine contains pus, albumin, epithelium, triple

phosphates, sometimes blood. In acute cases the urine is

acid ; in chronic cases it is alkaline and ammoniacal.
6. Physical incompatibility occurs when a prescription

contains drugs which do not act chemically on one an-
other, and so cannot be dispensed without some altera-

tion. Example: prescribing an oil and water.

Chemical incompatibility occurs when chemical action

not intended by the prescriber takes place between two or

more of the ingredients of the prescription. Example;
prescribing potassium chlorate to be rubbed up with tannic

acid.

7. The pain in insect bite is supposed to be due to the
presence of formic acid. The local antidote is ammonia
water, or dilute alkaline liquid, either of which will neu-
tralize the acid.

8. In death from axphyxiation there will be found :

—

The right side of the heart and the venous system fi:ll of
blood ; congestion of the mucous membrane of the bron-
chial tubes ; the sinuses of the brain are filled with blood

;

the brain, liver, spleen, and kidneys will be congested; the

blood is usually dark colored.

g. The danger of eating peach kernels is the possibility

of being poisoned by hydrocyanic acid.
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Potassium permanganate and liydrogen dioxide are said

to be antidotes.

10. Lime water is a saturated aqueous solution of cal-

cium hydroxide Ca(HO)2. The reaction when taken into

tlie stomach is

:

Ca( HO); 4- jHCI = CaCL + 2H=0.

B.ACTEKIOLOGY AND HYGIENE.

1. Cictinisni is a condition of idiocy, associated with
imperfect development of the body. It is probably due
to some interference with the function of the thyroid

gland.

3. The malignant neoplasms are: Sarcoma, epitheli-

oma, and carcinoma.

5. Cerebrospinal fever is more generally sporadic.

6. The habits of school children which tend to pro-

duce myopia, are: Reading of poor print, or in a poor
light, improper positions in reading or writing, using the

eyes when tired, and excessive study.

8. Eight Carbohydrates used as food : Sugar, fruits,

milk, cereals, malt, bread, green vegetables, sweets.

10. Immunity is the power of resistance of cells and tis-

sues to the action of pathogenic bacteria. Innnunity may
be either natural or acquired.

Natural hnmunity is this power of resistance, natural

and inherited, and peculiar to certain groups of animals,

but common to every individual of these groups.
Acquired Immunity is this resistance acquired: (l) by

a previous attack of the disease caused by the bacteria,

or (2) by the person being made artificially insusceptible.

The conditions which give immunity from the pathogenic
action of bacteria are:— (1) a previous attack of the dis-

ease; (2) inoculation, with small quantities of bacteria, so

as to produce a mild attack of the disease; (3) vaccina-
tion; (4) the introduction of antito.xins; (5) the introduc-
tion of the to.xins of the bacteria.

PRACTICE OF MEDICINE AND PEDIATRICS.

2. Locomotor Ata.xia. Seat of Lesion: Posterior col-

mnns of the spinal cord and posterior nerve roots.

Symptoms: Loss of coordination; characteristic and un-
steady gait ; tendency to stagger when standing up with

feet together and eyes closed; sharp and paro.\ysmal pain.

called crises; girdle sensation; loss of knee-jerk and other

reflexes ; Argyll-Robertson pupil.

3. The most dangerous complications of acute articular

rlieumatisin are : Hyperpyrexia, endocarditis, pericarditis,

clmrea, myocarditis, pneumonia, delirium, coma, convul-

sions.

4. Cause of constipation : Sedentary habits, improper
food, fevers, weakened abdominal muscles, pain of fissure

or piles, anemia, disease of the digestive tract, jaundice,

hysteria, and intestinal obstruction.

Treatment: Removal of the cause, if possil)le ; regu-

larity of attempts at stool ; exercise, abdominal massage,
laxative articles of food, water drinking, salines and mild

laxatives, enema of soap and water. Cathartics should

be avoided if possible.

6. The symptoms of poisoning by lead are: "Metallic

taste ; dryness of the throat ; thirst ; severe colicky ab-

dominal pains, referred particularly to the umbilical re-

gion, and relieved by pressure ; pulse very feeble and slow

;

great prostration; constipation; urine scanty and red;

violent cramps
;

paralysis of the lower extremities ; con-

vulsions, and tetanic spasms."

The treatment consists in removing the cause and ad-

ministering the antidote, "magnesium sulphate, which

brings about the formation of the insoluble lead sulphate,

while the purgative action of the magnesia is also useful.

It should be preceded by an emetic or by the use of the

stomach tube."

The symptoms of poisoning by strychnine are as follows :

"Strychnine produces a sense of suffocation, thirst, tetanic

spasms, usually opisthotonos, sometimes emprosthotonos,

occasionally vomiting, contraction of the pupils during the

spasms, and death, either by asphyxia during a paro.xysm.

or by exhaustion during a remission. The symptoms ap-

pear in from a few minutes to an hour after taking the

poison, usually in less than twenty minutes : and death in

from five minutes to six hours, usually within two hours."

Treatment : "The convulsions are to be arrested or

mitigated by bringing the patient under the influence of

chloral or chloroform as rapidly as possible ; the stom-

ach is to be washed out, and the patient is to be kept as

quiet as possible."

"The symptoms of poisoning by aconite usually mani-

fest themselves within a few minutes: sometimes are de-

layed for an hour. There is numbness and tingling, first

of the mouth and fauces, later becoming general. There

is a sense of dryness and of constriction in the throat.

Persistent vomiting usually occurs, but is absent in some
cases. There is diminished sensibility, with numbness,

great muscular feebleness, giddiness, loss of speech, irreg-

ularity and failure of the heart's action. Death may re-

sult from shock if a large dose of the alkaloid be taken,

but more usually it is by syncope.

"The treatment should be directed to the removal of

the unabsurbed poison by the stomach tube, and wasliing

out of the stomach with infusion of tea holding powdered
charcoal in suspension. Stimulants should be freely ad-

ministered."

Symptoms in carbolic acid poisoning: Buccal mi-cous

membrane is whitened and hardened ; vomiting ; burning

pain in mouth, esophagus, and stomach
;
pulse and body

temperature are lowered ; the pupils are contracted ; col-

lapse, and finally death. The urine may become dark.

Treatment: Emetics, white of egg, stimulants. .Mcohol

is said to be antidotal.— ll'itthaus' Essentials of Chemis-

try.

9. Epilepsy is characterized by the cry, tome convul-

sions, sudden loss of consciousness, dilated pupils, tlie

biting of the tongue, and the emptying of the bladder.

In syncope there arc no twitchings and the insensibility

is not complete; the condition is preceded by faintness,

which is absent in epilepsy.

In hysteria the toni;uc is not bitten, the pupils are not

dilated, and the child docs not hurt himself in any way.

OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY.

4. At the fifth month the fetus weighs about eight to

ten ounces, and is about nine or ten inches in letigth.

The head is about one-third of the total length ; and the

liver, heart, and kidneys arc disproportionately large

;

vernix caseosa is present ; lanugo, hair, and nails also

appear.

6. The following articles should be taken by the ac-

coucheur to a confinement : Tablets of bichloride of

mercury, or some other luaterial for making antiseptic

solution ; forceps ; ether or chloroform, with inhaler or

mask: fluid extract of ergot; hypodermic syringe, with

tablets of strychnine, morphine, etc. ; needles, sutures, and

needle holder; nail brush and nail cleaner; umbilical

scissors; carbolized vaseline; stethoscope; male catheter

(rubber) ; a one per cent, solution of nitrate of silver.

7. The most frequent cause of pyosalpinx is gonorrhea.

8. Eclampsia.—The line of treatment as laid down by

Edgar is as follows: For preventive treatment: (i) The
amount of nitrogenous food should be diminished to a

minimum; (2) the production and absorption of poison-

ous materials in the intestines and body tissues should be

limited and their eUmination should be aided by im-

proving the action of the bowels, the kidneys, the liver,

the skin, and the lungs; C3) the source of the fetal

metabolic products and the peripheral irritation in the

uterus should, if necessary, be removed by evacuating

that organ.
The curative treatment includes: (l) Controlling the

convulsions (by chloroform, veratrum. or chloral) ; (2)

elimination of the poison or poisons which are presumed
to cause the convulsions; (3) emptying the uterus under

deep anesthesia, by some method that is rapid and that

will cause as little injury to the woman as possible.

9. To prevent ophthalmia neonatorum: Whenever there

is the possibility of infection, or in every case, wash the

eyelids of the newborn child with clean warm water,

and drop on the cornea of each eye one drop of a one or

two per cent, solution of nitrate of silver, immediately

after birth.

special PRACTICE

1. The history of a case should include: The date;

name, address, age, occupation, and civil condition of the

patient. Inquiry should then be made regarding the

parents, brothers, sisters, and children of the patient

;

their health, or age and cause of death. Then the pre-

vious illnesses or accidents from which the patient has

suffered, and finally the present illness must be inquired

into. With regard to the latter, note date of origni.

manner of origin, the order in which the symptoins ap-

peared, and the chief symptoms which trouble the patient

now and for which he seeks relief. The patient should

also be questioned about his appetite, frequency of bowel

movements, sleep, loss of weight, ability to work, etc.

2. In appendicitis the pain and tenderness are in the

right iliac fossa ; there is rigidity of the right rectus muscle ;

there are fever and gastrointestinal disturbances, but no

jaundice or tenderness of liver and gall-bladder.

In biliary colic the pain is in the riglit hypochondriac

region; there is no rigidity of the right rectus muscle;

there are chills, slight fever, sweats, perhaps syncope,

and vomiting; the liver and gall-bladder are tender and

swollen, and there may be jaundice.

3. Some of the conditions which cause children to sleep

with mouth open : .Adenoids, hypertrophy of tonsils, retro-

pharvngeal abscess, anv obstruction of the nasal passages.
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4. Aphonia is a symptom, and not a disease.
It may be caused by: Laryngitis, edema of the glottis,

tumor of larynx, excessive or improper use of the voice,

retropharyngeal abscess, paralysis of the adductor mus-
cles of the larynx, involvement of the laryngeal nerves,

fixation of the vocal cords by cicatricial contractions,
ulceration of the vocal cords, foreign bodies in the larynx,

and hysteria.

7. Some of the symptoms of eyestrain are: Headache,
nausea, vomiting, heartburn, anorexia, dyspepsia, consti-

pation, insomnia, nightmare, neurasthenia, chorea.
8. Some of the causes of impaired hearing are: (i)

Aural polypi, (2) inflammation of the membrane lining

the Eustachian tubes, (3) inflammation of the middle car,

(4) inflammation of the internal ear, (5) disease of the

auditory nerve, (6) perforation of the membrana tympani,

(7) parotitis, (8) diseases of the throat, blocking up the

end of the Eustachian tube, (9) certain drugs, as salicylic

acid, quinine, etc., (10) impacted cerumen.
The distinction between ordinary deafness and the nerv-

ous form is made by testing with watch or tuning fork.

"If the ticking of a watch or the vibrations of a tuning
fork are heard faintly or not at all when held at varying
distances from the ear (aerial conduction), but become
distinctly audible when the watch or the handle of the

fork is placed in contact with the skull or mastoid proc-

ess (bone conduction) , the deafness is of the ordinary
variety and due to aural disease. If, on the other hand,

watch and fork are heard indistinctly or not at all, both

in contact and at a distance, the deafness is due to some
lesion of the nerve or its connections. In the first case

the nerve is normal and can appreciate vibrations brought
by the bone, while, through some fault in the mechanism,
aerial vibrations are not transmitted to the nerve endings.

In the second case the nerve is at fault and cannot appre-

ciate vibrations, no matter how well they may be con-

ducted."—Butler's Diagnostics of Internal Medicine.

BULLETIN OF APPROACHING EXAMLXATIONS.t

ST.4TE.

Alabama*.

.

Arizona*. .

.

Arkansas*. -

California* .

Colorado. .

.

Connecticut* .

.

Delaware
Dist. of Corbia
Florida*
Georgia
Idaho
Illinois

Indiana

Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky*.

Louisiana .

.

Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts*

Michigan

Minnesota
Mississippi . . . .

Missouri
Montana*
Nebraska
Nevada
N. Hampshire'

New Jersey.

.

New Mexico.

New York. .

N. Carolina*.

.

N. Dakota.- .

Ohio
Oklahoma*. .

.

Oregon

Pennsylvania,

Rhode Island.

S. Carolina. - .

S. Dakota. . ..

Tennessee*. ..

Texas
Utah*
Vermont
Virginia
Washington* .

W. Virginia. . .

Wisconsin. . .

.

Wyoming , . . -

NAME AND ADDRESS OP PLACE AND DATE OP
SECRETARY. NEXT EXAMINATION.

. W. H. Sanders, Montgomery.. .Montgomery. .Jan.

. Ancil Martin, Phoenix Phoenix Oct.

.F. T. Murphy, Brinkley Little Rock. . . .Oct.

,Chas. L. Tisdale. 1879 Sutter
Street. San Francisco San Francisco . August

,S. D. Van Meter. 1723 Tre-
mont Street. Denver Denver Oct.

.Chas. A. Tuttle. New Haven.. .New Haven.. .Nov.

.J. H. Wilson. Dover Dover Dec.

.Geo. C. Ober. Washington - . Washington.. .Oct.

.J. D. Fernandez, Jacksonville . .Jacksonville. . .Nov.

.E. R. Anthony. Griffin Atlanta Oct.

.W. F. Howard. Pocatello Boise Oct.

.J. A. Egan. Springfield Chicago Oct.

.W. T. Gott, 120 State House.
Indianapolis Indianapolis . .Oct.

.Louis A. Thomas, Des Moines . .Des Moines. . . .Sept.
- D. P. Cook, Clay Center Kansas City. . .Oct.

. J. N. McCormick, Bowling
Green Louisville Oct.

. F. A. LaRue, 211 Camp Street,
New Orleans New Orleans. . .Oct.

. Wm. J. Maybury, Saco Augusta

.J. McP. Scott. Hagerstown Baltimore Dec.
. E. B. Harvey, State House,

Boston Boston Sept.
. B. D. Hanson. 205 Whitney

Building, Detroit Lansing Oct.
. W. S. Fullerton. St. Paul St. Paul Oct.
. S. H. McLean, Jackson Jackson Oct.

-J. A. B. Adcock, Warrensburg -Kansas City. . .Nov.
. Wm. C. Riddell. Helena Helena Oct.
. E. J. C. Sward. Oakland Lincoln Aug.
-S. L. Lee. Carson City Carson City. . .Nov.
-Henry C. Morrison. State Li-

brary Concord Concord
.J. W. Bennett. Long Branch . ..Trenton Oct.
. J. A. Massie, Santa Fe Santa Fe Oct.

f New York 1

.C.F.Wheelock.Univ .of State
j
Albany \ Sept.

of New York, Albany I Syracuse
L Buffalo I

.B. K. Hays. Oxfor.I

. H. M. Wheeler. Grand Forks . . .Grand Forks . . Oct.

.Geo. H. Matson, Columbus Columbus Dec.

.J. C. Mahr. Shawnee . Shawnee Sept.

. B. E. Miller. Portland . Portland

.
N. C. Schaeffer. Harrisburg .

.

{
^^^^^^^P^'^V: }

^^^- '

G. T. Swarts, Providence Providence. . . .Oct.
- W, M. Lester, Columbia Columbia June
.H. E. McNutt. Aberdeen Sioux Falls. - -Jan.

f Memphis "!

. T. J. Happel, Trenton { Nashville \ Mav,'
[ Knoxville J

. G. B. Foscue, Waco Hoast ?n Nov.

. R. W. Fisher. Salt Lake City. . . Salt Lake City.Oct.

. W. Scott Nay. Underbill Montpelier .... Jan.
.R. S. Martin. Stuart Lynchburg. . . . Dec,
-K. Turner. Seattle.. Spokane Jan.
.H. A. Barbee, Point Pleasant. . .Wheeling Nov.
.J. V. Stevens. Jefferson. Milwaukee. . - .Jan.
. S. B. Miller, Laramie Laramie Oct.

iHpiiiral Struts.

Contagious Diseases, Weekly Statement.—Report of
cases and deaths from contagious diseases reported to

the Sanitary Bureau, Health Department, New York
City, for the week ending July 25, 1908

:

Cases Deaths

Tuberculosis Pulmonalis
Diphtheria
Measles
Scarlet Fever
Smallpox
Varicella

Typhoid Fever
Whooping Cough
Cerebrospinal Meningitis
Malarial Fever

Totals

The Bacteriology of Bed-Stuffing.—A recent bacteri-
ological report on specimens of rags and samples of flock

used for stuffing bed mattresses, cushions, and so forth, has
reached us and affords singularly unpleasant reading. In
untreated rags as purchased the number of bacteria living

and capable of developing in suitable nutrient media varied

from upwards of 10,000,000,000 per gram to over 9,000,000-

000. The number of Bacillus coli and allied organisms of

excremental origin was at least 10,000,000 per gram, while

the Bacillus cnieritidis sporogenes was found in the same
material. The report further shows that by the adoption
of an efficient pressure steam sterilizer this flock can be
reduced to a state of bacteriological purity.

—

The Lancet.

Health Report.—The following cases of smallpox,
yellow fever, cholera and plague have been reported
to the Surgeon-General, Public Health and Marine
Hospital Service, for the week ending July 24, 1908:

5
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DARWINISM AND DIABETES.*

By R. G. ECCLES. M.D..

BROOKLYN, KEW YOSK.

Whex hypertrophy of the ventricles follows mitral

incompetency what medical man would think of

claiming that the hypertrophy was the cause of the

disease? We all know that, in such a case, the in-

creased muscular power is but an effort, on the part

of nature, to compensate for the incompetency and
to thereby prolong the life of the patient. With ap-

parent purpose the normal functioning of the or-

gan is increased. Just as the muscular power, nor-

mal to the heart, is thus augmented, even so. in

diabetes mellitus, the normal amoimt of sugar found
in the blood is likewise augmented. In both in-

stances we have nothing more than an increased

physiological activity. In the case of the heart we
are quite sure that the increase in the physiological

activity is beneficial. In the case of the circulation

what evidence has any one ever produced that can,

in any manner, point to a diflerent conclusion?

With Bunge' we can pertinently ask : "Why should

we accuse a normal function of being the cause of

a pathological process ?" To look back at the origin

of organs and their functions, by the light of nat-

ural selection, is to become aware at once of the in-

consistency of claiming that they can in any manner
cause pathological conditions. Even,- organism, so

viewed, is but a marvelous complex of coordinated

fitnesses. ^lyriads of ages of struggle against dis-

ease, hunger, adverse physical forces, and adverse

chemical affinities, have left to every creature born
into the world a heritage of protective appliances

with which to battle for the prolongation of the life

of the possessor. Its entire structure, from alpha
to omega, is nothing but one wonderful system of
fitnesses. No spot is left within the bewilderingly
complex whole for a single maladjustment in its un-
impeded and unimpaired activities. It has reached
us through a never-ending struggle that has wiped
out. one by one, every trend toward maladjustments.
There cannot, in the very nature of that struggle,

be a single organism in existence having a natural
trend to disease. Such apparent maladjustments as
we discern are but relative weaknesses toward con-
ditions over which natural selection has had insuffi-

cient play. How, in a world where only the fit have
ever been able to survive, could it be possible for
positive unfitness to be selected for survival?
Heredity is, through and through, but one mass of
accumulated fitnesses. Life, physically considered,
is neither more nor less than acquired adjustments
against dangers. There are weaknesses toward
newly arising dangers, but even these are only rela-
tively such. However fit we may ever become there
must still continue to be different degrees in strength
*Second paper. See Medical Record, May 9. 1908.

among different organs and organisms. Even ves-

tigial organs, like the appendix, cannot produce dis-

ease. All the harm they are capable of doing is

lodged in their inability to resist and destroy certain

attacking parasites. This relative weakness, due to

disuse, is nevertheless, marvelously strong and re-

sisting toward other organisms that constantly be-

set it in its highly exposed position. Xo tissue and

no organ has ever been convicted of spontaneously

starting disease. From the view-point of natural

selection there can be no such thing as a truly

hereditarj' disease. We may have intrauterine mal-

formations of the fetus, intrauterine poisonings,

with intrauterine infections, and some of us

may. from lack of a better word, call these

hereditary, but true heredity is a heritage of

health and health-protecting appliances only.

It has heaped up an accumulated wealth of

health from all past generations. It is our in-

herent, constitutional capital—our power by which

we are able to resist disease. It is, in very fact, the

eternal enemy of disease. To accuse heredity of be-

irig a cause of disease is to deny the doctrine of nat-

ural selection and to claim that the unfit survive.

Such a claim is manifestly absurd. Our heredity, so

far as it goes, is one of perfect health, as perfect as

natural selection has yet been able to make it. We
still lack fitness where the race has not been suffi-

ciently scourged by a disease to which we are unfit.

The failure is not in what we get from heredity but

in what heredity has never yet triumphed over.

Those who have sprung from a stock that has been

thoroughly weeded of its weaklings in respect to

measles are more or less immune toward measles.

Those whose ancestors have come out victorious in

a war with plague are immune toward plague.

Those whose forebears have been sorely afflicted

with all or most of our present common diseases we
say have excellent constitutions. Those who have

spnmg from families that have, somehow, escaped

these inflictions we declare have poor constitutions.

The hardy and the long lived, where equal care to

live hygienically has been practised, are the select

progeny from among the sufferers of the past. Pa-

thologists may succeed, by juggling with the chrome-

somes of germ and sperm, in producing unfitnesses

that will approximate to what we might consider

true heredity, but nature will take perfect care in

seeing that such unfitnesses are wiped out. It is one

thing to produce unfit forms, but quite a different

thing to perpetuate them.

A favorite explanation among some physicians of

the cause of diabetes mellitus has been that it is

due to heredity. Dr. Saundby, excellent as are most

of his reasonings, has dropped into this popular con-

ception. He says that "heredity is an influence too

well attested in certain instances to be doubted." On
what sort of fact or facts did he venture to base so

sweeping a conclusion? Let us read what he gives

as the, probably, most convincing case then at his
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command. He continues: "thus in one example dia-

betes occurred in eight members of one family ex-

tending over three generations."'" He did not seem

to observe that every such case as this can be ex-

plained, with equal perfection, as a case of con-

tagion or as one in which a common fault of diet

was the directing factor. If during the three gener-

ations there had been an overindulgence in proteid

food by all of these members of this family, we
would have an ample explanation from the view-

point of this writer. There can be little doubt but

that many such cases could be found in which ty-

phoid fever shows the same succession in one fam-

ily, yet no one has suggested the hereditary character

of typhoid fever. Had the professor attempted to

show us that in the distribution of three generations

his eight cases displayed Mendelian characteristics

there might have been some suggestiveness of hered-

ity, but he nowhere attempts giving such evidence.

\Vhat would he do with a case like that related by

Dr. L. C. Wadsworth in which a family of eleven

were all glycosurics ?^ He surely would not contend

that diabetes is so universally a hereditary fault that

these parents were breeding true. Does not such a

case prove too much? But why consider this phase

of the subject further? Let those who are not evo-

lutionists adhere to the belief that this and other

phases of disease are due to heredity. The consis-

tent evolutionist can resort to no such explanation

without stultifying himself. But whatever the ex-

planation that any physician sees fit to hold he should

see to it that that explanation is able to cover all the

facts and not merely, as is so often the case, only

one or two of them. There is a ven.- wide range of

known facts connected with diabetes and until we
have a theorj- elastic enough to meet them all we can

be quite sure that we arc not on the right track.

The theory that diabetes is due to disease of the

pancreas is the one that pathologists have adhered to

for over a century. When, in 1889, Minkowski and
von tiering, as well as de Dominicis, discovered

that ablation of that organ was followed by a fatal

form of diabetes everybody thought that there could

be little doubt of that theory being substantially

true. The operation has since been performed on

many animals and at many times. The results being

always alike, except in the case of ducks and geese,

everj' effort has been bent toward completing the

proof of the assumption. Most of the experiment-

ing has been with the object in view of discovering

a pancreatic secretion so essential to metabolism
that its suppression would result in the production

of glycosuria. So essential have pathologists felt

the necessity for such a substance to exist that

von Noorden was constrained to assert that

"we are not able at the present time to ad-

vance the theory' of pancreatic diabetes without it."^

Lepine suggested that this hypothetic substance

might be a sugar-destroying ferment which the pan-

creas pours into the blood. Experiment after experi-

ment was tried in order to discover this imaginar}-

substance, but it all ended in finding that there is no
difference in the glycolytic power of normal and
diabetic blood. Cohnheim. evidently constrained by
the ghost of Lepine's dead theory, sought for an en-

zyme activator instead of an enzyme. After much
research he finally proclaimed that he had discovered

such an activator in the pancreas, and that by its use

the glycolytic ferment present in muscle and liver

was caused to act vigorously.-' The reader can get

some idea of the function of this activator if he will

think of the part played by hydrochloric acid in the

digestion of albumin in the stomach. The sugar is

supposed to take a similar place to that of the albu-

min and the supposed glycolytic enzyme is believed

to act about as pepsin does. Concerning this sup-

posed activator von Xoorden asserts that "Embden
and R. Claus have completely overthrown the whole

of Cohnheim's teaching by some extremely careful

work."" This work was done in Cohnheim's labora-

tory-. The editor of the Journal of the American

Medical Associaiion declares that Cohnheim's acti-

vator is "apparently a discovery that clears up at

least one of the most fundamental processes of met-

abolism which has evaded solution in spite of much
work directed to this end."' Wells is even more
emphatic in his commendation of the activator, for

he says that "although numerous objections to Cohn-

heim's views have been made, yet the main fact that

the pancreas produces an activator substance for a

glycolytic enzyme contained in other tissues seems

to have been safely established."* Dr. Lydia ^I. De-

witt assures us that she has proven that Cohnheim's

activator really does exist, and that it comes from

the islands of Langerhans. Regarding the part that

these islands play in respect to diabetes she informs

us that "Opie, Weichselbaum and Stangl. Wright

and Joslin, Herzog. Ssobolew, and many others be-

lieve themselves justified in accepting the theorj- that

pancreatic diabetes is due to some disturbance of the

function of the areas of Langerhans, while Hanse-

mann, Gutmann. Reitmann. Karakaschew. Herx-

heimer, Dieckhoft". Benda. and others contend that

this theory does not explaii: and cannot be based

upon the facts observed."'' To add to the confusion

we are told that Stoklasa and Czerny, Simacek,

Feinschmidt, and others have demonstrated that

both muscle and liver are independent of the pan-

creas in the matter of glycolysis since they can de-

stroy their own sugar. For the islands of Langer-

hans to manufacture and the blood stream to carry

a special activator to muscle or liver is like "'car-

rying coals to Newcastle," as neither of them need

it." But if, for the sake of argument, we accept the

activator as a demonstrated verity, how much nearer

can it bring us toward the solution of the problem

of diabetes? It is a well-established fact that dia-

betes can exist with the pancreas, so far as human
knowledge can discover, perfectly normal. Bunge
assures us that "There is not a single organ that does

not frequently appear normal."^' \\'ells tells us that

"there occur many cases of diabetes in which no an-

atomical changes whatever can be found in the pan-

creas."'- Flexner gives quite a list of cases in which

diabetes existed in the presence of a normal pancreas

and informs us that Xauny "in 40 autopsies on cases

of diabetes, saw only one in which he considered

the pancreas to be the cause of the diabetes.""

Von Xoorden assures us that he has seen several

cases "in which so illustrious a pathologist as Wei-
gert reported the pancreas to be in every respect

normal, notwithstanding the most minute search for

evidence of disease."" In such cases as these what

can have happened to Cohnheim's activator? If it

really does exist does it not add another to the per-

plexing problems of this disease. Why did it not

activate? Was its function suspended in order to

let the blood stream be flooded with sugar ? We can

come to no other conclusion if it really exists.

In seeking for the etiology- of diabetes there are

very many more things to explain than a supposed

loss of glycolytic power or the results of the im-

paired functioning of any single organ of the body.

Any satisfactory theory of diabetes must give some
sort of an explanation of the following facts

:

( 1 ) Why the apparent waste of sugar occurs.

(2) How transient glycosuria is related to dia-

betes mellitus in causation.
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(3) ^Vhy pancreatic and transient glycosuria can

occur in nearly all vertebrates.

(4) Why diabetic patients are most common
among the rich proteid users.

(5) Why injuries are the common precursors of

diabetic attacks.

(6) Why extirpation of the duodenum produces
as severe a diabetes as ablation of the pancreas.

(7) Why, in cold-blooded animals, there is no
glycosuria in ablation of the pancreas if the liver is

removed at the same time.

(8) Why the protoplasm of the muscles is dam-
aged in all severe cases of diabetes.

(9) Why glycogen disappears from the liver and
muscles.

(10) Why the heart, leucocytes, renal epithelium,

cerebrum, etc., accumulate unusual amounts of gly-

cogen.'

(11) Why the kidneys have increased their im-

permeability toward sugar but have not done so to-

ward any other substance.

(12) Why the body converts other kinds of food

into sugar when carbohydrates are withheld.

(13) Why, in starvation, the body consumes its

own tissues in order to supply sugar to the blood

and keep up the glycosuria.

(14) Why approaching coma can be arrested by
feeding carbohydrates.

( 15 ) Why serious cases can be mitigated by feed-

ing them with oatmeal or potatoes.

( 16 ) Why diabetes can exist with the pancreas
in a perfectly healthy condition.

(17) Why antiseptics produce a transient arrest

of the glycosuria.

For many years there has been a constantly grow-
ing sentiment within the medical profession to ex-
plain nearly every disease on Darwinian grounds.
It is quite true that it has occurred to but few of
them that a microbic explanation of disease is essen-
tially a Darwinian one. They have not thought of
such an explanation of disease being an acknowl-
edgment of the struggle for existence and the sur-

vival of the fit. Microbes battle with us for even
the food we have consumed and that occupies our
alimentary tract. They enter our circulation and
contest with our cells the right to the pabulum there.

They even attack the protoplasm of the cells and
seek to appropriate it to their own use. Prof. Roger
tells us that, "the more we study pathology, the
greater we find the intervention of microbes in the
majority of to.xic processes."'"' Pathologists have
been baffled at every turn in their attempts at ex-
plaining diabetes by hereditary, chemical, mechan-
ical, and other causes. It seems about time for us
to follow the path that has brought light in other
manifestations of disease. Why not now call

upon the bacteriologists to come to our aid? Are
we not able to help them to a working hypothesis
which they can test, and by so doing bring us toward
atrue solution? A bacteriologist is needed who is

himself fertile in theories. Such a one is sure to win
by using his opportunities to test with care the value
of the successive inductions which he makes from
the data at his command. His theories are never
mere guesses, as is popularly supposed to be the
case, but carefully reasoned out conclusions, baserl
on facts and made to conform to well established
generalizations. .\ sound theory of diabetes must
agree with and explain all the peculiarities of that
disease. It must likewise conform to the established
principles of evolution. The first attempt at fram-
ing such a theory seldom results in getting one that
exactly fits the case in everv minutia but it rarely
goes wide of the road that finally reaches the trutli.

Its suggestiveness alone gives it value for, even

when it is wrong, it exposes its own weakness, under
trial, and thus redirects toward the right. No theory

would seem to fit the facts of diabetes except a mi-

crobic one. Assuming, then, that it may be due to

some kind of microbe, let us see if there are any facts

that can guide us in the direction that may discover

the kind of microbe that it is likely to be. Romanes
tells us that "wherever we tap nature it seems to

flow with purpose."'" This is clearly a Darwinian
idea. If only fitnesses survive we should find pur-

pose everywhere. The most obtrusive fact of dia-

betes is excessive glycemia. Has it a purpose ? We
can discover none in its direct relationship to the

patient. If any exists it must, it would seem, be in

relation to an invading microbe. Massee tells us
that "sugar in some form is the positive chemotactic
substance to which the germ-tubes of nearly all

fungi, parasitic and saprophytic, respond."" He
also tells us that "Miyoshi cultivated fungi in gela-

tin containing a small amount of sugar, which was
separated by a membrane from a second layer of
gelatin containing a larger proportion of sugar; the

hyphjE bored through the membrane into the layer

containing the largest amount of sugar. He also

showed that the hyphas of PcniciUium glaucum and
species of Botrytis passed through the epidermal
cell-walls of living leaves, which had previously been
injected with a positively chemotactic substance."'*

Bacteria that are chemotropic toward de.xtrose

would be expected to behave in a somewhat similar

manner. If a kind exists in the intestinal tract that

consumes this kind of sugar in preference to pro-

teid, while not refraining from consuming the latter

when the former is scarce or absent, it would be well

to suspect it of having something to do with glyco-

suria. If conditions ever arise in that tract in which
the supply of dextrose disappears or becomes very
scarce the fact that such bacteria can reach the nor-

mal supply of tlie blood through a weakened mucous
membrane should not be forgotten. If, through
some lesion or weakness in that wall, such bacteria

could migrate into the blood what would be likely

to happen? Is it not evident that they would most
likely reach the liver through the portal circulation

and there accumulate around the stores of glycogen?
Such we know to be the habits of microorganisms in

respect to substances to which they are attracted.

We should expect them to set up there a condition
of irritation to which the liver, if adapted through
natural selection, would respond by giving them all

the sugar it could possibly supply. As the muscles
would constitute other centers of sugar supply we
should suspect them of following the chemotactic
pull toward these organs and there also forming cen-
ters of irritation. To this irritation we should like-

wise expect a similar response. Prof. Calkins in

referring to Pfefl:'er's experiments on chemotaxis
with a large number of microorganisms tells us that

"he also obtained the interesting result that sub-
stances which in weak solutions cause a positive re-

action, in strong solutions cause a negative one, so
that, as in light stimuli, a chemotactic optimum ex-
ists toward which the organism constantly strives.""

If this rule holds of our supposed intestinal bacteri-

um, we should expect it, when thoroughly filled with
sugar, to try to drift away from it and thus to land
in a condition of surfeit at the kidneys. Of course
if overtaken by the way by a superior force of
phagocytes they might be engulfed by the latter be-

fore getting there. .Such of them, however, as did

reach the kidneys in safety would have to be
guarded against in these organs and in the bladder
or they might there set up suppuration. The over-
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flow of sugar into the urine would in this way prove

to be a source of protection by keeping the bacteria

surfeited until either killed or expelled from the

body. The continuous supply of sugar up to the

last moment of expulsion would keep such bacteria

from attacking and destroying the cells in order to

appropriate their protoplasm. As glycosuria is a

common symptom of fever, poisoning, suffocation,

chill, starvation, and severe injuries, it is evident that

whatever lowers the vital powers causes it. What-
ever others may believe to be the connection between

the flow of sugar and the lowered vital power the

Darwinian cannot be consistent unless he maintains

such flow to be a survival of a fitness in conditions

that now threaten and once proved often fatal.

There must be great danger to life which the pres-

ence of this sugar averts. Is it a weakening of the

resisting power of the intestinal walls and a migra-

tion into the circulation of some kind of bacteria?

Consistency demands such an assumption. But this

will force us to the conclusion that the kind of bac-

teria we must suspect are e.xceedingly common ones.

These symptoms are of such frequent occurrence

and are found in so many kinds of animals that the

parasite we seek should be well-nigh ubiquitous.

It is customary to look upon the digestive tract as

impervious to all forms of bacteria in the absence of

some lesion. This view seems to be weakening
among many bacteriologists. The condition is, per-

haps, best illustrated by Darwin's metaphor in which

he says: "Battle within battle must be continually

recurring with varying success ; and yet in the long

nm the forces are so nicely balanced that the face

of nature remains for long periods of time uniform,

though assuredly the merest trifle would give the

victory to one organic being over another."-" Dr.

Meltzer tells us that "even only diminished vitality,

like in chronic heart- and kidney-diseases, encour-

ages the invasion and settlement of microorganisms
in the body."-^ The same author informs us that

"The intestine, as will appear from these statements,

is regarded as the portal of entrj' not only of many
of the bacteria found in the inflamed peritoneum, but

also of some of those present in the pleura, upon
the heart valves, and within the organs. This con-

clusion is based in part upon the behavior of those

species which are known to be derived from the in-

testine, namely, the colon group of bacilli. It has

been found that these bacteria wander through the

intestinal walls with great regularity where lesions

of the intestinal mucosa exist. * * * Xhe oc-

currence of the colon bacilli in the organs is fre-

quently unassociated with any lesion referable to

their presence."-- He further informs us that the

colon bacilli is the most frequent invader of the cir-

culation, and next to it, as a cause of "terminal in-

fections." comes the streptococci. McFarland states

that "Beco is of the opinion that, without any ap-

parent lesion of the intestine, bacteria

—

Bacillus coli

—escape from it into the blood during life."-' Her-
ter states that "the colon organisms probably often

pass temporarily from the digestive tract by way
of the blood to the kidney."-* As regards the ubi-

quity of these organisms Roger says that "the colon

bacillus is a ver}- prevalent microorganism, perhaps
the most widely distributed of all. It is found in

the air, soil, and water, and it is constantly met with
in the alimentar)' canal of men and animals, in the

mouth, in the stomach, and particularly in the in-

testine. When this microbe attains virulence, it pro-

duces very various lesions."-' As regards the ac-

quiring of virulence referred to by Roger, Dr. Theo-
bald Smith has this to say : "One of the most im-
portant of these groups consists of derivatives of the

colon bacillus, which produce epizootics among
swine, guinea-pigs, field-mice ; and spermophiles,

which have been found associated with disease in

horses, cattle, and certain birds : with pseudotubercu-

losis in certain other species, and to which the B.

icteroidcs of Sanarelli and perhaps some forms be-

long which produce disease in the human subject,

and which have been variously classed as paracolon

bacilli and paratyphoid bacilli. Outbreaks of meat-

poisoning in European countries, characterized by

gastrointestinal disturbance, are most likely due to

this group of organisms, which are introduced into

the body in raw meat. The typhoid bacillus is prob-

ably a more highly modified oft'shoot of this same
stock. "-^ It is evident that, however harmless the

average medical man may consider the colon bacil-

lus to be, the bacteriologists deem it far from being

a harmless organism. It seems to meet the require-

ments of the hypothesis which is sought to be formu-
lated in this paper, better than any other that can

be found. .\s regards its aftinity toward sugar Dr.

A. W. Peckham has this to say about it: "When the

members of the colon group are cultivated under
circumstances favorable to the development of both

the function of fermentation and that of proteolysis,

fermentation invariably takes precedence and no evi-

dence of proteolysis is manifested until after fer-

mentation has ceased."-" Here then is evidence as

to the special favor in which this class of organisms
holds sugar. So long as they can secure it they let

proteid alone. Neither egg nor meat is attacked un-

til the last of the sugar has disappeared. When in-

habiting the intestine of a free user of farinaceous

food they are always abundantly supplied. When
the host they have chosen uses large quantities of

fish, flesh, and fowl, with a minimum of bread and
potatoes as soon as all of the carbohydrate is con-

verted into sugar and absorbed into the circulation

they are left to change their natures or allow their

chemotactic power to direct them into the blood

where sugar can always be found. Saundby rightly

declares that "Insufficient attention has been paid

to the possibility of diabetes having, in some cases,

a microbic origin. Charron and Carnot have proved
that it is possible to render a dog diabetic by inject-

ing infective fluids (Bacillus coli, B. pyocyancus,

and streptococci) into the pancreatic duct."-*

Here we find that the colon bacillus in conjunction
with some others has actually produced diabetes.

Now we naturally ask whether any form of glyco-

suria ever arises that is not due to one, two, or all

three of these quite common denizens of the alimen-

tary canal ? Flexner tells us that the frequent oc-

currence of the colon bacillus in combination with
the pyogenic cocci is a matter of considerable im-
portance, and under such circumstances these micro-
organisms may come to have greater significance."-''

There are some .symptoms of diabetes that would
appear to indicate a partnership between the pyo-
genetic cocci and the colon bacilli. We find a union
of such a character between the former and the tu-

bercle as well as the typhoid bacilli. But whether
the colon bacilli are alone responsible or the respon-

sibility is shared with other organisms, the fact re-

mains that the explanation of the symptoms can
more satisfactorily be made with their introduction

into the problem than without it. If poisonings, in-

juries, chillings, and the like lower the vital forces

sufficiently to permit of their chemotactic power to

act and to earn.- them into the circulation at a point

from which they are likely to reach the liver and
muscles, we have all the necessary conditions for a
transient glycosuria. If, in a person consuming an
excess of proteid food, a severe injury of any kind
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lowers the vital forces, then we have the condi-

tions for a case of severe diabetes mellitus. In total

ablation of the pancreas we have a severe injury at

the very part from which a raid on the liver gly-

cogen could most easily be made. In Chemical Ab-
stracts, of the American Chemical Association, ap-

pears the following statement concerning some ex-

periments made by Prof. Pfliiger of Bonn: "If the

duodenum be extirpated in the neighborhood of the

pancreas, and the pancreas be kept intact, diabetes is

caused, which leads to death, \\hen the mesentery
between the duodenum and pancreas is ligatured,

diabetes is produced. In the latter operations, the

nutrition of the pancreas is not interfered with."^"

The operations were performed on frogs. It would
appear from this that the sole essentials in the pro-

duction of experimental diabetes are impairment of

digestion within the duodenum and a lesion which
lowers vital resistance sufficiently to permit of the

colon bacilli following their natural tropism. It oc-

curs when the pancreas is intact and unimpaired
and it occurs when that organ is removed. In cold-

blooded animals the removal of the liver at the same
time as the pancreas is totally extirpated fails to

produce glycosuria."' \Mth the liver gone the imme-
diate source of glycogen is removed and no center of

chemotaxis is found. Add to this the fact that "Le-
pine and Boulud state that the blood of a dog re-

cently rendered diabetic by extirpation of its pan-
creas can produce glycosuria when introduced into

the tissues of other animals."^' If arfificial diabetes

is unassociated with an infection this result is unex-
plainable. If the ablation of the pancreas interfered

with duodenal nutrition and permitted a migration
of microbes into the circulation then it is easy to see

just why injecting the blood of the diabetic dog into

another animal should infect the latter and produce
a glycosuria. Another feature of this that is likely

to be overlooked unless special attention is called to

it, is the fact that in this injected blood would lie

found a selected strain of the bacteria responsible

for this effect. All parasites that were least adapted
. to life in the circulation and least prepared to con-

test their ground with the phagocytes would be dead.

Those left alive would he of a kind that to some
degree would be capable of holding their own in the

new struggle for existence that had arisen in their

lives. If there is anything to the hypothesis that our
facts seem to sustain, then every incursion of colon
bacilli into the blood stream would lead to the pro-

duction of a variety capable of holding their own
among the new conditions. With the kidneys at

work draw'ing off some of the sugar and their own
negative chemotaxis carrying them away from its

source we should expect their expulsion in the urine.

Being facultative parasites they could easily find op-

portunities to live in the outside environment until

chance events carried them once more into a diges-
tive tract. As the progeny of these would hold the
heritage of resistance acquired in the blood we
would expect them to be more strongly attracted to-

ward the repeating of the blood experience. Theo-
bald Smith has asked the question : "How far does
nature utilize animals as a workshop for preparing
bacteria to act in a pathogenic role upon the human
race ?"=- The non-Darwinian may have any sort of
theory or no theorj' as regards how the microbes of
typhoid fever came to be so pathogenic, but the Dar-
winian, who consistently follows the logic of his
faith, must confess that he is constrained by his be-
lief in an orderly nature toward placing them among
the list of derivatives of the colon' bacilli. In just
such a manner as we here indicate the typhoid bacil-

lus was probably selected. Its virulence was part

of its favorable variation. Favorable, of course, for

it and not for its host. It survived by being expelled

through the kidneys. It was the surviving ones that

perpetuated the strain. Every passage through a

human being killed off more and more of the least

adapted to life in the circulation and saved such as

had increased adaptations. This round of selective

action is still going on, and the typhoid organism is

becoming better and better fitted for the fight against

our bacteriolysins and our phagocytes. But what
has happened to it is probably now happening to the

sugar consuming members of the colon group. Dia-
betics are straining off and killing those unfit to cope
with their resisting forces while expelling the

adapted, by way of the urine, to renew the fight

upon others on a coming day. Those that live are

the ones with the strongest tendency to invade the

circulation, to attack the liver and the muscles at

the point where dextrose is thrown oft', and to es-

cape again by way of the kidneys as soon as they
have completed a cycle of existence that may be
becoming established as a permanent character of
their being. That the muscles as well as the liver

are points of special attack we have inferred a priori,

but this point has also been found to agree with fact.

Von Noorden says: "There seems to be something
(in diabetes) which destroys the protoplasm of the

muscles and energetically opposes its being built up
afresh, in spite of an abundant supply of protein and
calories in the food."^^ We might here add, also in

spite of the power to utilize both protein and cal-

ories. The former is generally conceded but the

latter doubted or denied. Bunge tells us that "Kulz
has shown that, even in severe cases of diabetes,

there is a smaller amount of sugar in the urine than
would correspond to the carbohydrates of the

food."'* Wells assures us that there is plenty of

evidence of the fact that sugar is oxidized, within

the body of those suffering from diabetes, as far, at

least, as glycuronic acid."^ Von Noorden supple-

ments this evidence by informing us that "glycuronic

acid given by the mouth becomes oxidized, even in

severe diabetes."'" When we add to this the state-

ment that "a patient who is excreting sugar on a car-

bohydrate-free diet may climb a mountain or do
other severe work which requires normally the burn-
ing up of 80 to 100 grams of carbohydrate, and yet

continue to excrete nearly or quite as much sugar
as he did before,"'' we are forced to believe that

there is no failure of the physiological functions. The
trouble is due to some exogenous derived irritant

that is stimulating the body, and the e-xcess of ac-

tivity is made in order to get rid of it. What could
possibly attack and weaken the muscle cells e.xcept

microbes? It is evidently not lack of food, or they
could not keep up work under the conditions here
referred to with such a drain of sugar accompanying
this vi'ork. Bunge says that "as the bulk of the sug-
ar is normally decomposed in the muscles, it seems
probable that diabetes may fundamentally be due to

a disturbance of the chemical processes of muscle.""
Verj' likely that is just what it is, but the disturb-

ance is not one in which a physiological process has
brought about a pathological condition. The ma-
chinery is disturbed by the presence of something
not of its own making. The liver and the muscles
seem as if they might be the seat of the irritant.

They are wasting their accumulations of stored gly-

cogen with as much apparent determination as when
hard work is being done. But while the liver and

the muscles seem to bear the brunt of the attack

there is verv little of the body that escapes some de-
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gree of damage. Just as typhoid microbes produce

lesions in every conceivable part of the body, so dia-

betes can show its corresponding set of lesions that

bear an exceedingly close analogy to the former.

The form and tests for the Bacillus typhosus seem

no nearer like those for Bacillus coli than do the ter-

minal lesions of typhoid fever seem to resemble

those of diabetes. The analogy when followed

through is very striking, but no more striking than

it ought to be if the two diseases are of kindred de-

velopment. Both produce arthritic troubles or are

accompanied by such troubles. Both are associated

with arteriosclerosis. Both associate themselves with

streptococci. Both tend to produce or encourage the

production of boils and erysipelas of the skin. In

both the bones are attacked and injured. In both

the brain and spinal cord are made liable to inflam-

mations. In both the kidneys are endangered. In

both there is cardiac enfeeblement. Both produce

conditions that lead toward gangrene or fatty degen-

erations. Both have mild and both severe forms.

To read Dr. Keen's "Surgical Complications and Se-

quels of Typhoid Fever" and to compare what he

there tells us with the record of the complications

of diabetes, as given by von Noorden, Pavy, and

other writers upon this subject, is to discover a

good deal of sameness that is rather interesting.

Whether or not they are both contagious is not a

settled matter. Naturally there would be a tendency

among pathologists to minimize the force of all

evidence bearing in this direction, but future experi-

ments will settle it. As soon as the pre-Darwinian

bias is fully overcome and the hypothesis of infec-

tion gets fair consideration we may find that there

has actually developed, through natural selection, a

specific strain of colon bacilli responsible for the

cases of permanent and severe glycosuria. It cannot

yet be very pronounced, or it seems as if it ought to

have been detected. Osier informs us that "Schmidt
first drew attention to the possibility of diabetes be-

ing contagious. Out of his series of 2,320 cases he

believed that twenty-six instances were the result of

contagion. In the majority of the cases the wife

contracted the disease later than the husband."^"

Saundby informs us that Dreyfus, Gaucher, Labbe,

Letulle, Schmitz, and Rendu have all thought that

diabetes might be contagious.*" Drs. Fitz and Jos-

lin have reported a case of a servant in Massachu-
setts who was attacked by diabetes after waiting on

a mistress who suffered from the disease.*^ Oppler
and Kulz report 900 cases of diabetes with nine mar-
ried couples among them. They collected the his-

tories of 4.389 cases from other physicians and
among these were forty-seven married couples. *-

Senator examined 770 cases and among them found
nine couples in which both husband and wife were
diabetics.*' Boisumean reports six couples. In

these nine and in a large number of other cases of

married couples having this disease that he studied,

he had found several in which, following the remar-
riage of the diabetic widow or widower, the new
spouse was attacked.** If these are all mere coin-

cidences, then it would seem as if the law of proba-
bilities must be suspended for their sakes. It is evi-

dent that the proportions to the totals are too great

to obey this law. The subject is one that needs care-

ful experimental and statistical attention. The few
facts obtainable point strongly toward contagion.

There is one more important symptom of dia-

betes that is not often referred to but that deserves

careful attention. It is that of the peculiar dis-

tribution of glycogen in the body during the dis-

ease. Of it von Noorden says : "We lack the bio-

logical explanation as to why certain cells retain

this function, and even exert it more actively than

before, while the proper organs for the storage of

glycogen have lost it."*^ Viewed as a perversion of

function instead of as a beneficent arrangement of

our physiological forces for the preservation of the

body it is mysterious and meaningless. \'iewed as

a survival in past struggles for existence the mys-
tery disappears, and it stands forth as a beautiful

adaptation of nature for our preservation in the

face of threatening danger. Howell informs us

that glycogen occurs "in all the tissues of the em-
bryo during the period of most active growth."*"

Tigerstadt states that glycogen "is a constituent

of embryonic tissues especially, and all others in

which an active cell formation is taking place."*''

Wherever unusually heavy work has to be done,

cell growth has to be looked after, and protection

in grave danger is needed, there we find glycogen.

It constitutes the most quickly available of the ac-

cumulated stores of capital for the body. Lusk
tells us that "an active organ like the heart main-
tains its normal glycogen content even after 15

days of starvation."*' Other organs can be per-

mitted to lose it early, and with safety to the body,

but not so the heart. It must be supplied with this

source of power till the very last. When a nation

is attacked by a foreign foe its capital must be

wasted in fighting the foe; but however much the

waste may be at the seat of war there must be an
accumulation of capital or munitions of war at such

points in the country as such capital may be needed
to save the life of the nation. The heart and other

vital centers must be protracted whether less vital

ones are or not. Every animal in which no such
protection occurs must, in time, be weeded out.

Flutterer informs us that in diabetes masses of

glycogen "resembling an embolic process" are found
in the cerebral capillaries.*" Saundby tells us that

"glycogen is present in large quantities in the me-
didla oblongata and the sheaths of the vessels of

the cortex" in all cases of diabetes.^" Wells states

that "it is in diabetes, however, that the most'

marked accumulations of glycogen are found, the

granules frequently fusing in the (leucocyte) cells

into droplets larger than the nucleus ; when dis-

solved out in ordinary microscopic preparations,

the clear round space left is exactly like the space

left by a fat-droplet, except that the margins show
a tendency to take the basic stain for some un-

known reason. In even the most extreme cases,

however, the nucleus is well preserved. Glycogen
is found particularly in the epithelium of Henle's

tubules, in heart muscle, and in the leucocytes."^'

The most reasonable explanation that can be ad-

vanced for such a distribution is that these organs

all need it as a protection against the attacks of a

sugar-using parasite. The renal cells require it be-

cause the route of expulsion is by the way of the

kidneys. They are thus laid open to a dangerous
attack of a pyogenic organism. By this glycogen

being present they can defend their protoplasm by
supplying sugar and they can also use it as a source

of strength. The leucocytes require it because of

their phagocytic function. Without it they would
be subject to wholesale destruction through the

direct attack upon their protoplasm. The cerebrum
requires it for reasons of a similar kind that must
be obvious to the reader. It is interesting, in this

connection, to know that the attack of streptococci

upon the system is met by the phagocytes in a pre-

cisely similar manner although it is less pronounced.

Is the failure of its being so pronounced due to the

fact that streptococci are less sugar loving than the
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colon organisms? Locke declares that "no septic

condition of any severity can be present without a

positive reaction" that shows the accumulation

within the leucocytes of glycogen.^'

In our first paper we referred to the new potato

cure for diabetes, but did not mention the fact

that oatmeal had likewise been used with the same
object in view. The reader is probably prepared

by this time to explain, on the basis of the hypothe-

sis here proposed, just how the potato and the oat-

meal are likely to prove beneficial. They are slowly

hydrolyzed into sugar and thus keep up a supply of

that substance within the intestinal canal. While
this can have no elTect upon the parasites already

in the blood, it can lessen the supply of new re-

cruits there and, as phagocytosis and kidney ac-

tivity may be lessening the numbers present in the

circulation, this may be the explanation of the

change. Dr. James B. Herrick of Chicago, in a

recent communication, in reference to the oatmeal

cure has this to say : "Explanations as to how this

is brought about are far from satisfactory. The
carbohydrate that may be compared to a poison

for some mild diabetics has a helpful effect on the

severer forms, in which forms it would seem to

have its harmful influence counteracted by some
substance, perhaps the acid bodies, and these sub-

stances in turn, also toxic, have their baneful eft'ects

neutralized by the carbohydrate, i.e. they seem mu-
tually antagonistic or antidotal." The same author

declares regarding his own experience with the

milder forms that "so far, however, I have seen

no evil result from the use of this diet, even in the

milder cases that von Noorden classes as unsuit-

able for this plan of treatment."'- Here again we
meet mystery on mystery by the attempt at explain-

ing diabetes as due to a normal function run mad.
Take it as a plain case of infection and all mystery
disappears. We need no multiplication of theories

on theories, like the piling of Pelion on Ossa, when
this simple, common sense hypothesis of infection

is provisionally adopted. We find no poisons needed
to neutralize poisons, and are not compelled to ac-

knowledge that our own explanations are far from
satisfactory. We may need antiseptics to help the

carbohydrate diet in lowering the chemotaxis of the

invading organisms. Dr. W. Tibbals, not long ago
reported that he had found that the use of creosote

by his patients enabled them to consume carbohy-
drates with a lessened outpour of sugar in the urine.

He also found that iodoform, salicylic acid, as-

pirin, and benzosol had a similar effect.'^ Dr.
Herrick may not be able to see that the antiseptics

act in a similar manner to his oatmeal and that both
lines of treatment are equally sound. Neither are
cures. Both are palliatives because both check the
natural tropism of a parasite. No hypothesis hith-

erto advanced has ever been able to explain, in an
apparently satisfactory manner, so many of the
symptoms of diabetes. No other corresponds so
well with the known distribution of the disease. Of
course it is impossible to be scientifically sure that
it is right until experimentally demonstrated. It

may be sneeringly referred to as "mere speculation"
or "simply guesswork," but it is the kind of specu-
lation and kind of guesswork that causes our courts
to commit murderers to the gallows. It is no more
—no less—than circumstantial evidence. This is

the evidence of inductive science. A murderer or a
burglar when brought before our courts is tested
by this kind of evidence as regards their guilt or
innocence. It differs very materially from mere
suspicion, but it is by no means perfect. Until the
murderer has confessed or proven an alibi there is

room for honest doubt. Those least capable of

weighing the evidence will have the greatest cause

to doubt where it has been carefully put together.

In the case of the parasite here charged with being

the cause of diabetes it remains for expert bacteriol-

ogists to show cause for a nonconviction by the

medical jury before whom these facts have been

placed. Can they prove an alibi or will they bring

the clinching evidence of its having been caught in

the very act? Time alone can tell.
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SYMPTOMATOLOGY OF RECURREXT AND
ABDUCTOR PARALYSIS OF

THE LARYNX.*
Bv CLARENCE C RICE, M.D.,

NEW YORK.

The division of this most interesting subject, which

has been allotted to me, would at tirst sight seem

a less difficult task than that of the gentlemen who
have just read their admirable papers; but when it

is appreciated that several varieties of either spasm

or paralysis of the vocal bands may coexist, the

tabulating of an exact classification of symptoms is

not an easy one. It is desirable to select the com-

monest forms of paralysis of the laryngeal muscles,

and give their usual appearances and symptoms

rather than to complicate the description by stating

the symptomatology of a combination of conditions.

A discouraging amount of literature has been writ-

ten upon the subject of paralysis of the muscles of

the larynx, discouraging because we have often

found it confusing; and it has been a relief to

write, for the most part, from our own observa-

tions.

Let us, therefore, endeavor to portray a picture

of the clinical phenomena which are present in par-

alysis of the several muscles and groups of muscles

of the larynx. It seems desirable to present the

subject of symptomatology under two grand heads

or divisions, namely, first, the symptoms, laryngeal

and general, of the several temporary disturbances

in the efficiency of the laryngeal muscles, disturb-

ances not caused by grave or permanent patho-

logical conditions of the nerve centers, but by in-

juries inflicted either upon the peripheral nerve

filaments or upon the muscular tissue itself ; the

so-called "myopathic" disturbances, occurring in the

various forms of catarrhal laryngitis ; the acute and

the chronic, either of the moist or dry variety, and

the "traumatic" type of laryngitis, a name properly

used in describing the crippled vocal conditions of

singers, and professional people generally. We sug-

gest this as the first division of our subject, and

since it has not been asked of us to describe the

impairment of efficiency of the anterior muscle,

which is supplied by the superior laryngeal nerve,

we must first speak of the laryngeal image and

symptoms which are exhibited in paralysis of the

internal and tranverse muscles. I should like to be

permitted to use the term "transverse" for the

arytenoideus muscle ; "internal" for the thyro-

arytenoideus ; "lateral" for the large adductor, and

"posterior" for the solitary abductor.

The second division of the subject deals, first,

with the symptomatology' of paralysis of the large

adductor, second, with that of the abductor of the

vocal cords and, third, with that of total paralysis

of the recurrent nerve.

We suggest that it will simplify matters if we

keep this division widely apart in our minds, be-

cause in the first or "myopathic" class, the laryngeal

image of disturbance is constantly changing, and may
present abnormal laryngoscopic appearances for but

a .short time, because the tone of the muscles is apt

to be rapidly restored by rest and intelligent rem-

edies. It is of interest to radically separate the

fatigued appearances of the internal and trans-

verse muscles from the widely different exhibition

presented by a permanently disabled lateral abductor,

caused by lesion of nerve trunks ; a paralysis in the

full sense of the term, a condition usually not to be

*Read before the American Laryngological Association

at the thirtieth annual session, held in Montreal, May,
1908.

improved, becau-e the lesion is permanent and often

progressive.

In our first division, paralysis of the internal

muscle is by far the most common. We can say tliat

it is nearly always one of the manifestations of a

severe grade of laryngitis. The college boy attending

a single game of football, can so abuse his vocal

apparatus, as to become aphonic the following day,

and his vocal bands present the characteristic elliptic

opening, extending from the vocal process to the an-

terior commissure. The picture is familiar to us all.

The degree of hoarseness or loss of voice depends

upon the diameter of the ellipse, as well as upon

the accompanying general inflammatory conditions.

The history of the case is so simple as to make the

diagnosis itself. The disturbance in these acute cases

is nearly always bilateral. If such injury as shouting

and screaming is inflicted upon a perfectly healthy

larynx, the vocal bands of the aphonic patient will

next day present the elliptical opening, and the mar-

gms of the bands will be markedly concave, but

there will not necessarily be any accompaniment of

congestion and swelling. In some cases the wider

separation of the vocal bands, at attempts of phon-

ation, would indicate that the lateral adductors had

also been injured by the unusual strain. When such

injury as we have described is imposed upon a

larynx which has been the seat of a chronic catar-

rhal condition, especially of the dry variety,

congestion and, perhaps, thickening of the bands

will be associated with the concaved margins of the

vocal bands.

Again, we sometimes see cases where in addi-

tion to the elliptical concavity symptomatic of pare-

sis of the internal tensors, we find the bands very

strongly abducted ; bands not in the cadaveric posi-

tion of recurrent paralysis, but resembling the

picture, which theoretically should indicate a com-
bination of internal and lateral paralysis. (Fig. i.)

The patient in these cases is entirely without voice.

I have seen vocal cords completely abducted to the

sides of the larynx, and concave throughout, in

cases of chronic laryngeal catarrh, associated with

a far-advanced atrophic condition of the nose,

pharynx, and larynx. I recall no such cases in pri-

vate practice : they have been in dispensary patients,

most commonly in women, and, strange to say, in

fat women, who have usually been cooks. I recall

two cases, and in both there was a severe dry catarrh

of the larynx and trachea. The lesion in these cases

I have always supposed to be peripheral, due to in-

flammation of nerve terminations. Both of these

cases made a fair recovery.

We have seen unilateral paralysis of the internal

muscle, as evidenced by a moderate concavity of one

vocal band, in chronic laryngitis where pathological

injury was greater on one side than the other. The
left cord or its nerve or muscular supply is undoubt-

edly the weaker of the two. It is not unusual to

see concavity of that band with some degree of

failure of adduction, associated with such singers'

injuries as congestion, general thickening, and per-

haps a localized nodule. (Fig. 2.) This impairment

of muscular tone is not so easily repaired as in the

acute cases, where both internal muscles are tem-

porarily enfeebled, because continued abuse has

produced a chronic impairment of muscular power.

The symptoms of all disturbances of the internal

muscle, whether unilateral or bilateral, aside from
the well-known laryngeal image, are those of some
degree of vocal disturbance, from simple hoarseness,

to entire loss of voice, depending upon the degree of

separation of the cords during phonation. Even
if the power of the internal muscles should remain
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permanently impaired, the compensatory power of

the other adductors would pretty largely approxi-

mate the cords sufficiently for the ordinarj- speaking

voice ; but as some of the fibers of the internal mus-
cle are attached to the edge of the vocal band, and as

thev verv nicelv regulate the tension of the cord,

Fig. I.—Combination of bilateral internal and lateral paralysis, during
phonation.

frequent disturbances of this kind will do great and

lasting injur}^ to the singing voice. The vocal bands

are the tendons of the internal muscles, and when
these muscles are paralyzed the bands become more
narrow and humped up. The singing voice is fre-

quently impaired when the lan,-ngeal mirror shows

no apparent loss of power of any of the laryngeal

muscles, and in such cases we are led to conclude

that the fault is due to weakness of that portion of

the internal muscle which is attached to the edge of

the cords. Paralysis of the internal muscles is

sometimes called "paralysis of the vocal cords them-

selves," in contradistinction to all other forms of

paralysis.

Paralysis of the short transverse or arytenoideus

muscle is much less frequently seen than that of the

internal ; rarely, I believe, in ordinar)- catarrhal

laryngitis, although the posterior triangular aperture

may, frequently, to a slight degree, accompany im-

pairment of the "internal" muscle. AMiere the tri-

angle is large and charateristic, it has been my
experience to find it in cases of local disease of or

near the arytenoid cartilages, such as tubercular

infiltration of the posterior commissure. The diag-

nosis of this condition, if it exists alone, is ver\'

easy, and the degree of impairment of voice is in

proportion to its degree and to other disturbances of

the larynx. The speaking voice is almost normal,

but in singing there is phonatory leakage, and the

voice becomes quickly fatigued. It is interesting in

cases of paralysis of the transverse muscle, to

notice, with the laryngeal mirror, the jerky motions

of the arytenoid cartilages during phonation. I

suppose this is because this muscle often receives

its nerve supplv from two sources. I have not fre-

quently seen this triangular paralysis associated with

the concavity of the cords which indicates inaction

of the internal muscle, and it has been our exper-

ience that paralysis of the transverse muscle is

much more frequently associated with that of the

anterior or thyrocricoid. It is not necessary to

dwell longer upon this division of our subject, be-

cause the laryngeal picture is easy to comprehend.
It is much more difficult to give an intelligent

symptomatology of the second division of our sub-

ject, which in reality is the entire topic of our

discussion to-day. "The symptoms of recurrent and

abductor paralysis of the larynx," is the text printed

on our programs.

It seems to us unfortunate that the word "recur-

rent" has been employed in describing the nerve

supply of the larynx. Why should not the names

superior and inferior lar\-ngeal nerves be sufficient?

This nomenclature would be less confusing.

It will simplify our position if we state that there

are practically but two forms of laryngeal paralysis,

exclusive of those which we have described in the

early part of our paper, and they are : first, "ab-

ductor paralysis;" and second, "recurrent laryngeal

paralysis;" and we should perhaps add to these,

those cases of adductor spasm which simulate ab-

ductor paralysis. There may possibly be a few cases

of solitarv' adductor paralysis on record, but such

a high authority as Semon, says not. Such a con-

dition would show vocal bands abducted to the sides

of the larj'nx, would produce complete aphonia, and

a hoarse low-pitched noise when the patient coughed

or laughed.

Theoretically, there should be a time in cases of

irritation of the recurrent nerve, when a laryngeal

picture of spasm of the powerful adductors is in

evidence. When we consider that there are three

and even four strong adductors of the bands to the

one solitary abductor, we may reasonably conclude

that irritation of nerve centers or trunks, insufficient

to cause entire loss of muscular power, would
naturally produce approximation, rather than separ-

ation of the bands. This picture would simulate

that of paralysis of the abductors. Let us for a

moment consider the points of symptomatolog}' in

spasm of the adductors and paralysis of the abduct-

ing power of the bands. This is fitting, because

when irritative spasm has been succeeded by true

paralysis, it is generally conceded that the abductor

fibers are the first to give way. The anatomical

reason for this has already' been ably stated in the

papers preceding me. We believe it can be truth-

fully said, then, that, so far as the laryngeal image

is concerned, there are three stages in the course of

nerve and muscular impairment. First, adductor

spasm ; second, abductor paralysis ; and third, total

inaction of all the muscles of the larynx supplied

by the inferior lar\-ngeal nerve, that is recurrent

paralysis, or laryngo hemiplegia. The condition of

Fig. 2.—Paralysis of left internal, with congestion and nodule of cord.

Spasm of any set of muscles is not a permanent one,

as is that of paralysis, but occurs at periods of

irregular intervals. It is possible that some of the

cases of so-called laryngeal chorea associated with

general chorea, vertigo, and stridor are really cases

of adductor spasm, which eventuate later in true

paralysis. It does not belong to this paper to speak
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of functional hysterical spasm which may, by ex-

treme and prolonged adduction, produce uncon-
sciousness for a brief period, until relaxation

ensues. We read, too, of rare cases where patients

make most unusual noises associated with forcible

closure of the s^lottis.

Fig. 3.—Unilateral paralysis of lett posterior muscle, during rtspiratlon

It is difficult to give a precise picture of the

differential laryngeal images seen in adductor spasm
and in abductor paralysis. Theoretically the vocal

bands should be much more taut in adductor spasm'.

We use the term adductor spasm rather than laryn-

geal spasm, since irritation of the nerves, which
should produce both adductor and abductor spasm,

onl}' accentuates the action of the adductors, owing
to their greater number and strength. It is well

to bear in mind that adductor spasm of the vocal

cords may produce what is called laryngeal crisis,

and give such symptoms as the forceful cough seen

in whooping cough. Irregular and intermittent ad-

duction of the bands will produce irregular

inspiratory dyspnea, and many ditferent pitches in

stridulous breathing, but these symptoms are all

temporary, in contradistinction to those of a per-

manent abductor paralysis.

If the spasm is severe it is said that the adduction
may be so forcible as to produce overlapping of the

vocal bands, and pain in the larynx like that of

cramp. If spasm of the adductors continued for

any length of time, stenosis would be so complete as

to destroy life.

Theoretically, what has been said regarding the

symptoms of spasm of adduction may be of im-
portance, but clinically we know little of such cases.

If due to functional causes, the symptoms soon
disappear; if caused by actual nerve lesion, the

spasm is succeeded by abductor and recurrent pa-
ralysis. A symptom which is sometimes of value as

indicating central involvement of the inhibitory cen-
ter is a persistently rapid pulse—and this with
normal heart and temperature.

\\"e must next call your attention to the symptoms
of abductor or "posticus" paralysis ; that of the

great inspiratory muscles, the glottic openers, which
yield to injury sooner than the opposing lateral mus-
cle. It is perhaps well to remember a point which
we fear we have repeated many times, and that is

that a lesion which eventually produces recurrent
paralysis may first cause paralysis of abduction
alone. Since central lesions are more rare than
those affecting the nerve trunks, unilateral paralysis

of the abductor and its consequent symptoms are

more common than those of bilateral paralysis. Not
much time is needed to describe the laryngeal picture

of unilateral paralysis of the abductor, nor its

objective symptoms. The affected cord is seen in

the median line, even in deep inspiration; phonation

should not be markedly interfered with, and in

unilateral cases the normal abduction of the other

band should give ample breathing space.

Unilateral abductor paralysis rarely gives symp-

toms to attract the attention of the patient or of the

physician,—unless the abductor paralysis has been

preceded by spasm and abnormal phonator)- symp-

toms. The affected vocal band remains in the

median line during inspiration, because the three

adductors are, at the commencement of the nerve

injury, in their full integrity. (Fig. 3.) Breathing

may be slightly affected during great exertion. The
voice is so little affected that if our diagnosis was
correct, we recall the case of a singer who retained

a church position, never knowing that he had

one vocal band which remained immovable in

the median line. While the voice may be at

times normal, it is apt to be uncertain, and
break in pitch, because one cord may lie at a

lower level than its fellow. In sopranos and
tenors singing would be almost impossible. The
voice would become more and more uncertain, be-

cause the tendency of an abductor paralysis is

towards a recurrent disability. It is quite possible

that many cases of unilateral paralysis escape the

notice of the laryngologist, because they often give

no marked symptoms until a laryngo hemiplegia is

present. It is for that reason that most observers

believe that unilateral recurrent paralysis is more
frequent than unilateral posticus paralysis. Much
more has been written about the symptoms of bi-

lateral abductor paralysis, because they are so much
more noticeable and dangerous than in the unilateral

lesion. Semon says that in bilateral posticus par-

alysis, the position of the bands may pass through

two stages. First, they are in the cadaveric position

of recurrent paralysis, but later, if the adductors

recover their tone, the paralyzed cord openers, which
remain incompetent, leave the bands in the median
line. When we remember that the abductor muscle
is solitary, and opposed by several, and by more
powerful antagonistic muscles, it is easily under-

stood why the bands remain immovable in the

median line. The glottis presents the appearance

Fig. 4.—Bilateral paralysis of posterior muscles, during respiration.

of an anteroposterior slit between the bands. The
cords are blown slightly apart during expiration;

and if the adduction is extreme, the inspiration may
be prolonged—high-pitched and stridulous. (Fig. 4.)

The air current may actually turn the edges of the

bands downward as it passes through. In posticus
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paralysis, dyspnea comes on by degrees, and may
steadily increase, and is aggravated by physical ex-
ertion and mental excitement. Cases are recorded
where the onset is so sudden that the patient is

awakened in the night struggling for breath. In
children in dyspnea is much more distressing, be-

FiG 5.

—

Complete left recurrent paralysis, during phonation.

cause the larj'nx is smaller, and breathing is

rendered more difficult by crying and struggling.

In children there may be noticed a disproportion in

length of time between the acts of inspiration and
expiration. Inspiration requires much more time
than usual, because of the glottic obstruction. Ex-
piration relatively requires less time. The voice may
be nearly normal, but is apt to be breathy and un-
certain. Confusion in the diagnosis of paralysis of
any one group of laryngeal muscles of the larynx,

is rendered easy by the spasmodic contraction of any
opposing group which are at the same time respond-
ing to ner\-e irritation. Some writers speak of the

oftensive breath in cases of abductor paralysis.

which they believe to be due to the decomposition of
laryngeal secretions, by reason of improper drainage
and ventilation.

It is remarkable through how small an aperture

a quiet, calm patient may breathe without showing
apparent dyspnea. We have sen cases in which
the inspiratory current actually turned the vocal

bands inward, as it sucked downwards between the

vocal cords. This in the case of bilateral abductor
paralysis. We have seen recently a case of tuber-
cular swelling of the larynx, in which hardly any
breathing space could be seen, and the patient com-
plained not at all of respiratory difficulty, but this

is a digression.

The symptoms of a solitary adductor or ''lateral"

paralysis, as it may well be called, can theoretically

be easily stated. This must necessarily be a very
rare condition, because the lateral muscle possesses

so much vitality that, as we have seen, the posterior

is the first to succumb, and a more extensive lesion

paralyzes all the muscles supplied by the inferior

nerve, and a laryngohemiplegia, not a lateral par-

alysis is the result. But if the fibers of the lateral

are alone affected, the vocal band, if the lesion is

unilateral, or both bands, if it is bilateral, would be
seen to be in about the cadaveric position, during
attempts at phonation, for the internal and trans-

verse muscles would probably be competent to

draw the bands to this position. In a state of in-

spiratory and phonatory rest, when the posterior

muscle was not in action, the cords would be in the

cadaveric position. The essential diagnostic point
of time would be during deep and forced inspira-

tion, when the unopposed abductors would draw
the bands outwards to the extreme sides of the

larynx. If the lesion is one-sided, the affected cord
makes a more outward journey than its fellow.

But during rest and phonation, the three other

adductors are competent to keep the disabled band
as near the median line as the cadaveric position,

which is the position of a recurrent paralysis. The
diagnosis, tlierefore, must be made during forced
inspiration. Theoretically, the margins of the bands
would assume a straighter line in lateral paralysis'

than in recurrent, because the smaller tensors would
be still exerting their power, but the voice would be
weaker—there would be larger phonatory leakage,

because on account of the larger separation of the

bands the normal cord would not be able to get so

close to its fellow as it does in a one-sided recurrent

paralysis ; sometimes even coughing is impossible,

and the voice is completely lost. The bilateral

laryngeal image of a lateral paralysis is almost
identical, therefore, with that of a bilateral recur-

rent paralysis, except at the period of forced inspi-

ration, when there is wider abduction in the former
than in the latter. The speaking voice, in all vari-

ties of paralysis, commonly improves, because of

the marvelous ability of the uninjured muscles to

render compensatory aid to the disabled ones. If

there was time, we should like to cite examples of

such compensatory action, but we have already pre-

sented to this association a paper on the subject.

Lastly we must speak of the symptomatolog}' of

recurrent paralysis, that is a total paralysis of all the

muscles supplied by the inferior laryngeal nerve.

This is the form most commonly observed by the

laryngologist, because, as has been frequently said,

if the other forms, excepting bilateral posterior

paralysis precede it, they usually furnish so little

evidence of their existence that the nerve lesion has

produced a recurrent paralysis by the time the pa-

tient consults a physician. The band or bands are

in the cadaveric position, and respiration is little

affected during rest. (Fig. 5.) In one-sided paraly-

sis, the speaking voice steadily improves, as the

sound vocal cord is able to go a longer distance, but

the voice at first is lower pitched, uncertain, becomes
tired easily, and the nervous patient dreads to use
his voice, because of its liabilitv to make ludicrous

Fig. 6.—Bilateral recurrent paralysis, during phonation.

breaks in pitch. In bilateral recurrent paralysis,

there can be no marked dyspnea, but the voice is

lost or very breathy and uncertain, and because

of nonapproximation of the false cords, the pitch

in coughing is lowered, and instead of terminating

with a short explosion, it is prolonged, sounding
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like a hoarse fog horn, until the phonatory leakage

empties the lungs. (Fig. 6.) The sound arytenoid

is sometimes pulled in front of the disabled one, and
pushes it backwards, and the weaker band sometimes
lies at a lower level than the opposite one. Since an-
eurj-sm or neoplasms in the neck and upper chest are

most frequently the cause of unilateral recurrent
paralysis, they themselves sometimes furnish symp-
toms, which help materially to determine not only
whether the laryngeal condition is one of paralysis

rather than one of ankylosis, but such symptoms
may also differentiate between paralysis and
spasm. Watson Williams says a peculiar brassy
cough may be one of the earliest symptoms of
thoracic aneurysm.

I believe it is not in my task to speak of the
differential diagnosis between the forms of paralysis

and the immobility of a band by reason of an
ankylosed cricoarytenoid joint. As a rule this

joint, when aft'ected, shows inflammatory signs, but
authors speak of a degenerative change here, which
does not affect the gross appearance of these carti-

lages, but a careful history of the case should make
its character plain. Most authors note the fact

that in unilateral ankylosis the sound arytenoid is

only drawn up to and not in front of the disabled
one, and in ankylosis, too, the band is not in any
known paralytic position, neither in that of abduc-
tion, adduction, nor in the cadaveric position. Theo-
retically in nonparalytic conditions, the bands are
tense, while in paralysis they are limp.

In closing I would say that it is difficult to
tabulate any statement of symptoms of the motor
neuroses of the larynx, which renders the diagnosis
positive without a careful examination with the
laryngeal mirror. So far as the voice is aft'ected,

there is present every degree of impairment, from
slight hoarseness to complete aphonia; a lesion
which shows no abnormality in quiet conversation,
would be apparent if the patient endeavored to use
the voice in a forcible way, or tried to sing. The
quality of the voice may even change from day to
day, because the compensator)' aid given by the un-
affected muscles constantly varies in efficiencv. In
unilateral conditions, it may be stated, as a rule, that
the voice shows a gradual and permanent improve-
ment if the vocal cord muscles proper, the internal
tensors on the aft'ected side, retain their integrity;
but if loss of power here allows the margin of the
band to remain concave, there is little hope of vocal
improvement. This is an important point in con-
sidering the prognosis of voice behavior. A careful
study of the conversational pitch from day to day
would show whether the impaired muscles were im-
proving in tone. One unaft'ected lateral muscle can
make approximation sufficiently good for ordinary
conversation, provided the margin of the aft'ected

band is straight and not concave. We do not see so
many concave bands, even in unilateral recurrent
paralysis, because, I suppose, the anterior muscle is,

as a rule, not involved, and so the margin of the
band is kept fairly straight and taut. As to
dyspnea, there are many degrees of this. It has
already been said that if the loss of power develops
slowly, and consequently if the respiratory space
is but gradually narrowed, the patient accom-
modates himself, in a remarkable manner, to a
larynx almost entirely closed, without showing vis-
ible distress. Other symptoms such as vocal fatigue,
laryngeal cramps and cough, depend much upon the
individual case and upon conditions apart from the
neurosis. There are many cases where it will re-
quire numerous and most painstaking examinations
to determine what muscle or group of muscles are

at fault, because perhaps the state of partial par-
alysis will be masked by a condition of jerky spasm.
A weak solution of cocaine sometimes aids, by
quieting spasm, and by emphasizing the image of
real loss of power. The symptoms of no two cases

seem to be exactly similar, and it is most interest-

ing to carefully study the behavior of each.

123 East Nineteenth Street,

:\IECHAXICAL VIBRATION IN THE TREAT-
MENT OF CONSTIPATION AND

PELVIC CONDITIONS.*
By MARY L. H. .^RXOLD SNOW. M.D..

NEW YOKK.

The progress of the last half century has not only

marked an era of advancement in the improvement
of therapeutic measures, unparalleled in the history

of medical science, but has brought to physical thera-

peutics long delayed recognition, placing in the hands
of the profession a full quiver of practical agents

with which to combat disease with greater success

and add to the glory of medical science.

Among the many useful measures, mechanical

vibration occupies an important place ; ancient so far

as its governing powers are concerned, but modem
in its extensive therapeutic application. Its wide
range of usefulness and the low market price of an

equipment make it one of the tirst physical measures
to be introduced into the office of the general practi-

tioner. In the treatment of constipation and pelvic

conditions alone, it is deserving of recognition.

Mechanical vibration is of great assistance in

diagnosis. It often elicits facts that are not revealed

by percussion or other methods of investigation.

Especially is this true of conditions of the liver,

which is frequently found to be in a hypersensitive

state; in this case marked tenderness is also often
found by vibration below the angle of the right

scapula and over the gall-bladder, as well as pain in

the dorsal region to the right of the spine, which is

readily elicited by means of interrupted spinal vibra-

tion, employing a ball vibratode. Vibration with
the disk vibratode may also discover marked tender-

ness over the bowels, especially in the cases of
mucous colitis, or other congested viscera may be
found markedly sensitive.

For many years the treatment of constipation has
been chiefly by drugs which gradually bring about
an atonic condition of the intestines, demanding a

stimulant to induce action that in time aggravates
instead of relieving the condition. Physical meas-
ures, on the other hand, particularly the static wave
current and mechanical vibration, tone up the nerv-
ous, muscular, and secretory functions, and. in con-
nection with the regulation of the liver and diges-

tive functions, soon eft'ect a cure. Mbration has
mechanical, chemical, physical, metabolic, and reflex

effects. It is an agent whose effects depend much
upon the method of application and technique in

general. It induces the removal of extravasations,
lymph, exudations, and transudations, prevents the
formation of adhesions, breaks up slight adhesions,
and stimulates the circulatory and lymphatic sys-

tems. It improves respiration, stimulates excretion
and secretion, relaxes contracted parts, and restores
tone to relaxed parts. The following principles
should govern its application:

I. The vibration should possess the necessary
rapidity and length of stroke demanded to meet

*Read at the II. Congres International de Physiotherapie,
at Rome, Italy, October, 1907.
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a given condition, and exerted pressure must be such

as to be painless.

2. The rapidity, stroke, pressure, or nonpressure

should be governed by the indications and the pa-

tient's reactionary resistance.

3. The interruptions when using interrupted vi-

bration should be limited in number to avoid ex-

liaustion in nerve power.

4. The intervals of rest should be three, or even

four, times as long as the period of impulse contact

to assist in perpetuity and fixedness of the etTect.

5. The periods of contact and rest should be

rhythmical in the administration of interrupted vi-

bration.

6. Vibratory effects should be applied to aid or

promote functional activity of a part without alter-

ing the integrity or unfavorably affecting the nor-

mal activity of the part.

Mechanical vibration in conjunction with dietary

measures, and in some instances exercises directed

to the compression of the bowels and liver, is the

treatment par excellence for constipation. When
carefully administered, it is absolutely painless,

harmless, and productive of the most gratifying re-

sults, and consequently, like many other physical

measures, is worthy of a trial by the general prac-

titioner. The quantity, kind, and quality of the food

ingested must be regulated, in order that the func-

tions may not be overtaxed and that the food may at

the same time be nutritious and not too concen-

trated.

For infants, in whom constipation is easily cured

by the use of mechanical vibration, the mother's

milk or the artificial food, which may contain too

much fat, should be rectified. Young children are

apt to consume too much starchy food, or live on a

too exclusive diet. With children vibratory treat-

ment, spinal and abdominal, as well as of the liver

and spleen, gives most happy results, and if prop-

erly applied is generally agreeable to them. The
diet used in general, bulk and nutrition considered,

should include the following : Stewed fruits, fresh

fruits except bananas and pineapples, rye or coarse

bread with much butter, or shredded wheat biscuits,

triscuits, or Graham bread, cracked wheat or oat-

meal thoroughly cooked, broiled chops or soft-boiled

eggs, roasted or broiled beef, lamb, or mutton, or

baked or broiled fish, or roasted chicken ; spinach,

celer}', lettuce, beets, fresh string beans, and a baked

potato—-sweet or Irish. Hot water is to be preferred

to tea, coffee, or milk. If the patient is thin, anemic,

and weak, a milk and cream mixture—three parts

milk and one part cream—is recommended to be

taken between meals, a glassful at a time, until a

quart of milk is taken daily. Six or eight glasses of

water should be taken daily.

The formation of a habit of a fixed time for

going to stool is important. In children a low vessel

or a low seat of proper dimensions should be pro-

vided. The time for going to stool, usually best

after breakfast, should be a time relative as Savage
so aptly puts it, "to some living habit," as rising. The
patient should sit patiently for five minutes at least,

but the five minutes should not be used in reading,

for nature attends well to but one thing at a time.

The cause of the trouble should first be discovered
and remedied if possible, either surgically, if such

procedure is indicated, or otherwise. If symptom-
atic, the treatment of the cause is indicated; if from
habit, as from failure to meet Nature's calls, dis-

regard of regularity, reading for a long time when
at stool, or a faulty diet, correct the fault. Atonic
conditions or disturbances of general nutrition, as

well as a pernicious drug habit, demand attention.

Chronic invagination of the sigmoid, so often over-

looked or treated by surgical measures, may some-

times be effectively relieved by rectal vibration in

connection with a corrected diet. If the constipation

be due to a fibroid tumor associated with hemor-

rhage, when an operation can be avoided, employ

the .r-ray to check the hemorrhage, then use the

wave current to cause contraction and relieve local

stasis and give a body vibratory treatment for con-

stipation, the abdominal vibratory treatment for a

passive exercise being governed by conditions. The
rectal vibration is contraindicated because of the

danger of inducing hemorrhage.

If adhesions or spasmodic strictures are present

they may be benefited or cured by local vibratory

treatment. If an enlarged or retroverted uterus ob-

structs the passage the constipation can be cured in

the majority of cases by using the static wave cur-

rent with a metal electrode per rectum, in connec-

tion with rectal and body vibratory treatment for

constipation.

In some nervous diseases, as locomotor ataxia,

associated with rectal spasm, constipation may often

be relieved by rectal vibratory treatment with a

short rectal v'ibratode. The application should be

for about five minutes daily until relieved, but at a

higher rate of speed than is employed in the treat-

ment of constipation associated with atony. A cone-

shaped vibratode may be used in place of the rectal

one where anal spasm alone exists ; but great care

should be exercised, as sometimes, though rarely,

paralysis of the bowels follows dilatation.

The oscillator, a machine giving a vibration and

a return vibration, as it were, is sometimes used in

treating constipation. A wide belt is applied over

the lumbar spine, the liver, and the abdomen, in

turn, treatment being regulated at from six to ten

millimeters oif the center of the revolving eccentric.

The author's technique for vibratory treatment

of constipation consists of (i) vibration of the

spinal nerves supplying the affected parts, (2) a

local vibrator)' treatment of the liver, spleen, and

abdomen. The treatment should be mild at first,

with strict adherence to the principles governing the

use of pressure, stroke, speed, and regulated fre-

quency, bridging the efi'ect from treatment to treat-

ment, lessening the frequency as improvement per-

mits in all cases. The administrations may be made
directly to the skin, or over the under-vest or

chemise. The following details of technique are

observed: (i) The bladder should be emptied be-

fore treatment. (2) If the skin is moist and sticky,

dust the surface with a suitable dusting powder.

(3) If the abdomen is hypersensitive the applica-

tion of dry heat by means of a high-power incandes-

cent lamp or otherwise will lessen the sensitiveness.

Contraindications for the employment of mechani-

cal vibration are the presence of cancer or ulcer in

the region, and a tendency to hemorrhage. In vi-

brating the spinal nerve roots, use a hard rubber ball

vibratode, and employ a medium stroke and mod-
erate pressure, which should be so graduated as to

avoid unpleasant effects. Employ the vibratode be-

tween the transverse processes on each side of the

spine alternately from above downward, two or

three times. Tolerance to pressure over tender spots

increases during an administration and during the

course of treatment. .The pressure, light at first.

should be gradually increased. Prolonged pressure

inhibits, and is consequently applied over the hyper-

sensitive places. If the whole trouble is in the lower

bowel, the lower portion of the spine alone may be

vibrated ; but in the majority of cases of constipa-

tion the liver is at fault, and the patient may have
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suffered so long that the health has become gener-

ally impaired, in which case we vibrate the spaces

corresponding with all the spinal nerves to restore

tone.

Boardman Reed locates the center of defecation

at the second segment of the lumbar part of the

spinal cord opposite the tenth dorsal vertebra. From
the sixth to the twelfth dorsal inclusive is the inhibi-

tion region of the small intestine, the inhibitory nerve

being the splanchnic (Pfliiger), while the capillaries

contain arterial blood ; when this changes to venous
the splanchnics are stimulated, and peristalsis is

increased. If the nervierigentes are stimulated, con-
traction of the longitudinal rectal fibers occurs, and
the action of the circular fibers is inhibited, even
when the hypogastric ner\-es by which they are sup-
plied are stimulated, which stimulation has "an in-

hibitory effect on the longitudinal muscles" (Fell-

ner). The vasoconstrictors of the colon come from
"between the sixth dorsal and second lumbar seg-

ment," and the vasodilators are from the same part

of the spinal cord and from the nucleus of the

pneumogastrics. The vasoconstrictors of the sig-

moid flexure and rectum come from the tenth dorsal
to the fourth lumbar" (Reed). The vasodilator fibers

for the same arise from "the first to the fourth
sacral segments." The vasoconstrictors of the small
intestine are "from the sixth dorsal to the second
lumbar through the visceral nerves to the solar

plexus and then to the blood-vessels of the abdo-
men, jejunum, and ileum," the dilators of the same
rise from "the nucleus of the pneumogastrics and
go to the solar plexus" (Reed). Stimuli applied "at
long intervals to the nerves act on the vasodilators
while tetanizing stimuli act especially on the vaso-
motors," which are not so easily exhausted.

The liver is vibrated as follows : Posteriorly
vibrator}' friction or percussion is applied from the
spine outward following the line in the spaces be-
tween the ribs, using a rubber-padded disk vibratode
over the organ, and interrupted vibration with mod-
erate pressure and medium stroke is applied over
the liver anteriorly, covering the surface about
three times. The vasoconstrictors of the portal sys-

tem are from the third to the twelfth dorsal nerves,
inclusive, particularly the fifth, sixth, seventh, 'and
eighth. Contraction of the gall-bladder may be in-

duced by vibratory stimulation of the ninth and
tenth dorsal. The solar plexus and lumbar ganglia
may be aft'ected by interrupted vibration. Stimula-
tion of the vagus contracts the stomach and pylorus,
and induces gastric flow.

Vibration of the abdomen is accomplished with
a padded rubber disk vibratode, using a medium
stroke. Two methods are employed : The first is

to follow from the cecum to the sigmoid. The sec-

ond is the one preferred, and used by the writer
because it is almost always necessary to stimulate
the lower part of the bowel first. Begin over the
middle segment of the descending colon, use vibra-
tory friction with firm pressure downward
and inward six or seven times, gradually ap-
proaching the ribs, but each time ending at

the sigmoid. Then vibrate the transverse
colon, beginning at its middle segment and
proceeding from right to left, gradually length-
ening the line of advance as the hepatic flexure is

approached; then begin midway between the hepa-
tic flexure and the cecum, and vibrate upward,
gradually approaching the cecum until the fric-

tion is from the cecum to the hepatic flex-

ure. A ball vibratode or the cap shield of some
machines is then used from the cecum to the sig-

moid to administer an analogue of the cannon-ball

massage. The speed and rate of vibration should be

slow, because parts containing unstriped fibers, after

being stimulated, react "for a long time after the

stimulus is withdrawn."
In many of the cases the additional use of inter-

nal vibratorj- treatment is necessary. A soft rub-

ber vibratode (see Fig. ia), well lubricated, which
may be introduced while in motion, is to be pre-

ferred. The administration should be for five min-
utes, using a short stroke and a rate of speed, which
will give the maximum width of the loops that are

to be formed by the vibration of the vibratode when
the operator watches the vibratode before inserting

it. as he varies the speed until the desired rate is

obtained. These rectal treatments should be given

daily until the bowels move naturally. After they

have moved for several days successively the rectal

treatment should be discontinued or given only occa-

sionally as indicated. In obstinate cases, as from a

spasmodic stricture high up, a flexible rubber vibra-

tode 12 or 15 inches long (see Fig ib) is of service,

and is most easily introduced with the patient in the

knee-chest position. The duration of the treatment
should be from three to five minutes, speed and
stroke being as before stated. The rectal tube should
be used cautiously if adhesions exist from a former
peritonitis. The majority of cases are practically

Fig. I.—The rubber vibratode. A, a short rubber instrument for treat-

ing constipation; B, the author's long .rubber \'ibratQde for high rectai

vibration and for gi\ing high colonic flushings as employed in the treat-

ment of constipation.

cured in about two weeks by this method of treat-

ment.

In severe cases of constipation enemas of from
one to three quarts of water, according to the indi-

cations of the case, are administered, for which the

following method of vibratory flushing has been in-

troduced by the writer. A long hollow flexible rub-

ber vibratode (see Fig. ib) having a hole in the dis-

tal end, and a metal tube at the side of the top of

its fitting at the pro.ximal end, to which a tube from
a douche bag is attached, is connected to the vibrator.

Water is allowed to flow through the tube before it

is introduced. Having been smeared with vaseline,

it is gradually inserted, vibrating at a slow rate of

speed, the patient being in the knee-chest position.

When the tube has been inserted a few inches, the

water is allowed to flow. The water will be thrown
from the opening as from a sprinkler. Gradually
increase the speed. After the first pint of water
has flowed, gradually lessen the speed and stop the

vibrations. Let two or three quarts flow into the

bowel, and while the last pint is passing, start the

vibrations again and continue them until the tube is

withdrawn. Usually one week of vibratory flush-

ing, used after the body vibration as above de-

scribed, initiates the improvement.
In a few uncomplicated cases of constipation,

body vibratory treatment alone is sufficient. This
is particularly true during childhood. If the patient
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has been long constipated and there is reason to be-

Heve that the bowel is lined with impacted feces, a

vibratory enema of one to two cupfuls of oil is

given, as described below under the treatment of

colitis. This is followed the next day by vibratory

flushing, as described above. It may be found neces-

sary to repeat this if the patient still gives a history

of passing scyballa.

In cases of infantile paralysis associated with

constipation, a spinal, liver, spleen, and vibratory

treatment will give excellent results, great care being

exercised so that too great pressure is not employed.

A vacuum cup vibratode is employed for the spinal

treatment instead of the ball, as it can be more
easily applied in the small intervertebral spaces.

Vibrator}' friction is also employed over the para-

lyzed parts.

In cases of colitis associated with constipation,

most gratifying results are obtained by administer-

ing vibratory treatment in connection with a modi-
fied von Noorden diet. Qn the first and third day in

the treatment of colitis a high enema of oil is given

with long rectal tube (Fig. iB), previously described

for flushing. A little oil is allowed to run through

the tube first before introducing it, to prevent colic.

Vibration should be mild at first—just sufficient to

carry the tube up, except in cases associated with

diarrhea, when it is advisable to discontinue it until

the oil is all in the bowel, otherwise mild vibration

may be continued during the passage of the oil.

Disturbances may occur, in which case, hot com-
presses may be used, but I have not found them
necessary. Patients may gradually be weaned from
the prescribed diet, but it is advisable for them not

to depart too early or too suddenly from the dietary

regime.

^'ibration therapy is indicated in the treatment

of contracted muscles arising from various causes,

and may be used in the treatment of amenorrhea,
dysmenorrhea, inflammatory exudates, endometritis,

metritis, oophoritis, rectal prolapse, certain prostatic

conditions, and coccygodynia. In cases of atony,

passive congestion, and amenorrhea, vibrate the

lower portion of the spine in the interspaces, using

the ball vibratode and anteriorly apply the abdomi-
nal vibration and interruptions over the affected

parts.

Mechanical vibration is contraindicated in pyosal-

pinx and pelvic abscess, ^'ibrator^• treatment of the

vagina is indicated in relaxed walls and vaginismus.

Enlarged prostate and prostatitis may be treated by
local rectal vibration from three to five minutes, the

rectal vibratode having a moderate amount of rigid-

it}'. In the treatment of hemorrhoids vibration les-

sens pelvic congestion and stimulates the return

circulation. A prolonged rectal treatment is indi-

cated.

Mechanical vibration in the treatment of pelvic

conditions, alone, or with the use of light, electricity,

hydrotherapy, or exercise as an adjunct, when ap-

plied with the proper care and technique, is a meas-
ure which from the results obtained appeals both to

the layman and the profession, simple yet effective,

easily applied, and not disagreeable. It is a most
useful and valuable agent in the hands of the pro-
fession doing the physician's noblest work—the alle-

viation of human suffering.

Action of Drugs at Night.—Everj'thing else being
equal, remedies are more effective in the night than by
day. This is owing to the fact that at night the
processes of absorption are quickened and those of
elimination abated. For the same reasons toxicity of
drugs is greater at night.

—

Medical Council.

PHYSIOLOGICAL ACTION OF THE MOUNT
CLEMENS MINERAL BATHS.

By RICHARD LEUSCHNER, M.D.,

MOUXT CLEMENS, MICHIGA.N.

For a long time quite an uncertainty prevailed

whether the action of mineral baths was based upon
a direct transudation through the cuticle and its ab-

sorption into the system, or whether it was brought

about solely by the external excitation incurred to

the nerves of the skin. The holders of the latter view
accepted the theory that the transmission of the

stimulus extended from the peripheral nerves to the

trophic nerves, or, rather, to those nerves supplying

the muscles of the vascular walls would tend to reg-

ulate the circulation of the blood in the diseased

tissue.

In a former article on the physiological action and
effect of mineral baths, I conclusively proved the

ingress of sulpho-iodo-bromo-salines through the

skin and their resorption in the system by having

isolated bromine and iodine from the urine of bath-

ers, which findings should indicate that the composi-
tion of this water entering the organism, plus the ex-

ternal stimulus, would demonstrate a decided action

upon metabolic changes.

Probably the curative virtue of some baths might
depend alone upon the external stimulus of the cu-

taneous nerves ; however, in both instances there

still exists an obstacle to a full comprehension of the

correct action of mineral water bathing, inasmuch
as nothing has as yet been directly proven how the

changes in the diseased tissues are brought about.

For this very reason it is necessary to enter a little

more fully into some of the causes that control the

general processes of the body metabolism.

It has been universally assumed and accepted

that the food products from the intestines reach the

heart by passing through the lymph channels, es-

pecially the thoracic duct, the heart then distribut-

ing them through the blood-vessels to the different

organs of the body. The correctness of this view
has recently been attacked by Dr. Wachenfeld, a

well-known authority at Bad Nauheim. In a brief

article on "some observ-ations concerning the mech-
anism of the circulatory system," he attempts to

prove some facts contrary to the above accepted

doctrine.

He points out among other things that at the

present time very little is known concerning the ac-

tual metabolic changes in the cellular tissues, and
claims that our knowledge over this matter ends in

the intestinal tract. We have, he says, not fully

grasped what takes place in those cellular walls,

how the actual nutritive processes are carried on in

the dift'erent organs, how the material for building

cellular tissue is supplied, nor have we a correct

conception of the elimination of body waste. These

are physiological problems not satisfactorily solved.

Dr. Wachenfeld then goes on to show that the sub-

mucous lymph vessels in the intestines are prefer-

ably the true lacteals carrying their material to the

thoracic duct, that the outer intestinal lymph plexus

supplies the walls of the intestines : he points out

that these two sets of intestinal lymphatics are

linked very closely together, and alludes conclusive-

ly to an important point that not all of the resorbed

alimentation passes into the thoracic duct, but that

a certain amount is absorbed directly from the

intestinal canal into the body tissue.

We are here confronted with numerous questions

and problems: What part does the chyle perform

in the blood and what becomes of the lymph that
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passes through the ductus dexter into the blood?
Both Hquids are at times entirely different. The nu-
triment that passes into the blood through the tho-

racic duct freshly resorbed from the intestines at the

time when digestion is active, and that which enters
through the right lymphatic duct into the vena sub-
clavia dextra, must necessarily have found its way
through body tissue.

Accordingly, then, what changes has the chyle un-
dergone before it is given off from the blood into

the tissue spaces? We assume, at least, that a
part of the alimentation finds its way directly into

the lymph currents, consequently the drainage sys-

tem of those lymph channels plays a most impor-
tant role in the process of the metabolism. Wach-
enfeld's clinical convictions on tliese points are
most consistent with those that Wundt has laid

down in his textbook on Physiology. Wundt de-
clares that it is possible that the lymph during its

slower movements through the interstitial canal
system coming in a more immediate contact with
the tissues than does the blood, serves as an im-
portant factor in the nutrition of these tissues.

Principally does this role seem plausible where the
lymph is devolved in the preparation of the glandu-
lar secretions, as approximately in most if not in all

glands the parenchyma is surrounded by lymph
spaces. Eventually then the liquids transuded from
the blood enter the tissue spaces and only then
through the thus separated lymph do the gland
cells manufacture their secretions.

This important significance of the lymph in the
nutrition and production of the secretions cor-
respond with the fact that the lymph carries much
larger quantities of decomposed material .out of
the tissues than the venous blood.

In reference to the action of Mt. Clemens min-
eral baths the following question now comes up for
discussion and consideration : Are the ingredients
contained in the water and, finding entrance into
the system conveyed to the blood-vessels, acting
in this wise upon the diseased tissues, or do they
select the lymph channels to reach diseased tissues ?

In the first instance the resorbed mineral sub-
stances, no matter how manifestly small the amount
of their transmission into the blood, and even if

they could not be detected analytically therein,
would necessarily create a chemical stimulus to
the blood influencing the action of the heart and
the consequent pressure in the vascular walls. In
order to determine this I undertook to test the
blood pressure before and after the baths upon
some twenty patients. The examinations were
made one hour before and one hour after the baths.

Before.
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THE USE OF BACTERIAL \ACCIXES.

By harry BRITENSTOOL. M.D.

NEW YORK.

The degree of interest shown by physicians through-

out the world in the biological methods of the treat-

ment of diseases of microbic origin has placed the

opsonic theory in the center of the stage. I am not

in a position to discuss the possible value of this

theory, nor to aid in the elaboration of any new
ideas on the subject. As a general practitioner, un-

acquainted with the more minute pathological tech-

nique, I rather incline to the belief that the determin-

ation of the opsonic index of a specific case will be

of little value to the average practitioner. Nev-
ertheless, the ultrascientific investigator will doubt-

less render us a great service by estimating the cor-

rect dosage, the best methods and time of adminis-

tration, and the danger limits in the use of bac-

terial vaccines. The determination of the exact re-

lation existing between vaccines prepared directly

from a specific case and the so-called "stock" vac-

cines, rests not only with the pathologist, but also

with the clinician.

As the fundamental basis of medicine is empiri-

cism, I have taken advantage of our limited knowl-
edge of bacterial vaccines and have used "stock"

vaccines of mixed staphylococci with splendid suc-

cess. I have not used them in a sufficient number
of cases to demonstrate fully their efficacy, but my
results so far have been so positive that I am sub-

mitting three of my cases to augment whatever ex-

perience others may have had with such vaccines.

C-'^SE I.—S. C, woman, aged 23, weight 124,

blonde. Over a year previous to the commencement
of treatment by me, the patient developed an acne

on the face. This had been treated by a specialist

for nine months with only fair results. Seven
months after the first development of the acne, a

furuncle made its appearance on her thigh. This

was treated locally and sulphur, cream of tartar, and
calcium sulphide were administered per os. Under
this treatment the furuncle and consequent gland-

ular enlargement disappeared. Two months later,

three abscesses, located on the perineum and but-

tocks, made their appearance. For a period of

three weeks, these were treated by a woman physi-

cian. When another made its appearance, the pa-

tient, who was one of my regular clientele, came to

me for treatment. Owing to her peculiar disposi-

tion, I was unable to make an examination. After
gaining the consent of the patient, at the same time
explaining that the treatment was experimental. I

injected one tube of vaccine containing 400,000,000
saphylococci of the aureus, albus, and citreus vari-

eties. The injection was given in the lumbar region

and, with the exception of some local tenderness

and redness, which soon disappeared, no ill effects

followed the administration. At inter\'als of five

days two other injections were given, with the re-

sult that the abscess that was forming resolved with-

out any local treatment and her face as well as the

other infected parts became normal. Her complex-
ion is now perfect, and the patient is delighted with
the results. There is at this time no semblance of
a return of the infection.

Case II.—F. A., woman, aged 21, athletic build,

complexion dark, employed as a confidential clerk,

came to me complaining of a number of pustules

and abscesses on the buttocks, perineum, and pubes.

The pus on examination contained only staphylo-

cocci, but no culture was made to determine the va-

riety, ^ly treatment for the first two months con-

sisted, locally, of the opening and cleansing of the

abscesses with hydrogen peroxide and internally cal-

cium sulphide, small doses of mercuric iodide, etc.

I also had her dispense with the use of undergar-

ments that were liable to increase the local irritation.

As she was hypersensitive to the local treatment, I

explained the experimental nature of the bacterial

vaccine and advised their use, to which she agreed.

In this case I administered two injections of the

(combined) staphylococcus vaccine with an interval

of six days between the injections, the selected site

being the upper part of each thigh. Following each
injection, there was a swelling with some redness

and tenderness, but the day following each injection,

the patient fulfilled her usual business duties with-

out inconvenience. Improvement of the condition

was noted as a result of the first inoculation, the

second being sufficient to eradicate completely the

infection. It is now over eight weeks since this

treatment was employed and there is still no sem-
blance of a return.

Case III.—L. M., man. aged 35, height 5 feet 11

inches, weight 169, a stock-broker who had been
suffering for some time with furuncles on different

parts of his body. These had been regularly treated

by his local physician with the conventional rem-
edies. As soon as one would resolve another would
make its appearance on a new site. Upon examina-
tion, the staphylococci were again demonstrated, but
no cultures were made, I did not determine the va-
riety, and therefore a mixed vaccine was again em-
ployed. In this case the first injection of 400,000,-
000 bacteria caused a complete cure of the condition,
and the treatment was so satisfactory to the patient

that he stated that, should he ever again become in-

fected, it would be the only treatment he would ac-
cept.

These results, though not conclusive, warrant a
close study of this interesting method of combating
disease.

783 Lexington Avenue. f"

Deafness of the New Born.—W. Koellreutter has
recently made a series of tests on new-born children and
finds that the deafness often observed then is referable to
a disturbance of the sound conducting apparatus of the
ear. His material consisted of twenty children. They
were all examined in a sleeping or a half-sleeping condi-
tion. The source of tone was the Bezold-Edelmann tone
series, and the examinations were only made by air con-
duction. To compare his results with those of Molden-
hauer, he also used the musical toy, the cricri. Of the
tone series he made use of the following forks—subcontra
C, c' and c', and Galton's whistle c'. The tuning-forks
were set in vibration so that no impression could be con-
veyed to the child either optically or by a draught. The
Gallon whistle was approached to the ear without causing
any current of air. The results were observed by three
persons who were witnesses to the examinations. The
room for examination was a quiet room. The children
were repeatedly examined for several days and at different
times of the day. Koellreutter finds that: (i) The cricri

produces in all the children a distinct reaction at all times,
even a few hours after birth. (2) The tones c* of the
Galton whistle produced a distinct reaction in : (a) all

children within the first 24 hours after birth. (6) 74 per
cent, of all the children between 2 and 4 days old. (3)
The tuning-forks subcontra C, c' and c' never produced
any reaction. He therefore finds a good reaction to high
tones from birth, while deep and middle tones in the first

days apparently were not perceived at all. He has been
able to show that all new-born children reach to high tone
c' on the first day of life while the deep tones are not
perceived. It seems therefore there is no reason to doubt
the power of irritation which the auditory nerve possessei
in the early age of children. This irritability in the light

of present knowledge is shown by this reaction to the high
tone c° while the insignificant reaction to the other deep
tones points to a disturbance of the sound-perceiving ap-

paratus for which there is a well-known anatomic founda-
tion.

—

Archives of Otology.
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HEATSTROKE, HEATCRAMPS, AND LIGHT
PROSTRATION.

A VALUABLE Contribution to the etiology of sun-

stroke and heatstroke was published in the January

number of the Journal of the Royal Army Medical

Corps, by Major Leonard Rogers, I.M.S., who

makes a careful distinction between the syncopal

cases, which he calls true sunstroke, and the more

fatal heatstroke, or thermic fever, characterized by

fever and coma. He combats the microbic theory

of Sambon and Manson, who asserted that heat-

stroke prevailed capriciously as far as atmospheric

temperature is concerned, and that it was found

only in low countries, never above 600 feet eleva-

tion. He shows by elaborate statistics that the cases

occur everywhere in India and are strictly depend-

ent upon high atmospheric temperature as to both

the hottest months of the year and hottest hours

of the day, and that high humidity increases the

efifect of the heat. Humidity merely prevents evapo-

ration of perspiration and loss of body heat, for

cases are practically unknown in our arid West,

where the dryness of the air causes enormous

evaporation. The symptoms are due to the fever

and are cured by a reduction of the body tempera-

ture. There is no relation to the direct rays of

the sun except their heating effect, and cases may
occur from exposure to heat in shaded rooms.

"Sunstroke," or what we call "heat prostration,"

he says, always follows sun exposure, as in march-

ing troops, and is very amenable to treatment. This

corresponds to many previous observations, which

ascribe these syncopal cases to the effects of ex-

cessive light, and it should be proper to designate

them as "light prostrations" if they never occur

except after exposure to excessive light.

Another group of cases due to heat was described

by Surgeon M. S. Elliott, of the U. S. Navy, in

The Military Surgeon for March, 1908, though the

cause of the symptoms is not stated. His cases

occurred among those exposed to the heat of the

firerooms of ships, where the air temperature is

often as high as 140° F. The main symptoms are

subnormal temperature, muscular cramps, profuse

perspiration, and collapse. After copious high

enemata of hot physiological salt solution, improve-

ment was almost instantaneous, so the cause of the

condition is probably the high specific gravity of

the blood from the loss of body fluids in the ex-

cessive perspiration. The condition is practically

the same as that found in cholera, when the fluids

drain off by the bowel. These heat cases have been

repeatedly described in many parts of the world,

and suggestions have been made to use saline solu-

tion intravenously. It is also an old tropical obser-

vation that if ample water is not drunk during ex-

cessive perspiration the urine may be so concen-

trated as to cause acute inflammation of kidneys,

bladder, and urethra, lighting up old gonorrheas, and

there may be rheumatic and obscure nervous symp-

toms, probably from defective elimination of waste

products.

Elliott says the cases are far more numerous

among negroes, who, contrary to the general im-

pression, do not stand a high heat as well as white

men. It has also been stated that negroes suft'er

unduly from true "heatstroke." The black skin is

apparently evolved to exclude the excessive light of

the tropics, where the heat is never so intense that

there is special need of other protection than by

the evaporation of perspiration. Consequently, they

are at a disadvantage when exposed to very high

temperatures, such as they never encounter in their

native state, as dark surfaces absorb heat better

than light ones.

There is ground for the belief that white men,

upon exposure to the sun's rays, suffer more than

negroes from the syncopal forms, and Rogers may
be right in calling these cases true "sunstroke,"

though "light prostration" might be a better term,

as "sunstroke" is generally used for "heatstroke" or

"thermic fever." There should be a better differ-

entiation of cases and new descriptive terms in-

vented, for some of the cases are neither "heat-

stroke" nor "light exhaustion," but purely results of

the loss of body fluids, and there may be all con-

ceivable mixtures of these cases.

It would be of value to determine whether our

syncopal forms are more common in the lightest

months and lightest parts of the day, and whether

blonds suffer more than brunets, and the latter

more than negroes. Protective measures could then

be devised. Recent observations have established

the fact that the loss of vitality of soldiers long

resident in India is due to the actinic, and not the

thermic, rays, and it is being suggested that they be

housed in mid-day, and if compelled to be outdoors

that the clothing be opaque, and the hats large and
of wide brim, like the native's headcovering. It

now seems that in our summers an umbrella may be

more necessary on sunny days than on rainy days.

PUBLIC MEDICINE AND ITS RELATION
TO SOCIETY.

The role of the physician has changed greatly dur-

ing the past few years. At a time not long ago, his

sole recognized office was to treat and cure, or try

to cure, disease. Whatever may have been the re-

sults of his eff'orts in this direction, and statistics

seem to show that they were not unsatisfactory, at

least so far as his own pocket was concerned they

were more favorable to him than they are now
under existing conditions. Prevention of disease,

rather than treatment, is the object now aimed at,

and the physician is coming to be regarded more as

a worker for the community at large than for the

individual. In times that are past, or passing, the

medical man's only place was in the sick room and in

the hospital, where, naturally, he was all-powerful.
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Now he is not only the dictator in the sickroom and

in the hospital, but his presence has been demanded

in the school, the workshop, the factory, and the

mine. Formerly, the function of the physician was

to attend to the sufferings of the sick, but at the

present time his scope of work has been greatly

amplified, and his labors have been extended to the

care of those in apparent health, in order to ensure

that the conditions under which they live are such

as not to endanger their health and vigor. In fact,

what with notification, isolation, medical inspection

in schools, the physician is really oftentimes more of

an official than a medical guide. The question is, has

this evolution and development worked for the pub-

lic good.

Dr. Alexander James, speaking in Edinburgh, on

July I, on this subject, concluded that much of the

public health work carried on during the past twenty

or thirty years had not been attended with any

strikingly successful results. It had been recog-

nized that the assumption by communities of indi-

vidual responsibilities had many disadvantages.

Apart from the fact that it struck a blow at family

life, it had the eflfect of lessening that feeling of

responsibility in the individual that begot self-

dependence and frugality. On the other hand, it

was argued that measures which were for the

physical and moral welfare of the community at

large would more than counterbalance any disad-

vantage to the individual. Dr. James, however, en-

deavored to show that this interference of the com-

munity with the liberties and responsibilities of the

individual which public medicine had brought into

existence within the last quarter of a century had

not been doing all the good which was claimed for

it. He demonstrated by means of tables and fig-

ures that the mortality from phthisis between the

years i860 and 1905 in Edinburgh, Dundee, and

Aberdeen had decreased, but this result was due to

progressive voluntary efforts of individuals. With
regard to typhoid fever in the same period, and in

the same cities, the enforcement of legislative en-

actments did not appear to have improved matters.

As regards measles, statistics showed that since

notification and isolation the mortality had in-

creased rather than diminished. As regards diph-

theria, figures showed improvement in all the towns,

but not especially after compulsory isolation, and
the improvement was not more marked than was
seen in phthisis without isolation. Dr. James' ob-

ject was to show that the strict isolation measures
of the past fifteen or twenty years in Great
Britain stood condemned on their own show-
ing, and that distinct modification was now
required. He was strongly of the opinion

that the functions which physicians in many
cases had been performing were not what
were in their own interests or in the interests of

the community. Of course, the movement in the

direction of prevention of disease rather than treat-

ment, has taken a firm hold in all countries, and is

likely to progress. Furthermore, a large number
of physicians will not agree with the conclusions of
Dr. James. These contain a basis of truth, and it

may be that the new departure has not by any
means all the merits which is claimed for it. At
any rate, it is refreshing and instructive to hear the

other side of the question. It leads to thought on

the subject, and if, as we believe, public health

measures, including notification of contagious dis-

eases, are beneficial to the community, the discus-

sion aroused by opposition such as that of Dr.

Tames, will speedily demonstrate the fact.

THE OUESTION OF THE SPECIFICITY OF
THE WASSER^IAXX REACTION.

The many observers who have given the Wasser-

mann reaction a trial have found it present in a

large percentage of sj'philitic patients. Wasser-

mann, Neisser, and others hold, indeed, that it is a

specific reaction, but Weil and Braun, on the other

hand, have repeatedly opposed this claim, and in the

Wiener kUnische PVochenschrift of June 25 they

adduce further evidence in substantiation of their

belief. They found a positive reaction in four out

of twelve cases of croupous pneumonia, in three

out of twenty of typhoid fever, in two out of

twenty-one patients with tuberculosis, in one out

of four diabetics, and in four out of fourteen pa-

tients with malignant growths. In all of these

patients syphilis was ruled out. Those patients in

whom the reaction was negative had light forms

of the diseases mentioned, while extensive path-

ological changes were found in those in whom the

reaction was positive. This led Weil and Braun to

believe that the blood serum reaction was due to the

products of cell disintegration circulating in the

blood. They employed the same technique as Was-
sermann and his followers, and made several tests

in each case. They also obtained a positive reaction

in syphilitic and paretic patients when using ex-

tracts from normal organs instead of extracts of

syphilitic organs.

However, even though these observers appear to

have shown that the reaction is not specific for

syphilis, it cannot be denied that it has some prac-

tical value. They themselves admit it is of value

when diabetes, tuberculosis, malignant growths, and

a recent pneumonia or typhoid fever can be ex-

cluded. Furthermore, they tried the reaction with

the blood only, and not the cerebrospinal fluid of

nonsyphilitic patients, so that a positive reaction

with spinal fluid may still be regarded as pointing

to a diagnosis of syphilis, at least until positive reac-

tions have been obtained with the spinal fluid of

nonsyphilitic individuals.

Reversal of the Circulation in the Preven-

tion OF Angiosclerotic Gangrene.

The so-called "spontaneous" gangrene of the older

writers has been properly traced to the effect of

localized degenerative changes in the blood vessels

of the extremities, and the views in reference to the

ultimate etiology of the affection as well as to the

proper treatment of it have undergone correspond-

ing modification. Alcohol has been looked upon

by many as the most important factor in the pro-

duction of such sclerotic changes in the arteries,

but the observations of physicians working among
the Mohammedan races do not lend support to this

view; thus. Dr. Wieting notes the relative frequency

of the disease among the total abstainers in the

Oriental countries, over one hundred cases having

come to his notice within six years of routine hospi-

tal practice in Constantinople (Deutsche medizin-
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ischc Wochenschrift, July 9, 1908). In his opinion,

alcohol is but one of the many toxic substances that

may lead to the disease in question, tobacco and the

toxins of the infectious diseases being the probable

etiological factors in his cases. Attacking, as it

often does, persons of middle age, or even in

early adult life, angiosclerotic gangrene must be

looked upon as one of the most serious affections;

warm baths, artificial hyperemia, continuous ele-

vated position of the affected limb, are only slightly

useful in the treatment of it, and sooner or later

an amputation must be performed to save the

patient from a worse fate than the loss of a limb.

The author properly warns against the application

of an Esmarch bandage in the determination of the

site for amputation as well as during the operation

itself. Careful attention to the differences in the

warmth of the surface is quite sufficient for deter-

mining the part of the limb that must be sacrificed.

In connection with operative treatment of the dis-

ease, Wieting reports an interesting case, in which

partial reversal of the circulation in a limb was

eft'ected, the result quite approaching the success

obtained by Carrel and Guthrie in experimental

work upon' dogs {Annals of Surgery, 1906). Dr.

^^ieting's patient had already lost one leg by ampu-

tation because of gangrene, and readily agreed to

the tentative performance of an arteriovenous an-

astomosis, which promised to save his other leg,

that was beginning to be affected. The implanta-

tion of the femoral artery into the corresponding

vein was followed by gradual remission of all

threatening symptoms, and complete recovery of

the limb resulted. It is probable that this is the

first case in which such an operation, that has been

quite effective in the experimental work upon ani-

mals in the presence of healthy tissues, has suc-

ceeded in an advanced pathological condition af-

fecting a human being. Wieting, however, very

properly speaks of the result as, probably, only a

temporary success. The rapid advance of gangrene

was certainly stopped in his patient ; that its prog-

ress was put an end to completely is harJly to be

assumed, in view of the present conception of the

etiological factors of the disease, to which we have

referred in the beginning of this notice, and which

no change in the direction of the blood stream would

be likely to affect permanently.

DiPHTHERi.\ Antitoxin' in the Berlin Epidemic.

The use of diphtheria antitoxin has become so gen-

eral that no defense of it is necessary at the present

time. The few individuals who still claim that the

specific treatment of this disease has not lowered

the mortality, the apparent decrease in the death

ratio being due to the many mild cases that are now
diagnosed and reported, are probably beyond con-

viction by any arguments that may be adduced. The
nature of the disease, however, is such that the use

of antitoxin cannot prevent the appearance of epi-

demics ; an attack of diphtheria does not confer im-

munity for any great length of time, the artificial

immunity afforded by antitoxin is also very short

in duration, and the chances of infection are almost

alwavs present, especially in children of the school

age. These reasons explain the recent reappearance

of diphtheria in epidemic form in Berlin in the year

1907. during which 3,44" cases occurred in the city,

520 of them being observed by Baginsky in the

Children's Hospital {Berliner klinisehe Woehen-
schrift, July 6, 1908). But while the epidemic could

not be prevented, the mortality as compared with

the earlier figures gives fair evidence that the dan-

ger from the disease has gradually diminished even

since the introduction of specific treatment, most

of the profession having been educated to the value

of early and sufficient doses of the antitoxin. Of
Baginsky "s cases 1 1.9 per cent, died; the mortality

in the early days of antoxin was 15.6 per cent., and

in the pre-antitoxin days it reached from 30 to 50

per cent, of the cases. The epidemic under

consideration, too, was quite severe in character,

the larvnx being involved in no patients. The
deaths occurred in patients in whom the antitoxic

serum was used late in the disease, in many cases the

dosage being much below the usual amounts recom-

mended by the best authorities ; several other deaths

could be traced to complications, on which the spe-

cific treatment could have no effect in the very na-

ture of things, coincident infection with scarlet

fever having occurred in a few cases, while in others

the fatal outcome resulted from the accidents of

tracheotomies. The study of this epidemic leads

Baginsky to reiterate the great advantage of early

use of the antitoxin, in amounts ranging from 1.500

to 5,000 units, the day of the disease, the severity

and site of the lesions, the age of the child and its

physical development being the factors in comput-

ing the size of the dose to be used in each individual

patient. In a recent discussion, Guradzi. in answer

to those sceptical of^ the value of specific treatment

in diphtheria, said that the mortality, with the fur-

ther development of serum therapy, will drop to

such low figures that the present minimum will

appear appalling, and Baginsky urges the profession

to show greater confidence in the value of antitoxin

by using a sufficient amount of the remedy as early

in the disease as possible, and thus hasten the re-

sults anticipated by Guradzi.

The Tueerculo-opsonic Index in Pregnancy.

I.\ the last decade much has been written concern-

ing the morphological and chemical changes in the

blood during pregnancy, but few investigations

have been made regarding the presence of opsonins

at this time. In the Wiener klinisehe Wochen-
schrift of April 2, 1908, K. Kocssler and W. Neu-
mann discuss the effect of pregnancy on the op-

sonins normally present in the blood. To ascer-

tain this they compared the opsonic indices for the

tubercle bacillus in a number of healthy pregnant

and nonpregnant women. They considered any

index normal which ranged between eight-tenth^

and one and two-tenths. Among sixty-five clin-

icallv nontuberculous pregnant women only forty-

eight per cent, showed a normal tuberculo-opsonic

index during the last month of pregnancy ; among
twenty-three nontuberculous women in the puer-

perium the percentage of normal indices was also

forty-eight. Among healthy nonpregnant women
other observers have estimated the percentage of

normal tuberculo-opsonic indices to be eighty-seven

or higher. From which Koessler and Neumann
conclude that the normal opsonic content of the

blood becomes diminished in many women during

pregnancy and the puerperium. It is true that they

have shown this in regard to tuberculosis, but sim-

ilar tests would have to be made with other ba-

cilli before we should be justified in stating that

the blood shows a lowered resistance for all dis-

eases during pregnancy. Nevertheless the findings

in regard to the tubercle bacillus are amply sub-

stantiated by the clinical experience that most wo-

men do not withstand tuberculosis as well during

pregnancy and the puerperium as they do at other

times.
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Medical Schools Merge.—Lmiisville. Ky., is to

have one large medical school in the place of the

five existing a year ago. Articles of agreement
have been signed by the trustees of the University
of Louisville, the Louisville Medical College, and
the Kentucky School of Medicine. Last year the
Hospital Medical College was merged with the

Louisville Medical College, and the Kentucky Uni-
versity of Louisville. The Kentucky State Uni-
versity has been asked to make the merged school
the medical department of the University. The fac-

ulty will number between seventy-five and a hun-
dred, and the number of students is estimated at

about 700. The buildings which have heretofore
been used by the separate schools will be available
for classrooms and laboratories, and a movement
is on foot to erect a new City Hospital, in which
clinical instruction may be given.

Civil Service Examinations.—An e.xamination
will be held by the United States Civil Service
Commission on September 2 and 3, 1908, for the

purposes of securing eligibles from which to fill a
vacancy in the position of first assistant surgeon
(male) in the Freedmen's Hospital. Applicatiou
should be made at once to the United States Civil

Service Commission at Washington. The Freed-
men's Hospital is an institution for the treatment
of colored patients, and it is the practice of the De-
partment to appoint only colored persons to posi-

tions therein. The salary is $1,500 per vear.

On August 26, 1908, the same Commission will

hold an examination for the purpose of filling the

position of clinical director in the Government Hos-
pital for the Insane, at a salary of $2,000 per an-
num, with maintenance. Applicants must be grad-
uates of a medical college, have had at least ten

years' experience in institutions for the care of the

insane, and be not over thirty-five years of age.

The appointee will have general supervision of all

the medical work of the hospital. Application
should be made to the United States Civil Service
Commission at \\'ashington.

The Opium Evil.—Since 1878 the importation
of smoking opium into the United States has in-

creased more than 250 per cent, according to facts

collected by the American commissioners appointed
to attend the international congress to consider the

question which meets at Shanghai next year. Dur-
ing 1907, 157,000 pounds were imported, about 75
per cent, of which is used in the manufacture of

morphine. Reports indicate that in the L'nited

States the use of opium as a habit has grown to an
alarming extent and that this growth is not among
the Chinese residents, but is among the whites, not

-SO much in the slums as among the professional

classes. Chinese doctors have devised a cure and
are impressing on their countrymen the destructive

influences of the use of the drug, and among the

Chinese here strong efforts are being made to abol-

ish the habit. On the other hand, it is estimated

that there are 5,000 white persons who are smokers
of opium in New York City. The "strenuous life"

is again brought forward as a reason, or excuse.

New York's Death Rate.—For the week ending
July 25, the death rate was 18.50 per 1,000. the

total number of deaths being 1,568. Last year dur-
ing the corresponding week the rate was 22.05, ^""^

the total number of deaths 1,811. In 1907, the

number of deaths of children under five reported

during the week reached 949 ; this year the total

was 739. For the week ending .\ugust I the death

rate was 16.63 per 1,000, against 21.98 for the

corresponding week in 1907. The total number
of deaths was 1,410 this year, compared with 1,804

in the corresponding week last year.

Immigration Cut in Half.—During the twelve
months ending June 30, 1908, 585,970 immigrants
came into the Port of New York, but little more
than one-half the number entering during the pre-
ceding twelve months.

Death Rate in London.—The reduction in the
death rate in London, which has recently been
marked, has been ascribed to the decrease in horse
traffic on one hand, and to the increase in motor
traffic on the other. The anonymous author of this

attempt at an explanation states that the fumes
from motorcars and omnibuses are the finest pos-
sible disinfectant, clearing the air of germs and im-
purities. The vapors from the cars are in reality

health tonics and bracers, instead of the nuisance we
have generally thought them. And yet the park
commissioner of this city has barred the smells
from Central Park, when perhaps those are pre-
cisely what the rhododendrons are pining for.

Contagious Diseases in Chicago.—The small
number of deatlis from contagious diseases in Chi-
cago during the past week has been noticeable.

There were but six from diphtheria, two from scar-
let fever, two from measles, and two from whoop-
ing cough.

Charitable Gifts.—The Association for Improv-
ing tlie Condition of the Poor has received from
Mr. G. H. F. Schrader a gift of $500,000, part of
which is to be used for the construction of a new
building for "Caroline Rest" a home at Hartsdale,
N. Y., for the benefit of mothers convalescing from
childbirth. The gift also provides for the endow-
ment of the home.

Hospital for Tuberculous Patients.—The Board
of Supervisors of Rensselaer County, N. Y., have
appropriated $25,000 for the erection of a hospital
for advanced cases of tuberculosis, which will ac-

commodate sixty-five patients. Investigation had
already showed that with a large number of cases of
this disease in Troy, especially among the poorer
classes, the county almshouse was the only institu-

tion where such cases were admitted, and that ac-

commodations there were very unsatisfactory. The
new hospital will therefore fill a great need, and
be of immense value in the control of the disease.

Hospital Burned.—The City Hospital of Lock
Haven, Penn., was destroyed by fire on July 28,
after the thirty patients in the institution had been
safely removed. The loss is estimated at $45,000.

St. Bernard's Hospital, Chicago.—Dr. Thomas
J. Sullivan has been made chief of staff, and Dr.
Charles P. Caldwell, head of the dispensary, of
this hospital.

The American Hospital Association.—Because
the large number of meetings and conventions ar-

ranged for the latter part of September in Toronto
has made it impossible to secure adequate hotel ac-

commodations at the previously announced time, the

date of the meeting of the American Hospital Asso-
ciation has been changed to September 29 and 30,
and October i and 2. The meeting will be held at

the King Edward Hotel, Toronto.

Cholera in Russia.—An outbreak of Asiatic

cholera has been reported in three provinces of Rus-
sia. Two deaths have occurred at Astrakhan City.

In Tsaritsyn eleven deaths have been reported out

of twelve cases. The disease is said to be of a

most virulent type.
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Mrs. Esther Davis, living at the Home of the

Daughters of Jacob, New York, on July 29 cele-

brated her 114th birthday. Mrs. Davis was born

in Russia and came to this country when 89 years

old. She is still in good health.

Yellow Fever in Cuba.—Three Spaniards have

been reported ill of yellow fever at Cobre, Santiago.

One death occurred on July 29.

The Rutland County (Vt.) Medical Society

held its annual meeting on July 14. The election of

officers for the ensuing year resulted as follows:

President, Dr. W. W. Townsend; Vice-President,

Dr. H. L. ^lartyn of Cuttingsville ; Secretary, Dr.

William Stickney; Treasurer, Dr. H. R. Ryan.

Obituary Notes.—Dr. Paul S. Redfield of

Providence, R. I., died at his home on July 19, aged

70 years. Dr. Redfield was graduated from the

medical department of New York University in

1866. Owing to failing health he had practiced but

little of late years.

Dr. AxDREW O'^Ialley of San Antonio, Texas,

died on July 20, after several months' illness. Dr.

O'^Ialley was graduated from the College of Phy-
sicians and Surgeons, New York, in 1890, and
served as interne at the Roosevelt Hospital. He
was for a time connected with the New York Poly-

clinic and had written largely on medical subjects.

Dr. Claibourxe Watkins of Little Rock, Arkan-
sas, died at his home on July 20, after a long ill-

ness, aged 64 years. Dr. Watkins, after serving

with distinction in the Confederate Army, was grad-

uated from the Jefterson Medical College at Phila-

delphia in 1868. He was one of the founders of

the medical department of the University of Arkan-
sas, and for a long time served on the faculty of

this institution. At the time of his death he was a

professor emeritus.

Dr. William Hexry Sn\t)er of Brooklyn, N.
Y., died at the Seney Hospital on July 30, of ap-

pendicitis, at the age of 24 years. He was graduated
from the Long Island College Hospital in 1903, but

for the last two years had engaged in business.

Dr. Edward Vincent Brown of North Tarry-
town, N. Y., died on July 25, in Portland, Ore-
gon, at the age of 71 years. Dr. Brown was a grad-

uate of New York University medical school in

1863, a member of the American Institute of Home-
opathy, and a visiting physician on the stai? of the

Tarrjtown Hospital.

Dr. Alex.\nder Hamilton Laidlaw of New
Y^ork died on July 29, at his home, aged 80 years.

He was graduated from the Hahnemann Jiledical

College in Philadelphia in 1861, and had not prac-

ticed since 1905. He was the author of several

works and had been always greatly interested in

educational subjects.

Dr. Horace Y. Evans of Philadelphia died at

Breakwater, Me., on July 23, at the age of 74 years.

He was graduated from Princeton Universitj' in

1855, receiving the bachelor's and master's degrees

;

and from the medical department of the University'

of Pennsylvania in 1858. Subsequently, he prose-
cuted post-graduate studies abroad. During the
civil war he served as a surgeon in the United States
Army, entering the service with the City Troop in

i860.

Dr. Franklin J. Evans died at Chester, Pa., on
July 29, at the age of 45 years. He was graduated
from the medical department of the University of
Pennsylvania in the class of 1884. He was Presi-
dent of the Delaware County Medical Association,
Physician to the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Com-
pany, and he was a member of many fraternal or-
ganizations.

LETTERS TO A NEUROLOGIST.

To which is appended brief replies purporting to

set forth concisely the nature of the ailments

therein described, zcith remarks on their appro-

priate treatment.

X. From a Lady \\'ho Seeks the Deliverance

OF .-^ Sister \\'ho Is Jealous.

^ly Dear Doctor :—I wish to make an appointment

with you for my sister, Mrs. . She will be

here next Monday to stay a fortnight. I am greatly

concerned about her, and as she is seeking your
counsel at my urgent solicitation, I feel at liberty

to tell you something of the conditions, as far as I

know them, under which she is struggling. I am
convinced that she is not only sick in body but men-
tally ill as well, otherwise her weakness, backache,

apathy, and depression cannot be explained.

!My sister and I were left orphans at an early age.

ily father died when I was seven and my sister but

an infant. ^ly mother lived on, a heartbroken in-

valid for ten years. When she died, I was sev-

enteen ; my sister, not quite eleven, was a delicate

creature, having, I am told, suftered much from di-

gestive trouble in her infancy, and been threatened

with rickets.

From a child she would devote herself passion-

ately to one person in whom she lived and breathed.

She could be, apparently, in the seventh heaven of

delight, when a cold word or an indifterent look

from the beloved one would plunge her instantly

into the depths of gloom. When we were left alone

in the world she became deeply attached to me, and
had she not fallen in love I should have considered it

my duty to refrain from assuming more intimate

ties and to guard and protect her always.

At twenty, however, she fell violently in love

with a young man a few years her senior, whose
family we had known always. Her engagement was
a short one. She was married and nine months
later her first child was born. Everything was ap-

parently most felicitous in spite of the fact that she

did not escape those hours of disappointment and
disillusionment which fall to the lot of every young
bride. It was at this time that I felt at liberty, my
sister being settled, to seek my own happiness. I

married an old friend, a German officer, and have
lived in Germany for the last sixteen years. I have
a large and engrossing family, and although
I have kept in touch with my sister as much as

possible, I haven't been under the same roof with
her for any length of time, until my present visit,

which is now terminating.

When my sister met me at the station her ap-
pearance gave me a shock. She looked almost
transparent and her eyes had a strained, excited

expression, which I had noticed in the past only at

times of extreme exaltation. She seemed delighted

to be with me, but instantly became reserved when I

asked if all were well with her. Her husband, she
said, with a shrug of the shoulders, was away from
home amusing himself. Her boys, respectively 13
and 15, were at boarding school. She was alone.

I did not notice during the first twenty-four hours
that she was much changed, for we recalled the past
and lived over in imagination many happy days long
gone by. As time went on, however, my attention
was attracted to a peculiar expression which seemed
to come over her face at short intervals without
apparent cause. Her interests in whatever subject
we were discussing seemed suddenly to fade away

—

her face would get pale, her features immobile and
her eyes fixed. Her thoughts were either far awav
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or her mind's door was closed. There was an im-

penetrable barrier of some kind between us. I per-

ceived that my sister was not happy, that she had
something on her mind, and that her natural reserve

and sensitiveness led her to hide it from my search-

ing eyes,—she seemed to be on guard.

It was two weeks or more before I could induce

jMary to speak of herself and then she would let

down the barriers only a few moments at a

time. She would be on the eve of a confidence when
she would suddenly become distant in manner and
absolutely impenetrable. By degrees, however, I

have learned the true state of affairs. The illness

of one of my children calls me home and I am sail-

ing in three days. I am in the throes of a divided

duty and feel the greatest concern at leaving my
sister, but I am convinced that under the circum-

stances the best thing I can do is to entrust her

to your care, for I feel sure that you will know
how to win her confidence.

But let me tell you what I know. I will try to

piece together the bits I have gathered from her

from time to time. She is, as I have said, mor-
bidly sensitive and has an intense craving for ap-

probation, and although a devoted and self-sacrific-

ing mother, her instincts are more uxorial than ma-
ternal. She has sent her boys away from home
for two reasons—the first, that she is not strong

enough to be both wife and mother, and the sec-

ond, she sees or imagines she sees, a growing an-

tagonism between her husband and her eldest son,

but more of this later. The husband came home a
week after my arrival, and I took it upon myself
to observe him closely. Years have but inten-

sified his peculiarities. He has an iron consti-

tution, a clever but uncultivated mind, inexhaustible

spirits and a most exacting nature. He is easily

bored and will take any means to escape boredom.
He has no religious convictions—to him this world
is all we have and he looks upon the man who does
not grasp every pleasure that lies in his way and
rush up every avenue that promises pleasurable sen-

sations as an unmitigated fool. He is a law unto
himself and recognizes no boundaries but his own
limitations. My sister confesses to me that at dif-

ferent times her jealousy has driven her to thoughts
of suicide, and there are indefinite rumors that at

one time she acted irrationally for a few days. Dur-
ing their entire life together, beginning eighteen
months after their marriage, her husband has had a
succession of affairs—probably harmless in one
sense, for they have been with women in his own
class, often with his wife's intimate friends, and
these women have lost neither position nor reputa-
tion. His intense vitality makes him irresistible to
some women. For the time being, he lives only for
the object of his admiration, whom he surrounds
with every outward evidence of his approval when-
ever opportunity offers. In the ballroom, or in the
country, his wife has purposely placed herself in a
position to overhear what he may be saying to the
woman whom he admires, and she has heard caress-
ing compliments in the delightful, magnetic tones
which won her own heart directed toward some one
else.

For dreary days and sleepless nights she would
eat her poor heart out—and then he would return
to her. So far he has apparently never failed to
return. Then would begin a struggle of another
kind. She would try, in spite of her delicacy, to
fulfill^ all his requirements—^take long walks, ex-
haustmg rides, enter with apparent interest and en-
thusiasm into all his schemes. At these
times he would devote himself to her. It almost

seemed as if he would devour her soul and
body. Then reaction would set in—he would seek

alluring fields and pastimes new, go away from
home alone and leave the poor little bruised being

a prey to all the forebodings that a sick body and
jealous mind could fabricate. At times I fear she

must have been beside herself, but he always re-

turned in time to restore her in part, and her broken
condition seemed to appeal to a side, which, if you
will believe me, is not his better side. It seems to

me that he takes a certain satisfaction in seeing

what devastation he has accomplished. My brother-

in-law is now away on a shooting trip and I feel that

my sister is in no condition to be left alone. I am
also convinced that she needs medical advice and
care.

She has been receiving treatment from a physi-

cian in , who thinks she has some
spinal trouble, a weakness of the spine. At times

she complains of a great deal of pain in the back
of the head and neck, and of fatigue, which appar-
ently is not the result of exertion. At other times
these complaints disappear suddenly and she will

seem quite well. I do not know that I make my
meaning quite clear to you, but there are periods

when she seems quite normal
;
yet within a few days,

nothing having apparently intervened meanwhile,
she will go to pieces, become terribly depressed,

apathetic and uncommunicative. One would think

she was becoming a prey to melancholia.

One time the doctor gave her a rest cure, another
time he burned her back, and lately he has been
talking about sending her to a sanatorium. I haven't

had much conversation with him about her, but I

am convinced that in his interpretation of her con-
dition he does not take into consideration the funda-
mental, part that the mental or emotional element
plays in her case.

I have observed her very closely during the past

two months, and the result of my observation is that

her physical suffering is largely dependent upon dis-

turbed peace of mind. It is with difficulty that I

have persuaded her to come to New York and see

you. I feel convinced that you will succeed in bring-

ing her back to a normal state, particularly if you
gain her entire confidence and make her feel that

she can rely upon you to listen understandingly to

the complications of her life.

Apparently she has every worldly possession that

goes to make life worth living, but the peace of
mind surpassing wealth, which the Sage is said to

find in meditation, eludes her.

After you have seen her I shall be grateful for a

letter, telling me what you think of her condition.

Don't hesitate to tell me if you conclude that it

would be to her advantage to have me here, for I

can easily arrange to return in the spring. I fear,

however, that one of her own flesh and blood is not
the best person to help her at the present time.

Yours very sincerely,

New York, Oct. 13, 1907.

My Dear Madam :

I have your letter of yesterday requesting an ap-

pointment for your sister. I hasten to reply so that

you may have my view of your sister's case before

you leave for your home, more particularly as

I wish to get some further details from you before

she comes to see me.
You have given me such a lucid account of your

sister that I am able to say what her chief trouble is.

Perhaps after receiving my reply you will think it
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wise to take her to a priest, not a doctor. We
really haven't made any advance in the treatment

of je'alousv since the time of Moses. In those days,

when the spirit of jealousy came upon a husband

or a wife, thev were brought unto a priest, and it is

probable that 'you can do no better than follow the

example of the Israelites.

We who deal with disorders of the mmd, as well

as of the body, have sometimes to combine the offices

of the priest and physician, but fortunately for the

reputation of the clergy, we do not thereby arrogate

to ourselves a comprehension of practical theology

which surpasses that of men trained in that profes-

sion. . .

Jealousv is an instinct which we inherit from our

animal ancestors. Those versed in biology and the

laws of heredity do not hesitate to tell us with much

confidence that it is an mnemonic engram, some-

thing almost as specific and material as a million dol-

lars, but however this may be, no one denies that it

is a heritage of animals and barbarism. It originates

at a period in the development of the human species

when possession depends upon might, and reten-

tion upon artifice and violence. It is an indirect

effect or derivative of the most profound primordial

passion. In other words, it is an irradiation of the

sexual appetite which has a peculiar mental char-

acter.

In women it is less brutal and violent than in men,

but what it lacks in these qualities it makes up in

being more instinctive and more penetrating. Jeal-

ousy is like all other hereditary infirmities. It is

very little influenced by what is commonly called

treatment. To eradicate it requires the combined

efforts of education and selection. These carried

on for a sufficient length of time may gradually

overcome it. .\s physicians, we have very little to

do, unfortunatelv, with either of these activities.

I shall be glad to see your sister and listen sym-

pathetically, and, I hope, understandingly, to her

story. Perhaps I shall be able to suggest to her a

line of conduct and a mode of thought which will

bring into her life a greater amount of happiness.

Except in a general way, however, it will be an ex-

periment, because in every case in which disorder of

the mind or of the emotions, flowing out of unhap-

piness, is the complaint, the indiidual and not the

disease is what we have to treat. There are certain

general principles underlying the treatment of such

diseases as typhoid fever and pneumonia, but when

it comes to the treatment of a state of mind which

is the result of injustice—for I presume that every-

one admits that jealousy is injustice—there are no

cardinal principles.

I gather from your letter that your sister, besides

being sensitive,
'

romatic, and impressionable, is

rather a literal person. She is, I presume, about

thirty-five years old. The opportune time to at-

tempt to eradicate those emotional qualities which

are now contributing to her unhappiness has long

.since gone by. Not only is her character fully

formed and set. but habitual modes of mental and

emotional reaction to all sorts of stimuli have de-

veloped within her. She can scarcely hope to change

this, save by prolonged mental discipline and toil.

"For labor must lead the way to every fair posses-

sion, and he must toil who is eager to attain virtue.

Thou knowest that Herakles and the Dioskuri, and

Asklapius, and all other children of the gods,

through toil and steadfastness accomplished the

blessed journey to heaven. For it is not those who

live a life of pleasure that make the ascent to the

gods, but rather those who have nobly learnt to

endure the greatest misfortunes." So wrote Por-

phyry, the Boswell of the Xeo-Platonists, to his

wife, Marcella, upward of fifteen centuries ago. I

commend the letter from which this paragraph is

taken to your sister.

Can you encourage me to believe that it will be

possible to convince your sister that her experience

is not unlike that of many of her sex, that in reality

it is her lack of confidence or trust in her husband
that precipitates her acutest misery and thrusts her

into the injured lover's hell ; that she does not make
allowance for average human frailty ; that she

neglects to sum up the total of her husband's virtues

and of his deficiencies and putting them in the

judicial scale abide by the kick of the beam?
Furthermore, what shall I do if I become con-

vinced that her husband's conduct is such as to jus-

tify resentment? Do you think it will be advisable

for me to send for him and apprise him of my be-

lief? Is it not possible that he will resent interfer-

ence on my part, even though I put it on the grounds
that his wife's health not only justifies but demands
my interference? Moreover, I say to you now,
frankly, that I may permit myself some latitude of

professional privilege and advise her to apply for

a divorce, for uncontrollable jealousy is, to my
mind, a legitimate cause for such action. It might

be well, therefore, for me to learn how the family

look upon such a possibility.

I gather from your letter that you, who appar-

ently understand your sister fairly well, and who
have had much opportunity recently of seeing her,

are of the opinion that there is some justification

for her jealousy. But if her husband is a type of

man that harks to no higher call than the gratifica-

tion of his every desire, it seems to me that we can-

not do much with such a person. What is there in

him to which I can appeal that will be likely to in-

fluence him to shape his conduct more in con-

formity with his wife's wishes? I cannot believe

that he is insensible to the fact that her complaints

flow indirectly from his conduct. Is her health and
happiness of such importance to him that he will

be willing to make some sacrifice in order to secure

them? You have not drawn him very clearly, and
yet I feel that I must get an accurate description

of him, in order to be of service to her. If you
can tell me something of his conception of happi-

ness, destiny, and justice, you will aid me in fore-

casting her future.

The only encouragement I can offer is that I may
be able to give your sister, by suggestion, a mental
attitude—a point of view—which in time may be-

come a philosophy of life in which jealousy can be
intellectually fought and conquered.

J need not tell you that there is scarcely any
affliction so potent to cause misery and suffering as

jealousy. Yet, what effort is made to eradicate it

in the growing boy or girl who shows its warping
effect and its baneful consequences? We take in-

finite pains and care to instil into the budding mind
principles of honesty, veracity, chastity, and temper-

ance. We expend any amount of energy in point-

ing out to our youth the advantages derived from
learning to "play fair." We infuse them with sen-

timents of altruism, of unselfishness, of generosity

—

in short, with all the so-called humane impulses—
but so far as my observation entitles me to an
opinion, \Ve do little or nothing towards teaching

our youth that jealousy is more potent to produce
misery and unhappiness in themselves and others

than almost any other mental possession.

Suppose, for instance, that when your sister first

began to feel the tentacles of this parasite fasten-

ing themselves upon her she had reasoned with her-
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self, or had been reasoned with, to the effect that

matrimony does not necessitate that either one of
the contracting parties should cease to seek pleasure

and diversion from association and honorable inti-

macy with per.sons of the opposite sex, and that so

far as her information went such was the extent of

her husband's guilt. Do you think she would have
resolved, and fortified her resolution with whatever
appeal to the supernatural her training and mental
make-up suggested, to thrust jealousy out of her
mind, as one throws out of his house a person who
has attempted to impugn his honor and rob him of
his best asset, integrity ? Or do you think she would
have been more likely to wreak vengeance upon the
person whom she thought was trying to share some
of her husband's attractiveness, a possession which
she believes belongs to her exclusively? Is your
sister a person who will be as frank and honest in

discussing this feature of her affliction as you think
she will be in laying before me her conception of
the cause of her misery? From your knowledge
of her, can you tell me if she has the capacity to
take into consideration that not only is she con-
cerned, but many others as well? I shall be able
to find this out for myself, but your opinion in the
matter will be helpful to me.

Perhaps you can also tell me something of your
sister's interests, particularly what makes life for

her worth living? Maeterlinck maintains that it is

reasonable to believe that the paramount interest of
life, all that is truly lofty and remarkable in the

destiny of man, reposes almost entirely in the mys-
tery that surrounds us ; in the two mysteries which
are the most dreadful of all— fatality and death.

If this is so, and if your sister is so fortunate as to

be a woman imbued with religious sentiment, it

may be comparatively easy to give her a new point

of view. She will accept, or, at least, make a seri-

ous effort to accept, that which is foreordained, be-
lieving that it has been initiated and sanctioned by
the Infinite to which she bows resignedlv. And if

at first she cannot accept it fully and peacefully,

silence and prayer and the religious attitude will

facilitate its acceptance. If, however, her idea of
life is

—

"To eat, to drink, and in communion sweet.
Quaff immortality and joy,"

—

the problem will be a more difficult one. but not
necessarily insoluble. For if this life is all, then it

behooves us to make it a success, to make ourselves
and our associates happy, to spare no pains, to hesi-

tate at no mental or moral operation which can re-

veal to us the art of living, and give to us and to

those we love serene and beautiful davs.

QIorrPHjjmtiifnrp.

THE IXTERXATIONAL CONGRESS OX TUBER-
CULOSIS.

To THE Editor of the Medical Record:
Sir;—The International Congress on Tuberculosis will

be held in Washington from September 21 to October 12.

With the exception of those of 1876 and 1887 it will be
the first great international medical congress in the United
States. There seems to be no reason why it should not
prove a great success, and both the Americans, who planned,
favored, and prepared it, and the Europeans, who have
been taught to expect great things from .\merica, are
looking forward to the congress of 1908 as an event of the
first magnitude.

Its objects are the study, prevention, and eradication of
tuberculosis, the most formidable enemy of mankind, sap-
ping its vigor and endangering its future. That is why in
all countries both medical men and laymen have combined
to search in the medical and social sciences for the root
of the great evil, and are looking for its gradual extinction.

That is also why educated arid generous citizens have come
forward with financial aid and mean to participate in the

labors of the congress.

But, after all, a congress of this nature and with this

program must be carried on mainly by the medical pro-
fession, and its objects cannot be realized without the co-
operation of thousands. Xow these lines have no other
purpose than to draw the attention of the members of an
ever ready profession, those who have forgotten or de-
layed, to the fact that only a few weeks more will pass
before the congress will be opened. Meanwhile, the State
of X'ew York, the Empire State, had until a few weeks
ago furnished less than five hundred active members. Five
dollars sent to the Secretary-General, Dr. John S. Fulton,

1 714 Colorado Building, Washington, D. C, W'ill secure
membership, including admission to the meetings and a

copy of the Transactions of the congress. It seems that a
mere reminder like this will swell the list of active inem-
bers, whose duty and right appear to be to prove to the
world at large, and particularly to those many foreigners
who will visit us on this occasion, that .\merica takes a
prominent stand among the countries which value the health
and the lives of their citizens. That is, Mr. Editor, why I

take the liberty of requesting you to publish this appeal to

my professional brethren of this and other States.

A. J.\coBi, M.D.,
President, 4th Section. Ixterx.\tioxal

CoxGREss o\ Tuberculosis.
New York, August 3. 1908

OUR LONDOX LETTER.
(From Our Special Correspondent.)

CANCER RESEARCH—SAXITARV
MUSCLE—H0SPIT.\L PRIZES,

INSTITUTE—TONE OF CARDI.\C

LONDON, guy's—OBITUARY.

LoNCON, July 17. 1908.

The annual meeting of the Imperial Cancer Research
Fund was held on Tuesday, at which it was stated
that the number of cases reported upon by the home
hospitals after complete pathological examination now
exceeds 10,000. The systematic experimental investi-

gation of cancer is only of some five or six years'
growth, and at the outset, as Dr. Bashford, the med-
ical superintendent, points out, it was impossible to

foresee along what lines it would advance, what ani-

mals would be most suitable for observation, and so
on. Experience has taught mucK as to the require-
ments for the research and the scale on which obser-
vations must be conducted.
The executive committee reported that invitation

had been received to join in the establishment of an
international committee, but it was thought to be
more advantageous to encourage an active interchange
of views and material between the workers of the
different countries. In pursuance of this policy the

committee gave facilities for Dr. Gierke from Berlin

and Dr. Russell from Aberdeen to work in the labora-
tories, which have further been visited by distinguished
scientists from .\nicrica, France, Germany, etc., who
desired to learn the details of the organization and ad-
ministration of the fund and the experimental proc-

esses employed in the laboratories. The expenditure
of the year was over £14,700, exceeding the receipts

by £1,443. The treasurer acknowledges the liberal as-

sistance of the two Roj-al Colleges, which provided
free accommodation in their laboratories. How far

this may continue seems uncertain.
Sir Wm. Church moved the adoption of the report,

referred to various portions of the work, and announced
that full details would shortly be published in the
"Third Scientific Report," which will differ from its

predecessors by taking the form of seventeen separate,

signed papers by the staff. It is three years since the
second scientific report was issued, but results have in

the meantime been frequently communicated to the

Royal and other societies, in order that other workers
in the same field might obtain them. Some of these
I have communicated to you in former letters. Sir

William drew attention to some of them, e.g. Dr. Bash-
ford's, on the ethnological distribution of cancer, show-
ing how fallacious are mortality returns as indicators
of the prevalence of the disease, the number of deaths
assigned to cancer increasing with the accuracy of

the vital statistics of a country. The experimental
study of cancer in mice and rats is based on the fact

that inoculation gives rise to tumors characterized by
the same powers of growth and tendency to dissemiiia-

tion as the spontaneous disease. The course in mice
is closely parallel to what is seen in man. Sponta-
neous or induced, it does not at first interfere with
general nutrition. The weight of a mouse increases

with the growth of the tumor. In the later stages,
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when hemorrhage or ulceration has taken place, dim-
inution is found, and the mouse seldom lives above
two weeks after loss of weight begins. As in man,
removal is followed by a period of apparent recovery
and the lost weight is regained. Recurrence is fre-
quent—sometimes not for sixteen weeks, a consider-
able period in the life of a mouse. Metastases occur
whether removal has been done or not, lending no
support to the notion that operation favors metastasis.
The failure of implanted grafts to develop seems to
depend on the non-penetration of the graft by the tis-

sues of the heart, and retrograde changes taking place
for want of nutrition. No explanation of this appeared
to Sir W. Church sufficient for acceptance. Absorp-
tion of normal mouse tissue appears to confer on mice
a degree of immunity—special tissues to special forms,
e.g. absorption of normal skin appears to give com-
plete immunity to squamous-celled carcinoma; the ab-
sorption of tumor tissue increased resistance to inoc-
ulation of similar growths than to those with a differ-
ent histological structure.
Mr. Butlin, in seconding the report (which was

afterwards carried), referred to an objection that had
been put forward as to cancer researches, that it had
done nothing to solve the two great problems of cause
and cure, and so was only of interest to the scientific
world. He held that it was not a matter of indiffer-
ence whether a surgeon called to treat a case held
one theory or another. In his student days the hu-
mane pathology prevailed. The operators, therefore,
did not hope to cure their patients, but only lo afford
some relief or prolong life for a few months. Before
he began to operate the local origin was maintained by
able pathologists, and surgeons began to operate with
some hope. Accordingly, operations were better de-
sigiied and more thoroughly performed. Nevertheless,
until quite recently it could be argued that cancer was
a constitutional disease. The result of our research
has confirmed the theory of local origin, and has placed
it on so firm a basis that he would be a bold man
who would now maintain the older view. As a direct
consequence of research, surgeons operate with a con-
fidence which depends on a more accurate knowledge,
and far greater siiccess is attained. So, while anxiously
looking for the discovery of an antidote, surgeons, Mr.
Butlin declared, are profoundly grateful for what has
already been done, and he had no hesitation in assert-
ing that all the time, the labor, and the money which
had been expended on cancer research are as nothing
compared with the benefit which that research has
already conferred on medicine and on the public.
The twenty-fourth congress of the Royal Sanitary

Institute was opened at Cardiff on Monday. .'Vbout
200 delegates were present. The Lord Mayor opened
the exhibition of sanitary apparatus and appliances. The
inaugural address was delivered by the Earl of Ply-
mouth, who said sanitation meant comfort, health, and
happiness for the people. It went a long way towards
abolishing crime, immorality, and the evils that fol-
lowed in their train. Inventions to keep microbes at
bay ought not to be necessary. By leading healthy lives,
in healthy surroundings, they could defy microbes. In
newly-built houses provision should be made for open
spaces and covered balconies for children to play on
in the open air, instead of the dirty street. Women
could sit there and watch them and work, and in sum-
mer such a space might often serve as a dining-room.
The section devoted to preventive medicine and sani-

tation was opened on Tuesday by Dr. Davies of Bris-
tol, who urged that pathological' and chemical labora-
tories should form an integral part of the medical
service.

"The Tone of the Cardiac Muscle" was the subject
of a paper at the Royal Society of Medicine by Dr. A.
M. Gossage. He considers that probably the muscle is
capable of two forms of contraction, that to which the
term is usually applied and that which is to be dis-
tinguished as "tone." They may occur either sepa-
rately or together. Nevertheless, he said, "tone" was
never altogether absent, and on it ordinary contrac-
tion was, so to say, superimposed, but this was dimin-
ished by increase of contraction. Dilatation is due to
loss of tone. Increased tone diminishes contractility,
conductivity, and excitability. The action of cardiac
toxics is chiefly to increase tone. Digitalis powerfully
excites the muscle, increasing the rate of the rhythm;
it also excites_ the vagus, and thereby diminishes the
rate, but excites the tone. When contractility is

depressed digitalis will increase the depression. Car-
diac irregularity after digitalis is not due to increased
excitability, but (l) a hidden irregularity may be un-
masked by a diminution of rate: (2) extra systoles may
be excited by the drug; (3) beats may be dropped out

from depression of conductivity; (4) an alternating ac-
tion of the heart may be caused, which is almost cer-
tainly due to depression of contractility.

Dr. James Mackenzie said that sudden dilatation of
the heart was followed by an increase in its rate—

a

fact which might perhaps be explained by diminished
tone lending increased excitability. Dr. Cushny said
we must distinguish between toxicity and elasticity

;

the duplex action of digitalis, muscular and vagal,
also. Decreased excitability was, he held, a vagal ef-
fect. Dr. A. Morison held to the nervous explanation
of the action of digitalis; Dr. Cayley to the myogenic.
Dr. D. B. Lees thought cardiac tone was in reality a
spinal reflex.

This is the season for the distribution of prizes at
the medical schools. I have sent you a note on one
or two, and will now add others. At the London Hos-
pital the function was combined with the unveiling of
the statue .to the Queen. The ceremony was performed
by the Earl of Crewe. The statue is the first erected
to Her Majesty, and is presented by the committee,
staff, and a number of governors to mark the fact in
the hospital's history that the Queen had consented to
be its president, in succession to the late Duke of
Cambridge, who had held that office for over fifty
years. It further marks the appreciation of the deep
interest taken in the work of the hospital by Her Maj-
esty, who has paid many private visits to the wards,
who in the dark days of the South African war sent
out twenty-six of the nurses at her own expense, and
came down to bid tliem Godspeed. To the Queen,
also, the hospital owes the installation of the first

Finsen lamp used in this country.
In distributing the prizes Lord Crewe said the Brit-

ish public did not know much about the schools, only
seeing the splendid results. He told the students they
were about to join the most noble of all the lay pro-
fessions, and those who had not taken a prize might
feel satisfaction at any honest work they had done to
qualify them.
At Guy's Hospital Lord Rothschild distributed the

prizes, and defended the claims of medical schools
against some objections to making them an adjunct
to hospitals. It had been said by some of these that

the presence of students interfered with the comfort
of patients, to which Lord Rothschild replied that this

was not the case, and the students were often of the

greatest service. He repudiated the idea that vivisec-

tion made them inhumane, and instanced the case of a

friend of his, an old student, who being seriously ill,

the workpeople of the neighborhood waited outside his

door for news of his progress. The last objection
noticed was cruelty to animals, as to which his lord-

ship said anesthetics prevented suffering, and the bene-
fits to humanity were so great that even slight suffer-

ing would not be sufficient cause for forbidding experiment.

Sir John Banks, K.C.B., died yesterday in Dublin,
where he had spent a long and honorable career. He
was physician to the King in Ireland and the first

president of the Royal Academy of Medicine. He took
M.D. at the University of Dublin in 1843, and became
its Regius Professor of Physic in 1880, holding that

office until 1898. He had also been president of the
Royal College of Physicians, of which he was admit-
ted a Fellow in 1844. He had received the honorary
degree of LL.D. from Glasgow University, and D.Sc.
from the Royal University of Ireland, on the senate

of which he had served. The societies which delighted
to honor him were numerous, and he was not only a

leader of the profession, but of various institutions in

the city. His clinical work was done chiefly at Sir

P. Dun's and the Coombe hospitals, of which he be-

came consulting physician, as also at the Royal Eye
and Ear, the Richmond, and Hardwick hospitals. Among
his literary contributions were "Typhus," in Quain's Dic-
tionary, and various articles in the Dublin Medical Journal
and the Pathological Transactions.

The death is announced from Brisbane of Sir Thos.
Naghten_ Fitzgerald, F.R.C.S.I., 1884. He was born in

Ireland in 1838, and qualified in 1857 from Mercin's
Hospital. He went to Australia in 1858, and soon took
a high position as surgeon, becoming at length senior
surgeon to the Melbourne and consulting surgeon to

St. Vincent's Hospital. He was president of the Vic-
toria Medical Society in 1883 and 1889, and was also
president of the Intercolonial Medical Congress. He
was knighted in 1897.

Dr. Henry Ashby of Manchester died on the 6th
inst. He took the M.R.C.S. 1S73, M.B. Lond. the next year,

and M.D., with gold medal, 1878. He became lecturer
at Owen's College, and examiner at the university.

As physician to the Manchester Children's Hospital
he devoted himself to that department of medicine
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with the greatest zeal, which was recognized by the
American Pediatric Society creating him honorary
member. He delivered the Whitmore lecture of the
London Society; was elected F.R.C.P. in i8go. He en-
joyed the confidence of the profession, and so had a
large practice, but he found time to write several ex-
cellent works, among them the volume on diseases of
children, jointly with Dr. G. A. Wright, which reached
a fifth edition some two years ago. The journals and
societies also received important papers from him. He
was president of the Manchester Pathological Society
in 1885-6.

JJrogrpsa of iK^Jitral Brirnrr.

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, July 16 and 23, igo8.

The Use of Fresh Animal Sera in Hemorrhagic Con-
ditions.—T. Learj' reports a series of cases of hemor-
rhage occurring variously in jaundice, the newly-born, and
purpura, postoperative, uterine, typhoid, etc. He used rab-
bit serum exclusively. His series comprised 20 cases in

all, in 15 of which hemorrhages had already occurred. In
the remaining S, the remedy was used as a prophylactic
measure. Diphtheria antitoxin has been advised for
hemorrhagic conditions and has been used to a slight

extent, but to be of service in this connection it should not
be more than two weeks old. The subcutaneous route is

preferred for all the injections, 30 c.c. being the amount
usually employed. The ordinary serum sequelae may appear
as usual. Of greater significance are the anaphylactic symp-
toms—sudden dyspnea, cyanosis and death—which may
arise when a second injection or series of injections is

made after an appreciable interval has elapsed since the

first injection. This condition, common in guinea pigs, is

rare in man. It is regarded as due to an increased sen-

sibility to the toxic principles of the foreign serum, due to

a sensitization of the body cells by a substance present in

the initial dose or doses. Within an interval of ten days
this danger seems to be absent. The author says that his

series of cases is too small to permit the drawing of any
conclusions, but he pleads for a wider use of the agent
under the clinical conditions enumerated.

A Typhoid Carrier Fifty-two Years After Recovery.
—Gregg's patient was a woman of 74 years who had
had typhoid fifty-two years previously. She was a woman
who had kept boarders, and whose house was clean and
neat. Seven cases of typhoid presented one common fac-

tor, viz. that this woman prepared food for them all: Her
blood was negative to Widal and her urine contained no
typhoid bacilli but a plating of the feces revealed a bacillus

which responded to all the tests for the B. typhosus. No
other evidence could be adduced that the seven cases had
a common origin but it seems highly probable that this

was the case. Similarly it could not be proven that this

woman had been excreting typhoid bacilli all these fifty-

two years but there was no history of a second infection.

Pustular Acne Heated with Staphylococcus Vaccine.
—A man of 64 years under the care of B. D. Ridlon suf-

fered from pustular acne of the nose for a year or so
and did not improve. Various ointments and applications

supplemented by constitutional treatment and the light

treatment had been tried with little or no effect. His nose
at time of admission to hospital was nearly twice the nor-
mal size, inflamed and covered with dried scabs and pus-

tules. Cultures were made from the pus of some of the

pustules which proved to be pure staphylococcus albus,

and vaccines were obtained from these. May 26, I ccm.
injected. This injection was followed by no physical signs

except on the second day a marked improvement in the

appearance of the nose. The inflammation had noticeably

abated and the pustules had begun to disappear. Five
days later improvement continued, nose had attained nor-
mal size and soreness had nearly disappeared

;
patient able

to wipe his nose for the first time in months. In another
week second injection of I ccm. Improvement continued
and redness fast fading out. Eight days later third and
last injection. Appearance of nose steadily improved until

all signs of the disease disappeared except the scars of the

pustules and there has been no recurrence to date (three

months).

New York Medical Journal, July 25, 1908.

Expert Testimony and the Alienist.—A\'. A. A\'hite

says that society has too long dealt with crime either

from the standpoint of revenge—the principle of "an
eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth," is the principle upon
which our criminal code is built and which controls much
of its application even to-day—or from the standpoint of
a disagreeable affair with which the easiest way is the

best, and so it locks up the culprit, turns its back upon

him, and tries to forget all about it. The time has passed
for either one of these attitudes. Revenge may be sweet,

but it is usually a pretty expensive indulgence. Crime is

a social phenomenon and demands attention if for no
other than economic reasons. It is distinctly an unwise
policy that continues a system which actually makes crim-
inals. What else can be expected when a young boy for

his first offense is ruthlessly shut up in prison to associate

exclusively for months with a collection of the worst and
most incorrigible offenders? It is a distinct duty, pointed

to by actual dollars and cents economy, to keep men out
of prison, or if they get in to restore them to independence
at the earliest possible date. These results will never take

place until we learn to deal with the criminal and not the

crime. This, says the author, would seem to be the

rational method for the State to pursue. How best can

it be accomplished? If insanity is the defense the de-

fendant should be sent to the nearest State hospital for

the insane. Surely if a person is insane the place for

him is in an institution for the insane and not in a jail.

Not only this, but only under the close observation pos-

sible in a hospital can the best results as to the diagnosis

of the condition be expected.

A Note on Conjugal Diabetes.—A. C. Croftan has
found six cases in a total of 241 diabetic patients. He
quotes some statistics from other writers. In regard to

the conjugal factor he says that it is clear that we are

dealing in most of these cases with more than a coin-

cidence ; such a thing may occur by chance ; but in his

series, for instance, in which glycosuria was regularly

looked for in the consort, the proportion of instances

discovered is far too great to warrant the inference that

this is the case. One must think of common errors of

alimentation obtaining in a family, or of common errors

of living, of exposure to common nervous, mental, and
emotional influences. One must think finally of contagion.

Syphilis and malaria can produce glycosuria ; also certain

other contagious and infectious disorders of known type

that cause vascular degenerations in important organs

(liver, pancreas, nervous system) concerned in sugar

metabolism. It is not impossible that other infectious

agents of unknown character and origin may be concerneil

in the transmission at least of certain types of diabetes.

This subject is well worthy of further study; it is a

corollary of the contagious theory of gout that is gaining

many adherents. To deny the possibility of a contagious

diabetes on the one hand is precarious ; to affirm its ex-

istence on the other altogether premature. These facts

and considerations at least warrant further investigation

and the collection of more elaborate and more exact statis-

tics. They have induced eminent authorities to commit
themselves strongly in favor of the reality of conjugal

diabetes.

Journal of the American Medical Association, July 25, 1908.

Fresh Air in Pneumonia.—T. W. Kilmer reports the

results of the fresh air treatment in 16 cases of lobar pneu-

monia and 20 cases of bronchopneumonia in dispensary

babies. Nearly every clinical type was represented, from

mild to very severe, and the diagnosis was positive in

every case. Many of the parents were ignorant, but will-

ingly followed instructions and carried out the treatment

surprisingly well. The treatment of both lobar and bron-

chopneumonia in these cases consisted in giving an initial

purge (castor oil or calomel) ; mustard poultice to the

chest; sponging to reduce fever; cutting down diet to one-

half strength; hygiene of body, clothing, and sickroom,

etc.; light expectorant every two hours for six to eight

doses in twenty- four hours; keeping the gastrointestinal

tract clear; abundance of fresh air; rest. One patient

died, but not until the mother had insisted on taking the

baby to a hospital ; it is nevertheless included in the series.

This makes the mortality 2.77 per cent., which is remark-

ably low for either private or hospital practice. The study,

Kilmer thinks, shows conclusively that, by a combination

of simple instructions to parents, and quiet, rest, proper

food, and. above all. fresh air for the child, the mortality

of one of the most serious diseases of infancy can be

greatly reduced.

Diagnosis of Rabies.—J. B. Rucker has used the

smear method of Williams and Lowden in the examina-

tion of thirteen cases for the Negri bodies, and described

it as follows: A small piece of the gray matter of the

brain is excised and placed on a clean slide near one end.

The cut should be at right angles to the surface, only a

thin piece being taken in order to avoid the white matter

as much as possible. A clean cover-glass is placed over

the tissue and pressed down with the thumb until it is

thinly spread out, and with even pressure the cover glass

is drawn almost to the other end of the slide. A little

practice will enable one to thus produce a thin, even film

of tissue. He used both the modified Giemsa stain and
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also the modified Van Gieson stain as used by Williams

and Lowden. The details of his thirteen examinations

are briefly given, and he concludes, from his experience,

that the smear method is preferable to all other methods,

because: i. It is much simpler than any other, on account

of the extreme facility with which the smears may be

made and stained. 2. It is much shorter than any other,

requiring only from fifteen minutes to three hours. 3. In

the smear method the Negri bodies appear very distinctly,

and their minute structure is brought out very clearly.

4. The smear method is absolutely reliable.

Neurotic Hair Disorder.—L. D. Bulkley and H. H.
Janeway recognize as neurotic and nutritive disorders of

the hair the following conditions with their various etiol-

ogic varieties : Hirsuties, alopecia, canities, fragilitas crini-

um, trichorrhexis nodosa, alopecia areata, and monilithrix.

The hair, they say, is an active, live portion of the econ-

omy, subject to various alterations dependent on its inner-

vation and nutrition. The changes that occur in the hairy

coats of sick animals would indicate this. There is a

certain increase of activity of the hair follicles at puberty

and a waning of the same in old age ; fevers and nervous
strain have their effects also on the hair. In 15,240 miscel-

laneous dermatologic cases in private practice a total of

1,129, or 7 per cent., were of the classes here considered.

There were 175 cases of hirsuties in females, a condition

not infrequent in insanity and at the menopause. The
authors deem it probable that sexual derangements existed

in a large proportion of these cases. Where facts were
recorded menstruation was regular in only 22.8 per cent.

There were nervous disturbances recorded in 31 cases.

Si.x hundred and seventy cases of alopecia are tabulated

according to ages ; the most occurred between the ages of

20 and 22, and the great majority in males. Fevers, nerv-

ous disturbances of various kinds, debility, heat, daily use
of shower bath, etc., were given as causes ; in 182 cases

no cause was assigned. In 22 cases it was ascribed to

heredity. Thirty cases of canities are tabulated, three males
and twenty-seven females. In four cases there was a clear

history of nervous causes and in a considerable number
the condition was associated with general debility. In

one case of whitening of the hair in patches it w-as found
due to leucoderma. The authors consider the reports of
sudden and complete whitening of the hair from grief,

fright, etc.. as credibly attested. Twenty cases of fragilitas

crinium, all but one females, are tabulated, and 32 of

trichorrhexis nodosa. 26 of them females ; little is known
of the causation of these disorders, but Bulkley and Jane-
way think that they are more probably due to neurotic

and nutrimental rather than parasitic causes. Alopecia
areata is treated of at some length ; it occurred 202 times in

the 15,240 cases, in 1.3 per cent, of the total. In 10,000

public cases its percentage was only .06, or about half as

much, a fact that speaks against a parasitic cause. Its

5pontaneous disappearance and its recurrence with nervous
disturbances also indicate its constitutional nature, and its

yielding to internal treatment while rebellious to local

measures points the same way. It is more frequent in

males, 199 of the 202 being of that sex. It is rarely seen
in infants or after middle life, occurring most frequently
between the ages of 20 and 35 ; in the youngest case of
those here observed it began at the age of three months.
While it sometimes disappears spontaneously or yields

quickly to treatment, it is often very persistent. Several
interesting observations made on these cases are given,

indicating the constitutional nature of the affliction. Only
one case of the rare condition known as monilithrix has
been seen by the authors. While little is known of its

causation, they consider a parasitic origin out of the ques-
tion. In conclusion they insist on the practical importance
of attention in these cases of nonparasitic disease of the

hair to the constitution! conditions and errors of living

on which they depend. In almost every case it is found
that if a physician has been consulted at all, there has
been only some local application given, while in the large
majority the trouble has been left to the hair dresser.
Practically everything but the local condition has been
ignored.

Pneumonia Diagnosis in Infancy.—R. G. Freeman
insists on the importance of the clinical signs in the diag-
nosis of pneumonia in infants, and thinks that text-books,
by laying too much stress on the physical diagnosis, tend
to confuse the beginner. The physical signs are often not
available in time to be of use. His conclusions are summed
up substantially as follows: i. Pneumonia in infants fur-
nishes characteristic clinical symptoms on which a diag-
nosis may be based before the lungs are examined. 2.

These symptoms are sudden onset, depression, rapid res-
piration with pulse ratio of from i to 3, fever and usually
cough. If with these are observed flaring nostrils, pneu-
monic breathing and expiratory grunt, a definite diagnosis
may be made, while rigidity of the neck and upper limbs.

if present, is a valuable confirmatory sign. 3. Ausculta-
tion and percussion of the chest should be employed for

confirmation of the diagnosis, for localizing the lesion, and
for information as to its character.

Interstitial Keratitis.—A. E. Davis reports two cases
of diffuse interstitial keratitis in acquired syphilis and re-

marks on the apparent rarity of the disease from this

cause while it is so comparatively frequent in hereditary
syphilis. He thinks that this rarity is more in literature

than in actual fact, and that there must be many unre-
ported cases. He reviews briefly some of the literature

and gives his conclusions substantially as follows: I. Dif-
fuse interstitial keratitis may occur as the result of ac-

quired syphilis. 2. It usually occurs as a late secondary
symptom or in relapses in the tertiary stage. The average
time of its development after the. primary infection, is

given by Stephenson as 10.8 years, but it has been reported
as early as three weeks and as late as twenty-three years
after the primary sore. 3. It is confined to one eye,

though almost always a few exceptions to this are re-

ported. 4. As a rule it runs a lighter course than the in-

herited syphilis cases, and rarely affects sight. 5. True
"salmon patches" are rare in these cases. 6. It is difficult

to make a clinical diagnosis between the tuberculous and
syphilitic forms of the disease, and even a differential

pathologic diagnosis is not always conclusive. 7. The prog-
nosis is good, but it should be remembered that sight has
been entirely lost in one reported case.

The Lancet, July 18, 1908.

Ascites in the Newly Bom.—H. M. Inglis delivered
a woman in her second pregnancy at full term and found
the child's abdomen very much distended, being so tense

that he could not palpate any of the abdominal organs.
About 12 hours after birth the child passed a large quan-
tity of urine, the abdominal tension becoming much less

pronounced, the walls being slack enough to allow him to

feel the organs. The heart sounds were normal. Death
occurred 36 hours after birth. On postmortem examina-
tion he found a considerable quantity of bile-stained fluid

in the peritoneal cavity. The omentum was so thin that

he could not define it accurately. The intestines appeared
to be covered with blisters, the largest being of the size

of a walnut. As far as he could judge these blisters were
little sacs of fluid on the under surface of a thinned-out
omentum. All the organs were apparently normal. He
attended this child's mother in her first confinement when
the child died shortly after birth with a considerably en-

larged liver.

Hemophilia in the Newrly Born.— F. G. Brittin's pa-
tient was the child of a vi-para. an anemic woman who
had always had severe postpartum bleeding. The reporter
found the os fully dilated, the head presenting, the mem-
liranes unruptured and the caput succedaneum. The lumbo-
sacral promontory was very prominent and evidently ob-
structed labor. Under chloroform he turned and brought
down the child's right foot and delivered the child in five

minutes without the slightest trouble. There was no un-
due traction necessary. On the next day he was asked
to cut the child's fr^enum linguje. It was very short, so
he peeled it back with the finger to satisfy the mother.
On the following day he visited the case and found that
persistent oozing from the frsenum had occurred since it

had been peeled back. The whole of the frontal region
was black, distended, and fluctuating. This swelling ex-
tended backwards over the skull and downwards behind
the ears, which were pushed out. The skin as far as the
clavicles was black. The right shoulder and arm were
darkly ecchymosed and the right foot and leg were also

darkly colored. On the next day the eyelids were black
and the breathing was stertorous and the child died. The
author believes that the extraordinary subcutaneous hemor-
rhage was due to some hemophilic tendency in the child.

Diphtheritic Paralysis Healed by Injections of Anti-
diphtheritic Serum.—-\tter referring to several simi-

lar cases already on record, G. S. Middleton reports
the case of a man of thirty-one years, admitted to hos-
pital on account of paralysis. Eleven weeks before
he had diphtheria and was in bed for four weeks. After
a week in the country he tried to resume work, but was
unable so to do owing to paresis of the limbs, preceded
by vague pains and numbness in the hands and feet.

The paralysis affected also his speech and deglutition.
There was no ocular or facia! paralysis, no dyspnea, and
no palpitation. His legs gradually grew worse and he
became unable to stand. Under bed treatment and
electricity he failed to improve. Finally, after the
paralysis had lasted nine weeks, serum injections were
begun. Daily injections of 10 c.c. were made, and after

100 c.c. had been injected there was a slight but dis-

tinct gain in power. This was progressive and he
gradually recovered his strength. By the end of the
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injections he had an urticarial rash which appoareil
on the limbs and trunk and lasted for a couple of
days, and was slightly itchy on the hands. Coincident
with the rash was some puffiness of the eyelids and
about the ankles, but there was no albumin in the
urine. Occasionally he had pains in the calves of the
legs and in the thighs of a neuritic character, but they
did not trouble him much and had disappeared long
before he left hospital. .'N.t no time had he any rise of
temperature. The improvement that followed on the
injections was so rapid in its occurrence and so marked
that the author could not but attribute it to the rem-
edy, though the objection might be raised that it may
have been just when spontaneous improvement was
about to begin that the injections were commenced.
He was, however, impressed by the result.

Blood-pressure in Neurasthenic States and the Ef-
fects of Certain Forms of Treatment Thereon.—E. D.
Macnamara presents the following conclusions: (i)

In many cases of neurasthenia there is an alteration
of the level of the blood-pressure from the normal, the

level being sometimes higher and sometimes lower
than normal. (2) Patients who show such alterations
and who undergo certain sorts of treatment manifest,
in some cases, at the end of a course of treatment, a

level of pressure different from that which existed be-
fore treatment began. If the pressure at the com-
mencement be abnormally high it will probably de-
scend, while if it be abnormally low it will probably
ascend. (3) The number of patients whose blood-
pressure is different at the end of their course of
treatment from that which it was before treatment
began is greater among those without a family history
of nervous instability than among those with such a

history. (4) In a very large majority of cases the
application of high-freguency currents produces a low-
ering of blood-pressure, while the static bath (-|-

charge) and massage produce a raising of pressure.
The discharging of a patient charged with static elec-

tricity results as often in a rise as in a fall of blood-
pressure. The application of the Faradic current tends

rather to lower than to raise the blood-pressure and
the galvanic current cannot be said to effect much
change in either direction. (5) It is difficult to insti-

tute treatment with any confidence that there will be
at the end of the course such an alteration as might per-
haps have been expected from a knowledge of the

alteration that is likely to follow each application of

the therapeutic agent employed, though we may look
for a change of level, when the level was at the com-
mencement abnormal, to one that is nearer the nor-
mal. (6) There is no evidence that the differences of

variation of level before and after treatment which may
sometimes be noted can be correlated with improve-
ment in health.

British Medical Journal, July 18, 1908.

Gonorrheal Iritis.—W. M. Beaumont says that the
interval which usually occurs between the gonorrhea and
the iritis probably explains the fact that the former as
the progenitor of the latter is. frequently overlooked. As
a rule this secondary manifestation of the gonorrheal virus
is rare. It is probably more apt to occur in those with a
gouty tendency. Rheumatism is generally given the credit

of etiology in these cases without apparent cause, but mod-
ern teaching bears in a contrary direction. The gout
symptoms and eye symptoms are, more often than is gen-
erally admitted, both manifestations of a gonorrheal poi-
son. Epitomized histories are given of twenty cases classi-

fied as iritis. Sixteen patients out of twenty confessed to

gonorrhea, and, even allowing for the prevalence of the
hies, this seems to be a higher percentage than can be
accounted for by other theories than cause and effect.

Aiter due allowance for the circumstance that patients
suffering from other forms of iritis, such as tuberculous,
malarial, diabetic, etc., less often come to Bath (the city

of the author's practice) for hydrotherapeutic treatment,
he thinks it is fair to surmise that gonorrheal iritis is much
commoner than some authorities are inclined to allow.
The connection of iritis with rheumatoid arthritis is less

clear, and he leaves it to others to say whether there is,

in the first place, any connection whatever, and if so, in

the second place, whether the iritis is the result of the
rheumatoid arthritis, or whether it and the rheumatoid
are both the offspring of some common ancestor.
A Little-known Type of Amblyopia in Children.—

S. Stevenson gives the histories of six cases. He
notes that a child may be brought for advice on ac-
count of poor sight, often discovered for the first time
during early school life. In the hurry of an out-patient
department it may happen that the underlying con-
dition is assumed to be one of ordinary ametropia.
The relative visual acuity is probably recorded, and
atropin is certainly prescribed for home use. Later, a

careful estimation is made of the child's refraction. It

is then found that the absolute visual acuity, despite
correcting glasses, can perhaps be brought no higher
than one-third or one-half normal, while the optic disks
are grayer than they should be. The ophthalmoscopic
condition, in short, is one familiar to every physician
as "post-papillitic" or "post-neuritic" atrophy. The
atrophic changes, nevertheless, are not complete, and
may, indeed, be so slight as to escape recognition in

the absence of careful ophthalmoscopic examination.
In the cases which it is the more particular object of
this communication to describe the appearances are
best characterized as those of "incomplete post-papil-
litic atrophy of the optic disk." They are, so far as
the author has seen, invariably bilateral, although pos-
sibly sometimes more pronounced in one eye than
in the other. Inquiry into the patient's personal
history often elicits the fact that when an in-

fant there had been a "cerebral" or "meningitic" ill-

ness, marked by such symptoms as "fits," convulsions,
headache, vomiting, constipation, retraction of the head,
temporary paralysis, squint, unconsciousness, and so
forth. On recovery from the attack, sight was found
to be partially or totally lost, but has since been more
or less regained. The conclusion is almost inevitable
that an infantile meningitis or encephalitis was accom-
panied by optic papillitis, and that both the general
and local condition had to some extent been recovered
from. The incomplete optic atrophy seen later by the
ophthalmic surgeon, then, is on this view to be re-

garded as a sequel to a meningitic papillitis.

Berliner klinische IVochenschrift, July 1.3, 1908.

Hemolysins in the Pancreatic Juice.—Wohlgemuth
says that the un.activated pancreatic juice has no hemolytic
action wliile possessing strong lypolytic properties. If it

is treated by the addition of enterokinase or of calcium
chloride, or simply allowed to stand for some length of
time, it acquires the property of dissolving red blood cells

under certain conditions. "The addition of lecithin alone
is quite sufficient to call forth this hemolytic action, al-

though no power of tryptic digestion is lent to the juice

by such addition in the absence of the enterokinase. The
newly acquired property of the juice is probably to be
traced to the production of lecithins.

Munchener medizinischc IVochenschrift, July 14, 1908.

Periodic Acetonemia in Older Children.—Hecker says
that recurrent vomiting accompanying tlie increased ace-

tone-content of the blood is a typical picture in the diseases

of children caused by disturbances in the excretion of
acetone bodies. Boys are usually affected ; the attacks of
vomiting occur periodically ; the vomitus contains at first

half-digested food, then becomes mucous in character, and
may be tinged with bile or blood ; no dietetic or medicinal
treatment avails to stop the attack

;
great loss of strength

and weight occurs in a very short time, and the patients

suffer from intense thirst, not being able to retain anything
in the stomach. The attack lasts two or three days and
complete convalescence is followed by a recurrence which
runs the same typical course. During the attacks the

breath has the sweet, fruity odor of acetone, the urine
contains the same body in abundance as well as diacetic

and oxybutyric acids, which all disappear with the cessa-

tion of the vomiting. Hecker reports six cases of the

diseases observed by him and expresses his conviction that

the vomiting is a secondary symptom caused by the aceta-

nemia and not vice versa. The therapy of the condition

is not satisfactory. In some cases where the nervous ele-

ment is present, suggestion is in place. Dry diet, with the

use of chocolate and white bread may be used during the

attack. The administration of alkalis proved to be of

especial value, sodium bicarbonate or Karlsbad water be-

ing used. Systematic dietetic and hygienic treatment is

called for between the attacks.

The Demonstration of Blood in the Urine.—Schumm
says that the spectroscopic examination is the most reliable

test for the presence of blood in the urine, the hand
spectroscope devised by him allowing direct examination
of dark-colored urines in sufficient amounts. Unchanged
hemoglobin may be demonstrated in the urine if contained

in the amount of 0.004 pe"" cent., which equals approximate-
ly one drop of blood in the daily quantity of urine.

For this purpose a polarization tube may be filled with the

urine, the layer being 20 c.c. in thickness. The "tannin

method" is very unreliable and shows blood in proportion

of about I : 5000, or 0.02 per cent. The "coagulation meth-
od" is troublesome and incorrect in the presence of small

amounts of blood. The "acetate of zinc" method is quite

simple and reliable if a spectroscopic examination cannot

be made. If the hemoglobin is changed to methemoglobin
or to hematin, the pigment must be extracted before the

spectroscopic examination is made. All the methods men-
tioned by the author are given in detail in the article.
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The Dise.\ses of Children. A Work for the Practising
Physician. Edited by Dr. M. Pfaundler, Professor of
Children's Diseases, and Director of the Children's
Clinic at the University of Munich ; and Dr. A.
ScHL0SSM.\NX, Professor of Children's Diseases and Di-
rector of the Children's Clinic at the Medical .\cademy
at Diisseldorf. English Translation, Edited by Henry
L. K. Sh-4W, M.D., Albany, N. Y., Clinical Professor,
Diseases of Children, Albany Medical College; Physi-
cian-in-Charge, St. Margaret's House for Infants, Al-
bany; and Linnaeus La Fetr.a, M.D., New York, X. Y.,
Instructor of Diseases of Children, Columbia University

;

Chief of Department of Diseases of Children, Vander-
bilt Clinic; Assistant Attending Physician to the Babies'
Hospital. With an Introduction by L. Emmett Holt,
M.D., Xew York, N. Y., Professor of Pediatrics, Colum-
bia Universit\-. In Four Volumes, Illustrated in Black
and White and in Colors by 61 full-page plates and
430 te.xt cuts. Philadelphia and London: J. B. Lippin-
cott Company, 1908.

This encyclopedic treatise on the diseases of children is

the work of over fift>- authors, each contributor having
written on the part of the general subject of pediatrics to
which he has devoted himself with special success. The
first volume is given up to the broad general questions of
pediatric art and science. A short chapter on the "Gen-
eral Pathogenesis and Pathology of Childhood'' from the
pen of Dr. Franz Hamburger is followed by an exhaustive
symptomatologj- of the diseases of children, compiled b\'

Professor M. Pfaundler, one of the editors of the work.
This chapter takes up over two hundred pages of text,
and recounts the various signs and symptoms of disease,
classified according to the anatomical and physiological
apparatus involved. Each sign or s\Tnptom. is defined in a
few words, and is followed by the various conditions in
which it is met, many hints for differential diagnosis
being added. A special index closes this compilation and
increases verj^ much its value for quick reference. Chap-
ters on General Prophylaxis and General Therapeutics are
followed by an article on milk by Professor Raudnitz;
nursing, metabolism, and nutrition during the first year
of life, children's growth in weight and height, and nutri-
tion after the first year form the subjects of the chapters
that close the first volume. Diseases of the newborn,
constitutional diseases, and acute and chronic infections
form the subject of the second volume, which contains
contributions from such well known authors as von
Noorden, who writes on diabetes mellitus and diabetes
insipidus : Moser, who writes on measles ; von Pirquet,
who considers scarlet fever; and Schlossmann, the second
editor of the work, whose subject is tuberculosis. The
greater part of the third volume is concerned with the
diseases of the digestive S3'stem, the authors of special
articles being Moro, Finkelstein, Fischl, Pfaundler, Selter,
Langer, and Stoos. This division of the work is of special
interest to American readers, for it contains the latest
theories and data of German research into the pathology-
of nutrition. Diseases of the respiratory and circulatory
system and the special conditions depending upon the
impaired function of the thjToid gland are the subject of
the rest of this volume. Volume IV is devoted to dis-
eases of the genitourinary and nervous systems, the latter
part of the book being given up to the consideration of
the diseases of the skin met in childhood. The con-
tributors to this volume are Langstein, Pfeister, Zappert,
Thiemich, Galewskj-, and Leiner.
Each volume is provided with a special index of its

contents, while a general index is found at the close of
the last volume. The various articles are sufficiently illus-

trated, the pictures aiming to give the clinical appearance
of disease rather than the pathological lesions. In gen-
eral, the work is most valuable. It serves as a resume
of the progress in practical and theoretical pediatrics since
the inception almost of this special division of medicine,
and cannot fail to be stimulating to the worker in this
field; reflecting as it does the teachings of the German
school of medicine, its value to the American worker is

especially great. The usual faults of a work from the
hands of many authors could not, of course, be escaped
in this treatise : the inequality of style, occasional repeti-
tions, rather disproportional amount of space devoted to
some subjects, all are present here, as in all similar publi-
cations. A more important fault of the book, however,
is the omission of all references to the literature of the
subject. Instead of such references the pernicious cus-
tom of simply reciting the names of authors who have
written on some subject is continuously followed. Re-
course to the "Index Medicus" usually shows that the
author in question has written on a great variety of sub-
jects and the reference is worse than useless : moreover.

quite a few have namesakes active in other fields of
medicine, and the "practising physician," for whom the
work is intended, is compelled to hunt through other bibli-

ographies to look up any special question.
There is little to be said in regard to the translation of

the work. Anyone who has had experience in this field

can appreciate the large amount of work done by the
translators and the editors in bringing it out in the English
language. They, as well as the publishers, are to be con-
gratulated upon the success in rendering these important
contributions to the pediatric literature accessible to the

English-speaking profession.

Luke the Physician, the Author of the Third Gospel and
the Acts of the Apostles. By Adolph Harnack, Pro-
fessor of Church History in the University of Berlin.

Translated bv the Rev. J. R. Wilkinson, M.A. Edited
by the Rev. W. D. Morrison, LL.D. Xew York : G. P.

Putnam's Sons, 1907.

Theological works do not usually find their way to the

office of a medical paper. In the present instance, how-
ever, part of the volume deals with the question as to

w^hether the author of two of the books of the New
Testament was a physician. This chapter will be appre-
ciated by cultured and educated readers; and the writer
of the volume gives many interesting details tending to

shov/ that whoever wrote the Gospel of St. Luke and
the Acts of the Apostles was unusually well informed in

medical terminology-. Several quotations are given from
the original Greek, showing the use of technical medical
words, and parallelisms are found in the work of the old

Greek medical writers, Aretaeus, Dioscorides, Galen and
Hippocrates. In many instances these medical terms are

found nowhere else in biblical writings, and often do not
occur outside of medical literature. The Greek type is

very clear, and the whole chapter will be read by many
who would not care to undertake a larger and more thor-

ough treatise on the subject, such as Hobart's work on
"The Medical Language of St. Luke."

OpeR-^tions-Klrsus an der Leiche; anleitende Vorlesun-
gen von A. Bier und H. Rochs. Fifth Edition. Berlin

:

August Hirschwald, 1908.

The fifth edition of this book now appears with Bier and
Rochs as the authors, the former taking the place of von
Bergmann who recently died. It offers in addition to a
revision of the original text a description of several new
operations, among others, Riedel's method of tying the
subclavian artery, various new operations for cerebellar

tumors, Killian's operation for frontal sinus disease, and
the various incisions devised for appendicectomy. The
general plan of the book for teaching purposes is excel-

lent. The authors usually confine themselves to one or
two methods of operating for the same disease, an ar-

rangement always helpful to the student who does better

to learn one method well than to attempt ten different

ones. The book can be commended to the student and
post-graduate before taking up a course of operative sur-

gery on the cadaver.

Trypanosomes .\nd Trypanosomiases. By A. La\"eran,
Membre de I'lnstitut, et. de I'Academie de Medecine,
Paris, and F. Mesnil, Chef de laboratoire a I'lnstitut

Pasteur. Translated and much enlarged by D.'i^D Na-
B.^RR0, M.D., B.Sc. D.P.H., Lond., Member of the Royal
College of Physicians, London; Assistant Professor of
Pathology and Bacteriology University College, London;
Scientific Assistant in Pathology at the University of
London ; Royal Society Commissioner for the Study of
Sleeping Sickness in Uganda, 1903. Chicago : W. T.
Keener & Co., 1907.

In 1904 Laveran and Mesnil published a very important
monograph on the trj'panosomata. This volume has been
translated and greatly enlarged so that it is in some points
practically a new work. The translator has himself con-
tributed much to our knowledge of trypanosomes, and he
has therefore been in a position to e.xpand the text to the
greatest advantage where the knowledge gained in the

last three years has rendered any change necessary. The
amount of new material may be judged from the fact

that over two hundred new papers have been considered
by the translator in addition to those studied by the authors
originally. Owing to the possible relationship between the
trypanosomes and the spirochetes a short section has been
added on spirochetes of various types, including the Tre-
ponema pallidum, and also a discussion of the significance

of the Leishman-Donovan parasites. Much new matter
has also been introduced on the treatment of trypano-
somiasis and concerning the culture methods, in which the
important contributions of American writers have been
fully acknowledged. A practically new chapter on tsetse

flies and the tr\'panosomes which are found in them com-
pletes the work. Among the illustrations is an excellent
colored plate showing different species of trypanosomes.
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Die Rontgentechnik. Ein Hilfsbucli fiir Aerzte. Von
Dr. F. Davidsohn. Berlin : S. Karger, 1908.

This short book contains a detailed description of all the
apparatus and how to use it in .t-ray work. The author
shows how street, static, and storage current may be em-
ployed. One is made to understand the difference between
hard and soft tubes and which quality of tube is to be used
for the various therapeutic and photographic work ; the

time of exposure which will give the best results is care-

fully specified. The author lays special stress on how to

avoid burns and sterility. AH conditions amenable to

treatment with the rays are mentioned. He emphasizes
the diagnostic value of the fluoroscope and acquaints one
with the errors liable to be made in interpreting photo-
graphic negatives. It is an ideal work not only for the
general practitioner who wishes to become acquainted
with Rontgen technique but also for him who may only be
occasionally called upon to fluoroscope a patient or in-

terpret an :tr-ray plate.

Mov.\BLE Kidney and Other Displacements and Mal-
formations. By David Newman, M.D., F.F.P.S.G.,

Surgeon to the Glasgow Royal Infirmary; ex-President,

Glasgow Medico-Chirurgical Society ; Late Pathologist

to, and Lecturer on Pathology at. The Glasgow Royal
Infirmary; Fellow of the Royal Medical Society of
London. New York, Bombay, and Calcutta : Long-
mans, Green & Co., 1907.

This book is largely devoted to the record of observations

and cases, and is illustrated by twenty-five diagrams and
cuts showing the relations of the kidney and the different

malformations and malpositions of that organ. The first

chapter treats of the classification of the displacements
and malformations of the kidney, and the normal anatomy.
The next four chapters deal with the etiology, progress,
symptoms, and physical signs, and the palliative and oper-
ative treatment of movable kidney. Characteristic cases

are quoted, illustrating the different symptoms and types

of movable kidney. The si.xth chapter treats of floating

kidney, while the last chapter deals with malformations
and malpositions. Dr. Newman restricts the term "float-

ing kidney" to those cases in which there is a mesonephron,
and the kidney lies within the peritoneal cavity. The terra

"movable kidney" is applied when the organ is movable
outside the peritoneal cavity. The book is well written.

Each subject is considered systematically and thoroughly.
It should be of use to the general practitioner in his man-
agement of those rare but troublesome cases in which the
vague symptoms of a floating kidney are often misinter-

preted and set down to the imagination.

Syphilis in its Medical, Medico-Legal and Sociological
Aspects. By A. Ravocli, M.D., Professor of Derma-
tology and Syphilology in the Medical College of Ohio,
etc. New York : The Grafton Press, 1907.

This work on syphilis differs from the usual monograph
on this disease because the malady is considered from the

viewpoint of the physician, the jurist, and the sociologist.

A historical sketch of the search for the causal agent of
syphilis opens the volume. The recent work on the Spi-
rocheta pallida is briefly reviewed. The illustration of this

organism, Plate I, is not extraordinarily good. Next fol-

low chapters on the mode of infection, etc., and on the

various stages of the disease. In the section on treatment
a large amount of information has been collected and the

details of all the methods now in use have been described.
In the main the author follows the school of Fournier in

his therapeutics ; but many points are given from a vast

individual clinical experience.
In the second part of the book the medicolegal and

sociological aspects of the subject are dealt with. Here
the author considers in an interesting manner the questions
of syphilis and marriage; syphilis in relation to degen-
eracy; syphilis and public health and the regulation of
prostitution.

Dr. Ravogli's book is a very complete and comprehensive
treatise on syphilis written by a man who has made a life-

study of his subject and who knows how to write a good
clear English sentence.

International Clinics. A Quarterly of Illustrated Clin-

ical Lectures and Especially Prepared Original Articles.

Edited by W. T. Longcope, M.D., Philadelphia. Vol. IV,
Seventeenth Series, 1907, and Vol. I, Eighteenth Series,

1908. Philadelphia and London : J. B. Lippincott Com-
pany, 1907 and 1908.

These two volumes of the International Clinics continue
to keep up the general standard of excellence set by their

predecessors. Among the contents of Vol. IV we notice
an article on the Etiology and Treatment of Pulmonary
Hemoptysis, by A. P. Francine, full of valuable suggestions
for the practitioner confronted with this frequent and dis-

tressing symptom of tuberculosis. Professor A. Chante-
messe gives his Five Years' Experience with the Use of
an Antityphoid Serum; he had an average mortality of

3.7 per cent., while the general mortality of the disease in

Pans reached 17.3 per cent. A. W. Hewlett contributes
a scholarly article on The Common Cardiac Arrhythmias
and gives the recent literature of the subject. Among
other articles we find Surgical Syphilis, Perforation of
Bowel in Typhoid Fever, Management of Pregnancy, Dis-
orders of Sleep, and many others.

Vol. I, of the eighteenth series, opens with an authorita-
tive article on The Sanatorium, by Lawrason Brown, which
is illustrated with photographs and floor plans of the Adi-
rondack Cottage Sanitarium at Saranac Lake. Dr. R. D.
Rudolf of Canada gives his observations on the usual
variations of temperature in the human being and ques-
tions the advisability of retaining on our clinical ther-
mometers the line or arrow marking "normal temperature."
Dr. Deayer speaks of the "Diseases of the Gall-bladder,"
Dr. Benjamin T. Tilton gives his deductions from a series
of operations for perforated gastric and duodenal ulcers.

Other articles discuss the care of the newborn, fracture of
the spine, urinary acidity, etc., etc. The volume closes
with reviews of the progress of medicine during 1907,
Dr. A. A. Stevens writing on Treatment, Drs. David L.
Edsall and Verner Nisbet on Medicine, and Dr. Blood-
good^ on Surgery. Most of tlie articles are extremely
practical and up to date, and will save tlie practitioner
much time and labor in acquainting him with the recent
advances in medicine and surgery.

The Practical Medicine Series. Under the general edi-
torial charge of Gustavus P. Head, M.D., Professor of
Laryngology and Rhinology, Chicago Postgraduate Med-
ical School. Volume I, General Medicine, edited by
Frank Billings, M.S., M.D., head of the Medical De-
partment and Dean of the Faculty of Rush Medical
College, Chicago, and J. PI. S.\lisbury, A.M., M.D.,
Professor of Medicine Chicago Clinical School. Volume
II, General Surgery, edited by John B. Murphy,
A.M., M.D., LL.D., Professor of Surgery in Rush Med-
ical College (in affiliation with the University of Chi-
cago). Chicago: The Year Book Publishers, 1908.

These are the first two volumes of this now well-known
series of medical annals for 1908. The diseases referred
to in the first volume are those in which special clinical or
experimental work has been done, or notable advance
made in the diagnosis or treatment. New signs and symp-
toms and rare cases are described. Tuberculosis and the
diseases of the circulatory apparatus, and blood and blood-
making organs are also thoroughly discussed.

The second volume has to do with the advances made in

general surgery during the past year. The relative values
and dangers of the various general and local anesthetics

are discussed, and the technique, results, and dangers of
spinal analgesia described. Space has been allotted to

.r-ray therapy, electrotherapy, new instruments, and the

prevention and cure of postoperative vomiting. In the

chapter on the diseases of nerves, cases are reported show-
ing that in facial and Hnfantile paralysis, even of long
standing, there may be a restoration of function by nerve
anastomosis. About 300 pages of the volume are devoted
to abdominal surgery.

A Text-book or Clinical Medicine Tre.atment. By
Clarence Bartlett, M.D. Professor of Medical Diag-
nosis and Clinical INIedicine in the Hahnemann Medical
College of Philadelphia ; Visiting Physician to the

Hahnemann Hospital. Philadelphia: Boericke & Tafel,

1908.

This is a work of over 1,200 octavo pages devoted entirely

to the treatment of diseases. The author is a homeopath
of the modern school who believes in the Hahnomannian
principles and holds that "while the homeopathic applica-

tion of drugs is the best in its results, we must bear in

mind that medicines may be required for their palliative

or mechanical effects." Accordingly he does not hesitate

to give the salicylates the first place in the treatment of

rheumatism, and quinine, in 15 to 20 grain doses, in that

of malaria. In most cases, however, he gives preference
to homeophatic remedies administered in the homeophatic
way. An excellent feature of the book is the large amount
of space given to a consideration of the dietetic, hygienic,

and other nonmedicinal therapeutic measures. This fea-

ture is one that will render the work of service to practi-

tioners of all schools, more valuable indeed than many
of the treatises written by therapeutic nihilists of the

regular school. The book will be foiind useful also by

regular practitioners who desire to gain a knowledge of

what intelligent homeopathic practice really is, but to whotri

the usual homeopathic handbooks of symptoms with their

drug indications seem even more foolish than the "favorite

prescription" manuals of their own school.
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ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN PHYSICIANS.

Twenty-Thitd Annual Meeting, Held in Washington, May
12 and 13, 1908.

The President, Dr. J.\mes Tyson, Phil.mjelphi.^, ix thi;

Ch.\ir.

Tuesday, May 12

—

First Day.

President's Address.—Dr. J.ames Tyson of Philadel-

phia deUvered this address. He became reminiscent, re-

calling former meetings, particularly the first meeting,

twenty-three years ago, in the library of the Surgeon

General's office. Dr. Delafield of New York was their

first president, and in his address he said that all knew
why they were assembled on that, the opening, day; it

was because they wanted an association made up of repre-

sentative men, men who would contribute something which

would add to their knowledge ; because they wanted a

society in which they could learn something; that was the

real object of inaugurating such an enterprise. The as-

sociation had had printed twenty volumes ; in them was

contained much of the best work that had been accom-

plished during the past twenty-two years in the laboratories

and clinics of both the United States and Canada. Dr.

Tyson referred to the deaths of Dr. Charles Follen Folson

of Boston and Dr. James Carrol of the United States

.\rmy, and gave a brief review of their lives.

Preliminary Report on the Result of Ligation of the

Coronary Arteries in Dogs.—Drs. Joseph L. Miller and

S. A. M.-mthews of Chicago made this report on experi-

mental ligation of the coronary arteries in dogs with its

bearing on the treatment of angina pectoris. Up to the

present time the literature on this subject was not at all

extensive. The results of their work so far had been

quite uniform. After ligating one or more branches of

the coronary artery- in dogs the heart would cease to beat.

Some investigators found that both ventricles stopped ac-

tion at the same time. There was usually moderate

bradycardia, with more or less arhrthmia. When a large

branch of the coronary artery was ligated, and the animal

was killed from two to four weeks after, they found an

area of necrosis in the ventricle which was very small

compared to the area supplied by the ligated vessel. These

animals, too, could live without giving evidences of anj'

interference with the blood supply to the heart when the

ligation was done at some distance from the heart.

Hirsch and Spatleholz had concluded that the coronary

arteries were not end arteries : that there was an anastomo-

sis sufficient to allow the animal to live without showing

any disturbance in the function of the heart. In 1884

Leyden declared that the cause of angina pectoris was an

obstruction in the coronary arteries by a thrombus or

embolus. Previous to that time the cause was given as

neurotic. They attempted to produce in animals a simi-

lar condition to that which occurred in man. The first

series of animals numbered nineteen, and a branch of the

coronarj- artery was ligated, and the animals were allowed

to live. On one group they tried nitroglycerin ; on an-

other group strophanthus. This enabled them to deter-

mine the amount of necrosis that occurred after ligation

of the coronary arteries in dogs and the effect upon the

area of necrosis of these various agents. The results had

not yet been thoroughly worked out. Of the four animals

that were allowed to live, three died a spontaneous death.

Observations of the symptoms preceding death were only

noted in one animal. This animal suffered from an in-

tense dyspnea, and after its death they found an enormous

dilatation of the right and left ventricles. The other ani-

mals were not observed at the time of death, yet the heart

findings were similar to those found in the animal de-

scribed. They probably died in the same way. In an-

other group, of twenty-six dogs, an attempt was made to

ligate the arteries successively until there occurred a

marked disturbance in the heart's action. This was an

incomplete systole of the left ventricle, an increased dila-

tation of the left ventricle and left auricle, then dilata-

tion of the right ventricle and right auricle. Several

branches were ligated successively until the animal showed

signs of cardiac disturbances. These disturbances were

treated with nitroglycerin, digitalis, or morphine. The
nitroglycerin failed to restore the heart. When strophan-

thus was given intravenously almost immediately the sys-

tole became better until it reached the normal, the dilata-

tion disappeared, the blood pressure even reaching a

higher point than before the ligation.

Dr. WiLLi.'VM H. Welsh of Baltimore said that this in-

vestigation should throw much light upon whether the in-

termuscular branches were terminal and the intercardial

not. He asked Dr. Miller his opinion.

Dr. S. SoLis Cohen of Philadelphia said that it was by

no means certain that the lesions found postmortem

represented the conditions present when the disease first

manifested itself. They probably represented very largely

the pathological results of the interference with the general

nutrition through the coronary arteries, as well as other

portions of the body. He believed there was a great dif-

ference between what was found in such experiments and

what was found in the true disease ; in the one the condi-

tion was permanent ; whereas in the other it might be

only temporary. In other words, the conditions between

those necessarily fatal experiments and the conditions

prevailing in the clinical course of the disease were so

different that conclusions must be drawn with much reser-

vation. The nitrites did exert a beneficial influence in

averting paroxysms of angina pectoris.

Dr B.ABCOCK of Chicago said that at the present time

he had under observation a patient, sixty years old, with

a high blood pressure, whose attacks of angina pectoris

were promptly relieved by the administration of nitro-

glycerin.

Dr. Miller said he could not answer Dr. Welsh's query.

It was interesting to note that the left ventricle stopped,

while the right ventricle continued to beat for several

minutes. In answer to Dr, Cohen he said that it seemed

to him they were dealing with a transitory condition, and

not exactly an obstruction of the coronary blood-vessel.

Because it was transitory it did not mean, however, that

they were not dealing with a permanent occlusion of the

vessels. Whatever occurred in the heart, whether the con-

dition was due to vasomotor spasm or to obstruction, it

was a fact that they had to deal with an incomplete

systole and a dropping of the blood pressure; therefore,

the indication for treatment was to make the heart muscle

better. Remedies should be given which improved the

working power of the muscles of the heart.

Some Lesions of Experimental Nephritis.—Dr. H. A.

Christi.\n of Boston spoke on this subject. Three lesions

he had found in animals. First, a glomerulus lesion con-

sisting of fine droplets, which were homogeneous, and

which stained blue-black, these droplets occurring in

the walls of the capillary tufts. The lesions were

shown in photographs. They occurred in eleven of

thirteen successive animals which received uranium nitrate

in poisonous doses. Most of the animals were killed while

in a to-xic state. Only two out of the thirteen animals

failed to show the lesions. Twelve other animals were

used as control animals, each receiving other poisons,

such as potassium bichromate, bichloride of mercury, Japan

red, cantharides, etc. Of these twelve only two showed

the lesions. Normal animals were studied as well, and in

none were the lesions described found. Second, another

lesion somwhat similar in structure, but occurring within

the tubular epithelium. There were small hyaline droplets

similar to the droplets found in some forms of acute

nephritis, such, for instance, as followed scarlet fever.

These lesions occurred when uranium nitrate was given.

Photographs were shown of these lesions. Third, a

M
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lesion that occurred mostly in the collecting tubules, and
extended to the convoluted tubules. The tubular epithelium

was distended with hyaline material, and there was as well

a granular structure of the epithelium. Tliere was a great

increase in the thickness.

Concerning the Presence of Nephrotoxic and
Hydrops-producing Substances in the Serum of Ani-

mals with Experimental Nephritis.—Dr. Richard M.
Pearce and Dr. H. P. Sawver presented this communica-

tion, which was read by title.

Review of Theoretical Considerations and Experi-

mental Work Relative to Opsonins and Observations

Made at the Saranac Laboratory.—Dr. Edwin R.

B.\LD\vix of Saranac Lake read this paper. He said that

the original conception of opsonic activity as due to a dis-

tinct substance with independent functions had been modir

fied by recent studies. Normal sera had been shown in-

dependently by Dean and Cowie and Chapin to exhibit a

close parallel between opsonic functions and the reactions

of normal amboceptor and complement to heat and absorp-

tion by bacteria. If not identical they were indistinguish-

able except in function. The phenomenon of phagocytosis

v/as a physiochemical one. Immune opsonic activity was
also closely related to immune amboceptors of bacteriolytic

or cytolytic sera. There was a lack of correspondence in

some particulars, and no necessary proof that opsonin was
a distinct substance. Opsonic properties were also allied

to agglutinative powers of sera, but were weakened more
or less by complement. The weight of evidence was in

favor of opsonins as amboceptor-complement in nature.

Opsonic function as a measure of specific resistance was

subject to limitations, but was applicable to mild infec-

tions. Recognition of specific opsonins in the diagnosis

of tuberculosis as practised by C. P. Ritchie was referred

to. The studies on the technique for the estimation of

the index during past years had not increased confidence

in its accuracy. The work at the Saranac Laboralnry with

inoculations of immune serum-opsonized tubercle bacilli

had continued, and the results reported last year on rabbits

had been confirmed. He reported the clinical work by

Kinghorn and Twichell on the opsonic index in the diagno-

sis of tuberculosis by tuberculin. Their results did not

encourage them to expect much practical use of the index

in pulmonary cases in the usual method of its applica-

tion. They had studied along two lines in the hope of

obtaining comparisons between the normal and diseased

individual which could be controlled with sufficient care

to be of value. To this end they first estimated the

tuberculo-opsonic index in sixty-three supposedly healthy

individuals and thirty-six tuberculous patients, and always

in comparison with the same normal serum. In the first

it was found that the range given existed between 0.92

and 1.94 in health, taking a single normal as unity and

including an unascertained extreme technical error of

plus or minus 16 per cent, for a single test, or, according

to Wright's standard, plus or minus 4 per cent., as an

average. The mean of these normal sera was. however,

1.003. The index for the tuberculosis sera in five incipient

cases ranged from 0.61 to 1.87; while in thirty-one advanced

and far advanced cases, all with fever, it ranged from 0.26

to 2.26. They also made si.x or seven daily opsonic estima-

tions before and after spontaneous tuberculin tests for

diagnosis in seven persons. They obtained no regular

growth, but the index was generally higher after the

tuberculin reaction.

A Classification of Acidosis.—Dr. James Ewing of

New York said that acid intoxication, or acidosis, oc-

curred in diabetes, starvation, phosphorus poisoning, toxe-

mia of pregnancy, cyclic vomiting of children, delayed

chloroform poisoning, and many other diseases, in each of

which the abstraction of fixed alkalies or the direct toxic

action of salts of the acid compounds was supposed to

contribute to or dominate the symptoms. The study of

the pathological anatomy and chemistry of these diseases

showed that there were two distinct classes of acidosis

following two e.xperimental prototypes: (i) Hydrochloric

acid poisoning. Clinical forms: Diabetic coma; Kuss-

maul's coma ; starvation. Pathological chemistry : Ace-

tone compounds ; ammonia proportional to the acids ; ami-

doacid nitrogen slightly increased. Pathological anatomy

:

No lesions. (2) Extirpation of the liver, or Eck fistula.

Clinical forms: Phosphorus poisoning; arsenic poisoning:

toxemia of pregnancy; cyclic vomiting; delayed chloroform

poisoning; acute yellow atrophy; pernicious anemia. Path-

ological chemistry : Lactic acid prominent ; ammonia in

excess of any fatty acids : ammonia primary ; amidoacid

nitrogen high. Pathological anatomy : Extensive fatty de-

generation. Evidence was reviewed to show that these

two types of acidosis were antagonistic in symptoms,

origin, and pathogenesis, although combined forms existed.

The urinary ammonia was accepted as the measure of

acidosis, but there was reason to believe that its significance

was quite different in the two conditions. The marked dif-

ference in the pathological anatomy of the two types was

believed to further justify their separation.

Dr. David L. Edsall of Philadelphia said there was no

doubt but that Dr. Ewing was right in pointing out tliese

two classes of acidosis. It seemed hardly possible to at-

tempt as yet, however, to indicate one type associated

directly with lactic acid or other particular acids as

causative of symptoms. In regard to the cyclic vomiting

in children and such conditions, so far as their knowledge

went, they could say nothing definite, or that there was
an acid intoxication associated with it; but there was a

general disturbance whicli might vary in type. An acid

intoxication being a minor type, at the same time it

might become so severe as to become an important mat-

ter. The ammonia question was also in decided doubt.

Dr. S. SoLis Cohen asked Dr. Ewing what basis there

was for estimating the amount or degree of acid or alki-

line intoxication by the urine alone. It was certain that

the alkali that was being excreted was not doing harm.

He asked if there was not here a question of retention

as well as the question of excretion. It had been proven

that they might have an acid intoxication result from an

excessive neutralization of the alkali, as well as the re-

verse.

Dr. EwiNn said that in eclampsia they did get cases in

which the ammonia was Iiigh, lactic acid only moderate

in amount, and the acetone compounds absent. He wished

to be understood that the classification presented by him

was one looking towards the future. The toxicity of

acetone was slight. The ammonia was looked upon as a

compensatory process. .At the same time the pathological

and clinical indications were so clear that ammonia did

have another significance that it inclined him to the

view, although he was not able to prove it on chemical

grounds. The acidosis was measured by the amount of

ammonia in' the urine, an indirect method, and the amount

of acid required to neutralize it.

Experiments with an Ash-free Diet.—Drs. Elliott P.

JosLiN and Harry W. Goodall of Boston presented this

communication. Two healthy men were fed on Taylor's

ash-free diet (whites of eighteen eggs, 200 g. of crystal-

ized sugar, 120 g. olive oil, freed from salts) imtil the

daily excretion of chlorine was less than 0.3 gram. No
symptoms of acid intoxication appeared, and at no time

was acetone detected in the breath or urine. A marked

loss of weight occurred, which was regained in the first

experiment within four days after a return to an ordi-

nary diet. In the second experiment the weight was

nearly all recovered in three days, with the individual

remaining on the same ash-free diet, plus 12 grams of

salt daily. The assimilation of food was excellent. There

was a marked diuresis, 4090 c.c. of urine, which occurred

in the first case four days after a return to a regular diet.

A third observation was made upon a case of diabetes

with a minimum carbohydrate balance of over SO grams.

The chlorine in the urine gradually fell to less than 0.3

gram in twenty-four hours, but the change in acidosis was
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insignificant and the condition of the patient was better

than for some days.

Dr. D. L. Edb.'^ll of Philadelphia, Dr. J.\mes Ewing of

New York, and Dr. E. P. Gosli.n of Boston discussed this

paper.

An Unusual Paroxysmal Syndrome, Probably Allied

to Recurrent Vomiting, with a Study of the Nitrogen
Metabolism.—Drs. Theodore J.-\ne\\ ay and H. O. Mosex-
THAL of Xe\y York presented this communication. ."K

school girl of si.xteen, with no neurotic inheritance, had
been subject to recurring attacks of a peculiar nature since

infancy. These attacks formerly came every one to four

months, but for a year increased to once a week for

three months W'ith absolute periodicity. Description of

previous attacks tallied absolutely with those observed.

The attacks began with epigastric discomfort, increasing

to real pain in four to six hours, and severe abdominal

pain, with pain in the shoulder, hips, etc., in eight to twelve

hours. There was loss of appetite and salivation from
the onset. In six to twelve hours the temperature began
to rise and pulse became rapid, reaching their maximum
in about four hours. As much as 104° and 140 pulse had
been noted. Nausea, retching, and usually vomiting once

or twice occurred at height of attack. Tongue was thickly

coated and breath heavy, but not sweet. Abdomen was
rigid and tender, most to right of umbilicus. The whole
febrile period was eighteen to twenty-four hours, and, as

a rule, in less than thirty-si.x hours she felt well and
ravenously hungry. Marked polynuclear leucocj'tosis ac-

companied each paroxysm observed, with subsequent leu-

copenia for a few days. Weight was rapidly regained after

the attack. Saliva was always acid. Vomitus contained

abundant free HCl ; stomach contents between attacks

somewhat excessive HCl. Urine usually showed a trace of

acetone, unrelated to the attacks, otherwise nothing. Me-
tabolism study on a purin-free diet showed very little de-

viation from the normal, but uric acid was markedly

decreased and ammonia somewhat increased with two
attacks. .A. further study after a lapse of three months
was now under way. Purgation, lavage of stomach, diet,

all were without influence on the attacks. There was
marked decrease in number and severity after period of

observation with use of the alkalies; but renewed severity

occurred later. The condition seemed most probably a

toxemia allied to the recurrent vomiting of children.

Dr. Walter B. Jajies of New York, Dr. Edsall of

Philadelphia, and Dr. E. P. JosLix of Boston reported sim-

ilar cases.

On the Relation of the Parathyroid Glands to Cal-

cium Metabolism and the Nature of Tetany.—Drs. W.
G. MacCallum and Carl Voegtlin of Baltimore made
this report. They said that the convulsive and other

symptoms of tetany which resulted from the extirpation

of the parathyroid glands might be made rapidly to disap-

pear by the administration of a soluble salt of calcium.

This result w-as most quickly attained by the intravenous

injection of the salt, but also followed its administration

by mouth. Studies of the metabolism of dogs in tetany

showed an excessive output of calcium, and the blood

and tissues were found to contain a diminished amount
of that substance. It seemed probable that the parathyroid

glands exercised a control over the calcium metabolism,

and that the loss of calcium from the brain and other tis-

sues resulted in the phenomena of tetany.

Dr. John H. Musser of Philadelphia reported a case of

adenocarcinoma which involved the thyroid and lymphatic

glands and other structures in the neck. An operation

was required to avoid strangulation and the parathyroids

were removed. Five days after the operation tetany set

in and pursued the course as noted in artificial tetany.

There occurred an oppression and distress in the lower

part of the abdomen and a land-like constriction, tremor
of the tongue which was followed by the usual phenomena
in the extremities, with the associated and well-known
phenomena of tetany. This patient was given large doses

of calcium lactate; as a result the symptoms were relieved,

although morphine had to be given for a time as well.

With the absolute cessation of the tetany the calcium

salt was withdrawn, and, at the end of from forty-eight

to seventy-two hours, the symptoms recurred. Again the

administration of calcium lactate caused a cessation of

the symptoms. Dr. Goodwin made a study of the urine

during and after these attacks, and would report upon his

findings later.

Dr. S. J. Meltzer of New York reported a case that

occurred in the hands of Dr. Lnarles -A. Elsberg of New
York, the tetany following an operation for harelip. It

was a case of tetany, and not one of tetanus. Calcium

lactate was administered by mouth, and all the symptoms
subsided in one or two days. The calcium lactate was
then omitted and the sjTnptoms returned. The salt was
again given, and the symptoms again disappeared. This

certainly showed that calcium exerted some influence on
tetany. Dr. Meltzer said that the absence of calcium salts

seemed to increase the irritability. He reported an experi-

ment in which an animal was put into coma of an extreme

degree by a magnesium salt. When calcium salt was in-

troduced afterwards, in from fifteen to thirty seconds

the animal was up and walking around. Calcium was
capable probably of keeping up the balance of the inor-

ganic salts. The effect of sodium, potassium, or magne-
sium was to produce either an increased or a diminished

irritability; but the addition of the calcium salt caused a

reestablishment of the irritability in both directions.

Dr. D. L. Eds.all of Philadelphia reported a case of

mj'asthenia gravis in which improvement followed the

use of the calcium salt. Cases of acromegaly, and condi-

tions associated with acidosis, were benefited by the ad-

ministration of the calcium lactate.

Some Cases Presenting a Recurrent Syndrome, Ap-
parently Due to Exposure to Heat.— Dr. D. L. Edsall
of Philadelphia said tliat in 1904 he described two cases

which were at the Episcopal Hospital, and in which he was
struck by the puzzling clinical picture, which so closely

resembled tetany. The condition was not accompanied

by any increase in the reflexes or changes in the sensations

which would indicate a central origin. These two patients

had been exposed to an intense heat, one atmospheric, the

other from fire. Last summer Dr. Edsall met with two

more cases, much milder but of similar type. In these

the same symptoms could be brought out by mechanical

or electrical irritation of the muscles. Both men were

firemen on stationary engines. He learned that the trouble

was very common among firemen. He made quite an

inquiry among those in the shipping service and locomotive

firemen and iron workers. A description of this condition

was seldom seen in the medical literature; in fact, he

found but one short paper dealing with the subject. Ex-
posure to extreme degrees of heat produced this condi-

tion, and he found it to be quite a common thing. The
chief symptom was cramps, especially in the extremities,

and resembling somewhat tetany, but which was not ac-

companied by the characteristic symptoms of tetany. He
was told that in the navy from 400 to 1,000 cases occurred

every year. Even deaths had occurred from this disease

within one or a few hours after the onset of the symptoms.

In the merchant marine service it was very common, be-

cause the men there worked under forced draught. He
thought that probably it was toxic in origin. It might

be due to an intense nervous irritation caused by the heat.

Non-fatal Coma in the Course of Diabetes.—Dr. C.

N. B. Camac of New York reported a well marked case

of diabetes occurring in an adult, observed for three and

a half months, after which there was an onset of coma
with marked urinary changes. The coma (not the Kuss-

maul type) was fully developed. Alkaline treatment was

instituted, and only small doses were required to alkalinize

the urine. The duration of the symptoms was one week.

Recovery from the coma followed, and the urinary find-

ings were as before the coma. Four months after the
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coma hemiplegia occurred and death without coma. Dr.

Camac said there were three distinct clinical subdivisions

of coma, the Kussmaul, the alcoholic and the diabetic col-

lapse, that were well known. This was but a single case

;

but it did not occur very often in their experiences to have

a non-fatal case of diabetic coma which went to complete

recovery, the patient dying of another condition, as shown

at autopsy. There were found a chronic nephritis, cerebral

softening, and a general arteriosclerosis. Whether the oxy-

butyric acid had anything to do with the production of

these cases was still a question unanswered.

Dr. S. Sons Cohen of Philadelphia recalled a case seen

in the early days of his practice. A woman had had

diabetes fifteen years before she came under his observa-

tion and died twenty years later suddenly. She recovered

from her diabetes and died twenty years after. The sugar

had disappeared entirely from her urine five or six years

before her death and was replaced by albumen. Her symp-

toms before death pointed to angina of the epigastric

form. She was seventy-two years of age at the time of

her death. He resorted to large quantities of alkalies by

rectum and hypodermocj'lsis, and the urine was always

kept alkaline in reaction. Sodium bicarbonate was taken

in sufficient quantities to maintain the alkalinity of the

urine.

He reported a second case, with equally marked symp-

toms and with an equally marked recovery. The woman
was one of two sisters under his care for diabetes. The
sugar disappeared under treatment, and she returned to

a distant city w^here she lived. There she became care-

less as to her diet, and a condition of diabetic coma be-

gan to develop. She died three or four hours after her

arrival in Philadelphia. The other sister had been ill

with diabetes for ten years, and the sugar never entirely

disappeared from her urine. She now' was suffering from

a stone in her kidney, as revealed by the ;r-ray. She had

coma, from which she recovered. The symptoms of

coma came on gradually. It was impossible to make the

urine alkaline by anything given by mouth and, there-

fore, he used hypodermoclysis, and the patient made a

recovery. This was one year ago, and she was still living,

but had as much sugar as before. In this case the am-
monia content was not increased.

A Study of the Atrioventricular Bundle, with Report

of a Case.—Dr. Walter B. James of New York made
a presentation of a specimen showing an ulcer on the

interventricular septum completely cutting across the

atrioventricular bundle, with complete dissociation of

auricles and ventricles. More definite definition and limi-

tation of the term Stokes-Adams syndrome should be de-

manded, with a discussion of cases simulating and often

wrongly diagnosed as heart block. He suggested a pos-

sible atrioventricular delay as early evidence of acute

myocarditis.

The Intraventricular Systole.—Dr. H. A. Stewart
of Baltimore said that the development of pulmonary in-

sufficiency when there was an increase of the pulmonic

pressure, and its disappearance with the readjustment of

the pulmonary circulation, had pointed to the important

action which the pulmonary musculature must have in

maintaining the competency of the valves of the artery.

Similarly, in the case of aortic orifice, while it was not

common, it was by no means rare, to note the disappear-

ance of a diastolic murmur with an amelioration of the

cardiac action. Clinically, he had noted the latter in

cases of exophthalmic goiter, and experimentally in dogs

when a diminution of the cardiac tone was produced.

In view of these facts they were led to make a study of

the action of the ventricular musculature surrounding the

aortic orifice in dogs, in order to determine to what

extent the valvular incompetency was dependent upon

muscular action. For this purpose they devised an in-

strument by which the contraction of the ventricle inter-

nally could be recorded. The approximation of the oppos-

ing walls of the ventricle at different points from apex

to base were noted. Special study was made of the

sphincter-like muscle which surrounded the aortic outlet.

This muscle had long been recognized, and was well de-

scribed by MacCallum in Welsh's Festschrift (1900).

The results of the investigation were, in brief, that the

cavity of the ventricle was contracted first at the apex,

the contraction passing upwards along the base. The
contraction at the outlet appeared to be more complete
than elsewhere. The contraction of the muscle men-
tioned above, viz., the aortic ring muscle, was prolonged

into diastole.

Heart Sounds Heard in Early Diastole.—Dr. W. S.

Thayer of Baltimore said that years ago he reported the

results of some observations made upon dogs' hearts,

and then mentioned that he had heard a third sound
occurring after the second sound. It sounded like a

snap. Many normal human beings had such a sound,

which was quite audible, and in normal hearts. It was
strange to him that such a sound had not been mentioned
in the literature. This fall he came across one or two
dogs showing the same sound in an apparently normal
heart. Case I. This dog had a dilated heart. The third

sound was present. The sound disappeared upon the ad-

ministration of large doses of strychnine. Case II. An
interesting point in this animal was that it showed a
slight hitch at the beginning of diastole. His observations

led him to think it might be interesting to go back over
the human cases, as well as dogs, to determine the fre-

quency of this sound in normal cases. During a period

of four months he had taken the cases as they came to

him in his consulting room and in the wards of the hos-

pitals, and he said he had heard upwards of thirty in-

stances of third sound in perfectly normal hearts in

normal individuals. This sound was a soft sound, dis-

tinctly audible, and increased when the individual was
upon the left side. This sound had been noted by certain

men abroad. It was impossible to say to what it was due.

Dr. Augustus A. Eshner of Philadelphia discussed

these cases.

A Study of Three Cases of Anemia in Children.—Dr.

M. H. FussELL of Philadelphia reported these cases.

Case I. This patient was a boy, thirteen years of age.

No venereal history could be obtained in either parent.

The child had been breast fed, and during his entire life

had had intestinal disturbances. \\'hen three months old

he began to get pale and there was noted a tumor in his

abdomen. Shortly before his death he had a marked
enterocolitis. There was a very large splenic tumor. The
boy died suddenly during an attack of vomiting. At
autopsy all the tissues were found to be extremely palid

and, with the exception of enlarged mesenteric glands

and an enlarged spleen, there was absolutely nothing

found pathologically. The blood examination showed 30
per cent, hemoglobin ; 2,834,000 red cells, 56,400 whites.

There was a 70 per cent> polymorphonuclear count, 6.8

per cent, small lymphocytes, 1.4 per cent, large lympho-
cytes, and 12 per cent, myelocytes. There were a few
nucleated red cells. Histologically practically nothing was
found except a hyperplasia of lymphatics in the spleen

and enlarged lymph glands. There was some thickening

of the blood-vessels. There was no sign during life or

at autopsy of rickets.

Case II. This patient was a girl, seven years of age.

There was no history given except that the child had
vomited blood a number of times. She had been weak
and pale, and she entered the hospital with all the physical

signs of anemia, with enlarged heart and marked presy-

stolic and systolic murmurs. There was also fever'.

There was no leucocytosis. He thought there might be a

septic condition of the endocardium. This patient died

after a large hemorrhage from the stomach. Just before

death the hemoglobin was 20 per cent., the red cells

numbered 1,376,000, the whites 6,000. The polymorpho-

nuclear count was 60 per cent. At autopsy the liver

was found to be enlarged, pale, and pinkish. The spleen
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was large, pale, and smooth. At the cardiac end of the

esophagus there were a number of dilated veins,' and
the bleeding occurred there.

Case III. No history could be obtained in this case,

except that the child had suffered for three months. The
patient was lemon-colored, and she gave distinct signs of

rickets. The spleen was very large, reaching to the

symphysis. The liver was felt one-half way between
the xiphoid and the umbilicus. The hemoglobin was 24
per cent., the reds numbered 1,600,000, the whites 24,160.

The polymorphonuclear count was 40 per cent., the small

lymphocjtes 4 per cent., and there was 2 per cent, myelo-

cytes. The spleen capsule was trabeculated, but not in-

creased in thickness or density. The Malpigian bodies

were small. The lymph gland follicles were large. There
was a slight endothelial increase. There was a moderate
fat infiltration, especially in the periportal area. A cel-

lular infiltration was found in the kidneys.

Splenic Anemia, Splenectomy, Recovery.—Dr. Mor-
ris J. Lewis of Philadelphia reported this interesting case.

A study of the blood was made, which covered a period of

seven years, four before and three following the opera-

tion. Slight enlargement of the spleen was first detected

in 1900, with a gradual subsequent increase in size until

in 1904, the year of operation. There was a moderate
anemia of four years' duration, followed by profuse he-

matemesis, and by melena, which occurred shortly after

an examination which proved the blood to be practically

normal, viz., hemoglobin, 90 per cent, red cells 5,000,000,

white cells 6,100. There was a rapid fall in hemoglobin

to 18 per cent, and red cells to 1,100,000. There was a

history of indigestion of long continuance. A gastro-

enterostomy was performed, on the theory of a possible

gastric or duodenal ulcer, followed by a gradual gain in

health, and practical cessation of melena. He asked if

this gain was due to an accidentally performed Talma's

operation, brought about by adhesions, or to an en-

forced quiet of the stomach. Splenectomy was done in

1904, four months later. An accurate study of the effects

of splenectomy on the blood changes interfered with by

inflammatory complications, viz., pleural effusion, peri-

carditis, and abscess in wound, was made. The high

total leucocyte count immediately after the operation and
during the time of complications, reaching 24,000 per cm.

and rapidly falling during the convalescence to an aver-

age of 10,000, which average was still maintained, was
recorded. Eosinophilia immediately after the operation

was apparently modified by the complications, but reached

its highest point, 1,300 per c.mm., two months later.

Eosinophilia still persisted, three years after the opera-

tion, 570 per c.mm. There was but little change in the

lymphocytes.

Dr. J.\MEs B. Herrick of Chicago said that two years

ago he examined a man, nineteen years of age, who was
suffering from a pneumonia, and he noticed a scar in

the abdomen and asked its cause. The patient, although

slightly delirious, replied that a surgeon made it in

operating for a tumor of the spleen, .^fter he had passed

through his pneumonia he inquired into details, and
learned that, when thirteen years of age (six years prior)

he had suffered from gastrointestinal disturbances, par-

ticularly from diarrhea. There was an enlargement in the

abdomen, and a surgeon was consulted. The further de-

tails of the case were given by Dr. Oschner of Chicago,

who confirmed the previous history given by this young
man. The diagnosis was a primary splenomegaly, a

splenectomy was performed, and the patient survived the

operation.

Dr. BL.\CK.-kDER of Montreal reported another successful

case of splenectomy.

On the Relation of Urobilinuria to the Presence of

Bile Pigment in the Blood.— Dr. L. .•\. Conner and Dr.

J. C. Roper of New York presented this communication.

Dr. Conner said that they had attempted to throw some
light upon the perplexing subject of the source of the

urinary urobilin. By the use, in a large number of patho-

logical cases, of a clinical method of determining the

presence and the amount of bile pigment in the blood

serum they believed they had been able to demonstrate

that, in most cases at least, the existence of urobilin

and its chromogen in the urine bore a direct and quanti-

tative relation to the presence of bilirubin in the blood;

and that in such cases no urobilin was demonstrable in

the blood. .-Vn exception to this rule had been found in

the case of certain pneumonias in which, although no bile

pigment could be detected in the blood, urobilin was pres-

ent in both the blood and the urine. A possible explana-

tion for this peculiarity was in the action of the pneumo-
coccus. Again another possible explanation was that the

urobilin might come from a reduction of the bile pigment,

caused by the pneumococcus.

The Relation of the Auditory Area to Aphasia.—Dr.

-\dolf Meyer of New York said that Nature's experi-

ments with man were largely injuries, vascular lesions

and the like, that was, very coarse interference almost in-

evitably subcortical as well as cortical. Similarly the

convolutional patterns commonly used in descriptions were
far from allowing sufficiently reliable specifications. De-
scriptions were especially loose, and therefore interpreta-

tions difficult for the temporal lobe in which the essential

receiving station was hidden, and therefore usually poorly

described or pictured. The study of the cases of sensory

aphasia in the collection of the Pathological Institute of

the New York State Hospital showed: (i) The possibility

of easy and efficient reconstruction from serial sections, ren-

dering accurately the relation of the lesions to both the

fiber paths, and especially also to define cortical areas,

which were as easily demonstrable in the adult as with

Flechsig's method in the infant's brain. (2) The prob-

ability that the extent of the lesion of the narrower

auditory zone (the transverse temporal gyri) and its

fiber supply went parallel with the extent of auditory

word-iniperception.

Observations on the Pathology of Exophthalmic
Goiter, as Related to Clinical Symptoms.—Dr. Louis

B. Wilson nf Rochester, Minn., read this paper, illustrat-

ing it with lantern slide projections.

Erythromelalgia, Raynaud's Disease, and Allied Con-

ditions in Their Relation to Vascular Diseases of the

Extremities.—Dr. B. S.\chs (in association with Dr. L.

Buerger) of New York said that from a study of twenty

cases it was proposed to show that these disorders could

not be maintained as distinct clinical entities ; that they

constituted in the majority of instances symptom-groups

merging into one another, and often representing varying

degrees of the morbid process in the blood-vessels. Dr.

Buerger's studies on the patholog>' of the blood-vessels

in these conditions proved that the pathological process

was not an obliterating endarteritis, but an obliterating

thromboangeitis.

Wednesday, May 13

—

Second Day.

Report of Two Cases of Relapsing Fever, with Dem-
onstration of the Spirochastas in the Blood of Patients

and of Inoculated Rats.—Drs. John W. Hunter and

Thomas A. Cope of Philadelphia presented this communi-

cation. The paper consisted of a brief historical review

of the disease, with a short resiivie of the recent work
done on the subject, including serum studies. The first

case was imported from Europe, and the second patient,

who had lived in this country for over a year, acquired

the disease through sleeping with the first patient after

he had developed fever. Both patients were natives of

Turkey.

The Therapeutics of Self-repair.— Dr. S. J. Meltzer

of New York read this paper. He said that numerous

facts in biology justified the conception that the living

organism represented a mechanism and was in very many
respects comparable to a complex human-made machine.

The efficient repair of a mechanism of a human-made
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machine justly presupposes a familiarity with its normal

structures and construction and also a complete under-

standing of the nature of the disorder. But what was
the status of our understanding of the living machinery

and its disorders? Well might we point with pride to the

great strides we had recently made in this understanding.

However, the actual extent of our knowledge, it must be

admitted, was very small, and was only an infinitesimal

fraction of that knowledge which would enable us to com-
prehend the living machine as a competent engineer un-

derstood the human-made machine. While no man would
be permitted to meddle with some serious disorders of the

human-made machine with only a fraction of knowledge
of its construction, with the disorders of the mechanism
of life for thousands of years millions of men meddled
with their repair with a knowledge infinitesimally small

indeed, even when compared only with the present-day

understanding of the processes of life and their disorders.

No man could doubt what the outcome would be in an

ignorant meddling with the human-made machine : it

would lead in the great majority of cases to its complete

destruction. But with the human organism no such disas-

trous results followed the innumerable ignorant meddlings

with its disorders. The truth of the matter was that

with just regard to therapeutics the living animal body
ought not and could not be compared with an artificial

machine. Xo machine had yet been invented which could

automatically repair its own disorders. The living or-

ganism, however, was well provided with such automatic

arrangements for self-repair. He said there were two
methods of treatment which competed in the past in the

domain of internal medicine, the rational and the em-
pirical, the former possessing only negative virtues, lead-

ing essentially to inactivity, the latter satisfying its fol-

lowers by the activity to which it inspired. Many ailments

and diseases terminated spontaneoush' in recover)-; there-

fore it was evident that the animal organism must possess

means and methods by which it accomplished these re-

coveries. Here, then, a competent school existed where
therapy could be learned legitimately and efficiently. With
this object in mind, the method of self-repair of the animal

body becomes the object of profound scientific studies, and
immunity became the third method of therapeutics. Dr.

Meltzer said he feared that the aspect of the studies of

immunity was not yet appreciated even by some of the

leading pharmacologists. It was a good thing that the

antitoxins were discovered; here was something which
physiologj- could not claim as its own and pathologj- had

not yet laid hands upon it. Here was something which the

body in its efforts of defense and repair evidently manu-
factured anew. The present tendency in pathology- was
to consider ever)' .symptom as a manifestation of the ef-

forts of the organism for defense and self-repair. All

the signs of inflammation were now considered as factors

in self-repair. He said it was interesting to observe how
on the basis of this newest conception some of the very

same signs which were previously considered as essential

manifestations of the disease were now artificially pro-

duced for therapeutic purposes. The various attempts to

influence favorably the course of infectious diseases by

the artificial production of leucocytosis was another venture

to utilize therapeutically oiie of the methods of defense

and self-repair employed by the body against the cause

of inflammation. Fever was another means of repair

which was now being tried by various investigators as a

curative agent. He referred to the experiments of Opie,

in which tuberculosis of the pleura and lungs of dogs

was cured or greatly mitigated by the intrapleural injec-

tion of sterile pus obtained from another animal. Learn-
ing the methods of nature should not imply that one had
to follow them blindly. On the contrary, one should im-

prove upon them. In studying self-repair, one need only

to get a hint as to nature's methods ; but he was a bad
pupil who did not tr)- to do better than his master. Nature
strove only to avoid death ; the physician had an additional

duty, and that Was to make life bearable. Among the

new creations he mentioned the antitoxins, bacteriolysins,

antiendotoxins, agglutinins, precipitins, and coagulins. The
organism no doubt could reproduce other substances in its

struggle against disease. Enumerated instances would
suflice to prove his contention that the fact of spontaneous

recovery of the organism from disease could be and had
already been utilized with great profit in favor of scien-

tific and practical therapeutics. Pathological therapeutics

promised to be the most efiicient method of studying

therapy.

Dietetic and Hygienic Therapeutics.— Dr. D.^vid L.

Eiis.ALL of Philadelphia said that there had been, during

recent years, a great tendency towards what was consid-

ered heresy, gentlemen who rejoiced in the growing con-

demnation of drugs and the manner in which hygiene and
diet were superseding the use of drugs. He had been

interested during the past few years in learning just what
the practitioner knew of diet and hygiene, especially the

younger members of the profession, and they were frank

in acknowledging that that could not get the same results

from diet and hygiene that they could from the use of

drugs. It was deplorable to learn how few families were
instructed in the regulations of diet and the proper hy-

giene in cases of typhoid fever: not in 10 per cent, of

the families in which he made inquiries was any sugges-

tion as to diet and hygiene made. The use of drugs was
presented to the students in a way whereby they could

obtain an intelligent reason for using them. With regard

to diet and hygiene it was by experience that they gath-

ered together knowledge from many sources. In hygiene

and, to a large extent in diet, it was not necessary to learn

a large number of new facts, but to correlate the knowl-

edge gained from physiology and pathology, and especially

from etiolog)'. There was in recent years such a strong

interest in scientific matters that there was a tendency

to overlook the commonplace, such as sex, age, occupa-

tion, etc., which could be studied with interest and profit.

.\s a consequence of inability to correlate scientific knowl-
edge with practical knowledge, the end result was that

the use of diets and instruction in hygiene suffered.

These things could be easily corrected by attention to

the new knowledge. It was a very common thing to have

foods administered without any conception of their food
value, and this he believed to be a dangerous procedure.

Organotherapeutics.—Dr. Reid Hunt of Washington
said there was an interesting group of secretions which
had been called hormones, and should be studied along

three lines: (i) There should be a more thorough study

of the role of hormones in health and disease. (2) One
should be able to obtain hormones in a suitable form for

therapeutic purposes. (3) One should know more of the

influence of hormones on the body itself. Much advance
had been made in the knowledge of the thyroid in recent

years, and very important advances had been made re-

cently in recognizing the independent function of the

parathyroids. It had also been shown that the pituitary

body secretion had some effect upon urinary secretion.

-A verj' important discovery was that of secretion. Xot
much had been learned regarding the internal secretion

of the pancreas. Advances had been made in the study of

the internal secretion of the ovaries, and its influence upon
the uterine muscle. Also that the secretion from the cor-

pus luteum was necessary to effect a fixation of the em-
bryo in the uterus. It was interesting to note that about

267 organotherapeutic products had been described in the

medical journals and elsewhere. The majority had fallen

into the hands of quacks who claimed to be able to cure all

forms of disease. He believed that many of these products

could be made synthetically and were of value. He called

attention to the fact that many believed that hydrochloric

acid had no action in the stomach but did have upon

the mucous membrane of the dodenum, causing a stimu-

lation of the pancreatic secretion. Iodine had a direct

effect upon the thyroid, both clinically and experimentally.
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He believed the activity of the thyroid ran parallel to

the iodine content.

The Present Status of Serum and Vaccine Therapy.

—

Dr. Mark VV. Richardson of Boston considered in gen-

eral the antitoxins, bacteriolysins, antiendotoxins, opsonins,

vaccines, filtrates, and residues. He said that one of the

most important uses of fresh blood sera was in the pre-

vention of hemorrhage. He considered briefly actino-

mycosis, anthra.x, cancer serum, cerebrospinal meningitis

(referring particularly to the work of Dr. Simon Flex-

ner), cholera, infections due to the colon bacilli, typhoid

fever, bacillary dysentery, erysipelas, exophthalmic goiter,

gonorrheal infections, leprosy, leukemia, plague, pneumo-

nia, sarcoma, antisnake venom, tetanus, tuberculosis, ty-

phoid fever, etc.

Psychotherapeutics.—Dr. Llewellys F. Barker of

Baltimore read a paper on this subject which included a

brief historical resume of the subject and a discussion of

the advantages and limitations of the psychotherapeutic

methods in vogue at present.

Radical Cure of Constipation by Psychotherapy.—

•

Dr. Irving P. Lyon of Buffalo said that chronic constipa-

tion was generally looked upon and treated as a local

disease of the intestine. This view was erroneous, and

if strictly followed usually led to failure in treatment.

Chronic constipation was generally a simple psychoneu-

rosis—a mental habit or conviction of constipation, by

which the normal innervation of the intestine was ob-

structed or altered. In the treatment, the psychical basis

of the disordered function must be recognized, empha-

sized and utilized. Drugs and special local measures

should be regarded as unnecessary, if not positively harm-

ful. The patient's mentality or conviction of constipation

should be changed at once, and at the first interview the

patient ought to leave the doctor's office thoroughly con-

vinced that constipation was merely a faulty habit that

could be immediately overcome. With this new convic-

tion impressed, it would be found easy to establish a new

habit of regularity of function. The cure was established

as a rule within a few days, often on the first day, sel-

dom requiring more than a week or two. His personal

experience with the method of treatment had been limited

to the last two years in sixty-nine cases, with the following

results : Complete cures, sixty-seven ; partial cures, one

;

failures, one.

Physical Therapeutics.—Dr. R. Tait McKenzie of

Philadelphia said that exercise as a therapeutic agent must

include all means by which the body might be acted upon

by movements active or passive, by the hand of the oper-

ator, or by a machine devised to replace it. Active exer-

cises included games which preserved and cultivated the

old coordinations of throwing, catching, striking, climbing,

running, and leaping, necessary for the complete develop-

ment of the individual, but difficult to get naturally under

city conditions. Exercises he subdivided into those of

eflfort and those of endurance. Under exercises of effort

he included muscular action, violent, with concentration,

and enormous increase of blood pressure which went

down rapidly. The contraindications were arteriosclerosis

and advancing age, valvular heart lesions, and active pul-

monary tuberculosis. Under exercises of endurance he

included easy movements, repeated till the onset of fa-

tigue, with the blood pressure rising slowly and remaining

high, pushed to the toxic dose, and fatigue fever from

the accumulation of waste products. The contraindica-

tions were anemia and cachexia from any cause. In sound

young men, in exercises combining both, like boat racing, no

evil effects were to be found. The after-history of 'var-

sity crew men showed an increase of two to four years

over expectation of selected lives as estimated by actuary

tables of life insurance companies. Under duplicate move-

ments he included direction of movement controlled and

resistance prescribed, in other words, measuring the dose.

The advantages of this were in accuracy, in specialization

and isolation of muscle groups, and in stretching of con-

tracted parts beyond voluntary power of the patient. In

passive movements no will was required, and this acted

on muscular nutrition mechanically. Under this was
classed (a) massage; stroking, kneading, pinching, strik-

ing and shaking; (b) mechanotherapy: Zander's ma-
chines for massage and vibration. The greatest judgment

and care were required to get the accurate kind and

amount of exercise for the conditions to be treated.

With regard to posture, faults were seen in the spine and

the arch of the foot. In the spine, there were found

exaggeration of the anteroposterior physiological curves,

round, stoop shoulders, lateral deviations, scoliosis, always

with rotation. Ninety per cent, of such cases were due

to some form of fatigue. The treatment consisted in

stretching the contracted parts, in the development of the

normal muscle control. He emphasized the importance of

isolating groups to be acted upon so as to postpone con-

stitutional fatigue. Mechanical support was only neces-

sary to retain the improvenment gained and to keep the

original causes from acting. This was especially true in

flat foot. In speaking of the heart and circulation he

recalled Oertel's demonstration upon himself at the age

of thirty. The possibility of climbing exercises, accom-

panied by limitations of fluids, and the establishment of

his cure by physical training and "drying out" for heart

and obesity cases were considered. The Schott brothers'

treatment was by carbonated brine baths and duplicate

movements. The effect of exercise was to slow and
strengthen the pulse, with a reduction of dilatation. A
contraindication was arteriosclerosis. In the reduction of

obesity it was best undertaken up to the age of forty.

Deposits of fat became localized in the pericardium, omen-
tum, and mesentery, and daily treatment should last one

month. The exercises should be trunk flexions and ro-

tations, thigh abductions, flexions, etc., using the large

muscle masses. This should be followed by hill climbing

where it was possible. The diet should be regulated and

organotherapy used in most cases. The contraindications

were advancing age and lowered vitality. Constipation,

when the result of sedentary habits, could be controlled

by exercise. Horseback riding, Zander's machine, the

"Camel," rotations and flexions of the trunk, massage of

the abdomen following the course of the colon, were val-

uable. When hernia was due to atony of the abdominal

muscles and a patulous abdominal ring, the cure was

hastened by developing muscles which protected and closed

the ring. Neuralgias and headaches were frequently con-

trolled by exercises. In the later states of neurasthenia,

rest cure massage to assist assimilation and the active

exercise were beneficial. In infantile paralysis, massage

would preserve nutrition and increase the circulation to

the affected parts and prevent contractures, with active

exercise when any power remained. He mentioned Hud-
son Makuen's theory of the relation of breathing and

phonation to stammering, and their reeducation to co-

ordination. In tabes dorsalis, the symptoms of ataxia

were treated by exercise, to reeducate lost coordination.

The work given should be very simple, such as rising and

sitting down, walking forward, backward, and zigzag. Ac-

curacy and difficulty were increased with improvement.

Certain ingenious devices had been described by Frankel.

The dangers of treatment depended on the constant loss

of sensibility to fatigue and profound exhaustion, rapid

feeble pulse, mental worry from repeated failures, etc.

This should be looked for, and treatment should last only

two or three minutes at first. There was usually a marked

improvement in the ataxia, and this was usually retained

for years. In summarizing he said that exercise in its

application to pathological conditions of posture, circu-

lation, nutrition and the nervous system, must depend for

success on the accuracy of the dose, and persistency in

following out the course of treatment, and careful ob-

servation during the progress of such a course.
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Dr. HoBART A. H.^KE of Philadelphia thought that the

most important thing that had been impressed upon the

members of the Association and those in active practice

was that there was still a wide breach between experi-

mental pharmacology and bedside experience. A large

amount of success in practice depended upon empiricism

rather than upon a knowledge of the pharmacological ac-

tion of remedies. He asked his hearers not to decry

pharmacological research. One could not throw aside

measures that had been used for years and with success,

measures that had triumphed in past years. One thing

had impressed itself forcibly upon him, one of the points

that Dr. Meltzer had brought out, the extraordinary abil-

ity of the body to adjust itself to the onslaughts of dis-

ease. Dr. Hare said he was confident that many of the

procedures used by our ancestors, but now given up, were

based on good reasons, as, for example, the method used

for the production of sweating in the early stages of acute

infections and other conditions. Now we were in the

habit of using drugs, like pilocarpine, which, in the hands

of the skilful physician, would produce results beneficial

and admirable. It was now taught that certain drugs did

good by stimulating the heart muscle; that others like

atropine did good by acting on the vasomotor system in

conditions of shock, etc. ; this was very crude and did not

represent the true physiological action of the drugs at all.

Veratrum viride was recommended in puerperal eclampsia,

and far and wide physicians had claimed for it extraor-

dinarily good results. Dr. Hare had never used it in this

condition and did not know how it acted in such condi-

tions. Psychotherapy was valuable, but should be used in

conjunction with other measures. He closed by urging

more pharmacological research and investigation, and not

to give up the old methods until the newer remedies

worthy of displacing the older ones had been found.

Election of Officers.—President, Dr. Victor C.

Vaughan ; Vice-President, Dr. Henry Hun of Albany ; Sec-

retary, Dr. Geo. M. Kober of Washington; Recorder, Dr.

S. Solis Cohen of Philadelphia ; Treasurer, Dr. J. P. Cro-

zer Griffith of Philadelphia ; Councillor, Dr. S. J. Meltzer

of New York; Representative on the Committee on Con-

gress of American Physicians and Surgeons, Dr. F. H.

Williams; Alternate, Dr. W. S. Thayer.

The Clinical Value of the Tests of von Pirquet and

Calmette.—Drs. Chas. L. Greene and Fra.nk E. Burch
of St. Paul presented this paper with the following sum-

mary: (a) The reaction was comparable and practically

parallel to the old injections tests, inasmuch as the per-

centage of reactions closely approximated that obtained

by Beck and others using the older method. (&) The two

tests ran more nearly parallel than the reports of \\ olff

Eisner and others indicated, (c) The v. Pirquet was the

more reliable and less subject to accidental error through

fortuitous irritation. (d) Both active and arrested tu-

berculosis reacted to the tests, (e) The more vigorous

reactions seemed to indicate greater individual resisting

power and had a certain prognostic value. (/) The low

reaction was more common in arrested tuberculosis, (g)

The advanced cases with low resisting power afforded a

slight reaction or none at all. Some showed a transient

slight reaction reported by Wolff Eisner, (h) The posi-

tive reactions in the general clinical cases were so nu-

merous as often to be merely suggestive and retrospec-

tive, (i) The negative value was extremely great and of

high clinical utility. (/) The method of v. Pirquet seemed

to be free from danger, but a sufficient number of bad

results from the conjunctiva test had been reported to

justify caution in its use. ( k) The absence of local

reaction signs, such as occurred in the old tuberculin tests.

was more than compensated for by the lesser risk involved.

(/) Relatively few cases reacted which did not show reas-

onably good evidences of past lung involvement, especially

apex retraction as determined by Kronig's method. (»i)

The test was well worthy of, and adaptable to general use.

but only with the full knowledge and appreciation of the

otlicr linntations.

A Comparison of the von Pirquet, Calmette and More
Tuberculin Tests and Their Diagnostic Value.— Drs. S.

-McC. Ha.mill^ Howard C. Carpenter, and Thomas A.

Cope of Philadelphia presented this communication. The
paper contained a brief review of the technique pursued

in the carrying out of the various tests, a description of

the class of cases in which they had been used, the results

as applied to each class, and other matters, the gist of

which was presented to the Association at its last meet-

ing, and which had appeared in the report of that meet-

ing in the .Meuicai. Reiukh.

Tronchin: A Sketch of His Life.— Dr. F. C. Shat-
TUCK of Boston said that Tronchin was a great prac-

titioner, who wrote an enormous number of letters and

but one thesis, on "Colica Pictonum." He was born in

Geneva of first-rate stock, and received the best education

that Geneva afforded. Once, when in London, where he

met Richard Mead and asked him to what he attributed his

success. Mead replied: "1 have perhaps not done much
good, but I have tried not to do harm." This speech in-

fluenced Tronchin's future. He studied medicine for three

years and then settled in .Amsterdam, where he was twenty

years in general practice. He was called to Paris to inoc-

ulate the children of the Duke of Orleans for smallpox.

He then went to (iencva, where people from all over Eu-
rope flocked to him. In 1763 he returned to Paris for

good, becoming the physician to the Duke of Orleans.

He died in Paris. His claim for immortality was that he

was a true follower of Hippocrates, and was one of the

greatest practitioners the world ever saw.

Fatigue in School Children as Tested by the Ergo-
graph.—Dr. Rowland G. Freeman of New York gave a

description of the different forms of the ergograph which

had been used, and reviewed the previous work with the

ergograph to test fatigue. The Crampton test, he said, was
of no value in children. The Story ergograph was of no

value, because tlie accessory muscles were used. In his

testing of the children of the New York public schools

he found no such amount of fatigue as Christian found

in the children in the Chicago schools.

Ascitic Exudate in Typhoid Fever.—Dr. Alexander
McPhedran of Toronto reported four cases of typhoid

fever in which well-marked signs of peritoneal effusion

were present for about two weeks, disappearing in con-

valescence. There were no other indications of peritonitis.

Further Observations on Pleural Reflexes.—Drs.

Joseph A. Capps and D. D. Lewis of Chicago said they

had made a comparative study of the effect on blood pres-

sure of irritating with various antiseptics the pleural cav-

ity of healthy dogs and dogs with pleurisy. They also

offered the results of a series of experiments to determine

the effect on blood pressure of various irritants applied

to the parietal pleura. Fifty cm. of the fluid used was

injected; then the irritating fluid was washed out soon

after with water. In the case of peroxide of hydrogen,

great care was used to get rid of any gas. The dogs with

pleurisy were really empyema dogs. The following table

was presented, showing the results of their experiments:

Irritating Condition Number of Fal! in blood Falls per
fluid. of dogs, experiments, pressure. cent.

Hot water Normal 8 o o
Hot water Pleurisy ...5 o o

Cold water Normal 4 i 25
Cold water Pleurisy... 4 2 50
Formaline and ( Normal. ... 11 4 36

glycerine \ Pleurisy. .. 11 6 56
Iodine solution (Normal.... 6 i 16

one per cent.. (Pleurisy... 9 2 22

Peroxide of (Normal.... g i 11

hydrogen ) Pleurisy. . .11 6 55

Acute Pancreatitis.—Dr. Joseph Sailer of Philadel-

phia read this paper. Pancreatitis was produced by the

injections of oil into the duct of Wirsung. There was

great rapidity of the process as well as completeness and
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there was apparent absence of any specific toxic substance

produced in the pancreas itself. An experimental pan-

creatitis might run a typical course without any bacterial

infection. Certain ferments, particularly the fat-splitting

ferments, might escape from the pancreas and digest suit-

able tissues in the vicinity of the pancreas. With regard

to the views on pancreatitis it had been claimed by some

that it was bacterial in nature ; by others that it was due

to the escape and activity of trypsin; again many believed

that they were not in a position to make any definite

statement.

Some Clinical Features of Pancreatitis.—Dr. John H.

MussER of Philadelphia gave some interesting results of

the studies of nine cases of acute pancreatitis. In one

case an early expression of carcinoma of the pancreas

might be seen in an attack of acute pancreatitis. This pa-

tient was fifty-six years old, and he had definite symptoms

of acute pancreatitis. These acute symptoms subsided at

the end of three or four weeks and then the phenomena

of carcinoma of the pancreas first arose. The primary fo-

cus was in the breast. In another case an acute pancrea-

titis with the occurrence of hemorrhage caused sudden

death in the course of typhoid fever. The autopsy in this

case showed a severe hemorrhage from the pancreas. In

another case there were symptoms of a renal calculus oc-

curring at the same time with symptoms of acute pan-

creatitis. Notwithstanding the complication and the dis-

agreeable features in this case they had the temerity to

advise operation. They found quite a large collection of

fluid in the layers of the omental cavity hemorrhagic in

nature. This was the first case ever diagnosticated in

Philadelphia. The patient died of peritonitis. Patients

might recover from acute pancreatitis. The diagnosis of

pancreatitis must be based upon the previous history, the

acute s\Tnptoms, the symptoms of inflammation behind

the stomach, and by the abdominal symptoms, with which

all were familiar. In two of the nine cases, the patients

were treated for diarrhea. An acute anemia was char-

acteristic in five out of the nine cases. A subnormal tem-

perature occurred in five cases, occurring in from one to

five days after the onset of the disease. Then a gradual

rise took place. Dyspnea occurred in eight out of the nine.

There was an increased pulse rate in all the cases. The

Cambridge test was positive in all the cases.

Dr. S. J. Meltzer of New York called attention to the

findings at the autopsy of the late von Bergmann. The

diagnosis prior to his death was a kink of the colon pro-

ducing peritonitis, but the autopsy findings showed that

in all probability he died of an acute pancreatitis.

Hypernephroma of the Kidney, with Metastasis to

the Sternum, Simulating Aneurysm of the Aorta.—Dr.

Augustus A. Eshner of Philadelphia said that hyperne-

phroma was a tumor of adrenal structure, involving the

adrenal gland itself, or situated in some other organ or

tissue. It might be small and benign and remain encap-

sulated, or large and malignant and give rise to metas-

tasis. The primary growth w-as often situated in the kid-

ney, while secondary growths had been observed in manj'

structures, and especially in the bones. The symptoms did

not differ essentially from those of other forms of neo-

plasm. In the case reported by Dr. Eshner a pulsatile

elastic tumor of the manubrium sterni, in the course of

the aorta, and yielding a systolic murmur on auscultation,

was found after death to be a metastatic growth secondary

to a hypernephroma of the kidney.

The Importance of the Consideration of Negative

Results in Blood Cultures.—Dr E. Liem.xn of New-

York said that in all the culture work up to this present

time stress had been laid upon the positive findings. As
the result of a study of a large number of blood cultures

the writer had found that the absence of bacteria was
very often significant in giving diagnostic and therapeutic

indications. Negative blood cultures were important in

the diagnosis of endocarditis and abdominal disease.

Contagious Diseases, Weekly Statement.—Report of

cases and deaths from contagious diseases reported to

the Sanitary Bureau, Health Department, New York
City, for the week ending .\ugust i, 1908;

Tuberculosis Pulmonalis

,

Diphtheria
Measles
Scarlet Fever
Smallpox
Varicella
Typhoid Fever
Whooping Cough
Cerebrospinal Meningitis
Malarial Fever

Totals

Cases
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THE SURGICAL TREATMENT OF
EMPYEMA.

Bv P. T. O'CONNOR. M.D..

WATERBURY, CONN.

SURGEON TO ST. M.KRv's HOSPIT.^L.

Surgical procedure, if not based upon thoroughly

scientific principles, will not bear ine analy.^is of

time. Method, technique, and certain other factors

may change, but the principles upon which those

rest, if rational and effective, always remain the

same. The struggle of the ages in medicine, as in

other departments of science, has been the emanci-

pation of truth from authority. Therefore, in

order to discuss intelligently the subject under con-

sideration, we must appeal to a law that existed be-

fore the ordinances of man—we mean, the law of

eternal truth.

The surgical treatment of empyema dates back to

the time of Hippocrates. We have read of the

Alexandrian merchant, who was ^uttering from
an accumulation of fluid in the pleural cavity, with

signs and symptoms indicative of an aggravated
form of compression of the lung. He had sub-

mitted to all manner and form of internal and
external medication. The holy incantations of

Eg}pt were recited in his behalJ, and even the

sacred Apis bull was printed upon his chest, all

without relief. This suggests the thought of seeing

the afflicted individual standing before the ancient

sphinx of Oedipus, listening to the voice of Mem-
non floating over the twilight of the Nile—a voice

which seemed to whisper in his ear : "To Hippo-
crates for relief. The mere despair of surgery he

cures." Subsequent events proved that he must have
heeded the voice, for later on he knelt at the feet

of Hippocrates for treatment. The master mind of

this great genius, after a careful physical examina-
tion, made a diagnosis of empyema. Operative
measures were advised and accepted. The plan of

procedure followed was : Free incision down to the

ribs, trephining the latter, incision of the pleura,

and evacuation of pus. Hippocrates, by this opera-
tion, led his disciples from the borderland which
separates the visible from the invisible, the palpable

from the impalpable, drew aside the veil of Isis,

and demonstrated to them and the profession that

there was one. and only one rational and effective

plan of treatment for empyema: that was, incision,

trephining the rib, incision of the pleura with knife
or actual cauten,-, gradually allowing the pus to

escape, thus giving nature an opportunity to re-

establish her normal condition. Down through the

ages, up to the time of Lister, we find no improve-
ment in the operation as performed bv Hippocrates.

Paget, in his work. "Surgery of the Chest"

*Read before the New Haven Countv Medical Associa-
tion, April 23. 1008.

(, 1897), says : "If we look again at history, we find

whole ages of neglect or perversion of the truth

and it is impossible to understand how this Hippo-
cratic treatment of empyema became so hopelessly

lost, when we find the description of it in the works
of Hippocrates himself. If it be true that Galen
invented the aspirating syringe, this was probably

the beginning of the evil ; the Hippocratic operation

fell into disrepute, and there was no method to take

its place; incision, either with the knife or actual

cautery, was almost wholly abandoned, save by

some of the Arabian physicians. By the time of

the Renaissance, with return to Greek art and liter-

ature, it was too late to go back to Hippocrates.

Surgery had become embarrassed bj' the bad results

of septic wounds, and it was held as dangerous to

let air into the pleura as to leave an effusion unre-

lieved, nor was the difference between serous

effusion and purulent effusion properly under-

stood or recognized. Thus it happened that

our art drifted, in spite of Ambroise Pare and
Guy de Chauliac. into that disastrous period when
empyema was treated by simple puncture; and not

even Laennec could save it. The doctrine that punc-

ture for serous cff'usion would convert it into a

purulent eft"usion, and that the entry of a few air-

bubbles into the jjleura might set up a fulminating

suppuration, blocked the way ; and blocked it still

might be, but for Lister.

The history of the treatment of empyema, from
Hippocrates to Lister, would justify a revival of

the oath of Hippocrates, "In purity will I practise

my art," if it were understood that the purity must
be not only a clean life, but also a method of opera-

tion. For example, as late as 1872, M. Bouchut
published, as an instance of good, profitable sur-

gery, a case of empyema in a boy, age nine, cured

in 16 months after 58 punctures. In another case,

he punctured the chest in 11 months. 123 times.

Lilly records a case in which he made 56 punctures.

Gimbert, in a child ii years old. made 74 punctures
in nine months, obtaining a grand total of 30 pints

of pus. And the worst of it all is, out of 48 patients

thus tormented, only six were saved. Nor did freer

incision, before Lister, fare much better. Out of 12

patients under the care of Velpeau, not one recov-

ered ; out of 58 unJer the care of Dupuytren, all but

two died : and Sir Astley Cooper complained that he

could never get a single cure. There are three series

of cases, less than 25 years ago. whose lives might
have been saved if they had been under the care of

Hippocrates. The old routine treatment by re-

peated puncture or aspiration has, happily, gone
forever.

In the earlv pixties of the past century, or. more
correctly speaking about 1868- 1870, Lister, after a

life's work of careful preparation and research,

partly based upon the experimental work and re-

searches of Pasteur, advocated the principles and
practice of antiseptic surgery. With the introduc-

tion of this wonderful epoch-making achievement
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of Lister, surgery was taken out of the field of

empiricism, away from medicine, and placed upon
a firm and lasting foundation. Medicine has had
more centuries of evolution than has surgery. We
can trace it back to the beginning of the Christian

era; back to the time of Hippocrates: beyond the

Fig. I.—Showing extreme prominence of the left side of the chest,
with bulging of the intracostal spaces, indicating accumulation of fluid

in this, the sound side. Note secession of the ribs on the right, the
affected side, suggestive of no accumulation of fluid—a condition ex-
actly the reverse of the usual order or of what might be expected.

time of Hippocrates until it is lost in the twilight

of fable. The opsonic index seems to be a step in

the right direction. AA^ith further development it

may, at least we hope so. do for medicine what Lis-

terianism has done for surgery, place it upon a more
thorough and scientific basis. Subsequently, bac-

teriology had become established as an essential

department in medicine, and soon began to cast

the rays of its powerful searchlight in certain direc-

tions and to illuminate the valleys of darkness. Thi;;.

in turn, paved the way for asepsis which supplanted

antisepsis. Up to the time, and immediately fol-

lowing the latter event, American surgeons had not

received the proper attention that the character and
importance of their work deserved. From the date

of the first edition (1888) the standard classic of

Jacobson's "Operations of Surgery," conceded the

best general treatise on surgical operations in the

English language, no other writer has done more to

bring home to operating surgeons how much can be
gained by their turning their eyes to the advances
made by Trans-Atlantic surgeons, as well as by
those on the continent of Europe. In other words
before the advent of this book, the prestige of the

surgeons of America had had scant justice in com-
parison with that of the surgeons of Germany and
France. In 1889, within a space of twenty years
since the establishment of antiseptic surgerv. Prof.

Arpad G. Gerster brought forward his epoch-mak-
ing work on "The Principles and Practice of Anti-

septic and Aseptic Surgery." He taught us that

if we were aseptic in our work, there was little, if

any, need of antiseptic, unless it be in an area al-

readv infected.

The aseptic teaching of Gerster was evolved from

the antiseptic doctrine of Lister. Following the in-

troduction of aseptic principles and practice came
a complete revolution in surgery and surgical tech-

nique, so that to-day there is scarcely an organ or

tissue of the body that cannot be manipulated with

a fair degree of impunity. At the time asepsis was
established as an essential department of modern
surgery, America had to contend with England,

France and Germany in the lead. While the latter

country was concentrating her energy, strength and
application upon the minutiK, she seemed to have

lost sight of the perspective. Finally the rare intellect

of the Mayos began to assert itself, those trained

minds, with generations of culture back of them,

working side by side, progressing step by step—not

by leaps and bounds. They (of course with others )

have placed American surgery upon a higher plane

of thought, reason and action, until to-day she

stands alone amid the nations of the earth, like

Pompcy's column at Alexandria, towering above

them all.

Under the old order of things, the practical value

of a surgical procedure was notoriously based upon
erroneous premises, namely : What is your mortal-

ity? This will no longer stand the test of modern
times, with the rapid advancement of surgery and
technic. The surgeon obviously assumes great

responsibility and is confronted with three import-

ant factors; (a) mortality, (b) disability, (cj per-

manency of cure. Those are the conditions upon
which will rest the triumphs of future progress.

The mutilating operations of Estlander and Schule
have served their purpose and are now of historical

interest only. They are a reflection upon both med-

FlG. 2.—Showing the pronounced lateral curvature of the spinal
column which might be mistaken for tuberculous caries of the dorsal
vertebrae. The curve was even more pronounced than is shown in the
picture.

icine and surgery. The former failed to make a

diagnosis during the acute and curable stage. The
latter disabled and disfigured the patient, with a

high mortality, too often with no permanency of

cure.

The physician who fails or neglects to make a
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positive diagnosis of empyema during the acute and
curable stage, commits a crime almost approaching
criminal negligence. Should the refinements of
physical examination leave him in doubt, he has at
his disposal the aspirating needle, which can be used
with aseptic precautions and will clear up the situa-

^
Fig. .^.—Showing the normal contour of the chest, right and left

sides, after the operation.

lion at once. When the existence of f^uid is diag-
nosed or suspected, by exploratory puncture its

presence and character are determined. We are in

accord with Kocher ("Operative Surgery", 1903 1

who, in quoting Broca, says: "Broca is right in

saying that empyema necessitatis should never be
allowed to develop. A purulent pleural exudate
cannot be too early evacuated, for it is only in the
recent empyemata that there is a prospect of the
lung fully expanding again. Physicians do not yet

sufficiently appreciate that this complete mobility
and expansion of the lungs is obtained by early
thorough operation." Kocher also mentions Beck
of New York who has published statistics which
prove the value of early operation, including resec-
tion of rib. Of no uncomplicated cases under his

observation, when the diagnosis was made early, all

recovered.

Pulmonary Decortication. George R. Fowler
(Medical Neivs. June 15, 1901 ; American Year
Book of Medicine and Surgery, 1902) performed
this operation in 1893 with very gratifying results.
He writes: "An elliptical shaped incision was made
to include the orifice of the sinus, the soft parts
cleared, and about 3 1-2 inches of the fifth and sixth
ribs removed. Commencing at the site of the open-

ing of the chest wall, the pleura was isolated in the

direction of the diaphragin until the latter was
reached. It was then peeled off the latter until its

limit towards the medium line was reached, where it

was found to rest against the displaced pericardium,

from which, after much difficulty, it was finally de-

tached. This dissection was greatly impeded by the
movements of the diaphragm as well as those of the

heart. The dissection was completed by lifting the

mass and finally detaching it from the lung above.
Considerable expansion of the lung followed at

once, and in the course of 28 days this was so far

complete that the normal vesicular murmur was
present to the level of the seventh rib. Save for a
slight sinking of the chest wall at the site of the re-

section of the ribs there is nothing to suggest the
previous existence of empyema." Fowler"s original

paper was published in the Medical Record, De-
cember 30, 1893.

Delorme, in 1894, performed an operation very
similar to that of Fowler (American Year Book
of Medicine and Surgery, 1902), and did it success-
fully under cocainization. Out of 29 cases of decor-
tication by the Fowler method, the functional re-
sults were 11 cured, 6 improved, 9 unimproved, 3
died. As regards the cure of the empyema,

Fig. 4.—Showing the perpendicular line of the spinal column, restored
to its normal condition after the operation.

17 were cured, 9 unimproved, 3 died. (De-

lorme's original paper appeared in the Gazette

des Hopiteaux, 1894, No. 11.) Delorme has de-

vised a method of temporary resection of the

chest wall ; this being done, he decorticates the lung,

cleans the empyema cavity, and replaces the flap of
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the chest wall, proviiliiig, of course, for drainage.

This operation has not found much favor. To
these must be added one by Dr. Joseph Ransohofif

of Cincinnati, in the Annals of Surgery, April, 1906,

which is simply a modification of the Fowler-De-
lorme method. This he calls "Discission of the

Pulmonary Pleura." It consists of "gridironing"

the pulmonary pleura with many parallel incisions,

removed from each other about a quarter of an
inch, and crossing these obliquely, or at right angles,

with other parallel cuts.

All these methods are indicated in chronic em-
pyemas, where operation has been delayed, and in

cases where the lung fails to expand after adequate

drainage of the pleural sac, subsequent to primary
operation. They are based upon the idea that when
the lung has once completely collapsed and become
firmly fixed the pulmonary pleura has lost its ex-

pansibility, owing to inflammatory thickening, so

that it will not allow sufficient amount of re-expan-

sion to permit the pulmonary and parietal surfaces

to come into contact. Lloyd, whose name is well

associated with surgery of the chest, especially that

of empyema, in a very instructive article in Annals
of Surgery. March. 1907, says: "It is now over fif-

FiG. s.—Double-flanged empyema tube. This is simply a piece of

rubber tubing with a flat piece of rubber on either end. The
smaller flange rests against the inner surface of the chest wall, while the

larger flange rests upon the skin and prevents the tube from slipping

nto the pleural cavity.

teen years since I began to experiment on these

cases in order to determine if there was not some
way to bring about this complete expansion of the

lung without extensive and mutilating operations

upon the chest wall. In 1893-4, respectively, when
Fowler and Delorme suggested their method, I dis-

continued experimental work for a short time and
adopted their method of decortication. It was not

long, however, before I was convinced that the

difficulties attending the freeing of the lung from its

pleural covering were so great, and the result fol-

lowing the attempt was so often unsatisfactory that

I took up again this experimental work." We have
been informed by an able colleague who had oper-

ated on a case of chronic empyema and insisted at

the time of operation there was secondary rib form-
ation, the result of the chronic process; subsequent-

ly the patient was sent to one of the New York
hospitals, and the attending surgeon was informed
of the findings at the first operation. Dut the latter

laughed in derision at such unique condition of

things. Later, however, the New York surgeon
operated on the patient, and informed our colleague

that the latter was right in his diagnosis; there was
a secondary rib formation. In this, however, we
cannot concur, and do not believe that such was

exactly the condition found to exist at either oper-

ation. While at the Mayo Clinic in connection with

St. Mary's Hospital, Rochester, Minn., June to Sep-

tember, 1907, it was our privilege to observe Dr.

Charles H. Mayo operate upon a chronic case of

empyema of long standing. In the region of the

right nipple there was a chronic discharging sinus.

This case necessitated a most radical operation, con-

sequently the anterior lateral incision was made

which exposed the entire right chest cavity. No
normal lung was found to exist. The remnant of a

once normal lung, reduced to a ribbon-like mass

running parallel with the spinal column, and at-

tachedfirmly from apex to diaphragm, in such a

way that had it contained any vitality, expansion

was practically impossible. The pleura was very

much thickened and, in certain places, folded upon

itself in such a manner as, owing to calcareous de-

posits (calcification), gave the appearance of sec-

ondary rib formation. The pleura, with the ribs,

were thoroughly resected, and the flap replaced.

Lloyd has recently advocated a method of primary

operation by which he believes that the permanently

collapsed and cirrhotic condition of the lung can

be avoided. He makes a sufficiently large opening

into the chest to enable him to introduce one or

more fingers, or the entire hand into the pleural

cavity. After the pus has been drained away the

anaesthetic is suspended and the entire lung separ-

ated from the chest wall by breaking down all ad-

hesions. This manipulation causes the patient to

cough violently, which by increasing the intra-trach-

eal pressure causes an immediate expansion of the

lung. He reports over 200 cases treated by this

method with a mortality of about 20 per cent.

Thoracotomy, with resection of a rib, according

to Brewer (Keen's "Surgery", Vol. III.) is the

operation of choice in all cases where drainage of

the pleural cavity is required. The extra time con-

sumed in the resection of the ribs is not more than

two minutes, and most surgeons now adopt this

procedure in preference to simple thoracotomy. The
site of operation and the position of the patient are

the same as in thoracotomy. The operation can be

performed with local anesthesia, but in children and
in nervous individuals general anesthesia is to be
preferred. A cutaneous incision, four or five cm.
in length, is made directly over the rib to be re-

sected. The tissues, including the periosteuin, are

divided to the bone, the periosteum is then stripped

from the bone by a raspatory or periosteal elevator

both in front and behind, care being taken in re-

moving the membrane from the groove on the in-

ferior border of the rib to avoid wounding the in-

tercostal vessels and nerves. As soon as the bone
is freed from its periosteum, a segment of the rib,

three or four cm. in length, is removed with bone
forceps or the Gigli saw. When the bleeding has

been arrested the cavity is opened by an incision

through the periosteum, internal intercostal apon-
eurosis, and parietal layers of the pleura. One or
more drainage tubes should then be introduced, or

the Wilson's double-flanged tube. It is sometimes
necessary to excise more than one rib to allow digi-

tal exploration of the thoracic cavity or other in-

trapleural manipulation. This can generally be ac-

complished through one incision, made somewhat
longer to allow greater retraction of the soft parts.

Each rib should be exposed and resected subperiost-

eally in the same manner as indicated above.
Byrant, in a rcent article (Jacob! "Festschrift")

has advocated aspiration drainage of the chest in

empyema by means of a collapsible rubber bulb,
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which he attaches to the outer extremity of a

drainage tube. The latter should reach to the bot-

tom of the suppurating cavity, and should accurately

fit the opening in the chest wall, and near its attach-

ment to the bulb should be fitted with a stopcock,

which permits the removal and emptying of the bulb

without admitting air to the chest. The tube and

the bulb are strapped to the chest wall and covered

by the usual dressings and binder. In case of acute

empyema, the Mayos in their clinic use the double-

flanged drainage tube (Fig. V.) which they con-

sider simple, practicable and efficient. This is sim-

ply a piece of rubber tubing with a flat piece of

rubber on either end, made in different lengths to

fit diflFerent thicknesses of chest wall. In appear-

ance it is ver\- similar to a spool. The smaller flange

of this tube rests against the inner wall of the chest,

while the outer and larger flange rests against the

skin and prevents the drainage tube from falling

into the pleural cavity.

The writer, while at Ochsner's clinic, in connec-

tion with the Augustana Hospital, Chicago, Septem-

ber to October, 1907, has observed that he is a great

advocate of, and practises through-and-through

drainage. After making the usual rib resection, the

pleura is penetrated and a counter opening may
seem desirable. To make this, pass a forceps

through the wound, through the cavity, and with its

point elevate the tissues at the position selected.

Cut down on the forceps, and push them through
the new wound. Grasp the perforated rubber tube

in the jaws of the forceps and pull the tube through
the cavity. Sometimes two tubes are used in the

same manner, ^^"e then have established efficient

through and through drainage. If at any time it is

desired to withdraw the tube and introduce another,

fasten a stout thread to the end of it, and in with-

drawing the tube pull the thread through the cavity

:

with this thread in situ, it is easy to introduce an-

other tube. Later the tube may be displaced by a

few strands of silkworm gut. Tubular drainage
must be kept up until all the discharge has ceased.

The case we present here, with illustrations, be-

ing out of the usual order of things
; presenting con-

ditions directly the reverse of what might be ex-
pected, may perhaps be worthy of further consid-
eration, as showing what can be accomplished, even
in an aggravated form of empyema, by prompt di-

agnosis and early thorough surgical operation.

Herbert R., aged 8 years, was taken ill with pneu-
monia March 6 to March 14, 1907, inclusive, from
which he made an uneventful recovery. Five weeks
later his mother obser^'ed that the boy walked lame
and that it was impossible for him to stand erect.

The case was in the service of Dr. B. A. O'Hara,
who kindly asked the writer in consultation. After
a careful physical examination, we arrived at a diag-

nosis of empyema, which, of course, was corrobor-
ated by the aspirating needle drawing off about an
ounce of pus. A specimen of the latter was sent to

the pathologist of the W'aterburj' Hospital, Dr.
Charles Engelke, for bacteriological examination,
who reported as follows : '"Examination of pus
from empyema thoracis. Fluid found to be free

from microorganisms. Cultures made in broth and
on serum gelatin and agar media. After three
days, no signs of growth of organisms."

Operation was advised, which was at first refused
by the family, but after a few- days of further de-

liberation they finally consented. Consequently, five

days later. April 27. 1907. about three inches of
the seventh rib, in the region of the posterior axil-

larj- line was resected subperiosteally. The pleura

was then incised and an enormous quantity of pus

gradually allowed to escape. The lung was com-
pressed against the spinal column, adherent from
apex to diaphragm. The adhesions were thoroughly

broken up by digital manipulation and with a curved

periosteotome, and immediate expansion of the lung

followed. Large masses of coagulated lymph were
scraped aw'ay, using a spoon as a curette. The
excess of coagulated lymph that was set free during

the course of manipulation was washed out of the

pleural cavity by pouring hot saline solution into

the wound from a pitcher. In this way there is no
increase in hydrostatic pressure, and the fluid

poured in is washed around by the expanding lung

and flows out again through the free opening at

each expansion. As soon as the lung had fairly

well expanded, two drainage tubes were inserted,

the skin closed around the tubes, and a liberal dress-

ing applied.

In conclusion we find that simple incision lacks

the fundamental principles of surgery, and most ad-

vanced modern surgeons do not consider it a rec-

ognized method of procedure for the surgical treat-

ment of empyema. The established plan of pro-

cedure, which has w-ithstood the test of time, is

that laid down by Hippocrates, with one exception.

Hippocrates trephined the rib to avoid injur)- of the

intercostal vessels and nerves, while we, with a

more perfect knowledge of anatomy, prefer to re-

sect a portion of one or more ribs, thus enabling

the surgeon to introduce one or more fingers, or the

whole hand, into the pleural cavity, and by intra-

pleural manipulation break up all adhesions, re-

move the large masses of coagulated lymph, and
thereby accomplish a more thorough surgical oper-

ation.

TREATMENT OF NEGLIGENT SPEECH BY
THE GENERAL PRACTITIONER.*

Bt E. W. scripture. PH.D.. M.D..

NEW YORK.
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The mechanism of speech includes (i) the organs
for producing spoken sounds, (2) the ear, (3) the

nervous and mental mechanism of control.

These organs may all be in such a condition that

they can act normally and can produce correct

sounds, and yet they may fail to do so because
some part of the mechanism of control does not

act with precision. This results in what may be
called '"negligent speech." I shall now pass briefly

in review some of the most common defects of

negligent speech and shall describe methods of cure

that can be used by every practitioner. These de-

fects are different from those that characterize

hyperphonia (stuttering and stammering), which I

have discussed in a previous publication.^

P
Fig. I. Fig. 2.

*Read before the Medical Society of the County of New
York, May 25, 1908.
tTreatment of Hyperphonia, Medical Record, March 21,
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Lip Defects.

Some person.s use "v" for "vv.'' For "v" the

lower lip should be against the upper teeth (Fig.

I ) ; for "\v" the two lips are brought near each
other (Fig. 2). To correct the fault, tell the pa-

tient to say "well, word, wind," etc.; just as he
starts to say "v," press his lower lip down with
your finger or a stick ; he will be forced to say "w"
instead.

Tongue Defects.

The most common are

:

I. "s-t" lisping.—The patient says '"toap" for

'soap," "tun" for "sun," etc. The defect is quite

frequent among normal children ; I have had a num-
ber of them in my Speech Clinic on Randall's Isl-

and. In saying "s" the tip of the tongue is brought
against the palate ( Fig. 3 ) , but a small channel is

not do so firmlv, it produces the fricative sound

"th."

5. "r" defects.—The usual one is the use of

"w" for "r." The cure consists in getting the

tongue in the right place for "r." One method is

to teach the "rolled r," which is the regular "r" in

French, German, and Italian. When the person

cannot get the tongue right for this, it is useful to

use another sound that requires the point of the

tongue against the palate. For example, he is told

to repeat "sun, run, sun, run," etc., or "tun, run,

tun, run," etc.

6. Various substitutions.—"t" for "k." The
child says, for example, "tandy" for "kandy" while

he says "car" correctly. That is, although he is

able to make th sound of "k" he replaces it by "t"

in some words through pure negligence. Both "t"

and "k" are occlusives, that is, the current of air

is shut off entirely during the sound ; for "k" this

is done by the back of the tongue (Fig. 5). While

Fig. 3- Fig. 4.

left in the middle so that a jet of air is blown
through. The patient merely presses his tongue a

little too hard, so that it closes the channel : this

is the position that produces a "t" (Fig. 4). The
cure consists in inserting a probe just over the mid-
dle of the tongue and pressing it down as the per-

son tries to say "t" ; this makes a small channel an 1

he is thus forced to say "s."

2. "th-t" and "th-d" lisping.—Still more com-
mon are the children who say "tin, tree, tumb" for

"thin, three, thumb," and "dis, dick, dee" for "this,

thick, the." For both the sounds of "th" the tongue
must be put so lightly against the palate that air

escapes at the sides. The defect arises from press-
ing the tongue too tightly ; this makes a "t" or a

"d" just as in the previous case. The cure consists

in inserting a probe or a stick at the side of the
mouth above the tongue. When the patient tries

to say "t," his tongue is pressed down at the side

and he is forced to say "th."

3. "s-tli" lisping.—"People thay I lithp but I

don't pertheive it," remarked one young man. The
tongue does not rise sufficiently at the edges in

front to cut off the air at the sides while leaving a
small channel in the middle. Tongue-tied people
usually lisp in this way because they must make
an excessive eft'ort to press the tongue. Such peo-
ple are cured by inserting the probe to make a well
defined channel as in the s-t lisping (No. i above).
The frenum should be cut, if too short. This is,

according to my experience, the only defect that
arises from "tongue-tie." There is an antiquated
belief that it causes stuttering. Among the hun-
dreds of stutterers that pass through my hands at
the Speech Clinic in the Vanderbilt Clinic, I have
never seen one that was tongue-tied.

4. "t-th" lisping.—The patient says "wather"
instead of "water," that is, he fails to close the
tongue tightly across at the front. Ordinarily it is

sufficient to explain to him that there are two
classes of sounds called "occlusives" and "frica-
tives." For the occlusives the current of air pass-
ing through the mouth must be cut off at some
point; for the occlusive "t" the tip of the tongue
must close firmly against the palate. When it does

Fig. 5.

for "t" it is done by the front (Fig. 4). The cure

consists in having the patient repeat the "k" sound
before various vowels and gradually pass over to

the incorrect words, e.g. "kah, kah, kah, ka-ka-kan,
ka-ka-ka-kandy."

Velum Defects.

For most sounds the velum must be raised so

as to cut off the nasal passage from the mouth.
When this is not done, the sound is changed to a

nasal ; thus "b" is changed to the corresponding
nasal "m," "t" to "n," etc. In mild cases I use a
nasal indicator which shows when air issues from
the nose.

There are two convenient forms of this breath
indicator which anyone can make. The one shown
(Fig. 6) consists of a thistle funnel over the top

Fig. 6.—Breath Indicator.

of which a rubber finger cap is placed. A strip of
visiting card is cut across and joined with tissue

paper to make a hinge. A piece of wax holds one
piece of the card to the funnel while the other one
hangs in front of the rubber membrane. A drop
of paste connects the hanging piece to the mem-
brane. A light straw is fastened to the hanging
piece and a bit of cotton is added at the bottom.
The funnel is connected by a rubber tube to a nasal
tip. When any air issues from the nose, it goes
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into the funnel and moves the rubber membrane
;

the movement is indicated by the cotton.

Another form of incHcator is shown in Fig. 7.

The rubber tube from the nasal tip ends in a

straight glass tube whose end just touches the flame

1'
Supporf

-Breath Indicator.

of a candle. When the air rushes from the nose,

the flame flickers.

The patient must learn to say "p, b, I, d a,

o, ..." without moving the indicator.

In cases where the velar action is very defective,

as after operations for cleft palate, I tell the pa-

tient to do things that oblige him to keep the nasal

passage closed, e.g., to play a mouth-harmonica, or

the like. This idea I got from a little boy who
found it possible to play on his harmonica by hold-

ing his nose with his fingrs.

Laryngeal Defects.

1. La.viiess of the vocal cords.—This trouble

shows itself in breathiness of the voice. I have

no means of indicating this by instruments but it

is readily detected by the ear. The defect is pres-

ent in many singers and in nearly every case of

abnormal speech ; all epileptics and many stutterers

have this laxness. It also occurs as an independent

form of negligent speech. Large numbers of the

children at Randall's Island have this defect with

or without other speech defect.

The defect is due to insufficient closure of the

glottis by the vocal cords. In most cases the cords

are bowed open at the center. The most effective

treatment is staccato singing, practicing notes on

the vowel "ah," imitating the speech of the mega-
phone man, etc.

2. Laryngeal Monotony.—The vocal cords are

stretched by several muscles. The tighter they are

stretched, the higher is the pitch of the note. In

singing they are stretched to a definite degree and
the resulting tone is held steady. In speaking, the

tone of the voice rises and falls at every instant,

even in a single vowel. For example, if I say

"How do you do" with a pitch indicated in the top

line of Fig. 8, I speak in a perfect monotone, or

chant. If I say it as indicated in the second line. I

sing it. When I speak it, my voice rises and falls

continuously as indicated in the last line.

To speak normally the laryngeal muscles must
act quickly and readily. When there is the slight-

est awkwardness or stiffness, the tone will not rise

and fall at every instant. The epileptic moves his

muscles sluggishly and adopts a monotonous and

flat melody. This is true w-ithout exception in

every case of epilepsy I have ever seen. The hal)it

remains after the fits have disappeared. It has been

found it in the case of a valedictorian of one of

our foremost colleges three years after the last fit

and two years after the last dose of bromide. The
defect is due to pure negligence in the nervous

stimulation of the laryngeal muscles. In epileptics

the fault can be corrected instantly. It is only

necessary to point out to the patient the difference

between his speech and the normal speech. He then

speaks correctlv. F.pileptics usually do not care

much about the character of their voices, and will

'OiV do y<- cU,
I

c.A«nf«4

Spoken

Fic. 8.

not lake the trouble to keep up the correct melody.

For private patients it is, however, important to

remove the vocal defect that lets every one know
that there is something (jueer about them.

Stutterers also have a monotonous speech which

usually falls at the end of each sentence by a minor

third. This gives a melancholy tinge to their con-

versation. I know one little girl whose voice moves

in a most melancholy melody although she is per-

fectly happy. The laryngeal' monotony in stutter-

ers is due to excessive tension of the laryngeal

muscles; it is not a defect due to negligence; I have

discussed il in a i)rcvious paper.

liar Defects.

Many children cannot speak properly because

they do not hear properly. Up to the present all

I have done for such cases is to teach them the

various sounds while talking very loudly. I also

let them see that for "m" my lips come together,

that for "t" the tip of the tongue is raised, etc.

Nervous and Mental Defects.

I. Inattention.—Inability to fix the attention

long enough to learn a sound naturally leads to

incorrectness of the most varied kinds. Flere is a

little boy who can say "b"' perfectly in the word

"baba"; but he says "hoy" instead of "boy." No
amount of repetition makes any difference. You
tell him to look at your lips while you say "boy,"

but you notice that before you can get started his

eyes wander away. It is the same way with "m,"

"t," etc. What is to be done? Here is the method

I have employed. A little rubber bulb (Fig. 9) is

Fig. o.

placed between the lips. It is connected to an indi-

cator of the kind described above (Figs. 6, 7). The
patient is shown that when he presses the bulb with

his lips the indicator moves. He must then say

"boy" in such a way as to move the indicator. To
teach the correct tongue action for "t," "k," etc., the

bulb is placed at the proper point in the mouth.
2. Hastiness.—In nervous children there may

arise a habit of speaking so quickly that the speech

becomes jumbled and defective. The patient then
loses his correct notions of sounds, or, if the trouble

is with him from the start, he gets only incorrect

ones. He must be taught to speak slowly, e.g. by
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reciting verses of which each word is printed on a

card and turned over singly. He is also trained

to make each sound of the language clearly and
distinctly.

General Considerations.

Not long ago there appeared at the Vanderbilt

Clinic a teacher with ten stuttering boys behind her

and a list of thirty other stutterers and lispers from
the same school who were to arrive in the next

consignment. I was forced to say to her that my
clinic was already as large as I could handle, and
that the addition of forty more from each school

in the city—that is a total of, say, 8,000—would
make too great a load.

What is to be done with the 25,000 stutterers and
lispers in this city? Stuttering is a distinct form
of nervous disease, as I showed in my previous pa-

per ; it can be properly and legally treated only by

a pliysician. Negligent speech can also be best

treated by the practitioner. The care of a specialist

is needful only in obstinate cases. The methods re-

quired for most cases can be made, as I have shown
you in my two lectures, so simple that a physician or

a medical student can learn them in six or eight ex-

ercises. Courses should be provided in our med-
ical schools. Until this is done nothing will give

me greater pleasure than to demonstrate the meth-

ods at the \'an(lerbilt Clinic every Wednesday and
Friday to any physicians who will do me the honor
of attending.

87 Madison Avenue.

THE HOSPIT.AL AND THE PROFESSIONAL
ANESTHETIST.

Bv ALGERNON T. BRISTOW, M.D..

B ^OOKLYN, NEW Y05K.

The hospitals of any community usually repre-

sent the best in medicine and surgery of which
the community is capable. Even in those hap-

pily rare instances where politics exerts an in-

fluence in the matter of appointments, although

political influence may play some part in the way
of preference, the professional politician will rarely

be found urging the appointment of a manifestly

unfit or incompetent candidate. He may have his

choice, but in the experience of the writer it is

between the fit, and not between the fit and the

unfit. Thus we carefully guard the portal of our

hospital wards and seek to secure for the sick the

highest degree of skill attainable in the visiting

staflf. There is one important part of our hospital

work, however, which has been for many years en-

tirely neglected. At least we have taken little pains

to see that it has been in competent hands. I refer

to the administration of anesthetics. That this is an

important part of our work does not seem to need

argument or proof. The administration of a gen-

eral anesthetic is always a misfortune, even when
well done. Under our present system it is too often

a calamity, which proves to be without remedy.

How often do we hear it said that the patient is too

weak to stand an anesthetic ; how often does the

very life of the patient hang on the method of an-

esthesia, or rather in the manner in which a partic-

ular method is used, whether intelligently or care-

lessly. Hospitals exercise the greatest care in the

selecting of the visiting surgeon. How many hos-

pitals have a visiting anesthetist? I should like to

ask the visiting surgeons in our hospitals were they

themselves or a member of their families to be the

patient whether a young house officer recently grad-

uated would be their choice for anesthetist. I have

not found it so. W hw then, should we treat the

patients in our wards in any manner different from
that in which we would be treated ourselves? Why
select an expert for one part and a tyro for an-

other part of the work which in eftect may be of

vital importance? It is a fact that at least until

very recently in all hospitals and even now in most
hospitals the anesthetic has been entrusted to a mem-
ber of the house staff, usually the junior. Even
when the anesthetist has been of higher grade than
this, he has still been a member of the house staff

and of little experience for the important work en-

trusted to him. What he knows is largely the result

of theory aided by a rather limited observation.

That serious accidents do not happen more fre-

(juently is strong testimony of the intelligence and
care of our young house officers. But serious con-

sequences from the anesthetic do not occur on the

oper?ting table alone. A patient may die from an
anesthetic badly given long after the ordeal of the

operation is passed. Ether pneumonia, ether shock,

postoperative vomiting of obstinate character all

follow in the wake of an improperly given anes-

thetic. There are many questions regarding an-

esthetics which the skilled man can answer, but
which the young interne either is not allowed to

answer or is incapable of answering. Chloroform
is far safer in some cases than ether, and ethvl

chloride or gas than either of the others. Shall I

willingly entrust the administration of so powerful
and tricky an agent as the first named to a tyro,

even when it is indicated? Should I do so? How
much of the agent used should be given to maintain
surgical anesthesia per hour? It means a great deal

to the patient not to have been over saturated with
a narcotic vapor. It means much to the comfort
and freedom of the surgeon to have his patient

always sufficiently under the influence of the anes-

thetic as to be quiet and yet not too deeply narco-
tized. It has been too common in the past and is

still too common for the operator to be compelled
to keep one eye on the man with the ether cone and
the other on his work. .\s a result of this bad sys-

tem it often happens that the narcosis is either in-

sufficient at critical moments or needlessly profound
or the patient stops breathing altogether and all

hands proceed to artificial respiration. We have all

of us seen such scenes, yes, and been actors therein

much oftener than we would willingly admit. Nor
do these facts apply to New York hospitals alone.

While writing this paper, the writer received a re-

print from Dr. John B. Roberts of Philadelphia,

entitled "The Anesthesia Peril of American Hos-
pitals." \\'hen a man of Dr. Roberts' weight and
conservatism thinks the facts justify such a title as

this, it is high time that we woke up to the evils in

the present system and set about their correction.

It is not the intention of the writer, however, in

discussing this subject to depend on bald assertion.

Not that he believes that the profession will seri-

ously dispute the truth of the statement that the

present system is faulty. He prefers to offer some
statistics which it seems to him carry their own
conclusions. In a broad way a fair method of com-
parison as between the methods of the professional

anesthetist and the less trained hospital junior

would be to contrast the amount of ether used by
the two classes of men. When one averages up a

large number of cases the amount used per hour
would be as fair a test of the efficiency and skill of

the administrator as any rather rough and ready
means could be. From the hospital standpoint the

man who can use the smallest quantity of a drug
which is rather costly and get the required results
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is better from the economical standpoint than a man
who uses twice or three times the quantity. From
the standpoint of the patient, that individual who
receives twice as much ether as is necessary to main-

tain surgical anesthesia is far more likely to suifer

from the unpleasant after-effects of the anesthetic

than a patient who receives just enough and no

more. \\'e desire to submit the following figures

which have been collated for us by the kindness of

Dr. A. F. Erdmann, anesthetist to the Long Island

College Hospital. First, we include fifteen replies

received from members of the Brooklyn Society of

Anesthetists, tabulated and averaged as follows

:

Ottcs. I.—How long does it take you to induce

an anesthesia ?

Straight ether:

Shortest time, 2 minutes ; average shortest time,

4y2 minutes.

Longest time, 15 minutes; average longest time,

10 minutes.

General average time, 73.-4 minutes.

E titer preceded by gas or ethyl chloride

:

Average time, 314 minutes.

Ones. 2.—How much of the anesthetic do you use

in the induction?

Straiglit ether

:

Smallest amount, 90 grm. ; average smallest

amount, 40 grm.
Largest amount, 90 grm. ; average largest amount,

75 grm.
General average, 60 grm.

Ether preceded by gas of ethyl chloride.

Average amount of gas, 4 gal.

Average amount of ether, 25 grm.

Ques. 3.—How much of the anesthetic do you

use for one hour?
Smallest quantity, 75 grm.

Largest quantity, 180 grm.

General average, 150 grm.

\'apor method, 90 grm.

For the purposes of comparison I place in ju.xta-

position the following statistics from hospitals which

I designate by letter. Here I condense somewhat

and restrict the figures to the quantity per hour.

A.—57 ether anesthesias, one anesthetist, no alco-

holics ; open methods, Esmarch"s mask. Quantity

per hour, 281 grams.

B.— 100 anesthesias, ether preceded by gas, Allis

inhaler. Quantity per hour, 297^-4 grams.

C.— 100 ether anesthesias, Fowler inhaler. Per

hour. 325 grams.

D.—500 cases, Allis inhaler. Per hour, 336
grams.

E.—100 cases, Allis inhaler. Per hour. 435
grams.

F.—100 cases, 375 grams.

The figures from the Society of Anesthetists in-

clude about 10,000 cases. The hospital figures

about 900. The amount of ether per hour as given

by members of the house staff in the hospitals more
than doubles the average quantity used by the

professional anesthetists—341 grams per hour, as

against 150 grams per hour. These figures may
be interpreted in either of two ways, neither

of which, however, is a credit to the system. The
ether is either wasted by the use of large quantities

by the open method, with a consequent loss from
evaporation—which is, of course, bad economy for

the hospital ; or the patient gets far more ether than

is required, which is a bad thing for the patient.

Whether the first deduction be true or not, there

can be little doubt of the truth of the latter. Per-

haps both are true.

It seems fair to conclude, from what has been

said, that there really is just as much reason for

appointing a visiting anesthetist to a hospital as for

making any other professional appointment on the

staff'. It is necessary to provide for two things in

making such an appointment : In the first place, the

internes must receive the instruction to which they

are entitled as a part of their hospital training. It

is far better, however, for them to receive this in-

struction at the hands of an expert, than to learn by
experience at the expense of the patient and the pa-

tience of the operator. .\lso. it is absurd to expect

a man to attend long hospital clinics as anesthetist,

if he is not in some way to get remuneration for his

services ; for if he is to be of value to the hospital

he must be a specialist in the administration of anes-

thetics ; and if he is this he cannot do much private

practice for his livelihood.

As for the anesthetist, then, there are two ways
of providing for him : The hospital may pay him a

salary, which he may supplement by private work in

the same field. This is done in both Philadelphia

and Boston. The hospital may recoup itself by
making a regular charge to all private patients for

the administration of the anesthetic. Another meth-
od would be for the anesthetist to receive his pay-
ment directly from all private patients operated on
in the hospital. Some arrangement of this sort is

evidently necessary if we are to expect any real re-

form in our methods.
We should have recognized long ago, and ought

to recognize now, the peculiar value of skilled work
in this field, which consists in the ability of the

anesthetist to make a proper choice of the method,
the agent, and to recognize the necessity of chang-
ing either or both at any time. Also, the ability to

gauge the proper amount of the agent to be used
and the ability to recognize any abnormal symptoms
and to meet the emergency promptly.' As a member
of the Societ}- of .\nestheiists said to me—willing-

ness to see and know nothing except the anesthesia,

is an essential characteristic of a good anesthetist.

To keep in good condition for good work necessi-

tates doing much work : to do much work means
being tinable to do much other work. It seems
only fair to give the work to the man who deprives

himself of other income to enable himself to be the

best workman.
234 Clinton Stkeet.

THE IMPR0VE:^IEXT OF GENERAL ANES-
THESIA ON BASIS OF THE PRINCIPLE
OF ADAPTING THE BOILING POINT
OF THE ANESTHETIC TO THE
TEMPERATURE OF THE BODY
(SCHLEICH)—TEN YEARS'
EXPERIENCE AT THE
GER.MAN HOSPITAL.

Bv WILLY MEYER. M.D.,

NEW YOKK.

PROFESSOR OP SURGERY AT THE NEW YORK POST-GRADUATE MEDICAL
SCHOOL AND HOSPITAL; ATTENDING SURGEON TO THE GERMAN

HOSPITAL; CONSULTING SURGEON TO THE NEW YORK SKIN
.^ND CANCER HOSPITAL AND NEW YORK INFIRMARY.

As is well known, Schleich attempted to improve
general anesthesia on a physical basis, namely, by
adapting the boiling point of the narcotic to the

temperature of the body. Of course, he did not

ignore any of the other important points in admin-
istering the anesthetic : careful preparation of the

patient, drop method, etc. Schleich. by the way, is

the same surgeon who originated the solution for

local anesthesia known under his name, and now
used the world over.

Chloroform has a boiling point of 149° F.—con-
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siderably above the body temperature ; ether, one of

93.2° F.—somewhat below the same. Therefore,

Schleich argued, that chloroform, when adminis-

tered for narcosis, is absorbed by the blood in

larger amount than is necessary for the purpose. It

leaves the organism only by degrees and, in doing

so, overtaxes all the parenchymatous organs, espec-

ially heart, kidneys and liver, thereby injuring their

cells.

Ether, on the other hand, with its boiling point of

93.2° F. is converted into vapor so rapidly when
inhaled into the lungs with their temperature of

100.4° F-j that it would not enter the blood at all

—

loosely bound as it is—if the alveoli did not first

become overfilled with carbonic acid gas, producing
primar}' cyanosis and dyspnea. It is with the onset

of this cyanotic condition, it seems, that the narcotic

eft'ect of the sulphuric ether begins. Although the

elimination of ether almost keeps pace with its

absorption, the slight excess t"hat remains in the

blood is sufficient to affect the brain and produce
unconsciousness. The greatly accelerated rhythm of

breathing, which increases the amount of oxygen
inhaled, facilitates the elimination of carbonic acid,

by the laws of diffusion of gases involved in nor-

mal respiration. Incidentally the elimination of

ether is also facilitated. For this reason death from
ether on the operating table is almost impossible,

as long as respiration is efficient.

On the other hand, all these processes just de-

scribed account for the fact that ether narcosis

sometimes has such deleterious effects on patients

suffering from lung trouble. The primary and
altogether essential condition for the regular elimi-

nation of the ether vapors is an absolutely intact

lung—a lung that is able, if necessary, to do more
than the usual_ amount of work.

On the strength of this reasoning, supported as

it was by practical experience with chloroform
and ether, Schleich started out to find a safer nar-

cotic which would not tax the parenchymatous
organs of the body, nor the lung tissue, and the

boiling point of which would correspond, to the

temperature of the body, so that the amount elimi-

nated during expiration would be about equal that

absorbed during inspiration. Such new anesthetic,

he was convinced, could be found in a combination

of anesthetics only. After considerable experi-

menting, he finally selected chloroform, sulphuric

ether, and petrolic ether (benzin), the latter with

a boiling point equal to that of chloroform, i. e.

about 149° F. The action of the latter, as Schleich

himself stated, is indifferent as regards any nar-

cotizing effect ; it was added merely for the purpose

of diluting the chloroform ; that is to say, with the

idea of diminishing the latter's poisonous effects

upon the system. He used three mixtures, the boil-

ing point of which ranged between 100° and 107°

F.

That 43 parts of chloroform and 57 parts of

ether when mixed form a stable molecular solution

with a boiling point of 125° F. was determined by
the late H. P. Weidig, Ph. D., of Newark, a fact

which Schleich does not seem to have been aware of.

This solution constitutes an excellent anesthetic.

On analyzing Schleich's mixtures. Dr. Weidig
found that they contain this fixed molecular solution

of chloroform and ether, plus 36 to 53 per cent, (in

volume) of free ether, plus petrolic ether, both the

latter most probably not in chemical combination.

Therefore, patients subjected to general anesthesia

by means of Schleich's mixtures, inhale in the begin-

ning of the narcosis pure ether plus the molecular
solution, plus petrolic ether. After the ether and

petrolic ether have become evaporated, the narcosis

continues with the molecular solution, which has

a boiling point of 125° F.

This petrolic ether which Schleich, unfortunately,

selected as the third ingredient of his mixtures,

not only has no narcotizing power, but, according

to the experiments of Dr. S. J. Meltzer, of New
York, produces paralysis of the respiratory mus-
cles, if administered in larger amount.

Considering Schleich's principle of improving gen-
eral anesthesia on a physical basis to be correct,

being unwilling, however, in view of Dr. Meltzer's

findings, to accept the mixtures proposed by the

former, Dr. Weidig and myself after numerous
experiments during 1897 and 1898 tried ethyl chlor-

ide with a boiling point of 59° F. as a substitute for

the petrolic ether, and found that 17 per cent, vol-

ume of ethyl chloride mixed with 83 per cent,

volume of the molecular solution of chloroform and
ether, reduces the boiling point of the latter solution

(125.6° F.) to 104° F.* The three substances,

chloroform, ether and ethyl chloride, in the pro-

portions stated, form a chemical combination, not

a mixture.

This chemical combination was trade-marked
"anesthol" by the manufacturers, much against my
will.

Anesthol has a specific gravity of 1045, which is

very close to that of the blood (1056- 1059). Ac-
cording to volume, it contains 17 per cent, of ethyl

chloride, 35.89 per cent, of chloroform and 47.11 per
cent, of ether, representing, as will be seen, a pro-

portion of about 1 :2 13.t For a complete description

of the drug and its effect, I would refer to my for-

mer article in the Journal of the American Medical
Association, February 28, 1903.

I have used this preparation in my hospital and
private work for the last ten years (for the first

time Oct. 15, 1898). It is also extensively em-
ployed by my colleagues at the German Hospital.

Early in the fall of 1899, we introduced the rule

of giving a hypodermic of morphine about one
hotir prior to the administration of the general

anesthetic. We had learned by experience that in

this way anesthesia is much more speedily induced
and, besides, less of the narcotic is required in the

course of the operation. We try to keep the patient

just sufficiently under the influence of the drug to

render him unconscious and thoroughly relaxed,

but ready to wake up very soon after the admin-
istration of the narcotic is dicontinued.

With this anesthetic, administered by means of

the drop method and an Esmarch inhaler, the gauze
of which is covered by some impermeable material

with a cut-out in the center, it will be observed
that

I. Surgical anesthesia is established in the

majority of cases in about eight minutes. If mor-
*It had been found in course of the experimenting

that, according to the amount of ethyl chloride added,
the boiling point of the combinatio'n could be varied.
We selected the proportion above stated, giving the
solution a boiling point of 104° F., experience having
shown that of an anesthetic with a slightly higher
boiling point than the body temperature less is re-
quired than of one that exactly corresponds to the
same. Lately Schleich has also adopted this combina-
tion, substituting ethyl chloride for petrolic ether. He
again proposes three different mixtures, which, how-
ever, is not practical.

tit certainly is of interest and worthy of note that the
proportion of the renowned English A. C. E. mixture is

the same. The latter, however, was constructed in an
empirical way, while the mixture of chloroform, ether, and
ethyl chloride is based on scientific principles, being the
result of an attempt of adapting the boiling point of an
anesthetic chemical combination of chloroform and ether
to the temperature of the human body.
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phine is previously administered, even this time is

very frequently reduced by a few minutes.

2. The stage of excitation, if it sets in at all, is

of very short duration.

3. Complete anesthesia, having been gradually

induced, the pulse is full and slow,—of the chloro-

form-anesthesia type—and respiration regular, not
stertorous.

4. In no instance has there been an increase in

salivation or bronchial mucus during narcosis.

5. The face presents a healthy color. There is

no pallor nor cyanosis.

6. If too little of the anesthetic is given, the

patient will begin to gag or vomit, as with chloro-

form ; if too much is administered, respiration will

become shallow and, eventually if still more is

poured on the mask stop altogether, but the pulse

will not be interfered with. In other words, the

respiratory and not the circulatory center is first

affected by an overdose. There is, therefore, not

the danger of the dreaded syncope, as with chloro-

form. The tendency throughout the narcosis is

toward recovery from the effect of the anesthetic,

not toward a profounder anesthesia ; hence the

advisability of administering it constantly, at a
suitable rate and drop by drop. Of course, a care-

less narcotizer can kill a patient with this as well

as any other anesthetic.

7. After the anesthetic has been stopped, the

patient soon comes to, sometimes even while still

on the operating table. If he sleeps longer, it is

usually on account of the previously administered
morphine.

8. Vomiting occurs in a small percentage of
cases after return to consciousness. It is, how-
ever, not of a prolonged or distressing type.

9. Untoward aftereffects, such as bronchitis,

pneumonia, nephritis, are not seen as a result of

anesthesia with this mixture. A preexisting catarrh
of the bronchi or inflamation of the kidneys may,
of course, become somewhat aggravated for a few
days, but never to the extent as happens after the

inhalation of other gaseous substances. These
complications certainly are never produced by this

anesthetic.

ID. Patients afflicted with serious valvular car-

diac lesions, chronic pulmonary affections, ather-

omatosis, diabetes, profound anemia or other
complications of serious character, have stood this

preparation most satisfactorily; contrar}' to what
one would be justified in expecting in such cases, a
better circulatory and respiratory condition was
induced during anesthesia.

II. The total quantity used is generally small.

Our narcotizers very often carry a patient through
an anesthesia lasting from one to two hours, with
two to three ounces.

There are other interesting characteristics of this

anesthetic agent. It would lead me too far, how-
ever, to enumerate all of them here to-night.

*Xote at time of correcting proof: Every general
anesthesia is a temporary poisoning of the system,
hence vomiting can never be entirely avoided. We are
able to reduce it in frequency and severity, however,
by means of improving general anesthesia as such. It
will be worth while to try in this respect the method
recently proposed by C. Ritter in the Centralblatt fi'tr

Chirurgie, July 11, 1908. He makes a rather pro-
nounced degree of head hyperemia with the elastic
neckband at the completion of the operation, and has
seen, at least after superficial ether anesthesia, that
vomiting then did not set in. It certainly would be
most interesting if experience should prove that Bier's
artificial hyperemia can also bring improvement in one
of the most distressing after-eflfects of general anes-
thesia.

We have used the chloroform, ether and ethyl

chloride mixture* in many thousands of cases at the

German Hospital within the last ten years and con-

sider it, when preceded by a hypodermic of
morphine, the least dangerous of all anesthetics

thus far known, especially in the hands of com-
paratively inexperienced anesthetists, and this not
only as regards the safety of the patient while on
the operating table, but principally as to the after-

effects of the anesthetic.

- The value of the improvement of general anes-

thesia brought about on the principle of adapting
the boiling point of the anesthetic to the tem-
perature of the body has, I think, been sufficiently

demonstrated to merit the full and careful con-

sideration of the profession.

700 Malison Avenue.

ANESTHESIA AT ST. LUKE'S HOSPITAL.
B" ROBERT ABBE, M.D.,

NEW YOUC.

The importance of anesthesia is ever present in the

mind of the surgeon and often brings tip for dis-

cussion the question of a permanent anesthetist in

the general routine of hospital work.
The two ruling motives in the conduct of institu-

tional work are ( i ) subserving the patients' best in-

terests; (2) thorough training of the ever changing
corps of intelligent resident doctors and nurses.

The only constant factor in the professional work
is the surgeon in charge, who gives his e.Kperience

year in and year out for a lifetime, often. At St.

Luke's Hospital we have always been inclined to

consider the etherization of the patient as one of
the surgeon's important responsibilities. To watch
and to teach, is as much a part of his work as to

operate. The role of the general surgeon must
remain supervisory in the highest degree.

Each year the younger surgeons leave their ser-

vice equipped to go here and there over the country,

trained to use the experience there acquired. There
is no more important part of their training than a
knowledge of the seriousness of giving ether.

The idiosyncrasies of the patient, the nature and
effect of the anesthetic itself cannot be taught by
books alone. Day after day patients are seen, each
one differing in disease, in vital force, in severity of
the operation. This one is an old alcoholic, the

next a feeble elderly woman, then a little child.

One lies down and inhales ether is if going to

sleep; the next fights for time as a coward; the
third is frightened almost to death, before starting

in, and has to be hypnotized to quiescence by the

kindly or ingenious and soothing suggestive words
of the etherizer.

Never shall I forget an old sailor many years ago
who came to the etherizing room so frightened

because it was Friday, that his trembling, pallor,

faint heart, and terrified appeals absolutely forbade
my proceceding in the face of the same degree of
shock, "moral shock," which in operating might
have cost him his life.

Quite recently I had to postpone indefinitely an
operation upon a frail lady, advanced in life, who
gave evidence of low vitality at the onset of ether-

*It should be stated that while we use this preparation
in nearly all cases, we also employ local and spinal anes-

thesia wherever these are indicated. A fact which de-

serves special mention is, that alcoholics, too, can usually

be brought fully under the influence if the anesthetic is

preceded by a hypodermic injection of V2 grain of mor-
phine. Only in very exceptional cases was chloroform
needed. The use of ether has been entirely discarded
by us.
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ization, instead of the usual stimulating effect. The
jaw dropped, the skin showed relaxation, the cuta-

neous capillaries blanched and a waxy cadaveric

appearance ensued which, I felt sure, would have

resulted fatally had the shock of operation been

superadded. Yet her heart action seemed ad-

equate. The watchful care of the surgeon is given

with paternal solicitude and is an invaluable asset

in the education of the younger surgeon. Not only

the operator, but the senior and other assistants,

who have received the same drill, are ever watchful

of the patient's welfare.

It soon comes to be understood that safe anes-

thesia is maintained only when the patient is not

given too much. When the saturation point is

reached, the etherizer is taught to keep the patient

simply asleep.

It frequently happens that one of the superior

ofificers, who is always present, gives much needed

aid in moments that might be perilous—even in

anesthesia by ether, which is universally admitted

to be the safest agent. In this way the danger is

reduced to almost nothing, but it is only by safe-

guarding the unconscious patient, that mishap can

be averted. It may be fairly said there is no anes-

thetic yet known, by which a fatality may not be

invited if closest scrutiny of the patient and super-

vision of the anesthesia is not maintained. There-
fore it becomes as much the imperative duty of the

surgeon to impart the training in anesthesia as in

surgical technique to his staff" of resident assistants.

Undoubtedly the ideal condition is in having a spec-

ialist in anesthesia always present. For obvious

reasons this is impossible in all conditions of

practical surgery. Thus conducted, our hospital

patients are safeguarded ; were it not so, one could

not conscientiously carry on the grave responsi-

bilities of the care of the public.

In a continued service of twenty-four years at

St. Luke's, speaking only for my own work, I have

seen but two deaths directly from the anesthetic

in perhaps twelve or fifteen thousand anesthet-

izations. One occurred under chloroform—which I

rarely use, but which was chosen because of the

extreme atheroma of the old man's arteries. He
had undoubtedly myocarditis, which was not iden-

tified beforehand, though his heart, as usual, had
been carefully examined. After a half hour's

operation he succumbed to heart ,
failure in spite

of prolonged radical efforts to revive him. One
other death can be credited to ether, in a woman,
who in much the same way failed to rally at the

end of a prolonged operation for extensive mam-
mary cancer. I can truthfully say that no other

death from anesthesia directly, has ever come under

my notice.

The greatly improved method of giving nitrous

oxide gas prior to ether by the admirable inhaler

of Dr. Bennett has my unqualified endorsement,

and has been universally adopted for many years.

We have tried to initiate the staff in the so-called

"drop method" from time to time, but have given

it up as time consuming and often failing in effi-

ciency.

The Crile method of anesthesia through nasal

tubes, packed about with gauge in the throat, is

always adopted in bloody operations about the

head, and is greatly to the advantage of the surgeon

and patient.

Finally the widening use of cocaine and novo-

caine with adrenalin, which reduces their toxicity to

a minimum, has given advantages in operating

which cannot be realized by those who have not

tried them. It often happens in major operations

that a very few whiffs of ether will carry a patient

through when cocaine is not quite adequate—and
thus profound anesthesia is unnecessary.

Spinal anesthesia I have resorted to but seldom

—

believing that as yet its relative safety is not estab-

lished, and we cannot rightly experiment on our

confiding patients—unless the peril of general anes-

thesia is greater in the particular case in hand.

Finally I place the greatest importance on an entire-

ly empty stomach for anesthesia. If vomiting or gas

distention has preexisted gastric lavage is imper-

ative. Under other circumstances, if, at the end of

operation the patient regurgitates fluid deeply bil-

ious, as occasionally happens, one should insist on

stomach washing, inasmuch as bile retained in the

stomach seems to have a peculiarly depressing and
poisonous eff'ect.

The advantage of the subsequent study of cases

which the staf? follow in hospital, added to the

very frequent anesthetizations by the master expert

on private cases, seems to me to give a practical

solution to the correct hospital service.

13 West Fiftieth Street.

THE ADMINISTRATION OF ANESTHETICS
AT MT. SINAI HOSPITAL.

Bv HO.VARD LILIENTHAL, iM.D.,

NEW YO:^K.

In December, 1886, when I had served my first day
as the lowest member of the house staff' of Mt.
Sinai Hospital, one of my senior surgeons requested

me to anesthetize an old man for the reduction of a

dislocated shoulder. I had just come from Boston,

the home of ether, and was considerably frightened

at the idea of administering chloroform which I

had been taught to look upon with dread. "You'll

have no trouble," said the surgeon, "just take this

mask, hold it about an inch from his face, pour on
the chloroform a few drops at a time, and I'll do
the rest." For me it was like the commission of a

first sin, and, as is usually the case with those who
sin for the first time, no punishment was forth-

coming. An easy, pleasant primary anesthesia, the

surgeons' stockinged-foot in the patient's axilla—an
atrocious method even then—and in a few seconds

the little operation was finished with the patient

awake and the dressing in place. It all seemed
very easy, and I began to have my first distrust of

my Harvard teaching that ether was good and chlo-

roform wicked.

A short time afterward the house surgeon per-

formed an operation for the relief of strangulated

hernia in an old man, emphysematous and asth-

matic, and I administered ether, using the old-

fashioned Allis' inhaler, drenching the apparatus

with many ounces of the anesthetic and closing the

open end in order the more quickly to secure nar-

cosis. Throughout the operation the breathing was
labored and stertorous, with a loud wheeze at the

end of expiration. The breathing became even

worse after the operation, the patient's lungs

seemed flooded with secretion, and in a few hours
death came. It seemed even to my inexperienced

observation that the ether was certainly to blame.
Gradually chloroform became my favorite anes-

thetic, for in spite of statistics, its dangers seemed
exaggerated. Then, one day, a young strong man,
with an abscess of the neck, died after a few inhal-

ations of the drug—by great good fortune not

administered by me. Again, but some years later,

an old man with intestinal obstruction, succumbed
soon after the beginning of an operation under
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chloroform. It seemed as if the postoperative

dangers of ether were after all preferable to the

sudden shocking end of all things on the operating

table. You felt that you at least had a chance to do
something for the patient in pneumonia or nephritis,

while in chloroform syncope the fatality was there

almost before you knew it.

From the beginning of my serious operative

work my principal an.xiety has been the narcosis,

but extended observation has led me to conclude

that an immediate death, whether due to ether,

chloroform, or any other general anesthetic, almost

never occurs when the anesthetist is expecting it.

It has been my habit to impress on the men of my
staff that if they keep constantly before them the

idea that the particular patient in hand is in danger

of dying on the table, such a calamity will probably

be avoided. Even in those cases in which the death

occurs in the very beginning of the narcosis, there

are warnings which the more careful or "timid"

anesthetist will note and heed. One of the best men
I know began his duties with such obvious lack of

self-confidence that it was painful to watch his

work. Gradually his assurance became established,

while the carefulness born of his timidity remained.

He had a wholesome respect for the responsibilities

of his office which was very reassuring to the

operator.

The advent of the specialist in this branch of the

profession, with his skill, great care, and experience,

has given to the surgeon a new sense of security,

yet it must not be forgotten that when fatality

occurs no matter how much responsibility the anes-

thetist may be willing to shoulder, it is the surgeon's

patient who has died and the surgeon's name which
is connected with the catastrophe.

Following the old AUis's inhaler we had a brief

period at Mt. Sinai when Clover's apparatus was
used, with marked diminution of annoying symp-
toms and sequelae. Then in the early '90's the

gas-ether sequence made things more agreeable for

the patient, but the nitrous oxide had to be followed

suddenly by full ether inhalations, and frequently

enough there was deep and long-continued cyanosis

which was very disturbing. Not until the Sennett

inhaler came was it possible to administer the

sequence in a truly scientific manner.
At present, nitrous o.xide, the gas-ether sequence,

and chloroform, or their various combinations are

jiractically the only general anesthetics in use at

Mt. Sinai Hospital. The selection is made by the

surgeon if a member of the house staff is to be the

anesthetist, but when we are fortunate enough
to have the services of a specialist he usually selects

the drug after being put in possession of the im-

portant facts in the case. By far the greater

number of anesthesias are begun with nitrous oxide

and ether, afterward changing to chloroform if

respiratory disturbances seem to demand it. Chlo-

roform given after the patient has been put to sleep

with the safer drugs does not appear to be so dan-

gerous as when it is primarily administered. Again
I repeat, however, that chloroform, skilfully given

in suitable cases has proven itself thoroughly satis-

factory. In tumors and abscesses about the neck,

especially when the air current is ever so little

impeded, this chemical seems to be particularly

f'angerous, as is also the case when the patient is

terror-stricken. In pulmonary trouble chloroform
is the anesthetic of choice and ether is greatly to be

feared.

Nitrous oxide alone or mixed with air is excel-

lent when ether or chloroform must not be used ami

yet unconsciousness is desired. In diabetics, and
particularly in acetonemics, this is of especial value.

Indeed, acetone is not a rare constituent of the

urine after the absorption of the anesthetics, espe-

cially chloroform, even in persons supposed to be

constitutionally healthy.

In 1884 I first saw ether administered by the

rectum in the Boston City Hospital. We tried it

at Mt. Sinai for a few years, but discarded it

because of the danger of proctitis in spite of wash-

ing out the superfluous gas, and because of the

slow absorption and still slower elimination of the

drug, rendering the control of the narcosis very

doubtful and much inferior to that obtained by
inhalation. As to the present method with pressure

gauge, it appears to me that little is gained over the

old way. Ether at the same temperature is pretty

apt to liberate vapor at the same pressure.* I

remember at that time we had several bad "scares"

and deaths were reported in the literature. It re-

quires very large numbers of cases for us to

deduce valuable statistics of anesthesia. One
hundred or five hundred cases without a death

means very little to the surgeon.

A few of our men have employed spinal anal-

gesia with varying success. I have never given it a

trial and fear it less for its danger to life than for

the more or less permanent injury which it may
inflict. Paraplegia and incontinence of feces are

not agreeable sequelae to an operation designed to

make life more comfortable.

Local anesthesia, the discovery of Carl KoUer, at

at present one of the surgeons of Mt. Sinai Hospital,

continues to prove its great usefulness. Koller is

known to be the discoverer of the surgical appli-

cation of cocaine, but he is more than that—he is

the discoverer of local anesthesia.

Gastrostomy for esophageal stenosis if per-

formed under ether or chloroform is nearly always

followed by an aspiration pneumonia, frequently

fatal. With local anesthesia the operation is safe.

Diabetics and arteriosclerotics are bad subjects for

local anesthesia by subcutaneous injection because

sloughing is apt to follow. In aneurysm of the

large thoracic vessels Wyeth has ligated the sub-

clavian artery with the aid of cocaine alone.

But I need not proceed farther in this strain,

since the usual indications for the various drugs and

methods are well known to all. The principal thing

is the recognition of the extreme responsibility

of the anesthetist's work. To set an untaught

junior this serious task is not fair to him nor to the

patient. We have certainly progressed in this re-

spect. For the past five or six years we have made
it a rule that a man of some experience must be

present together with the junior at each anesthet-

rization. I am glad to say, too, that our Board of

Directors have recently made a generous provision

for two paid anesthetists to serve continuously as

principals or instructors for the first two of every

six months when the house staff changes. It has

been noted in the past that at the time of this

change of staff there is an especial liability to

accidents, and it is hoped that with the creation

of this important new office our nerves may be

spared and the lives of our patients saved.

us E'ST Seventy-third Stfeet.

*Note: It is perhaps not quite fair for me to express
an opinion on the new method of rectal etherization, for

the reason that I have never tried it.

Kidney Tumors.—Sarcoma of the kidney is generally

accompanied by pronounced emaciation, hematuria, and a

moderate grade anemia, whereas congenital cystic kidney

seldom causes much emaciation and rarely hematuria.

—

Southern Medicine and Surgery.
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ANESTHETICS AT THE HOSPITAL FOR
RUPTURED AND CRIPPLED.

By V. P. GIBNEY, M.D.,

NEW YORK.

Among the first in this city to employ one skilled in

the administration of anesthetics was the Hospital

for Ruptured and Crippled, and among the first

of the operating-rooms to give Dr. Bennett an
opportunity of demonstrating the value of such

service was the one at the hospital I represent

this evening.

The reported safety of chloroform as an anes-

thetic in children was long before this date

discredited among the members of our staiif, and
ether, despite its many drawbacks, has persist-

ently held its own in all of our major operations.

An operating-room was provided for the first time

in the winter of 1887-8, and while minor operations

were performed during the early years of the hos-

pital, say from 1865 to 1887, anesthetics were
administered very sparingly and not often beyond
the primary stage. In explanation of this state-

ment, let me say that prior to 1888 the mechanical

side of orthopedic surgery prevailed to the

exclusion of the operative, and achillotomies and
fasciotomies were performed as adjuncts to the

better employment of apparatus. Herniotomies
were never performed in those days. But when
active operative surgeons were added to the staff, an
operating-room became a necessity.

The junior assistant, fresh from the medical

school,- in our earlier years of operative work, was
the anesthetist, and the operator was unable to give

his entire time and attention to the site of operation.

We have, during the last decade or two, appreci-

ated the value of having an anesthetist properly
trained at the head of the patient. The title given

to the officer was and is now, Anesthetist and
Instructor in Anesthetics. It is his duty to instruct

the members of the house-staflf and particularly

the resident junior in the principles of anesthesia,

to stand by him and give 'real clinical instruction.

He is held responsible for whatever agent is

employed. He is selected usually from a number
of candidates, and the salary w-as found a neces-

sary incentive. As emergency work is not a

feature in a hospital for chronic invalids, we can
get along with two operating days a week, one for

the orthopedic and one for the hernia work. Hence
the service of the anesthetist is not required more
than five or six hours a week, but those are very
active hours, as two tables are under his divided

supervision. From six to twelve operations are

performed on the orthopedic days and from four
to eight on the hernia days. A resident student

is under instruction at the same time, and as his

time of service extends over three or four years,

he becomes a valuable aid to the chief.

After various attempts to secure accuracy in

records, we have finally come down to an anesthetic-

card, which is begun in the ward by the house-
surgeon, is pinned on the breast of the patient

before he is taken to the waiting-room of the

operating-suite, and is completed by the anesthetist.

From this the appropriate column in the operating-

book is filled out and the card is pasted on the
history sheet. With a large corps of assistants and
nurses we are enabled to work expeditiously, and
the aim of the operators, without an exception, is

to shorten the time the individual patient is under
the anesthetic. It seldom happens that the surgeon
is not ready to begin just as soon as the patient is

pronounced "ready," and the final preparation of

the operating-room nurse is begun before the anes-

thesia is complete, believing as we do that these

preparations assist materially in getting the patient

"under."
The agents employed at present are, in order of

their frequency, (i) ether, (2) nitrous oxide, (3)
ethyl chloride, (4) somnoform, (5) chloroform.

Prior to 1904 nitrous oxide was used to precede

ether, and since that year kelen (ethyl chloride)

has almost supplanted the nitrous oxide as a pre-

liminary agent. We employ this in the wards as

a local anesthetic and for minor operations on the

older children and on adults, while ether to the

primary stage is used in the very young children.

Somnoform was used for a short period, but was
discontinued because it was found to possess no
advantage not possessed by ethyl chloride and
because it was regarded as dangerous. Chloroform
is rarely used at all and only when ether is contra-

indicated.

Alethods.—We begin with ethyl chloride in either

the Esmarch or Bennett inhaler, and ether soon

follows with the same inhaler, the towel cone, or

the drop method.* The amount of ether required

is from 5 to 6 c.c. in children, 8 to 9 c.c. in

adults. The time required for full anesthesia is

from 2 to 3 minutes with the Bennett and from 4
to 5 minutes with the Esmarch or with the drop
method. During the last year and a half, mor-
phine, grain ^, and scopolamine, grain i-ioo,

have been administered 15 or 20 minutes before

ether anesthesia is begun, in about 30 adults with

very happy results. One-third the amount of ether

was necessary. The duration of anesthesia in

orthopedic operations is usually from 5 to 20
minutes, occasionally from

J/^
hour to 1 3/2 hours,

but these long operations are exceptional. The
hernia operations occupy from 8 to 15 minutes,

except in cases of double ventral or umbilical

which last from 40 minutes to ij4 hours.

Casualties.—In looking over the records and con-

sulting the traditions of the hospital, I find that

there have been four deaths, 2 of which were
undoubtedly due to the anesthetic, and 2 are doubt-

ful. I present some of the details

:

Case I. On February 27, 1894, a male child was
anesthetized for a herniotomy. Five weeks before

the operation the child had measles, and pediatrists

have told us that the exanthemata lesson the resist-

ing power, or to use a modern phrase, lower the

opsonic index. This child took the ether very badly

and developed pneumonia a day or two later, and
died on the eighth day. The autopsy confirmed the

diagnosis of double pneumonia. There was no
infection whatever about the wound. So this may
be put down to a postanesthetic death.

Case II. A girl, 4 years of age, was put on the

table on July 28, 1899, for a preliminary stretching

for congenital dislocation of the hip. Nitrous oxide

was used and 10 minutes was the duration. The
operation was completed, the cone was removed
from the face, and a plaster-of-Paris spica was just

under way when the child stopped breathing, and
all efforts at resuscitation failed. This then may be

put down as death from nitrous oxide.

Case III. On October 9, 1905, a little girl yyi
years of age, who had been in the hospital since

April, 1904, suffering with Pott's disease, with com-
pression paraplegia and abscess, was given ethyl

chloride in the usual way, but died before we could

*We have found it very essential in the drop method
to get the patient thoroughly anesthetized before the

dropping is begun. It is then very easy to keep the

patient anesthetized with the minimum amount of

ether.
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get her off the table. Her condition at the time

was extremely poor, she was much exhausted, her

nutrition was bad, and she had numerous bed
sores.

Case IV. A boy, 4 years of age, was operated

on in February, 1908. i'or hernia. Ethyl chloride

and ether were administered and taken very well.

Nothing out of the ordinary was noticed until the

following day, when the child became depressed and
exhausted and died four days later. No cause was
found. Dr. Coley, who was in charge of the case

and watched it very closely, came to the conclusion

that it was a case of acetonuria.

16 P.\RK Avenue.

a:mputation in diabetic gangrene.*
By EUGENE H. EISING. M.D.,

SEW YORK.

ADJU.S-CT SURGEON. LEBANON HOSPITAL; ASS13T.\NT ADJUNCT SURGEON
MT. SINAI HOSPITAL.

Sever.\l hundred years ago it was discovered in

England that the urine in diabetes had a sweetish

taste. This fact had however been known in India

and since forgotten one thousand years previously

(Wood). This simple technique of diagnosis has

since fallen into disrepute and has been replaced

by chemical methods. About one hundred years

ago Dobson of England discovered that sugar oc-

curred in the urine of most diabetics ; this type of

diabetes was later called diabetes mellitus. Such
is the early history of one of the most difficult

problems of biological chemistry.

During the last half century physiologists have
been untiring in their application to the problem
of the role of the sugars- in tissue metabolism.

]\Iuch of the physiolog}' of the glycogenic function

remains unsolved, but infinitely more of the path-

olog}- of that function. Advances in physiological

chemistry have contributed much to our knowledge
of diabetes mellitus, and by its aid we are in a posi-

tion more accurately to determine the extent of the

perversion of the metabolic processes in that dis-

ease.

I have set for myself the task of gathering and
correlating the data obtainable in any case of dia-

betes with gangrene in order if possible to deter-

mine the standards by means of which one may
more intelligently advise for or against surgical in-

terference. This study I have based upon the ma-
terial collected from twelve cases more or less

carefully studied and from a free use of the litera-

ture. I shall refrain from incorporating in this

rather theoretical essay the details of my own cases.

Consideration of the age, of the general condi-

tion, and of complicating disease while of extreme
importance may be left out of this discussion.

I shall attempt to outline the role of the follow-

ing factors and to attach to each of them their

relative importance: (i) Glycosuria, (2) the ace-

tone bodies, (3) ammonia excretion, 4) kidney

complication, (5) arteriosclerosis, (6) blood pres-

sure, and, finally, a summary of these factors in

relation to gangrene.
The problem of the glycogenic function not

only deals with the question of the occurrence of

sugar and of its excess, and whether the aberration

is one of increased production, or diminished con-
sumption, but also, as Edsall states, "includes an
inhibiting action preventing a flooding of the organ-
ism with acid substances elaborated from other car-

bohydrate materials." That sugar occurs in the

*Read before the Metropolitan Medical Society of Xew
York, May 26, 1908.

blood under normal circumstances and in excess in

diabetes has often been demonstrated. The blood
of diabetics contains from 0.2 to 0.8 per cent, of

sugar but rarely exceeds 0.5 per cent. Krehl es-

timates the normal glycemia for man at o.i per

cent.

The blood of a normal dog, according to Herter,

contains from 0.05 to 0.20 per cent. If this per-

centage be increased to 0.30 per cent, by intra-

venous injection of a glucose solution, the urine

will contain sugar so long as there is an elevation

of the sugar content in the blood. In other words

the normal kidneys readily permit the escape of

sugar so long as there is a hyperglycemia.

Herter furthermore makes the assertion that "it

is clear that diabetes is not the consequence of an

increased production of sugar. The alternative is

that the disease depends on a diminished combus-

tion of sugar in the organism, and there is no
doubt whatever that this is the correct explanation

of the increased sugar content of the blood." From
our accumulated clinical experience it would seem
that the mere presence of an excess of sugar in

the blood is not of vital consequence, many diabetics

exhibiting this phenomenon for years with but lit-

tle discomfort.

On the other hand, however, Fritz Grossman
has shown that the hyperglycemia in the presence

of gangrene even though it be of low grade is a

formidable factor ina.smuch as this increased sugar

content converts the body fluids and tissues into a

more vulnerable medium for the invasion of pyo-

genic organisms. The hyperglycemia per se, how-
ever, is one of the more tractable factors and usu-

ally yields in large measure to diet and medication.

It seemed for a time that the key to the question

of diabetic coma and of gangrene rested with the

acetone bodies. These bodies, whose occurrence in

the urine and formation in the organisms have been
the subject of much investigation, occur in the

urine especially in diabetes mellitus, but also in

other diseases and conditions.

According to v. Jaksch and others, acetone is a

constituent of normal urine, occurring in very small

quantities (o.oi gm. in twenty-four hours). In

regard to the origin of these bodies, there seems to

be abundant evidence against the earlier ideas of

V. Jaksch and Fr. Miiller who considered the in-

crease in acetone to be the result of an increased

proteid destruction. To quote Hammersten : "At
the present time the tendency is more and more to

the view that the acetone bodies do not originate

from the proteids but from the fats; if these are

not the only source they are at least the most im-

portant." And Waldvogel states definitely that the

acetone bodies originate from the fats which sufTer

in their oxidation just as do the sugars in diabetes.

To speak more definitely, the term, acetone bod-
ies, according to Krehl, is used collectively for the

three substances ^-oxybutyric acid, diacetic acid, and
acetone, which represent three stages in the process

of oxidation of the same substances, and which
under normal circumstances is carried to complete

combustion, the final products being carbon dioxide

and water. Acetone is not a very toxic agent, in

fact it may be given, even intravenously, in quanti-

ties far in excess of that occurring in the course of

diabetes without causing symptoms of toxicity.

This fact would rather indicate that it is not a

prime factor in the disturbed metabolism. That
this substance is not a concomitant solely of dia-

betes has long been known. According to Kelly

acetone occurs, besides in diabetes, in starvation,

malignant growths, digestive disturbances, septic
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processes (general and local), infectious fevers,

pregnancy with dead fetus, certain psychoses, auto-

intoxications, chronic morphinism, phosphorus pois-

oning, injury to the cerebrospinal system, shock

from injury, cases associated with fatty liver,

uremia, and following anesthesia.

At this point it may not be amiss to digress in

the discussion of acetone and look into its relation

to anesthetics.

That acetone is the result of a disturbed fat me-
tabolism is further suggested by the effect of chloro-

form and ether anesthesia upon its formation. It

has recently been brought out that the anesthetic

value of volatile substances is almost in direct ratio

with their fat-dissolving powers. Young and Wil-
liams report that in fifty-two abdominal sections

two patients had acetonuria before operation and
twenty-seven in the same series after operation.

In another series of seventy cases post-operative

acetonuria was found twenty-six times. Stiles and
^IcDonald have studied this question and conclude

that acetonuria results from the decomposition of

fats in the process of degeneration resulting from
chloroform poisoning, the symptoms of chloroform
poisoning being those of a toxemia produced by
some of the antecedents of acetone in the process

of the breaking up of the fats. This observation

which is probably true in health, seems to be none
the less so in diabetes. The increased fat destruc-

tion from the anesthetic acting in combination with
the pathological fat metabolism of the diabetes, pro-

duces often a toxemia sufficient to determine a fatal

issue.

Acetoacetic or diacetic acid has not been observed
as a physiological constituent of the urine. It oc-

curs in the urine chiefly under the same conditions

as does acetone. Like acetone, acetoacetic acid oc-

curs often in children, especially in high fevers,

acute exanthemata, etc. It decomposes readily into

acetone. According to Araki it occurs in all prob-
ability as an intermediate product in the oxidation
of -oxybutyric acid in the body. This substance
is a colorless and strongly acid fluid which when
boiled with water or acids decomposes into carbon
dioxide and acetone. The occurrence in the urine of
^-oxybutyric acid was first definitely shown by
Minkowski, Kulz. and Stadelmann. It occurs
especially in severe cases of diabetes, when
it may form the largest portion of the ace-

tone bodies (Magnus-Levy. Geelmuyden). It has
also been observed in scarlet fever, measles, and
scurvy, and in some diseases of the brain. It

seems always to be associated with diacetic acid.

/3-oxybutyric acid usually forms an odorless
syrup, but may be obtained as crystals. It is levo-

rotatorj' and disturbs the polariscopic determination
of sugar. It yields acetone on oxidation with
chromic acid. It is probably the chief pathological
acid occurring in the blood in diabetes, and being
unburned in the body enters into combination with
ammonia and appears in the urine. This acid oc-
curs in abundance in diabetes, varying in amount
from 15 or 20 gm. up to 60 gm. per day in severe
cases.

It is more than likely that it is this substance that
acts as a local poison in the tissues and contributes
the baneful chemical factor determining gangrene.
Klemperer divides diabetic gangrene into two vari-
eties, the one without acidosis, and the other with
acidosis. The former he finds amenable to dietary
and medicinal treatment, and followed by demarca-
tion and spontaneous amputation. The latter pur-
sues a different course. Neither dietary nor me-
dicinal treatment is of avail, and demarcation does

not occur. He concludes that the patient's one

chance lies in amputation.

This condition, properly named "acidosis," mani-

fests itself by an increase in the excretion of am-
monium in the urine, in that the acids which ap-

pear in the blood are combined with ammonium
(Leube). The amount of the ammonia carried out

of the system may be very large, and when the acid

is so abundant as to exhaust the amount of avail-

able ammonia, other alkaline bases are called upon
to supply the deficiency. These bases are, accord-

ing to Herter, the sodium and potassium of the

blood plasma and the calcium and magnesium of

the bones. It becomes evident, therefore, that the

amount of ammonia excretion gives us an approx-

imate estimation of the pathological acid.

Ammonia is always present in normal urine.

Spaeth finds that the quantity varies in health

from 0.6 to 0.8 gm., but may rise to 1.2 gm. in the

twentv-four hours. L'nder ordinary conditions the

ammonia content of the urine varies with diet and
drink and the air breathed. A meat diet raises,

whereas a pure vegetable diet lowers the excretion

of ammonia. A diet of radishes increases the

amount of ammonia excreted as does also the in-

halation of tobacco smoke and the ingestion of many
drugs.

In the body ammonia comes chiefly from the dis-

integration of albuminous materials. The adminis-

tration of acids increases the excretion of ammonia,
owing to the attempt on the part of the organism
to maintain within normal limits the chemical reac-

tions of the fluids and tissues. The administration

of alkalies on the other hand diminishes the excre-

tion of ammonia. It must be added in this connec-

tion that the excretion- of ammonia is increased in

diseases other than diabetes, among which may be
mentioned the large group of the infectious dis-

eases, pneumonia, diseases of the liver, and many
of the acute fevers. Phillips advises against oper-

ation, save in the greatest emergency, when the

ammonia excretion in diabetes reaches i.o gm. in

twenty-four hours. Spaeth, as mentioned above,

states that this amount of excretion may occur in

health.

Renal disease in diabetes is a complicating fac-

tor, and its etiological relation to the diabetes is not

so readily determined. Several recent English au-

thors have recklessly asserted that it occurs as a
terminal result in the course of diabetes, being due
to the irritation of the kidney epithelium by the

unburned products of metabolism. This seems,

however, not to be true. Simple epithelial changes
consisting in glycogenic degeneration of Henle's

loops and fatty degeneration or infiltration of the

convoluted tubules are well known pathological

changes in diabetic kidneys, but these pathological

changes do not constitute a nephritis nor need they
be accompanied by albuminuria. Upon this basis,

however, a nephritis may supervene, especially in

young individuals in whom an advanced arterio-

sclerosis may be excluded. To this type of kidney
Naunyn has given the nam.e "diabetes-kidney."
- Diabetes with true nephritis occurs in a large pro-
portion of the cases. It is usually engrafted upon
an arteriosclerotic basis and the kidney is of the
contracted type. According to Nothnagel the con-
dition may be suspected when albumin is found in

addition to sugar for a protracted period with few
or no morphological elements. The urine is often
of low specific gravity notwithstanding its sugar
content. The diagnosis becomes assured if there is

hypertrophy of the left side of the heart not due
to valvular lesion.
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It has often been observed that when albumin

makes its appearance, the sugar excretion dimin-

ishes, or may even for a time entirely disappear.

This, according to Naunyn, is in no way due to any

reciprocal relation between the sugar metabolism

and albumin. Any newly engrafted depleting con-

dition that wears upon the health of the diabetic is

likely to diminish the excretion of sugar, and such

subsidence is to be viewed in the light of portending

evil. Again, to quote Naunyn, "the occurrence of

a true granular atrophy of the kidney, not on an

arteriosclerotic basis is of great rarity in diabetes.

In fact, the earliest symptoms of the nephritis often

antedate those of the diabetes."

The relation of arteriosclerosis to diabetes has

been scantily treated in the literature in comparison

to the voluminous writings upon both diabetes and
arteriosclerosis independently. That these two con-

ditions occur together has long been known, and this

combination has been variously estimated at from

40 to 80 per cent, of all diabetics. A discussion of

the etiology of arteriosclerosis, itself a disputed

question, need not be taken up here. It seems likely,

however, that the diabetes itself does not weigh in

the etiology of the arteriosclerosis, but, on the other

hand, after once the disease is established, the dia-

betes seems to determine its character.

It seems more than probable that arteriosclerosis

advances in a centripetal manner, beginning primar-

ily in the smallest vessels of the various organs and

tissues, and extending upward into the larger vas-

cular trunks. It has been shown by Adler and
others "that every arteriosclerotic vessel is associated

with more or less complete fibrous induration of the

territorv it supplies." This insidious fibrosis prob-

ablv begins in vears long antedating the earliest ad-

vent of symptoms referable to arteriosclerosis, and
probably therefore also antedating by many years

in most instances even the earliest symptoms of

aberrant sugar metabolism.

If now we consider the question of gangrene from
this double viewpoint, regarding the subcutaneous

tissues and the extremities as peripheral organs, we
realize readily the interaction of the two morbific

forces ; on the one hand, a tissue reduced in vitality

owing to a slowly advancing arteriocapillary throm-

bosis, and on the other hand a blood plasma of in-

ferior quality. The relative value of these two fac-

tors varies in every case, but as regards the relative

importance of the two factors in determining a gan-

grene, it seems to me the evidence is overwhelmingly
in favor of arteriosclerosis.

We would be in error were we to consider the

arteriosclerotic process as effecting only the peri-

pher)% however true this may be in some of the

slowly gangrenous processes in diabetics, as exem-
plified in the second case of Davis's series, in which

the process lasted about four years. The artery

supplying the affected area shows arteriosclerosis in

the vast majority of cases, according to Osier, and

in many instances is thrombosed. Lloyd asserts that

gangrene is usually due to thrombosis in the poplit-

eal artery, with atheroma and calcification in a large

percentage of cases.

Naunyn states that he has never failed to find

obliteration of the pulse in the early stages of this

complication, ^'on Noorden, in discussing whether

to amputate the diseased portion in gangrene at

once or to wait for demarcation, advises that we be

guided by the same indications as for senile gan-

grene. This indirect answer teaches one but little.

It has been said and frequently repeated that senile

and diabetic gangrene are identical. This is certainly

an error, although the difference is not marked. The

protracted course of pure arteriosclerosis termi-

nating in senile gangrene, gives the impression of

a slow ischemic process. For months or years pre-

ceding the occurrence of gangrene there may be pain

and claudication, and the process is usually unac-

companied by constitutional symptoms. The gan-

o-rene is of the dry variety and does not invite infec-

don. Treatment is ineft'cctual and spontaneous am-

putation is the result.

Gangrene in the diabetic may be identical with

that just described, if the arteriosclerosis is ad-

vanced and the diabetes mild. These are the cases,

as will be seen later, in which recovery occurs with

spontaneous amputation under dietetic treatment.

If the grade of diabetes is more severe, the ar-

teriosclerosis may be less marked as a cause of

gangrene, the arteriosclerotic process falling rnore

in the background and the diabetic characters of the

gangrene becoming more prominent. If prodromal

pains were present they were probably ascribed to

the diabetes. The dorsalis pedis pulse, if present,

is much impeded. Gangrene is often preceded by a

more or less diffuse mottling of the extremity. The

gangrene less often involves the toes, but not infre-

quentlv occurs upon the plantar or dorsal surface

of the feet.

When once gangrene is determined it seems to

occur not so much by a slow ischemia, but suddenly,

as though it occurred in a tissue partially devitalized

and becoming suddenly completely so. The gan-

grene is usually of the moist character. It is accom-

panied often by excruciating pain. The process in-

vites septic infection and constitutional symptoms.

Ochsner. in a discussion of Halstead's paper, states

that, "although pathologically there is no difference,

there is a verv decided and definite clinical difference

between diabetic gangrene and arteriosclerotic gan-

grene. If in a diabetic one disposes of the diabetes,

the tendency of the gangrene to spread subsides at

once. On the other hand, if one does not dispose

of the diabetes, there is a progression of the gan-

grene." He says, furthermore, that "by dietary

treatment the gangrene can sometimes be made to

subside, and the patient remains well."

The earlier inquiries concerning the blood pres-

sure in diabetes were conflicting in their results.

Potain, in 1902, and Teissier, in 1904, asserted that

the blood pressure in diabetes was as high as, or

higher than, in chronic nephritis. This was soon

denied bv \'aquez. Ott, in 1902, reported a wide

variation in blood pressure in diabetes. One case

occurring in an old man with albuminuria and gly-

cosuria, in whom the systolic arterial tension was

225 mm., and a second case occurring in a young

man of forty years, without albuminuria, but with a

glycosuria oi6 per cent., in whom the systolic pres-

sure was 105 mm. Since these early reports there

have been many observations recorded. Janeway

reports cases of both high and low blood pressure

in diabetes. He has seen low pressure in severe

cases of diabetes with marked emaciation and dia-

cetic acid in the urine, and he has seen high blood

pressure in mild forms of the disease in stout elderly

people in whom chronic nephritis or arteriosclerosis

existed. Elliott's series of twenty-five cases is very

instructive ; he believes, with Janeway, that the pro-

gressive emaciation and cardiac weakness, rather

than the acid intoxication, cause the hypotension in

the severe cases of diabetes.

The facts regarding arterial tension seem to be

about as follows: The glycosuria seems to have

little or no influence upon blood pressure. The

acetone bodies seem to have no direct action upon

the blood tension. The hypotension occurring in the
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asthenic stages of diabetes is due in large measure
to secondary cardiac weakness, and not directly to

the diabetes. The hypertension occurring in dia-

betes is due practically to the arteriosclerosis and
chronic nephritis.

Applying these facts to the question of diabetic

gangrene, and with this conclusion my personal ex-

perience leads me to agree, a moderately high ar-

terial tension is in the main to be accepted as more
favorable than either excessively high or low tension.

In summing up the evidence in regard to these

various factors in their relation to diabetic gan-
grene, we may deduce the following facts

:

1. The hyperglycemia is not an important factor

in the induction of the gangrene, but looms into

importance after gangrene has been established in

so far that it invites septic infection and encourages
the occurrence of phlegmon.

2. Of the three acid bodies occurring in diabetes,

acetone has a verj' low degree of toxicitj-, and prob-
ably does not contribute to the production of gan-
grene. Diacetic acid is always to be looked upon as

a pathological ingredient of itself not very harmful
and indicates that P-oxybutyric acid is being oxi-

dized, ^-oxybutyric acid, when present in the urine,

is to be viewed as the special chemical agent foster-

ing gangrene, which, however, is ineffectual in bring-
ing about that result if acting alone in the absence
of arteriocapillary sclerosis.

3. The quantitative ammonia excretion is the ex-
pression of measure of tlie amount of unburned
/S -oxybutyric acid. It is not an accurate standard
of measurement, always registering too little. The
excretion of one gram in twent)--four hours is to be
looked upon as contraindicating operation except in

great emergency.

4. Nephritis is to be looked upon as a compli-
cating circumstance, having little direct bearing upon
the occurrence or course of the gangrene. It is to
be considered, however, as an element of added dan-
ger in regard to operation and. anesthesia.

5. Arteriosclerosis is the most important single

factor determining gangrene in diabetes. Arterial
disease is not caused by the diabetes; many pro-
tracted cases of diabetes are unaccompanied by
arterial degeneration. The course of arteriosclerosis

in the presence of diabetes is somewhat different
from that unattended by diabetes. This difference
is probably due to the presence of /^-ox^'butyric

acid in the blood in the latter instance. There is a
ditterence between senile gangrene and diabetic
gangrene. Senile gangrene is due to an endarterial
ischemia, the gangrene of diabetes is due to the same
cause plus a devitalizing factor acting probably
chemically.

6. A knowledge of the tension is of value as a
prognostic sign. Excessively high arterial tension
is to be interpreted as an indication of advanced
arterial change and probably interstitial nephritis.

A low arterial tension indicates weakness from
asthenia and secondarj- causes.

Armed now with these facts determinable in any
given case of diabetes we may apply them in the
following manner : First, prognostically, before the
occurrence of gangrene even in the presence of a
high glycosuria, a marked acidosis (which means
diacetic acid alone or diacetic acid and ^-oxj'butjTic

acid), and advanced age, in the absence of arterio-

sclerosis and high blood pressure, we may look upon
our patient as being not of the tj'pe to develop gan-
grene. And again, from the prognostic standpoint,

a patient not past forty years, with a low percentage
of sugar, with no acidosis, but with an interstitial

nephritis and a marked arteriosclerosis, we may look

upon as belonging to the type of those who may
acquire gangrene.

The advisability of operating must be estimated

for each case independently. In regard to this ques-

tion the amount of suger excretion may be ignored,

but every attempt should be made to reduce it. A
great and sudden falling oft of the amount of

sugar excretion is a warning of danger. A high
excretion of sugar does not necessarily contraindi-

cate operation.

The value of a knowledge of the acetone bodies

in its application to the question of amputation is

limited. In the absence of this reaction, or when
it is not marked, even though other symptoms of

diabetes are severe, there is a strong likelihood that

with a fair trial of medicinal and dietetic measures,
the gangrene will not advance, and in time spon-
taneous amputation will occur. The extreme view
adopted by Klemperer is significant, and suggests a
conservative attitude regarding operation, to which
views my experience would also tend to lead.

There is usuall}^ no serious loss of time unless

phlegmon be present in this type of case, and aston-

ishing results may occur with the employment of
rational conservatism. Even when the acidosis is

severe it is wise to allot a reasonable time to a
faithful trial of nonoperative methods; these failing,

however, amputation becomes then our sole re-

course.
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ANESTHESIA BY MEANS OF CHLORO-
FORM AND ETHER.
By EDW.^RD PENDLETON, M.D.,

RICHMOND. VIRGINIA.

This subject is of great importance and interest,

not only to the anesthetist, but to the general prac-

titioner as well. It is my desire to present a few

facts that will be helpful in the administration of

chloroform and ether. If possible, the patient

should enter a hospital at least six days prior to the

operation. He should be given plenty of good,

nutritious food, easily digested, and should drink

plenty of water. An examination of the urine

should be made at least twice, and if any trace of

albumin is found, ether is contraindicated. The
heart should be carefully examined, and if any
lesion is found, under no circumstances shall chloro-

form be given. If any disease of the lungs is pres-

ent ether is contraindicated.

When the patient first enters the hospital a half-

dozen broken doses of calomel with soda should be

given, followed the next morning before breakfast

by a saline, which will wash away all the bile that

has been thrown out during the night. The patient

should be encouraged to drink a glass of water every

half hour, for two or three days; in this way the

kidneys will get a good flushing. No solid food

should be taken into the stomach six hours previous

to the administration of an anesthetic. The night

before the operation the patient should have a mild

saline cathartic, and on the following morning re-

ceive an enema of warm soap suds i quart, glycerin

I ounce, and turpentine i dram. Before one takes

an anesthetic the surgeon should always see that the

stomach, bowels, and bladder are empty.

At times it is very hard to decide just which

anesthetic is best to give, but each case should be

a law unto itself. Let the anesthetizer study his

patient carefully ; be careful in getting the historj',

the habits of the patient, nature of the operation,

and its probable duration. Care should be taken in

examining the heart, lungs, and kidneys. If the

patient is an alcoholic, or is suffering from aneur-

ism, kidney disease of any type, or an atheromatous

condition of any of the arteries, it is best to give

chloroform. The danger of chloroform is in the

early stage, and death from this agent is due to

respiratory paralysis; in some cases it is really safer

than ether on account of the after-effects produced.

Pneumonia, following the administration of an an-

esthetic, especially ether, is not due so much to the

irritating fumes of the ether, but to the exposure

;

hence the patient's chest and arms should be well

covered ; and when being moved through hallways
he should be covered with a blanket.

\\'hen giving an anesthetic there are two danger-

ous symptoms to watch for, and when either is dis-

covered the anesthetic should be discontinued or

suspended. These symptoms are : Sudden dilata-

tion of the pupil and hiccough. The stomach should

be washed out with plain warm water, especially

before an abdominal operation, and it is desired to

keep the abdominal viscera as quiet as possible, for

by so doing the patient is less likely to vomit. A
hypodermic of sulphate of atropine i/ioo grain,

given thirty minutes previous to an anesthetic, will

diminish the amount of mucus in the mouth and

pharynx, and will retard the tendency to vomit. It

also acts as a respiratory stimulant. Before an

anesthetic is given the mouth should be examined
for artificial teeth and foreign bodies, such as chew-
ing gum or tobacco.

The patient should lie recumbent, and, if possible

and convenient, in the Trendelenburg position. It

should be impressed upon the patient's mind that

there is practically no danger. Everything should

be loose around the neck, chest, and abdomen. The

face should be anointed with vaselin, especially

around the eyes, nose, and mouth.

Ether given by the drop method is more satisfac-

tory than the use of the closed cone. Nephritis is

more likely to occur after ether than chloro-

form. Often it is due to the shock following the

operation. \Vhen ether is given slowly there is no

respiratory spasm or coughing.

Chloroform is best given by the drop method,

using the Allis inhaler. The Gwathmey apparatus

is also considered good for chloroform.

'W. Hunter, in discussing chloroform in the Lan-

cet. .April 4. 1908, says that vomiting occurring after

the administration of chloroform is not of nervous

origin, but essentially toxemic, due to the profound

depression of liver function, with consequent dimi-

nution of its antitoxic function during the period

of its administration of the chloroform."

No anesthetic should be administered without

having the following articles on hand, on a table

near the anesthetizer: One hypodermic syringe

loaded with nitroglycerin, i/ioo grain; one loaded

with strychnine sulph., 1/30 grain, and atrophine

sulphate, 1/150 grain; one loaded with ether or

brandy; yi dozen pearls nitrite amyl; an ounce of

vaselin for the patient's face ; eight ounces of ether

;

eight ounces of chloroform ; one mouth gag ; one

pus basin ; two long sponge forceps and gauze for

mopping the mouth and pharynx; one tongue for-

ceps ; one large needle threaded with heavy silk

;

three towels. Before giving an anesthetic it is well

to wrap the patient's head in a sterile towel. Espe-

cially is this necessary if the operation is to be about

the face or neck, as it prevents the hair from getting

soiled.

Commence by giving only a few drops at first of

ether or chloroform ; hold the inhaler about two

inches from the patient's face, and tell him to

breathe naturally. Do not tell the patient to take

deep breaths, for this will only cause coughing and

struggling. Every half-minute add five or six drops,

telling the patient to go to sleep. The inhaler can be

held in the left hand, and with the fingers of the

right hand resting and pressing forward on the

angle of the jaw. Keep the index finger constantly

on the temporal artery. Do not watch the chest to

see if the patient is breathing, but put the ear over

the inhaler and you can tell better. Care should

be taken in putting the fingers on the conjunctiva

to see if the reflex is lost, for serious inflammation

may result from too frequent and rough handling

of the conjunctiva. When you lift up the patient's

arm, and it falls limp, it is a pretty sure sign that

the patient is ready. Some surgeons make the skin

incision before the patient is thoroughly anesthe-

tized. This causes the patient to move and breathe

deeper, thereby getting under the influence of the

anesthetic sooner. It is not necessary to carry the

patient to the third stage of anesthesia, but only so

much shall be given as to keep him from suffering

or struggling. The anesthetist should go with the

patient to the ward after the operation is over, con-

stantly pressing on the angle of the jaw, so that the

tongue may not fall over the glottis. The patient

should be left in the hands of a competent luirse,

who should stay by the bedside until the patient is

thoroughly conscious.

304^ East Main Street.
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LUMBAR ANESTHESIA.

LuMB.\R .\xESTi-iESi.\ has found great favor in Ger-

many, surgeons of such standing as Bier, v. Ros-

thorn, Witzel, and Sellheim using it continuously

in their practice, and studying the value of the

various modifications of the methods, as well as or

the drugs used in this connection. The amount of

material observed may be judged from an article

by Dr. Holzbach in the Miinchcner medisinisclic

Wochcnschrift for July 14. 1908, which gives the

experience obtained from over one thousand lum-

bar anesthesias, two-thirds of which were em-

ployed for the performance of laparotomies. Holz-

bach says that the following points must be fulfilled

by any anesthesia, whether local or g^eneral : Abso-

lute freedom from pain during the whole duration

of the operation ; such effect upon the tissues of

the operation field that the technique of t'^e proced-

ure is rendered as easy as possible ; the smallest

possible danger from the use of the anesthetic dur-

ing and after the operation ; the absence of unpleas-

ant sensations at the beginning of the anesthesia

and following it ; the least possible influence upon

the postoperative course of the disease.

So far as the first requirement is concerned,

lumbar anesthesia is not as reliable as inhalation

narcosis, in every case of which complete freedom

from pain may be promised to the patient. Of some

250 specially studied cases, in nine lumbar anes-

thesia proved to be a complete failure, in a few

others the course of the operation was disturbed,

in still others, amounting to 16.4 per cent., ether or

chloroform had to be used to complete the narcosis

begun by the lumbar injection. The second condi-

tion is fulfilled by the newer method of narcosis

much better than by the old ; muscular relaxation is

much earlier attained and the involuntary spasms

of the diaphragm affecting the contents of the peri-

toneal cavity are very seldom observed in lumbar

anesthesia. Moreover, the surgeon need no longer

divide his attention between the operation itself and

the anesthesia; there is no occasional choking, no

vomiting, no falling back of the tongue, no such

danger of sudden death from paralysis of the re-

spiratory center. On the other hand, various

trophic disturbances, transitory albuminuria, even

inflammation of the kidneys, obstinate pain in the

head and neck are still quite frequent sequences of

lumbar anesthesia, though with the improvement in

technique they are observed much more rarely than

formerly. So far as freedom from unpleasant sen-

sations and feelings in the beginning of the narcosis

is concerned, the use of morphine in connection with

the anesthesia allows the attainment of this end in

either type of narcosis. As this seems to be less

dangerous in the case of lumbar anesthesia than

with the use of ether or chloroform, which of itself

has a dangerous effect upon the respiratory and

circulatory centers, the former method enjoys some

advantage over inhalation anesthesia. The post-

operative course, the last point considered by Holz-

bach, is certainly less disturbed in the case of lumbar

narcosis ; vomiting is extremely rare, lung complica-

tions are also infrequent, and the patient may be

allowed to leave the bed in much shorter time than

is usual with the employment of ether or chloro-

form. The one desideratum, according to Holz-

bach, is the care in the details of the technique of

producing spinal anesthesia, and to obtain this, one

who has made a special study of the art and practice

of this field of medicine should be called upon to

perform the work. The latter suggestion applies to

inhalation narcosis, perhaps, as much as to the

newer method of anesthesia. The technique of in-

halation narcosis is, however, so much simpler than

the puncture of the spinal canal required in the pro-

duction of lumbar anesthesia, that the former

method will always be preferred in emergency work
and in those hospitals where the untrained internes

are required to administer the anesthetic.

How far the newer method will supplant the old

in selected cases and in the presence of special ar-

rangements for its successful use remains to be seen.

In a private letter from Berlin it is stated that gen-

eral narcosis with ether or chloroform has almost

entirely been given up in the clinics under the direc-

tion of Professor v. Bier, lumbar narcosis or local

anesthesia produced by intravenous injections of

narcotics being used ; the advantages claimed for the

latter methods are such as to warrant a trial by

American surgeons on a more extensive scale, so

that they may decide for themselves how applicable

it is to the dift'erent conditions which govern sur-

gical practice on this side of the ocean.

THE IXTERXATIOXAL LANGUAGE QUES-
TION.

The holding of the first American Esperanto con-

ference at Chautauqua a few weeks ago has directed

attention anew to the ever-present problem of an

international language. The question is one that

interests everyone—the business man, the scientist,

the traveler, the millionaire with marriageable daugh-

ters—in fact, all who have or hope to have business

or social relations with persons speaking another lan-

guage than their own. The need of a common
medium for the communication of ideas will be em-

phasized again next month when the International

Tuberculosis Congress meets in Washington. There

will be speakers in French, German, English, and

perhaps other languages, and what they say will be

understood fully by some, more or less imperfectly

by some others, and not at all by a great many.

How much more fruitful the addresses and discus-

sions would be if every member of the Congress, no

matter what his native tongue, had a fluent use of

some language common to all and this language was

employed exclusively in all the scientific work of the

meetings, is something that needs no argument.
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There is and can be no dispute as to the desirability

of a world language supplementary to the national

idiom of each country ; the only question is as to the

choice of this common tongue.

There is hardly a language spoken by civilized

people on the lace of the earth, not to mention the

one hundred and fifty or more artificial languages

that have been invented during the past two cen-

turies, that has not been proposed at one time or

another for adoption as this supplementary speech.

Latin once held this place, and five hundred years

ago educated men could communicate through this

medium freely and intelligibly, orally or in writing,

with their fellows in any part of Western Europe.

Later French, the lingiia franca, became the

universal language of polite society and diplo-

macy, but this, too, has lost its supremacy, and Babel

reigns once more. The claim is frequently made, by

those whose vernacular it is, that English is making

rapid headway as an international speech, but this is

true to the extent only that it is the native tongue

of a constantly increasing number of the inhabitants

of the earth. A business man in England, or North

America, or .Australia, may address his foreign cor-

respondents in English, but nine times out of ten

they will reply in German, or French, or Spanish

;

and the scientist who would keep himself informed

of progress in his special branch must have a read-

ing knowledge at least of two or three languages

other than his own.

There is no living language that would not serve

the purpose of international communication if uni-

versally taught, the question of relative ease or dif-

ficult} of acquirement being entirely negligible if the

language were learned in infancy at the same time

and in the same way as the mother tongue and its

use were continued in the school curriculum in the

teaching of history and of physics, cheiuistry, and

the other scientific branches. The problem is then

to select from among the living tongues the one best

adapted to the purpose, irrespective of its difficulty

or ease of acquisition by adult students—which is

more apparent than real if the study be approached

in the proper way—or of the number of persons now
speaking it.

The choice should be of a living language. A
return to Latin is still advocated by a few en-

thusiasts. But Latin is dead—as dead as the

Caesar who glorified himself in it. In spite

of the efforts of those who would modernize

it and acapt it to the needs of expression

of the tw'entieth century man of science or of busi-

ness, the tongue is too .stiff for modern use. More-

over, it lacks the authority which only every-day

use, by those who possess it as their own, and a liv-

ing modern literature can give it. The choice should

be also of a real language. The objection of the

lack of authority applies with equal, if not greater,

force to an artificial language that it does to Latin.

Latin at least has a literature, unsuited as it may
be as a model for present use, by which irregulari-

ties and unwarranted neologisms might be in a

measure checked, but Esperanto, the only artificial

language now claiming recognition, has none, save

a few good and many bad translations and the

ephemeral articles in its periodical publications. It

has, moverover, what impresses many of its students

as the fatal defect of being a mere Frankenstein

creation, related to nothing else in the world and

void of an informing soul. It is, indeed, a wonder-

ful creation, and admirable as a linguistic tour de

force; it is logical in its formation and compara-

tively easy for adults to learn—to read, and many
who have progressed thus far are vociferous in its

praise. There are, nevertheless, many defects in its

construction, and already a quarrel is hatching be-

tween the would-be reformers and the "stand-pat-

ters" in Esperantism. This is the rock on which
Volapiik split at a time when it seemed to be almost

on the point of acceptance by the business world,

and until Esperanto has weathered this storm, if it

does, its adoption as a world language does not seem
advisable or likely.

The choice should be of a language, if such there

be, that is already universal in its root-forms and a

part of the speech of the entire civilized world.

There is such a language—the Greek. Not only is

Greek the basis of the vocabulary of every science,

it is constantly on the tongue of the business man,
the society woman, even the school child—sadly

twisted and shamefully maltreated oftentimes, even
by the man of scientific education, but still Greek.

The root is there and ready to send up its branches

and blossom forth into the flower of a beautiful

speech if only cultivated. For twenty years the

Medical Record has held that this incomparable
language was the one best fitted for use as the world
language of science; and it is equally adapted for

commercial and other purposes. It is the second
language, when not the first, of all the dwellers on
the eastern Alediterranean shores from the Pirjeus

all the way to Alexandria, and it answers perfectly

the needs of these eminently commercial peoples.

This is not the Greek of Homer, of course, nor
even that of the New Testament, but the Greek of

the cultivated people of Athens and Constantinople

and Smyrna. It differs but little from the so-called

ancient Greek—no more than, if as much as, the

English of Chaucer or Spenser does from the Eng-
lish of to-day; but what difference there is, is all on
the side of simplicity. It is less difficult to learn,

even for an adult, than French or German, and if

it were taught in all the elementary schools of the

world as a living tongue, not as an exercise for

translation merely, the coming generation would use

it as fluently and as naturally as it would the

national speech.

The suggestion to adopt modern Greek as a sec-

ond tongue for all the nations of the civilized world
is aot novel ; it was made by Voltaire even at a

time when his own French was the language of

the Prussian court and was almost an interna-

tional tongue. Before and since his day other

men of practical experience in the work of the

world have made the same suggestion, which is,

indeed, one worthy of the consideration of those

who recognize the necessity of a common mediurn
of communication and who are tempted to turn

to Esperanto in ignorance of anything better.

But even Esperanto, or Volapiik, or Chinese,

would be better than nothing, for the impediment

to the diffusion of knowledge and the crippling of

business which the lack of a world language

causes are very real and lamentable.
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PASTEURIZATION OF MILK IX GREAT
BRITAIN.

Much difference of opinion exists even yet among
medical men regarding the pasteurization of milk.

It is conceded that the method when properly car-

ried out destroys most of the harmful germs of

milk, but it is contended by the opponents of pas-

teurization that although the process is so far effec-

tive, at the same time it affects injuriously the nu-

tritive qualities of milk. Medical authorities in this

countr}'- do not look on pasteurization with the dis-

favor with which it is generally regarded by their

British confreres. Here the view held by the ma-

jority of physicians may be said to be that pas-

teurization is the lesser of two evils, that it is bet-

ter that young children should drink the milk thus

treated, albeit it may not be so nourishing as is the

same food in a natural state, rather than to be fed

on contaminated milk. It must be borne in mind

that in cities in hot weather it is virtually impossible

for poor persons to obtain a clean milk.

In England, however, where prejudice against

pasteurization is still widespread, there appear to be

signs that medical opinion is changing in this re-

spect. Mr. Henry Kenwood, professor of hygiene

in the University of London, and one who should

understand his subject thoroughly, believes in pas-

teurization ; at least, he thinks it is wiser to feed

infants and young children on milk which has un-

dergone this form of purifying by heat than to give

them raw milk, in most instances full of germs more
or less noxious. He broadly defines pasteurization

as the exposure of milk, previously cleansed by fil-

tration or centrifugalization, to a temperature not

exceeding 70° C. for a short period ; and then its

rapid cooling to a temperature as much below 16° C.

as possible. He holds that under such conditions

it is possible (i) to reduce the microorganisms

which are capable of being cultivated on artificial

media to less than 5 per cent, of those which can

be cultivated from the original milk and thereby to

destroy or inhibit the fermentation bacteria so as

to delay the natural souring of the milk some twen-

ty-four hours or longer, the milk meanwhile keep-

ing perfectly wholesome; (2) to destroy the specific

organism of tuberculosis, diphtheria, typhoid fever,

cholera, and dysentery, and, doubtless also in large

measure, those organisms that are causal of diar-

rhea; (3) to do away with the necessity for drug-

ging the milk with harmful chemical preservatives.

Mr. Kenwood holds decided views as to the dangers

incurred by feeding children on pasteurized milk,

and feels convinced that such dangers have been

greatly overrated. He states that the available evi-

dence goes to show that pasteurized milk very rare-

ly causes infantile scurvy, that the physical changes

brought about by the process are practically nil, that

digestibility is increased. He is, of course, in favor

of using every possible means to ensure a milk
supply clean from the source, and of employing
every effort to transport, distribute and deliver it

uncontaminated, but holds that in England, at any
rate, such an ideal state of affairs is still far away.
It may be said that there are many medical men
of note in Great Britain who, while perhaps not

going quite so far as Prof. Kenwood in their ad-

vocacy of pasteurization, nevertheless agree in the

main with his views. Mr. Nathan Straus has es-

tablished depots for pasteurizing milk in various

large British cities and has given great impetus to

the movement.

Syphilis .axd Tabes Dors.\lis.

The relation of locomotor ataxia to syphilis has

been recently studied with the help of the Wasser-
mann method of demonstrating syphilitic antibodies

in the fluids of the organism. The work is of prac-

tical importance, the demonstration of the anti-

bodies being a sign that antiluetic treatment is still

indicated ; it is, at the same time, of the greatest

theoretical interest, for it may solve the final sig-

nificance of a syphilitic infection in the etiology- of

locomotor ataxia and of general paralysis, and thus

decide whether these two diseases are parasyphilitic

conditions only or may be caused by other etiologi-

cal factors. Dr. Albert Schiitze {Zeitschrift fiir

klinische Medisin, Vol. LXV., Nos. 5 and 6) has

examined one hundred patients in whom the clinical

diagnosis of locomotor ataxia was made, using

either the blood serum or the spinal fluid for the

determination of the specific reaction for syphilitic

antibodies. In sixty-nine patients such reaction was
positive, showing the great value of the procedure
in demonstrating that a syphilitic infection had
taken place in the past, quite a few of the positive

results being obtained in patients denying such in-

fection. Only a few cases were examined before
and after the specific treatment for syphilis, but all

of these leave the impression that such treatment
markedly diminishes the strength of the reaction

;

moreover, quite a number of cases with a history

of protracted and thorough treatment for the infec-

tion in the past gave negative results in the exam-
ination for the specific reaction of syphilis, while
those untreated or unsufficiently treated gave usually

a very marked reaction ; thus the specific value of
the antisyphilitic treatment is corroborated by these
laboratory findings. Of course, all of these obser-
vations are neither complete nor numerous enough
to allow of final conclusions; sufficient work, how-
ever, has been done to prove that Wassermann's
reaction for the antibodies of syphilis, if it is finally

definitely proven to be specific, will be one of the
most valuable results of the recent studies in im-
munitv.

Oper.\tive Tre.\tment of Sciatica,.

Neuritis involving the sciatic nerve or its cords of
origin is one of the most obstinate and trying affec-

tions, making an invalid of the patient in many
cases and always interfering with his general physi-
cal and mental wellbeing. The host of remedies
proposed in the treatment of the affection shows
how little reliance can be placed upon any one of
them in the individual case, natural remissions in

this chronic disease having been often looked upon
by some enthusiastic supporter of a special drug as
the result of medication. Nerve stretching has been
successful in many instances, and in the Deutsche
medidnische Wochenschrift for July 16, 1908, Dr.
Alfred Pers claims that the mere freeing of the
nerve from adhesions to the surrounding tissues is

curative, especially if practised in such place as the
sciatic foramen, where adhesions may quicklv
result in undue pressure upon the nerve. The author
had operated according to his method upon forty-
three patients, thirteen of whom were completely
incapacitated by the disease, while the remaining
thirty could not walk without limping. His results
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were certainly encouraging
;
prompt relief followed

the operations, forty patients being cured of their

trouble, both recent and old standing cases respond-

ing in a similar manner to the treatment. Three
patients were later attacked with recurrence of

symptoms, a percentage that is much lower than in

cases in which stretching of the nerve has been the

procedure chosen. The results after the operation

are such as to lead the author to conclude that the

neuritis is only of a. slight grade in this affection.;

the chief lesion is a perineuritis, and the freeing of

the nerve from adhesions is the most rational pro-

cedure in this pathological condition.

The Tuberculosis of AI.\mmals and of Birds.

Ever since Koch's well known announcement that

the bacillus of bovine tuberculosis is not pathogenic

for man, the question of the relations between the

three main varieties of tuberculosis, of man, of cat-

tle, and of birds, has been warmly debated. In the

Ccntralblatt fiir Bakteriologie, etc., Band XLVI,
Heft 6, Oluf Bang tells of his study of the behavior

of mammals toward avian bacilli, and of birds to-

ward the bacilli of mammalian tuberculosis. He
succeeded in infecting healthy fowls with twelve

species of tubercle bacilli derived from tuberculous

horses, cattle, and men. Six other species could

not be thus transferred. Thus 60 per cent, of the

species of bacilli examined proved to be equally

pathogenic for fowls and for mammals. Moreover,
in most of these cases the author succeeded in

showing that the mammalian tubercle bacilli after

passing through the organism of the fowl assumed
the characteristics of avian bacilli ; they became mor-
phologically similar to the latter, grew very patho-

genic for fowls, and gradually diminished in viru-

lence for guinea-pigs. The opposite experiments,

those of infecting mammals with avian bacilli, were
also successful in many cases, young animals prov-

ing to be especially susceptible to the action of the

bacilli ; it was, however, impossible to decide

whether such bacilli underwent any metamorphosis

into mammalian types in their passage through the

bodies of mammals. In the light of this and other

facts it seems justifiable to say that the burden of

proof, at least, lies with those who deny the patho-

genicity of bovine bacilli for human beings, or their

capacity of being transformed into other types after

passing through a different species of animals.

Nftua of the MnlK.

City Hospital Reforms.—Two years ago Mayor
McClellan appointed a committee of nineteen to in-

vestigate hospital facilities and administration in

New York. This committee has just made its for-

mal report. As regards the distribution of hospital

facilities the commission gives the following figures

:

Manhattan, with 50 per cent, of the city's popula-

tion, has 57 per cent, of the hospital beds. The
Bronx, with 8 per cent., has 12 per cent, of the

beds ; Brooklyn, with 34 per cent., has 26 per cent,

of the beds
;
Queens, with 5 per cent., has 3 per cent,

of the beds, and Richmond, with 3 per cent., has 2

per cent, of the beds. A very general reorganiza-

tion of the hospital system, so far as the city con-

trols it, is recommended, together with its centraliza-

tion and unification, and control and extension of

the ambulance system. The point is made that with
the present system the public hospitals are adminis-
tered under three heads, the metropolitan aiul city

hospitals under the Department of Charities, the

hospitals for contagious diseases under the Board of

Health, and Bellevue and the allied hospitals under
a board of trustees. This, of course, is responsible

for duplication and for omission, and for the lack

of any definite policy to meet the growing needs of

the city. The committee therefore recommends the

establishment of a Department of Hospitals, to be
administered by a Commissioner aided by an ad-

visory board. All the public hospitals of the city

and the entire ambulance service should be in charge
of this department. Other recommendations are for

the establishment of relief stations for the treatment

of minor injuries, the establishment of a central

ambulance bureau to receive all calls, a special ser-

vice for the transfer of patients, city ownership of
all ambulances and horses, and prompt extension
of hospital facilities.

Tuberculosis Campaign.—Because of the suc-

cess of the traveling tuberculosis exhibits which have
been shown in many of the larger cities, the State

Charities Association is now having prepared six

educational exhibits which are to be sent on tours

through New York State, with stops at thirty-six

different county fairs. Many new features are to

be included in these exhibits, on which experts have
been at work for many months. Models of perfectly

lighted and ventilated factories will be contrasted

with models of sweatshops where the disease flour-

ishes. Maps and diagrams showing the prevalence
of tuberculosis in each county, pictures, and painted
mottos will be displayed. In addition large phono-
graphs will be employed, with records which will

give important information, alternated with records
of popular music. A missing-word contest is also

to be included, with prizes sufficient to be attractive.

Tuberculosis Day Camp at Vanderbilt Clinic.

—

The Board of Managers of the Vanderbilt Clinic,

New York, have decided to extend the work of the

clinic by establishing a day camp on the roof of the

clinic building for the use of tuberculous patients.

Changes are now being made to permit of the util-

ization of the roof for this purpose, and it is hoped
that the camp will be opened on October i. i?he

New York County Branch of the Red Cross has
agreed to provide the funds necessary for the main-
tenance of the camp after it is constructed,
and the executive work will be largely in

the hands of the Women's Auxiliary Com-
mittee of the Vanderbilt Clinic, an organ-
ization recently formed to direct and assist in

the work of the Department of Visiting Nursing,
subject to the control of the physicians and managers
of the clinic. The roof of the clinic is well adapted
for the purposes of a day camp. The building is

situated near the river and is considerably higher
than those surrounding it, so that to the west a clear

sweep is obtained. This work of supporting day
camps for patients suffering with tuberculosis is

planned to carry out the decision reached at the In-

ternational Red Cross Conference in London in 1907,
when it was unanimously agreed that all Red Cross
societies should cooperate in the anti-tuberculosis

campaign. So far as is possible, the direction of all

camps which may be established will be left in the
hands of those already familiar with the work, while
the Red Cross will provide the funds for the main-
tenance of the camps. Interior changes will be made
in the Vanderbilt Clinic at the same time so as to

provide more room for the work. The additional

space will make it possible to set up mechanico-
therapeutic apparatus for the orthopedic depart-

ment, and will also provide for a much needed en-
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largement of the laboratory devoted to the teaching

of cHiiical pathology.

To Color Soldiers' Underwear.—The War De-
partment is preparing to test the efficiency of under-

wear which has been dyed a blood-orange color as.

a protection against tropical sunlight. Five thou-

sand suits are being prepared in Philadelphia and

will be sent to the Philippines for actual test. In

the same way an orange-red hat lining is being pre-

pared as an experiment.

Marines Threatened with Rabies.—^lajor G. H.
Russell and ten privates of the ]^larine Corps, all of

whom were bitten by a dog which appeared in Camp
Diabolo on the Isthmus of Panama on Jvdy 21, ar-

rived recently in New York to receive treatment.

The men were ordered north by the War Depart-

ment as soon as examination showed that the dog

had had rabies. On arriving here they were sent

to the Naval School Medical Hospital at Washing-
ton, where serum had been prepared and everything

was ready for immediate treatment.

Surgery at Sea.—While in midocean the steam-

ship Cedric was stopped for two hours to permit

the ship's surgeon, assisted by Dr. Halsted of Johns

Hopkins, to perform an operation on one of the

cabin passengers. The condition of the patient ne-

cessitated an immediate operation, and for nearly

three hours the steamship was held until the surgeons

and nurses had finished their work and the patient

had rallied.

Quinine in Italy.—The Government controls

the sale of quinine in Italy and uses the profit to

fight the mosquitos in the malarious districts. Last

year the net profit on the sales was about .Sjs.ooo

and this was employed in draining and filling in the

breeding pools and improving the land in various

wavs. The impossibility of persuading the peasants

to screen their houses or even to use the screens

provided, or in any way to protect themselves, makes
the elimination of the marshes the only means of

combating the disease.

Draining Mosquito Pools.—The Board of

Health of New York has undertaken the work of

compelling the owners of property in the Flushing

meadows to drain off the stagnant water pools in

which thousands of mosquitos breed. There are a

large number of such pools all over Long Island, and

a strong wind sweeping over them often drives the

mosquitos to Manhattan and the Bronx. The Board
of Health announces that there is no larger number
of cases of malaria now than in any other year.

Civil Service Examinations.—The New York
State Civil Service Commission will hold examina-

tions on September 5, 1908, to fill the following po-

sitions : Assistant physician to the Rome State Cus-
todial Asyltim, at a salary of $600 to $900 per an-

nmn and maintenance, and trained nurse at a salary

of S420 to S60Q per annum and maintenance. Ap-
plications for these positions must be filed before

August 30, and blanks and full information will be

forwarded upon application to the Chief Examiner
of the Commission at Albany.

Infant Mortality in Chicago.—Six hundred and
sixty-nine babies died during the month of July in

Chicago. Probably two-thirds of these deaths could
have been avoided, and most of them may be attrib-

uted to ignorance and neglect of the parents. The
Department of Health is now directing the work of

seventy-five physicians in the crowded districts of
the city, educating mothers in the proper care of
their children.

Chicago School of Civics and Philanthropy.

—

Sixty students have enrolled in the summer classes

of this school, which is tuider the auspices of the

Chicago Commons. Of this number, 24 are attend-

ants in various hospitals for the insane, and are

studying particularly the methods of rehabilitating

the minds of their patients.

A Woman's Hospital.—In Berlin a woman's
hospital has recently been opened with a staff com-
posed exclusively of women. At present it contains

nineteen beds and is open to the patients of any
woman doctor. Such a hospital has existed for

twenty-five years in the United States, the Tefair
Hospital, in Savannah. The hospital has about fifty

beds and is richlv endowed.

Charitable Bequests.—The Methodist Episco-
pal Church Hospital of Brooklyn receives $5,000
under the will of the late Townsend Wandell, who
was killed recently in a railway accident at Bologna,
Italy. St. ^ilichael's Hospital of Newark, N. J.,

receives a bequest of Si,000 from the estate of the

late Mary O'Brien, The will of the late Dr, John
Ordronaux, recently filed, contains among other
bequests S6,ooo to the Mary Hitchcock Me-
morial Hospital, Sio,ooo each to Dartmouth Col-
lege, University of Vermont, and Trinity College,

and 82,000 to Boston University,

Faculty Changes.—The Starling Medical Col-
lege of Columbus, Ohio, has recently reorganized
its faculty. Dr. John Dudley Dunham has been
made professor of diseases of the stomach and
dietetics ; Dr. Yeatman Wardlow', professor of clin-

ical gynecology ; Dr. Sherman Leach, professor of
operative surgery : Dr, John H, J. Upham, professor
of medicine; Dr. E. G. Horton, professor of hygiene
and sanitary science ; Dr. E. A. Hamilton, professor
of rectal diseases. Dr. Ernest Scott has been placed

at the head of the pathological department.

Marriage Licenses.—During July, 2,773 mar-
riage licenses were issued in New York, a falling oft"

from the average. Of these 1,862 were issued in

the Borough of Manhattan.

Visiting Tenement Babies.—The reports of the

district nurses of the Board of Health show that up
to August I, the thirty-six nurses had visited 11,375
babies in the city. During the last week of July

2,175 "new cases" received attention. The visits

are confined to babies under twelve months, of whom
the Board estimates that there are 22,000 in the

tenement house population of Manhattan, At the

end of each trip the nurse records her findings on
cards, giving the name, residence, and date of birth,

and statements as to diet, health, bathing, cleanli-

ness, and instructions given. The number of "un-
healthy" bailies listed is surprisingly small, and the

number of deaths recorded quite few.

Teaching by Moving Pictures.—One house
dealing in moving picture films has published a list

of several hundred intended for use in the class-

room : among them a number of pictures reprodtic-

ing the course of an operation. These, of course,

are intended for hospitals and medical schools. One
series, representing six operations for removal of
tumors, requires one-fifth of a mile of film. The
characteristic gaits in various forms of nervous dis-

eases are shown in another series, and others depict

the behavior of the face and other muscles in paral-

ysis agitans.

The Medical Society of the Missouri Valley
will hold its twenty-first annual meeting on Septem-
ber 3 and 4, 1908, under the presidency of Dr. W,
F, Milroy of Omaha, at Council Bluff's, la. Thirteen
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States are now represented at the meeHngs of the

society, which at its commencement embraced only

two. An interesting programme has been prepared,

chiefly of papers which are of interest to the gen-

eral practitioner.

The National Negro Medical Association will

hold its annual session in New York on Aiignst 25,

26, and 27.

Census of 1790.—The Bureau of tne Census has
just issued a publication compiled from the census

returns made in 1790 by United States marshals

acting under orders from President Washington.
The population of the United States, exclusive of

negro slaves, was 3.231,533; of New York City,

33,131, including 2.369 slaves.

Cremation Statistics.—The French branch of

the International Society for the Propagation of

Incineration has published a report w'hich shows
that cremation is most favored in America, where
there are thirty-six crematories, which, in 1907,

incinerated more than 4,000 bodies. Next comes
Germany with fifteen crematories and 2,977 bodies

incinerated, while in the Argentine Republic there

were 976 incinerations. Other figures are

:

Switzerland, four crematories and 721 incinera-

tions; Great Britain, thirteen crematories and 705
incinerations; France, four crematories and 451
incinerations ; Italy, thirty crematories and 442
incinerations ; Denmark, ~y incinerations

;

Sweden. 70. and Canada. 33.

Sir Thomas Stevenson, M. D., scientific analyst
to the Home office, London, author, of various

works on forensic medicine, and past president of

the Society of Medical Officers of Health, of the

Society of Public Analysts, and of the Institute of

Chemistry, died on July 28, aged 70 years.

Obituary Notes.—Dr. Elias J. M.vrsh of Pater-

son, X. J., died at his home on August 3, of heart

disease, aged 73 years. Dr. Marsh was graduated

from the College of Physicians and Surgeons, Xew
York, in 1858, and later served in the Civil War.
During the last year of the war he served on Gen.
Sherman's staflf and was often referred to as "the

man who stopped the war," having been the bearer

of Gen. Grant's order to "stop firing" while Grant
and Lee were having the conference which resulted

in surrender. For some years Dr. Marsh had been
chief medical director of the ^Mutual Life Insurance

Company. He was a member of the Xew York
Academy of Medicine and had served on many local

boards at various times.

Dr. George Michael Edebohls of this city died

on August 8. He was born in this city in 1853, and
was educated at St. John's College, Fordham. He
was graduated from the College of Physicians and
Surgeons, X'ew York, in the class of 1875. He was
a member of the faculty of the Xew York Post-

Graduate ^ledical School and Hospital, and was
consulting surgeon to St. Francis' Hospital, Xew
York, St. John's Hospital, Yonkers, and the Nyack
Hospital. Dr. Edebohls was best known for his

earnest advocacj' of the surgical treatment of

Bright's disease by means of decapsulation of the

kidney, an operation which he devised at the same
time with, but independently of, the late Mr. Regi-

nald Harrison of London.
Dr. James Fr.\ncis Brown of Manchester, X. H.,

died on July 29, at his home, in his seventieth year.

Dr. Brown received his medical education at the

Dartmouth Medical College, graduating in 1864. He
had continued in active practice from that time until

his final illness.

(Ixurcisynn^rurr.

OBSERVATIONS OF SOME OF THE WORK OF
IXVESTIG.\TIOX .WD TRE-^TMEXT OF CAX-

CER AXD TRYPAXOSOML\SIS CARRIED
OX BY GER.MAX SCIEXTISTS OF

THE PRESEXT TIME.

To THE Editor of the Medral Record:

Sir:—On my way to Frankfort I stopped for two
days at dear old Goettingen, which, like all other Ger-
man cities and university towns of any importance, has
been renovated and enlarged beyond recognition. Any
department of science a student may choose to study
he will find there amply represented by an efficient

force of teachers; in medicine and surgery particularly

I was pleased to see modern hospitals, clinics and poli-

clinics conducted by well-known men who were able

and ready to teach the aspiring medicus the principles

and practice of the healing art fully as well as it is

done in other and larger seats of learning. And then,

the Goettingen University library, with its 53S,ooo vol-

umes, accurately and very practically catalogued ! To be

sure, it needs no praise, it is known all over the world.

The librarian, Dr. Lutz, to whom I had an introduction,

a genial man and keen observer, conducted me through
all the large halls and rooms stocked with precious
volumes; finally we rested a while in the spacious read-
ing-room, where I saw some American and a number
of German scholars at work, among the latter Professor
Epstein, now retired, who has written much in his time
on gout, diabetes, and obesity. Goettingen has a charm-
ing location on sloping ground, a lot of fine houses in

the upper town, lovely gardens and parks with mag-
nificent trees within and without its walls. Its winter
climate is somewhat severe and changeable, owing to

the proximity of the Harz mountains: its water supply
is e.xcellent. Living there has ceased to be cheap in

comparison to what it was in former times, but the
prices charged for boarding and lodging are still quite

reasonable.
In Frankfort I lost no time in visiting the Royal In-

stitute for experimental therapy, conducted by the

director. Professor Ehrlich, and his associate. Professor

.A.polant. The lower floor is used for experiments on
animals, the second for bacteriological, and the third

for biological work. Confining my observations to

what was going on in the experimental department, I

was met by Professor .Apolant, who was very kind and
courteous and showed me numerous white mice and
rats inoculated with carcinoma or sarcoma, carrying
tumors within their bodies of various sizes, sometimes
larger than the whole animal, and living with them
more or less uncomfortably for many months, the ear-

lier or later exitus depending upon individual resistance,

metastases, or intercurrent diseases. Inoculation of an
animal is done in a simple but strictly aseptic way: a

long glass tube, wider at the upper and quite narrow
at the lower end, is sharply broken oflf at the latter, a

bit of fresh tumor mass is sucked up, and—the broken
end being sharp enough to pierce the skin of the mouse
—the contents of the tube are blown out into the cel-

lular tissue. For the purpose of immunizing mice
against cancer or sarcoma, Apolant has found not only

the serum but also the blood and the substance of or-

gans, particularly the pulp of the spleen of tumor-mice
equally efficient. Nothing definite can be said yet as to

possible prophylactic or therapeutic results which the

numerous and well-planned experiments may yield for

the treatment of malignant growths in man.
In the basement of this building a number of small

and large rabbits are under observation for trypanoso-
miasis artificially induced. The 'olood of recently in-

fected animals fairly swarms with these wrigglers, they
are exceedingly lively and destructive to the blood cells.

The course of the disease appears to be rather acute in

infected rabbits, and varies from that in man in so far

as there is an early development of sores about the lips

and face, falling of the fur in patches, followed by
marked gastrointestinal disturbances, adynamia, and

death. However, there is a remedy that will help the

poor rabbit, as it has helped thousands of Africans

afflicted with the sleeping sickness, and it will cure

him promptly. A fine specimen of a large brown hare
was shown to me in which the disease w^as permitted \o

progress nearly to the fatal end, w-hen a single dose

of a 10 per cent, atoxyl solution was administered hypo-

dermically. which was sufficient to cure him quickly and

permanently. All sores had healed and his general con-

dition appeared to be quite normal when I saw the

animal.
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Next door to the Institute for experiments has been
recently opened the James Speyer house, erected
through the munificence of the late banker, James
Speyer. It contains the offices of the Director, Pro-
fessor Ehrlich, and will be devoted to chemical therapy.

And near to this a new and rather large edifice is ap-
proaching completion ; it will be devoted to the science of
hygiene under the direction of Dr. George Xeisser, who is

already associated with the other two gentlemen.
The short distance from Frankfort to Heidelberg is

easily covered in two hours, the train running through
a fertile and prosperous country alongside the famous
old Bergstrasse, with the graceful lines of the Odam-
wald back of it. Pulling up at the well-conducted and
conveniently-located Victoria Hotel, I spent an entire
day at the Samaritan House, a new hospital built espe-
cially for the investigation and treatment of cancer by
and for Professor Czerny, with his own and his friends'
money and a subscription from the State. Czern}', as
vigorous and full of scientific zeal as ever, has retired

from the chair of surgery and devotes himself exclu-
sively to this special field of work, in the pursuit of
which he has the support of Drs. Werner, von Eich-
berg, and others, and the very able help of the pathol-

ogist and chemist Dr. Zeller. Being again received
with great courtesy by the director and his staff, we
first made the rounds of the wards, where nearly every
bed was occupied by patients suffering from malignant
growths in more or less advanced stages. iMost of them
had undergone repeated operations and presented a sad
and depressing sight. The visits having been finished,

Czerny proceeded to do the operation of "fulguration"
by the Arsonval high frequency current after de Keat-
ing-Hart. He had recently been down to Marseilles to
observe and study the inventor's method. The patient
was a middle aged man, still vigorous, who had been
operated upon some months before for cancer of the side

of the neck, but a number of painful nodules had recently

recurred in the cellular tissue, the skin and cicatrix at the

seat of operation remaining in good condition. A good
sized flap having been detached and turned up, a few of
the nodules were cut out and then the entire surface of
the wound as well as the raw surface and edges of the
flap were energetically fulgurated for about fifteen min-
utes with one and two-minute interruptions. The cur-

rent-conductor was very closelj' applied and sometimes
brought in intimate contact with the parts. By the end
of the time the entire field looked pretty well cooked,
shrunken, and dry. While the act of fulguration lasted

the wound had copious sponging with salt solution and
was finally dressed with dry gauze.
No great hopes may be entertained, Czerny thinks, as

to fulguration being a means of destroying hiding cancer
cells after a bloody radical operation and thereby mak-
ing recurrence impossible. Fulguration does not go
very deep, paralyzing cancer cells more than killing

them, so that some of these maj- resume activity. Ful-
guration does good in some cases, but may also do
harm. Small skin cancers may be directly and success-
fully destroyed by fulguration. From other remarks
made by this distinguished surgeon I conclude that,

though he will continue to urge and do early radical
operation in every case—to which we all agree—he
knows only too well that in the majorit}' of cases the
disease is or has become constitutional at the time of
the first operation. Consider, for instance, a case like

the one I saw some very good photographs of: a man
of about 48 has a carcinoma removed from his face, re-
mains well for a year or more, then receives by accident
a few clean cuts on his arm quite a distance from his
face, they heal by first intention and some weeks
thereafter cancer nodules have grown in the cicatrices.

Under the direction of Dr. Zeller chemicals have also
been used internally, atoxyl, for instance, for the
amelioration or cure of cancer, but without any note-
worthy results. The doctor hopes, however, to be more
successful with a new chemical compound made and
applied by him in a number of cases during this and
part of last year. It would not be right and proper to
disclose its name or nature here, but this I will say : that
he injects the liquid neither into the tumor nor at its

periphery, but away from it anywhere deep into the
cellular tissue. Being taken up by the blood, it is ex-
pected to affect the cancer cells, specifically changing
their character by inducing a sort of sclerosis of cell

and nucleus which abolishes all further virulent growth.

Dr. Zeller possesses a lot of microscopical specimens
which appear to show the sclerotic change very well
indeed, and the Heidelberg Research Institute for Can-
cer will be ready to publish the history and results of
its two years' work in October of this year in the Miinch-
ener medizinische Wochenschrift. In the meanwhile I

shall try to obtain some of Dr. Zeller's remedy for use
in hospital on my return home in September.

Leon.ard Weber, M.D.
25 West 46TH Street, New York.

HEXAMETHYLENAMINE IN TYPHOID FE\'ER.

To the Editor of The Medical Record.

Sir—Referring to the letter of Dr. Heberden Beale in

your issue of July 25, I call attention to the fact that I

reported October 12, 1907, several cases of typhoid fever
treated with formalin with recovery in about two and one-
half weeks. Since then, finding the solution of formal-
dehyde in water rejected by so many stomachs, I have been
using hexamethylenamine with good results. The duration
of the cases is three or four days longer than it is in those
cases which bear formalin well. I am glad to note, from
Dr. Beale's letter, that others are employing this drug,
which, in my limited experience of about half-a-dozen
cases, has appeared to shorten the disease by one or two
weeks; it keeps the temperature in check, about 103°; pre-
vents diarrhea and distention ; seems to prevent delirium,
and keeps the patient comfortable. The use of this drug
with regular, at least daily, high irrigation will, I believe,
reduce the average duration of typhoid fever to two weeks.
Its use must be begun early in the disease. I shall be glad
if you will publish this brief statement because I do not
think the profession sufficiently alive to the value of the
drug.

W. G. Christi.\n, M.D.
GORDONSVILLE, Ya.

OUR LONDON LETTER.
(From Our Special Correspondent.)

OFFICIAL SCIEXTIFIC RESE.\RCHES—THE TWO SAXIT.\RY CON-
GRESSES—MEDICAL IXSPECTION OF SCHOOLS—.\NTHRAX
TUBERCULOSIS AND MILK—HOUSE FLIES—INFANT MOR-
T.'VLITV—VISIT OF FRENCH PHYSICIANS—MR. T. BRYANT

—

OBITUARY.

London, July 24, 1908.

The following researches have been authorized in con-
nection with the parliamentary vote in aid of scientific

investigations concerning disease : I. Further inquiry

by Dr. Gordon as to microorganisms found in the
throats of scarlatina patients. 2. Protracted and recur-
rent diphtheria by Dr. Theodore Thompson and Dr. C.

J. Thomas: the bacteriological part by the Lister Insti-
tute. 3. Recurrent enteric fever by Dr. Thompson,
with Dr. Hedingham of the Lister Institute. 4. Inves-
tigations by Dr. Savage on paratyphoid bacilli in man,
streptococci in goats, and bacteriological measurement
of pollution in milk. 5. Professor Delepine's research
on 7,000 samples of milk. 6. Drs. Copeman and Nut-
tail's on flies as carriers of disease. 7. Drs. Farrar and
Nuttall's on bacteriology of bedding, especially as to ver-
min. 8. A statistical inquiry into the social incidence of
disease is to be begun, the first subjects being varicose
veins and hernia, which will be undertaken by Dr. Basil
Cook.
Further investigations are promised for this year.
In continuation of what I reported last week as to the

Royal Sanitary Institute, I may notice briefly one or
two of the discussions. Dr. M. Richards opened that
on medical inspection in schools—a subject which has
been very much to the fore ever since the act was
passed. He deprecated the attempt to establish uni-
formity of method as at this early stage likely to check
progress. Dr. Boobbyer of Nottingham objected to
lessening the responsibilities of parents by the indis-
criminate provision of creches, play centers, and so on.
He was supported by Dr. Utting of Liverpool, who
asked what was to become of parental responsibility

when children were brought into the world, vaccinated,
clothed, fed, educated, and taught a trade at the public
expense. Socialization was being carried to an extreme
in regard to children, and parental control and consid-
eration reduced to nothing. Dr. Manlej- regretted that
some authorities believed in sanitation by handbills,
which only served to light the fire or the father's pipe.

He thought the time for school clinics would come, but
not yet.

Dr. Berry wanted nurses appointed to visit parents
and see that the recommendatiotis of medical inspectors
were carried out.

Dr. T. G. Lyon, in a paper on pure air for indoor
workers, proposed to make employers liable for dam-
ages to health caused by bad air in factories, etc. Com-
pensation should be extended bej'ond the few cases in

which it was legallv obtainable. Professor Kenwood
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thereupon remarked that employers were not always to

blame, for factory girls were very strongly prejudiced

against fresh air.

The subject of cremation came up in another section

and great differences of view were expressed.
The next day the congress returned to the subject

of schools. Dr. Rose insisted that at least one or two
cleansing baths per week should be given. Spray baths
he thought most suitable, as with an installation of 50
sprays a whole class could be thoroughly washed in 25
minutes. An initial expenditure of at least £250,000

was required and the maintenance would only run, to

£60,000 a year. What would the advocates of parental
responsibilit}- say to this, and what would the over-
burdened rate-payers think of it? At the next congress
I mean to propose that each child be presented with a

stick of chocolate on arrival at school.

On the last daj- Dr. Enrich of Bradford contributed

a paper on the control of anthrax. From over 600 ex-

aminations he was satisfied that dust from the soil was
an important factor in disseminating the disease among
men. But dust free from blood sank into insignificance

compared with possibilities that lay in a blood-stained
fleece. Yet the importance of blood did not seem rec-

ognized. Disinfection must be so applied as to pene-
trate every part of a bale and operatives should be
taught to recognize the appearance of dried blood upon
variously colored raw material. Dr. Coutts said there was
a great deal more anthrax in man than got reported, and
Dr. Eurich agreed with him.

Dr. Edwards read a paper urging the fusion of the

Public Health and the Poor Law Services, and Dr.

Thomas one on creches, in which he attributed the high
infantile mortality of industrial centres to artificial feed-

ing.

.\ discussion on cows and tuberculosis, in which vet-

erinary authorities took a prominent part, was initiated

by Professor Penberthj-, who considered it a national

disgrace that meat was not subjected to inspection so

as to prevent the traffic in diseased meat. If the money
spent in gin and beer were given for pure milk less

would be heard of physical deterioration. Not a little

of the blame laid on the cow was properly the result of

the improvidence and neglect of the home and of pre-

disposed children. Mr. Brittlebank said it was calcu-

lated that 1,000,000 dairy cows in the country were
tuberculous and that 2 per cent, of them gave tuber-

culous milk. Dr. Cameron held that every cow which
reacted to tuberculin should be kept under special ob-
servation and examined once a fortnight. Mr. Steele

pleaded for a tuberculin test of uniform strength. Mr.
Willett insisted on a more efficient straining of milk.

A resolution was passed to the effect that any con-
templated legislation ought to be general and uniform
and that increased powers should be given to veterinary
surgeons.

-Another organization—the Royal Institute of Public
Health—has held its annual congress. This was at

Buxton, the spa so noted for rheumatism and at which
great improvements have recently been made. The
Duke of Devonshire is president this year and deliv-

ered an interesting address on a variety of subjects

connected with the public health. .Among them he ex-

pressed the opinion that the congress would tend to

show that there need be no conflict between medical
experts and agriculturists with regard to tuberculosis.

Those in contact with the horrors of consumption, he
said, thought that agriculturists were rather slow in

taking advantage of their opportunities, but by spread-
ing information and considering their position and feel-

ings, the experts might gain their active support. He
held that thorough examination should be made into the
conditions in which milk was produced, but when this

had been done the farmer should not be harassed any
further. All those connected with agricultural pursuits

recognized the necessity of a pure milk supply and were
anxious to carrv out suggestions.

Sir J. Crichton-Browne, who presided in the Preven-
tive Medicine Section, occupied his address with two
protests, one against the campaign going on in some
quarters against overfeeding and the other against ex-

cessive devotion to athletics. Re disputed the state-

ment lately circulated than not more than half the pro-

teids consumed were necessary. A mixed diet contrib-

uted to the success of the race. The culture of the
Greeks and the courage of the Spartans were nourished
on a diet into which flesh entered liberall}'. In every
newspaper strenuous physical exercise was extolled.

Xo doubt it conduced to immediate marked muscular
development. But how many athletes reached a green
old age, and how many who had undergone severe
training and made records succumbed prematurely to

heart troubles? He feared the breaking of records
sometimes ended in breaking of hearts. Muscular en-
ergy was not the same as constitutional vigor.
These views were endorsed by Professor Oliver of

Newcastle and Professor Ross of Liverpool.
The next daj' a discussion was opened bj' Dr. Gor-

don Hewlett oe bacilli carriers. He spoke of the house
fly's part in the spread of summer diarrhea and enteric
diseases and said the deposit of waste products in the
vicinity of houses should be strictly prohibited. Dr.
Marden then read a paper by Dr. Davies and Professor
Walker detailing the history of four personal carriers
of typhoid who had communicated the disease to a
number of people. Considering they had detected four
such occurrences in one city within a few months, they
argued that this might be a more common source of
typhoid than hitherto supposed. Mr. Jacob of Liver-
pool suggested that flies were active agents in spread-
ing phthisis, anthrax and ophthalmia, as well as diar-
rhea and typhoid. Of all carriers he thought flies the
worst and rats the next. Professor Haj- said the per-
sonal carrying of bacilli emphasized the necessity of
thorough cleanliness. Sir Crichton-Browne said as
many as 100,000 bacilli had been found on a single fly

and referred to American researches showing the con-
veyance of diseases by these pests. He hoped they
might be exterminated and they might have to take
their grandchildren to the British Museum to show them
a specimen of the extinct fly.

A paper on the smoke nuisance by Dr. Graham fol-
lowed. He spoke of a firm who were saving £25,000 a
year by consuming their smoke, and said this was the
most curable of our national evils and could be got rid
of in twelve months.
Another subject discussed was the spread of tuber-

culosis, on which Dr. Gregg of Belfast advocated a
national scheme for testing all cattle with tuberculin.
He said the kingdom might thus be freed from the
disease in three years at a cost of less than £3,500,000.
Dr. Brennan de Vine favored the slaughtering of all

infected cattle and calculated the cost at £99,000 for
the first year and a constantly decreasing amount after-
wards.
This subject came on again yesterday, the concluding

daj', when Dr. A. M. Eraser advocated the issuing of an
order under the diseases of animals act requiring com-
pulsory notification of tuberclosis in animals and the
destruction of the affected beasts, whether with or with-
out compensation.
Mr. Sadler admitted the distribution of milk needed

improvement, but he declared that tuberculosis declined
with increased consumption of milk. If people would
drink four times as much milk the disease would dim-
inish in proportion.

Sir C. Cameron urged compulsory notification of the
disease.

Professor Penberthy, president of the Veterinary
Section, also spoke on this subject and submitted that
a marked decline in tubercle bacilli in milk had oc-
curred, and quoted the Local Government Board in
support of his contention that the disease had de-
creased in Great Britain proportionatelj' more rapidly
than m any other country.
Dr. Marsden deprecated exaggerated statements about

the disease among cattle. He himself dealt with from
200,000 to 250.000 carcases a j'ear, and, although his
district had the reputation of the severest inspection
in England, they did not confiscate as unfit for food
more than 200 cattle per annum.
Another allied discussion w-as on infantile mortality,

in which Mr. Shelmandine said that 15,000 children in
Liverpool had been supplied with immunized milk, their

death rate falling one-half. Dr. Mackenzie attributed
much mortality to the practice of taking infants into
crowded public houses reeking with tobacco and alco-
hol. Dr. Broadbent commented on the dense ignorance
of mothers as a cause of death to their offspring.
We ha^e been celebrating the entente cordiale by

entertaining a number of French physicians who have
been over to see the exhibition and our hospitals. Most
of the great hospitals have been visited by them. Old
Bart's was specially honored, the new out-patient de-
partment and its training school attracting great atten-

tion. A demonstration of specimens in the museum
was also appreciated. Of course, we had to wind up
with a dinner, which we gave at the Hotel Cecil. About
170 sat down to the banquet, about sevent3' of them
French, and the toasts were, as you may suppose, highly

applauded.
Mr. Thomas Bryant, who was President of the Royal

College of Surgeons during three successful years.

Surgeon to Gu}''s Hospital for a long period. Sergeant
Surgeon to Queen Victoria, etc., has received from the
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College Council a very complimentary letter, congratu-
lating him on the attainment of his eightieth year. You
probablj- know his Manual of Surgery and may be
aware that he was a most able and popular teacher.

He now is Surgeon in Ordinary to the King, has held
many high posts and received various honorary di-

plomas from universities and academies
A notable character passed away on the 15th inst. in

Francis Mead Corner, J. P. He took the College and
Hall diplomas in 1854-5. He was a London Hospital
student, where he became house surgeon. Then he
became resident medical officer to the Dreadnought
hospital ship. Then he was surgeon (and eventually
consulting surgeon) to the Poplar Hospital and Medi-
cal Officer of Health to that district. Among other

appointments he was surgeon to the Home for Asiatics
and at one time on R. N. reserve and to H.M.S. Bril-

liant. He was well known and esteemed as a practi-

tioner throughout the East End of London, had been
President of the Hunterian Society and was made a

magistrate for the County of London. He died of
pneumonia, aged 75, and was buried on Mondaj'.

OUR LETTER FROM THE PHILIPPINES.
(From Our Special Correspondent.)

ATTITUDE OF THE LEGISLATURE TOWARD HE.\LTH MATTERS

—

SEGREGATING LEPERS—ARTESIAN WELLS—THE CHOLERA SIT-

UATION—M.\NIL.\'S WATER SUPPLY—CLOSURE OF THE OPIUM
HOSPITAL.

Manila. P. I., June 27, 190S.

The first Philippine legislature formally adjourned June
19. The action of this body, particularly with regard to

its attitude toward sanitarj' work which is being car-
ried on in the Philippines was watched with consider-
able interest and with certain apprehension in some
quarters. It was generally understood that large re-

ductions would be made in the amounts allowed for
carrying on health and medical work. It is therefore
agreeable to note that the appropriation for the Bureau
of Health for the coming year was actually increased
over that which has heretofore been allowed. There
was, however, a desire on the part of the Assembly to

abolish the Civil Hospital, which is maintained by the
Government for the care of its civilian employees, but
the opposition to this w-as not sufficiently strong to pre-
vent the appropriation for this institution being made.
The present hospital facilities are none too adequate in

Manila, and if the Civil Hospital should have been dis-

continued, the American and foreign element would
have had considerable difficulty in finding proper ac-
commodations.
The work of segregating the lepers in the Philippine

Islands, which is at the present time requiring large
sums of money, received substantial recognition, the

plans formulated by the Bureau of Health some years ago
received informal approval, and the funds necessary to

carry them out during the coming year were allowed.

In addition to the ordinary and regular appropria-
tions for the Bureau of Health, the sum of $75,000 was
allotted for the purpose of boring artesian wells
throughout the archipelago. The necessity for- these
life-saving water supplies has now been fully recog-
nized by the native population, and it is believed that
when the number of wells for which there is already
money available have been installed, a material reduc-
tion in the death rate may be expected. It w'ill perhaps
be remembered that in certain towns in Pampanga
province after the introduction of artesian water the
death rate dropped from 40 to 20 per thousand. There
is apparently no reason why results as good as that
should not be expected in many other towns of the
Philippines.
The cholera situation in the province of Capiz shows

some improvement during the past week. There have
been since January i a total of 668 cases and 504 deaths
reported from that province. In the province of Pan-
gasinan the situation is not so encouraging, and it be-
came necessary for the Insular Bureau of Health to
take direct diarge of the situation. For this purpose
seven medical inspectors were sent to Pangasinan, and
in those towns in which they are working the results
are already beginning to become apparent. The infec-
tion, however, had already become 50 widespread that
considerable time must elaose before the eradication
of the disease can be reasonably expected. To add to
the difficulty, many of the towns are afflicted with great
swarms of flies, which are believed to be largely respon-
sible for the spread of the disease.
In the town of Bayambang, at which place Camp

Gregg, a United States Army post, is located, the sol-

diers of the command contracted the disease, and dur-

ing the past few days two American lieutenants have
been stricken. These are the first two white people
who have been affected during the present outbreak.
The military authorities at Camp Gregg have quaran-
tined against the outside, and there is no reason to ex-
pect that there will be any further spread of the disease
among the soldiers or officers. The total number of
cases reported in Pangasinan since Januarj' i is 2,516,.

with 1,652 deaths.
The new water supply for the city of Manila, which

was supposed to have become available for use July i,

1908, is, unfortunately, not j'et ready. Owing to a cloud-
burst which occurred in the vicinity of the dam, much of
the preliminary work was washed away and with the
early onset of the rain\- season it is impossible to do
much toward replacing it. Consequently, it is not ex-
pected now that the water from an uninhabited water-
shed will be ready for use until August 15.

The question of the improved water supply for the
city of ^lanila is of the utmost importance. In view
of the presence of cholera in the Philippine Islands
there is a constant danger that the present shed, which
is inhabited by over 10,000 persons, may become in-

fected; and if the cholera spirilla should find their way
into the city water mains, a disaster of tremendous pro-
portions would, no doubt, be the result.

The opium hospital, which was recently started by
the government at Cebu for the treatment of opium
habitues, was discontinued after having been open for
about a month. The patients w-ere so refractory, and
the general population was so out of sympathy with the
movement, that good results could not be expected by
this voluntary method. It has now been decided to
permit the law to take its course by fining and impris-
oning those habitues who are detected with opium or
cocaine in their possession.

OUR LETTER FROM COPENHAGEN.
(From Our Special Correspondent.)

REC0\T:RY from detachment of the retina—EN2YME REAC-
TIONS IN cow's MILK—INFECTION IN CLOTHING OF THE
TUBERCULOUS.

At a meeting of the Swedish Medical Society Profes-
sor T. Widmark reported a case of recover)' from de-
tachment of both retinee. The patient had for about six

weeks suffered from repeated attacks of general ill-

feeling, fever, exophthalmus, and considerable decrease
of visual power. On examination she presented moder-
ate exophthalmus and chemosis, together with a detach-
ment of the retina on both sides. Two years earlier
the patient had been treated for polypoid degeneration
of the mucous membrane of the middle turbinate, ac-
companied by empyema of the maxillary sinus. A re-

peated examination showed that she was still suffering
from retronasal catarrh. She was therefore again put
under treatment for this disease, and after the treat-

ment had been carried out it was found that the ex-
ophthalmus and the detachment had entirely subsided.

Before the same societj' Mr. Chr. Barthel read a
paper on the enzymic reactions of cow milk and their
importance for the h3'gienic control of milk. He drew
attention to the test, described bj' the Dane, Professor
Storch, by which it is possible to detect whether a milk
sample has been heated to 80° C. (pasteurized) or not,

as one of the enzymes (the pero.xydase) is destroyed
at the mentioned temperatura. Mr. Barthel had now
found that an examination of one of the other normal
enzymes might be used for detecting an undue amount
of bacteria in the milk. To use the usual bacteriolog-
ical examination methods was not feasible when a
large number of samples had to be examined. But his

method was verj- simple and took, at the utmost, three
hours to carry out. If methylene blue (free from for-

malin) is added to a sample of milk, a decoloration sets

in as a result of the action of a reducing enzyme found
in the microorganisms of the milk. This decoloration is

the more rapid the larger the number of microbes is.

Mr. Barthel's method is as follows: To 10 c.c. milk
0.5 c.c. methylene blue solution is added. On the top
of the mixture 2 c.c. paraffinum liquidum are poured in

order to exclude the air. Place the test tube in a water
bath of 40-45° C. and note the time necessary for de-
coloration. If decoloration occurs within a few min-
utes the milk contains certainly about 100,000,000 of
microbes per c.c. and ought not to be offered for sale.

Even in those cases where decoloration only sets in

after an hour or so the milk is not fit for food, at least

not for infants. Milk in which decoloration occurs in

from one to three hours is of second quality. If longer
time is required for decoloration, the milk is of good
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•commercial qualitj-. Milk fresh from the cow requires
ten to twelve hours for decoloration. In the follow-

ing discussion Professor Medin said that he thought
that the destruction of the milk enzymes had some-
thing to do with the causation of Barlow's disease,

which occurred only in artificially fed children. He
wished to warn against the buddeization of milk, a

method of sterilization originated by the Danish en-

gineer, Budde, in 1900. Budde adds hydrogen pero.xide

to the milk, thus undoubtedly securing a bactericidal

effect. But the enzymes did not seem to tolerate this

method of sterilization better than boiling. The only
case of Barlow's disease which Professor Medin had
•observed in his own practice was in a child fed e.xclu-

sively on "buddeized" milk. Furthermore, of a series

of babies fed on "buddeized" milk in the Infants' Hos-
pital of Copenhagen, not fewer than si.x or eight had
Barlow's disease, but recovered in a fortnight, when
they were given raw milk. .\s to the real cause of

Barlow's disease, it could not be the destruction of
the enzymes alone, as during the years 1886-1896 not a

single case of the disease was observed in the Chil-

dren's Hospital of Stockholm, notwithstanding the

fact that at that time nearly all the babies were fed

exclusively on boiled milk. Dr. E. Landergren drew
.attention to the fact that Barlow's disease had only
been observed during the last ten years or so. In

this period nearly all the milk on the market had
heen centrifuged and thus separated from the impurities

and the leucocytes contained. In this way the milk
was deprived of not only the greater part of its en-
zymes but also of a very important substance, viz.,

the lecithin, so that the boiled milk now contained

far less lecithin than in former days. Perhaps this

might contribute to the explanation of those disturb-

ances in the nutrition which were nowadays observed
in infants exclusively fed on boiled milk.

In the Pathological Institute of Upsala, Dr. Ragnar
Fribergcr has carried out some investigations in order
to solve the question in what degree the clothes of

persons suffering from pulmonary tuberculosis repre-

sent a danger to his surroundings. The result has
been the very gratifying knowledge that those patients

who follow the usual hygienic prescriptions concern-
ing expectoration do not seem to infect their clothes,

•while of course the clothes of those patients who either

from personal habits or on account of the disease

itself show a pronounced want of cleanliness represent

a real danger to the communitj-.

Li.is!'<n Mtdica! and Surgicai Jfunutl, July 30, 1908.

Osteosarcoma of the Knee-joint.—Edville Gerhardt
Abbott and Dr. Thomas Jayne Burrange deal with a single

variety of osteosarcoma, involving a single anatomica.

structure, namely, the knee-joint, and give the results of

radical operative measures in a series of fifteen cases

Central sarcoma of the knee-joint closely resembles tuber-

culous arthritis, and the only reliable guide in discrim-

inating between these two conditions is careful, well-

directed treatment. Under fixation, traction and protection

the symptoms of tuberculosis in a short time subside, while

under the same treatment the symptoms of sarcoma con-

tinue to increase in severity. From their experience they

conclude that a radical ineasure, such as an amputation, for

the central variety of sarcoma of the knee-joint is advi.sed

for the following reasons: I. Early and high amputation

gives the largest percentage of recoveries without recur-

rence. 2. Treatment by the use of toxins, which seems to

be a useful adjunct, but alone, according to present statis-

tics, gives only 15 per cent, of cures in all varieties, cannot

lie entirely depended upon. 3. Immediate death foUownig

operation seldom occurs if the previous condition of the

patient is fair. 4. Resection is of doubtful benefit, and, in

cases where there is so much at stake, should not be at-

tempted.

The Abuse of Alcohol in the Treatment of Children's

Disease.—Charles W. Townsend believes that a halt

should be called in the indiscriminate use of alcohol if

•we are to believe that it acts as a narcotic and depressant.

The point he makes in his paper is that certain partially

psychotherapeutic actions of alcohol, which may have an

immediately good effect in adults, are largely absent in in-

fants and children. Most adults have a firm belief in the

stimulating action of alcohol; but this is absent in infants

and children. Alcohol in the adult may make him forget

his worries for the time being. Children, on the contrary,

live in the present, and, if they are comfortable, do not fret

about past sufferings, nor do they anticipate troubles to

come. To many adults alcohol is pleasing to the taste,

while alcoholic drinks are generally distasteful to children.

In many adults the use of alcohol has become a habit; in

children this is rare. The most important factors that

make towards the recovery of the infant in diarrheal

diseases are, first, a cleansed and unrrritated gastrointestinal

tract, and, secondly, a bland and unirritating food that

can be assimilated. The use of alcohol sometimes makes
the difference between a quiet and an irritated stomach.

He is convinced that children with acute lobar pneumonia
w-ould do far better with no alcohol at all, and his observa-

tions in a large number of cases of this disease would bear

out the theory that the action of the alcohol in any con-

siderable amount is a depressant.

.Vr;i' York Medical Jounial, Aui/ust i. 190S.

A Method for Preventing Infection from the Skin
During Surgical Operations.—J. Shelton Horseley says

that it is the practice of many surgeons to use but one
knife for incising the skin, and then to lay this knife aside

and complete the operation with other instruments. But

it must be recognized that if the knife is infected the

edges of the incised skin are also infected. In order to

obviate this he has adopted the following procedure

:

After making the incision in the skin and subcutaneous

tissue, the knife is laid aside and not used further. Then
a towel, folded in the middle so as to give a double thick-

ness, is tucked about the edges of the skin and held in

position by small tenacula. It is important that the towel

should be well folded over the skin edges. Small safety

pins may be used instca<l of tenacula.

Syphilis Communicated by Assault and Battery.

—

Harry G. "\\ atson is sure that the number of cases of

syphilis of nonvenereal origin would be much larger if all

cases were recognized and reported. Most cases of extra-

genital syphiHs are caused by kissing, or, as in the two
cases he reports, by assault and battery. This method of

producing syphilis by assault and battery is of special in-

terest to the general practitioner, who may be called upon
to treat wounds received in a fight. He should bear in

mind that such wounds are avenues of infection from
syphilis, and at the time he should inquire about the gen-

eral condition and appearance of the other party. Both of

the cases he rejiorts were infected from mucous patches,

being bitten by their antagonist in assault and battery.

The Solvent Action of the Sulphocyanates Upon the

Lime and Magnesium Deposits in the System.—Wil-
liam Bentky and Bernard R. LcRoy noticed that when the

saliva was normal the basic salt was one of potassium and
ammonium sulphocyanates in small and about equal

amounts, but that in all cases of departure from the line of

health there were deposits of more or less of the lime salts

in and around the teeth. This condition could, in a measure,

be remedied by the administered medicinal dose of sodium

sulphocyanatc ; this fact led him to use it in cases of

arteriosclerosis in small doses, giving prompt and rapid

relief to the patient, and in time producing an improved
condition which he attributed to the direct action of the

sulphocyanatc upon the deposited salts of lime. This led

to experiments in the laboratory and an exhaustive study

of the question of the solvency of lime and magnesium
calculi. They find that in arteriosclerosis, or in fact in

all cases where there is a high blood-pressure, sodium sul-

phocyanatc acted as by a miracle. From arteriosclerosis to

renal calculi is not a far jump. The inhabitants in their

section of the country suffer very much from calcareous

deposits, and renal calculi are common. The analysis of

one renal calculus showed it to be composed of calcium car-

bonate, 60 per cent. ; calcium phosphate, 25 per cent., and

magnesium. 15 per cent., and free from other contamina-

tion. It was with a piece of this stone that they com-
menced a study of the solvent action of the sulphocyanates.

As a result of their studies they announce that they had in

this drug a remedy which will not only slowly dissolve the

already formed stone, but will prevent the formation of

the calculi, or other deposits, in the system when the sul-

phocyanates are present in sufficient quantities. They ad-

vised against giving the sulphocyanates for any length of

time without carefully watching the patient and making re-

peated measurements of the blood-pressure. Large doses

of the drug are not called for.

Journal of the American Medical Association, August i.

1908.

Otosclerosis.—W. S. Bryant describes the pathology,

treatment, etc.. of middle-ear sclerosis or atrophic middle-

ear catarrh. There has been considerable confusion in regard

to the disorder, but in reality the condition is a very simple

one and includes not only the "dry catarrhal" but also the

suppurative process. Its symptomatic importance varies

with its location, the most harmful being in the neighbor-

hood of the foot-plate of the stapes, while it is most readi-

ly diagnosticated when the pathologic process is in plain
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sight in the drum membrane. It begins as a circulatory dis-

turbance in the mucosa and is irregular in course in its in-

cipiency. There may be initial anemia or hyperemia with

fibrosis ; contraction of the vessels causes anemia and this

causes sclerosis. The mucosa is first affected, next the

svibmucous or periosteal layer, where the changes are the

same, except that the deposits of lime salts is greater and
takes the form of exostoses. The etiology is varied ; the

most important cause is circulatory changes following re-

duced patency of the Eustachian tube. In most cases the

diagnosis is made readily by inspection of the drum mem-
brane. Any changes in it, other than those due to acute

inflammation or loss of continuity, indicate sclerosis. In

the insidious form with normal drum membrane, the diag-

nosis is made by the functional tests which indicate impair-

ment of hearing mechanism not accounted for except by
reduced stapes mobility. Treatment is directed to the cor-

rection of the systemic causes of the disturbance of the

blood supply by general hygiene, tonics, rest and relief of

nervous disturbances ; to putting the nasophar}'nx into as

perfect order as possible; to any local tympanic or tubal

causes, and to stimulation of normal nutrition and absorp-

tion of abnormal tissue. The restoration of function to

the various parts of the auditory apparatus must also be

sought by massage, inflation, etc., which are useful, if em-
ployed with caution, to restore normal mobility to the

parts. Without treatment the tendency is to irregularly

increasing loss of hearing. The prognosis with treatment

is favorable inversely with the advance and importance of

the location of the sclerotic process. It is worst when the

foot-plate of the stapes is involved and best when the drum
membrane is chiefly affected. It is good for arrest of the

process and for improvement except in the very advanced
cases. In Bryant's experience, 90 per cent, of the patients

in advanced stages have improved, and 100 per cent, in

less advanced stao'es.

Aneurysm of the Heart.—J. B. McElroy gives a de-

tailed history of a case of aneurysm of the cardiac wall,

with autopsy. He concludes from his study of the litera-

ture and his observation in this case, that the most frequent

cause is probably myocardial fibrosis resulting from inter-

ference with the circulation in the coronary arteries, which
were sclerotic and had their orifices contracted in his pa-

tient. This, he says, also explains the most frequent seat

of the aneurysm, w-hich is in the apical third of the left

ventricle and most frequently on the anterior surface. The
death of his patient was due to cardiac insufficiency from
myocarditis. There was also, in his case, very extensive

mediastinopericarditis, clearly recent in all parts except

over the aneurysm, indicating its secondary character. The
aneurysm was five inches in lateral width and three in

depth and its communication with the left ventrical was
marked by a well defined fibrous ring, two inches in diame-
ter. The diagnosis was made ante mortem.

Chronic Pancreatitis.—J. B. Deaver says the most
frequent form is the interlobular, and that it is this witn

which we have to deal in the pancreatitis complicating dis-

ease of the biliary passages. The interacinar form is due
to systemic conditions not yet understood, and is corre-

spondingly less amenable to direct or local attack. Ihe
most frequent cause is doubtless some obstruction to the

free discharge of the pancreatic secretion, accompanied or

not with an ascending infection. Either factor alone is

enough to produce it. Many other causes of chronic pan-
creatitis have been claimed, cardiorenal disease, tuber-

culosis, syphilis, etc., and Deaver thinks that microscopic

examination would reveal many cases of beginning change
in normal appearing organs. The local symptoms are not

very significant and may be practically absent ; the examina-
tion of the feces is sometimes inconclusive and demancis

skill not always easy to command. The symptoms depend-
ing on the derangements of metabolism, due to interference

with the internal secretion of the pancreas, are most dis-

tinctive. Diabetes is often too late a symptom to be of

practical value, but the Cammidge reaction is a fairly

constant sign of pancreatic disease. Medical treatment is

generally futile, but by surgery we can in many cases re-

move the underlying cause, overcome the infection, and
bring about complete recovery. \\'hen secondary to gall-

stone disease, removal of the calculi and free drainage will,

in most cases, lead to a complete subsidence of pancreatic

symptoms. When the gallducts are found clear, and tne

causal infection has subsided, drainage of the organ by
way of the biliary passages nevertheless exerts a remark-
able curative effect on the lesion, especially when the diag-

nosis and operation are made early, before the so-called

catarrhal pancreatitis has really become a chronic inter-

stitial interacinar lesion. Moderate anemia and glycosuria

are not contraindications, as both are often greatly benefited

when normal metabolism is restored.

The Respiratory Murmur.—H. D. Arnold criticises

the modern teachings as to physical signs in the text-books,

as failing to discriminate between unfounded theories and
established facts and ignoring the physical laws on which
their explanation should be based. There are, it is true,

many points that we cannot thus solve at present, but we
can be more truly scientific and less traditional in our ideas.

To illustrate his view's, he takes up the subject of the res-

piratory murmur, in regard to which there are contra-

dictory opinions as to the reason why there should be two
types of breathing sounds, a question that can be solved
by physical experiments more easily than physiologists
can investigate the digestive processes. The respiratory

murmur with its modifications, he show-s, is rationably ex-
plainable according to the laws of physics by recognizing it

as originating at two points, the glottis and the point where
the minute bronchus opens into the air sac. From these its

transmission depends on the structures and passages
through which the vibrations are conducted, and with a

knowledge of the physical laws of sound conduction and of
the structural and gross anatomj', one obtains an under-
standing of the complex combinations of sounds in health

and readily translates the variations that come with disease

into terms of changes in the texture of the lung tissue.

This is the real aim of auscultation of the respiratory mur-
mur—to learn the texture of the lung tissue. Arnold gives

his explanation in detail of the physical mechanism of the

different changes in the respiratory sounds, and while ne
does not claim that it is necessarily correct, as it has not
been experimentally demonstrated to be so, it is consistent

with the laws of physics and -offers an intelligent basis

from which to carry out further investigations which shall

confirm or disprove it.

Remissions in Pernicious Anemia.—W. L. Bierring
reports three cases of pernicious anemia with remissions,

with tabulated blood-counts. In one case the improvement
followed the removal of the patient from the countj- farm
to the hospital, where the better hygienic and dietarj' con-
ditions were undoubtedly a strong factor. In several cases

observed, out of a total of twentj'-five in the last two and
a half years, in which fermentative changes in the intestines

w^ere a prominent symptom, high colonic irrigations w-ith

physiologic salt solution seemed to be connected with re-

missions or improvement. Though the blood count shows
a marked improvement in the remissions, there are still ab-

normal features indicating that a disturbance in hemato-
genic function still exists. At best a remission is but a

partial cure, and reserve in prognosis and caution in inter-

preting apparent therapeutic results are always advisable.

Bierring considers that the view that the disease is an ex-
pression of a toxemia—probably enterogenic in origin—is

borne out by clinical studies and experimental observations,

so that care of the digestive tract is a special factor in all

cases. The recent work of Herter attributing etiologic sig-

nificance to specific fermentations is very suggestive, and
it will be of interest to learn further of his series of cases

in which the treatment consisted in the removal of the

Bacillus a'erogcncs cafsulatus from the intestine by colonic

irrigation.

Pellagra.—R. H. Bellamy finds from inquiries among
farmers that decomposed corn, picked before it has ma-
tured, is considered a cause of disease in animals (except

swine) and in man, and in his section' some farmers will

not eat corn meal or grits away from home for fear of its

being made of such damaged corn. He reports ten cases

of pellagra occurring in his practice, and says he has
knowledge of half a dozen more in his neighborhood.
There is little doubt, he says, that the disease has oc-

curred there for many j-ears, as a careful inquiry among
physicians brings to light many unrecognized cases. Three
of the cases reported were of the chronic type, one died

;

seven were acute, all fatal, treatment failing. Bellamy has

never seen a patient recover from the acute attack, though
the more chronic form averages five years' duration and
may last much longer.

Tlic Lancet, July 25, 1908.

Intermittent Claudication, or Intermittent Limping,
and Obliterative Arteritis, with Illustrative Cases.—
Byrom Bramwell says that the group of sj'mptoms included

under the term intermittent claudication is due to a tem-

porary ischemia of the affected parts, and the essential

clinical characteristics of the condition are absence of

symptoms when the parts are at rest, the development of

symptoms after exertion, the disappearance of symptoms
after rest, and, in most cases, the absence of pulsation in

the pedal arteries. In most cases three factors seem to

take part in the production of the ischemia, which is the

fundamental cause of the condition, viz. vascular ob-

struction, vasomotor spasm, and increased demand upon
the circulation of the part which muscular activity entails.

The objects of treatment are to remove the arterial con-

dition on which the defective blood supply depends, to keep
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the patient at rest and so prevent the temporary ischemia
which is the itnmediate cause of the symptoms, to prevent
vasomotor spasm, and to relieve symptoms.
A Case of Successful Removal of a Stone Weighing

Two Pounds.—Owen Richards reports this case be-
cause, so far as he knew, the stone was the second largest

that has ever been successfully removed, and because an
account of the method employed may be of use to some
surgeon who meets with a hard stone too big for removal
by any of the usual ways. The stone was too large and
too hard for lithotrity, and the crushing forceps failed to

get a grip through a perineal incision. He cut away the
lower part of the stone with an osteotome and mallet
through the perineal incision while an assistant made down-
ward pressure through the adominal wall. The stone was
hard and had to be chiseled away in blocks small enough
to pass through the opening. As this soon ceased to be
either easy or safe, a vertical incision was made above the
pubes, the peritoneum stripped upwards as far as it would
easily go, and the bladder was incised vertically. The
outer layer of the stone where it presented was chipped
away in blocks, and the softer inner mass was cut out in

the same way, till the stone became more or less hollowed.
It was then possible to introduce one blade of the forceps
into the cavity, and the other between the shell and the

bladder wall, and thus to break away some of the stone.

After a time the stone as a whole collapsed, and then it

was easy to bring pieces of it underneath the wound and
crack them with osteotome and forceps. The entire stone
must have weighed thirtj'-two ounces.

British Medical Journal, July 25, 1908.

The Action of Chloroform Administered by Different
Channels.— D. Xoel Paton and Dorothy E. Lindsay at-

tempt to throw light upon the etiologj' of late poisoning, a

well recognized danger in tlic administration of chloro-

form as an anesthetic, by a study of the changes produced
in the protein metabolism of the body, with more special

reference to the interference with the hepatic metabolism.
Such an interference is indicated by disturbances in the dis-

tribution of the waste nitrogen e.xcrcted in the urine, and
chiefly by a decreased conversion of ammonia into urea.

Hence the proportions of these two constituents have been
more specially studied. Chloroform by inhalation seemed
to indicate a stimulation of hepatic metabolism rather than
a depression. Protein was present in the urine in appre-
ciable amount in only one experiment. Apparently in the

dog (dogs were used throughout the investigation) the dis-

turbances in the hepatic metabolism produced by the inha-

lation of chloroform are very trifling, and the kidneys are

little affected. Chloroform in oil was administered by the

stomach in two instances with a distinct increase in the

total nitrogen excreted ; in both there was a distinct fall

in the nitrogen in urea, a rise in the nitrogen in ammonia
and in uric acid, with no marked change in the proportion
of nitrogen in creatinin. Hypodermically there was no
marked rise in the total nitrogen excretion noted. The
difference between the effects of the administration of

chloroform by inhalation on the one hand, and by the stom-
ach or hypodermically on the other, is not due to difference

in dose, but to its rapid elimination after inhalation, and
to its slow elimination after the latter modes of adminis-
tration.

The Administration of Ether by the Open Method.—
G. H. Colt had made an inhaler so arranged as to allow

inspiration through the inhaler, but to direct the expiration

into the air without passing back through the inhaler. There
seems to be no doubt that there is, on the whole, less

cyanosis, less secretion of mucus, and less oozing of the

tissue by this method, but the anesthesia almost always
tends to become light. Perhaps this can be obviated by
using an inhaler which presents a greater evaporating sur-

face for the ether. At no time, however, is the oozing of

blood less than with anesthesia maintained with chloro-

form. The administration of ether by the open method
seems to have its uses in a small number of cases, chiefly

in very anemic patients, for short operations, and in those

who readily become cyanosed.
Rectal Drainage in Cases of Pelvic Abscess Due to

Appendicitis.—Bilton Pollard says that in dealing with

a well localized appendix abscess in any situation it is un-

wise to do more than is absolutely necessary for the effi-

cient evacuation and drainage of the abscess. The ap-

pendix should not be removed at the time the abscess is

drained. Holding this view, he is very averse from re-

moval of the appendix in the original operation for pelvic

abscess when this is done through the abdominal incision

;

and so he is not deterred from using the rectal route on
account of the impossibility of removing the appendi.x

through it. Surgeons would be wise in using the vaginal

or rectal route in females and the rectal route in males for

the evacuation of large appendix abscesses which are ap-

parently confined to the pelvic cavity.

A Case of Aphasia During Whooping-Cough.—J. S.

Sewell reports the case of a boy. si.x years old, who had a
severe attack of whooping cough with commencing bron-
chopneumonia. He became unconscious three days after
admission to the hospital, and remained so for three weeks.
The child was unable during this time to utter a word.
There was also paresis of the right upper extremity. The
complete aphasia continued for another fortnight (five

weeks in all), when he began to make inarticulate noises
and to say a few simple words. The aphasia and paresis
disappeared. This seemed to be due to a hemorrhage in

the neighborhood of Broca's convolution and the arm area,
occurring during one of the paroxysms of coughing.

Berliner kUiiische ll'ochenschrift. July 20. 1908.
Gangrene of the Skin in Scarlet Fever.—Heubner re-

ports a case of scarlet fever which was followed by a se-

vere adenitis and arthritis. The latter was complicated by
a remarkable eruption appearing on the skin overlying the

affected joints. This eruption quickly progressed and was
soon transformed into an ugly dark-colored raised spot of
gangrene. Xo parasites of any type could be found that

would account for the eruption. The lesion continued for

about three weeks and gave place to a granulating w-ound
which gradually closed up. The case is interesting, being
almost unique, a picture of gangrene following scarlet fever
in a s\T)hilitic child being given in Pfaundler-Schlossmann's
Handbook of Children's Diseases. The author's case was
probably caused by vasomotor disturbances in the skin and
not by a bacterial infection. Embolic causation of the

lesion could not be considered.
Antitryptic Power of Blood-serum in Cancer.—Brieger

and Trebing have continued their investigations in this

field and have examined fifty-five cases of cancer with ref-

erence to the inhibitive action of the blood-serum upon
tryptic digestion. In the great majority of cases the in-

hibitive phenomenon was greatly increasW. Several pa-
tients with suspected malignant disease showed the same
phenomenon, and its existence in the case of most sera ob-
tained from patients suffering from chronic diseases proved
that it accompanies cachexia due to any long continued
drain upon the organism. The test may be of use in differ-

ential diagnosis of cancer, the cachexia in that disease be-

ing expressed by the increase in the antitryptic power of
the serum early in the course of the affection. The ad-

ministration of pancreatin to the patients suffering from
cancer led to a remarkable fall in the antitryptic power,
the cause of this not being apparent as yet.

Dcutsehe medicinisch'c ll'ochcnschrift, July 16, 1908.

Injuries Caused by Electricity and Lightning.—
Pfahl has examined a number of cases of electric shock

and of injury by lightning, following the condition of the

patients for long periods of time. In every case loss of

consciousness for longer or shorter period was the im-
mediate consequence of the accident. Organic lesions

could be demonstrated in every case with one exception.

Quite frequent were burns of various degrees of severity;

several patients showed scars on the top of the skull and on
the soles of the feet, sites which were quite characteristic

of injurj' from lightning; other patients gave symptoms
and signs of neuritis ; a number showed lesion of the eye

grounds, consisting of hemorrhages and partial separation

of the retina. The majority of the patients showed nervous

or hysterical phenomena in consequence of the accidents.

The author urges than an examination of the eyes be made
as soon as possible in all accidents involving injury by
electric current so that the organic lesions caused rnay not

be overlooked with regard to any future medical or judicial

questions arising from the occurrence.

Marmorek's Serum.—Glaessner says that this serum
has proved completely harmless with proper dosage in all

cases he has observed. A few patients were so improved
by the administration of the serum in the absence of any

other treatment that a certain curative effect of the serum
cannot be denied. Its use has also hastened the good
effect of other methods of treatment when combined with

them. Several cases proved to be refractive to the influence

of the serum. Kohler, on the other hand, writing in the

same weekly, has seen no encouraging results after using

the serum in sixty cases of tuberculosis. While some pa-

tients were improved, this result was so irregular that its

dependence upon the serum could not be postulated.

Trypsin and Amylopsin in Cancer and Tuberculosis.

Pinkuss says that the subcutaneous injection of these pan-

creatic ferments has proved to be quite harmless in the

many instances in which he has used them. On the other

hand, he has never observed any improvement in patients

suffering from malignant disease and treated by these fer-

ments. Incidentally, he used the ferments in two cases of

extensive tuberculous disease of the neck, and attained sur-

prisinglv favorable results. The tuberculous lesions were

promptly stopped in their progress and great improvement

in the local and general condition of the patients followed.
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Medical Lectures and Aphorisms. By Samuel Gee,
M.D., Fellow o£ the Royal College of Physicians, Hon-
orary Physician to H. R. H. The Prince of Wales, and
consulting Physician to St. Bartholomew's Hospital.
London : Henry Frowde, and Hodder and Stoughton,
1908.

The present volume is by a veteran physician, observer,
and writer, and is an interesting and valuable addition to
our present books on Practice. The lectures, which are
eminently readable, are on the following subjects : The
history of a case of cerebral hemorrhage; the meaning of
the words coma and apoplexy ; large heads in children

;

aphasia ; the meaning of the word delirium ; nervous
atrophy; spinal myalgia; the causes and forms of bronchi-
tis; the nature of pulmonary emphysema; the nature of
asthma : enlarged spleen in children ; tuberculous perito-
nitis ; the signs of acute peritoneal diseases ; sects in medi-
cine (dogmatic, methodic, homeopathic, pharmacological,
empirical, and expectant). These lectures are followed
by some sixty pages of Aphorisms, collected by Dr. Thomas
J. Horder ; our limited space prevents the giving of ex-
tracts, much as we are tempted to do so. In an appendix
are two historical papers on the conflict of medicine with
smallpox, and Abraham Cowley and his Philosophical
College.

_
The volume is small but scholarly, and cannot

fail to stimulate thought; it is inviting in appearance, im-
proves on acquaintance, and is laid down with regret, only
to be taken up again for further enjoyment.

RoTuxDA Midwifery for Nurses axd Midwives. By G. T.
\\ REXCH, 1\LD., Late Assistant Master Rotunda Hospital.
With Introduction by The Master of the Rotunda
HospiT.\L. London : Henry Frowde, and Hodder and
Stoughton, 1908.

As stated in the^title, this book is for midwives and nurses

;

and after a very careful perusal of its pages, we can say
that it admirably fulfils its purpose. Most of the books
intended for nurses contain much that can never legiti-

mately enter into the province of a nurse's work. 'This
little volume gives all the obstetrical knowledge that they
actually need, and then it stops. Again and again in the
conditions beyond the nurses' powers and knowledge, the
author gives as the method of treatment the advice to
"send for the physician." Teclmical terms are carefully
explained as they occur, and numerous illustrations and
diagrams make clear the instruction contained in the text.
The Rotunda has long enjoyed a most enviable reputation,
and this little book by the late Assistant Master is worthy
of the source from which it emanates.

Detection of the Common Food Adulterants. By Edw^n
M. Bruce, Instructor in Chemistry Indiana State Nor-
mal School. New York: D. Van Nostrand Company,
1907.

One of the results of the recent agitation of the pure food
question has been to awaken the public to the fact that
a large amount of our food is or was adulterated. This
little volume gives a few simple qualitative tests for all

the common food adulterants. It w-ill be useful in the
school, and in some cases also in the home.
Person.\l Hygiene in Tropical and Semitropical Coun-

tries. A popular manual, written for the use of for-
eigners residing in the Philippines, Cuba, and other
portions of the tropics. By Isaac Williams Brewer,
M.D., Member of the American Society of Tropical
Medicine. Philadelphia: F. A. Davis Company, 1908.

This is a small book, slight and sketchy in character, and
discussing in^ a superficial kind of manner almost every-
thing appertaining to hygiene that a dweller in the Tropics
is likely to be interested in. There is some sound advice
in the volume, and it will doubtless be of service to any
one going to the Tropics for the first time.
Lehrbuch der Specifischen Diagnostik und Therapie

der Tuberculose. Fiir Aerzte und Studierende. Von
Dr. B.\ndelier, Dirigierendem Artze der Lungenheil-
statte Cottleus, und Dr. Roepke. Dirigierendem Arzte
der Eisenbahnheilstatte Melsungen. Mit 18 Tempera-
turkurven auf 5 lithographischen Tafeln. Wiirzburg

;

A Stubers Verlag (Curt Kabitzsch), 1908.
The growing popularity of the tuberculin treatment is at-
tested by the appearance of this monograph devoted solely
to the diagnosis and treatment of tuberculosis by means
of this remedy. The first part of the book, the diagnosis
by means of tuberculin, considers the choice of the prep-
aration, the dilutions, the technique of injections, the dos-
age, the reaction, the indications and the contraindications
for the use of the remedy with this purpose. The con-
clusion of the authors is that diagnosis by means of tuber-
culin aids both prophylaxis and treatment oi the disease,
and ovight to be used both in sanatorial and private prac-
tice.

The part of the book treating of the specific therapy by

means of tuberculin gives evidence of our changed views
in the subject, from the first unbounded enthusiasm, when
large doses were indiscriminately used, to the present time
when the effect of infinitesimal doses is carefully watched,
so that no harmful reaction may take place. The authors
are painstaking in the minuteness of the directions given
for the use of the remedy, the various preparations of
which are described and critically considered. In testi-

mony of the success of the treatment in selected cases
they add a number of temperature charts, showing the

progress and the permanency of the cures obtained. The
book will prove very valuable to all physicians using tuber-
culin preparations for diagnostic or therapeutic purposes.

Kosmetik. Ein Leitfaden fiir practische Arztc. Von Dr.
Edmund Saalfeld in Berlin. Mit 14 in den Text ge-
druckten Figuren. Berlin : Verlag von Julius Springer,

1908.

Dr. Saalfeld calls attention to the fact that the legitimate

medical field of cosmetics has been in the past monopo-
lized for the most part by charlatans and advertising
"specialists." His book in protest of this condition of
affairs, is an attempt to teach the general practitioner the

therapy of various facial blemishes, disturbances of
sweat secretion, diseases of the hair and nails, etc. It is

a handy little volume of some one hundred pages and
covers a subject which is but badly represented in medical
literature of the English language.

Die Lehre von der Intub.\tion, von Prof. Dr. J. von B6-
K.-\v, Direktor des Stefanie Kinderspital zu Budapest.
Mit 113 Abbildungen und 2 Tabellen in Text. Leipzig:

Verlag von F. C. W. Vogel, 1908.

In this handsomely printed and well-illustrated mono-
graph, the author traces the development of laryngeal
tubage from the initial attempts of Desault in 1803 down
to and through the era opened by the epoch-making work
of O'Dwyer to whom he renders due praise. He consid-
ers incidentally many of the questions w-hich have been
discussed in connection with intubation such as its recent

modifications, effect of trauma in inserting and removing
the tube, the value of intubation in stenosis from
causes other than diphtheria, tampon tubes, peroral intuba-

tion, etc. Finally follows a bibliographj' which covers
fully 30 large pages. The monograph is without doubt
the most complete exposition of the subject which has yet

appeared. In fact it is an encyclopedia of the matter and
brings together in one publication the essentials of the

various valuable papers of the last quarter of a century.

An Index of Tre.\tment. By Various Authors. Edited
by Robert Hutchison, M.D., F.R.C.P., Physician to the

London Hospital and Assistant Physician to the Hos-
pital for Sick Children, Great Ormond Street, and
H. Stansfield Collier, F.R.C.S. Surgeon to St. Mary's
Hospital

; Joint Lecturer on Surgery in St. Mary's Hos-
pital Medical School: Surgeon to the Hospital for Sick
Children, Great Ormond Street. Revised to conform
with American usage by Warren Coleman, M.D., Pro-
fessor of Clinical Medicine and Instructor in Thera-
peutics in Cornell University Medical College : Assistant
Visiting Physician to Bellevue Hospital. New York:
William Wood and Company, 1908.

The editors of this book have arranged the subjects in

alphabetical order so that it is especially adapted to ready
reference. In this way the work resembles a small en-
cyclopedia, each article being written by one who is par-
ticularly well qualified to handle it. Over seventy authors
have contributed to the text, many of them world famous.
Among these we note Clifford Allbutt, Byrom Bramwell,
Gibson, Lane, Poynton, Schmieden, Bezly Thorne, Samuel
West, and other eminent authorities. Surgical matters
are dealt with more from the non-operative point of view,
ignoring, as seems proper in a work of this kind, the elab-

orate technical operations only to be done by specialists.

Obstetrics is omitted, being better fitted to treatises on
that subject alone.

The w'ork is compact and closely printed. Each author
has carried out the editors' intention of giving the simplest

and most efficient means of treatment now in vogue rather
than mentioning each and every procedure which may be
employed. As a whole the ideas expressed are conserva-
tive and such as are accepted by the most advanced clini-

cians as safe and effective. In such modern subjects as
Bacteriotherapeutics an introduction serves to make the
therapeutic methods intelligible and is properly supplied.

.About fifty illustrations add to the value of the text

while a supplementary index aids the searcher who may
use a different nomenclature than that followed in the
alphabetical arrangement. The work of the American ed-

itor has been chiefly that of adapting the English prepara-
tions to the United States Pharmacopeia where this is

necessarj- or possible. It has greatly increased the
value of the book to American practitioners.
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BRITISH MEDICAL ASSOCIATIOX.

Sci-enty-sixth Annua! Meeting, Held at ShefHeld, July

24-31, 190S.

(Special Report to the Mei ical Record.)

CF.NER.\L SESSIONS.

Tins meeting occupied the week. Some councilorj and
members of the representative meeting foregathered at the

end of last week to attend to questions concerning the do-

mestic policy of the Society. The Lord Mayor held a recep-

tion for those who arrived on Monday.

' Tuesday. July 2S—First Day.

On Tuesday morning there was a service in the Parish

Church, where the Bishop of Sheffield addressed the mem-
bers and referred to the so-called Christian Science as one

of those fads which are in too much evidence nowadays
and are dangerous, inasmuch as they tend to keep the

doctor from the sick room. Nearly 200 members, decked

out in their academical robes, marched in procession from
the Cutlers' Hall to the church. Early in the afternoon a

general meeting was held to install Mr. Simeon' Sneul as

President. He is Professor of Ophthalmology at the Uni-

versity of Sheffield, where his active life has been passed,

and is also Ophthalmic Surgeon to the Royal Infirmary.

Later in the afternoon the members distributed themselves

among the various garden parties provided for the occa-

sion. In the evening the Association reassembled in the

Firth Hall of the University, uniform or academic dress

being general. Here colonial delegates and a number of

distinguished foreign guests were introduced to the Presi-

dent.

Then followed the presentation of the Association's

prizes. The Stewart prize was awarded to Colonel David

Bruce for his researches as to the cause and prevention of

Mediterranean fever. The Middlemore prize to Mr. Snell

for his contributions to ophthalmology. Honory member-
ship was conferred on the Lord Mayor, the Master Cutler

and the Pro-Chancellor of the University.

President's Address.—Mr. Simeon Snell, F.R.C.S.

Edin., Ophthalmic Surgeon to the Royal Infirmary,

Sheffield, then delivered his address. After thanking

his hearers for the great honor which he had received

in being made president of the Association, he referred

to the two previous meetings in Sheffield. These had

not been altogether without incident. At the first

meeting, in 1845, the president-elect retired the day be-

fore because he was not in accord with the medical

politics of the Association. The second meeting, in

1876, was held at short notice in consequence of the

abandonment of the meeting, owing to local differences,

in another town which had been selected. He then spoke

of the changes in Sheffield since 1845, and gave a brief

history of the Medical School, now the Medical Eaculty

of the University. Sheffield, he said, might not inap-

propriately be called the cradle of the study of indus-

trial diseases. So long ago as 1819, Sir Arnold Knight

read a paper before the Medical and Surgical Society

in which he called attention to the high mortality from

lung diseases among grinders. Dr. Calvert Holland, in

1843, published in book form his observations on the

same subject, recommending a ventilating apparatus as

a preventive measure. He also investigated the other

branches of labor followed in Sheffield, and showed
that each had its own special health conditions and

rate of mortality, but the one preeminent for its de-

structiveness to life was fork-grinding. Many others

had studied and written upon the industrial diseases

of the town. The speaker himself had confined his at-

tention to diseases of the eye, but the field here was

more extensive than might be supposed, for Sheffield,

being the center of the iron and steel industry, as well

as one of the largest coal-producing parts of England,

afforded many opportunities for studv' of eye diseases

and accidents in relation to occupation. These might

be conveniently grouped under four heads: (1) Dis-

eases due to occupations involving prolonged use or

excessive strain of the eyes and their muscles, such as

nystagmus in coal miners and in other employments;

(2) those due to occupations involving the use of cer-

tain poisons, such as dinitrobenzol, met in making ex-

plosives, bisulphide of carbon, and others; (3) a con-

sideration of the effects on the eye of occupations in-

volving exposure to excessive light or heat or both,

such as burnishers, steel-smelters, electric welders, bot-

tle makers, etc.; (4) injuries or accidents among grind-

ers, iron and steel workers, coal miners, etc.

Mr. Snell confined his remarks to one only of these

diseases, namely, nystagmus. This disease, so fre-

quently met with in coal miners, he had shown many
years ago to be due chiefly to weariness of the levator

muscles induced by the constrained position of the

body and eyes which the miner was compelled to as-

sume while engaged in "holing" and certain other

forms of work in the mines. He showed that it was

not dependent, as some had suggested, upon the in-

different illumination afforded by the safety lamp, for it

was found in cases where abundant illumination was
afforded by electric lights, and also in occupations

above ground necessitating a similar constrained posi-

tion with overuse of the levator muscles of the eye.

One curious and serious result of nystagmus was the

inability which it induced in its victims to detect the

presence of firedamp. The ordinary method adopted

for the detection of this dangerous gas was the reduc-

tion of the size of the oil flame of the safety lamp until

the luminosity, almost disappeared, the firedamp then,

if present, appearing as a pale blue flame or "cap"

above it. The amount of gas present could be ap-

proximately estimated by the appearance and size of

this "flame cap." The men responsible for seeing that

the pit was free from dangerous quantities of gas were

the "deputies" or "firemen." It was their duty to visit

the "workings" before the colliers went to their work,

and during their working shift, to ascertain how much,

if any. gas was present; and throughout their regular

day's work they were constantly on the lookout for

any indication of firedamp. The speaker had long be-

lieved that the apparent dancing of the safety lamp,

which is a prominent symptom of miners' nystagmus,

would be a hindrance to the delicate detection of the

"cap" indicating the presence of gas. An official, to

whom he had spoken of this probable effect of nystag-

mus, undertook to test one of the deputies while going

through the mine, and he found the man was unable to

detect any but a large amount of gas, producing a long

"cap" over the lamp. Mr. Snell then undertook to test

practically a number of men suffering from nystagmus,

and confirmed the observation of the official, that such

men could not detect low percentages of firedamp. He
also photographed a safety lamp bj' means of a camera

making 150 half-inch oscillations on either side, and in

the resulting pictures the flame of the lamp was so

blurred that it was easy to understand why the nystag-

mic observer would fail to detect a delicate blue "gas

cap" above the flame.

In closing, the speaker referred briefly to the ad-

vances in medicine and surgery that had been made
since the time of the previous meeting of the Associa-

tion in Sheffield, in 1876, and especially to the progress

in ophthalmology. The knowledge of errors of refrac-

tion and their causal relation to many nervous condi-

tions was set forth as a notable advance, and yet, he

said, it was but a few years since the scoffer was heard

deriding such a relation or minimizing its importance.

It was no small matter that to millions of sufferers
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from recurring headaches a fuller and better under-

standing of the bearing of ocular conditions as a cause,

and a more careful adjustment of their refraction er-

rors of muscle balance, in competent hands, had brought

comfort and relief.

Sir H. Sw-^NZY of Dublin moved a vote of thanks to

the President for the address, which he said was most inter-

esting and instructive. Sheffield was fortunate in having

Mr. Sneix among her citizens. He was well known as a

high authority on diseases of the eye and as regards

nystagmus no one had done so much to improve their un-

derstanding of it. His address was of the highest import-

ance and value, not only as showing how nystagmus was

caused, but also, what was of more importance to the com-

munity at large, how it ought to be prevented.

Professor FuCHS of Vienna seconded the motion, which

was carried with applause.

Wednesday, July 29

—

Second Day.

This was a very crowded day—all the sections began

their sittings in the morning and were well attended. In

the public health section a question of vital interest to

Sheffield was discussed, viz., the smoke abatement. The

Lord Mayor, the Medical Officer of Health and other ciu-

zens took part in the discussion. Gas for working and

heating was dealt with. The practical result obtained in

some of the great furnaces was illustrated; in some in-

stances the time that smoke was emitted was reduced to

three minutes per hour, instead of from fifteen to fiftv'.

Another speaker condemned gas fires in small houses as a

"confounded nuisance" and spoke of the detrimental effect

of gas fumes. He did not oppose the abolition of smoke.

but the introduction of things that were worse, and added

"Let us have a httle common sense as well as scientific

knowledge." In another section citizens took a part, and

Commander Scott, R. X., the Chief Constable, read a care-

fully prepared paper on the Inebriates Acts, 1879 an<I ipoO:

in which he related some of his experiences exemplifying

some of the difficulties of administering these acts. The

greatest of these was the reluctance of magistrates to break

up the home of the inebriate—this being, in Commander

Scott's opinion the rock on which the legislation split. The

effects were too drastic, the results too small. Drs. Cl-WE

Sh.\w, W-\nd Cousins and J. Stew.art joined in the dis-

cussion.

Address in Medicine.—Dr. J.\mes Kingston Fowler,

Dean of the Medical Facultj- of the London University,

then delivered this address, taking as his title "Modern

Medicine." He wished to protest against the too prev-

alent impression that the great advances in the healing

art had been made by surgery alone, medicine having

been more or less standing still. Surgery had but one

victory to win; the triumph over sepsis laid at its feet

vast territories where the knife was scarcely known,

but in some of which the phj-sician had hitherto held a

feeble swaj". Not so with medicine, which was re-

quired to attack separateh- problems of infinite diffi-

culty presented by each disease and everj- organ of

the body, and found no single light which illumined

every dark recess of its ignorance—an ignorance which

it shared in common with all the other sciences, and

which in our several spheres it was the duty of each

one of us to attempt to remove. He ventured to claim

that, having regard to the wide field which it covered,

the advance of medicine had during the last thirt3'

years been infinitely greater in the mass than that of

surgerj-, although, perhaps, not so readily appreciable

by the public; and he expressed a confident belief that

we need have no fear for the future, that it would far

outstrip the past, that we were as yet but on the

threshold of the knowledge which would reveal the

methods of Nature in dealing with disease. Referring

to bacterial therapj', the speaker said that the process

followed bs" Nature in the cure of an infectious disease,

and in conferring upon the individual immunity to it

in the future, stood now to some extent revealed. The

first stage in this march of Science ended with the

proof that organisms were the cause of the infectious

diseases. The second closed with the demonstration

that by cultivating the bacteria under artificial con-

ditions their pathogenic virulence could be greatly

reduced, and that while an animal can be killed with

a v-ery small dose of the organism freshly isolated,

a similar or larger dose of the attenuated virus will

produce only a slight illness. The third stage was

reached when it was shown that the animal thereafter

was protected against repeated doses of the actively

virulent culture of the organism, and that the artificial

production of immunity had been attained. Up to

this point there was no difference of opinion, but be-

j'ond it rival theories contended for mastery. The
weight of opinion appeared to the speaker to be over-

whelming in favor of the view that agents other than

the leucocytes played the more important part in im-

munization. Some of these substances were present

in the blood serum of a normal animal that had been

submitted to no immunizing process; others appeared

in the blood as the result of infection, whether oc-

curring in the ordinary manner or induced in the proc-

ess of artificial immunization by bacterial vaccination.

The bacteriolj-sins were substances which dissolved

microorganisms; the agglutinins caused bacteria to

swell up, to lose their motility, and finally to aggregate

in clumps. The opsonins were substances which did

not kill the invading bacteria, but produced in them
a chemical change of such a nature that they were

rendered susceptible to the phagocytic power of the

leucocrtes. There was no room for doubt regarding the

great advance which the introduction of vaccine therapy

marked in the treatment of infectious diseases.

Staphj'lococcal and manj- streptococcal infections were

cured by this means, especially when it was possible

to use a vaccine made from the patient's own strain of

this microorganism. Man5' local infections with the

colon bacillus were now curable. A theorj- which was

eminently practical in its application, which had been

explained by a study of the opsonic index, was that of

autoinoculation. According to this theorv", a process

of autoinoculation from a focus of infection within

the bodj' might be induced by active movements of

such a sort as to cause this focus to discharge itself.

In a case of pulmonary tuberculosis with a lesion which
was neither arrested nor quiescent, exercise beyond a

certain moderate degree almost invariably caused some
amount of pyrexia, either temporarj- or permanent, a

fact which was now to be explained on the theory of

autoinoculation. The speaker then referred to the sys-

tem of graduated labor which had been introduced in

the Frimley Sanatorium of the Bromley Hospital with

excellent results. The nonfebrile patients were given

work to do in the construction of a reservoir, the effort

of the labor being carefully watched in each case. In

95 per cent, of these cases the opsonic index was found

to be above the normal at some time during the day.

The change in the phj-sical appearance of these pa-

tients was so great that at the end of their treatment

the}' looked more like navvies than consumptives. Such
•individuals, it must be remembered, were often weak-

lings before they were consumptives, and if their dis-

ease was merely arrested, weaklings they would have

remained. Concerning the value of tuberculin treat-

ment in pulmonary tuberculosis. Dr. Fowler said he

hoped and believed that sanitarium treatment and
vaccinetherapy would prove of material assistance in

the warfare against the disease. He hoped, however,

that there would never be a repetition of the lament-

able lack of judgment, of self-control, and of those

critical faculties which should characterize the mem-
bers of a scientific profession which was displayed in

1890 and the following years. If to-morrow we were
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in possession of an absolutely certain remedy for pul-

monary tuberculosis, probably nearly two-thirds 01 the

existing cases would be beyond the hope of cure.

There was no drug known which was not limited in its

effects by conditions of the body and the extent of

the disease, which latter in cases of pulmonary tuber-

culosis was generally about three times greater than the

physical signs indicate. These facts ought to give

pause to those irresponsible directors of the lay press

w^ho were careless of the hopes they excited or the

grief which they caused so long as they obtained sen-

sational copy to increase the sale of their papers. Con-

cerning the physician of the future, the speaker said

that there were many who thought he would be merely

an immunizer. He hoped it would be in his power,

indeed, to afford immunity to the great majority of

his patients, but he must continue to be in the future,

as he has been in the past, preeminently a clinician.

In the future, as in the past, the first and most im-

portant thing would be the diagnosis of the patient's

malady. Once that had been accurately determined,

the rest was comparatively easy. The one thing that

could not be read up was "diagnosis"; that must be

learned at the bedside. Some thought that as medi-

cine became more and more firmly fixed upon a sure

basis of science the diagnosis of disease would grad-

ually prove an easier task. It would become more

certain in competent hands, but it would never be

easy. The recent increase in the number of labora-

tory tests available was surely leading to the disuse

of the older methods of investigation, the employment

of all the senses with which Nature had provided us.

It must have occurred to every physician to be called

to a case in w-hich the condition of the' blood and of

every secretion that lent itself to examination had been

carefully investigated, not once only, but several times,

and yet the diagnosis was as far, if not further, off

than ever; whereas, an intelligent use of the old-fash-

ioned methods of inspection, palpation, percussion, and

auscultation showed that it was literally staring one in

the face. In so saying he would not be thought to

undervalue the very great assistance given to diag-

nosis by the newer methods. He was only urging that

the older should not be allowed to fall into disuse. Re-

garding the rights and the duties of the medical man.

Dr. Fowler said we were frequently reminded that ours

was a noble profession, and one which gave a con-

tinuous interest to life and to which it was a source

of pride and honor to belong; but he had observed that

this reminder often preceded an attempt to place

upon shoulders already overburdened with unpaid labor,

some further duty similarly recompensed. To this

there was a limit, which had long since been reached,

if not overstepped. The public was apt to take a pro-

fession, like an individual, at its own valuation, and it

might be to our advantage in the future to let it be

known that we regarded our services as worthy of their

due reward.

Sir Wm. Whitl.v, who has been chosen President for

next year, moved a vote of thanks to Dr. Fowler for his

address, and said the association had never had a more

lucid, instructive and scientific address, which sounded like

a chapter from the Arabian Nights. Dr. Burgess seconded,

and the motion was carried by acclamation.

In the afternoon a congregation of the University was

held and the degree of D. Sc. conferred on the President

and fourteen other members or visitors. The Vice-Chan-

cellor, Sir Charles Eliot, said the University, only in ex-

istence three years, had been glad to afford the hospitality

of its buildings to the association and to add to their roll

bodies which coalesced to form the University; the oldest

•was the Medical School, founded in 1828. It was a matter

of congratulation that a member of their synod, one of

their professors, was President on this occasion. The re-

cipients of the degrees were then presented by Prof. Ap-

PLETON, with appropriate references to their several claims

to distinction. There were several garden parties after-

wards among which the visitors distributed themselves.

About a hundred visited the Model Dairy at Sandygate. In

the evening there was a civic reception in Weston Pant,

which must hold the first rank among all the social func-

tions, which have kept up if they have not surpassed

Sheffield's reputation for hospitality. JNIyriads of fairy

lamps among the flowers, bands of music, a concert by

Neapolitan singers and, later still, a display of fireworks

closed this crowded day.

It should be added that some of the great steel works

were opened to visitors, many giving great interest and

surprise to those who went; for example, the rolling mills

where sheets of steel were being prepared for making pen-

nibs. A crucible shop dealing with 50 tons a day manu-

facturing armor for H. M. ship Collingwood, where the

straightening and bending of plates under 6,000 and 3,000

tons hydraulic presses could be witnessed.

Thursday, July 30—Third Day

This also was a busy day. M 8 .\. M. the breakfast of

the National Temperance League was given, and a large

number attended it. At 9 o'clock there was a gathering at

the University to hear Professor Neisser of Breslau, who

has lately returned from his three years' research work m

Java. He went to study certain of our specific diseases

in anthropoid apes and other animals, and he believes he

has elucidated various points in connection with these dis-

eases and methods of treatment which may be effectual.

He began his work in 1905. After a time he had six medi-

cal men working with him and twelve Malay assistants.

All lived in the centre of a wire enclosure in which 600 to

800 animals were kept under observation. For the first

year the cost was borne by Prof. Neisser himself, but after-

wards the Dutch and German governments relieved him of

this expenditure. At to o'clock the sections again met.

Later the Irish Medical Graduates' .Association and tae

Anglo-Continental Medical Societies held their meetings.

But the event of the day was the

Address in Surgery.-Professor R. J. Pye-Smith deliv-

ered this address, taking for his subject "Prophylaxis in

Surgery." Vast as were the fields in operative surgery

opened up by antiseptic methods, he said, it was in prophy-

laxis that the results of antiseptic precautions were chiefly

seen and were of such far-reaching importance. The pre-

vention of the bacterial infection of operative wounds (op-

erative asepsis) was the glory of antiseptic surgery. But

when sepsis was already present, or where the potentially-

infective mucous membrane of the alimentary canal was

involved in the operative area, we must trust in a greater

degree to the natural resistance of the tissues, and supple-

ment this not only by an aseptic operative technique, but

also by all the means at our disposal for the specific immu-

nization of the body. Such materials as nuclein (for in-

ducing hyperleucocytosis), serum, normal and variously

modified (for supplying antimicrobic, antitoxic, and various

other chemical substances), and bacterial cultures, dead or

living (for stimulating the manufacture of such substances

in the blood), were on their trial. We were probably on

the eve of discoveries in the practical use of vaccines which

would bring both acute and chronic infections under con-

trol, and place in our hands another weapon wherewith to

prevent the late and often fatal stages of both local and

general infection. It might seem rather late to speak of

prevention when a disease had advanced so far as to call

for surgical measures, but that depended upon what it was

we hoped and tried to prevent. When a patient already

had a tumor we might still hope to prevent its development

and fatal termination. Again, in the performance of the

necessary operation in such a case, we had it in our power

to prevent pain by the exhibition of an anesthetic, to pre-

vent dangerous loss of blood by efficient hemostasis, and to
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prevent bacterial infection by an aseptic technique. So,

when we failed in keeping away the seeds of disease, we
might still, perhaps, get at the root of the mischief, or nip

it in the bud, and, if not even that, we might be able to

prevent its wide spread or some of its most injurious

eflfects.

The speaker then took up the various forms and kinds

of prophylaxis, and in speaking first of legislative prophy-

laxis he noted as a brilliant example of the successful re-

sult that occasionally rewards legislative and administrative

prophylactic action, the present banishment from this

country in the dog, and consequently in man, of that ter-

rible and uniformly fatal disease, hydrophobia. Many
other countries had still to fall back on the second line of

defense provided by the no less truly prophylactic vaccine

obtained with such admirable patience and insight by the

experimental labors of Pasteur.

In operative surgery we were especially concerned in

the prevention of pain, hemorrhage, shock, sepsis, and

death. The prevention of pain was of course obtained by

anesthetics, but there was a wide choice of methods of in-

ducing anesthesia. For major operations inhalation anes-

thesia by chloroform, ether, ethyl chloride, or nitrous oxide,

or by a mixture or sequence of two or more of these, was

necessary and w'as, when in competent hands, a reasonably

safe procedure. But it had its disadvantages in the way
of vomiting, the preliminary starvation, the horror which

some felt of becoming unconscious, etc. An efficient sub-

stitute in certain cases was local anesthesia induced by the

application of cocaine and substances with similar action,

or the infiltration anesthesia of Schleich. Intraspinal injec-

tion was a method of great promise, but for the present it

appeared to have anatomical limitations to the lower part

of the body. In the prevention of hemorrhage a very great

advance was marked by the introduction of the Spencer

Wells pressure forceps, by the application of which before

the division of each vessel, in the majority of operations

hemorrhage maj' be almost entirely prevented. The use of

the elastic band after elevation of the limb was also a most

valuable means of preventing loss of blood in amputations

and of securing a clear operative field in other cases,

though the later oozing was an objection. Shock was

largely prevented by anesthesia and hemostasis, but it

might result from other causes, one little recognized cause

being neglect to keep the patient warm before and during

the operation. Celerity and gentleness in operating were

factors of prime importance, and last but not least was to

be noted the good effect of hope and cheer.

For the prevention of sepsis the world was indebted to

Lord Lister. The exclusion of living lacteria from the

field of operation was effected on the one hand by washing

them away and covering them up, and on the other hand by

destroying their vitality by means of heat and of chemical

substances. Washing formed the general preliminary

preparation ; heat was then trusted to for the steriliza-

tion of instruments, gloves, cloths, swabs, dressings, and

almost every article used; but for the skin and mucous
membrane of the patient and for the skin of the

surgeon chemical substances had to take its place, sup-

plemented by a covering of sterile cloths or india-rub-

ber gloves. These last formed one of the most valu-

able of the comparatively recent improvements in asep-

tic technique. Quite equal care had to be taken in the

preparation of the hands before the gloves were put on
as was necessary without them, but they had the double
use of protecting the patient against bacteria lurking in

the surgeon's skin and of protecting the surgeon's hands
from contamination bj' pathogenic bacteria. They were
thus equally valuable for operating and assisting, for

dressing and examining, in septic and in aseptic cases;

and the danger of septic infection from the hands if a

glove was pricked or torn did not seem to be great if

the glove was at once changed or the prick covered by
a finger-stall. Finally, was the question of the prevention

of death, the most important of all the considerations before

the surgeon's mind, and to which all others were subordi-

nate. Hemorrhage, shock, and sepsis being the three chief

causes of operative mortality, it was evident that their

prophylaxis was of prime importance. Carefulness and

judgment were also always necessary, and we must

never disregard the dangers that inevitably attended

the induction of anesthesia and the performance of any

cutting operation. Xo operation could be undertaken

without risk, though in most cases the risk was hap-

pily but small. In this, as in the practice of asepsis, we
aimed at perfection, well knowing that it was beyond our

powers to insure its achievement.

Mr. Pye-Smith then took up the question of prophy-

la.xis in the various surgical diseases and accidents of

the eyes, nasopharynx, ears, chest, abdomen, pelvis, and

extremities. In the case of appendicitis he urged

prompt operation in the first attack, within twenty-

four hours, or earlier. Operation at this stage was lit-

tle if any more risky than an external operation, and it

was preventive of further trouble. If an expectant plan

were adopted in the first attack an explosion of vio-

lent symptoms might put the patient in great jeopardy,

and an operation then might be too late. If the pa-

tient recovered from the first attack he would still have

to submit to operation later or remain possessed of a

damaged and dangerous appendix. He did not main-

tain that the removal of every inflamed appendix dur-

ing the first twelve or twenty-four hours of its first

attack was an altogether ideal method of prophjdaxis

against complications and recurrence; but he was con-

vinced, from his own experience, that it was an effi-

cient method, and the safest and best at present prac-

ticable. We might look forward to the time when such

advances might have been made in the etiology as to

provide a less clumsy means of preventing inflamma-

tion of the appendix than its amputation; but that time

was not yet.

In concluding, the speaker said: "Prophylaxis is al-

ways full of hope. It is founded on early and correct

diagnosis, together with the prognosis which is the out-

come of knowledge and experience, and which enables

us to prophesy because we know. But in much of our

surgical work to foretell should be to forestall. We
need to recognize what is ahead of our patients, to

provide for the emergency, to anticipate the complica-

tion, to avoid the danger. Pessimism and despair, born

of ignorance, can lead but to disaster, whilst optimism

and hope must always be right, when founded on
knowledge and insight 'Your intelligence,' says Ruskin,

'should always be far in advance of your acts.' We
must set before ourselves an ideal, true to Nature, but

too high for immediate and habitual attainment, that

so both our individual and our collective work may be
more worthy of our calling, and that our art may be
more hopeful and more helpful to suffering humanity.

'Not failure but low aim is crime.'

"

In the afternoon there were more garden parties and
further opportunities to see the great works which make
Sheffield's prosperity. The annual dinner took place in

the evening, with the usual supply of post-prandial oratory,^

and the ladies were entertained at a special performance

at the theatre.

Friday, July 31

—

Fourth Day.

Final sectional meetings, more inspection of works,

luncheons, etc. In the evening the "Popular Lecture'' was
delivered by Mr. Owen of St. Mary's Hospital, London,

after which the President and local members gave a re-

ception in the Cutlers' Hall.

Saturday, -August I, was devoted, as usual, to excursions,

but most of the visitors had left or were leaving.

Xext year's meeting is to be at Belfast, and Sir W.
Whitla is the President.
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SECTION OF MEDICINE.

H'editesday, July 29

—

First Day.

Dr. \Villi.\m Dyson of Sheffield, President, in the

Chair.

Splenic Enlargements Other Than Leukemic.—Pro-

fessor W. OsLER of Oxford in opening this tirst set discus-

sion alluded to the obscurity of the subject owing to our

imperfect knowledge of the physiolog>- of the spleen. He
then gave a clinical classification of the chronic enlarge-

ments of the spleen, dividing his subject as follows, and

making comments at different points: (l) Enlargements

of the spleen in disturbances of metabolism and in intest-

inal affections of children as seen in rickets, amyloid dis-

ease, also in a large ill-defined group in children. (2) In

chronic infections, as in syphilis, malaria, kala-azar and

other forms of tropical splenomegaly, in Hodgkins' disease

and in tuberculosis. (3) In primary disturbances in tlie

blood-forming organs, as in leukemia, possibly in chlorosis,

certain cases of pernicious anemia and in splenomegalic

polycythemia ; (4) in association with cirrhosis of the liver

whether syphilitic or alcoholic, in hypertrophic cirrhosis,

either Hanoi's or with haemachromatosis ; (5) hereditary

and family forms and in isolated cases as in the congenital

acholuric icterus with splenomegaly, and in the family

form of splenomegaly with dwarfing
; (6) in new growths

as in diffuse infiltrating sarcoma and the infiltrating en-

dothelioma of Gaucher; and (7) those not hitherto cor-

related with any of the foregoing or any known cause, as

in simple splenomegaly, in splenomegaly with anemia and

in that with anemia jaundice and ascites, splenic anemia,

and Banti's disease.

A remarkable feature of the last group of cases was that

the condition might in some cases be cured by surgical re-

moval of the spleen.

Professor W. Bouchard of Paris, speaking in French,

referred to what he had previously described as the splenic

souffle in the enlarged spleen. Of five cases, in three there

was an associated cirrhosis of the liver and in two

others a cirrhosis was probable. He had also heard it in

a case of splenomegalic leukemia. In the same cases he

had observed marked systolic expansion of the arteries and

capillary pulsation—but no sign of aortic insufficiency. In

the cirrhotic cases he had also noticed naevi and serious

internal hemorrhages. He had seen distinct improvement

in some of the cases follow the internal administration of

calomel.

Professor W. Saundby of Birmingham remarked that

on looking through his case-books and excluding leukemia

he liad found the more frequent causes of splenic en-

largement were lymphadenoma, heart disease and in as-

sociation with cirrhosis of the liver. Others less frequent

were malaria, tubercle, syphilis, pernicious anemia, spleno-

megalic polycythemia and thrombosis of the splenic vein.

The cases associated with jaundice occurring in families

through successive generations he would distinguish from

some of the cases called splenic anemia, or Banti's dis-

ease. Many of the cases occurring in families proved fatal,

but in others there was but little depreciation in general

health. It was probable that congenital cholemia occurred

in various degrees of intensity.

Dr. G. A. Gibson of Edinburgh confined his remarks to

splenomegalic polycythemia. He described a case then

under his care in hospital of four years' standing. Free

hydrochloric acid was not found after test meal. Im-

provement followed the application of the x-rays, but re-

lapse shortly occurred. Improvement again followed .r-ray

treatment, which lasted for nearly two years, but the splenic

enlargement became greater than ever and instead of 4,-

500,000 there were 12,000,000 red cells, 120 per cent, instead

of 87 per cent, haemoglobin, 30,000 instead of 10,000 leuco-

cytes, as before the relapse. The patient became purplish.

the viscosity was twice, and the coagulability of her blood

twice the normal. A portion of red bone marrow was re-

moved surgically from the tibia and this showed on mi-

croscopic examination dilatation of the blood channels,

marked diminution of the myelocj'tes, increase in the

nucleated red cells and in the fully formed red

cells, also large aggregations of small cells of un-

certain nature, which might be small lymphocytes or possi-

bly small nucleated red cells. The whole, however, pointed

to changes in the bone marrow as at least a large part of

the essential underlying changes in the condition.

Dr. H. D. RoLLESTON of London would have liked to

limit the discussion to the cases in which the spleen alone

was enlarged. Chronic splenic anemia of adults ought to

be recognized as a definite clinical condition, not as a dis-

ease, but for the post-mortem the changes in the spleen

were not always the same. Two types of changes might

be recognized, one with marked fibrosis and endothelial

proliferation, and the other (Gaucher's type) a chronic

endothelioma, possibly a primary new growth, but

probably not. He would distinguish Banti's disease from

chronic splenic anemia ; the former should be limited to ter-

minal cirrhosis in chronic splenic anemia. In cases of syphilis

the enlargement of the spleen was not necessarily syphi-

litic; it might be due to .-iome other chronic infection, pos-

sibly predisposed by the syphilis. .'\ny enlargement of the

spleen in heart disease (apart from ulcerative endocarditis)

was probably due to some complication, as embolism back-

pressure alone was not. he thought, sufficient to cause it.

Referring to operation, he thought the danger of removing

the spleen in chronic splenic anemia was very great, par-

ticularly from the occurrence of secondary hemorrhage.

Of the cases of enlargement of the spleen with jaundice,

the congenital cases might or might not be hereditary. In

the congenital cases the patients bore the condition very

well, but it might ultimately become transmitted. The
congenital cases showed more jaundice and less anemia

—

in the acquired cases the reverse was the case. In chronic

splenic anemia with jaundice it had been suggested that

the spleen was responsible to a haemolytic jaundice tina

that the red blood cells were more vulnerable and smaller

than natural. The blood changes in the jaundice cases

were much those of chronic splenic anemia, and it was

probable that these cases ran into each other and into

Hanot's cirrhosis and Banti's disease. The view of a

chronic infection and a subsequent cholangitis was, he

thought, more attractive than the hemolytic view.

Dr. J. Galloway of London showed a specimen of a

spleen from a child aged seven, with only little blood

change and jaundice, but with considerable pigmentation; a

drawing of a case of Hodgkins' disease with lymphadeno-

matous tumors in the skin and intense pruritus ; a specimen

showing the influence of syphilis on the splenic enlarge-

ment; there was chronic heart failure with back pressure;

he had persistent anemia and great enlargement of the

spleen. There were found syphilis of the heart and oblit-

erating arteries in the spleen, wliether primarily syphilitic

or secondary.

Dr. Robert Hutchison of London discussed the chronic

enlargement of the spleen in children—all, as a matter of

fact, being of the non-leukemic sort. The commonest was

the condition pseudolcukamia infantum, characterized by

chronic enlargement of the spleen, anemia, and a degree of

leucocytosis. Two causes had been assigned, rickets and

congenital syphilis ; rickets might be at once excluded, and

the latter might be excluded in at least half of the cases.

After the age of 2 many of the cases of splenomegaly were

survivals of pseudoleukemia infantum. Others might be a

purely splenic form of lymphadenoma ; their occurrence

was, however, not yet certain. Other cases occurring up

to the age of 10 or 12, diagnosed at first as splenic anemia,

were marked by hemorrhages, jaundice, and ascites,

which was followed by death ; these cases resembled very

rapid cases of Banti's disease. In some of these cases there
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was evidence of congenital syphilis. Many cases of splenic

enlargement in children were really the reaction of lym-

phoid tissue to a chronic intoxication by a syphilitic or

other process.

Dr. W. Hunter of Glasgow referred to three cases of

splenic enlargement that he had had under observation

lately.

Dr. C. H. iMellaxd of Manchester confined himself to

the consideration of a group of cases like leukemia, but

with no leukocytosis, only enlargement of the spleen with

myelocytes in the blood and the other blood changes of

leukemia. To one group of cases the term leukanemia had

been given. These should be distinguished from early

cases of splenic anemia, or Banti's disease, as in them no

removal of the spleen could be of use.

Dr. F. Eve of Hull argued that if operation were to be

employed at all in Banti's disease it should be before the

liver became cirrhotic.

Dr. W. J. Tyson of Folkestone referred to congenital

syphilitic enlargement of the spleen in children and said

that the splenomegaly might be the only sign of the condi-

tion, and it in the course of years disappeared so that a

good prognosis might be given from the first.

Dr. T. W. M. Oustox of Sutton Bridge brought for-

ward a case of splenomegalic polycythemia with chronic

rheumatoid arthritis in which improvement followed vene-

section.

Professor Oslee, in closing, said the splenic soufHe was

not often heard, because not often listened for. It was not

according to his experience that the spleen was involved

without the lymph glands in lymphadenoma. The two

groups of cases of splenic enlargement with jaundice

w-ould probably be soon differentiated into those (i) witn

good health and acholuric, and (2) the fatal cases. Oper-

ative treatment was not called for in a large proportion of

the cases, for they lived on comfortably for years ; the

two conditions, however, calling for operation were the

recurring hemorrhages and the early appearance of jaundice,

indicating liver implication. The points in regard to chronic

splenic enlargements calling for early elucidation were (l)

the family forms, (2) the cases in children, (3) the exact

relationship of the group of cases of chronic splenic

anemia, and the variety of polycythemic splenomegaly.

SECTION OF OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY.

Wednesday, July 29

—

First Day.

Mr. Rich.\rd Fa\-ell of Sheffield, President, in the

Chaik.

Treatment of Displacements of the Uterus.—Dr.

Herman of The London Hospital opened this discussion,

divided uterine displacements into two classes: (l) The

rare forms: (a) inversion, (b) uterus in hernial sac; (2)

the common forms: (0) downward, and (b) backward dis-

placements. In most cases of downward displacement there

was nothing wrong with the uterus itself but the lesion was

due to defects in the pelvic floor and it was now agreed that

in cases of flexion the curve in the uterine canal was not

a disease. When the uterus was retroflexed pressure on

the veins led to congestion and tenderness of the orgaa

There w-as slight descent in all women in the upright

position, and this was allowed by inversion of the upper

part of the vagina. In the slight cases when much pain was

complained of there was usually neurasthenia, and it can-

not be too thoroughly recognized that in some cases the

whole of the symptoms were due to neurasthenia, but in

other cases dragging pain and irritability of the bladder

rt-ere complained of when there were no signs of either

neurasthenia or prolapse. If cases were relieved by a pes-

sary he would never think of operation; when an ordinary

pessary was not retained he would try one of these sup-

ported by a waist belt. He considered that to keep up the

uterus by a mechanical support was harmless and generally

effective, but in some cases they could not be retained.

Various operations were then practised by different oper-

ators, some of these, such as injection of paraffin or of

irritant substance into the broad ligament, he did not ap-

prove. In cases where a pessary proved to be inadequate,

if the patient was beyond the child-bearing age, he advised

colporrhaphy with the subsequent use of a pessary. But

permanent relief could only be obtained by combining this

operation with ventrofixation, and one must unite the

peritoneal surface of the uterus to the muscle of the ab-

dominal wall ; he did not approve the ventral suspension of

Kelly; the operation should not be advised in child-bear-

ing women. Vaginal hysterectomy was of no use, but no

approved of complete extirpation of both uterus and

vagina.

Professor Pozzi of Paris, who spoke in French, thought

that the anteversion associated with dysmenorrhea was

usually a congenital condition, as insisted on so strongly by

Lawson Tait. In France there was a reaction against pes-

sary treatment, which in his opinion had gone too far.

If Alexander's operation was performed one must be sure

that the appendages were normal and that the abdominal

parietes were strong enough. Of vaginal fixation he had

not much experience, his favorite operation being ventral

fixation with intraabdominal shortening of the round liga-

ments.

Professor Bossi of Genoa, who also spoke in French,

showed an intrauterine stem pessary which he used for

flexion associated with dysmenorrhea.

Dr. J. Riddle Goffe of New York agreed with Dr. Her-

man that in many cases the symptoms were really due to

neurasthenia and that the condition was one of "sore brain"

rather than "sore womb." He believed that the uterus

was suspended by its ligaments and instanced the lungs,

liver, spleen, and intestines as other viscera suspended in a

similar way ; there was no organ which had so many liga-

ments as the uterus. He pointed out that prolapse w-as

exceptional in cases of complete rupture of perineum and

was frequent in nulliparse, showing the little value of the

pelvic floor as an agent in sustaining the uterus. He said

that there was a great reaction in the United States against

pessaries.

Dr. Arnold Lea of Manchester said that in many cases

prolapse was associated with relaxed abdominal walls and

general ptosis of viscera. Gymnastic exercises were very

useful, especially those directed to strengthening the mus-

cles of the abdominal wall ; in uncomplicated cases he short-

ened the round ligaments. In doing ventral fixation it was

most important to close the uterovesical fold to avoid dan-

ger of strangulation of intestine.

Dr. M.\Y Thorne drew attention to many cases in which

retroflexion existed without symptoms. In young girls she

thought that acute discoloration was sometimes due to too

violent exercise, and she thought that games at school

should be undertaken with great care at the menstrual

periods. For these cases she advised replacement under

anesthesia and the temporary' wearing of a pessary.

Dr. Hellier of Leeds found that many bad cases were

relieved by a pessary with external attachments, but, if

they failed, he would combine ventral fixation with am-

putation of cervix and anterior and posterior colporraphy.

Dr. Inglis Parsons of London spoke of his well-known

method of injecting a solution of quinine into the broad

ligaments ; he had now treated 150 cases in this way, with

90 per cent, of cures. He believed in Kelly's ventrosus-

pension. He allowed patients to ride and bicycle while

wearing a pessary.

Dr. Hubert Roberts of London thought that ruptured

perineum accelerated prolapse, and he performed colpo-

perineorrhapy combined with amputation of cervix where

the latter was enlarged.

Dr. Archib.\ld Donald of Manchester would confine his
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remarks to mobile retroversion; in this condition there

were sometimes no symptoms, and his explanation was that

the symptoms when present were due to associated ure-

thritis; on this account he considered curetting an essential

part of the treatment. He did not use pessaries and thought

that ventral fixation had been much overdone.

Dr. T. J. McCax.n of London said that in the so-called

cases of neurasthenia the best results were obtained from

rest, massage, and exercises. He amputated the cervix and

removed a part of the vaginal vault.

Dr. CuTHBERT LocKYER of London divided eight treated

cases as follows: (i) Retroflexion: (o) mobile, no opera-

tion; (&) fixed, laparotomy, removal of adhesions,

ventral suspension. (2) Retroflexion with tubal disease,

remove diseased tubes and perform vcntrosuspension. (3)

Retroflexion and pregnancy, replace in knee-elbow position.

(4) Retroflexion and prolapse, bad cases, amputation of

cervix, anteroposterior colporrhaphy!

Dr. Helme of Manchester, in many young girls, found

cellulitis of left uterosacral ligament with retroversion, and

thought this was due to too violent games with neglect of

bowels at school. He used Gilliam's operation extensively.

Dr. FoTHERGiLl. of Manchester thought that it was futile

to maintain that injury or relaxation of the pelvic outlet was

a cause of prolapse, and was convinced that the condition

w-as due to relaxation of the connective tissue, and the

latter was principally that which formed a sheath to the

vessels ; the only effect of a ruptured perineum was to

widen and straighten the path for the uterus to descend.

Dr. Johnstone of Belfast did lateral colporrhaphy.

Dr. Bl.'Mr Bell of Liverpool described Gilliam's opera-

tion by the aid of diagrams : its principal feature is that the

round ligament is shortened by being pulled through the

sheath of the rectus and fixed to the aponeurosis.

Dr. BuiST of Dundee thought that both rela.xation of the

pelvic floor and of the ligaments were factors in bringing

about prolapse.

Dr. Herman, in closing, thought that cases of retro-

version in young girls could be cured by a few days' rest in

bed. He considered the risk of intestinal obstruction after

ventral suspension was a very real one.

Professor Bossr of Genoa related some cases of osteo-

malaria which he had treated by the administration of

adrenalin with good effect.

The Displacement of the Uterus in Certain Cases of

Pelvic Tumor.—Dr. Cuthbert Lock'^'er of London read

this paper. In two hundred abdominal sections the ureter

was damaged four times. The most probable causes for

this accident were fibroid in the broad ligament, cyst in the

broad ligament, and cancer of the cervix. He narrated a

case in which one ureter was divided and the kidney re-

moved in consequence, as the patient was too bad for pro-

longed operation ; no urine was secreted for eighteen

hours ; abdomen reopened ; other ureter found tied ; end

implanted into bladder; recovery.

Thursday. July 29

—

Sfcoiid Day.

Cesarean Section Versus Other Methods of Delivery

in Contracted Pelvis.— Dr. Robert Jardine of Glasgow

opened the discussion of this subject. The selection of the

operation is conditioned primarily, he said, by (i) the

experience of the operator; (2) the environment of the

patient. An expert has a free choice of them all ; others

must choose whichever in the circumstances they deem

most favorable to the interests of the mother. Induction

of labor or craniotomy may be possible when environment

puts the other operations out of the question. In good sur-

roundings cesarean section is to be preferred, provided

labor has just commenced and careless examinations have

not been made. In the contrary case, if pelvic delivery

were impossible and section imperative, the author would

remove the uterus. In considering the possibility of pelvic

delivery the best pelvimeter is the comparative size of the

head. With a true conjugate of two and a half inches the

author would perform section, even if the child were

dead; likewise if there were great overlapping of the

head or general pelvic contraction as well as flattening.

Pubiotomy is usually preferable to symphyseotomy, and

both are possible, though always risky to the child, when
the head is relatively small, and when with an ordinary

head there is no general flattening and a brim of over three

inches. Both can be performed by any practitioner, and

both are preferable to section, w'ith a suitable pelvis, and
when labor has been long and other attempts at delivery

have been made. If there is room for the use of the neces-

sary instruments and the child is dead, craniotomy should

be performed, and is occasionally justifiable even with a

living child. Induction of labor • is wrong before the

thirty-second week of intrauterine life
; past that date,

it may be performed as soon as it becomes difficult to push

the head into the brim ; otherwise the nearer full term

the better, whatever the date. The operation is risky for

the child. In a pregnancy following one in which labor

has been induced and the child has not survived, waiting

until full term and section should be advised.

Professor Zweifel of Leipsic described by the aid of

diagrams his method of performing subcutaneous symphy-

seotomy, by which the operation could be done in ten min-

utes. He also described a method of performing

cesarean section extraperitoncally, the incision in the ab-

dominal wall being made low down, the peritoneum

stripped up from uterus, and the latter opened in its lower

segment. He had performed sixteen subcutaneous sym-

physeotomies, four extraperitoneal cesarean sections, fifty-

two open symphyseotomies, one hundred and thirty ordi-

nary cesarean sections. The results of symphyseotomy
were very much better if the labor was completed by

natural means, and he was convinced that permanent

widening of the pelvis followed the operation.

Dr. Llovd Roberts of Manchester thought that symphy-

seotomy would die out, and that cesarean section was
preferable to either symphyseotomy or induction of prema-

ture labor; the fetal mortality of the latter operation he

estimated at 50 per cent.

Professor Von Kroenig of Freiburg thought that there

was no fundamental difference between symphyseotomy
and pubiotomy, and that both were dangerous if any

means had to be used to extract the head; the disad-

vantage of the subcutaneous method was that hematoma
might form. He had performed these operations twenty-

one times, and in none of the cases did any impairment

of walking powers follow. He had lost four of the chil-

dren. He would not perform the operation with a con-

jugate under 7 cm. He got the patient up on the second

day, and said, in answer to inquiries, that he did the same
with his ordinary labor cases.

Dr. Hubert Roberts of London read notes of two cases

in which he had performed cesarean section twice on the

same patient, and he considered that it was not justifiable

to sterilize the patient when performing conservative

cesarean section. He preferred cesarean section to either

symphyseotomy or pubiotomy.

Dr. May Thorne of London said that in India, if ce-

sarean section were performed on natives, sterilization

was not done, on account of religious and caste beliefs.

Dr. Arnold Lea of Manchester read a paper on some
cases in which he had performed cesarean section 101

contraction of pelvic outlet ; these were cases of kyphosis,

and the contraction of the outlet was in the transverse

diameter.

Dr. Martin of Sheffield advocated sterilization as a

routine proceeding, as on the next occasion the patient

might be unable to obtain expert assistance.

Dr. Buist of Dundee thought that one advantage 01

symphyseotomy was that it could be done safely in un-

favorable situations, as in an artisan's house. He had

had good results from Prochownik's diet in the later

months of pregnancy.
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Dr. Smith of Toledo, U. S. A., said that in America

both society and religion demanded that more consider-

ation should be paid to the life of the child than appeared

to be the case in this country; by cesarean section the

delivery of the child could be effected in 120 seconds,

and we might always make sure of a living child, so that

in the interests of the child this operation was better than

symphyseotomy or induction of labor. There was no oc-

casion to sterilize. The incision should be made high up

on the uterus, and he objected to cervical cesarean section

as being more likely to be followed by giving way of the

scar in a subsequent pregnancy.

Dr. PuRSLOW of Birmingham narrated a case in which

he performed a cesarean section on a woman w"ho had

been many hours in labor and attempts at delivery had

been made, the result being successful. He had met with

a case in which attempted sterilization by excising a por-

tion of each tube had proved unsuccessful.

Dr. Jardine, in closing, said he was not guided by

measurements of pelvis, but depended entirely on the

degree to which the fetal head could be pressed into the

pelvis. He advised against early application of forceps

and would prefer to allow the head to mold. In every

case of labor in which there was sign of infection he raised

the head of the bed, but did not use douching. He made

the incision high up on the abdominal wall.

Treatment of Puerperal Eclampsia by the Adminis-

tration of Veratrum Viride.—Professor M.\nc.\G-\lli of

Milan read this paper. He had treated one hundred cases

in ten years. He looked upon the pulse as the chief guide,

and when it was full and of high tension he administered

the drug in small and frequent doses. The doctor should

not leave the patient during the treatment, but should

administer the drug himself. In answer to questions, he

said that his usual dose was one-third to one-half c.c. (5 to

8 minims) of the tincture every hour; that he had never

observed vomiting or collapse, and that he began the

treatment without waiting for a fit, if there were pro-

dromal symptoms.

( To be continued.)

AMERICAN ACADEMY OF MEDICIXE.

Thirty-third Annual Meeting, Held at Chicago, May 30

and June I, 1908.

The sessions were held in the banquet room of the Lex-

ington Hotel, and the first meeting w-as called to order at

10 A.M. by

Dr. TnoM.AS D. D.\vis of Pittsburg, President, in the

Ch.«r.

Best Means for the Medical Profession to Take Part

in the Education of the General Public in Medical Mat-

ters.—Dr. Edw.ard J.ackson of Denver, Chairman, re-

ported that the committee recommended that the American

Academy of Medicine, as a learned society, giving atten-

tion to original research work in medical sociologj', should

encourage this work in the direction of popular education

in medical matters, provide for the placing before the

public of such papers and reports read before its mem-
bers as would be of value in this work. The exchange

list of the Bulletin, the official organ of the academy,

should include educational journals and popular science

publications, as well as foreign or domestic medical jour-

nals and scientific transactions. The active interest of the

individual Fellows of the academy in various ediicational

movements was urged, and the continuance by the academy

itself of its studies, discussions, and recomrnendations re-

garding the teaching of physiology and hygiene in the

schools. It was further recommended that an early meet-

ing be arranged for the discussion of the education of the

public by the physician in active practice through his

patients.

Dr. C.\SEv A. Wood of Chicago referred to the extreme

conservatism of the medical profession concerning pub-

licity. While a certain degree of this was admitted to be

desirable, he believed it the manifest duty of the physician

to instruct the public upon medical matters, particularly

in regard to sanitation.

Dr. Henrv B. Hemexw.-w of Evanston, 111., pointed out

the need of the public of instruction in hygiene. He cited

an instance of gross ignorance upon the part of a man
in public life who explained that he had been so greatly

engaged in the study of law that he was entirely unin-

formed upon the subject of general sanitation. He urged

that there should be systematic study of such topics as the

relation of the milk and water supply to the various dis-

eases. Because the general practitioner had been absorbed

in the study of the cure of disease, the investigation of

its origin had been overlooked. Reference was made to

the work of the Health Commissioner in Chicago as an

opening wedge in the instruction of the public. To at-

tain the greatest efficiency the giving of public lectures

should be entirely separated from all personal interest,

and to this end he would have the lecturers paid an

honorarium.

Dr. Le.artus Connor said that if the doctor would edu-

cate his community he should live as he would teach.

Dr. Philip Zenner believed that the publication of un-

signed but authoritative medical articles in the daily press

would in time be read with as much interest as the sport-

ing news.

Dr. Joseph K. Weaver of Xorristown believed that the

best medium of instruction between the medical profes-

sion and the laity was the County Medical society.

Dr. Thomas H. Shastid of Harrisburg, 111., referred

to the commendable practice by the Youth's Companion

of the publication each week of a half-column article upon

medical matters. Illustrative of the good accomplished by

such public instruction was the instance of a man applying

to him for removal of adenoids because of having read an

article by Dr. Woods Hutchinson. He thought the farm

journals particularly valuable mediums for the publication

of such matters.

Dr. John H. Tressel referred to the earnest desire upon

the part of farmers for instruction in hygiene.

Dr. W. L. Secor suggested cooperation with the Ameri-

can Society for the Advancement of Science as a practical

means of public instruction upon health.

Dr. H. Iles McNeill of Newman, 111., suggested that

the County Medical societies be influenced by the Ameri-

can Academy through the medium of the State societies

to participate practically in the education of the laity in

their individual communities.

Report of the Committee on Conference with Edu-

cational Institutions on Medical Education. — Dr.

Charles ^IcIxtire, Chairman, reported for the committee

its opinion of the presence of a definite field of effort for

the academy in the present discussion of the educational

requirements of intending physicians, viz., the harmoniz-

ing of the courses in the literary and medical colleges, so

that emphasis be given to the desirability (not necessity)

of a broad, liberal culture precedent to the study of medi-

cine and the shaping of the liberal culture course to in-

clude those sciences which lie at the foundation of medi-

cine that they may not be taken again in a medical course.

Dr. Thomas H. Shastid cited an instance in which a

man had matriculated in a medical school and continued

his work as a teacher through two years, attending the

college only during the third j-ear. In spite of this he

obtained his diploma and entered practice. For the avoid-

ance of false representation at medical examinations pho-

tographs were regarded as of little value, since people

grow "old and fat" or "old and thin." An absolutely reli-

able means suggested was that of the imprint of the finger

tips, which could be changed only by cicatrization.

Dr. Le.^rtis Connor suggested that since there were

to-day so many more doctors than were actually needed,

all possible effort should be made to improve the future
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output. He would favor the withholding of a diploma

until the graduate had filled a year's interneship in a

hospital.

Dr. Emma B. Culbertson of Boston agreed with Dr.

Connor that the requirement of the interneship experi-

ence would be a valuable measure. In the Woman's Hos-

pital of Boston graduates from all over the country ap-

plied for interneship, and many it was said came from

Johns Hopkins. .AH e.xhibited marked ignorance regard-

ing the relief of suffering. While she felt that a great

debt of gratitude was due to Dr. Osier, he was conversely

responsible for the undesirable mental attitude of young

practitioners as a result of his therapeutic nihilism.

Dr. L. H.-\RRisox Mettler of Chicago desired that some

authority might be operative in determining the man be-t

fitted for chairs in colleges. He felt that in the last analy-

sis the standard of medical education resolved itself to the

character and knowledge of the faculty. He thought tiie

plan followed in Germany of having the whole university

scheme under one head offered a solution of the problem.

This allowed the student to continue his studies under the

teaclier from whom he acquired the greatest amount of

knowledge. Such a system presented the advantages of

an improvement among the students and a stimulation

of the faculties.

Dr. Harvey of Westboro asked Dr. Connor what plan

he would suggest in requiring the interneship before

graduation.

Dr. Connor admitted that there were difficulties in tlie

way, but felt that if medical faculties could be made to

realize the injustice of placing inadequately trained men

upon the world an effective plan could be established.

Dr. WiNFiELD S. Hall of Chicago agreed with Dr.

Mettler that the power of choice vested in German students

was a valuable factor in their education. In Germany the

plan of having the institutions under government control

was in strong contrast to the system in the United States.

where the schools are more or less competitive. A plan

of value among the American schools was said to be the

holding of large clinics, attendance upon which was more

or less optional with the student. Naturally he would

attend that which yielded him the most instruction. He
believed that if the licensing board would require a year's

experience in hospital work before granting permission to

practise, the suggestion of Dr. Connor could be carric<l

out.

Dr. Harvev called attention to the fact that in Massa-

chusetts the yearly graduation from medical schools wa.s

in excess of the number of interneships, and that this

plan would prevent the graduation of a sufficient number

of physicians for the demand.

Dr. Hall of Chicago suggested a shortened interneship.

Dr. Connor believed that State boards of examiners

would not make such requirement unless it were backed

by public sentiment.

The President's Address.—Dr. Thomas D. Davis of

Pittsburg considered largely the question of school hygi-

ene, saying that there was no subject upon which the

physician was so inadequately prepared to advise or upon

which his opinion was so seldom sought. He regarded it

of much importance that the medical man insist upon the

purchase of suitable and ample grounds for school build-

ings. The wisdom of this idea had been shown prac-

tically in the author's own experience in Pittsburg. He
referred to the fact that in the Japanese army the tents

could not be pitched until the location selected had been

approved by the medical attendants, and suggested the

desirability of such medical supervision in school hygiene.

He touched upon the matter of preliminary education of

the medical practitioner, and suggested further conferences

upon the subject similar to the one held at Pittsburg in

the first of the year. The advisability was suggested of

securing a charter for the .American .Academy of Medicine.

Report of the Delegate to the Second International

Congress on School Hygiene.— Dr. Helen C. Putnam

of Providence noted items of special interest pertaining

to the eleven sections of this congress. The section on

medical inspection attracted particular interest, in that

England was considering and has since adopted medical

inspection in the schools. Oral sepsis and the influence of

inspection on the incidence of diseases were subjects re-

ceiving special attention. In the section on hygiene of

the teaching profession tuberculosis was shown to be more

prevalent among teachers in the United States and Can-

ada than in any other class. The instruction on temper-

ance carried out in the schools of the United States was

the feature meeting the highest approval by foreigners.

The question of coeducation was next in interest. In-

struction in the physiology and hygiene of sex was looked

upon as an international problem. Tw'o sections upon

abnormal children indicated tendencies to classify accord-

ing to physical and mental capacities. Suggestions were

made toward less "machine work" and more individual at-

tention. In physical training emphasis was given to sup-

plementing physical and psycliical elements of formal drill

with others of initiative and exhilaration through games

and dancing. In the section on psychology of education,

of which Sir James Crichton-Brown was president, it

was noted that many children entering school undergo de-

pression throughout the year which short holidays fail to

overcome, and that 75 per cent, of the children are un-

able to follow the curriculum. The children who had

been in kindergarten work furnish the larger number of

these failures. This was attributed to insufficient knowl-

edge and application of physiological and psychological

laws of children. Out-of-School Hygiene was the title of

one section. It was stated that the full report of the

congress could be secured from the Royal Sanitary In-

stitute, London.

Dr. Philip Zenner of Cincinnati referred to the benefit

resulting from a course on sexual hygiene in the public

schools of one of the poor sections of his city, in that an

altogether different moral tone had been noted among the

pupils.

Dr. Putnam, in closing, referred to the work of the

.American Society of Sanitary and Moral Prophylaxis,

and in particular to the work done in the school gardens

in which the subject of sex hygiene was approached from

a biological standpoint, embracing a study of the flowers

and insects. In this work the principle was taught that

the object of every living being was to perfect and to

reproduce itself. While attention was not especially drawn

to the subject of human reproduction the plan was ap-

proved as a means of approaching indirectly the funda-

mental elements of life. Dr. Putnam suggested the ad-

visability of the adoption of some such scheme in the

curriculum of the public schools.

Symposium on the Place of Women in the Business

World as Affecting Home Life, the Marital Relation,

Health, Morality, and the Future of the Race.—

As Affecting the Home Life and the Marital Rela-

tion..—Dr. A. Stewart Lodingier of Los Angeles re-

garded the situation as one badly comiplicated and the

result of the complex civilization of the day. Any discus-

sion of the subject he thought should be governed not by

preconceived notions of personal preference in an ideal

state of society, but by facts as they obtain to-day. There

were vital reasons impelling women to earn their living

outside of the home, but how far this employment inter-

fered with their marrying and fulfilling their obligations

as wives and mothers there were no reliable data to de-

termine. There were in addition certain definite views

which led some women to choose a business life. Among
these was the preference for an unmarried life to wife-

hood and motherhood with small financial resources. .An

inherent aversion to the sacrifices of early married life

and to maternity was also mentioned as an impelling force

in the selection of work outside the home. He believed
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that the women themselves, with their keen perceptions,

would ultimately solve the problem and adjust themselves

to the changed conditions.

The Place of Women in the Modern Business World
as Affecting Health.— Dr. L. Uu.\x.\n Bl'Lklev claimed

that it was not necessarily the work which undermined
health, but rather the trying to work hard during the day

and dissipating in the evening ; not the load that killed, but

the pace taken. He regarded it a blessing in disguise

when the money earned was needed for the family or if

other reasons demanded early bed hours. He thought the

greatest field of philanthropy in connection with the sub-

ject was in education along the lines of true hygiene and
proper modes of life.

Women in the Business World as Affecting Health
and Morals.—Dr. Xokm.an Bridges of Los Angeles did

not believe that a business woman's experience unfitted

her for a domestic life, and expressed his conviction that

such an experience enhanced her power and efficiency as a

useful social unit. Neither did he believe that her health

was impaired unless she worked for very low wages and
under depressing circumstances. To the claim that a

business life detracted from feminine charm and inno-

cence and led to boldness, he replied that boldness was a

matter of temperament and native tendency not greatly

influenced by conditions of occupation; and that a busi-

ness life did not impair either charm or innocence, unless

those words stood for ignorance and uselessness, which
was often their real meaning. Neither did he believe that

a business life tended to immorality. When a woman in

business went wrong he believed it more often the result

of starvation wages than of the fact of working. He
thought that many girls in grinding clerkships would act

wisely if they would take domestic service, whereby they

would have less physical and mental fatigue and more
comforts and money. To the argument that a woman
should marry and make a home Dr. Bridges responded

that, in the first place, this was manifestly impossible, and,

in the second place, it was the woman's own affair. While
the single business woman always, and the pampered rich

woman often, failed to perpetuate the race, he claimed that

the business woman was much less to blame than the

married woman.
Female Labor as a Factor in Social Life.—Dr. .\. L.

Benedict of Buffalo submitted statistics bearing upon this

phase of the subject, and showed that higher female labor

involved a total of about 60,000 for the whole country.

He referred to the increase of lower grades of female

labor in offices, stores, factories, etc., which caused a

scarcity of domestic help and did not fit poorer women
so well for married life.

The Place of Women in the Modern Business World
as Affecting the Future of the Race.— Dr. Otto Juettxer
of Cincinnati presented a paper bearing upon this part of

the subject.

The Influence of Modern Methods of Education
Upon Women.— Dr. George H. Hoxie of Kansas City said

that a satisfactory home life depended primarily upon
the physical fitness of the woman and the man. Motherhood
considered from the medical standpoint was purely a

physical matter. The other chief factor in the marital

relation was mentioned as the religious or moral one. It

w-as stated that physical and religious training needed to

be as carefully systematized as the intellectual, but the

present tendency in American education was to elevate

the intellectual training into the position of primal im-

portance and to make concession to the demand for physi-

cal and religious training by tolerating spasmodic and
unsystematized ebullitions of individual notions. Because
of overenthusiasm in their intellectual training the bright-

est women of the present generation had their nervous
systems developed one-sidedly, and many physical ills

resulted, hindering the happiest marital relation and the

fullest reproduction of the species. The author believed

that the schools would be benefited by securing greater

permanency in the ranks of the teachers and some medical

training in the ranks of the superintendents and principals.

Dr. Helex C. Putnam, in opening the discussion,

claimed the right for all to develop their abilities in the

preferred directions for the service of humanity. In

order that good women might select good fathers for their

children, she thought there should be the same attention

paid to the moral and educational development of men as

was made possible for women. She recognized the influ-

ence of women in furthering in a quiet way the work of

the American Sanitary and Moral Prophylaxis Society.

She thought, however, it might be desirable for woman's

influence to be extended into the matter of woman's suf-

frage, thus giving her the right of selection of proper

teachers and desirable municipal officers. She emphasized

the need in the curriculum of public schools of a depart-

ment of hygiene.

Dr. Emma B. Culbertson of Boston believed that the

whole question could only be solved by the business men
and women working together in a spirit of harmony and

cooperation and upon an impartial basis. She called at-

tention to the overwork required in the case of women
school teachers, and believed there should be more at-

tention paid to the adjustment of school matters, in which

the endeavor should be made to keep them free from

political interest. In this connection it was suggested

that woman suffrage might be of value. She did not be-

lieve that race degeneracj" in America was confined to

the women, and thought the standard would soon be

elevated with the presence of fathers of the proper type.

Dr. Edward Jackson of Denver called attention to the

difference in the performance of work done now and

that of a generation ago. This change in plan naturally

necessitated a change in the occupations of the sexes.

Dr. John H. Tressel of Alliance spoke of the more

natural deterioration physically among boys than among
girls, which he attributed to the tendency to dissipation on

the part of boys. He thought that more attention should

be given to the boys in the matter of sanitation and physi-

cal exercise.

Dr. DoNLY C. Hawlev of Burlingon thought the great

changes in the economic world at times made it desirable

for women to enter into competition with men in business

and professional life. He felt, however, that every effort

should be made to induce women to fulfil their true func-

tion, which, in his opinion, w-as that of wife and mother.

He thought the effort should be made in school and busi-

ness life to have a girl or woman remain at home for the

few days of her menstrual period.

Dr. Florus F. Lawrence of Columbus thought the home
should be made so attractive that girls might not desire

to enter positions heretofore considered to belong to men.

Dr. Ward of California said that his experience as a

teacher convinced him that women in professional work
could be relied upon for the highest standards and abso-

lutely without variation or compromise. So much as

this could not be said for the men. He admitted that

there were many professional men striving for the high-

est ideals but that on the other hand there were those

ready to debase the profession for some personal advan-

tage. He believed that the college women would be the

ones in the next generation shown to be the leaders in

women's work and he expressed his confidence that they

wotild solve the question according to right.

An amendment to the Constitution was adopted pro-

viding for the election as Associate Members of those

who were not physicians, but who had the required pre-

liminary degree, and who were working along sociolog-

ical, educational, and other scientific lines.

Officers.—The following officers for the ensuing year

were elected: President, Dr. Helen C. Putnam, Provi-

dence ; Vicf-Presidents, Drs. Charles S. Sheldon, Madi-

son : L. Harrison Mettler, Chicago
; Joseph K. Weaver,
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Xorristown ; Xorman Bridges, Los Angeles ; Secretary

and Treasurer, Dr. Charles Mclntire, Easton ; Assistant

Secretary, Dr. Alexander R. Craig, Philadelphia.

XEW YORK ACADEMY OF MEDICINE.

Stated Meeting, Held May 21, 1908.

The President, Dr. John A. Wyeth, in the Ch.mr.

The evening's program was devoted to a symposium on

anesthesia.

The Hospital and the Professional Anesthetist.

—

Dr. A. T. Bristow read tliis paper. (See page i6o.

)

General Anesthesia on the Basis of the Principle of

Adapting the Boiling Point of the Anesthetic to the

Temperature of the Body (Schleich).—Dr. Willy
Meyer read this paper. (See page 261.)

Anesthesia at St. Luke's Hospital.—Dr. Robert
."^BBE read this paper. (See page 263.)

The Administration of Anesthetics at Mt. Sinai Hos-
pital; Notes from a Surgical Standpoint.—Dr. How-
.•\RD LiLiEXTH.\L read tliis paper. (See page 264.)

Rectal Anesthesia at Roosevelt Hospital.—Dr. \V. S.

Sutton addressed the members of the Academy for Dr.

J. A. Blake and Dr. George E. Brewer. They believed

that the term colonic anesthesia was a more correct one
than rectal anesthesia. They gave the report on 100

cases, 52 males, and 48 females. There were 91 ward
patients, and 9 private. The ages ranged from two to

seventy-seven years, and there were a large number of

patients at both extremes. The classification of their

cases were interesting: There were 3I operations for

tumors of the neck; 9 breast amputations; 8 operations

lor goiter or thyroid gland cyst ; 6 craniotomies
; 5 resec-

tions or suture or osteotomy of inferior maxilla; 5 correc-

tions of old fractured limbs
; 4 partial excisions of

tongue; 4 cases of staphylorrhaphy; 3 tracheotomies; 3

mastoid operations; 2 operations for inguinal hernia;

2 operations for the removal of parotid tumors ; 2 resec-

tions or osteotomies of superior maxilla; 2 removals of

the Gasserian ganglion ; 2 skin grafts ; I orchidopexy ; i

operation for hydrocele; I appendectomy; I nephrotomy;
I for Ludwig's angina; i enucleation of the eye; i resec-

tion of the knee; i cervical laminectomy; i operation for

axillary adenitis ; 1 excision of sternocleidomastoid ; i

plastic operation for stricture of the esophagus ; i laryn-

gectomy, and I neurorrhaphy. The average time of co-

lonic anesthesia was fifty-three minutes. The average

consumption of ether was 112 c.c. per hour. The number
of patients having morphine, scopolamine, or both, was
12. The number having forms of supplementary anesthesia

was 43. The number in which oxygen was used as the

vehicle was 25. The number that belched gas from the

stomach was 12. The number that showed perspiration

was 18. The number that vomited or regurgitated was
43. The number that had abdominal pain was 12. The
number that has blood in the stools as the result of this

method was 5. The following were the points given in

favor of colonic anesthesia: (l) The freedom of the

operative field from contamination by the anesthetic. (2)

The ability to maintain smooth and continuous anesthesia.

(3) The uniform depth of the anesthesia, causing a light

narcosis and a saving of the ether. (4) The lessening

of the pharyngeal and bronchial secretion and of tonic

contraction or troublesome relaxation of the jaw muscles.

(5) The ability to administer oxygen without interrupting

the anesthesia. (6) The lessened loss of body temperature

because of diminished sweating and ether refrigeration.

(7) The saving of ether. (8) The reduction of post-

operative nausea and vomiting. There might be regurgita-

tion without nausea. The points against this method were

(l) an occasional postoperative occurrence of hemorrhage

from the bowel; (2) an occasional difficulty in maintaining

profound anesthesia.

The indications for colonic anesthesia were: (l) Opera-

tions on or about the respiratory tract (head, neck, and

chest), especially those which laid open the mouth,

pharynx, larynx, or trachea. (2) Operations on patients

in whom ether absorption must be minimized on account

of lung, heart, or kidney lesions. (3) Operations in

cases already suffering from respiratory embarrassment.

The contraindications were: (l) Operations in cases

with any inflammation of the intestinal tract. (2)

Abdominal operations except those on the bladder

or kidney. In such cases the distended colon tended

to force the bladder or kidney into the operative

field. (3) Operations in cases with markedly incompetent

sphincter ani, or with large complete fistula in ano. (4)

General emergency operations. Dr. Sutton then demon-

strated the apparatus used and told of the preparation of

the patient, the administration of the gas, and the after

treatment. He also spoke of the development of the ap-

paratus.

The Anesthetic at the Hospital for the Ruptured and

Crippled.— Dr. V. P.Gibney read this paper. (See page

266.)

Anesthesia at the Harlem Hospital.—Dr. \V. H.

Llxkett made this report. Letters from members of the

surgical staff wxre read in which each member told of

his favorite anesthetic.

Anesthesia at Eellevue Hospital.— Dr. George
WooLSEY' read this paper. He said that the question of

the administration of anesthesia at Bellevue Hospital was

complicated by the fact that there were eighteen general

or special surgeons who might vary the practice in the

use of anesthetics to suit their own preference. A circu-

lar letter was sent to these several surgeons and replies

were received from fourteen, from which, and his

knowledge of the conditions at Bellevue, the following

conclusions were drawn : Ether was the favorite anes-

thetic of all, but the method of giving it varied. The
majority (eight) commenced anesthesia with nitrous oxide

gas, and one other used it occasionally ; two did not use

it, and three did not as a rule. The drop method ap-

peared to be the favorite method of giving ether, being

used most by five and equally with the Bennett inhaler

by two. Two preferred the open method without speci-

fying what form of open apparatus they use; one used

the closed and open methods equally, and two preferred

the Bennett inhaler. The variety of methods was shown
by the fact that one surgeon used Keith's modification of

Clover's inhaler. From this summary, and his knowledge

of the practice in the past, it appeared that the use and

preference of the open method, and especially the drop

method, had increased very much of late, at the expense

of the closed methods. In this connection it should be

remembered that the conditions at Bellevue differed some-

what from those at many other hospitals in the relatively

greater number of alcoholics among those who were an-

esthetized. The use of the closed methods in this class

of patients required more skill and was attended with

more difficulty. The conditions attending the use of anes-

thesia at Bellevue were not and could not be ideal. The
ideal method was to have a professional anesthetist for

every anesthesia. Apart from the expense and imprac-

ticability of this, another difficulty lay in the fact that

the house staff must be taught the practice of anesthesia

so as to become fairly proficient in its use for future

necessities. For some years past professional anesthetists

had been employed at Bellevue to teach the house staff

and no member of the latter was allowed to give anes-

thesia alone until he had been qualified by the anesthetist.

Formerly there was but one instructor on duty at a time,

and he could not give the time to instruct thoroughly the

staff of each of the four divisions ; now there was an

instructor for each division.

An inquiry as to whether this instruction worked well

or not gave the following : Si.x thought it worked well

:

four fairly well ; one not well ; and two thought that little
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instruction was really given, or perhaps received. One
surgeon replied that the best instruction was given b}' the

older members of the house staff. Dr. W'oolsey's own
experience had been that the staff of another hospital,

with which he was connected and where no other instruc-

tion was given, had always used the Bennett inhaler bet-

ter than the staff at Bellevue. The situation at Bellevue

was more difficult, as had been said, on account of the

large number of alcoholics. As to other forms of anes-

thesia, chloroform was used rarely, if ever, by thirteen ; and

only one replied that he used it, and would use it more

if he had competent men to give it. The occasional cases

where it was used included young children, pulmonary

complications, short operations, operations on mouth, face,

and neck, cases where ether was contraindicated, and

sometimes at the beginning of an operation. Nitrous

oxide gas alone was used by one, occasionally by four,

and not at all by nine. Here, too, the inexperience of the

staff in giving gas, except as a preliminary to ether, de-

terred many from using it in cases in which it was now
more generally used than formerly. Spinal anesthesia was

not used by ten, and occasionally by four, especially in

cases of gangrene and in some old subjects where ether

was distinctly dangerous, at least as given by the average

interne. On the other hand local anesthesia was used

quite extensively, especially for minor operations, but

also for a variety of major operations as well. A year

or two ago the trustees of Bellevue and the allied hospi-

tals passed a regulation requiring the presence of an at-

tending or assistant surgeon whenever general anesthesia

was employed. Whether this regulation had increased

the use of local anesthesia more than it would naturally

have increased was an open question. In answer to his

inquiry as to this point six thought that it had not in-

creased its use, four that it had, and four did not know.

As he compared the present practice with that of

three to five years ago, the most noticeable changes were

the stricter regulations as to the use of general anesthesia,

and the growing preference for the open method, and

especiall}' the drop method, of administering ether.

Nitrous Oxide and Oxygen as an Anesthetic Agent;

Notes on the Value of Warming of Vapors of Ether

and Chloroform.—Dr. James T. Gwathmey read this

paper. He believed that from every standpoint the ideal

routine administration of the anesthetic should be about

as follows: (l) In addition to the usual preparation, the

patient's nerves should be controlled by previous medica-

tion in either of the two following ways: (a) A suitable

dose of morphine according to the age and conditon of

the patient; (b) an enema of seven ounces of saline and

one of whiskey one-half hour before the operation. The

patient would then come to the table in a suitable frame

of mind. (2) The anesthesia should be commenced with

nitrous oxide and oxygen, or nitrous oxide and air,

and continued until full surgical anesthesia was reached

with this agent, and then the ether chamber should be

turned on gradually and slowly. In this way there would

be no swallowing in the first five minutes. (3) The
method of administration should now be changed to the

closed inhaler and the anesthesia deepened by rebreathing.

This should be continued until the whole system had been

thoroughly stimulated by the ether. (4) A change should

now be made to warm chloroform, given either by the

vapor method, or drop by drop. (5) This change to

chloroform should be made when the patient was only

lightly under ether. Care must be taken tiot to allow the

patient to come out sufficiently to exhibit any rigidity of

the muscles. On the other hand, the narcosis should not

be deepened unnecessarily. (6) As the operation was

drawing to a close a war.-n saline enema should be given

and the anesthesia should be so lightened that the patient

would exhibit signs of consciousness as the bandages were

being applied. (7) This enema should be repeated every

few hours as required.

ST.\TE BOARD E.\.\.\lIXATION QUESTIONS.

Nebraska State Board of Health E.kaminations.

Lincoln, Neb., May 27, 28, 29, 1908.

1. Give a general description of the skin; describe the

layers, and the special structures and appendages.
2. Give brief description of the animal cell.

3. Describe the mastoid portion of the temporal bone.

4. Discuss briefly the thyroid body.

5. Give the peritoneal relations of the colon.

6. Give the peritoneal relations and connections of the

bladder.

7. Give the origin of the vessels of the uterus and the

ovaries.

8. Briefly describe the shoulder joint and name its liga-

ments.

9. Name all the orifices of the diaphragm, also the

structures passing through each orifice.

10. Give the origin and insertion of the muscles of the

abdominal walls.

PHYSIOLOGY.

1. (a) Give the varieties of cartilage, (b) Give distri-

bution, (c) State how cartilage is formed and nourished.

2. Describe the normal heart sounds and give the area

of maximum intensity of the sounds of the chest wall.

3. Describe the sphygmograph and make a sphygmo-
graphic drawing of a normal pulse, also a drawing of a

pulse in mitral insufficiency.

4. What are the accepted theories as to the origin of

the white blood corpuscle ; the red blood corpuscle ; state

the relative proportion of the white and red corpuscles in

the human body.

5. Name the digestive ferments and give the origin and
action of each.

6. Explain in detail how the functions of the auditory
organs are performed.

7. Give the functions of the kidney ; state what causes

the acidity of the urine.

8. Name the ductless glands of the body and give tlie

latest theory of the function of each gland.

9. Describe the process of ovulation.

10. Explain arterial tension and show by what nervous
and mechanical agencies it is maintained.

chemistry.

1. Define chemical action, physical action; give exam-
ples of each.

2. What is the atomic theory?

3. Give the average amount and composition of normal
urine voided by an adult in twenty-four hours.

4. Name and describe the method of using two tests

for the detection of sugar and albumin in the urine.

5. Name the enzymes of the pancreatic juice and give
the functions of each one.

6. Name six metals and six nonmetals.

7. How would you detect arsenic in the contents of the

stomach?
8. Why is the administration of albumen useful in

poisoning ?

9. Where is oxygen found in the human body and what
are its important uses in the animal economy?

TO. Give the common name and properties of mercurous
chloride ; of corrosive sublimate. Mention an easily applied
test that will distinguish one from the other.

materia medica and therapeutics.

1. Write a prescription for the following: Lithemia,
dysuria, chorea.

2. Name the impurities in water that may cause diar-

rhea.

3. Mention and describe the diseases of animals that

are communicable to man and state the means to be em-
ployed for their prevention in man.

4. Under what conditions would you prescribe the fol-

lowing: Capsicum, strophanthus, iodine, nux vomica, tr.

aconite?

5. What is the composition of compound cathartic pill,

brown mixture. Fowler's solution, and Donovan's solution ?

6. Diphtheria antitoxin: how and when is it used; give
doses, prophylactic and curative; how is it obtained?

7. How would you manage a case of typhoid fever; how
prevent its spread?
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8. What are the therapeutic uses of mineral acids?
N'ame five.

9. How would you manage a case of tuberculosis?

What precautions would you employ to prevent its spread?
ID. Give the adult dose of the following drugs : Strych-

nine, atropine, adrenalin, nitroglycerin, belladonna, codeine;
sulphonal, morphine, acetanilid, hyoscine, and ether.

PATHOLOGY.

1. Give the pathology of aneurysm.
2. Define myoniata, neuromata, angiomata.

3. What part of the cord is involved in locomotor
ata.xia? Give the pathology of same.

4. Differentiate between osteomyelitis and inflamma-
tory rheumatism.

5. Give the pathology of typhoid fever.

6. Differentiate between scarlet fever and measles.

7. Give the etiology and pathology of pericarditis and
name the different forms.

8. Describe fibrinous pneumonia.
9. What is hydrosalpinx? Give its pathology.
10. Give the pathology of simple acute catarrh of the

intestines.

PRACTICE.

1. Give etiology, diagnosis, treatment, and prognosis of
erysipelas.

2. What are the causes and give treatment of pal-

pitation of the heart.

3. Differentiate the classes of croup and give the treat-

ment for each.

4. Define neurasthenia and give etiology, symptom-
atology and treatment.

5. Give etiology and treatment of eclampsia infantum.
6. Give the diagnosis and treatment of lobar pneu-

monia.
7. Diagnose and outline the treatment for obstruction

of the cystic duct ; and of the common bile duct.

8. What is herpes zoster? Give the cause and treat-

ment.

9. Give the treatment of chronic follicular pharyngitis

;

give treatment of acute catarrhal laryngitis.

10. Give etiology, characteristic symptoms, and treat-

ment of acute chorea.

OBSTETRICS.

1. (a) Describe the changes that take place in the

breasts as a result of pregnancy, (fr) What disease of the

breasts is most apt to follow labor and what prophylactic

measures would you adopt to prevent it?

2. Give the etiology, symptoms, sequelae, and treatment
of septic endometritis (nonspecific).

3. What is subinvolution? Give symptoms and treat-

ment.

4. What is the treatment of placenta praevia, hemor-
rhages occurring before full term? How would you man-
age it?

5. Give the causes, symptoms, and management as best

understood and practised at present, of albuminuria of
pregnancy.

6. (a) Give the causes of retroversion and retroflexion

of the uterus, (t) Give the differential diagnosis between
the two. (c) Give the treatment for each.

7. What are the symptoms of the so-called puerperal
insanity? Give an outline of its treatment.

8. Kame three of the most common causes of prema-
ture birth.

9. How would you diagnose the presence of a ruptured
uterus and what treatment is called for?

10. Give the treatment for gonorrheal vaginitis.

SURGERY.

1. Differentiate between epithelioma and lupus.

2. What symptoms would indicate a rupture of the

middle meningeal artery, following an injury to the head,

and by what superficial landmarks would you locate it?

3. Differentiate between eczema, dermatitis, and syphilis.

4. Give some of the chief causes of delayed union in

fractures and the treatment you would adopt for each

cause.

5. Describe the several forms of corneal ulcer ; their

causes and treatment.
6. Give diagnosis, course, and treatment of gonorrheal

arthritis.

7. Give the indications for tracheotomy and describe

how same is performed.
8. What is synovitis? Give the causes, symptoms, and

treatment.

9. What is phlebitis? Give causes, symptoms, and treat-

ment.
10. Give the indications for the removal of the prostate

gland.

AKSW^ERS TO STATE BOARD EXAMINATION
QUESTIONS.

Xebr.ask.\ St.\te Board of Health Examinations.

Lincoln, Neb., May 27, 28, 29, 1908.

ANATOMY.

5. The ascending colon is generally covered with peri-

toneum on its anterior surface and the two sides ; the

posterior surface is generally uncovered.
The transverse colon is completely covered with peri-

toneum except on the first few inches of the posterior
surface.

The descending colon is generally covered with perito-

neum on its anterior surface and sides only ; the posterior
surface is destitute of peritoneal covering.
In the sigmoid flexure the lower or pelvic portion is

entirely covered by peritoneum ; the upper or iliac portion
is generally only covered by peritoneum on its anterior

and two lateral surfaces.

6. The superior surface of the bladder is covered by
peritoneum. "From each lateral border the peritoneum
passes (lateral false ligaments) to the pelvic wall, lining

a groove (paravesical fossa) which is present on each side

when the bladder is empty. Anteriorly the peritoneum
passes (anterior false ligaments) over the urachus to the
anterior abdominal wall, at the upper border of the

symphysis when the bladder is empty ; two or more inches
higher when the bladder is full. Along the posterior

border the peritoneum passes to the rectum or uterus,

forming a fold (posterior false ligament) at each side of
the rectovesical or utcrovcsical pouch.
The base is chiefly fixed by the true ligaments, processes

of the pelvic fascia reaching in front from the pubis,

and laterally from the sides of the pelvis. It is fixed to

the anterior abdominal wall above by the urachus. It is

also fixed by fibrous tissue to the ureters, seminal vesicles,

and vasa deferentia (or vaginal walls).

7. The uterus is supplied by the uterine artery (from the

internal iliac) and the ovarian artery (from the aorta).

The ovaries arc supplied by the ovarian arteries (from
the aorta).

9. The orifices of the diaphragm are : ( i ) The aortic,

transmitting the aorta, vena azygos major, and the thoracic

duct; (2) the esophageal, transmitting the esophagus,

pneumogastric nerves, and some small esophageal arteries

;

(3) the opening for the vena cava, transmitting the in-

ferior vena cava, and small branches of the right phrenic
nerve

; (4) the right crural, transmitting the right splanch-

nic nerves; (5) the left crural, transmitting the left

splanchnic nerves and the vena azygos minor.

physiology.

2. There are two normal heart sounds which follow in

quick succession, and are succeeded by a pause. The
first, or systolic, sound is dull and somewhat prolonged

;

the second, or diastolic, sound is sharper and shorter.

The sounds may be expressed by the syllables lubb—dup.

The first sound is heard best at the apex beat in the

fifth left intercostal space ; the second sound is heard best

over the second right costal cartilage.

4. The white blood corpuscles are supposed to be made
in the lymphatic glands ; the red ones in the red bone
marrow.
The proportion of white to red corpuscles is about I ;700.

digestive

ferments.

Ptyalin.

Pepsin.

A curdling
ferment. J

Trypsin.

Amylopsin.

Steapsin.

.\ curdling
ferment.

Invertin.

Saliva .

.

Gastric Juice.

Pancreatic Juice.

Intestinal Juice.

.

-action' ox food
materials.

Changes starches into

dextrin and sugar.

Changes proteids into

proteoses and peptones

in an acid medium.
Curdles the casein of

milk.

Changes proteids into

proteoses and peptones,

and afterwards decom-
poses them into leucin

and tyrosin ; in an al-

kaline medium.
Converts starches into

maltose.
Emulsifies and saponifies

fats.

Curdles 'he casein of
milk.

Converts maltose into

glucose.
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6. "The waves of sound are gathered together by the
pinna and external auditory meatus, and conveyed to the
menibrana tympani. This membrane, made tense or lax by
the action of the tensor tyinpani and laxator tympani
muscles, is enabled to receive sound waves of either high
or low pitch. The vibrations are conducted across the mid-
dle ear by a chain of bones to the foramen ovale, and by
the colurnn of air of the tympanum to the foramen rotun-
dum, which is closed by the second membrana tympani,
the pressure of the air in the tympanum being regulated
by the Eustachian tube. The internal ear finally receives
the vibrations, which excite vibrations successively in the
perilymph, the walls of the membranous labyriiith, the
endolymph, and, lastly, the terminal filaments of the au-
ditory nerve, by which they are conveyed to the brain."
(Brubaker's Pliysiology.)

7- The function of the kidney is to separate the urine
from the blood, and to excrete urea.
The acidity of the urine is due to the presence of acid

sodium phosphate.
8. The ductless glands are : The spleen, thymus, thyroid,

parathyroids, suprarenals, carotid, coccygeal, pituitary, and
pineal glands.

The function of the spleen : The following theories have
been held: (i) It is a source of production of the white
blood corpuscles; (2) it is a source of production of the
red blood corpuscles during fetal life; (3) it is a place
where tlie red blood corpuscles are destroyed; (4) uric
acid is produced in the spleen; (5) an enzyme is produced
in the spleen and is carried by the blood to the pancreas,
where it converts the trypsinogen into trypsin.
The function of the thynnus is not settled; it is said:

(l) To be a blood forming organ; (2) to have influence
on growth and nutrition; (3) in hibernating animals it is

supposed to store up materials which can be utilized during
the period of inactivity.

The function of the thyroid is not definitely settled

;

(l) it has some trophic function; (2) it is supposed to an-
tagonize toxic substances; (3) it produces an internal
secretion.

The function of the suprarenals is not definitely settled

;

they produce an internal secretion which is probably neces-
sary to life; it is supposed that they are able to destroy
or remove some toxic substance produced elsewhere in the
body.
The function of the other ductless glands is unknown.

They all, or nearly all, furnish an internal secretion.

CHEMISTRY.

1. "A bar of soft iron may be made to emit light when
heated, or sound when caused to vibrate, or magnetism
when under the influence of an electric current. Under the
influence of these physical forces the iron suffers no change
in composition, and, on cessation of the action of the in-

citing force, the iron returns to its original condition. But
if the iron be heated in an atmosphere of oxygen, both the
iron and a part of the oxygen disappear, and a new sub-
stance, a new chemical species, is produced, having proper-
ties of its own, different from those of either the iron or
the oxygen. In this case there has been chemical acti.^n.

causing change of composition, as the new substance con-
tains both iron and oxygen. The result of such action is,

moreover, permanent, and the new product continues to

exist, until modified by some new manifestation of chem-
ical action." (\^'itthaus' Manual of Chemistry,)

2. The atomic theory regards matter as not being in-

finitely divisible, but as being composed of indivisible par-
ticles called atoms. Dalton, by ascribing to each atom a
relative weight as compared with the weight of other
atoms, was able to explain and produce reasons for all the
observed numerical laws of chemical combination.

3. The following table (from Dunglison's Medical Dic-
tionary) gives the average composition of normal urine

:

(Parts in Voided Per Da^
TOOO.)

Grains Grattt^
Water 9 >o . oo "^

Urea. .
_.

2S .00 520. 80 35 - 00
Uric acid 0.60 I Organic 11. 16 o 75
Hippuric acid. - , 0-35 f matter 6.51 0.4J
Creatinin 0.65 1 .37.60 12.09 o.Si
Extractives 8. 00 148.80 10. 00
Sodium chloride . . 8.00 -^ 148.80 10.00
Phosphoric acid 2.00^ 37.20 250
Sulphuric acid 1.25 Inorganic 23 . 45 1.56
Lime fCaO) 0.25L matter. 4-65 0.31
Magnesia (MgO) 0.30 f 12.40 5.58 0,37
Potash (K,0) and soda,

(NaiO) 0.60J 11.16 0.7S

Total 1000.00 930.20 62.49

The average amount of urine voided in twenty-four
hours is about fifty ounces.

4. Two TESTS FOR THE DETECTION OF SUG.'^R IN THE URINE :

The urine should first be tested for albumin. If this be

present, it should be removed by heating the urine to near
the boiling point, and filtering from the ccagulum.

(1) Fehling's test: Place in a test-tube a few c.c. of
the liquid prepared as stated below, and boil ; no reddish
tinge should be observable, even after five minutes' repose.

Add the liquid under examination gradually, and boil after

each addition. In the presence of sugar a yellow or red
precipitate is formed. In the presence of traces of glu-
cose, only a small amount of precipitate is produced,
which adheres to the glass, and is best seen when the
blue liquid is poured out.

[The reagent must be kept in two solutions, which are

to be mixed immediately before use. Solution I consists

of 34.653 gms. of crystallized CuSOi, dissolved in water to

500 c.c; and solution II of 130 gms. of Rochelle salt dis-

solved to 500 c.c. in NaHO solution of sp. gr. 1.12. When
required for use equal volumes of the two solutions are
mixed, and the mixture diluted with four volumes of
water.]

(2) Boettger's test: Render the urine strongly alkaline

by addition of Ka~CO:,. Divide about 6 c.c. of the alkaline

liquid in two test-tubes. To one test-tube add a very
minute quantity of powdered subnitrate of bismuth, to the
other as much powdered litharge. Boil the contents of
both tubes. The presence of glucose is indicated by the

dark or black color of the bismuth powder, the litharge

retaining its natural color. (From Witthaus' Essentials of
Chemistry.)
Two TESTS FOR THE DETECTION OF ALBUMIN IN THE URINE:

"The urine must be perfectly clear. If not so, it is to be
filtered, and if this does not render it transparent, it is to

be treated with a few drops of magnesia mixture and again
filtered."

I.

—

The heat test: "The reaction is first observed. If it

be acid, the urine is simply heated to near the boiling

point. If the urine be neutral or alkaline, it is rendered
faintly acid by the addition of dilute acetic acid, and
heated. If albumin be present, a coagulum is formed,
varying in quantity from a faint cloudiness to entire solidi-

fication, according to the quantity of albumin present. The
coagulum is not redissolved upon the addition of HNO3."

II.

—

Heller's modification of the nitric acid test: "Place
in a test-tube a layer of HNO3 about 2 centim. in thick-

ness; then, with a pipette, carefully Hoat upon the surface
of this a layer of the urine in such a manner that the

liquids do not mix. If albumin be present, a cloudy ring
appears at the point of junction of the two layers, the
borders of the cloud being sharply defined. A cloudy ring

may be formed by the presence of an excess of urates, but
in this case it is not at, but above, the point of junction of
the layers, and its upper border is not sharply defined, but
fades off gradually." (Witthaus' Essentials of Chemistry.)

5. See above, physiology, Question 5.

6. Six metals :• Mercury, copper, zinc, lead, gold, silver.

Six nonmetals: Hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, fluorine,

chlorine, sulphur.

7. Arsenic in the stomach contents can be detected by
Reinsch's test, as follows : To the suspected fluid add a

little pure HCl; suspend in the fluid a small strip of bright
copper foil, and boil. If a deposit forms on the copper,
remove the copper, wash it with pure water, dry on filter

paper, but be careful not to rub off the deposit. Coil up
the copper, and put it into a clean dry glass tube, open at

both ends, and apply heat at the part where the copper is.

If arsenic is present there will appear in the cold part of
the tube a mirror, which will be found on microscopical
examination to consist of octahedral crystals of arsenic

trioxide.

8. The administration of albumin is useful in many
cases of poisoning, because the albumin forms more or
less insoluble compounds with most of the metallic salts,

mineral acids, corrosive alkalies, and some of the alkaloids.

9. Oxygen is found in the human body in the blood
plasma, and in combination in almost every tissue of the

body.
Its uses in the animal economy are : To maintain res-

piration, aerate the blood, oxidize the tissues, and thus to

supply heat and energy. It supports life and combustion.

10. Mercurous chloride or calomel is a heavy, white
powder ; amorphous ; tasteless and odorless ; it is insoluble

in cold water and in alcohol, and very slightly soluble in

boiling water ; when exposed to the light it becomes dis-

colored (first yellow, then gray) and partially decomposed;
it sublimes without fusing; it is incompatible with the
mineral acids, with the alkaline chlorides, bromides, and
iodides.

Corrosive Sublimate is heavy, white and crystalline; it

has a strong, acrid, styptic taste, and is soluble in water,
in alcohol, and in ether; it is decomposed by exposure to
light.

They can be easily distinguished by their solubility.
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MATERIA MEDICA AND THERAPEUTICS.

1. For Lilheiiiia

:

Iji Potassii acetatis.

Potassii bitartratis.

Potassii citratis aa 5ss.

Aquse destillatas q.s. ad oviij- Mi.sce.

Sigiia :—One tablespoonful in half a .s<lass of

water after each meal.
For Dysuria: If due to acute cystitis, the above pre-

scription will do here also.

For Chorea :

IJ Cliloralis hydratis, 3ij.

Sodii broniidi, 5iv.

Aquae destillatae, q.s. ad 5ij. Misce.
Signa :—One teaspoonful in water, every live

hours, for three doses.

2. The impurities in water that may cause diarrhea, are

:

Suspended mineral matters, suspended animal (fecal) and
vegetable matters, fetid gases, and an excess of dissolved

nitrogenous organic matter.

3. "Among the most common of the diseases and para-

sites of animals, which are communicable to man, are

:

(l) Glanders, a disease of the genus Eqiiiis, generally

fatal when contracted by man; (2) anthrax, a disease of

horses, cattle, sheep, and swine, appearing in man either

as malignant pustule or as internal anthrax, and often

fatal; (3) tuberculosis, a disease common in cattle and
swine, but also occurring" in horses, sheep, goats, dogs,

poultry, cage birds, and menagerie animals
; (4) rabies, a

disease of the genus Canis, communicable to all warm-
blooded animals and to man; (5) epizootic aphtha, com-
monly known as foot-and-mouth disease, a very infectious

malady of cattle, sometimes communicated to the con-
sumers of the milk of diseased cattle; (6) Cysticcrcus

bovis, found in cattle, is the larval form of the tapeworm
of man known as Tania saginaia; (7) Cysticcrcus cellu-

loses, found in swine, is the larval form of the tapeworm
of man known as Teenia solium; (8) the Trichina spiralis,

a common parasite of swine, may develop in man and
sometimes produces fatal results ; (9) the Echinococcus
found in the lungs, liver, and other organs of the meat-
producing animals is the cystic phase of the Tdnia echino-

coccus of the dog.
"It is evident that the most satisfactory way of pro-

tecting man from this source of danger is to eradicate

these diseases and parasites so far as possible from the

domesticated animals. As complete eradication cannot be

accomplished for many years and in some cases not at

all, there must be constant efforts for repression and con-

trol. People must be made familiar with the dangers; too

close association with animals should be avoided; the in-

spection of meat and of dairy cows should be universal;

swine flesh should be well cooked; hides, wool, and hair,

often infected with the anthrax bacillus, should be handled
with suitable precautions ; biological products used for the

prevention or cure of human diseases should be sur-

rounded with every safeguard to avoid contamination."

(Reference Handbook of the Medical Sciences.)

S. The compound cathartic pill consists of :—Calomel,

about one grain ; compound extract of colocynth, about
one and a quarter grains; resin of jalap, about half a

grain ; and gamboge, about one-quarter of a grain.

Brown mixture is compound mixture of glycyrrhiza, and
contains extract of glycyrrhiza, syrup, acacia, wine of

antimony, spirit of nitrous ether, camphorated tincture of

opium, and water.
Fowler's Solution is liquor potassii arsenitis, and con-

tains arsenic trioxide, potassium bicarbonate, compound
tincture of lavender, and water.

Donoz^aii's Solution is liquor arseni et hydrargyri iodidi,

and contains arsenic iodide, mercuric iodide, and water.

7. To prevent the spread of typhoid, each household
should boil all water that is to be used for drinking or

for washing dishes, etc.; milk should be boiled also; and
no ice should be put in water or other drink or food ; flies

should be kept out of the house as far as possible, by
means of screens or otherwise; all discharges from the

sick person inust be disinfected ; all utensils, dishes, etc.,

used by the patient must be thoroughly cleansed, and
boiled every day; soiled linen must be soaked in a disin-

fectant solution before being washed; after each attend-

ance on a patient physicians, nurses, and others should

wash their hands in a disinfectant; thorough sterilization

of all bedding, etc., must be performed after the disease

is over.

9. Suitable measures for preventing the spread of tu-

berculosis would include: Careful disinfection or burning
of sputum, etc. ; avoidance of spitting in public places

;

plenty of fresh air and sunlight; an abundance of good
and easily digested food ; the proper inspection of food
supplies: the avoidance of kissing; and reporting of cases

to the proper health authorities, and cooperation with
them.

10. Adult doses: Strychnine, gr. 1/64; atropine (sul-

phate), gr. 1/160; adrenalin, TlExx. of a one per cent,

solution ; nitroglycerin, one minim of a one per cent, solu-
tion; belladonna (alcoholic extract of), gr. 1/5; codeine,
gr. 1/2; sulphonal, gr. xv ; morphine, gr. 1/4; acetanilid,

gr. iv; hyoscin (hydrobromate), gr. 1/128; ether, TIBxv.

PATHOLOGY.

3. In locomotor ataxia the posterior columns of the
spinal cord and the posterior nerve roots are invohtd.
The posterior columns of the spinal cord are gray and

shrunken, and show considerable overgrowth of connective
tissue in the columns of Goll, Burdach, and Lissauer ; this

process extends upward from the lumbosacral region ; the
posterior nerve roots degenerate and become atrophic.

The meninges over the affected parts become opaque and
adherent. Some of the cranial nerves may also atrophy,
notably the optic, but also the motor oculi and vagus.
The process is destructive and progressive; it is not a

simple wasting, although the nerve fibers are atropliied,

but it is characterized by irritation, changes in the axis

cylinders, overgrowth of the connective titssue, and sotne-

timcs congestion; the spinal ganglia may be affected.

4. In osteomyelitis the shaft of the bone is usually at-

tacked, the fever is moderate only, there are no acid

sweats, and heart lesions are not usually present.

In rheumatism the joints are usually attacked, and more
than one may be involved, the fever may be high, acid

sweats are present, and the heart is usually involved.
6. In scarlet fever the eruption is brighter, is on a red

background, punctiform, and is more uniform; the tem-
perature is higher, the pulse quicker ; the tongue is of the

"strawberry" type, the lymphatics in the neck may be
swollen, and there is sore throat.

In measles the eruption is darker, less uniform, more
shotty ; the temperature is lower, pulse slower, the tongue
is not of the "strawberry" type; coryza, coughing, and
sneezing may be present.

2. Palpit.'^tion of the Heart. Causes: Anemia, neu-
rasthenia, fright, hysteria, anxiety, indigestion, alcohol, tea,

coffee, tobacco, excitement, unusual physical exertion, or-

ganic disease of the heart.

Treatment: If possible, remove the cause; institute

proper hygiene and diet ; moderate exercise, abstention

from excesses of any kind, warm baths, regular hours, and
rest are necessary ; aconite, iron, strychnine, and bromide
of potassium have each been recommended ; electricity,

Weir-Mitchell rest cure, and a mild mountain climate have
been suggested.

3. Membranous or True croup is either laryngeal diph-

theria or a streptococcus infection. In cither case there is

a prior stage of malaise, accompanied by chills, fever, and
sore throat. The fever may become very high. A mem-
brane forms, in which are found the Klebs-Loeffler bacil-

lus or streptococci. False or Spasmodic croup generally

comes on suddenly, at night. There is no appreciable

fever, no previous malaise or sickness, and often the pa-

tient is asleep again liy the time the physician arrives.

There is frequently a thick tenacious mucus, but neither

Klebs-Loeffler bacilli nor streptococci are present. It is

entirely a local disturbance.

5. Causes of eclampsia infantum are: "Ovei*eating,

especially of indigestible food ; rachitis, debility from ex-

hausting diarrheal diseases; high fever, especially at the

onset of the acute specific infections; very seldom den-
tition, phimosis, and acute middle-car inflammation ; in-

juries to the brain at birth, infantile hemiplegia, meningitis,

and tumor of the brain; rarely of spinal cord disease.—

•

(From Butler's Diagnostics of Internal Medicine.)

obstetrics.

I. (a) The changes that take place in the breasts as a

result of pregnancy : The breasts increase in size and
vascularity, and feel knotty ; the areola becomes darker
and wider; a secondary areola develops; the nipple and
glandular follicles around it becoine larger; fluid can

sometimes be squeezed out of the nipples, especially to-

wards the end of pregnancy.
(&) Following labor, mastititis, due to septic infection,

may occur. This can only be prevented by the best anti-

septic precaution ; the breast must be kept clean, the

nipple dry, and the parts are not to be touched by the

patient, and only by the physician or nurse after the most
thorough antiseptic precautions. The nipple should be

kept clean by boric acid solution, and the breast should

not be allowed to get engorged.
8. Three of the most common causes of premature birth

:

Syphilis, endometritis, and the abuse of drugs (oxytocics).
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EPITHELIOMA.

Cancerous.
Generally occurs in adults.

Infiltrates the tissues, and
may extend rapidly.

Glands are involved.

Usually painful.

Cachexia is present.

Tuberculous.
Generally occurs in young

people.

Spreads slowly, and may
heal at one part while
breaking down at an-
other.

No glandular involvement.
Not usually painful.

No cachexia.
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THE APPEARANCE OF HETEROPLASTIC
TUMORS IX THE TRANSPLANTATIONS
OF THE NEWGROWTHS OF ANIMALS-

By professor DR. von LEYDEN
AND

PROFESSOR DR. CARL LEVVI.N.

' BERLIN.

Ever since the work of Hanau, of Moraii, of Loch,
and especially of Jensen has made possible the

transplantation of tumors in mice and in rats, the

research workers of all lands have been carcfulh
studying the conditions necessary for the origin an<l

the growth of tiic transplanted tumors in these ani-

mals. Jensen, Ehrlich, Apolant, Loeb, Michaelis.

and others all agree that the development of the

transplanted ncwgrowth is due to the division of

the cells brought over from one animal to the

other, the stroma alone of the tumor being fur-

nished by the tissues of the latter animal. Ac-
cordingly, these results support the view which was
especial!)- championed by pathologists even before
the experimental work on tumors began, name-
ly, that the transfer of tumors in animals did not

occur through infection, but was in reality a trans-

plantation of tissue, that is, the artificial production
of metastases. No new tumors appeared, there-

fore, but the old ones continued their existence by
the production of new cells. Of course, it seemed
as if the results of the new research work had
added but little to the solution of the tumor prob-

lem. Many points of interest in regard to new-
growths in human beings could be elicited by vary-

ing the rate of growth of the neoplastic cells that

were experimentally transferred as well as the re-

sistance of the animal tissues to the encroaching
tumor tissues ; the real essence of the problem in

volved in the production of malignant tumors re

mained as dark as before.

So much more surprising was the announcement
made by Ehrlich and Apolant in the year 1904.

telling of their observation of a mouse cancer

which in the sixty-eighth transplantation assumed
the appearance of a spindle-celled sarcoma. The
sarcoma did not appear suddenly ; at first the stroma
became more cellular, simulating the usual appear-

ance of a carcinoma sarcomatosniii ; gradually the

epithelial elements of the original tumor disap-

peared and there remained a pure spindlc-celleil

sarcoma which up to the present time has kept this

acquired character. A communication from Loeb
of New York followed the announcement of Ehr-

lich, the observation reported by him being similar

to the one described above. In Loeb's case, how-
ever, the appearance of sarcomatous elements wa-
observed as early as the second transplantation, the

* From the Berlin Royal Institute for Cancer Re-

search.

original epithelial elements of the tumor being over-

whelmed by the newly appearing connective tissue

very soon after the transfer of the newgrowth from
one animal to another. So imusual were both these

observations that at first it was thought that the

original tumor was a mi.xed one, and even before

the transplantation ex])eriments contained the ele-

ments of botli carcinoma and sarcoma. Ehrlich

and Apolant, however, sliowed immediately that

such an assumption was not justifiable. Otherwise

it woul ! be tiuite inexplicable why the sarcomatous

part of the tumor should have stayed inactive for

sixty-eight generations only then to take on a rapid

and overwhelming growth. Loeb, in addition, made
serial sections of the original tumor used by him,

and could thus prove that not a particle of sarco-

matous elements was to be fotmd in it, and the new
tumor must have appeared after the transplantation.

How was such a phenomenon, the appearance of

a sarcoma in a carcinoma during transplantation,

to be explained? It certainly could not be assumed
that the cells of the cancer changed into the cells

of the new connective tissue tumor, both Ehrlich

and Loeb considering this explanation only to drop

it immediately. Both authors are rather of the

opinion that the sarcoma was due to a malignant

degeneration of the stroma cells; that is, they as-

sumed that the cells of the cancer had some stimu-

lating or irritating eft'ect n|)on the connective tissue

cells of tile animal to which the tumor was trans-

ferred which had the eflfect of producing malignant

overgrowth of these cells. Both Ehrlich and Loeb
believe that the stinnilus effective in this way is

chemical in nature. However, so exceptional was
the observation of these authors that the occurrence

was regarded as an extremely rare one by all other

workers. Soon this view had to be abandoned be-

cause further experiments have shown that the

process observed was more or less a regular event

which had its source in the very nature of the can-

cer cell. Ehrlich and Apolant were enabled in a

short time to report two more instances of sarco-

matous change in a mouse carcinoma during the

passage of the original tumor through a series of

animals. Liepman succeeded in producing the same
phenomenon in working with a tumor from our

institute, and finally Bash ford of London succeeded

in showing that the change in the type of tumor
was in fact due to the malignant metamorphosis
of the connective tissue cells under the influence

of the transplanted carcinoma cells. He had noted

that the stroma cells usually degenerated in the

transplantation of the mouse carcinoma up to the

time of the appearance of a sarcomatous change,

when a sudden increase in the stroma cells could

be noted going on to the production of the new
type of tumor.

All these observations were made in working
with the tumors of mice, and, therefore, when the

Berlin Institute for Cancer Research succeeded in

noting the same process in rats the phenomenon
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assumed an even greater importance. The tumor
under observation wa.'^ a primary adenocarcinoma
of the mammar}- gland of a rat. During the

transplantation through the fifth generation of ani-

mals there developed in it a sarcoma while the

original epithelial cells were .still represented. In

the further course of the ex])eriments the epithelial

elements disajjpcared altogether and there remained
but the pure sarcoma elements in the tumor. The
development of the sarcoma at the same time was
not at all a uniform one. In some tumors there

developed at first a carcinouia sarcoiiiotosuiii, which
retained its character through several transplanta-

tions until the epithelial elements began to disap-

pear leaving the sarcoma alone in the end. Other
tumors retained their carcinomatous character, while

others still sliowed no traces whatever of the orig-

inal epithelium. The sarcoma began to develop be-

tween the sixth and the twelfth generations of

transplantations in the various animals and after

the twelfth generation the carcinoma part of what
was originally a pure adenocarcinoniatous tumor
disappeared completely and the new tumor could be
transplanted further as a true sarcoma. Even then,

however, this sarcoma was somewhat peculiar in

type, the morphological character of the cells being
quite variable. Some of the tumors presented only
the appearance of a spindle-celled sarcoma, others

showed an abundance of round cells, others still

were of a mixed type in their morphological picture.

Thus almost all types of sarcoma cells could be
observed in the various specimens, with the excep-
tion of giant cells. The appearance of the cells, too,

was quite inconstant in the course of further trans-

plantations, a sarcoma which had the character of
a spindle-celled tumor losing it in the course of
the transfer and growing in another animal as a
round-celled tumor. Thus it must be accepted that

the tumor cells may change in form during the
growth of a transplanted portion.

Still another important observation has been made
in the Institute. We have already said that the
original tumor discussed above was a primary
adenocarcinoma of the mammary gland of a rat

;

neither its structure nor its site was in any way
different from the same characteristics as observed
in the tumors of mice involving the breast, the pic-

ture quite agreeing with the appearances so well

described by Apolant. We were therefore very
much surprised to see the appearance of a cancroid
tumor in the third series of transplantations, the
process of its development being quite similar to

the one observed in the case of the sarcoma. The
appearance of the cancroid came about gradually,
so that in several series pure adenocarcinoma, can-
croid, and mixed forms were growing side bv side,

in addition to the sarcomatous forms described
above.

What were the causes that resulted in the ap-
pearance of the cancroid type of tumor? For an
explanation we must assume that the same process
which brought about the appearance of the sarcoma
was concerned in the production of the cancroid
tumor. The same causes were responsible for the
gradual development of the cancroid as of the sar-

coma, and in our opinion no metaplastic phenomena
took place. To assume the latter we must consifler

it possible that an original adenocarcinoma could be
transformed by metaplasia into a squamous tumor
as well as into a sarcoma. Such a conception,
however, opposes all the views usually held by
pathologists, and we remember that during the dis-

cussion of this subject in the Berlin jMedical Society
Orth said that "if such a metaplasia of carcinoma-
tous cells into those of sarcoma were granted then

he would feel compelled to begin the study of

pathological anatomy all over again." In this as-

pect of the subject we are in full accord with the

views of Orth, for we likewise do not at all believe

that any metaplasia has taken place in the tumors
observed by us. On the other hand, we think that

the same stimuli which caused the appearance of

the sarcoma promoted the growth of the epidermal
cells which were perfectly normal before the stim-

uli became effective. In fact, many things sup-

port this view. In the first place, the formation
of the cancroid was apparent only in the subsutane-
ous transplantation of the tumor, being absent in

intraperitoneal transplantations up to the seventh

generation, h'urthermore, in the fifth and the sixth

generation of the tumor we could observe quite

plainly the relation of the cancroid to the epidermal
cells. The observation is especially interesting as

in some later specimens we were able to see the

influence of the tumor proliferating in the neigh-

borhood of the epidermis, the cells of the latter

showing a marked increase in number.
.Ml these reasons make it quite probatile that

both the cancroid and the sarcoma which we ob-

served in connection with the transplantation of an
adenocarcinoma of a rat were caused by some ir-

ritative influence the nature of which we do not
as yet know, originating from the proliferating cells

of the primary newgrowth. With these observa-
tions we have before us the fact of the appearance
of new tumors, not alone the continuation of the

growth of a transplanted portion of another tumor.
We are therefore in position to cause e-x[)eriment-

ally the development of a new formation, and, as

Bashford very correctly says, this may give us
the important opportunity to study the appearances
and the growth of such a tumor from its very in-

ception. Of course, the significance of such work
for the questions involved in the study of cancer
cannot now be estimated. One thing, however,
must be kept in view ; the principal reason for op-
posing the parasitic theory of the causation of can-
cer has been the claim that in the experimental
studies of cancer not new tumors were produced
in the animals but simply metastases of the original

growth were artificially produced. Hauser, who
is a determined opponent of the parasitic theory, has
stated that the successful transplantation of tumors
could be interpreted in support of the parasitic na-
ture of the disease only when the tissues of the ani-

mal experimented upon could be made to undergo
carcinomatous changes by the transplantation of
the cancer cells into that animal. Such a phenom-
enon would happen in his estimation if the epi-

thelial elements of the animal's skin showed car-

cinomatous proliferation after the subcutaneous
inoculation of cancer cells into that animal. These
conditions, which Orth also accepts as the criteria

of a true infection, have in fact been fulfilled in the

tumors observed by us. The skin of the animals
experimented upon has been stimulated in such a

fashion that carcinomatous overgrowth has taken
place in its elements. Indeed, even if we leave out
of consideration the development of the cancroid
in our animals, the fact yet remains that the phen-
omenon observed in the tumors of mice by Ehrlich,
Apolant, Loeb, Liepman, and Bashfonl, the stimu-
lation of the connective tissue to sarcomatous
change by the inoculation of cancer cells into an
animal, has been seen bv us in another animal, the
rat.

The final significance of this phenomenon for

the etiolog)- of malignant tumors can be decided
only in time and as a result of further observation
and experiments.
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RECURRENT AND ABDUCTOR PARALYSIS
OF THE LARYNX; DIAGNOSLS

AND TREATMENT.*

By W. E. CASSELBERRY. M.D..

CHICAGO.

PROPESSOR-EMERITUS OF LARYXGOLOGY AND RHINOLOGY IN NORTH-
WESTERN UNIVERSITY UEDICAL SCHOOL; LARYNGOLOGIST TO ST.

LUKE'S AND WESLEY HOSPITALS, ETC.

In the diagnosis of unilateral recurrent nerve par-

alj'sis which, when complete, results in the fixation

of one vocal cord in the cadaveric position, the

cracked, softly raucous voice, is suggestive rather

than distinctive, but it is usually the one ^iiall

symptom of an inversely grave condition which
first cau.ses the patient to seek advice. It is na-

ture's distress signal, full of meaning to him who
reads the code. The same is true oi that partial

stridor which may or may not usher in an uni-

lateral abductor paralysis, in which the dilator mus-

cle alone being powerless, the vocal cord is retained

in a position closing over one-half of the lumen
of the larynx. Either symptom demands a prompt
resort to laryngoscopic inspection, but even then by
reason of the fact that patients are liable to present

themselves for the first time tluring a "cold" or

other aggravating influence, confusing departure.*

from the typical may be enountered, and one turns

next to the really vital phase of the diagnosis, a

search of the chest, neck, and central nervous sys-

tem, for the cause and significance of the vocal

paralysis. The tortuous course and complex com-
position of the recurrent nerves shoukl be kept

well in mind. Branching from the pneumogastric,

the left one takes a turn under the arch of tlie

aorta, bctzvcen it and the left bronchus, upward to

the larynx, while the one on the right passes under

the subclavian artery, both being liable to compres-

sion by aneurysm, mediastinal, and cervical tumors,

and, on the right, by disease at the apex of the

lung or its pleura, which is crossed by the nerve.

The similarity of lettering of the two words abduc-

tion and adduction is unfortunate, for, in addition

to typographical errors, a conscious mental effort

is necessary to avoid confusing one with the other,

but as applied to the movements of the vocal cords,

they are more exact in meaning than any other avail-

able terms. The opposing muscles, which effect the

to and fro motion of the vocal cords, adduction for

vocal vibration, abduction for breathing space, arc

innervated by different fibers, which merely travel

in the same recurrent nerve trunk, either set of fibers

alone to any degree, or both sets together, being

subject to paralysis. Semon's law refers to the

fact that the abductor fibres and muscles are the

more vulnerable of the two, yielding first to an

equal pressure on the trunk, and, in consequence,

ever}' complete paralysis of a vocal cord by pres-

sure must have passed through a preliminary stage,

however brief, of abductor paralysis alone.

Aneurysm Group.—The typical image of com-
plete unilateral recurrent nerve paralysis illustrated

in Fig. 1, is introduced as a standard from which

to describe the diagnostic variations. It represents

the larynx of a middle-aged salesman whose voice,

he said, "failed all at once one day, while selling

goods." Not only is the left vocal cord motionless

in the cadaveric position, but it is relaxed, tends

to bay outward, and its arytenoid, which is not

swollen, has "fallen in," i.e. collapsed forward,

which shortens the vocal cord and permits the cord

to sink to a plane slightly below the level of its fel-

*Read as part of a symposium before the American
Laryngological Association, May II, 1908.

low. On phonation, the left arytenoid may give a

twitch, but fails to straighten up or convey more
than a mere tremor to the cord, while the opposite

arytenoid and vocal cord, in an effort to compen-
sate, overreach the center line, the sound arytenoid

crossing a trifle usually in front or possibly behind

the paralytic one. and the healthy cord coming
nearly but not quite over to the paralyzed one.

These are not insignificant details for their pres-

ence collectively, rather than the cadaveric position

alone of the cord, insures the fact of a complete
recurrent nerve paralysis. Its cause in this in-

stance was equally evident. There was substernal

pain and a radial pulsus differens, but no other

symptom, excepting that in the fluoroscope, a small

pulsating aneurysm of the arch of the aorta was
visible. Five months later, while walking on the

street, this patient fell dead with a gush of blood
from the mouth ; the aneurysm had burst, pre-

sumably into the left bronchus.

Life's duration in aneurysm, however, is seldom
so brief. Dating from the early period of vocal

paralj'sis, it has often surpassed my expectation
;

in one 10 years, in another 5, while others are

now living at 2, 3, and 45^ years. The seemingly
prolonged course, last mentioned, the patient being
still active, is explained by the fact that it dates

from the earliest demonstrable stage in the develop-
ment of the aneurysm, as evidenced by the presence
of unilateral abductor paralysis, which is the first

definite effect of pressure on the recurrent laryn-

geal nerve. .\ sketch of the larynx made at that

time (Fig. 2) represents the typical image of uni-

lateral abductor paral)-sis and is intended to show
not only the vocal cord motionless in the median
or closed position, but also that the arytenoid has
not yet "fallen in," hence the cord is but little de-

pres.sed or shortened and not very much relaxed.

Paralysis limited to abduction is not the only pos-
sible interpretation of the median position of a
vocal cord, for one of the most deceptive of the
variations from the typical image of complete re-

current paralysis is a fixation of the cord, not ex-
actly in, but quite near to the median line instead of
in the usual cadaveric position. Either form of
paralysis is suggestive of an aneurysm, but with
paralysis of the abductor fibers alone, indicating

an earlier stage and more limited development of
the aneurysm, a longer course is to be expected
and an "arrest" or even a retrogression miglit not

be impossible. Hence, in confirmation of the mem-
orandum and sketch made of abductor paralysis

in this case I will quote the additional notation in-

scribed, that "the vocal cord was not much relaxed
and that the artyenoid. although standing a little

forward, had not yet 'fallen in,' " a combination of

conditions which I interpret to indicate an incom-
plete degree of paralysis of the recurrent nerve
which, in connection with the median position of
the cord, could be no other than an abductor par-
alysis. His .r-ray print I find somewhat blurred
by the effects of time, still it distinctly shows, rep-

resenting the aortic arch, a broadened shadow
which rises in the back above the normal limit of
the fourth rib, with a bulge to the left which cen-

ters near the second rib and a smaller bulge to

the right at the fourth intercostal space. A fluoro-

scopic examination also by Dr. John Kales and the

author, was recorded at that time as follows : "A
distinct, but small pulsating bulge in the descending
part of the arch of the aorta could be plainly seen."

Since writing the above description with its de-

ductions relative to the 4^4 years' duration of an
aortic aneurysin. this patient, known to have re-
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mained vigorous so long as to suggest a shade of

doubt in the diagnosis, has returned, thus enabhng
me to complete the evidence to date, with respect

both to the laryngeal paralysis, of which he is con-

scious only when further disabled by a "cold," as at

present, and to the aneurysm which does not even

^ Fig. I.—The typical image of complete left recui rent paral sis. Th«
vocal cord, in the cadaveric position, aprears relaxed, narrowed,
shortened, and oepressed; the arytenoid "fallen in," not swollen.

yet cause any subjective symptoms other than the

vocal cord paralysis. Reexamination contirnis all

of the original findings, with natural progression.

The position of the left vocal cord has advanced
from the typical abductor or first position, partly

but not wholly, into that of complete recurrent par-

alysis. It now exemplifies that variation from the

typical image of complete recurrent paralysis de-

scribed as: "a fixation of the cord not exactly in,

but quite near to the median line instead of in the

usual cadaveric position." Intensified tubular

breathing, the physical sign emphasized as coming
next after vocal paralysis, is now heard in the back
at the left, above the angle of the scapula and, as

might be expected with compression of a bronchus,

the vocal resonance and fremitus are diminished at

the same point. A blurred, widely transmitted first

sound stands for the aneurysmal bruit and the right

subclavian impulse is in excess of the natural. The
fluoroscope and .I'-ray plate show a clearly defined

sacculated aneurysm together with a diffused dis-

tension of the rest of the aortic arch.

It requires but a slight expansion of the aorta

at a given spot to compress the left recurrent nerve,

hence the frequency of even a complete recurrent

paralysis at comparatively an early period, when per-

chance one may search in vain for any other classi-

cal sign of the aneurysm which in fact can still be
so small that even a radiograph will leave a doubt
behind, as in Fig. 3. Here there was neither bruit,

thrill, tracheal tug nor protrusion, yet there was
paralysis of the left vocal cord, and there was,
moreover, a noteworthy accessory physical sign,

i.e. an exaggerated bronchial breathing trans-

mitted to the back, a .symptom which, coming early.

pari passu with vocal paralysis, should be of special

diagnostic value to the laryngologist, for an aneur-
ysm which compresses this nerve must at its very
next step compress the left bronchus. :\n appre-
ciable diminution in the vesicular expansion comes
onlv later.

It has been noted that in the typical image of
complete paralysis, the "fallen in" arytenoid is not
swollen ; but exceptionally, as a departure from the
typical image, a coexisting swelling of the arytenoid
is seen, which is liable to disguise the paralytic

aspect and to cause the condition to simulate a
cricoarytenoid ankylosis with fixation of the cord.

Figure 4 represents this important variation. When

first observed, the right cord was stationary, but

in a doubtful position, the arytenoid and subglottic

tissue was swollen and the left cord also was slug-

gish in movement. It was only after some weeks
of detergent local treatment that the cadaveric posi-

tion of the right cord could be accurately deter-

mined, the left cord meanwhile having definitely

weakened into the first position, that of abductor
paralysis, which, in conjunction with the other

lesions, sufficed to cause an alarming respiratory

stridor on exertion or on "taking cold." Aneurysm
was now evidenced by other signs, and its exist-

ence was later verified in Berlin by Dr. Krause.
who, in explanation of the swollen arytenoid,

wrote: "The small tumefaction of the arytenoid

is a little bit unclear, but may be caused by a pro-

lapsus of the cartilage." Hooper, also once drew
our attention to certain "anomalous muscular fasci-

culi* innervated from other sources, which, when
present in conjunction with recurrent paralysis,

would serve to pull the arytenoid forcibly for-

ward." The possibility, thus, of a partial disloca-

tion of the arytenoid amounting to a prolapse in-

stead of merely a collapse, is a striking point in

diagnosis to be remembered, especially with refer-

ence to the differentiation of paralysis from anky-
losis, which is rendered thereby all the more dif-

ficult.

The bilateral inflammatory form of paresis of

the internal tensors with its familiar ellipse, is in no
danger of being mistaken for recurrent nerve par-

alysis, but I have twice observed in clergj^men an
unilateral internal and external tensor paralysis,

induced by vocal strain, but of so severe a grade
as to simulate and perhaps in a way to partake of a

recurrent nerve paralysis. Assuming for it a neuro-
muscular rather than a strictly myopathic basis, it

is the nearest approach to a direct impairment of

the nerve endings which my series affords. The
level of the cord is lowered, its range of move-
ment to and fro lessened, and the arytenoid dis-

])oscd to collapse, hut it is distinguishable by a pre-

dominance of the flaccid tensor element, absence
of lead, alcohol, or other toxemia, absence of any
cause of pressure, and it finally recovers by rest

to the voice.

Out of a total of forty cases upon which this

Fig. 2.—The typical image of unilateral abductor paralysis."' The
vocal cord in the median or closed position. -Arstenoid only slightly
"fallen in," hence the cord is but little depressed or shortened.

Study is based, the left recurrent nerve was par-
alyzed by an aneurysm in eight and the right re-

current in six, including in both numbers those in

whom the opposite cord was likewise but less

affected. Concerning the treatment, in only a few
of the aneurysm group was local medication indi-

*TIiyroarytenoidei superiores muscles.
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cated, and then not tor the paralysis itself, but

rather to' aid in strengthening the voice or in dimin-

ishing the stridor by controlling the inflammatory

complications. Moderation in voice use is en-

joined on all and soon has its reward in distinctly

improved tones, the voice, in time, through com-

FlG. 3.—Aneuo'sm. so small that the radiograph alone would have
left it doubtful. Complete paralysis of the left vocal cord and exac:-

gerated bronchial breathing present

pensation, often becoming fairly good for conver-

sational use. The prognosis of aneurysm, in gen

eral, is not so absolutely bad. and discovered at an

early stage it should be better. Syphilitic arteriti.--

in other situations—for example, in the brain

—

elicits and yields to a vigorous specific treatment

;

why not so in an early stage of aortic arteritis?

Pleuritis Croup.—Four additional i)aralyses of

the right cord compose the pleuritis group. All

were tuberculous and in none could any other cause

be assigned than an assumed circumscribed jileu-

ritis. In one of them, whatever might have been
the exact cause of a recent and complete unilateral

right recurrent paralysis, which sliowed a typical

image, a perfect restoration of power to the cord
was gradually attained contemporaneously with a

treatment by fresh air and rest for the incipient

tuberculosis. Our means of certifying a diagnosis
in this group are as yet sparse. The .r-ray should
be of service for the purpose of excluding or estab-

lishing the presence of enlarged mediastinal lym-
phatic glands on the left side, which in tuberculous
subjects constitute a possible cause of pressure on
the recurrent nerves, but on the right side enlarged
glands so located would scarcely be beyond the
reach of deep palpation. However, a radiograph
was taken of this particular patient, who recovered,
and no abnormality was shown. Her reaction to

the tuberculin test was positive.

Tumor Group.—Another departure from the
typical image of complete paralysis is presented
in Fig. 5, in that the ventricular band is hyper-
trophied and almost covers over the paralyzed cord,
nature having gradually put forward this false cord
in compensation : it vibrates with the sound cord
and produces a fair voice. It is selected from my
next group of eight cases in each of which a tumor
was the cause, and in all but two of which, unlike
in the aneur\'sm group, the vocal disability ap-
peared only as a late and gradual development. In
this patient a primary malignant growth had been
removed from the chest wall three years previously,
a fact which he considered so irrelevant to vocal
trouble that he deliberately falsified when I asked
about the scar, saying he had been struck by a
shell during the war. A grimly humorous episode

served, in the interests of science, to complete my
record of this case, for, the autopsy having been

held in my absence, the widow, who, it appears, had

fervently disapproved of his falsehood about the

scar, entered one day and dramatically deposited a

targe package before me on the desk, stating exult-

ingly : "There, that's what he had. " It proved to

he a sarcomatous tumor from the mediastinum.

In this group, also, I find another observation,

that late in the course of a carcinoma of the esoph-

agus, an irritable cough and weak voice having

appeared within a fortnight, the left cord was found

.notionless, near to, but not exactly at the line of

abductor paralysis and that the arytenoid had not

fallen in." Evidently the paralysis was progress-

ing gradually and a remnant of innervation re-

mained.
Esophagoscopy has been helpful, although usu-

ally, by the time a vocal paralysis supervenes in

carcinoma of the esophagus, the diagnosis is plain.

[ was once temporarily misled with respect to the

larynx by a condition which suggested a dawning
vocal paralysis in consequence of esophageal neo-

plasm. There was post-prandial eructation of

what the patient called "a lot of phlegm," but which

in reality was a fermented mixture of mucus and
food which irritated the arytenoids and enfeebled

the voice, but obscured the image. The .r-ray dis-

closed a bulge and showed the arrested bougie

within it (Figure 6). The esophagoscope, passed

under general anesthesia, was arrested at this same
point, where an easily bleeding mammillaied mu-
cosa was plainly seen, the e.xact nature of which,

however, it was impossible to interpret. As a pal-

liative treatment in this particular case, which

proved )iot to be one of paralysis, the expedient of

assuming an inverted recumbent position after each

meal, which by gravity emptied the pouch, has

afforded a gratifying relief to the throat symp-
toms, which two years ago were quite distressing.

Meanwhile, the obstruction in the esophagus, what-

ever its nature, remains still in statu quo. Having
the appearance of a neoplasm, it is of interest in

this connection because it is differentiated from
aneurysm by the fact that it does not pulsate as

observ'ed in the fluoroscope, and because it is in

line with the dictum that vocal paralysis, unlike in

aneurj'sm, is not an early symptom of neoplasm of

the esophagus, unless the latter 1=; located high up.

Fig. 4.—A variation from the typical image oi recurrent paralysis.
The arytenoid is swollen.

We recognize in the so-called "lazy cord" a

s3'mptom of carcinoma of the lar\nx, but I think it

is little known that total immobilit)' of a cord in

the cadaveric position may be the first visible evi-

dence of carcinoma of the larynx. Through a sur-

prise of this sort at autopsy. I am able to duplicate
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the single ob.servation of it which Semoii- records

in these words : "Eiiunal habe ich einc bosartige

Kehlkopfneubildnng in Form der Unbeweglichkeit

einer Stimmlippc in Cadaverstellung beginnen

sehen.'"

The other exception to a late development in the

Fig. -A variation from the tyuical image of recurrent paralysis.

The \entricular band is enlarged.

tumor group occurred with a high carcinoma of the

esophagus aijd involved both cords, the left a

cadaveric, the right an abductor paralysis. The
end was then approaching, but aphonia two years

before had been the very first symptom, the rea-

son being that high up the recurrent nerves lie so

close to the esophagus that not only one but both

nerves are liable to be affected by pressure or to be

incorporated in the carcinoma almost at the start.

Goiter was responsible but once for a complete

paralysis of a vocal cord. It was a small, firm en-

largement of the left lobe, which was treated by

surgical removal, but the nerve had already atro-

phied. In goiter, when the voice begins to weaken,

the cords should receive the closest scrutiny, for

surely the first definite evidence of paralysis would

be an additional incentive to surgical interference.

This principle pertains equally to other cervical

tumors and to enlarged lymphatic glands. Its value

was brilliantly evidenced in one of this group by

a comjilete restoration of voice which followed the

excision of three tuberculous glands in a school

teacher, whose left vocal cord previously had been

motionless in the cadaveric position.

The large variety of conditions capable of in-

ducing recurrent nerve paralysis is emphasized by an

error in diagnosis of which I became apprised onl}'

when tracing the patients for the purpose of this

report. The image of complete paralysis of the

left cord was typical and without tumefaction in-

side the throat. A swelling in the neck at the site

of the thyroid gland was naturally mistaken for a

goiter, the subject being a girl of 18 years. Goiter

was accepted as the cause of the paralysis and its

surgical removal recommended, but not done.

Signs of tuberculosis at the right pulmonary apex
seemed to e.xplain her anemic or cachectic appear-

ance. The supposed goiter turned out to be a

malignant neoplasm, which terminated as usual

about a year later.

Centric Bulbar Abductor Groul>.—Like other

respiratory muscles, the abductors of the vocal

cords (dilators), being impelled by reflex action,

have their main centers in the medulla oblongata
(bulbus), so near together that naturally the sym-
metrical double abductor paralyses predominate in

my bulbar group. The mere fact of symmetry in

])ersistent abductor paralysis is indicative of a bul-

bar lesion. When uncomplicated, the appearance

in the mirror is pathognomonic. The flaccid cords

which will not separate, their edges flapping up
and down like a sail in the wind, are unmistakable.

The question of a possible overpowering spasm of

the opposing adductor muscles did not need con-

sideration in any of this class, although it may
arise especially in connection with the intermittent

stridor of an incipient stage of abductor paralysis

and also in the unilateral type. The differentiation

from ankylosis may require the same degree of

critical observation as recurrent nerve paralysis.

A paralytic immobility is liable to lead into a sort

of ankylosis or stiffness of the joints, and, more-
over, there is at least one form of arytenoid

arthritis, previously described by me under the

name of "Arthritis deformans of the Larynx,"

'

which causes a symmetrical ankylosis without

much tumefaction.

An energetic course of -mercurial and iodide

medication is indicated whenever the centric de-

generation is connected with tabes or with any
other suspicion, however remote, of syphilis, for

exceptionally one finds recorded a practical recov-

ery. Eight cases of abductor paralysis compose
this bulbar group, four of them being of the per-

sistent symmetrical double type. Unfortunately, in

all of these four the varied treatments did naught
but eventuate in tracheotomy which, although far

from an ideal remedy, remains still the best life-

saving device. For eight years one of them had
been wearing a tracheal tube of the sort which is

fitted with a ball socket valve which enabled him
not only to inspire with freedom but to talk with
ease, for the obstruction by abductor paralysis is

inspiratory only, the downward air pressure forc-

ing the vocal cords even closer together, while the

outward air pressure balloons them slightly apart.

Thus, by a skilfully modulated use of the expira-

tory current which served instantly to close the

tubal valve, forcing the air through the chink of

the glottis, he could uninterruptedly intone and ar-

ticulate sentences of considerable length. Neither
this patient, nor another, who had been dependent
for his life during several years upon a simple

tube which to effect conversation required stoppage
b\- the usual coiispicurius method of holding the

Fig. b.—Esophageal neotilasm, with arrested metal bougie. Differ-
ntiated from aneurysm by absence of pulsation when observed in the
fluoroscope.

finger at its opening in the neck, would, on account
of the risk of speech involved, consider any effort

to widen the glottis to the small extent which would
be adequate for ordinary breathing, either by means
of an excision of one cord or by the proposed
method of causing it to assume the cadaveric posi-
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tion by a deliberate section of the recurrent nerve.

The latter method, supplemented perhaps by mobili-

zation of the joint if stiiiened, would seem worthy
of a trial considering that the wearing of a tracheal

tube is in itself a menace to life. Neither of them
suffered frora tabes but both gave a history of
syphilis.

Not only the parasyphilitic degenerations but also

the degeneration incidental to advanced age may
happen to strike these minute centers in the me-
dulla. It was the only apparent lesion, without
other cause, in a woman of 75 years. With her,

a treatment by emollients and mild vascular as-

tringents sufficed, under careful observation, to de-

fer for some months the ultimate tracheotomy; an 1

the same line of treatment in conjunction with
antisyphilitic remedies was finally successful in an-

other one of this group, but of a different type, the

condition being a partial and unsymmetrical abduc-
tor paralysis in which the stridor became s^erious

only during periods of acute exacerbation bv "a

cold."

The remaining representation in the bulbar group
is of that combination which anatomically is far

from clear, now that the spinal accessory nerve is

not considered contributory to the recurrent nerve,

in that the abductor paralysis being unilateral and
devoid of symptoms was discovered incidentally, as

the complaints had reference to difficulty in swal-

lowing and articulating, in consequence of paralysis

of the palatal, pharyngeal, and lingual muscles, to-

gether with atrophy, in one instance, of the tra-

pezeus and sternocleidomastoid muscles; One, the

victim of a generalized arteriosclerosis without
syphilis, was not responsive to any form of treat-

ment and succumbed from inanition, while another.

a syphilitic, was benefited by energetic specific

medication to the extent of regaining an ability

to swallow liquids without a nasal reflux and to

articulate with fair distinctness.

Centric Cortical Group.—Owing to the bilateral

laryngeal action which ensues froin an unilateral

cortical stimulus, it is supposed that paralysis of

one vocal cord from a lesion of the opposite side

of the brain, really does not occur, and that some-

fallacy has underlain the few apparent cases which
have been recorded.' Delavan'^ reports, in con-

vincing detail, one case previously published as

cortical, in which at autopsy was found a con-

joined bulbar disease ; but probably the fallacy also

lies in mistaking the "stroke" of a syphilitic endar-

teritis for that of true hemorrhagic apoplexy.

Laryngeal paresis can, of course, ensue from or-

ganic cortical lesions which affect the brain centers

of both sides or interrupt the nerve fibers in transit

from both sides, as in syphilitic degenerations or

aiteriosclerosis ; and the six cases which compose
my centric cortical group may have been either of

this nature or else similar to Delavan's case. In

three of them the vocal paralysis occurred in con-

nection with attacks of so-called apoplexy, but as

they were men under 50 years of age, with venereal

histories, did not lose consciousness at the time of

the "stroke" and had recovered in some measure,
the attacks doubtless were due not to unilateral

hemorrhage but to syphilitic cerebral arteriothrom-
bosis which is often unequally bilateral. In none
was a tv'pical image of paralysis of any particular

group of laryngeal muscles presented, although the

left cord in one, was nearly, but not quite, motion-
less in the cadaveric position, the condition in two
being an incomplete bilateral paresis which pre-

dominated in the larynx on the side of the paretic

arm and leg. as evidenced by a feeble closure of

the flaccid cords in a slanting position. Either an
enfeeblement of the pharyngeal muscles or impair-

ment of articulation or mild aphasia was associ-

ated with the laryngeal paresis in one or another
of this subgroup. One of them has remained under
observation, receiving antisyphilitic treatment dur-
ing a period of seven years, and is now well.

The others of this group were persons somewhat
advanced in years who presented symptoms, in

general, of cerebral degeneration, the paresis of the

vocal cords being the cause, only in part, of the

difficulty in speaking. Although hoarseness and
weakness of the voice were particular complaints,
the laryngeal image was not typical and represented
an unequal paresis of both cords rather than a

complete paralysis of either cord. The local treat-

ment was mildly palliative, only, but proved far

from useless. The detergents and emollients ap-
plied by simple methods served to lessen the fric-

tion of vocalization and thus represented to the
aged sufferers the difi^erence between miserv and
contentment.
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MEDICAL TREATMENT OF APPENDI-
CITIS.*

Bv G. R. CRUIKSHANK, M.D..

WINDSOK, ONT.

The successful treatment of inflammation of the

bowels by removing the appendi.x is one of the

great achievements of the nineteenth century, yet

this very success brought with it the expected evil,

too much operation for abdominal pain.

It must be acknowledged that there are some
cases that can be well treated only by operation and
more that are best treated this way, but physicians

cannot agree with Deaver. that "the only true con-

servatism in appendicitis lies in recourse to the

aseptic scalpel," or with Osier that, "there is no
medical treatment for appendicitis."

The purpose of this paper is to elicit discussion

and only those points will be presented upon which
there is difference of opinion.

Where there is much operating there is a high

death rate. It is acknowledged that England and
especially Germany are behind the times in oper-

ating for appendicitis. Osier shows that the death

rate from this disease per million is: in New York.

129; in Chicago, 140; in England about 45. During
ten years in the Boston City Hospital 2.2 per cent,

died ; in Vienna, 0.3 ; in Munich, 0.5. That is four

times as many in New York as in Munich, and
seven times as many as in Vienna. These figures

were used to show the relative prevalence of the

disease, but is it not remarkable that the higher

death rate should occur where appendicalgia opera-

tions are the fashion? The same author says that

the mortality has been increasing in England in

spite of earlier and better surgery !

It may have been just such a situation as this

that caused Ochsner to say : "The death rate after

appendicitis operations in the hands of incompetent

surgeons is absolutely frightful." It seems we must
concede that where there is more operating there

is a higher death rate and look for less operating or

*Read at a meeting of the Ontario Medical .Associa-

tion, May 28, 1908.
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greater competence. How are we to know who are

competent .•

There is much needless operating. ^lany sur-

geons who open into the abdomen for other com-
plaints remove the appendix whether it is appar-

ently diseased or not. Petersen in 285 cases tuund

lesions in the appendix in 50 per cent., Hunter Robb
in 370 cases found lesions in 267. J. G. Clark in

120 laparotomies found only 25 appendices normal.

It may be presumed that much ot the pathological

work was done in the laboratories of Ann Arbor
and the Johns Hopkins Hospital. Kelly thinks 60

per cent, of these tissue changes are of pathological

origin. Ochsner says a large proportion ot all

human beings suffer at some time from appendicitis.

If this be true and if the best treatment for appen-

dicitis is the scalpel then at least 25,000,000 on

this continent need an operation at once.

Physiologists tell us that these changes are nut

pathological, but due to involution. In 25 per cent,

of the human race epithelium and glands perish,

hniph nodules disappear, and the tunica propria is

transformed into an axial connective tissue strand.

These views are commonly accepted to-day. If the

physiologists are right the surgeons are wrong, and

their statistics unreliable, besides they remove enor-

mous numbers of normal appendices, 25 per cent,

at least free even from physiological change.

The amputation of the appendix would not be a

matter of much concern if it were a developmental

vestige of no use whatever, but an actual menace
to its possessor. I have not seen statistics anywhere

as to the longevity of those whose appendices have

been removed, but those whom I have met have not

always been distinguished for robust health. It is

not certain that the appendix is a developmental

vestige of no use whatever. Berry has advanced
good reasons for considering it rather the opposite,

a higher grade of lymphoid development and ac-

cumulation of these elements. The colon is the seat

of lymphoid tissue. In the lower animals it is scat-

tered over the gut, in the higher it becomes col-

lected, and in man mainly concentrated in the ap-

pendix.

McEwan, who studied this organ through a

wound in the side, noticed that the glairy secretion

of the appendix was alkaline and mixed with the

acid chyme of the ilium, neutralizing it upon its en-

trance into the colon. He noticed also that the se-

cretion was influenced by the mental states of the

patient, in a manner comparable to the saliva, and

concluded that the secretion of the appendix is a

valuable aid to the completion of digestion.

Prior to 1888, the birth year of appendicectomy,

Fagg's Svstem of Medicine says: "Not one death

from typhlitis had occurred in Guy's Hospital dur-

ing five years except in those who were moribund
on entrance." In St. Thomas' Hospital about 70
per cent, are allowed to recover without operation.

I am sorry I have not a record of all the cases of

appendicalgia I have treated during twenty years,

but during this time I was pretty busy in a small

city where appendicitis was the fashion and only

one death occurred and that was of a patient whom
I passed to a surgeon four hours after I first saw
the case. During this twenty years only ten patients

were operated upon.

A large proportion do not have a recurrence and

those who do, usually have mild attacks if they take

care of themselves. I have always maintained this

stand and it is pleasing to note that this is now gen-

erally acknowledged. Surgeons take a gloomy view

of this matter because they see only the severe

cases.

The contents of the colon form a culture for an

enormous number of pyogenic germs, harmless so

long as the mucous membrane is entire and the

germicidal power of the serum is sufficient. Any-
thing that injures the mucous membrane, such as

trauma or distention, or that interferes with the

circulation, such as kinking or thrombosis, especial-

ly if the resisting power of the blood is weakened,
may cause an attack.

The differential diagnosis is not easy. The dis-

ease may be confounded with lesions of the gall-

bladder or kidney, or with tuboovarian diseases.

Every intestinal pain does not come from the ap-

endix and we must consider fecal impaction, neo-

plasms, nerve and cord affections, injuries of the

body wall. I saw a distinguished operator remove
ten appendices in one day, one contained pus, one

was club-shaped, one was in a case of typhoid fever,

and seven apparently were normal.

A not uncommon cause of error is hysteria. An
imaginary appendicitis is quite common in both

sexes and this condition is fostered by unwarranted
assurances of disaster by surgeons. Five years ago

a young w'oman was warned by a prominent oper-

ator that if she did not submit to an operation she

would have a recurrence and likely death. She has

had no recurrence to date. That hysteria is not

confined to patients is clearly illustrated by the his-

tory of appendicectomy.
Treat)ncnt.—In most cases the lesions begin in

the mucous membrane as a bacterial infection and
inflammation which may proceed to ulceration, ab-

scess, perforation, or gangrene. Resolution may oc-

cur before the formation of an abscess and even

with abscess, perforation, or gangrene there are

undoubted instances of recovery.

The original infection is usually in the mucous
membrane and exists before the patient is aware
of his illness. There may be very little discomfort
or pain but in most cases a careful inquiry will dis-

close a prodromal period in which the patient has

suffered from malaise due to the toxemia. This is

a stage of the disease overlooked by textbooks
which speak of the onset of the disease at the time
of the attack of pain.

Pain does not usually commence until the deeper
structures of the wall are involved and consequent-
ly may not occur at all. The recognition of this

prodromal period is important for reasons that I

shall refer to again in speaking of purgatives. Some
twenty-one different germs have been isolated in

these lesions, but Dudgeon and Sargeant have shown
that usually the first of the bacteria to migrate are
the Staphylococcus albus which stimulates phago-
cytosis and causes the peritoneum to protect itself

with a fibrinous exudate that walls off the infected

area. Marked pain does not usually occur until

this stage, when nature makes any movement of the
bowels painful in an endeavor to save its protecting
wall. Meanwhile if recovery ensues the phagocytes
and antitoxic elements destroy the bacteria and per-
mit the healing of lesions in the usual manner. Ob-
viously our treatment must be directed towards se-

curing rest for the inflamed part and aiding this

phagocytic action.

To secure rest, we must endeavor to arrest peri-

staltic action, and since the mental state causes a
flow of appendicular secretion, to avoid even a sug-
gestion of food. As soon as the condition is sus-
pected the patient is sent to bed and nothing but
ver\- little water is permitted until the symptoms
have subsided. It is not unusual to keep a patient
on water for ten days. During this time I do not
favor even much rectal alimentation for fear of
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stimulating peristalsis. The return to food must
be very gradual. It is remarkable how little hunger
patients really have. If questioned closely, their

desire for food is found to be a mental process,

instinctively they do not want it. I have known
children at the hungry ages of five and six to have
no desire for food for a week. I wonder if our
habits of eating when not hungry have not much to

do with causing this disease.

As to purgation, most authorities favor at least

one initial purge, many favor purgation through-

out. I do not believe a purge at anj' stage is ad-

visable. If it is permissible at all it must be during

the prodromal stage before the onset of pain, with

the hope of lessening intestinal autointoxication.

If the rectum is loaded a saline enema may be in

order, once only.

If the intestinal inflammation is slight the purga-

tive will do little harm, and if little harm results

the case is certainly a mild one, and this suggests a

possible use for a purgative, viz., as a means of

diagnosis. A case that is so mild as not to be

markedly aggravated by a purgative is so mild that

an operation is not called for. Defecation has no
more to do with recovery than a thermometer with

the weather. I commence the treatment by assur-

ing the patient that I do not care if the bowels do
not move for a week. I recall a case that was pre-

sented at a hospital for operation in a moribund
condition. The attending physician stated that he

had used every means to produce an evacuation.

even croton oil, but in vain. The patient suffered

from complete paralysis of the bowels with extreme
distention. Of course he died. I believe that pur-

gation has caused more deaths than operations. The
advocates of purgation reason that the feces are a

mass of virulent germs and should be gotten rid of.

In reply to this it may be stated that at operations

the cecum is never loaded with feces ; it is impos-
sible to sterilize the mucous membrane with a purge.

and the bacteria in the lumen are of little imijor-

tance as compared with those in the wall.

Morphine is objected to because it masks symp-
toms. But what objection can there be to this? If

the pain is severe enough to call for morphine it is

time to decide whether to operate oriRot.

Nothing can be gained by a day's delay. Now is

the time to decide. Operate at once or not during

the attack. If the case is treated during the pro-

dromal stage severe pain will not likely occur. If

it is first seen shortly after the onset of severe and
sudden pain, one should operate. If the pain sets

in suddenly, even if it is not severe, an exploratory

incision is in order. If there is any doubt as to

these points, the life at least of the patient will be

safe with nonoperative treatment. Morphine by re-

lieving spasm may permit the escape of a fecolith.

In any case by securing rest it will do much more
good than any harm it is said to do by inhibiting leu-

cocytosis. After the first few hours by the aid of

an ice-bag morphine will not be required to relieve

pain.

There is no specific for this disease, nor is there

for typhoid fever, but the art of the physician

where there is no specific is of an inestimable value

in these and manv other conditions. If there is no

medical treatment for appendicitis then there is no

medical treatment for typhoid fever.

To operate or not to operate, is the question, as

well as when to operate. It is a common practice to

use nonoperative means until there is evidence of an

abscess, then to operate. This I think is unwise and

I believe it to be the chief occasion of the deaths.

If we wait till the leucocyte count indicates that

pus will form we have wailed too long. The heaven

gifted artist can operate with impunity any time,

but the average surgeon should delay till pus is

walled off, has lost some of its virulence, and the

patient has ileveloped some immunity.
The operator is afraid the abscess may burst into

the peritoneal cavity. As to this Ochsner says,

"the last cause for diffused peritonitis results from
the bursting of the circumscribed abscess. I be-

lieve this is practically always avoidable by limiting

the motion of the small intestine." This is the con-

clusion of all conservative physicians. By waiting

the death rate has been reduced 1 1 per cent.

I have seen a most desperate case that one of the

most eminent surgeons in America declined to op-

erate upon recover with nonoperative treatment.

L. M., daughter of a physician, was seized with

violent pains, high fever, hard pulse on December
1. Her mother was so much averse to operation

that it was decided to use nonoperative means. .She

was placed in bed, hypodermics of morphine were
given, an ice-bag was applied, and water only was
allowed. Teiujierature 99° on December 5. On the

day after eating an (jrange the pain recurred, the

temperature rose to 104°, a tumor was distinctly

outlined; decided leucocytosis was present. It was
decided to wait. The ice-bag was continued, the

I)atient was placed in Fowler's position, and no
food was allowed ; the temperature was normal by
the nth. Tumor was still present but gradually dis-

a]:)peared. The child is now perfectly well, and the

operation is indefinitely f)ostponed. If an attack

occurs again it will he milder, and if it recurs the

appendix will be removed as a matter of conveni-
ence.

This case siiould have been operated upon at

once, but it illustrates nonoperative recovery of a

pus case. Tliis has been my e.x])ericnce often. It is

not necessary to operate because of the presence of

pus, but it is much better and safer to do so sub-

sequently. Every case of violent and sudden pain

calls for an itumediate exjiloratory incision, as it

may indicate perforation.

A case of neurasthenia or hysteria with intestinal

indications calls for exploratory incision. The pres-

ence of a fecolith should not cause the sacrifice of

the appendix. Chronic or relapsing cases should

be operated upon as a matter of convenience and

not as a matter of life and death.

Conclusions.—A few cases of ai)peudicitis can

be treated successfully by operation only ; others

are best treated by this means, but the great ma-
jority of cases are amenable to nonoperative treat-

ment, no food or purgation, rest, judicious use of

morphine, ice-bag or hot applications, and Fowler's

position. Enoriuous numbers of healthy appendices

are removed. An operation should not be done
during the acute stage.

"The mortality from appendicitis operations in

the hands of incompetent surgeons is absolutely

frightful."

If there is doubt whether to operate or not,

—

don't.

Every expert operator is not a surgeon, the for-

mer possesses merely dexterity and the latter wis-

doiu. The former works for various reasons and

the latter for the comfort and longevity of his pa-

tient.

The Ontario Board of Health should establish a

Pathological Laboratory to which every operator

should send all tissues removed for a private report

so that he at least may know if he has removed
normal tissue.

79 GUELLETTE AvENUE.
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THE PHYSIOLOGY AND PATHOLOGY OF
THE EMOTIONS; THE PHYSICAL
BASES OF MENTAL ETIOLOGY.

Bv HOMER WAKEFIELD. M.D..

NEW YORK-

Medical literature is filled with rcpurts of clini-

cal observations of disease causation from mental

and emotional sources, but, notwithstanding that the

best clinicians and most acute and reliable observers

have been numbered among these writers, however
singular it may seem, their statements have been

contradicted, their observations. have been disputed,

and their veracity has been questioned. Why? Be-

cause the less careful observer and the less compe-
tent thinker could not reason out the relation exist-

ing between the mental and emotional states and,

supposedly, more physical functions of the body.

There are three principal classes of theorists in

regard to the so-called relation of the soul and the

body, or rather the mind and the body : First, the

class who believe the soul is the spiritual entity

which presides over and operates through the

medium of the body. This doctrine is taught by all

religious sects in connection with the doctrine of

the immortality of the soul, and receives its extreme

significance in Christian Science, in which nothing

tangible is recognized except the soul, the divine

ego, which is all in all with the deity, and nothing

further exists except as the materialization of

thought; thus, in the above class, we have in the first

subdivision a body simply as the vehicle or medium
of the mind, and in the second subdivision we have

a body and environment in general which exists and
undergoes modifications as a mental function, so to

speak.

The second class represents that class that can

conceive of no possible relation between the mind
and the body, and regards as absurd the interrela-

tions of physical as well as mental influences, as

little less than idiotic.

The third class, the cause of which this paper is

to espouse, conceives of the mind as the functional

product of the brain, which is part of the body, and

dependent for its sustenance upon the general body

vigor. Even the will, which apparently dominates

the voluntary functions, is subject to the perversions

of disease, and is more or less suspended or in

abeyance during emotional states, as we shall ob-

serve later on.

If the physiological and pathological observer is

to interpret his observations correctly, he must at

once discard the first two doctrines and pin his

adherence to the third. We must admit the inter-

relations of the mind and the body, and either admit

a mental or spiritual domination or creation nf the

mortal body, or recognize the physical bases of

mental influences upon the body, originating in en-

vironmental and extrinsic conditions, operating

through the senses and the balanced cooperation of

the brain cells, representing memories of the life

experiences of the human or subhuman animal in re-

action with the current sense perceiUions.

Theological dogmas are commonly inconsislt-nl

with physiological and pathological fact, and, un-

fortunately for medicine, policy or tact has led too

many to either evade the direct discussion of the

subject or to color the truths so as to avoid incon-

sistencies or direct incompatibilities. Physiology

and patholog)' have been great sufferers from this

fault, but the time has come when the truth must be

spoken, whosesoever toes are stepped on. Some-

one must have the courage of his convictjons to be

the first to direct the attention to this fact, and it

might as well be the writer.

1 might mention that the churches themselves will

soon be called upon to choose between the same
incompatibilities. Some have already found it most

consistent with their views to take up faith cure

healing. Those who choose not to, may find it to

their liking to accept the physical bases of mental

infiuence upon the body, as many churchmen and

many of the most eminent clergymen have already

accepted the doctrine of evolution.

When the correct physiological and pathological

principles of mental and physical interrelations are

better recognized and understood, there will be

evolved a revised code, ethical and penal, for the

government of the interrelations of man. Mourn-
ing customs, which prolong and revive the agonies of

grief and sorrow, will be dispensed with, and happi-

ness, good cheer, and wholesome pleasures will be

cultivated. Laws will be enacted to punish the of-

fender against the senses as against those offending

against the flesh. Unnecessary noises, aggravations,

hectoring, scolding, tantalizing, and other offenses

that cause worry, anxiety, loss of sleep, etc., will be

punished by the index of the physical suffering

which will be recognized as so produced. Llnwar-

ranted damage suits, blackmail, robberies, buncoing

people out of their property on the stock exchange
and otherwise, will get the added penalty for the

physical suffering inflicted upon the victim. Fright

and fear will be among the physical injuries punish-

able.

Medical literature is full of recorded observations

of chorea, epilepsy, shock and collapse, nausea, vom-
iting, jaundice, and other ailments occurring as

products of fright and fear ; even death has resulted.

Melancholia, mania, chronic nephritis, cancer, and

diabetes from grief, worry, anxiety, dread, and dis-

appointments are not unconmion. One could fill

several volumes with detailed clinical records of

such cases, easily collated.

The question arises. What is the ])hysical basis of

emotional pathology? What structural changes

have been found to result from the emotional states

that have escaped earlier observers?

Modern biology has proved that the reaction man-
ifestations of protoplasm to all of the five forms of

energy, namely, mechanical, chemical, thermal,

photo, and electrical, are practically the same. If

on irritates any protoplasm, from a rhizopod to a

muscle of a higher animal, with any one of these

agencies, it first exhibits a state of hyperesthesia and

an imperfect contraction, exhibiting tension or

twitching. If the irritation is increased, a well de-

fined contraction is observed ; continuing on we ob-

serve a tetanic contraction is developed ; further still

and the breaking integrity of the contraction is ob-

served ; and if further extended, a complete exhaus-

tion relaxation is attained to. This, I have dubbed

The Biologic Series, because of its being common
to the plasm reaction of the entire zoologic scale.

This series exhibits other attributes besides those

above described. and it may be said that a muscle may
be irritated to go through the same series of phases

when the stimuhis is conveyed to it through a nerve.

Tf the muscle is connected with its nervous centers

in a living person, it is found that twitching but no
pain accompanies the first stage. The second stage

is characterized by a tensional or "nervous" sensa-

tion. The third or tetanic stage is characterized by

pain, and the acuteness of the pain depends upon
the size of the muscle as well as the degree of the

tightness of the contraction. The cramps of the
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thigh muscles are less painful than those of the calf,

while the small facial muscles involved in a neural-

gia, are the most painful in the body ; and the pain

is most acute. As the incomplete contraction in-

volves twitching, the breaking integrity of the con-

traction involves clonic convulsive movements, and
as the fore part of the responsive phenomena ex-

tending up to the maximum of the reaction vitality,

ranges from the disagreeable hyperesthesia, involv-

ing hypersensitiveness with its exaggerated respon-

sive phenomena, to actual pain. Then follows an
exhaustion relaxation of the tetanic contraction,

which ranges from an irritable weakness to actual

anesthesia.

Epileptics pass, in their body aggregates, through

this series ;
gradually attaining to tetanic, then to

clonic convulsions, ending in flaccid relaxation and
exhaustion. Some diseases exhibit this graded

series in localized areas. The numbness that fol-

lows excessive fatigue and then anesthesia (the

God given relief) that comes to the relief of great

suffering, are examples of this law.

If a muscle or any segregated area of the body
be deprived of oxidation (and I have presented evi-

dence in another paper to prove that all the irrita-

tions, above mentioned, act by disturbing the oxy-
gen equilibrium of the tissues), the reaction is the

same as when irritated. All protoplasm proceeds

on through the biologic series as a reaction to a .suf-

ficiently continuous deprivation from oxygen, or

its oxidation, might be caused by depriving it of a

sufficiency of its normal catalysis or its alkalimiiy.

Suffocation will cause the body aggregate to pass

through a modification of the biologic .series : hang-
ing, as capital punishment ; carbonic oxide poisoning,

and other agencies, when not too rapidly accom-
plished.

This leads us to the connecting web between the

above described effects of the emotions upon the res-

piratory function, and gives us the explanation how
the serious disturbances of our respiration, our

prime means of oxygenation, prove so .serious to

our bodies.

Xow. another feature of the biologic series is in

this line. I refer to the density of the protoplasm.

Beginning with a normal tissue, we find it has a high

density or specific gravity, but, as we excite it past

the physiological limit, beyond its functional capac-

ity for response, we observe that it becomes by grad-

ation progressively rarified ; it is losing its surface

tension and osmotic pressure, and if in the presence

of water, it absorbs it. When it proceeds to a cer-

tain degree, it loses its impermeability to the l)lood

:

first, to its fluid, and secondly, to its more solid con-

stituents, and these elements are extravasated out

into and are absorbed by the tissues, which thus be-

come correspondingly more succulent or liquefied.

The significance of all this is that the degree of rare-

faction attained is an index of the degree of patho-

genesis developed from any cause.

L'n fortunately for medicine, pathologists have

heretofore studied morbid changes in tissues in re-

gard to their structural modifications: i.e.. such as

atrophy of parenchymatous tissue, or thickening of

connective tissue, a phase of retrograde metamor-
phosis beyond that representing simple softening

^rental and emotional factors may seldom enough
produce actual structural changes as pathological

anatomists use the term, but rarefaction, with a sig-

nificance, serious enough, is easily determined as a

sequence of emotional states.

Hack Tuke graphically defines by analogy and re-

lationship fear, grief, anger, and hate as follows:

"Fear, and its acute or sudden form of fright, an 1

intenser form of terror or horror, with the minor

ones of faint-heartedness, anxiety, and care, though

the last may be regarded as gaining in chronicity

what it loses in intensity. When epidemic, fear as-

sumes the panic form. Allied to suspicion."

"Grief, or sorrow, is, in its various stages and de-

grees, synonymous with sadness, affliction, distress,

discontent, melancholy."

"Anger and its aggravated phases of rage, fury,

wrath, or what is commonly understood as passion."

"Hate, the ignoble and more chronic form of an-

ger, leading to revenge: the antithesis of love."

Tuke mentions among the physical manifestations

of the emotions, such symptoms as : "In the early

stage of grief, acute pain induces wringing of the

hands, grinding of the teeth, tearing of the hair, sob-

bing and groaning. . . . In a later stage, grief

induces feeble respirator)' movements and sighing.

and produces on all the muscles very different eft'ects

from joy. They are, in fact, the natural result of

pain which has been felt to such a degree as to ex-

haust the system : the flaccid muscles now droop

under their own weight, those of the cheek especially

tending to produce by their own action on the eye-

lids the familiar expression of sadness. . . Fear

amounting to terror, by causing spasmodic respira-

tion, may, as in grief, choke the utterance, or the

voice is husky. The facial expression is that of

dyspnea. . . . Fear, if it does not proceed so far

in the direction of terror as to paralyze the muscles,

induces rapid muscular action in the form of flight,

while it fixes and contracts other parts of the body
in the instinctive attempt to conceal and, as if it

were, diminish their size. . . . The muscular

states ahke of contraction (or tension), and relaxa-

tion find illustration in the motion of terror, for

with the signs of the former already mentioned, and
the stare of the eye, are combined the relaxation of

the masseters, the sphincters and the processes of

organic life with which we arc not now concerned."

"Rage and anger contract the masseters, inflate the

nostrils, expand the chest, furrow the forehead, and

expose and roll the eyeballs, clinch the fists, and in-

duce a violent action and more or less rigidity of

the muscles generally. ...
"Contraction, it has been said, is the natural lang-

uage of the painful emotions ; relaxation, of the

pleasurable ones, and it is true that in the early

stage of grief, we witness violent contractions of

some of the muscles. In anger, again the muscles

are vigorously contracted ; but there are many cxt

ceptions to this rule as laid down. ... It would

be more correct to say that the pleasurable or joyous

emotions impart expansion to the expression ; the

painful or sorrowful ones, contraction." ...
"Relaxation, again, we have seen exemplified in

the later stages of grief, in which it results from the

exhaustion of pain and despair. In weeping, in

which there appears to be relaxation of the muscular

fibers surrounding and controlling the mouth, the

effort is really due to the powerful contraction of

the muscles of the cheek, and especially the trian-

ularis oris." The unusual and undue prolongation

of the tetany of grief, instead of the relaxation of

weeping, is generally conceded to be of far greater

import and seriousness.

Sir Charles Bell expresses the manifestations of

terror as follows : "There is spasm on his breast

—

he cannot breathe freely ; the chest is elevated ; the

muscles of his neck and shoulders are in action ; his

breathing is short and rapid : there is gasping and a

convulsive motion of his lips ; a tremor on his hollow

cheek, a gulping and catching of hi^throat; and why
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docs his heart knock at his ribs, while there is no

force of circulation? for his lips and his cheeks are

ashy pale." He then continues on grief: "Why
comes at intervals the lung drawn sigh ? Why are

the neck and throat convulsed? What causes the

swelling and quivering of the lips, and the deadly

paleness of the face? Or, why is the hand so pale

and gha.'^tly cold? And why, at intervals, as the

agony returns, does the convulsion spread over the

frame like a paroxysm of suffocation?" His answer
is found in that the outward signs of expression of
passion in the face and elsewhere cannot proceed
from the direct action of the mind. He proceeds

:

"However strange it may seem to unaccustomed
man, it is to the heart and lungs, and all the ex-

tended instruments of breathing that we are to trace

these effects."

Upon the above quotations Hake Tuke comments :

"It is impossible not to see in the oppression of the

breathing, and in the expression of the muscles of
the face most concerned in respiration, the same ef-

fects produced by certain violent mental emotions,
which are the result of morbid condition of the heart
and lungs, without these mental changes." Tuke
continues : "Thus the mind acts figuratively through
all the muscles of the body, the limbs, the trunk, and
the face : but it so happens that the great group of
movements classed under the head of 'expression'
are mainly those of respiration, and hence the mus-
cles of respiration may be regarded from Sir Charles
Bell's point of view as emphatically, though by no
means exclusively those of expression also. . . .

"Joy accelerates the action of the heart and the

circulation ; the respiration is quickened, and the

muscles of the mouth tell the tale, while laughter
is effected by a convulsive form of respiration. On
the other ban 1, fear takes away the breath, and pro-
duces on the facial muscles the character impressed
by dyspnea from pulmonary obstruction. . . .

"By way of summary, it may be said: we suft'er

pain of two kinds—bodily, as toothache; mental,
as grief or anxiety ; and when the latter occurs, the

outward signs, allowing for dift'erences, are the
same as those which arc exhibited in the former."

"Terror, which often causes excessive or spas-

modic contractions, sometimes amounting to tetanic

rigidity; the sobbing of grief, the laughter of joy,

afford daily examples of spasmodic muscular con-
traction from emotional stimulus. The spasm which
chokes the voice and converts the fibres of the />/(?/-

ysma myoidcs into rigid cords in terror, the con-
vulsion and tremors of the facial muscles in despair.

the clinched hands, the convulsive opening of the

mouth and spasm of the diaphragm and muscles of
the chest in fear, the spasm of the jaws in rage, the

spasmodic rigidity of the muscles in a maniacal par-
oxysm—are they not written in the graphic pages of

Bell?"

Charles Darwin, in his classic work on "Expres-
sion of the Emotions in Man and .Animals" says of
the manifestations of anxiety, grief, dejection, and
despair: "The circulation becomes languid; the face
pale ; the muscles flaccid ; the eyelids droop ; the
head hangs on the contracted chest ; the lips, cheeks,
and lower jaw all sink downwards from their own
weight. Hence all features are lengthened ; and the
face of a person who hears bad newj is said to fall."

"The breathing becomes slow and feeble, and is

often interrupted by deep sighs. As Geratiolot re-

marks, 'Whenever our attention is long concentrated
on any subject, we forget to breathe, and then re-

lieve ourselves by a deep inspiration ; but the sigll^

of a sorrowful person, owing to his slow respira-

tion and languid circulation, are eminently charac-

teristic' (De la Physionomie, pp. 53-367. On sigh-

ing, p. 232.) As the grief of a person in this state

occasionally recurs and increases into a paroxysm,

spasms affect the respiratory muscles and he feels

as if something, the so-called globus hystericus, was
rising in his throat. These spasmodic movements
are clearly allied to the sobbing of children and are

remnants of those severer spasms which occur when
a person is said to choke from excessive grief."

(Sir C. Bell, Anatomy of F.xpression, 3rd Ed., 1844.

p. 151) p. 1791.

Bain, in his well known work on the "Emotions
and the Will" has aptly defined anxiety, suspicion,

etc. "The term anxiety represents the condition of

fear with reference to our various interests that are

apt to be more or less imperilled. The rational and

measured exertions to meet our known emergencies

may be said to indicate anxiety of the mind. Yet
the phrase is not properly applicable unless there be

present something of the perturbation of fear. The
anxious condition of mind is a readiness to take

fright in connection with our most vulnerable points

on all occasions of apprehension or uncertainty. As
no one's future can be clear throughout, there is

never wanting the matter of anxiety to a mind sus-

ceptible of the state. The lives of some are spent

in a constant flutter of agitation, varied by moments
of inexpressible relief."

"The term Suspicion expresses the operation of

our fears upon belief. The state of alarm being by
its very nature the breaking up of our confidence,

things in general become the objects of distrust."*

In cases of so-called reflex irritations, the climax
of manifestation is attained only after time flaccidity

and hyperesthesia are produced at the distal point

of irritation. Eye strain is now quite generally rec-

ognized as such a factor. Congenital phimosis and
adherent prepuce and clitoritis are not infrequent

causes of acquired deformities in children, especially

those of reflex muscular contractions. The cicat-

rices of lacerated cervixes, of burns, etc. ; reflex dis-

turbances from flat foot strain : and the more severe

reflex manifestations from certain diseases of artic-

ulations are all significant examples of transmission

to a distant area of initial tissue irritations. As is

well known, so-called nervous exhaustion, spasms,
convulsions, tetanic contractions, and a whole list of
sequences, result from such transmissions of the

initial reaction manifestation to some distant part.

In many of these instances, the tissue of original

causation is kept in a state of continual flaccidity

and hyperesthesia, and this biologic phase is thus
the real cause for the exaggeraterl reflex transmis-
sions which are so typical, and not an exaggeration
of the nervous function as so commonly conceived
by superficial observers.

Whatever be one's theory of the mechanism of the
transmission of exciting causes of emotional mani-
festations, one fact rises in importance above all

others, and that is that the real index of the vital

reaction of the muscular system is the phase of the

*The same ambiguity is seen in Dr. Thomas Brown's
exposition of what he calls the prospective emotions.
"With him fear is simply the contrary of desire. These
are some of his expressions : 'Our fears, which arise
equally from the prospect of what is disagreeable in

itself, and from the prospect of the loss of what is in

itself agreeable.' 'We fear to lose any source of pleasure
possessed by us, which has long been an object of our
hope.' The want of a good term for the opposite of
desire is probably tlie reason of this abused application
of 'fear' to denote simply what stimulates efforts of
avoidance. The true antithesis lies between fear and
coolness, composure, or measured expenditure." (p. 163.)
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biologic scries in which said muscles preexist up to

the time that their reactions are induced. In other

words, the morphological index, the tissue density

which varies parallel with the acuteness of the re-

sponse phenomena of the muscles, is a criterion of

the reaction producihle by unit factors of stimula-

tion, or perturbation.

In fact, in the higher animal organisms, including

mankind, the tissue density governs the degrees of

acuteness of excitability ranging all the way from
hyperesthesia to anesthesia, together with its corres-

ponding elicitation of response, similar to the most
rudimentary forms of life.

The excitability and corresponding reaction of the

tissues follow their state of density and biologic

series phase so closely that little room is left for the

alleged modifications of purely nervous origin.

The hyperesthetic stage of protoplasm reaction

characterizes the so-called emotional temperament,

the "nervously predisposed," etc. Those prone to

hysterical attacks on slight provocation come in

the same class. Children on tlie verge of chorea

from fright or other causes, are also in a continual

stage of hyperesthesia. Involuntary movements
among children and also some adults are due to the

same phase of tissue reaction. Emotions are rcac-

tional states and they occur either from tissue hyper-

esthesia or a correspondingly more forceful causa-

tive factor.

Undue activity is not due to or associated with

great strength. Exuberance in children is not an

indication of endurance or strength. Powerful indi-

viduals are slow movers, weak ones are generally

active, often swift, even if jerky, as characterizes

cardiac and other cases of short limitations.

Infants and children, w'ith their immature tissue

cells and succulent muscles, are as correspondingly

exuberant as the adult in the prime of life is slow

moving in the full strength of his adult an 1 dense

tissues. All through the biologic series, the i)hase is

characterized by both density and function.

The significance of marked respiratory distur-

bances, with their resulting suboxygenation of the

blood and ultimately the tissues, should be apparent

to any medical man. When an equal suboxidation is

due to cardiac incompetency or anemia, it is recog-

nized quickly enough, and it receives proper recog-

nition and attention, yet it is no more serious than

the same when produced through the senses and the

intellect. Not only are serious and deadly diseases

caused by prolonged bearings of mental and emo-
tional factors, but sudden death is not an unfre(|ueiit

sequence when a weak heart or other contributing

factors of importance coexist.

The physical status of the depressing emotions

corresponding to their degrees of suddenness or

abruptness and force, is a contractile manifestation

of the peripheral or superficial tissues, exhibiting the

faculty of expressing the blood froni the princiiwl

seats of oxidation in the muscles and skin, into tlie

great visceral reservoirs, largely the great splanchnic

veins, thus attaining in some degree to the venous
stasis of the moribund condition, and to one involv-

ing such obstruction to the blood circuit as to exceed
the projecting capacity of a weak heart.

We observe in the so-called mental states, condi-

tions ranging from a prolonged tetany of the super-

ficial tissues to the state of shock or syncope in

which the most pronounced effects are present and
the blood is most deflected from the seats of oxida-

tion compatible with life.

It is the vital reaction of the tissues to suboxy-

genation that involves the manifestations of dyspnea

and other forms of expression of suffocation or as-

phyxiation, and these response phenomena are ex-

pressed in relation to the reaction vitality of the tis-

sue or animal body. It is evident that the exclusion

of the blood from the capillary circulation of a large

percentage of the body, excites the same difiiculties

of oxygenation and elimination of carbonic dioxide

as when the same ultimate effect is produced by
other factors accomplishing the same result. It is

not clear how such causes act through the so-called

respiratory center in the medulla, but conversely it

would seem to offer good evidence that the respira-

tory center of the medulla is not an exclusive center

or presiding organ, but rather an area, the asphyxia-

tion of wdTich, like perhaps many others, excites ef-

forts at compensation.

The fact that Mind is the functional product of

the brain and is dependent like the balance of the

body upon the blood supply and the processes of

oxidation and nutrition, is attested by the observa-

tion that when the blood is deflected to the venous

trunks as exhibited in pronounced terror, for exam-
ple, the intellect and the will are no longer at the

command of the victim, for the brain, as well as the

muscles, is paralyzed, so to speak, by the asphyxi 1

of exsanguination.

But one logical conclusion is permissible, and that

is, that through the medium of the senses and the

intellect, or more physically through the organs of

sense, extrinsic impulses, of a nature incompatible

with the normal equilibrium of the recipient, are

transmitted through the nerves and brain, unbalanc-

ing principally the circidation and distribution of

the blood, and thus finally the oxidation processes

of the body, by virtue of which the whole body, not

excepting the brain and its functional product, the

mind or intellect, suffers dire consequences in accor-

dance with the nature and force of the external im-

pressions, be it an abrupt action resulting in a blood

clot apoplexy, in epilepsy, chorea, or mania, or a

long continued peripheral tetany, venous stasis, and

anemia leading to cachexia and perhaps melancholia,

chronic nephritis, diabetes, cancer, or to an earlier

death by an intercurrent infection, to which the ante-

cedent condition has predisposed the subject.

\\'henever the student of etiology thoroughly

grasps the true significance and importance, nay,

necessity, of oxidation in the life processes, he will

appreciate the true role of the so-called mental fac-

tors of etiology, and he will not be obliged to be-

come a faith healer or a "Christian Scientist" to

fathom their mysteries or to treat them as physical

rather than mental ailments.

The treatment of peripheral exsanguination and

splanchnic venous stasis, however pro luccd, by men-

tal or physical traumatism, is the same ; namely, that

of the physical treatment and management of shock,

that of rehabilitating the peripheral circulation by

surface heat, stimulation, and massage, and hypo-

dermatic injection of ergot by Livingston's method.

It is a reproach to our profession that we have not

long ago taught students of medicine and educated

the laity on these fundamental problems. We have

permitted ourselves to conform to theological dogma
so long that it is now a problem how best to throw

off this yoke of oppression. Mental healing, se-

curely based upon doctrines manifestly untrue, has

thrived while the profession of scientific medicine

has suffered in silence, and for no other tangible

reason except that no one has the temerity to speak

out the truth for fear of offending the theologian.

I cannot close this paper without nuoting from

Lagrange's splendid work on the "Physiology of

Bodily Exercise", which so aptly elucidates the

physical basis of emotional factors, and well illus-
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trates their contributory cooperation with other

physical factors.

"Every violent physical sensation, wherever situ-

ated, will react upon the lung; every powerful moral

emotion, whatever its cause, will also make its in-

fluence felt on the respiratory function. Joy, sor-

row, fear, can produce reflex effects on the respira-

tory movements which we call a laugh, a sob, a sigh,

a cry. Every time that the rhythm of respiration

is disturbed, breathlessness is produced, even in the

condition of muscular repose. . . .

"An exercise which is performed with trancjuil

breathing if the mind is free from care, promptly

produces respiratory disturbances if the mind is

brooding and preoccupied. Those who have acted

as seconds in a duel to men accustomed to the use

of the sword, know that they become breathless in

the duel much more i|uickly than they do in a fenc-

ing school. . . .

"Depressing emotions make their effects felt on
the respiration of animals as well as of man. A
sensitive horse which is badly used when at work,
or even roughly spoken to, quickly becomes breath-

less. . . .

"The dog is incomparably less swift than the hare,

but is able to catch it; the fright of the hunted ani-

mal disturbs its breathing and robs it of much
strength. . . .

"The defect of coordination, the disorder of the

respiratory movements which we observe under the

influence- of fright, much resembles the incoherence

in the movements of the lips which prevents a man,
deeply moved, from clearly articulating his words.

It is thus that depressing emotions can bring on a

kind of stammering respiration. The disorder of

the respiratory movements destroys the regularity

of the gas interchange which takes place in the lungs

between the venous blood and the atmospheric air,

and thus profoundly hinders the function of aeration

of the blood. . . .

"The more impressionable the subject, the more
easily do emotions influence his respiratory actions.

Hence the superiority in certain bodily exercises of

men who are calm and masters of themselves.

"If we find ourselves before a man panting from
terror, we might fancy he was out of breath from
fast running. In both cases there is the same pic-

ture: breathing irregular, speech interrupted, com-
plexion livid." (p. 88-89-90.)

The undue softening and coalescence of disor-

ganized tissues, from emotional as well as the more
tangible physical causative factors, and the final

desiccation of such tissues, accounts for the arterio-

capillary fibrosis and premature senility so com-
monly attributed to emotional factors of etiology,

especially worry, anxiety, and grief.

MARRIAGE FROM A MEDICAL VIEW-
POINT.

By CHARLES GREENE CUMSTON, M.D..

BOSTON, MASS.

The study of marriage from a medical standpoint

should logically be divided into two distinct ques-

tions, namely, health in the immediate physical or

normal marital relationship, and, secondly, the

health of the husband and wife from a purely

hereditary viewpoint. In point of fact, we cannot
limit ourselves to the simple consideration of

heredity, because, before the birth, of a son, the

progenitors have lived a common life for a variable

length of time, and to be rational, we owe a large

portion of our considerations to the influence of

health over the first months of matrimonial life. It

has been said, from the moral standpoint, that mar-

riage is a vast lottery, but this saying perhaps better

belongs to the social status of modern unions. De-

fects of a personal nature have been so common in

our present society that we rarely meet with those

whose atavism is virgin to all imperfections or to

pathological stigmata. As we look about us we
unfortunately see only too commonly young mar-

ried couples who have been devastated by that fatal

disease, insidious and foudroyant phthisis, or some
mocking neurosis. The number of young people

who, instead of the hoped-for happiness, only find

decay and death at the conjugal hearthstone are

legion, and many neurologists are of the opinion that

unfortunate marriages furnish an enormous con-

tingent of neurasthenics. Perhaps this remark may
be commonplace to-day when divorce is so much
in vogue, but it nevertheless is instructive for those

who look for peace and happiness in marriage.

Tuberculosis, neuroses, gonococcic infection,

chlorosis, dyspepsia, and sexual perversion are dis-

eases in which improvement or aggravation may
result from married life—a fact important to men-
tion.

Before, however, taking the ab(-)ve-mentioned

conditions into consideration, I would like to refer

to one cause of danger, which, perhaps belonging

more to the domain of morals than physiology, cer-

tainly exercises a marked influence upon matri-

monial biology ; I refer to precocious marriage. To-
day, when the struggle for life has become more
ardent and difficult, and marriage is too frequently

looked upon as a source of pecuniary benefit, pre-

cocious marriages are on the increase. I am per-

fectly willing to admit that in normal subjects geni-

tal life becomes rapidly sufficient for fulfilling the

exigencies of married life. At the age of eighteen

the majority of young men are quite capable of ful-

filling the functions of progenitor and of procreat-

ing, physiologically at least, a healthy family. But
excess in coitus fatally produces serious nervous
depression and predisposes to medullary diseases.

A husband too young, having constantly within his

reach the causes of intense sexual excitement, being

able to satisfy them easily, is apt to make an abuse
of sexual intercourse and enters life in a dangerous
condition. For this reason it is not infrequent to see

young people who have married young become neu-

rasthenics, especially if an arthritic or nervous
heredity predisposes tliem to neuropathy.

It is not to be supposed for a minute that exces-

sive venery is the only thing which is unfortunate

in precocious marriages. A young man, thoroughly

understanding his duties as a husband and worried
by the serious charge that he has assumed, the

moral preoccupation, the present greater difficulty

for making a living for two, and the continual

thought for the happiness of the wife bring about

more quickly than excessive coitus a morbid hypo-
tension of the nervous influx. Every form of worry
is a cause for the development of neuroses, psychas-

thenia, or the various phobias. The worry resulting

from marriage in a man who has entered into it

precociously and who is thoroughly penetrated by
his conjugal duties, may result in serious changes

in his general condition of health as well as his

mental faculties.

By precocious marriage, I mean those which are

contracted by the male from 18 to 20 vears of age.

At this time of life, man is developed neither for

the daily struggle for his bread, nor for genesic

excess to which his youth and his active tempera-
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ment and lack of will control over himself expose
him. This fact has been acquired from general

experience, namely that precocious marriage is bad,

especially in the case of individuals whose nervous

or uricemic heredity predisposes to neurasthenia,

an 1 the same may be said of those who are in a

debilitated condition from an impoverishment of

the blood. Excessive youth or old age of husband
and wife, or of either one of them, is certainly

without a doubt a cause of debility in their off-

spring and the oriental custom, authorized by law,

of marrying very young can itself explain the deca-

dence and infantilism of certain races.

To sum up, marriage should never be advised

to 3-ouths under the age of 20 at least, and it is

incumbent upon the physician to show them the

many physiological and moral inconveniences re-

sulting therefrom.

A cjuestion which unfortunately is of the highest

interest at the present time is that of the marriage

of tuberculous subjects. Much has been written

on this question, but from the start it may be said

that there is tuberculosis and tuberculosis, there is

not a single tuberculosis, but tuberculoses. This

common affection is not met with as a morbid entity

with an identical symptomatology, and, in my
opinion, pathology has been too greatly systematized,

and authorities have endeavored to classify, to con-

centrate pathological manifestations under a single

head, when in reality they offer a great disparity.

In order to facilitate the study of pathology, there

has been too much cataloguing and labeling; it is

the day of divisions and subdivisions, so that the

textbooks on pathology will soon take the place of

clinics and make the study of medicine in the library

an easy matter.

In most instances practical experience denounces

theory. Medicine cannot be learned by books alone,

and its knowledge must be largely accumulated by

direct observation. At the present time our students

are far too savant, and. so to speak, not artists

enough. This parado.x is justified in the subject

which we are treating, and it is to be noted that

the large majority of authorities di.scourage mar-

riage to tuberculous subjects as much for them as

for those with whom they are in daily contact and

their future offspring. Many practitioners, relying

upon their books, settle this delicate question ex

cathedra, while others, who are more easily touched

by pity, hesitate to emit any opinion, being divided

between the fear of making a mistake and the very

scrupulous fear of rendering a man unhappy for-

ever, perhaps wrongly. As I have pointed out, every

excess is a mistake, and to prevent marriage in

every case of tuberculosis is, I believe, a useless

cruelty, wdiile to tolerate marriage in all cases of

tuberculosis is a most dangerous imprudence, and

there are two sides to all these cases. .According to

the nature, symptoms, and degree of the tuberculous

infection, the physician should, and must, reason.

In those cases in which the development of the dis-

ease is rapid, at the same time presenting a particu-

lar nervous erethism, making itself evident by early

loss of flesh, severe hemoptysis, fever, and dyspnea,

marriage would naturally result only in a fatal out-

come, and coitus alone might bring about a fatal

pulmonar}' hemorrhage. In these instances ordinary

common sense indicates the advice to be given, but,

on the other hand, it is a much more delicate aft'air

to advise for or against marriage when one is deal-

ing with cases of torpid tuberculosis, where the

prosfress of the affection is slow and cure app'Tirs

to be obtained easilv. Certain eminent authorities

advise against marriage, but there is a fact which

seems to have been proven by daily observation,

namely, that marriage has generally a favorable in-

fluence over tuberculosis with a slow progress, more
particularly when matrimony coincides with the

tirst stage of the disease.

Since I make this assertion, it is necessary to give

my reasons, and they are these : Marriage regu-

lates life and renders it more stable. A man who
weds a woman who is dear to him, and who returns

his love, will be greatly improved from the mere
joy of living in the midst of affection and devoted

care, and from this fact it is not at all astonishing

that in instances of slightly advanced tuberculosis,

the patients eating at regular hours, leading a calm

and regular life, enjoying the well-being that an

agreeable, conjugal life can alone give, are rapidly

placed in biological conditions excellent for the pro-

duction of a cure. The powerful influence possessed

by the moral over the physical side of man is well

known, and it is not at all surprising that in a happy
frame of mind these patients note the return of their

strength and a return to health. For all these rea-

sons, it would seem most irrational to prevent a

pa'tient from marrying simply on the ground of

medical tradition.

Relative to tuberculous heredity I will speak later,

and for the present I wish to consider the relation-

ship between health and marriage simply from the

point of view of the husband and wife. From this

viewpoint tuberculosis is far from always being a

contraindication to matrimony, but, quite on the

contrary, the disease may be ameliorated by marital

life. There are, however, certain rules which should

be followed ; clinical observation has shown the ten-

dency of tuberculous subjects to abuse the act of

coitus. What I have already remarked when speak-

ing of early marriages also finds its [)lace here. The
ease of satisfying the genital instinct will surely

bring tuberculous subjects, especially those who are

at their first period, to a state of biological infer-

iority, fatal to those who are in a somewhat weak-
ened condition. Therefore, for this reason, it is

incumbent upon the physician to warn these sub-

jects in this respect in order to avoid disaster.

Another question of great interest is that of the

dangers of pregnancy complicated with tuberculo-

sis. Independently of the hereditary taint, gestation

is a serious danger for the tuberculous. Parturition

requires a consummation of strength and nutritive

materials that these subjects can furnish only with

detriment to their future health, and for this reason

pregnancy should be advised against.

To sum up, it may be said that the marriage of

tuberculous subjects should be prohibited only when
formal indications exist ; it should be tolerated on
the condition that they are given a full understand-
ing of the necessary hygiene to follow, but this only

in cases which are in the early stages and capable

of cure.

Much can be said in regard to the marriage of

neurotics, because the various neuroses are at the

present time extensively developed : the accumulated
hereditary defects, the intense life now led, the

abuse of alcohol and tobacco are all causes which
contribute to the development of neuroses, neuras-

thenia and hysteria, and simply hasten the develop-

ment of medullary diseases.

I am led to believe that marriage in neurotics has

perhaps more influence than in any other type of

affection. When one considers how important love

is in nervous pathogenesis and the depression fol-

lowing in these subjects when they are opposed in
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ihis respect, the loss of a wife or the separation of

lovers, refusal of marriage, all of these conditions

develop nervous and mental troubles in those who
are predisposed, and frequently the ultimate out-

come is suicide. Neurotics, more than other people,

experience a special intensity, the joy and pain of

love, and a tender affection fills then: with a healthy

force, while a deception or an infidelity may result

in their ruin.

An improvement after marriage has been not in-

frequently noted in the case of melancholia, and the

fulfillment of the conjugal act has a powerful, seda-

tive eft'ect in certain cases of hysteria, while it is

well known how a calm and regular life with the

tranquil atmosphere of the household is favorable

for the cure of neurasthenia. All this can readily

be understood on account of the influence of joy and

happiness upon the nervous system; the nutritive

changes are increased, the appetite likewise, the

hepatic functions become regular, sleep repairs, and

strength becomes more marked. Psychotherapy is

a very powerful arm against many neuroses, and

there is no suggestion or moral action more effica-

cious than that which imperiously rises in a human
soul from the natural concourse of circumstances.

Happiness is without doubt the best form of rational

psychotherapy, and may be considered as the ideal

tonic of the neurologist, and from all this it fol-

lows that a marriage, when desired by a nervous

patient, is, in many instances, a therapeutic measure

of considerable importance in the cure of the neu-

rosis.

Another cause enters in the explanation of the

happy influence of marriage on certain neuroses,

namely, the regularity of life in eating an 1 sleeping.

A large majority of authorities incriminate as a

cause of neurasthenia and certain mental aft'ections,

the intoxication produced by irregular meals, an ex-

cess in the meat diet, the rapidity of mastication,

the use of alcohol in various forms, overindulgence

in tobacco, irregularity in the hour for retiring and
rising, all of which are done away with when mar-

ried life is entered into, because habits become regu-

larized and disciplined. I am far from believing,

however, that such a fortunate outcome can be

always realized, and there are psychopaths for

whom married life is a perfect hell. Certain forms

of hysteria develop from the fact of being married

and renders the life of the healthy conjoint very

unhappy. We all have encountered hysterical women
who are excellent wives and good mothers, but when
consulted relative to the question of marriage, it is

always well to advise circumspection to a young
person when the future partner appears to be too

romantic in ideas, or when they are markdly origi-

nal in character. Under these circumstances, the

advice of a physician should be brought to bear and

the antecedents, both personal and hereditary, should

be carefullv gone into in all instances of young peo-

ple having a peculiar character. It is very important

because upon the result rests future happiness or

misery.

Insanity and epilepsy naturally are conditions ab-

solutely prohibiting matrimony.

To sum up, it may be said that matrimonial life

in the case of neurotics is a very frequent cause of

an improvement in neurasthenia, the result of over-

work, of poor hygiene, melancholia, and certain tri-

fling mental disturbances produced by over-fatigue,

on account of the regularity that it brings to all the

acts of life. Latent hysteria should not be consid-

ered as a serious hindrance to marriage, but it.

nevertheless, is well to ascertain all points relating

to the pathological antecedents of the future wife.

Recent statistics show that the number of gyne-

cological operations necessitated by gonococcic

lesions increases every year. The story is always

the same. A woman, either after labor or without

any apparent reason, complains of severe pain in

the lower abdomen. She becomes anemic, complains

of lassitude, and passes all her days on a lounge

;

menstruation becomes painful and irregular, and

when the physician is consulted he finds a metritis,

salpingitis, or ovaritis, and concludes that a surgi-

cal operation is necessary. Happy is the woman
who does not develop a rapidly forming pelvic

abscess, or a serious peritonitis. The husband,

either criminally or unconsciously, transmits the

gonococcus to his wife, usually in the following

manner : In his bachelor days he contracted a

gonorrhea, which was treated according to the usual

methods—that is to say, with contempt—the gonor-

rhea disappears, but leaves in its place an insig-

nificant gleet, a chronic discharge of such apparently

little importance that the patient neglects to have it

treated, supposing that it will cure itself. Upon this

he gets married, usually without any thought of

the past and without consulting a physician

as to the seriousness of his little morning drop.

After a variable length of time, and as soon as a

congestion of the uterus predisposes the organ to

microbic receptivity, the young wife presents all

the well-known symptoms of a gonorrheal infection.

To a certain extent the public has surmised the

dangers accruing from this disease, but not to the

extent that it should. In face of the terrible conse-

quences to which gonorrhea may give rise, the mor-
tal dangers to which the spouse is exposed, sterility

following gonococcic complications, certain mem-
bers of the profession have declared open war
against gonorrheal subjects guilty of contamination.

In Germany especially a law is under consideration

which tends to protect women against venereal con-

tagion from the husband, or even the lover. Pro-

fessor Hegar, in Germany, and Jullien, Cazalis, and
several other physicians in France, have proposed

an obligatory verification as to the genital innocuity

of the future husband. As a conclusion to this, I

would advise that young men be told that, if the}-

are unfortunate enough to contract gonorrhea or

syphilis, they should loyally consult a reputable

physician before their marriage to ascertain whether
or not they arc fit subjects for matrimony. It is

high time that the profession put an end to public

ignorance in these matters, and thus to a great ex-

tent avoid many catastrophes and moral pain.

871 Beacon Street.

NOTES ON STERILITY IN WOMEN.
By B. S. TALMEV, M.D.

NEW YORK.

GYNECOLOGIST TO THE YORKVILLE HOSPITAL; FORMERLY PATHOLOGIST
TO THE MOTHERIS AND BABIES' HOSPITAL.

Two desires control and govern mankind, one, the

desire for nourishment, is founded upon the in-

stinct of the preservation of the individual, the

other, the desire for offspring, upon the instinct

of the propagation of the kind. The former con-

cerns only the individual, the latter is of a far more
reaching importance, from a social as well as an
economic point of view. Progeny is of an incal-

culable economic value to the body politic. Al-

though the age of forty is not just the point in a

person's life to be chloroformed out of e.xistence.
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yet there does arrive a time in the life of the indi-

vidual when its usefulness to the community is nil.

The individual does not any longer produce new
wealth, and what it consumes, even of its own sav-

ings, is a direct loss to the sum total of the na-

tion's wealth, except the individual has created new
producers in its children who continue in the work
of their parents. Sterile marriages are, therefore,

a failure even in modern times and even from the

materialistic point of view.

No wonder, therefore, that the problem of steril-

ity has occupied the great minds of all times, .\mong
the ancients barrenness was punished by the dis-

missal of the wife. The Roman law allowed the

putting away of the wife for infecundity. The
Jewish law allows a divorce after ten years of child-

less wedlock. Hence married women were since

time immemorial in search of fertility and sterility

has engaged the attention of the medical profession

from the earliest periods.

Before entering upon the discussion of the causes

of sterility, let us pass for a moment in review the

mechanism of impregnation. W hen the sperm has

been deposited in the vagina, or rather, has been as-

pired by suction during the organism within the

cervical canal, the spermatozoa begin to move to-

wards the interior. The celerity of their motion is,

according to Henle, Kramer, Hensen, and i,ott,

from 1.2 to 3.6 millimeters a minute. They will,

therefore, finish their way from the vagina through

the uterus and tubes within one or two hours.

According to BischofF and His, the impregnation

takes place in the distal end of the tube. .After

impregnation the ovum continues its wandering by

the current of the ciliated epithelium of the tube

towards the uterus. The ovum needs according to

Hensen from three to five days, according to Bisch-

off eight days, to traverse this way. It could not last

longer, says W'inckel. because the uterine end of

the tube has a diameter of only 2 to 3 mm. while

the diameter of the ovum in the second week is 3
to 6 mm. When the impregnated ovum has

reached the cavity of the uterus, it penetrates

through the epithelium into the submucous hlirous

tissue of the uterus where it completes its devel-

opment.

The complexity of the mechanism explains tiie

importance of the presence of perfect organs to

facilitate the accomplishment of this great task of

nature. Any deviation from the normal condition

at any point of the genital canal may cause preven-

tion of impregnation or destruction of the impreg-

nated ovum and thus cause sterility.

The time that has to pass before a childless wed-
lock is to be considered sterile is not the same with

different authors. Chrobak, Rosthorn, anrl Hof-
meier consider a marriage sterile when two years

of childless married life have passed, while ac-

cording to Jaquet two and a half years, and ac-

cording to Kisch three years have to pass before

they call such a marriage sterile.

At the outset two groups of sterility may be dis-

tinguished, the sterility caused by the man and that

caused by the woman. In regard to the former

we could say that not only impotency and aspermia

will cause sterility but a certain changed quality of

the spermatozoa will render the marriage sterile.

-According to Boweri the ovum has all the organs

and qualities necessary for the development of the

fetus except that its centrosoma. which starts seg-

mentation, is in a state of inactivity while the sper-

matozoon possesses the active centrosoma but lacks

the protoplasma, the material, by means of which

this organ could begin its activity. Hence when

through some cause or other the spermatozoon has

lost its active centrosoma the result will be sterility.

But male sterility will be eliminated in this pa-

per and we will consider only female sterility. Here
we must again distinguish two kinds of sterility,

the primary where no conception has ever taken

place, and the secondary where there was fecunda-

tion but an abortion has taken place or the child

died and after the first conception the woman ceased

to propagate.

In considering primary sterility we have again

to make a distinction between idiopathic and rela-

tive sterility. Idiopathic sterility is absolute and
irremediable ; treatment is useless. Relative steril-

ity is an anomaly that yields in the majority of

cases to appropriate treatment. Under the head-
ing of idiopathic sterility we may name : (

i
) Ab-

sence of vagina; (2) fetal or rudimentary uterus;

(3) absence or imperviousness of the tubes; (4)
absence or fibrous degeneration of the ovaries.

Relative sterility which is eminently curable has

the following causes: (i) Atresia vulvas; (2) vag-
inism with the painful tetanic contraction of the

sphincter cunni
; (3) rigidity of the hymen; (4)

carunculse of the urethra; (5) ulcerations of the

introitus vagina; (6) inflammation of the carunculre

myrtiformes or of the Bartholinean glands; (7)
hypertrophy of the rugae; (8) excessive acid reac-

tion of the vaginal contents; (9) one lip of the

cervix is considerably elongated, covering apron-

like the external os
; (10) obliteration of the cervix

caused by caustics or scars after tears during con-

finements; (11) ectropion; (12) stenosis of the ex-

ternal or internal os or of the cervical canal; (13)
endocervicitis causing an increased secretion ; ( 14)
swelling of the plice iialmatas; (15) polypi of the

uterus; (16) hypertrophic chronic metritis; (17)
endometritis chronica hyperplastica

; (18) uterus in-

fantilis or hypoplasia of the uterus; (19) uterine

deviations; (20) bilateral salpingitis with swelling

of the cervical folds and vili and often with closure

of the ends of the tubes; (21) pelviperitonitis, peri-

metritis perisalpingitis, perioophoritis; (22) hypo-

plasia of the parenchymatous tissue of the ovary;

(23) neoplasms causing pains during coitus; (24)
absence of the aspiratory action of the uterus

through its imperfect particijjation in the sexual or-

gasm.
In idiopathic sterility where there is lack of de-

velopment of the genital organs it is useless to treat

the patient for sterility. Even if we construct a

new vagina to make coition possible, this vagina

will never serve as the exit of a child.

In rudimentary uterus or even in uterus fcetalis,

characterized by the cervix being twice as long as

the corpus and the entire organ being long and
thin, the organ is beyond repair.

In fibrous degeneration of the ovaries with a

complete absence of ova, as the writer once found

in a child one year of age, where the ovary was
not longer than a pea and the microscopical exam-
ination showed it to consist of fibrous tissue only,

treatment of any kind is useless.

Contrary' to idiopathic, relative sterility is amen-

able to treatment and may be cured when the cause

is removed. For the purpose of the therapy we
may distinguish two classes of cases, those in vi'hich

the lesions are accessible as at the vulva, vagina

and uterus and those where the trouble is located

in the tubes, ovaries and para- and peri-metrium.

In atresia vulvs. vaginism, rigidity of the hy-

men, carunculae of the urethra and hypertrophy of

the rugse or atresia of the vagina nothing but a

surgical operation is of any value. Ulceration of
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the iiitroitus vaginie, inflammation of the caruncute
myrtiformes and of the Bartholinian glands will

require local treatment. The excessive acid reac-

tion of the vaginal contents destroying the mobility

of the spermatozoa, will require alkaline douches.
The hypertrophy of the apron-like cervical lip

as well as obliteration of the cervix, ectropion, and
polypi will require surgical interference. Deep lac-

erations of the cervix may cause abortions and
thus indirectly sterility. The latter may be cured
by a trachelorrhaphy as in the following case

:

Mrs. K., seven years married, has two boys
living, the younger four years of age. Since her
last confinement she had six miscarriages, as a rule

in the third month of pregnancy. At the examina-
tion two deep lacerations of the cervix were found.
Trachelorrhaphy was performed, and six months
later the patient became pregnant ana carried her
child to term.

Stenosis of the os or of the cervical canal may in

extreme cases—the popularity of the stenosis and
atresia theory of sterility, says Massey, is due to

the operative furor—require surgical treatment.
But even in such cases slitting of the cervix is tog
radical an operation to be generally followed. This
mutilation removes the stenosis but the result may
be habitual abortion.

W'hen the ends of the tubes are closed, as in

hydrosalpinx, surgical treatment may be of some
benefit. Also abdominal tumors which cause such
pains during coition as to render it impossible and
thus indirectly cause sterility will require surgical

interference.

In uterine deviations a sharp anteflexion could
be first treated by a thorough dilatation of the

cervix, slight curettage and introduction of Foer-
ster's pessary for eight to ten days. In extreme
cases of retroflexio ventrosuspension by the round
ligaments as advocated by the writer is of advan-
tage.

All these accessible lesions may sometimes cause
sterility but, in regard to frequency, are of slight

significance in comparison with endometritis and
pelviperitonitis. These two affections are the
causes of sterility par excellence and are just the
lesions which are seldom or never amenable to sur-
gical treatment. Here electricity is almost the only
remedial measure that promises success.

The physiological effects of the electric current
take place by virtue of the vital properties of the

body through its action on the nerve supply, influ-

ence upon circulation, secretory and excretory pro-
cesses and the acceleration and absorption of mor-
bid products'. Electricity promotes the nerve tone,

increases muscular activity and quickens circulation.

When the current passes through living tissues

the interpolar action of the positive pole is, by con-
tracting the capillaries, anodyne sedative, anticon-
gestive, denutritive and antihemorrhagic. The in-

terpolar action of the negative pole is, by increasing
the blood supply, stimulating, congestive, derivative
and alternative, thus favoring absorption. The
physiological effects of the farradic current are
mainly mechanical, producing a veritable inter-

stitial massage.
These physiological qtialities make electricity the

best remedial agent in the treatment of endometri-
tis, metritis, salpingitis, ovaritis, and pelviperitoni-

tis'. Now endometritis and pelviperitonitis are by
far the most frequent causes of sterility. Fraenkel
says chronic endometritis is the most frequent cause
of sterility. \"irchow called the attention of the
l^rofession to the perimetric inflammations being
I iften the cause o^f sterility. Rokitansky teaches
that perimetric adhesions as a cause of sterilitv are

equal in importance to impermeability of the tubes.

When the tubes are buried in adhesions sterility

is inevitable ; when the ovaries are covered by thick

exudative membranes, ovulation is prevented, and
only negative electricity with its quality of favoring

absorption could remove these exudates. The ab-

sorption power of this current which dissolves even
good-sized fibroids will surely remove all inflam-

mations and adhesions, provided there is no pus
present. In this event electricity is very danger-
ous and strictly contraindicated. But when pus
can be excluded there is no better remedy for en-

dometritis and pelviperitonitis than the electric cur-

rent. We need only to see at one sitting the dirty

mucus leaving the uterus under the influence of

the negative pole and we understand how electricity

can cure the worst endometritis.

By increasing the blood supply negative electricity

acts also like Bier's hyperemia, upon all internal in-

flammations, but particularly upon chronic endome-
tritis. The latter is seldom benefited by the routine

currettage. It has been repeatedly proven beyond
the shadow of a doubt that curettage never re-

moves the entire diseased uterine mucosa, but rath-

er leaves its greater part intact even in the most
skilled hands. Hence before resorting to curettage

electricity should first be given a fair trial. For
the deep inflammations as metritis, salpingitis,

oophoritis and pelviperitonitis no surgical operation
should ever be tried. Cases of sterility that could

be benefited by serious surgical operations are very
few indeed.

Uterus infantilis is another anomaly that is great-

ly benefited by electricity. Some times a previous
small operation is necessary. Uterus infantilis in

itself, says Beizel, does not prevent conception but
the conical elongation of the cervix is often so

closed up by the vaginal walls as to leave no room
between this point of contact and the external os.

In such a case the amputation of the cervix and
subsequently the application of the faradic current

will be of great senice.

When the cause of the sterility is deficient activity

of the ovaries any remedial agent promoting the

activity of the pelvic circulation, e. g. massage, will

be of great benefit ; but here again the best means
to promote this desired activity is the uteroab-
dominal galvanic application.

Sometimes sterility is caused by orgasmus retar-

datus. Kisch found among sixty-nine sterile wo-
men twenty-six with dispareunia. He is, therefore,

of the opinion that the sexual excitement of the

woman is not irrelevant to impregnation. Fraenkel
found in his one hundred cases of sterility the

causes to be: dispareunia and lack of libido four

times, pains in coition twelve times, and lack of
orgasm five times. This deficient orgasm, as shown
by the writer, is mostly caused by early masturba-
tion. It is thus a weakness of the nerves and is

greatly benefited by an electric tonic.

Nervous weakness is also not infrequently the

cause in relative sterility where one child was born
and no more children were desired. In such cases

impregnation is prevented and the physiology de-

feated by coitus interruptus for a certain length of

time, which weakens the entire nervous apparatus
of the genital sphere. When later on, for some
cause or other, the woman yearns for another child

and the father is anxious for further progeny, they

find that their wedlock has become sterile. In such
cases no other treatment except the tonic effect of
electricity will be of any benefit.

The last class of cases of sterility are those where
the genital orgTlns are apparently normal, but the
uterus is not able to furnish the necessary nutritive
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elements to the growing ovum. It suffices not, says
Gruenwald, that copulation of spemia and ovum
had taken place and the pregnancy had set in, but it

is necessary that the uterus in its texture and nu-
trition be of such a quality as to be in a position to

fulrill its function of furthering the development
of tlie fertilized o^'um and bring it to term, other-

wise the patient without being aware of the fact

may have an abortion almost every month. In
such cases very few remedies except electricity will

be of any value. Tiie electric current tends to give

to the uterus a certain amount of tonic which it re-

quires to harbor the ovum to the end of its develop-
ment.

The histories of the following six cases taken
from numerous similar cases of the writer's private

practice will prove the efficacy of the electric current
in the treatment of sterility

:

C.\SE I.—Mrs. S., 25 years of age, had always
had regular menstruation. She has been married
four years and remained childless. For the last

two y^ears she has been running from one doctor's

office to that of another without success. The
obligatory stretching of the womb and the so-called

cleaning had been performed on her without hav-
ing the desired effect. The examination showed a
large uterus with a thick hard cervix and an erosion.
The adnexa were sensitive but otherwise nomial.
Electrical treatment was recommended and ac-
cepted. The patient received at the first sitting—

-

the negative electrode within the uterus— 10 milliam-
peres for five minutes, which was increased at ev-
erj- sitting until twenty-five milliamperes were ad-
ministered for ten minutes. Three months later

the patient became pregnant and gave birth to a

healthy girl at term.

Case II.—Mrs. St. is four years married and
sterile. The examination shows a chronic endome-
tritis and an enlargement of the right adnexa and a
considerable uterine discharge. The patient received
ten treatments, the first two with the positive pole
within the uterus to cause a diminution of the dis-

charge. The other applications were made with
the negative pole within the uterus. Four months
later the patient became pregnant and gave birth to

a healthy boy at term.

C.-\SE III.—Mrs. A, was three years married and
sterile. The examination showed a stenosis of the
external os, a narrow cervical canal and anteflexio.

In the beginning only a ven,' thin electrode, with the
negative pole within the uterus, could be used until

the lumen of the os and the canal was enlarged.
Thereupon six treatments with the ordinary elec-

trode were given. Three months later the patient
got pregnant and gave birth to a healthy boy at

term.

The following three histories are of cases of rela-

tive sterility.

Case IV.—Mrs. H., 30 years of age, has been ten

years married and has one child nine years of age.

.\ year after her first confinement she became again
pregnant but had an abortion and was curetted.

To avoid any more pregnancies impregnation was
prevented by some means or other for about five

years. During this time the patient suffered re-

peatedly from endometritis. For the last three

years the couple have wished another child and
coition is noiTnal. still the patient does not con-
ceive. At the examination the uterus was found
enlarged with a knotty swelling at the left uterine
horn. The left adnexa are enlarged, the tube be-
ing of the thickness of a small finger. The pa-
tient received eight treatments with the negative
electrode intrauterine. The uterus became smaller

but the knot in the horn and the swelling of the tube
had not entirely disappeared. Six months later the
patient became pregnant. In the seventh week of
pregnancy the patient suddenly had a fainting spell

while leaving the bath tub but soon recovered when
brought to bed. The following day after a hearty
breakfast she had again a spell, but this time re-

mained in collapse for several hours. The examina-
tion showed a considerable meteorism of tlie ab-
domen, pulse 112, temperature 102° F. and a soft
mass in the cul-de-sac. The rupture of an ex-
trauterine pregnancy was diagnosed and the patient
operated upon the same evening. The left tube was
found ruptured, the embr}o of about six weeks
floating in the blood which filled the pelvic cavity.

The swelling in the left horn was found to be a
small subserous fibroid. The raptured tube with
the left ovary, on account of the precarious condi-
tion of the patient, was removed en mass. For the
same reason the fibroid was left untouched to
avoid the prolongation of the operation on a col-

lapsed patient. The recovery was uneventful.
Case \^—Mrs. L. was confined with her first

child eleven months after she was married. The
child died when a year old. Since her first confine-
ment three years have passed and the patient is

still sterile. The examination showed an endome-
tritis and erosion of the cervix. The patient re-

ceived six treatments with the intrauterine negative
pole. Two months later the patient became preg-
nant and gave birth to a healthy boy at term.
Case VI.—Mrs. M. was curetted three months

after she was married presumably to remove the
secundines of an interrupted pregnancy, but no
traces of a preceding pregnancy could be discov-
ered. From this time on impregnation was pre-
vented by different means for about two years.
When the couple then wished a child they found
their wedlock sterile. The examination did' not re-

veal any anomaly whatsoever. It was apparently
a weakness of the nerves caused by the continuous
prevention of impregnation. The patient received
six treatments with the negative pole within the
cavit)' of the uterus. Three months later the pa-
tient became pregnant and gave birth to a healthv
girl at term.

From these six histories taken from the numer-
ous cases of sterility seen by the writer it is easily

seen that in cases of sterility caused by a diseased
condition of the internal genital organs electricity

is, if not the only remedy, the remedy par excel-
lence. It is, therefore, to be marvelled at the ex-
treme tenacit}' of the majority of surgeons to the

efficacy of major surgical operations in such cases
of sterility.
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FADS IX CLOTHING.

In these days faddists of even- kind aboun 1. The

man or woman with a crank is almost more the rule

than the exception. To be verj- keen on any one

subject is generally a good thing, for it is only those

nowadays who specialize who ever arrive to emi-

nence ; but to be obsessed with a subject, or to carry

a fad to excess does not certainly lead to eminence,

and one who is bitten with the microbe of faddism

is generally regarded as a bore. So far as

fads in regard to health are concerned, with

the possible exception of Christian Science,

more noise is made in the world by the

individuals who pin their faith to a particular

diet or to an especial form of dress. The believer

in nuts or in raw foods of one kind or another, or

the advocate of extreme abstinence or of unceas-

ing mastication, must declaim from the housetops

that the thing which has happened to hit his fancy

is the sole condition of health. True it is that, in

a month or two, the same man will probably be

praising a different diet altogether, but it matters

little what the kind may be, the only thing certain is

that he will do his best to let all the world hear of

it. Regulating one's diet and adapting it to suit

one"s constitution are excellent procedures, and go

far oftentimes to ensure good health, but there is

a limit.

The bad effects of a "health" diet are generally

obvious, but the harm done by hygienic cloth-

ing is not so readily visible. It has been for long a

matter of settled opinion that corsets, at least these

garments when worn tight, are a fruitful cause of

illness among women, and many authorities in mat-
ters hygienic have, from time to time, advised

women to give up the wearing of this popular form
of attire. Dr. Bulstrode, an English expert on all

pertaining to consumption, says the chief cause why
pulmonar\- tuberculosis has decreased among Eng-
lish women is that corsets are worn more loosely

than was formerly the case. Dr. Lillian M. Chesney.
however, in a vigorous and entertaining article,

which appeared in the July number of the Journal

of the Royal Institute of Public Health, attacks the

theory- of Dr. Bulstrode and many other theories re-

garding women's clothing, which have come to be
regarded as articles of faith. This lady denies that

women have given up stays, and says that they are

worn quite as much as ever, and further declares

that it is not compression around the waist that is

hurtful to health, but that garments hung from the

shoulders are the injurious ones. The reason given
is that, when garments which hang from the shoul-

ders are worn, the apices of the lungs, being unpro-

tected by any bony structures, are compressed, and

in unmuscular subjects the constant weight of

clothes hung upon the shoulder causes a tendency

to stooping.

Again, as to the custom in civilized countries of

women partially disrobing in the evening and wear-

ing low-neck dresses of thin material, and thin shoes

and stockings, while in the daytime, when the sun

is warm, they will walk about with the bodies fully

covered. In theory, of course, it is highly unwise to

be in the sun, warmly clad, probably with fur or

feathers round the neck, and at night to go out

lightly clothed, with bare head, or to dance in a hot

ballroom and then sit in a cool balcony, in scanty at-

tire and in the thinnest of shoes and stockings. If all

happened that should happen persons who thus

offend against the laws of health as laid down by

"authorities." should pay a heavy toll of ill health

and death. As a matter of fact. Dr. Chesney as-

serts very few women do catch cold in the evenings.

It is not the well-to-do who, as the Irish lady ex-

pressed it, "strip for the company," who get colds,

pneumonia, phthisis, nearly so much as the poor,

whose social customs do not extend to dressing, or

undressing, in the evenings. There is far more

harm, according to Dr. Chesney, in keeping the

chest always covered up with woolen clothing than

in covering it for one-third of the day and uncover-

ing it in the evening. The writer also expresses her

dislike, from hygienic and cleanly standpoints, of

wearing heavy undergarments. She is of the

opinion that the night sweats of consumption are

largely induced by wearing woolen nightgowns and

by the habit among the poor of going to bed in half

their day clothes. The argument is extended that if.

as most modern authorities say, there is benefit in

an abundance of fresh, cool air, no danger in wet

feet, no harm in draughts for the consumptive, the

healthy cannot suffer from them either.

There is little doubt than many persons, at the

present day. coddle themselves too much, and it is

more or less certain that very many of the common
ailments of children proceed from their being too

warmly clad. It probably is true, too, that woolen

garments are not nearly so hygienic as they were

at one time supposed to be. They become sodden

with perspiration, and, being very absorbent, take

up all the effete matters given off by the skin. Com-
mon sense in clothing is as necessary as the exer-

cise of that quality in any other question bearing

on health.

THE ETIOLOGY OF CHRONIC NEPHRITIS.

St.\tistics appear to show that there has been a

noteworthy increase in the prevalence of nephritis

within recent years, as well as in the mortality from

this disease. It is possible that this increase is ap-

parent rather than real in consequence of improved

methods of investigation and greater accuracy of

observation. At the same time it cannot be denied

that present-day modes of living may play some

part in this connection. Inflammaton,' changes in

the kidney are found frequently after death when
their presence during life was not suspected from

either clinical or etiological considerations.

Nephritis has been caused experimentally by
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means of various toxic substances, but the resulting

lesions are not identical with those so commonly
observed in human beings. An almost constant

feature of the latter is some grade of circulatory

disturbance in the form of venous hyperemia or

local anemia, or both together, and it has been

thought that this may be the sole etiological factor

in some instances. With a view to determining

the influence of such circulator)- changes on the

function and structure of the kidneys Dr. Haven
Emerson {Archh'es of Internal Medicine, June,

1908) undertook an experimental inquiry into the

eflPects of repeated inhalation of general vasodila-

tors, of mechanical injury to the kidney, of injec-

tion of alcohol, adrenalin, and physiological salt

solution into the substance of the kidney, of in-

creased viscosity of the blood from introduction of

gelatin into the circulation, and of intravenous in-

jection of adrenalin and lead acetate. As a result

of these observations it would appear that inter-

ference with the blood-supply of the kidney can be

brought about by means of chemical injury to the

renal parenchyma, and that the process of repair

that ensues may involve such a destruction of se-

creting tissue as to cause the death of the animal.

In consequence of the use of general vasodilators

the kidney suffers at least a mild grade of degenera-

tion, which may be due not to the specific renal ir-

ritation caused by the drugs employed, but to the

defective blood supply resulting from frequently

repeated vascular relaxation.

An analysis of the accepted causes of chronic

nephritis in man shows that a common factor in

many of these is a more or less severe and pro-

longed stagnation in the renal blood-supply, and

although this factor is often associated with the

presence of irritants capable of injuring the tissues

of the kidney, an insufficient supply of blood alone

will cause first an error in the function and later

an alteration in the structure of the kidney. Car-

diac disease, bacterial toxins, and metabolic waste-

products are probably the causes of the errors in

circulation that bring about the changes mentioned.

Accordingly, the prophylaxis consists in increasing

present efforts to check the spread of infectious dis-

ease, and the correction of habits of over-stimula-

tion and overwork, so prevalent in large centers of

population.

NERVE SUTURING.
P.\RTiAL or complete division of a nerve, sufficient

to impair its function, may be spontaneously recov-

ered from, but such a fortunate occurrence is not

to be relied upon. In the Centralblatt fiir die

Grensgebiete der Mcdizin und Chirurgie (May ",

22, and June 5) Ernst Oberndorffer reviews the

entire literature on the subject. He collected 287
cases and found that in 128 the nerve injury^ was
caused by a cut, in 46 by a stab, in 38 by a fracture,

and in 22 by a severe contusion. In judging the

results of neurorrhaphy he took into consideration

the motility of the muscles alone
; 72 per cent, were

cured, in 15 per cent, the result was poor, in 13

per cent, doubtful. The result of the operation de-

pended mostly upon the kind and extent of the

injur}' and whether the wound was infected or not.

The age of the patient, the distance of the injury

from the spinal cord, and the after-treatment had

little effect on the final result. The results follow-

ing secondary suture were as good as those follow-

ing primary suture, provided the former was

performed within six months after the injury. It

usually took from two to twelve months after op-

eration before any improvement set in. The nerve

injuries caused by a cut or severe contusion were

usually sutured primarily, as the accompanying in-

jury to the parts ordinarily required surgical atten-

tion. Those due to fractures or bullet wounds were
usually sutured secondarily.

From Oberndorffer's statistics we see that two-

thirds of the cases of neurorrhaphy were success-

ful. Where there is a large wound the function of

the nerve should be tested immediately, and if found

impaired the severed nerve should be sutured at

once. In fractures the nerve is usually not affected

until a callus forms, but even if it is divided at

the time of injury neurorrhaphy had best be post-

poned, as it would hardly seem wise to make a com-
pound fracture out of a simple one. \\'e may say

that unless there is a large wound the treatment of

nerve division should be expectant provided the

nen-e suture is performed within six months after

the trauma. The operation has certainly been per-

formed frequently enough and with sufficient suc-

cess to justify repetition.

The Position of the Heart in the Presence of

Pericardial Effusion.

Divergent views are held by different observers as

to the position of the heart in the presence of an

accumulation of fluid in the pericardial sac. By
some the heart is said to be displaced downward and
backward, others assert that it is pushed upward
and forward, and still others that it retains its nor-

mal position. In all probability the heart occupies

various positions under the conditions named in ac-

cordance with the varying physical factors present

in individual cases. With the object of determining

these factors and their action. Dr. W. J. Calvert

(Bulletin of the Johns Hopkins Hospital) made a

careful study of sections of the hardened bodies of

two individuals with pericardial effusions at the

time of death. It was found that the position of

the heart in the presence of a pericardial effusion

is governed by the size of the heart and that this

depends upon the degree of distention of the heart

or on the amount of blood contained within it. The
latter in turn varies with the stage of compensation.

So long as compensation is maintained the heart con-

tains a relatively normal amount of blood and oc-

cupies a relatively normal position. When com-
pensation fails the amount of blood delivered to the

heart is diminished and the heart becomes smaller

and smaller until collapsed. The size of the heart

varies inversely as the pericardial pressure. During
this change in size the heart successively occupies

positions varying from normal to one in which it

comes to lie against the posterior wall of the peri-

cardium. The apex is in a normal position or dis-

placed backward and slightly to the right ; otherwise
it is unchanged. When the pericardial pressure is

high or when compensation is failing the signs

should be a triangular area of dullness, high pulse-

rate, perhaps pulsus paradoxus, low arterial tension,

marked systemic venous congestion, and pronounced
pulmonary symptoms.
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Serum Injections in Hemophilia.

In the greater majority of cases hemophilia is an

hereditary constitutional fault, at times, however,

it is acquired. The symptoms of both varieties are

similar and well known, and in both the coagulation

time of the blood is much retarded. In a recent

issue of the Revue pratique d'obstetrique et de

pediatric, P. E. Weil ditterentiates between the acci-

dental, transitory, and the congenital variety ; in the

former he found the blood to be thin and to flow

rapidly through a needle inserted into a vein ; the

leucocyte count was normal, and the coagulation

time was seventv-five minutes, the coagulation be-

ing solid and the serum plentiful. In the congenital

variety the blood was sticky and flowed slowly,

there was an increase in the percentage of uninu-

clear leucocytes, and the coagulation time was from

two to nine hours, the coagulum being soft and the

quantity of serum small. Weil found that when
three minims of animal serum was added to three

cubic centimeters of blood, taken from a patient suf-

fering from either variety of hemophilia, coagula-

tion occurred in five to ten minutes. \\'hen he in-

jected ten to twenty c.c, of normal blood intraven-

ously, or twenty to thirty subcutaneously into these

patients, he found that the coagulation time was
practically normal two days after the injection, and

remained so several weeks, this efifect being a little

less marked in the congenital variety. He also

found that normal serum applied locally had a

stvptic action. Weil therefore advises the injection

of normal serum, or, if such cannot be had, diph-

theria antitoxin, for the bleeding in hemophiliac pa-

tients in whom styptics, compresses, ergot, ice, cal-

cium lactate, gelatin, etc., have been unsuccessful.

tageous in that less chloroform is necessary. Zieg-

ner's experiments also demonstrate that in cutting

out a part of the circulation during an anesthesia

we have a valuable remedy in combating any inter-

ference with respiration and heart failure, for upon
removing the ligatures blood not loaded with

chloroform immediately reaches the vital centers

and acts as a most powerful stimulant.

Chloroform Anesthesia and Exclusion of

Part of the Circulation.

Since interference with respiration and failure of

the heart are so liable to occur during the admin-

istration of chloroform, any new suggestion w'hich

may diminish the frequency of these complications

or aid in their treatment is deserving of trial.

About a year ago Klapp suggested tying ofT the

extremities temporarily during a chloroform anes-

thesia, as in this way part of the blood was ex-

cluded from the general circulation. Thus less

chloroform would be required to obtain the same
degree of anesthesia, it being a well-known fact

that the smaller the amount of circulating blood

the less choloroform will be needed. Recently

Ziegner (Medisinische Klinik, No. 17, 1908) proved
the usefulness of Klapp's suggestion in a series of

animal experiments. He actually found that much
less chloroform was required to bring about the

same degree of anesthesia, when the animal's ex-

tremities were tied off than when this was not

done. He furthermore found that when animals

had their extremities tied those which had the liga-

tures cut immediately after the anesthetic was
stopped, recovered much more quickly than those

in which the ligatures were left in place. The less

chloroform used the less likely complications are

to set in during the course of an anesthesia, and
as the severity of the after efTects is directlv due
to the amount of the anesthetic which the organ-
ism has to eliminate, it is necessary to limit the

quantity given as much as the exigencies of the

operation and the patient will permit. In those pa-
tients in whom we fear complications or severe

after effects Klapp's suggestion vould be advan-

S^euJB at tljr WppU.

Health Conditions in the Canal Zone.—The re-

port from the Department of Sanitation of condi-

tions in the Canal Zone during June, 1908, shows a

death rate per 1,000 of employees of 12.35, ^ reduc-

tion of 15.18 as compared with the rate for June,

1907. Among white employees the rate in June,

1907, was 21.05, i" June, 1908, 19.84; among col-

ored employees, in June, 1907, 29.96, in June, 1908,

9.46. In the city of Colon the rate decreased 4.53,
but in Panama City there was an increase of 8.04.

The high rate is said to be due to the prevalence of

tuberculosis and digestive diseases of children, and
the increase is partly explained by the fact that the

rainy season is one month earlier than in 1907, so

that comparison of June, 1908, might more fairly

be made with July, 1907, in which case there would
be a reduction of 6.01. The improvement in the

colored death rate is due to the general and pro-

gressive sanitary improvement, as well as to im-
proved feeding methods, better bedding and cloth-

ing, and gradual adaptation to the new environment.
There were five deaths from malaria, two deaths
from typhoid fever, and five deaths from pneumonia,
all showing a considerable decrease from last year.

Of forty-seven deaths among employees, twenty-one
were due to accidental violence. Two deaths oc-

curred from rabies, the first instance so far as could

be ascertained in which the disease had been re-

ported from Panama. It was thought that a dog
in the incubation stage had been imported from the

United States.

Tuberculosis in Syria.—Dr. ]Mary Eddy, an
.\merican physician in Beirut, Syria, has established

a sanatorium for the treatment of pulmonary tuber-

culosis on the heights of Mt. Lebanon, Syria. An
English trained nurse has been installed as matron,
and the consulting physician is Prof. Harris Gra-
ham, a Canadian. The dread of tuberculosis is very
great in Syria; patients are shunned more than those

suffering from leprosy, and in many cases are de-

prived of proper care. Up to the present there has
been no place where they might find shelter and
treatment. The new sanatorium has eighteen rooms
and a group of tent houses for open-air treatment
of men patients. It is situated at an elevation of
over 3,000 feet and is surrounded on three sides by
pine groves.

Cholera in Russia and the Philippines.—Since
the outbreak of cholera in Russia and up to August
13. 225 cases and 150 deaths were registered at

Tsaritsyn, where the epidemic has been most severe.

The city of St. Petersburg has been officially de-

clared to be threatened with the disease, and bac-
teriological examinations have revealed the presence
of the cholera bacillus in the water of the River
\'olea. Eleven cases of cholera have been reported

in Iloiln. Philippine Islands, and a soldier in camp
near Manila has been stricken. Alanila has so far

been free from the plague.

Rabies Decreasino;.—The New York State De-
partment of Agriculture announces that whereas
about six weeks ago thirtv towns in the State were
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under quarantine for rabies, there are now only

twenty. The muzzling ordinances are being rigidly

enforced.

Street Accidents in New York.—The Public
Service Commission requires that the street railway

companies notify it of all accidents occurring on
their lines, and reports that for the montli of July
there were 239 serious accidents, 63 less than in

June. In these 35 persons were killed and 13 suf-

fered fractured skulls. In all, 3,578 persons were
injured.

New York's Death Rate.—For the week ending
August 8 the death rate in the entire city was 16.74

per 1.000. Last year for the same week the rate

was 22.22. The total number of deaths for the

week in 1907 was 1.825; in 1908, 1,419. There
were 328 deaths of children under five from diar-

rheal diseases, as against 486 in 1907.

Charitable Bequests.—The will of the late j\lrs.

Annie L. Lowrj' of Philadelphia provides for the

distribution among some twenty-one homes, hospi-

tals, and charitable institutions in and about Phila-

delphia, of over one hundred and si.xty thousand
dollars. The endowment of several hospital beds

is provided for. and in addition the Mission to the

Lepers in India receives $3,000. One thousand dol-

lars is left to Finley Hospital of Dubuque. Iowa, by
the will of the late Senator .Allison. The Deaconess'

Training School and \\'esley Hospital of Chicago
have each received Si.000 by the will of the late

]\rrs. Eugenia Shumway of Polo, 111.

Diphtheria Antitoxin in Pennsylvania.—Ac-
cording to the report of the Pennsylvania Slate De-
partment of Health, the mortality of cases of diph-

theria treated with free antitoxin was a little more
than 7 per cent, in 1908, as compared with a fraction

above 11 per cent, in 1907. The results were best

in the cases in which the remedy was used early and

in large closes.

"Memphis Medical Monthly."—Dr. Richmond
McKinney. for twelve years editor of the Moiipliis

Medical hlontiilv. has announced his retirement and

the appointment of Dr. J. H. E. Rosamond as his

successor in tlie editorial chair.

"The Yale Medical Journal," in its issue of July,

1908, announces the commencement of a very con-

siderable change in its aims. Affiliation with the

State Medical Society of Connecticut has been

effected, and the proceedings of the society will here-

after be published in the journal, a copy of which
will be sent to each member of the society. The
former advisor}^ board assumes direct editorial con-

trol of the journal, which will thus become of more
general usefulness to the medical profession of Con-
necticut.

Addition to St. Anthony's Hospital.—An addi-

tion, to cost $200,000, is to be made to the hospital

of St. Anthony at Padua, 111. The principal addi-

tion will be a five-story fireproof building, 112 by 50
feet.

The New St. James' Hospital, at Pontiac, 111.,

built at a cost of about $100,000, was dedicated re-

cently with appropriate ceremonies.

St. John's Guild.—More than a thousand a day
has been the average number of mothers and little

children carried on the Floating Hospital of St.

John's Guild this summer, an increase over last sea-

son's average of over 200. In thirty-five trips made

35.470 persons have been taken for a day in the

fresh air. The floating hospital trips usually stop

with the end of August, but this year on account of

the long spell of hot weather the guild is anxious to

continue them at least through the first week in Sep-
tember and is appealing for funds. Contributions

may be sent to Isaac N. Seligman, treasurer, at 103
Park avenue.

Professional Incomes in Berlin.—Official statis-

tics have been published showing that among 4,000
physicians practising in Berlin 778 have a yearly in-

come below $750. 683 more an income below $1,125,
and only a very few get above $3 .000.

Dr. C. A. Ewald of Berlin. Editor of the
Berliner kliiiisclie IVochenschrift and a well-known
writer on diseases of the digestive tract, has been
made an "ordentlicher Honorarprofessor" at the

University of Berlin. Dr. Ewald was born in 1845,
in Berlin, and entered upon the practice of medi-
cine in 1874. He was at first "Privatdozent," and
later, in 1882, was made extraordinary professor at

the LTniversity of Berlin. Fie was attending physi-

cian at the Berlin City Gynecological Hospital from
1876 to 1886, and since that time has been on the

attending staflf of the Kaiserin Augusta Hospital.

Dr. Jean Charcot, son of the late Dr. J. M.
Charcot, the famous French neurologist, sailed from
Havre on August 15, on the Ponrquoi Pas, for the

South Pole. This is his second vovage of discovery

in that region, he having led a similar expedition in

1905. .After reaching .Alexan ler's Land. 'SI. Charcot
plans to continue his cruise in a southwesterl)' direc-

tion, to explore and define tlie southern limits of the

Pacific Ocean and to determine accurately whether
or not there is a vast continent extending as far

south as the Pole itself.

Dr. B. J. Lloyd of the U. S. Public Health and
Marine-Hospital Service has received honorary
Ecuadorian citizenship by a special act of the Con-
gress of the Republic, in recognition of his services

in connection with the sanitation of Guayaquil. Dr.
Lloyd was appointed by the Ecuadorian Govern-
ment President of the Sanitary Commission and
took a prominent part in stamping out the bubonic
plague in Guayaquil.

Dr. Reed on the Political Situation.—Dr. C.

A. L. Reed, formerly President of the American
^Medical Association, is reported from Hot Springs,

Va., as saying that the medical profession of this

country is preponderatingly for Air. Taft for Presi-

dent of the United States. "On this point," he says,

"I know whereof I speak, for I am in touch with the

organized medical profession in every county in the

United States and consequently have direct means
of information." Dr. Ree 1 is a candidate for the

L^. S. Senatorship, to succeed Senator J. B. Foraker
of Ohio.

Dr. Frederick E. Lettice of Schenectad}' has
been appointed prison physician at Sing Sing, to suc-

ceed Dr. R. T. Irvine, who recently resigned.

Dr. Hyman Cohen has been appointed chief dis-

infector of the Chicago Flealth Department, vice Dr.

Charles W. Biehm, deceased.

Esperanto Congress.—Major Paul F. Straub, of

the Army Medical Corps, is the delegate of the

United States Government to represent this country

at the Fourth International Esperanto Congress,

held in Dresden from August 16 to 22. The Con-
gress was formally opened on August 17 with an

attendance of 1,800 persons. The delegates were
welcomed by representatives of King Frederick

Augustus of Saxony, and of the Dresden munici-

pality. Dr. Zamenhof, the inventor of the language,

made an address on its ideals. The program of the

session announced that its close would be celebrated

by a performance by the Dresden Royal Opera
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Company of Goethe's "Iphigeiiie auf Tauris" done

into Esperanto.

Pasteurized Milk Stations in Newark.—New
stations for the (Hstribution of pasteurized milk are

being estabhshed in Newark by a joint committee

representing the Rabies' Hospital, the Newark Social

Settlement, the \isiting Nurses' Association, and

the Bureau of Charities.

Ozone for Hospital use.—A plant for the gen-

eration of ozone has just been installed in the

Homeopathic Hospital in Pittsburg. This is said

to be the second of its kind in the world, the first

being in a hospital in Ireland. Great things are ex-

pected from the use of ozone in the treatment of

colds and other infections of the upper air-passages.

Death of a Centenarian.—Born in Ireland one

hundred and two years ago, Mrs. Elizabeth McClel-

land of Jersey City died on August 9, after a short

illness. She had retained all her faculties until a

breakdown three weeks before her death, following

a mile walk on a hot day. Until she reached the

age of 97 she had attended to all her housework.

Mrs. McClelland came to this country when twenty

years old.

The Mississippi 'Valley Medical Association

will hold its thirty-fourth annual meeting in Louis-

ville, Ky., on October 13, 14, and 15. The oration

in surgery will be delivered by Dr. Arthur D. Bevan
of Chicago, and will be on "The Surgery of the

Kidneys." Dr. George Dock will give the address

in medicine, the title being "Tropical Diseases of the

Mississippi Valley."

Obituary Notes.-—Dr. Lewis E. 'Wheat died at

Philadelphia on August 9. He was graduated from

Jefferson Medical College in the class of 1888.

Dr. John Harvey Borden of Tarrytown, N. Y.,

(lied suddenly at his home on August 10, aged 35
years. Dr. Borden was graduated from the College

of Physicians and Surgeons, New York, in 1903.

He was a member of the New York Pathological

and Harvey Societies, and visiting physician to the

Tarrytown Hospital.

Dr. Benjamin D. Ashton of Travers City,

Mich., died on August 6, at the age of 79 years. Dr.

Ashton was graduated from the Cleveland T\Tedical

College in i8!;4, and for forty years has practised

in Traverse City, retiring from active work in 1902.

Dr. John O'Falvev of Marquette, Mich., a grad-

uate of the Royal College of Physicians at Dublin

and a veteran of the Crimean war, died recently at

his home, aged 8s years.

Dr. Walter Hurst of Detroit, Mich., died on

August 6 at his home, following a stroke of paraly-

sis, aged S2 years. Dr. Hurst was a graduate of

Owens College. Manchester, a pupil of Thomas
fluxley, and had been in this country four years.

He was for a number of years .Secretary of the

British Medical Association.

Dr. Charles H. Burr, formerly of New York,

died on y\ugust 13 at his home in South Framing-
ham, Mass.. at the age of 53 years. Dr. Burr was
graduated from the Harvard Medical School in

1882, and was on the staff of the Manhattan Eye,

Ear, and Throat Hospital in this city for many
years. He was obliged to relinnuish his practice

several months ago because of failing health due to

kidney disease.

Dr. Albert G. Sprague of Riverpoint, R. L, died

on August 2, after an illness extendine over several

years. He was a veteran of the Civil War, a mem-
ber of the Rhode Lsland Medical Society, and for

manv years was president of the State Board of

Health and health officer of Warwick.

LETTERS TO A NEUROLOGIST.

To u'hich are appended brief replies purporting to

set forth concisely the nature of the ailments

therein described zvith remarks on their appro-

priate treatment.

XI. From a Doubting Thomas.

Washington, June 18, 1908.

Dear Doctor :

I have read with interest the "Letters to a Neur-

ologist" that have been appearing in the Medical

Record during the past few months, and I am
moved to add one more to your collection. It is

obvious that you have had considerable experience

with the general practitioner, and I say to you that

I have had not a little with the neurologist. This

letter is not written to cast any aspersions, for I may
truthfully say that it has been my experience that,

when the neurologist is a practitioner of medicine

who has had special training in nervous diseases, he

is a most satisfactory consultant. But what I am
particularly at a loss to understand—and desire for

enlightenment is the object of this letter—is the

quatity of advice that many of my patients get from

neurologists. Take, for instance, a patient seen by

me to-day. A man in charge of a small business, a

steam laundry, consulted me two years ago, seeking

relief from attacks of pain in the legs—rheumatism,

he called it—and difficulty in passing water. I

couldn't make much out of him, so I suggested that

he should go to see a nerve specialist in Baltimore.

He did so, and was told tliat he had locomotor

ataxia. He was given a saturated solution of iodide

of potassium and told to take thirty drops of it

four times a day. He says that he was told that his

treatment could be carried out as well at home as

there, and that the disease was incurable. However,
it might be years before he would be incapacitated.

He was warned to keep away from quacks.

This, it seems to me, was like taking a backwoods-
man who had never seen a balloon but had heard of

it, and who desired to make a journey in one, put-

ting him in the car with something that was thought

to be ballast, telling him to throw it out if the bal-

loon did not go up properly, and then cutting the

cajjtive rope. You couldn't have any very sanguine

expectations that he would come down in Philadel-

phia or other safe place remote from the starting

point. In fact, one could not give reasonable assur-

ance that he would come down at all. The truth of

the matter is that the chances would be all in favor

that the errant would come a cropper, and that's just

what happened to my patient. He went home and
took the medicine for a while, and as he didn't seem
to be improving, he sought those who had no doubt

but that they could cure him. First, he tried a

"chiropractitioner" of this city. She rubbed him
violently—that is all he knows about her treatment,

save that he felt 100 per cent, worse when he came
out of her establishment that when he went in. Then
he went to a place where he was treated with vibra-

tion for three weeks. They didn't claim they could

cure him, but they could relieve him. Promises,

like piecrusts, one of your correspondents writes, are

easily broken. These were of that brand. He was
then advised to go to the Hot Springs of Virginia,

and there they gave him the douche and hot-blanket

treatment. He lost several pounds in weight and
an incalculable amount of strength, and returned a

weaker but wiser man. He then put himself under
osteopathic treatment, which apparently benefited

him, but he got discouraged when a particularly

severe attack of pain seized him. Now he reads in
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the Sunday papers that there is a doctor in New
York who cures such diseases as his by treating the

deep urethra, and he comes back to me to get my
advice about going to see him.

Now, I submit that the neurologist to whom I

sent him is to blame, in part at least, for this man's

wanderings, and he is, in a measure, responsible

for his present condition, which is infinitely worse

than when I first saw him. Believe me, this

is but one of several cases that have come within

my personal knowledge. I can give you details if

you desire them. Practically all my patients that

have got into the hands of quacks and vicarious

physicians have gone via the neurologist. I don't

say they wouldn't have got there anyway. I content

myself with stating the fact. The question I w^ant

to ask in this connection is : Is the impression which
so many physicians have, that the neurologist seems

to be content when he has made the diagnosis,

founded in fact? Does he display the same keen-

ness and insight in his search for the cure or

amelioration of the disease as he does in detecting

it? Is he as resourceful in suggesting means to

combat the disease as he is diligent in discovering

mo 'es of eliciting it? Does not the mental picture

which he has of the diseased tissues as he observes

them upon the autopsy table blot out the nascent

idea that anatomical and functional restitution may
be possible, and leave in its place cut bonum? Is

it not possible, now that tuberculosis is taking its

place among curable diseases, that epidemic cerebro-

spinal meningitis is succumbing to the products of

the laboratory, that the cause of syphilis has at last

been discovered, that vaccine therapy is giving ear-

nest of great promise, the neurologist takes an im-
justifiable and untenable position in pronouncing
many diseases of the nervous system incurable, and
conforming his conduct to his dictum ? Perhaps you
do not agree with me that he does so, but I venture
to say that such is the opinion of many general prac-

titioners like myself, and I should be glad to hear
from you relative to it.

Another point concerning which I seek informa-
tion: I note that in many of your letters you lay

great stress upon the role which heredity plays in

the causation of nervous diseases. Don't you think

heredity is overdone in this respect? I think you
will agree with me that it has been the trend of

science to show that disease of all kind is due to

accident or design. Accident in encountering the

various bacterial and protozoal causes of disease,

and design in overeating and overdrinking.

You, no doubt, recall that it is not so long ago
that the chief cause of tuberculosis was thought to

be the inherited diathesis. Yet, what writer on the

causation of tuberculosis wastes words on the in-

heritance of the disease to-day? Then, again, what
facts, reliable, trustworthy, and uncontroverted,

have we to show- that any but a few rare diseases

flow directly from our ancestors, and in those is not

its occurrence to be construed as a protective effort

on the part of Nature, which. Bard and Sage, in-

spired and profane writer, are unanimous in saying,

tolerates no interference?

I appreciate that some nervous diseases, perhaps

many, are considered to be distinctly hereditary, but

to me the claims put forward regarding many of

them do not seem to be entirely legitimate.

Oftentimes, when I read a pedigree of nervous dis-

eases, I am in doubt whether they should be re-

garded as illustrations of heredity, pure and simple.

Some of the diseases regarded as hereditary, may.
it seems to me, be due to the transmission of a dis-

ease germ through the reproductive cells, like

pebrine of silkworms and like the inheritance of

syphilis. There can be no doubt, it seems, that

syphilis is hereditary. Therefore, the spirochastse

must be transmitted through the reproiluctive cells.

After a considerable number of years devoted to

the practise of medicine, I have come to the conclu-

sion that we attach too much importance to heredity.

It may be that my observations, which have largely

been in family practise, are too few to entitle me
to an opinion.

Isn't it true that we are more in the air, as it were,

in the treatment of nervous diseases than we are in

the treatment of any other class of diseases ? When
a patient comes to me to be treated for gout, or dia-

betes, or aortic incompetency, I give him some ad-

vice, some instructions how to live, and some pre-

scriptions, and I expect that he will improve or

get well, but when a patient comes to me with

epilepsy or amyotrophic lateral scleresis, or tabes,

and I treat him in the same way, I expect that he

will get worse or never come back. In the latter

respect, I am rarely disappointed, I regret to say.

I did not intend to burden you with such a long

letter, but I venture to hope that you will deem it

worthy of an answer. Believe me,
Yours cordially,

Nkw York, June 20, 1908.

My Dear Doctor:
I am glad to get }our letter of the i8th inst., and

to have the opportunity to reply to it.

I think I appreciate fully your motive in writing

me. Although it may seem at first sight that your
animadversions on neurologists are founded in fact,

I hope to be able to explain them so that they can-

not be construed as condemnatory.
The patient with tabes, whose history you relate,

may have been inadequately treated by the consult-

ant to whom you sent him, but you must remember
that w-e have only his uncorroborated testimony.

What the doctor said to him may have been quite

different from that which he related to you. It

seems improbable that anyone familiar with the

history of tabes and the change that has taken place

in its clinical course during the past twenty-five

years should say un(|ualifiedly to a patient, or to any-

one else, that it is incurable. The truth of the mat-
ter is that at the end of another generation it is not

improbable that tabes will be a curable disease, for

there can be no doubt, I think, that at the present

time its course is materially influenced by appro-

priate treatment. The consultant may have erred

in not having outlined to him with much precision

the course of treatment which he should pursue,

the frequency with which he should report to his

physician, and the varieties of therapeutic aid which
he should endeavor to secure, such as massage, elec-

tricity, counterirritation, methodical, purposeful

movements, appropriate dietary, proper apportion-

ment of work and relaxation, and the various other

adjuvants that have been found useful in the treat-

ment of this disease. He may have thought that the

patient's circumstances would not permit him to

employ these measures, or he may, unfortunately,

be something of a therapeutic pessimist, particu-

larly as he lives in a city in which therapeutic pes-

simism was a hall mark of good form at one
time. Also, he may have thought that these adju-

vants were not of sufficient service to make their

serious employment justifiable. Of course, if he

were of the latter type, I can say nothing in his

defense, for the therapeutic nihilist has no justifica-

tion for existence as a neurologist.
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You say that practically all your patients that

have come into tlie hands of quacks and clergymen

have gone zia neurologists. If you will absolve me
from rudeness and assure me that your feelings will

not be hurt by the expression of my honest convic-

tion in this matter, I shall say to you that the real

reason that they find themselves in the hands of

quacks at all is that the practitioner to whom the

neurologist returned them after making a diagnosis

and suggesting a plan of treatment is incapable, from

lack of training and serious inclination, to carry out

the plan of treatment that is outlined. So little

value in the treatment of any disease does the ad-

ministration of medicine have, save in a few dis-

eases in which it is specific, such as quinine in ma-
laria, mercurj- in sjphilis, thjroid extract in myxe-
dema, and so deeply rooted is the belief that medi-

cines are capable of coping successfully with dis-

ease, that it is ven,- difficult for the practitioner who
has been trained largely in the treatment of self-

limiting diseases to liberate himself from the t\ran-

nical hold that drugs have upon him. ^^'hen he

comes to the treatment of diseases in which restitu-

tion of function is largely a matter of metabolism
and the regaining of a normal mental state, in other

words to a class of diseases in which drugs play

comparatively' a small role, the practitioner does

not know what to do. He can tell the patient to

eat food that is nutritious and to avoid that which
he has found from experience does not agree with

him, to avoid fatigue and other debilitating encoun-
ter, to conform to the health maxims found in Poor
Richard's Almanac, but as a rule he can't show
some strong limbed member of the family how to

give appropriate massage, he can't put in simple,

plain, explicit language the directions for taking
tonic baths, he can't outline a course of rhj'thmic

movements for the cure of some distressing tic

or habit spasm, nor can he write a dietary- and con-
vince the patient of the necessity of complying with
every detail of it with the same scrupulous care as

he requires them to complj' when he is seeking to

combat diabetes. In other words, the general prac-
titioner does not take time and expend the energj'

to familiarize himself with the details of treatment
which are not only necessan,- but essential in the

treatment of nervous diseases. To what does the
pediatrist of to-day owe his enviable position in the
medical profession? To the fact that he has seen
the necessit}' of mastering the details of infant
feeding, and carr\^ing them out with an exactness
that rivals the martinet. The practitioner who com-
petes with the pediatrist in the care of sick children,
presents a sorr\- spectacle if he is not familiar with
the dietetic requirements of the infant at different

months of its life, with the details of modified milk,
in short, with the whole paraphernalia of the bring-
ing up of infants in the modern way. He finds
that it is to his material advantage to acquaint him-
self with such details. The art of the neurologist
is based .on a much more intricate and complex
comprehension. Yet I must say that I see very
little evidence of any desire on the part of the phv-
sician to perfect himself in this art. Nevertheless
it has been my experience f which 1 state reluctant-
ly and reeretfully") that the practitioner who ad-
mits that he knows little or nothing about neurolo,g\%

displays a willingness to undertake the manage-
ment of neurological cases. I need not sav to yon
that the result of assuming such responsibilitv is

not always successful. I am of the belief that the
general practitioner should treat ner^-ous cases and
I have frequently urged this both in mv lectures and
in public print, but I maintain that before he im-

dertakes to do it, he should give some evidence of

his earnestness arid good faith, and before we shall

get that. I feel convinced that he must entirely

change his attitude towards nervous diseases.

Let us go to the foundation of the matter. Are
we not all familiar with the physician whose saluta-

tion in the presence of a patient suffering from dis-

order of the nervous system is, "You see I know
nothing of nervous diseases" ? A thoroughly trained

physician is humiliated to confess that he does not

recognize the ordinarj' diseases ot the skin, or of

the eye, or of the gastrointestinal tract, but the

erudite and the mediocre seem to add a trifle to their

stature by confessing that the field of nervous dis-

eases is to them absolutely unknown territory',

^loreover, it is a territorj- which apparently they

have neither desire nor incHnation to explore. In

our great countrj- with its hundreds of medical col-

leges there are vers* few professors of medicine who
feel competent to participate in a discussion in the

domain of clinical neurology even. There are com-
paratively few such incumbents who are willing to

admit that they have sufficient training in neurology

to make a diagnosis of any obscure nervous disease.

These men imbue their students, perhaps not by
word of mouth but by example, which is much more
potent, with the idea that intimacy with nervous dis-

eases is not of any great importance. The result is

that the general practitioner has a feeling that it is

not worth while.

The truth of the matter is that the practitioner of

medicine who is best fitted to treat chronic diseases,

it matters not what organ or system is diseased, is

the neurologist, for he is a man who has had train-

ing to apprise him of the value of detail. He is a

man who has had it impressed upon him that suc-

cessfully to treat any disease, there must be con-

stantly in the mind's eye of the man who essays to

do so not only a picture of the disease but a picture

of the process which he desires to initiate and carrj'

through to a successful issue. The training that

he has had in the laboratory' and at the bedside,

necessitating as it does protracted, repeated, and
exhaustive examinations of the various constitu-

ents of the motor, sensor)-, secretorj-, and metabolic
mechanism of the body, not to mention the unpar-
alleled opportunities that he has for forming an es-

timate of the eft'ect which the mind has upon bodily

states, fits him preeminenth- for the treatment of

chronic diseases. He has to study with scrupulous
care and attention the application of the many agen-
cies that aid anabolism and provoke catabolism. In
determining them he must search like a detective

and deduce like a philosopher. For in realitv these

conditions are the basis of even,- chronic disease.

He obsenes the immeasurable effect which the

mind has upon the body and he soon discovers for

himself (even granted that he is deaf and insensible

to what the past has to saj' to him upon this score)

that hope and faith and confidence and other com-
ponents of optimism are the most valorous soldiers

in fighting diseases. He does not feel impelled to

proclaim this knowledge from the housetops, nor

to preach it from the pulpit, nor does he lend him-
self to cults, religious or other, that trade upon
credulit}- of the feebleminded or upon the aboulia of

the obsessed. He utilizes his knowledge for the

welfare of the sick who entrust themselves to his

care. He preaches the gospel of sane living and
sound thinking. He believes these are even more
important for the sick man than they are for the

well man. ^Vhen a leaking roof allows the water
to percolate into the house and destrov plaster and
paper and paint, the man who is asked to repair the
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house does not go there and jjour in a stream of

cement hophig it will till up the crevices here, and
block the opening there, and thus make the house
fairly habitable. He makes a careful survey of

the original lesion, he repairs it as thoroughly as he
can in order that no more injury may come through
it, and then he proceeds with paperhanging, and
mortar, and every other artifice of his craft or of
his fellow-craftsmen to repair the damage.

This is what the neurologist does when he under-
takes to treat a case of nervous diseases. Take for

instance : The new neurologist sees a case of acute

anterior poliomyelitis, he may be absolutely certain

of the diagnosis, nevertheless he does a lumbar
puncture, he has a complete chemical and micro-
scopical examination made of the spinal fluid, of the

blood, of the stools, of the urine, and the treatment
he gives is suggested in a measure by the informa-
tion which he gets from such examinations. He
then has a very definite idea of that which he wishes
to accomplish, viz., to mitigate the intensity of the

inflammatory process in the spinal cord, to main-
tain the nutrition of the muscles whose nerves are

diseased at their origin, to prevent deformity, lie

utilizes drugs which he knows have an efiect to

cause absorption of inflammatory products, he ap-

plies electricity and mild counterirritation to the

spine, he massages gently the artrophying muscles,

he injects strychnine into them, he wraps the limb in

cotton wool and keeps it warm in the physiological

position; in other words, he assists the reparative

process of the body. He can't furnish new material
as can the repairer of the house, but he can so or-

der and arrange the reparative powers of the body
that the job shall be well done.

That which he does in the treatment of diseases

such as so-called essential paralysis of chihh-en is

paralleled by his actions in the treatment of the

majority of other nervous diseases. There are some
diseases which he knows are uninfluenced by treat-

ment of any sort, such as amyotrophic lateral

sclerosis, but when called upon to treat these dis-

eases he makes an effort to check their progress and
he is constantly hoping to discover some treatment
that will influence their course. On the other hand
he deals w-ith many diseases which experience has
taught him are unamenable to treatment, such as

the muscular d3rstrophies, general paresis, syringo-
myelia, etc., but I should like to ask you by way of
answer to the latter part of your question whether
you ever encountered a neurolojjist wdio did not at-

tempt to treat these diseases \vith as much precision
and orderliness, and I mav add with as much hope
of success, as the internist treats aplastic anemia,
cirrhosis of the liver, or emphysema? I do not re-

call that any one claims that these latter diseases
are susceptible of cure.

I think that you will find, if the matter is in-

quired into in good faith, that the neurologist is not

the radiator of gloom that your letter w'ould seem
to imply. The reputation of the neurologist as a

pessimist is like that of the stage Irishman, a figment
of the imagination which custom has immortalized.

In reply to the second interrogation, concerning
the importance attributed to hereditv in the causa-

tion of nervous diseases, I confess that a suspicion

has been filtering through my mind for some time

that perhaps we were attaching a greater impor-
tance to it than it deserved. .\t least I agree with
you so far as to say that the hereditary diseases,

using the word in the sense of the naturalist, are

few, but that many individuals get something from
their heredity which facilitates the development of

nervous and mental diseases cannot be denied.

One reason why heredity seems of such vast

importance to me, an 1 perhaps not to you, is that

we may attach a difterent significance to the word.
When I use the word heredity, I do not mean to

imply that it is a force or a power making
for continuity or for persistence of char-

acter, but the genetic relation between suc-

cessive generations. All that the organism is

or has to start with is its heritage. Its

inborn potentialities it owes to its parents and an-

cestors. We physicians practically pay no heed
whatsoever to this, in our interpretation and search

for the cause of the disease, while on the other hand
we devote the greatest attention to environment,

which includes food, climate, housing, and scenery,

and to function, which includes exercise, education,

occupation, etc., in other words to influences that

act upon an organization whose fun;lamental nature

is determined by its heredity. It is natural that we
should give more attention to the latter than to the

former because in so doing we witness the fruits

of our labor. Breeders and cultivators who have
profited to any incalculable extent by discovering

and applying the laws of inheritance, are able to

point to results, but even though we were in relative-

ly the same position as they are concerning these

laws we should be unable to apply them.

My own belief is that we are on the threshold

of making most important discoveries in the field

of heredity from the application to the problems
presented by disease of the principles laid down half

a century ago by the Austrian monk, Gregor Men-
del. I have no intention to say to you here, what
the signs are that indicate such discovery. Certain

it is that we were making little headway in the in-

terpretation of nervous diseases on the hereditary

basis along the lines laid down by Darwin, Wal-
lace or Weismann but in the light of Mendelian
heredity it is quite probable that many of them will

yield the secret of their existence. Although con-

sideration of the facts of heredity as they have been
determined by experimentation upon the edible pea,

and empirically by physicians in the study of dis-

ease and abnormality, docs not tend to promote
cheerfulness, neither does the fate of man unless

one is deeply imbued with the religious spirit. Hand
in hand with the advance made by preventive medi-
cine, which is now used synonymously with the pre-

vention of microbic diseases, should go progress in

the science of generative or procreative develop-

ment. I realize fully that we are not sufficiently ad-
vanced in civilization to enter fearlessly the domain
of eugenics, but I believe that the day is not far

distant when not only our profession will deal with
it but the State as well.

The concluding paragraph of your letter discusses

a phase of the subject which I should under other

circumstances be very glad to take up, but this reply

has already taken on such length that I can not per-

mit myself to do it here.

Yours verv sincerely.

Reappearance of Diphtheria in Children Previously
Treated by Antitoxic Serum.—Barbier records three
cases of children previously treated for diphtheria by anti-

toxic serum, or injected for prophylactic purposes, in whom
the appearance of another exanthem, measles, caused a

recurrence of the diphtheritic membrane in the throat or

elsewhere. Scarlatina may have the same effect. The
evolution of the disease is then graver and the prognosis
worse than in the first attack, A fresh injection of the

serum should be made in these cases. The recurrence will

often occur during the three weeks in which the child is

supposed to be immujiized.

—

Journal de Mcdccine de Paris.
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OUR LONDON LETTER.

(From Our Special Correspondent.)

THE BRITISH MI;DIC.'\L MEETING—ASSOCIATION FOR DE-
STRUCTION OF VERMIN—RELATION OF HUMAN AND ANIMAL
DISEASES—PROPOSED LEGISLATION—ANTIMALARIAL FISH—
THE POLYCLINIC—DEATH OF SIR T. STEVENSON.

London, July 31, 1908.

This is the week of the British Medical Association, and,
to a certain extent, the center of interest shifts to Shef-
field, where the meeting is held this year. But London
is by no means deserted by the doctors. In fact, there
are about twice as many here as are wanted. A goodly
number have gone to Sheffield—the officials, of course,
were present at first for the general and formal business.
Many others have only taken a day or two there, for
the section in which they are interested or are to take
a part. Still others go for one, two, or three clays, and
thence start for their holidays. A few have returned,
some well satisfied and the rest disappointed. But none I

have seen display much interest in the proceedings. As
you have your own reporters there you will no doubt
receive details of the scientific work.
At present there is much more talk about the "Associa-

tion for the Destruction of Vermin," which held its first

important meeting last week at the house of the Royal
Society of Medicine. The London School of Tropical
Medicine, to which practically the new association owes
its existence, appeared in full strength to support their
colleague. Dr. Sambon, who opened the discussion with a
learned paper, which concerns many points connected
with the relation of the diseases of animals to those of
man. I say animals as a wider term than vermin, for
there seems a tendency among our tropical friends to
extend the latter word to any creature no.xious to man by
spreadirig disease. This seems too much of an "etymo-
logical inexactitude," and people will hardly agree to call
birds vermin.

Dr. Sambon, you perhaps know, investigated the grouse
disease and found five new microbes, he has since been
engaged investigating the diseases of pheasants and other
birds, and has made some discoveries in connection with
them which seem highly suggestive. Such, for instance,
as the prevalence of pneumonia and diphtheria in birds,
especially those of migratory habits, and the coincidence
of outbreaks among the inhabitants of certain localities
on the arrival of flocks. This seems on a par with the
migratory habits of rats, which are now recognized as
carriers of plague—a revival of the view of the ancient
Greeks and others. The terrible ravages of plague in
India, where, it is said, above a million persons perished
from it in the year, gives the utmost importance to this
view, and accounts for the unusual vigor of the new so-
ciety in tlie attempt to destroy these vermin. In the
docks and warehouses on the Thames a regular campaign
has been inaugurated, with the assistance of the port
sanitary authority 550,000 rats have been slaughtered, and
the war is still being vigorously prosecuted. An ex-
hibition of traps and other rat-destroying appliances is

also to be held. Moreover, the Society for the Destruc-
tion of Vermin is drafting a bill, with the hope of its

passing through Parliament, to confer on local authori-
ties extensive powers to enable them to exterminate the
rodents. Several members of Parliament are giving their
assistarce. But, as I have shown above, the rat is not
the only vermin that tlie society wages war on. A sub-
committee has undertaken a raid on bugs and other noc-
turnal nests. The horse fly is also to be attacked, and
this is just the season for it.

A somewhat cognate subject—malaria—is receiving an
unusual illustration at the Zoological Gardens, to which
Mr. C. Kenrick Gibbons has presented a number of the
small fresh-water fish from Barbados, where they are
called "millions," and are credited with the power of
preventing malaria. People visiting the gardens are
pleased to see them in a tank in the tortoise house and
to hear that enormous numbers are found in the fresh-
water pools of Barbados. These fish (Girardinus poecil-
loidcs) are very voracious, and consume large numbers
of the larvae of mosquitos, so that their reputation of
preventing or at any rate restricting the spread of malaria
may not be altogether undeserved. The males are about
one-half inch lone, with brilliant iridescent coloring
and large black spots on the sides. The females are less
brilliantly colored, but are larger. It is proposed to in-

troduce them into malarious countries.
An appeal is being made for help for the Polyclinic,

on educational and charitable grounds. As to the first,

because it provides postgraduate instruction on nominal

terms (ii-i-o per annum) ; as to the second, that its con-
sultation department affords patients who cannot pay
adequate fees tlie chance of consulting the most eminent
specialists. On this point I feel some doubt al>out the
charity involved. Most of these patients could pay a

moderate fee, and that might be accepted by one who had
not attained the foremost position. For example, why
should not the assistant surgeon to a great hospital ac-
cept a fee which would not be taken by the full surgeon?
Or the young physician, who has taken a house near the
King's adviser, might very well be permitted these lesser
fees, and perhaps his advice would be quite as good.
Mr. Jonatlian Hutchinson has received from the Royal

College of Surgeons a letter signed by the president and
vice-president, congratulating him on having attained his
eightieth year.

Sir Thos. Stevenson died on Monday of heart failure,

aged 70. He had been ill for some time, but he was ex-
pected to recover. He was a Guy's student, took M.D.
Lond. with scholarship in forensic medicine and mid-
wifery. He was lecturer on chemistry at Guy's
from 1870 to 1898, on forensic medicine from 1878. He
was F.R.C.P., a past president of the Society of Medical
Officers of Health, of the Institute of Chemistry, and of
the Society of Public .\nalysts. He had served as ex-
aminer in sanitary science at the LIniversity of Cam-
bridge, in forensic medicine at the London and Victoria
Universities, and in public health at the Conjoint Board.
He edited the later editions of Taylor's "Medical Jurispru-
dence," and contributed to the journals and societies on his
specialty. He was knighted in 1904. He had a full career
as medical jurist and expert in toxicology, for he was
the adviser of the home office in those matters, and you
will remember that he was consequently prominent in all

the most famous trials since the death of his predecessor,
Dr. Alfred Taylor.

ORIGINALITY AND PRIORITY
CYSTOSCOPES.

IN MODERN

To THE Editor of the Medic.\l Record:

Sir :—In the Medical Record of February 29, 1908, and
in the New York Medical Journal of .'\pril II, 1908, Dr.
F. Tilden Brown of New York i^ quoted as presenting
a paper on "Ureteral Catheterization" before the meet-
ing of the Medical Association of the Greater City of
New York, held January 20, 1908. In this paper the

essayist makes certain well-defined claims to original-

ity and priority with respect to his instruments, and
also claims that his originality has been trenched on.

The allegations are so worded as to leave no doubt
that I am the one accused, and also, leave no doubt
as to the necessity of a reply, which is herewith pre-
sented.

In order that Dr. Brown's position may be correctly

stated, this report is quoted, as follows: "Dr. Brown's

Telebcop? (megQloscopj'

r.jrJ i,nf,\, ,<»

Fig. I.—Boisseau du Rocher, 1889.

remarks were directed more particularly to instruments
and methods with which he himself had to do, and were
supplemented by wall drawings and photographs to
demonstrate the various developmental forms, since
1900, of his original 'composite cystoscope,' the identical
instrument which a St. Louis cystoscopist had re-
cently appropriated, and had been presenting as his
own "universal. cystoscope.' This composite cystoscope,
made by thc^ Wappler Co. of New York, was a vastly
more useful instrument than its immediate predecessor,
the author's double-catheter direct-vision cystoscope,
which Leiter of Vienna made for him in l8g8, and
which was the first telescopic cystoscope, of any form,
to provide for two catheters and effect synchronous
catheterism of the ureters. But this Vienna instrument
had no reserve channels for irrigation. It was with
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the end in view of finding a way to add such irriga-

tion channels to the already practicable double-catheter
direct-vision cystoscope, while, at the same time, sot
increasing the circumference of the shaft beyond 24
French, that the Brown-Wappler efforts were first di-

rected, in 1900. It should be here added that the

%-
\ /

T^ight angle vienr.
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Fig. 3.—Tilden Brown, 1901-6.

speaker's first double-catheter instrument was but a
modification of the then e.visting Brenner single cysto-
scope, whereas his subsequent instruments involved a
wholly novel departure from all the preexisting types.
The first essential change lay in getting rid of the
old-time terminal window at the vesical end of the
sheath, which was followed by the use of different
kinds of interchangeable telescopic tubes for the same
common sheath. Up to the present time its develop-
ment on this basis had resulted in giving us at least
three complete cystoscopes for different purposes, ad-
justable in one sheath."
So far from being the originator of the sheath-and-

multiple-telescope feature in cystoscopes, or of the
double-barreled catheterizing channels, Dr. Brown was
antedated ten or eleven years in the presentation of these
features. In 1889 Boisseau du Rocher described by
both te.\t and illustration* his early models (Fig. i) of
cystoscopes, which embraced the following several ob-
jects: 0) Direct view for inspection; (2) indirect view
for inspection; (3) irrigation of bladder, eitlier through
the two catheter tubes during manipulation or through
the sheath when obturator and telescope were not in

place; and finally (4) double-barrel catheter channels
for synchronous catheterization of both ureters.

As settling the priority of the double catlicter chan-
nel feature, one has but to read the words of Boisseau
in connection with his illustrations, as follows: "The
little tubes [running in the lower wall of the sheath I

have two dififcrent purposes. They serve as conduc-
tors for the ureter catheters. Nothing is simpler, with
the orifice of the ureter in sight and the catheter in

place, than to guide the latter and insert it in tlio

ureter to the depth desired. Finally, being controlled
and independent, every facility is furnished for cathe-
terizing tlie two ureters without the necessity of with-
drawing the instrument or disengaging the first cathe-
ter." Practical success in the use of this instrument
was attested by Poirier.t

Following Boisseau's epoch-maing contribution of

Fig. 3.—Bransford Lewis. 1906.

1889, a number of other cystoscopists adopted his

sheath-and-telescope plan in the construction of cysto-

scopes, according to their individual ideas, among whom

*Annalcs dcs maladies des organes genito-urinaires, 1890,

pp. 65-93.
.

^Annalcs des maladies des organes gemto-urinaires, 1809.

may be mentioned Giiterbock, 1895; Fenwick, 1896;
Nitze (evacuation cystoscope), 1897; .-Mbarran, 1897;
Koch-Preston, 1898; Lang, 1899; Schlagentweit (evacuat-
ing cystoscope), 1899; Kollman, 1900; Wassidlo, 1900, and
the air-cystoscope of the writer, 1900. All of these an-
tedated Brown's composite of 1901 in the sheath-and-
telescope feature, whereas hi^ double catheter channel
feature of 1899 was antedalnl. as mentioned, by just
ten years, by Boisseau.
The plan Brown adopted in his composite of 1901

of placing the lamp on the tip of the beak originated
with Dittel in 1880, and was later used by him by
placing Edison's incandescent lamp in that position
on a Nitze cystoscope.
So far from being "a wholly novel departure from

all preexisting types," as he claims. Brown's com-
posite presented no feature of intrinsic originality
or priority: for that reason, if for no other, I could not
trench on him in the production of my universal cysto-
scope of 1906. Moreover, at the presentation of the in-

strument* the following definite disclaimer of original-

ity was made use of: "In presenting the next candi-
date for cystoscopic favor, I do so with the full reali-

zation that there is no yawning vacancy in the cysto-
scopic field; that 'there are others' already in the
field; also that it is difficult to find anything really

new and original, at this date, in the cystoscopic world;
that most of the supposed 'new' features are simply
modified settings or assemblings of features already
made use of. It is not desired to lay any especial claim
to priority or originality in this instrument; utility is

its basic principle."

As to whether my universal is the "identical instru-

ment of Dr. Brown's," reference to the respective illus-

trations of the instruments (Figs. 2 and 3) will readily

determine. The diiTerences are so evident that it is

scarcely worth w-hile to bring argument to bear on
the subject or mention the various and definite differ-

ences between them that existed when the universal
was presented, in 1906. The accompanying illustration

of Brown's composite (Fig. 2) is reproduced from his

own writing.t If the later models of the Brown in-

strument (1907-1908) have grown to so closely resem-
ble mine as to substantiate the statement of practical

identity of the tw-o instruments, it is not because of

changes in mine, which has retained its essential in-

dividual features of double fenestration of the beak, in-

version of lamp, complete double-catheter grooves, in-

stead of closed channels, etc., from the first. Whereas
I am informed that these features have been adopted
for the Brown instrument since the beginning of 1907.

the year after my universal was submitted.

Bransford Lewis, M.D.

1050 Century Building, St. Louis.

A MEXICAN LABOR.

To THE Editor of the Medical Record:

Sir:—From time to time the peculiar methods of

midwives in various places are brought to the attention

of the medical world, and I venture to think the cus-

tomary technique in vogue among the Peons of North-
ern Mexico would be of interest. The Peon, or work-
ing class, of Northern Mexico is of nearly pure Indian

descent and is born and raised in dirt. Imagine a

rough, unceiled hut, twenty by fourteen feet, wherein a

family of eight people are living \\\l\\ three pigs, a few
goats and chickens, two dogs, and several cats. The
house stands in the full glare of the sun, the doors and
windows are tightly closed to keep out the gaze of the

curious as well as the breeze. Here, in one corner,

screened off by a few dirty old blankets, I found the

woman in confinement. The bed was of two old blank-

ets, a couple of bran sacks and a goat skin arranged on
the floor, the goat skin being on top, fur side down,
taking the place of our rubber sheets. The patient was
a well-built, well-developed girl of eighteen, a primi-

para. It was because of this the mother insisted that

I be present in case of accident, but not to do any of

the actual work. The patient was wearing her usual

house costume, consisting of an old. dirty black skirt

and a waist that was dirty beyond description. There
were two midwives in attendance, one being stationed

behind, holding the patient's hips between her knees,

both arms about the waist just above the uterus, a sort of

human chair. As each pain came she hugged with all

her force, which was considerable. Hanging in front of

the patient was a rope of old clothes, bags, and towels,

*Am. Urolog. Ass'n, at Boston; Am. Jl. of Urol., Dec.,

1906.

tBellevue Hosp. Reports, 1905.
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up. which the patient drew herself when the pains be-
gan. The chief midwife was in front, about the dirtiest,

most ill-visaged bundle of humanity one would ever meet.

She was squatted on her heels, with a hand on either

of the patient's hips under the skirt.

Dilatation was not quite complete on mj' arrival, but
in less than a half hour it reached the complete stage,

the bag of waters emptied and things began to get
lively. The husband, mother, and father were called

and by the united aid of the family the child was born.
As each pain began the patient started climbing the
rope, dragging the posterior midwife up with her until

they were nearly erect, the patient resting on the toes,

the knees being flexed and widely separated. In this

position the husband, mother, and lather supported her,

being arranged in the order named from above down-
ward; the midwife in front shook and shouted, swaying
the patient from side to side, forward and back, work-
ing so earnestly that the whole house trembled. Toward
the last the patient thrust her fingers into her mouth
until she gagged, repeating the operation until her hand
was tired, when the husband took up the work. Be-
tween them there was kept up a continuous series of

gagging until the child was born. .Xfter one long, hard
pain the head popped out of the vulva like a pea being
shucked under pressure, even making a slight pop, a
deep breath was taken by all, then one more gag and
the child slipped into the hands of the midwife, the
woman was allowed to slip to the floor, while the cord
was being tied and cut. The cord tie was a bit of
string, which the midwife had laid on the floor in easy
reach, along with the family scissors, the latter being
used to cut the cord after being tied. Without moving
the child from between the mother's thighs they had
her climb up the rope once more, and after a couple of
shakes and a gentle pull on the cord the membranes
came away. A folded sheet, which had been loosely
worn about the waist, was drawn as tightly as the
father and husband could draw it, and then tied. The
mother brought a good, generous bit of lard on the
ends of the fingers, which was transferred to the mid-
wife, who daubed it on the stump of the cord, and the
third stage was completed. .All with one accord lighted
shuck cigarettes, the mother bringing a lighted one for
the patient. The four women prayed in silence for a
few moments, then a short prayer of thanks was of-
fered, the patient kissed the picture of the Santa Nina,
after which she was lifted to a dry blanket, without re-
moving the dirty skirt. Here the posterior midwife
crouched, holding the patient's head in her lap, crooning
to her until she slept. The baby was at once put into
the wash trough and given a good scrub with soap and
water, after which it was dried, rolled in an old skirt,

and given to. the patient, and one more childbirth had
been completed. I examined the woman for laceration,
but much to my surprise found none. She and the baby
were under my care for a couple of weeks and there
were no complications aside from constipation on the
mother's part and a slight conjunctivitis on the part of
the baby, both of which yielded very promptly to treat-
ment. The woman insisted on getting up on the fourth
day, but involution seems to have gone on naturally
without any harm, and at present the woman is doing
her work and nursing the child, in the best of health
as far as one can judge.
This is but an average case, no worse than half the

labor cases of the camp. Still, with the average of
six or seven full-term children each, the proportion of
healthy old women is considerably greater than of the
men, which only shows a little of what woman was
born to undergo. N. B., M.D.
Hondo, Coahuila, Mexico.

Boston Medical and Surgical Joiiriwl, August 6, igo8.

Some Aspects of Gonorrhea.—Frederick Forch-
heimer has made some investigations to determin..-
the truth of the statements which have been made, in
this country as well as abroad, by men and women
who are interested in the suppression of venereal dis-
eases. Whenever his figures have shown anything it

is always that the propagandists have greatly over-
estimated the frequency and complications and the
dangers of gonorrhea. This has been notably the case
with specialists in genitourinary diseases in the male
and in the female. Many who have written have been
satisfied with the old figures of Ricord (80 per cent, of
all males have had gonorrhea), which, combined with
the views of Noeggerath, would make it appear that
very few men and women could escape having gonor-

rhea. If to this there are added the remarkable mathe-
matical gyrations of Blaschko, it is little wonder that
the layman becomes an antigonorrheic howling der-
vish. That there is much damage done by gonorrhea
is abundantly shown by all statistics; therefore, it is a
righteous cause to fight for its reduction. But no
righteous cause is aided by such lurid statements
as have been made in connection with gonorj-hea. He
recapitulates the results of his studies as follows:
The morbidity of gonorrhea is diminishing; the Ameri-
can army and navy are exceptions to this rule; the
present mathematical methods of deducing incidence
of gonorrhea in all men from morbidity lead to falla-

cious results; 54.1 per cent of all males have gonor-
rhea during their lifetime; we have not sufficient

knowledge of the facts to state how many women have
had gonorrhea during their lifetime; the small number
of his cases of sterility does not justify any positive
conclusion; prevention of conception is the cause of
"one-child sterility" in the majority of instances.

The Tonsils and Their Relation to the General
Health.—Charles P. Sylvester, after enumerating some
of the anatomical changes produced by hypertrophy
of^ the lymplioid ring, treats of a class of diseases
originating through diseased lymphoid tissue of . the
nasopharynx, those of bacterial origin. The most im-
portant is acute rheumatic fever. This disease too
often follows tonsilitis to be a mere coincidence. Ac-
cording to St. Clair Thompson, from 30 per cent, to 80
per cent, of all attacks of this infection begins with
tonsilitis. ."Another infection, the germ of which is

probably closely allied to that of acute rheumatic lever
and found to begin in the tonsils (and probably onlj'
so), is erythema nodosum. Another important germ
disease having its headquarters in one of the three
tonsils is tuberculosis. Tuberculous meningitis has
more than once been demonstrated to have had its

birth in the pharyngeal tonsil, as also has tuberculosis
of the middle ear. The severe and fatal cases of
acute streptococcus infection beginning in the tonsils
are not easily forgotten. Staphyloccus and pneumo-
coccus infections from the tonsils begin also with ex-
tremely high temperature and rapid prostration. Four-
teen cases of phlegmonous appendicitis associated with
or preceded by acute tonsilitis, with post mortem
findings in all, are reported by Professor Kretz. Deaths
from acute nephritis in children following infection of
the kidney from the tonsils have recently been re-

ported. Retropharyngeal abscess is another form of
bacterial invasion often secondary to diseased lymph-
oid tissue in the nasopharynx.

New York Medical Jounml, August 8, 1908.

The Tonsil from an Evolutionary Point of View.—
Jonathan Wright refers to the recent work of Brieger
and Gorke, who regard the pharyngeal tonsil as an
organ which protects childhood. They seem to find

sufficient evidence to warrant them in the belief that in

its hypertrophied condition it is a more efficient protec-
tion against the entrance of the unknown germs of
the diseases of childhood than when it retains its nor-
mal dimensions. The tonsil is a definite organ; it is

the most highly developed of all the lymph glands. It

is situated at the gateway of nourishment and dis-

ease; it is not only at the beginning of the hollow tube^
of respiration and nutrition, but it is the first of the in-

ternal filters which lie across the bypath from the
surface of the vena cava, traversed by the agents of

infection. Change in the habits of man brought
about by the forces of civilization may be supposed
to increase the frequency of tonsilar enlargement, and
it certainly increases the amount of bacteria-laden
dust. The absorption of these from the pits on the
surface of tonsils where drainage and inspiration have
carried them, where they have lodged from passing
food, is increased, and the inner organs of defense make
a larger demand on the outer organs of defense for

protection. The clue to a connection which may e.xist

between the hypertrophy and the efficiency of the organ
as a bacterial filter possibly may be found in the
observation that the small, submerged tonsil is a tonsil

of infection, and the large discrete tonsil is the tonsil

of health. He does not wish positively to assert that

the enlargements of the tonsils are always a pro-
tective physiological act of the organism. Neither
does he wish to deny that they are frequently, or even
usually in adolescence, a menace solely when diseased.

Whatever may be the conclusions as to their marked
enlargement, the knowledge derived from certain

sources and the experimental evidence unite in point-

ing to the function of the tonsils as one of defense
against infection.
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Real Conservatism in the Treatment of the Prostate.—G. Morgan Murcn says that in the many papers
upon senile hypertrophy of the prostate gland, two
points must be apparent to the careful student, first,
the writer's remarkably good results, particularly as
regards mortality, and, second, the cases reported arc
almost always "selected." He is positively in favor of
the removal of the gland whenever the patient's con-
dition justifies the risk. Personally he has operated
upon nearly one hundred cases. In a number of these
cases, where great infirmity, crippled kidneys and heart
contraindicate the immediate removal of the gland,
the "two-stage" operation may be well borne. By
this is meant the preliminary drainage of tlu- bladder,
and later, when the patient has sufficiently improved,
the complete removal of the gland. This preliminary
drainage affords immediate relief in many cases. Until
recently it has been his practice to drain these cases
by the perineal route, an^i later to remove the gland
the same way. Recently he has been draining supra-
pubically, as it seems to be a more rapid method: the
abdominal route disturbs the patient less, and if later
there is not sufficient improvement to warrant pros-
tatectomy, the suprapubic fi'itnla may be made perma-
nent. There arc several classes of cases in which
there is every reason not t(i attack the prostate. An
old, broken-down prostatic who has had little or no
treatment, after a week or ten days' careful attention,
may show such improvement as to be fit for operation.
There is a large number, however, so fragile and worn
out that any attempt to remove the gland nuist prove
fatal. In these cases he believes permanent supra-
pubic drainage is the treatment indicated. Preference
is given to the suprapubic method of drainage, as there
is less subsequent dribbling than by the perineal, less
discomfort from the tube or obturator, no added
irritation to the inflamed vesical neck, and the interior
of the bladder can be explored at the time of operation.

Acute Anterior Poliomyelitis in the Adult.—LaSalle
Archambault 1<nows of no commoner organic affection
of the spinal cord in infancj' and early childhood; I)ut

in the adult poliomyelitis anterior acuta is rare. He re-

ports a perfectly typical case of infantile paralysis in

a man who has reached his fortieth year. There was a
widespread atroijhic motor paralysis involving all four
extremities. So far as he has been able to ascertain,
there is no case on record of poliomyelitis in the adult
in which the affection appeared later than the thirty-

third year.

Joiirmil of the American Medical .tssociatii'ii, Atitius! 8,

1908.

Frontal Sinus Operation.—J^ C. Beck describes and
illustrates a method of opening the frontal sinus by
first determining its limns by a skiagram, making a
tracing of the s. me on celluloul, applying this tracing
to the exposed bone surface and cutting the osteoplas-
tic flap on its lines. The celluloid tracing can be ster-
ilized in bichloride of mercury and alcohol for use in

the operation. The biuie flan, after division of the i)eri-

osteum, is cut through with a chisel, except at the base
over the superorbital borders and root of the nose
where the periosteum is left intact. There the bone
is carefully divided with a Gigli saw from the inside
after the bone flap cut away above has been slightly
pried out, great care being taken not to injure the
periosteum. After eradication of diseased mucous mem-
brane (without curetting) and the anterior ethmoid
cells, and enlarging the natural opening, a wick drain
in a rubber tube is passed down into the nose, the bone
flap replaced, and the skin flap closed. The advantages
claimed for the method are the ascertaining of the e.xact

limits of the sinus before cutting the bone flap, and the
prevention of the flap falling in by the securing of a

firm hinge at the base, and its natural upper marginal
bevel, where the anterior and posterior tables join.

The operation, he says, is not a radical, but a conserva-
tive one, and if it fails the radical operation of taking
away the bony flap can be done under local anesthesia.
The gauze he removes the day after operating and the
rubber tube is replaced the third to the fifth day by a

silver filagree or gold tube.

A Cerebellar Diagnostic Symptom.— .'\. Gordon calls

attention to a special symptom observed by him in six

cases of cerebellar tumor. Four of the cases came to

autopsy which verified the diagnosis. In the other two
purely clinical cases the symptoms were typical. The
phenomenon in question is the forced deviation of the

head to the side opposite the lesion, together with great

increase of vertigo and headache when the head is

turned forcibly to the other side. He considers the

phenomenon of diagnostic value. It does not occur

always at the same period oi Ihe disease, a (act that is

not explainable any more than tlie appearance of the
symptom itself.

Poker-back (Spondylose Rhizomelique).—J. W. Rhein
reports a case oi this affectidn in a man aged 04, with
complete spinal ankylosis and partial ankylosis of the
shoulder, hip, and knee joints. The patient succumbed
to general tuberculosis, which developed two months
before death. The pathological findings in the nervous
system, etc., were slight degeneration of some of the
anterior and posterior spinal roots, slight peripheral
neuritis, and degenerated muscles in the plantar region
of the foot. Rhein holds that these were more prob-
ably the results of the bone lesions than their cause
and believes, with Leri, that certainly not all tnese
cases have a nervous origin. The relationship of
arthritis deformans to these cases is, he thinks, remote.
Compensatory Diarrheas.—H. Stern defines the term

"compensatory diarrhea" as "a phenomenon of varying
degree and duration apt to ensue and return with more
or less frequency in the course of systemic deteriora-
tion, and characterized by the diarrheal discharge of
incompletely or perversely catabolized substances, or
by that of catabolic products normally excreted by
other emunctories." He recognizes three types: First,
diarrheas occurring with deficient or perverse catabolic
processes. Second, diarrheas resulting from functional
or structural disease of certain excretory organs. Third,
diarrheas occurring during the period of physiological
systemic decline. Each of these he considers in detail.

C3f the first type, ainong others, are the specific diar-
rheas of gout, exophthalmic goiter, Addison's disease,
and diabetes. In gout constipation is the rule, but it

is not uncommon in so-called irregular or retrocedent
forms of the disease for an attack to be aborted, or even
serious internal complications prevented, by a succes-
sion of free bowel discharges carrying off the toxic
accumulations. The peculiar diarrheal attacks in ex-
ophthalmic goiter, like the excessive activity of the
sweat glands, must be regarded as compensatory, and
when confined in proper compensatory limits are nearly
always followed by temporary improvement. The same
is true of one form of diarrhea in Addison's disease;
the other type occurring near the end and colliquative
in character, is dependent on typical anatomic changes
in the intestine. Diarrhea is common in dialietes, where
it may be a symptom of the underlying pathological
condition. It is indisputable that sometimes a com-
pensatory diabetic diarrhea originates in the small in-

testines, that by its agency sugar may be excreted, and
that during its presence and for some time afterward
the intensity of the glycosuria may be markedly les-

sened or even disapi)car. Of the sccon<l type of compen-
satory diarrheas Stern mentions only those following
severe burns and those concomitant with impaired or
suppressed renal function from other causes. Uremic
diarrhea is the best known of all coinpensatory diar-
rheas, and when occurring without ulcerative changes
there can be no doubt as to its compensatory nature.
The diarrhea of systemic decline belongs largely to the
two above classes, but since it is not as much the sign
of disorder of any one organ or function, but of the
general decline of all, it is proper to include it in a class
by itself. Women are more subject to this type than
men, and the cessation of the menses seems to favor
it. Old people who perspire rarely are subject to
chronic diarrheas, and lessened pulmonary exhalation
in the aged is compensated for through the bowels,
which seem to retain their physiological efficiency

longer than other organs. The intestinal tract is the
most efficient regulator of the shortcomings and dis-

turbances in the economy of the aged. An attack of
compensatory diarrhea generally indicates that there
is no immediate danger to life, and that their frequent
occurrence is sometimes a means of rendering life more
comfortable is a fact not generally recognized by clin-

icians, who are apt to institute measures of suppres-
sion in all cases. Stern reports a case illustrating this

fact. As long as a diarrheal process continues to com-
pensate efficientl}^ for loss of function of the skin, lungs,
kidneys, and the organs of internal secretion, there is

little immediate danger so far as life is concerned, and
the suppression of the discharges may cause grave
symptoms and danger. A true compensatory diavliea
should not be interfered with unless there is evidence
that the local intestinal irritation and hyperemia unduly
prolong the process. Local measures, rest in bed, heat

to the abdomen, high rectal or colonic flushings with

normal salt solution, and attention to diet are all that

is needed in ordinary cases. The diarrhea being symp-
tomatic of insuflicient excretion, points toward what
treatment is needed for stimulation of the catabolic

processes and elimination.
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The Lancet, August i, 1908.

Some Blood Changes in Ankylostomiasis.—A. Hocart
Brehaut says that the anemia in cases of aiikytosomiasis
is due to the presence of a toxin, and it appears proba-
ble that the eosinophilia is, in a way, a measure of the
amount of toxins circulating in the blood. While in

Egypt he made a number of differential counts on adult
natives who were suffering from the disease. An
analysis of these counts shows that the average per-
centage of eosinophilcs is small compared to the Euro-
pean percentages, and also that there is none of those
high eosinophilic counts which have so frequently been
described. The average percentage was only 10 per
cent. He attempts to explain this by stating that the
poorer Egyptians suffer from old-standing bilharziosis,

and this is known to be associated with eosinophilia. It

appears possible, and in fact probable, that they are
in a state of tolerance to toxins of a certain nature.

A Note on the Treatment of Erysipelas.—H. Tvrell
Gray dismisses the local treatment of this disease

by saying that the infected part should be kept dry
by dusting with powder; calomel, zinc oxide, and starch

in equal parts were used. The constitutional treatment
may be medical only, or combined with vaccination
or the use of sera. He favors the use of Metchnikoff's
serum in this disease, especially when combined with
the use of quinine, stimulants, etc. In the six cases
he reports the dose of the serum was from forty to

fifty minims.

An Unusual Fracture of the Clavicle.—J. W. Rob re-

ports the case of a medical man who fractured his

clavicle during a game of football. The right clavicle
was fractured straight across the middle. The inner
fragment was about half an inch higher than the outer
and slightly in front. Between these two fragments
was a third fragment, the upper end of which was
square and about three-eighths of an inch across. This
fragment projected upwards above the outer fragment
about a quarter of an inch. It was freely movable
within limits. This case was of interest because, first,

the bone was not broken at the junction of the outer
and middle thirds, as is usually the case when the
violence is indirect. Second, the fracture was not
oblique, as is usually the case when the violence is

indirect. Third, injury to the brachial plexus or sub-
clavian vessels is more often due to fractures of the
clavicle by direct than by indirect violence. There
was pressure on the inner cord of the brachial plexus,
but there was no obstruction to the return circulation
from the arm.

British Medical J ournal. August i, 1908.

Idiopathic Dilatation of the Colon.— j\l. Feldman says
that the great rarity of true congenital dilatation of the
sigmoid flexure of the colon is shown by the fact that
out of 16.000 post mortem examinations made at Guy's
Hospital, only one such case was discovered. He re-
ports a case in which the important symptoms were
constipation, distension, and -relief of both by means
of a finger in the rectum, or on the part of the patient
himself by putting himself in a certain position. This
last sign would seem to show that there is some kind
of valve mechanism at work, although none has been
found post mortem. This disease is more frequent in

boys thnn in girls. Most of the cases end fatally

before the age of twelve. The best treatment is

colotomy above the dilated part, so as to give the
affected part a rest. This treatment has been followed
by good results. Unfortunately it is seldom that a

correct diagnosis is made in time.

Two Consecutive Cases of Strangulated Hernia in
the Female.—Horace Brown reports these cases, which
were interesting because (i) inguinal hernia in the
female is rare; (2) femoral hernia was diagnosed by a
surgeon of great experience; he also thought it to be
a femoral heriiia which has pursued its usually upward
course towards Poupart's ligament after escaping from
the saphenous opening; (3) the fact that healing by
first intention took place under the circumstances. In
one of the cases the hernia must have existed for years.
From the appearance of the appendix in the sac, it

seemed to have occupied this resting place for some
time: the walls of the sac were permanently indented
by the nodosities on the appendix.

Consumption and Ozonated Air.—John A. Mackenzie
has treated two patients with ozone; they were suffer-

ing from pulmonary phthisis in an advanced stage.
The patients felt better while under this treatment;
the dyspnea was relieved, the fever and night sweats
became less, the coughing and expectoration were less,

the pulse became slower, the arterial tension was im-
proved; whenever the production of ozone ceased they

complained of feeling worse, and the symtoms became
aggravated. .All danger of infection to the members of
the household is obviated by the germicidal action of
the ozone.

Berliner klinischc Woclienschrift, July 2y, 1908.

Antiferment Treatment of Cancer.— Uofbauer says
that the Icrtilized ovum forms the best analogy to the
cells of a carcinoma showing the same characteristics
of progressive and persistent growth, destruction of the
tissues of the parental organisms at the point of con-
tact, and general parasite-like activity. This activity
of the ovum is brought about by the effect of the en-
trance of a spermatozoon and the latter's influence, in
the light of most recent research, rests upon the fer-

ments it contains or produces after contact with the
ovum, thus activating the cells of the latter. Hofbauer
thinks that the cells of cancer are likewise activated by
some similar ferments, and therefore antiferment treat-

ment is quite logical. There are matiy substances which
have an inhibitory effect upon the action of ferments,
and of these Hofbauer has experimented with atoxyl.
quinine, horse serum, cholesterin, and others, using
them individually or in various combinations. Tw-enty
cases of cancer, mostly in the inoperable stage, have
been treated with these substances, injections being
made in the neighborhood of the tumors. In general
a uniform diminution in size of the tumors has been
noted, so that the fact of a special influence of these
injections upon tumor tissues is beyond any doubt. In

no case, of course, recovery from the malignant dis-

ease has been effected; moreover, the effects being
present only with the use of local injections, tumors in-

accessible to such treatment are excluded from the

list of those in which the new treatment may be tried.

Munchcncr mcdizinischc iVochcnschrift, July 28, 1908.

Milk Diet in Obesity.—Moritz uses exclusive milk
diet in the treatment of obesity. The quantity of milk
allowed the patients ranges from I 1-4 fb 2 1-2 liters

in twenty-four hours, administered in five portions.
Boiled milk is preferable to raw milk. It may be drunk-
cold or warm, as preferred by the patient. If thirst

exists, the milk is diluted with water, but more than two
liters of total liquid is seldom given. This cure is very-

simple and can be carried out anywhere; the rapidity
of the loss of weight may be regulated by the quantity
of milk given. Patients with cardiac or renal affections

are very favorably affected by the treatment. An unto-
ward symptom is constipation, which frequently accom-
panies exclusive milk diet, but this is easih- overcome
by proper medication or enemata. The feeling of hun-
ger is never as intense with the use of this diet as with
many other forms of treatment by means of dieting.

Headache is often complained of, but it does not last

very long after the cure has been followed for a few
days. The great advanta.ge. in addition to the cheap-
ness and simplicity of the method, is its easy adaptation
to each individual patient by the increase or diminution
of the quantity of milk allowed.

Nontuberculous Consolidation of the Apex of the
Right Lung.—Blumel says that Kronig has for many
years observed a symptom complex suggesting tuber-
culosis, and accompanied by signs of induration in the
right pulmonary apex. Such patients are usually mouth
breathers from early childhood, and the mere lack of
vetitilation of the apices leads to the physical signs
which arc often mistaken for tuberculosis. The use of
tuberculin and the further course of the disease usually
prove the innocent nature of the affection, depending, as
it does, upon mechanical conditions and not upon a
specific infection. The inhalation of dust, the passage
of which to the lungs is not prevented in the case of
mouth breathers, leads to interstitial bronchitis and
pneumonia, which are responsible for the physical
signs of the affection. The therapy consists of treating
the intranasal conditions responsible for the mouth
breathing.

Deutsche mcdicinische IVochcnscIirift, July 9 atid 23, igoS.

The Effect of Measles on the Cutireaction with Tu-
berculin.—\'. Pirquet has noticed no diminution in the
reaction to cutaneous inoculation with tuberculin in
tuberculous children affected with measles up to two
days after the onset of the disease. The reaction then
progressively diminishes and is usually absent by the
fourth day after the exanthem. It becomes again per-
ceptible after this day and gradually assumes its former
character before the attack of measles is over. V. Pir-
quet examined altogether 159 cases of measles in refer-
ence to the behavior of the reaction described by him
and the great majority of them gave results stated
above. -Analogous phenomena may be observed in mili-
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ary tuberculosis, in cacliectic individiinis, and in idu-
nection with the injections of large amounts of tuber-
culin. The reaction, however, does not reappear in

these instances as it usually does in the case ot measles.
In the latter instance it may be due to the rapid spread
of the infectious process which often accompanies the
appearance of measles in tuberculous children. No
such phenomenon could be observed in scarlet fever, in

diphtheria, in epidemic cerebrospinal meningitis, or in

typhoid fever. Vaccination, however, has a similar ef-

fect upon the cutaneous reaction. The result of the in-

oculation may be used in differential diagnosis between
measles and other diseases attacking a tuberculous
child. The persistence of the cutaneous reaction in a

tuberculous child suffering from a suspicious e.\anthem
speaks strongly against measles. V. Pirquet ha> thus
differentiated two cases of rubeola and one of erythema
multiforme from measles.

The Frequency of Mitral Stenosis.—llampeln says
that pure mitral stenosis is a frequent affection, both
in an anatomical and clinical sense, composing about 10

to 20 per cent, of all lesions of the mitral valve. The
most important sign of such involvement of the valve
is found in the accentuation of the hrst mitral sound
and the presence of a presystolic murmur at the apex.
The latter may only be slightly developed or even (juite

imperceptible. The second pulmonic sound is usually
markedlj' accentuated; but this accentuation is not
heard best at the norinal pulmonic area, in the second
left interspace, but furtlicr down, at the junction of

the third or fourth rib with the sternum, or even at the
lower portion of the sternum and its borders. Pure
mitral stenosis is the most benign of all valvular af-

fections, and is therefore often unrecognized, the in-

significance of the murmur combined with the lack ot

symptoms serving to hide its existence.

Method of Culturing Meningococci.—Conradi says

that the presence of Gram negative intracellular dip-

lococci in the spinal fluid of patients suffering from
meningeal symptoms gives the diagnosis of cerebro-
spinal meningitis. Often enough the mere micro-
scopical examination is not conclusive, if the bacteria

are not found in the cells or are very few in number.
In such cases culturing the fluid is necessary, agar with
ascitic or hydrocele fluid being used. The latter fluids

are not always to be obtained, and, instead of them
Conradi uses the very spinal fluid obtained from the

patient as the culture medium. This fluid is obtained
under aseptic precautions, is then centrifuged, and the

clear supernatant liquid heated for one or two hours at

60°. Then it is divided into three portions and each
added to some neutral agar, which is then poured into

Petri dishes. The sediment remaining from the centri-

fuging is spread over the surface of this medium, and
each inoculated dish is placed into a larger dish, which
contains some cotton wet with i per cent, solution of

bichloride of mercury. In this damp chamber the men-
ingococci grow as well as upon the usual culture media.

Operative Treatment of Tuberculosis of the Foot.—
Stich says that radical treatment has been found to be
the best in dealing with the tuberculosis of the joints

of the feet. Operation is undertaken in all cases in

which the focus of disease may be removed before the

joint is involved; if the joint is involved, conserva-
tive treatment maj' be tried only in the case of young
individuals showing marked resistance to the spread
of the infection, the .r-ray picture testifying to the fact

that only a small portion of the bone is affected. In

all other cases operation is indicated without any pre-
vious attempts at conservative treatm.ent, in the absence
of other contraindications to operative procedures. In

73 per cent, of cases conservative treatment was be-

gun, but the results were so unsatisfactory that, later,

operative treatment was used in 77 per cent, of these.

The best mode of procedure consists in the larger re-

sections, the removal of too little tissue being frequently

followed by recurrences.

French and Italian Journals.

The Incomplete Cure of Insanity.—F. Petro dis-

cusses the proper treatment for certain cases of insanity
in persons predisposed to nervous disorders who live for

a long time normally in society until some lack of success,

the death of a relation, or some unusual strain de-itroys

the mental balance, and they must be placed under con-
trol to avoid injury to others. These persons, after the

cessation of the acute symptoms, become practically sane
and remain so as long as they continue in the routine of
the institution, living a healthy, regular life. If they are

sent away from the asylum they relapse into the original

condition and must he returned to the institution. While
they remain there they are able to work, to aid in the

routine of the institution, and to continue useful members
of society, although they are not able to struggle against
the ordinary odds of outside life. They remain at the
institution willingly, even gladly, being conscious that this

protected life is better for them. The author believes

that for such cases there should he established a sort of
colony life, not in but connected with the asylum, where
they may remain and live a regular life, with useful em-
ployment. Such colonies should belong to several com-
munities, since the number of such cases is comparatively
small. This system of care would lessen the number ot

casualties that happen by relapses in such cases after they
have been liberated.

—

Rk'isla Italiana di Neuropatologia,
Psichiatria, c Elcttrolcrapia, May, 1908.

Maceration of the Fetus in Relation to Legal Medi-
cine.—G. Pisane, after a study of sixteen fetuses tliat

had undergone maceration, with reference to the reliable

signs of maceration and the length of time since death
occurred, gives us his results tabulated. He states that

the fetus is very flaccid, all the serous cavities are filled

with imbibed fluid, the bones of the cranium are loose

and flap about, and all the tissues and organs have nii-

bibed blood pigments. The endothelium of the blood-ves-

sels becomes softened and detached, and the blood pigment
then passes out into the tissues. He finds that the amount
of coloration varies with the length of time since death,

increasing gradually. This pigmentation is of scientific

importance and may be used for diagnosis if properly lim-

ited, but used too widely it may lead to mistakes.

—

Annali
di Ostctricia e Cinccolotjia. March, 1908.

Mode and Duration of Contagion in Scarlatina.—
Zilgien thinks that we are passing from tlie phase in

which we believed that scarlatina was most contagious
during the stage of desquamation into one in which we
recognize the fact of its marked contagiousness during
the period of the angina. He believes from his observa-
tion of such cases that after the acute symptotjis in the

throat have ceased in many cases the patient may be al-

lowed to mingle with society without danger. The prod-

ucts of expectoration from the throat are the most dan-

gerous means of carrying the disease. In other rare cases

the contagion appears to continue long after desquamation
is complete. The author describes a case in which tliere

was severe angina and isolation was carried out. Some
time later anotlier attack of angina occurred and in this

also isolation was carried out, and no contagion was car-

ried to any other person, although a profuse desquamation
went on for several weeks. To offset this case he de-

scribes an epidemic occurring in a school, in which one
child seemed to be the source of contagion to others long

after desquamation was complete. The author believes

that the means of contagious infection is generally a sup-

puration of the middle ear, or the presence of adenoids,

or hypertrophied tonsils, in which the means of infection

is carried for a long time. Projihylactic treatment would
include the care of the throat and nose especially, and
their daily disinfection as long as suppuration lasts.

—

Journal de Medicine dc Paris, May 16, 1908.

Treatment of Cancer of the Female Genital Organs.

—J. O. Faure describes his experience in the treatment
of cancer of the female genital organs and his results.

There can be no divergence of opinion as to the opera-

tive treatment of cancers of the external genital or-

gans, tubes, and ovaries. The only appropriate treat-

ment is removal wide of the growth and as early as

possible. Cancer of the vulva requires the removal also

of the inguinal glands of both sides. For cancer of the

fundus the preferred operation is abdominal hysterec-

tomy. It is sometimes advisable to leave the cervix,

since this is generally entirely normal, and recurrence

occurs not there, but in the pelvic glands. Total hyster-

ectomy is to be preferred, however. Cancer of the

vagina is to be treated as cancer of the vulva is—when
occupying the lower two-thirds, being removed as that

of the vulva is. When higher up it is almost impos-

sible to remove it without taking away the uterus .also.

The vaginal route is not to be thought of, since it is

impossible to see the boundaries of the growth on ac-

count of the narrow space and the hemorrhage that

occurs. Cancer of the cervix should also be removed
by abdominal hysterectomy for the same reasons. The
author ligates the hypogastrics and removes all the

glands that can be easily felt with the finger. To re-

move all the glands and cellular tissue is impossible,

and the attempt is not advisable, since it opens to in-

fection the large cellular spaces. The author's series of

cases operated on between 1903 and 1905 includes eight-

een cases, of which ten are alive and apparently cured.

These durable results the author considers good. His

later cases are too recent to be sure that recurrence

will not occur.—Annales de Gynecologic at d'Ohslclnque.

June, 1908.
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American Practice of Si'rgery. A Complete System of

the Science and Art of Surgery by Representative Sur-

geons of the United States and Canada. Editors:

Joseph D. Bryant, M.D., LL.D., Albert H. Buck,
M.D., of New York Citj'. Complete in Eight Volumes.
Profusely Illustrated. Volume IV. New York : Wil-

liam Wood & Company, 1908.

This volume treats of Dislocations, Operative Surgery,

and Orthopedic Surgery, the various chapters being con-

tributed by sixteen authors. The first of these subjects

is from the pen of Dr. Emmet Rixford of San Francisco,

and the article, of only a little over one hundred pages, is

perhaps one of the most concise, yet complete, and alto-

gether satisfactory treatises on the subject that it has
been our good fortune and pleasure to read. The illus-

trations, both A--ray plates and wood cuts, are numerous
and excellent. The division of Operative Surger\' begins

with an excellent and practical essay on the influences

and conditions which should be taken into account before

one decides to operate. Dr. Nancrede of Ann Arbor,
the author, discusses here many points which seldom re-

ceive adequate, if any, attention from writers on surgery,

and many of the cautions he utters against operating at

an inopportune time or in unsuitable cases should re-

ceive very respectful attention from the young surgeon,

and even some of the older generation might read the

article with profit. The preparation for an operation,

the operation itself, and the care of the patient during
and immediately after the operation are treated of by
Dr. George Ben Johnston of Richmond, Va. The writer

favors the use of gloves by the operator, though recog-

nizing the increased danger of sepsis in case the glove

is torn or punctured. For hand disinfection he relies en-

tirely on "soap and water plus time and elbow grease,"

and has discarded bichloride, permanganate, and all other

antiseptic solutions. In the chapter on Anesthetics Drs.

Freeman Allan and F. E. Garland of Boston give an
excellent description, with practical details, of the various

methods of inducing general anesthesia, together with
indications for the choice of anesthetic in individual

cases. This is followed by a chapter on Local Anesthesia,

including spinal anesthesia, by Dr. James F. Mitchell of

Washington. Drs. William L. Rodman and John Stew-
art Rodman of Philadelphia contribute a thoroughly prac-

tical chapter on .\mputations and Disarticulations, and
Dr. Horace J. Whitacre of Cincinnati one on Excision
of Bones and Joints. The section on Ligature of Ar-
teries and Veins in Their Continuity is by Dr. John M.
Keyes of New York; that on Minor Surgery (including
Bandaging) by Dr. Russell S. Fowler of Brooklyn, and
on Plastic Surgery by Dr. James S. Store of Boston. This
volume also contains some chapters on Orthopedic Sur-
gery, namely. Congenital Dislocations and Infantile Pa-
ralysis by Dr. Charles F. Painter of Boston. Torticollis by
Dr. George D. Stewart of New Y'ork, Deformities and Dis-
abilities of the Lower Extremities by Dr. Royal Whitman
of New York, and Tuberculous Diseases of the Spinal
Column and the Deformities Resulting Therefrom by
Dr. Clarence L. Starr of Toronto. As the successive vol-

umes of this well written and carefully edited work ap-
pear, the conviction is forced on the reviewer that there
is nothing in the English or any other language that will

compare for completeness and finality with this treatise.

Why Worry? By George Lincoln Walton, M.D., Con-
sulting Neurologist to the Massachusetts General Hos-
pital. Philadelphia and London : J. B. Lippincott
Company, 1908.

This is a most readable little book, full of optimism, and
one that cannot fail, for the time at least, to impress upon
the chronic worrier the folly of his worry. It is doubt-
ful whether it will work a lasting cure in the inveterate

pessimist, for his disease is beyond the reach of argument
or even banter, but the young man or woman who is

beginning to fuss and fume over the little bothers of life

or even to be overanxious concerning the really serious

things may be led to see the futility and the harm of such
a mental state by a perusal of Dr. Walton's cheery book.
The author's style is chatty and cheerful, but the book is

full of wisdom as well, and there are many little nuggets
of sound sense, lightly expressed, which the reader finds

himself thinking over after he has closed the book and
which are likely to occur to him at times when a cheerful
thought is most needed. The author's argument may be
summed up in the Irishman's advice to "be aisy. and if

you can't he aisy, be as aisy as you can." and he shows
that one often can be much happier than he thinks he can
if he will only try. His advice to the over-particular, the

people with a "New England conscience," in the chapter
on "Maxims Misapplied," is excellent, not as an excuse
for the shiftless, but is a corrective to the overworking

neurasthenic who insists on never putting off till to-

morrow what can be done to-day, not seeing that he may
be able to do it much better to-morrow, when his mind
and body are fresh, than he can when fagged out to-day.

A Manual of the Diseases of Infa.ms and Children.
By John Rihr.\h, M.D., Clinical Professor of Diseases

of Children in the College of Physicians and Surgeons,
Baltimore. Second Edition, thoroughly revised. Phil-

adelphia and London : W. B. Saunders Company. igo8.

The new edition of this little book follows out the meth-
ods of its predecessor in being primarily a compact synop-
sis on the subject of pediatrics, of use to students whose
time for any special subject is limited by the great extent

of topics necessarily covered in the college curriculum.

The chief novelties consist in the addition of sections on
inspection of school children and on tlie rules to be ob-

served after contagious illnesses so that the spread of dis-

eases may be lessened.

The bibliography is brought up to and through 1906 and
has been largely limited, as the author states, to recent

articles written in the English language. Good judgment
in limiting these references has been shown, the author
evidently realizing as a teacher that ideally complete
knowledge of all that is written is impossible if not inad-

visable.

Typhoid Fever : Its Causation, Transmission, and Preven-
tion. By George C. Whipple, Consulting Engineer.
New York ; John Wiley & Sons, 1908,

This timely work deals exclusively with the problems of

transmission and prevention of typhoid, and as it is writ-

ten by an engineer it wisely limits the bacteriological parts

to a minimum and wholly omits the question of treat-

ment. Though it professes to be a mere summary for the

use of physicians and engineers, it is in reality a bigger

book than the author imagines, for he has written some-
thing which should be in the hands of every intelligent lay-

man, no matter what his calling, but it is particularly val-

uable to all public officials. In the introduction. Prof. W.
T. Sedgwick states that as the disease was formerly a

scourge and progressively lessens as civilization advances,
its frequent occurrence means defective civilization, and
the author is particularly severe upon the shameful preva-
lence in the Southern states.

It is curious to note that the medical profession ha^
been proverbially slow in recognizing the contagiousness
of typhoid—a fact pointed out in 1873 by Dr. Wni. Budd
in England in opposition to the medical profession—

a

theory instantly accepted by Prof. Tyndall with that won-
derful insight which placed him a generation ahead of his

times in so many other matters. Only recently have mili-

tary physicians accepted this theory and acted upon it, but
the results are already grand, for soldiers have less than
half the sick rate of civilians of equal age.

Besides describing numerous epidemics, the methods of
controlling them, and the influence of water and milk in

spreading the bacilli, the author gives excellent rules for

prevention and in the appendix he has quoted numerous
articles on subsidiary topics, all of which can be commended
except the praise of the Japanese, who really had a de-

plorable sick rate. The book is charmingly written in

simple lariguage and deserves to become a classic in the

urgently needed campaign of education to end typhoid

—

for every death is preventable and perhaps the profession

has been sorely derelict of its duty.

Hematological Atlas, with a Description of the Technic
of Blood Examination. By Priv. Doz. Dr. Karl Schleip,
Scientific Assistant Medical Clinic University of Frei-

burg i/B. English Adaptation of Text by Frederic E.

SoNDERN, I\!.D., Professor of Clinical Pathology New
York Postgraduate ^Medical School and Hospital, Direc-

tor of Clinical Laboratory New York Lying-In Hospital.

With 71 Colored Plates. New Y^ork : Rebman Company,
1908.

Those who are familiar with the German original of this

work will feel that American readers are to be congrat-
ulated in having an English adaptation of it made available

for their use. The translator has deviated but little from
the author's text and has faithfully preserved its general

tenor. The colored illustrations are of course identical

w'ith those of the original and represent the highest order
of excellence. It must be admitted, however, that the

use of a white paper as a background for the plates is an
unfortunate change, for the gray paper employed for this

purpose in the German edition makes a highly effective

contrast, such plates as I. IV, and V, for example, losing

much in appearance on the white surface. There seems
also no very good reason for increasing the size of the

margins so very much as has been done : the volume is

thereby made more bulky without any gain in appearance.

The atlas is a very beautiful example of modern skill in

lithogranhy and should appeal strongly to all interested in

hematology.
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A Mind That Fou.nu lr»Ei.F. An Autobiography. By
Clifford Whittingha.m Beers. New York, London,
Bombay and Calcutta : Longmans, Green and Co., 190S.

We predict that this book will be widely read and that it

will accomplish much good in the direction of more gen-
eral humane treatment of the insane. It is written, says
the author, "by one whose rare experiences impel him
to plead for those afflicted thousands least able to speak
for themselves."' These experiences happened for the

most part in three institutions for the care and treatment
of the insane, in which the author was confined for nearly
three years. The form of his mental disorder was ap-
parently manic-depressive insanity, a form which is cura-

ble, and also one in which it is not uncommon that mem-
ory pictures of personal experiences and observations, dur-

ing much of the period of alienation, may later be recalled

with a vividness scarcely realizable to those who have had
the patient in charge. In this instance, the narrator gives

us, in minute detail, a most graphic account of the evolu-

tion of his psychosis and the genesis of his delusion, while

he describes, in a fascinating way, his thoughts and experi-

ences while insane, and the nature of the treatment he
received. From the description, his "treatment" was, for

the most part, tactless, heartless, and unsuited to the case,

and, during the maniacal stage, often brutal in the extreme.
In spite of this latter fact, however, the book is written

in a temperate, judicial and forgiving spirit and it will

challenge general as well as medical interest. It is but

just to say that the abuses disclosed by Mr. Beers have
been rapidly disappearing from many American institu-

tions for the insane since the more uniform adoption of

non-restraint ; the advent of more liberal financial poli-

cies ; competitive examinations for medical positions ; and
the existence of training schools for attendants.

The Theory and Practice of Hygiene. (Notter and
Firth.) Revised and largely rewritten by R. H. Firth,
Lieut.-Colonel Royal Army Medical Corps, formerly
Professor of Hygiene in the Royal .\rmy Medical Col-

lege, etc. Third Edition. Philadelphia : P. Blakiston's

Son and Company, 1908.

There is very little concerning the theory and practice of
hygiene that is not to be found between the covers of this

voluminous treatise. Originally the work of Dr. Edmund
A. Parkes, it was rewritten in 1896 by Colonel Notter and
Lieut.-Colonel Firth, and now appears in greatly ampli-

fied and practically new form as the product of the in-

dustry of the latter author. It is marked throughout by
a completeness and attention to minutiae often overlooked
that should render it invaluable both as a work of refer-

ence and as a guide in practical work. \\ bile the large

amount of matter concerning legislation bearing on the

subject is of course jirimarily of interest to British read-

ers, the bulk of the volume is exceedingly practical in

nature and is well adapted for the use of medical men of

any nationality. Particular attention has been given to the

subject of water supplies, and stress is laid on the micro-
scopical examination of water sediments, a subject that has

been somewhat neglected of late owing to the greater im-

portance of the chemical and bacteriological aspects of

the question, but which none the less is not devoid of

either interest or significance. A series of excellent plates

illustrates the commoner animal and vegetable forms en-

countered. Another chapter of the greatest value is that

on vital statistics ; a difficult subject, whose scientific foun-

dation is largely the work of Professor Karl Pearson. It

is an unfortunate but unassailable truth that, as the author

says, a working knowledge of the higher mathematics is

as essential for the health official as is acquaintance with

bacteriological technique. The last two chapters of the

book are devoted to the subject of the sanitation of naval

and land forces, and present what is practically a summary
of the field of preventive medicine. The work is very

fully and satisfactorily illustrated, and is undoubtedly one
of the most complete and practical books on hygiene ever

published.

Diets in TuBERCtn-Osis. Principles and Economics. By
Noel Dean Bardswell. M.D., M.R.C.P.. F.R.S. (Edin. ),

Medical Superintendent, King Edward VII Sanatorium,
and John Ellis Chapman. :M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P., Medical
Superintendent, Coppin's Green Sanatorium. London

:

Henry Frowde, Oxford University Press : Hodder &
Stoughton, 1908.

There is no more promising field for clinical research

in therapeutics than that which appertains to dietetics in

general and to the principles and economics of diets in

tuberculosis in particular. The stuffing process so long in

vogue, under which the chief aim has been to force tlie

maximum intake of heavy nitrogenous food compatilile

with the patient's tolerance, regardless of its physiological

suitability, has at last provoked a protest on the part of

those who have had the widest opportunities for scientific

observation and study of the relative effects of over-feeding
on the one hand and physiological dieting on the other.

-Among the earliest and most zealous to give this subject of
diets in tuberculosis the attention which it so much de-
serves were the authors of the present work, and their

experience and practical study of the subject gives added
authority to their work.
The present volume incorporates the results of their

investigations, extending over some seven years, and which
have been made possible in large measure by a grant from
the Government Grant for Scientific Investigation ]\Iade

by the Royal Society. The authors have shown very
clearlj' that the average among the consumptive poor,
where every penny counts, spend much more for an ade-
quate diet than is in any way necessary, and that this is

because of ignorance as to food values and food prepara-
tion. If every physician who has to do with the consump-
tive poor were to familiarize himself with the facts which
are so forcibly set forth in this little work, the greatest
economic benefit would result both to individuals among
this class of invalids and to institutions devoted to the
treatment of tuberculosis wliere, it is well known, the
dietary is usually extravagant out of all proportion to its

nutritive value. It is interesting to note in the Appendix
of this little liook that an adequate dietary in the treat-

ment of pulmonarv tuberculosis can be so constructed as to

cost in England about 16 cents per day. It is, of course,
possible that so small a figure could not be approached in

this country, but, on the other hand, it is certain that with
intelligence in buying and skill in preparation, an adequate
dietary could he provided in many parts of this country
within 20 or 25 cents, whereas at present 30 to 50 cents per
day represents the cost of such dietaries as are usually pre-
scribed for the consumptive, irrespective of his financial

condition. This little book is to be recommended to the
careful perusal of all physicians and sanatorium superin-
tendents who have to do with the treatment of tuber-
culosis.

A Manual of Fever .Xiksixi,. By Reynold Webb Wil-
cox, M.A., M.D., LL.D.. Professor of Medicine at the
New York Post-Graduate Medical School and Hospital;
Consulting Physician to the Nassau I lospital ; Visiting
Physician 10 St. Mark's Hospital, etc. Second Edition.
Revised. Illustrated. Philadelpliia : P. Blakiston's Son
& Co., 1908.

.This volume contains the lectures on fever nursing which

.were delivered to the nurses of St. Mark's Hospital. It

commences with four introductory chapters, which con-
tain much general information on such subjects as diag-
nosis, thermometry, hydrotherapy, diet, general treatment,
disinfection, quarantine, etc. The various fevers are then
discussed in turn and detailed information is given on
every subject that can possibly be of any interest or con-
cern to the nurse. For nurses this book is ideal, and will

prove of more real value than several of the more pre-
tentious volumes which profess to deal with the practice of
medicine.

Traite PRATiguE ue Therapeutique Infantile Meuico-
Chirugicale. Par les Docteurs Le Gendre et Aug.
Broca. Deuxieme edition completenient refondue. Ouv-
rage recompense par I'Academie des Sciences et

I'Academie de Medecine. Avec un formulaire, un tab-
leau posologique et 170 figures dans le texte. Paris: G.
Steinheil, 1908.

The first and smaller i>art of this book is given up to the

consideration of the special elements in the therapy of
childhood and to a general review of the means of treat-

ment at the disposal of the pediatrists. .Among them the
most attention is properly given to nutrition ; the choice
of the wetnurse, the hygiene of a nursing woman, arti-

ficial feeding with modified milk mixtures are here fully

considered. Then follow short but sufficient remarks on
the external means of treatment, such as baths, mineral
waters, electricity, etc.

;
general considerations about the

administration of drugs and their dosage close this part

of the book. The second part is given up to the special

treatment of the various medical and surgical affections,

arranged in alphabetical order. This, of course, does not

allow any systematic presentation of the therapy of dis-

eases classified either according to their etiology or to the

organs involved. The book wins much, however, in the

readiness with which it may be consulted. The work be-

ing arranged specially for such use. it may be questioned
whether llie giving of the operative technique in cases of

surgical diseases, such as appendicitis, was well advised

;

the descriptions are not extended enough to be of real use

to the practical surgeon, and the alphabetical arrangement
of the book certainly stamps il as not intended for stu-

dents. In other respects, the therapeutic advice given is

full and well selected, cross-indexing is frequent, and the

work, as a whole, forms a very useful book of reference in

therapeutics of children.
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Wednesday, July 29

—

Fust Day.

Diagnosis and Treatment of Malignant Disease of

the Breast.—Sir W. Watso.m Chev.ve, Bart, C.B., F.R.C.S.,

introduced the subject. Dealing first with the diagnosis

of mammary cancer, he pointed out that manipulation of

the diseased breast was capable of causing displacement

and migration of cancer cells, the risk being greater in

the case of deep-seated and doubtful growths. Hence un-

due handling or squeezing during examination should be

avoided. Comparison of the two breasts was valuable to

ascertain the position of the nipples, the preser.co of

dimpling of the skin, and adliesion to underlying fascia.

Ihe nipple occupied a higher level in the diseased side—

a

feature also seen in mastitis. The relative mobility of the

breasts in the direction of muscular fibers should be ob-

served. The margin of a cancerous lump was often ill-

defined owing to the draw'ing in of surrounding gland

tissue. A deeply placed cyst might simulate growth ; an

exploring needle was then useful, and if fluid was found

it should be withdrawn and a little carbolic acid injected

to effect a cure. When a diagnosis had to be made by

means of an exploratory operation, the presence of a

pathologist was required at the time. The growth must

on no account be cut into in situ, but approached through

a wide incision, and if found to be cancerous, the oper-

ation should forthwith be completed. Turning to the

question of operative treatment, he claimed that the pro-

priety of extensive removal had been established by its

results. The three guiding principles of operation were (l)

complete extirpation, (2) the avoidance of disseminating

cancer cells, and (3) the achievement of good functional

results. With regard to (i) economy of skin was not per-

missible in the case of superficial growths, though more
skin could be left when the growth was deep. Angular

incisions were often useful. Fascia should be removed
more extensively than skin, and to insure this being done,

the underlying muscular fibers should also be taken away.

Downwards and backwards fascia must be dissected from

the upper part of the rectus abdominalis and from a wide

area over the latissimus dorsi and serratus magnus. He
removed the whole of the pectoralis major, excepting its

clavicular portion, and the pectoralis minor as well. The
costo-coracoid membrane was also reinoved. All the

axillary fat and cellular tissue were taken away in one

piece, much stress being laid on the importance of work-

ing from the apex of the axilla downwards. In some
cases the posterior triangle of the neck tiecded to be

cleared, and the opinion was expressed that this pro-

cedure was not often enough done. (2) To guard against

infection by displaced cancer cells the growth must no-

where be cut into or squeezed; and the axilla should be

dissected by beginning at the apex of that space. .\s to

(3), viz., good functional results, the sequel was usually

satisfactory, and it was unnecessary to make special con-

nections with the deltoid or other muscles. The tendon

of the pectoralis major should be cut close to the bone,

so as not to leave a thick stump. During the tiine of

healing his practice was to keep the arm at right angles

to the trunk, the limb being afterwards massaged.

Dr. H.^ROLD Stii-ES, referring to diagnosis, classified

doubtful cases in two groups: (l) benign tumors liable

to be mistaken for cancer, and (2) malignant tumors re-

sembling innocent ones. While not favorable to explora-

tion by cutting into a growth, because of the danger of

grafting cancer-cells, yet, if this were done, the applica-

tion of a five per cent, solution of nitric acid by coagulat-

ing cancer-cells would serve to distinguish between car-

cinoma and mastitis. In the case of the colloid form of

growth he raised the question whether a radical operation

was invariably necessary. He preferred chloroform as the

anesthetic, believing there was less bleeding than when
ether was employed. As regards operative technique, he

recommended long skin incisions—eighteen inches not

being an excessive length, and he removed the pectoralis

minor completely in order to facilitate access to the apex

of the axilla and the clearing of that space from above

downwards, which was an essential step. The posterior

thoracic nerve must be carefully preserved when working

towards the root of the neck behind the axillary vessels.

Glandular infection above the clavicle sometimes meant

an extension of disease from the mediastinum, and in

such cases a radical cure was impracticable.

Mr. Rutherford Morison thought that the discrimina-

tion of carcinoma of the breast from tuberculosis, cystic

disease, and abscess was not always possible by e.xternal

examination. He advised removal of glands from the

posterior triangle. In young women the ovaries should

be removed, because pregnancy after excision of a can-

cerous breast greatly increased the liability to recurrence.

In the after treatment he considered exposure to .v-rays

was beneficial, and he insisted on the value of an out-of-

door life.

Mr. Lynn Thomas remarked on the clinical difference

exhibited by cases which appeared to be identical in their

histological characters, the tendency to recurrence showing

a wide range of variation. He was in favor of using the

a"-rays; and, in regard to choice of anesthetic, preferred

ether administered by the open method.

Mr. Edred Corner entered a plea for improvement in

the means of making an early diagnosis. Only a minor-

ity of the cases submitted to operation could be spoken of

as cured, the reason being that excision was done too late.

Mr. Crisp English considered the most important of

the early signs of cancer was impaired mobility of skin

over the growth. He cited two cases of mammary tumor

occurring in young women, aged respectively 20 and 24,

in whom small tumors were mistakenly thought to be

adenomata, whereas they were, in fact, malignant. Both

these cases showed puckering of the skin when the lump

was pulled upon. He preferred chloroform as the anes-

thetic.

Mr. Ch.vkles Rvall did not remove the pectoralis minor

as a rule, and argued that each case should be treated on

its merits. Division of the clavicle facilitated removal of

the chain of glands extending up the posterior triangle.

He objected to excision of the tumor for examination.

Mr. Sampson Handley said that since metastasis through

the lymphatics in the upper abdominal wall were not infre-

quent, the pelvic viscera ought to be exainined for record-

ing growths. Too much skin should not be sacrificed, but

the flaps should be undermined so as to insure a wide re-

moval of the fascia in whose planes the cancer tended to

spread. Halstead"s operation was unsound because it did

not sufficiently meet the requirement of undermining the

skin. Cancer diffused itself locally not by embolism, but

by permeation in all directions equally ; and, therefore, the

growth must be the center of the parts. Failure to recog-

nize this fact explained the imsatisfactory result which

often followed removal of tumors in the periphery of

the breast. Recurrence at the end of an intercostal space

was due to extension from the chest where malignant cells

were already present at the date of operation. After am-

putation of a cancerous breast it was his practice to sub-

mit the patient to eight applications of .r-rays as a pro-

phylactic. He strongly supported Mr. Morison's view as

to the value of an open-air life.

Mr. WiLMOTT Evans was opposed to incising a doubtful

growth in situ: it should be removed widely, and, if found

to be malignant, fresh instruments and swabs should be
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used in completing the operation. The incision siiould

continue over the shoulder to a point one inch in front of

the acromion ; this gave free access to the apex of the

axilla. As the axilla was a quadrilateral space, it was a

mistake to keep the arm at right angles or to bind it to

the trunk, because in either case two opposite walls were

made to adhere, and the range of movement was thereby

lessened. He preferred to bandage the trunk, and the

arm separately right up to the top of the axilla.

Mr. Keith Monsarrat held that there was no standard

operation, the amount of tissue to be removed in any given

case being governed by the extent of disease. In a doubt-

ful growth he advised taking out a small piece under local

anesthesia; and, if necessary, the radical operation could

be done two days later.

Mr. DoL'GLAs Drew was convinced that colloid cancer

demanded a no less complete operation than scirrhus,

and he cited two cases in support of this opinion. Both

the pectoralis major and minor should be removed as a

routine step in amputation of the breast for cancer ; in

his series of seventy cases so treated there was not a sin-

gle death. He invariably drained the wound by an open-

ing in front of the scapula.

Dr. Robert Bell protested against any operative treat-

ment for cancer, whether in the breast or in any other

organ.

Mr. Crawford Renton was in favor of exploratory

incision when the signs of cancer were ambiguous.

For malignant growths radical operation was imperative.

Supraclavicular glands must be removed if not infected so

seriously as to suggest disease beyond their limits.

Dr. J. B. Murphy of Chicago agreed generally with

the views expressed by Sir Watson Cheyne. He made

an energetic defence of ether as the best anesthetic dur-

ing the performance of the operation under discussion.

Prof. Jordan Llovd, after ample experience, had come

to the conclusion that many cases of breast cancer were

not benefited by operation. He had seen patients with the

disease in a chronic form surviving for many years with-

out any surgical interference.

Thursday, July 30

—

Second Day.

Indications for the Performance of Nephrotomy and

Nephrectomy.—Dr. David Newman of Glasgow opened

this discussion, the object of which he said was to fix the

present position in regard to operations on the kidney. The

symptoms which called for attention were: (l) pain, spon-

taneous and reflex; (2) sensitiveness on pressure; (3)

frequent micturition
; (4) vicarious action of other organs

;

(5) anuria. Symptornj in renal disease were very equiv-

ocal and needed physical corroboration, as exact and early

diagnosis were most desirable. The objective methods

of most value were: (i) Cystoscopy; (2) segregation of

the urine from each ureter; (3) estimation of urea in each

sample; (4) methylene blue test; (5) bacteriological ex-

amination of the urine, including inoculation experiments,

and ophthalmotuberculin reaction ; (6) sounding the ure-

ters
; (7) cryoscopic index of blood and urine; (8)

radioscopy
; (9) exploratory incision. Special attention

was called only to the value of cystoscopy, radio.-^copy,

and the objects and conditions which justified direct ex-

ploration, namely, (i) to determine the condition of the

opposite kidney before a nephrectomy; (2) in traumatic

lesions of tlie kidney giving rise to grave symptoms; (3)

in cases of sudden anuria where medical treatment had

failed to give relief; (4) in cases of doubtful diagnosis,

especially in those suspected to be malignant tumor, tu-

berculous disease, and in calculous disease with sepsis; (s)

for the relief of tension due to mechanical congestion,

inflammatory hyperemia, or subcapsular extravasation of

fluid. Nephrotomy was performed to expose and treat

perinephritic lesions, to relieve vascular tension of the

parenchyma or fluid distention of the pelvis or to enable

the surgeon to remove a foreign body or a benign tumor

ironi the kidney ur its pelvis. Having opened the kidney,

the following questions required to be considered: "(i)

What is the general condition of the patient? (2) Is the

lesion one that can be remedied or removed by nephrotomy ?

(3) If so, should it be dealt with at the time or by a sub-

sequent operation? (4) Is the kidney so destroyed that

it is functionally useless, and only a source of trouble and

danger to the patient ; 'and. if so, is it safer to excise the

kidney now or at a later date? (5) Is the lesion one

which from its nature if allowed to remain is inconsistent

with life, and should tlie disease be removed at once?"

Primary nephrectomy was permissible only when the

disease seriously tlireatened life, either on account of the

nature of the malady or because other less serious opera-

tions had failed ; it was necessary in primary tuberculosis,

in malignant disease, and in serious injuries to the kidneys.

Mr. John Pasdoe discussed the question of differential

diagnosis from the standpoint of localization of the par-

ticular urinary viscus affected. Mimicry of kidney disease

by lesions of the bladder and vice versa, was not infre-

quent. He cited the case of a woman with a large left

lumbar tumor associated with bright red blood in every

micturition ; cystoscopy revealed a papilloma of the left

ureteral orifice, and on removal of the growth the renal

tumor subsided and the hematuria ceased. Vesical

calculus might also be simulated by a stone in the ureter,

as illustrated by the case of a man with hematuria, penile

pain, and sudden stoppage of the stream of urine ; the cys-

toscope showed a stone in the mouth of the ureter ; free

diuresis caused the stone to pass and cure followed.

In "symptomless" hematuria, i.e. where the only symptom

is blood in the urine, cystoscopy is the chief means of

diagnosis. To distinguish which of the two kidneys is

diseased, attention must be paid to the appearance of the

ureteral orifices, and to the character of the efflux there-

from, both as regards rapidity and regularity. Ureteral

catheters and the scgregator were also of value, but he

objected to indiscriminate catheterization of the ureters,

because this procedure was not free from danger, espe-

cially in septic cases. While in favor of conservatism in

renal surgery, he did not agree with Dr. Newman in

treating a septic kidney by prolonged drainage, nephrec-

omy being preferable.

Mr. Thelwall Thomas laid stress on the value of

skiagraphy, and of bacteriological examination of the

urine. In his experience of renal calculi, calcium salts

were generally present and not uric acid. He regarded

a septic kidney as too dangerous a condition to justify

long-continued drainage through a sinus, unless the patient

were under close and constant observation. He found

that tuberculin gave satisfactory results in renal tubercu-

losis.

Mr. Andrew Fullerton remarked on the simulation of

kidney disease by membranous colitis and appendicitis. He
thought catheterization of the ureters superior to the use

of a scgregator for obtaining the secretion of each kidney

separately. He found the specific gravity of the urine from

a kidney containing stone or tubercle distinctly lower

than that of the urine from its healthy fellow. He would

remove a tuberculous kidney as soon as the diagnosis was

certain, provided that the other kidney was sound. With

regard to the injection of fluid into the bladder, over-

distention was liable to the risk of forcing morbid ma-

terial into a healthy bladder.

Mr. Leedham-Green pointed out that tuberculosis of

the urinary organs began as a rule in the kidney and ex-

tended downwards to the bladder; and whereas small nod-

ules in the cortex might heal, deep tuberculous foci usually

progressed to a fatal ending. From several years' experi-

ence of tuberculin he found general improvement in respect

of gain in weight and abatement of symptoms, but in not

a single case of renal tuberculosis had he effected a cure

by tuberculin. He was in favor of early nephrectomy be-

fore the vitality was sapped and the bladder infected. He
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touiid tubercle bacilli present in a large percentage of

cases of albuminuria. To obtain the secretion of each

kidney, catheterization of the ureters with the aid of a

cystoscope was superior to all other means. The func-

tional activity of the kidneys should be estimated by ex-

amining the urine from each chemically, physically, and
bacteriologically, the observations being spread over sev-

eral days. For testing renal activity phloridzin was a bet-

ter agent than indigo carmine. Cryoscopy of the blood

was useful in children; He would not remove a tubercu-

lous kidney if the opposite organ was badly diseased.

Mr. Lynn Thomas advocated conservative surgery in

renal disease. He quoted cures following prolonged drain-

age in cases respectively of calculous pyelitis, hydatid of

the right kidney, and tuberculous pyonephrosis.

Mr. Deansley urged that cystoscopy should be a

routine practice in the investigation of surgical disease of

the kidneys, and before operating on one kidney the func-

tional condition of the other should be ascertained. In

perfornaing nephrotomy, the cortex should not be opened

if the pelvis of the kidney could be entered : it was not

sufficiently known that a pelvic wound heals readily with-

out fistula. Nephrectomy was required in cases of renal

tubercle beyond the early stage ; and the same operation

was indicated, rather than drainage, for chronic pyone-

phrosis.

Mr. R. Kennedy advocated the routine use of the cysto-

scope and segregator. In cases of neoplasm of the bladder

or prostate attended by cystitis and pyelitis, he advised

preliminary nephrectomy and drainage of the diseased

kidney fourteen days before dealing with the primary

disease by cystotomy.

Dr. J. B. Murphy called attention to a class of cases in

which valvular or cicatricial obstruction of the ureter near

its origin caused periodic retention in the kidney pelvis.

He had successfully treated eleven such cases by resection

of the diseased site and reattachment of the ureter to the

pelvis. He pointed out that removal of one kidney was
liable to cause congestion and edema of the other kidney,

and therefore temporary renal drainage was a valuable

procedure prior to nephrectomy in suitable cases.

Mr. Clay gave details of a case of multiple renal calculi

whose removal caused profuse hemorrhage, requiring the

retention of clips for some hours. He left the kidney

outside the loin, replacing it after several days, and a

cure followed.

Mr. P.\TERS0N, referring to "symptomless" hematuria,

cited a case of angioma of the kidney pelvis which he

cured by the use of a sharp spoon and zinc chloride. He
agreed that incisions into the pelvis and ureter tended to

heal readily; and he held that preliminary drainage of a

kidney would, in certain cases, diminish the risk of a fatal

issue when the necessary nephrectomy was subsequently

performed.

Dr. Newman replied. He was less fond of segrega-

tion than formerly ; nor did he practise catheterization of

the ureters so frequently because it involved some danger
of infection. On the whole, cystoscopy gave the greatest

help in diagnosis. In nephrectomy he preferred to cut

into the parenchyma rather than the kidney pelvis, becatise

it facilitated a more complete exploration. He doubted if

a ureter could be infected by the forcillc injection of

fluid into the bladder.

Cholecystenterostomy in the Form of a Y.— Prof.

Ambrose Monprofit of Angers read a paper on this sub-

ject. The operation, which consists in making an anasto-

mosis between the gall-bladder and jejunum, was first per-

formed by him in 1904. The technique is as follows

:

the jejunum is completely divided; the lower end is then

implanted into the gall-bladder ; and lastly, the upper end
of the jejunum is implanted into the side of the lower end.

the segments of bowel in this way assuming the form of

the letter Y. He claimed that reflux of intestinal contents

through the portion of gut acting as a common bile-duct

^va^ prevented. Prof. Monprotit further proposed sim-

ilar procedures in relation to the common duct and

the hepatic duct, to be called respectively choledocho-

jejunostomy in Y, and hepatico-jejunostomy in Y.

SECTION OF TROPICAL DISEASES.

ll'cdnesday, July 29

—

First Day.

Tropical Abscess of the Liver.—Lieut.-Colonel Sir R.

Havelock Charles, I. M.S., president of the section,

opened this discussion. He said he looked upon tropical

liver abscess as a suppurative hepatitis due to protozoal or

bacterial forms of life, the pathogenic action of which

was favored by a lessened resistance on the part of the

organ owing to a condition of irritation and degeneration

set up by tropical conditions unsuited to the European. A
study of the statistics of the relative incidence of liver

abscess amongst the troops of the British and native ar-

mies in India impressed one forcibly that there must be

a factor strongly antagonistic to the European soldier in

distinction from his native comrade. The native soldier

gave a ratio of 52 for dysentery and diarrhea, as com-

pared to one of 35 for the same disease in his European

brother. The native was 17 times less liable to hepatitis,

and 25 times less liable to hepatic abscess than the Euro-

pean. In India in 1907 the death rate due to liver abscess

had been 21 times higher amongst British troops than

amongst the native army. The jail population statistics

showed even more evidently the greater incidence of liver

disease in the European. In live years with over 42,000

cases of dysentery there had been only 42 cases of liver

abscess. What were these 42 in the 800 cases of .suppura-

tive hepatitis which had accrued during the same period

amongst British troops, though here the dysentery cases

numbered only 5,500? Truly some other condition than dys-

entery must be operative against the European lives ! His

argument was that: (i) The liver of the European was
handicapped by tropical conditions of life. (2) The in-

duced vulnerability was to fall a more facile victim, on its

invasion by microorganisms. (3) The condition of hepatic

congestion and irritation was the prime predisposing cause,

whether the direct cause be protozoal or bacterial. That

is the necessary antecedent of abscess must be inadequacy

of the liver to cope with the work thrown on it. Amongst

the conditions adversely affecting the physiological balance

of liver action, he mentioned heat, food, alcohol, malaria,

abuse of exercise, congestion, and inflammation. He main-

tained that there was a tropical liver with its special

etiology as a definite disease, distinct from the congestive

liver trouble of temperate climes. Is criticising the relation

of dysentery to liver abscess one must bear in mind that

association and causation are not the same. Recent re-

searches (Foster) pointed to the view that the ameba was

not causative of acute dysentery and was only found as a

rule in association w-ith other organisms. He believed that

in no case had multiplication of amebae in absence of living

bacteria been seen. They did not develop in pure cultures

but in relation to bacterial symbiosis. There thus carhe

the difficulty of explaining how an abscess of the liver

which contained aniebse had arisen when no bacteria could

he found therein. It was possible that in the human body

in the unhealthy state, other organic substances might be

able to act in the same relationship to amebs as did

bacteria, and that the bond of dysentery and liver abscess

might be a contingent one, other factors determining

whether the dysentery would give rise to abscess. Given a

damaged liver and dysentery, then abscess would follow.

Dysentery was very common among the Indian "-epoys

—

liver complication rare. European soldiers in India suf-

fered comparatively much less from dysentery, but very

heavily from abscess of the liver. The former were care-

less as to drinking water. This caused dysentery, why not

liver abscess? European soldiers were careful about water

drinking. .Ameba? swarmed in the impure waters. The liv-
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cr appeared imimiiit in the one case, snffered nuicli in the

other. The liver of the Enropean, weakened by degen-

eration, had in it the organic substances which help the

amebje in their onslaught. There were countries where

liver abscess was fatal, but dysentery was not common
(Senegal) ; others w^here dysentery was prevalent but liver

abscess rare (Jamaica, Lagos) ; others, as in Northern

Europe, where amebic dysentery was rarely followed by he-

patic suppuration. Authorities differed much in assigning

the proportion of cases of liver abscess associated with

dysentery, and intestinal lesions did not always accompany

hepatic abscess. Aniebae were commonly found in other-

wise healthy people. They appeared to live, with the

other fauna and flora of the bowel till some breakdown in

the controlling power allowed of organisms hitherto innoc-

uous to inflict injury on the tissues. The symptoms, pliy-

sical signs, and differential characters of liver abscess were

lucidly and admirably summarized by the speaker. With
regard to treatment he said his practice with patients

threatened with abscess of the liver had been : ( i ) Rest

in bed, absolute; (2) external applications such as that

of iodine under hot fomentations; (3) the use of sodium

salicylate, ammonium chloride, sodium sulphate, iodide of

potassium, ipecac, according to the case ; calomel, soda, and

phenalgin, not forgetting the old blue pill, followed by a

saline purge, which with him. had often cured the foul

tongue, the painful, enlarged liver in which pus was of a

certainty thought to exist or about to form. Having es-

tablished the strong probability of the presence of pus by

all ordinary methods the surgeon should confirm the

opinion by the aspirator, which would tell him the

position, size, and direction of the abscess. He re-

garded the action of the aspirator as diagnostic in some
cases and therapeutic in others, and practically harmless

in all. Save in exceptional cases one must be prepared to

operate at once in case pus be found. Generally speaking.

the earlier the pus was sought for the better. Even if

pus was being spat up, he thought in most cases an opera-

tion was advisable. It was of the highest importance to

ensure complete drainage. It might be often a wise pre-

caution to make one or more counter openings. The cav-

ity should be thoroughly evacuated by altering the posi-

tion of the patient. It was sometimes necessary, owing to

the condition of the patient, in very large abscesses to as-

pirate part of the pus—making the incision a day or so

later—otherwise the sudden removal of tension might be

followed by fatal collapse. He never washed the interior

at the operation, though at each subsequent dressing he

generally passed in a douche of hot saline lotion with qui-

nine (5 grs. to oz.). The patient never failed to express

his satisfaction at the comfort given by this washing. To
wait twenty-four hours before douching was good policy,

he thought, from there being less chance of setting up hem-
orrhage. One could not use a too large caliber of drain.

One thing that strongly handicapped a liver abscess case

was prolonged anesthesia. It was an operation which could

often be done under a local anesthetic with advantage. It

was an operation also which should be done with rapidity

and no dawdling. In his hospital practice although fifty-

five per cent, of cases were admitted in a condition of

"bad" or "very bad." employing all the usual preparatory

treatment, operating quickly, w-ithout hurry and with un-

wearied subsequent care, his mortality was only 37.8 per

cent. Private cases amongst Indians and Europeans were
on quite a different footing, and gave a mortality of 20 per

cent. In the prophylaxis of the disease one should regard it as

preventable to a certain extent. Regarding infection of the

liver as part of a general intestinal taint one should direct

thorough attention to food and drink. Temperance in the

use of beer and ardent spirits, the avoidance of an ex-

cessively animal diet, rich sauces, hot curries, pastries;

exercising daily at suitable times. Avoiding games in the

heat of the sun, which are followed by a sense of

fatigue, and not the exhilaration which a healthy pas-

time should furnish; avoiding also excess in ice-cold

drinks, during profuse sweating, and in such a condition

caution in exposure to the cooling summer evening breeze,

or the tempting danger of the cold bath, for, as the ex-

haustion of fatigue, in sun exposure, leads to hyperemia

of the liver, so would the habits mentioned often further

this congestion to a hepatitis. As destructive of the hurt-

ful microorganic life one should apply the good old rule

that never fails—boil the drinking water, and eat only what
comes direct from the fire—cold meats that have been the

disporting grounds of flies for the previous twenty-four

hours should be eschewed ; raw vegetables for salad, ill

washed, and prepared on a foul board or floor the wise

man will pass by ; fruits that have no removable skin the

same holds in suspicion. Some Europeans, possessing a

superior heat regulating apparatus, acclimatize better than

others. They bear a higher degree of temperature and a

longer duration of it than those less fortunate, and are

likely to be false guides to their weaker brethren.

In conclusion he said, "Pray do not apply to me the

language of Milton in his 'Eikonoklastes' as to one 'who
goes on building many fair and pious conclusions upon
false and wicked premises, which deceive the common read-

er, not well discerning the antipathy of such connections.'

To-day I have not an audience of common readers, but one
of experts, who have discernment to see and candor enough
to censure

"

Dysentery with Intestinal Amebae, but without He-
patic Abscesses.—Major A. R. S. Anderson, I. M.S., read

this paper. He referred to his experience in Port Blair,

-\ndaman Islands. During the year 1905, 2,359 cases of

dysentery were admitted to the Port Blair hospitals, and of

920 of these the stools were examined microscopically. In

262 flagellates and amebic, 4 flagellates, amebas and Balen-

tidittm coli, 2 flagellates and balentidium, i balentidium

alone. In 167 no protozoa could be discovered. The flag-

ellates consisted of Tamblia intcstinalis. Trichomonas intes-

t'malis and Trichomonas hominis—the last species being

most frequently encountered and constituting about 75
per cent, of the total. As control the stools, obtained by
administering a watery purge to 210 patients, admitted for

diseases other than those of the bowel, were examined.

Of these 7 exhibited amebse alone, 54 amebae and flagel-

lates and 80 flagellates alone. The larger number of the

ameba: found in the cases of dysentery were no doubt those

described as Entama-ba histolytica. In the nondysenteric

stools the amebae, but for the absence of blood corpuscles

from their interior, could in no way be distinguished mi-

croscopically from Entaincba histolytica. The anieba is

charged with causing dysentery because it is found in the

Iiase and surrounding tissue of dysenteric ulcers, but he

thought the same charge could wuth greater cogency be

leveled against Trichomonas hominis, insomuch as it is

found in the same situation and occurs more frequently

than the ameba in the dysenteric intestine. In his 920
cases, while ameba was found 488 times. Trichomonas
hominis was found 540 times. Since, in Port Blair, ab-

scess of the liver occurs in less than r per cent, of all cases

of dysentery, or 2 per cent, of cases of dysentery with

intestinal amebitis, he considered that the ameba could not

be regarded as the cause of liver abscess. That amebas
are found in the interior of abscesses of the liver was un-
deniable, but it was a very weak argument that they cause
the disease. Many observers had found flagellates accom-
panying amebae in liver abscess and yet, while the ameba
was incriminated, the flagellate was exonerated. He had
attempted the experimental infection of animals (i kitten,

I puppy, 2 monkeys) with dysenteric stools containing both

amebas and Trichomonas hominis administered per mouth
or rectum, but failed to produce either dysentery or liver

abscess notwithstanding that the introduced protozoa pre-

viously absent had persisted for many weeks in the stools

of the experimented animals.

In Vacca and other places in Eastern Bengal he had
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found Enlamcba lustulylica to be almost, though not quite,

as prevalent in cases of dysentery as in Port Blair and

equally dissociated from liver abscess. He believed, there-

fore, that Entamcba histolylica was not an important factor

in the causation of liver abscess.

Intestinal Amebiasis.—Dr. C. M. Wengle, Protozoolo-

gist to the London School of Tropical Medicine, presented

this paper. He said that members of all the classes of pro-

tozoa had been found in the alimentary canal of man and

to their presence had been ascribed from time to time vari-

ous pathological conditions. Without denying that this

might sometimes be the case, it was a fact that in many

instances the only evidence for this assumption was the

presence of a large and conspicuous number of protozoa

in the excreta, evidence which was quite insufficient and

which would incriminate at once all forms of bacteria oc-

curring at the same time. In order to arrive at some def-

inite idea of the intestinal protozoa he had undertaken the

study of the various forms found in the intestine of white

mice. All forms there met with had been described from

the intestine of man, and as far as could be judged, they

were all of the same species ; and this was not only true of

mice but also of many other animals of omnivorous habits.

The advantage of studying the protozoa in the mouse was

the fact that perfectly fresh materia] could be obtained

from the various parts of the alimentary canal of the

newly-killed animal. It was obviously impossible to ob-

tain material of that kind from man. Excluding the coc-

cidia, which had only rarely and doubtfully been de-

scribed from man, the protozoa commonly met with in the

intestine of mice were three flagellates and one ameba.

The flagellates were Tamblia, Hexamitus, and Trichomonas.

In the intestine the protozoa reproduce and multiply by a

process of division. They also become encysted and the

cysts thus formed pass down the intestine and escape to

the exterior where they serve the transmission of the in-

fection to a new host. In the perfectly healthy animal it

was unusual to find anything but the encysted forms in

the feces and then only in comparatively small numbers.

Under adverse conditions, as for instance, changes in the

diet of the host, large numbers of encysted forms might

appear in the feces, serving to indicate that the medium
had become unsuitable for the protozoa, which accordingly

encysted in order to escape. The cysts were quite char-

acteristic and by an examination of the feces it was quite

possible to tell what protozoa were to be found in this in-

testine, in just the same way as it was possible to recog-

nize the presence of intestinal worms by the discovery of

their eggs in the stool. The only difference was that the

cysts of the protozoa were small, rarely more than 14 or

15 f in greatest length, while the eggs of worms were

much larger. If the change of diet produced diarrhea it

would be noticed at once that large numbers of encysted

protozoa appeared in the excreta. Encysted forms might

or might not be present at the same time, but the point

he wished to emphasize was that the protozoa occurring in

the stool were merely washed out from the intestine by the

unusual flow of liquid. To any one first seeing an ani-

mal with diarrhea, and then examining and finding the

stool swarming with the protozoa, it might appear quite

clear that they were the exciting cause. A study of the

healthy animals would enable one to avoid such an error.

It would be seen that much larger numbers of protozoa

could, as a rule, be found in the healthy intestine or at

least the intestine which gives no indication that anything

is wrong; it was quite illogical to conclude that because a

large number of protozoa were present in the stool, they

must be the cause of the trouble. With regard to tlie

amebse our knowledge of these protozoa had been very con-

fused until Schaudinn gave his description of the two

forms met with in the human intestine, one declared by

him to be a harmless commensal, the other a true tissue

parasite. Schaudinn not only had given morphological dif-

ferences as points of distinction between the two amebse.

but he had described differences in the developmental cycle.

The morphological differences were difficult to recognize

and one could not be quite certain that there were not vari-

able features in one and the same ameba. But variations

m the life cycles as described by Schaudinn were definite

and quite distinctive of different species. The process of

development described by Schaudinn as characteristic of

Entamcba coli he had been able to confirm in almost every

detail by observations on mice, monkeys, and man, but >o

far he had been unable to discover the reproduction by

budding and the encystment of the small buds described by

Schaudin in Entamcba histolytica. The tissue-invading

ameba might be a distinct form capable of attacking the

tissues and causing their destruction, or it might be the

harmless form which had found a path prepared for it in

the way of ulceration, or what was less probable, it might

be the harmless form which had acquired new properties.

In stained preparations the amebae in the tissues could not

be distinguished from the harmless variety, so that unless

one could discover the encystment of this tissue-invading

form it would be difficult to establish the identity or other-

wise of these two parasites. The ameba which was to be

found in the cecum of mice was indistinguishable from
that of man and certainly nonpathogenic. Musgrave and
Clegg had a.sked how were we to tell that an intestine was
perfect? Without post-mortem examination this was, of

course, impossible. The study of the conditions in animals

might throw much light on the subject. Here, at any rate,

it could be definitely determined that amebse did occur in

the perfectly liealthy intestine.

Prevention of Tropical Abscess of the Liver.—Dr.

Leo.nard RoGtKS, I.M.S., presented a paper on "Tropical

or Amebic Abscess of the Liver as an Early Prevent-

able Disease, and Post-operative Sepsis as an Important

Lethal Factor, with a Suggestion for Its Prevention." He
first referred to a previous paper on tropical liver abscess

read in 1902, when he pointed out the constancy of the

presence of the ameba, which he had found in thirty-

five consecutive cases by examining the scraping of the

wall at the time of the operation. In two-thirds of these

cases the pus was otherwise sterile on first opening, no

bacteria being present. Moreover, he had shown that in

over 90 per cent, of cases dysentery of the amebic type

was present, although often latent in character, being

only found after death from liver abscess. Last year

lie had pointed out that amebic hepatitis might readily

be recognized in the presuppurative stage by the presence

of marked leucocytosis, with little or no increase in the

proportion of the polynuclears, and that it could then be

rapidly cured by treating the causative amebic dysentery.

of an active or, more commonly, latent nature, with full

do.ses of ipecacuanha, and liver abscess could thus be

readily prevented from forming. His results had been

confirmed by Captain J. G. Murray, I. M.S., at the Cal-

cutta European General Hospital, and by Lt.-Colonel G.

F. A. Harris at the Medical College Hospitsrl. Now he

had notes of forty successful cases, proving in the most

striking manner that by early negotiation and treatment

of the presuppurative stage of the disease, amebic or

tropical liver abscess could surely be averted. In some

cases suppuration occurred very insidiously without any

definite signs of acute hepatitis. These could only be

detected by examination of the blood, on account of the

persistent intermittent fever leading to the discovery of

the form of leucocytosis already mentioned. He had

recently seen two instances in which the first evidence of

hepatitis was the coughing up of liver abscess pus, the

l)lood not having been examined during the previous

lengthy fever. These cases might have been amenable

to ipecacuanha if recognized by the blood condition befo'i

suppuratii^n had occurred. The British army hospitals

shoidd furnish a very favorable field for the prevention

of tropical abscess of the liver, as the soldiers came under

skilled treatment from the commencement of their ill-
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nesses, so that this disease should greatly decrease, and
practically vanish from the army returns. With regard

to operation, so long as there was little or no reason

to look on a tropical abscess in the liver as essentially

different in its causation from other forms of suppura-

tion, the obvious treatment was to lay it freely open and
drain it. The demonstration, however, of a protozoal

organism, such as the ameba, as the one constant oara-

site in the actively secreting wall of a liver abscess and

the absence of all bacteria in the great majority of cases

on their being first opened, had materially altered oui

conception of the pathology of tlie disease. The disns

trous results which used sometimes to follow the opening

of cold tubercular abscesses, through septic infection of

the extensive lining membrane, were well known. Tlu

danger of admitting the exceedingly germ-laden air of a

damp, hot tropical climate, such as that of Calcutta, to a

liver abscess cavity, usually containing from half to two

or three pints of sterile blood-serum-like contents, ;ht

finest culture medium for pathogenic germs which could

well be conceived was not, however, sufficiently borne in

mind. During the last eight years this fact had repeatedly

been impressed on him, and for a long time he had l)cen

accumulating bacteriological evidence on the point, and

now he considered it his duty to bring it forward in order

to lessen the present great mortality after operation for

liver abscess, which in Calcutta was approximately 60

per cent. His bacteriological investigations showed that

although 80 per cent, of unopened or just opened liv •

abscesses in Calcutta were sterile as regards bacterial in-

fection, yet in cases subsequently proving fatal, freedom

from septic infection was, unfortunately, extremely rare.

That the infection not infrequently did take place at the

time of operation was shown by the fact that h>- had

several times found very numerous staphylococci and,

once, streptococci in addition, at the first dressing in

cases in which the pus obtained at the time of the opera-

tion had been proved to be sterile. The fact that naif

the cases proving fatal after operation were single, or

practically single, well-localized, medium-sized abscesses,

and that at the time of the death of the patients they al-

most invariably contained very numerous septic organ-

isms, although he had shown that four-fifths were sterile

at the time of the operation, afforded reasonable grounds

for thinking that post-operative sepsis was, unfortunately,

a not unimportant factor in the mortality of the diseases

in the tropics, and at least indicated the necessity of more

strenuous efforts being made to prevent its occurrence.

Our present knowledge of the pathology of the disease

suggested removal of the collection of pus by aspira-

tion, without the admission of the external air, and re-

peated irrigation with quinine (the soluble bihydrochlor'de

in a strength of ,3 to 5 grains to the ounce), or other

ameba-destroying solutions, as the most appropriate

method of treatment. The ordinary straight, stiff aspira-

tion cannula could not be left in the cavity of the liver

abscess for the purpose of repeated irrigation. He had,

therefore, devised a flexible sheathed aspirator cannula,

which might safely be left in and used for siphon drain-

age and irrigation. The fact that a single aspiration and

quinine injection not rarely sufficed for the complete cure

of bacteria-free amebic abscesses of the liver afforded

strong grounds for believing that repeated quinine irri-

.gation would suffice for the rapid cure of a still larger

number of cases, and do away with the necessity of lay-

ing them freely open, with all the risks of that method.

The aspiration method could only be used for liver ab-

scesses with sterile contents ; therefore at the first aspira-

tion the pus removed should be at once strained and ex-

amined, and, when possible, cultures made. If numer-

ous staphylococci were found, incision and drainage should

be carried out. He was strongly of opinion that in every

case in which an amebic abscess was treated surgically

a course of ipecacuanha should be given as soon as the

patient was in condition to stand it. Small doses, such

as 5 grains three times a day, were of great value when
fuller doses could not be administered, and if given in

keratinized capsules or in pills coated with melted salol.

as he had advised, they rarely produced vomiting, but

exerted their full action on the intestines. The specific

drug would not only prevent a relapse of the dysentery,

which was a most serious complication after operation,

but would also be effective in preventing further abscess

formation. Thus an additional material reduction of mor-
tality might be expected from the post-operative use of

ipecacuanha, in addition to that already accruing from
its preventive action in the presuppuralive stage.

Is Dysentery the Sole Cause of the Tropical Ab-
scess of the Liver?—Rai Dr. Koexas Ch. Bose, Bahadur,

C.I.E., presented this paper. He said that on careful

consideration of the various factors of the tropical abscess

of the liver one might be easily influenced to give greater

stress on dysentery than upon anything else. Facts and
figures taken from the records of the hospitals tended to

establish the relation between the two diseases. But still

we often come across cases where this link was hopelessly

lost. It was true that with the rise of the dysentery and
diarrhea curves there was sometimes a corresponding rise

in the number of admissions of hepatic abscess cases in

the wards of the Calcutta hospitals. Practitioners who
were not attached to a public institution, but had a f::ir

amount of town practice, could bear testimony to it.

There was a popular belief among the people of India

that liver abscess %vas exclusively confined to persons who
were intemperate in their alcoholic drink—those who do
not touch alcohol being immune. Close observation

proved that belief unfounded. He believed that only

where the conditions of life had rendered the liver pecu-

liarly susceptible to inflannnation did dysentery become
the causative agent of liver abscess. The natives of India,

in all stations of life, suffered more or less from diarrhea

and dysentery, but only a very small number of them suf-

fered from suppurative hepatitis. The prisons in Bengal,

in spite of all sanitary arrangements, were sometimes vis-

ited by the worst form of dysentery, which occasionally

swelled the death rate among their inmates; but so far

as records showed, was not accompanied or followed by

abscess of the liver. From the register of the Campbell

Hospital it might be found that in 1905 admissions from
dysentery were 1.96,5. and from liver abscess only II. In

1906 there were altogether 894 cases treated for dysentery,

while admissions from liver abscess were only 9. In 1907,

1,100 patients came in for dysentery, and only 12 for liver

abscess. There was not the slightest doubt, however, that

the number of hepatic abscess cases among the Indians

was daily increasing. The time had come when every at-

teTTipt should be made to ascertain the cause of liver ab-

scess. Granting dysentery to be a factor, it should be

clearly established what variety was most potent. The
amebic form possessed many advantages so far as the

transmission of the pyogenic germs through the tributaries

of the portal veins into the substance of the liver was
concerned. The bacillary variety, which the Indians chiefly

suffered from, did not possess an equal amount of facility

in carrying the pyogenic germs, still it was no plea to

exclude it from the list of the causative elements of sup-

purative hepatitis. Considering the importance of the

ameba as a carrier of pyogenic germs, its existence could

not be altogether ignored in the absence of dysentery,

for it had often been found in the feces of healthy per-

sons, who never in their life suffered from dysentery. It

was to be regretted that both Major Rogers and Dr. Neil

McLeod, who had so greatly contributed to the literature

of the subject, bad omitted to give a time limit to dysen-

tery to work out its way to produce suppurative hepatitis.

The mere fact of a person suffering from dysentery dur-

ing infancy and then subsequently suffering from abscess

of the liver when he has attained the age of fifty-five
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was no good reason to infer that dysentery was the ex-

citing cause of the abscess. Nobody knew what happened

to him during the long interval of so many years; he

might have suffered from enteritis, which again might have

been the cause of the liver abscess. It was, he thought,

absolutely dogmatic to assert that the discovery of the

marks of an old cicatrix in the intestine of a man dead of

liver abscess was evidence sufficient to connect the disease

with dysentery. Out of 52 cases treated by him, dysen-

tery was the causative agent in 22. In 5 it was associated

with the abscess ; in 7 there was ancient history of diar-

rhea and dysentery. In 3 it followed ischiorectal abscess;

in 5 it was associated with fistula in aiw, and in 10 there

was no definite cause, and abscess was primary in the

strict sense of the word. After describing those cases

in which dysentery had no part to play, and in which

the phases of the disease were anomalous in their char-

acter, the author discussed the diagnostic signs, the dura-

tion, the age, se,x, race and season incidence, arid finally

the treatment of liver abscess. With regard to age. he

said he had seen two cases in infants of two or three

months old. One was operated on by Lt.-Col. Rave. The
majority of his cases were between 20 and 45. Females

were less liable than men, and it was very difficult to ex-

plain the cause. Women of the Southali, the Halkurines

(Methranus) and other low-caste classes of people, such

as domes, chamars, etc., did not suffer from liver abscess,

although they all drank to excess. .All races w-ere liable,

but the Bombay "Benies" domiciled in Calcutta did not

suffer from it—at least he had not seen one within the

last quarter of a century. There was no special season

for tropical abscess of the liver, but the majority of cases

came imder observation during the advent of the cold

season. January, February, and March were favorable

months both for hepatic abscess and dysentery. In speak-

ing of treatment he stated that the exhibition of ipecacu-

anha in large doses in the presuppurative stages had

sometimes been followed by most happy results. It won-

derfully stopped the suppuration and succeeded in remov-

ing fever and pain, soon restoring the unhappy patient

to health. The ipecacuanha treatment was commonly

known as the Maclean method of treating hepatitis. For

reasons quite unexplained, this excellent method of treat-

ment was kept in abeyance for years. To Major Rogers

was due the credit of reviving it, and the results ob-

tained were indeed very hopeful and encouraging. To
understand how ipecac aborts a threatening abscess

w-as a problem still unsolved. Large doses were de-

cidedly better than repeated small doses. But it must be

administered in a way to prevent sickness or vomiting.

The combination of chloralhydrate and liquor morphia?

with the ipecac did away with vomiting.

Treatment of Abscess of the Liver by Aspiration

and Injection.— Major A. Hookeb, I. M.S., presented

this paper. He described a case successfully treated by

the method recently advocated by Dr. Leonard Rogers.

Large abscesses should be opened and drained at once.

Two such cases, aspirated and injected with quinine solu-

tion, both refilled and had to be opened and treated in

the ordinary way. Aspiration was a procedure of long

standing, as the classical works of Bud, Murchison, More-

head and Fayrer proved. It appeared to have been given

up somewhat hastily in deference to the generally received

surgical opinion as to the necessity of the evacuation of

pus where possible by free incision. .Aspiration, with the

additional prospect of success held out by subsequent in-

jection, appeared to be safe and well worthy of an ex-

tensive trial. Incision and drainage was by no means
uniformly successful, and the chance of septic infection

of the peritoneum was not so entirely negligible a bug-

bear as it was sometimes described. Attempts to suture

a nonadherent liver to the abdominal wound were more
often than not worse than useless.

Sir Patrick Manson, K.C.M.G.. said the statistics

on which tlie president in part based his conclusions had

only a relative value. Dr. Neal Macleod had clearly

shown that in Shanghai practically every case of liver

abscess was preceded by dysentery, either clinically recog-

nizable or demonstrable at post mortem. Sir Charles would

have them believe that the ameba was not the essential

element in liver abscess, but the position he would take

was that though it had not been proved to be such, it

probably was. The ordinary microorganisms of suppura-

tion were found only in a small proportion of liver ab-

scesses, whereas the ameba was present in the majority

of cases. It was of little use looking for it in the pus

withdrawn by e.\ploratory aspirators, but if searched for

in the discharge coming from the drainage lube three or

four days after the operation, it was nearK sure to be

found. The fact was the ameba did not live in the pus,

but in the abscess wall, w-here it could be found in sec-

tions in the liver tissue beyond the zone of suppuration. An-

other striking argument in favor of the ameba was the re-

markable effect of ipecacuanha both in the amebic dysen-

tery and in dysenteric hospitals. Generally it promptly

controlled both, exercising a therapeutic influence on the

amelia comparable to that of quinine in malaria. Again,

he had seen liver abscess rupture into the peritoneal cav-

ity. Had the pus contained the ordinary bacteria of sup-

puration, septic peritonitis would have ensued. This was

not the case. Drainage was followed by recovery. He
felt sure that in exploring for liver abscess pus not infre-

([uently escaped into the peritoneal cavity, explaining the

pain in the lower part of the abdomen often following

this little operation, but nothing further happened. The

ameba did not give rise to sepsis. He wished the presi-

dent had laid stress upon the extreme importance of a

blood examination before exploration with the aspirator.

He was sure that some of the deaths from hemorrhage

following puncture of the liver were to be explained by

a leucopenia. The condition would have been recog-

nized by blood e.xamination, and a calamity thereby

.ivertcd. He recognized the advantage of local applica-

tions in inflammatory diseases, but he confessed he did

not understand how the application of oleate of iodine

over the right hypochondrium could influence disease in

the liver, which had little or no vascular connection with

the superjacent skin. Of course, he knew that therapeu-

tics were for the most part empirical, but still they should,

if possible, get at the rationale of the drugs they used.

Dr. Louis W. Sanborn said the part played by the

dysenteric ameba in the causation of tropical liver ab-

scess was evidenced not so much by the frequent asso-

ciation of liver abscess with dysentery as by the presence

of the same organism in primary cases of both liver ab-

scess and dysentery. Both these morbid processes might

be associated or independent manifestations of the same

etiological factor, just like the pulmonary and intestinal

lesions of tuberculosis, but we should not forget that each

one might be brought about by other agents. Thus, for

example, dysentery might be due to Shiga's bacillus, to

Balcntidiuin coli or to Schistosoiituiii mansoni; liver ab-

scess to a needle or a fishbone, to Bacillus tuberculosis,

Echinococcus granulosus or Ascaris tuntbricoidcs. Dif-

ferences in the relative prevalence of amebic and ba-

cillary dysentery in various parts of the tropics were no

doubt the cause of much of the discrepancy of opinion

as to the relation of dysentery to abscess of the liver.

The president had given, he thought, undue importance

to climatic conditions as affecting the liver of the Euro-

pean in tropical countries, and had almost entirely for-

gotten the far more important agency of parasites. Many
bacteria and certain fungi, such as Discoinyces bovis, the

Plasmodidse. and other protozoal organisms such as Leish-

mania donoz'ani. numerous metazoon parasites, such as

Clonorchis cndcmicus, Opis torchis noverca, Schistosoma

Japonicum, Porocephelus armillatus, w'ere surely more se-

rious causes of liver degeneration than heat, food, or
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abuse of exercise. But those parasites which selected the

liver for their habitat were not the only ones which might

injure that organ. Many other parasites passed through

it, often in great numbers, during their migrations in

certain stages of development. \\ ithin the last three years

he had had the opportunity of making numerous observa-

tions on the parasites of wild animals that died at the

London Zoological Gardens, and the pathogenic impor-

tance of the migrations of certain metazoon parasites in

their early larval stages had struck him most forciI)ly.

He could cite numerous cases of helminths, such as as-

caris, lyngamus, heterakis, esophagostomum, sclerostoma,

porocephahis, and various cestode larva? and other para-

sites which might pass in veritable swarms through the

liver, the lungs, or the walls of the bowels, causing, espe-

cially when numerous, very serious lesions. Surely such

lesions must be of great importance in favoring secondary

infections. \Vhen they considered the many parasites of

all classes whicli might attack simultaneously, or within

a short period, the European suddenly transplanted to a

new tropical environment, his greater vulnerability, as

compared with that of the native, became oinious. With
regard to the difficulty expressed by many in accepting the

amebic etiology of liver abscess and dysentery, on ac-

count of the fact that the anieba is frequently found

without any accompanying morbid manifestation, he would
point out that although they had no satisfactory explana-

tion apart from that of tlieir association with other or-

ganisms, they had many analogies, such as the presence

of numerous specimens of ankylostomum duodenale in the

intestine without anemia, the presence of Loelflcr's ba-

cillus in the throat without diphtheria. Finally, he would

like to urge the great importance of the study of the

zoological distribution of the intestinal ameba. Dr. Wen-
yon's observations were very valuable, and he hoped that

others would also carry out similar researches. Without

a complete knowledge of the zoological distribution of

our pathogenic parasites all attempts at prophylaxis would

be futile.

Dr. K. M. S.^.NDwiTT of London said the various papers

showed how deficient our knowledge was with regard to

amebx. For years we had been acquainted with the clin-

ical symptoms of dysentery and liver abscess, and some-

thing was now known of the morbid anatomy, but we were

anxiously awaiting for decisive statements from the bac-

teriologist and especially from the protozoologist.

Dr. J. L. M.\x\VELL of Formosa protested against the

careless use of the word hepatitis and the idea of inflam-

mation of the liver being a direct cause of tropical abscess.

That abscess of the liver might be directly caused by acute

hepatitis was possible but certainly very rare. Further he

asked the president about the draining of large abscesses

pointing subcostally as he (Dr. Maxwell) had found prop-

er drainage in large abscesses pointing in front almost im-

possible.

Dr. A. Powell of Bombay stated that lie had invariably

found amebx in all cases of dysentery, both in Assam and

Bombay. In Bombay during the last tw-o years there had

been hardly any amebic dysentery, but previous to that

cases were more numerous. In his opinion all cases of

. liver abscess were associated with dysentery. He had nev-

er found flagellates in the liver. Major Anderson had

found amebae more frequently in healthy people than iu

dysenteric patients. Possibly the amebas might differ in

different coimtries. In his e-xperience when amebae were

found the host invariably presented signs of dysentery.

With regard to quinine injections Dr. Rogers had some-

times failed ; it was a pity he gave no figures, his state-

ments were vague. As regarded the treatment of the ab-

scess, Sir Patrick Manson's method had great advantages

though unsurgical.

Dr. J. Croppe of Palestine said liver abscess in Pales-

tine was not common, but constantly present. In most cases

the connection of abscess with dysentery was well marked.

following the latter in so short a time as twelve days.

Dr. F. H.\DLEY of Sheffield said in a boat returning from

South Africa amongst 200 invalids there were four with

heated liver abscesses. This suggested that liver abscess

is perhaps more frequent after military expeditions. The
good results probably were due to its mil being a tropical

climate.

Sir H.WELOi K Ch.vrles, in reply, said Sir Patrick Man-
son thought he had not sufficiently accentuated the rela-

tionship of dysentery to liver abscess. He disagreed with

this : but while admitting the strong connection between

the two diseases he denied that dysentery w'as the sole and

only cause of tropical liver abscess. Sir Patrick Manson
drew his attention to the necessity of blood examination

before operation for abscess lest the case were one of

malarial hepatitis, but he had strongly urged not only

an ordinary blood examination for malaria but also a care-

ful blood count. Sir Patrick referred to the "old woman's"

remedies of hot fomentation. He (Sir Charles) called

them the "wise woman's" remedies and he maintained that

they had a scientific basis by their increasing the opsonic

inde.x of the blood. Sir Patrick spoke highly about ipecac.

It was a powerful drug. But on the live ameba it was
harmless ; a theory was requisite to help its action. Let it

pass—^vill do as well as any other idea. He also had had

recoveries, and many, too, from threatened liver abscess,

by the use of other drugs. Dr. Powell stated that ever

and always had he found the Ameba histolytica in dysen-

tery cases in Assam and Bombay. He denied not its pres-

ence but drew attention to the able researches of Captain

Foster, I. M.S., proving that (l) it was not the cause of

dysentery; (2) that its presence was ever secondary to

that of other organisms; (3) that there was nothing char-

acteristic in the type of stool whicli might contain the

ameba ; (4) and that this protozoon produced no dis-

tinctive symptoms in the case. Dr. Maxwell brought for-

ward the important point as to the possible absence of all

symptoms of hepatic suppuration. But he had already

spoken .on that point. He considered that in the cases of

abscess to which Dr. Maxwell referred, and which were
large and situated upwards and backwards, as well as

pointing forwards, a second aperture would be essential for

drainage. Major Rogers' paper was interesting as was ev-

erything that came from his hand. He submitted for their

opinion a flexible silver tube for the permanent drainage

of liver abscess. That pretty instrument was an invention

of the pathologist and it was fortunate that Major Rogers

was dependent on others for its trial. With that instru-

ment the bad cases would still die, and those that might re-

cover would have lessened chances. He agreed absolutely

with Major Rogers in his strictures with reference to post-

operative sepsis. The after care of such cases was as im-

portant as the steps of operation. They were not students'

or nurses' cases but demanded all the care that surgical

skill, intuition, and technique can give.

(To he continued.)

College of Physicians of Philadelphia: Section ok

General Medicine.

At a stated meeting, held April 13. Dr. H. R. M. Landis

read a paper, entitled, "The Complications and Sequelae of

Measles, Based on a Study of Four Hundred and Sixty

Cases." The patients were observed at the Philadelphia

General Hospital, the great majority occurring in children

under the age of five years. Many were recent immigrants,

those from Russia and Poland being principally children,

while those from Italy were largely adults. The respira-

tory tract was the principal seat of the complications,

although the circulatory apparatus and the glandular sys-

tem did not escape. Bronchopneumonia was the most com-

mon cause of death. Dr. George W. Norris read a paper

entitled "Lobar Pneumonia; A Study of Four Hundred

and Forty-five Cases, with Fspecial Reference to the De-
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creased Mortality Since the Institution of the Fresh-air

Treatment." The cases were observed at the Philadelphia

General Hospital during a period of three years, and they

were compared with a larger series of cases observed at an

earlier period in the same institution. Whereas the mor-

tality in the latter was upward of 50 per cent., that among
the former was rather less than 50 per cent., but although

the difference in mortality was not considerable, the

patients themselves appeared so much more comfortable

•nder the new conditions that the conviction could not be

•scaped that they actually did better.
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Contagious Diseases, Weekly Statement.—Report of
cases and deaths from contagious diseases reported to
the Sanitary Bureau, Health Department, New York
City for the week ending August 15, 1908:

Tuberculosis Puknonalis.
Diphtheria
Measles
Scarlet Fever
Smallpox
Varicella
Typhoid Fever
Whooping Cough
Cerebrospinal Meningitis,
Malarial Fever

Totals

Cases
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PLAGUE; MODE OF DISSEMINATION AND
METHODS FOR CONTROL.*

Bv J. C. PERRY, M.D.

SURGBON. P. H. AND M. H. S., CHIEF QUARAN'TIKB OPPICER, ISTHMIAN-
CANAL COMMISSION, ANCON, C. Z.

It is not my intention to present a monograph on
plague, dealing with the various clinical phases oi

the disease and the pathological changes that occur,

but onl)' to call attention to the symptoms and mor-
bid changes to a sufficient extent to make my mean-
ing clear and to form a proper connecting chain

with the more important intents of this paper-—the

mode of dissemination of the disease and the proper
remedial measures to be instituted for its control.

Plague is a disease of vital importance to the

sanitarian and I trust of sufficient interest to the

clinician to warrant a brief discussion of this sub-
ject. It seems to me that the time is opportune
for the presentation of recent findings concerning
the disease which I have been able to glean from
recent literature together with that acquired from
practical experience.

The Isthmus occupies the unique position of one
of constant exposure and at the same time one of
strategic importance. Our ports on the Pacific

have been in constant commercial relation with

plague-infected ports for the past four years. Each
year the disease in its insidious approach has crept

nearer, so that now we have a severe epidemic pre-

vailing in Guayaquil only three days distant, and in

the past two months our danger has been still fur-

ther increased by the appearance of the disease in La
Guayra, only three days from our important com-
mercial port, Colon.

A moment's consideration will show the stra-

tegic position, because, if our ports can be kept

free from the disease or are in such a sanitary con
dition that if infection gains an entrance, the di-^-

ease will not become endemic or epidemic, the chain
of Central American ports both on the Atlantic and
Pacific will in all probability escape ; on the other
hand if our ports become badly inf -cted the place-

mentioned will almost certainly fall, and not beint;

properly equipped to handle such infection, they
would remain a constant menace 'a the Isthmu-
after the eradication of the disease here. It is to

show how this danger may possibly be avoided and
if it should become an actual fact, how it can be
eliminated, that this paper is presented.

A brief reference to the histon,^ of plague may not

be amiss, especially that part which relates to the

wide dissemination of the disease since its reappear-
ance in 1894.

The description of plague handed down from
ancient times is rather vague and epidemics bearing
this name were probably not all of the disease un-

*Read before the Canal Zone Medical Association, Mav
13, 1908.

der consideration. In fact the name plague was
loosely used and apparently referred to any epi-

demic disease accompanied with a high mortality.

The first authentic description recognizable as

plague refers to an epidemic that prevailed in Egypt
and neighboring countries at the end of the third

century. Egypt in early days was a favorite haunt
for the disease and in this country started the epi-

demic of 542 that lasted sixty years and spread over

Europe with frightful devastation. Probably the

best known of the early epidemics is that which
prevailed in London in 1664 and 1665 and caused

70,000 deaths.

This now brings us to the consideration of the

present epidemic that is slowly invading many coun-

tries of the world. Plague had been endemic in

Southwestern China for many years and in the

Spring of 1894 spread to Canton, where it caused

60,000 deaths during that year. In a few months
Hong Kong became infected and suffered from a

severe epidemic. The disease spread from Hong
Kong to Macao, Amoy, Foo Chow, and other ports

in China. It was while studying this disease in

Hong Kong in 1894 that Kitasato and Versin work-
ing independently discovered the bacillus pestis. .\

few cases of the disease were reported in Hong
Kong during the following year, and it reappeared
in 1896 with the resultant severe epidemic, and
during this year was introduced into Bombay, In-

dia, in all probability through an infected cargo of

rice. The infection has remained in these places

ever since, and in India the yearly epidemics have
resulted in frightful loss of life.

In 1899 plague gained an entrance into Japan,
the Philippine Islands, Egypt and Oporto. Early

the succeeding year some ports in Australia became
infected. In the meantime the disease approached
the ^^'estera coast of the United States, by the in-

fection of Honolulu and early in 1900 was present

in San Francisco. Glasgow became infected in

1901. About this time (1900I the disease gained

an entrance into South .America, the ports of Bra-
zil becoming infected and later cases appeared in

Buenos Aires. Mazatlan had a sharp epidemic in

the fall of 1902, and plague was reported in Peru
and Chile in 1903. Ecuador escaped until Febru-
ary, 1908, but is now suffering from a severe epi-

demic. The disease has been in Mauritius, Cape
Town, and other ports of South Africa for several

years. From the above it will be seen how the slow
spread of the disease, starting from the epidemic
of Hong Kong in 1894. is gradually invading a large

part of the world. Where and when will it stop

:

who knows?
Symptoms.—The importance of recognizing first

cases of plague, before the disease has been re-

ported as present, is of such paramount importance
that brief mention of the symptoms of the disease is

proper. The value of alertness and careful diag-

nosis in all cases that present any suspicious symp-
toms in a town threatened with plague cannot be
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overestimated. The bubo may pass as a simple one,

especially if the person should recover, and pneu-
monic plague might be considered an ordinary

bronchopneumonia of unusual severity unless the

attending physician is alert to the possibility of

having to deal with plague. This word of warning
is not amiss, as what has been stated above is what
generally occurs in the first stages of epidemics of

this disease. The great value of determining the

exact nature of such cases is apparent, because if

the first cases are detected immediate sanitary

measures can be instituted and the limited foci of

infection may be eradicated and an epidemic pre-

vented.

The bubonic type of this disease is the most fre-

quent and is generally ushered in suddenly with

chilly sensations, severe frontal headache and pain

in the limbs, rapid rise of fever to 102° or 104°

or higher (although the rise in temperature is not

so sudden as in malarial fever). The skin is dry

and hot, the face is congested, anxious, and often

looks bloated in the early stages ; the eyes arc

sunken and bloodshot. The strength of the pulse

is early afifected, and the patient becomes rapidly

prostrated, dull, apathetic, and often delirious.

Hemorrhages occur in the skin in spots varying in

size from a petechial eruption to that of a dime or

larger. I have often noticed the effects produced

by a mustard plaster applied by a member of the

family for pain ; this, even early in the disease, and

before cutaneous hemorrhages occur, almost invari-

ably brings about this condition and there results a

dark ecchymotic spot the size of the plaster.

The bubo is generally present and can be detected

in the majority of cases after twenty-four hours,

although I have seen them in a few hours after the

onset or delayed until the fourth day of the dis-

ease. They are painful, infiltrated, edematous,

hemorrhagic, and exquisitely sensitive on pressure

;

it is generally confined to one side and ma5 be

single, although very often the entire chain is in-

volved so that a long infiltrated mass results.

The site of the bubo depends on the point at

which the infection is received. They are most com-
mon in the femoral regions because infection is

most often received through the lower extremities,

but also occur in the axilla and the neck, near the

angle of the jaw. They are symptomatic and rep-

resent nature's eflfort to control the infective agent.

The following percentages generally hold good : 70
femoral, 20 axillary, and 10 cervical.

Septicemic Form.—In this variety most of the

symptoms already enumerated are present, although

the fever is not as high in many cases. The bubo
is later in appearing, and is frequently absent alto-

gether. The prostration is more pronounced and
the disease runs a more rapid course. In this form
when no bubo is visible there is general glandular

enlargement noticeable on post-mortem examina-
tions.

Pneumonic Type.—This is the most dangerous
form of the disease, but fortunately is rare on the

Pacific Coast. In this connection only the primary
pneumonic form will be considered as that sec-

ondary to general plague infection of other types

needs no especial mention. Unless plague is known
to be present a case of this disease might be mis-

taken for a verj' severe pneumonia, as the physical

signs are the same as those of a severe case of bron-
chopneumonia. However, the fever is high, the

prostration is profound and occurs early, and the

sputum is not pneumonic. The expectoration in

olague pneumonia is profuse, bloody, frothy, and

so loaded with plague bacilli that it is often possible

to obtain pure cultures from it.

The symptoms of plague are sufficiently distinct

to excite suspicion when a case of either type is

encountered, and a bacteriological examination of

the blood in the bubonic and septicemic form and
of the sputum in pneumonic cases will remove all

doubt for practical purposes.

The percentage of the different forms of plague

in an epidemic seems to vary considerably in differ-

ent countries. In Hong Kong in an analysis of

310 cases by Simpson 40 per cent, were septicemic

and 4 per cent, pneumonic. Judging from the death

rate from the disease in India it is fair to presume
that the percentage of septicemic cases is high with

more than the average number of cases of the pneu-

monic form.

On the Pacific Coast, in Peru and Guayaquil, the

disease is principally bubonic, and I do not believe

that the septicemic form exceeds ten or fifteen per

cent. Pneumonic plague is not frequent on the

coast and with the exception of the epidemic in Pis-

agua I believe the number of cases have been rela-

tively small.

Pathology.—The pathological changes in plague

are those of engorgement and hemorrhage. The
liver is congested and the spleen shows a similar

condition and is more than twice its normal size.

Numerous punctate hemorrhages are seen on all

the serous surfaces, and the pleural cavities often

contain blood stained fluid. The kidneys are con-

gested and punctate hemorrhages are seen on the

surface and in the pelvis. The mucous membrane
of the intestines shows general congestion, and I

have seen in some cases considerable hemorrhages
in the lumbar region. There is general enlarge-

ment of the lymphatic glands, those in the inguinal

region forming a continuous chain in extension

from the primary bubo in the femoral region. The
mesenteric glands are nearly always enlarged, and
this general affection of the internal glands is pres-

ent when no primary visible bubo has existed. The
gross changes are those of hyperplasia of the gland

tissue with edema and hemorrhages in its substance.

Most of the buboes undergo resolution, but suppur-
ation is not uncommon, which prolongs the conva-
lescence. The plague bacillus, a cocco bacillus

which stains in a bipolar manner, exists in abundance
in the enlarged glands, spleen, liver, and blood.

This bacillus varies considerably and involution

forms are common.

Treatment.—The medicinal treatment of plague

is supportive and stimulative, and about the only

remedy that produced good results is Yersin's se-

rum. This to be eft'ective should be given early and

in full doses. An initial dose of thirty or fifty

cubic centimeters should be given, to be followed

in a few hours by another or a third until there is

a decline of the fever and general amelioration of

the symptoms. The serum to be beneficial must be

given early and upon the stage at which the patient

is put under treatment will depend its success. Af-
ter the third day of the disease it does little if any
good.

The ravages of plague are in some instances

frightful. In the small town of Pisagua the deaths

occurred so rapidly that there were not enough
well people to bury the dead and dead bodies were
seen lying in most of the streets. In Pacasmayo, a

small town in Peru of 2,000 inhabitants, there were
more than 200 cases in less than two months, and
in Guayaquil there were nearly 500 cases in the first

two months of the epidemic.

However, India furnishes the best example of the
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ravages of this disease, as the following statistics

will show. The annual mortality from plague in

India has been as follows (Morehead) :

1896 1,704

1897 56,000

1898 118,000

1899 135.000

1900 93,000
1901 274,000
(Nov. 24, igo6, to Nov. 9, 1907, 1,276,576)

1902 577.000
1903 850,000
1904 1,022,000

1905 951,000
1906 332,000

During the first three months of this year the

mortality has been about 495,000, and the total

deaths since its first appearance has been as much
as five and one-fourth millions, with a mortality as

high as 76,000 in one week.
Modes of Disseniiiiatioii.—In discussing the

modes of dissemination it will be proper to con-
sider the subject under two heads— (i) the intro-

duction into a new port or town, and (2) the means
by which it is spread in the town from its infected

foci and to adjacent towns. Plague, when it is

introduced into a new country, practically always
appears in the seaport towns first, which shows the

danger to be primarily in the commercial relation

which the place has with infected ports.

(i) The introduction of plague in a new coun-
try or port occurs through infective material brought
and the following agencies are responsible. I men-
tion them in the order of their danger and respon-
sibility : (a) Rats, (b) Infected cargo, (c) Infected
clothing of passengers and crew of ships, and (d)
Infected persons. These agents will now be consid-
ered separately and fully

—

Rats.—There is no question in my mind but that
these animals are the most potent factor in intro-

ducing plague in new places. Rats gain access to
ships at infected ports and going on shore at ports
of arrival communicate the disease to the same ani-

mals in their new locality, thereby starting the in-

fection. Plague is primarily a rat disease, and an
epizootic aflFection in all the rat family. The dis-

ease is secondary in man. as continuous observa-
tion has shown that plague exists in rats before
human cases appear. Rat-plague should be treated
by the sanitarian the same as human plague, but
this phase of the disease will be discussed more
fully later.

Infected Cargo.—Certain articles of cargo that
have become infected in centers in which plague
prevails either by serving as rat-foods or as a nest-

ing place for these animals, becoming infected by
the secretion or excretions of sick rats or harbor-
ing fleas from such, must be considered as the sec-

ond most dangerous factor in introducing plague.
In this class fall grain, bran, etc. Klein has shown
by experiments that he was able to transmit plague
to rats and guinea pigs by feeding them with grain
which had been contaminated with old plague cul-

tures, so there would seem to be no doubt of this

danger. In fact I have always considered this dan-
ger and for the past four years all such cargo has
been prohibited from being brought from plague-in-
fected ports to those on the Isthmus. This grain
which has been infected from sick rats when loaded
and stored in healthy seaports gives plague to

healthy rats on shore, which eat the contaminate!
portions of the grain or through fleas harbored. As
already stated, plague is supposed to have been intro-

duced into Bombay by infected rice.

.Another article of cargo is hides, which by form-
ing nesting places for rats, or rat food when damp
or improperly cured, are in the prohibited list un-
less chemically cured and stored in rat-proof ware-
houses or disinfected. Rags or loose cotton and

articles of such nature are dangerous, and plague
was in all probability introduced into Japan through
such cargo, as the first cases occurred in a factory
at Osaka where such material recently imported
from New Chang was being used. The first cases of
plague in Glasgow occurred among rag pickers.

Clothing of Persons.—Clean, dry, and recently
laundried clothing is safe; soiled, dirty, and damp
clothing brought by passengers coming from plague-
infected ports is not safe, unless previously disin-

fected, and may be the means of introducing in-

fection. This clothing has often been in badly in-

fected quarters and even used at times by the sick,

and when packed in such places may be both in-

fected with plague bacilli and infested with fleas,

and bedbugs which will transmit the disease to rats
and man. when set free in their new residence.
Soiled, damp clothing when packed will retain
plague infection for a considerable time.

Infected Persons.—-Man plays a subordinate role
in the introduction of plague or even in its spread,
but nevertheless he must be considered a factor, as
some may arrive who are suffering from the active
disease and others in the incubation stage. Against
introduction by this means the quarantine should
protect, but in the event of a prolonged stage of in-

cubation or for other reasons a person sick from
the disease is allowed to pass into a healthy town
he would be dangerous to the community not only
on account of the infection but also because he car-
ries the rat flea on his body and in his clothes. This
flea finds its way to its natural host, so that the rats
become infected and in turn give the disease to
man.

Spread in Towns.—This now brings us to the
consideration of the modes of dissemination in
towns that have received infection. The agencies
that produced the initial focus are also operative
here, but one or two of those factors play an espe-
cially prominent part. Rats and the fleas they har-
bor are the important agents. Rats become in-
fected first and an epidemic prevails in them be-
fore the occurrence of human cases. So certain
is it that human cases will follow plague in rats
that now as soon as it is proven that these rodents
are dying from plague active sanitary measures are
taken with excellent results.

Plague is insidious in its approach and spreads
slowly at first. In San Francisco it was confined
to Chinatown for four years, and one explanation
of the recurrence of the diseases in 1907, was that
after the earthquake, with the burning of China-
town, the rats sufi"ering from chronic plague fled
to other and all parts of the city, especially to places
of filth and plenty of food, which ideal conditions
were found in the two principal camps for refugees.
Around the site of these camps the worst centers
of the epidemic existed, and the disease was widely
disseminated throughout the city.

In Bombay the disease was for some time con-
fined to one section of the city, a class of day labor-
ers and their families residing in this section being
the only ones affected. Although the laborers dur-
ing their work were in close relation with others,
none had the disease, showing that they contracted
the infection at night by sleeping in an infected en-
vironment.

When plague appears in a place and a number of
cases result in a short period of time the people be-
come panic-stricken and flee to healthy towns—no
cordon will prevent them; still very little if any
plague occurs along the route of their flight, and
it is not until later, when the rats migrate to es-

cape the sickness prevailing in their old haunts,
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that spread of the plague occurs. It has been no-

viced a number of times that the spread of plague

has not followed the course taken . by people but

occurs in towns corresponding to the direction the

rats have gone.

This now brings up for consideration how the

disease is transmitted from rat to rat, and as it has

been shown that plague in these animals precedes

human cases, how i)lague is acquired b}' man and if

the disease is transmitted from rats to him.

Fleas.—Symond was one of the first to show that

rats acquired the disease from each other, not by
contact, but through an intermediary host, which
he considered the rat flea, Fiilcx chcopis. He also

believed that this insect was responsible for plague

in the human subject, leaving the rat dead from
plague for man, thereby infecting him. This the-

ory was supported by Thompson of Sydney, who
has done considerable work along this line in his

plague investigations in Australia. Most important
experiments have been made by the Indian Plague
Commission, which supports this theory, and I can-

not do better than quote some of their findings.*

1. They found that healthy rats contracted

plague by living near a plague-infected rat, where
contact was impossible, but where there was an

abundant supply of fleas that could pass freely from
rat to rat.

2. Healthy rats living in flea-proof cages con-

tracted the plague when fleas collected from a rat,

suffering from plague in another cage, were intro-

duced.

These two experiments show that plague is trans-

mitted from one rat to another by fleas. Similar

experiments have been carried out with guinea-pigs

with the same result. When fleas were excluded
these animals did not contract plague although they

were in contact with feces and urine from infected

animals. Close contact of the young, even when
suckled by plague infected mothers, did not give the

disease to the former.

If fleas are present then the disease once started

spreads from animal to animal, the rate of progress

being in direct ratio with the number of fleas pres-

ent. Through the agency of the flea plague can be

transmitted not only from rat to rat but also from
rat to guinea-pig and vice versa, also from guinea-

pig to monkey.
It was shown that infection could take place with-

out any contact with contaminated soil. Guinea-
pigs were placed in a cage two inches above the

floor and developed plague, but when these ani-

mals were suspended in the cage at a distance of
two feet from the bottom of the cage, at a distance

beyond which a flea can jump, they remained
healthy.

The rat flea prefers a guinea-pig to man, but if

neither of these animals are present they will at-

tack man. Advantage has been taken of the fact

that guinea-pigs will collect such fleas by placing

them in houses in which plague has occurred, and
which have been disinfected and vacated, in order

to determine whether such houses are safe to be
occupied. In many such instances the pigs have
taken sick anrl died from plague, collecting fleas in

large numbers, thereby showing that the disinfec-

tion has been ineffective by not killing the fleas that

have taken refuge in the cracks of the floor and
under sand.

Rats attack and devour sick and dead rats and
this constitutes a minor way in which plague is

transmitted among these animals.

*Many of the experiments cited are quoted from Major
Morehead's article, "Plague in India." in the Military
Surqeon. March, 1908.

The next point to be considered is—will rat fleas

bite man? That they will has been proven by ex-

periments, and if plentiful will even do so in the

presence of their natural host. They have been kept

alive for more than three weeks by feeding them on
man, also rat fleas have been found on the legs of

men sent into rooms infested with them as well as

when sent in houses in which plague had occurred.

It having been established that such fleas will

bite man, how is the infection transmitted? The
plague bacilli are contained in the blood they suck
in, and they have been demonstrated in the stomach
and intestines of both rat and human fleas. Multi-
plication of bacilli takes place in the stomach of the

flea and they have sometimes been found in the

esophagus, but nowhere else in the body cavity or

salivary glands. The bacilli also exist in the fece.'

of fleas taken from plague rats.

The flea has the nasty habit of squirting blood
from its intestine at the same time it is sucking in

blood, and as such contains bacilli, infection prob-

ably occurs by scratching and rubbing such dis-

charged contents into the small punctate wound
made by the bites.

Rat fleas leave the dead animal, and being in a

starving condition readily assail man or animal and
convey the disease to their new host. It has been
noticed that persons who handle rats recently dead
of plague contract the disease, while others can
handle such rats that have been dead several hours
without much risk. The explanation is simple : If

the rat has just died the fleas are still on it and
pass to the person handling, whereas in the other

case the fleas have already left the dead body.
I have discussed freely the relation of rat to hu-

nan plague and the method of transmission from
the rat to man by the flea, as it represents the most
recent as well as the most important work done con-
cerning the dissemination and transmission of the

lisease.

\Miile most cases of plague of the bubonic type

are contracted in this manner, many authorities will

not admit it is the method of infection in septicemic

plague and think many cases of the bubonic form
are contracted in other ways. We know that plague
is inoculable, unfortunately there havp been too

many laboratory accidents that prove this, and I

cannot see why a certain percentage of cases may
not be due to persons with abrasions on their body
contracting the disease by coming in contact witfi

infective material.

Food.—If food products contaminated with the

infective agent of plague will produce the disease

in rats by them eating the same, it is reasonable to

suppose that this might occur in man to a certain

extent. Simpson is the strongest advocate of this

and believes that septicemic plague is generally con-

tracted in this manner. It is not difificult to see

how an infection of cooked food might occur, es-

pecially from the excretion of plague rats, and it

seems possible that the ingestion of such food might
produce the disease.

Man.—Persons are secondary to rats in the
spread of plague, but nevertheless they form a fac-

tor that should receive due consideration. Persons
exposed to infection often contract the disease and
proceed to new and healthy localities either with the
active disease or with it in the incubation stage.

While they are a menace to the community, their

principal clanger consists in the fact that they car-

ry their clothes and often bedding, which if not
soiled with the plague bacilli, generally contain fleas

which, liberated in the new place, seek their natural

host and start the disease among the rats.
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In pneumonic plague man is an important factor

as he contracts plagiie by contact, by inhaling the

bacilli that exist in abundance in the small particles

of expectoration that are in the air.

Season.—This is probably a good place to refer

to the seasonable prevalence of plague and the most
plausible explanations given for this characteristic.

In India the plague lies dormant during the winter

months, but appears in the spring, reaching its

height during March and April. In Hong Kong
the disease appears in January or February and in-

creases until June or early July, when the epi-

demic reaches its height, then declining until few
if any cases are reported during October, Novem-
ber and December. In Peru the seasonal increase

in plague corresponds closely to what occurs in

Hong Kong. Manila furnished a similar example.

There is a cause for this seasonal prevalence

which has been sought by numerous investigators.

For a long time it was th<night that the plague ba-

cillus lay dormant in the dirty floors or filth in the

plague houses and the advent of plague the next

season was due to increased virulence of these ba-

cilli. This theory has been disproved. The Indian

Plague Commission has shown that the bacilli soon

die under such conditions, that plague bacilli are

unable to live a saprophytic existence, and that the

living tissues and blood of the rat are necessary for

their propagation.

Plague exists in a chronic form in rats, the bac-

teria being encapsulated in the viscera, the cervical

and the inguinal glan<ls. These rats have been

found alive, emaciated or not, but still ambulatory

foci for the spread of the infection The virulence ui

organisms recovered from such rats has been dem-
onstrated by laboratory experiments in San Fran-

cisco. This seems to be the principal cause of the

continuance of the infection and the long intennis-

sion between cases.

As the seasonal increase of plague corresponds

to the time when fleas breed ami a new generation

of rats susceptible to plague appears, it can readily

be understood that with the chronic plague rats to

furnish the foci of infection a fresh outbreak occurs

among these animals with consequent increase in

the number of human cases. The above is now
considered the probable cause of seasonal prevalence.

Prevention of Plague Infection, Eradication of

the Same and Control of Epidemics.—In the first

place I wish to emphasize the importance of prophy-

laxis in all ports and towns, which from their com-
mercial relations with nearby centers of infection,

are threatened with invasion. Under this heading

will be pointed out the preparatory sanitation of

places from a plague standpoint, which enumerated

briefly are : ( i ) rat destruction
; (2) making houses

rat-proof as far as possible, by remedying defects

in construction so that rats cannnot gain access to

buildings and by changes so that dark and illy venti-

lated compartments are freely opened to sunlight

and air— both of which are inimical to rats

and fleas; (3) by cleaning premises and attention to

stables so that rats will not have places for harbor-

ing and for obtaining food. Wherever you have
filth and food there you will find rats and fleas in

abundance.

Another matter I wish to emphasize is that a

careful watch should be maintained over mortality

in rats, if any number is found dead in a locality,

these dead rats should at once be examined patho-

logically and bacteriologically in order to determine

whether they are plague infected. If this examina-

tion is positive, plague infection is present and hu-

man cases will .soon follow unless the most ener-

getic measures are instituted. Rat plague requires

the same sanitary treatment as human plague, and

following this timely warning prompt and energetic

measures may prevent an epidemic and lead to erad-

ication of the infection, especially if the town has

been prepared as outlined above to meet the in-

vasion.

The early recognition of human cases is also im-

portant and all that are in any way suspicious

should be carefully studied both clinically and bac-

teriologically. Upon prompt recognition of plagut?

whether in rats or man will depend success in con-

trolling the infection.

The sequence of events in a newly infected place

is : dead rats found in the houses or sick rats ap-

pearing in the daylight, then cases of plague occur-

ring in the persons that live in houses in which

dead rats have been found.

As this paper is growing longer than I intended

I will not go into the details of quarantine meth-

ods by which plague is prevented from gaining ac-

cess to healthy ports, but only briefly mention what
are proper. They are as follows : ( x ) Fumigation

of ships to destroy rats. (2) Prohibition of such

cargo as is considered unsafe from a rat stand-

point. (3) Disinfection of baggage of passengers

embarking at plague-infected ports. (4) Examina-
tion of the personnel of the ship both at port of

departure and at that of arrival to detect persons

sick from the disease. (5) The quarantine deten-

tion of the persoiniel of the ship to cover the incu-

1 ation period of plague.

Control of the Disease in Infected Centers.—To
control the disease or eradicate the infection the

same general principles appertain whether there are

one or many foci, the methods being amplified to

meet the conditions.

A working organization should be perfected and
the town or city divided into as many districts as

the situation demands, with a competent director in

charge. Upon the occurrence of a case of plague

in a block or district, one should ascertain if pos-

sible the source of infection and attempt to eradi-

cate it by concentrating a sufficient force to carry

out the necessary measures in the shortest possible

time. All cases of the disease should be removed
to an isolation hospital, and when this has been
done the house in which the sickness appeared
should be immediately disinfected. The most effi-

cient method is as follows : burn four (4) pounds
of sulphur to one thousand (1,000) cubic feet of

air space after carefully sealing the rooms. Twelve
hours exposure should be given. This fumigation

destroys vermin, and sulphur is the best agent to

use. Formaldehyde does not kill insects. All ar-

ticles in the house or rooms should be carefully

disinfected. Old clothes, bedding, and other ar-

ticles, infected by excretions from the patient

should be burned. Carpets and rugs should re-

ceive careful attention and_ all sweepings should

be burned. The floors and walls, especially that

portion adjacent to the floors, cracks, and crevices

should be washed down with a strong bichloride of

mercury or carbolic acid solution.

In my work at La Boca, Panama, in 1905, all

houses were first fumigated by burning sulphur

and then immediately disinfected by washing all

the walls and floors with strong bichloride of mer-
cury solution. I consider this second disinfection

even more important than the first.

Especial attention should be given to the block

in which the case has occurred and the most ener-

getic measures should be immediately instituted to

sanitate the district. At the same time attention
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should be directed to contiguous blocks and their

sanitary condition should be carefully noted. In-

t|uir_v should be made concerning sickness in the

district in order to determine whether any suspi-

cious illness exists or has existed during the past

few weeks. A careful examination should be car-

ried out of the general sanitary condition of the

district and an inspection of premises should be

made to determine their cleanliness or otherwise,

the presence of stables and old dilapidated out-

houses where rats could harbor and breed, the

presence of rat runs and these rodents, and
whether on account of food, etc., the conditions

are favorable for the existence of rats in numbers.
It is especially important to ascertain if sick or

dead rats have been seen.

Rat holes and runs in the infected and adjoining

buildings should receive careful attention and be

satisfactorily closed whenever practicable. It is also

advisable to flush such places with strong carbolic

or bichloride of mercury solution.

Poison, arsenic and phosphorous paste, and traps

should be distributed throughout the district to de-

stroy rats, and these measures should be supple-

mented by a free use of the different rat viruses

that produce a transmissible fatal disease in these

rodents.

Attention has already been called to the impor-
tance of rat destruction and when infection is pres-

ent this measure is of paramount importance. How-
ever this is difficult to execute, and even after

thousands of these animals have been de';troyed

little appreciable diflference in their numbers is no-
ticed. In Tokyo, Japan,, where the most favorable

results have been obtained with this measure, after

five million rats had been destroyed, still the daih-

catch was large. It seems that depletion in the

ranks of the rat family lessens the struggle for ex-

istence and favors increased reproduction. The
morbidity and mortality rate from plague in rats

is frequently low, and this renders the work of
eradication of the disease more difficult, since if it

spread rapidly among rats they would soon be ex-
terminated and the chief source of infection to
human beings would cease. In Hong Kong the
number of infected rats is about seven per cent, of
the total number examined, and in San Francisco
it has been less than one per cent. (Blue).

This measure, however, should be pushed with
vigor, and coincident with actual destruction of
rats by trapping, poison, etc., the general sanitary

procedures to destroy their haunts and breeding
places by rendering houses rat proof

;
general clean-

ing of yards, attention to stables, destruction of
old structures and the liming of outhouses and
premises, and destruction of rat runs, with atten-

tion to the sewers, should be carried out as rap-
idly and thoroughly as possible. These general
sanitary measures affecting the houses and prem-
ises will do more toward exterminating rats than
anything else, but unfortunately it is slow of exe-
cution.

Evacuation.—The second important measure in

the control of plague is the depopulation of in-

fected centers and the destruction of badly infected

buildings. This has been effective in several in-

stances in the epidemic in San Francisco in stopping
the march of the disease, and is recognized in India
as the most important measure to carry out.

This applies not only to houses in which human
cases have occurred but also to those in which rats

have died from plague, and in this connection it

may be stated that houses and premises in which
rats dead from plague have been found should be

subjected to the same careful disinfection and
cleaning as if the case had been in man.
When plague has once occurred in a house there

is a great tendency in subsequent years for the dis-

ease to appear in this or the adjacent houses. This
may be accounted for by the lack of protection

against the ingress of rats, and when this defect has

been remedied the disease will not reappear.

If infection continues in such houses after care-

ful disinfection, and they cannot be" made sanitary

from a rat standpoint, they should be destroyed,

as such are generally old, dilapidated, and of little

value.

Inoculation.—This must now be recognized as

one of our most potent factors in controlling an
epidemic. Recent results show the value of this

practice and it is now much more extensively used
than a few years ago. If such an inoculation pro-

tects for six months or a year, and it can be car-

ried out on a large scale, thereby lessening ma-
terially the number of susceptible beings, its use
in plague epidemics will be a capable weapon in

our hands.

Two methods are practised : One is the use of

Yersin's antitoxic scrum (10 c.c. dose 1 ; this con-
fers only a transient immunity, lasting about four-

teen days ; the serum is applicable to contacts, as

Haffkine's fluid, a toxin, vi-ould be dangerous on
account of the possibility of the person already

suffering from plague in the incubation stage.

In the other, Haffkine's fluid, which is a bouillon

culture in which the bacilli of plague have been
killed by heat, is used. These antiplague inocula-

tions have been extensively practised and there re-

mains the possibility of immunizing all persons in

the infected district against the disease. Numer-
ous observers confirm the value of this inoculation,

and Haffkine claims that, even in natives of India

who are very susceptible to plague, the liability to

attack is lessened to less than one-third, and that

when this one-third contract plague the recovery
rate is double that in noninoculated natives. The
degree of protection afforded Europeans is even
higher, and Haft'kine says that if one of this class

that has been inoculated is subsequentlv attacked
with plague he has generally recovered.

In Guayaquil more than 15,000 persons have
been inoculated, some with Haffkine alone and
others with a primary inoculation of Yersin's
serum followed by Haffkine's. It is too early to

secure accurate statistics, but one or two striking

instances reported to me by private letter by Lloyd
will be mentioned: Of fifty workmen, who were
in a badly infected place, forty-nine were inocu-
lated, the fiftieth man refused and died of plague.
The disease did not occur among the others. About
eighty workmen in a brewery were inoculated with
Haffkine, one man who lived under better condi-
tions refused ; he contracted plague and died ; so
far all the others have escaped. These may be co-
incidences, or rather suggestive facts : I believe the
latter.

Dr. Lloyd informs me that he has seen six per-
sons who had plague after inoculations with both
Yersin and Haft'kine. that while they were very sick
all recovered. He also cites a case of plague de-
veloping in a child twenty days after inoculation
with Haffkine alone—recovered.

The immunity conferred by an inoculation of
Haffkine generally last six months or longer.

It has probably been noticed that in considering
the methods to be instituted for control of the
di.sease in an infected town quarantine has not been
mentioned. This will prove useless except in spe-
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cial instances, as no cordon placed around a town
or district of any size will prevent people passing

through, and certainly will not deter the panic-

stricken rats that migrate from their deadly haunts.

Contacts either with human cases or from living

in houses in which plague-stricken rats have died

should be kept under observation for seven days.

\Miether they should be isolated and detained in

quarantine would depend upon the extent of infec-

tion in the town.
In conclusion I will summarize as follows

:

1. In towns threatened with plague sanitary

measures should be instituteo to place them in as

good a condition as possible from a rat standpoint.

The effective way to repel an invasion is to be pre-

pared to meet it.

2. A careful watch should be maintained in or-

der to detect unusual mortality among rats, and
upon the appearance of the disease in these animals

the most energetic measures should be instituted to

eradicate the infection.

3. Rat plague should receive the same consid-

eration as if the cases were in man.

4. Plague is generally introduced in healthy lo-

calities (i) by rats and their fleas, and (2) by in-

fected cargo or food, man and his effects being of

secondary importance.

5. Plague is transmitted from rat to rat by
fleas, and these insects are also responsible for the

transmission of plague to man in the majority of

instances.

6. The most effective measures for the control

of the disease in infected centers are rat destruction,

evacuation, and inoculation.

a simplification of the jakoby-
sol:ms ricix method for pep-

sin DETERMINATION.
Bt max EINHORN, M.D.,

NEW YORK.

PROFESSOR OP l.NTERNAL MEDICIKE AT THE NEW YORK POST-GRADUATE
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The ricin test for the determination of pepsin, ac-

cording to Jakoby and Solms," is made as follows:

i.o gram of ricin is dissolved in 100 c.c of a 5 per

cent, sodium chloride solution, and filtered. Two
c.c. of this filtrate is mixed with 0.5 c.c. decinormal

HCl solution. One c.c. of the diluted stomach con-

tents is added and allowed to remain at blood

temperature for three hours. Ferments clear up
the ricin deposit. The quantity of pepsin is de-

termined from the amount of dilution in which the

stomach contents will cause a disappearance of the

ricin deposit.

Solms designates that amount of gastric juice

which is just sufficient to clear up entirely the 2 c.c.

of I per cent, ricin solution in three hours when
kept at blood temperature, as one pepsin unit. Nor-
mally, stomach contents contain about 100 pepsin

units to the cubic centimeter. Witte' and others

made control tests and recommended the method as

practical.

Lately two more pepsin tests have been described.

Fuld's' method consists in employing a solution of

edestin instead of ricin. Edestin, however, is at

present difficult to obtain and could therefore hardly

be recommended in practice.

The other test is by Gross* and consists in mixing

a I per mil solution of casein, containing 16 c.c. of

25 per cent. HCl to the liter with the filtrate or its

dilutions and leaving it for one-quarter hour in the

thermostat. Then a few drops of a concentrated so-

lution of sodium acetate are added, resulting in a

precipitate if the casein has not been digested. If it

is digested the solution remains clear. The test is

sensitive and practical, but it suft'ers from the dis-

advantage that we have to deal frequently with

minute precipitates in contradistinction to the ricin

test, where there is a strong precipitate the disap-

pearance of which can readily be recognized.

Of all methods for the approximate quantitative

determination of pepsin the ricin test is the most
practical. For general use, however, Jakoby and
Solms' method is still a little too complicated. I

have, therefore, attempted to simplify the same.

First, I have had constructed a suitable apparatus

for the test ; secondly, I have reduced the time from
three hours to one-half hour.

The apparatus (see figure) consists of a cylin-

drical glass, surrounded by a vacuum. This glass

tube contains a frame holding twelve graduated pep-
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sin tubes. The whole apparatus can be filled witli

water and corked. Each pepsin tube is marked with

a dift'erent letter and shows a mark at 2 c.c, 3 c.c.

and 3.5 c.c. The lower part is, furthermore, gradu-

ated into millimeters. Thus we may dispense with

pipettes and measuring glasses.

Proceed as follows: Fill each pepsin tube up to

2 c.c. with I per cent, ricin solution, then add up
to the 3 c.c. mark filtered and diluted stomach con-

tents, and finally add decinormal HCl solution up to

3.5 c.c. The tube is well corked, shaken up thor-

oughly, and then placed into the frame. The letters

on the tubes identify the various dilutions. The
vacuum tube is filled with fairly hot water (50° to

60° C), the frame with the pepsin tubes is placed

in it, then the apparatus is corked and allowed to

stand for half an hour. Observations are taken of

the time at which the deposits in the various tubes

disappear and are noted. After thirt}- minutes the
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amount of precipitate left in any of the tubes is

recorded.

The advantage of the modification Hes in the fact

that the test is simpler, that a thermostat is not

needed, and that it consumes less time. From
numerous observations taken together with Dr.

George L. Laporte, and which will shortly be pub-

lished by us, it appears that this modification of the

ricin test is to be recommended.
In making the test, the dilutions of 10. 20, 40,

and 100 are most serviceable. Normally, the pre-

cipitate disappears in a dilution of 10 or 20. If a

precipitate is present at 10 the pepsin is diminished,

if it disappears at 40 the pepsin is increased. In

achylia or marked subacidity the filtrate is used

undiluted or only slightly diluted (2 to 5 times).

I have often tried to determine whether there is

a definite constant relation between the rapidity of

disappearance of the precipitate or the amount of

precipitate left after a certain time, on the one hand.

and the amount of pepsin present, on the other hand.

We may say that the larger tlie quantity of pepsin,

the more rapidly the deposit will disappear, and the

smaller it will be after a certain part of the time

necessary to make it disappear entirely. This is

plainly to be seen in the following tests, which may
serve'as examples from a larger number of similar

tests

:

TABLE OF THE BEHAVIOR OF THE RICIX TEST FOR PEPSI.X
DETERMIN.^TIO.VS IN GASTRIC FILTRATES. WITH A

STATEMENT OF TIME AND DILUTION'S.

2. J. Witte : Quantitative Pepsinbestimmung nach Ja-
koby unci Solms, Berliner kliii. Wochcnschr., 1907, p. 1338.

3. Fuld: Pepsinbestimmung vermittelst Edestins,

Muencliciicr mcd. W., 1907, Xo. 27, Vereinsbeilage.

4. O. Gross: Die W irlcsamkeit des Pepsins und eine

eimfache Methode zu ihrer Bestimmung, Berliner klin.

Wochenschr., 1908, No. 13, p. 643.
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in no case has there been a spread of the disease or

a recurrence.

In any form of tuberculosis an early diagnosis is

of the greatest importance, if we are to expect the

most satisfactory results. Many times we have
great difficulty in persuading our patients to accept

our diagnosis. This often leads us into waiting too

long, with the loss of much valuable time, for struc-

tural changes will then have become too great and
it is impossible to restore the organ to its normal
condition or nearly so. This is especially true in

joint tuberculosis, and the best we can look for is

an arrest of the process. A stiff joint with a fairly

useful limb may be considered a very satisfactory

result in many cases.

The same general line of treatment as to diet, rest,

and fresh air was carried out in these cases as in

pulmonary tuberculosis. In joint tuberculosis.

Bier's In^jeremia was employed in conjunction with
tuberculin. Here also mild "joint exercise" was
employed, following the use of the restricting

bandage.

The following cases are reported at some length.

each being typical of the class they represent. There
were ten cases of infection of the cervical glands,

all complicating pulmonary tuberculosis. Oi these.

I shall refer to only two

:

C.^SE No. 60.—Male, ast. 25, wt. 143 lbs. Seen
first September 20, 1902. Mother died of tubercu-

losis in 1888. Has had enlarged cervical glands for

three years. During the last ten months they be-

came quite large and tender. 0]ieration had been
advised several times, but refused. Came to Colo-

rado four months ago. Has gained three pounds.
Chest examination showed slight infiltration of right

apex. There was morning cough, no tubercle

bacilli in the sputum, temperature 36.8° C. Severe
reaction to 0.5 mg. Koch's old tuberculin. Tem-
perature, 38.4° C. L'nder small interspaced doses
of tuberculin, glands were gradually reduced in size,

and at the end of six months had practically dis-

appeared. September, 1905, no reaction to 2

mg. T. O.
C.vsE No. 146.—Wale. xt. 34. wt. 135 lbs. Seen

first March, 1904. Has lived in Colorado most of

his life, especially for the last twenty years. First

noticed enlargement of cervical glands in 1897, since

which time they have gradually been growing worse.

had drainage operation done in 1901. Have been
discharging more or less since. Examination re-

vealed a large open wound above the clavicle on left

side. Smaller wounds on right. Apex of left lung
involved. Numerous tubercle bacilli and strepto-

cocci in sputum, streptococci in discharge from
wound, temperature 38" to 39° C, chills and night

sweats. Under antistreptococcus serum the asso-

ciated infection was soon cleared up, temperature
became normal, chills and night sweats ceased, lie

was then placed on specific treatment, and at the end
of three months had gained twenty-three pounds,
wounds were all healed, cough and expectoration
had ceased. Was kept on treatment for three months
longer. Disease arrested and no signs of recurrence
up to the present time.

There were four cases of tuberculous otitis media.

One has not been heard of for two years. The his-

tory of the other three is up to date. All are off

treatment four years, with no return of the disease.

Plearing was restored only in one case to anj-thing

near normal. I shall here refer to only one case.

Case No. 9.—Male. set. 38. wt. 150 lbs. Seen first

January. 1900. Had cough, slight expectoration,

purulent discharge from right ear. which had existed

for some months. The patient refused to accept the

diagnosis of tuberculosis at the time. Not seen again

until August 10, 1901, when he had a severe pul-

monary hemorrhage, following which tubercle bacilli

were found in the sputum. Ear had been discharg-

ing pus in the interval between January, 1900, and
the time of his hemorrhage. September 20, 1901,

was put on tuberculin. At the end of three months
all discharge from ear had ceased, cough and ex-

pectoration greatly reduced. Four months later

cough and expectoration hail ceased, since which
time there has been no return of any signs of the

disease. At present his hearing in the right ear is

fairly good. Weight, 184 pounds. For the past five

years he has done work on his farm, and appears to

be in perfect health.

There were three cases of tubercle deposit in the

pharjnx, but in only one was there ulceration or

open tuberculosis. The interesting point about these

cases was the opportunity to study the local reaction

from the administration of tuberculin in small doses,

on visible tubercles. Si.x to eight hours or more
after an injection of tuberculin there was always to

be seen a congested zone around the tubercles, and
in the ulcerating case around the tuberculous area.

F'our cases of tuberculosis of the bladder were
under tuberculin treatment. In these cases the

microscopic findings were apparently positive. The
possibility of mistaking the smegma bacillijs for

tubercle bacillus was recognized. In the absence of

animal experiments for the purpose of differentia-

tion, the patient was given the benefit of the doubt,

and the results seem to bear out the diagnosis.

Tuberculosis of the bladder is practically always

secondary, and generally the result of tuberculosis

of .some other part of the genital or urinary tract,

and treatment directed to the bladder can have but

a temporary effect, as it does not reach the real seat

of the clisease. It was for this reason that tubercu-

lin was depended on in these cases. F'rom the state-

ments of others and my own limited experience in

this field, I should recommend a trial of the specific

treatment in bladder tuberculosis before attempting

surgical interference.

Three cases of joint tuberculosis were treated by
Uier's method of hyperemia plus tuberculin. The
more rapid results of the combined method would
point to the value and necessity of stimulating the

tuberculoopsonins when passive hyperemia is em-
ployed in the treatment of such cases. I shall refer

to only one case of this class:

Case 198.—^lale, set. 29, wt. 138 lbs. Seen first

January 10, 1906. Gave history of having lung in-

volvement for about three years. Had been in Colo-

rado two years. Examination showed involvement
of upper lobe of right lung, tubercle bacilli in

sputum, swelling of right wrist with characteristic

fle-xed position of hand. Owing to the ab.sence of

favorable results following the treatment of such

cases with tuberculin by others, I decided to try the

combined treatment of passive hyperemia and tuber-

culin in this case. He was given Koch's new
tuberculin in doses of 0.0002 to 0.00 1 mg. every ten

days. The restricting bandage was applied from
one to two hours twice a day. The first two months'
progress, in so far as the joint lesion was concerned,
was almost nil, except that the pain was less on
attempted motion. At the end of four months, pain

and swelling had almost disappeared. At this time

the T. R. was discontinued and the patient instructed

to keep up the use of the bandage. September, 1906.

four months after T. R. had been stopped, he had
no cough or expectoration and the joint disease

seemed to have been arrested, but joint somewhat
stiff. I probably made a mistake here in not giving
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more "joint exercise,'" as recommended by Bier and

his followers. Seen last, March, 1907, when he had

good use of hand and somewhat better motion in

joint.

The other case of tuberculosis of wrist, quit treat-

ment at the end of three months, with some improve-

ment. In a case of open tuberculosis of index

finger of left hand, the result was all that couldbe
looked for except a rather stiff joint, a condition

that existed when put on treatment.

Tuberculosis of the testicle occurred in two cases.

The second one, being the most extensive, is re-

ported in detail:

Case 150.—Male, ast. 26, wt. 134 lbs. Seen first

'Slay 28, 1904. Father and one brother died of

tuberculosis some years ago. About April i, 1902,

had orchitis (right' testicle), which was pronounced

tuberculous, and was removed October, 1902. In

the spring of 1903, he began to cough, had fever

and night sweats. Came to Colorado October, 1903.

Had lost ten pounds during the past three months.

Examination showed involvement of the upper lobe

of the right lung and apex of the left. Left testicle

swollen and tender. Temperature 37.7° C, pulse

108. T. B. in sputum numerous. Was on small

doses of tuberculin for five months. An abscess

formed in testicle, which was drained, and the

wound healed in about three weeks. November,

1904, cough much less. No T. B. in sputum, able

10 do light work, weight 149 pounds. At present no

cough, health good, and weight over 180 pounds.

Case 21.—Did not require any operative pro-

cedure, and responded more rapidly to treatment.

February, 1906, was in good healtli (about four

years after treatment had been discontinued ).

When tuberculin was first introduced by Koch,

its properties and action were practically unknown.

Each man who used it seemed to have his own ideas

as to dosage and physiological action. Even to-day

we know but little about its physiological action, but

there seems to be a more rational idea as to dosage.

The work of Wright has given us an explanation

of the action of tuberculin, which seems very feas-

ible, especially under certain conditions, vis., when
the tubercle bacilli are free in the tissues and can

come in contact with the body juices and the phago-

cyting leucocytes, as in open tuberculosis. In closed

tuberculosis, conditions are different.

A diagnosis of tuberculosis can never be made
until after tubercle formation has taken place. Not

only has tubercle formation taken place, but very

probably many generations of tubercles have formed

and ruptured before the lesions have become large

enough to produce svmptoms from which we could

make a diagnosis.

Granting that Wright's theory is correct in so far

as it goes, we still have in every case the unruptured

tubercle to contend with. "If the walling-in process

be sufficient, the imprisoned bacilli disintegrate and

die under the process of caseation, liquefaction,

and absorption, or calcification, and there is no fur-

ther harm to the economy, but if the encapsulation

be insufficient, the bacilli migrate radially and set

up new foci of the disease." ("Cornet.)

The capsule of the tubercle is a nonvascular

filjrous structure, which serves two purposes : It

protects the tissues against the growing and multi-

plying bacilli ; it also protects those same bacilli from
the bactericidal substances that may be present in

the tissues, whether those substances be the product

of natural or artificial immunity. Recently we have

heard much about producing immunity by the use

of certain tubercle bacilli products introduced into

the system, but investigation shows that any immune

bodies thus produced have no action upon the en-

capsulated bacilli. We cannot get around the fact

that Nature's way of arresting and curing tubercu-

losis is the only method by which we may hope to

win, viz., by encapsulation, and this encapsulation

must be complete.

In visible tuberculosis, as of the eye, pharynx,

larynx, or mucous membrane, it has long been

noticed that some hours after an injection of any
of the tubercle bacilli products, in small doses, a

congestion is always produced around the tubercles.

Such hyperemia aids in the production of new tissue

to the capsule, where Nature has already made an

attempt to protect the host. This is what might be

considered as the second physiological action of

tuberculin.

In the stimulation of the production of tuberculo-

opsonins, Wright has shown the necessity for the

small dose. The same small dose produces the

hyperemia around the tubercle. Seven years' expe-

rience with tuberculin, used in small doses, has con-

vinced one of its value in properly selected cases.

At no time have I found it necessary to increase the

dose to anything like that advocated by some writers.

Tubercle bacilli preparations seem to have a

double action when introduced into the circulation

of a tuberculous individual, especially in the early

stages of the disease: (i) The stimulation of the

production of tuberculo-opsonins, which opsonins

have a certain unknown action on tubercle bacilli

that are free in the tissues, so preparing them that

they are readily taken up and presumably destroyed
by the phogocyting leucocytes. (2 ) The causing of
a hyperemia around the tuberculous area, thus aid-

ing the process of encapsulation. In both cases the

small dose is called for.

We have only begun to learn, in a small way, the

value of tubercle bacilli products in the treatment
of tuberculous lesions. As the physiological and
therapeutic actiim of the drug becomes better under-
stood, its application in suitable cases will become
more general. Tuberculin can never be considered
a specific in tuberculosis, but at the present time we
know it as a most valuable adjuvant to other well-

recognized therapeutic agents in the treatment of
tuberculous lesions in the early stages of the disease.

EARLY DIAGNOSIS OF CARCINOMA OF
THE SIGMOID.*

By EDWARD MILTON FOOTE, M.D.,

NEW YORK.

VISITING SURGEON TO THE NEW YORK CITY HOSPITAL.

Carcinoma of the sigmoid forms less than two per
cent, of all cancer.^ Its relative importance in ab-
dominal diagnosis is, however, somewhat greater

than these figures would indicate, as it holds third

place in order of frequency of gastrointestinal can-
cer, the stomach coming first, and the rectum sec-

ond. It has an especial interest for the surgeon,
since it grows slowly, and does not form distant

metastases for a long time. It is also accessible,

and is situated in a part which can be sacrificed al-

most with impunity. But to enter this attractive

surgical field under favorable circumstances, an
early diagnosis is necessary; and the difficulties

which surround an early diagnosis of carcinoma of
the sigmoid are a challenge to physician and .surgeon
alike.

The anatomy of this region is simple. The sig-

*A paper read at the annual meeting of the Monroe
Coinitv liledical Society, held at Rochester. N. Y., Mav IQ.

igo8.
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moid forms a loop about 18 inches long, with a short

mesosigmoid above and below, and a longer one in

the middle of the sigmoid. Its arteries are branches

of the inferior mesenteric ; its lymphatics drain into

the lumbar glands. Its own lymphatic glands are

less numerous than those of other parts of the in-

testine. It follows from these facts that a removal
of a part of the sigmoid, and the corresponding part

of its mesentery, is not a difficult operation, but that

such an operation will be a complete removal of the

carcinoma only in the early stages of the disease.

When the carcinoma has spread to the lumbar
glands, its complete removal will be impossible.

Before taking up the s}-mptoms upon which we
must rely to make an early diagnosis of carcinoma
of the sigmoid, let me give very briefly the histories

of three patients upon whom I have operated at dif-

ferent times for this disease.

Case I.—The first was a man aged 53, who for

six months had suffered from increasing constijia-

tion, with a good deal of pain in the lower left ab-

dominal quadrant. The pain and constipation had

at times been much worse than at others, so that

on several occasions the patient had been threatened

with complete obstruction if one may so express it.

He had not observed any blood or mucus in the

stools. There had been a gradual but progressive

loss of flesh and strength, but up to the occurrence

of an acute obstruction for which I was consulted,

he was able to attend to business every day. When
I first saw him there had been no movement of the

bowels for four or five days, and there was grad-

ually increasing vomiting, abdominal distention, and
pain. He was still in good general condition. In

other words, he had the symptoms of a complete
obstruction of the large intestine low down, for the

relief of which immediate operation was indicated.

I held the hope and expressed it to the family that

the cause of obstruction might be purely mechanical,

such as a volvulus. In the light of subsequent ex-

perience I know such a hope to be absolutely

groundless, for the man's history, though less exact

in details than we should like it to be, is typical of

carcinoma of the sigmoid. Operation revealed that

the obstruction was due to such a growth ; that the

disease had involved the whole wall of the intestine,

and had also attached to it two loops of small intes-

tine. An artificial anus enabled the patient to go
about in comparative comfort for some months, and
postponed the death for more than one year.

Case II.—The second patient was a woman
nearly fifty years of age, who was slowly dying

from recurrent carcinoma of the breast. She had
the same abdominal symptoms as the man just

spoken of. There was gradually increasing con-

stipation with occasional acute attacks, going on to

almost complete obstruction. As a tumor was pal-

pable there was no difficulty in establishing the diag-

nosis. She would not consent to operation, how-
ever, until complete obstruction occurred. By that

time the growth in the sigmoid had already become
attached to the bladder, so that complete removal
was out of the question, even if she had not had a
recurrent carcinoma of the breast. An artificial

anus was established which performed its functions
well until death, about six months later.

These palliative operations are a physical relief to

the patient but they bring little credit to the sur-

geon, since the attention of the patient and his

family is fixed, not on the pain which he has escaped,
but on the sad fate which is before him.

Case III.—The third patient presented a more
pleasant surgical task. Mrs. L., aged 55, a stout

Irish widow, not unfamiliar with beer and whiskev.

had always been healthy. For some months pre-

vious in her admission to the New York City Hos-
pital she had suffered with constipation, rarely hav-

ing more than two movements a week, and often

only one. The stools were small and hard, otherwise

normal as far as she had noticed. Associated with

the constipation there was a feeling of itching or

burning in the lower left side of the abdomen. One
night she awoke with cramps in the abdomen. Thei'.

had been no movement for two days. This was not

unusual, but she did not like the severe cramps, and
she took the following day, in order to relieve her-

self, citrate of magnesia, Seidlitz powders, and
salts. They produced vomiting, but no movement
of the bowels. The vomiting was a new symptom.
In one of the medical wards of the hospital, enemeta
and additional cathartics failed to effect a passage,

and the question of surgical interference was raised.

When I saw the patient she was still in good con-

dition, with no fever and a good pulse. It was then

five days since the last movement of the bowels. The
abdomen was uniformly distended to a moderate
degree and tympanitic. There was no localized pain,

nor tenderness, nor muscular rigidity, and no tumor
was palpable. It was evitlent that the patient was
suft'ering from complete obstruction, very low down
in the large intestine. Rectal examination revealed

nothing abnormal, but the fact that the patient could

hold only a pint of fluid given by rectum, confirmed
the theory that the obstruction was low down. Peri-

staltic motion was still active, as shown by rythmic
cramps, as well as by auscultation ; but no gas passed
the anus. The diagnosis made was stricture of the

sigmoid, probably malignant, and operation was per-

formed at once.

An incision was made at the outer border of the

left rectus. The moderately distended small intes-

tines filled the field of view. The upper part of the

sigmoid was brought into the wound, and was not

greatly distended. By following it downward, the

finger came upon a hard mass, of scarcely larger

caliber than the normal intestine, and not adherent

to any surrounding part. It was so low down, how-
ever, that it could be brought out of the wound only

by dividing a part of its mesocolon. It was a con-

stricting tumor of the sigmoid, and it had already

penetrated the serous coat, where it was growing in

httle red masses characteristic of a carcinoma.

The affected intestine and a considerable portion

of healthy intestine both above and below the tumor
was freed by division of its mesentery, and brought

well out of the wound. The peritoneal cavity was
closed around it, and the loop of bowel wrapped in

gauze. Owing to the necessary division of blood-

vessels, nearly the whole of this displaced bowel be-

came gangrenous. This had no effect on the subse-

quent steps of the operation, but spoiled the path-

ological specimen.

A week later the surplus bowel was excised and

the ends sutured. Owing to the rigidity of the in-

testinal wall, it was difficult to approximate the two
ends properly, and the suture did not hold. Another

plan was then adopted to reestablish the continuity

of the gut. The intervening septum, or spur, was
cut through by crushing it between the jaws of a

large curved clamp. This was done three times, at

intervals of a few days, until a deep division of the

septum was obtained. Only at the third application

of the clamp did the patient feel any pain. The
opening in the bowel was then closed once more by
suture, and this time the stitches held. A small

fistula still remained, which healed spontaneously, as

there was an ample lumen at the point of resection

and suture. This course of operative treat.-n^Mit
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occupied about three months, or nearly six months,
if one reckons the time until the fistula was finally

healed. Twent}- months later the patient was 1:1

excellent health and apparently free from rcciir-

rence.

.Inalysis of Early Syiiipfoms.—Carcinoma of the
sigmoid occurs in both men and women. The age
of the patient is usually between forty and sixty

years. Early symptoms naturally fall into three
groups. There are the local symptoms of pain,

tumor, and abdominal distention ; the general symp-
toms of altered stools, loss of flesh and strength, and
cachexia : and a third group of symptoms due to the
presence of partial or complete' obstruction of the
bowel.

Of the local symptoms, pain is the most important
and usually the first noted. It is referred to the
lower left quadrant of the abdomen. It varies greatly
in amount in different cases. It may be slight or
severe. If present at all. it is more or less steady
until the tumor begins to interfere with the passage
of the feces through the sigmoid. Then the pain
comes on in rather distinct waves, as the colon by
increased peristalsis tries to force its contents
through the narrowed sigmoid. Both kinds of ])ain.

the steady kind and the peristaltic kind, are much
more marked at times when the fecal masses are
hard and accumulate in unusual amount.
The presence of a tumor is not usually observed

at an early stage of the disease. Indeed, when it

occurs early, it is rather suggestive of nonmalig-
nant disease, as is mentioned in a later paragrai h on
differential diagnosis.

Abdominal distention in an early stage of the dis-

ease is associated with partial obstruction of the
bowel. Otherwise it is not of common occurrence,
and has little diagnostic value, being found in too
many other conditions.

Increasing constipation is an almost constant
symptom. Taken with the pain, it forms the most
reliable basis for early diagnosis. But the constipa-

tion does not increase steadily. On the contrary,

there is usually an irregularity in the increase, so
that one may well speak of acute attacks of consti-

pation, superimposed upon a chronic constipation.

That is to say, the movement of the bowels will

become scanty and infrequent, and perhaps cease
for three or four days. Then, as the result of
cathartics or enemata, there will be three or four
movements, the last probably loose. After this the
bowels will act satisfactorily for a few days, or
possibly for some weeks. Then another attack of
constipation comes on. Inquiry will show that these
attacks of constipation tend to recur at shorter in-

tervals and that stronger cathartics are required to
overcome them.

Alternating constipation and diarrhea are a nat-
ural development of this increasing ob.^truction, but
are usually not well marked until an ulcer forms at

the site of the tumor or in the damaged intestinal

wall above it. Such spontaneous diarrhea following
a period of constipation is not to be confused with
the loose movements following the administration of
strong cathartics to overcome the constipation. Such
movements cannot properly be classed as a symp-
tom of the disease, and care should be taken to
exclude them before making the statement that
alternating constipation and diarrhea exist.

The characters of the stools themselves are sel-

dom of assistance in making an early diagnosis.

Blood and mucus are rarely seen at an early stage.

It is important to remember this, as blood in the
stools is usually mentioned as one of the symptoms
of carcinoma of the sigmoid. It is a symptom of

the ulceration, and, therefore, a later symptom. We
are considering here the early diagnosis. One should

never decide that a patient has not a carcinoma of

the sigmoid because the stools do not contain blood.

Many patients who have such cancer go on to com-
plete obstruction or even death, without visible blood

in the stools. The occurrence of blood and mucus
in the stools is closely associated in time and origin

with the alternating diarrhea and constipation.

Loss of weight is an early symptom, though, like

cachexia, it is more noticeable at a later stage of the

disease. Those who make a practice of weighing
regularly all of their patients know that loss of

weight is an early symptom of many obscure dis-

eases.

It seems rather odd to class obstruction as an early

symptom, but we are justified in doing so both path-

ologicall}- and clinically. Carcinoma of the sigmoid
is usually annular, anil often it gives symptoms of

partial or even complete obstruction before it has
involved more than an inch or two of bowel. This
was so in tlie third case mentioned at the begin-

ning of this paper. Clinically, it must stand at

present as an early symptom, for many of these

patients do not consult us until they suffer from
some form of obstruction. Yet many of them do
come earlier for pain, or constipation, or malaise,

and we fail to realize the possibilities that underlie

these symptoms.
If obstruction occurs, it is of the mildest type

possible. For a time some gas may pass the con-

striction and serve to postpone the marked abdomi-
nal distention, which is a feature of all com-
plete obstruction of the large intestine. If the stric-

ture is situated as low down as the sigmoid, complete
obstruction may exist for several days before there

is vomiting or serious pain or distress. This is, of

course, due to the fact that the patient has nearly the

whole of his large intestine as a temporary reser-

voir for gas and feces, so that if he eats little it may
be some days before the small intestine and stomach
show signs of the obstructed flow.

Physical Examination.—The conditions found
upon examination are quite different when an acute

obstruction is present and when it is absent. If the

patient is seen between the attacks of acute consti-

pation, when the large intestine is not overfilled,

examination of the abdomen will reveal tenderness

in the left iliac fossa, especially when rectal and
abdominal examination are combined. If the patient

is thin and a growth is situated in that portion of
the sigmoid which is normally palpable, a tumor
should be felt at a very early stage of its develop-
ment. If the patient is stout, or if the growth is

situated in the lower part of the sigmoid, a tumor
cannot be felt at an early stage. The tumor, if felt,

will be small and movable at an early stage of the
disease. When the growth has reached the serous
coat of the bowel, adhesions form which limit its

mobility. A large or immovable tumor palpable
within a few weeks after the first symptoms are
noticed by the patient is probably nonmalignant ; a
point which will be again referred to in connection
with differential diagnosis.

The rectum is to be examined with the finger and
through a tube. If the tumor can be felt, it is of the

rectum and not of the sigmoid. Inspection through
the endoscope may reveal merely a constriction, or
a tumor, or an ulceration secondary to the cancer,

or nothing abnormal. Failure to find even a con-
striction does not prove its absence, since only a little

more than the lower half of the sigmoid can be seen
under the most favorable circumstances. The tube
used for this inspection should be not less than
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twelve inches long, though in many cases not more
than eight or ten inches can be passed. A simple
tube and obturator with light reflected from a head
mirror will suffice, if one has not at hand the more
elaborate style of endoscope with pneumatic and
electric attachments.

Another method of examination which should not
be omitted is the pimiping of air or water into the
rectum and observing resulting changes in percus-
sion and auscultation. Sometimes a distinct gurg-
ling marks the site of constriction.

If the patient is seen during an attack of acute
obstruction, the abdomen is distended with gas at

least sufficiently to defeat palpation. There may be
visible peristalsis. There may be an area of dullness

in the left lower quadrant, due to accumulation of
fecal matter above the constriction. Water or air

injected into the rectum will probably not pass the

constriction. In this case, not more than a pint of
water can be injected, as this is about the capacity
of the rectum. The sigmoid, it will be remembered,
holds about a quart, and when the carcinoma is high
up in the sigmoid, some of this capacity is available,

even though obstruction is complete.

Differential Diag>iosis.—Chronic Constipation—
In making a differential diagnosis, we shall have to

consider first of all chronic constipation. This often

shows a tendency to increase as a patient passes

middle life, and on account of injudicious diet, lack

of exercise, or for some other reason, it varies in

intensity, and may even be interrupted by short

periods of diarrhea. It may also be accompanied
by a diminished appetite, poorer color, and a loss of
weight. The chief points which distinguish chronic

constipation from the irregular intestinal action due
to malignant disease, are the long duration of symp-
toms and the absence of abdominal pain, except

such colic as may accompany an attack of diarrhea.

In the simple nonmalignant cases of constipation

the symptoms will have lasted for years. However,
it is well to remember that a carcinoma of the sig-

moid may develop in a person who has long been
constipated from some other cause.

Sigmoiditis.—The occurrence of an acute or sub-

acute inflammation of the sigmoid was formerly

denied by some of the most prominent writers.

Whether they have all retracted or not it is not

necessary to inquire. For our purpose it is enough
to know that many cases have recently been re-

ported, in some of which the diagnosis has been

confirmed by operation. Without going into the

various classifications of such inflammation which
some writers have proposed, we may also admit

that the various forms of catarrhal, ulcerative and
perforative inflammation may occur in this region,

"^uch an inflammation may vary in intensity, a

it may be confined to the mucous membrane or

penetrate the deeper layers of the intestine, or. ex-

tending through the intestinal wall, the inflammation
may lead to the development of localized abscesses,

sinuses, and fistuL-e. It is evident that the symptoms
in different cases will vary a good deal ; and yet it

is possible to speak of the typical set of symptoms.
The inflammation is usually chronic with acute

exacerbations. In the acute stage there is fever

with tenderness and muscular rigidity, colicky pain,

and perhaps fetid or purulent stools. In the sub-

acute or chronic stage, the patient may be consti-

pated or there may be diarrhea with blood and mu-
cus in the stools. There is more or less constant pain.

The sigmoid is palpably thickened and tender for a

distance of several inches. Such a tumor is often

movable. It does not disappear promptly after an
evacuation of the bowels is obtained. The colon

above the sigmoid is often distended. A marked
restlessness or nervousness has been observed in

some patients. Naturally, in these cases there is

often a considerable loss of weight, which may be
quickly recovered, upon suitable diet. If under
treatment the inflammatory symptoms subside, the

patient gains in weight, and the stools become nor-

mal, the suspicion of malignancy is lifted. If an
ulcer of the sigmoid leads to perforation, usually

through one of the diverticula,'and the abscess which
results is limited either by adhesions or because it

forms retroperitoneally, the patient will present

some symptoms similar to those of malignant dis-

ease, but the picture is so essentially inflammatory
that a careful investigator is not likely to be misled.

Tuberculosis and Syphilis.—Tuberculosis and
syphilis of the sigmoid are so rare that a brief men-
tion of them must suffice. The former leads to

adhesive inflammation and sinuses; the latter has
its own history in many cases, and generally other

lesions in other parts of the body.

To sum up the chief points in differential diag-

nosis, we may say: If the disease is located in the

left iliac fossa, with symptoms of increasing con-

stipation for six months or less, possibly w'ith occa-

sional diarrhea without blood, with local pain and
some impairment of strength, there is strong sus-

picion of malignancy, especially in a person of mid-
dle age or beyond. If a small movable tumor can

be felt the diagnosis is almost certain.

If there is a history of diarrhea and constipation,

with mucus and blood almost from the beginning
of the illness, or if the history includes an acute

inflammatory attack, or if there is a large movable
tumor, or a continuation of symptoms for a year
or two without great impairment of health, the affec-

tion is probably not malignant.

Complete Obstruction.—If the patient when seen
is suffering from complete obstruction, it will be
necessary to consider, in addition to the possibilities

mentioned above, mechanical obstruction, such as

volvulus of the whole sigmoid, obstruction due to

bands, etc. The absence of symptoms previous to

the occurrence of the acute obstruction, will usually

serve to dift'erentiate the two kinds of obstruction

;

but should a mistake be make in this direction, it

is not serious, as the treatment indicated is in both
cases immediate operation.

Treatment.—It is not the purpose of this paper
to treat the subject of carcinoma of the sigmoid
exhaustiveh', but rather to suggest the possibilities

of an earlier diagnosis than is usually made. The
remarks upon treatment will, therefore, be very
brief.

It has for many years been recognized that

primary resection of the large intestine followed
by closure of the abdominal wound is a dangerous
procedure, even when the intestine contains only
the normal amount of fecal matter. There are sev-

eral reasons for this, which it is not necessary to

mention in detail, but the chief one is undoubtedly
the absence of peritoneum from a considerable por-

tion of its circumference. The risk of resection is

greatly increased if performed in the presence of
partial or complete obstruction.

As long ago as 1879, Baum^ proposed and carried

out a plan to lessen the risk. His idea was to per-

form colostomy some distance above the tumor in

order to relieve the distention, if such existed, and
also to divert the fecal stream. Some days later he
performed a resection, and the sutured intestine had
time to unite before any feces passed through it.

This plan of procedure has been followed by many
surg-eons and is still in use to-dav. If the tumor is
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situated in the sigmoid, the artificial anus is usually

established in the transverse colon.

In 1892, Bloch' performed what he called an ex-

traabdominal resection of the sigmoid, dividing the

operation into three steps or stages. At the first

one, the tumor was brought out of the abdominal
wound, and the intestine was opened above the con-

striction. At the second step, taken some days later,

the protruding intestine was resected. The operator
then waited four months, to make sure that there
was no local recurrence of the tumor, and then per-

formed the third part of the operation, which con-
sisted in freeing and suturing the edges of the in-

testine.

This method of operating seems to possess certain

distinct advantages over Baum's method, especially

in cases of carcinoma of the sigmoid. The technique
was perfected by jMikulicz,* and a description of it

was published by him in 1902. His plan is to free
the tumor and the adjacent involved lymphatics, di-

viding so much of the mesocolon as is necessary to
bring the affected intestine out of the wound. The
edges of the parietal peritoneum are stitched to the
upper and lower portions of the intestinal loop with
catgut in order to close the peritoneal cavity, and to
prevent the intestine from drawing back into it.

The wound in the skin is also partially sutured. In
his earlier operations, ]\Iikulicz delayed resection for
one, t\vo, or three days. In his later operations, he
cut oft' the protruding loop of intestine at once,
and tied in its upper opening a large tube, in order
to convey the feces away from the wound. This
immediate resection is undoubtedly the proper pro-
cedure to follow, for the loop often becomes gan-
grenous in part, owing to the disturbance of its blood
supply. Two or three weeks later, :\Iikulicz crushed
the septum or spur between the upper and lower
openings in the intestine, and closed the external
intestinal wound by suture. This reduces the opera-
tion two steps, unless it is necessary to repeat the
second one.

Performed in the manner last described, resection
of the sigmoid flexure is almost without risk; where
as by Baum's method of operating there is some risk
of peritonitis, even when an empt}' intestine is re-
sected and sutured. Baum's method also requires
two abdominal wounds.
The chief objection which may be urged against

Bloch's extraabdominal resection is the possibility
that it may be followed by hernia. If this occurs a
third operation will be required in order to cure it,

but as the intestine need not be opened at this opera-
tion, it does not add greatly to the risk. All things
considered, this is a most satisfactory method of
operating for carcinoma of the sigmoid, and de-
serves a much wider recognition than it enjoys at
present.

There is one point in connection with crushing the
septum which I have not seen mentioned, and which
is worth obsen-ing. Before the inte.'^tine is sutured
to the parietal peritoneum, its upper and lower por-
tions should be slightly rotated upon themselves, so
that their peritoneal surfaces will lie in con-tact. ' If
this is done, the septum will contain no sensitive
nerve fibers, and may, therefore, be crushed abso-
lutely without pain.
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THE PAIXFUL CUTANEOUS ZONES IN
VISCERAL DISEASE.*
By M. D. BLOOMFIELD. M.D.,

PHILADELPHIA.

HBUBBR OF THE NEUROLOGICAL STAFF OP THE JEFFERSON MEDICAL
COLLEGE.

It is surprising that such an important subject as

the one indicated by the strain of this paper should

have received so little attention. In 1893, Henr\-

Head of England published in \'ol. XVI. of Brain

an article in continuation of his Graduation Thesis

on the same subject, appearing in 1892, in which he

maintained that pain caused by visceral disease is

referred to definite cutaneous areas, which are dis-

tinct for each organ affected, and in which tender-

ness often exists. These areas correspond to the

distribution of tlie pathic fibers contained in one
or more posterior spinal roots. By mapping out the

tender area, it is possible to ascertain from which
portion of the spinal cord the aft'ected viscus re-

ceives its sensory fibers. He found that the tender-

ness from visceral disease extends as a band around
the body and over points where pressure cannot
affect the diseased organ. Pain from affection of

the peritoneum and pleura is local, not referred,

and the tenderness is absent from bony points, such
as the iliac crest and vertebral spines, where pressure
does not affect the serous membrane. The reflexes

are always exaggerated over the hyperalgesic zone.

Cedrangalo, Scherrington, and Starr have found,
after a long experimentation, these hyperesthetic
zones described by Head, the areas being segmental
regions of the body corresponding to the various
viscera.

Bennett, in the Lancet of October 12, 1907, re-

ports three cases in which purely thoracic symptoms
led to the diagnosis of acute appendicitis. In two
of his cases of gangrenous appendicitis, they ex-
hibited thoracic symptoms. He found those
areas of hyperesthesia to correspond roughly to the
anatomical divisions of the abdominal wall so far as
the point of greatest intensit}- of the hyperesthesia
is concerned. He found the hyperesthesia most in-

tense (o) at IMcBurney"s point, {b) at the umbili-
cus, (c) at the level of the ninth rib. On the right

side the hyperesthetic area over IMcBurney"s point
is usually associated with the appendical diseases.

The zone corresponding to the umbilicus is fre-

quently associated with inflammation or abscess
above the lower surface of the diaphragm. The
pleura or peritoneum must always be affected to
elicit this phenomenon. In the absence of involv-
ment of these coverings, disease of the viscera can-
not very well be interpreted b)' this sensory- phe-
nomenon. However, I have been able to elicit it in

gastric ulcer and in aneurj-sm of the ascending arch
of the aorta, where the serous coverings could
hardly have been aft'ected.

In chronic disease, with resulting pathological
formation of new tissue causing adhesions, it is

hard to elicit tlie zones. However, in manv cases
of chronic vesceral involvement, I have been able to
elicit them. In the acute stages of visceral involve-
ment they are conspicuously obser\-ed. Bennett has
found that when the hyperesthesia is marked in a
disease of acute onset, it most frequently points to
surgical complications, usually to abscess, empyema,
or gangrene.

Joseph Frankel of New York, in a paper read
before the Neurological Societ\% April 19, 1906. says
that he found the evidence of disturbed sensation in
visceral disease a valuable sign. In his experience
*Read at a meeting of the Philadelphia Neurological

Societ5' -April 24, 1908.
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he found it a great aid at the bedside, frequently

illuminating many ill-defined and vague symptoms.
The explanations of the phenomena are neces-

sarily theoretical and the views so numerous that

I will only brietiy mention those most frequently

considered : ( i ) The epicrutic and protopathic sen-

sory^ pathways. (2) The existence of special areas

of specific sensibility. (3) The intercommunication
of, or the direct accompaniment of, an afferent to

every efferent nerve. (4) Pacinian bodies. (5) Cor-
ticospinal, visceral, and cutaneous zones. (6) Spe-
cial temperature spots, etc.

The physiological laboratorj' has taught us that

the stomach, liver, heart, lungs, and kidneys can
be handled without causing any pain ; the pleura,

pericardium, peritoneum, meninges, the serous mem-
branes, the skin, the fascia of the muscles, tendon
sheaths, periosteal layer, and synovial membranes,
on the other hand, give pain when han-
dled. However, recent laboratory research has
produced contrary evidence, namely, that the

viscera are capable of responding to painful

stimuli, though not able to localize them
correctly. Dana and MacKenzie, in 1890, were the

first to draw attention to the cephalic areas by asso-

ciating the location of a headache with its possible

visceral origin, in bladder, stomach, uterus, etc.

Starr and McBurney, in experimentation along this

line, conducted at Roosevelt Hospital in New York,
elicited this phenomenon in about 12 per cent, of
their cases. Wm. H. Thompson has had a varia-

ble experience, finding this sign present in a great
many cases, and absent in many where it was ex-

pected to be most prominent. Hunt has found this

a valuable diagnostic aid in cases of gastric ulcer

and gallstones, especially in neurotic individuals.

I have asked several other prominent clinicians what
their experience has been with this sign, but, unfor-
tunately, they had never heard of it.

Method of Eliciting the Head's Lines.—The
patient, after having had his history carefully re-

corded, is given a thorough generjil examination.

When ready to test for Head's lines it is best that

the patient lie supine and perfectly relaxed. If pos-

sible, he should have no distention of the abdomen,
due to fecal accumulation, likewise the bladder

should be emptied voluntarily. A pin, toothpick, or

any pwinted instrument, the fine electrode of the

faradic current, test tube of hot or cold water, or

even picking the skin up between the fingers, is em-
ployed to elicit this reaction. The patient, looking

away from the examiner with his mind diverted

from himself, the physician places the pointed in-

strument over the various zones of the abdomen.
When the suspected area is reached there is a de-

cided change. Here, the reflex is exaggerated, the

pain is more intense, localized. In stroking my pin

over the suspected zone, I first lightly touch the

skin with the point, holding the instrument in the

position as if ready for puncture. If the hyperes-

thesia is uniformly complained of without the ob-

jective reflex, it usually means a psychic element.

One will find in such case that the touch with the

pin over the same spot a few seconds later causes

no pain at all.

A good way to outline a satisfactory area is to

test the suspected zone by lines, drawn across the

zone, say four inches long, forming by intersections

several squares within the square. The center of

each little square in the typical case exhibits this

hyperesthesia and reflex at the slightest touch.

Occasionally hysteria and other functional and

organic nervous affections may stimulate these

hyperesthetic areas, but the history- of the case, the

indefiniteness of the area, the absence of objective

reaction in the reflex or hyperemia, the failure to

respond in the same way when the area is retested,

all speak against the true Head's zones.

In the cases I report below the hyperesthetic zone

was a most valuable aid. To me it almost seemed

the most important symptom. The laboratory

analysis was a complete one, but unfortunately, fre-

quently threw little light as to the real condition.

Case I.—S. B., tailor, age 45, Russian, married,

has five healthy children, comes from a healthy

parentage. Has always had indigestion. For the

last five years has been treated by some of our most
eminent specialists for chronic constipation. He
always complained of a "hard stool," and pain after

eating. The character of the pain was variable. At
times it would be at the xiphoid cartilage, sharp, and
preceding meals, then dull and constant, frequently

boring, aggravated by eating. The location would
likewise be varieil. During the last year he had
lost thirty pounds in weight, felt weaker than usual,

pain less, appetite better, but skin more yellowish

than before. He had always had a yellowish com-
plexion. Physical examination could detect no evi-

dence of any growtli.

Laboratory analysis, according to D. j\I. Kaplan's

chart, which I employ: Blood, October 14,

1907. Hemoglobin, 80 per cent. ; R. B. C, 4,850,-

000; W. B. C, 7,000; basophilcs, i per cent.; neu-

trophiles, 74 per cent.; large lymphocytes, 12 per

cent. ; small lymphocytes, 18 per cent. ; larger mono-
nuclears, 3 ])er cent. ; eosinophiles, 4 per cent.

;

nucleated cells, 5 per cent. ; microorganisms, none.

The blood examination at the German Hospital, to

which I had him admitted, in Dr. Deaver's service,

showed similar findings.

Uranalysis.—Twenty-four-hour specimen, 1,500

c.c. ; S. G., 1,024; reaction, acid; color, amber;
odor, urinous ; transparenc)', fair ; sediment, some

;

albumin, none; urea, 30 grams; indican, plus;

chlorides, plus ; sulphates, plus ; blood, none ; bile,

none ; sugar, none ; Diazo, 4 times out of 10 positive

;

calcium oxalate, present ; amorphous urate, present

;

casts, cylindroids ; epithelial cells, none.

Feces.—Number of stools, one ; ribbon-shaped,

hard, dry, small piece ; clay color ; little odor ; hydro-
bilirubin, slight trace ; occult blood, none ;

parasites,

none ; food rests, none ; mucus, none ; blood, none

;

a few triple phosphate crystals, vegetable cells, and
oil.

Stomach outline, normal ; vomitus, none ; tube of

caliber 34 introduced easily twenty-two inches. Last
food taken ten hours previously, consisting of cup
of tea, two pieces of toast; time of test, 10 a.m.;

quantity obtained, 150 c.c; gross appearance, par-

ticle of bread, apple, crackers, tomatoes.

Chemical .\nalysis.—Lactic acid, twice out of six

tests; free HCl present every time; no butyric or

acetic acid ; occasional traces of blood, no bile.

Ewald's Test Meal.—Quantity, 200 c.c. ; time of

ingestion, 9 a.m. ; time of removal, 10 a.m.
;
quantity

obtained 300 c.c. ; degree of subdivision of particles,

almost as ingested, with a very sour odor. Ab-
sorption power, poor; iodine appeared i hour after

administering a capsule of 5 grs. of potassium

iodide. These examinations did not point to the

real nature of the malady. The only point of in-

terest and bearing seemed to be tenderness on pal-

pating the epigastrium, however with no focal inten-

sity of pain. I tried for Head's zones, and found,

at about the eighth interspace, on the right side, an

area of hyperesthesia, exaggerated reflex, and de-

layed hyperemia. There was no nervous element

to be considered. In considering the fact that the
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patient had been suffering so many years from indi-

gestion, losing thirty pounds within one j'ear, show-

ing evidence of beginning emaciation, despite tlie

negative laboratory- examination, and from the light

in the nature of Head's zones. I made the diagnosis

of beginning cancer of the posterior wall of the

stomach. The patient was admitted to the German
Hospital, where Dr. Deaver and the house staff,

who examined him, did not regard the case as one

of cancer, but of chronic constipation. I urged the

operation. At operation Dr. Deaver, after a few
minutes' search, came across a mass about the size of

a large walnut, hard, and situated on the posterior

wall of the lesser curvature near the pylorus. Mi-
croscopic examination showed it to be a scirrhous

carcinoma. A gastroenterostomy was done, and now
the patient has gained sevent}- pounds since the op-

eration, and is enjoying excellent health. Dr. Salin-

ger saw the case with me in consultation

C.'\SE n.—Patient 48 years old. express agent.

Hungarian. IMother had cancer of uterus. Is mar-
ried. Has four healthy children. Ahvavs enjoved
good health until last fall, when he consulted Dr.
W. W. Babcock for "sour stomach." In about a

week's time was much improved, but felt a heavi-

ness after eating, a dull ache lasting for a few min-
utes, mostly confined to the liver area, and a desire

to fall asleep immediately after eating. He again
consulted Dr. Babcock, who soon relieved his dis-

tress, and the patient was free from all annoyance
for two months. Three months after he first be-
gan to be troubled with his stomach, he felt him-
self becoming weaker every day. He could not
sleep; he was ner\'ous; his right side felt heavier
than before, but he had no particular pain. After
eating, he felt "all stopped up." Lost ten pounds
in four weeks. Came under my observation Feb-
ruar)^ 12, 1908.

Physical Examination.—Showed a splendidly de-
veloped, well-nourished man. weighing 185 pounds

;

he was slightly pale and careworn ; tongue coated

:

reflexes increased all over; no organic affection of
the nervous sjstem. Over the liver a tender area
was outlined on deep pressure. Stomach outline

was slightly increased. There was a well-developed
Head zone, area of hyperesthesia, and exaggerated
reflex, on the right side of the level of the ninth rib.

and in the midclavicular region. After combining
the evidence of the laboraton,-. I diagnosed his con-
dition as probably a malignant tumor of the pylo-

rus, developing from a previous gastric ulcer. The
patient, like the previous one, had never vomited
during his illness. His bowels were regular, though
the passages were incomplete, and the feces were
hard and foul-smelling. The patient felt better after

eating. I made three analyses of his urine, blood,

feces, and gastric contents on three different visits,

two days apart, and give below the average findings.

After his third visit, I advised him to be operated
on immediately. He refused, went to New York,
where he received Christian Science treatment for
two months. He came back last week to see me.

Physical Examination Three Months after First

Msit.—Weight. 138 pounds. Yellowish all over.
Palpable tumor about 10 cm. long and 5 high, right

below xiphoid cartilage. Could hardly walk, was
so weak. Patient is now in hospital, with inoperable
tumor of the stomach, impatiently awaiting his call.

Blood.—Hemoglobin, 95 per cent.; R. B. C, 5,-

000,000 ; W. B. C, 5,000 : basophiles, none ; neu-
trophiles, 68 per cent. ; small h'mphocytes, 60 per
cent. : large lymphocytes, 24 per cent. ; large mono-
nuclears, 2 per cent. ; eosinophiles, 2 per cent. ; tran-

sitional, 3 per cent. ; microorganisms, none.

Uranalysis.—Twenty-four-hour specimen, 1,800

c.c. ; S. G., 1,018; reaction, acid; color, pale; odor,

urinous; transparency, clear; albumin, sugar; bilC:

blood, none ; Diazo, negative ; urea, 2 per cent. ; in-

dican, positive; chlorides, diminished; sulphates and

phosphates, increased ; calcium oxalate, triple phos-

phate, and amorphous urates present : a few bladder

epithelial cells ; no casts.

Feces.—Number of stools in the twenty-four

hours, three; countless scybala, in a semisolid, foul,

acid-smelling stool ; hydrobilirubin, present ; no

occult blood; no food rest; mucus absent; blood

present, most probably from bleeding internal

hemorrhoids; a few triple phosphates, calcium

soaps, crj'Stals, fat, vegetable hairs, Charcot-Leyden

crystals.

Stomach Contents.—Stomach outline dilated.

\'omitus, none. Aspirated by tube of caliber 34,

introduced 28 inches easily. Last food taken twelve

hours previously. Cup of tea, two pieces of toast.

Time of test, 10 a.m. Quantity obtained, 300 c.c.

Gross appearance, particles of toast in water. Chem-
ical analysis showed no lactic acid ; diminished free

HCl, no acetic or butyric acids, no bile.

Rieger's Test Meal.—Quantity, 350 c.c. Time of

ingestion 11 a.m. Removal, 12:15 P-^'- Quantity ob-

tained, 400 c.c. Degree of subdivision of particles

but little changed ; more acid odor.

In this case, as in the preceding, the painful cu-

taneous area was one of the most prominent symp-
toms pointing to a visceral disease.

Case III.—!Male, 54, laborer, married, no chil-

dren. Always enjoyed sound health. Twent)-one
years ago contracted syphilis, which soon disap-

peared after specific treatment, and he felt well

until one year ago. when he had a pain in the right

shoulder; it was sharp and shooting, and radiated

toward the right parietal region. When this pain

came on he suffered great agony. At times the pain

was worse over the right shoulder and arm. There
was a fine tremor of his hands. Reflexes increased.

Tongue was coated and tremulous. Pupils dilated,

other\vise normal. Vision was unaffected. Inspec-

tion of painful area showed nothing. Palpation was
most tender over the middle of the right clavicle,

and especially so on deep pressure. A mass could

be felt which was semisolid, immovable, not ex-

pansible. Head's zone was present in the form of

hyperesthesia and increased reflex along the right

carotid. Pain most intense in the supraclavicular

region. Heart sounds were slightly accentuated.

Lungs apparently normal. I diagnosed the condi-

tion as an aneurysm of the ascending arch of the

aorta, and showed this patient to Dr. Gordon, who
agreed with me. He was admitted to the Jefferson

Hospital under Dr. Kulteyer's care : after treatment,

he felt so much improved that he left to go home.
Several specialists who had seen the patient, diag-

nosed his condition as hysteria, brachial neuritis,

cervical rib. I had an .r-ray taken, which showed
a tumor of about the size of two fists, passing from
the aorta toward the sternum. In this case, after I

excluded organic nervous disease and hysteria from
the exaggerated reflex and h^-peresthesia. I was led

to suspect some deep-seated tumor, which was caus-

ing these pressure symptoms.
Case IV.—G. A. B., 17, epileptic. Parent, alco-

holic. Referred .from Gjnecological Department
for report of an examination, which revealed a

highly neurotic state. She was extremely emotional,

with no symptoms, however, pointing to direct in-

volvement of the brain, outside of her major epilep-

tic seizures. Stigmata of hysteria, spinal and mam-
man,', were present. No s\Tnptom of cardiac dis-
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ease. Her chief complaint was a pain along the

right iliac region, which was very severe during the

menstrual period. I carefully examined her abdo-
men. The right side gave evidence of hyperes-

thesia, which, however, would be easily suspected

to belong to her hysteria. The left iliac region pre-

sented a slight prominence, which was tender to all

tests for sensibility. Here there was an actual ex-

aggeration of the reflex, an increased hyperemic
area, a more localized and well defined area of

greatest intensity to the stroke of the pin. I inter-

preted her condition as a tumor of the left ovary.

On speaking to Dr. Blantl after our department re-

ported its findings, he told me it was confirmatory
of his examination, which had elicited a large mass
of the left ovary.

Case V.—J. W., male. 38, watchmaker, married.

Was suddenly seized with pain in the right inguinal

region; vomited, and had all the symptoms of shcx-k.

Up to this time he had always been a healthy man.
On October 18, he recovered from this attack, and
came to my ofifice, as the pain, though not severe,

still existed. When I examined him I found him
normal in all respects, until I came to his abdomen.
He had a dilated cecum, a tenderness on superficial,

and deep palpation along the course of the right

ureter. His urine, however, was normal, except for

an increased indicanuria. A hyperesthetic zone,

with an exaggerated reflex plus a vasomotor dis-

turbance manifested in the hyperemia exhiliited on
scratching the skin, and a rectal temperature of
100°, led me to suspect a gangrenous appendix. Dr.

Deaver operated on the patient, and took out some
remains of the gangrenous organ. For many weeks
this patient was in a precarious condition, as he
developed a thrombosis of the popliteal artery fou.

days after the operation.

Case VI.—Physician, aged 40, seen with Dr.

Maurer. Patient was a well-built man, of good
musculature, though showing evidence of emacia-

tion. He had always been in good health, except

for a susceptibility to neurasthenic attacks, refer-

able chiefly to his heart. His family history was a

discouraging one, both parents dying from cancer

of the stomach, sister from cancer of the uterus.

On December 10, 1907, I first examined his urine,

without having seen the patient, reporting back to

his physician the presence of albumin, indican, a few
red blood cells, and casts in his urine. Ten days

later I saw the patient personally, and examined
him, finding a large tumor above the gall-bladder.

Without going into the details of his present illness,

I may briefly state that for the last ten months he

had been feeling miserably weak, could not eat,

everything nauseated him. Was constipated, and
suffered day and night from pain over his liver. T

did not subject him to gastric lavage. His condi-

tion was too evident. Head's line was most con-
spicuous over the swollen area. We diagnosed this

case as an inoperable tumor of the pyloric end of the

stomach. He was seen bv Dr. Deaver, Dr. Stein-

bach, and Dr. Cohen, all of whom advised against

operation.

Case VH.—^A lad. 18 years of age, who had his

right testicle removed two years ago in a hospital

in Indiana. He was .suddenly seized with severe

pain at that time, consulted the surgeon of that town.

who removed the right testicle a day after. Dr.

Steinbach, who now has charge of the case, at the

Jewish Hospital, communicated with the hospital in

which he was operated on, and received the report

that the testicle was the seat of a beginning sar-

coma. Two weeks ago the patient came to see me,

suffering from a large mass about the size of a hand

in the left iliac region. His mother had died from

a tumor. His earl}' history had no bearing on his

present condition. To be brief, I may state that

he presented the picture of one in the last stages

of this malady. A hyperesthetic area was present

and an exaggerated reflex was elicited over this

mass. I did not subject the patient to a long exam-
ination, for he was too weak and sick. Dr. Deaver,

who saw him, refused to operate, suggesting as a

last resort Coley's fluid. I do not believe the patient

went to New York for this treatment. He is now
spending the remaining few weeks of his life at the

Jewish Hospital.

I recently saw a patient who had been under Dr.

Eshner's care for a long time, suffering from a

chronic parenchymatous nephritis, who presented a

marked hyperesthesia, an exaggerated reflex over

both lumbar regions.

The following table gives the result of an exam-
ination for the Head lines and zones in 93 cases

:

iVo. Head's Lines.

Examined. Present.

Appendicitis

:

Acute 20 20
Chronic 12 10

Gangrenous 5 2

Uteroovarian disease, with

inflammation of the adnexa. 24 10

Gastric ulcer 10 10

Gastric carcinoma 8 7
Ureteral calculus i i

Gall-bladder di.sease 13 7

This is a subject which should receive more at-

tention, not only from our specialty, but from the

departments of internal medicine and surgery, and
as one requires no other equijiment but the patient

in which to study and investigate along this line, it

should be a w-elcome field of study for the general

practitioner.

In closing, I want lo express my deep apprecia-

tion to Dr. Dercum and the neurological stafl^ at Jef-

ferson for their kind assistance in my work along

these lines.

:?oi2 X. Park .\veni.i.

FOUR CASES OF PERFORATINCi ULCERS
OF THE ALI.MENTARY CANAL.*

By H. BEECKMAN DELATOUR. M.D.,

BROOKLYN, NEW YORK.

Ix this communication I will present simply the

histories of these four cases without extended com-

ment.

Case I.—Male, 33 years, patient of Dr. J. W.
Malone, admitted to the Methodist Episcopal Hos-
pital November 13. igo6. Was seized with severe

abdominal pain which in thirty-six hours was fol-

lowed by the presence of a large mass in the epi-

gastrium. Pain still continued, had had chills and

considerable temperature. Operation : Median in-

cision above the umbilicus. On separating adhe-

sions below the stomach there was an escape of pus ;

the peritoneum was not soiled by this, a long strip

of zinc oxide gauze was packed into this opening,

the peritoneum sutured over this, and the abdomen
closed without drainage. The patient was then

]3laced on the right side and an incision made along

the twelfth rib of the left side and dissection car-

ried up until the abscess cavity was reached from

behind. About three pints of fetid thin pus was

evacuated. The end of the piece of gauze intro-

duced from in front was then drawn through this

*Read before the Medical .Association of the Greater

City of New York. April 20, igoS.
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wound and a rubber drainage tube inserted along-

side it. Subsequently when the patient took milk

by mouth it would immediately appear at the drain-

age tube, indicating an ulcer of the posterior stom-
ach wall. Drainage was profuse for two weeks but

then gradually lessened until the wound healed and
the patient was discharged January 31, 1907. In

.\pril, 1908, he still continues well and has had no
further disturbance from the stomach.

Case II.—T. IM. Ireland, male 56 years. Admit-
ted to the IMethodist Episcopal Hospital !May 11,

1906. Family history negative. He has been gen-

erally well and strong. Uses both alcohol and to-

bacco moderately. Denies syphilis. On ]\Iay 9 was
suddenly seized, during the night, with severe ab-
dominal cramps and vomiting. Before retiring the

patient had taken a dose of Hunyadi water and at-

tributed the trouble to that. The onset was very
sudden accompanied by collapse and severe pain.

His ph}'5ician gave hypoderniically three half-grain

doses of morphine at half-hour intervals, with ver\-

little relief. During the next day the pains con-
tinued, but were somewhat quieted bv large doses of
morphine and local applications of heat. The pain
was referred to the upper abdomen. During the

day and next night the patient had several chills.

Deep inspiration caused very severe pain in the
right h3-pochondrium. I saw him first forty hours
after the onset. Examination at that time was
somewhat unsatisfactorj' owing to the morphine
the patient had taken ; his mind was clear, the face

pinched, he was still suffering severe pain at times,

the abdomen was not distended but the muscles of
the abdominal wall were contracted. The most
marked tenderness was just to the right of and a

little above the umbilicus. Pain was more general
than at first. The bowels had moved during the day
as the result of cathartics. Temperature 101°.

pulse 96, respiration 28.

Operation May 11. 9:25 p. m. A five-inch in-

cision was made through the middle of the right rec-

tus muscle, beginning at the free border of the ribs.

On opening the peritoneun a slight amount of tur-

bid fluid was evacuated. The gall-bladder was mod-
erately distended. On the inferior aspect of the first

portion of the duodenum was seen to be an openmg
about one-quarter of an inch in diameter with
necrosis of some of the adjacent bowel wall. The
opening was closed by a continuous silk suture, but
there was some difficulty in getting the suture?

placed in tissue which would not tear out. The sr.r-

rounding peritoneum was thoroughly cleaned by
sponging. A email iodoform gauze drain was inserted

and the wound closed. The patient was returned
to bed, showing very little shock. During the suc-
ceeding three days there was considerable pain and
gaseous distention. No food was given by the

mouth. The temperature continued at 101° F.
and on the second day some of the • wound
sutures were removed and some serosanguineous
fluid evacuated. On the fifth day the drain was re-

moved and more thin reddish secretion escaped.
The temperature then became normal. During the
next two weeks the patient was very comfortable
and the temperature remained normal. The wound
had completely closed. During the fourth week the
center of the wound broke down and discharged
freely for about ten days, and there was some pain
about it. On June 12. an attempt was made to

close this sinus. On opening the abdomen, the in-

testine was fotmd everywhere adherent, and on
attempting to break down these adhesions the gut
was torn completely across, so friable was the tis-

sue. To repair this a resection of some two inches

was done and an end-to-end anastomosis by suture

was performed. The abdominal wound was then

closed. Reaction from the operation was without

shock and in every way satisfactory. From this

time there was no further trouble with the wound,
but, although out of bed, the patient did not regain

his strength, and occasionally would have severe

attacks of abdominal pain. The bowels were easily

moved. During the night of July 5 the patient was
seized with severe abdominal pain in the lower

abdomen. This continued during the next day, and
the patient rapidly lost ground. I was out of town
and did not see him until the afternoon of the 6th.

At that time his general condition was such that

operative interference was out of the question. He
rapidly grew worse, and died on the morning of

July 7, thirt3'-six hours after the beginning of the

attack. Postmortem examination showed a volvulus

of the sigmoid, with several inches of gangrenous
intestine. This was far from the original trouble,

and had no direct connection with it.

Case III.—Female, 43 years old, patient of

Dr. Joseph Merzbach, was admitted to the Jewish
Hospital February 14, 1908. Family history nega-

tive, e.xcept that her mother, who is 68 years old,

has had two attacks of vomiting of blood.

Previous historj'.—^A similar attack to the pres-

ent confined her for three weeks, six months ago.

The present illness dates back about three weeks,
and began with pain of a burning character, wliich

started on the right side and traveled to the stomach
region and then to the back. This pain would last

about one-half to one hour, and then disappear: it

came two to three hours after eating. The
bowels have moved every day, and stools have been
normal—no blood or tarry appearance. During the

attacks of pain the patient suffered from gaseous
distention. Xo fever, no cough, no dyspnea, appe-
tite always very good. No urinary symptoms ; no
headache. Has lost about 20 pounds in the six

months.

On the morning of February 14, the day of ad-
mission, at about 8 a.m., she had another severe

attack of pain in the abdomen. With the attack of
pain she vomited a clear fluid, but has not vomited
since. The onset of the pain was marked by severe

shock and collapse. At the time of admission to

the hospital the patient was quite recovered from
the shock. Examination at 4 p.m. showed a mod-
erate distention of the abdomen, marked tender-
ness in the epigastric and right hypochondriac re-

gions, but no tumor could be felt. Temperature
was 100° F., pulse 90, respiration 26. Blood exam-
ination gave leucocytes 23.600 and polymorphonu-
clears 93 per cent. A diagnosis of probable intesti-

nal perforation was made by Dr. Merzbach.
Operation 5:30 p.m. the same day. A four-inch

incision was made through the right rectus muscle,
opening the peritoneum. Gall-bladder appeared in

the upper angle of wound and was normal. To the
inner side of the incision fresh lymph was seen, so
a lateral extension was made to the left partially

through the rectus muscle. This exposed the layer

of lymph, and a small amount of serum and some
adhesions between the colon, omentum, and an-
terior abdominal wall. The lymph was carefully
removed, and on the anterior surface of the trans-
verse colon, about four inches from the hepatic
flexure, was found a punched opening one-quarter
of an inch in diameter entering the lumen of the gut.

The intestinal wall for an inch about this was indu-
rated. This indurated area with the opening at its
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center was excised and the opening in the colon closed

by silk Lembert sutures. The abdominal wall was

completely closed, except for a small strip of iodo-

form gauze carried to the peritoneum at tb.e

center of the incision. Recovery from the an-

esthetic was prompt and without shock. The future

progress of the case was without incident, the pa-

tient leaving the hospital on the twelfth day, appar-

ently in the best of health.

C-\SE IV.—J. E., male, 15 years. Admitted to the

Jewish Hospital ]\Iarch 24, 1908.

Previous History—Pneumonia a number of years

ago. Operated upon for suppurative appedicitis six

years ago. From the time of the operation for appen-

dicitis he had been perfectly well until about six

weeks ago. Then he began to have abdominal pains,

which would come on most often after meals, and

would not be referred to any particular part of the

abdomen. Two days before adinission he was seized

with intense abdominal pain which produced col-

lapse. This was accompanied by distressing vomit-

ing of greenish fluid. At 10 a.m. the following day

the vomiting ceased, but the pain continued. The

bowels did not move. On the second day the pains

still continued, the vomiting again returned, there

were chills and fever, and some abdominal disten-

tion. During the day the pains became more severe

and localized below the umbilicus just inside the

scar of the previous operation. The bowels did not

move. A diagnosis of intestinal obstruction by band

or adhesions from previous operation was made.

At 3 o'clock that afternoon, about thirty-six hours

from the onset, the patient was operated upon.

Temperature on admission to the hospital 100.8° F.,

pulse 108, respiration 24. Face anxious, abdomen
moderately distended and rigid. Blood examination

showed leucocytes 22,600 and a differential of 89
per cent.

Operation.—A four-inch median incision was

made between the umbilicus and pubes. On opening

the abdomen immediate search was made for trouble

beneath the old scar. Here the omentum was found

firmly adherent, but no intestine was adherent or

involved. Lifting up a coil of small intestine was
followed by a gush of foul fluid, evidently contain-

ing feces. This was cleaned away and its source

was searched for. A coil of small intestine, ileum,

was found bound to the lower lumbar vertebra and

perforated. From this was escaping liquid feces.

As this coil was so bound down and adherent that

any attempt at closure of the opening would be sure

to cause stricture, and as the general appearance of

that section of the bowel was so bad, resection was
determined on. Accordingly, six inches of the

bowel, including the area of perforation, was re-

moved, and an end-to-end anastomosis by suture

accomplished. There was considerable trouble in

controlling hemorrhage from the cut mesentery,

owing to its contracted and adherent condition. The
lower abdomen was thoroughly irrigated with nor-

mal saline solution and sponged out. The wound
was closed without drainage. The operation occu-

pied thirty-five minutes, but was accompanied by
considerable shock. The boy was put to bed in

Fowler's position, was ordered to have nothing by

mouth, and instillation of saline per rectum, fifty

drops per minute for every alternate two hours. The
following morning, March 25, the temperature was
103° F. ; there had been some vomiting durins; the

night and the abdomen was greatly distended. Dur-
ing that day the temperature came down to the nor-

mal and there was no further vomiting.

March 26.—The general condition remained good,

distention seemed some less, there was no vomiting,

but a constant desire for water. Temperature dur-

ing the day normal. During the night restlessness

became very great, owing to the constant demands

for water. This did not seem to be so much due

to thirst as to the idea that something should be

taken. During the night the temperature rose to

102° and pulse to no. The local abdominal con-

ditions seemed to have improved.

March 27.—During the morning the bowels

moved several times without aid, the abdomen was
now flat, and there hacl been no vomiting for over

forty-eight hours. The patient was now allowed

some fluids, and during the afternoon peptonized

milk. From this on the recovery was uninterrupted,

except for a slight point of infection at the lower

angle of the wound, probably due to contact with

feces during the operation. At the end of three

weeks the boy was apparently entirely well.

Pathological Report by Dr. Blatteis.—Resection of

small intestine : 9 cm. long, the perforation is situ-

ated along the free margin about 3 cm. from one ex-

tremity of resected portion. The margin of the per-

foration is irregularly circular with a diameter from

3 to 4 mm. and the base slightly indurated. The
serous surface of the intestine on the same side

as the perforation shows areas of congestion and
smaller areas of hemorrhagic extravasation ; on the

surface opposite the perforation are a number of

small suppurative areas. Microscopical examina-
tion shows the process to be a simple chronic per-

forative ulcer of the small intestine. The purulent

areas show suppurative and necrotic inflammation
of the peritoneal coat and fatty and suppurative in-

filtration of the muscular coat.

These cases are presented to emphasize this va-

riety of accident and to further draw attention to

their frequency.

Twelve years ago the writer reported seven con-
secutive cases as they came under his observation,
and in each the operation proved little more than an
antemortem examination. It is with pleasure that

I can now present these four cases with practically

recovery in all (the patient in Case II. having died
from an independent condition) ; and this result is

largely due to earlier diagnosis. Improved opera-
tive technique, of course, must be recognized as
being a decided factor, but this alone is not enough.
The one distinguishing feature in these cases is

the sudden sharp onset of pain accompanied by col-

lapse. Following this is a period of apparent im-
provement, and it is just here that the danger is,

for if these patients are allowed to move about the
slight protective adhesions nature has provided will

give way and a general pcritonitus will result and
operation then is less likely to be successful.

The Use of the Seton,—E. Pratt uses in conditions

in which a seton is indicated a ribbon of smooth, shiny

gum elastic material, at least half an inch, preferably

three-quarters of an inch broad. Secondly, he uses an

old-fashioned seton-knife, to which the seton is at-

tached. A good fold of skin in the nape of the neck is

pinched up, quickly pierced with the knife, and the seton

carried right through. The whole operation only lasts a

couple of seconds ; the ends of the ribbon are tied together

so that it cannot slip out, and it is moved to and fro daily.

An anesthetic is quite unnecessary, as also is any sterili-

zation or antiseptic washing, beyond ordinary cleanliness,

as suppuration is the aim and object of tbe proceeding.

This is the old-fashioned and. in bis opinion, the best way

of doing it.

—

British Medical Jonniiil.
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SELF-REPAIR.

The therapeutic nihilist loves to point out in sup-

port of his faith the innumerable instances of self-

repair on the part of the diseased animal organism,

thinking thus to discredit artificial therapeutics.

But recent scientific work has shown that instances

of such repair, far from being destructive of the

therapeutic art, really offer an explanation of much
of the success attendant u])on drug treatment and

furnish an incentive to renewed effort looking to-

ward the improvement of our present methods and

procedures in fighting disease. This is the view

of the matter held by S. J. ileltzer and developed by

him in an address before the Association of Amer-
ican Physicians {American Journal of the Medical

Sciences. July, 1908). According to him the mere
existence of self-repair does not exclude the pos-

sibility of other means of repair which are not

used by nature in her struggle with disease, and the

search for these means or their application in fields

not naturally provided with them is one of the most

important parts of the science and art of therapeu-

tics, which after all is the most important of all

the departments of medicine, witji the possible ex-

ception of hygiene, so far as the welfare of the hu-

man race is concerned.

Previous to the modern advance in the study of

the phenomena of life in a normal or an abnormal
organism, rational therapy consisted for the most
part of inactivity, while empiric therapy in many
instances degenerated into blind dosing with drugs
without any clear notion of their effects upon the

organism in health or disease. The study of im-

munity, however, soon showed innumerable means
and methods of self-repair on the part of the body
which could be called forth artificially or at other

times imitated by the physician and thus answer
fully the demands of rational therapy, while attain-

ing the end of empiric therapy as well, which aims
at the recovery of the organism from disease with-

out any great concern as to the means employed to

this end. The very manifestations which were in

the old days looked upon as signs of disease are

now employed as therapeutic measures ; the arti-

ficial hyperemia proposed by Bier in the treatment
of inflammation, the example quoted by Meltzer,

is enough to prove this point, natural hyperemia,
one of the cardinal manifestations of inflammation,
being responsible for much of the "tumor, rubor,
calor, et dolor" of this pathological condition. Ar-
tificial production of leucocytosis is another ex-
ample of a therapeutic procedure modeled upon a
natural process of self-repair; high fever, too. has

been produced in animals and in human beings as

well, in the hope that this symptom may prove
inimical to some pathological process going on in

the body.

^^'hile it is thus true that rational therapy at pres-

ent aims more and more to imitate the natural proc-

esses of repair, it must not be forgotten that such

processes may harm the organism if continued too

long or directed only by the blind stimuli of the

tissue reactions to injury. This is where artificial

rational therapy proves to be superior to the natural

self-repair in the organism, and one of the most
difficult problems of the newer art of medicine is

to decide upon the duration and the amount of

self-repair, or imitation of it, that is to be allowed

to take place in each case of disease. Meltzer

properly says that pain in rheumatism effectively

immobilizes the joints, but the joints can be immo-
bilized as well -and better by artificial means, while

the pain must be relieved to save the patient from
its injurious eft'ects upon his organism. Cicatriza-

tion of wounds is certainly a reparative process,

but when its continuation may diminish the lumina

of hollow organs or threaten the functions of an

extremity, it is the part of therapeutic wisdom to

interfere with nature's effort at self-repair.

Dr. Meltzer's suggestive address sums up the re-

sults of the scientific study of pathological proc-

esses that has been going on in the last few years.

.\s he says, physiological therapeutics, or the im-

provement of conditions which the body needs dur-

ing health, is the only mode of treatment admitted

by therapeutic nihilists; the development of med-
ical science, however, has brought forward new
methods of treatment, which are modeled along

the lines of the processes of self-repair which every

organism institutes in response to injury that does

not at once destroy its existence. The utilization

of these means of treatment constitutes patholog-

ical therapeutics, and it is this mode of fighting

actual disease' that promises to be most eflScient in

the future.

ACUTE PANCREATITIS.

Acute pancreatitis, with hemorrhage into the gland,

and often with necrosis of its substance, is followed

by a train of symptoms of ver)' violent character,

which in the majority of cases quickly lead to the

death of the patient. Of late, as the affection has

become better known and surgeons are on the look-

out for cases of it, the diagnosis of the condition

has been made in several instances and immediate

operation has saved a good many patients. An
exploratory^ laparotomy is often undertaken in

other cases not diagnosed before the operation, and

then the striking phenomenon of fat necrosis

which accompanies the escape of pancreatic fer-

ments gives the clue to the explanation of the

symptoms for which the exploratory incision has

been undertaken. From a stud}- of several cases

of acute pancreatitis Dr. Bornhaupt, writing in the

Deutsche medidnische Wochenschrift for July 23,

1908, concludes that more frequent diagnoses ought

to be made if certain characteristic signs of the

disease be kept in mind in the presence of any

acute abdominal symptoms. Pancreatitis of this type

is a noninfectious condition and. therefore, there
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is usually no fever accompanying it ; indeed, the

temperature is frequently subnormal. The absence

of peristaltic movements and of any marked me-

teorism speaks against acute intestinal obstruction

which simulates most often the picture of acute

pancreatitis. Palpation usually gives no distinct

signs and so puts one on guard against suspecting

any condition with a well-expressed anatomical ba-

sis. The pain of pancreatitis is usually epigastric in

location, is of extreme intensity, and is further

characterized by its persistence in undiminished

violence for longer periods of time than is usual in

peritoneal inflammations. The presence of sugar in

the urine is a sign of great corroborative signifi-

cance, while the general collapse of the patient from

the unbearable suffering is so extreme that opera-

tion is usually consented to very quickly and should

be in no case long deferred in presence of suggest-

ive symptoms. Prognosis in such cases is favor-

able only if the gland is but partially diseased and

not enough time has elapsed to allow the absorption

of a deadly dose of the toxic products of the gland.

The pathology of the affection gives good indica-

tions for the procedures to be undertaken in oper-

ating. First of all, the toxic secretions must be

allowed to escape without further destroying the

surrounding tissues ; secondly, the infiltration about

the gland and consequent pressure upon the celiac

plexus must be relieved by properly instituted

drainage. With early diagnosis an(l, therefore,

early operative treatment of the affection the

chances of the patient to overcome the effects of

the acute hemorrhage or necrosis of the ])ancreas

are greatly bettered.

INDICATIONS FOR TEMPORARY GAS-
TROSTOMY.

The object of a gastric fistula as a rule is to ])ermit

an individual to be fed through it, either temporarily

or permanently. More recently temporary gastros-

tomy has been advised in cases of acute dilatation

of the stomach in which lavage has been of no avail,

and in cases of intestinal paresis in which the duo-

denum is involved. The indications for this opera-

tion have been amplified by Lennander {Deutsche

Zcitschrift fi'ir Chlrurgie, Vol. 92, No. 4-6), who

especially advises it in cases of perforated gastric

or duodenal ulcer with stenosis. During the first

ten days after operation he gives the patients only

300 to 500 c.c. of bicarbonate of sodium solution by

mouth, thus neutralizing the acid gastric .secretion.

After the tenth day he gives fluid nourishment by

mouth and opens the fistula only when the patient

experiences a sensation of fullness. At the end of

three weeks the tube is permanently clamped, though

it is not removed for another four weeks, acting as

a sort of safety valve in case distressing symptoms

arise. Seven weeks after operation the tube is re-

moved and the fistula is permitted to close, a gas-

troenterostomy being performed later if symptoms

of stenosis set in. In case a general peritonitis is

present he also does a typhlostomy, which is of use

both to relieve distention and to permit of the ad-

ministration of nourishment. He believes a tem-

porary gastrostomy should also be performed when,

on account of the position or character of the ulcer,

one is not sure of his sutures holding properly or

when a second ulcer is found which looks as if it

might rupture. Lennander prefers Witzel's method

of procedure (near the pyloric end of the stomach),

since a fistula running obliquely through the gastric

wall closes readily after removal of the tube.

Nearly all surgeons are agreed that in cases in

which there exists a stenosis and in which a gastric

or duodenal ulcer has perforated, not only the

wound and peritonitis should be treated, but a gas-

troenterostomy should be performed at the same

time. Lennander's suggestion to perform a gastros-

tomy and to defer the gastroenterostomy seems ad-

visable, as it is productive of less shock. In cases

without stenosis, when one is not sure of the sutures

holding when closing the perforation, gastrostomy

is advisable, since it aids in healing by preventing

gastric contractions, and by permitting lavage, the

patient swallowing the water which in turn runs

out of the fistula. The operation keeps the stomach

at rest.

AMBULANCE SERVICE IN NEW YORK
CITY.

No one who has even the most superficial knowl-

edge of the ambulance work of New York City hos-

pitals has any doubt that there is a crying need for

reform. This is not said in disparagement of the

work of any given institution, for most of them do

remarkably well considering their limitations; but

it is said in reference to a faulty system and a lack

of organization for which no one seems to be di-

rectly responsible. The defects of the present situ-

ation have been well brought out in an excellent

report by the special agent of the Standing Com-

mittee on Hospitals of the State Charities Aid

Association. In Manhattan and the Bronx there are

fourteen ambulance districts apportioned to fourteen

of the thirty-one general hospitals by the Police De-

partment. The assignment of these districts has

been mainly for the accommodation of hospitals and

not for the needs of district population. Conse-

(juently few of the hospitals are even reasonably

near the center of their districts, and some are on

the extreme boundaries. For instance the New
York Hospital is at the extreme southern boundary

of its district, and St. Vincent's on nearly the ex-

treme northern bounflary of its district, thus bring-

ing two large hospitals within four blocks of each

other. However, it seems impossible to change this

unfortunate arrangement.

At present too much time and effort are consumed

in summoning an ambulance. If a policeman finds

or is called to attend an injured person, he must

ring up his station house, or precinct headquarters

;

from there the call is sent to Police Headquarters,

and thence to the hospital in which district the call

is. If all the ambulances are out headquarters is so

informed, and the hospital is then directed to send

the ambulance that first returns, or the call may be

sent to another hospital. Again, it takes time to

hitch horse and ambulance together. A few hos-

pitals have the quick hitch arrangements similar to

that in use by the fire department, and some have

automobile ambulances, but the majority have not.

The Committee recommends that there be estab-

lished in each borough a central station under mu-
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nicipal authority to be directed by a physician

appointed under civil service rules; that Manhattan

and the Bronx be under control of the Trustees of

Bellevue and Allied Hospitals, and Brooklyn under

the Commissioner of Public Charities. All ambu-

ance calls would thus be immediatel)' assigned by

this central station to the proper district, or, if

that district hospital were busy, to the nearest hos-

pital having an available ambulance and a vacant

bed. Under this arrangement the Police Department

would not have power to assign districts nor in any

way to control the operation of the service. This

seems an unwise procedure ; for the police, owing to

their knowledge of general "first aid" principle?,

are less likely to send in unnecessary,' summons.

and do not make the mistake of well-meaning but

over-zealous citizens in sending two or more calls

to the same or to several hospitals. The delay

caused by finding an officer to telephone a call to

the central station would scarcely be commensurate

with the chaos created in the service by allowing

private citizens to send the summons. Again, if the

Bureau of Ambulances should be authorized, as is

now planned, to decline to respond to calls which

appear from the circumstances to be trivial or mis-

chievous, numerous errors in judgment are sure to

be made, and the Bureau might get into serious dif-

ficulty amounting even to action in the courts.

To sum up, the conditions for which the Commit-

tee seeks relief are: Badly apportioned districts;

poorly distributed ambulance service; lack of a cen-

tral s}-stem ; the mixture in the system of public and

private units; and the cost of this ineflfectual ser-

vice, which is for ^Manhattan and the Bronx $59,000

annuallv.

Climatic Treatment of Tuberculous Glantds at

THE Seaside.

For many years the treatment of tuberculosis by
means of change of climate and outdoor air in-

cluded a sojourn in the mountains or at a higher al-

titude and in a drj-er climate than are to be found

at the seashore. The reaction, however, against a

treatment which carried the patient so far from
his business and separated him so completely from
his family and all the comforts of his home began
some time since, and it has been found that sea air

is not so inimical to tuberculosis, especially surgical

tuberculosis, as was formerly believed. In France

the treatment of tuberculous cases at the seaside

has been carried out with a success that has war-

ranted the high expectations of the efficacy of cool,

fresh air wherever it can be found. Tuberculous

bone and gland diseases, in particular, have been

treated on the French coast at sanatoria for chil-

dren for many years. Henri Richardiere in the

A)iiiales de Medecine et Chirurgie Infantiles, for

June 15, 1908, lauds the good effects of sea air

combined with sea bathing and local applications

of sea water to the enlarged glands in children of

all ages. In children under three years the shock

and fright induced by forcible bathing in the sea

may be unfavorable to a cure, and there are also

other patients for whom they cannot be used, such

as persons who have pulmonarj' as well as glandu-

lar tuberculosis. Persons in whom the bronchial

and mediastinal glands alone, and not the pulmonary
tissues, are affected may take the baths with bene-

fit. But an affection of the lungs themselves con-

traindicates them. For these cases the author be-

lieves that it is most beneficial to make use of baths

and local applications by compresses of spring wa-

ter containing chloride of sodium, such as is to be

found at Biarritz and Salies-de-Bearn. A com-

bination of sea air with mineral waters, this writer

holds, is much more effective in gland cases than a

mere sojourn by the seaside. The organic exchanges

in the body and the general nutrition are greatly

increased by these measures. The formation of

urea is increased and the deminerahzation by uric

acid production is decreased. In cases of general

atony shown by anemia, anorexia, and general fee-

bleness this combination of treatments is of the

greatest value. With compresse:' saturated with the

mineral waters the localization of the applications

can be adapted to the position of tie involved glands.

Warm local douches may also be used. It seems

desirable that the efficiency of sea air combined with

local saline applications should be still further

tested in the vicinity of the extensive seacoast of

the United States, that the great opportunities that

are presented for treatment of tuberculous gland

and bone diseases near our large cities may not be

wasted. Treatment of surgical tuberculosis in

children has been going on for several years at Sea

Breeze, Coney Island, reports of which have al-

ready appeared in the AIedical Record, and the

results obtained are such as to warrant a much
wider utilization of the climatic advantages affor,!-

ed by our very large extent of seacoast on the east-

ern, southern, and western boundaries of our coun-

tr>-.

Tubercle Bacilli on the Clothing of Tubercu-

lous Patients.

It is an interesting fact that such excretions as spu-

tum, urine, and feces are never as objectionable to

the individual by whom they are excreted as to other

persons. This finds an important illustration in the

way in which the tuberculous patients carelessly al-

low their hands and clothing to be soiled with spu-

tum which produces in another person a feeling of

disgust and makes him verj' careful not to soil his

person or belongings with it. Such carelessness of

the patients has an important bearing on the spread

of tuberculosis in the environment of persons af-

flicted with the disease, adding to the less avoidable

distribution of the bacilli by coughing, sneezing,

laughing, etc. Frieberger has endeavored to get

experimental evidence of the infectivit\- of the cloth-

ing worn bj' the tuberculous, obtaining the dust from
such clothing by the use of a small vacuum cleaning

apparatus, and reports his results in the Zcitschrift

fiir Titbcrculose, \'olume 13, Number i. These re-

sults were not completely in accordance with the

popular view of the matter, for very few patients

had virulent organisms on their clothing. The im-

portant finding consists, however, in the very fact

of the absence of such soiling of the clothing, for

careful examination of the patients' habits proved

that the infectivity or the absence of infectivity of

their clothing depended ver\- much upon their hab-

its of cleanliness. Patients in the most advanced
stages of tuberculosis, with abundant sputum, had
their clothing free of all contamination if their hab-

its were cleanly ; even those in the incipient stages

had bacilli on their clothes if they were careless in

disposing of their sputum. The bedding of patients

dying of tuberculosis was found to contain virulent

germs. The result of the examination once more
calls attention to the necessity of instructing even,'

tuberculous patient, however light his disease may
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be, in the care of his person and belongings so ai

to protect those that come in contact with him.

Hospitals, whether caring for tuberculous patients

or not, should insist upon the routine disinfection

of all clothing of patients on their admission, and a

repetition of the process at regular intervals there-

after.

The Pathology of Hemorrhoids.

Few diseases are so general as hemorrhoids, and

yet the question of their development and their his-

tological structure has not been finally decided.

All the older investigators claimed they were
varices, but more recently some have held that they

are not mere dilatations of veins, but benign new
growths—true angiomata. These differences of

opinion led Ruediger-Rydygier, Jr. {Deutsche Zeit-

schrift filr Chiritrgie, Vol. 91, Nos. 5 and 6) to

study the lower portion of the rectum at 200 con-

secutive autopsies, irrespective of whether symp-
toms referable to hemorrhoids had been present

during life. In the fetus, in the newly born, and

in children from five days to eight years of age, he

always found the vessels in the submucosa, es-

pecially at the lower edge of the internal sphincter

and at the mucocutaneous junction, where hemor-
rhoids usually develop, more numerous than in

other parts of the rectal wall. The older the in-

dividual, the thicker was the submucosa and the

larger and more numerous were the vessels in it.

Never was there anj- sign of new growth. Older

individuals showed similar pictures, but when the

submucosa was three or four times as thick as the

normal, and the vessels were about ten times as

wide as normal, he considered the condition a be-

ginning hemorrhoid. He found that many persons

had hemorrhoids from a microscopic point of view,

although they may never have had any symptoms
referable to them. The more marked the hemor-
rhoid the thicker the submucosa, and the thinner

the mucosa over it. When the hemorrhoids were
large, he frequently found a round-cell infiltration

in the mucosa and skin. As a re.-sult of these in-

vestigations, Ruediger-Rydygier concludes that

hemorrhoids are not new growths, but merely

dilated veins—varices.

The Tre.\tment of External Anthrax.

In the treatment of external anthrax most writers

advise radical surgical removal of the primary focus,

followed by cauterization with heat or chemicals.

On the other hand the majority of the cases with

favorable termination reported in medical journals

during the past few years have been treated con-

servatively. In the Deutsche Zeitschrift filr Chi-

riirgic. Volume 92, Nos. 4, 5, and 6, Schwarz reports

twelve cases, with only one death, treated conser-

vatively at the university clinic in Halle. He re-

minds us that the prognosis of anthrax depends

upon the development of a general infection; we
must therefore judge the various methods of treat-

ment by whether or not they prevent a genera! in-

fection. He believes that radical measures possess

more disadvantages than advantages. Animal ex-

periments have shown that when a general infection

sets in, it does so early ; thus amputation three hours

after injection of the bacilli into a limb does not

prevent general infection. This demonstrates that

surgical extirpation of the primary focus cannot

very well prevent a general infection, for we do not

see the patient much before twenty-four or forty-

eight hours after infection. In fact, Schwarz be-

lieves that the mechanical irritation of the tissues

laden with anthrax might easily bring about a fatal

general infection, especially when very virulent

germs are being dealt with. This danger is present

no matter how the primary focus is destroyed, but

especially if glands are also removed, a practice

resorted to by some. Schwarz believes there is least

danger of a general infection when external anthrax

is treated by conservative measures, the tissues

being left to combat the local infection. Absolute

rest, substantial nourishment, stimulants, and pro-

tection of the site of infection from external in-

fluences by a dressing he considers the best treat-

ment. The correctness of such therapy is proven,

he believes, by his successful results.

The International Congress on Tuberculosis.

—

The preliminary program of this Congress, to be held

in Washington, D. C., September 21-October 12,

1908, is now in press. The section meetings will take

place the week beginning September 28, but the ex-

hibition will continue for the entire three weeks,
from September 21 to October 12. The program
for the week includes two plenary sessions, one on
Monday, September 28, at which it is hoped that

President Roosevelt will preside ; and the other

(probably) on Saturday, October 3. Each of the

seven sections into which the Congress is divided

will hold two sessions daily, except on the days on
which the plenary sessions take place.

In connection with the Congress a scries of special

lectures will be delivered in Washington and else-

where by eminent foreigners. The names of the

speakers and the cities in which they will lecture

follow : Bernard Bang of Copenhagen, Washington,
October 3, "Studies in Tuberculosis in Domestic
Animals and What We May Learn Regarding Hu-
man Tuberculosis." A. Calmette of Lille, France,

Philadelphia, September 26. "Les nouveaux precedes

de diagnostic precoce de la Tuberculosis." Emil Coni
of Buenos Ayres, Wa.shington, October 2, "La
Lucha contra Tuberculosis en la Republica Argen-
tina." Arthur Newsholme of Brighton, Washing-
ton, September 29, "The Causes Which Have Led
to the Past Decline in the Death Rate from Tuber-
culosis and the Light Thrown by This History on
Preventive Action for the Future." Gotthold Pann-
witz of Berlin, Philadelphia, September 24, "Social

Life and Tuberculosis." R. W. Philip, Edinburgh,
Boston, October 6, "The Anti-Tuberculosis Pro-
gram— Coordination of Preventive Measures."

C. H. .Spronck of Utrecht, Boston, October 7.

Andres ATartinez Vargas of Barcelona, New York.
October 9, "Tuberculosis of the Heart, Blood- and
Lymph-Vessels." Theodore Williams of London,
Philadelphia, September 25, "The Evolution of the

Treatment of Pulmonary Tuberculosis." Maurice
Letulle and M. Augustin Rey (joint lecture),

Washington, September 30, "La Lutte contre la

Tuberculose dans les grandes Villes par I'Habitation ;

methodes scientifiques modernes pour sa construc-

tion." L. Landouzy of Paris, Baltimore, October 5.

A. A. Wladimiroff' of St. Petersburg, Washington,

September 28, "Biology of the Bacillus." N. Ph.

Tendeloo of Leiden, "Collateral Tuberculous In-

flammation."

The Koch Foundation for Combating Tuber-

culosis.— riie German Emperor has given $24,000

to the Robert Koch Foundation for resisting the

spread of tuberculosis. This donation completes the
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Sicxj.ooo that Andrew Carnegie stipulated should

be subscribed before his gift of a like amount, made
last winter, should become available. The sum of

$76,000 was raised shortly after Mr. Carnegie made
his annoimcement, but there the subscriptions

stopped until the Emperor decided to make up the

balance.

Disease Among the Aborigines of Alaska.— Re-
ports come from Alaska through a special charge
to the Grand Jun*- sitting at Juneau that tuberculo-

sis, trachoma, and other diseases are spreadmg to

such an extent among the Indians that their very

existence is threatened. From the data furnished

it would appear that within a few decades, if the

mortality- of the race continues as in the recent past,

there will be no longer any native inhabitants

to perform the needed labor which the progress

and development of the coimtry demand. The
statistics taken from a t\-pical settlement of tne

natives, show a greater mortalit}- than that of any
other primitive race which has come in contact with
Anglo-Saxon civilization. An appended report by
Army Surgeon Paul Churchill Hutton states that he
doubts if any country in the world can show such
a percentage of tuberculous natives, and the mor-
talit}- from this disease is really terrible. He pro-

poses that Alaska be divided into sanitary districts

and that sixteen sanitar}- officers be appointed. He
also suggests that an intelligent Indian inspector be

appointed for each town having 200 or more in-

habitants, and that each Indian inspector study
under the regular inspector and disseminate his

knowledge among his own people.

—

Charities.

Cholera in Russia.—The center of virulence in

the cholera epidemic in Russia has been transferred

to Rostov-on-the-Don, where thirty-one new cases

and ten deaths were reported on August 17. From
the Province of Astrakhan sixt\--one new cases and
twenty-one deaths were reported on the same day.

The cholera is now working its -way down the Black
Sea along the Caucasus coast. Its appearance at

Gelenjlk, south of Xovorossysk, has been announced.

Care of the Feeble-Minded.—The British Royal
Commission on the care and control of feeble-

minded persons has issued a report, in which the

American system of dealing with these unfortunates

and the management of the institutions where they

are assembled are highly spoken of. "In most of

the States visited by us," the report says, "the

practical measures adopted for the solution of this

problem were more advanced and more successful

in character than anything attempted in Great Brit-

ain."" \\'ith regard to lunatic asylums, the impres-
sion of the commission is that in America these in-

stitutions are better designed, more cheaply con-

structed, and more successfully managed than the

majority in Great Britain.

A Test of the Iowa Contagious Disease Act.

—

The Hamilton Count\-, Iowa, Board of Supervisors
has been served with notice by a phxsician of Strat-

ford, that he will bring suit at the October term of
court, claiming Si 65 for services rendered in con-
tagious disease cases. The board allowed him S60
for these services, and he refused it. The case will

be a test of the new^ Iowa law passed last winter.

w'hich, it is held, makes the counts' liable for physi-

cians' fees in ever\- case of contagious disease thev

attend.

Medical Fees.—According to a new fee-table

adopted by the Everett, Mass., Medical Societ)-, the

charge for ordinary' visits in the daytime will be S2.

but night visits will be S3. \'i5its in cases of con-

tagious diseases -nnll be S2.50 ; visits in consultation.

$5 ; vaccination at home $2, at office Si ; each addi-
tional member of family for vaccination. Si ; ad-
ministering anesthetics, S3 to S5.

A New Medical Office Building in Denver.

—

Plans have been filed in Denver for the construction
of a steel and concrete fireproof six-story building

at the comer of Sixteenth street and Court place,

for the exclusive use of physicians. Special features

of the building will be a fully equipped operating
room, a medical library of 15,000 volumes, and an
assembly room for meetings. About 100 physicians
can be accommodated.

Meeting at Craig Colony.—Dr. W. P. Spratling,

Medical Superintendent of Craig Colony, has in-

vited representatives from all the X. Y. State Hos-
pitals for the insane and from the Charitable Institu-

tions generally to meet at Sonyea, on Thursday,
September 3. A medical program has been ar-

ranged for the day, while the evening will be given
up to entertainment. Dr. Spratling will lecture on
the types of epilepsy and show living pictures of
epileptic manifestations. .

More Brain Storms.—A captain in the United
States army recently shot and killed a man, putting

all the bullets from his revolver into his victim's

body, while his brother held the crowd at baj' by
tlireatening to shoot any man who attempted to in-

terfere with the captain's sport. These two men
are to be tried in Long Island City, and the defense
of "insanity" is already announced by the counsel.

Of course there will be medical experts on hand at

the trial to coach the lawyers on both sides and to

testify for and against the accused. There may not

be as many as at the Thaw trials, and those that are

there will probably not be so well paid—in promises
and expectations—for there is less wealth in the

family of the prisoners : bin the need of reform in

medical expert testimony will no doubt be again

exemplified.

Medical Automobilists Permitted to Speed.

—

The physicians of Orange, X. J., will, it is said, be
immune from arrest while breaking the speed laws
on condition of voluntan,- appearance at court and
explanation of the occurrence. The cars will bear

a flag having the insignia of the Physicians" Auto-
mobile Club, and the police have been notified not

to arrest the driver of any such car, but simply to

take the number for future action in case the ow-ner

does not appear later without a summons.

Inspection of Kitchens.—The Health Depart-
ment of St. Louis has decided to undertake a syste-

matic inspection of the kitchens of hotels and restau-

rants, and of groceries, butcher shops, an'l bakeries,

.special attention being paid to screening, ventilation,

plumbing, and the condition of the floor.

Disinfection of School Books.—Following an
inspection of the libraries of the public schools the

Orange. X. J., Board of Health has decided to dis-

infect ever\- book in the schools between now and
the time the schools open on September 8, There
were more than the usual number of cases of scarlet

fever in the schools last year.

Books for the Blind in Esparanto.—The fourth
international Esperanto Congres.-. which met last

week in Dresden, passed a resolution to print a

number of Esperanto instruction books and trans-

lations in raised characters for the use of the blind.

Dr. Manton M. Cornish of Dallas, Texas, has
been appointed assistant quarantine inspector of the

port of Galveston.

Dr. Rnfus I. Cole, of Johns Hopkins University,

has declined an invitation to succeed Dr. George
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Dock in the Cliair of Medicine at the L'niversity of
^Michigan. It is said that Dr. Cole will become Di-

rector of the new Rockefeller Research Hospital in

New York City.

A New Medical College in Atlanta.—The
Hospital Medical College is the name of a new
medical school which, it is announced, will be opened
in Atlanta in October. At a meeting for reorganiza-

tion, held August 8, Dr. J. H. Powell was elected

president of the new school and Dr. Gates Hathcock.
vice-president; Dr. Charles Field was chosen dean.

The faculty consists of seventeen members.

Contagious Diseases in Chicago.—According to

the weekly bulletin of the Chicago Health Depart-
ment, during the week ended August 14, 181 cases

of contagious diseases were reported. There were
41 cases of diphtheria, 35 of scarlet fever, 19 of

measles, 25 of whooping cough, and 37 of tuber-

culosis. ^\'ith the e.xception of measles and tuber-

culosis there were fewer cases than in the preceding
week. The Isolation Hospital is now empty.

Southern Minnesota Medical Association.—At
the annual meeting of this Association, held at

Owatonna during the first week in August, the fol-

lowing officers were elected : President, Dr. O. F.

Way of Claremont : Vice-Presidents. Drs. W. .S.

Wood of Blooming Prairie, and Hugh McGaughey
of Winona ; Secretary and Treasurer, Dr. Adams
of Elgin. The next annual meeting will be held at

Winona.

Obituary Notes.— Dr. Peter Evans Hink of

Raleigh, X. C. died August 13. He was born July
28. 1828. He was graduated at the N. C. State

University in 1849, and with his medical degree at

the University of Pennsylvania in 1852. He served

as surgeon in the Confederate service throughout

the Civil War, and at its close retired to his farm in

Craven County. In 1872 he resumed practice in

Raleigh. He was president of the Medical Society

of North Carolina in 1890, and was Surgeon-(ien-

eral of the State from 1878 to 1883.

Dr. Fredkrick R. Cummings of Concord, N. H.,

died August 9, from pyemia, at the age of 35 years.

He was born in Nashua and was a graduate of the

Harvard Medical School in the class of 1898.

Dr. John T. Irion of Paris, Tenn., died August
TO, at the age of 71 years. He was a graduate in

medicine of the University of Nashville, and prac-

tised for many years in Paris, being for a number
of years president of the city board of health. He
retired from practice fifteen years ago to become
editor of a daily newspaper.

Dr. O. T. Pr.\tt, of Los Angeles, died on .\ugust

5 while listening to a political address by Judge
.\lton B. Parker. He had practised in Southern
California for many years, having moved from
Compton to Los Angeles about ten years ago to

form a partnership with his brother.

Dr. Runs B. Whitehe.\d of Elizabeth, N. J.,

died suddenly on August 20, at the age of 36 years.

He was a graduate of the College of Physicians and
Surgeons in this city in the class of 1893. He was
surgeon to the General Hospital of Elizabeth, and
for a time served as police commissioner of the

city.

Dr. Ir.\ B. Gushing of Brookline, Mass, died

.August 15, at the age of 62 years. He was born in

Providence, III, and was graduated from the

Hahnemann Medical College, Philadelphia.

Dr. S. G. Dill.an of St.' John's, Mich., died sud-

denly on August 12, at the age of 60 years.

Dr. Wiu.i.\M H. Webster of Dayton. Ohio, died

suddenly on August 10. He was born in 1870 and

was graduated from the Pulte .Metlical College, Cin-
cinnati, in 1874.

Dr. George H. Smitii of Brooklyn, New York,
died of septicemia follow'ing an operation wound, on
August 20. He was born in Milton, N. Y., in

1843, and was graduated from the Homeopathic
.Medical College in this city in 1869.

(Enrrpiipuuiifjup.

THE C.\RD1.\C .\ I .MOSPl^lliKli OF BAD XAUHEl.M.

Bad Nauheim, July 39, 1908.

To THE Editor of the Medical Record:

Sir:—I have been spending a month here, observing the
treatment of cardiovascular disease by the methods here
employed, and have found many things to interest me in
regard to this subject.

I find a great number of Americans who come here
year after year for the adjustment of their heart and
blood-vessel disorders, and who arc inclined to believe
that their welfare depends upon their annual pilgrimage.
Thirty thousand persons come to Nauheim every year,
and a great proportion of these come for heart troubles.
The result is that Nauheim rcjiresents in the aggregate
greater experience in the physical treatment of heart trou-
ble than any other place in the world. Here the atten-
tion of everybody is on this subject, and not the least
part of one's impression is gained from the patients
themselves. Unlike many other European cures, there is

almost a total absence of any kind of gayety. So many of
the guests are seriously ill that the expression of an
impending attack of angina can be seen wherever a number
are gathered together.

The plan of treatment has been but little changed since
the time of August Schott, and one is impressed with
the extreme care with which tlie liaths and exercises are
prescribed. This is founded not upon the idea of making
much of the treatment, hut because ever-occurring experi-
ence is constantly showing that satisfactory results can
be obtained only in this manner.
The question that is so often asked as to whether like

results cannot be obtained in America, must be answered
in the affirmative, but at the same time the greater diffi-

culty must be acknowledged. It is the difference between
a government providing an institution for many persons
and an individual providing an institution for himself.

The physician here prescribes the baths and exercises and
the government provides the bathhouse and attendants, the

parks and music, and the 30,000 guests trained by long
years of instruction in the hygiene of heart trouble pro-
vide just the right mental atmosphere. It is the same
difference as between learning a foreign Linguage at home
and learning it where everyone speaks the language.

I have seen in New York City results in similar cases

just as good as those attained at Nauheim, but they were
paid for by much greater expenditure of labor on the

part of the physician and self-denial on the part of the

patient. It is much easier to get up at half-past six in the

morning for a bath or exercise when one knows that at

seven o'clock a band will play and one will meet plenty

of people that one knows, than it is in New York when
the streets are deserted and evervbodv one knows is in

bed.

When we once begin in .•\merica to establish cures, there

is no doubt the same conditions will finally develop, and I

believe the time will come when we shall draw patients

from Europe. The vitality of .American medicine is such

that in the next fifty years it ought to reach a point that

will leave other countries far behind.

Louis F. Bishop, AI.D.

54 W'est Fifty-fifth Street, New York.

OUR LONDON LETTER.

(From Our Special Correspondent.)

ECHOES FROM SHEFFIELD—ROYAL COMMISSION ON THE FEEBLE-

MINDED

—

children's hospital, OUT-PATIENT DEPARTMENT.

London, August 7, 1908.

The British medical meeting is over and a number of

members have returned. Many more made SheflSeld

the starting place for their autumn holiday. Those
who are here give a glowing account of the meeting,
especially from the viewpoint of amusements and en-

tertainments provided, for it must be admitted most of

them look upon the excursion as a prolonged picnic

rather than an opportunity for serious work. The gen-
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eral meetings only interest members, except the ad-
dresses, which were well attended. The university con-
tributed largely to the success, inasmuch as its fine

buildings were able to accommodate all the sections.
This was a "great comfort" to many, who were glad
to look in at more than one discussion. On former
occasions the sectional meetings have been scattered
over the town where the association met. In such con-
ditions the enthusiast in one branch was perhaps satis-

fied, but even the most devoted specialist may be glad
to put in an appearance or meet friends in sections
which have less claim on him. So, too, he may rejoice
in the opportunity of seeing and hearing celebrities in

various departments of science.
The new out-patient department of the Children's

Hospital was opened on Tuesday and is quite a model.
It has been built by means of a fund amounting to
^50,000 placed in the hands of trustees by Mr. W. W.
Astor. Patients enter from the street level. In front
of them is a lift to take perambulators to the basement.
On the left, in a long, separate room, are five cabins,
into which pass cases suspected to be infectious, one
being for the doctor in attendance. Close by are two
halls, with smooth, polished floors, walls tiled to a con-
siderable height and painted above, flooded with light

and air from skylights and open roofs. The latter is

for new patients. There are also four consultation
rooms and an inquiry office. The dispensary is in the
basement, but there are no steps. An inclined plane
takes the patients down in their perambulators and up
to another street when supplied. Between 400 and
500 is the daily attendance. As the hospital is still in

debt, one may be excused for asking whether too much
has not been spent on this elaborate building for the
out-patient department.
The report of the Royal Commission on the Feeble

Minded has just appeared as a blue book of over 500
pages. As the evidence taken extends to seven similar
volumes and as ninety-six recommendations are made
in regard to England and Wales, only the most dili-

gent student of the subject will have food for his men-
tal digestion for some time to come, and those who
regard themselves as authorities must seriously con-
sider the conclusions and proposals put forth. The
number of the mentally defective persons is not certain.

Estimating it from certain parts of the country, the
commissioners think it may be 150,000, of which 66,000
are in need of care in their own interests or for the
public safety. The first problem, therefore, was to de-
vise the machinery for bringing them under super-
vision. They recommend that there shall be one cen-
tral authority, to be called the board of control, con-
sisting of medical experts and barristers; also that
special local authorities shall be appointed to deal

with their defectives under the supervision of the cen-
tral board, all institutions for the care of these defec-
tives to be licensed by the central board and to be vis-

ited at least twice a year.
The annual exhibition was held in a separate build-

ing at some little distance from the university, but
was, I am told, very well attended; in fact, one in-

formant says he was inconvenienced by the crowd at

one point. Surgical appliances were the favorite sec-

tion of this gentleman, who found a number of novel-
ties, especially in the wealth of ;t'-ray and electrical

apparatus, displayed. Pharmaceutical products were, as

usual, abundant and most of the leading manufacturers
represented. I suppose these exhibitions contribute to

their sales and so are commercially successful. The
e.xhibitors seem to have been well satisfied with the
arrangements, for they presented the general manager
with a clock, the acting manager with a gold ring, and
his assistant with a case of silver spoons.
A much more interesting exhibition was the patho-

logical, though it was not so well attended; but those
who went say it was an example to be followed if the
association is to retain a reputation for serious study
as well as business aptitude. It was held in the patho-
logical department of the university and there was a

good catalogue of the specimens, more than 500 in

number. The committee which collected this little mu-
seum is to be congratulated. It seems a pity the col-

lection should be so soon distributed.

The hospitality of the North is proverbial, and Shef-
field has equaled, if it has not surpassed, its reputation.

The visitors all testify to this, and Sheffield itself seems
well satisfied, though one curious little grumble ap-
pears in the local press. The citizens are said to think
that some of their energetic practitioners and profes-
sors should have been put on the committees newly
appointed. Only one, Dr. Sinclair White, has been thus
recognized, although so many worked hard for the suc-
cess of the meeting. I doubt if the editorial wisdom

has in this matter penetrated the thoughts of the local
profession. Service on the committees can be no
pleasure, and most of them know that the ruling clique
desires to retain full control in every detail.

The popular lecture by Mr. Edmund Owen was an
excellent lesson for the Sheffield workmen if they
would have listened to it, but, as was freely said, some-
thing is wrong with them, for they stayed away and
instead of an audience of artisans there was one—and
that not a large one—of ladies and gentlemen in even-
ing dress. The local workman's enemy is dust, and
Mr. Owen's subject was "Dust and Disease." It was
illustrated by lantern slides, given in simple language,
and ought to have attracted those most interested.
He ventured on a prediction that when the association
next meets in Sheffield the deadly dry grinding will be
as much out of date as rush lights or tinder boxes.
Smoke, he said, was a form of dust, and Sheffield still

accustomed itself to a large share. It was not fit that
furnaces should foul the air with poisonous fumes.
Many deaths were caused thereby and the time would
come when it would be as serious an offense to foul
the air as it is to pollute a river.

The president's reception was an event of which
Sheffield is proud. About 1,500 guests assembled,
among them the association being well represented.
The rooms of the Cutlers were all decorated in lavish

style. The banqueting hall was transformed into a
drawing room, where two concerts were given, and
the lower hall %vas used for a dramatic and musical
recital.

About 200 members accepted an invitation to visit Bux-
ton—so renowned a spa for rheumatism. The railway facil-

ities gave them three hours to become practically acquainted
with its waters and therapeutical appliances. But above
half the time was consumed otherwise, for the local

reception committee conducted them first to a hotel,

where they had provided luncheon, and by the time
the speeches were concluded and a stroll through the
lovely gardens taken the time for the return train

was fast approaching.

OUR VIENNA LETTER.

(From Our Special Correspondent.)

IMMUNIZATION OF CATTLE AGAINST TUBERCULOSIS—RE-

MOVAL OF A BULLET FROM TEMPORAL LOBE—TORSION OF
SEMINAL CORD—EFFECT OF NICOTIN UPON ADRENAL GLANDS
—LARGE NEVUS OF THE AURICLE—A NEW INTESTINAL
ANASTOMOSIS BUTTON.

Vienna, July 30, 1908.

A FEW days ago Professor Heymans of Ghent was the

guest of the Royal Society of Physicians and spoke be-
fore that body on the various methods of immunization
against tuberculosis. He uses the following immunizing
method in cattle : One milligram of the tubercle bacilli

of the human type are enclosed in a small sac dipped into

collodion and put into a gelatine capsule. The little sac
is introduced under the skin of the animal, a small incis-

ion being made for the purpose. The gelatine is rapidly
dissolved after the wound has been closed and the sac
forms a very good diffusion membrane enclosing the ba-
ciili; the latter obtain all the foodstuff necessary for their

growth, the tube allowing the passage of such material,

and the products of their growth act as immunizing bod-
ies in the organism of the animal. Within forty-eight
hours an exudate consisting of polynuclear leucocytes
forms about the membrane, and somewhat later there is

formed about it a capsule of connective tissue. In the
course of ten to eighteen months the bacilli die in such
a capsule and become completely disorganized. This pro-
cedure was originated after many experiments with the
behavior of the little bag in the animal organism. If 0.5
cm. of tuberculin is placed into such a bag and the latter

is then dipped into salt solution the tuberculin diffuses

into the fluid surrounding the sac, which fact may easily

be shown by inoculating animals with that fluid, A bag
filled with tuberculin and introduced under the skin of an
animal likewise produces the specific reaction in that ani-

mal. If glycerin bouillon inoculated with the tubercle ba-
cilli is placed into the bag and tlie latter is then sub-
merged in some culture medium and kept in tlie incubator
the bacilli develop in the usual fashion. After four or
six weeks, when no more bacilli can be demonstrated in

the bag, the contents may be injected into a tuberculous
animal and the latter reacts to this injection just as it

would to the use of tuberculin in the same fashion.

Healthy animals in whom the little bag has been placed
and allowed to heal over, tubercle bacilli being part of the
contents, begin to react to tuberculin injections three to
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bix weeks later; the sensitiveness to such injections con-
tinues for four to six months and then disappears. It

animals that have been immunized in this fashion arc
given one large dose of tubercle bacilli by mouth or are
fed daily during three weeks on small quantities of bacilli

they do not become infected with tuberculosis althougli
this is the usual event in the control animals treated in

exactly the same way except for the immunization witli

the bag. Accordingly, the immunized animals show a
certain resistance to infection with tuberculosis. To the
tuberculin test about ten per cent, of the healthy inocu-
lated animals give a positive reaction and the autopsy
shows si.x to ten per cent, of them as tuberculous. Is

the little bag is placed under the skin of tuberculous
animals there takes place a slow tuberculization of them,
many of the cattle showing diminution or even total dis-
appearance of the tuberculin reaction; the autopsy often
shows regressive changes in the tuberculous processes, so
that a certain curative effect must be supposed to be pro-
duced by the above described immunizing method.

Professor Schnitzler has succeeded in removing a bul-
let from the right temporal lobe of a young patient. The
girl was one and a half years old when she was wounded
in the left temporal region by a revolver bullet. A tew
months ago intense headache localized to the right tem-
poral region appeared and the ;r-ray examination showed
the presence of a foreign body in the right temporal lobe
of the cerebrum. The position of the bullet was then
studied more exactly by repeated examinations with the
jr-rays, lead plates and tapes being placed on the skull to
find out the relations of the bullet to the surface land-
marks. Schnitzler then bared the right temporal lobe by
an osteoplastic operation, but at first was unable to locate
the bullet. He then availed himself of a procedure which
he used with success some eight years ago in operating
for a foreign body in the cerebellum. He introduced a
silver wire into the lower comer of the wound, passing
it as nearly as possible in, the direction of the projectile,
closed the wound, and then made several additional ex-
aminations with the .r-rays, which, of course, gave the
relations of the silver wire to the bullet. After six days
the skin and periosteum t^ap was again turned down and
an attempt was made to find the bullet by means of its

relations to the silver wire. But this attempt was like-
wise unsuccessful, for large incisions had to be avoided in

order to spare the brain as much as possible. Schnitzler
then introduced a piece of silver wire bent into a bow
into the right temporal lobe and this time the ;r-ray pic-
ture showed the projectile surrounded by the curved end
of the wire. At the third operation the bullet was finally

located and removed. The flap healed in very nicely, and
the patient, who showed some paralytic phenomena con-
fined to one side directly after the operation, recovered
completely and is now in perfect health.
Dr. Borszeky of Budapest operated upon a patient suf-

fering from a spontaneous torsion of the seminal cord.
The patient was 29 years old and was attacked with .in

intense, stabbing pain in the left half of the scrotum after
having jumped from a high ladder ; he was also very
dizzy and became nauseated. On examination in the hos-
pital, the scrotum was found to be the size of two fists.

while the patient was extremely pale and appeared very
much prostrated. Operation was quickly decided upon and
when the tunica vaginalis was divided about half a liter

of dark-colored serum was evacuated. The cord was
found to have been twisted over 180°, the testicle was
discolored and appeared bluish, while several veins of the
cord were the thickness of the finger. The thickest veins
had to be resected. The testicle completely recovered
from the injury and at present, seven months after the
operation, the man is in perfect health. The speaker con-
fessed that the mode in which this very rare condition arose
in the case which he had reported could not he surely
established, and the real causation of the torsion still re-
mains an open question of pathology.
Mansfeld, also of Budapest, had studied the effect of

nicotin upon the adrenal glands. He experimented with
cats and has shown that the increase in blood pressure
which follows the administration of nicotin is caused
by the stimulating action of the drue upon the secretion
of the gland ; the content of the blood in the active prin-
ciole of the gland is thus increased with the well-knov.n
eflfect of a rise in the blood pressure. A portion of blond
taken a few minute? before the administration of nico-
tin shows no adrenalin present, while at the time of the
greatest rise in the blood pressure the blood mav be
shown to contain the pressure raising principle of the
gland. After the extirpation of both adrenal elands the
administration of nicotin had no pressure raising effect

and the Wood of such animals did not show the presence
of adrenal principle after the administration of the drug,
the Ehrmann reaction being negative. The author con-

cludes that the adrenal glands are innervated not by the
sympathetic but by some autonomous nerve. Although
Goldzieher of Budapest thinks that the narcosis itself has
some effect upon the adrenalin content of the blood, yet
the results obtained by Mansfeld throw some light upon
the pathological significance of nicotin in producing ar-
teriosclerosis; they are certainly of sufficient interest to
prove stimulating to the workers in this field of research,
which is especially devoted to the physiology and the
pathology of those important organs—the adrenal glands.

Professor Ladislaus Fleischmann of Budapest had oc-
casion to operate on a case of elephantiasis of the auricle.
This patient was a sixteen-year-old boy who had a tumor
of congenital origin which occupied the left auricle and
was quite unusual in shape as well. Microscopic exam-
ination proved it to be a nonpigmented nevus. As the
tumor was benign in character, Dr. Fleischmann did not
consider it necessary to remove the whole auricle and
selected the following procedure : The portion of the tu-
mor which was situated behind the auricle and which pre-
sented the appearance similar to the surface of the brain
because of the numerous folds and convolutions, he re-
moved almost in toto, thus leveling the tissues until the
normal contour of the auricle was obtained. The deep
infoldings of the epithelium which lined the convolutions
and the fissures of the tumor were not removed and they
were tlius able to provide for the new- epithelial covering
that was necessary to make up for the defect produced
by the operation. All the tissues which rose beyond the
cartilage of the auricle were likew-ise removed and the
skin edges sutured together. A few defects were covered
over by skin grafts which were obtained from the pa-
tient's leg.

Professor Ferdinand King tried to explain the old prob-
lein of the immunity which the stomach and the intestines
enjoy from being digested by their own juices. His ex-
periments showed that the worm Ascaris is protected
from being digested by the juices of the intestines by the
fine cuticle which covers its surface as well as its intes-
tinal tract. The inner portion of the gastric mucosa as
well as the mucous membrane of the small intestine pre-
vent the digestive action of the gastric juice and of
trypsin. The extract obtained from the intestinal mucosa
of pigs according to the method of Weinland consists
almost wholly of mucin. This extract is capable of in-

terfering with the digestive action of both gastric juice
and of trypsin, the raw extract being much more power-
ful in this inhibitive action than the same extract after
being boiled. The cause of this difference must be sought
in the fact that after the boiling the extract becomes
much less soluble than the raw preparation. The small
intestine and the stomach are thus protected from self-

digestion by the mucin which is present in their secretions,
this explanation having already been offered and supported
by Schiff. The experiments could not show the presence
of any special antiferments. The mucin is not digested
by pepsin-hydrochloric acid nor by a solution of trypsin

;

it is furthermore not a readily diffusible substance, and
because of this fact it holds the active secretions av.ay
from the mucous membranes of the stomach and of the
intestines, and this action suffices to preserve the organs
from self-digestion.

Dr. Lieblein of Prague has constructed a new absorbable
intestinal anastomosis button. It is made out of para-
casein which is hardened by formalin and is called in that
condition "galalith" ; it has all the advantages claimed for
the Murphy button and is in many respects superior to
the latter. The galalith button is quite similar to the
Murphy button in form and in the mechanism of its ac-
tion with the exception of minor changes, such as the
omission of the spiral spring. The two lateral springs in

the male portion of the button which fit into and firmly
clasp the female half are constructed out of "new silver."

This button weighs much less than the Murphy button and
in addition is absorbable. This new galalith button has
been used in nineteen gastroenterostomies performed for

carcinoma of the stomach, for ulcer with acute hemor-
rhage from the stomach, twenty-six buttons having been
used altogether. One of the patients operated upon for
acute gastric hemorrhage died of anemia ; the anasto-
mosis was not accompanied by any untoward reaction.

All the other cases recovered from the operations very
satisfactorily. Three resections of gangrenous intes-

tine in strangulated herniae were performed, the new
button being used ; one of the patients died quite in-

dependently of the results of the anastomosis, while
another showed a small perforation in the afferent

part of the intestine, which may have caused his death,

but could not be completely traced to the button. The new
button is especially recommended in place of the Murphy
button in the anastomosis required in the performance of
gastroenterostomy.
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Progrrss nf iKciiiral irirur?.

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, August 13, iyo8.

The Immediate Treatment Demanded in Certain of

the More Serious Ocular Lesions That Are Frequently
First Seen by the General Practitioner.— [-"redirick E.

Cheney says that it not infrequently happens that the family

physician, from one cause or another, is obliged temporarily

to assume the responsibility of a case that is of undoubted
gravity, and the question of the immediate and proper

treatment required under such circumstances is naturally

an important one. A case in point is acute glaucoma, the

only curative treatment of which is operative. This is

essentially a disease of middle life and old age. Given
a congested, reddened eye. and enlarged inactive pupil,

rapidly failing vision, pain and nausea, there is little

chance of error in making a diagnosis. The immediate
treatment demanded is the use of the myotic until ar-

rangements can be made for an iridectomy. It is well

to begin with a 2 per cent, solution of pilocarpine nitrate,

instilling two or three drops into the eye every half-hour.

A stronger myotic, such as eserine sulphate, may be used
if necessary. With the improvement in vision it is well

to reduce the frequency of the myotic. Hot fomentations
are sometimes of value in adding to the comfort of the

patient. Iridectomy should not be delayed for more than

three or four days. Iritis is an extremely grave condi-

tion when treatment has been delayed. The symptoms of

iritis most constant and to be depended upon are the pink-

ish zone of injection surrounding the cornea in connec-
tion with a contracted pupil that reacts sluggishly or not

at all to light. Added to these one will probably find

a discoloration of the iris and a greater or less degree
of supraorbital pain. The essential treatment is the use
of a mydriatic of sufficient strength and frequency to

dilate the pupil as widely as it is possible to dilate it.

Under this treatment many, if not all, of the e.\isting

adhesions will usually give way and there is little dan-
ger of fresh adhesions taking place if the pupil is kept
dilated by a weaker solution of the agent used. In using

the stronger solutions of atropine it is important to have
the patient keep the end of the finger firmly pressed upon
the inner angle of the eye for three or four minutes after

each instillation. This will prevent in a great degree the

escape of atropine l.iy way of the tear passage into the

nose, and the consequent dry throat and other symptoms
of poisoning. A i per cent, solution is none too strong,

and should be in.stilled three or four times a day. The
application of leeches to the temple is at times of great
\alue. Blindness from ophthalmia ncoratorum in a very
large proportion of the cases means blindness from neglect.

The Crede method is undoubtedly of great value, but
causes considerable temporary irritation. .\ 25 per cent,

solution of argyrol is practically nonirritating, and to drop
four or five drops into the conjunctival sac of every new-
born babe would be a simple and a very efficient means of

prevention. This treatment, together with the frequent

cleansing of the eyes, if it can be thoroughly and sys-

tematically carried out, will, with rare exceptions, insure

a perfect recovery. The following suggestions regarding
perforating wounds of the eyeball are in the nature of

early emergency treatment : First, to lessen the chances
of infection, the lids and their immediate neighborhood
should be thoroughly cleansed and the conjunctival sac

irrigated witli a boric acid or some other mild solution.

Second, a I per cent, solution of atropine should be in-

stilled three or four times at five-minute intervals for

the reason that iritis will develop in at least 80 per cent,

of these perforating injuries. If the anterior chamber is

evacuated, the pupil will not dilate until it is reestablished.

Third, some simple nonirritating ointment should be
placed on the inner surface of the lower lid and the

eye then bandaged. Fourth, Epsom salts, calomel or other
active cathartic should be given. Fifth, a leech to the

temple is good routine practice, and at times of the great-

est value.

General Therapeutics of Gastric Affections.—Maurice
Vejux Tyrode says that diseases of the stomach are
treated along the lines of general therapeutics which are
applied to other organs. Two opposite principles lie at

the bottom of symptomatic therapy, i. c. rest and exercise,
or decrease and increase of functions The agents at

command include four general classes : First, the phy-
sical, as e.xercise, massage, electricity, baths, etc. ; second,
the psychical, as suggestions in the hypnotic or hypnoidal
states and under waking conditions : third, the dietetic, in-

cluding both qualitative and quantitative changes in the
diet ; and fourth, the inedicinal. In order that these agents
may be judiciously and effectively employed, an accurate
diagnosis must be made. He then reviews briefly the phy-
siology of the stomach and takes up the treatment
of the different gastric functions when at fault. Great

care should be exercised in not confounding grave trou-

bles as ulcer and cancer, with hyperacidity, as cases have
come to his observation with carcinoma when the diagno-
sis of the attending physician was nervous dyspepsia.

New York Medical Journal, August 15, 1908.

Vaccine Treatment of Atrophic Rhinitis (Ozena).—
Ross Skillern and E. Ijurvill-Holmes report two cases

treated with a vaccine from the combined culture of a

serum from a pure culture of the bacillus of Abel. In-

jections were given in the arm at first twice weekly, no
inflammatory reaction following. After two weeks there

was, in the first case, a marked diminution in the size

of the crusts and the nasal secretions appeared to be much
thinner and more miscible with water. A gradual diminu-
tion of the fetor occurred. .-\t this stage the child devel-

oped a disease resembling scarlet fever, which brought the

treatment to a sudden close. .-Vbout two months later

they learned that the child was as bad as ever. The
mother of the child asked that treatment be again insti-

tuted as soon as possible. The promising results in this-

case prompted them to test the method in a case which
had proven hopeless to other forms of treatment. The
patient was a woman, thirty years old, who was given
fourteen injections with improvement; then a sudden
change for the worse set in, and the disease gradually
began to assume the old condition ; the crusts became
larger, the fetor reappeared, and the p.atient became nau-
seated. About three months after the cessation of the

treatment she reappeared, requesting treatment, saying she

never felt so well as when under the vaccine treatment.

If pure cultures of the Bacillus niucosus cafsulatus could

be obtained they believe that the successful treatment of

atrophic rliinitis would, indeed, be a thing of reality.

Pneumonia; One Method of Treatment.—E. P.

Tompkins reports the case of a young man, a fine speci-

men of manhood physically, hale, hearty, robust, of good
habits, about twenty years old, -and who had never been
sick before. This was a case of pneumonia. His tem-
perature was 103° F. and he was semi-delirious when the

physician was called, and this condition rapidly advanced to

active delirium. The pulse was full and bounding, face

flushed, slight, hacking, suppressed cough, with frothy
expectoration which soon became streaked or rather mixed
with blood. The physical examination showed only slight

dullness over the seat of pain. Half a dozen bricks were
placed on the fire and a kettle of water was put on to

heat. When the water was boiling and the bricks about
red hot, they were placed in the water and allowed to

remain until ebullition ceased ; each brick was then
wrapped in a cloth, and placed in the bed alongside the

patient's body, and over him a number of blankets. Over
the region of pain was put a flannel cloth saturated with
oil of turpentine, and over this a folded newspaper. In-
ternally was administered a tablet of calomel and sodium
hydroxide, half a grain each, one every two hours till four
doses were taken. Alternating with this, hour by hour,
a tablet containing aconite, two minims ; tartar emetic,

one-fortieth of a grain; ipecac, one-eighth grain; morphine
sulphate, one-twentieth of a grain, to be given till further
notice. In ten minutes the patient was trying to throw
the covers ofT, and it took the combined efforts of four
men to hold the delirious patient in bed. The next day
the patient was resting quietly, free from pain, the tem-
perature was reduced to 101° F. The pulse was slower,
the purgative had acted, and his general condition was
satisfactory. In a well-heated room his clothing was
changed, the bed also, and he ate a little milk toast and
soft cooked egg. Twenty-four hours later his pulse show-
ing decided softening and lessened size, the aconite and
tartar emetic tablet was discontinued and one contain-

ing digitalis, nitroglycerin, and strychnine sulistituted. In
seventy-two hours from the time he was taken sick his

pulse and temperature were normal, his appetite good,
sleep was natural, and he proceeded to an uninterrupted
recovery. He was advised to remain indoors a few
days longer, and in a week was back at w-ork. The most
noteworthy point in the case was the tremendous rapidity

with which severe symptoms developed from a condition

of perfect health, emphasizing the fact that treatment if

effectual in cutting short an attack—and he was convinced
that in the great majority of cases pneumonia can be
aborted—must begin early.

Journal of the American Medical Association, Aug. 15,

1908.

Diverticulitis of the Sigmoid.—G. E. Brewer reports
diagnosis was made and operation performed before the

occurrence of rupture, and the only one recorded in whicli

the patient survived two operations for this condition.

In the first attack there was a localized abscess, but the

a case of diverticulitis of the sigmoid, the first in which
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patient recovered and remained well over live years. In

such cases Brewer would lay down no general rules of

techniciuc, but if the diverticulum is large, attaclied by a

broad base or covered with a plexus of enlarged vessels,

the safest method, he thinks, would be extraperitoneal

drainage, as chosen in the case reported. If, from the

situation, this is impracticable, he suggests packing with
gauze and leaving it in place for from 48 to 72 hours or
until firm adhesions have formed, then removal of the

gauze and free opening of the abscess, allowing it to

drain througli the channel thus formed.

Gastric Ulcer and Cancer.—F. B. Lund remarks on
the difficulties that are often met with in the differential

diagnosis of benign gastric and malignant growtlis: "In

certain cases of indurated ulcer of the stomach the diag-

nosis between benign and malignant disease may be
impossible, even with the abdomen opened. These are

the early cases, in which the diagnosis of early can-
cer is important, as enabling thorough removal. These
cases, broadly speaking, fall into two classes: i. Indur-
ated ulcers (usually of the lesser curvature), which are

movable and free and may be benign or malignant. Here,
even if the tumor is benign, gastroenterostomy is often
unavailing and partial. 2. Indurated ulcers of the pylorus

often extending from the duodenum and adherent to tlie

pancreas or left lobe of the liver. These are usually be-

nign ; excision is difficult and gastroenterostomy is safe

and should usually be performed rather than excisions.

In Class I excision should be done regardless of labora-

tory findings. In Class 2 the laboratory findings are im-
portant and usually reliable. Tlie responsibility of leav-

ing a tumor which may be malignant is so great, how-
ever, that all diagnostic aids should be invoked, and
in case of doubt e.xcision, though at some risk, may be

performed. The surgeon must decide in each case whether
the risk lies in performing excision or leaving a tumor
which may be malignant."

Therapeutic Immunization in Mixed Infection.— .\. P.

Ohlmacher discusses tlie problems which confront the phy-
sician who would apply in practice Wright's method of

therapeutic bacterial iinmunization. He enumerates the

organisms usually found in ini.xed infections and stales

that in dealing with them it is necessary to follow the

events in the more chronic suppurations by bacteriological

analyses from time to time and to modify the inoculations

to correspond with the changes in the bacterial tlora of

the pus in case the therapeutic response is not satisfactory.

In dealing with tuberculous diseases in which a mixed in-

fection is demonstrable by the culture test it is proper,

he asserts, to combine the inoculations of tuberculin with
vaccines of one or more of the complicating bacterial

species. This procedure is conducive to good results in

treating the suppurations following tuberculous urinary
infection, adenitis, synovitis, or osteitis. Syphilis and a

concurrent or a secondary infection with pyogenic bac-

teria is another condition in which, according to Ohl-
macher, therapeutic bacterial inununization finds useful

application.

Intestinal Anastomosis.— F. B. Walker points out
the defects of the present methods of intestinal anasto-
mosis ; all except the McGraw elastic ligature are done
on a wide-open gut and are essentially septic operations.

The ligature method—the simplest and cleanest of all

—

does not complete the anastomosis for three or more
days, and is therefore unsuited in cases in which other

communication does not exist. The method he describes

and illustrates can be carried out, he says, by one pair

of hands and combines the advantages of other methods
without their defects. It is based on the closure of the

gut during the operation by means of a removable purse-

string suture, on serous apposition by a continuous through
mattress suture inserted from the outside of the gut, and
on the withdrawal of the purse-string suture after the

suturing is completed, leaving an open lumen. The tech-

nique for both end-to-end and lateral anastomosis is de-

scribed and illustrated.

Ulcer of the Duodenum.—William J. Alayo considers
the differential diagnosis between duodenal and gastric

ulcer an<l states that in duodenal ulcer the pain and tender-

ness, as a rule, extend from the mid-line to the right;

aggravation induced by food comes on several hours after

a meal, and the patients sufTer from a peculiar "hunger
pain" when fasting. Unlike gastric ulcer, duodenal ulcer

rarely undergoes carcinomatous degeneration. The surgical

treatment of chronic duodenal ulcer will usually consist of

gastrojejunostomy, preferably by the "no loop" method.
The small esteem in which surgery of the stomach and
duodenum is held by many professional men, and the bad
results reported, have been largely due to mistakes in diag-

nosis and unnecessary operations performed where no
ulcer existed. So far as possible, he has traced patients

with duodenal ulcers operated on in 1906-7. One hun-

dred and nineteen patients were operated on in 19116-7,

and 106 were traced. Of these 87, or 82 per cent., were
cured; 10, or 9.5 per cent., improved; and 6, or 5.7 per

cent., unimproved, making cured and improved 9T.5 per

cent. The operative mortality in the whole number of

cases was 2.8 per cent.

The Lancet, August 8. 1908.

Human Tuberculosis and Cattle Tuberculosis; Inves-

tigations as Regards Ninety-seven Norwegian Farms.—
Birger Overland recapitulates some of the best known
facts of what has been ascertained as to the relation be-

tween tuberculosis in man and in cattle. He determined

to ascertain if possible whether it is a rare or frequent

occurrence on their Norwegian farms for cattle and man
to infect each other. During his examination he used the

following scheme of questions; When was the live stock

tested? How many animals had you then? How many
of these reacted to tuberculin? Have any instances of

disease occurred among the occupants which may have

been tuberculosis? If tuberculosis has been made out in

the cattle the following questions are put : Has the ani-

mal been bred on the farm, or has it been purchased;

if so, how long ago? How old is the reacting animal?

Have any of the milkmaids been tuberculous? Have chil-

dren drunk unboiled milk? Has any child shown sus-

picious symptoms? In cases of tuberculosis in the occu-

pants the following are the questions asked ; Has the

patient had anything to do with the cowhouse ;
when and

for how long? If he may have been infected through

milk, were other sources of infection possible? He makes

up the results in four groups, i. Farms where no posi-

tive tuberculin test in the live stock has occurred, and

where he has not been able to find cases of tuberculosis

among the occupants. 2. Farms with no positive tuber-

culin test in the live stock, but with cases of tuberculosis

among the occupants. 3. Farms with positive tuberculin

test in the live stock, but with no cases of tuberculo.sis

among the occupants. 4. Farms with positive tuberculin

test in the live stock and with cases of tuberculosis among
the occupants. His material was procured from 97 farms

with 1,157 total head of cattle. His contention was that

tuberculosis in man and tuberculosis in cattle have a cer-

tain relation to each other, as reaction in cattle on farms

where human tuberculosis has been traceable occurs nearly

three times as frequently as on farms where this disease

was not found.

The Treatment of Abscess of the Appendix.—.Archi-

bald W. Cuff believes that they should always endeavor

to remove the appendix at the same time that they open

and drain the abscess if there are no grave contraindi-

cations. Among the disadvantages of leaving the appendix

even for a short time is the unpleasant way in which in

many of these cases a sinus, or even a fistula, is left.

Again, these wounds heal less kindly. It should be borne

in mind, too, that a second operation is no slight ordeal

to a patient wdio has been through a painful and perhaps

an exhausting sickness. In view of these considerations

he urges the advisability of always removing the appendix

at the first operation whenever feasible, and this will rarely

not be the case.

Use of Selected Lactic Acid Bacilli and Soured Milk

in the Treatment of Some Forms of Chronic Ill-Health.

—George Herschell says milk curdled with the lactic acid

bacillus is a most wholesome food, and can be used with

benefit in such diseases as anorexia nervosa, phthisis

hyperchlorhydria and achylia gastrica; chronic duodenal

catarrh, chronic gastritis and malignant disease of the

stomach. Among other conditions in which this bacillus,

either as a pure culture or as curdled milk, may be given

to patients is abnormal fermentation in the intestine, caus-

ing ill-health either by local irritation or by autointoxica-

tion. It may also be given to render the gastrointestinal

tract aseptic previous to an operation upon it. It may
be used in some forms of constipation, especially the

atonic form, which is due to defective peristalsis depend-

ent upon muscular weakness or upon deficient innerva-

tion. Anything up to a pint of curdled milk may be given

during the day. From a dietetic point of view all cases

are divided into three groups, the acute, subacute, and the

chronic. In the acute cases it is a good plan to com-

mence by suppressing all food except solution of sugar

of milk in water, solution of malt extract in water, and

the culture of the bacillus which they were giving. 1" ™e
subacute cases he advised eliminating meat from the diet,

which should consist of yolks of eggs, butter, bread, pota-

toes, milk puddings, fruit, and vegetables. In the ordi-

nary chronic cases he quotes the rules taken from Combe.

Avoid all substances which can act as culture media for

proteolytic baccih. Avoid all meat fat. Limit the pa-

tient to fresh butter and yolks of eggs. Avoid all high

meat and game.
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British Medical Journal, August 8, 1908.

Treatment of Some of the Severer Forms of Head-
ache.—Wilfred Harris says that clinical grouping ac-

cording to the situation of the pain or its character is

altogether unsatisfactory and misleading, and he has ar-

rived at an anatomical classification of his own after

careful consideration. Of the causes within the cranial

cavity, the true neuralgic headaches, such as the neuras-

thenic, or that produced hy dazzling of the eyes, various
emotions, a thunderstorm, etc., are best relieved by rest

and antineuralgic remedies, such as phenacetin, pyranii-

don, and this class of drugs. The to.xemic headaches are

often caused by constipation and sluggish livers ; unless a

regular daily habit of the bowel is established by means
of daily saline laxatives, the headaches will recur. To
relieve the pain of migraine, remedies which will lower
the intracranial pressure must be applied. The available

remedies may be divided into two classes: I. Local, tre-

phining and opening the dura ; lumbar puncture ; leeches to

the scalp; fomentations, hot bottles, or icebag to the scalp

and neck. 2. Indirect, by lowering of the general blood
pressure, nitroglycerine, and the nitrites ; cardiac depres-

sants
;
purgation, diaphoresis, hot baths. He believes the

operation of trephining for the relief of migraine is justi-

fied in those severe cases which frequently recur and in

which the patient is prostrated for one or more days
every week. But before this is seriously thought of leeches

to the scalp should be applied, and ten grains of Dover's
powder given, with a hot drink containing one-sixth of a

grain of pilocarpine. The patient should be kept lying

down, warmly wrapped up, so as to promote perspiration.

Under this treatment he has seen great and speedy re-

lief.

The Dangers of Calmette's Ophthalmo-Reaction.—
Three cases are reported by T. Harrison Butler to show
that the dangers of Calmette's reaction are very real, and
that, as the reaction is by no means conclusive, it is hardly
a justifiable method of diagnosis. Personally he has
abandoned the method, and is now employing injections

of old tuberculin to help to decide the question as to

whether a disease is or is not tuberculous in character.

Berliner klinische Wochenschrift, August 3, 1908.

Fulguration.—Arndt has studied the effect of fulguru-
tion, the method introduced by Keating-Hart for the

treatment of malignant disease. He concludes that deep
narcosis is not needed in using fulguration, if care is taken

not to expose the skin to the efliects of the sparks 01 to

protect exposed skin by dry compresses. The fulguration

of the skin, of the muscles, and of the bones produces
hardly any effect upon the action of the heart or of res-

piration. Fulguration of the dura and of the brain is-

followed by no immediate harmful results, while small

irritation may be avoided by the use of short sparks. Ful-

guration of the organs in the thoracic cavity may be
used only after certain protective measures have been
taken, the heart reacting with arrhythmia and the blood
pressure falling immediately after the beginning of the

application. Especially marked were the symptoms of ir-

ritation when carbonic acid gas was used for cooling pur-

poses. The direct application of the sparks to the diges-

tive organs and to the bladder cause marked peristalsis,

but the abdominal walls or dry compresses efficiently pro-
tect these organs from any indirect influence. Pieces of
normal or tumor tissue examined immediately after ful-

guration showed no change except a little superficial ne-

crosis.

Relations of the Adrenals to the Kidneys.—Reichcr
says that it has been shown that the adrenal substances
are increased in the blood and the adrenal organs are
hypertrophied in marked cases of nephritis ; in animals,
total or partial nephrectomy or the ligature of the renal

arteries causes increased secretion on the part of the

adrenal glands. Siegel has shown that actual nephritis

may be produced in animals by exposing the bared kid-

neys to the effects of cold, bilateral disease being usually
produced. Reicher's experiments have shown that the par-
tial submersion of an animal in icewater leads to an in-

creased content of the blood in adrenal substatlces imme-
diately after the experiments, and a few days later albu-

min and casts make their appearance in the urine. The
e-xposure to cold seems to act as a very potent stimulus
to the adrenal glands, and the increased secretion of the
latter causes active contraction of the kidney vessels ; tlie

active principle of this secretion has a selective effect upon
the kidney, the oncometer showing diminution in its vol-

ume and therefore contraction of its vessels long befirc
the general blood pressure is raised. The increased con-
tent of the blood in adrenal substances may explain tlie

origin of some kidney affections leading, as it does, to

long-continued ischemia accompanied by poor nutrition of
the kidney substance. Three cases of arterial sclerosis

with beginning nephritis have shown the presence of an
increased amount of adrenal substances in the blood
Neither these few cases nor the animal experiments jus-

tify any final conclusions as to the etiology of nephritis

,

the fact, however, that there exists an interrelation be-

tween the activity of the adrenal glands and the kidneys
seems to be proven by the above results.

Deutsche mcdicinische Wochenschrift, July 30, 190S.

The Advantages of Pfannenstiel Incisioiu—Zimmcr-
mann says that all chronic inflammations of the pelvic

organs ought to be dealt with by the abdominal route in

order that any complications from the appendix may be

treated. Such operations may now be much more readily

advised since the introduction of the Pfannenstiel incision,

which saves the patient from the dangers of the classical

laparotomy, the chief of which is the postoperative appear-

ance of hernia. The main points of the Pfannenstiel in-

cision consist in a transverse incision at the upper limit

of the pubic hair dividing the skin and subcutaneous tis-

sues in a curved line ; the fascis are incised in the same
manner and the two free borders dissected upward and
downward : the recti are separated longitudinally and the

transversalis fascia and the peritoneum are divided in the

same manner. The introduction of a speculum or re-

tractors into the wound made in this fashion gives a very
good view of the gynecological field for operation, while

the region of the cecum and the appendix is likewise

within easy reach. The advantages of the incision are

:

the scar falls in the hair line or in the natural fold of

the skin above the symphysis ; contractions of abdominal
muscles lead to diminution and not to increase in the size

of the wound, and coughing or vomiting are not as apt to

produce hernia; there is direct access to the organs to

be treated and the absence of much retraction and of pull-

ing on the peritoneum diminishes the operative shock;

hernise are extremely rare occurrences in the postopera-

tive history. The one disadvantage of the incision, the

danger of subfascial suppuration in the event of wound
infection, simply calls for perfect asepsis in operating.

The incision, however, is not adapted to dealing with

large solid tumors or any other conditions that occupy
the large pelvis. Affections confined to the small pelvis

are the ones best handled by the Pfannenstiel incision.

Pyelitis.—Scheidemandel says that pyelitis appears
much more frequently as a primary affection than is

usually thought. It is more frequent in women than in

men. It is marked by a sudden rise in temperature, and
by attacks of pain affecting the right side more often

than the left; objective examination shows the presence

of pus and bacteria in the urine, which findings may ap-

pear only intermittently. The fever continues for five or

six days and is followed by a lytic or a critical fall, thus

simulating lobar pneumonia. A second attack usually fol-

lows after a few days' intermission, this time involving the

side which has previously been unaffected. The disease is

probably due to the colon bacilli by ascending infection

from the anus. Recovery follows after two or three

attacks, the chronic form of the disease being a rare

sequel. Of especial interest is the premenstrual form of

pyelitis appearing three days before that function takes

place. The therapy consists in rest in bed, the adminis-

tration in abundance of slightly diuretic decoctions, warm
compresses, light diet and the use of narcotics when
called for by intense pain. The prolonged use of hexa-
methyleneamin, salol, etc.. is to be condemned. The dis-

ease deserves to be better known among physicians, many
cases being diagnosed as appendicitis ovaritis, etc.

Treatment of Cardiac Diseases by Thermal and
Massage Applications.—.\ngelo \'elpe has for twenty
years studied the treatment of cardiac disease in connec-

tion with the administration of the Baths at Naples. He
concludes from his experience that we cannot hope for a

cure in organic cardiac affections, but that marked relief

may be obtained in many conditions. The cardiac func-

tions may be temporarily or permanently modified.

Thermomineral alkaline baths and massage together pre-

sent advantages over any other form of treatment, in that

the heart does not become accustomed to them. The ap-

plication should be most carefully controlled by the

physician. It increases the systole of the heart, lowers

blood pressure, lessens the obstacles to the heart action,

and improves the circulation. In well compensated lesions

with hypertrophy it will do harm by increasing the energy

of the systole. The pulse is differently affected in different

affections, being slowed or increased in rapidity according

to the heart condition. The treatment has little influence

on arrythmia.

—

Anuali di Elcttiicita Medica e Terapia

Fisica.
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State Board Questions axd Answers. By R. Max Goeih'.

M.D., Professor of Clinical Medicine at the Philadel-

phia Polyclinic ; Assistant Visiting Physician to the

Philadelphia General Hospital. Philadelphia and Lon-
don. W. B. Saunders Co., 1908.

This large volume contains a selection of the questions

asked at some of the State Board Examinations, witli

answers to the same. With regard to the questions, while

doubtless they are well chosen, a selection is not of much
use to any candidate ; he would like to see the omitted
questions, or at any rate to know what proportion the

selected ones bear to the whole. Perhaps the omitted
questions are those most difficult to answer, or even to

understand ; for examination questions are not always as

lucid as the answers are expected to be. Many of the

answers are satisfactory, some being taken bodily from
other sources (e.g. from the Medical Record). But some
of the questions are only partially answered, some
of the answers are inadequate, and some, we fear,

would not be accepted even by a State Board Ex-
aminer. For example, a poison is defined as "any
substance producing deleterious effects upon the ani-

mal organism" ; this would include a brick-bat or an auto-

mobile. "Expired air contains no oxygen or only a very

little." Na=COs is given as the formula for sodium bi-

carbonate. Several of the chemical equations do not bal-

ance. The rate of the blood current in the capillaries is

given as two inches a second. "Boron is one of the con-

stituent elements of the human body." The pneumogastric
nerve is said to be "exclusively motor." "The foramen
ovale of the heart carries the blood which enters the left

auricle from the inferior vena cava, to the right auricle."

Those who might use this compilation with safety (that

is, with discrimination) are the ones who do not require

it ; while those who need such assistance as the volume
affords are liable to be misled, perhaps fatally.

Manual of Surgery. By Alexis Thomson. F.R.C.S. Ed.,

Assistant Surgeon Edinburgh Royal Infirmary ; Surgeon
to the Deaconess tiospital. Edinburgh : and Alexander
Miles, F.R.C.S. Ed., ."Assistant Surgeon Edinburgh Royal
Infirmary ; Surgeon to Leith Hospital. Vol. I, General

Surgery ; Vol. II, Regional Surgery. Second Edition.

Revised and enlarged: with 203 illustrations. Philadel-

phia and London : J. B. Lippincott Company, 1908.

To write a serviceable manual of surgery in two small

volumes, properly culling the important parts from the

vast material of the theory and practice of this specialty,

is no easy task. It is, therefore, a pleasure to see it so

successfully accomplished as is shown in the "Manual of

Surgery" of Drs. Thomson and Miles. The first volume
shows original distribution of material ; repair, conditions

interfering with repair, surgical bacteriology, the tempera-

ture in surgical diseases, and the methods of wound treat-

ment preceding the discussion of inflammation. Suppura-
tion, ulceration, gangrene, chronic infections and tumors
are then considered. The rest of the first volume treats

of the diseases of blood and lymph vessels, of nerves, of

bones and joints and the structures in relation to these. A
special chapter on the deformities of extremities closes the

volume. Volume II is devoted to regional surgery, about

one-third of the book being given up to surgery of the ab-

domen and of the pelvis. The rest of the volume treats of

the surgical diseases of the head, neck and chest. Most
of the chapters are introduced by short, but ample, sketches

of the surgical anatomy of the parts considered ; the clini-

cal pictures of the affections are clearly defined ; treat-

ment is given a great deal of space, specific instructions and
suggestions prevailing under this heading. The work shows
careful attempt to bring it up to date, the etiology of

syphilis, the diseases of the pancreas, the nature of shock.

Bier's hyperemic method of treatment, etc., being discussed

in the light of recent advances in our knowledge. On the

whole, these volumes form as useful and as compact a

manual of surgery as we have seen.

Climate. By Robert De Courcy Ward, Assistant Pro-

fessor of Climatolog}' in Harvard University. New
York and London : G. P. Putnam's Sons, igo8.

[

Works on climatology have always been disappointing

so far as therapeutics is concerned, and this one is no

exception. Professor Ward has comoiled a mass of data

of extreme value to those who are interested in climate

by itself, but curiously little of it has a practical medical

bearing, and that little is stated in such general terms as to

be of no value to apply to particular invalids, and some of

it is incorrect. As a textbook on classifications of climates

it is excellent, and the chapters devoted to the character-

istics of the zones give the facts with accuracy, but when
the author describes the life of man he is on debatable

ground. It is clearly stated that the plants and animals ad-

justed to the conditions of one locality cannot thrive or

even survive elsewhere, and he gives some of the details

whereby survival is possible in certain adversities. Vet in

only one place is it casually intimated that the same law ap-

plies to the various types of man, each of which is also ad-

justed to its climate. That is, every climate is perfect for all

living forms which have become moulded to it by a long

process of selection. Elsewhere and throughout the work
the impression is given that climates must be studied in

relation to mankind in general, and that some are better

than others. No greater mistake is possible, though it

is the old view of climatologists. There is little in the book

as to the recent anthropological studies which prove that

the characteristics of races are evolved by climate killing

the unfit and selecting the fit, and that, for instance, the

apparent laziness of tropical natives and energy of those

in colder places is a necessary character thus indirectly

evolved—not as a direct eft'ect of climate on the indi-

vidual. Indeed it is known that a tropical climate at first

has a stimulating effect upon northern types, \vhich later

become lethargic from exhaustion, while the native race is

lethargic from normal functioning.

The discussion of hygiene of the zones does not com-

pletely accord with what is known of the infections which

liave been so fatal in the past, nor with the recently dis-

covered facts as to the physiological effects of light and heat.

The author speaks of the blood becoming "more dilute"

in the tropics, whereas it is known that some of the most

deplorable results are due to increased specific gravity.

He speaks of beriberi being a tropical disease, though some
of its worst ravages have been in Manchuria. In the dis-

cussion of tropical diseases, opinions are expressed which

also are not in accordance with the results of tropical

studies. It is said that "the best preventives of plague are

pure air and modern sanitation," yet it is known that fleas

are the sole carriers, and that if they are prevented from

biting plague is never contracted. The advice that "many
elderly persons and those who arc overworked may find

rest from nervous tension in the enervating climate of

the tropics" is dangerous in view of the high mortality

rate among elderly and exhausted persons who go to the

tropics.

The Reduction of Cancer. By the Hon. Rnt.LO Russell.

Longmans, Green & Co., 1907.

This essay is written with the intention of proving tliat

cancer is due to the excessive use of tea, coffee, alcohol,

and "probably of potted and chemicalized meats, pork, and

other flesh." The following are the chief arguinents ad-

vanced, stripped of verbiage and repetitions: (i) Wild

animals are free from cancer: domestic ones occasionally

subject to cancer as the result of overfeeding and im-

proper diet. (2) Natives of wild and primitive countries

living on simple diet arc free from cancer ; those of highly

civilized countries are most affected in proportion to their

consumption of tea and coffee; (3) the rich, who drink

more alcohol (,sic?) tea, coffee, and eat more meat, are

subject to cancer more frequently than the poor in the

same localities. (4) Cancer is becoming more frequent

with the increasing abuse of tea, etc.

The few quotations above cited give a fair idea of the

fabric of the argument. The conclusion is :
Cancer can be

reduced by excluding tea, coffee, etc. As well might one

argue that tuberculosis is due to coffee, etc., for it occurs

in the same or nearly the same geographical distribution

as cancer. Domestic animals are affected; wild ones free;

civilized races affected, wild ones free, etc., etc. The book

cannot be taken seriously by a .scientific reader, but it

preaches a good doctrine—moderation in diet—and there-

fore cannot do harm.

Nouveau Traite de Medecine et de Therapeutique,

Public sous la Direction de MM. P. Bkouardel et A.

Gilbert. Maladies des Arteres et de l'Aorta, par H.

Roger, Professeur a la Faculte de Medecine de Pans.

Medecin de I'Hopital de la Charite; A. Gouget. Profes-

seur agrege a la Faculte de Medecine de Pans,

Midecin des Hopitaux ; et E. Boinet, Professeur de Clm-

ique Medecale de I'ficole de Medecine de J^Iarseille,

Medecin des Hopitaux. Paris: J. B. Bailliere et Fils,

1907.

The present volume forms the twenty-tourth of Brouardel

and Gilbert's systematic treatise on medicine and thera-

peutics. In it are considered at great length, with tuU

bibliographical references, etc., the diseases of the arteries

and the aorta, from the viewpoint of the physician. Two-
thirds of the book, which comprises 472 octavo pages, are

devoted to the aorta. Of this space one-half or more is

occupied by the subject of aneurysm of the aorta; the rest

by aortitis, acute and chronic. Much attention is paid to

the pathological and experimental sides of the subject, but

the clinical aspect is not neglected. The sections on treat-

ment are very brief, however, as may be expected wdieu

dealing with such subjects as arteritis and aortitis.^ The

volume forms a fit companion to the others already issued

in this series of monographs.
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(Concluded from page 343.)

SECTION OF MEDICI -NE.

Thursday, July 30

—

Second Day.

Etiology of Degenerative Changes of the Aorta.

—

Dr. G. Xewton Pitt of Lcmdoii, in opening this discussion,

alluded to the circumstance that advanced degeneration

might be present in a small part of the aorta while the rest

was healthy; this was probably owing to a local infection;

also to the fact that with the aorta healthy the peripheral

vessels might be atheromatous or vice versa. Atheroma

and arteriosclerosis were quite distinct diseases and much
confusion had resulted from not observing this distinction.

Atheroma of the aorta was not a single process but the re-

sult of a number of different causes and processes. The
changes might result from infection from within, but it was

unusual to have aortic changes from the acute infectious

diseases, the protection of the system was so good. Py-

rexia was often associated with the development of athero-

matous changes in the aorta. High blood tension and

strain were possible causes, but at least half the cases of

aortic degeneration were not associated with hypertrophy

of the heart. In cases, however, with other primary causes

these might be secondary causes. Atheroma in the pul-

monary artery was practicallj' limited to cases such as

those of mitral stenosis, in which the pulmonary arterial

blood pressure was increased. Reference was made to the

tendency of atheromatous patches to increase. It was a

question whether the changes in the intima were primary

or secondary. In any case they were probably protective.

The intimal nutrition might be disordered by changes

occurring in the middle coat and adventitia, especially those

affecting the vasa vasorum. In regard to the influence of

old age, atheroma occurred occasionally in the young, there-

fore, this could not be the only cause; many of the most
aged had perfectly healthy vessels ; it seemed to be a ques-

tion of greater frequency of exposure to infection with

longer life. Inoculation with organisms failed to pro-

duce arterial changes in animals below a certain weight,

thus system changes seemed to be a necessary antecedent.

It was not at present possible to classify the causes of

atheroma of the aorta. Taking the quite early cases, oc-

curring in the early years of life, most were due to syphi-

lis and usually to congenital syphilis. Of other degener-

ative changes of the aorta in addition to atheroma fatty

changes were of importance, but these were not more fre-

quent in the aged than in the young. It was as yet a moot
point whether they developed into atheroma. Changes due
to the administration of adrenalin and to increased pressure

in the aorta experimentally produced, were quite distinct

from atheroma; they were of the nature of acute calcareous

degeneration of the media. Little was known definitely as

to the influence of sex and race in developing atheroma.

Occupation seemed to have influence either from strenuous-

ness or sedentary habits. Diet and defective metabolism
w-as one of the causes in the development of atheroma

—

the toxic effect was probably the main factor.

In regard to aneurysm of the aorta, syphilis rather than

atheroma was probably its most important cause, syphilis

being traceable in 70 or 80 per cent, of the cases. The pro-

cess of aneurysm formation was the yielding of a scar tis-

sue following on a gummatous deposit. Many cases of

aneurysm showed no evidence of high arterial pressure, but

the fact that aneurysm occurred in the lower animals

showed that syphilis was not an absolutely essential factor.

Reference was made to the experimental production of

degeneration of the middle coat of the thoracic aorti by

pressure on the aorta in the abdomen, .i^s life increased

the lumen of the vessel increased due to a degeneration

(not atheromatous) of the middle coat. Acute aortitis

might occur from infections which might lead later to

atheromatous changes. The significance of pyrexia in such

cases was great. As to the experiments with adrenalin the

change was not purely the result of high pressure, as the

necrosis of the muscle fibers and even the formation of

aneurysmal patches occurred if a nitrite were given at the

same time. True atheroma had not yet quite clearly been

set up by experiments although the inflammatory changes

produced simulated it. By using nonvirulent organisms

and giving a long time for the experiments, however,

changes resembling those of atheroma had been found in

the media. Atheroma did not occur with the specific fevers,

but in some slowly infective process as by Staphylococcus

albus or the Bacillus coli was a more likely cause, plus the

changes of senescence.

Professor C. J. Bouchard of Paris gave figures obtained

from his researches on 4,000 cases of chest disease exam-

ined for the purpose of ascertaining the relations of angina

pectoris. Among these 83 had angina, and among them he

expected to find that the majority were syphilitic but in

12 only was it definite. There were 12 cases of angina in

261 syphiHtics, more than 4.5 per cent., and 71 cases in

3,739 nonsyphilitics, being less than 2 per cent. Syphilitic

lesions of the large arteries might be influenced by treat-

ment ; he had observed in 7 cases the disappearance of an

aortic murmur during treatment. The method he adopted

was the injection of mercurial solutions preferably in the

neighborhood of the affected artery.

Sir L.\UDER Brunton of London referred to the influ-

ence of a general predisposition and a local cause in ar-

terial degeneration. In the absence of any scientific basis

for our treatment of the state of defective metabolism,

gouty and other, it was necessary to fall back on the ob-

served effects of medicaments in treating arterial degenera-

tion and its results. Atheroma of the larger arteries was a

distinct condition and was apparently producible by ex-

periment. Not only adrenalin but also barium, digitalis, and

tobacco might give origin both to rise in blood pressure

and also directly to aortic changes. It was important,

therefore, to keep the blood tension low. In India the blood

pressure had seemed to him to be lower than in this coun-

try; and in Canada, according to his observation, higher.

The way to keep the blood pressure down was by giving a

mixture of a nitrate and a nitrite. In elderly people high

arterial tension often manifested itself by epistaxis which

could itself be prevented by such treatment. He gave the

medicines in doses of one-half to 5 grs. of nitrite of sodium

to 20 grs. of nitrate thrice a day. If it were desired to

reduce the pressure quickly nitroglycerine was preferable.

Potassium iodide with saline and mercurial purgatives

were also to be given, and by these and cognate measures

the changes of old age might, he believed, be warded off,

and life prolonged for five or ten years.

Sir James Barr of Liverpool gave an account of his

views of the pathology of aortic degeneration. While

recognizing the other causes that had been alluded to he

attached very special importance to the influence of inter-

mittent strain in producing aortic degeneration. There

should be but little difference between the systolic and

diastolic blood pressure to ensure or promote the preserva-

tion of the arteries. The influence of heredity was also of

great importance.

Dr. W. Russell of Edinburgh thought it was not nec-

essary to have degenerative changes in the aorta even when

there was great difference between the systolic and diastolic

pressures as in aortic incompetence. He adhered to the

infective origin of atheroma. He was extremely glad that

the term arteriosclerosis had been taken exception to.

Professor W. Osler of Oxford repudiated the implica-

tion of Sir Lauder Brunton on his country. He would

himself say that the British blood pressure was higher

than the Canadian, but it was not an opinion based on
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definite statistics. The iiitluciice of acute infections in the

production of aortic lesions was tlie cliief point in the dis-

cussion. It was probable that too much importance was

attached to small aortic lesions in typhoid, scarlet fever,

measles, and pneumonia. In rheumatic fever the matter

was different, for the endoaortitis produced was serious.

The only infection that was of much moment in producing

aortic lesions was syphilis. Its importance was in three

directions : in producing aortic insufficiency in young men,

in being the frequent cause of angina pectoris in young

men; and in the production of aneurysm in young men.

This was due to a split in the intima over a small area as

a result of sudden strain. The other types of aneurysm oc-

curred in older people and were atheromatous in origin.

The importance of the subject was wrapped up in the

early and thorough treatment of cases of syphilis.

Sir John Broadbent of London referred to the relation

of atheroma and aneurysm and to the effect of syphilis,

but considered that intermittent strain was responsible for

a certain number of cases apart from sypliilis. The rarity

of degenerative changes in the aorta in chronic interstitial

nephritis was very significant. The changes in the periph-

eral vessels in Bright's disease were not degenerative but

hypertrophic. The vessels mainly affected were those in

the brain. The experimentally induced strain was hardly

comparable, he thought, with the prolonged strain as seen

for example in chronic Bright's disease. The vasa vasorum

were of great importance in this relation ; in sypliilis cndo-

arteritis obliterans affected these vessels, and the intima be

came diseased because it was furthest from the blood

supply. In the toxic cases the toxins were probably directly

destructive of the tissues they had affinity for. The pri-

mary change was degenerative and manifested by a large

amount of cellular infiltration. In some cases vessels

might be found penetrating the media, an abnormal phe-

nomenon which was probably the result of the attempt at

repair of a degenerative process following an infective pro-

cess.

Dr. Newton Pitt, in reply, thought the important point

was that when once a spot of aortic damage occurred from

any cause that that became vulnerable to infections. It

was to be remembered that aneurysm was much more

common in herbivorous animals than in carnivora ; this had

significance on the question of the influence of nitrogenous

diet. The chief cause of aneurysm on herbivora was the

presence of parasites.

Dr. WiLLi.^M Russell of Edinburgh then read a paper

on "The influence of the arterial wall in the clinical henio-

inanometric estimation of blood pressure," emphasizing the

influence of a thickened ventricle in giving high manoniet-

ric readings.

Prevention of Pleural Adhesions.—Dr. Otto Gkl n-

B.\UiM and Dr. W. O. Pitt of L<:indon read this paper, en-

titled "An Attempt to Prevent the Adhesion of the Pleura

after Inflammation." The method adopted, the use of air

failing to prevent adhesions, was to inject a harmless and

slowly absorbed fluid into the pleural cavity. Such a fluid

was found in the liquid paraffin of the British Pharma-

copoeia. Staphylococci and aluron were injected into

the pleural sacs of guinea pigs, producing purulent inflam-

mation, and after that the paraffin seemed to diminish the

formation of adhesions.

Sir James Bakr of Liverpool said he had used the meth-

od for several years and, as he believed, with good results.

He would, however, inject air at the same time.

Dr. W. Russell asked if recovery of the pleural surface

without adhesion could occur in the presence of the de-

struction of the serosa.

Dr. Xewton Pitt said he had seen absolute recovery of

the pleural surface—becoming smooth and without adhe-

sion—after empyema.

Dr. O. Grunbaum said that his experience had been that

complete recovery occurred in joints after pneumococcic

inflammation.

Friday, July 31

—

Third Day.

Treatment of Gastric and Duodenal Ulcer by the In-

ternal Administration of Antilytic Serum.— Dr. E. C.

Hoet of Torquay read this paper. A fair if rather rough

estimation of the activity of any particular sample of anti-

lytic serum could be arrived at by observing the effect of

its application to any open wound. A summary was given

of tvk-enty-five cases of gastric and duodenal ulcer treated

with the serum together with strict avoidance of a slop

diet and rectal feeding.

Pneumothorax.—Dr. M. Parry Jones of Derby read a

paper on some cases of pneumothorax, arguing that the

prognosis even in association with tubercle was not so

grave as was frequently considered.

Human and Bovine Tuberculosis.—Dr. Nathan Raw
of Liverpool read a paper on human and bovine tuber-

culosis with special reference to tuberculin, maintaining

that from 10 to 20 per cent, of the tuberculous lesions in

the human subject were set up by the bacilli of bovine

tubercle. His views were based on a study of 4,000 cases

of pulmonary tuberculosis and 1,600 cases of so-called sur-

gical tuberculosis. His previously expressed views as to

the different seats of invasion by the human and bovine

types of the tubercle bacillus were developed. He argued

for the treatment of different forms of tubercle by differ-

ent varieties of tuberculin, particularly of human tubercle

of the lungs with bovine tuberculin and of human surgical

tubercle (really, he maintained, a bovine tubercle), with

human tuberculin.

The Class System in the Home Treatment of

Tuberculosis.— Dr. J. H. Pratt of Baltimore, Md., com-

municated a paper containing the results obtained by treat-

ing pulmonary tuberculosis in the home by the "class" sys-

tem. The chief rule of the "class" was tliat the patient

should spend the entire day in rest in the open air and

in many cases sleep in the open air. The essential feature

of the "class" system was a weekly meeting, when the

patients were seen and examined by the medical man
and the record books kept by the nurse in the intervals

were examined.

A Misleading Cardiac Murmur.—Dr. J. E. Squire of

London read a paper on an exocardial murmur often mis-

interpreted, a cardio-respiratory murmur of no importance

in regard to the health of the subject, but of especial inter-

est in relation to life insurance.

Treatment of Sciatica.—Dr. J. Brindley James of Lon-

don read a paper on the treatment of sciatica by the injec-

tion of sulphuric ether combined with either cocaine or

morphine into the sciatic nerve, beginning with doses of 5

minims of ether and 2 minims of a 5 per cent, solution of

cocaine or 3 minims of solution of morphine and gradu-

ally increasing the dose. A needle 2]^ inches loiig was

used after marking out the position of the nerve by meas-

urement and touch. It was important to notice that unless

the patient shot out his leg at the time of the injection

the nerve had not been touched.

Dr. Rupert Watekhouse of Bath read a paper on syphi-

litic arthritis.

Constipation.—Dr. A. F. Hertz of London read this pa-

per, on giving a lantern demonstration of radiograplis of

the passage of bismutli-meals through tlie different parts

of the bowel.

Dr. Wilfred Harris of London gave a cinematograph

demonstration illustrating typical gaits, tremors, elicitation

of various reflexes, etc., in cases of nervous disease.

Dr. Godfrey Carter of Sheffield described a case of apy-

rexial typhoid fever.

SECTION OF SURGEKV.

Friday, July 31

—

Third Day.

The Technique of Cancer Operations, with Reference

to the Danger of Cancer Infection—Mr. Charles Ryall

in this paper said that cancer was a spreading infective
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process, the cells containing the elements of infection.

From the primary growth the disease invaded surrounding

tissues, and also disseminated to distant parts. The cancer

cells in their behavior resembled infective bacteria. Sec-

ondary malignant foci might result from contact infec-

tion, or from distant implantation, and these processes could

be set in motion by operation, as exemplified by suture-

scar infection, nodulac infection within the area of the

wound, and dififuse or brawny infection. Hence the need

of special technique in cancer surgery. When exploratory

incision proved a growth to be malignant, and excision was
forthwith carried out, fresh instruments, towels, bowls,

etc., were then employed, and the surgeon's hand steril-

ized de novo. The ideal method of removing a can-

cerous growth was to excise a shell of healthy tissue

enclosing the cancer and the nearest lymphatic glands.

Gentleness of manipulation was to be seduously cultivated,

in order to avoid squeezing cells into uninfected tissues

;

and the curette, if used for scraping away necrotic can-

cerous material, should never be applied beyond the re-

gion of the growth.

Painful Displacement of Ribs.—Prof. Depa(;e of

Brussels read this paper. The patients were women in

whom the eleventh or the tenth rib pressed on the iliac

crest, or one overrode the other, and thus gave rise to

iliac pain, usually on the right side. The symptom misht

be mistakenly ascribed to nephroptosis, appendicitis, or

salpingitis, and unsuitable operations might consequently

be performed. The pain was probably due in different

cases to compression of nerves, to periostitis, or to peri-

chondritis. The best early treatment was by selected gym-
nastics continued for a year, and corsets were to be for-

bidden. In four patients whose suffering was intolerable

resection of the anterior ends of the ribs was performed

—

of the eleventh rib alone in three cases, and of the tenth

and eleventh ribs in the other case, a perfect cure result-

ing in all.

Some Cases of Hematuria.—Mr. Andrew Fullerton
presented a report of a group of cases liaving hematuria

as their common symptom. The series included urethral

papilloma, enlarged prostate, vesical calculus, new growths,

ulceration, varices, and traumatic lesions of the bladder

;

bilharzia hsematobia ; renal calculus ; nephritis ; malignant

tumor, cystic disease, and tuberculosis of the kidneys

;

nephroptosis; and injury to the kidney.

Treatment of Fractures by Mobilization and Mas-
sage.—Dr. Just Lucas-Championniere of Paris, in this

paper, maintained the following thesis, viz. : "Absolute

fixation of the fragments is not the most favorable condi-

tion for the phenomena necessary to repair at the site of

fracture. A certain amount of movement is the neces-

sary condition." Painless massage, followed by passive

movements, and as soon as possible by active movements,

should be the routine practice. Very rarely deviation of

the axis would require correction under chloroform, ami

the infrequent use of fixed apparatus for a short time.

The value of early mobilization was most marked in ar-

ticular fractures, especially at the shoulders, elbow, and

wrist. Fractures of the leg needed discrimination as to

treatment—some must be immobilized, and an exceptional

case might demand suture.

Spasmodic Torticollis.—Mr. Robert Kennedy presented

this communication. The treatment advocated for the

severe form of this affection was section of the posterior

primary divisions of the upper cervical nerves, which were
best reached through an incision along the outer edge of

the complexus muscle. Drawings illustrating the anatomj'

of the region concerned were exhibited.

Technique of Tarsectomy for Talipes Equinovarus.—
By Dr. Charles Willens of Ghent. An operation, called

"anatomical" tarsectomy, in distinction from "cuneiform"

tarsectomy, was described. It consisted of four steps

;

(i) Excision of a piece of skin over the extensor brevis

digitorum
; (2) entire removal of the astragalus; (3) resec-

tion of the anterior third or more of the calcaneum, and

(4) rotation of the foot so as to approximate the cuboid

to the tibiofibular surface of the ankle joint. It wa^

claimed that excellent functional results followed, and

that tarsectomy was superior to bloodless orthopedic treat-

ment, and to Phelps' operation. In the discussion Dr.

Starr of Toronto objected to Dr. Willens' excision for

juvenile clubfoot. He preferred removal of the head of

the astragalus, combined with a wedge of bone from tlie

calcaneum.

Mr. CuTHBERT and Dr. Lucas-Championniere supported

Dr. Willens' opinion in favor of tarsectomy as against

manipulations.

Some Points About Puncture of the Brain.— Prof.

Tillmanns of Leipzig read this paper. The technique of

the operation was described. When drainage is indi-

cated for the relief of hydrocephalus, the author would

resect the lateral ventricle from above, rather than fnini

the front or side of the skull.

Selection of the Method of Operating for Cancer of

the Rectum.—By Mr. Douglas Drew. The combined al)-

dominoperineal method was recommended on the groun<l

that hemorrhage could thereby be more readily con-

trolled, and the growth more thoroughly examined and

satisfactorily dealt with.

Prostatectomy by the Combined Routes.—By .Mr.

Lynn Thomas. The prostate having been separated by

the finger through a suprapubic cystectomy wound, a pair

of forceps was passed from the prostatic bag to the peri-

neum, and the latter opened to allow passage of the for-

ceps. A rubber tube, five-eighths of an inch in diameter.

was then passed through the perineal wound from above

and left in for eight days.

Mr. Sinclair White said that he formerly practised this

procedure, but now saw no necessity for a perineal open-

ing.

Surgical Statistics.—By Mr. Ernest H. Groves. The

discrepancy observed in statistical tables from various

sources was remarked upon, and it was suggested that the

surgical registrars of hospitals should cooperate in draft-

ing a scheme to insure more uniform and reliable figures,

especially in regard to the percentage mortality of haz-

ardous operations.

Gastrostomy.—Mr. Wilmott Evans, in this paper,

urged that the operation, when performed for the relief

of esophageal cancer, should not be deferred until

the patient was asthenic owing to malnutrition. He ad-

vocated Senn's method of inverting a cone of the gastric

wall, one and one-half to three inches in length, omitting

the detail of making a cuff of omentum. The procedure

could be done in fifteen minutes, and leakage never

occurred.

The Indirect Treatment of Diseases of the Testis

Causing Hydrocele.—Mr. Edred Corner read this paper.

It was submitted that in certain forms of testicular dis-

ease benefit would accrue from resection of the spermatic

vessels, or of the vas deferens.

section of tropical diseases.

Thursday, July 30

—

Second Day.

Sanitation in Reference to Ankylostomiasis in the

Tropics.—Sir Patrick Manson, K.C.M.G., opened this

discussion. He said the epidemiologist, the clinician, the

pathologist, and the helminthologist had together completed

the picture of ankylostomiasis, they had indicated its vast

geographical range, the gravity and amount of injury, per-

sonal and economic, which it inflicted, had demonstrated

its cause and the precise way in which this cause entered

and affected the human body, and yet with all that knowl-

edge at his disposal the sanitarian had hardly attempted

in tropical countries at all events to seriously grapple witli

the subject or to avail himself of the splendid opportunity
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of conferring an immense boon on tropical humanity. One
would have thought that, considering the vast extent and
importance of her possessions there. Great Britain would
have been the first to grapple with the ankjlostomiasis

problem as it presented itself in the tropics. Not so, and

it was indeed little to her credit that the youngest of

colonizing powers, the United States of America, had been

first in the field and by her efforts in Porto Rico, Havana,

and Panama, had set them an example and shown what

could be done by intelligent and energetic tropical sanita-

tion. Ankylostomiasis occurred in all tropical and most

subtropical countries ; in some rural districts 50 to 90 per

cent, of the inhabitants were infected. It was one of the

deadliest scourges, and some writers regarded it in the ag-

gregate a more serious disease than even cholera or yellow

fever. Surely it was a matter of primarj- importance that

if at all feasible the problem of a special and appropriau-

sanitation be faced, and this all the more seeing that thoy

had complete assurance that if adequate sanitary measures

were applied intelligently and with vigor complete success

would follow. The life-history of the cause, namely of

the worm, was adequate basis on which to found such

sanitarj' measures, and that life-history they now know.

They might attain success by expelling the mature worm
or by preventing the hatching out of the egg, or by killing

the larvae, or by preventing contact by the larva with tlu-

skin, or they might succeed by combination of two ur

more of these methods. Could the entire population cif

an infected area be thoroughly dosed with beta naphtlicl

or with thymol he had no doubt the local ankylostomiasi^ •

would be effectually dealt with for the time being ; but any

such attempt to eradicate anxylostomiasis was bound tn

fail. It would be vastly beneficial as regards the individ

uals treated, but not radical as regards the community, be-

cause the drugging could not be efficiently carried out ami

fresh infection would constantly be introduced from with

out. The compulsory use of shoes or the tarring of tin-

feet to avoid contact with contaminated soil were rela-

tively expensive measures, and certainly would never he

employed in the case of native children. In common with

many others he regarded fecal disposal as the crux of the

ankylostomiasis problems. It was quite feasible, in his

opinion, to get the coolie or native to drop his excrements

into a hole in the ground and without contaminating the

surrounding soil. The eggs, in absence of o.xygen, would

not hatch, or, if hatched out, the larvae would have no

opportunity of getting at the human skin. That method

would cost nothing, and if uniformly and properly and

permanently carried out would be absolutely effective. In

tropical countries treatment of feces by chemicals or

desiccation was out of the question if only on the score

of expense. Under ordinary conditions of native life the

only practicable method of effectively dealing with anky-

lostomiasis as an endemic disease must be based on the

disposal of the feces. He thought other measures had bet-

ter not be pressed, so that all available funds and energy

should be directed to carrying out the least expensive,

least irritating, and most efficient, viz., fecal disposal. Sim-

ple though that measure might appear to be, its application

was by no means easy. In European-owned or large na-

tive plantations or factories the matter should be easy

enough. In that case government had merely to decree

that latrines of a particular type must be used, and to

enforce their use by fine if necessary. But it was other-

wise with native villages and scattered communities. To
get at these he would suggest that the responsibility for

the obsen-ance of a latrine ordinance be fixed on some

local notable or head man selected by each village, com-

munity, or district; that he be made responsible to ihe

medical officer of the district, w'ho in turn would be re-

sponsible to the surgeon general of the colony, and that

an inspector general be appointed for each group of

colonies and be responsible to the Secretary of State for

the effective carrying out of ankylostomiasis prophylaxis.

.\s a subsidiary measure he would suggest making use of

local post offices for the sale at cost price of anthelmintics

just as had been done so successfully in India in connec-

tion with quinine. The scattering broadcast of leaflets or

posters explaining in simple language the symptoms, na-

ture, treatment, and prophylaxis of ankylostomiasis, and,

above all, the teaching in schools would be of much value.

Should these measures prove successful, more attention

might thus be given to prevention of the introduction of

ankylostomiasis by coolie ships and otherwise. The matter

of ankylostomiasis was a se'--ous one for the tropics and
should be faced.

Ankylostomiasis in British Guiana.—Dr. W. F. Law
of British Guiana read this paper. He said ankylostomiasis

was a serious disease in British Guiana. The great bulk

of their labor supply, especially on sugar estates, consisted

of East Indians brought to the country under indenture.

The infection was being regularly conveyed from India

by newly arrived immigrants. Roughly speaking, some

45 per cent, of them were infected. There was no definite

proof that the disease existed in the colony prior to im

migration. Now it was widely distributed and affected to

a very serious degree the health of the laboring population.

Early recognition of the disease was of the highest import-

ance, because unless the patient were treated early he

would pass gradually into a state of chronic invalidism

and ultimately die from the direct or indirect efifects of the

disease. With regard to treatment, beta-naphthol was now-

used more than thymol. It was quite as efficacious, was
not followed by any unpleasant effects, and the patients

took it much more readily. The eucalyptus and chloro-

form treatment had been tried but had on several occa-

sions been followed by unpleasant effects, whilst its anthel-

mintic properties had not appeared to be equal to those

of thymol or beta-naphthol. The question of prevention

might be summed up in one word, "latrines." It mattered

not whether they held that infection took place through

the mouth or through the skin, once they had the soil

polluted by infected stools the spread of the disease was

certain. It had been a struggle of years to get employers

of labor to recognize the need for latrine accommodation

;

when he first advocated it he was met by the objection

that the coolie would never use them, but experiment had

proved that that was not the case.

Ankylostomiasis in South Africa.— Dr. G. .\. Turner
of the Transvaal read this paper. He gave a detailed and

interesting account of the geographical distribution of

ankylostomiasis amongst the natives of South Africa based

on microscopical examination of feces and on post mor-

tems. The disease was absent from all the temperate parts

;

that is to say. Cape Colony (e.xcepting of course De Beers

mine). Orange River Colony. Basutoland, Bechuanaland.

and most of the Transvaal. Gold miners on the Rand,

both European and colored, were not being infected there

or at any rate only to a very trivial extent, notwithstand-

ing that infection was pouring down the mines daily and

hourly. Probably this was due to several factors: (1)

acid (sulphuric acid) reaction of mine waters; (2) iron

salts (sulphates) contained in mine waters; (3) low ten-

perature of some mines
; (4) dryness of some workings.

One mine was an exception to the general rule. In this

mine every European employed who went below ground

contracted the characteristic cutaneous eruption (bunches)

and was found afterwards to harbor the parasite. This

mine was a deep one, the temperature below ground high,

the mine wet, and samples of mine water gave alkaline

reaction. The disease had every opportunity of developing.

Dr. A. May, Government Bacteriologist of the Trans-

vaal, continued the discussion with a "Preliminary report

on the inhibitory action of dilute solution of acid on the

development of the ova of the Ankylostoma duodeitale.''

His experiments showed that dilution of sulphuric acid up

to the strength of 0.07 per cent, did not prevent the de-

velopment of the ova into larvae, but prevented further

growth. Dilutions of 0.25 to i per cent, of acid seemed to

prevent the development of the ova.
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Dr. L. Nattan-Larrier of Paris made some remarks on

the treatment of ankylostomiasis by thymol and filices.

Dr. Louis W. Sambon said ankylostomiasis, like ma-
laria, beriberi, and pellagra, was principally a disease of

the laboring masses. Its wide range and extreme preva-

lence, its great potency as a cause of disablement, degen-

eration, and death, placed it among the most formidable

disease scourges of mankind. Yet it is a preventable dis-

ease, and to all appearances an easily preventable disease.

Its unabated continuance was therefore a crying shame to

science, government, and humanity. Sir Patrick Manson
had told them how the people of the American Union
were now grappling with the disease. Great Britain ouglit

to have been in the field long ago. Now, the least they

could do was to cooperate with the Americans by cleansing

their own colonies, lest inaction on their part be a serious

obstacle to others. The prompt, thorough and successful

measures adopted by the Americans against yellow fever

and against many other tropical diseases both of man and
cattle had proved them to be eminently practical and in the

exploitation of knowledge far in advance of any other

nation. To cite an example of their own supineness, he

need but mention the discovery made thirty years ago that

mosquitos foster and convey Filaria bancrofti. What had

been done in all those years to diminish the incidence of

filariasis and its attendant horror, elephantiasis? Nothing

—absolutely nothing. The disease would eventually dis-

appear not for any measure taken against it, but because

mosquitos were now being exterminated as agents in the

spread of malaria and yellow fever. Instead of bestirring

tliemselves to put into act and fact the knowledge tliat had

been acquired more at the cost of professional devotion and

life than public money, they found their salaried scientists

and officials spending all their energy in a negative direction.

The former endeavoring to disprove the best established

facts, the latter raising every possible opposition against

the most useful measures. With regard to ankylostomiasis

modern science had only recently apprehended its cause

and was only just beginning to consider what steps might

be taken for its eradication, but so long ago as 1550 years

B.C. the ancient Egyptians appeared to have had a correct

knowledge of its etiology and to have adopted measures

for its treatment and prophylaxis. According to Schent-

hauer and Joachim, the famous Papyrus Ebers rigluly

ascribed the aaa disease or endemic anemia to an intes-

tinal parasite, the Hcltu worm, for whicli a remedy was
prescribed, and von Oefele had pointed out that the ancient

Egyptians associated the disease with the carrying and
handling of sand. Might not their extraordinary venera-

tion for the dung-beetle, the Ateuchus sacer of modern
entomologists, be connected with the prophylaxis of anky-

lostomiasis and other infections spread by the means of

contaminated feces? He made the suggestion merely as

a matter of archaeological curiosity. They all knew what
an important part the scarab played in the theogony of the

banks of the Nile. This remarkable beetle was represented

on all the monuments of the Pharaohs from the great

Delta to the very heart of Nubia ; it was carved of all

dimensions and in every possible material more frequently

than any other figure and from the remotest period. Evi-

dently the ancient Egyptians, perfectly cognizant of the

benefit derived from this wonderful scavenger, looked

upon it as a tutelary god. This suggestion seemed to him
more plausible than any of the fanciful reasons hitherto

advanced to explain why they considered the dung-beetle

as sacred. In support was the fact that other animals

likewise had been consecrated by the Egyptians in order

to protect and preserve them on account of the beneficial

actions they exercised in keeping down vermin. He need

but mention the cat, the kestrel, the viper, natural enemies

of the plague-conveying rat. In 1900, in the Roman Cam-
pagna, he had had the opportunity of studying the habits

of the sacred dung-beetle, and he had been struck by the

rapidity with which excreta scarcely dropped were cut up,

formed into pellets, ;iiul buried deeply in the soil. It

would be impossible to find a more perfect method of fecal

disposal. With Stiles and Manson he was thoroughly

convinced that the proper disposal of the feces was by far

the most important measure for the prevention of anky-

lostomiasis. All other measures would be useless if the

infective excrements continued to be scattered over the

soil, and they would be unnecessary if the same were prop-

erly disposed of. He must say at once, however, that that

statement was based on the belief that the endemic anemia

of man was caused by a worm incapable of affecting any

other host, and that this knowledge of the life-history of

that parasite was now correct and complete. Unfortu-

nately, those premises were disputable. In the first place,

the endemic anemia of man was not everywhere due to

one and the same parasite. They already knew that besides

the Ankylostoma duodenale discovered by Dubini in Italy

in 1838, they had to consider Nicalor aincricciiius, discov-

ered by Stiles in the United States, in 1902; and Triodonto-

phoriis diminnlus, described by Raillet and Henry in 1905

from specimens in the Paris Natural History Museum,
collected forty years previously by Dr. Monestier of the

French imperial Navy at the post mortem of a negro who
had died of endemic anemia in Mayotte. Possibly other

forms would be found. Those already known belonged to

different genera and two of them were known to have a

world-wide distribution. Secondly, it was not definitely

proved that those parasites belonged to man exclusively

and that allied forms in the lower animals were specifi-

" cally distinct. Indeed, the forms found in certain ages

appeared to be identical with those of man, and Schau-

din's experiments had proved that Ankylosto)na duo-

denale can develop perfectly well in monkeys. Moreover,

other species, such as A. caninum, might be found in a

number of difTerent hosts. Thirdly, there were many
points in the life-history of these parasites which were

still obscure. They did not know the relative importance

nf mouth and skin infection. When introduced by the

mouth, did the larvae invariably pass straight down to the

intestine? Might they not penetrate the walls of the

esophagus? They were rarely found in the stomach and

duodenum. When found in the stomach they were lodged

beneath the epithelium. They had been formed in the

walls of the esophagus. When large quantities were ex-

perimentally fed to dogs they were instantly vomited. We
know that they might appear in the jejunum and upper

part of the ileum as soon as 42 hours after penetrating

the skin, but we did not know how long they might tarry

over their migrations. They had been found in the lymph

glands and other organs at a stage of growth which, as a

rule, they only attained after reaching the intestine. Ac-

cording to Looss, the parasites after penetrating the skin

usually through the hair follicles, forced themselves into

the lymph vessels, then into the cutaneous veins and, car-

ried by the blood stream, reached the right heart, then the

lung. Here they passed from the vessels to the air cells,

and finally, creeping up the bronchial tubes and the trachea,

they crossed over the larynx and slid down the esophagus

to the stomach and then to the small intestine. Of course

Looss had thorou,ghly demonstrated in the case of anky-

lostomiasis the truth of the old popular belief that cer-

tain parasitic worms might enter the economy by way of

the skin and his experiments with Ankylostoma duo-

denale and A. caninum had been confirmed by numerous

and able investigators not only with these worms, but also

with Nicator americanus and Strongyloides stercoralis. He
was also perfectly aware that, as pointed out by Looss,

the larvae of Ankylostoma duodenale reached the lungs

and might be found in considerable numbers either in

the walls of the air passages or within their lumen. But

Rainey had proved it half a century before, although mis-

taking the parasite for a filaria which he had proposed to

call Filaria trachealis. But as he (Sambon) had stated

elsewhere, he doubted the correctness of the last part of
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the journey from trachea to jcjiiiunii as traced by Looss
via larynx-esophagus-stomach-duodeiuini, or at any rate

he did not believe it could be the usual route. He (Sam-
bon) believed that the majority of larvae penetrated the

lumen of the jejunum and upper part of the ileum through

the wall of the bowel. In evidence he would point to the

absence of parasites in the duodenum, to the intense hem-
orrhagic inflammation of the jejunum at the beginning of

the infection which entirely subsided later on notwith-

standing the presence of enormous numbers of parasites

in the intestine, and to the actual presence of miniature

worms in blood-filled spaces beneath the intestinal mu-
cosa, observed again and again by Bilharz, Griesinger,

Sonsino, Grassi, and others. Finally he thought analogy

with the life-history of other intestinal parasites sup-

ported this mode of entrance. Then, again, they did not

know how long the adult worm might live within the in-

testine. Some said weeks, others months, others years.

They knew for certain that the females matured and began
to oviposit about four weeks after penetrating the skin.

The process of egg laying might continue for a consider-

able time, but it was unlikely that the longevity of the

parasite might explain infections of eight, fifteen, or twenty

years' duration. It would be important to ascertain the

exact role played by reinfection in such cases. With re-

gard to the anemia, we were still uncertain whether to

ascribe it to blood abstraction, to venom secreted by the

head glands of the parasite, or to secondary infection. The
blood-abstraction theory had been considerably shaken of

late, since it had been practically demonstrated that the

parasite was not a true blood-sucker. The toxin theory

had more partisans than facts in its favor, the microbic

theory seemed more in accordance with recent investiga-

tions. Certainly many individuals harbored the worm
without showing any signs of obvious illness, and perfect

health did not appear to be inconsistent with the presence

of hundreds of parasites. Boycott stated that in the

Cornish mines, after examination of about a quarter of

the underground hands taken at random, he had failed to

obtain satisfactory evidence that a single man was without

the worm. Yet at the worst, not more than 10 per cent,

of the men were actually ill, and the great majority

expressed themselves to be in perfect health. These and
many other questions in the life-history of the parasite

were of the highest importance with regard to the prophy-

laxis and treatment of the infection and should be thorough-

ly worked out. because the more complete their knowledge

of the bionomics of the parasite the better their chances

of eflicicnt prophylaxis and treatment. In the present state

of their knowledge, which was no doubt perfectly correct in

the main lines, they could safely state that the prophylaxis

of ankylostomiasis lay entirely in the proper disposal of

the infected excreta. Besides, any measure taken against

fecal contamination of the soil would be amply repaid be-

cause it would not only tend to stamp out ankylostomiasis,

but also many other diseases due to bacteria, to protozoa,

or to metazoan parasites which left the body by way of

the intestine. And he would again point out, as he had
done at a previous meeting of that section, in 1903, that

whatever be the method employed, human feces should

never be used for agricultural purposes because they were
far too dangerous, especially when used for the manuring
of salads and vegetables that were eaten raw. It would
he a great mistake to rely on fermentative processes or

even chemical disinfection to render contaminated feces

innocuous. The powers of resistance shown by the spores

of certain bacteria, the marked stages of certain protozoa,

and the ova of certain worms were almost incredible. If

they could not be destroyed in the laboratory how could

we expect to destroy them in nature ? He believed it

would not be a matter of impossibility, by persuasion, edu-

cation, example, and judicious coercion, to teach the na-

tives of their colonies more hygienic habits with regard

to the disposal of their excreta. The cat invariably buried

its excrements with the greatest care, this habit had been

ascribed to the necessity for the animal of concealing his

whereabouts, but that explanation seemed absurd when
they considered that the cat had no predatory enemies.

Besides, in many other animals we found the habit of de-

positing their excreta at a distance from their burrows

and nests for no other purpose than strict hygiene. Surely

it should not be impossible to evolve such an instinct in

man. In conclusion he hoped that Sir Patrick Manson's

warning and suggestions would reach the appropriate quar-

ters, strengthened by their unanimous approval.

Dr. C. W. D.\NIELS of London stated that he did not

think sufficient importance had been attached to the de-

structive action of certain dipterous larvse, particularly

those of the sarcophagidx which lived in the feces till

nearly mature and destroyed all thin-shelled entozoal eggs.

He was not in favor of compulsion by government, and

thought that more could be done by quiet action on the

part of the medical authorities than by active govern-

ment action which might defeat its own ends.

Dr. F. M. Sanuwith of London said he used to be an

ardent exponent of the virtues of thymol, but the severe

effects produced in some patients had caused him now
for some years to prefer beta-naphthol or the combination

of eucalyptol, chloroform, and castor oil. The important

question of prophylaxis could be most easily and most

cheaply met by preaching the doctrine of early burial of

feces in dry earth or sand. The eggs could not develop

without moisture. Ankylostomiasis as an endemic disease

should be treated as regards fecal disposal as they had

learned to treat epidemics of cholera and enteric fever.

Sir R. H.WELOCK Charles said Dr. Sambon had referred

to the sanitary work of the ancient Egyptians ; he might

also have referred to the better-known sanitary laws of

Moses. What did the Hebrew do when going to the field

in the early morning? He had a "paddle upon his weapon"

and making a hole he buried and covered up his deposit

therein. Thus were destroyed myriads of ankylostomes.

The crux of the whole question, as Sir Patrick Manson
had said, was fecal disposal. He believed in education.

Get at the children, and in a generation you will have

the adults.

Sir Patrick Manson, in reply, said he was glad to

gather from what had been said that the section was quite

in sympathy with his remarks on the desirability for an

effort being made to mitigate the plague of ankylostomiasis

in the tropics, and further, that the method of attack

should be directed towards fecal sanitation. He was dis-

appointed with the pessimistic attitude assumed by Dr.

Daniels towards the suggestion that government should

move in the matter. If government did not move, nothing

would be done. One might say truly that it was every-

body's duty to move in the matter, but it was well known
that everybody's duty was no one's work. Government

interference should be wise interference ; it need not be

irksome, but government certainly should set the ball a

rolling. In the West Indies which were ravaged by anky-

lostomiasis no one was moving except the United States

Government.

The Diagnosis of Latent Malaria.—Dr. .\. Pleiin of

Berlin read this paper. He said three phases might be dis-

tinguished in latent malaria. A first phase, which might

be termed "primary period of latency," lasting from the

moment of infection to the first paroxysm of fever. A
second phase, covering the successive periods intervening

between the single fever of paroxysms, which he proposed

to call "intermediate period of latency," and a third phase,

the "final period of latency," which followed the last re-

currence of fever and did not usually last over six

months. The first phase was characterized by nervous ex-

citabilit)', dyspepsia, and more or less severe anemia. The

erythrocytes showed basophilic granules. At one time

these symptoms were looked upon as evidence of acclima-

tization, but they were unknown in the healthy parts of

the tropics. In the second phase, during the periods in-

tervening between the pyrexial attacks there might be no
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clinical symptoms or only slight anemia, but sometimes

the approaching paroxysm might be preceded by symptoms

similar to those of the first phase. Immediately before

the fever attack, malarial parasites might be found in the

blood; after it, particles of pigment in the leucocytes, espe-

cially in the large mononuclears, and later gametes until

about three weeks after the attack, seldom as long as six

weeks. Basophilic granules in the erythrocytes were always

present during all periods of latency, but soon disappeared

in patients who returned to Europe even before the ex-

tinction of the malarial infection, as proved by subsequent

pyrexial attacks. The continuance of latent infection was

also evidenced by the relative increase of the large mono-

nuclears which might reach a percentage of 15 to 20 or

more of the entire number of leucocytes. But the leucocyte

rate was not a reliable sign since it returned to normal,

notwithstanding the continuance of the infection, and was

also found in other protozoal diseases (trypanoniiasis spiro-

cha^tiasis). The last phase seldom lasted over six months;

its symptoms were identical with those of the preced-

ing one. The recognition of this last phase was of im-

portance because the cessation or continuance of quinine

treatment depended entirely on it. He would therefore

like to draw their attention to a symptom easily recog-

nizable which might indicate the presence of latent malaria

when all other signs were wanting. That symptom was

urobilinuria. Of course urobilinuria was not a specific sign

of malaria like the presence of gametes in the blood. It

was merely a symptom of liver disturbance from which,

however, the continuance of malarial infection might be

concluded with great certainty in the absence of any other

cause which might explain the liver affection. On the

other hand, urobilinuria might not be found in every case

of malarial fever, because in exceptional cases malaria

might spare the liver. But the presence of marked uro-

bilinuria after malarial fever certainly proved that the in-

fection was not entirely spent. In conclusion, he hoped

that his remarks might promote further investigations.

The question of the recognition of latent malaria in its

different stages was one of great importance and, con-

sidering the uncertain nature of its symptoms, any new

sign would be of value.

Dysenteric Amebae and Liver Disease.—Dr. E. M.\r-

CHOux of Paris read this paper. He said that in 1899,

in Senegal, he had made some investigations on amebic

dysentery and shown that, as previously discovered by

Kartulis, it was easy to transmit the disease to cats by

means of amebae-containing stools. He had infected 82

cats by means of serial passages; 52 of these cats died of

liver abscess. The abscesses varied in number from i to

7 and in size from the dimensions of a pea to those of an

egg. All developed in from 12 to 18 or more days and

contained living amebae. They also contained some bac-

teria: 23 times staphylococci, 17 t'"mes various anaerobes,

6 times bacilli of the coli group, 4 times streptococci, twice

proteus vulgaris. At the same time he had had the oppor-

tunity of examining the pus of 27 abscesses in human

livers, and only twice he had found the pus sterile by the

cultural method. Thirteen times he had found staphylo-

cocci, 6 times undetermined anaerobes, 4 times bacilli of

the coli group, twice streptococci. In 17 of these cases

there were amebae. In three cases in which no amebs were

found in the liver, they were discovered in the stools. The

25 cases of abscess which had given bacterial cultures were

of relatively recent origin. No less than 24 had been

operated in the country in which dysentery had been con-

tracted. All the patients had presented a high tempera-

ture. Of the two abscesses infected with streptococci, one

had been discovered at the autopsy, the other in a patient

with very high temperature who died from streptococcic

septicemia on the day following operation. One of the

two abscesses with sterile pus had been operated one year

after the appearance of signs of acute hepatitis, the other

two years after recovering from dysentery. These facts

led to conclusions identical with those given by Kartulis

in his report of 1903: (ij The liver abscess always con-

tained some bacteria at the outset. (2) Later it became

aseptic in the same way as old abscesses after the death

of the microorganisms which gave rise to them. The

dysenteric ameba; were always hematophagic, but this

was in all probability an acquired character, and not one

sanctioning the placing of all such as exhibited it in one-

single species. An ordinary ameba after having lived in

the intestine as a commensal might some day for one

reason or another begin to feed on red blood corpuscles.

From that moment it became pathogenic—attracted by the

new food, it would penetrate the walls of the bowel and

go in search of it. But it did not follow that it would

adopt it exclusively. Even those best adapted to a par-

asitic mode of life continued to engulf bacteria. Those

he had studied in Senegal, and which so rapidly produced

abscess of the liver both in man and cats, engulfed not

only erythocytes and bacteria, but even took up carmin

granules wdiich he had purposely added to the prepara-

tion. Considering that they came from the intestine, it

was no matter of surprise that they should carry bacterial

infection wherever they went. Dophr had pointed out that

amebae had the power of producing necrosis at a dis-

tance, and in further proof of the bacterial infection of

liver abscesses he would remind them of the leucocytic

formula of the blood in such cases. Rogers and Lezer

had shown that it was characterized by an abundance of

polymorphonuclears. Rogers had seen at times the pro-

portion of polymorphonuclears rise to 90 per cent, of

leucocytes. Protozoal diseases always brought about a

mononuclear increase, they must therefore admit that the

larger proportion of polymorphonuclears in patients suf-

fering from liver abscess was due, not to the amebse,

but to the associated bacteria. When the bacterium which

reached the liver abscess was highly pathogenic it con-

ferred to that affection a character of extreme gravity.

The two cases already mentioned in which streptococci

were found proved it conclusively. Finally, one more fact

deserved attention. Almost invariably in liver abscess

they found a pure culture of a single species of bacterium.

In only three cases infested with anaerobes he had found

simultaneously several species of bacteria. Such purity

was surprising at first sight. No doubt it was the out-

come of struggle, one species surviving out of the several

l)robably present at the start.

Sir Patkick Manson said it was a matter of gratifica-

tion to the section of tropical diseases that men of the

high standing of Dr. Plehn and Dr. Marchoux thought

it worth their while to be present there and to take part

in their work. Both of tliem had served a long apprentice-

ship in tropical pathology and had attained positions of

special distinction in that department of medicine. The
importance of recognizing latent malaria was especially

great in regard to Great Britain and her tropical posses-

sions. Any method that would enable them to recognize

vfhen a man was the subject of latent malaria or when

he was free from infection would be a welcome addition

to practical medicine. The presence of basophilic granules

in the erythocytes was an unreliable test, for they occurred

in many other infections, notably trypanosomiasis. The
possible duration of a malarial infection had not been defi-

nitely ascertained. Personally, he had never seen a case

of malaria, that is, a malaria diagnosed by the micro-

scope, last longer than three years. With regard to the

administration of quinine his own practice was to advise

those who had been in the habit of taking prophylactic

quinine in malarial countries to continue the use of the

drug for at least three months after their return to

England, and intermittingly for a further period of one

to two years. He had seen disregard of this practice cul-

minate in fatal attacks of blackwater fever.

Dr. Malcolm Watson read a few remarks on rare

nervous symptoms seen in malarial patients.
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Blackwater Fever.—Dr. Louis \V. Sambon said black-

water fever had been mentioned both by Dr. Plehn and

Sir Patrick Manson in conjunction with malaria, and he

seized the opportunity to again state most emphatically

that blackwater fever was a disease entirely distinct from

any of the known forms of malaria. Many years had passed

since he first pointed out that blackwater fever was a

specific disease more closely allied to the bacterial infec-

tions of the lower animals and to yellow- fever than to

malaria. Now he was more than ever convinced of the

correctness of his hypothesis because, although he had

had no opportunity of examining patients or making post

mortems, he had been able to gather some interesting

information tending to show that the disease was a tick-

borne disease.

Forms of Ankylostoma in Australia.— Dr. Robert T.

Leipek, helminthologist to the London School of Tropical

Medicine, stated that a private letter addressed to Dr.

Sandwith from Dr. T. L. Bancroft of North Queensland

had been handed in that morning to the section of tropi-

cal diseases. It said that quite recently in some notes

on tropical diseases B. A. 0"Brien, M.D., had advanced

the opinion that the parasite which caused endemic anemia

in Queensland was not the Ankylostoma duodetujle. Dr.

Bancroft had forwarded a supply of worms from an

anemic boy for diagnosis. Dr. Sandwitth and himself

had just examined them and they had found them both

Ankylostoma duodenalc and Nicatnr americanus. None of

the specimens appeared atypical. This record of the

presence of both known forms in .\ustralia was highly

interesting. It rounded off their information of the geo-

graphical distinction of the ".\n)crican" form, (he pres-

ence of which he had personally determined (l) through-

out tropical Africa in Gold Coast, Congo, Uganda, Mom-
basa, Mozambique, Nyassaland, British Central Africa;

(2) India, from Ceylon, Mysore, Assam, and (3) in

China. Its occurrence in Australia demonstrated finally

its worldwide distribution. Dr. O'Brien's paper was the

second published within the current year hinting at the

occurrence of a distinct .\ustralian species, but no facts

had been advanced in support of that contention.

Friday, July 31

—

Third Day.

Lymphatic Diseases in the Tropics.—Dr. C. W.
U.\xiELS, director of the London School of Tropical Med-
icine, opened this discussion. He said that in practically

all tropical diseases some implication of the lymphatic

system did or might occur whether the disease were due

to bacteria, protozoa, or metazoan parasites. In many the

lymphatic condition was only of diagnostic value, as it

led to little or no direct ill effect. In many of the pro-

tozoal diseases enlargement of the glands might be met

with. In malaria it was exceptional, but did occur. In

other protozoal diseases, and especially in those caused

by flagellates, including Leishman-Donovan bodies, en-

largement of the glands was constant, and the parasites

were found in large numbers in the lymphatic glands.

In trypanosomiasis they were of great diagnostic value

as superficial glands, especially those of the neck, were

early involved, and not only could the enlarged glands

be readily felt, but trypanosomes were more readily

found on gland puncture than in the peripheral blood.

Cutaneous breaches of continuity from biting arthropoda.

ticks, flies, mosquitos, and the like, and in some places

from leeches, were so frequent that naturally lymphangitis

and adenitis were more common than in England, and

were reported more often. It w'as therefore of interest

to notice that these frequent recurring attacks of lymphan-

gitis were not ordinarily attended by any general lymphatic

obstruction. The same might be said of the more chronic

ulceration, with the exception of that due to the granuloma

of the pudenda. In the latter disease the glands were

not obviously enlarged, no secondary deposit took place,

and yet chronic lymphatic obstruction, resulting in swell-

ing resembling the ordinary tropical elephantiasis, oc-

curred in penis, scrotum, and vulva. These rarely at-

tained any great size, but were quite noticeable. The
lymphatic bacterial disease most definitely associated with

the tropics was the plague bubo. In that disease lymphangi-

tis was little marked, the whole stress leading to absolute

destruction of the glands was the marked feature. Closely

resembling in clinical aspects the rare ambulant cases of

bubonic plague were the so-called climatic buboes. In

these also there was no evidence of lymphangitis, but the

glands were enlarged and tender, with some febrile dis-

turbance. They did not contain any plague bacilli. In

the cases he had seen there had been definite suppuration.

The lymphatic diseases which were more especially asso-

ciated with tropical conditions were those due to metozoan

parasites. In many of them the eggs were deposited

amongst other places in the glands, and might, as in

Schistosomtini japoniciim. be very numerous. In such

cases the glands were enlarged and fibrotic, but there

again no obstructive symptoms occurred. In most tropical

countries elephantiasis was common, and other evidences

of lymphatic obstruction, such as chyluria, were nl-o

fairly common, ^luch speculation as to the causation 'if

this condition had taken place. Lymphatic obstruc ;.m

was not cotifined to the tropics. Rare cases occurred in

England, and were indistinguishaMe from tropical elephan-

tiasis. Personally he had seen two cases. The problem,

therefore, was why lymi>liatic obstruction sufiicient to

cause chronic edema, a rare disease in England, in the

tropics might affect 5, 10, 15 per cent, of the population.

They knew it might occur from several causes, but why
should it be so common in the tropics unless a special

cause existed? The discovery of Filaria bancrofti in the

lymphatics naturally suggested a plausible hypothesis to

account for this difference in frequency. Pilaris were

common in the tropics and unknown in temperate climates,

as elephantiasis was or nearly so. In most cases of ele-

phantiasis no filaria embryos were to be found. Indeed,

it was the people who gave no direct evidence of filariasis

who had lymphatic obstruction. This seemed at first sight

contrary to any relationship between filariasis and elephan-

tiasis, but the connection was indicated by identity of geo-

graphical, topographical, racial, and se.x distribution, as

well as by the distribution of known intermediate hosts,

rhornil in Ceylon had shown that in natives of Colombo

filariasis and elephantiasis were rare, compared with cer-

tain places a few miles out. Low in the West Indies

had shown that a definite ratio held good. In British

Central Africa the relationship was very definite ; in large

tracts of the country there was no elephantiasis and no

filariasis. In the Shire Highlands filariae were only found

in immigrants. The same applied to elephantiasis. On the

lower Shire river filariasis was more common and ele-

phantiasis occurred higher up the river. Higher up the

river neither were found. At the southern end of Lake

Nyassa he had found no elephantiasis, only one person

with filaria, and scanty mosquitos capable of transmitting

the infection, whilst at the northern end he had observed

fairly numerous cases of filaria, several cases of elephantia-

sis, and an abundance of suitable mosquitos. Observations

of that kind could be multiplied indefinitely. In every

case careful examination had confirmed the relationship.

The old objection that cases of lymphatic obstruction

were the cases in which few-er people harbored filarial

embryos than the average population need not detain them.

All it meant was that in lymphatic obstruction the em-

bryos were not able to enter the circulation. How did

the filaria lead to lymphatic obstruction? In the first

place, it caused thickening, dilatation, and other changes

in the wall of the channel. Occasionally it gave rise to

hemorrhage. He had himself seen dilated masses of

lymphatics containing living filaria distended with recently

coagulated blood. Again, suppuration with abscess forma-

tion occurred, either as a result of the death of the

worm or in some way connected with its presence, and

in the contents of such abscesses remains of the worms
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had been found. Elephantiasis might occur as a direct

sequence of a single attack of acute inflammation, or

after repeated attacks of a similar nature, or gradually,

without pain or any erysipelatoid attack. He did not

think it necessary that all cases of elephantiasis need be

assumed to be produced in the same manner by the filaria.

In some it might be hemorrhage ; in others, perhaps more
common, it was merely that the lymphatics distended and

altered by the filarix were more liable to inflammation.

The acute lymphangitis was probably due to the intro-

duction of bacteria. Manson believed that the adult worms
under certain conditions aborting were the real cause of

some cases of obstruction. The aborted embryos, instead

of being fully obstructed as when normally discharged,

were still coiled up in their egg capsules, which, accord-

ing to the stage of development, might be round or ellip-

tical. Their shorter diameter being larger than the small-

est lymphatic channels, the ova were stopped in the glands

and blocked up all the anastomosing branches till there

was complete obstruction. Manson's hypothesis had not

received the full consideration it required. It seemed to

have been tacitly condemned as too complicated and in-

volving a whole series of suppositions. On analysis, how-

ever, every point in the hypothesis rested on actual obser-

vations. It was more than possible, it was a logical se-

quence that must almost necessarily follow, and gave

a complete explanation of the phenomena observed.

Dr. W. Prout, C.M.G., of Liverpool said that in Euro-

peans one occasionally found a bubo which was called

"malarial" or "climatic." As to the former, he had seen

no evidence. As to the latter, there was undoubtedly a

form of suppurative lymphadenitis for which there ap-

peared to be no appreciable cause. The name given to

this disease was only an expression of ignorance. He con-

tended that facts of geographical distribution were op-

posed to the theory of relationship between elephantiasis

and filariasis. In his opinion elephantiasis was a strepto-

coccal disease.

Sir Patrick M.\nsox was glad Dr. Daniels had given

an accurate outline of his views, which were generally

misunderstood. He did not say that the hypothesis had

been proved. He recognized the propriety of an attitude

of doubt towards it, but not of denial. To his way of

thinking it was a most probable explanation of the facts.

Dr. Louis W. S.\mbon said Dr. Daniels had very ably

shown that there was much evidence in favor of a relation-

ship between tropical elephantiasis and filariasis. In Eu-

rope cases indistinguishable from tropical elephantiasis

were occasionally met with. They were looked upon by

some as disproving any connection between filariasis and

elephantiasis in tropical countries. He was not going to

discuss the various causes which might bring about lym-

phatic obstructions in Europe, but he wished to point out

that a filarial predisposing cause was by no means ex-

cluded in European cases of elephantiasis. Filaria ban-

crofti had a very wide distribution, and was certainly

found on the African and Asiatic coasts of the Mediter-

ranean. Possibly it occurred also on the European side.

At any rate its occasional appearance there was more than

probable. Indeed, a well authenticated case had been de-

scribed in 1894 by Dr. M. Font y Torne. in a Spaniard

from Canet de Mar (Barcelona) who had never left his

country. This man suffered from chyluria and enlarge-

ment of the scrotum. His blood contained filaria larvae.

There was no reason why Filaria bancrofti should not

prosper in certain parts of Europe. They knew that in-

numerable species of filarire lived in the mammals, birds,

and reptiles of Europe ; some also in man, as. for instance.

Filaria labialis, f. conjunctiva and other ill-determined spe-

cies. .A.11 these filaria: were fostered and transmitted by

arthropod intermediary hosts which might be flies, mos-

quitos, or ticks, according to the species. Filaria mimitis,

the "cruel filaria" of dogs, had a very wide distribution

in tropical and subtropical countries, but it was found also

in northern Europe (France, Germany, Denmark, Eng-

land). Like F. bancrofti, it was propagated by mosquitos.

Dr. J. Maxwell of Formosa pointed out that the island

of Formosa was in practically the same latitude as Amoy
on the mainland. The inhabitants were for the most part

Chinese immigrants from the .\moy region. The customs,

habits, and diseases were with one exception exactly the

same, that exception being the presence of filariasis and ele-

phantiasis, as a very common disease in the Amoy region,,

and the almost complete absence in Formosa of both

diseases.

Captain J. W. D. Meg.\n, I. M.S., stated the facts he had

observed in two districts in Bengal. In Puri, where ele-

phantiasis was common in 100 prisoners whose blood was
taken at night and e.xamined, filarial embryos were found

in 15. (Three of the prisoners suffered from elephantiasis;

in none of these were filarial embryos found.) In Dinaj-

pur, where elephantiasis was rare, in 50 prisoners taken

at random the blood taken at night showed no filarial

embryos. (None of the prisoners in Stin jail (300 in

number) sufltered from elephantiasis.)

Dr. A. Powell of Bombay said in many Indian birds,-

owls, kites, etc., filariae were common in the l>Tnphatic

and subcutaneous tissues like F. bancrofti in man, but they

did not find any elephantiasis, as far as he was aware. He
might add a few figures bearing on the relative incidence

of filariasis and elephantiasis. In Cachar, where elephantia-

sis was rare, except when imported, of 256 indigenous

persons whose blood he had examined only one showed
filariae. In Bombay, where elephantiasis was not uncom-
mon, of 363 night bloods examined 18, about 5 per cent.,

showed filariae. On the other hand, the families of seven

cases of elephantiasis, J3 persons, showed no case of filaria-

sis. That filaria produced inflammation was undoubted.

The phenomena of inflammation had been often studied

in the cornea of the rabbit. In the swampy districts of

India Nature often gave them a beautiful demonstration

in the case of filaria in the eye of the horse. He had
often watched the course of the disease. A white worm
about 15/2 inches long was suddenly seen in the anterior

chamber of the horse's eye, darting about like a miniature

eel in an aquarium. Usually the aqueous and cornea re-

mained clear for about 48 hours, then both became steamy,

iritis set in, and in four days' time the cornea was dead

white and opaque unless the worm had been removed.

Professor A. P.\stell.\xi of Ceylon described a palliative

treatment of elephantiasis by means of thiosinamin or

fibrolysin injections and methodical bandaging, followed

by removal of portions of the redundant skin when most

of the fibrous tissue had been absorbed.

Sir R. H.-vvELOCK Ch.^rles disputed Manson's theory

of elephantiasis. The anatomical arrangement of the

lymphatics as to distribution and valvular mechanism pre-

vented the one from passing from one side of the body
to the other and the theory demanded the presence of an

aborting female in many and various parts to account for

the cl'nical facts that the disease in the scrotum was
usually symmetrical, .\fter complete removal of a scrotal

tumor there was no return of the trouble, although the

so-called "obstruction" remained. But a recurrence would
surely follow if the least amount of unhealthy tissue re-

mained in the penis or perineum. This showed that the dis-

ease was in the parts removed, and not in those that were
left. He spoke at length of treatment.

Dr. L. Natt.\n Larrier of Paris described some in-

teresting cases of sleeping sickness with nervous mental

symptoms.

Dr. Daniels then replied. With regard to the sym-

metrical condition of the scrotal affection he said that

was common to all conditions where the loose cellular

subcutaneous tissues of the scrotum were involved. As
to noninfection of other members of families he had ob-

served a similar condition in British Guiana with regard

to filariasis. Frequently one member only of a family
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was infected. A person with elephantiasis having no em-
bryos in his peripheral blood was not so likely to infect

other members of the family as a person with filaria; and
without lymphatic obstruction.

Bilharziasis.—Mrs. Boute Sheldon Elgood, M.B., Lon-

don, read a paper on bilharziasis among women and girls

in Egypt. It showed that the disease was common in

young girls, even in those who did not bathe, and who
used filtered water only. Town children were frequently

affected. Bilharziasis was rare in adult women, who might,

however, have suffered from it in youth. European women
and girls were not known to suffer from it, though in the

towns they drank and washed in water from the same

source as natives used. Water, however, was not stored

in European households. Infection was probably not due

mainly to bathing, as had been suggested. It was possibly

due to faulty storage of drinking water or to the eating

of raw vegetables and fruit washed in dirty canals or

rivers.

Dr. .-\rmand Ruffek said he was of opinion that women
in early life were as much infected as men. Infection

might be due to ablutions, and was possibly rectal.

Dr. F. M. Sandwith said Dr. Ruffer's suggestion would

hardly explain the prevalence of bilharziasis in the English

soldiers in South Africa.

Sir Patrick Manson said Mrs. Elgood had made a

most important contribution towards the solution of the

problem of the etiology of bilharziasis, which for many

years had been languishing for want of new facts. He
disputed Dr. Ruffer's suggestion of infection per anum.

Dr. Lx)uis W. Sambon moved a vote of thanks for the

president for the admirable manner in which he had

conducted the business of the section.

Ijiflka Hrrmrii.

The Medical Record is f>lcased to receive all new
publications which may be sent to it, and an acknou'ledg-

ment will promptly lie made of their receipt under this

heading, but it must be with the distinct understanding that

it is under no obligation to notice or reviciv any pubUca-

tion received by it which in the judgment of its editor will

not he of interest to its readers.
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STATE BOARD EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.

Ohio State Board of Medical Registration and
Examination.

June 8, 9, and 10, 1908.

anatomy.

1. V\ hat is the difference between mucous and serous
membranes ?

2. What forms the deep palmar arch ?

3. Describe the origin, course, and distribution of the

renal arteries.

4. Describe the different varieties of epithelium.

5. Name the muscles that form the abdominal walls.

6. Name the cavities, openings, and valves of the

heart.

7. What features of the bony skeleton characterize the

sex?
8. What is a ginglymus joint? Give an example.
9. Give the gross anatomy of the liver.

10. Describe the cerebellum.

PHYSIOLOGY.

1. What part of the nervous system is involved in

stammering speech?
2. Describe the pneumogastric nerve and its function.

3. Where are the red blood corpuscles formed and what
is their function?

4. Describe lymph. How is it formed?
5. Into what classes is food divided? Give a general

description of each.

6. W hat is the pulse and what do its varieties signify
within physiological limits?

7. What are proteids and how are they formed?
8. What physiological conditions influence the secretion

of urine?

9. Describe the physiology of menstruation.
10. Where and in what form do the hydrocarbons reach

the circulation ?

chemistry.

1. What is the action of a solution of potassium per-
manganate when used as a disinfectant?

2. Give a simple test for organic impurities in water.

3. Give the reaction of cow's milk and mother's milk.

4. Name the inorganic constituents of the gastric juice.

S- What is the difference between urea and uric acid?
6. Give the formula, properties, and uses of hydrogen

dioxide.

7. What chemical tests are most important in the
analysis of urine?

8. Give the chemical names for cream of tartar, Glau-
ber's salt, Epsom salt, copperas, sugar of lead, and com-
mon salt.

9. What antidotes should be used in corrosive sub-
limate poisoning?

10. Name four organic acids and give the source of
each.

materia medica and therapeutics.

1. From what is senna obtained? Give some indications

for its use and the preparations employed.
2. Name three drugs that may be used to increase the

flow of urine.

3. Write a prescription for internal use in a case of
chronic eczema of the gouty type.

4. What antidote would you use in a recent case of
poisoning by opium taken by the mouth?

5. When should alkalies be given with reference to

meals? Why?
6. What are some of the therapeutic uses of ammonium

carbonate? How should it be exhibited?

7. Upon what does the therapeutic value of calcium
depend ?

8. What remedy do you suggest to be used in diabetic

coma?
9. Name three styptics.

10. What are some therapeutic aims of the hot pack?

PHYSICAL DIA(;N0SIS.

1. State diagnostic value of decreased resonance of the

percussion sound over the lung.

2. State diagnostic significance of dullness or flatness

in the left anterior axillary line from the sixth to the

eighth rib (Traube's area).

3. What pathological meaning has an amphoric reso-

nance on the chest elicited by percussion?

4. What pathological significance is attached to the

cracked-pot sound?
5. In what affections of the lungs is bronchial breathing

found?
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6. Explain significance of friction sounds.

7. What pathological significance is derived from the

enlargement of the superficial abdominal veins (caput

medusae) ?

8. What diagnostic significance is given by a frequent

pulse (tachycardia) ?

9. State pathological significance of the facial paralysis.

10. Describe location and quality of murmurs indicating

mitral insufficiency.

PRACTICE AND PATHOLOGY.

1. What points in the microscopical appearance of

sarcoma would enable you to make a diagnosis?

2. Describe the technique of rectal alimentation. What
foods are used?

3. What symptoms mark failure of compensation in

chronic valvular diseases of the heart?

4. What amount of urine is excreted in twenty-four

hours in health? What is its specific gravity? How are

each of these influenced in:—Acute nephritis? Chronic

parenchymatous nephritis? Chronic interstitial nephritis?

Diabetes mellitus?

5. Describe a typical case of typhoid fever from time

of infection.

6. Name the exanthemata acuta and give time of erup-

tion of each.

7. What condition does (a) a decrease of hydrochloric

acid indicate? (b) An increase?

8. Describe eczema and give treatment.

9. Give the Diazo-reaction test. What does it diagnose

and prognose?
10. Discuss immunity, giving attention to acquired im-

munity, to toxin immunity, and to the theories of the

nature of immunity.

1. Differentiate shock and hemorrhage, postoperative,

as to diagnosis and treatment.

2. Give surgical anatomy of kidney.

3. Give treatment of compound fracture of upper third

of femur.
4. Give indications for operative interference in chole-

lithiasis.

5. Give treatment of cancer of sigmoid flexure of the

colon.

6. Describe a method of lateral intestinal anastomosis.

7. What are the blood findings in pyogenic osteo-

myelitis ?

8. Give indications for enucleating eye.

9. Give common sources of wound infection.

10. Describe resection of shoulder joint.

GYNECOLOGY.

Describe the structure of the perineal body.
Enumerate three causes for suppression of menses.
Differentiate pelvic hematocele from pelvic abscess.

What may result from lacerated perineum?
Describe the technique of washing the urinary blad-

der and in what conditions it is indicated.

DISEASES OF CHILDREN.

1. Discuss briefly icterus neonatorum.
2. Write a prescription for modification of cow's milk

for a child three months old.

3. Give etiology of otitis media.

4. Give etiology of infantile endocarditis.

5. Give diagnosis and differential features of basilar

meningitis.

OBSTETRICS.

1. Describe the blastodermic vesicle.

2. Name some of the causes and some dangers incident
to protracted labor.

3. Make a diagnosis of syphilis of the newborn; state
something concerning the prognosis.

4. What conditions contraindicate the operation of
version?

5. What changes in the blood are produced by preg-
nancy ?

6. How is labor usually influenced by a kyphotic pelvis?
7. The presenting part is well engaged in the pelvis;

the anterior shoulder is felt to the left but near the median
line; the fetal heart sounds are heard about midway on
a line from the left anterior superior spine to the umbili-
cus; what are the probable presentation and position?

8. What measures would you suggest to overcome
uterine inertia?

9. How soon should the cord be ligated? Give your
reasons.

10 How recognize tetanus neonatorum?

ANSWERS TO STATE BOARD EXAMINATION
QUESTIONS.

Ohio St.\te Board of Medical Registration and
Examination.

June 8, 9, and 10, 1908.

ANATOMY.

1. Mucous membranes consist of an epithelial surface
containing glands, a basement membrane, supporting con-
nective tissue, with blood and nerve supply. They are
found lining passages by which tlie internal parts connect
with the exterior of the body.
Serous membranes consist of a single layer of endo-

thelial cells, with no glands, upon a connective tissue mem-
brane, with blood-vessels, nerves, and lymphatics. They
form closed sacs lining visceral cavities (with the excep-
tion of the peritoneal cavity in the female).

7. The features of the bony skeleton zvhieh cliaracterize

sex. are: (l) In the male the bones are, as a rule,

strouL'er, larger and heavier, and the prominences, ridges,

and lines are more distinct
; (2) the skull in the male

looks more mature, and less like that of a child, and the

glabella is more prominent; (3) in the female the sternum
is shorter, the capacity of the thorax is less, and the upper
ribs are more movable

; (4) in the female the clavicle is

shorter, thinner, smoother, and less curved; (s) in the
female the sacrum is relatively wider, less curved, and is

directed more obliquely backwards
; (6) in the female

the pelvis is wider, shallower, has an oval inlet, has a
larger subpubic angle, the obturator foramen is triangular
(oval, in the male), tlie tuberosities of the ischia are
everted; (7) the inclination of the shafts of the femora
from the pelvis to the knee is greater in the female.

PHYSIOLOGY.

2. Functions of the pneumogastric nerve : "Through-
out its whole course the vagus contains both sensory and
motor fibers. To summarize the many functions of this

nerve .... it may be said that it supplies (l)
motor influence to the pharynx and esophagus, stomach,
and intestines, to the larynx, trachea, bronchi, and lungs;

(2) sensory and, in part, (3) vasomotor influence, to the
same regions; (4) inhibitory influence to the heart; (5)
inhibitory afferent impulses to the vasomotor center; (6)
excito-secretory to the salivary glands; (7) excito-motor
in coughing, vomiting, etc." (Kirkes' Physiology.)

3. In the embryo, the red blood corpuscles are derived
from cells in the vascular area of the mesoblast ; in the

adult, they are derived chiefly from the red marrow of
bones, also from the spleen. Their function is to carry
oxygen from the lungs to the tissues of the body; this is

accomplished by the hemoglobin, which has a great affinity

for oxygen.

S. Foods are classified as follows

:

I. Inorganic
Water.

1 Salts.
_

fNon-nitrogenous , Carbohydrates.
II. Organic i 1 Fats.

N itrogenous—Proteids.

The constituents and functions are shown in the follow-

ing table adapted from Notter and Firth's Hygiene:

Food.

Proteids.

All substances containing
nitrogen, of a compo-
sition identical with, or
nearly that of albu-

min
;

proportion of N
to C being nearly as

2 to 7.

Substances containing a
larger proportion of N
are apparently less nu-
tritious

;
proportion of

N to C about 2 to 5'/$.

Extractive matters, such
as are contained in the
juice of the flesh.

Functions.

Formation and repair of
tissues and fluids of the
body.

Regulation of the absorp-
tion and utilization of
oxygen.

May also form fat and car-
bohydrate, and yield en-
ergy sometimes.

In most foods the above,
both animal and vegeta-
ble, are largely converted
into albumoses and pep-
tones during digestion.

These perform the above
functions less perfectly,

or only under particular
circumstances.

These substances appear
essentially as regulators
of digestion and assimi-
lation, especially with
reference to the gelatin
group.
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Carbohydrates.

Substances containing no
N, but made up of C, H
and O; the O being ex-

actly sufficient to con-
vert all the H into

H,0.
Fats.

Substances containing no
N, but made up of C,

H and O ; the propor-
tion of O being less

than sufficient to con-
vert all the H into

Salts.

Production of energy and
animal heat by oxidation.

Form fats and possibly
some proteids.

Supply of fatty tissues, nu-
trition of nervous sys-

tem; supply of energy
and animal heat by oxi-

dation.

Support of bony skeleton,

supply of HCl for diges-

tion, regulation of ener-

gy and nutrition.

7. Proteids are a group of organic bodies which are

never absent from living animal or vegetable cells, to

whose "life" they are indispensable. They are composed
of carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen ; most of them
also contain sulphur, some contain phosphorus, and others

iron, copper, or iodine. The molecule is very complex and
its constitution is unknown.

8. The quantity of urine secreted depends upon :

—

the amount of liquids ingested, the amount of perspira-

tion secreted, the temperature and moisture of the sur-

rounding atmosphere, increase or decrease of blood pres-

sure, and the presence or absence of certain diseases such
as diabetes, nephritis, etc.

CHEMISTRY.

1. Potassium permanganate is a very active oxidizing
agent ; and its action as a disinfectant is due to the oxi-

dation of the organic matter -with which it comes in con-
tact.

2. A simple test for organic impurities in ivater: "Put
a pint of water into a perfectly clean quart bottle, cork
and shake strongly, remove the cork, and inhale the air

of the bottle. If the water be much contaminated, and
if the observer's sense of smell be acute, an offensive

odor will be observed. This method is quite rough, and
only very bad water will produce an odor."— (VVitthaus'

Essentials of Chemistry.)
3. The reaction of cow's milk is amphoteric or alkaline

when freshly drawn, but soon becomes acid ; the reaction

of mother's milk is alkaline or amphoteric.

4. The inorganic constituents of the gastric juice, are:

water; hydrochloric acid; chlorides of sodium, potassium,
and calcium; and phosphates of calcium, magnesium, and
iron.

5. Urea has the formula COCNHj)!; it "crystallizes

in transparent needles or four-sided prisms, without Aq;
permanent in air ; odorless, having a cooling, slightly bit-

ter taste, resembling that of saltpeter. Soluble in an equal
weight of cold water, very soluble in boiling water and
in five parts of cold or one part of hot alcohol, the solu-

tions being neutral in reaction. At 248* F. it melts, and
slightly above that temperature is decomposed. It is

found in the blood, chyle, lymph, humors of the eye,

saliva, perspiration, bile. milk, serous fluids, amniotic and
allantoic fluids, and especially in the urine.

"It is the principal product of the oxidation of protein

substances in the animal body, and is the form in which
most of the nitrogen is excreted."

Uric acid has the formula CsHiN.Oa; it "crystallizes in

small, colorless, rhombic, rectangular, or hexagonal plates,

or in rectangular prisms. As crystallized from the urine,

it is more or less colored by the urinary pigments, and
the angles of the crystals are rounded to produce lozenge
shapes, which are arranged in bundles, crosses, or daggers.

"It is odorless, tasteless, very sparingly soluble in H:©,
insoluble in alcohol and ether, soluble without decompo-
sition in H:SO. or HCl. Moist uric acid has an acid

reaction. It is a dibasic acid."— (Witthaus' Essentials of
Chemistry. )

6. Hydrogen dioxide: Formula. HjO^.
Properties: It is a colorless, syrupy liquid, heavier than

water, with a metallic taste ; it is a powerful oxidizing

agent, and a good bleacher and disinfectant.

Uses: Disinfectant, antiseptic, and bleaching agent; as

an oxidizing agent; for renovating old oil paintings, and
bleaching hair.

7. The most important chemical tests in the analysis

of urine, are: the tests for albumin (heat, and nitric

acid test) ; sugar (Fehling's. Trommer's, Boettger's. Ny-

lander's, phenylhydrazin) ; bile, blood, indican, chlorides,

phosphates; and quantitative for urea and uric acid.

8. Cream of tartar is monopotassic tartrate ; Glauber's

salt is sodium sulphate; Epsom salt is magnesium sul-

phate; copperas is ferrous sulphate; sugar of lead is lead

acetate ; common salt is sodium chloride.

9. In poisoning by corrosive sublimate, white of egg

should be administered in not too great a quantity ; and

this should be followed by an emetic.

ID. (i) Oxalic acid, occurs as oxalate of K, Na, Ca,

etc., in the juices of rhubarb, sorrel, oak, etc. (2) Malic

acid occurs in apples, pears, cherries, etc. (3) Ciiric acid

is obtained from lemon juice. (4) Gallic acid is obtained

from nutgalls.

MATER1.\ MEDICA AND THERAPEUTICS.

1. Senna is obtained from the leaves of the Cassia

acutifolia. It is indicated in constipation, as a cathartic

and a laxative.

Preparations: Confection, syrup, fluid extract, com-
pound infusion ; also compound licorice powder.

2. Three drugs that may be used to increase the flow

of urine : water, spirit of nitrous ether, and caffeine.

3. For chronic eczema of the gouty type:

Potassii acetatis

Potassi citratis aa 3i.

Aquae destillatse q.s. ad ^\v. Misce.

Sig. : One tablespoonful in water, after each meal.

4. In acute opium poisoning, by the mouth : Wash
out the stomach with a dilute solution of potassium per-

manganate, and leave about three-quarters of a pint of

the solution in the stomach. Maintain respiration, and
give strong coffee.

5. Alkalies given before meals increase the secretion

of hydrochloric acid in the stomach ; if given after meals,

some of the acid secreted is neutralized.

6. Ammonium carbonate may be used : as a gastric

stimulant, as a cardiac and general stimulant, as an emetic,

an expectorant, and a carminative.

It should be exhibited in small doses, which can be

frequently repeated if necessary.

8. In diabetic coma a full dose of magnesium sulphate

may be given.

9. Three styptics: Alum, silver nitrate, and tannic acid.

10. Some therapeutic aims of the hot pack: To cause

sweating, to remove poisons and fluid in renal disease

and uremia, to relax muscular spasm, to relieve excite-

ment and insomnia of nervous origin.

PHYSICAL DIAGNOSIS.

1. Decreased resonance of the percussion sound over

the lung may denote: Consolidation of the lung, pres-

ence of a tumor, fluid in the pleural cavity, collapse of

the lung, phthisis, pneumonia, abscess of lung.

2. Dullness or flatness in Traube's area denotes effusion

into the left pleural cavity.

3. Amphoric resonance is present in : pneumothorax, or

a cavity in the lung.

4. Cracked-pot sound may be due to : a cavity in the

lung communicating with a bronchus, pneumothorax con-

nected by a fistula to a bronchus ; it may be present in

pneumonia.
5. Bronchial breathing is present in: Consolidation of

the lung, pneumonia, tuberculosis, compression of the

lung by pleural effusion.

6. Friction sounds are found in : pleurisy or pericardi-

tis ; also in hepatic or subphrenic abscess.

7. Caput Medusa indicates portal obstruction, and is

present in: ascites, tumors of abdomen, cirrhosis or

tumor of liver.

8. Tachycardia is present in : Fevers, valvular cardiac

lesions, phthisis, exophthalmic goiter, chlorosis, pernicious

anemia, locomotor ataxia, arthritis deformans, sexual and
alcoholic excesses.

10. The murmur of mitral insufficiency is soft, blow-

ing, systolic, heart loudest at the apex, and is transmitted

through the left axilla and posteriorly to the angle of

the left scapula. The second pulmonic sound is accentu-

ated.

PRACTICE AND PATHOLCWY.

3. Failure of compensation in chronic valvular disease

of the heart may be marked by: Dyspnea, hemoptysis,

cough, chronic bronchial catarrh ; congestion of the stom-

ach, intestines, and liver; dyspepsia, gastritis, enlarged

spleen, ascites ; cyanosis ; dropsy ; scanty and albuminous

urine, with casts ; clubbed fingers ; vertigo, headache, or

syncope.
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In health

Acute nephritis

Chronic parenchymatous
nephritis

Chronic interstitial ne-
phritis

Diabetes mellitus

Amount of
Urine Excreted
in 24 Hours.

Mpbtral Mtms,

About so
ounces

Greatly Dimin-
ished

Diminished

Increased

Enormously
increased

Specific

Gravity.

About 1015 to

1025
Raised

Somewhat
raised at first,

then lower.

Low

Usually raised.

7- (o) Decrease of hydrochloric acid in the gastric
juice indicates chronic gastritis, gastric dilatation, begin-
ning carcinoma, (b) Increase, denotes gastric ulcer.

9. For the diazo reaction two solutions are required

:

(1) A saturated solution of sulphanilic acid in a mixture
of 50 c.c. of hydrochloric acid and 950 c.c. of water, and
(2) a 0.5 per cent, solution of sodium nitrite.

To make the test, I c.c. of (2) is added to 40 c.c. of (i),
and the mixture thoroughly shaken. Equal quantities of
this mixture and the urine to be tested are shaken together
in a test tube, and i c.c. of ammonia is then floated upon
the surface, when, in an affirmative result, a red band is

formed at the junction of the fluids.

Its diagnostic value is uncertain. Von Jaksch "disclaims
for this test any clinical importance whatever." Others
have claimed that the reaction is pathognomonic of ty-
phoid; but it has been found in other diseases besides
typhoid—namely, phthisis, pneumonia, measles, scarlet
fever, smallpox, and malaria.
As to prognosis it is said : that if the reaction is not

found in the second or third week of a typhoid fever, the
case is a mild one; (2) in phthisis a constant reaction im-
plies an incurable case.

SURGERY.

8. The indications, for enucleation of the eye, are :

"(l) Injuries of the ciliary region, when the eye is com-
pletely blind, or the traumatism so extensive that the form
of the eyeball cannot be preserved; (2) traumatic irido-
cyclitis, to prevent or cure sympathetic ophthalmia; (3)
severe pain in a blind eye; (4) irido-cyclitis, phthisis
bulbi, and glaucoma, when accompanied by severe pain or
inflarnmatory symptoms, and when the eye is blind or is
certain to become so; (5) malignant tumors, either intra-
ocular or epiocular, if they cannot be removed with reten-
tion of the eyeball; (6) anterior staphyloma, if the eye
is_ blind, troublesome, and disfiguring; (7) panophthal-
mitis, after the suppurative stage is passed; (8) foreign
jjodies in the eye when they cannot be removed and cause
irritation, or the eye is blind."— (May's Diseases of Ike
Eye.)

GYNECOLOGY.

2. Three causes for the suppression of menses: (i)
Pregnancy; (2) chlorosis; (3) imperfect development of
the genital organs.

4. Lacerated perineum may be followed by local ten-
derness, irritable scar, reflex disturbances, subinvolution
of the uterus, rectocele, cystocele, prolapse of the uterus,
and incontinence of feces.

OBSTETRICS.

I. As soon as the nuclei of the germ-cell and sperm-cell
have conjugated the ovum divides into two cells, called
blastoneres. These divide and divide again until a mass
of small cells results, called the morula, which is not much
larger than the original ovum. These small cells now
become differentiated into larger granular elements in the
center and smaller clear cells at the periphery, the two
being separated by fluid. The latter accumulates until
the morula becomes converted into a vesicle, the wall
being formed of a single layer of the small peripheral cells,
the central mas3 floating free in the fluid, attached to the
outer layer at only one point. The embryo is developed
from this central mass. It is at this stage that the ovum is
called the blastodermic vesicle.

4. Cephalic version is contraindicated in: (i) Con-
tracted pelvis: (2) when rapid delivery is required; (3)
rigid uterus

; (4) immobility of the fetus.
Podalic version is contraindicated in: (i) Extreme

contraction of the pelvis; (2) impaction of the presenting
part; (3) when the retraction ring of Bandl rises two
inches or more above the pubes.

5. In pregnancy: the total quantity of blood is in-
creased; the white corpuscles are increased, as is also the
hemoglobin; the red corpuscles are said by some to be
increased, by others to be decreased; there is an increase
of fibrin and extractives.

Contag^ious Diseases, Weekly Statement.—Report of

cases and deaths from contagious diseases reported to

the Sanitary Bureau, Health Department, New York
City, for the week ending August 22, 1908:

Tuberculosis Pulmonalis
Diphtheria
Measles
Scarlet Fever
Smallpox
Varicella
Typhoid Fever
Whooping Cough
Cerebrospinal Meningitis
Malarial Fever

Totals

Cases
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THE INFLUENCE OF OVERWEIGHT AND
UNDERWEIGHT ON VITALITY.*

By BRANDRETH SYMONDS, M.A., M.D..

NEW YORK.

CHIEF MEDIC.\L DIRECTOR, THE MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE CO.

OF NEW YORK,

When your committee asked me to prepare a

paper on some topic connected with life insurance

for this meeting of your society, I was embar-
rassed to choose a subject which should prove of

general interest. The subject should be one
which contained a minimum amount of figures

with a maximum amount of information and
which should be of interest to all. The influence

of overweight and underweight upon vitality

seems to combine these facts. This subject can
be handled with only a few figures if you will

accept some assertions in place of figures.

Furthermore, the profession as a whole does not
realize its importance, nor the danger's which
beset those who are far removed fror.fi the cor-

rect standard of weight, whether abov^ or below.
In life insurance we have to measure these dan-
gers for commercial reasons.

'

In 1836 Quetelet^ published a table of heights
and weights based upon the facts Jjathered from
the examination of a moderate number of Bel-

gians. His data were few in nu fiber and mostly
taken from young people. Th" table shows one
height and one weight for ea''^/year represented,
and those are supposed to b ^^the average height
and weight for that year. K ["hus at age 20, the

average height is 5 feet 7 , xhes and the average
weight is 143 ; at age 39. "le average height is 5
feet 8 inches and the-*..verage weight is 151.

These isolated facts ' ^^^e fairly well with our
standard, but they ar^"^^ imperfect that they are

of little practical us •? ^

In 1846 Hutch^p d St^
published his table of

heights and weigl-'^ ^"ased upon certain data gath-
ered in Englan 'X st"}.

purports to represent the

standard weig' 'owe^
^^^^ height at age 30, and is

as follows: •''"&'

'^es. Table I.

^ f,. me wr ,

5 It- ., 120 pounds
,.

n thf 126 "

lsmz.f" 133 "

Jo, or / " 139 "

—NoyS " '^ '.',

. : /6 " 145
'ght. / 7 " 148 "

^er cen/ 8 " i5S ,"

per/— 9 " 162

be' '° ;: '^ -.

j> ^ II 174
i^ 6 ft. o ' 178 "

or heights from 5 feet 3 to 5 feet 9 it agrees

'Read at the One Hundred and Forty-second Annual

leeting of the Medical Society of New Jersey, June 18,

908,

with our present standard at age 30. For the

shorter heights it is too light, and for the taller

height it is t:io heavy. This table was soon

adopted by insurance companies as a guide.

Each medical aepartment had its own set of rules

by which to calculate the proper weight for other

ages than 30. These rules were based upon the-

oretical considerations and did not give very sat-

isfactor) results.

The irmy and navy have tables of the maxima
and minima of both heights and weights by

whxh they select recruits for the different

branches of these services. These tables are in-

lended to secure efficiency in physical develop-

ment, which is above the average of even life

insurance risks. For that reason they would not

serve as a standard, even for the few years which

they cover.

In 1897 Dr. George R. Shepherd compiled for

the Association of Life Insurance Medical Direc-

tors a table of height and weight for each quin-

quennium from 15 to 69. This was based upon

the heights and weights of 74,162 accepted male

applicants for life insurance. The weight in-

cluded the clothing and the height the shoes.

In other words, the conditions were as these

applicants presented themselves to the medical

examiner. Many of the figures were undoubtedly

estimates, but the estimates were usually made by

trained men. These results were checked by

the actual measurements of 5,250 accepted male

applicants carefully obtained at the time of ex-

amination in one office. The two sets of figures

substantially agreed, showing that the estimates

were in accordance with the actual facts. At the

extremes of age and of height, the number of

individuals in any one class was quite small and

the curve of weight showed abrupt changes which

had to be equalized. The net result was a table

of heights and weights varying according to age

which was adopted by the leading insurance

companies as being the standard.

Table II.

HEIGHT AND WEJGHT AT DIFFERENT AGES.

Based upon an Analysis of 74,162 Accepted Male Appli-

cants for Life Insurance, as Reported to The Asso-

ciation of Life Insurance Medical Directors, 1897-

Ages 15-24 25-29 30-34 35-39 40-44 45-49 50-54 55-59 60-64 65-69

5 ft. o in. 120 125 128 131 133 134 134 134 131

1 122 126 129 131 134 130 130 130 134

2 124 128 131 133 136 138 138 138 137

3 127 131 134 136 139 141 141 141 140 i-V

4 131 13s 138 140 143 144 14s 145 144 143

5 134 138 141 143 14^ 147 149 149 148 147

6 138 142 14s 147 150 151 153 153 IS3 151

7 142 147 150 152 155 156 158 158 158 156

8 146 151 154 157 160 161 163 163 163 162

g 150 lis i4 162 165 166 167 168 168 168

10 154 159 164 167 170 171 172 173 174 174

11 159 164 169 173 175 177 177 178 180 80

6 o 165 170 175 179 180 183 182 183 185 185

1 170 177 181 185 186 189 188 189 189 189

2 176 184 188 192 194 196 194 194 192 192

3 181 190 195 200 203 204 201 198
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according to age fvof heights and weights varying

the Medical Sectioifi compiled by a committee of

Congress. This wav of the National Fraternal

133.940 applications V based upon an analysis of

United States and Canaf selected risks from the

marvelously the table cda. It corroborated almost
In fact, there are ill copiled by Dr. Shepherd,
possibilities in the two tab?cidences out of 112

with the chairman of this comes. Correspondence
that this miracle was naturahmittee convinced me

In view of these two recordsind legitimate.

tained and based upon over 200,(. independently ob-

in the United States and Canpoo healthy males
may safely assert that we now'M, I think we
standard of height and weight, vary.ave a correct

to age, of men in the United Statesing according
It will pay to glance over this' and Canada,

moment. You will note that the stable for a

steadily as you go down each vertica?ight rises

Dr. Oscar H. Rogers^ has formulated i.column.
from a study of this table that each addeU^ rule

in height calls for an addition of 3 per cel^ inch

the weight. This rule will apply, if liberJt. in

interpreted, to all but the small man. The weigiPy
increases steadily with the age in each horizontally
line up to the year 45 among the little men, the
year 50 among the middle-sized men and the
year 55 and even 60 among the tall men. One
is almost tempted to say that the taller the man
the longer it takes him to reach full maturity as
shown by his weight. In the very tall this rule
does not seem to apply, but the number of these
were so few that a small error may have crept in.

The largest number of individuals was found at

5 feet 8 inches of height, and this is true for all

ages below 60. The age-period showing the
largest number of individuals was the decade 25-

34, and this is true for all heights.

In the case of women our standard is not yet
assured. Dr. Shepherd analyzed the records' of
3,016 female applicants accepted for insurance.
This number is too small to give accurate results.
In general the record shows that at the age of 20
women are lighter than men by six to nine
pounds. This difference gradually diminishes
with advancing age. By the time the menopause
is reached, it becomes one or two pounds only,
and after this it may be obliterated.

We must remember that these heights and
weights were taken when the parties were shod
and clad in ordinary clothing. The shoe of a
man will ordinarily raise him about i or 134 inches.
The weight of his clothing, including shoes, but
excluding any form of overcoat, varies consid-
erably according to the season. In the neighbor-
hood of New York a man of 5 feet 7 inches during
the_ summer will wear 6 or 7 pounds of clothing,
while in winter this may rise as high as 12 or 14
pounds. This difference is undoubtedly a factor
in the increase in weight during the winter which
so many people believe in. For life insurance
purposes we do not attach any great importance
to the differences due to clothing, for they are
not large enough to modify materially our results.

It is a curious fact that the lowest death rate
does not coincide with the standard. In general
terms it may be said that the lowest death rate is

found in the class who are about 5 per cent, below
the standard, but in the ages below 30 the lowest
rate is found among those who are 5 to 10 per
cent, above standard. The differences are not great,
and I wish to discuss in fuller detail the more
marked cases of overweight and underweight.

RECORD. [Sept. 5, 1908

Here I must interpolate a definition. The word
"mortality," when used in this paper, means the

ratio of actual deaths to expected deaths. We
calculate the deaths which are expected to oc-

cur in a given group of individuals by means of

a standard mortality table, usually making an
allowance for the benefits of selection in the early

years of insurance. This process is quite intri-

cate and need not be given in detail. If this group
of individuals shows 1,000 actual deaths and 2,000

expected deaths, the mortality is 50 per cent. If

the group shows 2,000 actual deaths and 1,000 ex-

pected deaths, the mortality is 200 per cent.

A—Let us first take up overweights. A case is

not considered overweight unless it is more than
20 per cent, above the standard weight for the

height and age. For example, at age 40 the stand-
ard weight of a man 5 feet 6 inches tall is 150
pounds. We would not regard him as an over-

weight until he had passed 180 pounds, which is

20 per cent, in excess of his standard weight.

Even in the classes of smaller excess than this

the mortality is increasing, but at this point it

begins to be a serious matter. The effect of over-

weight is influenced by two fundamental factors.

These are: (i) Percentage of overweight; (2) age
of the individual. It may be said that as the

(-^percentage of overweight at a given age increases,

2^pf£ mortality rises with it. Take, for example,

ap-eic 4°- The standard weight for a man of this

pounv 5 ^^^t 6 inches tall, is 150 pounds. At 180

pounds-^ he is 20 per cent, in excess and at 195

a largefe ^^ '^ 3° P^"" cent, in excess. If we take

weigh' P group of men of this height and age who
that our S'^^^'^^ii ^^ ^^'^ ^95 pounds, we will find

expected dff'-'^^' deaths will be 112 as against 100

then has ii
-^ths. The mortality of this group,

crease the v. ^"^P^^ up to 112 per cent. If we in-

more than iq'^^S^'^^ of each of these individuals to

in excess of t ^ pounds, it is more than 30 per cent,

the actual deai?-^^
standard, and we now find that

I ^o as aeainst ^^ '" ^^^^ heavier group will be

words, the morti T-' expected deaths. In other

Iw per cent "".tV has risen still further to

Take for another S>\ , ^ ^, .

ard weight for a mai o^P'^ ^S^ ^5- The stand-

tall, is 180 pounds. "^^his age, 5 feet 11 mches

per cent, in excess and "-^^^lO pounds he is 20

cent, in excess. If we i j,<^^ pounds he is 30 per

of this height and age H '^A^'^S^ S'^^^P of men
and 234 pounds, we wipe' ^^ X.^'^"^ between 216

deaths will be 126 as again^i^e o''
N^'i^t our actual

The mortality of this gro.A. e,-
<^xpected deaths^

to 126 per cent. If we inf -»-h;& <>\ "^^ jumped
'^w ^ s;e weight ofeach of these individuals to m.„ ,^~,

it is more than 30 per centCiSiy\- sC"^^"^ P°

standard, and we now find tha;-Aug. o^
in this heavier group will be 172 AugVe".

pected deaths. In other words, .

'-V; r 1now reached 172 per cent. Exa. 'V'^ ij if^
multiplied, but these will suffice to t."- .,'4.-°"'"

.,

mortality increases markedly as the .

above 20 per cent, in excess, and to a s.

degree when the weight passes 30 pei 5

excess. This holds true for all heights ^

ages above 30 years. 1

Age is another factor of consequence,
moderate degree of overweight is not a detrimeil
among those younger than 30. People of the
age of 22 who are 20 per cent, to 30 per cent, in
excess, will give a mortality of 87 per cent. only.
This mortality is not much larger than that of
well-selected lives. When the weight at age 22

ss of the

.^al deaths

•x^'.t 100 ex-

that the
It rises

-eater

t. in

all

Or-esent
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rises to over 30 per cent, in excess, the niortalit)'

rises to 109 per cent. This, of course, is unfavor-
able, but compare it with a mortality of 130 per
cent, at age 35 and of 172 per cent, at age 65 in

the same degree of overweight.
It may be said, then, that moderate degrees of

overweight in persons below age 30 are not harm-
ful, provided the party does not get actually
heavier with advancing years. You will note that

this remark refers to actual weight and not rela-

tive weight. Our standard increases with advanc-
ing age so that an excess of 33 per cent, at age

22 is almost exactly equal to an excess of 20 per

cent, at age 45. If a boy, 22 years old and 5
feet 9 inches tall, weighs 199 pounds, his weight

is 33 per cent, above the standard of 150 pounds
at that height and age. When that boy gets to

be 45 years old and his height and weight still

remain the same, we now find that his weight
is only 20 per cent, in excess, for the standard at

age 45 is 166 pounds. He has just kept at the

edge of the danger zone, and people of his class

will give an almost uniform mortality, moderately
in excess of the normal irrespective of age.

Beyond 30 years of age the mortality among
overweights rises rapidly with the age and with
the weight. This will happen in spite of the

utmost care in examining and selecting the risks.

Nothing seems to help these cases as a class.

Even a long-lived ancestry only reduces the ex-

cessive mortality a little, but does not bring them
within normal bounds. On the other hand, sev-

eral other conditions make for the worse. A
short-lived ancestry is bad. A tuberculous family

history is not bad in the younger ages, for it might
be supposed that the overweight would tend to

overcome a tuberculous predisposition. Increas-

ing abdominal girth is a very serious addition to

overweights, and when this exceeds the expanded
chest, the mortality is markedly increased. Any
other blemish, whether in the personal history or

in the physical examination, regularly increases

the mortality of these overweights.

In the case of women we must make our stand-

ard a little lighter than that of men, as stated

in the beginning of this paper. Having done
this, overweights among women are found to

be just as bad as among men ; in fact, a little

worse. They are fewer in number, for women
take greater pride in their shape, and do not

often allow themselves to become fat, showing
in this their superior wisdom.
As regards foreigners, it may be urged that

our standard table is based entirely upon selected

lives in the United States and Canada, and that it

would not aply to another race, like the Germans,
who are usually stouter and heavily built. We
have found, however, that overweight foreigners

are, if anything, a little worse risks than over-

weight natives. In truth, human fat seems to

be the same wherever found, and has the same
eflfect upon the prospects of life, whether in Eng-
land, Germany. Holland. Belgium, France, Italy.

Mexico, or the United States.

B—Now, let us consider the effect of under-
'!+ weight. As long as the weight is not below 80
*!^' per cent, of the standard, i.e. not more than 20

per cent below the standard, the effect seems to

be slight. The mortality rises slowly, especially

among the younger ages, but the increase is

gradual and not alarming. Below this level, how-
ever, the mortality rises to a point where it is of

consequence, especially in the younger ages.

Below 20 years of age we can expect a mortality

of 1 18 per cent, when the weight is from 80 to 75
per cent, of the standard, i.e. 20 to 25 per cent.

below the standard. Ages above 20 years in this

group show a fairly uniform mortality of about

95 per cent. As you see, this is not very bad,

but, on the other hand, is not very good.
In the next group, in which the weight ranges

from 75 per cent, to 70 per cent, of the standard,

i.e. from 25 to 30 per cent, below the standard,

the number of entrants in my company below age
20 numbered only 30 in the 30 years from 1870
to 1899. This number is too small to furnish

any figures of consequence. Even in the decade
20-29 the total number of exposures only amount-
ed to 299, an average of less than 30 for each
year. These gave 2 deaths as against 1.9 ex-

pected. The numbers are too small to be of con-

sequence. In the decade 30-39 the number ex-

posed rises to 1,391, and these give a mortality of

100 per cent. After this the mortality is fairly

satisfactory, ranging from 90 to 95 per cent.

For weights below 70 per cent, of the standard,
i.e. more than 30 per cent, below the standard,

our experience is very limited and too small to

divide into different age periods. The actual

deaths amounted to 12 and the expected to 13.5,

showing that our selection was reasonably good.
The number of entrants below age 40 was too
few to give any information. Above age 40 we
can only say that when they are picked with care,

these extreme underweights live a good while.

As regards the other factors which modify the
influence of underweight, we have to deal with a
problem quite different from that of overweight.
The influence of age is reversed among under-
weights. The younger ages are the ones most
affected, while the older ages are but slightly

disturbed.

The mortality increases as the weight dimin-
ishes, but even among those who are more than
30 per cent, below the standard, the mortality is not

excessive.

The association of dyspepsia with underweight
is a serious matter with those below age 25. This
combination will give us a mortality as high as

150 per cent. I have no doubt that dyspepsia

and underweight together in the young is often

indicative of incipient tuberculosis, the extent of

which is so small that it is not determined on
physical examination.

The association of underweight and tuberculous

family history has long been recognized as seri-

ous, especially in the younger ages. Thus, we
find that this combination gives a mortality of

180 per cent, in the ages below 35. Above that

age the influence of tuberculosis depends upon
the number of cases in the family. If we have 2

or more cases occurring in the family of an under-
weight, the mortality is 107 per cent, for all ages
above 35. In these older ages the underweight
who has had only one case of consumption in his

family runs but little risk, perhaps for the reason
that he takes better care of himself.

As regards women, we must make allowances
in our standard weights for the sex. We then

find that the lesser grades of underweight from
80 to 75 per cent of the standard give a mortality

of only TJ per cent., an excellent result and prac-

tically uniform for all ages. For weights below
this the mortality becomes bad, in fact over 100

per cent., but the cases are so few that no deduc-

tions can be made from them. There is no rea-

son to suppose, however, that underweight

women are any worse than underweight men, and
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I have no doubt that they will give as good a
mortality if selected under the same circum-
stances.

As regards residence, I regret to say that I

have no figures pertaining to foreign under-
weights, nor have I been able to find any statis-

tics. From a general empirical knowledge of

risks, native and foreign, I think it reasonable
to assume that foreign underweights have about
the same mortalitj' as native underweights.
C—It is of interest to the profession to know

from what causes these overweights and under-
weights die, for none of them ever dies of obesity
or emaciation. There were 1,499 deaths among
the male overweights and 1,078 among the male
underweights. These numbers are sufficiently

large to enable us to subdivide them into all the
important classes and most of the leading indi-

vidual classes. I will compare these deaths with
the figures obtained by Dr. E. J. Marsh, a former
president of this society, from the entire male
mortality of the Mutual Life Insurance Com-
pany.* It is proper to do so, for these deaths
form a small part of the material which he used.
We will, therefore, be comparing results which
are homogeneous so far as their origin is con-
cerned. Any differences may be ascribed to the
influence of overweight or underweight. These
difterences are in some cases considerable and of
much interest.

TABLE III

Showing the Percentage op Deaths in all Classes a.vd Some In-
dividual Diseases Among Overweights, Underweights

AND THE General Experience of the Mutual
Life Insurance Comfaky

Causes op Death

Class I.

Class II.

Class III.

Class IV.

Class V.

Class VI.

Class VII.

Class IX.

Class XI.
Class XII.

Class XIII

General Diseases—Acute
Typhoid fever
Malarial fever
Influenza

General Diseases—Chronic ....
Tuberculosis
Cancer
Diabetes

Diseases of the Ner\'ous S>*stem
Cerebral Congestion and
Hemorrhage—-Cerebral
Softening. Paral>-sis

General Paralysis and other
forms of mental alienation.

Diseases of the Circulatory
S\-stem

Organic diseases of the heart.
Diseases of the Respiratory

Si-stem
Pneumonia

Diseases of the Digestive Sys-
tem

Cirrhosis of Liver
Diseases of the Genitourinary

S>-stem
Bright's Disease and Nephri-

tis

Diseases of Skin and Cellular
tissue

Old age
Violent causes. . .

Casualties
Suicides

Ill defined

Over-
weights

Under-
weights

M. 14

1.80

16.01
12.94

8. 54
6.87

xo.6z
3.47

12. oz

II .07

1 . 20
None
7-07
4. 20
2.87
2.60

9.28
3.06
I . 21
2.04

24.59
16.98
557
0.65

12. x6

General
Experi-
ence

8.90
3.94
1.24
I .CO

19.56
12.42
4.1$
1.25

17.44

12.32

1-30

11.8s
10.76

11.86
9 03

10. 19
1 .00

8.78

6.66

o. 50
1.50
7-42
5-21
2 . 20
3-98

The class of acute general diseases includes all

the acute infectious diseases except a few which
are distinctly' localized, like pneumonia. Over-
weights suffer a little more from these than
underweights, the experience of the latter being
nearly identical with the general experience.
T}-phoid fever shows a little better among the

underweights, while malaria is about the same in

both. Influenza is a little worse in both than in

the general experience.

Overweight seems to secure a marked degree
of immunity from tuberculosis, for we find among
them not one-quarter of the amount of fatal tuber-
culosis which we find in our general experience
and hardly one-sixth of what we find among the

underweights. The large amount among the
latter is partly due to the fact that the under-
weight was only a symptom of a tuberculosis,
which was not recognized at the time of the ex-
amination. After allowing for this, howeve', w.
are tempted to say that underweight predisposes
to tuberculosis or rather to fatal tuberculosis,
and the reverse is the case with overweight.
Cancer among overweights and underweights,

men and women, shows no appreciable difference
from the general experience.

Diabetics are scarce among the underweights,
hardly one-half of the general experience, but they
are five times as numerous among the over-
weights.

If we group together the different forms of
cerebral congestions and hemorrhage, cerebral
apoplexy and paralysis, we find that overweights
are a little in excess as compared with the gen-
eral experience, while the underweights are dis-
tinctly below the average in this group. This
difference also holds true for the various forms
of mental alienation, grouped together.
Organic diseases of the heart show a decided

excess among overweights, and as great a deficiency

among underweights.

Pneumonia is nearl}' twice as fatal among
underweights as among overweights, although the
prognosis in pneumonia is usually regarded as
more serious in an overweight than in an under-
weight. Taking these two factors into account, it

would almost appear that overweights have a
certain immunity from the pneumococcus, while
the underweights are more than usually susceptible.

Cirrhosis of the liver is three and a half times
as prevalent among overweights as in our general
experience. This undoubtedly points to alcohol-
ism, for statisticians generally consider that he-
patic cirrhosis is a very accurate index of the alco-

holic habits of a class. Among the underweights
it is below the normal, as are also the other dis-

eases of the digestive system, thus showing their

moderation in food as well as drink.

Bright's disease, both acute and chronic, is nearly
twice as prevalent among overweights a^ in our
general experience. This excess can probably be
ascribed to the habit of overeating and ove'-
drinking, which produces both the overweight and
the Bright's disease. Among underweights it is

a little below the average.

In Class IX there were eleven deaths from car-

buncle among the overweights, where there

should have been but two. This is a great excess,

but I am inclined to think that many of these

cases were associated with unrecognized diabetes,

which would be properly described as the cause of

death. If this surmise is correct, diabetes be-

comes a still more serious factor among over-

weights.

Casualties among both overweights and under-
weights are a little below the average. This may
show that they take care to avoid injuries, or else

it may be that the abnormal weight, whether
above or below the standard, prevents them from
entering occupations liable to fatal accidents.

No overweight, whether man or woman, died

of old age or senility according to our record. On
the other hand, old age or senility caused 22
deaths among the male underweights and 5
among the female. Furthermore, it should be
noted that no overweight attained the age of 80
years at death, while, on the other hand, 44 under-
weights passed this age, and two of them even
reached the age of 90 before dying.
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Deaths aniony the women, whether overweight
or underweight, were too few to permit an\
elaborate criticism. In so far as the small material
could be analyzed, it corroborated the male ex-
perience in ])oth classes. No deaths occurred
from puerperal causes among the underweights,
and only 4 among the overweights, this being
about the average experience of the company
among women.
D—Now, let us sum up in a general way the

differences between overweights and under-
weights. The mortality among all those, irre-

spective of age, who are between 20 and 30 per
cent, below the standard weight, is 96 per cent.,

while the mortality of all, irrespective of age, who
are between 20 and 30 per cent, above the stand-
ard, is 113 per cent. These figures alone would
show that overweight is a much more serious
condition than underweight. On the other hand,
we must take into account the fact that until re-

cent times overweights were accepted more freely

by insurance companies than underweights. To
put it in another way, underweights were selected
with more rigid care than overweights. The
old idea that an overweight had a reserve fund to

draw upon in case there was' a run on his bodily
bank was prevalent, although it was recognized
that excessive fat might be harmful and should
exclude the risk, on the ground, perhaps, that it

was a form of capital which was not active. Simi-
larly, an underweight was considered to be under-
capitalized, and if his bodily bank had tc- go
through a panic like pneumonia, or hard times like

organic heart disease, he would become insolveul

and bankrupt. As a result of this method of

thought, our underweight mortality is rather bet-

ter and our overweight mortality rather '.vorse

than if both sets had been accepted under exactly
the same conditions. I'.ut. even if we make fi 11

people, on the other hand, is unfavorable, and i)i

some cases indicates commencing disease or the
tendency thereto. But when we pass the age of

30 these conditions are reversed and the difference

between overweight and underweight in their in-

fluence upon vitality becomes more marked w.th
each year of age.

Of course, for the best interests of heaUh, one
should be near standard weight, and that is the
sermon which you should preach to your patients.

Impress upon them the advisability of their benig
within 10 per cent, of the standard, for within that
range is found the lowest mortality and tne
greatest vitality.
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CONGENITAL UMBILICAL HERNIA, WITH
REPORT OF CASE.

Bv W. EDWARD MAGRUDER, M.D..

BALTIMOKE.

.\SSUCIATE I'ROFKSSOR OF PEDIATRICS AND CLINICAL MEDICINE, COLLEGE
OF PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS.

.MovNiii.\N (Encyclopedia Medica, Vol. IV., jc/oo)

describes the formation of umbilical cord hernia as

follows : "At the beginning of the third month of

intrauterine life the viscera become enclosed in the

abdominal cavity by the growth of the visceral

plates. If the growth is defective, the visceral en-

closure is more or less incomplete and hernia re-

FlG. -Congenital unil'ilical hernia.

allowance for the difference in selection, I am con-

vinced that the same percentage of overweight is

a more serious matter than if it were underweight.
The excessive weight, whether it be fat or muscle,
is not a storehouse of reserve strength, but it is a

burden which has to be nourished if muscle, and
which markedly interferes with nutrition and
function if fat. This does not apply to the young,
those below 25 years of age. Here a moderate
degree of overweight is much more favorable tbaii

underweight. In fact, up to age 25 an overweight

not to exceed 110 per cent, of the standard is

upon the whole good for the individual. It seems
to indicate a certain hypernutrition and robust-

ness of physique which is favorable to the subse-

quent life. Underweight among these young

suits. The term hernia, as Malgaigne suggests, is

inappropriate, for we are not concerned with vis-

cera escaped from a cavity, but with viscera which
have never entered it."

Three classes of hernia are described: {a)

Where the gap at the umbilicus is small, hernia of

the root of the cord
;
(b) where the gap is moderate

in size, sacculated hernia; (c) where the abdominal
wall is grossly incomplete (eventration), the vis-

cera having a thin covering derived from the am-
nion. The case described below belongs to the last

variety.

Lindfors {American Journ<jl of the Medical
Sciences, October, 1889) states that this condition

occurred once in 5,184 births at the Munich Ma-
ternity Hospital, between 1862 and 1881. Accord-
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ing to Wollstein {Archives of Pediatrics, 1904),

Block saw one in 5.000 births at Berlin Charite,,

and Menna did not see a case among 3.043 births

at the Paris Charite. The following is the report

of the case

:

Colored female child, delivered normally on

August 6, 1903. Mother was fifteen years old, of

healthy parents, and of a family of seven children

of normal development. Father was one of three

boys, of about her age, and, as she was uncertain

which one to blame, the paternal historj- could not

be obtained.

Last menstruation was on January i, 1903. which

made the term exactly seven months.

She was seen on February 27, when a history was
obtained of attack of violent cramp in right inguinal

region on the preceding day, followed by a fainting

spell with unconsciousness for two hours. A bogg}'

mass was found in the right tubal region, extending

well down into Douglass' cul de sac, pushing the

uterus to the left. Cervix was soft : abdomen rigid.

Arrangements were made to have her moved to a

hospital for obser\'ation, but she failed to go, and

was next seen in labor on August 6, when she was
suffering from general anasarca with extreme edema

A B D. Wall Abd Wall

Fig. z.—The liver in the case of umbilical hernia.

of the vulva, which her mother claimed had existed

for three weeks. Twenty minutes after delivery of

the placenta she had convulsions, and remained in a

stupor for three hours.

The child was found to have solid tumor larger

than half an orange in the region of the umbilicus,

covered b}' what appeared to be a continuation of

the membrane of the cord, and this entered the ab-

domen below and to the left of the tumor.

The infant died at the end of forty-eight hours,

having peculiar convulsions, involving the hands and
arms. In spite of the fact that very little cyanosis

was observed until just prior to death, we were un-
able to make the child cry.

The covering of the tumor had sloughed off and
exposed part of the liver, which proved to be the

contents of the hernial sac.

A photograph was made by Dr. Laciar and
autopsy performed by the writer sixteen hours after

death. The organs proved to be normal and no mal-
formations were found except of the liver, which
was shortened from above downward, and had its

right lobe compressed into a rounded mass and
pushed through the abdominal wall at the umbilicus.

The liver weighed 120 grams, and its peculiar shape

is well shown in the drawing by Dr. Palmisano

(Fig. 2). The cord entered the abdominal cavity

to the left of the tumor with the arteries and vein

coming together slightly below the surface.

A full discussion of the views of Cruveilhier,

Simpson, Muller, Scarpa, Richter, Aschotf, and

others, concerning the causes of this malformation,

may be found in Wollstein's report, and much addi-

tional information may be gained from Cumston's

comprehensive article in the British Journal of Cliil-

drcii's Diseases, November, 1905-

The contents of tliese hernise vary, and, accord-

ing to Cumston, a few loops of small intestine alone

may be present, or the cecum, as well as most of

the large intestine, may be in the sac. The stomach,

pancreas, spleen, liver, and kidneys have all been

found outside the abdominal cavity. Cases in which

the heart and part of one lung are prolapsed must
be classified as true eventration. The size of this

variety of hernia varies greatly, and the tumor may
be so large as to interfere with delivery. It is usually

covered bv amnion. Wharton's jelly, and peri-

toneum.
Cumston states that the arteries and veins quite

frequently become united at the apex of the tumor
forming the cord, but the insertion of the cord does

not always take place at the apex of the tumor.

L'sually the cord occupies one of the sides, and,

according to Cruveilhier, the insertion is found
more frequently on the left. It often happens that

in these cases the elements of the cord, arteries, and
vein are thrown to the same side, instead of being

disassociated. In cases of irreducible hernia the

insertion preferably takes place at the apex of the

tumor. In forty-five cases, where the point of inser-

tion of the cord was given, Buschan found the fol-

lowing : Thirteen times in the middle of the tumor,

once on the right of the tumor, and twice on the

left, on the anterior aspect of the tumor once, and
on its lower aspect twenty-eight times. This same
authority makes the remark that the cord is usually

very short, and Otto has described a case where it

was completely wanting, the hernial sac being di-

rectly adherent to the placenta. A similar case has

been described b}' Thorner.
Operation for the cure of these malformations

was suggested by Oken in 1810. but no record is

found showing that any successful operations had
been performed at this time. Malgaigne, writing in

1840, speaks of this variety as being of merely
pathological interest.

According to the statistics of Linford and others,

expectant methods of treatment have proved unsuc-
cessful, and early operative interference has reduced
the mortality to a large extent.

J. M. Elder (Montreal Medical Journal, April.

1903") collected statistics of nineteen cases which
had been operated upon with modern technique, of
which seventeen recovered and two died : and of
nine cases, treated by compression, of which six-

died.

A review of the reports of 160 cases, which I

have been able to find in a thorough search of the

literature, shows 126 were operated upon, of which
84 recovered and 40 died, the results in the other
two cases not having been known.

Operations proposed for the radical cure of con-
genital umbilical hernia, including those of Dorhm.
Olshausen. Carl Breus, Lawson Tait, Quenu, Con-
damin. Duplay. Dauriac. and others, are fully

described by Cumston, who summarizes as follows

:

"As to the method to employ for the radical cure.

I do not believe that anv one can be considered the
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Klots.

Klots.

Meredith.

Meredith

English.

'Transvaal M. /.,
V. 2, 1896-7.

[Transvaal M. J.,
! V. 2, 1906-7-

N. Y. Medical
Journal, V. 86.
1906.

N. Y. Medical
Journal. V. 86,

1906.

Lancet, Nov. 1

1

1905.

Am. J. Surg.,
V. XIX. 190S-6.

Canada Lancet,

V. 39. 1905-6-

Trans. Rhode Isl-

and Med. Sec,
v. 7. Ft. I. 1904-

Veron BuL 1. Soc. Scient.
' e t Med. d e
rOuest-, 1904-

Piollet . Lyon Mid., ClII.
X904'

Spencer. . Trans. Path. Soc,
Lond., V. 49.

Elder . iMontreal Medical
Journal, 1903-

Michaelis . \Berl. Klinik, 1906.
. Hft. 222.

Moran. . . .

DooUttle.

Jones.

Female.

Male .

.

Male.

Female.

Female.

Male.

Male.

Male.

Male.

Female.

Male . .

.

Male . .

.

Male,
New-
bom.

Michaelis

.

Michaelis

.

\Bcrl. Klinik. 1906. Male, 7
' Hft. 222. days

old.
1

;

\Berl. Klinil-. iqo6. Male
' Hft. 22-.

KoUer-Aeby.

Ringel

Arch. f. Gyturk..
V. 82. T90T-

Munch. mt\i.

I

W^h., V. 54.
1907.

Ringel.

Fiedler

.

Male

.

Ritterhaus

.

Ritterhaus .

.

Ritterhaus..

MOnch. med.
Woch., V. 54.
1907.

\Deut. med. WJKh.,
V. 33. L907.

. iDciU. Zcit. ;. C/mV.. [Male . .

.

V. 89. 1907- I

DeiU. Zeit. f. C/iir.. Male . .

.

V. 89. 1907-

Dsut. Zcit. f. C/ii>., Female.
V. 89. 1907- !

Sac contained Uver. intestines

and omentum. Cord ran
peripherally.

Hernia large. Cord ran peri-

pherally. Sac contained liv-

er, intestines and omentum.

Large pear-shaped tumor, 7 x Operation,
8x8 cm. Contained large

portion of small intestines,

cecum with its appendix.

Large oval tumor lox 12x12 No operation,
cm. Tissue had thin, trans-

lucent and somewhat myxo-'
matous api>earance. C o n -j

tained liver and apparently,
the entire gastrointestinal:

tract. Irreducible. ^
|

Swelling size of tangerine or-|Laparotomy.
range. Contained small in-

testine, one part of which
consisted of a blind diverti-

culum adherent to sac wall.

Elliptical, translucent tumor Radical operation
at root of cord about size! under chloroform
of basebalL

. \
^ hours after birth

Sac ruptured. Entire intesti-jNo operation
nal tract from duodenxun to!

sigmoid flexure KHng partly,

in and partly out of sac
Opening connecting sac
with the abdominal cav.

j

about I in. in diam., al-i

most completely filled with
sec of large and small int^tJOperation 16 hours

Irreducible tumor at umbili-! after birth
cus size of lemon. Sac veryj

thin. Contained 3 coils ofi

ileum, the cecum with ap-
pendix, the ascending trans-
verse and a portion of the
descending colon. Operation.

Cure

Embr>-onic hernia. Spheric in

shape, large as adult hand.
Pedunculated egg-shaped
swelling covered with gan-
grenous skin.

Tumor size of orange. Dull
on percussion. Sac contained
cecum with appendix, as-

cending and transverse co-

lon, about half small bowel.
Swelling about size of hen egg.
Covering necrotic.

Cord about size of half dollar.

Timior size of hen's egg.
Covering do' aiid parchment
like. Diarr. and vomiting._

Cyanotic child. Swelling size

of man's fist, larger on cr^nng
Covered by skin except at
apex, which was covered by
translucent membrane. Con-
tained coils of intestine ap-
parently of large gut. Peris-

talsis. Had h5T>ospadias and
congenital heart lesion.

Hernia 13x15 cm. Oval,
^ape of eyeglass. Contained
part of left ventricle

Operation.

Operation.

Cure.

Cure.

Cure.

Died.

Cure.

Lived for
days.

Premature fetus of 7 months
apparently dead just be-
fore birth. Beside omphal-
ocele showed spina bifida.

Has seen this malformation
twice in 1,986 conSnem'ts.
Case reported, child was
stillborn at term and
showed all the signs of
congenital s>-philis.

Reduction. Entire sac was
resected. No vomiting.
Bowels moved. Stitches
removed on twelfth day.
No indications of recur'ce.

Post-mortem examination.
Local peritonitis had com-
menced around neighbor-
hood of diverticulum. In-
trauterine adhesions had
occurred between Meckel's
diverticulum.

Sac contained part of colon,
cecum and part of liver.

7 cm. long. Contained Meck-
el's diverticuliun and 2 coils

of small intestine.

Circumference 22 cna. Tumor
of hard consistency. Con-
tained whole liver and sev-
eral coils of small intestine.

Hernia extended from ensi-
form cartilage to pubis. Sac
contained meconium. Stric-
ture of anus.

Sac contained part of stomach
and whole of liver.

Swelling size of mark. Con-
tained part of small intes-
tine.

Operation under Cure

.

chloroform. '

Operated upon im-;Died on day
mediately. Made 2 after operat'n.
elliptical incisions;

around tumor. Sac:
cont'd greater part|
of left lobe of liver,

which was adher*t|
to walls of sac. Re-
placed cont'ts and
sutured.

Not operated upon.

Operated on under ether
anesthetic.

Malformations of the in-
testines.

.Serous covering of hernial
!

protrusion had become in-

j

fected. No question of any
j
form of treatment other
thanimmediate operation

,

Autopsy showed fluid in
pericardium and twist in
liver, which had resulted
from efforts at reduction.

Parents objected to Died of some
operation. Treated, acute infect'n

by compression. at 8 months.

Died third day. 'Autopsy showed cecum and
1 appendix attached to wall
• of hernia. Ascending co'on
with fecal fistula.

Operation without
anesthetic.

Operation without
anesthetic.

Operation when
child was 5 days;
old.

Prematiire, died Hernia was diverticulum of
3 hours after; the heart. Posterior sur-

' birth.
I

face of diverticulimi was
I covered with peritoneum .

jDied One day old when brought

i

to hospital- Wound heal'd
10 daj-s after operation.
Died eighteenth day from

I

sepsis.
Cure

I

Four days old when brought
I to hospital. Meckel's di-

I verticulum. Peritoneum
,

closed in operation.
'Cure |Adhesions between liver

and peritoneum.

Operation u n d e r Died 12 hours
chloroform. after opera-

tion.

Operation u
chloroform.

n d e TjDied 9 months
j

after opera-
tion-

Operation jUnknov^-n.. . .

Post-mortem examination
showed adhesion between
liver and abdominal cav

Hernia reduced. Operatiou
3i hours after birth.
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identified them correctly when their names were
suggested to her. She lost her ability to read or

write French and English. She vomited more often,

headaches became more severe, and at times she

would exclaim "I have pains in my head, I cannot
suft'er so much, I would rather die." Evidences of

rightsided paralysis were observed in the early part

of November, 1906. She grew gradually ataxic in

gait and station, and on account of her poor physical

health she was sent to Bellevue Hospital, whence
she was transferred to Manhattan State Hospital.

Here physical examinqtion revealed the follow-

ing: There was slight facial asymmetry, the left

side of face being somewhat elongated and its nuis-

cular contraction apparently more active than on
the opposite side. The tongue protruded in the

median line and grips were equal ; in raising her

arms she lifted the left one much higher than the

right; the extensors and flexors were satisfactorily

tested. The left lower extremity was decidedly
shorter than the right one anil its general muscula-
ture was in a state of atrophy. However, this con-
dition was due to an injury which she received in

her early childhood. Gait was limping, she dragged
her left foot; station was slightly ataxic. Elbow,
supinator, and wrist reflexes were active. Knee
jerks were unequal, but brisk (right was
less active than left). Ankle jerks were
present. Patellar reflexes were unequal (left

more active than right). No ankle clonus;
Babinski's reflex was present on the right. Corneal
reflexes were much diminished. Stereognosis was
doubtful. Reaction to pin pricks was more marked
on the left than on the right side. Distinct tender-
ness to percussion was elicited on the left side of
the cranium. Internal strabismus of the left eye;
pupils were equal, irregular in outline, and the re-

action to light was sluggish, but the accommodation
reflex was good. On the first examination by Dr.
Ward A. Holden optic disks were normal, but later
only a slight optic neuritis was demonstrable. Ac-
cording to Dr. Adolph Meyer there was a suspicion
of a right hemianopsia, for she did not react to
feinting on the right side, nor did she notice objects
on that side till the median line was reached. Hear-
ing was niore acute in the left ear than in the right.

Examination of the cerebrospinal fluid revealedthe
presence of serum albumin and a moderate lympho-
cytosis (an average of twelve cells in a field)'. Heart
and lungs were without grave pathological lesions.
No arteriosclerosis: blood pressure 125.
The patient was quiet, did not seem to recognize

her new environment, and showed no acute depres-
sion. General inactivity was in evidence. She was
unable to grasp the meaning of questions and her
speech was somewhat rambling. Her orientation
was apparently aflFected. The following answers to
questions will illustrate her peculiar trend of
thought:

\\'hat place is this? "My husband does not know
where—where I am—somebody else put me here

—

T don't like here—I want to go' away."
What place is this ? "This is a house for

to be swept here."

Are you sick? "A young man made me stay here
yesterday, I was sick before. I ask everything of
the girls but they don't give me away things Tlike
to have my things."

Who am I? "He is a man who wants to do."
( jMakes gestures and does not complete her
thought.)

Where were you born? "I don't know."
Have you had convulsions? "Yes—a long time

ago."

people

Where were you born? "France."

How old are you? "Fifty-five."

Apliasic Examination.—Reaction to words heard.

As a rule the patient could not understand what was
said to her. However, at times she comprehended
some questions, but framed her answers poorly.

She was asked to lake her shoes off, she complied

with the request after the instruction was repeated.

She was able to give her name. She could not per-

form complicated tasks and her comprehension in

general showed considerable impairment.

She was unable to pick out objects as they were
named to her. She handled certain things correctly,

and especially with the left hand. A flute was
shown to her, she immediately put it in her mouth,
and blew into it.

She was asked several times to repeat words and
sentences, but she failed to do so, except on one
occasion she repeated the fourth word ("exam-
ine") of the sentence: "I wanted to examine you."

Spontaneity in speech was limited. Her vocabu-
lary was meager. Now and then she would make
irrelevant comments and only rarely her produc-
tions contained an intelligible concept. Once she

dictated to the nurse the following letter in English:

"My dear husband : You didn't write to me—to

write—to pay you know—the letter—she said—she

has what she write you—the letter that you write

me—I suppose I have—to you—have no mama

—

you know—yes that's all—that's it."

Some of her remarks were as follows : "I don't

want to go with you (addressing her husband) be-

cause you put me here—it is a shame to put me
here." "You (to husband) better go, otherwise he

(pointing to the ward physician) will keep you here,

I will go for money, you did not let me, I will give

you back the money, you will write a letter for me,
you know, this afternoon you write it your way

—

write my letter and send it because we are going

to have rain soon (looking out of the window)."
She could not enumerate the alphabet, count money,
recite the Lord's Prayer, or spell words.
She was unable to recognize objects and only at

times she identified few articles by their proper

names.
Objects shown and patient's reply:

Watch—Thief.
Keys—I don't anything I want to get my clothes.

Glass—No.
Spoon—I don't see.

Knife—Knife.

Fork—Flowers.

Plate—To eat.

$10—$10.
$1—$10.

Rubber ball—This is to play with, I played
enough with it.

Scissors—Paper.
The reaction to things smelled and tasted not as-

certained.

She could not read or write either French or Eng-
lish.

The internal language was not ascertained, on ac-

count of lack of cooperation.

Paraphasia and perseveration were present.

Apraxia.-—Patient showed some peculiar awk-
wardness in handling objects, and especially it was
noticed in the right hand. She attempted to put on
her underwear but was unsuccessful. She fumbled
with her chemise, and could not understand how to

get it over her head. In disgusted manner she
threw the skirt down and the rest of her under-
wear and made no other eft'ort. She adjusted her
petticoat properly, but this was accomplished with
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her left hand. She put on her wrapper wrongly,

hindside foremost. The left stocking was put on

correctly and without any difficulty, but in endeav-

ong to get on the right one, she placed the sole on

the top of her foot. On another occasion she

ilonned the skirt, wrapper, stocking, and shoes with-

out any trouble, but this was done with the left

hand. However, she was unsuccessful with her

underwear.

During the months of September and October the

patient was drowsy, fatigued, and somnolent. At
times she moaned and groaned as if she were in

great pain. She manifested no impulsive or as-

saultive acts, and at no times could hallucinations

be satisfactorily defined. Quite often she would
^ make a few incoherent remarks and occasionally

would answer a question correctly. At no time,

however, was it possible to engage her in a con-

versation. On November 2, 1907, at 4 a. m. patient

had a general convulsion which was followed by

coma. She had another convulsion about i p. m..

and five hours later she succumbed to exhaustion.

The autopsy was performed two hours after

death by Dr. G. Y. Rusk, to whom I am indebted

for the following pathological report

:

"The necropsy showed irregularly distributed pur-

ulent bronchitis in 3 few of the bronchi of the lower

lobes with slight pulmonary edema. Chronic pelvic

inflammatory' disease with double hydrosalpinx,

atrophic ovaries and small interstitial myomata.

The calvarium was symmetrical, averaged 4 mm.
in thickness, the diploe was slightly deficient. An
attempt was made to inject the brain, the results

being only partially satisfactory. Ihe brain was of

good size (1,568 grams), convolutional markings

normal in distribution. The convolutions appeared

diffusely compressed, but especially in the region

back of the frontal lobe of the left hemisphere. The
left hemisphere was distinctly the larger, and on

palpation one could roughly outline a solid mass,

underlying the lower third of the left posterior cen-

tral convolution and extending upward and back-

ward beneath the supramarginal and angular gyri,

then downward to the point of separation of the

parietal and occipital lobes, then inward and for-

ward towards the uncus, where an irregularly col-

ored soft tumorous mass projected from the mesial

end of the Sylvian fissure, compressing and caus-

ing considerable distortion of the left optic tract

and also comDressing the third nerve. There was
considerable distortion (foreshortening and widen-
ing of the temporal lobe) and the firmness to pal-

pation extended across the temporal lobe to the

point of origin. The pons appeared flattened, the

groove for the basial arter>' deep. The cerebellum

was also compressed so that the vermis was almost
entirely hidden. The markings of the pachyonian
granulations along the longitudinal fissure were nu-
merous ; and numerous small pits, especially at the

tip and along the lower edge of temporal lobes,

marked points of adhesion to the dura.

After fixation, the brain was sliced into a series of

blocks of about 4 mm. in thickness and the majority

directly imbedded in paraffin. The limitation of the

growth could not be made out macroscopically. The
center and apparent origin of the growth, however,
lay in the region of the left amygdala, where there

was a large skim-milk appearing mass. From this

point the growth infiltrated the remainder of the cor-

pus striatum, the overlying island of Reil, the adja-

cent surface of the temporal lobe, the internal cap-

^ule. the thalamus, and apparently the centrum ovale,

which, while not differing in color or consistency

from the corresponding region on the opposite side,

was relatively enlarged, as were the parts noted

above as beiiig infiltrated. The centrum ovale of

the frontal lobe was also enlarged on this side and

showed areas which were slightly more translucent,

suCTo-esting tumor infiltration as far forward as the

anterior tip of the lateral ventricle. Posterior to tlie

main growth, in addition to the areas noted above,

the tumor proceeded along the cornu ammonis and

infiltrated the mesial and inferior surface of the

occipital lobe, especially the calcarine area and parts

lying about it. From the region of the thalainus

the growth infiltrated the tegmentum of the mid-

brain and pons, and also the crus.

Microscopically, the growth was a glioma chiefly

of the small-celled t)-pe, although spider cells and

the even quite fibrous areas containing fe\y cells

occurred. In spite of the extensive infiltration no

areas of medulated fiber degeneration were seen;

the growth itself also did not show areas of degen-

eration.

More exact demarcation by the microscope con-

firmed the gross description given above, and in

addition it was found that the growth crossed tlie

midline into the opposite thalamus ; that the corona

radiata was extremely infiltrated, and that in all

directions the infiltration extended farther than the

gross, appearance Would indicate."

Remarks.—The gradual development, insidious

course, convulsive selilifg?, »-tght side motor and

sensors- disturbance, headache, vomiting, drowsi-

ness and somnolence, commencement of optic neu-

ritis, hemianopsia, aphasia, parajihasia, alexia, and

agraphia were unmistakable symptoms which point-

ed to a definite focal cerebral lesion, a neoplasm

involving the left temporal parietal region. The

following three atypical features, which are of

great interest, are' worthy of special emphasis:

(i) Slight optic neuritis in preseiice of a tiiafked

intracranial pressure: (2) a relatively low blood

pressure (120 to 125); (3) a moderate lympho-

cytosis and serum-albumin of the cerebrospinal

fluid.

The last findings complicated the disease-picture

to some extent and a syphilitic process suggested

itself, but the therapeutic test eliminated this con-

dition. The patient was subjected to antiluetic

treatment, which produced no beneficial effect.

The question of operative procedure came under

serious consideration, and Dr. Adolf Mej^er, who
examined the patient several times, thought that

surgical interference was not indicated, and, in his

own words : "The slow progression from an anomia

to an involvement of reading and writing, and the

general sensory path, and greater sensitiveness over

the parietal region by tapping, point rather to an

internal growth than to an operable dural growth

or superficial process. The extent of the process

and its localization in the temporoparietal area of

the leading hemisphere would contraindicate any

interference necessitating destruction of tissue."

The study of mental symptoms of cerebral

tumors is extremely interesting, and merits careful

and intelligent investigation in the field of neurolog\-

and psychiatry. The painstaking observations of

Kraepelin, Schuster, Wollenberg. Gianelli, Knapp,
and others show that psychical disturbances vary in

every individual and depend a good deal upon endo-

genic psychopathic predisposition.

In the main, the mental manifestations accom-

panying brain tumors, in the majority of cases, are

somnolence, inattentiveness, forget fulness, poverty-

of ideas, indifference, fatigue, and general inability.

Memory and judgment may not be affected. Not
infrequently the mental picture may simulate that
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of general paresis. Increased irritability, depres-

sion, idea of sin, and persecutory delusions may
occur. Again, manic features may predominate,

such as elation, distractability, flighty utterances,

volubility, irritabilty, with childish cheerfulness

and inclination toward jesting and humor ( W'itzel-

sucht). The relationship of physical disturbances
to special localization of tumors of the brain is not
yet definitely established.

In m}' case the mental symptoms were not strik-

ing, and most of them could be explained on an-

atomical grounds. The patient was irritable, de-

pressed, and anxious. Her speech was incoherent,

and at times she gave expression to a few ideas

which suggested a persecutory trend, but these were
not associated with any occurrences and were most
probably purely incidental. At no time were hallu-

cinatory reactions noticed, and IVitzelsucht, rather
a common symptom in brain tumors, was not ob-
served.

I am under great obligations to Dr. Adolph
Meyer, Director of the New York Pathological In-

stitute, and Dr. George H. Kirby, Clinical Director

of the Manhattan State Hospital, for their invalu-

able assistance rendered to me in the study and
interpretation of the neurological and psychical

manifestations of my patient. I wish also to ac-

knowledge my hearty thanks to Dr. William Mabon,
Superintendent of the Manhattan State Hospital,
for the permission he has given me to report this

extremely interesting case.

REFEREXXES.
Kraepelin: Lehrbuch der Psychiatric, 7th Ed.
Wollenberg: Lehrbuch der Psychiatrie, 2d Ed.
Schuster: Quoted by Kraepelin.
Knapp: Brain, 1906.
Gianelli: Quoted by Wollenberg and Kraepelin.

CASE OF OBSTRUCTION OF THE BOW-
ELS, SIMUL.\TING APPENDICITIS.

By J. McFADDEN GASTON, A.M., M.D..

ATLAN'T.\, GA.

Co Jii PLICATIONS connected with the appendix are
likely to occur at any time. It has fallen to my
lot to have a subphrenic abscess as a complication,

and this has been reported (Medical Record) to

the Southern Surgical and Gynecological Associa-
tion. The absence of an appendix and the presence
of Meckel's diverticulum has been met by some
surgeons, among others, Dr. A. L. Wright, of Car-
roll, Iowa. It is instructive to note that the case
seen and operated upon by Dr. Wright was first

considered by him one of appendicitis. When he
operated, he found no appendix, but not far from
the location for it, discovered a protrusion some-
thing on the order of a blubber, which proved to
be a ]Meckers diverticulum. He was surprised to

find this condition, and regarded it as a strong in-

dication for an operation for removal. An illustra-

tion is given by him which enables the reader to
see a double viscus apparently distended with gas.

I did not see the report of this case until after
I had encountered one very similar to it, but his

case is so important in explaining my own, that I

give a short abstract of it.

He had found little on the subject of the divertic-

ulum giving rise to pathological changes sufficient

to call for surgical interference, and is very posi-

tive that the average surgeon would not be able to

make a diagnosis of the diverticulum before oper-

ating. He mentions the "sudden onset of the at-

tack, the pain coming on gradually and rapidly in-

creasing in severity until almost unendurable, at

first diffused throughout the abdomen, and then be-

coming localized in the right side of the iliac region.

The pain always present on making lirm, deep
pressure, a little later vomiting, with elevation of

temperature and pulse. This picture gradually

yielding to a full dose of morphine, followed by a

thorough cleansing of the intestinal tract with

salines." Such a condition presented itself in his

case—of a young man, aged 27, farmer, married,

who had always enjoyed good health until two years

before. His first attack was while he was at work
in the field, where he was suddenly taken with

severe abdominal pain. The pain extended over
the entire abdomen, but gradually became localized

in the lower right quarter of the same. Another
physician saw him during this attack, and Dr.

Wright did not elicit very much information ex-

cept that he had had fever and that he had vomited
several hours after the commencement of the at-

tack, corresponding to the disturbance of the stom-
ach in appendicitis.

In cases of intestinal obstruction, the stomach re-

jects whatever is put into it immediately after the

commencement of the attack, usually within the

first two or three hours, while in appendicitis the

patient does not vomit until after several hours
have elapsed.

The man had three attacks like the one just de-

scribed in one year, and with each attack he was
worse. The last attack occurred about six weeks
before admission to the hospital where Dr. Wright
treated him. The abdomen became tympanitic and
excessively painful over the appendix. The patient

was confined to his bed for about a week at this

time and was entirely incapacitated for manual la-

bor. Any attempt at physical exertion promptly
started the pain in his side and informed him of the

penalty in store provided he did not heed the ad-

monition. The physicians who saw him all made
a diagnosis of appendicitis and advised operation,

but he was apparently in good health otherwise and
did not undergo any operation in the interval until

he did consent to have the appendix removed and
entered the hospital for that purpose, and was
operated upon April 13, 1899. In trying to bring
up the appendix, a loop of the ileum was seized,

and, when brought into the abdominal wound, had
a Meckel's diverticulum about three inches long

attached to it. He fotmd the tissues of the divertic-

ulum and the surrounding portion of the ileum so

thin and attenuated that he decided to excise the

greater portion of the intestinal canal adherent, and
the divided ends were brought together with a

Murphy button. The young man made an unevent-
ful recovery, passing th'e button on the nineteenth

day, except that there was a leak.

This unusual case was matched by my own in

the absence of the appendix, but Wright does not

mention a band of any kind, which has so often

been found in other cases, and which was the source

of trouble in my own case. Dr. Wright regarded
the diverticulum as of traumatic origin, probably
from internal violence, causing the muscular coat to

give way sufficiently to allow the mucosa to in-

sinuate itself between the fibers and raise the peri-

toneum. I think it is more probable that these

cases are of congenital origin. The ascending co-

lon was much shorter than normal, and the small
intestine joined the larger at or near the liver.

The distal end of the diverticulum was about one
inch in breadth, thickened and quite rough, as

though the seat of several inflammatory contests,

although attachment had never taken place between
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it and the surrounding viscera ; the proximal end
was very much smaller and accounted for the ob-

struction that he had.

In drawing a parallel between the above case

and my own, which I shall describe further on, I

would call attention to the fact that I was unable
to encounter the colon and cannot explain it on
any other ground but that it was, as Dr. Wright
has explained, very short, and that the connection
between the small intestine and the colon may have
been beyond the point where I could draw upon the

mesentery. It must be remembered that the colon

has no mesentery, but contains a band like a ribbon
running down the length of it, and that it is very
easily recognized and nearly always protrudes

through the wound where the abdomen is opened,

as for operation in appendicitis.

The last case that I operated upon for appen-
dicitis was that of a young lady about 28 years

old, who had suffered from aj^pendicitis in recur-

rent attacks until we became convinced that an
operation should be done in the interval. In this

case the colon was very much in evidence, and
could be traced for a considerable length, and was
the means of locating the appendix, which was
found doubled up and adherent to the walls ex-

ternally, as though enclosed in a little box. In her
case the ileum was not distended particularly and
was collapsed, she having been carried through the

preparatory treatment of laxatives and enemas un-

til ready for the operation ; but in striking contrast

to this, and the average case of appendicitis, was
the very distended ileum and jejunum in my case of

obstruction, with absolutely no trace of the colon.

I cannot think that I could have searched without
discovering the colon. Yet the history of cases of

obstruction is that when the obstruction is above
the colon, the distention is above also, and so the

colon would naturally have been collapsed and out

of sight, but could and would have been drawn up
at the ileocecal valve by the traction that I placed

upon it had there not been some abnormal condi-

tion.

The presence of Meckel's diverticulum itself was
one that I diagnosticated after much trouble, but

corresponds very closely to the experience of Dr.

Wright, who describes his case as having one end
smaller than the other. The average surgeon might
very well have removed this and called it the ap-

pendix quite possibly, so similar was it in appear-

ance and in its position. In these cases diagnosis

cannot be made by symptoms alone, and while

there are many surgeons who have met with Meck-
el's diverticulum during operations in the abdominal
cavity, I have failed to find one who has operated
with the distinct diagnosis in advance of opening
the abdomen. The inference is that it is very vari-

able in its appearance and does not follow any
fixed rule.

Dr. J. G. Earnest of Atlanta, Ga., has informed
me that in about a thousand abdominal sections he

has not encountered one single Meckel's diverticu-

lum, and that the only one he has seen was one that

was found by Dr. W. P. Nicholson of Atlanta, in

operating for another trouble. The experience of

Dr. John B. Roberts of Philadelphia is confined to

about half a dozen cases, some of them being found
in the deadhouse, but others being complicated with
hernia.

Dr. Frank E. Bunts of Cleveland, Ohio, has writ-

ten a very interesting account of one case that he
had, and has given the literature on this subject

very completely.

In a recent discussion before the New York Sur-

gical Association, it has come out that it is not so

uncommon in experience as one might think to meet
this anomaly. Lavator is said to have been the first

to record its having been observed, and Ruysh, as

early as 1701, called attention to it in his "Thesau-
rus Anatomicus,'' giving it the name of diverticu-

lum, but Johan Friedrich Meckel has been given

the credit of first calling the attention of the pro-

fession generally to the diverticulum ilei, which he
most clearly diiTerentiates from the acquired pseu-

dodiverticula occasionally found along the intestinal

canal.

According to Bunts, the relative frequency of

the occurrence of this diverticulum was noted by
Rolleston, of St. George's Hospital, to be ten out

of 337 cases examined, a percentage of 3.37. Os-
ier observed it in 2 per cent, of cases. This per-

centage is in very close accord with that given by
the collective investigation of the Anatomical So-
ciety of Great Britain and Ireland, and by Ouain
and Treves independently, and also by Mitchell.

This relative frequency must be between 2 and 5
per cent., but the size varies more, and also the

location of it. It does not seem, however, that the

diverticulum is restricted to any particular portion

of the intestinal canal, for it has been described as

anywhere from the pylorus to the ileocecal valve,

and to have been found in the cecal region as well

as upon the esophagus. The term "diverticulum

ilei" is therefore misap])lied, according to Bunts,

as it may occur in the jejunum in a considerable

number of cases. I did not find any record of the

shortness of the colon connected with these cases

except as given by Dr. Wright. Lamb says it has

been found seven times in connection with the duo-
denum, and refers to two cases in the Army Med-
ical Museum. Fitz, in a paper on "Persistent Om-
phalomesenteric Remains," refers to the well au-

thenticated case of duplication of the esophagus,

small intestine, cecum, and colon, and explains such

anomalies on the assumption of an abnormally high

or low seat of the omphalomesenteric duct.

The length of the Meckel's diverticulum is in part

dependent on the degree of involution the om-
phalomesenteric duct undergoes. The usual form
encountered is the tubular variety, resembling the

finger of a glove, and with a diameter nearly equal

to that of the gut proper.

The patient of Dr. Bunts left the hospital on
March 31, 1902, and was able to resume work.
The button had not yet passed. I will not describe

the case in full, except to say that he considered

it a case of strangulated hernia in which the con-

tents of the sac consisted only of a large Meckel's
diverticulum and a portion of the wall of the small

intestine, to which it was attached. The patient was
a laborer, 23 years old, who entered Cleveland City

Hospital January 28, 1902, suffering from severe

pain in his right groin and frequent vomiting. The
hernial sac was very tense, and was opened up and
found to be filled with a dark bloody fluid and
what appeared to be a single knuckle of the intes-

tine, resembling more a moderate sized gall-bladder.

The peculiarity of its shape led to the pulling out

of more intestines from the hernial orifice, where
it was sharply constricted ; this required the resec-

tion of the intestine and the use of the Murphy
button.

My own case was that of a young man aged 25,

who, while working at his desk in the bank on
October 20, 1907, was suddenly seized with violent

pain in the epigastric region. He was carried into

the directors' room, where he was laid upon a couch
and a physician was called in hurriedly and ad-
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ministered hypoderniically morphine, 1/4 grain,

atropine, 1/150 grain. This failed to relieve his

symptoms and chloroform was administered. He
was seized again with apparently uncontrollable

pain, and with writhing and rigidity of the abdom-
inal muscles.

I was called in to see him during this attack,

which was about an hour after he had received the

first hypodermic from the hands of Dr. E. D. Rich-

ardson of Atlanta. I decided to repeat the dose 01

morphine and atropine, and, this failing again to

have the desired effect, I also gave him chloroform

by inhalation from a handkerchief inserted in a

tumbler. When he had been thoroughly anesthe-

tized, I examined the abdomen by deep palpation

with the left palm, and discovered a cord-like struc-

ture down in the pelvis and leading up towards the

navel. This I conceived to be indication for an

operation, which I supposed would be appendicec-

tomy, and he was removed to the Presbyterian

Hospital at twelve o'clock. There the nurses were
instructed to take his temperature, pulse, and respir-

ation every half hour, and to apply every three

hours an ointment consisting of equal parts of bel-

ladonna, mercurial, iodine, and camphor ointments.

His temperature was 97.2° at one o'clock, his pulse

was 96, and his respiration 24. He was given

calomel and bicarbonate of soda, one grain each,

at intervals of two hours until six grains of calo-

mel had been given, and this was followed by so-

dium phosphate. There was no action upon his

bowels from this until an enema of soapsuds was
given.

Monday, October 22, at 9 .\.M., the urine was
examined and the specific gravity was 1.030, albu-

min negative, sugar negative, microscopic examina-
tion negative, and reaction acid. He rested fairly

well Tuesday, but there were evidences of a trouble

in the character of the pulse and a haggard appear-
ance of his face.

The case was reported to his father Saturday
night, and on Monday evening the father arrived

from Swaynesboro, Ga., and gave his consent to an
operation. A consultation was held with Dr. J. C.

Olmstead October 23, and he concurred in the ad-
visability of an operation, but could not say posi-

tively what would be found, whether gall-bladder

trouble or appendicitis.

The operation consisted of an incision along the

margin of the rectus muscle, midway between the

navel and the anterior superior spinous process of
the ileum. A gridiron incision was made in the

muscles of the region traversed and a final search
made for the appendix. The various devices for
encountering the appendix failed to show any, and
as the ileum was greatly distended with gas, it was
difficult to keep it from protruding through the

wound. We discovered a band and considerable
enlargement in the region where the appendix
should be, and in order to ascertain more positively

the condition of the viscera, this band and enlarge-

ment were left for the time being, in order to con-
tinue the search for any other complication. I felt

the ileum carefully to the point of constriction by
this band, and found the same place by a diagnosis
of exclusion. This enlargement was found to be
connected with the mesentery, and was ligated with
catgut and excised, while the band was found to

be a connection from the mesentery to the navel
and vertebral column. This was severed, having
been ligated on each end, one near the mesentery
and one near the navel. No serious hemorrhage
occurred, but a venous congestion caused an out-
flow of blood from the mesentery.

In examining the position of the ileum, a dark
hue was encountered in the portion of it covering

about si.x inches of the intestine. This was prob-

ably due to the constriction, and hot cloths having

been applied and saline solution poured on them,

the intestines were returned and the wound was
closed with silkworm gut, and the operation was
completed.

The patient sustained considerable shock, and
saline solution was administered in the chest, when
he rallied well from the operation. He was per-

fectly rational at G p.ji., having some nausea from
the anesthetic, but otherwise standing the anesthetic

well. The great distention of the bowels occasioned

pain, and he was given codeine 1/2 grain at 2 a.m.

Wednesday.
His pulse at 4: 15 p.m. Tuesday, after the opera-

tion, was 112 and respiration 20, but at 8 p.m. it

had fallen to 88, with a temperature of 100° and
respiratioti of 20. At 12 midnight his temperature

was 101°, and at this time he was given four ounces

buttermilk. He slept from two to three o'clock,

and again at 6 .^.m. slept about four hours, when
the pain became tmbearable, and hypodermics of

morphine 1/4 grain were administered at hours,

7:30 and 10:05 A.M., and 8 p.m. Hot turpentine

stupes were applied at 3, 4, and 5 p.m. Nourish-
ment consisted in albumen, liquid peptonoids, and
beef tea up to midday of Thursday, when the but-

termilk was repeated. An alum enema was used for

his bowels at 9 a.m. and at 4 p.m. of Thursday,
October 25. They proved effectual in relieving the

lower bowel. The patient was suffering, and a
rectal tube was used at 11 p.m., when an enema of

turpentine was effective. On Friday he had a tem-
perature of 98.6° at 4 A.M., rising to 100.6° at 9
P.M. A mustard plaster was applied to the abdomen
at 10: 30 P.M. The occasion for using the mustard
was the nausea and vomiting, which had been a fea-

ture of his case from the beginning. Often he had
refused nourishment, but on this day, Friday, we
attributed a part of his nausea to the administration

of calomel i/io grain at 10:30, 11:30 a.m., and
12: 30 P.M.

The incision was dressed on two occasions with-

in the first week after the operation and presented

no special trouble, except that union bv first inten-

tion of the skin was not obtained, but the muscular
fibers had united thoroughly, and no danger of

hernia existed. A subcuticular suture of silkworm
gut had been used and collodion cotton applied to

bring the skin together. \\'ith the retching and
vomiting the skin had been detached.

On Saturday he was again nauseated and re-

ceived 1/8 grain morphine at 12: 15. and 1/4 grain

at 2:15, which relieved him somewhat. He did

not require another hypodermic until 6:30 p.m.,

when codeine, I grain, was used, and morphine was
not resorted to until midnight.

Sunday morning he was in better condition and
was able to take a dose of oil. This relieved his

bowels, but not until an enema was administered
late in the evening.

From this time he begati to improve, and on
Monday and Tuesday he was comparatively com-
fortable, but for a certain amount of salivation due
to the small doses of caloinel. He slept all night

Monday and Tuesday nights, and no opiate was
needed for pain. The distention had subsided, and
he was resting well, with every indication of com-
plete relief.

The second week of the after-treatment of this

case presented the feature of incomplete closure of

the abdominal walls, which had to be dealt with by
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daily dressings and the use of peroxide of hydrogen
on tlie wound. Examination of the sutures showed
that the silkworm gut had irritated the muscles ex-

ternally, but that it had held very securely the

muscular fibers internally.

A faithful report of the case requires the men-
tion of this complication in the union, and the in-

ference drawn is that silkworm gut should not be
relied upon for all the layers of the muscular tissue.

I have never had any trouble with kangaroo tendon,

and I had intended to use it in this case, and had it

ready, but in the hurry of closing up the external

incision I did not do so. It is well to advise all

students, however, that in closing an abdominal
wound, it is better to have a ventral hernia even
than to have a death on the table. This man had
been through too much already to venture upon
any cosmetic effect that might come from careful

approximation of the surfaces. However, perfect

union had taken place between the peritoneum and
the internal oblique muscle, and the aponeurosis.

The wound was examined a day or two after the

operation and collodion dressing was left with every
appearance of a complete closure of the skin, but

this began to discharge some blood. It is possible

that the blood was responsible for the irritation to

the skin, and this is another point that has to be

disregarded at times in operations of emergency
where we would like to have no hemorrhage to in-

terfere with the wounds ; but we cannot always
avoid leaving some ooze rather than delay to tie

every small vessel. An ideal operation would be
a bloodless operation and a union by first intention

would result.

No antiseptic except saline solution was em-
ployed at the time of the operation in the abdom-
inal cavity, but the skin was thoroughly disinfected

and all necessary precautions taken for having a

thoroughly aseptic operation. With the removal of

the silkworm gut, all irritation seemed to subside,

and the skin came together with every prospect of

a good, substantial abdominal w-all and no ventral

hernia.

Some surgeons prefer silk to all other liga-

tures. Binnie says: "Silkworm gut is an ideal,

smooth, strong, nonporous, nonabsorbable suture.

It is easily sterilized by boiling, which, at the same
time, softens it and renders it easy to tie."

I have no reason to regret havng used it from
one point of view, and that is its nonabsorbable

quality and its strength, for it held in spite of great

retching and distention.

On June 17, 1908. the patient was seen at his

usual work in an Atlanta bank, and has enjoyed

good health since the operation.

SIGMOIDITIS.
By martin L. BODKIN. M.D.,

BROOKLYN, MEW YORK.

LECTURER ON DISEASES OF THE RECTUM AND ANUS, BROOKLYN POST-

GRADUATE MEDICAL SCHOOL; RECTAL AND GENITO URINARY
SURGEON .BROOKLYN HOWARD ORPHAN ASYLUM J

ASSOCIATE
SURGEON, ST. MARY's HOSPITAL.

DiSE.\SES of the sigmoid flexure may be divided

into simple and specific inflammations just as we
recognize the many inflammatory processes in any

portion of the intestinal canal. The sigmoid flexure

is probably more vulnerable to these various mani-

festations of disease because of its peculiar ana-

tomical construction and its physiological function.

It may be the seat of, or there may be extend-

ing above or below, a simple catarrhal inflamma-

tion, namely acute or chronic colitis, or proctitis.

There may be a specific disease such as gonorrhea,

erysipelas, dysentery, tuberculosis, or syphilis. In

addition, we may have the consideration of fol-

licular colitis, ulcerative colitis, or secondary colitis.

Sigmoiditis and perisigmoiditis have their respec-

tive fields, so to speak, but the clinical reports of

many writers on this subject have been confusing,

and,' with but few exceptions, of little value for

classification, owing to an improper description of

the diseases attacking this section of the intestinal

canal. ^lany clinicians report cases picturing the

manifold symptoms of a number of the diflfereni

phases of the disease under one caption.

The sigmoid flexure is liable to secondary af-

fections, which will not be recognized until each

has been clearly understood with its relationship to

the surrounding organs and tissue. It may be the

seat of several quite ordinary inflammations which

follow a definite course from a well-known origin.

So as to be definite, our consideration of sig-

moiditis shall be of a single category, excluding

dysentery, syphilis, tuberculosis, cancer, secondary

sigmoiditis, and secondary perisigmoiditis. We use

the term sigmoiditis and perisigmoiditis meaning

the affection of the interior or exterior of the bowel,

just as we speak of a typhlitis or a perityphlitis.

Sigmoiditis occurs in two simple forms, acute and

chronic catarrhal inflammations, which are tion-

suppurative.

Perisigmoiditis is either suppurative, which is

acute in type, or nonsuppurative, which is chronic.

One form may, however, merge inperceptibly into

the other.

Affections of the sigmoid flexure are rarely seen

before the twentieth year and are more frequent in

the female than male. Scarlet fever and pregnancy

are said to be predisposing causes.

Acute catarrhal sigmoiditis, nonsuppurative, at-

tacks young adults most frequently. Intestinal

parasites, foreign bodies, drugs, such as arsenic

and corrosive sublimate, impacted feces, diverticula,

intussusception, volvulus, and severe purging are

mentioned as causes responsible for this disease.

It resembles in character acute catarrhal proctitis.

There is severe pain in the left iliac fossa, some-

times accompanied by a chill and rise in tempera-

ture, a coated tongue, and, possibly, peritoneal ir-

ritation; there are no bowel movements and but a

slight amount of flatus will be expelled.

The acute symptoms may run the ordinary course

of a catarrhal inflammation and subside within

seven or eight days, or may become chronic. After

the acute symptoms abate a sausage-shaped, pain-

ful, nonfluctuating mass, with its convexity to the

right, may be felt. This mass may persist for a

month or two after the attack. The clinical pic-

ture will vary in degree with the severity of the on-

set and may terminate in ulceration. The clinical

history and manifestations will differentiate this

affection of the sigmoid from a tubal disease or an

appendicitis of the left side.

Chronic hypertrophic sigmoiditis may follow the

acute catarrhal sigmoiditis and is essentially a hy-

pertrophic catarrhal disease with a thickening of

the mucous membrane and the submucosa. The
glandular elements are markedly hypertrophied. A
proctitis of similar nature is likely to be associated.

The "iliac roll," "sausage-shaped roll," or "sigmoid

sausage," all meaning the characteristic indurated

sigmoid, is revealed on examination. This indurated

sigmoid is particularly well defined by its peculiar

sensitiveness on pressure and also by the effort of

the sufferer to push the soreness lower down. The
symptoms of mucous colitis, membranous colitis.

or chronic colitis may be present, such as painful
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crises, constipation, diarrheal attacks, and nervous
disturbances. Early morning diarrhea is said by
Brunton and Boas to be a characteristic symptom.

Chronic atrophic sigmoiditis is an atrophic catar-

rhal inflammation with its atrophied glandular ele-

ments and a thinning of the mucous membrane.
It is always chronic. Its chief symptoms are a pro-
longed history of constipation and in general those
of atrophic colitis. Local manifestations are prin-

cipally referred to the rectum and anus in the form
of hemorrhoids, fissure in ano, and pruritis ani.

Acute perisigmoiditis is suppurative, the clinical

picture is one of a collection of pus. There is an
elevation of temperature, accompanied by pain, and
physical signs of an abscess. The abscess is in the

form of a diffuse tumor, irregular in outline, with-
out nodulation, and may be situated, as cited by
Maurice Patel, in any of the following positions

:

"i. Anteroinferior; anteriorly from the iliac spine

along Poupart's ligament, intraperitoneal. 2. An-
terosuperior ; to the left and slightly below the um-
bilicus, intraperitoneal. 3. Intramesocolic ; lying

between the two layers of the iliac mesocolon, sub-
peritoneal. 4. Retroiliac; lying between that part
of the sigmoid which is covered on its front side

with peritoneum and the post-abdominal wall, in

the loose tissue. 5. Lumbar abscess : in this variety
the pus escapes through Petit's canal and invades
the lumbar region."

A perisigmoid abscess perforates some portion
of the bowel, as a rule. Peritonitis from this source
is generally fatal. There may be a left-sided phle-

bitis as a result of secondary infection, or a left-

sided inflammation of the broad ligament may be
associated with this condition.

A true perisigmoiditis may be suspected when,
in the female, pelvic inflammations are excluded
and a history of enterocolitis e.xists. We have no
pathognomonic symptoms of perisigmoiditis.

Chronic perisigmoiditis is due primarily to some
inflammatory process on the outside of the bowel
or to an ulcer which has penetrated the coats in

which still lingers sufficient irritability to produce
an occasional exacerbation. The disease is not lim-

ited to the sigmoid alone but extends to the sur-

rounding tissue. The localized pain may help in

the diagnosis.

Obstruction due to adhesions to adjacent organs,
or to a narrowing of the sigmoid from an exuda-
tive process in its outer stricture, is the cause of
subjective symptoms.
The treatment of these different affections of

the sigmoid is either medical or surgical. The
acute catarrhal sigmoiditis must be treated the
same as a proctitis of a like nature, that is relieve

the cause and use remedies to soothe the inflamed
mucous membrane. The remedies most commonly
employed for this purpose are solutions of carbolic

acid, krameria, nitrate of silver, and flaxseed tea.

Opium may be necessary, administered locally. Ice

should be applied externally.

Chronic hypertrophic catarrhal siginoiditis is also

subject to the ordinary drugs for hypertrophic
catarrhal conditions of the rectum, such as ichthyol.

nitrate of silver, and, in general, stimulating rem-
edies. This treatment should be preceded by a gen-
erous cleaning out of the intestinal tract with
salines to relieve congestion. Atrophic catarrhal

sigmoiditis is probably the most intractable of the
catarrhal conditions and must always suggest suspi-

cion of syphilis, either inherited or tertiary.

Perisigmoiditis of the suppurative type require-

surgical treatment, which should be over the siu-

of the inflammation and earlier than the extension

of the inflammation to the peritoneum or a rupture
of the abscess.

Chronic perisigmoiditis may be treated locally

through a sigmoidoscope or surgically as indications

may direct. The origin of the trouble will tend to

guide one as to the time and site for operative in-

terference.

25s DeKalb Avenue.

THE NARCOTIC METHOD OF TREATING
MORPHINISM.*

By CHARLES J. DOUGLAS, M. D.,

DORCHESTER, MASS.

SUPERINTENDENT OF THE DOUGLAS SANATORIUM.

The rapidly increasing prevalence of the morphine
addiction, and its disastrous consequences to mind
and body, make the study of the best methods for

its radical cure of vital and growing importance.

Morphinism is far more serious and persistent

than any other drug addiction, and if it can be
cured with promptness and without pain, a valu-

able victory for modern therapeutics will have been
achieved. Can this be done? I believe we have
proved conclusively that it can.

When a morphine patient contemplates taking
treatment for his addiction the first question that

arises in his mind is: "Will the treatment cause
me to suffer?" The withdrawal of morphine from
a patient who has habitually used the drug pro-
duces great pain and distress, unless ameliorating
remedies are employed. Every morphine addict

knows this and consequently hesitates to submit
himself to any form of treatment that will result

in the complete withdrawal of the drug. But if

these
_
patients can be assured that it is possible

to thoroughly cure them of morphinism without
subjecting them to great suffering, the principal

barrier to treatment would be removed, and the

unfortunate victims of this enslaving drug would
gladly avail themselves of such means of emanci-
pation, and be restored to lives of usefulness. To
be able to say to such, "You can be cured, and
you can be cured without nain," is to bring to

these unhappy sufferers a joyful message of de-

liverance. Morphinism is especially prevalent

among intelligent and ambitious people, and to

such the bondage is most galling and obnoxious.
Yet, struggle as best they can, escape is impos-
sible without medical aid.

There is no disease more surely curable than
morphinism. It was formerly supposed, however,
that the patient must suffer intensely before a cure

could be accomplished. But we have now demon-
strated that this suft'ering can be avoided. Mod-
ern medicine has developed a long list of valuable

remedies that our ancestors knew not of, and many
of these are especially valuable in the treatment of

morphinism. If these are properly utilized the

morphine patient can be carried from bondage to

freedom without passing through the period of

pain and general distress that was at one time

thought necessary.

Of the various methods of treating morphinism
the plan of gradual withdrawal was formerly con-
sidered the best. There are, however, several seri-

ous objections to it. The patient's suffering is con-
tinued over a long period, and the distress of both
mind and body gradually increases as the daily

allowance of morphine is decreased, and the maxi-

*Read before the American Medical Society for the
Study of Alcohol and Narcotics at Chicago, June 3,

IQ08.
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mum of suffering is reached when the last small

close is cut off. A patient using ten grains of

morphine daily can easily be cut down to five grains

without the aid of remedies, but when the daily

allowance has gradually been reduced to one-quarter

of a grain, the distress caused by the withdrawal

of that small amount will be greater than all the

pain caused by the withdrawel of the other nine

and three-quarter grains. Another objection to

this method is that during the tedious withdrawal

period the patient is sorely tempted to use mor-
phine clandestinely, and is pretty sure to do so if

he has an opportunity. This of course at once tip-

sets the entire plan of treatment, and it is neces-

sary to begin all over again, only to have the same
thing happen a second and third time in many cases.

Morphine tablets are so small that they can easily

be hidden, and patients who are suffering for the

want of the drug, under the gradual withdrawal

method, will usually manage to get it in spite of

the vigilance of the best nurses. Not only is the

temptation great, but the will seems to be tem-

porarily weakened by the morphine, and under such

circumstances the patient is not wholly responsible

for his acts. It therefore becomes evident that the

ideal method of treatment should not only be

prompt and painless, but that it should be sure.

All these good qualities are found in the plan of

treatment which I have named the "Narcotic

Method.'" It is not only painless, but it acts with

certainty and precision. There is perhaps no form
of human suffering more poignant than that caused

by the total and sudden withdrawal of morphine

from a morphine habitue. It is comparable to a

surgical operation, and my plan is to abolish the

pain caused by morphine withdrawal on the same
principle that surgical pain is abolished, i.e. by
keeping the patient either asleep or so thoroughly

narcotized during the painful hours that follow

the complete withdrawal of morphine that he ex-

periences no suffering. This abolition of pain is

the kernel of the whole problem. The patient

wants to get rid of morphine as he might want
to part with an aching tooth, but he dreads the

distress caused by the withdrawal of the drug in

the one case, as he dreads the withdrawal of the

tooth in the other. I therefore keep him in a

somnolent condition till after the painful with-

drawal process is accomplished, and then he awakes

to the happy realization that while asleep the mor-

phine has been eliminated from his system, the

chains have been broken, and once more he is a

free man.

No one specific remedy will accomplish this re-

sult. A combination of narcotic or hypnotic rem-

edies is necessary, and a dozen different combina-

tions may be required in treating a dozen patients.

To enumerate all the remedies that might at times

be useful or necessary in the treatment of morphin-

ism would be to name nearly every hypnotic or

narcotic remedy in the materia medica, as well as

many other remedies not included in these groups.

Remedies of this nature often act very differently

upon different individuals, and in the treatrnent

of morphinism the physician's armamentarium
should include them all. I would, however, warn

against the use of hyoscine as a very uncertain and

often dangerous drug if exclusively relied upon.

Each morphine patient must be studied and treated

individually. The principle herein laid down I

have, however, found applicable to every case. In

the treatment of morphinism by some form of nar-

cotism I have yet to meet my first failure. With a

little experience the physician will be able promptly

to select the combination of remedies best adapted

to the needs of each patient, and thus safely and
painlessly withdraw the morphine and restore him

to a normal condition.

Physicians who have had little experience in the

treatment of morphinism occasionally report re-

markable "ctires" of this disease. For example,

in a recent medical journal a physician reported

the case of a woman he treated at her home who
had been using morphine in large quantities daily

for several years. He reports that he at once

stopped the administration of morphine and gave

her none throughout the treatment, but administered

a few simple remedies. She did not suffer nor

crave morphine from first to last, but spent her

days in chatting and laughing with her nurse, and

her nights in sound sleep. As the remedies he

employed could have had no material effect in re-

lieving the great suffering caused by the sudden
withdrawal of morphine, there is but one conclusion

to be drawn from this report, namely, that the pa-

tient had a private supply of morphine and was
keeping herself comfortable with it. Of course

she did not want her physician to learn that she

had deceived him, and it also pleased her to have

it announced at the close of treatment that she was
cured. In nearly all cases treated at home this will

be the outcome. The patient will use morphine
clandestinely, in spite of every effort on the part

of the attendants to prevent it, and will allow them
to think that his comfort and good spirits are due

to the wonderful efficiency of the remedies em-
ployed. But no one who has had much experience

in the treatment of these cases can thus be deceived.

There is no specific remedy that will satisfy the

agonizing demand for morphine in the nervous sys-

tem of the addict, while he is attending to his usual

business. If he is awake he cannot escape the

suffering that invariably results from suddenly

stopping the use of the drug, if it has been habitu-

ally used for a long time. Sleep is the only remedy,

and it is an infallible one. This morphine pain,

like surgical pain, can be prevented only on the

anesthetic or narcotic principle herein described.

In the proper application of this principle will be

found a solution of this important problem.

321 Centre Street.

THE EFFECTIVE TREATMENT OF MEM-
BRANOUS COLITIS.

By DAVID WARK, M.D..

NEW YORK.

This disease is readily recognized by the following

group of well-marked symptoms, a majority of

which may be observed in every case

:

The sufferers often complain of a feeling of emp-
tiness or faintness in the epigastric region. When
this is not caused by hunger it is due probably to

exhaustion of the solar plexus. In confirmed cases

the whole abdomen is usually tender on pressure,

constipation of an obstinate character is the rule, but

rarely that alternates with diarrhea. Purgatives

may afford temporary relief, but they surely aggra-

vate the disease eventually. Blood in small quan-

tities is often passed with the stools, but more co-

pious hemorrhages rarely occur. Defecation is al-

ways accompanied with severe tenesmus so that the

sufferer never knows when the act is completed;

this symptom is very significant. Pains in the abdo-

men are sometimes severe, but usually they are

merely annoying and irritating. Obstinate insom-

nia is rarely absent and when sleep does occur it is

disturbed by frightful dreams. In every case with-
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unt exception there is passed with the stools jelly-

Hke matter, with or without shreds of membrane re-

sembhng bits of soiled white muslin. In severe cases

the whole dejection often consists of this jelly-like

and shreddy material ; in milder cases it is distrib-

uted throughout the stools in masses of varying size,

but it is never wholly absent.

The remedy I have used for many years with un-

failing success in the cure of membraneous colitis

in a large number of cases is the tar yielded by the

yellow pine trees (Piniis palustris) of Georgia and
the Carolinas. It may be prepared by mixing the

tar with about an equal weight of wheaten flour, to

make a soft mass. Flour is the best excipient be-

cause the gluten swells up and absorbs moisture

while traversing the alimentary canal, renders the

tar more soluble, and therefore more therapeutically

effective. The remedy should be put into gelatine

capsules No. 2 and the patient should take two or

three about one hour after meals. In a few days
this treatment, alone, with suitable diet, will cause
all the distressing symptoms to undergo very favor-

able modification. In those cases the tar acts as a

most effective and gentle laxative, relieving the con-

stipation remarkably, the quantity of jelh'-like mat-
ter will be reduced, the stools will assume a more
normal appearance and consistence, and the distress-

ing tenesmus will be reduced or quite abolished.

In the more severe cases recovery may often be

promoted by the use of high colonic injections of a

few ounces of aqua picis given when patients are

in the knee-chest position ; the liquid thus gravitates

far into the diseased colon without the necessity of

passing rectal tubes through the sigmoid flexure,

which should never be done in this disease. The tar

water enema should be given just before the patient

retires for the night and should be retained if pos-

sible. Static electricity is useful in detecting the lo-

cation and e.xtent of the disease (which I believe al-

ways exists in the descending colon), and is some-
times useful in promoting the removal of the ab-

dominal pains; but the essential remedies are tar

and tar water. The diet should be unstimulating,

digestible, and nutritious
;
pepper, hot table sauces

like Worchestershire, etc., vinegar, pickles, old,

strong cheese, and all alcoholic drinks should be

avoided during treatment.

The highly refined tar supplied by the wholesale

druggists to retailers is therapeutically inferior in

the treatment of this disease to the cruder article

sold by ship chandlers for marine purposes. \ eg-

etable tar yielded by the Pimts pahistis has a very

complex constitution and it seems that the steam re-

fining processes to which the former is subjected de-

prive it of some therapeutic principle. Under the

treatment I have noted complete recovery can be

confidently expected in from four to six weeks.
611 West Onb Honored and Thirtt-fiith Street.

A TUBE FOR SELF-INSUFFLATION OF
VAPOR INTO THE MIDDLE EAR.

By PERCY R. WOOD, M.D.,

marshalltown, ia.

C.AT.\RRHS of the Eustachian tube and tympanum
frequently leave in their wake, after every effort to

eradicate the etiological factors, a distressing and
persistent tinnitus aurium, with progressing deaf-

ness. That these sequelae are often permanently re-

lieved by prolonged inflation of the middle ear with

medicated vapors is not generally appreciated, and
even when it is. not infrequently treatment cannot

be carried out for lack of time or means.

I have devised for home use the instrument here
illustrated, consisting of a glass tube bent upon it-

self, one extremity shaped for insertion into one
naris, while the other, retaining the medicament, is

held tightly between the lips. When the tube is

charged with a small amount of the solution and in

place, a sudden expiration drives the vapor di-

rectly into the middle ear and adjoining cavities.

This treatment restores ventilation, reestablishes

drainage, and vasomotor equilibrium, and so checks
sclerotic processes, and if applied persistently for

weeks or months, arrests pathological processes of

the eustachian tube and intratympanic mucous mem-
brane, relieves tinnitis, and improves audition in a
large proportion of cases.

The following solution is serviceable : Chloro-
form. 120: ether. 60: alcohol, 0.8; oil of rose to

scent.

Celery.—.\ccording to analysi,'; celery can possess lit-

tle nutritive value, for over 93 per cent, of the vegetable
is water with a little oil, while the balance is made up
of some 3.5 per cent, of starchy material, 1.5 per cent, of
nitrogenous matters, i per cent, of cellular fiber, and I

per cent, of mineral salts. Celery would, therefore, seem
to play almost exclusively the role of a condiment rather
than that of a food; it is its flavor which makes it popu-
lar. There seems to be little doubt, however, that owmg
to the aromatic oil which it contains celery acts as a mild
carminative and stimulant. This property may possibly

account for celery eaten raw agreeing very well when
taken with cheese. It is well known that the difficulty

of digesting cheese occurs in the stomach and that when
it is passed into the intestine digestion proceeds as easily

and as completely as is the case with meat. Carminatives
—as, for example, certain essential oils—favor muscular
contraction and therefore favor the continuity of the di-

gestive processes, and there is no reason why the aromatic
oil present in celery should not be classed with the car-

minatives. The oil in celery is allied to the oil of parsley

or apiol, which is a well-known carminative, stimulant,

and diuretic; celery is further reputed to be "good for

rheumatism." In an old recipe occurs the following:
"The celery should be cut into bits and boiled in water
until soft, and the water should be drunk by the patient.

Put new milk with a little flour and nutmeg into a sauce-

pan with the boiled celery, serve it warm with pieces of

toast, eat it with potatoes, and the painful ailment will

yield." Here we are on less certain ground but at least

this procedure amounts to treatment with alkaline salts

which so far appears to be rational. Celery contains

sodium and potassium salts and also a distinct amount of

iron. In spite of the presence of the substances enumer-
ated there can be little doubt that many persons find

celery, at any rate if eaten raw, indigestible, which is not

surprising when its stringy cellular character is borne in

mind. The best celery, of course, is that which is crisp

or brittle, but even then there is fiber present which cannot

be appropriated by the human organism. Still, the fiber

of vegetables serves a useful purpose in promoting a

stimulus to intestinal movement.

—

The Lancet.
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convinced of the necessity for these tests, there is

likely to be more than indignant protest should

serious results happen, particularly in the case of

men exhausted by service in Cuba or the Philip-

pines.

THOMAS L. STEDMAN, A.M., M.D., Editor.

PUBLISHERS

WM. WOOD & CO., 51 FIFTH AVENUE.

New York, September 5, 1905.

THE ARMY TEST RIDE IN THE PHILIP-
PINES.

There is a growing apprehension that the army
endurance ride, the possible evils of which we have

already discussed, will prove even more injurious to

many officers weakened by service in the tropics and

perhaps cause the retirement of some valuable men
whose services the nation can ill afford to lose.

The proposition that the officer should lead his

horse at a trot for five miles, was wisely omitted

from the test, for no matter what a few athletic

extremists may say, it is an effort which no man
over forty-five or fifty should think of making.

But even in its milder form the exertion is too

severe, and the results, according to the press re-

ports, are what were predicted : exhaustion, heart

failure, or other injury. That nearly all have suc-

cessfully taken the test so far, merely proves what

was already known—any class of men, trained to

obey orders at the risk of life, will do so uncom-
plainingly when the result is nothing more than

suffering or loss of health.

The case is different in the Philippines, where
the climate causes marked muscular weakness even

when proper exercise is taken to the limit of safety.

It is said that the death rate among horses has been

so large that it is now ordered that they shall

not be ridden more than seven miles a day. This

exhaustion is so marked in men that it has been

found unwise to keep troops there more than two
years, and the general trend of opinion among
those of experience, is to the effect that not more
than one year should elapse before a visit to a col ler

climate, if one is compelled by duty to suffer expos-

ure to the sun. Such exertion as riding thirty miles

is considered most unwise unless there is necessity.

Officers serving in the Philippines are also in no

condition to show what their normal endurance

really is. It does seem that the interests of the

nation demand a postponement of the test until a

year or so after return home, if such rides are

found to be really necessarj'. The conditions could

be made easier at any rate, though medical science

disapproves of the whole matter.

The civilian is somewhat bewildered over all this

insistence upon muscular vigor for military com-
manders, when he reads of Napoleon's habit of

reserving his powers for thinking purposes by rid-

ing to campaigns in a comfortable carriage. !Mod-

ern commanders use railroads and automobiles to

cover more ground, and only young men in war
are ever required to ride a horse thirty miles for

three successive days. Unless the public can be

THE PATHOLOGY OF MALIGNANT DIS-

EASE.

The last twentj'-five years have witnessed unpara-

lelled progress in the knowledge of the pathology-

and of treatment of infectious disease: asepsis has

greatly diminished the mortality of operations, of

accidental wounds, and of child-birth; specific

antitoxin has made diphtheria a much less dreaded

affection than formerly ; quite recently epidemic

cerebrospinal meningitis has been successfully treat-

ed by a specific serum that has cut down the ter-

rible mortality of this disease. On the other hand,

malignant disease, and especially cancer, continues

to find its victims in undiminished numbers, various

alleged cures being dropped almost as soon as

brought forward by some enthusiastic but not ju-

dicious physician. In the face of the advance in

our knowledge of infectious disease the continued

sway of malignant disease seems to call for an ex-

planation for the causes of our ignorance as re-

gards its patholog}- and treatment, and in a recent

publication (International Clinics, Vol. 11, Eighteenth

Series) Dr. Charles E. Simon discusses this ques-

tion in a very instructive manner. The advance in

our knowledge of infections ran parallel to the ad-

vance in experimental study of such diseases that

became possible with the discovery of specific patho-

genic germs and the inoculation of animals with

them. Experimental methods, on the other hand,

have been applied but very recenth^ to the study of

malignant disease, and already our conception of

the pathogenesis of tumors has been materially

modified by such work, though few practical points

as to treatment, beyond the corroboration of the

value of early surgical interference, have been ob-

tained.

Of especial value has been the epoch-mak-
ing work of Jensen who has made the laboratory

study of the growth of tumors quite possible by
the transplantation of a tumor from mouse to

mouse. For five years Jensen's tumor has been

growing in transplants throughout the world in

striking illustration of that potential power of

growth possessed by tumor cells which has led some
pathologists to speak of them as immortal in com-
parison with the human or animal organism which
they so readily destroy. Experiments with these

transplants have shown that tumors may be carried

from one species of animal to another, though to a

limited degree; that an epithelial tumor may gradu-

ally change into one of connective tissue type

through some subtle eft'ect upon the connective tis-

sues of the inoculated animal causing irregular and
persistent growth of their elements ; that immuniza-
tion of animals, increasing their resistance to the

growth of tumors or even completely abolishing the

possibilitj- of engrafting tumors upon their tissues,

is possible. Dr. Simon himself has had some encour-

aging results with the experimental use of cancer ex-

tracts in human beings, two cases which he reports

in his article having shown remarkable improve-
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ment from malignant disease when injections of

such extracts were used. Of course he has had

many more discouraging experiences, but he shares

the opinion of v. Leyden that the few results ob-

tained thus far are full of promise for the future

success of artificial immunization against cancer.

Dr. Simon concludes his brief outline of the ex-

perimental work in the research of malignant dis-

ease and the results obtained, by stating his convic-

tion that this method of study has removed much
of the hopeless aspect of the disease, for it has

shown that at least some of its manifestations are

to a certain extent capable of being influenced by

human interference. The lower animals can in a

measure be protected against it, and it may be

hoped, in view of the analogous cases in infectious

diseases, that human beings will soon enjoy the re-

sults of the recent experimental study of malignant

disease in animals. It must be remembered, how-
ever, as a corrective of undue optimism, that so

acute an observer and reasoner as Roger Williams

denies the identity, even the analogy, of the Jensen

tumor with cancer. If he is right, all the experi-

ments with this growth in mice are just so much
waste time so far as a clearer knowledge of the na-

ture of cancer in man is concerned. But he may be

wrong.

THE DECREASING DEATH RATE OF NEW
YORK CITY.

During the summer just passing the weekly reports

of the Health Department have shown a very satis-

factory state of the health of this city. In the

week ending July 25, for example, there were

1,568 deaths, representing an annual death rate of

18.50, while in the same week last year the deaths

numbered 1,811, with a death rate of 22.05. The
following weeks the deaths were 1,410, with a

death rate of 16.63, ^s compared with 1,804 deaths

and a rate of 21.98 for the corresponding week in

1907. For the week ending August 15 there were

1,334 deaths, giving a rate of 15.74, while during

the corresponding week of the previous year the

figures were 1,656 and 20.16 respectively. This

gratifying decrease in mortality, chiefly infant mor-
tality, in spite of the fact that the average of

temperature has been higher than that of last sum-
mer, has been variously attributed to the improved
conditions of living consequent upon the labor of

the Tenement-house Commission, to cleaner streets,

to the long drought, with its lessened humidity and
greater amount of sunshine, to the results of the

conference on the Summer Care of Babies held

in the spring, to a better milk supply and a more
general use of pasteurized milk, to the ever-in-

creasing eflficiency of the Health Department, and
to other factors making for improved hygienic con-
ditions.

There is one other factor, making not for

better health perhaps, but for better mortality

figures, which seems to have been overlooked;
this is the reduced population of the city. The
mortality rates are based upon the estimated popu-
lation of the city, increasing each year according
to a fixed ratio. The present estimate is based up-
on the figures of the Federal Census of 1900 and
the New York State Census of 1905, the assump-

tion being that the same ratio of increase will

continue during the years 1905 to 1910 as existed

between the years 1900 and 1905. In normal times

this would be a conservative estimate of the in-

crement of population since it is ordinarily greater

during each quinquennial period than it was dur-

ing the one immediately preceding. But during

the past year there has been a very pronounced dis-

turbance in this ratio, of which the statisticians

have not taken account. The business depression

of last year threw a great number of persons out

of work. Hordes of laborers and others among
the foreign population, despairing of finding em-

ployment for the present, packed up their belong-

ings and returned to their former homes, where
they can live at a fraction of what it costs them

to keep body and soul together in this country, and

especially in New York City. According to the

statistics furnished by the Bureau of Immigration,

572,664 aliens left this country through the port

of New York during the eleven months ending

May 31, 1908, of which numljer 109,485 had re-

sided in New York State. It is fair to assume
that two-thirds of this number, or 72,990, were
from this city. Assuming the same ratio of de-

partures for June, New York City lost 80,134
during the year ending June 30. During the same
year 241,343 aliens arrived who gave their destina-

tion as New York State, but during the previous

fiscal year there were 364,544 arrivals in the State,

showing a decrease of 123,201, or 80,134 for the

city. This falling ofl: in immigration has been even

more marked during the past summer than it was
earlier in the year. The total number of aliens ar-

riving in the United States during July of this

year was 27,570, against 97,132 in 1907, a decrease

of 72 per cent. It is fair to assume, therefore, that,

counting the aliens who have gone away and those

expected who did not come. New York City to-day

has a population at least 175,000 below the esti-

mate of 4,422,685 upon which the calculation of

the death rate is based, or more than 40.000 below
the estimated population of 1907. That this de-

crease in population is very real is sadly acknowl-
edged by owners of property in the tenement-house
districts on the East Side in Manhattan and else-

where, where the alien population is greatest.

It must be said, however, that this decrease in

population will account for only part of the

improvement in the mortality figures. It would
make the death rate for the second week of Au-
gust, for example, about 16.37 instead of 15.74,

but that still leaves a decrease of 3.79 per thou-

sand from the rate for the corresponding week in

1907, a decrease which must be credited in very
large part to the work inaugurated last spring at

the conference for the Summer Care of Babies.

The Effect of Tobacco Smoke Upon Animals.

Innumerable experiments have been performed,
designed to demonstrate the toxic effect of tobacco
upon the human organism. Usually, however, such
experiments have consisted of injections of nicotine
or other tobacco elements under the skin or into

the blood of animals, procedures which in no way
simulated the usual modes of using tobacco peculiar
to mankind. Dr. Jcbrovsky (Rtisskii Vratch, No.
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13, Vol. VII) in some recent experiments has used
an ingenious apparatus, by means of which rabbits

were kept from six to eight hours daily in a spe-

cially constructed chamber, which was filled with to-

bacco smoke from cigarettes contained in the

chamber and "smoked" by means of a draught pro-

duced by a water pump. In the first week of the

experiments the animals showed increased frequency
of respiration, restlessness, and great increase in the

secretions of the lacrymal and salivary glands.

After "smoking" they appeared weak and apathetic,

and dragged their legs somewhat in walking. With
the continuation of the experiments those symptoms
gradually disappeared, but instead there was notice!

marked loss of appetite accompanied by emaciation.

Two animals died within two months and the micro-
scopical examination of their hearts showed interest-

ing changes in the nerve ganglia, namely, shrinking

of the cells, vacuolization, and some chromatolysis.

Other animals killed after five months showed
atheromatous changes in the blood-vessels, while

great loss of flesh, reaching in some cases one-half

of the initial weight, was common to all of them.
These experiments led the author to conclude that

animals may also become tolerant to the action of

tobacco smoke, although this is not the case when
tobacco is injected, the resistance of the animals in

such cases falling progressively with the continued
injections. The pathological changes found bore
out the clinically verified assumption that the heart

may be early affected by smoking. It is to be hoped
that the author will continue his interesting experi-

ments with other animals less sensitive to the toxic

effect of tobacco. ^Meanwhile, the frequent objec-

tion of the scoffing devotee of the weed, that medical
experiments, as hitherto conducted, merely seem tn

indicate that tobacco should be smoked anil that il

is not beneficial to man or beast when injected un-
der the skin, is ruled out by the author's original

method of experimentation.

Cytodiagnosis in the Ophthalmo Reaction.

Even before the final value of Calmecte's conjunc-
tival reaction in tuberculosis has been settled, va-
rious refinements and modifications of the test have
appeared in the literature, the general interest in

the test having called out a great many articles

dealing with the subject. Two French authors
have casually examined the secretion produced by
the instillation of tuberculin into the conjunctival

sac and suggested the value of such procedure. Ac-
cordingly, Dr. Rudolph Dietschy has specially ex-

amined twenty-eight patients with this point in view
and reports his findings in the Miiiiclicner medi-
zinische Wochenschrift for June 16, 1908. IMulti-

nuclear leucocytes predominated during the first

few days in the secretion of patients giving a posi-

tive ophthalmo-reaction ; later lymphocytes pre-

vailed—findings which were quite comparable to

those found in the tuberculous inflammations of the

pleura and of the meninges. Of special interest

were the microscopic examinations in a second se-

ries of cases, which gave no positive macroscopic
evidence of a reaction ; the character of the cellular

exudate was such that several cases could be classed

as reacting positively, in spite of the absence of

gross lesions in the conjunctiva. The author con-

siders that the microscopic appearances of the se-

cretion undergo a series of typical changes, which
may be used for the corroboration of a doubtful

macroscopic reaction, or even accepted in its place

in some cases.

Formalin as a Urinary Preservative.

In consequence of the very complex composition of

the urine, holding as it does in solution both organic

and inorganic compounds which are subject to

organic as well as chemical alterations, this fluid is

subject to more or less rapid changes after it has
been voided. The rapidity of these changes depends
chiefly upon the reaction and concentration of the

urine, the temperature at wdiich it is kept, and the

degree of access to microorganisms. In cases there-

fore in which it is necessary to keep urine some time

before it can be examined various substances (chlor-

oform, formalin, etc.) are added to preserve it. It

is the general belief that these preservatives do not

prevent us from ascertaining what the actual con-

stituents of the urine were at the time of voiding.

That this is not always the case was shown by
Michaud (Deutsches Archiv fiir klinische Medizin,

Volume 92, Nos. 3 and 4). He found that diabetic

urine containing acetone on being voided, still gave
positive acetone tests after standing twenty-four
hours or more. If, however, formalin had been
added to the urine the acetone tests were negative

twenty-four hours later. Quantitative tests showed
that this preservative had reduced the total amount
of acetone seventy-five per cent, at the end of

twenty-four hours. The amount of sugar was not

influenced by the formalin. While it is not to be

denied that formalin is at times a useful urinary pre-

servative. Midland's finding should be a warning
against its use in all cases, and especially when we
wish to ascertain whether acetone is present.

Nruia of titp

The Red Cross Tuberculosis Campaign in New
York State.—On June 29 the tuberculosis day
camp of the American National Red Cross was
opened in Schenectady. It is the first of five Red
Cross day camps established or to be established

this year in America. A Red Cross day camp will

be opened in Albany within a short time, and an-

other in New York City on October i. Other Red
Cross day camps are located in Washington, D. C,
and Wilmington, Del. The Schenectady camp is

located in a pine grove on high flats in the south-

eastern part of the city. It has two permanent
wooden buildings—an office and a kitchen—and on
platforms a large dining tent, two hospital tents

—

one each for men and women—and two conical

tents for night campers. Of the medical visiting

committee, whose members visit the camp in turn for

an hour or two a day, are Drs. C. F. Clowe, H. L.

Towne, Peter McPartlon, and J. H. Collins. The
camp opened with six patients, and now has fifteen,

the probable limit this year. The camp will be

open imtil November i, and perhaps longer. The
design was to take only incipient and moderately
advanced cases, but it has been difficult to draw
the line in the new undertaking, and the camp has

four fairly advanced cases. Several patients sleep

in the camp.
The Albany Red Cross day camp, which, it is

expected, will open soon under the supervision of

the Albany subdivision, will be located on Kenwood
Heights on land generously furnished by the Al-

bany Hospital for Incurables. The camp arrange-

ments are in charge of the day camp committee, of

which the medical members are Drs. Howard Ya.n

Rensselaer, Henry Hun, and Charles K. Winne.
The camp's limit this first year will be about fif-

teen patients. Incipient and moderately advanced

cases only w^ill be handled.
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The New York City Red Cross day camp will

be located on the roof of the Vanderbilt Clinic.

The Clinic will fit up the roof at an expense of

$10,000, and will supply medical supervision to

the camp. The New York County Red Cross will

supply nurses, attendants, and nourishment to the

forty or more patients to be received. Inasmuch
as the Clinic is a member of the Association of the

Tuberculosis Clinics of the city, the Red Cross

will thus be brought into the organization. The
camp will open October i, and will continue during

the day all the year around. After the first few
months it is probable that the camp will be open

day and night. Medical supervision of the camp
will be given by members of the regular staff of

the Clinic. The capacity of the camp will be at

least forty, and probably more, patients. Incipi-

ent and moderately advanced cases will be received,

and when the camp is running the twenty-four

hours of the day probably more advanced cases

can be handled.

The day camp idea is a contribution of the

German Red Cross, and was adopted here after in-

vestigation and consultation with leading experts

and after recommendation to the Red Cross by the

National Association for the Study and Preven-

tion of Tuberculosis. The first camp of the kind

in this country was opened in Boston some three

years ago, and has given such a good account of

itself that it has been taken over by the new Con-
sumptives' Hospital in ]\Iattapan. Other camps
have also been conducted in Boston, .Salem, Mass.,

Washington, D. C, and in New York City on the

disused ferry-boat Southfield, conducted last year

by the Charity Organization Society and this year

by Bellevue Hospital. The day camp has, in fact,

come to be recognized as an indispensable part of

every progressive plan for the relief and control

of tuberculosis.

Pasteurized Milk and the Infant Death Rate.

—Mr. Nathan Straus, who has been a year in Eu-
rope preaching pasteurization, has had the satis-

faction of seeing the practice adopted in many
places in Austria, Germany, and England. He was
frequently able to demonstrate the beneficial results

following pasteurization, but nowhere were his ex-

periments more striking and seemingly conclusive

than in Sandhausen, a village of 4,000 inhabitants

in South Germany. The death rate among chil-

dren was very high there, and Mr. Straus was
satisfied that this was due to the quality of the

milk supply. He therefore made arrangements to

pasteurize all the milk supplied to the inhabitants

of the village. The experiment began on January
I, and the results have been most encouraging. In

the first seven months of 1907 thirty children under
one year of age died. In the first seven months of

the present year, during which they have been sup-

plied with pasteurized milk, only nine children died.

Giving Up a Half-won Battle.—According to

The Nczu York Times, the health officer of New-
ark, N. J., has announced that the board has be-

come so discouraged over the carelessness of the

public in not helping to fight the mosquito pest that

the city will make no further effort. He declares

that the $6,000 spent by the city already is as good
as wasted, and that without the hearty cooperation

of the public no advance can be made, mosquito-
breeding places having been recently discovered in

the heart of the city. One who expects to educate

the public up to the point of efficient cooperation in

sanitary work in one season, or in two, expects

too much. Communities are already becoming self-

conscious, and it is coming to be regarded as a re-

proach to any town to be plagued with mosquitos.

The Newark people are learning, and their Health

Board should not so quickly give up the good fight.

The President on Isthmian Sanitation.—In his

letter acknowledging the receipt of a report of the

special commission ajjpointed 'to investigate the

condition as regards labor and accommodations on

the Isthmus of Panama, President Roosevelt ex-

presses satisfaction with all that has been done
there, and especially notes the success of Col. Gor-
gas's work of sanitation. "The treatment of hy-

gienic conditions on the Isthmus," he writes, "has

been such as to make it literally the model for all

work of the kind in tropical countries. Five years

ago the Isthmus of Panama was a by-word for un-

healthiness of the most deadly kind. At present

the Canal Zone is one of the healthiest places on the

globe, and the work which is being prosecuted with

such tremendous energy is being prosecuted under
conditions so favorable to the health and well-being

of the workers that the mortality among them is

abnormally small."

Typhoid Fever in New Jersey.—It is reported
that typhoid fever prevails to a disquieting extent

in Salem, N. J., and in the adjoining section of

country in New Jersey and Pennsylvania, and com-
plaint is made that the local health authorities are

not doing all they might to prevent the spread of

the disease.

Cholera in Poland.—The Asiatic cholera, in its

western march across Russia, has reached Lodz,

Russian Poland. The German health authorities

have increased their watchfulness on the eastern

frontier, along which hundreds of medical inspect-

ors have been stationed. They examine all trav-

elers and inspect the river traffic from Russia, quar-

antining suspected cases. L'p to the present time,

however, no cases of cholera have been discovered

in German territory.

A Test of the Texas Medical Practice Law.—
A woman in Bonham, Texas, has brought suit

against the State Medical Board to restrain it from
interference with her practice of pediatrics and
gynecology. The suit is an effort to compel the

present board to recognize a certificate issued by
an old District Medical lioard in 1889 to the appli-

cant and limiting her practice to obstetrics and
diseases of women and children. The contention

of the attorney-general is that the applicant must
confine herself to midwifery or take an examina-
tion covering all other subjects if she wishes to

practise in diseases of women and children. He
also contends that there was no authority in law
under the old district regime for issuing a separate

license to practise in diseases of women and chil-

dren, though one for midwifery alone was avithor-

ized.

Practising Under a Dead Man's Name.—.\

man has been arrested in Rochester, N. Y., for the

illegal practice of medicine. The man has been

practising there for six years, claiming to be a

graduate of a New York City medical school. In-

vestigation showed that at the time he said he was
studying medicine he was making shoes, and the

diploma which he claimed as his own was that of

a physician who died in New Jersey.

Tennessee Has No Vital Statistics Law.—
Strong efforts will be made by the Tennessee State

Board of Health and other organizations and indi-

viduals throughout the .State to have the next Leg-

islature enact a vital statistics law. The State once

had such a law, passed in 1881. but there was much
opposition to it. for some reason, and it was re-
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pealed in 1883. Ever since that time efforts have

been made to have a new law passed providing for

the registration of marriages, births, and deaths,

but thus far without success.

Marines Treated Prophylactically for Rabies.

—

An officer and eleven enlisted men of the marine

corps, who were bitten by a mad dog in the Panama
Canal Zone a few weeks ago and were rushed to

the Naval Medical School Hospital in Washington
for preventive treatment for hydrophobia, have

been discharged. They were at the hospital for

twenty-one days. They were bitten at Camp Elliot

by the mascot of the camp, which later showed
.symptoms of rabies.

Pan-American Delegates Plead for Clemency.
—A dispatch from Guatamala states that upon the

personal request of the delegates from Uruguay,
Costa Rica, and Mexico to the Pan-American Med-
ical Congress recently held in that city, President

Estrada Cabrera has released the women and polit-

ical prisoners incarcerated since the attempt was
made upon his life.

The Pica3mne Cup for Public Benefactors.

—

Mrs. Ida B. Richardson, of New Orleans, has been

awarded the Picayune cup, given by a committee of

the Progressive Union to the citizen who is thought

to have done the most for the public good during

the last year. Her latest good work is the erecting

of the Medical College Building in memory of her

husband and donated to the Tulane ^ledical Col-

lege.

Prof. Robert Koch has been the recipient of

many honors during his two months' stay in Japan.
The government issued official post-cards bearing

pictures of the Koch Institute in Berlin and of the

Institute for Infectious Diseases in Tokio. Upon
his departure for the United States, where he is

coming to attend the International Tuberculosis

Congress, the Mikado presented him with a mag-
nificent silver tea service.

Charges of Mismanagement Against the San
Francisco County Hospital.—The San Francisco
Association for the Study and Prevention of Tu-
berculosis, as the result of a recent investigation,

charges that the tuberculous patients in the county
hospital at Ingleside are shamefully neglected. In

going into details regariiing the management of the

structure where male patients afflicted with tuber-

culosis are housed, the committee finds that no
careful records of the patients are kept and temper-
atures are not taken ; also, that two of the wards
are overcrowded. Hopeful and hopeless cases are

indiscriminately placed in the same ward. It is also

charged that the patients are inadequately fed. the

only addition to the diet given other patients being

one raw egg and eight ounces of milk to a patient

nightly. No attempt is made to isolate the female
patients, they being placed in the general medical
female ward. All the tuberculosis patients eat in

the general dining-room with the patients from the

other departments, thereby rendering the feeble at-

tempt at isolation of the male patients abortive.

The dining-room is used as a sitting-room, and the

patients huddle in it with tightly closed windows,
there being no attempt at ventilation.

Death of M. Becquerel.—The death, is an-
nounced of Antoine Henri Becquerel. the well-

known French scientist, at the age of 57 years. He
was professor of physics in the Aluseum of Natural
Histor}-, Paris, until 1895, when he was transferred
to a similar chair in the Ecole Polytechnique. He
was the discoverer of the radiation, resembling in

many respects the .r-rays, from uranium salts,

which rays afterward bore his name.

Obituary Notes.—Dr. Stephen Andrew Wood
died in Bedford, Mass., on August 12. He was
born in Lowell in 1851, and studied medicine first

at the New York University Medical School, and
later at the University of Vermont, taking his

degree from the latter in 1884. He settled imme-
diately in Bedford and had practised there continu-

ously up to the day of his death. He died sud-

denly of cardiac disease.

Dr. James P. Dunn, of Oakland, Cal., died

August 13 in consequence of injuries received in a

fall from his horse. He was born in Oakland in

i860 and was graduated from the medical depart-

ment of the University of California in 1888.

Dr. a. C. Hulbert, of Columbia, ]Miss., was
killed on August 1 5 by being crushed by the ponder-
ous striking weight of a clock in the court house.

He was sitting in the court house just beneath the

shaft in which the weights swung.
Dr. C. B. Kennedy, of Parsons, Kan., died sud-

denly on August 15 of disease of the heart, while

attending the funeral of a friend. He was one of

the first physicians to locate in Labeth County, and
began practice in Parsons over thirty years ago.

Dr. Isa.-vc L. Millspaugh, of Richmond Bor-
ough, New York City, died on August 27, after an
illness of about six months. He was born in

Orange County, N. Y., in 1827, and was a gradu-
ate of the College of Physicians and Surgeons in

this city in the class of 1850. He was in the med-
ical corps of the U. S. Army during the Civil

War. He was a member of the old Richmond
County Board of Health, was physician to the New
York City Farm Colony, and was a commissioner
in lunacy for Richmond.

Dr. Hugh B. McMaster, of Waynesboro, Ga.,

died at Tryon, N. C, on August 20. He was born
in Winnsboro, S. C, in 1856, and was graduated
from the Kentucky School of Medicine, Louisville,

in 1S87.

Dr. Georgiana B. Re.\d, of Providence, R. I.,

died August 21 of pneumonia. She was bom in

Providence in 1842, and was graduated from the

New York Medical College and Hospital for \\'o-

men in 1882. For fourteen years she was resident

physician at the Moses Brown School in Provi-
dence.

OUR LONDON LETTER.

(From Our Special Correspondent.)

MK1)IC.\L SERVICE OF THE NEW TERRITORI-^L FORCE—LOWER
HEATH RATE—RELATION OF OCCUP.\TION TO MORTALITY

—

HEALTH OF PORTSMOUTH—POLLUTED SHELL FISH—SLEEP-
ING SICKNESS—COURT APPOINTMENTS—OBITUARY.

London, August 14, 1908.

The military maneuvers which are being carried out
just now, in which regular troops and the new terri-

torial force are engaged, are attracting much at-

tention. Both political parties are now agreed that
the Government scheme must have a fair trial and a
good deal of patriotism is finding expression, the

organization of the medical departinent of our new
army of defense may therefore interest some of your
readers. The Director-General, Surgeon-General Alfred
Keogh, has issued a report on the subject, from which
it appears that the constitution of the Territorial Med-
ical Service is based upon that of the R. A. ^L C. and
consists of (l) a medical and sanitary service, with
combatant units; (2) field medical units, consisting of
field ambulance and cavalry ambulances attached to in-

fantry and mounted brigades; (3) sanitary companies;
(4) general hospitals. The officers and men are to be
distributed among these units. Under the former vol-

unteer system medical officers belonged to combatant
battalions in no definitely limited numbers. In the new
force units they are limited to war requirements, two to
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each unit. But there is further an addition attached to

each unit for sanitary work, under the control of the

commanding officer, whose responsibility for the pre-

vention of disease is now insisted on. The general
hospitals are to receive the sick and wounded from the

field army. The Director-General recommends pro-

vision for 12,000 beds in twenty-three general hospitals,

for which the resources of voluntary aid throughout
the country are relied upon. The localities of these
are largely determined by the position of great civil

hospitals and universities, and twenty-three centers

have been selected accordingly. The Director-General
is gratified to find that the staffs of these institutions

have been ready and anxious to respond to the call for

aid in connection with these hospitals. "In no single

instance," he says, "in not one of the twenty-three
centers has the call been heard without evoking an
enthusiasm which in itself is a sufficient indication of

the patriotism of the profession to which I belong.
It is with no little pride that I am able to announce the
approaching enrollment of 36S physicians and 368
surgeons as officers of the Territorial ^Medical Corps."
He thinks that nurses will volunteer as freely. A

matron will be required at each hospital, with thirty

sisters and eighty-eight nurses. Every two j-ears she
will be given the opportunit}' of studying for one week
the administrative duties of matrons in large military
hospitals. As regards voluntary aid societies in the
formation of the new general hospitals the British Red
Cross Society has already organized itself on a plan
similar to the county associations, so that there is a
committee in every case to focus county efforts.

The reports of the Registrar-General generally excite
a mild interest in the public as well as the profes-

sion. Thus expressions of satisfaction are at present
common respecting the fall in the death rate which
has been general throughout the Kingdom. In the
twenty-si.x great towns the 1907 rate was 15.4 per 1,000

persons living. Bristol had the lowest rate, 13.3, and
this is the lowest ever registered.

In the second part of the decennial supplement of
the sixty-fifth report, lately published, there is a

lengthy statement by Dr. John Tatham on the relation
of occupations to mortality, which is getting, as it de-
serves, considerable attention. It appears that lawyers,
both barristers and solicitors, experienced a lower rate
of mortality at all ages than the aggregate of males.
Law clerks under forty-five years had a lower rate than
commercial clerks, but above forty-five the position
is reversed. Medical men die faster than lawyers at

all stages of life, but compared with the clergy their

mortality is enormously in excess. Diseases of the cir-

culatory and respiratory organs are slightly in excess
among doctors, while in most other occupations a con-
siderable fall is recorded. Brewers have a low rate
under twenty, but above that age a high one. Among
publicans the rate is above the standard at every
age. Agriculturists under twenty showed a slight ex-
cess; at every other age decreased mortalitj-. .-Vmong
gardeners and farm laborers there were low rates at
every age, the lowest being at thirty-five to forty-five
years. A difference of 46 per cent, was reported at
this age.
The Medical Officer of Health for Portsmouth, Dr. A.

M. Fraser, reports the death rate of his borough as
16.02 per 1,000. Referring to diphtheria, 423 cases were
notified, equal to 2.0 per 1,000 of the population. He
often found the bacillus in the throats of cats, and on
inquiry discovered the cat had had a bad cold before
the child was attacked. There was an increase of
typhoid, 233 cases being notified. Of these, eighty
were traced directly to food, viz., contaminated shell
fish. "Oysters, cockles, butterfish and mussels are con-
tinually picked up from the polluted sources around
Portsmouth and consumed with a total disregard to
the ill results that are certain to ensue." It seems to
Dr. Fraser that the only way to stop this loss of life

is by legislation. He would make it illegal to collect
shell fish from any place certified by the local Medical
Officer of Health to be polluted. As typhoid cases have
been reported lately from the same cause in London,
we may have more on this matter. Another reckless
thing is mentioned by Dr. Fraser. When measles has
been in a family the other children have been ordered
to attend school by the attendance officer. How is the
Medical Officer of Health to restrain the spread of
measles in schools if his authority is to be thus super-
seded?
A dispatch from Uganda reports no new cases of

sleeping sickness among Europeans, but during the
j'ear 1907 the deaths of natives numbered 12,000. The
population has been removed from the shores of the
Victoria Nyanza and some thousands of sufferers from

the disease are being maintained in segregation camps.
It seems evident that the campaign will have to be
carried on for j'ears before sleeping sickness is stamped
out. Treatment by atoxyl, from which much was hoped,
does not seem to have been of great benefit so far.

The vacancies in medical court appointments have
been filled as follows: Professor Finlay, M.D., and
Professor Sir William Macewen, F.R.S., as honorary
physician and surgeon, respectivelj', to the King in

Scotland; Professor James Little, M.D., one of the
honorary physicians to His Majesty in Ireland.

It is proposed to raise some memorial of the late Dr.
Ashby of Manchester University, who died on the
6th of Jub'. He was long connected with the Liverpool
Infirmary for Children, Owens' College and Victoria
University. He was a favorite teacher and examiner for
many years, and a most skillful physician and most
trusted consultant in children's cases.

Dr. Talfourd Jones died on the 29th of July. He
was one of Jenner's most distinguished students, but
practised for manj- years in South Wales, where he
was the most trusted consultant. He afterwards went
to Eastbourne on account of failing health and prac-
tised there for several years. Then his health again
gave way and he has been an invalid for a long time.

Dr. George Halley, a major in the Third Highland
Field Ambulance Corps, was thrown from his horse
on the 2gth of July and the accident has proved fatal

to an officer devoted to the duty and always ready
to promote the interests of the service.
Department Inspector-General W. J. Rothe, R.N.,

retired, died on August 2, aged 74.

OUR BERLIN LETTER.

(From Our Special Correspondent.)

COXGRESS OF GERM.\N PHYSICIANS—PROF. LOBKEr's OPENING
SPEECH—REL.\TIONS OF THE PROFESSION TO THE INDUSTRI.\L
INSURANCE SOCIETIES—BOYCOTT AT COLOGNE.

Bebun, July 20, 1908.

The thirty-sixth annual "Deutsche Aerztetag" annual con-
ference regarding the material interests of German
physicians took place this year from June 26 to

29 in the city of Danzig. This meeting represents
the whole German medical profession, and its transactions
are probably of interest to the foreign colleagues no less I
than to the German physicians. The opening speech was

'

delivered by Professor Lobker of Bochum ; as usual it

gave a true picture of the public activities and endeavors
of the German profession and we shall attempt to report
at least its substance. Dr. Lobker said that the first ques-
tion on the program referred to school hygiene and to

the organization of medical inspectors of schools. Al-
though these questions had a general hygienic interest

yet it must not be forgotten that the more narrow matter
of the special profession of medicine was very strongly
involved in their essence. The matter of a proper reward
for the work of physicians in this field of their activity

must not be lost sight of. The second point on the pro-
gram of the Congress had reference to the proposed law
dealing with the practice of medicine by irregulars not
possessing such privilege from the State, and the sale

of secret medicines. Though the projected law was not
strong enough or comprehensive enough to drive out the

evil completely, for which purpose only the forbidding

of all attempts at treatment by unauthorized persons

could be sufficient, yet the present meeting is the best

assemblage before which the measure can be discussed.

Finally, it was necessary to consider the future attitude

of the society toward the Union of the German Insurance
Societies, v.'ho had declared that the various measures pro-

posed by the Congress were completely unacceptable.

The question of a proper attitude toward the medical

service in industrial associations has kept the foreground
of attention during the past vear, and it would seem that

the interference of the government with the whole prob-

lem will become a necessity in the near future. To under-

stand this matter thoroughly an historical retrospect is

necessary. When the law concerning insurance compa-
nies, including industrial insurance societies with their

medical attendance clauses in case of sickness, was first

enacted it included a definition of the duties of the indus-

trial societies toward their members. The lawgivers, how-
ever, did not stipulate the reward which the physicians

employed by the societies could claim for their services.

It seemed to have been the general opinion that the phy-

sicians would consider themselves bound by the ethics of

their profession to render these services for the least

possible reward, the usual membership of the associations

consisting of the poorer members of societv. This state

of affairs did exist for many years, but gradually medical J
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insurance became so popular that the greater part of the
population became entitled to medical attention as mem-
bers of medical insurance societies, and the whole time
and professional skill of a great many physicians had to
be given up to such practice among the insured. Soon
enough it appeared that the physicians were completely un-
protected in their business relations with the associations

:

the latter dismissed the doctors employed by them on any
pretext and at any time ; moreover, the services of the phy-
sicians were the most important part of the advantages
given by the membership in such associations, yet the
physicians who furnished these services were not given
any voice in the administration of the affairs of the asso-
ciations. It was then that we began to acquaint the gen-
eral public with these facts, and in the year 1902 we ad-
dressed a letter to the Reichstag as well as to the Bundes-
rath recounting the circumstances as they then existed.

The address remained without any consequences on that
occasion. The next year a project of a new law was
placed before the Reichstag which had for its object the
complete change in the matter of industrial and medical
insurance, but that bodv did not consider that the relation
of the physicians to the associations was a proper sub-
ject for discussion at the time. The profession llien

decided to take the matter into their own hands; nnr
Congress issued an open letter to the German physicians
in which the latter were urged to defend their interests

until the whole question of the relations of iihysicians to

the associations was satisfactorily settled. This appeal
had some effect upon the members of the Reiclstag, and
for the first time in the discussions of that body the claim
of the physicians to be heard in all deliberations in regard
to the proposed changes in the insurance law was regarded
as justified. Meanwhile the profession was engaged in

organizing itself for the struggle, and in many place.> the
insurance societies were challenged by the organized phy-
sicians. One sorry outcome of this struggle wn- ?oon
apparent ; the ranks of the doctors themselves were di-

vided in reference to one important point. Some wanted
freedom in the choice of physician, so that the members
of the associations could select any physician to treat them
that they pleased, while others preferred the older ar-

rangement, under which the association named several

physicians to whom the members bad to turn when in

need of medical attention. It seems self-evident that the

latter arrangement gives to the associations all the ad-
vantages over the physicians whose appointments and dis-

missals depended upon the will of the men at the head of
the administrations of the societies. Free choice of phy-
sicians would seem to be the acceptable alternative for

die profession, but opponents to this system were found
in the persons of doctors who were already appointed as

official physicians of the associations and who feared to

lose the advantages enjoyed by them under these ar-

rangements. The greater part of the opponents to the

free choice of physicians came from Berlin, but the great
body of the profession stood for the right of free choice,

and it may be hoped that all medical men will soon unite

on this question. The last Congress of German Physicians
which took place at Miinster had proposed that an audi-

ence before the Chancellor be obtained to acquaint him
with the wishes of the profession. This audience took
place on the 12th of November, 1907, and the Chancellor
promised to give his attention to the questions put before
him. On the nth and 12th of June of this year the

Chancellor held a conference upon the subject in the Min-
istry of the Interior and the future relations of the phy-
sicians and the insurance associations were considered.
In addition to the representatives of the several German
states, the administrations of the associations for medical
insurance sent their spokesmen to the conference while
the medical profession was represented both by the de-

fenders and the opponents of the principle of free choice
of physicians. The conference had for its sole object

to enable all the interested parties to present thir views
to the authorities and therefore no final conclusions were
arrived at. However, it may be stated that no future law
dealing with the question of insurance societies will be
promulgated without calling the medical profession to

take part in the deliberations previous to the preparations
leading to the enactment of a law on such subject. It

remains questionable whether the principle of free choice
of physicians will be enacted into a legal right of the

members of the associations ; our organization must there-

fore be continued and strengthened so that the discussion

of this question as well as of others will find a united and
resolute profession behind it.

Once again, too, the Congress of the German Physi-
cians must consider their action in answer to high-handed
acts of an administration of a medical insurance society.

The present instance of such action has taken place in

Cologne where the whole question was fought over four

years ago. At that time the result was that the govern-

ment was compelled to take over into their own hands
the administration of the associations in that city. One
year ago the right of self-administration was returned

to the associations, and ever since the ofiicers have been
looking for physicians who would be willing to follow

their wishes and demands in every particular. They suc-

ceeded, too, in finding several physicians who answered
their requirements, but not enough doctors were obtained

to cover the demand. We must help the members of the

profession in Cologne in their fight for their economic
rights, and all members of the profession ought to join

the Union of Physicians' Associations which transacts its

business at the meeting of the Congress that is opened
to-day.

Most enthusiastic applause followed this speech of the

Presiding Officer of the Congress. The meeting then pro-

ceeded to the transaction of business before it, and we
shall report the more important questions considered in

our next letter.

Prnnrrsa of lUfiitral 0r!rttrp.

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, August 20, 1908.

High-Frequency Electricity in the Treatment of Car-

diac Disease.— Horace D. .Arnold summarizes his paper
as follows: High-frequency electricity may be so applied

as to reduce the blood pressure in almost all cases. The
amount of the reduction is greater in proportion to the

abnormal height of the pressure, although in this series

of cases none have been above 200 mm. The greatest

fall in the abnormal blood pressure was 40 mm., and the

average fall was 17 mm. after an average trcalnicnt of

twelve minutes. There is good reason to believe that

there is also a favorable effect on metabolism and that

in this way the conditions that cause the high pressure

are improved. For this reason the effect of treatment is

not merely temporary, but lasts for a considerable time.

This form of treatment will be of special value in cardiac

cases where the heart is having difficulty in overcoming high

blood pressure, especially where the pressure is due to

faulty metabolism or poor elimination. This includes the

important class of cardiorenal cases. It will also be use-

ful as an adjunct in the treatment of those cases of high

pressure which have not yet developed cardiorenal disease,

which are due in part to our strenuous modern competi-

tive life and our excessive ingestion of food.

The High-Grade Mental Defectives.—W. N. Bullard
applies the term "higlu-r degree of mental impairment" to

those cases in which the defect is least apparent, the so-

called border-line cases—those cases which are supposed

10 stand near or close to the imaginary line which di-

vides the normal from the subnormal or diseased. It is

only in a modified way that intellectual ability can be

accepted as a satisfactory test for the mental powers.

There are other mental qualities which have a large part

in the sum of mental characteristics, qualitative and quan-

titative, which make up the mentality of the normal child.

.\ few of these he mentions. First, there is the moral
sense. It is his opinion that the greatest caution should

be exercised in placing cases in this category. Secondly,

there is a class of persons (girls) who are only slightly

weak in power of intellectual acquisition; that is, they

can learn a good deal, but they are wholly lacking in

practical judgment. Thirdly, there is another class whose
difficulty seems to be lack of self-control. They are more
or less weak intellectually, but this weakness is not their

prominent mental symptom. He believes that it is only

in carefully observed cases where some definite intel-

lectual defect exists that they were justified in making
a diagnosis of mental irresponsibility. He feels strongly

the great danger which exists to society in pushing too

far the idea of moral insanity in criminals. Great care

should be used in diagnosticating a case as one of moral
imbecility. It is only the expert, and the expert in im-
becility, not insanity alone, who is fitted to give judg-

ment in these cases. This applies with equal force to

those cases in which lack of self-control or of decision

seems to be the predominant factor. Girls of the cases

described, whether coming from the State school or

elsewhere, must be properly provided for and cared for

by the State. There is no class of persons in our whole
population who, unit for unit, are so dangerous or so

expensive to the State ; this excepts no class, not even

the violently insane. They are dangerous because, being

irresponsible wholly or in part, they become the prey of

the lower class of vile men and are the most fertile

source for the spread of all forms of venereal disease.

They have not the sense nor understanding to avoid dis-

ease nor any care as to its spread. They are most ex-

pensive to the State because they are the most fruitful

source of diseased and mentally-defective children.^ who
arc apt to become State charges. He does not discuss

how these people should be provided for. This properly
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comes under the jurisdiclion of the State authorities, es-

pecially the State Board of Insanity.

Nezi' York Medical Journal, August 22, 1908.

Some Important Points in the Anatomy and Surgery
of the Peritoneum.—Arthur J. WoliiE says that all the
splanchnic serosities, distinct in descriptive anatomy, are
in reality contiguous diverticula of the same system, the
original unity of which is demonstrated by their develop-
ment. This close embryological relationship is again to be
seen in pathology, pathological anatomy, and clinical evo-
lution of the different varieties of pleurisy, pericarditis,

and peritonitis. But while the pleura, pericardium, and
meninges envelop viscera which are normally aseptic, the
peritoneum, on the contrary, covers the most septic of
all the organs of the body, the intestines. \\ bile the
other serous membranes are the most often infected in

an indirect manner from the circulatory system, the peri-

toneum, on the contrary, derives pathogenic agents from
the most proximal sources; is infected directly by effrac-

tion, contiguity, or continuity, dependent upon the septic

organs which it invests. The peritoneal cavity, as well
as the pleural, pericardial, and other large serous cavities,

is really part of the general lymphatic system, and the
serous fluid which at times is found in these cavities is really

lymph. The peritoneal surface represents a vast nervous
surface, from which any powerful irritation reflects

through the sympathetic system upon the cardiopulmonary
circulatory system and profoundly disturbs their equilib-
rium. We have here the explanation of the crises of
asystole often observed in the beginning of peritonitis,

and also the manifestations of morbid innervation so
often seen in these cases; and these grouped together
constitute the peritoneal syndrome, as vomiting, constipa-
tion, meteorism, pain, tachycardia, alteration of the coun-
tenance, of the pulse, etc. It e.xplains also the ensemble
of that group of nervous symptoms simulating peritonitis,

described under the name of "peritonism." He divides
acute peritonitis into two varieties, septic peritonitis,

caused by pathogenic microbes, and the second, putrid
peritonitis, caused by saprogenetic bacteria. Peritonitis
which supervenes as the result of any traumatism, solu-
tion of continuity, operative or otiierwise, is due to ex-
trinsic infection. The explanation of the variation of
the severity of the infectious process may be easily found
in the variability of the virulence of the organism pro-
ducing it. From this argument the surgical treatment
of cases of peritonitis is certainly indicated, especially
when it is remembered that in general peritonitis medical
treatment is of no avail. Avoid too much irrigation in

local peritonitis ; use systematic and careful irrigation with
large quantities of sterile water or normal saline in gen-
eralized peritonitis. His experience has led him to adopt
this practice and he has had no cause to regret it. He
does not believe in the complete closure in all cases of
laparatomy. In cases where the drain is used, he allows
plenty of water by the mouth. The extensive use of
water increases the flow of the liquid through the capil-

lary drain ; the flow of lymph is reversed towards the
drain, or in the direction of least resistance, the toxins
are washed out, diluted, and carried oft' very promptly.
The use of large quantities of water, with good drainage,
in these cases, directs the current of serous exudate to-
wards the artificial opening, carrying witli it the dead
leucocytes laden with dead infectious bacteria, and pre-
vents their being carried through the cellular stomata in

the diaphragm and thence into the general circulation.

Oxygen in the Treatment of Tuberculous Peritonitis.

—John A. ^McGlinn says that three types of tuberculous
peritonitis are recognized, the ascitic, the fibrous, and the
ulcerative forms. Practically all authors are in accord
that it is only the first type that is amenable to treatment.
In a general w-ay two forms of treatment are recognized,
the medical and the surgical. The advantages of sur-
gical treatment have been studied by many writers. From
the statement he makes he shows that by the plans of
treatment now in vogue the fibrous and ulcerous forms
of tuberculous peritonitis are not amenable to treatment,
and at best only seventy-five per cent, of the ascitic forms
can be cured. It is impossible to devise a scientific form
of treatment; therefore, be suggests a plan of treatment
which has given him admirable results. He has used
the method in fifteen cases ; of these four were the fibrous
variety. He uses the method as follows : The water bot-
tle of the oxygen apparatus is sterilized and filled with
sterile water. The tube leading from the bottle and the
rubber tip are sterilized. The tip is covered with several
thicknesses of sterile gauze. The oxygen is introduced
through the abdominal incision until the abdomen becomes
inflated. The incision is now closed with gauze, and the
oxygen is allowed to remain for several minutes. The
gas is then allowed to escape, and the peritoneal cavity
is filled again and again.

The Etiology and Treatment of Eczema.—Zama Feld-
stein states that eczema forms one-third of all skin dis-

eases that come under treatment. For its production there

must be a predisposition or special irritability of the skin ;

also, an exciting influence which brings this irritability

into action. He holds that eczema is a parasitic disease

and the only thing necessary to produce an eczema is

the condition of the skin. He is of the opinion that the

parasite having been once called into activity, as it were,

the primary cause can be cured, but the effect, i.e. the

parasite, remains until destroyed by a parasiticide suffi-

ciently penetrating to establish contact, and sufficiently

stimulating to restore the skin to its natural activiLy.

Xeisser has stated, "No eczema without micrococci." In

the treatment of eczema the following aims should be

constantly kept in view : Destroy microorganisms
;
pro-

tect the inflamed surface from further microbic invasion ;

regulate the strength of the remedy employed to the tol-

erance of the patient's skin; soothe when acute; stimulate

when chronic.

Journal of the American Medical Association, August

22, 1908.

Animal Experimentation.—W. B. Cannon points out
how the opponents of physiological experiments assume
that all animal experiments must be painful, and discredit,

without advancing proof, all statements to the contrary
on the part of the investigators. For himself, he can
testify that in twelve years' experience as a medical stu-

dent and physiologist he has never witnessed an experi-
ment of the painful class. On the one side of the contro-
versy, he says, we have men trained to close observation,
to careful inference, and to e.xact statement ; on the other
side persons revealing repeatedly that they are ignorant
of the subject they denounce, that they are incapable of
interpreting intelligently what they read, and that they let

imagination play uncontrolled in regions and in pro-
cedures they have never witnessed. Even the physicians
who sign the antivivisectionists' petitions show that they
fail to appreciate the worth of research and ignore its di-

rect relations to medical practice. Cannon points out
that the antivivisectionists cannot escape profiting by the

results of the animal experimentation which they so much
oppose, no one in our civilization can avoid such indebted-
ness. Thousands of useless and harmful animals are an-
nually slaughtered for the public good in our cities, but
they object to a few of them being painlessly utilized for

the benefit of mankind. We need not question the kindly
motives of the opponents of investigation, but they are
expending them on animals, while the investigators are
working for the good of men.

Suprarenal Transplantation.—F. C. Busch, T. M.
Leonard, and T. Wright discuss a new series of thirty

cases of suprarenal transplantation. The transplantations
were made into the thyroids, testes, and kidneys of dogs
and rabbits, not only in the same animal, but also from
one animal to another of the same species. The results

of implantations into the testes and thyroids were all

negative. Positive results were obtained only in those
cases in which the kidney was used as a receiving tissue.

The experiments in each case consisted of three stages,

the technique of which is described. Complete proof of
functioning graft survival was obtained in two cases.

In one of these the rabbit's suprarenal was transplanted
into its own kidney, and thirty-six days later the remain-
ing adrenal was removed. Seventy-seven days after the

second operation the kidney containing the graft was re-

moved. In three days the animal died. No evidence of
peritonitis and no suprarenal accessories or stump could
be found. The second case was that of transplantation
of the suprarenal of one rabbit into the kidney of an-
other. The rabbit's remaining suprarenal was removed
thirty-six days after the introduction of the graft. The
animal recovered. Twenty-nine days later the kidney
containing the graft was removed, and the animal died in

forty-three hours. From the results of their work the
authors conclude that the kidney seems to be the best

structure for the reception of the grafts. Whether the

graft alone, in any of these cases, would have been suf-

ficient to carry on the suprarenal functions indefinitely

the authors cannot say. The longest period of graft sur-

vival which they have recorded is 247 days. With im-
proved technique and more uniform success in animal ex-
periments, it does not seem unreasonable to attempt su-

prarenal transplantations as a therapeutic measure in

Addison's disease.

Irregular Hearts.—A. W. Hewlett discusses the sub-
ject of absolutely irregular heart action. The most im-
portant characteristic is the absence of normal auricular

contractions, denoting a fundamental change in the heart

activities. It is probably to be interpreted as a total au-

ricular paralysis, or at least as an asthenia of such a

grade that the contractions of the auricle are no longer
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<Iemonstrable. The mitral stenosis murmur may also dis-

appear, or, if it persists, it loses its presystolic accentua-
tion, which is a fact of diagnostic importance. Physicians
should recognize the fact that a typical murmur at such a

time is not to be expected. In t\-pical cases of irregular

heart the term delirium cordis expresses the extreme lack
of rhnhm. The absolutely irregular rhythm is one of the
most persistent tj-pes of arrhythmia, usually lasting till

diath. though it may be modified temporarily. The heart
lesion most frequently present is mitral insufficiency,

which occurred alone in ten out of the thirty cases exam-
ined, and was associated with mitral stenosis in five more.
Rheumatism was the most common antecedent, twelve out
of thirty ; next came alcoholic excess, very marked in ten.

Hyperthyroidism was the only demonstrable cause in two
cases, chronic nephritis in one, while arteriosclerosis was
noted in a number of others. The symptoms represented
ever}- t\pe of heart failure. In some severe tjpes,

dyspnea, edema, and effusion into the serous cavities were
common. In others the symptoms were less marked, and
in two patients no sjTnptoms whatever were complained
of. It seems that moderate irregularitj' with auricular

paralysis, especially if valvular disease is lacking, is not
enough in itself to cause severe symptoms. The relations

to tricuspid insufficiency cannot be exactly defined, but
many of these patients have it without doubt, as shown
by the tj-pical murmur, the positive plateau on the venous
pulse, and the positive pulsations of the liver. Enlarge-
ment and tenderness of the liver were present in a large
proportion, associated presumably with the tricuspid re-

gurgitation. Delirium cordis may occur in a paroxysmal
form, an instance of which is reported, occurring from the

excitement of exertion, and associated with auricular par-
alysis. Probably other factors than merely nervous ones
are present in such cases, mitral valve disease existed in

the two cases observed by Hewlett. The relation of these
paroxysmal cases to the others is probably a near one.

He also mentions a form of tachj'cardia which may also

be closely related. In conclusion, he notes the fact that

atropine and digitalis produce their well-known effects in

these cases of absolute cardiac irregularity, but not to the

extent of correcting it.

Weather and Pneumonia.—C. M. Richter discusses
the relation of anticyclonic weather to the prevalence of
influenza and pneumonia on the northern hemisphere. He
deals specially with recent epidemics of pneumonia in

Chicago and San Francisco. Because of the small differ-

ence between its mean temperature and mean relative hii-

midit}- of Januarj' and July, San Francisco is thought, by
the author, to be the best city in the country in which to

make research in regard to the influence of weather on
disease. The different meteorological factors and the

pneumonia mortality figures he charted together for a

number of years, and thereby demonstrated that while there

was absolutely no relation between temperature and hu-
midity and such mortality, there was a very clear relation

between periods of high air pressure and such mortality.

He describes the fundamental differences between high

and low air pressure—that is, between cyclones and anti-

cyclones. By analyzing the epidemics previously spoken
of and studying them with reference to the air pressure

prevailing contemporaneously he demonstrates that dur-
ing a prevalence of anticyclonic weather pneumonia and
influenza are generally prevailing. He concludes that:

pneumonia is not merely a concomitant of the cold

weather season. Its prevalence depends on anticyclonic

weather, summer and winter, on the northern hemisphere,

and not on low temperature. There is sufficient reason

to assume that the quality of the air of an anticyclone

changes in conformity with changes in the activity of the

sun and that the prevalence of grip and pneumonia is sub-

ject to a specific quality" of such air.

Experimental Parotitis.—Isabella C. Herb reports

experiments on dogs and a monkey by inoculation with

the culture of a diplococcus obtained from a man who
died from a complication of diseases, including mumps.
It was similar in its essential characteristics with that de-

scribed by Laveran and Catrin and others, and produced
when inoculated into Steno's duct of the animals an aciite.

uniform enlargement of the parotid gland, accompanied
with slight fever. In the dog this enlargement is the

result ot an infiltration that consists largely of mononu-
clear cells, and is accompanied with a general increase in

the mononuclear cells in the blood, as well as a distinct

rise in the opsonic index with respect to the diplococcus.

Further studies, however, especially of human mumps, are

needed before we can say that this diplococcus is the spe-

cific cause of mumps.

The Liuict-t. August 15. 1908.

The Treatment of Immature Cataract.—Henry Smith
says that the various procedures for the maturing of im-

mature cataracts are puncturing the lens capsule with a

needle; iridectomy (simple); iridectomy with massage
through the cornea ; and iridectomy with direct massage
with some form of instrument. He decides that the e.x-

traction of immature cataract by the capsulotomy method
is hardly justifiable : that ripening procedures are either

unsatisfactory or dangerous; that to wait for natures

maturing process is highly unsatisfactory and detrimental

to the patient. The treatment of immature cataract which

he practises extensively and which he regards as the pro-

cedure of the future, and which will leave mature senile

cataract a much rarer condition than it is at present, is

extraction of the lens in its capsule, a procedure to which
immature cataract is admirably suited. The state of im-

maturity at which he advocates this procedure is the stage

at which it unfits its possessor for the performance of his

ordinary duties. His experience now extends to about

20,000 cataract extractions, about 17,000 of which have

been in the capsule, and among the latter have been

many immature cataracts, especially in recent years.

Note on a Case of Acute Pulmonary Edema.—William
Rolland reports the history of a male, 30 years old, who
complained of swelling in both legs of six days' duration

and of breathlessness. The urine contained a considerable

quantity of albumin and numerous casts. The pulse was
of high tension. A preliminary diagnosis of subacute or

chronic nephritis was therefore made. The patient devel-

oped a hacking cough accompanied by slightly sanguine-

ous expectoration and gradually increasing dyspnea. Ik-

began to show some lividity and an inhalation of amyl
nitrite was administered. The lividity increased to cya-

nosis, however, and the respiratory embarrassment becanie

extreme. A great quantity of frothy, blood-tinged fluid

was coughed up and latterly flowed out of the mouth
and nose without expiratory effort. The patient became
extremely restless and attempted to get out of bed. He
then gradually succumbed to respiratory failure, the heart

beating for about one and a half minutes after respiration

had ceased. The interval of time between the onset of

the cough and the cessation of respiration was about three

or four minutes.

British Medical Journal, August 15, 1908.

Pneumonia in Children.—G. H. Melville Dunlop
analyzes 500 cases of pneumonia that he has seen in the

hospital. Of these 147 were of the lobar variety, the

rest of the bronchopneumonia type. Of the 147 cases,

85 occurred in boys, 62 in girls. An immense majority

of the cases occurred during the winter and spring months.
There were 45 cases under two years of age, 42 between
two and five years, and 60 between five and twelve years.

The left base was affected in 63 cases, the right base in

25, the right apex in 23, the left apex in II, both lungs

in 8, whole of one lung in 10, and the site not ascertained

in 7. The late development of physical signs is of fre-

quent occurrence. The chief symptoms observed herald-

ing the onset of pneumonia were vomiting, headache, pain

in the side, shivering, convulsions, and diarrhea. Vomit-
ing in nearly two-thirds of the cases. Pain was more
often referred to the abdomen than the thorax. Convul-
sions do not occur so frequently as an initial symptoin

as is generally supposed, and verj- rarely occurred in

children over two years old. In none of the 25 cases in

which deliriimi occurred was the child under three years

old. Herpes occurred in 11 per cent, of the cases. The
crisis took place on the second day in 2 cases ; on the third

in 3 cases; on the fourth in 6 cases; on the fifth in 16

cases; on the sixth in 15 cases; on the seventh in 16

cases ; on the eighth in 22 cases ; on the ninth in 14 cases

:

on the tenth in 10 cases; on the eleventh in 7 cases; on

the twelfth in 3 cases ; after the tsvelfth in 6 cases. Of
the 147 cases, 24 terminated by lysis. Out of 147 cases,

15 have died, being a mortality of 10.2 per cent. Below
the age of two years the prognosis is grave, but above that

age it is exceedingly favorable. There were 353 cases of

bronchopneumonia, of which 120 were primary and 233
secondary. There were 182 boys and 171 girls. Of the

120 primary cases, 92 occurred in children under two year-

of age. He was guided in differentiating these cases 'rem
lobar pneumonia by (l) the more dissemin.'ited charact.'r

of the lesion in the lung; (2) the remissions in the tem-

perature; (3) the greater amount of cyanosis and dyspnea;

(4) the m.ore troublesome character of the cough. In

analyzing these 353 cases of bronchopneumonia he finds

that both lungs were affected in 182 cases; the right lung

alone was aff^ected 83 times, the left alone 72 times, and

in 16 the site was not stated. Death was generally due

to one or other of the following causes: increasing ex-

haustion : suffocation and toxemia, owing to the bronchi

becoming blocked and the lungs choked ; heart failure. He
was struck with three points in connection with the cases

that terminated fatally": (i) The large number of cases

that die ver>- suddenly of heart failure; this occurred in

23 of his cases; (2) the tendency of the temperature to

mount higher and higher as death approaches; this oc-
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curred 31 times in the 89 cases of death; (3) the great

liability of the child to die during an attack of general

convulsions, which termination occurred 10 times. The
following are the chief points to be considered in esti-

mating the prognosis: i. The primary disease; those cases

which occurred after whooping cough, measles, and diph-

theria were exceedingly fatal, giving a death rate of 54.4

per cent. 2. The younger the child the worse the prog-

nosis; 64.4 per cent, of the deaths occurred in children

under two years. 3. The greater the extent of the lungs

involved the less is the chance of recovery; in 75 per cent.

of the deaths both lungs were affected. 4. The poorer
the previous health of the child the graver the prognosis.

5. When the child suffers from severe forms of ricket.s

the prognosis is always grave. In 34 per cent, of the

deaths the report states that severe rickets existed. 6.

Diarrhea seriously affects the prognosis, and was pi'esent

in 24 per cent, of the deaths. 7. A temperature of 105' F.

greatly adds to the gravity of the case ; 60 per cent, of
these cases died. 8. A pulse rate over 180 and a pulse-

respiration ratio of I to 2 or I to I 1-2 is always serious.

9. The highest mortality was in the cases which had lasted

for several weeks. The indications for treatmenr are,

first, to endeavor to prevent the digestive o-'gans b;i-. )m-
ing deranged ; second, to do all in your power to maintain
the strength and vitality of the patient ; third, to keep the

action of the heart constantly under observation ; fourth,

to prevent, if possible, the spread of inflammation to fresh

portions of lung.

Zinc Ionization in Chronic Urethritis.—P. Clennell
Fenwick says that his attention was drawn to the v;i'ue

of zinc ionization in rodent ulcer by Dr. Lewis Jones some
months ago. After using this treatment with success in

three cases of rodent ulcer he wondered if the same
method could not be used in chronic catarrh of the ure-

thra. He then reports in detail two cases of chronic
urethral catarrh of long standing treated by this method
with success.

Munchener medisinische IVochcnschrift, August 4 and
II, igo8.

Artificial Hyperemia in Cerebral Arteriosclerosis.—
Gain says that the ultimtae cause of arteriosclerosis is to

be found in the degenerative changes of the vasa vasorum
or in pathological contractions of their lumina which pro-

duce changes in the sections of the vessels that are sup-

plied by the affected arterioles. This explains why the

innermost part of the intima is usually the first to suffer

from the changes of arteriosclerosis. Artificial hypere-

mia produces marked changes in the vasa vasorum, and
the author tried it for therapeutic purposes in over twen-
ty cases of arteriosclerosis. The elastic tube about the

neck is used to produce the hyperemia, the pressure in

the tube being controlled by a manometer and raised to

from 20 to 50 mm. A daily treatment of one-half to two
hours in duration was given. The neurasthenic symp-
toms which frequently attend this form of arteriosclerosis

were very favorably affected by the treatment, and the

general wellbeing of the patient soon resulted ; advanced
cases of arteriosclerosis were not affected. The author
warmly recommends the trial of this method of treatment
in the early stages of arteriosclerosis affecting the central

nervous system.

Nonabsorption of Antitoxin from Rectum.—Ham-
burger and JMonti say that if the absorption of various
antitoxins from the rectum could be shown then rectal

administration of such substances would be often prefer-

able to subcutaneous injections. E.xperiments with tetanus
antitoxin have show-n that very little, if any, of the pro-
tective substances found their way out of the rectum into

the blood. Of the twenty-four children examined only
one gave a positive reaction for the presence of antitoxin

in the blood after such administration. Escherich, Pfeifl'er,

Dehne and Hamburger have obtained similar results with
diphtheria antitoxin and with foreign proteids in general.

It may be assumed that none of the protective substances
in the nature of antitoxins are absorbed by the rectum
and, therefore, all good results reported after such ad-
ministration should be viewed very critically.

The Specificity of Wassermann's Reaction for
Syphilis.—Jochniann and Topfer say that the presence
of Wassermann's reaction in such diseases as frambesia
does not diminish the value of the reaction as a diagnostic
measure because of the extreme rarity of the disease in

question in temperate climates. Much and Eichelberg.
however, have claimed that scarlet fever patients may give
evidence of the reaction and such a finding, if proved
correct, would seriously interfere with the usefulness of
the Wassermann reaction. The authors have therefore
tested the sera of 33 scarlet fever patients in reference to

this question and have obtained negative results in 32 cases,

one case showing an intermittent positive reaction when

larger amounts of serum were used than are required for

the diagnosis of syphilitic infection. The method of diag-

nosing the existence of syphilis devised by Wassermann
remains, therefore, quite dependable.

The Treatment of Scarlet Fever.—Oppenheimer says
that of his 150 scarlet fever patients he lost only three,

and has never observed a case of nephritis. He thinks that

the appearance of the latter comphcation is often due to

the use of cold bathing or other extreme hydrotherapcutic
measures as well as to the carelessness in the diet of the

children. He never uses cold packs or cold baths, making
use of compresses in case of headache, unrest, etc. In the

diet, meat, meat soups, eggs and even all dishes prepared
with eggs are excluded ; milk, rice, cooked fruit, a small

amount of vegetables, and a little bread make up the diet

he has found most efficacious. He admits that the freedom
from complications and the low mortality of his cases may
be accidental, yet as his method of managing the disease

cannot do any possible harm he warmly recommends its

trial in other hands.

Granular Form of Tubercle Bacilli.—Wirths says that
Much has found in tubercular lesions that were apparently
free from bacilli many granular particles which could be
stained by Gram's method and which are probably a form
assumed by the bacilli of tuberculosis under certain con-
ditions of growth. These granules are often intercellular,

lying in the epithelioid or in the giant cells. In several

cases of tuberculosis the search for acidfast bacilli was
unsuccessful but the granules were found in abundance.
The infectivity of the material was proved by inoculation

of guinea pigs. The exudate obtained from the inocu-

lated animals contained at first only the granules described

by Much and later typical acidfast tubercle bacilli. It

seems proved, therefore, that the type stainable by Gram's
method alone can pass into the type that may be stained

with the usual technique for tubercle bacilli, as for instance

by Ziehl's method. The opposite metamorphosis has also

been observed by the author. He concludes that the gran-
ules described by Much are not artefacts nor debris of ba-

cilli but virulent organisms that seem to be the most re-

sistant form of tubercle bacilli known.

Deutsche medizinische Jl'ochenschrift, August 6, 1908.

Operative Treatment of Stomach Perforation.—
]\Iichelsson says that every case of abdominal injury should
be immediately put under the care of a surgeon because
perforative and other injuries of the internal organs can-

not be readily excluded in the early examination. If a

perforation of the gastrointestinal canal is suspected an
operation should at once be performed. General narcosis

is preferable to lumbar anesthesia in these cases as the

upper abdominal organs may have to be handled, which may
result in pain and consequent unrest of the patient. The
indications to be fulfilled are as follows : The source of
infection, if one is found is to be closed; the abdominal
cavity is to be cleansed of any infectious material and
drainage is to be provided for the exudate that will prob-
ably form in consequence of the infection. Such cleans-

ing of the peritoneal cavity is to be done only in cases

of spreading peritonitis and large amounts of salt solution

are to be used, the washing being continued until the fluid

returns clear. Gauze drains are preferable to rubber tubes

for drainage. Infusions of salt solution are the best stimu-

lants to the patient in cases of postoperative shock.

French and Italian Journals.

Discontinuance of and Return to a Milk Diet in Diar-
rheas of Infancy.—Rousseau-Saint-Phillipe says that

milk is not the perfect, antitoxic, easily assimilable, com-
plete food that it has been considered. The cow even if

healthy, clean, and well fed gives a milk that is not suitable

for the child, and it is necessary to watch its digestion

and assimilation. When a good, pure milk has been ob-

tained it is necessary to watch its dosage carefully. There
are cases both acute and chronic in which it becomes
poisonous and excites a gastroenteritis with putrefactions.

In these cases milk must be stopped at once and a water
diet made use of, with a certain amount of fasting, fol-

lowed by the use of some other food. When the intestines

have been cleansed, disinfected, and returned to a normal
condition the use of milk should be begun very gradually

and in very small doses, and thus a tolerance be gradually

established for it.

—

Journal de Mcdecine dc Bordeaux, May
10, 1908.

Intestinal Occlusion After Gastroenterestomy. —
RigoUot-Simonnot says that after any abdominal operation

paralytic occlusion without mechanical obstacle, occlusion

without by-adhesions, by bands, or by extension of in-

flammatory lesions or of neoplasms that existed before the

operation may occur. In other cases the occlusion results

from the technique used in the operation. Three varieties

may be distinguished; twisting of the anastomosed gut at
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the time of operation or later; fixation of the intestine in
the niesocolic breadh of the posterior mesentery and com-
pression of the transverse colon; prevertebral incarceration.
Pain is generally present, there is complete snppression of
the stools, and of evacnations of gas, votniting that is

frequent, tenacious, and fecal with absence of meteorism.
Prophylactic treatment consists in reduction of the affer-
ent loop to the least length that is possible to complete
the anastomosis ; and closure of any space below the anas-
tomosis by joining the stomach and intestine down to the
root of the transverse mesocolon.—La Tribune Mcdicalc.
May 9, 1908,

Contribution to the Anatomic Pathology of Tumors
of the Corpus Callosum.—Giuseppe Panegrossi contrib-
utes to the knowledge of tumors of the corpus
callosum the following case: A man of fifty-
three years of age became rather suddenly con-
fused. He had no history of syphilis, and used
wine moderately. Soon after his confusion he fell

into a state of stupor in which he remained until his death,
about a rnonth later. There were no somatic disturbances
at any time. At the autopsy a tumor was found of a
gliosarcomatous nature, which had destroyed the anterior
two-thirds of the corpus callosum and invaded somewhat
the gray and white matter of the median frontal lobes.
The points of diagnosis of tumors of the corpus callosum
are these : early appearance of mental disturbances asso-
ciated with disorders of speech differing from aphasia

;

presence of various motor and topographic disturbances,
relating to equilibrium; absence of the general symptoms of
intracranial tumors; absence of disturbances of the cranial
nerves ; subacute onset of the disease and progressive char-
acter of the symptoms. Bristow has described a state of
stupor or somnolence rendering the patient ditTicult to
nourish and to communicate with.—// Policlinico, May,
1908.

Cases of Otic Pyemia Treated with Antistreptococcus
Serum.—Arslan Yervant has made use of antistrepto-
coccus serum in treating otic pyemia. In the case of a girl

of twenty years of age after opening of the mastoid up to

the aditus there still persisted the symptoms of pyemia.
For many days all methods of treatment failed to bring
about any improvement. An injection of antistreptococcus
serum reduced the temperature in a few hours from 39.5°

to 37.5°. After a few more injections the temperature fell

to normal. Then the patient was threatened with artro-
sinovitis with fluctuation and pain. The return to the
serum treatment relieved all the symptoms and the tem-
perature fell again to normal. In another subject aged
seventy-five years not operated on, the temperature was
up to 41.5°, and after the first injection it fell to normal.
When serum treatment was suspended complications super-
vened which caused death. By these cases the antithermic
action and the tolcraliility of the serum is abundantly prov-
en.

—

Im Rifoniia Mcdira, April 27, 1908.

Treatment of Inguinal Hernia in the Newborn.—
Broca says that in considering hernia in young children the

degree of malformation is important. Another factor is

the influence of rickets on the production of hernia. The
obliteration of the peritoneovaginal canal occurs at the

moment of the end of pregnancy, and in a premature infant

of even fifteen hours there is an incomplete closure, and
a predisposition to hernia. Heredity, especially lieredity

from the father, also plays an important pait in these

troubles. It is rare to find hernia at the moment of birth,

and thus it is not truly congenital. It is frequent to

find these hernise of large size, containing the large intes-

tine, either the cecum or the sigmoid portion. These her-

nise also come on slowly, and cough such as occurs in a

bronchopneumonia has much to do with the causation.

Violent efforts may produce them as well. Diarrhea, and
indigestion with colic, and the crying caused thereby are

also predisposing causes of hernia. Cure results from
the closure of the peritoneovaginal canal. In many cases

it is produced in early life by the application of a double
liandage, worn day and night, followed at the age of seven

to eieht months by a suitable truss. This may result in a

complete cure in the young infant. Or the hcrm'a may
continue to grow larger and give more and more trouble, in

which case an operation becomes necessary. The larce

flaccid stomach and weak abdoininal walls of the rachitic

child are favorable to this form of hernia. The nrognosis
of hernia in the babv is very variable. Strangulation oc-

curs rather frequently. A warm bath or mustard paste

inay cause reduction spontaneously. Severe taxis should

never be used, as gangrene mav be mused bv it. Oneration
is demanded when reduction is diflicult. The child must
not be senarated from the mother if we wish a babv to

live. So the oneration should iiot be done in a hosnital thai

will not admit the mother with the child.

—

Riillrlin dc la

Socictc dr I'hitcntat dcs Hof'llanx dc Paris. April. 1908.

^urgtral §>uggrattoua.
Varicocele.—When operating lor varicocele it is far

better to make the incision over the external ring, as in

herniotomy, than the usual incision in the scrotum. The
cord, veins, and artery may be pushed out of the opening,
and the veins separated from the others and ligated.

The operation is mucli simpler and easier, involves less

laceration and hemorrhage, and the dangers from em-
bolism, thrombosis, and septic infection are greatly
minimized. It is wholly unnecessary to touch eitlier the
wounds in skin and tunica vaginalis, or the cord and
veins—finger infection here being very serious, since the
wound must be closed without drainage. It is best sealed
with collodion, over which a protective gauze pad sliould

be placed.

—

American Journal of Clinical Medicine.
Everting the Upper Eyelid.—Bishop Harman says

that the evertion of the upper lid is one of the simplest
and nicest performances when done properly, and should
cause no pain to the patient. But, clumsily attempted, it is

hard to accomplish, and the bungling causes great pain.

The secret of this little mancuvre is to use only the first

finger and thumb. Tell the patient to look down
;
place

the inner edge of the thumb parallel with the lower lid,

and on its outer half just below the lashes. Place the
inner edge of the index finger lightly on the upper lid,

just above the lashes, and gently push up the skin ; this

will cause the edge of the lid to lift from the globe just a
little. Now, with the thumb in position, slip the lower
lid under the upper lid ; and the thumb, following with the
lower lid, will get under the upper lid, which can be held
firmly betwixt thumb and first finger, and everted, even
against a vigorous orbicular spasm. This is the only
method which is invariably successful, and, skilfully done,
it is painless.

—

Clinical Journal.
Dupuytren's Contraction.—Keen has successfully

modified tlie usual tecliniquc employed in the treatment of
this affection. The operation was performed under local

anesthesia—a few drops of 4 per cent, cocaine solution were
injected into the neural sheath. A trapdoor incision, with
its base looking toward the wrist, was made; the flap con-
sisted of all the tissues of the palm down to the sheath of
tlie tendons ; the entire palmar fascia was then excised.

Primary union followed. The results were satisfactory.

Keen holds that the technique is especially advantageous in

advanced cases where there are distinct bands already
formed.

—

St. Louis Courier of Medicine.
Fractures of the Patella.— If it is decided to adopt

nonoperative treatment, a satisfactory method is the one
known as the "Middlesex method." The limb is put on a
back splint until the efi'usion has subsided. The lower
fragment is then fi.xcd by transverse pieces of strapping,

which are firmly applied round the joint just below it.

The upper fragment is brought down into apposition by
strapping over it a piece of adhesive plaster, which is cut
away over the patella; to the sides of tlic adhesive plaster

pieces of elastic tubing are attached, which arc stretched
and fixed to the foot. The two fragments are thus kept
more or less in apposition. The apparatus must be re-

tained from six to eiglit weeks.

—

The Hospital.
The Use of Gloves in Surgery.— In a recent article

W. Cohn states that the use of gloves in surgery was first

suggested by Halster, who, in 1891, wore sterilized cotton
gloves at Ills operations. Conitzer points out, however,
that as long ago as 1855, Thomas Watson, in a work on
the practice of medicine, said, in his section on puerperal
fever, that it might be possible to invent a glove of some
material which should be impervious to fluids but not so
thick as to interfere with the sense of the touch, and thai

if such a glove could be devised it should always be used
at every confinement.

—

Zentralblatt fiir Cyn'dkologie.
Sprains of the Ankle.—A method of treatment

strongly advocated in preference to the usual plan of rest

and elevation is that of firmly strapping the part and en-

couraging the patient to go about as usual, at least after

the first twenty-four hours. The strapping is applied so
as to enclose the whole foot except the heel; it can be
kept on until pain and swelling have subsided, after which,
as a rule, no further treatment is required.

—

The Hospital.
Hematuria.—Sir Henry Thompson's method of deter-

mining whether blood has come from the bladder or kid-

neys is to carefully introduce a soft catheter just within
the neck of the bladder, draw off the urine and wash out
gently with warm water. If the water will not come away
clear the blood presumably comes from the bladder. If

the water comes away clear, the catheter is then corked
for a short while, and the patient kept at rest. When a

small quantity of urine has collected it is drawn off and
examined for blood. If blood is present, and if, after

washing out the bladder, the water comes away clear, the

presumption is that the blood comes from the kidney.

—

Clinical Review.
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iSnuk iSruiruis.

A M.^Nu.^L OF Venere.\l Diseases. By Officers of the

Royal .^rmy Medical Corps. Introduction by Sir Alfred
Keogh, K.C.B., Director-General of the Army Medical
Service. History, Statistics, Invaliding, etc., Lieutenant
Colonel C. H. Melville, R..'\.M.C., Secretary to the Ad-
visory Board. Clinical Pathology and Bacteriology,
Colonel Leishman, R..\.M.C, Clinical Course and Treat-
ment, Major C. E. Pollock, R..\.M.C. London (Henry
Frowde, O.xford) : Hodder & Stoughton (O-xford Medi-
cal Publications), 1907.

This manual is intended for officers of the Royal Army
Medical Corps and has been compiled by a sub-committee
of the Army Medical .-\dvisory Board. It embodies in ab-

stract the recommendations of the Board as to preventive
measures. Aside from the fact that the book contains a

brief, but satisfactory, summarj' of the clinical diagnosis
of gonorrhea, syphilis, and chancroid, it is of interest in-

asmuch as it reflects the consensus of opinion of a large
number of experienced army surgeons. The "methods of
prevention" spoken of consist in disciplinary measures,
not in the use of preventive solutions, ointments, etc. For
contracting a venereal disease the soldier should be pun-
ished, so that his punishment may serve as a warning to

others. This method savors of the Orient, and it remains
to be seen how it will work.

Dr. Leishman gives an excellent and most complete de-
scription of the methods of examining discharges, etc.,

for gonococci and for spirochasta pallida. Details art-

given of all the known methods of administering mercury,
and preference is given to inunctions and to injections of
insoluble compounds, such as the various "creams," which
have been popular in the British army for some years past.
The question as to the desirability of insoluble as com-
pared to the soluble compounds of mercury has by no
means been solved, but preference for the soluble salts in
injections is gradually growing stronger, at least in the
United States. A series of plans of treatment, with the
routine laid down for each period, are also shown in this
volume. The appendix contains methods of keeping offi-

cial histories and records of venereal diseases in the army,
a formulary, a number of charts, and statistical tables.

The book is to be recommended, especially to army medi-
cal officers and to those interested in the comparative study
of methods of treating syphilis and gonorrhea.

Diseases of the Nose, Throat and Ear, Medical and
Surgical. By William Li.ncoln Ballenger, M.D.,
Professor of Otology, Rhinology, and Laryngology, Col-
lege of Physicians and Surgeons, Department of Medi-
cine, University of Illinois, etc. Illustrated with 471
engravings and plates. Philadelphia and New York : Lea
& Febiger, 1908.

In a handsomely printed volume, a bit ponderous to hold
with comfort, the well-known Chicago author and clinician
presents his views on the allied subjects of diseases of the
nose, throat, and car. He believes that they cannot be
considered separately without missing most important con-
nections. Since the well-known two-volume treatise of
Bosworth on the nose and throat, which appeared now a
considerable number of years ago, no such pretentious
treatise has been published in America on the first two
divisions of the medical field as that now before us. It
covers practically every aspect of the specialties consid-
ered, being so well up to date as to have a separate chap-
ter on tracheobronchoscopy and esophagoscopy. The gen-
eral ground covered is, of course, well suggested by the
title, but the author has departed somewhat from the
usual methods of presentation, and as a consequence has
produced a most readable book. A few matters have,
perhaps, been unduly elaborated and some of the illus-

trations add but little, if any, value to the text. Surgical
techniques are clearly elucidated by descriptions of each
step of the various operations in numbered paragraphs,
and these descriptions are complemented with suitable
drawings. Lupus, syphilis, tuberculosis, leprosy, actinomy-
cosis, etc., are grouped under the designation of chronic
granulomata. The various statements made on disputed
points are so set forth as to express the author's convic-
tions as determined by his own personal experience, and
the stamp of sincerity is over all.

We are inclined to question the need of new works of
this kind. The vast stream of books on the nose, throat,
and ear of the last few years would certainly seem to have
filled every demand for literature of this kind in these
particular fields. \\'hat we need is more careful culti-

vation of sections of the domain, rather than repetitions
of descriptions and diseases as a whole. But we con-
gratulate Dr. Ballenger most heartily on the result of
what shows itself to be a most careful work, based on
extensive clinical experience. No student who reads this

book will fail to be amazed to see how the field of the

rhinologist, laryngologist, and otologist has expanded, and
no practitioner who looks over it carefully will fail to find

many suggestions, the value of which will be attested by
his own daily labors.

Treatise on Plague. Dealing with the Historical, Epi-
demiological, Clinical, Therapeutic, and Preventive As-
pects of the Disease. By W. J. Simpson, M.D. Aberd.,

F.R.C.P. Lond., D.P.H. Camb. ; Professor of Hygiene,
King's College, London ; Lecturer on Tropical Hygiene,
London School of Tropical Medicine; formerly Health
Officer, Calcutta; Medical Adviser to the Government
of Cape Colony during the outbreak of plague in 1901 ;

Commissioner for the Colonial Office to Inquire into

the Cause of the Continuance of Plague in Hongkong.
Cambridge : University Press, 1905.

The plague was until recently believed to be practically

limited to Eastern Asia, but now its prevalence in other
parts of the world, and especially on our own Pacific coast,

warns us that the disease has no limitations of race or

country. As the author says in his preface : "Plague takes

its own time and opportunities for its development, and it

is unwise to be lulled into a sense of security by its ap-

parent impotency to spread in a particular country. That
it is capable of spreading is seen too plainly in India.

Few thought it possible, when plague broke out in Bom-
bay in 1896, after an absence of 200 years, that the disease

would not be controlled, checked, and stamped out in a

short time.

Dr. Simpson divides his book into four parts, dealing
with the history and distribution, and the epidemiology of
the disease, plague in the individual, and the prevention
and suppression of plague. The measures taken to pre-
vent the importation of plague are mentioned, and the

author asserts that by a careful examination of rats an

outbreak of human plague may be forestalled, by tracing

the course of the disease in different localities.

The methods employed for the destruction of rats on
board ships are considered, and special attention is given

to the Clayton process of disinfecting.

The Operations of General Practice. By Edred M.
Corner, M.A., AI.C, M.B. (Cantab.), B.Sc. (London),
F.R.C.S. (England), Surgeon in Charge of Out-Pa-
tients at St. Thomas's Hospital and to the Children's
Hospital, Great Ormond Street ; Consulting Surgeon to

the Wood Green and Purley Hospitals ; formerly Eras-
mus Wilson Lecturer to the Royal College of Surgeons

;

and H. Irving Pinches, M..-V., M.B., B.C. (Cantab.),
M.R.C.S.. L.R.C.P. (London), Clinical Assistant to the

Children's Hospital, Great Ormond Street ; late House
Surgeon and Obstetric House Physician to St. Thomas's
Hospital. London : Henry Frowde, Oxford University
Press ; Hodder & Stoughton, 1907.

In this work the authors have successfully attempted to

meet a deficiency which is perhaps more striking in the

English than in the American schools, viz., the practical

training in the performance of small and relatively in-

significant operations, often lying on the borderland be-

tween medicine and surgery. The work is commendable
for the terse and systematic manner which the authors
have adopted in developing the subject, considering in

order the operations of the head, the neck, the chest, the

abdomen, the genitourinary apparatus, and, finally, the
extremities, respectively.

For reasons of expediency and with a view of keeping
within moderate bounds the authors have wisely refrained

from discussing alternate methods. This, as they re-

mark in their preface, must of necessity give a some-
what dictatorial character to the book, but at the same
time it is a feature that particularly appeals to the average
practitioner, clearly differentiating between such cases as

should be operated upon and such as are either in the

doubtful class or inoperable. The subject matter is pre-

sented most attractively and with a striking simplicity of
style and diction.

The chapters pertaining to rectal surgery are especially

valuable, and there is an excellent, though rather brief,

description of Bier's method of passive congestion. The
work is freely illustrated and excellently indexed, and
will be found especially valuable to the young physician

who has not had opportunities for practical work in out-

patient dispensaries, and for the general practitioner as a

hand-book of ready reference.

Geschichte der Larvngologie in Wurzburg. Von Prof.
Otto Seifert. Wurzburg: Curt Kabitzsch, 1908.

This pamphlet is of interest, especially from a historical

point of view. Many names of prominence in the laryn-

gological world have been associated with the institution

here described. The contents of the book consist of de-

scriptions of the courses of instruction given, names of

principals and assistants, enumeration of cases treated,

titles of publications based on this work, etc.
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NoTHXACELS PRACTICE. Diseases of the Heart. By Prof.

Th. v. JCrcensen of Tubingen, Prof. L. v. Schrotter
of Vienna, and Prof. L. Krehl of Greifswald. Edited

with additions by George Dock, M.D., Professor of

Theory and Practice of Medicine and Clinical Medicine,

University of Michigan, Ann Arbor. Authorized trans-

lation from the German, under the editorial supervision

of Alfred Stexgel, M.D., Professor of Clinical Medi-
cine in the University of Pennsylvania. Philadelphia and
London : W. B. Saunders Company, 1908.

This volume is an admirable successor to those of the

series that have preceded it. The important subject to

which it is devoted is divided between three authors

;

Jiirgensen having written the first section of 144 pages on

cardiac insufficiency, the second of 155 pages on endo-

carditis, and the third of loo-odd pages on valvular dis-

ease. Krehl is the author of the chapters on diseases of

the myocardium and nervous diseases of the heart, covering

340 pages, and the volume closes with a section of 66

pages on the diseases of the pericardium by Schrotter. It

is unnecessary to say anything in praise of the work of

such eminent authorities, and the translation has been done

in a manner worthy of the original. The American edition

of this large system is now- drawing to a close and all

those concerned in the long task are to be congratulated on
the success with which the difficulties of the work have

been overcome.

The Mother's Year Book. Being a Practical .Application

of the Results of Scientific Child-Study to the Problems
of the First Year of Childhood. By Mariox Foster
Washburxe. author of "Family Secrets," etc. New
York: The Macmillan Company, igoS.

.\s a somewhat popular book for the expectant mother,

and also for the young mother with her first baby,

this volume will serve a useful purpose. It contains miich

information on the hundred and one little things whicli

interest and appeal to the young mother, and, as a rule, the

advice given is health}'. The advice given in the appendix
on the Care of the Eyes of the Newborn is not altogether

commendable. We think it would be safer for the mother
or nurse to call in a physician rather than to decide whether
to use boric acid or nitrate of silver.

Febre Amarell.a. Estudo Clinico com Observagoes. Pclo
Dr. Zeferixo Meirelhes, da .Academia N. de ^iedicina do
Rio de Janeiro, etc. Rio de Janeiro : H. Gamier, 1907.

The author of this practical manual on yellow fever is

physician to the San Sebastiano Hospital and ex-director

of the Isolation Hospital of Nitcheroy. He deals with the

disease from the viewpoint of wide personal experience.

The usual arrangement is followed, the etiology, pathology,

diagnosis, and treatment being discussed in turn. The
author is very conservative, even skeptical, concerning
treatment. Brushing aside any possible specific remedies,

he speaks of his sheet anchors in yellow fever—general

baths, alkalis (bicarbonate of soda internally and in

enemas; alkaline mineral waters), small doses of sul-

phuric ether (to counteract gastric irritation). Calomel
is his favorite intestinal antiseptic and eliminant, while

his diuretics are water, milk, and theobromine. The book
is a very good one from the clinical viewpoint and is writ-

ten in simple, direct, and well-ordered style, easily under-

stood, even by those not very familiar with Portuguese.

Traite de L'Arthritisme. Par le Dr. F. Grandmaison.
Paris : A. Maloixe. 1908.

This treatise on "arthritism" is a very complete and com-
prehensive presentation of the whole subject, from both

the clinical and chemico-physiological viewpoints. The
first part deals with the physiology of nutrition; the

second with the causes ; the third with the clinical mani-
festation of the disease ; the fourth with the complications

:

the fifth with the evolution, diagnosis, and prognosis, and
the last with the treatment of arthritism. The causes of

arthritism are discussed under four headings : Heredity,

over-eating, sedentary life, nervous over-exertion. In con-

sidering the urinarj- findings in gouty subjects, much atten-

tion is paid to quantitative relations of the various solids

excreted, and the graphic method is made use of for the

purpose of showing abnormalities in excretion. In speak-

ing of the urinary acidity, for example, emphasis is laid

upon the fact, brought out by Gautrelet, that there may
be either real or potential hyperacidity. Potential hyper-

acidity is indicated by an increase in total solids as com-
pared with the actual acidit}', each reduced to a percentage.

In this connection an excess of muscular exercise, etc.,

will cause real urinary hyperacidity. As regards uric acid

in the urine, the author found it generally below normal in

quantity in arthritics. It is relatively increased, however,

as compared to the total solids. In the chapters on treat-

ment much stress is laid upon physical methods, on diet.

exercise, hygienic living, etc., and far less on drugs. The
symptomatic treatment is developed along the usual lines,

the subject being presented in a clear and attractive man-
ner. There is a tendency towards building hvbrid words,

such as "dysfonction," "hypodesassimilation," etc., which

should be frowned upon, though the intention of the author

was simply to coin words that would supplant long

phrases.

The book, on the whole, may be compared to the English

work of Luff, though it is adapted more especially for

general practitioners, and therefore seeks to simplify the

more complex modern theoretical and experimental data

of the subject of arthritism.

Diseases of the Male Gexer-^th-e Organs. By Edred M.
Corner, M.A., M.B., B.Sc, M.C., F.R.C.S., Surgeon to

St. Thomas' Hospital, etc., London. (Henry Frowde,

Oxford), Hodder & Stoughton (Oxford Medical Publi-

cations), 1907.

The title of the book is not quite accurate. It deals with

some only of the male generative organs, viz., the testes,

spermatic cord, tunica vaginalis, the vesicles, and the

scrotum. Nothing is said of diseases of the prostate, and

only such conditions of the penis and urethra are men-

tioned as have to do with the generative function. An
attempt has been made, in other words, to discuss sepa-

rately in this book diseases of the male generative tract as

di-stinct from the urinary tract. What gain siich a separa-

tion involves is not made clear ; indeed, it is most con-

fusing to a student to hunt for a certain disease through

various books, only to find that it has been omitted because

the authors happened to be interested in a certain line

of disorders of a given organ. Those who expect to find

something about gonorrhea or syphilis in the present vol-

ume, more than the briefest mention, will be disappointed.

These are not, it is true, diseases of the generative func-

tion, but they certainly affect the generative organs.

Aside from this, the book contains in a very small space

a great deal of useful and practical information for stu-

dents and general practitioners on such subjects as hydro-

cele, hematocele, undescended testicles, etc. Concise and ac-

curate directions are given for operations and for treat-

ment and much stress is laid upon the differentiation of

doubtful conditions. The book is thoroughly up to date

and contains the most advanced methods of treatment,

e. g.. the use of tuberculin in connection with the opsonic

index, etc.

The book is written in the informal style of a series of

lectures, and embodies chiefly the results of the author's

long experience in the out-patient department of the St.

Thomas Hospital.

Cosmetic Slt!GERV. The Correction of Featural Imper-

fections. By Charles C. Miller, M.D. Chicago: Oak
Printing Company, 1907.

This is a small book, of about one hundred pages, that

deals with the correction of deformities and featural de-

fects of the ears, eyes, nose, and face. Most of the opera-

tions described may be performed by any one with a fair

knowledge of minor surgery, and they all may be done

under local anesthesia.

Abdominal Hernia. Its Diagnosis and Treatment. By
W. B. De Garmo, M.D., New York, Professor Special

Surgery (Hernia), New York Post-Graduate Medical

School and Hospital: Fellow New York Academy of

Medicine; Member American Medical Association, New
York State and County Medical Societies; Honorary
Member of the Medical Society of Virginia. Philadel-

phia and London: J. B. Lippincott Company, 1907.

Se\-enteen, of the twenty-four chapters of this book are

devoted to the consideration of inguinal hernia, in which

the surgical care of inguinal hernia in the male and in the

female is discussed; the cause of inguinal hernia, its types

and conditions, the hernial sac, symptoms and diagnosis,

the mechanical treatment, truss fitting, treating by gym-

nastics, complications in the surgical cure of inguinal

hernia, and siemoid, cecal, and bladder hernia are fully

considered. Umbilical and ventral hernias are also treated

of at some length. Among the rare forms of hernia are

discussed lumbar hernia and the different varieties of

sciatic hernia. Dowd's new operation for congenital lum-

bar hernia is also described. The aim of the author being

to provide a book that will be useful to the physician in

his work, he has mentioned only those operations which

he has found from personal experience to give the best

results. This will appeal to the busy man.

The chapter on truss fitting and mechanical and gym-

nastic treatment will be especially appreciated by the prac-

titioner as a guide in the management of those cases that

are either not suitable for operation or in which ^surgical

treatment has been refused.
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g>artrty Er^icrta.

AMERICAN NEUROLOGICAL ASSOCIATION.

Thirty-fourth Annual Meeting, Held in Philadelphia, May
20, 21, and 22, 190S.

Dr. Charles W. Burr, President.

Wednesday, May 20

—

First Day.

Mental State in Chorea and Choreiform Affections.

—

Dr. C. \V. Burr of Philadelphia presented this, the presi-

dential, address and said that he had chosen this subject

because it was o£ interest in itself and because the study

of mental symptoms in physical disease would throw some
light upon the nature of the insanities. For example, the

study of the mental state in typhoid fever threw some
light on the clinical occurrence of delirium. It was un-

fortunate that the word chorea could not be dropped
from use. It included such diverse conditions that it car-

ried with it no clear meaning. Sydenham's chorea w-as a

separate and distinct disease which probably had a spe-

cific exciting cause. The majority of patients affected

with this disease were entirely sane throughout tlie course

of the disease, although even mild cases showed peevish-

ness, fretfulness, loss of power of attention and selfish-

ness. A second grade showed night terrors and hallucina-

tions; a third, distinct delirium with fever; a fourth, stu-

por and an acute dementia. Patients of the first and
second groups almost always fully recovered; of the third

group, frequently died; and of the fourth group, either

died or remained demented.

Progressive Hemiplegia Due to Vascular Lesions
and a GUoma of the Right Centrum.—Dr. Frank R.

Fry of Cincinnati reported a case of progressive left hemi-

plegia with the Jacksonian phenomenon but absence of

sensoo' or tumor symptoms. On autopsy there was found
a glioma of large size in the right centrum reaching into

an immediate subcortical position.

A Case of Cortical Blindness, Exhibiting Apraxic
Symptoms.—Dr. John H. W. Rhein of Philadelphia re-

ported the case of a man of fifty-five years, who had been
ill for three years and had developed progressive loss of

eyesight together with inability to recognize the position

of his body or limbs; loss of the sense of location; loss

of tactile and temperature sense in the left hand. Stere-

ognostic perception was impaired on both sides. Tliere

was no palsy, but the left hand and arm w-ere contractured

and could be moved only reflexlj'. There was gradual

mental failure toward the last and finally death from ex-

haustion. Autopsy revealed an area of softening in the

cortex in the occipitoparietal region on the right side of

the brain. Sections showed degeneration in the white
matter of both occipital lobes and part of the parietal.

lobes.

Dr. Joseph Collins of New York said this patient had
once been under his care and that he considered that the

case presented all the clinical manifestations of a type of
arteriosclerosis which had not been definitely described

and which resulted in cerebral softening. He thought the

areas of softening described would account for all the ob-
jective and subjective signs. He asked whether the au-
topsy showed arterial lesions and whether serial sections

had been made of the brain ganglia and how much de-

generation existed.

Dr. Alfred Gordon of Philadelphia said that in hemi-
plegia of cortical or subcortical origin there was fre-

quently change of function in the opposite side and
asked whether a systematic study of the corpus callosum
had been made.

Dr. J. H. W. Rhein of Philadelphia said, in closing, that

there w^as a general arteriosclerosis. The microscopic

lesions of the brain were rather those of perivascular

distension and infiltration. This was also present in the

white matter, which showed degeneration. The corpus

callosum was carefully studied.

Treatment of Facial Spasm by Means of Injections

of AlcohoL—Dr. Hugh T. Patrick of Chicago read this

paper, reporting three cases of facial spasm which he had

treated by injection of alcohol into the seventh nerve

trunk. Two showed good results and in the third there

was failure to reach the nerve. Fifteen drops of a 75

per cent, solution of alcohol was injected by means of a

hypodermic syringe with a needle of medium length into

the trunk of the nerve just in front of the mastoid over

the stylomastoid foramen. The nerve was not easy to

locate. As soon as the alcohol strikes it, there develops

complete facial paralysis which disappears in several

months and which is not nearly so annoying to the pa-

tient as the spasm. In neither of the author's cases did

the spasm return after recovery from the paralysis which

resulted from the treatment.

Dr. J. J. Putnam of Boston asked whether Dr. Patrick

considered that the injection of the alcohol induced a spe-

cial pathological condition of the nerve and how he ex-

plained the result.

'Dr. .\lfred Gordon of Philadelphia asked whether the

author had had any experience in treating in this way
spasms following Bell's palsy.

Dr. H. M. Thomas of Baltimore asked how long the

spasms had existed in Patrick's first case. He had seen a

number of cases of operation for facial spasm and thought

the palsy which resulted as bad as the spasm. The only

case he had seen cured was one of anastomosis with the

spinal accessory nerve done by Dr. Gushing. In this

case emotional power of motion returned before volun-

tary power, a phenomenon he could not explain.

Dr. G. L. Walton of Boston emphasized the presence

of other obsessive tendencies in the victims of tic. Suffer-

ers from spasm may be also neurotic, but not necessarily

obsessive. He also spoke of the importance of carefully

correcting refractive error before resorting to direct at-

tack upon the seventh nerve. He mentioned an obstinate

case of many years' standing completely cured by a final

adjustment of glasses and muscular exercises for insuffi-

ciency.

Dr. Charles E. Beevor of London, England, asked if

there had been any twitching when the needle entered

the nerve. He thought, as the nerve was a motor one,

there ought to be twitching as soon as the needle en-

tered it.

Dr. Ramsey Hunt of New York asked if Dr. Patrick

had found any etiological factor in these cases. He
thought it might be reflex, for in going over the literature

he had found that many cases showed some auditory dis-

turbance, aneurysm pressing upon the facial nerve or

some such cause. He thought that part of the seventh

nerve might be sensory and thus convey the afferent im-

pulses.

Dr. W. G. Spiller of Philadelphia considered the cases

of which Dr. Patrick spoke to be cases of peripheral

facial palsy. When regeneration occurred connections

of nerve cells tooK place which were different from those

which had previously existed and in this way cells be-

came connected with the upper or lower branches of

the facial nerve which had not been in contact before.

This accounted for the fact, as noticed, that the facial

spasm was always synchronous with closing of the eye-

lids. He had tested this many times and always found

it so.

Dr. J. J. Putnam of Boston said he wished to express

his acquiescence in what Dr. Spiller had said.

Dr. Patrick, in closing, said that he did not know how
alcohol acted. In answer to Dr. Thomas he stated that

his first case of facial spasm had been of ten years'

standing. He did not put forward the alcohol treatment

as a radical cure nor did he claim originality for it. If

spasm returned after the palsy vanished he could see no
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objection to repeating the treatment. The muscles did

not twitch when the needle was inserted nor was he

sure if he had touched the nerve or not. He knew noth-

ing of the etiology in his cases.

A Special Diagnostic Phenomenon in the Attitude of

the Head in Cerebellar Diseases.—Dr. Alfred Gorlio.n

of Philadelphia presented this communication and said

that a certain position of the head in cerebellar disease

was not infrequent. Very often the head was inclinetl

towards the side of the lesion. It was of importaucu

when cranial nerve symptoms were absent. The writer

had observed in six cases, four of which came to autopsy,

the following phenomenon : During the course of the

disease and sometimes at the beginning the head had

changed its position. Then when it was forcibly turned

to its former position, vertigo and pain in the head en-

sued. The autopsies of Gordon's cases had proved that

the phenomenon is of diagnostic value, as when it oc-

curred, it enabled one to determine the seat of the tumor.

Dr. Joseph Qjllins of Xew York asked in what way
the position of the head described by Dr. Gordon differed

from that described by Hughlings Jackson twenty-eight

years ago.

Dr. W. C. Krauss of Buffalo said he had seen cases in

which this position of the head was present to a remark-

able degree.

Dr. M. .Allen Starr of New York said that twelve or

fourteen years ago he had made a collection of forty

cases of cerebellar tumor in order to determine whether

the direction of the staggering gave any clue to the side

of the tumor. In one-third of the cases the patient stag-

gered toward the side of the tumor and in two-thirds

away from the tumor. Since then he had collected oth-

ers until now he has a series of 100 cases and has come
to the conclusion that the direction of staggering gives

no clue to the location of the tumor.

Dr. Joseph Fraenkel of New York said that forced

movements and forced attitudes of head or extremities

were commonly observed in cerebellar disease. The gen-

eral diagnostic value of these motor phenomena was un-

disputed and had been frequently described in literature.

More debatable, and hardly yet to be used as a guide, was

the value of these phenomena as an indication of the

exact location of a lesion. The opinions concerning this

question to be found in the literature were very contra-

dictory. The physiological literature of this question

made statements quite contradictory to those found in

the clinical literature.

Dr. Frank R. Frv of Cincinnati said that a few years

ago he had reported a case of frontal-lobe tumor which

gave all the signs of a cerebellar tumor. He thought the

symptoms due to pressure of the cerebellum against the

rim of the foramen magnum.

Dr. Philip Coombs Knapp of Boston said that in a

good many tumors in different parts of the brain a

change in the position of the head would cause increase

in dizziness and headache. The head was apt to be

turned to the same side as the tumor so as to bring the

tumor into the lower portion of the cranial cavity and

thus lessen the pressure on other parts of the brain. In

cerebellar tumor where ordinarih' these symptoms were

more marked they would be exaggerated by change in

position of the head.

Dr. J. Ramsey Hunt of New York, said he had ob-

served two cases of cerebellar softening in which the head

was fixed and he thought this was done to compensate

for loss of cerebellar function. He had never been able

to determine any fixed position of the head which could

be used as a localizing factor.

Dr. Charles E. Beevor of London, Eng., thought the

position of the head so very uncertain that it was not of

much value for diagnostic purposes. In a very large

number of cases there had been no characteristic position

of the head.

Dr. John H. VV. Rhein of Piiiladelphia said that the

position of the head was not pathognomonic.

Dr. T. H. Weisenburg of Philadelphia said that he has

recently collected a number of cases of cerebellar tumor

and in most of the cases the cerebellar attitude had been

of no value. In two cases there had been diplopia and

the patients held their heads in this position to avoid this

symptom. When paper was held over their eyes the

position of the head was changed.

Dr. Gordon^ in closing, said that what he wished to em-

phasize was that in case of cerebellar tumor the head was

first inclined to one side but later inclined to the other

side, and that the side to which the head latterly inclined

was the side of the tumor.

Two Cases of Aphasia Relieved by Operation, and

Their Bearing on Modern Theories of Aphasia.—Dr.

B. Sachs of New York presented this paper and said

that his first case was a man of thirty-eight who had

fallen, striking his head on the right side. Operation

had been performed over the site of the fracture but
' the patient continued unable to talk. The writer had

seen the patient five months later and advised operation

on the left side. This has been done and a cyst re-

moved from the third frontal convolution. By reeduca-

tion the power of talking had been fully restored. The

second case was a woman of forty-two who was found

suffering from typical sensory aphasia with other evi-

dences of organic brain lesion, Operation was performed

in the left temporal region and an abscess found in the

temporal lobe. Within a week the aphasia had entirely

disappeared. The writer thought that in practice the tra-

ditional lines in reference to aphasia should be followed.

Dr. H. H. HoppE of Cincinnati reported the case of a

man who after injury gradually developed parietal sen-

sory aphasia. On operation a small spicule of bone was

found under the temporal muscle and around it a cyst

pressing upon the temporal lobe. The patient improved

after the operation but never completely regained the

power of naming objects.

Dr. Joseph Collins of New York said that he consid-

ered Dr. Sachs' first case not one of aphasia but one of

anarthria. He thought the case a good example in sup-

port of Marie's theory.

Dr. Joseph Fraenkel of New York said that Dr. Sachs'

first case had been studied by him and it was plainly one

of motor aphasia. There was no evidence of paralysis.

He thought the case taught that we must still adhere to

traditional lines in reference to aphasia.

Dr. Adolph Meyer of New York thought that speaking

of points of vulnerability of the speech mechanism and

the exact site of speech mechanism were two entirely

different things and should not be confounded.

Dr. Sachs, in closing, said that he did not think his

cases could be used in illustration of the difference in

view between Marie and Dejerinc in reference to aphasia

and that he did not have that intention in presenting them.

He insisted that his first case was one of aphasia and not

anarthria, as Dr. Collins claimed.

The Cerebral Arterial Distribution.— Dr. Charles E.

Beevor of London, England, presented this paper and re-

lated his experience in injecting the various blood-vessels

of the brain with soluble colors under uniform pressure

and illustrated his results by means of lantern slides.

The pressure was maintained by means of pressure bot-

tles, the canulx entering the various arteries being fed

by way of the color bottles from a several-way tube which

formed the outlet of the pressure bottle. At various

times two, three, four or five of the arteries of supply to

the brain had been injected simultaneously. The injec-

tions were made in fresh brains which were afterward

hardened in formalin. The author had been doing this

work for the past six years and had successfully injected

and studied about eighty brains.

Dr. M. Allen Starr of New York said that he tlicught
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the members were extremely indebted to Dr. Beevor for

his beautiful demonstration and wonderful specimens. A
great many of the points, and especially the distribution

of the vessels to the internal capsule and the basal gang-

lia, were quite new to him, and that the work reponed

should appeal to all as being a verj- valuable original

contribution to the subject.

Dr. H. T. P.-MMCK of Chicago thought one could be

impressed to the proper degree with the originality of

the idea and the patience and skill required only when

he had an opportunity to look over Dr. Beevor's entire

collection of brains and see how uniformly successful

the results have keen.

Dr. J. J. Putnam of Boston asked Dr. Beevor if he

had attached any functional significance to this distribu-

tion of the vessels.

Dr. Adolph Mever of New York asked whether any

studies had been made in reference to anastomosis of

the various arteries and the possibilities of supply in case

of occlusion.

Dr. Joseph Collins of New York asked if there was

anything in Dr. Beevor's investigation which would in-

dicate the distribution of the end arteries.

Dr. Beevor in closing said he did not think the distribu-

tion had any functional significance, but was purely an-

atomical. In reference to anastomosis and end arteries

he said that the basal arteries are certainly end arteries:

others are anastomotic. However, there is verj- little

communication between the various branches of the same

artery.

The Weight of the Brain as Influenced by Nutrition

or Disease.—Dr. H. H. Donaldson of Philadelphia re-

ported his experiments with the brains of white rat?

and compared these results with those observed in man.

It was found that the normal brain weight begins to de-

crease early in life, in man in the eighteenth or twentieth

year. In disease the loss of weight is greater in chronic

than in acute diseases. While the loss in weight of the

other tissues of man in disease amounted to 24 per cent.,

that of the brain was only 3 per cent. .\s a result of

improper nutrition in otherwise healthy subjects the brain

weight was reduced 4 per cent. There was no loss in

the spinal cord in eitlier case.

Dr. J. J. Putnam of Boston asked upon what structures

in the brain the loss chiefly fell, whether upon the nerve

elements or the myelin sheath.

Dr. B. S.\chs of New York asked if the loss in brain

weight was greater or less than that of other organs, or

whether the brain simply partakes in the general deteriora-

tion of nutrition.

Dr. DoN-iU-DSON, in closing, said that the only element

of the loss studied was the amount of water, which was

found to be greater in amount in the diseased or poorly

nourished brain. He said the w-hole reason for the in-

quiry was to show the truth or falsitv' of the general be-

lief that the brain was unafifected by general disturbance

of the body. The loss was more than in the skeleton,

but less than in the muscles. No comparisons had been

made with other viscera.

Dr. E. C. Spitzka of New York said that in the study

of brains of distinguished men allowance had repeatedly

been made for a decrease in weight up to 150 grams.

A Brain Tumor Localized and Completely Removed,
with Some Discussion of the Symptomatology of

Lesions Variously Distributed in the Parietal Lobes.

—

Drs. Ch.\k.es K. Mills and Charles H. Frazier of

Philadelphia presented this paper, in which they reported

the case of a woman, forty-five years of age, in whom
the dominating focal sj-mptoms were left lateral homony-
mous hemianopsia and hemiataxia, the latter especiallv in

the upper extremities. There were slight hyperesthesia,

hypasteroeognosis, and hemiparesis. The general symp-
toms were double optic neuritis, headache, occasional ver-

tigo, nausea, and vomiting. Some mental apathy and

marked depression were present. A large parietal osteo-

plastic flap was raised, and at the upper back part of the

opening a large cyst revealed. This was emptied and the

entire sac removed. The patient made a good recoven.

from the operation. All focal sjinptoms disappeared but

the hemianopsia, which was gradually improving. The
optic neuritis subsided slowly. It was shown that at

least four symptom-complexes useful in guiding opera-

tions can be determined in cases of tumor or other lesion

of the parietal lobe. The manner in which the focal

symptoms and the optic neuritis cleared up after the

operation was shown, as was also the importance of rapid

one-step operations. The case was regarded as one of

radical cure, the microscopic examination showing the

cyst removed apparently of a benignant type.

Dr. B. Sachs of New York said that in four cases of

his in which the ttmior could not be located, as there was

no localizing symptom, the optic neuritis had been im-

proved very much by exploratorj- operation. He believed

in exploratorj- operation in cases where the tumor cannot

be localized.

Dr. Charles E. Beevor of London, England, congratu-

lated Drs. Mills and Frazier upon their splendid results.

He said he had had a case very much like this one, on

which Victor Horsley operated. There was improve-

ment, but the hemianopsia persisted. The difference, he

thought, was due to the depth to which the tumor ex-

tends. If it extends deeply and destroys the optic radia-

tions there will be no improvement in the hemianopsia.

Dr. J. J. Putnam of Boston reported a case of endo-

thelioma of the cerebellum, operated upon with removal

of the tumor, which continued to do well five years after

the operation. In a case of hemianopsia in which the

tumor was at the base of the brain, involving the fifth

nerve on both sides, a decompression operation had given

excellent results.

Dr. M. Allen Starr of New York said he was in

favor of decompression operation. He had had excellent

results in two cases recently. There were cases which

result in large hernias and death, but if one in ten could

be saved the operation was justifiable. He agreed that

brain operations should be done in one stage, and that

the surgeon should do everv-thing to hasten the operation

and diminish shock.

Dr. Theodore Diller of Pittsburg said that he also was
in favor of decompressive operation. He had had a pa-

tient recently who showed seven diopters of optic neu-

ritis. Ten days after operation the patient was com-
pletely relieved of headache, and although his vision

was only 5/200 before the operation he could afterward

read a typewritten page.

Dr. Mills, in closing, said that he is in favor of de-

compressive operation, but that his case was presented,

not as one of decompression, but of radical cure.

Dr. Ch.^rles H. Frazier of Philadelphia said, in clos-

ing, that he quoted the statistics which place the operable

tumors at 6 per cent, because he thought that was the

opinion of the medical profession, but that in his own
experience the operable tumors were 15 to 20 per cent.

He believed that if we would explore more routinely we
would find the tumor oftener than we do, and that we
would find them earlier, and thus get a greater percentage

of operability.
j

Hysterical Insanity, with Report of Some Illustrative "

Cases.—Drs. Theodore Diller and George J. ^^'RIGHT of

Pittsburg presented this paper, and said that hysteria

may express itself chiefly by mental symptoms constitut-

ing a psychosis which may counterfeit the various other

psychoses more or less closely : and this occurs more fre-

quently than is commonly supposed. The recognition of J
hysterical insanitj- is important, both from the prognostic 1
and the therapeutic points of view. Inconsequential an-

swers, to which Ganser directed attention, has done much
to aid in the diagnosis and to create interest in the
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subject of hysterical insanity. Inconsequential and para-

doxical conduct are often seen, and are of great diag-

nostic value. On the negative side hysteria presents a

psychosis which does not conform to the pattern of any

of the ordinary insanities. The theatrical and dramatic

features seen in hysteria generally are to be observed

in the hysterical psychoses. Some illustrative cases were

given.

Dr. Charles L. Dana of New York said that he had

read a great many articles on hysteria, and that every

writer had a different conception of it, so that the sub-

ject was very puzzling. We could get along much better

if the term hysteria was dropped entirely. He did not

think we would ever get a clear idea of psychoses so long

as we try to establish an hysterical psychosis. He did

not say this in criticism of Dr. Diller's paper, which he

thought very timely. He said he would like to hear some

clear-cut description of this psychosis. He had never seen

any clear-cut picture which he could qualify as belonging

to this group, although he had seen hysteria combined

with some form of insanity.

Dr. Henry R. Stedman of Boston said that if there was

such a thing as hysterical psychosis it must be based

on physical stigmata. He had met with very few cases

of that type, and tliought the term hysterical insanity

was disappearing from our nomenclature.

Dr. DiLLER, in closing, said that it was very hard to

define insanity, and that he was unable to define hysteria.

He thought hysterical insanity was hysteria which pre-

sented such profound, prolonged, exaggerated mental

symptoms as to constitute the person in the ordinary

practical way an insane person.

Thursday, May 21

—

Scimid Day.

Localized Epileptic Convulsions Without Gross

Lesions of the Cortex of the Brain.— Dr. Herma.n H.

Uni'PE of Cincimiati read this paper, confining his remarks

to cases showing genuine epileptic convulsions, and did not

include (hose of the Jacksonian, or reflex, type. Only

cases in which the physical examination was negative were

selected. In one class of cases there developed, without

previous epilepsy, a status hemiepilepticus which resulted

fatally in a short time. In these cases operation was

futile. It was often difficult, even after prolonged ob-

servation, to decide whether a given case of localized epi-

leptic seizure was due to an organic lesion or not, as

there were so many forms of trauma and disease which

might cause an organic lesion. We must, however, con-

clude that there were cases which were not produced liy

organic lesion. When the loss of consciousness occurred

first and the convulsions followed, and were limited to ,1

small group of muscles, they were undoubtedly epileptic,

and not Jacksonian. There was a second class of cases, in

which attacks recurred for years and in which there was

no progression. The attacks always occurred in the same

way. In Jacksonian epilepsy there was steady progres-

sion. Differentiation must also be made from hysterical

epilepsy.

Dr. L. Pierce Clark of New York said that in a series

of eleven cases of status hemiepilepticus at the Craig

Colony only one had died. It was not uncommon for

cases of this type to go through attacks fifteen times or

more. He had looked over the cases Dr. Hoppe men-

tioned and thought they were not without suspicion or

organic lesion. He thought that the underlying lesion in

focal epilepsy was a chronic meningoencephalitis.

Dr. F. E. Southard of Boston thouglit the possibility

of a liacterial etiologj' should be looked into in these

cases.

Dr. W. G. SriLLKR of Philadelphia thought that in

cases of doubt as to the presence of an organic lesion

operation should be done early, even if it turned out to

be only exploratory, for, in case of tumor, success could

be assured only by early operation.

Dr. B. Sachs of New York stated that many cases of

epilepsy were due to a lesion sustained early in life. That

there was some change, either microscopic or macroscopic,

we must maintain until there was very strong evidence to

the contrary. In a case in which focal epilepsy comes

on suddenly in one who has never had epilepsy before,

the idea of operation might well be entertained.

Dr. J. J. Putnam of Boston said that, in these cases,

while there was no local lesion, there was an area of

maximum irritability.

Dr. F. X. Dercum of Philadelphia stated that, in a

disease so hopeless as epilepsy, operation should be done

if there vras only a shadow of a chance of its doing good.

Dr. C. K. Mills of Philadelphia thought the further

the question of operation was studied the greater the

success. A species of Jacksonian epilepsy sometimes oc-

curred inside the general epileptic attack, and, when this

was the case, operation was indicated.

Dr. HopPE, in closing, said he agreed that microscopic

changes could perhaps be found in all cases of so-called

idiopathic epilepsy. He believed in operation in the cases

Dr. Spiller spoke of, but Iiis cases were not of that kind.

Sane Prototypes of Insane Mental Processes.—Dr.

Theodore H. Kellogg of New York, who read this paper,

said that insanity was never a .spontaneous mental varia-

tion, but always evolved on persistent lines of mental ac-

tion. All insane mental processes had their correlative

.sane prototypes, which had not been adequately studied.

He compared the insane mental processes with their sane

prototypes in the following order, viz., delusions of the

sane as the casual prototypes of the false beliefs of the

insane; extremes of conduct of the insane as uniformly

modeled after sane exemplars; insane emotions, propensi-

ties, and impulses a^^ directly derived from their sane

prototj-pes ; the hallucinations and illusions of the insane

as a mere projection of the prototypic sensorial disorders

of sanity.

Dr. Henry R. Stedman of Boston said that the only

mental conditions it seemed hard to trace were the per-

versions of instinct, such as sexual perversions and the

eating and drinking of loathsome things.

The Course of Sensory Impulses in the Spinal Cord.

—Dr. Carl D. Camp of Ann Arbor, who read this paper,

said that other sensations than pain and temperature, a*

first taught by van Gehuchten, were conveyed in the spinal

cord by fibers which take their course in different parts

of the cord. Pain entered the posterior horn from the

posterior root, and ascended in the gray matter for

variable distance, varying from two to eight segments,

crossed in the posterior commissure, ascended in Gowers'

tract to the cerebrum either directly or indirectly. Heat

and cold were conveyed by the posterior roots and fol-

lowed the same course as the pain sense, but were dis-

tinct and separate. Tactile sensation passed by the

posterior roots up in posterior columns on the same side

without decussation. The sense of position came from

the joints ; motion from the muscles. They entered tlie

posterior horns and ran to the cells in Clark's column, and

possibly ascended in the gray matter of the same side for

a number of segments, then up in the direct cerebellar

tract of the same side.

A Contribution to the Diagnosis of Epilepsy and De-

mentia Praecox.—^Dr. L. Pierce Clark of New Y'ork

read this paper, and presented the results of a joint study

with Dr. E. W. Scripture upon the epileptic voice, in

which they Iiad found a characteristic and constant loss

of melody. The epileptic speecli was "plateau" in form.

No other nervous or mental disorder showed the epileptic

voice type. The "voice sign" was dependent upon the

chronic exhaustion or degeneration of those cortical ele-

ments which constitute the brain pathology of epilepsy

proper. In three-fourths of all cases of epilepsy one

might detect the voice sign without any other knowledge

of the disorder being present.
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Dr. Clark also showed lour colored drawings of the

fundus changes found by Dr. T)-son and him in all cases

of dementia precox. He laid stress upon the point that

one must consider all the signs and symptoms of the eye

syndrome to depend upon the syndrome in the prognosis

and diagnosis of this psychosis.

A Symptom-Complex of Occlusion of the Posterior

Inferior Cerebellar Artery.—Dr. W. G. Spuj-ek of Phil-

adelphia read this paper, and said that the symptom-
complex of occlusion of the posterior inferior cerebellar

artery was as follows : Sudden onset, usually without

disturbance of consciousness; motor power in the li.nbs

and fifth nerve distribution not affected, or at most tem-

porary and slight weakness of the limbs on the side oppo-

site the lesion. Diminution or loss of pain and tempera-

ture sensations in the limbs of the side opposite the lesion,

and in the fifth nerve distribution on the side of the

lesion, or also in the side of the face opposite the lesion;

the disturbance of sensation in the face might be only in

the first, or first and second branches, or in the whole
distribution of the nerve, depending on the upper level

of the lesion. Subjective pain, or some form of paresthe-

sia in the area of disturbed objective sensation. Tactile

sensation usually intact in all parts. Sense of position

usually intact, but sometimes affected. Occasionally a

zone of intact sensation in the neck between the zone of

disturbed sensation in the limbs of one side and the face

of the opposite side. Ataxia in the limbs on the side of

the lesion, indicating that the fibers of coordination did

not decussate below the medulla oblongata. Tendency
to fall toward the side of the lesion; tendency for the

head to drop toward the side of the lesion. Xystagmus
bilateral, more intense when the eyes were directed to-

ward the side of the lesion. Meniere's sjTnptora-complex

;

vertigo, revolving vertigo, auditory hallucinations, vomit-

ing; intense headache occasionall3". Disturbance of mictu-

rition occasionally. Paralysis of the muscles of degluti-

tion on the side of the lesion (vagus), but causing com-
plete inabilit}' to swallow, with impaired sensation of the

pharj'nx. Paralysis of the soft palate on the side of the

lesion. Paratysis of the larynx on the side of the lesion,

voice hoarse, and speaking in a whisper (loss of phona-

tion, with preservation of articulation). Tongue possibly

a little weak on the side of the lesion, but the weakness
usually not persistent, as the hypoglossus nerve and nu-

cleus usually escaped. Taste lost in anterior two-thirds

of tongue occasionally. Paresis of the sixth ner\e on
the side of the lesion occasionally. Paresis of the facial

nerve on the side of the lesion occasionally. The paresis

of the sixth and seventh nerves was often absent in a

lesion confined to the posterior inferior cerebellar arter\',

and possibb' it might be caused by further extension of

the area of softening. Sympathetic disturbance; small-

ness of pupil, narrowing of palpebral fissure, retraction of

eyeball on the side of the lesion. Loss of sweating in

the face on the side of lesion occasionally, or increase 01

sweating in the face on the side opposite the lesion

occasionally. Obstinate hiccough. Hemiasynergj on the

side of the lesion. Pulse might be rapid from paralysis

of the vagus. Loss of tendon refle.xes, including the

patellar tendon reflex, or in other cases exaggeration of

the tendon reflexes. Disturbance of hearing.

Thrombosis of the Posterior Inferior Cerebellar
Artery, with Autopsy Revealing the Lesion in the
Medulla.—Dr. Hexry M. Thom.^s of Baltimore read this

paper, and made further reference to two cases reported
in 1896, the second of which ended fatally two and a half

years after the onset, but autopsy was refused. A third

case was that of a man of fiftj--nine, who a week before
entering the hospital had intense giddiness, pain in left

side of face, diflicultv' in talking and swallowing, drooping
of left eye, and weakness of left face. Examination
showed an extremely ill man, with marked vascular, car-

<liac. and renal involvement. Sensorium dull. Constant

hiccough. Loft pupil smaller than right. Slight left

ptosis. Slight divergent squint of left eye. Dissociated

sensory disturbance on left face, right arm, and leg. Xu
sweating of left side of face. Death in four days.

Autopsy, among much else, revealed thrombosis of the

left posterior cerebellar artery.

Dr. B. Sachs of Xew York said he had had a patient

with imquestionable thrombosis of the inferior cerebellar

artery a short time ago, who had practically recovered.

Dr. Theodore Dillee of Pittsburg said he had seen

three or four cases such as described in these papers.

Dr. Charles E. Beevor of London, England, said he

had not come across any case similar to those described.

Dr. D. J. McCarthy of Ptiiladelphia said it should be

borne in mind that there was a wide variation in the

posterior branches given off by the circle of Willis, hence

tlie symptoms might differ greatly, dependent upon which
\essels were involved.

Dr. Spiller, in closing, said the symptom group he de-

scribed was so striking that, if it was kept in mind, a

diagnosis could be made without difficulty.

Dr. Thomas, in closing, agreed with Dr. Spiller, and
said that some thirty cases could be collected, both with

and without autopsj-, showing this sharp cut symptomatt 1-

Report of a Case of Myasthenia Gravis with Negative
Pathological Findings.—Dr. J. Arthur Booth of Xew
\ ork read this paper, and reported the case of a lad of

eleven years who presented the familiar sj-mptom-complex
of the disease, with a rather acute invasion, following an
operation for adenoids. Death from failure of respiratory

musculature. Examination of the central nervous system

negative and specimens taken from muscles and nerves

did not show anjlhing abnormal. Thyroid, parathyroid,

and pituitarj' glands normal. Slight simple hypertrophy

of thj-mus gland.

Dr. X. E. Bro-I- of Xew York said he regarded tlie en-

largement of the th>Tnus in this case as distinctly patho-

logical. Abnormalities of the thymus occur in 20 per

cent, of the cases of myasthenia gravis.

Dr. W. G. Spn.LER of Philadelphia said he had recently

had a case of myasthenia gravis found to be eliminating

an excess of calcium chloride in the urine. He was put

on calciiun chloride, with distinct improvement.

Dr. Booth, in closing, said he did not agree with Dr.

Brill tliat the thymus in his case was pathological.

Rest Treatment in Relation to Psychotherapy.—Dr.

S. Weir Mitchell of Philadelphia read this paper, and
said that he had invented the rest treatment in 1874, and
in 1876 had written a book on the subject, which was
soon translated into seven foreign languages. The treat-

ment was not used by others until 1877, when it was
administered by Dr. Wm. Goodell. In 1879 it was utilized

by Dr. Playfair in England. He had had no reason to

complain of the reception of the method of treatment by

the profession at large, but many unfair criticisms of it

had been made by eminent men, who ought to know bet-

ter. The good effects were assigned to various influ-

ences, some of which did Jiot even form part of the

method. Dubois had been an especially unfavorable critic

of the ^\'eir Mitchell treatment, a fact which grew out

of Dubois' failure properly to understand the methnd.

Dr. Mitchell quoted from this critic's writings to show
that his strictures were not warranted. Charcot had

claimed priority for isolation, but Dr. Mitchell asserted

that he was the first to make use of this measure in

the lesser neuroses. The rest treatment was especially

adapted to the treatment of neurasthenia, hypochondria,

and hysteria. Xeurasthenia might be, and often wa';. a

purely physical affection, and psychotherapy would do dis-

tinct harm in such cases. Pure hypochrondria was a

mental disease, but it was rare. Absolutely nothing was

known of hysteria. He believed the clergv-man could

often give material aid to the physician. Hardly a week
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went by thai he did not seek the assistance of the clergy-

man in the treatment of a case. However, no organic

disease could ever be relieved by influence exerted upon

the mind. Some conditions, as masturbation, irritable

temper, and kleptomania were at times favorably influ-

enced by inflicting bodily pain, and Dr. Mitchell some-

times resorted to this measure. Hypnotism was not

largely useful in the treatment of disease.

Dr. F. X. Dercum of Philadelphia said the rest treat-

ment was certainly original with Dr. Mitchell, and that

the only remarkable fact about the method was that it

made use of simple physiological means. The danger in

the newer methods of so-called psychotherapy was that

they would be used to the neglect of physiological means.

Dr. J. J. Putnam of Boston said that the contribution

Dr. Mitchell had made to medicine was a great one, and

as complete as Minerva springing from the head of Jupi-

ter. He thought no small factor in Dr. Mitchell's success

was his glorious courage and inspiring personality. He
agreed with Dr. Mitchell that neurasthenia was often

purely physical in nature.

Dr. Charles L. Dana of New York said that Dr.

Mitchell's colleagues had never questioned the value of

this original contribution to therapeutics. He thought in

reference to psychotherapy that it was true that a great

many people were going to the wrong place, such as

Christian Science and the like, for treatment, and that

physicians should acquire a knowledge of all that was

good in the way of treatment by whatever name it was

called, and be prepared to use it.

Dr. B. Sachs of New York thought that the associa-

tion should stand in opposition to the psychotherapy idea

as recently developed, because it had been horribly over-

done, but that physicians should go along as they have

always done exerting their influence as physicians, often,

perhaps unconsciously, but nevertheless with good effect.

He did not think it necessary to coin any new terms.

Dr. Charles E. Beevor of London, England, said he

had had in Dr. Mitchell's paper the most delightful treat

of his life. He stated that in England the Weir Mitchell

treatment was used with the greatest success ; also that

psychotherapy had not yet invaded the shores of England.

Dr. Philip Coombs Knapp of Boston said he endorsed

absolutely everything that Dr. Mitchell had said. The

physical condition of the patient was too often over-

looked. The most important thing was to put the patient

on the best possible physical basis.

Dr. Philip Coombs Knapp of Boston, as chairman of

a committee appointed to collect data as to the existence

of general paresis and general brain diseases in railway

employees, reported that the committee had gone far

enough to learn that these diseases were sufficiently prev-

alent to constitute a grave danger to the traveling public,

and that it would be desirable to have locomotive engi-

neers and train dispatchers examined regularly by com-

petent neurologists.

Friday, May 22

—

Third Day.

The Types of Encephalitis.—Dr. E. E. Southard of

Boston read this paper, and considered only the exudative

forms of encephalitis, which fall into three groups: (l)

Acute, including coccal and typhoid forms ; (2) sub-

acute, including tuberculous and luetic forms; (3) the

progressive form, or dementia paralytica.

Occupation Neuritis of the Deep Palmar Branch of

the Ulnar Nerve. A Well-defined Clinical Type of

Occupation Atrophy of the Hand.—Dr. J. Ramsey Hunt
of New York read this paper, and said he would isolate

a group of occupation palsies of the hand having the

following clinical characteristics: (a) Atrophic paralysis

of the intrinsic muscles of the hand, supplied by the deep

palmar branch of the ulnar nerve, (b) Reactions of de-

generation in the intrinsic muscles of the hand, supplied

ty the deep palmar branch of the ulnar nerve, (c) No
objective sensory disturbances of the hand or fingers

They were to be regarded as due to compression neuritis

of the deep palmar branch of the ulnar nerve as it jjassed

between the muscles of the hypothcnar region on its way
to the deeper structures in the palm of the hand.

Dr. F. W. Langdon of Cincinnati said the association

was much indebted to Dr. Hunt for the way in which he

had worked out this form of neuritis. He thought there

was a tendency erroneously to ascribe this condition to

progressive muscular atrophy.

Dr. Philip Coombs Knapp of Boston said he was very

appreciative of Dr. Hunt's careful work, and that his

explanation was quite convincing ; also that these cases

had often been described as beginning spinal myelopathy.

Confusional Insanity and Dementia Praecox.—Dr.

Philip Coombs Knapp of Boston read this paper, and

stated that too sharp a distinction had been drawn be-

tween confusional insanity and dementia praecox, so-called,

in the endeavor to establish tvfo distinct diseases. The
confusion of the former and the stupor of the latter were

only two stages of what was really the same disease. One
was a disturbance of projection and the other of percep-

tion. The pathogenesis of these conditions had not yet

received sufficient study. Intoxication and exhaustion

played an important role. The so-called dementia praecox

was not always precocious, as it might begin after fifty,

neither did dementia always occur. Dementia prsecox,

as a term, characterized the disease too strongly as hope-

less, for it was not ordinarily progressive, and was some-

times curable.

Dr. F. W. Langdon of Cincinnati said he agreed with

the essayist.

Dr. Alfred Gordon of Philadelphia said we were too

ready to jump at a diagnosis of dementia praecox as

soon as the patient was found to be a young person.

Facial Paralysis.—Dr. G. A. Waterman of Boston

read this paper, which was based upon thirty-three cases

of peripheral facial palsy. There was very slight differ-

ence in the side or sex affected or in the season of the

year. However, exposure to cold and drafts played an

undoubted causative role; as did also the toxins of syph-

ilis, nephritis, and the like. Ear disease also played a

part. The character of pain at the beginning was of no

prognostic import.

Prognosis of Spinal-cord Tumors, with Operation.

—

Dr. William C. Krauss of Buffalo read this paper, and

said that the first operative case of spinal cord tumor

was that of Gowers and Horsley in 1888. There was one

series of 50 cases in the first ten years ; a second series

of 50 in the next five years, and a third series of 50

cases in the next five years. The prognosis had gradu-

ally grown better and better, and was especially good in

cysts and sarcoma.

Delayed Apoplexy ("Spatappoplexie") with Report of

a Case.—Dr. Alfred R. Allen of Philadelphia read this

paper, and concluded that traumatic delayed apoplexy

was an entity ; that it might be due to an occlusion of

the arteries ; that when hemorrhage occurred it was not

due to necrosis outside of the artery. The artery changes

were the result of the trauma.

Officers.

—

President, Dr. S. Weir Mitchell of Phila-

delphia; First Vice-President, Dr. Pearce Bailey of New
York; Second Vice-President, Dr. F. W. Langdon, Cin

cinnati ; Secretary and Treasurer, Dr. Graeme M. Ham-

mond, New York; Councillors, Drs. H. M. Thomas of

Baltimore and Charles W. Burr of Philadelphia.

The next meeting will be held in New York, the date

to be determined by the Council.

Cancer of the Larynx.—There is no part of the body
in which cancer occurs which is more favorable for cure

than inside the larynx, just as there is no part in which it

is less favorable than when it has become extrinsic to the

larynx. Hence, there is an urgent appeal for early diag-

nosis by laryngoscopic examination in cases of hoarseness

even when this symptom exists in but a slight degree.

—

St. Clair Thomson.
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THE MEDICAL ASSOCIATION OF THE GREATER
CITY OF NEW YORK.

Stated Meeting, April 20, 1908.

The President^ Dr. Robert T. Morris, in the Chair.

Dr. Max Einhorn demonstrated an apparatus which sim-

plified the Jacoby-Solms method for the pepsin deter-

mination of the stomach contents.

Various Clinical Types of Acute Dilatation of the

Stomach.—Dr. Robert Coleman Kemp stated that one of

the main objects of his paper was to emphasize the neces-

sity of a careful e.xamination of the abdomen in all cases,

and to demonstrate some of the clinical conditions with

which acute dilatation of the stomach might be associated,

or in the production of which it might be a prominent

factor. It was clearly evident that four anatomical types

of this condition existed. I. Acute dilatation of the stom-

ach alone. 2. Acute dilatation of the stomach supervening

upon an existing chronic dilatation (the latter due to

stenosis of the pylorus). 3. Acute dilatation of the stom-

ach and duodenum : the most fatal type. 4. Acute dilata-

tion of the stomach and intestines ; a mixed type. In

discussing the clinical types of acute dilatation of the

stomach, Dr. Kemp said that among the symptoms point-

ing to the nervous system were convulsions in children,

epilepsy, migraine, tetany and chorea. Among the cardiac

symptoms of which acute dilatation of the stomach was a

direct causative agent were the so-called dyspeptic asthma,

tachycardia and pseudo-angini pectoris. The effect of the

condition on the pulse, respiration and blood pressure

were also recognized. In typhoid fever, when distention

occurred, it was due to the general systemic infection or

else to dietetic errors, and the mixed type, acute dilatation

of the stomach and intestine, was quite common. Several

fatal cases of the acute gastro-duodenal type had been

recorded, but they were rather rare. In the mild cases

there was often no vomiting. In acute distention with

hemorrhage frequent gastric lavage would relieve the acute

dilatation of the stomach and lessen intraabdominal pres-

sure. In pneumonia, Broadbent and Oastler had called

attention to the dangers of tympanites, and Holt referred

to the danger from dilatation of the stomach in pulmonary

disease. The acute gastroduodenal type of dilatation of

the stomach had occurred with fatal results on several

occasions, with typical symptoms, evidently due to involve-

ment of the vagi during the course of pneumonia. The

most frequent type, however, was the mixed type of acute

dilatation of the stomach and intestines. The toxins of

pneumonia or improper feeding were the chief causes.

Acute dilatation of the stomach, Dr. Kemp said, might

occur from infancy to old age. Three-fourths of all the

severe cases, according to Conner, developed during

adolescence or early adult life. It was well, perhaps, to

classify the cases as far as possible under the following

groups : I. Cases ascribed to errors in diet. 2. Cases

occurring during the active stages of severe infectious

diseases. 3. Cases occurring during convalescence from

severe or long-continued disease. 4. Cases developing

after injury to the head or spine, or after trauma to the

abdomen. 5. After operations of all types ; abdominal and

elsevirhere. 6. Cases with other lesions, as with retro-

peritoneal abscess connected with the duodenum. 7. Cases

associated with disease and deformity of the spine. 8.

Cases without apparent cause, as after a paroxysm of

laughter. The author then described in detail the svmp-

toms and physical signs of acute dilatation of the stomach

and intestines, and reported cases illustrative of the va-

rious types of the condition.

Perforating Ulcer of the Alimentary Canal.— Dr. H.

Beeckman Delatour reported four cases of this condi-

tion. (See page 361.)

Local Treatment of Chronic Diarrhea.—Dr. Sam-

uel G. Gant read this paper. He stated that chronic

diarrhea was of common occurrence ; its progress was
insidious and its results were far-reaching. This class of

patients not only suffered from exhaustion and loss of

weight brought about as a result of the frequent evac-

uations, but also from nervous phenomena, anemia, skin

eruptions, headache, and other manifestations of intestinal

autointoxication and underfeeding. In recerit years, the

author said, he had had unusual opportunities for study-

ing this complaint, and his observations had led him to

believe that the primary cause of chronic diarrhea was
situated in the colon, and more especially in the sigmoid

flexure and rectum very much more frequently than was
generally supposed. Colitis was by far the most common
cause of this complaint, and it might be catarrhal, tuber-

culous, dysenteric, syphilitic, or goncrrheal in character.

The local treatment of colitis might be non-operative or

surgical. Non-operative measures, such as controlling the

diet, rest, and colonic irrigations, should be given a fair

trial before operative procedures were resorted to. The
success of the non-operative treatment depended mainly

upon the thoroughness with which the bowel was cleansed.

When non-operative treatment failed to cure the diarrhea

after a few weeks' or months' trial, one of the surgical op-

erations devised for the relief and cure of ulcerative lesions

of the colon should be performed. The following opera-

tions had been used with more or less success in the treat-

ment of simple and ulcerative colitis inducing chronic

diarrhea: i. Resection of the colon. 2. Colostomy. 3. Ap-

pendicostomy. 4. Cecostomy, with irrigation of the small

intestine. Resection of all or a part of the colon was

occasionally justifiable in the treatment of colitis, and was

indicated when the functionating power of the gut was

irretrievably lost as the result of exhaustion, extensive

ulceration, cicatrices or multiple polyps. Colostomy had

been successfully employed many times in the treatment

of chronic diarrhea due to intestinal ulceration, but the

procedure had not become popular because of the difficulty

experienced in making an artificial anus which would pre-

vent the leakage of gas and feces, and further, because

of the danger which accompanied the operation for restor-

ing the continuity of the intestine after the colitis had been

cured. Appendicostomy was the most popular of all the

surgical procedures which had thus far been devised for

the relief and cure of chronic diarrhea. The speaker said

that in the Boston Medical and Surgical Journal of Sep-

tember 6, 1906, he reported eight cases of chronic diarrhea

of different types treated by appendicostomy and through-

and-through irrigation, and since that report he had prac-

ticed the same method in twenty-seven additional cases of

ulcerative colitis. One of his earlier cases died as a result

of extensive sloughing of the cecum in the neighborhood

of the appendix ; in the remaining thirty-four cases, the

number of daily stools rapidly diminished immediately fol-

lowing the inauguration of through-and-through irrigation,

and the general condition of the patients improved corre-

spondingly. Appendicostomy was not a suitable operation

to employ when both an enteritis and an ulcerative colitis

were present. Under those conditions he had devised a new

and effective way of irrigating the small and large intes-

tine through the same opening, which for the want of a

better name he had designated as "cecostomy," with an

arrangement for irrigating the small intestine" (Gant's

operation). The speaker described in detail the technique

of this operation and presented a number of patients upon

w^hom he had operated successfully for the relief of

chronic diarrhea, either by this method or by appendicos-

tomy.

Demonstration of a Corset for Visceral Ptoses.—Dr.

A. Ernest Gallant made this demonstration.

Dr. William H. Thomson said that if we had to deal

with an ulcer of the leg and systematically kept on mov-

ing it and rubbing it with feces every two or three hours,

it was scarcely reasonable to expect that ulcer to heal,

and yet that was virtually what happened in the ulcers ac-
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companying chronic dysentery. A number of years ago,

the speaker said, he recommended that the only rational

treatment of this condition was to wash out the gut imme-
diately after each movement of the bowels. For that pur-

pose he used an enema containing the oil of peppermint,

and with scarcely any internal medication the method
proved much more successful than any hitherto employed.

This same principle of treatment was embodied in the

surgical method described by Dr. Gant, and it was the

only rational treatment of inflammatory or ulcerative le-

sions of a mucous tract. Several years ago, Dr. Thomson
said. Dr. Robert F. Weir came to him with a case of

chronic colitis and asked if it would not be a good idea

to bring the appendix out of the abdomen, open it, and

use it as an avenue or means of entrance for irrigating

the lower bowel. He informed Dr. Weir that he was de-

lighted to hear that the appendix was at last to be turned

to some good use, and experience showed that such proved

to be the case. The intestinal tract was the great chan-

nel of autoinfection of the human race, and the speaker

said he was entirely willing to leave these cases of chronic

dysentery in the surgeon's hands. In discussing Dr.

Kemp's paper. Dr. Thomson, after referring to the im-

portant role played by the sympathetic as the third great

nervous system, said that when tympanites occurred in

the course of any infectious disease, it was always of

ominous significance as an indication of a toxemia that

was producing very serious vital prostration. In pneu-

monia, for example, acute dilatation of the stomach was a

very serious sign; it pointed to an intense toxemia, and
the prognosis in such a case could not be based merely

upon the e-xtent of the consolidation of the lung, but ac-

count must also be taken of the pronoimced depression of

the vital forces.

Dr. Max Einhorn said the frequency of so-called dila-

tation of the stomach depended largely on what we under-

stood by that term. If we included under it a slight in-

crease in the size of the stomach, then such a condition

was very frequent. Personally, he would classify these

cases of temporary and comparatively slight increase under

the term of atony of the stomach. At all events, the mere
size of the organ was of secondary importance as com-
pared with the actual symptoms. If there was vomiting

and abdominal distension, and the stomach did not pro-

pel its contents properly, then we had a condition of real

interference with the motility of the stomach, dependent

on a morbid process. In acute diseases, such as pneumonia
and typhoid fever, it should be remembered that the tym-

panites that might occur was dependent on another symp-
tom-complex and it could not, therefore, be classified as

acute dilatation.

Dr. Joseph Merzbach said that acute dilatation of the

stomach was by no means a rare condition, and it was
certainly more frequently overlooked than recognized.

He referred particularly to two kinds of gastric dilatation

:

I. Postoperative acute dilatation. 2. The acute dilatation

which occurred accompanying pyloric stenosis in infants.

Both of these forms were frequently unrecognized. Dr.

Merzbach said the four cases reported by Dr. Delatour

were very interesting and illustrated the difficulties of

making a correct diagnosis of intraabdominal conditions

prior to operation. In two of his cases the perforation

had occurred without any premonitory symptoms what-

ever. The surgical results in these cases were certainly

encouraging, and if such a patient recovered without sur-

gical interference, as occasionally occurred, it should be

regarded as nothing but a lucky accident, and not tlie

normal result of expectant treatment.

Dr. Jacob Kaufmann said he agreed with Dr. Ein-

horn that some of the conditions described by Dr. Kemp
should not be classed as acute dilatation of the stomach.

On the other hand, atonic dilatation was of frequent

occurrence and was often overlooked, especially when it

was postoperative. This was perhaps due to the fact that

in many instances in which there was paralysis of the

stomach, belching and vomiting were both absent, and this

allayed suspicion. In discussing the etiology of acute dila-

tation of the stomach. Dr. Kaufmann said that from his

own observation and from a study of the literature, espe-

cially the writings of Braun and Seidel, he was not in-

clined to accept the theory that mechanical factors, such

as pressure of the mesentery on the third part of the

duodenum, played any great role in its production. Just as

in certain infectious diseases the dilatation was one of the

manifestations of toxemia, so in the postoperative type he

was inclined to attribute it to the effects of the narcosis

on the center regulating the motor activity of the stomach.

There was another type of acute dilatation of the stomach

occurring in persons apparently perfectly well which was
brought about by the ingestion of large quantities of easily

fermentable substances ; this type was first described

by Naunyn about a quarter of a century ago. There was
no doubt that acute dilatation of the stomach, occurring

in the course of an acute disease or as a postoperative

complication, was a very serious condition. The most
effective method of treatment was to immediately evac-

uate the stomach by lavage, even in the face of gastric

hemorrhage.

Dr. Nathan L. Bodkin said that Dr. Gant's title of

Surgijcal Treatment of Chronic Diarrhea was in his opin-

ion too vague to warrant an operation for all cases of

chronic diarrhea, classifying them under one head, as Dr.

Gant had certainly cured many cases with medical treat-

ment. In the simple catarrhal type of chronic diarrhea,

meaning mucous colitis, chronic colitis, or catarrhal colitis,

non-surgical methods of treatment were oftentimes en-

tirely effective when the primary cause was removed, while

in dysentery of the amebic, bacillary, or mixed type of

infection a more radical method, such as Dr. Gant had
described, was often absolutely necessary. The time might
come when the surgeon would be consulted by the derma-
tologist for such a method of irrigating the bowel in cases

of pemphigus and erythema multiforme of the severe and
recurrent type, which were probably the result of auto-

intoxication. Personally, the speaker said, he had seen a

few cases which were undoubtedly of intestinal origin.

In cases where the trouble was confined to the sigmoid,

treatment could be instituted from below with the aid of

the sigmoidoscope. The method of irrigating the small

and large intestine by introducing the catheters

through the incision in the cecum was a good one, but the

question as to whether there would be a reverse peris-

talsis and the distance the fluid might be introduced seemed
one which Dr. Gant alone could explain. The idea of

putting a purse-string suture about the valve, tying in the

catheters, instead of the ordinary Gibson valvular colos-

tomy method, anyone might appreciate who had inverted

an appendix.

Dr. LuDwiG W. Kast said that a sufficiently clear dis-

tinction had not been drawn between symptomatic en-

largement of the stomach and acute dilatation. What
appeared at times to be an acute dilatation might prove
to be due to actual motor insufficiency. In discussing Dr.

Gant's paper, the speaker said that those cases of chronic

diarrhea dependent on ulcerations in the rectum and sig-

moid flexure were much more amenable to local treatment

through the rectum than were those in which the condition

was due to disease of the cecum. The great majority of

these patients could be benefited by simple irrigations

through the rectum as long as the condition that gave rise

to the trouble was reachable. In this connection, he called

attention to the so-called "dry treatment" followed at

Rosenheim's clinic, which consisted in introducing the

sigmoidoscope as high up as possible, and then applying

silver nitrate or various powders directly to the surface

of the ulcer.

The discussion was continued by Dr. MacEvitt and was
then closed by Drs. Kemp, Gant and Gallant.
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Hereditary Syphilis of the Long Bones.—Fr. Le
Moine and J. Penard give the histories of twenty cases
of syphilis of the long bones. From their observations
they draw two conclusions: The extreme difficulty of
curing them when they have existed for a considerable
time and the frequency of the occurrence of sequestra.
The treatment of these lesions is to be entirely medical
when observed early in the course of the disease. En-
ergetic specific treatment will cause the quickest dis-
appearance of the trouble and the least possible amount
of defornuty is left behind. When treated surgically
we get decay of the bone, sequestra, and wounds that
will not heal without loss of bone tissue. Such treat-
ment is desirable only in late cases, which have been
neglected and not given specific treatment. In very pain-
ful conditions which have resisted specific treatment
surgical treatment is indicated. Specific treatment will
not remove or cause to be absorbed hard bony forma-
tions. Multiplicity of lesions favors the diagnosis of
syphilis. The study of the glands and viscera is of
value, as is that of the family history. The :i'-rays are
of value in disclosing the shape of the bony lesions.

—

Gazette des Hopitanx.

Impacted Cerumen.—Much suffering from earache, as
well as deafness (particularly in the aged) comes from
impaction of cerumen in the external auditory canal. This
may be readily removed by warming a little dioxide of
hydrogen, pouring it into the ear while the patient is lying

on a bed or table, and allowing it to remain for about five

minutes. Then if the ear be gently syringed with warm
solution of bicarbonate of sodium the plug will be easily

removed. If not, it will be next day on repetition of the
procedure.

—

American Journal of Clinical Medicine.

Health Report.—The following cases of smallpox,
yellow fever, cholera, and plague have been reported
to the Surgeon-General, Public Health and Marine
Hospital Service, for the week ending August 28, 1908:

SMALLPOX UNITED STATES.
CASES. DEATHS.

California. San Bernardino Dec. ii-July ii. 54 11 cases
previously reported

San Francisco Aug. 9-15 6
Indiana, Indianapolis Aug. io-r6 3

South Bend Aug, 9-15 i

Kansas, Topeka Aug. 2-15 2

Missouri. St. Joseph July 25-Aug. i , , i 4
North Carolina, Charlotte Aug. 9-15 1

Wisconsin, La Crosse Aug. 9-15 7
SMALLPOX FOREIGN.

Arabia, Aden July 21-27 .. 7

British South Africa, East London . .July 1 2-18 5
Great Britain, Liverpool Aug. 2-8 2

Ceylon, Colombo July s-ii 7 2

China, Hongkong July 5-11 2 2

Egypt, Cairo July 22-29 3 i

Suez. June 25-Aug, i . . i

France, Marseille July 1-3 i i

Paris July 2s-Aug. i . . j

India, Bombay July 15-21 18
Calcutta July 5-1 1 7

Italy, General July 26-Aug. 2.. 118
Naples July 19-Aug. i.. 20

Japan, Osaka July 19-25 i

Java, Batavia July 5-11 3
Netherlands, The, Amsterdam Aug. i . i

Philippine Islands, Manila June 21-Aug. 4., 17 10

Portugal, Lisbon July 26-Aug. 8.. 6

Russia, Moscow July 19-25 13 i

Riga. July 25-Aug. i.. i

St. Petersburg July 19-25 32 3

Warsaw June 6-27 . . 14
Siberia, Vladivostok June 15-21 3
Spain, Malaga Mar. i-Apr. 30. .. 4
Spain. Valencia Aug. 2-8 7 '

Straits Settlements, Singapore July 5-1 1 . . 1

Turkey in Asia, Bagdad July 5-11 32 5

Turkey in Europe, Constantinople. July 26-Aug. 2.. .. 6
CHOLERA.

Ceylon. Colombo July 5-11 2 3

China, Hongkong July 5-1 1 2 2

India, Bombay July 15-21 2

Calcutta July 5-1 1 28

Madras July 11-17 .. 9
Rangoon July 5-11 .. 7

Indo-China, Cholen July 5-11 7 7

Saigon July 5-1 1 3 '

Persia, Teheran June 27-July 3 . . i i

Philippine Islands, Provinces north
of Manila June 28-July 4 614 33'

YELLOW FEVER.
Brazil, Manaos July 1 2-Aug. i

.
. 5

Para Aug. 2-8 2 i

Cuba, Daiquiri July 31 i

Mexico. Merida Aug. 23 i

Veracruz Aug. 21 i

PLAGUE.
Chile. Antofagasta July 14-20 3

Arica July 16-22 i

Iquiaue .Tuly 14-21 3 „ ^ .

China, Foochoo July 12-18 Present

Hongkong July s-n 36 28

Indo-China, Cholen July 5-1 1 i7 J 7

Saigon July 5-1 1 - =

Japan. Kobe .lu'v 19-25 2

Peru, general July 14-20.,.,.. 17

Trinidad July 23-28 i

Turkev in Asia, Bagdad July 26-Aug. 2
.

. 3
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THE RELATION OF THE MEDICAL PRO-
FESSION TO THE HOUSING PROBLEM.*

By S. a. KNOPF, M.D .

NEW YORK.

PaOyESSOR op PHTHISIOTHERAPY at the new YORK POST-GRADUATE
UBDICAJ. SCUOOL AND HOSPITAL; UIRECTOR IN THE NATIONAL ASSO-

CIATION FOR THE STUDY AND PREVENTION OP TUBERCULOSIS;
ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR OF THE CLINIC FOR PULMONARY

DISEASES OP THE HEALTH DEPARTMENT; VISITING
IPHYSICIAN TO THE RIVERSIDE SANATORIUM FOR
CONSUMPTIVES OF THE CITY OF NEW YORK. ETC.

This distinguished body, the Academy, has honored

me on repeated occasions by assigning important

subjects concerning Medical Sociology and Hygiene
to me for discussion, but never before have I felt

such a weight of responsibility nor realized so much
my temerity as in attempting to treat so vast a sub-

ject as the one I am to discuss to-day.

METHODS OF HOUSING.

All civilized men spend one-third of their lives

indoors for sleep, and of all workers in the various

fields of human activity by far the greater number
have indoor occupations. According to the United

States census of 1900, there were 29.073,233 per-

sons over ten years of age engaged in earning their

livelihood in some one of 303 specified occupations,

out of which only 46 could be distinctly called out-

door occupations. The total number engaged in

these latter were 12,058,671. The number engaged
in the 257 indoor occupations would thus be 17,-

014,562. If we add to this the time all classes of

people spend indoors for amusement, instruction,

or worship, well may we say that the greater part

of the people of the United States virtually spend

their lives indoors. This statement alone is enough
to show the importance of our subject.

In a most interesting pamphlet on the history and
development of the Housing Movement in the City

of Washington, my friend, Dr. George ^I. Kober,

of that city says :
" The primary object of habita-

tions is to secure protection from the influence of

heat, cold, rain, sunshine, and storms, and thus pro-

mote the health and happiness and indirectly also,

the morals and culture of the human race."

In order to attain all these benefits, habitations

must be built and equipped so that they offer warmth
in winter, coolness in summer, and fresh, pure air

and light all the time. Incidentally, I would say, it

is furthermore necessarv that these houses have
such interior arrangements and utensils as will re-

*The above address was delivered extemporaneously
with the help of a few notes before the American
Academy of Medicine at its last year's meeting for the
purpose of opening the discussion for a symposium on
the subject.
The importance of the relation of the medical pro-

fession to the housing problem induced me to study
the question still more thoroughly and to revise and
rewrite the article carefully for publication in the
Medical Record. This accounts for the fact that the

address is printed over a year later than it was deliv-

ered.

duce to a minimum the danger of the appearance of

endemics or epidemic diseases.

\\'hen we consider that tuberculosis, pneumonia,

grippe, and bronchitis are perhaps the four diseases

which are propagated through our present methods
of housing the people, and when we furtliermore

consider that the first two diseases, tuberculosis and
pneumonia, furnish at this time of our civilization

the greatest morbidity and mortality, it would seem
most wise and timely for the Academy to take up
this serious question of the housing problem.

To do justice to our theme even in only a very

small way it is necessary to limit the discussion toi

the housing of the well and the chronically ill. The
housing or rather the hospitalization of the acutely

diseased or surgically ill, the hygiene in day schools,

kindergartens, factories, workshops, churches, and

places of amusement, boats, ships and railroad cars,

is too vast a subject to be dealt with at the same
time.

.Ml human habitations should as far as practicable

be built on good porous soil, preferably coarse sand

or gravel. Next best is rock, and only third in order

comes clay.

I will now take up the various classes of houses

;

first, the private houses of the well-to-do, occupied

by one or two families. Whether in the city or

country they should, whenever possible, be built so

that there will be no dark rooms. All the living

rooms should have southern exposures ; even at the

risk of having the kitchen and the rarely frequented

parlor facing nortli.

In large towns or cities in the absence of nearby

playgrounds, house owners should, either by single

endeavor or by combining with their immediate
neighbors, provide a private playground for the

children. If this is not feasible, the roof of the

house should be transformed, with the aid of strong

wire netting, into a safe roofgarden and serve as

a playground for the children. In building individ-

ual private homes the sanitation often suffers from
the desire for too many rooms. There must be a

certain number, no matter how small, and usually

they are badly lighted and ventilated for that rea-

son.

I consider our American windows of which only

one-half can be opened inferior to the French case-

ment windows which allow twice the amount of bad

air to escape and good air to come in.

In the construction of the better class hotels and
apartment houses, in which so many American fam-

ilies now make their homes, the same criticism of

small rooms, absence of playground for children,

etc., holds good. In building hotels and apartment

houses, I consider it well nigh criminal to raise

them to such a height that the neighbors opposite

or on the side are deprived of sunshine and light

the greater part of the day. It would seem that a

law limiting the height of buildings, particularlv in

the residential section of our American cities, is an

urcrent necessitv.
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The problem of housing our laboring population
in large cities, where owing to lack of transit facil-

ities the masses must remain near their place of

work, has baffled the minds of our philanthropists,

city authorities, and sanitarians. The congestion in

some of the large cities is something fearful to

contemplate, especially in our city of New York. In

some sections of the city more people live in a

square mile than either in London, Paris, or Berlin.

Our only salvation from this fearful situation, not

only for New York but for many other American
cities, lies in extensive and good rapid-transit facil-

ities concomitant with the building of sanitary

homes in the suburbs for the laboring masses where
they can have comfort and home life at reasonable

rentals, and on the other hand the building of model
tenements in the cities.

There is a third way of solving this problem
which is known as the Garden City movement. It

originated in England, and has alreadv found its

imitators in the United States in what is known as

the Garden Cities Association of America. Permit
me briefly to state the aim of this splendid human-
itarian movement. Its object is the founding and

well-paid work, with a good home in a garden city."

Practical men, men of large means and broad ideas,

have originated this association. Glancing over the

names of the Board of Managers we come across
such men as John Lewis Childs, President, W. D.
Bliss, Secretary, Edward M. Shepard, August Bel-

mont, Rt. Rev. H. C. Potter, Rev. Joseph Silver-

man, Prof. Feli.x Adier, Josiah Strong, and others

of equal prominence in the world of philanthropy,

commerce and science.

Our progressive Governor, the Hon. Charles E.

Hughes, had, no doubt, such or a similar solution

in mind when at the recent Congestion Exhibit in

our city he said that the distribution of the people
in more tenements on the island would not in itself

suffice, but that tlicre must also be a large distribu-

tion of centers of work.
Let us return now for a moment to a subject

which for the time being at least is nearer and more
urgent than this beautiful plan of garden cities. I

refer to our tenement house problem. In New York
City, thanks to our excellent tenement law and a

tenement house department, created Januarv' i,

1902, both of which in spite of unscrupulous poli-

FiG. I.—Model of an actual block on the east side of New York city as it stood January i. 1900, block bounded by Christie, Forsythe. Canal
and Bayard streets. The tenement houses in this block contain 567 different apartments for 2,76 i persons. Ofthelattei 2,3 15 are over five
years of age, and 446 under five years. The block contains 262 two-room apartments, 179 three-room apartments, 105 four-room apartments,
and 21 five-room apartments, making a total of 1,56b rooms. There are only 264 water closets in the block. There is not one bath tub in the
entire block. Only 40 apartments are supplied with hot water. There are 441 dark rooms, having no ventilation to the outer air. and no
light or air except that derived from other rooms; 635 rooms get their sole light and aii from dark, narrow "air-shafts." The rentals amount
to $113,964 a year. This block has not been selected as one of the worst in the city. There are worse ones.

development in the country of industrial garden
cities, in which, amid beautiful and healthful sur-

roundings, factories, stores, or other forms of busi-

ness may be established, and where the workers
may have attractive, though inexpensive homes,
each with its own garden, and all to combine as

many as possible of the attractions both of city and
of country. The movement is patterned somewhat
after the successful Garden City Association of

Great Britain, which is now building its first garden
city, at Letchworth, Hertfordshire, England.
An interesting item which I copy from an an-

nouncement by the American Association is the
following : "It is known that many factories and em-
ployers, unable to increase and expand their busi-

ness in the cities in proper ways and without enor-
mous expense, are willing and anxious to move into

the countr}' if they can secure the right work peo-
ple there. The Garden Cities Association there-

fore has undertaken one of the most important, far-

reaching, and hopeful movements of the present
day, and yet one for which the times are ripe, and
which can be carried on in a practical business-like

way. The Association believe that the one best
thing which can be given workingmen is steady,

ticians, greedy landlords, and heartless real estate

speculators, are still in existence, conditions are

much improved as compared with former times.

While much has been done there is more to do. To
give you an idea of how much there is still to be

done, let me quote from an interesting article by
i\Ir. L. H. Pink, which recently appeared under the

title, " Old Tenements and the New Law," in Uni-
versity Settlement Studies, \"ol. III. No. 2. The
tenement house department in the five years of its

existence has proved itself invaluable. It is well

organized, at its head are clean and able officials

:

" Yet of the 362,000 dark rooms which were in ex-
istence when it was organized, but 6,000 have been
provided with windows. Paul Cravath, Chairman
of the Tenement House Committee of the Charity
Organization Society, estimated that ' three gener-
ations will sleep in the smother of these unventil-

ated boxes." .At the present rate it will take 86 years

before light is let into the remaining 356,000 dark
rooms. We cannot wait for 86 years for their re-

moval."
In a more recent communication, dated May 2,

1908, Mr. Robert W. de Forest, president of the C.

O. S., and former Tenement House Commissioner,
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writes as follows: "ilore than 300,000 persons

sleep every night in dark, unventilated interior

rooms in tenement houses of this city. These rooms
have no windows even to adjoining rooms. This

state of affairs is largely responsible for the fact

that 10.000 persons die of tuberculosis in New
York City each year. Several tliousand privy sinks

and privies in crowded city yards still undermine
the health of the tenement house population."

Many of the old houses cannot be made fit for

use by human beings. Complete destruction is the

only remedy. The law on its face gives to the

Board of Health and to the Tenement House De-
partment the necessan,- powers to destroy unsan-

itar>- dwellings, but in the Dassori case the Court of

Appeals held that it is not enough to prove that a

dwelling is unfit for human habitation ; it must be

unfit for any purpose before it can be torn down.
This decision offers a loophole for escape and emas-

I am free to confess that in view of the present

condition of our social fabric, I do not think the

tenement house problem can be solved without the

philanthropists, and let me add the capitalist who
will be satisfied with a reasonable interest on his in-

vestments.

The model tenement house, as I understand, has

given to its owners six per cent, on the capital in-

vested. If these capitalists could content themselves

with four per cent, and allow the two per cent,

which the}' could have in addition, to be given to the

reduction of rent they would be both capitalists and
philanthropists, ^^'hat we need is more men like

i\Ir. Phipps, who gave to the Cit\' of New York
one million dollars as a perpetual fund for the con-

struction of model tenement houses, under the con-

dition that the earnings should be reinvested for the

building of other model homes for the laboring

classes. The possible objection to this plan is that

riEAR LuT UNE

UGMT AND AIR SPACE
33 '/>
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CLEAR RENTABLE AREA
ABOUT 60 fi
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Fig. 2.—First Prize Plan for Model Tenements, by R. Thomas Short. New York.

culates the statute. As a result the Tenement House
Department has abandoned its efforts to demolish

the rookeries. A new and comprehensive law, giv-

ing to some responsible body power to wipe out the

plague spots, is our greatest need.

In 1903 I was privileged with many others to

appear before His Honor, Mayor Low, to plead for

the destruction of that horrible example of our
modern way of housing the people, known to us

New Yorkers as the " Lung Block." It is the block

bounded by Catherine, Market, Cherry, and Hamil-
ton streets. It surpasses all other sections of the

city by its fearful mortality from tuberculosis. At
No. 144 Cherrv street there were no less than eleven

cases in a single year. I have only been able to pro-

cure the photograph of a model which is not quite

as bad, but which will give those who have never
seen a crowded tenement house block in New York
a fairly good idea of what is meant by dangerous
congestion (Fig. i).

in the desire to create more model tenement

houses very soon, the rental price will be placed too

high for the average laboring man. But I may be

mistaken in this idea and should not wish to have
it interpreted as a criticism of that unique and
splendid philanthropy created by Mr. Phipps.

What does a model tenement house mean? In-

stead of describing to you my own conception per-

mit me to show you here a plan of a model tenement
house suitable for any large city, designed by Mr.
R. Thomas Short, a New York architect, at the time

of our tenement exhibition (Fig. 2). To this plan the

prize was awarded in a competition of one hundred
and sevent}'-five architects. As you see, this plan is

designed for a tenement house on a lot 100 feet wide

by 100 feet deep. A space of 10 feet in width and

160 feet in length is left at the rear of the building

for light and air. as required by the New York
building laws. The main feature of the plan is the

large si reet court, which in its narrowest part is 12
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feet wide and one-half of which is 24 feet wide.

This court is 60 feet in total depth, and provides an

abundance of light and air for all the rooms. Being

open to the street, it permits free circulation of air

at all times, and has the additional advantage of

giving a number of rooms an outlook upon the

street, thus creating a greater number of " front

apartments," and materially increasing the rental

values of the building. The plan provides accom-
modations for fourteen families on a floor, having

a total of forty-four rooms, and an abundance of

closets. The lack of closet space has been one of

the serious inconveniences of tenement house life.

Besides this, the plan possesses the further advan-

tage of having a private hall for every set of rooms,

thus insuring privacy to the tenants. Every family

has its own watercloset entirely within its own con-

trol. There is no part of the building more than

two rooms deep. This is the secret of the whole
tenement house problem, because it means that there

are no dark interior rooms. Besides these many
advantages, there are four light staircases and stair-

the ordinary sense of the word. I cannot possibly

enter here into a detailed description of these build-

int^s but will, w-id: your permission, give you a

synopsis of the work of this company and show you
a few photographs of some of their houses.* This

company has for its principal officers two physicians

of whose record as sanitarians and scientists, we, as

Americans, may well be proud. I refer to Surgeon
General Sternberg and Dr. George M. Kober. That

this great work which in its scope has been a par-

ticular blessing to the heretofore so miserably

housed colored population in Washington should

have for its prime movers two physicians, one of

whom is a fellow of this Academy, should be par-

ticularly gratifying to us.

The following is a resume of the company's chief

merits, (i) It has established a high standard of

sanitary homes for wageearners at reasonable rent-

als
; (2) It has erected two-story houses, each con-

stituting a distinct and complete flat with separate

entrances, exits, separate yards and cellars; (t,) It

grants one month's rent free to everv tenant or so

Fig. 3. Model Tenement Houses Built by the City and Suburban Homes Company, on First .^venre between oltli an-! 'olh Streets.

case halls provided for the tenants, thus securing

greater safety in case of fire, and removing to a

large extent much of the social friction that exists

in the ordinary tenement house. A large open court

also provides a natural playground for the children,

and does away with the necessity of subjecting them
to the influences of the street.

The City and Suburban Homes Company erected

recently on Avenue A, Seventy-eighth and Seventy-

ninth Streets, two model tenements which are par-

ticularly sanitary and strikingly simple and beauti-

ful (Fig. 3). In the erection of these buildings

there were some modifications of Short's first-

prize plan.

Another interesting experiment to solve the hous-

ing problem has been made in some cities, partic-

ularly in Washington. It deserves mention here

because, like the model tenement house investment,

it is safe and profitable and also a most humanitar-
ian work. The Washinrton Sanitary Improvement
Co. has built model homes, not tenement houses in

much thereof as has not been expended during any
one year for interior repairs. Exterior repairs neces-

sitated by the elements are not charged against ten-

ants
; (4) The company carries a full insurance

against loss by fire and all repairs are made on the

principle that "a stitch in time saves nine"; (5)
By exercise of strict economy and careful business

methods the directors have been able not only to

pay 5 ]3er cent, dividends on all money invested in

the company from the beginning, but have also pro-

moted the philanthropic aspect of the enterprise by
providing the very best accommodations from the

standpoint of hygiene, and as to comfort, the utmost
which a given cost will permit.

While model tenement houses, small individual

houses for the laboring population and garden

cities are being created by philanthropists, public

spirited citizens and capitalists satisfied with a mod-

*Limitations of space have necessitated the omis-

sion here of those interesting and instructive illustra-

tions.
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est interest, for the protection of those who cannot

enjoy the privileijes of an\- of these three enter-

prises we must have good tenement house laws and

a rigorous enforcement of them. It is beyond the

scope of this paper to suggest improvements in any

existing tenement house law. You have already

heard how our New York law considered formerly

so good was proved defective. All tenement house

laws of necessity must varv accordine to the geo-

graphical and topographical situation and particu-

larly the size of a city or town.

What should be common to all of such laws is to

require all light rooms, good ventilation for all

rooms, perfect plumbing, proper heating facilities,

and reasonable security against fire.

The problem of providing cheap but good indi-

vidual homes for our laboring classes where land is

room being provided with a riser, conducting this

warmed air to the different parts of the house. The
cellar stairs go down under the main stairs, and a

door leading from these stairs to the exterior makes
it possible to carry the ashes which descend to the

ash pit in the cellar through a dust chute from the

fireplace, and which also accumulate from the hot

air furnace, directly out-of-doors without spreading-

dust through the house.

"The plumbing is centralized, a single soil pipe-

being sufificient, and the hot-water boiler is placed
in a compartment behind the chimney so as to alle-

viate the conditions that lead to an overheated
kitchen. The laundry tubs have been placed in the

kitchen, as the wives of workmen must do all their

work, and should be as near their family as pos-
sible. Space has been provided on the back porch

Fig. 4.—Workingman's economical house for one family.

cheap, but in a region easily accessible to their cen-

ter of work, is a very important matter. To see

how reasonably such a house could be built, I

consulted with Mr. John Van Pelt, a practical ar-

chitect of this city, who was good enough to make
plans for me of a modest but convenient house, of

which I give the following illustrations (Figs. 4,

5, and 6) and description:

"The building has been planned in the most eco-

nomical manner possible. A single chimney, placed

in the middle of the house affords a fireplace and
contains flues from the heater and kitchen range.

"All rooms, except the smallest bedroom, have
two windows in different walls, insuring cross ven-
tilation. The fireplace in the living room acts as an
aspirator for foul air and has a 12-inch x 12-inch

flue. Hot air heating is adopted, with the cold air

intake bringing air directly from the exterior, each

for the refrigerator, a lattice surrounding the same
to give shade.

"All of the bedrooms have closets and a broom
and linen closet is also provided on the upper floor.

"In the interior treatment of the house dust-

gathering projections are avoided as much as pos-

sible. Reentrant corners are rounded and a cove
and sanitary base are used. The frame work is

stud partition, with rubble or cement block founda-
tion wall, according to locality. A half-timber ef-

fect is obtained with stucco in between, the house
being sheathed and covered with building paper be-

fore the latter is put on. The roof is shingled.

"The house is piped for gas, but not wired for

electricity on account of the expense. If the cost

permits, such houses should be painted on the in-

terior, the last coat being laid on flat; but if this is

impossible, water color can be substituted.
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"Under favorable circumstances, such a house
should be built for $2,800. In smaller proportions
it can be built for $1,650."

When, some time ago, I read in our daily papers
of the promising invention of our great Mr. Thomas
A. Edison, I decided not to publish this paper until

KIK.TI- hi^^K n AN
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Fig. 5 .—^First floor plan of the workingman's economical house.

I had visited him and learned all about this new con-
crete house which would solve the problem of hous-
ing the laboring people in suburban districts and
encourage home owning and home life to an extent
of which we had never dreamt before. To have
such a house monolithic, fireproof, durable, and ar-

ranged with all the necessarj' conveniences to make
home life pleasant for the laboring man seems al-

most ideal.

I was granted a most cordial inters'iew by 'Sir.

Edison, who described to me in detail the construc-
tion of the house. The fact that it can be made in

a simple style for one thousand dollars should cer-

tainly be an inducement to home seekers. That it

should be eminently sanitarj', and at the same time
beautiful, \vill be seen from IMr. Edison's descrip-

tion:

"The reproduction shown here (Fig. 7) is made
from the photograph of a model of the house for

which Mr. Edison is constructing cast-iron moulds.
These moulds are so made that portions can be
taken off and other portions added, varj-ing the

completed design of the house in a number of ways.
The moulds of the house are set up in their entirety,

so that ever\thing which may be constructed of
concrete (stair railing, bath tubs, etc.) can be
moulded in place. The inside and outside of the
moulds are held in position bj' bolts covered with
sleeves, the sleeve being left in the concrete after
the moulds have been taken off. Holes are left in

the floors so that heating and plumbing pipes and
conduits for electric wires can be run through.
"The roof, which in this first design is modeled

to resemble tile, will be painted or stained, and the
walls will also be stained, the whole being water-
proofed on the exterior. The windows are case-

ment windows, and will be hung directly from the
concrete openings. The sash of these windows and
the doors will be the only wood on the building.

"While Mr. Edison's intention has not been to

construct the more expensive class of house, and
his idea is to build one which can rent profitably for

$7 a month, he has intended to make the building as

attractive as possible and perfectly hygienic and
fireproof.

"The concrete is reinforced by reinforcing rods,

which will be placed in the center of the moulds,
and the buildings will therefore be practically inde-

structible. They can be washed out with a hose,

and, owing to their construction, will be free from
vermin. They are intended for sections of the

countr)' where the sand taken out of the cellar, with
cement added to it, will be the only requisite for

the construction. The walls of the house, 10, 8,

and 6 inches thick, will be sufficient, with their ex-

terior waterproofing, to preclude any danger from
the penetration of moisture.

"Of course, the first of these houses has not yet

been actually constructed, but Mr. Edison's proposi-
tion appears perfectly feasible, and if the houses
are built in large enough numbers, it seems almost
certain that their cost will not be more than he
anticipates. Sir. Edison's intention is that, in the

future, companies will be formed, having moulds
made from the plans of their own architects, and
constructing houses from these moulds as they may
see fit, his only restriction being that the designs

of the houses and material used shall meet with his

approval."

The next subject which we have to consider is

the problem of lodging houses. Those of you who
have ever visited a cheap private lodging house, will

understand why I favor municipal lodging houses
which are of necessity under better control. My
visits to lodging houses in the various parts of the

country have shown me that owing to the large

number of individuals who usually occupy these

hostelries, the ventilation is always insufficient, par-
ticularly at night. If there are any class of build-

ings where our American windows should be re-

placed by the French type, which permits twice the

iFrnNn n

Fig. 6.—Second floor plan of the workinginan's economical house.

amount of fresh air to enter and foul air to escape,

it is in our private and public lodging houses.
While I intend in the second portion of my ad-

dress to treat the interior arrangement of our aver-

age dwellings, I believe it may be well at this point
to call attention to section 26 of our law relating to

lodging houses. It provides that the beds in all
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lodging houses shall be separated by a passageway
of not less than 2 feet horizontally, and all the beds
shall be so arranged tliat under each of them the air

shall freely circulate, and there shall be adequate
ventilation. Four hundred cubic feet of air space
shall be provided for each bed and lodger, and no

Fig,'?.—Model of Edison's monolithic concrete house.

more beds shall be permitted than those provided

in this way, unless free and adequate means of ven-

tilation exists, approved by the Board of Health,

etc.

If we could apply the best tenement law and
lodging house law to some of our boarding schools,

our asylums for the old and infirm, our orphan asy-

lums, prisons and reformatories, there would be less

morbidity and less mortality from infectious and
communicable diseases in these institutions.

I do not desire to be misunderstood when I clas-

sify our prisons and reformatories as institutions

which, regarding constructions and sanitary ar-

rangement, should be placed on the same level as

boarding schools and asylums for orphans, the old,

and the infirm.

A prison by its very nature cannot and perhaps

should not be made too comfortable a hoine for the

morally diseased. However, when we build prisons

we should select good soil to build upon, and not

one like, for example, the Sing Sing Prison soil.

When upon tlie invitation of the Prison Associa-

tion, I visited that institution, I found what would
have been an excellent and sanitary prison had it

not been for this deficiency. The soil on which the

Sing Sing Prison is built is constantly moist, and
the stone walls retain the moisture to an alarming
degree, so that the lower tier of the cell building is

certainly thoroughly unfit for any human being to

live in. The upper tiers are somewhat better, but

they too are moist enough to foster tuberculosis

as well as the damp soil will do.

Such disease-producing conditions can and should

be avoided in selecting proper ground upon which
to build penal institutions. Cells should never be

smaller than 500 to 600 cubic feet, well ventilated,

well lighted by natural light in daytime and by elec-

tric light at night (gas illumination absorbs too

much oxygen).
All sanitary conditions tending to improve the

phvsical and moral condition of the prison inmates

should be thought of in the building arrangement
and internal equipment of cell houses as well as

workshops. It is our right and duty for the
good of society to confine the criminal and pun-
ish him according to the gravity of his of-
fense, by years of seclusion. But, however
great the crime he has committed may be, we
have no right to sentence him to contract tubercu-
losis or any other disease. Even leaving aside all

altruistic considerations, for reasons of protection

and self-preservation it is our imperative duty to do
ever}-thing in our power to isolate all tuberculous
prisoners, to treat every prison inmate afflicted with
tuberculosiSj and to give each one the best possible
chance of cure. By adhering to this policy there
will be fewer tuberculous prisoners discharged upon
the community, and consequently a diminution of
centers of infection.

INTEEN.AL ARRANGEMENT AND SANITATION.

What is the common defect in all our homes, rich

and poor alike, hotels and lodging houses, asylums,
and public homes for young and old?
We select for our bedrooms, as a rule, not the best

but the worst lighted apartments. The majority of
our city apartment and tenement houses are built

in such a manner that only the two end rooms of the
flat receive direct air and light. Thousands and
thousands of persons in our large cities are thus
compelled to spend their nights in rooms where sun-
light has never entered. The strange custom of
reserving the very best room, that is to say, the best
lighted and best ventilated, to receive an occasional
guest is not confined to country folks and poor city

apartment or tenement dwellers. I have seen this

done by well-to-do people who could have done bet-
ter and should have known better. I recall here one
instance from my own practice where two anemic
children of six and eight years of age were forced
to sleep in a dark bedroom, play in the dark dining-
room and smelling kitchen, while the large front
room, the so-called parlor with two large windows
where the sun was streaming in a good part of the
day, was locked all the week except on Sunday
when visitors were expected. The little ones were
not allowed to come in for fear that they might do
harm to the good furniture. It was with the great-
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Fig. 8.—Humidifier.

est of difficulty that these otherwise good parents

were persuaded to transform the large parlor into

the bedroom and playroom for the children.

The fear of night air, this nightmare of our an-

cestors, has not a little to do with the development
and propagation of indoor diseases. In this respect I

believe our institutions, or let me rather say, the

heads of institutions which have dormitories for

their inmates are the greatest violators of the first

principle of hygiene. To have two or three, and
sometimes four, children sleep in one bed, whether
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in a private home or an institution, should be con-

sidered as absolutely unhygienic. The family prac-

titioner should strive wherever he can to make
people use the best lighted and best ventilated

rooms for bedrooms and sitting rooms, and insist

wherever he can on single beds for each member
of the family.

In order to get an authoritative opinion on the

best method of heating, which I may suggest in this

paper, I consulted again with my friend, Mr. John
Van Pelt, who is an expert architect and a former
professor of the School of Architecture at Cornell,

and who has been so helpful to me in my sana-

torium plans. The following are his views on this

important subject

:

" The best method of heating buildings, in gen-

eral, is one that brings warm fresh air into the

rooms. The objection to a furnace is that it over-

heats a small quantity of air which it forces into

the rooms after it may have been burned. There-
fore, a better system is a direct system of heating,

whereby a large quantity of moderately warmed air

is brought into the room, say over steam, or better

yet, hot water coils. A hot air furnace installation

is the cheapest, and is, therefore, the best that can

be used for the poor. Ordinarily, the poor heat

with stoves which combine the objectionable feat-

ures of systems that heat the air contained in the

Fig. 9.—Direct reading hair-hygrometer.

rooms without changing it with the objections of

systems that burn the air ; moreover presenting

great danger of allowing gas to escape. Especially

is carbon monoxide given off through the pores of
the iron vi'hen these stoves become red-hot. The
usual systems adopted in homes on account of the

balancing between expense, convenience, and hy-
gienic reasons are steam heat, or better, but more
expensive, hot water with radiators placed directly

in the rooms. There are so many cracks in the or-

dinary house that considerable ventilation is assured.

Moreover, most houses have fireplaces which pro-

mote some ventilation even if there is no fire burn-
ing. As you know, most of our American houses
are too tightly built, are kept at top high tempera-
ture, and the air is not changed often enough."

Might I add here that we are not only accustomed
to keep our houses at a top high temperature, but
that we have the air altogether too dry. I have
taught and preached against this practice so dan-
gerous to our health, quite often and considered the

subject important enough to incorporate a little dis-

cussion of it in my prize essay, " Tuberculosis as a

Disease of the Masses and How to Combat It."

Experience has proven that we can be perfectly

comfortable in a temperature of 65° F., and even a

little lower, provided the relative percentage of
moisture is 60. If this moisture falls to 30 or 20
per cent., then the dry throat, dry nose, and dry

skin are in evidence. The explanation is simple.

The dry air absorbs the moisture from the body and
causes discomfort. The drying of mucous mem-
branes in this way lays them open to the invasion of

the organisms, causing colds, grippe, pneumonia,
aod tuberculosis.

The excessively dry atmosphere of many city and
country homes in winter often gives rise to nasal

catarrh, a condition which everybody, but especially

those suffering from pulmonary diseases or prone
to them, should be anxious to avoid. Besides keep-
ing the water pan in the furnace constantly filled,

there should be in the sitting room and sleeping
rooms some humidifying arrangement, such as the

one known as the humidifier (Fig. 8). More simple
evaporating devices, however, such as a vessel filled

with water and a cloth suspended above it touching
the water, so as to produce capillary attraction, will

answer the purpose of rendering the atmosphere
sufficiently humid. To determine the proper humid-
ity the direct reading hair hygrometer answers all

practical purposes (Fig. 9).

After vitiated air, dust is the next most important
factor as a disease-producing and a disease-propa-

gating agent. Even the so-called sterile dust of the
mineral or vegetable kind, if constantly inhaled, will

irritate and inflame the respiratory tract and leave

the mucous membrane in a condition for a ready
invasion by any of the pathogenic microorganisms.
It must be remembered that even in the normal in-

dividual we not infrequently find the pneumonia-
producing pneumococcus and the Klebs-Loeffler

bacillus which is the specific organism of diphtheria.

The individual a little below par in general health
or who has his upper respiratory tract irritated by
the constant inhalation of dust, may thus fall a prey
to the microorganisms of pneumonia or diphtheria

of which he was the host, or to the bacillus of tuber-

culosis or of grippe from external sources.

The dust problem is so great and so important
that we should give it our special attention. The
greatest amount of dust and dangerous dust in

houses is that kind which is carried in on the soles

of our shoes and may I say, with apologv to the
ladies, by the aid of long, trailing skirts. It is

to be hoped that the requirements of health will

continue to dictate to fashion, and that trains will

never again be seen on our streets. In the opposite

event I am willing to be put down as one who favors

the enactment and the enforcement of a law pro-
hibiting the trailing of skirts in public highways.
The streets should, of course, be sprinkled regu-

larly in dry warm weather. While flushing them
with a moderate force of water is excellent, too

great a force wears pot holes in the asphalt pav-
ing, thus doing more harm than good. A sprinkling

cart or a hose of small caliber should be used. If

the street car companies could be induced to co-

operate with the city by sprinkling their tracks,

much comfort would surely be assured to their

patrons and some of the dangers from dust re-

moved.
Any one who has noticed the cloud of dust that

follows a swiftly moving car or the amount that is

carried in by the back draught when the weather
permits having the rear doors open, would appre-
ciate the abatement of this unhygienic and unpleas-

ant condition.

What can be done to diminish the quantity of
dust which we are bound to bring into our homes
on the soles of our shoes and on our garments? I^t
me suggest to you here a few devices, the utility of
which I learned to appreciate in my studies in the

prevention of carrying dust into sanatoria for the
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tuberculous or into the homes of consumptives.

There should be first a sort of grate and beneath it

a receiving pan for the purpose of freeing the soles

from the greatest amount of dirt attached to them.

Next to this grate there should be a sort of appa-

ratus composed of two blocks over which is stretched

a slightly moistened canvas. After a thorough clean-

ing over the grate one passes his soles over this

moistened canvas for a final cleaning.

There is no better way of diminishing the amount
of street dust brought into our homes than to make
it a practice when we wear overcoats or dusters to

place them in a wardrobe situated near the door, and
brush them as well as all other garments in the

open air, and not as our Pullman car porters do in

the midst of a close apartment crowded w ith people.

Just as I consider sweeping a dry street a crime

against one's fellowmen, so do 1 consider the just-

mentioned practice a criminal nuisance. It is aston-

ishing how much less dirt is carried into the rooms
if these two simple devices are conscientiously

used.

Against dust blowing into the rooms from the

street traffic, building of houses and burning of

soft coal, the individual is of course powerless. Ap-
propriate city ordinances and their enforcement are

the only remedies. However, we, as physicians, can

do something by teaching the families for whose
health we feel ourselves responsible, how to avoid

the accumulation of dust in the homes by doing

away with such articles of furniture which might

well be termed dust catchers or accumulators. I

refer here to all tapestry, instead of wall paper or

a wall finish which can be washed ; to all heavy cloth

or velvet portieres and curtains : to all fi.xed carpets,

and last but not least to the innumerable articles of

bric-a-brac not under glass cover, which adorn our

American homes.
And now one word about the method of cleaning,

that is to say, sweeping and dusting. There is no

shadow of doubt in my mind that the ideal way, the

most sanitary process of freeing our homes from
accumulated dust is the modern method of vacuum
cleaning, or exhaustive process. But before the

average citizen will be able to allow himself this

luxury or our tenement dwellers be privileged to

avail themselves of the process, a goodly number of

years will elapse. Yet we, as hygienists and physi-

cians having the welfare of our families at heart,

can do something in the meantime ; first, by insist-

ing that a feather duster should be forever ban-

ished from the hands of our women. It is sur-

prising with what tenacity our house cleaners stick

to this abominable instrument, which never cleans,

but only displaces the dust from one section of the

room to another. All the energy ever expended on

cleaning with a feather duster has been not only

useless, but one of the most powerful disseminators

of the diseases of the respiratory organs. Like an

instrument of ancient barbarism, the feather duster

should be relegated to oblivion and be replaced by

a slightly moistened cloth.

How may we diminish the dust in sweeping?
Here may I suggest the method by which we try

to teach the mothers in the homes of our consump-
tive poor? It is a leaflet composed by the dis-

tinguished Prof. T. Mitchell Prudden, of Columbia

University and of our Tuberculosis Committee, and

reads as follows

:

" SWEEPING .\ND DUSTING.

" When you sweep a room, raise as little dust as

possible, because this dust when breathed irritates

the nose and throat and may set up catarrh. Some

of the dust breathed in dusty air reaches the lungs,

making parts of them black and hard and useless.

If the dust in the air you breathe contains germs of

consumption (tubercle bacilli) which have come
from consumptives spitting on the floors, you run

the risk of getting consumption yourself. If con-

isumptives use proper spit-cups and are careful in

coughing or sneezing to hold the hand or handker-

chief over the nose and mouth so as not to scatter

spittle about in the air, the risk of getting the disease

by living in the same room is mostly removed.
' To pjevent making a great dust in sweeping,

use moist sawdust on bare floors. When the room
is carpeted, moisten a newspaper and tear it into

small scraps and scatter these over the carpet when
you begin sweeping. As you sweep, brush the

papers along with the broom and they will catch

most of the dust and hold it fast, just as the saw-

dust does on the bare floors. Do not have either

the paper or the sawdust dripping wet, only moist.

In dusting a room, do not use a feather duster,

because this does not remove the dust from the

room, but only brushes it into the air so that you

breathe it in ; or it settles down and then you have

to do the work over again. Use soft, dry clotlis to

dust with, and shake them frequently out of the

window ; or use slightly moistened cloths, and rinse

them out in water when you have finished ; in this

way you get the dust out of the rooms. In cleaning

rooms you should remember that dust settles upon

the floors as well as on the furniture, and is stirred

into the air which we breathe, by walking over them.

You can easily remove all this dust in rooms which

have bare floors, in houses, stores, shops, school-

rooms, etc., after the dust has settled, by passing

over the floor a mop whigJi has been wrung out so

as to only be moist, but not dripping wet."

In recommending the foregoing rules, I have

found housewives who object to the use of a moist-

ened cloth to wipe the varnished woodwork and

furniture. They claim that the appearance is spoiled

thereby. To overcome this objection I recommend
the use of a little crude oil and turpentine or sorne

harmless furniture polish on the cloth which will

make the dust cling to it as well as if it had been

dampened with water.

When we consider the more recent studies in the

etiology of many of the infectious and communica-

ble diseases, we must bear in mind the common
housefly and the mosquito. It has been well dem-

onstrated that the housefly is a very frequent car-

rier of tubercle bacilli. When this insect has had an

opportunity to feast upon tuberculous expectoration

one can almost always find in its excrements the still

virulent tubercle bacilli. It must be obvious that

when such excrements are deposited on exposed

articles of food, bacilli can enter the alimentary

tract of either adult or child.

Tuberculous infection of the intestinal canal in

children is so frequent that this probable source

should be taken into consideration in our preventive

measures. The housefly is, however, not only a

danger during its short existence as a living insect,

it becomes a source of infection even after death

when during life it has had a chance to ingest tuber-

culosis germs. Virulent bacilli of tuberculosis have

been found in the dust resulting from the crumbling

of the bodies of dead flies. Thus there is a chance

that the fly may even be the cause of the contraction

of tuberculosis by inhalation. It would seem that

we could with perfect safety assume that the house-

fly will carry all other infectious diseases in the

same manner.

The brilliant work of the immortal Major Reed
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and his coworkers has shown us that we must hold

certain species of mosquitos responsible for yellow

and malaria fevers {Stegoniyia fasciata for yellow

fever and the Anopheles pitnctipennis, A. macnli-

pennis and A. crucians for malaria). While the

total extermination of either fly or mosquito will be

difficult, some preventive measures to diminish their

number and danger in our homes can be carried

out.

Where\ er there are cuspidors or other receptacles

to receive expectoration they should be covered
when not in use. Even in institutions for the tuber-

culous where one often finds cuspidors outdoors,

they should have a cover to prevent insects or an-

imals from coming in contact with them.
Screens for windows and doors and ample pro-

tection by the aid of mosquito nettings during sleep

in regions infested with mosquitos, fly paper, and
the covering of all eatables are up to this date the

simplest known precautions by which we may di-

minish the number of these insects and their danger
as disease carriers.

We must also mention here, in connection with

interior hygiene that dogs, parrots, and other house

pets of the animal kingdom are at times carriers of

infection. Tuberculosis, for example, has been con-

tracted from parrots and dogs, and the echinococcus,

when contracted in our country, can almost invar-

iably be traced to the dog which has been a i>et of

the individual.

In conclusion, let me refer to a phase of phil-

anthropical work carried on by the Association of

Practical Housekeping Centers, which, to my mind,

is destined to help in the housing problem of the

people, perhaps as much as the building of the model
tenements. This association has for its object to

improve the sanitary and living condition of the

tenement houses by the practical education of the

tenement dwellers. A practical housekeeping center

teaches, by precept and example, something of the

art of living to all who come to visit these unique
educational establishments, also known as model
flats. I have visited one of these myself and watched
with interest the enthusiasm of teachers and pupils.

At the head of this work in New York are such
well-known and practical women philanthropists as

Mrs. Edward F. Dwight, Miss Mabel Hyde Kit-

tredge. Airs. Florence Kelley, Mrs. Hayden Rich-
ardson, Miss Lillian D. Wald.

The practical housekeeping centers try e.xperi-

mentally to meet the need of the mothers of to-day,

of to-morrow, and of ten years hence. In a most
admirable article, written by Miss Florence Kelley,

for the Century Magazine, February, 1907, under
the title of "Unskilled Mothers." reference to the
subject is made in the following words :

" If the
practical housekeeping centers can be made perma-
nent and numerous enough, if thev can be made as
much a part of the life of the community as the
public schools are now, integrated in time with the
schools, these problems, intemperance, infant mor-
tality, and reduced vitality of the working class fam-
ilies, can be reduced to tlieir lowest terms. Clean,
orderly homes, in which air is pure, food is attrac-

tive and wholesome, and beds are clean and com-
fortable, give the babv the maximum chance for
life and health, and his father an opportunitv for
keeping himself fit for his work, and a hope of
escaping his deadliest enemies— drink and tuber-
culosis. These centers furnish a legitimate social

outlet for activity among young people in congested
centers, as well as in dull country towns. Thev pro-
mote health and right living among people of all

iges."

REMARKS ON ACUTE INTESTINAL OB-
STRUCTION WITH ESPECIAL REFER-

ENCE TO INTUSSUSCEPTION.*

By EDWARD W. PETERSON. A.M., M.D.

NEW YORK.

ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF SURGERY, NEW YORK POST-GRADUATE MEDI-
CAL SCHOOL AND HOSPITAL.

Aside from acute gastric and intestinal perforations,

there is no condition in the whole field of abdominal
medicine and surgery, fraught with such real danger

to the patient, and attended with such grave respon-

sibility to the physician, as acute intestinal obstruc-

tion. If the fecal current is arrested suddenly from
any cause there develops immediately a plight which
is incompatible with life. The great abdominal
nerve plexuses are thrown into a state of violent

disorder
;
putrefactive changes in the intestinal fluids

rapidly follow. If in addition to obstruction there

exists strangulation of the blood supply to the gut

—

then we have an affection which, unless mechanically

relieved, is rapidly and invariably followed by dis-

solution and death.

Etiology.—Anything which suddenly blocks the

passage of the intestinal contents, must be consid-

ered as a cause of acute intestinal obstruction ; for

this reason the following classification is used:

I. Congenital
Obstruction'

'I. Imperforate anus.
2. Intestinal occlusion or stenosis.

3. Volvulus due to torsion of the umbilical
cord and to inflammation of the mesen-
ter>'.

^4. Bands.

'' I. Intussusception.

2. Strangulation.

II. Acquired \

Obstruction

Volvulus.

Obturation J b.

Hernia, external or
internal.

Omphalomesenteric
remains.

Bands.
Adhesions.

Gallstones.
Enteroliths.
Tumors.

^d. Foreign substances.
Pressure obstruction, e.g. by displaced

organs, tumors, etc.
Intestinal paralysis.
Infarction of the mesenteric vessels.

A detailed description of the different varieties

above mentioned will not be attempted, for such can
be found in any of the standard works on surgery.

Symptoms.—The cardinal symptoms of acute ob-

struction are pain, vomiting, and persistent constipa-

tion. The general picture is one of shock, accom-
panied by marked restlessness. The face is pinched
and anxious and the eyes are sunken. There is

more or less cyanosis, due to impeded respiration.

Respiration is accelerated and shallow, and even the

tone of the voice may be altered. The skin is

clammy, the extremities cold, and the temperature
is often subnormal. W^hen the temperature is

elevated, it is due either to the absorption of the

toxins or to the presence of peritonitis. Thirst is

extreme and the tongue is dry. Hiccough is often
distressing. The pulse is small, weak, and rapid.

The urine is scanty, high colored, or mav be sup-

pressed ; usually it contains an excess of indican,

indicanuria being especially marked when the seat

of the obstruction is high. Abdominal tympany
usually develops late and varies greatly, according
to the nature and site of the obstruction. The lower
the occlusion in the intestinal tract, the more pro-
nounced is this symptom : when the trouble is high
up. t}'mpany is either slight or absent altogether.

The presence and constancy of the svmptoms
enumerated will depend, of course, upon the loca-

tion of the occlusion and upon the degree of ob-

*Paper read before the Alabama State Medical As-
sociation, April 22, 1908.
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struction and strangulation. It is well to analyze

further the prominent symptoms.
Pain in some degree is uniformly present. It is

due (i) to the mechanical injury to the bowel and
mesentery by the constriction; (2) to the violent

peristaltic efforts of the intestines to break past the

obstructing barrier; (3) to gaseous over-distention

of the bowel above the point of stricture. The char-

acter of the pain varies ; it may be intermittent and
colicky, or continuous and intense. It is usually

severest at the point where the obstruction exists.

This rule, however, is not invariable. In internal

strangvdation it comes on abruptly, is agonizing in

character, and continues with but slight remissions.

In volvulus, and especially in intussusception, the

pain is at first paroxysmal, with intervals of com-
parative comfort, but later there is an increase in the

frequency and intensity of the spasms. The sudden
cessation of pain means either the relief of the oc-

clusion, or the presence of gangrene or perforation.

In the common varieties of obstruction (intussus-

ception and volvulus being exceptions) abdominal
tenderness is usually absent or slight during the first

few hours. In fact, pressure will often give consid-

erable relief to the discomfort. Later, tenderness is

apt to develop.

Vomiting, as a rule, appears early ; the higher the

occlusion, the more frequent and distressing is this

symptom. The vomitus consists first of the stomach
contents, then of a greenish fluid containing bile,

and finally of a dark fluid with fecal odor. The
presence of actual feces in the vomitus is rare, and
occurs only when the occlusion is low.

Constipation is a constant symptom ; it is abso-

lute and persistent in every type of acute obstruc-

tion, after evacuation of the intestinal contents below
the point of constriction. Constant desire to go to

stool, with the passage of mucus and blood, unmixed
with feces and unaccompanied by flatus, is pathog-

nomonic of intussusception.

Diag)wsis.—As prompt radical treatment consti-

tutes the essential element of success, it is of the

most importance that an early diagnosis be made in

acute obstruction. It would seem that the recogni-

tion of this condition would be comparatively easy,

and it is so in most instances, but the following affec-

tions may cause confusion, viz., phlegmon of the

abdominal wall, inflammation of a retained testicle,

fulminating appendicitis, acute pancreatitis, perfor-

ating gastric or intestinal ulcer, the twisting of the

pedicle of a tumor or viscus, etc. In these affec-

tions there may be pseudo-obstruction reflexly

caused by temporary intestinal paralysis. The re-

marks of Dr. Bar, before the Liverpool Medical

Institution, very strikingly illustrate the necessity

of discriminating between the true and false types.

Dr. Bar said : "If you look upon all cases where
you have got severe pain in the abdomen, constipa-

tion, and vomiting, with perhaps more or less shock,

as cases of intestinal obstruction, then, no matter

what line of palliative treatment you adopt, you
ought to have a very good percentage of recoveries

;

but if you belong to a more exclusive school, and
in your anxiety for accurate diagnosis, eliminate all

cases of colic, constipation, enteralgia, etc.. then you
will find you have a terrible disease left, which tends

more frequently toward a fatal issue than to re-

covery."

A carefully elicited history and painstaking physi-

cal examination will enable one to difi^erentiate be-

tween the inflammatory diseases mentioned and

mechanical obstruction. To take up in detail the

points of differentiation is unnecessary and would
consume too much time. In any doubtful case an

examination of the blood, especially a differential

leucocyte count, with regard to the percentage of

polymorphonuclear cells, will be of material assist-

ance. After a diagnosis has been made, one should

try to ascertain the nature and site of the obstruc-

tion, as this knowledge will be of material help in

carrying out the measures of relief. Generally

speaking, the part afifected in acute obstruction is

the small intestine.

Internal strangulation is a ca ise in about "orty

per cent, of all ca.ses. It is most common in young

adults, comes on aoruptly, with agonizing and con-

tinuous colicky pain and with early and distressing

vomiting. Shock and collapse develop more quickly

in this than in any other variety of obstruction.

Volvulus occurs almost exclusively in middle or

advanced life and is much more frequent in men
than women. The sigmoid is usually involved, and

distinct tumefaction and tenderness can be felt with

the palpating hand. Tympany develops early and in-

creases rapidly. Vomiting is a late and unimpor-

tant symptom. Tenesmus may be present, but there

is no discharge of blood from the rectum.

Intussusception is probably the most frequent

cause of acute obstruction. While it may occur at

any age, it is preeminently a disease of infancy and
childhood. Fully seventy per cent, of all cases occur

during the first year of life.

Treatment of acute obstruction.—No class of

cases are more habitually mismanaged and conscien-

tiously maltreated than the ones under consideration.

Where palliative measures are depended upon, re-

covery is the exception, death is the rule.

Will distended gut ever burst a constructing band?
Can a volvulus become untwisted ? Does an internal

strangulation ever undergo spontaneous reduction?

Can an intussusception become disinvaginated, and

recovery follow the sloughing and discharge of the

intussusceptum? Yes, these things do happen oc-

casionally, but if one awaits or expects such re-

sults, ninety to ninety-five per cent, of the cases so

treated will die.

As a general rule, the distention of the colon by
hydrostatic pressure, the insufflation of the bowel
with gas, abdominal taxis, massage, etc., are not only

unscientific and useless, but in some instances are

positively dangerous. Puncture of the intestine

through the abdominal wall for the relief of tym-

pany is mentioned for condemnation only. Inver-

sion and violent shaking of the patient are apt to do
more harm than good. The administration of shot

or metallic mercury, employed in olden times, is

mentioned merely as a curiosity in the way of treat-

ment.

Do not give purgatives, as they increase the pain

and vomiting, and add to the risk of gangrene, per-

foration, and peritonitis. They can accomplish no
possible good. Use opium very cautiously, for this

drug so masks the symptoms and obscures the gen-

eral picture, that it leads too often to fatal delay in

the employment of radical treatment. Do not em-
ploy stomach lavage, except for diagnostic purposes

or until a diagnosis has been settled, for this measure
has almost the same sedative effect as opium, and is

apt to give the attending physician a feeling of false

security. After a diagnosis is determined, lavage

of the stomach and colon should be carried out, for

it lessens the vomiting, the pain, and the absorption

of toxins, and also renders safer the administration

of an anesthetic.

Generally speaking, a prompt laparotomy, quickly

performed, is by all odds the safest, the simplest, and

the surest method of accomplishing a cure. The op-

eration itself, if performed early, is not more dififi-
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cult or dangerous than laparotomy for the other in-

traabdominal lesions. A general anesthetic is con-

traindicated in cases seen late, where shock and col-

lapse are pronounced, for in such a state, a nar-

cotized patient is in danger of drowning in his own
vomitus. Here the operation should be performed
under local anesthesia, with, perhaps, the addition of

morphine and hyoscine.

There is no single measure so useful in combating
the shock of intestinal obstruction cases in general

as the intravenous infusion of normal salt solution.

It strengthens the heart, allays the extreme thirst.

and stimulates the urinary flow. Of drugs, the most
valuable is sparteine sulphate, administered hypo-
dermically ; it slows and strengthens the heart and
has decided diuretic action.

After an obstruction has been relieved there are

one or two practical points which will add greatly to

the comfort of the patient. The stomach should be

washed out immediately, and as often thereafter as

indicated. Eserine salicylate should be started at

once. This drug will aid in reestablishing normal
peristalsis and by its action will lessen or prevent

tympanites. Hot saline solution should be given by
rectum, at frequent intervals, or, if necessary, it can

be given continuously. The bowels should be moved
by enema when they do not act spontaneously, rath-

er than by drugs per mouth.
Each case of intestinal obstruction is a law unto

itself, and must be managed in accordance with the

principles of good surgery and with regard to the

experience of the individual operator. The manage-
ment of intussusception alone will be considered in

detail. In this variety of obstruction, the diagnosis

is easy and the indications for treatment are quite

definite. Formerly, operation was considered only

as a last resort ; to-day laparotomy, with manual
reduction, is the method of choice. Bouchut, in

1855, says, "The diagnosis of intussusception is un-
certain and treatment powerless." Tanner ( 1871

)

after discussing taxis, etc., says, "Supposing these

means fail, without absolutely recommending such a
procedure, an exploratory incision into the abdomen
would appear to be perfectly justifiable in an ap-
parently hopeless case." Ashhurst (1881) says,

"Past experience gives no encouragement to opera-
tive interference in cases of intussusception in in-

fants less than one year old." Monyhan quotes Bar-
ker as saying that "He had never seen recovery af-

ter resection in gangrenous cases and never expected
to see it." (These quotations have been borrowed
from the interesting articles of Rushmore and Cof-
fey.)

The writer, in a series of intestinal obstruction

cases, has had five of intussusception in infants un-
der one year of age. There were three recoveries

and two deaths. In three of the cases gangrene had
already set in, necessitating resection of the gan-
grenous intestine in two, and enterostomy in the

third. The histories of these will be given later.

Unless acute intussusception is recognized early

and treated promptly, the result is almost always
fatal. Spontaneous reduction has been known to

take place. Cases have recovered after sloughing
of the intussusceptum, firm adhesions forming at the

neck of the intussuscipiens. Such results are, how-
ever, never to be awaited or expected. If a case is

seen early, say not later than six or eight hours after

a diagnosis is possible, an attempt should be made
by means of posture, gentle manipulations, and
enemata to reduce the invagination. Such measures
might succeed in "colonic" intussusception, are of
doubtful value in the "ileocecal" variety, and are
useless in the "enteric" type. The sooner we come

to regard intussusception in the light that we look

upon strangulated hernia and fulminating appendi-

citis, that is, as a condition demanding immediate op-

erative interference, the more lives will we save.

Early laparotomy is the least dangerous and the

most successful method of treatment.

There are points about the operation itself which
deserve attention. The work should be performed
quickly, or rather with "speedy deliberation." As
three-fourths of all cases originate in the ileocecal

region, the incision should be made through or to

the outer margin of the right rectus muscle. In re-

lieving the intussusception, it is best to commence at

the apex of the intussusceptum, and carefully "back
up" to the point where the invagination started. If

traction is made on the proximal end of the inva-

gination, the gut is apt to be torn at the neck of the

intussuscipiens. If gangrene has occurred or if re-

duction is impossible, resection and intestinal anas-
tomosis should be performed. Removal of the ap-

pendix is positively indicated in nearly all cases of

"ileocecal" invagination, and it is a good point to

make appendectomy a step of the operation. In
closing the wound, one should reinforce the catgut

sutures, with through-and-through tension sutures,

as the abdominal wall is subjected to a considerable
strain.

The postoperative treatment is of great impor-
tance. The immediate danger is death from shock,
and free stimulation is indicated to overcome this

condition. The next danger is from the secondary
enteritis and to.xemia, which are present to a greater
or lesser degree in all cases of intussusception. If

opium is systematically employed, the enteritis is

aggravated, and the toxemia accentuated. It is bet-
ter to give a mild laxative, and to follow it with
astringent intestinal antiseptics and bowel irriga-

tions. Under such management the condition will

improve.

C.\SE I.—Ida A., aged 4 months and 20 days, of
German-American parentage, breast-fed, well nour-
ished, and healthy. Had never previously been sick.

September 28, 1904, was somewhat restless and fret-

ful, and the following day suddenly became very ill.

After one large fecal movement, she began to have
frequent discharges of blood and mucus, without
the passage of gas or feces, also paroxysms of col-

ick}' pains and tenesmus, and occasionally spells of
vomiting. A physician, who was called in, diag-
nosed the case as "bloody dysentery." The mother,
becoming alarmed at the increasing severity of the
symptoms, brought the child to the hospital on the
afternoon of September 30.

On admission the infant was very restless, con-
stantly whining or crying out : facial expression
anxious and uneasy ; eyes "tired looking" and some-
what sunken ; tongue dry ; abdomen slightly dis-

tended, but no visible tumor present ; thighs flexed
on abdomen. The extremities were cool, the abdo-
men hot, somewhat rigid, and tender on pressure.
An elongated tumor could be felt running across in

the direction of the transverse colon, and then down-
ward into the left iliac region. Rectal examination
revealed a softened cylindrical tumor about two
inches above the anus ; the examining finger when
withdrawn from the bowel was covered with bloody
mucus. The temperature was 102° F., pulse 146,
and respiration 40. A diagnosis was made of acute
intussusception, of probably not less than thirty

hours' duration, and preparation for immediate lap-

arotomy was ordered. At this stage any other meas-
ure was deemed not only useless, but dangerous.

Operation.—A two and one-half inch incision was
made through the right rectus muscle ; a small
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amount of serous fluid escaped when the peritoneum

was opened. Examination of the tumor contirmed

the diagnosis of intussusception. Beginning at the

distal end, or at the apex of the intussusceptum, with

great care the reduction was attempted. The gut

was acutely congested and edematous, and the

serous coat readily tore. Firm adhesions between
the last inch of ileum and cecum, with beginning

gangrene, rendered impossible the complete and suc-

cessful reduction of the invagination. Removal of

the gangrenous gut was decided upon. Four inches

of the ileum, the cecum, and an inch of the ascend-

ing colon were resected, the mesentery having first

been ligated. Then an end-to-end anastomosis, by
means of a small Murphy button, was made. After
attending to the gap in the mesentery, the abdom-
inal incision was closed in layers with catgut, and
reinforced by three sutures of silkworm gut, through
all the layers except the peritoneum. Dressings and
bandage were applied, and the patient was returned

to bed in a profound state of shock. Respirations

were exceedingly rapid and temperature high, im-

mediately following the operation. The pulse, while

very weak, did not show depression corresponding

to respiration and temperature. Stimulants were
freely used to combat the shock. Vomiting was fre-

quent and annoying for the first fifteen hours, after

which time it gradually abated. Only one dose of

opium (5 minims of paregoric) was given, and that

not until vomiting had ceased. The bowels moved
spontaneously on the afternoon following the oper-

ation. A moderately severe secondary enteritis soon
developed ; this was treated with astringent intes-

tinal antiseptics and bowel irrigations. On the

fourth day the temperature went up, and the child

seemed to be in great pain. In looking for a cause

for this, the examination revealed the fact that the

button had passed down to the anus and was there

lodged. The removal of the button was followed

by an immediate improvement in the symptoms.
The abdominal wound was dressed on the fifth day,

and the lower end of the incision was found to be

infected. This infection promptly cleared up, and
the wound was entirely healed by the fourteenth day

The patient was discharged cured on the fifteenth

day after operation.

To review the history of this case : A healthy,

well-nourished infant suddenly became very ill. with

paroxysmal, colicky pains, tenesmus, bloody stools,

vomiting, fever, and collapse. Examination of the

abdomen by bimanual rectal touch showed a "saus-

age-shaped" timior. It will be seen that this patient

presented the classical symptoms and fulfilled in an

ideal way the text-book requirements of acute in-

tussusception. Operation confirmed the diagnosis.

The ileum, appendix, and cecum were telescoped

into the colon. On account of adhesions and gan-

grene the invagination could not be completely and

successfully reduced, so a resection was made with

an end-to-end anastomosis between the ileum and

ascending colon. .After operation, the severe shock,

high temperature, and vomiting, enteritis, toxemia,

etc., gradually disappeared, and recovery ultimately

ensued. (An interesting feature of the case was the

early passage of the ]\Iurphy button.)

Case II.—Elsie M., aged nine months. Referred

by Dr. G. R. Pisek, June 2, 1905. For two days the

child had been suff'ering with abdominal cramps and

vomiting. There were frequent passages of blood

and mucus, but no feces were expelled. An elong-

ated tumor on the left side could be felt abdominally

and by rectum. Upon operation a two and one-half

-

inch incision along the outer margin of the right

rectus muscle was made and an intussusception of

the ileocecal variety was readily produced. The ap-

pendix was amputated. A prompt recovery fol-

lowed operation. The patient was discharged cured

seven days later.

Case III.—Romeo AI., aged four months, ad-

mitted to hospital July 5, 1906. Two days before

admission the baby was suddenly taken ill with

cramps and vomiting. Cathartics and enemata
failed to relieve the symptoms. Discharges of

mucus and blood appeared on the second day. A
tumor on the left side could be felt abdominally and
by rectum. Laparotomy about forty hours after

onset of symptoms disclosed a gangrenous intussus-

ception of the ileocecal variety, which could not be

reduced; resection of the grangrenous gut; end-to-

end anastomosis ; death from shock three hours
later.

Case IV.—Margaret H., aged five months, ad-

mitted to hospital July 10, 1906. Illness began one
week before with cramps, vomiting, and diarrhea.

At first there were eight or nine loose blood-tinged

stools a day. Later the discharges consisted solely

of mucus and blood. The baby did not care to

nurse, and lost weight rapidly ; the condition was
critical. L'pon examination, a tumor could be pal-

pated in the left iliac region, also by rectal examina-
tion. Laparotomy under ether anesthesia revealed

a double invagination in the ileocecal region ; the

cecum and ascending colon were gangrenous ; the

cecum ruptured during attempts at reduction ; the

gangrenous gut was then brought out of the abdomi-
nal wound and held up with a glass rod. Resection
was out of the question in this instance, as the

patient was almost dead at the time of admission to

hospital. Death occurred on the following day.

Case V.—Baby Baker, aged five months, of Jew-
ish parentage, was admitted to the Babies' Wards
September 16, 1907. The infant was breast-fed and
well nourished, and had never been ill previously.

Two days before admission to the hospital he be-

came very restless and fretful, and seemed to be
suffering from abdominal cramps. Vomiting com-
menced early and continued at frequent intervals.

The bowels, previously regular, did not act natur-
ally, nor did enemata give relief. On the third day
blood and mucus were expelled, unaccompanied by
feces and flatus. Upon examination, the abdomen
was found to be moderately distended and very
rigid. On the left side an elongated tumor could
be felt abdominally and by rectum. The examining
finger, when withdrawn from the rectum, was cov-
ered with bloody mucus. A diagnosis of "acute
intussusception" was made and preparation for

operation ordered.

Operation.—A three-inch incision was made
through the right rectus muscle. As soon as the

peritoneum was opened the small intestines, much
distended, crowded out. The diagnosis of intus-

susception was confirmed, the invagination being of

the "ileocecal" variety. Beginning at the distal end,

or at the apex of the intussusceptum, with great

care the reduction was attempted. Owing to the

edematous and friable condition of the gut. ad-

hesions having formed at the neck of the intussus-

cipiens, it was very difficult to reduce the last two
inches of the invagination. This was accomplished,

however, with very little damage to the serous coat

of the bowel. The abdomen was closed in layers

with catgut and reinforced with three silkworm gut

sutures through all the layers except the peritoneum.

Following operation, the temperature rose to 107.8°

F., then gradually subsided, reaching normal about

the fifth day. Vomiting was persistent and annoy-

ing for the first few hours, after which time it
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gradually stopped. The bowels acted naturally on

the second day. The secondary enteritis, which is

always present in intussusception cases, was not

severe, and yielded readily to appropriate treatment.

The patient was discharged cured on the seventh

day.

In the foregoing remarks, no attempt has been
made to treat the subject of intestinal obstruction

in other than a superficial manner. An effort has

been made, however, to emphasize certain practical

points. With a better knowledge of the mechanics,
and with a more thorough understanding of the

pathology, of the affection under consideration, will

come a realization of the futility, in most instances,

of palliative measures. The keynote to success will

bear reiteration—-"Early diagnosis, prompt radical

treatment."

57 West Fiptv-eighth Street.

ABNORMAL MOTILITY OF THE STOMACH
A VALUABLE FACTOR IN THE DIAG-

NOSIS OF GASTRIC LESIONS.
By MILTON R. BARKER, M.S., M.D.

CHICAGO, ILL.

In this paper I shall deal only with those findings

revealed by an examination of the stomach con-

tents, due either directly or indirectly to an ab-

normal motility of the gastric walls, made long be-

fore the appearance of those familiar objective and
subjective symptoms, which differentiate gastric le-

sions, but the advent of which is prima facie evi-

dence that the time for rendering the best service

in these cases has past. And should the dyspeptic
symptoms be due to malignant invasion of the

stomach, to wait to demonstrate the condition by
its well-known symptomatology means, in a large

majority of cases, the sacrifice of the patient's life.

Hence, if we are to render the best service in

gastric lesions, especially in cancer, we must dif-

ferentiate them early and by some other measures
than that of their familiar symptomatology, com-
prehend easily, but usually so late that they con-
vey more of despair than hope so far as success-

ful treatment is concerned. Therefore, upon the

presentation of a case complaining of that symptom-
complex to which has been ascribed the name
dyspepsia, which we know may be the expression
of the early manifestations of many gastric lesions,

we set about the task to discover with which of
these we may have to deal.

Our knowledge is greatly enhanced regarding the

early differentiation of these conditions by a proper
interpretation and careful classification of the dif-

ferent elements constituting that portion of the gas-
tric contents the presence of which in the .stomach
after a test meal is due to the abnormal motility

of the gastric walls.

These findings may be positive or negative, each
condition being, perhaps, equally important in

building a differential diagnosis.

Should we find on examination of the stomach
contents diminished hydrochloric acid, pepsin, and
lab ferment, mucus being absent, we might suspect
that malignant disease was active in the stomach

;

but from these findings alone we could not make
even a probable diagnosis of cancer. However,
should we find in addition a positive decrease in

gastric motility shown by the abnormally long pe-

riod of time required for the stomach to become
emptied after a test meal, we would be justified in

so strongly suspecting the influence of malignant
disease, as to advise exploratory measures, pro-

vided the Oppler-Boas bacillus was not present

;

if it were present a positive diagnosis could be

made without the aid of exploration. If the Op-
pler-Boas bacillus was not present (and we should

not expect to find it in these early investigations) ;

and if the gastric immotility was positive, and the

stomach contents were free or nearly so, of mucus,
we should question the wisdom of the postpone-

ment of exploratory measures, as the golden op-

portunity for rendering the best service might thus

be lost, the Oppler-Boas bacillus frequently not

appearing until the disease is so far advanced that

operative measures are futile. In other words, we
believe that, because of the fact that gastric immo-
tility and dearth of mucus in the stomach contents

are such universal conditions in gastric cancer,

when these persistently prevail we should strongly

suspect cancer, and institute exploratory diagnostic

measures.
The abnormal findings that characterize gastric

cancer are due to the profound vicious influence

of this disease upon all the gastric tissues. Impair-

ment of all gastric functions commences immedi-
ately upon the invasion of the stomach by cancer

;

as the disease develops all gastric functions dim-
inish correspondingly, and when the disease is fully

established all normal functions are destroyed, re-

gardless of how limited a portion of the gastric

wall is perceptibly involved. The above seems to

be opposed by the fact that cancer has been dem-
onstrated in stomachs in which the gastric glands

were functioning. In other words, cancer has been

found in stomachs in which there was also present

hydrochloric acid, lab ferment, and pepsin. These,

however, we believe belong to that class of cases in

which gastric ulcer was the primary lesion, and
which has become invaded by cancer, but which
is not yet totally malignant, hence a lingering in

the stomach of a constantly decreasing quantity

of its normal secretions. In these cases our most
valuable diagnostic aid is the progressive loss of

the normal intrinsic motility of the stomach walls,

characterized by constantly lengthening periods of

stagnation of food in the stomach.

It is true that the cancer-invaded stomach is emp-
tied of its contents, but it is emptied in a desultory

way, and by extrinsic forces rather than by nor-

mal intrinsic motility. The cancer-stricken stom-
ach is a ftmctionally dead organ and the gross con-

tents, together with the chemical and microscopical

findings, are usually characteristic of such condi-

tion. Among the first of these functions to be

sacrificed, and that which prevails most constantly

and therefore is most characteristic of the disease,

is the loss of the normal, intrinsic motility of the

stomach walls, characterized as above stated by an
increasing stagnation of the stomach contents after

test meals. When the above condition increasingly

prevails an exploratory laparotomy will in most
cases confirm the suspicion that cancer has invaded
the stomach. And at this time much hope may be

entertained for the successful removal of the dis-

ease by surgical measures.

To make a differential diagnosis of chronic gas-

tritis from the stomach contents is not always easy.

Malignant disease of the stomach and chronic gas-

tritis resemble each other in that all of the normal
constituents of the gastric contents in fully devel-

oped cases are absent in both conditions, e-xcepting

mucus, and this constituent is abundant in chronic

gastritis, but absent, or nearly so, in cancer. The
destructive influence of gastric cancer is as marked
upon the mucous glands of the stomach as upon
all other gastric tissue, and in well-developed cases
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the mucous glands of the stomach are functionless.

Chronic gastritis destroys all gastric functions

except that of the mucous glands. The most char-

acteristic finding in the gastric contents in chronic

gastritis is the abundance of mucus ; the walls of

the stomach are covered with it like a blanket so

that many times casts of large portions of the stom-
ach walls are found after lavage. The ingested

stomach contents are found covered with it, and
often balls of mucus, in which are wrapped por-

tions of food, are found among the stomach con-

tents.

The normal motility of the stomach walls is

largely destroyed in chronic gastritis. Hence in

this respect it is also like cancer, and to this con-

dition is undoubtedly due the abundance of mucus
ever present in this condition. The mucus is

poured into the stomach, but cannot escape because
of the impaired motility of the stomach walls.

The stomach is filled with it, its walls are coated

by it, and its contents enveloped in it. ?Ience in

chronic gastritis, an examination of the stomach
contents is our most valuable diagnostic measure,
and we may attribute in no inconsiderable degree

the loss of gastric motility in this condition to the

action of the superabundant mucus. Normal gas-

tric motility is excited by the presence of ingested

substances ; coming in contact with the nervous
mechanism in the stomach walls, at least it is par-

tially so excited. If mucus so coats the stomach
walls that the ingested contents are prevented from
coming in contact with these nerve centers, so much
of the gastric motility as is due to this is lost.

Hence we have formed a vicious circle, the gath-

ered mucus preventing gastric motility, and loss of

motility causing large collections of mucus in the

stomach.

The well-known beneficial efl'ect of lavage in

this condition is undoubtedly due, in a large degree,

to the removal of the mucus from the gastric walls,

thus rendering the contact between the ingested

contents and the nerve centers possible, and by
degrees restoring the normal motility of the stom-

ach walls. We know there are cases in this con-

dition in which lavage is ineffectual, but these are

cases in which the nerve centers are so impaired

by the disease that response to stimuli is impos-

sible.

In gastric ulcer we are forced to recognize the

exaggerated motility of the stomach walls as a

prominent factor in the differential diagnosis. This
is demonstrated by the entire absence in the stom-

ach of any portion of a test meal, even, in many
cases, a few moments after its ingestion, the ab-

normally exaggerated motility of the stomach walls

in this condition, contrasting strikingly with the

abnormally sluggish action in cancer or chronic gas-

tritis. In hyperchlorhydria and gastric ulcer ( the

latter being a continuation or culmination of the

former, the overactivity of the stomach walls is

due to two conditions. First, the ingested gastric

contents are quickly prepared for leaving the stom-

ach by the vigorous action of the hyperacid secre-

tion upon it. Second, the vicious action of the

overacid and overabundant secretion upon the

stomach walls themselves causes a constant and
more or less exaggerated contraction of them. In

other words, the vicious circle that is ever present

in the stomach in this disease, due to the abnormal
irritation of the hyperacid secretion upon it, and
which in turn causes an outpouring of more secre-

tion, also causes a constant activity of the stomach
walls. A test meal deposited in such a stomach is

hurriedly ejected from it for the reason that it is im-

mediately emulsified and comes in contact with
nerve centers that are on the qui vive because of
constant irritation. The abnormal motility of the

stomach walls thus produced forces the test meal
from the stomach c|uickly in all cases and sometimes
almost as soon as it is ingested. If, therefore, we
should find the stomach empty an hour or so

after a test meal we would be justified in strongly
suspecting gastric ulcer, putting all other findings

aside.

Mucus is never present in large quantities in this

condition, for the reason that as rapidly as it is

secreted it is attacked by the abnormal gastric se-

cretion and digested, and it is then no longer mu-
cus, and it is ejected from the stomach almost as

quickly as it is deposited in it.

We may, as a rule, refuse a diagnosis of hyper-
chlorhydria or gastric ulcer if there is much gas

fermentation in the stomach. The presence of nor-

mal or excessive amounts of hydrochloric acid in

the stomach prevents fermentation or putrefaction,

and so precludes gas fermentation ; but more to the

point in this paper is the fact that gas fermentation
seldom prevails in a stomach the motility of the

walls of which is normal or exaggerated. As the

latter conditions universally prevail in these mala-
dies we should not expect to find excessive gas fer-

mentation. Leube says : "As gas fermentation is

never found in normal energy of the stomach its

demonstration may be considered as a sure proof
of motor insufficiency." The above being true, we
will seldom find gastric ulcer present in a stomach
in which there is excessive gas fermentation.

It is true that we have pyrosis in these conditions

which is due to spasmodic contractions of the stom-
ach walls, with the ejection into the esophagus of

the hyperacid secretion of the stomach, but this is

an entirely different condition from gas fermenta-
tion. We believe, however, there is one notable ex-

ception to this rule, and that is the gastric neurosis

or the so-called nervous dyspepsia. In this condi-

tion gas formation in the stomach is preeminently
characteristic ; whether it is due to fermentation
or not may be a question. The diagnosis of this

condition rests more firmly upon the fact that the

normal motility of the stomach walls is not dis-

turbed in this condition. This is shown by the

stomach emptying itself of test meals within normal
time limits, or within seven hours from the time
of ingestion, and by the presence of large amounts
of gas in the stomach.

To Recapitulate.—The loss of gastric motility

characterized by long-continued stagnation of food
in the stomach, and the partial or complete absence
of mucus in the gastric contents, are characteristic

of cancer, and when such conditions prevail careful

search for the Oppler-Boas bacillus should be made.
If this is found the diagnosis of cancer is positive;

if it is not found the patient should not be allowed
to pass into that stage of the disease in which op-

erative measures are futile, by waiting for this

more positive element in the diagnosis before ex-

ploratory measures are taken.

A large accumulation of mucus in the stomach
is one of the important elements in the diagnosis

of chronic gastritis. This is due, in a large degree,

to faulty contact between the ingested materials

and the nerve centers in the stomach walls causing

gastric immotility, which, in turn, prevents the es-

cape of the accumulated mucus into the intestines.

The vicious circle being thus formed is broken up

in certain cases by long-continued lavage ; hence one
of the beneficial efifects of this treatment in chronic

gastritis.
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A prominent factor in the diagnosis of gastric

ulcer is the exaggerated motilitv' of the gastric

walls. This is characterized by the absence of any
portion of a test meal in the stomach a compara-
tively short time after its ingestion. Mucus is also

almost or entirely absent from the stomach in this

condition, being digested as quickly as deposited in

the stomach by the ever-present overacid secretion,

and being expelled from the stomach quickly be-

cause of the exaggerated motility of the gastric

walls.

4625 Green-wood Avenue.

LUPUS ERYTHEMATOSUS.
By J. PHILLIP KANOKY. M.D.,

KANSAS CITY, MO.

PROFESSOR OP DBRMATOLOGT, UNIVERSITY MEDICAL COLLEGE.

Lupus erythematosus, the ulerythema centrifu-

gum of Unna, is a chronic inflammation of the

skin, characterized by scaly patches, usually round-
ed or oval in outline and reddish in color, which
are generally followed by scars. These patches
may be discrete or confluent, and the face, es-

pecially the nasal bridge and upper cheeks, is the

region most frequently involved.

The clinical resemblance to lupus vulgaris is

often confusing and it was probably for this reason
that Cazenave, in 1850, christened the disease "lu-

pus erythematosus." In America it forms about

0.3 per cent, of all skin affections, occurring with
about the same frequency as true lupus.

There are two varieties, the local or circum-
scribed, and the general or disseminated. In the

former the disease begins as a small, slightly ele-

vated, flat-topped papule, the bright red color of
which does not completely disappear on pressure.
This lesion gradually enlarges peripherally until an
infiltrated, scaly patch, varying from one to several

centimeters in diameter, results, the slightly de-

pressed center of which is studded with the open-
ings of dilated follicles. The scales are of a light

yellow or dirty gray color and can be removed
by slight friction. The surface of the affected area
is always dry, pinkish, or reddish in color, and never
ulcerates. At times, after the disease has continued
for several months or years, a tendency to spon-
taneous involution is manifested. In these cases a

soft, flexible, permanent atrophic scar is left, the

surface of which is marked by the patulous mouths
of enlarged sebaceous ducts. A frequent clinical

picture is the so-called "butterfly" or "bat's wing"
marking. In this type the patches on the upper
cheeks have become confluent, a narrow band ex-
tending over the bridge of the nose.

The scalp is quite often attacked, permanent loss

of hair over the aft'ected area resulting. In this

locality the scaliness is less marked and the borders
are more elevated than on other parts of the body.
The disseminated variety is seldom seen. The

inflammation is more acute in character and is ac-
companied by constitutional symptoms similar in

character to those of erythema multiforme. The
lesions may be vesicular or bullous at times. The
prognosis is serious, about fifty per cent, proving
fatal.

The cause of lupus erythematosus is not known.
It occurs most frequently in middle or early life.

Several among our foremost authorities believe it

to be a form of tuberculosis of the skin, while
others, equally prominent, maintain that the two
are separate and non-related diseases. Some re-

cent opsonic statistics would seem to indicate that

the latter are in the right. From a histopathological

standpoint the disease process differs very materially

from lupus vulgaris and the tubercle bacilli have
never been found in the lesions.

The affection is to be differentiated from acne
rosacea, chronic eczema, the syphilides, and true

lupus.

In acne rosacea the surface is smooth and glis-

tening, dilated capillaries are a prominent feature,

the outline is irregidar and ill defined, and the tip

of the nose generally shows the greatest degree of

involvement. Chronic eczema is seldom if ever
dry at all times. Itching is more or less intense,

the mouths of the sebaceous ducts are not patulous

and do not contain the greasy plugs seen in lupus

erythematosus, and there is no formation of cica-

trices.

In the nonulcerating syphilide the nodular tuber-

cles, together with the small, depressed, oval or

circular, pigmented scars, the duration, the rapidity

of evolution, and the absence of dilated follicles

will serve for dift'erentiation.

Lupus vulgaris frequently proves confusing.

Here the presence of the "apple jelly" nodules,

best seen when the areas are examined through
a closely applied diascope; the rough, fibrous scars,

and the extensive ulceration and tissue destruction

are sufficient for recognition. In case of doubt
the tuberculin reaction or a biopsy will serve to

make clear the diagnosis.

The treatment varies with each particular case.

A host of remedies have been reconnnended, none
of which is specific and many seemingly useless.

The milder methods and preparations should al-

ways receive the first trial. If there are consider-

able irritation and hyperemia, a soothing applica-

tion, such as zinc oil (zinc oxide 60.0, olive oil

40.0), or calamine lotion, should be employed for

several days, meanwhile administering salicin (com-
mencing with i.o gram after each meal and gradu-
ally increasing) internally.

If the lesions are in the non-inflammatory, pale,

and anemic, I at once paint them with a strong
iodine preparation f Churchill's tincture), repeating

it three times each week and administering the

salicin internally. Here the latter may be alternated

with quinine, or the cinchona salt substituted alto-

gether.

Where the induration is marked and the condi-

tion notably sluggish, agents possessing marked
stimulating power are indicated. I prefer salicylic

or pyrogallic acid, suspended in collodion.

I^ Acid, salicylic 40.0
Acid, pyrogallic lo.o

Collodion loo.o

M. et sig. Shake and apply at night with a camel's

hair brush.

If this causes too much irritation it should be
temporarily discontinued and one of the soothing
preparations substituted.

It is well to look to the genera! health of the

patient. Alcohol, tobacco, tea, and coffee are to be
avoided, and foods which have a tendency to in-

crease cutaneous hyperemia should not be eaten.

The parts should be kept clean and, unlike the in-

flamed areas in eczema, the local use of soap and
water is not contraindicated. As regards measures
other than hygienic and medicinal, the Roentgen
ray is not nearly so valuable here as in true lupus

and the arc lamp of Finsen has, in my experience,

likewise proved disappointing. The liquid air treat-

ment recommended by Fox, Dade, and others would
seem an excellent procedure, and the use of car-

bon dioxide snow, recently suggested by Pusey,
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even a better and more practicable course. The
latter is certainly deserving of a thorough trial.

During the past eighteen months I have treated

five cases of the localized type and seen one case

in which the disease was disseminated over the

face, trunk, and left arm.

Cases I and II.—Both were railroad men in the

employ of the Missouri Pacific, and both have

done extremely well under the iodine-quinine line

of treatment. In No. i the disease was of five

years' duration ; Xo. 2 indefinite but had been pres-

ent for several years. Both were of the typical

butterfly type and presented slight scaring. Each
case had repeatedly been diagnosed and treated as

chronic eczema. At the present time there are no
evidences of the disease other than the cicatrices.

Case III.—A married woman of 42, living in

Great Bend, Kan. The lesions, which involved the

face, forehead, and scalp, had appeared over twelve

years prior to my seeing her. This case proved

extremely rebellious to treatment. The patches re-

acted but slightly, even to the applications of

Churchill's tincture, so the salicylic-pyrogallic prep-

aration in collodion was substituted. Later, the

.r-ray was employed as an adjuvant measure, twelve

minute exposure, with a soft tube, at a distance of

15 centimeters, being given. Internally, salicin was
alternated with quinine. Under this regime im-

provement finally set in and a temporary cure ul-

timately resulted. Recently she wrote me that a

new spot had appeared. I shall try the carbon di-

oxide snow in this case, although decided benefit

resulted from the use of the .r-ray.

Case IV.—A married woman, 32 years old, liv-

ing in Kansas City. The disease was of three years'

duration and involved both upper cheeks, with an

oval patch, about 8x10 centimeters, just below the

left temple. In this case the stronger tincture of

iodine and the .r-ray locally, with c|uinine internally,

gave most excellent results. Only a few ex]iosures

were given, so the iodine-quinine combination de-

serves the credit for the splendid and lasting effect

secured.

Case \'.—A married woman, aged 40, living in

Martin City, Mo. The condition had been present

for two and one-half years. There was a large

oval patch (measuring 8x10 centimeters) over the

right eye, an irregular lesion extending across the

lower part of the nose, an area about the size of a

dime in the interpalpebral space, and slight bilateral

involvement of the surfaces lying just above the

nasolabial folds. The lesions responded promptly
to the iodine applications, although soothing lotions

had to be substituted a few times when the in-

flammation became too intense. Internally, quinine

sulphate was alternated with salicin each week. In

the course of four months the patches were prac-

tically obliterated, and when I last saw the patient,

in February, there remained only a slight involve-

ment of the patch over the eye.

Case VI.—^This was the case in which the disease

was of the diffused or disseminated type. I first

saw the patient, a woman, aged 34, in consultation

last December, and I have examined her only once

or twice since then. The disease commenced on
the cheeks ; later the left upper arm became in-

volved, and this was followed, a few weeks after-

ward, by a lesion on the right side of the trunk.

The mucous membranes were not affected and the

constitutional symptoms were less severe than is

usual in this type of the disease. The patient has

been receiving only internal treatment, quinine, with

phosphorus and other tonics, and appears to be

doing well.

Conclusions.—The iodine-tiuinine, or iodine-sali-

cin, method of treatment, while not infallible, gives

excellent results in a considerable percentage of

cases of lupus erythematosus, especially if employed

early in the disease.

In those cases where the pathological condition

has been present for many years these agents will

oftentimes have to be supplemented by more vigor-

ous measures. Of these the salicylic-pyrogallic-col-

lodion preparations are cleanly, efficient, cheap, and

easily obtained.

The .f-ray, while not so valuable here as in true

lupus, is undoubtedly of assistance at times.

gi2 Walnut St.

PREPARATION FOR A GENITOURINARY
DIAGNOSIS.*

By JULIUS J. VALENTINE, M.D..

NEW YORK.

ASSISTANT ATTENDING SURGEON, RED CROSS HOSPITAL; ASSISTANT
SURGEON, GENITOURINARY DEPARTMENT ST. BARTHOLOMEW'S

CLINIC.

A THOROUGH search of literature shows that even

the most eminent authors attribute to general prac-

titioners, a familiarity with the preliminary steps

necessary to the satisfactory examination of a pa-

tient with a genitourinary disease. If this familiar-

ity existed, consultations with the specialist as re-

gards diagnosis would not be needed save in ex-

ceptional cases. It would, however, be expecting too

much of the general practitioner that he add to his

other onerous duties a study of every specialty

;

moreover, for precision in diagnosis, quite an array

of special instruments are required, many of

which the general practitioner might need perhaps

but once in a life-time. This is particularly the case

in the diagnosis of genitourinary diseases. Aside

from the expense such aids to diagnosis entail,

dexterity in their em])loyment can be acquired only

by continuous use.

Another matter which adds importance to the

consideration of the patient's preliminary prepara-

tion is the fact that the patient usually asks the

specialist or his assistants questions regarding diag-

nosis, prognosis and treatment. It requires exceed-

ing adroitness to avoid specific replies which the

layman's unfamiliarity with technical terms may not

construe into a variance from his attendant's views.

This may engender dissatisfaction with the family

physician's conduct of the case, and lead to a gen-

eral lack of confidence in the medical profession.

One example may suffice : If the patient's physician

has made a diagnosis of seminal vesiculitis and the

specialist, not being aware of the choice of this

unfortunate term, calls the disease spermatocystitis,

it may be difficult to convince the patient that both

are used to designate inflammation of the seminal

vesicles. These apparent, not real, differences, are

utilized by quacks and advocates of phantastic al-

leged systems of medicine, to shake the respect due
the regular profession. The patient, then, especially

one with a chronic genitourinary ailment, is very

apt to grasp a to him apparent difference of opinion

as evidence of unreliability on part of both attendant

and consultant. Indeed, if familiar with German he

may then mentally or orally quite ".
. . es will

mir diinken, als wenn sie alle beide stinken."

The preceding, very coarse outlines seem to jus-

tify a recital of the principal steps that are advisa-

ble as preparatory to the genitourinary specialist's

work.

*Read before the Alumni Association of Internes of

the German Hospital in Brooklyn, April 3, 1908.
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Conjoint Consultation.—Whenever within the

range of possibiHty, it is desirable ttiat the family

physician accompany the patient. Individual idio-

syncrasies are then easily explained, important

points of general and special history, that might

escape the patient's mind, are more easily recalled

by his medical attendant in the patient's presence;

matters of technique in examination and treatment

with which the physician may not be familiar can be

demonstrated to him far better than possible in a

written report alone.

The family physician's presence is further im-

portant in what may appear a minor matter,

namely that of language. It is true that the cos-

mopolitan population of our large cities has neces-

sarily made the majority of genitourinary special-

ists at least conversational masters of several lan-

guages. They were prepared therefor by their

studies of German and French text-books on the

specialty'. But without tlie family physician's pres-

ence the patient's expressions may lead, not intre-

quently, to serious misapprehensions. For demon-
stration the following will serve : A patient reports

frequent "night-sweats" when he means seminal

emissions ; another speaks of pain in his "molar,"

when he means the penis ; still another asks for re-

lief from his "reflexes," alluding to the discomfort

in the glans due to prostatism. One patient

astounded our entire staff by asserting, so far in

advance of the times, that he had been treated by the

surgeon of a "Luftballon." His physician, who
w'as present, explained that an ambulance w'as

meant. The misemployment of terms, technical or

other, is not confined, however, to the ignorant

classes. Thus one educated gentleman, giving his

histor\-, calmly repKjrted an escape of prostatic juice

"even.- time I remove my bowels. " In this case,

naturally, the presence of his physician was not

needed to make clear the patient's meaning.
The History of the Case.—Many general prac-

titioners, appreciating its value in the stud}' of the

case, send with their patients a record of the genito-

urinar)' historj'. For as great perfection as may be

possible, a general family and personal histor\' is

almost equally important. It may reveal, in perhaps

a patient with apparently superior resistance, a tu-

berculous, neurotic or rheumatic trend, against

whose possibilities he must be safeguarded as much
as may be in the physician's power.
Some physicians, attributing to the specialist abil-

ities far greater than human, write, if they write at

all, "please examine Mr. " and thus leave

the consultant exposed to all the possible errors due
to the patient's defective memory, and the embar-
rassment natural to many on reciting their genito-

urinary ailments to a stranger.

The Time of Consultation.—The patient and the

specialist are often equally inconvenienced by the

former being sent for consultation without a previ-

ously-made appointment. Assuming, for illustra-

tion, that the specialist has only ten appointments
for a given day, and that a patient arrives for ex-

amination at 9 .-\. M. on that day, without an ap-
pointment. Each genitourinan,- patient requires no
less than 45 minutes when under treatment; new
cases to be examined must be given at least one and
a half to two hours each. When, however, a case
presents tight, tortuous strictures that must be ex-
plored, or there is a cystoscopy to be performed, or
ureters catheterized, the examination may be pro-
tracted to three hours or more. As these cases,

however, are usually deferred to the days which the
specialist reserves for such purposes, the basis of
only ten appointments may be used to illustrate the

more ordinary conditions. The patient, let us call

him Mr. A., arrives at 9:15 a. m., with perhaps

nothing but his physician's card as a guide. !Mr. A.

is a very busy man and has been told, quite correctly,

that his physician is a personal friend of the spe-

cialist. Mr. A. then naturally expects that he will

receive ven.- prompt attention. The specialist, how-
ever, is bound by his appointments, only ten for that

day, each one requiring an average of 45 minutes.

Mr. A.'s turn would arrive in nine hours, provided

the specialist took no time for luncheon and was not

interrupted in his work by from fifteen to thirty

telephone calls or other urgent communications dur-

ing that time. Even if Mr. A. is not an irritable or

even impatient gentleman, he is not likely to await

his turn. He may not even be willing to defer

his examination to the appointment that can be made
for him, but ma}- inform his physician that he will

find another medical man to attend him who will

refer him to a specialist from whom he will re-

ceive prompt attention. ^Ir. A. may be an im-

portant man in his community and consequently

have a following that is professionally useful

and lucrative to his physician. The physician,

not unnaturally, will resent the loss of the

patient. It is thus that lifelong friendships be-

tween general practitioner and specialist are some-
times broken, merely by the omission of the former
to arrange an appointment for his patient.

Emergencies, of course, such as retention of ur-

ine, as occur with the strictured and prostatics : ves-

ical or renal hemorrhages, passage of kidney stones

;

or cases requiring immediate capital operations,

must take precedence over all others, and conse-

quently do not come within the above categon,'.

Preliminary Instructions to the Patient.—The pa-

tient should be directed to pass no urine for three

or four hours before visiting the specialist. Then
only, can the amount and character of the discharge,

if there is any, be studied to the fullest advantage,

and specimens for microscopy and culture be se-

cured. The macroscopic character of the urine can
then be studied, and the specimens therefrom saved
in suitable condition for chemical and microscopical

examination.

Naturally this restriction does not apply in acute

cystitis, posterior urethritis, the genitourinan,- neu-

roses, or other conditions that make frequent or

excessive urination imperative. The object in view
can in such cases be best attained by asking the pa-

tient to present himself an hour or two before the

time for his examination, during which the urine

can be gathered in tubes and other valuable observa-

tions made under the consultant's directions, while

the time is given to other patients.

The ideal appointment for examination of a pa-

tient with chronic gonorrhea is before he has passed
his first urine in the morning. The reason there-

for lies in the fact that the morning drop or

filament or two in the first urine mav be the only
manifestation of disease, in some cases. No gono-
cocci may be discoverable except in that drop or fila-

ment.
Unfortunately the patient who can come for con-

sultation before he has urinated, is exceptional : the

only exception being in those cases that are sent

from a distance for examination. These will gen-

erally be found able to cooperate with the con-

sultant in this respect. These may often have been
sent for an opinion as to the permissibility or other-

wise of marriage, because of a gonorrhea which has
left no vestiges externally evident.

While it is not absolutely necessary that a pa-

tient be brought for consultation with an emptj' rec-
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turn, it is advisable that he be instructed to relieve

himself not more remotely than several hours be-

fore the time appointed for his examination. Then
the inevitably unesthetic character of digital explora-

tion of the prostate and seminal vesicles will not be
exaggerated by the presence of fecal masses, and
the attention of the finger in the rectum will not be
diverted from its purpose.

The exceedingly rudimentary character of this

paper finds its justification in practice. There-
fore no apology is offered except for the crudities

of presentation. In the hope that this effort may
be made useful through the discussion with which
it may be favored, the following summary is sub-

mitted :

1. The general practitioner cannot be expected

to incur the expense of the large number of instru-

ments required for genitourinary diagnosis.

2. To use special instruments effectively, con-

tinuous practice is essential.

3. The average layman's unfamiliarity with tech-

nical terms may lead to an assumption of error in

diagnosis on part of his attending physican, if the

specialist's designation for the same condition should

be a different one,

4. Conjoint examination by the physician and
specialist is always desirable.

5. The history of the case presented by the phy-
sician is always of more assistance than that given
by the patient.

6. Appointments for consultation should ahvays
be made as many days in advance as possible, so

that the time set aside for the purpose can be de-

voted entirely to that patient.

7. The patient should be instructed to refrain

from urinating for as long a time as possible before
the hour of consultation.

8. The patient should be advised to empty his

bowels as shortly before consultation as possible.

171 West Seventy-first Street.

A KERATOPLASTY.
Bv HENRY R, LESSER, M. D.,

NEW YORK.

The transplantation of the cornea of a rabbit to

the human eye, with retention of transparency, is

a procedure about which the literature is exceed-
ingly meager, I have been able to find but one
article jjublished recently, that of Dr, Francis V'alk,

in the American Journal of Surgery, January, 1908,
and I am indebted to Dr. L. W. Fox for a reprint
of his report, published in the Medical and Surgi-
cal Reporter, July 21, 1888.

The case I have to submit is my first, and the
results are so extremely gratifying I am determined
to perform the operation as often as I can find

suitable material.

The patient is a young man of 24 years, blinded

through measles at the age of 9. The right eye is

entirely useless; the left eye presented a dense leu-

coma, covering almost the entire cornea, but densest
in the center.

Vision, none; light perception and projection
good.

When the patient applied to me for relief, I ex-
plained the possibilities of the operation to him and
immediately obtained his consent. I placed him on
one grain of mercury with chalk three times a day
for two days prior to the operation, and bandaged
the eye with a 1/2000 bichloride dressing the night
before. The rabbit used was 8 months old.

The eye having been irrigated and cocainized, a

von Hippel trephine was adjusted and an incision

made down to Descemet's membrane. The disc was
then carefully dissected oft'. For this purpose I

used a curved iris forceps and an angular kera-

tome. The membrane of Descemet was found to be
transparent.

The trephine was then applied to the rabbit's

eye, and a disc removed from the cornea, including

Descemet's membrane. This was swiftly carried

to the patient's eye, and inserted into place by a
delicate glass rod passed through the tube of the

trephine.

When the graft was nicely fitted, the lids were
closed and a pressure bandage adjusted. This was
allowed to remain for forty-eight hours, when the
eye was opened, and the graft found to be solidly

in place and slightly hazy. I then inserted a glass

conform between the lids and eyeball, preventing
undue pressure and minimizing the danger of dis-

turbing the graft when separating the lids subse-
quently.

This was removed on the sixth day, when it was
found that there were two small blood-vessels ex-
tending over the cornea and graft. These subse-
(|nently disappeared of their own accord, and at the
present writing, three months after the operation,
the graft is in perfect apposition. The vision is

improved to the extent of counting fingers at twelve
inches. Patient distinguishes objects well enough
to get around with little or no trouble, and he tells

me he is beginning to "learn colors again."
The graft is only slightly hazy, and seems gradu-

ally to be clearing. Whether this will retain its

comparative transparency, or gradually become
opaque, remains to he seen. But, in the words of
the patient, "even if it only lasts a few months, it

will have been worth while."
From the results of this one case I am convinced

of the possibilities for this operation, and I shall,

[ repeat, continue to perform it on all available
cases, hoping in the future to be able to render a
fuller and more comprehensive report.

14 West Ninety-third Street.

Relation of Mycosis Fungoides to Infection and
Malignancy.— F. G. Biishiicll and A. W. Williams note
iliat the relation of mycosis fiitiRoidcs to the infectious
L'ramiloniata is seen in (i) the difTuseness and absence of
capsule formation of the growth; (2) the presence of
lymphoid cells which resemble liic proliferating cells and
lymph follicles, of plasma cells, and of mast cells, as
seen in the granulomata; (3) the numerous thin-walled
vessels; (4) the necrosis of large areas of growth. The
relation of rnycosis fungoides to sarcoinatosis is seen in
(i) the rapidly fatal course, when once evolutionary
tuiTior formation supervenes (the duration of the disease
being ten or twelve years in our case, and the evolu-
tionary stage four months—a "malignant granuloma")

;

(2) the bulk of the tumors, and the arrangement of cells
and fibers as in lymphosarcoma; (3) the presence of
metastases in brain, kidneys, adrenals, retroperitoneal
glands, dura mater, liver, and spleen in recorded cases;
(4) the close relation that exists lietween leucorrhea. in-
fectious follicular vaginitis, balanitis, and lymphoid sar-
comata of bitches, and its parallel in this disease and the
dififuse character and malignant course of the lymphomata
(lymphocytliemia). Here it may be noted that persistent
dermatitis is the precursor of "Paget's disease" (carci-
noma of breast, scrotum, vulva and umbilicus), and that
lobulated warty condylomata of dogs arise from irritation.
There is a clear resemblance of mycosis fungoides, de-
spite its inflammatory structure, to "infectious sarcoma"
of dogs. The latter is characterized by the presence of
uniformly large, round, pale staining mononucleated cells

with nucleoli, not arranged as alveoli, but in cords or
diffuse areas; the blood-vessels are moderately developed.
The surrounding tissue is displaced outwards, and is free
from signs of inflammation. Large areas may necrose.
It is highly infectious, produces metastases, and the trans-
ference of living cells is necessary to secure growth.

—

Brilish Medical J oiinml.
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NEW DATA IX THE STUDY OF DIABETES.

The modern study of the pathogenesis of diabetes

may be dated from the experiments of Minkowksi

who showed that the loss of the pancreas in dogs

leads to the appearance of a hyperglykemia and a

glycosuria. Immediately there was postulated the

theory of the internal secretion of the pancreas

which had to do with sugar metabolism and there-

fore played an important role in the pathogenesis

of human diabetes. Ever since, research workers

have endeavored to discover this hypothetical in-

ternal secretion with the hope of thus explain-

ing the mystery of a frequent and serious disease

of metabolism. Lepine thought he had obtained

a glycolitic ferment from the pancreas and lately

Cohnheim has described a similar substance ob-

tained by the union of the juice of muscles with

an extract of the pancreas. Neither experimenter

could wholly substantiate his claims and other work-

ers have continued the search for the supposed in-

ternal secretion of the organ. F. Blum has shown

that hyperglykemia as well as glycosuria follows

the injection of the active substances of the

adrenal gland into animals, and G. Zuelzer in com-

pany with Dohrn and Marxer has used this obser-

vation as a starting point in his experimental study

of diabetes (Deutsche mcdicinische Wochenschrift,

August 6, 1908). The latter showed that transfu-

sion through the liver of a dog killed at the height of

the "adrenalin diabetes" leads to a marked rise in

the sugar content of the transfused blood. These

results led to the hypothesis that the liver is the

organ in which the adrenalin and the mysterious

internal secretion normally meet, their union pre-

venting the excretion of sugar in the urine. It had

seemed as if the adrenal substances were capable

of "mobilizing" the sugar from the liver or from

other organs or perhaps could lead to an increased

formation of sugar from the elements contained in

the protoplasm of the parenchymal cells of these

organs. Further evidence in favor of the view of

the combined action of pancreas extract and adrenal

substances was given when Zuelzer succeeded in

preventing the appearance of an "adrenal diabetes"

by a simultaneous injection of the two substances.

Starling has lately developed the theory of "hor-

mones" or substances which upon reaching an organ

act as stimulants to its secretory activity, thus con-

necting the functions of one set of organs with

another and producing harmony in the results of

their various activities. Such a hormone is secre-

tin which stimulates the secretory activity of the

pancreas when it reaches that organ by way of the

blood. It is possible that some similar sub-

stances may be obtained from animal organs that

will stimulate the internal secretion of the pan-

creas concerned with the production of sugar and

thus the course of diabetes may be influenced.

Zuelzer has endeavored to follow this suggestion

of the English physiologist and has obtained a

pancreas extract which is capable of diminishing or

preventing the specific effect of adrenalin upon the

sugar production as well as of affecting quite favor-

ably the diabetes of depancreatized dogs. Still more

interesting results were obtained in several cases

of actual or threatening diabetic coma in human
beings, the injection of the new preparation show-

ing that it is capable of affecting the symptoms of

this serious complication of diabetes in a manner

which leaves little doubt of the specificity of its

action.

It is probable that the group of symptoms which

we classify under the one name "diabetes" has a

varied etiology. That organic or functional disease

of the pancreas is responsible for a great many cases

of this affection can no longer be doubted and the

results obtained by Zuelzer and his collaborators

encourage the hope that not only the explanation

of the relation between disease of the pancreas and

the origin of diabetes will soon be discovered but

in addition the therapy of this special form of the

disturbance of carbohydrate metabolism will be put

upon a rational scientific basis.

THE PSYCHOLOGY OF SUCCESS.

The problem of the underlying factors making for

success or failure in life is one that has puzzled the

sociologist, the theolog'an, and the common man for

ages and promises to give food for cogitation for

ages yet to come. The belief in Divine favor is a

flattering one to the man who has succeeded,

though many such a one, if he would accept

this theory, must in his inmost soul confess

that the Lord "moves in a mysterious way
His wonders to perform." Neither does hard,

conscientious work always bring the reward of

success. Many a man of good average ability

has spent his soul in faithful work, never rising

above mediocrity and a meager salary. Brilliancy

akin to genius is often surpassed by mediocrity,

if not actual stupidity. Of course, in a discussion

of success, the term must first be defined. Many
an obscure toiler is content with his lot and ac-

counts himself happy. Such a man may have

achieved success in his own estimation but not in

the eyes of the world. In a lecture on the "Psychol-

og)' of Success" delivered on June 30 by Dr. Thomas

Claye Shaw, a British alienist, before the Medical

Graduates' College and Polyclinic of London, the

speaker defined success as "the accomplishment, the

realization, of what has been willed or wanted, the

ripe fruition of the well tended tree," but in his de-

velopment of the argument as to what works for

"success" he showed that this was not a complete

definition of what he had in mind. What he really

meant was the achievement of fame or fortune, and

this is what the world in general regards as success.

In the first instance the speaker declared that he

was not a believer in what is known as luck, al-
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though perhaps he defined hick somewhat ambigu-

ously. He said that "Nobody wins when he ought

not to do so, but he may win when he did not ex-

pect to do so. To be lucW is to succeed when you

did not expect to succeed, and should not have suc-

ceeded, when you have unconsciously tumbled into

the path which leads to success. To be unlucW is

to find yourself placed in circumstances which are

against a favorable issue, but which are a necessary

result of the 'content' of causes, some of which

were either ignored or were not valid for your con-

sciousness."

It is acknowledged, he said, that some of the most

important parts of the mental content that make for

success are cruelty, sacrifice of others, and deceit.

Dr. Shaw thinks that this cannot be avoided and that

a strong man is generally a ruthless man who tram-

ples his way to the goal of his endeavor. Although

every one professes to admire virtue, charity, and

courtesy towards others, these very qualities are

often the outward and visible signs of incapacity.

Again, some individuals are constitutionally and by

temperament virtuous, that is to say they have no

temptation to err, and such are not the successful

ones. Courage is also an essential factor in the

achievement of success in any undertaking. The

modern tendency towards advertising is regarded

with lenient eyes by this authority, who argues as

follows : "How can recognition of merit be expected

unless it is known to exist and the public be made to

believe in it ? So, practically, the arbiter of success

is the public; therefore, the only way to get at the

public is to advertise. But this has to be done care-

fully, and the legitimate paths for it are few and

very jealously guarded. Perhaps there is more lax-

ity in considering the bounds of legitimate advertis-

ing than was permitted some time ago, and much is

to be said for the propriety of taking the public into

professional confidence."

Dr. Shaw seems to be somewhat in favor of the

view that so generally prevails—succeed honestly if

possible, but at any rate, succeed. This is not a

pleasant conception of the mental and moral make-

up of the successful man. and it is more comforting

to believe that there are many successful men in

the world who would gladly have foregone "suc-

cess" rather than purchase it at such cost.

THE XEED FOR NEW HOSPITALS IN NEW
YORK CITY.

Ax interesting summary and report on the present

condition and future needs of hospitals in Greater

New York has been published by the Standing

Committee on Hospitals of the State Charities Aid

Association. As the population of the city has in-

creased there has been a growing demand for more

complete and accurate knowledge of the work and

needs of those institutions charged with caring for

the sick. This is now furnished in pamphlet form

and is calculated as far ahead as 1920. The num-

ber of sick in a given district has been estimated

from the records obtained by the police and the

hospitals themselves, and an attempt has been made

to show how well such district is ser\-ed. While

this is satisfactory enough, perhaps, for determin-

ing the number of people who are using a given

hospital, it by no means covers the number who are

being treated at home, who are ill but without

treatment, or who might make use of a hospital if

it was more accessible or if they were confident of

a high quality of service.

It may be said that the need is not for more hos-

pitals, but for better organization and systematiza-

tion of what we now have. For instance, on March
I a certain institution with 216 beds accommodated
only 161 patients, but 7 extra cots were in the sur-

gical wards while 20 patients were clamoring for

admission to the surgical service. This shows not

a lack of beds, but that something is vitally wrong
with the system. A level-headed business man
would clean out a medical ward or two and put

into it the surgical convalescents and those not

seriously ill or not infected with pus organisms.

By this means it would be possible to use the insti-

tution to pretty nearly its full capacity. In many
hospitals the barrier between the medical and sur-

gical sides is impassable. This is always undesirable

and usually unnecessary. A house divided against

itself cannot stand.

The modern ho.spital is becoming a business en-

terprise with a set purpose of making it pay. There
is the same competition, jealousy of district boun-
daries, of quality and quantity of work done that

there would be in a purely money-making institu-

tion. Every superintendent must make a good
showing, and is obliged from the day of his incum-
bency to stare at the specter of annual report and
statistical summary with misgivings lest it may not

look quite as well as that of last year. Consequently
there is a constant temptation to see to it that as

few patients as possible die in the house. Bellevue

is the place for patients fatally ill, and there he

must send them.

Any recommendations for the building of new-

hospitals must take into account that the general

practitioner is likely to be adversely affected there-

by. People are coming to find out that the best and
cheapest doctors have hospital connections. A
dollar a day in a ward with Professor So-and-so
as their adviser appeals to their economic sense.

The professor cannot stop to reflect that it is a

hardship for the youthful physician to lose control

of his case because he is not on the attending staflF

of the hospital.

The abuse of dispensary privileges, concerning
which so much has been written, will probably
always obtain. It is not possible to keep the orig-

inal purposes of a hospital within bounds, viz., to

care for' the sick poor primarily, for the well-to-do

incidentally, and for both well-to-do and poor upon
any sudden necessary demand. The time may yet

come when all patients who can get there by any
means will go to hospitals for treatment, and house
to house practice will be largely a thing of the past.

This would be a distinct advantage to the physician,

who could have most of his patients under one roof,

but a very different matter for the physician who
cannot, who, without any organization behind him,

must depend upon the vagaries of a shifting popu-
lation for the earning and the payment of his fees.

How to distribute the greatest amount of good
among the greatest number, both of laymen and
physicians, will always be the chief problem of hos-

pital con.struction and management.
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TOXIC TUBERCULIDS—PARATUBERCU-
LOSIS.

The well-known fact that in many skin and glandu-

lar lesions of tuberculosis it is not always possible

to demonstrate the bacilli of the disease has usually

been explained by the assumption that very few

bacilli were responsible for the appearance of these

lesions; the negative result of the inoculation

of animals with such material was explained

by supposing that the bacilli causing the lo-

cal disease had either perished or had become

almost nonvirulent after their struggle with the

local defenses of the organism. In the Miinch-

ener medisinische Wochenschrift for August ii,

1908, Dr. Karl Zieler revives another explanation

for these facts, namely, that the lesions in question

are caused by soluble and diffusible products of

the tubercle bacilli, that is, by true toxins and not

necessarily by the endotoxins of the bacterial bodies.

This causation which, of course, is well proved for

such diseases as diphtheria, in which the toxins

of the disease can produce all the lesions and the

general symptoms of the aft'ection, has been ques-

tioned so far as tuberculosis is concerned because

of the accepted notion that the poisons produced

by the tubercle bacilli are not to be ranked with

the true toxins such as those of tetanus or of

diphtheria.

Zieler has experimented with a tuberculin which

was conclusively proved to have been free from any

dead bacilli or particles of their bodies, centrifuging

experiments and ultramicroscopic examinations be-

ing negative. Substances obtained by dialyzing cul-

tures of tubercle bacilli were also used, and in sev-

eral cases in which it was possible to examine mi-

croscopically the lesions produced by the injection

of these tuberculins the picture was similar to those

of the usual classical descriptions of tuberculous

lesions. The infiltration of the tissues with epithe-

lioid cells, the presence of the giant cells of the

Langhans tj'pe, the areas of necrosis or caseation,

were all there to make up the complete structure of

a tubercle.

These results are not in agreement with the views

of such workers as Wolff-Eisner and von Pirquet

who look upon the action of tuberculin as due wholly

to the bacterial debris contained in it, that is to the

endotoxins liberated by the destruction of the bacilli

in their growth or in the process of preparing the

substance. The experimental evidence adduced by
Zieler seems strong enough, however, to prove the

correctness of his standpoint ; the truth one way
or the other can have presumably little practical

significance, but the understanding of the develop-

ment of tuberculous lesions is much furthered by

the findings reported above.

L.\TERAL Curvature Among School Children.

The treatment of scoliosis has run the gamut from
the time when these unfortunate persons were
placed in a rigid support, which still further weak-
ened their already flaccid muscles, through the vari-

ous forms of exercises used for developing the
spinal muscles, to the present day when Fernand
Lagrange, writing in the Archives de Medecine et

des Enfants, for July, 1908, tells us that the first

principle in treatment should be rest for the spinal

muscles, and that the exercises that are initiated

later should be only such as shall be educative of

the muscles, and not at all violent. Lagjrange

shows that scoliosis is very frequent among French
-chool children, who are obliged to sit for many
hours each day on benches that have no support for

the back or arms. He also finds the difficulty pres-

ent among young men and women who work in

factories for long hours in a sitting position. Such
a position keeps the muscles of the back continually,

on the stretch, and in one position. The young in-

dividual is less able than the grown man to maintain

the same position for a long time, while he is better

able to make repeated rapid movements. The result

on the young patient of the strain of sitting is that

he tries to rest his muscles in some way. If stand-

ing he rests on one foot, if sitting he rests on one

hip. In this way he produces and maintains the

position of scoliosis as a position of rest, and the

muscles of one side become weakened in propor-

tion. This, Lagrange maintains, is the principal

factor in the production of scoliosis in young sub-

jects. The strong are not affected, while the weak
or predisposed acquire a permanent curvature of the

spine. This matter has received considerable at-

tention in connection with Medical School Inspec-

tion in our own city, and a S3'stematic examination

of the spines of all school children has been made
for several years, the proper treatment being urged

upon the parents. Exercises have also been intro-

duced into the schools to vary the monotony of the

long periods of sitting. It should not be forgotten,

however, that an occasional, according to Gould
the usual, cause of lateral curvature of the spine is

some defect in refraction which forces the child to

hold the head to one side in order to see clearlv.

The Cause of Whooping-cough.

That whooping-cough is an infectious disease

caused by some specific microorganism has been the

common belief among physicians ever since the mi-

crobic theory of diseases was firmly established.

None of the many germs, however, that have been

described by various observers, could be finally

proved as the specific excitant of the infection in

question, until Bordet and Gengou published their

report on the bacteriolog)" of pertussis in the year

1906 {Annales de I'lnstittit Pasteur, page 731,

1906). They found a rod-like organism, that was
Gram-negative in staining properties, required blood

elements in the culture media, and could be easily

differentiated from the influenza bacillus and other

common inhabitants of the pharynx. Many bac-

teriologists have since corroborated the findings of

Bordet and Gengou. among them C. Fraenkel, who
reports his work in the Miiiicliener medisinische

U'ochenschrift for August 11, 1908. He has suc-

ceeded in cultivating the organism described in

eight cases, failing to do so in thirty others ; this

large percentage of failures is explained, however,

by the fact obser\-el by Bordet and Gengou that

the bacterium of pertussis is present in large num-
bers and almost in pure culture in the early stages

of the disease, and is ven,- hard to find or identify

later, when the mouth and throat become the seat

of mixed infection with a great many other bac-

teria. The organism proved pathogenic for ani-

mals, producing death in guinea pigs and rabbits.

Of especial interest were the results obtained with

apes: when exposed to germ-bearing dust the ani-

mals fell sick in five or six days, the disease closely

simulating in symptomatology the usual picture of
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whooping-cough in human beings. Dr. Fraenkel
declares that personally he is quite persuaded that

the organism discovered by Bordet and Gengou is

the excitant of pertussis; he urges other workers,
however, to take up the study of the bacteriolog}'

of pertussis, so that the germ may be surely iden-

tified, and the diagnosis of the disease in early

stages be put upon a firm scientific basis.

P.\RENCHYMATOUS IxjECTIONS OF PrOTIODIDE OF

Mercury in Syphilis.

The methods of administration of mercury for

syphilis have been much improved of late years over

the old tmcleanly mercurial inunctions. The use

of intramuscular injections of insoluble salts of

mercury gives much more rapid results, besides

avoiding the symptoms of gastrointestinal irritation

and salivation that have been the great drawbacks
to the use of this drug as a specific, and have ren-

dered necessary considerable periods of intermis-

sion in its administration. The protiodide has al-

ways been a popular form of the drug for admin-
istration by mouth. In 1902 Levy-Bing reported

six cases of syphilis treated by intramuscular injec-

tions of this salt, recommending it as well tolerated,

producing no bad effects and no pain after injection,

while its therapeutic action against the secondary
and tertiary lesions was rapid and marked. Pietro

Stanconelli reports in the Gioniale Internazionalc

dcllc Scicnzc Aledische, June 15, 1908, a new series

of cases of severe forms of syphilis that had been
rebellious to other mercurial salts, treated with

marked success by intramuscular injections of the

protiodide in suspension in sterile vaseline, in

the proportion of one to ten. Of this suspension
the dose contains ten centigrams of the protiodide,

and the injection is repeated every fifth day. He
confirms the statements of Levy-Bing that the salt

is well tolerated, acts rapidly, and is especially effec-

tive in the secondary stage of the disease. From
two to six injections will cause complete regression

of the eruptions.

Nms nf thr Mfpk.

Tuberculosis in Chicago Hospital.—The con-
tract for the erection of the new hospital for

tuberculosis on the grounds of the Cook County
Hospital (Illinois) has been let and awarded for

$222,900 to the lowest bidder. This new build-
ing will be five stories in height, 162 feet long,

with three wings, each 128 feet long, and will

accommodate 320 patients.

Rules for Tuberculous Travelers.—.\ccording
to orders issued by the Lehigh Valley Railroad
Company all consumptives traveling on its trains

must provide themselves with sputum receptacles

and private drinking cups. This order was is-

sued in response to a request of the Pennsylvania
Society for the Prevention of Tuberculosis that

the railroad companies aid in stamping out tu-

berculosis by protecting travelers from danger
of infection by the carelessness of known vic-

tims of the disease.

Summer Care of Babies.—Dr. Walter Bensel,

chairman of the conference on summer care of

babies, has sent a letter to each of the fifty public

and private agencies that belong to the confer-

ence summarizing the work of the three summer
months. The largest number of nurses employed
was 83, of inspectors, 20. All told, 26,075 mothers
were interviewed and instructed in their homes

;

8,747 revisits were made
; 4,926 instructions were

given to mothers on piers; 318 lectures were
given in ninety-two schools ; instructions were given

to mothers attending 318 school lectures, for which

an attendance of 10,878 is recorded; sick babies

received 1,372 visits at their homes; 1,071 treat-

ments were given sick babies on piers, while 361

treatments were given to sick babies brought to

school lectures.

Labor Unions Fighting Tuberculosis.—A pa-

vilion for the care of patients with tuberculosis

was formally dedicated, on August 29, on Mc-
Carthy avenue and Brown street, on the out-

skirts of Albany. The pavilion was built by the

Albany Federation of Labor to aid those inter-

ested in the campaign that is being waged in this

State against tuberculosis. Among those who
participated in the ceremonies were Governor
Hughes, Secretary of State John S. Whalen, and
Homer Folk, Secretary of the State Charities Aid
Association.

Bequests to Charities.—By the will of the late

Levi Mayer of Philadelphia, the following be-

quests are made: Jewish Hospital Association,

$2,000; United Hebrew Charities, $1,000; Jewish
Maternity Association, $200; Pennsylvania Hos-
pital, $100. In addition to a bequest of $2,000,000

to the New York Post-Graduate School and

$500,000 to Yale University, Mr. Frederick

Cooper Hewitt of Owego, N. Y., left $200,000

to the Little Missionary Day Nursery, New
York

;
$100,000 to the Free School for Crippled

Children, New York; $100,000 to the Nether-

wood (N. J.) Fresh Air Home; $10,000 to the

American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty

to Animals, New York; $10,000 to the Shelter-

ing Arms Society, New York.

Death of a Centenarian.—Mrs. Una Carr died

at Pottsville, Pa., on August 25, at the age of

105 years. She was born in Ireland and came to

the United States when the only means of con-

veyance between Philadelphia and Pottsville was
a stage-coach.

The International Congress on Tuberculosis

will be held, as previously announced, in Wash-
ington, D. C, from September 21 to October 12,

1908. The actual scientific work of the sections

and the general sessions will occupy the week
from September 28 to October 3. Every physi-

cian interested in the subject is urged to become
a inember of the congress and to send his name
and address together with the fee of five dollars

for active membership, or three dollars for asso-

ciate membership, to the Secretary-General, Dr.

John S. Fulton, Washington, D. C. Dr. Charles

\\'ood Fassett, of St. Joseph, Mo., is organizing

a party of members or associates of the Missouri

Valley Medical Association, who will leave St.

Louis on September 26 in a special train.

Dr. S. Weir Mitchell of Philadelphia has been
elected a foreign Fellow of the Royal Society of

England. Benjamin Franklin was the first Amer-
ican to be elected a member. Only three Amer-
icans are now carried on its roll—Alexander
Agassiz, George W. Hill, and Simon Newcomb.

Tabitha Hospital, Lincoln, Neb., was dedicated

with appropriate ceremonies on Friday of last

week. The hospital is under the control of the

Evangelical Lutheran Church of the United
States. The hospital will accommodate one hun-

dred patients.

Trinidad Declared Free from Plague.—On the

receipt of a telegram from the Dutch Consul at
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Port of Spain, Trinidad, declaring that the sani-
tary situation at Port of Spain was excellent, the
Government of Curacao recently removed the
quarantine that was declared against Trinidad
some time ago because of the bubonic plague.
This step was taken in spite of the receipt of
private letters from Port of Spain declaring that
a bacteriological examination of rats there showed
tlie existence of the plague among the animals.

Porto Rico Anemia Commission.—The House
of Delegates of Porto Rico was called to meet
in extra session on September 8 to consider,
among other things, the recommendations of the
Governor for the continuance of the Anemia
Commission which has done such effective work
looking to the supression of uncinariasis.

New York State Veterinary Medical Society.—
At the annual meeting of this society, held in

Utica last week, the following officers were
elected: President, Dr. Robert Ellis of New
York; Vice-President, Dr. Walter C. Hollings-
worth of Utica ; Secretary-Treasurer, Dr. J. De-
vine of Goshen : Censors, Dr. G. H. Berns of
Brooklvn. Dr. W. L. Williams of Ithaca, Dr. F.
D. Holford of Sidney, Dr. W. H. Phyfe of Chat-
ham, and Dr. R. C. Reed of Elmira'. The next
annual meeting will be held in Ithaca.

A Plague Conference on the Pacific Coast.—
Invitations have been issued by Dr. Spiro Sar-
gentich. Health Commissioner of Tacoma, Wash.,
to all the health officers of the Pacific Coast cities

to attend a conference in Tacoma for a discussion
of the bubonic plague and of the means for com-
bating it. A number of physicians of the coast
cities as well as the health officers have signified
their desire to attend the conference. It is be-
lieved the conference will result in the boards of
health in all coast cities uniting in a vigorous
campaign against rats, and will recommend the
adoption of more stringent sanitarj- measures.

American Public Health Association.—At the
meeting of this association at \\'innipeg the last

week in August, the following officers were elect-

ed : President, Dr. Gardner T. Swarts of Provi-
dence, R. I. ; Vice-Presidents, Dr. R. I. Simpson
of Winnipeg, Jesus Chico of Mexico City, and
Charles F. Mason, U. S. A. ; Secretary, Dr. Charles
O. Probst of Columbus, Ohio; Treasurer, Dr.
Frank W. Wright of New Haven, Conn. The
next meeting will be held in Richmond, Va.. in

1909.

New York Dispensary.—Plans for the new
building of this dispensary have been filed. The
new edifice, which is to cost $25,000, will be 50
feet front and 963.^ feet deep, one-story and base-
ment, in the style of the Italian Renaissance pal-

aces, with a large central doorway finished with
a decorated arch of marble and terra-cotta, sup-
ported by Cornithian columns and flanked with
windows similarly arched and adorned. The
building will be lighted by a dome ceiling of
paneled glass. The fagade will be of brick
trimmed with bluestone and terra-cotta, and hav-
ing an ornate cornice of terra-cotta work.

Superintendent Wanted for Craig Colony.—
The Civil Service Commission of Xew York State
announces an examination to be held on Septem-
ber 26 for the position, among others, of Medical
Superintendent of Craig Colony for Epileptics at
Sonyea. The salar}- attached to the position is

from $3,500 to $4,500 per annum and mainten-
ance. The vacancy has been created by the resig-
nation of Dr. Spratling who is going to Baltimore

to become a member of the Faculty of the College
of Physicians and Surgeon* in that city.

Phonograph Lectures on Tuberculosis.—At
each of the Xew York county fairs visited by
one of the tuberculosis exhibitions of the State
Charities Aid Association a large talking machine
is to be used in connection with the exhibition.
The people will hear a voice telling them in

solemn tones that in this country every day
throughout the year over 400 lives are yielded
up in tribute to the great white plague, more
than were lost at the Iroquois Theater fire sev-
eral years ago, and it will tell them that most
of these deaths from the disease were unneces-
sary. The voice will tell them how the disease
spreads, under what conditions it is most pre-

valent. It will warn the inhabitants of the rural

districts that to nail their window shut is to

drive a nail into their coffin. They will be asked
to throw open the close, shut up parlor which is

used only for an occasion like a wedding or a
funeral—to let in the fresh air and blessed sun-
shine even though it does fade the carpets. They
will be reminded that it is much better to let

the carpets become faded than to allow the bloom
to fade on the cheeks of their children. They
will be told how the disease may be cured, how-
it may be prevented. Selections from comic op-
eras and popular airs will be interspersed to amuse
the visitors to the exhibition and tempt them to

stay to listen to the serious talk.

The National Medical Association, an organi-
zation of negro physicians, dentists, and pharma-
cists, held its annual meeting in this city during
the last week of August. Dr. P. A. Johnson of

New York was elected president for the coming
year. The next meeting will be held in Boston
in the summer of 1909.

Gift to the Post-Graduate Hospital.—Mr. Fred-
erick Cooper Hewitt, who died in Owego, N. Y.,

on August 30, left by his will $2,000,000 to the

New York Post-Graduate Hospital and Medical
School.

Public School for the Deaf and Dumb.—The
first school for the instruction of deaf mutes in

the New York public school system will be
opened on September 14 at 225 East Twentj'-
third street, the building until recently given over
to the Stuyvesant High School. The institution,

which will comprise twenty-five classes, is in-

tended for mute children from all the boroughs.
The object of the school is to prepare children

with a three-year course, so that at the end of

that time they may be able to enter the regular

classes of the schools and in spite of their physi-

cal handicap benefit by the general instruction.

Guarantee^d Oysters.—The new section of the

Sanitary Code provides that oysters that have
been fattened in polluted waters cannot be sold

in this city, a direct trip of the oyster from ocean
to market being demanded. The new law re-

quires that every person who sells oysters in this

city must have a written permit from the Board
of Health. All applicants are required to give

the names of the growers from whom they buy
their stock and the location of the beds. The
permits are revocable on proof that a dealer is

selling "drinked" oysters, as the oystermen call

them—that is, oysters that have been fattened in

polluted waters. During the summer officials of

the Health Department have inspected all the

oyster beds from this city to New Haven and
down the New Jersey coast as far as Manasquan,
and. according to the assurance of the health
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officials, New Yorkers may consume tlie city's

supply without the slightest fear that the oysters
may have come from contaminated beds.

Alcohol and Climate.—In an address before
the Anthropological Section of the British Asso-
ciation for the Advancement of Science, meeting
in Dublin last week, Professor Ridgeway assever-

ated that no attempt to eradicate the tendency
to imbibe alcohol in northern latitudes could suc-

ceed, because the universal love of strong drink
there was not the mere outcome of vicious desires

but of climatic law. Philanthropists and legisla-

tors could not do an_\' more than control it.

Obituary Notes.—Dr. William B.\er Woods
of Somers, jMass., died on August 25 at the

age of 89 years. He was born in Belchertown
and was graduated from the Berkshire Medical
College in 1841. He served for a time during
the Civil War as surgeon to a Connecticut vol-

unteer regiment.

Dr. J.\MES Clifford Kennedy of Pittsburg, Pa.,

died on August 25 at the age of 75 years. He was
originally connected with the Pennsylvania Canal,

and later served in the Civil War in the 63d Penn-
sylvania Volunteers. At the close of the war he
studied medicine, graduating from the Hahnemann
Medical College of Philadelphia in 1871.

Dr. Elbert F. Nebecker of Danville, 111., died

on August 29 at the age of 38 years. He was born
in Covington, Ind., and was graduated in medicine
in Chicago in 1906.

Dr. JosiAH Fisher Day, a retired physician of

Maiden, Mass., died in Everett on .Kugust 22 at

the age of 75 years.

Dr. Titus Albright of Norristown, Pa., died

of typhoid fever on August 30, at the age of 48
years. He was born at Hilltown, Berks County,
Pa., and was a graduate of the Medical Depart-
ment of the University of Pennsylvania.

Dr. Jacob Farnlim Holt of Philadelphia died

on August 30. He was born in 1831 at Greenfield,

N. H., and received his preparatory education at

Philips Andover College. He graduated from Har-
vard in 1857 and from the medical department of

the University of Pennsylvania in 1859. After that

he was a member of the faculty of the Philadelphia

Polytechnic College and served as a surgeon in

the Union army from 1862 until the close of the

war. In 1867 he was elected Professor of Anatomy,
Physiology, and Hygiene, and later of Biology, at

the Central High School, where he taught continu-

ously until compelled recently to retire on account
of ill-health. In 1891 he accompanied Commander
Robert E. Peary on his expedition to the Arctic

regions.

Dr. Edgar L. Phillips died at his home in

Goshen, N. Y. He was born at Phillipsburg in

1827. In 1858 he joined the gold rush to Pike's

Peak, traveling overland with an outfit of drugs
and medicines, and driving a big herd of cattle

from the Missouri River to Pike's Peak. At the

outbreak of the Civil War he became the surgeon

of an Illinois regiment.

Dr. A. C. Andrews of Vineland, N. J., died on
August 31 at the age of ninety-three years. He
was born in Bethany, Conn. He was very prom-
inent among those who labored for the success of

Vineland, and was one of the founders of Holly

Beach. Dr. Andrews' mother died at the age of

ninety-nine years, and he was one of twelve chil-

dren, one of whom is alive at the age of eighty

years, and none died under seventy.

Dr. Edw.\rd H.\rris Johnson of Troy, Ala., was
run over by a railway train and killed on August

27. He was a graduate of the Washington Univer-
sity Medical School, St. Louis, in the class of 1869.

Dr. W. Reid Thompson of Mackville, Ky., died

on August 29. He was graduated from the Ken-
tucky University Medical School, Louisville, in 1905.

Dr. L. P. Barclay, formerly representing Bausch
& Lomb Optical Co., died on September i at the

Loomis Sanatorium, Liberty, N. Y.

Dr. Staats Van Duzen Clark of New Bruns-
wick, N. J., died in that city of locomotor ataxia

after two years' illness. He was 60 years of age,

and was formerly city physician, and also formerly
a Freeholder. He was graduated from the New
York College of Physicians and Surgeons in 1870.

He is survived by his wife and two sons.

Dr. Frederick T. Rustin of Omaha, Neb., was
shot and killed by an unknown assailant as he was
entering his home on September 2. He was a grad-
uate of the New York University Medical School
in 1897, and served an interneship in the Presby-
terian Hospital in this city.

Dr. John D. Holt of Berlin, N. H., died August
20, at his home in that city, after a long illness.

He was born in Rum ford. Me., in 1847, and was
graduated from the Bowdoin Medical School in

1878.

Dr. Henry A. Tobey of Toledo, Ohio, died in

Canada on August 21, at the age of 56. He was
a graduate of the Miami Medical College, Cincin-
nati, in the class of 1875. and was for a number
of years superintendent of the Toledo State Hos-
pital for the Insane.

Dr. Edgar L. Phillips of Goshen, N. Y., died
on August 30, at the age of 81 years. He was born
in Phillipsburg, Orange County, N. Y., and was
graduated in medicine from the Cleveland, Ohio,
Medical College in 1851. He practised for a time
in Ohio, then went to California for three years.
During the Civil War he served as surgeon in an
Illinois regiment. After the war he practised for a
number of years in Galesbury, 111., and upon his re-

tirement removed to Goshen where he resided up
to the time of his death. He was one of the early

members of the Military Tract Medical Society,

and was also a prominent Mason. He is survived
by his widow, two sons, and two daughters.

(HarrtBuotthma,

SOME REMARKS ON ATONIA GASTRICA.

To THE Editor of the Medical Record :

Sir:—Statistics have shown that diseases among the pres-
ent generation are on the increase although the mortality
figure has come down somewhat, that is, the average dura-
tion of life of man is longer. Czerny has pointed out some
causes, as for instance overta.xation of all the mental
and bodily forces which is required to meet the greater
demands of life, and wasting of these forces early in life

without sufficient pauses for recuperation. He enumer-
ates further the enormous proportion of increasing city
population to which may be due the fact that the young
of our generation are of less resisting power, the limited
sojourn in free nature being unfavorable to the develop-
ment of bodily strength. The better understanding of
taking care of sick children may be the reason why numer-
ous weaklings are kept alive who formerly would have suc-
cumbed and accounts also for increase of morbidity and
decrease of mortality. The main cause of the weakness
of the present generation is to be found, according to
Czerny, in the prevailing disability or disinclination ot
mothers to nurse their children ; this fact explains the ex-
isting lack of resistance and greater inclination to dis-

eases, especially of the intestinal tract. The administra-
tion of amylaceous substitutes makes much greater de-
mands on the infantile intestinal tract than the natural
mother's milk. Adynamy acquired through unsuitable nu-
trition during early childhood, be it in animals or in man, is

never sufficiently compensated for in later life, however
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generous the diet and care may be. From this lack of re-

sistance in infancy, pointed out by Czerny, dates the in-

clination to atonia gastrica, that is, the relaxation of the

abdominal muscles, the ptosis of the viscera, namely the

stomach, the liver, the spleen, the kidney, the intestine,

and also deviations of the uterus. There can be no doubt

that the prevalence of perityphlitis may be explained by
the prevalence of atonia gastrica in consequence of intes-

tinal displacement acquired through improper nutrition

during infancy. These many years I have called attention

to the significance of abdominal relaxation, atonia gastrica,

gastroptosia, splanchnoptosia, enteroptosia—all these are

synonyms—in its relation to gastroenteritis, to neurasthe-

nia, to cholelithiasis, enteric and uterine hemorrhages,
and to diarrhea, and I have demonstrated that the ab-

dominal plaster belt, suggested by me, is the most ef-

fective of all the means known in the treatment of

atonia gastrica provided the belt is of the best material

and is skilfully applied.
On the occasion of the Congress on Tuberculosis I wish

to emphasize that the treatment of atonia gastrica by
means of the adhesive plaster belt is one of the most im-

portant therapeutic measures in cases of tuberculosis. By
this method consumptives suffering, as most of them do,

from abdominal relaxation, will be relieved from reflex

cough and reflex vomiting and their circulation, nutrition,

metabolism, and general condition will be decidedly bene-

fited. A. Rose, M.D.
New York.

OUR LONDON LETTER.
(From Our Special Correspondent.)

PL.\Gt,"E—THE .\NTIVERMIN CRUS.\DE—NURSES FOR THE TERRI-

TORIALS—HOSPIT.\L WORK—-AMBrDEXTERITY—HONORARY FEL-

LOWS R-CS.—POLLUTED MUSSELS—MORT.\LITV OF LAST

QUARTER—OBITUARY.
LosDos, August 21, 1908.

The outbreak of plague in the Gold Coast Colony, which
lasted from the beginning of January until May, was met
with commendable enterprise. Of the cases admitted to

the hospital at Accra 50 per cent, recovered. Professor

\V. J. R. Simpson was engaged to investigate and advise,

his previous experience as Medical Officer of Health for

Calcutta and as Government Commissioner to inquire into

the disease in Hong Kong pointing him out as well quali-

fied for the work. His report has been issued in the

Gazette of the colony, and shows the measures adopted.

To suppress the disease in Acera itself they were: (i)

Removal of the sick to hospital : (2) establishment of

isolation camps ; (3) fumigation of infected dwellings and
in some cases their destruction; (4) destruction of rats,

as there was an epizootic of plague among them; (5)
inoculation with Haffkine's prophylactic. This last was
the most popular measure, and over 15,000 of the in-

habitants were inoculated. The eagerness of the natives

to submit to this prophylactic was such that they struggled

and even fought to be the first for the treatment. Pro-
fessor Simpson is inclined to think that the inoculation

did more than anything to save the situation, especially

as the sanitary state of Acera was exceptionally bad.

Outside the city the natives were equally eager to submit
to the treatment, so that altogether over 31,000 persons
in the colony were inoculated.

The measures adopted to prevent the spread of plague
beyond Acera were: (i) The establishment round the

town of a land cordon through which no native was per-

mitted to pass without a passport, verified by a thumb
mark and showing that inoculation had been undergone a

week previously: (2) inoculation of all those leaving by
sea and fumigation of their clothing, etc.; (3) inspection

of all cargo and fumigation of all coverings. The in-

fection of some localities emphasizes the value of these
precautions, everything going to show that the land cordon
and passports were most effectual, .\fter the system was
in force there was no instance of a sick person infecting

villages beyond the cordon, as had previously occurred.
The regulations raised no serious opposition, and nearly
4,000 passports were issued. .As to sea passages, there was
objection by the captains of vessels to receive passengers
and sometimes even cargo. Professor Simpson thinks
much of the inconvenience to trade was due to captains
having their own notions. Considering that there are no
ports and harbors, but the ships remain a mile or two
from the shore, he does not believe infection is carried

to them by the surf boats. Indeed, he says that with
regulations such as those enforced at .A.cera there is no
danger of infection by passengers, by cargo, or by rats.

One carnct, however, be surprised that many captains
were rather mistrustful.

To prevent future outbreaks a special staff has been ap-
pointed for cleansing and fumigating houses and destroy-

ing rats. Further arrangements have been made for the

regular examination of rats so as to detect the first sign

of plague among them.
The defect in the registration of deaths is pointed out

as calling for removal since medical officers need the

data about mortality to enable them to learn the existence

of infective disease in the colony as soon as it appears
in order to cope with it at once.

Naturalists as well as bacteriologists are in favor of the

war on vermin. The society for their destruction, which
is now only "incorporated," has among its supporters
such authorities as the Duke of Bedford, the Earl of Dal-
keith, Lord Ansbury and other eminent naturalists, as well

as, of course, a long list of distinguished doctors. Rats
claim the first attention of the new organization, but mice,
mosquitos, sparrows, house flies and in fact all pestiferous

insects and parasites will be included in its operations. It

is hoped the war on these pests will be vigorously waged
in other countries also. In Denmark there is an asso-
ciation for the extermination of rats which has been in-

strumental in passing an act enabling a small rate to be
levied for the furtherance of its objects. Here we have
to depend on voluntarj- work and the new "incorporated
society" may serve to advise and reinforce the spasmodic
efforts made by the many rural and district clubs scattered

over the country which deal with the rat and the spar-
row. No doubt the house fly, which is so annoj'ing in

the summer here, often carries the germs of typhoid and
other diseases and is especially responsible for the many
deaths of children from summer diarrhea. In Colombo
at this moment we hear that enteric is raging and that its

dissemination is due to the myriads of flies swarming in

heaps of refuse which, in spite of all efforts, abound in the
native quarters.

As supplementary to the arrangements for the medical
service of the Territorial force, which I have previously
described, I may add a note on the provision of nurses
proposed by the Director General. It is too soon to sa\- to

what extent volunteers will come forward and Surgeon
General Keogh does not anticipate any lack of patriotic

response to the call. .A matron will be required to join the
administrative staff of each general hospital and control
an establishment of thirty sisters and eighty-eight nurses.
Even,- two years she will be given the opportunitj' of
studying for one week the administrative duties of matrons
in large militarv' hospitals. These ninetj-one nurses re-

quired for each hospital in time of war will be enrolled
by local committees at each of the twenty-three hospital

centers which county associations will take part in estab-

lishing.

As regards voluntarj' aid societies, the British Red Cross
Society has already organized itself on a plan correspond-
ing somewhat to that of county associations so as to

focus county efforts. Last year the War Minister held a
conference with the committee of the society ; as a result

of that meeting the army council after full deliberation
has approved the proposals made by the Director Gen-
eral of the Army and Medical Service, ijurgeon General
Alfred Keogh.
Some statistics have been published as to the work of

the hospitals and charities assisted by the Sunday Fund.
It appears that the total number of beds in thirty-four

general hospitals was 6.126: the average number occupied
daily was 5,106. The total number of in-patients in the

year 75417; attendances of out-patients 3.236499. The
payments by patients amounted to £16,829 : income, £706,-

757 (the average of three years) : expenditure, £723,200
for the same period, but including investments of legacies

—an item one would think should be afforded a separate
entry.

At the London Hospital there are now 922 beds and the
average daily number occupied was 792. In-patients num-
bered 13,532, out-patients' attendances 570,375. Payments
by patients £2,202. Gross annual income and expenditure

£94.469 and £127.328. respectively (three years' average).
Approximate cost of an in-patient £1 i8s a^od per week,
of an out-patient S'Xd per head.

Sir J. Crichton-Browne, in an address at Cambridge,
denounced as faddisra the attempts of some people to urge
the cultivation of ambide.xteritj-. He said it was flying in

the face of evolution, and there was no instance of any
tribe which had grown out of it finding salvation in a re-

turn to it. The Japanese .\mbassador had assured him
that there was no truth in the statement of a lately pub-
lished book that his countrymen were by law or practice

ambidexterous. Left-handedness and ambidexterity. Sir

James averred, was common only among idiots, and
thought it might be of use in some special employments,
on a large scale it tended to confusion and if pushed as

far as its ardent advocates were clamoring for it. would
necessitate the enlargement of our overcrowded lunatic

asylums. You will perhaps remark on this that Sir James
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displays as usual very positive opinions. I asked an emi-
nent surgeon what he thought of the recent disputation on
the subject, and he answered that he rather preferred "one
right hand to two left ones."
On Tuesday Dr. Lucas Championniere went to the

Royal College of Surgeons and signed the Roll of Honor-
ary Fellows. This order of Fellows dates from 1900, and
was instituted to celebrate the centenary. The King, the
late Marquis of Salisbury, Earl Roberts, the Earl of Rose-
bery and of course many distinguished surgeons have been
placed on the Roll.

Dr. Duchan, Assistant M. O. H. for Birmingham, has
prepared a report on the consumption of mussels in ref-
erence to typhoid. In 62 out of 74 cases of typhoid noticed
in four years, the onset occurred in the height of the
mussel season. Twenty-five samples of raw mussels from
fifteen markets were examined and many of them gave
evidence that they had been exposed to pollution.

The registration returns show that during the second
quarter of the year the death-rate for England and Wales
was 13.8 annually per 1,000 persons living. This shows
a fall of 1.8 per 1,000 below the mean rate in the ten pre-
ceding second quarters. It is, moreover, the lowest death-
rate recorded in any second quarter since civil registration
was established.

Harold L. Barnard, F.R.C.S., M.S. (Lond.), died on the
13th inst., at the age of 40. He had attained the position
of Surgeon to the London Hospital, and had been teacher
of anatomy and of physiology in the hospital college, as
well as surgical tutor and surgical registrar. He had also
been on the staff of the Metropolitan Hospital. He took
his M.B. and B.S. with first-class honors in 1895, and the
F.R.C.S. the same year, and the next proceeded to M.S.
His health had been indifferent for some time, but he
was able to get through much anxious work. He was
recognized by his colleagues as a most skillful surgeon
and original investigator. He wrote the article in AUbutt's
Systerp on Intestinal Obstruction and various contributions
to the journals, particularly on abdominal surgery.

Sir Charles Gage Brown, K.C.M.G., M.D..' LL.D., died
on the 13th inst., aged 82. He was son of the late Com-
mander Charles Brown, R.N., was physician and medical
adviser to the Colonial Office and to the Crown Agents
for the Colonies from 1874 to 1897, and latterly to some
departments of the Foreign Office and the Audit office.

He was made K.C.M.G. in 1897. He qualified in 1847,
took M.D., St. .^nd., in 1851 was elected F.R.C.P. (Edin.),
1870, and was President of the St. Andrew Graduates' As-
sociation from 1874 to 1897.

OUR LETTER FROM THE PHILIPPINES.

(From Our Special Correspondent.)

CHOLERA—SEGREGATION OF LEPERS—A NEW MATERNITY HOS-
PITAL—SANITATION OF THE IWAHIG PENAL COLONY—PER-
SONAL.

Manila, P. I., July 18, 1908.

The present outbreak of cholera in the Philippine
Islands is still giving cause for considerable alarm.
While the number of cases has decreased in the prov-
ince of Capiz and no further spread in the island of
Panay has taken place, yet in the province of Pangasi-
nan it does not show much evidence of coming under
control. The disease has been spreading steadily and
now involves the provinces of Tarlac, Nueva Ecija,
Union, and Ilocos Norte, and so far the measures
which have been taken to check this spread have not
been rewarded with any great success. An average
of about 200 cases per day is occurring now in the
provinces mentioned above. Among these the mortal-
ity is reported as being about 50 per cent.

The plan of allowing the different municipalities to

combat the cholera themselves has not proven very
satisfactory from the standpoint of immediate results,

and the present cholera outbreak is fairly conclusive
evidence that the provincial districts are not yet ready
for that share of local autonomy for which they have
been constantly clamoring. At the time the more
experienced cholera force of the Insular Bureau of
Health was sent into the field, the disease had al-

ready assumed such proportions that it could scarcely
be expected that it could be brought promptly under
control. The municipal experiment was much of the

same nature as if a house were set on fire in order
to ascertain whether an untried volunteer fire company
could put it out, and after it had failed, and the flames
were becoming uncontrollable, then to call upon the

regular fire department to battle with the situation.

In addition to the cholera previously reported, the

disease has also made its appearance in ports of the

province of Misamis, on the island of Mindanao; an
average of about thirty cases per day is being re-

ported. There are two towns so far reported as be-

ing infected, Balingasan and Cagayan. From the first

appearance of the disease in that province up to the

present time there have been 378 cases and 119 deaths
reported. In spite of the fact, however, that the con-
ditions in Pangasinan are not as encouraging as they
might be, yet they are better than in 1902. The stren-

uous measures which were adopted at that time did

much to arouse passive resistance in the people of

the provinces, and the opposition which was engendered
is still felt, and, no doubt, is largely responsible for

the opposition which is made to sanitary measures. In
many of the towns which the officials visit for the

purpose of combating cholera, they find the people
in fear and trembling lest their houses are to be burned
down; but when they learn that such radical measures
are not to be taken, and that the health authorities are

really working for the material benefit of tlie inhabi-

tants, in many instances their cooperation and help are

secured.
In the report of the Bureau of Health for

the quarter ended June 30, 1908, it is stated: "It is

believed that sanitarians of experience will all agree
that the best hope of completely eradicating the dis-

ease from the islands lies in the education of the

masses with regard to tlie manner in which the disease

spreads and the introduction of good water supplies.

Both of these conditions are being met as rapidly as

possible; the press, the schools, the churches, and the

Government officials are all aiding in this work, and
with the appropriation of $150,000 made by the Legis-
lature, artesian wells are being bored as rapidly as the

facilities of the Government will permit." Doubtless at

a no very distant future the disease will be entirely

suppressed, or at least be entirely under control by the

sanitary authorities.

The work of segregating the lepers of the Philippines

is still being steadily carried on. It is estimated that

there are from twelve to fifteen hundred yet to be
transferred to Culion. Less than two years ago there

were more than three thousand five hundred at large

in the islands. At the present time the provinces of

Mindoro, Basbate. Romblon, Capiz, Iloilo, .'\ntique.

Oriental and Occidental Ncgros, Saniar, and Leyte have
been gone over a number of times, and, with the ex-

ception of a few isolated cases, it is believed that

these districts are now free from lepers. The prov-
inces of Cebu, Bohol, Ambos Camarines, Batangas,
Tayabas, Albay, Sorsogon, Benguet, Lepanto-Bontoc,
and Ilocos Sur have been gone over once, but experif-

cncc shows that even with the best of care a consid-

erable number remain after the first collection is made.
and it is therefore expected that these provinces will

be gone over several times more before the work can
be considered as completed.
Another charity hosjutal has lately been added to

the number which are gradually being established in

the city of Manila. The present hospital is a mater-
nity hospital and is located on Calle Quesada, in the

district of Tondo, in a section which is well known
for its poverty and ignorance. The building was do-
nated by Mr. D. S. B. Johnston, of St. Paul, Minn.,
and the land, furnishings, and equipment were sup-
plied by the Foreign Mission Society of the Methodist
Episcopal Church, under the auspices of which the new
hospital is being conducted. The institution, when com-
pleted, will have a capacity of upward of twenty beds.

The sanitation of the Iwahig Penal Colony, which
colony, it may be remarked, had to be abandoned en-

tirely by the Spanish Government on account of per-

nicious malarial fever which was encountered there,

and which was responsible for the death rate of 200 per

1,000 per annum among the inmates of the institution

at the beginning of the American administration, is

still being successfully carried out. During the past

year the death rate has been less than 10 per i.ooo per
annum. The average number of persons confined to the

hospital daily is about ten, and the total number of

prisoners is about 500, so that it may be seen that the

morbidity is very small and will compare most favor-

ably with that in any similar penal institution in the

United States.

Major William Stevenson, the senior surgeon at

Fort McKinley. and Major William C. Borden, the

surgeon in charge of the Division Hospital, Manila,

both of the Medical Corps of the United States Army,
have been directed to proceed to Washington for ex-

amination for promotion, and will leave the Philippines

on the transport which is due to sail from Manila, Au-
gust 15, 1908.
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Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, August 27, 1908.

Gastromyxorrhea.—Julius Friedenwald says that Kutt-
ner considers the evidence of more than 5 c.c. of mu-
cus in the fasting stomach as abnormal and when over
25 c.c. in amount as indicative of the condition which
he terms gastromyxorrhea. Intermittent gastromyxor-
rhea occurs but rarely ; the chronic or continuous form
is more frequent. Kuttner was unable to find any evi-

dence of locomtor ataxia in the cases of intermittent
gastromyxorrhea that he investigated, though the sudden
onset of the attacks as well as the sudden disappearance
reminds one very much of a gastric crisis. The attacks

may begin with prodromal symptoms, headache, loss of
appetite, nausea, etc., and more usually begins in the

midst of perfect health, often early in the morning soon
after awakening. The most striking symptom of this

paroxysmal attack is severe vomiting of large quantities

of tough, slimy liquid, then of bile and intestinal juices,

but it contains no food remains. During the attack the
stomach refuses to retain food, drink, or medicine. The
abdomen is retracted, the pulse small, the tongue dry,

and the quantity of urine is much diminished. The at-

tack may last from one to even twelve days, and ceases
suddenly. In the beginning of an attack Kuttner advises
a thorough lavage of the stomach, which he believes may
terminate the attack. Morphine often gives temporary
relief, and in cases of extreme exhaustion and weakness,
normal salt solution enemata or infusions may be indi-

cated. A careful investigation should be made as to the
primary disorder, which, if possible, should be relieved.

Chronic or continuous gastromyxorrhea may be asso-
ciated with hypersecretion of acid or with various organic
diseases, or may exist as an independent functional neu-
rosis. The condition seems to be favored by the inges-
tion of starchy food. There are no characteristic symp-
toms. The diagnosis is established by the discovery of
large quantities of mucus in the fasting stomach. Lavage
should be practised for the removal of the mucus, pro-
vided there are no contraindications. Instead of this,

Kuttner advises the administration of mineral waters.

Renal Insufficiency; the Importance of Its Early Rec-
ognition.—G. M. Randall suggests a definition for renal
insufficiency as a criterion by which we may recognize cer-
tain constitutional diseases and disturbances of other or-
gans and functions which tend to progress to organic renal
lesions, chiefly spoken of as parenchymatous and inter-

stitial nephritis. An interstitial nephritis cannot exist
without involving the parenchyma. He considers the
prophylactic treatment of the various forms of nephritis.

The most conspicuous means of hereditary transmission
are through syphilis and diabetes. The only effective line

of defense is the everyday life. The daily diet is the
greatest evil. The nitrogenous intake is generally far in

excess of all demands, and it is beyond the physiological
power of the kidney to eliminate the products of this ex-
cess without harm. There is no one more potent factor
in the causation of diseases of the kidneys than an excess
of the uric acid in the blood. A diet containing all neces-
sary food principles may be selected that entirely elimi-
nates the flesh of animals. Likewise, other common ar-
ticles of diet which are rich in purin bodies may be dis-
pensed with. Alcoholic beverages have no place in the
dietary of the person desiring to live an efficient life.

New York Medical Journal, August 29, 1908.

The Treatment of Tuberculosis by the Administra-
tion of Mercury.—Barton Lisle Wright, U. S. N., says
that six months ago they began the deep muscular injec-
tions of mercury in cases of tuberculosis, during which
time two reports have been published. In the latter re-
port appeared the results of forty cases then under treat-
ment, showing 70 per cent, of improvements. Since this
report appeared the percentage of improvements among
these forty cases has risen to 85. They now had sixty-
five patients taking the treatment, and from present indi-
cations the percentage of improvements will equal, if not
surpass, that obtained from the forty already reported.
Of the forty-one patients not taking the treatment but a
few are improving.

An Experimental Study of the Trypsin Treatment in
Cancer.—J. W. Weinstein, in order to test tlie efficacy
of trypsin treatment in cancer, experimented in ten cases,
and concludes that the trypsin cure is a total failure in

his hands, even after a series of careful trials and pains-
taking labors, and, in his opinion, this new cure should be
relegated to the vast legion of other so-called cures for
cancer that have preceded it, and that the cancer problem
so far remains unsolved.

Properly Constructed Filtering Beds.—Paul F. Buss-
man believes tliat instead of placing conducting pipes

having broken joints on the bottom of a reservoir, they

place them on the bottom of the river, lake, or whatever
may be the source of the water supply, and cover them
with successive layers of broken stone of large size, and
then stone of a smaller size, upon this gravel, followed
by coarse sand. Then all the pure water will pass to an
unlimited amount and the foreign matter held in suspeti-

sion will not be deposited on the filter, provided the flow

through the filtering bed is not greater than the flow
over the same. Foreign matter held in suspension in a

liquid will follow the lines of least resistance. If for

every million gallons of water used in a day a filtering

bed of one acre in size was used, the flow through the

filter would be at the rate of one yard a day. A body of

water flowing at the rate of one mile a day would be a

vesy slow natural current ; still the flow would be one
thousand seven hundred times faster over the filtering

bed than through the same, and where this is the case there

will be no deposit of foreign matter to clog the filter.

Observations on Open Air Treatment.—John Carling
says that, admitting that a maximum amount of pure air

to the lungs is the main consideration in the treatment of

bone tuberculosis as well as pulmonary, it follows that

dry inland air, which encourages deep breathing, is to ba
preferred to the humid atmosphere of the seashore. An-
other important advantage is the matter of shade. His
own experience in the tropics, where the sunlight is in-

tense, and his further observations on the effect of strong
sunlight upon patients undergoing open air treatment,

convince him that it is decidedly harmful. The firm na-

ture of the soil is another reason for preferring the coun-
try to the seashore in bone tuberculosis. The yielding

nature of the seashore makes locomotion difficult for

children wearing apparatus, and is a constant strain on
the weakened and diseased joints. For rickets and cases

of genera! malnutrition, where there is no actual disability,

and sea bathing can be indulged in, a residence at the sea-

shore may be beneficial. But for bone and joint tubercu-
losis a dry inland climate is to be preferred. Patients

undergoing open-air treatment do much better in winter
than in summer. This may be due to (l) the diminished
amount of strong sunlight; (2) the cold air, which con-

tains more oxygen than the warmer and more rarified

air of sutnmer
; (3) the stimulating effect of the cold on

the functions of respiration, resulting in deeper and more
frequent breathing, and consequently a greater supply of

oxygen to the tissues. He says that in spite of the suc-

cess met with in treating all classes of diseases with an
abundance of pure air, the large city hospitals are doing
practically nothing to give the patients the benefits of open-
air treatment. Every large city hospital should have a

country branch. With a well-equipped hospital car in

charge of a member of the house staff, patients could be
transferred from the city institutions to the country, not
only without injury, but with comfort.

Journal of the American Medical Association, August
29, 1908.

Salt Metabolism and Diabetes.— E. P. Joslin and
Harry W. Goodall have studied the question whether
the withdrawal of salts from the diet might lead, as a
rule, to the production of an acidosis in a healthy
person or to the aggravation of such a condition al-

ready existing in a diabetic patient. The result of their
experiments indicate that such is not the case. They
have also investigated the occurrence of edema in dia-
betes, which is, they say, not infrequent in cases pre-
senting marked acidosis and occurs coincidently with
restrictions of the carbohydrates. These patients were
given sodium bicarbonate, but the authors do not rec-
ognize this latter as a factor and they have never seen
it cause edema in a mild case of diabetes. They con-
sider the edema as probably due to the increased pro-
duction of acids causing injury to the kidneys, thereby
leading to retention of salt (not salts). This view ap-
pears to be supported by the history of some of their

patients in whom the ingestion and excretion of chlorin
was observed. Patients in diabetic coma rarely, if ever,

show signs of edema, and show diminished chlorin in

the urine if alkalies are given. If the withdrawal of salt

from the diet in a severe case of diabetes prevents the
occurrence of edema, as was observed, the administra-
tion of salt should lead to salt retention and gain in

weight. This was found to occur. In patients with
deficient chlorin in the body, edema is not likely to
occur, but they are more prone to coma because of
the greater concentration of the acids in the system.
The authors, therefore, advise the careful administra-
tion of salt along with sodium bicarbonate in the pro-
phylactic and actual treatment of diabetic coma.

Obstetrical and Surgical Toxemias.—H. G. Wetherill
concludes from his study and observation that: I. Tox-
emias of pregnancy, sepsis, sapremia, late chloroform
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poisoning, etc., may have many characteristics in com-
mon, and from the clinician's standpoint may be
grouped together for purposes of study, prevention, and
treatment. 2. Chloroform may cause such toxemia and
hver lesion de novo. 3 It also aggravates toxemias
already existing of the hepatic type. 4. Pregnancy, re-

tained blood, and clots of concealed hemorrhage, the
sapremia from decomposing placental and fetal debris,
sepsis, and the autointoxication of overfeeding and
drinking and of coprastasis predispose patients to such
liver lesions. 5. Urinary insufficiency with acidosis and
a high ammonia coefficient, retinal hemorrhages and
neuroretinitis, regurgitant vomiting of the mucous,
grumous, and bilious type, with or withoirt slight

jaundice, and with or without albuminuria, constitute
the syndrome of such toxemias. 6. Albuminuria,
when it occurs, may be, and often is, late in developing
and should be regarded as secondary rather than
primary—as a result, not a cause of the condition.
7. In such toxemias of pregnancy with or without per-
nicious vomiting, the uterus should be promptly emp-
tied, but without the use of chloroform and, if possible,
without any other anesthetic. 8. Fasting and forced
elimination by the skin, kidneys, and bowels offer the
best prosepects of cure after, as well as before, the
removal of the cause.

New Sign of Malingering.—C. F. Hoover describes
a test of malingering which he has used in fever cases
with good results. It is applicable in case of feigned
paralysis of the lower limbs and consists in watching
for the counteraction of the opposite leg when an
attempt is made to raise one leg by the subject when
in a dorsal position. In the normal individual there
is always an opposite action in the unused leg unless
it is inhibited, and in case of hemiplegia it appears
whether there is any muscular action in the paralyzed
limb or not. In two cases in which paresis of one leg
was claimed to exist, when the patient was asked to

lift his well leg off the couch, the other was pressed
strongly against the surface when resistance was
offered to his raising it. When, however, he was
requested to lift the alleged paretic leg no downward
pressure was observed in the other. The absolute lack
of complemental resistance in the normal leg was also
observed in a case of hysterical hemiplegia and in a
case of hysterical paraparesis inferior, with abasia, in

which the patient could bow himself into o.pisthotonos,
this sign was observed. The sign appears to Hoover
to be of special value as depending on the exhibition
of a function from the normal leg which must always
be present if the patient does not inhibit the impulses
to the lower extremities.

Venesection.—J. Daland remarks on the present neg-
lect of the therapeutic use of venesection, which he
attributes to the prejudice caused by its former overuse,
the fear of weakening already enfeebled persons, the
prejudice on the part of the laity, the failure of many
physicians to recognize its indications and limitations
and, lastly, to the belief that a small weak pulse is an
absolute contraindication to blood-letting. Usually it is

resorted to as a palliative or life-saving measure, but
he points out that it is indicated in certain cases of
valvular disease with well-marked failure of compensa-
tion, in which there is extreme orthopnea, cyanosis,
tumultuous cardiac action, small rapid pulse, distention
of veins of head and neck, weak apex beat displaced to
the left and seen and felt over a larger area than nor-
mal ; increase in area of cardiac dullness to the left and
right, and not infrequently accentuation of the pulmonic
second sound. Blood-letting is especially indicated if

these symptoms and signs are progressive in spite of
the ordinary cardiovascular remedies. In such cases
twenty ounces of blood may be taken slowly from the
median cephalic vein, and if myocardial degeneration is

not excessive the relief is prompt. Here the small weak
pulse is due to venous congestion and overdistention
of the right side of the heart. The relief may be only
temporary, but it gives ordinary remedies a chance to

act which was before impossible. The above symptoms
may occur late in the disease affecting the mitral and
aortic valves. In well-marked myocardial degeneration,
bleeding is useless. Venesection is of great value in

mitral .'Stenosis with extreme right ventricular dilatation

with failure of compensation and also frequently in

such failure of compensation as described occurring in

the course of arteriosclerosis. It may also be useful
in acute pulmonarv edema from right heart dilatation,
and in aneurysm of the arch of the aorta the abstraction

of eight or nine ounces can temporarily relieve dyspnea
or pain. In all cases of failure of compensation of the
kind described, exudates in any of the serous cavities

should be removed before resorting to venesection.

Lastly, Daland speaks of blood-letting in case of ex-
tremely dilated right heart from pulmonary obstruction
in pneumonia, in which the abstraction of from JO to

24 ounces may save life. Certain deaths following
venesection in pneumonia are due to a prior formed
thrombus, others to previous myocardial disease. The
bleeding should, therefore, be not too long delayed to

prevent thrombosis or excessive toxemia. The good
results of bleeding in uremic hypertension and in cer-
tain cases of apoplexy are also mentioned.

Nasal Analgesia.—Dunbar Roy calls attention to the
symptom of nasal analgesia, understanding by this

term an insensitiveness of the nasal mucosa, making it

possible to perform all kinds of instrumental manipula-
tions in these cavities without discomfort to the patient
or the use of any local anesthetic. He finds no mention
of it in the literature and apparently it has not been
considered by the majority of surgeons, judging by
the replies received from a number of them. Roy is

convinced that the present teachings are largely wrong
as regards the cause of the progressive deafness that
comes on insidiously in young adults and those of
advancing age who have previously shown no symptoms
of nose or throat derangement, and he thinks that this

symptom of nasal analgesia may prove a valuable point
in the future management of the conditions. He is

convinced that this form of progressive deafness is a
disease sui generis and that the aural and nasal musoca
undergo the same pathological changes. The more
advanced these changes the less favorable the prospect
of the improvement of hearing. The same changes
finally occur also in the auditory nerve. He thinks
lack of sensibility in the nasal cavities in these cases
has a bad prognostic significance. The symptom, he
thinks, may aid us in directing the treatment to meas-
ures that will increase the vitality of the nasal and
aural tissues and their nerve supply. Hence the value
of potassium iodide in these cases.

The Lancet. August 22, 1908.

The Alleged Discovery of Syphilis in Prehistoric
Egyptians.—G. Elliot Smith takes issue with the state-
ments of Professor Lortet and Dr. Fouquet that certain

lesions found in the bones of prehistoric Egj'ptians are
due to syphilis. He points out that "ulcers" presenting
the closest resemblance to those described by these
men are of very frequent occurrence in Egyptian bones
of every age when they are actually buried in contact
with the soil. Bodies buried in rock-cut tombs or in

coffins are exempt from such injuries. When such muti-
lated bones are removed from the soil the burrows of
small animals can be seen leading to the "ulcer," Frag-
ments from the walls of these burrows, and also those
taken from the damaged surfaces of bones, were found
to contain fragments of the elytra of beetles. He does
not think there is any doubt but that the injuries
described by Professor Lortet and Dr. Fouquet as the
result of syphilis were produced really long after death
and burial and that the damage was done by small
beetles. They were bound to admit that, so far as they
knew at present, syphilis did not occur in Egypt before
the time when intimate communication with Europe
was established.

Generalized Edema of the Fetus.—W. \\'. Kling re-

ports two cases of generalized edema of the fetus, a

condition which has frequently been observed both in

man and in animals. The main conclusions to be drawn
appear to be that edematous children are usuallj- born
of women of about the ages of 30 to 35 years who
have had previous abortions or premature stillbirths.

The mother's health is rarely good, but there is no
specific disease associated with the condition. Evi-
dences of syphilis have only been found in a few in-

stances. The labor is usually premature but the large
size of the child often causes obstruction during labor
and the friability of the tissues when present renders
artificial aid difficult. While the maternal prognosis is

good the children are either stillborn or only live a

few hours. Subsequent pregnancies may end either

normally or with premature stillbirths or, in a few
cases, with more edematous children. The causation
of this crmdition is very obscure.

A Case of Congenital Hypertrophic Stenosis of the
Pylorus Treated Medically.—Norton B. Clowes reports
the case of a baby weighing eleven pounds at birth in

whom artificial feeding was begun on the second day.

The child failed to gain in weight and various foods
were tried. Finally on deep palpation an indurated
pylorus could be felt, about the size of the end of the

thumb. It was situated one inch above and to the right

of the umbilicus. For over two months he continued

to lose in weight and developed the typical expression.
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hollow eyed, emaciated face, e.xtreme transverse wrink-

ling of the forehead, etc. Each time the tube was
passed into the stomach, even when not directlj' after

a feeding, it contained from two to three ounces and
sometimes more of food and slimy mucus. Five

months after birth he had just gained two ounces over

the birth weight, 1. c. he then weighed eleven pounds and

two ounces. He then gradually began to improve and soon

weighed what a child of his age should weigh. He contin-

ued to improve and was soon looked upon as being a well

child.

A Case of Ipecacuanha Poisoning.—Such a case is

reported by R. T. Harrison because of its raritj' as a

(supposed) cause of death. The boy, a negro, was in

the habit of stealing alcoholic mixtures from the dis-

pensary and, by mistake, drank a considerable portion

of vinum ipecacuanhse. He apparently chose his drinks

by smell. He had violent vomiting and retched con-

siderably. The extremities were cold and clammy.

The pulse was rapid. He complained of pain in the

abdomen and had slight abdominal cramps. He was
given large quantities of water and a little brandy.

The first portion of the vomit had been thrown away
before his arrival but he managed to secure about half

an ounce from the bottom of the chamber. It showed
nothing distinctive in smell or appearance. As his con-

dition was not improving under such treatment as could

be applied at the time and place, he hurried to the

surgery to prepare for him. Five minutes later the

messenger reported that he was much worse; he died

one and a half hours after the first symptom. At the

post mortem, fourteen hours after death, they found

subacute congestion of the stomach and first two feet

of the intestine. It was decided that an analysis of the

stomach contents and vomit was unnecessary and a

verdict was returned of death through misadventure.

Miinchciur medicinischc Wochenschrift, August 18, 1908.

Motility of the Stomach.—Kaestle says that the ex-

amination with the .i-rays is the best means for studying

the motility of the stomach as well as its position, form
and size. He has made over two hundred observations

on eightj' persons with healthy stomachs using various bis-

muth salts in the technique of the procedure. The parts

of the mixture first introduced remain for a short time in

the upper pole of the stomach and then descend to the

deepest part of the organ ; the further additions do not

cause the lower pole to descend. The ingesta begin to

be emptied very soon after their entrance, peristaltic

waves running across the organ and periodically shutting

off the pyloric antrum. After about one hour's time the

lower pole, which has remained stationary, rises to a con-

siderable distance, and this moves the pylorus to the left

and upward. This rising of the stomach allows the es-

cape of the last remains of the food, the closing contrac-

tion of the organ driving it toward the exit. In two of

the persons examined the stomach was empty in two
hours; at the end of three hours this result was reached

in the great majority of the subjects, especially in men

;

most of the women required three and one-half hours for

attaining this result. The normal time required for

emptj'ing the stomach ranges, therefore, from two to three

and a half hours. Two to three hours are taken up by

the stay in the small intestine, while the motion of the

shadow in colon is very slow and quite different for differ-

ent individuals.

Serum Diagnosis of Syphilis.—Taege gives a detailed

account of the Wassermann reaction for syphilis. Its

purpose is to decide whether a general infection with the

^^rus in question has already taken place or in other cases

whether an old infection is still present. The reaction

depends upon the presence in the organism of an anti-

body to the syphilitic toxin or antigen, which in this case

is the Spirochccta pallida or its products. As this germ
has not yet been grown in the laboratory the extract of

an organ of a syphilitic fetus is used as the source of the

antigen. The antibody is sought for in the blood of the

patient, a complement being necessarj- to produce the bind-

ing of the antigen to the antibody. It is the using up of

such complement present in ever\' serum by the interac-

tion between the two specific products of syphilis that is

looked upon as the indication that such bodies are pres-

ent in the serum examined. To demonstrate this disap-

pearance of complement a hemolytic serum is obtained by
gradually immunizing a rabbit to the red blood cells of a

sheep ; the serum of such a rabbit contains a hemolysin
which is a compound substance consisting of the normal
complement and of an amboceptor. The serum loses its

hemolytic property on warming to 56°, for this tempera-
ture destroys the complement. The addition of the serum
of a guinea pig brings back the hemolytic property, for

such serum provides the necessarj' complement for the

hemolysin. But if the red cells of the sheep are mixed
with the hemolytic serum of a rabbit, the serum of a

guinea-pig and, in addition, with the syphilitic antigen
and the serum of a patient suffering from syphilis no
hemolysis takes place, because the complement necessary
for the hemolysin has been used to bind the syphilitic an-
tigen with the antibody of the syphilitic serum. The in-

hibition of the hemolysis is accordingly the indication that

a specific antibody exists in the blood of the patient ex-
amined and that, therefore, he is suffering from a syphilitic

infection. The occurrence of hemolysis, on the other hand,
speaks for the absence of such infection, the complement of

a guinea-pig's serum being used to produce a hemolysin
and not to effect the interaction between the antigen added
to the mixture and an antibody, the latter being absent
from the serum examined.

Paratyphoid Infection.—Bingel says that the infec-
tion of the organism with the paratj'phoid bacilli may pro-
duce a clinical picture similar to that of typhoid fever.

Quite frequently, however, the infection produces a dif-

ferent symptom-complex which has most in common with
acute gastroenteritis. The paratyphoid infection is, there-
fore, not to be looked upon clinically as an irregular ty-

phoid fever, but as a gastroenteritis differing from the
usual types of that disease by the presence of a specific

excitant. The name "paratyphoid fever" is quite mis-
leading as far as the bedside picture of the disease is con-
cerned, however applicable the word "paratyphoid" may
be to the bacilli causing the disease.

Local Anesthesia in Operations for Hernia.—Xast-
Kolb says that local anesthesia is used in the Heidel-
berg Surgical Clinic for almost all operations on hernia
and is preferred to lumbar narcosis; only in the case
of very anxious patients inhalation anesthesia is used
as an auxiliary measure. Local anesthesia, however,
is never used in children under 10 years. Both reducible
and irreducible inguinal and femoral hernise can be
operated upon under such anesthesia, but in handling
the intestines anj' unnecessary pulling upon the mesen-
tery is to be avoided. Manj' adhesions between the sac
and the contents are a contraindication to local anes-
thesia. In some cases morphine or scopolamine is

administered one half hour before the operation. The
sense of touch is retained by the patient while pain is

deadened in the anesthetized portions of the tissues,

and gentleness is called for in the technique of operat-
ing. Primary union of the wound has been the rule and
no bad effect upon the postoperative course could be
discovered, with the exception of marked pain that is

felt for several hours after the operation. The few
disadvantages of local anesthesia such as the necessity
of waiting for the action of the narcotic and the changes
produced in the anatomy of the parts by the infiltrating

fluid are more than made up by the small degree of

danger, by the absence of vomiting, the possibility of

asking the patient to help the operator bj' coughing,
straining, etc., the possibility of operating without an
anesthetizer, and the absence of the necessity to watch
the patient for some time after the operation which of

course must be done in inhalation narcosis. The above
data were gathered in the course of 92 operations for

hernia performed in the period of seventeen months.

Deutsche medizinische Wochenschrift, August 13, igo8.

Time of Conception.—Schaefer had opportunity to

examine four aborted fetuses and obtain full data as

to the time of intercourse preceding the conceptions.
He concludes that the views of Sigismund and Loewen-
hardt according to which the impregnated ovum be-

longs to the first missed mentsrual period are probably
correct. Menstruation consists of the phenomena ac-

companj'ing the abortion of the unimpregnated ovum.
Ovulation and impregnation probably precede the date
of the first missed menstrual period by a few days;

rarely they may coincide with it. Spermatozoa are

capable of remaining alive in the genital tract of the

female during the whole period elapsing between two
menstruations and thus preserve their impregnating
function. A fruitful intercourse can take place at any
time, but the postmenstrual period is most favorable
for conception. Subjective symptoms of pregnancy
may appear very soon after the impregnated ovum is

embedded in the uterine mucosa. In reckoning the time

of pregnane}-, the type of menstruation, the beginning of

the last menstruation and its character, the date of the

last intercourse between the last menstrual period and
the first missed period, and the appearance of subjec-

tive symptoms must be taken into consideration. In

regular types of menstruation the probable time of im-
pregnation may be obtained by the addition of the

number of days intervening between menstruations
minus three to the beginning of the last period.
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Sank iifmruia.

Spr.4Chst6eungen und Sfrachheilkunde. Beitrage zur
Kenntnis der Physiologie, Pathologic, und Therapie der
Sprache. Herausgegeben von Dr. Med. H. Gutzman,
Privatdozent an der Universitat Berlin. Mit 15 Abbil-
dungen im Text und einem Portrat. Berlin : Verlag
von S. Karger, 1908.

In the preparation of this manual of disturbances of
speech and therapy therefor the editor has had the co-
operation of some twenty-two colleagues in the European
cities and of one American, Dr. G. Hudson Makuen, of
Philadelphia, who writes on '"The Speech of the Feeble
Minded." The book is not a systematic text-book in the
ordinary sense of the term, but rather a collection of es-

says by the various collaborators on topics suggested by
the title. Most of these essays are short, and all of them
are practical. Some have already appeared in the jour-
nals. Each author has been allowed to print in his own
language. Consequently the chapters are variously in

English, French, and German.

An Abridgement of Practical Medicine and Allied
Sciences. Arranged in Alphabetical Order, with Defini-
tions of Principal Medical Terms. By J. C.^xdor Mc-
Laughlin, M.D., Kansas City, Mo.

The author of this tiny pocket volume announces that it

is especially valuable to the physician who has to take a
State Board medical examination, as by reading this one
book he will have no need to obtain and read other
numerous and larger volumes. In the face of this an-
nouncement we find it stated that the external carotid
artery supplies the anterior part of the brain, eye, fore-

head, and nose ; the branches of this artery are also in-

correctly given. The author's bacteriology is no better

than his anatomy, as witness the following : "Bacteria-
il/a/ana^Bacillus, aerobic, rods in filaments with spores
at each end." The chemistry is of about the same calibre,

but we have no room for further illustrations.

Text-Book of Ophthalmology. By Dr. . Ernst Fuchs,
Professor of Ophthalmology in the University of Vi-
enna. Authorized Translation from the Eleventh Re-
vised and Greatly Enlarged German Edition with
Numerous Additions, by Alexander Duane, M.D., Sur-
geon Ophthalmic and Aural Institute, New York.
Third Edition. Philadelphia and London : J. B. Lip-
pincott Company, 1907.

The third edition of Fuchs' work, based on the eleventh
German edition, greatly added to by the translator and
editor. Dr. Duane, is now on the market. The text oc-
cupies 877 pages. The book is well printed and fully

illustrated. The matter of primary importance is printed

in larger, the matter of secondary importance in small,

type.

The first forty-seven pages comprise Part I. They are
devoted to the objective examination of the eye and to

functional testing of the eye. The diseases of the eye
are taken up in Part II. and considered in logical order.

The anatomy of the individual parts is given at the be-

ginning of each chapter. The consideration of clinical

conditions is very comprehensive. The symptoms, path-
ological changes, and phenomena of every character are
discussed in detail in a masterly manner, born of the ex-
ceptionally extensive experience and close, exact observa-
tion of the very able author. Illustrations and statements
of writers other than the author are employed wherever
they can be utilized to increase the sum total of the in-

formation given on any of the subjects discussed. There
are no marked departures from the methods of classifica-

tion employed in former editions. The operations pecu-
liar to various parts of the eye are given consideration in

the chapter devoted to each part, but a chapter on "Eye
Operations in General" is found at the end of the book.
Chapters on "Disturbance of Motility of the Eye" and
"Anomalies of Refraction and Accommodation" follow
those treating of diseases of the eye. The relation of
diseases of the eye to general diseases is not given con-
sideration in a separate chapter, but is briefly discussed
in the chapters devoted to the different parts of the eye.

The treatise is one of the best in any language. It is

of value, not only as a text-book, but as a book of refer-

ence and of guidance to all who have to do with the

clinical problems of ophthalmology.

Hermaphroditismvs beim Menschen". Von Franz von
Neugebauer. Vorstand der Gynakologischen Abteilung
des Evangelischen Hospitals in Warschau. Leipzig:

Verlag von Dr. Werner Klinkhardt, 1908.

The author devoted fifteen years to researches for this

work of 748 large quarto pages. The 1.891 cases from litera-

ture and personal observation which he presents and care-

fully analyzes show that the time and study he devoted to

the subject were well employed. Von Neugebauer modestly
offers his enormous work as a mere handbook to aid such
colleagues as may institute investigations regarding any
of the questions in connection with hermaphrodism.
While as a literary aid the book certainly fulfills the au-
thor's promises, it does far more. It enters deeply into
genital embryology ; it studies historical facts as to doubt-
ful sex-determination; it investigates the legal and socio-
logical questions that relate to or have arisen regarding
such errors as may be due to lack of definite recognition
of the sexual organs. In a most admirably condensed
classification of the reported cases the author presents
109 divisions of his subject, enabling prompt reference
to any of the circumstances in which differentiation of
sex is required for literary, forensic, or sociological pur-
poses. The author has shown marked ability in avoiding
even the boundary lines of pornography, with which litera-

ture on sexual subjects abounds. He presents scientific

facts as only a careful, conscientious scientist can. The
fact that his list of quoted authors contains over 1,500
names gives an idea of the extent of his literary re-

searches. The book is well illustrated.

Righthaxdedness and Lefth.^xdedxess, with Chapters
Treating of the Writing Posture, the Rule of the Road,
etc. By George M. Gould, M.D. Philadelphia and Lon-
don : J. B. Lippincott Company, 1908.

In this collection of essays, previously published for the
most part in the Popular Science Monthly and various
medical journals. Dr. Gould deals in his usual interesting

way with the causes and the consequences of righthanded-
ness. The origin of righthandedness is referred to the

dominance of the right eye in vision. The preference of
the right hand in operations requiring special skill is

shown to be due to the fact that such operations at first

must be directed by the eye, and if the right eye is the
stronger it must insist upon the more delicate movements
being made by the hand under its direct guidance. Further,
the development of sign language and of written language,
the first chiefly and the second entirely carried out by
means of the right hand, under the control of the dom-"
inant right eye, determined the location of the speech cen-
ter in the left brain, and in consequence the acts per-
formed in response to a command are naturally controlled
by the brain centers nearest to the speech center. Even
the apparent exceptions to this dependence of righthand-
edness upon righteyedness really prove the rule. In vio-
lin playing, for example, the more difficult fingering is done
by the left hand, but this is because the right eye can
guide the fingers of the learner better, for if the finger-

ing was done with the right hand, the foreshortening oc-
curring as the right eye glanced along the neck of the in-

strument would handicap one seriously. This is the theory
briefly stated, but one must read the argument as developed
by the author in order to follow it understandingly. It is

the most satisfactory explanation of the dominance of the
right hand that has ever been offered. Other essays are
on the Rule of the Road, Two-handed Synchronous Writ-
ing, the Writing Posture, Righteyedness and Lefteyedness,
all more or less related to the title subject. Dr. Gould is

an original thinker and one w'ho can express his thoughts
in a forcible manner, and whether or not one agrees with
him, his writings stimulate thought and furnish exercise
for the mind. The volume under consideration offers no
exception to the rule.

The Development of Ophthalmology in America, 1800
to 1870. A Contribution to Ophthalmologic History and
Biography. .An Address Delivered in Abstract for the
Section of Ophthalmology of the American Medical As-
sociation, June 4, 1907. Revised and Enlarged. Illus-

trated by Selected Portraits and Cuts. By Alvix H.
Hubbell, M.D., Ph.D.. Professor of Clinical Ophthal-
mology in the University of Buffalo. Chicago : W. T.
Keener & Company, 1908.

Hubbell's booklet is one of much interest to American
ophthalmic surgeons, since it presents in one volume the

historical facts in regard to the development of ophthal-

mology in America. The volume contains 197 pages. It

is very entertainingly written and fully illustrated. There
are portraits of twenty-eight distinguished ophthalmic sur-

geons, two of whom are now living, and, in addition, cuts

of various ophthalmic hospital buildings that have passed

out of existence. A short history of the founding of the

various large eye and ear clinics in America is given ; also

a biographical sketch of many of the prominent surgeons
who have served to advance this branch of medicine in

.A.merica. "The principal works on ophthalmology that ap-

peared before 1870 are reviewed briefly and the advances
in ophthalmology originating with Americans during that

period are enumerated. The work should be in the library

of every American ophthalmic surgeon.
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Hospital Training- School Methods .\nd the Mead
Nlt!se. By Ch.\rlotte A. .Likens, late Director of
Sibley Memorial Hospital, Washington, D. C. ; late Su-
perintendent of Iowa Methodist Hospital, Des Moines,
and of Columbia Hospital, Pittsburg; Associate Editor
of the Xational Hospital Record. Philadelphia and
London : \\". B. Saunders Company, 1907.

This book differs from others on nursing in that it dis-

cusses the problems that have to be faced and solved by
the various training schools for nurses, and also, in a
lesser degree, by head nurses. The writer seems to draw
her material from an extended experience and much ob-
servation, and she has some very decided opinions on many
topics in connection with nursing. The book is original,
breezy, and healthy. As a sample of the author's style,

and also of the sanity of her views, we append an ex-
tract : "What possible good it can do for nurses to spend
time in learning how to apply the flame test for sodium,
potassium, calcium, strontium, by borax head and Bunsen
burner, is a question too deep for the average mind to
answer. What practical benefit can it be to the average
patient or satisfaction to a doctor to have a nurse who
knows the deep mysteries of sugar, and can make a com-
parison of sucrose, glucose, levulose, lactose, or who can
explain their preparation, composition, properties, diges-
tion, and food value? Just how much further proba-
tioners and pupil nurses will be asked to go in the study
of chemistry, pharmacy, bacteriology, and pathology in
the next ten years—where we may expect to stop in our
attempt to teach nursing—is a matter for speculation. A
good many people believe we have reached a time when it

is necessary to draw the line and popularize the slogan
'Back to Xursing

!"
'' Many of the lecturers in our train-

ing schools might read the first part of this book with
considerable discomfort to themselves, and much subse-
quent benefit to the rest of mankind. "Back to Xursing !"

is the aim of the book, and it has our entire approval.

Surgery. Its Principles and Practice. By Various Au-
thors. Edited by William Williams Keen, M.D.,
LL.D., Emeritus Professor of the Principles of Sur-
gery and Clinical Surgerj-, Jefferson Medical College,
Philadelphia. Volume III. With 562 Te.xt Ilustrations
and 10 Colored Plates. Philadelphia and London: W.
B. Saunders Company, 1908.

The third volume of this system is devoted to an im-
portant and interesting series of topics. The opening
chapter is an exceedingly fine treatise on the surgerj' of
the head by Harvey Cushing, and covers over two hun-
dred and fifty pages. The eminence of its author in
this field lends unusual authority to the very detailed
discussion he gives of the diagnostic and operative meas-
ures concerned, and the illustrations are worthy concom-
mitants of the text. The operative technique of cranial
surgery, which has been so much amplified of recent years,
is amply described, and the operator will find here mention
of many new devices and methods. The surgerj' of the
neck is discussed by E. Wyllys .Andrews, and here also
there is rnuch that is new in the way of technique, in-
cluding Crile's method of temporary clamping of the caro-
toids and block dissection of the neck. The following
chapter is by Albert Kocher on the diseases of the thyroid
gland, and contains interesting material in the sections
on the parathyroids. For the sj-mptom complex known as
Graves' disease he suggests the term thyrotoxicosis as a
comprehensive appellation for the various tjpes encoun-
tered. .\fter referring to the various other therapeutic
measures available for this disorder, he says of surgical
treatment that, "To say that this is still the best is not
enough. It has proved itself superior to any other form
of treatment." The paragraphs on the technique of goiter
operations are somewhat disappointingly brief ; for ex-
ample, while it is stated that general anesthesia should be
avoided as much as possible, only three lines are given
to the description of the application of local anesthetics.
A valuable chapter on the nose and its accessory sinuses
is contributed by Harmon Smith, and the two following
ones on the larynx and trochea and the surgery of the
thorax are by George E. Brewer. In the former of these
Dr. Brewer describes and illustrates the procedure of
bronchoscopy, and in the latter several new operative
methods, including the application of Sauerbruch's pneu-
matic cabinet, are discussed. The chapter on the surgery
of the breast by John M. T. Finney is fully worthy of
the importance of this subject, the sections on the prog-
nosis and treatment of carcinoma being especially admir-
able. The chapter on the surgery of the mouth, teeth,
and jaws has been allotted to Edmund Owen, and that
on the tongue to John C. Da Costa. The subject of ab-
dominal surger>- is broached by John C. Munro in three
chapters on the technique of abdominal surgery, surgery of
the abdominal wall, and surgerj- of the peritoneum, re-

spectively. George Gottstein, of Breslau, is the author
of a copiously illustrated chapter on the surgery of the
esophagus, in which esophogoscopy is dealt with at great
length. The volume closes with chapters on the surgerj'
of the stomach by A. W. Mayo Robson, on the liver and
bile passages by William J. Mayo and Charles H. Mayo,
and on the pancreas and spleen by B. G. A. MojTiihan.

CoxFESsio Medicl By The Writer of "The Young
People." Xew York: The Macmillan Company, 1908.

This is a volume that is at once both unpretending and
charming. From the title-page, through the preface, the
ten essays which the book contains, and right down to the
last line of the epilogue the author in a most delightful
way discourses on the philosophy of the physician's life.

Ambrose Pare is really the subject of the essay on a
"Good Example." and the author does well to rescue Pare
from present day forgetfulness. Throughout the volume
much sage advice is given to the young practitioner, and
the shrewd observations of the author and the delightful
language in which they are conveyed both make the book
one which every educated reader will enjoy. There is a
timely and somewhat incisive essay on psychology, and
an interesting application of the three caskets of Portia
to the physician's pursuit of practice. The book is, of
course, written by a cultured man, for cultured readers,
but yet we are reminded that culture has its limitations,

and should be put in its proper perspective in the scheme
of daily life and practice : "The proper field for culture
seems to be among them who, not having much the mat-
ter with them, enjoy talking. But not all even of them en-
joy listening. I know of one, who said to a friend, 'I

don't want my doctor to talk to me about the Xational
Gallery,' which is a shrewd saying, and has taught me to

avoid all such dangerous topics. Anyhow, people who are
seriously ill care no more for preciosity in us than for
gold-dust in beef-tea. What they want is a man who has
just had and cured a case exactly like theirs, and he need
not be a judge of anything outside their insides. It is

poor comfort to them to know that he is ver>- fond of
really good poetrj-." It is an open secret that Mr. Stephen
Paget is the author of this charming book.

DisE.^SES OF THE Breast. With Special Reference to

Cancer. By Willi.\m L. Rodman, M.D.. LL.D., Pro-
fessor of Surgery in the Medico-Chirurgical College of
Philadelphia ; Professor of Surgery in the Woman's
Medical College of Pennsylvania: Surgeon to the Med-
ico-Chirurgical Hospital, etc. With 69 Plates, of which
12 are printed in colors, and 42 other Illustrations.

Philadelphia : P. Blakistor's Son & Co., 1908.

Tumors of the breast are so frequent and their early

diagnosis and treatment are so important that the subject
affords ample material for a special volume. The au-
thor's clinical experience has been wide enough to enable
him to speak with authority, and the reader finds here
a thoroughly satisfactory and modern discussion of this

group of affections. All of the diseases of the breast are
considered, including the inflammatory conditions, though,
as is natural, over one-half of the volume is devoted to

carcinoma. In the chapters on the various aspects of this

disease the theories of etiolog>- are discussed with thor-
oughness and judgment, the description of the symptom-
atologj- and diagnostic guides is complete and helpful,

and the views on treatment are eminently sound. It is

the author's belief that surgerj- should cure one-half of
the cases if resorted to early in the disease, while his

opinion of the value of radiotherapy and the other meth-
ods of treatment is not very high. .\ considerable num-
ber of well selected and executed illustrations contributes
materially to the value of this most admirable work.

.\ppLiED Physiology. A Manual Showing Functions of
the Various Organs in Disease. By Frederick A.
Rhodes. M.D., Professor of Physiologj- and Embrj--
ologj'. Medical and Dental Departments of the Western
L^niversity of Pennsylvania: late Physician-in-Charge
to the Reineman Hospital and the Kaufman Clinic;
formerly .Assistant to the Chair of Clinical Medicine,
West Penn Medical College, etc. Pittsburg, Pa. : Med-
ical Press. 1907.

The subject of pathological physiologj* has received but
scant attention at the hands of American writers, and
the present is a praiseworthy attempt to fill in this gap.
While the matter is treated very largely in a synoptical
manner and the outlines furnished could well bear a little

more filling in, the volume should prove a useful guide to

students, and also be of value to more experienced readers
desirous of reviewing the mode of causation of the sj-mp-
toms of disease. The volume is in many ways so excel-
lent that it is a pity the proofreading was not more care-
fullv done.

i
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^nrtrty Mtpovts.

AMERICAN L.^RYNGOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION.

Thirtieth Annual Meeting, Held at Montreal May 11, 12,

and 13, 1908.

(Special Report to the Medical Record.)

Dr. Herbert S. Birkett of Montre.\l, President.

Monday. May 11

—

First Day.

President's Address.

—

Dr. Birkett delivered this ad-

dress, taking as his subject, "The History of Medicine

in the Province of Quebec" (see page 129).

Removal of Foreign Body from the Trachea.—Dr.

J. H. Bryan reported a case of a grain of corn removed
from the trachea of a six-year old child. Several days

before admission to the hospital he had inhaled the grain

with the usual suffocative sjinptoms following, but these

all quieted down and it was supposed that the body had
escaped the air passages. Returning attacks of dyspnea

seemed to disprove this assumption, but after admission

to the hospital, a careful examination and a radiograph

failed to reveal anything definite. Later respiratory signs

were absent over the right lung but in a few hours air

seemed to be entering freely on this side. Several inef-

fectual attempts were made to introduce a tracheal tube

through the larynx but the swollen condition of the

mucosa prevented. Just at this moment the child became
cyanotic and stopped breathing. The trachea was imme-
diately opened and the grain of corn was seen to pass the

opening on its way to the lower trachea. It made several

excursions to and fro before the operator was able to

grasp it. The patient rallied well from the operation and

the tube was removed on the fourth day. Some laryngeal

stridor remained for a day or two longer. The grain of

corn was a large one and had increased in size from ab-

sorption of moisture. Dr. Bryan said that the case showed
that it was not always advisable to persist in passing a

tracheal tube through a swollen larynx after several in-

effectual attempts had been made. Irreparable injury

might be done to the soft parts.

Personal Experience with the Bronchoscope, Esophag-
oscope, and Gastroscope.—Dr. Thom.\s H. H.\lste.\d of

Syracuse, X. Y., read this paper. He had performed

eighteen operations or examinations on fourteen patients,

fourteen times under general anesthesia, and one without

any anesthetic. Age varied from a newborn babe of

two hours to a woman of seventy years. In four in-

stances the operations were for the removal of foreign

bodies ; viz., penny in the esophagus of a five-year-old boy,

bone in the bronchus of a woman, fish-fin in the trachea

of an eight-months infant, spicule of glass in the larynx

of an eight-months old infant, all being removed but the

last. Of the remaining cases fourteen operations and ex-

aminations were for laryngeal papilloma, lar>Tigeal stric-

ture, papilloma of the lower pharynx, spasmodic stricture,

suspected foreign body in the esophagus, three times on

one patient for stricture and ulceration in the bronchus,

once for relief of asphyxia in a newborn infant caused

by pressure of enlarged thj-mus and thyroid glands, and

four times for examination of the stomach for gastric

ulcer or other lesions. The author referred to the pioneer

work of Jackson through whose devices the stomach had

been added to the organs capable of being examined di-

rectly by the eye.

Dr. Emil Meyer of Xew York submitted specimens of

foreign bodies he had removed during the last month by

the bronchoscopic method. One was a grain of corn

and the other the reed from a tin whistle. He laid stress

on the point that vegetable bodies should be removed im-

mediately whether sjmiptoms were threatening or not.

Delay caused such bodies to swell and might produce a

local edema. He used cocaine in addition to a general

anesthetic. Dr. Halsted's case was of special interest

because it was probably the youngest on record. It was
necessary in such work to have well-trained assistants.

Dr. H. L. Swain of New Haven reported two cases,

one that of two false teeth from a portion of a dental

plate swallowed by an epileptic. They had lodged in the

upper part of the trachea for twelve hours and the con-

sequent edema was so great that an immediate tracheotomy

was necessary. The plate was finally removed through a

Killian tube. A second case was that of a tin whistle

which had gone down into the larjnx and lodged in the

trachea. It was readily removed by a Jackson's forceps.

Dr. E. Fletcher Ing.\ls of Chicago said that if a pa-

tient was suffering from severe dyspnea due to a foreign

body one ought not to try upper bronchoscopy owing to

the danger from the anesthetic. Tracheotomy should be

done first and the body would often be coughed out, but

if it shoixld not be, bronchoscopy would be much easier

through the glottis. Chloroform seemed to the speaker

a better anesthetic than ether in this condition. He re-

garded the use of the galvanocautery in the bronchial

tubes as dangerous. Bronchoscopy had a brilliant future,

but it was not devoid of danger, and should always be

done with the greatest caution.

Dr. W. E. Casselberry of Chicago said it was possible

to train patients to stand removal of papillomata through

laryngoscopic methods. .As to an anesthetic, ether should

be supplemented with a hypodermic of morphine in order

to control the laryngeal reflex. If the morphine was not

used, he would prefer chloroform. He had never seen

any bad results from the use of cocaine in addition to

the general anesthetic.

Dr. A. CoOLiDGE, Jr., of Boston said that in most cases

a foreign body in the bronchus could be reached by upper

bronchoscopy provided the necessary instruments and abil-

ity to use them were available ; otherwise tracheotomy

and lower bronchoscopy were indicated. The value of

the upper operation for diagnostic purposes should not be

overlooked.

Dr. H. P. MosHER of Boston showed the following in-

struments : an esophageal speculum, an oval esophageal

tube, a mechanical dilator for strictures of the esophagus,

and a triangular laryngeal tube.

Dr. J. P. Clark described a device he had employed

for detecting the exact site of esophageal stricture. Be-

fore passing the csophagoscope, he had the patient take

a glass of water in which was a silk thread, one end being

fastened to the patient's face by a bit of adhesive plaster.

On passing the tube, the thread could be followed down
the gullet until it disappeared into a small opening of a

pouch into which the tube went, thus showing the exact

site of the stricture.

Dr. H. L. Wagner of San Francisco spoke of the value

of chloroform in these cases as administered per rectum.

Dr. J. M. Ingersol of Cleveland had found the ;r-ray of

value in preventing the recurrence of laryngeal papillo-

mata.

Dr. Halsted, in closing, said that in several instances

his only assistant had been his office nurse. He believed

that there was a great future for the investigation of the

interior of the stomach by means of tubes. He had seen

scars in the stomachs of two patients, had been able to

detect inflammatory areas which he believed to be ulcers,

and in one case had been able to see the pyloric opening,

and even beyond.

The Form of the Hard Palate.—Dr. Harris P.

MosHER of Boston discussed the formation of the hard

palate under the following scheme: (l) The four types

of the hard palate: (a) well-rounded dental arch; the dis-

tance in a straight line from the center of the second mo-

lar on one side to a corresponding point on the other was

about equal to the distance from either of these points to

a point in the median line between the central incisors;

the side lines formed a right-angled triangle, (b) Nar-

rower than the above and shaped more like the three
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sides of a parallelogram, (c) Angular, in which the sides

of the arch were straight lines, not curved or bowed, and

almost met in a point in front, (d) Much like (a) except

that it was wider and larger. (2) The normal form of

the palate. (3) The part played by the alveolar process

in making the normal arch. (4) The causes of variation

from the normal form which were (a) malocclusion of

the teeth, (6) unequal growth between the parts of the

septum, (c) low descent of the antra, (d) faulty shrink-

age and readjustment of the premaxillse, and (f) asym-

metry of the halves of the palate. The central idea of

the paper was that asymmetry between the halves of the

palate was due not always to asymmetry of the head as

a whole, but nearly as often to asymmetry confined to

the bones of the face. The author believed that an ex-

planation of fully one-half of the cases of asymmetry of

the hard palate was to be found in the faulty eruption

of the teeth, the anterior teeth as well as the posterior,

and in their faulty occlusion. We should therefore look

after the proper eruption and spacing of the teeth and

should call the dentist to our aid.

Dr. D. Brvson Delavan of New York said he had

never been able to understand why we found the high

arch palate so early in life. Occasionally it was present

at birth, certainly often before dentition, and before we
were able in any way to prevent it.

Dr. A. CooLiDGE, Jr., said that the face contained three

sets of cavities : the mouth, orbits, and nasal fossje. The
functions of these cavities demanded accurate adjust-

ment of their parts. The cavities were so closely packed

together that deformity of one tended to cause deformities

in the others. Asymmetrical accessory sinuses he be-

lieved to be often a secondary effect rather than a primary

cause of deformity, a correcting rather than a deforming

factor. Whatever departures from typical growth we
might prove or guess to be due to this factor or that, we
could often trace the counteracting asymmetrical growth,

attempting to minimize the disturbance of function which

deformed jaws or deviated septum or a flattened orbit

would cause.

Dr. B. Alexander Randall of Philadelphia thought

that the element of heredity was a prominent factor in

many of these cases.

Dr. John O. Roe of Rochester called attention to recent

views expressed on this subject by various dentists. He
said that the effect produced by the open mouth was
a narrowing of the jaws by the lateral pressure of the

muscles of the face that were drawn more or less tense.

There was also the absence of the opposing pressure of

the teeth against each other which greatly assisted in

maintaining their regularity during the period of their

eruption. In the closed mouth the tongue also played an

important part in keeping the jaws, particularly the upper

jaw, properly expanded.

Dr. D. Braden Kyle of Philadelphia said that irregu-

larity in development seemed to be largely confined to the

upper jaw. This would indicate that nutrition played an

important part in the development of these two structures.

The blood and nerve supply of the upper jaw came
largely through bony foramina. Might it not be possible

that until a certain age these bony openings were suffi-

ciently large to permit sufficient blood and nerve supply

and that then from some slight injury or malformation

their size was interfered with and they became relatively

too small for the proper nutrition?

Dr. MosHER, in closing the discussion, stated that the

probable explanation of the high arch before the second

dentition was the faulty shrinkage of the premaxillae.

They might swing down into proper position but did not

shrink. Owing to this their vertical diameter was greater

than normal. Therefore in order for the posterior teeth

to attain the level set for them by the anterior teeth, they

must grow downward farther than usual. For these

reasons the arch was high from the start.

Cyst of the Frontal Sinus Communicating with the

Frontal Lobe.— Dr. Clement F. Theisen of Albany,

N. Y., reported a case of this nature occurring in a woman
of 34 years who had had, following a severe fall in child-

hood, severe head pains on the left side with a discharge

from the corresponding naris. There were pressure and

fullness over the eyes, some ptosis of the left lid, but no

displacement of the globus. Transillumination seemed

to justify an opening of the left frontal sinus, when a

fluctuating tumor suggesting a cyst presented at the

opening. Much thin mucus escaped when it was

opened, but this unfortunately was not examined. A con-

siderable portion of the posterior wall of the sinus was

missing and the cyst appeared to extend through to the

frontal lobe. Pulsation of the meningeal vessels could

be seen. The patient made a good recovery and ten

months after operation she was well and free from

headaches. The author referred to similar cases reported

by Logan Turner and other writers. The literature on

the subject was scanty.

Notes on Two Interesting Cases of Frontal Sinus

Disease.—Dr. J. Price-Brown of Toronto reported the

cases. The first patient was a girl with right frontal ab-

scess on whom a previous operation had been done leaving

an open fistula which discharged from time to time. Dr.

Brown opened the sinus and chiselled out a rectangular

piece of bone from the outer table, curetted the cavity,

and made a free opening down into the nose external

to the septum and in the region of the anterior end of

the middle turbinal. A gold tube was then inserted from
above and the wound was closed. Healing was satisfac-

tory but it was found impossible to irrigate the sinus

through the tube. The discharge from the old fistula did

not entirely cease, consequently twenty days later an-

other operation was done embracing the area of the fis-

tulous discharge. Some bits of dead bone were removed,

and a rubber tube was substituted for the gold one, the

outer incision being closed as before. Healing was satis-

factory and the discharge entirely ceased. The author

thinks that the wearing of the gold tube for the interval

between the two operations secured a dilatation of the

passage into the nose which afforded permanent and ef-

fectual drainage. The second case was one of frontal

sinus disease occurring in a man and following an in-

jury. Several months later evidences of sinus involvement

were evident and he came under observation with symp-

toms of acute trouble calling for immediate relief. Intra-

nasal treatment failed to give the desired benefit so the

sinus was opened into above the superciliary ridge and

the anterior cells of the ethmoid were destroyed by

drilling, a rubber drainage tube was introduced as before,

after the sinus cavity had been thoroughly curetted. The
outer wound was closed and intranasal irrigation prac-

tised. Examination of the sinus contents revealed a

pure pneumococcus infection. The wound did not heal by

first intention and it was necessary to open it. Granula-

tion commenced and irrigation was carried out through a

small rubber tube inserted down into the nose. This tube

was eventually removed and healing was in the end satis-

factory. Much benefit resulted from the use of the re-

versed Valsalva procedure in removing discharge during

healing, from the frontonasal passage. While in both

cases the anterior ethmoid cells were engorged and the

middle turbinal pressed tightly against the septum, in

neither case was there any indication whatever of involve-

ment of the maxillary antra.

Sinusitis Pyemia; Severe Cerebral Symptoms Re-

lieved by Operation; Death; Autopsy.—Dr. Lewis A.

Coffin of New York reported a case in which the sequence

of events was expressed by the title of his paper. His pa-

tient was a woman of 33 years who was admitted to hos-

pital with unconsciousness, delirium, and convulsions.

There was an orbital cellulitis on the right side of the

head with swelling of this entire side, and it was believed
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that there was an empyema of the frontal and ethmoidal

sinus.es; furthermore- that there was a commencing right-

sided meningitis. It was later learned that she had been

ill about a week. A Killian operation was done without

incident e.xcept that the pus was found under high pres-

sure. The bone of the posterior sinus wall appeared

healthy. She did well for a few days but her temperature

continued elevated and a radical Caldwell-Luc operation

was done on the right antrum which was found filled

with polypi. About this time the woman aborted with a

three months fetus. Later, infection spread from the

uterus, and various small swellings appeared on different

parts of the body. These were opened and finally the

patient seemed in fairly good condition. Later hemi-

plegia developed and brain abscess was suspected. Punc-

ture just back of the frontal sinus at the roots of the

hair evacuated considerable pus. Convulsions followed

and she died two months after entering hospital. Autopsy

revealed the entire right hemisphere covered with a thick

purulent exudate on the inner surface of the dura which

was firmly adherent to the pia-arachnoid. The opening

of the abscess cavity, which extended down into the white

matter, was on the superior surface of the right frontal

lobe about midway between the anterior pole and the

fissure of Rolando, lying in the superior frontal fissure,

and involving the contiguous parts of the superior and

middle frontal convolutions. The author thought that the

bone was infected when the patient entered the hospital

and that an osteomyelitis and pyemia had already begun.

Dr. W. E. Casselberry referred to the difficulty in such

cases as that of Dr. Theisen of making a differential diag-

nosis between true serous disease and serous exudate

into a bony cavity. There was also great confusion in

the nomenclature, as some writers used the term serous

cyst, and others mucocele. Perhaps this was of greater

importance in the antrum than in the frontal sinus. We
had there the connection between dental cysts which were

more common in the antrum than the similar cystic for-

mation in the nose.

Dr. H. P. MosuER noted that sinus cases fell into two

classes of chronic retention and chronic suppuration.

There were many grades of mucocele, from the case in

which but few of the mucous glands were diseased and

but little mucus was poured into the sinus, to that in

which all the glands were diseased and the cavity was

completely filled with secretion. The larger the amount

of blood in such a cavity, the more easily would it be-

come infected. Many a case of chronic suppuration was

originally one of mucocele complicated with partial or

complete hematocele. He would regard Dr. Theisen's

case as one of uninfected mucocele.

Dr. H. L. Swain thought that sinus conditions were

exactly similar in their pathological significance to aural

conditions and that the use of the terms serous, mucous,

and purulent would be sufficient for a clear terminology.

Dr. C. P. Grayson of Philadelphia questioned the ad-

visability in such cases as had been reported by Dr. Price-

Brown of introducing tubes to secure permanent drainage.

If Laurens' method was followed by the opening of

the frontal sinus and the removal of the anterior wall

with thorough curettage of the cavity and breaking down

of all the anterior and posterior ethmoidal cells, gauze

could be carried down into the nose and the external

wound closed. Packing could be removed in 36 or 48

hours. He himself had not observed any great tendency

to contraction of the drainage channel.

Dr. J. H. Bryan believed that there was a very great

tendency to closure of the channel between the frontal

sinus and the nose.

Dr. T. P. Berens of New York said that the whole prop-

osition could be expressed in the statement that the suc-

cess of any operation upon the frontal sinus depended upon

•complete drainage and this could be secured only by com-

plete removal of the anterior ethmoidal cells.

Dr. L. A. Coffin referred to a case of large retention

cyst causing exophthalmos. On opening the anterior eth-

moid cells by resection of the frontal process of the su-

perior maxillary bone, he found a cavity as large as an

English walnut the contents of which were sponged out

in one gelatinous mass. The orbital wall was necrotic and

the cavity connected with the orbit. As to drainage tubes,

they were unnecessary in the Killian operation. He had

been called on to do a secondary operation but once and

that was owing to the overlooking, in the primary inter-

vention, of a very narrow supraorbital recess.

HsTjerplasia Lateralis Linguae; Papillitis Atrophicans

Bilateralis Linguae.—Dr. Henry L. Wagner of San

Francisco reported these two cases. The first was that of

a man of forty years, an inveterate cigarette smoker with

some dental defects and a narrowed lateral diameter of

tlie lower jaw. There was a hyperplasia of the superficial

structures of the side of the tongue with similar patho-

logical conditions of both lower turbinals. The patient

particularly complained of a lancinating pain caused by

a very small ulcer in the center of the hyperplastic lingual

tissue. A thorough extirpation of the area complained

of relieved all symptoms. Microscopical examination of

the tissue removed showed a true hyperplasia of all the

layers of the mucosa.

The second case was that of a woman of 54 years with

-.mall whitish vesicles similar to herpes, on the left side

of the tongue, recurring at regular intervals and accom-

panied by general malaise. A few days subsequent to

each attack a subacute inflammation followed. Bilateral

atrophy gradually set in, but a prolonged iodide treatment

had prevented recurrence for nearly a year. The mi-

croscope showed a thinned but dense epithelial layer, a

deeper layer corresponding to the rete mucosum and a

loose fibrous structure of the corium with almost complete

obliteration of the secondary papillae. Few mucous glands

remained. No lump or nodule appeared in the tongue.

The condition suggested, but for the atrophy, the paren-

chymatous hemiglossitis described by Butlin.

Dr. J. P. Clark asked how Dr. Wagner would rule out

pemphigus of the tongue as a possible diagnosis in his

second case.

Dr. J. H. Bryan thought that one did not get atrophy

with pemphigus in this situation.

Dr. J. W. Farlow had seen several cases of pemphigus

of the mouth, but in that disease the eruption is bullous

and not vesicular as in Dr. Wagner's case. He had not

seen atrophy follow bullae and would not consider this

case as one of pemphigus.

Dr. Wagner admitted that the examination made at the

time of eruption did not coincide with all the desiderata

for a diagnosis of pemphigus and he had simply left this

question open, being glad to have light thrown on the

matter.

Sarcoma of the Tonsil.— Dr. J. Edwin Rhodes of

Chicago reported a case in a man of 35 years whose symp-

toms had begun some six months previously with pain at

the angle of the jaw. He had lost flesh, retained his ap-

petite, but had some difficulty in swallowing on account

of the size of the growth. Recently he had had attacks

of dyspnea, also slight bleeding from the mouth. No ex-

ternal glandular enlargement could be made out, but a

growth ran from the left tonsil two-thirds of the way

across the fauces. It was pinkish, lobulated, easily pene-

trated by a smooth flat probe and showed blood-vessels in-

distinctly over its surface. Removal was determined on

and the external carotid artery was first tied on the left

side, local anesthesia being used. This was a difficult

operation as in order to breathe the patient had to keep

his head flexed and chin lowered. Following this, co-

caine and adrenalin were injected freely into the base

of the tumor through the anterior pillar. The mass was

gradually enucleated but owing to the patient's retching

it had to be removed in fragments in several attempts.
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Recovery was without incident except that a small ligature

abscess occurred. The microscopist reported round-celled

sarcoma of the alveolar type. One month after operation

the patient had a small mass in a new site on the lateral

wall of the pharynx behind the posterior pillar. No sec-

ond operation was deemed immediately necessary and as

the patient was leaving for his home city, he was ad-

vised to use the ;r-ray treatment and if possible to take

the Coley toxins. He was reported as doing well, but

in view of the laboratory findings. Dr. Rhodes did not

feel optimistig as to the eventual cure.

Dr. D. Bryson Delavan of New York referred to the

starvation treatment of such growths as elaborated by

Dawbarn. It was quite possible that ligation of the caro-

tid would be an advisable procedure before the extirpation

of such tumors as the one described by Dr. Rhodes. Even
if it did not result in cure, we would still have the alter-

native of the more extensive operation.

Dr. Rhodes replied that he would not expect much from

such a procedure as ligation of the carotid as owing to

the quick reestablishment of the collateral circulation, the

inhibition of the growth would not result. The call for

immediate operation in his own case was on account of

the size of the tumor.

Dr. B. Alex. Randall of Philadelphia had noted in a

ligation such as that described by Dr. Rhodes, entire ab-

sence of pulsation in the temporal artery for sixteen days.

This would give some idea as to the time required for

the reestablishment of collateral circulation.

The Influence of Adrenalin in the Causation of Ar-
teriosclerosis.—Dr. Frederic E. Hopkins of Springfield,

Mass., gave a review of the literature of the last four

years. He found that the unreliability of animal experi-

mentation vitiated many of the conclusions drawn as to

the deleterious effects of the remedy on the vascular sys-

tem. Moreover it had been shown that large doses could

be given continuously to patients without causing arterio-

sclerosis. He therefore felt that there was ample ground

for reassurance in the reasonable use of the remedy.

Dr. C. F. Theisen of Albany said that recent experi-

ments had shown that atheroma of the vessels was usual

only when the adrenalin was injected intravenously.

Dr. Harris P. Mosher had made some experiments on
guinea pigs, but in no instance did adrenalin applied to

mucous membranes in the nose have any effect on the

aorta.

Dr. B. Alex. Randall of Philadelphia had used adren-

alin with benefit on cases of exophthalmic goiter and in

otitic vertigo. He had never seen any result on the ves-

sels. He preferred for the conditions named the dessi-

cated adrenals in doses of two or three grains, using the

adrenalin chloride only as an emergency preparation which

could be taken instantly at the first threat of trouble.

Recurrent and Abductor Paralysis.—In the sympo-
sium on this subject Dr. J. VV. Gleitsmann of New York
read a paper on the Etiology from Central Causes (see p.

12) ; Dr. D. Bryson Delavan of New York one on the

Etiology from Peripheral Causes (see p. 92) ; Dr. Clar-
ence C. Rice of New York a paper on the Symptomatology
(see p. 220), and Dr. \V. E. Casselberry of Chicago one

on the Diagnosis and Treatment (see p. 303).

Dr. E. Fletcher Ingals said he had found some diffi-

culty in making a diagnosis of aneurysm in this form of

paralysis in so far as the x-ray plate was concerned. He
had noted invariably on the plates a darkened area just at

the left side of the esophagus due presumably to the large

arteries. In two instances he had seen distinctly a small

tumor just at the left side. He had thought that these

swellings might be small aneurysms, but autopsy in one

case had failed to show any such condition. He would
like to inquire of those present if they had had any
such experience.

Dr. G. Hudson Makuen said the interesting point was
to determine the exact location of the lesion causing th;

paralysis. Three possible locations had been suggested in

the papers presented, (i) in connection with peripheral

organs, (2) in the medulla, and (3) in the cerebral cortex.

He was sceptical in regard to the last named for he did

not recall an authentic case of abductor or adductor paral-

ysis due to cortical disease. The fact that stimulation of

the cortical centers would cause to-and-fro movements of

the cords did not prove to his mind that a lesion in such a

center would cause true cord paralysis. It merely meant
that stimulation of those cortical segments might incite the

bulbar motor centers to action and thus cause the to-and-

fro movements. In over 2,000 cases of patients with gross

defects of speech he recalled only one paralysis of a bulbar

origin and it was a case of unilateral abductor paralysis.

Dr. B. Alex. Randall had had under observation a man
with total cord paralysis from a cortical tumor, the re-

moval of which had been successfully accomplished, but

as yet with only slight return of power in the cord. A
more perfect demonstration of a cortical lesion as the

cause of the paralysis could hardly be seen.

Dr. H. L. Swain had seen three cases with inspiratory

dyspnea due to paralysis of the abductor muscles, but in

all a local lesion had been found. In two it was a syphi-

litic immobilization of the cricoarytenoid joint and in one,

which eventually came to autopsy, it was due to a complete

necrosis of the cricoid cartilage.

Dr. J. O. Roe referred to a case of laryngeal paralysis

due to a fusiform enlargement of the aortic arch. He had
seen a number of cases of left side paralysis due to tu-

berculous deposit at the pulmonary apex.

Dr. C. P. Grayson referred to a case under his care

during the past winter, that of a man with dyspnea and
noisy stridor. Examination by every known method was
without result as to the discovery of a cause, but the

dyspnea became so great that a tracheotomy was called

for. Later it was learned that he had had two or three

attacks of peritonsillitis the year previous. Whether such

a lesion might be the cause of a peripheral neuritis or not,

he could not say. The lesion in the larynx was a double

abductor paralysis which might have resulted from a

toxic neuritis in connection with the quinsies.

Dr. C. F. Theisen said that the :r-ray was often of no
service so far as a conclusion as to the cause for compres-

sion of the recurrent laxyngeal was concerned. In one

instance sudden death had resulted from compression not

only of this nerve but also of the pneumogastric in a

mass of enlarged glands, although the diagnosis of aortic

aneurysm had been made.

Dr. Gleitsmann, in closing, wished to point out certain

interesting facts. It was highly desirable that we should

be more definite in our expressions and discussions when
referring to laryngeal paralysis, .^s to the existence of

cortical paralysis he would say that bilateral adductor

paralysis in hysteria, etc., was of the cortical type. He
agreed that the presence of a recurrent or abductor paral-

ysis did not in many cases assist us in the diagnosis of

the lesion which produced it. Patients might recover from
laryngeal paralysis though this was very uncommon. Of
recovery from bilateral recurrent paralysis, but one case

was known. Here the paralysis had been caused by large

pericardial exudates on both recurrent nerves and had dis-

appeared with the absorption of the fluid.

Dr. Delavan stated, in closing, that very few of us

realized the varieties of causes which might produce this

form of paralysis by pressure. Aneurysm was always

thought of, but other possible causes were overlooked.

The .r-ray had proven of very great value, and no obscure

case should be dismissed without recourse to it. Cricoid

ankylosis was often mistaken for paralysis.

Dr. Casselberry believed that the larynx had been neg-

lected of late years and that such discussions as the one

now taking place were of the utmost benefit. He was dis-

posed to place high value on the x-ray picture as an aid in

the diagnosis of aneurysm. When one saw a projection on

I
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tlie plate and a pulsation with the Huoroscope a diagnosis

was reasonably positive. As to diagnosis intra vitam of de-

generation inside of the medulla we could only make it by

observing similar cases which ultimately came to post

mortem and in which degenerated areas were found in

this particular place. He was opposed to intubation in

cases of abductor paralysis because he thought it was

dangerous to teach the patient to rely upon the tube. If

the tube was expelled the patient might die before it could

be reinserted. Cures reported of laryngeal paralysis might

be cures of only ankylosis.

(To be continued.)

THE AMERICAN GYNECOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

Thirty-third Annual Meeting, Held at Philadelphia, Pa.,

May 26, 27, 28, 1908.

The President, Dr. J. Montgomery Baldy or Philadel-

phia IN THE Chair.

After an Address of Welcome by Dr. Edward L. Duer of

Philadelphia, which was responded to by Dr. William M.

Polk of New York, the scientific work was begun.

Immediate Versus Deferred Operation for Intra-

abdominal Hemorrhage Due to Tubal Pregnancy.—Dr.

Florian Krug of New York said that whenever there were

opinions diametrically opposed to each other on mooted

points in surgery, the truth as well as the best interests of

the patient would not be found at either extreme, but

in the middle. It could not be conceded that in any case of

ectopic gestation operation should be deferred for as long

a period as it recntly had been recommended by some, nor

should the patient be subjected to a hasty operation in

every case even when the diagnosis had been established

beyond a reasonable doubt. The severity of shock was

not always proportionate to the amount of blood lost.

Comparatively few patients died from actual hemorrhage.

In most cases termed "tragic" or "cataclysmic," the hem-

orrhage had been seriously aggravated by trauma (curet-

tage), too vigorous bimanual palpation, etc. Some patients

would die before surgical aid could reach them, others

would die in spite of it, and some had died because of

it, surgical interference having taken place too hurriedly,

without proper preparations.

Dr. F. F. Simpson of Pittsburg said that the first hem-

orrhage was rarely severe. This was the time for diag-

nosis and for operation as early as elective conditions could

be brought about. The teaching that death was imminent

when rupture occurred, made the inexperienced treat the

affection lightly until the occurrence of a second or third

hemorrhage, which might indeed be alarming. If the pa-

tient was almost exsanguinated, very little additional de-

pression would wipe out her margin of reserve strength.

With simple, prompt, and proper treatment such ais any

practitioner should be able to give, hemorrhage from rup-

ture should rarely cause death. The decision for immediate

operation should rest upon a low mortality for such opera-

tions in the individual operator's hands rather than on an

essentially high mortality which the disease had been sup-

posed to have.

Dr. Hiram N. Vineberg of New York said that the

amount of intraperitoneal hemorrhage varied within wide

bounds. In the majority of cases it was not so great as to

be a direct menace to life. Operative treatment might be

as early as was feasible or deferred a few days to suit the

convenience of the operator and the exigencies of the sur-

roundings. In a very small percentage of cases the hemor-

rhage was so great as to be a direct menace to life from

anemia and from pressure upon the diaphragm and conse-

quent crowding of the heart and lungs. These had been

termed by the writer "cataclysmic" cases from the sudden

onset and from the rapid inundation of the abdominal cav-

ity with blood. Immediate operation in this class of cases

was imperative and, if aided by intravenous saline infu-

sion, expeditiously and skilfully administered, would save

an otherwise doomed life. The accompanying shock

formed no contraindication to surgical intervention for the

purpose of arresting any further bleeding and to relieve the

great intraabdominal pressure upon the heart and lungs.

In cases of postoperative hemorrhage one would not be

deterred from intervention because the patient was in

shock from having just undergone a serious operation, and

the same would apply to the shock attending a very copious

intraperitoneal hemorrhage from rupture or abortion of

tuba! pregnancy.

Dr. C. C. Fredfrick of Buffalo said that the necessity

for a decision to be made between immediate and deferred

operation for intraabdominal hemorrhage due to tubal preg-

nancy was quite rare, or had been in the writer's experi-

ence, owing to the fact that diagnosis of the existence of

ruptured tubal pregnancy by the family physician had been

made late, seldom within the first three or four days after

primary rupture, and often as many weeks thereafter. Out

of about 125 cases of ruptured tubal pregnancy the writer

had seen, in only six cases the hemorrhage immediately fol-

lowing rupture was large enough to endanger the life of

the individual. Three were in extremi.i when first seen and

were immediately operated upon, every possible means of

stimulation being used meanwhile to tide them over the

operation. Operation was rapidly done, but all

died from shock. In the fourth case he decided

to stimulate and wait. This woman also was in

extremis, almost pulseless, ten hours after rupture.

She did not rally and died three hours after

he first saw her. The fifth case was seen about two hours

after rupture; patient's pulse was countable at 120; both

heart sounds were quite clear, but the patient was much

shocked. He advised stimulation and normal salt solution

subcutaneously. The patient rallied for a time, but began

to fail in another hour and, the speaker being busy with

other work, another surgeon was called in and at once op-

erated, saving the woman's life. A sixth case, operated

upon about five hours after rupture, while suffering much

from shock, made a good recovery. It therefore appeared,

from his experience, that only about five per cent, of ec-

topic pregnancies were accompanied by a dangerous hem-

orrhage at time of rupture. In the remaining 95 per cent.,

as the result of shock and lowered vascular tension, to-

gether with the small size of the vessels torn, the bleeding

was normally controlled, at least temporarily, by coagula-

tion. Later, when vascular tension again arose and the

patient began to move about, the hemorrhage might and

generally did recur. When we were brought face to face

with a rupture it was necessary to decide whether this

specific case was one of the 95 per cent, which would be

self-limited or one of the five which would kill the woman.

The condition was much like acute appendicitis ; we never

knew at the beginning what was going to happen. It had

always seemed to the writer that bleeding, whenever en-

dangering a patient's life, should be controlled, if possible.

It was a surgical principle from which it was difficult to get

away. It therefore had always appealed to the writer to be

a good principle to open the abdomen in these cases as soon

as seen, using all possible known means of stimulation dur-

ing the operation, that is, if the patient's condition was one

of danger; otherwise, if the patient did not show profound

shock from hemorrhage, he should advise waiting till she

rallied.

Dr. E. E. Montgomery of Philadelphia said that the one

ever-dreaded termination was that of internal hemorrhage,

which might be slow and small in amount, or so profuse as

to threaten life and even cause the death of the patient.

Hemorrhage might occur in one of four ways: (i) It

might be the result of rupture of the tube, either into the

peritoneal cavity, when it was free and might be excessive,

or into the broad ligament and was necessarily limited in

quantity; (2) the development of the embryo within the
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tube might so thin its walls that the chorionic

villi would project through pinhole perforations and

cause dangerous and continuous hemorrhage ; (3)

a partial separation of the embryonic sac might

occur and hemorrhage fill the tube escaping from
its abdominal end and through the uterine end into

the uterus. In this form the clotting took place early in the

tube and the quantity of blood lost was slight; (4) the

fetus and its envelope might be forced through the ab-

dominal end of the tube into the peritoneal ca\"ity—a tubal

abortion. This accident was not infrequently associated

with very profuse bleeding. In the majority of cases

of ectopic gestation, the hemorrhage if untreated would

not prove fatal. Very rarely, in the cases formerly sup-

posed to have been cured by the systematic employment of

the galvanic or faradic current, was the fetus alive at the

time of the application, the fetus having already met death

through the rupture of the sac. The symptoms regarded

as diagnostic of ectopic gestation were those incident to

rupture, as diagnosis prior to rupture was not then re-

garded as possible. The electrical treatment, consequently,

was applied to the pelvic collection of blood resulting from

the rupture and the ctu"e consisted in the removal or ab-

sorption of the clots. It was doubtful whether the ab-

sorption under the treatment was any more expeditious

than it would have been had no treatment been employed.

With the shock and diminished arterial tension incident to

the rupture of a tubal gestation-sac, and the tendency to

the formation of a clot, the probability of the arrest of

hemorrhage was increased. In many cases this arrest oc-

curred before a hemorrhage of any severity had ensued,

and the patient so rapidly recovered from the indications of

an internal hemorrhage as to leave the diagnosis in doubt.

That fatal hemorrhage occurred from ectopic gestation had

been too well demonstrated to admit of denial. The records

of the coroners' physicians of all of our large cities and the

experience of many physicians had abundantly proven this.

In such cases prompt action would prove the sheet-anchor.

It was just as important that the bleeding tubal vessel

should be secured as if a vessel of equal size upon the

surface were the cause of the hemorrhage.

Dr. Egbert H. Gr.\xdin of New York gave a resume of

his personal experience. He believed that the abdominal

route was the only rational, logical, and safe one except in

the formation of hematocele, or for the purpose of diag-

nosis, when the vaginal route should obtain. He looked

upon ectopic pregnancy as the most malignant disease to

which woman was subjected, posibly excepting carcinoma,

and the malignancy increased in proportion as the surgeon

sat on the fence and waited. When the woman was in deep

shock, the active hemorrhage had ceased, and we should

therefore wait until she had rallied, and then go in, always

by the abdomen. When bleeding was going on he did not

believe one should stimulate the patient until the abdomen
had been opened and the source of the hemorrhage checked.

Stimulation, especially intravenous, simply heightened blood

pressure and made the woman bleed more. In hematocele

formation he believed the surgeon should operate by the

vagina and clean out. If the condition of the patient per-

mitted, he would open the abdomen and exsect the dam-
aged broad ligament.

Dr. .A.. Lapihor.x Smith of Montreal said that there

was only one treatment for tubal pregnancy, and that was
«arly removal. If rupture had taken place the case became
an emergency one. Even if the patient was unconscious

from shock (hemorrhage), he would not wait until she had

rallied, for this would mean a fresh hemorrhage, but he

advised cutting down and tying the bleeding vessel, replac-

ing the blood that was lost with normal salt solution.

Dr. B. F. Baer of Philadelphia said it was always imper-

ative to act at once, secure and close an open bleeding

vessel, and this held true in hemorrhage from a ruptured

tubal pregnancy. But there may be a doubt in a certain

case of very profound collapse whether the vessel was still

open and whether it might not be wise to spend a few

hours in restorative measures.

Dr. August Martin of Berlin said there was no neces-

sity for operating on these cases hastily if hemorrhage had
ceased, but if bleeding was still going on we should follow

the surgical rule to operate with a view to stopping the

hemorrhage. As to whether the operation should be done

at the residence of the patient or not depended on circum-

stancs, but preferably the surgery should be done at a

hospital. If the case was urgent, operation should be done

immediately and by the abdominal route, but in less severe

cases the vaginal route could be selected.

Dr. Seth C. Gordon of Portland, Me., quoted the dictum

of Lawson Tait that "no man living ever made a diagnosis

of extrauterine pregnancy before rupture." In 1887 a pupil

of the speaker telegraphed him to the effect that he had a

case of extrauterine pregnancy and desired Dr. Gordon to

be ready to come and see the patient at a moment's notice.

Two hours later rupture took place, but it was twelve

hours after rupture had taken place before the speaker saw

the patient. After opening the abdomen he removed four

quarts of bloody fluid and a fetus, which was aoout ten

cr twelve weeks old. The woman made a good recovery.

He mentioned three other cases he had operated on after

rupture had taken place, with recovery of all the women.

He recalled only two cases in which he was able to make a

diagnosis before the occurrence of rupture, and these were

operated on promptly and both women recovered.

Dr. E. W. Gushing of Boston said his attention had
been called to this subject some twenty years ago by a case

in a near relative. Those who were old enough would
recall many cases of so-called hematocele which got well,

and he doubted whether women had tubal pregnancy any
oftener to-day than they had in 1888. Notwithstanding

this, he believed in operating on these cases, and yet he had
seen several patients whose symptoms of tubal pregnancy

with or without rupture were so slight and so obscure that

it was not easy to obtain consent to operate. He men-
tioned two cases upon which he had operated within two
months, the operations having been followed by the recov-

ery of both patients.

Dr. Hunter Robb of Cleveland said that more conserva-

tism in the treatment of ectopic pregnancy was called for in

the majority of cases. When the diagnosis of ectopic preg-

nancy was certain, operative measures were indicated ; but

in most cases the danger was not sufficiently imminent to

warrant immediate interference imless the condition of the

patient was otherwise satisfactory. Many women not only

survived the effects of a tubal abortion or rupture, but also

recovered even without an operation. When a patient was
seen in a case of collapse as the result of a ruptured ectopic

sac, she should not be operated on until the condition of

shock had been tided over. These patients, when they died,

usually succumbed not from loss of blood, but mainly from
shock. Why, then, should we superadd to the original

shock the shock of a major operation, with all the ex-

hausting preliminary procedures? In support of the view

that these patients died from shock and not from loss of

blood, we had clinical observations of good authorities, and

also experiments on animals. Physiologists taught that a

woman weighing 130 pounds must probably lose four

pounds of blood before succumbing to the effects of the

hemorrhage per sc. So large an amount of blood was
rarely found in the abdominal cavity; the bloody fluid was
a mixture of blood and a serous exudate. The sudden re-

moval of a large quantity of recently accumulated fluid in

the abdomen before the other vessels had time to adapt

themselves to the altered mechanical conditions was dan-

gerous and might be followed by fatal syncope. Patients in

whose cases the bleeding would be sufficient to cause death

were rarely seen in time to be saved by an operation for

ligating the bleeding vessel. The best operators gave a

percentage of 40 or 50 as their death rate after immediate

operations during shock. The deferred operation had given
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better resiilts in the hands of equally good operators. So
long as there was a reasonable evidence that immediate

operation might be the wrong procedure, it was the duty

of the physician to hold liis hand and leave something to

nature.

Dr. J. Wesley Bovee of Washington, D. C, said that

there could be no doubt but that if some of the cases of

tubal pregnancy were allowed to go without operation the

patients would die from a subsequent hemorrhage. No
case was safe without operation. He preferred the ab-

dominal to the vaginal route.

Dr. Andrew F. Currier of Xew York agreed with those

who had said that these cases were surgical, and just

as a surgeon would endeavor to stop a hemorrhage that

occurred from a bleeding vessel in any portion of the body,

so was it equally important and proper to stop it in. cases

of tubal pregnancy.

Dr. Hugo Ehrexfest of St. Lxjuis said he had operated

on a woman a few weeks ago in whom infection had oc-

curred from a well formed hematocele from an attempt to

perform a criminal abortion on herself. She was three

months advanced in pregnancy. A diagnosis of infected

hematocele was made from the presence of a mass and

septic fever. Operation confirmed the diagnosis.

Dr. F. Pfannenstiel of Germany said there were a

few rare cases in which hemorrhage was so great that they

must be operated on promptly in order to save the lives of

the patients. He thought we should operate as early as

possible without precipitation.

Dr. Brooks H. Wells of New York said that while in

cases of ectopic pregnancy 95 per cent, might get well with-

out operation, and that 5 per cent, surely died without being

operated on, the best results could be obtained by operation

done just as soon as the diagnosis could be made. Those

women who made the quickest and smoothest convales-

cence, and who had the fewest symptoms of trouble after-

wards, were the ones who were operated on quickly.

Furthermore, the mortality rate in those operated on

promptly was much smaller than in those who had been

in "cold storage" for days or sometimes weeks.

Dr. Joseph Taber Johnson of Washington, D. C, said

it was a backward step to wait and see whether these pa-

tients were going to bleed again or not. The proper thing

to do in these cases was to operate, and the sooner the rup-

tured tube was removed the better.

Dr. William Gardner of Montreal believed that the

majority of cases should be operated on, but the question

arose should not the gynecologist wait or operate immedi-

ately. He thought Professor Pfannenstiel sounded the key-

note when he said we might operate, but without precipita-

tion. He would wait in certain cases, but watch them
carefully, before deciding to operate.

The Heart in Shock.—Dr. Eugene Boise of Grand
Rapids, Mich., said it was generally conceded that the ele-

ment of danger in shock was the very low blood pressure.

It was also generally believed that the cause of this low

blood pressure was vasomotor paralysis. Dr. George W.
Crile adopted this theorj' as the result of a large number
of experiments. The author thought that the conclusion of

Dr. Crile was erroneous. Dr. Howell spoke of a cardiac

shock in which the low blood pressure was due to cardio-

inhibitory exhaustion. Dr. Yandell Henderson thought

that shock was due to a deficiency of carbon dio.xide in the

blood, and that when death occurred suddenly in shock the

heart was tetanically contracted. A series of experiments

had apparently demonstrated that in shock the heart was in

a state of tonic contraction, the degree of which varied

with the degree of shock, and that treatment directed to

the relief of this condition was the correct treatment for

shock.

Pernicious Anemia in Pregnancy.—Dr. Palmer Find-
ley of Omaha, Neb., in a paper on this subject reviewed

the literature and then presented a clinical report of a

case with the post-mortem findings in both the mother and

cliild. As a result of his observations, he presented the

following summary: "(i) Pregnancy and the puerperium
exercise a favorable influence on the development of per-

nicious anemia. (2) Women are more liable to pernicious

anemia during pregnancy and the puerperium than at any
other time. (3) There was no satisfactory explanation for

the effect of pregnancy upon the development of pernicious

anemia. Frequent child-bearing, prolonged lactation, over-

work and malnutrition were predisposing factors. (4)
There was a remarkable uniformity in the clinical phe-
nomena and post-mortem findings. (5) The onset of
anemia was usually in the latter half of pregnancy. (6)
The diagnosis was not possible at the onset, but was later

determined by exclusion of other possible forms of anemia
by blood examination, fatal termination, and finally by
post-mortem examination. (7) The child usually died hi

utero or shortly after birth and had never been observed
to show pernicious anemia. Spontaneous interruption of

pregnancy was the rule. (8) In all well established cases

the disease had proven fatal."

Suggestions in Teaching Gynecology.—Dr. John A.
Sampson of Albany, N. Y., demonstrated special mechan-
ical charts as an aid in this work, and said that three

phases in the study of any of the clinical branches of med-
icine naturally suggested themselves: First, the study of

each disease as a science, namely, its cause, the changes in

anatomy in its different stages, and, particularly important,

the explanation of its symptomatology. Second, the classi-

fication of symptoms and the study of the various causes

of each symptom and how these causes may be differen-

tiated. Third, the art or technique of the clinical branch
of medicine, namely, taking of the history, physical exam-
ination, diagnosis, and treatment, and importance of clin-

ical experience on the part of the student in the dispen-

saries, wards, and hospitals, or in private practice. The
conditions caused by each disease, which are illustrated

problems, the student should attempt to solve from his

knowledge of normal anatomy, normal physiology, etc.,

instead of memorizing data obtained from lectures or text-

books. In the solution of these problems questions were
asked, and the answers of the student corrected when nec-

essary and supplemented by information which he could

not be expected to reason out. Various means may be

employed, such as drawings, models, actual specimens re-

moved at operation or at post-mortem, using whichever

means were best adapted to the special subject under con-

sideration. Mechanical charts were of great value in this

work.

Hospital Gynecology.—Dr. Robert L. Dickinson of

Brooklyn, N. Y., spoke of gynecology as a separate depart-

ment and described the character of hospital as affecting

this. He pointed out the need of a working adjustment

between surgery and gynecology, and spoke of the relations

which should exist between the assistants and the house

staff. He thought there should be uniformity in technique

where the operators were numerous, and believed there

should also be standard schedules of preparation, of outfit,

of after-care, etc. Ho then discussed the methods of exhib-

iting or guarding the histories of cases in wards, and
pointed out the interrelation of hospital and dispensary.

Operations for Relief of Pelvic Diseases of Insrine

Women.—Dr.LEROv Broun of New York said that in 1902

he was placed in charge of the gynecological operations of

the Manhattan State Hospital, an asylum having under its

care some 2,500 women and receiving yearly about 1,000

new patients. All patients on admission were given a

systematic physical examination, including the condition

of the abdominal and pelvic organs, each feature of the

e.xamination being carefully carried out by one trained in

the special line. When pelvic or abdominal pathological

conditions were present such patients were referred to him

for the purpose of determining whether symptoms arose

from such, and if so whether an operation would be of

benefit. The advisability of an operation having been de-
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cided on, the guardians of such patients were communi-

cated wd'th, the condition and physical benefits were ex-

plained, and their approval of the operation considered

advisable was asked. When refused, as not in-

frequently happened, nothing was done. Since his

connection with the hospital there had been done

by himself and under his supervision 411 abdom-

inal and pelvic operations. In 1905 he presented

for consideration a paper based on the surgical work per-

formed on these unfortunates during the two years pre-

vious. The conclusions drawn were : That in no instance

was the mental disturbance of the patients accentuated by

the operations performed; that the physical benefit shown

by those operated on was noticeable in a marked degree in

almost so per cent, of the cases, and appreciable in about

40 per cent. As a result of this bodily improvement they

became happier and more contented units of the colony

in which they lived. The mental recovery of 20 of

those included in this preliminary report was unquestion-

ably hastened by the operations performed upon them.

While in most instances there had been some mental im-

provement before the operation, yet in all of the 20 the

psychic improvement was striking after the surgical recov-

ery and in some instances the improvement seemed to

date frorti the operation. Three years had passed since the

preliminary report of this work. The number of patients

included in the present report was 411. This included the

total number operated on for the last five years. Of this

number 72 patients had been discharged as recovered. The

mental recovery of 32 of this number, or about 44 per cent.,

showed a much more rapid improvement after the opera-

tion than before. No patient was included in this number

whose mental progress was not marked after the operation

in comparison with her progress before the operation. Of

the thirty-two patients whose mental recoveries were has-

tened by the operations twenty-five, or 78 per cent, were

in cases in which the insanity showed the dominating

symptom of depression. In the old classification existing in

the hospital prior to 1904, these were grouped under melan-

cholia, acute and chronic; involution melancholia, and de-

pressive hallucinosis. In the new classification now adopted

the majority of such conditions are placed under one head,

manic-depressive insanity, and others to the involution

period of life. Five of the remainder, or 15 per cent.,

were patients in an excited or exalted mental state. The

remaining two patients were with a diagnosis of dementia

prsecox and paranoic symptoms. Fifty-eight per cent, of

the number of patients who received hospital treatment and

operations within six months after the commencement of

their insanity were improved or recovered; thirty-three

per cent, of those receiving treatment and operations within

a year improved or recovered ; these did not include the

cases in the first class; twenty-six per cent, of those re-

ceiving treatment and operations after the expiration of a

year were improved or recovered. The number of recoveries

taking place among those with whom treatment was com-

menced within six months after the commencement of the

mental disturbances was five times as great as among those

in whom treatment was commenced at a later date. Forty-

four per cent, of the 72 were discharged as recovered or

had their improvement hastened by the operations per-

formed. Why It was that some recovered and others with

a like mental disturbance, even under the most advanced

treatment, failed to respond, could only be answered by

citing a parallel with physical diseases. The ability to im-

prove varied with each individual, whether mental or

physical.

Intrapelvic (Subpubic) Versus Abdominal Method of

Dealing wath Mechanical Obstruction to Delivery.

—

Dr. Richard C. Norris of Philadelphia said that the mod-

ern results of elective section justified the extension of the

limit of the absolute indication. He pointed out what this

limit should be and spoke of the degrees of relative dis-

proportion which existed and which furnished debatable

ground. Reference was made to the factors to be studied

before or during labor that promised spontaneous delivery

or safe operative assistance. The actual test of labor

should not be abandoned. He spoke of the methods and

value of fetometry, of pelvimetry, and of studies to

determine the character of the membranes, of the cervix,

and uterine energy. The status and methods of induction

of premature labor or minor degrees of relative dispropor-

tion were described and personal statistics given. He spoke

of the value and limitations of forceps and version. He
referred to the circumstances which justified section of the

pubic bone. Pubiotomy was preferable to symphyseotomy.

The accidents of pubiotomy were best avoided by the most

approved technique and by skilled operative delivery, which

included complete preliminary dilatation of the birth canal.

(To ?ic continued.)

^tate i^SftiUal SlirrnBing loariH.

STATE BOARD EXAMI\.\TION QUESTIONS.

State Medical Examining Boakd of \\'ashington.

Spokane, January 7, 8 and 9, 1908.

NERVOUS DISEASES AND DISEASES OF EYE AND EAR.

1. Name three diseases in which tremor is a prominent
symptom.

2. Describe migraine.

3. Name the symptoms that may exist in the preataxic

stage of locomotor ataxia.

4. Give the difference in the late condition of the

muscles in cerebral palsy of infancy and infantile palsy.

5. Name three diseases in which the condition of the

eyes may assist in diagnosing, and detail each.

6. (a) Name the symptoms of mastoid disease. (6)
Name the most serious complication of mastoid disease.

7. In what disease may acute otitis media occur as a

complication?
8. What are the symptoms of iritis? What are its

most frequent causes?
9. What is strabismus? What muscles are involved?

In a child what is the appropriate treatment?
10. What are the dangers to the eye in a corneal ulcera-

tion?

PREVENTIVE MEDICINE AND MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE.

1. Give the legal definition of insanity.

2. Define malpractice, civil and criminal.

3. What is rigor mortis? What is the significance of

its instantaneous onset?

4. Under what circumstances would you report a case

to the coroner for investigation?

5. Differentiate wounds made before and after death.

6. Describe the prophylaxis against amebic dysentery.

7. What prophylaxis should be adopted during an epi-

demic of diphtheria?

8. What diseases may be conveyed by the eating of
pork?

9. Describe an efficient quarantine against smallpox.
10. Give the period of incubation and the duration of

the infection after the subsidence of the acute symptoms
in scarlet fever, measles, diphtheria, and smallpox.

ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY.

1. Locate the principal groups of lymphatic glands.

2. Name five muscles of the shoulder and arm. Give
the origin, insertion, and action of any two of the five.

3. Describe Poupart's ligament, naming its anatomical
formation, relations, and uses as a surgical guide.

4. Name the branches of the abdominal aorta.

5. Name the ganglia connected with the fifth pair of

cranial nerves.

6. Briefly describe the bones of the foot, giving their

divisions and articulations.

7. Name the structures that maintain the bladder in

position in the male and female.

8. Describe the triangle of the elbow and name the
structures that pass through it.

9. What are the functions of the brain membranes?
10. What office does the Eustachian tube perform?
11. Describe the white blood corpuscles, giving their

source, composition, and properties.

12. What changes take place in the composition of blood
as it passes through the kidneys?

13. What is the function of the anterior spinal nerve
roots and how is it proven?
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14. Define and describe (a) respiratory rhythm, (fe) re

spiratory sounds.

15. Describe the factors which cause the heart sounds.

OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOCY.

1. Describe the normal expelling forces in labor.

2. Give the management of a shoulder presentation.

3. What circumstances necessitate the introduction of

the hand or fingers into the uterus during or after de-

livery?

4. Give your method of preserving the perineum during

the second stage of labor.

5- Name the indications for terminating a pregnancy

at the end of the seventh month.
6. Give the causes and symptoms of cystocele.

7. Give the treatment of vaginismus.

8. Give the symptoms and treatment of pyosalpinx.

9. Give the complications which may occur with ovarian

cysts.

10. Give the treatment of gonorrheal endometritis.

CHEMISTRY AND TOXICOLOGY.

1. Give the formula, properties, and preparation of each

of two of the following: potassium iodide; hydrochloric

acid ;
potassium chlorate.

2. Give three tests for recognizing the presence of

sugar in urine.

3. What inorganic salts enter into the formation of

human bone?
4. What is formaldehyde? How is it prepared?

5. How would you test for hydrochloric acid in the

gastric juice? Give the test for lactic acid.

6. Name the symptoms of iodoform poisoning. What
disease may it resemble?

7. How would you detect the presence of one of the

following in food products: boric acid; formalin; salicylic

acid?
8. Name three drugs to which the following are anti-

dotes ; tannic acid ; lime ; albumin.

9. Give the treatment of poisoning by illurninating gas.

ID. Give the symptoms and treatment of cocaine poison-

ing.

SURGERY.

1. Describe senile gangrene. When would you ampu-
tate?

2. Give the symptoms and treatment of vesical calculus.

How would you differentiate it from renal calculus?

3. Describe all the dislocations of the ankle joint that

may occur.

4. Give in detail two methods of skin-grafting.

5. How would you treat a compound fracture of the

lower third of tibia and fibula?

6. Differentiate hydrocele from irreducible scrotal

hernia.

7. Give the characteristic symptoms of the three stages

of syphilis. When would you begin treatment?

8. Give the symptoms and treatment of shock following

injuries. When would you and when would you not

operate?

9. Describe an operation for (o) tracheotomy; (fr) for

intubation. When is the former to be preferred?

10. Give your method of repairing an incised transverse

wound of the palmar surface of wrist extending to the

bones.
MATERIA MEDICA AND THERAPEUTICS.

1. Under what conditions would you prescribe (a)

ergot; (b) bromide of potassium; (c) hyoscyamus?
2. Name five sedatives and give the indications for the

use of each.

3. Name four methods of introducing medicine into

the system and give the relative dose by each method.

4. Give the classification, properties, dose, physiological

action and therapeutic uses of belladonna and strychnine.

5. Give the derivation of and the therapeutic use of

(a) ichthyol; (&) iodine.

6. Name five agents that are germicidal in their action.

7. W'hat are the indications for cold as a therapeutic

agent? How does it produce its effect?

8. When would you use the following drugs (a) ar-

senious acid; (b) tincture aconite; (c) salicylate of soda;

(<f) acetanilid?

9. Name five vegetable and three mineral astringents

describing the method of administration and the dosage

of each.

10. Write a prescription for a child suffering from per-

tussis.

HISTOLOGY, PATHOLOGY, AND BACTERIOLOGY.

I. Describe in general the morphology of bacteria

;

grouping ; mode of multiplication ; spore formation.

- 2. Name five important culture media and one impor-
tant bacterium that thrives best upon each.

3. With what three organisms may the bacilli of tuber-
culosis be confounded? State tlie order of procedure and
differentiate between them.

4. What is bone marrow? How many kinds are there?
W'hat histological elements enter into its composition?

5. How many kinds of tissue arc there? Name them.
0. Is epithelium necessarily derived from preexisting

epithelium?

7. How many kinds of thrombus are there? Name
causes of, character of, and the later changes that occur
in them.

8. Pathologically, what distinguishes tubercular from
other forms of pneumonic consolidation?

9. State the morbid processes tiiat may result from
arrested nutrition, impaired nutrition, and increased nutri-
tion.

10. Give the bacteriology and pathology of bubonic
plague.

PRACTICE OF MEDICINE AND DISEASES OF CHILDREN.

1. Enumerate the points of diagnostic value in inter-
stitial nephritis. Name the associated conditions.

2. In what condition may we have hemoptysis? Ex-
plain the importance of the symptoms as to prognosis and
diagnosis.

3. Differentiate endocarditis and pericarditis.

4. Give the etiology and symptoms of acute articular
rheumatism. With what disease may it be confounded?
On what points would a differential diagnosis depend?

5. Differentiate between chronic gastric ulcer and can-
cer' of the stomach.

6. Give the physical signs of two stages of tuberculosis
of the lungs.

7. Define (a) Hodgkin's disease; (b) Addison's dis-
ease.

8. Describe gastric vomiting; cerebral vomiting;
Cheyne-Stokes respiration ; colliquative diarrhea ; a dicro-
tic pulse; a trip-hammer pulse; Hippocratic countenance.

9. Wherein do you expect the symptoms in typhoid
fever to differ in children (under ten years) as compared
with adults?

10. Make a diagnosis of one form of congenital valvu-
lar heart lesion and give the prognosis.

11. Give the respiratory rate at birth; at one year; at

two years ; at six years, and at twelve years.

12. What is marasmus? Name its cause and treat-

ment.

13. Name three of each group of the stigmata of de-
generation (a) anatomical; (b) physiological; (c) psychi-
cal.

14. Name the causes of enuresis.

15. Describe the differences in the eruption of chicken-
pox and smallpox.

ANSWERS TO STATE BOARD EXAMINATION
QUESTIONS.

State Medical Examining Board of Washington.

Spokane, January 7, 8 and 9, 1908.

NERVOUS DISEASES AND DISEASES OF EYE AND EAR.

I. Three diseases in which tremor is a prominent
symptom: Paralysis agitans, plumbism, and alcoholism.

3. The symptoms that may exist in the preataxic stage

of locomotor ataxia are : Numbness in the feet, uncer-
tainty in walking, weakness of se.xual function, impair-

ment of bladder control, lightning pains, loss or diminu-
tion of knee jerk, inability to stand with the feet to-

gether and the eyes closed.

4. In the cerebral patsy of infancy will be found: Con-
tractures, rigidity, increase of the deep reflexes, and some-
times athetosis ; in recent cases there is no atrophy.

In infantile palsy the contractures, rigidity, increased
deep reflexes are absent ; and there may be atrophy.

5. Three diseases in which the condition of the eyes

may assist in diagnosing: Chronic interstitial nephritis,

locomotor ataxia, and cerebellar tumors.

7. Acute otitis media may occur as a complication in

scarlet fever.

PREVENTIVE MEDICINE AND MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE.

1. Insanity is defined, in Allbutt's System of Medicine,

as "such a disorder or disease of the nervous system as

prevents the individual from reacting normally as a mem-
ber of the society to which by birth and education he

belongs."
2. Malpractice is a failure on the part of a medical

practitioner to use such skill, care and judgment in the
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treatment of a patient as the law requires ; and thereby

the patient suffers damage. If due to neghgence only, it

is civil malpractice. But if done deliberately, or wrong-
fully, or if gross carelessness or neglect have been shown,

or if some illegal operation (such as criminal abortion)

be performed, it is criminal malpractice.

3. Rigor mortis is the condition of rigidity or contrac-

tion into which the muscles of the body pass after death.

It begins at a period varying from about fifteen minutes
to about six hours.
"Rigor mortis does not follow immediately upon death

in any case ; a shorter or longer period of complete mus-
cular relaxation intervenes."— (Schultze, in Reference
Haiidhook of the Medical Sciences.')

5. A wound inflicted during life is generally charac-

terized by hemorrhage, coagulation of the blood, eversion

of the edges, and retraction of its sides. It may also

be inferred that the wound was inflicted during life if any
of the following are noticed: The presence of inflamma-
tion, swelling, pus, or gangrene on the edges of the

wound, or if there is any sign of beginning cicatrization.

6. Prophylaxis against amebic dysentery would in-

clude : Boiling all water before use. No ice should be put
in water or drink or food ; thorough cooking of all food

;

the avoidance of raw vegetables and fruit ; thorough dis-

infection of the bowel discharges of those suffering from
the disease.

8. Diseases which may be conveyed by the eating of

pork: Tape worm, trichiniasis, tuberculosis, diarrhea,

ptomaine poisoning, gastritis, enteritis.

ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY.

8. The triangle of the elboiv is situated at the upper
part of the anterior surface of the forearm. It is bound-
ed: Above by a line connecting the two condyles of the

humerus ; externally, by the Supinator longus ; internally.

by the Pronator radii teres; its floor is formed bj' the

Brachialis amicus and Supinator brevis. The structures

that pass through it are : The brachial artery and veins,

the radial and ulnar arteries, the median and musculo-
spiral nerves, and the tendon of the Biceps.

9. The function of the dura is protection : It forms
the internal periosteum of the skull, it forms three parti-

tions for the support of the parts of the brain, it forms
sinuses or venous channels for the return of the blood
from the brain, and it forms sheaths for the nerves as

they leave the skull. The function of the arachnoid is

lymph supply; of the pia, blood supply and nutrition.

10. The function of the Eustachian tube, is to keep the

atmospheric pressure within the tympanic cavity the same
as that on the outside.

11. The white blood celts are spheroidal masses, vary-
ing in size, having no cell wall, and containing one or more
nuclei; there are about 7,000 to 10,000 of them in each
cubic millimeter of blood. They differ much in appear-
ance, and are divided into (i) small mononuclear leu-

cocytes, or lymphocytes, (2) large mononuclear (3) tran-

sitional, (4) polynuclear, or polymorphonuclear, or neu-
trophile, and (5) eoslnophile. They are all more or less

granular, particularly the last two varieties named. They
are probably formed in the spleen, lymphatic glands, and
lymphoid tissues. Their fate is uncertain; it has beeii

asserted that they are converted into red blood cells ; they
play a part in the formation of fibrin ferment ; they are
sometimes converted info pus cells. Their functions are
(i) to serve as a protection to the body from the in-

cursions of pathogenic microorganisms; (2) they take
some part in the process of the coagulation of the blood

;

(3) they aid in the absorption of fats and peptones from
the intestine, and (4) they help to maintain the proper
proteid content of the blood plasma.

12. As the blood passes through the kidney it loses

water, salts, urea, carbon dioxide and extractives.

13. The anterior roots of the spinal nerves are effer-

ent and motor and secretory and cause contraction of the
muscles to which the nerves are distributed, or secretion in

the glands to which the nerves are distributed.

The proofs of this are as follows: i. Division of the
anterior roots is followed by (l) loss of muscle move-
ment; (2) dilatation and loss of tonus of the blood-
vessels; (3) cessation of secretions from the glands; (4^
impairment of the visceral muscles. 2. Stimulation of
the anterior roots is followed by: (l) Tetanic contrac-
tion of the muscles ; (2) changes in the caliber of the
blood-vessels; (3) production of secretions from the
glands; (4) variations in the tonus of certain visceral

muscles.

15. The causes producing the iirst sound of the heart
are not definitely ascertained ; the following are supposed
to be causatory factors: (i) The vibration and closure
of the auriculo-ventricular valves, (2) the muscular sound
produced by the contraction of the ventricles, and (3)
the cardiac impulse against the chest wall.

The second sound is caused by the vibration due to the
closure of the semilunar valves.

OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY.

I. The normal expelling forces in labor, are: (i) The
contractions of the uterus (which are the main factors,

and are involuntary)
; (2) the contractions of the dia-

phragm and abdominal muscles.
6. Cvstocele: Causes: Lacerated perineum, prolapsed

uterus, relaxation of the structures forming the pelvic

floor, and subinvolution of the vagina after labor.

Symptoms: A dragging sensation in the lower pelvic

cavity; a feeling of distention at the vulva; loss of power
in urination ; tumor of anterior vaginal wall, more ap-
parent on straining.

7. The treatment of vaginismus consists in removing
the cause when possible, tonics and general constitutional

treatment, dilatation of the vaginal orifice ; local applica-

tion of a 5 per cent, solution of cocaine will relieve the
hyperesthesia and allow of coitus. The condition is some-
times incurable.

9. The complications which may occur with ovarian
cysts are : Inflammation, hemorrhage, suppuration, twist-
ing of the pedicle, rupture, the formation of adhesions.

CHEMISTRY AND TOXICOLOGY.

1. Potassium Iodide. Formula KI.
Properties: Solid, white, odorless, tastes salty and sharp,

fusible, volatile, very soluble in water.
Preparation: 6KH0 -f 3I2 = KIO3 + 3H.O + 5KI.
Potassium Chlorate. Formula: KClOa.
Properties: Solid, colorless, transparent, odorless, tastes

cool and salty, moderately soluble in water, decomposes
on being heated.
Preparation: 6KHO + 3CU = 5KCI + 3H2O + KCIO3.
2. Three tests for recognising the presence of sugar

in urine: The urine should first be tested for albumin.
If this be present, it should be removed by heating the
urine to near the boiling point, and filtering from the
coagulum.

(l.) Fchling's test: Place in a test-tube a few c.c. of the
liquid prepared as stated below, and boil ; no reddish tinge
should be observable even after five minutes' repose. Add
the liquid under examination gradually, and boil after
each addition. In the presence of sugar a yellow or red
precipitate is formed. In the presence of traces of glu-
cose, only a small amount of precipitate is produced, which
adheres to the glass, and is best seen when the blue liquid

is poured out.

[The reagent must be kept in two solutions, which are
to be mi.xed immediately before use. Solution I consists
of 34.653 gms. of crystallized CuSO,, dissolved in water to

500 c.c; and Solution II of 130 gms. of Rochelle salt dis-

solved to 500 c.c. in NaHO solution of sp. gr. 1.12. When
required for use equal volumes of the two solutions are
mixed, and the mixture diluted with four volumes of
water.]

(2.) Fermentation test: Three Smith's fermentation
tubes are used, each containing a little compressed yeast,
one filled with the liquid to be tested, the second with pure
water, and the third with a dilute solution of glucose, and
the three are put in a warm place over night. If gas col-

lects in the first and third tubes, but not in the second,
the liquid contains sugar ; if gas collects in the third only
it does not ; under any other circumstances the yeast is at

fault.

(3. ) Boettger's test: Render the urine strongly alkaline
by addition of Na2COs. Divide about 6 c.c. of the alkaline
liquid in two test-tubes. To one test-tube add a very
iTiinute quantity of powdered subnitrate of bismuth, to the
other as much powdered litharge. Boil the contents of
both tubes. The presence of glucose is indicated by a
dark or black color of the bismuth powder, the litharge
retaining its natural color. (From Witthaus' Essentials

of Chemistry.)

3. The inorganic salts in human bone are : Phosphate,
carbonate and fluoride of calcium; chloride of sodium;
phosphate of magnesium.

4. Formaldehyde is methyl aldehyde H.CHO.
It is prepared by the drv distillation of calcium formate

:

Ca (H. COO); = CaCOs -f- H.CHO.
5. Test for free hydrochloric acid in the gastric juice:

The best is probably the Dimethylamido-azobenzol test;

the reagent is used in 0.5 per cent, alcoholic solution, of
which one or two drops are added to a like amount of
the filtered gastric juice. If free HCl is present, the
yellow solution turns red.

"The presence of lactic acid is detected by Uffelmann's
reagent, which consists of a solution of Fe.Clo and phenol,
diluted to an amethyst-blue color, which is changed to
yellow by lactic acid. In order to avoid error by the
action of other substances which have a like action upon
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the reagent, 10 c.c. of the fihered gastric contents are

agitated with ether, and the ethereal extract separated
and agitated with the reagent ; or it may be evaporated,

the residue dissolved in water, and the sokttion added
to the reagent."— (.Witthaus" Manual of Chemistry.)

6. The symplonis of iodoform poisoning, are: (i) .\n

erythematous rash, or eczematous eruption; (2) high
temperature, small and rapid pulse, faintness, headache,
mental depression, delirium, thirst, nausea, gastrointes-

tinal disturbances; or (3) mental confusion, dizziness,

cardiac depression, prostration, and coma.
7. To detect the presence of boric acid in food products-'

"The substance is rendered alkaline with milk of lime,

evaporated to dryness, and incinerated. The ash is dis-

solved in the smallest possible quantity of concentrated
hydrochloric acid, separated from carbonaceous matter
by filtration, and the filtrate is evaporated to dryness on
the water-bath. An appreciable loss of boric acid is not
to be apprehended. The mass is then moistened with
hydrochloric acid, slightly diluted, saturated with tincture

of turmeric, and evaporated to dryness in the water-bath.
In presence of the slightest trace of boric acid the dry
residue appears of a scarlet or cherry color."— (Lehmann's
Practical Hygiene.)

8. Tannic acid is an antidote to the alkaloids in gen-
eral ; lime to oxalic acid ; albumin to corrosive sublimate.

9. The treatment of poisoning by illuminating gas con-
sists in supplying fresh air or oxygen and in maintaining
respiration. Cold affusions to the head while the body is

kept warm, inhalation of ammonia, and transfusion of
blood have also been recommended.

10. In cocaine poisoning there will be found pain and
fullness in the head, pulse first quick, later feeble and
slow, extremities cold. The symptoms are not constant.
Treatment consists in the administration of ammonia or

coffee; morphine, strychnine, chloroform, and ether have
all been suggested. The safest plan is to treat wliatever
symptoms are present.

The antidote is said to be amyl nitrite.

2. The symptoms of vesical calculus are: Increased
frequency of micturition

; pain at end of urination, chiefly

felt at the end of the penis or in the neck of the bladder;
the urine may contain pus, mucus or blood ; a "click" can
be obtained by using a searcher or sound ; examination
by the cj'Stoscope may reveal the presence of the stone.

The treatment consists in removing the calculus, by
litholapaxy, or lithotrity, or lithotomy (suprapubic or peri-

neal).

In renal calculus the pain may be in the loin, groin, or
testicle ; there may be no urinary changes : a "searcher"
will not find a stone ; cystoscopicrexamination is useless

;

but the x-rays may diagnose the calculus.

6. Hydrocele: Is pyriform in shape; the swelling is

first noted at the lowest part of the scrotum ; it is tense,
smooth, and fluctuates; it is dull on percussion; it is

translucent; the testicle is behind the tumor; there is no
impulse on coughing.
Irreducible scrotal hernia: Is sausage-shaped; the swell-

ing begins above; it is not translucent; the testicle is

below the tumor; there is an impulse on coughing, as a
rule.

7. The first stage of syphilis, is characterized by the
hard chancre. The second stage, by.- Sore throat, mucous
patches; the skin lesions or syphilides, whicli are char-
acterized : By not itching ; by being of a coppery or raw
ham color ; by being painless ; by polymorphism, macules,
papules, pustules, etc., being present at the same time;
by being generally symmetrical. In this stage may also
appear: Iritis, periostitis, and alopecia.
The third stage is marked by : Anemia, gumma forma-

tion, periosteal nodes, headaches, endarteritis and various
other diseases.

Treatment should be commenced as soon as the diag-
nosis is absolute; generally this is on the appearance of
the secondary symptoms.

HISTOLOGY, P.^THOLOCY, AND BACTERIOLOGY.

FIVE CULTURE MEDIA.

1. Gelatin.

2. Agar.
3. Potato.

4. Blood-serum.
5. Hydrocele fluid

agar).
(and

ONE B. THRIVIXG WELL ON IT.

Anthrax bacillus.

E. of typhoid.
Glanders B.

Tubercle B.

Micrococcus of gonorrhea.

3. The bacteria liable to be mistaken for the tubercle
bacillus are : the bacillus of leprosy, the bacillus of the

smegma, and Lustgarten's bacillus. "The differential diag-

nosis between these four organisms depends upon the

following reactions: When stained by the carbol-fuchsin

method, commonly employed in staining the tubercle bacil-

lus, the Lustgarten's bacillus becomes almost instantly

decolorized by treatment with mineral acids, particularly

sulphuric acid ; whereas the smegma bacillus resists such

treatment for a much longer time, and the lepra and
tubercle bacillus for a still longer time. On the other

hand, if decolorization is practised with alcohol instead of

acids, the smegma bacillus is the first to lose color. The
bacillus tuberculosis and the bacillus of leprosy are both
very retentive of their color, even after treatment with
acids and alcohol. If, then, we treat the preparation,

stained with carbol-fuchsin, with sulphuric acid, Lustgar-
ten's bacillus becomes almost at once decolorized. If it is

not immediately decolorized, heat with alcohol ; if it is

then decoloried, it is the smegma bacillus. If it is still

not decolorized, it is either the leprosy or the tubercle

bacillus." (From Park's Pathogenic Bacteria.)

9. From arrested nutrition, may result: Necrosis and
gangrene.
From impaired nutrition, may result: Atrophy, pulmon-

ary emphysema, infiltrations, degenerations, and pigmenta-
tion.

From increased nutrition, may result: Hypertrophy and
regeneration.

PRACTICE OF MEDICINE AND DISEASES OF CHILDREN.

3. In endocarditis: The sounds are in some relation

to systole and diastole ; are not superficial ; may be con-

ducted upwards or to the apex ; are usually of a blowing
character, or musical.

In pericarditis : The sounds are in no relation to systole

and diastole ; are more superficial ; are not conducted up-
wards to the apex, though they may be heard over a wide
area; are almost always of a friction or rubbing charac-

ter, and are not musical.

4. Acute articular rheumatism. Etiology is not set-

tled; it is supposed to be due to bacteria, but this is not
yet proved.
Symptoms: Rheumatic pains in one of the larger joints

(wrists, knees, elbows, ankles), which spreads rapidly to

other joints. These joints are hot, red, swollen, and very
painful; frequently tlie inflammation leaves one joint and
appears in another. The body temperature may be very
high ; the pulse is rapid, soft, and full ; the tongue is

large and furred
;
profuse acid sweating is common ; the

urine is scanty and high colored, and may be loaded with
urates. Anemia develops. Cardiac murmurs, either

hemic or organic, may often be heard.
It may be confounded with septic arthritis. This lat-

ter would show evidence of a prior septic disease, a great
tendency to pus formation, great variations in body tem-
perature, the involved joints are more liable to be de-
stroyed; the joint synijjtoms do not shift from one
articulation to another, and the patient is usually more
prostrated in septic arthritis.

5. Gastric ulcer is generally caused by injury or bac-
teria, is most apt to occur between the ages of twenty and
forty-five ; after eating there is pain localized in the stom-
ach, vomiting occurs soon after eating, hematemesis is

common, there is localized tenderness over the stomach,
and examination of the gastric contents shows an excess
of free HCl; there is no epigastric tumor, though the
stomach walls may be somewhat thickened.

Cancer of stomach does not usually occur before forty
years of age, is more common in males, the pain is local-

ized and constant, vomiting is copious and occurs some
time after eating; the vomitus contains "coffee ground"
material; hemorrhages are common; a tumor may be
palpated, and examination of the gastric contents shows
absence of free HCl and presence of lactic acid; there is

progressive emaciation ; severe anemia and cachexia are
also present.

7. (a) Hodgkin's disease is a condition characterized by
progressive enlargement of the lymphatic glands, with
anemia, and secondary lymphoid growths in various other
organs (spleen, liver, etc.).

(ft) Addison's disease is a rare condition characterized
by some pathological condition of the suprarenal glands
and the sympathetic nervous system, and in which the skin

becomes bronzed.
8. Gastric vomiting relieves the previous nausea, and

returns on ingestion of food ; salivation is present, also

tenderness over liver and stomach.
Cerebral vomiting is projectile in character, and is ac-

companied by little or no nausea, is continuous even after

stomach is emptied; there is no salivation, no tenderness
over liver or stomach.

In Cheyne-Stokes respiration the respirations gradually
increase in volume and rapidity until they reach a climax,
when they gradually subside, and finally cease for from
ten to forty seconds, when the same cycle begins again.
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Colliquative diarrhea is a diarrhea attended with exces-

sive discharges, and which causes much exhaustion of the

patient.

Dicrotic pulse is a condition in which the first impulse

as it strikes the examining finger is quickly followed by
another impulse or secondary wave.
Triphammer pulse is characterized by a short, sharp im-

pulse which promptly collapses.

Hippocratic countenance is characterized by : "A sharp
nose, hollow eyes, collapsed temples ; the ears cold, con-

tracted, and their lobes turned out ; the skin about the

forehead being rough, distended, and parched; the color

of the whole face being dark, livid, or lead-colored."

II. The respiratory rate (per minute) is: At birth, 45;
at one year, 30; at two years, 25; at six years, 22; and at

twelve years, 20.

13. Stigmata of degeneration. (0) Three anatomical:
Asymmetry of the skull, e.xcessive prognathism, high,

narrow arched palate.

(b) Three physiological: Nystagmus, defects in speech,

1 layed puberty.

tf) Three psychological: Excessive self-consciousness,
morbid egotism, perversions of sexual instinct.

14. The causes of enuresis are; Phimosis, adherent
prepuce, calculus, highly acid or alkaline urine, cystitis,

intestinal worms, rectal polypi, fissure of the anus, hip-

joint disease, spinal disease, general weakness of the ner-
vous system, idiocy, and some of the infectious diseases.

15. The eruption of chickenpox: Usually appears first

on the trunk, is evident on the first day, comes in suc-

cessive crops, is not shotty, and disappears on stretching
the skin; the spots are unilocular and collapse on puncture.
The eruption of smallpox: Usually appears first on the

forehead and wrists, and on the third or fourth day;
it is first macular, then papular, then vesicular, and finally

pustular; it does not appear in successive crops; the spots
are multilocular, and do not collapse on being punctured;
the papule is hard and shotty, and does not disappear on
stretching the skin.

BULLETIN OF APPROACHING EXAMINATIONS.t
STATE, PLACE AND DATE OP

NEXT EXAMINATION.
NAME AND ADDRESS OP

SECRETARY.
Alabama* W, H. Sanders. Montgomery.. -Montgomery. .Jan.
Arizona* Ancil Martin. Phoenix Phoenix Oct.
Arkansas* F. T. Murphy, Brinkley Little Rock. . . .Oct.
California* Chas. L. Tisdale. 1879 Sutter

Street, San Francisco Los Angeles . . . Dec.
Colorado S. D. Van Meter, 1723 Tre-

mont Street, Denver Denver Oct.
Connecticut* .. .Chas. A. Tuttle, New Haven.. .New Haven.. .Nov.
Delaware J. H. Wilson, Dover Dover Dec.
Dist. of Col'bia. .Geo. C. Ober, Washington Washington. . . Oct.
Florida* i ^' Fernandez, Jacksonville . .Jacksonville. . . Nov.
Georgia E. R. Anthony, Griffin Atlanta Oct.
Idaho W. F. Howard, Pocatello Boise Oct.
Illinois J. A. Egan, Springfield Chicago Oct.
Indiana W. T. Gott, iio State House,
Iowa Louis A. Thomas. Des Moines . .Des Moines. ... Sept.

Indianapolis Indianapolis. . Oct

.

. . D. P. Cook, Clay Center Kansas City. . . Oct.

..J. N. McCormick, Bowling
Green Louisville Oct.

. .F. A. LaRue, 211 Camp Street.
New Orleans New Orleans.. . Oct.

Maine Wm. J. Maybury, Saco Portland Nov.
Maryland J. McP. Scott, Hagerstown Baltimore Dec.
Massachusetts* .E. B. Harvey, State House,

Boston Boston Nov.
Michigan B. D. Hanson, 205 Whitney

Building, Detroit Lansing Oct.
Minnesota W. S. FuUerton. St. Paul St. Paul Oct.
Mississippi S. H. McLean. Jackson Jackson Oct.
Missouri J. A. B. Adcook, Warrensburg . Kansas City. ..Nov.
Montana* Wm. C. Riddell. Helena Helena Oct.
Nebraska E. J. C. Sward, Oakland Lincoln Nov.
Nevada S. L. Lee, Carson City Carson City . . . Nov.
N. Hampshire*. Henry C. Morrison, State Li-

brary, Concord Concord Dec.
New Jersey J. W. Bennett, Long Branch . . . Trenton Oct.
New Mexico J. A. Massie. Santa Fe Santa Fe Oct.

{ New York
. . C.F.Wheelock, Univ. of State

of New York, Albany

Kansas
Kentucky*.

Louisiana . .

.

New York. Albany
\
Sept.

Syracuse. ...

, Buffalo [

N. Carolina* B. K. Hays, Oxford Asheville June
N. Dakota H. M. Wheeler. Grand Forks. .Grand Forks., Oct.
Ohio Geo. H. Matson, Columbus Columbus Dec.
Oklahoma* J. C. Mahr, Shawnee Shawnee Sept.
Oregon B. E. Miller, Portland Portland Jan.

Pennsylvania. . . N. C. Schaeffer, Harrisburg . . \ pj^^^^JP'^'^ f Dec.

Rhode Island. . .G. T. Swarts, Providence Providence. . . .Oct.
S. Carolina W. M. Lester, Columbia Columbia June
S. Dakota H. E. McNutt, Aberdeen Sioux Falls. . . . Jan.

{Memphis. . . . (

Nashville ... \ May
Knoxville. . . [

Texas G. B. Foscue, Waco Houston Nov.
Utah* R. W. Fisher, Salt Lake City . . .Salt Lake City.Oct.
Vermont W. Scott Nay. Underbill Montpelier Jan.

5

5

13

6
10
8

13
11
6
6

21

Ifi

27
13

27

1

10

13

6
13
23
6
4
2

30
20
12

Virginia.
Washington*
W. Virginia.
Wisconsin. .

.

Wyoming

.

. R. S. Martin. Stuart Lynchburg. . . . Dec.

. K. Turner, Seattle Spokane Jar" ^
" " ^'

' .No. .H. A. Barbee, Point Pleasant... Wheeling Nov.
. . J. V. Stevens, Jefferson Milwaukee .... Jan.
. . S. B. Miller, Laramie Laramie Oct.

*No reciprocity recognized by these States.
tApplicants should in every case write to the secretary for latest

details regarding the examination in any particular State.

Contagious Diseases. Weekly Statement.—Report of

cases and deaths from contagious diseases reported to

the Sanitary Bureau, Health Department, New York
City for the weeks ending August 29 and September 5,

1908:

Tuberculosis Pulmonalis
Diphtheria
Measles
Scarlet Fever
Smallpox
Varicella
Typhoid Fever
Whooping Cough
Cerebrospinal Meningitis.
Malarial Fever

Totals

August 29
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WOUNDS OF THE HEART, WITH A RE-
PORT OF THREE CASES, AND
CONCLUSIONS DRAWN.*

Bv L. L. HILL, M.D.,

MONTCOMERy, ALA.

Wounds of the heart may be either non-penetrating
or penetrating, injuring the cardiac wall, or opening
a cavity. The left ventricle is most frequently in-

jured, and the left auricle is least so. Auricular
wounds are more fatal than ventricular ones, and
injuries of the apex are less dangerous than
either. A needle puncture will rarely cause hem-
orrhage from a ventricle, but excessive bleeding,

which is mostly systolic, is liable to follow a

like injury to an auricle. A wound inflicted dur-

ing diastole is less dangerous than a similar in-

jury during systole, perpendicular wounds are

more fatal than diagonal, and those of the right

heart bleed more profusely than those of the

left. The presence of the foreign body in the

heart, the size of the wound, the location of the

w^ound, the number of wounds, the connecting
cavities, the attending syncope, the involvement
of Kroenecker's coordination center, and the de-

generacy' of the cardiac muscle are important
factors in determining the outcome.

Pericarditis, myocarditis, endocarditis, cerebral

embolism, and empyema are frequently second-

ary comphcations. When the wound heals spon-

taneously there is a possibility of cicatricial

stretching, and subsequent rupture, as in a case

reported by Izzo, of a man stabbed in the left

ventricle, who was conveyed to the hospital,

from which he was discharged as cured on the

twenty-eighth day ; a few hours afterward, while

lifting a heavy bodv. he fell and quickly dieil.

At the autopsy the cicatrix of the left ventricle

was found ruptured. Loison has collected nine

such cases. In addition to the injuries of the

heart caused by bullets, daggers, knives, needles,

and various implements of war, it may be

wounded by a fractured rib, by a foreign body
that has perforated the esophagus, or by blows
upon the chest. Traumatic ruptures are m.ore

frequent after a full meal, as the distended stom-

ach pushes the heart upward and forward, and

causes a large area of the organ to be in contact

with the thoracic wall, and receive the impact.

Newton and Gamgee have collected forty-five

cases in which traumatisms caused rupture of

the heart without opening the pericardium. All

were fatal. Only one of Gamgee's cases sur-

vived the injury fourteen hours. The fatality

is easily understood, for there being no exit, as

soon as the accumulation of blood exceeds the

limit of pericardial distensibility the cardiac

*Read before the .Mabama Medical Association, April

22, igo8.

movements are mechanically stopped. The sur-

geon not only would be justified, but it is his

bounden duty to operate upon every one of these

cases, for it is more important, if possible, to

rescue a drowning heart than to relieve a stran-

gulated hernia. It is possible for a foreign body,
as a gun missile, to remain quiescent for years
in the myocardium, as in the case of a P.ritish

officer, reported by Stevenson, who carried a bul-

let encapsulated for eleven years, or the still more
remarkable case of Beers (Cincinnati Lancct-
Ctiiiic, 1898) of an American soldier who sur-

vived the lodgment of a bullet in the wall of the
left ventricle for thirty-seven years.

Symptonts.—There is no certain cardinal sign

by which an injury of the heart can be denoted,
but when we consider the location of the exter-

nal wound and, if large, the usually profuse hem-
orrhage from it, which may spurt, in connection
with other signs and symptoms, it can generally
be recognized. The .r-ray furnishes valuable as-

sistance, since it shows an enlargement of the
cardiac outline and the presence of any foreign

body, as in a case that I will subsequently report.

In children the heart is an intercostal space
higher than in adults. In the fourth, fifth, and
sixth intercostal spaces near the left edge of the

sternum the heart comes close to the surface and
can be easily injured. The pulse is weak, irreg-

ular, intermittent, and often imperceptible in the

extremities. There are pain, pallor, restless-

ness, and generally dyspnea. Frequent attacks

of syncope are common. The mind is clear, but

the countenance depicts an anxiety and distress

that seemingly would welcome death, with the

wintry sterility of the grave, as a sympathizing
friend. If there is much blood in the pericardium
the heart sounds are indistinct, and percussion
elicits increased dullness. With the pulsation of

the heart a foreign body, as a needle, may be

seen to move under the skin—a symptom, cen-

turies ago, enshrined in the magnificence of in-

destructible verse,

"He fell, the spear point quivering in his heart.

Which, with convulsive throbbing, shook the shaft."

Prognosis.—The chief dangers are shock, hem-
orrhage, and infection. Ninety per cent, are pen-
etrating, and of these only 19 per cent, are in-

stantly fatal. Of the seventy-five deaths in the

operative cases, sixteen occurred on the oper-

ating table or within the first hour after the oper-

ation, and seventeen from seven hours up to two
days, which makes a mortality of 44 per cent,

from hemorrhage and collapse. Thirty died in

consequence of infection, which is 40 per cent.

Consequently 84 per cent, of the seventy-five pa-

tients died of hemorrhage and infection. In

nearly all of the infective cases the patients died

of purulent pericarditis or empyema. In twelve

of these the pericardium was primarily closed.

Of the one hundred and twenty-four cases of
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heart suture recorded there were forty-nine re-

coveries, or about 40 per cent., as against 10 per

cent, of recoveries without operation. One hun-

dred and nine were stab wounds, with forty-three

recoveries, or about 39 per cent., and iifteen gun-

shot wounds, with six recoveries, or about 40 per

cent. Fifty-five times the left ventricle was pene-

trated, with twenty-five recoveries, or 45 per cent.,

and fifty times the right ventricle, with sixteen

recoveries, or 32 per cent.

Perforations of the auricles are so infrequent

that no reliable statistics have been gathered, but

we are safe in assuming a much greater mortality.

Contrary to the common belief, these statistics show
a more frequent injury of the left ventricle than

of the right. In the two cases in which the left

coronary arteries were ligated death resulted from
infection.

Treatment.— I presume no one will question

the propriety of immediate operative interference,

as experience teaches that about 40 per cent, of

cases recovered in which the heart had been sut-

ured as against 10 per cent, of recoveries in which
no operation had been performed. According to

Rehn there is not a single death attributable to

surgical manipulation, and though sixteen patients

have died upon the table, other causes were ob-

vious. In the case of a girl sixteen years of age

Podrez probed the left ventricle for a bullet, made
ten insertions with a needle, and kneaded the

organ with his entire hand, using considerable

force, in a vain effort to locate the missile. Dur-
ing his search no interruption of the heart beat

occurred and the girl recovered. A needle should
be rer.ioved at once, but a knife blade or dagger
must not be touched until the surgeon has bared
the heart and is master of the situation, since

an uncontrollable hemorrhage might occur, as in

the case of the late Empress of Austria when a file

was unfortunately prematurely extracted. It hardly

seems necessary to accentuate the fact of the neces-

sity of perfect asepsis in this operation, as forty

per cent, of the deaths were due to infection. Di-

minished resistance from loss of blood and want of

cleanliness from hurry of preparation are largely

contributive causes. Until every aseptic precaution

has been taken mechanical stoppage of the heart

from blood in the pericardium should be prevented

by aspirating. If the escape of blood in the peri-

cardium is very rapid seven ounces may be suffi-

cient to cause death, but if gradual a much larger

quantity will be tolerated. Moullin reported a case

in which "the pericardium contained six pints of

thin dark fluid which was removed and patient re-

covered." The needle passed through a flame is ren-

dered aseptic and made to enter the sixth left space

close to the sternal margin, the thickness of the bone,

about one-third of an inch, then behind the sternum
for half an inch, to escape the pleura, and raising

the handle push the needle downwards into the peri-

cardial sac—traveling a little more than two inches.

The operation has a mortality of a little the rise of
one per cent. In case of unconsciousness with
hardly a sign of life we should operate without an
anesthetic, and upon the return of consciousness ad-
minister chloroform. No two operators have made
similar external incisions for exposing the heart.

Professor Rotter of Vienna performed a number
of exDeriments upon the cadaver and concluded
that the easiest way to expose the heart was by
making an incision four inches in length along the

lower border of the third rib, commencing three-

fifths of an inch to the left of the sternum. A
similar incision was made along the lower border

of the fifth rib. The external ends of this incision

were joined by a third. The fourth and fifth ribs

were divided and the musculo-osseous flap was
turned inward. If more space should be required

the third could be included. If the incisions com-
menced four-lifths instead of three-fifths of an inch

from the left sternal border we would certainly miss

the internal mammary artery and would only be re-

quired to ligate the intercostals. This incision gives

us an opportunity of removing any extravasation of

blood and inspection of the pleural cavity with ref-

erence to other injuries. There are very few wounds
of the heart without involvement of one of the

pleura. If there is slight bleeding from the heart it

may be controlled with a stitch, by pressure of the

finger or by the introduction of a finger as Parroz-

zani did. Sometimes the bleeding is so profuse that

suturing is impossible, but if the heart is pulled out-

ward and turned to the right the bleeding will cease

because the vessels are flattened and twisted. This

harsh method causes great distress, but no death has

been recorded from it. The operation can be made
bloodless by compression of the right atrium. Pro-

fessor Magnus of Heidelberg experimented upon
dogs and demonstrated that a dog's heart would
stand incomplete compression up to four minutes,

and complete one and a half minutes, and Rehn
thinks the human heart would be much more toler-

ant as it is not nearly so irritable as the dog's.

With the right hand gently lift the heart out of

the pericardium and introduce from below the left

hand, and immediately we feel the vena cava in-

ferior, and its inosculation into the right atrium

which should be pressed between the index and ring

finger, and pushing upwards we displace the inoscu-

lation of the vena cava superior. Rehn truthfully

remarks "we have in the compression of the right

atrium venosum a means of bringing the most vio-

lent heart bleeding to a stop at once." In suturing

be certain to get a good hold, do not include the

endocardium, lest a brittle heart give way. I pre-

fer the interrupted catgut stitch and to use an
intestinal needle. Should the heart appear weary
allow it to glide back into its norma! position for a

few moments. As few stitches as possible should

be passed, commensurate with safety against leak-

age, as they cause a degeneration of the muscular
fiber with its tendency to dilatation and rupture.

Giordano, from his experiments upon rabbits, pre-

fers Lembert's sutures in closing an auricular

wound. The sutures should be passed and tied dur-

ing diastole. Tubes are preferable to gauze for

drainage as the latter is liable to cause a retention of

the discharge and strangulation of the organ. Never
close a pericardium with an open pleura because of

the ease of infection in the latter which may extend
to the pericardial wound and cause the formation of

pus in the closed pericardium.

C.'^SF. I.—This boy. Henry Myrick. whom I had
the pleasure of showing you at the Talledega meet-
ing five years ago, remains in excellent condition.

He was at the time of the injury thirteen years of

age and of rather delicate appearance. About six

hours after the injury Dr. Parker was called, and.

perceiving the nature of the case, advised that I

should be sent for, and, upon my arrival, I urged an
immediate operation. To this the parents readily

consented, and I was assisted in the operation bv
Drs. Michel, R. S. Hill. Robinson. Parker, and
\\'ashins:ton. The knife blade entered the fifth in-

tercostal space, about a quarter of an inch to the

right of the left nipple, and penetrating the apex of

the heart, passed into the left ventricle. The wound
was about three-eighths of an inch in length, and
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from it came a stream of blood at ever}- systole.

There was no external bleeding, but his general con-
dition was very unfavorable. The radial pulse was
almost imperceptible and the heart sounds were
heard with difficulty. There was a triangular-shaped

area of dulhiess. He had dyspnea, and was very
restless. His extremities were cold, as were his lips

and nose. When aroused, he answered questions in-

telligently, though his countenance showed great dis-

tress. Securing two lamps I removed the boy from
his bed to a table, at one o'clock at night, eight

hours after the stabbing, and proceeded to cleanse

the field of the operation, and place the patient in

as favorable a condition as my surroundings in the

negro cabin would allow. Commencing an incision

about five-eighths of an inch from the left border of

the sternum, I carried it along the third rib for four
inches. A second incision was started at the same
distance from the sternum and carried along the

sixth rib for four inches. A vertical incision along

the anterior axillary line was made connecting them.
The third, fourth, and fifth ribs were cut through
with the pleura. The musculoosseous flap was raised,

with the cartilages of the ribs acting as hinges.

There was no blood in the pleural cavity, but the

pericardium was enormously distended. I enlarged

the opening in the pericardium to a distance of two
and one-half inches and evacuated about ten ounces
of blood. The pulse immediately improved, as was
commented upon by Dr. L. D. Robinson, who so suc-

cessfully and skillfully administered the chloroform.

I had my brother. Dr. R. S. Hill, pass his hand into

the pericardial sac, and bring the heart upward, and
at the same time steady it sufficiently for me to pass

a catgut suture through the center of the wound in

the heart and control the hemorrhage. I cleansed

the pericardial sac with a saline solution, and closed

the opening in it with seven interrupted catgut su-

tures. The pleural cavity was also cleansed with a

saline solution. The musculoosseous flap was
brought down and stitched in position. The opera-

tion lasted forty-five minutes. The patient's pulse,

on reaching his bed. was one hundred and forty-

five and respiration fifty-six. I injected strychnine

hypodermically, and employed hypodemioclysis and
autotransfusion. The following morning, Septem-
ber 15, the boy's pulse was 130, and temperature
102°, and he was slightly delirious. On September
16 there was but slight change in the temperature

and pulse, though the delirium was much worse. On
September 17 he commenced to improve, and his re-

covery was uninterrupterl. Rehn was able to collect

only two other cases of delirium following heart su-

turing. I allowed the patient to sit up on the fif-

teenth day.

Case H.—^A girl was brought to my home about

eight o'clock at night. She had carried in her shirt

waist a needle two and a half inches in length which
she had driven into her heart by accidentally falling

against a tree. Her countenance was anxious, pulse

rapid and weak, and respiration somewhat labored.

She had slight pain about her heart. Upon inspec-

tion I found that the foreign body had entered the

fifth intercostal space on the left side, and with the

pulsation of the heart the head of the needle could

be seen to move under the skin. The case being one

of unusual interest to me I summoned mv friend.

Dr. R. F. Michel, and my brother. Dr. R." S. Hill.

and proceeded to operate by injecting ten drops of a

four-per cent, solution of cocaine into the skin. I

made an incision an inch in length down to the

needle, and extracted it with a pair of dressing for-

ceps. The wound was immediately closed, and the

child sent to a relative's house, with instructions to

the parent that they detain her in bed, and that she

be kept quiet for ten days. She had no subsequent

trouble.

Case HI.—This man, Willie Williams, was
brought to my office five days after an altercation

in which a piece of hat pin three inches in length

was broken off in the heart. It was localized with

an .r-ray. It entered the fifth intercostal space near

the sternum. So long as he remained in a sitting

posture his pulse was distinct but irregular. If,

however, he attempted to lie down, his face showed
great distress and the pulse became imperceptible.

I reached the foreign body by a modified Rotter in-

cision and went straight down on the pericardium, as

it was not necessary to open the pleural cavity as I

was sure from the .r-ray examination there was no
extravasation of blood nor pleural injury.

Conclusions.—From my own experience and a
careful review of the cases reported I have drawn
these conclusions

:

1. That any operation which reduces the mor-
tality of a given injury from 90 to 60 per cent, is

entitled to a permanent place in surgery, and that

ever}- wound of the heart should be operated upon
immediately.

2. Whenever the location of the external wound
and the attending symptoms cause suspicion of a

wound of the heart, it is the duty of the surgeon to

determine the nature of the injury by an exploratory
operation.

3. Unless the patient is unconscious, and corneal
reflex abolished, as in Pagenstecher's case, an an-
esthetic should be given, and preferably chloroform.
Struggling is liable to produce a detachment of a
clot, and renew the hemorrhage, as occurred in

Parlavecchio's patient.

4. Never probe the wound, as serious injury may
be inflicted upon the myocardium.

5. Rotter's operation renders access to the heart
extremely easy, gives an opportunity of removing
any extravasation of blood, and inspection of the
pleural cavity with reference to the injuries.

6. Steady the heart before attempting to suture
it either by carrying the hand under the organ and
lifting it up, or if the hole is large enough, introduce
the little finger, as Parrozzani did, which will serve
the double purpose of stopping the bleeding and fa-

cilitating the passage of the stitches.

7. \\'hen the hemorrhage is so profuse as to pre-

clude the possibility of suturing, with the right hand
gently lift the heart out of the pericardium and in-

troduce from below the left hand and press between
the index and ring finger the vena cava inferior and
its inosculation into the right atrium, and pressing
upwards displace the inosculation of the vena cava
superior.

8. Professor Magnus of Heidelberg believes that

the heart will stand complete compression for a
minute and a half and incomplete for four minutes.

9. Catgut sutures should be used, as wounds of
the heart heal in a remarkablv short time. The su-

tures should be interrupted, introduced, and tied dur-
ing diastole, not involve the endocardium, and as

few as possible should be passed commensurate with
safety against leakage, as the}' cause a degeneration
of the muscular fiber with its tendency to dilatation

and rupture.

10. In cleansing the pericardium, it should be
sponged out and no fluid poured into the sac, as

riuickly produced tension mav cause serious conse-

quences to an already disabled heart.

11. Until everv aseptic precaution has been taken

the mechanical stoppage of the heart from accumu-
lation of blood in the pericardium should be pre-
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vented by aspiration, as diminished resistance from
loss of blood and want of cleanliness from hurry of

preparation are largely contributive causes to the

forty per cent, of deaths from infection.

12. Rehn suggests closing the pleura and drain-

ing the pericardial sac, but never the reverse, be-

cause of the ease of infection of the pleura, which
may extend to the pericardial wound and cause the

formation of pus in the closed pericardium.

13. For drainage, tubes are preferable to gauze,

as the latter is liable to cause retention of the dis-

charge and may strangulate the heart.

14. A needle mav be removed at once, but a knife

blade must not be touched until the surgeon has

bared the heart and is master of the situation, as an

uncontrollable hemorrhage might occur from prema-
ture extraction.

21 South Pebky Street.

OBSERVATIOXS OX THE TREAT.MEXT OF
EXOPHTHALMIC GOITER.*

By ANDREW J. McCOSH, JI.D.,

One of the most interesting questions of the day

is the treatment of exophthalmic goiter. On the

one hand, the cures and improvements due to serum
treatment and on the other the claims made b}'

the advocates of the operative treatment of this

mysterious disease stand opposed to each other.

Medical treatment, whether it be by means of drugs,

rest cure, electricity, or psychic influences, will

probably always continue to be primarily applicable

to the great majority- of patients suffering from
Basedow's disease. The number of patients, how-
ever, who will or must resort to treatment by means
of sera or operation is ever on the increase. This

is especially true during the past three years. This

would not be the case were not the results of purely

medical treatment rather disappointing, and those

of serum or operative treatment rather encourag-

ing.

I have already emplo3'ed the term mysterious in

reference to the disease, for we must all acknowl-
edge, I think, that we are really entirely ignorant

as to its etiologj" and, to a lesser extent, perhaps, as

to its pathologj'. Xone of the theories which have
been advanced as to its causation will stand the

test. As an illustration of this uncertainty, we
have the dispute as to its proper classification. The
neurologist, the metabolist, the internist each claims

the disease as belonging to his specialty. The sur-

geons have not yet made any such claim, but as

more and more cases are drifting into their hands,

a similar claim on their part may some day be justi-

fied. W. H. Thomson,^ in a valuable article, thus

expresses this view : "The only deduction possible

is that the complaint is due to a specific poison
which goes wherever the blood goes, and which
causes no more tissue changes, except indirectly on
nutrition, than does opium or aconite. What the

nature and origin of this poison is remains wholly
unknown." Xearly 3,000 treatises have been pub-
lished on this subject with but meager results as to

the etiology of the disease. Probably the most
prevalent theory is that Basedow's disease is caused
by hypersecretion or perverted secretion of the thy-

roid gland. There are many arguments, however,
against this theor}-. Until we learn more about the

function and secretion of the thyroid gland we can
scarcely judge what would constitute the amount

*Read at the Clinical Societj- on May 22, 1908.

or character of the normal thyroid secretion. There
is definite knowledge on one point alone, which is

that myxedema follows the diminution of its se-

cretion, and that the gland extract has a beneficial

effect on both myxedema and cretinism. In this

connection it is a curious fact that old people do
not seem to need the thyroid secretion. The gland
undergoes marked atrophy after the age of fiftj-,

and its complete removal in old people rarely re-

sults in any condition which resembles myxedema.
This fact alone tends to weaken the argument that

Basedow's disease is due to alteration in the thy-

roid gland. Elderly people suffer from the disease

and occasionally die as a result of it. In many
cases of this disease the thyroid gland has appar-

ently been unchanged, and in regions where ordi-

nary goiter is common the exophthalmic varietj-

does not seem to be especially prevalent. R. L.

Thompson^ has never found that the so-called te-

tania parathyropriva accompanies the atrophy of

the parathyroid bodies which occurs in primary-

infantile atrophy.

One of the strongest arguments advanced in fa-

vor of the theory of hyperthyroidism was the fatal

result which in the past has occasionally followed

the operation of thyroidectomy. This was supposed

to be caused by the toxicity' of the thyroid juice

which was squeezed from the gland during its re-

moval. A tremendously rapid pulse, high tempera-

ture, great mental excitement, and flushed face

were the symptoms, which in these fatal cases de-

veloped a day or two after operation. It was a

natural process to argue that it was a toxic state

caused by absorption of thyroid secretion. Many
of us are now very doubtful of the truthfulness of

such a conclusion. These alarming symptoms seem
to be simply an exaggeration of those of the dis-

ease, which are enhanced by the mental shock or

blood changes due to the operation, or perhaps to

the anesthetic, if one has been administered. Per-

sonally, I doubt very much if the absorption of the

secretion of the gland produces any direct toxic

influence in these fatal cases. In my last dozen oper-

ations I have taken no pains to prevent expression

of the thyroid juice into the wound, and have freely

cut and handled the gland without any resulting

bad symptoms. I have been warned more than

once by surgeons in my clinic of the danger of such

apparent recklessness, and some day a sad experi-

ence may be my punishment.*

In recent years the parathyroid glands have

rather suddenly jumped into prominence. The first

accurate, and still one of the best, descriptions of

these small bodies was given by Sandstrom in 1880.

He was the first writer to consider them of impor-

tance. He looked upon them, as embryonic rests of

thyroid tissue. According to his or the embrj'onic

theorj-. they were regarded as immature th\Toids.

This theor}-, however, does not fulfil all the neces-

sarv- conditions, as it has been shown by For-

sythe and others that parathyroids and embrj-onic

thyroids do not possess the same histological feat-

ures. Forsythe concludes: "While some observa-

tions suggest that the parathyroids can develop into

thyroids, the contention that parathyroids are mere-
ly embr}-onic thyroid is not proved." At a later

period the Frenchmen, Gley.* and the Italians, Vas-
sale and Generali.' maintained that the removal of

the parathyroid glands generally resulted in tetany,

*Since the writing of this paper I have lost one patient

from acute hyperthyroidism. The operation consisted in

ligation of the two superior thyroid arteries. The gland

itself was not injured in the slightest. There was little

shock, but death followed in twenty-four hours.
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which frequently terminated fatally. Kocher and
von Eiselberg soon learned from their own operative

experiences that there was probably truth in this

contention. Many other surgeons have accepted

this theory, and believe that almost invariably tetany

is caused by the removal or destruction of several

of these bodies, and that if all be removed the result

will be fatal. A most serious and often fatal com-
plication of many of the operations of thyroidec-

tomy performed a quarter of a century ago was
tetany. Many now believe that this symptom was
due to the destruction or removal of the parathy-

roid bodies, rather than to the more or less com-
plete removal of the thyroid. This "vitally essen-

tial theorj-'' has not as yet, however, been satisfac-

torily proven. There have been many contradictory

observations. These may be largely due to the

practical impossibility of exact recognition by the

naked eye of these rather elusive bodies. They are

constant in neither location, number, nor size; they

may be deeply buried in the tliyroid or may be micro-

scopic in size; they may be joined to lymphatic

glands or to the thyroid residues. Tetany has also

been reported as following mere ligation of the thy-

roid arteries. It is possible, however, that in these

cases the parathyroid glands may have been deprived

of their blood supply, though experiments seem to

prove that they do not depend entirely for their

blood on the thyroid arteries. It has been appar-

enty demonstrated, however, that each parathyroid

has its own little artery, usually a branch of the in-

ferior thyroid. In Forsythe's interesting article

he advances an evolutionary theory, and arrives at

the following conclusion: "The parathyroids are

portions of the main thyroid gland which have as-

sumed functional activity, but have not yet formed
vesicles. Parathyroid tissue may develop into thy-

roid tissue and intermediate types occur. The se-

cretion of the parathyroid gland is a colloid material

indistinguishable from the thyroid colloid. The
parathyroids, therefore, are glands essentially thy-

roidal in nature, possessing no peculiar function,

but engaged in the active secretion of the same
substance as the thyroid gland."

L. Vincent" also draws the following conclusions

:

"It cannot be truly said that either thyroids or para-

thyroids are essential for life, since it is frequently

possible to remove either or both without causing

death."

While my own personal experience may be of

little value, yet it is of interest to note that in

over 200 operations on the thyroid gland I have

never seen a sign of tetany. In none of these oper-

ations have I paid the slightest attention to the

parathyroid glands, and in two of those patients

the thyroid gland has been apparently entirely re-

moved, and in others but a small fragment has been

left. In some of these operations I have seen bodies

which have suggested parathyroids, but I have

never been able satisfactorily to identify them.

In spite of such confusing observations and con-

tradictory opinions, it must be granted that results

derived from chemical investigations, experimental

operations on animals, and clinical studies are ac-

cumulating which apparently prove that the para-

thyroid glands are bodies of some importance in

the animal economy, and that under certain con-

ditions at least their juice or secretion possesses

certain inhibitory or toxic qualities, the exact nature

or potency of which is still unsettled.

I am not qualified to speak of the results of the

purely medical as distinguished from the serum
treatment. We all know, however, that exophthal-

mic goiter is a disease which often suddenly appears

and as suddenly disappears, the reason for either

of which occurrences we know not. We know
also that many and many a patient has been cured

by drugs, by rest, and by hygienic and psychic treat-

ment. It seems to me that at the present day all

patients shoukl be treated by purely medical means
before a resort to either antitoxins or operations.

This view is in accord with that of most medical

internists, but there are other physicians who adopt
a more radical view. L. F. Barker' expresses him-
self thus: "Though nearly all patients improve by
rest, a diet which does not stimulate the thyroid
(milk), sodium phosphate, and fortnightly .r-ray

exposures, and although occasionally a patient will

get well, very many go backward again as soon as
the treatment is discontinued. In the very early

cases surgery is capable of curing nearly 100 per
cent., even in the outspoken cases almost 75 per
cent, can be cured by operations judiciously planned
and skilfully performed. Internal medicine up to

this time has been utterly unable to obtain results

comparable with these." It may be that with our
increasing favorable experiences of surgical pro-
cedures we may soon adopt this rational view, but
I doubt if many in this audience w'ill as yet sub-
scribe to Dr. Barker's conclusions. It is not easy
as yet to give a definite position to the virtues of
the various sera which are being used. Lack of
sufficient time for observation, and the personal
enthusiasm of both patient and physician, prevent
any final judgment as to the number of patients

cured. Undoubtedly the most effectual of the sera
are the antitoxin and cytotoxin of Beebe and Rog-
ers. Both these gentlemen certainly deserve the
thanks of the profession for their painstaking and
brilliant work in this important field. It can cer-
tainly be stated that more than one patient has been
rescued from imminent death, that many patients
have been markedly benefited, and that probably
a certain proportion have been radically cured by
the employment of these cytotoxins and antitox-
ins.

Europe acknowledges, but America does not per-
haps generally recognize, that the first deliberately
planned operation for exophthalmic goiter was a
thyroidectomy done by an American, Dr. Van der
Veer, of Albany, in the year 1869. During the fol-

lowing quarter of a century the operation did not
gain great popularity. Accidents and bad results
were not infrequent, and the mortality was great

—

15 per cent., and over. The last dozen years
have, however, efTected a great change in this par-
ticular. Accidents, such as tetany, are of very rare
occurrence, and the death rate has been steadily

diminishing, until it is certainly now not more than
8 per cent. At first we did not know how much
of the gland it was necessary to remove in order
to effect a cure. We are now much wiser in this

respect, and the favorable results of our opera-
tions depend very largely on this knowledge. We
now know that we must remove the larger part of
the gland. To a certain extent, each case is a rule

unto itself. If we remove too much, myxedema
may follow ; if we remove too little, improvement
and cure may not result. It is difficult in each case
to tell exactly how much to remove. Of course,
it is better to remove too little rather than too
much, for a second operation to reinforce the first

is always possible. In general terms, from 65 to

80 per cent, of the gland should be removed, and
three of the arteries should be cut and tied. The
extent of the extirpation is sometimes governed
by the anatomical shape and size of the gland. In
certain operations we would, perhaps, like to re-
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move but 75 per cent, of the gland, but we are

forced by surgical difficulties to remove a consid-

erably greater amount. Landstrom, who has writ-

ten one of the best works on this subject, gives in

detail the results of operations performed by two
of his Danish colleagues. With an operative mor-
tality of 5.5 per cent., he estimates the final results

in the cases which he has been able to trace for

years after the various operations on the thyroid

gland had been performed, as follows

:

Cure
Improved . . .

.

Unimproved.

Excision of Half
of Thyroid Gland

37.5 per cent.

37.

5

Ligation of
Three Arteries

50 per cent.

16.7
33.3

Excision of half

of Thyroid Gland,
with Ligation of
Superior Artery
of Opposite Side

80 per cent.

It will be thus seen that the results improve pro-

portionately to the amount of gland tissue removed
or destroyed. The contrast of 37.5 per cent, of

cures where half a gland only has been removed
as against 80 per cent, where an additional artery

was tied, and thus another quarter of the gland

put out of commission, is very striking. Extensive

operations cannot always be performed at one sit-

ting. Two or three operations are often needed in

weak patients before we are entirely satisfied that

sufficient gland tissue has been removed or deprived

of its blood supply. Sometimes the first operation

must be limited to the ligation of a single artery,

the superior thyroid of one side. Then in a fort-

night or so the opposite artery can be ligated. The
patient in the meantime nearly always shows dis-

tinct improvement, and in another fortnight one of

the inferior arteries can be ligated, or the greater

part of the gland removed.

If a program such as this is followed, the ne-

cessity for a general anesthetic may be obviated.

As a rule, however. I very much prefer the adminis-

tration of a general anesthetic. In Switzerland, and
perhaps in other Northern European countries, the

operation can be generally performed under local

anesthesia. In this country, however, it is seldom
possible, and rarely advisable. In dealing with our

more highly sensitive people the operative shock

to the conscious patient has seemed to me more
dangerous than that of a carefully administered

anesthetic. In my goiter operations I have twice

only omitted to employ general anesthesia, and I

cannot say that I have seen, except, perhaps, in a

single instance, any grave deleterious eflects which
could be attributed to the anesthetic. In simple

goiter my mortality has been less than i per cent.,

and in exophthalmic goiter less than 4 per cent. In

my last fifteen cases the postoperative condition

has never been such as to give any special anxiety.

There have been no alarming symptoms whatever.

During the past year I have operated on eleven pa-

tients, and not one has been confined to bed for

more than fourteen days. In one of my recent

cases, a rather severe one, the patient was out of

bed on the sixth day, and able to take a railroad

journey to her home in a neighboring city on the

tenth day after the operation.

My own operations number 23, performed on 22

patients. There has been one postoperative death.

This occurred eleven years ago, at a time when
our technique was less perfect than it is at the

present day. The operation was the second on the

same patient. At the time of the first operation she

had been very ill for many months. Her postopera-

tive recovery, however, was uneventful. About 50

per cent, of the gland was removed. Slow but

steady improvement followed, and at the end of

eighteen months she considered herself as almost

restored to good health. Soon after, however, the

symptoms of Basedow's disease began to return,

and continued to increase rapidly in severity.

Twenty-six months after the operation she returned

to the hospital, asking for further operative treat-

ment, she herself being satisfied that the first opera-

tion had given her comparatively good health for a

period of eighteen months. She was kept under
medical treatment for several weeks, but failed to

improve, and in June, 1897, at her own request, a

second operation was performed. Her pulse was
then averaging 150, and she was in a highly nerv-

ous state. During the operation her heart acted

rather badly, her pulse being 180, and faster. About

75 per cent, of the remaining gland tissue was re-

moved. After her return to the ward her temper-

ature began to rise, and climbed rapidly to 106°

and 107° F. Her pulse continued between 160 and
180. The face became very much flushed, and she

was exceedingly restless, with a wild, anxious ex-

pression. These unfavorable symptoms increased,

and she died about thirty hours after the operation,

with symptoms of acute hyperthyroidism. At the

time we thought death was due to acute poisoning

by the thyroid secretion squeezed into the connect-

ive tissue of the neck during the operation. I now
believe that this reasoning was false and that death

was due simply to an acute exacerbation of her

disease.

Of the 21 patients who survived the operation I

have been unable to trace 2. Of the 19 patients

whose present condition is known, I can report 4
patients as apparently cured, at 12, 8, 7, and 4 years,

respectively, after operation. Twelve patients have
been operated on during the past year, and each

one of these has been markedly improved. All have
gained in weight, the least gain being 6 pounds and
the greatest 30 pounds. There is not one of these

who now has a pulse over 90. The exophthalmus
in each one has diminished. The other symptoms
have proportionately improved. It is too soon to

make a final report on these 12 patients, but they

certainly can be classed as 12 improvements. Of
the 3 other cases, 2 report marked improvement,
but acknowledge that at times when under excite-

ment the heart jumps up to 100, and that they still

suffer from nervousness. I find that in these 2

patients but 50 per cent, of the gland has been re-

moved. There is but one patient, the operation

having been performed five years ago, who has not

been benefited. About 40 per cent, only of his

gland had been removed. He is now meditating a

second attempt at cure by means of another opera-

tion.

I have had no experience with the removal of the

sympathetic ganglia for the cure of this disease, and
I have never had the slightest confidence in this

procedure. Its dangers are great and its results

most disappointing. It has at the present day but

few advocates.
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THE EARLY DIAGNOSIS OF PULMONARY
TUBERCULOSIS.

By JOSEPH WALSH, M.D.,

PH11JU>£LPHIA.

ASSISTANT MEDICAL DIR£CTOR HESKY PHIPPS INSTITUTE.

There is no single pathognomonic symptom by
which tuberculosis of the lungs maj^ be recognized
before the tubercle bacilli appear in the sputum;
there are, however, associations of several symp-
toms which make the diagnosis practically certain.

The idea of the present paper is not to give all the
symptoms that occur in a case of tuberculosis, but
to so emphasize the importance of the different early

symptoms that a diagnosis may be matle from the

association of a very small number of them.
The history and the symptoms have been ar-

ranged in the following manner : I. Historj- of ex-
posure to contagion. II. Symptoms elicited by the

histor)% III. General sjmiptoms. IV. Local symp-
toms. Aloreover, each of the last three have been
divided into very important, important, and sug-
gestive. Under "ver}- important" have been included

those symptoms which almost point to a diagnosis

of tuberculosis by themselves ; under "important,"

those symptoms which would lead us to suspect

tuberculosis; under "suggestive," those symptoms
which ought at least to attract our attention suffi-

ciently to make us wish to exclude tuberculosis by
examination.

I. History of Exposure to Contagion.
This is one of the most important factors in mak-

ing a diagnosis of incipient tuberculosis. Given the

circumstances, for instance, of a patient living with
a consort with known tuberculosis, a diagnosis can
be made on fewer physical signs than if no ex-
posure is found.

The best accepted opinion at present is that any
member of a family in which tuberculosis exists

who shows general ill health without evident cause

should be examined for tuberculosis. In the Ger-
man dispensaries when one member of a family is

found tuberculous all other members of the family

are examined for tuberculosis.

To determine an exposure to contagion it is

necessary to go into the family history, and if noth-

ing is found, into the occupation or associations of

the patient, and if exposure is still negative, into

the history of the house in which he has been liv-

ing. In studying the family history- it is not suffi-

cient to take the patient's first statement that his

father died of old age or of an accident, without in-

quiring the age at the time of death or how long

after the accident.

It matters not how little detail is gone into after

a definite exposure is found, but to decide exposure
as "not found" every statement of the patient must
be questioned. The following examples are fre-

quent : Patient said mother died of confinement.

Question: "How long after confinement?" An-
swer : "Well, she never properly recovered from the

confinement, but became weaker and weaker, lost

flesh, and eventually died." Question : "Did she

cough?" Answer: "Yes, she caught a bad cold

and coughed for about a year before she died."

Pregnancy and labor are extremely important fac-

tors in bringing out a latent tuberculosis, and deaths

following confinement should therefore be carefully

investigated.

"Of what did your brother die?" was asked once.

"He was hit with a bat and killed," came the an-

swer. "How long after the accident did he die?"

"Six months." "Was he in bed all that time?"

"Xo, he was hit in the chest and consumption de-

veloped," came the answer.

"My father and mother died of smallpo.x seven

years ago," said a man of thirty. "Were they ro-

bust?" "No, my mother was verj' thin and always
complaining; my father was strong and robust

when married, But he, too, was delicate before he
developed the last illness." Such a history is sus-

picious, to say the least.

If, after questioning every statement in the family

history and having included uncles and aunts, no
exposure is found, it is necessary to go into the

occupation. ^Moreover, it is absurd again to stop

at the first statement given. The following is an
actual case and illustrates : Patient male, age thirty-

five. "What is your occupation?" "Motorman on
a street car." "How long have you been a motor-
man?" "Three months." "Wb.at did you do pre-

viously?" "Worked in a cigar factor)'." "How
long?" "Twenty years." Such a story is by no
means exceptional. It is to be remembered, that the

two occupations giving the highest morbidity from
tuberculosis are printing and cigar-making.

It may in general be stated that an occupation
continued for a long time and necessitating close

confinement in a poorly ventilated room, especially

with many others in the same room, as in the two
occupations mentioned, or in a sweat-shop, is sus-

picious as regards exposure. In taking the occupa-
tion history it is well to inquire into every occu-

pation back to the schoolday period.

The danger of contagion through the house was
proven years ago by Flick, and histories pointing

to the house as the cause are not uncommon. Cases
similar to this are met with : Mrs. F., age t^venty-

seven, married, with one child. No family or oc-

cupation histor)' pointing to exposure. Husband
perfectly healthy and with good family history.

The couple lived with her parents till three months
after the first child was born and then moved to

a house for themselves. The family living in the

house previous to their occupancy had a son and
daughter die of galloping consumption. About one
and a half years after moving into the house the

second child was bom. The mother left her bed
two weeks after confinement, and three weeks later

returned to it with acute miliary tuberculosis.

The following answers are not infrequent among
the poorer classes : "How long have you been in

your present dwelling?" "Five months." "How
long in the one previous to that?" "One year."

"The one previous to that?" "Eighteen months."
"The one previous to that?" "Five years." Such
a story in itself arouses suspicion of a possible

exposure since people moving so frequently can

seldom fail to come in contact with the contagion.

II. Symptoms Elicited by the History.

(a) Very important, i. Chronic Enlargement of

Cervical Glands.—We have only four diseases which
produce chronic enlargement of the cervical glands,

lymphatic leukemia, Hodgkin's disease, syphilis, and
tuberculosis. The first three are usually excluded

without difficulty, and yet physicians fear to say

decisively that enlarged cervical glands are tuber-

culous. Another fact which is commonly over-

looked is that the individual must have been ex-

posed to contagion in order to acquire the disease;

therefore, close attention should be paid to symp-
toms pointing to tuberculosis in other members of

the family, because it is likely that they were ex-

posed at the same time.

2. Pleurisy.—It is only necessary to say that two-

third? of the serous and a larger number of the

chronic or repeated pleurisies are tuberculous.

3. Hemoptysis.—From an anatomical standpoint

it is conceivable that a lesion properly situated may
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be no larger than, or in fact not so large as a pea,

in order to produce either pleurisy or hemoptysis.

In the case of the hemoptysis associated with small

lesions without cavitation, the blood usually comes
from a congestion surrounding -the tuberculous

focus and not from the tuberculous focus itself.

The most common cause for this congestion is a

"cold" produced by the pneumococcus. In these

cases the blood may be slight in amount (blood-

streaked sputum) or there may be one or more
pretty good sized hemorrhages (one to several

ounces of blood). In the case of either hemop-
tysis or pleurisy (apart from pleuropneumonia) it

may be said tuberculosis should be taken for

granted until another cause is proven.

4. Fistula in Ano.—Like pleurisy and hemopty-
sis, fistula in ano is in the majority of cases tuber-

culous. Its presence calls for examination for tu-

berculosis elsewhere; its presence in connection with

pulmonary symptoms is diagnostic unless another

cause is plain.

Aloreover any of these symptoms in one member
of a family should awaken the attention to other

symptoms in other members. I know two families

in which the husband has fistula in ano, the wife

of one having had frequent pleurisies, the wife of

the other having had a rather severe morning cough
for ten years or more. Though both women were
treated by different physicians, their condition,

which was tuberculosis, remained unrecognized, be-

cause no examination of the chest was made. The
physicians attributed the first woman's symptoms
to the frequent bearing of children (she had seven)

;

the second woman's to eating too much, the cough
was a "stomach cough." In both cases there were
not only the symptoms in the patient to attract at-

tention to the chest, but the added symptom of non-
traumatic fistula in ano in the consort.

(b) Important, i. Protracted Cough.—Cough
is a positive sign of irritation in the respiratory

passages, and, as a rule, of irritation in the lungs.

Lay people speak of a natural cough and physicians

of a stomach and nervous coug[h. There is no
such thing as a natural or a stomach cough, there-

fore such an explanation is ridiculous. A nervous
cough is possible, though rare, and should, there-

fore, be the last explanation given. In cases of

mild tuberculosis the process may advance slowly

without subjective symptoms or with only the mild-

est subjective S3mptoms for twenty years or more.
One of the most common symptoms of mild tuber-

culosis is a dr>-, irritative cough sometimes spoken
of as "hacking" without expectoration.

The question of cough may be put thus : The
most common chronic disease of our day is tuber-

culosis of the lungs, its most frequent symptom is

cough, which may be limited to a slight drj^ hack,
attributed by the patient to irritation at a definite

spot far from the actual lesion (for instance, a
definite spot in the throat) ; therefore, in any case
of chronic cough tuberculosis of the lungs should
be eliminated before anything else is considered.

Tubercle bacilli are found in the sputum only
after softening has occurred, and this is practically

always the result of mixed infection. Infiltration

without mixed infection may progress till consider-
able involvement has taken place. On the other
hand, however, softenine with the expectoration of
tubercle bacilli is sometimes seen when the lesion

is so insignificant as to be undetected by physical

signs. It is important that a careful examination
of specially selected sputum be made in every case
no matter how early the signs, yet a diagnosis must
not be made dependent on a positive finding.

The pathologico-anatomical explanation of cough

with expectoration not containing tubercle bacilli in

a case of tuberculosis of the lungs needs only a

moment's consideration to be plain. About a tuber-

culous focus in the lung even when it is closed (sur-

rounded by new formed connective tissue), and

closed lesions are the rule in the early stages, there

is always a certain amount of congestion. In this

hyperemic area which is not in itself tuberculous,

there is necessarily increased secretion. This over-

secretion is, as a rule, small, though it may be large

in amount. As it comes forth from the mucous
membrane it is pushed onward by the ciliated epi-

thelium to the trachea or larynx where it gradually

accumulates till capable of setting up sufficient irri-

tation to expel it by cough.

Though cough is an important symptom of tuber-

culosis of the lungs, even advanced tuberculosis of

the lungs may exist without it, especially in young
people. It is only a short time since an autopsy

at the Phipps Institute on a boy of eighteen showed
advanced tuberculosis of both lungs with extensive

cavitation though the patient never coughed or ex-

pectorated up to the time of death.

2. Inability to Take a Deep Breath Without
Coughing.—This is but rarely complained of and
is not verj' frequently noticed by the examiner.

When complained of or noticed it is an important

symptom.

3. Progressive Loss of Weight.—This is only

suggestive of constitutional disturbance. \\ hen it

occurs apart from an acute disease, while the pa-

tient is carrying out his usual avocation, a very

definite cause must be found to account for it. In

a person exposed to tuberculosis in his home or in

his occupation an examination for tuberculosis is

called for.

4. Gastric Disturbances.—After cough the most
common subjective symptom in early or mild tuber-

culosis of the lungs is loss of appetite or indiges-

tion. This one symptom, therefore, especiallj' in

young adults, should always call for a careful ex-

amination for tuberculosis, though standing alone

it scarcely constitutes a symptom of tuberculosis.

5. Night Sweats.—It may seem ridiculous to

some to include night sweats as a possible symp-
tom in the early diagnosis of tuberculosis ; it is

quite as surprising, however, to those who examine
many cases to find how early they do occasionally

occur. They appear to be usually due to mixed in-

fection. Their presence at least calls for the exclu-

sion of tuberculosis.

(c) Suggestive, i. Progressive Pallor of the

Skin.—In advanced life (past the age of 40) this

may be a symptom of many conditions, in the young
adult there are but few chronic diseases to con-
sider. In general the same might be said of this

symptom as of progressive loss of weight.

III. General Symptoms.
(a) Verv' important. i. Evident Habitus

Phthisicus.—It is always surprising the num-
ber of patients who present themselves with
tuberculosis of the lungs written all over them,

yet who have reached an advanced stage with this

symptom crying out to the family doctor for notice.

A boy growing rapidly may be thin yet healthy,

but after he has stopped growing he does not re-

main in this condition and especially does not be-

come thinner without some definite reason. At
such a stage his condition should be looked into

because even if he has not tuberculosis the experi-

ence of all ages goes to show that he is making
himself an ideal soil for contagion.

2. Increase in the Pulse-rate.—This constitutes
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in the majority of cases the earhest sign of puhiio-

nary tuberculosis, yet the minority of cases in which
it is absent is not small. In other words, though

its presence suggests the possibility of tuberculosis

its absence does not prove the contrary. This in-

crease in the pulse-rate need not be continuous,

but may require mild excitement or light exercise

to bring it out.

3. Fluctuation in Temperature.—Like fluctua-

tions of the pulse, a daily rise of temperature is

very significant, though in early or arrested cases

it may be absent. On account of the fact that the

diagnosis of the presence or absence of tuberculosis

is frequently made on one examination, and that

examination in the morning, it appears to me that

too much stress has been laid on the elevation of

the pulse and temperature. The presence of these

symptoms on one examination means something,

but their absence absolutely nothing. It is a mis-

take to limit one's self to one examination especially

in a negative diagnosis of tuberculosis, and the only

proper way of learning the temperature is by taking

it at least several times a day for several days.

(b) Important, i. Dyspnea.—There are four

prominent causes for dyspnea, namely, disease of

the lungs, heart, kidneys, and blood, and of these,

disease of the lungs stands naturally first. It ought,

therefore, be the first to be excluded. It mu.st not

be forgotten that dyspnea in these cases is due not

alone to the amount of lung involved (because if it

were, dyspnea would never be an early symptom)
but to the combination of this with the action of

the toxin on the heart, kidneys, and nervous system.

2. Hectic Flush.—Hectic flush in conjunction

with another symptom, for instance exposure to

contagion, is very significant, yet a hectic flush

alone is not to be entirely ignored, and warrants

an examination.

3. Clubbed Fingers or Curved Nails.—Clubbed

fingers or curved nails are a symptom of many con-

ditions in connection with the heart and lungs.

Though they may be absent in even an advanced

case of chronic pulmonary tuberculosis, they are

sufficiently frequently present even in early chronic

cases to demand that tuberculosis be sought for.

4. Bilateral and Especially Unilateral Dilatation

of the Pupils.—Though we do not understand the

reason for this symptom (it is supposed to be pos-

sibly due to pressure of enlarged bronchial glands

on the sympathetic nerves) it is sufficiently common
in connection with pulmonary tuberculosis to be

considered a little more than suggestive.

(c) Suggestive, i. Vague Neuralgic Pains.

—

These are most frequent and characteristic in one

shoulder joint and in the muscles of the thorax,

but may occur in any place in the body. The
atrophy of and the pains in the muscles of the

thorax are apparently due to coincident myositis,

though many consider them reflex in origin. They
are frequently limited to a spot near the intra-

thoracic lesion. Some even insist on a definite re-

lation between the pulmonary lesion and the degree

of muscular atrophy. The pains elsewhere in the

body are apparently due to a toxin, either the toxin

of the tuberculosis, or of a mixed infection, or

to the antitoxin of the tuberculosis. This last is

suggested on account of the frequency of severe

rheumatism in arrested cases.

2. General Lack of Resistance.—General lack of

resistance to disease as evidenced by susceptibility

to other diseases especially typhoid fever.

3. Frequent Chilly Sensations.—Frequent chilly

sensations or flushings of heat or what is frequently

called "a touch of malaria."

4. Central or Peripheral Nervous Disturbances.

—These are not uncommon manifestations of the

toxemia. The number of the insane dying of tuber-

culosis has often been remarked. In the past it

has been said that the insane were especially liable

to tuberculosis; this opinion is changing and now
tuberculosis is more frequently made the cause of

the insanity.

5. Enlargement of the Thyroid Gland.—This is

found so commonly in women that even its slight

significance may be denied. Yet it is apparently

more common in tuberculosis.

6. Herpes Zoster.—This seems to be more com-

mon in association with pulmonary tuberculosis than

apart from it.

IV. Local Symptoms.
(a) Very important. i. Change in Percus-

sion Note with Prolonged Expiration.—This

combination of symptoms brought out by per-

cussion and auscultation always point to a local

lesion. It is especially suspicious of tuberculosis

when it occurs in situations of predilection as

above or below the clavicles, in the supra or infra

spinous fossae or along a line corresponding to the

upper margin of the lower lobe. This horizontal

line extends around the chest just above the nip-

ple. The region underneath the infraspinous fossae

is best reached by having the patient place the hand

of that side on the opposite .shoulder.

Chronic local lesions in the lungs are practically

limited to the following diseases : Carcinoma, syph-

ilis, glanders, actinomycosis, abscess, and tubercu-

losis. Carcinoma and syphilis are readily excluded

and in the very great majority of cases do not enter

into consideration. Glanders is confined to a special

occupation and usually manifests distinct symptoms

elsewhere. Actinomycosis is also limited to special oc-

cupations. Abscess is always a sequela of a process

that can be recognized in the history. Excluding

these five a local chronic lesion means tuberculosis.

2. Rales of Any Description Over Limited Areas

Especially Those of Predilection.—Two especially

common sites may be mentioned, above the clavicle

and in the space between the scapulas. Rales should

be sought first during natural breathing, then dur-

ing forced breathing, and finally after coughing.

Like the combination of dullness with prolongation

of expiration, rales over a small area point to a

local lesion, and must, therefore, be given their

proper weight in regard to tuberculosis. Rales

widely distributed over one or both lungs usually

indicate an acute bronchitis. It is to be remem-

bered that acute bronchitis is much more common
in persons afifected with tuberculosis of the lungs

than in others.

{h) Important, i. An Unilateral Supraclavicular

Depression on Inspiration.—This is usually charac-

teristic of pleurisy at the apex.

2. Granular Breathing.—Granular breathing might

be classed as one of the very important local symp-

toms of tuberculosis, but it is difficult to describe,

requires experience to recognize, and hence is not

in the hands of every general practitioner. Granu-

lar breathing shows the inspiration split up into

innumerable particles. For instance if we represent

ordinan,' inspiration by a continuous line, we might

represent cogwheel breathing by a broken line, and

granular breathing by a dotted line.

3. Suppressed or Mufiled Breathing at the Apex.

—According to Turban the common causes of this

are pleuritic exudation and plugging of a large

bronchus with secretion.

4. Altered Vocal Fremitus or Resonance.—In-

crease usually points to consolidation, diminution
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to thickening of the pleura or pleural effusion.

5. Atrophy of Scapular Aluscles.—When marked
this is of considerably more importance than is

usually attributed to it. In conjunction with a fossa

above or below the corresponding clavicle it becomes
very suspicious.

(c) Suggestive, i. Deep Soreness on Percussion.

—This soreness has always appeared to me to be

in the muscles of the chest and has the same signi-

ficance as the muscular pains in the chest.

2. Spinal Curvature or Droop of One Shoulder.

—

The frequent association of this with pulmonary
disease has been remarked. Osier calls attention

to the liability of subjects of spinal curvature to

acute bronchitis ; their liability to tuberculosis is

even as marked.

3. A Lessened Expansion on One Side.—This is

brought out by inspection and palpation. Osier
says : "Place the hands in the subclavicular spaces

and then in the lateral regions of the chest and ask
the patient to draw slowly a full breath." There
are also instrunjents for demonstrating the same.
This and the two following signs are important if

marked, but when slight are not sufficiently definite

to the general practitioner.

4. A Lessened Excursion of the Diaphragm.

—

The study of this symptom requires time and a
greater number of cases than falls to the lot of the

average practitioner. It may be found in two ways

:

(o) According to Litten, watch the shadow on the

thorax walls when the patient is lying down with

the feet towards a good light. This method is very
simple when the patient is thin, (b) P>y the fluoro-

scope.

5. Lessened Excursion of the Lung.—This may
be found in two ways: (a) Grasp the base of the

thorax on both sides, thumb in front on seventh ribs

and fingers behind on twelfth ribs. The dift'erence

in the rise of the ribs on the two sides will be evi-

dent, (b) By percussion: have the patient bend over

and mark off on both sides posteriorly the line of

deep resonance on full inspiration and full expira-

tion.

732 Pine Street.

ACUTE ANTERIOR POLIOMYELITIS — A
PATHOLOGICAL STUDY OF

THREE CASES.*

|By WILLIAMS B. CADWALADER, M.D..

PHILADELPHIA.

PATHOLOGIST TO THE PHILADELPHIA ORTHOPEDIC HOSPITAL AND IN-
FIRMARY FOR NERVOUS DISEASES.

Although acute anterior poliomyelitis had been
recognized as early as 1784 by Underwood,^ and by
Badham- in 1835, it was not until Heine^ in 1840
published his observations that it became established

as a definite clinical entity. For many years the

pathological anatomy remained obscure, but in i860
Heine* and also Duchenne,^ on purely clinical evi-

dence, strongly urged the spinal origin of this dis-

ease.

CorniP in 1863 was the first to demonstrate dis-

tinct lesions in the spinal cord. Prevost' in 1865
studied the spinal cord of a long standing case and
found lesions confined to the anterior horns of the

gray matter, with changes in the ganglion cells, and
believed that the disease depended upon an acute pri-

mary change of the ganglion cells. This was con-

firmed three years later by Lockhart Clarke.' In

1868 Meyer" first pointed out that acute poliomye-

*From the Laboratory of Neuropathology of the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania.

litis also occurred in adults. Charcot and Joft'roy'"

in 1870 upheld the view of Prevost as to the origin

of the disease, but up to this time most observa-

tions had been made upon cases which died long af-

ter all the acute signs had disappeared.

Roger and Damaschino^^ in 1871 described the

pathological changes found in the spinal cord of

three children dying at intervals of two months, six

months, and thirteen months, respectively, after the

onset of the paralysis. They found perivascular

round cell infiltration, small areas of necrosis, and
degeneration and destruction of the ganglion cells,

together with slighter changes in the white columns,

and concluded that it was due to an acute inflam-

matory condition, particularly involving the anterior

horns.

Archambault and Damaschino^' in 1883 published

a report of an acute case which was fatal in twenty-

six days after the onset. This seems to have been

the first acute case with necropsy on record. They
found an acute myelitis of the anterior horns.

The first case which I wish to describe occurred

in a child aged two years and seven months who
was admitted to the Orthopedic Hospital and In-

firmary for Nervous Diseases and died on the sev-

enth day after the onset of the paralysis. The sec-

ond and third cases occurred in adults dying on the

fifth and fourth days, respectively, after the first

signs of motor disturbance.

I wish to express my thanks to Dr. Crispin and

Dr. Donhauser of the Pennsylvania Hospital for

the pathological material of the second and third

cases, and also to Dr. Spiller for many valuable sug-

gestions in carrying out this study.

C.^SE I.—White male, two years seven months.

Family history negative. Was admitted to the Or-
thopedic Hospital and Infirmary for Nervous Dis-

eases in Dr. Alitchell's ward under the care of Dr.

Eshner, complaining of fever, pain in back, rigidity

of the neck, headache, and weakness of both legs

and arms ; this condition had lasted two days.

Physical Examination.—Respirations were shal-

low and rapid ; temperature 99 2-5. On respiration

there was a violent upward movement of the larynx.

Pupils were equal and reacted to light and accom-
modation. The thoracic and abdominal organs were
normal. There was a total flaccid paralysis of both

lower extremities. The tendon reflexes were ab-

sent, and there was a flexor response on irritation

of the soles of the feet. There was no atrophy of

any of the muscles. The upper extremities were
both somewhat weak. Sensation was normal every-

where. There was moderate rigidity of the pos-

terior muscles of the back. Patient was very drowsy
and weak. During the next five days the tempera-

ture varied from 99 to loi and the patient was
gradually growing weaker. Finally the respirations

became shallow and rapid and patient died of res-

piratory failure on the seventh day of the disease.

The autopsy was performed the same day by Dr.

Hill, the resident physician. Nothing abnormal was
found in any of the abdominal or thoracic organs,

excepting for intense general congestion. No cul-

tures were made.

Brain.—The Vessels of the pia were much in-

jected; otherwise no gross change was found.

Spinal Cord.—The dura was somewhat discolored

about the cervical swelling, but there was no defi-

nite change which could be seen with the naked eye.

On cross-section before the tissue had been put in

formalin there could be seen numerous ininute red

dots and lines in the gray matter; some of these

seemed to extend into the white matter as well.

This was most marked in the lumbar swelling.
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Sometimes the hemorrhages appeared to be more
marked on the left side in the lumbar and sacral re-

gions, and again higher up more marked on the right

side. This appearance extended from the sacral re-

gion all the way up the cord through the medulla and
pons, but gradually diminished in intensity from
below upward.

Microscopical Examination.—Lumbar enlarge-

ment. There is a cellular infiltration which involves

chiefly the anterior horns of the gray matter, but

the intermediate portions and posterior horns are

also affected to a less degree. The blood-vessels are

dilated and engorged with blood corpuscles. In a

few sections small areas of necrosis are found.

The infiltrating cells are diffusely scattered, but

here and there show a tendency to accumulate in

the perivascular spaces. Many of the cells arc of

the lymphocyte type, having a small, round, deeply

stained nucleus and a small amount of homogeneous,
nongranular protoplasm, while others present a

larger oval, indented and irregular nucleus less well

stained, with a relatively larger amount of pale and
vacuolated nongranular protoplasm. A few red

blood corpuscles and polymorphonuclear leucocytes

are found scattered here and there outside the blood
vessels. The ganglion cells of the anterior horns are

few in number; most of those remaining present va-

rious degrees of degeneration, but occasionally a

healthy cell can be found in the most intensely af-

fected areas, while on the other hand they are gen-

erally less affected in the less diseased parts. All

degrees of changes can be seen from a be-

ginning chromatolysis to total destruction. A
few small round cells are found collected

about the periphery of the ganglion cells,

but it does not appear to be a definite neurono-
phagic process. The cells of Clarke's column are

similarly affected, but much less so than those of the

anterior horns.

With the Wiegert method the nerve fibers are

widely separated and swollen ; many are broken and
present a varicose appearance. The anterior and
posterior roots are pale. There is a perivascular cel-

lular infiltration of the white matter, chiefly at the

terminal portions of the blood-vessels in the antero-

lateral columns near the anterior horns. The axis

cylinders and neuroglia cells are somewhat swollen.

There are no definite foci of the inflammatory cells

apart from those about the vessels. The posterior

and posterolateral columns of the white matter arc

little affected.

The pia is infiltrated with small mononuclear cells,

chiefly on the anterior surface, but the infiltration

can be traced to the posterior surface as well. The
blood-vessels of the pia are filled with blood cor-

puscles, and their walls are slightly infiltrated.

Sacral Region.—The appearances are similar in

every respect.

Thoracic Region.—Here the process is the same,

but the pia on the posterior surface has escaped.

Cervical Region.—The pia is slightly affected

about the anterior surface in close relation to the

artery of the anterior fissure. The gray matter of

the anterior horns is much less involved than that

of the lumbar region, and the posterior horns are

little affected. The anterior horn cells are few in

number and are similar in appearance to those of

the lumbar cord. There is only very slight perivas-

cular infiltration of the blood-vessels in the antero-

lateral columns of the white matter.

Medulla Oblongata.—In the gray matter a few

distinct, small, and recent hemorrhages can be seen,

and to a less degree in other parts. The walls of the

blood-vessels here and there show slight cellular in-

filtration. The white matter here, as in the spinal

cord, was much less afl'ected than the gray. The
cells of the twelfth nucleus were for the most part

entirely normal, but a few were somewhat misshapen

and stained poorly by the Weigert method. The cells

of the seventh nerve nucleus were little affected.

Pons.—There is a slight diffuse cellular infiltra-

tion with some perivascular infiltration of small

round cells, but much less marked than that seen

in the medulla oblongata and the spinal cord.

Cerebral Peduncles.—A slight perivascular infil-

tration of small round cells could occasionally be

found in the gray matter.

Paracentral Lobule.—Plere there was a slight peri-

vascular infiltration and also a slight cellular infil-

tration of the pia.

Cerebellum.—The pia is slightly affected, and

there are a few small hemorrhages in the cortex.

Optic chiasm and cranial nerves showed nothing

abnormal.

Cauda Equina.—The blood-vessels here were

filled with blood corpuscles, and a few small round

cells were occasionally seen infiltrating their walls.

The peripheral nerves and spinal ganglia were not

examined.

Case II.—P. M., adult Italian. The patient was
brought to the Pennsylvania Hospital September 4,

1907, in an ambulance, complaining of pain in his

head, back of neck, both thighs and legs, lasting four

days. He was constipated ; the bowels had not been

moved for three days, and he had not voided urine

for twenty-four hours. His temperature was

1033-5; pulse 104; respiration 36. He was unable

to move his lower extremities. His bowels appeared

to have been paralyzed, but there was no loss of

sphincter control.

Physical Examination.—Patient is a well devel-

oped, fine looking Italian. Face is flushed
;
pupils

are equal and react to light and in accommodation

;

conjunctiva; are injected; tongue is protruded in

the mid-line, and there is .slight fibrillary tremor;

there is no pulsation in the vessels of the neck. The
chest is well formed, very muscular and with good

expansion. Respiratory movement rather rapid but

not labored. Radial pulses are equal, rapid and of

good volume. The abdomen is soft and tympanitic.

The lower quadrant was greatly distended before

catheterization, when thirty-nine ounces of urine

were removed, after which the abdomen was
everywhere soft. He complains of much pain

about the costal margins. There is abso-

lute paralysis of both lower exiremities, with

loss of tendon reflexes. No ankle clonus

;

and there is a flexor response on irritation

of soles of feet. Both feet are held in partial ex-

tension. There is a suspicious Kernig's sign of both

legs. The upper extremities are somewhat weaker
than normal and slightly spastic. There is no im-

pairment of sensation and no loss of sense of posi-

tion. At 8:20 p. M. on the same day he requested

that his thighs be flexed on the abdomen and knees

externally rotated until the thighs made an ingle

of nearly forty-five degrees with the trunk and the

legs flexed on the thighs, the feet resting on the

bed. He seemed more comfortable in this position.

Later, at 9 p. m., his body was cold and he was per-

spiring profusely, although his temperature was 103.

During the sponging which had been ordered, it was
noted that his finger tips were cyanotic and the pulse

rapid. When the temperature was being taken by

the mouth at 10:05 ^- M. he became very cyanotic

and frothed at the mouth, both arms were moved
toward his head, and there was a distressed expres-

sion about the mouth. The right arm, hand and
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fingers were twitching, but there was no movement
of either leg or toes. The pulse was rapid but

strong. Artificial respiration was begun, and it was
found that the arms were very spastic. Cyanosis
developed when artificial respiration stopped. A
mouth gag was inserted and artificial respiration

continued. The pulse was very rapid, weak and
running. He was given 1-150 gr. of atropine injected

into a vein of the arm. The patient died at 10:50
P. M., the fifth day of the disease.

Autopsy loii.—Hospital No. 1635. Adult Ital-

ian, September 4, 1907. Performed by Dr. Crispin.

Anatomical Diagnosis.—Acute endocarditis (mi-

tral vegetations). Congestion of lungs, spleen and
kidneys. Fatty degeneration of liver. Persistent

thymus.

Spinal Cord Microscopical Examination.—Lum-
bar enlargement. There is an intense cellular infiltra-

tion aflr'ecting chiefly the gray matter, but the white
matter and pia are also involved. In some sections

the most marked changes are found in the central

and basal portions of the anterior horns, while in

others the process is more diffuse, the anterior horns,

the posterior horns, and intermediate portions all be-

ing affected alike. The blood-vessels are prominent
and filled with blood corpuscles, many of which have
wandered into the surrounding tissue. The peri-

vascular spaces are filled with small round cells.

This is most marked about the anastomotic branches
of the anterior spinal artery, which in some sec-

tions can be seen cut longitudinally in the gray mat-
ter at the base of the anterior horns. The central

canal in sections from the lower part of the lumbar
cord is almost obliterated, but its outline can be dis-

tinguished by the arrangement of the ependyma
cells, which appear normal. At higher levels of this

region the central canal is wide open and some of
the ependyma cells have been torn off. The lumen
of the canal is filled with an indefinite, structureless,

albuminoid material and a number of round cells.

Many of the ganglion cells have entirely disappeared,
and many show various degrees of degeneration.
They are irregular in outline, the nuclei are indis-

tinct and eccentrically placed, and their dendritic

processes are broken. In the anterior and lateral

portions of the anterior horns there are numerous
separate masses of round cells completely surround-
ing ganglion cells, heaped one upon another so that

the nerve cells can be distinguished with difficulty.

The cells of Clarke's column are similarly affected.

The nerve fibers are swollen and appear broken and
widely separated and varicose. The anterior and
posterior roots are paler than normal when stained
by the Weigert method. In the white matter there is

a cellular infiltration chiefly confined to the perivas-
cular spaces, with some proliferation of the neurog-
lia cells and swelling of the axis cylinders. The
anterior, lateral, and posterior columns are all equal-
ly involved, but much less so than the gray matter.
The pia is also infiltrated with round cells through-
out the circumference of the cord( but it is much
more marked about the blood vessels on the anterior
surface and along the artery of the anterior fissure.

The blood-vessels are filled with blood corpuscles,

and their walls are infiltrated with round cells, but
this is chiefly confined to the adventitia.

Sacral Region.—Here the appearance is exactly
the same, except that the ganglion cells are fewer
in number and the grouping of round cells about
those remaining is less striking.

Thoracic Region.—This portion of the cord pre-

sents much the same appearance as the lumbar re-

gion, but the pia is less affected, and the grouping

of round cells about the ganglion cells is also less

marked here.

The cervical swelling is similar to the lumbar
portion, but in addition there are a few small open
spaces in the gray matter where the tissue

has dropped out.

]\ledulla Oblongata.—Although much less than in

the spinal cord, inflammation can be found through-

out the medulla oblongata, especially in the gray
matter about the fourth ventricle and in close rela-

tion with the blood-vessel, particularly those pass-

ing from the anterior surface through the raphe to-

ward the gray matter. The white matter is slightly

affected. The cells of the nuclei of the cranial

nerves are also slightly affected. The pia is infil-

trated with round cells and the adventitial coat of

the blood-vessels also somewhat infiltrated.

Pons.—There is a considerable infiltration in the

region of the sixth nucleus, and its cells are much
diseased, but in other respects the changes here are

much the same as those of the medulla oblongata.

Cerebellum.—A few small hemorrhages can be
seen in those parts which were in close relation with

the medulla and pons.

Basal Ganglia.—A few scattered perivascular in-

filtrations can be found here.

Postspinal Ganglia.—There are many round cells

scattered between and about the ganglion cells, many
of which show degeneration. With the Weigert
method they appear yellowish and some nearly

black ; the nuclei of many are indistinct, eccentrical-

ly placed, and some have disappeared. There are

numerous black colored granules to be seen gener-

ally near the periphery of the cells.

The anterior tibial, sciatic, and median nerves and
portions of the brachial plexuses showed nothing
abnormal.

Case III.—J. F., twenty-five years old; admitted
to the Pennsylvania Hospital September 25, 1907.
His family history was negative. He had always
been healthy. He had been occupied as a day labor-

er, which he had not been used to, and he attributes

his condition to overwork. He first noticed numb-
ness of his feet September 23, 1907. The next day,

after helping to lift some heavy boxes, his legs

suddenly gave way under him, and he entirely lost

control of them, and there was some disturbance

of the functions of the bladder.

Physical Examination.—On admission: tempera-
ture 102

;
pulse 102 ; respirations 48. Anemic look-

ing man with flaccid paralysis of both lower ex-

tremities. Some stiffness and aching of the muscles
of the neck, and he complained of indefinite numb-
ness of the chest and abdomen. Pupils were equal

and reacted sluggishly to light. Eyes, nose, and
throat were normal. Glands were not enlarged.

There was no pulsation of the vessels of the neck.

Chest well formed and expands well. Lungs nor-

mal but respiratory movements were greatly in-

creased. Heart sounds weak. No murmur. Ab-
dominal organs all normal. There was complete
flaccid paralysis of both legs with loss of tendon
reflexes and weakness of both arms. Sensation was
normal. Blood count showed hemoglobin, 80 per
cent. ; leucocytes, 28,650. He died September 26,

1907, the fourth day of the disease.

The spinal cord and a portion of the pons and
peripheral nerves were examined.
Autopsy 1018.—Hospital No. 1833. Male, aged

twenty-five years. September 26, 1907. Performed
by Dr. Donhauser one and a half hours after death.

Edema of lungs, congestion of liver, spleen, and kid-

nevs.
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Spinal Cord Microscopical Examination.—Lumbar
enlargement. There is a marked diffuse cellular infil-

tration throughout the gray matter ; the white matter

and the pia are also aft'ected, but to a much less de-

gree. In many sections the anterior horns, the pos-

terior horns and intermediate portions of the gray

matter are all equally aft'ected, but in others the

posterior horns are less so than the anterior. In-

flammatory cells are seen diffusely scattered in great

numbers and accumulated in the perivascular spaces.

The vessels are only slightly distended and contain

few blood corpuscles. Here and there small open

spaces are seen when tissue has dropped out of sec-

tions. Most of the ganglion cells of the anterior

horns have entirely disappeared, but a few still re-

main which appear much distorted, with an indis-

tinct nucleus frequently eccentrically placed. The
dendritic processes of many are broken. In a few

sections the inflammatory cells are seen densely

packed about the ganglion cells impinging upon their

borders. With the Weigert method the nerve fibers

seem somewhat more widely separated than normal-

ly, but stain well and do not appear swollen except

in a few places when in close relation to a blood-ves-

sel. The anterior and posterior . roots just after

they have made their exit from the cord are paler

than normal. The cells of Clarke's column present

the same changes as the motor cells of the anterior

horns. The central canal appears normal. In the

white matter the vessels are distended, and many
round cells are seen in the perivascular spaces.

There is some diffuse infiltration in the white mat-

ter close to the gray matter of the lateral horns,

with some proliferation of the neuroglia cells. The
pia is infiltrated with cells throughout the circum-

ference of the cord, but the greatest change is seen

on the anterior surface. The vessels of the pia are

filled with blood cells, and their walls, particularly

the adventitial coat, are infiltrated with small round

cells.

Sacral Region.—In a few sections the anastomotic

branch of the anterior spinal artery can be seen cut

longitudinally as it enters the base of the anterior

horn of one side, presenting an intense perivascular

cellular infiltration. In other respects the appear-

ance is the same as that of the lumbar region.

Thoracic Region.—The gray matter and the white

matter are similar in every respect to that of the

lumbar region, but the pia is slightly affected on the

anterior surface only.

Cervical Region.—Here the process is identical

with that seen in the lumbar region, except that the

pia is less affected.

Pons.—Only a very few sections from this part

were studied, and a few scattered perivascular infil-

trations were found, chiefly confined to the gray

matter.

The sciatic and median nerves showed nothing ab-

normal with the Weigert method. The remaining

portions of the nervous system were not examined.

The cells taking part in the infiltrations were the

same in each case and can be conveniently described

at one time.

Under an oil immersion lens when stained with

hemalum and fuchsin there were many round nuclei,

some very large and others smaller, staining a rob-

in's egg blue color, with a few deep staining chro-

matic granules and a thin rim of protoplasm. These

cells were irregularly scattered and widely separated

from one another, never grouped in definite foci.

There were great numbers of cells resembling

lymphocytes identical with those found in the pia,

generally scattered throughout the gray matter and

densely packed in the perivascular spaces, present-

ing a small, dark-staining, round nucleus and a small

amount of nongranular homogeneous protoplasm,

also many larger cells with a large paler staining nu-

cleus of almost any shape but generally oval, curved

or indented, and a larger amount of protoplasm

stained a moderately deep pink color and often vacu-

olated. Very few polymorphonuclear cells were

found, but numerous red blood corpuscles were scat-

tered here and there.

In addition numerous cells were found which did

not resemble any definite type and in all probability

were undergoing degeneration and would eventual-

ly have become typical compound granular cells.

The cases which I have described are typical ex-

amples of acute anterior poliomyelitis considering

both the clinical and pathological pictures. One case

of a child and two of adults, beginning rather sud-

denly with fever, pain in the lower extremities and

back, some rigidity of the posterior muscles of the

neck, flaccid paralysis of the lower extremities with

loss of tendon reflexes and no sensory changes, blad-

der and rectal disturbances, the paralysis ascending

rapidly, resulting in death following bulbar involve-

ment. The pathological findings are very similar to

those reported by Dauber, Goldscheider, Siemer-

ling, Lieppman, Redlich, Risseler, Biilow-Hansen

and Harbitz, Sherman and Spiller, Wickman, Ilar-

bitz and Scheel, Forrssner, and Sjovell.

Dauber" had an acute case in a child that died

after five days, presenting infiltration of the pia and

perivascular and diffuse infiltration of small roiind

cells in the gray matter, also perivascular infiltration

of the ganglion cells and degeneration of the gan-

glion cells.

Goldscheider'* found the most intense changes in

the anterior horns of the lumbar region, slight de-

generation of the anterior and posterior roots by the

Marchi method, and degeneration of ganglion cells,

and considers poliomyelitis to be a localized myelitis

affecting chiefly the anterior horns through the dis-

tribution of the anterior spinal artery.

Siemerling'^ studied two acute cases in children

and found myelitic changes most marked in the lum-

bar and cervical regions, with some degenerative

changes in the anterior and posterior roots by the

Marchi stain, destruction of ganglion cells and slight

perivascular infiltration in the white matter.

Lieppman'*' reported a case which developed dur-

ing a severe attack of furunculosis and died four

months later of diphtheria. ?Ie agrees with Gold-

scheider and Siemerling that the process follows the

course of the blood-vessels of the anterior horns.

Risseler, quoted by Kahlden," describes three

acute cases in which there were various forms of

degeneration of ganglion cells with diffuse and peri-

vascular and pericellular infiltration of round cells,

particularly in the lumbar region. He upholds Char-

cot's theory, namely, that acute poliomyelitis is due

to a primai7 change of the ganglion cells.

Redlich" reports one case of a child that died on

the ninth day. The anterior horns were chiefly af-

fected, but the posterior horns and the white mat-

ter and pia also. The infiltrating cells contained

many fat granules, which he thinks are typical of

inflammation in the nervous system. He also found

degenerations of the ganglion cells and of Clarke's

column, which he considers to be of two distinct

varieties of necrobiosis. There were slight peri-

vascular infiltrations in the medulla, cerebral pe-

duncles, particularly in the tegmentum, none of the

cortex itself, but slightly of its pia.

Biilow-Hansen and Harbitz" had two fatal cases
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and one abortive case, brothers and sisters of the

same family, all affected at the same time. Two
died on the fifth and seventh day, respectively. The
usual changes in the gray matter of tlie cord, pons,

medulla, and sHght changes of the cells of the vagus

nuclei were found.

Spiller and Sherman^" reported a case under the

title of "Acute Polioencephalomjelitis," presenting

the clinical picture of Landr)-"s paralysis and
terminating fatally in thirtj-eight hours after

the appearance of the first definite symptoms
of motor disturbance. They found intense

cellular infiltration throughout the gray mat-
ter of the anterior horns. The pia was also

affected, and there were a few perivascular foci

within the white columns. The ganglion cells of the

anterior horns were much degenerated. Changes ex-

tended throughout the spinal cord, medulla, pons,

and cerebral peduncles to the basal ganglia, but were
not very definite in the cerebral cortex and sub-

adjacent white matter, although even here the ves-

sels were much dilated. They consider that the

process was essentially a polioencephalomyelitis, al-

though the white matter was not intact, and that

acute anterior poliomyelitis in an adult is similar to

that in a child.

The naked eye appearances of the spinal cord and
brain in my cases when in the fresh state were sim-
ilar to those of most recorded cases, consisting only
in moderate congestion of the cerebral vessels and a
swollen and red appearance of the gray matter of
the cord when seen on cross section. The membranes
of the cord were slightly hyperemic, but no actual

exudation was seen.

Microscopically the pia was infiltrated with mono-
nuclear cells, particularly on the anterior surface,

and always most marked in the lumbar region. This

was found throughout the length of the cord, gradu-
ally diminishing from below upward. In Cases I

and II it was distinct about the medulla oblongata

and pons, and traces could be found over the cerebral

cortex. Rarely a few inflammatorj' cells were found
on the outer surface of the pia. Buzzard'' has
called attention to this fact, which is in harmony
with the absence of a true meningeal exudate visible

to the naked eye in poliomyelitis, and in contrast

with what is generally seen in cases of acute septic

meningitis. However the involvement of the pia is

sufficient to explain the rigidity of the muscles of the

neck and pain and soreness of the lower extremities,

which are not uncommon in the earl)- stages of most
severe acute cases of poliomyelitis. There was no
definite relationship between the intensity of the

changes seen in the pia and the changes in the gray
matter. In Case II there was considerably more
perivascular infiltration of the vessels extending
through the posterior white columns of the lumbar
cord than in the other two cases, and here the pia

on the posterior surface also showed greater
changes.

Harbitz and Scheel-- found in their cases that foci

in the cord with perivascular infiltration corre-
sponded to the areas of inflammation in the pia at

the same level, while on the other hand inflammation
of the pia could be found without any inflammation
having developed in the cord at the same level.

Therefore, they are convinced that inflammation be-
gins in the pia with a simultaneous infection of the
cerebrospinal fluid and extends into the cord along
the vessels.

The walls of the vessels about the anterior sur-

face of the cord were slightly infiltrated with mono-
nuclear cells, chiefly confined to the adventitia.

W'ickman-^ found that the veins were more affected

than the arteries ; in my cases, however, there was
little if any difference. Unlike Batten's-* cases

there was never any evidence of thrombosis.

A marked perivascular infiltration of the branch

of the anterior spinal arterj' as it extended into the

anterior median fissure was always found, and fre-

quently this could be traced along its anastomotic

branch as it extended into the base of the anterior

horn of one side.

Throughout the length of the spinal cord the gray

matter was always intensely diseased, the anterior

horns suffering more than the posterior, e.xcept in

a few sections of the lumbar region from Case II,

where there was little difference. Degeneration of

the ganglion cells was verj- marked, extending over
large areas. Generally the degree of degeneration

and destruction corresponded to the intensitj' of the

disease in the surrounding structures. Occasional-

ly after a careful search a healthy looking ganglion

cell was found in the midst of a severely effected

area.

Interstitial and parenchymatous changes were both

marked and were found side by side. Severe de-

generation of ganglion cells was never found far dis-

tant from interstitial changes
;
generally where in-

terstitial changes were less marked ganglion cells

were not severely diseased.

In Case II neuronophagia was verj' striking, al-

ways confined to the spinal cord, particularlj' in the

cerv'ical and lumbar regions. In Case III it was oc-

casionally found in slight degree. No attempt was
made to trace the various stages of this process in

detail ; the general appearances, however, were very

like those described by Forrssner and SjovelP' in

two acute cases of poliomyelitis.

In the cer\ical and lumbar enlargements and es-

pecially the sacral region they found many ganglion

cells completely submerged beneath heaps of round
cells; also round cells were seen after having pene-

trated into the substance of the ganglion cells. As
the process advanced the ganglion cells degenerated
and the round cells had gained in the quantity of

their protoplasm at the expense of the ganglion cells.

They believe that healthy ganglion cells are never
attacked, but that there is some chemical substance
generated during the course of the disease which has

killed or decreased their vitalit\- and which has a

positive chemotactic action for the round cells, and
therefore they attack the ganglion cells and complete
their destruction.

Neuronophagia unquestionably plays a ver)- im-
portant part in the destruction of ganglion cells in

certain cases of poliomyelitis. In the most intensely

affected parts of the gray matter it was never found,

therefore one might infer that the process had been
already completed and is one of the earliest changes
to take place. Forrssner and Sjovell suggest that it

may explain the ver\' rapid and sudden onset of

paralysis. On the other hand early acute cases have
been examined with marked degenerative changes of

ganglion cells and no evidence of neuronophagia, so

that we must admit that there may be some other

cause for the rapid destruction of ganglion cells

which as yet we know little about. The posterior

spinal ganglia were only examined in Case II ; mod-
erate degenerative changes were found. After a

careful search of the literature I have been able to

find but one reference to examinations of the spinal

ganglia in poliomyelitis. Forrssner and Sjovell, in

the same article which has already been quoted, de-

scribe finding a few round cells outside but in close

relation with the small blood vessels and no changes
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in the nerve cells. On account of so slight a lesion

they assume that this may explain the preservation

of sensation.

We as yet have little definite knowledge as to the

manner in which lesions found in poliomyelitis are

produced. Many observers believe that the infec-

tious agent is carried to the anterior horns of the

gray matter by way of the anterior spinal artery.

In many instances the distribution of the lesions in

the gray matter corresponds very closely to the dis-

tribution of the blood vessels. The white matter, on
the other hand, is but little affected, and here the

blood supply is derived from the smaller vessels

extending inward from the pia. Kadyi-° has shown
by his experiments that there is no definite anasto-

mosis between the area supplied by the anterior

spinal artery and that supplied by the pial vessels,

and that there is an area along the adjacent borders
of the gray and white matter which is partly supplied

with blood by one and partly by the others. Wick-
man is inclined to favor the lymphogenous route of
infection as most probable, and refers to the simi-

larity of rabies and poliomyelitis.

If we accept the teaching that true perivascular

lymph channels do exist, we can understand how
lymph-borne infection may cause lesions correspond-
ing to the distribution of the blood-vessels of the

nervous system similar to those frequently found in

acute anterior poliomyelitis.

Conclusions.— { i ) Acute anterior poliomyelitis is

essentially an acute polioencephalomeifingomyelitis.

(2) The process is the same during infancy and
adult life.

(3) The process is most marked in the lumbar
and cervical enlargements of the cord and frequently

may extend upward as far as the cerebral cortex.

(4) Interstitial changes predominate and occur
together with parenchymatous changes. Parenchy-
matous changes never occur without interstitial

changes.

(5) The localization and intensity of cellular infil-

tration depend upon the distribution and vascularity

of the area afi'ected.

(6) Neuronophagia is an important factor in the

destruction of ganglion cells.
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KAOLIN AS A REMEDY.*
By GEO. RICHTER, M.D.,

ST. LOUIS,

fOKMBRLY PROFESSOR OF PHYSIOLOGY, BEAUMONT HOSPITAL MEDICAL
COLLEGE.

In 1906 Prof. Julius Stumpf of Wuerzburg recom-

mended the use of kaolin in a book, "Ueber ein

zuverlaessiges Heilverfahren bei der asiatischen

Cholera sowiebei schweren infectioesenBrechdurch-

faellen und ueber die Bedeutung des Bolus (Kaolin)

bei der Behandlung gewisser Bakterien-krank-

heiten," published—Wuerzburg. According to a re-

port by Hahn of Munich in the Miiencheuer nicdi-

zinische Wochenschrift (Jan. 15, 1907), the author

has given kaolin internally in gastroenteritis of chil-

dren and in cases of cholera (in Prussia, 1906),

where in the ten cases so treated a favorable result

was obtained. He recommends his method in

cholera morbus, typhoid fever, cholera asiatica,

ptomain-poisoning, and poisoning by metals. Ex-
periments on dogs showed that doses of white

arsenic of 1.2 and 3.5 grams mixed with 40.0 grams
kaolin and given within 11 days did not poison

the animals. He gives kaolin doses of 125 grams
stirred in 250 c.c. of cold water, to be swallowed at

once or at short intervals. The same dose is re-

peated if necessary after three hours. Children

should take 60 grams in 125 c.c. water, infants 30
grams in 70 to 100 c.c. water in the nursing bottle.

Nothing but a little water must be taken within

the next 18 hours. Stumpf believes the effect

to be due to a starving of the bacteria by their

being enveloped in the mass of the powder. Hahn,
however, states that the inhibitory effect in arsenic

poisoning is not thereby explained, and his opinion

is that kaolin forms a protective layer on the

mucosa.
The same journal prints in the issue of Nov. 26,

1907, a paper by Goerner on the same subject. He
relates the many experiments made by various in-

vestigators in treating wounds, ulcers, etc., with

kaolin. Megele noticed the inhibitory effect of the

same upon bacteria "due to a dryin^jf action." Other
authors have held that kaolin is "a reliable aseptic

dressing powder." Stumpf disputes Megele's

theory, for a watery mixture of an insoluble sub-

stance cannot possibly have a drying action. Ac-
cording to him kaolin in powder form consists of

particles smaller than bacteria, and it is the en-

veloping of the bacteria which prevents a further

development of the disease. That even very large

quantities may be harmless Stumpf proved by taking

230 grams of kaolin every morning for a number
of days without any ill effect. Goerner treated 8

cases of acute gastroenteritis, including one case of

severe fish-poisoning, with kaolin, with an almost

immediate recovery. Of 30 cases of a milder type

of acute gastric catarrh only 3 cases were not re-

lieved promntly. Similar results were observed in

Paper read before the Verein Dcutscher Aerzfe. St.

I.nuis. April TO. 1008.
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the treatment of infants, with the exception of such

chronic cases where large masses of mucus were
present. He has also observed that a:iy admixture,

like sugar or milk, interfered with the result. Diar-

rhea in grippe was equally well influenced by kaolin.

In one case of rectal diarrhea prompt cure was
effected by an injection of the mixture. Cases of

enteric tuberculosis were also much benefited by

kaolin, a repetition of the dose becoming necessary

only every few days ; the same was true in a case

of amyloid of the intestines. In typhoid fever the

bacilli disappear from the stool, but otherwise the

course of the disease is not influenced nuich except-

ing the regulation of the bowels. Goerner recom-

mends kaolin as an excellent corrigent in various

forms of meteorism, though here the dose must
be repeated at times.

I have not seen any other literature on the subject,

but believe the matter would be well worth further

investigation, particularly as all the theories ad-

vanced are unsatisfactory.

Kaolin (or "argilla, terra alba, bolus alba, china

clay, porcelain earth," in a less pure condition also

known as "Fuller's earth") has been used as an ex-

ternal remedy for centuries. Internally it is used

frequently as an e.xcipient or diluent of silver nitrate

and potassium permanganate ; chemists use it as a

clarifier. It is an aluminum-silicate derived from
feldspar by weathering. The ordinary clay consists

largely of the same substance. It is insoluble in

water, cold acids, and caustic alkalies, and mixes
readily with water. Together with other admixtures,

it is the cataplasma kaolini of the pharmacopeia.

Its action as a cataplasm is solely by its virtue

of detaining heat upon the surface upon which it is

applied. Taken internally, it cannot exert a heat-

retaining action, nor possess a drying effect, as little

as carbon which had been exposed to the atmosphere
will absorb any gases after it has been saturated with

them.

Under the microscope the preparation consists of

very fine fragments of crystals of the size of ery-

throcytes, many still smaller, very few of the size

of bacteria. Mixed with some old distilled water
I could observe the water-microbes in their usual

lively motion for hours. There was certainly no
bactericidal action in evidence.

I sterilized a portion by exposing to dry heat of

150° C. and applied it first in a case of chronic ure-

thritis as an injection. The patient was a robust

young man who had been infected for the first time

in March, 1907. Successively he had been treated

by a number of specialists by means of injections,

soluble bougies, instillations, irrigations, internal

remedies, etc. Nine months later there was still

considerable discharge, which consisted of leuco-

cytes, few erythrocytes, and numberless bacteria of

many kinds, to the exclusion of gonococci. The
two-glass test showed turbidity in both and numer-
ous shreds. Per rectum the prostate was found
slightly swollen and tender, also both vesiculae semi-

nales were sensitive. No spermatozoa were found
in the discharge. He had had no epididymitis. On
January 7, 1908, I injected kaolin. After 12 hours
there was a profuse discharge of pus without the

least pain or discomfort. The pus consisted of
leucocytes, erythrocytes, and gonococci, partly with-

in the leucocytes, partly in the plasma (gram-nega-
tive.) No other microbes could be discovered. In
relapses of gonorrhea the reappearance of gono-
cocci, together with the disappearance of the other

bacteria, is often observed. On January to there

was still considerable discharge. Another injection

of kaolin was made. Jan. 14, hardly any discharge.

The now mucous secretion showed a remarkable
number of epithelial cells with two nuclei. The
shreds in evidence formerly had disappeared. Jan.

16, another injection of kaolin. Jan. 19, no secre-

tion. Feb. 2, cylindrical epithelium in secretion,

much mucus, few leucocytes, no gonococci. Feb. 9,

kaolin injection followed by abundant secretion of

pus with gonococci. Feb. 14, little discharge con-

taining a few gonococci. Feb. 16, pronounced phos-

phaturia, which desisted with a more liberal diet.

Feb. 23, kaolin, and again Feb. 26. From now on
the gonococci grew less and soon disappeared en-

tirely, in spite of many more injections of kaolin

upon which no secretion of pus followed. A slight

discharge due to the prostatitis and consisting mainly

of mucus was finally stopped by means of instilla-

tions of protargol.

The study of this case shows a mixed infection

in chronic urethritis converted into a simple

"catarrhal" urethritis ; elimination of the gonococci

from the deeper strata, new growth of epithelium;

waning of the urethal catarrh, and gradual healing

of the prostatitis.

Another case of gonorrhea in a young man who
had become infected for the third time on March
9 was examined March 16. The patient complained
of a burning sensation when urinating and a rather

profuse discharge of pus established since the day
before. There was a mixed infection with a large

number of gonococci. Urine, after washing out

the interior urethra, was turbid (acute anterior and
posterior urethritis). Injection of kaolin. March
18, secretion much increased but painless, containing

gram-negative cocci only. March 19, kaolin. March
21, only the first glass is turbid. March 23, no trace

of a discharge. April 6, kaolin; no reaction,

urethra "dry." The two previous infections in the

same patients had lasted six weeks or longer each

time. As repeated infections usually heal more
slowly, the cure within eight days seems remarkable.

A 50-year-old robust man had received a scalp

wound one inch in length. The skin was not en-

tirely severed. He refused to have the hair shorn

or any stitches made. After cleaning the wound
carefully I covered it with dry kaolin powder. A
loose crust formed, which was removed every day
to be replaced by a fresh sprinkling of kaolin. No
pus formed ; healing was perfect in 6 days without

any scar.

A young lady suffering from myelogenous leu-

kemia (diagnosed two years ago) was wounded by
glass splinters above the left wrist, receiving tw^
wounds of about

J--^
inch in length each and rather

deep. The attending physician worked for about
two hours before he succeeded in stopping the flow

of blood with iron chloride. The following day the

lady presented herself with firm crusts over the

lesions. Twelve days after there were redness,

swelling, and pain
;
pus oozed from below the

crusts. After their removal kaolin was sprinkled

on. Very firm crusts formed, underneath which
one wound was found healed after about five days,

while the lower one exhibited fungoid granulations

healing only after an application of carbolic arid

The little satisfactory result was probably due to

the bad condition of the blood and the neglect of

removing the crusts. The kaolin in the crust can-

not exercise its typical effect.

A stout lady, 66 years old, had a relapse of an

ulcer of her right leg over the tibia. The limb was
swollen, hot, and tender to the touch. There was
a vallated, undermined rim around an area of three

inches in length and one and one-half inches in

width, with a fungous surface of dark blue color and
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slimy pus. IMarch i, a 2 per cent, resorcine-salve

was prescribed. March 7, iodoform was applied

and a cataplasm of carbolic acid ordered. March
II, much improvement. Ulcer now size of a half

dollar; Unguentum Hebrse. Alarch 19, no change;

kaolin powdered on. After four days epithelium

covered the whole surface. There was certainly a

tendency to heal, but the rapidity with which the

closing of the ulcer was accomplished was remark-

able. Xo pus was secreted in this instance.

A laborer, 43 years old and of poor constitution,

had an ulcer above the outer ankle on both legs.

He had been treated for years without success. Kao-
lin healed the one ulcer rapidly, while the other one

did not seem to be influenced much. Here contin-

uous exposure to direct sun-rays had a satisfactory'

result.

A lady, 28 years old, had been infected with lues.

The symptoms were very severe from the start and

subsided only gradually under treatment with intra-

muscular injections of mercur\'. After two years

she had to be taken to a hospital while suffering

from a complication of nervous symptoms. From
a bed-sore sprung an erj-sipelas and phlegmonous
inflammation of both limbs with consequent destruc-

tion of both knee-joints. There appeared blue pus

with Bacterium pyocyaneian in pure culture. Kao-
lin was injected into the abscesses. The watery,

flocculent pus was changed into a thick, creamy
fluid within twenty-four hours and no bacteria could

be cultivated from the discharge.

A clerk, 29 years old. was much troubled by eruc-

tations of an extremely foul odor for years, and

neither diet nor internal antiseptics afforded any last-

ing relief. He was given 125 grams kaolin in cold

water on the empt}- stomach. The odor disappeared

promptly and has not returned in three months.

.\ laborer, 49 years old. of cachectic appearance

and complaining of persistent pressure pains in the

pit of the stomach, no vomiting, acidity 94 after

test-breakfast,, no blood in feces (guaiac, benzidin.

and aloin tests), no palpable tumor, but considerable

enlargment of the left lobe of the liver, was re-

lieved of the hyperacidity after a full dose of kaolin.

No improvement otherwise.

These are but only some scanty observations

which I have reported, still a few conclusions may
be drawn from them.

Kaolin evidently causes a leucotaxis, an emigra-

tion of leucocytes out of the blood towards the de-

posit of kaolin v^'herever the surface is broken, with

the formation of "pus bonum et laudabile." The
leucocytes carry with them the microbes out of the

depths, out of their recesses within the deeper tis-

sues. This is probably due to a mechanical irrita-

tion caused by minute spicula, the fragments of crys-

tals which will not perforate normal epithelium, yet

wound the softer membranes of other cells. This

is, however, only a theory, as I could not observe

it under the microscope ; at any rate it cannot be due

to any chemical or other physical process, like co-

agulation or osmosis, as kaolin is absolutely indif-

ferent to organic bodies.

The leucocytes destroy most of the bacteria by

phagocytosis, with some exceptions, e.g. gonococci,

which, while being eliminated, prey upon the carry-

ing leucocytes. There may be another agent active

in this process : ferments secreted by or with the

leucocytes digesting the microbes.

Internally taken kaolin acts probably in the same
manner, as a mild mechanical irritant. It must al-

ways be given in very large doses because it has a

large surface to act upon. It inhibits the bacteria

from receiving any pabulum as soon as they have

been mixed with the inorganic masses. But enough

of those rapidly propagating cells will still adhere to

the mucous membrane to do serious harm if some
other agent does not become active and interfere

with their growth. Such agents are probably the

leucocytes and ferments secreted with them. The
experiments demonstrating the digestive affects of

leucocytes upon culture media are well known, as

also the fact that eventually they may not exert

such an action (in certain cases of leukemia). That
arsenic in large doses mixed with kaolin had no
poisonous eft'ect in Stumpf's experiments may be

due to an insoluble combination forming with the

protoplasm of the leucocytes which are enveloped in

the kaolin. And this reminds of the observations

made with Bier's hyperemia where poisons injected

into the tissues are so slowly absorbed that the

organism suffers no serious harm. Ferments are

not so readily destroyed in the intestinal canal as

leucocytes, which are rarely found in the feces, and
therefore their determination after taking kaolin

would prove interesting. The theory demands, of

course, that the kaolin should come in contact with

lesioned surfaces which it would irritate, as in all

catarrhal conditions.

Now it remains to explain why kaolin produces

an abundance of pus in an inflamed urethra and not

upon an open ulcer. Perhaps the number of leuco-

cytes emigrating is in proportion to the bacteria

present. Exposed on an open surface the leucocytes

are more rapidly destroyed than when confined in a

cavity. The establishment o-f epithelium repels the

leucocytes. The dry powder absorbs all moisture

promptly.

There is after all nothing new in the theory, in the

principle propounded. Similar remedies are used

extensively of whose action we have not understood

the true cause yet. The ordinarily insoluble bis-

muth subnitrate. which taken in small doses or en-

veloped in media preventing its mechanical effect

seems to be inert, consists of minute crj'stals which
must possess an irritating effect. Zinc oxide, iodo-

form, carbon, calomel, talcum, and others belong

in the same class. Most of those substances are,

however, not always indifferent and may become
harmful, which kaolin never does. The only ad-

mixture permissible is pure water, for the reasons

stated.

Kaolin should be tried in the internal diseases

named and also in cases where free communication
with the surfaces exists and a formation of crusts

is obviated in fetid abscesses, diseases of the nasal

cavity, urethra, rectum, vagina, and perhaps also in

cystitis. An essential point may be that the blood

is of a healthy character. In cachexia not much
can be expected.

In infectious diseases our first endeavor is to de-

stroy and eliminate the virus, the next to prevent

further infection by antisepsis and asepsis. It ap-

pears that both functions are fulfilled by the leuco-

cytes. Kaolin produces an emigration of leucocytes

toward the injured parts, without causing more irri-

tation than the organism desires.

A closer study of the leucocytes and of the fer-

ments somehow connected with them promises a bet-

ter understanding of the "vis medicatrix naturae."

407 North Beoabway.

Tender Feet.—
B. Acid salicyl 3iss.

Sod. biborat 3iii.

Glycerin! Jiv.

Aquae 3iv.

M. S.: Rub on the feet night and morning.
—American Journal of Clinical Medicine.
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SOME OBSERVATIONS ON THE URE-
THRAL LENGTH.

By WALTER S. REYNOLDS. M.D.,

NEW VOKK.

CHIEK OF CLINIC AND INSTRUCTOR IN GENITOURINARY DISEASES, COLLEGE
OF PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS (COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY).

At the outset of this paper I wish to state that

nothing new or contradictory of the already estab-

lished conceptions of the anatomy of the urethra

has been attempted. The examinations were under-

taken to satisfy myself in regard to statements in

works on genitourinary diseases concerning urethral

measurements. Such studies, if only confirming

established ideas, may not be without interest, and
with that thought alone in mind this paper has been

prepared.

Nearly everyone has probably at some time at-

tempted to make use of urethral measurements as an

aid in diagnosis, especially in prostatic disease. Af-
ter failing in several cases to obtain satisfactory

information where urethral measurement was em-
ployed, it was decided to examine a series of cases

with a view of ascertaining how far it was possible

to use this method as an aid to diagnosis, and to

see how closely results might correspond with those

of others.

It is seldom necessary, perhaps, to resort to this

method for accurate diagnosis ; still there are cases

in which all means at our command must be em-
ployed to arrive at satisfactory conclusions, and if

it is possible by so simple a means as urethral meas-
urements to determine abnormalities in this or close-

ly related structures, it should not be neglected.

Nothing it would seem could be easier than to

determine by measurement the urethral length, and
by comparison with known standards to draw fair-

ly correct deductions. However simple in theory

this may seem, in actual practice it is not so easy

to make accurate measurements, and this may ac-

count for some of the seeming inconsistencies in

some of the cases examined.
Before we are in a position to state whether

we have an abnormality in the urethral length we
must have a clear conception as to the normal ure-

thral measurement, and if possible definitely fix

on standards of comparison. In endeavoring to set-

tle this point we find, while there is some diversity of

opinion on the question, most writers are firmly in

accord, and it would seem superfluous to go over

the subject, but rather to direct our attention to ab-

normal conditions. On consideration, however, it

was thought better to conduct an independent inves-

tigation of the whole subject, starting with normal
conditions and thus, if possible, fix our own stand-

ards of comparison, rather than accept those already

given. This paper will therefore only deal with ure-

thrse in which fairly normal conditions might be ex-

pected to prevail.

The majority of the men examined were dispen-

sary patients who were being treated for chronic
urethritis or who had had that disease, but whose
prostates were normal so far as could be ascer-

tained by rectal examination, and where stricture

or other abnormality which might interfere with ac-

curate measurement, could be excluded. It can, of

course, be said that these were not normal urethrae.

but in dispensary cases urethrse which have not

been affected with urethritis are rare, except in

younger subjects, and as we are dealing with adult

conditions such material as was at hand must be
utilized for the purpose.

Before considering the cases examined a brief re-

view of the subject of urethral measurements may

not be out of place. A majority of works on genito-

urinary diseases probably follow the descriptions of
the urethra as given in anatomical textbooks. These
are, of course, post-mortem measurements, and the

difficulties of making accurate measurements would
not be so great as on the living subject, but at the
same time it might not give the same results as

would be obtained during life, as will be shown
later.

Gray states "the urethral length is from 8 to 9
inches; of this 134 inches is prostatic, the mem-
branous being % of an inch along its upper, and

J^ inch along its lower surface, in consequence of

the bulb projecting backward beneath it below."'

Thompson, in his work on stricture, from an exam-
ination of si.xteen post-mortem specimens, gives the

following measurements: Spongy portion 6yi
inches; membranous J^ inch; prostatic i^ inch;

total length 83/2 inches. He then mentions the in-

vestigations of Mr. Briggs of the Lock Hospital,

which were carried out on the living subject, and
who found the urethral length to be about yyi
to 2}i inches. These measurements were confirmed
later by Thompson and are given as from 6}^ to 734
inches. Attention is later called to the difference

in post-mortem measurements, which is given as

834 inches, and on the living subject as about 7
inches.

Thompson says in speaking of prostatic hyper-
trophy that "the prostatic urethra may measure 4
inches in prostatic hypertrophy, instead of ij^
inches, its normal length," and further, "If by ex-
amination the catheter has traversed not more than
the ordinary distance, say from 6^ to 8 inches,

we may be satisfied that prostatic enlargement does
not exist. But if the catheter has passed easily,

say 9 or 10 inches, and still no urine flows, there

will be little doubt of the presence of prostatic en-

largement."

A point which must also be taken into considera-
tion in urethral measurements is the distention of
the bladder with urine and its effect in overcoming
the muscles controlling urination. If, as generally
stated, when the bladder becomes distended with
urine, the presence of the fluid in the bladder over-
comes the resistance of the internal vesical sphinc-

ter, and the prostatic urethra becomes part of the

bladder cavity, the urethral length must be corre-

spondingly shortened. On this point White and
Martin say: "The discharge of urine from the

bladder is prevented by the tonic contraction of the

muscular apparatus of the membranous and the

prostatic urethra. As the bladder becomes dis-

tended, the internal vesical sphincter yields, and the

urine enters the posterior part of the prostatic

urethra, causing a desire to urinate, which is re-

sisted by the action of the voluntary fibers of the

external vesical sphincter and the compressor ure-

thra. On passing a catheter when the bladder is

full, the urethra seems about an inch shorter than
it does immediately after micturition ; this is owing
to the participation of the prostatic urethra in the

retentive function of the bladder."

It would be interesting to speculate as to what
effect prostatic enlargement has, if any, on the ac-

tion of these muscles. If there is no change we
should be led to believe that in prostatic hypertrophy,
where there is usually more or less residual urine,

a diminution of urethra! length would be found in

some cases. Since this paper deals only with nor-
mal urethra it would be out of place to consider the

subject further.

The method of examination to determine the ure-

thral length in these cases was as follows: The
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man after voiding urine was placed on a table and
the penile lengtli determined, measuring from the
integument over the symphysis pubis to the apex
of the glans penis; a bougie d boiile was then passed
to tlie anterior layer of the triangular ligament, care
being taken that the same penile length was main-
tained, as it was in all subsequent measurements.
This is important because there may be considerable
variation in this respect during examination if care
is not taken. The man then stands, while a soft

rubber catheter No. 12 French is passed, and when
the few drops of urine which ordinarily flow, make
their appearance, the distance from the meatus to

the eye of the catheter is taken. To determine the
urethral length with the bladder distended, a ca-

theter is again passed and the bladder filled with
fluid. The catheter then being withdrawn until

just at a point where the fluid flows, the measure-
ment is again taken as before.

The total number of cases examined was 22 ; of
these, Cases I, II, IV, and V are incomplete, while
Cases X and XIII are prostatics, leaving 15 cases

for study.

A glance at the table shows considerable varia-

tion in the individual urethral lengths, but when we
come to determine the averages, the results are near-

ly those given by Briggs and quoted from Thomp-
son's work; thus the penile length is in the 15 cases

about 2^4 inches (2.78) ; the length of the anterior

urethra 5i/< inches; urethra with bladder empty
about 7^ inches (7.61 +) > while the urethra with
the bladder distended measured slightly less, 7.51 -]-

inches.

Taking up the various measurements separately,

we find that the penile length averaged about 2J4
inches measured from the symphysis. In Case R'
the penile length was 4I/2 inches, and the total

length of the urethra 93-4 inches. This was in a

man 43 years of age, who was being treated for

prostatitis, and whose prostate was markedly en-

larged by rectal touch. He was one of the earlier

cases recorded, before the examinations were sys-

tematically begun.

TABLE SHOWING MEASUREMENTS OF URETHRA.

(in IN'CHES.)
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CREOSOTE INHALATIONS IN TUBERCU-
LOSIS.

The treatment of pulmonarj' tuberculosis at present

in vogue is emphatically characterized by thera-

peutic nihilism, so far as the use of drugs is con-

cerned. Fresh air, overfeeding, and rest constitute

the tripod upon which the entire therapeutic struc-

ture rests, and except when a dry cough is so dis-

tressing as seriously to interfere with sleep, or di-

gestive troubles, induced by the excessive amount
of protein forced upon unwilling organs, demand
relief, the resources of the pharmacopeia are seldom
called upon. Even cod-liver oil, once the mainstay
of the tuberculous, is denounced as occupying space

in the digestive tract which might better be filled

with eggs and milk. (And the possibility, even the

probability, that much of the milk may contain the

bacilli of bovine tuberculosis seems by universal

consent to be ignored.) It is, of course, rank heresy

to say aught against the prevailing fashion or to

suggest that certain drugs may have a quasi-specific

action in this disease, if not against the tubercle

bacilli, at least against the pus organisms. Never-
theless there are not a few practitioners of inde-

pendent views who dare to think that forced feed-

ing may be carried too far and that even fresh air

and rest may be supplemented by medication with
benefit. The results of sanatorium treatment, ex-

cept in the incipient stages, are not so brilliant as

to justify the prevailing belief that nothing else can
be done for the tuberculous. The educational value

of the sariatorium cannot be questioned, but it is

permissible to ask whether, in its exclusive reliance

upon nature's remedies, it is not neglecting some
valuable artificial means of combating the disease.

When confronted with a case of bronchitis or of

pneumonia the physician, unless he is an avowed
therapeutic nihilist of the most advanced Oslerian
school, does not hesitate to turn to the materia
medica for remedies to relieve the prominent symp-
toms, if not to attack the disease directly, and if he

has chosen his remedies wisely the patient profits

by his therapeutic faith. May it not be that we
have gone too far in our rejection of medication in

tuberculosis ?

In an article on "Laryngeal Tuberculosis," in the

American Journal of the Medical Sciences for

August, Dr. Beverley Robinson renews his plea for

the use of creosote inhalations, not only in the

laryngeal, but also in the pulmonary, localization of

tuberculosis. He first directed attention to anti-

septic inhalations in tuberculosis, in a paper read

before the Climatological Association in 1885, and

since that time has repeatedly, in journal articles

and remarks before societies, urged the palliative

and even curative value of this method in the treat-

ment of the disease. The inhalations are given by
means of a perforated zinc mask, worn continu-

ously, the pad being moistened with beechwood creo-

sote and alcohol, to which, when there is much
irritative cough, a little spirit of chloroform is

added. After an experience of twenty-five years

with this method, the author asserts that he knows
of absolutely no other means which will afford any-

thing like the same amount of relief to symptoms
and hasten and promote cure to the same degree.

The late Dr. Austin Flint gave testimony, many
years ago, to the value of this method of treatment,

and others in this country and England have also

spoken with confidence of its efficacy.

A theoretical objection has been raised against the

use of inhalations in pulmonary complaints that the

medicated vapor cannot penetrate to tlie alveoli of

the lungs so as to act directly upon the focus of

disease. But even if the vapor does not reach the

lungs in the inspired air, it may do so through the

blood circulation. It is possible the therapeutic ac-

tion of the creosote would be exerted equally if

the drug were given per os, and indeed it is often

so given with apparently beneficial results. When
the drug is given by inhalation, however, the stom-

ach, already burdened with an excess of food, is

relieved of the task of disposing of it, and, theory

to the contrar)', it may reach the lung more directly

if inhaled. Dr. Robinson believes that a most valu-

able therapeutic adjuvant, if not a specific remedy,

is neglected when creosote is not given, preferably

by inhalation. The results which he and others who
have employed the remedy for these many years

have obtained would seem to make it worthy of

the notice of phthisiotherapists. A renewed trial of

it could hardly do harm when other remedies fail

—

and, alas! other remedies often do fail in the treat-

ment of tuberculosis.

NARCOSIS AND lABIUNITY.

The use of ether and chloroform in producing sur-

gical anesthesia always introduces a certain inde-

terminate factor into the prognosis of any opera-

tion, the relative significance of which is very hard
to calculate because of the little knowledge we pos-

sess of the effect of these drugs upon the organism.

In the first place, the functions of very important

organs may be profoundly affected, and secondly,

the properties of the body fluids may be modified by
the anesthetic substances. It is the latter effect

which A. H. Zimin of the Tomsk Bacteriological

Institute has made the object of a special study,

reporting his findings in a monograph issued in

Russian by the Institute and entitled "The Influ-

ence of Ether and Chloroform Narcosis upon the

Bactericidal Power of the Blood and upon Phag-
ocytosis. " Platania, Klein, and Cogswell have earlier

shown the weakening influence of narcosis upon
animals, anesthetized dogs dying after being inoc-

ulated with plague while control animals were fully

protected by their natural immunity. Bunge showed
that the immunity against diphtheria was much di-

minished by subjecting inoculated animals to nar-
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cosis, and Rubin, writing in 1904, showed the un-

favorable effect of subcutaneous injections of ether

and chloroform upon infected animals.

Zimin studied phagocytosis in anesthetized guinea-

pigs, using for this purpose a nonvirulent organism,

Bacillus proteus vulgaris. In control animals the

peritoneal exudate after injection of the culture of

this organism was abundant in actively phagocytic

leucocytes, no free bacilli being present twenty-four

to thirty-six hours after the injection had been

made. Other animals were anesthetized and it ap-

peared that the mere procedure was badly borne by

them, over one-half dying in consequence of the

narcosis. The multinuclear cells were not so numer-

ous in the exudate of anesthetized animals as in

controls, and the index of phagocytosis was almost

constantly higher in the latter animals, but the

healing of wounds made in the technique of the

experiments ran about the same course in both

series of animals. Studies of the effect of anes-

thesia upon the bactericidal properties of the blood

were made on rabbits, and while a certain diminu-

tion of these properties could be observed in con-

sequence of narcosis, the differences were not very

marked. On the other hand, the control animals

showed frequent individual fluctuations in the

bactericidal power of the blood, while the ani-

mals subjected to the effect of ether or of chloro-

form gave more constant though lower figures.

The effects of anesthesia upon the. protective

processes and phenomena appear to have been ver>'

slight in this series of experiments. But it must

not be forgotten that the animals used were healthy

individuals and the slight changes in their defenses

against infection would have been much more sig-

nificant for their welfare in pathological conditions.

The tide for or against recovery may be turned so

easily in diseased conditions that the influence of

anesthesia, however slight in absolute figures, prob-

ably plays a relatively important role in the infec-

tions which demand surgical interference with the

employment of chloroform or ether as a general

anesthetic.

THE CARE AND CONTROL OF THE FEE-

BLE-AHNDED IN GREAT BRITAIN.

It seems to be now a definitely established fact that

lunacy in all its forms is considerably on the in-

crease throughout the civilized world. That such is

the case in this country, so far as figures can be

relied on, is certainly true. As bearing upon this

vitally important subject, the report of the British

Royal Commission appointed in 1904 to inquire

into the matter, and which has just been published,

possesses an interest beyond the limits of England

and Wales.

The report in question is voluminous and is to be

followed by six volumes and appendices, embodying

the data through which the Commissioners have

arrived at their several conclusions. It is estimated

that in England and Wales there are at the present

time about 150,000 "feeble-minded," in addition to

122,000 certified as insane, making a grand total

of 272,000 persons, or in the neighborhood of 0.83

per cent, of the population, who are not responsible

for their actions. It is a somewhat curious con-

dition of affairs, that while the liberty of 122,000

is restricted for the good of the community at

large, no less than 150.000 should be allowed their

freedom. The report contains suggestions for the

better care of these unrestrained irresponsible indi-

viduals into which, however, there is no space to en-

ter here. It will be sufficient to say that the being at

large of 150,000 individuals suffering from varying

degrees of mental aberration must be obviously a

source of some danger to the whole population. The
Commissioners have this to say in regard to the grav-

ity of the existing situation : "The mass of facts that

we have collected, the statements of our witnesses,

and our own personal visits and investigations

compel the conclusion that there are numbers of

mentally defective persons, whose training is neg-

lected, over whom no sufficient control is exercised,

and whose wayward and irresponsible lives are pro-

ductive of crime and miser}% of much injury and

mischief to themselves and to others, and of much
continuous expenditure wasteful to the community

and to individual families."

With respect to the training of defective chil-

dren, the Commissioners find an unsatisfactony

state of affairs. As a result of medical investiga-

tions, the Commissioners conclude that a total of

over 36,000 children on the school registers are in

need of more suitable provision than is at present

existing. On this matter they pronounce as fol-

lows : "The educational system of the country, es-

tablished for the teaching of the normal child, is

in our opinion unsuitable for the child v^'ho, unlike

the blind and deaf, can never reach the mental

level of the normal. Also, it is evident that the

development of the institutional and other arrange-

ments required for this class would lead education

into a department of work largely foreign to it. It

is only by taking care of children who are mentally

deficient in various ways and degrees as part of a

common problem that it becomes possible to pro-

vide for them systematically or adequately either

during childhood or later. On these grounds it

seems to us indispensable that a new authority

should be established for the care and control of

this class, and that it should be responsible both for

children and adults."

It is interesting to learn that the members of the

Commission who visited this country for the pur-

pose of inspecting and reporting upon the system of

treating the insane and feeble-minded which pre-

vails in many of the States, were greatly impressed

by the general superiority of American methods to

those which rule in Great Britain. One volume of

the series which is about to be published by the

Commission will deal wholly with American insti-

tutions for, and system of training, the insane and

mentally defective.

As to heredity in its relation to defects of mind^

the volumes shortly to be published will discuss

this phase of the subject fully. The conclusions of

the Commissioners as published in the report seem

to be expressed somewhat ambiguously. They are

made to say that there is the highest degree of

probability that feeble-mindedness is usually spon-

taneous in origin, not due in fact to influence on the

parent, and that it tends strongly to be inherited.

This appears to be a contradiction in terms, the
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more so as the trend of the argument in the report

is in favor of the influence of heredity on children

bom of unstable or of feeble-minded parents.

Operative Treatment of Pulmonary Embolism.

Much has been written in recent years concerning

the etiology and treatment of thrombophlebitis. In

spite of all prophylactic endeavor thrombi occur

and a certain percentage of them is followed by an
embolus of the pulmonary artery or one of its

branches. When a small branch is involved the

prognosis is not necessarily fatal, but when the

main artery or one of its two main branches is the

seat of the embolus, the case nearly always ends

fatally and treatment is of no avail. At the thirty-

seventh meeting of the Deutsche Gesellschaft fiir

Chirurgie Trendelenburg suggested operative treat-

ment for embolism of the pulmonary artery or one
of its two main branches. He held that death fre-

quently did not set in for from ten to sixty minutes

after the onset of the attack, thus allowing suffi-

cient time for an operation. He advised making
a skin-rib flap and opening the pleura and peri-

cardium. The origins of the pulmonary artery and
of the aorta are then compressed by temporary
elastic ligatures, the pulmonary artery is opened,

the embolus is detached, the wall of the artery is

closed by suture, and finally the ligatures are re-

moved. The entire procedure from the moment
that the ligatures are applied until they are re-

moved must not take longer than forty-five seconds,

as the patient would otherwise die. After numerous
animal experiments Trendelenburg performed the

operation once on a human being, but without

favorable result. To say the least such surgery is

heroic and is therefore necessarily followed by a

high mortality. It also has the objectionable fea-

ture that a part of the operation must not consume
more than three-quarters of a minute if the patient

is to survive. Furthermore while it is often easy

to differentiate between an embolus of one of the

pulmonary arteries and an embolus of one of its

smaller branches, this is not always the case, and

the operation would be useless if the latter were
involved. Then we must consider the remote possi-

bility of a patent foramen ovale which would be a

positive contraindication to the operation.

Duodenal Obstruction after an Abdominal
Section.

Intestinal obstruction, functional or mechanical,

is one of the most serious accidents that may occur

after an operation involving the peritoneal cavity.

The symptoms often enough simulate sepsis, and the

surgeon passes anxious hours in his indecision be-

tween the two courses open to him : another lapa-

rotomy, which is, of course, a very dangerous pro-

cedure, and may prove completely unnecessary, and
"expectant treatment," which may let the patient

really sufifering from mechanical ileus to get be-

yond all hope of recovery through an operation.

In the Berliner klinische Wochenschrift for June

15, 1908, Landau considers a special form of ileus

occurring after operations, namely, the strangula-

tion of the transverse portion of the duodenum by
the root of the mesentery and the superior mesen-
teric artery contained in the latter. In one of his

patients, who had undergone a hysteromyomec-
tomy. symptoms of sudden collapse, with incessant

vomiting, meteorism, thready pulse, and the other

signs that usually go on with beginning peritonitis

suddenly appeared. No general treatment was of

any avail, and an operation was decided upon, when
it occurred to one of the attending physicians that

duodenal obstruction could produce a similar symp-
tom-complex. On his advice, the patient's position

was changed from the usual dorsal decubitus to a

prone one, so that the supposed pressure upon the

bowel would be relieved. The effect was instan-

taneous ; the vomiting ceased, the abdominal dis-

tention went down, the pulse improved—in a word,
complete and speedy recovery followed. A similar

case, occurring later, was correctly interpreted soon
after the beginning of the symptoms, and the same
simple procedure, the change of position of the

patient, was followed by a like favorable outcome.
Landau thinks that the duodenum is naturally ex-

posed to pressure, because it has no mesentery and
is in reality a fixed portion of the intestines. Nor-
mally, however, the digested material from the

stomach, and the secretions of the liver and of the

pancreas keep it almost always half-filled and pre-

vent its collapse, with the possibility of further

compression caused by the tug of the intestines

upon the root of the mesentery. Such pressure in

the healthy man may produce a momentary nausea
and a feeling of uneasiness, and change of position

quickly relieves them. The usual postoperative

treatment, however, the withholding of food, the

flat posture on the back, combined vi^ith the para-

lyzing efifect of the anesthetic, furnish all favorable

conditions for producing collapse and compression
of the duodenum. Landau thinks that the prac-

tice of allowing patients to leave their beds as soon
as possible after an abdominal section, which prac-

tice has been warmly defended by several American
surgeons, is the best method of preventing this se-

rious complication. Both his patients were kept in

bed longer than usual, because of special indica-

tions, and the occurrence of duodenal ileus in their

cases strengthens his decision to allow patients to sit

up or to leave the bed very early after an operation

involving the peritoneal cavity.

Tuberculosis Campaign.—Free lectures on tu-

berculosis are being given in Iowa by the Rev. A. E.

Kepford of Des Moines, who is reported to receive

a salary of $5,000 a year for traveling through the

State, lecturing, and distributing pamphlets and
tracts. The lectures are illustrated by stereopticon

pictures and attract large audiences. Since March
75,000 pamphlets have been distributed. In Pitts-

burg, Pa., the officers of the Tuberculosis League,
which conducts the hospital for the treatment of

tuberculosis, have opened a school for the children

who are patients, which is held on the porch of the

hospital. The school is in charge of an adult pa-

tient, a school teacher who has had to relinquish

her work. Two short sessions are to be held daily.

It is thought by some physicians that there is no bet-

ter place to cure tuberculosis than on the shore
of Lake Michigan. Acting on this belief, and
alarmed by the steady spread of the disease in

Northern Illinois, physicians of Lake County re-

cently met at Waukegan to effect the organization

of the Lake County Anti-Tuberculosis Association.

Dr. J. C. Foley of Waukegan. was chosen presi-

dent, and Dr. W. H. Waterson, manager. It is

expected that a building capable of housing fifty

patients will be erected near Waukegan at a cost

of $10,000. In addition to establishing a colony

for patients afflicted with tuberculosis, the Associa-
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tioii will conduct an educational campaign among
the people of Lake County (Illinois), and especially

among the farmers. The Association will coop-

erate with the Chicago Department of Health,

which has tried in vain to persuade the farmers to

have their cows tested for tuberculosis, and finally

has arranged for the sterilization of all milk com-
ing into Chicago.

New York Department of Health.—In sub-
mitting its budget for 1909, the department asks

for an appropriation of $3,416,519.25, an increase

over last year of more than a million dollars. A
large part of this increase is requested so that the

force of the department may be increased by 485
new employees. The total salary list for 1909 is

estimated at $2,269,722.25. The sum of $5,000,
which was authorized by the Board of Estimate to

be expended in exterminating stray dogs, has been
exhausted.

Death Rate in New York—The death rate for

the week ending August 29 was 15.15 per 1,000 of
population. For the corresponding week in 1907
the rate was 17.92. The total number of deaths

was 1,472 in 1907 and 1,284 i" 1908. Of the latter

number 290 were due to diarrheal diseases.

Medical Inspection.—The summer corps of

medical inspectors in Chicago visited seven thous-

and and ninety-three families in the congested resi-

dence districts during the week ended August 29.

The 36.298 persons comprising these families were
occupying a total of 30,555 rooms. There were
1,746 children under one year of age, 4,364 from
one to five years, and 15,535 children were over
five years of age. Of the children examined, 341
were found sick.

New Charities Boat.—The service of the new
steamboat of the Department of Charities of New^
York was inaugurated on September 10. The boat

will make trips between the foot of East Twenty-
sixth street and Blackwell's Island for the use of

patients and passengers going to the City Hospital.

Cholera in St. Petersburg.—Reports from St.

Petersburg indicate that Asiatic cholera there is

rapidly becoming epidemic. Up to September 15

the hospitals had received 240 cases, and sixty

deaths were reported to that date. It is feared that

the epidemic may reach the dimensions of that

which occurred in 1891, when thirty deaths a day
were reported during the months of October and
November. The cases have been confined chiefly to

the lower classes. The conditions prevailing in the

suburbs of St. Petersburg are said to be especially

favorable for the development of the disease, since

in many sections there are no water mains, and the

people drink the polluted water from the canals.

The German authorities are exercising strict pre-

cautions and all emigrants from Russia are being

examined with the greatest care.

Suicides in St. Petersburg.—During the first

week in September sixty-six cases of suicide were
reported in St. Petersburg. A large proportion

were said to be working girls between the ages of

eighteen and twenty-five.

Opium in China.—The Chinese government
has taken its first drastic action under the new
regulations covering punishment for the sale of

morphine in sentencing, on September 9, a morphine
seller of Pekin to banishment for ten years for

dealing in the drug. The limit of three months
allowed for metropolitan officials to record the fact

that they had ceased using opium has passed with-

out a single man coming forward to sign the pledge.

Famine in China.—As a result of the recent

heavy floods in China, which have destroyed a large

part of the ripe crops, a famine is threatened in the

region between the Yellow River and the Great

Wall.

Louisiana and Lepers.—The treatment of per-

sons sufl:ering from leiirosy is a problem which has

been wisely met by the State of Louisiana. A home
is maintained there where lepers are under the con-

trol of mild and proper regulations, the government
being vested in a State Board and the internal ar-

rangements in the hands of a group of Sisters of

Charity. The land on which the home is situated

was formerly a part of a large sugar plantation, and
opportunity is afforded for those who are able to

perform useful services. Books, music, and other

diversions are provided.

The International White Cross Association,

which was founded last year for the purpose of

concentrating the fight against cancer, tuberculosis,

and other epidemic diseases and social scourges,

and of promoting the pure food movement, held its

first congress at Geneva during this month. About
700 delegates were in attendance, and attention at

this sitting was directed more especially to formu-
lating plans for the regulation of food and pharma-
ceutical products, and to considering the move-
ments in this direction already under way in Amer-
ica and Europe. By thorough discussion the at-

tempt was made to evolve a fair and reasonable

definition of pure food, which would serve as a

basis for uniform international legislation against

food adulteration.

The Playground Association of America held

its second annual congress during the second week
in September at the Museum of Natural History,

New York. Dr. Maxwell, the City Superintendent

of Schools, spoke of the great need, particularly in

New York, for recreation centers, and said that the

Board of Education needed $200,000 to carry on

the work. One of the delegates suggested that cer-

tain streets might be roped off during suitable hours

and the children allowed to use them as play-

grounds. The congress closed with an exhibition

of folk-dancing in Central Park on Saturday after-

noon. The officers elected for the coming year are

as follows: Honorary President. Theodore Roose-
velt ; President, Luther H. Gulick ; Honorary Vice-

president, Jacob A. Riis; Vice-presidents, H. B.

McFarland and Miss Jane Addams.

Alcohol in Berlin.—Dr. Hirschfeld, a German
])hysician, has computed the quantity of alcoholic

drink consumed in Berlin, and he announces that

during the time investigated the consumption of

beer was at the rate of 438,929,532 liters a year,

and that large quantities of brandy and wine were
also drank. The average annual indulgence in

alcoholic drinks per head is estimated on this basis

as 236^:4 liters, at a cost of about 100 marks. As
the average income of the Berliner is less than 700
marks, it may be said that he spends one-seventh

of his income for intoxicating drinks.

Central Park Lakes.—Many complaints have
recently been printed in the newspapers concerning

the condition of the water in the lakes in Central

Park, New York, and in consequence Dr. Walter
Bensel, Sanitary Superintendent, has, at the re-

quest of the Park Commissioner, directed an inves-

tigation. In his report he states that while in that

portion of the lake known as South Bay there is an

accumulation of decomposing vegetable matter such

as is inevitable at this season of the year, the con-

dition of the lake is in no way detrimental to the

public health. The Park Commissioner has also
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characterized as ridiculous the statement, which ap-

peared a short time ago in the daily papers, to

the effect that the oil used on the roadways and the

gasoline leaking from automobiles were draining

into the lake and poisoning the ducks and swans.

Post-mortem examinations have shown that deaths

among these birds are due either to old age or to

tuberculosis.

New Hospital for Evanston (Illinois).—Work
has been begun at Evanston on a large new hospital,

which is being erected by the Sisters of St. Francis

at a cost of $80,000. It will adjoin the old hospital

building but is much larger than the present struc-

ture and will increase the efficiency of the institu-

tion practically three-fold. The plans provide for

a four-story brick structure, with stone trimmings,

substantially constructed on the best lines laid down
by modern medical and surgical science. There
will be a general ward, operating room, patients'

rooms, nurses' and physicians' rooms, diet kitchens,

and all the accessories.

Dr. John A. Wyeth of Xew York lectured be-

fore the Virginia Clay-Clopton Chapter of the

Daughters of the Confederacy in Huntsville, Ala.,

on August 27, on the life and character of General

Robert E. Lee.

Dr. E. Franklin Smith of this city has re-

moved to the new physicians' building at 11 East
Forty-eighth street.

The American Electrotherapeutic Association
will hold its eighteenth annual meeting in the Elec-

trical Engineers' Building, 29 W. 39th street, on
September 22, 23, and 24. All practitioners of

medicine are cordially invited to attend all sessions.

A full program is announced, and it is believed that

the exhibit of electrical and .r-ray apparatus will

be ver\- complete and interesting.

The American Druggist Syndicate held its

third annual convention in New York September

9 to II. The attendance of 3,000 represented every

State and Territory except Alaska.

Obituary Notes.—Dr. Joseph A. Hodge of Hen-
derson, Ky., died at his home on August 30, aged

79 years. Dr. Hodge was graduated from the

medical department of Louisville University in 1850
and for fort\- years had practised his profession in

Henderson. He served for two years as president

of the State Medical Society and was a prominent
member of other associations.

Dr. Lorenzo Hale of Albany, N. Y., died at

home on August 31, in the sixt\--fourth year of his

age. Dr. Hale was a graduate of the Albany Med-
ical College and for several years was editor of tlie

Albany Medical Annals. He was also a member
of the Albany Medical Society, of which he was at

one time president.

Dr. Frederick H. Hooper of New Bedford,
Mass., died on August 31, aged 78 years. Dr.
Hooper was graduated from the College of Phy-
sicians and Surgeons of New York and began the

practice of medicine in New Bedford in 1857, fail-

ing health causing his retirement about five vears
ago.' He was a charter member of the ]\Iassachu-

setts Medical Societ)'.

Dr. Charles Harrixgton of Boston died sud-
denly in London on September 11, aged 52 years.

Dr. Harrington was born in Salem, ]\Iass., July 29,

1856, was graduated from the Harvard Medical
School in 1881, and pursued postgraduate courses
in several of the German universities. From 1883
until quite recently he was a member of the teaching

staff of the Harvard Medical School, and had held

several positions as chemist and analyst under the

Massachusetts State Board of Health.

LETTERS TO A NEUROLOGIST.
To zvhich are appended brief replies purporting to

set forth concisely the nature of the ailments

therein described, zvith remarks on their appro-

priate treatment.

XII.—A Drunkard's Plight.

My dear Doctor.—I am seeking you as the high-

est court; I need your help and your sympathy. I

am no craven, rather a blind bird battling for light.

Forgive this outburst and I will be sane and state

my case as I know it.

It is difficult to state the precise moment at which
I awoke to a realization of a taint, a hereditary

predisposition, a preordained infirmity, with which
I had to cope, in addition to the other adversities

of life. I am humiliated that I have not put up a
better fight, but I have not yet despaired. With
your help I may win out. Contrary to the Holy
Writ, it is that which goeth into the mouth that

has defiled me.
In my schooldays there was no craving for alco-

holic stimulant ; in fact, I was what is nowadays
termed "a molly coddle." At my university I

traveled with a rapid crowd, and perhaps "out-

heroded Herod," but the twelve years which
intervened have dimmed the recollection of how
firm a hold alcohol then had upon me. Drinking
was always a lark in those days, not the means
to an end, as it became later, nor the irresistible

impulse it is now. After my graduation I spent

two years in New York studying architecture. My
experiences there confirmed me in my taste for

alcohol, and six years abroad stamped deep in my
constitution the craving for drink. But it is only

during the past four or fi\e years that it has abso-

lutely enslaved me. In the beginning a small amount
of alcohol would give me a brace—would wake
my brain to greater effort, would broaden my field

of vision—would almost dictate trains of thought,

and so I used it, until one day I awoke to the fact

that the dose had been increased enormously, that re-

action followed the stimulation almost immediately,

and that instead of being an aid to me in my work
I was absolutely unable to finish anything. Now
and then I have ideas, definite conceptions, and I

think I will whip them into shape, but, alas, I don't

succeed. I am now in the condition in which I would
go to your office, deny my infirmity, and yet, if

you chanced to leave the room, drink from a bottle

of pure alcohol on the shelves of your dispensary.

I realize how necessary it is that I should ab-

stain from alcohol, and countless times I have re-

solved to do so. I have fortified my resolution

with prayer, by appeals to that Source from which
we are promised that there shall be no denial if

we go sincerely and humbly. How often have I

read "Whatsoever ye shall ask in prayer, believing,

ye shall receive," and how bitterly disappointed I

have been that my appeals were always unheeded.

I have strengthened my will by pledges to one
whom I hold in higher regard than any one in the

world ; by physical discipline, and by counsel from
your profession, I have sought refuge in the coun-

try, remote from centers where drink was to be ob-

tained. I have availed myself of the sanity, the

loyalty, and the devotion of my wife by sharing

with her my fears and my determination to make
a daily, an hourly fight against temptation. I have
even taken the Keely cure ! Yet all to no avail.

The physician here says I am threatened with neu-

ritis and acute Bright's disease, and tells me that

I must stop alcohol. He neglects to tell me how I

shall stop. I have no desire to disgrace my family

J
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or to fill with misery and incapacity the years that

remain to me. I am a man of sentiment and of

education, possessed of a sense of duty to my
family and to the community in which I live—and,

delivered from this demon, it is possible that I might

be able to do something that would contribute to

the joy of living for others. But unless I can

get aid I am through, and the sooner I experience

translation the better for me and for all those whom
my existence concerns.

It is not alone the fact that my capacity for work
has gone, but I am enthralled, enslaved, emascu-
lated by this monstrous hirudinean that has worked
its way into my soul. This is the ignominy. There
was a time when I awoke each morning with a

joy of life, a desire to accomplish, a capacity to do,

a feeling of well being, which, now that they are

only memories, are to me as the sight of green

meadows, winding rivers, and cool forests are to

the traveler irretreviably lost in the desert. I can't

conceive what sensations 1 was seeking which
lead me to change all that for the feeling of self-

disgust, of physical discomfort and moral turpi-

tude wiiich were soon the maludinal sequence of my
nocturnal imbibition. I recall that in those days,

coupled with the regret for my action of the day

before, there was always the resolution that I would
abstain for a long time. Occasionally I would be

be able to go two or three days without recourse

to drink, and then, despite my strongest effort, I

would blot out every mental and moral resemblance

to my Maker. Gradually there fell from me, like

rags from a beggar, the desire or the willing-

ness to abstain at all, and in its place came my
present incessant craving. I see the necessity

for work. I see it lie before me in various

stages of incompletion ; I realize the weighty ob-

ligations that are imposed upon me by my children.

I am deeply conscious of the finger of contempt

pointed at me by my fellow men; I have a sincere

desire to live a life of usefulness and to accomplish

something worth while. No one can realize more
keenly than I do that I must deliver myself from
this octopus which has fastened itself upon me.

which has sapped my moral core and destroyed my
will power. It availeth nothing to tell me that I

must stop; as well tell water not to run down hill

or sap not to well upward in the tree. Nor are any

of the devices or admonitions which have been sug-

gested to me adequate to combat it.

These words are not the wail that indicates re-

covery from a debauch, nor are they the lucubra-

tions of a brain recently befuddled with alcohol. I

have recently recovered from what is thought to

have been a serious illness following a convulsive

seizure, which the doctor tells me was of uremic

origin, induced by drinking a bottle of vermouth

—

the only thing that I could lay my hands upon, and

which I consumed practically in one sitting. I will

do anything that you tell me to do, provided that

you will give me serious and comprehensive atten-

tion.

It will not suffice to give me advice and a prescrip-

tion. That has all been done before, and it has

availed nothing. What I ask is a resuscitation from

a state of death as real as that from which Lazarus

rose. That required a miracle, and I am convinced

that nothing less will suffice for me. I scarcely

hope to be transported back to those days of my
youth when a draught of water could slake the

pleasant thirst of exercise or mollify the parched

lips and tongue of the noonday heat, but I hope

and pray that it may be vouchsafed me to enter

once more with elation and exaltation into the pur-

suit of some self-selected task and the discharge

of obvious duties, to have the capacity to think and

to execute ; to do something for others that would

make the burden of their lives lighter and the cheer

of their days deeper; to enter with alacrity and

abandon into the pleasures of my children, and to

be to my wife that which her fancy and belief pic-

tured me twelve years ago.

As St. Monica, drawing near to her death, sent

most pious thoughts as harbingers to heaven, and

her soul saw a glimpse of happiness through the

chinks of her sickness-broken body, I am sending

this appeal to you to combine the offices of physi-

cian and friend and deliver me from an infirmity

which, I say in all humility, makes life intolerable.

It has reduced me to a state in which I can say,

like the melancholy poet in the Northampton Asy-

lum

—

"Where there is neither sense of hfe, nor joys

But the huge shipwreck of my own esteem
And all that's dear."

Yours faithfully.

Dear Sir.—I hope I shall be able to help you.

Your appeal is one to which I am particularly sensi-

tive. The task you set me is an onerous one; ex-

perience has taught me its difficulties. I need not

tell you that inebriety, or habitual drunkenness, is

a common disorder. The request to undertake the

treatment of a case is no rare experience. The
unusualness of the solicitation in this instance lies

in the fact that it comes from the person who is

concerned, not from the family, husband, parent,

or wife. The afflicted person, as a rule, resents in-

terference with what he calls his freedom, or the

right to do as he pleases. This attitude often con-

stitutes a barrier which must be broken down be-

fore anything can be accomplished. Fortunately,

in your case you realize the necessity for extrica-

tion from the pit into which you have fallen, and

you are willing to work with me. That will lighten

the task somewhat and give greater promise of suc-

cess.

The treatment of habitual drunkenness or inebri-

ety is a concrete problem. There are no rules

which, if followed in every instance, will result

in success. In fact, you admit this in your letter

when you say that a prescription and a regulation

of your diet and your exercise will not be adequate.

The successful treatment in any given case demands

study of the individual, of his antecedents, of his

disposition, of his habits of thought, of his ways,

of his environment, of his methods of dealing with

the situations of life, of his pleasures, of his ap-

peals, and of his self-reliance. His amenability to

suggestion, his capacity for obedience, his willing-

ness to undergo humiliating experiences and self-

effacement—all these, and more, must be deter-

mined. An intimate knowledge of the way in which

the drink habit has fastened itself upon the indi-

vidual is likewise very important for the physician.

Whether or not it has been the outcome of con-

viviality or the clamoring of a sensation for ap-

peasement. If it is a habit merely, and not a con-

stitutional reaction, there is a chance of overcom-

ing it more readily.

It must be difficult for the reader of current

literature to realize that inebriety is the menace to

the health and happiness of so many people as we
physicians know it to be. A recent article in the

Century Magazine by one of the directors of an in-

stitution connected with the Emmanuel Church, in

Boston, which they are pleased to call a clinic, re-
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ports that about 80 per cent, of the habitual drunk-

ards upon which he has tried his 'prentice hand
have been cured. In the August number of Mc-
Clurc's Magazine of this year, a professor of psy-

chology' of Harvard University says that it is his

experience of the last few years, during which he

has studied the effects of suggestion and hypno-
tism on habitual drunkards, that in most cases it is

an easy matter to cure social drunkards of the larger

cities. It seems incredible that there should be any
real drunkards left when such wonderworkers are

still at large, and when such master hands are still

unshackled ! Not being plain doctors of medicine,

they do not feel obliged to give statistics in sup-

port of their statements, mere allegations sufficing.

A physician who would report a cure of 75 per

cent, of the cases of habitual drunkards treated,

and give no statistics to support his claims, would
find few readers and no believers. But let a man
whose training has not been with such concrete

matters as disease, one who deals largely in abstrac-

tion, make such statements, and they will be ac-

cepted by many who ought to know better.

Travelers who visit the Island of Martinique
marvel at the temerity of the inhabitants of St.

Pierre who take up their residence on the site of

the city, which was wiped out by the eruption of
Mt. Pelee. They build their houses on the lava

that covers the bodies of their children, their wives,

and their parents. Every few years the Ohio River
at certain places along its course overflows its banks
and destroys property and human life. The inhabi-

tants who escape build their dwellings again on
the banks of the river after the stream has receded,

and take up life anew, forgetting, or unheedful of,

the potential danger. The attitude of the people
of this country in reference to the cure of alcohol-

ism is very much like the attitude of these seemingly
hazardous people.

It is scarcely fifteen years since the press of this

country teemed with laudatory articles on a cer-

tain cure for alcoholism. Senators, divines, men
eminent in law and in the councils of the State, vied
with each other in setting forth, through the me-
dium of our most dignified magazines, the mar-
velous cures which, to their personal knowledge,
had been eft'ected by this secret method of treat-

ment. Institutions for carrying out the treatment
sprung up throughout the entire country, and the

number of cases treated successfully extended into

the thousands and tens of thousands. Such ap-

pearance of verity did the cures have, and such
justification for the existence of the method of
treatment was furnished by responsible and impor-
tant persons, that it was considered almost ques-
tionable taste to deny the validity of one or the

efficacy of the other. Yet. who hears of this cure
to-day? What has it accomplished? Is not habi-

tual inebriety as great a stain on twentieth century
civilization as it was a generation ago? Must we
again offer the broad avenue of credulity on which
irresponsible drivers of fads and fancies may prom-
enade and display their wares, or shall we have
the courage of our convictions and deny their as-

sertions, scoff at their statements, and treat with in-

difference their excursions afield from their own
profession?

It is unfortunate that each country or section of

countrs- is not in possession of an island which
might be set apart for the reception of habitual

drunkards, to which they could be sent by pro-

cess of law for a number of months or years, de-

pending upon the intensity of their affliction. A
fertile soil would provide sustenance and a strict

system of quarantine would keep out alcohol. If

the place should get a vogue as a favorite resort

of some of our "first" families, and this might be

easily brought about, people would go to it not only

willingly, but with alacrity. \'ictims of the drink

habit are proverbially attractive persons, and a

community of them would be almost irresistible.

You may find the scheme too Utopian, or at least

too far remote from realization. Let me advise

something more practical. My suggestion is that

you commit yourself voluntarily to an institution

where you can be deprived of your libertj' for a

year. If you are not willing to do this, go to a

training school, such as , and stay there a

few months, and at the end of that time engage a

trainer to accompany you to your home, and em-
power him with authority to keep you from taking

a drink. Do as I suggest about making voluntar)-

commitment of your person, and at the end of a few
months you will begin to get strong physically and
well balanced mentally. Work will once more ap-

peal to you, and the joy of creating will begin to

dawn upon you again.

If you will not do this, then you might send for

the elders of the town, who will say, "This, our
son, is stubborn and rebellious ; he will not obey

;

he is a glutton and a drunkard," and then ask them
to stone you with stones until you are dead, as

the stubborn son was treated by the people of Is-

rael.

I am not saying very much to you about using

your will power. I appreciate that your will power
is pretty well lost. It will redevelop and establish

itself in proportion as you refrain from alcohol.

The time to talk to j'ou about will power is after

you have abstained for a few months. You should

then receive treatment by suggestion, and the per-

son from whom it may come most appropriately

—

for he is with you all the time, and in a position of

authority—is the trainer. You will note that I

am using the word trainer to mean one whose duty
is to develop you physically, mentally, and morally,

and to superintend you. I wish to digress a mo-
ment at this point, to say that we are badly in need
of a new profession, the training profession. We
need trainers to develop children who suffer from
mental retardation, to treat the victitiis of psychas-

thenia. to foster the waning intellectual powers of

patients with dementia praecox. to curb the im-

pulses of the obsessed, and to develop self-reliance

in the alcoholic.

The profession of trainer is entirely distinct from
that of the nurse or doctor, although occasionally a

good trainer may be recruited from the ranks of

either of these professions.

It may be that you prefer to get vour suggestion

from beneath the cloth, now that so many clergy-

men are construing their duty to be the treatment

of disease as well as the preparation of mortals for

the life hereafter. Their favorite suggestions are

that the Lord will no longer single you out to bear

humiliation and suffering; Lie did not intend that

you. made in His image, should be committed to

torture and despair : that He is appeased with the

amount of pain you have already borne ; that the

desire for drinking will disappear ; the uncontrol-

able impulse will not return ; that if j'ou will but

think intently enough to get wholly en rapport with

the Lord the impulse to offend will not take its

origin within you. If you are fortunate enough to

have faith to believe that there is a personal God
who watches over you, that the verj' hairs of your
head are all numbered, who is conscious of your
everv- thought, and who will reward vour virtues
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and punish your sins, then this sort of treatment
may be beneticial to you ; indeed, it may cure you.
If you can find it in your makeup to beheve that

ministers of the Lord are able to cure disease by
virtue of the irradiations from God through them,
then it is probable that you can get more help from
a clergyman than you can from a doctor.

If you have what they call faith—that is, "as-
surance of things hoped for, a conviction of things

not seen"—if you have within you an assurance
that the desire for alcoholic stimulant will leave

you, and a conviction that there is a Power looking
after you who will keep it away if you will ask with
sufficient humility, then you are cured, and you are
not called upon to go to Boston, which will be a
second reason for rejoicing. If you have the kind
of faith which the Lord said the Apostles should
have when they besought Him to increase their

faith and He answered, "If you had faith as a grain
of mustard seed, then ye might say unto this syca-

mine tree. Be thou plucked up by the root, and be
thou planted in the sea. and it should obey you"

—

but if you haven't got this variety there isn't much
hope for you in that direction.

These Christian Scientists in Boston, who are

masquerading under an assumed name, and who
do not hesitate to call their Reverend Mother's re-

ligion a "despicable superstition," are animated pri-

marily by desire to regenerate the Christian Church.
They think their movement is an answer to the ma-
terialism of the age which threatens the church with
extinction. They believe that Christ's mission was
that of a physician, a healer of the souls and bodies

of men, and that they should take up the practice as

a sort of limited liabilit\- company. They balk at or-

ganic diseases, the kind that Christ cured so readily.

What they are pleased to call functional disease is

the grist they grind.

And the answer they give to those who ask with

all reverence why God should discriminate between
functional and organic (a mere makeshift of ig-

norant, benighted man) is the same as that given

by M. de Mongeron, the pious biographer of

Francois de Paris, a miracle worker of the six-

teenth century, to the Bishop of Sens, who, on
being shown a boy whose blindness had been mi-

raculously cured in one eye, ventured to inquire

why the Lord didn't cure them both
—"We haven't

the right to question the ways of the Lord."
Granted that Christ was a physician. He was not

a specialist in functional disease. "The blind re-

ceive their sight, and the lame walk, the lepers are

cleansed, and the deaf hear, the dead are raised

up, and the poor have the Gospel preached to them."
Nor are His instructions to His Apostles any less

comprehensive, "Heal the sick, cleanse the lepers,

raise the dead, cast out devils." Those were the

orders, and if the successors of the Apostles aspire

and are ambitious to do the one, they should do all.

To students of the Bible like myself (shortly I

shall be interpreting my mission as a physician as

a call to preach the Gospel, so contagious is this

vicarious assumption of function), Jesus is the best

authority as to His mission. "The Spirit of the

Lord is upon me. because He had anointed me to

preach the Gospel to the poor ; He had sent me to

heal the brokenhearted, preach deliverance to His
captives, and recovering of sight to the blind, to set

at Liberty them that are bruised. To preach the ac-

ceptable year of the Lord." I should point out to

you thRt this is taken from that portion of the

Holy Writ which was furnished by one who is not

entirely reliable, a physician, Luke, who may have
been jealous of the Lord. At least, this suspicion

has been thrust into my mind by the Reverend E.
Worcester, who says in "Religion and Medicine,"
page 344, "Luke, being a physician, could not tol-

erate any reflections on the medical profession."

If these divine healers do what some of them
claim to do in the field of disease, and assume that

it is done through their mediation of supernatural
agencies, there is no reason that they should not
bind and loosen upon earth as well. Their claims

to do so would be no less arrogant than their thera-

peutic pretence.

I am not using this opportunity to scoff at a pro-
fession which is deserving of the glory and honor
universally accorded it. I utilize this occasion to

say that it is not frank, or honest, or honorable,
to ascribe to supernatural agencies or to the in-

tervention of God, the operation of psychological

and physiological processes susceptible of scientific

and empiric explanation. One may believe, if it

comforts or promotes respect and reverence, that

when leaves fall from a tree a supernatural force

causes them to fall, but the wind that is blowing
is nevertheless the logical and adequate cause.

There exists a vast mass of trustworthy material

testifying to the reality of cures effected by other
than physical means. No one denies it. These
cures are susceptible to logical explanation. Does
any one doubt the reality of the cures effected by
the Perkins-Tractors, or the King's Touch, or the

Berkely Tar Water, or the hundred other agencies
which have had great vogue in past times? Were
they effected by God ? The Emmanuel Church will

have to quicken its pace to get as many real cures
to its credit as Mr. Perkins had before he was gath-
ered,

L'nless the Emmanuelites believe as the Reverend
Mamma of Brookline believes, that sickness is sin,

they haven't a leg to stand upon. When Jesus was
leaving Capernaum a man sick of the palsy lying on
a bed was brought to Him as he entered the ship.

He said to him, "Son, give good cheer, thy sins be

forgiven thee. Arise, take up thy bed and go into

thine house." The real Christian Scientists are

much more logical than those who ape their tactics

so closely that it is difficult to distinguish them, but
who are ashamed to fight under the flag.

I say to you if you need supernatural aid go
to the chief pumping station

; go to Boston, of

course, for Boston is the irradiating center for

all forms of supernaturalism, but when you go,

go to the Temple, not to the Church. If, how-
ever, you are a philosopher, and believe that

the way to rid yourself of an infirmity that is

the legitimate sequence of a bad habit is to replace

it by a good habit, and the way to overcome an im-

pulse which is dependent upon enfeebled will power
is to develop will power in some systematic way, as

you would develop memory or muscle, then I advise

you to pin your faith to the profession that practises

the cure of disease legitimately.

OlnrrrsprrttJi^ttrp.

OUR LONDON LETTER.
(From Our Special Correspondent.)

ARMY MEDICAL REPORT—DUSTY TRADES IN RELATION TO PUL-
MONARY DISE.\SES—ANTITYPHOID INOCUL.\TION FOR MIS-
SIONARIES—DEPOPULATION OF IRELAND—FOOD INSPECTION

—

OBITUARY.
London, Aug. 28, 1908.

The report of the Medical Department of the .\rmy for
1907 has appeared and shows that the health of the
troops both at home and abroad was exceptionally good.
Since 1904 the introduction of the out-patient system
for mild cases has diminished the rate of hospital ad-
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missions, but the decline in mortality and invaliding
rate may be accepted as an indication of improvement.
In India, South Africa and Egypt the reduced sickness
is apparent, but there was an increase in Gibraltar. The
figures for India show remarkable progress, the admis-
sion and death rates being the lowest on record. The
Director-General draws special attention to the returns
under the head of venereal diseases, which long caused
an enormous amount of inefficiency. In 1897 the hos-
pital admission ratio was 507.8 per 1,000; in 1907 it fell

to 89.9, a result to which several causes may have con-
tributed, but which is certainly very satisfactory. As
regards invaliding in India, during the last cold season
the experiment was tried of sending weakly men to

selected hill stations in the country, instead of to Eng-
land. The result was most satisfactory, the men im-
proved in a marked degree. These hill stations have an
wnrivaled climate in the winter. A decrease of 1,008 in-

valids is reported as due to this new departure. The
retention of over 1,000 trained and seasoned soldiers
is an important gain.

Another noticeable gain appears in the decline of
sickness in Malta. Perhaps no better e.xample can be
quoted of the success of scientific prophylaxis than the
history of fever among our troops on that island. The
returns show that the hospital admissions for Malta
fever in 1905 numbered 643, in 1906 they were 161, while
in 1907 they were only 11. The number of invalids sent
to England from this station decreased from 383 in

1905 and 165 in 1906 to 14 in 1907, while the average
number of those rendered constantly inefficient from
Malta fever dwindled from iii in 1905 and 43 in 1906 to
only 3 in 1907. Further instances of the successful ap-
plication of sanitary and prophylactic measures, though
to a much smaller extent, are reported from India, South
Africa, Egypt, and the Straits Settlements. To deal
with typhoid a standing committee has been formed
in India, while in South Africa important investiga-
tions are being carried out. Differences in bacterio-
logical characteristics are reported as having been
found between enteric fever as prevalent in these two
countries. Tables are given showing the general state
of health of British and other armies, from which it

appears that the only armies showing a reduced rate
in comparison with the previous year of hospital ad-
missions are those of the United States and of Great
Britain. But you must not plume yourself on this

fact and must note that it is in comparison with the
previous year only that you come out so well, for fur-
ther tables show that in respect of all diseases the
United States Army heads the list with the highest
ratio, followed by that of Austria-Hungary, France,
Germany, Russia, and Great Britain, in the order named.
The death ratio for all diseases in the six armies re-
mains at about the same relative position as in the
previous year.

It was only appropriate that at the Sheffield meeting
a_ whole morning should be given up to the discus-
sion of dusty trades in relation to consumption and lung
diseases. Dr. Scurfield, the able Medical Officer of
Health, introduced the subject. He pointed out that
while in England of people over 25 years three males to
two females died from consumption, in Sheffield the
proportion was six males to two females. This meant
that about 120 men a year died in Sheffield who need
not die if the conditions of work were as good as in
the rest of the country. Other figures showed that
bronchitis, and pneumonia prevailed among the work-
men of the dusty trades. Through the trades unions
he had been able to get some important statistics. They
showed that the death rate of the grinders from phthisis
was more than six times and from respiratory diseases
nearly three times that of the average Sheffield male.
In the case of cutlers the phthisis rate was nearly three
times and the rate of respiratory diseases four times
that of the average male.

Dr. Scurfield quoted the investigations of Dr. Ropke
of Solingen, who considered all dust made by grinders
injurious, particularly stone, emery, and iron dust. The
effect of the inhalation was on the nasal mucous mem-
brane, whicli eventually atrophied and was followed
by a like injury and the same result in the pharynx
and larynx. This facilitated the access of the dust into
the lungs and the formation of dust-filled fibrous in-
flammatory masses, which on breaking down gave an
open door to bacilli. Dr. Scurfield mentioned that it

was a common belief in Sheffield that animal dusts
(bone, horn, ivory) are harmless. Even if that were so
they would be carriers of bacilli. The Germans in
1898 laid down stringent regulations to secure clean-
liness in workshops and prevent the inhalation of dust
by the workmen, and they claim to have thereby enor-

mously reduced the death rate. Sheffield certainly offers
abundant room for a similar effort.

Professor Oliver said the relation between the male
and female mortality left no doubt as to the influ-

ence of the trades, and the same thing was going on
in America, though not to so great an extent. There
was no doubt that some dust—for instance, coal dust

—

could be present in the lungs for a long time without
setting up symptoms. On the other hand, dust of an
irritating kind would set up active inflammation. Pro-
fessor Oliver added that he had been struck with the
poor, thin arms of the young workers at Sheffield,

whereas one would expect the muscles to be developed
by their use. He would like an explanation.

Dr. Barnes of Sheffield said the grinders' disease was
pure tuberculosis, and Dr. Dyson of the Infirmary had
authorized him to state that this opinion had been
enforced on him also. He had gone through notes of
fifty cases investigated by Dr. Cocking and forty-nine
were pure phthisis. Colliers and sulphur miners in-

haled dust, but were not subject to phthisis. The source
of infection. Dr. Barnes continued, was the sputum of
the grinders. In dry-grinding shops they spat on the
floor, in wet grinding shops into the troughs, and the

bacilli were caught by the revolving wheel. He would
make it punishable to spit on the floor. The regulation
against spitting in public was insufficient at Sheffield,

as seen by the state of the tops of the tram cars.

Dr. Nevin thought the particles of dust made way
for the bacilli and men with damaged lungs would be
susceptible to slight infection, so that to banish the
bacilli from the workshop would not eradicate all

risk.

Dr. Kite said in his district some years ago ganister
disease was the most prevalent form. It was due to
silica in the air and was very fatal. Once he had eight
or nine hundred cases, but it had now practically disap-
peared. The British workingman had to be protected
against himself. In one factory the greatest difficulty

had been found in getting the men to take precautions
against anthrax. In reference to Professor Oliver's
remark, he said the thin arms of Sheffield children were
due to want of fresh air and exercise.

Dr. Ellis Barker said the better conditions in Ger-
many were due to the system of insurance, which made
masters and men jointly interested in maintaining
them. When England does this her difficulty as to san-
itation will vanish.

Dr. Woodcock of Leeds spoke of contracting the dis-

ease in houses. He also said that in Leeds the mor-
tality of Jews was excessive. They were mostly tail-

ors and he supposed it would be said they worked
amidst infected dust.

Dr. Scurfield, in the course of his reply, said that
phthisis among women in Sheffield was less than in

most other towns and yet there was this enormous
amount among the grinders, who did not pass it on to

their wives, but did to their fellow workmen. If dust
was not the cause, what was?
Medical men connected with or interested in mis-

sionary societies have of late recommended antityphoid
inoculation to those about to engage in mission work
where the fever is more or less endemic. The matter
has been laid before those concernd by Dr. Kingston
Fox, who has contributed an interesting paper on it

to the Journal of Tropical Medicine. He shows that

missionaries are more subject to typhoid than even
soldiers. Of sixty-three stationed in Central India
eleven were attacked by enteric fever, of whom one died

and two were compelled to give up mission work. In
Madagascar seven cases occurred among fifty-three

missionaries, one fatal. Dr. Fox says that Sir A.
Wright's inoculation reduces the liability to contract
the disease by about one-third. He describes the prep-
aration and standardization of the vaccine and the mode
of inoculation with other details, for which those inter-

ested are referred to the journal above quoted for last

month.
A further decrease in the population of Ireland is

reported for 1907, though there was an excess of births
over deaths of 24,408. The loss by emigration amounted
to 39,082, which is above the average of the ten pre-
vious years. The deaths equaled 17.7 per 1,000, which
is 0.2 under the average. There was no death from
rabies, the country having been free from that since

1898, when four deaths were returned as due to it.

Deaths from the effects of alcohol show an increase.

Excessive mortality from tuberculosis is again reported,
although it may be hoped that the inauguration by the
Countess of .Aberdeen of a Women's Health .•\ssocia-

tion for Ireland and the tuberculosis exhibition held

in Dublin will show some effects in the next report.
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The Local Government Board issues this week a cir-

cular on food inspection. The value of our food im-
ports exceeds £200,000,000 and the instructions and ad-
vice to local authorities concern more than half. It is

expected that the effect will be to secure the purity of

the food of the people. The investigations on which
it is founded were undertaken in consequence of a

"scare" two years ago.
Thomas Orme Dudfield, M.D., St. Andrews, died on

the 30th of July, aged 75. He was for many years

Medical Officer of Health for Kensington and took a

most active part in all matters relating to sanitation

and local government. He was a past president of

the Society of Medical Officers and he represented them
on many occasions to the local and general government.
On all questions of medical politics he was an able and
thoughtful authority.

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, September 3, 1908.

Deceptive Conditions in the Hip-Joint.—Histories of

five cases are given by R. Hammond, who says that a

diagnosis based on clinical signs and symptoms alone will

not always be an accurate one. Of the cases reported, the

first illustrates a tuberculosis of the hip following frac-

ture of the femoral shaft, the picture being completed by
the result of the :r-ray examination and the tuberculin test.

In a second case tuberculosis of the hip followed a fall.

A diap'nosis of fracture of the femoral neck was suspected,

but none found. In a third case hip disease was suspected,

but the radiograph showed an old fracture of the femoral

neck. In the fourth case osteomyelitis was found just

below the great trochanter. In the fifth case there was a

traumatic separation of the epiphysis of the upper end of

the femur which from the history and symptoms might

have been confused with tuberculosis except for the use

of the .r-ray, and the tuberculin test. The author adds that

tumors involving the bone, both benign and malignant, in

the early stages are frequently confused with tuberculosis

and all the methods of diagnostic precision which we pos-

sess often fail of an accurate diagnosis. This is especially

true in the case of benign bony tumors and bone cysts,

which often present the greatest difficulty in correct inter-

pretation.

Erythema Multiforme with Visceral Lesions.—J. N.
Hall refers to Osier's collation of cases of this association,

and adds two personal observations. In his first case,

that of a male of 23 years, who, in addition to his dermato-

sis, presented evidences of a parenchymatous degeneration

of the kidneys, with colicky paroxysmal pain at tlie epigas-

trium similar to that seen in locomotor ataxia, gallstone

disease, gastric ulcer, appendicitis, etc., but under treat-

ment directed to the dermatosis all the abdominal symp-
toms cleared up. In his second case, a male of 29 years,

the dermatosis came on after eating strawberries not

quite ripe. Considerable edema existed about the wrists

for one or two days. A single ecchymosis was present

under the mucous membrane of both upper and lower lips.

Sharp nose bleed occurred. Severe arthralgic pains caused

much complaint. The temperature rose as high as 103.8

degrees, declining gradually to normal on the tenth day.

The pulse varied from 80 to 120. The patient was semi-

comatose during the first two or three days, awakening
to complain of frightful headache and photophobia. The
neck was retracted, there was stilTness in the muscles of

the back, and knee jerks were exaggerated, and an imper-

fect Kernig's sign was stated to have been present. Very
marked hyperesthesia existed over the face and neck so

that the lightest touch was painful. The Widal reaction

was negative and the spleen was not enlar.ged. The heart

was negative. On the fourth day a spinal puncture was
made with rather unsatisfactory findings, but on the sixth

day perfectly clear fluid was obtained containing no micro-

scopic evidence of meningitis. Flexner's serum for cere-

brospinal meningitis had been sent for, but was not used.

After the spinal punctures the comatose condition cleared

up, but the headache persisted. The urine was negative

throughout; no gastric or intestinal symptoms appeared.

By the tenth day the fever had practically subsided. Re-

covery was uneventful.

A'ew York Medical Journal, September $, igoS.

Carsickness.—W. C. Wood attributes carsickness to

the nystagmus produced by looking out of the car vvin-

dows. Look out of a car window and observe how rapidly

the telegraph poles flit by; each one is seen and involun-

tarily followed by the eye until it is opposite, when the eye

shifts to the one following. This is true of near buildings;

objects farther away seem to move slower, and those very

far off seem to be almost stationary, until the whole land-

scape appears to be revolving round a common center.

The unconscious effort to take in everything produces a

rapid lateral oscillation of the eyeballs, as any one can

observe by watching the eyes of his fellow passengers.

The eye strain is enormous, and is the chief factor in pro-

ducing carsickness. This can be proved by asking a pa-

tient who is subject to carsickness to look steadily at a

mirror which is moved rapidly to and fro or tilted back-

ward and forward. He will immediately complain of

nausea and vertigo. The treatment consists in advising

the patient to avoid looking out of the car windows and in

giving him a grain of citrated caffeine shortly before he

takes the cars, and repeating it every hour as long as there

is any tendency to be sick. The author has been enabled

by this procedure to relieve many sufferers from carsick-

ness.

Preliminary Report on the Effect of Repeated Injec-

tions of Tuberculin on Lymphatic Organs.—This report

is made by S. G. Dixon, A. J. Smith and H. Fox, who say

that the condition of the spleen in guinea pigs after treat-

ment with tuberculin or some producer of the tubercle

bacillus like it suggested that this organ might be the seat

of some pathological change after injection of these solu-

tions. The question actually arose whether the inexplicable

deaths among cattle after testing might not in some way
be connected with this substance. In the course of their

work in this laboratory they have repeatedly encountered

focal necroses in the spleen, and occasionally in the liver

of guinea pigs and rabbits dying of the injections of the

various tuberculins. These necroses were suggested by the

naked eye appearance. The lymph nodes were not attacked

by these areas, even those in close proximity to the point

of inoculation. The foci of necroses were not sharply out-

lined, but usually were surrounded by large lymph cells

or endothelium. Around the older ones was sometimes a

zone of polynuclears and round cells, rather indicating a

throwing oiT of the necrotic remains. The endothelium

was almost always slightly hyperplastic. In order to see

if severe treatment of a healthy cow with tuberculin would
produce anything similar to this an animal was injected

six times, two weeks apart, with 400 milligrammes of old

tuberculin under the skin. She did not react at any time.

She was killed two weeks after the last dose and at autopsy

appeared to the naked eye to be a healthy animal. The
pathological histology of spleen, lymph glands and liver

is described in full. The prescribed treatment in this ani-

mal did not produce any distinct focal necroses. There
was, however, a tendency to hyperplasia of the endothe-

lium which went on to vacuolization and necrosis. This

was more diffuse than usually seen in guinea pigs' spleen

and affected frequently the sinus and endothelium. Al-

though the endothelium has suffered in both the guinea

pigs and the cow, no hemorrhages were present either

great or small, thus speaking against any lytic change.

The phagocytosis and pigmentation rather lead the authors

to attribute the degeneration to great proliferation inci-

dent to the toxemia.
Tuberculin an Adjunct to the Home Treatment of

Pulmonary Tuberculosis.—J. A. Miller reports on 46
patients whose treatment was continued for a period of six

months. Some were treated in their homes and some at

various clinics and hospitals. Three main principles guided

him in the selection of cases: (i) No early or favorable

cases for whom sanatorium or other climatic treatment

was available were kept in New York. (2) No cases with

fever were treated, with two exceptions. (3) Tuberculin

treatment was urged only for patients who were not pro-

gressing favorably without it. As a result of these three

principles the patients treated have been largely long-stand-

ing advanced cases, who were gradually drifting into more
or less chronic invalidism. The author then takes up suc-

cessively the questions of varieties of tuberculin used, dos-

age, guide to dosage, etc. In the forty-six patients under
consideration, the following results have been obtained:

Four patients (8.7 per cent.) were apparently cured; in

eleven patients (23.9 per cent.) the disease was arrested;

nine patients (ig.6 per cent.) were improved; eleven pa-

tients (23.9 per cent.) were stationary; eleven patients

(23.9 per cent.) were progressive. As far as statistics go
it would seem that any form of treatment must have con-

siderable efficacy which is able to show the improvement in

condition, with such a degree of permanency in such a class

of cases, and under such conditions as are here reported.

As to clinical impressions, his experience has included sev-

eral patients in whom the results of the tuberculin appeared

truly remarkable, in some others there has been distinct dis-

appointment especiallv in a few which seemed at first to do
exceedingly well, and then relapsed later, just as is cus-

tomary in tuberculosis, but which we would hope not to

find when any degree of immunity had been established.

It cannot be too strongly emphasized that if good results

are to be obtained by therapeutic use of tuberculin, the
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greatest patience and care must be exercised in every par-

ticular. The dilutions should be made only by some one
who is skilled in sucli work. Any evidence of intolerance

must be carefully noticed, and the progression of dosage
correspondingly regulated ; and lastly and perhaps most
important the duration of treatment must be extended over
a very considerable time, preferably from six months to a

year.

Journal of the American Medical Association, September

5, 1908.

Esophageal Surgery.—N. W. Green and J. W . D.
Maury tell their experiences in the experimental surgery
of the esophagus and illustrate the apparatus employed.
They operated in two ways. In one the esophagus was
sectioned, reuniting the pro.ximal end with the cardia of

the stomacli ; in the other, there was a side tracking of the

cardiac orifice similar to the method of Biondi, using dur-

ing these procedures an apparatus for artificial respiration

using positive pressure, which is described in the Annals
of Surgery, October, 1907. The sectioning was done with
the aid of sutures and the jMurphy button which has the

merit of making a continuous tight joint. Their experience
leads them to believe that a mechanical device that makes
an anastomosis with absolutely no soiling of the serous
membrane, forming also a tight joint, will prove of the

greatest value in preventing infection. Dead spaces in the

chest should be overcome as much as possible at the termi-

nation of the operation by increased air pressure. They speak
of the absence of omentum with its coapting power as a

disadvantage, and in one instance they have carried omen-
tum into the chest and applied it to the wound. The constant
motion of the diaphragm may interfere with proper union,
and they have stretched it on the operated side and inter-

rupted the function of the phrenic nerve in an effort to

overcome this factor. They describe in detail one method
of operating which has been very satisfactory in their

hands.

Recumbency in Convalescence.—C. C. Frederick ad-

vocates keeping patients in bed after abdominal operations

for a longer time than is now advised by many operators.

With the exception of appendectomies, not acute, he would
say that no patient after abdominal section ought to be
allowed to be up before the lapse of from sixteen to

eighteen days. The reasons he gives are the incomplete-
ness of union before that time with the consequent greater

risk of hernia, and the need of such a period of rest in

the usually debilitated state of the patient. Since follow-

ing this rule he has not had I per cent, of hernia in his

abdominal cases, and, while the use of the buried suture
has contributed, he lays this success largely to the longer
recumbency. Of course, in a person operated on in full

vigorous health the second reason does not apply to the

same extent, but the danger of hernia is still present.

Surgery of the Thorax.—E. F. Sauerbruch describes
his device of a pneumatic cabinet to avoid the danger of
pneumothorax in operations on the thoracic organs and the

rules to be followed in its use. It is remarkable, he says,

how little of the anesthetic is required and then only at

the times of opening and closing the thoracic cavity. Be-
tween these very little is needed. It has been found un-
wise to reduce the pressure more than from 7 to 8 mm. Hg,
and Friedrich has had excellent results with a negative
pressure of from 3 to 5 mm. ; in fact, such a minimum
pressure should always be employed during intrathoracic

operations, as on the esophagus or lungs, or when it be-

comes necessary to expose the mediastinum. Before con-
cluding the operation, however, it is essential to raise the

pressure to 7 or 8 mm. so that the lungs will be fully ex-
panded and completely fill the chest cavity. The strictest

asepsis is as important as in abdominal operations, and
complete hemostasis is of the utmost importance so that

as little blood as possible enters the thoracic cavity. As
regards the indications for this method, he says that it is

particularly applicable for the removal of large tumors
of the chest wall, lessening the dangers and rendering it

possible to operate more extensively, and the contraindica-
tions are fewer. If, in spite of care, the pleura is injured,

the apparatus will prevent the occurrence of pneumo-
thorax. Its possibilities in the treatment of pulmonary
tuberculosis will increase, but too much must not be ex-
pected ; in fact, he believes that in such cases thoraco-
plastic operations will give better results. Excellent re-

sults have been obtained with the method in empyema, and
it has great advantages in the surgery of deep abscess and
gangrene of the lung. Changes of dressings, it has been
shown by experience, should be made in these cases, at

least in the beginning of the after-treatment, under nega-
tive pressure, not because of pneumothorax, but solely

because it tends to remove blood and pus from the bronchi.
In bronchiectasis it is applicable only when the lesion is

isolated in one lobe of the lung. The method is useful in

operating for intrapleural injuries, and it is especially indi-

cated in operations on the intrathoracic portion of the

esophagus, and Sauerbruch has developed a technic which
makes it possible, at least in animals, to resect large por-

tions of the esophagus. The essential feature is the avoid-

ance of sutures and the use of the Murphy button for the

anastomosis. Gastroesophageal anastomoses and resection

of the cardia have been performed on man. The opera-
tion is described. The surgery of the heart is the least

advanced of this new method of using negative pressure,

as heart injuries are always emergency cases. In closing,

Sauerbruch speaks of the value of exploratory thoracotomy
in clearing up doubtful diagnoses, which he considers more
often justifiable than has been thought to be the case.

Serum Diagnosis of Syphilis.—W. J. Butler gives the

history and describes the complement fixation test of Was-
sermann and reviews the literature of the serum diagnosis

of syphilis. He holds that the large proportion of positive

results in luetic and suspected luetic cases, and the uni-

formly negative results in controls, indicate the specificity

and reliability of the Wassermann test. Butler has used
the test in 125 cases, but in 20 of these syphilis could rea-

sonably be excluded, all of which reacted negatively. The
other los are grouped under two heads, with subdivisions

:

I. Cases of manifest or suspected syphilis and cases with
a .syphilitic history. 2. Cases with lesions of the nervous
or cardiovascular system in which syphilis was neither

acknowledged, denied, suspected or unsuspected. In the

first division there were 61 cases: 4 in the primary stage,

all positive; 25 in the secondary stage, 24 positive, i nega-
tive ; 17 in the tertiary stages, 16 positive, I negative. Of
latent cases, there were 15; 8 positive, 7 negative. In the

second division there were 44 cases
;
positive reaction in 75

per cent. Of these, 40 per cent, had either no knowledge
of infection or denied it. Butler summarizes his conclu-

sions as follows : The serum reaction for syphilis is

specific. It is found positive in from 90 per cent, to 95
per cent, of all cases with syphilitic manifestations. It is

found positive in 50 to 60 per cent, of latent cases. It is

found positive in from 70 to 80 per cent, of metasyphilitic

and parasyphilitic diseases. In many cases the reaction is

influenced by treatment of the patient, and it is not im-
probable that this number would be greatly increased if

the reaction were pursued throughout prolonged treatment.

A positive reaction indicates activity of the specific virus,

and is an indication fur specific treatment. While a

positive reaction indicates syphilis, a negative reaction does
not have an equal negative value. Its failure does not
warrant any judgment as to cure. It is diagnostic sim-
ply of a systemic infection, whether this be acquired
or inherited. The reaction will be found of enormous
advantage in the determination of a differential diag-

nosis in every department of medicine.

Causes of Edema.—Martin H. Fischer discusses the

nature and cause of edema. The cause, he asserts, resides

in the tissues. The tissues become edematous, not because
water is forced into them, but because they absorb water
from liquids flowing through or about them. He relates

in detail his experiments with frogs. In regard to the

character of the tissue change, he states that it is clearly

shown by these experiments that the severest grades of

edema may exist without the presence of any "blood pres-

sure" or a demonstrated "increased permeability of blood
vessel walls." Edema, he believes, represents nothing but

an increased affinity of the tissue colloids for water. If

this theory be true, he declares that it must be possible

to prove three things ; First, that protoplasm is colloidal

in substance ; second, that in the variable affinity of colloids

for water we have a force of sufficient magnitude to ac-

count for the maximum amount of water ever found ab-

sorbed by tissues in a state of edema : third, that condi-

tions leading to an increased affinity of their colloids for

water exist in the tissues under circumstances associated

with the development of an edema. He briefly considers

each of these possibilities and in regard to substances which
increase the afiinity of the tissues for water, he states that,

with the exception of alkalies, acids, including carbon di-

oxid, are the most powerful substances known for increas-

ing this affinity. And it is either the retention or produc-
tion of acids in the tissues as rendered possible in condi-

tions leading to an edema that he sees the chief cause for

its development. He directs attention to the fact that

dead bodies kept in water become edematous and states

that this is because after death the tissues become acid

and absorb water from their surrounding medium. For
the same reason, gangrenous tissue swells if a source of
water be furnished either from without or through the

lymph or blood vessels. This conception of edema, he
asserts, holds good for local as well as for generalized
edemas. He cites glaucoma as a form of local edema and
also the imbibition of water by the crystalline lens.
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British Medical Journal, August 22 and 29. 190S.

A Third Report on Clinical Experiences with Spinal

Analgesia.—Arthur E. Barker makes this third report

with a third series of one hundred cases. A study of

these three hundred cases appears to possess a certain

value, although it would seem premature to adopt any

decisive attitude towards this comparatively new pro-

cedure. It is still sub judice, and must long remain so.

In this last series of one hundred cases there was a larger

number of very serious abdominal operations, among them
several enterectomies—one removal of the splenic flexure

of the colon for cancer, one abdominal hysterectomy and
pyosalpinx in the same case and at the same sitting, one

ectopic gestation, etc. But throughout from time to time

cases have been noted in which marked pallor came on

soon after the injection, though there w^ere no fatal re-

sults from it. Faintness has been followed usually by

slight retching, and then a rapid return to comfort. There

was no fatality among the three hundred cases due to

the spinal analgesia. He regards the procedure as not

without serious risk in debilitated patients where the

upper part of the abdomen has to be dealt with. This

is far from being the case. It was a remarkable fact that

several cases had been in a very perilous condition of

asthenia before operation, and have taken no harm from

the spinal analgesia, while showing in their subsequent

recovery an absence of those troubles from shock, vomit-

ing, etc., so often seen after chloroform. Froni his own
experience he says he is inclined to advise beginners not

to use the method in extremely debilitated patients for

severe operations on the abdomen requiring high anal-

gesia. Their best results had been in operations below the

umbilicus, and best of all on the pelvic organs.

Some Lessons from Ancient Fractures.—Frederic

Wood Jones reports on a collection of two hundred cases

of bones that have been broken in ancient times and have

healed. These fractures were collected from a series of

upwards of six thousand bodies buried in the Nubia that

lies between Sheilal and Demhid and they are from repre-

sentatives of all periods between the early pretlynastic

times (the earliest period from which human remains have

come down to us, circa 4000 B. C.) and the Christian era,

until about the fifth century after Christ. They therefore

cover a period of history of the human race of consider-

ably over four thousand years. The most striking dif-

ference is seen in the figures relating to the fractures

of the patella, and of the tibia and fibula. All fractures

below the knee were very rare. The rea.son probably is

that these people went barefooted, and lived at a time

when there were no stairs, curbstones, or pavements.

Fractures of the foot probably owed their rarity to the

fact that wheeled traffic was absent. The two fractures

that were notably more common in ancient Nubia were

those of the forearm and of the clavicle. This was prob-

ably due to the use of the "naboot," a long stick, the Nu-
bian's constant companion. The results of union of bone

shown in their series are quite as good as those obtained

by the surgical treatment of to-day.

Hyperpyrexia.—James Smith reports the case of a

woman, twenty years old, who gave a clinical picture

striking and suggestive. Commencing with a septic throat,

followed after a short interval (during convalescence) by
acute rheumatism, and culminating in e-xtreme pyrexia

(lo8!6° F.) and convulsions. It seemed probable that

more than one toxin was active and contributory.

Rectal Injection of Bromides in Puerperal Eclampsia.
—F. J. Jones reports the successful use of this remedy
in the case of a primipara of 21 years. Just as the present-

ing part (breech) w-as born the first convulsion occurred.

Chloroform was immediately given and the labor hurried

to completion. A second convulsion occurred soon after

and in spite of morphine by hypodermic use and bromides

by the mouth, a third in about twelve hours. She was
getting stupid and could not take medicine by the mouth.

So the reporter washed the bowel out, gave half a dram
of bromide with ten minims of belladonna tincture by rec-

tum. No more convulsions occurred. The urine was
loaded with albumin. Recovery was uneventful.

Bilharziosis of the Gastric Mucous Membrane.
—

'Ihe

specimen referred to by .\. \V. May was from the stomach
of a Chinaman. The naked eye appearance was that of a

small pedunculated cystic growth about the size of a sinall

bean, covered by the gastric mucosa. On section a distinct

cystic condition and a small amount of a greenish-yellow

fluid with a distinct butyric odor were seen. Microscopical

examination of this fluid showed the presence of consid-

erable numbers of terminal-spiked ova, typical in every re-

spect, except that the spines had the appearance of being

rather shorter than those found in other situations. Sec-

tions examined microscopically showed the tumor to con-

sist of an outer covering of mucous membrane, with a

distinct connective tissue capsule lining the cyst cavity. No
ova were embedded in either of these structures.

Treatment of Bubonic Plague.—B. L. Paton observes

that there are doubtless many cases of this disease in

which treatment has been successful, though onevery sel-

dom sees reports of such cases. His own plan is to give

one grain of carbolic acid in pill or mixture, every hour,

and to inject the bubo with a varying quantity of the

same drug in proportion to its size. From 2 to 15 mrn. is

about the range as to amount used. Several epitomized

clinical histories are given. The author says that in his

successful cases the gland or glands affected have always

been belozv Poupart's ligament. It is important to keep an

.eye on the urine when carbolic acid is prescribed in such

large amounts, as it is quite possible that some cases have

died of the treatment where this precaution has not been

attended to. As long as there is a free flow of urine of

normal color the treatment is not doing any harm.

Treatment of Chronic Empyema by Hyperemia and

Hypertransudation.—.According to J. S. Dick there is

a practical consensus of opinion that drainage adequate

to the size and position of the opening and the length of

time it is maintained, is the first condition of cure. He
relates the history of a case of empyema following pneu-

monia. Two years from the onset of the latter disease

and nine months from the first operation for drainage,

there still existed a cavity with a capacity of over two

drams and secreting one dram of pus daily. It had been

in this condition for three months. Under these cir-

cumstances an attempt was made to efi'ect a cure by m-

creasing the transudation of blood to the infected area.

A cupping glass, with rubber exhaust, was employed, of

suitable shape and of such a size as to include the sinus

and portion of the chest wall bounding the cavity ex-

ternally. Its application at first was rather painful. It

is necessarv, however, in such a case, to distinguish be-

tween the pain from pressure and the pain from suction,

when the area surrounding the sinus is more or less tender.

While the cupping glass was in use the patient inflated a

football (as he had previously been in the habit of domg
for months), in the hope of securing a further local re-

expansion, or, it may be, a localized emphysema of the

portion of lung abutting on the cavity. The cavity was

filled daily with a sodium citrate-chloride solution and the

first effect was a notalile diminution in the amount of

daily discharge. In two months the cavity was quite dry.

The author quotes Mr. Godlee as saying that "If we sup-

pose a case in which the various walls of this cavity have

been drawn in to the utmost possible extent, there is noth-

ing further to trust to. if things be left alone, than the

filling in of the cavity with granulations. Now, when this

has gone on to a certain extent, a degree of tension is es-

tablished which effectually prevents a continuation of the

process. A state is then reached in which the pleura be-

comes lined with a perfectly smooth surface—secreting

pus, indeed, but showing no signs of developing fresh

granulations." Dick adds that one might suppose (i) that

the negative pressure secured by the use of the cupping

glass would contribute something in this direction, (a) by

favoring local pulmonary reexpansion, (6) by the induced

hyperemia stimulating granulation; (2) that tlie 'lyP^T'

transudation, which ensued upon the installation of the

sodium citrate-chloride solutirm, would, in conformity

with recent pathology, be credited with an inhibition of

bacterial activity and a diminution of the tryptic potency

of the pus—thus rendering fresh granulations less liable

to erosion.

Deutsche medizinische Wochenschrift, August 20, 1908.

Infection with Vaccine.—Eichhoff reports the case of

a child in whom vaccination was delayed because of a

general eczema from which he was suffering. However,

on being bathed in the same tub with his brother who
was recentlv vaccinated, the child received a general in-

fection with the vaccine most of the eczema lesions chang-

ing into vaccination pustules. The regional glands were

markedly swollen and the temperature elevated. In four-

teen days the disease was ended, but numerous scars all

over the bodv were left.

Blood Modifications in Infantile Scurvy.—Prosper

Merklen and Leon Tixier made daily examinations of the

blood formula in a case of infantile scurvy, before and

after antiscorbutic diet, and the use of iron. The blood

formula showed constantly a diminution of hemoglobin,

but the hypoglobulia, which is usually found, was not con-

stant, and varied with the administration of the iron. After

it had been taken for ten days, the formula was normal

with regard to red blood cells, showing the value of the

use of iron. There was a myeloid reaction shown by the

presence of myelocytes, which occur whh infections of

some duration. The patient suffered from painful pseudo-

paralysis, and extreme anemia, but showed no hemor-

rhages.

—

Gazette des Hof^itaux.
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Lehrbuch der Ohrenheilkunde. Von. Dr. Georg Boen-
KixGHAus. Berlin : S. Karger, 1908.

This new textbook is intended for students and practi-
tioners. It covers the subject fairly thoroughly in 375
octavo pages. Especial mention should be made of the
140 drawings admirably chosen and showing originality on
the part of the author, and of the plate of drum mem-
branes unusually well colored. Except for special details

the anatomy is omitted. The description of otoscopic
findings is especially good and indicates individual research
on the part of the author. Some of the subject matter
is both original and, as a whole, up to date. The chapter
on functional tests is good both for hearing and equilibra-
tion and contains matter far superior to anything that is

to be found in English textbooks. The chapter on dis-
eases of the external ear covers the ground well; that,

too, on diseases of the inner ear is very satisfactorj-. The
technique and treatment of middle-ear diseases is especially
well done, but the description of mastoiditis is too cursory
to be valuable. There follow a chapter on central deaf-
ness, one on deafmutism, and a short chapter on forensic
otology. The book closes with a chapter 16 pages in

length in which the subject of operative technique is very
insufficiently treated.

School Reports and School Efficiency. By David S.

Sneddex, Ph.D., and William Allen, Ph.D. for the
New York Committee on Physical Welfare of School
Children. New York: The Macmillan Company, 1908.

This book is the result of an effort made by the committee
named in the title to secure an establishment of an im-
proved system of school reports, that would clearly dis-

close the various data of interest concerning the New York
Public Schools. This effort followed the recognition of
the fact that in the present chaotic system of reporting
school doings, the publicists, the parents, and all other
interested citizens cannot obtain clear ideas as to condition
of the schools nor defend by statistical data any changes
necessary for the improvement of the public schools.
The book opens with an historical study of the develop-

ment of school reports during the last centurj'. The suc-
ceeding chapters present examples of tables and other
forms used in some of the best reports of Detroit, Buffalo,

New York, etc Then follow lists of legitimate questions,
some of which are answered in most reports, others are
occasionally answered, and others are never answered.
Many economies and improvements are then suggested,
first in a general way and then in a practical study of a
New Y'ork City School Report for the year ending July 31,

igo6. The mistakes and blunders detected are numerous
enough to impress the reader that speed}' remedial action
is necessary both to save waste in the moneys provided by
the taxpayers for the maintenance of the schools, and to
furnish support to those who, having the best interests of
the schools at heart, strive for progress in the great pub-
lic school system of our city. The subject of the volume
is not limited in its interest to any one profession ; it con-
cerns deeply all good citizens and a study of it is as im-
portant to the physician as to any other member of the
community.

Tre.\tment of Internal Diseases; For Physicians and
Students. By Dr. Norbert Ortner, of the University'
of Vienna. Edited by N.^th.-^niel Bowditch Potter,
M.D., Visiting Physician to the New York City Hos-
pital, to the French Hospital, and to the Hospital for
Ruptured and Crippled; Instructor in Medicine, Co-
lumbia University. Translated by Frederic H. B.\rt-
lett, M.D., from the fourth German edition. Philadel-
phia and London : J. B. Lippincott Company, 1908.

From the editor's preface we quote the following, which
will give our readers an adequate idea of the "volume:
"The scope of the book is indicated in its title : prophyla.xis
is discussed in but few sections. The author initiates
the reader into as much of the pathological physiology of
the diseases discussed as bears upon their rational treat-
ment. He very properly emphasizes throughout the vol-
ume the importance of the mechanical, dietetic, climatic,
hydrotherapeutic, and other extramedicinal methods, with
judicious reasons for those selected, and follows with
a discussion of the applicabilitv- of certain drugs, their
respective advantages, disadvantages, and limitations, adds
useful prescriptions from his own experience, and that of
others, and leaves the reader better armed to meet the
etiological indications and the various contingencies which
arise and require sj'mptomatic treatment." The editor
has done verv' much more than merely to append his name
to the title-page of the work. On nearly everj' page he
has added notes suggesting differences of opinion, criti-

cisms, and additions from authoritative American and
English writers: and much of the value of the book is

due to his careful and judicious work. The volume is a

veritable encyclopedia of treatment, written by a thera-
peutic enthusiasist who errs, perhaps, by suggesting or
naming too many drugs and preparations. Many of the
remedies mentioned will shock those who consider it

heresy to save a patient's life by means of any drug not
stamped with the sumatur of the Chicago Council of
Pharmacy and Chemistry; but the book will be of much
value to every physician whose first aim is to cure or
relieve his patients, and who in the discharge of such
duty cares not for such "authorities,"' self-constituted or
otherwise.

Golden Rules of Dietetics. The General Principles and
Empiric Knowledge of Human Nutrition; Analytic Ta-
bles of Foodstuffs; Diet Lists and Rules for Infant
Feeding and for Feeding in Various Diseases. By A. L.
Benedict, A.M., M.D., Buffalo, Member of American
Academy of Medicine, and of American Gastroentero-
logical .\ssociation, etc. Author of Practical Dietetics.
St. Louis : C. V. Mosby Medical Book & Publishing
Company, igoS.

The first portion of this book is given up to the con-
sideration of the daily requirements of the human body
in foodstuffs, the standard diet in health, and the com-
position and preparation of various foods used by man.
General hygiene of nutrition is then followed with a num-
ber of diet lists taken from many different sources. The
rest of the book is devoted to the consideration of the
various diseases from the standpoint of the diet best suit-

ed to the pathological condition of the gastrointestinal

system and the organism in general during the continua-
tion of the disease and in convalescence. .An appendix
gives directions for preparing the most important and
most frequently used dishes, and furnishes a table of
foods with the number of calories in a standard portion of
each. The book is not intended to take the place of larger
treatises on the science of nutrition, but to serve as a ready
guide to the physician and the nurse in providing for the
adequate and rational feeding of the patient It forms
a very practical manual containing in succinct form the
accepted principles of the science and art of dietetics.

The Sexual Qut;stion. .A. Scientific Psychological, Hy-
gienic and Sociological Studv for the Cultured Classes.

By August Forel, M.D., Ph.D., LL.D. New York:
Rebman Company, 190S.

The author of this work is a pronounced idealist and
dreamer, and we find him expressing ideas and opinions
out of all agreement with present teaching. He advises
how to avoid conception in case pregnancy is imdesirable

;

he does not think it altogether wrong for a husband
to have intercourse with a woman not his wife, and he
believes that love is an irradiation of sexual appetite. But
in spite of these revolutionary statements, the volume is

entertaining and instructive, and shows a wonderful
knowledge of human nature. The entire subject has been
studied from every side and not a point is left untouched.

Surgery. By John Allan Wyeth. M.D.. LL.D. (Univer-
sity of Alabama) ; President of the New York Acad-
emy of Medicine : President of the Medical Faculty of,

and Surgeon-in-Chief to. the New York Policlinic Sled-
ical School and Hospital; ex-President of the Ameri-
can Medical .Association, of the New York State Med-
ical Association, and of the New York Pathological So-
ciety ; formerly Attending Surgeon to Mount Sinai and
to St. Elizabeth's Hospitals; Honorary ^lember of the

Texas State Medical Association and of the Medical
Societv' of New Jersey; Author of "Essays in Surgical
.\natomy and Surgery;" awarded the first and second
prizes of the .American Medical .Association in 1878. and
the "Belle^-ue -Alumni Association Prize" in 1876, etc.

^^'ith 864 illustrations. New York : Marion Sims Wyeth
& Company, 1908.

Dr. Wyeth's well-known "Text-Book of Surgen.'." which
first appeared in 1S87. and has seen several new editions

since, appears now with the new title transcribed above
and is issued by a new firm of publishers. This edition

is practically a new book, most of the text having been re-

written, and many new illustrations added. The latter

are especially good in such chapters as require descrip-

tions of the surgical anatomy of an operative field. The
text is concise, well arranged, and very readable. It

covers the whole ground of modem surgery, more atten-

tion being given to the practical side of the subject, that

is, to the sj'mptoms and treatment of surgical affections,

than to the pathology of them. There are chapters on
such special surgical fields as the eye, the ear, and the

male and female genitourinary organs. The index is

quite complete and allows the use of the volume for quick
reference, but we miss a table of contents giving a gen-
eral view of the subjects treated. On the whole. Dr.
Wyeth's book compares very favorably with other one-
volume text-books on surgery and may be recommended
to students or physicians looking for such a work.
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THE AMERICAN GYNECOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

Thirty-third Annual Meeting, Held at Philadelphia, Pa.,

May 26, 27, 28, 1908.

The President, Dr. J. Montgomery Baldy of Philadel-

phia IN THE Chair.

{Concluded from page 468.)

President's Address.—President Baldy in his address

discussed the general policies, advances, and failures of

the past, as well as the duties of the future. The objects

of the society were of a mixed character, scientific and

social. The social side brought men together, gave oppor-

tunity for personal contact and the estimate of personal

worth, and no better way existed of discovering an indi-

vidual's professional capacity than to become acquainted

with his methods of thought, accuracy of observation, and

process of reasoning as applied to those everyday affairs

with which everyone, scientist or layman, was equally well

acquainted and of which he was equally competent to

judge. In looking over the field of endeavor for the past

year he found nothing new advanced, nor any startling im-

provement on the old. After a decade of obstetrical and

gynecological activity, unprecedented in any branch of

medicine, he said that gynecologists were like wise men
who seemed to be resting, retrospecting, and putting their

houses in perfect order before proceeding further. Not-

withstanding this, the signs for the future were bright, and

when it was noted on die one hand the activity of the ob-

stetrical world in that great undertaking, the prevention

of blindness at the beginning of life, and the activity of

the gynecological world in the fight against cancer, we
might look with complacency upon the criticism which had

predicted the end of gynecology as a specialty. President

Baldy then discussed the general administration of anes-

thetics as performed to-day, and expressed the hope that

an anesthetizer would be placed in each and every hos-

pital in the land with a salary of sufficient size to attract

to the service men or women of proper intelligence. Many
brainy women fully capable of being trained to give anes-

thetics had entered the nursing profession and it was from

this source we must look for a solution of the difficulty.

Women were being tried and were proving most satisfac-

tory as anesthetists, and it would be a bright day of

advance in the technique of the operating room when their

services were more generally adopted.

The Development of the Technique of Gynecological

Operations.—Dr. August Martin of Berlin, Germany,

presented a review of the work done by gynecologists in

the past fifty years, and said the basis of the increasing

value of gynecological operations was the advance in anat-

omy, normal and pathological, and in diagnosis. Asepsis

insured surgical results. He said there were two routes

in the front of discussions regarding operation to-day, the

abdominal and the vaginal, and he described the indica-

tions and limitations of each.

Abdominal and Vaginal Gynecological Operations;

Their Indications and Techniques.—Dr. F. Pfannenstiel

of Kiel, Germany, followed with a paper on this subject

in which he pointed out that either method was available

for the majority of gynecological operations. The route

which gave primarily and secondarily the best chances for

life and health for the patient was to be preferred. In

all intraperitoneal procedures the best chances were given

by abdominal celiotomy, as it afforded a better opportunity

for either radical or conservative work. In aseptic cases,

tumors, extrauterine pregnancy, chronic inflammations, mal-

formations, etc., the abdominal route was preferable. In

septic cases, when the indications were that the infectious

matter could be completely removed, the vaginal route

was preferred, unless a complete view of the whole field

of operation and its surroundings was necessary. Except

in early invasion of the cervi-x, all cases of cancer were

better treated by the abdominal route ; also when involve-

ment of the appendix was suspected. Vaginal operation

accomplished most in all cases of prolapsus or descensus

(genitoptosis) and movable retrouterine displacements.

Here neither suspension nor the Alexander operation with

or without colporrhaphy was permanent. Anterior and

posterior vaginal celiotomy were used, sometimes the one,

sometimes the other, and, if necessary, both. The author

then pointed out the advantages of the Pfannenstiel trans-

verse abdominal incision.

Vertical and Horizontal Amputation of the Uterus.—
Dr. Howard A. Kelly of Baltimore said that supravaginal

hysterectomy in women under forty was too radical if it

could be avoided. He spoke of subsection of the body of

the uterus as being a better plan, retaining the uterine mu-

cosa, cutting the flow down to normal, and preserving the

function of menstruation. He then described the methods

of vertical and horizontal subsection of the uterus.

Cesarean Section Necessitated by a Previous Ventro-

fixation.—Dr. Edwin B. Cragin of New York said that

the fact that dystocia following ventrofixation should

occur six times in the experience of one man,

and be so marked as to indicate cesarean section,

was sufficient evidence of the frequency of this

sequel to the operation. As these fixation opera-

tions were all performed by different operators, the

personal equation was eliminated. In spite of attention

being called to the possibility of this unfortunate sequel to

ventrofixation, veittrosuspension was still quite frequently

performed. An intended ventrosuspension might become

a ventrofixation by accidental wound infection. A ventro- •

suspension, which allowed an easy labor, if a febrile

puerperium occurred in the first postoperative confinement,

might become a ventrofixation and demand a cesarean

section for the next delivery, as occurred in the last of

this series. During the child-bearing age, ventrofixation

was not a safe operation for posterior displacement of the

uterus.

Is Pubiotomy a Justifiable Operation?—Dr. J. Whit-
ridge Williams of Baltimore in a paper on this subject

stated that in thirteen operations performed by him or his

assistants there were no maternal deaths, only one woman
being seriously sick. All of them began to walk by the

end of the third week and were dismissed in good condition

less than one week later. In one-third of the cases there

was permanent mobility between the cut ends of the bone.

This did not interfere with locomotion, and possibly played

a part in permitting subsequent spontaneous delivery in

one patient. The operation was contraindicated when the

conjugata vera measured 7 cm. or less, and consequently

did not enter into competition with cesarean section, except

at the uppermost limit of the classical indication. It

was particularly applicable to the "border-line" cases, as it

afforded a safe method of delivery after subjecting the

patient to the test of several hours in the second stage;

whereas the mortality of cesarean section rose steadily

with each hour elapsing after the onset of labor. If

pubiotomy fulfilled its present promise, it should entirely

do away with the induction of premature labor in the

treatment of contracted pelves.

An Experimental Study on Hemorrhage Following

the Cutting of the Uterine and Ovarian Arteries in

Dogs and Its Possible Bearing on Ruptured Ectopic

Pregnancy.—Dr. Hunter Roeb of Cleveland said that at-

tempts were made to cause lesions in dogs which would

correspond in severity to those present in cases of ruptured

ectopic pregnancies in women. The experiments, which

numbered in all twenty-nine, might be divided into the

following series: (i) Division of the uterine and ovarian

vessels. Not one of the fourteen dogs died as the result

of the hemorrhage. Probably the woman rarely if ever

died of the hemorrhage per se. (2) Division of the uterine

artery producing shock. Secondary operation on the dog
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while in a condition of shock. This single observation in

which the dog died was at least suggestive in showing that

there was danger in giving an anesthetic or in carrying out

an operation while shock was still present. (3) Division of

the uterine vessels and observation on the blood-pressure

and hemoglobin. 'As would be expected, there was a fall

in blood-pressure and hemoglobin percentage immediately

after incision of the vessels ; as soon as tlie hemoglobin

percentage stopped going down the blood-pressure began

to rise again. (4) Division of the uterine vessels and ob-

servations on the pulse, respiration, and hemoglobin, with

especial reference to the timing of the clotting of the

blood. Immediately after the cutting of the vessels the

pulse and respirations had improved and the hemoglobin

remained stationary. On opening the abdomen it was
found that the bleeding had ceased and clotting had taken

place. (5) Division of the vessels, observation on the pulse,

respiration and hemoglobin before and after bandaging

and after applying weights to the lower abdomen. The ap-

plication of bandages and, better still, the application of

weights to the abdomen improved the pulse and respira-

tion and caused the hemoglobin to remain stationary, i.e.

these procedures favored a cessation of the hemorrhage.

(6) Division of the uterine vessels with the dog in the

upright position ; observations on the pulse, respiration,

and hemoglobin. With the dog in the upright position the

pulse and hemoglobin were kept in better condition than

when the dog was allowed to remain in the horizontal

position.

Assuming, then, that in these experiments conditions

were produced similar to those occurring in ruptured

ectopic pregnancies in women, the results suggested the

following conclusions as being worthy of consideration

:

(i) A woman suffering from a ruptured ectopic preg-

nancy does not die from the hemorrhage itself. Death

is caused by hemorrhage and shock, which might be in-

creased by various procedures. (2) An immediate opera-

tion might add shock to shock and so prevent recovery.

(3) The hemorrhage ceases in from fifteen to twenty

minutes. The fact that the hemoglobin remained sta-

tionary showed that clotting had taken place. A hemor-

rhage that had ceased might be started up by manipulation

of the tissues, and might thus be mistaken for a con-

tinuing hemorrhage. (4) The subcutaneous injection of

salt improved the pulse and respiration and did not start

the hemorrhage up again, (s) The use of bandages or

proper weights by which the abdomen walls were ap-

proximated was likely to improve the condition of these

patients.

The following papers were also read : "The Condition

of the Mucosa in Cases of Uterine Myomata," by Dr.

Thomas Cullen, of Baltimore ; "Intraabdominal Pressure,"

by Dr. Richard R. Smith, of Grand Rapids, Mich. "The
Surgical Treatment of Prolapse of the Uterus and Blad-

der," by Dr. I. S. Stone, of Washington, D.C. ; "Endome-
tritis Exfoliativa," by Dr. Hugo Ehrenfest, of St. Louis,

Mo.

Officers Elected.— The following officers were elected

for the ensuing year : President, Dr. J. Riddle Goffe of

New York; First Vice-President, Dr. Howard A. Kelly

of Baltimore; Second Vice-President, Dr. Malcolm Mc-
Lean of New York; Treasurer, Dr. J. Wesley Bovee of

Washington, D.C. ; Secretary, Dr. Leroy Broun of New
York ; Members of the Council, Drs. George Tucker

Harrison and J. Montgomery Baldy of Philadelphia. New
York was selected as the place for holding the next

annual meeting.

Epididymitis.

—

B. Extracti opii 3ii.

Guaiacol 3ii.

Lanolin 3i.

M. ft. ungt.
S.: Apply locally.—American Journal of Clinical Medicine.

AMERICAN LARYNGOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION.

Thirtieth Annual Meeting, Held at Montreal, May 11, 12,

and 13, 1908.

(Special Report to the Medical Record.)

Dr. Herbert S. Birkett of Montreal, President.

{.Concluded from page 465.)

Tuesday, May 12

—

Second Day.

Methods of Opening the Maxillary Antrum.— Dr.

John O. Roe of Rochester read a paper with this title

and enumerated the various operations which have come
into vogue during the last few years. He emphasized

the advantages of the nasal route over all others. The
success of this latter method no matter what special

modification of it was followed depended on the freedom

of the opening which allowed perfect drainage and gave

free access to every portion of the cavity. The lower por-

tion of the turbinate was removed first with either knife

or scissors. An incision was then made through the peri-

osteum down to the bone from behind forward, covering

the entire length of the antrum. The first puncture should

be made over the forward projection of the antrum and

at this point the incision through the periosteum was
turned downward as far the the floor of the nose. This

flap was then raised from the bone, carrying periosteum

with it, throughout this subturbinal portion of the wall

and rolled into the center of the nose out of the way. An
opening was then made into the anterior portion of the

septum as close to the floor as possible. This was en-

larged with any instrument preferred, the cavity was care-

fully explored, curetted, and dried out. The periosteum

which had been raised from the inner wall was trimmed

and then turned down over the stump of the wall and

held there by iodoform gauze packing. Thus a uniform

mucous surface was left and a perfectly free opening into

the cavity. The patient could easily irrigate through such

an opening himself and absolutely free drainage was main-

tained. Danger of recurrence was avoided, even in face

of infection, and there was no necessity for an external

operation. A new model of antral perforator was exhib-

ited.

Dr. Harmon S.mith described the instrument which he

was accustomed to use in perforating the antrum. He
did not believe it very practicable to attempt to save the

antral mucosa because we often pulled it away entirely

in making the first change in the dressing. Dry packing

was best.

Dr. W. E. Casselberry believed that the best instrument

was one which would cut forward after it had entered

the antrum.

Dr. J. Price-Brovi'n of Toronto believed that such an

instrument as Dr. Roe had presented was useful in chronic

cases but there was some danger of atrophy resulting if

a permanent connection between antrum and nasal fossa

was made in young patients. In the latter class, the oper-

ation by the canine fossa route was preferable.

Dr. Emil Mayer was in general strongly in favor of

the intranasal route and wished to protest vigorously

against the unclean habit of having the patient's mouth

bathed with antral pus as was the case when the buccal

route was taken. It was possible to cure chronic cases

by intranasal drainage and he had had much satisfac-

tion in using the chisel devised by Dr. Myles which had

a large end and pulled forward, thus meeting the de-

sideratum mentioned by Dr. Casselberry.

Dr. J. H. Bryan named as an objectionable feature of

the intranasal operation the fact that if the opening was

made in the inferior meatus or in the region of the an-

terior extremity of the inferior turbinal. the opening thus

left might prove of great embarrassment to the patient.

This operation would not cure all cases, for we could not

curette the entire antrum through the inferior meatus.
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Only through an anterior opening could we remove all

the diseased mucosa.

Dr. T. P. Berens of Xew York said we must determine

whether the antrum was merely a pus reservoir or the

actual seat of disease. The discharge might come from

above and our procedure would depend on the finding as to

this matter, in each individual case. Dr. Roe had not

made it clear to the speaker just how he decided this point

in diagnosis and selected his cases for the intranasal op-

eration.

Dr. J. W. Gleitsmaxn was in accord with Dr. Brj'an

and said that what we needed was a more thorough knowl-

edge of the etiology and diagnosis of these conditions and

as simple methods of treatment as possible.

Dr. L. A. Coffin said that his custom was to do a rad-

ical frontal or ethmoidal operation on one side and treat

the antrum secondarily, and do, as had been suggested by

Dr. Bryan, the radical operation through the canine fossa

opposite the middle turbinate.

Dr. E. Fletcher Ingals spoke of the excessive zeal of

some men in the line of operating on sinus cases. One
did not need a sledge hammer to drive a tack. He be-

lieved that 80 per cent, of antral cases and more than

that number of frontal cases could be cured by a com-

paratively mild operation through the nose. It was better

to act mildly at first for we still had the radical pro-

cedure in reserve.

Dr. J. H. Bryan believed it impossible to cure a chronic

antral suppuration without a radical operation.

Dr. W. L. B.'UiXNGER of Chicago believed that a large

percentage of inflammations, even chronic, of the cells

draining anteriorly into the infundibulum could be cured

without a radical operation. The ends to be attained were

free drainage and ventilation, and even in the presence

of granulation and bare bone, cure would result if we

could establish the two conditions named. He had found

radical operations necessary in only about three per cent,

of a group of 200 cases.

Dr. Berens would admit that 80 per cent of all the

cases we saw would recover without radical treatment but

the objection to intranasal surgery in these cases was

that we could not always see what we were doing. The

dropping of pus into the mouth was not a necessary con-

sequence of the canine fossa operation, for the canine

opening could be stitched so as to prevent this.

Dr. Roe said, in closing, that he was accustomed to make

a small opening through the nasal wall and then explore

with a probe in order to determine whether the antral

wall was lined with mucous membrane or whether the

cavity was full of granulations and the mucosa spongy.

Through this opening he inserted a small cannula and

made further explorations. One could medicate every

portion of the antrum by means of remedies applied on

a cotton-tipped bent probe. He did not believe in scrap-

ing out the antrum and leaving its surface a great scar.

We should give the membrane time to recover.

Abscess of the Larynx Following Pneumonia.— Dr. T.

Melville Hardie of Chicago reported the case of an Ital-

ian laborer of 43 years admitted to hospital with pneu-

monia. Resolution came in nine days but he still coughed

frequently and had some pain in the throat. Next day

there was considerable dyspnea and larj-ngeal edema could

be made out. Two days later tracheotomy under local

anesthesia was called for. After exposure of the cricoid

and upper trachea an irregular enlargement was made oui

on the left side of the lar\-nx and incision of it evacuated

some pus. Diplococci (probably pneumococci) were found

in pure culture. After a serious illness the man recovered.

Dr. h. L. \V.\gner said it was interesting to note the dif-

ferent effects the pneumococcus had on mucous mem-

branes and adjacent structures. In one instance in a case

of pneumonia an acute swelling was found on the inside

of the nose and both sides of the septum and then going

externally giving the picture of erysipelas. From this in-

flamed area a pure culture was obtained similar to that

from the nose and septum.

Further Report of a Case of Tracheal Scleroma.

—

Dr. Emil Maver of New York City gave the further his-

tory of the case reported by him in 1906. Ten months

later the patient presented herself with hoarseness and

dyspnea and it could be seen that the growth had recurred.

She was submitted to ;r-ray treamient through an ex-

tensive tracheotomy wound made for the purpose, the in-

cision being three and one-half inches long, from the

lower edge of the thyroid cartilage to about three-quarters

of an inch above the sternal notch. The isthmus of the

thyroid was divided between ligatures. Exposure was

made under chloroform at first but without it later. Six

weeks of this form of treatment had a most happy result

and she left the hospital apparently cured. Seen one

year later she reported that she had continued well, with-

out dyspnea, hoarseness, or cough. Examination of the

larynx and trachea showed perfectly normal conditions,

with no trace of recurrence. In case of later recurrence

the author thought that application of the x-ray over the

cicatrix of the tracheotomy wound would promise good

results, as this would not present the same resistance as

the normal tissue would; or this failing, it would be easy

to reopen the former wound and renew the direct ex-

posure.

Subglottic Papilloma; Branchiogenetic Cyst.— Dr.

Thomas J. Harris of Xew York City reported these cases.

Case I was that of a boy of 11 years with subglottic papil-

loma which was attached under the surface of the right

cord. Attempts at endolaryngeal removal were unsuccess-

ful owing to the extreme irritability of the throat, an over-

hanging epiglottis, and a very poor general condition. He

was admitted to hospital and another attempt made with

the tube-spatula. In this way a part of the growth only

could be taken off and laryngo-fissure was decided on with

a preliminary tracheotomy. There was considerable reac-

tion but this finally subsided and it was proposed to insert

an intubation tube on accoimt of persistent swelling of the

cords though all traces of the papilloma had disappeared.

The child was intubated, but in a few hours he began to

have severe dyspnea and the tracheotomy tube was intro-

duced. The intubation tube could not be seen in the larynx

and events proved that it had been dislodged and swal-

lowed as it came through in the stools. After a while

another intubation tube was introduced and remained in

place for a few days and then disappeared nor was any

trace of it found afterward. The boy did well, however,

and eventually made a good recovery.

Case 2 was that of a branchiogenetic cyst occurring in

a Russian woman of 30 years who complained of a feeling

of discomfort and occlusion in the region of the naso-

pharjrnx. Digital examination revealed a growth suggest-

ing a cyst and filled with pulpy material like adenoids.

The mass was easily removed with the forceps. Sections

showed the tissue to be made up mainly of lymphadenoid

structure. One surface showed the normal stratified epi-

thelium of the pharynx. There were a few mucous glands

and scattered through the section in several places were

tubules lined with ciliated columnar epithelium. Beneath

this epithelium the tissue had the appearance of embryonal

connective tissue and the growth was evidently the re-

mains of a branchiogenetic cleft.

Some Surgical Emergencies Associated with the

Tuberculous Larynx.—Dr. Ch.\rles P. Gr-\yson of Phil-

adelphia made in this paper a plea for a more hearty

and earlier association of the family physician with the

specialist in caring for the laryngeal lesions arising in the

ordinary course of pulmonary tuberculosis. There should

be no such thing as emergency surgery in larjiigeal tu-

bercle. Much could be done to prevent certain complica-

ting lesions but it must be done by one accustomed to

intralaryngeal manipulations. Several personal cases were

detailed illustrating the points made by the writer. In
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one case a hurried tracheotomy was done to prevent as-

phyxiation. In a second an abscess was threatening life

and called for evacuation. In a third a tracheotomy was

called for on account of sudden edema. Such experiences

were happening frequently not only in the country dis-

tricts but in large cities where the aid of the laryngologist

could be easily secured.

Dr. W. E. Casselberry said that it was not always pos-

sible to prevent such complications as had been mentioned

by Dr. Grayson. They would come on in spite of every

precaution the specialist might take.

Dr. Price-Brown would emphasize the value of rest in

laryngeal tuberculosis. In one instance he had been obliged

to do a tracheotomy but the rest afforded the larynx by

the operation had sufficed to keep the patient alive for over

five years. One-half of the epiglottis was gone and the

upper orifice of the larynx was greatly contracted. Yet
the man was able to work eight hours a day and the

local process had been brought to a standstill.

Dr. J. O. Roe would regard tracheotomy only as an

emergency measure, but functional rest could be obtained

by abstinence from conversation. Nothing less than ab-

solute silence was efficient.

Dr. J. W. Gleitsmann called attention to the dangers

arising in the use of tuberculin. He had been very careful

in selecting the dose, had always had his patient under
close observation, and had never seen any bad effects.

He always examined the chest and eyes after each injec-

tion. He believed there was some chance of relieving

these cases if the patient could live and work in a hygienic

environment with an abundance of good food.

Papilloma of the Larynx in Children.—Dr. J. Pay-
SON Clark of Boston reported the later history of four

cases which he had presented to the Association in a paper
read three years ago. He also reported four new cases

and reviewed the literature of the last three years. The
entire number of cases reported was 18. In ten tracheoto-

my had been done with five fatalities. The author was of
the belief, however, that in the prolonged and obstinate

cases a preliminary tracheotomy offered a better chance of
permanent recovery and avoidance of recurrence than does
a laryngofissure. Desirerata of treatment were (l) that

we should get rid of the growth as soon as possible and
with the least risk to the patient; (2) that the voice should
be not impaired, and (3) that (in girls at least) there

should be no external scar. The author dismissed laryngo-
fissure as never applicable. A new case should be watched
for a few weeks and if no increase in size took place one
might try removal without tracheotomy using straight in-

struments and direct vision. Such neoplasms would not
yield to any form of treatment until their period of
active growth had been passed, or until they had lost their

power of reproduction. There were no data on which
to estimate the duration of this period, hence the wisdom
of the above named course of action. In all our manipula-
tions the utmost care must be taken not to wound the mu-
cosa as this trauma may be the site of a new papilloma.
The advisability of operating without a previous tracheoto-
my in cases with dyspnea must be decided in each indi-

vidual instance. Apart from the curative value of tra-

cheotomy there could be no question that it made the sub-

sequent removal of the growth easier and safer. The ri.5k

of bronchopneumonia following (immediately or eventu-
ally) tracheotomy was a real one, but in case of a large
and rapidly-growing papilloma or one recurring rapidly
after removal without tracheotomy, the only alternative

was suffocation.

Dr. A. CoOLiDGE, Jr., coincided in every respect with
the views of Dr. Clark. As regarded treatment, cases of
papilloma could be divided roughly into two classes: (i)
Those which occurred in young children and (2) those
occurring in children old enough to allow one to put in any
instrument for inspection and treatment. This age might
be between seven and ten years. Before that age a tube

having once been inserted, it should stay in till all traces

of the papilloma had disappeared. Frequent operating

and laryngo-fissure are to be condemned. Children might

die from many causes if the tube was removed too early.

Dr. D. Bryson Delavan referred to the tube devised

by Dr. John Rogers of New York. He was in general

accord with the views expressed in the paper and called

special attention to the dangers of ill-fitting tubes.

Dr. Harmon Smith believed that there must be some

pathological difference between a single-papilloma even

when large, and the multiple variety. The former were not

so apt to recur. The more the latter were removed, the

more they seemed to recur. If, however, we could put the

larynx at rest, the growths might cease to reproduce them-

selves.

Dr. Emil jNIayer asked if anyone present had had ex-

perience with the local application of alcohol in these cases.

Dr. H. L. Swain had seen some success follow the use

of alcohol as suggested. He had had no experience with

either iodine or carbolic acid which had been suggested by
some writers.

Dr. E. Fletcher Ingals would feel like urging a tra-

cheotomy in all cases in which there was dyspnea, before

attempting an operation for removal. He had seen no
benefit from the use of alcohol, but had seen one papil-

loma cease to recur following the use of iodine and car-

bolic acid.

Dr. F. E. Hopkins had seen pressure from an intubation

tube cause the papilloma to disappear, but irritation of

the region resulted with ulceration of the vocal cord. A
hard rubber tube instead of a metal one might have af-

forded better results.

Dr. Clark said, in closing, that in none of his cases

was the dyspnea so severe as to prevent him from doing

a tracheotomy. He had never been called on to insert

an intubation tube to prevent suffocation. Tracheotomies

done at leisure left less conspicuous scars than those done

hurriedly.

Essentials in Voice Production.—Prof. Wesley
Mills of the McGill University ISIedical Faculty and a

Guest of the .Association, delivered a short address on this

subject. The laryngologist must show in order to influence

his patients a sympathy with them and some knowledge of

musical sound as far as it went. There were so many
methods of vocal teaching now before the public that one

was at a loss to know what plan to adopt. Prof. Mills

laid down as essentials the following points : Speaking and
singing are in reality the same. The physiological adjust-

ment of the various parts of the vocal organs is the key-

note of the whole question. Practically all respiration ex-

ists for the expiratory blast. The principal adjustment is

between the expiratory action of the respiratory mecha-
nism and the vocal bands, known as the "attack." This
is completed by a further adjustment of the upper or res-

onance chambers to the parts below. One speaks with the

tongue and should on no account speak with the throat.

He must speak from the throat into the resonance or up-
per chambers, that is, he must speak towards his face.

He must especially speak and sing with that part of his

mouth cavity lying between the soft palate and the teeth.

He must keep the back of the throat and the front boun-
daries of the mouth cavity out of the way. He must nev-

er strain or use more force in phonating than the organ
can bear without suffering. .Artistic speaking and singing

are always physiological. Vowels alone are musical and
consonants are necessary nuisances but deserving of close

attention. The speaker performed some simple experiments

illustrating resonance. He deplored the prevailing slip-

shod methods of pronunciation in daily life, on the stage

and in the concert hall. The present generation was given

to a nasal tone owing to the laziness that allowed the

tongue to roll up and back and the soft palate to drop
and meet it so that the breath stream must pass through

the nose. Prof. Mills would lay great stress on exclusive
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mouth breathing in phonating. In mouth breathing the

tongue flattened, the soft palate tended to rise, and the

totahty of the mouth parts were put into the best form

for the utterance of pure vocal sounds. Under such cir-

cumstances nasality became relatively difficult, and in ab-

sence of mouth breathing it was very difficult, to cure. .\l\

faulty methods of voice production tended to produce

venous congestion with a corresponding starvation and

poisoning of the tissues of the vocal organs owing to the

fact that the blood was kept too long in the capillaries.

Essentials of Speech Production.—Dr. G. Hudso>j

Makuen of Philadelphia spoke of the method of voice

formation and of the differences of the voices for speech

and song respectively. He then took up the matter of

articulation and considered the central mechanism of

speech as distinguished from the peripheral mechanism.

The chief receptive avenue for speech was of course

through the hearing; but vision also played an important

part. The chief motor center was Broca's center, as it

was called, at the posterior portion of the third frontal con-

volution, and in it were stored the memories for the

varied movements used in the production of speech. Mod
ern theories suggested that the Broca center was really

sensory rather than motor as it shared with the visual

and auditory centers the function of serving as a store-

house for sensory impressions. On this theory the motor

center for spoken w-ords lay in the medulla. The order

of cerebral activities in the production of speech there-

fore was first the revival of word images in the auditory

center (and in some cases in the visual center) by means

of afferent impulses from without through the special

senses, or by means of impulses from the higher intel-

lectual centers from within the brain ; second, a trans-

mission of these impulses from revived images in the

auditory and visual centers through commissural fibers to

the Broca center ; and third, a revival of the kinesthetic

word images which in turn incited to action the motor

centers in the bulb. For such physiological results we

must have the following conditions: (l) the mechanisms

must be structurally normal and free from pathological

encumbrances, such as dental, alveolar, and palatal ir-

regularities, enlarged tonsils, nasal obstructions, and cere-

bral tumors
; (2) the various parts of the individual mech-

anisms must be accurately coordinated; (3) there must

he a similar coordination of the mechanisms themselves

:

(4) this accuracy of vocal and articulatory musculature

must be largely automatic, and this in turn was brought

about mainly through psychophysical development pml

training. The speaker said that he always advised the

removal of enlarged tonsils in singers and had never

seen any bad effects follow. Children inherited bad speech

tendencies, and a bad environment in this respect en-

couraged bad speech. He believed that the diaphragm

should be confined entirely to expiration and never used

for inspiration. What he meant by diaphragmatic breath-

ing was not to use the diaphragm at all for inspiration

but to use it artistically in the production of voice.

Dr. J. W. Farlon remarked that one difficulty in in-

structing patients in the use of the voice was that they

did not hear the sound of their own voices as it ap-

peared to other people. This was easily realized by any

one who spoke into the recording apparatus of a phono-

graph and then listened to his own voice as recorded on

the cylinder. He would lay stress on the importance of

careful attention to the use of the voice by children.

Comic operas and stage darkies with all their slang and

loud talking were most demoralizing to the ordinary lis-

tener and were responsible for much of the modern abom-

inable vocal methods of every-day life.

Prof. ^IiLLS said that occasional joint convention? be-

tween teachers of singing and laryngologists wonld he

of great service. The voice teachers differed much in

their use of terms and much confusion was caused there-

by. The influence of great teachers was after all but a

tradition. He was not prepared to admit fully that the

Broca center was a sensory affair. The recent experi-

ments of Sherrington and Gruenbaum seemed to prove

that all this region was motor. There was a tendency

also to recast the entire subject of aphasia for it was

not believed that the present system of localization was

at all satisfactorj'. His ideal of a voice teacher was one

who would in a large measure combine in himself the

physiologist, physician, laryngologist, and musician. He
had found that the throats of singers were, as a rule,

comparatively dry, and believed that too much moisture

was a distinct disadvantage, especially when occurring on

the vocal bands. Childhood was not too early to begin cor-

rect instruction in speaking. He did not believe that the

removal of the tonsils affected the pitch of the voice, and

in the case of a patient who might claim that it did, he

would say that the patient had not learned how to sing

correctly. Contrary to the view expressed by Dr. Ma-

kuen, he must insist that the diaphragm was an inspiratory

and not an expiratory muscle.

Wednesday, May 13

—

Third Day.

The Morphology of the Turbinals.—Dr. John M.

Inc.ersoll of Cleveland, O., gave a description of the

turbinal bones as occurring in fishes, loons, reptiles,

panthers, apes, and man, illustrating his remarks with

some excellent drawings. His recapitulation was as fol-

lows : The turbinal structures of fishes except dipnoi

were used only for olfaction and were, simply ridges cov-

ered by olfactory mucous membrane. In reptiles, owing

to the changed manner of respiration, the nasal organ

functionated both in respiration and olfaction and both

respiratory and olfactory turbinals were found. They
were, however, quite simple structures. In birds the

importance of the respiratory function increased and

the respiratory turbinals showed a high degree of devel-

opment. The expanse of respiratory mucous mem-
brane was very largely increased by the coiled struc-

tures of the turbinals. The olfactory turbinals were

simply ridge-like structures. In microsmatic mammals
all of the turbinals exhibited a very high degree of

development. Their nuinerous fine branches and coils

enormously increased the amount of mucous mem-
brane exposed within a comparatively small space and

thus increased the efficiency of the nasal organs. In

apes, all of the turbinals had degenerated or reverted to

some of the more primitive types. In man the turbinals

were quite similar to the turbinals of the ape and were

all rather simple structures. Rudiments of the fourth

and fifth ethmoidal turbinals were sometimes found.

The agger nasi was the rudiment of the nasal turbinal.

Such rudiments were much more frequently present in

the embryo than in the adult.

Dr. D. Bryson Delavan called attention to the fact

that in saw operations on the septum we often came

in deep section on a slightly oval space, which might be

the reinains of Jacobson's organ or of the channel lead-

ing to it. It was difficult to explain its origin and the line

of communication through the hard palate with the

mouth.

Dr. W. E. Casselberry had never been able to find

the space referred to by the previous speaker.

Dr. H. P. MosHER said that in discussing Jacobson's

organ we were greatly helped by comparative anat-

omy. He described the appearance of this organ in

the human fetus and its gradual evolution to the con-

dition found in the adult.

Hypertrophic Form of Syphilis Involving the Fauces

and Epiglottis.—Dr. W. F. Ciiappell of New York

City reported the case of a boy of 14 years who had

previously been treated in hospital for tonsils J.nd

adenoids. Some four years later he again came un-

der observation, with symptoms of snoring in sleep,

guttural voice, labored breathing, and dyspnea on ex-
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ertion. Frequent choking and strangling spells came
on, though the boy seemed in perfect health. Examina-
tion showed both faucial pillars hypcrtrophied and much
hypertrophic tissue occupied the position of the tonsil.

The uvula was much enlarged in each dimension and
nearly filled the pharyngeal cavity and was probably

the cause of the choking. The same condition existed

in the epiglottis, which had lost its flexibility and al-

lowed food to enter the larynx. The arytenoids shared

in the general hypertrophy. No implication of other

laryngeal structures could be made out. The mucosa
covering all these parts was grayish, smooth, and
shiny. Adrenalin had no particular efifect on the hypcr-

trophied tissue. A portion of the uvula was removed,
with much relief to the symptoms of choking and
strangling. Examination of the portion of the uvula

excised suggested a diagnosis of hereditary specific in-

fection, though nothing corroborative could be ob-

tained in the personal or family history. Under mixed
treatment and later Donovan's solution of arsenic and
mercury, considerable improvement resulted, but con-

siderable hypertrophy of the parts involved still re-

mained. Most of the obscure cases of pharyngeal hy-

pertrophy on record had proven to be of an amyloid

nature. Such a case as the author's was unique.

Membranous Tertiary Syphilitic Lesions.—Dr. D.

Braden Kyle of Philadelphia reported three cases re-

resembling Vincent's angina. In all there was a mem-
branous deposit on various areas in the throat. All

the patients were males over thirty years. The mem-
brane could be easily stripped off and left a ragged,

worm-eaten surface, which bled easily. There were no
associated systemic symptoms at the time. The symptoms
were the usual ones of irritation from an ulcerated con-

dition in the mouth. In all there was a denial of specific

disease. All sorts of remedies were applied without

avail, and then the iodides and finally mixed treatment,

but without result. The membrane continued to form
and the ulcerations grew deeper. Bacteriological ex-

amination was non-decisive in one case; the two other

cases revealed Vincent's spirilla, but many other bac-

teria as well. The author finally decided that in spite of

the negative results of treatment the cases were specific

and that if the patients would enter the hospital and
receive treatment by inunction and obtain the proper

nourishment, they would recover. His surmise proved

correct, as inside of ten days the membranes began
to disappear and recovery was fairly rapid. Up to the

present time there had been no relapse, though there

was slight scar tissue in the mouth. The author's aim
in reporting these cases was to note (i) the unusual

form of tertiary lesion, (2) its close resemblance to

Vincent's angina, and (3) the importance of the thera-

peutic test. In the cases with Vincent's spirilla he

did not believe a mixed infection was present, but that

the presence of the latter organism was purely acci-

dental.

Cysts, Abscesses, and Edema of the Epiglottis.—Dr.

Henry L. Swain of New Haven reported several cases

and discussed their pathology. In the depths of the

branchial clefts in the embryo, epiblast and hypoblast

were seen separated by only a network of a single

layer of fibers. An inclusion cyst such as these epi-

glottis cysts were, might come on one or the other

side of the partition, but when in later years these

cysts filled up, the swelling would be at the base of

the inside or outside of the epiglottis. Also in the re-

gion under discussion we might have dermoid cysts and
supernumerary thyroid glands. The exact cause of the

sudden swelling of all these structures was often ob-

scure. They might become infected from some previous

inflammation, but often their enlargement, with the

usual symptoms of throat discomfort and mechanical

disturbance of the parts, was the first thing noticed.

The indications for treatment were plain and clear.

Dr. Swain also reported three cases of what he called

"idiopathic inflammatory edema of the epiglottis," for

lack of a more definite name. The attacks were in no
way connected with previous disturbance in the throat.

In one case there had been a leptothri.x deposit on the

tonsils, which had caused considerable disturbance. In

this case the trouble was supposed to have been due
to a small abscess, which could not be located, but

which, from the sudden subsidence of symptoms, had
evidently ruptured. In the former two instances the

simplest explanation would be to assume the existence

of a perichondritis, which was accompanied by edema
and pus formation. It might be that there was an in-

flammation of a small retention cyst on the epiglottis.

Dr. W. E. Casselberry said that Dr. Swain had

grouped two classes of disease which had received very

little attention in literature. We quite frequently met
with cysts in the region of the larynx, epiglottis, ary-

epiglottic folds, and base of the tongue classified sim-

ply as "cysts," but it might well be true that branchial

cysts occurred in the region of the epiglottis. As to

those cases resulting from idiopathic inflammations of

the epiglottis, we must remember that most conditions

in this region formerly styled idiopathic were in reality

infections and caused by microorganisms. This was
notable in some epidemics of diphtheria in which

some cases seemed to show an exudate, while others

showed merely edema, and yet in both we found the

Klebs-Loeffler bacillus.

Dr. J. E. Newcomb said that diphtheria always meant
the presence of a membrane somewhere, although it

might be only a small patch down in a bronchus, but

the old conception of diphtheria without membrane
must be given up.

Dr. Emil Mayer referred to a case of inflamed epi-

glottis causing obstruction, for which a tracheotomy

was about to be done, but under hot inhalations and

adrenalin applications the swelling had subsided. Later,

after the case had cleared up, it was noted that more
than half of the epiglottis was gone, and his final con-

clusion was that the case was one of acute inflamma-

tion of that portion of the epiglottis remaining after a

previous specific destruction.

Dr. E. Fletcher Ingals had recently cured a cyst of

the aryepiglottic fold by aspiration and'injection with

iodine and carbolic acid.

Dr. J. M. Ingersoll had treated two retention cysts

of the epiglottis by simply cutting the tops ofiE, and

there was no recurrence.

Prolonged Intubation in the Adult.—Dr. W. K.

Simpson of New York reported the case of a woman
who had come under observation in 1903. For five

months she had been wearing a tracheotomy tube in-

serted on account of urgent laryngeal dyspnea. The
latter had come on in connection with a severe cold,

during which she had cough, hoarseness, and increasing

difficulty in breathing, so that tracheotomy became
necessary. She greatly desired to be freed from the

wearing of the tube. Examination of the larynx showed
it to be practically closed, all the landmarks being

obliterated. The superior portion, including the aryte-

noids, was incorporated in a more or less uniform

bilateral mass of a rather dense character, leaving a

mere slit in the center. There was no apparent loss of

tissue and practically no motion of the parts. Anti-

syphilitic treatment was given, though the question

of old specific infection was doubtful. Results were

not at all definite. Finally, under chloroform, a me-

dium-sized hard-rubber intubation tube was passed and

the tracheotomy tube withdrawn. The tube was worn

well, but was finally coughed out and replaced, and this

happened several times. Still later, the tracheotomy slit

was closed. In due time tlie intubation tube was re-
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moved, having been worn over four years. At the

present time the voice was in fair condition. At times

the quality was excellent, but it became hoarse on slight

cold. The laryngeal color was rather pale. Motion
was somewhat restricted owing to induration about the

left cricoarytenoid joint, while the right side moved
more freely. The right cord was fairly normal in con-

tour, color, and motion, while the left seemed to have

been more or less absorbed. The glottic space, though

irregular, was ample for breathing. The author would

lay stress on the following points: (l) The toler-

ance of the larynx to long-continued pressure; (2) the

superiorit}' of such pressure in causing absorption over

the older methods of temporary introduction of dilating

instruments; (3) the comparative comfort with which

such tubes might be worn indefinitely; (4) the improved

general condition of the patient while wearing an in-

tubation tube in contrast to the debilitating influence

and local annoyance of the tracheotomy cannula; (s)

the superiority of the hard-rubber over the metal tube

in the lessened formation of calcareous deposit, thus

lessening the dangers of ulceration and formation of

exuberant granulation tissue.

The Question of Rheumatism Originating Through
Tonsillar Infection.—Dr. George B. Hope of New York
City presented a paper with this title. He traversed

the familiar paths of the discussions of the last few

years on this mooted question and declared his dis-

belief in the theory that rheumatism gained access to

the body through the tonsils. These organs did not dis-

seminate bacterial infection to the degree commonly
conceived. Bacteria were rarely allowed to pass be-

yond the capsule into the surrounding lyraph nodes to

develop active inflammatory processes. Hope believed

that the theory of a tonsillar infection with reference to

rheumatism rested on inference rather than on proven

facts. Tonsillectomy for this condition was as illogical

as rubbing the joints for the prevention or cure of

arthritic rheumatism. Hypertrophied and indurated

tonsils should be removed, it is true, but this was a

matter wholly independent of their having a causative

relation to rheumatism.

The Treatment of Inoperable Tonsillar Hypertrophy

by Interstitial Injections of Silver Nitrate.—Dr. J. L.

GooD.fLE of Boston presented the results of his observa-

tions on injections of enlarged tonsils with silver ni-

trate. Three cases with hemophilia and tonsillar en-

largement had recently come under his observation, and

crypt dilatation with cheesy detritus was evidently to

blame for the infectious arthritis present in all the

cases. One objection to the employment under such

conditions of chromic acid or the galvanocautery was

that the diminution in the size of the tonsil was fol-

lowed by irregular contraction with narrowing of the

orifices of the crypts, out of proportion to the diminu-

tion in the size of the lumen near its base. Such con-

tractions might not prevent the incarceration of de-

tritus. The author consequently employed silver nitrate

solutions rznging in strength from 4 to 8 per cent..

making the injections every five to eight days. The

amount of reaction had depended on the strength of the

solution and had varied from slight to severe pain.

Under this plan progressive diminution of the tonsils

had taken place and the results had been gratifying. In

one case the organs were reduced to one-quarter of

their former size. A blunt strong needle such as was

used by dentists for injecting gums was the best one

to use. It might be straight or curved. Dr. Goodale

believed that the effect of the silver was, theoretically

at least, in harmony with the normal process of retro-

grade metamorphosis of the organ, in that it was a

sclerosis proceeding from the base to the periphery

and led to a symmetrical diminution in the size of

the crypts.

Hemorrhage Following Quinsy; Ligation of the

Common Carotid Artery; Recovery; with a Study of

Fifty-one Cases of Hemorrhage in Connection vidth

Pharyngeal Suppurations.—Dr. James E. Xewco.mb of

New York City read a paper with this title. His pa-

tient was a man of 55 years, seen in consultation with

Dr. J. D. McBarron. He had had quinsies all his life,

but an immunity for the past ten years. The attack

in question came on without any special features and

on the fourth day the presence of pus was evident,

and it seemed to be located rather far out in the soft

palate. The patient's kidneys seemed to act well, but

there was distinct arteriosclerosis. Incision of the

quinsy was followed bj' escape of healthy pus and al-

most immediate bleeding. The latter was easily checked,

but recurred several times, and finally became so pro-

fuse and persistent that a radical measure was deemed
necessary. It was impossible to locate the bleeding

point and the condition of the parts involved rendered

any plan of suturing out of the question. It was found

that the ulcerative process had worked backward and

that the soft palate had perforated. Ligation of the

common carotid artery was decided on and was done

by Dr. C. N. Dowd. Recoverj' was without incident.

No disturbance of cerebration resulted. Dr. New-
comb had found fifty additional cases reported in which

hemorrhage occurred in connection with suppuration

in the pharynx. Of this number forty-one occurred in

connection with quinsies. They might be classified as

follows: (i) Spontaneous opening of the abscess, with

immediate hemorrhage, 11, with 7 fatal and 4 recov-

ering; (2) spontaneous opening, with secondary hemor-

rhage, IS, with 8 fatal and 7 recovering; (3) opening by

incision, with immediate hemorrhage, 7 cases, with 4

fatal and 3 recovering; (4) opening by incision, with

secondary hemorrhage, 8 cases, with 4 fatal and 4 re-

covering. In addition there were 5 cases following ret-

ropharyngeal abscess, with 2 fatal and 3 recovering; 3

cases in connection with scarlatinal suppuration, I fatal

and 2 recovering, and 2 cases in connection with gan-

grenous tonsillitis, both fatal. Summarizing, there were

51 cases, with 23 recoveries and 28 fatalities, or 54.8 per

cent. Operations had been done as follows: Ligation

of the common carotid, 16 times, with 11 recoveries and

5 deaths, once of external and internal carotid with re-

recovery, and once of all three vessels with recovery. Two
points were considered in detail by the author, first

that relating to the invasion of vessel walls by sup-

purative processes. For a long time it was not be-

lieved that such a thing happened, but now it was uni-

versally admitted. In the case of quinsies the sudden

diminution of pressure of confined pus when rupture

of the abscess took place (or incision was made) on

a weakened arterial wall, might lead to immediate rup-

ture of the latter. In the second place we had to con-

sider the differential diagnosis of swellings in the ton-

sillar region when accompanied by evidences of in-

flammation. We might have simple inflammation, ton-

sillar tumor, or aneurysm. The choice of operation

would depend on our diagnosis. Autopsy records

had shown that in the class of cases considered in this

paper the internal carotid had often been involved.

Ligation of the external carotid alone would not be

sufficient to check bleeding. The dangers of ligation

of the common carotid were not to be overlooked,

but they were to be met according to the rules of surgery.

Dr. W. E. Casselberry thought that more stress

should be laid on the dangers of ligation of the com-

mon carotid. It was disastrous to ligate the vessel

for hemorrhage and get a paralysis of the opposite

side. While the emergency named in Dr. Newcomb's

paper had never occurred in his own experience, he

had always thought that ligation of the external carotid

would suffice as it did in tonsillar hemorrhage.
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Dr. W. L. B.-\LLENGER said that he had learned by

e.xperience that in dissecting tonsils if we avoided in-

juring the musculature of the pillars and of the bed

of the tonsillar fossa, we would not have severe

hemorrhage, but if we did injure these structures, severe

bleeding was apt to follow. In opening quinsies he

separated the anterior pillar as if he was going to re-

move the tonsil and then by pushing the pillar out of

the way and separating it from the superior constrictor

muscle, the abscess could be located with accuracy.

Dr. J. O. Roe preferred the Hilton Fagge method

of opening these abscesses with curved scissors and

never used a knife.

Dr. Newcomb, in closing, said that the question of

danger to brain integrity in ligating the common
carotid was the same, no matter for what emergency
this operation was done. The autopsy records in the

material collected by him showed in several instances

the internal carotid was the vessel which had been

perforated. Ligation of the external carotid in such

cases would be useless and he again emphasized the

fact that the conditions in suppuration and after

ordinary operation for tonsillotoni}' or tonsillectomy

were entirely different. In one case we were work-

ing in healthy tissue, notwithstanding the hemorrhagic

complication ; in the ottier we were working in tis-

sue which had lost its vitality and to which the

application of styptic measures was conditioned by

this fact. In an ordinarj' post-tonsillotomy hemor-

rhage, the bleeding site was often visible, but this was
not the case in hemorrhages in connection with pharyn-

geal suppurations. There was no objection to a pri-

mary ligation of the external carotid, but it would not

always stop the bleeding.

-At the executive sessions of the Congress the follow-

ing gentlemen were admitted to membership: As Cor-

responding Fellow : Dr. Gustav Killian of Freiburg,

Germany. Active Fellows: Dr. J. F. Barnhill of Indian-

apolis, Ind.; thesis, "Some Essential Principles in the

Surgery of the Accessory Sinuses"; Dr. B. .'\lexander

Randall of Philadelphia; thesis, "Some Neglected Points

in the Anatomy of the Pharynx"; Dr. Harmon Smith of

New York City; thesis, "Multiple Papilloma of the

Larj'nx in Children"; Dr. J. Gordon Wilson, Chicago:

thesis, "A Study in Variations of the Frontal Sinuses

with a Note on the Topography of the Cribiform

Plate."

The following officers were elected for the coming

year: President, Dr. A. Coolidge, Jr., Boston, Mass.;

First Vice-President, Dr. Emil Mayer of New York

City; Second Vice-President, Dr. Francis R. Packard,

Philadelphia ; Secretary and Treasurer, Dr. J. E. New-
comb, 118 West Sixtj'-ninth street, New York City;

Librarian, Dr. J. H. Bryan, Washington, D. C. ; Member
of Council, to serve four years, Dr. H. S. Birkett, Mon-
treal, Canada; Delegate to the Triennial Congress of

1910, Dr. W. K. Simpson, New York City; Alternate,

Dr. J. H. Bryan, Washington, D. C. The Congress of

1909 will be held at Boston, the date to be determined

by the Council.

Cystic Mastitis and Mammary Carcinoma.—G. Verga,
after examining twenty cases of cystic mastitis found that

in five there was evidence of carcinomatous metaplasia.

He concludes that cystic mastitis presents itself under
various forms ; in the first connective tissue inflammation
predominates; in the second there is proliferation of the

epithelium in its different varieties, acinous, papillary, and
adenomatous. The second form is frequently associated

with cancer, which becomes implanted on the mastitis.

Clinical examination is not sufficient to make a diagnosis

of metaplastic carcinomatous mastitis. .\n accurate histo-

logical examination is necessary to establish the diagnosis.

The surgeon should always be on the look out_ for the

transformation of a cystic mastitis into a carcinoma.

—

La Riforma Medica.

Contagious Diseases. Weekly Statement.—Report of

cases and deaths from contagious diseases reported to

the Sanitary Bureau, Health Department, New York
City for the week ending September 12, 1908:

Tuberculosis Pulmonalis
Diphtheria
Measles
Scarlet Fever
Smallpox
Varicella.

Typhoid Fever
Whooping Cough
Cerebrospinal Meningitis
Malarial Fever

Totals

Cases
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TUBERCULOSIS OF THE EAR.
liv W. SOHIER-nRYANT. A.M., M.D..

NEW YORK.

In these days of widespread popular and profes-
sional interest in tuberculosis every point in the

course of the infection, every organ and tissue af-

fected, and every symptom which can assist early

diagnosis have acquired special importance. Here-
tofore the ear has not attracted as much attention
as its importance in this connection warrants. The
ear interests us not only because it may be the seat

of tuberculous infection, but chiefly because it can
give the first sign of an incipient pulmonary tuber-
culosis.

The etiolog)' depends upon the entrance of bacilli

into the tissues of the ear. The entrance takes
place (i) via the tympanopharyngeal tube by di-

rect extension from the pharyngeal mucosa, (2) by
direct extension from the epimastoid lymphatic
glands, (3) by metastases from distant points of
infection. The predominating form of the etiologv

varies with the age. In the tympanic form a non-
tuberculous infection may precede the tuberculous.
In infants the lymphatic extension from the mastoid
glands is the most common road of infection. In
adults entrance of the bacillus via the tubal route
is more common. The least common is the metas-
tatic form. Tuberculosis of the ear is essentially

an early complication of more general tuberculosis
because the ear is in direct connection with the up-
per air tract which in the vast majority of cases is

recognized to be the road of primary tuberculous
infection. Aural tuberculosis occurs early in the

course of the disease for two reasons. First by
reason of the entrance of bacilli through the tym-
panopharyngeal tube and second because of the

proximity of the mastoid to lymphatic glands which
may become infected early because they are con-
nected with the upper air tract. The tuberculous
infection of the ear by way of the lymphatics is

more common in young children because in them
these glands are more subject to infection.

The clinical picture varies with the mode, seat,

extent, and stage of infection. So far as the final

stages of tuberculous ostitis are concerned it makes
little difference how the infection has entered the

ear, but the initial symptoms vary with the road
of infection. The lymphatic invasion is at first a

periostitis with later involvement of the subjacent
mastoid bone and still later tympanic involvement.
In the tubal route of infection the first symptom
is otitis media which may exist for a time without
tuberculous characteristics. In the metastatic in-

fection the mastoiditis is the first symptom.
The characteristics of tuberculous otitis media

are its insidious onset, with impaired hearing and
tinnitus. Pain is insignificant. The membrane per-

forates readily ; the discharge is thin, usually odor-

less, and only slightly purulent. Redness may be
present or not. Febrile disturbance is slight. Later
on the tympanic membrane melts away and the per-
foration of the membrane increases in spite of or-
dinary treatment. There may be one, two or three
simultaneous perforations of the membrane. The
membrane continues to melt away, leaving the mal-
leus hanging free of all membrane attachment; the
ossicles become loosened and fall out and the dis-

charge increases with the ulcerating area. Granu-
lations are conspicuous by their absence. Finally
there is complete tympanic destruction with abun-
dant thin discharge. The tympanic walls become
necrotic and sequestrje are formed after involving
large parts of the labyrinth and petrous pyramid.
Facial paralysis is a noteworthy accompaniment of
this form of advanced aural tuberculosis.

Characteristics of the lymphatic infection are at

first enlargement of the lymphatic glands of the
mastoid region; next an infiltration of the epimas-
toid tissue usually without redness and with little

tenderness. Later the periosteum becomes thick-
ened. The general swelling increases. The outer
table of the mastoid process is invaded. Softening
and suppuration of the cold abscess type with com-
paratively slight pain and reaction occur and sup-
purating sinuses are formed. The tympanum is

early invaded.

The characteristics of the mastoid form of tuber-
culous ear infection are that the signs of mastoid-
itis precede the tympanic or epimastoid changes.
Its course is the same as described for the epimas-
toid infection except that the bone changes are
here the first symptoms.

Resolution of the tympanic inflammation may
occur spontaneously or after general treatment aid-
ed by appropriate local measures. As the tympanic
appearances fluctuate with pulmonary tuberculosis
they are a very good index of its course. An abso-
lute diagnosis of tuberculosis is made on the tym-
panic appearances months before signs of tubercu-
losis can be found anywhere else.

The gross anatomy and histology of the tuber-
culous process in the ear are the same as in other
parts of the body made up of mucous membrane,
osseous tissue, and lymphatic glands. The two pe-
culiarities which the ear has are, first that it is a
multiple sense organ and secondly that in it the
three tissues mentioned are very intimately asso-
ciated. The bone is lined with a mucoperiosteum
and the dura mater forms the inner periosteum.
The cold abscess is the rule in ear tuberculosis.

The softening and erosion of the mucous surfaces
or periosteum and the disintegration of bone and
the suppuration progress with little pain and red-

ness or without much temperature. Though the

presence of tubercular bacilli can usually be dem-
onstrated in the pus and tissues, sometimes they
are most difficult to detect. It is exceptional to

find them in the thin secretion of the middle ear.

The clinical diagnosis must usually be relied on,
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especially in the early cases. It depends on the

peculiar picture which the middle-ear inflammation
presents. One sees an indolent, serous or sero-

purulent, more rarely a purely suppurative, inflam-

mation, melting away of the drum membrane, mul-
tiple or kidney-shaped perforations, exposure of
the manubrium mallei, etc. Continuation of the

ulcerative process in the face of ordinary treatment
is pathognomonic of tuberculosis. Alternating de-

crease and increase of the activity of the process
independent of obvious causes is always pathogno-
monic of tympanic tuberculosis.

It is probable that all the mastoiditis cases which
begin with superficial inflammation on the outer
surface are tuberculous and that tuberculosis is

probably the cause of the severe mastoiditis occur-
ring in infancy, just as it is the cause of the break-
ing down of the lymph glands. Glandular enlarge-
ment of the tragus or mastoid lymphatics always
suggests tuberculosis if syphilis is excluded. Tu-
bercle bacilli have been found in cases of otorrhea
before tuberculous infection had been suspected.
The differential diagnosis from syphilis is based
upon the same differential characteristics found in

lesions in other parts of the body.*
The treatment is fundamentally constitutional

as it is in all tuberculosis. Local treatment of the
tympanic form of infection is dry with especial
care to cleanliness and the avoidance of all solu-
tions. The powders which are most effective are
pyoctanin and boric acid or iodoform. The treat-

ment of the mastoid form is early and through
operation.

Without treatment the prognosis of aural tuber-
culosis is for a continuation and gradual extension
and for a development of a more general pulmonary
tuberculosis sooner or later. With treatment the
prognosis of the local condition is good for ameli-
oration of the symptoms and for a final cure if

operative eradication can be accomplished, if there
is no other seat of tuberculous infection, or if the
constitutional resistance can be increased to nor-
inal. When the ear tuberculosis is merely a com-
plication of a more extensive involvement elsewhere,
the ear prognosis depends on the prognosis for the
more general infection. In the mastoid form of
tuberculosis, prognosis is good after radical opera-
tion. The postoperative recovery is better than
in nontubercular mastoiditis. The prognosis of the
pulmonary tuberculosis may be made on the course
of the middle-ear affection.

Case 12,016.

—

Positive tuberculosis diagnosis
made by the middle-ear symptoms five months and
eleven days before the pulmonary diagnosis ivas
positive. IMan, 32 years old. the picture of health
and activity, with clear complexion, and high color,
leading a very active business life. A more than
moderate user of alcoholics, but not intemperate)
August 20.—Three days previously he used a nasal
douche, blew his nose, and infected the right ear.
Acute otitis media followed with serous leaking the
next morning. Drumming in the right ear for
twenty-four hours ; now high-pitched singing, siz-

zing, and ringing tinnitus and stuffed feeling in the
ear. Tympanic membrane dark red, leaking serum.
September 6.—Various forms of treatment have
been used by others, among them myringotomy and
bichloride of mercury syringing. There is now a
mirulent discharge and the mucous membranes are
all dark red. Commenced dry treatment. Septem-
ber 9.—iPolitzer's acoumeter heard in the right ear

*Crockeft, E. A. : 'Tuberculosis of the Middle Ear and
Mastoid," Journal of the A. M. A., Vol. XLVII., 1906
p. 1293.

at 27 inches. Low tone perception markedly im-

paired. High limit for tone perception 80,000 sin-

gle vibrations. A little serum only in the tym-

panum. Free perforation of the drum membrane.
X'alsalva inflation goes through. September 10.

—

Politzer's acoumeter heard at 6^4 feet. September
26.—Perforations reduced to a pin point. There
was less congestion of the tympanum, which was
nearly dry. The dry treatment of the ear soon

overcame the damage done by the syringing. Oc-
tober I.—Politzer's acoumeter heard at 9 feet. Per-

foration closed. Upper half of tympanic membrane
red and a little bulging. October 4.—Small, invisible

perforation ; covered it with a paper patch. Oc-
tober 8.—Removed paper patch and found a little

pus under it. October 15.—Perforation closed.

High pitched ringing tinnitus and stuffed feeling

still present. October 19.— Politzer's acoumeter
heard at 15 inches. Ear looks better. October 24.

—

Politzer's acoumeter heard at 7J/^ inches. Perfora-
tion wide open. Tympanum dry; some dry dis-

charge in meatus. October 29.—The ear is in a

bad condition. Purulent discharge and perforation

larger ; it is situated at about the center of the mem-
brane. Landmarks not visible. Tube clear as

usual. A diagnosis of tuberculosis was made on
the varying and resistant course of the tytnpanic

inflammation. November i.—Double perforation,

one anterior and one posterior about the level of

the umbo mallei distinctly seen. Approaching tu-

berculosis of lungs positively prognosticated. No-
vember 4.—Tympanum nearly dry. Perforations
show no tendency to heal. November 9.—Tym-
panum dry. One perforation seeins closed ; the

other smaller. Corrosive sublimate cotton dress-

ing. November 12.—The cotton dressing removed;
it was full of dry discharge. Perforation larger.

November 19.—Double perforation again. Crust
all over tympanic membrane. November 26.—Watch
heard at 3 inches. Double perforation present.

December 3.—Tympanum dry and meinbrane pale.

Perforations smaller. Crusts on tight. December
10.—High pitched sizzing, ringing sounds have been
constant from the beginning of the trouble. Hears
occasionally very high pitched whistles. Perfora-
tions smaller. Watch heard at 2 inches. Noted
that patient's fingers were all very much clubbed.
December 17.—Watch heard at 5 inches; Politzer's

acoumeter at 5 feet. Crust reinoved, then watch
not heard. Only one perforation. Membrane dark
red, especially above. Malleus getting drawn in by
cicatrization. Patient perspires easily. Deceinber
23.—Politzer's acoumeter heard at 9 inches ; watch
heard on contact. Bone conduction in median line

lateralized to affected ear. Perforation much en-

larged ; it is kidney-shaped, concave above, located

below umbo. Promontory pale pink ; rest of tym-
panum paler. January 27.—Patient writes that the
ear is exactly as it was ; no perceptible discharge

;

no especial feeling of discomfort ; there is a clear

aperture in the drum ; the hearing is no better and
no worse ; "otherwise I am so busy now that it will

be impossible to call as you suggest." February 6.

Politzer's acoumeter heard at 15 inches. No dis-

charge. Clean perforation. A scab in fundus of
meatus. After wijjing with cotton. Politzer's acou-
meter heard at 1 1 inches. No change in weight.
A little cough and expectoration in the morning.
February 16.—Patient's wife says patient has lost

weight lately. One brother died of tuberculosis.

Slight bronchitis found by family physician. Feb-
ruary 23.—Politzer's acoumeter heard at 10 inches.

Crust removed from perforation, then acoumeter
heard at 8 inches. Tympanum red. Membrane
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nearly all destroyed. February 28.—Patient writes

that he is overwhelmed with work and feels first

rate. March 7.—Typanum clean. Total destruc-

tion of tympanic membrane. Alalleus bound tight

on promontory. Attic cut olT by a cicatricial cur-

tain, but antrum and tube wide open. Singing ami
faint sizzing tinnitus. Politzer's acoumeter heard
at 12 inches. Tympanum not as congested. Pa-
tient appears thinner and looks tuberculous. Color,

hectic. April 8.

—

Tubercle bacilli found in sputum.
In spite of repeated physical examinations by the

family physician nothing more than the bronchitis

had been detected. The cough had gradually in-

creased of late. This worried his wife, but he
never mentioned the cough to me, even denied it.

April 29.—Patient left New York for Colorado.

The patient could not be controlled ; previous to

the detection of tubercle bacilli, he made no altera-

tion in his previous habits ; even after the bacterial

diagnosis until his departure for Colorado he made
little change in his habits except more careful and
extended diet.

Case 14,548.

—

Tympanic tuberculosis complicat-

ing pulmonary tuberculosis ; shozus fluctuations of
the tympanic inflammation coincident with changes
in the general condition, the advantages of dry treat-

ment, especially mith pyoctanin in the tympanum,
and the marked constitutional improvement on re-

lieving the distress caused by the ear. Ear trouble

began September, 1903, some months before the pul-

monary tuberculosis appeared. The patient has been
in a tuberculosis sanatorium oft' and on since Septem-
ber, 1904. Before I saw the patient he appeared to be

almost if not quite cured of his pulmonary tuber-

culosis. Then the tirmitus began, nearly driving him
crazy. In spite of the sanatorium treatment he lost

ground rapidly. Man, aged 27 years. November 7,

1906.—Right ear ; the drum membrane looked cica-

trized, flat, and cloudy. Left ear was full of some
foreign substance, suggestive of blood and epithel-

ium; it was wine-colored, softish, looked like raisin

skins, and had a fruity odor. Cleaned ear out ; no
sign of pus or discharge. Anterior inferior quad-
rant of drum membrane perforated. Thick mucus
in tympanum. Canal red. Dry treatment; boric

acid. Patient complains bitterly of exasperat-

ing and varied tinnitus. Has lost weight of

late. Can do nothing,

bad. Dr. G. S. Dixon
pathological report on the

the meatus of the left ear:

held together by dried cerumen and cemented by
dried serum. The amount of cerumen is small."

November 21 patient writes : "Last week was very

trying. The noises in the ears were terrible and
in consequence I became nervous, overwrought, and
unable to sleep at all and my head feels as though
it were in a vise. November 23.—Left ear again full

of fruity, ill-smelling substance. November 26.

—

Involvement of left lung, anteriorly and superiorly.

Weight, 140 pounds. December 4.—^Lungs better.

Left ear has a clean meatus. Thick scab on edges of

perforation, which is large, occupying lower third of

membrane. Tube clear. Removed scab and relieved

tinnitus. Patient says the tinnitus was relieved for

a few days after the last treatment. Note the consti-

tutional gain following the improvement of the ear.

December 8.—Tinnitus much better. Small crust

had reformed. Lungs improving. Dry treatment

;

iodoform. December 13.—Perforation contracting.

December 18.—Ear discharging a little mucus. Dry
treatment; boric acid. January 7, 1907.—Ear good
until a week ago, when the patient "took cold."

Now profuse seropurulent discharge. Destruction

the noises are so

made the following

material taken from
'Squamous epithelium

of lower half of membrane. Tinnitus does not
bother patient now. January 11.—Discharge stopped
after last visit. February i.—Ear discharging a lit-

tle. Dry dressing; boric acid. February 9.—No
discharge. Perforation reduced in size. Valsalva in-

flation positive. February 22.—Tympanum contains
clear fluid, consistency of saliva. February 27.

—

Much yellow, ropy fluid in tympanum. Dry treat-

ment; xeroform. April i.—Tympanum full of
fluid. Some granulations in superior posterior re-

gion of tympanum. General tympanic surface un-
even and a little dirty. Diagnosis of aural tubercu-

losis is made on the resistant, fluctuating, and pro-

gressive course of the tympanic inflammation. The
perforation occupies nearly the whole of the tym-
panic membrane. Watch heard at 4 inches. Tube
open. April 8.—Tympanum full of thick mucus.
April 12.—Ear has been discharging a good deal.

Dirty gray fundus of perforation. April 17.—Dis-

charging a little more. April 27.—^Discharging yel-

low, syrupy mucus. Patient makes an objective

pharyngeal tinnitus snapping by movement of tubal

mouth ; this can be heard at a great distance and is

very annoying to the patient. ;\Iay 13.—Much ex-
foliation of epithelium in tympanum. Watch heard
at II inches. May 21.—Less discharge, but more
epithelium. May 28.—Looks well. Much epithe-

lium in ear. Tinnitus and discharge annoying for

two days. June 8.—No discharge, but tympanum
damp. Pyoctanin insufflation. June 24.—Cleaner
than usual. Pyoctanin. July 7.-—Tympanum dry
and cleaner. Some desquamated epithelium in ear.

July 20.—Tinnitus less. Tympanum dry. Septem-
ber 9.—Tympanum damp ; no discharge. Pyoctanin.

October, 1907.—Weight. 156^/4 pounds. Dullness
the same. No elevation of temperature while in the

sanatorium. October 12.—Tympanum moist; no
discharge. Pyoctanin. November 26.—Very little

tinnitus. Ear dry. Watch heard at i 1-4 inches.

January 2, 1908.—The right ear discharged a few
days ago and loud tinnitus. Canal full of fetid de-

tritus. No perforation detected. Left ear slightly

fetid, serous discharge. Slight epithelial exfolia-

tion. Pyoctanin in both ears. January 11.—Ears
fairly clean ; both moist. Pyoctanin. January 18.

—

Right ear, membrane clean and bright. No perfora-
tion. Left ear, a little yellow serum in tympanum.
Pyoctanin. February i.—Lungs about the same.
Weight, 1583^ pounds. Temperature had con-
tinued normal. February 8.—Slight tinnitus in both
ears. Left ear, a little yellow pus at fundus. March
7-—Gaining weight fast. Began to gain three

months ago, when he went back to sanatorium
after a loss of weight while at home. Ears not so
noisy. Left ear, dry and pretty clean ; there has
been no discharge. Watch heard at 234 inches.

Right ear looks vefy well. Watch heard at 26 inches.

March 28.—Very little annoyance from left ear.

Dry, clean, and white. Moist tubal rales. Pyoctanin.
Right ear all right. April 18.—Tinnitus annoying.
Right ear clean. Left ear blue at fundus. Pyoctanin.

No discharge. Entire loss of the tympanic mem-
brane, which has melted away. The manubrium
mallei stands out clear without cicatricial adhesions,

which all have melted away. Signs are still pres-

ent in lungs. May 2.—As before, excepting the loss

of the lower fourth of the manubrium mallei. May
4.—Involved area of lung has decreased .from the

eighth to the sixth rib. Still has normal tempera-
ture; weight, 163 pounds.

Summary: Tuberculous invasion of the ear is

primary or secondary. Primary invasion is direct

through the Eustachian tube or through the mas-
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toid lymphatics. Tympanic tuberculosis is a very

early sign of a more general infection. It also gives

an accurate indication of the course of a concomi-

tant pulmonary tuberculosis. Tuberculous mastoid-

itis has similar characteristics to tuberculous inflam-

mation of other bones. Prognosis for the ear tuber-

culosis is good with proper hygiene and local treat-

ment, and early through operative treatment in cases

of bone involvement. Pyoctanin dry treatment is

the most efficacious for tympanic tuberculosis. The
evil effects of a tympanic tuberculosis may cause

pulmonar}' tuberculosis to take a lethal course.

57 West Fiyrv-THiRD Street.

THE CHEMICAL R.\YS PROMOTERS OF
LIFE AND ENERGY: THEIR :\IODE

OF ACTION, AND THEIR
THERAPEUTIC USES.*

By MARGARET A. CLEAVES, M.D..

NEW YORK.

''The daily tribute to the sun
Lives on, in tree and fruit and flower

;

Lives on, with subtle change of power.
When the last hour of the day is done.

And what kindly sun has given.

Reborn in many a varied form,
Is in the wind, the sea, the storm

And when the lightnings flame through Heaven."

In this little verse, a tribute to Friendship"f from

the pen of that gifted writer Weir ^Mitchell, is em-
bodied infinite scientific truth.

Manv years ago an earlier poet sang in "Lallah

Rookh"
"Sunshine, though broken in the rill,

Though turned aside, is sunshine still."

Both have typified in their verse the transforma-

tion of the Sun's energy. To the living organism

it bears the same relation as to "tree and fruit and
flower", and the chemical rays existing abundantly

in the solar spectrum are verily the promoters of

life and energy^.

Experiment and observation have confirmed the

doctrine of the correlation of forces and the conser-

vation of energy, and one by one the different classes

of energy which present themselves in terrestrial

phenomena have been traced to their solar origin.

This familiar truth of the transformation of energy-,

is too little heeded by us in our daily professional

life.

We expose the body superficies or some portion of

it to the action of light, radium, the Roentgen ray

;

we utilize soine one of the various manifestations

of electrical energy, we exhibit drugs, inject serums,

ferments and antitoxins, use our inental force or

magnetic power in psychical suggestion or control,

but how often do we reflect that we are simply using

energy of a given kind which is being transfonned
into the physiochemical energy of life.

Whatsoever we bring to our aid. whether the forty

or fifty drugs which have stood the test of titne,

whether physical measures or psychical suggestion,

energy is transformed, and by this transformation

physiological conditions are stimulated and estab-

lished to a degree of more or less completeness ac-

cording to the extent of iiupairment and the time,

degree and care with which therapeutic measures are

used. It is only by discriminating analysis and
weighing of the observations and results of the well

*Read before the New England Electro-Therapeutic As-
sociation. Boston, June 12. 1908.

tDr. S. Weir Mitchell, Everybody's Magazine, .A.pril,

1908.

grounded physician and skilled therapist and by

superimposing the fundamental knowledge of the

physics and physiological action of the measures

used that medicine can advance to the exactitude of

a science.

The daily use of light clinically for fifteen years,

especially light rich in the chemical (blue indigo and
violet ) leads me to regard it as an agent of no small

import in the manv chronic perversions of physiolog-

ical action requiring medical care and emphasizes my
confidence in it, a confidence first inspired by its

known relation to life.

In whatever I bring forward as to its value, I wish
it distinctly understood that neither light nor elec-

tricity are used to the exclusion of other measures,

nor on the other hand are these used to the exclu-

sion of drugs, serums, ferments, psychical sugges-

tion, and above all the most careful directive and
educative work in matters of diet, hygiene, and
sanitation.

Chemical action is not confined to frecjuencies of

short wave length, any more than thermal action

is confined to the frequencies of the red region.

L'nder suitable conditions the green, red, and in-

fra red will produce photographic action. The only

physical distinction to be made between light rays,

heat rays, and actinic rays is that of wave length.

By reason of the different wave lengths a different

action upon the living tissues takes place ; it is with

the component parts of the structure, as it is else-

where in the physical world, the effects are those of

heat, light or chemical action according to the state

or condition of matter upon which the energy from
the sun or an artificial source is radiated.

Radiation does not leave the sun nor an artificial

source as heat, but as radiant energy. The wave
lengths within certain limits fall upon the eye and
they are called light ; the same wave lengths will de-

compose the silver bromide of a photgraphic plate,

hence they are called actinic rays ; while equally well

they will raise the temiperature of a blackened ther-

mometer bulb, therefore they are heat rays.

It is because of these physical facts that physio-

logical action is stimulated and therapeutic results

are secured in different degrees by the use of the

various light mechanisms at the command of the

physician.

The cheiuical rays of light are not used to the ex-

clusion of the more purely thermal rates of vibra-

tion, but it is the former which are to be regarded
as the promoters of life and energj^ and which yield

the most profound and greatest range of therapeu-
tic results. Purely chemical or cold light is used to

the exclusion of the thermal rates, as, for example,
in the Finsen method, or in the use of ultra-violet

energy. Even so heating effects are produced.
The relation of life to light is so primary and

intimate, and its power to produce physiological

stimulation so great, that no matter what the source
of light used, result will follow. Despite this truth,

however, that source of light and arrangement of
mechanism should be used which will tend to secure
the best effect.

In a consideration of the subject of light the solar

spectrum is the basis. It affords a greater quantity
of energy of the blue-violet region than anv artificial

light and is very rich in ultra-violet at its source but
fortunately the latter rates are largely absorbed by
the atmosphere in transit from the sun. While the
solar spectrum as a whole yields the maximum
energy requisite to life and therapeutic result it is

impractical to depend upon it for the latter where
concentrated and well localized applications are es-

sential, especially in northern climates and crowded
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cities. In the electric arc, there is to be had a mini-

ature sun, giving more of the very vahiable chemical

energy of the blue-violet than any other artificial

light. It is always available wherever there is elec-

tric power, lending itself readily to therapeutic

needs, and at the same time with proper adjustment

of mechanism yielding an abundance of ultra-violet

energ)- which can be used very near its source.

On the other hand incandescent lamps of varying

candle power, single or in groups, likewise yield blue

violet or chemical energy, but to an inconsiderable

extent as compared to the electric arc. With an in-

crease in candle power requiring heavier wiring and

more amperes than the ordinary incandescent light

circuit there is increased spectral energy, which

means an increase in the blue violet. If an incan-

descent light were rich in ultra-violet energy, as it

is not, this energy- would still be unavailable on ac-

count of the glass enclosing bulb.

Spark light, however, from a static machine or

coil is rich in ultra violet energy, and spark lamps

with quartz lenses afford these energtic short waves
in abundant quantity. They, how-ever, lack in quan-

tity the penetrant energy of the blue violet.

The light of vacuum tubes, energized either by

means of a coil or static machine, is also chemically

active, but the glass enclosing bulb while prohibiting

the passage of the ultra violet permits that of the

blue violet.

To secure the best physical action and therapeutic

result, a source of light which yields a complex of

all the frequencies, especially an abundance of the

penetrant energy of the blue violet, should be chosen,

for quantity is essential.

The physical action of light is comparable to that

of the constant or galvanic current. In my use of

light and especially the light of electric arcs of from
10 to 80 amperes I have constantly been impressed

with the similarity of observed action and result

from the use of light and that of the constant cur-

rent. The one acts equally well with the other in

many conditions. This is true however of all our
directive and corrective physiological stimuli.

It is ninety years since Grotthuss formulated the

two laws of light which fundamentally account for

its catalytic actions : (
i ) Only those rays of light

which are absorbed can produce chemical action.

(2) The action of a ray of light is analogous to that

of a voltaic cell.

It is therefore in accord with physical facts to

compare the action of light with that of polar elec-

tricity (constant or galvanic current). It is the ac-

cumulation of the products of electrical decomposi-
tion at the poles which differentiates the use of the

one from the other in definite morbid entities.

Grothuss' conception of light and his conception of

photo-chemical processes as electro-chemical ones
were largely brilliant prophecies which to some ex-

tent are only now receiving their scientific confirma-
tion and experimental foundation. In a series of

papers on the electro-chemistry of light, Wilder D.
Bancroft* points out that in many instances it would
only take a slight change in the wording to make
the work of Grothuss quite modern. Instead of say-

ing as Grothuss did of the decomposition of silver

by light, that the silver combines with the -j-E of
the light, the electro-chemist of to-day would say
that in the electrolysis of a silver salt the positively

charged ion is converted into silver rather by losing

its positive electric charge or by having the positive

electric charge neutralized by a negative charge.
The E. M. F. of light is very low indeed. But the

*The Electro-Chemistry of Light. Wilder D. Bancroft,

Journal of Physical Chemistry, April, 1908, p. 209.

tissues of the living organism in health lend them

selves to the action of radiance, are, so to speak,

transparent to them and therefore a high E. JM. F.

is non-essential to characteristic action. Because of

its greater E. I\I. F. and polar action the constant

current influences more profoundly deeply seated

and well organized inflammatory products.

The transference of the ions of soluble electrodes

such as zinc, mercury, copper, and silver at the

anode may be compared to the sensitization of the

tissues by light sensitive substances as eosin.

In the chemical action of light we are dealing with

phenomena analogous to the formation and decom-

position of chemical compounds under the influence

of the electric current.

It is a well known fact that the rays of the spec-

trum producing the greatest heating effect are not

the rays of the spectrum which produce the greatest

chemical eft"ect. While it is true that all can and do

produce chemical action depending upon the sub-

stances to which they are placed in relation, the rays

which are most active chemically in relation to the

living organism are the same as those active in the

blackening of silver and are to be found at the upper

end of the spectrum.

Chemical action, which is the highest form of vi-

brational activity, is best induced by the shorter fre-

(|uencies of vibrational activity of the oscillating

light frequencies. As the living organism is a chcm-

ism it is but rational that the most profound and

deep seated eft'ect should be produced by the highly

chemical and penetrant frequencies of light vibra-

tion. Such is the case, although all the frequencies

are necessary to direct anrl conserve the best ph)^-

siological activities ; likewise all lend themselves to

therapeutic result, but not equally.

So far as light frequencies are absorbed they

energize, for absorption means work accomplished.

No energy is lost, and the extinction of energy in

space or its absorption and consequent disappear-

ance is one of nature's fundamental truths. When
absorbed it is converted into other forms of energy

of equal value. When the waves of light fall upon
a growing plant work is done, and the green leaf

absorbs all the frequencies of light except the green,

which is reflected. In the light absorbing substance

a transformation takes place, beautifully shown in

the green leaf by the chlorophyll function.

In the unity of result secured by the use of elec-

tricity, radiant energy and the internal secretions

in the promotion of nutritive processes there is a

common action explainable on common ground, an

action already foreshadowed and fundamental to

cell metabolism.

It is not that we fail to obtain result from our
chosen therapeutic measures, but that we fail to un-
derstand clearly the relation between the lack of

chemical control in the living organism and the phy-
siological action of the measure used. The physiolo-

gist Pawdow* of St. Petersburg has voiced the belief

"that the world of pathological phenomena is noth-

ing but an endless series of the most different and
unusual combinations of physiological occurrences

which never make their appearance in the normal
course of life. It is a series of physiological experi-

ments, which nature and life institute, often with

such an interlocking of events as could never enter

into the mind of the present day ph3'siologist. and
which scarcely could be called into existence by
means of the technical resources at our command.
Clinical observations will consequently always re-

main a rich mine of physiological facts."

*Pawlow : "The Work on the Digestive Glands," Thomp-
son's translation, p. 46, 1902.
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Of equal importance to the physiologist and the

clinician are the problems of nutrition, respiration

and tissue metabolism.

In so far as I have looked into the recent work of

Sajous,* his deductions, it seems to me are worthy
of recognition as a basis for physiological therapy.

The principles which he has evolved from his

analysis of all the known facts, are not new to the

thought of the more advanced and best thinkers in

the profession, but only now have they been logically

followed to a conclusion in their threefold relation,

physiological, pathological, and therapeutic. In their

acceptance a rational explanation of the action, not

only of the various remedies which are known to

produce definite efifect but of physical measures as

well, is afforded.

The principles involved may be outlined as fol-

lows : It is not yet understood how stimulation

causes the dilatation of blood vessels. All disorders

are functional or organic, and function is impaired

by all organic diseases. The function of the leuco-

cytes is to convert the constituents of the ingested

proteids into living proteids. The granulations of

the leucocytes supplied to tissue cells are living sub-

stance.

The adrenal active principle endows the constitu-

ents of proteid with life. The white cells are highly

organized, though diminutive secretin? organs. By
reason of the various ferments contained in them,

each cell may, says Carles.j be regarded as a minute

laboratory.

The correspondence between the chemical proper-

ties of adrenal extracts, adrenalin and other adrenal

extractives, with those of the active principles of the

oxidizing substances oxidase wherever found, ex-

perimentally shows that a ferment of which the ac-

tive principle of the adrenal secretion is a type, is

the active agent in the oxygenation process of all

plants and animals.

The observations and experiments of recent phy-

siologistst (Haldane and Smith) on mice, birds,

dogs and other animals, they found that the normal

oxygen tension in arterial blood is always higher

than in alveolar air ; and they were consequently

led to conclude that the transmission of o.xygen be-

tween the alveoli and the blood cannot satisfactorily

be explained by mere diiifusion.

The physiological function of the internal secre-

tion of the adrenal is loosely to combine with the

oxygen of the air in the pulmonary alveoli and to

endow the blood with its oxygenating properties.

To this internal secretion of the adrenals, Sajous
has given the name of adrenoxidase, a term which
embodies its origin, the adrenals, and its general

distribution as suggested by oxidase.

The presence of oxygen saturation and alkalinity

in the leucocytes is necessary to secure their staining

by methylene blue. In this is found the proof of the

presence of adrenoxidase, as it shows that they con-

tain the oxidizing substance and blood salts. The
presence of oxidase in leucocytes is also demon-
strated by means of the guaiac test. The presence

of trypsin and other ferments is recognized as a

fundamental feature of phagocytosis. The dynamic
element in the vital process is believed to be the

adrenal principle.

A portion of the pancreatic ferments causes the

formation of an intestinal secretion which passes

through the splenic vein and into the portal system,
likewise the splenic internal secretion.

*Internal Secretions and The Principles of Medicine.
Sajous.

tCarles. Paris, 1904.

tHaldane & Smith. Journc! of Phxs'wlogx, Vol. XXII,

,

p. 231, 1897.

In the portal system the leucocytes absorb the

pancreatic ferments and splenic internal secretions

which they supply to the tissue cells and with which
they carry on their intrinsic functions.

The nervous system in keeping with other tissues

is composed of cells likewise developed and nour-

ished by leucocyte granulations and traversed by the

oxygen laden adrenoxidase. The myelin of nerves
is not a nerve insulating material of sheath, but a

compound rich in phosphorous which, when in con-

tact with the oxygen-laden adrenoxidase circulating

through them, generates nerve energy.

A thorough analysis of all the data anatomical,

physiological, pathological, and therapeutic leads to

the conclusion that the pituitary body is the general

and governing center of the spinal system, which
includes the gray substance of the base of the brain,

pons, bulb of the spinal cord and the nerves derived

from them. The anterior pituitary body is a

lymphoid body, which through the intermediary of

a center located in the posterior pituitary body, the

tipper dorsal sympathetic ganglion and the splanch-

nic nerves govern the functional activity of the

adrenals.

The abdominal main path to the adrenals is the

great splanchnic nerve. It is further concluded that

the anterior pituitary body governs through the pos-

terior pituitary body all of the oxidative processes

of the body. The functional activity of the thyroid

glands is also controlled by the posterior pituitary

center, thus constituting the adrenothyroid center.

By the functional union of the pituitary body, ad-

renals and thyroid the adrenal system is formed.

In the higher mammals the rank of protective

organ has been accorded to the pituitary body. It

is reasoned from all the evidence in hand that one
of the functions of the pituitary body is to detect

any toxic substance that may be present in the blood
and that it is the foundation of the organism's auto-

protective mechanism. The thyroid and parathy-
roid secretions jointly form the opsonin and agglut-

inin of the blood ; the adrenal system composed of
the pituitary body, the adrenals and the thyroid ap-
paratus constitute the immunizing mechanism of the

body. It may be reasoned that as the adrenal system
has for its purpose to protect the body against dis-

ease, that by enhancing the functional activity of the

adrenal system we can overcome disease. Through
the functioning adrenal system there appears in the

blood and phagocytes an excess of autoantitoxin, a

chemical homologue of diphtheria antitoxin and
other antitoxins. This autoantitoxin, and all other

antitoxins, is composed of the internal secretions

of the adrenals, adrenoxidase ; Ehrlich's amboceptor
of the pancreas, trypsin ; Ehrlich's complement of
the spleen and leucocytes, nucleoproteid ; and by
the thyroid and parathyroid, thyroidase, Wright's
opsonins. The increased bacteriolytic and antitoxic

proportions of the blood and phagocytes are due to

an excess of this autoantitoxin.

The role of heat center has been attributed to the

pituitary and owing to a nervous connection with

the adrenals which has been proven to exist, the ad-

renal secretion should be capable of raising the tem-
perature when in excess in the blood. Physiologists

have observed a slight transitory disturbance of the

ratio of heart beats, also of the respiration and of

the body temperature, under the effect of adrenal ex-
tractives. Removal of the adrenals and destruction

of the pituitary body are followed bv a steady decline

of temperature until death results. Jacques Loeb
has predicted that through the oxidases one may be
able to control life as the artist governs the kevs of

the piano.
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From his very complete analysis of extensive data

scattered throughout the literature bearing upon the

science of medicine and illumined by his years of

observation and experience, Sajous deduces the fol-

lowing facts

:

(i) That adrenoxidase (the oxidases) is the agent
through which life may be controlled.

(2) That it is the center of the adrenals in the

pituitary body which, through the adrenals and their

adrenoxidase- forming secretion, controls life.

(3) That the adrenal center is an organ having for

its purpose to test the blood and protect it against

the intrusion of noxious substances.

(4) That noxious substances introduced into the

blood can, by provoking a reaction of the adrenal

center, enhance the activity of metabolic processes.

(5) That inasmuch as we can therapeutically (all

drugs being toxic as far as the test organ is con-
cerned) increase or abate fever, we can also control

tissue metabolism and its derangements.

(6) The test organ is therefore to be regarded as

a keyboard through which we can "favor or retard

the action of the oxidases," i.e. the vital process it-

self.

In the absence of other and more natural basis

for our therapy it seems that we can do no better

than to accept these conclusions of Sajous. If cor-

rect they will stand ; if not, future research and ob-
servation will refute them.
To the therapist familiar with the physics of

light and its physiological action as well as exper-
ienced in its use as a therapeutic measure, is afforded

a clear and rational explanation of its mode of ac-

tion as well as that of other measures.-

In all uses of light the point upon which stress is

constantly laid is in its enhancing the oxygenating
power of the blood. In all my work with light, and
in all my writing concerning it, this has been the

constant theme. The hyperemia, superficial or more
or less deepseated, secured as a result of exposure
of the body superficies to light serves not only to

render more active the sluggish circulation, to the

relief of arterial tension, but serves as well to in-

crease activity of the adrenal function. This would
mean a pouring out of the adrenal secretion to com-
bine with the body's oxidase forming the adrenoxi-

dase, and through this agent physiological processes
may be controlled. Better oxygenation of the blood
means better respiration, better circulation, and bet-

ter tissue respiration or metabolism and a better

functioning control organ, by means of which each
and every cell takes on physiological activity.

There is always secured by the body's exposure
to the action of chemically active light, when intelli-

gently prescribed and administered, a sense of
warmth, quiet and wellbeing. Especially is this true

of the electric arc. The stimulus thus imparted to

the chemical activities extends its influence to the

nerves and nerve centers, for after all they are fed
in die same way by the circulation as other tissues.

May not the similarity of action and result in

functional and to a certain extent organic conditions

from the use of electricity, light, .r-ray, radium, in

a word radiant energy, and the internal secretions

be due to the ability of all these agents when used
within physiological limits to stimulate ferment ac-

tion, the same stimulus which is secured by the ex-
hibition or injection of suitably selected internal

secretion preparation. The sun gave life and the sun
perpetuates life—without it we should not continue
our existence. All glandular activities have to do with
the ferments upon whose integrity depends life, and
the therapeutic aids which minister to this integrity

command our earnest attention. There is much

shadowed forth in this connection to which I do
not wish to give expression, because the proof at

hand does not warrant it. This is true, that all about
us, close at hand lies a wealth of unobserved and as

yet unrelated fact, awaiting only the mind of the

intuitive genius to tear aside the intervening filmy

veil. Too strong sunlight is not good and in the

tropics the skins of the people are densely pigmented
to prevent hurtful effects. It is not irrational to

believe that in this natural condition we have a wise
provision of nature to prevent a destructive action

upon the ferments. If the action of light is too
strong, an inhibitory effect may be the result. In
the time at command it is only possible to suggest
these lines of thought for your earnest study and
investigation.

The biological importance of the chemical rays

has been fully established by a host of conclusive
experiments. They are absorbed, they energize. Ab-
sorption means work accomplished and this work in

the living organism is the direction of the chemical
processes necessary to life and energy.

It is easy to follow the further rationale of their

action according to this interpretation of physiologic
action. The degree of result obtainable from their

use must of necessity depend upon our correct read-
ing of the conditions to be treated, as well as our
technique and dosage. The malarial plasmodium is

deprived of white light by reason of the opalescent
qualities of quinine. It is easy to understand, there-
fore, why quinine is the remedy in malaria, and why
sunlight is bad. The blood cell, so to speak, is shad-
owed from light by the characteristic flourescent
properties of the specific drug.

The range of effects from radiant energy are from
life to death—from light to dark. Injury may come,
death may follow or reversion to physiological proc-

esses may be secured. Therapeutic result, however,
is far more frequently obtained than damage done.
Resume: (i) The chemical frequencies of light

are the promoters of life and energy.

(2) Thermal are never used to the exclusion of
chemical frequencies in light therapy.

(3) Chemical frequencies are directive or destruc-
tive according as they are used. Especially is this

true of the irregular disorderly mipulse of the .t'-ray

as compared with the rhythmic energy of the visible

spectrum.

(4) The -r-ray and radium radiations are of great
value in many skin conditions, even superficial epi-

theliomas, in some instances mitigating the symp-
toms and staying the progress of deep seated malig-
nant processes as well. They are, however, on the
other hand capable of exciting malignancy and inhib-
iting physiological function.

(5) Bactericidal energy has been located by ex-
periment in the middle third of the ultra violet re-

gion. Skin reaction is established by ultra-violet
energy.

(6) The best results are secured in deep seated
well organized skin lesions by a complex of the pen-
etrant blue-violet and ultra violet.

(7) Where profound sudation is desired over and
above penetrating effects, a source of light affording
thermal with a minimum of chemical energy is indi-

cated.

(8) When deep seated effects are desired, sources

of light rich in blue, indigo, and violet are indicated.

(9) The spectra of the different sources of energy
vary in degree not kind ; hence the interlocking of

effect secured and result established from the va-

rious light sources.

(10) When the office equipment affords but one
light mechanism preference is yielded the electric
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arc as providing the maxima of energy required in

initiating and establishing necessary physiological

processes whether the departure from the normal is

characterized by a skin expression or not.

(11) More or less profound hyperemia is estab-

lished as a result of the use of light, depending upon
its length of application and the degree of penetrat-

ing power. Upon this depends the rationale of its

action.

(12) The physiological action of the chemical

rays is fundamental to nutrition.

(13) The chemical rays are an invaluable thera-

peutic adjunct in the host of chronic conditions char-

acterized by loss of chemical control ; they lend them-
selves to conditions of malnutrition or perversions

of nutrition, to both simple and secondary anemias,

controlling hemorrhagic conditions associated with

the latter, as uterine and rectal, for example. They
are almost a specific in the annulment of pain, re-

lieving for a time even that from pressure of mal-

ignant growths, quieting and steadying nerve action

in simple nervousness, storing up energy for the

neurasthene, establishing more or less hyperemia in

organic cord conditions and to that extent holding
and preventing extension of the disease, contributing

alike to the relief of a simple depression or excita-

bility and to a maniac-depressive insanity. They are
likewise effectual in absorbing effusions from serous
cavities and subcutaneous structures, whether sec-

ondary to malignant processes, an inflammation, a

leaky heart or a hydrocephalic effusion associated
with rachitis. They also prevent and cut short the
progress of infective processes, and cure or improve
the many skin expressions of disturbed metabolism.
Equally they may arrest and control respiratory dis-

turbances from a simple catarrhal cold to a bronch-
ial asthma or a pulmonary tuberculosis. They are
in short an agent of infinite value either alone or
supplementary to other measures when intelligently

directed and skilfully applied. In an office affording
every luxury of equipment, I feel that of physical
measures the constant current and electric arc con-
tribute very largely to the securing of therapeutic
result.

CUGUILLERE'S SERUM IN THE TREAT-
MENT OF TUBERCULOSIS.

By EUGENE CARAVIA, M.D.,

NEW YORK.

Ever since Jaccoud, in a series of lectures published
in 1881, proclaimed the curability of pulmonary
tuberculosis in all its stages, a general endeavor to

find a curative treatment for the white plague has
occupied the minds of scientists all over the world.
It seems, though, that notwithstanding the great
advance in the knowledge of tuberculosis, its treat-

ment has not made much progress. Jaccoud's gen-
eral outline of diet, hygienic measures, aerntherapy,
and hydrotherapy is still in vigor, and, with but few
modifications. Is the Credo of the majority of prac-
tising physicians, who have practically discarded the
long list of drugs and the various tuberculins and
sera.

Have we gone back to the pessimism of Laennec,
who wrote that "the cure of tuberculosis is possible
for Nature, but not for the physician"? Are we.
like the nomadic populations, to depend entirely on
the influence of the sun and the moon and the air.

and some symptomatic palliative remedies? Is the

physician to abdicate the role of a therapeutist?

The following description of Dr. Cuguillere's

serum may give a negative answer to all those (]ues-

tions ; and notwithstanding tlie fact that some cases

of pulmonar}- tuberculosis may owe their cure to

diet and fresh air and sun, and some others to this

or that other drug, to this or that other tuberculin

or serum or method of treatment. Dr. Cuguillere's

serum is the only one thus far which has stood

severe and most scientific experimental tests on ani-

mals, and the only one which has given the most
constant and positive clinical facts.

Dr. Cuguillere's vegetable serum is in the ninth

year of its existence. Its principle is based on
Koch's writings, who in order to conquer tuberculosis

set himself the task of solving three propositions:

(i) Determine and cultivate the pathogenic agent of
tuberculosis; (2) Find out and classify all the agents
able to attenuate its culture or to kill them in vitro;

(3) Find out a way to obtain the same efiiects in the
animal and human organism.

Everybody knows how successful he has been in

the first proposition by determining the staining re-

action and cultivating the bacillus known by his

name. To solve the second and third propositions^

Koch used successfully, but in vitro only, physical

(heat, light, electricity) and chemical (acid bases)

agents. But those agents could not be used in living

beings.

Another line of experimentation brought Prof.

Koch to use a certain number of metals which have
the power to kill rapidly and surely the cultures of
B. tuberculosis. Rollin found that a nonoxidizable

metal without radioactivity, like platinum in metal-
lic state, will totally prevent the development of

Aspergillus iiiger. Koch found that cultures of B.

tuberculosis are killed in the presence of even an
infinitesimal solution of the salts of gold. Other
metals exhibit the same properties. Metalloids, like

sulphur, chlorine, iodine, bromine, are as much, if

not more, active.

But those agents also have been found without
action on the bacillus in living organisms. "A
healthy organism," says Cuguillere, "tolerates with

difficulty the absorption of metallic salts. An organ-
ism infected with tuberculosis is not able to retain

those necessary for its own defense. It demineral-

izes itself, and. consequently, it seems impossible to

assimilate new ones."

Then Koch abandoned this line of investigation

and declared that tuberculosis would be curable by
the introduction into the organism of an organic

remedy, hence his new researches on products elalvi-

rated by the tubercle bacillus.

Cuguillere agrees with the opinion that tubercu-

losis could be cured by a living serum, but he thinks

that instead of toxins and antitoxins, this serum can

be made to carry colloidal metals already assimi-

lated, that have become organic, living, and pos-

sessed of their maximum activity. Consequently, it

is the mineral and vegetable kingdoms that furnish

the active principle of his serum, that is, organic

sulphur taken from fresh juices of Brassica. .Allium,

watercress, horse-radish, and other herbs known and

for many years u«;ed as antiscorbutic and antirachitic

remedies.

Cuguillere's serum is a yellow liquid having a

strong odor of garlic. It produces a burning sensa-

tion which disaopears a few minutes after the in-

jection. Its formula as given at the Congre^'; of

Tuberculosis in Paris, is

:

Allylum sulphide.* i.o: i. Tincture of myrrh,

i.o: r. TTayem's glycerinated serum, 100.

It is not possible to give in an article of this kind

a detailed description of all experiments on animals

and of all cases of human tuberculosis treated with

*The synthetic allyhini sulphide is inactive.
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Cuguillere's serum. It will suffice for our purpose
to give a summary of some of them, taken from the
writings and communications of Dr. Cuguillere at

the Medical Congress held in Biarritz in April, 1903,
the Congress of Tuberculosis in Paris in 1905, and
the Societe d'Application des Sciences Medicales,

1906, of Dr. Faure in Le Progres \'eterinaire of
1905 and 1906, of Drs. Escoyez and Cuvelier of
Belgium, Dr. Carcano of Milan, Dr. Cutiliero of
Lisbon, at the International Congress in Paris in

1905, and the International Congress of Medicine,
Lisbon 1906, supplemented by a few personal cases.

The experiments on animals took place under the

direction of V. S. Faure at the Chateau de Savignac
sur risle (Gironde, France), the property of the

Marquis de Castellane, who is in the habit of sub-
mitting to the tuberculin test all bovine animals
thirty days after buying them, in order to eliminate

from his dairy all diseased ones.

1. Holstein cow, 8 years old. deficient general

condition, verj' thin, with dry skin adherent to the

ribs, dry cough. Resp. 48 a minute, rectal tempera-
ture 38" 6 to 38° 9, lymphatic glands on the sides,

four times their normal size, hard, rolling under the

finger, indolent ; intermittent meteorism. obstinate

diarrhea, na.sal mucosities scarce
;
percussion on the

ribs provokes coughing and signs of distress, kid-

neys sensitive to pressure ; auscultation reveals the

symptoms of double pleurisy at the lower parts ; the

middle and superior parts of the lungs present cer-

tain points with diminished vesicular murmur, others

where it cannot be heard at all, while in others the

murmur is increased, hard ; ambulant sibilant rales.

Rectal exploration reveals an increase in size of

mesenteric glands. Diagnosis, pulmonary and
glandular tuberculosis. Diagnosis confirmed by an

injection of tuberculin. Condition aggravated three

weeks later when another injection of tuberculin

gives a reaction of 2.3°. After the first injection of

20 c.c. of Cuguillere's serum the temperature fell

to normal and the appetite improved. Weekly in-

jections of the same serum were given in doses

varying from 20 to 50 c.c. for six weeks. .\t the

end of that time there was no reaction with tuber-

culin ; average temperature was 38.7° C. ; notable

general improvement
;
glands on the side reduced to

almost normal size : coughing rare, resp. 20. Vesic-

ular murmur a little harder than normal, excellent

appetite, perfect digestion. Nothing abnormal in

the size of the mesenteric glands. Injections of

serum were continued three months longer. No re-

action with tuberculin ; increase in weight 75 kilo-

grams. The animal seemed cured. It was decided

to kill the animal to determine its condition.

Autopsy.—Sublingual and bronchial glands pre-

sent a normal aspect ; mesenteric glands show evi-

dent traces of cured tuberculous lesions, the cica-

tricial tissue contains encysted fine granulations of

a ven," clear yellow color, calcareous, identical with

calcified tuberculous granulations. Lungs, only some
light foci of pneumonia. Absolutely nothing on the

pulmonarj' pleura. Parietal pleura shows remnants

of pleurisy, with here and there some filaments,

small floating shreds of fibrous appearance and

grayish-white color ; but these were not considered

as the remnants of tuberculous pleurisy.

2. A second cow with a fistula from a tuberculous

abscess near the parotid surrounded with lymphatics,

forming nodulous strings : enlarged sublingual,

prepectoral. and superficial glands also in the ab-

"lominal wall. Cough, reso. 130. sibilant and mucous
rales, slight pleuritic friction, cavernous murmur on
the left anterior lobe: very decided diffuse dulness

on percussion except anteriously on the left, where

exaggerated resonnance almost tympanitic is found.
General condition bad. Tuberculin reaction posi-

tive. Treatment with Cuguillere's serum weekly for

three months— 10 to 80 c.c. Owner cannot keep the

animal isolated, and decides to kill it.

Autopsy.—Lymphatic glands normal in size, pre-

senting on incision some rare yellowish granulations.

Pleural adhesion on the left pulmonary lobe, of the
size of a lo-cent piece. On the pulmonary pleura,

patches the size of a 50-cent piece to the width of
the palm of the hand, transparent and smooth, ele-

vated only 3-4 to ^2 millimeter above the surface of
the pleura; on incision the patches creak, have the
aspect of fibrous tissue. On the parietal pleura
those patches are more rare, smaller, and thinner.

On the surface of the left anterior lobe are two
patches 4 cm. in diameter, presenting in their centre

fibrous filaments. On the corresponding parietal

pleura are similar lesions but 1-3 smaller, which are

the remnants of persistent adhesions ruptured at the

time of the removal of the lungs.

The curative progress of the lesions was far more
advanced in the pulmonary than in the parietal

])leura, while in the first case the cure of the pul-

monary pleura was more advanced. A transverse
incision of the lung shows healthy pulmonary lobules

that have never been invaded by tuberculosis; others

•~how no trace of tuberculosis but arc reduced to

2-3 their normal size. They are traversed by nu-
merous bands of fibrous appearance ; similar to so
many pulmonary lobules which have disappeared,
leaving a thick cellular tissue of fibrous appearance :

at some points 3, 4, or 5 lobules are reunited in this

way. being the remnants of a cured tubercle whose
morbid product have been expectorated. At others,

there are well defined masses varying from the size

of a walnut to that of an apple, with walls of fibrous

appearance and white yellowish, spongy, areolar,

soft contents, divided by laminae starting from the

wall and having a similar fibrous appearance. On
other points there are real caseous masses with thick

pus, resembling Roquefort cheese and having a thick

fibrous wall with concentric layers, the thickness of

which increases as one approaches the periphery.

Elsewhere there are tumors of dimensions vary-

ing from that of a walnut to that of a large apple:

their section shows a tissue of fibrous appearance,

traversed by bands of similar nature, but of a more
grayish color, with here and there some projecting,

yellowish granulations. Even here those lesions are

surrounded by a very thick fibrous envelope with

concentric layers of variable dimensions, layers

much more numerous when the disease is nearer its

disappearance. Finally the left anterior lobe, on
the surface of which the lesions were late in the

healing process, was completely collapsed ; the pul-

monary tissue was replaced bv cicatricial tissue

formed of thick and numerous lamellje of fibrous

appearance.

The liver was larger than normal and congested,

containing tubercles of variable dimensions, sur-

rounded bv an inflammatorv areola fa reactive in-

flammation intended to separate diseased tissues

from healthv ones). Similar conditions were seen

in the spleen : tubercles in process of healing.

Finallv the lesions of the parotid gland were also

significant of the progress towards recoverv. The
fistula was reduced to simple fibrous string : the

tumor shown during the treatment in the anterior

and lower part of the ear. was an encysted tuber-

culous abscess with evident signs of healinsr. This

autopsy was instructive, showing much better than

an autopsy of a cured animal the astonishing eflfects

of this treatment.
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Dr. H. Martin Roux (of the JJichat Hospital in

Paris) made a microscopical examination of the

lungs, glands, and liver of three different cows,

treated with Cuguillere's serum, and found an evi-

dent process of healing by sclerosis and an abun-
dance of phagocytes preceding the sclerosis. In all

the organs tubercles of various size were encysted in

thick fibrous envelopes. Roux was unable to detect,

by Ziehl's method, a single Koch bacillus.

Similar experiments were reported on a number
of tuberculous cows, after positive tuberculin injec-

tions, confirming the correctness of the diagnosis.

The treatment by Cuguillere's serum was followed

until the tuberculin test gave a negative reaction

;

and always the autopsy brought to light the same
curative changes in more or less advanced degree of

the healing process.

The cheesy matter found in healing or healed

tubercles from animals treated with Cuguillere's

serum was injected into rabbits and guinea pigs, not

one of which contracted tuberculosis. Guinea pigs

were then injected subcutaneously and into the peri-

toneal cavity with a dilution of human and bovine

tuberculous pus. The three guinea pigs injected

with bovine tuberculosis and three others inoculated

with human tuberculosis reached after a while ap-

parently the same stage of tuberculous cachexia and
were submitted to the Cuguillere treatment. Three
months later an autopsy showed that all the animals

were cured and the cure was more decided in those

inoculated with human tuberculosis.

Effects produced by the injection of the serum on
bovine animals: Dr. Faure states that after 3 or 4
injections, the general condition is changed com-
pletely, and the changes are more notable when the

animal is in a more advanced degree of tuberculosis.

Without any grooming, the hair becomes smooth
and bright, the skin more elastic, the appetite im-

proved. There is a notable diminution in the volume
of superficial glands proportionate to the number of

injections; fluctuation, if it exists at the beginning

of treatment, disappears
;
glands become hard and of

fibrous consistence. The cough short, dry, painful,

becomes stronger and more frequent and loose. Ex-
pectorations are more numerous and the products of

excretion are so abundant tliat big, mucous, tracheal,

sonorous rales may be heard at a distance. All

those signs grow less and less in intensity and dis-

appear completely the fifth or sixth day after the

injection. With the increasing number of injections,

all those effects disappear permanently after a time
varying according to the intensity of the disease.

Auscultation shows a decrease of initial symptoms,
like gurgling, sibilant rales, pleuritic friction. At
the end of the treatment, breathing is more hard,

here and there absence of respiratory murmur ; but
never sibilant or mucous rales. This is explained
bv the complete absence of acute lesions, because, as

the autopsy shows, near the lesion is healthy tissue

without inflammatory zone of transition.*

It is well to remember that animal tuberculosis, as

a rule, is not complicated by streptococcic (the chief

ally of Koch's bacillus) or other infections. Hence,
the uniform remedial action of the vegetable serum.

Let us pass now to human beings and cite a few
cases of surgical tuberculosis, the first were fur-

nished by Dr. Cuguillere himself in a paper read

before the International Congress of Medicine held

in Biarritz, April 19, 1903.

*Dr. Cuguillere and his colleagues, including the
writer, will welcome the opportunity to repe.it those
experiments on animals under the supervision and
control of any institution, society or body of physi-
cians who will in the interest of science furnish sub-
jects for experimentation.

1. Fungous osteoarthritis of the foot. Miss B.

C, of Beziers. History of tuberculosis in the

family. Tuberculosis of the tarsus from the age
of six until the age of twenty-five. Four seasons at

Balaruc (a thermal sodium chloride spring in the

Herault, France) without effect. After twelve
weekly injections, spontaneous elimination of tarsal

necrosed bones. A season at the seaside activates

this recovery maintained for the last four years.

Foot composed of the calcaneum and metatarsal

bones ; complete mobility of the fibrous articulation.

2. Osteoperiostitis of the tibia. Miss L. L. Dis-

ease unyielding to seaside treatment. Recovery
after six injections of serum. Later a season at

the seaside.

3. Mr. L. Coxalgia. Impossible to produce anky-
losis, unyielding to seaside treatment. After si-x

injections patient walks with the help of a light cane.

Followed by another course of thalassotherapy.

Cuguillere never employs absolute immobilization

;

moderate exercise with massage and injections of his

serum brings the complete resorption of fungosities.

4. Miss L. Y. Caries of the ribs. Recovery after

five injections. Thalassotherapy after.

5. Mr. M. Osteoarthritis of the right knee ; sup-

puration four years. Six seasons at Balaruc with-

out effect. After twelve injections and one month's

stay at Balaruc, recovery. Existing ankylosis pre-

vious to injections, partially relieved.

6. Tuberculous pleurisy. Miss B. C. Costal

abscess open in pleura and externally. Pleural

cavity containing 150 c.c. of fluid. Seaside treat-

ment without effect. Resection proposed. Instead

the serum was used to wash the cavity eight times.

Fibrous adhesions formed. Recovery maintained

after short season at the seaside and confirmed by

radiography three months later.

It must be noted that the recoveries were due to

the injection of the serum only. The seaside treat-

ment was recommended as an additional tonic, and
Dr. Cuguillere has done without it in later years.

Cervical adenitis of a tuberculous nature was also

cured by the serum, as well as tuberculous tumors
of the breast, peritonitis, salpingitis, and lupus.

Dr. Cuvelier of Lens, Belgium, in a paper read

before the International Congress of Tuberculosis

held in Paris, October 2 to 7, 1905, presented the

history of six cases of coxalgia, tuberculosis of the

wrist, elbow, knee, treated with Cuguillere's serum.

Some of them recovered, while the others were on
the road to complete recovery at the time the paper

was read. Since then, however, they all have re-

covered and Cuvelier says that Cuguillere's serum
assures him a success in every case of surgical tuber-

culosis that he treats, voicing thus the unanimous
experience of all those who have adopted this

method of treatment.

What veterinary surgeon V. Faure has done in

bovine pulmonary tuberculosis. Dr. Escoyez has

undertaken to do in human pulmonary tuberculosis.

His position in a Belgian sanatorium enabled him
to employ various medications. He used phosote,

similar to but less toxic than creosote, the open-air

treatment, and Denys' tuberculin. .Mthough he had

good results with the latter, since 1904 he has used

Cuguillere's serum because he has found that

—

(i) Its curative action is more rapid than that of

Denys' tuberculin.

(2) It produces the degeneration of the microbes

and phagocytosis the same as tuberculin. After a

series of injections, varying according to the viru-

lence of the bacillus and the gravity of the pul-

monary lesion, all bacilli become granulated and are

ingested by leucocytes.
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(3) Cuguillere's serum acts in advanced cases

where tuberculin is powerless. In extended lesions,

tuberculin favors the generalization of congestion

and hastens death because the organism is unable
to react against the increased amount of toxin in-

troduced by the tuberculin injection, or aggravated
uselessly the preexisting symptoms.

(4) Cuguillere's serum increases considerably the

appetite, facilitates digestion, and increases weight

;

with tuberculin there is a decrease in weight while

the treatment lasts; an increase comes after its

cessation.

(5) Treatment is easier by Cuguillere's serum.
There are complicated rules in the employment of

tuberculin, subject to the presence or absence of
fever and its reaction or toxic effects ; the employ-
ment of the vegetable serum (which is not toxic) is

very simple, the minimum dose being i to 2 c.c. and
the maximum 5 to 10, and very seldom 15 c.c. There
is no reaction in apyretic patients ; where fever is

present there is a rapid and positive fall after 3 or 4
injections, and more rapid if the progress of the

disease is more acute. Consequently, according to

Dr. Escoyez, it will not be the temperature which
will guide the physician in the determination of the

dose, but the reaction produced in the lungs, the in-

crease of cough and expectoration. But Dr. Cuguil-

lere finds valuable indications also in the tempera-

ture. After the injection there is a reaction shown
in the rise of the temperature the day when the in-

jection of the serum is made or the day following.

Cuguillere considers a sudden fall after the rise a

good prognostic sign. Experience teaches him also

that the dose must be increased when it fails to pro-

duce a rise in temperature any more.

(6) In desperate cases the vegetable scrum allevi-

ates the condition of the patients and lengthens their

lives.

At the International Congress of Tuberculosis

(Paris, 1905) and at the International Congress of

Medicine (Lisbon, 1906), Dr. Escoyez reported the

histories of forty cases of pulmonary tuberculosis

treated with Cuguillere's serum. Since then he has

treated 107 additional cases, making a total of 147.

Seventy-one of these cases could not be considered

because they died from other causes; 15 because

they did not continue treatment, and 54 because, on

account of their advanced condition, they received

inoperative doses as an encouragement only. Of the

remaining 76 at the time this summary was prepared

41 were radically cured ; 14 were probably cured

(general and local conditions excellent but rare

bacilliferous expectoration due to the incomplete

collapse of the affected portion of the lungs), 6

markedly improved. 3 improved, 3 were stationary

or progressive, 8 died. The deaths were due to com-
plications like peritonitis, grippe, and cardiac affec-

tions. With the radically cured the percentage was

S3.8 per cent., and if we add the 14 practically cured,

the 6 greatly improved, and the 3 improved, we
have a total of 64 successful cases or a percentage

of 84.2 per cent. Dr. Escoyez has classified his

cases into six types: those who had (i) lesion of

one apex; (2) lesions of the apex with more ex-

tended infiltration; (3) deep lesions involving at

least one-half of the lung; (4) one lung involved

in its entirety; (5) both apices, and (6) both lungs.

The cases that died belonged to types 4 and 6.

Other Belgian physicians. Dr. Carcano of Milan,

Italy, Dr. Cutiliero of Lisbon, Portugal, Dr. Ra-

baine, etc., have treated a large number of cases of

pulmonary tuberculosis with good results.

The writer has had four cases of so-called local

tuberculosis and four cases of pulmonary tubercu-

losis, short histories of which, though incomplete,

are here presented. Two cases of cervical and sub-

maxillary adenitis of two and three months' dura-

tion yielded to five injections each. Recovery, with

general health improved. No relapse seven months
after the completion of treatment.

Case I.—Mrs. B. L., Brooklyn. White swelling

of the left knee-joint started 18 months before the

patient was submitted to treatment by Cuguillere's

serum. She had been treated previously. The joint

trouble had been diagnosed and treated as rheuma-

tism, and in June, 1907, she was operated upon by

means of incision and curetting. Examination

showed tuberculous granulations. At my first visit

the circumference of the aft'ected knee was 18

inches; that of the other knee 15. The patient had

pains when she tried to walk; the knee-joint as well

as the tibia very tender on slight pressure. Treat-

ment was begun October i, 1907, and continued until

January 9, 1908, consisting of one injection of Cu-
guillere's serum of 4-5 c.c. every week. On Janu-
ary the circumference of the affected knee was 14J/2

inches ; no tenderness on pressure. A vibrator was
applied on purpose to test the tenderness of the

tibia and Iviiee-joint, and the patient asked for an

increase of strength of the vibrator. She walked
without a cane when last seen on February 2j, 190S.

Case II.—Mrs. Q. Had a tumor the size of a

walnut on the left breast which had been growing
for twelve months. As she was untler the charge

of another physician no treatment was given. Five

weeks later she returned to the office, saying that her

physician had advised a radical operation of the

breast. The tumor was now the size of a lemon and
reached down to the areola of the nipple; it was
painful and firmly adherent to the skin, but could be

isolated so that it was plain that the mammary gland

itself was not involved. My opinion was that the

tumor was of tuberculous nature involving only the

lymphatic glands. The fact of an abscess of the

breast and suppurating axillary glands on the riglit

side, operated on by incision some time previous to

the actual induration in the left breast, confirmed

my diagnosis. Eight injections reduced the tumor
in size to ijX inch vertically, and \y% inch trans-

versally. The same measurements were found five

weeks later, without further treatment. Patient

seemed pleased to have avoided radical operation

and in absence of local pain aufl visible tumefaction,

discontinued treatment.

Case III.—My first two cases of pulmonary
tuberculosis terminated in death. The first patient,

when seen two months after the onset of the disease,

had lost 21 pounds. His temperature was 104° F.

Had daily chills, coughing and expectoration day
and night, almost continuous perspiration (patient

was obliged to change his flannel three or four times

during the night); diarrhea: dulness over both

lungs, more marked in upper lobes back and front,

rales, bronchial breathing and bronchophony ; nu-

merous tubercle bacilli in the sputum. He had only

six injections, which stopped the diarrhea and sweat-

ing, and quieted the coughing and expectoration

;

could sleep better, and the maximum temperature

was 101° F. Owing to my absence from the city

patient remained without treatment for seven weeks.

On my return I found the patient in bed with hardly

any appetite and all the symptoms greatly aggra-

vated, with very weak heart, pulse 130 and more,

and without resource for the necessities of life. No
further serum injections were given ; only palliative

treatment until an additional acute congestion of tiie

lungs brought his end.

Case IV.—The other case was one of an c'.J^. teen-
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year-old girl, a patient of Dr. Thomas, with whose
kind permission I began the injections. The patient

was very low, just coming back from a sanatorium
at Liberty, N. Y., and both physicians acknowledged
that nothing could be expected from any kind of

treatment. A pleurisy of tuberculous origin eight

months previously had been followed with lung in-

vasion. Weight 82 pounds. \"ery marked and
striking retraction of the left lower posterior part

of the thorax cavernous murmur with abundant
rales at the apex and in the middle and lower lobe,

two large caverns separated by a thin zone of doubt-
fully healthy lung tissue. The entire right lung was
full of numerous rales of all descriptions, there was
diarrhea (20 passages a day), appetite was lost, and
there were perspiration, tachycardia, edema of lower
limbs (no albumin in the urine), emaciation. Treat-
ment prolonged life two months, relieving some of
the symptoms, but the end came after precordial
pains and repeated faintings.

Case V.—The two other cases are still under
treatment but rapidly approaching complete recov-
ery. The first one, a woman thirty years old, began
treatment three months after the onset of her dis-

ease. Dullness at the apex and in the lower left lobe
in the back, bronchial murmur and numerous moist
rales, coughing and expectoration with occasional
but very moderate temperature (101° F.), night
sweats, loss of 25 pounds in weight, a few tubercle
bacilli in the sputum. The woman was in the third
month of her fourth pregnancy. After seven months
of an uninterrupted treatment with 3 to 5 c.c. of
Cuguillere's serum she regained the lost weight, her
appetite became excellent, the general condition was
good, and the local signs, except for verj' few dry
rales in the lower part of the apex disappeared. She
had a normal confinement, the baby weighed 7'/'

pounds at birth and now weighs 12 pounds; it is

nursed by its mother. During the treatment the
patient was doing all the housework, cooking, wash-
ing, ironing, and sweeping. As an additional treat-

ment for a short time she had a few injections of
Deutschmann's senim, which reduced the number of
streptococci found in the sputum. At the last bac-
teriological examination no tubercle bacilli were
present, according to the Board of Health: Dr.
JefTries of the Polyclinic was likewise unable to
find them.

Case VI.—The last case is that of Miss S., who
was taken ill in the latter part of January with what
her physician thought was the grip. When she left

the bed she was still weak and cough and expectora-
tion continued with practically no rise in evening
temperature. There was dulness under the left

clavicle, at the apex, and in the hack and below the
crest of the scapula, with hard breathing mucuous
rales ; she had intense pain on the left side of the
thorax, and in the knees and feet. The tubercle bacilli

were reported at two examinations to be few and
moderate in number respectively. Treatment began
nine weeks ago. Only a few occasional dn,' rales can
now be heard with slightly reduced dulness. The
patient coughs very little and expectorates so little

that she was an entire week collecting a sufficient

amount of sputum for a bacteriological examina-
tion : tubercle bacilli, however, still present. Gen-
eral condition is excellent. Intratracheal injections
with Cuguillere's serum were attempted in this case,
but owing to a great sensitiveness of the patient's
throat thev could not be made. At everv seance
small amounts of the serum were repeatedlv placed
at the base of the tongue, and bv sudden (]eev

breathing the patient was made to draw it through
the trachea. This had an evident action on the

tickling cough and perhaps on the character of the

e.xpectoration. The liquid has apparent antiseptic

and healing properties when applied to superficial

ulcerations. Hence this trial, which I intend to fol-

low up in future cases.

Are we entitled to draw any favorable conclusions

from this presentation of the treatment of tuber-

culosis by Cuguillere's serum? Does it have any
real therapeutic value? The answer is not difficult.

How is it that with other methods of treatment so

many drugs have been advocated? Because the

treatment of the majority of practitioners is symp-
tomatic only. Cuguillere's serum attacks the disease

itself and its direct cause, Koch's bacillus, which it

destroys. It helps recovery by promoting the fibrous

transformation of the tubercle in whatever organ or

organs it exists. It needs no additional drugs to

suppress and prevent hemoptysis, to reduce tempera-

ture, to stop diarrhea and night sweats, to arouse the

appetite, to strengthen the heart's action, to increase

the weight, to stop cough, expectoration, an 1 pain,

to facilitate the resorption of pleural, peritoneal, or

articular effusions.

To be sure, many persons with pulmonary
tuberculosis have been cured and are being

cured with other drugs and sun and air, and some
have been cured without the help of any treatment,

but with Cuguillere's serum the recovery is almost

mathematically certain, provided the organism has

sufficient vitality and recuperative powers and has

not fallen into decay. The difference between Pro-

fessor Dettweiller's 14 per cent, radically cured

cases by sanatorium treatment and Dr. Escoyer's

53.8 per cent radically cured by Cuiguillere's serum,

is eloquent in favor of the serum, especially when
we take into consideration the absence in Escoyer's

patients of all the comforts afforded to sanatorium
patients. But the unanimous testimony of all physi-

cians and surgeons who have employed the serum
on new or far advanced cases of surgical tubercu-

losis that they had 100 per cent, recoveries, places

on Cuguillere's serum the highest therapeutic value,

not possessed by any single remedial agent, not even

excepting diphtheria antitoxin.

It may be admitted without difificulty that a large

number of cases of pulmonary tuberculosis, which
have gone beyond human help, will meet the inevita-

ble. But at the same time, it can be said that con-

sumption will be a thing of the past if, with the ab-

solute certaint\' of permanent recovery in all cases

of surgical tuberculosis (without immobilization in

bed, Paris plaster, or other appliances—except

where the vertebrae are involved"), every case of

established or suspected pulmonarv tuberculosis and

ever\- case of so-called "bronchial cold" lasting over

a month or two is submitted to the treatment by
Cuguillere's vegetable serum. In case of a recur-

rence of the infection, a few more injections will

control the disease.

Many readers of this article will undoubtedly
question the accuracy of its statements ; but let them
repeat the experiments on animals, in one or more
cities, under the most exacting conditions that they

mav name : then let them use the treatment, on skin,

glands, bone, joint, prostatic, and testicular tuber-

culosis, so that they can see with their own eyes and
feel with their own fingers ; let them treat ovarian

tuberculosis of which so little is heard as to their

nature, and of which so many go under the sur-

geon's knife: and they will have abundant personal

information that will enable them, with positive con-

victions, to begin treating lar^Tigeal and pulmonary
tuberculosis.

104 W. FoRTY-NiVTH Street.
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MALNUTRITION AND SOCIETY.*
By INEZ C. PHILBRICK, .\.M., M.D.,

LINCOLN', NEB.

Recent comprehensive works on dietetics, scien-
titic in character ; valuable experimental work under
way; an increasing number of articles upon the
subject in current medical Hterature; prominence
given the food factor in the treatment of certain
diseases, notably gastric and intestinal disorders
and tuberculosis

;
professional discussion of the re-

searches of Chittenden, and of certain dietetic fads—as Fletcherism—emphasizing some one phase of
the nutritive process, indicate increasing profes-
sional interest in the food factor in the prevention
and cure of disease. That, however, this interest is,

as yet, wholly inadequate is conceded. Voicing
this inadequacy of interest, W. Oilman Thompson,
in his "Practical Dietetics," quotes approvingly the
assertion of Bennett in 1858, that "of all the means
of cure at our tlisposal. attention to the quantity
and quality of the ingesta is by far the most pow-
erful"—a statement which, in the light of recent
noteworthy sociological investigations, is hardl)-

open to the charge of being a stimulative, if too en-
thusiastic statement of the possibilities of regenera-
tion through food. It is not surprising that, pro-
fessional interest in nutrition concretely considered
being inadequate, consideration of it in its vast so-

cial relations, from the sociological rather than
the medical standpoint, has been neglected. This
is the more unfortunate as it is to the medical pro-

fession that the social worker must go for data
justifying remedial measures and holding forth

])romise therein.

In the medicosocial, rather than the strictly med-
ical, discussion of malnutrition we are more con-

cerned with its chronic manifestations consequent
upon deprivation of food in quantity, from neces-

sity, or in quality, from vicious choice, than with
inability to assimilate food provided or excess of
fi)od, although the exhaustive treatment of the sub-

ject demands recognition of the importance of these

phases. Of the excess of food a lay authority on
dietetics says: "It is the belief of most students

of economics and sociolog)"—and, I may add, of

medicine
—

"that it is the overfed among the nine-

tenths not submerged, who are being eliminated by
the various diseases of modern life—apoplexy,

heart disease, Bright's disease, etc.—and that the

sterility of the better-placed portion of the com-
munity is largely due to the plethora of food and
drink."

No one period of life possesses a monopoly
of interest in malnutrition ; but in its relation to

childhood, the years when formative processes are

under way, lies its chief importance. Centuries ago,

Hippocrates said truly: "Old mc;i bear want of

food best; then those that are adulis; youths bear

it least, most especially children : and of them
the most lively are the least capaMc of enduring

it."

For twenty-five years, and more, in several Eu-
ropean countries, and recently in our own, malnu-
trition as a social problem, a part of that of poverty

in general, has at various times and in differing

phase come up for discussion and solution, interest

having been directed thereto through exhibition of

physical inefficiency in candirlates for army and
navy, in industrial workers and among children in

the public schools. Investigation and advocacy of

remedial measures have, therefore, been instituted

by predatory as well as humanitarian interests. To-

*Delivered before the Nebraska State Medical .Asso-

ciation, May 2T, igo8.

day the vast extent of the problem is conceded.
Discussion centers about measures of relief.

In Great Britain, the only country for wiiicli 1

have been able to obtain the history of a movement
toward the discovery of the extent to which malnu-
trition exists and its remedy, two lines of in-

vestigation have been followed—the charitable-

social and the scientific-social. Under the former
head are to be classed the several investigations of
the London Charity Organization Society and the

London School Board, and under the latter head
those of certain medical men, notably Crichton-
Brown, Paton, and Dunlop, and of four investiga-

tory bodies of national scope, chief among them
"The Interdepartmental Committee on Physical
Deterioration," 1904.

That to-day in the United States there exists a

vast and rapidly growing problem of malnutrition

is inconsistent with our youth, our resources, and
our political institutions, but is none the less indis-

putable. The most convincing books by American
authors covering this field of investigation are

"Poverty," by Robert Hunter, and "The Bitter

Cry of the Children," by John Spargo. To one un-

familiar with conditions obtaining among the poor
of our large cities their terrible arraignment of

modern social conditions comes as a challenge to

denial of the valitlity of their conclusions. But
the ]ireponderance of authoritative opinion in the

discussions which these books have elicited in re-

cent periodicals approves them as fair and trust-

worthy.

Investigation of the problem of malnutrition is

most difficult. It eventuates largely in the weigh-
ing of personal opinion. Statistics, as at present

tabulated, do not differentiate malnutrition from
other evils incident upon poverty—inadequate

clothing, insanitary homes, parental neglect ; nor

can the effects of overfeeding among the luxurious

class be considered apart from their various dissi-

pations, sloth—mental and physical—and hothouse

environment.

Dr. Alfred Eichholz, an important witness before

the Interdepartmental Committee on Physical De-
terioration, who for six years had devoted himself

to the investigation of the problem, estimated the

number of the children in the London elementary

schools who were actually underfed as 16 per cent.,

it increasing to 33 per cent, in certain poverty-

stricken districts. Dr. Macnamara, member of Par-

liament, another witness, for thirty years associated

with the London schools as teacher and member of

the school board, estimated that 20 per cent, of the

working-class children are habitually underfed. The
Spectator in comment declares: "We do not in the

least question the statement of Dr. Macnamara,
that 20 per cent, of the children of the working
classes are suffering from malnutrition."

Of conditions in the United States, Hunter says

in "Poverty" : "There must be thousands, very

likely sixty or seventy thousand, in New York City

alone, who often arrive at school hungry and un-

fitted to do the work required" ; an assertion which
he reiterates and fortifies in the Reader as, "the

day-by-day and week-by-week undernourishment

of seventy thousand children." Spargo, in an in-

vestigation in sixteen New York schools in which

he could get the cooperation of principals and teach-

ers, found 23 per cent, underfed. Correlating his

results to those of Lechstrecker in New York, and

of certain investigators in Philadelphia, Buffalo,

and Chicago, a total of 40,746 children is obtained,

of which number 34.65 per cent, either went break-

fastless to school habitually or got miserably poor
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breakfasts of bread alone or bread with tea or

coffee. The breakfast test has been found the most
practicable one by teachers and social workers, the

breakfast of the child of poverty typifying his every

meal. Let me instance a table given by Spargo of

the meals for one day in a "typical family" in a

district of Irish unskilled laborers in New York
City:

Family
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there being a considerable latitude in weight con-
sistent with good nutrition. To get the opinion 'of

our foremost obstetricians and pediatrists upon this

point, I addressed letters of inquirj' to the pro-
fessors of obstetrics in the following medical
schools : Harvard, Johns Hopkins, University of
Pennsylvania, Columbia, Cornell, Northwestern
University, Chicago University, University of
Michigan, Jetterson, and to the professors of pedri-

atrics in Harvard and Columbia Universities. The
replies, briefly summed up, are as follows: Of the

obstetricians three maintaned the causal relation

of malnutrition in the pregnant woman to ante-

natal degeneration in the fetus; four denied this

relation ; one agreed '"in general" with the postnatal

origin of degeneracy ; and one was unwilling to ex-
press an opinion for lack of sufficient data. Of the

pedriatists, one attributes much less weight than he
did formerly tcr the influence of antenatal condi-

tions, and the other was unwilling to express an
opinion without further data. Thus opinion among
these authorities is slightly ifl favor of the postnatal

theory of the causation of degeneracy.

In a recent comprehensive and valuable study
of '"The Effects of Urban Congestion on Italian

Women and Children in New York Cit}-," by Dr.
Antonio Stella, printed in the Medical Record of

May 2, 1908, the author says: "Almost all Italian

infants are born strong and healthy, and their

weight is often above the average, even when their

mothers look pale and sickly and live in the poorest

districts." Among our immigrants it is well known
that the Italians are tlie most notoriously ill-nour-

ished, they endeavoring to maintain themselves here

on the same poor diet which sufficed in Italy. "Noth-
ing," says Hunter, "could show the misery resulting

from unemployment and underfeeding more clearly

than the physical condition of the Italians in this

country-."

The direct and powerful influence of poverty up-
on the death rate is established, but to give to each
factor in poverty its due proportion of responsibil-

ity is, with our present data, impossible. The fact

that infantile mortalitj' has not decreased with gen-

eral mortality following upon the vast sanitarj' re-

forms of recent years indicates the preponderant
importance of the food factor, as does also the de-

creased infantile mortality in localities here and
abroad where pure milk depots have been estab-

lished. It is obviously impossible to determine the

relative importance of malnutrition in the child, with

consequent increased vulnerability, and bacterial

contamination of the milk supply. All authorities

testify to the marked lack of resistance to disease of

the poorly nourished child. Feeble powers of di-

gestion and assimilation consequent upon malnu-
trition impose defeat of its cure—a hopelessly vi-

cious circle. As diseases in which the nutrition

factor is most active in causation, Spargo cites

measles, inanition, convulsions, phthisis, bronchitis,

pneumonia, croup, debility and atrophy, and diar-

rheal diseases—a classification which is medically

sound. Of the 151,732 deaths among infants and
children from the above diseases during one year

in the United States, Spargo attributes 51.57 per

cent, to poverty and, more specifically, to malnutri-

tion. Statistics are not available giving the per-

centage of frequency of rachitis. Dr. Stella says

that 75 to 80 per cent, of Italian children in New
York City develop rachitis, and of these 65 per cent,

are breast-fed. Admittedly, by all authorities, ra-

chitis is a large factor in morbidity and mortality

from other diseases. Of the rachitic child Osier

says: "The condition of the child is such that it

is readily carried off by intercurrent aft'ections, par-

ticularly those of the respiratory tract." Ashby
puts rachitis first in the causation of infantile con-

vulsions, in which he has the support of pediatrists

generally. The mortality' from measles is affirmed

by Ashby, Riihrah, and many other authorities, as

practically nil among the well-nourished children of

the well-to-do classes. Dr. S. A. Knopf puts un-
derfeeding first and bad housing and insanitary con-

ditions second as factors in the causation of tuber-

culosis. Lawrason Brown, in Osier's "Alodem
Medicine," puts food first in the prevention and
treatment of tuberculosis. And I might go on in-

definitely, digging out inadvertent references in

textbooks on clinical medicine to sustain the thesis

that deprivation of food in quantity or quality, or

both, is the most important aspect of poverty in

its relation to morbidity and mortality from disease.

Dr. Ralph D. ^'incent, physician to the Infants'

Hospital at Hampstead, organized in 1903 to "grap-

ple with the problem of the infant," testified be-

fore the Interdepartmental Committee on Physical

Deterioration : "It is food, and food alone, that is

responsible. Sanitary conditions do not make any
real difi'erence at all." Of admissions to the New
York Babies' Hospital in one year, in 75 per cent,

of cases malnutrition was found to be the most
prominent feature (Quoted by Spargo). The
replies of the superintendents of six large dispen-

saries, in which 25,000 children are treated annually,

when asked what proportion of the cases treated,

conservatively estimated, were primarily due to in-

adequate nutrition, yielded an average of 45 per

cent. (Quoted by Spargo).

The direct causal relation of poverty to physical

degeneracy, "the physical superiority of the well-

to-do over their less fortunate fellows," is estab-

lished beyond question. As to the relative

importance of the food factor in inducing physical

degeneracy, the report of the Interdepartmental

Committee on Physical Deterioration says : "Among
the factors that make for juvenile degeneracy, with
the single exception of Mr. Edward Rees . . .

all the witnesses concurred in claiming the first

place for food. 'Food,' says Dr. Eichholz, 'is the

point about which turns the whole problem of de-

generacy.' " The results of the feeding of school

children in the largest cities of Europe, and to a

slight extent in New York City ; comparison of the

children in pauper, refonnatory, and industrial

schools, where they are fed as well as instructed,

with children in the elementary schools ; feeding

experiments in certain schools for defectives and
certain summer camps for city children—all prove
the direct relation of proper feeding to the develof)-

ment of the physical and mental capacity.

Of recent arraignments of the public school sys-

tems of England and the United States as inade-

quate to accomplish their aim, let me quote : "The
State, whose sacred duty it is to protect the poor
and helpless, has been robbing the children of the

poor and leaving them to perish for lack of that

maintenance to which they are entitled.

This injustice brings its own punishment, for our
national system of education is spoiled, and the

children grow up feeble and diseased to fill our

hospitals, workhouses, and gaols" (Sir John Gorst).

"It is grotesque to lavish money on education for

those who are unfit physically and mentally to re-

ceive the education offered them" (Dr. Macna-
mara). "Education, whether physical or mental, is

seriously retarded, if not practically impossible,

where the body is improperly or imperfectly nour-

ished. What a farce it is to talk of the schools pro-
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viding equal opportunities for all, when there are

hundreds of thousands of children in our city

schools who cannot learn because they are hun-
gry!"' (W. H. Alaxwell, Superintendent New York
Public Schools). "Hunger," said Livingston, the

great explorer, out of his experience among prim-

itive tribes, "has a powerful effect upon the tem-
per." "Courage, cheerfulness, and a desire to work
depend mostly on good nutrition," said Moleschott.

And I might quote more to the same purport.

Physicians are all familiar with that condition of
irritable weakness due to starvation in convales-

cents from acute disease, and with the morbid fears

and fancies and undependable intellectual and
moral judgments of undernourished chronics. The
child the victim of underfeeding is in like case. I

quote: "Not graves alone, but hospitals and prisons

are filletl with the victims of childhood poverty.

They who survive go to school, but are weak and
nervous, dull, and backward in their studies. Dis-
couraged, they become morose and defiant, and
soon find their way into the reformatories for tru-

ancy and other juvenile delinquency. Later, they

fill the prisons, for the ranks of the vagrant and
criminal are recruited from the truant and juvenile

offender. Or if, happily, they do not become vi-

cious, they fall in the struggle for e.xistence . . .

and sink into the abysmal depths of pauperism."

Conceding that, outside inheritable disease, de-
generacy, physical, mental, and moral, is largely

the result of postnatal environment, it behooves
society to remove or to reform those environmental
conditions which are responsible therefor. Chief
among them is the modern industrial system.
Spargo, in "The Bitter Cry of the Children," cites

a cartoon which appeared in an anarchist paper.
La Rcvolte, "showing a woman, haggard and fierce

of visage, seated upon a heap of child skulls and
bones, in her gnarled and knotted hands holding
the writhing form of a helpless babe, whose flesh

she is gnawing with her teeth, with underneath, in

red ink in rude characters, these words: "The
Wretch ! She Devours Her Own Children I"—an
entirely just characterization, not alone of France,
but as well of every civilized nation, acting through
the modern industrial system. In our gross incon-
sistency we do not allow natural selection, operating
through the barbarities of modern industrialism, to
eliminate its victims. We maim the children, handi-
cap them, force them into the ranks of the incom-
petent and delinquent, and then feed them on bal-
anced dietaries in reformatories and penitentiaries.

Next in importance to reform of the industrial

system is reform of the family. As at present con-
stituted, the modern family is an anomaly. It alone
atnong our social institutions is founded upon ig-

norance and incapacity. Outside the ranks of un-
skilled labor, for no other calling in life is prepara-
tion and training deemed unnecessary save for that
of home-keeper. It is an anachronism that the
feeding of the people should be in the hands of
ignorant amateurs. What wonder that a large por-
tion of modern households "spend their money for
that which is not bread and their labor for that
which satisfieth not!" Is it any wonder that the
small remnant of children born into homes where
cabbage is fed to a three-days-old infant, beer and
bacon to one barely six weeks old, and sausage,
bread, and pickles to a mature infant of seven
weeks, should later, as school children, spend their

luncheon pennies for pickles, adulterated candy,
cream puffs, stale ice cream and decayed fruit

—

found by social workers and teachers to be the fa-

vorite dietary among the children of the poor?

Under the present constitution of the family, not

until the State requires of candidates for marriage

certificates of health, character, proficiency in

housekeeping, and mature age, will conditions in

the household markedly improve. The teacher of

domestic science in the public schools will serve a

useful purpose in the years of transition to the

inevitable placing of the feeding of the people in

the hands of experts. The highest function of the

home is not that of the restaurant, and to deprive

it of this function will neither pervert nor subvert

it.

.\mong other measures that will aid in the cure

of poverty, with its attendant evils of malnutrition

and degeneracy, are the enfranchisement of women,
bringing into the service of the State that class

whose experience and training throughout cen-

turies best fits them for the administrative side of

government, in other words, social housekeeping;
proper distribution of immigration ; the establish-

ment of pure milk depots under voluntary or muni-
cipal support, as are found in twenty cities of the

L'nited States (sixteen under philanthropic support

and four under municipal), and in many of the

cities abroad, the milk free or at such price as the

financial ability of the customer can afford ; the

establislunent of model restaurants, as has been
done by the Baron de Rothschild in Paris, where
food of the best quality is provided at moderate
prices for the working classes; the feeding of

school children under certain conditions ; the as-

sumption by the medical profession of its specific

responsibility in the way of school inspection and
in providing the necessary data out of its experi-

ence, for correct judgment and wise remedy in leg-

islation, said legislation to carry with it provision

for its enforcement—often a fatal lack.

That the chief items in this program of reform
are socialistic in their natiire is inevitable, their

function being to offset those evils which have
sprung out of the intensely individualistic attitude

of modern society—every man for himself, every

family by itself. The public school—a socialistic

institution—does, in some measure, offset the per-

nicious influence upon the children of individualistic

family tradition and practice, and is a potent fa-

tor in social reform. Outside acrimonious discus-

sion and political warfare over the reform of the

modern industrial system, no item in this pro-

gram has g\'en rise to more comment than the

feeding of school children, which is carried on by
voluntary or municipal agency in certain large cities

of Great Britain, Italy, France, Austria-Hungary,
Belgium, Denmark, Switzerland, Norway, and, to

a slight extent, in the United States. Discussion

as to the wisdom of this measure waxes warm be-

tween the advanced social workers on the one side

and the socialistically inclined on the other. Ob-
viously, the supply of social workers qualified to

undertake the individual treatment of every child

the victim of malnutrition, as is demanded by the

former class, is utterly inadequate. Belonging to

neither of these two classes are those in municipal

or State authority who, in the interest of a false

economy, would spare the rates at the expense of

the child. The struggle with the dissolute and vi-'

cious parent is a long and wellnigh hopeless one.

We cannot split hairs as to means and ways while

the children are being "starved into death or stunt-

ed into physical and moral deformity." If we can-

not regenerate the parent of this generation, we can

predetermine the character of the parent of the

next, in the words of a Norwegian councilman, by
"saving the children from the hostile forces of un-
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equal economic conditions, and securing them equal

opportunity and helpful conditions for the develop-

ment of their highest and best gifts." "That there

should one man die ignorant who had capacity for

knowledge, that I call a tragedy," said Carlyle. To
prevent such we may well relax somewhat in the

interest of expediency the rigor of rules for social

regeneration which, in spirit ideal, in practice are

inadequate.

In closing, let me quote Spargo's hopeful outlook

toward the future: "I look to see in the near fu-

ture some efi'ort made to establish a standard of

physical well-being for the children. I expect to

see the community insisting that some provision

shall be made whereby every child born into the

world will receive sufficient food to enable him to

possess enough vitality to overcome unnecessary

and preventable disease, and to grow into a man-
hood physically capable of satisfactorily competing

in industrial and intellectual pursuits."
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VAGINOURETEROSTOMY AFTER NE-

PHRECTOMY FOR PYONEPHROSIS DUE
TO A "SIGMATE" CONSTRICTION

OF THE URETER.*
Bv A, ERNEST G.'^LL.'VNT, M.D.,

NEW YORK.

Having removed the kidney what disposition shall

we make of the ureter? In endeavoring to answer

this question in a way which will best conserve the

interests of the patient, immediate and remote, sev-

eral plans deserve consideration.

First, and oldest of them all, the ureter may be

drawn up as far as possible, cut off short, ligated,

and dropped back into its retroperitoneal pocket,

sometimes to remain quiescent, in some instances to

distend with pus or urine, and discharge through a

lumbar fistula setting up inflammatory adhesions

which greatly add to the difficulty of its subsequent

removal. Of late years, except in few instances, this

plan has been relegated to the land of "has been."

The second method, that of bringing the ureteral

stump out through the lower angle of the lumbar

incision and fastening it to the skin, has proven of

great value in many hands, as it affords free vent

to any pus which may accumulate in the ureter,

and for the introduction of drugs which will heal

or destroy the mucous lining of the ureter and

facilitate atrophy of that tube. Schede treated 22

cases bv this plan after extirpation of tuberculous

kidneys', and of the 16 patients who recovered not

one was troubled with a permanent fistula.

Ureterectomy.—According to Bovee, the first par-

tial ureterectomy was done by Tuffier, in 1891, and

the first complete removal, by Poncet, in 1895. The

Presented to the Section on Surgery of the New York
Academy of Medicine. January 3, 1908.

"American" operation, nephroureterectomy at one

sitting, w'as first carried out by Kelly in December,

1895.

Since that time many operators have removed
the ureter in toto, primarily or secondarily, chiefly

where the ureter has been the seat of tuberculous

Auo.

Fig. 1.—A, ureter; B, stump of renal pelvis sutured to lumbar
fascia; C. drainage-tube; D, skin; E, subcutaneous fat; F, lumbar
fascia; G. lumbar muscles.

disease, and in order to prevent or overcome tuber-

culous infection of the bladder or the danger of in-

fecting the opposite kidney. Of the 17 cases col-

lected by Bovee {American Medicine, June 6. 1903)

only two ended fatally.

Fig. 2—Hydronephrosis due to an S-shaped bend in the ureter,

bound iown by fibrous bands.

In view of the fact, admitted by all operators,

that primary removal of the ureter adds to the

length of time and difficulty of the operation and

the likelihood of shock, and that in secondary opera-

tion, when called for in the presence of symptoms
of retention in the ureter, the added inflammatory
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adhesions cause greater difficulty of removal and
liability to infection, I have carried into efifect the

following plans after the removal of a pus kidney
due to stricuturc of the ureter, subsequent to hys-

terectomy. In order to secure ample drainage of
the ureter should trouble arise, the lower inch of
tlie kidney pelvis was cut away with the ureter and
sutured to the lumbar fascia, thus leaving a funnel-

like opening in the subcutaneous tissue, into which
a drainage tube could be easily introduced (Fig. i).

Suppuration did take place, the skin was incised,

and drainage Vv^as easily established. This was re-

peated three times, and only after the third black
silk knot used to ligate the renal vessels was dis-

charged did the wound heal. The patient has not
been troubled since December, 1904. Evidently the

ureter, though occluded about four inches from the

bladder, gave no trouble.

At the time when this plan was reported (A liter-
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CARING FOR THE MOTHERS OF INFANTS.

The upbringing of young children is a matter

which has been arousing an extraordinary amount
of interest in all civilized countries during the past

few years. Perhaps this has been particularly the

case in France and in Great Britain, for in both of

these lands the birth rate is rapidly and progres-

sively decreasing, while infant mortality is exces-

sively high. Indeed, so far as France is con-

cerned, the birth rate is at so low an ebb that

population year by year is gradually becoming less

and less, and in the large cities infantile mortality is

high. In Great Britain the birth rate as yet con-

siderably exceeds the death rate, but the proportion

is continually undergoing considerable alterations

and the population does not increase at the rate

which was formerly the case. In America the

birthrate among native born Americans shows a

steady decrease, infantile mortality is high in most

of the cities, and if it were not for the fecundity of

immigrants and of those of alien stock, and for

abundant immigration, this country would soon have

to lament a falling off in the population, as indeed it

has temporarily at present, owing to the large emi-

gration and decreased immigration during the past

year. In France and in Great Britain vigorous ef-

forts are being put forth to check infant mortality.

France was the pioneer in this respect, and in Paris

and in provincial cities, municipalities and charities

have striven in a spirit of emulation to save the

lives of young children. Some few years ago a new
departure was entered upon by a few Parisian phi-

lanthropists. A Madame Coullet was struck by the

fact that if expectant and nursing mothers are not

well nourished, their offspring must either die pre-

maturely or live, in many instances, diseased in

body and mind. Accordingly, Madame Coullet, in

1902, opened a restaurant in one of the poorest

quarters of Paris, in which expectant or nursing

mothers could procure a satisfactory meal free.

The scheme has answered so well that there are

now five Coullet restaurants in Paris in which are

fed a very large number of women. No questions

are asked of an applicant for a meal ; it is sufficient

that she is an expectant or nursing mother and

hungry. Other charitable institutions conducted on

somewhat similar lines exist in Paris.

In Great Britain it is only within the past two or

three years that any earnest endeavors have been

made to cope with the problem of how best to con-

serve infant life. It is notorious that the inliab-

itants of the British Isles are in a high degree con-

servative and hard to move from their old accus-

tomed ways. The question, however, became too

serious to be ignored, in fact bade fair to develop

into a national menace. Perhaps two-thirds of the

British people are dwellers in cities, and urban life

is not best calculated to bring forth able and hardy

citizens. For infants and young children the con-

ditions in the poorer districts of cities are terrible,

and at last it has been brought plainly home to

medical men and sanitarians of Great Britain that

it is absolutely imperative steps should be taken to

save the lives and preserve the health of infants.

During the past two years extraordinary activity

has been exhibited in that direction in all parts of

the country. In many provincial towns, schools for

mothers have been inaugurated, and in some towns

tl^e example of Madame Coullet in Paris has been

closely followed. In London, in one of the large,

populous, outlying districts, several restaurants have

been established in which expectant and nursing

mothers are fed, in which babies are inspected and

weighed by a medical man, and advice given in all

that concerns the rearing of infants. In two or

three other districts similar schemes are in exist-

ence, while in one very large and populous quarter

situated in the heart of the metropolis, a far more
ambitious scheme is now in working order. A char-

itable society working in cooperation with the

borough health board, has inaugurated what is

known as a "School for Mothers." A commodious
building has been secured at which takes place the

following routine of work : ( i ) Infant consulta-

tions. (2) Dinners for nursing mothers. (3) Ed-

ucative classes. (4) Provident Maternity Club.

(5) Home visiting. (6) Fathers' evening confer-

ences. The chief aim of the society is to combat

the ignorance that prevails among women of the

working class with regard to the rearing of children,

and especially to impress upon them the great ad-

vantage of breast feeding. It is recognized that if

an expectant or nursing mother cannot nourish her-

self properly the child is not likely to be robust, so

in those cases in which the mother is unable through

poverty to procure nourishing food, such food is

supplied at a nominal cost. The scheme, since its

adoption in various parts of Great Britain, is said

to have met with great success, and schools for

mothers are multiplying in all directions.

THE CAMPAIGN AGAINST TUBERCULOSIS
' IN SWEDEN.

The Swedish Committee of the National Tubercu-

losis Congress has issued a book, dedicated to the

Congress, giving in detail an account of the anti-

tuberculosis movement in that- country. The work,

which has been prepared under the editorial super-

vision of Dr. Sture Carlsson, opens with a most

interesting story by Dr. B. Buhre of the origin and

work of the Swedish National Tuberculosis Associ-

ation. The organized campaign against tuberculosis

began in 1896 during the annual meeting of the

Swedish Medical Society when one session was de-

voted to a discussion of the subject. One year later

three large sanatoria were erected with the pro-

ceeds of the Jubilee Sanatorium Fund, amounting

to 2,200,000 kr., or over $580,000, created to cele-

brate the twenty-fifth anniversarj' of the accession
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of King Oscar II to the Swedish throne. In Feb-

ruary-, 1904, the Swedish National Tuberculosis As-

sociation was estabHshed and has since been most
actively engaged in the struggle against the disease

by means of lectures, the publication of leaflets, the

collection of statistics, the establishment of sana-

toria and hospitals, etc. During the first four years

of its existence, 883 popular lectures were given by

38 physicians to audiences aggregating 147,600 per-

sons. A tuberculosis museum was opened in Stock-

holm in April, 1906, and has been visited by 41,000
persons. The Association publishes a quarterly

journal with a circulation of 25,000 copies, and
250,000 copies have been distributed of a pamphlet
written for the purpose of combating the widely

spread phthisiophobia, the existence of which so

greatly increases the difficulty of combating the dis-

ease. The government is also assisting in the work,

and the Riksdag has made an appropriation of over

$100,000 for the year 1909 to assist the communities

and associations in the erection of sanatoria, the

intention being to renew the appropriation yearly

for ten years. The legislature is expected to make
a grant to assist in the expense of maintaining the

sanatoria and hospitals thus established.

An important detail of the work, described by
Dr. G. Neander, is the study of social-hygienic con-

ditions undertaken by the Society. The object of

this study is to determine the causes of the spread

of tuberculosis within a limited district with a popu-

lation known to have a high percentage of consump-
tion, and also to endeavor to improve the genera!

hygienic conditions in the community by combined
dispensary and sanatorium work and by personal

visits of physicians and nurses to the homes of the

people.

Among other interesting contributions to the book
may be mentioned Dr. E. Wadstein's accoimt of the

origin of King Oscar II's Jubilee Fund and of the

public sanatoria before spoken of, and Dr. Sture

Carlsson's description of other tuberculosis estab-

lishments. There are also other articles all treating

of the tuberculosis question, and several of a specially

scientific character, by Drs. Waller, Tillman, and
Friberger, Professors J. E. Johansson, J. Svensson
and O. Medin, the Hon. Sv. Palme, Director of the

Thule Life Insurance Co., Mr. R. Moosberg, B. A.,

and Mr. T. Gelhaar, Post-Controller, who gives an
account of the Charity stamps issued during the

years 1904-08 by the National Association. The
translation of the various articles into correct and
idiomatic English has been most successfully ac-

complished. The work will be counted among the

most valuable of the contributions to the Tubercu-
losis Congress, showing, as it does, how in Sweden
the campaign against tuberculosis has been begun,

and is being carried on, with success. When the

limited resources of that country are taken into

consideration, the results that have been achieved

are worthy of no small praise, and this record of

them can but encourage workers in other countries

to continue in their warfare against one of the

greatest scourges of mankind.

this disease has not changed the place occupied by
mercury as to the specific drug in the therapy of this

affection. On the other hand, the mode of action

of the metal is now better understood, it having been
shown, for instance, that in the so-called "inunction
cures" the absorption of mercury takes place as

much or more by the inhalation of the vapor than
through the unbroken skin. The discovery of this

fact gave origin to several new methods of admin-
istering mercury, one of the best being that devised
by Kromayer, who employs a mask of soft wire
which supports some gauze impregnated with the
metal in a state of fine division. Bendig has tried

this method in twenty cases of specific disease and
reports the results in the Mitnchener medizinische

Wochenschrift for September i, 1908. In every
case the effects of the treatment were very quickly
obtained, two or three nights of wearing the masks
being sufficient to produce a marked repressive ef-

fect upon the lesions of the disease ; especially good
results were obtained with the treatment of syphil-

itic sore throat of the secondary stage, which is

perhaps the most irksome symptom of the disease

for the patient and certainly most dangerous to his

innocent neighbors. These results were, moreover,
obtained without any untoward effects from the

inhalation of the metal, only one case of mercurial
stomatitis having been observed. Chemical exam-
ination of the urine showed that there was a pro-
gressive increase in the quantity of the metal ab-

sorbed as well as in the amount of the urine excreted
by the patient. In Bendig's opinion a regular exam-
ination of the urine should be made to forestall the

introduction of too much mercury into the organism
as well as to recognize in time any untoward effects

of the metal upon the kidney. In general the in-

halation of mercury proved in many ways superior

to the inunction cure. It was certainly less un-
pleasant to the patient than either the inunction or

the injection of mercury, while it possessed the

marked advantage of not causing the disturbance

of the gastrointestinal tract so common after the

internal administration of the metal. These con-

siderations are sufficient to call for a trial of the

method in institutions and in private practice, so

that further experiences with its application may
be reported in the near future.

Inhalation of Mercurial Vapor in Syphilis.

The recent advance in our knowledge of syphilis

following the discovery of Spirochceta pallida and
the application of the principles of immunity to

Ultramicroscopic Examinations.

The principle of ultramicroscopic examination con-

sists in an arrangement of condensers and reflect-

ors which lead to the complete absorption of the

central illuminating rays, the lateral rays being at

the same time directed upon the field of vision in

the microscope ; these rays are reflected from every

particle in the field of vision and thus bring them
out very distinctly. Posner has applied this method
of examination to the requirements of clinical pa-

thology and reports satisfactory results in the Ber-

liner klinische Wochenschrift for August 3, 1908.

Urological pictures were especially distinct ; the

structures of various urinary crystals could be stud-

ied with ease, the composition of the different uri-

nary calculi could be told quite readily, and such

formed elements as casts, cylinders, and leucocytes

appeared much more distinctly as brilliantly illu-

minated objects upon a dark background, than with

the usual illumination of the Abbe system. One
great advantage of the new method consists in its

application in teaching, the pictures obtained being

very well adapted for demonstration purposes to

students whose powers of observation have not been

sufficiently developed to perceive many important
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details of form and structure in the less distinct

pictures of the older system ; moreover, the colors

of the objects are not changed and the student is

taught from the beginning to think of the organ-
ized elements of the body in their natural appear-
ance. Dietrich, writing in the same number of the

Berlin weekly, discusses the value of the ultra-

microscopic examination in hematology. He sees a
great advantage in the possibility of momentary
registration of various changes in the blood by
means of microphotography which the new system
affords. The phenomena of hemolysis in various

fluids, of morphological changes in diseased con-

ditions, the formation of precipitates in the blood
serum, all can be easily observed and permanent
records of them obtained with the use of illumina-

tion by reflection of the lateral rays. Previous
writers have already pictured the very efl'cctivc

appearances obtained in the study of bacteriological

objects by ultramicroscopy. It may be safely con-

cluded that this method has come to stay, not indeed

to replace the older and well-tried microscopic ex-

aminations of stained and unstained objects, but to

amplify such examination by introducing new pic-

tures of the same objects seen under different con-

ditions of observation.

Transmissibility of Tuberculosis by Means of
Dried Sputum.

The question of the manner of the dissemination
or tuberculosis is most important with regard to

prophylaxis. The consensus of opinion seems to be
that in most cases the infection is air borne, yet a

nuinber of experimenters have denied that the ba-

cilli can retain their virulence long after the desic-

cation of the sputa containing them. Baumgarten,
Cadeac, and Mallet made a series of experiments
which led them to the belief that this was seldom
the method of infection, since the bacilli very soon
lost virulence in dry dust. Calmette found that it

was difficult to give tuberculosis to animals by caus-

ing them to inspire dry infected dust. G. Kuss, on
the other hand, writing in the Bulletin Medical, for

.\ugust 5, 1908, gives the details of experiments
made by himself which seem to prove that infected

sputum is by no means harmless when it has be-

come dry and pulverized. He endeavored to par-

allel in his experiments on animals the conditions

under which people live, examining dust from fa-

brics that had been dried and then swept, that had
been kept in dark corners, etc. The conclusions at

which he arrived, after a carefully executed series

of experiments, were that sputum under favorable
conditions may become dry rapidly, in the course of

a few days, and be easily reduced to a fine dust,

especially by sweeping. Such dust is extremely
virulent when desiccation has occurred rapidly and
in darkness. It is easy to infect guinea pigs by
making them breathe air filled with dust from
sweeping such locations. Such tuberculosis is of

the form that is produced by inhalation, and is more
severe than tuberculosis caused by inoculation with
a quantity of virulent dust. It is anatomically sim-
ilar to primary infantile tuberculosis. We know
that many bacilli, the lactic-acid bacilli, for example,
live and preserve their virulence for a long time in

dried media, and it is reasonable to assume, indepen-
dent of experimental proof, that the tubercle bacilli

are no less resistant under similar conditions. The
experiments of Kuss seern to confirm this assump-
tion, negativing the findings of Baumgarten and Cal-

mette, and to establish the fact definitely that dry
infected sputum is to be feared as a source of tuber-

culosis.

The Bacilli of Bovine Tuberculosis in Human
Beings,

During the seven years that have passed since the

well known declaration of Robert Koch denying the

necessity of any measures to protect human beings

frotii the bacilli of bovine tuberculosis, because of

the extreme rarity of the transmission of this dis-

ease, the question has been eagerly discussed by
numerous investigators throughout the world. Of
most value in this coimection is the careful study
of the frec|uency of bovine infection, and such a

study is published by Karl Stef¥enhagen in the Ber-
liner klinische IVoclienschrift for August 17, 1908.

This author gives a summary of the findings made
in the German Royal Department of Health, alto-

gether one hundred and forty cases of tuberculosis

having been investigated. Three patients were found
to have suffered from an infection with both types

of bacilli, one hundred and seventeen were infected

with the human type, and twenty-one patients, all

children, suffered from infection with the bacilli of

cattle tuberculosis. Of the latter number there

were thirteen cases of priinary tuberculosis of the

intestines and of the mesenteric glands, and six

cases of tuberculosis of the cervical glands. The
author warns against the use of these figures for

estimating the relative frequency of infection with
the human and the bovine types of disease because
special care was taken to investigate children in

whom the site of the disease and the history sug-

gested the possibility of a bovine infection ; thus

in another series of twenty-seven cases of disease

localized in the bones, joints, or meninges only one
was due to bovine bacilli. However, it seems cer-

tain that in childhood the infection of the gastro-

intestinal canal and of the cervical glands with the

bovine type of bacilli is much more frequent than
Koch's statement would lead one to believe. So far

as children are concerned the protection of their

food from infection with bovine bacilli is, therefore,

imperative, and such protection means for the most
part proper measures for obtaining pure milk or

rendering suspicious milk harmless. The Interna-

tional Tuberculosis Congress, which is to be in ses-

sion in Washington the coming week, will probably
furnish additional information regarding this mat-
ter so full of importance for the welfare of the

human race.

Cerebral Rheumatism.

Of all forms of rheumatism attacking other organs
than the articulations, cerebral rheumatism seems to

be the most rare. It occurs in most cases when the

temperature has fallen and the articular manifesta-
tions have improved. The attack is characterized

by acute delirium, delusions, and insane impulses.

In a case reported by Marcel Labbe in the Tribune
Medicale for July 4, 1908, the patient suddenly dis-

turbed the whole ward during the night by rising,

making a noise, and turning the electric lights on
and off, ending by chasing all the attendants out of

the ward in fear of their lives. He was restrained,

and died the following day. In cases of cerebral

rheumatism that terminate fatally the brain and
meninges are congested and present no other mi-
croscopic lesions, but cellular changes are demon-
strabfe. Two cases reported by R. Lepine in the

Lyon Medical for July 12, 1908, had failed to have
efficient salicylate "treatment, and the author refers

the compliration to that fact. Labbe, on the other

hand, believes that it generally occurs in alcoholic

subjects, who are thus predisposed to cerebral le-
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sions. The study of the cerebrospinal fluid does

not indicate a preponderance of rheumatic poison

in the nervous system. Whether Bacillus pcrfrin-

gens, described by Achalme, is the cause of rheuma-
tism is not yet determined, ahhough there have
been observations by other authors that seem to

support this view. It is an habitual inhabitant of

the intestinal canal of man. It is not found in the

cerebrospinal fltiid, however, in cerebral rheuma-
tism. Whatever the active agent in the disease may
be, it must attack an individual predisposed to cere-

bral lesions, by heredity or acquired nervous condi-

tion, in order to affect the cerebrum severely. Le-
sions of the liver and kidneys are also present to

lessen resistance to the effects of the poison.

The Fauna of the Croton Water Supply.

We have been assured from time to time that the

water supplied by the city to the boroughs of Man-
hattan and The Bronx contains no dangerous or

even unwholesome matter, and in proof thereof the

authorities point to the favorable showing made by
the vital statistics of the Board of Health during
the past summer. Accepting this statement as cor-

rect, we might go further and assert that the water
is not only harmless, but even nourishing. Annelid
worms, rotifers, small crustaceans, and fairly large

gasteropods are far from uncommon visitors in the

morning bathtub—also, no doubt, in the midnight
drinking-cup. The Croton water was once filtered

before distribution, and ran from the taps free

from at least the grosser forms of animal life and
from the mass of vegetable fibers and organic
sediment with which it is now filled. If one were
not innocent and free from guile, one might almost
be tempted to think—but of course the makers of
house filters have no interest in the study of the

Croton fauna.

NnuG nt thr Werk.

Tuberculosis Congress Exhibit.—The exhibit
planned to precede the opening of the tuberculosis
congress was opened to private view on September
19 and to the public on the 21st, in the new Na-
tional Museum at Washington. The exhibit in-

cludes maps and charts showing the extent of the
campaign against tuberculosis, the location of dis-

pensaries and hospitals and the methods of treat-

ment. Elaborate displays are also made of window
tents, cots, beds, and models of buildings and sana-
toria. The congress opens on September 28.

Cholera in Europe and the Philippines.—In St.

Petersburg there has been a large increase in the
number of cases reported. Up\-o September 17,
1,278 cases had been reported in the city, of which
365 had been fatal, while throughout Russia the
number of cases was 6,747, with 3,130 deaths. Since
that time new cases to the number of over four
hundred a day have appeared and the mortality per-
centage has largely increased. The disease has also
made its appearance in Berlin in the person of the
wife of a Russian state councillor v/ho arrived re-
cently from Peterhof. Several suspects have been
taken to the Virchow Hospital for observation.
The recrudescence of the disease in the Philippines
is cau.sjng some uneasiness, but it is thought that
the epidemic can be kept under control. Two
cases were discovered on the U. S. transport Sheri-
dan as it was about to sail from Manila for San
Francisco. There has been an average of about

fifty cases a day in Manila, but the number of new
cases is now decreasing.

Yellow Fever in Havana.—Surgeon-General
Wyman of the Marine Hospital Service has ordered
the reestablishmcnt of the quarantine against Cuba
because of two cases of yellow fever reported from
Havana. The cases, which appeared about the mid-
dle of September, were the first reported since Jan-
uary 31. It is thought that the patients contracted

the disease at the eastern end of the island, where a

number of cases have occurred. Yellow fever is

also reported from Mexico.

Plague in Ecuador.—Advices from (niayaqui)

state that the recent epidemic of bubonic plague in

that city has been stamped out, the last patient hav-
ing been discharged from the hospital on September
16. Neither are there any cases of yellow fever in

the city at present.

New York Death Rate.—For the week ending
September 12 the death rate in New York was again

remarkably low. The total number of deaths during
the week was 1,219, or a rate of 14.38 per 1,000. In
the corresponding week last year there were 1,329
deaths, the rate being 16.18. Of children under five

years of age there were 428 deaths during this week
in 1908, as against 534 in 1907. The number of

births reported during this week was 2,332.

Decrease in Immigration.—Advance figures

from the Department of Commerce and Labor show
•a large decrease in the number of immigrants dur-
ing the past year. For the month of August, 1908,
the total immigration was only 27,782, while in the

same month last year the total was 98,825, the fig-

ures for the immigration from Russia, one of the

countries from which there has usually been the

largest flow, was for these months respectively 5,194
and 21,649. During the month of June, 1908, the

total immigration from Russia and Finland was
6,280, and the emigration of persons returning to

those countries was 5,573, a net gain of 707 only.

The immigration from Italy, another country sup-
plying many immigrants, was 3,226 in June, 1908, as

against 17,573 i" June, 1907. This fall in immigra-
tion began soon after the financial panic in the

United States in the latter part of last year.

New Hospital for the Insane.—Because of the
completion of the new buildings of the Hudson
River State Hospital at Poughkeepsie fifty men and
250 women patients from the Kings Park State

Hospital and the Central Islip State Hospital for the

Insane were transferred to Poughkeepsie on Sep-
tember 16. The. patients in chai;ge of nurses and
doctors were taken to Long Island City in special

cars and thence transferred to a steamer which car-

ried them direct to Poughkeepsie. The opening of

these new buildings not only relieves the congestion

in the hospitals nearer the city, but allows them to

devote more time to the treatment of curable cases.

To Protect the Health of School Children.—
The Indiana State Board of Health recently issued

a letter to the people with the title, "Why not pro-

tect the health of school children?" In this the im-
portance of pure air and proper heating and ven-

tilation is urged, the evils of air starvation are de-

tailed, and the lighting and air supply of school-

rooms are considered.

Examination of School Children.—The physi-

cians of Fargo, N. D., have volunteered to make
physical examinations of the school children of that

city without cost to the Board of Education or to

the pupils. Especial attention will be paid to the

eyes, and it is hoped that the physical standard of

the children may be greatly improved.
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Outings for Nurses.—The pupil nurses of the

Mt. Sinai Hospital have been enabled to enjoy the
sail up the Hudson through the kindness of Mr.
Isaac Stern, president of the hospital and a director

in the training school, who has loaned his yacht, the
Virginia, for these outings.

Almost a Century Old.—Joseph Scofield, a res-

ident of Stamford, Conn., died at his home on Sep-
tember 17, at the age of ninety-nine years and two
months. He was born in Lewisboro, N. Y., and
had lived in this region all of his life.

Court Orders Amputation.—Because of the
opposition of his parents to the operation, surgeons
of the County Hospital of Chicago were compelled
to obtain an order from the Court directing the am-
putation of the arm of a fourteen-year-old boy re-

cently. Gangrene following a fracture made the

operation necessary, but neither the boy nor his

parents would consent.

Old Hospital to Be Burned.—The abandoned
isolation hospital belonging to the city of Newark,
N. J., is to be burned the next time the wind is fa-

vorable. It has been considered unwise to sell the

old structures because of the risk of contagion, in

spite of disinfection, and the question of how to dis-

pose of them has bothered the city for some time.

Old Ambulance Horse Dead.—After serving
but a few weeks less than thirteen years, Eddy, the

oldest ambulance horse attached to Bellevue Hos-
pital, died recently. The old horse had seen many
exciting times, for he was on duty when the Wind-
sor Hotel was burned and again at the burning of

the Park Avenue Hotel, and carried many patients

to the hospital at the time of the accident in the Park
avenue tunnel and of the Slocnm disaster.

Charitable Bequests.

—

The will of Mrs. Jane
.\. Townsend, who died last August while in Eng-
land, provides for the endowment in perpetuity of

three beds in the Presbyterian Hospital, New York,

in memory of her deceased children. Fifteen thou-

sand dollars is set apart for this purpose. The
Presbyterian Home for Aged Women also receives

a bequest in this will of $34,500. The will of the

late Robert W. Lord gives .$2,000 each to the Chil-

dren's Hospital and to the convalescent home of the

hospital and $600 to the Woman's Charity Club

Hospital.

St. Agnes Hospital for Crippled and Atypical

Children.—The Sisters of St. Francis have estab-

lished an hospital at White Plains, N. Y., for the

treatment of cripples and mental defectives. The
property, which was formerly the Westchester

County Temporary Home, consists of sixteen acres

with modern buildings well adapted for hospital

purposes. It will have accommodations for 150

patients and will be supported by voluntary contri-

butions. Applications for admission may be made
to Dr. John Carling, 126 East 34th street. New
York.

Dr. Julian H. Morris of Dallas, Tex., formerly

professor of physiology' in the medical department

of Southwestern University, has been elected pro-

fessor of physiology' in the medical department of

the State Universit\- of Oklahoma.

Dr. Jacob Frank of Chicago has donated four

hundred volumes to the Columbus Hospital on

medical and surgical subjects, in order to provide

a reference library for the internes.

Honorary Ph.M. Degrees.—The Philadelphia

College of Pharmacy, at the recent graduation

exercises, conferred the degree of Master of Phar-

macy upon Messrs. Samuel W. Fairchild of New

York, Horatio Nelson Eraser of New York, John
F. Hancock of Baltimore, S. A. D. Sheppard of

Boston, and William Mclntyre of Philadelphia.

Gift to John Crerar Library.—The sons of the
late Dr. Nicholas Senn have presented to this li-

brary more than 2,000 volumes from the library of

their father, to be added to the Senn collection.

Fatal Results of the German Army Maneuvers.
—It is reported that as a result of the recent Ger-
man army maneuvers near the western boundary'

of the empire, 21 soldiers died and 250 were made
seriously ill. The men were called upon for ex-

cessive physical exertion, in preparation for which
there had been no training, and in addition the sani-

tarj' service was most inadequate.

The International Stewards' Association in con-
vention in New York during this month discussed

at length the pure food lavvS and urged members to

ehminate all traces of adulteration from all prod-

ucts of the earth. Dr. J. J. Leppa of Akron O.,

suggested the desirability of interstate cooperation

to enact a uniform pure food law.

The Association of Military Surgeons of the

United States will hold its seventeenth annual
meeting at Atlanta, Ga., on October 13 to 16, 1908.

The President of the Association is Assistant-Sur-

geon-General George T. Vaughan, and the Secre-

tary, Major James E. Pilcher of Carlisle, Pa.

The Washington County (Vt.) Medical So-
ciety at its annual meeting on September 9,

elected the following officers for the ensuing year

:

President, Dr. M. F. McGuire, Montpelier; Vice-

President, Dr. O. G. Stickney, Barre; Secretary, Dr.
E. A. Colton, Montpelier; Treasurer, Dr. L. A.
Rushlow, Randolph.

The Tri-State Medical Society of Iowa, Illinois,

and Missouri closed its sixteenth annual meeting at

Ottumwa, la., on September 9, with the election of

the following officers: President, Emil Ries, of

Chicago; Vice-President for lozva, J. F. Herrick of

Ottumwa ; Vice-President for Missouri, J. E. Cham-
bers of St. Louis ; Vice-President for Illinois, C. W.
Barrett of Chicago ; Secretary, B. F. Dorsey of Keo-
kuk; Treasurer, Emory Lanphear of St. Louis. The
next meeting will be held in Quincy, 111.

The South Dakota State Medical Association

in session at Yankton, on September 4, elected the

following officers for the coming year : President,

Dr. S. A. Brown, Sioux Falls; Vice-President, Dr.

Smiley, Mitchell ; Secretary, Dr. W. F. Moore, Tyn-
dall : Treasurer. Dr. R. D. Alway.

The Missouri Valley Medical Association at its

annual meeting in Council Blufifs during the first

week of September elected the following officers for

the ensuing year: President, Dr. C. B. Hardin of

Kansas City: Vice-Presidents. Drs. A. B. Somers of

Omaha and J. ]\I. Bell of St. Joseph ; Treasurer, Dr.

T. B. Lacey of Council Bluffs; Secretary, Dr.

Charles Wood Fassett of St. Joseph. The next

meeting will be held in March, 1909, at St. Joseph.

The Medical Association of the County of Jas-

per (Miss.) met at Montrose on September i, and
perfected its organization. The following officers

were elected : President, Dr. J. O. Denson of Bay
Springs ; Vice-President, Dr. G. W. Land of Lauin

;

Secretary and Treasurer, Dr. C. E. Burnheim of

Bay Springs.

The Tri-Professional Medical Society of New
York helvl its second annual meeting at the Hotel

Astor, New York City. September 15. At the ex-

ecutive session the following officers were elected

for the ensuing year: President, Dr. J. IMonroe

Lieberman (reelected) ; Vice-Presidents, Drs. G.
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Morgan Muren (reelectedj and George B. Mc.\u-
liffe; Secretary, Dr. Walter T. Dannreuther;
Treasurer, Dr. Daniel E. S. Coleman (reelectedj.

Obituary Notes.—Dr. Ernest A. Crockett of

Lewiston, Me., died at his home on September 3,

of typhoid fever, aged 37 years. Dr. Crockett was
graduated from Jefferson Medical College in 1896
and had made a special study of diseases of the

eye, ear, and throat. He was a member of the staff

of the Central Maine Hospital and of the American
Medical Association, the Maine Medical Associa-

tion, and the Alaine Eye and Ear Association.

Dr. WiLLi.-\M Thorxe of Covina, Cal., died on
September 2, after a short illness, aged 89 years.

Dr. Thorne was born in England, but came to this

countr}- when fourteen years old. He was grad-

uated from the Universitj' of Buffalo in 1850 and
had practiced for over fifty years. He was a mem-
ber of the .\merican Medical Association.

Dr. Solomon S. Landon of Kansas City, Mo.,
died on September 10, aged 36 years. Dr. Landon
suffered a mental breakdown a few months ago ow-
ing to the strain of overwork. He was graduated

from the Medical School of the University of Kan-
sas in 1896.

Dr. Hermon J. Smith of Lowell, Mass., died at

the Lowell Hospital on September 12, from disease

of the kidneys, in his seventy-third year. Dr. Smith
was a member of the tirst class graduated from
Tufts College, in 1858, and subsequently graduated
from the Dartmouth Medical School. For three

years he served as army surgeon during the Civil

War and was for some years connected with the

Lowell Hospital.

Dr. Emmet Porterfield of Indianola, la., died

suddenly on September 10, of heart disease. He
was a graduate of the Bellevue Medical College of

New York.
Dr. George Kinney Johnson of Grand Rapids,

Mich., died at his home on September 3, after a

year's illness, aged 86 years. Dr. Johnson was grad-

uated from the Cleveland L^niversit)' of Medicine
and Surgery in 1846 and served as army surgeon

during the Civil War. He was a member of the

American Medical Association and Chief of Staff

and consulting surgeon to Butterworth Hospital.

Dr. Willi.am T. Eckley of Grand Haven, Mich..

died of heart disease on September 12, aged 53
years. Dr. Eckley was graduated from the School

of Medicine of the University of Iowa in 1884, was
a member of the American Medical Association and
the Chicago Pathological Society, and formerly pro-

fessor of anatomy in the medical and dental depart-

ments of the University' of Illinois and Chicago
School of Anatomy and Physiolog}'. He retired

from professional work about two years ago.

Dr. Alexander \\'ilder, for some years con-

nected with the New York Evening Post, died at

his home in Newark, N. J., on September 19, aged

85 years. Dr. Wilder was graduated from Syracuse
^ledical College in 1850 and also received degrees

from the New York Homeopathic College. He
soon, however, gave up the practice of medicine for

journalism. He had written a number of books and
is said to have translated the Bible into six lan-

guages.

Dr. John P. Brown, for thirt\- years superinten-

dent of the Taunton Insane Asylum of Massachu-
setts, died at his home in Springfield, on September

19, of acute bronchitis, aged 74 years. Dr. Brown
was a graduate of the Harvard Medical School and
one of the most noted insanitj' experts in the coun-

Dr. Henry G. Gaston of Harvey, 111., died at

his home on August 30, aged 80 years.

(TnrrFstinniipnre.

OUR LONDON LETTER.

CFrom our Special Correspondent.)

THE SCIENXE CONGRESS—DR. F. DARWIN'S IXAUGUR.\L ADDRESS
—MR. 1X0\"D GEORGE ON SICKNESS INSURANCE—NOTIFICA-
TION OF INDUSTRIAL DISEASES, OF TUBERCULOSIS—VISIT OF
GERMAN DOCTORS—JAMAICA E.XPEDmOX.

London, Sept 4, 1908.

This is the week of the British Association for the
Advancement of Science, which for the fourth time
in its seventy-eight years of existence meets in Dub-
lin. It goes without saying that the Irish capital is

keeping up its great reputation for hospitality, and
the social side of the great meeting is profusely pro-
vided for. At its last visit, 1878, Trinity College could
accommodate the association, but to-day more room
is needed, and the Royal College of Surgeons, the
Royal Dublin Society, the R. T. Academy, the Royal
College of Science, and the Royal University have all

contributed more or less room for the sections or other
proceedings. Over 2,000 members arrived on the first

day (Wednesday). Out of respect to the memory of
the Earl of Rosse, a vice-president, all proceedings were
suspended while his funeral was taking place in the
middle of the daj-. You know that next year's meeting
is to be held at Winnipeg. Professor J. J. Thompson
has been nominated to preside then.

Invitations from Sheffield and Portsmouth for 1910
and 191 1 respectively were received and accepted.

In the evening the president. Dr. Francis Darwin,
delivered the inaugural address in the great hall of
the Royal University, which was crowded in every cor-
ner. He referred casually to the fact that forty years
ago another botanist. Sir J. Hooker, was president, and
then said he thought the first duty in that position was
to speak on subjects to which his own researches con-
tributed. He therefore wished to give a general idea
of how changes in environment act as stimuli to plants
and compel them to execute certain movements. He
said that what is true of such temporary changes of
shape is also true of permanent alterations which we
call morphological. These two departments of study
must be classed together. This leads to the thought
that the dim beginnings of habit or unconscious mem-
ory found in the movements of plants and animals must
be correlated with morphological changes in the de-
velopment of the adult from the ovum. Connecting thus
the phenomena of memory and inheritance, he asked
his audience to listen to one more defense of what
many of them might consider a lost cause—the doc-
trine of the inheritance of acquired characters. In illus-

tration he cited sleeping plants; their change is known
to be produced by the alernation of day and night.

But if put in a dark room after it has gone to sleep
such a plant next morning will be seen in the day
position and will assume the night one as evening
comes on. Here we have what seems to be habit built

up bj' the alternation of day and night—the plant nor-
mally dropping its leaves at the stimulus of darkness
and raising them at the stimulus of light—and this

habit continues in the dark room. The post hoc comes
to be equivalent to the propter hoc in the formation of
habit. An illustration from animal life was quoted
from Keeble, the convoluta which comes to the surface
of the sea at the ebb and sinks again as the tide rises.

The remarkable fact is that when kept in an aquarium
it continues for a short time to perform rhythmic
movements in time with the tide. As a human habit
he instanced that of a man who goes the same walk
every day, turning back at a given milestone; at length
he will turn back automaticalh' at the same spot. This
is habit; but the point at which he turns is the result

of association, and as many would object that in its

simplest form association implies a nervous system,
the president said it should be remembered that plants
have two qualities characteristic of animals—extreme
sensitiveness to certain agencies and the power of
transmitting stimuli from one part to another of the
plant body. To the objection that association implies
consciousness, he said it was not possible to know
whether plants had it or not. Its possession as a faint

copy was consistent with the doctrine of the continuity
of all living things. As regards reaction to environ-
ment, he claimed that a plant and a man must be placed
in the same class in spite of the fact that as regards
complexity of behavior the difference is so enormous.
He then contrasted his theorj- with the views of Weiss-
mann on heredity, holding that it was strong where
those were weakest.
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It is not often that a cabinet minister interests him-
self in medical subjects, so perhaps one should make
the most of an interview granted last week by Mr.
Lloyd George, Chancellor of the Exchequer, on his re-
turn from Germany. He declared the provision for
sickness in connection with the German pensions plan
to be "far and away the most remarkable part of that
scheme," and pointed out that the sick funds are ad-
ministered by a joint committee of workmen and em-
ployers and the "State does not contribute a penny to-
wards sickness, but it is all compulsory; workmen and
employers must contribute, and this extends even to
domestic servants." A part of the plan which he con-
sidered most beneficent was that providing for the erec-
tion of sanatoria, especially for lung cases. In view
of the Chancellor's impressions and the awakening of
the public press since the King and royal family
evinced their deep interest in the campaign against
tuberculosis, attention is again being called to Dr. Bul-
strode's valuable report to the Local Government
Board. I have referred to this more than once, but as
it is now obtaining more notice some of the particulars
may not appear belated. By means of the far-reach-
ing system of compulsory insurance against sickness
and incapacity the German workman attacked by tuber-
culosis has a legal claim for treatment and maintenance,
as well as support for his family. Thus he can avail
himself of this provision at the outset of his attack
and it is recognized that the earlier the disease is

diagnosed the better are his prospects. In connection
with invalidity insurance, nearly £9,000,000 has been
employed in the construction of hospitals, sanatoria,
convalescent institutions, and pensions.
Vtry few of the numerous establishments founded

to provide for tuberculous workpeople would have
existed if insurance institutions had not provided funds.

.\s tuberculosis is very largely a disease of the work-
ing classes, the insurance system opens to them ad-
vantages which formerly were beyond their means,
relieving them of their financial difficulties, removing
their occupational disabilities, and therebj' exerting a

favorable influence as regards both the prevention and
cure of the disease. It is therefore not at all remark-
able for a cabinet minister who looks into the subject
to be impressed with its importance. Some quid-
nuncs are asking if Mr. Lloyd George is fearing that

the Government made a mistake in trying the non-
contributory pension scheme. But he scarcely gave
the interviewers a glimpse into his mind on the matter
and a speculation of the kind is not appropriate to a

medical journal.
Notification in some form or other is a question

pretty sure to crop up wherever a goodly number of

medical men assemble. So at Sheffield it was brought
forward by Df. Alex. Scott of Glasgow, who is a thor-

ough-going advocate of this ineasure. He had a paper
in which he urged the compulsory notification of all

industrial diseases, whether arising from the nature of

the patient's employment or from accident. Of course
the question of compensation was often involved, but
that was not his chief point—which was rather that

early intimation of outbreaks of disease would be ob-
tained, the sufferers would get early treatment, and
certain accidents would be prevented. Further, it would
promote cleanliness among workers and show them the

importance of sanitary precautions. He instanced va-

rious neuroses, cardiac affections, and other diseases

which were so often due directly to occupation. Fi-

brosis of the lung due to dust had been carefully inves-

tigated by a department commission, but was not sched-
uled in the compensation act. In his sanatorium 40
per cent, of the beds were occupied by cases of miner's

phthisis, though tubercle bacilli were not detected in

about 33 per cent.

Dr. Alcock pointed out the difficulty as to persons
who had a tendency to some disease which would
probably develop when they began work, and asked if

they were to be compensated like healthy men. If so,

masters would insist on rigorous examination and re-

fuse them work.
Dr. Mechan wanted to know where notification was

to stop. It was held by some notificationists, and the

contention had been upheld by courts, that a man
with chronic cardiac disease who died when employed
should be compensated by the employer. What a

prospect for him! In eleven years the sums paid for

compensation had increased 200 per cent.

Dr. Legge said Dr. Scott was, as usual, ahead of the

time, and at present the goal to which he pointed was
unattainable. Perhaps when insurance became uni-

versal his interesting proposals might be found pos-

sible.

Dr. Scott replied that he advocated early examma-

tion, which he held would decrease, not increase, com-
pensation. Notification should be made first of all to
the patient, then the employer should receive a friendly
word, which would often enable him to change the
sufferer's work and so very often save his life.

In the Public Health Section there was a discussion
on phthisis in which both compulsory notification and
the provision of sanatoria for poor patients were advo-
cated. It was opened by Dr. Alex. Walker of Edin-
burgh, who regarded phthisis as emphatically a poor
person's disease. It was among those who were fed,

clothed, and housed badly that the power of resistance
was at the lowest. This class did not comprise merely
the pauper or the legally poor, but numerous worthy
persons with small earnings and hard, unhealthy toil,

whose industry and frugality often helped to make
them an easy prey to the disease. The immense major-
ity of cases occurred in low rented houses. The air

of our cities was impregnated with the microbe in its

dried state, which is the most dangerous, not to say
irresistible. Between the ages of 15 and 50 phthisis
was the cause of 30 per cent, of the mortality from
ail causes. This would indicate that 200,000 persons
were to be found in various stages of the disease and
at least one-fourth of them would be in the early
stages, and 40,000 would be poor. For this army we
have only thirty-five sanatoria with 15,000 beds and
accommodation for about 6,000 patients per annun'^.

The amount of money required must be large, but Dr.
Walker did not countenance extravagance—rather he
urged the necessity of "setting our faces like flint

against the besetting temptation of these enterprises."
The first sanatoria were built for rich people, but pala-
tial buildings were not needed for the poor. Dr. Wal-
ker quoted cases running up to £750 per bed, which
he pronounced disgraceful. Others had only amounted
to £So or £90 per bed. The results had no relation

to the cost. If anything the cheaper had been the
more efficient. If the money already spent had been
well spent, it would have provided beds capable of

accommodating 20.000 patients.

Dr. Niven of Manchester, who followed, described
the measures adopted in that city, where compulsory
notification is established. As soon as a case is re-
ported, disinfection is carried out, and instructions
given as to expectoration and other matters. He said
tuberculosis at birth was very rare. The majority of
persons were free from the disease or hereditary pre-
disposition until exposed to infection. The conception
of tuberculosis contracted from milk in infancy and re-

maining latent might be dismissed. He did not deny
the possibility, but the number of such cases must
be small compared with those who contracted the dis-

ease in adult life. It was more and more evidently a
pauperizing disease. It was essential to afford aid to
consumptive families, but the condition must be notifi-

cation and obedience to instructions.

Sir Charles Cuffe argued that there was no chance
of stamping out phthisis unless notificanon was en-
forced.

Dr. McWalter opposed, as although sanatorium
treatment was desirable it was too costly. People who
spent £800 a bed on buildings deserved to be shot.

One of the greatest misfortunes to consumptives was
the discovery of the bacillus, but for which we should
be treating them rationally, for they were beginning
to see that the organism was not the only cause.

Dr. Walker thought the last speaker rather reaction-
ary and Dr. Squire suggested passing a resolution in

favor of compulsory universal notification. The pro-
posal was dropped, as Dr. McWalter opposed it.

Dr. Brown of .^yr feared notification would interfere

too much with the lives of people and insurance ques-
tions might arise.

Dr. Wilson of Lanark testified to good results of

compulsion in his district. They were not going to

stamp out the disease, but the work was beneficial

and on right lines.

Dr. Scurfield favored compulsion and in Sheffield it

had caused no difficulties. Hospital accommodation
ought to be provided, too.

Sir .'klfred Jones, chairman of the Liverpool Tropical
School of Medicine, is organizing an expedition to

Jamaica to investigate the insect life and the diseases

of the island. Mr. R. Newstead, lecturer on entomology
and parasitology at the school, will leave in November
and will be accompanied by a medical expert.

Yesterday 350 German doctors came on a visit to the

Isle of Wight. They landed at Ryde. and after inspect-

ing the Royal County Hospital went by train to Vent-
nor, where the streets were decorated in their honor
and they were received by the municipal authorities.

They visited other establishments. .'Xt the Royal Na-
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tional Home for Consumption they were welcomed by the
medical staff and committee, and the senior physician,
Dr. Robertson, gave an address on the treatment car-
ried out in the institution. Luncheon was provided in
the pavilion, after which Professor Rosin gave an ad-
dress on seasickness. A lecture was delivered in the
town hall by Lieutenant Damant, R.N., on caisson
disease. The visitors also went to Osborne.

OUR LETTER FROM THE PHILIPPINES.
(From Our Special Correspondent.)

CHOLERA—SPREAD OF THE DISEASE BY BACILLI CARRIERS—SANI-
TATION OF THE ISLANDS—GOOD RESULTS BEGINNING TO BE
MANIFEST.

Manila, July 29, 1908.

Cholera, of which mention has heretofore been made,
still continues its onward march, although the num-
ber of cases has not been materially increased. As the
disease appears in new provinces it is gradually dis-
appearing in the provinces in which it first appeared.
From January I, 1908, to the present time there have

been 8,599 cases and 5,401 deaths reported. Of this
number there occurred in Benguet 8 cases and 4 deaths:
Bulacan, 115 cases and 8 deaths; Misamis, 606 cases and
201 deaths ; Nueva Ecija, 295 cases and 236 deaths

;

Pampanga, 177 cases and 155 deaths; Pangasinan, 5,334
cases and 3,176 deaths; Capiz, 766 cases and 571 deaths;
IIocos Sur, 415 cases and 316 deaths; Iloilo, 18 cases
and 13 deaths; Laguna, 4 cases and 3 deaths; Nueva
Vizcaya, 6 cases and 6 deaths; Rizal, i6g cases and 139
deaths; Tarlac, 149 cases and 103 deaths; Union, 244
cases and 180 deaths; scattered in various provinces,
293 cases and 213 deaths. Within the past week the
disease has been carried from Capiz province over
the mountains into Iloilo province and has now made
its appearance in Jaro and Santa Barbara.
Undoubted evidence has been obtained that certain

persons in Manila are "cholera carriers," one such
individual being now isolated in San Lazaro Hospital
who is apparently in perfect health but whose stools
contain the spirilla of Koch.

_
In view of the criticisms which have been made from

time to time with regard to the unsatisfactory sanitary
condition of a large part of the towns throughout the
Philippine Islands, it may be of interest to note the
following statement taken from the report of the Di-
rector of Health for the fiscal year ended June 30,
1908: "The efforts of the bureau during the year were
directed more and more toward the laying of a sound
foundation upon which to erect a sanitary superstruc-
ture that will endure. The efiforts of the earlier years of
modern health work in the Philippines were necessarily
restricted to battling with actual outbreaks of great
devastating diseases like cholera, plague, and small-
pox, rather than with the conditions which made these
diseases possible. In other words, symptoms had to be
treated rather than causes. Persons actually suffering
with cholera had to be cared for rather than to install
a permanent system of water supply which would make
a cholera outbreak impossible at a later day. The re-
sources of the islands are such at present that greater
sums than those set aside during the past few years
are not available. It has, therefore, become the policy
of the bureau to take each peso that becomes available
for health work and vaccinate, say, forty people with
it, thus protecting them against smallpox; or free a
certain number of individuals of intestinal parasites,
thus_ saving them from many other diseases; or invest
it with others in artesian wells, rather than to use it

for sweeping sidewalks, penning up pigs, or cleaning
back yards. All of these latter measures are highly
desirable, but when there is only sufficient money to
accomplish every needful thing it would seem that there
is but one course to pursue, and that is to invest it in
those things which will give the greatest permanent
result."

This policy has given rise to considerable adverse
criticism, which time only can counteract. In the
future the permanent results will speak for themselves.
The achievements of the reduction in the number of
cases of smallpox and leprosy, and the lowered mortal-
ity where artesian wells are in use, are already be-
ginning to attract attention, and will soon demonstrate
the superiority of this new departure over the old
empirical "clean-up" policy.

Briefl}', then, it is believed that the direct road to
the goal of a permanent low morbidity and mortality
rate in the Philippine Islands is through improved water
supplies, vaccination, elimination of intestinal parasites,
systematic warfare against tubercle bacilli, the eradica-
tion of the malarial mosquitos, and through improved
hygiene to combat infant mortality.

A PLEA FOR ESPERANTO.

To THE Editor of the Medical Record:
Sir:—-As a student of Greek from both the literary and

philological points of view, and as one who by more or
less assiduous application has obtained the pleasure of
being able to enjoy the grandeur of /Eschylus and the
glories of Pindar, I am much interested in the proposition
in the Medical Record of August 15, concerning the possi-
bilities of Greek as a world language. As is noted in
this discussion, the suggestion of Modern Greek as a
second tongue for all the nations of the civilized world
is not novel, and Greek has the advantage of being more
of a neutral language than is English, German, or any
other language spoken by a people politically and
commercially prominent, the adoption of whose tongue
as a world language is out of the question on account of
racial jealousy.

But there are certain practical difficulties in the way of
Modern Greek as an international language. Even though
a language of great difficulty may be easily acquired in
one's infancy, the fact remains that no child can acquire
any language unless it hears this language spoken. That
is to saj', a prerequisite of either teachers or relatives
who know the language well is necessary for the child's
learning it. Therefore the international language must
be sufficiently easy to learn that for a few generations at
least, or until it has already become completely interna-
tional, adults may be able to master it well enough to
teach it.

Even admitting that Modern Greek is less difficult than
French or German, it is not so easy that our teachers
can promptly acquire a complete and accurate knowledge
of it, and be intelligible if "its use were continued in the
school curriculum in the teaching of History and of
Physics, Chemstry, and the other scientific branches."
There exists no national language whose mastery to such
a point does not demand years of careful study, and the
swiftness with which one may obtain a smattering of such
a language, and "enough to get along with" has nothing
to do with really learning the language. Yet the con-
tention for Greek is only that "if it were taught in all the
elementary schools of the world as a living tongue, not as

an exercise for translation merely, the coming generation
would use it as fluently and naturally as it would the na-
tional speech."

Shall we, then, import native Greeks to teach their

language? Even if this were at all possible on the whole-
sale scale necessary, it would mean the wiping out of
Greece as a European nation, for we should need all

and more than all of the two million or so Greeks as in-

structors in the United States alone, assuming even then
that one Greek could teach his tongue to forty Americans;
and if we could not leave any Greeks in Europe to teach

Greek to the Europeans, leaving out of the question now
the Japanese and other Asiatic peoples, the newly acquired

language would not be of as much practical value as Eng-
lish itself.

We must, then, have an international language that shall

be easy of complete acquirement, if it is to be really an
international language. Esperanto, as admitted, is easy.

It is a living language, for it is already spoken by several

hundred thousand people, although it is still in its infancy.

How many people will be speaking it in but a year from
to-day can be estimated only by noting with what speed

the ranks of its followers are constantly increasing. It

has a rapidlj' growing literature, consisting of far more
than "a. few translations and ephemeral articles." And,
most important of all, it can be taught to the coming
generation, for the adult population is learning it first,

not in one spot alone, but in North and South America,

in Europe, in Japan and India, and the Philippines, and in

Greece, too. The originally small number of Esperantists

in all these regions is increasing, and they are not merely
theorists and dreamers, but really become masters of the

language.

They can do so because its grammar is simple, logical

and regular, and fifty times as easy as that of

Latin, English, German, French, or Greek. Its vo-

cabulary was not arbitrarily created, but the great ma-
jority of its words are already familiar to Europeans and
Americans. The sounds and pronunciation are interna-

tional, and so simple that persons of different race and

language can readily and promptly converse in Esperanto,

after having learned the language from books alone. And
no better way of testing this last statement can be sug-

gested to the doubter than that he learn a little Esperanto,

and then attend the Fifth International Congress of Es-

perantists at Chautauqua, N. Y., next August, and see for

himself. Ivy Kellerman, Ph.D.

175 West Eleventh Avenue, Columbus, Ohio.
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AX IMPOSTOR.

To THE Editor of the Medical Record :

Sir :—I wish to warn the profession against a colored
man who represents himself as authorized to collect money
for the Colored Aged Home of Irvington, N. J. I wrote
to the Home to inquire about this man, and was informed
that they have no collector in New York. I would suggest
that any physician on whom he may call would do well
either to call up 31CO Spring and give him in charge, or
else to get his name and address, and then notify the
Home, writing to John H. Williams, 57 Brunswick street,

Xewark, X. J. He was about middle age, rather slight,

moderately tall, reasonably well dressed in dark suit, wore
a moustache, but, I think, no beard. He carries a note-
book, in which, I am sorry to say, will be found my
name as a contributor. He has also several letters, one, I

think, purporting to be from the Mayor of Newark.
Will somebody kindly catch him? I will be glad to

appear against him.
Forbes R. McCrery, M.D.

123 East Fortieth Street, New York.

]Pr0giTHS nf iHrfttroI frtrnrr.

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, September 10, igo8.

Primary Carcinoma of the Appendix.—C. O. Kepler
reports one case where patient was a woman of 43 years
who some five years before had had an abdominal tumor
removed, but whose present illness followed a series of
attacks of right iliac pains with irregular vomiting. A
diagnosis of appendicitis was made, and after some delay
operation was performed. It was found that the appendix
was the seat of a primary carcinoma. Microscopic exam-
ination showed submucosa and mucosa replaced by a
young connective tissue in which were set alveolar masses
of an epithelial new growth, .\lveoli were in places large,

generally small, and showed here and there attempts
at gland formation. The new growth had involved the
circular layer of muscle which was in places almost wholly
replaced. The longitudinal layer of muscle was deeply in-

filtrated with new growth which had spread widely in the
subperitoneal connective tissue. Infiltration of the tissues

with lymphoid and plasma cells was general and marked.
The authors refer to the papers of Elting and Rolleston
and Jones, whose conclusions are quoted in full.

Omentopexy to the Intestine Deprived of Its Mesen-
tery.—C. L. Scudder reviews the work of various sur-

geons along the line indicated, and records the results

of experiments upon dogs, noting the behavior of the

bowel after being shorn of its mesentery and dependent
for its blood supply on the omentum. He regards the

procedure of omentopexy to the gtit thus deprived of the

mesentery as of very limited use in surgery. He regards
resection and anastomosis of the bowel as the preferable
course following a removal, accidental or intentional, of
the mesentery from the bowel. It is conceivable that an
omentopexy might prevent necrosis of the bowel if a

limited portion of intestine (2 or 3 cm.) were deprived of

its mesentery. The value of an omentopexy to the bowel
would be increased if a plastic of omentum were made
to either side of the denuded area. Experiments were
made upon four dogs to determine the result of detaching
the mesentery from a measured length of gut and replac-

ing the detached mesentery by omentum, and it was shown
that in this animal if the vessels in the mesentery are

tied far from the mesenteric attachment, the gut remains
•i-iable even when considerable mesentery is detached. The
nearer to the gut the ligation is made of the mesenteric

vessels, the less detachment of mesentery can be made
and viable gut remain. From 16 to 20 centimeters of gut

may be denuded with subsequent omentopexy safely. Ten
centimeters may be denuded with omentopexy, with gan-
grene. In the instances which recovered after two denu-
dations and two omentopexies, the gut at the seat of opera-

tion was slightly smaller in size and a little thicker from
edema.

New York Medical Journal, September 12, 1908.

Jaundice Due to Disease of the Biliary and Pancre-
atic Passages.—This subject is considered b\- J. J.

Gilbride, who reports one case of cancer of the pan-

creas in which there was an absence of hydrochloric
acid and pepsin from the stomach contents. Under
the general title of the paper, nothing particularly new
is presented. His own patient was a man of 52 years,

whose symptoms had begun some four months before

he came under observation and consisted of full-

ness and weight in the abdomen after eating, with

belching and enlargement of the abdomen. Jaundice
was present. A diagnosis was made of cancer of the
liver with obstruction of the common or hepatic duct.

The fact that the stools were clay colored and very
offensive suggested that the pancreas might be also
affected. The stomach contents showed absence of
free HCl and pepsin. No lactic acid was present or no
Oppler-Boas bacilli. The patient grew progressively

worse and died after an illness of about five months.
The autopsy showed a moderate amount of free fluid

in the abdomen. There was a cancer of the pancreas
and liver with involvement of right free border of

lesser omentum. The glands along the common duct
formed a chain of hard nodules. The stomach and in-

testines were normal. There were no gallstones. The gall-

bladder was distended, but healthy in appearance. The
primary growth was in the pancreas. The pleurisy in

this case was due to involvement of the diaphragm,
and the attacks of cramp-like pain resembling those of
biliary colic were probably due to pressure from with-
out upon the common duct, as attacks of this kind are
occasionally met with when the common duct is

pressed upon from without.

Dermatitis Due to the Irritating Effects of Metol.

—

X'. T. Beers says that this remedy is a syntlietic white
powder, the use of which is practically limited to photog-
raphy, in which art it is employed in developers as a
reducing agent alone or with such agents as pyrographic
acid or hydrochinone. In these days of amateur photog-
raphy we are often called to treat conditions of the skin

of the hands due to this agent. In a general way the

substance is a direct irritant or vesicant, and presents

no special appearances. Its effects are generally con-
fined to the fingers and hands, and show no inclination

to spread by contact or autoinoculation. The picture re-

sembles a mild case of ivy poisoning. Certain prophylac-
tic measures are suggested by the author for the benefit

of photographers. The main indications for treatment
are rest and protection. Several favorite prescriptions

for the latter purpose are given by the author.

Neurasthenia VentricuU and Gastroptosis.—-Accord-
ing to H. Weinstein, the most constant and important
symptoms of this condition are pain, pressure in the

epigastrium, pyrosis, sour eructations, globus hystericus,

nausea, vomiting, anorexia, abnormal appetite, a sensa-

tion of emptiness referred to the stomach, difficulty of
deglutition, indefinite pain in the back, abdominal cramps,
constipation, or diarrhea alternating with constipation,

attacks of faintness and of impending dissolution, tachy-
cardia, headache, and dizziness. In addition, there are

various manifestations indicative of vasomotor affection.

All these symptoms may be present in a given case, or

only a few principal symptoms masked by a great number
of bizarre and unusual sensations. In the endeavor to

locate the tender area over the gastric region, a sud-

denly applied blow of the finger over the epigastrium will

call forth resentment on the part of the patient as well as

of the abdominal muscles, and pain will be complained of

whether it is present or not. It should be performed in

an easy and methodical manner by pressing the epigas-

trium with one finger very lightly at first, constantly and
gradually increasing the pressure until pain is complained
of. The importance of distinguishing between a mere
hyperesthesia and pain due to organic disease cannot be
overestimated as much from a positive as from a negative

standpoint. The author adds that heartburn and sour
eructations are apt to be present in those periods if a

neurosis is overacid, but there are exceptions to this rule.

In gastric prolapse there is often the sensation as of a

foreign body in the throat. It is frequently aggravated
after eating. It may be due to the dragging of the pro-

lapsed organ on the esophagus. A sensation of emptiness

in the stomach and of abnormal hunger is often present in

overmotility, but it may also be due to a purely nervous

condition. In prolapse of the stomach the colon is also

displaced to a greater or lesser degree, and as a result

there is constipation. Owing to decomposition of the

fecal matter and formation of
_
noxious substances, a

colitis develops sooner or later with a resulting diarrhea.

Journal of the American Medical Association, September
12, igo8.

Renal or Vesical Calculi?—C. Beck reports two facts

observed by him, which tend, he thinks, to inodify

somewhat our views as to the origin of calculi in the

urinary tract. The first of his conclusions was reached
by his finding in eleven cases of vesical calculus in

the space of four years, that in nine of them the

jr-ray showed renal calculus coexisting. In the other

two technical defects occurred, rendering the result

doubtful. While the majority of authorities hold that

most calculi originate in the kidney, some still hold
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that a large percentage are of vesical origin. Prior to
the use of the j-ray there was no proof to the contrary.
Beck is satisfied that in the nascent calculus the solids
that are normally dissolved in the urine are in some
way precipitated, and he thinks that they are then much
more liable to be arrested in the windings of the renal
structure than in the regular surfaces of the normal
bladder. They need not necessarilj' be in excess; some
e.xciting cause, foreign substances, necrotic tissue,
mucus, or blood clots may serve as a nucleus, and in this
connection he refers to his observations on tuberculous
kidneys in which the bacilli formed the starting point.
Where no such conspicuous cause is known, however,
the e.xciting cause of the precipitation is, as in the gall-
bladder, unknown. In the overwhelming majority of
cases it would be impossible to say, without the aid of
the x-ray, whether the calculus is of renal or vesical
origin, but Beck believes that, save in the unusual
conditions or foreign substances, etc., mentioned above,
the starting point is in the kidney, though the later
development may be in the bladder. The "cases of so-
called ascending infection in vesical calculus are, he
thinks, to be taken cum grano salis, as the pyelone-
phritis may be just as likely due to unrecognized renal
concretions. If calculi are admitted to be of renal
origin, the therapeutic importance of the fact is evident,
after removing the calculus the nephrolithiasis is to be
considered. Beck's second conclusion is based on
his observation that in vesical tumors incrustations
are sometimes so abundant that calculus is diagnosed.
Even cystoscopy sometimes fails, moreover, when a
calculus is encysted. The x-v&y and the cystoscope are
both essential for a certain diagnosis; neither is alone
sufficient. He reports a case in which the .r-ray alone
led to an erroneous diagnosis of calculus due to cal-
careous incrustations of a carcinomatous tumor.

Non-Tuberculous Arthritis.—H. W. Marshall has
studied the clinical material in the way of rheu-
matoid arthritis in the Massachusetts General Hos-
pital, and in the private practice of Dr. Joel Goldthwait.
Bacteriological specimens have been made of the stools
of a dozen patients to determine the predominant type
of organisms in the intestines, and blood cultures have
been made from as many more cases, while agglutina-
tion tests have been tried a few times on bacferia iso-
lated from the feces with negative results. The eflect
of fermented milk on intestinal putrefaction was experi-
mented on in some private patients, but with rather in-
conclusive results. The advance made in the investi-
gation, he thinks, can be best shown by a report of
two cases representing types of the disease in acute
exacerbation of the chronic trouble, for it was found
that the slow processes of the very chronic cases were
hard to identify. The first case was that of a woman
aged 35, who had acute exacerbations since she was 2
years old, and was markedly relieved for a time by
ether inhalation. Further experiments on si-X patients
demonstrated that ether does influence the arthritic pro-
cess temporarily, and this subject will be further in-
vestigated and reported on. Apparently, the ether cir-
culating in the blood temporarily stimulates the proto-
plasm into normal activity and increases the nitrogen
metabolism. In another type of cases ether aggravates
the condition and these are probably infective. The
second case reported was of this type and the patient
was benefited by the use of fermented milk with daily
enemata of normal salt solution which cleared the in-
testines of masses of hitherto unsuspected retained
fecal scybala. Intestinal toxemia was here accountable
for the conditions. Two other observations which
strengthen the arguments for a metabolic type of
arthritis are also mentioned. One was a woman whose
symptoms cleared up during pregnancy and the other
was a man who had a temporary relief during con-
valescence from lobar pneumonia.
Radium Salts for Cancer.—F. H. Williams gives his

experience with the use of radium in the treatment of
some superficial cancers and other cutaneous disorders.
The chief therapeutic effects seem to be from the beta
rays, fourteen times as much of which as of the gamma
rays are given off, as shown by the fluorescence pro-
duced. Besides cancers, it seemed to be useful in acne,
psoriasis, eczema, warts, and keloid, and gave rather
encouraging results in two cases of trachoma. In 68
cases of epithelioma, with an average duration before
treatment of four and one-half years, the lesions healed
in 55 patients; 4 are under treatment; in i healing
failed; and 8 stopped treatment, all, with one excep-
tion, doing well at the time. One case is reported. In
his method, the capsule containing 50 mg. of pure ra-
dium bromide, on a handle a foot long or more, was
applied over each area treated, for a period varying

from one-half to three and sometimes four minutes,
from one to three times a week (less often after heal-
ing has begun), according to the case. His conclu-
sions are given as follows: "i. The radiations from
radium are uniform in quality and quantity, and thus
this remedj' has a great advantage over the jr-rays in

efficiency and safety. 2. The gamma rays from radium
are useful in some cases for relieving pain. They have
great penetrating power. When they are used as an
analgesic the beta rays should be excluded or the pa-
tient may be burned, partly because the proportion of
gamma rays is so much smaller than that of the beta
rays that the exposure must be much longer, when
the gamma rays are used, to make them effective. 3.

The beta rays from radium are the useful rays in the
treatment of rodent ulcers, epitheliomas, and other
superficial diseases. They can be applied in the mouth
and other cavities. 4. Radium should be used early,

and in suitable amount and strength. The treatment
is painless and leaves least scar. 5. Radium does not
produce as good results in cases in which an opera-
tion has first been done, or scraping, caustic, or other
irritating treatment has been used, or the .r-rays have
been applied. 6. Improvement follows the use of ra-

dium more promptlj' in many cases than the use of the
4--rays, and the total duration of treatment by radium,
though sometimes long, is much shorter than with the
x-rays. In some cases success has followed the use of
radium when treatment by the j--rays has failed. 7. A
surprisingly large proportion of external cancers, es-

pecially epitheliomas, having healed and remained
healed for some years under treatment by radium,
my experience thus far indicates that in certain cases
of external new growths it is a better remedy than
those previously at our command. 8. Recurrences
follow all methods of treatment, and radium is no
exception, but, so far as present experience goes, this

is unusual, and they have yielded to further treatment
by radium. 9. The disadvantage of radium is its cost
to the physician."

Uterine Displacement.—H. J. Boldt says that with
the advances in operative surgery, the practice of
minor gynecology has almost been lost sight of. We
shou'd remember, however, that all patients are not
alike suited for surgery and that no operation is en-
tirely free from risk. He points out that a consid-
erable number of acquired retroversions and retro-

displacements, not fixed by adhesions, are amenable to

treatment by pessaries, which, however, should never
be used until the uterus has been placed in physiological

anteflexion. The cases best suited for this treatment
are the recent postpuerperal ones, hence the importance
of examination of these patients about a month after

confinement. If the physician is specially trained in

the Thure Brandt method and can give the time, and
the patient is willing, much can be accomplished in

cases with adhesions, especially old postpuerperal cases.

There are also some backward displacements with light

adhesions that can be broken up after the Schultze
method under anesthesia at one sitting. In acquired
pathological anteversions and anteflexions, pessaries
are useless except for the relief of the vesical ten-
sion. Congenital anteflexions, usually with retroverted
cervix, are due largely to shortening of the rectouterine
ligaments and frequently associated with posterior
perimetritis. Pessary treatment is useless in such
cases, so far as Boldt's observations go.

Prognosis of Neoplasms.—G. McConnell questions
the common opinion and the statement in textbooks
that the number of actively dividing cells found by
microscopic examination of malignant growths bears
a definite relation to the rapidity of the progress of
the disease. He has investigated a considerable num-
ber of tumors of various types, squamous epithelioma,
carcinoma, and rodent ulcer, and found no such rela-

tion to exist sufficient to warrant conclusions from
the previous history or later progress of the disease.

He concludes that it is not wise for the pathologist
to give a prognosis from his microscopic examination.
It would seem advisable also not even to suggest that
the tumor is taking on a rapid growth, as the clinician

might thereby be deceived.

The Lantei. September 5, 1908.

A Localized Outbreak of Scarlatina Presumably At-
tributable to Milk.—C. .'\. Cameron refers to an out-
break of the disease in Dublin. In the course of six

weeks 37 cases were reported. Of these 16 were re-

ported within a period of 12 days, all living within a
radius of less than three-quarters of a mile. Every
one of the patients had been supplied with milk from
the same dairy. Examination of the property of the
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dairyman, employees, family, etc., failed to discover
any recent cases of scarlet fever. One of the work-
men had severe tonsillitis with fever. He was isolated
and kept under observation, but no desquamation took
place, --\nother workman had a slight sore throat. The
cows were apparently free from any infection. Under
these circumstances the health officer could not pre-
vent the sale of milk from the dairy, but all the uten-
sils of the latter were disinfected and as well the
house in which the workmen lived. The author admits
that his conchision that the dairy was the source of
infection is a rather lame one, for no case of the dis-
ease was found in connection with the dairy, and many
of the customers of the latter were not infected; in
fact, but a few of them. It does not follow, he says,
that all the milk from the dairy was infected, nor
were all those who consumed it in the particular re-
ceptive condition favorable to an outbreak of the dis-
ease. Yet he regards it as in the highest degree im-
probable that 16 cases of the fever should result from
the use of this particular milk if it were free from
pathogenic organisms.

An Outbreak of Cowpox.—An outbreak of cowpo.x
in a dairy herd is reported by A. B. Green. During
March of the present year the teats of several of the
cows were chapped or cracked and two weeks later
sores began to develop on the affected areas. Out of
the herd of 27 cows 25 were affected. Soon sore places
developed on the farmer's hands, on which papules
formed with subcutaneous edema and reddened areolae.

Here some sores appeared later on the forehead and
upper lip. In a few days the papules changed to ves-
icles which became umbilicated and exuded a clear
fluid and in general followed the usual course of a se-
vere and prolonged vaccination. Ten days after the
first cases other cases developed in the laborers who
assisted in the care of the herd. Examination of the
exuded fluid revealed in the only pathological material,
viz. the exudate from the hands of the farmer's son,
the staphylococcus albus and aureus. Guinea pigs in-

oculated with this fluid developed typical vaccine ves-
icles. Two weeks later these animals were inoculated
with highly potent calf vaccine and no specific reaction
was noted. It seems evident, says the author, that the
disease which affected the men's hands and the cows'
udders was vaccinia. Endeavors were made to ascer-

tain how the condition first appeared in the cows,
but so far without success. No persons attending
the cows had been vaccinated recently nor had any
member of their families. The only other disease no-
ticed among the farm animals was a few cases of foot-
rot in sheep; and, from the experiments which the
author has made, foot-rot material inoculated on
guinea pigs, calves, and goats not only sets up no path-
ological conditions resembling vaccinia, but affords

no protection against subsequent inoculations with
calf vaccine. The farmer stated that his cows had on
previous occasions suffered from sore teats, but a<;-

cording to his observations in not the same manner as
on the present occasion. There is a possibility, there-
fore, that the vaccinia may have been endemic on the
farm for some time. But the fact that no cow-men
previously contracted vaccinia contradicted such a sup-
position.

Extensive Enterectomy for Gangrene.—The patient
of A. E. J. Barker was a woman of 47 ye^rs, whose
symptoms led to a diagnosis of appendicitis with per-
foration or possibly internal strangulation. The des-
perate condition rendered the employment of lumbar-
puncture anesthesia advisable and s cgm. of stovaine
and glucose were employed. The abdominal incision
revealed a collection of dark, offensive fluid and a coil

of mottled gangrenous bowel. On extension it meas-
ured 4 feet 9 inches. The healthy proximal and distal

ends of the bowel were laid side by side and a lateral

anastomosis made. The operation lasted seventy min-
utes and the patient felt no pain throughout. Recov-
ery was uneventful, except for a slight disturbance from
a stitch abscess. The history of the case showed that
the gangrene occurred within 22 hours from the onset
of symptoms. The section of bowel removed con-
tained dark fetid blood under great tension, so that

when the mass was felt through the abdominal wall it

gave the sensation of a large cyst. The distal portion
of the bowel for about a foot or so below the constric-

tion presented a very interesting appearance such as

the author has never before seen or known to be de-
scribed. It was very irregularly constricted, portions
being contracted and almost cord-like and portions
dilated. Some unusual nerve phenomena must have
been present, probably due to pressure by the band;
otherwise it seemed to be perfectly normal in texture.

No attempt was made to resect the bundle of intestine

until the anastomosis had been effected. It simply lay

outside the abdomen until the time came to cut it away
and to suture the gap in the mesentery.

Exophthalmic Goiter; Pathology and Treatment.

—

Summaries of 16 cases are given by A. G. Gullan, who
describes the cell changes which take place in the
thyroid body and believes that its enlargement is a

true hypertrophy from which results an increase of the
specific secretion. To support this view he evidences
the fact that the manifestations of exophthalmic goiter
are the e.xact opposite to those of myxedema, which
disease is undoubtedly due to a deficiency of thyroid
secretion (athyroidism). The low ebb of metabolism
in my.xedema is clearly indicated by the infrequent

low tension pulse, feeble cardiac action, mental and
physical hebetude, subnormal temperature, dry swol-
len skin, constipation, diminution of the excretion of

urea, and increase in body weight. Whereas excessive
metabolism is shown in exophthalmic goiter by the
frequent raised tension pulse, accentuated action of

heart, mental and physical condition active and alert,

temperature inclined to be raised, moist skin, loose-

ness of the bowels, increased excretion of urea, and
loss of body weight. There is no doubt that thyroid

secretion is capable of causing intoxication. Assum-
ing, then, that the hypothesis that exophthalmic goiter

is due to intoxication from hypersecretion of the thy-
roid gland is correct, we have still no satisfactory ex-

planation of the cause of the hyperactivity of the thy-
roid. It has been suggested that it is due to degenera-
tive changes in the cervical sympathetic, or hyper-

plasia following an intestinal intoxication, but the in-

timate relation which exists between the thyroid and
the generative organs—the gland often swells at the
menstrual period, involutes or atrophies at the meno-
pause, causing myxedema, hypertrophies at puberty or
during pregnancy, causing exophthalmic goiter (this

is illustrated in three cases of mine) inclines me
strongly to the view that some abnormality in the
function of the generative organs may be the starting

point of the thyroid derangement. For medical treat-

ment the author knows of nothing better than the anti-

thyroid preparations. He advocates the use of rodagen
in dram doses four times daily. It is expensive, how-
ever, and thyroidotoxin will doubtless give equally good
results. Surgery appears to the author to be a logical

and scientific method of treatment except that we
cannot be certain that compensatory hypertrophy will

not take place in the portion of the gland left be-

hind.

Berliner klinische IVochenschrift, August 24 and 31, 1908.

The Specificity of Wassermann's Reaction in Syphilis.

—Boas and Hauge deny the truth of the findings of Much
and Eichelberg, who have claimed that the Wassermann
reaction for syphilis can be obtained with the blood of

scarlet fever patients. The authors have examined sixty-

one cases of scarlatina in reference to this point; in one
case the reaction occurred, but it was no longer present

two weeks later. The reaction discovered by Wassermann
is therefore specific for syphilis with very rare exceptions.

The appearance of the phenomenon in the case of scarlet

fever patients has not as yet been explained.

Pseudometastases in a Case of an Ovarian Dermoid.

—

Melchior reports a case of this condition and abstracts

four others from the literature. His patient was operated
upon for an ovarian cyst which proved to be a dermoid.
The peritoneum was found to contain thick, porridge-like

material which was escaping from a rupture in the wall

of the cyst. Histologically the cyst was a typical dermoid,
and contained hair, bone, and teeth. Three years later the

patient returned with an inoperable carcinoma of the rec-

tum. The autopsy disclosed the presence of a great many
cysts with connective tissue walls attached to the peri-

toneum. The cysts were small in size, some possessed

pedicles and the connective tissue of their capsules passed
imperceptibly into the connective tissue of the peritoneum.
The explanation of this picture the author finds in the

rupture of the original cyst and the inflammatory reac-

tion of the peritoneum with encapsulation of particles of

the cyst's contents. Such encapsulated material on break-

ing off, may be the source of free foreign bodies in the

abdominal cavity; the rupture of the original cyst may
stimulate in severity of the symptoms the twisting of the

pedicle of the cyst.

Acute Dilatation of the Stomach.—Borchardt says

that the recognition of this condition is as important to

the physician as to the surgeon. Its real significance de-

pends upon the obstruction of the duodenum, with all the

consequences which follow a high intestinal obstruction.
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The oral portion of the duodenum and the stomach are
dilated to an extreme degree, and are filled with bile-

containing fluid which may collect in very large quantities,

while the lower intestines are collapsed. The site of the

obstruction is usually at the crossing of the duodenum by
the superior mesenteric vessels; the cause may be foimd
in the abnormal length of the mesentery, which allows the
loops of intestine to descend very low into the pelvis and
be fixed there, thus producing a pull upon the fixed por-
tion of the duodenum. It is just as probable, on the

other hand, that the dilatation of the stomach is the

primary condition, due to some unknown change in that

organ, and the obstruction follows this accident. The
condition should always be kept in mind in cases of
serious abdominal and general symptoms after narcosis,

operations, errors of diet, and much vomiting. The
symptoms begin with rising pulse, circumscribed swell-

ing in upper abdomen, whch soon reaches unusual de-

gree, pain, vomiting, total constipation, and thoracic res-

piration. The temperature remains normal or only slightly

elevated. The diminution of the meteorism following
the introduction of a stomach tube differentiates the condi-
tion from peritonitis, but an acute disease of the pancreas
is much harder to exclude. The prophylaxis consists in

using the stomach tube in the very beginning of suspicious

symptoms after an operation, etc. ; the treatment consists

of the same procedure, the stomach being thoroughly
washed out. Ventral posture is favorable to the diminu-
tion of the obstruction, and should be always tried, except

in the cases where the dilatation of the stomach has fully

developed. Surgical treatment must be used if the simpler
measures fail.

The Effect of Pancreatic Extract Upon Adrenalin
Glycosuria.—Frugoni says that it has been proved that

the injection of adrenalin can produce glycosuria, that

such glycosuria may also be produced by painting the

pancreas with adrenalin or by massaging the adrenals,

and that the adrenalin glycosuria is accompanied by a

hyperglj'kemia. His experiments show that such glycosu-

ria may be prevented by a simultaneous or by a previous
injection of an active extract of the pancreas. The lat-

ter substance is best injected intraperitoneally two hours
before the adrenalin is used. In the test tube the pan-
creas extract changes the properties of adrenalin if kept

in long contact with it, the toxic property leading to the

appearance of diabetes being lost by the latter substance.

The addition of certain salts prevents the loss of this

property by the adrenalin, while the dialyzed pancreatic

extract, on the other hand, is no longer able to modify
the adrenalin in the above fashion.

Miinchener medisinische Wochenschrift, August 25 and
September 1. 1908.

Use of Fat-Free Tuberculin.—Jessen extracts the

usual preparations of tuberculin with ether and then with
chloroform, and mixes the resulting fluid with physiological

salt solution containing 20 per cent, glycerin and 0.5 per

cent, carbolic acid to make up any desired strength. This
procedure removes the fats and waxes of the tuberculin

which produce caseation and inflammation. The average
dosage used is 1.100,000 c.c. and the injections are made
at intervals of eight to four weeks. The site selected for

the injections is usually the back where least local reaction

occurs. Incipient cases are very favorably affected by
tuberculin used in this fashion, advanced cases are some-
times likewise improved, but the progress of terminal cases

cannot be stopped. No untoward effects have been noted.

Deformed Pelves.—Hegar says that deformed pelves
are usually due to injurious influences that act after the

birth of a child, though disturbances of development in

intrauterine life may also be responsible for occasional
cases. Among the most important of these influences is

the loss of breast feeding, poor nutrition in early child-

hood, bad living quarters, too much schooling in unhygienic
surroundings, early introduction to various diversions of
social life, such as theaters, concerts, balls, etc., with the

fatigue they occasion, and finally, chronic disease, such as

rickets and tuberculosis. The effect of surroundings and
mode of life is well shown by the large percentage of
deformed pelves in Germany, contrasted with the compara-
tive freedom from this condition among the active and
athletic women of Sweden and Norway. It is the duty
of the medical profession not only to assist the deliveries

of women with deformed pelves, but to use every occa-
sion to point out the means of preventing the deformity
by protecting female children from the injurious influences

enumerated.
Origin of Typhoid Epidemics.—Mayer tells his obser-

Tations while on service in a sanitary station for fight-

ing typhoid fever in South Germany. The disease may be
spread by typhoid fever patients diagnosed as such, by
light cases not recognized, by healthy persons harboring
the bacilli, by convalescents or persons that continue to

excrete bacilli a long time after the disease. Foodstuffs
contaminated by the excretions of such persons, especially

milk and green vegetables, have caused epidemics in sev-

eral instances, .\ugust and September are the months
in .which most spread of typhoid fever takes place, while
February, March and April show the lowest figures. High
temperature is one cause of this phenomenon, hot, dry
weather being especially favorable for the growth of the

bacilli and the carrying of the infective material from place

to place by the flies. Sanitary stations, therefore, should
consider every case of diarrhea beginning in high summer
as suspicious, while bacilli-carriers should be closely

watched at these times and compelled to take the greatest

care against spreading the disease. No remedies have been
found that efficiently influence the excretion of bacteria

by such persons ; therefore, the hope at the present time
lies in proper disposal of the sewage and excreta in the

country as well as in the city.

The Dangers of Pessaries.—Cohn says that opera-
tive treatment of gynecological affections is properly
taking the place of the use of pessaries, which often
only led to neurasthenia in the unfortunate patient by
reminding her constantly of her disease. The cardinal

fault of the pessary is its character as a foreign body
introduced in a cavitj' that responds to irritation by
increase of secretion or by inflammatory reaction. The
art of properly placing a pessary is very hard to learn
and only a very good position of the pessary robs it

of its dangerous or unpleasant effects. No material
has been invented that does not irritate the mucosa
of the vagina, does not get roughened on the surface
or does not change its form in time. Often, too, the
pessary is used by the general practitioner without
clear indication for support, as in instances of infan-
tile uterus, or as a placebo when no other treatment
is available. Neugebaucr's statistic has shown the fre-

quency with which vesicovaginal and rectovaginal fis-

tulae are caused by this appliance; yet most of such
cases are not reported in the literature. Ulceration
is, of course, a more frequent consequence and when
the increased secretion and the necessity of frequent
douching is remembered the treatment by means of
pessaries is plainly seen to be the least desirable form
of dealing with gynecological affections except in a

few well-selected cases. Still more harmful are the
uterine pessaries which women use as anticonception
remedies and which some physicians do not refuse to
introduce. Such pessaries do not really prevent con-
ception, but by irritation and inflammation they cause
early abortion of the ovum. An abortion due to this

cause is very frequently followed by endometritis
and even general septic infection because the foreign
body in the uterus favors the growth of pathogenic
bacteria.

Deutsche mcdizinische Wochenschrift, August 27, 1908.

Fever in Tertiary Syphilis.—Dammert reports in de-
tail a case of syphilitic infection in which various pul-

monary and general symptoms occurred from time to time,

always accompanied by intermittent fever. The diagnosis
of tuberculosis, of malaria, of cancer of the liver were
considered, but were disproved by the course of the dis-

ease. Finally, the administration of iodine and mercury
was decided upon and the fever quickly and permanently
disappeared. Dr. Pariser reports two additional cases in

which specific therapy led to the disappearance of fever
that had previously proved resistant to all other medica-
tion. All three patients showed remarkable improvement
in general health, with increase in weight. The authors
urge that the possibility of syphilitic fever should be re-

membered in all similar cases, with the history of a specific

infection and some symptoms or signs, however slight,

from tlie internal organs, especially the liver. The rise

of temperature may be explained in such cases by the

absorption of the products of breaking down gummata
or the existence of a mixed infection.

Ova of Parasites in the Feces.—Telemann uses the
following method of examining feces for the ova of
parasites : Mix several small portions of the feces taken
from different parts of the stool with a mixture of ether

and hydrochloric acid in the proportion of I :l. The ether

dissolves the fats and fatty acids, the acid dissolves the

soaps, mucus, phosphates, etc. Pass through a wide-
meshed sieve to remove large undigested food remains.
Centrifuge for one minute. The mixture separates into

three layers, the upper consisting of the substances dis-

solved in the ether, the middle, of bacteria, small detritus,

and the substances dissolved in the acid; the lower por-

tion, often very small in quantity, contains food remains
not dissolved in the ether or the acid, mixed with the

ova of parasites. The ova are freed from fat and other

material by the process and are easily recognized, even
with low magnification.
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Essentials of Surgery. An Outline of Surgical Pathology,
Diagnosis and Treatment. For students and practition-
ers. By Alwyne T. Compton, F.R.C.S. Illustrated.
Chicago : \V. T. Keener & Co., 1908.

In this volume will be found the main points in connec-
tion with the etiology, pathology, diagnosis, and treat-
ment of the chief injuries and surgical diseases. The
general arrangement, headings, and classifications are im-
usually clear; there are several good diagrams, and the
volume will readily enable the student to recall the chief
points of such surgical affections as he has studied in a
larger text-book, or seen in the wards.

A Text-book of Human Physiology. Including a Sec-
tion on Physiologic Apparatus. By Albert P. Bru-
B.\KER, A.M., M.D., Professor of Physiology and Hy-
giene in the Jefferson Medical College ; Professor of
Physiology in the Pennsylvania College of Dental Sur-
gery; Lecturer on Physiology and Hygiene in the
Drexel Institute of Art, Science, and Industry. Third
edition, revised and enlarged, with colored plates and
383 illustrations. Philadelphia : P. Blakiston's Son &
Co., 1908.

In this new edition of Brubaker's Physiology the whole
text has been subjected to careful revision, and some new
diagrams and new material have been incorporated. The
new material, occupying some fifty pages in all, will be
found in the chapters on the chemistry of the protcids,
the physiology of muscle tissue, absorption, the physi-
ology of the heart and vascular apparatus, the nervous
system, and vision. There is a large number of busy
practitioners who desire to have the important facts of
physiology and an up to date presentation of the same,
without the details of laboratory work and experiments.
To such, the present volume can be recommended. The
print, illustrations, size, and general get-up of the work
are all that can be desired.

Leitfaden zur klinischen Untersuchung des Blutes
Von Dr. med. C. S. Engel in Berlin. Dritte Auflage.
Mit 49 Textfiguren und 2 Tafeln in Buntdruck. Berlin:
Verlag von August Hirschwald, 1908.

In the preface to this manual of clinical examination of
the blood Paul Ehrlich, the creator of modern hematology,
calls attention to the growing interest in the subject
among practising physicians. The latter could select no
better guide to the subject than the volume before us.

It consists of seven chapters treating of the chemical and
physical methods of examination of the blood, the mor-
phology of the blood, its development and regoncr;ition.
the changes in its composition in disease, the blood para-
sites, and the biology of the bloodserum. Written by
one of the most careful and original investigators in

hematology, the book gives a complete resume of our
knowledge of the subject as well as an authoritative state-

ment of some of the more important theories. The text
is concise, readable and adequate throughout ; there are
many good illustrations in the text and the two colored
plates at the end of the book give a very good picture of
the general morphology of the blood in health and in dis-

ease.

Arterial Hypertonus, Sclerosis and Blood-Pressure.
By William Russell, M.D., F.R.C.P. (Edin.) ; Phy-
sician to, and Lecturer on Clinical Medicine in. the

Royal Infirmary, Edinburgh : Lecturer on Practice of
Medicine, formerly Lecturer on Pathology, School of
Medicine. Edinburgh. With thirty-six illustrations and
plates. Philadelphia : J. B. Lippincott Company, igo8.

The purpose of this book, as stated by the author, is to

direct attention to the important part taken by the blood
vessels in the production of clinical phenomena, varying
in intensity from trifling indisposition to severe illness.

Dr. Williams first shows the lamentable faults in the

nomenclature of the diseases of the blood vessels, such
terms as atheroma, obliterative endarteritis and arterio-

sclerosis being loosely and differently used by the various
authors. He limits the meaning of the latter term to

thickening of the arteries not caused by atheromatous
changes. Hypertonus, its causes, the clinical estimation

of its degree by the sphygmomanometer are then consid-

ered. The rest of the hook is given up to the study of

various pathological conditions that have effect upon the

blood pressure or are caused by changes in the pressure,

among them, interstitial nephritis, disturbances of diges-

tion, angina pectoris. The results of "hyopertonic con-
traction or spasm constriction" of cerebral vessels are

considered last. The book is a monograph and does not

pretend to cover the whole of the subject. It is, however,
a very useful resume of modern research and vie\ys_ of

the nature of arterial diseases as well as of the original

views of the author. It will prove very interesting to

all students of arterial disease and its effect upon the
organism, subjects which have recently been attracting

much attention from the medical profession.

Sex of Offspring. A Modern Discovery of a Primeval
Law. By Frank Kraft, M.D., Editor of "American
Physician." Cleveland, Ohio : B. Barsuette.

The whole gist of this book is contained in the following
quotation : "Accordingly, as fertilization of the ovum
takes place at the period of flood tide or of ebb tide, so
will male or female offspring accordingly result. It fol-

lows, then, that if we know the time of flood tide for any
given locality, we may say for certain that the fertiliza-

tion which takes place during that time will result in male
sex—the nearer the middle of the rising water the fertili-

zation takes place, the greater the certainty as to sex."

So far as any argument is concerned, the author's thesis

will hold just as well for the result of the next presi-

dential election as for the se.x of offspring. The volume
has no scientific value whatever.

Ergebnisse der Inneren Medizin und Kinderheilkunde.
Herausgegeben von F. Kraus, O. Minkowski, Fr. Miil-

ler, H. Sahli, A. Czerny, O. Heubner, Redigiert von Th.
Brugsch, Berlin ; L. Langstein, Berlin ; Erich Meyer,
Miinchen ; A. Schittenhelm, Erlanger. Erster Band. Mit
28 Textabbildungen und i mehrfarbigen Tafel. Berlin:
Verlag von Julius Springer, igoS.

This book is the first volume of a nevif periodical designed
to appear once or twice a year and to contain original

articles summarizing the progress made in the field of in-

ternal medicine and of pediatrics. The well known simi-

lar publications, one dealing with pathology and issued by
Lubarsch and Ostertag, the other dealing with physiology,

and issued by Ascher and Spiro, have won an enviable

place for themselves among medical readers, and the book
before us compares very favorably with these periodicals.

The articles contained in the first volume are as follows

:

The relation between soul and body in questions of inter-

nal medicine, by F. Kraus ; Adams-Stokes disease, by D.
Pletnew ; Digitalis therapy, by Dr. Fraenkel ; Icterus, by
Hans Eppingcr; Experimental study of malignant tumors,
by Carl Lewin ; Pyloric stenosis of infants, by Ibrahim;
Experimental arteriosclerosis, by Wolfgang Heubner;
Arteriosclerosis of the central nervous system, by Cimbal

;

Salt metabolism and disturbances of nutrition in infants,

by Meyer; Acetone bodies, by Magnus Levy; Allergy, by
V. Pirquet ; Researches in ferments, by Bergell ; Biological

study of infant feeding, by Salge ; the digestion of milk
in the stomach, by Tobler ; Therapy of tabes dorsalis, by
Frenkel-Heidcn ; Diagnosis of tuberculosis of the bronchial

glands, by de la Camp ; Pseudobulbar paralysis, by Peritz.

The mere enumeration of the titles shows the great va-

riety of subjects considered while the names of the au-

thors belong for the most part to authorities or to active

research workers in the special questions considered. To
anyone actively interested in the progress of modern in-

ternal medicine the perusal of the volume before us will

prove entertaining and profitable ; to the research worker
this volume and its successors will probably prove indis-

pensable.

The Cause and Prevention of Beriberi. By W. Leon-
ard Braddon, M.B., B.S.. F.R.C.S. ; State Surgeon, Negri

Sembilan, Federated Malay States. London and New
York : Rebman Company, 1907.

This work consists mainly of a report presented by the

author to the Colonial Office of England, four years ago.

.\ disease which attacks one hundred and twenty in every

thousand of the Chinese immigrants, which is responsible

for a death rate of 32 per 1,000, and which constitutes one-

fifth of all the cases treated in the hospitals in the dis-

tricts involved, is surely deserving of careful study. Such
study the author presents in the volume before lis. He
begins with stating and criticising the various theories that

have been held as to the causation of the disease, and
then presents his own view in extenso. Briefly, he be-

lieves that beriberi is due to a poison found in rice, which
is the result or the specific product of some organism-
epiphyte or parasite—but he does not believe that the dis-

ease is due to the ingestion of the organism merely. The
prevention of the disease is summed up in one page, and

the gist of it is to secure a liberal and wholesome diet,

and to avoid the use of rice or its extracts. "The only

practical way to prevent beriberi in a community js for

the State to prohibit the sale of any rice which is not

either freshly made or which has not been cured by boiling

or heating in the husk before stripping it." A complete

bibliography is appended to the volume. The book con-

tains a very thorough investigation of the etiology of the

disease, and will be invaluable to all who practise where

beriberi is prevalent. It has been gravely doubted whether

the theory adopted by Dr. Braddon is the true one; but at

any rate his book is honest, interesting, and timely.
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AMERICAN PEDIATRIC SOCIETY.
Twentieth Annual Meeting, Held May 25 and 26, at Dela-

ware Water Gap, Pa.

(Special Report to the Medic.m. Record.)

President, Dr. Charles G. Kerley, in the Chair.

Monday, May 5

—

First Day.

The Serum Treatment of Epidemic Cerebrospinal

Meningitis—Dr. Simon Fle.xner read this paper by invi-

tation. He expressed his appreciation of the flattering

invitation that he had received to be present at this meet-

ing, and said he would present some of the statistics

that he had lately collected in regard to the treatment of

cerebrospinal meningitis by the antiraeningococcus serum.

This serum had been used for just one year in this coun-

try and to a somewhat less extent in Great Britain, there-

fore what he said was based on less than 400 cases of epi-

demic cerebrospinal meningitis. The cases in which the

serum was used had been diagnosed both bacteriologically

and clinically. The manner of application of the serum
had been somewhat modified during the course of the year,

as they had learned more about the serum ; they now gave
larger doses and repeated the injections more frequently.

The statistics of the last six months showed a larger

percentage of recoveries than did those of the first part

of the year. The favorable results of the last six months
might be attributed partly to the fact that the existence of

a serum for cerebrospinal meningitis was more generally

known, and consequently employed earlier in the course of

the disease. Some physicians said that they now saw the

cases earlier than formerly, and this was a point of im-

portance in deciding upon the value of the serum. It

was of some importance to consider whether or not the

serum was useful early or later in the same or diflferent

degrees. The serum belonged to the class of bacteriolytic

sera; its capacity to neutralize was small. The pure anti-

toxic value of the serum was possibly not great. There
was evidence on hand to show that the serum exerted

a distinctly injurious effect upon the vitality and viability

of the meningococcic germs present in the cerebrospinal

canal. It was impossible to grow the microorganisms after

injecting the serum directly into the cerebrospinal canaL
There was a loss in the microorganisms soon after the

injection was given. The chief advantage derived from
the injection seemed to be from the injurj- to the micro-

organisms. Dr. Flexner stated that the figures that he
had to offer were based upon 322 cases of cerebrospinal

meningitis treated with the serum here and abroad. Of
this number 247 were treated in this country. Of these

68 died and 147 recovered, a mortality of 27 per cent.

He wished to emphasize the fact that tliese cases had not

been seleced ; some were late and desperate and some were
mild. Those cases that came under treatment during
the third week were the unfavorable ones and the case

mortality would be higher than those that came under
treatment during the first week. Sometimes only one or
two injections would produce striking results in the pa-

tient; sometimes the results were most sriking in the

desperate cases. In some of the cases the lumbar punc-
ture, with serum injections, entirely changed the charac-
ter of the disease and the patient went on to rapid

recovery. Of these 247 cases. 13 were under one year
of age and of these five died and eight recovered, a mor-
tality of 37.5 per cent. There were 26 cases between one
and two years of age; these also had a mortality of

37-5 per cent There were 45 cases between the ages
of two and five years; these had a mortality of 22
per cent Between the ages of five and ten the mortality

was II per cent. There were 57 patients between the

ages of 10 and 20 years with a mortality of 28 per cent
There were 44 patients over 20 years of age, and these

gave a mortality of 45 per cent. The average case got

well gradually, the recovery extending over a period of

days and weeks; he had been struck in noting the effects

of the serum treatment with the remarkable abruptness

with which a certain number of these cases terminated.

This was what he meant when he said the disease ter-

minated by crisis. Dr. Flexner said he thought the use

of the word abrupt was better. Seventy-five of the cases

were collected from Great Britain, where the mortality was

about 30 per cent. Without the use of serum the previous

mortality had been from 75 to 80 per cent Dr. Flexner

said he had assmned a mortality of about 33 per cent.

The 322 cases gave a mortality of 29 per cent The his-

tories of the cases sent him showed that the periods of

the active disease varied with the first injection of the

serum, but he was struck by the fact that the period was

of brief duration. The usual duration was two weeks.

It was astonishing to see cases terminate in from two to

five days. Charts were presented showing termination

by crisis and by lysis. He thought tliat in a disease of

such serious nature as cerebrospinal meningitis no thera-

peutic agent should be adopted as being of great value

too soon. It should first be subjected to the most rigorous

tests and judgment should be withheld until definite con-

clusions were reached. The persons to decide this ques-

tion were those who saw patients before and after in-

jection. The serum influenced the clinical course of the

disease markedly, but he wa? unable to say just how it

acted.

The Diagnostic Value of the Chemical and Bacterio-

logical Examination of Cerebrospinal Fluid.—Dr.

Alfred Hand of Philadelphia said that lumbar puncture

furnished a means of making an exact diagnosis. It

was necessary, however, to examine the fluid with great

care in order to arrive at a correct interpretation. Typical

cases showed well-marked findings. If the fluid showed

a milky opalescence which disappeared as the fibrin net-

work formed and left a clear fluid containing a great

increase in the normal amount of albumin, with the sugar

but little, if any, below the normal percentage, the fibrin

network also containing mononuclear leucocytes and tu-

bercle bacilli, the diagnosis was clearly a tuberculous

meningitis. When the fluid was distinctly turbid with

sometimes a light yellow tint, polymorphonuclear leucocjrtes

being found in abundance, some of them containing dip-

lococci in their protoplasm, the diagnosis of epidemic

cerebrospinal meningitis was established. After the fibrin

network had formed and been withdrawn further study

of the fluid showed a moderately increased amount of

albumin and a total absence of sugar. In meningococcic

meningitis the fluid was verv- similar with occasionally a

greenish-yellow tint, as in streptococcic or staphylococcic

meningitis, but the diplococcus was hardier ; the pus cells

were very abundant in the fluid. It was important to

begin the examination as soon as possible after the fluid

had been obtained. The fact that a tuberculous form was
associated with the presence of sugar and an almost total

absence of polymorphonuclear leucocrtes while the reverse

held for other affections caused him to think there was
some relation between the two.

Hydrocephalus of Meningococcic Origin, with Re-

marks on the Serum Treatment.—Dr. J. H. Mason
Knox, Jr., and Dr. Fr-\nk T. Sladen. of Baltimore, pre-

sented this paper. .\ comparatively small number of

cases of this kind had been reported in literature. With
the onset of hydrocephalus the character of the sjrmptoms

seemed to change and the clinical picture in many cases

was not recognized. Joslin, in reviewing the subject, men-

tioned a case reported in 1805 in which cerebrospinal men-
ingitis was found in a person with marked dilatation of

the ventricles. There had been numerous cases of hy-

drocephalus following meningitis reported. Some of these

cases were reviewed. In many of the cases reported men-
tal impairmnt was noted. They called attention to two
cases treated during the winter and fall.
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Case I.—This was a child of five months who had been

perfectly normal at birth and for two months afterwards,

when a marked gastroenteritis was developed which lasted

seven weeks before the doctor saw her. At this time

she was seized with general convulsions, followed by vomit-

ing and fever. After two weeks these symptoms abated,

retraction of the head was noticed, and the typical pres-

sure symptoms of meningitis were found to be present.

There was the bulging fontanelle with the bones of the

skull separated and sutures gaping. The circumference

measured 44 cm. One hundred c.c. of a slightly turbid

fluid was removed in which a rather small number of

organisms were found. There were numerous pus cells

present. The child did well for a few days, but at the

end of a week a second puncture was done and a similar

amount of fluid removed. The family refused to have

the serum used. The child improved for about a month,

but a few weeks after died quite suddenly. Autopsy was
refused.

Case II.—This patient was a child six months of age,

who had been taken to a milk dispensary in Baltimore,

wliere it was noticed that the child was markedly emaciated,

with retracted head ; the head was evidently hydrocephalic

with bulging fontanelles. There was no history to account

for the condition. The child was said to have had a

fall. The left side of the head bulged more than the

right. The case did not seem to be one of typical hydro-

cephalus and a tumor with pressure symptoms was sus-

pected. A lumbar puncture with a dry cut was done. A
ventricular puncture was then done and 20 c.c. of slightly

turbid fluid was removed. A large number of meningo-

cocci, both extracellular and intracellular, were found by

the pathologist. He learned that four months previously

the child would awaken at night and moan as though in

great pain. It had frequent convulsions and cried con-

stantly. The eyes were crossed. The head had begun to

increase in size about five weeks before admission and

measured 46.5 cm. in circumference. The head was re-

tracted and the neck held stiff. A second lumbar puncture

yielded no fluid. Five intraventricular punctures were

made which the child stood very well. He ran a tem-

perature of from 97° to 101°, respiration from 24 to 4P,

and pulse from 100 to 150. The child finally collapsed

and died. There was a lessening of the number of cases

of hydrocephalus as a result of the use of serum treat-

ment.

Cask III.—This was a boy of fifteen years, who had

been ill for ten days before having been seen. He was

found in the typical posture of meningitis, was delirious

and unconscious. There were si.x punctures made and

a turbid fluid obtained. There was an improvement when
treatment was instituted. Marked strabismus existed and

otitis media developed and paracentesis was done on both

membranes.

Case IV.—This child was seven years of age, and was

seen rather early in the disease. He received two doses

of serum. The patient began to convalesce and was dis-

charged on the thirty-fifth day of the disease. There were

33 cases before this year, of which 2! died and 12 recov-

ered, giving a mortality of 64 per cent. The lowest mor-

tality occurred in 1899, when it was only 23 per cent. In

1899 they began to use lumbar puncture. During the last

four and one-half months 21 cases had been admitted

which were treated by lumbar ptmcture and intraspinal in-

jections. Three died and 18 recovered. This was a mor-

tality of 14 per cent. The three cases that died were of

very virulent type. Twelve cases were under 12 years of

age, II died and one recovered. Of ten cases seen pre-

vious to this year and under 12 years of age, four died and

si.x recovered. Most of the cases were temporarily upset

by the injection of the serum.

The Serum Treatment of Cerebrospinal Meningitis,

with a Report of Cases.— Dr. Ch.\rles Hunter Dunn
of Boston reported a series of 40 cases, occurring consecu-

tively, treated by the serum. He included all cases in

which the diplococcus was found without regard to type.

Sixteen occurred in the Children's Hospital, 16 in private

practice and 8 occurred in other hospitals. The serum

was injected into the cerebrospinal canal in all cases. If

the cerebrospinal fluid was cloudy the serum was used

at once. Lumbar puncture was performed as soon as a

suspected case was reported. In cases in which a rapid

and marked improvement occurred after a first injection

no further injections were given. In relapsing cases fur-

ther treatment was given. The injections were repeated

until the nervous and subjective symptoms were completely

relieved, or until four injections had been given. The

routine amount was 32 c.c. ; the niaxinuun amount was

45 c.c. Of the 40 patients, 9 died and 31 recovered. Thirty-

nine of the cases were now entirely well. Clinically the

type of these cases was not milder than those occur-

ring before the serum was used. All types were included

in this series. There were three fulminating in type with

one death; six were severe, with two deaths; 19 were of

ordinary type with one death. There were six mild cases

with no mortality, and six late cases, in the chronic stage,

unconscious when seen, five of which died. Up to 1903

lumbar puncture was the routine treatment. In 1906 the

daily administration of diphtheria antitoxin was tried. In

lyO/ all cases were treated with vaccine prepared from

the diplococcus. On November i the serum was used

and there has been a drop in the mortality of ig per cent.

The Serum Treatment of Epidemic Cerebrospinal

Meningitis.—Dr. F. S. Churlhili. of Chicago reported

the history of 11 cases, 9 of which were meningococcic in

type. Four of the II cases died.. One of these was a girl

of sixteen years, who was brought to the hospital on the

tenth day of the disease and was practically moribund.

Another was that of a man twenty-five years of age who
was brought in on the fifth day of the disease and upon

whom the serum had no effect whatever. He said that

he would devote his time to relating and illustrating the

cases that had recovered. He had made observation

on the effects of the serum treatment as regarded the

temperature, tlie leucocyte curve, the spinal fluid as to leu-

cocytes, bacteria, etc.

Case I.—This patient was a boy, sixteen years of age,

who was seen on the sixth day of the disease. The first

puncture was made on this day without any effect upon

the temperature. The following day the serum was again

injected and a decided drop in temperature followed, to-

gether with a cessation of the symptoms by lysis. Twenty

c.c. was the dose given. The leucocytes persisted and

the count which was at first 15,000 ran as high as 20,000.

Case II.—A boy sixteen years of age, who was seen on

the second day of the disease, with a temperature of 102°.

When the puncture was done it was 106.5°. A. drop in

the temperature followed the puncture, but it rose again

later. Then three doses of serum were given sucessively.

The temperature then dropped and did not again rise. The

leucocyte curve had a varied course.

Case III.—A girl of nine years, who had a very severe

attack. A puncture was done on the first day of the

disease, with a marked drop in the temperature. The

serum was injected on the second and fourth days in

30 c.c. doses. This case terminated in what Dr. Flexncr

called a crisis.

Case IV.—A boy, nine years of age, who was admitted

to the Presbyterian Hospital on the twenty-first day of

the disease. The serum was given every other day in

15 c.c. doses. On the twenty-ninth day there was a jump

in the temperature, the leucocyte count, and a correspond-

ing increase in the leucocytes in the cerebrospinal fluid.

The clinical picture of the child showed a general increase.

Three successive doses of the serum were given and the

temperature returned to normal. Although this was a

chronic and very persistent case, the patient made a com-

plete recovery.
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Case V.—A woman, treated at the County Hospital,

upon whom lumbar puncture was done on the twenty-

first day of the disease. The temperature dropped, but

soon arose again. After being in the hospital for five

days, with the temperature constantly up, 30 c.c. of the

serum was given, and this was accompanied by a drop in

temperature without a subsequent rise. After using the

serum there was also a drop in the leucocytic count.

Case VI.—This patient was a Greek, nineteen years of

age; and entered the hospital on the first day and the

serum was injected on the second and fourth days, respec-

tively, 30 c.c. of the serum being used. There was a fall

in temperature after the injection, but a rise on the fol-

lowing day. The leucocytic count gradually fell to the

normal. A lordosis made the spinal puncture a difficult

procedure.

Case VII.—This was a child of ten years, having a

very severe attack. The child appeared to be very ill. For
three days successive doses of the serum were given, with

good results on the temperature. The patient con-

tinued to run a leucocytosis 29,000, 16,000, then up to

25,000. A careful examination failed to account for this

leucocytosis. Dr. Churchill said there was a general im-

provement following the administration of the serum.

This improvement followed after the second or third

dose. The mental condition showed marked improve-

ment. It was interesting to see children with marked
retraction of the head still much interested in their sur-

roundings. There had been a decided drop in the number
of leucocytes in the fluid at the time of the second, third,

or fourth injection. There was a corresponding drop
in the number of diplococci. This had been constantly

noted. All the patients excepting two recovered without

sequelse. One patient had a mild nephritis when lie came
in, but he left the hospital apparently well. Another case

ran a leucocytosis for which they could not account. Dr.

Churchill believed that it was obligatory to do a lumbar
puncture if one had a case of meningitis. The serum
should be injected at once, and the form of meningitis

that one was dealing with could be determined later.

It was important to increase the dose day by day until

one obtained good results.

Other Methods of Treatment Compared to the

Serum Treatment of Cerebrospinal Meningitis.—Dr.

Henry Koplik of New York said that it was apparent

in the consideration of the various methods of therapy
that they had lost sight of the natural course of the af-

fection in the presence of some accidental unfavorable
result, and in no case was this more common than in this

affection. The disease resembled pneumonia very closely

in its behavior. He thought all would admit that in

sporadic cases of the disease one rarely met with the

severe symptoms of the disease. In the sporadic form
lumbar puncture only exceptionally revealed a purulent
fluid at the onset. Cerebrospinal meningitis of meningo-
coccic type very much resembled pneumonia in adults,

and in sporadic and epidemic forms. In taking up the

sporadic form he said he had the records of cases treated

since 1899, and up to the epidemic years of 1904 and 1905.

They had first begun the treatment of cerebrospinal men-
ingitis in 1899 by lumbar punctures as often as the symp-
toms seemed to warrant the procedure. In the sporadic
cases they had succeeded in saving life by the simple
lumbar puncture. During 1899 and 1900 they had eight

cases of meningococcic type. During 1901 and 1902 and
1903 they had 13 cases, thus giving 21 sporadic cases.

Two of the infants below one year of age died. In the

epidemic of 1904 and 1905 the history of the epidemic
was a more violent one. Some died a few hours after

admission. During the epidemic of 1904 there were 39
cases. Considering the patients below two years of age
the total mortality was 50 per cent. He reported 13
cases of cerebrospinal meningitis treated by the serum
therapy. No patients were punctured unless there were

distinct indications for the puncture. Before a puncture

was made the patient must have shown indications of an

excess of cerebrospinal fluid. The serum was introduced

by a funnel. The ages of the 13 children varied from

three and one-half months to five and one-half years. Three

were under one year of age ; three were two years old or

younger. The youngest child had been ill two weeks be-

fore admission, and was unconscious on admission. From
100 to 125 c.c. of serum was administered.

Dr. L. Emmett Holt of New York said that during

the epidemic of 1904 statistics were collected of 2,350

cases, of which the mortality was 75 per cent. All were

nonserum treated. As to the duration of the cases that

recovered it was known that of 350 cases the disease

lasted five weeks or longer in 50 per cent. This was a

striking comparison with the reports at present. During

the epidemic years they had treated 83 cases, and lost

every one under one year of age. There had been so

few cases during the past year in New York that he

had seen few. One child of five months got well under

the serum treatment. It seemed to him that the results

of this treatment were very encouraging at present.

Dr. Thomas Mokgan Rotch of Boston said that he had

had good opportunities of watching these cases, and that

he doubted the wisdom of speaking of epidemic and

sporadic cases ; the organism ruled the disease. Cases did

not differ in any essential way, though they did differ in

type. They had tried all courses of treatment in their

wards, and had come to the conclusion that it was ab-

solutely safe to give injections. This was important, as

the disease was too serious to admit of delays. We al-

ready knew what happened when we waited. Lumbar
puncture certainly did good temporarily, as it relieved the

pressure. It also lessened the number of invaders, though

this did not mean that there were not still a large number
remaining to do damaging work. It had been found that

vaccines helped in raising the opsonic index, though that

might not be of much importance in our present knowl-

edge of this subject. Vaccines might be of some help, but

not so much as the serum. There was no doubt but that

one should repeat the dose. We might at times save life

by injecting twice in twenty-four hours. Immediate relief

was sometimes given in cases in which the child was
practically dying, but there seemed to be some prejudice

against repeating the injection, and the symptoms soon

returned. We might by pushing the treatment avoid some
of the sequelae. He was not afraid to give the serum,

and to give it often enough. The youngest case he had

seen was twenty-four hours old, and died the second day.

Dr. Frank J. Sladen of Baltimore said that in twenty-

one cases in Dr. Barker's clinic the effect had been about

as had been described by Dr. Churchill and Dr. Dunn.
There was a rapid drop in temperature within twenty-

four hours. In the majority of cases the temperature rose

again, and required three or four injections before it re-

mained at the normal. After the first drop the tempera-

ture did not rise again in three fatal cases. They found

Kernig's sign most persistent. In regard to the effect

upon the blood there was first a positive increase in poly-

morphonuclear leucocytes after the first injection. This

had also been observed in other forms of meningitis. The
typical fluid changed to a turbid one, with polymorpho-

nuclear increase in six cases of tuberculous meningitis.

This had also been noted in cases of influenza meningitis.

So far as he had observed, there was no effect produced

by the serum injections in pneumococcic meningitis. The
extracellular organisms found in the first specimens were
intracellular in the subsequent ones. The bacteria were

destroyed, lost their staining power, and in some in-

stances there was no growth after the first injection ; in

other cases the number of colonies was diminished. The
rapidity with which the symptoms disappeared justified the

idea of an antitoxic property in the serum.

Dr. .\. Tacobi of New York said that he had no experi-
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ence with the serum treatment of cerebrospinal meningitis.

He raised the question as to whether anything could be

done for those cases in which there was a subnormal

temperature and which were generally fatal. In other

septic diseases a subnormal temperature was usually as-

sociated with a complication. We expected a patient with

diphtheria having a subnormal temperature to die. The
question arose as to whether this subnormal temperature

was due to a complication that we did not understand

and as to whether there could be a treatment beside the

serum treatment which would control this complication.

Some bad cases of diphtheria which were not affected

by antitoxin were helped by alcohol. While intoxication

could not be accomplished, it should be attempted. Per-

haps these cases of meningitis needed stimulation.

Dr. John Lovett Morse of Boston said that while his

experience with the serum had not been as extensive as

some of tlie others, he had seen a good deal of meningitis

in past years. His experience had been mostly with babies.

When we saw the organisms inside and outside the cells

and obtained a culture and then the following day after

an injection found no organisms outside the cells and a

diminished number in the cells, and the next day no or-

ganisms and no culture, we could not doubt the efficiency

of this method of treatment. He thought it was our duty

to perform lumbar puncture on the suspicion that a case

was one of cerebrospinal meningitis. The presence of

the meningococcus was an indication for the use of the

serum. If one foimd the fluid turbid, serum should be

injected, without waiting to find the germs. He ques-

tioned the advisability of putting in the same amount of

fluid that we took out. If there were meningococci in

the fluid, the serum was needed. He had had a case

where the first tap gave a very thick fluid, which showed
meningococci. That baby needed serum. Two successive

days following there was a dry tap, but the child still

needed serum. He agreed with Dr. Churchill that a turbid

fluid was an indication for the use of serum. He thought

the serum should be used early and often ; sometimes

oftener than once a day.

Dr. Roland G. Freeman of New York said that he

wished to emphasize the point that the serum might be

of great ralue even very late in the disease. In Dr.

Churchill's cases there were three in which the serum
was followed by prompt reaction in a very late stage of

the disease.

Dr. W. W. Wilkinson of Washington said that in ten

cases at the Garfield Hospital in Washington they had

seven recoveries and three deaths. One of the fatal cases

had chronic hydrocephalus on admission to the hospital

;

another was in a comatose condition when he arrived, and

though he improved after the injection of the serum, in-

testinal paralysis set in and nothing could be done for

him. The third case he thought should not have proved

fatal. Only one injection of 15 c.c. was given. The
child improved, but the dose was not repeated and the

organisms reappeared and the child died. They had had

the best results with one injection of 15 c.c. or two of

30 c.c. on successive days. Four of the cases recovered

with one injection of 15 c.c. The earliest day on which

they had gotten a case was the fourth. The cases lasted .

about fourteen days after the first injection, but the bad

symptoms subsided after four or five days. They found

the organisms rapidly disappearing from the fluid and

those in the leucocytes diminishing. They had also found

an increase in the phagocytes, which was very marked in

some instances. One of the fatal cases had a mixed in-

fection. Of the cases that recovered in three there were

sequelae; one lost the right eye; one was deaf, and one had

impaired mentality.

Dr. Samuel Adams of Washington said that he wished

to make it emphatic that while clinical observation might

not be of much consequence the results of clinical ob-

servation were of great importance. In many instances

the sequelae of this disease were worse than death. It

would often be better if the patient had died rather than to

have been left a burden on the community. From the re-

sults presented it seemed that we might avoid some of

these sequelae which occurred under other methods of

treatment. His experience with the seriun had been lim-

ited. He had had one child of seven months with pres-

sure so great that it burst through the fontanelle. One
injection of the serum caused a marked improvement in

twenty-four hours. In a boy thirteen years of age, with

most intense symptoms, convulsions and opisthotonos, a

recovery followed the serum treatment. The stiffness in

the neck persisted for two weeks, but the boy was per-

fectly conscious and intelligent. There had been proof

enough presented to encourage further use of this treat-

ment, which offered better results than any other method
of treatment that had been tried for three decades.

Dr. Ch.vrles G. Kzrley of New York said that this had
been, in all probability, the most interesting session in

the history of the society. They had considered a method
for the alleviation and cure of a disease that had been

considered hopeless, as far as medical means were con-

cerned. He hoped that good reports would continue, and
that they would not wake up to find that the hopes held out

were more or less of a dream.

Dr. J. H. Mason Knox, Jr., of Baltimore said, in clos-

ing the discussion, that the clinical value of the serum
had attracted more patients to the hospital than formerly

came. He thought this should be emphasized. The sta-

tistics of Baltimore showed that there were more cases

than usual, though there had been no epidemic.

Dr. Charles Hunter Dunn of Boston said, in closing

the discussion, that he was interested in what had been

said in regard to the injections causing pain. He had had
two patients who had complained of pain in the back of

the legs and knees. He had failed to warm the serum in

these instances, and did not know whether that had any-

thing to do with the pain or not. He did not mean to

say that all cases with subnormal temperature died. He
had had one that recovered after seven weeks' illness.

.\11 cases that passed over the period of active fever and
symptoms and then went into a state of unconsciousness,

with subnormal temperature, were very imfavorable. He
had not been able to note any difference in the type of

the disease in the so-called epidemic years.

Dr. Henry Koplik said, in closing the discussion, that

he believed that we should not puncture except on indi-

cation. The object was not to relieve pressure only, but

also to affect the organism. If one introduced 30 c.c.

after withdrawing that amount of fluid, the following day

the indication of the amount of fluid in the ventricle was
less than the preceding day. If the child was doing well,

he thought it superfluous therapy to punctiu-e immediately

again.

Dr. Simon Fle.xner, in closing the discussion, agreed

with Dr. Koplik that meningitis was a very variable dis-

ease not only in different seasons, but in different locali-

ties. It had been very difficult to get comparative sta-

tistics. He had obtained the best statistics from Belfast,

which was fortunate, because there had been an epidemic

there during the past year. A mortality of 75 per cent.

was reported during the height of this epidemic. Dr.

Robb had secured a record of cases treated outside of

hospitals, and these showed a mortality of 80 per cent.,

when it was only 25 per cent, during the same time in

the hospitals. The cases outside the hospitals were prob-

ably not so well treated, and then they may have included

a greater number of fulminating cases. Even this would

not account for so great a discrepancy. There was an

epidemic in Akron, Ohio, the year after the one in New
York, where there were twenty-six cases, and more in the

surrounding locality. Here there were two sets of sta-

tistics to be considered; one in which twelve cases were

treated with serum, in which there were three deaths
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and nine recoveries ; a second series, in which there were

nine cases, with eight deaths and one recovery. Dr.

Flexner said that he stated these facts for what they were

worth, and that he was not trying to make a strong case

for the serum, though he did believe in it. The serum

belonged to the class of bacteriological sera, in which we
were obliged to use the antitoxic properties of the or-

ganisms. We now knew three antito.xic bacterial sera

—

diphtheria, tetanus, and dysentery. One could give an ani-

mal any amount of tetanus toxin, and if one gave the cor-

responding amount of antitoxin the animal would be

saved. If one multiplied the toxin and antitoxin equally

one got neutralization, but this was not true of the menin-

gitis serum. The organism was grown and subjected to

unfavorable conditions, and it underwent autolysis and

yielded the extracellular toxin with which horses are im-

munized. It took many months to accustom them to

considerable doses. The living organism was then used

in order to secure a bacteriolytic property. When tested

on animals it was found that it did not proceed according

to the law of multiples, as did the antitoxins of diphtheria

and dysentery. If one attempted to use a serum of this

kind by subcutaneous injection, one must remember that

a great deal depended upon concentration. \\'hen it was

diluted too much with blood and lymph, it was not suffi-

ciently strong to produce favorable results. He believed

that success had been achieved because we brought a

bacteriolytic, partially antitoxic substance in contact with

the focus of the disease. He thought this was the secret

of the matter. The fact to be emphasized was that this

fluid must be in a certain state of concentration and brought

into direct contact with the spinal membranes. The study

of this question involved the question of the value of local

applications. If a means could be found of treating pneu-

monia by some such method it should certainly be tried.

It would not be sufficient to put it into the circulation

;

it should be brought to the focus of the disease. The
reason we had failed with the sera might be because we
had tried to reach local processes by putting the sera

into the general circulation. It was right in diphtheria

because there we had a poison that attached itself to the

individual cells.

A Plan for Dealing with Atrophic Infants.—Dr. Henry
DwiGHT Chapin of New York read this paper. He said

that the usual form of dealing with the sick and ailing

child of the poor consisted in attendance at dispensaries,

day nurseries, visits of district physicians or nurses from
the dispensaries and settlements, fresh-air excursions, etc.,

but there was one disheartening feature that occasionally

confronted the w^ork, and that was the wretched environ-

ment that they found surrounding them when they returned

to their homes. The Speedwell Society was inaugurated in

1902. Qiildren had been placed in carefully selected farms

near Morristown, N. J. A doctor and trained nurse had

constant oversight of the cases. The foster mother was
instructed in the feeding and care of the children.

The supervisor nurse procured the children from the

city and returned them to their homes. She also saw that

the improved methods of caring for and feeding the infants

were carried on after the child had been returned home.

The total number of children cared for since the Speedwell

Society was inaugurated was 817. Briefly summarizing a

plan that had worked well and which was advised in the

future dealing with neglected infants suffering from mar-

asmus he offered the following: (i) Boarding out in a

selected area of the country noted for its healthy condi-

tions. (2) Constant attention to hygiene and diet on the

part of the doctor and nurse who were familiar with that

class of cases and competent to deal with them. (3) In-

fants were kept as long as necessary until feeding was
regular and digestion and assimilation were improved suf-

ficiently to result in an increase in weight. (4) To train

up in a good neighborhood a number of foster mothers

who, by taking these infants into their homes, became

experts in handling them and were far superior to those

offered by the best of institutions.

The Need of Post-Graduate Instruction in Pediatrics.

Dr. Augustus Caille of New York said that during

twenty years as a teacher in pediatrics he had not met a

single young hospital graduate, other than an externe of

a children's hospital, who did not admit on inquiry his

lack of knowledge regarding the line of professional work

which made up one-half the practice of the family physi-

cian. Therefore it was evident that the present facilities

for acquiring the knowledge necessary in this branch of

medicine were wholly inadequate and that more practical

instruction along the line indicated was urgently aeeded.

Modern Laboratory Feeding and the Wide Range of

Resources Which It Provides.—Dr. Thomas Mokga-m

RoTCH of Boston said that what he wished to present was

the result of his seventeen years' study which had been

made in modern laboratory methods. He pointed out that

tlie resources of the milk lalioratories were such that physi-

cians could prescribe combinations of any known food

stuffs. The prescription of these compounds of food could

be written for in percentages. Of special importance, next

to the work of separated proteids, whey, and casein, was

the possibility of prescribing the carbohydrates to a much

wider extent than ever before. He explained why and how
maltose was preferably used instead of lactose in cases

where there was an overproduction of lactic acid, and how,

on the contrary, where there was an overproduction of

butyric acid, lactose was preferable to maltose. He showed

how it was really not necessary to make use of the me-
chanical action of the starches in making the casein pre-

cipitate final, since the divided proteid accomplished this

much better and much more intelligently. One of the

greatest advances which had been made this last year in

regard to the possibilities of laboratory modifications, when
ihe physician wished to use laboratory methods, was the

use of lactic acid or the lactic acid bacillus in pure culture.

A strain of the lactic acid bacillus had now been obtained,

which was seemingly successful in killing out the spe-

cial ferment which produced the fermentative diarrheas.

The physician could nrw prescribe a pure culture of the

lactic acid bacillus in cases of this kind, and its use had

been followed by the greatest success.

Dr. L. Emmett Holt said that he and Dr. Clarke were

preparing a paper along this line which he regretted was

not finished. One of their experiments was to determine

the effect of lime water upon the gastric secretions.

They used plain milk diluted with water, with lime water,

and with soda solution, and found that the chief effect

of the lime water was greatly to increase the secretion

of hydrochloric acid. They had never found a deficiency

of pepsin in an infant's stomach, but there was a great

variation as to the amount of hydrochloric acid. They
had removed the fluid from the infant's stomach after

half an hour and put in the thermostat. After a short

time digestion stopped and upon the addition of more
hydrochloric acid it proceeded until the milk was entirely

digested. This showed that the problem was to incre.ise

the quantity of hydrochloric acid.

Dr. Henry D. Chapin of New York said that he had

recognized that proprietary foods sometimes did good, and

he had written papers with the same object in view as Dr.

Rotch had, namely, to find out if these foods could not be

used scientifically by physicians. He believed the whole sub-

ject of infant feeding should be approached from the

biological and not from the chemical standpoint. It was

necessary to understand the digestive tract of different

animals ; milks were not interchangeable. The fact that

milk had a developmental function as well as a nutritive

function seemed to have been ignored.

Dr. Augustus Caille of New York said the subject was

a difficult one, because, when we put various ingredients

in a test tube we could foretell the end results ; but when
we put them into the digestive tract we could not fore-
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tell results, as we had to deal with secretions which varied

and which were different when in motion from what they

were at rest, and we also had bacteria to reckon with.

All these factors made the problem very complicated.

Dr. J. P. Crozer Griffith of Philadelphia said that Dr.

Caille's remarks had encouraged him to say that he some-

times wondered it we were not all blind leaders of the blind.

He wondered how this subject could be taught so that the

student could comprehend and practise it successfully.

He feared that elaborate laboratory schemes of feeding

only discouraged the student, who would abandon them.

Dr. Wm. p. Xorthrup of New York said that to his

mind pure milk was one of the greatest triumphs of the

laboratory. The production of pure milk with an unvary-

ing fat content was certainly an object lesson.

Dr. RoTCH closed the discussion. He said that the way
his paper had been discussed showed that there was a

general interest in the subject. He thought Dr. Chapin

was right in what he said, but he was not working in

the same line. He was not working for students, but

in order to find the best instruments to work with. He did

not ignore the biological side of the subject, but that was

not his line. He thought many men were using laboratory

methods of feeding. Dr. Dunn could show case after case

where lactic acid feeding had not been unavailing.

An Inquiry into the Status of the Kindergarten.—Dr.

Isaac Abt of Chicago said he had written letters to physi-

cians, mothers, and teachers asking their opinion of the

kindergarten, and his paper consisted in a summary of the

answers received. Of the physicians who replied 55.46

per cent, were in favor of the kindergarten and 21 per

cent, were opposed to it, while 23.50 per cent, were indif-

ferent. Of the mothers who replied 61.47 per cent, were

in favor of the kindergarten and 22.87 per cent, were in-

different. The replies from superintendents and principals

showed that 74.41 per cent, were in favor of the kinder-

garten, while 11.64 psr cent, were opposed to it. Of the

kindergartners themselves 96.15 per cent, approved. The
chief objection to the kindergarten seemed to be from

the physical standpoint; some thought that greater liability

to contagious diseases and pulmonary affections existed.

Dr. Thomas Morgan Rotch of Boston thought that the

profession might do much toward securing the proper man-

agement of the kindergarten in the future. Children should

be classified according to their development and not ac-

cording to age.

Dr. Wm. P. Northrup of Xew York said that while all

were interested in infant mortality it was time we gave the

older children a little more attention. We ought to take

more interest in preserving the children while they were

growing up.

Dr. F. S. Churchill of Chicago thought mothers and

medical men had a wrong impression of the kindergarten.

The well-regulated kindergarten only aimed to steer the

mental development of the child. Unfortunately very few

kindergarten teachers seemed to grasp this idea. These

teachers should be well paid so as to attract women of

high-class ability. The mother was not always the best

trainer for the child. The professional was better than the

amateur. Personally Dr. Churchill said that he believed

in the kindergarten.

Dr. Henry D. Chapik of Xew York agreed with what

had been said in regard to the need of teachers of a higher

status. The entire public school system was wrong in this

respect. The inexperienced teacher always got the lower

grades and worked up. The early age was the critical

time, the time at which the child should have the most

careful training. This defect should be brought to the

attention of legislators.

Dr. Charles G. Kerley of Xew York thought the whole

matter depended upon the surroundings, li the child had

proper surroundings and plenty of outdoor life the home
was the best place for him, but to city children who lived

in dirt and squalor the kindergarten was a godsend.

The Hard Curds of Infants' Stools; Their Origin,

Nature, and Transformation.—Drs. Thomas S. South-

worth and O. M. Schloss of Xew York presented this

communication, which was read by Dr. Southworth. The
discovery that firm, rounded curds, occurring not infre-

quently in the stools of infants fed upon cow's milk, were

composed in part of fatty acids and soaps had led to con-

siderable discussion and warranted a further inquiry into

the origin of such bodies and their subsequent transforma-

tion during their passage through the digestive tract. Al-

though certain theoretical and clinical grounds for con-

sidering such masses found in the stools to be identical

in origin with those found in the vomited matter seemed

reasonable and conclusive, a series of observations and

tests were instituted at the Nursery and Child's Hospi-

tal to settle definitely some disputed claims. Foremost

among these was the claim that the masses in the stools

contained no proteid and only fatty acids and soaps.

Typically firm curds occurring in seventy-five stools were

passed by thirty-eight infants and subjected to qualitative

and chemical tests to determine the presence of protein,

soaps, fatty acids, and neutral fat. The hard curds were

found to consist mainly of fatty acids and protein in

varying amounts, although they uniformly showed the pres-

ence of neutral fat by stain reactions. Soluble soaps were
found to be present, but apparently in smaller amounts
than usually assumed. In every instance the final residue

of the masses responded to all four of the tests for pro-

tein. The hardness depended upon the relative amount
of protein, soaps, fatty acids, or neutral fat present.

Fat and Protein Content of Top Milk.—Dr. Charles
.\. Fife of Philadelphia read this paper. The Chapin-

dipper had been used in obtaining the top milk and the

results epitomized were shown by charts. The fats in

the top quarts showed the highest to be 32.2 per cent.,

while the lowest was 17.8 per cent. In milks of lower

grades the variation was much less. In milks of higher

grades the variation was much greater. The proteids were
very uniform throughout, but in the higher grades the

proportion of proteids was much less than was usually

believed, about 2.75 per cent. As to variations between

pints and quarts, the quarts were more uniform, as a rule,

than the pints, and usually about one-half per cent, higher.

With regard to the composition of the bottom milk there

was very little difference between the lower twenty-four

ounces and the lower eight ounces, so that it was not neces-

sary to depend on the lower eight ounces to get a so-called

fat-free milk. There was also very little difference as to

the proportion of protein.

The Urinary Findings in a Series of Infants Suffering-

from Intestinal Infection.— Drs. J. H. Mason Knox and

T. C. Meakins of Baltimore said that they had taken

seventy-two infants as a basis for this study, of which

nineteen were used as controls, in whom the urinary find-

ings were negative and in whom there was no intestinal

infection. There were si.x cases of malnutrition, six cases

of diarrhea, four cases of indigestfon, fifty-three cases of

definite intestinal infection. No urinary changes
were found in thirty-one of the fifty-three; in thirty-two

definite abnormalities had been found. More than one-half

of these fifty-three were in the middle of the first year.

The duration of illness ranged from about ten days to six:

weeks. There were thirty-four boys and nineteen girls.

They made three classes of cases according to the urinary

findings: (l) Those containing only albumin, or albumin

and casts. (2) Those containing pus. (3) Those in which

in addition to pus there were albumin, casts, bacteria, and"

red blood cells. The conclusions reached by the authors

of the paper were that infection in the urine oc-

curred almost as frequently when the cases were toxic-

as when there was a very definite intestinal lesion, and

that infection had its origin in the intestinal canal and:

reached the kidneys secondarily.

{To' be continued.)
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MEDICAL SOCIETY OF THE COUNTY OF KINGS.

Stated Meeting, Held April 21, 1908.

Dr. Onslow Allen Gordon in the Chair.

A Medical Library and Its Contents.— Dr. John W.
Farlow, Librarian of the Boston Medical Library, read

this paper. He said that among the other valuable

functions of the medical library was the collection

and preservation of the portraits and biographies of

distinguished medical men. The collection of mono-
graphs was an important function. The Sydenham
Society was the first to attempt by means of mono-
graphs to bring valuable foreign medical literature

within the ken of English readers. It was interesting

to note that the Journal of Mental and Nervous Diseases

was arranging for a series of English translations of

foreign monographs. The student of medicine was to

be impressed with the importance of a good reading
knowledge of French and German. Medical education

in America was now as good as could be obtained any-
where, and he who could read the foreign literature

was certainly able to keep in touch with the latest

expressions of medical opinion. The "abstracts" of

foreign literature frequently gave an incomplete and
distorted idea of the original article. The recent med-
ical graduate gained most when he went abroad merely
for the sake of learning the modern languages. It

was important for the medical library to collect the

proceedings of national and international congresses.

Some of the best work of the day appeared in these.

Every new special branch in medicine had its Central-

blatt. This form of periodical literature was indis-

pensable to the library. The question frequently came
up as to whether it was a good thing for medical

libraries to acquire all the new textbooks that ap-

peared. The objection was made that these were
frequently unduly bulky and soon became antiquated,

while in many respects they were superficial. It was,

however, well to recognize that what was superficial

for one individual was indispensable for another. New
books were to be welcomed; in fact, authors were to be

encouraged in their endeavors. Periodicals were the

backbone of the medical library. It was to be deplored

that there were no dealers in second-hand medical pe-

riodicals in this country, for it was almost impossible

to complete missing numbers in the files of the various

journals. It was much easier to get second-hand for-

eign publications. The need of carefully compiled bibli-

ographies was emphasized. The proofreading of the

lists of references was not sufficiently attended to. It

was desirable to use the system of abbreviations as

adopted by the Surgeon-General's office at Washing-
ton. The Index Medicus was a monument to its

founder. Dr. J. S. Billings. For twenty years it was
of the greatest possible value, then during the four

years of its discontinuance the record of current med-
ical literature was practically buried. The Index Med-
icus was of inestimable value to the medical libraries.

But the number of individual subscribers was not

sufficient to repay the Carnegie Institution for its pub-
lication. The question was occasionally raised as to

whether medical libraries should not become branches

of general libraries. This question was best answered
in the negative. It was better for doctors to manage
their own literature. It was desirable that instead

of having a number of scattered medical collections in

one community, that all the books should be deposited

in one central library. This was the case with the

Boston Medical Library. It was becoming more and
more necessary for medical libraries to acquire books
pertaining to the numerous sciences lying in the bor-

derland of medicine. The student of neurology and
psychiatry was frequently searching for works on
psycholog}'. The advent of Christian Science and psy-

chotherapy compelled the acquisition of books dealing
with these subjects. Other subjects bordering on medi-

cine were tropical diseases, comparative anatomy and
veterinary medicine, in which subject students of scien-

tific medicine frequently called for volumes. The close

relation which medical science bore to other sciences

imposed on' the medical library the duty of opening
its doors to the general public. Physicians did not

realize that a great deal of reading matter came into

their hands that might be of value to medical libraries;

instead of consigning such material to the waste heap,

it was better to send it to the medical library and let

the librarian be the judge of its value. The speaker

exhorted physicians who intended to donate books
to medical libraries that it was better to give during

their lifetime. The disposition of private libraries was
usually omitted from wills, so that the auction room
became the usual fate of the books. The speaker al-

luded to the good example of the Boston Orthopedic
Club donating orthopedic pamphlets and a valuable

set of .v-ray plates to the Boston Medical Library. The
medical libraries were growing away from the narrow
confines of the past, and were reaching out for the

newest and latest. But inasmuch as the present de-

pended on the past, it was important that the library

should treasure everything that related to medical

men and events of former days.

Dr. James P. Warbasse of Brooklyn said that if there

was any one thing upon which the people were to be

congratulated it was living in a community where there

was a great medical library. Unlike the country prac-

titioner who did not have such library at his disposal,

the city physician was no longer compelled to stock

his own private shelves with books. The medical li-

brary was one of the strongest factors in cementing
the bonds uniting the practitioners of a community.
On this account the County of Kings had a much more
united society than its sister across the river. The
attitude of the profession in Brooklyn toward its li-

brary was most admirable. The Fisher collection that

had recently been purchased was most valuable. The
speaker alluded to the increasing use that was being

made of the library, particularly by the young men in

the profession. A critical time had come in the de-

velopment of the library, a time when it was possible

to appeal to the liberality of the wealthy philanthropist,

with good reason, for the value of the medical library

to the community at large was no longer a matter for

debate.

Acute Intestinal Obstruction, with Especial Reference

to Postoperative Obstruction.—Dr. John B. Deaver
of Philadelphia read this paper. He said that this

subject was of exceeding interest both to the internes

and the abdominal surgeon; to the former, chiefly as a

primary condition, and to the latter, mainly as a secondary

complication. By obstruction was meant some occlusion of

the intestine, but, in a broader sense, it occurred even

when there was no mechanical occlusion, as in dynamic

conditions. Thus, one could classify the condition into two

groups, mechanical and dynamic. The first group in-

cluded postoperative forms, strangulations, bands, torsions,

gallstones, and foreign bodies. The second group included

such forms as obstruction due to peritoneal adhesions,

slits in the mesentery, imd internal hernias, like hernia

into the fossa duodenojejunalis. The symptoms varied in

severity. The obstruction itself was not the important

thing in the symptomatology. The important factor was

the peritonitis. If this was present, it was sometimes tou

late for treatment. The pain of acute intestinal obstruction

was sudden, usually referred to the umbilicus, and had no

relation to the seat of the obstruction. The pain wai

due to traction. The textbooks stated that the pain was

increased by pressure. It was questionable whether this

was always the case. In rare cases the pain was inter-
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miltent. Vomiting was an important symptom. CoUap-it-

occurred in the early stages. It was not a marked feature

until the obstruction has been established for a few hours.

In the postoperative forms the pulse was more rapid.

As the obstruction continued, the patient's expression

became anxious, he suffered great thirst, and the secretion

of urine became diminished. It was important that the

diagnosis should be made before the onset of collapse.

Exaggerated peristalsis was frequently observed through

the abdominal wall. When not seen, it could frequently

be detected with the stethoscope. Occasionally the ex-

aggerated peristalsis could be noted reaching a certain

point, at which it would stop. It was more marked when

lower down in the abdomen. It was usually easy to dif-

ferentiate this condition from other abdominal conditions,

such as acute appendicitis. With acute pancreatitis it was

frequently confused. This difficulty was increased in acute

cases when opium had been administered. The differential

diagnosis, however, was of no importance as regarded

treatment. Postoperative ileus was of greater importance

than the primary variety; it was constantly occurring,

and its presence had been revealed experimentally. There

were three classes of cases : those occurring immediately

after operation, those of ordinary mechanical intestinal

obstruction, and those resulting from septic peritonitis.

Those cases occurring immediately after operation, cither

on clean or septic cases, were dynamic forms and resulted

from excessive handling of the viscera. Such cases also

occurred after prolonged anesthesia. The rough intro-

duction of gauze packs was also responsible for some of

these cases. Xot only asepsis, but also gentleness was

necessary. !Most instances of paresis of the gut occurred

in septic cases, in which plastic exudation occurred. They

were rare in clean cases. Insufficient drainage of pus or

sero-pus favored paresis. The fact that drainage gauze

irritated cut surfaces was the strongest argument in favor

of tube drainage. The spread of peritonitis was sometimes

unavoidable; the more the infection spread during the

operation, the more liable was it to produce obstruction

Obstruction due to thrombosis or embolism of the mesen-

teric arteries was difficult to diagnose. The mechanical

ileus was delayed, the pain was sharp, sudden, and lo-

calized, and vomiting did not necessarily occur. There

was a great degree of anxiety and restlessness, meteorism

developed, and the pulse was greatly elevated. Constipa-

tion was not absolute. In mechanical ileus due to ad-

hesions the prognosis was good if the case was early

recognized. During the past three years the author had

seen seventeen cases of postoperative ileus, eight of which

were the result of adhesions, and four of which were

dynamic ileus. Fifteen of these cases were operated upon,

with a mortality of 50 per cent. In a record of 4.000

operations one-fifth of I per cent, were postoperative ob-

struction. The speaker then discussed the treatment of this

condition. When intestinal obstruction was primary, oc-

curring in a previously healthy individual, the patient's only

hope was an immediate operation. It was fatal to wait

for fecal vomiting. The operation was not to be under-

taken as a last resort, but as the first step in the treatment.

It was to be deeply regretted that the use of morphine was

responsible for delay. There were surgeons who recom-

mended the use of morphine in postoperative ileus ;
a

good nurse was better. The speaker said that if any of

his house-surgeons gave morphine in this condition his

resignation would be instantly demanded. In the prepara-

tion of the patient for operation, lavage was to be per-

formed, but this was not to be done under anesthesia. The

complete operation was advised, the relief of the obstruc-

tion was to be dexterously performed, and the distended

bowel emptied. The treatment of postoperative obstruction

began before the operation. If a case was allowed to go

on to suppuration, intestinal obstruction was invited by

delay. AH unnecessary handling was to be avoided. In

^cptic cases drainage, preferably with rubber or glass

drains, was to be resorted to. The speaker did not use

injections of eserine. In the presence of a great angular

obstruction, enteroenterostomy was sometimes necessary.

No solid food was to be given for two weeks after the op-

eration, and for the first few days only water was to be

given. One of the chief causes of postoperative obstruction

was morphine. The good effect of eserine was manifested

only by relieving distention, but not obstruction. A? re-

gards prognosis, the most important point was that delay

reduced the chances of recovery.

Stated Meeting, Held May ig, 1908.

Dr. Onslow Allen Gordon in the Chair.

Some Common Injuries of the Elbow Joint.— Dr.

J.\MES P. W.^RBASSE of Brooklyn read this paper. He
said that fractures of the condyles had been unfortunately

termed fractures of the elbow. In order that such frac-

tures might be properly treated a thorough knowledge of

the anatomy of the parts and of their centers of ossifica-

tion was necessary. The condyles did not unite with the

shaft until the fifteenth year. It was before this time

that the greater proportion of condyloid fractures oc-

curred. There were many misconceptions of the proper

treatment of this condition. In a fracture of the in-

ternal or external condyle or separation of the epiphysis

in a child under 15 years, good union of the parts usually

took place, and this was as a rule considered by the

surgeon a good result. But the intervening cartilage was

frequently turned into bone, with the result that the

growth of the corresponding side of the lower end of the

humerus was arrested. Thus, in a child 10 years of age,

the growth that would have continued for five years more

was rendered impossible. In this manner fracture of the

inner condyle resulted in obliteration of the carrying angle.

Cubitus varus or the gunstock deformity was the acme

of poor results. The common fear of ankylosis in frac-

tures of the lower end of the humerus was unwarranted.

This fear led frequently to irreparable damage from a

too early attempt at passive motion. If the fragments

were placed in good apposition in the young and if im-

mobilization was maintained for three or four weeks,

then a perfect result was to be expected. If tlie im-

mobilization was perfect there was little callus. The

speaker emphasized the value of treatment, by means of

extreme flexion, of fractures of the lower end of the

humerus. This was particularly applicable to fractures

of the condyles. In certain cases it could not be applied.

There were cases of condyloid fracture and epiphyseal

separation in which the lower fragments were prevented

from moving into position by the long unbroken liga-

ments. The first essential in the treatment of elbow in-

juries was a knowledge of elbow anatomy. It was desirable

to compare the injured with the sound elbow. In the

latter, with the forearm flexed, at a right angle, the tips

of the internal and external condyles and the tip of the

olecranon were in a straight line. With the forearm ex-

tended they formed the angles of an equilateral triangle.

It was to be noted whether the carrying angle was the

same on both sides or not. The existence of local points

of tenderness and crepitus was also to be investigated.

The .r-ray was almost indispensable.

The Diagnosis of Certain Chronic Abdominal Con-

ditions.—Dr. Walter C. Wood of Brooklyn read this

paper. He said that the interest of surgery in the ab-

domen first concerned itself with the diagnosis and treat-

ment of tumors. The interest in acute abdominal diseases

did not come until later. As time advanced, the operations

that were at first attempted by the leaders only were com-

monly performed by younger and less experienced men.

The recent achievements in the surgery of abdominal con-

ditions wre such that those in general practice sliould ap-

preciate the necessity of making a diagnosis in time for

proper surgical intervention. To a greater degree this
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necessity was true of the surgeon. There was too great

a tendency for the surgeon to rely upon the exploratory

laparotomy, without making the necessary preliminary

study of the case for the purpose of diagnosis. Without

a thorough preliminary study and observation of the case

even the findings at the exploratory operation were fre-

quently confusing and unintelligible. Thus, there were

a number of conditions associated with adhesions about

the duodenum, enlargement of the head of the pancreas,

and changes in the gall-bladder and its duct, in which

from inspection alone it was impossible to determine which

was the primary condition. The haste to operate was seen

in the large number of cases subjected to operation in which

the abdominal pain was that due to locomotor ataxia.

Potts' disease, lead colic, etc. Of course, in acute cases

prolonged preliminary study was not possible, but in

chronic cases at least a few days of careful study was

desirable before operation. It was the lack of this study

that accounted for the loss of prestige on the part of

surgery in some quarters. It was characteristic of special-

ists to magnify details. Sometimes they saw too much.

The clinical history, the physical examination, and the

laboratory investigation were the tripod upon which the

diagnosis was to rest. Although the most important of

the three, it was the clinical history that was too fre-

quently neglected. Although the abdominal condition was

a chronic one, it was frequently characterized by periods

of quiescence, alternating with periods of exacerbation.

For example, ulcers of the stomach healed and then broke

out again in other places, like ulcers of the leg. Ulcers

of the duodenum produced indefinite periodic attacks of

pain, occurring three to five hours after eating. Similarly

gallstones, whether or not impacted in the common duct,

gave rise to symptoms occurring in attacks. Likewise,

chronic inflammations of the appendi.x, tuberculosis of

the peritoneum, kidney lesions, and diseases of the tubes

gave rise to symptoms characterized by their periodicity.

It was necessary to understand the significance of vomit-

ing, which was either reflex or toxic. Vomiting, in com-

bination with epigastric pain, usually indicated a stomach

lesion. Certain lesions of the digestive tract remote from

the stomach had vomiting as an important symptom.

Pyloric spasm was not a distinct disease. It occurred in

duodenal and intestinal ulcer, inflammation of the appendi.x,

etc. Spontaneous epigastric pain occurred in various func-

tional and organic abdominal diseases, but not all epi-

gastric pain meant abdominal disease. The diagnostic im-

portance of the relation of epigastric pain to the taking of

food was commented upon. In ulcer of the stomach pain

occurred one hour after eating, and was relieved by a

glass of milk. In ulcer of the duodenum pain occurred

three or four hours after eating. The pain in gallstone dis-

ease was irregular as to the time of its occurrence. The
attacks of pain occurring in chronic constipation were to

be borne in mind. The abdominal pain of neurasthenia

mimicked that of a number of abdominal diseases. Gastro-

enterostomy was certainly not the ideal treatment for

neurasthenia. Loss of weight was usually caused more by

restrictions in diet than by the abdominal condition itself.

It was less frequently caused by malignant disease. The
production of gas was an early symptom of ulcer of the

stomach or duodenum, and in chronic peritonitis the phys-

ical examination was less important than the history of the

case. The chief sjmiptom of local disease was always the

local point of tenderness. The repeated laboratory exam-
ination of the feces for fat and meat was more trust-

worthy than the examination of the stomach contents. The
search for occult blood in the stools was important. The
finding of gallstones in the latter settled the question of

the diagnosis of gallstone attacks.

Dr. Dudley Roberts of Brooklyn said that he agreed

with the speaker, that the laboratory examination of the

feces was more important than that of the stomach con-

tents.

STATE BOARD EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.

Bo.\RD or Medic.\l Ex.amixeks, South D.^kota.

Exammaiion January 8 and 9, 1908.

AX.MOMY.

1. Describe superficial and deep palmar arches, giving
origin, branches, and e.xternal markings.

2. Describe the hip joint. Which is the most common
dislocation ? \\ hy ?

3. Name structures from without inward, that would
be cut in section of the arm four inches below shoulder
joint.

4. Describe the stomach, giving location, relations, blood
and nerve supply.

5. Locate and describe the thyroid gland, giving blood
and nerve supply.

6. Name the branches of the aorta from above down-
ward.

7. Describe briefly the cerebrum, giving lobes and fis-

sures.

8. Describe briefly the alimentary canal, naming acces-

sory glands in order.

9. What muscles will be affected by paralysis of sev-

enth nerve?
10. Describe the knee joint.

PHYSIOLOGY.

1. Give the functions of the lungs, describing the va-
rious processes.

2. Describe the lymphatic system. Give its functions.

How do the lymphatic vessels differ from the blood-ves-
sels ?

3. What is meant by reflex action? Give several ex-
amples.

4. Define blood pressure. By what means is the caliber

of the blood-vessels regulated, and what are the forces
keeping the blood in circulation?

5. What three cranial nerves are for special sense?
What six are exclusively motor? What three are com-
pound?

6. Give somewhat in detail the physiology of the kid-

ney. (Use a diagram if desired to make your meaning
clear.)

7. Describe the various kinds of blood corpuscles, their

origin and function.

8. Describe quite in detail the stomach (use diagram).
Describe gastric digestion.

9. (a) What are carbohydrates? (b) Proteids? Give
examples of each.

10. Name all the organs of elimination.

CHEMISTRY.

1. Define an element, an atom, a molecule, chemical
force.

2. Name four functions of a symbol.

3. State the proportions of the chief constituents of
the atmosphere. What action is produced on air by animals ?

By plants?

4. Define an acid salt : a normal salt. Give examples.

5 What are deodorizers; dismfeclants; antiseptics .•"

Give an example of each.

6. Enumerate the halogens. Write the formulas for

their acids.

7. How may you estimate the total amount of =olids

in urine by the specific gravity?

8. Give a test for sugar in urine. Determine the quan-
tity by the fermentation test.

9. Name three alkaloidal poisons. Give antidotes.

10. Give chemical name and formula for lunar causl'c.

Name antidote and describe its action.

PATHOLOGY.

1. Clinically, how does inflammation spread?
2. Give briefly the pathology of fever.

3. What is the difference between septicemia and pye-

mia?
4. Name four pus microbes.

5. What do you understand by the term karyokinesij?
6. Give points of differential diagnosis between car-

cinoma and sarcoma.

7. Give the pathology of parenchymatous nephritis.

S. AVhat is a parasite? A saprophyte?
g. Describe the patholog)- of acute catarrhal gastritis.

10. Give the pathology of osteomyelitis.

BACTERIOLOGY.

I. Explain in detail the AA'idal reaction, (b) What is

its practw^l application?
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2. What do you understand by immunity? ta) Nat-
ural? (.b) Acquired? Give examples of each.

3. Describe the tetanus bacillus, (a) Where is it found
outside the body? (b) How does it enter the body? (c)

What conditions are necessary for it to multiply?

4. What are the bacteria usually found in pus? (b)

Describe one variety.

5. Give in detail the method of making a bacteriological

diagnosis of gonorrhea.

SURGERY.

1. Differentiate burns of the first, second, and third de- .

grees, and give treatment of each.

2. Give diagnosis and treatment in detail of chole-

lithiasis.

3. Prepare patient, instruments, and your hands for an
appendectomy.

4. Give treatment for varicose veins of the leg.

5. Give diagnosis and method of reduction of sub-

glenoid dislocation of the shoulder.

6. Give diagnosis and treatment of fracture of the

middle one-third of femur in an adult.

7. Fracture of the base of the skull? (a) Diagnosis,

(b) Prognosis.- (c) Treatment.
8. Fracture of the clavicle. (a) Diagnosis. (b)

Treatment.
9. Diagnosis and surgical treatment of ulcer of the

pylorus.

10. How would you treat a contused and lacerated

wound of a finger?

PRACTICE AND THERAPEUTICS.

1. Give the physiological action and therapeutics of

veratrum viride.

2. Give symptoms and treatment of poisoning by strych-

nia.

3. Give five (5) coal tar products used in medicine.

Give the dose and manner of action.

4. Give the dietetics and treatment of chronic catarrlial

gastritis.

5. You are called to see a baby ten months old that is

anemic and poorly nourished, but has been apparently well

until the day you are called, when it suddenly refused to

take its food, was very thirsty, lies with its legs flexed on
its abdomen, its finger in its mouth, is crying and peevish,

and seems constantly dissatisfied. The mother says tliat

the child vomited several times and has a sliglit diarrhea.

Upon examination you find a temperature of 103° F., a

pulse of 130, respirations are somewhat accelerated, the

tongue is coated a grayish white, the breath is fetid, and
the child has a convulsion while you are there. What is

your diagnosis and treatment?
6. Outline an artificial course of feeding for a child four

months old in which case it was deemed best not to con-

tinue breast feeding, as a diagnosis of tuberculosis had
been made in the mother.

7. Give etiology, symptoms, and treatment of tetanus.

8. Write what you can about locomotor ataxia.

9. What is uremia ? Name the conditions that cause

the same and give symptoms and treatment.

10. Name the most common organic heart lesion, give

its diagnosis and treaitment.

DISEASES OF WOMEN.
1. Differentiate on the cervix of a woman 45 years old,

chancre, beginning carcinoma, endocervicitis, with erosion,

and treat a case of the latter.

2. Diagnose and treat acute gonorrheal urethritis, vag-
initis, and endocervicitis.

3. Acute vesical cystitis. Symptoms. Diagnosis and
treatment.

4. What is subinvolution uteri? Treat a typical case.

5. Give etiology, symptoms, and treatment of condylo-

mata acuminata.
OBSTETRICS.

1. Name the female generative organs, giving their

anatomical relations and functions.

2. Give diagnosis of pregnancy at beginning of fourth

month.
3. Name the normal head positions in the order of their

frequency.

4. Describe your administration of chloroform during
labor. What are its dangers, and what its contraindica-

tions?

5. Describe the placenta during the ninth month, its

usual location and function. Also the funis.

6. Name the varieties of placenta previa. Give diag-

nosis, dangers, and treatment in a case of placenta prsevia

centralis.

7. When would you use forceps in the upper strait?

Describe their application.

8. When and how would you use ergot? When is it

contraindicated ? Name two other oxytocics and the indi-

cations for their use,

9. What would you do for rigid os in a multipara?
10. Describe a complete inversion of the uterus follow-

ing labor, giving symptoms, dangers, prognosis, and treat-

ment.
EYE AND EAR.

1. Give causes, symptoms, and treatment of ophthalmia
neonatorum, (b) Of keratitis, (c) When would enuclea-
tion of the eye be indicated?

2. (a) Describe the iris, (b) Give diagnosis and treat-

ment of iritis, (c) Of trachoma, (d) In what conditions
would mydriatics be indicated?

3. (a) Describe and give treatment of astigmatism, (b)
Hypopyon, (c) Purulent dacryocystitis, (d) Synechia.

4. (a) Give diagnosis and treatment of adenoid vege-
tations, (b) Give indications for mastoid operation, (c)

Give treatment for furunculosis of external auditory
canal.

5. (a) Give anatomical divisions of the ear. (b) What
instruments or appliances are used m a thorough exam-
ination of the ear? (c) Give treatment of severe frost-

bite of external ear.

MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE.

1. What do you know about rigor mortis?
2. If you were officially summoned to examine the dead

body of an adult male person, describe the examination
you would probably make to determine the cause of death.

3. How would you determine which was the entrance,

and which was the exit, of a bullet wound?
4. If called to see an adult person, apparently dead, liow

would you determine whether it was a case of syncope,
catalepsy, or actual death ?

5. What are the legal obligations of a physician in re-

gard to accepting a professional call? And having accepted
such call, how may he discontinue attendance on the case
without liability for damages?

ANSWERS TO STATE BOARD EXAMINATION
QUESTIONS.

Board of Medical Examiners, South Dakota.

Examination January 8 and 9, 1908.

1. The superficial palmar arch is formed by the ulnar
artery, and is completed by the ulnar artery anastomosing
with a branch of the radial (superficial volar or princeps
pollicis). It gives off tlie four digital branches.
The surface marking is a line drawn transversely across

the palm from a point where the web of the thumb joins
the palm.
The dccj) palmar arch is formed by the radial artery,

and is completed by the radial artery anastomosing with a
deep branch of the ulnar. Its branches are the palmar
interosseous, perforating, and palmar recurrent arteries.

The surface marking is a line drawn transversely across
the palm, one-half inch nearer the wrist than the super-
ficial arch.

2. The most common dislocation of the hipjoint is the
backward dislocation. This is because: (i) the capsule is

thinnest and w-eakest at its lower and inner part; (2) the
cotyloid ligament is weakest posteriorly; and (3) the
shallowest part of the acetabulum is below. The head of
the bone is, therefore, most likely to find its way in the di-

rection indicated.

3. In section of the arm four inches below the shouhier
joint, the following structures would be cut: The skin: cu-
taneous vessels and nerves; fascia; Biceps, Triceps, Coraco-
brachialis, Deltoid, Latissimus dorsi, and Pectoralis major
muscles: brachial and superior profunda arteries; brachial,
cephalic and basilic veins ; median, ulnar musculospiral, in-

ternal cutaneous and nuiscnlocutaneous nerves; and hu-
merus.

9. In paralysis of the seventh nerve, the following mus-
cles will be affected; Occipito-frontalis, Retrahens aurem.
.A-ttollens aurem, Attrahens aurem, Platysma myoides. Or-
bicularis palpebrarum. Tensor tarsi. Corrugator supercilii.

Pyramidalis nasi. Compressor naris. Depressor ate nasi.

Levator labii inferioris alieque nasi. Orbicularis oris. Leva-
tor labii superioris. Levator anguli oris, Zygomaticus ma-
jor, Zygomaticus minor, Risorius, Depressor anguli oris.

Depressor labii inferioris. Levator menti. Buccinator,
Stylohyoid, and posterior belly of the Digastric.

PHYSIOLOGY.

2. The lymphatic system consists of : lymphatic glands,

lymph vessels, perivascular lymph spaces, the lymph canal-
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icular system, the pericardial, pleural, peritoneal, and syno-
vial cavities, and the lacteals.

The lymphatic circulation is, strictly speaking, not a

circulation at all, since the lymph flows only in one direc-

tion, namely, toward the heart. The lymph capillaries take

up any excess of the blood plasma which is not required
for the nutrition of the tissues. These capillaries consist

of a single layer of epithelium, and empty themselves into

vessels very like the veins. The lymph vessels are well

provided with valves, which are so closely approximated
as to give the vessels a beaded appearance. All the

lymphatic vessels, except those of the right upper half of
the body, empt3^ into the thoracic duct, which terminates
in the left subclavian vein, at its angle of junction with the
left internal jugular vein. Those from the right upper half
of the body discharge into the right lymphatic duct, which,
in turn, empties into the right subclavian vein at its junc-
tion with the right internal jugular vein.

The forces concerned in the circulation of the lymph
are: (i) The pressure of the blood in the blood-vessels;

(2) thoracic aspiration; (3) muscular contractions of the
voluntary muscles; (4) contractions of the intestine; (5)
the action of the valves in the lacteals and lymphatics.
The function of the lymphatic system is to provide the

tissues with material necessary to their functional activity,

growth, and repair ; to receive from the tissues their waste
products ; and to convey the products of digestion and
absorption to the blood-current.
The lymph capillaries differ from the blood-capillaries,

chiefly, in their larger and very variable caliber and also

in their numerous communications with the lymph spaces.
The lymph vessels in general have thinner coats than the
blood-vessels; and the valves in the lymph vessels are
much more abundant than in the veins.

3. ReHex actions are involuntarj- or unconscious move-
ments, due to suitable stimuli. They depend upon the in-

tegritT.' of the reAex arc, which is a complex made up of

:

(l) A surface capable of receiving an impression; (2) an
afferent nerve; (3) a ner\e cell capable of receiving and
also of sending out impulses

; (4) an efferent nerve, and
(5) a surface capable of responding in some way to the
impulse conveyed by the efferent nerve.

Reflexes are classified as: (l) Superficial, (2) deep,
and (3) visceral.

Example: The patellar reflex consists of a contraction
of the extensor muscles of the leg and a movement of
the foot forward when the ligamentum patellse is struck

;

the quadriceps extensor must first be slightly stretched by
putting one knee over the other. Its integrity depends
upon a healthy condition of the entire reflex arc, consisting
of tendon, afferent or sensor)' nerve, posterior roots, and
anterior horn of the spinal cord, the efferent or motor
nerve, and the muscle itself.

4. Blood pressure is the pressure of the blood due to

the ventricular systole, the elasticity of the walls of the
arteries, and the resistance of the capillaries.

The caliber of the blood-vessels is regulated by the vaso-
motor nerves (both vasoconstrictor and vasodilator).
The circulation of the blood is regulated in (a) the

arteries, by: (l) the elasticity and tone of the arteries, (2')

the force and frequency of the cardiac contractions, (3)
the resistance in the capillaries; (6) in the capillaries it is

regulated by: (i) the action of the heart, (2) the action
of the arteries; (c) in the veins it is regulated by: (l)
the action of the heart, (2) aspiration of the thorax, (3)
the contraction of the muscles, and (4) slightly by the
valves in the veins.

5. The three cranial nerves for special sense are: (i>
olfactory, for smell; (2) optic, for sight; and (8) audi-
tor>', for hearing.

Six, exclusively motor, are: (3) motor oculi; (4) troch-
lear; (6) abducens; (7) facial; (11) spinal accessor)', and
(12) hypoglossal.
Three, compound, are: {5) Trifacial, motor and sen-

sory; (9) glossopharyngeal, motor, sensory, and special
sense of taste: (10) Pneumogastric. motor and sensory.

7. (i) The red blood corpuscles are biconcave discs,

about 1-3200 of an inch in diameter: they are nonnu-
cleated, and there are about 4,500,000 or 5,000,000 of them
in each cubic millimeter of blood. The)' are elastic and
soft, and their shape is changed by pressure, but is prompt-
ly regained on the removal of the pressure. Their color
is yellowish. They contain hemoglobin. Their function is

to carry oxygen from the lungs to the tissues.

(2) The white blood cells are spheroidal masses, vary-
ing in size, having no cell wall, and containing one or
more nuclei ; there are about 7,000 to 10.000 of them in
each cubic millimeter of blood. They differ much in ap-
pearance, and are divided into (i) small mononuclear leu-
cocytes, or lymphocytes. (2) large mononuclear. (3)
transitional, (4) polynuclear, or polymorphonuclear, or
neutrophile, and (5) eosinophile. They are all more or
less granular, particularly the last two varieties named.

They are probably formed in the spleen, lymphatic glands,
and lymphoid tissues. Their fate is uncertain; it has been
asserted that they are converted into red blood cells; they
play a part in the formation of fibrin ferment; they are
sometimes converted into pus cells. Their functions are
(l) to serve as a protection to the body from the incur-
sions of pathogenic microorganisms

; (2) they take some
part in the process of the coagulation of the blood; (3)
they aid in the absorption of fats and peptones from the
intestine, and (4) they help to maintain the proper proteid
content of the blood plasma.

(3) There are also platelets, whicii are very small,

colorless, irregularly shaped bodies ; they are about one-
fourth the diameter of a red corpuscle. Their function
is not determined; it is possible that they take some part
in the coagulation of the blood. In number they vary from
about 200,000 to more than 500.000 in each cubic milli-

meter of blood.

9. Carbohydrates are substances composed of carbon,
hydrogen and oxygen, the two latter being in the propor-
tion to form water; they do not contain nitrogen. Ex-
amples: Starches and sugars.
Proteids are substances composed of carbon, hydrogen,

oxygen, nitrogen; some of them also contain phosphorus,
or sulphur. Examples: Meat, milk, and leguminous vege-
tables.

10. The organs of elimination are : the kidneys, lungs,

skin, intestines, and liver.

CHEMISTRY.

1. An element is a kind of substance whicli cannot, by
any known means, be split up into two or more other
kinds of substance.

An atom is the smallest quantity of an element that can
enter into chemical action, or that can enter into the

composition of a molecule.
A molecule is the smallest quantity of any substance that

can e.xist in a free state.

Chemical force is that power which binds atoms together
to form molecules.

2. Four functions of a symbol. A symbol represents

:

(i) The name of the element; (2) one atom of the ele-

ment ; (3) one volume of the element in a gaseous state

;

(4) the combining weight of the element as compared with
hydrogen as unity.

3. The chief constituents of tlie atmosphere are: Oxy-
gen, 21 per cent.; nitrogen, 79 per cent.; and carbon-di-

oxide, 0.04 per cent. ; these are by volume.
Animals take up some of the oxygen of the air, and

give off carbon dioxide to the air.

Plants take up carbon dioxide and liberate oxygen.

4. An acid salt is a salt in which only a part of the

replaceable hydrogen of the acid has been replaced. Ex-
am-pie: XaHSO,.
A normal salt is a salt in which all of the replaceable

hydrogen has been displaced. Example: Na.SO».

5. Deodorizers, or air-purifiers, are substances which
destroy the odorous products of putrefaction. Thus one
of the actions of SO- is to destroy HjS.

Disinfectants are substances or agents which restrain

infectious diseases by destroying or removing their spe-

cific poisons. Some disinfectants' are germicides, as

chlorine ; others act by dilution or removal without being
germicides, as soap and water and fresh air.

Antiseptics are substances which prevent or restrain pu-
trefaction. They are either germicides, which act by de-
stroying the bacteria causing putrefaction, or agents which,
without destroying the vitality of these organisms, render
the conditions unfavorable for their development. Thus
cold and the aluminium salts are antiseptic but not germi-
cidal.—(From Witthaus' Essentials of Chemistry.)

6. The halogens are : Fluorine, chlorine, bromine and
iodine. Their acids are: Hvdrofluoric. HF: Hvdrochloric.
HCl; Hvpochlorous, HCIO; Chlorous, HCld=; Chloric,

HCIO3; Perchloric. HCIO.: Hydrobromic. HBr : Hypo-
bromous, HBrO; Bromic, HBrO^; Perbromic, HBrO.;
Hvdriodic. HI; Hypoiodous. HIO; lodous HIO-: Iodic,

HiOa: Periodic HIO..
7. The last two figures of the specific gravity multiplied

by 2.33 gives, in normal urine, approximately the amount
of total solids in a thousand parts of urine. Example:
Specific gravity is 1.017; 17 x 2.33= 39.61 grams of solids

in 1,000 c.c. of urine.

8. Test for sugar in urine: The urine should first be
tested for albumin. If this be present, it should be removed
by heating the urine to near the boiling point, and filtering

from the coagulum.
Fehling's test: Place in a test-tube a few c.c. of the

liquid prepared as stated below, and boil ; no reddish tinge

should be observable, even after five minutes' repose. Add
the liquid under examination gradually, and boil after each
addition. In the presence of sugar a yellow or red precip-
itate is formed. In the presence of traces of glucose, only
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a ^nulll amouiit of precipitate is pi-oduccd, wliicli adheres

Id llie glass, and is best seen when the blue liquid is

poured out.

[The reagent must be kept in two solutions, which are

to be mixed immediately before use. Solution I consists

of 34.653 gms, of crystallized CuSO<, dissolved in water

to 500 c.c, ; and Solution II of 130 gms. of Rochelle salt

dissolved to 500 c.c. in NaHO solution of sp. gr. 1,12.

When required for use equal volumes of the two solutions

are mixed, and the mixture diluted with four volumes of

water.]

QiiaiitiUilic'c determination by the fermentation test:

The sp. gr. of the urine is carefully determined at 77° F.

:

yeast is then added, and the mixture kept at 77° F. until

fermentation is complete; the sp. gr. is again observed,

and will be found to be lower than before. Each degree
of diminution represents 0.2196 gram of sugar in 100 c.c.

of urine.— (From Witthaus' Chemistry.)

g. Three alkaloidal poisons, with antidotes: .\tropine;

antidote, morphine or tannin. (2) Morphine; antidote,

potassium permanganate, or tannic acid, strychnine, and
caffeine. (3) Cocaine; antidote, amyl nitrite.

10. LtJNAR CAUSTIC. Chemical name: Silver nitrate.

Formula: AgNOa. Antidote: Solution of sodium chlor-

ide. It acts by decomposing the silver nitrate and forming
tlie insoluble silver chloride

:

AgXOa + NaCl = AgCl + NaNO,.

PATHOLOGY.

1. Inflammation spreads by: (l) the bloodvessels; (2)

the lymphatics; (3) continuity of tissue.

3. Septicemia is a condition of acute general infection

due to the presence of pyogenic bacteria in the blood.

I'ycmia is the condition of general infection when meta-
static abscesses arc formed.
Septicemia begins with a rigor, followed by a rise of

temperature up to about 104° F., which remains constant.

The pulse is weak and progressively rapid ; there is an-

orexia and constipation, which is followed by diarrhea

:

the urine contains albumin ; the temperature may become
.ubnormal. There are no repeated rigors and. no secondary

(metastatic) abscesses. Pyemia begins with a rigor, which
may last for half an hour, and is repeated every one or two
days. The temperature rises as in septicemia, but rapidly

falls, and at the same time the patient suffers a profuse

perspiration. The pulse is weak and rapid ; there is an-

(irexia; and there may be delirium, with jaundice and signs

of abscesses in the lungs, joints, etc. In pyemia there are

repeated rigors and secondary abscesses.

4. Four pus microbes: Streptococcus pyogenes ; Staphy-

lococcus pyogenes aureus ; Staphylococcus pyogenes albus

;

Staphylococcus pyogenes citreus.

5. By Karyokynesis is understood indirect cell repro-

duction, preceded by the complicated cycle of changes in

the cell nucleus.

6. Carcinoma occurs most frequently after middle life,

is derived from the epiblast or the hypoblast; possesses a

stroma, in which are both blood-vessels and lymphatics

;

metastasis occurs by the lymphatics.

Sarcoma occurs most frequently before middle life, is

derived from the mesoblast ; it has no stroma and no

lymphatics ; metastasis occurs by the blood-vessels which

are in contact with the cells.

8. A Parasite is an organism which lives upon or within

another (living) organism.
.\ Saprophyte is an organism which lives upon dead or-

ganic matter.
BACTERIOLOGY.

2. Immunity is the power of resistance of cells and tis-

sues to the action of pathogenic microorganisms. Im-

munity may be either natural or acquired.

Natural immunity is that power of resistance, natural

and inherited, and peculiar to certain groups of animals,

but common to every individual of these groups.

Acquired Immunity is this resistance acquired (l) by

a previous attack of the disease, or (2) by the person being

made artificially insusceptible. The conditions which give

immunity are: (i) a previous attack of the disease: (2)

inoculation with the specific microorganisms in small num-
bers or of diminished virulence, so as to produce a mild at-

tack of the disease; (3) vaccination; (4) the introduction

of antitoxins; (s) the introduction of the toxins of the

bacteria.

Examples.—The rat is naturally immune to anthrax ;
the

white mouse is naturally immune to infection with bacillus

mallei. Acquired immunity is seen in the immunity from

smallpox after vaccination, or after having suffered from

an attack of the disease.

3. The bacillus of tetanus is characterized by its peculiar

spore, formed at one end of the bacillus, and giving it the

appearance of a pin ; it is purely anaerobic, and cannot be

developed at all in the presence of oxygen. It eererally

comes from the soil, and is found in penetrating wounds.

It appears in two forms, the spore-bearing form, as de-

scribed above, and the vegetative form, which is a short

bacillus with rounded ends, and which may occur singly or

in pairs, or may form long filaments. It grows in gelatin

stab cultures in the middle of the medium, and the colonies

look something like a fir tree ; its growth is slow, and a

disagreeable odor is at the same time emitted. In bouillon,

it grows near the bottom of the tube, and produces gases.

4. (o) The bacteria usually found in pus are: Staphylo-

coccus pyogenes aureus. Staphylococcus pyogenes albus.

Staphylococcus pyogenes citreus. Streptococcus pyogenes;

also sometimes the pneumococcus, gonococcus, B. coli

communis, B. pyocyaneus, B. typhosus, and B. epidermidis

albus.

(6) The Streptococcus pyogenes is a micrococcus, of

splierical shape, and arranged in chains of about thirty or

forty cocci (in liquid media) but the chains are much
shorter in solid media. Each coccus is about one-half to

two mikrons in diameter. It is not motile, does not form
spores, does not liquefy gelatin, and stains readily with the

ordinary anilin dyes, and by Gram's method.

5. On a cover-glass make a smear with the discharge as

thin as possible, and let it dry in the air ; cover it with a

freshly-made solution of anilin-oil-gentian-violet for one or

two minutes ; wash it in distilled water ; leave it in Gram's
solution for two minutes ; wash it in 95 per cent, alcohol

until decolorized ; wash it in distilled water ; counterstain

with a dilute carbolfuchsin without heat, or with a saturated

aqueous solution of Bismarck brown; wash in distilled

water, dry with filter paper, mount, and examine with an

oil-inunersion lens. The gonococci will appear as rff/i/o-

cocci zfithin the leucocytes, which have been decolorized by

Gram's stain, and have taken the counterstain.

PRACTICE .\ND THERAPEUTICS.

2. The symptoms of poisoning by strychnine are "a

sense of suffocation, thirst, tetanic spasms, usually opistho-

tonos, sometimes emprosthotonos, occasionally vomiting,

contraction of the pupils during the spasms, and death,

cither by asphyxia during a paroxysm, or by exhaustion

during a remission. The symptoms appear in from a few

minutes to an hour after taking the poison, usually in less

than twenty minutes; and death in from five minutes to six

hours, usually within two hours."
.

Treatment.—"The convulsions are to be arrested or miti-

gated by bringing the patient under the influence of chloral

or chloroform as rapidly as possible ; the stomach is to be

washed out, and the patient is to be kept as quiet as pos-

sible." (Witthaus' Essentials of Chemistry.)

DISEASES OF WOMEN.

2. Acute Cystitis. Symptoms.—Frequent urination,

with tenesmus and a burning sensation in the urethra, later

on pain in the bladder; the urine may be alkaline and

turbid, and may contain blood, mucus, bacteria, pus, and

epithelial cells. Chills, rapid pulse, fever, and headache

may also be present.

Treatment includes: Rest in bed; administration of

plenty of cold water or milk, diuretics, bland and mild

foods, laxatives, hot sitz baths or vaginal douches, irriga-

tion of the bladder with antiseptic solution followed by

solution of nitrate of silver.

obstetrics.

3. L.O.A.; R.O.P.; R.O.A. ; L.O.P.

9. The management of a rigid os uteri consists in
:
The

administration of chloral hydrate, gr. xv., three doses be-

ing given at intervals of about twenty or thirty minutes;

hot vaginal douches directed against the anterior lip of

the OS ; if these methods do not sufiice, it may be necessary

to give an anesthetic, forcibly dilate the cervix, and de-

liver by forceps; the cervical laceration, if any, must be

repaired,
EYE AND EAR.

I. (o) Opthalmia neonatorum. Causes.—The gono-

coccus or some other pyogenic microorganism; the secre-

tions of the mother contain the infecting agent, and trans-

mission may occur directly during parturition, or indirectly

by the fingers of physician or nurse, cloths, instruments,

etc.

Symptoms: Swollen eyelids, with copious purulent dis-

charge ; ulceration of the cornea may ensue.

Prophylaxis.—V/henever there is the possibility of infec-

tion, or in every case, wash the eyelids of the newborn child

with clean warm water, and drop on the cornea of each eye

one drop of a one or two per cent, solution of nitrate of

silver, immediately after birth.

Treatment.—Waih the eyes carefully every half hour

with a saturated solution of boric acid ;
pus must not he

allowed to accumulate. Two drops of a two per cent, solu-

tion of nitrate of silver must also be dropped on to the

cornea every night and morning. The eyes must be cov-

ered with a light, cold, wet compress. The patient must
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be isolated, and all cloths and compresses used must be
burnt.

(c) The indications for enucleation of the eye, are:

"(i) Injuries of the ciliary region when tlje eye is com-
pletely blind, or the traumatism so extensive that the form
of the eyeball cannot be preserved; (2) traumatic irido-

cyclitis, to prevent or cure sympathetic ophthalmia; (3)
severe pain in a blind eye; (4) irido-cyclitis, phthisis

bulbi. and glaucoma, when accompanied by severe pain or

inflammatory symptoms, and when the eye is blind or is

certain to become so; (5) malignant tumors, either intra-

ocular or epiocular, if they cannot be removed w-ith reten-

tion of the eyeball; (6) anterior staphyloma, if the eye

is blind, troublesome, and disfiguring; (7) panophthal-
mitis, after the suppurative stage is passed ; (8) foreign
bodies in the eye when they cannot be removed and cause
irritation, or the eye is blind." (May's Discuses of the

Eye.)
MEDICAL .JURISPRUDENCE.

3. (a) In gunshot wounds by soft lead bullets, the

ivound of entrance is often smaller than the ball (skin

stretched at the moment of impact and contracted after

perforation) ; it is depressed, and the edges are contused
and inverted, and if the weapon is fired within ten feet

usually are blackened from powder and contain powder
grains. If the wound is much larger than the bullet, it

means that some foreign body has been carried in.

The wound of exit is everted, "triangular, linear, or

stellate." and much larger than the wound of entrance.

(6) In gunshot wounds by hard lead, or steel bullets, the

ivound of entrance is usually as large as the ball, the skin

may be split or may be perforated, and foreign bodies are

not carried by the ball into the tissue.

The wound of exit, if not in the region of explosive ac-

tion, may be a little larger or a little smaller than the

bullet, but is not noticeably larger than the wound of en-
trance. If within the area of explosive action, the wound
of exit is much larger than the wound of entrance, and
is irregular and everted. (From Da Costa's Modern Sur-
gery.)

BULLETIN OF APPROACHING EXAlIINATIONS.t
PLACE AXD DATE OF
NEXT EXAMINATION.

.Jan.

.Oct.

.Oct.

.Dec.

. Oct.

.Nov.

.Dec.

.Oct.

.Nov.

STATE. NAME AND ADDRESS OF
SECRETARY.

Alabama* W. H. Sanders. Montgomery.. .Montgomery
Arizona* Ancil Martin. Phoenix Phoenix ....

Arkansas* F. T. Murphy. Brinkley Little Rock.

.

California* Chas. L. Tisdale. 1879 Sutter
Street. San Francisco Los Angeles .

Colorado S. D. Van Meter, 1723 Tre-
mont Street, Denver Denver

Connecticut* . . . Chas. A. Tuttle. New Haven . . .New Haven .

Delaware J. H. Wilson, Dover Dover
Dist. of Col'bia. .Geo. C. Ober. Washington Washington.
Florida* J. D. Fernandez. Jacksonville . .Jacksonville.
Georgia E. R. Anthony. Griffin Atlanta Oct
Idaho W. F. Howard, Pocatello Boise Oct.
Illinois J. A. Egan. Springfield Chicago Oct.
Indiana W. T. Gott. Indianapolis Indianapolis . . Oct.
Iowa Louis A. Thomas, Des Moines . .Des Moines. . .

.

Indianapolis , . . . Indianapolis. .Oct

.

. D. P. Cook. Clay Center Kansas City. . . Oct.

.J. N. McCormick. Bowling
Green Louisville Oct.

.F. A. LaRue, 211 Camp Street.
New Orleans New Orleans.. . Oct.

Maine Wm. J. Maybury. Saco Portland Nov.
Maryland J. McP. Scott. Hagerstown Baltimore Dec.
Massachusetts* .E. B. Harvey, State House.

Boston Boston Nov.
Michigan B. D. Harison. 205 Whitney

Building, Detroit Lansing Oct.
Minnesota W. S. FuUerton. St. Paul St. Paul Oct.
Mississippi S. H. McLean, Jackson. Jackson Oct.
Missouri T. A. B. Adcook, Warrensburg . Kansas City. . .Nov.
Montana* Wm. C, Riddell, Helena Helena Oct.
Nebraska E. J. C. Sward. Oakland Lincoln Nov.
Nevada S. L. Lee. Carson City Carson City. . .Nov.
N. Hampshire*. Henry C. Morrison. State Li-

brary, Concord Concord Dec.
New Jersey J. W. Bennett. Long Branch . . . Trenton Oct.

. J. A. Massie. Santa Fe Santa Fe Oct.

f New York
.C.F.Wheelock. Univ. of State

of New York. Albany

Kansas
Kentucky*.

Louisiana .

.

New Mexico.

.

New York.

6
10
8

13
11
6
6

21

27
13

1

10

13
6

13
23
6
4
2

30
20
12

Albany Feb.
Syracuse. ...

, Buffalo [

N. Carolina* B. K. Hays. Oxford Asheville June
N. Dakota H. M. Wheeler. Grand Forks. .Grand Forks.. Oct.
Ohio Geo. H. Matson. Columbus Columbus Dec.
Oklahoma* J. C. Mahr, Shawnee Shawnee
Oregon B. E. Miller. Portland Portland. ..... Jan.

Pennsylvania. . . N. C. Schaeffer, Harrisburg . . | ^fturg'''* ^ ^'"^

Rhode Island. . . G. T. Swarts, Providence Providence. . . . Oct.
S. Carolina H. H . Wvman. .Mken Columbia June
S. Dakota H. E. McKutt. Aberdeen Sioux Falls. . . . Jan.

1

Memphis, . . -
f

Nashville . . .
]
May

Knoxville. .. [

Texas M, E, Daniel. Honev Grove, , . Dallas Nov.
Utah* R, W, Fisher, Salt Lake City , , .Salt Lake City,Oct.
Vermont W. Scott Nay. Underbill Montpelier Jan.
Virginia R. S. Martin, Stuart Lynchburg Dec.
Washington* . . . K. Turner. Seattle Spokane Jan.
W. Virginia. . . .H. .\. Barbee, Point Pleasant.. .Wheeling Nov.
Wisconsin J. V. Stevens. Jefferson Milwaukee .... Jan.
Wyoming S. B. Miller, Laramie Laramie Oct.
*No reciprocity recognized by these States.
tApplicants should in every case write to the secretary for latest

details regarding the examination in any particular state.

13

Contagious Diseases. Weekly Statement.—Report of

cases and deaths from contagious diseases reported to

the Sanitary Bureau, Health Department, New York
City for the week ending September 19, 1908:

Tuberculosis Pulmonalis
Diphtheria .

Measles
Scarlet Fever
Smallpox
Varicella
Typhoid Fever
Whooping Cough
Cerebrospinal Meningitis.
Malarial Fever

Cases
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THE SERUM TREATMENT AND THE PROG-
NOSIS, UNDER VARIOUS FORMS

OF THERAPY, OF CERE-
BROSPINAL FEVER.*
By henry KOPLIK, M.D.,

NEW YORE.

It is too often apparent in considering tlie methods
of tlierapy of any disease that we sometimes lose

sight in the presence of some exceedingly favorable

results of the natural course of the affection, and
in no disease is this more common than in cerebro-

spinal meningitis. This disease, as Osier has point-

ed out, resembles very closely in its behavior

pneumonia. It is true the affection occurs sporad-

ically and in epidemics. In the sporadic form the

disease occurs at times when there cannot be said

to be any prevalent epidemic. That is, a limited

number of cases will appear in a city in places

removed from each other, and having no con-

nection with each other. By epidemics of men-
ingitis we understand distinctly the occurrence

in larger numbers of cases in groups, and in this

disease, especially in densely populated quarters.

In the sporadic form cerebrospinal fever is an af-

fection at times, so mild as to give few symp-
toms of a critical nature. At other times in the

sporadic form the disease takes on a severer type,

and then the picture closely resembles what is seen

in epidemics of the disease. In the absence of epi-

demics the cases of crebrospinal meningitis which
have come under our control have impressed us

with certain characteristics, or, rather, the absence

of certain characteristics which we see during the

times of epidemics. I have seen sporadic cases so

mild that the intermittent or remittent febrile symp-
toms, headache and drowsiness, were the only

symptoms which led us to think of the diagnosis.

In the sporadic forms we have the rigidity, the

hyperesthesia, the presence of the Kernig reaction,

and in occasional cases the herpes. There is also

delirium and the presence of gradually increasing

hydrocephalus, as evinced by the so-called Mac-
ewen sign. I think any one who has passed through
an epidemic of cerebrospinal meningitis will admit
that in the sporadic cases we rarely meet the se-

verer symptoms of the disease, such as the sudden
and abrupt onset of unconsciousness, the petechise

or diffuse hemorrhages so frequent in the epidemic

forms of the disease, and the paralysis which ap-

pears very early in the epidemic forms. In fact, in

an epidemic it is not infrequent to be called to the

bedside to see a child who within a few hours has

become unconscious and absolutely paretic to an

extent as not even to show the rigidity and the

Kernig sign, which is seen and gradually develops

so classically in the sporadic cases. In the sporadic

cases we rarely see those excessive hemorrhages in

*Read before the American Pediatric Society, May,
1908.

infants which are seen in the epidemic form.

It must, therefore, be admitted that though on the

whole the symptomatology of the sporadic is ex-
actly similar to that of the epidemic form of the

disease, the sporadic form runs a much milder
course. As we analyze both forms more deeply, we
find that the purulent exudates are more frequently

obtained in the epidemic than in the sporadic cases

of the disease. Lumbar puncture in the sporadic

cases exceptionally reveals a purulent fluid at the

outset. It is true a certain proportion of the spo-

radic cases are purulent, but not to the extent as is

seen in the epidemic forms of the disease

In a word, cerebrospinal meningitis of the menin-
gococcic type very much resembles pneumonia as

it is seen in adults in the sporadic and epidemic
forms. Any one who has lived through an epi-

demic of pneumonia must admit that the picture is

a violent and a virulent one in its type, and so with
meningitis. We have the same infection, but in the

epidemic form it is of a violent and virulent type,

and with children the younger the subject the more
fatal the disease.

These facts are so self-evident that it is surpris-

ing they are so constantly lost sight of, and that

in considering any mode of therapy we do not stop

not only to consider the violence of the infection,

but the age of the patient. For this reason I have
thought it would be useful for every one at this

time to get a picture of the natural history and
prognosis of cerebrospinal meningitis, especially if

the experience which reflects the prognosis extends
over a long period of time and the methods of treat-

ment have been uniformly the same and carefully

carried out in all details through a number of years.

Taking up the sporadic form of meningococcic
cerebrospinal meningitis, I have been fortunate to

have at my disposal the records of cases treated

since 1899 up to the epidemic years of 1904-1905.
We first began the systematic treatment of cerebro-

spinal meningitis in 1899. This consisted in the

first place of a careful study of the symptoms
and the performance of lumbar puncture re-

peated as often as we found the symptoms to

warrant it. That is, a patient suffering with cere-

brospinal meningitis would come in with mild symp-
toms. If there was delirium, high fever, with the

development of the signs of fluid in the ventricle

as evinced by the Macewen sign, lumbar puncture
was performed. After such a puncture, if the

symptoms did not abate, the fever continued, as

well as the delirium and the Macewen sign per-

sisted, proving that there was a continued hydro-
cephalus, the patient was again punctured. In this

way some patients were punctured two, three, four,

and five times, as necessity called for. During 1899-

1900 we had eight cases, all proving by lumbar
puncture to have been meningococcic in type.

During 1901, 1902, and 1903 there were thirteen

cases, thus giving us a total of twenty-one sporadic

cases. Of these sporadic cases eight died, a mor-
tality of 38 per cent. ; of these eight which proved
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fatal, six were below one year of age, thus show-
ing that in the sporadic form the disease was most
fatal among the infants below one year of age, and
equally so below two years of age. If we could

deduct from the total number of twenty-one cases

those which were below one year of age, we would
have fifteen cases, with only two deaths, a mortal-

ity of 13 per cent. From this a mere glance will

tell us that meningitis of the meningococcic type in

its sporadic form is a comparatively mild disease.

I say this with a certain amount of confidence,

although the number of cases is limited, for we are

now having a certain number of sporadic cases

which seem to duplicate our experience in these

years. On the other hand, in sporadic meningitis

we have been fortunate by methods of therapy,

which consisted mainly in the systematic application

of lumbar puncture repeated at intervals, in obtain-

ing recoveries even below one year of age. Two
infants of this tender age recovered of these twen-
ty-one cases, and two recovered between the ages

of one and two years. It is in the sporadic cases

especially that we occasionally see after one lumbar
puncture the temperature drop and convalescence

practically inaugurated, the temperature not rising

subsequently to any extent. This phenomenon is

not so frequent nor so persistent as is seen under the

new method of therapy, that of serum. Under
serum therapy there are more cases which act in

this manner than under previous forms of therapy.

Taking up the epidemic years of 1904 and 1905,
the history of the disease is a more violent one.

Among the cases are some which died within a few
hours after admission to the hospital. This, it is

understood, is the exception in the sporadic cases,

but not uncommon in epidemic cases. Here the

picture of the disease is more of sthenic type, the

symptoms being developed in their most florid form.

The first epidemic year was 1904. There were
thirty-nine cases and twenty-one deaths, a total mor-
tality of 53 per cent., and of these twenty-one deaths
thirteen were below two years of age. If we con-

sider the unimproved cases of these thirteen as not
fatal, eleven died, but I would prefer to consider
these fatal cases as they were discharged from the

hospital in a marantic condition, with an incurable
and increasing hydrocephalus, so that from a cura-
tive standpoint the mortality was practically 100
per cent. Some of these infants were four months
of age, six months of age, showing the tender age
of the patients. Deducting these thirteen cases from
the total of thirty-nine would leave twenty-six cases

above two years of age, of which nine died, a mor-
tality of 34 per cent.

In 1905 there were thirty-five cases in my serv-
ice of which seventeen died. In none of these
cases have we included any which have not been
distinctly proven by lumbar puncture to be of the
meningococcic type. There was thus in this year
a total mortality of 48 per cent. Of these seven-
teen deaths, however, ten were below two years
of age, and in them it might be said that the
mortality was fully 100 per cent., for if

seven died and three were simply unimproved,
that is, developed either hydrocephalus or ma-
rasmus of an extreme type hopelessly incurable,

we can scarcely speak of a cure, therefore these
three were no better than fatal cases, so that al-

though there was a mortality of 70 per cent., from
the standpoint of success in therapy the mortality
was practically 100 per cent, below two years of
age. If we deduct those cases which died below
two years of age from the total mortality of sev-

enteen, and from the total number of cases which

were admitted during this epidemic year, we are

left a mortality of seven deaths in twenty-five

cases, that is, 28 per cent. It is thus seen that it

would be quite unfair to consider any mortality
in this year of the violent type without consider-
ing the tender age of some of those affected in

order to get a definite idea of the picture. It may
be said in addition, the ages of these children

ranged from four months to twelve years of age.

Thus of the two epidemic years of 1904 and 1905
we had fifty-one cases above two years of age,

with a mortality of 31 per cent., and, considering

the patients below two years of age in the mortal-
ity, there was a total mortality of 50 per cent. This
includes patients on whom there was only an op-

portunity to make one lumbar puncture, and in

whom death occurred within a few hours after ad-
mission to the hospital. Nothing has been ex-

cluded for the sake of statistics, but the moribund
cases have been included in this statistic with the

favorable cases. We had twenty-three cases in

these two years below two years of age, of which
78 per cent, died outright, and the remainder were
unimproved—that is, those who were discharged
with incurable hydrocephalus, idiocy, and maras-
mus, and which might be considered as practically

fatal sooner or later.

From the study of these two sets of statistics

one of the sporadic cases of cerebrospinal menin-
gitis and the other of the epidemic form, we see

that in the sporadic cases we have succeeded in

saving by simple lumbar puncture four children

below two years of age ; in the epidemic cases we
have succeeded in not saving any. When I say
four cases recovered, I mean complete and actual

recovery, as far as can be judged from the clinical

standpoint. No such cases occurred in the epi-

demic years. On the other hand, if we deduct
from our statistics the cases below two years of

age, both in the epidemic and sporadic forms of

the disease, we find that in the sporadic form we
had fifteen cases, with a mortality of 13 per cent.,

and in the epidemic form we had fifty-one cases,

with a mortality of 31 per cent.

With this history of the disease, we can approach
with a certain amount of satisfaction a form of

therapy which will hold out an improvement even
on these statistics. We can scarcely ask an annull-

ment of mortality. There will always occur cases

in either form of the disease which therapy will

never reach, no matter how brilliant the conception

of the therapy. We see this in diphtheria. No
one will deny the great blessing to mankind that

the serum treatment of diphtheria has come to

be. We have even believed that certain severer

forms of diphtheria are becoming less frequent

than before the serum therap)-. The severer

laryngeal types are not so common to-day, even in

epidemics of the disease, and this is certainly a

great gain. In other words, by the constant appli-

cation of a form of therapy conceived on a logical

basis of antagonism to the bacteria attending the

disease, it seems that the actual poison has been
diluted and the picture of the disease is a much
milder one to-day than before the application of

the serum therapy, and thus it may be of other

diseases.

Considering cerebrospinal meningitis treated by
serum we have to olifer thirteen cases of the

disease occurring in one service, and treated

with the exception of the application of the serum,
in the identical manner that the cases were treated

which have just been spoken of. That is, they

were systematically punctured, thev were repeat-
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edly punctured, they were punctured only on indi-

cations as above detailed in the epidemic and spo-

radic years, but when punctured they received the

serum. They received the serum under conditions

exactly similar to those of cases occurring years

ago, at a time when the serum did not exist. Our
serum cases were thus under the same identical

regime as the other cases, and we think that this is

of decided advantage not only to the patients, but

to others.

It makes quite a difference in the application of
such a therapy how such a therapy is applied. A
therapy applied by inexperienced hands, no matter
how brilliant the therapy, is not given the same
chance as in the hands of those who are skillful.

We make this remark simply in passing, because any
form of therapy will at first labor under a great dis-

advantage for lack of skillful application and
method.

It may not be amiss here to outline very briefly

our method of giving the serum to patients. No
patient is punctured in my service in cerebrospinal

meningitis unless there is distinct indication for

that puncture. In this way I impress those around
me that I do not believe in the dictum that the

earlier the puncture the better. This dictum, I

think, is rather mechanical on account of the pan-
icky feeling to do something immediately which
it engenders, and does harm to the patient. To
be punctured, a patient must show symptoms of

pressure and indications of cerebrospinal fluid.

There must be not only delirium and sopor, but dis-

tinct signs of increase of fluid in the ventricles of

the brain, as shown by percussion of the skull.

When we get the so-called Macewen percussion

note, however slight, in a patient who evinces the

symptoms of cerebrospinal meningitis, we proceed

to puncture. The puncture is carried out strictly

according to Quincke's injunctions. We puncture
in the median line in children and adolescents. We
withdraw the fluid until we think the pressure is

approximately normal in the rachidian space. W^e
then introduce the serum, not with a syringe, but

with a funnel. We have found that the funnel as

advised by Quincke, a small funnel made of glass

capable of holding about 20 c.c, is the best method
of introducing the serum, or, for that matter, any
fluid into the subarachnoid space, and saves the

patient from any accident which might result from
the use of a syringe. The pressure exerted by a

syringe at all times against the respiratory and
vascular pressure is certainly not as gentle a mode
of introduction of serum or as safe as al-

lowing the serum to flow into the canal. Thus
no traumatism can possibly result, and the fluid

finds its way against the negative pressure with the

greatest of facility. We repeat the puncture if,

after having punctured a patient and introducing the

serum, we find that the symptoms do not abate and
that the hydrocephalus lias either persisted or re-

turns. The temperature is scarcely a guide, but,

rather, the general condition of the patient, and
especially the presence or absence of hydrocepha-

lus. In this way we think we have made the ideal

procedure for the patient.

We have a record now of thirteen cases of vary-

ing severity, cases which I must consider sporadic

cases, but one or two of which approached in se-

verity what we see during epidemics exclusively,

the foudroyant symptoms, the hemorrhages, the

rapid collapse and sinking of the patient at the

start of the disease. I mean the severity of the

symptoms gradually increased so that, as in one case,

it was five days before coma or sopor intervened.

The ages of the patients treated varieil from
three and one-half months to five and one-half

and eleven years ; three were below one year of

age, and three were two years of age or younger.

Of those below one year of age one was discharged

cured at ten months of age. The others died. Of
those from one year to two years of age, two of

fifteen months, and one of two years, respectively,

were cured ; the remaining patients recovered.

In those children below one year of age who
died, the yoimgest, three and one-half months of

age, had been two weeks ill on admission, but was
not by any means unconscious. The child received

from 100 to 125 c.c. of serum. The temperature

continued remittent, and was not in the least affected

by the injections or punctures. The other case was
admitted to the hospital twenty-two days after the

onset of the disease, received four punctures and

66 c.c. of serum. The temperature could not be

judged as being affected by the punctures in any

way, as it was normal on admission. The child

died a day or two after admission, and it is to be

regretted that in both of these cases we did not

get them at an earlier stage of the disease, as we
cannot judge what would have been the effect had

we received them at an early period. The first

punctures in both cases were, of course, made im-

mediately upon admission. The infant ten months
of age which recovered, was admitted fifteen days

after the onset of the disease, with a temperature

of 104°. A turbid fluid was obtained, and the child

received 35 c.c. of serum. The temperature dropped

from 104° to 98.8", and the child was discharged

cured clinically.

Of the other cases below two years of age and

two years, the first punctures were made immedi-

ately after admission, and they had been ill from

seven to twenty-three days. One was discharged

as cured, but inasmuch as there was hydrocephalus

present on discharge of the patient, I think it, being

a posterior basic case, from a clinical standpoint

cannot be said to have been completely cured. I

would simply call it improved.

Of the patients above two years of age the time

of illness on admission to the hospital varied from

five days to fifteen days. They all received serum
varying from 15 to 30 c.c. at each puncture, and

some of them had as many as four punctures be-

fore the disease was considered under control.

The fluid in most cases after the first punc-

ture cleared up gradually, and in one case it is

stated after the second puncture the cultures were

sterile, and so with the third puncture, and in some
cases after the fourth puncture. But it must be

noted in spite of this fact the children were sick

enough to be punctured not only on account of the

run of the temperature, which was unchanged by

the punctures, but the persistence of the hydro-

cephalus. This was especially marked in a boy

of three years of age. The first puncture

showed a white, cloudy fluid. Four punc-

tures were made in this case, until the temperature

would drop, and in all three punctures subsequent

to the first the cultures and smears remained ster-

ile. This should prove conclusively that the ster-

ility of a fluid has very little to do with the clin-

ical procedure in a given case, and I may say that

in the epidemic a child mortally ill with meningitis

would yield a fluid which was even cloudy, and

the smears and cultures for some reason would re-

main sterile, and a subsequent puncture would

show that there were meningococci present both

in smear and culture, so that we have yet to learn

a great deal as to why certain fluids are culturally
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sterile in a patient in whom a subsequent fluid will

show meningococci, and also that the sterility of

a fluid is not an indication that the patient neces-

sarily does not need further puncture irrespective

of serum.

The temperature after the injection of the se-

rum in some of these cases fell by crisis from 104°

to 98°. In one case it fell from 103° to 99° by
lysis, and in one remaining case the puncture had
no effect, and only fell and rose to a varying ex-

tent after the injections until either cured or fatal

issue resulted. The amount of serum injected

with punctures varied, and we can sa}' in a general

waj' that the amount of serum introduced equaled

that of cerebrospinal fluid withdrawn from the pa-

tient. Some patients received one puncture, others

as many as four, according to the necessities of

the case.

The sickest child treated with the serum was a

httle girl four and one-half years of age. Hers
was a case which approached in the picture, as

nearlj^ as we had seen in sporadic cases, the epi-

demic type of the disease. I saw her at her home.
She was absolutely unconscious, paralytic on the

right side of the body, and had a conjunctivitis as

a result of her affection, with purulent discharge.

She suffered from a double pneumonia, and had all

the marked symptoms of ci. 'ebrospinal meningitis,

with the exception of the hemorrhages. I gave, as

my dutv dictated, a grave prognosis, but advised

immediate puncture. She was removed to the hos-

pital, a great distance, and was immediately punc-

tured and an injection of the serum introduced.

In this case three punctures were made. It cannot

be said that the temperature remained down for

anv length of time after any puncture, except after

the second or third puncture. After the first punc-

ture the temperature dropped from 104° to 98°
;

within thirty-six hours it rose again, and then after

a second puncture it fell from 102° to 99° in

twenty-four hours, and then rose again, and after

the third puncture it fell gradually to 100°, and
then after a few days to 99°. This child gained

consciousness after the first puncture ; the hydro-

cephalus, however, persisted, and she was repeatedly

punctured imtil she became rational after the third

puncture. The second puncture was made two days
after the first puncture ; the third puncture was made
four days after the second.

I have thirteen patients thus far treated with the

serum, two of which are under observation, two of
which died : the remainder recovered with the ex-
ception of one. which was discharged improved. A
resume of these cases will be given by Dr. Flexner
in his article on the serum, and they are to be found
under the heading of cases coming from the Blount
Sinai Hospital.

1 think it would be rather premature and unfair
in every way to draw any conclusions as to the

serum until we have seen a larger material and un-
til we have tried it in an epidemic of the violent

type, such as we passed through in 1904 and 1905.

On the other hand, it may be said that the serum of

Flexner not only makes a very favorable impres-
sion, but is certainh' a factor which cannot be ex-
cluded from the therapy of cerebrospinal menin-
gitis, no matter what our subsequent conclusions
may be. It certainly does appear that with the
serurn as we perfect it we may have an improve-
ment in the percentage of recoveries. It is hard
to say sincerely whether taking the cases I have
treated I shall continue to have the same good for-

tune to save all but two cases of thirteen. Even
if the cases I have lost were below one vear of age.

judging from the results obtained elsewhere, we
may still meet with cases which we cannot save by
the serum, and it would certainly be very unreason-

able to expect a continuance of such a verj' high per-

centage of recoveries as we have just shown.

SOME MISTAKES WHICH MAY PREVENT
THE BEST RESULTS OF THE URIC-

ACID-FREE DIET.

By ALEXANDER HAIG, M.A., M.D., OXOX., F.R.C.P., LONDON.

f'HYSICI.\.V TO THE METROPOLITA.N HOSPITAL AND THE ROYAL HOSPITAL
FOR CHILDREN AND WOMEN.

To get free from disease which is occasioned in

whole or in part by uric acid, it is not merely-

necessary to cease swallowing uric acid or xan-

thin, but some means must also be found for get-

ting rid of the stores or accumulations of these

substances already in the body. This is neces-

sary in troubles of the gout or rheumatism class,

because there can be no peace or comfort in the

tissues, while the joints, fibrous tissues, muscles.

and fascis contain more or less considerable

quantities. And for the same reasons it is al-

ways necessary to guard carefully against any
accumulation of such stores by retention.

Then even getting these deposits into solution

may increase the local irritation at first, till the

accumulation has been completely dissolved and
removed, for during this resolution the urate is

for a time in the same condition {i.e. colloid

urate in suspension) as it was when causing the

first irritation in the joint (acute arthritis). The
deposit of biurate is a later stage of the process,

and with this deposition of insoluble biurate all

iritation ceases. Yet w-hen a solvent (alkali) be-

gins directly or indirectly to get this urate into

solution, local irritation begins once more. An
alkali may act directly on the biurate, getting it

into solution or colloid form (as may be seen by
observing the action of alkali on uric acid under the

microscope), or indirectly, by sweeping urate out

of the body by the kidneys, thus rendering the

body-fluids poor in urate, so that they are no long-

er saturated with it; and these fluids will then
themselves (as shown by the late Sir William

Roberts) begin to take up urates from the de-

posits. For this reason the blood of those who
live on the uric-acid-free diet is nearly always in a

condition to take up urates from the deposits, for

it is only rarely saturated wuth these substances.

Hence the uric-acid-free diet itself may cause

some increase of joint pains when it is first begun,
and this increase of pain is not to be looked upon
as a bad sign but as a good one.

In either case solution whether by diet or by
alkali may occasion some increase of local irrita-

tion or pain, and tmless its causation and the fact

that it is a good sign are borne in mind, the treat-

ment may be unnecessarily blamed and given up.

For this reason potatoes and other vegetables

containing much alkali are often said to be things

which the gouty must carefully avoid for fear of

increasing their pain. And no doubt on ordinary

diet this is quite true, for it is no use stirring up
old deposits and getting them into solution, unless

this is to be part of a general clearance of urates,

aided by a diet which at least does not introduce

fresh quantities: so that the gouty had better

avoid potatoes unless they are going to do the

thing thoroughly.

It is also necessar\- to get clear of deposits in the

case of the circulation troubles ("headache, epi-
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lepsy, and depression; for so long as there is plenty

01 urate in the body available for solution, so long

will the blood be liable to be flooded with this

substance and the attacks of these troubles will

1)6 more or less frequent.

It follows that the uric-acid-free diet must be

modified, at least to some extent, and in the early

•stages of its use, according to the nature of the case

with which we have to deal; whether it is one of

arthritis and retention or collemia and depression,

or again whether the patient is strong and well-

nourished with good blood, or weak, anemic, an;l

dyspeptic ; and very many of the mistakes about

which I am speaking are due to neglect of these

points in practice.

The object of the uric-acid-free diet is to get
as free as possible from uric acid, to reduce intro-

duction, which on ordinary diet often amounts to

eight or ten grains per day, down to nothing. As
a result of this we have only to deal with some
ten to thirteen grains of daily formation, and so

we reduce the daily turnover of uric acid from
twenty-three grains to thirteen.

Now we must never forget that the ideal of

uric-acid-free diets is that of the lower classes in

the poor rural portions of England, Scotland, and
Ireland as it was sixty, eighty, or a hundred years

ago, before the great general invasion of flesh and
tea, which, especially in the last thirty years, have
become so much cheaper and more wideh" used.

This diet consisted of bread with wheat or

barley meal and cakes made from these, some
milk and cheese, and some vegetables. There
was no fruit in winter and only a little home-grown
in summer, but some home-grown vegetables were
available most of the year round. Milk and cheese

were then relatively cheap in the country,

as there were in those days but few facilities for

drafting them off to the large towns, while in

these days of easy transit town prices rule more
or less in the country, and milk is no longer the

cheap food for the poor which it used to be. The
nourishment of this diet was got out of the bread,
meal, milk, and cheese, all practically uric-acid-

free, and the alkaline vegetables with manual
labor kept the blood alkaline and allowed all the

uric acid of formation to pass freeh"^ out of the
body. These people therefore lived on the best

form of uric-acid-free diet obtainable in this

country, and were and remained uric-acid free be-

cause labor and vegetables aided excretion and
there was no fruit out of season to cause reten-

tion ; yet they had plenty of nourishment, which
labor and a hearty appetite enabled them to take

freely, and they were thus strong, hearty, and
healthy.

If we bear this ideal constantly in mind we
shall easilj' see to what extent other modifications

of the uric-acid-free diet differ from it and the prob-

able effects of these differences, for it is obvious

that, even though we keep the daily turn-

over of uric acid at thirteen grains a day, there may
still be some excess of uric acid in the body, if

the whole of the thirteen grains is not excreted
each day as it is formed. If on Monday, Tuesday
and Wednesday only eleven grains are excreted.

then on Thursday, Friday, Saturday, or some
later day six grains will be available to pass
through the blood and help to produce an attack of

some collemic trouble as thev pass. And these

same six grains may at the time of their retention

have produced more or less prickinsf and shooting
pains in the joints, fascia, or other fibrous tissues ;

so that it is possible even on a completely uric-

acid-free diet to suffer from arthritis on the one

hand or collemic trouble on the other, if the diet,

though uric-acid-free, is unsuited to the climate,

house, clothing", exercise, nature of soil and water,

etc., of the place where the patient lives; that is

to say if any of these things, acting with a rel-

atively unsuitable diet, are permitted to cause re-

tention. Thus the uric-acid-free diet must vary
with the season, being more alkaline in winter

and less alkaline in summer, more alkaline the

more sedentary the patients life and more lax-

ative the harder the water.

There is but one object for all these variations,

namely to approximate to the above ideal of life

and food, and like that ideal to prevent retention
or render it improbable under ordinary con-
ditions. The peasant of old times w'as uric-acid-

free because (i) his diet was so; (2) it contained

a fair quantity of potato and vegetable; (3) it

contained but little fruit and that only when in sea-

son in the place where he lived; (4) bodily labor

kept his blood highly alkaline by eliminating acids in

perspiration; (5) labor gave a heart)' appetite,

hence he could eat bulky foods freely and was
therefore strong and well-nourished : (6) the
bulky food prevented constipation, which is

always a cause of relatively high acidity and re-

tention in those who suffer from it. Constipa-
tion, as I have elsewhere pointed out, raises acid-

ity by increasing the absorption of acids from
the large intestine : hence the twofold bad eifect

of hard water, for urate of lime is insoluble, and
the constipation, which lime also produces, aids

retention by diminishing the alkalinity of the
blood.

How very different from this ideal is the posi-

tion of the town dweller, office worker, or book-
worm of to-day who wishes to attempt the uric-acid-

free diet, how many difficulties are obviously in

his way? He is full of uric acid from his old
diet, he cannot take bulk}' foods like bread-stuflfs

and vegetables, he only gets exercise for an hour
or two twice or thrice a week, hence his appetite

and only too often his digestion, as well, are poor.
He commonly sufi^ers from constipation, which acts

with diminished exercise in diminishing alkalinity
and favoring retention; moreover he has acquired
along with his meat-eating more or less of the
stimulant habit, and so on the new diet he at once
goes in for the stimulating acids of fruit and will

take these to excess and produce retention with
them if not prevented. He feels that he must
have something to replace his lost stimulants
(flesh and tea).

Now I do not wish to be understood as saying
that, in the early stages of diet change and for
tliose who suffer much from depression and col-

lemia while changing, a little extra fruit is a bad
thing and one to be always avoided. In such
cases it is often very useful, and it is better to use

a litle fruit in place of a drug : but it must be
understood by all that if this is persisted in, and
continued too long, if the practice of stimulation
is merely carried on b}' fruit instead of by tea,

this will prevent on the one hand the complete
clearing out of deposits necessary for the cure
of rheumatism and gout, and on the other will

provide or increase accumulations some of which
may at any time pass into solution in the blooH.

causing from time to time collemia and its results.

Such patients suffering from collemic troubles

and starting off with stimulation and retention by
fruit, cold, bracing climate, acids, etc., may be
much better for six, twelve, or even eighteen months.
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and then all their troubles will return and the diet

may be said to have failed.

It is not the diet that has failed, but those who
have not understood that there is no way out of

these troubles by retention : and that though it

may be wise in early stages to go in for a little

extra fruit and thus to moderate a too sudden
rush of collemia, which might produce severe

debility and anemia if unrestrained, this is only a

temporary expedient adopted in the case of the

debilitated and uric-acid clogged, because they

are in these unfortunate conditions and require

immediate help. Such help may have to be given

either by fruit, bracing climate, cold water, or

tonic drugs, and in all cases the result is to pro-

duce some retention ; but we are often forced to

do something of this kind unless we wish to see

the patient sink into somewhat serious conditions

of collemia, anemia, and debility.

Such treatment is, however, no necessary part

of the uric-acid-free diet; it is to be regarded

rather as a preliminary course to prepare the

patient for it, and it is obvious that it is contrary
to the ideal diet. The attempt to attain the ideal

diet may have to be put off for a time in severe

cases, but people are expecting the impossible if

they think that a diet which permanently trans-

gresses these rules will ever effect a complete cure

either of gout or rheumatism (retention) or of col-

lemia from the correlated plus excretion.

Some believe that the secret of long life is to be
found in milk allowed to go sour or in the lactic

acid thus produced, or again in milk which has
been soured by some special process. But it

follows from our first principles above stated that

such acid foods may suit those who live in a

fairl)' warm climate and who get their living by
bodily labor, but it will not suit sedentary people,

especially those who live in a cold climate such as

that of England. Such acid food taken here will

soon lead to retention, and so eventually to some
loss of uric-acid-freedom.

I do not believe that the secret of long life is

to be found in milk or in cheese or in bread or in

nuts or in fruit, but in always living as nearly as

may be on the natural diet of man, and in getting

that food from the cereals, nuts, and fruit growing

in, and therefore suited to, the countrv and cli-

mate in which one lives, together with more or

less milk and cheese also produced on the spot.

The secret of long life has always had its

foundation in obedience to nature, and man to be!

happy must use natural food obtained by his owm
labor. To force others to labor for you is to lose

a great part of the reward.
In illustration of some of these points I will now

mention some cases in which mistakes were made
and their results. These were in people who had
not understood the diet ideal, had not compre-
hended that all retention is w-rong, and means, if not

arthritis, at least collemia. The arthritis may be

immeiliate, but the collemia may not appear for quite

a long time, and in this case the retention is perhaps
continued for many months and the patient imagines

that all is goinp- well, that the headache is cured, that

. the diet is doing no end of good.

Unfortunately a little later the picture is re-

versed, the relief has been due to retention not, as

it should be, to reduced intake and free outflow

and elimination of urates. This correct freedom
will last for life; not so the freedom due to re-

tention, for retention must come to an end some
daj'', and then the headaches return and are for

a time perhaps as bad as ever. But if the diet is

continued, if the errors are put right, if the ac-

cumulations are cleared out, if the ideal is fol-

lowed and no further retention is permitted, the

real true freedom wath tissues clear of urate and
daily excretion equal to daily formation will yet be
obtained and all will be well. Yet very many are un-
fortunately discouraged and give up the diet in dis-

gust because they do not understand the cause of.

this failure. This is an unfortunate error for the

patient, as it prevents his being relieved or cured;
unfortunate also for the diet, as it fails to get the

credit which is due to it.

M. F., aged 27, suffering from migraine. Has
been on diet eighteen months ; was much better at

first, but the last three or four months (spring of

1908) has been nearly as bad as ever again. Inquiry
brought out the following facts: All through
last winter she had been eating fruit (oranges
and bananas) fairly regularly, she has also

not infrequently taken stewed prunes as a

remedy for constipation. Now dried plums are
perhaps as acid as any fruit in the world, and the

sugar they contain is but an additional acid. I

note that many of the public seem to think that a

fruit which is sweet cannot be acid, as if the two
things were contradictory, which of course is not
the case. Fruit may contain a large quantity of
acid even though it tastes sweet, and sugar when
swallowed produces acids in the body, so that

when fruit is bad fruit plus sugar or jam is worse.
M. F. had also been taking rhubarb (a poisonous
and highly acid vegetable) fairly frequently during
the spring. Thus no doubt she has been retain-

ing more or less all winter, and in the early spring

when the uric acid thus provided was got into so-

lution and passed into her blood with the return

of the warmer season her migraine was for a time
nearly as bad as ever, and the poor uric-acid-free

diet got a bad name
Now what ought this patient to have done? It is

easy to see the mistake she made, she broke the

rules by eating fruit out of season in a cold climate,

but what should she have done for the relief of

her constipation? If she was in the position of

the ideal laboring man. and had a hearty appetite,

the constipation difficulty would be easily got
over by eating freely of vegetables and salads

with olive oil as is done in France, But this patient

is sedentary and delicate, a town dweller with a

poor appetite ; if she is to eat much vegetable and
salad she will not have room for her foods. She
must at least not break the rules by taking fruit

out of season in a cold climate, and if she can take

potato freely and a little olive oil with that and
some of her other foods {e.g. rice) she will not

be much troubled with constipation.

Another case, G. M., a young man who has been

on diet for some years and is completely cured
of the migraine for which he began it. He never-
theless has occasional collemia, producing some
depression and drowsiness, and is not as free as

he should be from occasional colds or attacks of

influenza. Now investigations shows that this

is the result of his having got the idea that it is

a good thing to be strong and braced up, as it is

called, by exposure to cold. A practice copied from
the meat-eaters, who of course require tonics of all

kinds (drugs and climatic) to keep them well and fit

for work.
Hence he has been careless of exposure to cold

and has refused to clothe himself sufficiently or

to put on a coat when other people would do so.

his rooms have been kept too cold in winter, and
in summer he has spent much time in bathing, of
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which he is very fond, and has often done this

on days regarded by others as too cold for bath-
ing. Hence he has got more or less retention of

uric acid in spite of a correct diet, and, when next
exposed to heat or when the weather gets warm in

spring, he has a corresponding amount of collemia

with the results above mentioned. This of course has

nothing to do with diet, A-et those who do not
understand the whole matter might say that here
also the diet had failed. I have narrated some
cases ("Uric Acid," edition VII) where still worse
results were produced by exposure to cold.

If there is no retention by acids or cold, there
will be no arthritis, colds, or bronchitis on the one
hand, and no collemia, depression, or headache
on the other: and a little constipation must be
put up with or remedied by other means, for to
attempt to get rid of it by fruit out of season is to

sacrifice the greater to the less, and to lose that

complete uric-acid freedom which it is the object

of the dietetic and all other rules to obtain.

It is true that constipation, other things being
equal, tends to raise acidity and cause retention,

but this rise of acidity can be counteracted by
increasing the quantity of potato. No doubt also

it is always a misfortune to have acquired the

constipation habit when living on flesh, and this

is one more reason for lieginning the diet in

childhood. Another is that the habit of taking
the more bulky foods is then easily acquired.

In the same way joint troubles may be better

for a time if the patient begins the diet in summer
and takes plenty of vegetables and only a little fruit,

but they will come back again in the autumn an<l

winter, if he takes fruit which is then out of sea-

son, if he exposes himself to cold or takes other
liberties, having perhaps got hold of the erro-

neous notion that diet will protect him from all

other causes of retention and trouble.

The same applies to skin diseases; if the diet is

undertaken for any of these, they may be better

at first and then relapse if any of the above-named
mistakes are made. No doubt the uric-acid-free

diet lessens the tendency, other things being equal, to

all troubles that are due to its excess. It does
not, however, remove all possibility of such troubles,

for there is still some uric acid to be dealt

with, and if through ignorance or careless-

ness this is allowed to accumulate, the old

troubles will be reproduced to a greater or a less

extent. But nothing of this kind need ever take

place if the simple first principles of uric acid sol-

ubility are correctly understood, and if reason-

able care is exercised.

Again we have a child who is ill as the result

of exposure to cold and in spite of the uric-acid-

free diet. Here it is not the patient who is to

blame, but the parent of the patient. On inquiry

we find that this child of three or four years old

has been living all winter in a poorly warmed
house, in a cold and damp climate, and has been

allowed to go about the passages in a temper-
ature but little above the freezing point, not only

deficiently clothed but with absolutely no cloth-

ing on the greater part of the surface of its limbs.

If you make any remark on the bare blue limbs

and the ice-cold hands and feet of such a child,

the mother may quite probably urge in excuse

that the little arms and legs "look so sweet,"

which is probably true, but unfortunately ex-

posure of bare limbs to a temperature of 35° or

40° or even one of 45° or 50°, means retention of

uric acid, and retention provides a store ; and it mat-

ters not how the store is provided ; once the store is

there all, even the most deadly, effects of uric acid

may result at some future time. Open windows at

nignt are by many regarded as a cause of adenoids.

Fresh air is good, but cold is not and may cause re-

tention and rheumatic troubles in the child exposed

to it.

Perhaps you are asked why such a child on a cor-

rect diet has colds? Why it has pharyngitis and
enlarged tonsils? Why it has chronic nasal catarrh

and adenoids? And why the surgeon has to be

called in to deal with the tonsils or the adenoids?

Or it may have laryngitis and be dangerously ill, or

tracheitis or bronchitis ; or a doctor, who is called in,

may treat the bronchitis with amonium compounds
(see "Uric Acid" Ed. VII or British Medical Jour-

nal, May 9, 1908), and then the unfortunate child

may develop acute arthritis, and endocarditis or peri-

carditis, and all the other lesions of complete rheu-

matic fever.

You are asked to explain all this ; the explana-

tion has been given a dozen times over in every

edition of my work above mentioned. Yet the

inference of the patient is that the uric-acid-frec

diet is a failure, because it will not do what is

impossible, because the presence of some little sense

in diet will not make up for complete absence of

common sense in other directions.

I will conclude by remarking that the sol-

nliility of uric acid and its excretion, and the

things that control it cover a very much wider
field than the mere answer to the question : What
shall we eat or what shall we drink? It covers'

also the climate and the situation of our house,

the way in which it is warmed and ventilated, the

water we drink, the temperature of the water

we wash in, the clothing we wear by night and

by day, and the bodily exercise we get and the

way we get it.

It may be difficult to bear all these points con-

stantly in mind, but those who remember the

above-mentioned ideal will make fewer mistakes.

Its essential points are :—correct food, sufficient

warmth, and the health-giving and appetite-pro-

ducing effects of constant bodily labor in the

open air. Play, athletics, or unproductive labor

is never so good ; it produces neither the all-

round strength, the good constitution, nor the

hearty appetite of the real thing, and is nearly

always deficient in quantity and irregular in time.

7 Brook Street, Hanover Square.

PNEUMONIA ON THE ISTHMUS OF PA-

NAMA.*
By W. E. DEEKS, M.A., M.D.,

CHIEF OF MEDICAL CLINIC, ANCON HOSPITAL, ISTHMUS OF PANAMA.

In this paper an attempt is made to outline the

symptoms, complications, and treatment of 574
cases of pneumonia, occurring during the epidemic

which began in the autumn of 1905, and which

gradually subsided toward the end of 1907. These

cases represent the greater part of those admitted

to Ancon Hospital between the dates January 31,

1906, and October 25, 1907. About sixty cases oc-

curred previous to the former date, but are not

included in the series ; neither are those which

were admitted during the above-mentioned period

but died within thirty -six hours after admission.

I\Tost of this latter group were moribund, and sat-

isfactory histories could not be obtained.

Most of the cases were among the colored people,

* Read at a meeting of the Medical Society of the

Isthmus Canal Zone.
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natives of the West Indian Islands, and the mor-
tality was 37 per cent. It is interesting to note the

average mortality of the natives of the different

islands.

Among the Barbadians there were 221 cases, with
a mortality of 36 per cent.; among the Jamaicans,
71 cases with a mortality of 40 per cent. ; Martin-
iquans, 69 case, 42 per cent. ; Guadaloupians, 50
cases, 22 per cent. ; Antiguans, 29 cases, 34 per
cent.; Columbians, 19 cases, 52 per cent.; Grana-
dians, 18 cases, 331-3 per cent.; St. Lucians, 15
cases, 33 1-3 per cent. ; Panamanians, 12 cases, 58
per cent.; Whites, 20 cases, 20 per cent.

A striking feature is the severe mortality among
the native Panamnians and Columbians (58 and 52
per cent.), who belong largely to a mixture of races.

It was found in general that the mixed races

showed poor resisting power in pneumonia.
I have been unable to ascertain why the natives

of Gaudaloupe withstood the disease better than the

rest of the West India Islanders, unless they were
later importations, when food conditions were bet-

ter. The number of cases which occurred among
natives of the other islands was too small to draw
any conclusions. It is seen, however, that the

whites, which included those from all countries,

suffered much less from the disease, and that the

mortality (only 20 per cent.) was much lower
than among the colored patients.

It was found that age played some role in the

prognosis. Under thirty years of age there were
377 cases, with a mortality of 33.2 per cent. Be-
tween 30 and 40 years, 112 cases with a mortality of

37.6 per cent., and above 40 the death rate was 50.4
per cent. Those between 25 and 35 years of age
withstood the disease best.

It was further found that 62 per cent, of the

cases had been on the Isthmus less than six months.
In regard to etiological factors of the epidemic,

a pneumonia board was appointed to investigate

them. Dr. H. R. Carter was chairman, and the
writer one of the members. The investigation was
made along the following lines

:

(a) The localities and buildings were investigated

where pneumonia was prevalent, special attention

being given to altitude, seasonal variation, environ-
ment, clothing, exposure to wet and draft, over-
crowding, ventilation, prevalence of malaria, and
house infection.

(b) The examination of clinical and pathological

records to ascertain if acclimation or any other fac-

tors were concerned.

Under the first group of conditions the evidence
was practically all negative.

Under the second group it was found from the
histories that malaria may prove a predisposing
factor, as histories of continued fever for several
days preceding the onset of the pneumonia were
common.
Most important, however, were Dr. Darling's

pathological findings, as follows: (i) Among the
autopsies of colored patients dead from other than
pneumococcus infection 17 per cent, had a puru-
lent sinusitis, a condition which in the United States
would be usually considered as a result of a recent
influenza. (2) That among autopsies of patients
dead because of pneumococci infection the propor-
tion of such sinusitis involvement was much
greater, viz., 61 per cent. That was therefore good
evidence of a connection between the purulent sinu-
sitis and the pneumococcus in other organs acting
directly as a cause, or both were the results of a com-
mon cause.

Dr. Darling stated in July, 1906, that the age of

the sinus infection is appreciably greater than that

of the lung or meningeal lesion, and concluded his

observations with the statement that "the portal of

entry of the pneumococcus is in most instances an

inflamed accessory nasal sinus, the mucous mem-
brane of which is fitted for the reception of the

pneumococcus by an antecedent influenza or rhin-

itis."

It may be here noted that influenzal conditions

were very common among the people on the Isthmus
during the pneumonia epidemic, particularly among
the new arrivals.

A similar observation to that of Dr. Darling's

had been made in 1902 by T. S. Kirkland, of Syd-
ney, N. S. W., during an epidemic there.

The symptoms chiefly complained of on admis-

sion were fever, headache, cough, pain, chill, vom-
iting, dyspnea, dysphagia, and dysentery. Herpes
labialis, hiccough, delirium, icterus, and rusty

sputum were very commonly observed.

Though on admission pneumonia was often sus-

pected, positive physical signs coukl not be made out

for two or three days after the onset. There
seemed to be a focus of infection from which con-

solidation slowly extended throughout one or more
lobes.

The severity of the onset is not a positive indi-

cation of the severity of its course or the develop-

ment of complications.

It was not uncommon to have a patient admit-

ted with a high temperature during the day and to

find next morning a normal temperature, followed

by a rise the next day to the maximum of the fever

which continued throughout the course of the

disease. It was also common to find a decidedly

remittent malarial looking temperature for several

days of the disease, particularly so in the milder

cases. Neither rusty sputum nor icterus was any
indication as to the lobe or lobes involved.

Deep jaundice was a sign of considerable gravity,

as was also hiccough, ihough several recoveries oc-

curred when these symptoms were present to a

marked degree.

The lobes involved were as follows : right lower,

155 times; left lower, 136 times; right upper, 69
times ; both bases, 39 times ; the whole of one and
part of the other, 31 times; right middle and lower,

27 times ; complete right, 27 times ; middle and
upper, 20 times ; right upper and lower, 19 times

;

left, complete, 18 times ; left upper, 12 times ; right

middle, 1 1 times ; right upper and left lower, 7
times ; right middle and left lower, once, and both
upper lobes, once.

The toxicity of the disease did not depend on the

extent of involvement, but upon the virulence of

the organism or the lowered resistance of the pa-

tient.

The leucocytes are an important factor in diag-

nosis, but vary within wide limits not only in dif-

ferent cases, but also in the same case.

A low leucocyte count (between 3,000 and 10,-

000) indicates either a slight attack and a favor-

able prognosis, or a very grave attack signifying

lowered resistance in the patient, or great virulence

of the infection, and is thus a symptom of great

gravity. In fatal cases one count as low as 3,000

was recorded. In another two counts of 6,000 and

5,200 on successive days. In a third fatal case four

counts were made of 8,000, 6,000, 13,400, and 9,600.

In 40 fatal cases out of 100 in which a leucocyte

count was made the leucocytosis was found to be

15,000 or under, that is 40 per cent.

In 55 cases out of 207 which recovered only 26.6

per cent, had leucocytosis of 15,000 and under. In
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one fatal case with a leucocytosis of 7,600 there

was found at death, acute hemorrhagic serofibrin-

ous pleuritis, acute splenic tumor, subcutaneous and
subendocardial ecchymoses, and intense parencliy-

matous degeneration of all the viscera. In an-

other, with a leucocyte count of 14.700, the patho-

logical report recorded fibrinopurulent pleuritis and
pericarditis with pleuropulmonary tuberculosis. In

another, with a leucocytosis of 12,200, there was
found fibrinopurulent pleuritis and acute splenic

tumor. In another, with 12,000, fibrinopurulent

pleuritis, pericarditis, peritonitis, and mediastinitis.

In another of 10,000, chronic nephritis, empyema,
hemorrhage into the pericardium, and atrophic cir-

rhosis of the liver. In another of 12,000, empyema
and fibrinopurulent pericarditis. In one of 13,600,

empyema, which proved fatal. In one of 15,000,

empyema, acute pericarditis, acute peritonitis, and
chronic interstitial nephritis. In one of 15,000,

empyema and mediastitis (fibrinopurulent). In

one of 10,000, fibrinopurulent pleuritis, pericarditis,

mediastitis, and acute nephritis. In another fatal

case in which two counts of 5,200 and 6,000 were
recorded there was found acute serofibrinous pleu-

risy, marked arteriosclerosis, chronic interstitial

splenitis, and acute nephritis, and this in a patient

of 29 years of age. In a Jamaican 26 years of

age, admitted at midday with chills, fever, vomit-

ing, herpes labialis, and hiccough, complete con-

solidation of the right lung was found, with a

leucocyte count of only 7,600; on the fourth day
the same; on the sixth, 8,200, and on the ninth, 11,-

600. At autopsy pneumococcal cerebrospinal men-
ingitis was found as a complication. In a boy aged
20, with right upper lobe involvement, four leu-

cocyte counts during the course of his illness gave
8,000, 6,000, 13,400, and 9,600, respectively, and at

autopsy fibrinous pericarditis and purulent sinusitis

were found. In another patient, 29 years of age,

with right upper lobe involvement and a leucocy-

tosis of 8,600, chronic nephritis was the only com-
plication. In a man, 37 years of age, with left

apex involvement and a leucocytosis of 8.400 (em-
pyema and acute nephritis complicating the condi-

tion) a good recovery was made. In another, aged

30, who had complete left lung and right lower in-

volvement the leucocyte counts gave 6,600, 4,000,

and 13,600. He also made a good recovery from
an empyema which followed. In another, in a man
aged 30, with right lower involvement and a leu-

cocytosis of 7,000, which Droved fatal, empyema,
purulent sinusitis, and chronic interstitial nephritis

were found at autopsy.

Contrary to all this, I found recorded in a boy
aged 20, who had the whole right and left lower

involved, a leucocytosis of 70.000. He developed

an empyema and plastic pericarditis, but made a

good recovery.

The above cases are sufficient to illustrate what
was above mentioned, that a low degree of leucocy-

tosis in pneumonia is on the one hand a condition

of gravity, showing lowered resistance on the part

of the patient, while, on the other hand, patients

with a low leucocytosis made a good recovery. It

was generally found that either there was slight in-

volvement of one lobe or an incomplete lobar pneu-

monia, and very frequently the development of an
empyema followed without other complications. In

these cases there was probably an attenuated viru-

lence of the infective agent.

Leucocytosis therefore may be said to be a valu-

able prognostic sign, but only in conjunction with

the other symptoms and physical signs present.

In three cases complicated with typhoid fever, all

of which proved fatal, the leucocytosis was 23,800,

22,000, and 15,000, respectively.

In the series of 574 cases the following complica-

tions occurred : Acute nephritis in 54 cases, chronic

interstitial nephritis in 40 cases ; acute pericarditis,

either fibrinous, hemorrhagic, purulent, or suppura-

tive, in 40 cases; empyema in 45, with 19 recov-

eries (when uncomplicated these cases usually re-

covered) ; malaria in 16 cases; acute ulcerative co-

litis in 10 cases ; meningitis in 6 cases ; abscess of

the lung in 3 cases
;
parotitis in 3 cases ; endocardi-

tis in 2 cases ; arthritis in 2 cases ; otitis media in i

case ; amebic dysentery in 7 cases ; thrombosis of

the abdominal aorta in i case
;
peritonitis in 7 cases

;

pancreatitis in 3 cases; mediastinitis in 6 cases;

uncinariasis in 121 cases; myocarditis in 4 cases;

empyema of the gall-bladder in i case ; cerebral

hemorrhage in 3 cases; gangrene of the lung in i

case ; atrophic cirrhosis of liver in 3 cases.

Practically all those died who had chronic inter-

stitial nephritis or atrophic cirrhosis of the liver,

and most of the patients who developed acute ne-

phritis.

As will be seen from the above, uncinariasis was
present in 121, or about 20 per cent., of the cases.

It was only when the uncinariasis gave rise to se-

vere anemia that this aft'ection added to the gravity

of the prognosis.

The most striking factor in the above analysis,

however, is the small number of cases complicated

by malaria ; only sixteen being cases recorded in

which the organism was present.

This observation has been repeatedly verified

since, and it may be said in general terms that ma-
larial organisms and leucocytosis are incompatible

conditions in the human organism. Leucocytosis

takes care of malaria, and in the treatment of pneu-
monia even the presence of the organisms need not

be considered in the general management of the

case.

On the other hand, it may be noted here that leu-

copcnia, which is present in typhoid fever, is not
incompatible with malaria, and here these two af-

fections are found almost constantly to coexist, and
necessitate the administration of quinine through
the whole or a great part of the course of the

former.

Another striking complication is amebic dysen-
tery, which developed in seven cases during the

progress of the affection. At the onset there was
no dysentery. Two cases in which this complication

was present terminated fatally. Another unusual
complication encountered was thrombosis of the ab-

dominal aorta.

In regard to the treatment of the pneumonia pa-

tients some important facts have been noticed. It

is not the object of the writer of this paper to dis-

cuss the smaller though important methods of treat-

ment, such as rest, fresh air, and general hygiene,

but to point out particularly the misuse of an im-

portant drug which modern medicine not only sanc-

tions, but teaches to be of special value in the treat-

ment of pneumonia. The reference is to quinine.

In a district where malarial infection is almost tmi-

versal it is but natural to assume that quinine here

would be a sine qua noii in the therapeutic armament
for the management of pneumonia patients. The
direct opposite has been found to be the case. As
mentioned above, only in 16 bloods of the 574 cases

examined were the malarial plasmodia found on
the day of admission to the hospital, and since spe-

cial attention has been directed to this point the

general principle may be formulated that leucocy-

tosis destroys or is antagonistic to the pathological
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activity of the malarial parasite. When this was
noted the use of quinine in the treatment of pneu-
monia cases was discontinued, and it was used only

on the day of admission, before the diagnosis was
made. On analyzing the results the following per-

centage of comparative mortalities was obtained

:

Total mortality in the 574 cases, 37 per cent. ; mor-
tality of 338 cases treated with quinine, 41.4 per

cent. ; mortality of 236 cases treated without qui-

nine, 30.5 per cent.—a clear gain of almost 11 per

cent.

It is also interesting to note that in 164 re-

coveries from pneumonia in which no quinine was
used, though the convalescence was frequently te-

dious, no malaria developed while the patients were
in the wards. Leucocytosis would be looked upon
in pneumonia as a conservative process; in other

words, it would be regarded as Nature's method of

fighting the disease.

From this viewpoint permit me to quote a few
extracts from H. C. Wood's "Therapeutics, Its

Principles and Practice," on the physiological ac-

tion of quinine. He says

:

"We think it more than probable that after a fezu

doses the alkaloid is practically eliminated in forty-

eight hours, but that when it has been given con-

tinuously, or when kidney disease or great feebleness

of circulation exists, the S3-stem may contain a nota-

ble amount of the quinine for a longer period."

"Two facts, first pointed out by T. A. Chaperon,
have been so abundantly substantiated that we must
accept them as established. They are, that in small

doses quinine causes in the frog a lessening of the

reflex activit)-, which is removed by section of the

medulla, and in large doses it produces a permanent
palsy of reflex activity."

"In man, very large doses of quinine (thirty to

sixty grains) lower the force and frequency of the

pulse ; a pulse-rate of 40 has been noted, and in re-

ported cases of quinine poisoning the pulse has been
imperceptible at the wrist. Under the latter circum-

stances the pulse-rate may be increased, but the

cardiac force is reduced to a minimum. The evi-

dence is conclusive that both in man and in the

lower animals quinine in sufficient amount is pow-
erfully depressant to the heart muscle or ganglia."

"It is probable, therefore, that the fall of the

arterial pressure in poisoning by quinine is in part

the result of an action upon the vessels."

"In 1867 Binz announced the fact that quinine

added to human blood in the proportion of i part

to 4,000 immediately checks and in a short time

arrests the ameboid movements of the white blood

cells. Confirmation of this has been furnished by
Scharrenbroich, by Kerner, by Geltowsky, and by
Jerusalimsky. The minimum effective strength of

the solution has been found to vary in different

species of animals, and even in different individuals

of the same species."

"The correctness of the original observation of

Binz, that quinine checks the outwandering of the

white blood corpuscles in the irritated mesentery of

the Cohnheim frog, must be considered as estab-

lished, but it is not proved that the failure of the

blood corpuscles to escape from the irritated ves-

sels is due to the arrest of their ameboid movements
by the quinine."

"The investigations of Binz appear to show that

the alkaloid lessens the ozonizing power of the

blood ; for he found that in young cats to which he
had given a very large but not fatal dose of quinine

the freshly drawn blood affected the tincture of

guaiac much less than it normally should."

"As it is established that quinine exerts some

antipyretic action in ordinary fever, it is a plausible

theory that the lowering of temperature is due to

a checking of the ozonizing power of the blood.

"

"Considering all the evidence, and especially the

rather recent very elaborate studies of Prior, we
are wararnted in believing it established that qui-

nine poiverfully depresses the elimination of the

nitrogenous excretory principles. That such de-

crease is due to diminished formation, and not to

lessened elimination, seems proved by the fact that

in Prior's experiments there was no increase of
nitrogenous e.xcretion beyond the normal following
the omission of the quinine. It seems, therefore, to

be established that quinine has a direct or indirect

depressing influence upon the tissue changes of the

human organism."
We have, therefore, in the physiological action

of quinine directly antagonistic principles to what
is sought in the management of pneumonia cases.

In brief, its action is cumulative, depressing to the

nerve centers and the respiratory and circulating

organs. It interferes with the development of leu-

cocytosis by preventing the emigration of leucocytes

from the blood, reduces the ozonizing powers of the

erythrocytes, and interferes with the elimination of
waste products.

It also acts as an antipyretic in reducing temper-
ature, but this is scarcely to be desired when, ac-

cording to Fraenkel, the discoverer of the pneu-
monia diplococcus, the organism rapidly loses its

pathogenic properties by cultivation at 41° to 42°

C. (105.8° to 107.6° F.).

From the above evidence it may be concluded
that quinine in large doses in pneumonia is contra-

indicated.

The drugs at present made use of in the treat-

ment of pneumonia may be said to be at the onset

(if much pain be present) y^ of a grain of morphine
hypodermically ; tincture of the muriate of iron in

1/2 dram doses three times daily. This is done be-

cause of the marked anemia which has hitherto

characterized the patients here, due in great part

to intestinal parasitism and poor food. Strychnine
and nitrog\lcerin hypodermically ; as much as 1-30

grain of the former and i-ioo grain of the latter

may be given as frequently as every three or four

hours, and whiskey ad libitum. It has been given

when there was a great deal of toxemia up to 18

ounces in 24 hours. Much less (6 or 8 ounces
daily) is generally given toward the end of the

disease.

In mild cases no medication at all is necessarj-,

but in severe cases the pulse must be frequently

watched and the stimulants varied accordingly.

As a rule, nothing is necessary the first three or

four days, then stimulation is begun as the symp-
toms or condition of the patient indicate. During
the course of the affection an occasional dose of

magnesium sulphate is considered good treatment,

particularly if constipation be present. In extreme
cases saline enemata are of great value, apparently

often tiding the patient over a crisis. These may
be given in quantities of six or eight ounces every

three hours, particularly if the patient is not taking

nourishment well. As a rule, they are retained.

If the case is a very toxic one, a gallon or more of

warm physiological saline solution is used to lavage

the bowels.

In other words, the treatment practised here is

supportive and eliminative, and in the class of pa-
tients that we have to treat, with their numerous
complications, the results on the whole must be
considered at least satisfactorv.
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EARLY TUBERCULOSIS AND MALARLV;
THEIR DIFFERENTIATION.*

By PAUL H. RINGER, A.B., M.D.,

ASHEVILLE, N. C.

Cases of incipient pulmonary tuberculosis, par-
ticularly in individuals coming from malarial dis-

tricts, are so often diagnosed as malaria, and
proper hygiene and diet not resorted to, that a
few words on the differentiation of these two dis-

eases may not be amiss.

The differential diagnosis is at times difficult

—

usually, however, it is quite possible if the case be
studied carefully. Let it be understood at the start

that reference is not made to pernicious malaria

—

to malarial cachexia—but to tertian, quartan, and
estivo-autumnal malaria, as opposed to first-stage

pulmonary tuberculosis.

The diagnosis may be considered under three
distinct headings: (i) Clinical Symptoms, (2)
Laboratory Findings, and (3) Therapeutic Test.

Clinical Symptoms.—Chills. In both diseases

we may have actual chills or chilly sensations, but
a definite rigor speaks far more in favor of ma-
laria than of tuberculosis, cases of the latter disease

having marked chills being usually so far advanced
that a correct diagnosis forces itself.

Fever.—A common symptom of both diseases,

usually higher in malaria than in early tubercu-
losis, and rising suddenly in inalaria as compared
with a gradual ascent in tuberculosis. The fever
of malaria comes on with a rush—the patient is

seized with a chill, and in twenty minutes has a

temperature of from 101° to 104°. A very typical

temperature curve of incipient pulmonary tubercu-
losis, taken from the record-book of one of my
patients, is the following: 11 .\. w., 98.8°; i p. m.,

99.5° ; 3 p. M., 100°
; 5 p. M., 100.6°

; 7 p. m., 99.8°.

A carefully kept two-hourly temperature record
is one of the best means of differentiating the two
diseases.

In malaria the fever usually drops by crisis; in

tuberculosis by lysis. However, in the estivo-au-

tumnal type of malaria, fever may last more than
twenty hours (this not occurring in early tuber-

culosis) and fall by lysis—the fever in this type of

malaria may even be continuous, the picture then
being suggestive of typhoid fever rather than tu-

berculosis.

Sweating.—Far more profuse in malyri.T than

in early tuberculosis, where real sweats are uncom-
mon. Drenching sweats occur only in the more
advanced cases of tuberculosis : in malaria they

may occur after every paroxysm of fever.

General Feelings.—A most important point in

my opinion is the fact that between paroxysms the

malarial patient feels well—the tuberculous patient

feels sick. The malarial patient (unless he be the

victim of an old chronic malarial poisoning) recov-

ers swiftly from his paroxysm. The tuberculous

individual, if running a temperature, is constantly

a prey to the tuberculotoxins, and consequently
feels weak and below par all the time.

Bronchitis.—May be a symptom in both diseases

—

in malaria is usually diffuse and at the bases of

the lungs posteriorly—in early tuberculosis often

sharply localized and at an apex.

Breath Sounds.—These are of paramount im-

portance, particularly in the apical region. Rough
breathing has been well pointed out by Grancher
to be the first detectable physical sign of pulmo-
nary tuberculosis. With an afternoon fever,

*Read at the meeting of the North Carolina Medical
Society, Winston, N. C, June 16, igo8.

whether -preceded by a feeling of chilliness and
followed by a sweat or not, if at one apex the
breathing is roughened as compared with that of
the opposite apex, whether expiration be pro-
longed or not, a diagnosis of incipient pulmonary
tuberculosis is so probable as to be justifiable.

Dullness and rales need not be awaited; they oc-
cur when the tubercles have coolesced and when
bronchitis has set in. Rough breathing denotes
discrete tubercles. Careful auscultation above the
clavicles, and particularly in the first intercostal
space close to the sternum, is a sine qua nan for the
earliest possible diagnosis of pulmonary tubercu-
losis.

Splenic Enlargement.—Usually present at some
time in malaria—not found in tuberculosis.

Herpes labialis is not seen in early tuberculosis.
According to Osier, it is almost as frequent in

malaria as in acute lobar pneumonia.
Laboratory Findings.—The blood and sputum

should be carefully and (if negative) repeatedly
examined in making this dift'erential diagnosis. I

again say repeatedly, for one negative examina-
tion, whether for malarial plasmodia or tubercle
bacilli, is worth nothing. Furthermore, the plas-
modia are often found, but at certain times, pref-
erably during the height of the fever. Not long
since, in the private laboratory of Dr. Charles L.
]Minor, of Asheville, I examined the blood of a
patient taken while having a chill in the office. No
jjlasmodia were demonstrable. Half an hour later,

the patient being in the febrile stage, more blood
was examined, and in almost every field of the
microscope two or more plasmodia were found.
The stain I prefer is the ordinary Jenner, on ac-
count of its rapidity and simplicity. When pos-
sible, the fresh, unstained blood should be ex-
amined as well as stained .specimens. In examin-
ing for tubercle bacilli, morning sputum should be
chosen and the thickest bits selected. Much of
the success in finding tubercle bacilli depends upon
perfect technique, which cannot be entered into
here, but with proper smearing and staining meth-
ods they should be demonstrable if present at all.

We can assert that, if blood and sputum be care-
fully and repeatedly examined for plasmodia and
bacilli, if all examinations be negative, if there be
ever so slight a change in the breath sounds at one
apex, if intermittent fever and general malaise
persist, the case is one of tuberculosis and not of
malaria.

Therapeutic Test.—Osier has given us an axiom,
"An intermittent fever that resists quinine is not
malarial." Therefore, if needs be, let quinine be
exhibited : if the patient recovers, malaria was
present; if not, malaria can be excluded.

Stress should be laid upon the fact, particularly
in malarial districts, that tuberculosis may set in

with fever typically intermittent in character, and
daily chill with subsequent fever and sweat ; but
careful note of the points mentioned should clear
up the etiology of the febrile movement.
The importance of a correct diagnosis between

these two conditions is more than apparent. Yearly
scores of people are sent to Asheville from all

parts of the country to rid their systems of ma-
laria, when in point of fact the tubercle bacillus

is the prime factor. We do not deny that the two
diseases can and do coexist ; but we do urge that

the most important diagnosis is that of tubercu-
losis. In this country malaria seldom kills. Tu-
berculosis is our greatest scourge. Quinine in

proper doses will shortly arrest malaria ; months of
rest, fresh air, good food, and a minutely regu-
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lated life are essentials to the cure of tuberculosis.

Malaria is not communicable save through an in-

termediate host. Every careless or ignorant tu-

berculous patient expectorating broadcast is a se-

rious and dangerous menace to his family and to

his community. Let us, therefore, take these facts

to heart, and, even though residing in a malarial

district, when a patient presents himself with
symptoms suggesting paludism, let us well con-
sider the pros and cons, and exhaust all our scien-

tific knowledge in an earnest effort to discover
positively whether we have to deal with the Plas-
modium malaria, or with the bacillus of tubercu-
losis.

Zz Haywood Street.

ACUTE OTITIS INTERNA, WITH REPORT
OF A CASE.

By EDGAR R. STILLMAN, M.D.,

TROY, N. Y.

The following account of a case of panotitis, Po-
litzer, or acute primary otitis interna, Voltolini,

is of interest because of its rarity. In fact, pri-

mary disease of the internal ear is so uncommon
that many authors deny its occurrence. Ziegler,

in his "Lehrbuch der Pathologischen Anatomic,"
says: "Primary nontraumatic inflammation of the

labyrinth has not yet been proven." And yet, if

inference is of any value at all in medicine, no
other conclusion can be reached than that these

cases are due to an acute inflammation of the

labyrinth. The literature of the condition seems
to be very scanty. In the past twenty-five years,

in particular, the references to the condition are

very few and incomplete. I have not been able

to find a case reported with autopsy, for the rea-

son that the patients always recover, and only
accidentally would such an opportunity be
afforded. But enough has been done in the post-

mortem examination of adults deaf from childhood

to establish firmly the fact that in childhood some
acute inflammation of the labyrinth had taken
place. Politzer states that the occurrence of a

primary inflammation of the labyrinth has been
established beyond the possibility of a doubt both
by clinical observation and by several post-mortem
examinations.
The disease is an interesting one historically,

since, although described many years ago, its

identity as a separate condition has not yet been
established. The first account seems to have
been written by Kramer in his "Die Erkentniss
und Heilung der Ohrenkrankheiten," Berlin, 1849,

which, however, seemed to have aroused no par-

ticular interest. In 1861 Meniere of Paris again

described it and taught that it was due to an acute

labyrinthitis. Voltolini, however, was the first to

emphasize the importance of the condition, and in

a series of communications and reports of cases

to focus the attention of the profession upon it.

His first conimunication was published in the

Mormtschrift fur Ohrenheilkunde, No. i, 1867, in

which he asserted that it was a specific disease of

childhood, coming on suddenly with vomiting,

headache, fever, sometimes with convulsions ; the

disease lasting three to eight days, with a result-

ing absolute deafness. This account was the first

to receive much notice from the profession, and
from this fact the disease has been known as

otitis labyrinthica Voltolini. In the next ten

years considerable discussion arose concerning
the condition. Voltolini. on the one hand, con-

tended for an acute primary labyrinthine disease,
while, on the other hand, von Troltsch, Politzer,

Moos, and others contended that the disease was
an abortive form of epidemic cerebrospinal men-
ingitis. Voltolini, in 1882, published a very in-

teresting monograph, in which he thoroughly dis-

cussed the two conditions and answered in par-
ticular the objections of his critics who differed

from him in regard to the possibility of an acute
primary otitis interna.

Voltolini reported fifty-one cases in his mono-
graph and mentions having seen many more. He
sums up the symptomatology of the condition in

the following words, which express very vividly
the clinical picture : "An acute inflammation of
the membranous labyrinth usually mistaken for

meningitis was first described by me in Moiiat-

schrift fur Ohrenheilkunde, No. i, 1867. It occurs
almost without exception in children. A per-
fectly well child is seized suddenly with vomiting,

headache, occasionally with earache, high fever

and sometimes with a convulsion. They are usu-
ally conscious and urine is voided and bowels are

moved in a normal manner. The force of the
disease seems to have expended itself in from
three to eight days, and the ph3'sician congratu-
lates himself that the case of meningitis has got-

ten well so quickly. But soon it is discovered

—

it may be within twenty-four hours of the dis-

ease—that the child is completely deaf. It gets

well quickly with the exception of a staggering
gait, plays about again after a few days, his

appetite returns, but he remains completely deaf

and soon forgets how to speak; he has become
deaf and dumb." The kejnote to the diagnosis
then is the early and complete deafness, with
rapid recovery in a child whose symptoms indi-

cated some acute intrancranial inflammation.
In contrast to this description of Voltolini, Po-

litzer in his "Diseases of the Ear," reports a series

of cases of panotitis, in which the same clinical

picture was presented, but in which the inflam-

mation was of a more severe grade and went on
to suppuration and extension of the process into

the middle ear and neighboring tissues. In the

case observed by the author this also took place,

as shown by the late bursting of the drum and
discharge of pus.

The cases of Politzer are as follows

:

"In a child three years old the affection began

with fever, followed in the course of several hours

by an eclamptic seizure without loss of con-

sciousness. Sudden deafness developed after

thirty-six hours. On the tenth day after the

fever remitted, a discharge from both ears began,
which ceased after fourteen days. Four days
later an abscess formed behind the right ear,

which was opened and healed after a short time.

The hearing for every kind of tone and noise was
completely lost.

"In a boy three years old high fever and head-

ache without loss of consciousness occurred three

weeks after the first examination. After two
days a slight discharge was noticed from both

ears, with an abatement of the fever. The
parents noticed at the same time that the patient

had become totally deaf and that it staggered so

markedly in walking that it fell after taking a

few steys. The objective examination showed

perforation of both tympanic membranes and
total deafness without the least trace of percep-

tion for sound.
"A girl three years of age was suddenly taken

with high fever during the night of April 15, 1879.
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Toward morning unconsciousness set in with
slight eclamptic seizures and contractions of tlie

muscles of the neck, which lasted fourteen days.
After the return of consciousness total deafness
and a staggering gait were observed. In the
eleventh week a discharge was obser\"ed from
the left ear, which ceased in three weeks. Ob-
jective examination of the right showed a re-

tracted reddened membrane of the left ear, a dry
perforation in the anterior inferior quadrant.
There was total deafness as in the two previous
cases."

There can be no doubt, Politzer states, that in

these cases "the middle ear and the labyrinth
were affected. Whether, however, the process
arose in both parts of the ear simultaneously, or
whether it affected one sooner than the other
could not be determined, as the cases were not
observed from the beginning of the attack." "The
late appearance of the discharge in the third case
eleven weeks after the commencement of the af-

fection would indicate that the suppuration might
possibly have originated in the labyrinth and
that it extended to the middle ear after perforating
the round and oval windows." In the case ob-
served by the writer there can be no doubt that

this was the sequence of events, since careful ex-

amination of the ears was made very early. The
total deafness was first and examination of the
ear was negative so far as any indications of mid-
dle-ear trouble were concerned. Examination
with the tuning fork showed an absolute obliter-

ation of perception for sound, either b^- bone or

aerial conduction.
It would seem, then, that these two diseases,

panotitis and otitis labyrinthica of Voltolini, rep-

resent conditions that have manj- points in com-
mon and in many cases may represent identical

conditions depending on the severity of the proc-

ess. The bacteriology of the disease also might
prove of service in studying its nature and mode
of development. The case in question is the fol-

lovi'ing

:

J. S., 7 }-ears old, schoolboy, German parent-

age, was first seen by me January 10, 1906. He
had been sent home from school the day before

because of headache, pain over the right eye, and
feverishness. Family history negative ; father

and mother alive and well ; six children alive and

well ; no miscarriages, and no history of any
hereditary disease. Personal history also nega-

tive ; child had measles with complicating pneu-

monia at two years, since which time he has

always been well ; entered school at six years

and made satisfactory progress. There was no
history of any previous ear disease.

At the first examination I found the child in

bed complaining of headache. He had been de-

lirious the night before and at the time of ex-

amination was verj' drowsy and evidently pros-

trated by some serious disease. Objective ex-

amination was negative'; no photophobia, no

Kernig's sign, no rigidity, nothing evident on abdom-
inal examination, no evidence of any disturbance

of the respiratory, circulatory, or gastrointestinal

systems. Nothing to cause suspicion of any

trouble with the ears. Child had vomited once,

not projectile in character. Temperature 103°.

A dose of calomel with a fever mixture was
prescribed. He passed a rather restless night

and in the morning appeared prostrated and

stupid ; he could be aroused, but only by shaking

and then would glance around in a strange sort

of way and close his eyes again. He would not

answer questions and seemed not to compre-
hend their meaning. I believe his peculiar be-

havior at this time was due to his complete deafness.

His fever had subsided somewhat, his bowels had
moved several times, and his general condition

seemed a little better. He slept all the time ex-

cept when roused for medicine or nourishment.
The next morning the conditions were un-

changed, but it was discovered that the boy was
totally deaf. An e.xamination of the ears was
negative ; the tympanic membrane showed no
redness or swelling ; he complained of no pain

or soreness about the ears and of no subjective

noises. Examination with the tuning fork showed
absolute loss of both aerial and bone conduction.

No evidence of any other cranial nerve involve-

ment. His head still ached slightly; he was
still a little feverish, but his general condition

seemed to be somewhat improved. He could

recognize objects and could read as well as ustial.

He continued to improve and the next day found

him playing about in bed with his toys, but with

absolute deafness.

At the end of the week he was so much bet-

ter that he was allowed to get up, when it was
first noticed that he staggered on attempting to

walk. His gait resembled the gait of cerebellar

ataxia or that of a drunken man. Repeated ex-

aminations of his ears were made, but up to the

time when he passed out of my observation noth-

ing could be detected. From this time on im-

provement was steady and rapid. The staggering

improved, and in a week or ten days the child was
playing about and seemed well.

On February 4, twentj'-five days after the on-

set of his deafness, both ears discharged without
having given any previous pain or discomfort.

At this time the patient had passed out of my
control and observation, but was reported to be

as well as ever, but totally deaf.

This case then represents typically the clinical

picture associated with the disease as described

by Voltolini and Politzer. The difficult question

to be settled is the relation of these cases to men-
ingitis. It remains for future studies to further

elucidate this relationship or nonrelationship.

Cases like that above described must, however,

be rather infrequent, and the study of a series of

cases is by reason of this fact made difficult. A
complete study of a large number of cases of

meningitis with ear complications would, how-
ever, prove of service in this relation. As stated

before, Voltolini, out of a large number of cases,

had never seen a death, so that no opportunity

for autopsy on a recent case has been afforded.

The etiology of the disease is very obscure.

It occurs exclusively in children, no cases of the

disease having been reported in adults. Atmos-
pheric conditions, dampness, etc., have been de-

scribed as etiological factors, but without much
reason. Its relationship to epidemics of cerebro-

spinal meningitis has not been clearly shown, and

further observation on this point should furnish

valuable information. Sex or season seems to

have no influence. At the time my case occurred

a mild epidemic of influenza was present and a

possible relationship to this disease should be

considered.
The diagnosis of the disease is easy after the

characteristic symptom, total deafness, has devel-

oped, but is impossible before this. The symp-
toms are of such a general nature that it is un-

safe to venture any "positive opinion. They sug-

gest meningeal irritation, but there is no objec-
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tive evidence of this bej-ond the prostration, vom-
iting, fever, headache, and possibly convulsions.
Examination of the ears is negative. The dis-

ease with which it is most likely to be con-
founded is meningitis, particularly sporadic cases

of the epidemic type. The clinical points of dif-

ference are best illustrated by a study of the
following table modified from Voltolini

:

Meningitis.
Epidemic or sporadic.
Attacks adults and cliil-

dren.

Ears usually not botli in-

volved, and if so, not to
same extent and showing
tendency to improvement.
Other cranial nerves may

be affected.

Convalescence prolonged
and miserable.
Herpes labialis common.

Convalescence marked by
great weakness and pros-
tration. Giddiness and diz-
ziness not especially fre-
quent or remarkable.

The prognosis of the disease is invariably fa-
vorable. No deaths have been reported and no
autopsy on a recent case has been made. The
pathology of the condition is therefore obscure,
aiid the necessity of the careful study of cases
with modern laboratory methods is evident.

Labyrinthitis.

Sporadic only.

Attacks children almost
witliout exception.

Both ears always sym-
metrically involved and
total deafness.

Other cranial nerves
never affected. Child other-

wise well.

Convalescence quick, with
deafness.

Herpes very uncommon.
Observed once only.

No especial weakness, but
giddiness and dizziness

constant and long contin-

ued.
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GONORRHEAL EXOSTOSES OF THE OS
CALCIS; REPORT OF A CASE COM-
PLICATED BY METATARSALGLA.*

By ARTHUR J. DAVIDSON, M.D.,

PHILADELPHIA^ PA.

INSTRUCTOR IN ORTHOPEDIC SURGERY, JEFFERSON MEDICAL COLLEGE.

Numerous are the conditions which come to notice
of an orthopedic surgeon, which have for their
chief symptom a painful heel. Among such can
be_ mentioned certain forms of flatfoot, in which
tins symptom is induced by a stretching of the
plantar fascia; also tuberculosis, neoplasn-ls, osteo-
myelitis, neuritis, bursitis, rheumatic and inflam-
matory processes. An atifection, less common
than the above-inentioned and giving rise to the
sympton, painful heel, is the subject of a case that
I am taking the liberty to report, namely, gon-
orrheal exostoses of the os calcis.

_
It has been noted by Bradford that the os calcis

gives attachment to important groups of muscles,
viz., those ending in the tendo Achillis and the
plantar inuscles, with, in addition, the plantar
fascia. Furthermore, that under certain con-
ditions, not yet thoroughly understood, abnormal
bone growths are developed at the insertion of
important muscles which are subjected to strain.

*Read at a meeting of the J. Autken Meigs Medical As-
sociation.

It would, therefore, be expected that in a bone
as important as the os calcis, and subjected as
it is to injuries and strains, there should be
abundant exostoses in these two regions. It will

not be the object of this paper to discuss cases
of traumatic origin. This subject has been very
elaborately studied and presented by Bradford,
in his recent article entitled "Exostoses in the

Plantar Portion of the Os Calcis."

From Baer's cases and also those of Jaeger oi
New York, it would appear that in the blenor-
rhagic condition this tendency to the bone de-
posits is increased. Painter of Boston described
a case of painful heel, in which he found multiple
exostoses on the posterior portion of the os calcis,

associated with an inflammatory process of the

bursa behind the tendo Achillis. He thought that
the lining membrane of this bursa was the start-

ing point of these exostoses, and that they were
osteoarthritic in nature. Nobl of Vienna described a
similar condition. He regarded the seat of in-

fection to be from the sheath of the tendo
Achillis, and thought it to be gonorrheal in origin.

Baer reports six cases, five of which give a clear

history of gonorrhea. Jaeger reports eleven cases,
describing but one of gonorrheal origin. It is

interesting to note that both Baer and Jaeger
describe a case similar to the one that came under
rny observation at the orthopedic out-patient de-

partment of Jef?er.son Medical College Hospital,

presenting a clear history of gonorrhea, gonor-
rheal arthritis of the ankles, and resulting mul-
tiple exostoses of the os calcis.

The condition can be described as occurring
only in males. Of the cases reported none have
occurred in women. It occurs between the ages
of eighteen and thirty, although one case has

been reported in a man of thirty-four. Traumatism
does not seem to be a factor in the production of

this class of cases.

Some time following an attack of urethritis,

usually from three to nine months, the patient

complains of sharp, severe pains in one or both
heels, usually coming on simultaneously in both
heels. The pain can be sharply localized in the

center of the plantar surface of the heel, and
is elicited only by weight bearing or direct

pressure. The pain may be so severe as to in-

capacitate the patient. The gait is characteristic.

The weight is borne by the ball of the foot and
the patient walks, as it were, on his toes. His
steps are slow and careful.

The diagnosis depends first upon the history.

A disease of adult life, occurring usually in males,
and making its appearance some time following
an attack of urethritis. Consider that it is a bi-

lateral disease, the pain appearing simultaneously
in both heels or in one closely following the other

:

again the character of the pain, the attitude and
the characteristic gait. The os calcis will be
found enlarged and thickened in most cases. A
radiograph will confirm the diagnosis.

The only satisfactory treatment is operative.

The following is the report of a case

:

.A. L.. male, age 26 years, complains chiefly of

painful heels. The family history is negative. The
patient has had diphtheria, measles, and malaria.
About five years ago he had an attack of gon-
orrhea. During the third week of the disease

he developed severe pains in both ankles. From
the right ankle the pain shifted to the great toe

and also up to the knee. The patient was ad-

initted to the Rhode Island Hospital, there treat-

ed, and discharged at the end of one month, cured
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of the urethritis, and with the joints in a nor-
mal condition. About one and a half years later
he again had an attack of urethritis. The pains
returned, this time attacking" both ankles, also
shifting across the left metatarsal arch. The
pains continued for about two months, gradually
becoming less severe. Following this illness, the
patient constantly complained of a soreness in

both heels when bearing weight on the feet. .\

year and a half later he had a third attack of
gonorrhea. This time he developed pains in

both ankles, but not so severe as on the pre-

vious occasions. The pains shifted from the
ankles to the heels. He was left with a constant

soreness of both heels on pressure or weight bear-

ing. No pain when at rest.

On examination it was seen that the patient

walked with a slow, careful, guarded gait, pro-

narrow-bladed cutting pliers. The head of the
bone was then separated from all remaining at-

tachments and removed. The wounds were closed

with silkworm gut sutures and cigarette drains
were left for twenty-four hours. The wounds
all healed by first intention. The stitches were
removed at the end of a week. Weight bearing

was started at the end of twelve days.

The condition of the patient two months after

the operation is as follows: Gait normal, no
pain in the plantar portion of the heel, no pain

over the fourth metatarsophalangeal articulation

of the left foot. There is still some soreness over
the insertion of the tendo Achillis on pressure or

following prolonged weight bearing. This is

probably due to excessive callus formation, as it

has been gradually disappearing since the opera-

tion.

Gonorrheal Exostoses of the Os Calcis, from a Radiogram by Dr. W. F. Manges.

tecting the heels at every step. There was a

localized spot of tenderness on pressure over the

insertion of the tendo Achillis on the posterior

surface of each os calcis, also a spot of marked
tenderness on the center of the plantar surface

of the heel. There was a painful area over the

metatarsophalangeal articulation of the fourth

toe of the left foot, the pain of which was greatly

intensified upon pressure. There was apparent

enlargement, with thickening of each os calcis.

The radiograph showed an exostosis at the tu-

bercle of each os calcis, and another at the in-

sertion of the tendo Achillis. There was a defi-

nite thickening about the sides of the bone.

An incision about one and one-half inches long

was made on the inner side of the heel. The soft

parts were dissected aside and the tubercle of

the OS calcis exposed. The exotosis was re-

moved by means of a chisel. The same procedure

was resorted to over the insertion of the tendo

Achillis. On the left foot a vertical incision was
made, one and one-half inches long, from the

proximal interphalangeal joint and extending up-

ward in the central line of the fourth toe. The
extensor tendon was pushed to one side and the

metatarsophalangeal joint exposed. The met-

atarsal bone was now divided as close to its head

as possible by means of powerful sharp-pointed.

The pathological report by Dr. Randle C. Ros-

benberger was to the effect that the head of the

metatarsal bone was slightly enlarged and mark-

edly eburnated. Cultures in blood serum were
taken from the exostoses, all of which proved to

be sterile.

Uterine Endoscopy After Abortion and in the Normal

and Pathological Puerperal State.—Ch. David brings

forward a new instrument for the examination of the

uterine lining after abortion or labor. Its use is easy,

painless, has no inconveniences, and gives valuable in-

formation as to the contents of the uterus and the con-

dition of the cndoinetrium. It shows the existence of

membranous or placental remains, the presence of septic

endometritis or ulceration, allows of the diagnosis of in-

strumental perforation of the uterus in criminal opera-

tions, and aids in the diagnosis of such uterine deformi-

ties as double uterus. A fragment of placenta may be

removed or an application to the uterine lining may be

made through the instrument. It consists of a tube open

at the fundal end, which contains another tube closed with

a glass plate so as to prevent the obstruction of vision by

blood oozing from the lining. In this inner tube is placed

an electric light which gives clear vision of colors and

other visible conditions that denote ulcerations, clots, or

abnormal secretions.

—

Bulletin dc la Societe d'Obste-

trique de Paris,
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THE TUBERCULOSIS CONGRESS.

It is said of a certain writer, whose idea of per-

spective was a little confused, that he made one

of the characters of his historical romance begin

a discourse with the words: "We men of the mid-

dle ages," etc. It is not often that one has such

a realizing sense of where he is and what he is

doing in the light of history, but one does not need

it to see the significance of the present warfare

against tuberculosis. There never was in the his-

tory of the world a movement such as this, one par-

ticipated in by all the peoples of the earth, laymen

and physicians of every nation of the civilized

world, from both the Americas, all of Europe, In-

dia, China, and Japan, the jslands of the Pacific,

and the extremes of Africa, all united in a common
cause—the suppression of a disease which threat-

ens, if unchecked, to exterminate the human race.

The loss to the world from this disease has been

immense; art, literature, science have all suffered

in incalculable measure from its ravages, and the

imagination fails to compass what might have been

accomplished for the elevation of the race by those

who have been cut off by it in the first years of

productive manhood. But more serious even than

this is the loss of the workers, those who produce,

who add to the comfort, the happiness, and the

wealth of mankind. The world can exist without

its geniuses, but without those who make the neces-

sities of life, the food, the clothing, and the habita-

tions of man, it would be a waste. And it is among
the workers that the havoc wrought by tuberculosis

is greatest. As Dr. Pannwitz of Berlin said, at the

Tuberculosis Conference in Philadelphia last week,

every third death during the working period of

life is caused by pulmonary tuberculosis, and every
other workman who becomes incapacitated must
ascribe his ruin to this disease. The cost of tuber-

culosis to the people of the State of New York
alone was estimated by Mr. Homer Folks of this

city, in a paper read before the Congress, to be

$15,000,000 per annum by death and four times

that amount by sickness. What is the financial loss

to the entire world is beyond computation. The
suffering and the sorrow caused by the disease can
only be imagined—rather it defies imagination.

It is to free the world from this curse that the

crusade against tuberculosis has been inaugurated

and is being carried on by earnest workers in every
nation on the globe. The triennial congresses, the

sixth of which has been in session in Washington
this week, are held for the purpose of collecting

information regarding the progress of the move-

ment and of encouraging to renewed effort. But

their greatest service is perhaps in the publicity

which they give to the endeavors of the individual

workers and in the awakening of general interest

in the crusade. The people, as they read in the

papers the reports of the work of the congress, can-

not fail to be impressed with the seriousness of the

movement and be made to feel that the injunctions

against spitting, the warnings against living in dark

and unventilated rooms, and all the other hygienic

recommendations which are unceasingly dinned into

their ears are not the mere preachments of faddists,

but are the voices of prophets consecrated to the

salvation of the people, crying to them to heed their

warnings and be saved.

The international congress which has just met

in Washington has done its work well. Among its

members were many of the best known and the best

phthisiologists of the world who by the fact of their

presence and by their contributions to the scientific

work of the meeting have stamped the congress as

one of the most successful yet held. Not the least

important feature of the congress was the exhibi-

tion, which is to be continued for yet another week,

in which are to be seen plans of sanatoria, hos-

pitals, and dispensaries; appliances for the comfort

of the sick; models of out-door sleeping arrange-

ments, of hygienically constructed and furnished

houses, railway cars, etc. ; educational leaflets for

mothers, school children, indoor workers, dairy

farmers, and others in all walks of life
;
pathological

and bacteriological specimens, and ever}'thing re-

lated to the cure or prevention of tuberculosis. A
full account of the scientific work of the congress

and of the exhibition will be found elsewhere in

this issue and in the succeeding one, from which

our readers can learn what has been accomplished

in furtherance of the warfare against this devas-

tating disease. In this brief comment on the Sixth

International Congress on Tuberculosis, however,

we cannot omit mention of the work of the Secre-

tary-General, Dr. John S. Fulton, to whom belongs

so much of the credit for the success of the gath-

ering. Without the work of him and his assistants,

the Congress would not have been what it has been,

neither would it have been such without the cordial

cooperation of the many workers, lav and medical,

who have labored long and earnestly to make this

meeting one worthy of the cause and of the country

in which it was held.

THE EPIDEMIC OF CHOLERA IN RUSSIA
AND IN THE FAR EAST.

When cholera breaks out in the Far East, it

spreads like wildfire, for all conditions are favor-

able to its propagation. Sanitation, as civilized na-

tions understand it, is unknown, food is bad, and
the physical state of the majority of the natives

predisposes them to the disease. These remarks

apply in almost equal degree to the inhabitants of

Russia. The population individually may be hardier

and more robust than the inhabitants say of India

or of Persia, but the sanitary conditions are very

similar. Filth indescribable and a total neglect of

all precautions to conserve health prevail, and the

consequence is that when a disease like cholera

gains a foothold it is extremely difficult to dislodge.
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Looking at the question from the point of view

of the survival of the fittest, by many it may be

regarded as an act of Providence that a deadly

epidemic disease should from time to time come to

sweep away some of the teeming millions of Asia.

The countries are overcrowded and there is scarcely

food for all, and the people regard death with com-

placency or apathy, in fact the majority would rather

die than live in misery. In India, under British

rule, despite the awful and continued ravages of

plague, the population has increased and is increas-

ing to such an enormous extent that it has become

a source of very serious embarrassment to the gov-

ernment. Again, the natives are by no means grate-

ful for interference to save their lives or to preserve

their health. On the contrary they bitterly resent

the acts of their rulers in this direction and par-

ticularly if such acts clash with the revered tenets

of their religion.

This being so, wouUi it not be as well if their con-

querors left them to their own devices and did not

stretch forth their hands to ward off disease? It

might be as well, but it would be contrary to the

teachings of civilized races who hold human life

in the highest veneration and who look upon its

preservation as an act of the supremest importance.

Hence, as a rule, one very essential part of the

white man's burden is to check the death rate of

the natives by every possible means. Of course,

selfishness and the instinct of self-preservation

count for something, in this crusade made by the

white man against disease in faraway lands. If an

epidemic rages, the white man is more or less open

to its attacks, but, on the whole, the altruistic spirit

is the more prominent, and it is to save the life of

his brown, yellow or black brother that he labors

so untiringly.

In this country our stake in the Far East is

scarcely sufficiently realized. Cholera has repeat-

edly scourged the Philippines and is again present

in epidemic form. Our medical and scientific men
in those isles are learning the lesson which has been

learned long since by the British in India, that it is

almost impossible to deal effectively with the na-

tives so far as sanitary matters are concerned. Con-

sidering, however, the comparatively short time

which has elapsed since the American occupation,

immense progress has been made in Manila and

elsewhere in "cleaning up" these places. Unfor-

tunately cholera is most difficult to stamp out, as

being almost wholly a waterborne disease, and in

spite of all the authorities can do the natives will

continue to pollute the streams and drink the water

unboiled. ,

One thing, at least, has been definitely learned

concerning cholera, and that is that it can be abol-

ished by careful sanitary measures. The malady

is no longer to be feared in western Europe, while

as for England there has been no epidemic on a

large scale since 1866. Although human intercourse

and agency are the cardinal factors in the propaga-

tion of cholera, if the soil be not favorable the dis-

ease will quickly die. Therefore, while care should

be observed to keep out the disease, the primary

and more important steps to be taken are that con-

ditions favorable to its spread should be absent.

If sanitary arrangements are good and water pure

cholera cannot gain ground.

THE CANCER PROBLEM.

Two phenomena may be observed in the recent

study of the cancer problem that oft'er a great deal

more of promise in solving the vexing questions of

the pathogenesis and therapeutics of malignant dis-

ease than the numerous scattered attempts at such

solution during the preceding epochs. One of these

is the establishment of cancer research institutes

which oft'er all the necessary surroundings for car-

rying on the experimental study of cancer or cancer-

like disease of the lower animals as well as for

special examinations of specimens of malignant dis-

ease aimed at the discovery of any peculiar prop-

erties and products of the cellular elements of tu-

mors. The results of such organized study of

tumors are already apparent in the knowledge we
have gained from the transplantations of tumors in

animals and from the many suggestions in reference

to the possible control of malignant disease by the

influence of enzymes upon the tumor cells. The

other phenomenon we refer to is the growing in-

clination shown by scientific men to attack the can-

cer problem in the same way as the other biological

questions have been studied, that is, by collecting

the general data on the subject and by comparing

such data with the like findings in other diseases,

in a word, by the use of synthetic and comparative

methods of research.

Two recent works give evidence of the last-men-

tioned tendencies in the study of malignant disease

:

one of them is Menetrier's monograph on "Cancer"

in the "Nouveau Traite de Medccinc et de Therapeu-

tique," the other is W. Roger Williams' book on the

"Natural H^istory of Cancer." It is Williams' opin-

ion that the prevention of cancer and the reduction

of its ravages are the fields of the general problem

that offer most hope of productive results at the

present time. Accordingly he has gathered a wealth

of most instructive information as to the nature and

incidence of cancer in the human and animal world.

He notes the comparative rarity of the disease

among savage races that forms a striking contrast

to its wide prevalence among civilized mankind ; its

greater incidence among the well-nourished, perhaps

even over-nourished, classes of the population than

among the frugally living classes ; the increased li-

ability to disease which appears in groups that are

rapidly passing from poverty with consequent in-

sufficiency of food to comparative comfort, as is

exemplified by the immigrant classes of the United

States; the greater prevalence of the disease in the

temperate climate the residents of which use most

food of highly stimulating and nutritious character

;

the increase of cancer which began with the great

changes in the economic conditions of the masses

of the population in the latter half of the eighteenth

century; the comparative rarity of the disease in

such countries as Ireland, the bulk of the population

in which is decidedly poor and underfed. Among
other facts brought out by Mr. Roger Williams is

the rarity of malignant disease in wild animals and

its occurrence in domesticated animals; the total

failure of the adherents of the microbic origin of

cancer to bring any evidence worthy of the name in

favor of their contention ; the warping of facts nec-

essary to trace the origin of all malignant disease to

tissue inclusions or embryonal rests that later re-

sume their tendency to grow at the expense of the
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general organism. The conclusion, then, of this

careful and thorough study of malignant disease, is

that cancer is a disease of civilization, probably

brought about by the excess of nutrition which

stimulates the property of growth present in ever)'

cell to an extent beyond the requirements of the

organism and results in excessive and disorderly

proliferation of the cells. Expressed in most gen-

eral terms it is the belief of the author that there

is a certain relation between the conditions of ex-

istence and the incidence of cancer, and the work

of prevention of the disease at the present time lies

in this direction, at least until more definite data

have been presented.

Dr. Menetrier's book is devoted to a different

aspect of the subject: he studies the phenomena of

malignant disease in the large number of instances

ot It that he has observed in his capacity of pathol-

ogist. To him malignant disease is a morbid process

characterized by the "autoinfection of the organism

by the cells of the organism;" he sees no great dif-

ferences between the cancer cells and the other tis-

sue cells ; the elements of the organism are capable

of increasing and persisting at the expense of the

organism just as they are capable of various pro-

liferative, regenerating, and compensating changes.

These latter phenomena are the normal functions

of the cells, and the cancer process represents the

pathological deviation of these functions, just as the

thousand and one other perversions of function that

may be observed in the morbid states and processes

of the animal tissues. These generalizations are

founded upon observed facts, and in so far as they

show no necessity for presupposing any character-

istics in the cells of malignant tumors different from
those found in the normal elements of the body
they fully justify the endeavor of Roger Williams
to find etiological factors in the general surround-
ings of human beings, especially in alimentation,

which may be supposed to exercise most profound
influence upon the behavior of the cellular elements
of the body.

Neither author, of course, claims to give final

conclusions in reference to the etiolog)-- and the true

character of malignant disease ; their works, rather,

are suggestive and stimulating in character, and in

so far as they call attention to the general factors

of malignant disease they serve to counteract the

tendency that often crops up in modern highly
specialized research work, that of losing the great
aspects of the problems under consideration in the
mass of details brought forward by the individual

investigators.

CARROT SOUP IN INFANT FEEDING.

The reigning controversy in regard to the amount
of foodstuffs necessary and advisable for an adult
shows how far our knowledge of nutrition is from
being an exact science, and still more is this

shown when the nutrition of infants is concerned.
There are almost as many methods of artificial feed-

ing as there are pediatrists, which certainly would
not be the fact if we were sure of the first principles

of nutrition. The advance in the so-called "per-

centage method of feeding," that is, in modifying
the separate constitutents of cow's milk according
to the age and the individual peculiarities of an

infant, has marked one great phase of progress

in the latter direction. But modified cow's milk has

proved to be no such universal food for infants as

its enthusiastic advocates believed in the beginning,

and indeed the latest observations have shown that

many infants possess great intolerance to cow's milk,

however modified, both in health and in disease. It

is in such cases that the problem of feeding the

child that may be failing in weight and in strength

becomes very urgent indeed.

In the Mi'mchener medisinische Wochenschrift

for August 4, 1908. Dr. Moro of Pfaundler's clinic

in Munich urges the use of specially prepared car-

rot soup for these patients. Infants suffering from
acute gastrointestinal disorders, who were usually

kept on a strict water diet for several days after

the beginning of symptoms, were fed on the carrot

soup immediately after the milk was stopped and

the results were very gratifying. The symptoms of

marked intoxication, the restlessness, the disturb-

ances of consciousness, the changes in respiratory

rhythm, the vomiting, and the exhausting diarrhea

were quickly subdued by such a diet. A rapid fall

of temperature usually followed, and with it the

weight curve of the infant again assumed an up-

ward tendencj', quickly making up for the loss in

weight during the acute attack. After a few

days, cow's milk could be given and the interrupted

development of the child would again take its nat-

ural course. Infants suffering from chronic mal-

nutrition and showing various marantic symptoms
improved very markedly on the diet of carrot soup,

the gain in weight following the control of the con-

stant vomiting that was a frequent feature of these

cases. Clinical observation showed that the reten-

tion of water was especially increased by the use of

carrot soup and at the same time the fairly high

sugar content of the soup was easily borne by pa-

tients who could digest no sugar whatever in other

preparations. The bacterial flora of the intestines

seemed to be very markedly affected in most cases,

the usual abundance of Gram-positive organisms

present in cases of acute intoxication giving way to

a prevalence of Gram-negative bacteria, the total

number of organisms being, at the same time, re-

markably diminished.

Moro thinks that patients suffering from acute

intoxication, with great loss of fluids, and bottle-

fed children with chronic malnutrition are best

treated by this diet. The latter must never be used

or continued with patients who show excessive re-

tention of fluids as manifested by the appearance

of edema. Carbohydrate intolerance is likewise

not to be treated Jjy the administration of carrot

soup. These contraindications leave a vast number
of cases in which the new diet may be tried, and
such trial is certainly advisable on the strength of

the results obtained in the Children's Clinic at

Munich.

Street Car Accidents in New York.

Strangers coming to New York frequently accuse

us, among other things, of a total disregard for

human life. Like most other generalizations this

statement is all too sweeping, yet one is bound to

admit that it has a foundation in fact for which
the most of us are properly ashamed. The very
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keen competition in the struggle for existence

makes of any large city an abode which is

somewhat the reverse of Utopia. Most drivers

of moving vehicles from the snail-traveling push
cart to the swiftly flying automobile assume
for themselves the right of way over all crea-

tures that are obliged to use their legs as a

means of locomotion. This is a partial explanation

of the fact that in July of the present year, 1,305

persons were knocked down while alighting from
street cars. The driver does not figure that when
a car stops directly in front of him some one may
intend to get oiT—perhaps he does not use the

tramways enough himself to have ascertained that

fact, but it is time that the truth were thrust upon
him, and that he cease from his reckless ways. The
open car with its narrow running board is responsi-

ble for many accidents. Any one who rides every

day has seen people pushed off who were indulging

in the foolish habit of standing on this narrow ledge

or in the more foolish habit of trying to get on while

the car is in rapid motion. As a result we
have these appalling figures for July : Persons killed

outright, 35; persons receiving fractured skulls, 13;

persons having limbs amputated, 4; persons having

limbs fractured, 54. Most accidents are the result

of deliberate and wilful carelessness, and the fault

is not always with the man who holds the controller.

In the hurry-scurry of life in New York people for-

get danger and miscalculate distances, as well as

their agility. The old man of seventy catches at

the rear end of a rapidly moving car, the conductor

of which is inside, and forthwith somebody is

obliged to call an ambulance. Pedestrians take too

many chances, and drivers do nothing else. There

is a sort of fascination in balancing one's self on the

very edge of danger and trusting to overestimated

skill or sheer luck for a happy outcome. It is an

hypertrophy of this "psychic" element that makes
all of our expert "artists" perform their daring

feats ; yet even they themselves would scarcely ques-

tion the foolhardiness of these so-called accomplish-

ments. Among four millions of people who must

some time or other make use of public conveyances

there are bound to be accidents, and many of them,

but these accidents should by some means be

lessened. Each and all of us need to learn the

lesson of making haste slowly. The conductor who
slams gates in people's faces and rings his bell be-

fore the last foot is aboard his car should receive

some greater punishment than that of losing his

job or paying a fine. As for "the company," all

reasonable excuses ofifered for delayed cars should

be accepted and the present penalties abolished—this

would encourage the men to greater civility toward

passengers and would lessen the number of acci-

dents materiallv.

in the Deutsche mcdizinische IVochenschrift for

August 27, 1908, the results of his study of the

excretion of galactose in this condition, which show
that the functions of the liver are markedly affected.

All the patients suffering from "catarrhal jaundice"

showed intolerance to this special form of sugar,

excreting it in much greater degree than normal

after the administration of a uniform amount, such

intolerance continuing not only during the mani-

festations of the disease, but even for several weeks

after all symptoms of jaundice and of intestinal

catarrh had disappeared. Patients suffering from

jaundice caused by obstruction of the common
gall-duct by a stone did not show this phenomenon,

nor could it be demonstrated in malignant disease

of the bile passages. Cirrhosis of the liver, on the

other hand, seemed to have the same effect upon

metabolism, and it is, of course, granted that in this

disease the functions of the liver are markedly im-

paired. Pathological conditions involving the gas-

trointestinal tract similar to such as are supposed

to result in catarrhal jaundice were likewise not ac-

companied by this phenomenon, and consequently

the supposition that an additional factor must be

present in jaundice is well supported. What the

real nature of this factor may be remains to be

shown, but the presence of alimentary glycosuria in

catarrhal jaundice, beyond being an important fact

in the diffierential diagnosis of this condition from
malignant disease and from obstruction by gall-

stones, points to the liver as the site of the im-

portant disturbance, whether functional or anatomi-

cal and not to the gastrointestinal tract.

Catarrhal Jaundice and Sugar Metabolism.

It is the growing conviction of both clinicians and

pathologists that catarrhal jaundice is not such a

simple affection, to be explained by the tumefaction

of the duodenal mucosa and the consequent obstruc-

tion to the escape of bile at the papilla of Vater, as

it has been thought to be. While there is little doubt

that icterus may be caused by catarrh of the upper

intestines, yet behavior of a great many cases speaks

against the possibility of this alone causing pro-

longed jaundice with the great disturbance of nutri-

tion that is so often observed. Of late, physiologi-

cal chemistry has given us new data which seem to

show that in so-called "catarrhal jaundice" the

metabolism of the body is affected much more than

has been suspected. Thus Richard Bauer reports

T.ACTic Acid Bacteria for the Relief of

Constipation.

Constipation is one of the troubles that we have

with us always, and for which the remedies are

legion. Yet most of these remedies have proved

unsatisfactory in the end because their effect was

but temporary and the result of treatment was

paresis of the intestine. One of the modern forrns

of treatment is by means of cultures of lactic acid

bacteria. Gaillard, in the Journal de Medecine de

Paris, for August 8, 1908, details his method of

treatment and gives the histories of ten cases treat-

ed with lactic acid bacteria as an adjuvant to a

change in diet. Constipation, according to this

author, is closely linked with autointoxication, the

decomposition of albuminoids particularly ending

in the formation of toxic materials. Antagonistic

to this is the action of the bacteria which act on the

vegetable compounds, and which produce antiseptic

compounds in the form of organic acids, such as

lactic and acetic acids. The author begins his treat-

ment by placing the patient on a diet that includes

vegetable gruels made with milk, potatoes, eggs, and

small quantities of meat. He thus encourages the

proliferation of the amylolytic microbes which are

useful, at the expense of the proteolytic organisms,

which are harmful. The patient is also given a

bouillon culture of lactic acid bacteria, which by its

action produces antisepsis. As soon as the digestion

has been regulated in this way defecation occurs

with regularity without other treatment. In the

ten cases treated by this method the results were

in the main favorable, there having been four un-

doubted cures. In some of the patients there

was produced at first a crisis of enteritis, aiid this

was repeated in one case whenever the medication

was attempted. The method is worthy of further

study and experiment, based as it is on rational

theories.
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Wesley M. Carpenter Lecture of the New
York Academy of Music.—On Thursday, Oc-
tober 8, 1908, at 8.30 P.M., the Wesley Ivl. Carpen-

ter lecture upon '"Tuberculosis of the Heart, Blood

Vessels, and Lymphatics" will be given by Dr. An-
dres Martinez-Vargas of Barcelona, Spain. The
lecture will be in Spanish, but a pamphlet with the

English translation will be presented to every per-

son in the audience so that the lecturer can be read-

ily followed. After this lecture there will be a

reception by the President and Fellows of the New
York Academy of Medicine and the Committee on
Entertainment of the International Congress on
Tuberculosis to the visiting members and delegates

of the Congress.

Cholera in Manila and St. Petersburg.—The
situation in St. Petersburg is said to be greatly im-

proved. Provision for the care of the sick has been
made by converting several public schools into hos-

pitals, and official steps have been taken for the

distribution of medicines and disinfectants, but there

has been considerable delay in interring the dead.

Since the outbreak of the disease up to September
27, there had been in St. Petersburg 4,945 cases and

1,875 deaths. In the rest of the country the cases

numbered 10,857, ^nd the deaths 5,226. Russian
emigrants to America are detained at Hamburg
for five days before embarkation as a precaution

against the spread of cholera. The outbreak of the

disease in the Philippines has caused considerable

discussion as to the risk of allowing the fleet now
on its way there to touch at Manila, and preparations

for a formal welcome which were being made by the

city have been postponed. The situation in the

islands is, however, rapidly improfing.

New Tuberculosis Hospital.—Plans were filed

on September 25 for tlie new hospital building to be
erected on Blackwell's Island for the treatment of
cases of tuberculosis in conjunction with the other

city institutions. The building will be 291 feet long
and four stories high, with wide verandas surround-
ing each story. There will be a roof garden over
the entire length of the building with a solarium at

either end. The local island stone will be used with
bluestone trimmings. The estimated cost is $250,000.

The Chicago Tuberculosis Sanatorium, located
at Winfield, on an elevation fronting the DuPage
River, will be opened in a short time. The head
of the medical staff is Dr. Theodore Sachs. The
institution was established under the auspices of
the women of the Chicago Jewish Club.

Insane in Maryland. Figures recently pub-
lished indicate that the State of Maryland has fewer
insane persons in proportion to its population than
any other State in the union. There are at present
only 3,200 insane people in public and private in-

stitutions in Maryland, as against 11,000 in Mass-
achusetts, and even larger numbers in some of the
other States. There is at present no State care of
the insane in Maryland. Those unable to pay for
treatment are cared for in semi-public and private
institutions, some of which receive State aid. Not-
withstanding the small number, every institution in

the State is overcrowded, and this lack of facilities

has caused a general investigation of the problem,
and the State will probably soon undertake to pro-
vide for all cases.

The College of Physicians and Surgeons, Co-
lumbia University, New York, opened on September
23 with a registration in all classes of 290,

which number, however, will probably be somewhat
increased later. The first year class numbers 90,

and of these twelve students are seniors and juniors

from Columbia College who have elected the course.

The opening exercises were held on September 24,

when addresses of welcome were delivered by Pro-

fessor Burgess, acting president, and Dean Samuel
W. Lambert. Professor M. Allen Starr, of the

department of Neurology, also addressed the

students on "The Duty of the Medical Profession

to the Public."

Opening Exercises of the Chicago College of

Physicians and Surgeons.—The twenty-seventh
annual course of instruction of the College of

Physicians and Surgeons, Medical Department of

the University of Illinois, began September 28, at

which time the introductory address was delivered

by Professor Channing W. Barrett.

Civil Service Examinations for the positions of

assistant in clinical psychiatry at a salary of $2,000

;

health officer, town of Wells, Hamilton county, and
physician, sixtli grade, for State hospitals and insti-

tutions, $900 and maintenance, will be held by the

New York State Civil Service Commission on Octo-
ber 17, 1908. The last day for filing applications for

these positions is October 10. Full information and
application forms can be obtained upon request to

the Chief Examiner of the Commission at Albany.

New York's Death Rate.—For the week end-

ing September 19, the figures were 15.46 deaths per

1,000 of population, the total number of deaths being

1,311. For the same week last year the rate was
16.73, and the total number 1,374. Among children

under five years of age there were, during this week.

538 deaths in 1907, and 480 deaths in 1908. Among
children under the age of one year the number of

deaths was 388 in 1907, and 34S in 1908.

Flies and Disease.—Dr. Daniel D. Jackson, of

the Merchants' Association Committee on Water
Pollution, has been trapping flies during this sum-
mer at a station near Prospect Park, Brooklyn, and
comparing the record of his captures with that of

last year and with the Health Department mortality

figures, to verify the theory that flies and not hot

weather are responsible for the prevalence of intes-

tinal diseases. He reports the relation between the

number of flies captured and the number of deaths

substantially the same as last year, the highest death

rates occurring at the same time as the largest catch

of flies, and a decrease in the number of flies being

accompanied by a fall in the rate. Dr. Jackson thinks

that the education which the people have had in the

last year in regard to the dissemination of disease

by flies has probably had a share in keeping the

death rate down during the summer of 1908.

Charitable Bequests.—The Massachusetts Gen-
eral Hospital and the McLean Insane Hospital of

Boston each receive $50,000 under the will of the

late George F. Parkman of that city. Among other

bequests are $40,000 for the Newport Hospital,

$20,000 for the Female Orphan Asylum, $20,000 for

the Children's Island Sanatorium, and $10,000 for

the Boston Floating Hospital. The residue of the

estate is left to the city of Boston, the income to be

used for the improvement and maintenance of public

parks. The will of the late Jonathan J. Broome of

New York and East Orange provides for the gift of

$2,500 to the Orange Memorial Hospital, and of

$500 to the Record Ambulance, of Orange. The
Floating Hospital of St. John's Guild benefits to the

amount of $10,000 under the will of the late Henry

J. Braker of New York. A number of institutions

profit under the will of the late Winfield Tucker of
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New York. The Presbyterian Hospital is to re-

ceive $22,500 to endow three beds in perpetuity, the

Fresh Air and Convalescent Home at Sumniit, N. J.,

$3,000, and $5,000 each is left to the Post Graduate
Medical School and Hospital, the New York Throat,

Nose and Lung Hospital, and the House of Rest for

Consumptives at Inwood-on-the-Hudson.

To Rebuild Hospital.—St. Mary's Hospital, at

Orange, N. ]., is to be enlarged by the addition of a

six-story extension, to cost $60,000. The new build-

ing is a part of a general plan for the practical re-

building of the institution, the cost of which will

probably be about $200,000. The popular "tag day"
idea is to be used to raise funds for the work, and
October 3 is the date selected. The new building

will contain a basement kitchen, dining-room for

convalescents, and statT-rooms on the first floor, chil-

dren's wards on the second floor, and wards for men
and women on the third and fourth floors. The
fifth floor will be devoted to the maternity ward, and
the top floor to operating rooms. There will also be
a roof garden which can be reached by the elevator.

Jewish Hospital to be Erected.—Orthodox Jews
in Chicago have organized an association, licensed as

Miamonides Kosher Hospital Association, to erect

and maintain a Jewish hospital. About $10,000 has
been subscribed already, and a permanent building
will be erected. It is proposed to carrj' out the or-

thodox Hebrew dietary laws and habits in the insti-

tution.

School Inspection.—Seven hundred pupils of
the Chicago public schools were barred from attend-

ance during the last week, the result of examination
by medical inspectors. Less than 10 of these had
symptoms of contagious disease, but many had para-
sitic diseases.

Sixteenth Year of Pasteurization.—September
21 marked the completion of the sixteenth year of
Mr. Straus's work of dispensing pasteurized milk to

the poor. During the past year there has been a
large and steady increase in the use of the milk
which is sold at less than cost at seventeen stations

in New York, and it is estimated that nearly 2,500
babies have been fed daily on the output from these

stations.

Illinois Health Commission Named.—Governor
Deneen of Illinois has appointed a commission to

investigate and report upon the most advisable meth-
ods for providing for the health, safety, and comfort
of employees of public and private institutions, in

accordance with a joint resolution passed by the
Illinois Legislature.

Cocaine Sellers Sentenced.—Two men, fre-

quenters of Chinatown in New York, who were re-

cently convicted of selling cocaine in this district,

were sentenced on September 23 to one year each in

the penitentiary by Judge Malone. "The crime must
be stopped," the judge is quoted as saying, "and the
only effective way is to send cocaine sellers to jail."

Dr. Wilhelm Karo, of Berlin. Germany, read a

paper on Tuberculosis of the Bladder at a meeting of
the Richmond (Va.) Academy of Medicine and Sur-
gery on September 22.

Dr. Morton Prince, professor of nervous
diseases at Tufts College Medical School, will give a
course of lectures at the college on the value of men-
tal suggestion in forms of nervous depression and
similar affections.' The new course is said to be
largely due to the Emmanuel Church movement.

Dr. Daniel W. Finnimore, of Potsdam, N. Y.,
a graduate of Fort Wayne Medical School in the
class of 1881, has been nominated for the office of

Lieutenant-Governor of New York, on the ticket of

the Independence Party.

The American Electro-Therapeutic Associa-
tion.—At the eighteenth annual meeting of this

Association, held September 22 to 24, at the Engi-
neering Societies Building, New York City, the fol-

lowing officers were elected : President, Dr. Edward
C. Titus of New York; Viee-presidents, Drs. Wil-
liam D. McFee of Haverhill, Mass., and Thomas D.
Crothers of Hartford, Conn.; Secretary, Dr. J. W.
Travell of New York ; Treasurer, Dr. Richard Jo-
seph Nunn of Savannah, Ga. ; Executive Council,
Drs. Morris W. Brinkmann of New York, Charles
Rae Dickson of Toronto, Canada, W. Benham Snow
of New York, Fred H. Morse of Boston, Herbert F.
Pitcher of Haverhill, Mass., and Francis B. Bishop
of Washington, D. C.

American Dermatological Association.—At the
meeting of this Association, held at Annapolis and
Baltimore, September 24. 25, and 26, 1908, the fol-

lowing officers were elected for the ensuing year

:

President, Dr. William Thomas Gilcrist of Balti-

more; Vice-president, Dr. William Allen Pusey of
Chicago; Secretary and Treasurer, Dr. Grover
William Wende of Buffalo. The next meeting of
the Association is to be held in Philadelphia in May
or June, 1909.

The National Wholesale Druggists' Associa-
tion held its thirty-fourth annual convention at
Atlantic City on September 21 to 25. Some oppo-
sition was made to the recommendation that the
United States Pharmacopeia be issued every five

years instead of every ten, as has been the custom,
but the Association finally decided in favor of the
five year plan. Dr. F. L. Carter of Boston was
elected president for the coming year, and Mr. J.
E. Toms of New York, secretary. The next con-
vention will be held in Richmond, Va.
The Washington State Medical Association

held its annual convention at Walla Walla during
the second week in September. The following oiB-
cers were elected for the coming vear: President,
C. A. Smith. Seattle ; Vice-president, Y. C. Blalock,
Walla Walla ; Second Vice-president, W. D. Kilpat-
rick. Bellingham; Secretary, C. H. Thompson, Se-
attle; Treasurer, L. L. Love, Tacoma ; Delegate to
American Medical Association, J. R. Wenn, Ta-
coma; Alternate, H. H. McCarthy, Spokane. Plans
were made for holding the next annual meeting in
Seattle in July, 1909, in association with the State
societies of Oregon, Idaho, and British Columbia.
New York and New England Association of

Railway Surgeons.—The eighteenth annual meet-
ing of this Association will be held at the Academy
of Medicine, New York City, on November 17, and
18, 1908, under the Presidency of Dr. F. A. Stillings
of Concord, N. H. The morning session of the
first day will be devoted to a symposium on "What
Are the Causes Leading to Railway Accidents and
What Remedies Can Be'Suggested ?" The secretary
of the Association is Dr. George Chaffee. 338 Forty-
seventh street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Obituary Notes.—Dr. John A. Hegeman of

New York died suddenly at his home on September
23, aged 56 years. Dr. Hegeman was graduated
from the College of Physicians and Surgeons of
New York in 1879 and practised in Passaic, N. J.,
until three years ago, when he retired to enter into
business life.

Dr. J. C. Driver of .Atlanta, Ind.. died at his

home on September 16, from cancer, aged 76 years.
Dr. Driver was graduated from the medical depart-
ment of the University of Michigan in 1866 and was
the oldest physician in his county.
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Dr. Ne.\l O'Doxnell Parks of Ashton, Mass.,

died suddenly at his home on September 17. Dr.

Parks was born in Ireland, and graduated from the

medical school of the University of Dublin in 1859,
coming to this country a few years later. He was
the author of a number of books and magazine
articles.

Dr. Charles H. Osgood of Cincinnati, O., died

on September 12, aged 78 years. Dr. Osgood was a

veteran of the Civil War.
Dr. ZoPHAR F. GuERiN of Columbus, O., died

suddenly on September 15, aged 87 years. Dr.
Guerin had been a practising physician since his

graduation from Starling Medical College in 1852.

Dr. Claudius R. Grosser died at Wilkes-Barre,
Pa., on September 24. He was graduated from the

medical department of the University of Pennsyl-
vania in the class of 1898.

Dr. Cl.ark Evans, formerly a resident physician

at Jefferson Hospital, Philadelphia, died at Lehigh-
ton. Pa., on September 26 at the age of 26 3'ears.

He was graduated from Jefferson Medical College in

the class of 1906 and he was for a time assistant

physician at the White Haven Sanitarium.
Dr. Philip L. Reichard died at Allentown, Pa.,

on September 26, at the age of 65 years, in conse-

quence of a fall resulting from an attack of vertigo.

He was graduated from Jefferson [Medical College

in the class of 1864. He was an army surgeon dur-
ing the Civil War, was for many years pension ex-
aminer, and for a long period local surgeon for the
Lehigh Valley Railroad Company.

OUR LONDON LETTER.
(From Our Special Correspondent.)

SCIENCE AT DUBLIN—PHYSIOLOGY

—

HALDANe's ADDRESS—TU-
BERCULOSIS IN IRELAND—SLEEPING SICKNESS—CHORE.\, A
SPECIFIC—LUN.\CY REPORT—GOVERNMENT SCIENCE GRANTS

—

UGANDA—OBITUARY.
London, September ii, 1908.

Dublin's feast of science is over. Some few are en-
deavoring to form an opinion as to the probable results,
but it is too soon for such speculation. One can hardly
say much even of the impression produced by the
president's address, of which I sent you a brief sketch.
It was looked forward to with unusual interest, and
certainly Dr. Darwin did not disappoint those who
expected he would make some further application of
his father's theory in opposition to more recent views.
Whether his statement that plants form habits, and
that implies a sort of memory, will obtain general ac-
ceptance remains to be seen. At present there does
not seem much inclination to discuss the matter. But
perhaps that is largely due to the wealth of material
provided by the sections. Some of these are of general
interest and touch on the daily life, occupation, health,
and even political progress of the nation. I can there-
fore only allude to some of the more strictly scientific
subjects closely connected with medicine.

In the physiological section Dr. J. S. Haldane,
F.R.S., delivered the address, in which he contended
that biological phenomena differ not only in comple.x-
itj', but also in kind from chemical and physical proc-
esses. He declared that the conceptions of physics
and chemistry cannot make physiological phenomena
intelligible. The problem is not to obtain piecemeal
e.xplanations, but to discover by observation and ex-
periment the relatedness to one another of all the
details of structure and activity in each organism as
e-xpressions of its nature. One example of the neces-
sity of such research was a subject on which he had
been working, viz., the regulation of respiration. On
this he said: "Current accounts of the clock-like action
of the respiratory center during normal breathing, with
the expansion and contraction of the lungs acting as a
sort of governor through the vagus nerves, always
filled me with suspicion, as it seemed to me that such
a regulation was altogether unlike a physiological one.
This led me to investigate the matter further, along

with Mr. Priestley, and we had the satisfaction of be-
ing able to prove that the ventilation of the lungs is

actually regulated with exquisite exactness, in such a
way as to keep the partial pressure of carbon dioxide
in the alveolar air, and, presumably, in the arterial

blood, constant. In reality, therefore, the lung ventila-

tion is regulated in accordance with the requirements
of respiratory exchange, and what seems the true

physiological explanation has been advanced a short
stage." Similar evidence is accumulating in all direc-

tions that the blood supply to various parts is deter-

mined by their physiological requirements. So it seems
clear we are only at the beginning of a vast develop-
ment of our knowledge in this direction, for which far

more refined methods of dealing with the chemistry
of the body will be needed. Further, the president
held that as our attitude toward biology has changed so
it must toward evolution. Our conception of an organ-
ism is different in kind as well as degree from that of a

material aggregate, therefore in tracing back life to

primitive forms we can get no nearer to what is

called a biogenesis. That is, only to widen biological

ideas. In short, we must not aim at reducing organic
and inorganic, but at bringing inorganic phenomena
into the domain of biology. In conclusion Dr. Haldane
referred to the relation of physiology to psychology,
and remarked that the higher organisms at any rate are
conscious and intelligent and "just as biology is some-
thing more than physics and chemistry, so psychology
is something more than physiology, with the added
assumption that consciousness is tacked on to certain

physiological processes, if such a crude conception has
any definite meaning." Treating sensation as the physi-
ology of the sense organs is physiology, but nothing
else, as it leaves out the elements of consciousness.
"Life is not intelligence and men or animals as intelli-

gent individuals involve a deeper aspect of reality than
biology deals with. Our fundamental physiological
working hypothesis cannot be successfully applied to
the phenomena of intelligence, and the sooner and
more definitely this is realized the better for physiol-
ogy."
The Earl of Aberdeen (Lord Lieutenant) was pres-

ent in the Physiological Section on Tuesday to hear
an address by Sir Robert E. Mathieson, Registrar-
General for Ireland on the antitubercle crusade initiated

by the Countess. This special meeting was naturally
largely attended, and on the proposal of Dr. F. Darwin
Lord -Aberdeen took the chair and expressed the satis-

faction of the Countess at the subject being brought
before the association. Sir Robert set forth the prob-
lem of tuberculosis in Ireland and detailed the history
of what has been done. Some of the results are a not-

able change in the habits of the people as to open win-
dows and cleanliness, a decrease in the habit of spitting,

a recognition by mothers of the unsuitability of white
bread and tea as food for growing children, the substi-
tution of home-made bread, porridge, milk, or vegetables,

greater care by local authorities as to milk supply, seg-
regation of advanced cases, provision of district nurses,
disinfection of houses after deaths, scavenging the
streets, and water suppli".

Professor E. J. McWeeney, who has been lecturing
during the crusade, testified to the enthusiasm of the
people addressed in various parts of the country, and in

this he was corroborated by his colleagues in subse-
quent speeches.
Sleeping sickness was discussed in this section in

conjunction with that of zoology. Dr. Nickenstein gave
an account of his researches on ato.xyl and said he was
driven to the conclusion that while it is very successful
in the case of some animals, it is useless in others.
Experiments with the trypanosomes taken from a

donkey which had been treated by atoxyl showed this.

Professor Moore considered this result important and
related an experiment on two sets of rats, one set

treated with atoxyl, the other with mercury. The for-

mer all died, but 50 to 60 per cent, of the latter recov-
ered. He inferred that the parasites could be attacked
with mercury when atoxyl failed. He suggested arsenic
and antimony in combination. Dr. Breinl narrated the
life history of the trypanosome and said when it

disappears from the blood under ato.xyl minute bodies
maj- be found in the spleen, which develop into the
parasite when the antibodies disappear from the blood.

Dr. Essex Wynter thinks that chorea is as certainly
amenable to treatment by chloretone as rheumatism
is by salicylates. He read a paper at Sheffield relating

50 cases of different degrees of severity. Some showed
only disorderly movements, some could not speak or
feed themselves, and for a few padded cots had to be
used on account of the violent movements. The dura-
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tion before admission to hospital had varied from a

few days to months and in one case three years. The
majority were first attacks, but there were some second,

third, and fourth. Chloretone is trichlor-tertiary-butyl-

alcohol and has been introduced for some time as a

sedative to the central nervous system, but non-
depressor of the circulation or respiration. Dr. Wynter
gives 5 grains in half an ounce of petroleum emulsion
every four, six or eight hours, according to the patient's

age and the severity of the symptoms. In two, three

or four days the dose is to be reduced by half and
may be given less frequently. In the 50 cases the

average duration of treatment was nine days. In many,
movements ceased in four, six or seven days, in a

few not for twelve or more. These last had resisted

other remedies for long periods, three or four months, a

year or more, six for three years. About half the

children had cardiac dise^ise, but the average stay in hos-

pital was only three weeks. After the chloretone had
subdued the movements, iron, cod liver oil or arsenic

was prescribed, as seemed indicated, and the patients

were under observation for a further three weeks in

the convalescent home. If continued too long or given
in too large doses chloretone will cause stupor and oc-

casionally a condition resembling catalepsy. This passes
oflf in a few hours, but may easily excite the anxiety of

friends. One or two cases had a punctiform erythema
and two others desquamation of hands and feet. Only
one relapse occurred. Laxatives increased the effect of

the chloretone, probably by stimulating absorption. The
rest in bed and diet were admitted as important ad-

juncts.

The report of the Lunacy Commissioners, issued a
few days ago, shows that on January i the certified

insane under care in England and Wales numbered 126,-

084, an increase of 2,096 over the number at the same
date last year. The annual increase for the last ten

years averaged 2,411. There has been for some time
an increasing proportion of lunatics cared for in county

and borough asylums, and these institutions now con-
tain about three-fourths of the total number. Concomi-
tantly there has been a decrease in the number treated

in pauper institutions and in private licensed houses.

In the county of London we have an increase of 410
as compared with that of 356 in the preceding year.

Nearly three-fourths of these annually certified as in-

sane are in their first attack. The remainder are recur-

rent cases. The commissioners think that in some
future time convalescent homes may be established

and result in a decrease of the readmissions. At pres-

ent there is the after cure association, but its scope
is very limited. The commissioners say that if it re-

ceived the support it deserves it would contribute to a

real decrease in the insanity in this country.

Colonel Sir David Bruce, M.D., is about to visit

Uganda to inquire further into sleeping sickness on
behalf of the Army Medical Advisory Board.
The Local Government Board has completed the

allocation of the scientific grant for 1908-9 by authoriz-
ing the following researches in addition to those of

which I have previously informed you: (i) By C. G.

Moor, M.A., and Dr. Hewlett as to the influence of

softening and other chemical processes on the purity

of water supplies from chalk
; (2) production of disease

by certain streptococci and poisonous substances pro-

duced by them. This research is to be by Professor
Sidney Martin, F.R.S.
The Dublin University took the opportunity of the

meeting of the British Association to confer the degree of

D.Sc. on the President, F. Darwin, and on Professors
Sherrington, Macullum, and Kossel.

Among recent deaths in the profession are two nono-
genarians. Dr. Lightfoot, formerly of Newcastle-on-
Tyne, in his 94th year, died on August 27. and Dr. John
Taylor, well known in Esse.x, on September 4, aged 90.

Dr. F. H. Alderson, J. P., of Hammersmith, on the 3d
inst., in his 70th year.

Dr. Alex. Louis Achard, on the 4th inst., aged 46.

Lieutenant H. A. Knight, M.B., I. M.S., on the 4th,

aged 28.

OUR LETTER FROM THE PHILIPPINES.

(From Our Special Correspondent.)

MEETING OF THE MANILA MEDICAL SOCIETY—ANEURYSM' OF

THE AORTA—TREATMENT OF THE OPIUM HABIT—INTES-

TINAL BILHARZIOSIS—THE CHOLERA SITUATION—CURE OF

LEPROSY BY X-RAYS.
Manila, P. I., August 15, 1908.

The first meeting of the Manila Medical Society since

the recess which was taken during the hot season

took place at the Philippine Medical School building

on Monday evening, August 3. Among the pathologi-
cal specimens shown was an aorta which had ruptured
into the esophagus. The clinical history showed that

no symptoms of the aneurysm were found during life

in spite of the fact that the patient had complained of

a pain located deep in the chest at about the fifth rib,

and he had been physically examined by a number of

different medical officers. In this connection Major
Borden related a case in which the patient had been
an unusually robust man and presented no physical

symptoms of disease. One day he became intensely

cyanosed, especially about the head, neck and face, and
died several hours afterward. The autopsy showed
that an aneurysm of the aorta had ruptured into the

vena cava. The first paper of the evening, entitled

"The Treatment of the Opium Habit at the San Lazaro
Hospital," by Dr. A. S. Rochester, was read by the sec-

retary. The treatment of over 300 cases was reported,
practically all Chinese, who came under observation as

the result of the "Opium Law," which went into effect

last March. -A.n analysis of the caSes showed that nine-

tenths of them had been using the drug by the means
of a pipe and that these were able to give up the habit

with little difficulty; those who used the drug by mouth
suffered somewhat more upon its withdrawal, and those
who used it hypodermically suffered the most, but in

no case was a period longer than ten days required to

enable any case to give up the drug entirely. The
treatment used was the gradual withdrawal method.
Upon arrival at the hospital the cases were admitted
to a receiving ward, where they were kept a sufficient

time to enable them to be searched a number of times
for any opium or its derivatives that might be secreted.

In the case of Chinese, opium or morphine was found a

number of times in the hair of the patient. The gradual
reduction of the daily dose was then begun; those who
suffered no severe symptoms were transferred to a sepa-

rate ward and placed under the charge of reliable at-

tendants. Those who were more severely aflfected were
transferred to a separate ward where .American women
trained nurses were in charge. .As soon as possible

—

usually within three or four days—the cases were trans-

ferred to the convalescent ward, where no opium of any
kind was given, and if no symptoms manifested them-
selves they were discharged ten days after they reached
this ward. The impression produced upon the writer

was that the smoking of opium by Chinamen produced
no more symptoms or serious effects than the use of

alcohol in moderate quantities did in the white race

and that the habit was given up with equal ease.

The next paper, entitled "A Case of Intestinal Bil-

harziosis," by Dr. G. W. Jackson, was most important
on account of the fact that it was the first case of

bilharzia that has been reported from the Philippine

Islands. The patient was a soldier and had only been
in the Philippines for about one year; previous to that

he lived at a number of different places in the United
States, none of which are known to be infected with

this parasite. However, more than four years ago he
lived in Porto Rico, which is known to be infected. Dur-
ing the past few months he has been afflicted with
amebic dysentery, and a few weeks ago, while making
routine stool examinations at the army hospital at Fort
McKinley at which the patient was confined, the eggs
of the bilharzia parasite were detected. Specimens of

the same were demonstrated at the meeting. A most
interesting discussion followed, in which the Chief Sur-
geon of the Philippine Division, Colonel Hoff. and the

Director of Health, Dr. Heiser, took part. The great

importance of such a case to the public health in a

community which had all of the necessary factors for

propagating the infection and in which it had not yet

been introduced, was clearly brought out, and the con-
sensus of opinion was that such a case should be rigidly

isolated, and if at all practicable a person so afl3ictcd

should leave the islands for a colder climate, which
would give the patient a better chance of recovery and
at the same time remove the danger of infecting the

Philippines.
The cholera situation in the Philippmes remains

about the same. The average number of cases is still

about 150 per day, as the disease slowly disappears in

those sections in which it appeared originally, it is

gradually spreading to other portions of the islands.

So far the disease has spread entirely by land, the

cases that were carried by vessels having been prornptly

detected and the infection eradicated. In the provinces

there has been no difiiculty in tracing the infection

from person to person, while in the city of Manila,

a number of cases have occurred in which it has been

impossible to trace any connection whatsoever with any
other case.
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In the annual report of the Bureau of Health for the

fiscal year ended December 30, 190S, another case of

leprosy cured by the .i-raj- is reported.

OUR LETTER FROM COPENHAGEN.
(B'rom Our Special Correspondent.)

MODE OF EXCRETION OF ATOXYL—HIGH-FREQUENCY CURRENTS
IN NERVOUS DISEASES—PEPTIC ULCER OF THE JEJUNUM

—

SMALLPOX IN CHRISTIANIA.
Copenhagen^ August 31, 1908.

At a meeting of the Swedish Medical Society IVlr. A.

Blomquist read a paper on the excretion of atoxyl after

subcutaneous injection. Professor Welander had tried

the ato.xyl treatment of syphilis and had prompted the

speaker to investigate the excretion of this new drug.

It turned out that the atoxyl passed through the or-

ganism without being altered, which fact explained

how such large doses as 60 centigrams could be ad-

ministered without hurt to the patient. Of such a dose

one generallj' found 60 or 70 per cent, again in the urine

passed during the first twenty-four hours after the in-

jection. Very small quantities only could be demon-
strated in the urine for the subsequent fifteen to twenty

daj'S. Very little was also found in the feces, and the

sudoriferous glands did not in all probability plaj' a

greater role in the excretion. The question, what had
become of the quantity of the injected atoxyl, which
could not be found again in the urine, was solved by ex-

amination of the blood, in which a relatively large

amount was retained for a long time. Only freshly

made solutions of atoxyl ought to be employed, as older

solutions are apt to become moldy. Professor We-
lander considers the action of ato.xyl on syphilis as

uncertain, and opines that in those cases in which the

atoxyl has shown a curative effect better results would
doubtless have been attained by the use of hydrargyrum
and potassium iodide. Professor Edgren had tried

atoxyl in pernicious anemia without result. He drew
attention to the fact proved by Mr. Blomquist's re-

searches that atoxyl did not act as an arsenic prepara-

tion, as it passed through the organism without being
decomposed in its constituents. It was consequently

a mistake to use atoxj'l in cases in which arsenic was
indicated, though several authors had been misled to do
so by the seeming possibility of introducing very large

quantities of arsenic into the organism without dan-

ger.

At a meeting of the Copenhagen INIedical Society Dr.

V. Christiansen read a paper on the use of electric cur-

rents of high frequency and tension in nervous diseases.

He had tried the treatment in 121 patients, 56 of

whom were suffering from functional diseases of the

nervous system, while the disorder was of an organic
nature in the rest of the cases. His opinion was that

the neurologist possessed a useful means of sugges-
tion in the high-frequency current. They were suc-

cessful in certain cases of insomnia and had proved
useful in rooting out hypnotic drug habits. Finally,

they had been able to relieve painful attacks, except
those found in hysteria and in locomotor ataxia. Dr.

Fischer said he had used the treatment since 1901 and
had found it very helpful, perhaps not so much in neu-
ralgia as in cases of insomnia and mental depression.

Even if suggestion might explain much of the efficacy

of the method, h.e did not think that the successful re-

sults could be ascribed totally to suggestion. Pro-
fessor Friedenreich was very much pleased by the sound
skepticism expressed by the two previous speakers.

That the Tesla current proved useful in such cases as

mentioned could not be doubted. But those were ex-

actly the same cases in which formerly static, galvanic,

or faradic electricity was emploj'ed with success, and of

•which Mobius had truly said that the result was due in

three-fourths of the patients to autosuggestion.
At the same meeting Dr. Jorgen Jensen read a paper

on peptic ulcer of the jejunum. This rare complica-
tion of a gastroenteroanastomosis presented a very
great danger to the patient, because the ulcer might
perforate and produce a fatal peritonitis. It would
therefore be well to perform a pylorectomy or a gastro-
duodenostomy in those cases of ulcer of the stomach,
where such operations were feasible, and only emploj'
the gastroenterostomy in the remaining cases. Dr.
Ernst had had a case of the mentioned jejunal ulcer
under treatment. On operation he found at the site

of the gastroenteroanastomosis an irregular ulcerous tumor
and performed, therefore, an enteroenterostomy below
the previously existing anastomosis. The patient had
remained cured for more than a year, probably because

Uie ulcerous tumor was now less irritated by the sour con-
tents of the stomach. Professor Th. Rovsing had al-

ways fought against the e.xcessive use of gastroenteros-
tomy in gastric ulcer and agreed with Dr. Jensen that
the ulcer ought to be extirpated in all suitable cases.
Judging after his own operative experience, he did
not think that the mortality should be higher than after
gastroenterostomy.

In Christiania an epidemic of smallpox has created
not a little sensation among the public. Nearly the
M'hole population of the town has been revaccinated,
and there are signs that the epidemic has already
culminated. About one hundred patients are suffering
from the disease. Onl}' very few deaths have occurred.

Progrrss of iHriitral §>wnrF.

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, September 17, 1908.

Analysis of the Symptoms in Forty Cases of Suppura-
tion of the Pelvis of the Kidney.—A. L. Chute reviews
his own e.xperience. He admits that the tabulation of a
larger number of cases might give somewhat different

percentage figures. He finds that of his own cases, less

than one-half (42.5 per cent.) with a history of lumbar
pain, or a little over one-quarter (28.5 per cent.) could
he detect any enlargement of the diseased kidney. Tender-
ness was present in 38.5 per cent. Casts appeared in 17.5

per cent. Eleven of the forty cases (27.5 per cent.) •pre-

sented neither pain, appreciable renal mass, tenderness, or
casts. The constant sign is the turbid urine. His next
most frequent sign is a disturbance in micturition (85
per cent.). Both these symptoms also occur almost con-
stantly in conditions limited to the bladder. In this par-
ticular series in 27.5 per cent, only these two signs were
present. In view of the lack of distinctive syrnptoms in

many renal suppurations and the absolute unreliability of
negative findings in these cases, the vast importance of
cystoscopy in the study of urinary suppurations is at once
obvious.

Non-Tuberculous Bone Infections About the Hip
Joint a Clinical and Roentgenological Study.—A. T.
Legg and A. \\'. George present the histories of ten cases
adding an excellent collection of radiographs. The au-
thors believe that many cases treated as hip-joint tuber-

culosis are really not such, but rather suppurative processes
pure and simple. As surgery offers the possibility of a
complete cure, earl}' recognition is most desirable. The
series of cases here offered are instances of pyogenic in-

fections producing acute or chronic osteomyelitis. Such
cases constitute about one-seventh of all cases of hip dis-

ease. Clinically, the symptoms of acute pyogenic infec-

tions outside the hip-joint, namely, acute onset, rapid

thickening of the neck, trochanter or upper shaft, pain,

spasm, and constitutional symptoms with high white count,

will generally easily differentiate this class from tubercu-

losis. The differential diagnosis of the chronic cases, those

produced by a low-grade organism, is, however, much
more difficult from a clinical standpoint. The deformity,

limitation of motion, spasm, and atrophy may be the same
as that seen in tuberculosis of the hip. Thickening is felt

earlier than in tuberculosis and the white count is con-

siderably higher than we find in uncomplicated tuberculo-

sis. There may be no more constitutional symptoms in

this class of cases than is seen in tuberculosis. Of all

points in the physical examination of cases referable to

the hip-joint, rotation is of the greatest importance.

In cases with a focus outside the hip-joint, rotation

may be free, limited, or even absent. If any is pres-

ent, however, it will have the normal quality, while, where
any change has taken place in the articular cartilage, the

rotation, if present, has a peculiar characteristic quality.

In the acute pyogenic infections within the joint we have

classical symptoms of acute joint infection, acute onset,

rapid joint distention, pain, constitutional disturbance, and

high white count. The sub-acute or chronic cases, those

starting in the epiphyseal line or as a general joint infec-

tion, may differ in no respect clinically from tuberculous

hip disease. These will generally clear up much earlier

than tuberculosis, with possible perfect function. This

type will show an ultimate permanent lengthening from

the irritation of the epiphyseal cartilage. Of course, sec-

ondary pyogenic infection may follow a primary tuber-

culous lesion.

New York Medical Journal, September 19, 1908.

Bacterial Treatment of Erysipelas.—H. A. Duncan
and G. M. Illman report three successful cases. The_ dose

varied from thirty to sixty millions dead streptococci. In

the first case the fever drooped in twelve hours and re-
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covery after was uneventful. In the second case the treat-
ment was given on the morning of the third dav of the
disease and in twenty-four hours the temperature was
nearly normal. In the third case, the disease was ushered
in by an angina and later the usual facial symptoms were
present. Some slight improvement was noted for two or
three days, but later the disease took an unfavorable
turn and the erysipelatous inflammation spread down as
far as the mamma:. In the latter part of the second week,
an injection of streptococci was given. Some reaction was
noted on the day following. There was a considerable
remission in temperature on the second day. No furthef
extension of the inflammation occurred on the chest, and
there was a marked drop in the temperature, with no subse-
quent rise. The temperature was 99.2 degrees F. on the
third day. Some extension of the inflammation occurred
on the arms, but no further rise of temperature was noted.
The temperature was normal on the fourth day, and there
was no further extension of the inflammation. Recovery
was uneventful. The author admits the futility of draw-
ing lessons from merely three cases, and reports them only
for their face value, hoping that otliers will follow the
same therapy and publish their results.

Psychotherapy.

—

A. M. Stuart says that every skillful

physician must be a mind healer or he will not succeed,
no matter how great his knowledge of disease. He con-
siders the patient's mind in everything he says and does.
The author discusses the mental healing of Mesmer and
the more accurate and scientific work of Charcot. He
then considers tlie Emanuel Church movement and the
work of Dubois of Bern. The latter he considers as su-
perficial and non-scientific. "He has an eye for just one
thing—a neurosis. He admits that even if he discovers
tuberculosis he ignores it, because otherwise he would
weaken his power of cheerful suggestion. * * * He
objects to methods of exact diagnosis on the ground of
their increasing the fixed ideas of the patients. He ad-
mits the necessity of surgery for appendicitis and simi-
larly serious troubles, but he scoffs at medication, calling

it a bungling form of suggestion, practised because the
public has been trained to it. The effect on the general
public of this latest claim on the part of the clergy of the
power to cure disease by suggestion is, the author thinks,

liable to lead to a most unfortunate state of mind on the

part of the general public, who will lose its faith in legiti-

mate medical therapy. He thinks that the clergy have a

most important responsibility- in this matter and fears that

many of them will indulge in a most unfortunate dabbling
with disease. They will assume control of cases they have
no business to touch, li," says he, "a minister was really

anxious to ameliorate the suffering of humanity, I could
educate him in a week. I should like him to spend that

week in a large children's hospital and live among the

little crippled bodies and wizened yellow faces of those

innocents slain from their birth, who shall never come out

of tribulation, for they are destined to bear the burden
of all the sins and ignorance and greed of our society.

There let the minister ask and answer his questions as to

the actuality of disease."

Ischochymia.—By this term F. H. Murdoch refers to

a condition characterized by the constant presence of food
in the stomach in the fasting state. It may be either acute

or chronic. The acute form is often called acute dilatation

of the stomach and is due either to a paralysis of the

gastric muscles, to a pyloric spasm, or to both. It may
follow a gross dietetic error and occasionally follow

chloroform anesthesia. Of 64 recorded cases, 47 proved
fatal, 29 of these following chloroform anesthesia. The
chronic form may follow mechanical pyloric obstruction

or weakness of the gastric expulsive forces. Detailed

enumeration of the causes acting under these various

headings are given. Two degrees of the affection are dis-

tinguished. If food taken at night is found in the stomach
the next morning, it is considered to represent a high

degree of ischochymia ; if food persists seven hours after

ingestion, a low degree. In regard to treatment, the au-
thor quotes Hutchinson as follows : Operation is never
justifiable as soon as the diagnosis of congenital pyloric

stenosis has been made. One can never be sure that

medical treatment is going to fail until the condition of
the child is already so bad that the chance of recovery

after operation is almost nil. He believes with Bloch, that

the stenosis in these cases is the result of spasm which
leads to a secondary hypertrophy of the pylorus, and that

this hypertrophy disappears as the spasm passes off.

Miller and Wilcox likewise believe that the medical
treatment yields the best results, and are of the opinion

that those children who die under medical treatment die

with diarrhea, because the intestine has become too

atrophic to deal with the food which passes into it when
the pyloric spasm has been relaxed. Two cases are re-

ported shoW'ing what may be done by medical means for

the relief of benign pyloric stenosis in adults. In one
case the stenosis followed the healing of a chronic gastric
ulcer. Treatment consisted of rest in bed, liquid food,
principally buttermilk, and silver nitrate in pill form. \o
cause could be assigned in the second case. Liquid diet
and lavage effected a cure in this instance. The author
observes that there is no doubt that gastroenterostomy
would be the ideal treatment for all cases of benign steno-
sis of the pylorus if it w-ere entirely free from danger,
but so long as even a small percentage of patients die
as a result of this operation it is the duty of the phy-
sician to employ every available means for the patient's
relief before advising surgical intervention.

The Explosion of the Theory of Heredity.—A. Lap-
thorn Smith notes that while the idea of heredity in tuber-
culosis has undergone in the mind of the public a wonder-
ful and beneficent change, the views along this line as
regards cancer and insanity have remained almost where
they were one or two centuries ago. In regard to the
increase of cancer, the author says that he believes it

due to the terrible mistake of regarding it as hereditary
and unpreventable, whereas it is highly contagious. He
finds it quite the exception to find anything hereditary
about it. He believes it to be due to an ameba which
gains access to the system through either the alimentary
canal or some abrasion. It may circulate in the blood for
indefinite time and finally find lodgment on some weakened
area. To attack this enemy nature causes a cell prolifera-
tion in the vicinity and this proliferation becomes hard,
due to a calcareous secretion from the ameba itself. We
have considered as the disease itself, the manifestation
which nature makes to stop the disease. This cell mass
may gradually crumble before the assauhs of the enemy
and begin to ulcerate. Because cancer is considered here-
ditary and not contagious, no means are taken to stamp
it out. It is therefore on the increase, wjiile tuberculosis is

on the decrease. In the beginning it is an absolutely local
disease and should be removed at the earliest possible
moment after its presence is suspected. .\ similar line of
reasoning is followed with reference to insanity. The de-
velopment of the latter affection is largely a matter of
environment and habits of life. It is not logical to say
that a malady is hereditary simply because it happened to
a parent as well as to a child. 'The same laisscc faire plan
has been followed with reference to insanity as to cancer.
The same idea holds true as to drunkenness. This also
has been considerd as hereditary, but the author is con-
vinced that it is simply a luatter of inanition. He says he
knows of several families where the father was a con-
firmed drunkard long before the children were born,
and yet not one of those children care for alcohol; in fact,
they loathe it. These children were for the most part edu-
cated away from home. In another family, where the
father only took to drink after all the children were born,
the five boys were brought up with the constant example
of a drinking father before them, and four out of the five

have become drunkards. If drunkenness was recognized
as contagious instead of hereditary many a family might
be saved from this disease, either by isolating the drunken
father or by sending the children away when practicable.

Journal of the American Medical Association, September
19, 1908.

Genital Tuberculosis.—.\. Martin, who says that,
while the primary occurrence of genital tuberculosis from
sexual contagion is possible and" is to be considered, yet in

the great majority of cases it is secondars' to tuberculosis
elsewhere in the body. It is not easy to estimate its fre-
quency by specimens or autopsies, but he is convinced that
thorough examinations would show it to be astonishingly
common. The clinical diagnosis is usually difficult on
account of the characteristic slightness of the symptoms.
Tuberculosis of other organs, hereditj', and contact with
other tuberculous subjects are important in the diagnosis,
and Martin attributes considerable value to the von Pir-
quet test, especially in pregnancy cases. .A. positive reac-
tion, as shown by E. Martin, indicates that the patient

has still the power to produce antibodies, so pregnancy
may be allowed to continue. .\ negative reaction proves
the deep injury that has been inflicted on the defensive
powers of the organism, and interruption of the pregnancy
is indicated. It is to be hoped that .A^. Martin's researches

will be confirmed by the investigations of others. Ulcers
of the external parts are suspected to be tuberculous when
their sloughing surfaces are indurated, where undermined
borders resist local treatment, and when testing shows they

are not syphilitic. The microscopic determination in such

cases is often difficult, many slides being needed to reveal

the bacillus. The peritoneum shows two kinds of reaction,

exudative and sloughing, giving rise to the development
of hard masses of considerable size. It is impossible to

say why the reaction takes one form at one time and the
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other at another. This tuberculous peritonitis, especially

the exudative form, is astonishingly frequent in young
girls who rarely show in the beginning any localization in

any other organ. The sloughing form was seen by Martin
in one-third of his cases, and one-fifth of these were com-
plicated by local infection of the adnexa. Two-thirds were
of the exudative form, and one-half of these showed local

infection of the genitals. The clinical diagnosis of peritoneal
tuberculosis can be made in many cases with relative cer-

tainty. Ascites is always suspicious in the absence of neo-
plasms and diseases of the heart, liver, and kidneys, par-
ticularly in young women. The dry or sloughing form of
peritonitis gives rise to hard masses simulating neoplasms
or inflammatory infection. In most cases these show an
abnormal location, not connected with the organ. The
history and the localization of tuberculosis elsewhere, etc.,

will aid the diagnosis. The prognosis in all these cases is

grave. There is always the chance of a latent localiza-

tion elsewhere than where we see it. .^.s to treatment,

Martin confines his considerations to local and surgical

measures. Ulcers of the vulva and vagina and of the en-

dometrium can easily be removed. In the latter he pre-

fers the application of strong astringents after curetting.

Cases complicated with gonorrheal or septic infection need
special care ; in these he does not advise immediate opera-

tion, but waits till urgent indications call for it. When
operation is indicated he prefers to remove only those

parts so thoroughly diseased that healing seems impossible.

Radical operations can not be considered here, as the pos-

sibility of hidden tuberculosis elsewhere can not be ex-

cluded. If possible, he operates by the vaginal route.

Ascites he treats by free abdominal incision, by which he

can reach its localization as a rule, occasionally only by
the vaginal route. The removal of large nodules and
sloughing masses, especially when connected with the in-

testines, seems to be useless from his experience. Con-
servative operations were done when indicated, and gen-

erally with good results. Especial attention was given

to the after-treatment, the family physician, friends, and
in case of poor patients some charity organization inter-

ested in the case were all instructed in the modern meth-

ods of phthisico-therapeutics. In some cases much benefit

was observed from the use of guaiacol and creosote prep-

arations. In none of his cases did the operation prove

unfavorable in itself, as in no case was it performed except

under urgent indication. Of 27 patients observed for over

a year after operation, 16 were well and 6 have been con-

siderably improved. Lumbar anesthesia was found well

adapted to the cases. In all the cases the bacillus was
present ; if other cases in which tuberculosis was not so

definitely diagnosed were included, the results would be

still more favorable.

Symptomless Fibroid.—T. B. Eastman calls attention

to the possible dangers from fibroid tumors of the uterus

which may give rise to no symptoms and may be unsus-

pected before being revealed by operation, or in some
cases even only by microscopical examination. It is gen-

erally conceded that there is an etiological connection be-

tween fibroma and cancer of the uterus, and Eastman quotes

authorities on this. The alleged rarity of uterine sarcoma is,

he says, more apparent than real ; the proportion of cases of

sarcomatous degeneration is increasing because they are be-

ing found out. There is little force in the argument that

such tumors are not really degenerations, but were sarco-

mata from the beginning. Necrotic degeneration, which,

according to Tracy's statistics, occurs in nearly 5 per

cent., is the most dangerous one with which we have to

deal. Including carcinomatous, sarcomatous, necrotic, and

myxomatous degenerations, we have 12.1 per cent, of

fibroids that ought for safety to be removed, and which

in most cases might pass unsuspected by the examiner.

The teaching, that it is well to advise patients with symp-
tomless fibroids to temporize as regards operation is there-

fore bad—the radical advice to have them removed is

much better for the patient. The mortality of 6 per cent,

in the hands of competent operators is a less risk than the

12 to 14 per cent, of threatened degenerations which will

be fatal if neglected, and in which a later operation will

be much more serious.

Typhoid Carriers.—W. H. Park gives the results of

investigations made at the Research Laboratory of the New
York City Board of Health. These include the history of a

cook who carried and spread the disease nearly every-

where she was employed, and who still after sixteen

months' isolation and unavailing treatment with internal

antiseptics, etc., is discharging the bacilli in great numbers.

Examinations were also made of convalescents from the

disease in two State insane hospitals and typhoid germs
were found in the stools of 6 per cent. These results show
that the same conditions exist in this country as in Eu-
rope, namely, that fully 2 per cent, of persons who have

had typhoid fever are typhoid bacilli carriers. But besides

these there are many who have become infected without
developing the disease, and Park estimates their number
as probably one in every five hundred adults. As most
typhoid cases occur before the age of thirty, the average
life of typhoid carriers must be about twenty-five years,
so that we have the appalling fact that there are at least

half as many recovered typhoid cases carrying bacilli as
there are typhoid cases in any year, let alone the number
of carriers who have never themselves had the disease.
Park thinks that isolation is therefore out of the question
except in special cases, like the cook mentioned, and that
we shall have to rely on the more general methods of
preventing infection and safeguarding our water and food
supplies, not only when typhoid abounds, but at all times,
as we now know that in every community unsuspected
typhoid carriers may exist.

Hemorrhoid Operations.—J. D. Singley points out the
danger in the ligature method of treating piles from pos-
sible infection of veins, he having observed one case of
fatal pyemia, and a number of cases of embolism follow-
ing this apparently simple operation by capable and clean
surgeons. There is certainly a definite though low mor-
tality that should cause it to be discarded in favor of bet-

ter methods. The Whitehead operation is most satisfac-

tory from the operator's point of view, but it may cause
simple or infection embolism, and there is a risk of stric-

ture and of incontinence which should outweigh its opera-
tive attractiveness. The clamp and cautery method, in his
opinion, is free from these objections if properly per-
formed. The hemorrhoidal masses should all be caught
and brought down before any of them are cauterized, the
clamp should be applied in the long axis of the bowel to
avoid annular stricture, and it is better to burn away the
clamped hemorrhoids instead of cutting them off before
cauterizing, to avoid possible hemorrhage and infection.

While less attractive as a surgical procedure, the freedom
from the objections stated above, he thinks, should make
it the operation of choice in almost every case.

Ranula.—T. L. Gilmer says that he formerly held the
opinion that ranula was due to obstructions in Wharton's
duct or the ducts of Rivini, but having found no cases of
ranula on the floor of the mouth which prevented the pas-
sage of a probe through the whole length of Wharton's duct,

and not having seen a case in which the sublingual or sub-
maxillary gland enlarged or became painful, he has come
to the belief that the usually held theory is wrong. Other
observations showing obstruction or stenosis of the ducts
without interruption of the flow of saliva have strength-

ened this opinion. Chronic inflammation resulting in en-
largement and hardening of the glands is the most com-
mon disease, with the exception of epidemic infectious
parotitis, and is most common in the submaxillary gland,
but may occur in the others. It comes on slowly and
is not painful, therefore the physician is not often con-
sulted until some disfigurement results, and he reports
a case in which a calculus seemed to be the originating
cause. His observations lead him to believe that ranula
is most often due to either cystic degeneration of parts

of the sublingual gland separated from the main portion,

cysts originating in the gland itself, or cysts originating
in the mucous glands in the floor of the mouth. Calculi

in the salivary glands are, he thinks, merely incident to
diseased conditions already existing. He has never found
them except in Wharton's duct. The disease described by
Mikulicz is mentioned. It is manifested by symmetrical
swelling of the salivary or lacrymal glands, or both. Its

etiology is obscure. Other conditions noticed in the paper
are tuberculosis of the sublingual gland and diverticulum
of Steno's duct, cases of which are reported.

Blood Pressure.—J. Eichberg holds that test of blood
pressure should form a part of the routine examination
of each case, account being taken of both systolic and
diastolic pressures. The Recklinghausen tonometer pro-

vides for both and is in other respects a satisfactory

instrument. Examinations should be made under different

conditions in the same patient before estimating the blood
pressure as an element of diagnosis, and they should not

be too prolonged. Variations in amplitude, or the differ-

ence between systolic and diastolic pressure, in the same
individual constitute a very important part of the study.

It increases in organic disease of the kidney, arteriosclero-

sis and aortic insufficiency, and diminishes for other or-

.eanic diseases of the heart, affecting the valves or myocar-
dium. In a healthy circulation it increases with moderate
exercise, but every deficiency of the circulation shows it-

self in a reduced amplitude, even if the systolic pressure

is increased. Svstolic values of over i.'^o mm. call for

further study. The most important feature of the study

of blood pressure is found in its behavior under tests with

varied amonnts of measured work. Eichberg reviews the

various conditions that influence blood pressure, pointing out

especially the important influence of the nervous system.
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It is in chronic conditions that the study is of the greatest
value for diagnosis and treatment. Mere high or low pres-
sure determinations are of little use; hypertension of itself
is not a disease and may be conservative, as in chronic kidney
disease, calling for no interference, but a pressure that is

at all times above normal may be the only and often the
earliest evidence of arteriosclerosis. The question of
whether the high tension is injurious depends largely on
the condition of the heart and its adaptability to the
work required. If it still has a certain training capacity,
compensatory hypertension is not needed.

The Lancet. September 12, 1908.

Two Cases of Gallstone Ileus; Operation; Recovery.

—

The patients of G. P. Newbolt were women of 54 and 58
years, respectively. The stones weighed when dry 303
grains and 280 grains. They were removed by longitudinal
incisions in the gut. The main point of interest, says the
author, was the type of bowel obstruction present. Though
the symptoms were in both cases acute in onset and lasted
some days, neither patient looked as ill as might be ex-
pected and the soft though distended abdomen with ab-
sence of tenderness on pressure was most marked. Both
women were too stout to allow palpation either before
or during anesthesia to give any information. Neither gave
any history suggestive of malignant disease, and rectal ex-
amination during anesthesia was negative. Nor did the
history of either case reveal any previous experience with
gallstones.

The Action of Two Sera Upon a Carcinoma Oc-
curring in Mice.—Experiments were made by C. E.
Walker witli tlic injection of a testis serum and a tumor
serum, the full details of which are laid down. The con-
clusions reached are suggested by the following state-

ments : (i) In 743 mice not treated with either of these
two sera the tumors in two have dried up and dropped off

spontaneously. (2) In a batch of ten mice treated with
testis serum obtained 14 days after last injection of rat, the

tumors in seven became suddenly gangrenous. In one
the tumor dried up and came away. (3) In a batch of ten

mice treated with tumor serum obtained 14 days after

last injection of rat, the tumors in seven dried up and
came away as small scabs. (4) In mice treated with testis

or tumor serum taken from rats killed eight days after

the last injection, the tumors became markedly hyperemic.

This did not occur in mice treated with normal rat serum.
They also grew more rapidly than the tumors in mice treat-

ed with normal serum. (5) In mice treated witli testis or
tumor serum taken from rats killed 14 days after the last

injection, tumors grew at much less than half the rate of
the tumors in mice treated with normal rat serum. If

these facts are not due to a remarkable series of coin-

cidences, it would seem that the prolonged injection of the

living cells of the testis of the mouse into rats, produces
in the blood of the rats a body which has a selective ac-

tion upon the cells of the particular tumor dealt with in

these experiments and upon those cells of the testis that

are out of co-ordination. It would seem probable also that

this body would have a similar action upon any cells out

of co-ordination with the rest of the body and therefore

upon other malignant tumors occurring in mice. The same
seems likely to be the case with the blood of the rats

treated with the injections of the living cells of this

particular tumor, except that there would probably be a

selective action upon this particular tumor only and not

upon any others.

Fatal Toxemia after Chloroform Anesthesia.—M.
F. Taylor's patient was a male child of t^yo years

and nine months, admitted to hospital for operation on an
inguinal hernia. He appeared perfectly well and his

previous history was negative. Chloroform was given

with occasional small quantities of ether on the open mask.
The course of the anesthesia was normal and its duration

twenty minutes. Twenty-four hours later the child ,

showed marked symptoms of collapse. The usual reme-

dies gave no result. In thirty hours the temperature be-

gan to rise and the patient became very restless. In thirty-

eight hours after operation he became comatose and died

in that state. The case closely resemb'es those already re-

ported both in symptoms and pathological findings. In

two ways, however, it appears to differ. First, in the

evidence of hyperplasia of the lymphatic tissues to the ex-

tent indicated; secondly, in the appearance of the blood,

a bright cherry-red color being very apparent in the lurigs

and over the skin area rendered hyperemic by friction

during preparation for operation. The first condition leads

one to consider the possibility of a moderate degree of

lymphatism acting as a predisposing factor in cases of

delayed chloroform poisoning. The second condition leads

to the suggestion of the possibility of chemical alteration

of the blood, leading to the fatty changes observed in the

organs. There has been great stress laid on the finding

of acetone, diacetic acid, and /3-oxybutyric acid in the
urine. The condition is often described as an "acid in-
toxication." The "acidosis" is by no means a constant fea-
ture and when it occurs it is more likely to be a symp-
tom of the condition than a cause. If acetone is derived
from fat or if from proteid, there is sufficient excess of
the former or disintegration of the latter as certified post-
mortem to account for the appearance of /3-oxybutyric acid
or its derivatives in the urine in these cases. There is an
intoxication but it remains qualified.

Deutsche medizinische IVochenschrift. September 3, 1908.

Pyocyanase in Throat Affections.—Saar has used this
preparation as a spray in diphtheritic sore throat, in Vin-
cent's angina, and in sore throat of scarlet fever. Every
case was diagnosed by bacteriological examination. Pre-
vious laboratory experiments showed that the preparation
had a solving effect upon the diphtheritic membrane, part-
ly nihibited the growth of diphtheria bacilli in cultures,
but did not bind the toxin of that disease. Clinically!
the spraying with pyocyanase led to rapid diminution in
the extent of diphtheritic membranes : the sore throat of
scarlet fever, accompanied by streptococci, was quickly re-
lieved; Vincent's angina was controlled in two or three
days by the spray; simple sore throat with exudation
upon the pharyngeal and tonsillar mucous membranes was
likewise very favorably affected by the new preparation.
Pyocyanase cannot take the place of diphtheria antitoxin,
but may enable the use of smaller doses of it than u.sual.'
It has a distinct bactericidal action, but does not seem"
to possess antitoxic properties.

Effect of X-Rays Upon the Testicles.—Herxheimcr
and Hoffmann have studied this question by experiments
on rabbits. They conclude that the most differentiated
cells, that is, the spermatozoa, are the first to be injured
by the rays; later the various cells out of which the
spermatozoa develop are affected. The basal cells of Ser-
toli, on the other hand, begin to increase in number and
with the greatly proliferated interstitial cells fill up the
seminal canals. After a certain time a few remaining
partly differentiated cells begin to regenerate the seminal
elements, which process is much more complete than has
been assumed from previous experiments. Spermatozoa
are certainly produced in such regeneration, and tins ob-
servation is of great practical value in the light it throws
upon the possible outcome of similar x-ray injuries in hu-
man beings.

French and Italian Journals.

Elephantiasis Nostras of the Female Genital Organs.—R. Traina and E. Marconi base their observations of
elephantiasis on a c«se observed by them in the per-
son of a jittle girl of 6 years who had enlargement
of the genital organs beginning in her third year. The
growth removed was carefully examined microscopi-
cally. There were no enlarged or altered glands, and
no history of syphilis, congenital or acquired. The
authors consider especially the etiology of this affec-
tion. It has been attributed to syphilis, trauma, ery-
sipelatous inflammations, blenorrhagia, and altered
lymphatics and blood-vessels. The author believes
that we are not justified in saying that syphilis is al-
ways its cause because in many cases there is no history
and no other evidence of syphilis, and while syphilis
IS frequent elephantiasis is comparatively infrequent.
Neither inflammations, obstructions of the lymphatics,
nor of the blood-vessels alone are competent to cause
the condition, and in the temperate climates the filaria
sanguinis hominis is not found. The autliors conclude
from the examination of their case and their study of
the literature of the affection that it arises from a
number of causes combined at the same time. It gen-
erally occurs between the ages of 20 and 40 years, and
pregnancy causes the growth to enlarge rapidly.—
Annali di Obstetricia e Cinccologia, April, 1908.

Erysipelas in the New-Born.—A. Herrgott describes
erysipelas in the new-born infant as a very serious and
generally fatal disease. The fatality depends on the
absence of reaction against the germs, due to the
absence of phagocytosis in the new-born child. After
the age of three months the prognosis is quite other-
wise because here phagocytosis goes on normally
Starting from the solution of continuity at the um-
bilicus the germs enter the tissues and are not opposed
by the lymphatic glands. They enter the lymphatics
of the subcutaneous tissues, where they are found in
great numbers, as also in the outer coats of the blood-
vessels. A rapidly fatal peritonitis closes the scene.
The external redness and swelling are slight, the symp-
toms of peritonitis being the first seen. Treatment
has no effect.

—

Annates de Gynecologic et d'Obstet-
rique, May, igoS.
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i^jiprml Artirlr.

IMPERIAL INSTITUTE FOR THE STUDY
OF INFECTIOUS DISEASES,

TOKYO, JAPAN.
By S. MATSUI.

TOKYO.

LIBRARIAN OF THE INSTITUTE.

History.—In the year 1890 Prof. Kitasato re-

turned to Japan, being honored with the title of

professor by the German Government, after he had
spent five years of study in that country and made
liimself known among the scientists of the day.

The people of Japan received him indifferently.

Fig. j.—Prof. Dr. S. Kitasato, Director of the Institute.

There were, however, more delicate minds, per-

ceiving at once the true merit of the professor and
of bacteriolog}'. The late Mr. Fukuzawa, one of

the greatest educators of new Japan, and the late

Mr. Nagayo, president of the Japanese Private

Hygienic Association, rendered Prof. Kitasato sub-

agam underwent a change

stantial assistance. The foundation of the Insti-

tute was there laid in the form of a private insti-

tution consisting of a few laboratories in a building

given by Mr. Fukuzawa, situated at Shiba Park,
Tokyo. Meanwhile Mr. Hasegawa introduced a
bill in the Imperial Diet providing for a yearly grant

of 15,000 yen for three years, and it was passed. At
the expiration of the term specified for the annual
appropriation a new grant was made to cover an-
other three years. In the year 1899 the Institute

was made a government institution.

The Institute then consisted of three depart-

ments, with a director, three department chiefs, and
some twenty assistants. During this period its

work chiefly consisted of the study of infectious

diseases in general, their causative agents, and the

means of their prevention. Besides, a course of

lectures in bacteriolog}- thrice a year, each covering
three months, was given to physicians and veteri

narians. It, however
in the year 1905.

Prior to this time the government of Japan had
established a serum institute and a lymph farm,
each separately. But it was thought more conveni-

ent in the way of administration to unite the three

under one Institute for the Study of Infectious

Diseases. This was effected by a bill passing the

Diet in 1904, and the present Institute was com-
pleted in the year 1906.

Organimtion.—By the provisions of Imperial

Order No. 88, 1905, the enlarged Institute was
organized, and its work set down by the Minister

of the Home Department in a proclamation issued

the same year. The order and instruction are

partly as follows:

Imperial Order No. 88—The organization of the

Institute for the Study of Infectious Diseases shall

be as follows:

1. The said Institute belongs to the Home De-
partment and transacts the following work: In-

vestigation of the causative agents of infectious

cliseases ; study of prophylactic and curative means

;

examination of prophylactic, disinfecting, and cura-

tive methods ; technical instruction of medical men
in the study of infectious diseases, and prepara-

tion of vaccine lymph, sera, and other bacterio-

logical, prophylactic, and curative materials.

2. The said Institute shall have the following offi-
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Fig. 2.—General View of the Institute
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cials : a director, seven experts, twenty-three assist-

ants, and seven clerks. It may have less than
twenty assistants without pay.

3. The director is an official of "chokunin"
grade {i.e., an official who is nominated by the Em-
peror). He is under the direction of the Minister

Fig. 3.—Corridor of the First Main Building.

of the Home Department, and shall have charge of

the administration of (he Institute and superintend

the subordinates.

4. The experts are guided by the director and
participate in the work of investigation, examina-
tion, instruction, and preparation.

5. The assistants are directed by their superior

officials and carry out the work of investigation,

examination, instruction, and preparation.

6. The clerks are directed by their superior of-

ficials and shall attend to the clerical work.
In order to carry on the work of the Institute

under Prof. S. Kitasato, it is divided into the fol-

lowing six departments

:

1st Department. All kind of W'Ork regarding the

investigation of the cause of infectious diseases

and their proph3'lactic methods is done in this de-

partment. This department is further divided into

three laboratories, i.e. the bacteriological, the pro-

tozoological, and the chemical. The department
chief is Prof. T. Kitashima, who is also the chief

of the bacteriological laboratory'. Chief of the

protozoological laboratory is Prof. M. Miyajima.
and that of the chemical is Dr. Y. Teruuchi.

2d Department. All kind of work relating to

the treatment of patients with infectious and other

diseases is done in this department. To this de-

partment are annexed laboratories, a hospital, and

medical offices for patients. Prof. G. Shibayama is

chief of this department.

3d Department. Examination of disinfecting,

curative, and prophylactic preparations for infec-

tious and other diseases, and instruction of medical

men in bacteriology and epidemiology are the work
of this department, of which Dr. S. Hata is chief.

4th Department. Preparation of sera and other
bacteriological, prophylactic, and curative products
is made in this department. Prof. K. Shiga is

chief of this department.

5th Department. Preparation of vaccine lymph
is made in this department, ^"eterinarian S. Umeno
is chief of this department.

6th Department. The sale of lymph, sera, and
other preparations and clerical work are attended
to in this department, of which Mr. T. Yoshizawa
is chief.

There are nineteen assistants working in the de-

partments and laboratories. Six clerks belong to

the sixth department, with nine employees. Be-
sides these, there are about seventeen non-commis-
sioned members belonging to one or other of the

departments.
Description of the Building.-—As we stated

above, the new enlarged Institute requiring a spa-

cious building in order to carry on its whole work,
the government allowed a sum of 300,000 yen
for erecting the new Institute. A hill situated at

the southwest extremity of the city, by tlie name
of Shirokane, was chosen for its site. The whole
compound, covering an area of 100 acres, consti-

tutes a most charming spot for this kind of work.
More than seventy large and small buildings are

scattered over the compound. The brick house and
the wooden one of two stories standing together in

the middle of the grounds are called the first and
the second main building. To the left of the sec-

ond main building and close by is the pest labora-

tory building, and to the left of it and facing the

first main building is the administration building,

of two stories. To the back of this building are

the hospital and the nurses' dormitory, each one
story. To the back of the second main building

are a shed for the preparation of culture media, the

engine house, and the disinfection building. A
stable for small animals stands to the left of the

culture media building and at the back of the pest

laboratory. Back of this stable is the photogra-
pher's building. In front of this building is the

lymph preparing building.

A short distance apart from these are nine sta-

bles, eight of which are built parallel to each other.

They have complete compartments for about 200

Fig. 4.— Student^' Lcb-ratory.

horses, which is the average number the Institute

has for the purpose of preparing sera. They face

a number of stores, employees" dormitories, the

blood collecting building, all of which stand in one
row w'ith a drive between them and the stables.
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Three stables for calves (having compartments for

eighty-four calves) and an employees' dormitory,

a veterinary dissecting building together with the

building for the preparation of lymph, make another

row standing parallel to the last-mentioned dormi-

tories and stores.

At the northeast corner of the compound are an

work of the laboratory, providing facilities for

heating, filtering, distilling, etc. On these tables

and desks are arranged the apparatuses, such as

microscopes, sterilizers, microtomes, surgical in-

struments, glass utensils of every kind, stains,

chemicals, tissue fi.xers. etc. Besides, each room is

provided with an incubator and some cages for the

1 :.•
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The first floor of the right wing is mostly occupied

by the chemical laboratories. A narrow hall runs

through the middle of the building. To the right

of the hall are three rooms, the library (branch

room), an apparatus storage room, and a weighing

room. To the left are a dark room for spectrum

Fig. 9.—Serum Collecting Room.

analysis and a furnace room. At the end of the

hall is a large chemical laboratory. It is rectangu-

lar in shape. Along both short sides, which have
windows, are two microscope tables, and in the

middle is a broad work desk. To the wall just op-

posite to the door leading to the hall is attached

a hood, which will supply facilities for work
with such materials as should be excluded from
the general laboratory air. .Along this room, and
quite apart from the main building, is built a small

room with another hood over the furnace ; here is

done such work as would cause an offensive smell,

or even give rise to poisonous gases. The chemical

laboratory is well equipped with every kind of ap-

paratus and chemicals which are necessary to carry

out the work of the most advanced science of bio-

chemistry, as well as chemi.stry in general.

To the left are three rooms for assistants and
a refrigerator room. To the left of the large room,
and separated from the main building, is an in-

cubator room. It is supplied with a large incubator,

9 feet in height and 6 feet in width, with a gas

boiler which supplies steam to the incubator. In

this room is a microscope table, which is supplied

with gas and water. These rooms are used for

preparing various kinds of toxins.

The second floor of this building is again divided

into two wings by the hall in the middle. The
right wing has three laboratories along the hall and
an expert's private room. These rooms have also

the same equipment and arrangements as tlie other

laboratories, and are used for preparing materials

for Pasteur inoculation. Pathological and anatom-
ical examinations (but not dissections) are made
in one of these rooms.
The left wing has the same number and arrange-

ment of rooms as the right. These are used en-

tirely for the study of veterinary medicine and
surgery, especially for the examination of lymph
prepared at the lymph farm.

The culture media room is provided with auto-

claves and sterilizers. All sorts of culture media
are prepared in this room. The stable for small

animals, such as rabbits, guinea pigs, monkeys, cats,

dogs, and the like, is provided with about 100 cages.

each containing two or three animals.

The pest laboratory building has two laboratory

rooms, one culture media room, one animal room.

one sterilizing room. These are all in one build-

ing with special device for rat exclusion, and all

windows and other openings are covered with wire

screens, in order to protect the rooms from in-

sects.

The engine room equipment consists of a \\ est-

mghouse 29-horsepower gasoline engine, directly

connected to a Westinghouse 17-kilowatt generator,

besides a vacuum pump, several electric motors

connected with a storage battery, a 6-horsepower

gasoline engine connected with a large centrifugal

apparatus and a vacuum pump by means of belts.

Adjoining this room is the boiler room. It is

equipped with a 5-horsepower boiler connected

with a water pump and an autoclave, in which all

infected clothing, bedclothes, and the like, used

in the hospital are disinfected. The boiler also sup-

plies hot water for the baths.

The photographer's room is divided into two
parts, one apparatus room and the other the dark

room. Its equipment consists of a great photo-

micrographic apparatus of Zeiss, an ultramicro-

scope, an ultraviolet-microscope, etc., together with

a switchboard and other necessary electrical appa-

ratus.

The lecture course building consists of two large

rooms, with some smaller compartments for a cul-

ture media room, a dining room, a waiting room,

etc. The work room occupies the whole area upstairs,

four walls of which are covered with glass sliding

doors, so as to furnish as much room for micro-

scopic examination as possible. There are seats for

seventy persons. The largest room downstairs is the

lecture hall, which is constructed so as to be dark-

ened when it is necessary to use lantern slides dur-

ing the lectures.

The hospital equipment consists of two physi-

cians' offices, two pavilions, the kitchen, the dining

room, the nurses' dormitory, the meeting room, the

bath, the autopsy room, and the wash room. The
first physicians' office is further divided into two
consulting offices, the physicians' room, the dispen-

sary, the meeting room, the resident physician's

room, etc. The second physicians' office is divided

into disinfecting room, two consulting offices, the

examination room, the dark roon), the apparatus

room, the meeting room, etc. The first pavilion

consists of the operating room, seven wards, with

Bf «^^Mb9
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All the windows are provided with wire screens

to keep away insects and other intruders.

Present Work of the Institute.—Bacteriology, or

we may more properly say the study of infectious

diseases in general, was of very limited scope ten

years ago, but it has gradually increased its field,

and nowadays a bacteriologist must have a complete
outfit of microscopes, chemical laboratories, stables

in which various kinds of animals are kept, with an
ample knowledge of medicine, zoolog}', botany,

chemistry, etc. We have, therefore, not only med-
ical men, but also zoologists, veterinarians, and
chemists among our staff. Manifold as the work
is, it may be divided into two great parts for con-
venience sake. One is the official which is required

by the regulation, and the other, more individual in

character, which is freely granted to every mem-
ber of the Iristitute.

The official work consists of preparation of

sera, lymph, prophylactic fluids or vaccines, exam-
ination of disinfectants, pathological material, and
the like for the public, and the instruction of med-
ical practitioners in bacteriology.

The sera supplied by the Institute for the public

are as follows : antidiphtheria serum, in liquid and
dried form ; antitetanus serum, also in two forms

;

antityphoid serum, antidysentery serum, anticholera

serum, antipest serum, antistreptcoccus serum, an-

tivenom of "Habu," a venomous snake inhabiting

the Loo Choo Islands. These sera are highly effi-

cacious, and especially those of diphtheria and dys-

entery. Here is pepared an antidiphtheria serum,
one cubic centimeter of which contains 2,000 im-
munization units, which is said to be very rarely

prepared in any laboratory, and we owe it to Prof.

Kitashima and to the technique of Dr. Hida, who has
in charge the preparation of the serum. Prof.

Shiga has succeeded in preparing a polyvalent an-

tidysentery serum which is highly prized for its ef-

ficacy by medical practitioners.

The vaccine lymph is prepared after the method
Mr. Umeno has introduced. His method is to pre-

pare lymph exclusively of animal origin never pass-

ing through the human body, and it is highly effica-

cious. Its yearly preparation reaches the enormous
amount of more than 1,700,000 tubes, one tube
containing a sufficient dose for five persons, and
therefore we can safely affirm that over 8,000,000
persons receive vaccination with the lymph of our
make each year out of 50,000,000 of the Japanese
population.

The prophylactic fluids or vaccines prepared in

the Institute are those of pest, typhus, dysentery,

and cholera. These are used whenever those epi-

demics break out.

Besides these the Institute supplies tuberculin and
erysipelas antitoxin. All these biological products,

viz., sera, vaccines, tuberculin, and erysipelas anti-

toxin are sold to physicians and druggists at home
and abroad.

The examinations of disinfectants and patholog-

ical material is made from time to time at the public

request.

The instruction of medical men is given thrice

a year, each term lasting three months, to which
physicians and veterinarians are admitted.

The most valuable achievements, m the light of
science,which have hitherto been accomplished in the

Institute, are the discovery of the dysentery bacil-

lus by Prof. Shiga, experiments on treatment with
various kinds of sera, prophylaxis by means of pre-

ventive vaccines, the therapy of erysipelas, the

prophylaxis of hydrophobia, and works on the im-
munization theorv.

Handbook of Medicine and Therapeutics. By Alexan-
der Wheeler, L.R.C.P. and S.E., and William R. Jack,
B.Sc, M.D., F.F.P.S.G. ; Assistant to the Professor of
Practice of Medicine, Glasgow University; Assistant
Physician to the Western Infirmary of Glasgow. Third
Edition. New York: William Wood & Co., igoS.

The object of this little volume is to enable the student
to digest the main features of the various diseases in the
most concise manner at the time he is engaged in clinical

work, thereby enabling him to verify at the bedside the
statements he has read ; and to enable the busy practi-
tioner to see at a glance the principal points of each dis-

ease, which he can elaborate by his experience. Though
of small size, the volume is much more than a mere
compend. The diseases of the special organs are prefaced
by a brief summary of the anatomy and function of those
organs in health; and the physical signs of the various
diseases are not only described, but as far as possible
their production is explained. The book is well arranged,
and the material presented is calculated to be of benefit to

the student and practitioner.

Progressive Medicine. A Quarterly Digest of Advances,
Discoveries and Improvements in the Medical and Sur-
gical Sciences. Edited by Hobart Amorv Hare, M.D.,
Professor of Therapeutics and Materia Medica in the
Jefferson Medical College, Philadelphia. Assisted by
H. R. M. Landis, M.D., Assistant Physician to the Out-
Patient Medical Department of the Jefferson Medical
College Hospital. June i, 1908. Philadelphia and New
York : Lea & Febiger.

The current number of Progressive Medicine contains
articles on: (i) Hernia, by W. B. Coley

; (2) Surgery
of the Abdomen exclusive of hernia, by E. M. Foote

;

(3) Gynecology, by J. G. Clark; (4) Diseases of the
blood, diathetic and metabolic diseases, diseases of the
spleen, thyroid gland and lymphatic system, by A. Sten-
gel; and (5) Ophthalmology, by E. Jackson. The Con-
tribution on Gynecology contains a most important and
timely section of forty pages on cancer of the uterus, and
the subject of cancer in general is incidentally discussed.

Progressive Medicine is too well kmwn to need more than
a mere mention of the appearance of the June number.

The Treatment of Gonorrhea in the Male. By
Charles Leedham-Green, M.B., F.R.C.S., Surgeon to

the Queen's Hospital, Birmingham ; Surgeon to the Bir-

mingham and Midland Hospital for Children ; Consult-
ing Surgeon to the Birmingham General Dispensary.
Second Edition. New York : William Wood & Com-
pany, 1908.

The fact that a second edition of this book became nec-
essary in less than two and a half years of the first issue,

demonstrates its acceptability. This edition is certainly

written up to date, including, as it does, a description of
Goldschmidt's irrigating urethroscope and the use of Bier's

hyperemic treatment in gonorrheal arthritis. It is singu-
lar that so careful an author as Leedham-Grcen should
have omitted the fact that George Walker of Baltimore
published the details of an urethroscope like the one men-
tioned at the same time that Goldschmidt presented that

described. The author accepts a misapprehension regard-
ing the employment of the Valentine irrigator, in that he
implies that in order to obtain varying pressures it is

necessary to elevate the irrigator to varying heights. The
fact is that the receiver of the irrigator is kept at the
same elevation throughout and the varying pressures
needed are obtained by a simple stop-cock. Aside from
such minor oversights, the book certainly supplies the de-

mand for a brief, concise work to serve as an introductory
to the study of this important disease. The author's man-
ner of handling his subject justifies the hope that a larger,

more exhaustive work may in the near future be expected
from his pen.

Bradycardia and Tachycardia. Part 11, in a Series of
Monographs on the Symptomatology and Diagnosis of
Disorders of Respiration and Circulation. By Prof.

Edmund von Neusser, Professor of the Second Med-
ical Clinic, Vienna; Associated Editor of Nothna.srel's

Practice of Medicine. Authorized English translation

by Andrew MacFarlane, M.D., Professor of Medical
Jurisprudence and Physical Diagnosis, Albany Medical
College. New York: E. B. Treat & Co.. 1908.

This small volume contains the translation of the two
lectures by Professor Neusser on bradycardia and tachy-

cardia, lon.g well known to such medical men as read Ger-
man. Dr. MacFarlane has put the German text into very
readable English_ and Dr. Malcolm Douglas has supplied

the appendi.x cofitaining short abstracts of English and
American articles, as well as a foreign bibliography of
the subjects considered by Neusser.
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Physical Signs of Diseases of the Thorax and Abdo-
men. By James E. H. Sawyer, M.A., M.D. (Oxon.)

;

M.R.C.P. (Lond.) ; Casualty Assistant Physician and
Medical Registrar, the General Hospital, and Pliysician
to Out-Patients, the Children's Hospital, Birmingham.
New York : William Wood & Co., 1908.

This book is intended for medical students, and will serve
as an introduction to the study of physical diagnosis.
There are two introductory chapters on the general con-
dition of the patient, and the topographical anatomy of
the thorax and abdomen. Then follow chapters on the
physical examination of the thorax and abdomen, with
explanation of the signs as ascertained by inspection, pal-

pation, mensuration, succussion, percussion and ausculta-
tion. The volume contains numerous illustrations, and a
few tables of differential diagnosis.

The Student's Handbook of Gynecology'. By George
Ernest Herman, M.B. (Lond.), F.R.C.P., F.R.C.S.;
Consrltint; C'stetric Physician to the London Hospital,
Consulting Physician-Accoucheur to the Royal Mater-
nity Charuy and to the Tower Hamlets Dispensary, Late
President of the Obstetrical Society of London and of
the Hunterian Society, etc. With 170 illustrations. New
York: William Wood & Co., 1908.

This is a condensed edition of the author's larger and
well-known work on the Diseases of Women. All ex-
planatory, argumentative and speculative matter has been
omitted, as well as references to rare cases and descrip-
tions of operations not commonly performed. No space
is devoted to instruction on anatomy, anesthetics or anti-

sepsis, as the student is supposed to obtain the neces-
sary information on these points from other sources. The
present volume will prove of great value to students in

the wards and dispensaries ; it is the size of an ordinary
compend, with the contents of a first-class textbook, and
is written by a recognized authority. It has all the good
qualities of the larger work, is only a quarter of the size,

and half the cost.

Ca.ncer, Relief of Pain and Possible Cure. ' By Skene
Keith, .\I.B., F.R.C.S. (Edin.) ; Author of "Introduc-
tion to the Treatment of Disease by Galvanism," "Elec-
tricity in the Treatment of Uterine Tumors," "Gyneco-
logical Operation," and George E. Keith, M.B., CM.,
Author of "Te.xt-Book of Abdominal Surgery," with
Mr. Skene Keith. New York : The Macmillan Company,
1908.

This is the description of the treatment of malignant
disease, carcinoma and sarcoma, by means of an injec-

tion of a solution of iodipin, arsenate of iron, cacodylate
of iron, and cinnimate of sodium. The modest claim of
the authors is well expressed in the title. They do not
assert that they have found a cure for the disease, but

only that an experience of five years has convinced them
that the method will often afford marked relief, assuaging
the pain and apparently prolonging life, and in a few
most favorable cases even seeming to cause a disappear-
ance of the neoplasm. Although having little hope in the

curative power of the knife, the surgical method is still

strong enough to lead them to advise operation in every
case when possible, following it with the injections. In

very early cases, however, where a delay of three or four
weeks would not imperil the success of a subsequent op-
eration, they advise a resort to the injections first and an
fndefinite postponement of surgical treatment so long as

improvement continues. The book is well worth a care-
ful reading by all wlio believe that cancer can ever be
cured definitely only, if at all, by medicinal means, and
that surgrery at the best affords but a chance of perma-
nent relief.

Health at Its Best v. Cancer. By Robert Bell, M.D.,
F.F.P.S., Formerly Senior Physician to the Glasgow
Hospital for Women ; Author of "Cancer ; Its Causa-
tion and Treatment Without Operation ;" "The Cancer
Problem in a Nutshell ;" and "The Woman in Health
and Sickness." London and Leipsic : T. Fisher Unwin,
1908.

In this book the author pleads for freedom of speech and
open discussion of health topics, the suppression of which
through motives of false modesty is responsible for the

great amount of ignorance in sanitary matters which still

prevails. As a rule the directions on health subjects given
by Dr. Bell are in every way excellent, though he appears
to have a leaning toward raw food faddism, that latest

development of vegetarian extravagance. In the chapters
treating of cancer the author expounds his well known
views regarding the etiological action of autointoxication,

and the curative effects of thyroid extract. The work is in-

teresting, even to those who cannot accept all its teach-

ings, and is provocative of thought, which is, after all, or
should be, the chief aim of any book dealing with sub-

jects not yet definitely settled, for it is the gaining of an
audience and a hearing that is the most difficult work of
the preacher of a new doctrine. If the message he has
to give is true, it will prove itself if only attention can be
drawn to it. There is much outside evidence to lead to

the plausibility of Dr. Bell's theory of the causation of
cancer, and there is also some corroborative testimony
regarding the value of thyroid extrsct in the trc.itmont of

the disease.

The Pathology of the Eve. (Awarded the Nettleship
Gold iledal of the Ophthalmological Society of the

United Kingdom.) By J. Herbert Parsons, B.S., D.SC.
(Lond.), F.R.C.S. (Eng.), Assistant Ophthalmic Sur-
geon, University College Hospital ; Assistant Surgeon,
Roj'al London (Moorsfield) Ophthalmic Hospital;
Ophthalmic Surgeon, Hospital for Sick Children, Great
Ormond Street. Volume IV. General Pathology—Part
II. New York : G. P. Putnam's Sons. London : Henry
Frowde and Hodder & Stoughton, 1908.

The fourth volume of "The Pathology of the Eye," by
Parsons, is devoted to the pathology of injuries to the

eye and orbit, to the pathology of exophthalmos and en-

ophthalmos, panophthalmitis, orbital cellulitis, einbolism,

sympathetic inflammation, symptomatic diseases of the

eye, and to the influence of heredity on the eye, the whole
under the heading "General Pathology." The plan of the

work is similar to that of the preceding volumes. The
text is not prolix, but is comprehensive and to the point.

The bibliography is extensive. The illustrations, all of

which are in the text, are as a rule excellent, faithfully

depicting the conditions that they are intended to repre-

sent. The entire content of the work is valuable. The
chapter on heredity is of particular interest, the effect of
heredity on the various tissues of the eye being given in

detail. Diagrammatic charts representing the transmis-
sion of the various conditions through generations,
graphically depict the various conditions that have been
detailed. The work of Parsons is truly monumental and
is fully worthy of the high appreciation which has been
accorded to it by ophthalmologists throughtut the civilized

world. It is a store of knowledge of the pathology of
the eye from which the present and succeeding genera-
tions will derive great benefit. No ophthalmic surgeon can
afford to be without it.

Movable Kidney'. Its Pathology, Symptoms and Treat-
ment. By Harold W. Wilson, M.B., and C. M. Hinds
Howell, M.B. London : Edward Arnold, 1908.

An attempt has been made in this book to give a concise
account of the various conditions included under the term
movable kidney. The experimental work was done at

St. Bartholomew's Hospital. While the little volume is

carefully and attractively written, it does not appear that

the authors bring anything new to the study of a sub-
ject well known to general surgeons. As a compilation of
all that is best in the literature of the subject the assiduity

of the authors deserves the commendation of all who
have to do with this essentially surgical condition.

Studies from the Laboratory of Surgical Research,
Department of Surgery, Columbia University'.

The College of Physicians and Surgeons is doing very
important work in the field of experimental surgery and
in this first published volume of studies results more or

less conclusive are arrived at. There are studies in in-

testinal exclusion, in antiperistalsis and upon the function
of pylorus and stomach after gastroenterostomy. In ad-
dition to these Dr. J. W. Draper Maury has done some
interesting work in "technical surgery," including his twine
triangular stitch for gastro- and enteroenterostomy, and
records his observations upon a form of exophthalmic
goiter in a dog. The use of methylene blue as an aid in

diagnosis of pyelonephritis is explained by Dr. Edwin
Beer, and Dr. N. B. Leggett has written a report of his

studies in rectal anesthesia carried out on animals in the

laborator}', and upon patients in the operating rooms of
Roosevelt Hospital.

Points of Practice in Maladies of the Heart. By
James Sawy'er, M.D., F.R.C.P., etc. Birmingham:
Cornish Brothers, 1908.

This book consists of three lectures delivered at the Royal
College of Physicians of London. The aim of the lec-

turer was evidently to interest rather than to instruct.

The author thinks that "true valvular thrill always shows
forth structural valvular disease." If we could cure

worry we would be far toward the cure of many "val-

vular neurotisms." He does not believe that either the

presence or absence of an increased pulmonary second
sound, either of high or low degree, is of any value in

a diagnosis between mitral stenosis and mitral insufficiency.

In the matter of diagnosis of cardiac lesions he prefers a

solid wooden stethoscope.
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SIXTH INTERX.A.TIO.\'AL CONGRESS O-X TUBER-
CULOSIS.

Held in Washington, D. C, September 21 to October

12, 1908.

(Special Report to the Medical Record.)

FIRST GENERAL SESSION.

Monday, September 28.

Hox. George B. Cortelyou, Secret.^ry of the Treasury,

Presiding Officer, in the Chais.

The Si.Kth Triennial International Congress on Tuber-
culosis was opened on Monday, September 28, at 11 a.m., in

the National Museum by Secretary Cortelyou, who repre-

sented President Roosevelt. He said that he considered

it a great honor to be called upon to preside over such a

distinguished gathering and especially to do so as the repre-

sentative of the President of the United States. He said

that the President had sent his congratulations in the name
of the .\merican people upon the work that had already

been accomplished and upon the promise of far greater

accomplishments in the future. He assured the foreign

delegates that our people appreciated not only the interest

but the cordial spirit of good will which the governments
had shown in sending their delegates. He said that we
were living in an age not only of great material but of

great moral movements. It was a time of widening vision,

deepening research, and broadening cooperation. The
time when the people sat idly by and left the study and
investigation of evils which menaced the welfare of human-
ity to the desultory investigation of a few had passed

away and we now had concerted action either under gov-

ernmental inspiration or governmental encouragement. .\

very brief outline of the work done in this country in

combating the ravages of tuberculosis would not be out

of place. The first organized movement in the United
States was begun by the Pennsylvania Society for the

Prevention of Tuberculosis in 1892 under the leadership

of Dr. Lawrence A. Flick. Since that time numerous other

organizations had been formed, until we now had more
than 200 such organizations in the United States. The
National -Association for the Study and Prevention of

Tuberculosis and other similar societies were independent

of governmental control, but the national government had
prescribed rules to prevent the spread of the disease among
its employees and had also established governmental sana-

toria. The United States Public Health and Marine Hos-
pital Service had established a sanatorium at Fort Stanton.

N. M., on a governmental reservation of forty-five square
miles and having an altitude of 6,251 feet. Here an
average of 200 patients could be accommodated. The War
Department had a sanatorium at Fort Bayard, N. M., and
the Xavy Department had a sanatorium in Colorado. The
Agricultural Department was furnishing most valuable

additions to our knowledge from time to time. Congress
had made provision for a hospital in the District of Colum-
bia for the treatment of indigent persons suffering with

tuberculosis and also for an investigation as to the preva-

lence of tuberculosis among the Indians and the desirability

of establishing sanatoria for them. A number of the States

had provided for the creation of commissions for the pur-

pose of making investigations as to the extent of tuber-

culosis in the various States and the best means for pre-

vention and treatment. In a number of instances these

investigations had led to the establishment of State sana-

toria for the treatment of those afflicted with this disease.

He referred to the First International Congress held in

Berlin in 1899, which was the first to be held with govern-

mental sanction. This congress and the Peace Congress

at The Hague were the most notable events of that year,

and of these the former was the most important since its

efforts were directed against an ever-present enemy, while

war was only an unfortunate incident in the history of a

country. He spoke of the menace of tuberculosis from an

economic and hygienic standpoint. In spite of the panics

that had been caused by yellow fever there had not been

as many deaths from this disease in 115 years as there

were from tuberculosis last year in this country. It was
estimated that there had been 100,000 deaths from yellow

fever during this period, while there were 160,000 deaths

from tuberculosis last year in the United States. The
bubonic plague in India, since its outbreak in 1896, had not

caused as many deaths in proportion to the population as

had tuberculosis in this country during the same time.

Tuberculosis had caused nearly three times as many deaths

during the past four years in the United States as were

occasioned directly as the result of the Civil War. The
importance of such an international congress could hardly

be overestimated. It had stimulated the crusade against

tuberculosis in England, France, Germany, and Italy. In

this country even the preparations for the congress had

already exerted a wholesome effect in awakening interest

and enlisting support in every State in the L^nion. In his

letter to Dr. Flick, President Roosevelt had emphasized

the good results of such an international meeting in the

following words : "The International Congress of Tuber-

culosis is in the interest of universal peace. By joining in

warfare against a common foe the peoples of the world

were brought closer together and made to better realize

the brotherhood of man." A similar idea by one of our

leading reviews which said that this congress would be a

peace congress since so many different nations with no

thought of separate boundaries would join in making com-

mon plans against the most common and dangerous enemy

of the people. This crusade against disease, unlike others

in the past, was based upon exact knowledge and not upon

empiricism, and he hoped that the results would mark a

most notable advance in the crusade against this dread

menace to national and international welfare.

The Hon. B. F. M.^cF.^rlaxd, Health Commissioner of

the District of Columbia, welcomed the delegates to the

congress in behalf of the District. He said that although

many international congresses were held here, none could

exceed in importance the one which began on this occasion.

In such a gathering as this nations, planning for the vic-

tories of peace, formed ties that were hard to break in

order to war with one another. The executive goverrmient

of the National Capital had just completed the newest

municipal tuberculosis hospital and had secured municipal

legislation for the registration of tuberculous cases and

the free examination of fputum. It was endeavoring to

improve and safeguard the milk supply, was pliminating

the alley slums and cooperating with public-spirited citi-

zens in the instruction of the people on the home treatment

of the sick. The presence and counsel of the congress far

outweighed the hospitality that they had to offer but not

their desire to make their guests at home.

The remainder of the session was devoted to the re-

sponses of the foreign delegates, all of which expressed

enthusiasm for the work and admiration for the achieve-

ments of the United States in combating tuberculosis. The
speakers and the nations they represented were : Dr. Fer-

min Rodriguez, Jr., .Argentina; Baron Hengelmiiller von

Hengervar, .Austria : Prof. Denys, Belgium ; Dr. F. Monti-

zambert, Canada; Dr. L. Sierra, Chile; Dr. Jee, China;

Dr. Juan J. Ulloa. Costa Rica; Dr. Joaquin L. Jacobsen.

Cuba: Dr. Bernard Bang. Denmark; Dr. C. W. Richard-

son, Ecuador; Prof. Louis Landouzy. France; Dr. Arthur

Newsholme, Great Britain : Dr. Lawrence Coromilas.

Greece ; Dr. Bengoechea, Guatemala ; Dr. Josselin de Jong,

Holland; Dr. Antonio Stella, Italy; Dr. Eduardo Liceaga,

Mexico; Dr. F. Harbitz, Norway; Dr. Echeverria, Pan-

ama; Dr. Ladislaw Detre, Hungary; Dr. Sylvio Gurgeldo

.Amaral, Portugal ; Dr. S. Trimescu, Roumania ; Dr. A.

Vladimiroff, Russia; Dr. Camilo Calleja, Spain; the Hon.

Conrad Cedercrantz. Sweden ; Dr. Fr. Egger, Switzerland

;

Dr. Luis Melean Lafinur. Uruguay, and others.
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Prof. Robert K<..>.h i>! Germany, who responded to the

welcome for Germany, said that the tuberculosis situation

in Germany had been distinctly favorable during the past

three decades, the rate of mortality having been reduced

one-half, which was equivalent to a gain of 30,000 lives

per annum. They were still active in trying to diminish

this decrease. Many sanatoria had been established in

which 40,00c patients per year were cared for. Germany
watched the work of the congress with the keenest interest.

The enactment of laws for the housing of the masses were
contemplated. The Robert Koch "Stiftung" had been

created for the purpose of studying tuberculosis in all its

aspects, and in order to find new ways and means of suc-

cessfully combating tuberculosis. The work of this institu-

tion was not confined to Germany. He recommended it

to the good will of all who desired to participate in the

crusade against tuberculosis.

Dr. Edward L. Trudeau of Saranac Lake, N. Y.. said

that as a veteran who had been in the struggle against

tuberculosis for 35 years no one could better appreciate

the meaning of such a congress than he. He had struggled

for long years against darkness and indifference. It gave

him great satisfaction to see the reduction in mortality and
the recoveries and to see the light flashing from nation to

nation; all this meant much to science and to humanity

and the end was not yet.

Secretary Courtelyol" closed the meeting by thanking

the delegates for all they had said in regard to the excel-

lence of the work of this country in combating tuberculosis

in behalf of the government and expressed the hope that

much That would he of value would result from the

meeting.

THE EXHUUTIO.N.

This exhibit was the largest and most complete of its kind

ever brought together in the history of the crusade against

tuberculosis. It was of the greatest educational value,

giving the most effective object lessons as to both the

treatment and the prevention of the disease. There were

exhibits from nearly every State in the Union, from the

.^rmy. the Navy, the Marine Hospital Service, institutions

of learning, individuals, and societies. Many foreign coun-

tries were represented, and among them Germany,

France, England, Switzerland, Sweden, Hungary, Russia,

Belgium, Austria, Canada, Argentine, Brazil, Uraguay, and

Japan contributed exhibits that bore witness to their in-

terest in this crusade. The exhibit conveyed an idea of

the extent and variety of work along both purely scientific

and practical lines that could not have been presented so

effectively in any other way.

Argentina."—The exhibit from this country, the work
of the Argentine League against tuberculosis consisting of

models of dispensaries, hospitals, municipal sanatoria, to-

gether with its educational propaganda, which won the

first prize at the St. Louis exhibition in 1904, and two gold

medals at international exhibitions in South America, was

presented.

Austria contributed her literary work and a collec-

tion of fifty-two microscopical and pathological specimens.

Belgium exhibited 155 anatomical specimens, 250

photographs, plans for a hospital, a number of instruments,

and the literature disseminated for educational purposes.

Brazil presented diagrams showing, the mortality

from tuberculosis compared with that from epidemics in

the towns of Sao Paulo, Santos, and Campinas. Plans for

a model dispensary and for popular sanatoria were ex-

hibited.

Canada sent an excellent pathological exhibit from

McGill University. The colors of these specimens were

preserved by the method of Kayserling and most skilful

mounting was displayed. The specimens demonstrated the

lesions caused by the tubercle bacilli in every organ of the

body. There was also a series of Petri, Pasteur, and

watch-glass specimens, in all of which the colors were pre-

served.

France.—Dr. Paul Courmont and Professor Arloing

of Lyons, presented a number of microscopic specimens and

demonstrated lantern slides. Dr. Leon Petit, of Paris, ex-

hibited illustrations of hospitals, educational pamphlets,

and apparatus for purifying air.

Germany.—The exhibit had been arranged to present

a clear picture of the state and success of the campaign

against tuberculosis in the countries taking part in this

congress. Most of the exhibitors had agreed to leave their

exhibited objects in possession of the National Association

for the Study and Prevention of Tuberculosis in Wash-

ington to be used for a permanent exhibition in Washing-

ton. The work had been carried on under the direction

of the Central Committee for Combating Tuberculosis. It

was this committee that organized the notable first "Con-

gress for Combating Tuberculosis as a Public Disease."

This committee advocated the establishment of informa-

tion stations and stations for the care of pulmonic patients,

which, since 1803, had been in existence in numerous cities

in Germany and represented one of the principle factors

in the list of measures for combating tuberculosis. Within

the last year a number of forest recreating stations were

erected. As the latest achievement among antituberculosis

measures the forest school was described. Among the

tuberculosis institutions in Germany were 99 public health

stations with 10.539 beds, 36 private institutions, with 2,175

beds, so that 50.500 persons could be treated annually.

Tuberculous children were cared for by 18 institutions,

with 837 beds, and those threatened by tuberculosis by 73

institutions with 6,843 beds. One hundred information and

providing stations were in operation. There were 82 for-

est recreating stations, 3 forest schools, 2 rural colonies,

13 invalid and nursing stations, 13 convalescent homes for

tuberculous patients, and 18 special lupus stations. There

was a graphic description concerning the general mortality

and the mortality from tuberculosis. The tuberculosis

mortality in Prussia for the year 1875 was 31.9 per ten

thousand living persons. This proportion remained al-

most stationary during the following ten years, but a rapid

retrogression of the mortality rate had been manifested

since this time in consequence of the combative measures

employed as the result of the discovery of the tubercle

bacillus. In 1906 only 17.26 of every ten thousand living

inhabitants died of tuberculosis. There were illustrations

and plans of the healing stations, forest recreating stations,

invalid homes, and children's recreating homes. Illustra-

tions were furnished of plans for dwelling house for tu-

berculous workmen. These houses, isolated and situated

near the forest in sunny locations, were either one or two

stories high and were accordingly intended for one family

or for six families. Each dwelling had one room entirely

separated from the others. This separate room was espe-

cially large, beatable, well ventilated, with an adjoining

veranda, and special water closet for the pulmonic patient.

This granted the tuberculous person the greatest possible

isolation without compelling him to live entirely sepa-

rated from his family. For the purpose of obtaining the

cheapest sick bed, the cheapest daily maintenance under

the best conditions for therapeutic success, a new architec-

tural style founded on the principle of increasing the sur-

face of the building which came into contact with the free

atmosphere, a system known as the "Terrace system" had

been devised by which the front of each story was built

behind the front wall of the story underneath. Besides

better air penetration of such a terrace house, was the

fact that all the rooms of the building were more exposed

to the sun, and that on account of the slanting direction

of the front, all rooms had the full benefit of longer day-

light. The great advantage of this system was that from

every window of every story one could enter at any time

under open sky. This made it obvious that this system

gave the possibility of bringing two valuable modes of

treatment in full favor, the rest cures and the air baths.

This new architectural style possessed the advantage of be-
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ing quite fireproof and of making possible very attractive

and picturesque buildings. The system was applicable

especially for hospitals, but was quite desirable for hotels

and living houses. The invalid insurance of the German

Empire was a part of the itnperial workingmen's insur-

ance law, which aimed at protecting the workingman in

their economical existence against the unavoidable danger

and injuries of their vocation. This insurance system

had been extended so as to provide help to tuberculous

workingmen, and had proved to be of invaluable assistance

in combating the disease.

Great Britain.—The pathological exhibit was es-

pecially notable for the fine technique displayed in the

preparation of pathological specimens. There were ex-

hibits from the pathological department of the Western

Infirmary, Glasgow; from the Humphrey Museum of

Cambridge University ; from the University of Manchester,

and that of Leeds; also from the University College of

Bristol.

United States.—Many of the States had exhibits of

institutions, sleeping tents, and all the paraphernalia for

combating tuberculosis.

Federal Government.—The work of investigation of

tuberculosis among the Indian tribes was of special in-

terest. The census of the Indian tribes in June, 1907, was

68,919 ; the number of deaths from tuberculosis from this

time until June, 1908, was 539; the proportion of deaths

per 10,000 population was 78. Of these 34.3 per cent, were

males above 16, 37.5 per cent, females above 16, 28.2 per

cent, children under 16. Deaths from other than pul-

monary forms of tuberculosis were 19 per 10,000 popula-

tion. The work of the United States Public Health and

Marine Hospital Service showed that the death rate per

100,000 was 173.5 for white men, 485.4 for the negro, and

506.8 for the Indian. Deaths from yellow fever in the

United States since 1793 had been 100,000, while deaths

from tuberculosis during the past year had numbered

160,000. Deaths from tuberculosis during the last four

years were 640,000, while deaths from wounds in the Civil

War during four years were 205,670. Comparing tuber-

culosis in the United States with the plague in India there

were 23 deaths per 1,000 population from tuberculosis,

while there were 19 per 1,000 from the plague in India

during the past twelve years.

Pennsylvania, which was the first State to initiate or-

ganized work against tuberculosis, had a system of dis-

pensaries for the free treatment of tuberculosis, one being

located in each of the sixty-seven counties, embracing an

area of over 46,000 square miles, and bringing the dis-

pensary within the reach of 6,928,575 persons. It was

from these dispensaries that the inmates of the State sani-

taria were recruited.

Neiv York.—The exhibit of this State received the

attention of many. It was divided off into sections as

follows : No. I showed where tuberculosis was bred.

Here was to be found the permanent traveling tuberculosis

exhibit of the Charity Organization Society of the City

of New York, which was viewed by 150,000 people during

a~six weeks' stay at one place in New York City this year.

No. 2 showed how tuberculosis spread. No. 3 showed the

extent of the disease ; over 10.260 people died of tuber-

culosis in New York City in 1907; 75,512 people died of

tuberculosis in the United States in 1906. The records of

the Health Department showed that there were 23,917 liv-

ing cases of tuberculosis in New York City. No. 4 showed

how tuberculosis was cured ; also (a) how tuberculosis

was discovered; (b) how tuberculosis was treated in the

early stages ; (c) how tuberculosis was treated in the

late stages; (d) the home treatment of tuberculosis. No. 5

showed how tuberculosis was prevented. There were also

exhibited many tuberculosis m.ottoes. Tuberculosis in New
York City was largely a disease of the tenements, and

there are still 300,000 dark rooms without a window of

any kind, even to an adjoining room; this made the tuber-

culosis problem here unique. -\ model of interest was

that of a block of existing tenement houses as it stood in

1900. This block, bounded by Chrystie, Forsyth, Canal,

and Bayard Streets, then included 39 tenement houses, con-

taining 605 different apartments, occupied by 2,781 per-

sons, of whom 2,315 were over 5 years of age and 466

under 5 years. It contained 1,588 rooms, but only 264 water-

closets and not one bath. Only 40 apartments were sup-

plied with hot water. There were 441 dark rooms, having

no ventilation to the outer air and no light or air except

that derived from other rooms, and 635 rooms getting

their sole light and air from dark and narrow airshafts.

During five -years there were recorded 32 cases of tuber-

culosis from this block, and during one year 13 cases of

diphtheria. In addition during five years there were 665

different applications for charitable relief.

Bureau of Animal Industry.—This exhibit embraced

many specimens of tuberculous lesions in various organs

of animals used as food. One specimen of particular in-

terest was that of tuberculous disease in guinea pigs

which was the result of inoculation from the udder of a

cow that had been inoculated with a tubercular culture

of low virulence six years and four months before the

material was obtained for use on the guinea pig. The
inoculation did not cause a progressive tuberculosis in

the cow, but the bacilli had lived and multiplied for more

than six years and had produced fatal disease in the

guinea pig. There were specimens of tuberculosis pro-

duced by inoculating guinea pigs with milk containing

tubercle bacilli and specimens from hogs that had con-

tracted the disease from eating feces of cows affected

with tuberculosis. A group of interesting specimens

demonstrated the action of light on the tubercle bacillus,

showing that in dark places the tubercle bacillus retained

its virulence thirty-two days or longer, while in electric

light it died within thirty-two hours, and in direct sun-

light it perished in one-half hour. Another interesting

group of specimens showed how long the tubercle bacillus

might live and retain its virulence in the ordinary salted

butter. Tuberculosis had been caused by butter in which

the bacillus remained alive after one hundred and thirteen

days, after one hundred and thirty-three, and even after

one hundred and sixty days. Another group of specimens

demonstrated that the feces of tuberculous cows fre-

quently contained the tubercle bacilli and that the intro-

duction of such feces into the milk infected it with viru-

lent bacilli, and that butter made from such milk also

contained the bacilli. The amount of feces was very

small, no more than usually found its way into the milk

pail. It was shown that tuberculous cattle presented a

better general appearance than most dairy cattle.

SECTION ON PATHOLOGV AND BACTERIOLOGY.

First Day—Monday, September 28.

The President, Dr. William H. Welch, in the Chair.

Address of the President.—Dr. Welch, in declaring the

first section of the Congress open, said it was his honor

and privilege to e.xtend a most cordial welcome to all in

attendance upon this section and especially to the medical

confreres from foreign countries. This section, he said,

represented that aspect of tuberculosis work on which all

intelligent and scientific activity must he founded. .\11

measures must be based upon accurate knowledge of the

spread of the disease and it was a matter of great gratifica-

tion that there was present in the section Professor Koch,

the discoverer of the organism, the greatest discovery made
in this domain. Bacteriology and pathology must consti-

tute the foundation of the campaign against the disease and

he thought this section the fundamental one of the Con-

gress. He expressed the hope that all in attendance would

have an instructive, enjoyable, and profitable time.

Viability of the Tubercle Bacillus.—Dr. M. J.

RosENAC of the Marine Hospital Service presented this
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paper. He said that practically all observers agree with

Koch that human sputum is the chief source of infection.

He considered the life of the tubercle bacillus outside the

body and said that the belief that the tubercle bacillus con-

tained a spore still lingers ; that while there is absence of

spores it contains a waxy substance which surrounds it as

an envelope. The usual habitat of the bacillus protected

it, but this protection was a question of environment, and

not an inherent property of the bacillus. We possessed no

satisfactory criteria of death and there was great difficulty

in distinguishing between live and dead tubercle bacilli and

between the lesions caused by the dead and the live bacilli.

It was necessary to resort to secondary inoculations for

this differentiation. In a series of eight guinea-pigs inocu-

lated with the dead bacillus three died as a result. The

discrepancy in experimental results was largely explained

by failure to make secondary inoculations. The thermal

death point was well established as 60 degrees C. for twenty

minutes. The short life of cultures under most

favorable conditions contrasted with the long life claimed

for the bacilli under unfavorable conditions. The viability

of the tubercle bacillus in sputum, soil, and water was dis-

cussed. In dry sputum it might live several weeks or

months and therefore be a danger, but how great a danger

was a question. When dried the great majority died

quickly. The writer said that very little work had been

done to determine the viability of the bacillus in water.

The Action of Diffused Light Upon Bacillus Tuber-

culosis.-—Professor John Weinzirl of Seattle, Wash.,

said the action of direct sunlight upon bacteria had been

the subject of numerous investigations; tlje results, how-

ever, were obtained by unsatisfactory methods and greatly

minimized the effect of this important factor. By making

direct exposures, i.e. without the intervention of media,

etc., which absorbed the light, the writer had recently

shown {Journal of Infectious Diseases, 1907, Sup. 3) that

non-sporebearing bacteria, including tuberculosis, are killed

by direct sunlight in a remarkably short time, generally

.between two and ten minutes. It appeared desirable to

take advantage of the new method to test likewise the

action of diffuse light upon bacteria and especially upon

B. tuberculosis. Much had been written regarding the im-

portance of light in dwellings, which must of necessity be

largely diffuse light, but up to the present there was no

satisfactory data on which to base conclusions regarding

the action of diffuse light. The results of the present in-

vestigation indicated a considerable degree of variation in

the powers of resistance shown by different species of

bacteria. For example, B. prodigiosus was killed by dif-

fuse light within a day, while controls kept in the dark

lived five or six days. On the other hand, Str. erysipelatos

showed strong endurance, five to nine days of continuous

exposure being required to kill it ; controls endured twelve

days and might have lived even longer. Other bacteria

tested presented intermediate degrees of resistance. B.

tuberculosis was always killed within a week, and the

shortest time was within twenty-four hours ; controls grew

for a longer time, but never after ten days. It was thought

that desiccation would be the most serious disturbing factor

and, hence, other controls were placed in moist chambers

and exposed to diffuse light; almost invariably these con-

trols were killed in a shorter time than the other cultures.

The problem, therefore, becomes a very complex one, but

it appeared certain that diffuse light materially shortens

the life of the tubercle bacillus, the organism being killed

within a week.

A Chamber in Which Dried Tubercle Bacilli May Be

Handled Without Danger.—Dr. A. P. Kitchens of Glen-

olden read this paper. The chamber was designed to avoid

exposure of the operator during certain manipulations with

dried bacteria, necessary for the preparation of the so-

called new tuberculins. The chamber was 30 inches long,

24 inches deep, and 24 inches high over all. It had no bot-

tom, but rested upon a very thick soft rubber gasket. It was

made of heavy plate glass, the frame being brass. The
lower half of the front, of reinforced tinned copper, could

be removed. It was held in place by bolts and wing-nuts,

accurate closure being obtained by the use of a rubber

gasket. There were two openings, 8 inches in diameter, in

this lower front. These openings had sealed into them

rubber gauntlets long enough to permit the hands when
inserted into them to reach all parts of the chamber. At

one end of the chamber near the bottom was an oblong box,

8 inches long by 4 inches high by 4 inches deep. This was

open on both sides, except for a fine wire screen at the

inner side and a removable lid at the outside. The lid

consisted merely of a frame and copper gauze. This box

was packed with sterile absorbent cotton and served as an

inlet and filter for air. The cotton was packed tightly enough

to resist somewhat the entrance of air. At the other end

of the chamber was a funnel 4 inches in diameter, tapering

to about a half inch. This funnel was attached by means of

rubber hose to a vacuum pump, but between the funnel

and the pump itself there were two wash bottles, one con-

taining bichloride solution, the other containing sulphuric

acid. To use the chamber the lower half of the front was

taken off and all the material and instruments to be used

during the operation was put inside— in addition there was

placed in a corner, out of the way, a dish of unslaked lime

and a quantity of formaline-permanganate, or formaline

magnesium sulphate mixture. It was the custom to throw a

quantity of some antiseptic into the gloves so that if it

should happen that there was a little opening in one of them

there would be no danger of live germs getting upon the

hands. The removable front was then put on and screwed

down tightly ; the vacuum pump was started—on account of

the resistance offered to the entrance of air by the cotton

filter, there was a slight negative pressure inside the cham-

ber. If it should happen that there were any small cracks

about the chamber, air would be drawn in at these openings,

thus obviating any danger of the bacillary dust being

forced out, when, for instance, the gloved arm was thrust

suddenly into the chamber. After the work had been com-
pleted the product to be kept was sealed up. The formaline

nii.xture was poured upon the lime and both the vacuum
pump and the air filter-bo.x were closed. Sufficient formaline

was generated to destroy exposed living organisms within

the chamber. The next morning the air filter was opened and

the vacuum pump started, in order to remove the formaline

before th • chamber was opened. The advantages this cham-

ber had over the usual devices for handling dried masses

of virulent organisms were quite obvious. In some labora-

tories it was customary to use the ordinary hood with a

current of air constantly carrying the powdered material

away from the operator, but hoods did not always work,

and if the old law "that what goes up must come down"
applied to bacteria there would seem to be some danger to

the immediate neighborhood from such a method. With
this chamber the operator was absolutely protected and all

the effluent was sterilized. The chamber might be used, not

only for handling tubercle bacilli, but also for handling

dried tuberculin, and other dangerous biological or chem-
ical substances.

Dr. LiLE of Cincinnati, discussing these papers, said that

an important point brought out by the second paper was
that the controls placed in moist chambers were killed in

a shorter time than the others ; if such was the case, our

ideas of climatology in the treatment of the disease might

not be rational. If humidity had a curative influence it

should be dilated upon. He thought this phase of the sub-

ject should be gone more fully into.

Dr. Weinzirl of Seattle, replying to this, said the e.x-

periments were not sufficient at the present time to estab-

lish such a principle. He thought that while dryness as

such had nothing to do with the disease it did have an

influence in changing temperature ; in a dry atmosphere as
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soon as the sun set it got cool and tlie patient got a

good night's rest.

New Homogeneous Cultures of the Tubercle Bacillus.

—Professor S. Arloing and Dr. Paul Courmont of Lyons,

France, presented this paper. They considered this the

most important question since it had been learned how to

grow the bacillus. The method had been discovered in

1898 and had been confirmed by many observers. It con-

sisted in the reduction of the bacillus in 5 per cent, gly-

cerine bouillon; agitation made mechanically or by band.

By this method there was produced a culture that was homo-

geneous, that is to say, the individual bacilli were not

gathered together ; but lay separate in the culture. It re-

sembled the culture of the colon bacillus ; it was cloudy.

Important changes were produced in the morphology; the

bacillus was longer and finer, the length increasing with age

of culture and there were bifurcations of the germs. In some

were found streptococcic forms. The coloring properties

were also changed. The acid-fast property was not present

to a great degree. The virulence was greatly changed ; it

was diminished and injections into guinea-pigs were not

particularly fatal ; in the rabbit death might occur in days

or weeks ; in dogs there was great resistance and a power-

ful serum was therefore obtained. A serum was produced

agglutinable by serum of tuberculous patients. The ag-

glutination property might disappear after some months.

This was not a rare culture, but the same cultures had been

made in France by three or four investigators, and similar

ones in Germany and in Philadelphia. It was not a par-

ticularly rare human bacillus form. Two of the cultures

made were of the bovine bacillus.

Variation of the Tubercle Bacillus.—Professor S.

Arloing, of Lyons, presented the work of twenty-two years

in testing by inoculation and culture the varying degrees

of virulence. He found that the guinea-pig was easier to

inoculate than the rabbit. He classified the lesions accord-

ing to degree of infectiousness. Fie found that in the surgi-

cal disease there was generally diminished virulence, as com-

pared with the pulmonary tuberculosis, but that certain

forms of bone infection equaled in virulence the pul-

monary type. He had determined that there was a great

variation in virulence from that easily cured to the greatest

virulence. He explained the different results more upon the

difference in virulence than upon any distinct race or type.

He had carried out the same experiments with human and

bovine bacilli and found the same degree of variation. By
cultivating these different bacilli be had obtained all grades

of virulence. He mentioned that in his first experiments

made public in this line he found that he could change the

type by producing a homogeneous culture and by increasing

the temperature of the culture at different stages. By this

method their properties were changed and the virulence di-

minished. He also found it possible to increase the viru-

lence by subjecting the cultures to varying atmospheric

pressures. As compared with human, the range of viru-

lence was the same with bovine, but the degree of infection

was greater with bovine. He concluded that it might be

said that all tubercle germs were of one kind; that there

were these variations, but they were not sufficient to form

distinct types. He did not entirely agree with Dr. Koch
in this respect.

Comparative Examinations Concerning the Practi-

cally Important Acid-fast Bacilli.—Drs. N. Jancso and

A. Elfer, of Kolozsvar, Hungary, presented this paper,

which was read by Dr. Detre. It presents the followina

conclusions : Cultures were made from 93 tuberculous pa-

tients, II bovines, I pig, and 18 chickens; for the greater

part the inoculations were inade directly on nutritive media

and for futher study were employed la calves, 14 goats,

more than 1,200 rabbits, more than 400 guinea-pigs, 300

chickens, 300 frogs, and 31 snakes. In relation to their

main characteristics, morphology and pathogenesis, all of

the cultures could be divided rather sharply into tliree

groups ; they corresponded to the typus humanus, bovinus,

et aviarius. All the cultures cultivated from the II bovines

were found to belong to the typus bovinus. The strains

cultivated from the 18 chickens were all found to

belong to the typus aviarius. The strain from the

pig belonged to the typus bovinus. Among the

strains cultivated from among the 93 tuberculous pa-

tients there was one with all the characteristic properties

which under ordinary conditions were found only in strains

living in other organisms, the typus aviarius. It might,

therefore, be asserted that among the strains developed

from the excreta of human beings there were also to be

found some, which according to all their characteristic

properties were the same living, acid-fast bacteria, as oc-

curred under ordinary conditions in other animals—bovines,

chickens; this was probably true, even though the authors

were not able to isolate a single strain from among the 03

tuberculous patients (22 of whom were individuals

younger than 14), which because of its characteristics of

cultivation, as well as because of its pathogenicity toward
rabbits and larger animals, could be counted among the

bovine type. From comparative studies made by the

authors with tubercle bacilli belonging to the same group,

they were able to show that such organisms, even though

belonging to absolutely one and the same group, might vary

from each other in many of their characteristics. On the

whole, most of the human strains produced but slight

tuberculous changes in rabbits ; several exceptions, however,

had been found by the authors, in which the organisms

produced a fatal termination in the rabbits ; this fact the

authors had demonstrated in this manner; they kept the

animals which were being experimented on alive for some
time and thus did not shorten the duration of vital activity

of the bacilli. Organisms cultivated from different organs

of one and the same individual showed marked variations

from the standpoint of their most important characteris-

tics. The investigations of the authors had shown how
relatively easy it was to lessen the characteristics acquired

by the different acid-fast groups in their present mode of

life, and among these more particularly their specific path-

ogenicity ; it was, therefore, to be assumed that the various

acid-fast strains could be deprived entirely of their specific

properties. However easy it might be, however, to lessen

the degree of any of the easily recognized characteristics

of individual acid-fast strains—and even to deprive them of

these entirely—still it was extraordinarily difficult to con-

vey to them new specific properties ; no investigator had,

in fact, ever succeeded in it in a manner satisfactory to the

laws of natural science. As long as we did not have at our

disposal certain incontrovertible transformation experiment

performed and controlled with pure cultures, examinations

with such terminal results as those of the authors would

prove only that under the present modes of life the more
important groups of acid-fast bacilli became more and

more separated from each other in the realm of nature.

A Contribution to Our Knowledge of the Cultural

Characteristics of Tubercle Bacillus.— Dr. Johan von
SzABOKY of Budapest-GIeichenberg presented this paper.

The experiments of the author gave these results: (i) The

luxuriance of growth of tubercle bacilli varied according

to the nutritive medium employed. They throve best on

lung-agar, next on sputum-agar and sputimi-lung-agar,

tuberculous lung-agar ; not so well on egg media and

somatose-agar. (2) The tubercle bacilli grew best and

quickest on the very weak acid media, fairly on the slightly

weak acid, neutral, and alkaline media, and not so well on

the markedly acid media. Exceptions to this were soma-

tose-agar and egg media. On the former they throve best

and quickest when the agar was markedly alkaline, next

when it was weakly alkaline, and worst when it was acid.

When egg media were employed the best cultures were

obtained when the reaction was markedly acid, next when

it was markedly alkaline, and least when it was neutral. As

in the greater number of cultures the rapidity of their de-
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velopment corresponded with the luxuriance of the vegeta-

tion, accidental results must be considered excluded in

these experiments. (3) The growth was constantly the

best on media which were very moist, as lung-agar; worst

on egg media, which possessed the least moisture. (4) It

was to be supposed that the tubercle bacilli produced a

change of the original reaction of the nutritive medium
during their growth, as titration had demonstrated that the

reaction of neutral media changed somewhat after the cul-

tures had grown for several days. Such a change of reac-

tion was noted in each series twice. In all the media which

could be titrated, with the exception of the somatose-

agar, the following change was noted : First, alkaline,

then acid, and finally again alkaline reaction was noted;

in somatose-agar the reverse order was noted.

Second Day—Tuesday, September 29.

Routes of Infection in Tuberculosis.—Dr. J. B.\r-

TEL of Vienna said that in animals we were able to demon-

strate in the lymph glands, in addition to the manifest

tuberculosis with specific tuberculous changes, a stage of

"lymphoid" tuberculosis in which the glands showed

mainly lymphocjlic hyperplasia or were apparently "un-

changed." The existence of such a lymphoid stage could

be demonstrated in man also. Attempts at immunization,

performed according to the observation of a possibility of

a cure of the tuberculous infection in the lymphoid stage,

gave in combination with reinfection the following results

:

Signs of increased tendency toward, then of increased re-

sistance, and finally of complete immunity. Processes of

complete cure in organs afflicted with manifest tuberculous

changes. Mainly manifest tuberculosis of the lungs with

the bronchial lymph glands and cavities in the lungs ; but

also isolated manifest tuberculous disease of the lungs, the

portals of entrance remaining perfectly intact and all op-

portunity of direct lung infection being excluded. Under
certain conditions, therefore, tuberculosis bore the charac-

ter of a cryptogenetic infection. A similar condition nmst

also be expected in the domain of human pathology ac-

cording to the laws of natural immunity. Therefore, if

only the signs of manifest tuberculosis were considered

during a postmortem examination we did not have suffi-

cient to act as a reliable basis upon which to judge the

portal of entrance ; the signs of lymphoid tuberculosis

should also be considered. As far as could be judged at the

present time infection from pharynx, stomach, and intes-

tines was far more frequent, particularly during early life,

than has generally been considered. It was difficult to

judge the relative effects of deglutition and aspiration.

Sources and Ways of Infection of the Tuberculous

Contagion.—Dr. G. Kuss of Angicourt, France, called tn

mind that the danger of infection by inspiration of dust

was first proclaimed by Wielman, in 1879, and announced

later by Koch. While Calmette and others insisted upon

the importance of infection by the alimentary tract, he

contended that the greater importance of infection by in-

halation of dust must not be lost sight of. The writer

undertook experiments to determine to what degree dust

infected. Special devices were used in experiments, photo-

graphs of which were shown, the general line of experi-

ment being to expose guinea pigs at various heights from

the floor on which carpets had been beaten. It was found

that infection was the more positive the nearer the guinea

pigs were to the floor; the higher group being the safer.

He considered that there was infection not only through

the respiratory organs, but also through the digestive

organs and pharynx. These experiments were also made

with bacteria that were dried in the sun, and it was found

that the ability of such bacteria to infect was lessened,

showing the importance of sunlight in dwellings. He
stated that it was important to note that it had been suffi-

cient for a guinea pig to be exposed only once, and for

only 20 minutes to this infection by dust to contract the

disease.

Prof. A. Calmette of Lille in discussion, said that he

had never wished to be understood as denying the possi-

bility and frequency of infection by the pulmonary route,

but what he insisted upon was that in chronic tubercu-

losis the alimentary tract was much the more usual route.

He considered that there was a class of cases where in-

fection by the respiratory route was evident, especially in

young children, but outside of this period he thought that

general infection was rare by that route when the respira-

tory apparatus was healthy. He thought the experiments

of Dr. Kuss were not under normal conditions and might

not be applied to human beings in that way.

Prof. K Landouzy of Paris said that he shared the

ideas of Dr. Calmette; he believed that infection by the

respiratory route did not occur except through a lesion

of the respiratory tract. It might occur in tracheotoniized

patients, for instance, the reason being that cicatricial

tissue was established and phagocytosis interfered with.

He referred to the prevalence of laryngeal tuberculosis,

and said that in these cases there was often a history of

syphilitic infection.

Channels of Entrance of Tuberculosis.—Dr. S.^muel

Berxheim of Paris quoted a great number of clinical facts

and experiments on animals from which he concluded,

contrary to the opinion of Professor Calmette, that tuber-

culosis was chiefly transmitted by aerial germs and by way
of the respiratory tract. He thought the clinical data fur-

nished by pathological anatomy and by experiments during

half a century, instead of shaking the aerogenic doctrine

of human tuberculosis, confirmed this conception of its

etiology. That a great number of cases of tuberculous

contagion by the dry bacilli of Koch incorporated in dry

dust and numerous other objects, proved the virulence of

this microbe even when not carried by a moist vehicle.

The great facility of realizing in man, as well as in ani-

mals, an experimental tuberculosis by inhalation argued

in favor of the view that the respiratory path was a com-

mon channel of infection. He considered the intestine as

a door of entrance possible, but far from being the normal

and usual one. The frequency of human tuberculosis in

the countries where the use of milk and meat was very

limited, the slight mortality of children by tuberculosis

during the period of lactation, demonstrated, he thought,

that the intestines played an altogether secondary role

although an appreciable one, as a channel of entrance.

The necessity of large doses of tuberculous products to

produce an experimental tuberculosis and the numerous

failures in obtaining it, he thought, did not argue in favor

of the enterogenic doctrine. He believed bacillary heredity

of tuberculosis did not exist ; exceptionally the disease

might result from hereditary contagion in utero, but could

not be considered as an important factor in tuberculosis.

He considered that the hereditary predisposition must be

rejected, for infection in this way was in relation with the

degree of contagiosity of the environment which pro-

duced phthisis and with the frequency of contaminations.

The vascular path he considered to be rare as a channel

of entrance and held that it was very difficult to demon-

strate its importance. The genital tract must be consid-

ered as a factor of some importance in the propagation of

the disease, as clinical observations and experiments de-

monstrated that this channel of entrance was far from

being as rare as had been supposed. The anal orifice

might also serve as a channel of entrance in the same

conditions as the mucous membranes of the skin, and an

important etiological role must be attributed to this region

of the human body. The buccal mucous membrane in

children must be considered as a possible door of entrance

for cervical tuberculosis, and the skin might serine as a

channel of entrance in conditions particularly favorable

to contamination, but these could not be considered as

factors of first importance.

Concerning Latent Tuberculosis.—Professor Fr.\n-

cis H.\RBITZ of Christiana said that some authorities con-
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tended that the majority of cases of tuberculosis were due

to infection in childhood or infancy ; that it was now ad-

mitted that it was possible to demonstrate latent tubercu-

losis in the majority of individuals. At postmortem he

had found evidences of tuberculosis in 70 per cent. This

increased greatly in frequency with age; it could be much
more frequently demonstrated in children than had been

supposed; at post mortem it had been found in 42 per

cent. The significance of latent tuberculosis in children

was that the infection continued in the adult. In a series

of cases he had been able to establish such latency after

twenty and thirty years. He concluded that at present

proofs were lacking to show that the majority of cases of

tuberculosis in adults were due to infection in childhood,

but that, considering the frequency of tuberculosis and evi-

dence of its slow development, this must certainly be con-

sidered of great significance. As to whether infection in

childhood produced increased susceptibility or a degree of

immunity it was not at present possible to say.

The Predisposition of the Apices of the Lungs to

Pulmonary Tuberculosis, Phthisis.—Dr. Carl Hart of

Berlin said that, aside from infection, the cause of pul-

monary tuberculosis in youthful individuals was to be

sought in an individual predisposition due to anatomical

and functional disturbance of the normal condition around
the superior aperture of the thorax. These improper con-

ditions might be congenital, hereditary or acquired during

early life. The predisposition he considered at first purely

local. Actual and functional diminution of the pulmonary
apices not only favored the deposition of tubercle bacilli,

but also diminished the natural powers of resistance in-

herent in the tissues. This predisposition determined the

localization of the first tuberculous focus in the pulmonary
apices. He considered that local predisposition was equally

significant for air, blood and lymphatic infection. The
final outcome of the battle between the tubercle bacilli and
the tissues depended on the degree of this anatomical and

functional disturbance in the region of the superior aper-

ture of the thorax. Children did not exhibit this predispo-

sition of the pulmonary apices to tuberculosis. In older

individuals, those aged 50 or over, the predisposition was
caused almost exclusively by inhibition of the function of

the superior aperture of the thorax, due to senile changes.

He concluded that the measures to be employed in com-
bating tuberculosis should be directed, more than had been

done in the past, against the development of an individual

predisposition.

Dr. M. P. Ravenel of Madison, Wis., in discussion, ex-

pressed his absolute belief in everything Professor Cal-

mette had said on the subject. He said it had been found

that, in cattle with no pulmonary infection whatever, there

was observed that condition of lymphoid infection spoken

of by Dr. Bartel. It had been found that, on feeding dogs

with the bacilli in an emulsion of butter, the germs could

be obtained in the mesenteric glands within three and a

half hours. He called attention to the work that had been

done with swine by occluding the esophagus and feeding

through a fistula in the stomach; with these animals they

showed that the bacilli would pass from the stomach into

the liver and lungs within twenty-two hours. He thought

it unfair to say that these experiments did not apply to

human beings It was well known that in cattle almost

the first lesion was found in the retropharyngeal

glands, which pointed to infection through the intestinal

tract. Tuberculosis of swine, the speaker said, was in-

creasing rapidly, yet no one claimed that they contracted

the disease by respiration; the first infection was of the

retropharyngeal glands.

Dr. W. H. Welch of Baltimore said, in reference to the

infection of swine, there could be no question of its be-

ing of alimentary origin. It might be through the cer-

vical glands, through the duodenum, or the mesenteric

glands. But in swine we did not find the localization usual

in human beings.

Tuberculosis of the Lungs and Asthenia Universalis.

—Professor B. Stiller of Budapest presented this paper,

in which he held that asthenia universalis was a wide-

spread constitutional disease in the sense that it depends

on hereditary tendency. Its attributes were enteroptosis,

nervous dyspepsia, severe disturbance of nutrition without

sufficient cause, atony of the stomach with flatulence,

neurasthenia, and flacidity of the tissues. That the ten-

dency showed itself in the atonic habit of the child; deli-

cate skeleton ; long, flat thorax ; oblique ribs ; small epi-

gastric angle; and looseness of the costal girdle due lo

congenital defect of the tenth costal cartilage, which pro-

duced a floating tenth rib. That the phthisical habit was
nothing else but the asthenic; this was its original mean-

ing; the asthenic habit was the index of hereditary

asthenic constitution, which also predisposed to phthisis.

In nearly all consumptives who presented the phthisical

habit there was found a floating tenth rib, and in a greater

or less degree enteroptosis, nervous dyspepsia, neuras-

thenia, and the other attributes of asthenia. That in

70 to 90 per cent, of consumptives dyspepsia was nothing

but enteroptosis or nervous dyspepsia. That the shorten-

ing and stiffening of the first costal cartilage doubtless in-

creased the predisposition of the apices, but its etiological

significance had been greatly overestimated as compared

with the whole asthenic constitution. That the modern

hygienic and dietetic treatment of tuberculosis in its true

sense was a direct treatment of asthenia and not really of

pulmonery tuberculosis.

SECTION ON CLINKAL STUDY AND THERAPY.

First Day—Monday, September 28.

Dr. Vincent Y. Bowditch of Boston, PREsroENT, in the

Chair.

Address of the President.—Dr. V. Y. Bowditch of

Boston limited his address to a few words of greeting,

and said that the session could not be comprehensive

enough to include papers on all subjects, but had been

limited to the consideration of only the newer methods

of clinical study.

The Use of the X-Ray.— Dr. F. H. Williams of

Boston read this paper. He first laid emphasis on

the importance of protecting the patient so that the

rays should reach him only at the point desired; and

protecting the physician so that the rays should not

reach him at all. This was done by putting the ;i;-ray

tube in a lead-lined box with an aperture sufficient to

allow the rays to reach the desired area of the patient.

The doctor was protected from even this beam of rays

by examining the patient with a fluoroscope carrying

a copper lead screen around it, and having the screen

viewed through a section of lead glass. Then the quan-

tity of light was cut down to the minimum efiicient

quantity. In skiagraphic work the doctor remained en-

tirely behind a lead screen. In the fluoroscopic exam-

inations records could be made either by the orthodia-

graph or by tracings on the skin of the patient, the pen-

cil being held in a long holder of metal, and then trans-

ferred from the skin to paper. In comparison with ex-

amination by auscultation and percussion, Dr. Williams

considered the -t'-ray examination of greater value in

showing more accurately the excursion of the dia-

phragm, the size, position, and displacement of the

heart; in determining the condition of the central por-

tions of the lungs (percussion, etc., showed only the

surface conditions in the lung), and comparative den-

sities of the lungs not only in different areas, but also in

the same area on different days as shown by keeping

records of the density as determined by a water densi-

mometer used in connection with the fluoroscope. Dr.

Williams said that the A--ray examination should not be

used to take the place of auscultation, but only after
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a thorough classical examination by inspection, palpation,

percussion, and auscultation of the chest had been made,

and the man that made the classical examination, if he

were not experienced enough in fluoroscopy to make
the examination himself, should at least direct it and
aid in its interpretation to give the best results. As an
aid in the early diagnosis of tuberculosis the value of

the jr-rays had been very great. Suspicious pictures

had been obtained in cases with no cough, lung symp-.
toms, or physical signs. In pneumothorax the diag-

noses had frequently been made by the fluoroscope

prior to the time when it was possible by the classical

examination. In conditions simulating tuberculosis of

the lungs the jr-ray examination might be able to settle

the diagnosis. Dr. Williams did not consider this method
of examination infallible, but corroborative, more accurate,

and sometimes earlier than the classical method.

Typhobacillosis.—Dr. L. Laxdouzv of Paris read a

paper with this title. He said that the older classifica-

tions of tuberculosis recognized the caseous conditions

and the miliary conditions, but that he had differenti-

ated another type of bacillary septicemia, manifesting

itself exclusively in a typhoid state with continuous fever,

rapid pulse, and enlarged spleen, but without any vis-

ceral localization. Of great significance was the ab-

sence of rose spots. Typhobacillosis usually ended in

recovery from the period characterized by the typhoid

state, but later localized signs of tuberculosis appeared
suddenly or insidiously, usually in the lungs, but fre-

quently in the mesentery. In rare exceptions the con-

tinued fever terminated fatally in two to four weeks,

and on autopsy nothing was found but. the ordinary

congestive and degenerative changes seen in all severe

septicemias not limited to any one organ. The posi-

tive diagnosis during the typhoid period was made by
the absence of the VVidal and the presence of typhoid ba-

cilli in stools, urine, or blood. The presence of the tubercle

bacillus was proved by inoculation of the blood into

the guinea pig, and by serum reactions. Moreover, the

same pathological condition was produced by inocula-

tions into animals of the tubercle bacillus. In closing.

Dr. Landouzy called attention to the importance of the

Widal reaction in the prognosis as well as the diagnosis

of typhoid fevers, some of the cases of apparent ty-

phoid in which the Widal was negative, being typhobacil-

losis with a very doubtful prognosis as to ultimate com-
plete recovery, although recovery from the typhoid

state was likely.

Mixed Infections.— Drs. M. P. Ravenel of Madison,

Wis., and A. C. Klebs of Chicago presented this com-
munication, which was based on the findings of a series

of autopsies from which cultures were taken of the

bacteria in the tissues, as well as in the tubercular cav-

ities, and compared with the findings in animals of

various species. The cavity formation was found asso-

ciated constantly with streptococcus infection as well

as the tubercle infection, and occurred principally in

man and in monkeys. In cattle there was no cavity

formation, but a frequent calcification. In cattle ex-

tensive mixed infections were almost unknown. In

swine again there were no cavities, nor were the swine

infected with the same organisms as were found in

man. The animals seemed to have a different natural

resistance to the strains of bacteria, some being im-

mune to those that other animals were sensitive to.

In the benefits of treatment by life in the country. Dr.

Ravenel considered one of the most important factors

to be the absence from exposure to influenza, pneumo-
nia, colds, and the many secondary infections which
abound in the city, and which in many cases are the

direct and immediate causes of death.

Dr. S. Bernheim of Paris asked under what condi-

tions the autopsy examinations were made, as the work
»f the French investigators had seemed to show that

all the types of lesion and symptoms could be produced

by the tubercle bacillus and its toxins.

Dr. Ravenel said that he recognized that the tubercle

bacillus and its toxins had been shown capable of pro-

ducing all these types of lesions, but from the fact that

the tubercle bacilli were never found alone in the cavity

cases and that streptococci were constantly found in

and around these cavities, and that cavities could be

produced by infecting a tuberculous animal with strep-

tococci, he believed that these lesions were due to the

mixed infection. He believed thoroughly in the teach-

ing that the worst thing a tuberculous patient could do
was to live in contact with a consumptive.

Duration of the Actively Infectious Stage of Tuber-

culosis.—Drs. R. X. Wilson and R. C. Rosenberger

of Philadelphia read this paper, in which they consid-

ered congenital and acquired tuberculosis. In the con-

genital cases the infection from the mother was com-
monly granted as possibly of placental origin. The
presence of congenital- caseous pneumonias was well

established also in the children of a healthy mother but a

tuberculous father. Such tuberculous offspring had
been begotten experimentally in animals from a healthy

mother and diseased father. In a series of eight autop-
sies on men dying from tuberculosis the testicles and
a couple of inches of the vas were removed and exam-
ined for tubercle bacilli, and in five of the fifteen speci-

mens, even though the testes had all grossly appeared
normal, positive smears were obtained. In the cases

of acquired tuberculosis the secretions and excretions

were examined, and routine examination of the sputum
in cases in which there was no suspicion of tuberculosis

at times showed the positive presence of tubercle ba-

cilli. Moreover, in all cases in which the tubercle ba-

cillus was found in the sputum it was found also in the

feces, and in most cases in the urine. Inoculation into

guinea pigs showed the tubercle bacillus present when
it had not been found by tinctorial methods. In animal
experimentation the feeding of tuberculous sputum was
followed by the presence of tubercle bacilli in the feces

on the third day and in the urine on the eighth day.

The authors therefore considered that protection from
the tuberculous patients had only just begun when all

of the sputum was cared for, and that all the execreta
should be disinfected for an indefinite time.

In response to a question Dr. Wilson said that the

existence of the tubercle liacillus in a spermatozoon
had not yet been demonstrated. The bacilli had been
shown in the fluid in which the spermatozoa were sus-

pended, but in animals it had been shown that injection

of tubercle bacilli into the vagina immediately following

coition of healthy animals would produce tuberculous off-

spring.

SECTION ON surgery AND ORTHOPEDICS.

First Day—Monday, September 28.

Dr. Charles H. Mayo of Rochester, Minn., President,

IN THE Chair.

President's Address.—Dr. Mayo said that, notwith-

standing the fact that tuberculosis affected practically

every tissue in the body, the general public still re-

garded it as affecting only the lungs. It should be

considered from the preventive, preservative, and con-

structive standpoints. Few diseases not self-limited

tended so much to recovcrj' as tuberculosis. The
sources of infection should be studied. Stress should

be laid upon the importance of infection from animals.

Some patients reacted against the toxins of the disease,

others did not. More and more the administration of

medicines had yielded to the carrying out of various di-

rections which were simply methods of correct living.

Serum therapy had its place. Failures had enabled

us to have better judgment in treatment. Hyperemia
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was one of the recent methods of treatment. Publicity

and the prevention of tuberculosis in animals should

be given due consideration.

Tuberculosis of the Nose, Mouth, and Pharynx.

—

Dr. H. P. MosiiER of Boston read this paper. He
said that owing to the protective power of the nasal

mucous membrane primary tuberculosis of the nose
was rare. It was characterized by a superficial ulcera-

tion situated over the anterior part of the cartilaginous

septum. Secondary tuberculosis of the nose was more
common than the primary form. It was part of a gen-
eral or of a pulmonary tuberculosis. The secondary
form tended to produce tuberculous tumors. Nasal tu-

berculosis had a slow, painless and progressive course.

As a rule it did not extend to the pharynx. In making
a diagnosis of tuberculosis of the nose the chief dis-

ease to exclude was syphilis. Tuberculosis attacked
the cartilaginous part of the septum, there was little if

any inflammatory reaction, there was no odor, and
its course was painless. Syphilis, on the other hand,
attacked by preference the bone of the septum, and
there were marked inflammatory reaction, odor, and
pain. Tuberculous lesions were found in all parts of

the mouth. The most common lesion was an ulcera-
tion. The first sign of a tuberculous lesion of the

mucous membrane of the mouth was the appearance of
a circumscribed area which was pale and slightly

edematous. Within this there were small submucous
yellow or gray tubercles. These soon broke down
into a shallow ulcer. On cleaning the bed of the
ulcer numerous tubercles were found scattered over it.

The worm-eaten edge of the ulcer was set about with
tubercles and granulations. Occasionally a tubercu-
lous tumor or a tuberculous abscess of the tongue oc-

curred, but the common lesion of the tongue was the
common lesion of the rest of the month, namely, an
ulceration. In most cases ulceration of the tongue,
like other tuberculous ulcerations of the mouth, caused
little if any pain; at times, however, ulcerations of
the tongue were very painful. Trauma played an im-
portant part in causing and localizing tuberculous le-

sions of the mouth and tongue. The final and absolute
test of tuberculosis of the nose, mouth, and pharynx
was the finding of tubercle bacilli. Tubercle bacilli

were hard to detect in tissue removed from the nose,
mouth, or pharynx. The finding together of giant
cells and caseation was very strong proof of tuber-
culosis. Before making a diagnosis of tuberculosis
of the mouth, syphilis had to be ruled out. In certain
cases where tuberculosis caused an abundant over-
growth of nodular tissue the presence of malignant
disease was simulated. Tuberculosis of the pharynx
was not uncommon as a secondary infection from tu-
berculosis of the lungs. Extensive tuberculosis of the
pharynx was a serious complication because it inter-
fered with the patient's swallowing. Such cases soon
ended fatally. Tuberculosis of the tonsils often oc-
curred secondary to tuberculosis of the lungs. In
most instances it ran a mild course. Sometimes, how-
ever, the tonsils became deeply ulcerated like the rest
of the pharynx. Primary tuberculosis of the faucial
and the pharyngeal tonsil occurred in 5 per cent, of
cases. The pharyngeal tonsil was infected by the
air current, the faucial toncil by food. In what per-
centage of cases tonsillar tuberculosis was of the bo-
vine type had not been determined. Wood maintained
that 5 per cent, of children had latent primary tuber-
losis of the tonsils. At any age there were few dis-

eases which were latent in the body in such a large per-
centage of individuals. The tonsils were oftenest in-
fected with tuberculosis in childhood during the time
when the epithelium lining the crypts was spread apart
and thinned by the passage' of lymphocytes through
it. While the germinal centers were active they show-

ered lymphocytes into the surrounding tonsillar sub-
stance and upon the epithelium of the crypts. Tuber-
culosis of the tonsils rarely caused pulmonary tuber-
culosis or general tuberculosis. The great importance
of tonsillar tuberculosis lay in the fact that an over-
whelming majority of enlarged cervical glands were
tuberculous and that these glands were infected from the

tonsils. Cervical tuberculosis was limited to the

glands of the neck; it seldom gave rise to tuberculosis

of the apex of the pleura or the lungs. The first step
in the treatment of enlarged cervical glands was to re-

move the tonsils by thorough dissection. The treat-

ment of tuberculosis of the nose, mouth, and pharynx
consisted in the thorough removal of the tuberculous
tissue with the curette and the subsequent use of lac-

tic acid. In this way small lesions might be made
to heal for a time, but they broke down again. In

small primary lesions of the nose, of the mouth, and of

the pharynx the use of tuberculin would seem to have a

special field.

Tuberculosis of the Larynx; the Type Which Is

Capable of Recovery and the Principles of Treatment.
—Dr. W. E. Casselberry of Chicago, who presented this

paper, said he sought to establish for laryngeal tuber-

culosis that which was now realized with respect to

the pulmonary aflection—namely, the fact that cer-

tain persons developed a natural resistance sufficient

to "arrest" the disease; and that many more ofTered

a considerable resistance which might only just fail of

the degree required for "arrest." It was shown (i)

that tuberculous hyperplasia in the larynx could un-

dergo resolution; (2) that unmistakable tuberculous
ulcers did occasionally heal; (3) that favorable nega-
tive qualities which indicated a superior resistance

and more hopeful outlook characterized in common
the cases which had proven to be capable of recovery;
and (4) that after a reasonable period of observation,
these qualities persisting, it should be possible to dif-

ferentiate the cases which were capable of recovery.
The common conception of tuberculosis of the larynx
was drawn from its harrowing course in about two-
fifths of the cases—the unresisting type. Almost two-
fifths composed a group in which the laryngeal com-
plication ran a much slower but still fatal course. In
one-fifth the lesions were in a state of arrest for a num-
ber of years. In the resistant type the three cardinal

principles in the treatment of tuberculosis—rest, open-
air life, and forced feeding—should be more rigorously
enforced than in lung disease alone. Rest should con-
sist not only in rest of the body and mind, but rest for

the voice. Rest was of first importance. If it was im-
portant to immobilize a joint in the treatment of joint

tuberculosis, it was just as necessary to put the larynx
at as complete rest as possible in tuberculosis of that organ.

As to fresh air, it should be fresh air, rather than any par-

ticular kind of fresh air. A locality should be selected

where the patient could get local treatment when needed.

The speaker laid special stress upon the recommendation
that as soon as laryngeal tuberculosis was found to

complicate pulmonary tuberculosis the treatment, not
alone of the larynx, but of the disease as a whole,
should be entrusted to one skilled in laryngeal technique.

Dr. Casselberky said, in discussing Dr. Mosher's

paper, that a very practical point occurred to him in

respect to tuberculosis of the tonsil—a point upon
which he was asked to give a professional opinion more
frequently than in any other phase of tuberculosis of

the mouth. For instance, a child was brought with
cervical adenitis and chronic hj'pertrophy of the ton-

sil. The lymphatic glands of the neck were enlarged
and indurated. The duration might have been three

weeks or three months. He was asked, "Are those

glands tuberculous, and, if so, shall they be removed
surgically?" In this connection he said he always re-
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inembered a serie.s of several hundred cases exam-

ined at autopsy and after operation and reported

from a hospital in Liverpool in which about three-fifths

of the entire series were found to be tuberculous and

the balance a simply pyogenic infection of the glands.

We had no means of determining in the living child,

especially where the condition had not been in ex-

istence for a great time, whether it was tuberculous

or not. The speaker said that his universal opinion

under these circumstances was that the enlarged ton-

sil, which had been the source of the infection, whether

tuberculous or simply pyogenic, should be removed,

wholly removed, with the capsule. The surgeon should

then wait from three to six months. If the enlarged

glands disappeared after the removal of the tonsils,

then in all reasonable probability they were not tuber-

culous. If they had not disappeared, in all probability

they were tuberculous, and should be removed sur-

gically by external operation.

Dr. MosHER wished to emphasize the point brought

out in Dr. Casselberry's paper, that there were two
well-defined classes of cases of tuberculosis of the

larynx, the hopeful cases and those that were not hope-

ful, and his warning to keep hands off in the nonhopcful

cases.

The Construction of Hospitals for Tuberculous Pa-

tients.—Mr. Mf.yer J. Sturm of Chicago, in this

paper, dealt particularly with the construction of hos-

pitals is>r surgical tuberculosis. There should be suf-

ficient air and sunlight, nourishing diet, facilities for

securing tranquility of the mind and abundance of rest.

These could be obtained in the ordinary manner ex-

cept that special provision had to be made for the

mechanism of supplying fresh air and a flood of sun-

light. The location should be chosen so as to provide

for an abundance of sunlight, absence of noise, ab-

sence of dust, absence of smoke, proper ventilation,

disposition of sewage, safety from fire, possibility of

future extension, and accessibility for patients, their

friends, and the medical staff. Compactnes_s could be

secured by superimposed stories. It was important to

have country branch hospitals, as undoubtedly many
tuberculous patients did not go to a hospital because

one was not easily accessible. They wished to be near

their friends and relatives. It was also important to

select a location with reference to its proximity to

localities where tuberculous diseases prevailed. TIic

speaker discussed in detail the location of the build-

ing on the ground, the shape of the building, balconies,

porches, elevators and runways, the roof, rooms, wards,

toilet and service rooms, diet kitchens, signal system

for calling nurses, operating department, floors, wains-

cots, walls, etc.

Dr. F. Gallagher of El Paso, Texas, said that the

plan of a hospital as presented by Mr. Sturm could

scarcely be improved upon, even for a general tuber-

culosis hospital. He thought the speaker's intention

was to bring out the value of a hospital for surgical

tuberculosis alone. Dr. Gallagher thought it .would

be better, if possible, to have a separate hospital for

surgical tuberculosis, and in such an event he knew
of no arrangement which would more fully answer the

requirements than the details presented by Mr. Sturm.

Under present conditions cases of surgical tuberculosis

had to be cared for either in institutions devoted to

tuberculosis or in the surgical wards of our general

hospitals. The hospital must be so constructed as

to accommodate many patients under a single roof.

The high cost of ground made the multiple story build-

ing necessary, and a building located too far from the

center of business life would very largely preclude

the attendance of physicians. And for the best re-

sults the attendance of doctors was necessary. There

could be little doubt that the man in touch with the

world of medicine outside the hospital would exercise

the greatest influence for good in the hospital. Other

things being equal, there could be no doubt as to the

advantages of the open country sanatorium, situated

away from the contaminating influences of the city

where the air was largely germ-laden, and with other

conditions which would permit living out of doors day

and night.

Tuberculosis of the Cornea.—Dr. Oscar Dodd of

Chicago read this paper. This was a rare condition,

and presented a unique clinical picture, in that the

lesions were of a transparent structure, allowing care-

ful observation of their progress and the effect of

treatment. It was nearly always secondary. The
usual forerunner of the condition was a swelling at

the corneal margin resembling phlyctenular conjunc-

tivitis. This was composed of small foci of epithelioid

and giant cells in which the tubercle bacilli were oc-

casionally found. These foci gradually extended into

the cornea, and with the general round-celled infiltra-

tion about them, gave rise to the typical clinical pic-

ture. Ordinary treatment had very little effect on these

conditions, as they lasted for months, new foci occur-

ring upon slight irritation. Tuberculin injections for

diagnostic purposes caused a general and also a local

reaction, which was manifested by marked inflamma-

tion of the eye, more infiltration into the cornea, and

the formation of new foci. By the use of the new
tuberculin (T. R.) in small doses, the spots would dis-

appear, rarely leaving an opacity. Too large a dose of

tuberculin was always followed by an increase of in-

filtration, taking several days to subside. This showed

the care necessary in its use to prevent harm and

bring about increased resistance to the progress of

the disease.

Dr. F. H. Verhoeff of Boston thought that this

subject should be considered from the standpoint of

the tuberculosis rather than from the part of the eye

involved. The ability to care for the tuberculosis was
more important than the tissue involved. The con-

dition might be either primary or secondary, but in an

individual case it was almost impossible to say whether

it was primary or secondary. It was extremely sel-

dom that a case was met with that could be considered

as primary. He recalled one case in which an injury

of the eye was followed by a nodule in the iris. While
this appeared to be a primary tuberculous nodule, yet

he believed at the time that it was due to metastasis.

The acute type was very rare, and went on to casea-

tion and rapid destruction of the eye. The chronic

type was characterized by a very chronic course, with

a tendency to final recovery and recurrence. It sel-

dom went on to destruction. Dr. Verhoeff considered

the treatment of tuberculosis of the eye as very satis-

factory. He used only the old tuberculin, and he had

gotten good results. He thought it essential to get a

reaction, either general or local. The patient already

had resistance, and all he needed was to have his re-

sistance stired up. The amount of reaction with the

diagnostic dose would give a clue as to the size of dose

to use in treatment. Dr. Verhoeff discussed the rela-

tion of phlyctenular conjunctivitis to tuberculosis. His-

tologically the phlyctenules resembled tuberculosis.

The condition was associated with adenitis and acne

of the face. Tubercle bacilli had never been found in

these phlyctenules, but there was probably no doubt

that they were tuberculous. He had suggested that the

recent work on anaphylaxis might explain these cases.

Tuberculosis of the Ear.—This paper by Dr.

Clarence John Blake of Boston was read by Dr. H
O. Reik of Baltimore. The clinical aspects of tuber-

culous infection, as manifested in the middle ear, and

the consequences evidenced in advanced implication

of the temporal bone, had been described by the earlier
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writers on otology, but it was only within the past

ten years that more precise attention had been given

to a form of invasion of the middle ear and labyrinth,

characterized by considerable and rapid destruction of

all tissues, this being coupled with a peculiar lack of

preliminary subjective symptoms. The accessibility of

the middle ear cavity to infection, through the me-
dium of the tympanopharyngeal tube, and the charac-

ter and location of the soft tissues of the epitympanum,
explained the more common implication of this cav-

ity, while the peculiarity of the objective symptoms
emphasized the importance of aural examination for

purposes of differential diagnosis.

Dr. Minor of Asheville, N. C, said that he saw a

great deal of tuberculosis, and there was a small num-
ber of these patients who suffered with a chronic otitis,

generally discharging, and in whom he had been unable

to find any means of determining whether they were

suffering with tuberculosis of the ear or not. He gen-

erally handled them on that assumption, but he wished

to ask Dr. Reik what means there were of telling

whether these cases were tuberculous or not, and also

whether they had the same danger as the ordinary sup-

purative middle ear cases.

Dr. Reik said that tuberculous suppuration of the

middle ear was not so dangerous as suppuration due

to pyogenic organisms. Only a very small percent-

age of the cases that developed intracranial complica-

tions had shown a tuberculous history. As to diag-

nosis, tuberculosis of the ear generally occurred in

advanced pulmonary tuberculosis, and a general exam-
ination would show a tuberculous condition of the

lungs. An examination of the pus usually showed a

mixed infection. Even if tubercle bacilli were found,

we were apt to find also the streptococcus or the

pneumococcus present. Whether we could hope for any
help from the tuberculin test or the skin test, he could

not say.

SECTION ON TUBERCULOSIS IN CHILDREN.

First Day—Monday, September 28.

The President, Dr. Abraham Jacobi, of New York, in

THE Chair.

President's Address.—Dr. Abraham Jacobi, of New
York, read this, the Presidential address. He said that

-America had seen during a few decades many large and
influential meetings, both national and international. They
were dedicated to various interests, scientific and com-
memorative, war and peace. The grand exposition and
congress of St. Louis in 1904 combined in twenty sections

whatever appeared to a thoughtful and energetic central

committee to be most appropriate in bringing together the

best thought of the world. As to-day, great men reached

our shores over the ocean, which had become a connecting

bridge after having proved a severing gulf, to exhibit

their own and other's achievements, and succeeded in fur-

nishing a comprehensive and lifelike exhibit of the present

conditions of sciences and arts in their influence on the

cultural labor of mankind. While in this way the in-

tellectual and social interests of the world were displayed

and fostered, the normal and destructive instincts of brute

man were also studied and their dire results held up to

view, in the peace congresses of this and other countries.

Evidently mankind was more active in the attempt to rid

itself of its savage past and to develop a human future on
the basis of the impulses of its heart and the dictates of

its brain. If there be any concourses of more merit and
endowed with more beneficent influences in shaping the

future of our race than even peace congresses, it was the

series of congresses of hygiene and demography, and prin-

cipally those on tuberculosis, which had met during the

last two decades. Representatives both of the medical pro-

fessions and of the intellectual lay public of all civilized

nations convened with a sternly expressed demand that

there must be an end to the hecatombs of victims of the

cruelest enemy of our race, which could not be combated

except by an aggressive movement on the whole line. Alto-

gether, the fight against infectious and contagious diseases

was no longer a strictly medical matter. What the active

practitioners and the laboratory experts could do they had

accomplished. The nature of anthrax, diphtheria, scarlet

and typhoid fever had been recognized and proclaimed, nrbi

et orbi, and preventatives had been found and advised. If

governments and their employees had in many cases, and

not in the least in our country, neglected their warnings

and active measures, they, the physicians, had mourned and

their fellow citizens had suffered. For, though they had

the knowledge of the causes of typhoid fever at their fin-

ger's end, vigorous men, before they ever saw an enemy,

had died in untold numbers in camps, and towns and
country had been devastated by it, though it belonged to a

class of easily prevented epidemics. Hundreds of endemics

and epidemics of scarlet fever and diphtheria had followed

the track of infected foods, and hundreds of thousands of

promising infants and children were swept away annually

by decomposed and infected milk. Tuberculosis had proved

the deadliest and most obstinate enemy of them all. Its

onset was insidious, its course frequently not suspected or

watched, its invasion not prevented on account of the

neglect of mucous membranes, its development insured by
depressed vitality, its curability ignored, and its fatal ter-

mination more feared than palliated.

This section was dedicated to the etiology, prevention

and treatment of tuberculosis in children, but did not dis-

cuss the mooted question of whether pediatrics deserved ri

place among the specialties in medical practice. Their

problems were more direct. Was the tuberculosis of infancy

and children exactly like that of advanced years? What
was its frequency? Were most cases of tuberculosis of

the adult preformed in the child, as it had been claimed?

Did tuberculosis depend on milk alone, or in the majority

of the cases? Or had milk feeding little or nothing to do

with its origin? What was the difference between bovine

and human tuberculosis? How was milk to be treated?

Was it to be administered raw, pasteurized, scalded, steril-

ized, pure, or diluted or mixed? What had the udder or

the mamma to do with it? These and many other questions

were placed before them in the syllabus Dr. Jacobi dis-

tributed a year ago. The relation of the physician to the

treatment of tuberculosis was twofold. As the medical

adviser of the individual patient, he looked for his comfort,

advised him in regard to his diet and other hygiene, selected

a sanitarium, counseled change of occupation, and utilized

other therapeutic measures. There were many symptoms

to be relieved or removed, the power of vital resistance to

be increased, the circulation to be strengthened, the digestion

stimulated, and nutrition improved by hydrotherapy and by

medication with arsenic, digitalis, guaiacol, or bone-marrow.

Rest and food, and air, and change of air were ever so

many steps in the right direction. It was true that, while

what .they accomplished was frequently the restoration of

perfect health, it was, however, in too numerous cases life

only without health that was preserved. But the individual

had a right to live and to command their efforts to save

and to invigorate him. It was not their fault when the

average vigor of human society was undermined by the

accumulation of numberless invalids who were kept alive.

In such situations the subjects of their exertions were sick

individuals who insisted upon salvation from death, and

demanded that their lives be prolonged, though they be less

than normally competent. It was characteristic for misan-

thropic critics to blame them for preservins inferior in-

dividuals, but not to object to wholesale destruction. No
infectious disease ever left the people in so low a physical,

moral, or economic condition as a war of equal duration or

ferocity. At best the recovery of the tuberculous individual
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was difficult, and too often doubtful. That was why pre-
vention was a more thankful task. Too often, when the

tuberculosis specialist was consulted, the preventive and
curative measures of the family practitioner who was not
consulted were no longer within reach. What the latter

was doing for the individual or the family, medical science

and the profession at large had been and were doing for

the sanitary condition of the public at large and the com-
munity through well directed literature, through boards of
health, and through legislation. This whole congress had
reserved a whole section to the consideration of state and
municipal control of tuberculosis, and of laws and ordi-

nances relating to it. The time was approaching when the

people would insist upon having its health safeguarded by
the public recognition of its claims. They had no central

representation of the forces that made for the physical

welfare of the people and no United States board of health

in the advisory cabinet of the first employee of the nation.

That was why the people in their democratic and self-

determining methods were gathering in societies, attempting

and attaining what in many other countries it took the

powers of the governments to accomplish. That was why a

congress like theirs invited the public at large, and the

national and foreign governments, to share the labors and

responsibilities of the medical professions of the world.

Nothing proved to better advantage the interdependence of

the several parts of the social organism, or the absolute

impossibility of one man, or one class of men, to pass a

hermit life and prove useful. The individual physician de-

teriorated when in solitude. Intercourse with his peers

corrected his ignorance, which, as the sick around him had

to sulfer froiti it more than he, was sinful. No progress

was ever evolved from castes, classes, or ruts. Medicine

must become a popular science. In this new century, uni-

versal ignorance of any people or race, even the white,

should be esteemed an intolerable scandal, as it surely led

to poverty and anarchy. It was not half knowledge tliai

engendered superstition and lynching and sectarianism and

faith cures; they originated from the same depth of dark-

ness, i.e. total ignorance. As long as medical science would

not enlighten the masses with its fundamental principles, it

had failed in its most vital vocation. The simple facts of

medicine should be taught in intelligent language in schools,

from platforms, the pulpits, and last, by no means least, in

newspapers. The first and best paid place on the editorial

staff should be given to an all-around medical man, with

no duty in life except to teach the millions of readers the

axioms of physiology and hygiene, and their application to

practical, every day life; they should no longer rely on the

haphazard opinions expressed by medical men who were

given no time to think or who were waiting for an oppor-

tunity to advertise themselves.

The unity of science had been preached this half century.

Men and women must learn that hygiene was not curing,

was no mere disinfection, but that it meant prevention,

prevention in the life of the individual, the town, the

nation, mankind. Their successes in exterminating tuber-

culosis, though they might have been marked, had been

slow. In order to succeed fully, their work must be in-

dividual and collective.

Tuberculosis in Infants; An Analysis of One Hundred
and Thirty-one Hospital Cases as Regards Etiology

and Diagnosis, with Remarks Upon Prevention and

Treatment.—Dr. Lin^.-^eus E. L.-v Fetra of New York

read this paper. There were 73 pulmonary cases; 61 were

proven to be tuberculosis by finding the tubercle bacilli in

the sputum (necropsy also in 5) ; i by bacilli being found

in the inspired air; and II by necropsy alone. There were

58 cases of meningitis tuberculosa
; 57 were proven to be

tuberculous by the tubercle bacilli in the spinal fluid (ne-

cropsy also in 5) ; and i by necropsy alone. Of the 58

cases of meningeal tuberculosis, the lungs were affected in

36; there were no physical signs in 8: there were signs of

bronchitis in 20; there were signs of consolidation in 8;

the tubercle bacilli were found in the sputum in 33 cases

;

tubercle bacilli were found in 8 cases without physical

signs. There were 73 pulmonary and 58 meningeal cases, a

total of 131. Tuberculosis occurred in the father in 12 of

the pulmonary and in 11 of the meningeal cases, a total of

23 ; the mother was affected in 13 of the pulmonary and in

2 of the meningeal cases, a total of 15 ; an uncle or aunt

was affected in 2 of the pulmonary and in 2 of the menin-

geal cases, a total of 4 ; other relatives were affected in 2

of the pulmonary and in 3 of the meningeal cases, a total

of 5 ; a friend or nurse was affected in 2 of the pulmonary

and in 3 of the meningeal cases, a total of 5 ; the room was
infected in i of the pulmonary cases. These figures gave a

total of 32 for the pulmonary cases (43.8 per cent.) ; 21 for

the meningeal cases (36.2 per cent.) ; a total of 53, or 40.4

per cent. With regard to the location of the consolidation

in 50 cases, the ape.x of the right lung was involved in 5

cases, that of the left in 3, a total of 8; the upper lobe of

the right was involved in 4, that of the left in s, a total of

9; the middle lobe was involved in 9 (plus 6) of the right;

the lower lobe was involved in 13 of the right, in 7 of the

left, a total of 20; more than one lobe was involved in 7

on the right, 6 on the left, a total of 13. This gave a total

of 38 on the right side, 21 on the left side, a total of 59

minus 9, or 50. The location of cavities occurring in S

cases showed the apex to have been involved in 2 cases on

the right side ; the upper lobe in i case and on the left

side; and the lower lobe in i case on the right and i case

on the left side.

The patients were all under three years, and the majority

under one year of age. The mother, father or some one

in close contact with the patient was found to have suffered

from tuberculosis,—almost invariably pulmonary, in nearly

half of the pulmonary cases and in over one-third of the

meningeal cases. Of the meningeal cases more than half

had pulmonary tuberculosis. It was impossible in the great

majority of the pulmonary cases to make a diagnosis of

tuberculosis from examination of the chest. Some cases

gave no signs ; many had simply generalized rales, while

others had signs of broncho or lobar pneumonia; very few

gave characteristic signs such as those of consolidation

with adhesions or of cavity. The location of the consolida-

tion was not characteristic. For an absolute diagnosis one

must either find the tubercle bacilli in the sputum or see

the lesions. A positive skin reaction in these young sub-

jects was, however, almost certain. If careful sputum ex-

amination and the skin test were both negative, one could

feel safe in ruling out tuberculosis, no matter what the

signs in the chest. Of the 73 pulmonary cases, 34 died, 29

were unimproved, and 10 improved. Four patients seemed

to have recovered completely, with no signs in the lungs

from one to two years after leaving the hospital. Prophy-

lactically, the mother and father in a tuberculous family

should be warned, before the child was born if possible,

that tuberculosis w-as communicated to the offspring by

close contact, especially such as nursing a tuberculous

mother and by kissing. As complete isolation from the

afflicted person as possible, prevention from crawling on

the floor, and the use of only washable rugs on the floor—

these measures together with the usual hygiene should be

enforced. Milk from untested cattle should be sterilized.

All children of tuberculous families should be examined

periodically for physical signs and for the tuberculin skin

reaction. Suspicious cases should be at once put under

active treatment, if possible in a country home, forest

school or sanatorium. Persistent coughs in infants should

be actively treated, lest tuberculous meningitis supervene.

Dr. Henry Koplik, of New York, said that if one ex-

amined the spinal fluid with diligence in cases of tubercu-

lous meningitis they would find the tubercle bacillus in

almost every case.

Dr. David Bovaird, Jr., of New York asked Dr. La

Fetra how many examinations of the sputum were in-

quired in the cases he reported.
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Dr. La Fetra replied that these examinations were re-

peated dozens of times; not only was one slide examined,

but often as many as three. In answer to a question

asking how he obtained the sputum, he replied in one of

two ways. A soft rubber catheter was passed down to the

lower part of the esophagus ; the catheter was then pinched

at the mouth and the tube withdrawn, with the mucus
adherent. He preferred the second method, however. A
piece of sterile gauze was fastened to a curved clamp, with

the concavity pointing downward. With the baby's mouth
opened, this was passed back and the glottis tickled, causing

the baby to cough, and what came up came from the baby's

lungs.

The Relation of Infectious Diseases, Measles,
Whooping Cough, and Influenza to Tuberculosis in

Children.—Dr. Edg.\k P. Copeland, of Washington, D. C,
read this paper. He considered the subject important, be-

cause of the widespread nature of the disease.. It was
looked upon by the public with insufficient seriousness.

Though tuberculosis was observed to follow measles,

whooping cough and influenza as sequela and complication,

it was difficult to determine the relation and the proportion

of cases in which the relation was observed. Statistics

showed tuberculous lesions in 31.2 per cent, of deaths from
measles. The prevalence of latent tuberculosis was a sub-

ject of great importance. Catarrhal inflammation of

mucous membranes, associated with hyperemia and lym-

phatic activity, common to all three diseases, was the key
to the relation. Lymphatic activity determined a dissemina-

tion over the body. In the picture observed, usually general

miliary tuberculosis, the pulmonary symptoms predomi-

nated. Influenza, although giving rise to many obscure

chest conditions, seldom was followed by tubercle except

when latent conditions existed. In conclusion he said that,

considering the prevalence of measles, whooping cough,

and influenza, tuberculosis did not follow sufficiently often

to be of great importance, and its development in all cases

was dependent upon a latent focus of disease, and its dis-

semination was directly due to lymphatic activity.

A Few Notes on v. Pirquet's Reaction in Children
Under One Year of Age.—Dr. Carl Oscar AIedin of

Stockholm read this paper, which was discussed by Drs.

Clemens von Pirquet of Vienna and Theodore Sachs of

Chicago.

Second Day—Tuesday, September 29.

Report of a Case of Miliary Tuberculosis in a Child
Aged Four and One-half Months.—Drs. A. L. Kxotz
and E. M. Green of Easton, Pa., reported the case of a

female child who was born in December, 1907. At the age
of two weeks the baby was fed on cow's milk; at the age
of four weeks she was given certified milk modified. The
baby gained steadily until twelve weeks old, when she

began to gradually lose flesh. Her temperature averaged
99.4° P., her abdomen became much distended, and she

died when four and a half months old. The lungs con-
tained two small nodules only, and one or two mediastinal

glands were involved. The peritoneal cavity was com-
pletely obliterated, and the intestines were firmly glued
together. The tuberculous foci consisted of a mass of
tubercles fused into flat yellowish masses the size of lentils.

In the pancreas these masses were numerous, completely

disorganizing the organ. This was a rare condition, for

the pancreas was seldom involved. In the intestines the

tubercles were entirely confined to the serous and sub-

serous coats, and these were completely packed with tuber-

culous deposits. The muscular layers and mucosa were
atrophied with small-celled infiltration. The tuberculous

masses consisted of lymphoid and epitheliod cells surround-
ing small foci of coagulation necrosis ; the giant cells were
rare. The tubercle bacillus was most abundant in the

epitheliod layer and on the outer surface of the necrotic

foci. They were found to be almost absent in the necrotic

tissue and near the giant cells. Most of the bacilli were

shorter, thicker and less beaded than the ordinary bacilli

found in human tissue. Investigation showed that the

farm from which the first milk was obtained, although

carefully managed and inspected, had one or two infected

cows. They were highly bred Jersey cattle. The certified

milk came from ordinary healthy inspected cattle, among
which no infected cows were discovered. The child evi-

dently became infected during the third and fourth weeks

of life and so violently that death occurred three months
later.

Report of Miliary Tuberculosis with Tuberculous
Meningitis in an Infant Seventeen Weeks Old.— Drs. C.

A. Fife and D. J. McCarthy of Philadelphia made a re-

port of this case. The patient was a baby seventeen weeks
of age, in which there was an attack of tonsilitis shortly

after birth. This was succeeded by a gastrointestinal in-

fection, with enlargement of the spleen. The principal

clinical symptoms were drowsiness, stupor, transient third

nerve palsy, facial contractions, rigidity of the extremities

and convulsive seizures. At the autopsy an extensive mil-

iary tuberculosis was present, affecting all the organs of the

body. The source of infection in this case was in all

probability from an old lesion at the apex of the right

lung. In this location there was a cavity 2 cm. in diameter,

with an area of caseous degeneration extending from this

cavity to the seat of the right lung. The peribronchial

glands were enlarged and caseous. The mesenteric glands

were enlarged and were the seat of caseous degeneration.

This case would appear to be one of intestinal infection

with secondary involvement of the lung with primary

miliary and secondary meningeal tuberculosis.

The Clinical Manifestations of Tuberculous Menin-
gitis.—Dr. D. J. McCarthy of Philadelphia read this

paper and considered the following types of atypical cases

:

Tuberculous meningitis as a local manifestation of tubercu-

lous bacteriemia. Irregular fleeting palsies, especially of

the eye muscles, blindness, and dilation of the pupils from

internal hydrocephalus ; stupor and delirium helped to

distinguish this type. Minor tuberculosis and septic in-

fection ; here the cranial nerve involvement was very

limited, but the pulse rate was apt to be high. Localized

tuberculous meningitis, which was to be distinguished by

the localizing symptoms in a case of pulmonary tubercu-

losis. Productive and healing types showing pathologically

small tubercles with a spindle-shaped type of cell. These
were the fulminating types with hemorrhage. Cases asso-

ciated with traumatism, those which were of considerable

medicolegal value. The purpose of his paper was to call

attention to the fact that the source of infection must be

discovered and the laboratory diagnosis should be valued

as of secondary importance.

Tuberculosis in Children, Particularly with Refer-

ence to Tuberculosis of the Lymphatic Glands.—Dr.

Theodore She.\nan of Edinburgh presented this com-

munication. Tables epitomized the results of an investiga-

tion of the post mortem reports of cases of tuberculosis

in children who had been in-patients in the Royal Hospital

for Sick Children, Edinburgh. Out of more than 1,000

post mortem examinations, 407 were made upon children

dying from tuberculosis, and these tables were based upon

the last 307 of those cases. The important facts brought

out referred to the frequency of occurrence of the disease

in lymphatic glands, and to the dissemination of tubercu-

losis from these glands, (i) These glands were affected

in a very large proportion of the cases, 77.8 per cent.

(2) The thoracic glands were more frequently implicated

than the abdominal. (3) Excavation of the lungs was
comparatively infrequent. (4) In tuberculosis of the ab-

dominal glands, so per cent, were unaccompanied by ulcera-

tion of the intestine, and in two-thirds of the cases in

which there was ulceration of the intestine there was no

excavation of the lungs. (5) In 60 cases altogether (19.5

per cent.) ulceration of the intestine was present, without

any previous excavation of the lungs. (6) In 137 cases
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(44.6 per cent.) death was immediately due to tuberculous

meningitis, and this appeared to follow dissemination from

caseous glands, especially thoracic, in the vast majority of

instances.

The Primary Localization of Tuberculosis in Chil-

dren.—Dr. Woods Hutchinson of New York said that

the data so far collected appeared to point toward the

following conclusions : I'irst, that the frequency of pul-

monary tuberculosis in children was much greater than

was formerly supposed. Second, that the lung was the

most frequent site of tuberculous involvement in children,

as in adults. Third, that whatever the port of entry, the

lung suffered most severely and most frequently. Fourth,

that instead of tuberculosis having a special preference for

the bones, joints and glands in childhood, the tuberculous

process in these regions and tissues would appear to be

secondary to the involvements of the lung and to represent

a residual stage of a generalized infection. Fifth, that it

would appear probable that even the glandular forms of

tuberculosis did not represent an earlier or milder form of

the infection, but were secondary to a pulmonary involve-

ment. Si.xth, that the moderate but appreciable degree of

immunity against pulmonary tuberculosis possessed by

children who have manifested osseous, articular, or glandu-

lar forms of the disease was possibly to be interpreted on

the theory that they had already survived a considerable

degree of pulmonary involvement. Seventh, that such im-

munity as might be acquired by civilized races was probably

like the immunity of the negro races to malaria—the result

of the survival of attacks of the pulmonary form of the

disease in childhood. Lastly, that the field in which the

decisive battle of our future campaign against tuberculosis

must be fought was the home ; our chief enemy, infection

in early childhood; our heaviest gun and our most crying

need, camps, "preventoria," for the reception and cure of

infected or exposed children before they had become un-

mistakably tuberculous.

The Distribution of Tuberculous Lesions in Infants

and Young Children; A Study Based on Post-mortem

Examinations.—Dr. M.artha Wollstein presented this

study. Among 1,131 autopsies on children under four

years of age, 185 showed tuberculosis. Whereas of all

autopsies performed on infants less than one year

old, tuberculosis affected 12 per cent, at that age. During

the second year of life 33 per cent, of all who came to

autopsy had tuberculosis, and of those older than two

years 34 per cent. Four cases were less than three months

old, the youngest being seven weeks. There were no cases

of congenital tuberculosis. In one instance the only tuber-

culous lesion was found in the bronchial glands ; in four

the lungs alone were involved, and in thirteen the lungs

and bronchial glands. There were seven cases of primary

infection of the digestive tract, including two cases of

mixed deglutition and respiratory origin. Of the more ad-

vanced and generalized cases only two gave evidence of

probable intestinal origin, while forty began in the respira-

tory tract. In the majority of the cases of extensively gen-

eralized tuberculosis in young children, the exact point of

entrance must remain in doubt. Although the lungs were

involved more frequently than any other organ, this proved

their marked predisposition to tuberculosis rather than

their primary infection. Nevertheless, cases of respiratory

origin predominated over those of indigestion.

The Relative Frequency of Abdominal Tuberculosis

in Great Britain and the United States.—Dr. David

BovAiRD, Jr., of New York read this paper and presented

some charts of interest and one in particular showing

the frequency of primary intestinal tuberculosis as deter-

minded by post-mortem examinations. In Great Britam

Carr reported 120 examinations, with 20 cases of definitely

primary intestinal tuberculosis; Woodhead reported 127

examinations with 14 cases ; Guthrie yj examinations with

19 cases; Still, 269 examinations with 63 cases; Ashby, I55

examinations with 20 cases, and Shennan 413 examinations

with 100 cases, a total of 1,161 examinations and 236 cases

of definitely primary intestinal tuberculosis, a percentage of

20. In the United States, on the other hand, Northrup report-

ed 125 examinations with 3 cases; Holt, 119 examinations

with no cases ; Bovaird, 125 examinations with 2 cases

;

Hand, 115 examinations with 10 cases; Foundling Hospi-

tal (unpublished), 136 examinations with 6 cases; a total

of 620 examinations and 21 cases of definitely primary

intestinal tuberculosis, a percentage of 3.5. Other charts

showed the percentage of abdominal tuberculosis and tu-

berculous meningitis in three Great Britain hospitals—the

Royal Hospital for Sick Children in Edinburgh; the Hos-

pital for Sick Children, Great Ormond Street, London,

and the Royal Hospital for Sick Children in Glasgow. He

also showed the percentage of abdominal tuberculosis and

tuberculous meningitis in the Babies' Hospital and the

Post Graduate Hospital, New York, and the Children's

Hospital in Boston. A great discrepancy was noted in

these figures. Abdominal tuberculosis was eight times

more frequent in Great Britain than in the United States.

This discrepancy in the figures between Great Britain and

the United States was the same as between Great Britain

and France or Germany. There were, in fact, three times

as much tuberculosis of all types in Great Britain than in

the United States. Dr. Bovaird said he did not know

where to turn for an explanation for such a discrepancy in

the figures.

Tuberculosis of the Pericardium in Children.—Dr.

Joseph S. WaLl of Washington read this paper. He said

that the occurrence of a group of cases of marked influ-

ence in the production of clinical symptoms, warranted the

consideration of tuberculous pericarditis as a distinct mor-

bid entity. This term might be used in such cases, while

to other cases, characterized by their latency, which oc-

curred as an incident in tubercular disease, might be ap-

plied to the designation, tuberculosis of the pericardiimiv

The distinction, however, was but one of degree. The

infectious diseases of childhood had an etiological influence

which was distinctly suggestive, and such influence was

to be attributed largely to the adenopathy of the medias-

tinal glands which followed in their wake. As a direct

causative factor stood foremost tuberculosis of the trache-

lobronchial and peribronchial glands, with extension of the

disease to the pericardium by continuity and contiguity of

tissues. The process might be plastic ; it might be asso-

ciated with small or extensive exudates which were fre-

quently hemorrhagic or, as a final outcome, symphysis of

the leaflets might occur. He took up a consideration of

the symptoms, prevention, and treatment and made a re-

port of two observations made with autopsies.

Intermittent Albuminuria of Childhood Considered

in Its Relation to Hereditary Tuberculosis.—Dr. J.

Teissier, Professor of Clinical ;Medicine at the University

of Lyons, read this paper and offered the following con-

clusions : Hereditary tuberculosis might attack the kid-

ney in the child or in the adult in one of two ways: I.

Certain individuals presented a more or less abundant al-

buminuria, which was preferably intermittent, and which

might affect one of the well-known classic cycles; but it

disappeared as the pulmonary localization became estab-

lished, or gave rise to general lesions, and might, there-

fore, be termed pretuberculous albuminuria. This form

of albuminuria did not necessarily imply the existence of

renal tuberculosis ; but, on the contrary, seemed to have

a toxic origin, and resembled the bacteriolysis which was

an expression of the spontaneous defensive forces of the

organism. As soon as this spontaneous destruction ceased

tuberculosis developed, and the albuminuria came to an

end. 2. The second series of cases was much more numer-

ous. The kidney was affected in a peculiar manner, which

they had been able by a long series of similar observations

to determine almost with certainty ; the kidney reacted very

slowly and sluggishly to the action of the tuberculous toxin

transmitted by the parent, and a slight degree of latent
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nephritis was produced which resulted in a very relative

impermeability, relieving itself in a moderate diminution

of the total molecular diuresis, an increase in the coeffi-

cient of Korany, and also in a slight elevation of the blood

pressure; a moderately severe albuminuria, usually inter-

mittent; either of the matinal (morning) type, or frankly

orthostatic (present during the active hours of the day)
;

and finally—as the hall-mark of its tuberculous origin

—

a well-defined d'Arloing-Courmont serum-reaction often

exceeding I-I5th. These cases, which made up more than

54 per cent, of our statistics of intermittent albuminuria in

young subjects, did not eventuate in actual tuberculosis.

For this reason they seemed to justify the term paratuber-

culous albuminuria, and many of these cases belonged to

the category of spontaneous immunization, to which Pro-

fessor Courmont had recently called attention.

(To be continued.)
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Contagious Diseases, Weekly Statement.—Report of

cases and deaths from contagious diseases reported to

the Sanitary Bureau, Health Department, New York

City for the week ending September 26, 1908:

Cases Deaths

Tuberculosis Pulmonalis 530
Diphtheria 255
Measles 54
Scarlet Fever

i
1 43

Smallpox
I

—
Varicella

|
17

Typhoid Fever
i 127

Whooping Cough I 25
Cerebrospinal Jleaingitis

I
8

Malarial Fever

Totals.

172
24

7

1

29
6
8

1159 I 247
I

Health Report.—The following cases of smallpox,

yellow fever, cholera, and plague have been reported

to the Surgeon-General, Public Health and Marine
Hospital Service, for the week ending September 25,

1908:

SiI.\LLPOX UNFTED STATES.

California. San Francisco Aug. 29-Sept.5..
Indiana. Indianapolis Sent. 6-13

South Bend Sept. 5-12
Kansas, Topeka Sept. 5-12

Wichita -\ug. 29-Sept. 5 . .

Michigan, Saginaw. . . -Aug. 29-Sept. 5. .

Ohio. Cincinnati Sept. 4—1

1

Dayton - - Sept. 5-12
Texas, San Antonio. .Aug. 29-Sept. 5- .

Wisconsin, La Crosse , . . . . Sept. 1—12

CASES.
2
7

1

1

1

6
1

1

1

6

Arabia, Aden
Borneo, Sandakan
Brazil, Rio de Janeiro

Santos
Canada, Halifax.

SMALLPOX FOREIGN.

.Aug. 17-24.
lune 9-16. .

Aug. 9-16
Tune 2.S-Aug. 9.

Sept. 5-12.
Ceylon, Colombo Atig. 1—8 - .

Ecuador, Guayaquil Aug. S—12
Great Britain. Liverpool Aug. 22-29. . .

India, Bombay.. Aug. 11-lS
Calcutta.

.

-Aug. 1-S
Madras -Aug. 8-14

Indo-China. Saigon. July 25-Aug. s.

Italy. General Aug. 23-30
Naples Aug. 23-Sept. 6. .

Java, Bata\ia Aug. 1-S
Pern. Lima. Aug. 15-22

Paita. Aug. 15-22
Portugal, Lisbon Aug. 22-29
Russia, Moscow . . April 1 5-22

Riga -Aug. 22-29
Warsaw July 5—25

Spain, Valencia .Aug. 22-29
Switzerland. Zurich Aug.-22—29
Turkey, Bagdad July 25-.Aug. 15.

Constantinop'.c .Aug. 23—30
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THE DUTIES OF THE MEDICAL PROFES-
SION TO THE PUBLIC*

By M. ALLEN STARR M.D.. LL.D., Sc.D..

NEW YORK.

PROFESSOR OF NEUROLOGY, COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY.

Your presence here to-day to receive your welcome
to the medical school is proof that you have weighed
carefully the attractions offered by the various

learned professions and have chosen medicine. It is

therefore needless for me to put before you the

reasons for such a choice. It may be that you have
been drawn to it by the opportunities it affords for

purely scientific investigation, or it may be that the

application of the science to the art of relieving hu-
man suffering and benefiting humanity has appealed
to your best instincts.

The search for conditions leading to diseases,

whetlier of an infectious type or of the numerous
sporadic types may excite your interest. These
scientific investigations are fundamental. The dis-

coveries of the bacteriologist, who finds in the lab-

oratory by the aid of the microscope the minute
organisms which produce so many diseases; who
cultivate these little plants in appropriate soil, watch-
ing their blossom and fruitage and seed, as he can
do in the study of malaria, and who transplants

these bacteria, thus finding out the conditions favor-

able to their life or disastrous to their reproduction,

may well stimulate your scientific imagination. The
facts that these bacteria growing in the human body
produce changes in that body of a special kind,

causing, on one hand, symptoms that we recognize

as peculiar to each kind, and, on the other hand,

effects in the blood which we now regard as instinc-

tive efforts of nature to kill the bacteria or to coun-
teract their effect by producing an antidote,—all

these facts and many other problems worked out in

the laboratory by purely scientific methods afford a

field of labor for those of you who are thus disposed.

You may, on the other hand, have the more imme-
diately practical side of medicine in view. You
may have seen the physician, calm, of keen judg-
ment and sure insight, come to the bedside of some
one dangerously ill and by his skillful direction, by
his hopeful confidence, and by the use of remedies
combat the symptoms and guide the patient through
the illness to restored health and vigor. You may
have known the surgeon, prompt to use means which
seem at times cruel or daring, secure by his opera-

tive skill a rapid relief from conditions otherwise
surely fatal. And this direct action for the saving of

human life may be the thing which inspires you with

enthusiasm and makes you feel that your work is

the most practical and useful in the world. Or
you may have the literary inclination of the scholar

Opening Address to the Students of the College of
Physicians and Surgeons, Medical Department of Co-
lumbia University, September 25, 1908.

who is fascinated by the records of achievement in

some of the many fields of medicine and who de-
lights in tracing the progress of knowledge, in gath-
ering together the thousand and one facts which are
scattered through various books in different lan-

guages, in bringing these facts into an orderly se-

quence and in presenting in concise and accurate
form the sum total of knowledge on that subject,

thus making accessible to every one the labor of
many investigators through many years. Surely
such a writer, the author of monographs and books
on medicine, does much to disseminate information
and is a most useful member of his profession.

The widely varied character of the work open to

you, the possibility of a choice among many dif-

ferent interests and activities provides an outlet for

your varied energies which I have no doubt you
fully appreciate. The opportunities of specializa-

tion are so numerous in medicine that there is hard-
ly any taste which cannot be satisfied.

It is not of these things, however, that I wish to
speak to-day. In your future course of study you
will appreciate these various phases of the physi-
cian's opportunity more and more. The thing I

wish you to realize particularly is that in studying
medicine you are becoming leaders and directors of
the public in those matters which most nearly relate

to their material and moral welfare. The duty of
the physician to the community is an active element
in life to-day, and it is one whose value is being
more and more appreciated. The result of these past
years of scientific research and of wonderful discov-
eries regarding the nature and causes of disease
has been to reveal many important facts that have a
direct and practical bearing upon the prevention of
disease. Prevention is not a matter for the physi-
cian ; it is a matter for the ordinary citizen to strive

for, and the citizen must be informed. He needs
instruction. He sees its importance. He is willing
to accept it. He is eager to apply it ; if it is to keep
him well or to save his children from disease and
death. Here, then, is a field of labor waiting for

you. Put the facts at your command before the
public and it will soon appreciate the necessity of
acting under your direction. Instruct them in re-

gard to the prevention of typhoid fever by proper
drainage and care in securing pure drinking water,
and they will demand and secure immunity from
this disease. Convince people of the need of vacci-
nation to prevent smallpox, of the need of prophy-
lactic injections to prevent tetanus, of the need of
the immediate use of antitoxin injections of diph-
theria, of the necessity of isolation of cases of infec-

tious disease, and they will see the reason for these
things and will promptly adopt the suggestions you
give. Impress upon the community the facts re-

garding tuberculosis ; the enormous mortality of
this disease, which still continues to affect a quarter
of the race and kills 15,000 persons yearly in this

city, the possibility of its control, if its dissem-
ination is prevented, if it is promptly cared for, and
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if the infeclfd persons are given specific directions

regarding their manner of life, and the community
will in the end welcome the knowledge. It is true

that there are always ignorant or fanatical or preju-

diced persons who oppose scientific progres.s and
shut their eyes to danger. But the world as a whole
is everywhere dominated by the intelligent section

of the community. And just as Jenner's vaccination

for smallpox has in a century fought its way to gen-

eral acceptance, though at first it met with violent

opposition, and just as Lister's antiseptic or aseptic

methods of surgery have within thirty years revo-

lutionized surgery, making possible hundreds of

operations hitherto unheard of and thus have saved

and will save millions of lives, so we may believe

that proper methods of handling tuberculosis will

within the next quarter of a century eliminate that

scourge from the human race. The plagues of the

middle ages have been vanquished and this modern
plague is in a fair way to follow them. It is part

of your duty to bend your energies to this great

work, not only by applying your skill to the relief

of those many forms in which the disease shows

itself, but more especially in giving the widest dis-

semination to those facts which bear upon the pre-

vention of its development and spread. Then you

will perform a most widely useful service, not mere-

ly in some small community or city as a practicing

physician, however large your practice, but to the

world at large, which is made up of the small com-

munities which you can reach.

This is the age of publicity. The idea of mystery

in science is exploded. There are no secrets in

medicine. The use of a dead language in writing

our directions is destined soon to be given up. There

is a demand for open facts and clear stateiuents.

And no one can present these facts so well as the

expert who knows the subject. You will here learn

to be such experts. You will acquire all the knowl-

edge of disease, of its causes, of its remedies, of its

prevention, which can be had. Remember that it is

a large part of your duty to make this knowledge
available to others, not merely by your efforts as

physicians in the care of sick persons, but by your

activity as citizens in your land in the care of its

people.

The necessity of proper directions of the public

health has already been recognized by the establish-

ment eyerywhere in our country of officers and
boards of health. In many cases these are most
efficient, as, for example, in the City of New York,
where the best talent in the profession is devoted to

this seryice. In many other places such health of-

ficers are mere political dummies, holding the offices

for their salary and being of no influence and little

use in their communities. It is important that the

public should be shown how great is the responsibil-

ity of such health officers ; how important and useful

is their sphere of operation and how necessary to

the community is a well-organized board of health in

every place. .Such health departments are doubly
necessary at the present time when the diagnosis of
many diseases depends on bacteriological or patho-

logical examinations only possible in a laboratory

and impossible for the individual to carry out.

Every health officer in every small conmiunity should

be in close relation witli a well-equipped laboratory

under a special expert in the nearest city, so that

there shall be no delay in the investigation of diph-

theritic, typhoid, or tubercular excretions, or in those

blood examinations now essential to diagnosis and
to treatment. The establishment of such laborator-

ies in all towns is a necessity, and this fact with
the need of ample endowment by the State is a mat-

ter to be urged ujion the State legislatures. By ex-
erting your influence in spreading the information
among the public ; in making clear the need of State

supervision and aid in providing proper facilities for

the boards of health and in demanding pure water
supplies, clean milk supplies, perfect drainage for

towns, sanitary inspection of tenements and sweat-
shops and the prevention of overcrowding in lodg-

ing houses, and the separation of patients suffering

from infectious and contagious disease, you can do
much to benefit public health.

I turn now to another sphere of activity open to

you and loudly demanding the efforts of the medi-
cal profession, namely, the prevention of diseases

of occupation by legislative enactment. You may
say, Why invoke law to treat disease? Can we not

as physicians handle it? Is it necessary to appeal

for aid to law givers \\lio are not always intelligent

or safe allies?

When we study the poor patients who crowd our
dispensaries and hospitals and who are often igno-

rant not only of the nature of their aft'ections, but of

the causes which produce them, we find a large

number who have incurred the disease by reason of

the character of their work. The\- are suffering

from diseases incident to their occupation and which
might perhaps under certain circumstances have been
prevented. The number of industries in which lead

poisoning is common is not generally known.
Painters and plumbers and those who work on lead

become impregnated by the lead, which soon affects

the nerves and causes a form of paralysis, incapaci-

tating the laborer for many months. Those who
work out of doors are far less liable to this than

those who work indoors, and when, as in certain

factories, the lead is in the air, the room is close

and not ventilated, it is the exception for the laborer

to escape the poison. In the annual report of the

chief inspector of factories in England in 1906 cases

of lead poisoning are reported in the following oc-

cupations : File cutting, coachmaking, smelting of

metals, printing, type founding and type setting,

turning and enameling, whitelead manufacture,
china and earthenware manufacture, especially glaz-

ing of pottery, lithographic work, manufacture of

glass, of electric accumulators, of paints and colors,

and shipbuilding. In 1899, 1,258 cases of lead

poisoning were reported in England among these

industries. But under the restrictive laws passed
by Parliament and enforced, protecting the work-
men in these industries, the number of cases had
been reduced to 632 in 1906. Women, who seem
to be more susceptible to lead palsy than men, have
been excluded by law from such employment in

England.
Manufacturers of looking-glasses and of silk hats,

of barometers, of incandescent lamps, and of articles

which are bronzed employ mercury in their trade

and employees are exposed to the fumes of mercury
in these factories as mercury volatilizes at a low
temperature. If ventilation is not adequate, poison-
ing results, producing tremor and paralysis or even
death. Arsenic is largely used in arts and manu-
factures, and unless great care is taken it produces
serious forms of disease. In all dyeworks where it

is used, in the preparation of wallpaper and artificial

flowers, in the manufacture of white arsenic, in cur-

ing furs and in many other factories instances of
arsenic poisoning are very common. Other metals,

such as copper, zinc, and phosphorus, are equally

poisonous, and the last named is a frequent cause
of disease among those who produce matches. In

many chemical trades the employees are exposed to

various poisons, such as nitric acid fumes, aniline
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dyes, sulphuric acid fumes, nitro-benzene gas. and
many otlier substances given off in gases and vapors.

In addition to the occupations where poisons are

taken into the body, there are many occupations in

which the laborer is exposed to undue risks. Cais-

son disease is seen all the time in our hospitals, this

being due to the sudden change from the high pres-

sure to the low pressure of air incurred by the work-
man in coming out of the caisson where he has
worked under a pressure of many atmospheres.

Precautions are provided by having a series of

chambers, each under a different pressure, but even

this is not always enough to prevent this disease.

The manufacture of explosives is attended by great

risks, and the number of accidents in such factories

is far greater than is ordinarily appreciated. Then
there are many diseases due to organic or inorganic

dust in the air that is inhaled, irritating the lungs,

or is swallowed, producing affections of the stomach
and intestines. In the great steel industries, which
involve grinding and polishing of iron and thus

throw minute iron dust into the air; in the textile

manufactures, where cotton, silk, or jute is handled,

and other fine particles are mingled with the dust

;

in cement making, flourmills, sawmills, tobacco fac-

tories, and many other industries it has been found

that the percentage of deaths from consumption was
much greater than in other employments where dust

was not constantly in the air breathed. Sommer-
field-has shown that of 1,000 persons employed in

occupations without the production of dust, 381
died of phthisis, while of 1,000 persons occupied in

trades giving rise to dust, from 480 to 598 died of

phthisis. Only 1 15 farmers in 1,000 die of phthisis.

There is thus a distinct danger to those who are ex-

posed to the inhalation of dust or of poisons in their

various occupations. Now in England, Germany,
France, and on the continent generally, it has been

found expedient to pass laws protecting these ex-

posed laborers so far as possible from the dangers

of their occupations. A certain air space in work-
shops and factories is demanded. Regular ventilat-

ing apparatus with forced draughts to carry off

noxious gases is required in those factories where
chemicals are used or dust is inevitable, and where
trades are particularly dangerous, as the making of

looking-glasses, the glazing of pottery, special de-

vices are required by law to obviate the evil effects.

Inspectors of factories report regularly their discov-

eries of defects. The factory acts and the protec-

tion they afford to employees in England might be

taken as models for our imitation. And even proc-

esses of manufacture which carry danger have been

modified by law.

One specific case may interest you.* In Stafford-

shire over fifty thousand persons are employed in

the manufacture of china and earthenware. Ten
years ago the large number of cases of lead poison-

ing in this district caused so much comment and
criticism that the Home Secretary appointed a com-
mission to ascertain how the danger might be re-

moved. That commission recommended that the

percentage of lead could be much reduced in the

glazes and in .some could be eliminated. The manu-
facturers protested, maintaining that their methods
could not be changed. The matter was finally ar-

bitrated and the result was that lead employed in the

process was reduced from 20 per cent, or 15 per

cent, to 5 per cent., a monthly medical examination

of workers was made obligatory, overalls and head

coverings were provided and maintained by em-
ployers for women, respirators were to be worn by

*Diseases of occupation, by Thomas Oliver, M.D. E. P.

Button & Co., 1908.

persons specially exposed, and the floors of work-
rooms were to be sprinkled and swept daily and a
scheme of compensation for lead poisoning was ar-

ranged. Under these rules the trade has been work-
ing since 1903, and the number of cases of lead

poisoning has been reduced over a half. This illus-

trates how legal enactment is necessary in some cases
to enforce conditions that are needed for the pre-

vention of disease.

As you go about in your various fields of medical
practice you will soon come in contact with labor
conditions which you will see are of evil. In many
cases a careful investigation will reveal the source
of evil and lead you to find a remedy. It is your
work to secure that remedy. Show the employer
the condition ; seek his aid in its correction. But if he
will not act, then make known the condition- to the
public, initiate and promote public legislation in

your local boards, in your State assemblies and sen-

ates. Bring these matters into notice, and you will

be doing a strictly medical service not to your own
patients merely, but to the community and to the
country.

The laboring class needs our interest, our knowl-
edge, and our eft'ort in securing that adequate pro-
tection in their labor which is afforded them abroad.
You are the men to inaugurate this work, and as
physicians you must guide the public sentiment and
supply the necessary information on which the
needed laws must be based. We have a department
of commerce and labor in our national government.
We doctors must see that it does something more
than to collect statistics regarding the trusts.

There is one other relation to the public that I

wish to mention as one of the duties to which you
are called. It is one that will carry responsibility,

but that will repay your effort and' it is one that,

while giving you much satisfaction, is not to be
estimated in terms of money. I mean your personal
influence with your patients in aiding them by ad-
vice and counsel in those various critical times and
emergencies which occur and recur in every one's
experience. Fifty years ago, in our simpler type of
life, the clergyman stood in the community as the
one man of clean, high, unselfish mind, to whom
one could safely go for disinterested advice and
counsel. This is still so to some extent, and many
members of the community who preserve their

religious faith or who are devoted to their special

church rely upon the clergy. The establishment of
a personal relation between priest and parishioner
best elaborated by the Catholic church, while open to
criticism and abuse, is one which offers a great deal
of help and comfort to many uncertain minds. But
to-day there are many who have no church and no
priest and yet need guidance in many ways. These
turn for help to the physician and he is supplant-
ing the clergyman as the one from whom to obtain
counsel and advice. Your relations with your pa-
tients are likely to be very intimate. They will

come to you in perplexity and in trouble for your
personal view of their complex situations and for
your aid or comfort. Learn to look impartially at

all sides of a question. Keep your moral sense un-
clouded. Do not hesitate to uphold high standards.
Never compromise with deceit and fraud. And let

your own lives and conduct be such that your in-

fluence in the community shall be for the best, the
purest, and the noblest. In this way only can you
command the confidence of your patients and the
respect of the public, which is essential if you are
to guide them in their difificulties, safeguard their

health and welfare, and be a benefit to them both
materially and morally.
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These, then, genetlemen, are some of the fields of

activity opening before you as you enter upon your
medical career. They are broad fields, with wide
boundaries and far prospects. The soil needs be

cultivated, but it will yield an abundant harvest to

the persistent worker. The opportunities for your
effort are varied. That effort is sure to be crowned
with success. To add to the sum of scientific knowl-
edge, to find some new means of bringing comfort,

help, and relief to the suffering, to protect the ig-

norant and to guard the welfare of the public, these

surely are objects worthy of your ardent enthu-

siasm and of vour best endeavor.

the present status of the radical
:mastoid operation for the

cure of chronic puru-
lent otitis media.*

By WENDELL C. PHILLIPS, M.D.,

KEW YORK.

The invitation to address the ^Medical Society of
the Buckeye State at its annual conclave upon
some subject relating to otolog}' is an honor which
I fully appreciate. In response to the invitation I

submitted to your officers several topics, from which
they finally selected the one which appears upon
your scientific program, viz., ''The Present Status
of the Radical Mastoid Operation for the Cure of
Chronic Purulent Otitis Media." ]\Iy remarks will

therefore be confined to purulent otitis media in

its chronic form, and the methods for its relief.

Even with these restrictions I have found it ex-
tremely difficult to arrange the material in such
form as to present it in the brief time at my dis-

posal.

Chronic purulent otitis media may be described
as a chronic infective inflammatory process in-

volving the structures of the tj^mpanic cavity, with
more or less persistent purulent discharge, and usu-
ally pathological changes in the mucous membrane
and surrounding bone in the form of necrosis of
some portion of the ossicular chain, t}-mpanic walls,

recessus epitympanicus, aditus ad antrurH, antrum
of the ma.'^toid, the mastoid cells, or labyrinth.

Cholesteatoma may or may not be present. \\"e all

know that the tendency to bone necrosis in chronic
purulent otitis media renders it a complex disease,

and one attended with difficulties in the way of
treatment, extreme annoyance to the comfort of
the individual, and considerable danger to life on
account of the possibility of intracranial complica-
tions and lateral sinus thrombosis.
The line of demarcation between the acute and

the chronic form of the disease may not be clearly

defined. The persistence of an otorrhea beyond
eight or ten weeks is, by common consent, con-
sidered to have assumed the chronic form.
In order that we may more intelligently consider

the operative requirements, I shall briefly outline
the etiolog}-. pathologj-, and preventive measures
of treatment.

Etiology.—In an otherwise healthy individual,
with proper care and skilful treatment based upon
modern methods, even though the disease results

from some infection of virulent tjpe, an acute puru-
lent otitis media should always be recovered from
in from two days to three weeks, the exceptions to

this rule occurring in tuberculosis, syphilis, or ma-
lignant cases. It is my personal belief that if all

acute cases be subjected to proper treatment, the

*Read before the Ohio State Medical Society, May,
1908.

disease in the chronic form would be almost un-
heard of. Without wishing in any manner to re-

flect upon the medical profession in general, it still

remains a fact that this disease usually results

from neglect or unskilful treatment of acute attacks

or from failure to prevent recurrences by main-
taining good general health, caring for intranasal

infections and deformities and the removal of dis-

eased adenoid tissue and hypertropliied tonsils in

young children. Primarily the undergraduate col-

lege is at fault in not providing adequate facilities

for instructing students in the actual diagnosis and
treatment of the diseases of the ear, nose, and
throat.

Chronic purulent otitis media may result from
a single attack or a series of recurring acute at-

tacks ; in most instances, however, some complica-
tion, either a mastoid or at least an involvement of

the mastoid antrum, has accompanied the acute in-

fection. It is probable that a large proportion of

all chronic cases have at some time had mastoiditis

from which recovery has taken place without opera-

tion, but with loss of hearing, chronic offensive

discharge, and all the dangers attending chronic

bone necrosis. A simple mastoid operation prompt-
ly performed prevents all of these serious sequelae

and almost without exception gives perfect hearing
results.

A series of predisposing factors enter into the

history of every case. The most prominent of

these are disease and hypertrophy of the lymphoid
tissue in the vault of the pharynx and of the faucial

tonsils. Recurrent attacks of otorrhea in young
children are always an indication of the presence

of adenoids and hypcrtrophied tonsils. Intranasal

infections and deformities must also be duly con-

sidered. Acute infectious diseases, especiall)- those

peculiar to childhood, together with grippe, dia-

betes, syphilis, and tuberculosis, form a distinct

class of predisposing factors. This is partially due
to the virulency of the infection wdiich accompanies
them, and also to the systemic depression which
is present. Such aural complications as involve-

ment of the epitjmpanic space, aditus ad antrum,
and mastoid antrum strongly predispose to the

chronic condition, and especially so in patients w'ho

do not receive proper care and treatment. The tj^e

of infection is also an important etiological factor,

a streptococcic invasion always giving a virulent

type to the infective process.

Pathological changes in the chronic purulent type

of inflammation are referable either to the soft

tissues or to the bony surroimdings. \\'hen con-

fined to the middle ear mucosa the membrana t\'m-

pani becomes partially or wholly destroyed. The
inflammatory process may involve the entire intra-

tympanic mucous tract or it may remain limited to

certain localized areas. The tissue changes consist

in swelling, connective tissue inflammation, granu-
lations, polypoid degeneration, and ulceration. In

the more severe forms necrosis takes place, involv-

ing one or more parts of the middle ear, and al-

ways attended with pus discharge. Bone necrosis

may be confined to the ossicular chain, but as a

rule the tympanic ring and bony walls of the tym-
panic cavity gradually succumb to the necrotic

process. Lnfortunately necrosis is prone to ex-

tend through the aditus into the mastoid antrum
and the mastoid cells. Even the petrous portion

of the temporal bone which contains the cochlea

and semicircular canals is not exempt, and herein

lies one of the dangers of the disease. Bone necro-

sis may be considered the danger signal of chronic

purulent otitis media. The span of bone between
the roof of the attic and mastoid antrum and the
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middle cerebral fossa is not great. Fortunately it

possesses two tinn walls through which the necrotic

process must pass before entering the cranial cav-

ity. The same holds true in regard to the enormous
blood channel, the lateral sinus, which passes in

close proximity to the mastoid antrum, although

beneath the inner bony table. Loss of substance

involving both the soft tissues and bonj' structures

is a common pathological change observed within

the tympanic cavity. Perforations of the membrana
tympani, varying in size and location, are always

present.

Sywptovis.—Unlike acute purulent otitis media,

an extensive and prolonged purulency may exist

with entire absence of pain. Whenever pain is

present it is an indication either of some slight

obstruction to the normal pus flow or to the com-
mencement of some more serious complication as-

sociated with an extensive purulent process. Dis-

turbances of hearing, all the way from slight to

complete deafness, are present in every case. The
chief symptom of the affection is a constant flow

of pus from tlie external auditory canal. When
bone necrosis is present the pus will possess the car-

rion-like odor indicative of this condition. In a

lintited percentage of cases there is a formation of

cholesteatoma. In my experience the percentage

of true cholesteatomatous cases in this country is

extremely small. AMien present, large masses of

cholesteatoma exfoliate at intervals after which re-

lief of symptoms will take place. Fever is rarely

present in uncomplicated cases. Recurrent attacks

of mastoiditis are sometimes observed, and when
sinus thrombosis, pyemia, meningitis, or brain ab-

scess develops, the typical symptoms of these com-

I)]ications make their appearance.

Diagnosis.—The diagnosis is based upon the his-

tory of prolonged otorrhea and upon the otoscopic

findings. Generally tlie auditory canal will be found

filled with pus. which varies in color from pure

white to brownish or bloody, marked fetor always

pointing to tlie existence of bone disease or to the

presence of cholesteatoma. Lack of fetor may be

taken as an indication tliat the chronic inflammation

is confined to the soft tissues or is due to the ab-

sence of putrefactive bacteria. The appearance of

the intratympanic mucosa varies considerably in

color. It will be found red and swollen, having an

edematous appearance, often with polypoid or gran-

ular excrescences. Large areas of extensive sclerosis

are found in some cases. By means of a small,

properly curved silver probe introduced the necrosis

may often be made out.

Prognosis.—The prognosis of this disease depends

upon the extent of the necrotic process, the physical

condition of the patient, and largely upon the meth-

ods of treatment employed for its relief. In un-

complicated cases with the absence of bone necrosis

and cholesteatoma, especially when the nasopharyn-

geal obstructions and diseases can be relieved by

local operative interference and with modern meth-

ods of local treatment directed to the disease, the

prognosis should not be considered unfavorable.

Many such cases terminate in recovery, although

traces of the disease may remain in the form of

tympanic scars, drytiess, perforations, sclerotic

changes, and calcareous deposits in the membrane,

and also varying degrees of deafness. Whenever
any considerable degree of bone necrosis is found

the prognosis must be considered less favorable on

account of the difficulties present in the way of

treatment, and because of tlie tendency to extension

of the necrotic process to nearby and often vital

structures. While the proportion of chronic puru-

lent cases which at some period of life develop some
serious intracranial or lateral sinus complications

is not large, they do occur and they may occur in

any given case.

This affection should never be considered lightly,

neitlier should it be allowed to progress unattended

by painstaking and persistent eft'orts to eradicate

the disease process, or at least to minimize its ac-

tivity. The prognosis is unfavorably influenced by
granulations and polypoid masses. These usually

protrude from the attic region and are indications

of necrosis which may extend to the mastoid an-

trum.

Treatment.—In the foregoing remarks I have at-

tempted to place before you the various phases of

chronic purulent otitis media. Briefly stated, in

chronic purulent otitis media we have a persistent

intratympanic otorrhea with necrosis of either the

lining membranes or the bony walls, in close prox-

imity to structures so vital that should the infective

process reach them a fatal termination becomes

imminent. Before discussing the methods of treat-

ment I desire to suggest the following: "What
would the average physician recommend for a sim-

ilar condition occurring in other portions of the

bodv, for instance, about the hip-joint, in some one

of the long bones, the pleural cavity, a chronic ab-

scess about the appendix, or one in the pelvic region

involving the uterine appendages?" Surely such

patients would not be given the advice which is so

often reported from patients who consult me, es-

pecially in out-door clinics: "My doctor told me
to do nothing for tlie discharge from my child's ear,

for if I did it would break out in some other part

of his body." "My physician's advice was not to

treat the chronic aural discharge, that it would dis-

appear as soon as the permanent teeth appeared."

"My doctor has told me that it would be a great

mistake to have my child's tonsils and adenoids

removed." On the contrary the patient would be

advised to submit to surgical treatment, to be per-

sisted in until cured. The ear should be no excep-

tion to the general rule that bone necrosis and pus

discharge from any part of the human body oflter

a menace to health and often to life, and that the

safety of the individual requires prompt relief and

generally at the hands of the surgeon.

No treatment should be attempted until the most

careful and painstaking eft'orts have been made to

discover the exact conditions present, such exam-
ination to involve a thorough k-nowledge of the

patient's general condition, whether or not organic

disease is present, and of the state of the nose and

nasopharynx, and a careful search as to the presence

of necrosed bone, the condition of the ossicles, the

presence of granulation tissue in the walls of tlie

tympanic cavity or its proliferation tlirough the

perforation into the external auditory canal. In
other words, the diagnosis should be made witli great

care, for upon it must be based the form of treat-

ment wliich is to be instituted.

The treatment may be classified under tliree gen-

eral heads, depending upon the location and extent

of the disease: (i) Local measures; (2) intra-

tympanic operation; (3) the so-called radical op-

eration, the present status of which I shall endeavor

to set before you clearly in the remaining portion

of this address.

Of the three methods the simplest is that known
as local treatment. This is applicable to and usu-

allv successful in a considerable proportion of cases

of chronic otorrhea. The type of cases amenable to

local treatment may be defined as the simple variety,

wherein the soft tissues onlv are involved, or where
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the bone necrosis is localized, and in those where
the disease is aggravated by adenoids, hypertrophied
tonsils, lack of cleanliness, proper nourishment and
liygienic surroundings. Here the removal of dis-

•eased tonsils and adenoids, the establishment of
light habits and methods of living, internal treat-

anent wdth tonics and local treatment by modern
aneihods will usually effect a cure. Primarily the

3ocal treatinent should aim to remove accumulations
<of pus from the tympanic cavity and external audi-

tor}' canal and to promote the rapid drainage of
pus. In order to facilitate the flow of pus it may
!iecx)me necessarj- to remove or otherwise destro)'

masses of granulations or to enlarge the perfora-
tion. Obstructing polj'ps or granulations should be
immediately removed. When of sufficient size a
smail snare may be employed, otherwise the most
effective method is to fuse a small crystal of chromic
acid upon the end of a probe and plunge it into the

granulation mass.

Methods of Douching.—The cleansing of the
purulent cavity by means of the douche or syringe
is best accomplished by the employment of sterile

normal salt solution. If large masses of dried se-

cretion are found clinging to the walls of the cavity

their removal is facilitated by previous instillation

of a few drops of dilute hydrogen peroxide. If

necrosis is present sterile bichloride solution, vary-
ing in strength according to the age of the patient,

Tcay be employed. These solutions should be warm,
the temperature varying from 100° to 110° F.
From one to two quarts of such solution in a foun-
tain syringe, hung high up in order to give suffi-

cient force to the stream, will serve to wash out
the external auditor)- canal, and. when large per-
forations are present, the tympanic cavity. The re-

turn flow- tip facilitates douching.

It is often necessary to irrigate the tympanic cav-
ity and attic and this can be accomplished by using
a slender glass or metal cannula slightly curved up-
v?ard at the tip and carried well through the per-
.^oration. A more effective douche method has re-

«entty been devised by Dr. E. P. Fowler, one of
my assistants at the Manhattan Eye, Ear. and Throat
Hospital, by which the douche is so arranged that
suction as well as douching is accomplished.

After douching there usually remain shreds of
mucus or pus, and other active detritus which must
lie carefully wiped away with the cotton probe. Any
needed intratympanic application may now be made.
The success of this method of treatment depends
largely upon the frequency and thoroughness with
which local therapeutic measures are employed. If
granulations recur applications of absolute' alcohol
or strong solution of nitrate of silver produce fa-
vorable results. Small areas of necrosis should
receive frequent applications of nitrate of silver or
iodine until the necrotic areas slough away. This
•treatment cannot be fully trusted to the mother and
xareil)- even to the nurse, but the physician himself
anusi not only examine the ear but also personallv
administer the local treatment almost daily for long
periods of time.

Al each sitting, in addition to ordinary douching,
a careful otoscopic examination should be made and
an remains of pus and detritus carefully wiped
away. Inflation in chronic cases is often beneficial,

the air douche forcing retained secretions from the
Eustachian tube into the tj-mpanic cavity. In the
majority of cases it is advisable to continue the
local measures above described for a considerable
period of time, even for months, providing any rea-
sonalile measure of improvement warrants delay in
c^perative procedures. The results obtained prove

the merits of the method, as considerably more than
fifty per cent, of all cases are cured or at least

sufficiently improved to practically remove the dan-
gers attending the chronic purulent process. Un-
fortunately the local measures prove insufficient

when extensive necrosis exists, and some form of
operative treatment must be instituted in order to

eradicate tke disease.

Two general methods of operation are valuable,

either one of which must be decided upon according
to the exigencies of the case. The first and simpler
operation is the intrat)-mpanic, which is performed
through the external auditory canal. This operation

is also termed ossiculectomy. The second is the so-

called radical operation, which is performed exter-

nally by the postauricular route.

The intratympanic operation or ossiculectomy is

simpler in technique, avoids external incision, de-
formit}-, and prolonged and painful dressings.

While it requires much skill and an accurate
knowledge of the anatomical surroundings, it is

much less formidable than the radical operation.

It is necessarily limited in scope to the membrana
t\-mpani, soft tissues of the tympanic cavit\- proper,

the ossicles, tympanic ring, and walls. Neverthe-
less, it is worthy of trial in cases where it can be
fairl)' accurately demonstrated that the necrosis is

confined to these locations. An ossiculectomy skil-

fully performed, with the curettage of all necrosed
areas within reach, will in a somewhat limited

percentage of cases effect a cure, and even when
a complete cure is not eft'ected the removal of
the membrana tympani and ossicles opens a wide
channel for the flow of pus from the deeper struc-

tures. It is a well known surgical axiom that large

openings into pus cavities materially aid nature's

efforts at repair.

I have repatedly succeeded in putting an end to

a suppurative process in the middle ear by resorting

to this method of treatment. It is somewhat diffi-

cult to define the class of cases in which it may be
employed with a reasonable hope of success on ac-

count of the obstacles in the way of positivel)- de-
termining whether the necrotic process is confined

to areas within reach; and yet the history, the

amount and character of the discharge, and the in-

telligent use of the probe become valuable adjuvants
in deciding whether or not ossiculectom}- is indi-

cated. All patients when advised to submit to this

operation should be informed that it may fail to

cure and that the more radical operation may sub-
sequently become necessary.

The technique of the intratympanic operation

does not properly come under the title of this

paper, and enough has been said to indicate both
its extent and its limitations. It is less hazardous
to the patient, requires less after-treatment, besides

being a procedure to which patients submit more
readily than to the radical operation. Some ele-

ments of danger attend this operation, inasmuch as

the necrotic process may have extended to the facial

canal or to the labyrinth in some portion of its

ramification. Facial paralysis, therefore, that bug-
bear of all operations upon the ear, may result.

Again the forcible removal of granulations which
may have their attachment to the exposed dura over
the tegumen ma>- open the way for meningeal in-

fection.

These details have been introduced in order that

the merits of the intratympanic operation may be
compared with those of the radical.

For several years past the radical operation for

chronic purulent otitis media has tended to super-

sede all other measures. Briefly stated, the purpose
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of the operation is to convert the external auditor)'
canal, tympanic cavity, attic, aditus ad antrum, mas-
toid antrum, and, if necessary, the mastoid cells,

into one wide open cavity, eviscerating all granula-
tions and diseased bone, destroying all membranous
and muscular tissues, including the membrana tym-
pani, and eftecting dermatization throughout in'the
hope that by so doing the ramifications of the disease
will be terminated once and for all.

The operation is a capital one requiring extensive
dissection in the most complicated bone in the hu-
man body. Lying in close proximity to or imbedded
in the structure are the cerebrum, cerebellum, lateral

sinus with its ramifications, the internal carotid ar-

tery, and the facial nerve. These are among the
reasons why it requires the utmost skill and a mi-
nute knowledge of the anatomy of the entire locality.

While the operation is extensive the disease is no
less so, a fact which is fully proven by the percent-
age of failures to eradicate entirely the diseased
area. Expert knowledge as to the management of
venous, labyrinthine, and intracranial complications
is also requisite, for at any time these complications
may appear. The operation was first described by
Kiister, with modifications by Stacke, von Berg-
mann, and others. American operators almost in-

variably clean out the entire mastoid cavity in addi-
tion to the specific radical work required to take
down the seoarating walls of the various cavities.

The usual mastoid operation is first performed
with a posterior incision, retraction of the soft tis-

sues, chiseling through the cortex of the mastoid
process, and excavation of the diseased areas in

this neighborhood. In order to complete the radi-

cal operation a further resection is necessary of
that portion of bone constituting the posterosupe-
rior canal wall from the mastoid antrum forward to

the tj-mpanum, together with the roof of the ex-
ternal au<litory canal, thus exposing the internal

wall of the aditus ad antrum and removing the

outer wall of the tympanic attic. In order to ac-

complish this the membranous canal is pulled for-

ward. The malleus and incus are then separated
and extracted, but the stapes should, if possible, be
allowed to remain, except in cases where the puru-
lent process has entered the labyrinth. With a
curette the remaining portions of the drum, the en-

tire lining of the tympanic cavity, and a large sec-

tion of the posterior canal wall are cut away, leav-

ing a large opening between the mastoid and the

middle ear. ^X'ith a small sharp curette the Eus-
tachian attachment of the tensor tympani muscle is

scraped away, with any granulations present, in an
attempt to close off the Eustachian tube. After
washing out the remaining cavity, if the operation

has been thoroughly performed, the entire area will

be bony. A flap is then made of the membranous
canal in order to prevent subsequent atresia, and at

the same time to favor the dermatization of the area.

Some operators introduce skin grafts for this pur-

pose. The posterior wound is then closed and the

entire' cavity packed with gauze—the packing being

introduced through the enlarged external meatus.

This completes the operation, the after-treatment of

which is of great importance. All cleanly measures

must be persisted in and exuberent granulations

kept away until dermatization is complete, which
in successful cases requires from three to ten weeks.

My fellow otologists will note that no attempt

has here been made to describe the operation mi-

nutely, but simply in a general way to outline its

nature and extent. This then is the operation which

for the past ten years has been performed almost

innumerable times in all the large cities of Amer-

ica, and with varying results. I shall now speak
of the dangers attending the radical operation.
The first of these is the danger of injury to the

facial nerve. If it can be determined that the facial
nerve has a healthy bony covering throughout its

course, one may curette with comparative safety,.
but often in cases of extensive necrosis, when the
external wall of the facial canal is involved, it is-

extremely difficult to curette sufficiently to remove
all diseased bone and at the same time protect the
exposed nerve. Blood and granulation tissue ob-
scure the view, and only by keeping before one the
landmarks and course of the nerve is it possible to
prevent injury. The anesthetist should watch the
patient's face during dissection about the facial canal
and warn the operator whenever the eye twitches.
The necrotic process will occasionally be found

to have involved some portion of the labyrinth which
adds a new danger to the operation, on account of
the direct pathway to the brain which has become
opened up to infection. It is often necessary that
the necrosed bone in the labyrinth be eviscerated,
even though this is attended with the danger of pro-
ducing unpleasant after-symptoms. The majority-
of individuals suffering from purulent labyrinthin-
itis probably eventually succumb to the disease, un-
less by some good fortune or by operation, wide-
open drainage into the tympanic cavity is afforded.
It has always seemed to me that, at least in a small
percentage of cases, the radical opening of the
labyrinth hastens rather than retards the fatal issue.

A third danger is found where an old undiscov-
ered encapsulated cerebral abscess is stirred into
renewed activity as a result of instrumentation dur-
ing the operation. One such case happened in my
practice and has been duly reported. The patient
was a school boy, aged about eighteen, who was
nearly six feet tall, weighed 190 pounds, and was
a fine specimen physicall}-. He had a profuse
discharge of malodorous pus from the external au-
ditory canal which did not lessen after three months
of local treatment. The radical operation was there-
fore performed and I found the cortex so tliick and
hard that with the Rongeur forceps we cou?d make
no impression upon it and it was necessary to ase
the mallet and chisel throughout the operation. The
attic tegmen was entirely necrosed and there was
much necrotic tissue in the attic. The probe was
passed up to the dura which looked inflamed. There
was a bead of pus upon its surface which reap-
peared after wiping away, and the probe passed di-
rectly into a large abscess in the brain. I removed
a large surface of bone over the temporosphenoidai'
lobe, and evacuated about two ounces of very- fetid
pus. The cavity was carefully drained and a cigar-
ette drain introduced. The chiseling and other in-
strumentations probably had a bad effect upon the
walls of the abscess, for in spite of every effort to
prevent it, within two days the patient began to run
a high temperature, acute meningitis developed, and
he died in about ten days.

A fourth danger lies in the occasional injury fo
the dura, especially in unskilled hands, with a re-
sultant meningitis.

We must add to the above enumerated dangers
which occur in a very small percentage of cases,

but nevertheless do occur, the further observation!

that even when thoroughly performed by the most
skilful operators the percentage of complete cures
(and by that I mean a permanent cessation of the
purulent discharge) is not more than aboirt 65.
Many of the remaining have but intermittent dis-

charge or are victims of reinfection, others throw
off cholesteatomatous masses, and still others are
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victims of further extension of the necrotic process.

These resuhs and statistics are gradually accumu-
lating from published reports, and the end results

are less rosy than the first enthusiasm seemed to

imply.

On the other hand there are many favorable things

to be said. One great benefit accrues even in cases

where the discharge continues, and that is wide
open drainage, which favors final healing, lessens the

tendency to extension of tlie disease, and also less-

ens the dangers of serious complications. With
tliese comments and figures before us the questions

arise: "Is the operation justified?" and "Has it

come to stay?"

I desire to be classed among those who believe

that the operation is justified aiid necessary in a hm-
ited proportion of cases of chronic purulent otitis

media. The enthusiasm for the new operation has

made the pendulum swing too far, and from the

more recent publications of our .\merican otologists

it would seem tliat the consenus of opinion about

coincides with that which I liave now expressed.

1 shall now attempt to describe the indications which
seem to me to make justifiable the radical operation.

The radical operation is indicated : ( i ) When a

permanent cessation of the purulent process has not

been effected by prolonged local intratympanic treat-

ment, combined if necessary with such minor opera-

tion as removal of granulations, enlarging perfora-

tion, etc. (2) When the cure has not been effected

by the removal of necrosed ossicles and the curet-

tage of the middle ear. (3) When acute symptoms
of mastoiditis are present. (4) When a sudden
cessation of the pus discharge produces vertigo,

pain, or other unusual symptoms. (5) The appear-

ance of facial paralysis during the course of chronic

purulent otitis media. (6) Attacks of vertigo, in-

dicating tliat the necrotic process involves the la-

byrinth. (7) In all cases where intracranial or lat-

eral sinus involvement has already appeared. (8)
Where there are positive symptoms of cholestea-

toma in the mastoid antrum. (9) Where there are

fistulous openings in the cortex of the mastoid proc-

ess or in the osseous canal wall. (10) Whenever
extreme depression or other symptoms of disturbed

mentality accompany the disease.

The operation is contraindicated : (i) \\"hen the

purulent process is tuberculous and accompanied by
advanced general tuberculosis. (2) In advanced
pernicious anemia or albuminuria and in cachectic

diabetes. (3) It is usually contraindicated in young
children. (4) In all cases where the disease is con-

fined to the ossicles and tympanic cavity. (5) In

adults who have scanty otorrhea without odor, with
improper opening of the drum membrane, behind
which are retained masses of secretion. (6) In all

cases where it is possible to effect a cure by any
of the other methods described.

It will be thus seen that the percentage of cases

which should be subjected to the radical operation
is not large, and in actual practice the statement
holds true. It is also true that during the past five

years too little discrimination has been employed
in the selection of suitable cases for the operation.

This should in no wise lead us to belittle this most
important surgical procedure, for when properly
performed in severe and dangerous cases of chronic
otitis media it is the only safe and life-saving pro-

cedure known to surgery.

The question naturally arises as to how long local

measures should be employed in chronic cases be-

fore being abandoned for the radical operation.

What may be considered a reasonable length of time
for such treatment? It is impossible to establish

rules that will hold good for all cases, on account
of the extreme variations in the character of the
disease in different individuals. The general con-
dition of the patient, his freedom from underlying
organic diseases, the absence of odor or serious
symptoms when free drainage exists, should lead
one to persist in local treatment, especially when
even a small degree of improvement attends the
effort. In the simpler cases such treatment should
be persisted in for from one to six months before
attempting operative interference, during which time
all eft'orts by both local treatment and internal medi-
cation should be employed. If local measures finally

fail, then the question of the form of operation must
be decided upon. In every instance when it may
be fairly demonstrated that the necrosed area is

confined to the ossicles, tympanic ring, and even the

attic, the intrat\Tnpanic operation should be per-

formed, even though it may finally become neces-

sary to resort to the radical procedure. There are
certain cases in which radical operation should be
performed without resort to preliminar}- local meas-
ures or ossiculectomy. Acute mastoiditis develop-
ing in a chronic purulent ear is an indication for

immediate operation without delay of any kind.

Continuous and excessive malodorous discharge,

with extensive granulations, with or without choles-

teatoma, is an indication for immediate radical op-
eration. Symptoms of intracranial or lateral sinus

involvement call for immediate operation.

My reasons for advising against performing the

radical operation in young children are as follows

:

(i) The disease is rarely of sufficient extent to re-

quire it. (2) The disease usually yields to local

treatment pro\'iding diseased adenoids and tonsik

are removed. (3) By establishing free drainage,

through a large perforation, with well maintained
local treatment, a cure usually results. (4) It is

better to place reliance upon these measures, aided

b}- the marvelous recuperative powers of youth
than partially or wholly to destroy his functions of

hearing with all its train of misfortunes to happi-

ness, education, the enjojTnent of sounds, musical

and otherwise, and finally to gaining a livelihood. I

have always opposed performing double radical op-

erations in children except to save life.

The radical operation is occasionally followed by
fatal results, in the form of meningitis, sinus disease,

brain abscess, and pneumonia ; these do not occur as

the direct result of the operation itself, but inas-

much as they follow soon after it is difficult to dis-

sociate such occurrences in the mind of the laity. I

have reported two such cases before the American
Otological Society, and in the discussion that fol-

lowed several members reported similar experiences.

These views represent my convictions as to the

position which should be given to the radical op-

eration in the realm of modem Otolog}', and it is

hoped that they are neither too conservative nor too

radical to meet with your approbation and approval.

HYDROTHERAPY IX THE TREATMENT OF
THE IXSAXE.

By GEO. STOCKTON, M.D.,

COIDMBUS, OHIO.

SUPERINTENDENT COLUMBUS ST.^TE HOSPITAL; PROFESSOR MENTAL
DISEASES, STARLING, OHIO, STEDICAL COLLEGE.

I.v taking for my subject hydrotherapy in the treat-

ment of insanity, I am aware that I have assumed
a considerable contract, especially in the limited time

at my disposal. I can only hope to touch on some
of the most salient points. I am more particularly
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interested in reading this paper for the purpose it

possible of encouraging discussion, that we may be
able to glean new ideas which may be useful to us in

adding to our apparatus and technique.

It is only a few years ago that a well-known au-

thor, writing on the subject of hydrotherapy, made
this statement : "Although vast strides have been
made in the development and use of hydrotherapy
in the treatment of nervous and mental diseases,

but few State institutions in this country are sup-

plied with the proper apparatus for using this most
valuable adjunct to rational therapeutics." There
is no doubt that the value of this method of treat-

ment of nervous and mental diseases is being more
appreciated every day. Many of the State in.stitu-

tions in various parts of the country have hydro-
therapy outfits. In Ohio a number of our institu-

tions have excellent facilities, and others are in-

stalling them. For a number of years the value of

hydrotherapy has been realized abroad, some of

the German universities give special courses in

Physical Therapeutics, and considerable time is

devoted to the teaching of hydrothera]3y.

Too much attention cannot be paid to treatment

in our institutions for the insane. Of what value

is a brilliant diagnosis if nothing is done to improve
the welfare of our patients or if we do not use every

effort to bring about a cure? Why cannot we e.xpect

that remedies may be discovered and methods de-

vised that will relieve, and, yes, cure many of these

unfortunates? Whenever an institution is run mere-
ly for the custodial care of the insane, and no effort

made to study and classify cases, it does not rise

above the dignity of an infirmary.

W^e all know the value of fresh air and sunshine

in the treatment of tuberculosis and other debili-

tating diseases. The use of water as a cleansing

agent and as a therapeutic adjunct is along similar

lines.

One great drawback to the advancement of hy-

drotherapy is that for many years it lias been almost

the exclusive property of the quack. Such individ-

uals started institutions largely for commercial rea-

sons, and this most valuable remedy was in most
instances used without discrimination or method. Is

it to be wondered that physicians looked askance at

the so-called water cures, where many lives were no

doubt endangered by the ignorant ai)plication of this

remedy? The medical profession is broad enough
to take advantage of any agent used logically liiat

can be applied to the cure of disease. Osteopathy,

so called, is massage applied in a certain way. Chris-

tian Science is suggestion applied in such a way
that it influences the minds of susceptible people

with fanatical religious proclivities, and very often

individuals who are not of a very high mental or-

ganization.

It is a deplorable fact that many people are care-

less in regard to cleansing the body, and do not

realize the importance of this remedy in enabling

the system to resist disease. The story is told of

a physician who recommended baths to a patient.

and was astonished to get this reply : "Well, doctor.

I don't know as it would make any difference, yet

there has not been a drop of water on my body for

twenty years."

It is believed by most people that hydrotherapeutic

measures can best be administered in hospitals and
institutions especiallv fitted with apparatus for the

purpose : modern plumbing, however, has made it

possible to have a very fair outfit in private houses.

Hydrotherapy applies not only to the external use

of water, but to water taken internally, in which

way it is used for cleansing certain accessible organs

of the body. It is almost a universal rule with us

in the treatment of melancholia, especially the agi-

tated form, to wash out the stomach. Many of the

cases come to our institutions in a miserable condi-

tion; emaciated, tongue heavily coated, breath of-

fensive, sordes on the teeth, etc. We find similar

symptoms, as you well know, in other forms of

insanity, particularly in mania, and in some forms
of dementia prsecox. In many instances the stomach
becomes so sensitive that it will retain nothing, and
the patient on account of negativism or certain de-

lusions, absolutely refuses to take food. By intro-

ducing the stomach or nasal tube, the stomach can
be washed out thoroughly with some disinfectant

solution, and the operation can be repeated as often

as necessary ; we shall then soon be able to intro-

duce small portions of nourishing food, and in a
very short time it will be retained by the stomach
without much difficulty ; the mucous membrane as-

suines a more healthy tone, the appetite returns, and
the patient is soon well on to improvetuent and very
often recovery.

Hydrotherapy to-day is largely administered on
a physiological basis. Water exercises a very im-
portant influence over the circulation, the respiratory

organs, and the nervous system, also a pronounced
effect on the blood pressure. It may be stated in a
general way that cold applications raise the blood
pressure, and warm applications lower it. We all

know how readily the action of the heart is influ-

enced by the application of warmth and cold. The
warm bath increases the rapidity of the pulse, which
persists for some time after the bath.

Almost every organ in the body is in reflex rela-

tion to the adjacent skin, and many with remote
portions; this is the rationale of the application of
counterirritants, poultices, etc.

Among the laity such savory and odorous articles

are usQd as coal oil. onions, etc. Fortunatelv, such
agents are ra])idly going out of favor, for up-to-date
physicians know that the same effects can be accom-
plished through the application of heat and cold, by
means of compresses wrung out of water at a proper
temperature, with electric pads and other appliances.

Among the eft'ects obtainable by water mav be
mentioned the following: Tonic, sedative, elimina-

tive, diuretic, expectorant, antipyretic, antiphlogistic,

hemostatic, hemagogic, analgesic, vasodilator, con-
strictive, etc.

A single energetic hot bath leads to the loss of a
considerable amount of perspiration. We know that

this diaphoresis influences the circulation of the

blood and lymph, and morbid products are elimi-

nated. This is the great desideratum and a most
valuable remedy in certain forms of disease. Poisons
may thus be eliminated, such as mercurv and lead,

bacterial toxins and pathogenic microorganisms also.

Neurasthenia is closely allied to insanity, indeed
some authors classify it as a psychosis; the im-
portance of hydrotherapy in the treatment of this

disease cannot be overestimated. M. Beni Bardae,
the French author, recommends hydrotherapy in the

treatment of neurasthenia as follows: "Begin with
a spray bath at from 92° to 99° F. The spray
should be applied for some time along the spinal

axis, but care must be exercised to guard against

sudden shock, and one should endeavor to dispose

the patient toward sleep. The douche should last

from four to eight minutes, if it lasts much longer

the patient is liable to be excited rather than soothed.

The back is first spraved. then the anterior surface,

finally the limbs. Two baths a day should be given

until the nervous agitation ceases. This may take

a considerable perio^ of time to stimulate the or-
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ganism. The temperature of the water may be re-

duced gradually during the process of the bath.

Any tendency toward reaction may be relieved with

liot water. If the heart is afifected, only the lightest

application of a stream of water over the chest is

allowable."

In the treatment of neurasthenia we liave found

that various forms of baths have to be used to fit

individual cases; the conditions change frequently

and the treatment must be applied acordingly. Elec-

tric light baths, followed by gradual cooling, usually

leave a feeling of well being. Neutral baths which

are administered at about the normal temperature

of the body are very valuable. If the patient suf-

fers greatly from insomnia the baths should be given

at night. Many in this class of cases improve under

hydriatic treatment when we have had absolutely

no benefit from drugs. These patients should be

impressed with the fact that results cannot be ob-

tained at once, and sometimes weeks elapse before

anvthing seems to have been accomplished.

in our outfit we have the Turkish and Russian

bath, electric light cabinet, sitz, perineal spray, foot

bath, local electric light appliances constructed so

they can be used on various parts of the body for

the purpose of producing localized hyperemia, mas-

sage tables, wet and dry shampoo tables, electric

bath and distributing outfit bearing upon the app"*-

ratus for needle shower baths, etc. One great

objection to the use of bathrooms is the stale odor

which permeates the atmosphere, especially when
they are crowded and heated with steampipes. We
are able to overcome this by having a large fan run

by an electric motor ; connecting with the room in

which the fan is located is a large duct made from

sewer pipe. From an opening in the floor of each

separate bathroom, a small duct extends to the large

one. When the fan is running the vitiated air is

being constantly pumped out and the rooms are more
pleasant and habitable.

The care of the chronic and infirm class is much
easier and more satisfactory by having proper bath-

ing facilities within easy access ; the stimulating and

cleansing effect minimizes the development of bed

sores, the exhalations of the body are not so offen-

sive, and the patient is more contented and happier.

One enthusiastic author writes that instead of

isolating the chronic insane, he manages them in

open wards through the systematic use of prolonged

baths and packs. At first the patients were kept in

the bath at a temperature of 98" to 100° F., from
one-half to three or four hours ; later, in some cases,

the time was extended to from twelve to fourteen

hours. He claims that the patients not only im-

proved, gained in weight, slept better, and became
quieter, but that they were also able to dispense

with the use of drugs.

I doubt if it is advisable for everyone to take the

cold bath, unless the person is very vigorous and the

bath is followed by energetic rubbing. Water when
too cold, applied unexpectedly to a large surface of

the body, produces a severe shock, and care should

be used in its application. At the proper tempera-

ture, and adapted to the individual, it adds to the

nervous energy, stimulates the functions of the

body, and improves the person's resisting power
against disease. The kidneys act more vigorouslv,

the fact that the urine is found to be more toxic

after a bath is abundant proof that baths assist in

the elimination of poisonous material. It stimulates

respiration and so eliminates poisonous matter. The
use of baths in no way interferes with the medical

treatment of patients, and indeed, properly admin-
istered, they lars^elv increase the efficiencv of manv

drugs and do not interfere with any. The warm
bath renders the surface of the body less sensitive,

numbs the terminal nerve fibers, and produces a sed-

ative action. Whenever there are delirium, rest-

lessness, and insomnia, the neutral bath is indicated.

At Morris Plains it was found that a wet pack or

full bath at from 95° to 105° F. was very useful in

excited cases of insomnia. In some cases of mild

excitement with confusion, the use of the wet pack
will often assist to restore the normal condition.

Baker reports the employment of hydrotherapy in

26 cases of melancholia, with or without agitation,

dementia prsecox, hysteria, puerperal insanity char-

acterized by slowness of thought, painful delusions,

etc., cases showing lack of nervous and muscular
tone, sluggish circulation, loss of weight, greasy and
acne-covered skin, intestinal fermentation, and other

complications. The baths in these cases are used

for various periods, depending of course on the

case; he reports decidedly good results, such as

quieting of agitation, gradual disappearance of de-

lusions, and physical improvement. He sums up his

results by saying that hydriatic measures are valu'

able adjuncts to hygienic and medicinal measures.

In our own outfit we get good results from the

wet pack. A sheet is wrung out of cold water and
placed on a table prepared first with a rubber sheet

and blanket. The patient is placed on the couch

and the sheet is pulled over the body, the blanket is

then brought up on both sides and tucked in around
the person ; a cold compress to the head and warm
applications to the feet are proper; straps may be

used to confine the patient to the table if needed.

In many cases the patient quiets down and some-
times goes to sleep in the pack.

We use baths in almost all forms of insanity. To
produce elimination we usually prefer the electric

light cabinet. In many instances disturbed patients

will become frightened and resistant if placed in a

Turkish or Russian bath. The patient remains in

the bath until in a profuse perspiration, and is then

placed on a table and washed with water at about
102° to 105° F., and given what is known as a

Swedish shampoo. After being thoroughly rubbed
with soap, the patient is put in the rain bath, and
the spray used at a temperature of from 100° to
102° F., and after being allowed to cool off gradu-
ally in the rest room, is through for the day.

Our operators find the neutral bath and pack of

great value in the treatment of cases of mild excite-

ment and restlessness accompanied by insomnia. A
sheet is wrung out of water anywhere from 93"

to 97° F., the patient is enveloped in this and then

wrapped in a light blanket ; this sheet fits so closely

to the body that it is really a mild form of restraint.

The neutral bath is administered in a large bath-

tub, which completely submerges the patient ; he can

be kept in this as long as is deemed necessary. We
tried the continuous bath in one case. The patient

was in the bath about three weeks continuously. For
a time she seemed to improve, but she had a relapse

and we were obliged to discontinue the treatment on
account of lack of room. We are. however, so fa-

vorably impressed with the method that we are ar-

ranging to equip two rooms for the purpose of em-
ploying it.

The salt glow is a favorable procedure with our

woman operator ; she takes a salt known as butter

salt and places it in water at about 60° F.. then ap-

plies the mixture freely to the back and chest, then

the arms and limbs, rubbing vigorously ; the spray

and douche are then applied the same as after a

Swedish shampoo.
In my opinion hydrotherapy cannot be properly
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applied unless the physician has skilled operators to
carry out his directions. While as a rule a med-
ical man should have general supervision, and
should be capable of prescribing certain baths indi-

cated in various forms of insanity, nevertheless a
great deal of latitude should be allowed to those
who administer the treatment. A physician cannot
always foresee the effect of different kinds of baths
on the individual any more than he can predict in

all cases the action of certain medicines. Bath at-

tendants who understand their work soon learn to

recognize unfavorable symptoms when they arise,

and are prepared in many instances to meet emer-
gencies.

In preparing this paper I have dravra from nu-
merous sources for information. I will not attempt
to enumerate all. I am especially indebted to Ba-
ruch's work on hydrotherapy, to articles by the late

Dr. Dent, and by ofificials connected with Morris
Plains State Hospital.

A CONTRIBUTION TO THE STUDY OF
THE DIATHETIC STATES.

Bt C. T. NESBITT. M.D..

\S ILiU.NulO.S, N.

Extended inquiry has led me to the conclusion that

the diatheses make possible the establishment of

the great majority of diseased conditions in which
there is progressive structural degeneration. If this

be true, it is reasonable to assume that it is possible

to determine the relationship existing between these

depraved nutritional states and the various dis-

eases, and to prevent the development of such dis-

eases by careful management of the very young
diathetics.

Every civilized individual has inherited some de-

praved nutritional tendencies. The majority are

so profoundly affected that the stress of modern
life, together with the effects of infection, dissipa-

tion, and injury, make their premature destruction

inevitable. If it is possible to correct these tuitri-

tional faults while the individual is in the formative

period, it is the plain duty of every physician to

study the heredity of every child in his clientele,

and to see that each has the best opportunity to

attain his highest usefulness and greatest longevity.

In presenting these cases I am aware that they

are too few to be considered conclusive, yet certain

tendencies are exhibited in the development of dis-

ease, which I hope will lead others who are more
capable, and who have greater opportunities for re-

search to continue the collection of case histories.

The classification of Bouchard, who divides the

diathetic states under two heads, viz., scrofulosis

and arthritism, seems the most convenient for the

purpose of this inquiry. Each of these states is

defined with sufficient clearness to enable the in-

vestigator to arrive at a reasonably sure conclusion

with reference to the state of an individual, from
the information obtainable from an intelligent per-

son who knew the object of inquiry intimately.

Height, weight, color of hair, eyes, habits, tem-

perament, illnesses, time and cause of death, and

all other obtainable data, will be in many instances

sufficient to enable the careful investigator to de-

tennine accurately the nutritional state of those

progenitors whom he cannot examine. This has

been the course I have pursued in collecting the

cases presented herewith. No cases have been in-

cluded in which I could not reasonably establish

the health state in a majority of the individual

progenitors. Those classed as arthritics gave defi-

nite histories of gout, chronic rheumatism, asthma,
obesity, Bright's disease, diabetes, etc., and dis-

played in their personal histories the stigmata of
the arthritic state. Those classed as scrofulous
gave definite histories of scrofuloderma, tardy de-
velopment, etc., and showed positive indication of
the status lymphaticus. I am aware that this classi-

fication is open to grave criticism
; yet long study

of those states leads me to believe the determina-
tions reasonably positive.

Cancer.—Of the cases of malignant neoplasm,
the eight first recorded were so-called sarcomata
in the very young. It will be noted that cases 2, 3,

4, and 6 had cancerous grandparents, and that in

case 4, the paternal and grand paternal grand-
mothers were both cancerous. The transmission in

this case being from mother to daughter, and
through the son to his daughter, if there was trans-
mission. Case 7 shows but one cancerous progeni-
tor. The remaining thirty-nine cases were adults
between the ages of thirty-three and sixty-two.
Twenty-two cases were operated upon, sixteen suf-
fered further malignant development through me-
tastases; six died shortly after operation; the re-
maining seventeen died without operation. In all

of the forty-seven cases the malignancy was the
acknowledged cause of death.

Reference to the chart will show that out of the
forty-seven cases, sixteen had cancerous progeni-
tors. Twenty-one cases, including those just men-
tioned, gave a history of cancer in the collateral
branches of the family. Thirty-eight of the forty-
seven cases occurred in individuals who were the
result of procreation between two persons, one of
whom was definitely arthritic, and the other as
definitely scrofulous. In sixteen cases there were
three arthritics and three scrofulous each in the
six immediate progenitors. In eleven cases there
were two arthritics and four scrofulous, in five

cases there was one arthritic and five scrofulous,
and in only two cases (9 and 15) were there fewer
scrofulous than arthritics. Both of these were
cases of renal cancer in adults. Cases 20, 26, 28,
and 40, in which there were three arthritic, two
scrofulous, and one cancerous ancestor, were also
renal malignancies.

The conclusions that seem to be warranted by the
histories of the heredity element of these cases are:
The development of malignant neoplasms is

furthered, if not caused, by the admixture of the
two diathetic states in procreation.
The preponderance of scrofulosis in the diathetic

history is probably essential to the production of
cancer.

The great majority of cancerous individuals are
the result of procreation by two, one of whom is

arthritic and the other scrofulous.
Transmission of diatheses is most often from

father to daughter, aad from mother to son, as
has been determined with reference to other hered-
itary transmission.

Preponderance of arthritism over scrofulosis in

the ancestry of an individual, is a possible factor in

the production of renal cancer, when the individual
has had a cancerous ancestor.

Diabetes Mellitus.—In collecting these cases of
diabetes mellitus, the same method was pursued as
in the preceding report. All were idiopathic and
persistent.

The first five cases were in children whose ages
at the time of record were as follows respectively:

5 yrs. 6 mos. ; 5 yrs. 6 mos. ; 6 yrs. ; 6 yrs. 8 mos.

;

and 8 yrs. The remaining thirty-three cases were
in adults, whose ages ranged from thirty-seven to
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sixty. Two were less than forty, five less than

fifty, and twenty-six less than sixty years old.

These persons were all white, eighteen were He-
brews. Four of the five juvenile cases had diabetic

_
ancestors. Three of the four had two diabetic

progenitors. Case 6 had three, as will be noted.

Of the entire series, only thirteen cases had
diabetic heredity. It will be noted that in one case

(10) there was an instance of conjugal diabetes.

The preponderance of arthritism in the histories

presented is significant. Only three of the series

had so few as three arthritic progenitors, and in

nine cases all were of that diathesis. In the re-

maining cases arthritism predominates greatly.

Scrofulosis appears in only six instances, and in

these singly. Of the thirty-three adult cases,

eighteen had one or more healthy progenitors.

The letter x indicates that my inquiry developed

nothing to indicate grave nutritional fault. In

everv case, however, the immediate parents were
arthritic or diabetic.

The conclusions to be drawn are

:

Diabetes mellitus is possibly the result of the

transmission of the arthritic diathesis through sev-

eral generations in which there has been little or no
marital admixture of scrofulosis.

Scrofulosis is unimportant in the etiology of this

disease.

The production of diabetes mellitus in the ma-
jority of instances depends upon the further devel-

opment of nutritional fault that has been inherited.

Nephritis.—The cases of chronic nephritis here-

with presented were investigated by the same
method as pursued in the other reports.

Of the thirty-five cases, twenty-one, including

the five juveniles, were of the parenchymatous, and

the rest were of the interstitial type of Bright's dis-

ease. The five juvenile cases were the result of in-

fection, two scarlet fever, one pneumonia, one

diphtheria, and one measles.

Of the remaining thirty cases, none was subjected

to the influence of the mineral poisons, excepting

Case 17, who worked in a paint factory. Four of

these were women, one of whom had parenchyma-
tous nephritis, the others interstitial.

Of the entire series, fourteen inherited the ten-

dency to nephritic disease from direct progenitors.

Eleven of these progenitors had the interstitial type

of nephritis, if such determination can be warranted

bv information obtained at second hand. I exam-
ined but one of these persons, the mother of Case 4.

The most important fact developed in the history

of these cases, is the obvious influence of alcoholism

in the production of chronic nephritis. Those pro-

genitors designated as alcoholics were either steady

drinkers or periodic drunkards. Moderate use of

alcohol was not considered alcoholism. Not one of

the series was free from alcoholism in some form
in the family history. Eleven, including one female

(Case 6), were themselves dipsomaniacs. Fourteen
others were moderate drinkers, and ten, including

three females and five juveniles, were abstainers.

In the entire series, thirtv-one of the thirty-five

cases had alcoholic heredity. Of the five juvenile

cases, two had three alcoholics each, and three had
two. Of the adult cases eleven had both alcoholic

and nephritic heredity, and all these cases were of

the parenchymatous type.

Scrofulosis is found in only four cases, two of

which occurred in the great grandparents of ju-

venile cases. In Case 17, which shows two scrofu-

lous ancestors, the individual was a paint mixer,

and was also an alcoholic. This was parenchyma-
tous in type, and terminated in uremic coma.

Arthritism is the basic etiological factor in these

renal diseases, as indicated by the great predomi-
nance of this state of nutrition in the direct pro-

genitors.

The conclusions to be drawn are

:

Intensification of the arthritic diathesis through
hereditary transmission is the most probable pre-

disposing cause of chronic progressive renal degen-

eration.

Alcoholism in the ancestral and personal history

of the individuals who are essentially arthritic, is

the most important precipitating cause of chronic

nephritis.

It is possible that alcoholism and renal disease

combined in the heredity of an individual predis-

pose to the parenchymatous type of nephritis.

The other etiological factors recognized in the

production of chronic nephritis are secondary in

importance, and contribute in a general way only

to the development of the disease.

Scrofulosis is important in the etiology of neph-
ritis as a remotely contributing factor.

In addition to the cases herewnth presented, I

have collected a number of cases of other depraved
nutritional states, with the same object in view. I

hope to report them at some future time.

If the conclusions are warrantable, efforts at

prophylaxis must include the hygienic and dietetic

management of the very young. My own experi-

ence along this line includes the management of a

number of children of pronounced diathetic hered-
ity, the majority of whom have shown marked de-

crease of the stigmata. It is of course true that

none of them has had time to demonstrate the suc-

cess of my treatment ; but the benefit has been so

pronounced and so lasting in such a majority of

cases that I am to be excused for hoping that the

continuance of the habits and mental states which
I have founded will bring immunity from the long

list of progressive degenerative diseases, and will

greatly modify the transmission of the diathetic

states to the progeny. There can be no doubt that

the usefulness and happiness of these individuals

will be greatly enhanced.
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•18
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•28
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•30
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•32
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•34
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Case
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n
•3
•4
•5
•6
•7
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•10
•n
tl2
•13
•14
•15
•16
•17
•18
•19
•20
t21
t22
•23
•24
•25
•26
•27
•28
•29
•30
•31
•32
*33
•34
•35
•36
•37
•38

—P.—
GF. GM.
X a
h a
h a
h a
a a
h a
h a

CHRONIC
—M.-

GP. GM.

NEPHRITIS
GP.

GP. GM. GF. GM.
h a a X
a a X o
o a h X
X s h o

GM.
GP. GM. GF. GM.
h a o a

Lege.vd
F.—Father
M.—Mother

GF.—Grandfather
GM.—Grandmother

P.—Paternal
M.—Maternal

GP.—Great paternal
GM.—Great maternal

•—Male
f—Female
a.—Arthritism
s.—Scrofulosis
c.—Chronic nephritis
h.—Alcoholism
X.—No diathesis
o.—No information

DIABETES MELLITUS
—P.—

GF. GM.
-M.-

GP. GM.
d a

-GP.-
GP. GM. GF. G%r.

GM.
GM. GP. GM.

Legbnd
F.—Father
M.—Mother
GF.—Grandfather
GM.—Grandmother

P.—Paternal
M.—Maternal

GP.—Great paternal
GM.—Great maternal

•—Male
t—Female
a.—Arthritism
s.—Scrofulosis or tubercu

losis

X.—No diathesis
d.—Diabetic
o.—No information

The field that promises most in results in this

work lies in the great boys' schools of the country.

Here the intelligent and conscientious medical ad-

visor will find conditions that are nearly ideal for

the work. Here he will have complete control of

the boy at the time when the plasticity of both

mind and body makes possible the implantation of

physical and mental activities which will cling to

him through life, and will insure to a great extent

his development into potent manhood and healthful

fatherhood.

CEPHALOCELE, WITH A REPORT OF
THREE CASES IN ONE FAMILY.

By JOHN PHILLIPS, MB.,

CLEVELAND, OHIO.

DEMONSTRATOR OF MEDICINE, WESTERN RESERVE UNIVERSITY; ATTENDING
PHYSICIAN TO THE DISPENSARY OF THE BABIES*

DISPENSARY AND HOSPITAL.

The cases of cephalocele here reported are of un-

usual interest because of their occurrence in chil-

dren of the same family.

Doris J., two months old, was brought to the

Dispensary of the Babies' Dispensary and Hospital,

l-'cbruary 10, 1908, for instruction in feeding. Her
father, a Swede, had died two weeks previously

from pneumonia. Her mother was of Irish descent

and was in good health except that she had a slight

cough. The parents had two other children, a

boy six years old and a girl twenty-six months old,

whose histories will be mentioned later. One child

died five days after birth from unknown cause.

There was no history of miscarriages. This baby
weighed 6'4 pounds at birth. The labor wa.s easy

and the child appeared normal except for a small

swelling in the nasofrontal region which increased

in size when the child cried. This swelling has

not changed. The mother nursed the child, and,

with the exception of a mild conjunctivitis begin-

ning three days after birth and lasting two weeks,

the child has been in good health.

The baby was bright and active and weighed

3,795 grams. Her skin was clear except for a

slight intertrigo in the napkin area. The head
was of normal shape, except that the occiput mark-
edly projected backwards. The posterior fon-

tanelle was closed ; the anterior measured 3 % cm.

In the median line in the nasofrontal region was

Spina Bifida Occulta.

a soft rounded swelling 2 cm. in diameter, which

projected i cm. above the surface. It became
larger and quite tense when the child cried. Pres-

.sure on the tumor diminished its size. Its lower

border reached just to the root of the nose. A
slight defect was felt in the bone by pressing deep-

ly over the middle of the tumor. The circumfer-

ence of the head was 39 cm. A few pea-sized

glands were present in the post-cervical, axillary,

and inguinal regions. The epitrochlear glands were

palpable. The lungs and heart were normal. A
small fungus umbilici was noted, otherwise noth-

ing further was revealed on physical examination.

The baby was seen on March 11, its weight being

4,153 grams, and again on April 27, weight 4,700

grams. The nasofrontal tumor has remained un-

changed.

The second child Agnes J., twenty-six months

old, was brought to the clinic because of weak-

ness in her left leg. She weighed six pounds at

birth. The labor was easy. Her mother nursed

her until she was sixteen months old. She cut her

first tooth at five months and walked at twenty-

one months. She has not talked. For four months

previously the mother had noticed a weakness in
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the left leg, especially at the ankle, and that the

foot would turn outwards when the child put her

weight on it. At no time has the child had a

.serious illness. Since the birth the mother has

noticed a swelling in the forehead just above the

root of the nose. This swelling has remained the

same size or has only slighll)- enlarged.

The child -was undersized, its weight being 8,225

grams, and its musculature quite flabby. The head

uieasured 45.5 cm. in circumference, the occiput

projecting backward 4 cm. beyond the plane of the

posterior part of the neck. The anterior fontanelle

was still open i cm. In the median line in the

frontal region extending for 3 cm. upwards from

the root of the nose was a rounded swelling 2.5

cm. in breadth. This was soft, not reddened, and

painless, becoming larger and more tense on crying.

A slight defect was felt in the bone in the region

of the swelling. The nose was broad and soma-

what flattened. The child had sixteen teeth. The

submaxillary glands were pea-sized; two bean-

sized glands were felt in the left side of the neck

just posterior to the middle of the sternomastoid

muscle. The axillary, inguinal, and epitrochlear

glands were palpable. A well marked rosary was

noted in the examination of the chest. The lungs

and heart were normal. The abdomen was large

and the abdominal nuiscles quite flabby. At the

lower part of the spine, 3 cm. above the tip of

the coccyx, was a small dimple extending directly

inwards "2 cm. and ending blindly. The child could

walk, but there was an apparent weakness of the

left ankle so that it turned outwards. The thighs

measured the same, but there was a definite asym-

metry in the two calves, the left measuring 14 cm.,

the right 14^ cm. The muscles of the left calf

were quite flabby but gave no reaction of degenera-

tion. The patellar reflex was normal. An attempt

was made to test the body and extremities for sen-

sation, but no information could be elicited beyond

the fact that tactile and pain sense were preserved.

The third child, a boy 6 years old, was brought

to the clinic April 28 at our request. The mother

said that he had a swellii;g of his forehead sim-

ilar to that observed in the other children at the

time of birth and that it disappeared gradually so

that it had not been nt)ticeable for two years. The

boy was intelligent and no trace of the nasofrontal

tumor could be made out, and no defects in the

bone except a slight roughening of its surface.

His head was large, measuring 53.5 cm. in circum-

ference. The occiput was broad and projected 6

cm. backward beyond the plane of the posterior

part of the neck, 'and the external occipital protu-

berance was large. There was nothing further of

importance in the physical examination.

The extraordinary feature of these cases was

the occurrence of nasofrontal cephalocele in three

children of the same family. Ssamoylenko has re-

ported two cases of nasofrontal meningocele in one

family. In the second child the atrophy and weak-

ness of the muscles of the left calf could be ex-

plained on the supposition that the defect in the

spine has interfered with the root fibers of the

cauda equina corning from the second sacral seg-

ment of the spinal cord. Anoll>er interesting fea-

ture was the very prominent occiput present in all

the children.

Cephalocele is the term applied to the tumor re-

sulting from the protrusion of the cranial contents

through an opening in the skull due to a defeK:t

in development. Cephaloceles are classified ac-

cording to their structure and contents as follows:

(a) Meningocele when there is protrusion of the

mening'es alone, the sac being filled with cerebro-

spinal fluid; (b) Encephalocele when a portion of

the brain itself protrudes into the sac; (c) En-
cephalocystocele when the tumor consists of a pro-

trusion of a portion 'of both the brain and men-
inges, this protrusion being distended by a collec-

tion of fluid which communicates with the ventri-

cles of the brain. Aluscatello has divided all brain

and cranial malformations into two categories. The
first category, called acrania, includes defects of

the entire .cranial vault (holoacrania) or a part of

the same (meroacrania). In these manformations
either the entire brain is lacking or it is present

i.nd approaches the normal brain, but a part of the

Ijrain substance in the form of a hernia projects

through the defect in the skull. This Muscatello

calls exencephaly. The second category (ence-

phalocystocele) includes those cases in which the

hernia has escaped through a bone opening of

narrowed dimensions, and includes inside the brain

mass, as an extension of the brain ventricle, a cav-

ity in which the fluid collects in varying amounts.
The most common situation of cephaloceles is in

the anterior or posterior portions of the skull, the

former being called sincipital cephaloceles, the lat-

ter occipital cephaloceles. Those of the latter va-

riety are known, depending upon their position

above or below the tentorium, as superior and in-

ferior occipital cephaloceles. In the superior form
the defect is in the median line just below the

posterior fontanelle, and may communicate with

the same. The defect in the inferior form is just

above the foramen magnum and may communicate
with it. In the sincipital variety the parts leave the

cranium in the nasofrontal region, and Fenger has

classified them as follows :

(i) The nasofrontal hernias leave the cranium
between the frontal and nasal bones and form a

tumor in the median line in the region of the

glabella.

(2) The nasoethnoidal hernias leave the cranium
between the frontal and nasal bones on the one side

and the lateral mass or labyrinth on the other, which
is forced or displaced downwards toward the nasal

cavity. The tumor appears externally in the region

of the border between the osseous and cartilaginous

portions of the nose, hanging down toward the tip

or the wing of the nose.

(3) The nasoorbital hernias leave the cranium
between the frontal, ethmoid, and lacrymal bones.

In the region of the latter they enter the orbit and
present at or near the iimer canthus of the eye.

Another interesting variety is the basal hernia,

which is distinguished from the other sincipital

hernias by not causing a protruding tumor in the

face. Fenger, quoting Heinecke, gives three classes

:

( I ) Cephalocele sphenopharyngea, the most com-
mon variety, leaves the cranium through an

opening between the body of the sphenoid bone
and the ethmoid bone, or through one of these

bones, to come down in the nasal, nasopharyngeal,

or buccal cavity. In Czerny's case the tumor pre-

sented in one of the nostrils ; in the cases of Giral-

des, Otto, Klimentowsky, and Fenger in the naso-

pharyngeal cavity; in the cases of Virchow, Lich-

tenberg, Klintosch, and Serrcs, cited by Larger, in

the mouth through a cleft palate. (2) Cephalocele

sphenoorbitalis, which leaves the cranium through
the superior orbital fissure to enter the orbit be-

hind the globe of the eye. (3) Cephalocele spheno-
maxillaris leaves the cranium through the superior

orbital fissure, but instsad of remaining in the

posterior part of the orbit, descends through the

inferior orbital fissure into the sphenomaxillary
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fossa. The tumor can be felt in the mouth on the
median side of the ascending ramus of the inferior

maxilla and is visible on the outside of the face,

on the cheek below the zygoma.
The last two varieties Fenger says are very rare.

In 93 cases of ceph^locele Honel cited by Rnhrjih
found that 68 were occipital, 16 frontal, and 9 basal.

Schatz. cited by the same author, in 105 cases gives

59 occipital and 46 frontal and does not mention the

basal form. In 75 cases Laurence found 53 occi-

pital. ^^'ith rare exceptions the tumors are in the

median line. The writer saw one case in a child

seven months old where the hernia was situated in

the lamboid suture 3 cm. to the right of the median
line. This deformity is often associated with other
malformations. Thus Laurence in his 75 cases

found 16 in which there was spina bifida. In the

second case of the series here reported there was a

spina bifida occulta.

The size of cephaloceles varies greatly and de-

pends upon the amount of cerebrospinal fluid that

collects within the tumor. They may be so small

that they escape observation, or again they may be
larger than the head. In the large encephalocysto-

celes the brain substance becomes ven,' thin. In
cases where the opening in the cranial bones is

small the tumor is pedunculated. If the opening
is large the base of the tumor is correspondingly
large.

Little is known in regard to the exact causes of

these malformations. They occur about equally in

the two sexes. Ruhrah found, in 39 cases where
the sex was stated, 21 males and 18 females. H.
Gushing states that the following hypotheses have
been offered for their production : "That owing to

some irregular division of the brain into its sep-

arate parts portions of the primitive brain vesicle

come to lie outside the mesodermic coverings ; that

they are actual neoplasms—encephalomata (Ber-
ger) ; that they are brought about by the traction

of amniotic strands which may have become ad-

herent to the primitive nervous system." Gushing
further states that the defect through which the

protrusion takes place is not the primar\- factor

leading to the hernia but rather that some intra-

cranial condition leading to increased tension and
associated in some way with the cerebrospinal fluid

was present during fetal life. In support of this he
mentions the fact that the cerebrospinal space forms
and contains fluid before the lateral plates have to-

tally enclosed the primitive nervous system, and in

case there should be any increase in the amount
of fluid or any obstruction to outflow by normal
channels, it will tend to bulge the meninges through
the areas where solid closure by the lateral plates

is least advanced, and by so doing it will prevent

such closure.

This condition usually produces no symptoms un-
less pressure is exerted on the tumor. Under such

circumstances, especially in cases of encephalocele,

there will be respiratory disturbances, slowing of

the pulse, vomiting, convulsions, and sometimes un-
consciousness. In meningocele the tumor is smooth,
cyst-like in character, quite tense, nonpulsating. and
can be reduced by pressure. Occasionally pressure

will give the S}Tnptoms enumerated above. Some-
times the tumors are translucent and they become
larger and more tense when the child cries. Only a

slight if any defect can be found in the skull. In

encephalocele the tumor is smooth, not translucent,

and often pulsates. Pressure gives cerebral symp-
toms often associated with changes in the size of

the pupils or strabismus. In encephalocele we have
a large pedunculated tumor, which fluctuates but

does not often pulsate. Gushing says that encepha-
locystoceles of the frontal region communicate
with the anterior horn of the ventricle ; those of the

superior occipital region with the posterior horn

;

and those of the inferior occipital region usually

with the third ventricle.

Various conditions must be taken into considera-

tion in the differential diagnosis of cephalocele,

viz., dermoid tumors, lipomata, sebaceous cysts,

angiomata, sarcomata. A great aid is the fact that

the lesions are congenital and that they are usu-
ally found in definite situations. The basal her-

nias which present in the nasophar3ngeal space

must be distinguished from nasal polypi.

The majority of these children die a short time
after birth. In a few cases they may live to adult

life or even to old age, but, unhappily, they are

usually feeble minded. In those who survive for

eome time hydrocephalus is a common accompan-
iment of the lesion. Meningoceles usually increase

steadily in size, while encephaloceles either remain
stationarj- or the growth is very slow. Mitchell

and Ronaldson, cited by Ruhrah, have reported

cases of spontaneous recovery in cases of menin-
gocele. Such was probably the case in the oldest

child of this series.

A'arious measures have been advocated for the

treatment of this condition, viz., pressure bv band-
age, the withdrawal of fluid from the sac, and the

injection of irritating fluids such as Morton's into

the sac, with the hope of causing oliterative ad-
hesions. None of these methods gives favorable
results. H. Gushing sums up the treatment as fol-

lows : "Operative measures alone can promise any
permanent benefit, and even they may be futile

if the hernia is accompanied by a large cranial de-

fect through which the brain has prolapsed, by de-

fective cerebral development, or by other congen-
ital abnormalities. There remains a small group
in which the operation is justifiable and its effect

gratifying. A meningocele with a small pedicle

may often be successfully removed, the opening
closed, and no further symptoms result. The small
encephalocele of the frontal or occipital origin may
likewise be closed after amputating or reducing the
cerebral protrusion and repairing the meningeal
and cranial openings ; if they are large, by a plastic

operation of some sort. For the purpose of closing

such a defect a flap of scalp or periosteum alone, or
one of periosteum and bone, or one of all three
coverings may be taken, leaving only the intact dura
over the brain at the area from which the flap has
been taken. As these operations are done on very
young children, as a rule, the thin shell of bone
may be easily cut in the desired form, its pedicle

cracked off. and the fragment swung and sutured
into position. The surgical technique must be of
the very best, for a single point of weakness in the

healing wound—a stitch abscess, for example

—

may lead to subsequent leakage, since there is a

tendency toward a rapid reaccumulation of the

fluid." Quite a number of cases have been oper-
ated on with good results in recent years. Fenger
operated successfully in a case of basal hydren-
cephalocele simulating a nasal poh'pus.
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TREATMENT OF SECONDARY ANEMIA
OF TUBERCULOSIS WITH HYPO-

DERMICS OF IRON.

Bv LEROY S. PETERS, M.D.,

SILVER CITY, NEW MEXICO.

PATHOLOGIST, NEW ME.XICO COTTAGE SAN.^TORIUM.

As years go by and we make fitrther progress in

the science of medicine, new ideas are born whicH
make stepping stones to more rational methods of

treatment, and which put the science of therapeutics

on a firmer and stronger basis. The hypodermic
injection of medicine is fast gaining ground, and
bids to be by far the most sensible, if not the most
perfect way of administering drugs in the future.

In the days of our forefathers the physician was
content to carry his hypodermic syringe for cases

of emergency. He used it to allay pain and to ad-

minister stimulants when he thought them needed.

It was then returned to its case and tucked away
to await another hurry call. To-day it is gaining a
place in the armamentarium of the modern physician

as common as the niche filled by the bottle of calo-

mel pills carried by our ancestors.

It is my object in this paper to point out the re-

sults obtained by hypodermic injections of iron in

forty-two cases of secondary anemia accompanying
tuberculosis. For the past two years we have given
all our iron by the hypodermic method, and our re-

sults have been so gratifying that we think them
worthy of consideration. Before we began the use
of iron hypodermics we gave the usual blood tonics,

such as Blaud's pills or iron in some form or an-
other, per OS. We were never able to get results

worth consideration inside of three months, while

by the hypodermic method we can get the desired

effect usually with twenty doses, given on twenty
consecutive days.

In this institution, at an altitude of six thousand
feet, anemia is relatively an insignificant factor in

tuberculosis. In fact, the cases reported here are
from our records extending over a period of two
years, in which time we have treated over 150 tuber-

culous invalids.

The estimation of hemoglobin was made with a

von Fleischl instrument, and the results recorded in

the percentage of hemoglobin in 100 grams of blood.

In giving the pulmonary status of the patient we
have followed Turban's classification, and indicated

the degree of involvement by the Roman numerals I,

II, III, corresponding roughly to incipient, mod-
erately advanced, and far advanced cases.

The hemoglobin percentage is indicated both on
admission and after treatment, as is also the number
of injections required to produce the result.

We use a number of formulas of different com-
binations as follows

:

1. Iron citrate gm. .05

2. Iron citrate gm. .05

Sodium arsenate 005
Strychnine sulphate 0005

3. Iron citrate 05
.Sodium -arsenate 001

4. Iron citrate 05
Strychnine sulphate 001

The citrate of iron is the one best suited for anemia
alone. By using the preparation of iron, strychnine,

and arsenic one gets the action of the iron plus the

tonic effects of the arsenic and strychnine.

These preparations may be obtained in a fused

glass vial ready for injection or they can be put up
by one's own druggist. We prefer the fused vial be-

cause of the readiness with which it can be used.

The top is snapped off, the needle inserted into the

vial, and the fluid withdrawn. The syringe is thus
filled and the injection made into the gluteal region

after thoroughly cleansing the part with alcohol or

some other disinfectant.
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EXPERIMENTAL ARTERIAL DISEASE.

Two authors have recently given general summaries
of the experimental work in the production of ar-

terial disease, Adler of New York in the American
Journal of the Medical Sciences for August, 1908,

and Heubner in the new Ergebnisse der inneren

Medizin und Kinderheilktinde. In carrying on such

experimental work it was early found that the meth-
ods developed in the study of infections were not

quite applicable to the study of arterial disease. In

infections investigators have to deal with bacteria or

their toxins recovered from diseased human beings

and allowed to act in the bodies of animals. Ar-
terial disease, on the other hand, is probably the

result of some more or less constant and slowly act-

ing causes, yet in the animal experiments gross

mechanical injuries or comparatively quickly acting

drugs had to be used to produce somewhat similar

conditions. For instance, adrenalin injections were
often used by the investigators, and when marked
aortic degenerations of the aorta were found in

rabbits the hasty conclusion was formed that a con-

dition similar to the arteriosclerosis of human be-

ings had been produced by the pressure-raising ef-

fects of adrenalin. Soon enough, however, it was
discovered that the lesions were usually limited to

the aorta, that only rabbits were found to be very

susceptible to such injections, and that many rabbits

not experimented upon showed similar lesions.

These findings, of course, introduced a great ele-

ment of uncertainty into the results obtained, but,

as Adler points out, they opened a new and profit-

able field of research, namely, the study of spon-

taneous arterial disease in animals. The net result

of the experiments, nevertheless, strengthen the old

clinical view that the condition of the arteries de-

pends upon the use they have been put to in the life

process of the organism; everything that increases

the wear and tear of these important structures

leads to their early degeneration and the consequent

early senility of the whole body. Among the influ-
_

ences which, in experimental work, take the place

of the wear and tear of the struggle for existence

Heubner enumerates the effect of adrenalin, injec-

tions of ferment into the blood, feeding with putre-

fying substances, poisoning with the toxins of diph-

theria and other infectious diseases, mechanical in-

jury to the endothelial lining of the vessels, artificial

nephritis, infection with attenuated organisms, and

poisoning with nicotine. The two factors that pro-

duce the deleterious effects upon the vessels consist

in overstretching of their coats and interference

with their nutrition. While the same factors are

probably active in the production of human arterial

disease their influence is spread over a long period

of time and their ultimate sources are much more
subtle and mysterious than in the experimental

work. For it must not be forgotten that disease or

disordered function of any tissue or organ of the

body is probably reflected in the composition of the

blood, which in turn influences the arteries that act

both as passive containers of that fluid and as ac-

tive users and perhaps modifiers of its elements.

It is thus seen that diseases of arteries offer

problems quite other than those presented by the

infections, and methods of experimentation used in

the latter are little applicable to the study of the

former. Still more important is the consciousness

of the limitations that are inherent in the experi-

mental study of these aft'ections in the present state

of knowledge. Such appreciation of the conditions

surrounding research work in this field has not al-

ways been shown in the past; not the least impor-

tant result of the general survey of the work by
Adler and Heubner is, therefore, the accent it places

upon the necessity of circumspection in drawing

conclusions in regard to diseases of arteries in hu-

man beings from the results of experimentation

upon animals.

MORPHINISM AND THE OPIUM HABIT.

The opium question is well to the front at the pres-

ent time. The international conference called to-

gether at the instigation of the Government of the

United States to discuss action for the abolition of

the growth and consumption of opium will meet

in Shanghai during the coming January. The
opium question in China and in some other parts

of the Far East resembles in many respects the

drink question in Europe. It is the opium habit

that prevail among the Chinese, and it is the

drink habit that exists among Europeans. Public

opinion and a keen sense of the moral aspect of the

affair, together with considerations of health, have

brought on a crusade against drink, and the same

views characterize the conduct of the coming cam-
paign against the abuse of opium in China. The
fight against the drink traffic has been fairly suc-

cessful, and it is to be hoped that the evils consequent

upon the consumption of opium may be checked in

China. It may be anticipated, however, that it will

be a very long time ere the use of alcohol is abol-

ished in Europe or that of opium in the Far East.

Recently, Sir Dyce Duckworth delivered, in the

London School of Clinical Medicine, a clinical lec-

ture on the opium habit and morphinism. Refer-

ring to the opium habit among Oriental races he

said: "Opium is largely used by natives throughout

India and China, and it is certain that in many in-

stances the results are hardly to be regarded as

inimical to the bodily tissues. Habitual eaters may
take 10 or 20 grains of opium in the course of a day.

Some native wrestlers are said to take it while in

training. There is found to be variations as to

the amount tolerated by different individuals and

as to that which produces poisonous effects. That

eminent and level-headed physician, the late Sir

William Roberts, studied carefully the question of

opium eating when in India and concluded that the

mischievous effects of it were not so grave as com-
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monly believed and that the practice of it under

some conditions of native life was probably even

beneficial rather than hurtful."

As a matter of fact the Far Eastern peoples have

become immune to a considerable extent against the

toxic properties of opium in the same way as some

European peoples have become immune in some
degree against the toxic action of alcohol. Rudyard
Kipling, one of the shrewdest observers as well as

one of the most powerful of novelists, recognized

this fact when living in India. However, the addic-

tion to opium by Europeans is distinctly harmful

and very demoralizing. Those who now indulge in

the habit, and unfortunately there are a large num-
ber of persons who do so indulge, use morphine,

generally by means of the hypodermic syringe to

satisfy the craving. Sir Dyce Duckworth says that

both the alcohol and the drug habits are often-

times acquired by persons with fine brain and

highly sensitive nervous system. He is of the

opinion that no violent or sudden measures will

ever rapidly abolish the evils of opium intoxica-

tion or of alcoholism. Probably the drug habit is

more prevalent in this country, just as alcoholism

is more prevalent in Great Britain. Both habits

are demoralizing and injurious to health, and efiforts

to check them are deserving of every encourage-

ment.

THE FEEDING OF THE SOLDIER.
The feeding of the soldier differs in many re-

spects from that of the civilian. Meals are more
regular, the material, perhaps, is better chosen, and

it is fairly well adapted to suit the requirements

of men in sound health. That the feeding of the

soldier is in general good and the life healthy is

demonstrated by the vast improvement that is

nearly alwa3S effected in a comparatively short

time in the physical condition of young soldiers.

This is especially noticeable in Great Britain where
the majority of the recruits for the army are drawn
from a low class of society, many of whom when
enlisted are undersized and emaciated, not a few
showmg signs of degeneracy. Among such as

these the beneficial influence of a nourishing diet

is most striking. In the course of a year the thin,

weedy, pale town youth will often have devel-

oped into a sturdy, muscular, and well nourished
man.

But although the soldier's diet in the American
and British armies is generous and satisfactory,

some among the authorities are constantly seeking

to change it. Here, it is said, the army cook book
is to be revised in the direction of simplicity; in

the British army a greater diversity is thought to be

desirable. Major Robert J. Blackham read a pa-

per on the subject before the meeting of the British

Medical Association held recently in Sheffield. Re-
ferring to the results of Chittenden he said that

these had received considerable hostile criticism, but

it seemed to him that none of the critics had as yet

adduced evidence in the form of carefully conducted
experiments to disprove the results of his painstak-

ing research. He was of the opinion that here was
a line of study in which military physicians might
do some epoch-making work. It might be difficult,

but he could not think it would be impossible, to

induce groups of soldiers in different parts of the

empire to adopt a modified dietary under the super-

vision of officers of the corps, and the results of

such investigations might go far to settle some very

important questions.

Some feeding experiments have been undertaken

in the American army, but not upon a sufficiently

wide scale to make the results definitely convinc-

ing and really valuable. Investigations of this na-

ture must be conducted among a large number of

men and under varying conditions to render them
of much scientific or practical worth. It cannot be

denied, however, that the British arm}' and in a

lesser degree the American army lend themselves

favorably to this kind of research. Both are situ-

ated in widely diverse climates and the men in most

respects are eminently fitted to be the objects of

such investigations.

Alluding to the feeding of the British soldiers in

barracks Major Blackham noted that reforms had
been introduced, excellent in so far as the diet was
varied but to be deprecated in that it was too lib-

eral, while if they accepted the results of Chitten-

den it was excessive. In European armies gener-

ally, including the British army, there was a too

great sameness of diet. Meat and biscuit or bread

constituted the staple of nitrogenous diet of troops

in the field in all the armies of Europe. With the

single exception of occasional issues in South Africa

little or no attempt had been made to supply such

cheap and excellent forms of food as cheese or

oatmeal. Joly had suggested that sugar might re-

place a portion of the meat ration in field maneu-

vers or actual service, and had further advised that

the emergency ration should consist entirely of car-

bohydrate material, as it was generally accepted that

that type of food was chiefly concerned in producing

muscular energ}'.

It is entertaining as well as instructive to read the

opinions of scientific men as to the value of certain

diets. Scarcely has Sir James Crichton-Browne de-

molished—to his own satisfaction, at least—in elo-

quent phrases the fads of such men as Fletcher who
urges extreme mastication, and others who have ad-

vised that much less food in general should be eaten

than is ordinarily the case, and little or no meat,

than among others ilajor Blackham propounds an

almost opposite view. Sir James Crichton-Browne

contenrled that all who are able should eat gener-

ously and take plenty of meat, while the followers

of Chittenden hold that very much less, indeed

scarcely any, meat should be eaten and that diet in

every respect should be more sparing.

The food question is largely one of mode of life

and the individual. If a man works at a desk in-

- doors for the greater part of the day he certainly

does not need a large amount of food or much meat.

But if he is doing manual labor in the open air, he

can eat and digest easily a considerable quantity

of meat, and experience does not go to show that

such a diet harms him. Therefore it would appear

reasonable to argue that a soldier on active duty

benefits by a goodly proportion of meat in his ra-

tions. With Major Blackham's conclusions that a

varied diet is the best for a soldier, as indeed it is

for anyone, there can, of course, be no grounds for

dispute.
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LEAD POISONING.

The frequency of lead poisoning in lead workers,

plumbers, painters, and glaziers is well known, and

in the presence of suggestive symptoms in persons

of these trades the correct diagnosis is usually

made. But in addition to lead-poisoning as an "oc-

cupation disease" mild forms of plumbism occur

in other individuals exposed in a greater degree

than usual to the effect of lead, or perhaps suffering

from an increased susceptibility to the toxic influ-

ence of that metal brought on by some unusual cir-

cumstances. These are the cases that baffle physi-

cians by the obscure pathological picture they often

present, until the history of the patient is carefully

inquired into and the role of lead in the production

of the symptoms is discovered. In a recent num-

ber of International Clinics (Vol. II, Eighteenth

Series) James J. Walsh considers this aspect of

lead poisoning in relation to several curious cases

of the affection. One of his patients was a bar-

tender who lost all power in his hands and was
treated for a long time and ineffectually by the ad-

ministration of salicylates, the diagnosis of some

obscure form of rheumatism having been made.

One point in his history was suggestive, and that

was the fact that he was accustomed to drink a

good deal of what he termed "soft stuff," being a

total abstainer, yet compelled to drink something

when "treated" by his customers. The bottles con-

taining these beverages were closed with old-fash-

ioned lead stoppers and the carbonic acid gas dis-

solved in the beverages made them much better

solvents of lead than uncharged fluids. Elimina-

tive treatment led to quick recovery of the patient

and proved the correctness of the diagnosis.

Another patient, whose history is related by

Walsh, was a wealthy man who developed

symptoms of plumbism soon after removing to a

newly-constructed country house. The only etio-

logical factor in his case consisted in the presence

of lead connections in the plumbing of the house;

as the others in the household were quite free from
symptoms the presence of an increased susceptibil-

ity to lead had to be assumed. The replacing of

the lead pipes by those of cast iron soon led to the

amelioration of the symptoms and finally to com-

plete recovery of the patient. Still another patient

was a young woman, a literary worker, who devel-

oped symptoms of lead poisoning after painting one

room of her apartment. In her case, also, an ab-

normal susceptibility to the metal was probably

present, as the amount of lead that entered her sys-

tem must have been extremely small. Other sim-

ilar cases of plumbism in persons occasionally or

accidentally brought under the influence of lead are

recounted by Walsh as well as by many other au-

thors. Thus M. Allen Starr tells of a servant who
developed lead paralysis from drinking water early

in the morning without properly washing out the

pipes by allowing the first portion of the water to

escape, and instances of lead poisoning brought

about in the course of the administration of rem-

edies containing lead, such as plasters and oint-

ments, have been reported.

Careful consideration of possible etiological fac-

tors ought to give the practitioner a clue to the

explanation of obscure pathological pictures re-

sembling lead poisoning. But in addition, clinical

pathology has lately discovered a valuable sign of

this aft'ection, namely, the basophilic degeneration

which may be observed in many red blood cells of

the patient's blood. The presence of such stippling

of the erythrocytes ought always to be regarded as

evidence corroborative of the diagnosis of plumb-

ism, or at least suggesting the possibility of such a

diagnosis in the presence of other suspicious symp-

toms.

Transmission and Autoimplantation of Cancer.

Among students of malignant disease who have

carefully followed the course of experimental re-

search in the subject, with its attempts to discover

parasitic excitants of this disease, to transmit it to

lower animals, to cause its disappearance by the in-

troduction of sera and ferments into the circula-

tion, the conviction has steadily been growing that

cancer appears in persons possessing some unknown
predisposition to the disease, or at least that the

existence of cancer brings about such predisposition

to the spread of the disease. Two phenomena treat-

ed at length by Roger Williams in his volume on

the "Natural History of Cancer," lend support to

such a view ; one is the every day evidence of the

unconquerable spread of the disease in individuals

once aff'ected, the other is the less well known
peculiarities of cancer in regard to transmission to

other human beings and to autoinoculation in the

patient. It is a striking fact that not a single au-

thenticated instance of the transmission of the dis-

ease to another human being exists. Yet the oppor-

tunities for such an accident are certainly present

about every cancer patient. Pregnancy is a common
event in women suffering from uterine cancer, yet

there is not a single instance on record of cancer of

the penis that could be traced to transmission by in-

tercourse; the children of cancerous women never

acquire the disease, even when such organs as the

placenta and the uterus are the seats of the affec-

tion ; there has never occurred an instance of infec-

tion with cancer among the innumerable nurses,

students, and doctors who come in close daily con-

tact with cancer patients; finally several experi-

ments have been performed by surgeons who have

attempted to inoculate themselves with cancer re-

moved from patients, and none of them has been

successful. On the other hand, autoinoculation

with cancer seems to be much more common than

is usually thought. The skin of the arm kept in

close contact with a breast cancer has been infected ;

the thorax below a pendulous breast affected by

cancer has been likewise attacked ; the vaginal walls

often show foci of disease due to direct contact with

uterine cancer, and successful transplantation of

cancerous nodules has been performed by surgeons

in patients suffering from inoperable cancer.
^
It

seems plain that human beings are naturally resist-

ant to any infection with cancer by direct transmis-

sion; cancer patients, on the other hand, seem to

have lost the power of opposing the invasion of the

disease whether by the natural processes of local

growth and of metastases or by artificial trans-

plantation of parts of their tumors to other regions

of the body. The conclusion seems to be inevitable ;

the appearance of cancer coincides with, or is fol-

lowed by some specific changes in the organism, and

the nature and cause of such changes may be de-

termined when we have discovered the etiological

factors of malignant disease.
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Xanthoma.

The structure and pathogenesis of xanthoma, that

curious eruption oftenest locaHzed to the eyehds,

but not infrequentl)- seen over the whole body, has

been the subject of much discussion. The patho-

logical pictures shown by the lesions are quite con-

stant ; the nodules are made up for the most part

of the so-called "xanthoma cells," consisting of a

finely meshed protoplasmic network, and one or

more dark-staining nuclei. The meshes, however,

are not to be seen in fresh preparations not ex-

posed to the action of alcohol, but sectioned after

hardening with formalin : in their stead there ap-

pear glistening droplets of some material which has

usually been interpreted as fat deposited in the cell

or formed by the degeneration of the cell. This

view of the contents of xanthoma cells offers no

explanation for the appearance of the eruption in

such diseases as diabetes and the affections of the

liver, accompanied by icterus. Pincus and Pick

have, therefore, reviewed the work of previous in-

vestigators of this subject, and in the Deutsche
vicdizinischc Wochenschrift for August 13, 1908,

they rejiort findings which are quite at variance with

the usual teachings, but which give a more rational

explanation of the pathogenesis of the eruption.

According to them the substance contained in the

meshes of the cells is not fat, but a doubly refract-

ing material, which simulates the staining proper-

ties of fat when sudan is used for this purpose, but

gives doubtful results with the osmic acid stains.

Further microscopical and chemical study of the

substance justifies the conclusion that it is some
derivative of cholesterin. This finding is in full

agreement with the data obtained by Flint, Pages,

and B. Fischer, who have shown that great increase

in the cholesterin content of the blood takes place

in icterus and in diabetes. The chemical and his-

tological character of xanthoma is due, then, not to

fatty degeneration or infiltration of the xanthoma
cells, but to the deposition within them of

cholesterin or its derivatives circulating in the blood
stream. This explanation of the pathogenesis of

xanthoma leaves unexplained the predisposition of

the eyelids to the eruption, and the fact that not

every case of severe diabetes with an excess of
cholesterin in the blood is accompanied by an erup-

tion of xanthoma. The rare occurrence of xantho-
ma upon the surfaces of the meninges or in the

internal organs is another curious phenomenon that

awaits explanation. These problems, however, are

of general character, and are concerned with the

broad questions of cell physiolog}' and pathology

;

the special nature of xanthoma, on the other hand,
is made much clearer by the observations we have
just noted.

]\Ialaria in Young Children.

Malarial infection in young children, especially

in infants, is difficult of diagnosis. Yet it is com-
paratively frequent in malarial districts, according
to the statement of M. Gioseffi, in the Rivista di Clin-

ica Pediatrica, No. 5, 1908. The intermittence or re-

mittence of temperature is quite irregular, and is so

far from bein^ characteristic that it may very easily

be mistaken for one of the frequent gastrointes-

tinal temperature rises, or for fever due to other
causes incident to infancy. The splenic tumor is not
characteristic of malaria, it being found in heredi-

tary syphilis, in various chronic and acute infec-

tions, rachitis, anemia, etc. Malarial infection oc-

curs more frequently in children than in adults, ow-
ing to the lack of resistance to infections that exist

in childhood. In the malarial regions of Italy the

population is so poor that the children are fed

mainly on vegetables lacking in nourishment, and
are nursed very irregularly. In many of the cases if

the child is removed from the malarial surroundings

and properly nourished a cure will be obtained with-

out specific malarial treatment. A careful examina-
tion of suspected children and blood tests are of

great importance in malarial regions whenever there

is a suspicion of the possibility of infection aroused

by irregular fever and other symptoms.

Lumbar Puncture in the Tre.\tment of

Epilepsy.

Theoretically lumbar puncture would be indi-

cated in epilepsy if the increased intracranial pres-

sure, existing before a convulsion sets in, were the

cause of the latter. In literature we find an oc-

casional report of an epileptic patient treated in this

way. Tissot in the Progres Medical, No. 19, 1908,

reports ten cases so treated and observed for a

long time. His results were all negative. Though
large amounts (from forty to seventy cubic cen-

timeters at a time) were frequently withdrawn,
the number of epileptic seizures remained the same,

as did also the severity of each seizure. Repeatedly

convulsions set in soon after the lumbar puncture

so that the latter may not even be said to put off

an attack. Tissot has proved that the increased in-

tracranial pressure is not the cause of the convul-

sions, and that lumbar puncture is contraindicated

in the treatment of epilepsy.

Nruta of the ®ppk.

Health of the Canal Zone—The report of Col-

onel Gorgas, chief sanitary officer of the Isthmian

Canal Commission, of the month of July, 1908, has

recently been issued. As compared with the month
of June, the death rate for July, in the Canal Zone,

showed a slight increase, but as compared with

July, 1907, there was a large improvement. Among
the whites the death rate for July, 1907, was 15.72;

for July, 1908, 12.69. Among the blacks the rate

was 42.38 for July, 1907, and 15.43 for July, 1908,

a decrease of more than half. With 38,298 em-
ployees in July, 1907, there were 112 deaths; among
44.938 in July, 1908, 55 deaths. The difference in

the sick rates for the two years was not so marked,
being 28.66 per thousand in July, 1907, and 27.01 in

July, 1908 ; but the gravity of the cases had evi-

dently been greatly decreased. With almost the

same sick rate the number of deaths was less than

half. During the month no cases of plague, yellow

fever, or smallpox appeared in the Zone. The
health conditions are, therefore, very satisfactory.

Cholera in the Philippines.—The cholera situ-

ation in the Philippines generally has very much
improved, but the Navy Department has taken pre-

cautions as regards the much talked about visit of

the fleet in ordering .'\dmiral Sperry not to permit

shore liberty to any of the men, at least not until

the fleet returns to Manila in November after its

visit to Japan. At the request of the Government
the Governor General of the Philippines has made
a report to the War Department giving the number
of deaths from cholera of white people in the

islands since American occupation. The total

number, including those among soldiers is as fol-

lows: 1902, 162 cases, 85 deaths; 1903, 10 cases,

8 deaths: 1904, 4 cases, 3 deaths; 1905, 12 cases,

7 deaths; 1906, 12 cases, 9 deaths; 1907, 11 cases.
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2 deaths; 1908, 14 cases, 5 deaths. The report

states that probably no other large port in the

East is as free from cholera as is Manila. Fewer
cases have also been reported from St. Petersburg,

though it is feared that the premature discharge of

patients from the hospitals may cause another

spread of the infection. In China it is estimated

that 30,000 natives have died of cholera in the

Yang-tse Valley alone.

No Yellow Fever in Cuba or Panama.—The
quarantine against Cuba which has been in effect

in all ports of the United States south of Norfolk,

has been removed except in regard to the Province

of Santiago, the last case reported having been at

Havana on September 12. It is thought that yellow

fever has been practically eradicated from the isl-

and. American methods have also stamped out

yellow fever and fever conditions in Panama, and
when regulations can be enforced against surround-

ing countries by Panama, it is expected that there

will be no return of it. A sanitary convention has

already been signed between Panama and Ecuador,

and this will have a good effect on the health of the

Canal Zone.

Plague Outbreak.—The plague has made its

reappearance in Ecuador with six cases and three

deaths. A number of cases of illness and deaths

from what is supposed to be bubonic plague have

also been reported from Morocco.

Public Health Bureau.—The recommendation
of the committee of the American Medical Associa-

tion and of the Health Committee in favor of the

consolidation of all the public health bureaus under

one national bureau, was submitted to President

Roosevelt on September 27 by Prof. Irving Fisher

of Yale University. The President has promised to

make the recommendation to Congress in his annual

message. The matter was also discussed by Profes-

sor Fisher before the International Congress on

Tuberculosis.

War on. Opium Smoking.—While Japan has

not yet notified China that she will withdraw her

opposition to the restriction of the importation of

opium into that country, she has signified to the

other powers that she will do so. Investigation

in China has revealed an illegitimate traffic in mor-
phine pills, the use of which has been officially rec-

ognized as a cure for the habit of smoking opium.

Defective Children.—Speaking before the East-

ern Public Education Association in session in

W'ashington last week, Dr. Darlington, Commis-
sioner of Health of New York, is reported to have

said that over 70 per cent of all children examined
in the New York schools show evdence of physical

abnormalities, most of them remediable under

proper treatment.

Death of a Centenarian.—The Rev. Alexander
^lans of London, Ontario, died recently at the age

of 118 years. He was born a slave, but when fifty

years old escaped to Canada, and became a min-

ister of the colored Baptist Church there. He was
known as Canada's oldest man.

Ambulance Wrecked.—In a crash between an

ambulance of the City Hospital of Newark, N. J.,

and a trolley car, Dr. George Knauer, the surgeon,

and Charles Rust, the ambulance driver, were thrown

out and badly bruised and cut. There was no

patient in the ambulance at the time.

New Tuberculosis Sanatorium.—Undercliff, a

sanatorium for the treatment of tuberculosis at

Meriden, Conn., was opened formally by Governor

Woodruff on September 22. The sanatorium has

been built by the Anti-Tuberculosis Association

which was formed last year.

Charitable Bequests.—The Newark Hospital

lor Women and Children receives a gift of $40,000

in the will of the late James R. Sayre, Jr., of that

city.

A number of charities benefit under the will

of the late Mrs. Emma A. Tillotson of New York,

which was recently filed. Five thousand dollars is

given to each of the following institutions: The
Home for Incurables, St. Mary's Free Hospital for

Children, the New York Society for the Relief of

the Ruptured and Crippled, the New York Skin and
Cancer Hospital, and the Woman's Hospital. St.

Luke's Hospital receives, also, $10,000 for the en-

dowment of two beds to be known as the Luther G.

Tillotson and the Emma A. Tillotson beds.

The Flushing Hospital has just received a legacy

amounting to $1,000 from the estate of a colored

woman. Mrs. Mary A. Shaw, which has been in liti-

gation for three years.
,

The will of the late Joseph Shineberger of Dillon,

Mont., provides that the sum of $25,000 shall be

placed in trust until it shall amount to $90,000. Of
this $40,000 is then to be used for the erection of a

hospital in that city, the remaining $50,000 to be set

aside as a permanent endowment fund.

The Presbyterian Hospital of New York receives

$10,000 from the estate of the late Henry Suydam
Wilson, whose will was recently admitted to

probate.

By the will of the late George A. Cotton of Phila-

delphia the sum of $5,000 is bequeathed to the

Samaritan Hospital for the establishment of the

Emma C. B. Cotton bed.

The Home for Destitute Crippled Children and a

Newspaper Fresh Air I'luid of Chicago each re-

ceived an amuiity of $500, and ultimately each in-

stitution will receive ,$60,000 from the estate of

David E. Fiske, who died on July 15 of this year.

The Methodist Episcopal Hospital of Brooklyn

receives a gift of $5,000, and the Greenwich (Conn.)

General Hospital .$10,000 under the will of the late

Mrs. J. W. Murray of Brooklyn.

Death from Burns.—Following what is said to

be an old Slavonian custom, the parents of a small

child, in Clifton, N. J., who was recently severely

scalded by hot coft'ee, treated the burns by the ap-

plication of black ink. Death resulted from blood

poisoning.

The National "Volunteer Emergency Service

held its seventh annual meeting on October 2 in

New York. The Director, Major-Gen. James E.

Pilcher, who presided, gave a summary of the pub-

lic services performed by the association since its

organization in 1900. Four well-equipped ambu-
lances are supported by the service which are sub-

ject to the call of the poor day or night, and are

under the direction of the physicians who are teach-

ers in the school for first aid to the injured. Sub-

scriptions to the amount of $15,000 for a hospital

to be built in the city have already been received, and

further funds have been promised.

Spring Water Analyzed.—The Department of

Agriculture extended its work under the Pure Food
Act by seizing recently 300 cases and 100 demijohns

of a popular spring water for analysis. The De-

partment charges that the water in question contains

an excessive number of organisms, among them

Bacillus coli. and therefore falls under the prohibi-

tion against adulterations. It is probable that fol-

lowing this initial analysis other spring waters will

be examined.
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The Prussian Academy of Sciences has just re-

ceived a bequest of 30,000,000 marks, or about

$7,300,000, from a Berlin banker who died recently.

Emergency Hospital.—A branch of the Boston
City Hospital is shortly to be opened in East Boston,

in the form of a relief station or emergency hos-

pital. The building is designed to aflford treatment

more especialh' for accident cases, such as was rec-

ommended for New York in a recent report of the

State Charities' Aid Association. The building is

three stories high and includes treatment and oper-

ating rooms and small wards. Ambulance service is

also provided for.

Dr. Luther H. Gulick, for some time Director
of Physical Training in the New York public

schools, has resigned from that office, the Board of

Education accepting the resignation to take effect

October i. Dr. Gulick is also President of the

Playground Association of America.

Dr. E. J. Senn has resigned as assistant pro-

fessor of Surgery in Rush Medical College.

Public Lecture at the Academy of Medicine.

—

Dr. Charles A. I^. Reed of Cincinnati will ileliver a

public lecture at the New York Academy of Medi-
cine on the evening of Thursday, October 29, upon
"The Character, Status, and Economic Value of a

National Department of Public Health."

The Chicago University Hospital was opened
for inspection on October i, from 8 to 10 p. m. It

is located at Ogden avenue and Lincoln and Con-
gress streets.

The Windham County (Vt.) Medical Society
held its annual meeting at Xorthfield. Mass.. on

September 23. The following oi^cers were elected

:

President, Dr. P. P. White of \\'illiamsville ; Vice-

President, Dr. Thomas Rice of Brattleboro; Secre-

tary, Dr. H. L. Waterman of Brattleboro ; Treas-

urer, Dr. F. H. O'Connor of Brattleboro; Censors,

Dr. A. I. Miller and Dr. C. S. Pratt of Brattleboro

:

Delegates to the State Medical Society, Dr. F. L.

Osgood of Townshend, Dr. A. L. Miner of Bellows
Falls, and Dr. H. L. Waterman of Brattleboro.

The Kentucky Medical Association held its

fifty-third annual meeting at Winchester, Ivy., on
September 23 to 25. The election of officers resulted

as follows: President, Dr. I. A. Shirley of Win-
chester : Vice-Presidents, Dr. M. F. Coomb, Dr. B.

F. Parris, and Dr. J. C. Carrick: Treasurer, Dr. W.
B. ]\IcClure of Lexington ; Secretary, A. T. Mc—
Cormack of Bowling Green. Orator in Medicine,
Dr. C. G. Stevenson of Clark County; Orator in

Surgery, Dr. J. S. Pythian of Newport.

The Medical Association of Morgen County,
Colorado, was organized recentlv. and Dr. I. .\.

Farnsworth was elected President, and Dr. A. F.

Williams, Secretary.

The Medical Association of Northern Berkshire
(Mass.) held its annual meeting on September 22.

and elected the following officers : President, Dr.
Harry B. Holmes of Adams ; Censors. Drs. William
Galvin and F. H. Howard of Williamstown, and
Homer Bushnell, O. T. Brown and J. H. Matte of
this city.

The Vermont State Medical Society has post-
poned its ninety-fifth annual meeting, which was
scheduled for October 15 and 16, to October 22 and
23. The meeting will be held in Rutland, and the

postponement was made necessary by the inability

of the committee on arrangements to secure accom-
modation for the date first selected because of the

meeting of the Vermont State Teachers' Associa-
tion which is to be held at that time.

Obituary Notes.—Dr. Oscar E. Treutler of
St. Louis, Mo., died at his home on September 24,
after a lingering illness, the result of a street car ac-

cident some years ago, aged 51 years. Dr. Treutler
was graduated from the St. Louis College of Phar-
macy and from the St. Louis College of Physicians
and Surgeons, and was for many years professor of
chemistry, to.xicology, and materia medica at the

Marion Sims College of Medicine.
Dr. Walter T. Clark of Worcester, Mass., died

in Portland, Me., while on his vacation, on Septem-
ber 24, from heart disease, aged 46 years. Dr. Clark
was graduated from Harvard University in 1886,
and from the Harvard Medical School in 1889. He
served as city physician from 1894 to 1905, and as

medical officer of the Worcester Board of Health
from 1905 until his death.

Dr. Alida C. Avery, a pioneer woman physician
of San Jose, Cal., died on September 23, after a long
illness, aged 75 years. Dr. Avery was graduated
from the New England Female Medical College at

Boston, in 1862, and from the Boston University
School of Medicine in 1863. Failing health caused
her retirement from active practice some years ago.

Dr. Alonzo Good of Muncie, Ind., died on Sep-
tember 24, after a brief illness, aged 65 years. Dr.
Good was a veteran of the Civil War, and at the

time of his death was vice-president of the Delaware
County (Ind.) Medical Society.

Dr. James A. McCreadv of Monroe, Ohio, died

in Christ Hospital, Cincinnati, on September 20, in

the seventy-fourth year of his age. Dr. McCready
served three years as assistant surgeon in the United
States Army, and had been a practising physician in

Monroe for over forty-three years.

Dr. Miranda P. Wiswell died at Philadelphia

on September 28, after a protracted illness, at the

age of 52 years. She was a graduate of Holyoke
College and of the medical school of the University

of !\Iichigan. She had formerly resided at Milford,

Del., and Bethlehem, Pa.

Dr. George W^ Holstein died at Bridgeport, Pa.,

on October 2, at the age of 87 years. He was grad-

uated from the medical department of the Univers-

ity of Pennsylvania in the class of 1843. He had
not engaged in active practice for a number of

G::rr?s|jc:t.?.'?itr?,

INF.A.XT FEEDING.

To THE Editor of the Medical Record :

Sir:—In your issue of September 26 I find much of
interest in relation to infant feeding. But in every in-

stance the laboratory furnishes the information by which
the physician is to be guided. Now there are several thou-
sand doctors in this country who do not have access to

laboratories, and with the greatest respect for the in-

vestigators I must say that these other doctors are doing
equally as good work with the little ones as are the labora-

tory men. Many years ago I wrote a short paper for the

Medic.\l Record on infant feeding, giving a plan—not based
on scientific experiment, but rather on practical common
sense, worked out at the bedside and in the active every-

day practice of country work. In using cow's milk the

first essential is the care and feeding of the cow : neglect

this and no laboratory work will rectify the mistake. The
cow should be fed good, clean hay and grain—no corn
feed nor pasture, with access to noxious and poisonous
weeds and plants

;
good, pure drinking water, no mud hole

mixtures nor questionable poison-laden liquids. Then the

plan given by me nearly twenty-five years ago, as follows

:

Make a hole in the bottom of a pan which is to be corked.

.Allow the milk to stand in this pan until the cream has
risen to the surface, then remove the cork and let one-

half of contents run away, reinsert the cork, stir the con-

tents until well intermixed, and add water according to

age of child. I always use common salt quite freely, and
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in some cases lime water and milk sugar. The reasons
for doing all these things will be obvious. I have seen
physicians who dip off the upper part of the milk, thus
in a way doing the same thing advised in my plan. I want
to repeat and emphasize the assertion that unless the cow
is rightly cared for, a lot of trouble is apt to result from
the use of cow's milk. E. W. £5ogardus, M.D.

Re.\dinc Center, N. Y.

OUR LONDON LETTER.
(From Our Special Correspondent.)

SLEEPING SICKNESS—PHARMACISTS AND COUNTER PRESCRIBING
—CONFERENCE OF S.\NIT-^RY INSPECTORS—SPINAL ANALGESIA
—CHOLERA PRECAUTIONS—INSPECTION OF FOOD, NEW LEGIS-
LATION—OBITUARY.

London, September 18, 190S.

The commission for the investigation of sleeping sickness
which I mentioned last week is being sent by the
Imperial Government under the direction of the Royal
Society. Colonel Sir David Bruce is in charge, and
this is his second expedition to East Africa in connec-
tion with the disease. He will have with him one, if

not more, who was with him on his previous mission
to Uganda. The members of the commission have
been studying for several months various points in

reference to the disease. Colonel Sir D. Bruce is of
the opinion that nothing very definite has been arrived
at as to treatment, though certain broad facts are so
far established that they will form a useful basis for
the local work. We may take it as certain that the
disease is due to a parasite in the blood and that the
chief carrier is the Glossiiiar palpalis. Investigation
seems to show that it is only infective for about
forty-eight hours. The habitat of the fly is restrict-

ed to a narrow strip around the shores of Lake
Victoria and along large rivers. The Uganda (rovern-
ment has prepared a laboratory and station for the mis-
sion two miles from the lake shore in a wild, depopu-
lated part of Cha,gwe province. This will be the head-
quarters of the commission, and as the tsetse confines
itself to a few yards' depth from the shore, the work
can be carried on without its unwelcome attentions.
Lady Bruce, who has previously braved the dangers
of such missions, will accompany her husband once
more. Captain Bateman, R..'\.M.C., and Captain Ham-
erton, R.A.M.C., are also members of the commission,
which will start this day week.
The Pharmaceutical Conference opened on Tuesday

at Aberdeen, when the president, Mr. Wright of Bux-
ton, delivered an address, part of which is calculated
to give pause to medical men. He complained of the
present condition of the business of the chemist and
attributed it to the competition of cooperative societies

and dispensing doctors. He defended counter pre-
scribing by chemists as quite in harmony with the
general fitness of things, and held it was as much an
oflfense for doctors to dispense as for chemists to pre-
scribe. This monstrous doctrine should open the
eyes of doctors to their folly in sanctioning the es1:ab-

lishment of the Pharmaceutical Society without the
guarantees they could at the time have enforced. Mr.
Wright has done them a good turn in stating openly
the view which so many of his fellows entertain-. They
seem to forget that their own business is merely that

of retailers of drugs, sundries, perfumery, soaps and a
host of other things. At first, when drugs were an-
nexed, medical men were the only persons dealing in

them, except' wholesale. By gradual advances the drug-
gists came to annex a considerable amount of business
in medical appliances and drugs and went on to dis-

pense. The apothecaries and other doctors were their

only competitors and made no fuss about their rivals.

The Society of Apothecaries, in fact, neglected to de-
fend their licentiates and went more and more into the
wholesale drug trade. .A.t length the chemists agitated
for a society of tfteir own to control their business.

When doctors mentioned that it would lead to further

advances towards practise, the advocates of the move-
ment were greatly shocked and answered: "Oh, no!
that can never be; the new society would prosecute
such an act and expel the delinquent." The Pharma-
ceutical Society was established and now what do we
see? This claim made without a blush and the audi-

ence approving. It should be added that the president
expressed the opinion that the society would be justi-

fied in striking off the roll a member "who had been
proved to be in the habit of prescribing indiscrim-

inately." That is a saving clause of a sort to his as-

sertion of his right to prescribe over his counter, and
you may be sure the society will do no such thing.

Mr. Wright then dealt with the subject of "patent medi-
cines" and said the increase of their sale had been enor-
mous and was now not far short of a turnover of three
millions sterling per annum. To this I would add that
this is the measure of a branch of quackery which is

mostly due to the cultivation of the pharmacists, which
is exceedingly injurious to medical practice, and, what
is far more important, a fraud upon the public. In
one sense the chemists are the greatest quacks, as
they are the eager purveyors of any and every quack
remedy.
The president afterward advised young men study-

ing pharmacy to take up research work.
.A. number of papers embodying the results of re-

searches in pharmacy were submitted to the confer-
ence and discussed.
Last week the conference of Sanitary Inspectors was

held at Liverpool. The Lord Mayor, Dr. Caton, re-
ceived the members and in his speech assured them
that the citizens fully appreciated their labors.

Sir J. Crichton-Browne was president and in his
address paid a tribute to the work of the Liverpool
Tropical School, predicting that its researches and
those of the sister school in London, if adequately
supported, would lead to the control or abolition of
some tropical scourges. . If it seemed chimerical to talk
of abolishing diseases, they must aim at that abolition

—

first of one disease, then another, until they had a
clean bill of health. Only the other day they had had
a practical abolition of Malta fever. It was traced
to the milk of infected goats and such milk was put
under embargo and the fever disappeared. "Could we
but similarly abolish two or three diseases which on
the large scale arc prostrating and disabling in this
country, the Chancellor of the Exchequer need have
no further anxiety on the subject of old-age pen-
sions."

The president then dwelt upon the hope of ex-
tinguishing tuberculosis and pointed out the necessity
of preventing contamination of all food and some rea-
sons for expecting final victory. He hoped the refer-
ence to the Royal Commission would be extended. Pro-
ceeding to deal with intemperance, he spoke of the
importance of housing in this respect, and after some
consideration of a general sort illustrated the mat-
ter by a particular some might call insignificant—the
plastering of walls. Often this plaster would be found
soft and porous. Then it was but a sponge to absorb
and give ofl noxious effluvia.

Turning to disease carriers, he said that to catch a
house fly and make it walk over a prepared gelatin plate
and treat that in an incubator was to obtain an exact
tracing of its itinerary in a heterogeneous flora of fungi
and bacteria, every footstep of the fly being marked by
a colony, and in these colonies pathogenic as well as
harmless bacteria abounded. He further referred to
human carriers of pneumonia and typhoid and the great
length of time the latter might be so.

The Lord Mayor, Dr. Caton, contributed to the con-
gress a paper, illustrated by lime light views, on sani-
tation in ancient Greece, where the value of open-air
treatment was recognized as it is with us to-day.

Spinal analgesia seems to be making steady if slow
progress. The early reports of unfavorable cases no
doubt arrested for a time its adoption, but greater care
has given better results and the tendency to extend
its use seems growing. Mr. Barker did much toward
making the plan more popular by using a liquid of
higher specific gravity than the cerebrospinal fluid in

order that it might by its own weight fall to the low-
est part of the canal. He has recorded over 200 cases
operated on in this way with constant success. Spen-
cer and Houghton have contributed fiftv other cases to
the journal of the R. A. M. C, McGavin another fifty
to the Lancet, and now to the same Mill Renton adds
a further fifty. These last include twenty abdominal
cases. Failure to secure sufficient analgesia only oc-
curred three times, and failure to puncture twice. No
bad after-effects in any case. Dr. Renton used Barker's
nickel needles, boiled in plain water, as a trace of soda
renders stovaine inactive. The injected fluid was
stovaine 5 grains, glucose 5 grains, water 100 minims. Sev-
enteen minims was used each time, and as two of these
remain in the syringe the dose would be 15. As a
rule he draws off from 2 to 2^2 drams of cerebrospinal
fluid before injecting. In some patients this fluid
spurted out freely, in others it only came drop by drop.
Where shock is to be feared this method has evidently
a great sphere; also in cardiac or other cases, where
general anesthesia is to be feared, Dr. Renton thinks
in many cases the patient will choose it. while others
will prefer general anesthesia. At the same time, he holds
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that the utmost care is required to insure success and

safety.

Lieutenant-Colonel Russell, R.A.M.C, is selected to

attend the meeting of your association of military sur-

geons at Atlanta, October 6 to 9.

Precautions are being taken at the Port of London
and other British ports against the introduction of

cholera, which has established itself in so many parts

of Russia. Vessels from infected ports are stopped

at Gravesend for close medical inspection. .\t Liver-

pool a quarantine will be enforced. You will no doubt
hear from other sources of the precautions that are

being taken on the Continent in view of the steady

advance of the epidemic.
Greatly increased powers have been conferred on

the Local Government Board by the new Public Health
Act. New regulations were issued yesterday as to

the "importation, preparation, storage, and distribution

of articles of food and drink." Special regard has been
taken in the act to close the loopholes through which
many dealers in unwholesome food formerly escaped
the punishment they deserved. It is hoped to put an

end to the trade of unscrupulous dealers in noxious
articles of food and diet.

Another nonogenarian passed away last week besides

the two I mentioned. This was Dr. Charles Ray, who
died on the loth inst., nearly 95 years of age. He
qualified in 1836, practised in London until about twenty
years ago, when he retired. He was a Barts' student.

He took M.D. Pisa 1838.

On the loth inst. there also died Dr. E. P. Paton,

only forty-one years old, but whose carer had been

unusually brilliant and sad. A Barts' student, he took

the scholarship and^ a gold medal with other honors

at the M.B. and B.S., London, passed on to the full

M.D. and M.S. in 1891-94, taking on the way F.R.C.S.

(1892). He held various appointments, among them
an examinership at the Apothecaries' Society, demon-
stratorship at Barts and the Westminster Hospital.

To the last he became assistant surgeon, registrar,

dean, and lecturer on surgical pathology. In February
last Dr. Paton was struck down by an attack of in-

fluenza, followed by paraplegia. He was placed in a

ward in his hospital and received every help from his

colleagues, who unhappily could do but little for one
whom they esteemed ; and regret was felt for the broken
great career to which he seemed destined.

Fleet Surgeon R. Eustace, M.D., R.H., retired, died

on the nth, aged seventy-five. Educated at Trinity

College, Dublin, he entered the Naval Medical Service

in- 1854 and served that year in Baltic in the Russian
war, for which he held the medal; also on the admiral's

flagship in the Pacific in 1855, as staff surgeon on the

Gold Coast in the Ashanti war, 1873-74. for which he
was awarded a second medal. In 1876 the Royal Uni-
versity conferred on him the M.D. (honoris causa) and
retired in 1879.

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, September 24, 1908.

The Home Treatment of Tu'oerculosis.—A. K. Stone
says that almost every incipient case of tuberculosis
could be benefited by a stay at a sanatorium. But even
these arrested cases must return home, and so the home
treatment idea comes into the consideration of every case.

The true condition of the patient must be found, and his

ability to labor and do things must be accurately estimated.
We should not insist that the patient should leave home
if he prefers to stay there. A contented mind cannot be
neglected as a therapeutic measure. The patient and
physician must be on the best terms possible, and the
former must come to the latter constantly for advice as
to the details of living. If a physician has a group of
cases of about the same stage of the disease he may com-
bine them advantageously into a class. The physician must
have an intimate knowledge of the home life, and try to

regulate its conditions. Details of rest and work must be
regulated as far as possible. Special directions are useless
except as to the most general outlines. Some arrangement
for outdoor sleeping must be contrived. Many houses are

now being built with this end in view. If an out-of-doors
bed is not possible, we may use some one of the many
forms of indoor tents. Rules for bathing and the water
temperature must be regulated according to the patient's

habits and his present strength. Personal cleanliness must
be insisted on. The consumptive who is raising sputa
should have nothing to do with the food supplies of the
family. Above all, the physician must not content himself
with giving general directions, but must be willing to go
into bothersome details.

The Necessity of Providing Employment for Tuber-
culous Patients.—A. Worcester says that a man com-
ing home from a sanatorium and pronounced cured, can-

not have his old employment in many instances because of

the rule of some corporations that they will not employ a

man afflicted with tuberculosis. This custom is spreading.

Every public meeting where the dangers of tuberculosis are

explained results in pauperizing families by throwing out

of employment incipient consumptives who would them-
selves be far better off if given suitable employment. What
shall be done about it? It is our duty as physicians to

prevent the spread of disease. And it is also our duty as

physicians to relieve those who are afflicted by disease.

This, in many instances, involves finding for them suitable

employment. There is not only the economic necessity

for this; there is also the therapeutic value for us to keep
in mind. In some sanatoria patients are given fake

employments, such as drawing and painting and basketry,

simply for the therapeutic advantage. It would be far

wiser to teach patients useful trades by which afterward
they might earn their livings. No consideration of the

tuberculosis question is at all logical or complete which
does not include this matter of providing the employment
for those who are thrown on our hands. If we are going
to succeed in exterminating the disease something of this

sort must be done. Otherwise our efforts will be wrecked
on the economic blunder of forcing a large part of our
population into unnecessary pauperism.

Nczv York Medical Journal, September 26, 1908.

Some Points in the Applied Anatomy of the Tonsil.—
H. A. Barnes calls particular attention to the crypts and
their epithelial lining, and to the capsule. The lymphoid
tissue should be studied in connection with the lymphoid
tissues in general. Nothing especially new is brought out.

The structural strength of the cryptic epithelium is. the

author thinks, a very important factor in determining
the amount of absorption that may take place through
the crypt. This strength cannot be great from a mere
mechanical point of view, either against bacterial invasion
or absorption of toxins. Other forces must be respon-
sible for immunity to infection. The quiescent tonsil of
the adult seems to possess an epithelium which in itself is

a fairly effective defense against bacterial invasion.

Injection of Alcohol for the Relief of Trigeminal
Neuralgia.—Fifteen clinical histories are presented by J.

A. Bodine and F. C. Keller. The method referred to con-
sists of the injection of 2 c.c. of more or less diluted alcohol

into or near one or all of the three divisions of the trigem-
inus at their basal foramina exits in the skull. The solu-

tion consists of cocaine, i grain; chloroform, 10 minims;
alcohol, 3 drams, and distilled water lo make one-half
ounce. In following out this plan we probably do not
often succeed in actually inserting the tip of the needle
into the nerve sheath, but by following the simple direc-

tions laid down by Levy and Baudouin, the point of the
needle rests within a very small factional part of an inch

of the nerve trunk at its exit. The alcoholic solution

probably comes in contact with the nerve trunk by dif-

fusion. There is at times a characteristic sudden, shooting
pain within the area of distribution of the nerve trunk
injected, and we have taken (his to mean that the nerve
itself has been touched by the point of the needle. Again,
this characteristic manifestation is absent, and yet the

injection has invariably, in every and all of our cases,

given more or less relief for a longer or shorter period
of time. The authors believe this method to be within the
skill of the average man, though they urge preliminary
practice on the cadaver. If any dangers attend the deep
injection of the second and third branches, they are not
known to practice, nor can they be conceived theoretically.

The danger of hemorrhage is reduced to a minimum bv the
blunt cutting point of the needle used. Beyond a more
or less extensive subcutaneous ecchymosis, we have, so
far, seen no evidence of excessive hemorrhage. The
danger of sepsis carried to the depth of needle oenetration
is an actual one. Preliminary anesthesia of the skin at

the point of needle entrance with weak cocaine solution
or plain water, then division of the skin by incision with
the point of a bistoury, allows easy entrance of the needle
point without danger of carrying the infection always
resident in the depths of the skin. These injections should
always precede, say the authors, resort to surgical
measures.
The Leucocyte Count in Abdominal Surgery.—The

paper of J. Douglass is based on an analysis of fifty per-
sonal cases. Granting the existence of a margin of error, is

it sufficient to invalidate the value of the leucocyte count
entirely? According to the author, no. Great variations do
exist in both the total and differential counts. In regard to
the total count, the leucocytes are certainly increased in sup-
purative and gangrenous conditions as well as those in

which there is an effusion of blood into the peritoneal
cavity, but it seems impossible to state that any given
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number indicates pus or gangrene. And while the higher
counts do. in most instances, indicate pus or gangrene, it

must be borne in mind that low counts do not rule out
either or both. Concerning the comparative value of the

two counts, both showed in a large majority of cases an
elevation almost equally relative to the pathological con-
dition. In several in which the total count was at fault,

the differential count was equally misleading. And as the

differential count seems to follow the total count in

such a large proportion of cases, it seems questionable
whether the statement that the latter is of no value except
as an indication of body resistance, is correct. Also the

differential count would appear to show somewhat less

variation than the total count, and seems to be of greater
value than the latter; but here also it is to be repeated

that in the writer's experience there is a considerable
margin of error. After all, it is the combination of symp-
toms which must be considered in any abdominal case.

The persistence of vomiting, the amount of rigidity or
pain, the sudden letting up of pain with persistence of
other bad symptons, indicating gangrene with perforation

and relief of tension, the abdominal facies, the poisoned
look of the patient, the continued or rising pulse and tem-
perature, all these symptons indicate in the clear case the

need of operation. But in the case seen early, where the

diagnosis is not clear, where one feels the danger of

waiting to see whether the unfavorable symptoms continue

or new ones develop, the blood count is of great value.

If it is confirmatory it may be an important indication for

immediate operation ; if negative, it is unreliable in so

small a percentage of cases that unless there be present

some other symptom pointing clearly to operation, one is

usually justified in awaiting further developments.

Some Types of Pneumonia Associated with Inflam-
mation of Adenoid Growths.—.\ series of cases is re-

ported by E. J. Bero. Their general characteristics were
as follows: (i) the temperature was high, but (2) it did

not correspond to the severity of the illness nor seem
to make the progress unfavorable, and (3) toward the

end became intermittent, giving the impression of a series

of false crises ; (4) its characteristics did not seem to

alter in either the presence or absence of otitis media: (5)
with the e.xception of the latter disease, complications'

were not noted in either robust or debilitated patients; (6)
early paracentesis in the ear cases did not seem to modify
the course of the general disease; (7) the spleen was not

enlarged, no Plasmodia were found, and quinine did not
modify the intermittent temperature; (8) the course was
often protracted ; (9) the patient was left inclined to

relapses of similar character in instances in which the

adenoid growths were not removed.

Journal of the American Medical Association, September

26, 1908.

Arterial Degeneration in the Rabbit.—R. M. Pearce
has examined 62 rabbits to determine the incident of spon-

taneous arterial degenerations. He found spontaneous
lesions in 3 to 51 supposedly normal rabbits, excluding
those which had been subject to a physiologic experimenta-
tion, which might possibly have had some share in the

production of the lesions. If these were included, the

number would he 7, or 11 per cent, of the whole 62. It

would appear, he thinks, that while spontaneous arterial

degeneration may occur in the rabbit, it is not so constant

a condition in all localities as the findings of Miles and
Johnstone would seem to indicate. The occurrence of
spontaneous lesions, moreover, does not. in his opinion,

diminish the importance of the lesions due to adrenalin,

but rather increases it, as an example of a lesion, oc-

casionally occurring naturally, but which may be readily

produced experimentally. It in no way vitiates the im-
portance of the experimental lesions, but does demand a

very careful control study of the rabbits in each locality in

which experiments are made.

Cerebellar Tumor.—Three cases of cerebellar tumor
are reported by W. Sinkler. Two patients were operated
on, one of them twice ; the other died suddenly, while

waiting for operation. In one of the patients operated on
no tumor was found at the time, but growths were found
in both cerebellar hemispheres at the autopsy, thirteen

days later. In the patient operated on twice the result

was a brilliant surgical success, the symptoms were gen-
erally relieved, and the patient was apparently in perfect

bodily health seven months after the operation, but the

vision continued to fail. Sinkler says these two cases show
that to save vision early operation is essential. In the

case of sudden death the tumor was one that was capable

of being rapidly removed, and he thinks that if the

operation had not been delayed the patient might have
been saved—another indication of the importance of early

operating.

The Meatomastoid Operation.—W. L. Ballenger calls

attention to the modification of the mastoid operation, as

practised by him, to which he gives the name meato-
mastoid operation, as it consists (a) in the removal of

the posterior wall of the bony meatus as deep as the

annulus tympanicus, and (b) the complete exenteration

of the mastoid cells. The remnants of the membrana tym-
pani and the ossicles are not disturbed. The technic fol-

lowed is like that recommended by Heath, but more radical

in the removal of the pneumatic cells of the temporal bone
and in the greater pains taken in making the bony walls

of the mastoid wound smooth and applying the Ballance

plastic skin flaps to its surface. The cells should be com-
pletely removed to insure proper drainage and ventilation,

the walls, being rendered smooth, leave no recesses

for foci infection, and the proper use and ad-
justment of the plastic meatal flaps is one of

the most important points of technique in the

surgery of chronic sclerosing mastoiditis, as the

sclerosed bone is inadequately supplied with nutrient

blood-vessels to support healthy granulating tissue. The
details of this part of the operation are given fully. Ballen-

ger also makes a point in regard to the dressing. If the

wound is packed with gauze, the secretions saturate it,

causing irritation and infection, and when it is removed
the granulations are injured. If, on the contrary, the

drainage dressing consists of a small wick of gauze within

a rubber tube, its removal causes little disturbance, the

granulations are not bathed in secretions as the drain is

only in contact with the most dependant part of the wound,
and they are carried out to the external absorbent dressing

which also protects from external infection. Since using

this plan of drainage he has had better results. The
rationale of the meatomastoid operation is based on the

promotion of healthy granulation tissue and epidermization

of the walls of the mastoid wound, and the establishment
of ample drainage, which is accomplished by diverting

the secretions from the mastoid antrum and cells through
the windows in the posterior walls of the meatus, into the

external auditory meatus, and by passing blasts of air via

the aditus ad antrum through the middle car. With the

above conditions secured in properly selected cases, the

results will be as good as with the radical operation, and
in one respect better, namely, the hearing will be much
improved, often approaching normal. The meatomastoid
operation is contraindicated in : (a) all simple cases curable

by nonsurgical and minor surgical treatment through the

external meatus; (b) all cases curable by proper surgical

attention to the epipharynx and posterior ethmoidal and
sphenoidal sinuses ; (c) cholesteatoma of the tympanic

cavity: (d) epidural abscess with its atrium of infection

through the tegmen tympani
;
(e) brain abscess; (f) infec-

tion, suppuration and necrosis of the labyrinth. It is, of

course, contraindicated in any case in which it fails for

any reason to remove all morbid material and secure

adequate drainage. It is indicated in other cases in which
simpler measures have failed.

Restoration of the Conjunctival Sac.—M. Wiener de-

scribes and illustrates a method which has been successful

in his hands in meeting the difficulty experienced in secur-

ing a suitable socket for an artificial eye. It applies to

cases in which there is still a small amount of conjunctiva

left. This is carefully dissected out to form a conjunc-

tival covering for the lower lid, and the bulbar surface is

covered with grafts taken from the thigh and applied on

a previously shaped lead plate. The illustrations are neces-

sary to supplement the description of the operation, which

he claims secures a sufficiently deep lower sulcus, the

lack of which has been the chief cause of previous failures.

Two cases are reported.

British Medical Journal, September 19, 1908.

Oral Sepsis.—T. Wakefield calls attention to the ad-

vantages of tincture of iodine which he uses with an equal

portion of tincture of aconite for disinfecting the pockets

at the roots of the teeth. The iodine is, of course, a

powerful disinfectant, and the fact of its being dissolved

in spirit causes it to penetrate into narrow crevices which

a watery solution will not do. If a drop of water is

placed at the root of a fingernail, it remains where it is

placed or falls off. If a drop of tincture of iodine, or of

plain spirit, is placed in the same position, it at once

diffuses itself all round, and also under the nail. The
moisture of the mouth does not prevent this, as may be

seen by moistening the fingernail with saliva and then ap-

plying a drop of tincture of iodine.

The Treatment of Cholera—R. W. Burkitt details his

experience with cholera in Assam. Naturally, the general

sanitarv conditions with which he has had to contend have

been of the worst possible description. He says that smce

he began treating all cases as earlv as possible bv hypo-

dermics of one-quarter or one-half crain of morphme, he

has not lost one patient, provided he was injected early
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and before very profound collapse had set in. Many
cases have been injected, with the happiest results, even

when in the most profound collapse—apparently moribund,

in a state when vomiting and diarrhea and almost all

signs of life have gone. Children do as well as adults.

After cholera, in a certain number of cases, a typhoid con-

dition ensues which needs careful nursing and dieting; m
this state he has lost a few patients owing to the want

of these necessaries. The hypodermic injection of mor-

phine is the first of two essential factors in treatment, the

other is water in enormous quantities every few minutes

while awake from start to finish. If the patient is terrib y

collapsed he gives the morphine first and immediately

afterward saline intravenously. It is useless to give water

by the mouth then, as it will only excite vomitmg and

increase the collapse. He has never seen a case \vhere

the injection did not in a few minutes stop vomiting,

diarrhea, colic, and cramps, and give perfect rest, and in

the majority of cases sleep from five to eight hours. In

most cases immediately the morphine has taken effect and

before sleep supervenes the patient asks or makes signs

for water and drinks plentifully, mostly without further

vomiting; when the patient wakes the collapse has to a

large extent gone, his pulse has returned, his sunken ap-

pearance has changed, and he asks for water constantly.

He sometimes vom^its once or twice eight to twelve hours

after the injection; this is due to the morphine, and is

quite different to the vomit of cholera.

The Lancet. September 19, 1908.

The Pathogenesis of Tabes Dorsalis.—The paper of

T. \. Williams is essentially a review of recent literature

on this subject. He calls special attention to the work

of Nageotte, who indicated the constancy of lesions on

the radicular nerve at the point where it receives its

meningeal sheaths. These lesions correspond to one or

other stages of the granulomatous process, varying as

they do from simple roundcell infiltration to granuloma,

and even breaking down with formation of cavities. They

are due to primary chronic meningitis, evidenced by the

lymphocytosis found by spinal puncture during life and

post mortem w-hen skilfully looked for, although the ten-

dency of the process to resolution and fibrous tissue for-

mation leaves only a slight thickening in the membrane,

already fibrous by nature. The changes in the cord are

consecutive to this. That this is so is proved by similar

changes of the posterior column after disease of, or ex-

perimental section of, individual roots and by the changes

occurring in the mechanical affection of the radicular

nerves due to the increased intraspinal pressure caused by

the growth of cerebral tumors. The noxa falls upon the

root fasciculi very disparately, and this corresponds to

the disparate nature of the sensory troubles, which do

not preponderate so much as formerly supposed upon the

fibers which subserve the sense of attitudes and of mus-

cular m.ovement; for it is now definitely shown that cuta-

neous sensations are always involved more or less, though

probably later in the disease. The superficial lightning

pains and the psychometric analysis of the sensibility of

tabetics are an index to this. It is certain that impaired

sense of attitudes is always accompanied by impairment

of the deep pain sense and of perception of the vibrations

of the tuning fork by the bones, and as these functions are

conveyed in the same peripheral path while they are sepa-

rated within the cord, clinical evidence is in entire harmony

with the pathogenetic theory advanced by Nageotte.
_
The

data furnished by the optic nerve symptoms are similarly

best explicable by a meningeal affection, involving in this

case not a posterior root but a homologue of an intraspinal

path. The tabetic symptoms referable to the sympathetic?

do not differ from those produced by experimental section

of the spinal roots nor from those in syringomyelia which,

however, alters the cell bodies in the intermedio-lateral

column. The anterior roots are not unaffected, but the

relative absence of serious myopathies early in the disease

is accounted for by the rapid regeneration of the fillers.

This is shown by the tenninaisovs en croissance exhibited

by Nageotte's preparations and by the results of section

experiments. The regeneration of the posterior root fibers

extends only to Redlich's ring at which they lose the

neurilemma sheath. Finally, evanescent lymphocytosis and

reflex iridoplegia, the two most characteristic signs of

tabe?, are found in many cases of syphilis without other

tabetic symptoms ; indeed, both sometimes occur in the

secondary stage, the former in as many as 40 per cent.

The contention of Babinski and Nageotte_ is therefore ac-

cepted that a chronic syphilitic meningitis is responsible

for what has been called tabes dorsalis, and that it was
formerly disregarded on account of the tendency to the

occurrence of resolution and fibrosis of the lesions.

A Case of Severe Vertigo and Tinnitus; Destruction

of the Labyrinth; Cure.—The patient of M. Yearsley

was a man of 47 years. The method which the author

adopted consisted in the simple opening of the cochlea

vestibule and canals with the destruction of the ampullary

soft parts, and was not accompanied by the severe consti-

tutional disturbance which has followed in some instances

in which only one or more canals have been removed. In

the author's opinion, the attacking of the labyrinth by the

way of the radical mastoid operation is more scientific and
certainly more justifiable and less dangerous than the at-

tempt to divide the auditory nerve in the skull. The
case described by the author is the ninth operation of the

kind. A detailed clinical history is given and must be con-

sulted in the original by those interested.

An Unusual Type of Leukemia Complicated by Syno-
vitis in a Youth, the Subject of Ichthyosis.—The pa-
tient of R. Waterliouse was a young man of 20 years, and
the chief points of interest in the case may be summarized
as follows: (i) the presence of ichthyosis, unusual in that

the flexor surfaces were implicated to a greater e.xtent

than the extensor. (2) The supervention of a condition of
leukemia characterized by deposits of lymphocytic cells in

the lymphatic glands, bone marrow, spleen, liver, kidney,

and elsewhere, but anomalous in the profundity of the

anemia, the absence of increase in the total number of

leucocytes in the blood, and in the presence of free iron in

llie liver and spleen. (3) The occurrence of a symmetrical
synovitis of the kneejoints due to a leukemic invasion of
the synovial membrane. (4) The fact that the patient had
only one kidney. Death came rather unexpectedly after a

short period of restlessness and dyspnea. Full autopsy
findings are given.

A Case of Traumatic Subdural Hematoma, Trephined
Three Months After the Injury.—G. II. Hume narrates
the history of a man between 50 and 60 years of age
who fell off a bicycle and received a cut on the back of

the left side of the head. After a short period of uncon-
sciousness the man picked himself up and went about his

affairs as usual, but felt indefinitely ill and had a constant
anxiety and depression. Later, symptoms suggestive of
brain pressure came on. It was thought that a tumor
might be present, and trephining was decided on, it being
now three months since the injury. The posterior parietal

region was laid bare by a large flap reflected downv/ard.
The cicatrix of the wound was included in the upper and
posterior angle of the flap and the underlying bone showed
no trace of injury. Three trephine discs were then re-

moved and the intervening piece of bone was cut out with
a guarded Gigli saw, so as to expose the upper Rolandic
area. The exposed dura mater bulged and looked bluish,

and when it was incised a quantity of porterlike fluid

gushed out to the estimated amount of five or six ounces.
When the exposed dura mater was fully laid open a large

cavity extending downward and forward and loosely oc-

cupied with blood clot came into view. Many portions of
the clot were adherent to the under surface of the dura
mater (parietal arachnoid) ; none of the clot adhered to

the visceral arachnoid. These adherent portions were
scraped away with the sharp spoon and while this was
being done it was noticed that the surface of the depressed
hemisphere was slowly rising. In no long time it had risen

to the normal level. A gauze drain was placed in the

subdural space to prevent reaccumulation of fluid, and the

operation was finished with the suture of the dura mater
and the readjustment of the scal'p flap. The bone was not
replaced. Recovery of function was immediate though
gradual. His mentality became normal as did his power
of speech and the use of the arm and leg which had been
affected on the right side of the body.

"Berliner kVinhehe IVochenschrift, September Id. igo8.

Antitrypsin in the Blood.—Von Borgmann and Meyer
have examined 120 patients for the presence of antitryptic

properties in the blood. In over 90 per cent, of cancer
patients the antitryptic power of the blood serum was
markedly increased, but on the other hand over 20 per
cent, of noncancerous patients showed the same phenome-
non. The reaetion, therefore, is not specific for cancer,

but may serve as a corroborative evidence in diagnosis

;

the absence of the reaction should be considered strong
evidence against the presence of cancer, being absent in

a little over 5 per cent, of the cases only. The test is

especially valuable in suspected malignant disease of the
internal organs where operation is to be recommended if

the diagnosis of cancer is well supported. The absence of
the reaction should act as a strong reason for not recom-
mending such an operation. The nature of the reaction
has not been satisfactorily explained either in normal or
in pathological cases. Its frequent presence in malignant
disease may, perhaps, be traced to the proteolytic ferments
which have been found in tumors and which are probably
absorbed by the blood.

Trauma in Inflammations of Joints.—Konig says that
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trauma is quite frequently the starting point in acute sup-
purative gonorrheal or chronic tubercular joint disease.

The trauma need not be of penetrating nature, nor is it

usually very severe in character. The inflammatory phe-
nomena may begin immediately after the occurrence of
injury or after some lime has elapsed. In case of tuber-

culosis the infection is caused either by the free bacilli in

the blood or by the bacilli included in small caseating
masses that reach the blood-vessels from some tuberculous
center. The synovial form of tuberculosis is frequently

a consequence of trauma to the joint ; if the neighboring
bones have been injured the primary foci of disease may
develop in them. Suppurative affection of the bones may
appear many weeks after the causative injury had oc-

curred, time being taken by the formation of the abscess
within the bone, and the breaking through into the joint.

But pain, discomfort, interference with function and swell-

ing are usually present in more or less marked degree
from the time of inji-ry to the appearance of manifest
joint symptoms.

Miinchcncr mcdizimschc Wochcnschrift, September 15,

1908.

A New Bone Lesion in Childhood.—Kohler has
observed three cases of a hitherto undescribed affection in

children which was characterized by pains in the dorsum
of the foot and slight limping. The feet were also painful

on pressure. No points of interest could be obtained from
the family or past history of the patients. Rontgeno-
logical examination showed marked changes in the navicu-
lar bones. They were only one-half of the normal size;

the contour was greatly changed ; the lime content was
much increased as shown by the intensity of the shadows

;

the compact and the spongy portions were badly differ-

entiated from each other. In one case the patella showed
similar appearances. The condition lasted from two to

three years and was followed by complete recovcrj', both
as far as the symptoms were concerned as well as the

anatomical structure of the affected bones, as far as could
be judged by repeated .r-ray examinations. Tuberculosis,
syphilis, osteomyelitis, rachitis, could all be excluded. The
special localization of the disease, the symptoms, and the

course are quite different from the described affections

of bone, and the condition must be considered to be a

new disease until further light is thrown upon it.

Trephining in Choked Disks.—Hippel says that

choked disk is only a symptom of disease, but as it

threatens the patient with rapidly appearing blindness it

must be considered by itself. The use of mercury and
iodine in this condition is usually fruitless. Recently,

palliative operations have been performed, over 220 cases

being reported in literature. In one hundred patients the

choked disk disappeared after the operation, but vision

was improved in only sixty-one cases. The prognosis of
the operation is good if it is performed in the early stage

of disease, that is, when the vision just begins to be af-

fected. In case syphilis is diagnosed specific treatment
must be persisted in, but it has been shown that gummata nf

the brain are very slowly affected by such treatment; often,

therefore, decompression must be performed in order to

save the eyesight of the patient while he is treated. In

other cases lumbar puncture may effectively remove the

intracranial pressure. The operation of decompression
is quite dangerous in itself and the patient or relatives

must be acquainted with this fact. Often in addition to

the improvement in eyesight the severe headache is im-
proved and vomiting becomes rare. The future may
bring better procedures for dealing with symptomatic
chrked disk, but at present the decompressing operation
is fully justified.

Deutsche mcdisinische Wochenschrift, September 17, 1908.

Treatment of Hysteria.—Meyer says that in local

hysterical conditions the treatment of the underlying gen-
eral disease is of greatest importance. The disturbance

being of a psychic nature psychotherapy offers most
chance of success. At the same time such conditions as

anemia, chlorosis, infectious diseases, etc., coexisting with
hysteria must be treated in the usual fashion, for they may
cause the continuation of the functional disease. The
psychic condition in hysteria is very similar to that of
the child, for effects are more dominant than the voice

of reason, and the treatment of hysteria is properly called

the education of the patient. His confidence must first

be obtained by careful attention to the usual long story

of his ills and the avoidance of all scoffing at his com-
plaints. A complete physical examination should always
be performed. Then the treatment followed by the patient

in the past should be inquired into so that some ineffective

method may not be repeated and the patient thus shaken in

his confidence in the doctor. The patient must be im-

pressed with the fact that the affection which to him

seems to be of extremely urgent and dangerous nature is

only functional in character and that organically his body
is quite sound. At the same time care must be taken not to

lead the patient to suspect that his complaints are not
seriously considered ; the word hysteria is best not men-
tioned before the patient while relatives may be acquainted
with the nature of the disease, only if they may be sup-

posed to understand it properly. Medicinal and hygienic
treatment must be combined with psychotherapy, both be-

cause there are usually indications for such measures, and
because the psychical treatment alone may not sufficiently

impress the patient. Treatment is best carried out in

a sanatorium or at least away from the usual family
circle of the patient, where the physician cannot very easily

obtain much influence over the mind of the patient. While
the use of hypnotism may be justified in experienced
hands, this method must be avoided in routine cases and
in general practice, for it is quite true that a healthy man
may be brought to the verge of hysteria by improper use
of hypnotism as often as a hysterical person may be im-
proved by the measure.

Immune Bodies in Tuberculosis.—Spengler says that
the immune bodies of tuberculosis are produced and stored
by the red blood cells. The bloodserum contains only
small quantities such as are needed by the body at any
given moment, in answer to the stimulation of the to.xins

produced by the infecting agents. The transfer of im-
mune bodies from the corpuscles to the serum is accom-
panied by marked hemolysis. The white cells and the
blood platelets also serve as store houses for immune bodies,
but they do not act as independent producers of these sub-
stances. The principal immune bodies in tuberculosis are
lysins and antitoxins and can be prepared as chemically
pure substances. They are not proteins. The healthy
human being is immune, for his blood contains great quan-
tities of immune bodies that often exceed in amount those
found in artificially immunized persons. Disposition to
disease results from the diminution of immune bodies
which foHow'S disease of the blood or injury to blood-
building organs. The immune bodies of tuberculosis may
be used in therapeutics in combination with antitoxins
against pus organisms, etc.

French and Italian Journals.

The Principal Causes of Death from Diphtheria After
the Use of Antitoxin.—Louis Martin has tabulated the
causes of mortality in 8y cases of diphtheria treated by
serotherapy in the Hopital Pasteur since 1900. He finds

83 deaths in all, out of which 28. that is about one-third,
died within twenty-four hours of entrance, that is before
the good effects of the antitoxin had had time to show
themselves. This was especially the case in children
under two years in whom the diagnosis is generally very
difficult. In these children the larynx is often affected
and bronchopneumonia is apt to occur. These deaths
might be prevented if all cases were injected as soon as
any membrane is seen, w-ithout waiting for a bacteriologi-
cal diagnosis. Cases in these young children often come
from bad hygienic surroundings which are contaminated,
and all young children exposed to diphtheria should
undergo preventive injections. Death in the older patients
generally results from complications that indicate renal,
hepatic, and suprarenal insufficiency. These accidents are
generally attributed to nervous lesions caused by the dis-
ease, but the author believes them due to a secondary in-

toxication that develop? after the action of the first doses
of antitoxin. Such patients should receive a second in-
oculation as soon as they show renewed symptoms of
intoxication.

—

Revue Fran^aise de Medecine et de Chi-
rurgie, No. II, 1908.

Necrotic or Ulceroperforative Angina in Scarlatina.
—Foli.x Langlais describes a form of severe angina in

scarlatina that consists of ulceration of the pillars, palate,

uvula, etc., ending in perforation, and generally fatal. This
form is very contagious and should be carefully isolated
from its inception. The ulceration appears at the time
of the exanthem as a white patch which does not consist
of exudation but leaves a raw surface when a portion is

. removed with forceps. It extends in depth but not in

extent after it has formed. The necrosis may go on to
the bone of the palatal vault, and in some cases there is

ulceration of the gums and necrosis of the jaw at the
site of the incisor teeth, which drop out. The lips and
tongue may also participate in the ulcerative process.
There is present a very marked infection, with high fever,

pain in the throat, inability to swallow or take nourish-
ment, much albumin in the urine, dry skin, and diarrhea.
The breath has an infected odor, and a sanious discharge
runs from the mouth. The submaxillary glands are much
swollen. Death results soon from intoxication and failure

to take nourishment.

—

Journal de Medecine de Paris,

June 12, 1908.
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Medical Greek. A Collection of Papers on IMedical

Onomatology and a Grammatical Guide to Learn Mod-
ern Greek. By Achilles Rose. New York: Peri

Hellados Publishing Office, 1908.

The several chapters of this little book have for the most

part been published in various journals at different times

during the past fifteen years, many of them being now
out of print and inaccessible. The author has therefore

done a service to those interested in the modern form of

Greek and in the purification of medical nomenclature in

bringing these papers together and placing them within

reach of the inquirer. The various articles are not all of

equal merit, and some, indeed, might well have been omit-

ted, especially the one entitled "New York Academitis."

In that chapter Dr. Rose prints his correspondence with

the officers of the academy in reference to his offer to read

a paper on "Medical Language" at one of the meetings.

The authorities declined the offer for reasons which

seemed to them sufficient. The matter had better have

been allowed to rest there, for the author only risks

prejudicing the cause for which he so strenuously and
untiringly labors, by making an issue of the refusal and
printing the correspondence. Many of the other chapters

are most interesting and valuable, and should be read by
all who are concerned in preserving, or rather restoring,

the purity of our medical language, now disiigured with

so many barbarisms and uncouth terms. The collection

includes, in addition to the papers by Dr. Rose, several

articles by German lexicographers and writers on the

language of medicine, among them a brief epitome of

modern Greek.

Die Cystoskopie und Urethroskopie reim Weibe. von
Dr. Richard Knorr, Berlin. Berlin und Wein :

Urban
und Schwarzenberg, igo8.

This book is permeated with that simplicity and direct-

ness that stamps the author's personal teachings. His
characteristic terseness does not militate against thorough-

ness and elegance. Like his personal lessons, the book
gives far more than the title promises. The object is ac-

complished in the main by a desire to teach, and secondly

by the elimination of historical digressions, questions of

priority, of obsolete instruments and of impractical de-

vices and methods. Knorr, with charming modesty, effaces

himself throughout, and leaves the conviction that his

purpose is to aid, as far as a book can, in the acquisition

of cystoscopy and urethroscopy. In this sense the work
is invaluable. It also presents very great advantages to

those experienced in the arts he teaches. Knorr's concise-

ness renders a critical review practically impossible. An
appreciation of the value of his work can be obtained only

by reading it. Its adaptation to the uses of the general

practitioner, the gynecologist, the surgeon, makes it far

more than a mere reference book. An idea of the practical

value of the work may be had by e.xcerpting at hap-

hazard from any of its pages: "Pain during cystoscopy

is avoided by firmly maintaining the instrument immo-
bile ; by relieving excessive pressure of the bladder con-

tents ; by shutting off the current when the lamp grows
warm ; by renewing the medium when prolonged exam-
ination allows it to attain an uncomfortable temperature."

He emphasizes that the changes in the bladder due to

pregnancy are perceptible as early as the third or fourth

week. He illustrates the technique required in the second
or third month of pregnancy if cystoscopy should then
become necessary. The book (290 pages) is well illus-

trated. The only exception that can be taken to it, is in

the pages explanatory of the lithographic plates ; they

are primarily too brief, and should front the pictures

for easier reference.

The Heart and Sudden Death. By Theodore Fisher,
M.D., F.R.C.P. L<^ndon : The Scientific Press, 1908.

The data from which this little book was compiled were
furnished by 2,500 autopsies performed in various Lon-
don hospitals. There is nothing in it which is especially

new, but the author ventures the hope that his observa-

tions mav be of interest not only to the practitioner but

to medical students also, by bringing to mind certain facts

not always clearly dealt with in textbooks of medicine.

The Correction of Featural Imperfections. By Charles
C. Miller, M.D. Second Edition, Enlarged. Chicago:
Privately published, 1908.

Dr. Miller seems essentially modest in his claims as to

what cosmetic surgery can do, and lie evidences the desire

that the subject may be taken out of the hands of quacks

and become a well-recognized specialty in the regular

school. However, his book is all too brief for this worthy
purpose, and needs to be enlarged and dignified by further

details than the author has given of his work. For in-

stance, in the correction of "hump" nose "the line of in-

cision lies along the free margin of the nasal bone."

This will be of little help to any surgeon who wishes to

attempt the operation. The proof-reading is little short of
atrocious, and mars what is otherwise an earnest en-
deavor.

The Principles and Practice of Hydrotherapy. A
Guide to the Application of Water in Disease. For
Students and Practitioners of Medicine. By Simon
Baruch, M.D., Professor of Hydrotherapy in Colum-
bia University (College of Physicians and Surgeons),
New York; Medical Director of the Hydriatric De-
partment of the Riverside Association ; Consulting Phy-
sician to the J. Hood Wright Memorial (Formerly
Manhattan General) Hospital; to the Montefiore Hos-
pital for Clironic Invalids; Member of the New York
Academy of Medicine ; Formerly Gynecologist to the

Nortliwestern Dispensary; Physician for Eye, Ear and
Throat to the Northwestern Dispensary of New York
City; Physician and Surgeon to the New York Juve-
nile Asylum, and Chief of the Medical Staff of the

Montefiore Home for Chronic Invalids. Third Edition.

Revised and Enlarged. With Numerous Illustrations.

New York : William Wood & Co., 1908.

Being written by a general practitioner of large expe-
rience, this work furnishes the same information on the
action of water in disease and in health as do therapeutic
works on drugs. Herein it differs totally from other
works on hydrotherapy and therefore it has become in-

dispensable to every practitioner who would utilize the

most potent remedial measures at his command. The
author's method of presenting the subject is especially

adapted for the doctor at the bedside. He insists with
what would seem persistent reiteration enforced by clinic-

al data upon the real value of water as an important
therapeutic auxiliary in the majority of acute and chronic
diseases. After making due allowance for the author's

seeming overzeal in his propaganda for this neglected
remedial agent, the statement of a reviewer of the Ger-
man translation does not appear overdrawn to the un-
prejudiced reader. Professor Brieger wrote in the Ber-
liner Kliniscbe Wochenschrift: "Here he stands as the

true friend at the bedside of the sick and suffering—

a

friend from whom one may draw counsel on all difficult

questions of practice, with the assurance that only that

which has been proven, sedulously examined, and critically

sifted will be received for the benefit of the sick." The
autlior draws attention to the necessity of careful scan-

ning of the brief histories offered to illustrate the changes
of technique demanded by changing phases of disease, and
he dwells upon the difference here existing between water
and the simpler drug treatment. He appears to

know how to put himself in the place of the practitioner

in search of therapeutic help in mild as well as desper-

ate cases in which the addition of water may add to the

comfort and safety of the patient. His chapter on in-

sanity is a compilation of clinical reports from asylum
directors furnished as evidence of the practical results of
the author's teaching. Prof. Baruch's continued insist-

ence upon the Brand bath in typhoid fever would seem
to be warranted by the recent testimony of eminent
clinical teachers, although it can hardly be questioned that

this method has lost much of the repute it formerly en-

joyed. The author does not indulge in that laudatory
advice which too often characterizes works on this sub-

ject and with which his earlier writings were sometimes
tinged. An additional discussion of observation in pri-

vate and hospital practice appears to have placed the

writer in a calm and judicial attitude which is in evidence
in every part of the book. The numerous citations from
recognized clinical authorities who are not hydrotherapeu-
tists, testify to the author's desire to hold aloof from mis-
leading praise of his favorite remedy. The book is really

a cyclopedia of the uses of water in practical medicine,

the pnsi^ession of which is absolutely indispensable to

every physician in active practice. In the historical epi-

tome the American reviewer is proud to discover evidence

that his country is not only abreast, but in the advance
line of Dractical hydrotherapy. To this fact is undoubted-
ly due the compliment of an English, German and prospec-

tive French and Italian publication.

Uric Acid as a Factor in the Causation of Disease. By
Alexander Haig. M.A., M.D. (Oxon.). F.R.C.P. Sev-
enth edition, with 75 illustrations. Philadelphia: P.

Blakislon's Son & Co., 1908.

In this edition of Ilaig's well known treatise much new
evidence is adduced from clinical and experimental
sources regardinc uric acid in the blood and its relation

to capillary circulation, blood pressure, and blood quality.

There are some new contributions to the pathology and
treatment of diabetes and chorea, and attention is given

to recent studies in the amount of food (albumin) re-

quired. Diet notes used by Haig in his treatment of the

uric acid diathesis are added as an appendix.
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0nrtrtij Sparta.

SIXTH IXTERNATIONAL CONGRESS ON
TUBERCULOSIS.

Held in Washington, D. C, September 2i to October
12. 1908.

(Special Report to the Medical Record.)

(Continued from page 604.)

CLOSING GENER.\L SESSION.

Saturday, October 3.

Hon. George B. Cortelyou, Secret.^ry of the Treasury,
Presidi.vg Officer, in the Chair.

President's Address.—President Theodore Roose\'elt gave
the parting word to the delegates of the Sixth Triennial

International Congress on Tuberculosis in the National
Museum. His unexpected presence called forth an ovation
that lasted for several minutes, the foreign delegates join-

ing in with great heartiness, all of them rising to their

feet in compliment to the American executive. The Presi-

dent said that he could not deny himself the privilege of
saying a word of greeting. It was difficult for one to

realize the extraordinary changes in certain lines of social

endeavor during the last two or three generations, and in

no other manifestation of human activity had the changes
been so far-reaching as in the ability to grapple with dis-

ease. It was not so very long, measuring time by history,

since the attitude of man toward a disease, such as that

of consumption, was one of helpless acquiescence in what
he considered to be the mandates of a supernatural power.
It was but a short time since even the most gifted mem-
bers of the medical profession knew as little as the layman
of the real cause of diseases like tuberculosis, and of the

remedies to be invoked to overcome them. It was an af-

fair of decades when they went back to cover the period
in which progress had been made. He then called atten-

tion to the work that the United States government was
now doing in Panama. "The Isthmus of Panama, which
was a by-word for fatal diseases, has become well-nigh a

sanatorium
; it has become so because of the investigations

of certain medical men, which enabled them to find out the

real cause of certain diseases, especially yellow fever and
malarial fever, and to take measures to overcome them."
He said that these unexpected results had followed patient,

laborious, dangerous, and extraordinarily skillful work
that had enabled the cause of disease to be found and the

diseases themselves to be combated with extraordinary

success. That success had had its martyrs, for doctors

had laid down their lives to secure the results of which he
had spoken, showing exactly the same heroism as ever was
shown by the soldier on the field of battle. Mr. Roosevelt
spoke of the sleeping sickness, a disease which in one region

killed 200,000 out of 300,000 inhabitants, a rate of slaugh-

ter infinitely surpassing that of any modern war. The
chance to control that disease lay in the work of just such

men as, of indeed some of the men who, were assem-

bled there. They had come there, however, to combat not

a scourge confined to the tropics, but what was on the

whole, the most terrible scourge of the people throughout

the world. But a few years ago hardly an intelligent ef-

fort was made or could be made to war against this pecu-

liarly deadly enemy of the human race. The chance suc-

cessfully to conduct that war arose when the greatest ex-

perts in the medical world turned their trained intelligence

to the task. It remained for them to find out just what

could be done. The task then would be for the repre-

sentative of the government to give all possible effect to

this conclusion of the scientific men. Now, more and more,

the wisest men of affairs realized that the great chance for

advancement of the human race in material things lay in

the close interrelationship of the man of practical affairs

and the man of science, so that the former could give all

possible effect to the discoveries of the most unfore-

seen and unexpected character now made by the man

of science. He felt that no gathering could take place

fraught with greater hope for the welfare of the people

at large than this. He thanked his hearers for what they

had done and were doing. In behalf of the nation he
greeted them and he hoped they would understand how
much their coming here had been appreciated.

Intertransmissibility of Human and Bovine Tuber-
culosis.—This was a subject of much dispute and many
delegates vigorously opposed Koch's statement in disbelief

of the unity of the human and bovine tubercle bacillus and
his declaration that, up to date, in no case of pulmonary
tuberculosis had it been demonstrated that the infection

was due to bovine tubercle bacilli. Before the passing of

the resolution on this subject, Dr. Koch said : "Gentlemen,

you may pass your resolutions, but posterity will decide."

Resolutions.—The following resolutions were passed by
the Congress

:

Resolved, That the attention of States and central Gov-
ernments be called to the importance of proper laws for

the obligatory notification by medical attendants to the

proper health authorities of all cases of tuberculosis coming
to their notice, and for the registration of such cases in

order to enable the health authorities to put in operation

adequate measures for the prevention of the disease.

That the utmost efforts should be continued in the

struggle against tuberculosis to prevent the conveyance
from man to man of tuberculosis infection as the most
important source of the disease.

That preventive measures be continued against bovine

tuberculosis and that the possibility of the propagation of

this to man be recognized.

That we urge upon the public and upon all Governments
the establishment of hospitals for the treatment of ad-

vanced cases of tuberculosis ; the establishment of sana-

toria for curable cases and the establishment of dispen-

saries and day and night camps for ambulant cases of

tuberculosis which cannot enter hospitals and sanatoria.

That this congress indorses such well considered legis-

lation for the regulation of factories and workshops, the

abolition of premature and injurious labor of women and
children, and the securing of sanitary dwellings as will

increase the resisting power of the community to tuber-

culosis and other diseases.

That instruction in personal and school hygiene should

be given in all schools for the professional training of

teachers.

That whenever possible such instruction in elementary

hygiene should be entrusted to properly qualified medical

instructors.

That colleges and universities should be urged to estab-

lish courses in hygiene and" sanitation, and also to include

these subjects among their entrance requirements, in order

to stimulate useful elementary instruction in the lower
schools.

That this congress indorses and recommends the estab-

lishment of playgrounds as an important means of pre-

venting tuberculosis through their influence upon health

and resistance to disease.

The Hon. B. F? MacFarlaxd. Health Commissioner of

the District of Columbia, praised the work of the Congress
and pointed to the results as of lasting benefit. He said

that out of their deliberations and their wholesome dif-

ferences of opinion would come instruction for all in the

great purpose of preventing disease, preserving the health

of the nation, and making the future efficiency of the

nations secure.

Closing Features of the Congress.—The foreign dele-

gates delivered their messages of farewell. The felicita-

tions were delivered as follows : Dr. Fermin Rodriguez,

Argentina; Dr. Hermann von Schrotter, Austria; Profes-

sor Denys, Belgium ; Dr. Frederick Montizambert,

Canada; Dr. Jee, China; Dr. Juan J. Ulloa, Costa Rica;

Dr. Diego Tamayo, Cuba ; Dr. Bernard Bang, Denmark

;

Dr. J. B. Plot Bey, Egypt; Dr. Thomas J. Stafford, Eng-
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land; Professor Louis Landouzy, France; Dr. Von Leube,

Germany; Mr. R. Bengoechea, Guatemala; Dr. G. Soto,

Japan; Dr. Detre, Hungary; Dr. Antonio Stella, Italy;

Dr. E. Liceaga, Mexico; Dr. N. Th. Tendelo, Holland;

Dr. F. C. Harbitz, Norway; Dr. Martin J. Echeverria,

Panama ; Dr. S. Trimescu, Roumania ; Dr. A. A. Vladimi-

roff, Russia; Paul G. Wooley, Siam; Dr. Camilo Calleja,

Spain ; Hon. Conrad Cedercrantz, Sweden ; Dr. O. Amrein,

Switzerland ; Dr. Luis Melean Lafinur, Uruguay.

Place of Meeting of Next Congress.—The next meet-

ing will be held in Rome, Italy, in igii, on the occasion

of the fiftieth anniversary of the occupation of the city by

the Italian Government. This was at the invitation of

Dr. Antonio Stella, who supplemented his invitation with

a greeting from King Emmanuel, communicated through

Baron Mayor des Planches, Italian Ambassador to the

United States.

SECTION ON PATHOLOGY AND BACTERIOLOGY.

Third Day—Wednesday, September 30.

Relations of Air to the Contagion of Tuberculosis;

Sterilization of the Air.— Dr. Samuel Bernheim of

Paris concluded from the whole of his work that there

exists a close relation between the microbes of the air and

tuberculosis. The more the atmosphere is full of bacteria

the greater the number of tuberculous people. The name

of "disease of darkness" had been given to tuberculosis

because microbes in general, and particularly the bacilli

of Koch, may be kept for a very long period under shelter

of light. Under the influence of the normal habits mi-

crobes are cast in the air, men breathe them, the lungs

keep them, thus producing infection and contagion. The

absence or scarcity of cases of tuberculosis in certain

climates (higher altitude or the sea) were proofs of the

close relationship between the microbes of the air and

tuberculosis. The disease is an exceptional one in those

climates where the least proportion of bacteria exists. At

a certain altitude no seed may be found in the air. For

similar reasons a great number of tuberculous people have

been observed in the great centers where the air is satu-

rated with bacteria, in overcrowded districts, in places

where meetings are held, in hospitals, in prisons, in schools,

in barracks, in great shops, mills, and workrooms. Al-

though not denying the possibility of infection by the

alimentary tract, Dr. Bernheim maintained that the fre-

quency of such infections could not be compared to that

by respiration. He said the best method to get rid of

tuberculosis of aerial origin was to look after the salubrity

of towns, the hygiene of houses and solar light must be

allowed to penetrate in great abundance. Certain artificial

measures could be used to lessen the danger : by means of

certain apparatus, such as the tub of Dr. Goupil, or Mr.

Silbermann's doiible current chimney, all microbes of the

apartments could be destroyed at once and the air rendered

rapidly salubrious. He especially advocated the use of

these chimneys in apartments, medical and surgical rooms,

amphitheatres, and crowded halls.

Sources of Tuberculous Infection.- Dr. W. H. Park
of New York said that in the transmission of the disease

from man to man sputum is by far the most important

factor, while feces was also worthy of consideration. Milk

was practically the only means by which bovine tubercu-

losis is conveyed to man. The relative importance of the

two types of bacilli arid the exact conditions under which

they were transmitted was still a matter for investigation.

Expectoration does not convey the infection to the air

until it becomes dry and powdered, but droplets sprayed

into the air by sneezing and coughing do infect the air

immediately. He believed that patients becoming infected

from living in houses previously inhabited by tuberculous

patients are few, compared with those contracting the dis-

ease by living immediately with the tuberculous patients;

that the greatest single source of contagion is the living

tuberculous subject in the house. Great difficulty, he said,

had been experienced in tracing tuberculosis to infected

cattle. As to the bovine and human type of bacillus, the

former predominated in tuberculous diseases of the joints

and glands, which caused only about S per cent, of the

deaths, while the latter predominated in diseases of the

lungs and meninges, causing about 95 percent, of the deaths.

Dr. McWharter of Riverton, Ala., said that the milk

might be infected by the bacilli floating in the air, but it

was not logical to say that such an infection was of animal

origin any more than it would be to say that the infection

of water in such a way was of mineral origin. He thought

that feces was a great factor in the transmission of the

disease.

Transcutaneous Inoculation of Tuberculosis.—Drs.

J. CouRMONT and A. Lesieur of Lyons presented this

paper, in which, from a large number of experiments, the

following conclusions were drawn. In the case of the

guinea pig, calf, and rabbit, the skin, although apparently

intact, readily allowed the tubercle bacillus to pass through

under certain conditions, the principal of which are—The

bacillus must be sufficiently virulent ; it must not be en-

closed in sputum, in fecal matter or in tuberculous lesions;

but even under these conditions the experiment might be

successful, especially with sputum containing bacilli. If

inoculation was positive the skin reacts in one of three

ways : It showed no trace whatever of the passage of the

bacilli ; it presented merely a little induration or scab ; or

warty tubercles, very small and discrete, were observed.

In the case of the guinea pig and the calf the neighboring

glands became tuberculous even in the absence of any

cutaneous lesion. In the rabbit the lymphatic system es-

caped. General tuberculosis developed most frequently in

the rabbit and in the guinea pig if the bacilli were suffi-

ciently virulent ; but in any event, it was much slower than

after subcutaneous inoculations. In the rabbit the local as

well as the general lesions showed marked tendency to

cicatrization. In the guinea pig, when inoculated on the

inner aspect of the thigh, the inguinal glands were more

severely involved than the crural glands ; they become

enormous and very frequently suppurated. The glandular

lesions from subcutaneous tuberculosis did not coincide

accurately with the lesions observed in the transcutaneous

form. It was observed that the skin itself, although ap-

parently intact, was far from offering an impassable bar-

rier to the tubercle bacillus. Hence, this portal of entry

must not be neglected. Many tuberculous infections might

result from a transcutaneous inoculation, .\bsence of a

cutaneous lesion was no argument against this mode of

invasion as the bacilli might pass through the skin without

leaving any trace.

Contribution to the Question of Percutaneous In-

fection.—^"Dr. I.=adora Spitzsteix of Budapest con-

tributed this paper, presenting the results of a series of

expferiraents in the laboratory of the Konigen Louise Sana-

torium. The report was made upon the experiments con-

ducted with nine rabbits. The skin of the abdomen of

these rabbits was first carefully shaven : 48 to 72 hours

afterwards portions of a well-tested, virulent pure culture

of the human tubercle bacillus were rubbed into this area;

the procedure was carried out with such gentleness that

even the slightest traumatic injury of the skin was avoided.

One of the animals died after 2j^ months, but without

development of tuberculosis ; the other 8 animals lived

;

4 were killed after 3 months and 4 after four months.

Neither local nor regional changes could be demonstrated

in any of them, nor could tuberculosis be demonstrated in

any of the internal organs. Neither did the kidneys or

lungs, which in rabbits are predisposed to the disease, show

any changes. The conclusions were drawn that if per-

cutaneous infection is at all possible it is certainly the most

unfavorable mode of infection for the tubercle bacillus

;

in the case of the rabbit particularly so, as it is decidedly

refractory to the disease.
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Flies as Agents of the Dissemination of Koch's

Bacillus.—Dr. Ch. Andre of Lyons reported the re-

sults of his investigations on this subject. He said flies

were active agents in the dissemination of Koch's bacilUis,

because they were constantly going back and forth between

contagious sputa and feces, and food stuffs, especially meat,

fruit, milk, etc., which they polluted by contact with their

feet and with their excretions. The experimental re-

searches of the author showed that flies caught in the open

air did not contain any acid-fast bacilli that could be mis-

taken for the bacillus of Koch ; that flies that had been

fed on sputum evacuated considerable quantities of bacilli

in their excretions; the bacilli appeared six hours after

ingestion of the sputum and some might be found as long

as five days later. These flies therefore had plenty of time

to carry the bacilli a great distance. Food polluted by flies

that had fed on sputa produced tuberculosis in the guinea

pig. Flies readily absorbed bacilli contained in dry dust.

Flies caught at random in a hospital ward produced tuber-

culosis in a guinea pig. The practical conclusions were

that the sputa and feces of tuberculous subjects should be

disinfected; flies should be destroyed as completely as

possible ; foodstuffs should be protected by means of covers

made of wire gauze.

The Possibilities of Infection from Table Utensils at

Sanatoria.—Dr. J. Woods Price of Saranac Lake,

Xew York, presented this paper. Forks, spoons, teacups,

and milk glasses in constant use by advanced tuberculous

patients were examined. First, 30 forks and 25 each of

spoons, tumblers, and teacups were chosen immediately

after ordinary good washing, but not sterilization; they

were cleansed with sterile 5 per cent, sodiirm bicarbonate

solution by means of sterile cotton swabs, and the wash-

ings distributed among 56 guinea pigs by subcutaneous in-

jection. .-Vll pigs were killed in 41 days and found to be

free of tuberculous infection. Several months later S

articles of each sort, immediately after use and before

washing of any kind, were cleansed as described above and

the washings injected subcutaneously into guinea pigs.

These animals also were killed in 41 days after inocula-

tion and all were found to be tuberculous, except those

inoculated with the washings from the milk glasses. Later,

the first experiment was repeated with the use of 6 articles

of each kind, and the washings were distributed among

12 guinea pigs, with the same result. Smears made on

slides from the glands and spleens of pigs used in the first

and third experiments and examined microscopically for

tubercule bacilli were found to be negative in every in-

stance. He concluded that, while the sterilization of table-

ware used by consumptives was not to be discouraged, the

danger of infection from that source did not seem to be

great.

Opportunities for Infection.— Dr. S. Matejin of

Budapest performed a series of animal experiments in the

laboratory of the Koeningen Elizabeth Sanatorium, to de-

termine to what degree tuberculosis infection could be

conveyed through the various factors in the everyday life

of a tuberculosis sanatorium. Thirteen guinea pigs and

eight rabbits were employed for the experiment. Some

of them received subcutaneous inoculation of a suspension

in sterile water of ordinary house flies; the flies were first

washed off, then dried and rubbed into a fine powder, then

suspended in sterile water, which was finally centrifugated.

Others were inoculated with the maceration fluid of parts

of letters which had been moistened by the saliva of in-

dividuals who sought admission to the sanatorium. Still

others were treated with wash water from the door knobs

of institutions : door knobs used considerably by patients

of the institution were washed with cotton pads, moistened

with sterile water, the water being then squeezed from

them. The last few animals were treated with the wash

water from pieces of money handled by patients in the in-

stitution. Of the 21 animals only one developed tubercu-

losis : this was a guinea pig treated with the maceration

fluid from one of the letters of an individual seeking ad-

mission. It would seem, therefore, that the sum total of

light and air, as well as the many provisions to prevent the

conveyance of the germ of infection in the conduction of

a sanatorium (the careful collection of the sputum, the

careful cleansing, the covered state of the cuspidors), in

reality attained their purpose.

In the afternoon of this day there was a joint session

of the section on bacteriology and pathology and that on

tuberculosis in animals.

The Relations of Human and Bovine Tuberculosis.

—

Dr. Robert Koch of Germany confined himself to the

practical side of this question. The results of his experi-

ments, which he had undertaken in connection with Schutz

and which he had communicated to the British Congress

in I901. were : I. The bacilli of bovine tuberculosis were

different from those of human tuberculosis. 2. Human
beings might be infected by bovine tubercle bacilli, but

serious disease from this cause occurred very rarely. 3.

Preventive measures against tuberculosis should therefore

be directed primarily against the propagation of the human

tubercle bacilli. He had not expected his views to be

accepted as final, but had asked scientists to repeat the ex-

periments. This had been done. The animals used for

experimentation had to be entirely free from spontaneous

tuberculosis. Since the earliest stages of tuberculous in-

fection could not be recogrnized with certainty, this source

of error could be eliminated only by experimentation on

long series of animals, for experiments on too small a

number of animals carried no weight. Single exceptions

in long series of experiments usually depended upon ex-

perimental error and should be valued accordingly or the

whole series repeated. The inoculation of animals should

be made subcutaneously with weighed quantities of a cul-

ture of tubercle bacilli. The best results had been obtained

with doses of ten milligrams. He had never held that the

human and bovine tubercle bacilli were two distinct species,

but only stated that they differed from one another in

certain characteristics, which were of the greatest im-

portance in combating tuberculosis. Some had attempted

to refute him by showing that the bacilli of the human

type might be transformed into the bacillus of the bovine

type and vice versa by passage through animals or by culti-

vation in artificial media. In this connection he repeated

that he was interested only in the practical significance of

the difference between the two types of bacilli. All com-

petent investigators agreed that the tubercle bacilli of

human origin and those of cattle differed. Dr. Koch point-

ed out these differences and said that to his knowledge the

bacilli of the human type had never been demonstrated in

cattle, but the bacilli of the bovine type could occur in

man. They had been found in the cervical lymph glands

and in the alimentary tract. With few exceptions, how-

ever, these bacilli were but slightly virulent for man and

remained localized. He thought the few cases in which

bovine tubercle bacilli had been said to have produced

tuberculosis in man were not above suspicion. Of all

human beings who died of tuberculosis eleven-Uvelfths

died of pulmonary tuberculosis. One would have expected

investigators to have searched for the bovine tubercle bacilli

in these pulmonary cases instead of in the cases dying of

other forms of tuberculosis. Up to date in no case of

pulmonary tuberculosis had the tubercle bacillus of the

bovine type been demonstrated. If further investigation

should establish that pulmonary tuberculosis was produced

by the tubercle bacillus of the human type exclusively,

then the question would have been decided in favor of the

view which he had upheld, and we must direct our regula-

tions for combating tuberculosis primarily against the

tubercle bacilli of the human type.

Relation of Human and Animal Tuberculosis.—Profes-

sor Theobald Smith of Boston said that the difference be-

tween the bovine and human type of tubercle bacillus could
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readily be determined by any skilled bacteriologist, and

that it had been found that, roughly speaking, perhaps half

of certain kinds of tuberculosis in children, such as those

of the glands of the neck and the abdomen, were due to

infection from milk. Prof. Smith discussed the doctrine

which assumed the possibility of a transformation of the

bovine into the human type of the bacillus, and reviewed

the various experiments which had been made in Europe

and in this country. He agreed with some of the investi-

gators that these bacilli could be modified to a certain

extent, but that this modification did not mean a change of

type, and that any transformation from one type into

the other had still to be demonstrated. He gave illustra-

tions to show that tuberculosis in man might be verj' preva-

lent where tuberculosis in cattle did not exist. He held

that any regular or wholesale conversion of bovine into

human bacilli in the human body was contraindicated by

most of the evidence presented.

Dr. G. SiMMS WooDHEAD of Cambridge, England, said

that in discussing this question he was somewhat hamp-

ered by the rules of the English Tuberculosis Commission,

which forbade him giving the results of experiments un-

officially. On one farm they confined the herd on which

experiments with bovine tuberculous were being made

;

on a second farm at a distance those cattle that were being

experimented on with the human bacilli were confined

;

and on a third the laboratory work was carried on. They
had taken the greatest care to have the animals which

were being experimented on with bovine tuberculosis free

from that disease in the start, and to this end cattle had

been brought from the Isle of Jersey where tuberculosis

among the cattle was unknown. The same was true with

regard to the animals experimented on with the human
form of the disease. Thus the objections raised by Dr.

Koch had been attended to. They found that the bacilli

from a large number of cases of alimentary tuberculosis

were virulent enough to produce tuberculosis in cattle, or

the bacilli had become so modified after they were in-

gested into the cattle. In feeding the sputum they took it

from sources where everything given the patients, food,

dishes, etc., were sterilized. In the German Imperial Com-
mission and in the Royal Commission in England they had

found that 20 per cent, of the cases of tuberculosis oc-

curred in children under five years of age, and one-third

of these were apparently due to the bovine type of bacillus,

isolated from human beings. He believed that the bacillus

underwent slow modification in virulence or in morphologi-

cal characteristics. Many of his opponents followed along

the line of Prof. Arloing, who said that it was difficult to

establish any distinct difference between the two kinds of

germs, but in general the bovine was more virulent. In

developing in the human system a variation of type was
produced. There seemed to be no ground upon which to

base the variation of type. It might be that man presented

a lesser receptivity to the bovine type of the disease. A
great difference could be detected between human bacilli

from different sources. He thought the percentages arrived

at by the British Commission open to criticism, and further

study and experiment were needed to prove whether bovine

tuberculosis could infect human beings.

Variations of Tubercle Bacillus.—Professor F.

Arloixg of Lyons, France, expressed himself as a stanch

adherent of the doctrine of the unity of the tubercle bacil-

lus. In former experiments he had shown that there were
great differences in virulence in the lesions of all forms
of tuberculosis. The range of virulence extended from a

virulence comparable to that of the most active bovine

bacilli to an almost complete disappearance of the power
to produce tuberculosis. He presented the varieties of

bovine and human bacilli which succeeded in producing by

special methods of culture which lowered or increased the

virulence, or modified the character of the virulence to the

point of making it like that of the avian bacillus. He
showed that the virulence of the avian bacillus could be

modified like that of the bacillus of mammals, either by

spontaneous or experimental influences. From the medi-

cal standpoint, the variations explain the differences ob-

served in the gravity and course of tuberculosis ; they

showed the desirability of possessing prognostic aids as

well as experimental methods of diagnosis, and they threw

an interesting light on the significance of the clinical means
which were employed to detect the disease. From the

standpoint of hygiene they demonstrated the necessity of

taking precautions against the tuberculous virus, whatever

might be its origin.

Relations of Human and Bovine Tuberculosis and
Tubercle Bacilli.— Dr. Johannes Fibiger and Pro-

fessor C. O. Yensen of Copenhagen, Denmark, gave the

results of comprising studies on the virulence of the bacilli,

their morphology, and biology. The virulence of bacilli upon

cattle was tested from twenty-nine cases of tuberculosis in

man and upon rabbits from twenty-two cultures, eighteen

isolated from man, four from cattle. Morphological studies

of bacilli were made from fifteen cultures from man and

thirteen from cattle. The characters of growth of twenty-

nine cultures from man and from cattle were compared. The
chemical reactions of bacilli from thirty-two cultures in

glycerin bouillon were tested. The growth of bacilli from
thirty-six cultures on media free from albumin were

studied. Summing up the results, the authors could not

admit a sharp separation between the ordinary two well-

known types, though it was true that the majority of cul-

tures isolated from cattle possess the qualities described as

peculiar to "typus bovinus," and the majority of cultures

isolated from human sputum correspond to the "typus

hiunanus." There were some cultures, however, that must

be considered as transition forms, having some of the

characteristics of the bovine and others of the human type.

Human and Bovine. Tuberculosis Treatment by
Different Kinds of Tuberculin.— Dr. Xathan Raw of

Mill Road Infirmary, Liverpool, read this paper, the special

objects of which were (l) to attempt to classify more
easily the various tuberculous lesions of the human body,

and to investigate the origin of infection, and (2) to

consider the effects of treatment by different varieties of

tuberculin, prepared from various sources. Up to the

present time it had been the almost universal practice to

classify all tuberculosis as of one common origin, to adopt

the doctrine of "the unity of tubercle." Robert Koch, in

his last authoritative lecture in 1901, said that "human and

bovine tuberculosis were distinct and separate diseases, and

that bovine tuberculosis, if conveyed to man, could not

set up generalized tuberculosis in the human body." Pro-

longed and careful experimental research had demonstrated

beyond doubt that the contention of Koch was right when
he affirmed that human and bovine tuberculosis were not

identical, but it had been demonstrated that he was in

error when he said that bovine tuberculosis could not be

communicated to the human. During the last fifteen years

the speaker had had the opportunity of observing S,ooo

cases of tuberculosis, and of this number, over 3,000 had

died in the hospital. He said that he had no reason

to modify his views set forth in 1903, viz., "That human
and bovine bacilli were divisible into two distinct types of

a common species, (l) typus humanus and (2) typus

bovinus." The human body was susceptible to both forms

of tubercle. The results of his investigations showed

(l) tubercle bacilli of the typus humanus produced

(a) pulmonary tuberculosis; (&) ulceration of the intes-

tines
;

(c) tuberculous laryngitis. (2) Tubercle bacilli of

the typus bovinus produced (a) tuberculous peritonitis;

(6) tuberculosis of lymphatic glands; (c) acute miliary

tuberculosis; (d) tuberculous joints; (c) tuberculous

meningitis; (/) lupus. The differentiation of the clinical

manifestations of tubercle had a most important bearing

on the treatment. He believed that tuberculin was a

necessity to a thorough eradication of the disease from

the blood, and to the production of an artificial immunity.
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Koch's Tuberculin R., or the new tuberculin, had proved

of little value in the treatment of pulmonary tuberculosis,

although it was of the greatest value in treating all in-

fections of a bovine origin. In the treatment of the human
infections, such as pulmonary tuberculosis, a tuberculin

prepared from bovine sources was necessary. It was his

firm opinion that pulmonary tuberculosis was the direct

result of inhaling air containing tubercle bacilli, or in some
cases of absorbing them through the alimentary tract ; he

was also convinced that when tuberculosis w'as eradicated

from dairy cows it would be a rare event to see a case of

surgical tuberculosis in the human subject.

Studies of Tubercle Bacilli from the Tissues of

Special Forms of Primary Cervical Adenitis in Man,
with Particular Reference to Intermediate and Atypical

Varieties of Bacilli.— Dr. Charlks W. Duval of Mon-
treal based his paper on the study of atypical forms of the

tubercle bacillus isolated directly from the tissues of four

cases of primary cervical adenitis. The clinical picture in

each case was the same, and the autopsies showed primary

lesions in the cervical region and acute general miliary

tuberculosis. Pure cultures of the tubercle bacillus were

recovered directly from the cervical pus at the time of

surgical intervention. Of the four culture studies, one

corresponded to the bovine tpe and another to the hu-

man type. The two other cultures were intermediate or

atypical forms. One was perhaps a modified bovine strain,

the other might have been an avian type modified by a

sojourn in man. The cultures had been carefully studied

and compared with well known avian, bovine, and human
types for a period of over two years. The work treated

of the morphology, cultural peculiarities, histopathological

lesions, and animal experiments on rabbits, guinea-pigs,

rats, pigeons, and chickens. The Theobald Smith glycerin

bouillon reaction was critically studied.

The Intertransmissibility of Tuberculosis.—Dr.

Charles F. Dawson of the Delaware College E.xperiment

Station, Newark, presented this paper, in which he said

that if Koch's idea in regard to the intertransmissibility of

human and bovine tuberculosis were correct, sanitary

measures restricting the sale and movement of tuberculous

animals and their products were unnecessary and were

harmful to the cattle industry. More important still was

the probable removal of apprehension concerning diseased

animals and their products upon the public health. It

was generally admitted that bovine tuberculosis was be-

coming more prevalent, and in proportion as it prevailed

did it become a menace to public health. Statistics did not

give a true idea of the extent of the prevalence of bovine

tuberculosis. It was generally only the herds in which the

disease was supposed to exist that were tested. In non-

suspected herds it was found that as high as 26.4 per cent.

of the cattle were infected in the State of Massachusetts.

Experiment station showed that in suspected herds the

percentage affected was 35.6, while in non-suspected herds

only 9 per cent, showed infection. Tuberculosis in swine

was becoming more prevalent and was found in swine fed

on dairy refuse, in those which fed after dairy cattle in

the field and in those which had access to the manure pile.

A tuberculous cow would infect her calf if she had tubercu-

losis of the udder, or if she were passing tuberculous

bacilli in her feces. Tubercule bacilli remained alive in

milk and butter for several months. Numerous investi-

gators had shown that the various t}'pes of tubercle bacilli

might be changed in their morphology and pathogenesis

by a sojourn in the bodies of different animals. Non-

virulent races were made more virulent, and virulent races

were made less virulent by the above treatment. It was

at least plausible that the bovine tubercle bacillus should

be considered pathogenic for man. Numerous cases had

been cited where persons had been accidentally inoculated

with the bovine bacilli and developed in some cases fatal

tuberculosis, showing that the bovine bacilli were capable

of producing the disease when inoculated into man.

Dr. M. P. Ravenel of iladison, Wis., said that a correct

solution of this problem was important, because even if

the number of deaths from bovine tuberculosis was as

small as was estimated, it was not a negligible quantity.

All agreed that the human type of the tubercle bacillus had

not been found in cattle. It would be interesting to know

how the types became differentiated. He assumed that

cattle had greater resistance and were only susceptible to

types having greater virulence. Only a highly virulent

tj'pe was retained, the bovine system filtering out the

weaker bacilli. This was the best explanation he could

think of, and as a corrolary it followed that the filtration

was not absolutely exact. Some animals retained more

virulent types, others less virulent ones, and so on down

to the feebly virulent human type. Like Professor Wood-
head, he thought that changes of type could take place ; he

had inoculated bacilli of the bovine type and afterward

found them like human bacilli. In the sputum of cows he

had found bacilli very much resembling the human bacilli.

It was well known that bacilli could pass through the

intestinal walls without leaving any trace of their passage.

They could do this in from two and one-half to four hours

in sufficient quantities to cause the disease. In some feed-

ing experiments with monkeys it had been shown that

animals that had no intestinal disease showed large in-

volvement of the lungs. This had been repeated many

times, and the evidence was strong that the bacilli had

penetrated to the lungs through the intestine, the lym-

phatic and the thoracic duct. It had been shown that most

cases occurred in children, and this pointed to the intes-

tinal tract as the portal of entry. In children fed on milk

known to contain tubercle bacilli a striking number had

died of tuberculosis. In his opinion, it behooved us to

take every precaution to prevent the contamination of the

milk, as he did not consider the number of cases of

tuberculosis due to the bovine type of bacillus to be in-

significant.

SECTION ON clinical STUDY AND THERAPEUTICS.

Second Day—Tuesday, September 29.

Comparative Importance of Treatment in Sanatoria

near at Hand, and an Entire Change of Climate.—Dr.

F. I. Knight of Boston in this paper said that while the

earlier treatment of tuberculosis had aimed at the relief

of the symptoms, that the modern treatment was directed

toward increasing the bodily resistance of the individual

affected so that he might make a better fight. The sana-

torium simply supplied the surroundings in which to de-

velop the most efficient hygiene, mental, and moral atti-

tudes, while supplying a proper climate. Climate had to

be considered in every method of treatment, since even

the patient at home had the climate in which he had always

lived. Therefore, it was not possible to compare ab-

stractly sanatorium treatment and climatic treatment. But

if there was to be a choice between sanatorium treatment

near home and a life without medical restraint under rad-

ically changed climatic conditions, the choice would be for

the former. As a rule, sanatoria gave better regulation

of the patient than any home constraint, and aimed to

supply a humidity, atmospheric pressure, sunshine, and

wind velocity adapted to give the maximum stimulation to

each patient. Sometimes it was necessary to provide a

radical change in meteorological conditions in order to

change the factors of metabolism, but the relative value

of the climatic factor would be determined only by a care-

ful comparison of the statistics of observations made under

similar conditions in different parts of the world.

Dr. C. T. Williams of London read a paper on the

same subject. He said that as a rule the sanatoria, by

controlling the amount of brain work and bodily exercise,

caused at least a temporary improvement in nearly every

case. Further, they taught that obedience to orders was the

only road to improvement, and they educated the patients

in hygiene. These effects were most marked in Eng-
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land in the laboring classes. He looked forward to

the education of the people until wholesome dwellings

would be demanded by all classes. It required a long time

to infuse a love of fresh air into the men and women who
had been brought up without it, but the children were more
hopeful pupils. At home open-air treatment was possible,

but it was difficult to attain, for the fresh air necessary

for the tuberculous girl was always complained of as mak-
ing worse the rheumatism in the mother and the ague in

the father. Climatic treatment in and of itself without

hygiene was known to be the cause of recovery, especially

in the instances of patients living at the high altitudes of

the Andes and the Alps. One of the most remarkable and
undeniable cases demonstrating the effect of climate was
that of Gilbert, of a man both of whose parents had died

of tuberculosis. The man himself had unmistakable signs

before his first visit to the Isthmus of Panama. There
he became distinctly worse and went to Quito, at an ele-

vation of over 9,000 feet, with practical recovery in the

course of six months. Seven times he had gone from
lowlands to the mountains, each time becoming apparently

entirely free from signs of tuberculosis. Before his last

ascent there had been evidences of cavities in the lungs,

marked emaciation, and a severe diarrhea, along with other

symptoms that seemed to make recovery impossible, and
yet he again had regained health and active vigor. But
will] the return of health he descended once more to the

plains, and died. Hence Dr. Williams considered it proven
that altitude would arrest the disease, especially in its

early stages and in children, and augment the motility of
the chest. Later cases he considered more favorable for

local sanatorium treatment.

Dr. C. E. Edson of Denver, continuing the discussion,

said that the essential aids in the cure of pulmonary tuber-

culosis were outdoor life for as nearly twenty-four hours
in the day as practicable, sufficient food, and proper rest.

That climate was most favorable which permitted or in-

duced an outdoor life. A change of climate would be of
advantage to a patient if thereby he was attracted to lead

a life in the open air with ease, safety, and economy of
vital expenditure. The accompanying change of scene
might be expected to act advantageously in an individual

way. In making any proposed change of climate, the ac-

commodations in the new region and the possibilities for

medical care should be considered. If appropriate care

could be had in the better climate as well as at home, the

change should be advised, but if the financial, social, or

domestic circumstances of the patient were such that he
could not in the new climate secure proper and sufficient

food, accommodation, care, and attention, or if his men-
tal attitude was such as to make separation from home
inadvisable, change of climate should not be encouraged.
It needed more than climate to cure.

Diagnosis and Treatment of Early Cases of Tuber-
culosis.— Dr. L.WVRENCE F. Flicic of Philadelphia held,

in this paper, that tuberculosis was primarily a lymphatic
disease, to be diagnosed by reaction and enlargement of
the glands. Immunity might follow lymphatic tuberculo-

sis, or the bacilli might be filtered out in the lungs—the
only portion of the body through which the entire mass of
the body passed in each cycle, and before it went to the

rest of the body after receiving the lymph stream. He said

that the apices of the lungs, along their posterior borders,

were primarily affected, though the signs seemed to develop
more frequently at the right apex. At that stage the diag-

nosis was not easily made. When the patient developed
cough, night sweats, and fever, the case was already well

advanced. Any ill health or loss of strength should sug-

gest tuberculosis in persons who had been exposed to

contagion. The subjective symptoms of early tuberculosis

of the lungs might be cough, hypersecretion of mucus,
loss of appetite, malaise, and hypersensitiveness of the

nervous system. The objective symptoms were rise of

temperature, disturbance of pulse rate, and dilated pupils.

The physical signs were slight bronchovesicular breathing

over the affected area, a pleuritic rub on expiration, in-

crease in tactile fremitus and vocal resonance, slight bron-

chophony, and impaired resonance. The physical signs

should first be looked for over the back in a circumscribed

area. Tuberculosis was still early, both in time and in

progress, so long as it was limited to one lobe of one

lung, or even a whole lung, provided there was not much
tissue destruction. The symptoms in the more advanced

stage usually were malaise, gastric disturbance, some sense

of shortness of breath, a sense of physical incapacity,

cough, expectoration, chilliness or a sense of heat, and
loss of appetite. The physical signs were those of bron-

chial breathing, prolonged expiratory murmur, pleuritic

rub, increase in tactile fremitus and vocal resonance, fee-

ble bronchophony, and impairment of resonance. When
the infiltration was dense or there was secondary infection,

the symptoms all became more marked and dullness on
percussion appeared. Later cavity signs appeared. Ab-
sence of tubercle bacilli from the sputum should not

weigh too heavily against the diagnosis. The treatment of

early tuberculosis was the simple life, proper food, fresh

air, and medication to restore the body to its physiological

functions. Recovery did not mean sterility in relation to

the tubercle bacillus, but an arrest in the process of de-

struction and a restoration to physiological health. In the

more advanced stages, with a deficit in the physiological

capacity of the organism, more heroic treatment was
necessary, in the form of bed and complete rest, followed

by gradually increased exercise. The diet should be suit-

able to the patient, perhaps one solid meal of beefsteak,

fresh vegetables, and fresh fruit, and then milk and raw

eggs with fruit and nuts between times. It was very im-

portant that the patient should have sufficient fresh air.

If he could not live outdoors, he should be in a room with

cross ventilation. Drafts could do him no harm if he was
properly clad. He considered drugs useful. Iodine used

by inunction was his choice. Elimination of poisons and

microorganisms should be encouraged. The disease could

be treated at home in any climate successfully. The home
treatment prepared the patient for after life. When proper

discipline could not be attained at home, the patient should

be sent to a sanatorium in the climate in which he was
accustomed to live. After sanatorium treatment had re-

stored the patient to physical health, a course of home
treatment should be instituted to teach him to live at home
and keep well.

Dr. Lopez of Mexico said that he considered the high alti-

tudes known to the Mexicans, with the even range of tem-

perature all the year round, the best to produce physiolog-

ical changes and greater efficiency of the blood.

Dr. PoTTENGER of Los Angeles said that he considered

the object of treatment was to produce immunity against

the tubercle bacillus. No one climate was necessary for

the patients, and 95 per cent, of the patients must get well

at home or not at all. The keynote to the treatment was
intelligent guidance by a physician, and that was necessary

everywhere, for rich and poor, in health resorts and at

home. In the early diagnosis he thought that we had very

much to learn, for even now infection might be present

for years before an open outbreak of the conditions was
recognized as tuberculosis.

Dr. Woodcock of Leeds said that one great objection to

sanatoria was that while they put the man in good physi-

cal condition, they so changed his ideals that afterward

he could not live in quiet at home.

X-Ray Examinations in Pulmonary Tuberculosis.-—
Dr. T. H. Williams of Boston emphasized the points

made in his paper of the previous day that the diagnosis

of tuberculosis was one of the most serious that had to

be made by the practitioner. He might err by failing to

make the diagnosis, thus exposing his nearest friends to

his disease, or by thinking the condition present when it

was not, thus unduly alarming the patient and putting him
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to undue rearrangement of his affairs. The .v-ray in aid-

ing in this diagnosis was of great value, and was most

useful in the conditions where it was most needed, in the

early cases. If on examination there was found a short-

ened excursion of the diaphragm, a displacement of the

heart toward the affected side, and an increase in density

at one apex, and if these changes persisted on a second

examination, some two weeks later, the diagnosis of tuber-

culosis was very probable. On the other hand, if two

examinations \yere both normal, it was better not to make

the diagnosis of tuberculosis except on the grounds of the

strongest evidence. In later cases the ;r-rays determined

calcified scars and central areas of consolidation that could

not be determined otherwise. While the x-ray examina-

tions were not infallible, they added to our knowledge of

the conditions in the thorax and gave fuller, more accu-

rate, or earlier information than the older method.

Dr. Henry Hulst of Grand Rapids read a paper on the

same subject. He thought the value of the :ir-ray examina-

tion was dependent on the quality of the transformer used

to make the rays visible, whether fluorescent screen or

photographic plate, and the sensitiveness of the eye of the

interpreter. He thought Williams' sign of limitation of

the excursion of the diaphragm was not always present in

tuberculosis, and when present was not always a sign of

tuberculosis. He considered the value of the .r-ray exam-

ination dependent on its positiveness and the completeness

of its evidence. And for this the plate was better than the

fluoroscopic examination. He got the best results from

soft tubes and short exposures taken while the patient

held bis breath.

Dr. Edward Rist of Paris followed with a paper on the

same subject. He considered that as yet the .I'-ray exami-

nation was not on a par with percussion and auscultation,

principally because the radioscopic work was relegated to

a man who devoted his time to ;ir-ray work and was not

versed in the possible conditions in the lung that called

for interpretation. Yet fluoroscopic examinations were

always a help in the interpretation of the facts obtained

by percussion and auscultation. The post-mortem exami-

nation and the fluoroscopic examination both regularly

showed that the lesions in the lungs were more extensive

than had been anticipated after percussion and ausculta-

tion. Moreover, tubercle bacilli were found repeatedly in

the sputum of persons who were not suspected until the

time of the fluoroscopic examination. He thought that

rapid photographs taken with a short exposure gave the

best results.

Dr. Minor of Asheville said that eight years of experi-

ence had led him to the belief that the ^r-rays should al-

ways be used in diagnosis, although he did not consider

that they would aid in establishing a very early diagnosis.

In technique he always started with a tube so soft that

the fluorescent screen was dark, and then by means of a

series spark gap increased the penetration until he could

just see through the tissues, the work being done in a

dark room efficient for the developing of photographic

plates.

Dr. Leube of Wiirtzburg said the value of the .r-rays

was greatest in the doubtful cases to relieve the patient's

mind if the examination was negative. He did not con-

sider, however, that a negative finding should satisfy the

physician, as even then there was still a possibility of the

existence of tuberculosis.

Dr. RiTZ of Paris thought that the extent of the lesion

and the stage of development could be told better by the

fluoroscope than by auscultation and percussion.

The Value of Hemoptysis as a Symptom of Early

Tuberculosis.—Dr. J. M. Anders of Philadelphia read

this paper. He said that the forms of hemoptysis met

with in other diseases than tuberculosis usually permitted

a clear discrimination. The hemoptysis occurred in the

early cases of both the acute and the chronic forms. In

acute tuberculous pneumonia, hemoptysis might be the

first symptom to arouse suspicion of the true nature of the

process. Initial hemoptysis in acute tuberculous broncho-

pneumonia was comparatively rare. This form might su-

pervene, however, during the course of chronic pulmonary

tuberculosis, when it was not uncommonly ushered in by

blood spitting. In fibroid phthisis the symptom was rare,

but when it did occur the hemorrhage was often copious.

In the largest and most important group, chronic ulcerative

phthisis, hemoptysis rarely occurred in cases so sligbt as

to defy detection either by a physical or an .r-ray exami-

nation. The importance of inquiring particularly into the

previous history for various forms of perversion of the

general health could not be too strongly emphasized. Cases

of hemoptysis in which all clinical and laboratory findings

were negative were still to be regarded as tuberculous

until disproven by the tuberculin test, or otherwise. In

3,500 cases, approximately 10 per cent, manifested hemop-

tysis at the very commencement of the disease.

High Altitude Treatment of PhthisiB, with Special

Regard to Febrile Conditions.—Dr. O. Amerin of

Arosa, Switzerland, showed that in the high altitude of

his town tuberculous patients had marked improvement in

their fever in all stages of the disease. The tendency to

hemorrhage was no contraindication to the high altitude,

except when there was increased blood pressure or a pulse

rate exceeding 120. Cases of surgical tuberculosis were

also improved by the high altitude.

Diet in Tuberculosis.—Professor Irving Fisher of

Yale University, in this paper pointed out that the diet

employed in sanatoria was unscientific and extremely

variable. With important exceptions the diet was the sanae

in sanatoria as in neighboring boarding houses. The varia-

tion in the number of calories was from 2,100, sufficient if

no work was done, to 5,500, an excessive amount under any

circumstances, which must strain the body economy and

do harm even in health. It was concluded that 3,000 cal-

ories, of which 10 per cent, should be in the form of

protein, were amply sufficient. Protein excess was injuri-

ous on account of the intestinal putrefaction. There was a

strong tendency now against an excessive meat and protein

diet.

Dr. H. M. King of the Loomis Sanatorium, Liberty,

N. Y., gave a summary of the diet at that institution. He
said they no longer considered milk and eggs a specific

cure for tuberculosis, but the patient needed a mixed diet

with distinct mastication of his food. He thought over-

feeding harmful. They had recently introduced a trained

dietitian and her assistant in place of the regular cook

and had reduced the quantity fed from 3,900 calories to

3,100 with about 130 grams protein, no grams fat, and

the balance carbohydrate. They used oleomargarine in

place of cooking butter, and, after separating the milk,

used the cream for cereals, coffee, etc., and the separated

milk for drinking. This new regime had diminished the

digestive disturbances very greatly and given gains in

weight for most of the patients, though a few had lost.

The cases under treatment were in all stages, half of them

being advanced. All the patients were on carefully pre-

scribed exercise or labor of some kind.

The Opsonic Index in Certain Tuberculous Infec-

tions.—Dr. T. W. Hastings of New York City read

this paper. He considered the variations found with tu-

berculous individuals and with normal sera and in patients

under and not under tuberculin therapy. He noted the

inconstant occurrence of a low index in tuberculous infec-

tions ; in ten pulmonary cases the index was below 0.6, re-

gardless of the condition. The indices therefore did not

correspond to the clinical condition and were not to be

used as guides to inoculation. To establish a pathological

variation, the safe plan was to estfrnate indices two or

three times a week for two weeks.

The Opsonic Index in the Diagnosis of Pulmonary
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Tuberculosis.—Dr. G. P. Sandorn of Boston presented

a detailed study in the variation in the index in a case of

pulmonary tuberculosis, under conditions of rest, moderate

activity, hard work, and after inoculations with tuberculin

(B. E.). The duration covered a period of two months,

determinations being made according to Wright's methods,

from one to three times a day during most of this period.

The aim was to gain data on which to base specific treat-

ment, from the study of the degree of autoinoculation that

the patient was subject to froin his own activities. The
study showed that rest and light work might be compati-

ble with a repeatedly normal index ; that hard work might

produce an elevation in the opsonic power, and that the

effect of exercise and of tuberculin on the index evidently

corresponded, suggesting similarity of stimuli. The appli-

cation to diagnosis depended on the change following

exercise, which should be varied to suit the case. The de-

termination of the opsonic inde.x gave less discomfort and

greater accuracy than the old tuberculin test, avoided the

conjunctivitis of the Calmette test, and gave greater accu-

racy of localization than was possible with either, or with

the von Pirquet reaction.

The Accuracy of the Tuberculo-Opsonic Index and
Its Value as a Control to Tuberculin Treatment in

Pulmonary Tuberculosis.—Drs. H. M. T. Kinghor.n',

D. C. TwicHELL. N. M. Carter, and Mr. F. W. O. Werry
of Saranac Lake presented this communication. An at-

tempt was made to determine the mean error of a single

observation as obtained from series of observations by
three all equally accurate observers. This error was de-

termined to be plus or minus 14. They endeavored to get

a genera! view of the effect of the doses of tuberculin on

the opsonic indices of the patients. They followed the slow

progressive method of dosage according to Trudeau, the

drug being given at intervals of three or four days, and

at longer intervals when large doses were reached. They
did not control the doses by the opsonic index according

to Wright's method, but critically examined the effects of

the doses on the index. They found that the index was
raised by the injection of tuberculin: that in the majority

of the tests negative phases occurred, followed by positive

phases; that when they gave the drug at intervals of three

or four days, or when doses of one-quarter the usual

strength were given, when the index was still low, the

index was rarely depressed still farther, but a positive

phase at once set in. That in only 19 per cent, of the cases

had the positive phase not ceased before the next injection

was given. They thought that while it was quite imprac-

ticable to use the test each day on each patient on account of

the time required, yet the test had showed itself of value

in regard to spacing the doses. They thought the aim of

the tuberculin treatment was to produce tuberculin immu-
nization rather than merely to keep the index high, and
that there was greater advantage in getting the patient

able to stand large doses than in keeping the index high

by small doses.

The Tuberculo-Opsonic Index in Diagnosis and
Treatment.—Dr. Mary C. Lincoln of Chicago said in

this paper that she had found variations of 0.3 to 0.4 in

slides that should yield the same count, and therefore no
rise or fall of less than 0.4 should be considered a change
in the index. Moreover, the index did not follow the

dilution of the serum. In comparative tests of the index,

von Pirquet's skin test, and Calmette's conjunctival test,

there was an agreement in 80 of the series of 200 cases,

and the two latter agreed in contrast to all three in 605.

The more advanced the disease the less was the reaction

as a rule.

Dr. J. VON SzABOKY of Budapest-Gleichenberg presented

a paper on the same subject, which was read in abstract.

The Application of the Cutaneous and Conjunctival

Tuberculin Reactions in the Diagnosis of Tuberculous
Infections.—Professor A. Calmette of Lille read this

paper. He said that 92 per cent, of tuberculous patients

gave positive reactions to the conjunctival test. Of clin-

ically suspicious cases, 57 per cent, were positive, and of

apparently healthy people, 17 per cent, were positive with

the same test. Of 55 cases with positive conjunctival re-

actions not suspected of tuberculosis, which came to autop-

sy, macroscopic tuberculous lesions were detected in 49.

In over 6,000 cases tested, the only complications noted

were: In 3 phlyctenular keratitis, in 20 conjunctivitis, and

in 72 a reaction prolonged beyond three weeks. In no

instance did graver disturbances occur. Early reactions

were observed most frequently in suspected tuberculosis,

and late and slight reaction in well-developed cases. Ca-

chectic and hypertoxic infections reacted very feebly in

conjunctival, cutaneous, and subcutaneous tests. The eye

test almost always revealed active foci, but was negative

in the case of simple carriers and in patients with healed

lesions, who often reacted to the skin test. Repeated in-

stillation seemed to produce immunity in about 5 days,

which disappeared in about 25 days. For children under

one year the cutaneous test was to be preferred as the

more convenient and inoffensive. In adults the number of

positive results following the skin test was so great that

it could not be used for early diagnosis, so that the eye

test was to be preferred both in children over one year

and in adults.

Observations on the Cutaneous Tuberculin Reaction

in 200 Children Examined Post Mortem.— Dr. C. von
Pirquet of Vienna gave tlie results of his experience with

the cutaneous reaction to tuberculin. Koch's old tuberculin

was used. The conjunctival reaction of Calmette was not

satisfactory in young children on account of the difficulty

in making equable tests in struggling children. Of 200

cases, some suspected and some not, 68 were positive and

66 of these showed macroscopical tuberculous lesions at

autopsy, and one of the other two had a pleuropericardial

adhesion. Therefore, every positive reaction showed the

presence of active tuberculosis. The absence of reaction

occurred in all cases without tuberculosis and in several

cases with tuberculosis, particularly in older children, when
the test was made only a few days before death, in some

cases where the tuberculosis was complicated by measles,

and in some other cases. In measles existing at the same
time as tuberculosis, the cutaneous reaction was negative

during the first week, but in the later weeks of measles the

test might be positive. The skin reaction allowed of quan-

titative estimation. A marked reaction indicated great

danger to life if the patient was under six months of age.

In tlie older children the reaction did not indicate such a

serious outlook.

Conclusions from 1087 Conjunctival Tuberculin Tests

by a Uniform Method.— Dr. E. R. Baldwin of Sara-

nac Lake had collected reports from 40 clinicians to whom
the same tuberculin had been sent with eyedropper and

directions to follow a uniform method of testing and re-

cording results. All the tests were made inside of a period

of three months. Of the tuberculous cases, 70 per cent,

reacted positively. Severe reactions occurred in more
than 2 per cent, of the cases. He concluded that the con-

junctival test performed with weak solutions by a single

instillation had some value in confirming the presence of

tuberculosis in the early stages. Repetition of the test

might be misleading. The test was unreliable for prog-

nosis. Used with proper precautions, danger to the eye

was slight and need not preclude the test when other

methods were inapplicable, as when fever was present.

The Ophthalmoreaction to TubercuHn.—Dr. Fer-
N.AND Arloing of Lyous said that in the use of the oph-

thalmic reaction, if the first reaction was negative, there

might be a positive reaction to the second or third instilla-

tion. A previous ocular reaction was frequently revived

by the cutaneous or subcutaneous injection of medicinal

doses of tuberculin, but this did not contraindicate the

employment of the two procedures in the same person.

A previous use of tuberculin had a very variable effect
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on a subsequent ocular test. As the result of animal ex-

perimentation he concluded that the ocular reaction to

tuberculin occurred in individuals impregnated and sensi-

tized by a toxin of any kind. The test had not proved

itself superior to the serum agglutination which had the

advantage over the ocular reaction of being absolutely

harmless, more constant, and more delicate; that the oph-

thalmoreaction was an indication rather of the degree of

intoxication to the organism, while the serum reaction re- .

vealed the forces available for defense against infection.

The Application of the Differential Cutaneous Reac-

tion in the Diagnosis, Pathology, and Therapy of Tuber-

culosis.—Dr. L. Detre of Budapest described his dif-

ferential cutaneous reaction. It was a modification of von

Pirquet's reaction, consisting of the application to the skin

of three different substances at the same time—concen-

trated old tuberculin, filtrate of a culture of human tubercle

bacilli, and filtrate of a culture of bovine tubercle bacilli.

The cutaneous reaction was an indicator of the sensitive-

ness of the organism. The cases could be divided into

those which were positive to the human and negative to

the bovine toxin, and vice versa, and the author distin-

guished a dominant papule and a concomitant papule. The

difference between the two was sometimes very slight.

Investigations showed that the cutaneous picture remained

the same qualitatively after repeated examinations ; that a

human case always remained a human case ; that when

both toxins were injected subcutaneously the subjects

showed a greater tolerance for a toxin which corresponded

to the concomitant papule, while they were exceedingly

sensitive to the dominant filtrate. He showed that more

than 90 per cent, of the cases of pulmonary tuberculosis

exhibited a preponderance of the human reaction, whereas

in the visceral and surgical cases in adults the bovine

reaction might be demonstrated in one-third to one-half

of the cases. By means of the systematic employment of

the differential cutaneous reaction, it was possible to immu-

nize a patient with greater ease and certainty than without

it. The technique was simpler, the results objective and

more certain, and more easily perceived than the results

of the opsonin method.

Third Day—JVcdnesday, September 30.

The Treatment of Tuberculosis by Tuberculins, and

More Especially by Beraneck's Tuberculin.—Professor

E. Beraneck of Xeuchatel, Switzerland, showed that it

was possible to confer upon inoculated animals marked

resistance to experimental and natural tuberculosis. The

difficulties encountered in these attempts at vaccination

were due to the biochemical character of Koch's bacillus.

.\lthough the tubercle bacillus might act as a vaccine, it

could not be used in its natural state in the treatment of a

patient with tuberculosis. Here it was necessary to use

the toxins either excreted from the body or constituting

the substance of the bacillus, and that the immunizing

properties of the tuberculin toxins did justify the utiliza-

tion of these toxins in a specific treatment of tuberculosis.

The Filtered Bouillon of the Bacillus of Human Tu-

berculosis as an Agent in the Specific Treatment of

Human Tuberculosis.—Professor G. Denvs of the Uni-

versity of Louvain, Belgium, described his product as the

liquid obtained by filtering through a porcelain filter a cul-

ture of the bacillus of human tuberculosis, fully developed

in bouillon. This product was used without further treat-

ment by heat or chemicals, and was equivalent to the diph-

theria and tetanus toxins from which the antisera were

derived. Subcutaneous dosage in tuberculous patients pro-

duced reactions analogous to those of other tuberculins:

Cutaneous inflammation at the site of the puncture, general

rise of temperature, nervousness, malaise, weakness, loss

of appetite, etc., and specific phenomena in the return of

general symptoms or the appearance of new ones. Great

variation, from o.oooi to o.oooooi gram and less, in the

dose was necessary to produce these effects. The writer

was convinced of the possibility of curing tuberculosis by

this means by causing large doses, o.i, 0.5, or even l.o gram,

to be tolerated without appreciable injury to health. The

writer was convinced of the necessity of avoiding all

strong or moderate reactions in immunizing the patient,

and of tolerating only exceptionally, light reactions. In

general, he began with doses of 0.00000005 grams for

afebrile patients, and 0.0000000005 for even slightly fever-

ish ones. He never injected during or just after a reac-

tion, but waited one or more days, and never increased

the dose if there was any reaction whatever. In general,

the adaptability to the injections and improvement went

hand in hand. By this treatment he attained almost cer-

tain cure in close tuberculosis of the lungs ; the more com-

plete results were with the less advanced lesions. He also

found a large proportion of cures by this bouillon filtrate

in pleurisy, laryngitis, enteritis, peritonitis, adenitis, oste-

itis, arthritis, cystitis, etc., and got failures in the rapidly

advancing cases, probably from lack of time to immunize

the patient. These results were attained without sana-

torium help, but other forms of treatment were not ex-

cluded.

Human and Bovine Tuberculosis, with Special Refer-

ence to Treatment by Different Kinds of Tuberculin.

—

Dr. Nathan Raw of Liverpool read this paper. He thought

that the two types of tubercle bacillus recognized as human

and bovine were distinctly different strains, and that both

might cause lesions in the human body. He did not think

that all of the tubercle bacilli obtained from man were of

the human t3rpe, but that one-tenth of the human lesions

were due to the bovine type of bacilli. The human tj'pe

injected into cattle might produce lesions of great or little

virulence. He considered that the human body had be-

come tolerant of the bovine type from tKe consumption of

contaminated milk and meat for generations. He thought

that the bovine type affected the so-called surgical portions,

whereas the human type affected the lungs most often.

The lungs might become infected either from the inhala-

tion of the germs directly or by secondary infection from

the cervical or abdominal lymph glands, or from the blood

stream, as in acute miliary tuberculosis. Of these the

aerial infection was the most common. That the bovine

infection in the lungs gave a more active process; that

the surgical lesions due to bovine infection came in most

cases from milk infection in infancy, and might lie dor-

mant for years. He considered treatment by tuberculin

very valuable, but that the two types should still be dis-

tinguished. That the pulmonary tuberculosis should be

treated by the bovine tuberculin, and the surgical tuber-

culosis by the human tuberculin, giving each the stimulation

of the opposite but allied type of bacillus from that which

was the cause of the lesion. That to attain cures the

lesions should be small; that in general tuberculosis little

effect could be expected, and in the young response was

better than in the older patients; that concurrent diseases,

such as nephritis, seemed to interfere with the treatment

by tuberculin. Glands of the neck gave many cures, but

if suppuration had set in the tuberculin had no effect.

Lupus gave very satisfactory results apart from all other

treatment; that joints did well in sinus cases, but anchyl-

osed joints did not as a rule show any improvement. Peri-

tonitis was cured in all the cases. In meningitis some

benefit was seen, but most of the cases came to treatment

late. He had never seen bad effects from the treatment

Dr. PoTTEXGER Said that he had been using bovine and

human sera for three years, and considered those used

different, giving different degrees of reaction. He said

that one would increase the toxicity of the patient, and

the other relieve it, and that one would give local reaction

when the other did not; that at times after using one type

for a while the other gave better results. The acute pro-

cesses did better with bovine and the chronic with human

tuberculin. He believed tuberculin of one type when in-

jected stimulated antitoxins of the allied type.
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Dr. Phillip of Edinburgh said that he had found only

good to cOttie from the use of tuberculin in routine treat-

ment, but that the results were limited anatomically and

physiologically. Anatomically in such conditions as pul-

monary tuberculosis, where, after the process had pro-

gressed to a certain point, the adhesions to the uncollapsi-

ble chest wall prevented further scar formation; and

physiologically, limited by the inability of the body to cope

with extensive and generalized lesions. He now used

Beraneck's serum because he had found it less toxic and

not less efficient than others.

Dr. Dexys said that he used human bacilli e.xclusively

because he believed the typus humanus was the cause of

the lesions. He did not believe that mixed infections

warranted the use of antistreptococcus sera with the tuber-

culin because he had tried the killed bouillon cultures with

no effect.

Dr. Beraneck also did not believe in the efficacy of the

antistreptococcic sera in the cases of mi.xed infection.

Antibacterial or Antitoxic Immunization in Tuber-
culin Treatment.—Dr. E. L. Trudeau of Saranac Lake
read this paper. He said that there were in the tuberculin

treatment two theories as to the method of action of the

tuberculin : The vaccination theory, which claimed to

bring about by injections a specific immunity to the tuber-

cle bacilli, and the toxin theory, which aimed merely to

produce by steady slow progression in dosage, the greatest

degree of tolerance or immunization to the poison of the

bacillus. Under the first concept, the specific immuniza-
tion to the bacillus, were Koch's later attempts at produc-

ing an immunizing tuberculin, both local and focal reac-

tions being looked upon as useful in the production of

the specific immunity to the bacillus; also the work of

Wright and his vaccine treatment, guided by the reading

of the opsonic index. Under the toxin iirmiunization

theory, of which Denys and Sahli were the most brilliant

exponents, the main feature of the treatment was to pro-

duce by progression in dosage the highest tolerance pos-

sible to the tubercle bacillus, considering reactions and
all constitutional disturbances, as not only not desirable,

but to be avoided. Certainly the violent reactions were
not helpful, and the mild reactions were still of doubtful

value, for as good results followed the absence of even the

focal reactions. Dr. Trudeau believed in an immunity
that was principally at least antitoxic as produced by treat-

ment; and tuberculin toleration was its essential feature

and best guide to dosage. On this plan, treatment tends

to raise the degree of tolerance to tuberculin to the high-

est point attainable, by an almost imperceptible and long-

continued progression in dosage ; to avoid general and
focal reaction, and regard them merely as evidence of

intolerance ; to follow no rule as to rate of increase or

maximum dose to be reached, but to be guided merely by
the tolerance of each patient, as shown by the general

condition, whether the highest individual dose be a

small fraction of a milligram or a cubic centimeter, or

more. This antitoxic theory did not explain all the good
results attained in the localized lesion, and so was not

entirely satisfactory, but was preferred by the writer.

In reply to a question. Dr. Trudeau said that he used
now Denys's filtrate, which had the advantage of not being

boiled, and gave a less violent reaction. He did not be-

lieve in the theory of opposed vaccines of Dr. Raw, as all

the fame that had been gained by tuberculin treatment

had been in the attempt to treat the condition by an homo-
logous bacillus.

Temporary Hypertension as a Cause of Certain Hem-
optysis in the Tuberculous, and the Hypotensive Medi-
cation in Such Cases.—Dr. M. Gaultier of Paris read

this paper. He believed that in a certain per cent, of the

cases of pulmonary hemoptysis the direct cause of the

bleeding was hypertension. This he had controlled in a

number of cases by using an aqueous extract of mistletoe

(viscum album), which seemed to have a prompt but

lasting effect in reducing general blood pressure by action

on the central nervous system, thus controlling the hem-
orrhage in every case. He gave .05 grams at a dose and

.30 grams in the course of a day, one dose being given

every two hours hypodermically, and at night morphine
for sleep.

Untoward Effect Follov/ing the Use of Maragliano's
Serum.—Dr. H. R. M. La.ndis of Philadelphia pre-

sented this communication. He found that 17 per cent,

of the cases treated showed marked hypersusceptibility to

the serum, shown in the suffusion of the face, cardiac

oppression, rapid pulse, muscle tremors, etc., coming on

promptly after the injection of the serum. He had had no

fatalities. That this hypersusceptibility seemed to persist

in some cases through the rest of life, and might be trans-

mitted to the offspring. These cases differed from the

anaphylactic phenomena seen in the guinea pig in having

no definite time for its occurrence. All the cases had

been advanced or moderately advanced disease, and were

confined to bed. Ambulant cases did not seem to develop

anaphylaxis; four of six cases had the serum disease.

The Maragliano Serum Treatment at the Phipps In-

stitute.—Dr. Lawrence F. Fuck discussed the intro-

duction into America of this mode of treatment, following

a paper read by Maragliano, in which he announced that it

was possible to produce a specific therapy for tuberculosis

and that it was possible to immunize the animal organism

against tuberculosis. The Phipps Institute sent men to

Maragliano's laboratory to study his methods and the

methods of other men in Europe. It imported some of

Maragliano's serum for use in the institute and had the

serum made by the man who studied with Maragliano.

The consensus of opinion of twenty members of the staff

who used the serum was that it had no specific value.

The cows used for making the serum were, tested for

tuberculosis and found free from it. They were guarded

against infection and immunized by injections recommend-

ed by Maragliano. The serum given by them seemed to

be as satisfactory as the imported serum. Later one of

the cows died of general tuberculosis and was found very

extensively diseased. The other cow was then killed, and

she was found to be slightly tuberculous. This brought

up the questions : Can an animal give an immunizing

serum and itself not be immune? Does the withdrawal

of the serum from an animal deprive it of its protection

against the tubercle bacillus? The questions were not

answered.

SECTION ON SURGERY AND ORTHOPEDICS.

Second Day—Tuesday, September 29.

Retroperitoneal Tuberculous Glands and Their Rela-

tions to Spinal Symptoms (Tabes Mesenterica).—Dr.

Charles F. Painter of Boston read this paper. He said

there were many intraabdominal and intrathoracic patho-

logical conditions which often confused the diagnosis of

tuberculosis of the spine. Any pathological enlargement

of the organs of the abdomen, perinephritic abscess, aneu-

rysm, etc., might cause more or less impairment of the

movements of the spinal column and give rise to confusion

in diagnosis. But among the most common of these causes

of confusion were accumulations of tuberculous glands in

the mesentery or behind the peritoneum. He wished to lay

special emphasis upon that class of cases which fell short

of tabes mesenterica and which caused spinal symptoms.

-\ study of the anatomy of these glands would show their

close relationship to the spinal column. The glands lay so

close to the spine that they might erode the bone and point

to the spine as the seat of the lesion. A large majority of

the glandular enlargements in this region were apparently

tuberculous. The finding of caseation and calcification was

sufficient to establish a diagnosis of tuberculosis, and it was

not necessary to demonstrate the presence of the tubercle

bacillus. There was an abundance of evidence in the litera-
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ture to show that the tubercle hacillus could gain access to

these glands through the alimentary tract without produc-

ing any detectable lesions in the mucous membrane of the

intestine while passing through it. The symptoms were

pain and stiffness in the spine, and difficulty in getting to

an erect position. In some cases the pain was slight or

absent. The advent of the disease was slow. In some
cases there might be swelling of the lower abdomen and

thigh. This did not indicate disease of the psoas muscle,

and did not give rise to flexion of the thigh. An examina-

tion of the spine would show rigidity, and possibly some
kyphosis, but the latter was not sufficiently angular to in-

dicate spinal disease. As the patient improved the kyphosis

would diminish and tinally disappear, which was not the

case in spinal disease. Palpation of the abdomen might or

might not show enlarged glands. The treatment was

hygienic, operative, mechanical, and largely constitutional.

In the main, the prognosis was good.

Dr. WisxER R. Tow.vsEND of New York said he appre-

ciated the importance of these conditions which simulated

spinal disease, and he thought the Boston school of ortho-

pedics deserved a great deal of credit for bringing forward

more information on these subjects. It seemed to him that

the most important thing they had done in the last few

years in regard to spinal lesions was in having made it

possible more clearly to differentiate the symptoms. It

was unfortunate in this class of cases that an early diag-

nosis often could not be made. But it was a very good

thing to call attention to the fact that these conditions did

exist, and that they were not as uncommon as had generally

been supposed. A great many escaped observation entirely,

being treated as lumbago, etc., whereas in reality they

were the beginning symptoms of a more serious condition.

Dr. Charles X. Dowd of New York asked what experi-

ence the writer had had in the removal of the mesenteric

glands in these mild cases. He had had experience in the

well marked cases of tabes mesenterica, and had been very

much surprised to find how easy it was to remove large

masses of these nodes and to get a good healing. He had

not had any experience, however, in operating on the class

of cases referred to in the paper. Surgery surely offered

3 very promising field of treatment for this condition, and

he wished to know whether the writer of the paper had

operated upon any of the cases.

Dr. Paixter, in closing, said that a good deal of work

had been done on the aggravated form of these mesenteric

enlargements, but he had not operated in any of the cases

of the milder type. He had been unable to persuade sur-

geons as to tlie advisability of making laparotomies in

these cases. On the other hand, he had seen some very

serious cases, which the surgeons had considered hopeless,

and in which spontaneous recovery had taken place. There-

fore, the determination of what cases should be subjected

to surgical treatment was still an open question.

The Surgical Aspects of Tuberculosis of the Lungs
and Pleura.— Dr. Samuel Robinson of Boston read this

paper. Surgery could claim little credit for the progress

in the cure and prevention of tuberculosis. Not only was

the history of intrathoracic surgery characterized by slow^er

progress than the surgery of any other region in the body,

but of lesions within the chest those of a tuberculous

nature had been especially unyielding to surgical interfer-

ence, and had given little encouragement to operators to

invade this region. The literature supplied us with rather

a discouraging story of tuberculous cavities drained by

thoracotomy, in which the patient's general condition vfzs

at least temporarily relieved, although the coarse of the

disease was seldom arrested. There were a few reported

cases of partial or complete pneumonectomy in which the

patient's life had been abbreviated either by the shock of

the operation, by the existence of pneumothorax after the

closure of the ch»st, or by collapse of the lung of the un-

operated side due to injury of the mediastinum. In those

few cases in which the operation could be regarded as suc-

cessful, a fatal outcome had been the result, owing to the

increase and spread of the disease from the remaining

lobes of the opened side and to the transmission of the

infectious material across to the opposite lung. The twen-

tieth century had already witnessed an advance in the tech-

nique of intrathoracic surgery by the introduction of the

negative pressure method of avoiding the dangers of pneu-

mothorax, and also by the perfecting of the positive pres-

sure method of obviating these dangers. The investigations

of Sauerbruch, Brauer, Matas, Smythe, Greene, Janeway,

Mayer, Tuffier, Seidel, and himself had proved that an

exploratory thoracotomy was attended under the new
methods with no greater danger than an exploratory lapa-

rotomy. Those investigators would also agree that the

partial or complete removal of one or two lobes of either

lung was an operation which could be regarded as attended

with little danger to the patient. The latter conclusion

was based largely on animal experimentation, but it was a

well-known fact that the human thorax was less prone to

infection and less susceptible to the dangers of pneu-

mothorax than that of most aniamls which had been used

in animal experimentation. The human mediastinum being

a comparatively unyielding structure, the conditions of the

unopened side of the thorax were not as unfavorable as

was the case especially in the dog. Fifteen operations had
been done upon the chest of rabbits without the use of any

apparatus, and of the last ten operated upon eight were

still living. Granted, however, this newly justified proce-

dure of thoracotomy for exploration of partial pneumo-
nectomy, the writer asked what could be said as to the

prospects of successful surgical attack on pulmonary tuber-

culosis? An insufficient number of cases had been operated

on since the perfecting of the new apparatus methods from

which to draw any conclusions. It was to be regretted,

however, that the cases most suited to operative interfer-

ence were also the ones commonly recognized as promising

for hygienic results, that is, those cases of isolated foci

confined to one or two lobes of one lung. With the help

of the .r-ray such cases were early recognized, even before

physical signs were diagnostic, but the internist would hesi-

tate to turn such a case immediately over to the surgeon

for lobe excision until he had resorted to general treat-

ment. Having failed in the laXer, the case would then be

a far less suitable subject for the total excision of the

diseased area, owing to the extension of the infection, to

the involvement of other lobes, and even to the direct

transmission .of infectious material to the opposite lung.

In other words, it could no longer be justly stated that

tuberculosis of the lung and pleura was out of reach of

the surgeon, but the question remained an open one as to

whether drainage or excision of tuberculous foci in the

thoracic cavity could ever result in the removal of the

infection. It was at least to be hoped that the disease

might be more successfully attacked by vaccine therapy and

hygiene if the larger cavities of infectious material had

meanwhile been excised or drained by the surgeon.

Dr. Emil G. Beck of Chicago spoke of some experiments

which Dr. Opie of the Rockefeller Institute, New York,

had been carrying on. Dr. Opie had infected the pleurae

of dogs with tuberculosis, and after they had developed

the symptoms of tuberculous pleurisy, the pleural cavities

were injected with white blood corpuscles obtained from

the pleural cavity of a healthy dog after the injection of

an irritant. Dogs that had been treated in this way and

killed after a certain period of time showed that the pleural

cavity had nearly healed, while the animals which were

not treated in this manner died with the general symptoms

of tuberculosis. As stated by the author of the paper, at

least seventy-five per cent, of all empyemas were the result

of tuberculosis of the pleura and lung, and he believed that

Dr. Opie's method, if further experiments had the same

results, would be one way of attacking tuberculosis of the

lung. Dr. Beck also mentioned his method of treating

empyema and tubercnlous pleurisy by the injection of a
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bismuth paste, the details of which would be given in a

paper to be read by him later in the week.

Dr. Russell Bellamy of Wilmington, N. C, said the

chasm between the normal and abnormal was sometimes

wide, but he believed that the work done by Dr. Robinson

in these ten rabbits was a tremendous step forward. Even

if he was not successful to the extent of being able to

attack the abnormal, his paper would be heard or read by

someone who would be able to bridge this chasm, and soon

surgeons would be able to approach tuberculosis of the

lung as the reader of the paper had suggested.

Dr. H. Berlin of Chattanooga, Tenn., said we had been

able to do something with negative pressure, and if we

could get a positive pressure apparatus that was successful

he thought we would be able to do much more. Lung

abscesses could be opened by this method, but what could

we expect in a general tuberculosis of the lung? We might

be able to remove one or even two lobes of a lung, as had

already been done in animals, but in what way would it

benefit the patient to have this done?

Dr. Robinson said that although operations had been

done without apparatus, it was impossible to say the

patient would not collapse on opening the pleural cavity.

The rabbit experiments had been very gratifying. In the

thirty operations on dogs the operations consisted in re-

moval of a greater or less portion of the lung, and out of

the thirty operations there were twenty-one recoveries. The

deaths were largely in cases where an attempt had been

made to remove the entire right lung. In these operations

it was absolutely necessary to have the apparatus going. If

it broke, the animal went to pieces at once. By pulling the

lung into the opening in the chest wall, the symptoms of

collapse could be arrested. A great deal of the surgery of

the chest in the last fifty years had consisted in this proce-

dure. In his experiments with rabbits he had first begun

by pulling the lung out through a small opening, but the

lung tore at once, because of its delicate structure. Then

a wide and long intercostal incision was made, a ligature

was put around the lung root, and it was then amputated.

After two operations, one day the apparatus did not work

very well, and the animal seemed to do just as well. After

that the apparatus was discarded. The animals were ether-

ized, and the chest opened widely. There was no sign of

dyspnea during an operation lasting an hour and a half.

In the first few he was not familiar with etherizing the

rabbits and he lost some of them on that account, but of

the last ten operated on, eight were still alivg. The ques-

tion was, "Which do the human tissues most resemble,

those of the rabbit or those of the dog?" He was con-

vinced that the disastrous results in dogs was due to the

mobility of the mediastinum, which was not the case with

the rabbit. In the rabbit the heart seemed to occupy a

greater portion of the mediastinum than was the case in

the dog.

Tuberculosis of Cervical Lymph Nodes. Report of

275 Cases Treated by Radical Extirpation.—Dr.

Charles N. Dowd of New York read this paper and illus-

trated it with numerous lantern slides. The disease was a

serious one, probably with a mortality rate little below

SO per cent, when untreated. It was particularly adapted

to radical treatment, and was the only form of tuberculous

infection which could be eradicated without removing a

single important structure. The important structures in

the neck were in the soft parts, easily pushed aside, and

the infection almost invariably appeared first in one group

of glands. It was a form of tuberculosis not suited for

medicinal treatment, and reports from sanatoriums showed

that such cases did not improve under medicinal treatment.

During the last fourteen years he had treated 275 cases by

radical extirpation, and the cases had been carefully fol-

lowed from year to year. There had been only one death

in the entire series, and that was due to a secondary hemor-

rhage from the jugular vein. The percentage of cures was

apparently about 80 per cent., with another 10 per cent, or

more of improvements. Secondary operation was neces

sary in 16.7 per cent, of cases. Operation was usually a

scar-saving procedure. By making a transverse incision

the folds of skin in the neck would often almost hide the

scar. The existence of hard nodules after operation was

often puzzling, but it had been shown that these did not

indicate tuberculosis.

Dr. E. M. Sala of Rock Island, III, said he had had

very good results in these cases with the .r-ray treatment.

There was no question in his mind but that the .r-ray

would make these nodules disappear in a reasonable length

of time. His custom had been to give them about ten

minutes' exposure with a good strong light at a distance

of five or six inches from the tube. He had. had no severe

burns at this distance. Surgery was the proper course of

procedure, but where for any reason that could not be

resorted to, good results could also be had from the use

of the ;ir-ray.

Dr. Charles H. Mayo of Rochester, Minn., said chil-

dren under eight seldom required operation. The focus

of infection should be eradicated, if possible, that is, the

enlarged tonsils, adenoid conditions in the throat, and nasal

troubles. If after such treatment there still remained for

a long period enlargement of the glands of the neck, then

the operation would be indicated. Later in life the bulk

of these cases should be treated, not only by the removal

of the local focus, if that could be done, but the removal

of the glandular system as well. Treatment by the ;r-ray

did leatherize the tissues, producing a great deal of sclerotic

tissue. It was best to recognize only three groups of

glands, a deep group on each side, and a submaxillary and

submental group. If tuberculosis attacked one gland the

whole group must be removed. The lymphatic system was

very closely connected with the blood, and it was no farther

to the lungs through the lymphatics than it was through

the air passages. Recurrence took place because the entire

group of glands had not been removed.

Dr. Emil G. Beck of Chicago spoke of the use of bis-

muth paste in the treatment of sinuses in connection with

tuberculous glands of the neck. Only three cases had come

under his observation which could be treated by this

method, and two of those had been reported by two physi-

cians from Mississippi who had injected the bismuth paste

into sinuses which were left after operation. He had

himself treated only one case, and in that case he had used

it to prevent a sinus. This patient was so diseased with

tuberculosis and had so many sinuses in his body that

operation was not advised, but one of the glands was sup-'

purating and ready to open. It was opened with a very

small incision, the bismuth paste injected, and it healed

without a sinus. Of course, it might have healed up spon-

taneously anyway. Where any tuberculous tissue had been

left within the tract of the sinus, or where these sinuses

had become infected by a remaining tuberculosis, it had

been proven that all the microorganisms would disappear

from the secretion in three or four days following the in-

jection of the bismuth paste.

Dr. Down in closing said he had found one class of cases

particularly in which the ;r-ray treatment was valuable.

That was the class in which the infection was very viru-

lent. The tissue resistance was very low. Such a patient

perhaps would have the sternocleidomastoid muscle in-

volved. The glands might be removed as thoroughly as

possible, but a few weeks after operation there would be

a diffuse swelling in the area of the operation. These cases

were particularly unfavorable for further surgical work.

Nothing would remove the tuberculosis short of the most

radical possible procedure, taking out the muscle or as

much as might be involved, and taking out the nerves that

might be involved. That might be done for cancer, but

he did not believe it wise to 'do it in tuberculosis. These

cases did very well under jr-ray treatment. There was also

a large number of cases which would do well under ^-ray

treatment which were not of this type. But a good many
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cases would also do well under any form of treatment, or

under no treatment at all, and it was that fact which made
it difficult to have a suitable comprehension of the subject.

It was safe to say that at least half the cases would get

well if we did not do anything for them. But there was

a great difference between this number and the 85 or 90

per cent, who would get w-ell if operated on as much as

needed. As to operations on children under eight years of

age, he believed that depended on the environment. In the

tenements of Xew York, for instance, one would see

frightful cases under eight years, and he was sure many
of these cases needed operation. However, he agreed per-

fectly with Dr. Mayo that there were many others who
would get well without operation.

Third Day—Wednesday, Seftemher 30.

Two Clinical Cases Suggesting the Surgical Possibil-

ities in Tuberculous Meningitis.—Dr. H. P. Stites of

Paducah, Ky.. reported two cases of tuberculous menin-

gitis in which he had trephined the skull and established

drainage, followed by recovery. The first case was that of

a child 10 years of age. A medium-sized button was re-

moved from the skull in the temporoparietal region just

above the lateral sinus of the left side. The location of the

opening was suggested by the marked symptoms on the

right side of the body. The membranes bulged into the

wound, and a free incision was made. A quantity of sero-

fibrinous fluid escaped, in which tubercle bacilli were later

demonstrated. The child regained consciousness imme-
diately after recovering from the ether. On the eighth

day after the operation the wound was allowed to close,

and alarming symptoms appeared, but they were imme-
diately removed on re-establishing drainage. The patient

recovered entirely, and was now well. The second case

was that of a man 29 years of age. Here, also, tubercle

bacilli were foimd in the discharge. Recovery as in the

other case. The author believed that surgical interference

would save life in many cases.

Tuberculosis of the Breast.—Dr. ^VII,LI.^M Rodman
of Philadelphia read this paper. This disease had been

considered very rare. A study of 1,500 cases of disease of

the mammary gland in St. Bartholomew's Hospital, Lon-

don, had shown 1.5 per cent, of that number to be tuber-

culous. It occurred most commonly between the ages of

25 and 35. The pathological forms were: the discrete

and confluent forms, intramammary abscesses, and acute

miliary tuberculosis. Tuberculosis was rarely associated

with carcinoma, the author having been able to find but

five cases in the literature, and one case of his own. The
discrete form was very difficult to recognize; the confluent

form very eas}'. It was apt to be confounded with actino-

mycosis, sj-philis, and carcinoma. The prognosis would

depend largely upon whether the disease was primary or

secondary; in the former good, in the latter bad. Surgical

treatment consisted in curetting and e.xcision or amputation

of the breast. It remained to be shown whether anything

short of amputation of the breast was a safe remedy. At

the same time, that was a serious remedy, and would often

be objected to by young unmarried females. In such cases

it was better to perform plastic resection, and then ampu-

tation later if necessary. He believed that vaccine therapy

and Bier's hyperemic method should be used only as valu-

able adjuncts to surgical treatment.

Dr. Carl Wirth of St. Paul, Minn., asked if the milk

from any of these tuberculous glands had been examined.

He had had a case where an infant had developed maras-

mus, and it was later found that the breast it had been

nursing was tuberculous.

Mr. Arbuthxot Lane of London agreed with the author

that complete removal was the most effective treatment.

He wished to call attention to the fact that all these pa-

tients which he had seen suffered from autointoxication

and constipation, as was the case in other forms of tuber-

culosis. The autointoxication had very materially lowered

the resistance of the individual, and an important element

in treatment was thorough gastrointestinal drainage. The

practice of the older practitioners in always ordering a

purge when a case was first seen was a good one.

Dr. RoDMAX, in answer to Dr. Wirth, said no examina-

tion of the milk had been made.

The Treatment of Tuberculous Hip Disease by

Weight Bearing and Fixation by the Lorenz Hip Spica.

—Dr. .H. Augustus Wilso.n' of Philadelphia read this pa-

per. He said that weight bearing was conducive to the

benefits afforded by outdoor life. Constitutional activity

prevented circulatory stasis, while confinement and inac-

tivaty favored atrophy from disuse. Weight bearing with-

out fixation, under the most favorable circimistances, migkt

result in recovery, but with ankylosis in deformed postures.

Weight bearing with the Lorenz short hip spica facilitated

the empIojTnent of outdoor life, and shortened the time of

treatment. In suitable cases this treatment showed a full

return of function. There was rapid recovery from ab-

scess formation in some cases, and in others slow but

permanent recovery. Beck's bismuth injection should be

used where there were sinuses. Sound ankylosis would be

produced in cases previously confined to bed or where

there was atrophy from disuse by using crutches. The

muscular development of an atrophied leg often demanded

frequent changes of casts, thereby indicating the benefits

obtained. Weight bearing with fixation aided in securing

the beneficial influences of Bier's hyperemia. Constitu-

tional treatment and diet were important. Pathological

dislocations might occur with improper position of fixa-

tion. The most favorable posture was that of twenty

degrees of flexion, twenty degrees of abduction, and five

degrees of external rotation. This method of treatment

did not appear applicable to debilitated patients without

the temporary aid of crutches. Sixty cases had been

treated in this manner by the author in the last six years.

The average duration of treatment was ten months.

Vaccine Therapy in Joint Tuberculosis.—Dr. Ed-

ward H. OcHSNER of Chicago read this paper. Vaccine

therapy in joint tuberculosis should never be employed

unless controlled by careful reading of the opsonic index,

and should always be associated with other recognized

methods of treatment, such as fresh air, suitable food, im-

mobilization of the joint, prevention of secondary infec-

tion, etc. If thus employed we could obtain a very con-

siderable percentage of perfect anatomic and functional

cures, because the vaccine treatment secured a healing with

a minimum amount of connective tissue formation.

The Treatment of Hip-Joint Disease.—Professor

Calot of Berck sur Mer, France, presented this paper,

which was read by the Secretary of the Section, Dr. John
T. BoTTOMLEY of BostoH. To prevent erosion and de-

struction of the articular bone surfaces he recommended

the early injection of a mi.xture consisting of creosote 3

parts, iodoform 7 parts, ether 25 parts, and olive oil 50

parts. A horizontal line should be drawn, passing by the

spines of the pubes, and the femoral artery should be

located. Then a long needle should be inserted at a point

2 cm. outside the artery and 3 cm. below the horizontal

line. At 4 or 5 cm. deep the point of the needle came in

contact with the anterior surface of the neck of the femur.

The thigh should be put in slight flexion, abduction and

outward rotation. The injections should be repeated every

three to five days, nine or ten in number, and cover a space

of some two months. Four to 10 c.c. of the liquid should

be injected, according to age. All this time the patient

must be in bed, either with extension or in a bivalve

plaster cast.

Dr. De Forest Whxard of Philadelphia thought the re-

sults obtained by Dr. Wilson, if carefully analyzed, were

about the same as from other methods of treatment. If

we could get these cases early, there was no question but

that all of us could obtain good results. Fresh air and

outdoor life were very important. The ambulatory treat-
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ment should not be used in the acute stage. Vaccine

therapy and the Bier treatment were good, but no one

thing would cure tuberculosis. The same applied to in-

jections. We could do more in conquering tuberculosis by

building up the resistance of the individual than by attempt-

ing to destroy tubercle bacilli.

Dr. Russell Bellamy of Wilmington, N. C, believed

climate was the most important factor in dealing with

these cases. Seven-eighths of all the patients in the Hos-

pital for Deformities in New York were from the slums

of Xew York. He had seen splendid results from the use

of the plaster spica.

Dr. Emil G. Beck of Chicago said he would hesitate to

use a needle where it was possible to inject material into a

vein, because death would follow in two minutes. He
had proved this in experiments on guinea-pigs. He advo-

cated the injection of the bismuth paste after opening the

abscesses.

Dr. Eugene Caravia of New York advocated the use of

Cuguillere's serum, which consisted of allylum sulphide I

gram, tincture of myrrh i gram, and Hayem's glycerinated

serum 100 grams. One hypodermic injection of from 2 to

5 c.c. was given every week. Dr. Caravia had used the

serum in two cases of adenitis of the neck, one small

subcutaneous tumor of the breast, one white swelling of

the knee, and one periostitis of the tibia. No other treat-

ment was used. From three to twelve injections were

needed to effect a cure, which was permanent.

Dr. A. T. Cabot of Boston wished to call attention to

one point in the handling of surgical tuberculous cases.

Patients suffering from pulmonary tuberculosis were re-

quired to e.xercise care in the disposal of their sputum, but

practically no attention was paid in hospitals or elsewhere

to the disposal of surgical dressings from tuberculous

cases. Such dressings should be immediately treated with

boiling water, or some suitable antiseptic, or burned.

Dr. TiENSTALL Taylor of Baltimore said weight bearing

should not be used in acute cases, and should be confined

to hospital and sanatorium treatment, as it was sure to be

meddled with if tried at home. The bivalve spica was

best, because it would permit massage. Climatic treatment

was very important. Vaccine therapy was also very useful.

Braces and the prolonged use of traction had been very

much overdone. On the other hand, he did not agree

with Lorenz that early ankylosis in these cases was de-

sirable.

Dr. Wilson, in closing, said the museums were full of

specimens showing joint destruction from tuberculosis. A
movable and functionating joint was always preferable

when such function was not apt to be destructive to the

surrounding tissues and to the health of the patient. But

where there was great destruction the question came up as

to whether it was better to have mobility or ankylosis. He
was unable to answer the question.

Dr. OcHSNER, in closing, said he wished it understood

that vaccine therapy was not a cure-all ; but it was a very

valuable adjunct to the ordinary modes of treatment. He
wished to lay special stress upon his observation, that by

the proper application of vaccine therapy he had been able

to reduce the quantity of connective tissue in the healing

of tuberculosis. Ha was sure that vaccine treatment would

reduce the mortality somewhat. He was sure that within

the last two years he had had several cases of joint tsbercu-

losis which came with great sinus formations and secondary

infection and which would have died had they come five

years earlier, before the use of the vaccines. He firmly

believed that morbidity would also be reduced by vaccine

therapy in conjunction with other measures.

Outdoor Treatment of Surgical Tuberculosis.—Dr.

De Forest Willard of Philadelphia read this paper. Out-

door life, night and day, was as essential in the treatment

of tubercidosis of bones and joints as in medical cases.

Early diagnosis, with treatment by sunshine, fresh air, rest,

and proper mechanical and surgicni procedures would pre-

vent and cure without deformity a large majority of cases

of joint diseases—25,000 doses of pure air in 24 hours

were infinitely better than 3 doses of nauseous drugs that

disturbed digestion. Tubercle bacilli would die in sunshine,

but thrive in darkness, vitiated air, and filth. Their growth
was inhibited by cold. Cold increased the appetite, nutrition,

and circulation, and encouraged e.xercise and sleep—color,

weight, strength, and hemoglobin increased. A change

from the seashore to the mountains was desirable ; but 90
per cent, of joint cases were poor. Separate hospitals and
sanatoria for surgical tuberculous cases were needed. They
should be constructed so that the bed could be thrown, by

window sashes, either indoors or outdoors, thus giving a

warm room for surgical dressings and needed care. Joint

cases required level ground for crutches. Tents were hot

in summer and cold in winter. Porches roomy for beds,

connected with private rooms or with hospital wards, open

in summer, glass enclosed in w-inter, were far better.

Children with hereditary tendencies should attend forest

schools.

Dr. John M. T. Finney of Baltimore said the Johns

Hopkins Hospital had been a pioneer in this country in

advocating the outdoor treatment of surgical tuberculosis.

In the early days of the hospital Dr. Halsted had insisted

in keeping these cases out of doors. The results had been

most satisfactory. Early diagnosis was very important, as

many of these cases were treated at first for rheumatism.

Dr. R. W. CoRWiN of Pueblo, Colorado, believed that all

cases of tuberculosis, surgical or otherwise, should be

treated in the open air and not in the hospitals of the large

cities. There were only two reasons why hospitals for

tuberculosis had not been taken to the country, and these

were ignorance on the part of municipal authorities and

because doctors were too lazy to go out into the country.

Dr. Carl Wirth of St. Paul, Minn., asked if secondary

infection of the langs had been observed. Out of some-

thing like 4,000 cases of tuberculosis he had never seen a

secondary infection of the lungs.

Dr. L. H. Montgomery of Chicago said it was univer-

sally conceded that the open-air treatment of any form of

tuberculosis was desirable, whether surgical or otherwise.

Dr. Willard, in closing, said that in his experience lung

tuberculosis occasionally occurred after tuberculosis of the

joints, but rarely. The majority of his fatal cases were

due to tuberculous meningitis, and not from secondary

lung tuberculosis.

Fourth Day—Thursday, October i.

Tuberculous Arthritis of the Hip Joint.—Dr.

Stephen H. Weeks of Portland, Maine, read this paper.

After reviewing the symptoms and diagnosis, he said the

treatment was divided into local and constitutional. Local

treatment was more important than constitutional treat-

ment. The local treatment was divided into mechanical

and operative—mechanical treatment was used in the ma-

jority of cases. The great principle of local treatment was

rest to the affected joint, and this might be secured by

traction and fixation, one or both, according to the indica-

tions. In considering the constitutional treatment, he said

if there was one point that had been emphasized by the

newer ideas on the treatment of tuberculosis, it was that

everything must be done to strengthen the defences of the

system against the encroachments of the tubercle bacilli.

This applied equally well whether one was dealing with

pulmonary tuberculosis or with tuberculosis of the joints.

The salient idea was to increase the vital resistance by

fresh air. sunlight, and proper nutrition. Remarkable re-

sults had been achieved in recent years in cases of tsbercu-

losis of the various joints by an outdoor life, particularly

at the seaside, and without resort to operative measures.

.•\s to vaccine therapy, all tRat we could say at the present

tim« was t4iat it might prove a valuable adjunct to other

treatment.

Dr. Willy Meyer of New York said there could be n«
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doubt that in the last twenty-five years the pendulum had
swung toward conservatism in the treatment of these cases.

In the beginning of antisepsis thirty years ago almost every

surgeon attacked the hip joint by means of resection. So
far it had been impossible successfully to apply the Bier

treatment to the hip joint. The hip joint was supplied by

the internal iliac vessels, and the iliac vein could not be

compressed. He had made attem.pts to compress the in-

ferior vena cava. This was difficult and painful, and yet

he believed this was the only solution of the problem. It

might be possible to construct cups, but they would have

to fit very snugly about the hip. Many links were neces-

sary to complete the chain in the treatment of tubercu-

losis—and tuberculin, hyperemia, and hygienic and dietetic

treatment were very important links in this chain.

Dr. John Lindahl of Denver, Colorado, said there was
an important anatomic fact in connection with joint disease,

and that was that the joint was supplied by the same nerve

that supplied the surrounding muscles. This accounted for

the spasms of the muscles in these cases. These spasms

were particularly injurious at night. To control these spasms

he had been in the habit of using a firm bandage applied

to the thigh and hip. He had also used a canvas casing

which could be buckled on. He had never been able to

apply a plaster-of-Paris dressing that would control the

spasms for more than three or four days, because there was
always a tendency for it to become loose on account of the

absorption of the fat.

Dr. Weeks, in closing, said he wished to emphasize the

fact that hip joint disease was primarily a local inflaimna-

tion and should be treated as such. If the disease was
recognized early and treated properly, in the vast majority

of instances operative interference would not be necessary.

Tuberculosis of the Bladder.— Dr. Wilhelm K.\ro

of Berlin read this paper. Tuberculosis of the bladder was
almost always a descending process, of hematogenous
origin, as a rule the result of renal or genital tuberculosis.

Pathologically a distinction had to be made between gen-

uine bladder tuberculosis and tuberculous cystitis. The
seat of the morbid changes in the bladder usually depended

on the mode of infection. Thus in a case of right-sided

renal tuberculosis the lesion was near the right ureter. The
chief symptoms of bladder tuberculosis were difficult mic-

turition, hematuria, and pyuria. The diagnosis must be

confirmed by finding the tubercle bacilli, either directly in

the preparation or by animal inoculation. In every case of

urogenital tuberculosis the primary seat of the tuberculous

infection must be determined as soon as possible by cysto-

scopy or catheterization of the ureters. The cystoscopic

picture was not in itself absolutely characteristic of

tuberculosis. Nodules were also found in nontuberculous

disease. The surest prophylactic measure to prevent

tuberculosis of the bladder was early extirpation of the

diseased kidney before involvement of the bladder had

taken place. Hence, the prognosis of bladder disease de-

pended on whether the case was operable or not. In the

great majority of cases spontaneous recovery of the bladder

followed removal of the primarily diseased kidney. If the

bladder did not clear up it was often because the other

kidney was also involved. The most suitable treatment of

cases of this kind was a systematic tuberculin-cure, sup-

plemented by local treatment of the bladder with a weak
bichloride solution. Direct surgical treatment of a tubercu-

lous bladder was of no avail and was therefore not to be

attempted.

Tuberculosis of the Bladder.—Dr. Bransford Lewis
of St. Louis, Mo., also read a paper by this title. He said

the points he wished to emphasize were the greater confi-

dence and hopefulness with which such cases were now
contemplated, by reason of the more scientific and exact

methods of diagnosis at hand, giving early recognition and

treatment of the tuberculous bladder ; and the relatively

greater actual success derived from these sources, as well

as from the more serviceable modern methods employed.

The clinical evidences were of great importance, because they

attracted the attention of the physician first consulted. Per-

sistent and apparently inexplicable frequency of urination

and microscopic blood in the urine extending over a long

period should arouse a suspicion of tuberculosis. Other
important symptoms were pain and excessive tenderness

on instrumentation. Free use of local anesthetics should

be made in all examinations. Marked diminution in the

bladder capacity was a characteristic sign. The crucial

test was the finding of tubercle bacilli in the urine. The
urine should be obtained in such a way that there would
be no way of contaminating it with smegma bacilli, as it

was extremely difficult to differentiate between them and
tubercle bacilli. Guinea-pig inoculation should be used in

case of failure to find tubercle bacilli in the ordinary way.

The cystoscopic picture was not always typical. Intoler-

ance to silver nitrate was a valuable sign. The treatment

was palliative and curative; the latter was hygienic, sys-

temic, local and operative. So much good could often be

accomplished by local or operative measures that it was
doubtful if these cases should be given up for the purpose

of going away for good air and hygienic influences. Iodo-

form emulsion was soothing and often healing. Bichloride

was irritating. Creosote and guaiacol in full doses were
beneficial. Tuberculin was used the same as in disease of

other parts of the body. In using the air cystoscope he

thought he had observed some benefit from dilating the

bladder with air. Removal of the diseased kidney was
often followed by prompt improvement or recovery of the

bladder trouble.

Dr. Guy .L. Hunner of Baltimore said there were few

diseases that caused so much suiTering and that resisted

treatment so much as bladder tuberculosis. It had been

his practice to suspect tuberculosis in every case that com-
plained of bladder symptoms, until it was proved other-

wise. It was easy to rule out the common causes of

cystitis. Any case of cystitis that failed to react to the

ordinary methods of treatment should come under suspi-

cion. The presence of disease of one or both kidneys was
another thing that would make one suspect tuberculosis,

because an ascending infection of the kidney from an

ordinary cystitis was very rare. The cystoscope was very

important. There was a class of cases where both kidneys

were involved and where it was advisable to begin treat-

ment at the bladder end, instead of trying to remove either

of the kidneys. In some of these cases a vesico-vaginal

fistula gave great comfort, especially in connection with

the tub bath treatment. Two illustrative cases were men-
tioned. He agreed with Guyon and Casper as to the efficacy

of bichloride in these cases. His experience had been that

dilatation of the bladder with air broke open the ulcers,

and only aggravated matters. Bichloride probably acted

by setting up a cystitis which would improve the circula-

tion. Against that was the fact that silver nitrate caused

as much irritation and at the same time made these cases

worse.

Dr. Willy Meyer of New York said there could be no

question but what in probably more than 95 per cent, of

cases tuberculosis of the bladder was a descending process,

but he was firmly convinced that primary tuberculosis of

the prostate, which so often followed a primary invasion

of the gonococcus, did exist and was to be considered as a

cause of tuberculosis of the bladder. Every means at our

disposal should be exhausted in attempting to arrive at a

correct diagnosis—careful history, careful examination of

the twenty-four hour urine, inoculation of guinea-pigs, x-

ray, cystoscopy, and the various tests of the functional

activity of the kidney. The ;r-ray should be used before

cystoscopy, in order to exclude stone. Personally, he

favored the indigo-carmine test, though none of these tests

was reliable alone. The finding of ulcers on the same side

as the pain in the kidney was a pretty sure sign as to which

side the disease was on. It stood to reason that if early

diagnosis could be made, the proper treatment was to
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remove the more diseased kidney as early as possible. It

was not necessary to remove the ureter.

Dr. E. M. Sala of Rock Island, 111., reported a case that

he had operated on si.x or seven years ago, in which one

kidney had been removed, followed by complete recovery

from the bladder trouble. The ureter had been left in.

The patient had remained well to date.

Dr. Louis E. Schmidt of Chicago reported two cases

that had consulted him on account of hematuria. In each

case nephrectomy was advised. The first patient, a medical

student, refused operation and went under vaccine treat-

ment. That was a year and a half ago. and he returned

three or four weeks ago, with a history that two and a half

months previously he had had a nephrectomy. Cystoscopy

showed that his entire bladder was now tuberculous. The
second patient consented and had a nephrectomy a year and

a half ago, and when seen a few weeks ago was entirely

free from symptoms. These cases were cited to show the

value of early diagnosis and nephrectomy. In the treat-

ment of the bladder after nephrectomy and also where the

kidneys were so badly diseased that nephrectomy was not

advisable, he believed that more attention should be paid

to the hygienic and climatic treatment than to the local

treatment.

Dr. William E. Lower of Cleveland, Ohio, said that if

it was true that tuberculosis of the bladder was practically

always secondary—and he believed it was—then no treat-

ment of the bladder would be of any avail until the

primary focus of the disease had been first treated. In his

experience, tuberculosis of the kidney was much more fre-

quent in women than in men, the proportion^ being about

three to one. He had tried all manner of treatment of the

tuberculous bladder following nephrectomy, but had ob-

tained the best results with the method of Rovsing, the

injection of a 5 per cent, solution of carbolic add into the

bladder, about once a week, and allowing it to remain in

the bladder from twenty to thirty minutes. He had noticed

Aat the ulcers were not around the ureteral opening, but

in the back and most sacculated portion of the bladder.

Dr. KoRSELL of Chicago reported a case of tuberculosis

sf the bladder which was not accompanied by tuberculosis

of the kidney. After several weeks in bed and local treat-

ment with iodoform emulsion, together with constitutional

treatment, the patient made a rapid recovery. The origin

of the infection was probably a tuberculous peritonitis, the

bacilli reaching the bladder through the urine. Examina-
tion of the urine every day for a week gave negative

results.

Dr. Karo, in closing, said the evidence offered by Dr.

Korsell was not sufficient to disprove kidney tuberculosis.

In the case of tuberculosis of the kidney the diseased por-

tion of the kidney might become walled off and the case

recover without interference. In his opinion, it was abso-

lutely useless to treat a tuberculous bladder so long as one
or both kidneys were affected. A little experience would
enable one to differentiate between the smegma bacillus and
the tubercle bacillus. The smegma bacillus was shorter

and thicker and differently grouped on the slide. Hygienic
measures were good where they could be carried out, but

they were not applicable in the poorer classes. Where one
kidney was tuberculous and the other healthy, nephrectomy
was the operative procedure of choice. If both kidneys

were affected, usually one was more so than the other, and
after having found out by the phloridzin test, by determin-

ing the freezing point of the blood, and by every other

means at his disposal which of the affected kidneys was
in the worse condition, he would not hesitate to make a

nephrectomy on the more diseased side. He preferred to

leave the ureter to take care of itself. He had not had good
results from suturing the ureter in the wound.

Dr. LE\\^s, in closing, said he believed it would be a

source of danger for one to rely with confidence on his

ability to differentiate between the smegma and the tubercle

bacillus in a given specimen. It was true that there were

differences, but he would rather place his reliance on the

exclusion of the smegma bacilli from the specimen than on
the differences in size, shape and grouping. He believed

that the ureter should be left in, thus avoiding the addi-

tional risk, and it could be removed later if this should be

found necessary.

Tuberculosis of the Female Generative Organs.—Dr.

I. S. Stone of Washington, D. C, read this paper. In the

vast majority of cases disease of these organs was second-

ary, although it might be impossible to find the seat or

point of entrance of the infectious process. Repeated ex-

periments and observations had failed to establish a definite

method by which tuberculosis selected any organ such as

the uterine adne.xa for the implantation of the morbid
process. The writer had found numerous instances of

mixed infection, but he did not think a previous infection

invited the implantation of tuberculous disease. Proof of

the direct entrance of tubercle bacilli through the vagina

into the uterus and thence to the tubes and peritoneum had
not been obtained. Some gynecologists were inclined to

believe that many of the erosions of the cervi.K in virgins,

attended with leucorrhcea, were due to tuberculosis. The
diagnosis with tuberculin had rarely been tried. The me-
dian incision was advised, through which the peritoneum,

mesentery, and perhaps other abdominal contents might be

examined and treated. This was important, because with

the vaginal incision tuberculosis of the intestine or peri-

toneum might be overlooked. The curative results of

hysterectomy, salpingectomy, and oophorectomy were

nearly always satisfactory when there was but little exten-

sion of the morbid process to other organs.

Tuberculosis of the Peritoneum.—Dr. F. B. Lund of

Boston read this paper, .\fter detailing the pathology and

the symptoms and physical signs, he said the chief interest

to the surgeon lay in the treatment. The progress of the

surgical treatment of tuberculous peritonitis from its acci-

dental discovery, through its empirical stages, to its present

scientific position, was one of the most interesting bits of

present day surgical history. In 1862 Sir Spencer Wells

opened a case of tuberculous peritonitis by mistake, sewed

it up again, and his patient recovered and remained well.

Since then the operation of opening the abdomen for this

condition had been practised. Konig, however, first for-

mally advised the operation in 1884. J. B. Murphy in 1904

obser^'ed and was one of the first to appreciate that in

many of these cases in women the Fallopian tube was
thickened and ulcerated, and that the end of the tube was

open and discharging its contents into the abdominal cavity.

Murphy also called attention to the fact that if the focus

of supply to the peritoneum was a mesenteric gland or an

appendical tuberculosis, its removal was indicated, as was

the removal of a tuberculous tube. Therefore, the rational

modern treatment was to discover and remove the source

of infection.

Dr. Guy L. Huxxer of Baltimore said it was really re-

markable how certain cases of very marked tuberculous

disease of the pelvic organs and peritoneum, where the

patients were in extremely bad condition, would still re-

cover after suitable operative interference. He mentioned

three cases to illustrate this point.

Dr. Emil G. Beck of Chicago said that after the removal

of the source of the infection the peritoneum would as a

rule take care of itself, but if the tuberculosis of the peri-

toneum were very far advanced it would not take care of

itself, and in those cases before closing the abdomen he

advocated the injection into the peritoneal cavity of about

two drams of bismuth paste. It was harmless.

Dr. Lund, in closing, said he thought the danger of at-

tempting any local treatment of the peritoneum lay in the

fact that one would be trying to produce adhesions, and the

results of the treatment could not be localized at the point

where it was desired. The greatest step in advance was

made when Dr. Murphy directed attention to the primary

focus of the disease.
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SECTION ON TUBERCULOSIS IX CHILDREN.

Third Day—Wednesday, September 30.

Children of the Tuberculous.— Dr. Theodore B.

Sachs, of Chicago, read this paper. He said that examin-

ations had been made of three hundred and twenty-two

children of the laboring class, with surroundings favorable

to the transmission of the disease. There were found to

be 20 per cent, of the children under five years of age; 28

per cent, between five and ten years ; 25 per cent, between

ten and fifteen, and 14 per cent, between fifteen and twenty

years of age. There was a high rate of mortality from

non-tuberculous disease in the first year of life. The rate

of mortality from tuberculosis increased with age. Twenty-

nine per cent, of all children showed positive evidences of

the disease; 28 per cent, of tuberculosis in children were

Ijorn before the parent became tuberculous; 31 per cent,

of tuberculosis in children were born after the parent be-

came tuberculous. The difference was ascribed to the

closer contact with infection in the more crowded sur-

roundings, into which the family drifted, with an abridg-

ment of the working capacity of the parent. With the

advance in age, from infancy to adult life, there was a

gradual development of stamina of the physical tj'pe, with

growing frequency of the tuberculin reactions. He made a

study of the range of temperature of apparently healthy

children and children of the tuberculous, in the same

surroundings. Phthisis of the adult in many cases was the

final result of infection which occurred in childhood.

The Occurrence of Pulmonary Tuberculosis in the

Children of Tuberculous Parents.—Drs. J.\.mes .^le.x.

J.IiLLER and J. Ogden Wouhruff of New York presented

this report, which was based upon the examination of 150

<:hildren of tuberculous parents. Of these 150 cases. 76

(51 per cent.) were found to be positively tuberculous;

Ai (29 per cent.) were found to be non-tuberculous, and

.31 (20 per cent.) were found to be doubtful. The main

factors in arriving at a diagnosis were (l) malnutrition;

(2) pulmonary symptoms and physical signs
; (3) enlarged

cervical nodes ; (4) hypertrophied tonsils and adenoids

;

{5) tuberculin tests; (6) sputum examinations. Of all

these the most valuable and consistent appeared to be the

pulmonary symptoms and signs and the tuberculin tests.

The physical signs in children under ten years of age were

not those of the typical apical lesions usually found in

adults, but were often signs of a persistent localized bron-

chitis, usually in the lower anterior chest. The ophthalmic,

the cutaneous, and the hypodermic tuberculin tests were

all employed, and the results of the local tests were cor-

roborated in all cases in which the hypodermic test was also

given. The cutaneous test was fully as reliable, if not

more so, than the ophthalmic test. Enlarged cervical nodes

and hypertrophied tonsils and adenoids did not seem to be

a determining factor in the diagnosis of tuberculosis. Mal-

nutrition was sometimes the only appreciable evidence of

tuberculosis in children. The examination of the sputum

was of little value. The results of his examinations and

investigations lead to the conclusion that pulmonary tuber-

culosis was very frequent in the children of tuberculous

parents.

A Clinical Study of the Transmission and Progress of

Tuberculosis in Children Through Family Associations.

—Drs. Cleveland Floyd and Henry I. Bowditch of Bos-

ton presented this paper, which consisted of a study of one

thousand children that had been under observation for a

number of months at the Boston Consumptive Hospital.

The patients ranged in age from a few months to fifteen

years, and the majority had been exposed to phthisis for

r. varying length of time by the presence of open cases in

the home. Charts were presented which showed the fol-

lowing: There were under observation 475 boys and 525

girls, a total of 1,000 cases. There were 35 cases one

year and under; 249 cases between the ages of one and

five; 716 cases between the ages of five and fifteen, a total

of 1,000 cases. With regard to the family history, there

were 500 living phthisical parents; 179 parents had died of

phthisis ; while in 321 there was no history of phthisis ob-

tainable, a total of 1,000 cases. Of the children of the

living phthisical parents (500) and those of the parents

wlio had died of phthisis (179) there w-as pulmonary con-

solidation in 36 per cent. In all of these 1,000 cases signs

and symptoms were present in 66 per cent. With regard to

the examination the tonsils were found to be affected in

403 cases; there were adenoids in 145 cases; there was a

mitral stenosis in 2; there was a mitral regurgitation in

10; the apices were involved in 262; the middle and lower

lobes were involved in 100.

Human Contagion as a Factor in Infantile Tubercu-

losis.—Dr. Jules Comby of Paris offered this comnumica-

tion, in which it was stated that tuberculosis was not hered-

itary, and that the transmission of Koch's bacillus from the

mother to the fetus by way of the placenta was exceptional,

nor was the soil inherited any more than the seed. There

was no doubt that tuberculous parents transmitted tuber-

culosis to their children, but they did so through con-

tagion. Family contagion e.xplained almost all cases of

infantile tuberculosis. Transmission through the milk or

tiesh of tuberculous cows played a very insignificant part

in the transmission of the disease to the human species.

The infant could be fully protected against this danger by

a proper selection of cows and the sterilization of the milk.

Their clinical observations and investigations had shown
that tuberculous children were found only in families in

which there were tuberculous members, regardless of the

kind of milk consumed. On the other hand, they con-

stantly found at autopsies tuberculosis of the peribronchial

glands, which therefore represented the aerial port of entry

of the bacillus of Koch. Among 1,432 autopsies on children

from the hospitals of Paris during the course of fourteen

years, Dr. Comby found 529 tuberculous subjects, or about

37 per cent.; among 216 infants from zero to three months,

four were found to be tuberculous, or less than 2 per cent.

;

of 1,008 infants from zero to two years, 252 were found to

I)e tuberculous, or about 25 per cent. After the second

year, the proportion of tuberculous cadavers attained 45,

50, 60 and 65 per cent. All this he believed to be fully ex-

plained by human contagion. Prophylaxis should occupy

itself with the phthisical human beings and not with cows.

The Public Schools in the Prevention of Tubercu-

losis.—Dr. John S. Lankfoud of San Antonio, Texas,

presented this paper.

Obstructive Abnormalities of the Oro-Naso-Pharynx,
a Powerful Predisposing Factor to Tuberculosis in

School Children.—Dr. John J. Cronin of New York read

this paper. He said that the high percentage of deformities

of the nose, throat and pharyngeal spaces found among
children from tuberculous homes indicated that whatever

might be the reason of the abnormal development of

embryonal lymphoid tissue, the presence of the enlarged

tissues in vital cavities predisposed the child thus affected

to a lessened resistance against the constant exposure to

tuberculosis.

Placental Transmission of Tuberculosis.— Dr. .\l-

DRED Scott Warthin, Professor of Pathology, University

of Michigan, read this paper (with lantern slide demon-

stration). He called attention to the present status of con-

genital tuberculosis, and said that this condition was ordi-

narily regarded as extremely rare. He gave a brief analysis

of the reported cases. The current teachings regarding

"non-inheritance" of tuberculosis was responsible for the

increasing laxity regarding marriage and pregnancy in the

case of tuberculous women. Congenital tuberculosis was

the result of placental transmission. In the pregnant

tuberculous woman, even in the early stage of infection,

chances favored the entrance of the bacilli into the blood-

stream and thence to the placental sinuses. Here the

bacilli might drop out of the circulation upon either the

decidual endothelium or the chorionic syncytium. The
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chorionic syncytium possessed no especial resistance to the

tubercle bacillus. On the contrary, it appeared that it was

easily injured by the bacilli gaining entrance to the placental

sinuses. It was no more immune to the action of the

tubercle bacillus than was the vascular endothelium in any

part of the body. The lodgment upon the syncytium of

active bacilli was followed by degeneration and necrosis of

the syncytium at the point of lodgment. This was followed

by the formation of an agglutination-thrombus upon the

damaged syncytium. This thrombus later became organized

into a tubercle, the epithelioid cells and giant-cells coming

from the stroma of the villus. Secondary caseation might

then occur. The tubercle bacillus might also pass through

a syncytium apparently showing no damage. Tuberculosis

of the placenta manifested itself in five forms: (i) Deci-

dual
; (2) intervillous

; (3) intravillous
; (4) intravascular

chorionic; (5) chorio-amniotic. The most common forms

were the decidual and intervillous lesions. In the case of

the former no tubercles were ever formed, the decidual les-

ion consisting of a localized area of necrosis and thrombo-

sis without the formation of epithelioid or giant-cells. The

primary event in this lesion was the necrosis of the endo-

thelium of the decidual sinus at the point of lodgment of

the tubercle bacillus. In the intervillous lesions the syncy-

tial necrosis was the primary event. The lesions of endo-

theliimi or syncytium lead to the formation of hyaline or

or agglutination thrombi, which later might become trans-

formed into epitheloid tubercles. The same process

took place in the lesions arising in the chorionic

vessels. Since tubercle bacilli might pass the pla-

centa without causing local lesions the absence of the

latter did not signify that the fetus had escaped infection.

In the case of placental lesions the chances were infinitely

greater that bacilli might gain entrance into the fetal circu-

lation. In the fetal blood stream they might be present in

great numbers without exciting local lesions. The occur-

rence of "local" infection of the new-born was very prob-

able. In conclusion he said that the occurrence of preg-

nancy in a tuberculous woman favored the entrance of

tubercle bacilli into the blood stream and then into the

placental sinuses. The placenta was not a perfect filter for

micro-organisms. It had no especial immunity against the

tubercle bacillus. Congenital tuberculosis as the result of

placental transmission was a definite factor in the etiology

of tuberculosis and could not be dismissed with its mere

recognition as a very rare possibility. While, of course,

relatively rare, it was more common than supposed, and

must be borne in mind as a definite possibility in all cases

in which the question of marriage and pregnancy of tuber-

culous women came up for consideration.

Fourth Day—Thursday, October i.

The Value and Reliability of Calmette's Ophthalmic

Reaction to Tuberculin for the Diagnosis and Differ-

entiation of Tuberculous Lesions from Other Diseases

in Infants and Young Children.—Dr. E. ]\L\ther

Sill of New York read this paper. He believed the

method to be a great aid in the diagnosis of tuberculosis

in children, in the early as well as the late stages. There

were very few cases reported of injury to the eye or

conjunctiva, and he said they should not forget the fact

that this test had been used in many thousands of cases

all over the world.

Experiments in the Ophthalmic Inoculation of Tuber-

culin.—Dr. Henry K. L. Shaw of .\lbany, N. Y., read

this paper, which was based upon the results of two series

of the tests in children under twelve months of age. He
first called attention to the fact that the subcutaneous

method would never become popular, because it required

hospital care and good nursing. In the first series of cases

there were 47 infants, 14 of them under five months of

age, and he obtained no reaction from the use of the

human tuberculin except in one case. In this patient he

got a slight reaction ; it was a case of an old empyema with

a discharging sinus. In the second series there were 34
cases, 16 under three months. In this series he used

bovine tuberculin and obtained no reaction. Even with a

strong solution of tuberculin he obtained no irritation.

There were no bad effects in either series.

Some Clinical Observations on the von Pirquet Re-
action in Children.—Dr. Henry Heiman of New York
said that 104 children were vaccinated according to the v.

Pirquet method at the Mt. Sinai Hospital. Twenty-six

children showed a positive reaction and 78 a negative one.

The 26 children that gave a positive reaction suffered from

tuberculous adenitis, tuberculous meningitis, tuberculous

peritonitis, solitary tubercle of the brain, pulmonary

tuberculosis (probable), pleurisy with effusion, broncho-

pneumonia, glioma of the retina and multiple dactylitis,

amaurotic family idiocy, rickets, intestinal intoxication,

and sarcoma of the kidney. In the cases of tuberculous

meningitis, 80 per cent, gave a negative reaction, and this

was probably due to the fact that the vaccination was
performed during the terminal stage of the disease, when
antibodies and bacteriolysins were absent.

The Comparative Value of Recent Tests for Tuber-

culosis.—Dr. Henry Dwight Chapin of New York read

this paper, which was based upon 70 cases in which the

conjunctival test was employed. The ages of those tested

varied from six months to thirteen years. A uniform

preparation of tuberculin was used, i.e., a .5 per cent, solu-

tion in alcohol of Koch's old tuberculin. The observations

were undertaken with several objects in view: (i) To
determine the specificity of the test; (2) to learn if the

activity or extent of the lesion bore any relation to the

degree of reaction; (3) was it of value in prognosis?

(4) was the conjunctival reaction free from danger?

With regard to the specificity of the test, all the cases

were clearly tuberculous, the majority of them being

afflicted with bone diseases, others having pulmonary

tuberculosis and supurating glands, tuberculous meningitis

and tuberculous peritonitis. The conjunctival test was

positive in all cases that were proven to be tuberculous.

With regard to the degree of reaction, he called attention

to the fact that in the young child crying interfered with

the reaction, the tears washing the tuberculin away. Vari-

ous degrees of reaction were recognized. Some cases re-

sponded quickly and were mild cases, while others re-

sponded slowly and were severe cases. Some reactions

were latent, not appearing for hours or even days after

the tuberculin was applied. All these things he considered

to be significant. With regard to the dangers of the con-

junctival reaction, it had been claimed by some that lesions

of the eye that were not tuberculous were aggravated by

this test. In their experience the ordinary conjunctivitts did

not contraindicate the test. They had seen no injurious ef-

fects in the 125 cases in which the test was employed. The
worse case they ever had was a very mild conjunctivitis

which lasted a few weeks. A careful examination of the

eye was always made before they employed the test. The
conclusions they arrived at regarding the opsonic index

were as follows: (i) The opsonic index varied with the

severity of the disease ; (2) the technique for obtaining

the index was so difficult and varied so widely that it was

of little practical value in diagnosis ; (3) the index when
obtained by a careful technique was of value as showing

the resistance of the patients.

The von Pirquet Method as an Aid to the Diagnosis

of Tuberculosis in Infancy and Childhood.—Dr. Louis

Fisher of New York said the von Pirquet method had

proved an aid in strengthening the suspicion of latent

tuberculosis. The ocular reactions of Calmette had been

attended by severe ocular complications, both in this

country and abroad. No such danger had been recorded

with the von Pirquet method. The reaction, if positive,

would be visible in very young infants in about from

five to seven days. In older children it would some-

times remain several weeks. The reaction was positive in
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tuberculous meningitis, tuberculous coitis, as well as in

pulmonary tuberculosis, and in tuberculous osteomyelitis.

Serum Disease and the Cutireaction.—Drs. L. De-
TRE and X. Berexd of Budapest presented this commu-
nication.

Frequency of Tuberculosis in Childhood.—Dr. Clem-
ens vox PiRQUET of Vienna read this paper. He said that

as the result of over 1400 e.xaminations with the cutaneous

tuberculin test at the Escherich clinic, a table had been-

prepared which showed the increase of infection with

tuberculosis from year to year. These results had been
compared with the statistics made with the post-mortems
of children. He discussed the significance of the dif-

ferent kinds of reactions which appeared in early

and later childhood. Dr. von Pirquet proposed inter-

national statistics to be prepared in the following

manner: That children of all ages, for instance,

kindergarten and school children, be tried with the

cutaneous test on the first day; on the following day
all should be inspected. Those who showed a reaction

should be noted as belonging to the class of "early re-

actions," which practically meant having had the infec-

tion in the latter years. A week later those children w-ho

showed no reaction on the first trial should be again tried.

A great percentage of older children would now react,

and they belonged to the class of "secondary reaction,"

which generally meant having had the infection in previous

years. Those children who had not reacted on the above
occasions belonged to the third class, which could be con-

sidered as those practically free of tuberculosis. In order

to have a certainty regarding the third class, one could

inject the non-reacting children on the following day with

I. mg. of tuberculin, according to the proposal of F.

Hamburger, and inspect those children the ne.xt day as to

the local subcutaneous reaction. This trial, of course,

would only be possible in hospitals, whereas in schools

cne must be contented with the cutaneous trials, which
which could be made without any inconvenience to the

children. In this way one could take note in the different

towns of the percentages of infection and the ages at

which such infections occurred, and consequently could

form conclusions as to hygiene.

An Expeditious Method for the Detection of Tuber-
culosis Among School Children.—Dr. Harland Shoe-
maker of Philadelphia, advocated the use of the torsion

balance at stated interval.";, by means of which one could

determine the loss of weight in any child, a method which

was easy of application and which was of greater

clinical importance than the physical signs. The use

of this instrument would indicate those who were

healthy and those who were sick. It was applicable to

large bodies of individuals, whether in schools, in shops,

stores or elsewhere. He called attention to the fact that

there was estimated to have been in the public schools

in Philadelphia in 1906, 159,217 children; of this number
only eight were reported as being evidently tuberculous.

The vital statistics for the same year showed the deaths

under one year, 118; between the ages of one and two

years, 76; between two and five years, 94; between five

and ten years, 65; between ten and fifteen years, 65;

between fifteen and twenty years, 337. There were 355

boys and 400 girls. The estimated population of Phila-

delphia was 1.500,395.

The Diagnostic Value of Lumbar Puncture in Acute

Tuberculous Meningitis in Children.—Dr. Frederic

E. SoNDERN of New York said that the bacteriological

examination of the cerebrospinal fluid rendered the best

service in diagnosis though the cytology was also important,

particularly in the absence of microorganisms. The practi-

cal information obtained from the pressure, appearance,

density, amount of albumin and other chemical data, the

amount of sediment, the tendency to coagulation, the toxi-

city, the freezing point, and the transmission of some

administered drugs to the cerebrospinal fluid, was often

of decided value, but always secondary to the above. The
examination should be as complete as circumstances and
the available amount of the specimen permitted. The chief

diagnostic and differential features were ; In tuberculous

meningitis the pressure of the cerebrospinal fluid was in-

creased ; the appearance was usually transparent and color-

less, occasionally slightly opalescent; the density was not

much increased ; the albumin between 54 and 2 per mille by
weight; the coagulum was slight and frail; the sediment
was slight; cytology, average number of Ij'mphocytes, 86

per cent; bacteriology, tuberole bacilli present in 88 per

cent, of the cases. If tubercle bacilli were present, a rel-

ative polynuclear increase might indicate mi.xed infection.

In the absence of bacilli, if lymphocytes predominated, the

.'search should be repeated, and a possible meningism of

typhoid, pneumonia, etc., should be kept in mind. Purulent

specimens usually offered no difficulty in the diagnosis.

The relative polynuclear cell increased and almost inva-

riable presence of intracellular diplococci distinguished

cases of cerebrospinal meningitis.

Overcoming the Predisposition to Tuberculosis and
the Dangers from Infection During Childhood.—Dr. S.

Adolphus Knopf of New York said that the object of his

paper was to call attention to the methods which might

be employed to overcome predispositions to tuberculosis

and to prevent children from becoming infected. How
could the predisposition be overcome? One should begin

with the child in utcro. The mother-to-be should have

the best of hygienic surroundings, the best of food, and
should live in a well-ventilated room. After birth the

child should be taken into the open air; it should be

gradually taken there and become accustomed to breathing

fresh and pure air.' The fear of night air was a night-

mare. There was no such thing as catching cold from
fresh, cold, pure air. As the child grew up it should be

taught how to breathe and have a chance to breathe. If

there were any obstructions to breathing they should

be removed. It was a very important matter that the child

should be taught to breathe properly.

First Aid in Better Lung Development for Children

and Olfactory Nerve Influence on Respiration.—Mrs.
Emily Noble of New York said that the lungs had a

plentiful supply of nerves, originating in both the cranial

and sympathetic systems, and some of them controlled res-

piration which in the human being had a double function,

the interchange of gases between the blood and the in-

spired air and also, when respiration was normal, the

rhythmic vibration of all the organs of the body. .A.11

muscles controlling the respiratory tract were designed

for use. Muscular activity could only find volition through

expenditure of nervous energy, from some nervous center.

The olfactory bulb was an important nerve center. Al-

though the action, chemical and physiological, of many
functions of the different nerve centers was somewhat ob-

scured, the action of the olfactory nerve influenced in

controlling and aiding the respiratory muscles could not

be disproved, although very few physiologists of the West-

ern Hemisphere were familiar with the nervous mechan-

ism that controlled respiration. One of the best aids for

the prevention of tuberculosis was the spread of knowledge.

People must be taught how to take hand in "first aid," and

be educated in the simple laws of health. It was in the

interest of millions of defective breathing children in

homes and public schools that they respectfully submitted an

outline of their crusade work. The object of this crusade

was to establish centers in all large cities, where parents

and teachers might obtain free scientific instruction and

practical suggestions for the prevention of nasal and pul-

monary troubles in children. The crusade was self sup-

porting.

The Value of Children's Gardens in Congested Dis-

tricts.—Mrs. Henry Parsons of New York told of the

values of (i) an attractive open-air space near the home;

(2) gentle activities; (3) watching of living green things
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and insect life in keeping the little sufferers' minds off

their pain; (4) a beautiful picture left in the mind to be

thought of in the dismal hours of pain at home. Such

gardens located throughout the city would accommodate

thousands of such children for six to eight months in the

year, year after year, in comparison with the few that

could be sent to the seashore, mountain, or sanatoria for

short stays. The possibility of teaching hygiene, within the

children's comprehension, by simple experiments with

plants in their own plots which would lead them to see why
fresh air, cleanliness, and sunshine were absolutely neces-

sary to life and vigor and which would lead them to

demand such surroundings in their own homes.

The Hygienic and Climatic Prophylaxis of Tuber-

culosis in Childhood.—Dr. Frederick L. Wache.n'heim

of New York believed that good general nutrition was one

of the best safeguards against tuberculosis in children, and

to secure this one often had to combat disturbances of

digestion or neurotic anorexia. To stimulate the appetite

and digestion nothing was so useful as exercise, preferably

out of doors. Over-exercise, however, was harmful, and

might even predispose to tuberculosis. In the achievement

of hardening one was practically limited to the application

of cold; cold fresh air ranked first among their hardening

measures, and cold bathing second ; both were to be em-
ployed guardedly, especially in infancy, with gradually in-

creasing strenuousness as the child grew older, excess in

this direction also being harmful. Cold bathing should not

be attempted in infancy; in later childhood sea-bathing

was of special tonic value.

(To Be Continued.)
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STATE BOARD EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.

New Jersey St.ate Board of Medical Examiners.

June 8, 1908.

(Answer ten questions, but no more, in each of the papers.)

ANATOMY.

1. Give a general description of the vertebral column.
2. Differentiate between thoracic and lumbar vertebrae.

3. Describe the hyoid bone. Name muscles attached
to it.

4. Locate and describe the maxillary sinus (antrum).
5. Give origin, branches, and parts supplied by the in-

ferior maxillary nerve.
6. Ulnar arterj' : Give origin, branches, and parts

supplied by it.

7. Describe the spinal cord.
8. Locate and describe the inguinal or spermatic canal

;

state its boundaries and contents.

9. Give location, shape, size, weight, and structural
formation of the pancreas.

10. Outline by word or drawing the location of the
kidney.

11. Name the arteries supplying the uterus and give
their origin.

12. Radius ; name articulations. What muscles are
attached to the radius?

13. Give origin, insertion, nerve and blood supply,
and action of any one of the following muscles: pectoralis

major, gluteus medius, pronator ridii teres.

14. What artery supplies the dura mater?
15. In fracture of the surgical neck of the humerus,

which muscles (a) elevate upper fragment under the cor-
aco-acromial ligament, (b) draw the lower fragment in-

ward, and (f) throw the humerus obliquely outward front
the side?

PHYSIOLOGY.

1. Define physiology.
2. Describe a typical nerve cell.

3. What is reflex action ; a superficial refle.x ; a deep
reflex? Give one example of each.

4. What nerves control the heart? What does each do?
5. What nerves control the gastro-intestinal physiology?
6. What is metabolism ?

7. What is urea, and wliere is it developed ?

8. Give daily amount, reaction, and specific gravity
of urine.

9. Name in order of importance the organs in which
heat is developed, and those by which it is thrown off.

10. Give normal range of temperature in childhood
and adi'lt life.

11. Name four factors that directly affect the pulse,
and give the normal pulse rate.

12. Name four factors that affect weight.

13. What is coordination, and upon what does it de-
pend?

14. Describe the action of accommodation, and state
why it fails in old age.

15. What are the four chief functions of the nasal
cavity, and what disturbances follow its obstruction?

CHEMISTRY.

1. What is the general nature of urinary sediments,
and how are they recognized?

2. Describe a process by which arsenic may be detected
in organic matter.

3. State the general qualities of bile and mention its

chief constituents.

4. State the general chemical properties of alkaloids.

5. On what chemical hypothesis are lithium compounds
administered to gouty patients?

6. What is ozone, and how does it differ from common
oxygen? Under what circumstances is ozone found?

7. Give composition, properties, mode of manufacture
of, and tests for carbolic acid.

8. Give the average composition of human urine and
state by what conditions the composition is influenced.

9. Illustrate by formulae the difference between ferrous
and ferric salts.

ID. State the best temporary antidote to poisoning by
mercury.

11. Enumerate the metals, salts of which are frequently
employed in pharmacy.

12. State the laws of constant and reciprocal propor-
tions.

13. Explain the meaning of terms "reaction" and "re-

agent."

14. Give Marsh's test.
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15. \\ liat is the general chemical cliaracter of volatile

oils?

M.\TERIA MEDICA AND THERAPEUTICS.

1. Name the paths by which medicines enter the circula-

tion.

2. State (a) principle, (b) taste, (c) medical uses, and
(d) adult dose of podophyllin.

3. (j) Define cardiac depressants; give (b) three ex-

amples; (c) adult dose, and (d) specific indications for

use.

4. (a) Describe at least two movements of massage,-

(b) then application in practice, and (f) benefits to be

derived.

5. Mention (17) three diuretics, (b) therapeutic em-
ployment, and (c) adult dose of each.

6. Specify (ii) three official preparations of digitalis,

(h) their physiological action, and (c) maximum dose of

each.

7. Enumerate therapeutic use, dose, and effect of (a)

acetanilid, (&) heroin, (c) terebene.

8. Give (a) Source of opium, (6) its eflfect on the

nervous system, circulation, respiration, and pupils.

9. Differentiate the effects on the arterial system of (a)

.>trychnine, (fc) nitroglycerin, and (c) aconite.

10. (a) Explain action of cmmenagogucs. (b) Give
two examples and dose of each.

11. (a) What class of acids are employed to acidify

alkaline urine? (b) Specify and give adult dose of each.

12. (a) Outline a dietary for interstitial nephritis, and
(b) diabetes niellitus.

13. (a) Prescribe in proper form for acute diarrhea

in a child 4 years of age, and (b) explain action of each

ingredient.

14. Write (a) indications and (b) the contraindica-

tions for KBr ; give adult dose.

15. Normal NaCl solution (a) preparation, (6) meth-
ods of administration, (c) effects.

HISTOLOGY, BACTERIOLOGY, PATHOLOGY.

(.^.nswer oidy ten questions; not less than three on each

branch.)

Pathology.

1. What is the difference between hypertropliy and en-

largement ?

2. What are the modes of spread of pyogenetic micro-

organisms? Describe each mode.

3. Describe the repair of a simple fracture of bone.

J, What pathological conditions are productive of

icterus?

5. Describe the macroscopic and microscopic appearance

of carcinoma of the breast.

Histology.

6. How many kinds of marrow are there? Name them.

Where does each occur? How do they differ?

7. Describe non-striated muscular tissue and name its

principal localities.

8. Describe the gross arrangement of tlie suprarenal

capsule. Name and describe the three layers of the cor-

tical portion.

g. Describe the structure of the tympanic cavity and
the mastoid cells.

10. Describe the general structure of the air passages.

Bacteriology.

11. Why does the air in summer contain more bacteria

than in winter?
12. Define disinfectant, germicide, antiseptic, and de-

odorizer.

13. Differentiate between ptoraains and leucomaiiis.

14. Differentiate between toxemia and septicemia.

15. Why is the chemical disinfection of tuberculous spu-

tum difficult, and what is the best disinfectant for general

use?
PRACTICE OF MEDICINE.

1. Describe (a) lavage, (b) gavage.
2. Give causes of nasal hemorrhage.

3. Differentiate pallor, anemia, chlorosis.

4. Differentiate vesicular and bronchial breathing.

5. Differentiate renal, hepatic, and intestinal colic.

6. Give four physical signs of consolidation of lung

tissue.

7. Describe d) dry, (2) moist rales, and give sig-

nificance of each.

8. Describe artificial feeding of an infant, month by

month during the first year.

9. Describe eruption of ('l) measles, (2) scarlatina,

(3) varicella. (4) and variola.
"10. Describe the :f-ray. What are its uses, its dangers,

and how can latter be avoided?
II. Where and what is the cause of a systolic murmur

heard at the ensiform cartilage.

13. What is hemiplegia, paraplegia, paralysis agitans,

and tabes dorsalis? Describe the walk in each.

13. What are the four physical signs of a cavity of

the lung communicating with the bronchial tube?

14. Describe tlie various steps in making a complete

uranalysis, giving your reasons and what you expect to

find in each.

15. Locate on the surface of the thorax the points at

which the four principal valve nnirniurs are heard with

greatest intensity.

SURGERY.

1. Discuss rotary lateral spinal curvature.

2. Diagnosis and treatment of rupture of the urinary

bladder.

3. What are the indications for trephining in fractures

of the skull?

4. Mention the causes of ulceration of the cornea.

5. Describe in detail how you would proceed in reten-

tion of urine due to stricture of the urethra.

6. Give the causes of necrosis of bone. Define (a)

sequestrum, (&) invokicrum.

7. Describe the different varieties of hemorrhoids.

8. What pathological conditions may cause enlarge-

ment of the knee.

9. Indication for intravenous injection of normal saline

solution. Technique.

10. Etiology, diagnosis, and treatment of retropharyn-

geal abscess.

11. Diagnosis and treatment of fracture of the neck

of the femur.
12. What is the most common dislocation of the shoul-

der joint? Describe reduction by manipulation.

13. Aneurysm : Causes, diagnosis, and treatment.

14. Give the general characteristics of sarcomata.

15. What is surgical shock? Treatment?

OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY.

1. Name the processes of fecundation.

2. What changes does the uterus pass threugh after

fecundation ?

3. In threatening perineal laceration, what operative

or other measures should be employed to prevent a tear?

4. Describe the first stage of labor.

5. Describe your method of conducting labor through

the second stage, in (o) L. O. A.; (b), shoulder pre-

senting.
. , , . ,

6. What conditions justify the mduction of abortion?

7. What should precede any abortion and how may
the operation be safely performed when necessary?

8. (a) What conditions favor post-partum hemorrhage?

(6) What precautions should be taken to avoid it? (c)

Describe methods of controlling it.

9. Describe method of management of case of eclamp-

sia beginning during first stage of labor.

10. Name symptoms, method of diagnosis and proper

treatment of rupture of the uterus complicating labor.

11. Mention the manifestations of syphilis which may
appear on, in, or around the female genitals.

12. How may retrodisplacements of the uterus be treated

either by mechanical or surgical measures?

13. Give the symptoms, diagnosis and treatment of

urethral caruncle.

14. Within the limit of 100 words describe vaginal

tampons and their uses.

15. Outline treatment for dysmenorrhea.

HYGIENE AND MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE.

1. In selecting a house-site what is to be avoided and

what sought?
2. (0) Why would you recommend an asphalt floor m

a cellar? (b) How deep should drains be below the floor?

(c) How else can soil be dried?

3. What do you mean by breaking the seal of a trap.

What causes it?

4. Define soil pipe and house drain.

5. Outline construction of school-house, of floors,

doors, and windows; approved size of rooms, and di-

rection of light.

6. At what age would you place a child in school, and

how long should he be kept at his studies?

7. Enumerate some occupations prejudicial to health.

8. Mention the usual and best methods of physical

training.

9. Describe the different forms of baths, and give

rules of bathing.

10. Give methods of restoring the apparently drowned.

11. What are the usual materials from which clothing

is made

?

, i j-,

12. What are ptomains and in wdiat are they found?

Name those that have been separated. Give symptoms

,ind treatment of ptomain poisoning.

13. Define insanity.
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14. Differentiate apoplexy, opium narcosis, uremia, al-

coholic intoxication, epilepsy, to the satisfaction of a

court.

15. What is malpractice?

ANSWERS TO STATE BOARD EXAMINATION
QUESTIONS.

New Jersey State Board of Medical Examiners.

June, 1908.

anatomy.

2. The thoracic veriehra have a heart-shaped body with
a facet or demi-facet on each side for articulation with a
rib; the laminae are broad and deep; the spinous process
is long and points downward; the transverse processes are
long and articulate with the tubercle of a rib; the superior
articular process is directed backward and slightly out-
ward; the inferior articular process is directed forward
and slightly inward; the spinal foramen is smaller and
circular.

The lumbar vertehrce have a large body, wider trans-
versely, and with no facet or demi-facet; the laminae are
short and thick; the spinous process is horizontal; the
transverse processes are "rudimentary" ; the superior ar-
ticular process is directed inward and slightly backward

;

the inferior articular process is directed outward and
slightly forward; the spinal foramen is larger, and tri-

angular.

8. The itigtiinal or spermatic canal is an oblique canal
situated a little above and running parallel with Poupart's
ligament. It is from an inch and a half to two inches in
length, runs downward and inward, and extends from the
internal abdominal ring to the external abdominal ring.

Its boundaries are: In front: the skin, superficial fas-
cia, aponeurosis of the external oblique, and (for its outer
third) the internal oblique. Behind: the conjoined tendon,
the triangular fascia, the transversalis fascia, subperitoneal
fat, and peritoneum. Above: the fibers of the internal ob-
lique and transversalis. Beloiv: Poupart's ligament and
the transversalis fascia.

Contents: the spermatic cord in the male; and the round
ligament in the female.

II. The arteries supplying the uterus are: the uterine
artery (from the internal iliac) and the ovarian artery
(from the aorta).

14, The dura mater is supplied by the anterior menin-
geal, middle meningeal, and posterior meningeal arteries.

15. In fracture of the surgical neck of the humerus,
(a) the upper fragment is elevated by the supraspinatus,
infraspinatus, and teres minor; (b) the lower fragment is
drawn inward by the pectoralis major, latissimus dorsi,
and teres major; (c) and the humerus is thrown obliquely
outward by the deltoid.

PHYSIOIOGY.

1. Physiology is that branch of science which treats
of the functions of living tissues and organisms in a state
of health.

2. A nerve cell is a protoplasmic mass, with a diameter
a little larger than that of a white blood corpuscle, roughly
spheroidal or pyramidal in shape; and giving off several
dendrites, and usually one axis-cylinder or nuraxon. The
whole is called a neuron.

3. Reflex actions are involuntary or unconscious move-
ments, due to suitable stimuli. They depend upon the in-
tegrity of the reflex arc, which is a complex made up of
(i) A surface capable of receiving an impression; (2) an
afferent nerve; (3) a nerve cell capable of receiving and
also of sending out impulses; (4) an efferent nerve, and
(5) a surface capable of responding in some way to the
impulse conveyed by the efferent nerve.

Superflcial reflexes are such as can be elicited by stimu-
lating the skin. Example: The cremasteric reflex.
Deep reflexes are such as are elicited by stimulating ten-

dons or mu.scles. Example: The patellar reflex.

4. The nei~i)es zuhich control the heart, are: (i) The
pneumogastric nerve, which slows or inhibits the heart-
beats

; (2) the sympathetic nerves, which accelerate or aug-
ment the beats; and (3) the intrinsic cardiac ganglia, which
enable the heart to continue beating for some "time after
it is removed from the body.

5. The nerves -which control the gastrointestinal phy-
siology, are: The pneumogastric, dorsal, lumbar, and sac-
ral nerves; also the plexuses of Auerbach and Meissner;
and the sympathetic system (chiefly the splanchnics, hypo-
gastric plexus and mesenteric ganglia).

6. Metabolism is a name given to the entire series of
changes that occur in a cell or organism during the proc-
esses of nutrition. It is of two kinds: (i) Assimilative,
or constructive, called anabolism, and (2) destructive,
called catabolism.

7. Urea is the product of the nitrogenous waste of

tlie body ; it comes from the proteids of the food and
tissues. It is chiefly formed in the liver.

8. The daily amount of urine normally voided by a

healthy adult, is about 50 ounces; the reaction is acid; and
the specific gravity is from about 1015 to about 1025.

9. Heat is developed in the body, by: (i) Muscular
action; (2) the action of the glands, chiefly of the liver;

(3) the brain; (4) the heart, and (5) the thermogenetic

centers in the brain, pons, medulla, and spinal cord. (It

also is produced by the food and drink ingested.)

Heat is lost to the body by (i) the skin, through evap-

oration, radiation, and conduction; (2) the lungs; and (3)
the excretions (feces and urine).

ID. Normal range of body temperature in adults is

between 98 degrees and 99 degrees F. In childhood it

may vary between 97 degrees and 100 degrees F. without

the appearance of anything abnormal.

11. Four factors that directly affect the pulse are: (l)

The ventricular systole; (2) the elasticity of the arterial

walls; (3) the volume of the blood in the vessels; (4)

the peripheral resistance. The normal adult pulse rate is

about seventy-two per minute.
12. Four factors that affect weight: (i) age; (2) sex;

(3) nourishment; and (4) disease.

14. Action of Accommodation.—"The lens is an elastic

structure, and when released from the flattening influence

of its suspensory ligament tends to assume a spherical

shape. During accommodation the ciliary muscle (espe-

cially the circular fibers) contracts, drawing forward the

chorioid and relaxing the suspensory ligament ; this di-

minishes the tension of the lens capsule and allows the in-

herent elasticity of the lens to increase its convexity. The
change in curvature affects chiefly the anterior surface
of the lens. This is Helmholtz's theory and the one usu-
ally accepted. Lately Tscherning has advanced a different

theory; he maintains that the ciliary muscle increases the

tension of the suspensory ligament during contraction,

and that this causes peripheral flattening of the lens with
bulging anteriorly at its center. The act of accommoda-
tion is accompanied by contraction of the pupil, and (in

binocular vision) by convergence of the visual lines."

—

(May's Diseases of the Eye.)
Accommodation fails in old age, because at that time

the lens has lost its elasticity.

15. The four chief functions of the nasal cavity, are

:

(l) Respiratory; (2) olfactory; (3) vocal; and (4) au-

ditory.

The disturbances 'which jiiay follow nasal obstruction,

are: Diminution or absence of the sense of smell; redness

of the nose; mouth-breathmg; dyspnea; vocal impairment
or nasal twang ;

greater tendency to nasal, laryngeal,

pharyngeal, bronchial, and pulmonarj' diseases.

chemistry.

2. Arsenic may be detected in organic matter by the

Reinisch test, which is conducted as follows : To the sus-

pected fluid add a little pure HCI; suspend in the fluid

a small strip of bright copper foil, and boil. If a deposit

forms on the copper, remove the copper, wash it with

pure water, dry on filter paper, but be careful not to rub

off the deposit. Coil up the copper, and put it into a clean,

dry glass tube, open at both ends, and apply heat at the

part where the copper is. If arsenic is present there will

appear in the cold part of the tube a mirror, which will

be found on microscopical examination to consist of octa-

hedral crystals of arsenic trioxide.

3. Bile is a viscid fluid, with a faint aromatic odor and
an exceedingly bitter taste. It has a specific gravity of

about 1020 to 1030, is alkaline in reaction, and is of a

yellow or brownish color.

Its chief constituents are : Water, sodium glycocholate,

sodium taurocholate, lecithin, cholesterin, fat, mucin, pig-

ments, urea, and inorganic salts (chlorides and phosphates

of sodium, potassium calcium, magnesium ; and sodium car-

bonate).

4. General properties of alkaloids: Alkaloids are of two
kinds, volatile and fixed. The volatile alkaloids are liquid,

readily volatile without decomposition, and consist of

C, H, and N. The fixed alkaloids are for the most part

solid and crystalline, not, or only partially volatile without
decomposition, and consist of C, H, N, and O.
Most of the alkaloids are alkaline in reaction, of a bit-

ter taste, and of white color.

Most of the alkaloids are nearly insoluble in water, but

are soluble in alcohol, chloroform, ether, and benzine;

their salts are generally soluble in water and alcohol, but
insoluble in the other solvents just named. They combine
with acids to form salts in the same way that ammonia
does.

5. Lithium compounds are administered to gouty pa-

tients on the hypothesis that the lithium salts of uric acid
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are more soluble than other urates ; therefore there is less

chance of the formation of deposits, and if such deposits

already exist their solution or removal may be aided by
the lithium urate.

6. Ozone is an allotropic modification of oxygen, the

oxygen being in a peculiar condition of condensation. The
molecule of ozone contains three atoms, while that of
oxygen contains two ; three molecules of the latter are

therefore condensed to two of ozone : 301 =: 20s. Ozone
is a liquid of a bluish color, peculiar odor, and is only
sparingly soluble in water. Ozone is produced by the

decomposition of water by the battery ; by the slow oxi-

dation of phosphorus in damp air ; and by the action of

concentrated sulphuric acid on barium dioxide

:

3BaOj + 3H=SO. = 3BaS04 + 3H,0 + O3
7. Carbolic acid is phenylhydroxide : CaHsOH. It is a

colorless crystalline substance when pure, but it soon as-

sumes a pink color; it has a peculiar odor, and a burning
taste. It is soluble in water, alcohol, and ether. It is an
antiseptic, a poison, and a corrosive. It is also used in

the manufacture of its derivatives which are used in medi-
cine, and as dyes. It is made by heating phenyl iodide and
potassium hydroxide at a high temperature : GHJ -f
KHO = KI -f C.H=OH.

Tests: (i) With a solution of ferrous sulphate, a lilac

color is produced
; (2) its peculiar odor.

8. The following table ( from Dunglison's Medical Dic-
tionary) gives the average composition of normal urine:

Water .

Urea
Uric acid

Hippuric acid .

.

Crcatinin
Extractives
Sodium chloride.

Phosphoric acid.

Sulphuric acid .

.

Lime (CaO) ....

Magnesia (MgO)
Potash (K2O)

soda, (Na^O)

(Parts in

1000.) ,

. . 950.00 I

28.00
I

0.60

;

0.35

0.65

8.00 I

8.00

2.00

I.2S

0.25

0.30

0.60''

Voided Per Day.

Grains. Grams.

and

Organic
matter,

37.60

Inorganic
matter,

12.40

520.S0

II. 16

6.S1
12.09

148.80

148.80

37.20

^3-45

4-6s

5.58

II. 16

3500
0.75

044
o.8i

10.00

10.00

2.50

1.56

0.31

0.37

0.75

Total 1000.00 930.20 62.49

The composition is influenced by ; diet, quality of fluid

ingested, exercise, and disease.

9. In ferrous salts, the atom of iron is bivalent. In
ferric salts, the atom of iron is quadrivalent, and two such
atoms are connected producing a double atom with a

valence of six.

Fe = CI3

FeCl.
I =(Fe.) CI.

Ferrous chloride Fe =^ CI3

Ferric chloride

FeO
Ferrous oxide

Fe =
I \0:^^ _ FejOa

Fe = O
Ferric oxide

10. The best temporary antidote to poisoning by mer-
cury is white of egg in not too great a quantity, and fol-

lowed by an emetic.

11. The metals whose salts are frequently employed
in pharmacy, are : Iron, manganese, lead, bismuth, lithium,

sodium, potassium, silver, calcium, magnesium, mercury.
12. The law of constant proportions: The same com-

pound always contains the same elements and in the same
proportions.
The law of reciprocal proportions : The ponderable

quantities in which substances unite with the same sub-
stance express the relation (or a simple multiple of it) in

which they unite with each other.

13. Reaction has two meanings : ( i ) the interaction of
two or more substances causing a chemical decomposition

;

(2) the action of substances upon certain organic pig-

ments such as litmus.

Reagent is a substance used to bring about a reaction
(first meaning above).

14. Marsh's test for Arsenic: This test depends on the

fact that arsenic hydride is formed when nascent hydro-
gen acts on a compound of arsenic.

H,AsOr. + 3H2 = AsHs -^ 3H..O.
A small flask fitted with thistle funnel and a delivery

tube, as for the production of hydrogen, is used
;
pure

zinc and hydrochloric acid are introduced, and after a

short time the hydrogen is ignited. It is advisable to cover
the flask with a clotli before igniting the gas, as an ex-
plosion may happen unless the air has all been driven out.

If the materials are pure the hydrogen flame gives no
(lopnsit iipni; a piece of cnld porcelain brought into it.

but commercial zinc usually contains arsenic. When the

purity of the gas is proved, a little solution of arsenic

may be poured down the thistle funnel, which will pro-

duce a more rapid evolution of gas, and the flame will

become larger and perceptibly colored. .X piece of cold
porcelain depressed upon the flame will be covered with a

deposit of metallic arsenic. The films of arsenic are

metallic looking in the thicker places, lirownish near the

edges ; they are easily volatilized by heat, and dissolve in

solution of bleaching powder. A portion of the glass

tube from which the gas is burnt should be heated to

redness; the gas decomposes, and a deposit of arsenic

appears on the tube, which may be identified in a similar

wav, or may be converted into crystals of o.xide by cau-
tious sublimation in an open tube.— (Fisher's Elementary
Chemistry.)

15. Chemically, most of the volatile oils are terpenes,

with the general empirical composition of CioH,o or some
isomere thereof ; some also contain oxygen sulphur or ni-

trogen. Their constitution is not settled. They are op-

tically active, and mainly consist of two principles, stear-

optene and eleoptene.

MATERIA MEDICA AND THERAPEUTICS.

1. Medicines may enter the circulation after being ad-
ministered: (l) By the mouth; (2) by the skin; (3) by
the rectum; (4) by inhalation; (5) by the vagina; (6) by
intravenous injection.

2. PoDOPHVLLiN. (a) Principle: Podophyllotoxin and
Picropodophyllin. (b) Taste: Acrid, and slightly bitter.

ic) Medical uses: as a purgative, a cholagogue; for chron-
ic diarrheas, and some cases of vomiting, (rf) Adult dose:
Resina podophylli. gr. i/io to 'A.

PRACTICE OF MEDICINE.

2. Causes of nasal hcmorrhaye: Injury, hemophilia,
pernicious anemia, leukemia, scurvy, purpura haemorrha-
gica, cerebral congestion, hypertrophy, and valvular lesions
of the heart.

3. Pallor is merely a symptom, and may be found in

several conditions.
Anemia is a disease in which the blood as a whole is

diminished, or in which the number of red corpuscles is

diminished. It is classified as Primary and Secondary.
Chlorosis is a disease in which the amount of hemoglobin

is diminished.

5. In renal colic: The pain is in the region of the af-
fected kidney, it radiates down the thigh; there are in-

tense rigors; retraction of the testicle may be present;
also history of previous attacks or of calculi : the urine
may be scanty, suppressed, or bloody.

In hepatic colic: The pain is in the region of the liver,

it radiates to the right scapula and toward the umbilicus

;

chills and sweats are common ; also vomiting, and some-
times symptoms of collapse and jaundice: cakuli are
found, if at all, in the feces.

In intestinal colic: The pain is generally around the
umbilicus ; the abdomen is tympanitic ; there are no rigors

;

there may be a history of indiscretion in diet.

6. Four physical signs of consolidation of lung tissue:
(l) Increased vocal fremitus; (2) dullness on percussion:
(5) bronchial respiration with prolonged expiration; and
(4) increased vocal resonance,

9. (l) Measles: Eruption appears on fourth day as
small dark red papules with crescentic borders, beginning
on face and rapidly spreading over entire body; desqua-
mation is branny.

(2) Scarlatina: Eruption appears at end of twenty-four
hours, as a scarlet punctate rash, beginning on neck and
chest, then covering face and body; desquamation is scaly
or in flakes.

(3) Varicella: The eraiption usually appears first on
the trunk, is evident on the first day. comes in successive
crops, is not shotty, and disappears on stretching the skin

;

the spots are unilocular, and collapse on being punctured.
(4) Variola: The eruption usually appears first on the

forehead and wrists, and on the third or fourth day; it

is first macular, then papular, then vesicular, and finally
pustular ; it does not appear in successive crops ; the spots
are multilncular, and do not collapse on being punctured

:

the papule is hard and shotty. and does not disappear on
stretching the skin.

12. Hemiplegia is a condition in which one side of
the body is paralyzed.

Paraplegia is a condition in which the two lower limbs
are paralyzed.

Paralysis agitans is a chronic disease characterized by a
pecrliar walk, tremor, muscular rigidity, and sensations
of heat and pain.

Tabes dorsalis is a chronic disease in which the posterior
columns of the spinal cord are involved, and character-
ized by incoordination, pain, visceral crises, anesthesia.
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The walk: In hemiplegia the paralyzed leg is swung
outward and forward (by a tilting of the pelvis), and the

toes scrape along the ground.
In paraplegia the legs and knees are in contact, and the

legs and feet cross each other at each step.

In paralysis agitan-s the steps are short, quick and shuf-

fling; the patient finds it nard to begin walking, but when
once started he has to run, and finds it hard to stop.

In tabes dorsalis the leg is hurled forward, the foot

raised needlessly high, and brought to the ground forcibly,

and generally on the heel ; the patient keeps his eyes on the

ground and on his feet ; the legs are kept somewhat
ayart.

OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY.

6. Conditions which justify the induction of abortion:

(i) Certain pelvic deformities; (2) where in previous

labors the head of the child has been prematurely ossified,

or unusually large; (3) placenta praevia; (4) toxemia of

pregnancy; (5) habitual death of the fetus toward the end
of pregnancy; (6) hydatidiform mole; (7) pernicious

anemia.
9. The management of eclampsia in the first stage of

labor includes: (i) Controlling the convulsions (by chlo-

roform, veratrum, or chloral) ; (2) emptying the uterus

under deep anesthesia, by some method that is rapid and
that will cause as little injury to the woman as possible.

13. Urethral caruncle is a small red fleshy growth gen-
erally situated on the posterior part of the meatus of the

urethra. There are local pain and tenderness, which may
be excessive ; a burning sensation is experienced on urina-

tion ; it may bleed. The proper treatment is to excise it

or destroy it with the thermocautery.

HYGIENE AND MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE.

3. To break the seal of a trap means to destroy its

efficiency, whereby the sewer gases gain entrance into the

house.
The causes are : Evaporation of the water, siphonage,

the water passing too seldom along the pipe, too small a

pipe, leakage or other defect in the laying of the pipes

and trap.

4. Soil pipe is a pipe which receives the sewage from
water closets, bathtubs, etc., and which carries the same
to the house drain, which conducts it to the sewer.

7. Some occupations prejudicial to health: Coal miners;
cutlery workers ; needle makers ; workers in steel or iron

;

stonecutters ; masons, bricklayers
;
pottery and china work-

ers ; cotton, silk, and wool workers ; furriers ; workers
in tobacco and snuff factories ; street cleaners ; carpet
beaters ; workers handling arsenic, mercury, phosphorus,
lead, and copper, etc.

11. The usual materials from which clothing is made,
are : Wool, silk, cotton, linen, leather, fur, flax.

12. Ptomains are basic compounds containing nitrogen,
and produced from proteid material by the bacteria which
cause putrefaction. They are found in decaying animal
tissues and fluids.

The chief poisonous ptomains are : Tyrotoxicon, myti-
lotoxin, cholin, neurin, neuridin, putrescin, cadaverin, ga-
dinin, muscarin, tetanin, typhotoxin.
The general symptoms of ptomain poisoning are : Onset

in less than twenty-four hours after the ingestion of the
noxious "food," chilliness, vertigo, headache, thirst, ab-
dominal pains, nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, cyanosis, weak
and rapid pulse, cutaneous eruption sometimes, subnormal
temperature at times, convulsions.
Treatment consists in giving : emetics ; rectal irrigation

;

cathartics or salines; morphine for pain (if necessary)
heat and stimulants (strychnine, nitroglycerin, alcohol) for
collapse; rest in bed; and gastrointestinal antiseptics.

13. Insanity is defined, in .^Ubutt's "System of Medicine,"
as "such a disorder or disease of the nervous system as
prevents the individual from reacting normally as a mem-
ber of the society to which by birth and education he be-
longs."

14. In apoplexy: There is generally paralysis of the
head and upper limbs ; and in left-sided lesions there may
he aphasia; the pulse is slow and full; the respirations
are at first slow, regular, and stertorous, later on becom-
ing of the Cheyne-Stokes type.

In opium narcosis: The pupils are contracted; there is no
sign of paralysis ; lioth respirations and pulse are slow and
full.

In uremia: The coma is deep; the pulse slow; the res-

pirations are frequent and irregular; the urine shows the
presence of albumin and casts, with a diminished output of
urea ; there may be a urinous odor to the breath.

In alcoholic intoxication: The patient can generally be
aroused ; the coma is not, as a rule, complete ; the face may
be flushed; the pupils are normal or dilated; the respira-
tions are normal in frequency, but deep ; the skin is cool

and moist, and the body temperature may be below nor-
mal.

In epilepsy there will be a brief aura, sudden and com-
plete loss of consciousness, pupils dilated and rigid, the

tongue will be bitten (unless prevented), the sphincters

may be relaxed, there may be a slight rise of tempera-
ture.

15. Malpractice is a failure on the part of a medical
practitioner to use such skill, care, and judgment in the

treatment of a patient as the law requires ; and thereby
the patient suffers damage.' If due to negligence only, it

is civil malpractice. But if done deliberately, or wrong-
fully, or if gross carelessness or neglect have been shown,
or if some illegal operation (such as criminal abortion)

he performed, it is criminal malpractice.
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—

.\t the examinations held in June and July
there were 138 applicants; of these, 66, or less than one-
half, were successful,

Indiana.—During the year 1907 State board certifi-

cates were issued to 190 physicians after examination.
Nineteen failed to pass the examinations.

Connecticut.—Reciprocity is now permitted under
certain conditions.

Washington.—At the July examination there were
145 applicants; of this number, 39 failed in the exam-
ination, and one withdrew.

Oregon.—At the July examination there were 67 ap-
plicants, but only 23 of these were successful.
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amined was 59, of whom 49 passed and 10 failed.

Wisconsin.—At the examination held at Madison,
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THE DIAGNOSIS OF PEPTIC ULCER.*
By DUDLEY ROBERTS, M.D.,

BROOKLYN, NEW YORK.

VISITING GASTROENTEROLOGIST BROOKLYN HOSPITAL.

Considerable progress has been made in the diag-

nosis of gastric ulcer in recent years; it is true that

no pathognomonic sign or symptom has been
discovered, but we have learned that the classic

picture is present only in the unusual case; we
realize now that to demand this complete picture

is to fail in the recognition of the large propor-
tion of cases. The widest variation is symptoma-
tology is expected and thorough exhaustive study

of the individual patient is coming to be recog-
nized as the sine qua non in diagnosis.

The typical case of peptic ulcer, in the history

of which there is the complaint of regular pain
after meals, tenderness in the epigastrium, vomit-
ing occurring regularly with the pain, and blood

macroscopically evident in the stool or vomitus,
is not at all likely to be overlooked ; such a syn-
drome is generally familiar, and the danger lies

in the possibility of assuming the presence of ul-

cer incorrectly when the symptoms are superficially

similar to ulcer symptoms but are actually different

in important particulars. It is not the mere pres-

ence of this quadrad of symptoms which is diagnos-

tic, but the appearance of these symptoms in a

typical form. The characteristic form of these

symptoms becomes then a matter of great moment.
The typical ulcer pain is that which develops

from half to two hours after eating; begins not

suddenly but develops somewhat gradually: it is

burning, boring, cutting, or stabbing; is localized

in the middle line close to the ensiform,

possibly radiating to a degree into the back or

up into the precordium ; it is regular in its occur-

rence, coming after every meal when coming at

all ; it is more apt to be induced by the solid foods,

rarely following the ingestion of water ; it usually

lasts for quite some time, often only to be termi-

nated by vomiting, or the ingestion of an alkali or

an albuminous food. Pain such as this is almost
positively diagnostic of gastric ulcer even without
other pronounced symptoms. As in one par-

ticular or another it deviates from this descrip-

tion, pain is less positively diagnostic until of

itself it ceases to be even suggestive of this con-

dition.

The tenderness in this type of case is pro-

nounced, even exquisite ; it is sharply localized

over a small area in the middle line between the

ensiform and a point midway down to the umbilicus.

The more diffuse tenderness or such as may be

found in other situations, has a diminishing de-

gree of diagnostic value. The Boas tender spots

*Read before the Brooklyn Medical Society, March
20, 1908.

hi the back are frequently found in ulcer, but so
commonly are such spots found in the neurotic,
that their presence must not in my opinion be
taken as strongly suggestive unless the tender-
ness in the epigastrium is also marked.

Vomiting, occurring as it does in only about
tifty or sixty per cent, of cases, is not at all es-
sential in the picture. In the type of ulcer under
consideration it occurs only in conjunction with
the pain, and usually not until the pain has be-
come severe. Vomiting alone without pain can-
not be spoken of as at all suggestive of ulcer
except that form which occurs when the pylorus
is stenosed; when this takes place there is either
occasional profuse morning vomiting or a pain-
less overflowing of the stomach after meals.
Otherwise, vomiting which takes place ten to
fifteen minutes after meals is to be attributed to
acute protracted gastritis, ulcer or stenosis of
the esophagus or cardia, psychopathic states, or
cerebral lesions. Regurgitation is often mistaken
for true vomiting, but the distinction is an im-
portant one, as regurgitation rarely evidences an
actual gastric lesion, but usually esophageal sten-
osis or a nervous abnormality.

Actual hematemesis taken with these other
symptoms is almost absolutely diagnostic; with-
out pain or tenderness it has less of diagnostic
value because its occurrence is not uncommon in
conditions other than ulcer. Slow leakage from
the gastric mucosa, as in passive hyperemia and
severe anemic states must be considered, and
the possibility of the blood having arisen from the
respiratory passages, and been swallowed is some-
times presented. It is surprising what quantities
of blood may come from a pulmonary lesion
which occasions little or no cough ; such blood
when swallowed may be vomited either fresh or
('ark and clotted. In beginning miliary tubercu-
losis with few physical signs this type of bleed-
ing may cause serious mistakes. The occurrence
of a few flecks of blood in mucus or even a small
quantity of bright red blood after prolonged
retching is too common to allow us to draw
conclusions from its occurrence ; it has fre-'

quently happened that the tendency to base
too muchon the presence of very small quantities
of blood in the vomitus has led to a diagnosis of
ulcer when, for example, hysterical vomiting de-
manding absolutely different treatment has "been
entirely responsible for the appearence of the
small quantities of blood.

Black stools while suspicious so often result
from constipation and a meat diet that they should
not be accepted as evidencing bleeding; when an
intelligent observer insists that the stools have
been tarry or purplish in color there is very con-
siderable ground for suspicion. If the appear-
ance admits of any doubt whatever, the proof bv
chemical test is absolutely necessary. A history
of the passage of fresh blood with or after the def-
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ecations can rarely be taken as an evidence of

gastric or upper intestinl bleeding. Only on two

occasions have I personally seen fresh blood from

such a source, and in each instance the bowels

were very active and the bleeding so severe that

marked constitutional symptoms were developed.

A case presenting these symptoms and signs

in the form described is one of gastric ulcer al-

most beyond the peradventure of a doubt. Car-

cinoma which has developed upon an ulcer may
have to be eliminated by further study. Such a

complete picture being so uncommon, the ques-

tion arises as to the suggestiveness of individual

symptoms, and the variation of these and other

symptoms as yet unmentioned.
It is well agreed that pain is the commonest

symptom which calls attention to the possibility

of an ulcer in the stomach, but in its character-

istics it frequently varies from the form described.

When a pain is complained of in situations other

than in the upper epigastrium it is not sug-

gestive of simple, uncomplicated gastric ulcer.

Sequela and complications may give rise to pain,

not directly in the upper epigastrium, but even

though the stomach is much enlarged or much
below the normal position the pain of ulcer per

se occurs well above the umbilicus and but little

to the right or left of the median line. Diffuse-

ness of pain speaks against simple ulcer as a

cause.

In character the pain is frequently different

from that previously described ; it may be a

localized heavy ache or a dull, boring sensation.

It may occur only on infrequent occasions, par-

ticularly after a dietary indiscretion or a period of

physical or mental strain. When attacks of pain

seem only to follow periods of overwork or

anxiety a diagnosis of a neurosis is very apt to

be erroneously made. At such times the con-

stantly present ulceration occasions discomfort

either because of an increase of acidity of the

stomach contents or because of the unusual irri-

tability of the nervous system.

For no reason whatever that can be discovered

ulcer may occasion no pain for long periods, and

then suddenly give rise to great distress for a

time. This seems to be almost characteristic of

the chronic indurated ulcer as seen in those of

middle life. The tendency is to consider that

medical treatment has eflfected a cure when there

has been a natural period of remission. Given

an individual apparently free from psychopathic

taint who for years has suiifered from periods of

epigastric pain alternating with periods of abso-

lute freedom from signs of digestive disturbance

or with only those of the mildest sort, the diag-

nosis of chronic ulceration of the stomach is

highlv probable, although there be no complaint

of other symptoms. Formerly it was the cus-

tom to attribute such a complaint to hyper-

acidity, but stool examination during the periods

of suffering have shown that there is bleeding

from the gastrointestinal tract and exploration

has frequently of late shown the presence of an

organic lesion.

While the pain of ulcer is expected to begin

one-half to three hours after meals, it is often

more delaved. particularlv when the ulcer is near

or on the pylorus. Pain which occurs very late is. of

course, more suggestive of a duodenal location

of the ulcer. Sometimes the pain comes in

sharp attacks, awakening the patient at mid-

nio'ht or after. Pain which occurs thus late after

meals is usually spasmodic in character, coming

and going rather suddenly and being very severe and

cramplike in character. This sort of pain which
is apparently the result of pylorospasm as the

last of the stomach contents are being emptied
into the duodenum, may also arise from other

abnormalities, and the differential diagnosis may
be a matter of great difficulty. The reflex

pylorospasm from gall-bladder and appendix dis-

ease is much less apt to be regular in its time of

occurrence, and definite signs and symptoms ref-

erable to the diseased organ are expected. Emo-
tional states certainly seem to lead directly to

attacks of pyloraspasm. When such an occurrence

is frequent or recurs at a definite time without

marked emotional excitement, an organic cause

should be suspected.

Pain which is constant or complained of before

breakfast in the morning, when the stomach is

empty, is rarely due to a gastric ulcer ; there

may be slight constant discomfort even though the

stomach is empty; this may be suggestive

of ulcer, although not often met witli. Pain

which begins immediately or a very few minutes
after food ingestion is also rarely to be attributed

to ulcer except in those somewhat rare cases of ulcer

at the cardia.

Tenderness is usually present early in the
course of ulcer, but when a lesion has been
present for some time, it is not at all unusual
to find no tenderness whatever or only a slight

degree during periods of apparent exacerbation.
This is exceedingly important, as the classical teach-

ing regarding tenderness in ulcer is quite different.

The tenderness is usually located sharply in the

middle line high up in the epigastrium, possibly a lit-

tle to the right or left. When an ulcer is situated

directly beyond the pylorus or near the orifice and
there is spasm of this sphincter, tenderness is dis-

covered in an area which makes for difficulty in

differential diagnosis. The small individual with
a narrow chest presents a very small right hypo-
chondrium for examination ; within this small
area there is much to tax the diagnostic powers
of the surgeon and clinician. The presence of
tenderness may indicate but little more than
that one of a number of disease processes is to
be dealt with.

Belching of gas has quite frequently of late

been mentioned by the surgeons as an important
symptom in ulcer of the stomach ; in chole-

lithiasis it is said to be less constant. The clini-

cian hears complaints of belching so constantly
he is not apt to attach much diagnostic signifi-

cance to its presence. On the other hand it is

frequently not complained of at all by those
afflicted with gastric ulcer. Belching of itself is

not suggestive, and when belching is added to

the history of pain very little is added to aid

in the diagnosis.

Hyperchlorhydria is contributory evidence in

the diagnosis, but as it occurs, according to the
best investigations on this subject, in only about

55 per cent, of all cases, it is not at all essential

to the diagnosis. Hypochlorhydria is not rarely

found. Hyperchlorhydria, on the other hand,
does not rule out carcinoma, for long after the

malignant degeneration of an ulcer verv high
degrees of free acidity may be found. This is,

of course, the very exceptional case, and any free

hydrochloric acid is weighty evidence against carci-

noma.
A word may here be interposed, regarding the

belief held by many in times past and even the

present, that true epigastric pain may be the re-
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suit of hyperchlorhjdria. As cases of this ap-
parent nature are studied with care, it becomes
doubtful that there is not usually a lesion of the
mucosa which accounts for the pain. Hyper-
chlorhydria is a common condition ; slight epi-
gastric discomfort, acid eructations, and belching
are frequent resulting complaints, but attacks of
actual epigastric pain or severe burning localized in
the epigastrium so strongly suggest the presence of
ulcer or some form of abrasion that this is to be
ruled out only by most careful study of the case.
Attacks of pylorospasm are also to be looked
upon as due to hyperchlorhydria in rare in-

stances, if at all. Both pylorospasm and hyper-
chlorhydria are occasionally observed following
immediately upon a period of intense emotional
excitement. There is no reason why the pyloro-
spasm should be attributed to hyperchlorhydria,
as their association is not at all constant.

Hypersecretion is an even more constant finding

in gastric ulcer than is hyperchlorhydria. The
test meal extracted from a stomach which is

afifected by an ulcer is usual!}- verj- thin and large
in amount. There is nearly always a rapid
separation of the extracted chyme into a whitish
clear upper layer and a lower finely granular
layer, the remains of ingested bread. Just how-
much gastric juice may be found in a normal
stomach is a matter of dispute ; it would seem
that there should be practically none if condi-

tions are actually normal and the tube is kept
in the stomach but a short time. One hundred
or more cubic centimeters of gastric juice in the
fasting stomach is somewhat suggestive of a gas-

tric ulcer and one near the pylorus causing at

least partial obstruction. In other words, I am
of the opinion that acute or chronic gastrosuc-

corhea is exceedingly suspicious of a chronic
lesion of the mucosa and rarely to be considered

a neurosis.

During the past few years, largely as a result

of the excellent work of Boas and his pupils, and
more recently of many investigators, the occult

blood tests on stomach contents and stools have
come into much deserved prominence. It is un-
questionably the most important recent addition

to our knowledge of the diagnosis of gastric

and duodenal ulceration and the exclusion of

those diseases of the upper abdomen which simu-
late ulcer. The same criticisms apply to these

tests that have been offered as objections to

other laboratory methods of diagnosis ; they may
be misleading if not interpreted by the careful

study of the case ; they may lead to mistakes

if the greatest care is not taken in technique

;

they are fallacious unless certain sources of error

are rigidly excluded. The taking of repeated

test meals is objected to with good reason and
the passage of the tube may be contraindicated

by the features of the case. In ulcer of the

stomach it frequently happens that blood is not

found in the stomach contents while clearly de-

monstrable in the stools ; the contrary, however,

is not observed. It is for this reason that the

stools are now relied on to show evidence of

bleeding. If it can be shown or assumed that

there is no addition of blood from the upper or

lower respiratory passages, none in the ingesta,

and none coming from the lower bowel, the pre-

sumption is in favor of a gastric or duodenal

origin when symptoms indicative of trouble in

this area are present. These tests are not so

fine that the positive test can be neelected. Given

the meat-free diet and free as well from such

medicaments as are made from meat or blood,
even the benzidin test, the most delicate of all,

cannot be disregarded if positive.

Personal experiences with the routine exami-
nation of the stool for blood in all sorts of
gastrointestinal complaints has convinced me of
the value of such tests in differential diagnosis.
Repeated examinations are frequently very neces-
sary if we are to gain the full value from these
tests. Single negative tests certainlv mean very
little. Repeated tests of the stools for occult
blood often make possible an absolutely positive
diagnosis of the obscure case of ulcer when it

would otherwise be impossible without direct in-
spection. The effort to unravel the nature of an
upper abdominal complaint should never be
looked upon as completed until daily examina-
tions of the stools for occult blood have been
made for a period of days and even weeks during
which all sources of error, such as meat in the
diet, are excluded.
Gastroscopy promises to be of value in the

occasional case, but it must be recognized that
the upcurved pyloric area, the most frequent
site of ulcer, must remain sonif.vhat difficult of
inspection. Duodenal ulcers can only in very
rare instances be directly seen by this method.
Gastroscopy can therefore hardly be looked upon
as a procedure which is to exclude the presence
of ulcer,_ although it may demonstrate that such
a condition is present when not at all suggested
by other clinical procedures.

Orthoform, as suggested by Murdock, is some-
times of value in the diagnosis, but it has been
found that in some instances the pain of ulcer is

not relieved by this drug, while occasionally the
pain of conditions other than ulcer mav be some-
what a-bated.

In the fact that a bland diet, such as the
strict milk diet, is particularly apt to bring about
a cessation of the pain and other symptoms of
gastric ulcer even though it be of no permanent
value, we have a distinctly valuable point in the
diagnosis of the obscure case. Other lesions and
the neuroses which occasion complaints in this
area are much less apt to be thus favorably influ-

enced by this quality of blandness in the diet.

Forced feeding, on the other hand, which has
such a salutary effect on many of the functional
disturbances, is not at all well borne if there be
an abrasion of the mucosa. This is often evi-

denced when the attempt is made to add solid
foods to the dietary of the patient afflicted with
ulcer who has for weeks taken a fluid diet without
any disturbance of sensation.

In the diagnosis of gastric ulcer the import-
ance, indeed the necessity, of prolonged observa-
tion is not to be forgotten. In this way the
temperament and the peculiarities of the indi-

vidual become understood, and to all complaints
we are able to give a proper valuation. Unless
it is evident that there is a lesion present which
makes temporizing unwarranted, cases in any
way suspicious of gastric ulcer should be studied
with care for a long time. The patient should
often be given to understand the difficulties of

the diagnosis and the likelihood of apparent cures

from long and dangerous periods of latency. The
importance of again submitting to observation
if there is anv return of the trouble must be
carefully explained. In this way only can we
avoid being confirmed in our mistakes ; as it is,

in a large city the tendency is to see only the

mistakes of our neighbor. In passing from the
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observation of one clinician to another the patient

is apt to be the loser, as the same ground is

covered many times, the same mistakes made, the

same unsuccessful treatment administered, and

the same temporary relief taken to be a perrna-

nent cure. Frankness to all those who are in-

tellectually able to stand it, is the remedy for

much of this unsatisfactory state of things con-

nected with the diagnosis of obscure upper abdomi-

nal disease.

84 Remsen Street.

THE RATIONAL TREATMENT OF
SPLANCHNOPTOSIS :*

DISPLACEMENTS OF VISCERA, BOTH ABDOMINAL

AND THORACIC.

By J. MADISON TAYLOR, A.B., M.D.,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

This brief paper is intended to set forth personal

experiences and methods used in treating displace-

ments of the viscera. These disorders are exceed-

ingly common, often unrecognizable except by

inference, yet, even in their incipience extend causal

relationships to a large number of disabling maladies.

While it is occasionally possible for good health to

be maintained in spite'of maladjustments of any of

the great organs, it is obviously essential that, to

maintain organic competency, normality of anatonii-

cal interrelationships must be preserved. Medical

literature is full of testimony to the hurtfulness of

morphological dissociations in the hydrostatic mech-

anisms.

In pursuing researches while preparing former

papers on allied subjects, the writer was constantly

impressed with the clinical significance of displace-

ments of viscera, especially the potency for harm

which distortion of blood-vessels and connecting

tubes exerts on visceral integrity and organic action.

Fatigability, all those conditions which evolve

from lowered vitality, and the whole complex array

of exhaustion states which complicate so gravely

the problems of infection and form indices of prog-

nosis, stand at the head of causal agencies. We
may here outline a postulate on which to build our

argument : that individual is most favorably quali-

fied to exercise his autoprotective powers whose

hydrostatic mechanisms are, and remain, the near-

est possible to normal in position, elasticity, patency,

etc. Conversely : that individual who suffers from

whatsoever degree or kind of interference with the

caliber of the tubular organs, blood-vessels, etc.,

stands in grave peril, the extent and character of

which it is often difficult to estimate.

The causes of splanchnoptosis, movable, dis-

placed, prolapsed, wandering or dislocated hollow

organs, lie far back in the origins of growth and

development. A neurasthenic tendency is the foun-

tain source of all such defects. Some of these may
be characterized as hereditary and others as ac-

quired, but thev are often so interwoven by evolu-

tion as to be etiologically indistinguishable. Clini-

cally it is important to estimate how much is refer-

able to accident or constitutional weaknesses from
whatsoever source. A large part of those factors

which are blamed for the initiation of the splanch-

noptosis, such as digestive faults, intestinal putre-

factions, functional derangements, errors during

parturition, and the like, are usually, if not always,

merely efficient or instrumental, not primary causes.

It is obvious then that the clinician must direct

*Read at the meeting of the American Therapeutic
Society, May 8, 1908.

his remedial measures to the correction of the primi-

tive defects, local or constitutional. By this course

alone is it possible to achieve satisfactory repair.

To relegate these extremely prevalent, insidious,

often most baffling but ultimately disabling disor-

ders to the operating surgeon and be content with

whatever perfection of mechanical replacement he

can accomplish, is to fulfill but a small part of our

intelligent duty. It must be admitted that the sur-

geon has given the subject that habitual thorough-

ness of practical study, within his jurisdiction,

which is less noticeable among practitioners of

medicine. To be sure, the surgeon enjoys the privi-

lege of seeing, handling, and adjusting parts after

removal of the obscuring envelope not vouchsafed

to the physician. If we would justify the name of

"internists" we must utilize our equipment in the

same lines of anatomical, physiological, and patho-

logical knowledge common to both. Our faults lie

in depending too much on memory and not making
adequate use of reasoning.

When the condition presenting is one of graphic

obviousness, e.g. a markedly displaced stomach or

kidney, undoubtedly mechanical replacement, "plica-

tion," or fixation is often the only course to be

considered. When, however, the best that surgery

can do has been done, there yet remains a multitude

of organic faults of circulatory apparatus, consti-

tutional damagements, and disordered nerve centers,

original or acquired, which demand correction from
the points of origin.

Whatever the sources of causation, and they are

necessarily various, differing in degrees and direc-

tions of evolution, we have then to overcome cellu-

lar vitiation in several situations, among which are:

(i) Loss of nutritive vigor in the vasomotor sub-

centers in the cord, through which the affected parts

are innervated and consequently,

(2) Impairment of nutrition in the internal struc-

tures which contribute to support ; and

(3) Relative weakness in the external abdominal
muscles.

There are also contributory sources of weakness
to be corrected, such as loss of tone in the skeletal

structures, vitiation of motor innervations, and in

the whole cycle of the autoprotective powers, oxy-
genation, etc.

Oftentimes the patient will present such profound
neurasthenic conditions—relaxation of the arteri-

oles, exhaustion of the nerve centers, intense fa-

tigability, physiological and emotional irritability,

nutritive derangements, and the like—that it may be

necessary to begin with a thorough and protracted

course of rest treatment.*

Dietetic measures are of paramount importance
and have been presented at length in previous

papers. The chief dissiderata are, in treating the

splanchnoptoses, to overcome intestinal putrefac-

tions, especially by teaching how to eat and masti-

cate, the use of lactacid milk, rational measures to

overcome constipation, etc. Personally I cannot
agree with the views expressed by so many that it

is desirable to encourage collections of intra-

abdominal fat with the expectation of thus afford-

ing support. One might as well use a jelly fish for

a pillow.

Replacement of the prolapsed, wandering, or dis-

located and fixed viscus should be performed by the

physician himself. Later a masseur may do the

routine work with safety, but onlv under super-

vision. Posture is helpful in securing replacement

*See articles by the author, "The Conduct of Rest
Treatment." Internat. Clinics. 13th Series, igo3; "The
Essence of the Rest Cure," Monthly Cyclopedia, June,
IQ08. and "Repair of Will Loss," Internat. Clinics, Vols.
11., III., and IV., 7th series.
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anj ultimate relative tixation. It is often well to

keep the patient in a shoulder dependent, hip raised

attitude for an hour or more at a time, inviting the

cooperation of gravity. Several times I have relieved

an agonizingly painful crisis by partly suspending a

patient, placing a leg over each of my shoulders,

half lifting him from the bed, meanwhile moulding
the offending tissues and steadily, continuously, and
forcefully applying taxis.

It is desirable frequently to assure oneself by
palpation of the exact position of the viscus. Skill

becomes instinctive. All lax viscera tending, as

they do, to gravitate in an inchoate mass to the lower
floor of the pelvis, it is essential to lift those syste-

matically and repeatedly up and out from the lower
quadrants of the abdomen. The subject lies in the

dorsal decubitus, legs drawn up : the operator ap-

plies the hands one on top of the other to exert a

steady force, drawing the underlying structures to-

ward the umbilicus, and holding them there an ap-

preciable length of time.

To replace a stomach, colon, liver, gall-bladder,

cecum, sigmoid, kidney, or spleen, to say nothing of

uterus and adnexa, is a nice operation demanding
skill and power. An unusually large experience

with masseurs convinces me that few can perform
this act judiciously and even those require super-

vision and teaching. No disparagement is intended

of the masseurs, for whom I feel the highest esteem.

As they realize, few physicians have taken the pains

to perfect themselves in their art as has the writer.

Incidentally let me mention that insomnia is often

caused by an overfilled and dilated stomach, be it

with fluid, air, or both. To empty this gives grate-

ful relief and is often followed by instant sleep,

^lassage of the abdomen is powerful for good only

if performed with a full appreciation of the varied,

often diverse needs which must be met. Too often

it is found useless and condemned unjustly. To
appreciate all this, however, requires a degree and
quality of knowledge impossible to be expected of

any one but the physician.

Where there is pain due to pylorospasm, spasm
of the common gall-duct. etc.. vast comfort is often

afforded by first employing steady pressure on the

fourth to eighth dorsal vertebrae or adjacent tissues

till the spasm is relaxed. From thence is the

vasomotor innervation, and pressure relaxes the

sphincters. The abdominal viscera are supported by
the combined action of (a) the skeletal structures.

(b) mutual adaptations among the structures within
the cavity of the abdomen, (c) the diaphragm, (d)
the omentum, and (c) the external abdominal walls.

The skeletal structures should be put in good con-
dition. This involves cultivation of all those fac-

tors which combine to maintain erectness. Stoop-
ing attitudes, slouching, encouraging depressions of

those structures depending from the diaphragm, and
the vertebral aspect of the abdominal cavity, espe-

cially an abnormal tilting of the pelvis, all invite

confusion in the lower floor. Hence the first de-
sideratum is to train the individual so to strengthen
the massive muscles, ligaments, etc., that normal
erectness shall become habitual. This can be done
more decidedly by special education in promoting
elasticity, in accurate adjustments, especially in se-

curing full mobility and horizontality of the ribs,

by forcible expiratory acts, than by the ordinar\'

active sports or gymnastics. To attain this object
my personal attention is given both directly and by
supervision.

As a part of the pursuit of correct posture is the

necessary training in full elasticity of all the mus-
cles, movability of the ligaments and of junctures

large and small, which is to be secured only by

systematic stretchings, torsions, and other move-
ments, both passive and cooperative. This is the

only method of achieving the needed full motor
power.
Development of the abdominal supports was the

subject of a paper read by me before this Society

May 4, 1907 (jY. Y. Med. Journal, Nov. 6, 1907).

No single measure is more capable of overcoming
many baffling disorders of metabolism. Artificial

supports to the abdomen, especially the invaluable

belt devised by Morris Longstreth (to be described

later), are indicated and should be used until there

is full restoration of power to exert normal coun-

terpressures, always essential to the maintenance of

hydrostatic balance. There is much lymph stasis to

be overcome, especially in muscles waterlogged as

well as long disused, and often never properly de-

veloped.

To achieve this needed development is not easy.

The subject is rarely sincerely desirous of radical

improvement, at least not to the point of making the

necessary continued efforts. We have to deal usu-

ally with individuals of feeble musculature, relaxed

arterioles, marked fatigability, and habits of indo-

lence. Their structures are all at fault, hence cor-

rect motor habits have suft'ered long neglect. The
hollow viscera act through regular rhythmic peri-

stalsis, of varying rates of speed. Rest is an im-
portant agency, definitely periodic rather than con-

stant, but never too prolonged.

The most potent agent in overcoming the anatomi-
cal defects of the ptoses is to secure such a tone of

the muscles of the torso that they shall not only

recover their aforetime vigor, but become developed
toward perfection. They should be made to reach

the highest grade of efficacy which the inherent re-

sources of the individual are capable of attaining, to

resume not only what they were at their best, but
become as good as they can be made. No muscles
of the human body are so neglected as those of the

diaphragm, the external abdominal muscles, and
those involved in respiration. Systematic breathing

exercises, even though they be clumsily and par-

tially employed, pro luce gratifying results. Wlien
these are consistently taught and faithfully prac-

tised, this measure alone will establish a degree of

invigoration of the whole economy which will sat-

isfy the most exacting. The patient should first

learn to draw the abdomen forcefully and deliber-

ately inward and upward, next to combine this

forceful indrawing of the abdomen and lifting up
of the symphysis pubis with the act of expiration.

This again should be combined with other simple

muscle tensions by slow increments, such as flexion

and extension of the wrist, of the ankle, of the

shoulder girdle, etc. All acts should be a complex
of respiratory, especially expiratory, emphasis plus

simple increasing extensions or flexions of a limb,

or portion of a limb. Along with this should be
practised exercises promoting the elasticity of the

flexures, the joints, especially the hips, the pelvis,

the scapular muscles, also torsion movements, rota-

tions, etc.

Among the difficult problems in relieving the

splanchnoptoses is to secure suitable support for the

relaxed abdominal walls. .\t best all artificial de-

vices are but temporary measures, secondary to the

radical restoration of the power of the tissues to

perform their own duty, and they should be modi-
fied or abandoned when possible.

In a paper on this subject I pointed out the hurt-

fulness which ill-fitting girdles are capable of pro-

ducing {New York Med. Jour., May 11, 1907).
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The only one which, in my experience, avoids most

evils and supplies the right kind of help is that de-

vised by Morris Longstreth, of Philadelphia. This

consists of a belt, preferably attached to a corset,

though it is useful for men and for some women
without this attachment.

No girdle, belt, or special corset is of any perma-

nent value which fails to compel the pelvis to re-

main on a normal level. Dr. Longstreth emphasizes

one essential feature in normal standing posture

:

the shoulder, anterior superior spine of the ilium,

external trochanter, and arch of the foot must fall

within one vertical line. To achieve this the pelvis

must be in its normal position, and this is ac-

complished by using his belt.

The desideratum is to secure a convenient, com-
fortable garment, readily adjusted, interfering as

little as possible with esthetic requirements ; it must
support the abdomen fully, maintaining in situ or-

gans which have been "replaced," or exerting a con-

tinuous assistance in the process of gradual replace-

ment, whereby the intestines may regain their nor-

mal tone, caliber, direction, and affording relief to

the organs, connecting ducts, and vessels from hurt-

ful forms and degrees of pressure. It must simu-

late the natural support and pressure normally ex-

erted on the abdominal contents ; it must relieve in-

creased weight when thrown upon the diaphragm
and those structures which contribute to mutual
organic support. It must not impair the normal ex-

cursus of movable parts, lower ribs, etc. It must
not exert heavy, continuous pressure on paraverte-

bral tissues, which causes excessive vasodilatation,

hence chronic vascular relaxation and functional

derangement in the organs or parts.

Most devices aiming to do all this unfortunately

exert their force upon the soft structures of the

abdomen in front and in the rear upon those above
or near the sacrolumbar region and above the pelvic

brim. The straight front corset is, in my opinion,

most objectionable for reasons stated elsewhere. It

invites, it practically compels the wearer to assume
unnatural attitudes, especially a tilting downward
and forward of the pelvis. The buttocks are pushed
out posteriorly to relieve the pressure in front. It

is a curious fact that women will eagerly welcome
any special form of corset which promises to flatten

the abdomen and squeeze the contents anywhere out
of sight, no matter what the hurtful cost mav be
nor how deforming the effects. The eft'ect of all

straight front corsets is to tilt the pelvis down in

front, exaggerate the backward thrust of the but-
tocks, and interfere seriously with normal planti-

grade progression ; it impairs the natural alignment
of the body and throws strains upon the mecha-
nisms which contribute to poise, hence economy of
functionation. There is no question in my mind,
after years of close attention to the damaging eft'ects

of faults in posture, that the nearer the individual
achieves a level pelvis, i.e. a pelvis the plane of
which stands at a practical right angle to a per-
pendicular vertebral line, the better. To be sure, the
lines of beauty (displayed typically in the region of
the hips and thighs) involve a moderate lumbar
curve. The less of this, beyond that seen in a
healthy, well developed young woman, the better.

Not only is this the more beautiful attitude, but it

more efficiently serves the purposes of Nature. The
pelvis is a basin devised to contain the soft struc-

tures of the abdominal cavity. If it remains practi-

cally level these hollow, movable viscera stay where
they belong. If it tilts downward in front these

structures tend to pour out over the pelvic brim.

Any abnormality in the proper position of the

pelvis is a serious factor in deranging the functions

of structures lying within or immediately above,

notably the appendix, Fallopian tubes, etc.

The belt devised by Dr. Longstreth is five inches

wide, of extra firm webbing, the upper and lower
lines parallel. No alteration is made in the parallel-

ism (except where attached over the corset it is

"worked in" by sewing). It encircles the hips from
the "hip bone" (anterior superior spine of the

ilium) to the "thigh bone" (external trochanter)

which are ordinarily five inches apart; it is carried

down in front to support the under surface of the

abdomen. Thus the forces expended in sustaining

the tissues of the torso proceed from the most solid,

powerful structures in the body—those of the pelvic

girdle, loins, and upper thighs. The effects of this

firm horizontal encircling are to compel the pelvis to

remain on a normal level, the back bone vertical,

and for the patient to preserve habitually the erect

posture. A corset alone^ even of the straight front

pattern, encourages relaxation of the back muscles.

The combination of belt and corset enforces erect-

ness, in both sitting and standing.

The belt is open in front, contiiuies with the cor-

set opening, and is fastened with three or four broad
hooks. Behind it is also open, about three inches

apart, adjusted with four strong tapes and buckles

;

no continuous pressure should rest on the paraverte-

bral tissues. It is an index of normality in these

muscles that they shall be free from adhesions to

the subcutaneous tissues. A shrinkage in body
girth is often rapidly effected, along with a replace-

ment of the displaced organs and tissues. No of-

fensive perineal bands are required to keep this belt

in place. It will support equally well a thin or a
pendulous abdomen. Most other girdles or belts lie

above the hips, exerting too severe and constant a
pressure on the lower back and belly : they are not
steady; they tend to slip or pinch. It is most im-
portant, as has been said, to elicit the cooperation of
the heavy muscles of the upper thighs. By this

means the parallelograms of force are made to radi-

ate upward and inward toward the vertebral line,

obtainable in no other way. This belt by securing
the pres.sure from these powerful hip and thigh tis-

sues tends to lift the entire corset. Hence not only
is there no constriction exerted on the waist, but the

movements of the lower ribs become far more ex-
tensive and rise well above the pelvic brim.

When once the wearer becomes accustomed to

this belt the comfort is complete. Nevertheless,

much skill and judgment are required to attain in-

dividual adaptabilities. It is an artistic garment,
only of service when nicely applied. Many careful

fittings and progressive refittings are demanded,
otherwise it may be unjustly condemned. The mus-
cles must become adjusted slowly and progressively.

There are always changes in shape, contour, align-

ments, and poise, as the normal attitude is ap-
proached. At first nearly all patients condemn and
would reject the belt, but, with tactful persistence,

they are finally led to accept it and, when needed,
welcome it gladly. My own experience with it en-

genders enthusiasm for this device in ameliorating a

variety of conditions not at first obviously related

causally, among which are dyspepsia, loss of motil-

ity, venous tasis, dilatations, constipation, and
obesity ; especially those morbid states which the

g\aiecologist finds rebellious, protracted, but not al-

ways demanding radical operation. It is of the ut-

most efficacy in regulating splanchnic circulation, re-

lieving many cardiac diseases and derangements,
and removing the passive hyperemias which are the

chief ,'ca.u^ps:, of so much functional derangement.
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In that group of obscure yet serious derangements
caused by splanchnic arteriosclerosis it is peculiarly

valuable. Often these are unrecognizable ; inex-

plicable yet extraordinary improvement in vigor fol-

lowing the prolonged use of the belt may well be
ascribed to the restoration of tone in the abdominal
blood-vessels.

The measure to which I desire to direct final yet

chief attention, one which has proved for me of
greatest efficacy (although no logically contributory

measure should be omitted) is the potentialities

evoked by manipulating the paravertebral tissues

with the purpose of so stimulating the vasomotor
subcenters that the activity of the local circulation

shall enhance nutrition in the disaffected structures.

While this agency has been recognized and employed
for nearly a century, as shown historically and out-

lined physiologically in a recent paper by my friend

Seymour D. Ludlum (Jour. Am. Med. Ass'ii, May 2,

1908). we have learned hitherto little more than em-
pirical facts. In so brief an article it is only pos-

sible to assume the certitude of the physiodynamics
involved in the reflex stimulation of viscera and
supporting structures through hand pressures di-

rected to the paravertebral tissues which are in-

nervated by the posterior primary divisions of the

spinal nerves, as set forth in other papers ("Diag-
nosis in Diseases in Children," British Journal Dis-

eases in Children, January. 1905). (Hypothesis on
the Etiology of Scoliosis, Monthly Cyclopedia, Vol.

VIII., p. 303, 1905).
A rapidly accumulating experience, both personal

and other, in the treatment of many protracted dis-

orders, involving many instances of hitherto incur-

able organic derangements, has abundantly proven
the efficacy of this form of manipulation in diverse

fields of usefulness. In brief, so far as the correc-

tion of the splanchnoptosis is concerned we have to

deal with depleted nutrition of the whole organism,

but particularly in the parenchyma of the abdominal
organs, along with pronounced impairment of func-

tional activities, which act as secondary causes of

distentions, dilatations, obstructions to local circula-

tion, and these in many ways retroact also upon the

supporting structures, ^luch of the disability is

due to vascular stasis, waterlogging, the effects of

retained toxins and toxic wastes on circulation and
thereby constricting blood-vessels unduly. The ob-

ject to be attained is to activate the total circulation

both directly and generally. While many of our
reliable drugs accomplish this in part, alone they

often fail, whereas it will become obvious to any
one, even to the scoffer, that manual treatment can
and does rapidly and efficaciously improve circula-

tory activity, hence nutrition.

This is neither the time nor place to unfold the

argument, but rather to indicate what to do. It is

my custom to perform this spinal manipulation
myself at least two or three times a week. It occu-

pies about five to ten minutes. Not only does this

measure bring about swift, patent, and permanent
results, but oftentimes by other well chosen manipu-
lations I am able to relieve many sensory irritations.

If there are local congestions, inflammations, acute

toxic irritations, etc., gentle continued pressure

near certain vertebrje, inducing lessened tension in

hyperemic areas, through sympathetic vasoconstric-

tion, materially expedites removal of stasis.

In conclusion let me express the conviction, based

on some experience, that, by the rational treatment
of the splanchnoptoses or those diverse neurasthenic

conditions in which it is safe to assume they are

latent, we can rescue many invalids from lives of

misery or from cruel limitations.

1504 Pine Street, Philadelphia.

THE PERSONAL FACTOR IN DISEASE.

By BEVERLEY ROBINSON, M. D.,

new YORK.

The personal equation in disease seems to me, at

present, to be of more real importance in practice

than anything else. Formerly, this was thought to

be true and emphasized in several ways. To begin

with, the old practitioner was believed in for more
than one good reason—but his powerful hold on
the family was due essentially to the fact that it

was believed and recognized that he knew all about

it—that no individual peculiarity or idiosyncrasy

escaped him. This was true in both health and dis-

ease. Hence they (the members of the family) al-

ways did, so far as practicable, what he advised,

and they prized the advice most highly and loved

and revered the giver of it.

From watching keenly and very carefully, during

long and patient years of service, many patients,

young and old, in all classes and conditions of life

—

and long before laboratory research work was
known, or even thought of—arose a conviction that

people could be grouped in classes in health, and
thus sickness studied and observed. These classes

had different temperaments, and among the tem-

peraments there were, also, marked individual char-

acteristics, and these, again, should be regarded and
estimated collectively. These collections were
grouped in large numbers and labeled with the

term "diathesis." Now, diathesis is not one; it is

several. It means constitutional peculiarity or in-

dividualism, as influenced by habits, professions,

exposure, ambient conditions, food, drink, medi-

cines, worries, anxieties, work, play, etc.

.Among the diatheses, notably, were found: I.

The rheumatic. 2. The gouty. 3. The lymphatic.

4. The nervous. 5. The bilious. These names
meant more and differently than they mean to-day

—

and much of what they tried to teach was wrong,

or exaggerated. On the other hand, there was
a kernel of great truth ; there was a factor in-

fluencing, powerfully, certain individuals, and ca-

pable of becoming pronouriced and influential on
slight provocation, very frequently. Illustrations

of these statements could be given which would
be very numerous, widespread, and proceeding from
the daily life work of every practitioner, general or

special. I shall give a few to illustrate my affirma-

tions, and among them are some which are familiar

to many—perhaps to all.

Take an individual of the so-called rheumatic

type. Let him be exposed for a short time to

marked dampness, or let him get a casual wetting,

or sit in a draught, or sit with wet shoes, and very

soon he may and will give evident signs of rheu-

matism—such as pains, or aches in the joints, mus-
cular stiffness and soreness, pain on pressure, or

motion in certain parts, sometimes without fever,

sometimes with. Again, take a gouty subject and
let him make excesses or errors of diet ; let him
become thoroughly tired through overwork or anx-
iety : let him indulge freely in wine, beer, or spirits,

and very soon his big toe will become red, swollen,

and painful, his urine very light in color, of low
specific gravity, but on cooling throwing down a

marked deposit of red sand—or again he will pass

a muddy, reddish fluid of high specific gravity, in

diminished quantity. This urine, on boiling, will

very soon clear up and appear normal and healthy

by reason of solution of the contained urates.

Witness a pale, pasty-looking, phlegmatic young
man, or woman, whose skin is dirty-looking, punc-

tuated with little black specks (comedons), or hav-

ing here and there reddish blotches, or swellings,
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and here and there, perhaps, on the side of the neck

a disfiguring, depressed scar, which shows where

a former small abscess had opened and allowed

pent-up pus to escape. These patients tire easily,

are subject to catarrhal disorders of throat and nose,

have coated tongues, foul breaths, constipated, or

irregular bowels. They are notably improved, or

helped whenever they can take salt baths and so-

journ at the seashore for a prolonged period. They
are especially helped by medication with cod liver

oil and hypophosphites of lime and soda—iron may
or may not be useful. Nutritious and abundant

food of varied nature, properly prepared, is essen-

tial to their wellbeing. Little by little and with

increasing years, when under proper care and treat-

ment, they improve and outgrow acute manifesta-

tions of their constitutional defect, unless the provo-

cation to it be very marked and important.

Now, aside from the general dyscrasic conditions

which are clearly defined and evident to the ex-

perienced practitioner, there are many instances

in which some accidental cause, or causes, some
interlocking of different circumstances, short or

long continued, may bring out symptoms, or signs

which seem without much doubt to make the un-

derlying constitutional state probable, or even tol-

erably clear.

In many individuals, however, there is no dys-

crasia of any kind that can be shown, or that seems
probable from any symptoms, or conditions, noted,

or observed. And yet such individuals, and they

are the vast majority of men, women, and children,

have their pronounced peculiarities, idosyncrasies,

reaction to, or effect caused by, some special food,

or drink, or combination of divers foods in the

form of prepared dishes. Again, as I have said,

exercise, worry, heat, tire of mind and body may
bring out symptoms and signs in one individual

and not at all in another. ]\Iedicines, as we know,
act very differently and sometimes alarmingly in

different patients, and we have absolutely no means
of knowing in advance frequently, why, or in what
manner, they cause these occasionally untoward
and unexpected effects.

As regards drink, I have known a tumblerful of

milk bring on an attack of asthma with hives in

an otherwise healthy child. When the milk was

taken and a piece of bread eaten at the same time,

there was no asthma and no hives. I could explain

this by saying that the bread helped break up curd

and that stomachal digestion was not interfered

with. But why and precisely in what manner and

for what reason asthma and hives were occasioned

are certainly matters largely of thought and conjec-

ture. I have known mushrooms in good condition

and on repeated occasions cause most distressing

edema of the uvula and palate. Prior to these at-

tacks the same individual had eaten mushrooms
repeatedly with no bad or unpleasant effects at all

and had always thoroughly enjoyed them. I have

known an individual in whom a single strawberry

would give neuralgia of the teeth which lasted

twelve to twenty-four hours. Again, prior to the

attacks of neuralgia of the dental branches of the

fifth nerve, the same individual had eaten repeat-

edly and abundantly of strawberries without pain,

ache, or unpleasant symptoms of any kind. In this

case it seemed as though the only plausible, though

not entirely satisfactory, explanation was that with

increasing years strawberries had become inimical

to that patient.

Some anemic girls are kept awake with coffee

;

some go to sleep after taking coffee. No appreci-

able difference is noted between the girls who sleep

and those who remain awake. The best one can
say is that their temperament differs, and yet when
we say it we do not really know what we mean, but

cover up our ignorance with a big word. I have
been called to a very alarming condition of syncope,

followed by paralytic symptoms in the limbs and
disordered cerebration, occasioned by two grains

of quinine, when absolutely nothing else seemed ra-

tionally to account for the condition. Coca has

been to me more than once the most powerful car-

diac stimulant I could use. The same preparation

with others under apparently similar conditions had
little or no effect, good or bad, so far as I could

determine.

I have known very large doses of nitroglycerin

to be given experimentally in a healthy individual,

and again where there was evidence of arterio-

sclerosis, and no appreciable effects were produced
in either case. No throbbing of head in the one,

no relaxation of arteries or head symptoms in the

other. Many preparations of digitalis seem at

times relatively inert, and yet the drug itself may
have come from a well-known, honorable pharma-
cist. And thus I might further multiply example
after example.

Undoubtedly with time the body of man changes,

and changes, as we all know, to the effects of food,

drink, medicine, exercise, etc.

We all discover these facts sooner or later if we
watch closely, intelligently, and with proper train-

ing. It is to the wise physician to be guided and
directed by this acquired knowledge so as to be

most useful to his patient. And so it is with every

new drug, every new combination of drugs ; one

must be extremely careful and give small, very

small doses, until one has gauged properly the per-

sonal equation of the individual.

-And so it is again in regard to mere pathological

lesions. One man will carry a lesion for many long

years without distress and almost with impunity

which to another is rapidly fatal. Further, lesions

found post-mortem are of such a character that

we fail to comprehend how long life and its enjoy-

ment were compatible with their existence—and
yet they were. On the other hand, the closest scru-

tiny, the most minute investigation at the autopsy,

and later in the laboratory, fail to discover the

cause of a life-long suft'ering and misery, or ade-

quatelv and rationally to explain the cause of

death.

We must believe, therefore, that a wise, judicious

empiricism in the way of caring for patients, in

arlministering drugs, in trying to relieve symptoms
and perhaps cure disease, is thoroughly allowable

and desirable, and this despite all of the advances

and teachings of the most recent scientific methods

of research.

Many times we have seen, all of us, syphilitic

lesions of horrid type and affecting deeply and in

most aggravated ways most important organs, and

vet we have known them to disappear almost mag-
icallv with the use of mercury or iodide of potas-

'^ium properly given, and sometimes, also, long con-

tinued.

Alost pernicious and deadly malarial poison is

undoubtedly cured with bark and its alkaloids, and

that, too, when seemingly indelible evidences ex-

isted of its presence and passage. But why in

either case do these results obtain? Little by little

we believe we have reached in a measure the ex-

planation, but final truth is, even in these best

known instances, not yet attained altogether, as I

humbly believe.

42 West Thirty-seventh Street.
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ABSCESS OF THE LCNG FROAI ASCEND-
ING INFECTION FROM APPENDI-

CITIS, WITH REPORT OF CASES.
By J. N. HALL, M.D.,

DENVER, COLO.

Although the rupture of amebic abscess of the
liver through the lung, with expectoration of its

contents, is a well-recognized and not rare clinical

condition, I have been surprised to find that a sim-
ilar mode of emptying of a liver abscess arising

from an appendical infection is sometimes not taken
into account by even well-qualified members of the

profession nor mentioned in many excellent text-

books. The exhaustive work of Kelly upon the

appendix makes no note of it, further than a single

line stating that an abscess may rupture into a
bronchus, no hint being given that an extensive
cavity in the lung substance may be formed. Much
space is given to subphrenic abcess in this and
other works, and empyema is frequently mentioned
as a result of appendicitis, but of the lung itself

little or nothing is said. Perhaps one reason for

this lies in the fact that much of the writing on ap-
[jcndicitis is done by surgeons, while the lung ab-

scess from this source comes to the physician oftener

than to the surgeon, perhaps after existing a year or
two, and often without a hint of its true origin ex-

cepting upon pointed inquiry, as in Case III.

Eisendrath, in a recent comprehensive article up-
on subphrenic abscess (Journal of the American
Medical Association, March 7, 1908), states that

"rupture of the subphrenic abscess into the lung
has been reported in 19 cases." In some cases of the

kind we are studying I feel sure that no definite

abscess formation occurs beneath the diaphragm,
but an inflammatory union between liver and dia-

pliragm, diaphragm and pleura, and finally pleura

and lung successively, with almost direct propaga-
tion of the liver abscess into the lung substance, and
thence into the bronchus.

1 wish to report three cases of extensive cavity

formation in the lung from this cause, and shall

associate with them reports of liver abscess and va-

rious other conditions which throw much light on
the general subject.

Much stress is laid on septic embolism as the

means of carrying appendical infection to other parts

of the body. Doubtless this is a prominent factor

in the spread from the radicles of the superior mes-
enteric vein about the cecum and appendix, up-

ward by way of the portal system to the liver.

Propagation by contiguity and extension of the in-

flammation directly from liver or subphrenic space

to right pleura, left pleura, or pericardium is the

rule—and in the great majority of cases to the right

pleura, as we should expect.

The recognized origin of brain abscesses and other

embolic conditions from suppurative processes in

the lung makes it reasonable to assume that the late

troubles noted in Case I were brought about in this

manner by septic emboli from the wall of the cavity.

A strong argument for the removal of an offend-

ing appendix may be based upon the fact that the

appendical inflammation, the first link in the path-

ological chain we are tracing, may be so slight in

some instances (as in Case III herewith reported)

as to fail to attract the physician's attention. Eisen-

drath states that "'subphrenic abscess mav follow

an attack of appendicitis in which there has been

no suppuration in or around the appendix." The
serious results in Case V. where three minute ulcera-

tions of the mucous membrane of the appendix had
evidently been the starting point of a fatal illness

which produced most of its symptoms far from this

point, are worthy of note. It is far better for the pa-

tient to remove the appendix after the first definite

attack, even though it show but comparatively slight

pathological changes, than to allow it to remain,

having the trivial or even almost imperceptible ul-

ceration which may be the starting point of such
troubles as we are discussing. The liver and lung
complications are far more frequent in cases which
run for soine time unrecognized or without opera-

tion, and the fear of them should lead to prompt
and intelligent action when we can recognize the

early steps of the process.

In this region appendical lung abscess is appar-

ently much less frequent than the amebic variety, for

I have seen more than twice as many of the latter

as of the former in Colorado. The number of my
cases, however, is far too small to base judgment
upon. In regions where amebic dysentery is more
common, the disproportion in favor of amebic ab-

scess would doubtless be very much greater.

C.-\SE I.—J., male, 28 years of age, seen with the

late Dr. Parkhill, July, 1899. He liad had an attack

of appendicitis two and a half years before, and a

second one a year later. In this attack an abscess

fonned, and was opened late. Within a fortnight

or so he had a pain in the right side and lower chest,

cough, and, beginning suddenly, the expectoration

of many ounces of fetid pus daily. This had con-

tinued since. He had lost about 30 pounds in

weight.

We found the appendical region negative except-

ing for the scar. An induration existed up toward
the liver margin, and the liver was slightly promi-
nent about the region of the gall-bladder. We found
no evidence that the latter had ever been involved.

The right thorax was contracted so that the pa-

tient was bent laterally with the concavity to the

right, as I have seen after amebic abscess of the

liver and right lung. There was dullness over tlie

lower right chest, with signs of a large cavity under
the right nipple. The heart was displaced two inches

to the right of its normal position, evidently from
the shrinking process about the cavity.

About two ounces of offensive sputum was being
expectorated daily, containing pus, elastic fibers, and
many cocci. The urine had a trace of albumin and
considerable pus. I think a pyelitis probably ex-

isted on the right side, but my notes are not com-
plete upon this point. A letter just received from
his physician. Dr. E. C. Baldwin, states that this

patient had the right leg amputated above the knee
for some septic trouble three years ago, and has

since had abscesses of the arm, and later of the

wrist. He has very rapid heart action and great

dyspnea, but retains his weight. I infer that the

infections have been embolic in origin, presumably
from the lung process, which is still apparently

more or less active.

Case II.—J. S. T., 42, married, laborer. En-
tered the .Arapahoe County Hospital July 27, 1899,
in my service. On February I he had had a painful

abdominal trouble, and was sick for three weeks,

presumably his first attack of appendicitis. May
I he had a sharp attack, with abscess formation, and
was operated upon ten days after at St. Joseph's

Hospital by Dr. W. S. Bagot. Very slow recov-

ery. Pain below ribs on right side was severe, and
he was told by a physician that he had gall-stone

colic. Moderate fever persisted, and soreness was
pronounced over the liver region.

On July 30 I examined him at the hospital.

.•\bove the usual scar of the operation there was
tenderness to the upper border of the liver, with
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much induration below the edge of the ribs, and

dullness on percussion. The lower half of the right

chest was dull, merging into flatness below the

eighth rib in the back and the fourth in the front,

with decreased respiratory sounds and occasional

wheezing rales. The usual signs of a cavity were

found between the right nipple and the liver when
he was examined after free expectoration. He was
expectorating about eight ounces daily of thick,

yellow pus, less offensive in odor than in some of

the cases reported. The urine was negative. The
temperature reached 101.5° once, but generally did

not exceed 99°. The pulse was at different times

as high as 108.

He gradually improved during his six weeks' stay

in the hospital under tonic treatment, and gained in

weight, the expectoration lessened, and the firm,

dull mass in the upper right abdomen largely disap-

peared. He still had the signs of a cavity on dis-

charge, and the cough and moderate expectoration

persisted. I saw him two or three times during the

next year. His condition was about that of a tuber-

culous patient with a quiescent cavity. He finally

disappeared, and I cannot learn his further history.

Case HI.—Male, 34 years of age. Seen with Dr.

E. M. Brandt on January 2'j, 1908.

Fifteen months previously he had evidently had a

sharp attack of appendicitis, followed by chills and
septic temperature. About eight weeks after the

beginning of the attack, a rib was resected above the

liver, his physician in an Eastern State believing that

he had empyema. No pus was found. Two days
later he began coughing up pus of a most fetid

character, and is still, after more than a year, raising

a pint a day. His wound was reopened six months
later, but nothing could be done.

We found that he had lost fifty pounds of flesh.

He was moderately rigid over the right abdomen.
Liver apparently negative in front. Over the right

back there were dullness and decreased respiration

to the tip of the scapula and the right posterior

axillary margin. Many colon bacilli in sputum.
Drs. Brandt and McGraw opened up the old

wound, and found a large caivity in the right lower
lobe communicating below with a sinus in the dome
of the liver, and above with a large bronchus. Free
drainage was established. Old dense adhesions ex-
isted about the appendix, but no abscess was found
there. He did fairly well for some weeks, when an
attempt was made to collapse the ribs over the large

cavity, since it seemed that it could never heal. The
patient died shortly of shock and exhaustion.

The following cases of ascending infection from
the appendix, but not causing abscess of the lung,

are of interest in this connection

:

Case IV.—K., female, eight years of age, seen
with Drs. C. B. Van Zant and Leonard Freeman in

1902. Following an obscure abdominal disease, she
had been operated upon in the East for empyema of
the right side, and now, after coming West to re-

cuperate, had an abscess encysted behind the navel,

between the intestine and the abdominal wall. This
was opened in three places and drained. Dr. Free-
man found the old thickened appendix with a dense
mass of adhesions running upward toward the liver,

which had obviously been the cause of the ascending
infection causing the empyema. In this case the
connection between the appendical inflammation and
the pleural trouble was not suspected until the dis-

covery of the adhesions about the appendi.x.

Case V.—Mrs. B., 24 years of age, seen with
Drs. Swerdfeger and Tennant. Several mild at-

tacks of appendicitis during the past four years.

Has had the usual signs of a new and more severe

attack for nine days, with temperature upwards of

102°, pulse over 100, pain, rigidity, and tenderness.

We found marked pericardial friction, and the next

day, rough, dry pleuritic friction over the lower
right chest. Much pain and soreness were found
in both locations and over the liver.

A chronically inflamed appendix was removed the

next day, with three small ulcers showing upon the

internal surface upon section. We had expected to

find an abscess here, but found none. As in some
other cases I have seen, the inflamed appendix was
doing much less harm than the severe ascending in-

fection which it had originated. The patient died,

thoroughly septic, some four days later. The in-

volvement of the pericardium is rare enough to de-

serve careful attention. We were much disappointed

in being unable to locate a pus cavity above the ap-

pendical inflammation, but the septic infection car-

ried the patient off before such a localization could

take place.

Case VI.—M., female, 6 years old. Seen with

Dr. L. Freeman, October 20, 1905, at St. Joseph's

Hospital. She had a typical attack of a severe ap-

pendicitis, beginning seventeen days ago, diagnosed

and treated by Dr. Wheden. of Monte Vista. Al-

though it was believed that the attack had subsided,

the temperature still reached 102° to 103° daily, and
she had the chills and sweats of sepsis. We found

a subphrenic abscess containing air and foul pus,

with tympany and changeable dullness. Dr. Free-

man resected a rib and drained it, and later opened
an abscess in the liver. She recovered slowly but

fully.

Case VII.—M., 60, male, seen with Drs. Sewall

and Freeman, December 23, 1905, at the Denver
City and County Hospital. He had an immense
right subphrenic abscess from an ascending appen-

dical infection, which was opened and drained suc-

cessfully by Dr. Freeman.

Case VIII.—Mrs. S., 30, seen at Mercv Hospital

with Drs. C. K. Fleming and E. H. McGill, March
18, 1908. She has had two attacks of appendicitis

during a recent pregnancy, the second one bringing

on labor at the sixth month, this occurring six weeks
ago. She has now chills, sweats, pain over the liver,

temperature of 103° daily, and a large, tender liver.

The spleen is palpable. No sign of disease in the

pelvis, nor in the chest, excepting occasional cough.

Dr. Fleming removed the puckered and shrunken
appendix from a mass of dense adhesions. The liver

was mottled in color and softer than normal. No
pus could be located by aspiration. A dozen gall-

stones were removed from the gall-bladder, but

there were no adhesions nor thickening of its walls

to suggest any severe infection.

A month later she was still in a condition sug-

gesting septic anemia ; there was jaundice of vary-

ing intensity, with a somewhat enlarged liver, tran-

sient but perfectly distinct pleural friction over the

lower right lung on two occasions, and some pain

and cough. We regarded the case as an instance

of purulent infection of the liver from the appen-
dical disease compressing the gall passages, while

the upward extension involved the pleura. On April

28 the jaundice and pain had disappeared, the tem-

perature and pulse were normal, and she seemed
on the way to complete recovery. If an abscesss

existed, it evidently discharged without our knowl-
edge, presumably through the bowel or gall-pas-

sages. She went home apparently well May i.

Within a week, after a short febrile attack, pus

was discharged in a fecal movement, and from the

incision over the liver. She is now apparently well.

Case IX.—Male, miner, examined once only at
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St. Anthony's Hospital. March 27, 1908, with Dr.
Thomas H. Hawkins. On Februan- 6 he states that

he had abdominal pain, vomiting, fever, retention of
urine, and soreness in lower right abdomen.
He now has a septic t\-pe of fever, pulse rising to

108, rigid abdomen, great tenderness over the ap-
pendical region, and upward towards appendix upon
rectal examination. He had dry pleural friction at

the left base five days ago, not found at my examina-
tion. The liver is moderately enlarged and tender.

There was a dullness at both bases behind, with de-
creased respiratory sounds. No jaundice ; spleen

easily palpable ; marked leucocytosis ; operation ad-
vised, but declined, and the patient disappeared and
cannot be traced.

This case is not conclusive, but extremelv sug-
gestive of the same pathological process we have
been studying. Peptic ulcer and pancreatic disease

would be difficult to exclude without operation. It

is obvious, I think, that the large, tender liver, with
involvement of the base of the lungs, the pleural

cavities, or both, following an abdominal infection,

points toward infection, and in just such cases ab-
scess of lung may easily arise. The left-sided pleural

friction would strongly suggest pancreatic disease,

or gastric or duodenal ulcer, infecting the lesser

peritoneal cavity and extending thence upward
through the diaphragm, a condition I have observed
before. Yet, as in Case V, the pericardium may be
involved in appendical disease and the left pleura

might as easily be affected.

C.^SE X.—S., 23, male. Seen January 26, 1903,
with Drs. Conroy, Miller, and Hawkins, at St. An-
thony's Hospital. He had been operated upon four

weeks before, forty-one hours after the beginning of

the attack, for a sharp appendicitis, a pint and a

half of seropunilent fluid being evacuated from the

appendical region. The wound was closed without
drainage.

A week later he had dry pleuritic friction over the

region above the liver, and dullness extended to the

tip of the scapula. The liver was enlarged, and we
thought it contained an abscess. Dr. Hawkins found
upon operation that the pus was beneath the right

lobe of the liver, crowding it upward, and recovery

followed free incision and drainage.

C.\SE XI.—F.. male, 41 years of age, seen with

Drs. Freeman, Hawkins, and Fleming at St. .An-

thony's Hospital, March 7, 1902. Thirty hours
after the beginning of his first attack of appendicitis

he was operated upon, the appendix being found
gangrenous and perforated. He had all the signs

of an intense sepsis with gangrene of the edge of

the incision, and died on the fifth day. Jaundice
appeared the day after operation, the liver dullness

practically disappeared, leucin appeared abundantly
in the urine, with albumin and many hyaline, granu-
lar, and epithelial casts. Hiccough and delirium were
noted. We concluded that death was directly due
to acute yellow atrophy of the liver, but we were
not able to obtain an autopsy.

Case XII.—M., aged 19. Following perforation

in a virulent attack of appendicitis, an abscess was
opened in the appendical region, another of the up-

per abdomen on the seventh dav, and three days

later yet another of the abdominal wall over the

liver. Jaundice was present ; death resulted shortly.

The appendical inflammation may have been of ty-

phoid origin in this case. There was no evidence

of direct suppurative involvement of the liver, but

there can be no question, I think, of a virulent as-

cending infection from the inflamed appendix.

Case XIII.—A., ranchman, seen with Dr. Leon-

ard Freeman. He had had an attack of appendi-

citis five months previously, but was not operated

upon. Three months later Dr. Freeman opened an
abscess in the substance of the right kidney, which
was still discharging when I saw him.

He was having chills almost daily, temperature
ranging up to 103°, liver greatly enlarged and verj'

tender; leucocytes 11,000; a motile bacillus was re-

ported in the urine. The right kidney was opened
again, and many pus cavities were foimd in its

substance. The liver was explored, but no abscess

located. The kidney was removed two weeks later,

as the suppuration had destroyed it. At the post-

mortem examination a few days later we found
disseminated abscesses throughout the liver.

Case XR'.—Y., 42, male. Seen with Drs. Thorp,
Greedy, and Perkins at St. Luke's Hospital, Octo-
ber 19, 1906. Following a sharp attack of appen-
dicitis, four weeks ago, he has had pain over the

liver and lower right lung, and now has chills and
sweats and a septic temperature ; leucocytes 40,000.

Dr. Perkins opened an abscess of the liver found
by inserting a needle three inches below the tip of

the right scapula. The pus was full of colon bacilli

and had the familiar odor of this infection. A sec-

ond operation was demanded two days later because
of an abscess between the liver and the appendix,

but the patient succumbed to general septic infec-

tion after three days. At the post-mortem examina-
tion the communication between the appendical ab-

scess and that in the liver was easily demonstrated.

In several cases I have seen pneumonia after op-
eration upon the appendix, but due, I believe, to the

anesthetic or to mere chance, and not at all to a

direct infection ascending from the abdomen. In

several gynecological cases I have seen pneumonia
or empyema follow an ascending infection, while in

one such case we assumed that the pneumonia of

the lower right lobe was embolic, because embolism
also occurred in the left eye, with loss of that organ.

The constant affection of the lower lobe of the

right lung in the cases we quote is sufficient evi-

dence to me that the infection is usually conducted
to the pleura and lung by direct contiguity, and not

by an embolic process, as might well be assumed to

be the case, for instance, should the upper left lobe

be involved.

I think we may conclude that abscess of the lung
is not infrequent in neglected cases of appendicitis,

and that a cavity may remain for a long time after

the abscess has emptied through a bronchus. The
absence of the usual color of the pus of amebic
abscess of the liver, of the history of dysentery, and
the presence often of a definite colon bacillus odor to

the expectoration lead us to think of the appendi-
cal origin of the trouble. The attack of appendici-

tis may have been unrecognized, but questioning will

establish a plain history in many cases.

The bowing of the patient with concavity toward
the right is not at all pathognomonic of lung involve-

ment, either appendical or amebic, since I have
seen it occasionally when dense adhesions had
formed about an opened appendical abscess, and in

other diseases of the right side of the abdomen. The
position assumed reminds one of that in certain

chronic cases of sciatica.

The prognosis is grave in cases of pulmonan,' in-

volvement. Operation should be carefully consid-

ered. The chances of recovery must be doubtful

at best, I believe, and we may accomplish much
more by striving to avoid the complication than by
attempting its cure. Although in any case we may
have hepatic and pulmonary complications, in most
cases thev result from disregard of the early indica-

tions for operative intervention.
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GONORRHEAL SEPTICEML\, WITH
MARKED CARDLAC INVOLVE-

MENT.*
By JOHN D. THOMAS, M.D.,

WASHINGTON, D. C.

PROFESSOR OF PHYSICAL DIAGXOSIS, CEOEGETOWX UNIVERSITY MEDICAL
SCHOOL; VISITING PHYSICUN TUBERCULOSIS HOSPITAL; ASSO-

CI.\TE \^SITING PHYSICIAN GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY
HOSPITAL AND EMERGENCY HOSPITAL.

Ekdoc.\rditis has undergone a gradual evolution
since 1824, when Bouillaud showed it to be a dis-

tinct disease with the pathological lesion in the
heart valves or walls. Its relation to rheumatism
and pneumonia, and the presence of pyemia in some
cases was also recognized by him. Klebs, in 1878,
recognized all forms of endocarditis as having their

etiology- in some microorganism, as from any of the
acute infectious diseases. This was later demon-
strated to be a fact, as the organisms were found
in the vegetations on the valves. The difference
between the simple and the ulcerative or malignant
form is chiefly one of degree of infection, or rather
involvement, of the heart. The different micro-
organisms were soon demonstrated by numerous
obsen-ers. The pjogenic organisms, streptococcus
and staphylococcus aureus and albus were most
often found to be the cause. Next in frequency the

often the real cause for not finding the gonococci
lies in the inability to make the organism grow on
the media as commonly used in the laboratory for

other organisms. Johnston and Harris, in an arti-

cle in the Johns Hopkins Hospital Bulletin for Oc-
tober, 1902, on this subject, give as their conclu-
sions, in regard to the cultivation, etc., of the gono-
coccus, the following :

" ( i ) To cultivate the gono-
coccus from blood during life it is neither necessary
to use a large amoimt of blood nor to greatly dilute

the blood, nor to employ any specially prepared
media. (2) It is more advantageous to mix the

blood with melted agar and plate the same than to

use fluid media where o.xygen supply is more re-

stricted. (3) That the time selected for making the

culture taken in relationship with the course of the

disease may be a factor of sufficient importance to

be taken into consideration. (4) Compared with
its action upon the typhoid bacillus and pneumoc-
occus the bactericidal power of the blood seemingly
has little effect in retarding growth of the gonoc-
occus."

C. J. Habhegger, in an article in the Philadelphia

Medical Journal of May 30, 1903, says of the diffi-

culty of cultivating the organism : "The gonococcus
grows very slowly, requires a special medium and
is readily killed by slight changes of temperature.

pneumococcus, the influenza bacillus, the colon
bacillus, the tubercle bacillus, and finally, compara-
tively recently, the ubiquitous gonococcus have been
found in the active role of the cause of endocarditis.
Thus endocarditis may be found as the terminal or
intercurrent affection of such infections as erj-sipe-

las, carbuncles or pus anywhere in the body, either
of staphylococcic or streptococcic origin, or follow-
ing acute infectious diseases. The most common
cause of simple endocarditis—rheumatism—is now
numbered among the infectious diseases, or rather
diseases of microbic origin.

The first case of gonorrheal endocarditis—so
proven—Whittaker says was reported by Leyden in

1893. It is only within the last ten or fifteen years
that gonorrhea has been looked upon as the cause
of endocarditis, and even now the number of cases
reported is comparatively small. Because of the
inability to find the gonococci present, either in the
blood or on the vegetations of the valves, it is held
by some that the infection is a mixed one and the
cardiac lesions are due to the pyogenic organisms.
While it is undoubtedly true that the infection is

sometimes a mixed one, and that the pyogenic or-
ganisms only are found in some cases, I think most

Paper read before the Medical Society of the Dis-
trict of Columbia.

while the microbes ordinarily responsible for septic

endocarditis are not difficult of cultivation on blood
serum, agar-agar or gelatin. The method of mak-
ing cultures is of practical importance and is per-

formed as follows : Blood is drawn from the me-
dian bacillic vein by means of an aspirating syringe

under aseptic conditions and mixed with twice as

much agar-agar and then plated."

In his case the fact of negative cultures made
from the blood during life, and from the vegetations

and the organs of the body at autopsy, rather sub-
stantiates the diagnosis of gonorrheal involvement
than otherwise, because of the known difficulty in

cultivating the organism.
Babcock thinks that the virulence of the infect-

ing organism usually determines the character of

the cardiac lesion: that is, as to whether it is sim-
ple or ulcerative endocarditis.

One English writer, Fiirth (Edinburgh Medical
Journal, xviii, 1905, 33-38) speaks of a '•gonor-

rheal" and a "gonococcal" endocarditis, the first

following the inflammation of gonorrhea by reason
of a point of entrance being made for streptococcic

or staphylococcic invasion. "Gonococcal" is that

form where the gonococci can be found in the blood
during life, or tissues after death, and in which they
or their products are the active cause of the endo-
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carditis. This division seems to me unnecessary,
as I think that with more exact culture methods the
gonococci may be cultivated in many of the cases
where now they are not found ; although I do not
mean to say that there cannot exist, as does in other
microbic conditions, a mixed infection.

A hurried resume of the cases reported by differ-

ent authors shows that almost all the cases where
Staphylococcus pyogenes was found in the blood
during life proved fatal. Nearly all authorities who
have reported cases in which bacteriological exam-
ination was made of the blood during life, have oc-

casionally obtained negative results. Glynn of Eng-
land {Lancet, April 11, 1903) reports negative re-

sults in several cases even though he used several

cubic centimeters of blood. Habhegger reports the

same ; Thayer the same. Habhegger holds that some
cases are due to the toxins of the gonococcus. This
theory is held also as regards gonorrheal rheuma-
tism.

The symptoms of the disease are so well marked
that I will not give any extensive outline of them.
The case that I will report later shows most of the

typical symptoms of the disease, beginning with the

infection of gonorrhea. A great many of the cases

do not present symptoms of the general infection

imtil the discharge from the urethra has stopped

;

sometimes when it has been checked very rapidly

in the "fiuick cures" so promiscuously advertised in

the papers.

The signs of a general septicemia exist as in any
well marked case of septicemia. The heart sounds
are of interest but not differing particularly in gon-
orrheal septicemia from any other septicemia in

which the valves or endocardium of the heart are

involved. One peculiarity in these cases is, as stated

by several authors, that the heart sounds are not
amenable to any ruling; that is, they change very

frequently in character and cannot be gauged by the

rules usually obtaining in other cardiac cases. In

some of Thayer's cases, recently reported, the

sounds during life were such as to cause the diag-

nosis of mitral stenosis. At autopsy no marked in-

volvement of the mitral valves was found. Then
again, the valves and endocardium of the heart may
be involved to a marked degree without any phy-
sical signs on auscultation being heard. A case in

point is one coming under my observation recently

which at autopsy showed marked vegetations on the

mitral valves, but during life presented no evidences

upon auscultation or otherwise of any pathological

lesion.

In the more severe cases of infection the septic

temperature is very marked. There are wide ex-

cursions of temperature together with marked rig-

ors ; then again in milder cases, as in one -eported

by Thayer recently, the temperature runs a course

very much like a mild typhoid fever. In fact, it was
some time before Thayer could make a diagnosis

between typhoid fever and gonorrheal septicemia.

These milder cases, which often get well, are the

ones which are more difficult to diagnose. The
symptoms appear mild and the course of the fever is

such as to lead one to believe it to be of typhoidal

or malarial origin. One of the characteristic con-

ditions seen in the severer cases is the z<ery septic

appearance of the patient. In these cases, as in

other cases of infective endocarditis where there are

vegetations on the heart valves, we may expect em-
boli and infarcts in the different organs of the bofly.

The diagnosis rests primarily upon the existence

of a gonorrhea to which alone can be traced the

source of an infection severe enough for the symp-
toms present. The mere fact of the organisms not

being found either in the blood during life, or in the

tissues at autopsy, does not to my mind invalidate

the diagnosis of gonorrheal septicemia, for the rea-

sons stated earlier.

The cases presenting severer symptoms of septice-

mia do not, as a rule, present marked difficulties of

diagnosis. But the milder ones are the ones which
are most often overlooked and diagnosed as some
other infection. The prognosis, in these cases, de-

pends, as in other cases of infective endocarditis, to

a great degree upon the character of the infection.

The milder cases may get well ; the severer cases

rarely do. If the case has a mixed infection with

the staphylococcus present, a fatal prognosis is al-

most certain.

The treatment of these cases, as of all cases of

ulcerative endocarditis, is very unsatisfactory. In

the majority we can only use palliative measures
and keep up the strength of the patient. In those

cases where there is a mixed infection of streptococ-

cus, antistreptococcic serum may be used. This
has been used in some cases of malignant endocar-
ditis where streptococci were shown to be present

in the blood stream during life, with a few cases

of recovery. If, as is held by some, the cases are

pure streptococcic infection, which infection has

gained entrance through the lesion in the urethra

caused by the gonorrheal inflammation, and the gon-

ococci or their toxins are not active agents in the

infected blood or system, then the use of antistrep-

tococcic serum, if it is any good at all, would be
indicated. There have been some cases of infec-

tions, both by streptococci and staphylococci which
have been exceedingly benefited by antistreptococcic

and antistaphylococcic serum. Some cases have
been reported cured.

I am indebted to Dr. T. Morris Murray for the

following case as it came under his service at the

Emergency Hospital

:

S. Z., male, eighteen years old, Italian; laborer;

family history negative
;
patient not al)le to speak

much English, so history rather difficult to elicit.

There is a history of no other diseases except that

of gonorrhea recently.

Contracted gonorrhea February 15; discharge

from urethra stopped March 10, after using medi-
cine from drug store. Arthritic pains in both ankles

followed. Has had fever for a month, and has had
daily chills and fever for fifteen days this month.
He worked until April 10. Came into Emergency
Hospital on April 22. On April 23 the following

physical examination was made

:

On inspection a red spot, about the size of a quar-

ter, was seen on the outer upper side of the left

foot and also on the outer side of the last phalanx
of the left third finger. Both spots were tender.

Patient was pale, anemic looking, but did not pre-

sent a markedly septic appearance.- The ape.x beat

was seen outside of and half an inch below the nip-

ple. It was diffusible and carried up over the pre-

cordial region toward the base of the heart. Pulsa-

tion marked in both carotids.

The pulse is obliterated from the junction of the

left axillary and brachial arteries, at which point

there is tenderness and the artery can be felt hard
under the finger. The arm was cold, pallid, and
numb when admitted to Hospital yesterday. At
present it is cooler than the right, but the color is

normal and it does not feel so numb. Pulse is rapid,

without force. With the impulse at the apex of the

heart is a slight thrill on systole.

Two inches to the left of the sternum at the sec-

ond intercostal space a high-pitched sound, almost

typical cracked-pot in character, is heard on percus-
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sion. The heart extends about one inch to the left,

of normal dullness.

Breath sounds are increased over the entire left

lung, more especially over the upper lobe. There is

a loud sawing murmur with the systole at the apex
of the heart which is transmitted three inches in all

directions. The second sound is not clear. Over the
pulmonary valve area there is a duller first sound;
both sounds at the base are dull and booming. The
heart murmur is heard posteriorly and the murmur
is also heard in the axillary and brachial arteries
of the right arm and at the outer end of the axillary
in the left. No urethral discharge.
He complains of pain over the precordial region

and some slight articular pain in the ankles. No
other pains. An icebag applied to the precordia re-
lieved the pain.

April 24: There is pain in the calf of the left leg;
no pulsation is felt in the left tibial artery at the
inner malleolus, but at the popliteal space. The red
spot on the right foot is not so marked to-day, but
still tender, and the same with the spot on the third
finger of the left hand.

April 27: Leucocyte count showed 11,532.
April 29: Murmur heard with the systole at the

apex is not so loud or rasping to-day.
April 30: At irregular intervals chills, with large

excursions of temperature, and the pulse varies be-
tween 84 and 138.

May I
: Blood examined for malarial parasites and

stained, but none found.
May 5 : A few small hemorrhagic spots are noted

around the neck and the upper part of the chest.
May 7: Has numerous pustules, about the size

of a split pea, on the right side of back of the
thorax. These appear pustular from the beginning
and have very slightly reddened bases. Tempera-
ture extremely irregular, chills and sweats frequent;
the patient sleeps a great part of the day and night.
Pulse has returned in the left radial, but is very
small and easily obliterated by pressure. The ves-
sel does not seem to be full; evidently a collateral
circulation has taken place through a small artery.
May 8: Pus from the pustules on the back

stained and examined microscopically and showed
many cocci and a few diplococci which retained the
Gram stain.

The patient vomited several times daily during the
latter part of his illness, and often refused nourish-
ment and medicine. He did not complain much of
pain after the icebag was applied to the heart,
and insisted upon keeping it on his chest until a
few days before his death. The diet was chiefly
milk at first and later a more sustaining diet in the
form of eggs, broths, etc. As the illness progressed
he became paler and had a marked septic appear-
ance, with an increasing number and severity of
chills. The chills sometimes lasted for several
hours. On April 30 a chill began at 7 p. m. and
lasted until 10:30. On May i a chill began at 12
noon, and lasted until 3 p. m. On May 2 he had
sortie bleeding from the nose, and the same con-
dition was present on May 4 and May 6, and dur-
ing this time he vomited frequently and had high
ranges of temperature with chills and sweats. On
May 7 his feet were slightly swollen ; septic condi-
tion continued, becoming more severe as the disease
progressed.

The uranalyses show the following: On April 23
nothing abnormal was found. On April 26, trace of
albumin was found, with numerous hyalin and fine
and coarse granular casts. On May i, albumin was
still present and numerous red cells and hyalin and
fine and coarse granular casts. The same condition

on May 5 ; also the presence of numerous leucocytes
and blood casts.

About the ist of May Dr. James Carroll of the
Army was asked to take a blood culture from the
patient. He sent his men over from the laboratory
of the Army Medical Museum, and with aseptic
precaution 10 c.c. of blood was drawn from the me-
dian basillic vein of the right arm, distributed over
twelve agar plates, and taken to the Army Medical
Museum, from which Dr. Carroll reports there were
no growths of any kind.

The patient died on May 11, and the following
autopsy was done twelve hours after death : Body
fairly well nourished ; apparent weight 140 pounds.
A few small petechial spots on left chest and

around base of neck. Broken down pustules on
back. Body white and anemic. Feet slightly edem-
atous. Rigor mortis present. Right pleural cav-
ity contained about 500 c.c. fluid ; no adhesions.
Lower edge of lower lobe of right lung had small
fibrous flake on it, evidently a slight adhesion. Left
lung normal. Crepitated. No adhesions. Right
lung same. Heart large, soft, and flabby. Pericar-
dial sac contained about 100 c.c. of a greenish yel-

low fluid. Wall of left ventricle very soft and fria-

ble. There was a large, white ante-mortem clot in

left ventricle. Large, soft, friable vegetations cov-
ering mitral leaflets. Left auricle walls thin and
flabby. Ante-mortem clot filling right auriculoven-
tricular ostium. Tricuspid valves showed slight

thickening and contained a slight vegetation or very
small thickened mass. Right heart very pale. Aortic
valve normal. Wall of aorta pale and thin. Pul-
monary valve normal.

Peritoneal cavity and intestines pale; greater
omentum very dark. Litestines and stomach full of
gas. About eight inches jejunum and its mesentery
dark and injected fan-shaped. Peritoneal cavity
contained about 200 c.c. of fluid.

Spleen was adherent on posterior edge ; was about
three times its normal size, dark purplish in color.

.\bout the middle of the outer surface there was an
irregular shaped spot (infarct) about the size of a
silver dollar. Reel area around border and darker
in the center ; adhesions formed over center : anterior

surface near the notch had a similar smaller spot

;

there were also one on the posterior edge, one on the

upper end, and one on the anterior border about the

middle : all hard and apparently necrotic. On sec-

tion, the organ was very soft and had a large white
infarct; pyramidal shaped at first spot mentioned
above.

Left kidney was slightly enlarged and pale, and
was very pale on section. Capsule stripped easily.

Right kidney slightly enlarged and pale. Anterior
lower surface had infarct like spleen. There was
also a small one on the upper posterior surface. On
section, darker than the left. Pyramids very well

marked and had a well marked infarct.

Liver was normal in size and on section was soft

and friable.

Bladder was small and the walls were hard and
thickened.

Cultures were taken at autopsy from the pericar-

dial fluid, left ventricle, vegetations on mitral valve,

and the spleen and were sent to Dr. Carroll. He
reported that from one of the cultures made at the
autopsy the Staphylococcus pyogenes aureus was
grown, but he did not know from which one of the

organs the culture was taken, as the culture tubes

were mixed up and the labels lost.

Sections of the spleen and kidney were also sent
to Dr. Carroll, but they were mislaid, and no report
could be gotten on them.
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\ESSEL ANASTOMOSIS BY MEANS OF
RUBBER TUBING.

By WILBUR WARD, M.D.,

NEW YORK.

FROM THE DEPARTMENT OF CLINICAL PATHOLOGY, COLLEGE OF PHYSI-
CIANS AND SURGEONS, COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY.

In the course of a series of laboratory experiments
dealing with the subject of vessel anastomosis and
transplantations, it was thought that if it were pos-

sible to transplant, with functional success, formal-
ized or otherwise devitalized segments, it should
be possible to obtain a successful result with in-

organic segments. Rubber tubing was therefore

implanted in the aortas of cats. In the first experi-

ment, the aorta was isolated and laid bare just

below the renal arteries, and a segment of tubing,

two cm. long, was inserted in continuity by the

Carrel method. The rubber was of the pure black

gum variety, and the diameter of the lumen was
the same as the outside diameter of the aorta after

the latter had undergone the usual contraction in-

cident to its exposure and section ; for it has been
found that in transplanting devitalized segments it

is necessary, or at least advisable, to have the piece

transplanted of larger diameter than the vessel of

the host. The tubing was filled with vaselin, the

excess of which was squeezed out just prior to

tying the last suture. No difficulty was experienced
in suturing the rubber to the vessel, and the sutures

did not tend to tear out as it was feared would be

the case. There was no hemorrhage from the su-

ture lines when the temporary ligatures were re-

leased, and the aorta below the anastomosis, and
the femorals pulsated normally. The abdominal
incision was then quickly closed. There was little

shock; and the next day the animal, if allowed,

would walk about normally, and was in excellent

general condition. The pulsations of the femorals
could be felt and the circulation in the extremities

was good. On the fourth day, the cat showed
marked epigastric distention, vomited persistently,

and soon died. At autopsy a volvulus of the up-
per part of the small intestine with beginning peri-

tonitis was found. The aorta and implanted seg-

ment were removed and hardened in formalin.

There was a peripheral thrombus beginning at the

suture line at either end and extending the entire

length of •the rubber tube, but the canalization in

the center was large enough to pass sufficient blood

for the nourishment of the hind extremities.

A second cat was then operated upon in exactly

the same way. The tubing was inserted into the

aorta just below the renal arteries, and the suture

was as satisfactory as before. There was no hem-
orrhage and the circulation below the anastomosis
was perfect at the completion of the operation. The
cat went on to an uneventful recovery, and a week
later was in better general condition than when
received into the laboratory. After the second day
she appeared perfectly normal in all respects save

for the abdominal wound, which healed readily.

After three weeks the cat was killed and an imme-
diate autopsy was performed. The transplanted

segment of rubber tubing was completely throm-
bosed, and the circulation in the hind extremities

had been maintained by an effective anastomosis
between branches of the adrenolumbar and ilio-

lumbar arteries, branches of the aorta given off just

above and below the site of implantation. There
was a thick zone of dense connective tissue encir-

cling the rubber and adjacent portions of the aorta.

As the pulsations in the femorals could at all times

be felt, it is apparent that the occlusion of the tub-

ing had taken place so slowly that the animal had
had time to establish a sufficient collateral circula-

tion, for ligation of the aorta in either the cat or
the dog is soon followed by paralysis of the hind
extremities and fairly rapid death.

It has been repeatedly shown that the circulation

can be maintained by the implantation of segments
of either artery or vein from either the same or
different species of animal, but it is not difficult

to imagine a surgical situation where the immediate
restoration of the circulation is imperative and
where the necessary living tissue is not at hand
and cannot be immediately obtained. Under these
circumstances rubber tubing, in some cases at least,

might be used to maintain the circulation tempo-
rarily.

Similar experiments have been made by Abbe,
who in 1894 inserted a piece of glass tubing into

the aorta of a cat. While the lumen of the tube
was gradually occluded, the process was slow enough
to allow of a sufficient collateral circulation to be
established. Rubber, however, has many advan-
tages over glass. It can be readily inserted by the

suture method and the anastomosis is not appre-
ciably more difficult than the similar performance
with living tissues. Within certain limits, one size

of tubing can be used for vessels varying consid-

erably in size, while with the glass many cannulas

of various sizes must be kept on hand and the

proper one selected for the anastomosis in question.

With the suture method, which can be used with
the rubber, the danger of immediate thrombosis is

not great, while it is the rule with glass, the intro-

duction of which into the vessel is a matter of
complicated technique. Finally, the effect of trauma
on glass can readily be disastrous, while no such
effect need be apprehended when rubber is used.

My thanks are due to Dr. Paul W. Kimball for

his kind assistance in the operative procedures.

The Direction of Abdominal Incisions.—A. E. May-
lard offers the followint; conclusions: (i) When time is

not of paramount importance, more permanently secure
cicatrices result from transverse than vertical incisions,
whether median or extramedian. (2) Transverse incisions
afford more room for the treatment of pelvic diseases,
and are also better for exploratory purposes. (3) Vertical
incisions involve the division of fewer blood vessels, and
the apertures can be closed by a single series of through-
and-through interrupted sutures. For these reasons, there-
fore, they can be executed much more expeditiously than
the transverse, and should be employed in all cases where
time is a serious consideration. (4) In dividing the sheath
of the rectus, the chief end to be aimed at is to carry the
incision as much as possible in the line of the fibers of
the aponeurosis. Thus, in the upper part of the abdomen
for, say, 2 inches from the xiphoid, the incisions should
course obliquely from above downwards and outwards.
In the lower part of the abdomen, for, say, 2 inches from
the symphysis pubis, the incisions should be carried ob-
liquely upwards and outwards. In the central part of the
abdomen—that is, between those parts just delineated

—

the
incisions should be transverse. (5) If sufficient room can
be obtained by separation of the recti muscles after divi-

sion of their sheaths, the fibers of these muscles should
not be cut ; and when division is necessary it should be
carried obliquely, so as, if possible, to leave some of the

outer fibers undivided. (6) Serial suturing should be em-
ployed, and particular attention should be given to the

accurate coaptation of the edges of the divided aponeu-
rosis. (7) No operation should be performed, if the ex-

igencies of the case do not otherwise demand it, when the

patient has a cough which il is possible to cure or alleviate.

(8) Foi-r weeks should be allowed, at least, after the

operation for rest in the dorsal or semirecumbent position,

and two months more before any undue strain is exercised

on the wound. In wounds which become septic, and there-

fore heal by granulation, six weeks to two months should

be allowed for complete rest in the dorsal position.

—

British Medical Journal.
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ASEPSIS IX CHILDBIRTH.

It is only a little over sixty years ago that Oliver

Wendell Holmes laid the foundation of a new era in

our knowledge of puerperal sepsis by insisting upon

the contagious character of puerperal fever, and

Ignaz Semmehveiss wrought a great change in the

mortality of a maternity ward in Vienna by the

simple expedient of having the students wash their

hands in chlorine water before examining parturient

women. The new doctrine taught by Holmes was

fought by his contemporaries in America, and Sem-
mehveiss was so derided and ridiculed by the physi-

cians in Vienna that the disappointment drove him
to an insane asylum. Pasteur and Lister completed

the work begun by these two men by discovering

the bacterial origin of septic infection and its pre-

vention by antiseptic and aseptic methods ; and then

the frightful mortality of the puerperal bed became
forever a thing of the past.

The great change that has taken place in this de-

partment of medical activity is well illustrated by
the results attained by Hofmeier in the University

Maternal Clinic at Wiirzburg. In the Miinchener
medicinische IVochciischrift for September 15,

1908, Hofmeier tells the story of the last ten thou-

sand patients at the clinic. Of them only nine died

of puerperal sepsis, six deaths having taken place

among the first three thousand deliveries of several

years ago ; in the last seven thousand deliveries only

three cases of sepsis occurred, and all three could

be traced to infection outside of the clinic. These
seven thousand deliveries without a single case of

infection in the clinic form a remarkable showing
when it is remembered that each parturient woman
was examined by from three to nine medical
students or candidates for the midwifery licenses.

Moreover, the clinic directed by Hofmeier is not a
palatial institution with all modern conveniences,
which many American physicians look upon almost
as sine qua non of successful medical management
and treatment The Wiirzburg institution is much
cramped for space, and is one of the least well

furnished maternity clinics in Europe. The sim-
plicity of the aseptic technique, too, is worthy of be-
ing mentioned. No verj' elaborate sequence is used
in the disinfection of hands, careful and prolonged
cleansing with soap, followed by bichloride having
been found amply sufficient. The addition of al-

cohol to this cleansing was not followed by any bet-

ter results, while rubber gloves are looked upon by
Hofmeier as entirely unnecessarj^ in the general run
of cases, however indispensable they may be under
special circumstances. He considers that the routine

use of rubber gloves leads to a quite unjustifiable

expense, for equal results may be obtained by the

thorough disinfection of hands, and especially by a

most careful cleansing of the parturient woman.
Hofmeier claims to have attained the ideal of a

maternity clinic. His institution serves as a great

teaching center for the medical students of the uni-

versity and for aspiring midwives. and yet this in-

struction has been rendered completely safe for the

patients that serve as the objective material for

teaching. The results attained by him once more
dispose of the objections to the general admission of

students to the hospital wards such as are frequently

made by well-meaining but poorly informed philan-

thropists. Just as the presence of students in the

general wards of a hospital spurs the attending and
resident physicians to greater accuracy in diagnosis

and more careful treatment of disease, so the care

required in maternity- institutions to prevent any

possible infection from repeated examinations of

parturient patients throws increased safeguards

about the women who trust themselves in child-

birth to public institutions.

PARSIMONY IN NUTRITION.

A MARKED and in some respects curious change has

taken place in the last few years in our dietetic

notions. In the last centun,' overeating or rather re-

dundancy in nutrition was recommended, but now the

pendulum has swung in quite the opposite direction.

Physiologists and physicians of high authority are

preaching this new doctrine and advising not mere-
ly simplicity of diet, but an abstemiousness carried

to a degree that would have been regarded formerly

as absolutely dangerous. The trend of public opin-

ion and perhaps even of medical opinion is assured-

ly towards a reduced dietary. The new doctrine

is, however, not accepted without a protest. Sir

James Crichton-Browne in an address delivered a

short time ago took parsimony in diet for his text

and made an eloquent plea against the present day

teaching. The experiments of \'oit of ^lunich and
Atwater of this country in connection with diet

were referred to. Atwater's standard for a man
doing moderate work places the proteid requirement

at 125 grams with sufficient fat and carbohydrate

to equal 3,500 calories. The Voit and Atwater
standards have up to recent times been regarded

as representing the minimum of what is necessary

for the maintenance of health and strength, but

the new dietetic philosophy holds that these stand-

ards are false, and that the quantities of food-

stuffs allowed by them are far larger than the re-

quirements of the body actually demand. As to

proteids in particular we are now informed that we
have been partaking of double or treble the amount
that is necessary.

Sir James Crichton-Browne contended that this

theorv' has received far more attention from scien-

tists and physiologists than it deserves, and he pro-

ceeded to discuss Professor Chittenden's views on
nutrition. W'hile giving all credit to Chittenden

for his brilliant and painstaking investigations on

the subject, the speaker held that his views conflict

with the orthodox physiological faith, as Chitten-

den's standard of proteid food is not only one-half
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lower than that of Voit, but is still further below

the common practice of the enormous majority of

mankind in Europe and America. "If he is right,"

said the speaker, "then all the world up to this

time, with the exception, perhaps, of a few supposed

faddists, has been wrong. Gluttony has somehow
become universal. It is Chittenden contra mun-
dum."
The argument is advanced that it is not on a

priori physiological data, nor yet on laboratory ex-

periments, that the science of dietetics is to be based,

but on common observation and on the hereditary

customs and habits of mankind. It is pointed out

that the lower animals select with unerring pre-

cision, as long as they are in a natural environment,

from the materials around them those best fitted to

their wants, and they do this by instinctive discern-

ment inherited from a long line of naturally selected

ancestors, while they are checked in their consump-

tion by a sense of repletion of coeval origin. It

may be unhesitatingly inferred that the articles they

choose are, of all nutrient material accessible to

them, those best adapted to the special needs of

their economy, and that their consumption of them

is proportioned to their needs for the time being.

But man is, as regards his bodily functions, subject

to the same laws as those which govern the lower

animals, and it cannot be doubted that in the forma-

tion of his dietetic habits he has been guided by the

same kind of influences which have been operative

throughout the animal creation in the choice and

consumption of food. The dietetic habits of civ-

ilized races are tardily ingrained instincts, which

have been differentiated and elaborated as man has

advanced in civilization. Sir James Crichton-

Drowne quoted, in support of his opinions, the

manner of food eaten by the greatest ancient and

modern nations and finally concluded that despite

the result of recent dietetic physiological experi-

ments the food generally consumed by the leading

people of the earth is best adapted both in (|uantity

and quality to their physical and mental require-

ments.

Undoubtedly many people eat and drink too much,

and it is quite certain that a person who is engaged

in sedentary employment needs far less meat than

one who lives in the open air and who takes much
exercise or who performs hard manual labor. But

to assert dogmatically, although experiments would

seem to show that the view is correct, that proteid

food is almost unnecessary, is possibly carrying the

argument too far. Experience is in a way more

valuable than experiment, and experience has taught

us that the most successful nations have done re-

markably well on a proteid diet. It might be said

that on a nonproteid diet they would have done bet-

ter, but there can be no proof of this.

OLD AND NEW CONCEPTIONS OF HYS-
TERIA.

Few observers who have had any great amount of

experience with hysteria have believed that its cause

lay in any obscure pathological entity. The weight

of evidence has been against such assumption from
the beginning, and the world's greatest alienists are

fast adopting the view that hysteria means simply

disordered function without organic change. That

is the primary or essential type of hysteria ; but

there is a secondary type of nervous manifestation,

usually classed as hysteria but improperly so, which

comes on after street-car or railway accidents, falls,

frights, etc. The functional changes are often as-

sociated with some circulatory disturbance, such as

anemia or hyperemia of an organ, appearing spas-

modically upon sudden fright, or as a result of

worry or excessive nervous stimulation. Globus

hystericus so-called is sometimes due to increased

congestion of the blood-vessels of the esophagus,

and is usually most pronounced after the ingestion

of condiments or alcoholic beverages. Spasm of

the cardiac end of the stomach is not infrequent,

as is evidenced by the difficulty one often has in

passing the stomach tube. In some cases there is

probably a pyloric spasm as well, for the stomach

contents may be brought up undigested several

hours after being swallowed.

The well-known contraction of the field of vision

is possibly due to an imperfect blood supply brought

about by a diminution in the size of the terminal

arterioles. The central artery of the retina may
function imperfectly, yet be not completely cut off;

hence central vision is maintained. Moreover, relief

of gastric and esophageal irritation has been brought

about by drugs such as fluid extract of ergot; and

cardiac and nerve-stimulating drugs sometimes

.serve a useful purpose in combating other trouble-

some symptoms dependent on a disordered nervous

and arterial system.

While still inconclusive, the work done along this

line at the recent French and international neurolog-

ical congresses has been illuminated by a symposium

of the Paris Neurological Society. The objective

facts presented there confirm the assumption (hat

the alleged stigmata of hysteria have no pathogno-

monic value and are merely the results of suggestion

generally of medical origin {Presse Medicate, July

4, igo8) ; also that modifications of tendon and

pupil reflexes do not properly belong to the symp-

tomatology of hysteria. Illustrative of this view

is the opinion of Babinski who has reconstructed

from the ruins of former conceptions of hysteria a

new definition which implies that there is a special

psychic state manifesting itself in disturbances dis-

tinguished by the fact that it is possible to reproduce

them by suggestion in certain persons and to cause

them to disappear in certain others by the power of

persuasion. Babinski thinks that so-called hyster-

ical fevers, hemorrhages, etc., should be excluded

from the category of hysterical manifestation inas-

much as such origin has been unproven.

Evidently, therefore, the tide of medical feeling

regarding this mysterious disease is turning back

again to the old ways when these unfortunate pa-

tients received scant courtesy at the hands of physi-

cians. The task should not, however, be given

up so readily, since the study of the disease is in

itself a most absorbing one, and the literature com-

ing from the pens of distinguished observers, such

as Janet, is so thoroughly replete with human in-

terest. The camps of the alienists are likely to

remain divided for some time to come, especially as

to etiology and treatment. In the meantime those

practitioners who are necessarily esoteric may con-

tinue to hold their own opinions as to the nature

of hysteria and treat it after their own fashion.
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Antimeimngitis Serum.

The discovery of an antimeningitis serum by Drs.

Flexner and Jobling of the Rockefeller Institute for

Medical Research, and the favorable results obtained

in the first few cases treated with it, have been wide-

ly heralded by both the medical and the general

press, especially as its introduction in the therapy

of meningitis was followed by a new instance of

munificence on the part of the founder of the in-

stitute. The actual results following the tise of the

serum, however, have been very hard to judge, the

nature of the disease furnishing individual physi-

cians but limited material from which conclusions

could be drawn. The discoverers of the serum have

supplied it to physicians on the express condition

that full reports of the cases in which it was used

should be sent them, and in the Journal of Medical
Research for September 5, 1908, they analyze the

reports of several hundred cases so treated. These
cases occurred in different parts of the United

States, Canada, and Great Britain, either as sporadic

instances of the disease or during epidemics of va-

ried severity and extent. The mortality of the dis-

ease in both epidemic and sporadic form was about

seventy-five per cent., though it was not uniform
everywhere, severe outbreaks being reported in

some localities while others seemed to have suffered

from infection of a rather low virulence. Every-

where, however, the use of the serum was followed

by diminution of deaths from the disease. Thus
in Akron, Ohio, there were nine deaths out of the

first ten cases, a mortality of ninety per cent. ; serum
was employed in the next twelve cases, and of these

there were nine recoveries, a mortality of twenty-

five per cent. ; in Scotland and Ireland the mortality

in the cases treated without serum ranged between
seventy and ninety per cent. ; the cases treated with

the serum showed mortalities varying from 26.7 to

44.5 per cent., even when all fulminant cases or

those moribund at the time of the injection of serum
were included. Of the total 393 cases considered in

the analysis there were seventy-five per cent, of re-

coveries. Children under one year gave fifty per

cent, mortality, while previous to the use of the

serum Holt reported that of twenty cases under one
year in the hospital wards not one recovered, and
Koplik states that of twenty-seven such cases ob-

served by him twenty-three either died or were dis-

charged unimproved. In addition to these figures

giving the general mortality of the disease under the

application of the serum, the authors present much
evidence that testifies to the promptness of recovery

and the greater frequency with which complete cures

were obtained when such sequelae as deafness, blind-

ness, and mental impairment are considered. In gen-
eral, the success attending the use of the serum fully

justifies the conclusion of the authors that "anti-

meningitis serum, when used by the subdural
method of injection in suitable doses, and at proper
intervals, is capable of reducing the period of ill-

ness, of preventing in large measure the chronic
lesions and t\'pes of the infection, of bringing about
complete restoration to health in all but a very small
number of the recovered, thus lessening the serious,

deforming, and permanent consequences of menin-
gitis, and of greatly diminishing the fatalities due to

the disease."

of complement" and a consequent inhibition of

hemolysis in a mixture of substances in which
the hemolytic agent cannot act because of such
fixation of complement by the specific syphilitic

bodies. Drs. Simon and Thomas have applied

this reaction to the study of malignant dis-

ease, in which either a specific parasite could

be supposed to give rise to substances capable

of fixing complement or the cancer cell itself

could be looked upon as such a parasite. Although
no strikingly uniform results were obtained, yet the

data given by the authors in the Journal of Experi-
mental Medicine, Vol. X., No. 5, are of interest, as

is everything that may throw light upon the mystery
of malignant disease. In fifty non-malignant cases

used for control, fixation of complement, as shown
by the inhibition of hemolysis occurred but twice,

and in one of these cases tertiary syphilis was dem-
onstrated. In malignant disease, on the other hand,

fixation occurred in sixty-five per cent, of the cases.

The investigations were carried out with extracts of

mammary cancers. The authors very properly re-

fuse to theorize on the basis of their observations,

both because not enough cases have been examined
and because the very nature of the reaction has been
questioned in the case of syphilis. It is quite ques-

tionable, for instance, whether the reaction is due
to the binding of the complement by the hypothetic

specific bodies of syphilis, it having been shown that

it may take place with substances other than the ex-

tracts of syphilitic organs.

An Early Symptom of Perfor.^tive Appendi-

citis.

Inflammation of the appendix may exist in any
degree from that of slight catarrh to gangrene,

with or without perforation. In the early stages of

the disease most surgeons are agreed that the pa-

tient should be kept absolutely at rest and be given

a restricted fluid diet, an icebag being placed over

the seat of pain. It is also generally agreed that

perforative appendicitis demands immediate opera-

tion. In any given case, however, it is often im-

possible to make an early diagnosis of perforation,

and the patient is not operated upon until symptoms
of periappendicular inflammation or diffuse perito-

nitis have set in. In the Prcsse Mcdicale of June
3, 1908, Pierre Delbet draws attention to a single

symptom by means of which he claims to be able

to make an early diagnosis of perforation of the

appendix. If the symptoms of a patient with signs

of a beginning appendicitis are relieved by ice, rest,

and fluid diet, and he is suddenly attacked with pain

during the above treatment. Delbet claims the ap-

pendix is perforated and advises immediate opera-

tion, even if the patient's general condition is good.

He cites numerous cases in which his early diagnosis

was substantiated by operation, and urges the wis-

dom of operating at once when, without interruption

of the above treatment, pain suddenly becomes worse
after the symptoms had first been improved by the

treatment.

Complement Fix.^tion in Malignant Disease.

Wassermann has claimed that substances are

formed in the body of a syphilitic which react in a

certain specific way with extracts of syphilitic tis-

sues; this reaction is accompanied by the "fixation

Leucocytes in Basedow's Disease.

The diagnosis in goiter is usually possible from the

physical examination without the aid of the his-

tory, and is difficult only in rare cases. Inspection,

palpation, and laryngoscopic examination give the

necessary data. \Ve should, however, not be satis-

fied with the diagnosis of goiter alone, but should

endeavor to discover which variety we are dealing
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with. Exophthalmos, tachycardia, and trembUng
point to Basedow's disease, but one or all three of
these symptoms may at times be absent. It is then
that the kind of goiter is more difficult to diagnose.
From a prognostic point of view a correct diagnosis
is of great importance, especially if surgical treat-

ment is decided upon, and any additional differential

sign will therefore be of great value. At the thirty-

seventh meeting of the German Surgical Society
held in Berlin in April of the present year, Kocher
of Bern drew attention to the white blood cells in

patients with Basedow's disease. He examined the
blood in over one hundred patients and found the
number of white blood cells to be under four thou-
sand per cubic millimeter. The percentage of multi-
nuclear neutrophiles was greatly diminished, while
that of the lymphocytes was increased. After
partial extirpation of the thyroid normal blood con-
ditions returned. Kocher furthermore found that

these blood changes occurred early in the disease

before the other symptoms became pronounced and
were most marked in the severe cases of Basedow's
disease.

Nnus of lljr Wnk.
Harvey Society Lectures.—A very interesting

program is announced by the Harvey Society for its

course of lectures during the winter of 1908-09. The
course will be as follows : October 24, "Intestinal In-

fection and Immunity in Tuberculosis," by Prof. A.
Calmette, Director of the Pasteur Institute of Lille,

France ; November 7, "Fever," by Prof. W. G.
MacCallum, of Johns Hopkins University ; Novem-
ber 21, "Metabolism in Diabetes," by Prof. Graham
Lusk, of the University and Bellevue Medical Col-

lege ; November 28, "Therapeutics of Diabetes," by
Dr. Wilhelm Falta, of the University of Vienna;
December 5, "Anaphylaxis," by Dr. M. J. Rosenau
and Dr. John F. Anderson, of the United States

Public Health and Marine Hospital Service; De-
cember 19, "Osmosis," by Prof. A. B. Macallum,
of the LTniversity of Toronto; January 9, "The Re-
lation of the Liver to the Metabolism of Fat," by
Prof. J. B. Leathes, of the Lister Institute of Pre-
ventive Medicine, London ; February 6, "Some
Problems in Immunity and the Treatment of In-

fectious Diseases." by Prof. Philip Hanson Hiss, of

Columbia University ; March 6, "Heredity in Man,"
by Dr. C. B. Davenport, of the Station for Experi-

mental Evolution, Cold Spring Harbor, N. Y. The
lectures are given under the patronage of the New
York Academy of Medicine, on Saturday evenings

at 8:30, at the Academy of Medicine, 17 West
Forty-third Street. They are for the benefit of the

medical profession, and all who are interested are

cordially invited to attend. Prof James Ewing, of

Cornell University Medical College, is president of

the society, and Prof. Francis Carter Wood, of the

College of Physicians and Surgeons, secretary.

Philadelphia Founders' 'Week: Medical
Day.—During the celebration of the 225th anni-

versary of the founding of Philadelphia by William

Penn, Thursday, October 8. was devoted to Medical

Day. In the morning a meeting was held at the Wal-
nut Street Theater, where a report on behalf of the

Committee on Scientific Institutions, Colleges, and
Hospitals was made by Dr. John V. Shoemaker.
Drs. Chas. K. Mills and Frederick P. Henry pre-

sented the report of the committee on the Volume
of Scientific Institutions, Colleges, and Hospitals.

Dr. Joseph P. Remington submitted the report of

the Committee on Historical Exhibit. Dr. L. Web-
ster Fox made a report on behalf of the commit-

tee on Medical Day. Dr. George A. Peirsol de-

livered a scholarly address on the Medical Colleges

and Allied Institutions of Philadelphia. Dr. S.

Solis-Cohen spoke eloquently of Famous Physicians
of Philadelphia. Dr. J. M. Anders delivered an in-

teresting address on the Development of Practical

Medicine in Philadelphia. In the afternoon a reunion
of former and present members of the visiting and
resident staffs of the Philadelphia Hospital was held
in this institution. An address of welcome on be-

half of the Mayor and the city was delivered by
Dr. Joseph Neft', Director of Public Health
and Charities. Dr. Roland G. Curtin spoke of the

early history of the Philadelphia Hospital, Dr. Chas.
K. Mills of Some Blockley Doctors and Some Per-
sonal Experiences, and Dr. Alfred Stengel of
Blockley and Clinical Teaching. In the evening a
smoker was held at the Bellevue-Stratford, and
among other things brief, addresses were delivered

by Governor Stuart and Mayor Reyburn.

Anti-Noise Bills.—Four ordinances designed to

restrict street noises in New York, which were re-

cently introduced before the Board of Aldermen,
will be given a public "hearing on October 19. The
ordinances are backed by the Health Commissioner
and the Society for the Suppression of Unnecessary
Noise. They provide for fining railway companies
operating flat-wheeled cars, or cars with loose

trucks or chains, or maintaining broken or loose

rails or switches, etc., the fine for each oft'ense not
to exceed $500. Peddlers are forbidden to make
any noise whatever for the purpose of calling at-

tention to their wares, and except at the intersection

of streets, the blowing of horns or sounding of bells

on any vehicle is forbidden.

School for Deaf Mutes.—New York City has
just opened the first public school for deaf mutes in

America, believing that official steps should be

taken to improve the condition of hundreds of deaf

mutes who are growing up as illiterates and de-

pendents. The work is, of course, under the direc-

tion of the Board of Education, and the Board
has also received from the Institution for Improv-
ing the Condition of Deaf Mutes an offer of its en-

tire plant, building, teachers, and pupils, to be in-

corporated into the public school system. Established

forty-four years ago, this institution has carried

on, in a semi-public way, a work of great value in

training deaf mute children to become self-support-

ing. There is also a training school for teachers

connected with it, which solves the difficult problem
of finding persons equipped to train deaf mutes.

Medical School Inspection in Chicago.—The
medical inspectors of schools in Chicago made physi-

cal examinations of 5,747 school children during the

week ended October 3, and of these 2,450 were ad-

vised to seek surgical or medical treatment. The
defects found were as follows. Nutrition, 143;
anemia, 208 ; enlarged glands, 748 ; nervous diseases,

49 ; cardiac diseases, 56 ;
pulmonary diseases. 34

;

skin diseases, loi ; orthopedic, 96 ; vision, 899 ; hear-

ing, 124; nasal breathing, 240; palate, 30; teeth,

1,620; hypertrophied tonsils, 1,068; adenoids, 198;

mentality, 61. The total number of examinations

made in the schools was 9,429, and the number of

children excluded on account of contagious diseases

was 372. The principal causes of exclusion were

:

Diphtheria and contact with diphtheria, 20; scarlet

fever and contact with scarlet fever, 16; tonsillitis,

55; pediculosis, T05 ; impetigo, 87; ringworm, 17;

measles, 6.

New York's Pure Food.—More than 11.000 tons

of foodstuffs, with an estimated value of .$1,500,000
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have been destroyed by the food inspectors of New
York within the last year in their efforts to insure

wholesome supplies. The greater part of the de-

stroyed goods consisted of fruit and vegetables,

though a large amount of canned foods was also

confiscated. The work is under the direction of

Bayard C. Fuller, head of the division of food in-

spection of the Department of Health.

The Woman's Hospital of Philadelphia lias ar-

ranged for the construction of a new building for

a children's ward. The building will be three stories

high, with a basement, and provision will be made
for the addition later of two more stories. It will

be of red brick, with blue marble trimmings of

Colonial design, and it will be fireproof throughout.

There will be accommodations for eye, ear, throat,

medical and children's clinics, with wards and bath-

rooms on each floor. There will also be a diet

kitchen and an .r-ray laboratory.

Emanuel Church Movement.—St. iMark's

Church in this city will, it is announced, open on

October 18, an extension of the Christian healing

movement which has its headquarters in Emanuel
Church, Boston. It is said that a large number of

patients from New York and Brooklyn go to Bos-

ton for treatment, and it is understood that the Bos-

ton leaders are cooperating in this new undertaking,

which will be known as the Healing Mission of St.

I\Iark's.

Street Car Accidents in New York.—The re-

port to the Public Service Commission regarding

street car accidents in New York during the month
of August shows that forty-four persons were
killed, and 3,317 injured in that time. Of these,

1,233 were injured while alighting from the cars;

13 suffered fractured skulls, and thirty-four broken

limbs.

Anti-Vaccination in Massachusetts.—Mr. John
H. Bonner, lecturer and organizer for the National

Anti-Vaccination League of England, has recently

been traveling through Massachusetts speaking be-

fore large public meetings on the "tyranny" of the

]Massachusetts law on vaccination, and on the "fear-

ful cruelty" to animals which the process entails.

Public Milk Booth.—Plans have been sub-
mitted to the Building Department in New York for

the big new milk booth to be erected by the city in

Tompkins Square, for the distribution of sterilized

milk. The building is to be octagonal in shape,

twenty-nine feet in diameter and eighteen feet high,

with an ornamental roof. It will contain a complete
plumbing plant.

Loomis Annex Benefit.—The entire proceeds
of October 7 from the Electrical Show at Madison
Square Garden, New York, were donated by the

management to the Loomis Sanatorium at Liberty,

N. Y. In the evening lectures describing the work
of the sanatorium among tuberculous patients were
given.

Charitable Bequests.—The Bryn Mawr (Penn.)
Hospital receives S5.000 by the will of the late

Michael Callahan of Norristown. By the will of the

late Miss Anne ^^an Reed $6,500 is bequeathed to

the ]\Iedico-Chirurgical Hospital of Philadelphia.

Mt. Sinai Hospital and the IMontefiore Home
for Chronic Invalids each receive $1,000 under the

will of the late Miss Eleanor Hendricks of New
York.

The Health Protective Association of New
York is made one of the residuary legatees of the

estate of Aliss Theresa Barcalow, who died last

June. The value of the estate has not been an-

nounced.

The University of Texas Medical School
opened on October i, with over 200 matriculated

students. The opening address was delivered by Dr.
Terrill, professor of pathology.

Dr. G. Sims Woodhead, of Cambridge, Eng-
land, delivered the Wesley M. Carpenter lecture at

the Academy of Medicine on October 8. Dr. Mar-
tinez-Vargas of Barcelona, who was to have deliv-

ered this lecture was unable to be present. A large

part of the audience was made up of delegates to the

International Congress on Tuberculosis. A number
of the foreign delegates have been spending a few
days in New York, and have visited the Quarantine
Station, Sea Breeze, Ellis Island, the Rockefeller In-

stitute, and Bellevue Hospital, under the guidance of

several New York physicians.

Mr. Rudyard Kipling delivered the usual ad-
dress to the students at the opening of the Mid-
dlesex Hospital of London on October i. Mr. Kip-
ling divided mankind into two classes—doctors and
patients, and admitted that he had had some delicacy

in confessing that he belonged to the patient class

since a doctor had informed him that all patients

were phenomenal liars where their own symptoms
were concerned.

Dr. Anne H. Thomas has been elected in-

structor in physical diagnosis and therapeutics in the

Woman's Medical College of Pennsylvania, and she

has also been appointed assistant physician at Bryn
Mawr College.

Dr. Charles Adams of Chicago was appointed

Surgeon-General of the Illinois National Guard in

an order issued October 9 by the Governor of Illi-

nois through Adjutant-General Thomas W. Scott.

He succeeds the late Dr. Nicholas Senn.

Mr. Frank E. Wing has been elected superin-

tendent of the Chicago Tuberculosis Institute to

succeed Alexander M. Wilson.

Dr. John F. Erdmann has been appointeil Pro-

fessor of Surgery in the New York Post-Graduate
Medical School and Hospital, and has resigned his

Clinical Professorship in Surgery at the New York
University and Bellevue Hospital Medical School.

Removals.—Dr. Otto Kiliani has removed to 50
West 77lh Street. Dr. Charles H. Jaeger has re-

moved to 471 Park Avenue.

Clinic for Speech Defects.—A clinic for speech

defects (stuttering, stammering, etc.), has been

opened at the New York Throat, Nose and Lung
Hospital. It is under the direction of Dr. E. W.
Scripture, and is held at 4 p.m. on Mondays, Wed-
nesdays, and Fridays.

The Neurological Society and the Academy.—
At a meeting of the New York Neurological So-

ciety, on October 7, a committee appointed by the

President to consider the circumstances attending

the reading of a paper upon the treatment of loco-

motor ataxia, at a recent meeting of the New York
Academy of Medicine, made the following report

:

"Your Committee expresses disapproval of the oc-

currences following the reading of Dr. Denslow's

paper. It is the belief of your Committee that

papers which express radical views should be freely

discussed at the time of their presentation and that

everv effort should be made to prevent the publica-

tion in the newspapers of communications which

set forth promise of cure of diseases which are

generally held to be incurable. Your Committee
further believes that before such 'cures' are ex-

ploited they should be submitted to the most rigid

investigation.

Oklahoma Medical Laws.—The new laws in
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Dklahoina went into effect August 25 and Septem-
ber 25. On August 25 Dr. J. C. Mahr of Shawnee
was appointed State Commissioner of Health, and
on September 25 the new State Board of Medical
Examiners was appointed. The medical license

law requires that all schools shall be recognized,
the Regulars to be entitled to four. Homeopaths
two, Eclectics one, Physio-Medics one. Osteopaths
one. This Board is constituted as follows : Drs.
^\'. T. Tilly, President, ^Muskogee, A. ]\I. Chambers,
Poteau, A. ^l. Butts, Holdenville, and A. E. Daven-
port, Oklahoma City. Regulars ; Drs. J. Hensley,
Oklahoma City, and R. M. Miller, Treasurer, Black-
well, Homeopaths ; Dr. F. P. Davis, Secretary, Enid,
Eclectic, and Dr. A. C. Montague, Vice-President,

Muskogee, Osteopath. The Physio-Medic member
of the Board has not yet been appointed. The first

regular meeting for the purpose of examining ap-
plicants for a medical license will be held in Musko-
gee, on November 6.

Tuberculosis Exhibition in New York.

—

Through the efforts of Dr. Alfred Meyer of this city,

the exhibit, which formed so attractive and instruc-

tive a part of the International Congress on Tuber-
culosis in Washington, will be brought to Xcw
York.

The International Association of Medical
Museums held its second meeting in the new
building of the 'National Museum in Washington,
D. C. on October i and 2, 1908, in connection with
the International Congress on Tuberculosis. At this

meeting a constitution was adopted and the follow-

ing officers were elected : President, Prof. W. G.
MacCallum, Baltimore ; First Vice-President, Prof.

G. Sims W'oodhead, Cambridge, England; Second
Vice-President, Prof. J. Ritchie, Edinburgh. Scot-

land; Third Vice-President, Prof. Ludwig Aschoff,
Freiburg, Germany; Secretary-Treasurer, Dr.

Maude E. Abbott, Montreal ; Councillors. ]\Iajor F.

F. Russell, \\'ashington. and Prof. A. S. Warthin,
Ann Arbor, Mich. Since its first meeting the asso-

ciation had suffered a great loss in the death of its

president. Dr. James Carroll of Washington.

The American Society for Humane Medical
Research has recently been incorporated, the ob-
jects of the society being given as the conducting

of clinical and laboratory research in medical sci-

ence, the maintaining of chemical, physical, biologi-

cal and physiological laboratories, and also the main-
taining of an office and a statistical bureau in New
York. Among the incorporators is Mrs. Diana
Belais, President of the Anti-\'ivisection Society.

The list does not include the name of any physicians.

Medical Society of Virginia.—The thirty-ninth

annual meeting of this society will be held in Rich-

mond on October 20-23. 1908. under the presidency

of Dr. \\'illiam Francis Drewp*- of Petersburg. The
secretarj' is Dr. Landon B. Edwards of Richmond.

The First District Branch of the Medical
Society of the State of New York will hold its

second annual meeting in Poughkeepsie on Wednes-
day, October 21. under the presidency of Dr. S. W.
S. Toms of Nyack. The secretarj' is Dr. C. E.

Denison of New York City.

The Binghamton (N. Y.) Academy of Medi-
cine, which passed out of active existence some
time ago. was reorganized on September 29, the fol-

lowing officers being elected : President, Dr. John H.
Martin; Vice-President, Dr. John S. Kelley; Sec-

retary, Dr. Frank L. Allen ; Treasurer, Dr. John C.

S. Lappeus.

The Cumberland County (Me.) Medical

Society held its annual meeting in Portland on Sep-

tember 30. The following officers were elected for

the ensuing year: President, Dr. Owen Smith;
Vice-President, Herbert F. Twitchell; Secretary,
Dr. Howard Pingree; Treasurer, Edward \V.
Gehring; Board of Censors, Dr. Stanley P. War-
ren, C. W. Foster, F. H. Jordan, South Portland.
The East Tennessee Medical Society held its an-

nual meeting on September 24 and 25, at Newport.
The following officers were elected: President, Dr.
E. R. Zemp of Knoxville; Secretary-Treasurer, Dr.
\\'illiam M. Copenhaver of Bristol. The next meet-
ing of the society will be held in Greeneville.

Obituary Notes.—Dr. John P. Seibert of
Chambersburg, Penn., died on September 18, from
cerebral hemorrhage, aged 55. He was graduated
from the Jefferson ;Medical College in 1S75, ^nd for
more than thirty years had been interested in the
preparation of vaccine virus as proprietor of the
Franklin County vaccine farm. He had served for

many years as physician to the Franklin County jail.

Dr. Robert Morris Gibbs, professor of natural
science in Kalamazoo College, Mich., died on Sep-
tember 18, after a long illness, aged 52. Dr. Gibbs
was graduated from the Rush Medical College in

the class of 1879, and was an ornithologist and
entomologist of high standing.

Dr. J. P. H.\rrison of Richmond, \'a., died sud-
denly on September 20, at his home, aged 74 j'ears.

Dr. Harrison graduated from the University of
Pennsylvania jNIedical School in 1855, and served
during the Civil War in the Confederate army as

assistant surgeon in the Richmond hospital.

Dr. George H. Grant of Richmond, Ind., died,

supposedly from a self-inflicted wound, on Septem-
ber 21, aged 42 years. Dr. Grant was graduated
from Rush Medical College in 1888, was a member
of the jMississippi Valley Medical Association and
the American Medical Association, and lecturer on
surgery in the Indiana Medical College. He had
for some time been in poor health.

Dr. J. R. Hamill of Guthrie, Okla., died at his

home on September 25, from typhoid fever, aged 44
years. He was a graduate of Rush Medical College
in 1887, a member of the Oklahoma State Medical
Association, and a specialist in diseases of the eye
and ear.

Dr. W'lLLi.AM L. Reed of Indiana, Pa., a gradu-
ate of the Cincinnati College of Medicine and a
member of the American Medical Association, died

suddenly at his home on September 26, aged 65.

Dr. Reed was a veteran of the Civil War, and from
1888 to 1892 served as a member of the Pennsyl-
vania State Legislature.

Dr. Benj.-kmin Whitely of Catonsville, Md.,
died at the L^nion Protestant Hospital in Baltimore
on September 26, aged 64. Dr. Whitely was gradu-
ated from the Jefferson IMedical College in 1867,

and was a member of the Medical and Chirurgical

Faculty of Maryland.
Dr. J. B. McGaughey of Winona, Minn., died

suddenly from cerebral hemorrhage on September

27, aged 65. Dr. McGaughey was graduated from
the University of Michigan in the class of 1867, and
had practised in Winona for over forty years. He
had been a member of the American ^ledical Asso-

ciation for thirty-six years, secretary of the Winona
County Medical Society since 1872, and president of

the ^linnesota State Aledical Association in 1884

and 1885.

Dr. George F. Heidemann of Elmhurst, 111., died

on September 29 at his home, aged 70 years. He
ivas graduated from the Rush Medical College in

1863, and served in the Civil War as assistant sur-

geon of the Fifty-eighth Illinois \'olunteer Infantry.
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OUR LONDON LETTER.
(From Our Special Correspondent.)

VACATION CLOSES—SCIENCE CONGRESS—DEATHS UNDER ANES-
THETICS—FATIGUE, PHYSICAL AND MENTAL—RADIUM—MED-
ICAL INSPECTION OF SCHOOL CHILDREN—SLEEPING SICKNESS
—OBITUARY.

London, September 24, 1908.

The vacation is practically over, as next week the
schools will open. Teachers have nearly all returned
and are occupied with preparations for the work of the
winter session. The introductory lectures should be
composed or well in advance. At the schools where
they are discontinued other functions which have been
substituted are giving a larger number of persons no
little anxiety as to the hoped-for success of the gather-
ings and the still more earnestly desired numerous
entries of freshmen.
The proceedings of the Scientists at Dublin continue

to afiford food for conversation. Some of the subjects
are outside those demanding your attention, but of
course not beyond the range of your studies. In each
section the addresses of the presidents sum up much
that is of interest to the general public, and as much
may be said for many of the papers. The wealth of
material is thus so great that only gleanings can be
offered to you in this column. In the physiological
section Dr. Hewitt had a paper on the "Prevention of
Deaths Under .Anesthetics," in which he enforced on
the attention of the scientists and through them on
the public the views he is known by his professional
brethren to hold. He put clearly before the gathering
the conditions and circumstances under which anes-
thetics are at present administered and argued that
this department of practice must be raised to a higher
level in order to protect the public. He declared that
both in personnel and other respects the departments
of anesthetics are inadequately equipped. Consider-
ing his own position as a teacher and anesthetist at

two of our great hospitals, this seems rather a hard
saying, for I know that his example and teaching have
been followed at other institutions. He complains
that the examining bodies neglect the subject which
he would have them enforce on the attention of stu-
dents by making it a part of the compulsory curriculum.
Many will perhaps think there is quite enough for the
student to do in the already crowded condition of his
curriculum, and the mere addition of an extra course
of lectures cannot accomplish much. Neither can the
obligation to administer anesthetics to a certain num-
ber of patients—of course under the supervision of
the teacher. It is not by this sort of regulation that
our practitioners attain, as a rule, their well-known
skill in midwifery. The rule remains, but cannot ac-
count for the ability to meet great emergencies which
is seen on almost all occasions of the kind, even in re-
mote districts.

The first reform that Dr. Hewitt advocates I heartily
endorse, viz., to make it a penal oflfense for an un-
qualified person to administer anesthetics. But the
same punishment should be extended to other breaches
of the medical acts. In this particular assumption of
medical work by the unlicensed there are exceptional
emergencies which would have to be provided for, and
the attempt to restrict practice more efficiently and so
protect the public from fraudulent pretensions will not
very soon succeed. Where legislation is necessary
the delay is usually of years' duration. The General
Medical Council was imposed upon us to deal with
such things, but in spite of its costly doings the pro-
tection of the profession and the public has not ad-
vanced. I agree with Dr. Hewitt that there is ample
material in our hospitals for instruction in this and
other subjects, but I think he underestimates what is

being done. As a rule students are anxious to avail
themselves of this "ample material." Another sugges-
tion for reform is also a good one—the registration
of all administrations at hospitals, specifying the an-
esthetic used and the result—so that the death rates of
all agents could be compared.

I must add a line or two on the point which brought
the paper within the program of the section. Ac-
knowledging the work of Walter and other physiol-
ogists. Dr. Hewitt said many pin their faith on the ad-
justment of the vapor percentage, but he could not
accept that as sufficient to secure safety. Could we
in the human subject introduce our gases below the
glottis their administration might be as safe in the
operating theater as in Waller's laboratory. But we
cannot, and unless there is just as free a lung ventila-

tion when a one or two per cent, chloroform vapor is

inhaled through the oronasal opening as when it is

given through a cannula in the trachea, it is not to be
inferred from animal experimentation that the danger
in surgical practice is no greater. Dr. Hewitt ex-
pressed a desire that a small committee of physiologists
would watch the difficulties that sometimes arise in the
operating theater. He further urged the necessity of
preventing the slightest obstruction to the free entry
of air and of its free exit throughout the anesthesia, and
further the selection of the appropriate agent to meet
the requirements of the individual case.
A paper by Dr. W. MacDougal in this section dealt

with fatigue, both mental and muscular. The writer
said fatigue was not absolute, but relative. Sleepiness
or tiredness coming on when engaged in some kind
of work could be removed by another kind, e.g. heavy
literary reading when it produced weariness or inat-
tention would at once pass away on turning to lighter
literature or exciting news. Fatigue, then, was a ratio
between resistance and energy. In this way some
pathological conditions could be explained. For health
we needed to preserve the balance between resistance
and energy so that when the resistance was below par
there would be a tendency to excitement, fatigue, and
slow recovery.

Mr. Sackville Lawson read a paper on some aspects
of mental fatigue. He had applied the esthesiometer
for experimenting as to the possibility of measuring
mental fatigue. As it determines the loss of skin sen-
sitiveness, he thought it might serve as a guide to the
degree of mental energy expended. He found that a
|ierson may feel tired and yet be physiologically fresh.
On the other hand, he may have the feeling and the
esthesiometer may corroborate his sensations. Mr.
Lawson suggested hard work as the best remedy for

neurasthenia when the esthesiometer does not confirm
the patient's symptoms. This nerve aflfection of which
so much is heard nowadays is to be the "accidie" of
medieval times, which Chaucer calls the "roten sin

which maketh a man bevy, thoughtful, and wrawc, and
full of sloth, wanhope and sompnolence." It would seem
that "accidie" was sometimes mere sluggishness, when
Mr. Lawson's remedy would be very effective. But
we need not therefore deny that there are cases of
neurasthenia which have another origin.

Everything relating to radium is so intensely inter-
esting that you may not be surprised to know that the
presidential address in the Geological Section in which
it was dealt with is being spoken of as perhaps the
most important contribution to science of this year's
congress. Professor Joly said, uranium being the pri-

mary source of the supply—"the grandparent" of ra-

dium—we must look to that source, but there is no
fear of a suspension of the supply. 'The uranium of
the earth one hundred million years ago was hardly one
per cent, more than it is to-day, and the fraction which
is transformed in a year can only be estimated in tens
of thousands of millionths. The interior of the earth
may not be so rich in radium as the surface, but it

exists far down and its presence in meteorites points
to existence in that greatest of meteorites—the sun.
Assuming a highly heated interior of the earth. Profes-
sor Joly saw no objection to the view that the loss

of earth-heat may be supplied by radium and future
cooling controlled by the transformation of uranium.
Investigations already made show that radium and
temperature are roughly proportionate. Professor Joly
entered at length on the researches concerning the
radioactivity of igneous rocks and the sediments of
the beds of the oceans.

Sir A. Geikie declared the address was an epoch-
making one and that the study of radium would
probably help the solution of such problems as the
earth's age and the upheaval of mountain ranges.
The circular of the Education Board lately sent to

the local authorities on the medical inspection of school
children has met with a varying reception. There
are those who applaud every step in the direction of
providing the children with all that their parents
ought to supply and others who are asking anxiously
where are we to stop? The ratepayers are in many
places getting restive under the enormous burdens
placed upon them in the name of education. Free in-

struction, free meals, etc., seem about to be followed
by free medical attendance. As to this there is to be
"a school medical officer" in every education area to

be the head of a service of doctors, nurses, attendance
officers, and teachers. He and his stafT are to inspect

and report on the improvements required in the school
buildings and surroundings, lessons in hygiene, physi-

cal exercises, and so on. He is to advise as to baths
and open-air schools. Further school clinics may be
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established for further and more scientific examina-
tion of cases in whicli the medical inspection has shown
defects in a child which cannot be conveniently inves-
tigated at the school. This looks like the establish-
ment of a series of dispensaries or small hospitals at

the cost of the ratepayers, and must, if carried out,

lead to enormous and expensive changes. Only chil-

dren are to be admitted to these clinics who cannot
obtain the treatment needed at hospitals or the Poor
Law arrangements. But this will mean little, and, as
one objected, the extent of medical aid gratis will in

a year or two be tremendous. The "school medical
officer" is to be subordinate to the Medical Officer of

Health, and this will bring the work into the Public
Health Service. Js he to be well paid? is already
asked. More important is the question whether he is

to have security of tenure or be at the mercy of small
local boards. He will have to prepare volumes of re-

ports and statistics, but these will be of the usual use-
less kind, for the central board could not peruse them,
still less digest such a mass within the year of issue.

It was announced on Tuesday that negotiations
which have been in progress for soine time between
this country and Germany for the conclusion of a

treaty to combat sleeping sickness are practically com-
plete. A convention for a period of three years pro-
vides for the establishing of segregation camps on each
side of the boundary between British and German pos-
sessions in .Africa. Doctors and officials of the respec-
tive camps will keep in touch and compare the results

of their researches. Infective natives will be pre-
vented from passing to uninfected districts. They will

be detained and segregated. Notification to the officials

of both Governments is to be made of all infected
areas and effective measures are to be taken for deal-
ing with crocodiles or other animals which may be
found to be the food of the parasite.

Dr. Walter Brown, physician to the Gloucester General
Infirmary, died on the 12th inst. He qualified at the
two London colleges in 1874-1875 and subsequently
graduated at Aberdeen, 1879.

Dr. S. \V. Bushell. late physician to the British Le-
gation in Peking, died on Saturday at the age of sixty

-

four. He was a London graduate, B.Sc,, M.B., M.D.,
at each stage taking honors. He was a gold medalist,
exhibitioner, and university medical scholar. He held
resident appointments at Guy's and Bethlehem Hos-
pitals. In 1868 he was appointer to the Peking Post,

whicli he held until 1900. He was created C.M.G. in

1897. He wrote a work on "Oriental Ceramic Art"
and contributed to allied subjects, and was a Fellow of
various scientific societies.

DOCTORS VERSUS NEW IDEAS.

To THE Editor of the Medical Record:

.Sir :—When Dr. Denslow's observation on the subject of
locomotor ata.xia appeared in the lay press, together with
the comments of various colleagues, the editor of one of
the most substantial newspapers wrote : "For our part,

we cannot see the danger of giving hope, even illusive, to
the man or woman burdened by a deep despair." This is

no doubt the conventional lay view, and apparently a
common-sense one. It is the chief obstacle which doctors
meet when trying to prevent medical sects from obtaining
legislative favors.

There are two sides to the question. Doctors have to
protect the public against the multitude of fanciful the-
ories and untried methods that are constantly being foisted
upon the profession by earnest advocates, as well as by
designing charlatans.

When a doctor comes forward with a new idea, it

promptly oversets established ideas which are being em-
ployed in daily routine by good doctors, for helping the
people who have put trust in them. It hurts honest men,
by calling into question their wisdom in previous choice of
method. They are bound to attack a man who comes for-

ward with a new idea, and to ask him to defend himself.
Their attitude is really impersonal in primal conception,
and is in the interest of their patients, but it seems very
personal to a man who is vain and weak. Most new ideas

are batted down, and they belong down. We know of
men who have been subjected to persistent and bitter at-

tack almost from their first entrance into the profession,

because they happened to be men of inventive talent, who
could not help being constructive along new lines. It has
cost them thousands of dollars a year, and has even
reached a question of their personal characters, and has
interfered with their entrance into some social clubs.

This is as it should be, in accordance with existing condi-
tions. When the people can no more be prevented from

rushing to charlatans than horses can be turned back from
burning barns, the doctor who comes forward with a new
idea must stand the searching questions which extend
clear down to the fish stories with which he amuses lus

friends. The doctor who plans a life devoted to new
work must be fundamentally altruistic, and must find his

chief compensation in the gratifying knowledge of the
fact that he is molding professional opinion for the benefit

of the public. He must be prepared, after carrying a new
idea over the goal, to have it appropriated by others, who
will forget that he did anything more than to create a
disturbance—they have forgotten just what it was. .\11

of this is acceptable to the doctor who is working in the

true professional spirit. He must stand punishment like a
football player, and must keep better natured.
The editor whom we have quoted rebukes the doctors

who have attacked Dr. Denslow, and says that they should
have waited until they had read his Academy paper before
criticising him. How about the hundreds of sufferers
who will not wait for the .A-cademy paper? Our point of
view is that no one should have had the subject for dis-
cussion before the -Academy paper appeared. In the
present instance it seems probable that a new idea has
been developed successfully, but how about the multitude
of ideas that have at various times gotten into the lay
press in advance of proper publication? Thousands of
sufferers in the past have been given vain hope, and have
been plunged into the depths of despair. Thousands of
people have expended upon false prophets the dollars
which they needed for ordinary comforts. Doctors will

protect the public against this sort of thing if the public
will allow itself to be kept out of burning barns.

Robert T. Morris, M. D.
616 Madison Avenue, New York.

Prngrrfis of MthUai Bnnut.
Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, October i, 1908.

Acute Appendicitis in Children.— B. Vincent dis-
cusses the various features of the disease as occurring in

children and summarizes her views as follows : Acute ap-
pendicitis is rare in infancy but is more common in'

childhood than is generally supposed. .An early diagnosis
is difficult and the first stages and lighter forms of the
attack may be easily overlooked. The prognosis of the
disease is more rapid in children than in adults ; the in-

volvement of the peritoneum and the ajipcarance of pus
are early features; diffuse peritonitis is probably more
frequent, but there is still greater tendency to the forma-
tion of a localized abscess. A child is never so young and
seldom so sick as to contraindicate surgical interference,

but the extent of the operation must always be measured
by the condition of each patient. Children stand short
operations well, but may be needlessly lost through pro-

longed and ill-advised efforts to do more than is absolutely

essential. The prognosis is more uncertain in children

than in adults. Age is a very important factor. In chil-

dren over ten years of age the prognosis is at least as

good as in adults ; in children under five years it is worse,

and in infants the prognosis is exceedingly grave.

Measles in Utero.—N. E. Mason reports the case of

a primipara of 19 years, who entered the hospital with a

distinct measles rash which subsided in eight days after

admission. At this period she was delivered by forceps.

The child presented a mottling of the skin over the entire

body and a branny desquamation over the chest and in the

axilla. On the following day desquamation appeared over

the forehead, on the plantar surface of the toes and be-

tween the toes. On the second day there was rnore pro-

fuse desquamation over the chest and face, being of a

markedly furfuraceous character on the sides of the nose.

Desquamation was also present upon the abdomen. On the

thirteenth day very slight, fine desquamation could be seen

over the temples and in the axilhe. On the seventeenth

day fine desquamation could still be detected in each lower

axilla. On the twenty-first day desquamation had com-
pletely disappeared and there was no sign of infection with

measles. Mother and baby were discharged well from the

hospital on the twenty-third day after delivery. The
author quotes from various writers on pediatrics relative to

such cases as his own. The main question in dispute

arises over the fact as to whether the child has a true

measles desquamation or the normal exfoliation of the new-

born. Then, also, there is the notable fact that although

the mother nursed the child and both remamed m the

measles ward, the child did not contract the disease, which

it probably would have done had it not been for the recent

attack. Most writers apparently regard the transmission

of measles from mother to fetus as a very rare occur-

rence, but more doubt its possibility.
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Xczc York Medical Journal, October 3, 1908.

Apoplexy in the Classification of Diseases.—F. P.

Foster makes a plea for the retention in the forthcoming
classification of diseases by the American Public Health
Association of the term apople.xy as signifying an affection

of the nervous system. Some physicians think that apo-
plexy should be classified under diseases of the vascular
system in mortality returns and death certificates. To
make the change would be impracticable and illogical. The
present international classification ranges malignant neo-
plasms by themselves, regardless of their situation; but it

deals with benign tumors according to the part which they
occupy. I think that this is correct. Apart from the dis-

placement of fragments of bone, fractures of the skidl

owe their gravity to hemorrhage from an intracranial ves-

sel which has been torn in the injur}', but would anybody
dream of treatment of such cases under the head of in-

juries of arteries? Tuberculous infection varies in its

gravity according to the part involved, though the invading
organism js the same in all instances. We dread the pul-

monary and the meningeal manifestations much more tlian

those of the spinal column, the joints, or the lymphatic
glands, and in practice we do not associate them all to-

gether. It is the part affected that is of the greatest

practical importance, and in the case of apoplexy it is the

fact that the brain is involved that is the significant fea-

ture.

Repair of the Perineum.—The main thesis of J. W.
Henson's paper is that in repairing the perineum it is just

as important to search for and thoroughly suture the sev-

eral bands of the levator ani muscle as it is in complete
laceration to find and bring together the ends of the

sphincter ani. The author does not laud any particular

operation. If it accomplishes the aim referred to it is sat-

isfactory ; if it does not, it will fail to give the permanent
relief sought. As a matter of fact, the author prefers the

flap-splitting method, because thereby the muscles can be

easily reached and because no tissue is lost. He regards

the redundant tissue idea as only a bugaboo. Detailed

technical features are the following : The incision, as it is

carried up on each side of the vaginal orifice, is inclined

within the latter just enough for tlie anterior margin of

the new perineum, after the sutures are tied, to be a little

back of the meatus so that upon micturition the urine is

conducted off by the perineum as a gutter, none of it

trickling into the vagina, as it frequently does after peri-

neorrhaphy by other methods. In introducing the sutures

the needle is made to avoid puncturing the skin as it is

passed in, and the mucous membrane as it is brought out,

or vice versa. Thus the suture can take more of the mus-
cular tissue in its grasp, and furthermore, it does not cut

and get loose as sometimes happens when skin or mucous
membrane is caught.

Apoplexy: Its Causes and Treatment.—The familiar

clinical apnearar.ces of apoplexy are set forth by J. D.

Bonnar, who discusses also the pathological changes in the

brain tissue, course of the disease, prognosis, and differen-

tial diagnosis. Concerning treatment, he says that nature

attempts to stem the ebbing tide at first by increasing the

intracerebral pressure, by equalizing the arterial pressure.

The head should be lowered in embolism, but raised in

apoplexy. The value of cold packs to the head is a meas-
ure of disputed value. Venesection is advisable when there

is a rush of blood to the head, in middle-aged men with

arteriosclerosis, accentuated second aortic sound and hyper-

trophied left ventricles. Purgation is good in apoplexy,

but not in embolism. Aconite may be used in the fever of

reaction. While doubting somewhat the efficacy of internal

remedies, the author uses bromide of potassium with ergot

and a mild aperient. He also advises in prodromic symp-
toms of apoplexy deep inspirations, so as to withdraw to

the thorax the blood pressure bearing on the brain. A
little food should be given. The swollen limbs should be

warmly wrapped. Ether, digitalis, and ammonia may be

given for weak heart. A specific case calls for the free use

of the iodide. Later massage and electricity may be em-
ployed. The patient's friends should be informed that in

complete hemiplegia the leg may recover, but that the hand'

rarely recovers finger movement. After middle life mental

weakness, irritability, and emotionalism are apt to persist.

If distinct improvement is not noted after three months,

the case is generally hopeless. Unless collateral circulation

does not sufficiently nourish the art'ected brain area with-

in forty-eight hours, the brain focus will probably remain
permanently softened and topical disease will result.

Irremovable Cancer.—This question is discussed by
W. S. Bainbridge under the headings of (i) seemingly

irremovable, (2) operable, but irremovable, yet curable,

and (3) operable, but irremovable and incurable. Under
each heading typical cases are described and illustrated by
some excellent photographs. Under the first heading the

author says that the case may be inoperable, yet the cancer
per se may be perfectly amenable to operation (l) on ac-
count of the patient's condition in other respects than as
regards the cancer. If the contraindication condition is

temporary, measures should be instituted for its removal.
Proper care may render the case both operable and re-
movable. (2) Concurrent complications in the neighbor-
hood of the cancer may lead to the diagnosis of irremova-
ble malignancy. Many times the growth may be compli-
cated by septicemia and sapremia and it is to these rather
than to the neoplasm itself that the immediate desperate
condition is due. If these can be controlled the case as-
sumes an entirely different aspect. Under the second head-
ing the author says that the word curable as applied to
cancer is a relative term. Strictly speaking, we do not
cure cancer; we remove it and in the vast majority of
cases, when it is impossible to remove it, it is impossible
to cure the patient. Statistics amply justify the so-called
three-year limit. In still another limited number of cases
of advanced cancer which is operable, but in which it is

impossible to remove the entire growth, by removing as
much as possible and instituting other measures, nature
seems to be able to cope with the malignant process and
to reduce it to such a state of subjugation that it disap-
pears or remains so completely quiescent that the patient
lives a number of years and is to all intents and purposes
cured. Under the third heading we have at our disposal
the following procedures: (i) General treatment of the
patient, (2) treatment of the indirect conditions caused
by the cancer. Thus : .\ malignant tuinor may cause ob-
struction of the nose, for exainple, of the esophagus, of
the stomach, etc., and to relieve this obstruction it may be
necessary to resort to tracheotomy, esophagostomy, gas-
trostomy, enteroenterostomy, etc., as the case may be. In
case of obstruction of the bladder suprapubic cystot-
omy or perineal drainage may be necessary. (3) We may
ligate the blood-vessels in the carotid region (the Daw-
barn plan). (4) We may ligate vessels in the pelvis in

inoperable uterine and other pelvic cases, as it lessens the

danger of hemorrhage, decreases fetor, and renders it pos-

sible to proceed with the necessary surgical intervention,

such as curetting, cauterizing, etc. It also diminishes the

rapidity of growth in some instances, lessens pain, and fre-

quently prolongs life. (5) Other plans may be followed,

as the use of the .r-ray, high-frequency current, fulgura-

tion, leucodescent liglit, radium, nii.xed to.xins (Coley's

fluid). Streptococcus pyogenes (Wyeth), oophorectomy, and
pancreatic enzymes. Finally, the author devotes some
space to the matter of caring for the absolutely hope-
less cases, those which are inoperable, irremovable and
incurable. Under this are enumerated the various meas-
ures for controlling pain, keeping the fungating masses
clean, etc. Alcohol may be taken with food. More of
these cases present a hyperacidity and alkaline waters are
beneficial. Acetphenctidin in doses of 10 to 15 grains

twice daily combats pain very well. Something should be
given with morphine to counteract its bad effects. Atropine
may be added if the patient sweats. The U. S. solution of
morphine may be combined in long-continued cases with

elixir of lactopeptin.

Journal of the Ajncrican M-cdical Association, October
3. 1908.

Prolapse of Rectum.—L. J. Hirschman reports two
cases of hysterectomy which emphasize one of the sequels

of this operation, which, he thinks, has not received suffi-

cient attention. In both cases there was more or less rectal

prolapse which required a second operation. From these

two cases he deduces that in patients requiring hysterec-

tomy, who have suffered from chronic constipation, the

possibility of postoperative prolapse of the rectum and
sigmoid must be considered. In such patients the removal
of the uterus deprives the rectum of an important anterior

support, and the broad ligaments should be brought to-

gether whenever possible. Further, if in these cases lacer-

ation or rectocele exists perineorrhapy and posterior col-

porrhaphy should be performed. If there is any tendency

to prolapse of the rectum or sigmoid, mesosigmoidopexy
should be done as a prophylactic measure. Mesosigmoid-
opexy should be the operation of choice in any case of

complete prolapse of the rectum or sigmoid, whether fol-

lowing hysterectomy or from other causes, "as it holds

the sigmoid in place by its natural support, its own mesen-

tery, which, being double its original thickness, becomes
twice as strong a support. By not causing a fixation of

the bowel to the abdominal or pelvic wall, its natural mo-
bilitv is not interfered with, and the normal peristaltic

movements are not interfered with."

Cervical Ribs.—J. B. Roberts calls attention to the

disturbances that may be caused by cervical ribs in pro-

ducing vascular and nervous lesions of the neck and upper

extremity, and reports an illustrative case in which a rib
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gave rise to suspicion of the existence of an aneurism. It

behooves physicians, he says, to remember that pain, anes-
thesia, muscular spasm, defective circulation and atrophy
may be due to pressure in the supraclavicular triangle of
the neck by an anomalous rib connected with the sixth or
seventh cervical vertebra. He describes the various forms
which these growths may assume and the symptoms they
may produce. The determining cause of the advent of
s>-mptoms is obscure ; it has been supposed that there is a
tendency for these ribs to increase in length about the third
decade of life by the development of exostoses, but the
symptoms have been observed to develop suddenly in chil-

dren as well as in adults. Those that extend directly out-
ward from the spine seem to cause less trouble than those
that point downward, and the longer ones than the short,
stumpy ones. This is perhaps due to the fact that more
perfectly shaped ribs cause less disturbance than the more
abnormal ones. The treatment is excision in all cases in

which the symptoms are severe. The operation, properly
done, is practically safe, though it naturally varies in sur-
gical importance in different cases. The palliative treatment
in mild cases consists in rest of the arm, suspension of
the patient, local counterirritation and massage. Electricity

may also be useful.

Posture in Treatment of Rectal Disease.—G. S.
Hanes reports that he has employed as nearly complete
inversion of the patient as possible in the treatment of
rectal and sigmoid conditions, with results better than
could be otherwise obtained. The patient is placed on
the table with the foot rest dropped and is allowed to
hang over the end of the table on his thighs, with either the
right or left shoulder resting on the edge of a plain chair,

the other hand resting flat on the floor, or, still better, the
patient is allowed to rest his head on a pillow, folding his

arms and supporting his weight on each elbow. He has
often kept patients in this position, he says, for from ten
to twenty minutes with comparatively slight discomfort
to them. As soon as the patient assumes the position, the
abdominal viscera gravitate toward the diaphragm and the
maximum tension on the sigmoid and rectum is obtained,
the bowel approximating a straight line. The use of in-

struments with the least possible injury is thus facilitated.

The article is illustrated.

Submucous Resection of Nasal Wall.—R. B. Can field

describes and illustrates an operation for the relief of in-

tractable cases of antral empyema, simple or combined with
ethmoid or sphenoid disease, that have resisted less radical
methods. It includes, after local anesthesia with cocain
and adrenalin: (i) Incision through the soft parts of the
nostril at the inner margin of the vestibule, beginning about
the middle of the lateral wall of the pyriform opening
and extending well down to the floor of the nose. The
incision passes through the periosteum, which is incised

along the lateral wall of the pyriform opening. (2) Rais-
ing the mucous membrane and periosteum of the lateral

wall of the nose from the floor upward to the level of the

attachment of the inferior turbinate and backward as far

as convenient. (3) Elevation of the periosteum of the
anterior antral wall for any desired distance. (4) Re-
moval of the pyriform opening and the lateral wall of the

nose over the area where the mucosa has been raised so
that the floor of the nose is continued outward into the

antrum without irregularity. (5) Enucleation of any de-

sired amount of the inferior turbinate without disturbing

the soft tissue. (6) Removal of the desired amount of
the anterior antral wall, i.e., enough to allow view of the

antrum. C") Penetration of the lining membrane of the

antrum and inspection of its cavity. (8) Curettage of the

antrum if needed. The ethmoid is then entered, if neces-

sary, after enucleating the bone of the middle turbinate,

making it easily movable and permitting access to the eth-

moid bulla and anterior ethmoid cells, which can be thor-

oughly curetted. If removal of the anterior wall of the

sphenoid is required, it can now be brought in sight, in

the absence of a septal deviation toward the affected side,

by pressing the soft tissues of the turbinate laterally into

the region of the ethmoid. (9) Formation of a flap of

mucous membrane from that part of the lateral wall of the

nose beneath the level of the attachment of the inferior

turbinate, removal of the deepest portion of the median wall

of the antrum to insure good drainage. Careful approx-
imation of the mucous membrane flap to the floor of the

antrum and packing the nose and antrum with vaselin

gauze complete the operation. The after-treatment is very
simple. The gauze is removed on the fourth or fifth day
and the operative field is inspected and wiped dry. Some
cases require nothing more. Sometimes a little granu-
lation tissue calls for the curette or silver nitrate. Can-
field claims certain advantages for this operation : it can

be performed under either local or general anesthesia ; can

be as simple or radical as desired; calls for no buccal in-

cision and little bruising of soft tissues ; affords the most

satisfactory view ; can be performed in several steps if de-
sired and simplifies the after-treatment. The results have
been satisfactory in his experience of the twelve cases in

which he has performed it.

Anemia of Hepatic Cirrhosis.—J. E. Talley reports
two cases, one rather conclusive, the other suggestive at

least, of hepatic cirrhosis without hemorrhage terminating
in pernicious anemia. That such a change should occur in

the blood is easily conceivable, he says, when it is re-

membered that both hepatic cirrhosis and progressive per-

nicious anemia are probably due to infection. In any case,

secondary and primary, or pernicious, anemia are but rela-

tive terms. Many of the cases formerly classed as pri-

mary latterly have been found to be secondary, the cause
having been demonstrated. The differences in the blood
findings are moreover largely those of degree. Hemolysis
and hematogenesis are present in both. A limited amount
of metaplasia may occur in the marrow in marked second-
ary anemia ; occasionally it is absent in pernicious anemia.
Usually, however, it is only when marked destruction of
imperfectly formed blood corpuscles begins that the true

picture of the pernicious type appears.

British Medical Journal, September 12 and 26, 1908.

Bulbar Paralysis Followed by Progressive Muscular
Atrophy.—The case is reported by J. F. Little and T. J.

Bokerham who believe that the application of intermittent

electric currents at high tension by means of electrodes im-
pregnated with drugs capable of introduction by the plan

known as "ionic" medication caused an actual improve-
ment in the symptoms referable to the bulbar lesion. The
course of the case is well described in the title of the

paper, and there was nothing unusual in the symptoma-
tology which suggested to the authors the existence of
changes not only in the nuclei of the bulb, but in addition
lesions in the anterior gray cornua of the cord. The pa-
tient is an electrical engineer of thirty-four years and
his symptoms dated back four years, the first thing noted
being an inability to whistle. The disease ran its usual
course and the patient at the end died quietly as if falling

asleep. A full description is given of the various sys-

temic symptoms together with an enumeration of the va-
rious electrical reactions.

X-Ray Dermatitis and Its Prevention.—J. F. Haii-
Edwards, a sufferer from this affection, gives a full ac-
count of his own case. The hands were particularly affect-

ed and their condition is shown by radiographs. It is

interesting to note that the phalangeal bones became in-

volved and that amputation of one forefinger was necessary.

The ideal method of protection, says the author, must
be one which so cuts off the rays that they emanate only
from an opening representing a portion of the surface
of the tube and which is entirely under the control of
the operator. . He prefers to inclose his tubes in globes
of thick lead glass and uses a Dean's shield. He also

advocates the use of screens composed of wood covered
with thin sheet lead, containing a window of lead glass of
sufficient size to allow the operator to watch the patient

during the exposure. He prefers to use the fluorescent

screen as little as possible. In one of the first communi-
cations given to us in the early days of the .r-rays it was
pointed out that the interposition of an earthed aluminum
plate placed between the .r-rny tube and the operator or

patient rendered the effect of the rays upon the skin inert.

.\t the same time there existed some difference of opinion

as to how far the rays, thus cut off. influenced treatment.

There can be little doubt that the electrostatic field which
surrounds an x-ray tube in action has considerable in-

fluence in the production of radiodermatitis. That this

electrostatic field is diminished by earthing the anode pole

is certain, and the author feels convinced that extra safety
is secured by the earthing of all metallic conductors in this

field. The first shields devised were made upon unscien-

tific lines, and for this reason, while they protected the

operator they failed to bring about satisfactory therapeutic

results. Belot's shield was the first constructed upon
sound lines, and it paved the way for the introduction

of many pieces of apparatus which are more or less effi-

cient. The author is convinced that the shield or protect-

ing bo.x for cutting off all rays from the tube, except those

which are actually required for the purpose of diagnosis

or treatment, offers the best method of protection, and I

would advise every worker to adopt it. The position of

the operator in relation to the tube is one of importance,

and it should always be borne in mind that the safest place

is behind the anticathode.

The Relation of Disease of the Accessory Nasal
Sinuses to Diseases of the Eye.—.A. discussion of the

subject occurred at the recent meeting of the British

Medical Association and was opened by A. Logan Turner,

who said that when we study the nasal sinuses we are

struck with their intimate relation to the orbit. There is
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not only a juxtaposition of long walls, -but there is a di-
rect intercommunication between the veins of the nasal
cavities and the accessory sinuses on the one hand and the
venous trunks of the orbit on the other. A direct lym-
phatic connection has not yet been established on ana-
tomical grounds. From the foregoing statement it follows
that septic processes in the nose and sinuses may easily
invade the orbits. With reference to the cavities, we may
divide the sinuses into the same anterior and posterior
groups as we do when considering simply their nasal re-
lations. Thus, anteriorly, the frontal sinus and anterior
ethmoidal cells may occupy to a varying extent the roof
of the orbital cavity in its anterior part. The anterior
ethmoidal cells are in intimate relation to the anterior part
of the inner orbital wall, while the maxillary sinus lies

both anteriorly and posteriorly beneath the orbital floor.
In relation to the posterior part of the orbit, we find
that the posterior ethmoidal cells and sphenoidal sinus have
a constant relationship to its inner wall. Occasionally a
large posterior ethmoidal cell intervenes between the an-
trum and the floor of the orbit, while the roof of the orbit
close to its apex may be slightly invaded by an excep-
tionally developed posterior ethmoidal cell. If we proceed
a step further, and study the relation of the sinuses to
the orbital contents, it is possible to maintain this group-
ing in connection with certain orbital and ocular phenom-
ena which may have their origin in pathological conditions
of the sinuses. Thus, when we meet with displacement of
the eyeball, swellings in the inner and upper part of the
orbital cavity and peridacryocystitis, the attention should be
directed to the frontal sinus, anterior ethmoidal cells, and
maxillary sinus. On the other hand, the existence of retro-
bulbar neuritis, optic atrophy, and paralysis of ocular mus-
cles may result from diseases of the posterior ethmoidal
and sphenoidal sinuses. In other words, affections of the
anterior group of sinuses may be responsible for bulbar
affections, w'hile pathological conditions of the posterior
group may be the causation of certain retrobulbar affec-
tions. It is true that a classification of this kind does not
include all the ocular affections that may be secondary to
diseases of the nasal accessory sinuses, nevertheless it

forms a sufficiently useful working basis both for the
ophthalmologist and the rhinologist.

Some Cases of Vaccine Therapy.—\V. AI. Croften
presents the clinical histories of four cases of, respectively,
chronic pyemia, tuberculous disease of the hip-joint, ecze-
ma and sycosis, all of which recovered under the vaccine
therapy. He concludes that it is legitimate to vaccinate
patients with strictly localized infections without any esti-
ination_ of the opsonic index. To confer any permanent
immunity materially increasing doses are necessary. Givenm such a way vaccines may prove to be of prophylactic
value. Of the four cases detailed the opsonic index was
estimated only in the first. The other three. were treated
without its estimation, the intervals being determined by
the amount of local and general reaction. The first dose
was always small and varied with the age and condition
of the patient. As to increase of subsequent dosage the
author says that in an adult case of localized staphylococ-
cus infection the first dose would be: '^^ c.cm. of a vaccine
containing 200 millions cocci to the cubic centimeter, the
next dose, as a rule a fortnight to three weeks after, i

c.cm., the next 2 c.cm., the next 3 c.cm., the next 4 c.cm.,
and so on. He makes it a rule, if possible, to give a final
large dose after the patient is apparently cured, and finds
this has a potent influence in preventing relapse ; the only
relapses he has had were in patients who refused it.

Some Requirements of Modern Surgery.—C. H.
Hough enumerates asepsis, antisepsis, the importance of a
bacteriological training, therapeutic immunization, the
Roentgen ray and the Finsen light. Concerning the mat-
ter of surgical bacteriology, he says that anyone who has
been trained in a bacteriological laboratory will have ex-
alted ideas of surgical cleanliness and will 'be sure to note
the many inconsistencies which occur during the average
surgical operation. Thus it is by no means uncommon
to see those who are considered careful men touching with
their hands after sterilization the face or hair, or permit-
ting them to come in contact with some non-sterile article,
such, for instance, as a blanket which protects the patient',
an unsterilized instrument, or any portion of their own
unprotected clothing. These inconsistencies may appear
trifling to many, but unfortunately they are too often re-
sponsible for the introduction of infectious material into
the wound. Though it may be true, as has been contended
by some, that every wound made by the surgeon contains
microorganisms, under ordinary circumstances the resist-
ing power of the patient will be sufficient to prevent their
growth and development. While admitting that an infec-
tion following operation must, with our present knowl-
edge, be sometimes attributable to a lowered systematic re-
sistance, and to no fault of the surgeon or his assistants,

it must be understood that this is extremely rare, and that
iri nearly every case of sepsis a rigid analysis of the tech-
nique employed will bring to light some act of omission or
commission to account for it. The author believes that a
perfect technique can ultimately be obtained by submit-
ting every step to the test of bacteriological examination,
and that the surgeon wlio is able to work on these lines
•will, ccrti'yis paribtts, undoubtedly obtain the best results
in his own operations.

Some Forms of Cardiac Arrhythmia from the Point
of View of the Myogenic Theory.—\V. J. Fenton dis-
cusses present-day theories of cardiac action, defining the
myogenic theory as postulating the formation of the stimu-
lus to the heart's contraction in the heart muscle cells

themselves, and not as an impulse conducted to the cells
from the nervous system. The fundamental attributes of
heart muscle are stimulus formation and conduction of
irritability and contractility. These have certain relation-
ships to each other, and yet are capable of independent
variations within wide limits. The co-operaton of these
properties produces the rliythmical heart movements, but
the adaptation to the varying needs of the body is brought
about through the nervous system, acting on one or an-
other of the muscle cell properties. Some portions of heart
muscle may possess a given property in an unusual de-
gree. The simplest form of arrhythmia is that disturb-
ance of rhythm known as the extra systole. The so-called
"heart block," or the Stokes-.\dams disease, results from
a defect in conductivity and the complete syndrome de-
pends on the combination of two factors: (i) prolonged
or permanent slowing of the heart beat with paroxysmal
attacks of extreme bradycardia and (2) diseased cerebral
arteries. Most cases presenting this disease syndrome of
the auricular ventricular muscular bundle present either

sclerosis, gumma or vascular disturbance. In some cases
no gross lesion has been present. The best example of de-
fect of contractibility is perhaps that of the "pulsus al-

ternans," in which large and small beats are found in

alternation in the radial pulse. When the contractility is

lowered the heart's contraction is made more quickly than
normal, that is, it does not last so long, the consequence
of which is that the duration of the pause following the

smaller contraction is longer than that following the larger

one. But a longer pause will be followed by a larger and,
therefore, longer enduring contraction by reason of the
length of the rest allowed by the longer pause, and, con-
versely, a large contraction by lasting longer will be fol-

lowed by a smaller beat. If, therefore, when the contrac-
tability is lowered the duration of a pause should be
lengthened from any cause, while the cardiac rhythm re-

mains otherwise unchanged, a pulsus alternans will be
the result.

Deutsche inedi^inisehe Wochcnschrift, Set>tcmber 24, 1908.

Indications for Operation in Compression Paralysis.

—

Bardenheuer says that subcutaneous traumatic compres-
sion may produce paralysis when it acts suddenly, and is

of great intensity, as instanced by the injury to the brachial

plexus through forced hyperabduction and rotation of the

arm which are sometimes necessary in the reduction of

dislocations of the humerus. Such compression may be

less intense in degree and yet produce similar paralysis

because of prolonged action, as instanced by the paralysis

of the brachial plexus that sometimes occurs after nar-

cosis. From the practical standpoint the difficulty lies in

estimating the amount of injury produced, for the inten-

sity of symptoms, that is, the degree of paralysis, is a

very inadequate criterion. Yet such estimation is of great

importance for operative treatment is called for in cases

of severe compression of the nerves, while rest, massage
and electrical treatment are sufficient to overcome minor
injuries. Bardenheuer considers that operation is called

for, if no improvement in the degree of paralysis takes

place in two or three weeks ; if the electrical irritability

of the nerves disappears in ten to fourteen days after a

short preliminary increase; if the muscles cannot be stim-

ulated by the faradic current during the first week of

paralysis, while an increased irritability to the galvanic

current occurs in the second week together with the ap-

pearance of the reaction of degeneration and of atrophy.

The operation may consist of baring the nerve, which
diminishes the intranervous pressure and allows the escape

of the lymph and blood gathered within the sheath, which
often prevents the formation of scar tissue with subse-

quent interference with the regeneration of the nerve ; in

other cases simple splicing is indicated.

First Class in Inebriety.—.\ class of one hundred
habitual drunkards in Richmond, Va., recently took a
three-day cure under the supervision of a physician of
the city who claims to induce a distaste for alcohol in that

brief period.
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The Spectroscope. Its Uses in General Analytical Chem-
istry. An Intermediate Textbook for Practical Chem-
ists. By T. Thorne Baker, F.C.S., F.R.P.S., Author of
''Spektralphotographie, und deren Anwendung," "Or-
thochromatic Photography," etc. New York : William
Wood & Co., 1907.

The spectroscope has attained a very important place in

the laboratories of physiological chemistry as well as of
clinical pathology, its use furnishing the readiest tneans
of determining the presence of blood, of bile elements,
etc. The book under consideration aims to acquaint a

worker in these fields who has some knowledge of general
physics with the special questions involved in the forma-
tion of a spectroscopic image, the modern forms of the
apparatus, and with the technique of spectrophotography.
The book is necessarily technical in character, and is in-

tended for the specialist in laboratory analysis and for
the advanced student of physics as well. .A.ny physician,

however, using the instrument will obtain a clear idea by
perusing this book of the principles and the theories upon
which spectroscopic analysis is founded.

Aids to Osteology. By Philip Turner, B.Sc, M.B., M.S.
(Lond.), F.R.C.S., Demonstrator of Anatomy, Guy's
Hospital. New York: William Wood & Co., 1908.

This pocket volume is a competent compend on Osteology.
There is, naturally, nothing new in such a volume ; but
the essentials of the subject are adequately represented,
and the book will be a substantial help to many a first

year student in his struggles with Gray or Cunningham.

The Blues (Splanchnic Neurasthenia). Causes and Cure.
By Albert Abr.^ms, A.M., M.D. (Heidelberg), F.R.M.S.;
Consulting Physician, Denver National Hospital for
Consumptives, the Mount Zion and the French Hospi-
tals, San Francisco; President of the Emmanuel Sis-

terhood Polyclinic; Formerly Professor of Pathology
and Director of the Medical Clinic, Cooper Medical
College, San Francisco. Illustrated. Third Edition,
Revised and Enlarged. New York : E. B. Treat &
Company, 1908.

The author's novel views arc again in evidence in this,

his third edition. The main part of the work has simply
been revised and enlarged while the author has added an
entirely new note on the vasomotor test in splanchnic
neurasthenia and a new chapter on intestinal autointoxi-
cation. Although much unproved theory abounds in the

book it makes interesting reading, and may in the future
lead to an improved method of therapy in these cases of
"the blues." The author describes his technique carefully
and gives the necessary illustrations such as are needed
for thoroughly understanding the text.

Milatar-Sanitatswesen. Herausgegeben von der Medi-
zinal-Abteilung des Koniglich Preussischen Kriegsminis-
teriums. No. 37: Ueber die Anwendung von Heil-und
Schutzseris im Heere. Berlin: /\ugust Hirschvvald,

1908.

In this work the value of many of the immunizing and
curative sera are discussed. For use in the army during
war only those are advocated which are prepared under
government supervision. Diphtheria antitoxin should be
taken along only in small quantities as diphtheria epidemics
rarely occur during war. Tetanus antitoxin should be car-

ried upon the battlefield in large quantities, it being most
valuable as a prophylactic. As meningitis and dysentery
epidemics frequently occur, meningococcus and dysentery
serum should be carried in large quantities. The value of
the latter two is still doubtful, though it is certain that

they can do no harm. The PfeifFer-Kolle method of
using typhoid serum is considered the best for immuniz-
ing purposes. It, however, requires a week or longer to

carry it out, and is therefore impracticable in an active

army, excepting for nurses in typhoid wards. The sera
mentioned have no bad after effects, can be preserved a

long time, and can be made in large enough quantities

for army use. For army physicians this contribution to

literature will be especially valuable.

Insomnia and Nerve Strain. By Henry S. Upson, M.D.,
Professor of Diseases of the Nervous System in the

Western Reserve University; Attending Neurologist to

the Lakeside Hospital, Cleveland, Ohio. With skia-

graphic illustrations. New York and London : G. P.

Putnam's Sons, 1908.

In this little work the writer finds opportunity to set forth

in the main, a provisional .sketch of the mode of origin of
the psychoses. He describes the action of the nervous
system in its relation to inhibition, vascular control, nu-
trition, shock, etc., and formulates an ingenious hypothe-
sis of a "vasoneural circuit." His view of the neu-

roses and psychoses in general, is that they are primarily

irritative disorders of the sensory nervous system affect-

ing the remainder of the nerve mechanism indirectly. He
contends, therefore, that these conditions have a right to

a better prognosis than is often ascribed to them in that

their etiological factors are removable. .\s an illustration,

skiagraphs of several maxill:e are shown, in which there

were dental abscesses or impactions, removal of which
caused recovery or improvement in the psychoses. In

speaking of convulsive seizures, the , writer states that

motor convulsions are never critical, and that there can

be no such thing as sensory or psychic epilepsy. This
seems a step backward.

Klinik fOr Psychische und Nervose Krankheiten.
Herausgegeben von Robert Sommer, Dr. med. et phil.,

o. Professor an der LIniv. Giessen. III. Band, i. Heft.

Halle a S. : Carl Marhold Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1908.

In this number may be found: An article by Knauer on
the electrolytic potential and conductibility of the skin

;

two articles by Gregor, one with Zaloziecki, on the diag-

nosis of psychiatric processes in stupor; an article by
Plonies on sleep disorders from stomach disturbances ; and
a scheme by Prof. Sommer for the examination of idiots

and imbeciles.

Die Fehlergrosse bei den histologischen Methoden. Von
Privatdozent Dr. med. W. Berg, Assistent am anato-

mischen Inst itut der Llniversitat zu Strassburg. Berlin

:

August Hirschwald, igo8.

In this little pamphlet of fifty pages attention is called to

the changes in the tissues caused by the various solutions

and steps used in the preparation of histological specimens.

Figures are given with respect to changes in porosity, vol-

ume, weight, and specific gravity. It should be of interest

to the laboratory worker.

Les Eunuques a Travers les Ages, par le Dr. Richard
MiLLANT, Paris : Vigot Freres, 1908.

This book of 295 pages, with 20 illustrations by the author,

is Volume XIII of a series entitled "Les Perversions Sex-
uelles." It is written in the sprightly style that stamps
the very modern French feuillelon, and as such offers en-

tertaining reading, provided one is willing to accept hor-

rors of brutality and disgusting details of perverse sexu-
ality as entertainment. The author has certainly given
much energy to literary research for his subject matter,

and presents the results in all the elegance of style of the

polished writer. The value of the book to physicians is

questionable; criminologists and students of sociology,

howTver, may find some useful points therein.

Etudes sur les Contusions, Dechirures et Ruptures du
Rein. Par Ic Dr. Georges Lardennois, ancien interne

des hopitaux de Paris, prosectcur a la Faculte de Mede-
cine. Paris : Steinheil, 1908.

The object of this monograph of 232 pages, with 22 illus-

trations, is to present the indications for and against oper-

ative interventions in contusions, lacerations, and ruptures

of the kidney. These indications are based essentially upon
the study of 767 cases reported by other authors, whose
contributions Lardennois condenses with remarkable pre-

cision. These lead him to conclude that renal confusions

are generally benign, that renal ruptures can be produced
by slight traumatism, that hemateuria is the sign of renal

lesion and hematoma the measure thereof ; that a hema-
toma of considerable size, if untreated, often brings grave
mechanical, toxic and infectious complications, which im-
peril life and are destructive to the kidney. The concom-
itant lesions render the prognosis grave, but must never
discourage the surgeon. The book is well-written, and
will prove valuable not only to the urologist, but equally

so to the general operator, who has much to do with emer-
gency surgery of the kidney.

Beitrage zur Klinik der Tuberculose. Herausgegeben
von Dr. Ludolph Brauer, Professor an der Universitat

Marburg, Director der Medizinischen Klinik. Band IX,
Heft 3. Wiirzburg: Curt Kabitzsch (A. Stuber's Ver-
lag), 1908.

This number of the periodical devoted to clinical tubercu-

losis closes the ninth volume, and consists of six separate

articles. Dr. Adolph Schmidt writes of the therapeutic use

of pneumothorax and hydrothorax in tuberculosis and
bronchiectasis; Dr. Brecke follows with the consideration

of tuberculosis of the endothoracic lymph nodes;
Benecke and Kiirbitz report a case of tuberculosis of the

placental site, and Benecke alone a case of air embolism
of the greater circulation after an operation upon the

lungs. The most important article is that of Roepke. who
gives the results of numerous cutaneous, conjunctival and
subcutaneous tests for tuberculous infection. Roepke has

studied a great deal of material very thoroughly and his

article deserves the attention of all who are engaged in

testing the values of the new reactions for tuberculosis.
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SIXTH IXTERXATIOXAL CONGRESS ON
TUBERCULOSIS.

Held in Washington, D. C, September 21 to Octo-

ber 12, 1908.

(Special Report to the Medical Record.)

(Concluded from page 652.)

SECTION ON TUBERCULOSIS IN CHILDREN.

Fifth Day—Friday. October 2.

Calmette's Tuberculin Diagnosis.—Dr. L. Emmett
Holt of New York said the unfortunate results that

had been reported were in sufficient number to warn
against using this diagnostic test when other means were
available. He cautioned against the error of relying upon
these local tests to the exclusion of others.

The Prognosis in Pulmonary Tuberculosis in Chil-

dren Under Fifteen Years of Age.— Dr. Frank A.
Craig of Philadelphia read this paper, which was based
upon a study of 193 cases of pulmonary tuberculosis occur-

ring in children, the ages ranging from sixteen months to

fourteen years. Among the cases with one or two lobes

involved with cavity formation, or with more than two
lobes involved, with or without cavity formation, in no
instance was the disease "arrested" or "much improved."
No patient with a pulse of 80 or less became progressively

worse or died, and no patient with a pulse-rate above 120

had the disease "arrested" or "much improved." The
respiratory rate also gave valuable information. None of
the other factors gave very positive indications. In older

children the prognosis was better than in the younger,
and the cases treated in the sanatorium did a little better

than those treated in the dispensary and hospital. The re-

sults in children were better than in adults when the disease

was not extensive, but not so good when the disease was
advanced.

Hypertrophy of the Lymphoid Tissue; Its Relation
to Tuberculosis.—Professor P. Nobecourt and Dr.

Leon Tixier of Paris, France, presented this communica-
tion, which was based upon investigations of 22 children,

whose ages ranged from 31 months to 14 years, with ade-

noid vegetations and enlarged tonsils. None of them had
open pulmonary tuberculosis. Only five of the children

were entirely free from tuberculosis. Examination of
sections from tonsils and adenoid vegetations in these 22
cases revealed no tuberculous foci, and staining methods
failed to show any tubercle bacilli. In only one case did

inoculation of the adenoid vegetation produce tuberculosis

in the guinea pig, and in this case the child from whom
the vegetations were taken was not tuberculous. The
authors concluded that there was no evidence that the

lymphoidal tissue of the pharynx was the portal of entry

of the tuberculosis infection.

The Seashore and Fresh-Air Treatment at Sea
Breeze Hospital of Tuberculous Diseases of the Bones,
Joints, and Glands in Children.—Dr. Jon.v \V. Br.\n-

NAN of New York read this paper, illustrating it with
lantern slides. Sea Breeze Hospital was the first experi-

mental station for the sea-air treatment of bone and
glandular tuberculosis in America, and was established

four years ago at Coney Island by the New York Asso-
ciation for Improving the Condition of the Poor. During
the four years 136 patients had been under treatment, of

whom 68, exactly one-half, were cases of spinal or hip

disease, which in 81 per cent, was in an advanced stage

at the time of admission to the hospital. Forty-two of the

68 cases had been discharged, and of these 36 per cent,

were cured and 19 per cent, improved, making 55 per

cent, that were either well or progressing to recovery

when they left the hospital. Among the discharged cases

were 22 in which the knee or other points were affected

Although 80 per cent, were in an advanced stage, 73 per

cent, were cured and 13 per cent, were improved. It was

demonstrated that to secure the best results in bone and

glandular tuberculosis the patients must spend the entire

time in the open air, and that the seashore offered especial

advantages for outdoor life for children.

A Contribution from Orthopedic Surgery to the

Study of Tuberculosis.—Dr. Adoniram B. Judson of

New York advanced the proposition that patients affected

with tuberculosis would recover and that new cases would
not occur if the environment, local and general, was fa-

vorable. The argument was brought down to a compari-

son of two common forms of infection, hip disease and

consumption. The statement that the former recovered

without treatment except correction of environment was
derived from clinical experience and from the literature.

It was claimed that if hip disease recovered thus there

were reasons in the comparative anatomy and physiology

of the lung and the hip for the belief that the same
and better results would follow in consumption. .\ cor-

rect environment for consumption was outlined. It was

admitted that it was not possible at present to secure

for all, the sick and the well, the desired general environ-

ment, which included abundant food, innocuous occupa-

tion, and sanitary housing, but observations in hip disease

indicated that local rest should be secured in consumption

by superficial breathing, the cessation of coughing, and

the avoidance of exercises which quickened the respira-

tion.

The Possibility of Avoiding Scar Formation in

Softened Tuberculosis of the Cervical Glands.—Dr.

WiLLV Meyer of New York believed that by following

the rule of making the incisions in the course of the skin-

folds of the neck when operating for softened cervical

tuberculous adenitis, even long cuts might show very little

later on. Still there would be a scar corresponding to

the length of the incision made. Bier's hyperemic treat-

ment enabled them to reduce such scars to a minimum
if the method was properly carried out with the help of

the neckband, as well as suction glasses, especially if

combined with open-air treatment, and, of course, if the

other means nowadays at their disposal in the treatment of

surgical tuberculosis were observed. Dr. Meyer set forth

the beneficial effects of the lung suction mask originally

designed for the physical treatment of tuberculous pul-

monary disease, which also greatly improved the general

condition of the blood, a point of the greatest importance

in dealing with these usually anemic patients.

Medicinal Treatment of Tuberculosis.— Dr. .\braham

Jacobi, president of the Section, in closing, made by

request some remarks, as follows: We have heard

much of the causes, the pathology, the prognosis of

tuberculosis, with much on air, good food, etc., but

nothing on the medicinal treatment of tuberculosis.

Not a pharmacopoeial friend. One need not always give

medicines. Many times one sends patients away with-

out medicine, although this may lead to the question:

"Doctor, do I owe you anything?" To which he an-

swers: "I have given you the best I have, therefore

you owe me something." No disease is uncomplicated.

No disease will stand entirely alone, and there is always

something to be treated to advantage. For example,

constipation in pneumonia, requiring a purgative. Not
to give the purgative may be in such cases a dereliction

of duty. The purgative not only empties the bowels,

it improves the circulation in the intestines, in the

liver, in the lungs, and even in the heart. Much has

been said of sanatoria, but only for incipient cases.

We should have more places for the advanced cases,

which can be taken away from thir tenement surround-

ings and from their families, which will be thus pro-

tected from infection. That is being done. Dr. Dixon
says that in Pennsylvania he has 500 cases outside

cities, and in a few years expects to have 4,000. In

New York we are promised (we live on promises in
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New York) 5,000 beds for such cases. In such direc-

tion lies the hope of limiting infection.

Now, as to the treatment of individual symptoms.

Your patient has a cough. That cough keeps him

awake at night. Unless you relieve such a cough by

an appropriate opiate he may lose more in a single

night than he can gain in a fortnight. There is proper

medication. There is fever. Long fever is exhausting.

It interferes with digestion. Shall we let the fever

alone, to get well of itself? It may not do so before

the undertaker comes. Fever should be relieved—not

let alone—even if you do not believe in medication.

Acetanilid should not be given for this purpose. It is

a poison, and I have seen quite a number of cases of

death from its use. It is always dangerous, even in

small doses, and should not be used. Phenacetin should

be used for the fever, combined with caffeine, as a rule.

For diarrhea many say no medication. Diarrhea does

no good. Bismuth will do much for it; opium will do
more. If there is hemorrhage with the diarrhea,

ergot will do little or no good. Adrenalin subcutaneously

will do something. Morphine will do much better.

Give enough to allay excitement and keep the patient

quiet. Combine with it lead. Not in pharmacopoaial

doses. I have never seen lead poisoning of my own
making. Give with the morphine one or two grains of

lead every hour or two for six or eight hours. Then
if the patient responds, drop, not the size of the dose,

but the frequency. Expectoration—shall we do any-
thing? The usual proprietary medicines will do no
good. Use an expectorant, but not a depressant. Am-
monia, the carbonate, is sometimes irritating. Liquor
ammonii anisatus, 3ssi, every hour or two, is better.

Perhaps the best thing is camphor—in powder, pill, or

capsule. Give a grain or two every hour or two.

Is there any medicine for the process? None that

kills the germs, but some that improve the general

condition. Arsenic will do this. If the stomach is dis-

ordered, treat that. If the circulation is poor, use digi-

talis. If digitalis is to be used, see that it is freshly

made, of good English leaves, and do not give it in

large doses. Guaiacol is preferable to creosote and is

cheaper. It is objectionable at first. Five to ten drops
can be given three times a daj'. I always give it with

digitalis, strophanthus, or tincture of nux vomica. I

often add arsenic to the prescription. Guaiacol car-

bonate is more easily borne, but is more expensive.

Codliver oil is of benefit, but can be given only in

winter. In this we give more than oil. It probably
contains some substances which affect metabolism Ijke

the thyroid.

SECTION ON CLINICAL STUDY AND THERAPV.

Fourth Day, Thursday, October i.

The Work of the Sanatorium at Bligny.—Drs. L.

Landouzy of Paris and L. Guinard of Bligny described

the administration of this State sanatorium and noted that

the cost of maintenance for each patient was about 70
cents a day; the cost of food alone was 28 to 30 cents a

day. The medical results attained were extremely good
in the first and second degree cases, but as a rule the

advanced cases did not show any marked benefit. There-
fore, they considered that the sanatorium should be re-

served for the early and curable cases, since the advanced
cases cost the State as much for maintenance as the ear-

lier cases and returned no recompense.

Ten Years' Experience in Sanatorium Work.—Pro-
fessor C. Pannwitz of Berlin read this paper. His ex-

perience had shown that the free sanatoria should be

constructed not like the general hospitals, but on a differ-

ent type, having in view not merely the treatment of pa-

tients, but their education, so that they could continue

their same method of life after returning home. More
than 100 free sanatoria, with an average of 100 beds each,

were now in operation in Germany. The cost of erecting

such a sanatorium need not exceed $1,000 a bed. The
rest cure in the sanatorium must be followed by a period

during which the convalescent patient follows some light

agricultural occupation. The medical treatment should in-

clude, beside the general hygenic and dietetic measures,

the use of tuberculin administered with the greatest cau-

tion to avoid producing any reaction. Recovery was con-

sidered from the economic point of view, and not from

the pathological. In sanatoria for children the writer laid

special stress on the educational feature. The children,

too, should be put to work in the gardens after the rest

stage. He considered that the sanatorium treatment was

a saving of money for the nation.

Ultimate Results of Sanatorium Treatment.—Dr. L.

Brown of Saranac Lake considered that the test of the

cure lay in the absence of symptoms, and not in the ab-

sence of abnormal physical signs. He thought a patient

should be considered well if he was able to return to his

former life and remain well. In this respect the working

class of patients did not do so well as the well-to-do, since

they had to return to more strenuous labor. Of the

patients discharged from the Adirondacks Sanatorium dur-

ing the last twenty-three years 41 per cent, were living and

engaged in or able to do some work. Of those that were

known to be living 87.5 per cent, were still able to work.

This included 63 patients who had been discharged more
than fifteen years. In regard to the present residence of

the old patients the number living in small towns was
practically unchanged, while the increase in the health

resorts was but little larger than the decrease in the num-
ber living in large cities.

Graduated Labor in Pulmonary Tuberculosis.—Dr.

M. S. Paterson of Frimley Sanatorium, England, entered

a plea for adapting the amount of work allotted to each

patient to his ability to stand it. The fever patients were

kept in bed and not allowed to make any more movements
than was allowed to the cases of typhoid fever. When
the temperature fell to normal they were allowed to get

up and go to the toilet, and later to sit out of bed, and

then the muscular exertion developed by light exercises,

and then by walking and labor until the patients would

stand a walk of twenty miles without any reaction. A
walk of five or six miles was considered an insufficient

test of their ability to exercise. He said the slightest ex-

ercise by increasing the expansion of the lungs and the

blood supply to the lungs increased the toxins in circula-

tion from their point of origin in the tuberculous foci in

the lungs, and had the same effect as tuberculin injections,

and therefore exercise produced autoinocluation.

The Effects of Exercise on the Opsonic Index of

Patients Suffering from Pulmonary Tuberculosis.—Dr.

A. C. In man of London had worked with Dr. Paterson,

and believed with him that during the active febrile stage

of pulmonary tuberculosis autoinoculations occurred

spontaneously. These autoinoculations were evidenced by

variations in the tuberculo-opsonic index, which did not

occur in nontuberculous subjects. Ninety-five per cent,

of the cases investigated at the Brompton Hospital Sana-

torium had opsonic indices above normal some time dur-

ing the day. If the opsonic index showed no variation as

the result of hard exercise, whereas before such a varia-

tion had been obtained, it was presumptive evidence

that the disease was arrested.

The Value of Sanatorium Treatment.—Dr. Arthur
Latham of London though that sanatoriuras were essen-

tial to the successful treatment of pulmonary tuberculosis

on a large scale, and to any scheme directed to the eradi-

cation of the disease, provided they were used intelligently

as an important link in a properly coordinated system of

attack. The value of sanatoriums did not meet with uni-

versal acceptance because the majority of sanatoriums were
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inefficient, acting as hotels, and not as disciplinary schools

;

because sanatoriums had by some been regarded as suffi-

cient in themselves, which was manifestly not true; be-

cause the erection and maintenance of sanatoriums cost

so much that it was believed to be impossible to pay for

the treatment of the majority of the patients, disproved

by the fact that in some of the large factories an insur-

ance fund of one cent a week from all the employees paid

the sanatorium expenses of the tuberculous sick from that

institution; and because of the difficulty of making ar-

rangements for the maintaining of the family while the

breadwinner was at the sanatorium, and in finding suitable

work for him on his return home.

The Application of Rest and Exercise in the Treat-

ment of Tuberculosis.—Dr. F. M. Potte.nger of Mon-
rovia, California, thought that the functions of the body

were best carried on when rest and exercise in suitable pro-

portions could be prescribed. The amount of each must

be determined by the natural resisting power of each pa-

tient and the pathological condition present.

Rest of the Lung in Pulmonary Tuberculosis.—Dr.

KoRM.\x Bridge of Los Angeles thought that the tuber-

culous lung should be kept as still as possible, especially

if the disease was unilateral. There was no reason for

keeping a tuberculous joint still that did not also apply to

the lung; violence to a wound increased scar tissue and

would probably increase fibrosis of the lung ; violent cough-

ing and lung gj'mnastics might disseminate the disease

;

stretching the diseased tissue was liable to injure it. The
Bier method of passive congestion doubtless tended to

retard disease and help toward recovery, and the lung

that was kept still had more passive congestion than the

active lung.

Dr. C. T. Williams of London, in discussing this group

•of papers, asked if the right patients were being sent to

the sanatoriums. He thought that only the non-febrile

•early case ought to go to a sanatorium, and that the ad-

vanced cases should go to hospitals for tuberculosis. He
thought the portions of the lung that were not involved

in tuberculosis needed exercise to make them hypertrophy

and compensate for the diseased areas, but such exercise

"was to be allowed only in the non-febrile cases. He
thought there should be a central dispensary for tuber-

culous cases, from which the early cases should be sent to

the sanatoriums, the late cases to the hospitals, and the

intermediate cases treated at home.

Dr. Philip of Edinburgh said the question whether a

patient should have rest or exercise depended on his gen-

eral and local condition.

Dr. King of Liberty, N. Y., said he considered a cer-

tain rise in temperature following labor as normal, and
found that there usually was some such rise, perhaps to

100.6°. If this rise was only temporary, lasting not more
than half an hour or so, he did not consider that the de-

gree of labor was contraindicated.

Dr. Minor of Asheville said he disapproved of an ex-

cess of rest, considered 99.2° too low a figure to indicate

•excessive autoinoculation, and held that the fatigue that

followed labor was a benefit, if not excessive. He con-

sidered the advice of Dr. Norman Bridge was good for

advanced cases; but in light cases an attempt should be

made to expand first the good lung and later the affected

lung.

Dr. Woodcock of Leeds said the sanatorium treatment

was usually too short, and a labor colony was needed to

complete the good work that had been started. He felt

the moral effect of work was so great that all of his

patients did something. H too ill to take active exercise,

they were given massage, following the temperature, or,

rather, the pulse, as a guide.

The Establishment of Dispensaries in Cities and
Towns.— Dr. R. \\'. Philip of Edinburgh considered
that a dispensary should be a central institution devoted
to the guidance, supervision, and assistance of the tuber-

culous poor. It should act as an information bureau on
all points for those interested in tuberculosis ; a clearing

house from which all the tuberculous patients who in-

quired, after a diagnosis had been made, were steered to

the proper place for treatment ; a center for the supervi-

sion of the home treatment of all those remaining at home,
and the connecting link which bound together all the un-

dertakings for the prevention of tuberculosis. It should

send doctors and nurses to the homes of all its patients,

and there, while ostensibly helping the patient that came
to the dispensary for aid, they should also find the other

cases in the incipient stage which were still early enough
to be very hopeful and steer them to the places for best

treatment. The dispensary must not stand alone, but be

in touch with the public health boards and local author-

ities.

The Part Played by the Preventorium or Supporting

Dispensary in the Social Antituberculosis Fight.—Dr.

A. Calmetie of Lille said that the preventorium, or anti-

tuberculosis supporting dispensary, was essential—an in-

strument of social preservation against tuberculosis. Its

function did not consist in treating patients medically; that

was the part of sanatoriums, hospitals, and the medical

dispensaries attached to benevolent institutions. Its mis-

sion was to seek out, attract, and keep under supervision,

by means of active propaganda, those among the poor

who were peculiarly exposed to tuberculous infection and
those who were already infected. It selected curable pa-

tients who were suitable for sanatorium treatment ; took

charge of children who were menaced or already attacked

by the bacillus, placing them in the country or in seaside

establishments; sent patients who were dangerous to their

surroundings to isolation hospitals; sterilized dwellings;

disinfected and cleansed contaminated linen, and distrib-

uted sputum cups and antiseptics. It brought about the

hygienic education of families through the collaboration

of monitors of hygiene, chosen from among the most ca-

pable and authoritative men. The sanatorium was exclu-

sively for patients already attacked by disease, but con-

sidered curable ; but the preventorium extended its benefits

not only to patients, but also to their families and their

environment. It was a recruiting agency for academic

colonies, for sanatoria, and for hospitals, and also was a

school for practical hygiene. The work could well be done

in part by ex-sanatorium patients. It needed at its head

a physician who was also a sociologist.

Dispensary Examinations of Tuberculous Families.

—

Dr. A. Kayserling of Berlin said that it was not enough
to do merely defensive work against the inroads of tuber-

culosis, but that a distinct offensive work must be done
against the tubercle bacillus to protect the uninfected. He
urged that the whole family of the tuberculous patient

be examined systematically in all cases, physically, by
sputum examination, and with tuberculin. While the cen-

ter of infection was from the open, frank cases of tuber-

culosis, the fight for the cure must be made among the

latent cases, if we wished to prevent the wiping out of

families.

The Work of the Chicago Tuberculosis Institute.

—

Mr. A. M. WrLsox of Chicago described this Institute

which, beginning in December, 1907, had established seven

tuberculosis clinics, which were maintained in conjunction

with the large general dispensaries of the citj-. The Insti-

tute supplied a nurse to each clinic, and through its central

office coordinated the work of the clinics and prevented

duplication.

Dr. Charles Templeman of Dundee said that the dis-

pensaries acted socially as well as medically. That en-

vironment and heredity were important in the social and
medical development, but that the individual factor was
the greatest of all.

Dr. Stafford of Ireland said that he considered the dis-

pensary, as outlined by Dr. Philip, the most efficacious of

all plans for the extermination of tuberculosis, for nothing
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but the coordinated aclion of all the aiitituberculous modes

of combat would be efficient.

Dr. IvRAUSE of Jena said that in the dispensary work

he cut down expenses by having the senior medical stu-

dents do the medical work, and thus trained them, aroused

their interest, and get plenty of assistance at the minimum

cost.

Dr. Minor of Asheville said that the State care of the

sick must always be careful not to undermine the morale

of the patients. That it was better to have the patients

die uncured but independent, rather than have them get

well to live forever at the expense of the State.

Comparative Value of the Dispensary and Sana-

torium Treatment.—Professor Fritz Egger of Basle

brought out the point that both were useful and needed, as

their aims were different. The dispensary did not give

treatment. The sanatorium results had not been as good

as was hoped for, because they were not so permanent.

The dispensaries had larger early mortality, but later on

about the same mortality as the sanatoriums, because the

sanatorium patients had not learned to work under home

conditions. The tuberculous patients in the first stage,

and earlier, needed only hygienic treatment at home, and

need not go to the sanatoriums. The dispensary should

also take cars of the patients going out from the sana-

toria.

The Care of Patients in the Advanced Stages of Pul-

monary Tuberculosis.—Dr. Meyer of Berlin said that

since the advanced cases of tuberculosis were a distinct

source of the spread of tuberculosis, particularly under

unfavorable living conditions, measures should be taken

to limit the constant advent of newly infected individuals.

The isolation of the patients, therefore, was important.

The institutions for isolating patients should be so con-

structed as not only to guard against infection, but also

to hold out prospect of recovery to the patients and make

them feel that they could get well at the sanatorium, but

not at home. They should not differ so widely from other

hospitals as to create a prejudice against them.

Prof. VON Leube of Germany said that since it was im-

possible so far to immunize the healthy, we could hope

for extermination of the disease only by destruction of

the bacilli causing the disease. This could be done by

preventing carriers from coming in contact with the

healthy and by destruction of the sputum. Sanatoria of-

fered the hope of cure for the second stage cases and im-

provement for some of the third stage cases.

Fifth Day—Friday, October 2.

Day Camps for Consumptives.— Dr. D.wid Town-

send of Boston called attention to the lack of provision

that had been made until recently for the type of case

which was unsuitable for the sanatorium of incipient cases

and the homes for the advanced cases. To provide for

these, in 1905 the Boston Association for the Relief and

Control of Tuberculosis operated the first camp in this

country near Boston during the summer months. The

equipment consisted of a kitchen shack, an administration

shack, a dining tent, and several smaller tents. Paper bags

and crepe paper napkins were used for sputum and burned

at night. The patients had two lunches and a dinner each

day. They came at 9 :30 A. M., and returned home between

five and six in the evening. They spent the day in re-

clining chairs at rest, or in moderate amusement under

the direction of a nurse and physician. The chief aim

of the camp was educational. Lectures on various health

topics were given each season.

Night Camps.—Dr. W. C. White of Pittsburg said

there were many tuberculous subjects who were workmg,

conscious of their lesion, but from their existing circum-

stances compelled to work, or not working but able to

work four to eight hours daily. Among these there were

many who needed supervision, and many who could not

have proper care in their existing home or boarding house.

For these the reasonable and most valuable scheme

was the night camp, where they could be supervised and

taught and cared for during the night hours after work, in

the evening and before going to work in the morning, and

given the benefits of fresh air and hygiene all of the time

that they were not employed.

The Treatment of Tuberculosis in Other Places

Than Sanatoria.—Dr. Charles L. JNIinor of Asheville

thought the hygienic and dietetic treatment which are now

universally recognized as a fundamental part of any and

all rational treatment of tuberculosis could be applied as

well outside of sanatoria as in. The essential features of

home treatment were careful personal medical oversight,

strict discipline and close supervision, thorough instruc-

tion, systematic and hygienic arrangement of the patient's

life, example of other patients, nursing, proper housing

and feeding, and suitable climatic conditions.

Dr. T. D. Coleman of Augusta, Ga., in a paper on the

same subject, said this was a question of the greatest im-

portance, because the greater number of tuberculous pa-

tients must be treated in their homes. lie thought that as

rigid discipline and as intelligent medical oversight might

he had in the home as in the sanatorium, and that all of

the indications for treatment might be carried out equally

to the advantage of the patient.

Economic Housing of Consumptives, with Especial

Reference to the Southwest.— Dr. P. M. Carrington

of Fort Stanton dealt with the large number of consump-

tives attracted by the fame of climate resort in the South-

west. As a result of education regarding tuberculosis,

phthisiophobia has developed among the people of that re-

gion, making it difficult for avowed consumptives to obtain

accommodations in hotels and boarding houses. So that

now it was necessary to teach prevention as well as com-

municability of the disease. The most recent tent dwelling

was the tent house, which was inexpensive, perhaps $150

per bed, or even as low as $60 if no toilet was supplied.

These tent houses could be grouped conveniently, were

isolated, had a small fire risk, and were adaptable to any

climate.

Sanatoria for the Well-to-Do.—Drs. C. F. Gardiner

and A. H. Swan of Colorado Springs and Herbert M.

King of Liberty, N. Y., presented this communication. In

both rich and poor the principles of treatment were the

same, but the methods of application differed. In the

sanatoria for the rich the arrangement and construction

must be such as to afford the greatest privacy and personal

comfort consistent with the sanatorium methods, so that

the cottage plan was preferable. Location, environment,

and climatic features were greater desiderata. The appli-

cation of carefully graded physical exercises was very

much more difficult in the leisure class. The dietetic man-

agement also was more difficult, and the psychic features

were the worst of all.

The Value of X-Ray Examinations in the Diagnosis

of Early Tuberculosis.—Dr. Paul Krause of Jena

said that after ten years of use he had come to the con-

clusion that the diagnostic value of the ;r-ray was very

great. A fluoroscopic examination should be made in an

absolutely black room, the tube being kept guarded in a

lead-lined box. There should be noted the comparative

density of the two apices, the enlargement of the glands

at the root of the lung, the calcification of the first rib.

\nd the examination should be repeated after several

weeks. He could learn more from the fluoroscope than by

the auscultatory percussion method. Plates were taken to

give greater detail.

Tuberculosis in the Hospitals for the Insane.—Dr.

Richard H. Hutchincs of Ogdensburg said the death rate

of the insane from tuberculosis was 16.6 per cent, as com-

pared with 10 per cent, among the general population.

The frequency of the disease among asylum patients de-

pended to some extent upon the environment of the pa-

tients prior to admission and the conditions in the hospital.
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such as overcrowding and poor ventilaiion. Measures for

the prevention of tuberculosis included, beside the ordinary

measures for cleanliness, a more critical examination of

new patients, employing tuberculin if necessary, isolation

of the infected persons, reduction of overcrowding, free

ventilation, daily exercise and outdoor employment for

both men and women, and sterilizing all garments and
bedding before such were used by a second person.

The Indications and Contraindications of High
Altitudes.—Dr. Exciiaquet of Leysin said all patients

able to cope with the cold air should be given the advan-

tages of the high altitude. The only true contraindications

were in late cases with reduced resistance and the cases

of weak heart with rapid pulse. Asthma and emphysema
might be contraindications if they were very marked. The
tendency to congestion of the lung offered no contraindi-

cation. Hemorrhages at high altitudes he had seen very

rarely, even in those who had been having hemorrhages

before coming to him. Fever was not a contraindication,

but rather the reverse, as the fever usually subsided in

the higher levels. Laryngeal tuberculosis might be irri-

tated at first by the dry air, but the ultimate result was
very beneficial.

Mexico's Central High Plateau as Sanitary Sta-

tions for Tuberculosis.—Dr. E. Lice.ag.^ of Mexico
thought that the reason more attention and value had not

been given to altitude as a factor in the treatment of tuber-

culosis was on account of the low altitudes considered.

Higher altitudes affected the growth of vegetation, minor

organisms, and so reasonably might be expected to affect

the tubercle bacillus, and, as a matter of fact, the severity

of tuberculosis was in proportion to the altitude at which

the group of patients lived. Yellow fever occurred only

at altitudes below the level of 3,000 feet, and typhus fever

was also affected by altitude. The City of Mexico was at

a level of nearly 7,000 feet, and the death rate from tuber-

culosis was less than that of any forty cities of lower

level in Europe and America that he cited. The climate,

too, was most satisfactory, the range of temperature being

very slight all the year through.

The Relation of High Altitudes to Tuberculosis.

—

Dr. V. Lopez of Mexico made the point that the high alti-

tude decreased the blood pressure, thus avoiding the ten-

dency to hemorrhage and increased the respiratory capac-

ity and expansion of the lungs. The dryness of the air

tended to decrease the exudation from the bronchi.

The Mercurial Treatment of Tuberculosis.— Dr.

Wright of the U. S. Navy noted the pathological similar-

ity of tuberculosis and syphilis, both being in the class of

chronic granulomata. He found 35 per cent, of the cases

improved under mercurial treatment. During the last

year he had had opportunity to test this treatment in a

series of tuberculous patients at one of the Western sta-

tions, and the mortality from tuberculosis had fallen from
II per cent, in the first quarter to- 4 per cent, in the second

quarter, and 0.93 per cent, in this last quarter. Therefore,

he considered mercury a strong antituberculous remedy,

if not a specific.

Dr. LicEAGA of Mexico said that he had been using

mercury in tuberculosis for forty years, and from the ex-

cellent results of his clinical experience knew it to be

distinctly beneficial. He used potassium iodide, also, but

considered it dangerous in cases of hemorrhage.

Recognition of Pure Pneumothorax, without Exu-
date, in Pulmonary Tuberculosis.— Dr. Herm.\n von
ScHROETER of Vienna said the objective symptoms of

pneumothorax might be so indistinct that it was impossible

to make a certain diagnosis without the spirometer or the

radioscope. The spirometer showed a sudden decrease in

lung capacity by just one-half; and the radioscope showed
the absence of the lung from its normal place.

The Coagulability of the Blood in Pulmonary Tuber-
culosis.—Dr. Meyer Solis-Cohen of Philadelphia said

the average time of coagulation was for normal people

eight and two-third minutes, and for tuberculous patients

five and one-sixth minutes. The coagulation time was
practically the same for all stages of the disease, and was
not affected by atmospheric conditions. In three cases

tested before and after a hemorrhage the time before was
about seven minutes and after about four minutes. Diar-

rhea and menstruation did not affect coagulation time.

Pleural effusion, if serous, seemed to have no effect, but

when purulent increased coagulation time. The efforts of

calcium salts were not conclusive.

Dr. Woodcock of Leeds had found the coagulability de-

creased after calcium salts continued for a prolonged pe-

riod.

The Improvement of Tuberculosis of the Lung Under
the Influence of Artificial Pneumothorax.— Dr. Spe.vg-

i.ER of Davos considered the operation desirable in one-

sided lesions, or in double lesions if one side was inactive.

He followed the method of Murphy in the production of

the pneumothorax.

Condition of the Teeth in Tuberculosis in Relation

to Prognosis.—Dr. B. S. Pasch.\e of Seattle considered

the cross ridging and malformation of the teeth from in-

terference with tooth formation before eruption as due

practically to either syphilis or tuberculosis. These inocu-

lations of childhood were the cause of later immunity, but

repeated infection in childhood might cause an adaptation

of the bacillus and the child to each other so that they

could' live together without any active disease being evi-

dent. If the child did not have the early inoculations, but

first came in contact with the tubercle bacillus at a later

date, his powers of resistance were diminished and the

disease germ gained a better hold. Hence if the teeth were

hard and perfect the infection would be greater.

SECTION OF SURGERY AND ORTHOPEDICS.

Fifth Day—Friday, October 2.

Tuberculosis of the Vas, Epididymis, and Testicle.

—

Dr. John B. Walker of New York read this paper. This

condition was rare in infancy, and most common between

the ages of 20 and 30. It usually occurred as a primary

tuberculosis of the epididymis, and was not associated with

pulmonary tuberculosis. Gonorrheal epididymitis was
recognized as a causative agent, various observers giving

it as a factor in from 5 to 35 per cent, of cases. Trauma
was also a predisposing factor. The bacilli gained entrance

most frequently through the respiratory or the gastro-

intestinal tract, lodging in the mediastinal or intestinal lym-

phatic glands, whence they were carried through the cir-

culation to the epididymis. The onset was generally

gradual; there was a feeling of weight and discomfort in

the testis, followed by tenderness, and later a dull, aching

pain. A urethral discharge was generally present, at first

slight frequency of urination : later, tenesmus ; the urine

contained a small amount of pus, blood, and mucus. The
disease had to be differentiated from gonorrheal epdidy-

mitis, syphilis, and neoplasms. The prognosis varied with

the extent of the disease. Some cases remained local a

long time. Removal of the testis often effected a cure,

whether or not the prostate and seminal vesicles were

affected. The general treatment was the same as in other

forms of tuberculosis. Abscesses should be incised. When
cases were recognized early, epididymectomy was the

operation of choice. It should be performed in all cases of

localized tuberculosis of the epididymis. It was impor-

tant to preserve the testis wherever possible on account of

its internal secretion. Following epididymectomy the tes-

ticle did not atrophy, and the patient retained his sexual

desire. Orchidectomy should be limited to cases of ex-

tensive disease of the testis. In many cases even where

the prostate and seminal vesicles were affected, epididy-

mectomy or orchidectomy would be followed by a subsi-

dence of the prostatic and vesicular symptoms. Slight

tuberculosis of the testicle might be depended upon to heal
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spontaneously after removal of the epididymis. Castration

was especially objectionable when both testes were in-

volved. At least a portion of one testicle should be left.

Serious involvement of distant parts did not contraindicate

operation, since it could be done under local anesthesia.

Dr. William E. Lower of Cleveland, O., said that some

claimed the infection of the epididymis and testicle was

always a descending one, others that it was always pri-

marily in the epididymis, the infection spreading in the

direction of the normal secretions. The same diflference

existed as to the proper method of treatment. Some in-

sisted upon removal of the testis, epididymis, vas, prostate,

and seminal vesicles ; others advised the removal only of

the diseased epididymis or testicle. Still another class ad-

vised a "let alone" method, or the use of some sort of

injection treatment. The speaker believed that the disease

was practically always of hematogenous origin, and that

the infection ascended along the vas in the direction of the

normal secretion. As to treatment, formerly he did a very

radical operation, but now he simply removed the more dis-

eased parts, and his results were better.

Surgical Tuberculosis.—Dr. E. H. Br.\dford of Bos-

ton read this paper. The treatment of tuberculosis was

dependent for its ultimate result upon establishing an im-

munity which would protect from further tuberculous in-

vasion. When the tissues invaded were placed under suit-

able conditions healing took place and the affected tissues

hecame cicatrized. The detritus of diseased tissues was

either thrown off or became encapsulated. In tissues

within the reach of surgical interference the surgeon was

to decide whether the healing process could be hastened

by removing the affected tissue or the detritus. This de-

pended upon the tissues affected and their anatomical situ-

ation. These considerations were particularly important

in bone tuberculosis and tuberculosis of the joints, for the

reason that bone was a tissue that cicatrized slowly, and

the articulations were especially exposed to injury which

was unfavorable to the healing of the tissues affected by

tuberculosis. In joint tuberculosis it was especially impor-

tant to see that the tissues were protected from trauma.

The treatment of surgical tuberculosis consisted in opera-

tive interference and the promotion of healing by protect-

ing the tissues, in addition to furnishing such measures as

were useful in combating tuberculosis in general.

The Prevention, Diagnosis and Surgical Treatment

of Tuberculous Sinuses and Abscess Cavities.—Dr.

Emil G. Beck of Chicago read this paper. A 33 per cent,

bismuth-vaselin paste was first used in connection with

the JT-ray, in diagnosing the extent of tuberculous and other

sinuses. This led to the discovery that this paste had a

marked curative effect upon such sinuses. On January 15,

1908, Dr. Beck had reported 14 cases in which the paste

bad been used. Since then he had collected 178 cases in

•which it had been used. He presented a table showing the

results in 192 cases. Of these healing occurred in 123, or

64 per cent. ; improvement in 55, or 28 per cent. ; no im-

provement in II. 6 per cent.; death in 3, or 1.5 per cent.

Of these cases, 146 were tuberculous, 22 nontuberculous.

and 24 doubtful. Fistulous tracts might be prevented by

opening the pointing cold abscess by an incision i-i cm. in

length, evacuating the pus, and at once refilling the abscess

cavity with a 10 per cent, bismuth-vaselin paste, and not

sealing the opening. This prevented secondary infection,

the danger of which formerly contraindicated the incision

of tuberculous abscesses.

Fresh Air Combined with Hyperemic Treatment in

the Management of Complicated Surgical Bone Tuber-

culosis in Adults.— Dr. Willy Mever of Xew York
read this paper. The beneficial influence of fresh air in

surgical bone tuberculosis in children was generally recog-

nized ; not so in adults. In the latter, radical operation

Tiad been the usual treatment up to date, and would

probably continue so wherever the saving of time was a

factor to be considered, or where sufficient means were

not at hand. The histories of three cases of complicated

bone tuberculosis in adults were given to demonstrate how-

much could be accomplished even in usually intractable

cases, especially if combined with proper and faithful

hyperemic treatment in its various forms. The plea was
made to set aside in the sanatoria now designed for pa-

tients suffering from pulmonary tuberculosis at least two

wards, male and female, for the treatment of adult cases

of surgical bone tuberculosis which, for various reasons,

could not or would not be subjected to operation. Of
course, the attending doctors and nurses of such wards

should fully master the details of hyperemic treatment.

How the State of Minnesota Cares for Its Indigent

Children Suffering from Tuberculosis of the Bones and

Joints.— Dr. .Arthur J. Gillette of St. Paul, ^Imn.,

read this paper. In 1897 the Legislature of the State of

Minnesota first appropriated money for the State care of

indigent crippled and deformed children. There being no

precedent, the State was reluctant to take such a step.

Since 1897 a number of States had made similar appro-

priations. At the present time it ought not to be a diffi-

cult matter to secure money from every State in the

Union to treat and educate this class of sufferers. It was
of special importance, for it was found that about three-

fourths of these crippled and deformed children were suf-

fering from tuberculosis of the bones and joints. Many
of them had complications of tuberculosis of the lung,

intestines, etc., and a very large percentage of them had

abscesses and running sores, which not only contained

bacilli of tuberculosis, but other infectious microorganisms.

Many of these children attended public school, and no pro-

vision whatever was made to protect the well children in

the schoolroom, or prevent contagion in their own families.

I', took at times a number of years to cure a child suffer-

ing from tuberculosis of the bones and joints, and the

educational feature was a very important one. They must

be educated, and they should have special instruction along

a line of work which would be useful later, that they might

be self-supporting. With the exception of a few States

and a few large cities, there was no provision to prevent

contagion, or treat persons suffering from tuberculosis of

'.he l>oncs and joints.

Tuberculosis of the Kidney.—Dr. .\rthur De.\n'

Bevan of Chicago read this paper. Infection practically

always occurred through the blood. Though the kidney

might be the first organ to give evidence of disease, tuber-

culosis there was usually secondary to some obscure lym-

phatic lesion. Ninety per cent, of cases were unilateral in

the beginning. Later the disease might extend to other

organs or the opposite kidney. There should be a distinct

line drawn between urinary tuberculosis and genital tuber-

culosis. Urinary tuberculosis began in the kidney and

extended, in the direction of the flow of the urine, to the

ureter, bladder, etc., while genital tuberculosis began in

the epididymis and extended to the vas, prostate, seminal

vesicles, etc. Early diagnosis was the most important

thing, and depended upon finding tubercle bacilli in the

urine. A twenty-four hour specimen should be examined.

The smegma bacillus should be excluded by obtaining the

urine by catheter and by decolorizing with alcohol. Cyst-

oscopy might show redness, swelling, and ulceration of the

mouth of the ureter on the affected side. The ureters

should be cathetcrized, and the freezing point of the

blood determined. If it was normal, 0.55 to 0.57, or even

as low as 0.59. nephrectomy could be safely done. The

.i-ray would differentiate from calculus. There were three

methods of treatment, general hygienic, tuberculin, and

surgical. The hygienic treatment was of great importance.

The value of tuberculin treatment had not been determined.

In unilateral tuberculosis nephrectomy was the operation of

choice. In bilateral cases the treatment should be hygienic

;

possibly tuberculin might be used; and certain palliative

operative procedures, as nephrotomy and drainage, as might

be required.
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Iodine Therapy in Surgical Tuberculosis.—Dr.

Cesidio F. Gl'al.-kxo of Naples recommended the use of a

5 per cent, solution of iodine in an artificial serum with

guaiacol. This might be injected hypodermically, intra-

muscularlj', or intravenously. In most cases hypodermic

injection was painful, and therefore intramuscular injec-

tion was preferred. The dose varied according to the age

of the patient and the duration and intensity of the tuber-

culous process. The daily dose of one centigram might be

increased to three, five, and more. In the past ten years

he had cured thirty cases of surgical tuberculosis in this

way-. The histories of seven cases were given in detail.

Other papers read were : "Treatment of Surgical Tuber-

culosis by High Altitudes and Sunlight," by Dr. RoUier of

Leysin, Switzerland. "Tuberculosis of the Muscles, Fasciae,

and Tendons," by Dr. James F. Mitchell of Washington,

D. C. "Tuberculosis of the Gall-Bladder, Pancreas, Stom-

ach, and Liver," by Dr. L. W. Hotchkiss of New York.

"Acute Forms of Abdominal Tuberculosis," by Dr. Daniel

Eisendrath of Chicago. "Rational Spinal Support," by Dr.

Henrv \V. Frauenthal of New York.

SECTION ox HYGIENIC, SOCIAL, INDUSTRIAL, AND ECONOMIC

ASPECTS OF TUBERCULOSIS.

First Day—Tuesday, September 29.

Mr. Edward T. Devine of New York, President, in the

Chair.

President's Address.—Mr. Edward T. Devine said that

this was the first time that a section on these subjects had

met in connection with a national tuberculosis associa-

tion. The field they expected to cover was one that had

been neglected by health boards and physicians, or if

not neglected one that was considered as lying outside

their province. The main work of this section should be

the endeavor to secure immunity from tuberculosis by the

improvement of the resisting powers of the individual

by raising the standard of hygiene and sanitary environ-

ment. It was their work to educate the people and to

force upon society its responsibility in respect to these

conditions.

Economic Aspects of Tuberculosis.—This was the

topic for discussion at this session.

The Cost of Tuberculosis.—Professor Irving Fisher,

Yale University, said that the present death rate from

tuberculosis would cause the death of 5,000,000 now
living. The average age of death for the males would

be 37.6 years; for females, 334 years, and the "expecta-

tion of life" lost was at least twenty-four years, of which

at least 17 would fall in the working period. The average

period of disability preceding death from tuberculosis

exceeded three years, of which the latter half was the

period of total disability. The money cost of tuberculosis,

including capitalized earning power lost by death, ex-

ceeded $8,000 per death. The total cost in the United

States exceeded $1,100,000,000. About two-fifths of this

expense fell on others than the consumptive. The cost

of treating patients at sanatoria was repaid many times

over in lengthened working lives. He considered the

erection of isolation hospitals for incurables as the most

profitable method at present of reducing the cost of

tuberculosis.

The Economic Loss to New York State in 1907 from
Tuberculosis.—Professor Walter F. Wilcox, Cornell

University, consulting statistician. New York State De-

partment of Health, said that the economic loss to a

community from tuberculosis was made up of several

elements : First, the loss resulting from the diminished

earnings and increased expense during the period of the

onset of the disease and the death of the patient ; secondly,

the loss of net earnings between the actual date of

death and the time when death would probably have oc-

curred had the person not been attacked by tuberculosis;

thirdly, the monetary loss to farmers and dairymen each

year resulting from bovine tuberculosis. In Xew York
State the first element had been roughly estimated at

$11,184,750. It was probable that the prospective earnings

of the 16,570 persons who died of tuberculosis in New
York State in 1907 was $52,251,757. The annual loss of

cattle must have been at least $1,500,000, and the total

loss in money was not less than $65,000,000 a year. An
infant would have its expectation of life at birth in-

creased by about two and a half years if tuberculosis

were to disappear and other conditions remain unchanged.

The Burden on Individuals and Families.—Mr.

Sherman C. Kingsley, superintendent Chicago Relief and

Aid Society, limited his remarks to the consideration of

those in moderate circumstances, working people earning

from $9.00 to $18.00 per week. This income left no

margin for emergencies. They disregarded their physical

ailments, and tuberculosis was, as a rule, far advanced

when discovered among these people. This disease cut

off the income and increased the necessary expenses.

Such families in our large cities lived in an average of

about three and a half rooms. The condition of twelve

families where the father had tuberculosis showed a

decrease of an average income from S12.66 per week be-

fore the disease to $4.16 per week after the man had

been forced to give up work. In a recent examination of

150 families twenty-five to thirty per cent, or ail tiie

children in these families showed signs of infection. This

disease forced children out of school at the earliest

possible age, exhausted family recources and vitality and

fastened itself on the weakened member. Some obvious

needs suggested were more hospitals for advanced cases,

more sanatoria for incipient cases, more funds to save

fathers and mothers still in the incipient stages, a wide in-

crease in tuberculosis clinics, day camps, and church

classes as adjuncts to the home care of patients.

The Relation Between Tuberculosis and Mental
Defect.—Dr. M.\etin W. Basr, chief physician to the

Pennsylvania Training School for Feeble Minded Children,

Elwin, Penna., asserted that tuberculosis was a potent

factor in the production of mental degeneracy, and that

this fact was confirmed in a comparison of two etiological

tables compiled from the studies of over six thousand

cases made, one in England and one in America. This

opinion was further verified in the statistics of various

asylums where family history revealed tuberculosis trouble

as cause, either singly or associated with other fateful

heredities. The prudential motives governing the isolation

of tuberculosis in institutions, and the equal necessity for

the sequestration and perpetual safe-guarding of imbeciles,

was emphasized in this connection ; as incapable of judg-

ment, ignorant or regardless of consequences, these un-

fortunates could not but prove a double menace to

society as active agents, however involuntary, in the dis-

semination or procreation of tuberculosis. That the

tendency of both of these forms of degeneration was to

deorganize and to lower the entire tone of the whole

system as to minimize resisting power was patent to the

most casual observer. Naturally, any close association

of such conditions must insure to its victims a certainty

of one evil or the other, or, as was frequently the case,

a mingling of the two.

Effective Control in Small Towns and Rural Com-
munities.—Mr. Homer Folks, secretary State Charities

Aid Association of New York, described the work of this

organization in New York State.

Standardization of Investigations.—Professor John
R. Commons, University of Wisconsin, Madison, charac-

terized tuberculosis as par excellence the disease of social

environment. This disease was driving labor bureaus and

health boards into cooperation, but this cooperation was

not effective unless we had uniformity of nomenclature of

diseases and occupations. These units could be standard-

ized by adopting the score card used in grading live stock,
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grains and agricultural products. The score card analyzed

the several points of an animal and gave a value or

weight to each point and the total gave the grade compared

with the standard. The adoption of such a method would

do as much for sociology as the standardization of units

had done for the different branches of physical and chem-

ical engineering.

The Influence of Overwork and Nervous Strain in

Tuberculosis.—Dr. George Dock, of Ann Arbor, Mich.,

said that in order to understand why and how overwork,

and nervous strain were harmful they must understand

:

(a) the general nature of tuberculosis, (b) its effect on

the body, (c) the possible modifying influences of over-

work and nervous strain on these processes. The most

frequent and characteristic action of tuberculosis was its

wasting effect upon the body. Another constant feature

was loss of strength. Many persons were able to keep up

a fair degree of work notwithstanding the loss of

strength. Stadler found among 670 dispensary patients

55. 1 per cent, at work a year after the disease was dis-

covered, and 46.6 per cent, after two years. The mind

was also often affected, so that we saw morbid irritability

and depression or sometimes their opposites, exaggerated

hopefulness. Loss of memory, and their usual tendency

to mental fatigue, were often added to other psychic

changes. It was obvious that the tuberculous patient, at

the best, was in the condition of a person overworking.

Not infrequently he was overworking with insufficient

food. The effects of overwork and infection on the

previously healthy body had been known for some time,

and it had been found by experiment that a lot of animals

overworked on treadmills succumbed to pathogenic germs

that were not so dangerous for control aniinals not made
to work. Overworked persons or animals were much
more susceptible to infection than others. The role of

nervous strain could not be so easily demonstrated by

experiment, but they knew from too abundant observations

how overwork and nervous strain, especially in the form
of worry and care, were combined in the tuberculous

patient. This was important not only in the production

of disease but still more so in the course of the disease.

The latter they knew was usually chronic, with a strong

tendency to recovery under favorable circumstances, but

these the average tuberculous patient could not acquire.

If the partly healed patient could not earn an income

adequate to his needs his home conditions and diet became
unsatisfactory and relapse followed. From the pliilan-

thropic standpoint it was needfid to advise or rearrange

methods of securing proper occupation for the partly

healed tuberculous patient. We must recognize that the

present methods offer a hygienic and financial danger
to the whole population. To meet this need would require

a great increase in our hospital facilities. It was also

necessary that the family be cared for if the tuberculous

patient was to be spared the effects of nervous strain. It

might seem to some that these things did not come within

the province of the tuberculosis problem, but the problem
was social as well as medical, and society would have to

assist in solving it.

The Cash Value of Factory Ventilation.—Professor
C. E. A. WiNSLOvv, Massachusetts School of Technology,
reported a study of the effect of improved ventilation upon
the efficiency of factory operatives. The plan adopted
was to find instances where marked improvement in

ventilation was made without other material differences

and to study statistics of attendance before and afterward.

In one instance the average percentages of absences among
60 girls was cut in half. In three months the saving

amounted to $195 for the employer, while but $75 was
expended to secure proper ventilation. This might be an

exceptional case, but the fact remained that improved
sanitary conditions did bring a tangible -TeSfllt, sometimes
a large one in proportion to the cost, --is';!!!-' '

' '"'

Tuberculosis and Working Conditions.—Mr. Fr.vnk

Duffy, general secretary United Brotherhood of Car-

penters and Joiners of America, stated that the records

in the Death Claim Department of this organization

showed that Z7-2 P^r cent, of their members died of

consumption during the past two years, and of this

number over 50 per cent, were employed in mills, factories,

etc., or had insufficient nourishment, or the disease was

lirought about by exposure, bringing on pneumonia, which

later developed into tuberculosis. He assumed that con-

sumption was a condition and not a disease, because

primarily it was the condition which caused the disease.

The Economic Aspects of Tuberculosis in Milwau-

kee.—Dr. Thomas W. B. Crafer of Milwaukee stated

that the death rate from tuberculosis in this city was

much greater among the foreign population than among
the native. The occupations which showed the highest

death rates were those of unskilled laborers, factory em-

ployees, domestic and shop clerks in the order named.

Of housewives who died of tuberculosis who had not

worked in factories nor as domestics the average age at

death was 34.9 years, while the average age at death of

those who had worked in industries was but 27 years.

Tuberculosis had been most fatal in the more congested

parts of the city. It was a conservative estimate that

40 per cent, of all the families in this city having tubercu-

lous members were absolutely incapable of affording proper

conditions of housing, freedom from worry, nourishing

food, and medical attendance.

Pulmonary Tuberculosis Among Printers.— Dr.

James Ale.xander Miller of New York presented this

paper, in which he concluded that tuberculosis was very

prevalent among printers, and that this was due to

unfavorable shop conditions, especially poor ventilation,

overcrowding, dust, dirt, promiscuous spitting, and poor

lighting. Secondly, it was due to the irregular habits

of the printers themselves, especially alcoholism, careless

liabits of eating, needless exposure to drafts and insuf-

ficient outdoor e.xercise.

Legitimate Exercise of Police Power for the Protec-

tion of Health.—Dr. Henry B. Favill, Chicago, in behalf

of the American Association for labor legislation, read

his paper and concluded as follows: I. Measures of reg-

ulation of industrial affairs in behalf of the laborers

inevitably carried with them much of the controversy

between capital and labor, and were difficult to institute.

2. It was becoming generally accepted that health was the

essential factor in productiveness and prosperity, and hence

in the advancement of civilization. It followed, therefore,

that the State in pursuit of its primary function, must

lake cognizance of fundamental necessities. 3. The con-

ditions under which labor shall be performed as related

to health became matters of primary interest to the

State, and upon that basis should be the subjects of

decisive, mandatory legislation. 4. Inasmuch as all legis-

lation was subject to judicial review as to what was
constitutional, regard should be paid to the trend of

judicial opinion. Thus far three things appeared as im-

portant: (o) That the subject should be clearly a health

proposition. (&) That it be general and not class legisla-

tion, (c) That the contention be supported by reliable

data. 5. Tuberculosis was the most imperative subject

before them. Data upon this subject were meager and

must be acquired through systematic research. To ac-

complish this, much "police" co-operation would be neces-

sary. 6. Broadly speaking the reeducation of the masses

as to the value of fresh air and the practicability of

being subjected to it was a colossal undertaking, but of

fundamental importance. 7. The importance of fresh air

as a physiological stimulus, leading to individual vigor, must

be emphasized. Its value as an atmospheric purifier was

important though decidedly secondary. 8. The readjust-

ment of industrial conditions to an adequate supply and

distribution of fresh air was the one great thing to

accomplish. The difficulties were so great as to be appal-
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ling. The necessities were so clear as to be imperative.

9. Sanitarians and sociologists must combine to accomplish

this reform. As it now appeared, nothing short of the

broadest exercise of police jurisdiction would be effective.

Subordinate health law naturally followed.

The Legitimate Exercise of the Police Power in Pro-

tecting the Life and Health of Employees.—Hon.

D-wiD J. Brewer, associate justice of United States

Supreme Court, discussed this subject. He said that it

was the function of the police power to regulate the rela-

tions of one individual to another. The police power was

directly for the individual, and only indirectly benefited

that state. All the powers of this state had limitations.

Taxation was only permitted for public purposes, and

when one came to the police power the courts had said

that when exercised by a municipality the ordinance must

be reasonable; the courts struck down the ordinance if it

was not reasonable. Each lower power had to act

reasonably or a higher one stepped in to protect the

people. The police power might inquire if the employer

provided safe machinery, safe structure, and safe con-

ditions for the employees, but the master did not guar-

antee absolute safety, only reasonable safetj'. The em-

ployer owes safe conditions for labor to the employee, and

could be compelled by law to furnish them. The transpor-

tation companies were compelled to furnish safe conditions

for their employees, and also for those who used the trans-

portation. If the employee was worked beyond a certain point

he was unfit to do his part in affording safety to those

transported. In certain kinds of employment involving

special risks to the employee the State could come in and

limit the number of hours that the employee could work

;

but where there was no special risk the courts held that

an able-bodied man could contract for as many hours'

work as he wished. This was right under principles that

guaranteed to every one the right to life, liberty, and the

pursuit of happiness. The Oregon case which had tested

the validity of the law limiting the number of hours that

a woman was permitted to work had been decided rightly,

because it was for the welfare of the race that the

woman should not be overworked.

The Problem of Tuberculosis in Cuba.—Dr. J.

J.\coBSEN-, president of the Cuban League Against Tubercu-

losis, said that the problem of tuberculosis was the same
generally in Cuba as in any other country, and the disease

there was due to the same causes and presented the same
clinical picture. Yet the presence of a great many tobacco

manufactories gave a certain special character to the

problem in Cuba, as these were doubtless the great source

of tuberculosis. Another special character in Cuba, was
that hitherto, at least, the private societies, the League
among them, and private agencies had lacked the necessarj'

resources to undertake prophylactic measures, and in

order to be really effective they should be supported by
and be under the control of the Government. On the

other hand, the geographical conditions of the island

easily permitted of accurate and extensive statistical work,

which was a fundamental basis in the problem of tubercu-

losis. The author pointed out its importance and proposed,

among other suggestions, a strong organization for the

collection of statistics in Cuba. He referred to the

hospitals, sanatoria, and dispensaries, and pled for a

speedy organization of dispensaries in the provinces, at

least one in every large city of the island. He concluded
that the problem of tuberculosis affected all interests, and
that the League for the Prevention of Tuberculosis had
pointed out the general lines for the organization of public

services against tuberculosis.

Prevalence and Control of Tuberculosis in the Phil-

ippine Islands.—Dr. Victor G. Heiser, chief quarantine

officer and director of health of the Philippine Islands,

was of the opinion that in that country intestinal parasites

played an important part as regards the mortality and
morbidity of tuberculosis. In 1904 tuberculosis was

responsible for over 50 per cent, of the deaths in a

prison whose inmates numbered 3,000. Since December
I, 1904, all tuberculous patients were isolated. During

1905 there was an increase in the number of deaths from
tuberculosis, although there were fewer new cases. San-
itary regulations had been put into effect, and the death

rate fell to 75 per thousand population. Eighty-four per

cent, of these were found to be infected with intestinal

parasites. When measures were instituted to eliminate

these parasites the death rate fell to less than 20 per

thousand of population. The greatest mortality from
tuberculosis in the Philippines occurred in June and Octo-

ber, the wet months. About the same percentages prevailed

among the general population as it did in the prison.

During the past year the death rate from tuberculosis had
fallen from 50 per cent, of the entire death rate to 13 per

cent The campaign against tuberculosis in the Philip-

pines was hampered by the primitive mode of life of the

natives. Two years ago an active campaign of education

was begun. Overcrowding was prohibited by law. Land
greed had increased the overcrowding since Manilla had
come into the possession of the United States. He was
convinced, however, that the elimination of the hook work
would vastly aid in the solution of the tuberculosis problem
in the Philippine Islands.

Work Done by the International Antituberculosis

Association.—Dr. Helm of Berhn read this paper and con-

cluded as follows: (i) The International Association

against tuberculosis developed from the International Cen-

tra Bureau for the prevention of tuberculosis, which was
founded in Berlin in 1902. It included all the countries

of the world in which a systematic warfare against tuber-

culosis was carried on. At the present time the number
included 22 states. It contained among its members the

most eminent authorities on tuberculosis, and on practical

methods of combating the disease in those countries;

physicians, investigators, public officials, sociologists and
philanthropists, who are active, honorary, or correspond-

ing members. The total membership was about 800. (2)

The object of the Association was to encourage those

phases of the fight against tuberculosis which requires the

cooperation of all the countries in the world. These in-

cluded comparative studies of law and police regulations

in regard to tuberculosis; notification, disinfection, segre-

gation of advanced cases, with the taking charge of con-

sumptives by insurance institutions, occupational hygiene,

the care of the home, etc. The introduction of uniform
methods of gathering tuberculosis statistics, investigations

in regard to the spread of tuberculosis to other countries

and races, and finally the scientific inquiry into the causes

of tuberculosis (infection paths, heredity and predispo-

sition, disposition, occasional causes), and of the methods
of treatment. (3) The means by which these problems
were to be solved were, in the first place, the annual

conferences of the Association (usually a session of the

Inner Council, and everj- third year a session of the

General Council), where scientific and practical questions

in regard to which circular letters may have been sent

out were discussed. The publication of the monthly
periodical Tuberculosis, which was now in its seventh

year, with a circulation of 2,800 sent to every part of the

world wherever there were people interested in tubercu-

losis : and finally, the work of the Business Bureau of the

International Association from which information was
distributed on request, on every subject relating to

tuberculosis. (4) A report on the work of the Inter-

national Association, its discoveries and conclusions, was
sent to the governments of the various countries, and
thus became available material for improving legislation

bearing on tuberculosis, and the methods for carrying on
the campaign.

The Duties of the General Government in the Restric-

tion of Tuberculosis.— Dr. Victor C. Vaucha.v of .\nn

.•\rbor read this paper. He said that governments were
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formed for the security of the property and lives of its

citizens. The government protected the prorperty and

lives of its citizens against foreign foes. At home it pro-

tected him against the lawless of his own country. The
government maintained a navy for the protection of the

property and lives of its citizens against possible foreign

foes, and for the suppression of riot and rebellion withii'

its own borders. In the United States the general gov-

ernment regulated interstate commerce and endeavored

to protect the citizens of one State from frauds that might

be attempted by those living or doing business in other

States. All this was proper and wise, but in this enlight-

ened age a government should do more than this. Science

had shown that disease was one of the most destructive

agents to both property and life, and that many diseases

were preventable; consequently the government that did

not put forth every possible effort to protect the property

and lives of its citizens against disease was not doing its

duty. Tuberculosis was highly destructive to both prop-

erty and life, and the purpose in this paper was to point

out some procedures that our general government should

carry out in the suppression and extinction of tubercu-

losis. While the researches of Villemin and others had

demonstrated beyond a doubt the infectious nature of

tuberculosis, and the painstaking labors of Koch had re-

sulted in the discovery of the active infecting agent, there

was much yet to be done in a scientific way before this dis-

ease could be extinguished and success in this crusade

against this disease, like success in all other great undertak-

ings, depended upon exact knowledge of details. He briefly

enumerated some of the things that, in his opinion, our

general government should do. The relation of human to

bovine, avian, and piscine tuberculosis, also the relation of

the bacillus, deserved more exact and thorough study.

The possibility of modifying the bacillus by passage

through more or less resistant animals should be investi-

gated. The influence of light, of restricted or abundant

air supply, of exercise, of different kinds of food on the

progress of the disease in tuberculous animals were mat-

ters of importance. The question of heredity in the trans-

mission of tuberculosis was by no means finally settled,

and its importance in attempting to stamp out the disease

was great. Should the tuberculous individual beget or bear

children, and if he or she did so, what was the effect on

the course of the disease in the parent, and what the effect

on the offspring? The facts, as far as they could be ascer-

tained, should be learned and presented to the people.

The problem of immunity and of arrest of the disease

should be prosecuted most exhaustively. The influence of

race, age, sex, and condition of life on susceptibility to

infection and on the progress of the disease is something

concerning which all possible information should be ac-

quired. The chemistry of the bacillus and the cleavage

products was an important matter. These bodies should

be studied both chemically and toxicologically. This

alone constituted a record that might occupy many in-

vestigators for years, and it could be carried out properly

only by means of extensive and costly equipment. The

disinfection of houses occupied by consumptives was a

practical matter of great importance and the same was

true of the means by which the traveler might best pro-

tect himself from infection. All these and many other

problems, which must be solved if the race were to rid

itself of this disease, could best be done by investigators

working in laboratories built, equipped and sustained by

the general government, and the government should enter

into and carry on this work for the following reasons

:

(l) It was for the public welfare. (2) It would demand

the time and attention of men who should be relieved

of the necessity of doing anything else. (3) It would re-

quire such expenditures that it could be best done under

special official regulations and at governmental expense.

A Comprehensive Program for the Prevention of

Tuberculosis; the Relative Fimctions of Available

Agencies.—Mr. Livingston Farrand of New York said

that tuberculosis could be eradicated only by eliminating

the centers of infection and by raising the resisting powers

of the individual. The former depended upon adequate

facilities for early diagnosis, for treatment of curable

cases, and for the proper care of advanced cases, and upon

restrictive sanitary measures. Increasing the resisting

powers of the population depended upon a higher standard

of living and a wider observance of sound hygiene. Local

official authority was of more direct assistance than na-

tional or State agencies. Private agencies, as dispensaries,

sanatoria, and hospitals, were necessary in arousing public

interest and in educating the public until public authorities

could be made to see and assume their duties in this field.

Hospitals for advanced cases were a great present need in

the United States.

The Function of Relief Agencies.—Mr. Francis H.

McLean presented certain statistics showing the limited

work done outside of large centers and showing how
difficult it was to secure so rudimentary a thing as the

registration of cases. He thought it was the function of

relief agencies in smaller places to organize tuberculous

work rather than to have separate associations. The func-

tion of such agencies should not vary with reference to

agitation for the passage and enforcement of wise legis-

lation. The trouble had been that smaller associations had

attempted their own educational campaign, and had effected

comparatively little, while they had not encouraged the

healthy growth of State and local health boards.

The Unteachable Consumptive. Ellen N. La
MoTTE of Baltimore said that it must be remembered that

there was a class of consumptives that could not be edu-

cated, the class which was most prone to tuberculosis, and

that in preventing tuberculosis it was not the occasional but

the constant use of adequate precautions that could check

its spread. In her experience with 1,160 cases from this

class, only 143 were fairly careful
; 719 careless and 289

grossly careless. Any community where such a class was

known to exist was justified in adopting more radical

measures than education as a method of checking the

spread of tuberculosis.

Industrial Insurance in Relation to the Contest vfith

Tuberculosis.— Prof. Charles Richmond Henderson of

Chicago showed that present methods of meeting the cost

of tuberculosis in the United States were entirely inade-

quate. The mutual benefit societies were unable to carry

their invalids more than a few weeks. In Germany every

workingman had sickness and invalid insurance, to whose

funds he contributed when well and to whose funds he

had a legal right without charity when he was sick. Conse-

quently he kept himself under medical care and had the

best possible chance of being restored to health. While he

was helpless his illness was not aggravated by anxiety for

his family.

The Antituberculous Dispensary in Lyons, France.

—

Drs. F. Arloing and Paul Courmont of Lyons, France,

described this institution, which was modeled on the Cal-

mette type, and was devoted chiefly to hygiene and prophy-

laxis. Every patient was subjected to a medical examina-

tion, the sputum examined, and his home inspected. The
patient was attracted by the therapeutic feaeture of the

institution, where he received both treatment and assistance,

while prophylaxis, which was the real object of the under-

taking, was carried out by providing the patient with a spit

cup and giving him instructions in hygiene and by disin-

fecting his dwelling house under the supervision of the

inspectors. The family wash was disinfected in a laundry

which was organized like that in the Calmette dispensary.

The patient was given all possible facilities for cleanliness

in the hydrotherapeutic establishment.

The Relation of Tuberculosis to Crime and the In-

carcerated Criminal.—Dr. Julius B. Ransome of New
York thought that the fact that most prisoners came from

infected areas of population would signify that crime and
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tuberculosis were more or less closely allied. The tubercu-

lous prisoner represented one of the greatest physical

menaces to the general social order. The necessity for a

law making mandatory the examination of every prisoner

admitted to every penal institution was absolute. The

history of the tuberculosis work at Clinton Prison illus-

trated the advantageous results possible from the special

treatment of the tuberculous incarcerated criminal. There

had been a decrease of 71 per cent, in the death rate from

tuberculosis in the prisons of New York State in the last

fifteen years. The penal institutions ofifered an oppor-

tunity for prolonged experiment and study which could

not be found in any other field.

The Study of the Relation of Prostitution to Tuber-

culosis.—Dr. J. WiLLOUGHBY Irwin of London contributed

this communication, which was mainly statistical. Out of

218 women examined, 174 used tobacco, alcohol, opium, and

cocaine, singly or all together. Of the 174, 72 were tubercu-

lous. Thirty-two gave family histories of tuberculosis ; 38

gave histories of disease that greatly predisposed to

tuberculosis. The subject of pregnancy and miscarriage

was gone into, and the percentage among the tuberculous

and non-tuberculous was about the same. Forty-six of

the tuberculous prostitutes did not have any history of

contagion. Their living conditions were as a rule good.

What slight information in regard to venereal diseases

that could be obtained seemed to indicate that this class of

diseases predisposed to tuberculosis, and if acquired after

the tuberculosis hastened the progress of the latter.

Some of the Difficulties (Professional and Social) of

the Early Recognition of Tuberculosis and Some Sug-

gestions as to the Remedy.—Dr. E. O. Otis of Boston

said that the early recognition of tuberculosis was not

only of extreme importance to the patient, but equally so

to the community, for, as Professor Grancher said, if it

was treated and cured at an early stage it ceased to be

contagious. It had been estimated that the ascertained

mortality from consumption in any city was only one-

tenth of the real number already seriously affected with

the disease ; hence a very considerable number remained

undiscovered ; and a very large number of these undis-

covered cases must be in the early stage of the disease.

Institutional Care for the Early or Advanced Con-

sumptive; Which is the More Important? Experiences

and Conclusions of a Laymsm.—Mr. Jacob H. Schiff,

President of the Montefiore Home for Chronic Invalids

of New York, said that, as the result of almost a quarter

of a century's experience as chief executive of a large

private philanthropic institution which dealt with con-

sumption in every stage of the disease among the de-

pendent classes of the tenement population of New York

City, he had become convinced that if the scourge was to

be dealt with effectually one must plan more largely than

hitherto and much more boldly. His observations and

thoughts on the subject had led to the formulation of a

few general principles for comprehensive action : (i) That

the private hospitals and sanatoria exclude from admission

advanced cases and incurable consumptive patients.

(2) That the State make ample and adequate provision

for the proper care of sufferers from advanced and in-

curable consumption, and that the isolation of phthisis

sufferers in an advanced stage be made compulsory by

law. (3) That ample provision be made in sanatoria and

otherwise for the scientific treatment of the consumptive

in the early and curable stage of the disease, both through

private philanthropy and by the State. (4) That a thor-

ough system be organized through which can be disclosed

the existence of cases of weakened constitutions and

anemic condition in children and young persons, and that

proper provision be made for curing such conditions wher-

ever they were found to exist.

Farm Colonies and Industrial Settlements.—Mrs.

James E. Newcomb, President of the Stony Wold Sana-

torium, New York State, said that of the patients dis-

charged from this institution since its opening up to the

present time, 97 had died, and the question was suggested,

How many of them might have been saved? Would it

not have been wise to have expended a few more dollars

on them at the time of discharge? Could suitable employ-

ment have been found for them under proper climatic

conditions? In an endeavor to answer these questions,

they decided to start an industrial settlement or farm
colony ; discharged patients were called upon to do light

work. Members of the patient's family could find employ-

ment there. A small beginning had already been made.

A Farm Colony Experiment.—Dr. Henry Barton
Jacobs of Baltimore presented this paper as a preliminary

report upon an experimental farm colony, which had been

established by the Hospital for Consumptives of Maryland
at the Eudowood Sanatorium. In spite of the unfavorable

season which prevailed, the value of the crops raised would
be a little over the e.xpense of the experiment.

What is Necesseiry for the Comprehensive and Ade-
quate Treatment of the Tuberculous Problem?—Mr.
Victor G. Bloede of Baltimore discussed this proposition

under the following five propositions: (i) The best

method of practically organizing and conducting the fight

and enlisting the sympathies and securing the cooperation

of the various communities, and all classes of the public,

in this great work; (2) the best method for discovering,

treating, and controlling cases of tuberculosis, the home
care and treatment of patients, and the best method of

controlling the admission to hospital and sanatorium;

(3) the primary importance, in a comprehensive plan for

the handling of the problem, of the care of the advanced

cases; (4) the treatment of the early and incipient cases

in its relation to the whole subject; and {5) the important

matter of the care of that large class of patients whom
the disease had left in a condition preventing them from
returning to their former avocations or doing hard or

continuous work of any kind.

Fourth Day—Thursday, October 1.

Elementary Instruction as to Tuberculosis.—A. E.

WiNSHip of Boston said that if the pupils in the ele-

mentary grades were so overworked that there was not

time to teach the prevention of tuberculosis, it was time

to eliminate some of the rubbish from the present school

program. As much disciplinary value could be obtained

from the proper teaching of hygiene as from other sub-

jects that were now taught in the schools.

The Body of the Bacillus; Which Shall be Empha-
sized in the Hygienic Education of the Public?—Dr.

Howard S. Anders of Philadelphia said that anti-tubercu-

losis instruction of a well balanced tj'pe should receive as

much time and care as anti-alcoholic instruction in the

public schools, academies and colleges. He made reference

to the historic swing of emphasis from the idea of

heredity and debility to the germ menace ; now backward

to a degree, to more rational attention to the wide im-

portance of various predisposing and direct causes of

bodily susceptibility in domestic, social, industrial and

commercial conditions. There was no reason or safety

in neglecting the microbic factor in relation to sanitation,

but it was probably better to teach with greater emphasis

the importance of preserving vital resistance, or invigorat-

ing it, by improvement of living, working and traveling

conditions. Sanitary prophylaxis was therefore a valuable

part of education, but the preponderance of education

should be directed along lines of sustaining and increasing

bodily health and vigor.

Hygienic Instruction in Schools.—Dr. Henry Bar-

ton Jacobs of Baltimore stated that in order to control

tuberculosis it would be necessary to rely in the past in-

stance upon education. Hospitals, sanatoria, dispensaries,

and camps might have great influence in alleviating or

curing those infected with tuberculosis, but their great in-

fluence in checking the spread of the disease was found
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in their educational influence. These institutions became
schools in which hygiene was taught. The inmates and
their friends belonged to the adult population, and it was
to the men and women of the future that we wished to

give this instruction. If the same kind of instruction

could be given them we would be sending out into the

world youths ready for the emergencies of life and with

an understanding of how to avoid preventable diseases.

Until the schools made provision for this kind of in-

struction we could not hope to cope successfully with

tuberculosis and other infectious diseases.

A Proposition to Introduce a Public Health Week
into the Public Schools.—Dr. Charles Wardell
Stiles, U. S. Public Health and Marine Hospital Service,

of Washington, said that, as the result of his investigations

in the South, he proposed the introduction of a "Public

Health Week" into the public schools, in order to teach

the following three great hygienic principles to the chil-

dren: (i) Do not spit on the floor, for this habit spreads

tuberculosis and diphtheria ; (2) do not pollute the soil,

for this habit spreads typhoid fever, and ground itch, with

its resulting hookworm disease
; (3) protect against mos-

quitos, for mosquitos spread malaria, yellow fever,

dengue, and elephant foot. This proposition was met with

favor, and if certain legal points could be arranged, the

plan would be put into active operation this coming year.

The plan involved the issuance of popular circulars by the

U. S. Public Health and Marine Hospital Service, which

the State superintendents of instruction could adopt as

text-books, to be used in the physiology classes during

public health week.

The Social Significance and Educational Value of the

Nurse in Tuberculosis Work.—Miss Lillian D. Wald,
head worker, Henry Street Settlement, New York, re-

viewed the work since the first organization in America of

the District or Visiting Nurses' Association in 1877. Social

significance lay in the ability of the "soldiers" to care for

the individual victims and to throw light upon the whole

subject and the multiple questions involved.

Tuberculosis and Two Thousand Dollars a Year.

—

Dr. Hele.n C. Putnam of Providence, R. I., Chairman of

Committee to Investigate the Teaching of Hygiene in

Public Schools, appointed by the American .Academy of

Medicine, said that many houses occupied by intelligent

people with small incomes invited tuberculosis through

unsanitary sites and flimsiness of structure, yet for them

high rents were demanded. The only effective way of

reaching these people was through regular educational

institutions. This Congress should demand practical train-

ing in hygiene and sanitation in schools and colleges by

competent instructors, and equally insist upon efficient in-

dustrial training. This Congress and its affiliated associa-

tions should have central committees on school and college

instruction in hygiene and sanitation.

The Popular Lecture in the Crusade Against Tuber-

culosis.—Dr. S. Adolphus Knopf of New York said that,

while the distribution of literature to enlighten the people

in the prevention of tuberculosis was most valuable and

indispensable, the spoken word, the popular lecture, by a

competent physician, was equally important. The place

for such a lecture should be a public hall, schoolhouse or

church, easily accessible, well lighted and well ventilated.

The lecture should be free to all, the cards of invitation

attractive and the wording dignified. The public press

should be invited to the lecture, but it was best to give an

abstract of the address to the reporters present so as to

avoid the appearance of false or misunderstood statements

in the press. A well prepared lecture without manuscript

was preferable to the reading from manuscript ; but a

well read and carefully prepared lecture was preferable

to a rambling and disconnected extemporaneous talk. A
popular lecture should, as a rule, not be longer than three-

quarters of an hour; fifteen minutes should be allowed the

audience to ask questions.

The Blue Star: A Simple and Practical Way to Inter-

est People in Tuberculosis and to Raise Funds to

Combat the Disease.—Miss Clara E. Dyar of Detroit,

Mich., gave an account of an effort to raise funds for the

prevention and relief of tuberculosis by a voluntary asso-

ciation entitled the Blue Star. The work of this associa-

tion had proved so effective as to suggest its introduction

to the International Congress for use in similar efforts.

Report on the Teaching of Elementary Hygiene in

the Training Colleges and Elementary Schools of Great
Britain and Ireland.—Dr. G. A. Heron, Delegate of the

Royal Society of Medicine of London, said that in England
and Wales a great step had been gained in the cause of

school education in hygiene. On August i, 1908, ended the

evil system which, till that date, allowed the study of

hygiene to be optional with those who meant to become
school teachers. When the students completed their course

at the training school a part of the examination was a

special paper on hygiene. In Scotland all the training

colleges had courses of instruction in hygiene. In Eng-
land, Ireland and Wales the teaching of hygiene had, until

to-day, been behind the times, but this was not so in

Scotland. Sound education in hygiene, given both to

school children and to adults, was the chief means by

which they could not only immensely lessen, but practi-

cally end, the existence of tuberculosis.

Tuberculosis and the Public Schools.—Dr. Luther
H. GuLicK, Director of Physical Training in the Public

Schools, New York, presented this communication, in

which he emphasized the importance of attacking the

problem through the agency of the public schools. With
the development of a democracy which depended upon the

intelligence of all the citizens, the State had to adopt

general education as a measure of self-protection. These

were the reasons why the State must, through the same
agencies, protect itself from these ravages of disease which

were dependent upon ignorance with reference to the

fundamental facts of life. How so to manage the home
organization as to live most effectively had only recently

come to be regarded as one of the basal elements in general

education. It was, therefore, as yet not treated as a promi-

nent topic in the curricula of our normal schools or col-

leges. In practically no normal school was it yet ranked

with such sciences as phychology, education, history, and

the like. The State, in order to protect itself, nmst bear

as definite a relation to the health of its children as it did

to their education. These two purposes must be admin-

istered in the main by a single department of our govern-

ment, namely, the public school. Hence, it was inevitable

that there should be established as part and parcel of our

department of education, groups of medical experts who
should see not only that the school was conducted without

injury to the health of the school children, but that they

were a positive factor in raising up for our republic that

body of citizens which were not only intelligent, but which

had that background of vitality and power, without which

education, science, philosophy and art were relatively

valueless.

Diagnosis and Treatment of Infantile Paralysis by
Electricity.—Delherm advocates the use of electricity

for purposes of diagnosis, prognosis, and therapeutics

early in any case of infantile paralysis. The sooner this

treatment is begun the better results we may expect to

obtain, while no case of this disease fails to be bene-
fited by it. The author begins this treatment as early as

the fotirth week, using the galvanic current applied to the

spine without any interruptions, or passed through the

limb by means of a waterbath. It stimulates the circu-

lation by vasodilatation, raises the temperature of the

limbs, and limits the atrophy which will inevitably occur.

Later in the case the galvanism is applied with interrup-

tions, three times a week, to the paralyzed rnuscles. The
use of faradism is generally not advisable, either because

the muscles do not respond to it, or because tetanization

favors atrophy.

—

Annates de Medecine et Chinirgie In-

fantiles.
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Contagious Diseases. Weekly Statement.—Report of

cases and deaths from contagious diseases reported to

the Sanitary Bureau, Health Department, New York
City for the weeks ending October 3 and October 10,

1908:
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THORACIC PERIOSTEEDEMA OF ANGIO-
NEUROTIC ORIGIN.

By HEINRICH STERN', M.I).,

NEW YORK.

Inr-; exploration of the thora.x occasionally reveals

a more or less pronounced and circumscribed swell-

ing over one or more ribs, over the sternum, or

more rarely over a costal cartilage. This swelling,

unlike the superficial angioneurotic edema, appears

to have its source in the periosteum or the perichon-

drium ; it does not necessarily concur with any dis-

tinctly painful sensation in tiie involved area, and
is of a fleeting nature. The swelling consists of a

tirni, doughy infiltration of the tissues in the im-

mediate proximity of the osseous or cartilaginous

structures of the thorax and is prone to recur at

irregular intervals.

A short time ago. Max Herz described substan-

tially the same syndrome as pseudoperiostitis angio-

neurotica,* apparently assuming, however, that it

is an affection sui generis. Lublinskif has since

published a case-history under the same caption.

Herz speaks of an "affection" consisting of the

tissue-infiltration in the immediate neighborhood
of a bone, causing pain, sensitive to pressure, and
following in the wake of angioneurotic cardiac

paroxysms.
The nosological status of the syntlrome, as given

by Herz, is quite vague. In the first instance, it is

unfortunate that we try to identify a pathological

condition by a negative designation ; a pseudoperi-

ostitis is a false periostitis, which means that it is

not at all a periostitis in the common acceptation of

the term. We should always attempt to identify

an abnormal, and for that matter also a normal,

state by its positive and prominent phenomena. The
condition before us is characterized by a circum-

scribed, fleeting edema which is connected with the

periosteum. It is therefore a periosteedema on an

angioneurotic basis. The term periosteedema is

certainly more expressive of the pathological state

than is the appellation pseudoperiostitis. Herz be-

lieves to have described an affection which was
hitherto unrecognized. This is certainly not the

case, for we know that angioneurotic edema may
occur in the form of periosteal swelling surround-

ing the ribs and sternum. Angioneurotic perioste-

edema, however, is by no means confined to the

bony structures of the thorax as we may encounter

it connected with the bones of the head, the pelvis,

or the extremities.

It must not be wondered at that Herz observed
his pseudoperiostitis only in the thoracic skeleton

and in conjunction with a cardiac neurosis, as his

experience was gained in the diagnosticotherapeutic

institute for cardiopaths in Vienna. Had his work
brought him in closer contact with patients who

*Zentralblatt fiir innere Medizin, March 21, 1908.

^Ibidem, May 2, igoi<.

were not cardiopaths, there is little doubt that he
would entertain a somewhat different opinion con-
cerning fleeting periosteal or perichondrial swelling.

While angioneurotic periosteal edema may super-

vene practically everywhere where there is perios-

teum, its occurrence on the thoracic bones neither

depends upon a cardiac neurosis nor is it a con-
comitant of the latter in the great majority of in-

stances. It seems to concur much more frequently

with gastrointestinal disturbances, which may them-
selves be of angioneurotic production.

Thoracic periosteedema of a transitory character
is not as uncommon a i)lienomenon as one may pre-

sume. As a matter of fact we are apt to overlook

a slight swelling over the ribs or the sternum un-
less our attention is especially drawn to it by the

patient or someone of his surroundings. At other

times the patient is (|uite unaware of the swelling,

and is certain that it was not present a few hours
ago. Again, in other instances the infiltration does

not exist at the time of examination, but the pa-

tient is positive that there was a swelling some-
where on the chest a short time before. As already

remarked, a distinct ])ain is not always a concomi-
tant of the phenomenon, and when it is present, it

is often quite insignificant ; the pain, as a general

rule, however, is more pronounced than when skin

and mucous membranes alone are involved. A
painless or nearly painless evanescent tumefaction
on the thorax necessarily escapes detection in a

goodly proportion of instances.

While thoracic jjeriosteedema of angioneurotic

causation may not be particularly painful in itself,

a pressure pain may invariably he elicited at the site

of the affected bone during the period of infiltra-

tion. This pressure pain, which may be quite acute

at times, can often be called forth when the exter-

nally visible infiltration has subsided. In some in-

stances, the pressure pain can be evoked weeks and
months after the disappearance of the swelling,

a fact which points to the existence of a chronic,

circumscribed periostitis. An affection of the costal

periosteum can as a rule be readily localized by
means of the pressure pain, a point which is of

decided value in differential diagnosis.

Thoracic periosteedema of angioiieurotic origin is

invariably circumscribed and appears and disap-

pears quickly, but not as suddenly as the angio-

neurotic edema of the more superficial structures.

It tends to recurrence at irregular intervals but at

the same location. Unlike the common angioneu-

rotic edema which generally ensues before the thir-

tieth year it does not, as a rule, supervene until

after this period of life. In my experience it has

occurred much oftener in women than in men, and
it invariably ensues in persons with neurotic ten-

dencies. Once in a while two or more instances of

angioneurotic periosteedema are encountered in one

family. Irregular menstruation or the cessation of

the catamenia seems to favor its production. While
superficial angioneurotic edema is mostly multiple,

there occurs usuallv but one swelling in thoracic
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angioneurotic periosteedema. I have seen but one
case with muhiple infiltrations, none of which, how-
ever, was larger than about two centimeters in di-

ameter. The thoracic periosteedema may attain

considerable size, it may involve two or more ribs,

a portion of the sternum, and may be continuous
over the interposed costal cartilage by the agency
of the latter's perichondrium. Its usual dimensions
varj- from that of a longitudinally halved pigeon's

egg to that of one-half of a good-sized apple. The
circumscribed tumor is palpable in nearl}^ every in-

stance, that is, the swelling generally occurs where
there is the least resistance, and this is on the ex-

ternal surface of the thorax. In other cases the

edema may extend into the thoracic cavity, or may
even be confined to it, and may give rise to "asth-

matic" attacks, dyspnea, cough, cardiac irregulari-

ties, and a variet\^ of disturbances of the intrathor-

acic equilibrium.

The temperature of the infiltrated area is usually

somewhat raised, but hardly ever more than about
two degrees Fahrenheit. In some instances, the

surface temperature appears to be somewhat dimin-
ished. The fluctuations of the local temperature
are of brief duration, being most pronounced during
the productive stage of the infiltration. The local

temperature alteration does not correspond to the

extent of the area involved and does not reflect the
degree of the swelling. Thoracic periosteedema,
being a localized process, does not as a rule influ-

ence the general body temperature. If fever oc-
curs at all it is of a very mild degree unless it be
the expression of an accompanying aiTection.

The predilection of the swelling to appear and
reappear as a periosteal edema, besides being due
to an angioneurotic factor, must be founded in

some structural abnormality of the bone. This may
be the consequence of malnutrition, a rachitic con-
dition, for instance, or it may be the immediate or

mediate result of an injury, S. West has reported
the histories of acute periosteal swellings in several

young infants, which swellings, he opines, were
probably rickety in nature.* \\'hile I have never
seen in infants and children any periosteal swell-

ings apart from those due to subperiosteal hemor-
rhages occurring not infrequently in infantile

scurv3^ and, of course, the cephalohematoma in the

new-born, my cases having been almost invariably

of the acute superficial variety, I could deduce
early rachitis in at least fifty per cent, of the in-

stances of thoracic periosteedema which have come
under my observation. In some of my cases in

which traumatifm proved the direct cause of the
fleeting periosteedema a clear history of rachitis

could be obtained. Other instances nf the phenom-
enon which I have seen were due either to an in-

jury or to refrigerators- influences. A slight hurt
of the thorax may give occasion to an evanescent
periosteedema in individuals prone to angioneurotic
disturbances. These are the cases which pass oiT

vmnoticed. as a rule, because neither patient nor
physician pays sufficient attention to them. The
phenomenon ensues more frequently in the cold

season, and the greater frequency of it among
women, I think, is due to their scanty attire of the
chest, more especially at social functions, etc.

Many an uneasiness and pain in the female
chest arising the day after the dance are prob-
ably due to the periosteum and its infiltration

and have nothing to do with "neuralgia." "pleuro-
dynia." "muscular rheumatism." "pleuritis." etc.

\\"ere we to examine carefully all these cases we
would certainly find slight localized edemas and

" British Medical Jounuil. 1888, Vol. I., p 856.

pressure pains over a rib, a costal cartilage, or a

portion of the sternum, in a large proportion of
instances.

Thoracic periosteedema does not require much
treatment, as a rule; its recognition, however, is not

unimportant because it averts all kind of useless

medication directed to affections which are not pres-

ent, or which are but secondary to the periosteal

anomaly. Periosteal disease is one of the principal

mechanical factors of "neuralgia," for instance,

therefore we should not treat the vague symptom
"neuralgia," which is to no real purpose, but its

underlying cause. Hot applications to the diseased

spot, and when we have an active inflammatory
process the continuous employment of the ice-bag

will relieve the "neuralgia" much more readily than
opiates, salicylates, or the coal-tar derivatives. Coun-
terirritants have no place in the treatment of peri-

osteedema, and massage, electricity, and vibration,

are worse than useless. Bier's hyperemic treatment
may be given a trial if the edematous swellings ap-

pear too frequently and cause discomfort. In two
cases of oft-repeated and painful periosteedema I

obtained excellent results, so far as diminution of

the frequent recurrences and suppression of the pain

were concerned, by means of continued dry cup-
ping. If the pressure pain persists after the swell-

ing has subsided it is best to treat the affected area
like a fractured rib by strapping it with strips of

zinc oxide adhesive piaster which should be applied

from below upward and at the en 1 of expiration.

Constitutional treatment should be institutel only

when the patient is a confirmed neurotic. Mental
rest is then always indicated. Hydrotherapeutic
procedures may afford relief of the contributing

neurotic condition. A sojourn in some other alti-

tude may also ten! to the amelioration of the sys-

temic state and the localize.! angioneurotic phenom-
enon. Constitutional treatment may be called for

when the subperiosteal infiltrations cause intrathor-

acic pressure-symptoms evidencing themselves by
respiratory and cardiac disturbances. Powerful
suction cups will be here of decided assistance, and
the Bier hyperemic method f Stauungshyperemie).
which I have had as vet no occasion to employ in

such instances, ought to render excellent service.

The latter, however, is a suggestion which I ad-

vance on purely theoretical grounds.

In the following I shall briefly mention some in-

stances of thoracic periosteedema which have come
under my observation.

C.vsE I.—Mrs. M. B., 34 years old, mother of

two children. Was referred to me on account of

bradycardia and attacks of dyspnea. Seizures oc-

curred about weekly, started at night, and lasted

for almost two days. There was a feeling of op-

pression and some pain extending from the second

to the fourth rib, and from the left sternal to the

left mammillary line during the time of the attack.

Patient exhibited neurotic stigmata and had been
treated for "rheumatism" on account of fleeting

swellings in the knees, calves, legs, hands, and face.

The swellings were more pronounced at the time

of menstruation, and not all the parts were edema-
tous at one and the same time, as a rule. The
phvsical examination revealed besides a slightly

arhythmic heart, a circumscribed, dense, non-pitting

infiltration extending from the second to the fourth

left rib, having its maximum elevation in the left

parasternal line at. the inferior border of the third

rib. There was a distinct pressure sensitiveness.

Continued deep palpation and rather slight pressure

upon the tumefaction called forth very shallow,

ierkv' respiratory movements, increased dyspnea, and
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arhythmia, and a good deal of anxiety. The gen-

eral temperature was not augmented, but the sur-

face of the infiltrated area felt decidedly warmer
to the touch than the surrounding normal integu-

ment. At the time of a second examination, five

days later, the tumefaction had entirely disappeared,

but there still remained some painful periosteal

spots upon pressure ; the patient felt decidedly more
at ease and did not any longer complain of intra-

thoracic oppression. In another five days the phe-

nomenon, and with it the liyspnea and augmented
arhythmia, had recurred.

This case shows that acute superficial edema
and acute periosteedema may occur in one and the

same person, and that there may have existed an

evanescent, frequently recurring periosteal swelling,

together with the external infiltration, on the inner

side of the thorax which may have been the dis-

turbing factor of the intrathoracic equilibrium. It

is possible, however, that the visible periosteedema

always occurred synchronously with a superficial

fleeting edema of the bronchial muco.sa, and that

the dyspneic seizures, and presumably also the

arhythmic behavior of the heart, were the result

of pressure emanating from the left bronchus or

its ramifications.

C.'^SE II.—Airs. F. S., 36 years old, mother of

five children. Was referred to me on account of

diabetes mellitus and "rheumatism." She experi-

enced swellings in the joints, the arms, legs, the

face and chest, which would come and go. The
first swelling occurred eleven years ago, shortly

after childbirth. There never occurred any fever

with the swellings, and the accompanying pains were

not acute and were likened by the patient to "stiff-

ened pressure.'" The patient was highly neurotic

and exhibited a small amount of glucose in her

urine. The sugar never amounted to more than 25

grams in the 24 hours. She had no polyuria, and it

appears that she never had had any. She complained

of no respiratory or cardiac difficulty. The exam-

ination of the chest showed a distinct, circumscribed

infiltration over the sternum, which was not pain-

ful in itself but which was very sensitive on mod-
erate pressure. The pressure pain extended some-

what to the right, traveling along the fifth rib.

The patient stated that about half the time there

was a swelling over the breastbone, and that she

preferred to wear no corsets during that period.

This case confirms the observation made in Case

[, that superficial angioneurotic edema may occur

with thoracic periosteedema in the same person.

This patient, a confirmed neurotic, was singularly

free from respiratory or cardiac disturbances.

Case III.—H. G. H., 59 years old, banker, father

of two children. Very good family and personal

history. The patient had no neurotic tendencies but

was subject to catarrhal conditions of tl^p upper

respiratory tract. He had had influenzal infections

in two consecutive winters. The patient had been

afifected with some periosteal swellings in various

locations at difrerent times. On one occasion he had

a very painful periostitis with extensive infiltration

in one finger ; on aiiother occasion he had a perios-

teal inflammation of the posterior portions of the

left fourth and fifth ribs extending to beneath the

left scapula ; on a third occasion the periosteum of

the left third rib was infiltrated and caused a good

deal of pain. The swellings in these instances dis-

appeared together with the underlying cause, and

have never recurred. However, the patient had

from time to time another swelling which, appar-

ently, had its seat in the periosteum, was circum-

scribed, painless, and not very sensitive to pressure.

Tt was located over the left fifth, sixth, and seventh

ribs, and extended from the left sternal line to

about two centimeters beyond the left mamniillary
line, imparting to the entire area a quite prominent
additional convexity. The swelling was evanescent
but of longer duration than the other perioste-

edenias on an angioneurotic basis which I have en-
countered. The maximum infiltration generally

lasted a few weeks, and might not reappear for a

number of months, but the swelling never vanished
completely.

This case is interesting for two reasons, first, be-

cause it evinces that we may find periosteedemas
which are rather of a subacute than an acute nature

;

and, second, that there may be a tendency to peri-

osteal disease in individuals developing perioste-

edema through angioneurotic influences.

C.\SE IV.—Mrs. S. P., 34 years old, no children,

was referred to me on account of "stomach dis-

ease." Ten years ago the patient underwent an
operation for pyosalpinx. She complained now of
pain around the heart, a bloated feeling in the same
region and in the upper part of the stomach, and
anorexia alternating with a voracious appetite.

Pain and bloatedness would prevail for about four
or five days at a time ; she would feel pretty well

for about the same length of time when the former
symptoms would again supervene. Anore.\ia was
present during the period of oppression, the appe-
tite became ravenous the moment she felt better.

A very thorough examination did not reveal any
abnormal condition of the lungs, pleura, heart, or
stomach ; a test of the stomach contents showed no
functional disturbance of the gastric organ. There
was, however, a well circumscribed protrusion in

the region of the left fourth, fifth, and sixth ribs

which extended from the mammillary line to the

left middle axillary line. This protrusion proved
to be due to a very firm infiltration which was quite

smooth over its surface, and which seemed to be
derived from the periosteum of the three ribs. The
dense consistency of the swelling prevented palpa-

tion of the fourth and fifth intercostal spaces. The
edema itself did not cause any special pain in the

protruding integument and its neighboring tissues

;

pressure upon it, however, elicited acute pains all

over the involved area. The patient was under my
observation for some time and I had occasion to

watch the fluctuations of the periosteedema. Soon
after the institution of treatment (application of

heat, strapping, etc.) the swelling subsided and with
it the subjective phenomena. For a period of near-

ly three months the patient felt more comfortable
than she did at any time during the past ten years,

and the swelling had not returned. The swelling

recurs now from time to time ; it is. however, much
less pronounced than formerly and does not coin-

cide with much pain, nor are the gastric symptoms
present in the former degree.

The only remarkable feature of this case is the

fact that the patient was under treatment for "stom-
ach disease" for a period of ten years, and that

during all this time no thorough examination of the

cardiac and epigastric regions was made.
Case V.—Mrs. S. C, 36 years old, no children.

The patient experienced latterly, shortly after men-
struation, pain in the right ovary, precordial pain
and a sense of weight in the chest, and attacks of
cough, especially during the night. These phenom-
ena gradually subsided as the menstrual period ap-

proached, but revived when this had passed. The
ovarian pain was probably due to a post-menstrual
congestive state which might bear some relation to

a deep-seated angioneurotic edema. The chest was
well developed, and there were no structural changes
either in the lungs or in the heart. The uvula was
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slightly edematous and the larynx appeared con-

gested. There was a firm circumscribed elevation

over the fourth rib just on the parasternal line.

The swelling was about three centimeters in diam-
eter and painful when pressed upon. It did not pit

and appeared to spring from the periosteum. Ob-
servation demonstrated that the swelling was of a

semi-fleeting character, that is to say, it never be-

came entirely reduced, but that it diminished to a

greater or lesser degree at about the second or third

week after menstruation.

The little periosteedema, a negligible factor by it-

self, attains some importance as a diagnostic symp-
tom. It throws light upon the intrathoracic condi-

tion after the catamenia because it points to the

production of fleeting edemas in certain parts of

the mucosa of the respiratory tract at that period.

To these intrathoracic angioneurotic edemas may
be ascribed the precordial pain, the sense of weight
in the chest, and the coughing seizures.

Cojiclusious.—Thoracic periosteedema of angio-

neurotic origin occurs much more frequently than

is generally supposed ; it is closely related to the

acute circumscribed superficial edema, with which it

may be associated. It may be the external mani-
festation of periosteal swellings on the inner side

of the thorax, or it may be the visible evidence of
possible angioneurotic edemas of tlie mucosa of the

respiratory tract disturbing the intrathoracic equil-

ibrium. If rightly interpreted, it will always prove
of diagnostic aid. The phenomenon, which is of a

fleeting nature but tends to recurrence, appears
oftener in women than in men, and seems to stand
in some connection with the catamenia. A prog-
nosis as to the period of its ultimate disappearance
cannot be made, but the outlook concerning its

gradual diminution and that of its concomitants is

very encouraging. The phenomenon requires no
treatment in the majority of instances; remedial
measures, however, when indicated, invariably call

forth temporary and, occasionally, also more last-

ing amelioration of the subjective and objective

symptoms.

SOME FEATURES OF THE PRESENT CRU-
SADE AGAINST TUBERCULOSIS

IN NEW YORK CITY.*

By N. gilbert SEYMOUR, .-^.B., M.D.,

NEW YORK.

clinical assistant gouverneur tuberculosis clinic; assistant
attending physician cornell dispensary

(department of dermatology).

The importance of pulmonary tuberculosis as an
economic and municipal problem has long been
recognized, but its magnitude in the larger cities,

and especially in New York, can best be empha-
sized by reference to a few recent statistics. We
all know, in general terms, that tuberculosis claims
annually more victims than any other one disease
known to science, but that fact becomes at once
more significant and more dramatic when it is ex-
pressed in numbers. Over one million deaths occur
annually, in the civilized world, from tuberculosis

:

that is, about one in every seven deaths from any
cause. Dififerently expressed, this means that some-
where in the world one human being dies of con-
sumption every two minutes. In the United States,

the number of deaths from consumption during the
year 1907 was 150,000. In New York State about
14,000 deaths from tuberculosis are reported each
year, one-tenth to one-eleventh of all deaths from

Read before the Jefferson County Medical Society,
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every cause. In New York City, the annual num-
ber of deaths from consumption alone, exclusive of

other, non-pulmonary, forms of tuberculosis, is

9,000; and in 1907, 19,725 new cases of consumption
were reported to the Board of Health. Under ex-

isting conditions, the great majority of these new
cases will eventually die of the disease, after infect-

ing other thousands of their fellow-citizens.

Viewed from this standpoint alone, the outlook

would seem well-nigh hopeless ; but, happily, there

is another aspect of the situation. Since the isola-

tion of the tubercle bacillus by Koch in 1882, the

scientific conception of the etiology and control of

infectious diseases has been practically revolution-

ized, and the modern idea of dealing with these

communicable diseases has been nowhere better ex-

pressed than by Pasteur in the setitence, "C'est daus
Ic I'ouvoir hiiinain dc fake disparattre dn niondc

tons les maladies parasitaires." It is in the sanguine

application of this principle that we are seeking,

in New York City, to deal with the tremendous
problem of tuberculosis, as it there presents itself.

In a recent article in the New York State Medi-
cal Journal, Dr. B. H. Waters, of the New York
Health Department, calls attention to the fact that,

in New York City, tuberculosis is essentially a dis-

sease of the tenements, of the crowded districts. It

is there that the disease thrives and is propagated

:

and it is there, incidentally, that it is hardest to con-

trol. Among the wealthy or the well-to-do, patients

can either be perfectly controlled in their own
homes or sent promptly to one of the many sana-

toria especially equipped for their care and cure.

But among the poor, it is seldom possible to send

away any considerable number. The majority must
be treated in their own homes, in an environment
peculiarly unsuited, in most instances, for the treat-

ment essential either to the recovery of the in-

dividual, or to the protection of his family.

Our problem, then, in the control of this com-
municable and curable disease—for to deal with

it effectively, we must recognize both its danger

and its susceptibility to treatment— lies in our man-
agement of its source in the tenements ; that is, in

the care of the tuberculous poor.

Up to 1893, no systematic efTort was made by the

city to combat the spread of consumption. The
high death rate and steadily increasing number of

cases are accepted as a terrible, but inevitable, fact.

In 1893, the first step was taken, in a law for the

compulsory registration of all hospital and dispen-

sary cases to the Board of Health; and one year

later, in 1894, a further regulation was made compel-

ling the registration of all cases of pulmonary tuber-

culosis. This measure met, at first, with considerable

opposition, both from the laity, as represented by the

press, and from the profession. It was asserted that

the registration of cases would necessarily result

in a certain measure of publicity for the patient,

and a corresponding measure of ostracism by his

neighbors. In practice, this was not found to be

the case, and the regulation now meets with general

acceptance and approval. It is, in fact, the essen-

tial first step in any successful attempt to combat
the spread of the disease, since without a knowl-

edge of the exact number and location of new cases

no systematic effort to prevent the spread of the in-

fection can be made. The next step of importance

was taken the following year, 1895, when a special

laboratory was established by the Board of Health

for the free examination of sputum and for other

diagnostic examinations not possible by the busy

practitioner. By this means, the registration of

cases is often obtained when a formal report might
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be neglected, a positive sputum serving as its own
report of a new case.

Xo further municipal move of importance was
made, however, until May, 1894, when the first

separate class for the treatment of pulmonary tu-

berculosis was established at the Dispensary of

the New York Throat and Nose Hospital, under
the direction of Dr. Bermingham. The idea of a

special dispensary, or separate class, for the care

of consumptives, was no novelty abroad, but it was
a distinct innovation in New York City. Previous

to that time, tuberculosis cases had been accepted

in the general medical clinic of whatever dispensary

they might happen to apply. There they had await-

ed their turn in the general waiting-room, without

any precautions for the protection of other patients.

Upon admission to the clinic, they had received

such examination as could be given by the busy,

overworked physicians in attendance ; were diag-

nosed as consumptive—if they were sufficiently ad-

vanced cases to render diagnosis relatively easy

—

anil were dismissed with a few hasty inslrnctions

in hygiene, and probably with one or more prescrip-

tions—especially for cod-liver oil and the Stoke's

expectorant mixture. This may appear to be a

criticism of the physicians in c]uestion : but such an
examination and method of treatment were all that

was possible under the circumstances, and their

futility was recognized and deplored by the physi-

cians themselves more than by any possible critic.

With the formation of separate classes for the

care of tuberculous cases, a new era was estab-

lished. In a special class, it became possible, not

only to make more careful and thorough examina-
tion of applicants, and thereby to recognize earlier

and more hopeful cases, but also to devote to each

patient the time necessary to teach him those rules

of ]iersonal hygiene so important for his own im-

provement, and for the safety of his family and
neighbors.

The first separate clinic was soon followed by
others. Private institutions and city ilispensaries

adopted the new scheme with enthusiasm, recogniz-

ing its need and its value. Among the city hos-

pitals, Gouverneur was the first to establish a sepa-

rate Tuberculosis Clinic in October, 1903, followed

by Bellevue Hospital in December of the same year.

Harlem Hospital was added to the list in 1904.

Meanwhile, Vanderbilt Clinic opened its class in

January, 1903. The model Board of Health Clinic,

planned and built under the direction of Dr. Her-
mann M. Biggs, with the assistance of Drs. Knopf,
Billings, and Waters of the Health Department,

was opened on March i, 1904. More recently, New
York Dispensary and New York Hospital, Presby-

terian, Mt. Sinai, and the German Hospital, have

joined the ranks, and there are now branches of

the Board of Health Dispensary in Brooklyn and

the Bronx.

The first evident effect of these separate clinics

was the more thorough examination and the more
efficient treatment of the cases themselves ; but it

became evident very shortly that the most essential

feature of a really effective control of such patients,

that is, their obedience to sanitary and hygienic

regulations in their own homes, could only be taught

and enforced by home supervision. Out of the

recognition of this necessity arose the demand for

the most valuable single adjunct we have in the

clinics—the visiting nurse. However thorough and

painstaking the physicians may be in their care of the

cases, it is practically impossible for them to know
if their instructions are heeded or their rules obeyed,

without the report of the nurse. She visits the pa-

tients in their homes, advises -them how to read-

just the surroundings to meet their needs and our
rules, reinforces the instructions given at the clinic,

and, finally, reports regularly to the doctors the
home conditions she has found. It thus becomes
possible to know the exact environment which has
to be dealt with in each individual case, and to take

systematic measures to correct or improve it.

To appreciate why this question of environment
assumes an importance in the treatment of tubercu-

losis greater than in that of any other disease, one
has only to remember that it is in the home—and
especially in the tenement home—that tuberculosis

is acquired and transmitteti, and from every neg-
lected case of the disease one or more new cases

will inevitably arise. Here, at its very source, is

where the fight must be fought—and won. If we
can once control the spread of tuberculosis in the

tenements, we shall be able to stamp out the dis-

ease through the city.

Next to the adoption of separate classes, the most
important step in the crusade has been the district-

ing of the city. This scheme was an outgrowth, or

by-product, of the work of a committee, organized

in the spring of 1906 under the auspices of the

Charity Organization Society, for the distribution

(if a fund contributed to the Society for relief of de-

serving cases among the tuberculous poor. The
ctjmmittee was composed of representatives from
the Charity Organization Society and of physicians

representing each of the various tuberculosis clinics

then established. In the course of their work of

investigation and relief, recently reported in full,

this committee hit upon a device to simplify and
harmonize the routine work of the various clinics,

and to avoid delay and error in locating cases. This
scheme consisted in dividing the city into districts

with definite and arbitrary boundaries, each presid-

ed over by one of the special tuberculosis clinics.

All tuberculous cases applying for treatment in any
dispensary are referred to the special dispensary
for the district in which they reside. By this

method, the cases under regular observation and
treatment at each tuberculosis clinic are limited to

the residents of that district, and the work of tlie

clinic and of the visiting nurse is thereby simplified

and brought within practicable bounds. There are
now eleven such districts in the city (that is, in

Manhattan and the Hronx), controlled by eleven
corresponding district clinics.

Another advantage of the district plan is that it

has led to greater uniformity in methods employed
by the different clinics in the care of their cases,

and put a stop to patients seeking aid from several
different sources, thus causing confusion and dupli-
cation of work. A uniform system of transferring
cases, by special cards supplied to all the clinics.

and a more systematic and satisfactory record of
cases at the Board of Health, were further results

of the scheme The most recent result has been
in a valuable addition to the organized forces en-
listed in the work by the formation of a Women's
Auxiliary for each clinic. The auxiliaries are com-
posed of women who are connected with the social,

religious or charitable organizations of the district,

or who are willing to give time or funds to the

work, and the auxiliaries represent what has been
called "social service.'" that is, the effort to pro-
vide for individual cases such additional care, finan-

cial or otherwise, as they may need, beyond the ad-
vice, medicine or extra nourishment we are able

to provide at the dispensary. .

A final outcome of the admirable work of the Re-
lief Committee is its recent organization, at the
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completion of the work for which it was originally

enlisted, into a permanent association—the Associa-

tion of Tuberculosis Clinics of New York City.

"This Association," to quote from the recent report

of its President, Dr. James Miller, "is composed of

active members, who are the representatives of the

various clinics, and of associate members, who are

selected as representing the different charitable, re-

ligious, and social societies and institutions in the

city which arc coming in contact with tuberculosis

as a constant social problem." The purpose of the

organization, to quote again from the report, "is to

enlist the active cooperation of all the.'^e agencies in

such a way that in each district of the city the tu-

berculosis clinic may become the center to which all

workers among the poor will naturally turn for

expert advice upon all questions and problems

which may arise in regard to tuberculosis." By
means of this central organization, the work of

the separate clinics can be carried on in uniform

and systematic cooperation, every district having

representation on the Central Committee, and all

deferring to its decisions in matters of common in-

terest.

There are two comparatively recent factors

among our available forces, to which I wish to call

particular attention. I refer to the Day Camp and

to the Church Classes.

The Day Camp is intended to supply a place

where dispensary patients may get proper out-of-

door treatment under medical supervision, during

the summer months, when roofs and fire escapes

are not available because of tlie heat, parks and

recreation piers are crowded to their capacity, and

•the interior of the tenements is intolerable. The
experiment was inaugiirated in New York last year.

by the Relief Committee of the Charity Organiza-

tion Society, when an old ferryboat, the Southfield.

condemned for active service, was secured from the

city authorities, fitted up through private contribu-

tions with all that was essential for the purpose,

and moored to a pier at the foot of west Sixteenth

Street. A nurse was detailed for regular duty on

the boat, and physicians from the various clinics

volunteered for service. Patients were sent to the

boat from all the clinics, each being given a card

properly endorsed b)' the dispensary physician, and

they were required to attend with regularit}'. The

boat was open daily from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.. a noon

meal being served on board, and extra nourishment

also pro\-ided twice a day. The patients were

weighed weekly by the nurse, daily morning and

afternoon temperatures were taken and recorded,

and sanatorium discipline was taught and main-

tained. A limited number of cots were provided

for emergencies; but advanced cases, requiring

much care, were not admitted to the boat. Steamer-

chairs and hammocks were provided in abundance,

and books and magazines for patients able to ap-

preciate them.

This Day Camp proved so successful that the

Southfield has been pressed into service again this

vear, and is moored now at a wharf in front of

Bellevue Hospital, under the immediate supervision

of the Bellevue Clinic; while a second old ferry-

boat has recently been secured for the Gouverneur

Clinic through the efforts of the Gouverneur Aux-
iliary, and will be open for the reception of cases

within a few days.*

The other new factor to which I alluded is the

Church Class. This innovation in the treatment

*The Gouverneur Day Camp, the Ferryboat WestHeld.

moored at Pier 53. East River, was opened for patients

on July IS-

of tttberculosis among the poor is the outcome of

the work of Dr. J. H. Pratt, who started the first

such class in July, 1905, under the auspices of

Emanuel Church, in Boston. In January, 1906,

an associate of Dr. Pratt's, Dr. John B. Hawes,
started the Suburban Tuberculosis Classes, of which
there are now three or four, for the care of pa-
tients living at a greater distance from the city.

Later in 1906, the first Church Class in New York
was organized by Dr. W. L. Niles under the

auspices of Christ Church. In the fall of 1907,
two more Church Classes were added to the list,

one at Montclair, N. J., under the direction of

Dr. Stella S. Bradford, and the second New York
Class, St. George's, of which Dr. Howard and I

are in charge.

The work of these church classes should, in no
way, be confused with that of the dispensary clin-

ics, and a church class is to be regarded as among
the additional resources of the district in which
it is situated, rather than as a competitor, in any
sense, of the district clinic. The church class

approaches the problem from a totally different

standpoint. The district clinic must receive all

cases which are referred to it and do what it can
for each. It can cure a few, arrest the progress

of the disease—that is, prolong the life—of more,
and care for many. It is the center of the educa-

tional crusade in the district, and the proper head
of the district work. The church class, on the

other hand, receives a very limited number of suit-

able, early cases, and, by means of the resources

of the organization which supports it, that is, of

the church under whose auspices it works, it aims
to supply its selected cases with all they need for

proper treatment in their own homes. In other

words, the church class receives few patients for its

special care, but it aims to cure those few, and to

cure them at home.

It is evident how the church class fits into the

district scheme. It is one additional agency in any
district to be utilized in the fight, and an increase

in the number of such classes is an unqualified

benefit to the districts with which they cooperate.

Such being an outline of the crusade in general,

it may be of interest to describe the actual work
in one of the districts. The routine is practically

the same in all, but I am qualified to speak from
personal experience only of the work in the Gouv-
erneur Clinic with which I have been associated

for nearly five years.

The Gouverneur Tuberculosis Clinic was organ-

ized in October, 1903. We started as a subdivision

of the general medical clinic and derived all our

cases originally from that source. We began with

an average of two cases a day. We have now an

average of 20 cases a day, and keep about 125 cases

under constant observation. From October, 1903,

to July I, 1908. we have had 1,246 applicants for

admission to the clinic. Not all of these patients

were tuberculous, and, indeed, so many cases with

cough were referred to us for that symptom alone,

that we have had to make the rule that no new
case will be accepted unless sent by another district

dispensary or after examination in the general med-
ical clinic.

Among other diseases sent us as tuberculous, the

most usual are chronic bronchitis and emphysema

;

acute bronchitis ; nose and throat diseases with

cough; chronic (sometimes acute) endocarditis:

and a few scattering cases of pneumonia (masked
or unresolved), typhoid fever with marked bron-

chitis, and other conditions having cough or tem-

perature as symptoms.
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Our routine is as simple as we can make it,

under the conditions in which we work. The chnic

is open three days a week, Alonday, Wednesday, and
Friday, from 2 to 4 p.m. There are three physi-

cians in attendance and one visiting nurse. The
patients are received into the general waiting room
of the dispensary, but are assigned to special benches
adjacent to the rooms reserved for our use. Each
patient, on presenting himself at the dispensary, is

provided with a numbered card and a piece of clean

gauze. The card entitles him to admission in his

turn. The gauze he must hold before his mouth
if he should cough or sneeze while in the building.

Cuspidors are provided in plenty, in case it should

be necessary for any patient to expectorate ; but un-
necessary coughing is discouraged and, to a large

extent, controlled. Patients with paroxysms of ap-

parently uncontrollable coughing are often benefited

by the request to leave the waiting room and sit in

the open air, thereby losing their turn, until they

can stop coughing. No patient is allowed to cough
or sneeze without putting his gauze before his face,

and our older patients are so well trained that it is

no unusual sight to see one of them admonishing
a newcomer who had neglected the rule.

This response to training is the more encour-

aging when one realizes the class of patients with

which we are dealing in the Gouverneur district.

The overwhelming majority of our cases are for-

eigners, chiefly Russian and Polish Jews—Polacks

and Yids in the vernacular—with a few Italians,

Germans, and Irish. Occasionally Armenians and
Greeks are numbered among our patients, and we
have, of course, a few of English and American
birth or parentage. Most of these people—the

adults, at least—are very ignorant, often unable to

read or write in their own language, and very few
of them speak English. Their degree of intelli-

gence corresponds to their education, and this is a

factor of great difficulty in teaching them even the

rudiments of hygiene and prophylaxis. Only by
patience and persistence can the rules necessary for

their treatment be inculcated : but we are here as-

sisted by their devotion to their families, and by
their rather touching loyalty to us. Once con-

vinced that our orders are intended for their own
good and for the protection of their children, their

blind and unreasoning observance of them is won-
derful to contemplate.

Upon admission to the clinic, each patient is

weighed, and has his temperature and pulse taken

by the clinic nurse. This is entered upon his rec-

ord, and the charts are piled in order awaiting the

attention of the physicians. To each patient we
endeavor to give as much individual attention as

our time and the number of cases permit, realizing

that the successful treatment of tuberculosis de-

pends in so large a measure upon the detailed

management of each case, rather than upon any

routine method of medication or care. We grow
to be very well acquainted with our older patients,

those who have been with us many months, and the

weekly conference bears more often the aspect of

friendly advice and encouragement than of a merely

professional consultation.

New cases naturally receive an even larger share

of individual attention. A very complete history is

taken and recorded upon a chart, uniform with that

used in all the city clinics, and, after having his

weight, temperature and pulse, and chest measure-

ments recorded, the patient is subjected to a thor-

ough physical examination, the results of which are

written upon his chart both explicitly and graph-

ically, symbols and abbreviations being used after

the method suggested by Dr. Knopf and introduced

by him at the Board of Health clinic. Many of

the applicants present lesions sufficiently marked
to offer no great difficulty in diagnosis—as j'ou will

remember that our cases are now sent us only from
other district dispensaries or after examination m
the medical clinic, and it is the rule among the

tuberculosis clinics that doubtful cases must be
kept under observation for one month before being
sent elsewhere. Nevertheless, we inevitably receive

a certain number of very early or merely suspicious

cases, and, in spite of our rule to the contrary, we
also accept a few cases for examination and diag-

nosis sent us by the Charity Organization Society,

United Hebrew Charities, and the Nurses' Settle-

ment, organizations to which we are constantly in-

debted for assistance in the extra-medical care oi

our people.

These very early cases present the most difficult

problem, from a medical point of view, that we
liave to meet. They come with a suspicious family
or personal history, some very saggestive symp-
tom—as cough, slight elevation of temperature,
loss of weight—few or no signs in the chest, and,
of course, negative sputum. These are the very
cases which, if tuberculous, and recognized prompt-
ly, afford the best prognosis, and yet these are the

cases most difficult tt. recognize. Much has been
written recently on the subject of the early recogni-
tion of pulmonary tuberculosis, and there is abso-
lute unanimity of opinion as to its great importance
both to the individual and to the community; but
wide individual differences of opinion are ex-

pressed as to the best way to arrive at a positive

diagnosis in these suspected cases. One authority

is guided largely by the family history of the pa-
tient and the history of direct exposure ; another,
by previous personal history and apparent predis-

position. All admit the importance of thorough
and repeated physical examinations ; but one de-

pends chiefly upon information elicited by percus-

sion, another upon auscultation either direct or with
the stethoscope, another upon the -f-ray, and so on.

The most conservative clinicians probably depend
upon the combined evidence derived from all these

sources of information.

Speaking from my own more limited personal

experience, I confess that I am obliged to depend
upon all available data, both of history and of

physical signs, and am governed finally by the

weight of evidence. In other words, I do not dare
depend upon my examination of the chest alone
for a positive diagnosis in these very early cases.

Of physical signs, as such, if I were asked to state

those which seem to me the most reliable for early

diagnosis, I should say a narrowing of the area of

resonance at one apex in combination with a di-

minished expansion on that side of the chest. Rales
I'n certain locations are pathognomonic, to be sure

;

but when rales can be made out, the process can
hardly be called incipient.

In any given case, a complete family and personal

history, a careful search for a history of direct ex-

posure, a period of close observation of the patient

—with daily temperature record, when possible, and
weekly record of weight—repeated examination of

the sputum, and, finally, painstaking and repeated

examinations of the chest, making use of all the

accredited methods, will provide the desired data,

either positive or negative, in the majority of in-

stances. But occasionally, even these means prove
inadequate, and under such circumstances we can

employ one, or all, of the three standard tuberculin

tests.
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The ophthalmic, or conjunctival, tuberculin test

was proposed by Wolff-Eisner and Calmette, work-

ing independently, in the spring of 1907, and the

cutaneous, or vaccination, test, by von Pirquet, at

about the same time. Since the original reports,

both tests have been tried extensively in this coun-

try and abroad, at laboratories and sanatoria ; but

they have been used systematically in the tubercu-

losis clinics in New York only within the last six

or seven months. We have been making routine

examinations with these tests at Gouverneur since

December, 1907, and will soon have the data in

about 100 cases.

It is too early to make dogmatic assertions about

the precise value of these tests, but the consensus

of present opinion and data seems to signify that

the ophthalmic reaction is a very reliable indication

of an active tuberculous focus—not necessarily in

the lungs, of course—while the cutaneous reaction,

which is more reliable in children than in adults,

suggests a latent, encapsulated, or arrested process.

Neither test can be depended upon in advanced pul-

monary cases, but in these cases no diagnostic test

is necessary.

The technique of these tests is most simple. We
use for the ophthalmic test a i per cent, solution

of the alcoholic precipitate, and for the cutaneous

test a 25 per cent, aqueous dilution of Koch's old

tuberculin, both sterilized. Both these preparations

are made at the laboratories of the New York

Board of Health under the supervision of Dr. W.

H. Park, and are supplied to us through his cour-

tesy. In making the Calmette test, a drop of the

solution is instilled into one eye of the patient, a

sterilized pipette being used. The reaction should

appear within 24 hours and persists about the same

length of time. It consists, in mild reactions, of an

injection of the caruncle of the inoculated eye, and

in more severe reactions of a more or less severe

conjunctivitis. I have personally never seen a

serious form of conjunctival reaction from this test,

but one such case occurred last winter in the wards

of Gouverneur Hospital. The patient, _
however,

gave a history of previous attacks of conjunctivitis,

and may, the'refore, have been locally predisposed.

When one test is negative, and the case is otherwise

suspicious, we occasionally repeat the test, always

using the other eye for the second instillation, as

we have observed that a repetition of the test in

the same eye almost invariably gives a reaction,

even with nontuberculous cases.

The cutaneous test is made on the anterior as-

pect of the forearm. After a sufficient surface has

been thoroughly cleansed, a small area is scarified

with a sterile needle, exactly as for an ordinary

vaccination. Two inches below this area, one drop

of the test solution is placed on the skin, or upon

a bit of sterile cotton laid on the skin, and a second

scarification is made through the solution. These

two areas are then dressed separately, with sterile

gauze and adhesive straps, to prevent the tuberculin

vaccination from contaminating the control—and a

bandage is applied over both. This reaction does

not become positive before the second to the foiirth

day, and persists a week or more. It consists in a

small, red, inflammatory area at the site of vac-

cination, surrounded by a white edematous areola.

It varies from a reaction barely discernible, by

touch or inspection, from the control, to a reaction

which can be seen across the room.

We have had no experience at Gouverneur with

the tuberculin injections for the reason that they

require more control of the patients, and more in-

telligent cooperation on their part, than we can

secure there. A temperature observation every four
hours for several days before the first injection,

and one every two hours afterwards, preferably
taken by rectum, are essential to reliable data from
the injection. So far as the work is being done
elsewhere in New York, the results would seem to

indicate that under proper control and observation

the test is without danger to the patient and ex-

ceedingly delicate and reliable for purposes of di-

agnosis. As a therapeutic measure, it is, under our
present technique, of but little acknowledged value

for pulmonary tuberculosis, but is giving good re-

sults, in expert hands, in the treatment of tubercu-

losis of the genitourinary tract and of bones.

Once the diagnosis is established, if the patient

is eligible for our clinic—that is, a resident in the

Gouverneur district—he is placed upon the list of

those cases under regular observation, of which,

as I have said, we have about 125 on an average.

When it is understood that our district is the most
densely populated of any area of equal size in the

world, that it includes the famous "lung block,"

said to produce more cases of consumption than

any city block in the United States, and that there

are on the records of the Board of Health over

1,000 cases of tuberculosis in residents of the dis-

trict, few of whom are in the care of private physi-

cians or under any medical supervision whatever,

the character of our portion of the city crusade

becomes more evident. If—or, rather, when—we
succeed in bringing into the Gouverneur clinic all

those known cases not under other medical care,

as well as the unreported and unsuspected cases

which should be detected by a systematic exam-
ination of the families of positive cases—adults as

well as children—the city will have to provide us

with larger quarters and more assistants, since we
are already working up to our limit of time and

space. Indeed, the consistent growth of the work
in any section of the city will necessitate the estab-

lishment of more special dispensaries or clinics and
the further subdivision of the present districts, all

of which are now too large, either in area or in

population, to be adequately supervised by one dis-

pensary.

I have spoken of the importance of examination

of the families of our patients, but up to the pres-

ent time we have been able to undertake this pre-

caution with the children only. A routine exam-
ination of the sputum of infants at the Babies' Hos-
pital within the past two years has developed an
astonishing number of unsuspected cases of tuber-

culosis, and this, together with the effort to prevent

the spread of the infection among the families of

our patients, has led to the routine examination of

all children of tuberculous patients, the records be-

ing filed upon uniform cards supplied to all the

clinics. At Gouverneur, the fashion of large fam-

ilies has made this feature of the work a laborious

one, one hundred and twenty-five adult patients rep-

resenting about 300 children for examination. We
can only accomplish this by limiting ourselves

strictly to the children of positive cases, and having

them brought singly for examination.

Of the treatment given our regular patients, a

few words will suffice. It differs in no essential

respect from that employed by all the special work-
ers in this field. The earliest cases are always sent,

if possible, to the best available sanatorium, for that

initial training in the habit of living which can best

be taught under sanatorium supervision. Upon
their discharge, they are referred back to us for

further observation and control. Our advanced and
destitute cases are also placed, as promptly as pos-
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sible, in a suitable hospital, both for their own care

and for the protection of others. These are the

patients, practically hopeless in prognosis, who are

the greatest source of danger to their families and
neighbors : for a person in an advanced stage of

pulmonary tuberculosis is usually too weak or too

ill to know or care how he disposes of his sputum,

and he often expectorates millions of tubercle bacilli

a day.

It is a regrettable fact that the hospital and sana-

torium facilities in and around New York City, for

either advanced or early cases of tuberculosis, are

utterly inadequate to the demands made upon them.

I refer, of course, to the charitable institutions,

since we are dealing with the city's poor. We aim

to place most of our early, and all of our advanced,

cases in suitable institutions where they can be prop-

erly segregated, and receive the care best adapted

to their respective conditions. Practically we are

able so to dispose of only a small proportion of our

patients. All the second stage, or moderately ad-

vanced, cases—we follow the classification adopted

by the National .\ssociation for the Study and Pre-

vention of Tuberculosis—all of any stage, whom
we are unable to send away for any reason, and
all those patients who have been at sanatoria and

are sent back to us, are under our immediate care.

They are required to report every week at the

Dispensary, where they receive advice, instruction,

and such medication as may be indicated.

We are obliged to employ medication to a greater

extent than is desirable or necessary from the pure-

ly therapeutic point of view, since the low average

of intelligence among our patients necessitates the

use of drugs in control of the symptoms for which

they seek relief. Tonics, laxatives, various formulae

for the relief of cough, hemoptysis or night-sweat,s,

and occasional sedatives, diuretics, and intestinal

antiseptics, make up the list of our usual remedies.

A dozen formulae, of the simplest nature, would
practically comprise them all. We are, of course,

occasionally obliged to treat adventitious symptoms
or intercurrent diseases.

The chief feature of our treatment lies in the

persistent training in daily hygiene, and our insist-

ence upon the three chief factors in all successful

management of the disease—o.xygen. feeding, rest.

In addition to our verbal instructions, we give

printed circulars, in the different languages, which

are supplied to us by the Board of Health, to all

patients able to read or comprehend them. In this

way, the educational part of the work is carried on

in the homes of the patients, and each of our cases

becomes a focus in the tenements for the further

dissemination of simple and accurate information

about consumption, its cause, its prevention, and its

cure.

The Board of Health renders us invaluable as-

sistance in many ways, three of which seem to me
of primary importance in the general crusade—the

registration of new cases, the examination of spu-

tum, and the disinfection of premises occupied by
tuberculous cases. As soon as a case has been

diagnosed as positive, it is reported by our nurse

to the Board of Health ; and upon the death or

transfer of any of our cases, the Board of Health

promptly and thoroughly disinfects the room, or

rooms, occupied by the patient. By the assistance

of the Board of Health, too, an unmanageable pa-

tient can be forcibly committed to a suitable hos-

pital. To other refractory, but less dangerous cases,

we can refuse treatment and the additional nour-

ishment, in the form of milk and eggs, of which

we can supply a limited amount of selected cases.

Of the results of such treatment, under the con-

ditions which I have described, I would say, in

general terms, that within nearly five years we have

received and treated over 1,200 pulmonary cases,

the majority of which were tuberculous, and most
of them moderately or far advanced. That these

patients were derived, for the most part, from the

poorest and most unintelligent class in the city, and
are living in the worst possible environment for tlie

successful treatment of the disease. We have been

able to send a certain number of them to suitable

sanatoria, to the country, or back to their homes in

Europe. We have cared for the great majority in

their own homes, the tenements of the most con-

gested district of the world, meeting the individual

conditions as best we could, and, by verbal instruc-

tion, printed information, and home supervision,

constantly teaching and reiterating the lessons of

personal hygiene and prophylaxis. We have been

able to report a dozen or more "cured" and "ap-

parently cured"—following, again, the classification

of the National Association—among the patients

who have been two or more years under our ob-

servation, and we have a very considerable number
of "arrested" cases whose symptoms are under con-

trol and whose physical signs are not progressive.

It is fair to state that a majority of our cases im-
prove under treatment, as might be expected from
the improvement in their mode of life. A certain

number of advanced or susceptible cases, usually

among the alcoholics, are steadily and rapidly pro-

gressive, terminating fatally within a few weeks or

months. We illustrate, at Gouverneur, what I have
already said of the special clinics in general. We
treat many cases ; we cure a few, arrest the progress

of the disease in many, and teach them all.

In conclusion, I would earnestly call your atten-

tion to the fact that whereas we are, in New York
City, dealing with a problem of tremendous size and
vast civic importance, no community, however small

or however ideally situated, is wholly free from the

universal scourge of tuberculosis : and however few
and isolated the cases, each is a danger to that com-
munity. From a single such neglected spark may
spread a vast conflagration. One single case of
consumption, in city or country, is one case too

many. If we are wise in our day and generation,

if we heed the fearful lessons of the carelessness

or the ignorance of the past, we will undertake, in

every county of the State, and in ever\' town and
hamlet, to adopt, an I adapt, the methods for the

extermination of tuberculosis now employed with
such signal success in New York City.

129 East Seventeenth Street.

EUPYREXIA.*
Bv CAMILO CALLEJ.^, M.D.,

UADRID.

The aim of this clinical study is to increase our
knowledge, as yet slight, regarding pretuberculosis,

with which natural immunity comes into such close

relation.

I call this pretuberculous fever "eupyrexia," this

word meaning good fever, by antonomasia, that is,

the best of all fevers, a disease almost exclusively

belonging to youth and children. The inquiry into

this affection is very interesting since it gives us a
clear account of the generation of tuberculosis, and
also because it is the base upon which we establish

the scientific principles regarding the prophylaxis of
this disease.

*Paper read in Section i of the Sixth International
Congress on Tuberculosis, October I, 1908.
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This is an infection in which we must consider
accurately the two factors: the internal, that is the

state of the constitutive cells of the body, and the
external, the medium in which the cells live. In
regard to the eupyrexia, the two factors are : ( i ) a

deficiency of the constitutive oxygen of the cells of
the body ; this deficiency I denominate hypoxygenia

;

and (2) a superabundant proliferation in the body
of the saprophytic tuberculous bacteria, which I

call Ferran's bacilli.

Hypoxygenia, that is, the lack of reoxygenation in

the organism, may be either primary or secondary.
Primary hypoxygenia is a general asthenia due to

imperfect breathing and an insufficient intake of
oxygen, so that there is an imperfect compensation
of the oxygen we constantly lose. Secondary hyp-
oxygenia may be either general or local ; the former
is at times caused by chronic infections like lues, or
chronic intoxications like alcoholism, sometimes by
primary anemia resulting from poor alimentation

;

and also it may be produced by a dyscrasia especially

when the individuals are narrow-chested (doHchoso-
matous). Local hypoxygenia may be produced by
traumatism and also by an idiosyncrasy ; this is

generally inherited from ancestors suffering from
sclerotic diseases, among which nicotinism, besides

the disease before mentioned, is one of the most im-
portant. In secondary hypoxygenia, the want of
oxygen in the system is the result of the tissues

having lost some of their power of reoxygenation
on account of their presclerotic state. Complex
hypoxygenia is that in which the primary and sec-

ondary forms are combined in the same subject.

Sufiferers from chronic hypoxygenia are predis-
posed to pretuberculous afifections, one of which is

eupyrexia; but germs are indispensable to the de-
velopment of tuberculosis. These germs, which are
Ferran's bacilli, are non-acid-fast, are somewhat
similar to the B. coli communis, and can be trans-
forme>l into Koch's bacilli and vice versa. Besiles.
they determine by inoculation tuberculous processes.
As Koch's bacilli can scarcely live outside the patho-
logical tissues or in places exposed to air and sun-
light, while Ferran's bacilli are almost everywhere,
to these we must impute the beginning of pretuber-
culosis and consequently of eupyrexia.

Once Ferran's bacilli invade the tissues they pro-
duce an infection, which, like all infections, is a
real fecundation (and not merely the sowing of a
seed as is generally believed). The pretuberculous
infection begins by nervous alterations; then if the
stimulus of Ferran's germs continues hyperemia is

determined; afterwards the congestion, instead of
remaining local, may become general and pretuber-
culous fever or eupyrexia is produced. In addition
to this the local process may advance further, de-
veloping into an inflammatory process and later on,
special granulations—which I call euphymia (that is

good growth)—may be formed. To sum up, there
are five degrees of pretuberculous afifections : Neu-
roses, hyperemias, fevers, inflammations, and granu-
lations. Moreover, there are complex pretubercu-
lous aiTections in which two or more of the ele-

mental ones, which I have just mentioned, are
united. To understand what is pretuberculosis and
the place euphymia has in the process, we have to

consider that the five dififerent affections we have
mentioned are like five correlative degrees of the
same process, and that everyone of the first four
pretuberculous afifections may either prevent or cure
the following ones. That is to say, pretuberculous
neuroses, hyperemias, fevers, and inflammations may
be preventive processes of the pretuberculous granu-
lations, and may be their curative process once they

have appeared. For this reason, the first four pretu-
berculous afifections I call "antiphymias" ; the

eupyrexia being an antiphymic fever capable of pre-

venting or of curing pretuberculous granulations,
and even phymatosis really tuberculous, that is,

having already Koch's bacilli. Again, Ferran's
bacilli, by provoking pretuberculosis, are usually the

natural cure for hypoxygenia, but in case of the lat-

ter being too intense, and the tissue being greatly de-

generated, instead of hypoxygenia being resolved
the process becomes tuberculosis properly co-called

;

because the degenerated tissues feed Ferran's bacilli

with noxious products which change them into

Koch's bacilli. We consider true tuberculosis only
that condition in which we find both tuberculous
tissues and Koch's bacilli.

Eupyrexia is a very important and frequent dis-

ease, especially in young people, and is manifest in

different forms, but the principal may be reduced to

four : (
I ) Pseudotyphic eupyrexia, which is the

most typical. Belonging to this variety are many
of the cases hitherto diagnosed as intestinal infec-

tions, without specifying the cause; also many other
fevers qualified as attenuated typhoids, and a great
number of catarrhs of the digestive organs con-
sidered as grippal. (2) Pseudorheumatic eupy-
rexia, to which belong many of the cases generally
qualified as rheumatic fevers since, in my opinion,

young people who are growing rapidly, when they
suffer from long and irregular fever with pains in

their limbs, without noticeable local swelling gener-
ally suffer from eupyrexia. (3) Pseudopneumonic
eupyrexia, which is marked by symptoms of con-
gestion of the respiratory organs like bronchitis,

transitory- pneumonia, and, when it lasts long, some-
times has the appearance of an incipient consump-
tion. (4) Pseudopaludic eupyrexia, to which be-
long almost all paroxysmal fevers which are not
malarial and are neither septic nor pyemic.
I will add a few details regarding the
diagnosis of the typical or pseudotyphic variety,

which generally begins with one or more ephemeral
pyrexial attacks similar to those produced by mod-
erate malaria; then follows a remittent fever in-

creasing gradually like typhoid, but the general state

of the patient, even after many weeks, does not
present the characteristic symptoms of typhoid, this

being the principal difference, that in euphymia the

patients have neither the appearance nor the feeling

of being ill.

With this and the antecedents, we can often reach
a differential diagnosis; but it is not infrequent to

see cases which are not diagnosed until a long time
after having been cured, and the diagnosis is then
established by some other pretuberculous or tuber-
culous manifestations presenting themselves. Surely,
before long, with the advance of serum-diagnosis,
with the establishment of the opsonic index and
other similar tests, we shall be able to recognize
pretuberculosis from its beginning.

In pretuberculosis, as in all pathological processes,

we must differentiate the bad effect of the causes of
the disease from the good vital reaction of the

organism. Regarding eupyrexia, hypoxygenia is the

bad process, while the fever or general reaction

provoked by Ferran's bacilli is the eubiotic or cura-
tive process. Unless this distinction be clearly un-
derstood, one will fall into the error of attacking

every symptom the patient presents ; and from the

failure of the practitioner to make this distinction

arises the frequent abuse of sedative therapeutics

in neuroses, hyperemia, fever, inflammation, and
new growths, although all these are nothing but the

different degrees of the curative process. Eupyrexia
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in particular produces most beneficial results. Hence
we must respect the fever, considering all anti-

thermics contraindicated. We must further consider
that, as Ferran's bacilli are the stimulants of vital

reaction in pretuberculosis, we must not attack such
germs, because, then, we unarm nature of her most
valuable therapeutical recour.se.

The only efficacious treatment is to combat hy-

poxygenia, our efirorts being directed especially to

its prevention. The method must be different ac-

cording to whether the hypoxygenia is primary, sec-

ondary, or complex. For all alike, pure air is the

best treatment, but the results are very different,

being more marked in primary hypoxygenia.

Besides the chief indication, there are some vital

ones, like those which arise from collapse and
hemorrhages, which are to be treated as in any
other disease. We must say the same regarding the

repair of loss of substance and the restoration of the

strength of the patient ; nevertheless it is well to

advise not to follow the old saying, "starve a fever"

;

on the contrary, when the first week of the fever

has passed (during which it will be well to restrict

the diet somewhat), we must give as much and as

nutritious food as the patient can digest, so that

the calories, which the fever consumes, may be
made up. But it often happens that the digestive

organs cannot do as much work as is necessary

;

then, we must prescribe some preparations to help

the metabolism, so that the bacilli become less viru-

lent and the sufferer may resist the disease. For
this purpose we may prescribe the phenol derivates,

the arsenicals, one of the colloidal forms of silver,

and organic preparations such as tuberculin, always
taking care to use them in small doses, as in

eupyrexia they merely produce a stimulating effect

upon the cells.

We must keep in mind that there is not, nor
ever will be, a specific against eupyrexia ; that the

remedies proposed, and all those that may be
recommended in the future, will be no more than
palliatives, and that we must only employ resources
which favor the vitality of the cells, without at-

tacking Ferran's bacilli.

Spain offers to the pretuberculous the most fa-

vorable climates to be found anywhere. In sum-
mer, on heights like Panticosa and seaside places

like La Toga ; and in winter, the mountains around
Malaga, Almeria, and Alicante.

The definite prognosis of eupyrexia, that is, that

judgment regarding the results of treatment, con-
firms, at least for the present, our assertion as to

the limited influence of the therapeutic means at

our disposal. The prognosis is uncertain, since the

fever is seldom influenced by medical treatment. I

do not pretend to have done more in attending
eupyretic patients than to increase their resisting

powers.

In conclusion : Our first aim in eupyrexia must
be to prevent hypoxygenia ; but, once this is pro-
duced, eupyrexia is its best natural or spontaneous
curative process. Hence we must help the develop-
ment of eupyrexia in those suffering from hy-
poxygenia, for which pure air is the best recourse.

Whether he breathes or does not breathe sufficient

pure air may determine whether the individual suf-

fers from eupyrexia or from consumption. Con-
sequently, in addition to the direct preventive in-

fluence of atmospheric air, recognized by all as a

means against tuberculosis, we have described here

another preventive effect which, although indirect,

is of great value, and is exercised by means of the

pretuberculous process which I denominate
eupyrexia. This knowledge regarding eupyrexia

gives rise to an optimistic conception of pretubercu-

losis, since, in my opinion, most cases of pretuber-

culosis, chiefly the eupyrexias, are substutive pro-

cesses, which act favorably on asthenic states, thus

preventing the danger of cachexia and producing
this natural inmunity.

EARLY MEDICAL SCHOOLS AND LEGAL
REGULATION.*

By JAMES J. WALSH, M.D., Ph.D., LL.D.,

NEW YORK.

DEAN AND PROFESSOR OF THE HISTORY OF MEDICINE AND OF NERVOUS
DISEASES, FORDHAM UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF MEDICINE.

At this first semi-annual meeting of the medical

faculty, since it is to be the custom to present a

subject connected with medical education at each

meeting, it seems not inappropriate to begin with

some account of the first medical school of which
we have any definite knowledge. The phase of its

history that shall occupy us is the uplift of pro-

fessional status and dignity that it brought about in

the course of time. The first formal school of medi-
cine was at Salerno, and probably came into exist-

ence during the ninth century. We do not know as

much about this as we would like to, though we
have many of the books written by its most famous
professor, Constantine Africanus. We know in

addition the rather startling fact that there were
women professors, for women's diseases, and that

these were distinguished in their specialty. We
have certain works written by several of them, and
especially the text book of Trotula, who taught in

the eleventh century. The idea thus suggested of

co-education near ten centuries ago, and of women
physicians in good standing, is extremely interesting.

The surprising thing is how much about medi-

cine that we are apt to consider quite modern wa.'-

anticipated a thousand years ago at Salerno. For
this we have not the authority of vague tradition,

but the actual works written by professors of

Salerno. We are not interested, however, so much
in the question of medical science as of medical

education. As a consequence of the high standard

of medical education reached at the University

of Salerno a corresponding evolution in professional

dignity took place, and the rights of physicians were
secured by legal regulations that are extremely in-

teresting because they represent the securing by
these colleagues of ours seven hundred years ago
of legal regulations such as we have been striving

for for the better part of a century, and have only

succeeded in attaining in recent years. As a matter
of fact it is not too much to say that we have not

yet reached quite the standard of professional edu-
cation which was required by law in the early part

of the thirteenth century in the country of which
Salerno was the representative medical university.

The only way to make this statement very clear

is by presenting the documents in the case. The
most important of these is the famous law of

Frederick II., who was the King of the two Sicilies,

as the southern part of Italy and the Island of

Sicily were called, and who afterward became the

German Emperor. This law, often referred to by
medical historians, has only recently been published

in its entirety by Robert Ritter von Toply, the well

known Viennese historian of medicine. In this. Em-
peror Frederick lays down very definitely three

propositions that are almost startling in their mod-
ernness. First the student of medicine must have

*Paper read before the first semi-annual meeting of
the Medical Faculty of Fordham University School of
Medicine, December, 1907.
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three years preliminary study in a university. Sec-
ond he must study medicine for five years, and
then practise only under the direction of a physician
for a full year before beginning to practice him-
self. If he wishes to practise surgery he must
study anatomy for a year in addition to this. Third
he must exercise great care with regard to the drugs
that he prescribes and see that the druggist sup-
plies them in all their purity. Various regulations
are added for the druggist, making this the first pure
drug law.

Of course Frederick would not have issuec] such
a law only that the conditions of the time and the
professional status already secured by physicians
had not only justified, but demanded it. Usually
such a law is the result of the long-continued ef-

forts of well-known medical men to secure rights

for themselves and their colleagues. It seems not
unlikely that Frederick, who was a magnificent
scholar with the widest possible interests, had been
closely in touch with a number of distinguished
physicians in his kingdom, and allowed them to

draft a law regulating all the practice of medicine
and of pharmacy, and then had formally issued it,

or else had used their suggestions for drawing it up.

With this in view it is easy to understand the para-
graphs of the law which show such a startling an-
ticipation of the attainment of what physicians have
been trying to secure for the last twenty-five years,

and which we have not entirely succeeded in ob-
taining even yet.

Frederick's law opens with a paragraph in which
"he declares his interest in the health of his sub-
jects, and how much that is dependent on the proper
medical education of their physicians. This reads
much more like the preamble of a set of resolu-
tions passed by some modern medical society in or-
der to tempt a State Legislature to give them a
proper law regulating the practice of medicine, than
the first paragraph of a legal regulation of medi-
cine in the first half of the thirteenth century.
"While we are bent on making regulations for the
common weal of our loyal subjects we keep ever
under our observation the health of the individual.
In consideration of the serious damage and the ir-

reparable sufi'ering which may occur as a conse-
quence of the inexperience of physicians, we decree
that no one in future who claims the title of phy-
sician, shall exercise the art of healing, or dare
to treat the ailing, except such as have beforehand
in our University of Salerno passed a public ex-
amination under a regular teacher of medicine and
been given a certificate, not only by the professors
of medicine, but also by one of our civil officials,

which declares his trustworthiness of character and
sufficiency of knowledge. This document must be
presented to us, or in our absence from the king-
dom, to the person who remains behind in our stead
in the kingdom, and must be followed by the ob-
taining of a license to practise medicine either from
us or from our representative aforesaid. Viola-
tion of this law is to be punished by confiscation of
goods and a year in prison for all those who in

future dare to practise medicine without such per-
mission from our authority."

Frederick then proceeds to lay down the terms of
the requirements for medical education. The most
interesting feature of these is the fact that a student
had to have a preliminary education of a note-
worthy amount before being allowed to enter upon
the study of medicine. Besides this he must prac-
tise under a physician for a year before taking up
independent practice for himself. The latter part
of the requirements that he shall have devoted spe-
cial attention to anatomy if he wishes to practise

surgery is an open contradiction to much of what
has been said about the neglect of anatomy during
the Middle Ages. Here in a formal document, how-
ever, is the best evidence for interest in this study

in this time.

"Since the students cannot be expected to learn

medical science unless they have previously been
grounded in logic, we further decree that no one be
allowed to take up the study of medical science

without beforehand having devoted at least three

full years to the study of logic*

After three years devoted to these studies he (the

student) may, if he will, proceed to the study of

medicine, provided always that during the pre-

scribed time he devotes himself also to surgery,

which is a part of medicine. After this, and not be-

fore, he will be given the license to practice, pro-

vided he has passed an examination, in legal form,
as well as obtained a certificate from his teacher as

to his studies in the preceding time. After having
spent five years of study lie shall not practise medi-
cine until he has, during a full year, devoted him-
self to medical practice with the advice and under
the direction of an experienced physician. In the

medical schools the professors shall, during these

five years, devote themselves to the recognized

books, both those of Hippocrates, as well as those

of Galen, and shall teach not only theoretical, but

also practical medicine.

"We also decree as a measure intended for the

furtherance of public health that no surgeon shall

be allowed to practise unless he has a written cer-

tificate, which he must present to the professor in

the medical faculty, stating that he has spent at

lea.st a year at that part of medicine which is neces-

sary as a guide to the practice of surgery, and that,

above all, he has learned the anatomy of the hu-
man body at the medical school, and is fully

equipped in this department of medicine, without
which neither operations of any kind can be under-

taken without success nor the injured be properly

treated."

Other paragraphs of this famous law are con-

cerned with the legal requirement that the physi-

cian must wait upon the poor whenever summoned,
without charge, and it announces what the maxi-
mum charge shall be. Considering the buying power
of money the legal fees were about what they are

at the present time. That is a man was allowed

to charge from
J/^

tarrene to one tarrene, equivalent

to about one to three dollars in our money, unless

he went out of town, when he was allowed also

to add his expenses and nearly to double his fee.

There was a very curious element in the legal regu-

lation of the fees, however, inasmuch as a phj'sician

was required to charge by the day, and not by the

visit, and he must decide how many visits the pa-

tient needed each day. Under ordinary circum-

stances it was declared that he must see a patient

twice a day.

In the light of recent developments in legislation.

State and national, perhaps the most generally in-

teresting feature of the law is that which makes it

the first pure drug law of which we have any record.

Every physician was required to take an oath that

whenever it came to his knowledge that any apothe-
cary had for sale drugs that were less than normal
strength he should report the matter to the court.

Other paragraphs relating to drugs run as follows

:

"In every province of our kingdom which is

under our legal authority, we decree that two pru-

dent and trustworthy men, whose names must be

*Under logic at this time was included the study of many
of the subjects that are now taken up in the ;irts depart-
ments of our universities. Hu.xley declared tlie college
education of this time better than our own.
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sent to our court, shall be appointed and bound by
formal oath, under whose inspection electuaries and
svrups and other medicines be prepared according

to law and only be sold after such inspection. In

Salerno in particular we decree that this inspec-

torship shall be limited to those who have taken

their degree as masters in physics.

"Stations for the preparation of medicines may
not be located anywhere but only in certain com-
munities of our kingdom as we prescribe below.

\\'e decree also that the growers of plants

meant for medical purpose shall be bound by a

solemn oath that they shall prepare their medicines

conscientiously according to the rules of their art,

and so far as it is humanly possible that they shall

prepare them in the presence of the inspectors.

\'iolations of this law shall be punished by the

confiscation of their movable goods. If the in-

spectors, however, to whose fidelity to dut}- the

keeping of the regulations is committed, should al-

low any fraud in the matters that are entrusted to

them, they shall be condemned to punishment by
death."

There is scarcely a feature of our modern prog-

ress in the regulation of medical education and
professional practice that is not contained in this

law of the early part of the thirteenth century. It

is amazing, of course, to find it, and yet it shows
only what is a very common occurrence in history.

that supposed progress is really only a reestab-

lishment of conditions that obtained long ago. The
most interesting thing in history, indeed, and quite

the most difficult to understand is how men having
gained certain advantages for which they have long

striven then allow themselves to lose them because

of a certain complacency that comes over them and
keeps them from devoting as much attention to

maintaining what they have gained as thej' did to

gaining. It is a surprise to be told that probably

the Suez Canal, or at least a waterway connecting

the Mediterranean with the Red Sea, was opened
long ago, remained open for several centuries, and
then was allowed to fill up. It is only a striking

symbol, however, of what happens with regard to

many human advantages. It seems impossible that

we should ever again lose what we have gained in

the matter of medical education and regulation and
yet the lesson of historv illustrates the possibility

of it and shows that only diligent attention to the

maintenance of rights will conserve them.

INTERPRETATION OF BLOOD EXAMINA-
TIONS.

By IR.\ S. wile, M.S., M.D.,

NEW YORK.

CLINICAL PATHOLOGIST CHILDREN'S DEP.XRTMENT VANDERBILT CLINIC.

Incorrect interpretations of hematological results

have been sufficient to retard and discredit hemato-
logical work. There are many factors which tend

to prevent blood examination from assuming its

proper place among routine clinical procedures.

The unsettled state in which hematology finds it-

self at present is due to the few years that have
been given to its careful study and to the fact that

at the present time instruction in hematological tech-

nique and interpretation is insufficient for practical

application.

The mixed nomenclature is also a factor in pre-

venting many practitioners from following the lit-

erature of the subject. Men trained in the classifi-

cation of Ehrlich become confused when reading

of differential counts wherein the nomenclature em-

ployed is that of Cabot or Da Costa or Wood.
There is a lack of harmony because various ob-

servers have hit upon different characteristics of

the leucocytes to be utilized for purposes of classi-

fication. The hematologists themselves should

unite in determining upon a uniform nomencla-

ture. The variety of instruments of precision, the

differences in technique of staining, and the dog-

matic statements regarding the value of each, place

the general practitioner in a quandary and do not

simplify blood work nor arouse any great enthu-

siasm for it.

For clinical work it suffices to group all the

lymphocytes under one head. Whether they are

called lymphocytes or mononuclears is of no prac-

tical importance. The myelocytes are mononuclear
but characterized by distinctive granulation. The
relative variations of the lymphocytes are contrast-

ed usually with the percentage variations of the

polynuclear neutrophilic leucocytes. It is this con-

trast which possesses immense practical diagnostic

and prognostic value. The varieties of the poly-

nuclear leucocytes are the neutrophile, the eosino-

phile, and the basophile. Every practitioner should

be able to differentiate the above five types of leu-

cocytes.

Another valuable point which is widely over-

looked is the value of knowing what are the relative

percentages of leucocytes during the first ten years

of life. The statement that some case of abscess

failed to show an increase of neutrophiles is es-

pecially common when cases of children are re-

ported. To give an example of this error I shall

quote from a recent article by a most excellent and
careful otologist on "the clinical value of the dif-

ferential blood count in operative otology." "In

three cases there was nothing to explain a high

temperature and marked prostration except the pres-

ence of a discharge from the patient's ear. There
were no other symptoms or ph3^sical signs. The
ages of these patients were respectively six months,

fourteen months, and two years. ... In this

series of three cases the lowest polynuclear propor-

tion was 42.4 per cent., and the highest 56.8 per

cent., and from this the natural deduction would be

absence of sepsis, but in relation to this low poly-

nuclear proportion w-as a marked decrease in the

number of white cells usually found. The white

cells as found were respectively 7,000, 9,000, and
11,000 in round numbers. ... In talking with

Dr. Sondern about the lack of confirmatory evidence

as shown by the differential blood count, he advised

operation, saying that when the resistance of the

patient was steadily decreasing, as shown by the

small number of white cells, it was just as important

to operate, if not more so, than where the polynu-

clear percentage was high. Following his advice

I operated and found an abundance of pus in the

mastoid process in each of these cases. For sev-

eral days following these operations, a differential

count was made, the result being a rather rapid in-

crease in the white cells, showing an increased re-

sistance of the patient, but no material change in

the polynuclear percentage took place until after the

fourth day, when there was a drop of several points

belotc zc'liat is usually estimated as tlie normal stand-

ard (italics mine). Particularly was this notice-

able in one case zvhere the polynuclear proportion

prior to operation zvas 42.4 per cent. In this case

five days after the operation a differential count

showed a polynuclear proportion of 36.6 per cent.

The age of this patient zuas 14 months. Why such

a discrepancy existed in these last cases I am un-

able to explain, unless it be that owing to their low

body resistance, the usual rapid absorption of pus
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did not take place." There is no discrepancy here.

The normal polynuclear percentage at fourteen
months- is 36 per cent., and 42.4 per cent, at this

age indicates an increase of the polynuclears.

Too much stress cannot be placed upon the neces-
sity of being familiar with the normal variations in

percentages of lymphocytes and polynuclear neu-
trophiles at various ages. The table of averages
in normal children I have found to be as follows,

agreeing verj' closely with the results of Karniski
and Carstagen.

Polynuclear Lympho-
Age. Neutrophiles. cytes.

1 35% 53%
2 38% 51%
3 42% 47%
4 47% 41%
5 52/0 39%
6 52% 37%
7 53% 35%
8 54% 33%
9 55% 31%
10 60% 30%

The interpretation of the appearance of myelo-
cytes requires careful discrimination. The signi-

ficance of myelocytes in children is far less serious

than in adults.

From the viewpoint of interpretation, the relation

between the total leucocyte count and the relative

percentage of polynuclear neutrophiles is of the ut-

most importance. In general terms, the percentage
of polynuclear neutrophiles is the relative index of
intensity of infection. The total leucocyte count is

an index of individual reaction to infection. Thus
a high leucoc}'te count (40,000) with low polynu-
clear percentage (70 per cent.) is less serious than
a low total leucocyte count (9,000) with a high
polynuclear percentage (95 per cent.). This is es-

pecially valuable in the interpretation of blood ex-
aminations in surgery.

But even this close relation must not be ab-

stractly considered. Hematology offers a wonderful
diagnostic agent but not per se a diagnosis. The
only exception to this is in conditions like malaria,

filariasis, etc.. wherein a parasite is manifest onlv in

the blood. The greatest error and most serious

drawback to hematological work among general
practitioners has been their expectation of a short

cut to diagnosis through blood examination. A
complete blood examintion does not make a diag-

nosis. It does, however, yield most valuable infor-

mation regarding the eflfect the pathological process

has upon the blood. In other words blood examina-
tion determines an important symptom. Blood ex-

amination only elicits symptoms. The symptom
must be interpreted in the light of the entire clin-

ical history and not as an isolated fact.

The gastrologist does not diagnose gastric ulcer

from hyperacidity of the gastric juice. The mere
presence of sugar in a specimen of urine does not
make certain a diagnosis of diabetes mellitus. The
presence of albumin in the urine does not establish

a dignosis but offers a none the less valuable symp-
tom. The entire history of the case is necessary
for the diagnosis. Frequent analyses may be neces-

sary. Blood examinations may require repetition.

Their interpretation can be correct only when they
are considered a part of the history of the case.

Corroborative symptoms are very important. The
\\'idal reaction is not essential to a diagnosis of

typhoid fever, but its presence is corroborative.

The temperature course may suggest typhoid fever.

The blood picture of a leucopenia and lymphocyto-
sis may suggest typhoid fever. The presence of
the three symptoms makes the diagnosis certain.

The diazo reaction in the urine still strengthens the

correctness of the diagnosis. But the diagnosis of

typhoid fever cannot be made from any single one
of these tests. Nor will one examination for each
of them, when negative, determine the nonexistence
of typhoid fever. The diazo reaction may be pres-

ent in tuberculosis or measles. The leucopenia and
lymphocytosis may exist in grippe or even in diph-

theria. The sum total of symptoms establishes the

clinical identity of a disease. Clinical hematology
is a necessary adjunct in determining symptoms.

Considerable attention has been given to diag-

nosis from stained blood smears. Again must cau-

tion be observed lest a wrong interpretation arise.

Differential counting of leucocytes establishes a
symptom which may strengthen or weaken a ten-

tative diagnosis. Lymphocytosis is present in per-

tussis, but finding a lymphocytosis does not mean
the presence of pertussis. The rest of the clinical

history is essential. Eosinophilia is a most prom-
inent symptom of trichiniasis but eosinophilia is

not diagnostic of trichiniasis any more than it is

of bronchial asthma or urticaria. Hemorrhage is

often accompanied by basophilia, but a diagnosis

of hemorrhage would not be made merely from
basophilia. Punctate basophilia is common and in-

tense in plumbism, but it is frequently found in

rachitic anemia.
No diagnosis, save of parasites, should be based

simply upon a blood examination. Even the dec-

laration of an anemia as a primary pernicious ane-

mia is impossible from a blood examination. An
anemia of the pernicious type is a safe statement.

The pernicious type of anemia may follow rachitis,

or typhoid fever, or infection by Bothrioccphalus-

latiis, or syphilis. These pernicious anemia tj'pes

are clearly secondary and may clear up entirely.

Many anemias may be at present cryptogenetic, but

it is very doubtful if any are primary. The term
"primary anemia" will become obsolete with the

advance of etiological study.

The diagnosis of leukemia from the examination

of a blood smear is not always possible. A leukemic

type of blood picture may exist in diphtheria and
even after a fracture (Simon). The whole clinical

history determines the correct diagnosis.

Hodgkin's disease is another example of the

necessity of this point of view. If a diagnosis were
made by an examination of the blood, the patient

with Hodgkin's disease would be normal as the

blood picture is unchanged. In other words Hodg-
kin's disease presents no hematological symptom.
The rest of the clinical picture is very similar to

that of leukemia but the latter has hematological

symptoms. Hodgkin's disease should not be classi-

fied among diseases of the blood. During the course

of the disease a varying degree of anemia may
occur, no more characteristic however than the sec-

ondary anemia arising in the course of sarcomata.

Let hematology be considered a clinical adjunct

as urine analysis and interpreted as rationally.

When the general practitioner recognizes the true

position of blood examination and appreciates the

necessity of careful interpretation of his hemato-

logical findings, the value of blood examination will

be enhanced and its range of usefulness widened.

2493 Broadway.

Hyperchlorhydria.—Gompertz uses the following:

5. Sodii bicarbonatis
Calcii carbonatis
Mag. pond aa Jss.

M. S.: A teaspoonful after meals.

If diarrhea exists instead of constipation, bismuth
Subnitrate is substituted for the magnesia.—Yale Medical Journal.
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A CONTRIBUTION TO THE SUBJECT OF
SYPHILITIC PROPHYLAXIS BY THE
USE OF CALOMEL OINTMENT;

REPORT OF A CASE.

By ABR. L. \V0LB.\RST, M.D.,

NEW YORK.

ATTENDING GENITOURINARY SURGEO.N, BETH ISRAEL HOSPITAL AND WEST
SIDE GERMAN DISPENSARIES; PROFESSOR OF GENITOURINARY

DISEASES, NEW YORK SCHOOL OF CLINICAL MEDICINE.

In May, 1906, Metchnikoff reported to the Academy
of Medicine of Paris, that he and Roux had at

last succeeded in discovering what they felt sure

was a prophylactic against syphilitic infection. This

announcement was made in the paper entitled "Some
New Facts Concerning Experimental Syphilis," and
the principal feature of interest in the paper was
the report of the experimental inoculation of a med-
ical student with syphilitic, virus fresh from an in-

durated chancre. This was followed an hour later

by the application of calomel ointment (calomel i

part, lanolin 3 parts) to the site of the inoculation,

carefully rubbed in for five minutes.

Control experiments made with the same virus at

the same time upon one chimpanzee and four mon-
keys (Java macaques), gave undoubted proof of the

specific virulence of the virus. The chimpanzee and
two of the monkeys were inoculated simultaneously

with the student, but were not treated with the oint-

ment. Of these, the chimpanzee died several days

later of pneumonia, without showing any effects of

the inoculation, and the monkeys developed a typical

syphilitic lesion seventeen days after the experiment.

Two monkeys were treated with the ointment. In

one of them it was rubbed in for five minutes, one

hour after the inoculation. This monkey showed
no signs of syphilitic infection forty-one days after

the experiment ; in the other, the ointment was ap-

plied twenty hours after the inoculation, and at the

end of 39 days a primary lesion of undoubted char-

acter developed. These control experiments showed
that in monkeys at least, the ointment, if applied an

hour after inoculation, prevented infection.

The student was under careful observation from
February i, the date of the inoculation, till May 31,

on which date Dr. Roux, after a most thorough ex-

amination, declared that there were not the slightest

traces of syphilis to be found, and that therefore

the experimental application of the calomel oint-

ment as a prophylactic measure in man was to be

regarded as successfully demonstrated.

A careful study of the details of the experiment

leaves much to be desired before its results can be

accepted as positive proof. For instance, we have

no way of telling what would have been the result

if the same virus had been inoculated in another

human being, without the ointment being applied.

Would he have developed syphilis? It is manifestly

unsatisfactory, to place implicit confidence in the

result of an experiment made on man, the control

being made on monkeys. Nevertheless, until such

control can be made on man, we shall have to be

content with the monkey control.

Secondly, how are we to know that the student

who was inoculated would have developed syphilis

if the ointment had not been employed? We see

every dav in our practice men who for years have

had sex relations with lewd women who must surely

be syphilitic (and gonorrheic, as well), yet they

seem to bear a strong immunity against the infec-

tion. How do we know that this student does not

enjoy immunity against syphilitic inoculation?

In spite of these unanswerable questions that sug-

gest themselves, we are surely justified in feeling

that the experiments of Metchnikoflf and Roux have

brought us considerably nearer than we have ever

been to a means of preventing syphilitic infection.

When, therefore, an opportunity presented itself

some months ago to apply the experiment in actual

practice, I seized the opportunity, and herewith pre-

sent a report of the same. The conditions under

which the experiment was made were as nearly ideal

"as it is possible to have them in practice, though the

result can hardly be said to be altogether convincing.

About five o'clock of the morning of May 2, 1908,

I was awakened by a man who demanded imme-
diate advice and treatment. The patient. A., was a

young man, 22, single
;
previous health good, and

positively of a negative venereal history, which a

general examination confirmed. It appears that A.

and a friend, B., had spent the night with a woman,
who, they discovered later by her own admission,

was suffering from active syphilis. Both men had

copulated with the woman several times during the

night, and the chances of infection were as good as

they could possibly be.

A. wanted me to do something for him ; he was

engaged to be married and threatened suicide if the

disease showed itself. His friend B. had hurried

away to catch a train for the West. I told A. that

I knew of nothing that would surely prevent infec-

tion, but I would apply an ointment that might pos-

sibly do so. At the worst it would do him no harm.

Thus within six hours after his first exposure he

had applied the calomel ointment (30 per cent,

strength in lanolin), rubbed in for five minutes

wherever there was any possibility of inoculation.

I directed him to repeat the inoculation every four

hours, until he had used up all the ointment (30

grams). I also advised him to bring the woman to

me for confirmation of the diagnosis. I saw her

several hours later, and found the apposing surfaces

of the labia majora covered with isolated and coales-

cing papules, some of them as large as a cent.

Around the anus was a group of condylomata lata,

typical in appearance, and on the tongue and buccal

membrane were specific ulcerations that could not

be mistaken for anything else.

For three weeks A. reported to me ever other

day, with negative result. On June 3 (32 days after

exposure) he brought with him his friend B., who
had just returned from the road. B. exhibited a

typical indurated chancre on the coronal sulcus,

which was followed in a few weeks by an unmis-

takable papular eruption, which, together with the

primary lesion, soon disappeared under mercurial

treatment. A. has visited me at least twice every

week throughout this period of more than four

months, and" he is apparently as free from syphilis

as he ever was.

Of course this report is intended as a simple con-

tribution to the interesting and useful subject of

prophylaxis, not as a confirmation of Metchnikoff

and Roux's experimental work, though it might be

considered as such. We have here these ideal con-

ditions: Simultaneous and repeated exposure by

two young men, to the same syphilitic virus. One
man receives prophylactic treatment six hours after

exposure and escapes the disease; the other is not

treated, and develops typical lesions which in due

time respond to antisyphilitic measures, thus acting

as a control to the first.

Question i. Would A. have been infected as B.

was if the ointment had not been used?

Question 2. Would A. have been infected if the

ointment had been used twenty-four hours after

exposure ?

105 East Nineteenth Street.
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A NEW, SIMPLE, AND READY METHOD
OF DROPPING ETHER FROM

THE ORIGINAL CAN.*

By JOSEPH E. LUMBARD, M.D.,

NEW YORK.

ANESTHETIST TO THE HARLEM HOSPITAL; FORMERLY ANESTHETIST TO
MOUNT SINAI hospital; FELLOW NEW YORK ACAD-

EMY OF MEDICINE, ETC.

The drop method of administering ether is to-day
interesting a greater number of surgeons and anes-
thetists than ever before. Numerous dropping bot-

tles, as well as

dropping devices

to be inserted

into the can,

have been con-

trived, but I be-

lieve that valid

objections can
be raised against

all of them to

which the meth-
od about to be

described is not

open. One ob-

jection to a spe-

cial bottle is that

it is not advis-

able to remove a

good ether, for

use as an anesthetic, from the original tin to another
container, lest thereby it absorb moisture or become
contaminated otherwise. An objection to any par-
ticular contrivance to be attached to the can is that

such is an extra

piece of apparatus,

which may not be
at hand or may be
out of order when
it is wanted, while,

further, both spe-

cial bottles and
droppers are a con-
tinual extra ex-

pense.

My method of
dropping ether re-

quires no special

apparatus, there-
fore it involves no ^'"^- -

extra cost. Moreover, I have found it is at all times
easy to manage and fulfilling perfectly the end de-
sired. Furthermore, I believe it to be original with
me, for by a careful searching of libraries I cannot

find it either pic-

tured or described

;

and the opinion of

those who ought
to know about
such things and
whom I have con-
sulted is that it is

a new idea.

This new way of

dropping ether is

as follows

:

I. Make a cir-

cular incision
^'°- ^-

through the soft

metal cap (Fig. i, c) of the can, as close to the edge
of the neck as possible. Extend this about four-

*Demonstrated at the meeting of the Harlem Med-
ical Association, June 3, 1908.

Fig. 4.

fifths of the way around (Fig. 2, a), leaving the flat

or center portion of the cap (c) attached to the neck
for the remaining one-fourth or less of its circum-

ference (b).

2. Turn this flap (c) back, taking care not to

detach it of to crack its connection with the outer
rim of the cap still attached to the neck (see Fig.

3). The danger of separation is not great, but as

this flap will possibly be of use for a second anesthe-

sia, all unnecessary to and fro movement should be

avoided.

3. Insert a small pledget of absorbent cotton

which has been twisted previously into a sort of

wick into the neck and as far up into one angle of

the incision as possible, and then turn down the

flap (c) to its

original position

(see Fig. 4).
This will then

hold the wick
{d} tight in the

neck.

4. The can of

ether is now
ready for use,

and if it be tilt-

ed, holding it so

that the detach-

ed side of the

flap is upper-
most (Fig. 5),
drops of ether will fall from the end of the wick,
rapidly or slowly according as the can is tilted much
or little. The size of the drops also can be regu-

lated by manipulation of the wick. If the cotton be

twisted to a fine point, the drops will be small. If

j^ o the end of the

T" wick be made

b
blunt, the drops
will be large. If,

moreover, it is

..(J
desirable to pour
ether from the

can, the top need
not be disturb-

ed ; simply ro-

tate the can so

as to bring the

middle part of
the incision downward, i.e. the part not plugged by
the wick, and when the can is tilted ether will flow

out freely.

5. If, after using, some ether remained in the can,

the flap (c) can be folded back again as in Fig. 3
and a cork put in-

to the neck, which
will perfectly pre-

vent the escape of

ether from the can,

yet leave the soft

metal flap in a con-

dition for use in

a subsequent induc-

tion of anesthesia

(See Fig. 6).

The advantages

of this method of
dropping ether are availability, simplicity, and clean-

liness. It costs nothing, it leaves the purity and
strength of the ether undisturbed, and, if it is prop-
erly managed, it will not be possible to deluge the

mask or the patient's face.

1925 Seventh Ave.

Fig. 6.
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HUNTINGTON'S CHOREA.

The Germans have a very laudable custom of hon-

oring men who have won distinction in scientific or

practical medical work by issuing special publica-

tions, the so-called fcstsclirifte, to which the pupils

of the worker to be honored or other authors con-

tribute special articles. Here in America similar

publications have been appearing within recent years,

one notable one having been issued in honor of Dr.

Welch of Johns Hopkins University. The second

number of Ncurographs, a new periodical devoted

to neurological studies, answers a similar purpose

by considering the work of Dr. George Huntington

formerly of Long Island, who in 1872 brought the

subject of hereditary chorea of adults to the atten-

tion of the medical world. Dr. Huntington comes
from a family of physicians, both his grandfather

and father having practised medicine in F^astliamp-

ton, Long Island. It was their observations of the

peculiar nervous disease which existed in that neigh-

borhood that helped the young physician, only one

year after his graduation from a medical college,

to write a classic description of the disease which

has since become known as Huntington's chorea.

This account is worth quoting in extcnso : "The
hereditary chorea, as I shall call it, is confined to

certain and fortunately a fezv families, and has been

transmitted to them, an heirloom from generations

away back in the dim past. It is spoken of by
those in whose veins the seeds of the disease are

known to exist, with a kind of horror, and not at,

all alluded to except through dire necessity, when
it is mentioned as 'that disorder.' It is attended

generally by all the symptoms of common chorea,

only in aggravated degree, hardly ever manifesting

itself until adult or middle life, and then coming on

gradually but surely, increasing by degrees, and oc-

cupying years in development, until the hapless suf-

ferer is but a quivering wreck of his former self."

Dr. Huntington then describes the three marked
characteristics of the disease ; its peculiar hereditary

nature, for if it ever skips a generation it never

manifests itself in another; the tendencv io in-

-sanity of suicidal nature that often attacks the vic-

tims of the disease; and finally, its coming on only

in adult life, without ever showing any manifesta-

tions of its presence before the age of thirtv or

forty years.

The statements as to frequency of this peculiar

disease are quite varied. Thus M. Allen Starr

states that he has never observed a case. On the

other hand Adolph Striimpell, in an article re-

printed in this issue of Ncurographs, writes that

he has seen about half a dozen cases; Sinkler

reported several cases in 1889 and again in 1892;

while Hamilton collected and reported twenty-

seven cases of the disorder in the American Jour-

nal of Insanity for igo8. The affection has received

much attention since Huntington's paper, being

a fascinating one for study, not only from the

scientific interest it has for the medical profession,

but also because of the fatal and tragic character of

its transmission in the families aftected, an "heir-

loom from generations away back in the dim past."

To anyone, therefore, inclined to look into the his-

tory and nature of this aflfection that approaches so

nearlv the character of the "evils" of olden days,

the "Huntington number" of the Ncurographs, with

the bibliography compiled by the editor, Dr. Wil-

liam Browning, will prove of great value and inter-

est. To the busy man of the profession, toiling,

perhaps, far away from great centers of medical

teaching. Dr. Huntington's work, in the small Long
Island town, must prove a source of personal in-

spiration in the study of the material afforded him

by his practice.

THE SANITATION OF MINES.

There are certain diseases which are peculiarly

prevalent among miners. The affection known as

miners' phthisis is one of these, while ankylosto-

miasis is another troublesome and not infrequently

deadly malady to which the man who works under-

ground is subject. The latter complaint is due to

a large extent to defective and inadequate sanitary

arrangements, as proved by the fact that it is in

mines in which the conditions are unhygienic that

ankylostomiasis chiefly flourishes. Uncinariasis,

the term now preferred to ankylostomiasis, was

first clearly described by Dubini in 1843, ^""i '^

stated by Sandwith to have been mentioned by the

old Egyptian writers three or four thousand years

ago. The disease was afterwards found among the

tunnel workers of St. Gotliard, since which time

it has beeen generally recognized as a leading cause

of tropical anemia, and of miners', brick-workers',

and tunnel-workers' anemia.

Cases have occurred, indeed far more often than

has been believed, in our Southern States, and the

parasite has been and is still largely responsible

for the many instances of anemia happening among
a certain section of the southern white population.

Uncinariasis was first made definitely known to

the American medical public by the report on

anemia in Porto Rico published by the Porto Rico

Commission, just after the Spanish-American war.

It has been found in the mines of Pennsyl-

vania and is fairly common in the Philippines.

Oliver, an English physician who is one of the

greatest authorities on diseases incidental to miners,

has stated that the miners of Westphalia suffer

greatly from the inroads of the hook-worm, while

Haldane has shown that the anemia of the Cornish

miners was due to the same cause.

Dr. Frank Shufflebotham read a paper dealing

with the sanitation of mines before the Industrial

Hygiene Section of the Royal British Institute of

Public Health, at Buxton, on July 21. Among
other interesting points bearing upon the disease

he drew attention to the fact that only a certain
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percentage of those infected with the parasite show
symptoms. This is of great importance because

they are just as great a menace as those whose
symptoms are marked. A high temperature is fa-

vorable to the spread of uncinariasis, while mois-

ture is an essential factor for the development of

the ova and the growth of the larvae, and lack of

sanitary arrangements aids in its dissemination.

Typhoid fever is another disease which can be

and is frequently spread in mines by the want of

efficient sanitary methods. Dr. Shufflebotham sug-

gests that there should be proper conveniences at

the pit bottom and at convenient points near the

main roadways where large numbers of men work.

By the evidence given a short time ago in England
before the Royal Commission on Mines it was
shown that in some districts there was an entire

lack of sanitary arrangements underground, and
Dr. Shufflebotham is of the opinion that it should

be made compulsory for all mine owners to make
suitable sanitary provisions at each colliery.

It has been said that uncinariasis is not prevalent

to any extent in the coal mines of this country,

but it is probably more common than is generally

believed. It would be interesting also to collect

figures in regard to the frequency of typhoid fever

occurring in American mines. There can be no
doubt that unless proper closet provision is pro-

vided mines will lend themselves favorably to the

propagation of that disease. At any rate, it must
be in the best interests of health that sanitary ar-

rangements in mines should be as perfect as pos-

sible.

THE PATHOGENESIS OF CIRRHOSIS OF
THE LIVER.

While it is generally admitted that cirrhosis of

the liver is caused by the toxic character of the

portal blood, the nature of the toxin being different

in the various types of the disease, there are several

features of the pathological anatomy of a cirrhotic

liver which the acceptance of this hypothesis leaves

unexplained. The essence of the disease consists,

of course, in the well known diminution of the

highly specialized liver cells and the increase of

the connective tissue of the organ; the latter phe-

nomenon which was long held to be the primary
factor of the disease by reason of the compression
it exercised upon the secreting cells of the liver, is

now generally regarded as a secondary event, the

connective tissue simply proliferating after the se-

creting cells have been injured or have disappeared,

the term "replacement fibrosis" very well expressing

the process that takes place. The strange part of

the cirrhotic process consists in the very unequal
distribution of the fibrosis throughout the organ,

large islands of liver tissue being perfectly pre-

served and evidence of hyperplasia and hypertrophy
being present, parallel with the total loss of all func-

tionating epithelium in other areas.

This is the problem considered by Dr. Ribbert in

the Deutsche medisinische Wochensclirift for Sep-

tember 24, 1908. The fact that uniform degenera-

tion of the liver substance takes place in phosphorus

poisoning and similar conditions speaks against

any differences in the susceptibility of the various

portions of the liver to toxins and, therefore, it

must be supposed that in cirrhosis the toxins do not

reach all parts of the organ uniformly. Of course

a bacterial origin of cirrhosis could explain these

differences in the amount of injury to the organ,

for infectious processes very seldom involve an or-

gan uniformly. In some cirrhoses, such as those of

syphilis, for instance, the unequal distribution of

the lesions is explained by the microbic nature of

the process, but the great majority of cirrhotic

processes are toxic in origin and other explanations

are required. The simple experiment of passing

variously colored fluids through the veins composing
the portal system gives the clue to the explanation,

for it is found that the various streams mix but

little while on the way to the liver. Any toxin dis-

solved in the blood of the veins is accordingly un-

evenly distributed throughout the organ, the angu-

lar branching of the portal vein serving to keep the

streams apart on reaching the liver. Now, it is

probably true that the toxic substances in the portal

blood are derived from the upper gastrointestinal

tract where absorption is most active ; the spleen is

in itself a detoxicating organ while in the colon

absorption is not so active as in the small intestine,

although of course cases may occur in which the

blood reaching the liver from the spleen or the pan-

creas may contain toxic substances. In the majority

of cases, however, the distribution of the cirrhotic

process is about the same as the distribution of

variously colored solutions passed to the liver

through those branches of the portal vein which

drain the upper gastrointestinal canal. The ultimate

nature of the process, that is, the specific toxins

causing the disease must be sought by a careful

comparison of the various areas affected in the

different types of cirrhosis with what is known
of the formation or absorption of toxins in the

parts of the gastrointestinal system drained by the

branches of the portal vein which supply these areas.

GIFTS AXD ENDOWMENTS.
The gift of Mr. Frederick Cooper Hewitt to the

Post-Graduate Hospital is conspicuous for some-

thing more than mere size. Too often has it oc-

curred in the past that donors to educational insti-

tutions holding in mind some fixed hobby or ex-

tensive project have restricted and hampered the

usefulness of the bequest, and virtually have bound
hand and foot those who are responsible for its

preservation and adaptation. Not so Mr. Hewitt.

The $2,000,000 is given to the institution subject

only to the condition that it be formally accepted

and used to further the interests of medical science.

One of the chief difficulties experienced by col-

lege presidents and boards of trustees is that of

manipulating the amounts of money at hand so that

a given department shall be developed equally with

every other. In a great university, any university

one is tempted to say, funds are constantly being

proffered, and of necessity accepted, which instead

of lightening the burden of debt really increase it.

For instance, the department of law already well

equipped may be offered a sum of money to found

a chair of this or that special subject, while the de-

partments of medicine or theology go begging and

have a struggle to hold up their heads and main-
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tain their existence. It is obvious that such a gift

can work Httle benefit to the institution in question,

inasmuch as the new department is not needed, and

hence is Hkely to be slighted both by the incumbent

occupying the chair and by the students. With all

due respect to the multimillionaire who is willing'

to bestow his wealth upon institutions of learning,

his peculiarities as to the distribution of his alms

sometimes approach the ridiculous. For example,

a gentleman otTered a well-known university in a

neighboring State $200,000 for the erection of a

huge gateway upon a certain spot on the campus,

provided the gates should always be kept closed.

As the site demanded was a valuable one for dor-

mitorj' purposes the taistees were obliged to decline

the gift with thanks and wait for a wiser and more
considerate head to furnish funds for the dormi-

tory.

But to come back to the more immediate ques-

tion of the medical school, there is no institution,

speaking generally, which is in greater need of cer-

tain fixed endowments. The medical school of

largest possibilities must be located in a great city

where the cost of location and erection of suitable

buildings is tremendous. But this is not all—there

is the equipment of laboratories with electrical and

chemical apparatus ; there are the sums needed for

insurance, coal, light, attendants, teaching staff, all

of which makes the annual aggregate sum that must
be provided very great indeed. Fees received from
students do not at all provide for these expendi-

tures. The medical school is in consequence always

in need of help from its affiliated university, which

is in turn very often hard pressed for the main-

tenance of its purely academic curriculum. It is

quite obvious, therefore, that gifts which cannot

be used to defray current expenses are likely to

prove cumbersome if not unwelcome.

Diagnosis of Tuberculous Bronchopneumoni.'\
IN Children.

Tuberculous bronchopneumonia is a disease that is

engrafted upon simple bronchopneumonia, develop-
ing secondarily as a result of the presence of tuber-
culous tracheobronchial glands. The earliest lesions

are those of the tracheobronchial glands, but the

occurrence of a simple bronchopneumonia is a signal
for the transference of the tubercle bacilli from
these glands to the pulmonary substance, and the
continuance of the acute malady under a new form
which renders the usually good prognosis absolutely
bad. For this reason the diagnosis and the differen-

tiation from simple bronchopneumonia becomes of
importance. G. Alouriquand, writing in the Gazette
des Hopitaux for August i, 1908, discusses the

dififerentiation of this condition. Of physical ex-
amination methods inspection, palpation, and percus-
sion give no information whatever. It is only
by auscultation that we obtain the peculiar physical
sign of this disease which is the occurrence of
crepitant or subcrepitant rales in any portion of the
pulmonary tissue. Any other rales may be the
result of simple bronchitis or pneumonia. The
dyspnea and cyanosis now have a special character.
Instead of an urgent dyspnea there are substituted a

rapid respiration and a dyspnea that is well borne
by the little patient. The glands of the neck and
axillae become painlessly enlarged, so as to resemble
small peas rolling under the finger. Laboratory

methods give no added information. The condition

of the patient grows steadily worse, cachexia becom-

ing marked, and death ensues after a time from

generalized tuberculosis. Had the patient been suf-

fering from simple bronchopneumonia the dyspnea

would have been gradually relieved, the tempera-

ture would have fallen, and the lungs would have

gradually cleared of all signs with the return of good

health.

Serum Treatment of Lobar Pneumonia.

There have been attempts made for some years to

treat lobar pneumonia by means of sera, but we can

have, seemingly, no specific serum against the dis-

ease, since there are several dift'erent organisms

which may cause it. We recognize, however, that

from each arises a condition of into.xication that

affects the nervous system, heart, kidneys, and other

organs. This universal toxemia must be prevented

by some means. The greater or lesser diffusion of

the anatomopathological process does not depend

alone upon the number and virulence of the bacilli,

but upon the extent of intoxication of the bulbo-

medullary nervous centers. We must reduce this in-

toxication and increase the powers of defense against

the toxins. Talamon has proposed to neutralize

these poisons by the use of antidiphtheritic serum,

which increases the phagocytic power of the or-

ganism and increases the formation of antibodies.

In pneumonia caused by pure diplococci the use of

antipneumococcic scrum is of value, and when there

are mixed infections with streptococci present,

antistreptococcus serum of the polyvalent variety

may be used. To be of value any of these sera must
be used in the first days of the disease, before in-

toxication of profound degree has taken place. E.

Farroni. writing in the Ga^setta Medica di Roma,
for August 15. 1908, gives the results of his ex-

perience in the treatment of this disease by sera.

He finds that the temperature is reduced, the sever-

ity of the disease is lessened, the heart action is

bettered, the sensorium becomes clearer, and the

whole course of the disease is shortened. There are

no bad effects from any of these sera, and none of

them affects the kidneys badly. His choice of sera

is influenced by the form of germ that is found to

exist in the given case. He advocates a resort to

orrhotherapy in all cases of pneumonia as being

more rational than the old-fashioned course of heart

stimulants and expectorants.

Pharyngeal Neuroses.

Pharyngeal paresthesia is a symptom that may
cause an entire misconception of a patient's physical

condition. A trivial lesion of the pharynx, or no
lesion at all, combined with a nervous predisposition

may bring about a diagnosis of tuberculosis of the

throat. In some cases the presence of paresthesia,

causing difficulty in swallowing, ends in a refusal of

food by the patient, or a severe dry cough, emacia-

tion, and bad general condition result which simulate

tuberculosis. There is present a sensation of a for-

eign body in the throat, of obstruction, or of pain.

Maurice Boulay and H. le Marchadour, writing in

the Tribune Medicale. of September 5, 1908. assert

that there may be a true hallucination of a sensorial

nature referred to the pharynx, a peripheral pro-

jection of a purely mental image. In other cases,

as a result of the vitiation or the exaggeration of a

slight sensation in the throat there is a real pharyn-

geal illusion. The nervous predisposition may be

hereditary or acquired, but it is always present. The
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suffering that the patient experiences is out of all

proportion to the lesion that may be found in the

throat, which is often a very small ulceration. This
neurosis may be slight in form or so severe as really

to endanger life from refusal to take food. In these

cases the element of fear and anxiety plays a prom-
inent part. The treatment of this unfortunate con-
dition is mainly mental and suggestive. To tell these

patients that there is no basis for their sufferings is

worse than useless. We must acknowledge their

reality at the same time that we give them the best

hopes of an entire and early cure.

K^ptUB of tljp Wrpk.

First Harvey Society Lecture.—Prof. A. Cal-

mette. Director of the Pasteur Institute of Lille,

France, will deliver the first lecture of the course at

8 :30 p. m. on Saturday, October 24, at the Academy
<of Medicine. The subject of the lecture will be,

"Intestinal Infection and Immunity in Tuberculo-

sis." Dr. Calmette will speak in French, but print-

ed translations of the lecture will be available for

those who may desire them.

Public Health Exhibits.—The Public Health

and Marine-Hospital Service has announced plans

for an interesting exhibit of modern hospital ap-

paratus, methods of treatment, and laboratory ap-

pliances, at the Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Exposition,

which will be held in Seattle in 1909. The exhibit

will include a model operating room, thoroughly

equipped, with wax figures placed as if an operation

were in progress, and a hospital section showing a

record room and model ward. The laboratory sec-

tion will contain apparatus, glassware, sterilizers,

microscopes, microphotographic apparatus, etc., for

general laboratory work, and will include a traveling

laboratory, two of such outfits being constantly

held in readiness by the Service for field work, and
for use in the event of outbreaks of epidemic dis-

ease in various parts of the country. A model of

the Marine Hospital Sanatorium for tuberculosis

at Fort Stanton, New Mexico, will be shown ; and
the quarantine section will include a model of a de

tention camp, and of a quarantine station. A com-
plete .r-ray apparatus will also be exhibite;!.

Health of the Canal Zone.—The report of the

Department of Sanitation of the Isthmian Canal
Commission for the month of August, 1908, shows
a steady improvement in the sanitary conditions.

Comparing the past three years the figures are as

follows: August, 1906, number of whites, 5,26;,

number of deaths, 8, death rate, 18.22 per thousand;

August, 1907, number of whites, 11,733, number of

deaths, 17, death rate, 17.38; August, 1908, number
of whites, 12,607, number of deaths, 10, death rate,

9.52. Among the negro employees the decrease in

the death rate is even more striking, and forms the

most noteworthy item in the report. The figures

are as follows : August, 190G, 24,286 employees, 145
deaths, death rate per thousand, 71.60; August,

1907, 27,710 employees, 76 deaths, death rate, 31.76;

August, 1908, 31,618 employees, 32 deaths, death

rate, 12.14. The exceptionally high death rate for

August, 1906, was largely due to a severe epidemic

of pneumonia among the negroes; in August, 1905,

the rate was 35-93. The sick rate is considered to

be the best measure of the average eft'ectiveness of

the force so far as they are aft'ected by the health

conditions. In 1906, among every thousand of em-
ployees 42.67 were sick every day ; in 1907, 29.02 and

in 1908, 25.24. There have been no cases of yel-

low fever or of plague originating on the Isthmus in

the past two years. In 1906, there were 9 deaths

from typhoid fever among employees; in 1907, 7
deaths ; and in 1908, no deaths. The decrease in

deaths from dysenterv was also marked. In 1906
there were 10, in 1907, 6, and in 1908, 2.

Tuberculosis Exhibit Prizes.—The award of

prizes for the best exhibits at the International

Congress on Tuberculosis at Washington, was
announced on October 11. Germany received a

gold medal for the best exhibit sent by any coun-
try exclusive of the United States, illustrating ef-

fective organization for the restriction of tuberculo-

sis. Silver medals in this class were presented to

Sweden and Great Britain. New York won a gold

medal for the best State exhibit, silver medals going

to Massachusetts and Pennsylvania. The gold medal
for the best exhibit showing the most efficient laws

and ordinances in force on June i, 1908, for the

prevention of tuberculosis in a municipality was
awarded to New York City, Saranac Lake ranking

second, and Chicago third. The best exhibit of

State laws and ordinances was made by Wisconsin,
which received the gold medal. Maryland and New
York received silver medals. A prize of $1,000 for

the best evidence of effective work in the prevention

and relief of tuberculosis by any voluntary associa-

tion since the last Congress, was divided between
the Women's National Health Association of Ire-

land, and the Committee on Tuberculosis of the

Charity Organization Society of New York City.

The Henry Phipps dispensary of Baltimore received

a prize of $1,000 for the best exhibit of a dispensary

for the treatment of tuberculosis. Gold medals in

this competition were voted to the Manhattan tu-

berculosis dispensary of the New York Department
of Health and to the dispensary of the Henry Phipps
Institute of Philadelphia, and a silver medal went to

the dispensary, Clemmente Ferreira of San Paulo,

Brazil. The Brompton Hospital of London won the

$1,000 prize for the best exhibit of a hospital for

the treatment of advanced cases. A special gold

medal was awarded to the United States Bureau of

Animal Industry for the best pathological exhibit,

and the exhibit from England also received a gold

medal. The exhibit from Massachusetts showing
devices to improve sanitary conditions in factories

was given a silver medal, and a special gold medal
was presented to the United States Government
Printing Office for sanitary cuspidors and other ap-

pliances. Gold medals were also awarded to the

New York State Charities Aid Association, for ef-

fective work in organization, to the Sea Breeze
Hospital, to the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company,
for its hospital and welfare department, and to the

Children's School Farm League of New York. The
New York State Committee received a silver medal
for its exhibit illustrating the production of clean

milk, and honorable mention was made of the

Nathan Strauss exhibit. Arthur C. Chapman of

West Orange, N. J., a suft'erer from tuberculosis,

also received honorable mention for a model of a

shack built by himself, in which he had lived in

his backyard, with considerable improvement in his

condition, and by which he desired to show what a

poor man could do to help himself to recovery.

The Legal Standing of an Osteopath.—That an
osteopath may sign a death certificate and that the

Department of Health must register osteopaths as

physicians, is the decision handed down by the

Court of Appeals on October 13. in the case of

Charles F. Bandel of Brooklyn, former president

of the New York State Osteopathic Society. Dr.

Bandel signed a death certificate of one of his pa-

tients and the Department of Health refused to file
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it, with the result that a coroner was called in to

the case. Dr. Bandel thereupon obtained a pre-

emptorj- writ of mandamus from the Supreme Court

ordering the Department to accept the certificate.

The case was carried tlirough the Appellate Division

to the Court of Appeals, the decision in each court

being against the Department of Health.

Hospital in Hotel.—An emergency surgical

hospital, tlie first of its kind in the city, has been

opened in a basement room of the Waldorf-Astoria,

New York, near an all-night drug store. A complete

outfit for emergency surgerj- has been installed, and

Dr. C. T. Adams and Dr. Robert Adams have been

placed in charge.

Death Rate in New York.—The weekly mortal-

ity tables for the five boroughs of Greater New
York for the week ending October 10, show that

the death rate is lowest in the more thickly popu

lated portions. Thus in Manhattan, the death rate

was 13.67 per thousand for this week, while in Rich-

mond the mortality- was 19.05. For the correspond-

ing week in 1907, the rate was 15.84 in Manhattan,

and 27.95 in Richmond. For the entire city the

rate was 14.43 fo"" iQoS, and 16.36 for 1907. The
bulletin shows a marked increase in the number
of cases of scarlet fever and diphtheria.

The New York City Training School for Fe-

male Nurses held its thirty-third annual commence-
ment on October 17 at the Nurses' Home on Black-

weirs Island. Diplomas and prizes were presented

to thirty-nine nurses, who represented nearly as

manv countries and States.

Typhoid Bacilli Carrier.—An epidemic of ty-

phoid fever in Georgetown, S. C. has been traced

to a woman who nms a dairy farm in ^laryland,

and who suffered an attack of typhoid fever

eighteen years ago. Although in perfect health, as

in other of these strange cases of "bacilli carriers,"

she was found to be infected with the germs to an

extraordinan,- degree. Thirty cases have thus far

appeared, and of these twenty-six used milk sup-

plied by this dairy.

Measures to Guard Against Contagion.—On
October 9, the Chief of Police of Chicago issued a

general order directing the commanding officers to

instruct their men that the warning cards of the

Health Department were not to be toni down, and

also that infected children were to be kept off the

streets. This order was issued largely on account

of complaints made to inspectors of tlie health de-

partment that the police were not giving sufficient

support to the employees of the Health Department
in enforcing quarantine in contagious diseases.

Public Care of the Insane.—Dr. Adolph Meyer,
in an address delivered at the Conference of State

Charities, of Illinois, outlined a program of asylum
reforms, internal and external, which the State

Board of Charities will profitably use as a basis for

its own campaign for adequate legislative appro-

priations and enabling measures. He insisted on
high standards, on efficient organization, on pre-

vention, as well as intelligent after-care of patients,

and on co-operation with the State and its ap-

pointees of the medical profession and public-spirit-

ed citizens.

Lake Forest Hospital Formed.—Application

was recently made for a certificate of incorpo-

ration for the Lake Forest (111.) Hospital. Already

a fund for the erection of the building is in the

hands of the Board. Real estate valued at $2,500
was bequeathed to the hospital by J- B. Farwell ;

83,000 was appropriated by the city ; $2,500 was
realized by the annual horse show, and $820 from

the Lake Forest Day Celebration of the Woman's

Club.

Charitable Gifts.—The Presbyterian Hospital

of New York has just received a gift of one million

dollars from its president, Mr. John S. Kennedy,

on the occasion of the fiftieth celebration of his mar-

riage. Mr. Kennedy has previously made large do-

nations to the work of the hospital, in which he

has been interested for many years. It is under-

stood that his latest gift is to be used for construc-

tion purposes.

By the will of the late Mrs. Hartman Kuhn of

Philadelphia, Han-ard Universit>^ receives $175,000

to endow a department of biological chemistry, in

memorj' of the testator's son. The Massachusetts

General Hospital also receives $10,000 to establish

a clinic laboratorj-.

Suit for Large Fee.—A homeopathic physician

of Philadelphia has entered suit against a Pittsburg

steel magnate for the collection of a bill for $20,000

for special services rendered at the rate of $500 a

visit. The physician was summoned from time to

time to make Visits to his wealthy patient at short

notice wherever he might be.

Special Clinics for School Children.—The
Throat, Nose and Lung Hospital has established

special clinics for school children at 3 130 p. m. daily.

This hour has been fixed so that school duties may
not be interferred with.

Death of a Centenarian.—Miss Sarah Morse,

who celebrated her one hundredth birthday on Sep-

tember 29, died at the Methodist Home in Brook-

lyn, on October 11. She was born in Albany, but

had passed most of her life in Brookl\-n, where she

supported herself by sewing up to the time of her

admission to the Home eighteen years ago.

Dr. Henry A. Christian was elected Dean of

the Faculty of the Harvard Medical School, on

October 14. Dr. Christian is professor of the theory

and practice of medicine, and is a graduate of Johns

Hopkins Medical School. He is but thirty-two

years old.

Dr. C. Ward Crampton was elected Director of

Physical Training on October 14, by the Board of

Education of New York, to succeed Dr. Luther H.
Gulick who recently resigned to accept a position

with the Sage Foundation. Dr. Cramptom has been

connected with the physical training work in the

public schools since its inception, and has for some

time served as assistant director. He was graduated

from the College of Physicians and Surgeons in

1900

Street Car Accidents.—The report of the Pub-
lic Service Commission for September permits for

the first time of a comparison with the report of last

year, the Commission having completed in August
its first year of work. The report shows a decrease

in the number of those killed by street car accident*

from 63, in 1907, to 34 in 1908. The number of

less serious accidents has, however, increased from
216 to 310. By far the largest number of injuries

are caused when alighting from cars.

The New York Pathological Society.—At a

regular meeting of the Societv' on October 14, the

president. Dr. E. Libman, read a paper prepared

by Dr. ^^olff-Eisner of Germany, which the author

had been prevented by illness from presenting at the

International Congress on Tuberculosis, on "Theo-

retical and Practical Considerations Concerning the

Significance of the Conjunctival Reaction (Ophthal-

mo-Tuberculin Test)." Dr. Wolff-Eisner, who was

present, also addressed the Society, and the paper

was discussed by Dr. P. Courmont of France. A
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number of interesting specimens and cases were

also presented to the Society, At the next meeting,

on November 11, Dr. W. T. Longcope of Phila-

delphia, is to be the guest of the Society, and in

December it is planned to hold a combination meet-

ing with the Surgical Society.

The Manitoba Medical Association held its first

meeting for the purposes of organization on Octo-

ber 8, at Winnipeg, at which nearly one hundred
physicians were present. The following officers for

the new society were elected for the ensuing year

:

President, Dr. J. R. Jones, Winnipeg; Vice-Presi-

dent, Dr. J. A. AIcDonald, Brandon ; Second Vice-

President, Dr. J. R. ]\IcRae, Neepawa ; Secretary,

Dr. Jasper Halpenny, Winnipeg ; Treasurer, Dr. R.

W. Kenny, Winnipeg; Executive Committee, Dr.

Hicks, Griswold; Dr. Ross, Selkirk: Dr. Keele,

Portage la Prairie ; Dr. Speechley, Crjstal City ; Dr.

Harrington, Dauphin; Auditors, Dr. Blanchard and
Dr. Moody, \\'innipeg.

The Holyoke (Mass.) Medical Society at its

annual meeting on October 6, elected the following

officers : President, Dr. G. L. Gabler ; Vice-Presi-

dent, Dr. T. E. Cavanaugh; Secretary and Treas-

urer, Dr. I. H. Farr; Executive Committee, Drs. J.

H. Potts, G. L. Taylor and J. J. Carroll.

Medical Reserve Corps, U. S. A.—Commissions
have been issued to the following Philadelphians as

first lieutenants: Drs. John B. Deaver, Francis D.

Patterson, J. Chalmers da Costa, Edward Alartin,

John G. Clark, Hobart A. Hare, George E. de

Schweinitz, J. William White, Charles B. Pensrose.

The commissions carry no salary, but they render

the recipient available for instant service in case

of war.

The Eastern Medical Society of the City of

New York has completed arrangements for a din-

ner and reception to be held on Thanksgiving night,

November 26, at the Hotel Astor. The society has

an active membership of over five hundred.

The National Association for the Study of

Epilepsy and the Care and Treatment of Epi-
leptics will hold its eighth annual meeting at In-

dianapolis, Ind., on November 10 to 11, 1908. The
president of the Association is Dr. H. M. Weeks
of Skillman, N. J., and the secretary. Dr. J. F.

Muson of Sonyea, N. Y. The objects of the Asso-
ciation are to promote the general welfare of suf-

ferers from epilepsy, to stimulate the study of the

causes and methods of cure of the disease, to assist

in establishing a proper system of care for epileptics,

and to advocate the care of epileptics in institutions

designed to meet their special needs. As this is the

first time the Association has met in the West, it is

hoped that there will be a large attendance.

American Association of Railway Surgeons.—
At the annual meeting of this Association, held in

Chicago, October 14, 15 and 16, the following of-

ficers were elected for the ensuing year: President,

Dr. J. R. Hollowbush, Rock Island, 111. ; Vice-Presi-

dents. Dr. Benjamin Thompson, Tama, la.; Dr. G.

W. Thompson, Winamac, Ind. ; Dr. Oscar Le Seure,

Detroit, Mich. ; Secretary-Treasurer . Dr. H. B. Jen-
nings, Council Bluff's, la. ; Editor, Dr. Louis J.

Mitchell, Chicago.

The Late Dr. Holt.—The following resolutions

have been adopted by the American Electro-

Therapeutic Association

:

Whereas, Death has removed from our numbers
Dr. John D. Holt of Berlin, N. H., an energetic

and industrious physician, beloved by all who knew
him, be it

Resolved, That we extend our profound sympa-

thies to his wife and family in their bereavement
in which the Association participates, and

Resolved, That a copy of this resolution be sent

to the family of the deceased, and also for publica-

tion in the Official Organ of the Association, in the

^Medical Record and in the Journal of the Ameri-
can Medical Association.

(Signed.) Edward C. Titus, M.D.,
President.

J. W. Travell, M.D.,
Secretary.

Obituary Notes.—Dr. James S. King of Brook-
lyn, N. Y., died on October 9, at his home, aged

54 years. Dr. King was graduated from the Long
Island College Hospital in 1878, and was one of the

founders of the Bushwick Hospital, a member of

the Brooklyn Pathological Society, and surgeon of

the Naval Reserves.

Dr. Francis Alfred Gile of Bloomfield, N. J.,

for twenty-five years a leading practitioner of the

Oranges, died on October 12, at his home, from
heart failure following a severe attack of kidney
trouble, aged 63 years. Di. Gile was graduated
from the New York Homeopathic College in 1875,
having previously served throughout the Civil War
in the 165th New Hampshire regiment. He was a

member of the State Homeopathic Society and of

the American Institute of Homeopathy.
Dr. John Eberle West of Jersey City, N. J.,

died on October 14, of dilatation of the heart, aged

65 years. Dr. West was graduated from the Ohio
Medical College in 1867, and had practiced for forty

years. He was president of the Hudson County,
New Jersey, Board of Health and Vital Statistics,

and a member of the Board of Pensioners.

Dr. Charles Franklin Rand of Washington
died at his home on October 13, at the age of 63.

Dr. Rand answered the first call for troops when the

Civil W^ar broke out, distinguished himself in sev-

eral battles, received a medal of honor, and was
promoted to a captaincy. After the war he studied

medicine at the Georgetown Medical College.

Dr. John E. Parsons of Ayer, Mass., died at his

home on October 9, aged 72 years. Dr. Parsons
was a graduate of the Harvard Medical School,

and served as a surgeon during the Civil War.
Dr. George A. Elliott of New York, a graduate

of the New York University Medical School in the

class of 1892, and visiting physician to the Fordham
Hospital, died on October 15, at Glen Cove, L. I.,

aged 41 years. Dr. Elliott was for several years

connected with the New York Department of

Health.

Dr. Herbert Russell of New York died on Oc-
tober 14, aged 37 years. Dr. Russell was graduated

from the Long Island College Hospital in 1896.

Dr. Howard B. Neiman died at Philadelphia on
October 15, at the age of 24 years, as the result of

ingestion of aconitin in mistake for a cough mixture.

He was graduated from Jefferson Medical College

in the class of 1906, and for two years had been
resident physician in the Philadelphia Home for In-

curables.

Dr. H. W. Bartscher of St. Louis, ]\Io., died on
September 28, after a stroke of apoplexy while testi-

fying in the Probate Court, aged 49 years. He was
a graduate of the St. Louis Medical College, and

had also studied abroad for several years.

Dr. George R. Fisher of Olneyville, R. I., died

on September 30, after having been in ill health for

more than a year, aged 55 years. Dr. Fisher was
graduated from New York University Medical Col-

lege in 1875, and served for sixteen months as in-

terne at Bellevue Hospital, New York.
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MEDICINE IN VENICE.

To the Editor of The Medical Record.

Sir:—You receive interesting letters from variovis im-
portant medical centers of the world. A letter from
Venice will have this distinction, that it comes from a
place renowned in history, but quite without any med-
ical past—or present. Venice used to be a great place
for plagues, but these were treated as visitations, to be
removed by prayer, not sanitation. Vesalius lived here
a little while, and the Venetian press printed many of

the medical books written by the men of Padua. This
is its medical past, or all 1 can learn of it. Venice
cultivated commerce and art—not science. Venice is a
city of nearly 200,000 people, but it has no medical
school, no public medical library, few laboratories, and
no effective medical organization like our academies
and county societies. It has but one hospital—the
Ospedale Civile. I must qualify all this a little. Venice
sends her students to Padua, which is only an hour
away, and there is still at this university the medical
school, with good men attached. The city has a Health
Department, and Dr. Monti, in charge, has a laboratory
and is a good bacteriologist, sanitarian, and patholo-
gist. In the Ospedale Civile there is also a laboratory
with a competent pathologist. Dr. Jona, and the hos-
pital has a medical library. In the famous Bibliothek
of St. Mark there are also some old medical books.
The Venetians are great sticklers for isolation and dis-

infection when they wake up and find the case. So
they have set aside an island in the lagoon for con-
tagious diseases, including tuberculosis and typhoid.
And up to a short time ago if one were "denounced"
to the authorities as having either of these maladies
ofl he was sent to this place. Recently there has been
organized an English, or cosmopolitan hospital, under
English management and support, and certain of the
milder infections can be taken there. But the Italian
seems to prefer to neglect or ignore infection until
it is no longer possible to do so, and then to attack it

with a mixture of the ferocity of the past and the sci-

ence of the present. The result is that the medical
men are not inclined to report infections like typhoid
and tuberculosis—at least this is my information.
The city hospital already referred to occupies the

old guild house of San Marco and the Dominican mon-
astery. It has a beautiful facade and a magnificent
carved ceiling in one of the great wards. It has some
excellent physicians and surgeons attached, but its

general management seems along lines of about thirty
years ago. It has no system of trained nurses, the
wards are mostly of enormous size, and overfilled with
beds lined up in many rows.

History blanks hung on the wall by each bed. I

looked at some. The notes were as meager as those
in certain New York hosiptals when the interne thinks
he is overworked. Though the wards are crowded, the
ceilings are so high that the air space is probably not
so small as seems at first sight. Everything looks very
clean and orderly, despite the lack of nurses. Ap-
parently the Italians do not take to nursing, partly
perhaps on account of the expense; but the young
women will not go into it and the people and doctors
do not appreciate its value. When ill they get their
medicine and food and take it or not, as may be, leav-
ing the rest to the saints. The traveler, however, who
falls by the way can usually get trained nurses through
the local medical men.
Among the Italian physicians Professor Vitelli, for-

merly pathologist at the University of Bologna, and
now physician to the City Hospital, is perhaps the lead-
ing consultant, and he is a very competent man, of
sound judgment, and an excellent diagnostician. Pro-
fessor Giordano is, I am told, the leading surgeon, and
a very skillful one.
One of the famous physicians of Venice, Dr. Fritz

Keppler, died last spring. He was known to many
Americans and was an unusual and interesting person-
ality. He was very active and successful professionally
both as surgeon and physician. He had a private poly-
clinic and did an enormous amount of work for the
poor, by whom he was greatly beloved. He held no
public hospital positions. This city, I am assured, is

in the hands—and feet and teeth of the clericals—every
material interest except the hotel business seems to
be controlled by them. Dr. Keppler was fond of letters
and the arts and left a wonderful library of some 20,000
volumes which I have had the privilege of examining.
It is equally rich in the most modern and most ancient
medical treatises, besides a collection of the classics.

During the last months of his long final illness he
devoted his time to writing an essay on "Copa," a
Latin poem ascribed to Virgil.

The only English physician here is Dr. Van Someren,
a skillful man, of sound medical training and wide ex-
perience. He has done laboratory work in connection
with the subject of nutrition and metabolism, and is

working at problems of this kind now.
Dr. Heppich, who is an English speaking German, is

a young man with the best kind of German university
training. He was an assistant in surgery and gynecol-
ogy at Marburg, but he is also thoroughly trained in

internal medicine and is a good clinical pathologist.

I am writing of these things at some length, partly per-

haps because I have received so much kindness here,

but also because Venice in summer is almost an
American city; much more than half the visitors at

the hotels seem to be from the United States. If oile

falls ill in a hotel in Europe, as some know, the chances
are that he gets a native doctor who has to pay the
management or the portier a percentage; and the patient
may or may not get skilled service. The hotel man-
agements of Europe like to have what they term "a
good hotel doctor," which means some one who orders,
expensive rooms and plenty of service, a not too quick
recovery entailing suitable fees. This is no exaggera-
tion of the actual state of things. It may not be any
worse in Europe than in America, and it does not apply
here in the very best hotels, perhaps. .'\s for the
Italian physicians, I can best quote what Vellari says
in his book entitled "Italian Life in Town and Coun-
try" (1902): "The profession whose members stand
highest for respectability and skill is that of medicine.
Medical tuition in Italian universities is inadequate and
unsatisfactory; the number of medical degrees is enor-
mous (over 1,000 per annum) and out of all proportion
to the needs of the population; the remuneration for
medical and surgical attendance is very small; yet, in

spite of all these disadvantages, Italian medical men
are among the best in Europe."

It will be seen that if Venice is no medical center it

has good doctors and sufficient resources in private
hospitals to take care of the sick and injured wayfarer.
The nurses have to be imported as a rule, but it is

possible to get very good ones.

Venice has been in the past a plague-smitten city.

This was due partly to the fact that the commerce and
travel of the East and West passed through it, and
partly to the malarial surroundings and the bad habits
of life, including the use of wells. Venice is surrounded
by small islands and mud-flats. The salt water of the
Mediterranean was mixed with the fresh water of
three not very large rivers which emptied here. It

was a fine place for the anopheles. When the Vene-
tians had a plague they did not clean up or look to the
material conditions, but they held processions, prayed
to one of the saints, and when the plague died out they
built a church in his honor. This, however, was not quite
all. Eventually the city fathers got the idea that the
fresh water was not a good thing to mix with the salt,

and they finally turned aside the rivers emptying here,
so that Venice now is surrounded and washed out
twice a day with real and very salt sea water. There
is now no malaria in Venice, although there are mos-
quitos. The city is supplied with excellent water
from the mountains and the wells are mostly shut up,
and there is no typhoid. The city is quite a healthy
one (18 per 1,000 mortality annually); the people are
lazy and look well-fed. They must have excellent eyes.
I have not seen a Venetian child with glasses on, and
here in the whole city there are only two opticians'
shops. It is no place for an oculist, apparently, though
who knows that its present decadence is not due to an
unrecognized eye-strain, and that, if properly glassed,
Venice would rise to some of its former glories? For
Venice is not rising now. To be sure, she is rich and
makes money, and her commerce is increasing, but
this is all due to the Germans, wlio hold Northern
Italy in the hollows of their hands. The Venetian is

content to loaf about San Marco and talk gossip over
his 5 cents worth of coffee. He has no originality in

his art; his craftsmanship is that of blowing glass into
silly shapes and blooming colors, in making the same,
some lovely lace, and carving forever and ever the little

stone angels, the winged lions, and cupids, and saints.

There is no spirit of the renaissance here yet. He
sings and jabbers all night; he works as little as he
can, and always with a sort of sigh and a protest. He
is a terrible drinker, but is not quarrelsome in his cups.
Venice is said to have more alcoholism than any other
city in Italy, yet in crimes of violence it ranks lowest
(Vellari).
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The drawbacks tci Venice in summer are said to be

these : the noise, the heat, and the mosquitos. A very

fine polemic might be held over the question of noise.

The Sixth avenue of New York during a working day
has a greater output of noise than all Venice in a year.

But the noises of Venice are in staccato; there are in-

terruptions of relative silence. The church bells begin

it at 5 o'clock a.m. or earlier, and from that time on

they call to mass and strike the hours. At the same
time the gondoliers begin to gibe and explain to each

other across the canal and the "tongue-fights" beloved

by Venetians pierce the ear. The penny steamers
whistle, the morning cannon goes off, and so the day
begins.

At night the music and talking and shouting and
arguing continue into late hours. So that for practical

purposes and to sensitive persons Venice may be

called noisy at night. One, however, can get to like

the bells and not to mind the screaming.
The heat of Venice is not so bad as that of New

York, and is easily bearable if one keeps quiet in the

midday and afternoon. The Lido is accessible in

twenty minutes, and the bathing if not exciting at

least cools one off. There is no surf, the water is

shallow and warm, i.e. 22 degrees to 24 degrees C.

The evenings are cool and life begins then to be en-

joyable, even On the hottest days. The Venetian talks

much of his sirocco, but it is only what we would call

a cool sea breeze—a little humid. These are the ex-

periences of perhaps an extra cool summer. The warm,
soft air and outdoor life relax the nerves and help to

sleep. Venice is a good place for the tired out person
who wants rest and sleep—a delightful atmosphere
and always something of interest to look upon.

Venice, if not a medical center, gets many important
medical men as her guests. Visiting here recently was
Dr. H. E. Plimmer,' F.R.S., of London, who with Dr.

Bateman has been studying experimentally the thera-

peutics of the "sleeping sickness." This disease has
begun to attack the whites of Africa and will prove a

serious menace to colonial development unless it can

be controlled. Heretofore atoxyl has been the most
eflicient remedy, but Drs. Plimmer and Bateman, whose
report was laid before the Royal Society in August,

have had some remarkably encouraging results with

antimony in the form of lithium antimonyl tartrate.

This killed the trypanosomes in about one-half of the

inoculated rats, and in all the inoculated dogs. Some
trials of the metal (not yet formally reported) on
human beings have been even more successful, the

parasite in the blood having been apparently killed and
a long remission, if not cure, effected. If antimony
turns out to be so effective a therapeutic agent, we
may have a return of the metal to favor. It had a

tremendous vogue three hundred years ago.

The only original medical work produced in this

city so far as I can learn is that of Mr. Horace
Fletcher, the exponent of moderate eating and careful

mastication. Mr. Fletcher has been lecturing in the

United States in the last year, and his views are pos-

sibly known to medical men. He believes in a low
proteid diet, and thinks that by masticating and in-

salivating the carbohydrates they are tolerated and
support the system without poisoning it. I have seen
several interesting cases in which as a result of

"Fletcherizing" the sugars and cereals were digested

and enjoyed, where before they were not borne at all.

Mr. Fletcher's book, "The Art of Eating Little," has
just been translated into Italian and has attracted much
favorable criticism in the Italian press. Dr. Van
Someren has carried out the method here under care-

ful clinical conditions. There are certainly people
whose metabolism responds to light, low proteid diet,

and who are better and happier for it. How essential

the mastication and insalivation, the use of the "food
gate" and the stimulus of the food instinct are, may
perhaps yet have to be worked out by further experi-

ment. At any rate, it is an American who began work-
ing here in Venice at problems in diet and nutrition

which have already led to certain practical results;

even if the work succeeds only in ameliorating the pro-

digious proteid excess of the European tiihlc d'hote.

the traveler's life at least will be safer and more com-
fortable.

The Italian does not know what is meant by a hos-
pital for the insane. There institutions are not hos-
pitals in the native mind, but "manicomii," or mad-
houses. Venice has two—one for men and one for

women—occupying small islands near the city. I

visited the manicomio for men on San Servero. Dr.

Perugia, the physician in charge, was at great pains

to show me every detail of his establishment. The

buildings, formerly a church and dormitory, occupy
the whole island "of several acres, they furnish many
open courts and gardens for the patient, but no soil to

cultivate and not much space for work or play. The
wards were scrupulously clean, the attendants looked
intelligent, but were all of the "orderly" type. The in-

stitution is apparently well supplied with money, and is

very intelligently organized. There is a wonderful
equipment of baths of every possible kind, including
the continuous bath ; there are a pathological and an-

thropological laboratory, a photographic outfit, and a

system of history-taking, which seemed most ad-
mirable. A photograph of the patient goes with each
record. The classification and grouping of patients fs

on most modern lines, e.xcept that the institution has
to treat both acute and chronic cases on the same
island. Altogether, Venice seems to take care of her in-

sane in a more advanced way than of her sane sick. Per-
haps it is because she has so many; I was told it was
the craziest city in Italy. In the two asylums there is

a population of about 1,200. Alcoholic forms of in-

sanity are extremely frequent.
Crazy or not, the Venetians are a kindly people, and

the city is progressing in wealth and material im-
portance. It claims also artistic eminence, priority
over Milan in music and over Munich in painting. 1

trust its medical interests will grow also; and I woidd
not belittle what exists, for every resource is put at the
service of the stranger. With an increase in the wealth
and activity of the University of Padua, Venice ought
to become, cooperating with its neighbor, a city of
importance in learning and in the sciences.
Although Venice is lacking in opportunities for medi-

cal study and research, it is but just to say that in

certain departments of medical art this city is far in

advance of any in America. An enterprising company
has installed here at the Lido an institute of mechanical
therapeutics. It is under the patronage of tlie medical
men of Venice, Bologna, and Padua, and it is equipped
with every device known to our art for applying me-
chanics and chemistry to therapeutics. There is, first

of all, a very complete Lander institute, occupying a large

room by itself. Then in numerous adjoining rooms, all on
the same floor, are apparatus for electric therapy, radio-

therapy, magnetotherapy, vibrotherapy. In connection with
this are hydriatric rooms in which are given every kind
of baths, from the simple tub to the Wolf blue-light,
carbonic acid, fango-mud, and the quadro electric.

.'\mong the more interesting things are the Leduc cur-
rent and the monopolar current of Rumpf, of which
Dr. Ravenna, in charge, spoke highly. There is the

"cura Finsen" and an admirable apparatus for using the
.r-rays and a great variety of electric hot-air baths. Natu-
rally, there are rooms for massage ; there are rooms for
inhalations, injections, suspensions, and the Frenkel
reeducation therapy; blood and urine examinations are
all made. The fees range from 2 to 5 francs. Two
or three medical men are in charge. An inspection of

this institute for kinetothcrapy and a recollection of

the resources of New York make one feel that ours
is in some ways still a backward and provincial town.
Perhaps for a time a little less money on our labora-
tories and more on our therapeutics would not be un-
wise.

Charles L. Dana.
Venice, October i, igo8.

OUR LONDON LETTER.
(From Our Special Correspondent.)

OrENING OF THE SCHOOLS—ADDRESS BY RUDVARD KIPLING

—

PLAGUE RESEARCH IN INDI.\—REPORT ON MALARIA IN
MAURITIUS—OBITUARY.

London, October 2, 1908.

The opening of the medical schools has been cele-

brated, yesterday and to-day, by dinners, conversazioni,
and introductory addresses. At Charing Cross Hos-
pital the occasion was commemorated by the delivery
of the Huxley lecture by Sir Patrick Manson. At
Kings College Professor Macalister gave a review of

the progress .of medical science during the last fifty

years and of the effects of the theory of evolution, .^t

St. Mary's Sir John Broadbent pointed out that, while
advance in surgery meant a wider field for the surgeon,
the reverse is the case with the work of the physician.

\t St. George's Dr. Slater dealt with the importance
of the laboratory in modern medicine.

Mr. Rudyard Kipling distributed the prizes at the
Middlesex Hospital and delighted his audience with a

characteristic speech. He remarked that it might have
escaped their professional observation that there were
only two classes of mankind—doctors and patients. He
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had felt a delicacy in confessing he belonged to the
latter ever since a doctor told him that all patients
were great liars where their own symptoms were con-
cerned. The average patient might regard the doctor
as the noncombatant does the troops who fought for
him. He had to address the army which is always
fighting against death. It was unfortunate that death
was bound to win in the long run. This fight is one of
the most important things in the world and you who
carry it on, he said, must be among the most important
people. The world certainly insists on this. It long
ago decided you have no leisure that any one need re-
spect. Nothing but extreme illness can e.xcuse you in

its eyes for refusing help to anyone who thinks he needs
you at any hour of the day or night. Nobody will
care whether you are in your bed or in your bath—
at church or a theater. What vitality you have accumu-
lated in your leisure will be dragged out of you again.
In time of plague, pestilence, fire, battle, famine, mur-
der, and sudden death it is required of you to go on
your duty at once and stay till your strength fails or
3'our conscience relieves you, whichever be the longer
period. These are some of your obligations and not
likely to grow lighter. Have you heard of any eight-
hour bill for doctors? Do you know of any change in

public opinion that will allow you to refuse to attend
a patient who does not mean to pay? Have you heard
any outcry against people who can well afford to pay
but prefer to cadge around a free hospital and get
advice, glass eyes, and cork legs for nothing? I have
not. It is required of you to save others at all mo-
ments. It is nowhere laid down that you must save
yourselves.
You have been and always w-ill be exposed to the

contempt of the gifted amateur, the gent who knows
by intuition everything that has cost you years of
study. You have also been and always will be exposed
to the attacks of those persons who consider their own
undisciplined emotions more important than the world's
most bitter agonies—the people who would hamper and
limit and cripple research because they fear that it

may be accompanied by a little pain and suffering.
Such people have been against you from the beginning,
ever since the earliest Egyptians erected images in

honor of cats and dogs on the hanks of the Nile. But
your work will go on. You remain perhaps the only
class that dares tell the world that no man can get
more out of a machine than he puts into it, and that
if the fathers have eaten forbidden fruit the children's
teeth will be set on edge. In a day when few things
are called by their right names you are joining a pro-
fession in which it pays to tell the truth. Realizing
these things, I need not task your patience by talking
about the high ideals and lofty ethics of that profes-
sion—so I will wish you enough work to do and
strength to do the work.
Why disinfectants have proved of so little value

against the spread of plague has been a cause of
anxiety to sanitarians. It would appear that some of
the reasons have at length been satisfactorily demon-
strated. The Plague Research Commission found that
rooms retained their infection after most thorough
treatment with mercury perchloride. Light is thrown
on the reason of resistance to this agent by a report of
Captain Listen, I. M.S., of the Bombay Bacteriological
Laboratory, which records the results of a research by
Captain T. H. Gloster, I. M.S. Aerial infection may be
put on one side as a cause of epidemics, and so may
the excreta, since if they contain bacilli these are
rapidly destroyed in India. This destruction may be
brought about by disinfection, but even in a moist
state the excrete are speedily dealt with by the saprophytic
bacteria, which rapidly develop and multiply in such con-
ditions. It is the rat, or rather the rat's flea, with
which we have to contend. In the body of this flea the
plague bacilli are inaccessible to the natural disinfec-

tants. In the insect's stomach they find their food

—

the blood of its host. On the death of the flea they
perish by desiccation or from the saprophytic bacteria.

The flea sucks the infection from a rat attacked by
plague. To stamp out plague, therefore, we need to de-
stroy all infected rats and their fleas. But the habits
of rats render it very difficult to exterminate them.
A gaseous disinfectant would seem to promise success,

provided it could be forced into the secret lairs of the
rats. Attempts have been begun in this direction.

Meantime the study of liquid disinfectants has not been
neglected. The Plague Research Commission showed
that rooms cannot be successfully disinfected by mer-
cury perchloride— I in 750. But Captain Gloster's ex-

periments prove that an emulsion of kerosene oil is an
effective disinfectant against plague. Rooms which
were infected and in which a succession of guinea-

pigs put tliere for the experiment all died were after-
wards thoroughly washed with the emulsion, and
guinea-pigs put there after this washing lived. Accord-
ingly Captain Listen strongly recommends kerosene oil

emulsion as an easy method of disinfection. The emul-
sion is made with 3 parts of soap dissolved in 15 of
boiling water. To this solution the kerosene oil, gen-
tly warmed, is added, gradually up to 100 parts, shaking
and stirring well. Kerosene seems to be remarkably
pernicious to fleas, for it kills them in as weak a dilu-
tion as I in 1,000, while they seem to be indifferent to
a bath of mercury perchloride.

Professor Ronald Ross has presented to the Colonial
Office his report on malaria in Mauritius, which colony
he visited at the desire of the Colonial Secretary. His
observations and recommendations are as clearly put
as usual, and his report is likely to be useful in trop-
ical countries. People who can avoid it are advised not
to live in malarious districts, and when they cannot
recognized precautions should not be neglected. Mos-
quito nets must be regularly used and the smallest hole
at once be repaired. It is especially advisable to pro-
tect a room or a veranda for use during the day or
evening. Punkas and fans not only drive away insects,
but keep the body cool. Where there is great danger
he recommends quinine to be taken, 5 grains before
breakfast daily and a double dose on Sundays.

In dealing with public prevention Dr. Ross remarks
that as a broad general rule malaria causes from one-
fourth to one-half the total sickness in the tropics. It
can always be reduced or even extirpated. Large
marshes must be drained, deepened, or filled up. A
permanent organization must be established for deal-
ing with the breeding places of anopheles and for dis-
tributing quinine, especially to infected cliildren. Such
a campaign would get rid of other diseases as well as
malaria and improve any tropical locality. The heavy
losses of the colony caused by malaria are pointed
out on the estimate of Dr. Bolton. In these are in-
cluded not only the sickness and death, but the loss of
labor, wages, etc.

Professor R. Ross outlines a "general plan of cam-
paign," which, he says, should not be confined to
a few localities, but be extended to all the populous
parts of the colony, and the cost would not be
very great. Minor campaigns, he thinks, fritter
away considerable sums witliout producing a marked
effect on the total amount of sickness. This campaign
should be begun simultaneously and vigorously through-
out the land, before tlic beginning of the malaria sea-
son. The chief object is to deliver as heavy a blow
as possible upon the disease at the commencement of
the malaria season, in the assurance that every case
cured and every infection thereby prevented will save
many more infections later on. He recommends pe-
riodical examination of children in the schools, as
well as on the estates, and the continuous treatment of
all those who may be found suffering from enlarged
spleen; continuous house-to-house distribution of
quinine, where necessary, and treatment of fever pa-
tients on the estates; continuous performance of minor
works where required, in towns, villages, and indeed all

populous areas, by malarial gangs engaged for the pur-
pose; similar efforts on the estates; and further the ap-
pointment of a malarial authority for the island.
By the death of Sir Arthur Macan, which took place

on Sunday, Ireland loses one of her most distinguished
members of the profession. He was president of the
Royal College of Physicians in 1904, was ex-master of
the Rotunda Hospital, King's professor of midwifery,
T.C.D. and gynecologist to Sir Patrick Dun's Hospital.
He was a Dublin graduate in arts and medicine, 1868,
became F.R.CP,, 1877. He has been president of the
Gynecological Society, of the Obstetric Section of the
International Congress at Berlin, and held many other
posts of renown. He translated Heller's article on
"Intestinal Parasites" for Ziemssen's Cyclopedia, and
contributed various articles to the journals on obstet-
rical and gynecological subjects, chiefly to the Dublin
Medical Journal.

Diet of Nursing Women.—L. Bouchacourt regulates
the diet of nursing women in such a way as to produce
the most milk and of the best quality. The diet must be
abundant and of good quality, but vegetable matters should
predominate, meats being less important as milk formers.
Oils are also valuable. The vegetables that give tlie best
results are lentils, peas, beans, beets, chicory, parsley,

cottonseed oil cakes, and carrots. Cod-liver nil is also val-

uable. Plenty of milk, butter, and cheese should be given
daily. Plenty of liquids are also important, and the author
believes that light beers, ales, and cider have galactogogue
properties,

—

Journal dc Medecine de Paris.
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Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, October 8, 1908.

The Relation of Carcinoma of the Corpus Uteri to
Fibroids.—The conclusions of J. T. Williams are as
follows; (I) There is a distinct relationship between
carcinoma of the corpus uteri and fibromyomata. (2)
This relationship probably lies in certain common etiolog-
ical conditions. (3) The predisposition of fibroids to be-
come complicated with cancer does not constitute an indi-

cation for their routine removal as soon as discovered,
providing the patient can be kept under close observation.

(4) Any marked increase in the loss of blood from a
fibroid, or the appearance of any vaginal discharge in the
intervals between the hemorrhages should be regarded as
suggestive of the development of carcinoma. (5) In a
fibroid where either of these symptoms is present an im-
mediate curettage should be performed in order that the
condition of the endometrium may be examined, even if

a radical operation has been decided upon. (6) Every
uterus removed for fibroids should be immediately opened
by an assistant and the endometrium inspected to guard
against possible oversight of a malignant process. (7)
In all cases of fibroids complicated by adenocarcinoma of
the corpus a complete removal of the uterus including the

cervix is the operation of choice.

Tumors of Adrenal Origin with Particular Reference
to Hypernephroma of the Kidney.—After some ref-

erence to the anatomy and physiology of the adrenal bodies,

H. C. Moffitt reports nine cases, adding a full bibliography
of the subject. It is extremely difficult to make any clini-

cal distinction between such growths and renal hyperne-
phroma. Some of the most important diagnostic points in

the latter condition are thus given: (i) Hematuria, a com-
mon symptom and often the first. Its exact character and
origin must be determined by cystoscopy. (2) Pain is an
early symptom and may for a long time preclude any other
manifestation. It may vary much in character and exact

location. (3) The tumor varies greatly in size and in

rapidity of growth. It may be present for years witliout

giving trouble and may suddenly assume a malignant
character. In addition to the pain it causes, it frequently

produces pressure symptoms. Varicocele is often present,

usually on the left side. Its peculiarities are appearance
late in life, usually without pain, rapid onset, persistence

when the patient lies down, but disappearance when the

patient is put in the knee-chest position so as to remove
pressure of the tumor from the veins. (4) Metastases

frequently occur in the lungs, liver, and bones. Pulsating

bone tumors should always arouse suspicion of metastases

from either adrenals or thyroids. (5) Pigmentation has

been observed in only a few cases. (6) Trophic changes

are often in evidence in the shape of abnormal genital de-

velopment or general overgrowth in childhood. (7) The
urine may remain normal for years, in spite of the pres-

ence of a renal tumor. Polyuria is not uncommon. Al-

buminuria may be present. (8) .Y-ray plates are of great

value in differentiating- hematuria due to stone, although it

must be remembered that stone and tumor may coexist and
that calcification in a tumor may simulate stone. Results of

operation for this class of growths have thus far been

disheartening.

New York Medical Journal, October 10, 1908.

Conservatism in Surgery of the Hands.—.\ nlea for

conservatism in all surgical procedures on the hand is

made by J. A. Hofheimer, who notes that beginners are

apt to overdo matters, particularly if the case is not seen

until several days after the injury, by which time cellulitis

or lymphangitis may have occurred. A series of six

cases is reported, illustrating the benefits of conservative

measures. Healing may require longer under these cir-

cumstancs than when amputations are done, but the results

more than justify the delay. The author says that very

often the ambition or necessity of the patient compel
him to resume work early, and he is not willing to sub-

mit to a prolonged period of invalidism, but the surgeon's

duty is not to be limited by the patient's desire. After an

injury the crushing, bruising, or frequent infection causes

a temporary destruction of the parts ; these have to be cut

off and a healthy growth encouraged. In amputation the

tissues to be operated on can be selected and primary

union obtained. This advantage often leads to errors of

judgment, but immediate brilliant results are not to be

compared with the advantages of more remote preservation

of function. When there is the slightest chance of saving

a part of the human economy, endeavor should be made
in that direction. Utility of a member is important to a

wage earner, but a small part of a finger is better than none

at all.

The Stomach cind Intestinal Gases.—An elaborate
tabulated paper on tliis subject is presented by S. Basch,
who describes an apparatus for the collection and analysis
of these gases. In a general way they were aspirated into

a pear-shaped bottle. In the stomach we find (i) oxygen
and nitrogen from air swallowed with or independently of,
food and drink. (2) Nitrogen, carbonic acid gas, sulphur-
etted hydrogen, ammonia, and other gases contained in

food, drink, medicated liquids, and mineral waters, and
(3) gases originating within the stomach itself, from fer-

mentative processes, such as carbon dioxide, hydrogen, and
ammonia. The author gives his results with analyses of
the gases taken from the stomachs of three patients who
were suffering from, respectively, cancer, benign stenosis
of the pylorus, and a perigastric abscess communicating
with the stomach. Gases in the intestine (i) may enter
from the stomach, (2) nitrogen and carbon dioxide may
diffuse in from the blood, but (3) most of them are
formed in the bowel through fermentation, bacterial de-
composition, and in the upper bowel through chemical com-
position of the alkaline carbonates of the intestinal se-

cretions by the acid chyme and fatty acids. Almost none
are formed in the large bowel except in cases of hyper-
peristalsis without obstruction. Here the contents are
rushed through so rapidly that gas formation is practically
uniform throughout the entire bowel. Carbohydrates yield
hydrogen, carbon dioxide, and other hydrocarbons. Pro-
teids yield less carbonic acid gas, but in addition, hydrogen,
marsh gas, nitrogen, ammonia, and sulphuretted hydrogen.
Much of the gas does not pass out through the anus, but
is diffused into the blood and leaves the body through
the lungs.

The Mechanicobiological Standpoint in Medical
Problems.—A series of papers on this general topic is

introduced by J. Wright with a contribution on the phy-
sical processes in immunity and infection, the writer re-

ferring freely to his own previous writings and those of
others on this and kindred topics. It has been shown
that dust, saponified oil globules, and bacteria (under cer-

tain conditions) pass through the epithelium of both the

tonsils and intestines. This probably arises from the

difference between the potentials of surface tension of the

epithelial cell on the one hand and that of the dust or
bacteria on the other. One kind of matter is harmless,
and the other often harmful. Evolution has consequently
stepped in by natural selection or otherwise. The author
reviews recent literature in the field of investigation. In

general it would appear that the action of one body upon
another at a distance through the medium of bodily or
other currents bears a striking analogy to those interac-

tions of one electrified body upon another at a distance

through the medium of electric currents in the ether. The
difference in the terms of the equations and in the re-

sults of their functions seem solely due to the differences

in the physical properties for water or other real fluids

and those of ether as theoretically formulated by physical

science. The "pulsating molecule of life," a struggle with

syntax to subordinate complex phenomena to our finite

comprehension, the radiation of lines of force from the

centrosome and the various phenomena here referred to,

by those attempts at correlation assume a significant in-

fluence. It seems apparent, then, that to the changes con-

stantly wrought in fluid protoplasm we must apply not

only the laws of electrodynamics, but the laws of hydro-
dynamics. Variations in these laws, or rather variations

in the conditions under which they manifest themselves,

probably explain why e.g., it comes about that various bac-

teria constantly found on tonsillar and other surfaces

are at times harmless and again harmful. The author

notes that in watching under the microscope for evidence

that such bodies as carmine granules enter the epithelial

cells in their path to the deeper lymph channels he was
unable to see that they did so. In fact phagocytoses during

quiescent conditions of the tonsil did not seem to take place

in the superficial regions of the tonsil. It would seem
that the forces which take the granules beneath the sur-

face are those with which we are familiar under the

name of capillary attraction, but the author regards the

question as more complex than this.

Journal of the American Medical Association, October
10, igo8.

Idiopathic Multiple Hemorrhagic Sarcoma.—Dr. Lie-

berthal reports a case in detail, including microscopic exam-
ination of the excised morbitl tissue. Very few cases of

this disease have been reported from this country, and
most of them in patients of foreign birth. The patient

in the present case was a native American. The disease

begins on the hands and feet in the form of reddish brown
or bluish red, rather firm, soft or spongy nodules, nodes or

plaques or diffuse swellings. By the development of dis-

\
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Crete formations it advances along the legs and arms
and gradually reaches the trunk, face, and mucous mem-
branes. Some of the lesions may atrophy, wholly or in
part, leaving pigmented depressions. Ulceration is rare,
but the lesions, especially on the limbs, are generally pain-
ful. Horny growths have been developed in a number
of cases. Usually the subcutaneous structures escape, but
they have been found involved in some cases. Microscopic
examination shows numerous cavities in the corium lined
with endothelium and, between these, accumulations of
small spindle cells in bundle or streak-like formation or in
irregular masses. The sarcomatous nature of the disorder,
held by Kaposi has been questioned, largely on account of
the possible spontaneous involution of the lesions. Lie-
berthal refers, as regards this point, to the memoir of
Fano, in which the views of various high authorities are
given, which to a certain degree mitigate the sharp differ-
ences between sarcoma proper and idopathic, multiple hem-
orrhagic sarcoma. The cause of the disorder is un-
known.
Nasal Duct Strictures.—H. Moulton advocates the

use of lead styles in the treatment of nasal duct stric-

tures, especially such as are resistant to other methods of
treatment. The advantages of the material are, that it

is cheap, easily obtained, pliable, and readily shaped by
the surgeon ; comfortable to the patient, and not acted on
by the secretions as are aluminum and silver in the course
of time. He finds the fuse wire used by electricians the
best adapted for this purpose. It contains a little anti-

mony, which is rather an advantage than otherwise ; can
be obtained in different sizes, the best being those of i, 1.5,

and 2 mm. diameter ; or the wire can be compared directly

with the lacrymal probe. He gives directions as to the
fitting and insertion of the style which are important, care
being needed that it fits the canal without causing tension.

After the first few hours the patient is unconscious of
its presence and the secretions readily find their way down
along its side. It is well to remove the style every three or
four weeks and see that all is well, but he has frequently al-

lowed it to remain a month or longer, and in one case it

remained over six months with good result. As a rule,

after a style has been worn a month or two, he takes

it out for a week. Then, if syringing is at all difficult, he
reinserts it for another month. The very old cases of
tight stricture require the longer time for a cure. In no
case is appropriate nasal or other treatment that may be

required to be neglected. In his hands this treatment has

been so uniformly successful that he hopes it will be

more generally tried by other ophthalmologists. He does

not claim to be the originator of the method, or advise

it as a universal one, but thinks that it will be found effec-

tive in a large proportion of obstinate cases.

Breast Milk Feeding.—Effa V. Davis, from a careful
study of 100 cases in the first two weeks of the puerperium
in hospital practice, including observation and regulation of
the mother's diet, regular weighings of infants and analy-

sis of breast milk, comes to substantially the following
conclusions : l. The system of estimating the quantity of

breast milk by weight is a decided aid in making a feeding
schedule for the newborn infant. 2. Both mother and
child must be considered in deducing any thoroughly useful

rules. 3. The early secretion from the mother's breast

is useful in sustaining the child, and infants should be en-

couraged to nurse from the first day of life, whenever
possible. 4. When the milk is abundant, a three-hour in-

terval soon becomes the shortest for feeding in the day-
time, but a longer interval at night can be borne by the

child with benefit. 5. Both the digestive capacity of the

child and the quantity of breast milk may affect the results,

without regard to the times and quantity of feeding.

Rat Leprosy.—Fourteen cases of rat leprosy were
found by Agnes Walker in the examination of 2,780 rats,

all of the common Norway species. The pathological con-
dition was much as observed by others, thickening of the
skin, nodules in one case only, but ulcers in nearly every
case containing enormous numbers of the acid-fast bacilli,

morphologically identical with those of iiuman leprosy.

The granules observed by McCoy and the subcutaneous
congestion noted by Wherry were not noticed. The ques-
tion as to the relationship between this disease of rats

and human leprosy can not at present be answered, but the

comparative frequency in rats and rarity in the human
species in that locality suggests, she thinks, that it may
not be transmissible to man from rats or that the contact

is not sufficiently intimate to favor the transmission.

Heredity and Insanity.—E. Cohn says that hereditary
tendencies are very manifest in insanity, and he thinks if

we could get the exact facts in all cases the high esti-

mate of 90 per cent, of cases attributable to hereditary
causes would probably be found not far from the truth.

Even in cases of apparently purely acquired insanity some

hereditary defect or predisposition may have made the pa-
tient an easier victim. Intermarriage, alcoholism of par-
ents, drug habits, etc.. are cited as effective factors in the
production of mental disease. It is unfortunate, he thinks,
that we can not have federal laws preventing the crowding
together of immigrants in great centers where they con-
centrate and propagate their hereditary defects. The reme-
dy for the conditions he sees in better methods of educa-
tion, the teaching of right ideals in our public schools,
instruction of the public in regard to the transmission of
hereditary defects, and higher and better standards of
morality.

The Lancet, September 26 and October 3, 1908.

The Therapeutic Value of Stock Vaccines in the
Treatment of Bacterial Infections.—The general prin-
ciples underlying the mode of therapy are described by J.
Williams, who defines a "vaccine" as a killed bacterial

culture suspended in normal saline to which 54 PC cent,
lysol, or Y2 per cent, carbolic acid has been added. Their
injection into healthy individuals causes (i) an immediate
rise in the protective substances as indicated by the op-
sonic index, (2) a fall of longer or shorter duration,
followed by a rise up to or above normal, with a succeed-
ing fall to normal and (3) a fall tending to be more or
less permanent, according to small, medium or excessive
dosage. The intelligent use of vaccines presupposes (l)
diagnosis of the bacterium at fault, isolation and culture
and preparation of a vaccine, and (2) the estimation of the
amount which for a given case constitutes a proper dose
and the correct determination of the period which should
elapse before inoculation. These points are elaborated in

considerable detail. In the institution with which the au-
thor is connected it has been found practicable to dispense
tubercle (T.R.), staphylococcus, streptococcus, gonococcus
and typhoid vaccines. Experiments seem to promise the
addition of a vaccine of micrococcus performance for its

beneficial results in lessening pain and retarding growth,
and secondary deposits in some forms of cancer. The
paper of Dr. XV'illiams will serve as a valuable introduction
to anyone wishing to take up the study of vaccine therapy.

Vaccine Therapy in General Practice.—The paper of
L. Grant. T. H. Campbell and W. D. .\nderson is a record
of personal experience with four cases. Two were tuber-
culous, one presented staphylococcus infection, and one,
encapsulated pneumococci mixed with Friedlander's pneu-
mococci. In the tuberculous cases, T.R. tubuculin was
used, and in the other two the proper vaccine prepared
secundum artem. Results were satisfactory in all four
cases. In the cases treated with tuberculin the following
facts are emphasized: (l) The scars resulting were soft,

pliable and the disfigurement (following certain operative
procedures) slight. (2) Recovery under the treatment
seemed rapid, and this implied saving of suffering and
expense to the patient and anxiety to the medical attend-
ants. (3) The absence of severe surgical measures minim-
ized the risk of a general tuberculous infection and obvi-
ated that slight risk which always attends general anesthe-
sia. (4) Although opsonic estimations were only made oc-
casionally during the treatment, they suggested that the
index was being steadily raised, and from this it is proba-
ble that for some time, at least, the patients will be less

susceptible to attacks by the same bacterium. Surgical
measures alone may achieve this indirectly, inasmuch as
they rid the body of the focus of the disease, but it is

questionable if they are capable of raising the standard of
defense to the same high level as that induced by vaccine
therapy.

Diffuse Painful Lipoma of the Foot.—The first patient
of A. H. Tubby was a hospital nurse, woman, aged 25
years, who three months before coming under observation
had complained of pain in the feet. Examination showed
an oval swelling on each foot on the inner side and just

below the sustentaculum tali, encroaching on the weight-
bearing surface of the feet and measuring almost one by
one and a half inches. A diagnosis of lipoma was made
and confirmed by operation. Recovery was uneventful.
The growth was highly vascular and bled considerably.

The second case was that of a girl of 16 years with a

swelling on the inner side of the right foot, semicystic in

character and almost one inch in diameter. Operation
showed the same fatty and vascular condition as in the

previous case. The author notes certain differences in such
growths as compared with congenital diffuse lipoma. In

the latter the main part of the microscopic section is oc-

cupied by fat and areolar tissue, yet the interfibrous spaces
are occupied, are crowded by small round cells, not unlike
those seen in round-celled sarcoma, and clinically the dif-

fuse congenital form of lipoma is somewhat akin to sar-

coma, in that it shows an inveterate tendency to recur very
rapidly after removal. In the acquired diffuse form, such
as reported in this paper, no such appearances are evident,
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but the bloodvessels are extremely numerous and some-
what hypertrophied. With reference to the clinical features
of these acquired cases, the author notes that on careful
observation the swellings due to acquired painful diffuse
lipoma may partially fill up the arches of the feet, so that
the condition can be mistaken for flat foot ; but in all the
cases the author has seen, numbering now five, the tumors
have always been between the inner edge of the sole of the
foot and the internal mallcohis, and have not extended
further forward than the anterior part of the sustentacu-
lum tali. In no case has he seen them over the scaphoid
or internal cuneiform bone. The striking features about
them are their slow growth and their indolence, their ex-
treme tenderness, and their vascularity when cut into. It

is also noticeable that any pressure, whether arising from
an irregularity on the inside of the boot or from the
employment of a "flatfoot" pad, renders the patient com-
pletely unable to get about on account of the pain. Finally,

on removal, they do not, as far as is known, recur, and in

this respect are entirely different from the congenital
diffuse lipoma.

Rheumatic Hyperpyrexia.—In a patient of T. E.
Meyber, a boy of nine years with a seven weeks' history
of stiff neck and slight leg pains, examination revealed a
presystolic initial murmur with a flaccid and paralyzed
arm. The condition went along for four days without
change when the boy suddenly developed stertorous breath-
ing and became comatose. The temperature was 109°

and the pulse uncountable. The patient died in an hour
with a temperature of 110°. The author notes the variety
of hyperpyrexia during acute rheumatism in children, and
its greater frequency in first attacks and in those which
run a mild course.

Treatment of Inoperable Cancer.—Henry Morris re-

gards cancer as at first a local affection, and would divide
inoperable cases into four groups; (i) Primary cancer
affecting inaccessible parts and organs; (2) primary cancer
which though originating in an accessible part or organ
of the body has been allowed to extend beyond the limits

within which an operation is prudent and complete removal
possible; (3) certain cases of acute diffuse carcinoma and
very rapidly growing or widely infiltrating new growths of
exceptionally virulent character ; and (4) recurrent cancer,
where the disease has recurred in multiple metastatic foci

or in parts beyond the limits of removal. Many of the cases
included in these groups are submitted to operation for the
purpose of palliating symptoms or prolonging life. Hence
the term "treatment" as applied to inoperable cancer means
one of two things: (l) The employment of remedies and
methods other than the knife, to cure, ameliorate, or retard
the disease, as well as to prevent relapses after its removal

;

or (2) the employment of the knife to give relief from
pain, to prolong life, to restore function, and otherwise to
make the patient's condition more tolerable. The re-
mainder of the paper is an application of the principle of
therapy above enumerated to cancers in various bodily
areas. The various operatic ineasures and cauterizing
agents are passed in review. Concerning trypsin solu-
tion, the author writes very cautiously, and believes it

has yet to justify its use. He declares that Beard's re-
sults have not yet been duplicated by any other observer.
The paper gives a very candid review of the present status
of the pancreatic ferment therapy.

British Medical Journal, October 3, 1908.

Family Pneumonia.—G. Norman notes the suscepti-
bility and want of resistance power in some families as re-
gards pneumonia, and reports a series of seven cases with
five deaths in the same family. Three generations lived in

one house. The first case was that of the grandmother,
who died on the sixth day of the disease (ape.x lesions)
after a prodroma of grippe ; second, her daughter-in-law,
who had been attacked with fever and diarrhea at the same
time, died three d.iys later with a middle lobe pneumonia.
A child and a niece of the second patient living in an ad-
joining house developed the disease on the day after the
mother's and aunt's death, but both recovered (apex
lesions). One week later the grandfather was stricken
(ape.x), and died on the third day. Sixteen days later an-
other child (cousin to the preceding) developed measles
with complicating pneumonia and died in two weeks. About
a month after, the seventh case, an infant three months old,

came down with a gastric disturbance, but after a tempo-
rary improvement developed pneumonia (base) and died
on the fifth day from the onset of symptoms, and ten
hours after the diagnosis of pneumonia was possible.

Nothing could be detected as regards unsanitary condi-
tions in either dwelling. During the same season there
were other cases of the disease in the same general locality,

but with few fatalities.

Oxygen and Muscular Exercise as a Form of Treat-
ment.—This therapy is commended by L. Hill, who

says that he has noted its good effects on swimmers,
athletes, work horses, and trotting horses. He has con-
structed (and describes) a small portable apparatus which
is in effect a combined generator and inhaler. He has no
doubt that oxygen in connection with exercise has a most
l)cneficial effect on untrained or fatigued men. It enables
them to increase greatly the bodily metabolism. It should
be of value, therefore, in the treatment of people who are
fat and scant of breath, and those who overeat and take
too little exercise, and in cases of emphysema and of heart
disease treated by graduated e.xercise. It may find a use in

tropical regions to make exercise easier and in men who
are exhausted by a day's mental work and worry. The
author's paper is followed by a report of Mr. Flack on
the case of Wolffe, the man who tried to swim the Eng-
lish Channel and to whom oxygen was administered while
he was in the water. The swimmer gave out when only a
quarter of a mile from the end of his route, and while the
oxygen did not stave off fatigue, it demonstrated its great
value in relieving fatigue of a most advanced type.

Miiiicltcncr medimnische Wochenschrift, September
22, 1908.

Dietetic Causes of Nervousness in Children.—Siegert
says that in addition to the hereditary nervousness of chil-

dren there is another form which is proved to be acquired
by the rapid convalescence and cure of the patients under
proper management. The most important cause of the lat-

ter type of nervous disturbance is found in improper diet,

especially the co-called "nourishing" diet, which is often
prescribed for children. Usually there is an overabundance
of proteid in such a diet, while fat is also well represented

;

vegetables and fruits are frequently not given because of
their supposedly small nutritive value. Restlessness, lack
of attention in school, constipation, anemia, skin affections,

night terrors and insomnia are often caused by this dis-

proportion between the requirements of the organism in

proteid and fat and the quantities of them consumed by
tlie child. No medicinal treatment proves of any use. but
simple change in the diet with increase of vegetables and
fruit running parallel with gradual but decided reduction
of proteid and fat soon leads to amelioration of the symp-
toms and finally to complete restitution of the patient to

liealth. The treatment, then, is very simple, but the diag-

nosis IS made difficult by the widespread idea of the in-

herited character of most nervousness in children. Com-
plete history with details as to the amount and kind of
food given is the best aid in arriving at the correct inter-

pretation of the condition present in these cases. The
ireatment, too, while simple, must be faithfully adhered to

for long periods of time in order to save the child from
reaching maturity handicapped by a badly balanced nervous
system.

Removal of Tonsils.—Hopmann says that the usual
objections to removing tonsils, such as the uselessness of
the operation, the harm done by removing protective
lymphatic systems at the portals of entry for possible in-

fections, the great danger of narcosis in children, etc., are
answered not so much by theoretical considerations as
by the practical results obtained. Partial operations, on
the other hand, may be properly objected to the mutilated
lymphatic organ left on their performance being as much
a source of danger as the hypertrophied organ before the

operation. The great danger of the hypertrophied and
diseased tonsils or adenoids consists in the favorable cul-

ture ground which they furnish to various bacteria that

reach them from the constantly infected mouth and
pharyn.x ; thus of 300 tonsils examined, 43 per cent, were
found to contain infected areas or foci of putrefaction.

The earlier the operation is performed the less chance is

there of general infections with such chronic disease as

tuberculosis. General narcosis must be insisted upon in

all cases, for it is only in its use that the opportunity is

given for a complete and careful removal of the tonsillar

and adenoid tissue.

Congenital Syphilis and Progressive Paralysis.

—

Miiller says that Wassermann's researches have finally

proved that without syphilis there can be no progressive

paralysis. The fact that some 10 per cent, of paralytics

do not give any history of syphilis is explained by the

possibility of ignorance of the existence of the disease,

which is often the case in women, and the well-recognized
untrustworthiness of all venereal patients. Still more im-
portant is the fact that paralysis may occur in consequence
of inherited syphilis. ^liiller reports three cases of pro-
gressive paralysis in such patients. That they are more
frequent than is usually thought is probable, when the

extraordinary distribution of syphilitic infection in all

classes of people is considered. (Dften, therefore, a care-

ful family history and an examination of the patient's

parents may clear the mystery of a progressive paralysis

in apparent absence of any leutic infection.
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lank Sruiruifi-

Protozoa and Disease, Comprising Sections on the Causa-
tion of Smallpox, Syphilis, and Cancer. By J. Jackson
Clarke. M.B. (Lond.), F.R.C.S. Part II. New York:
W'm. \\'ood & Co., 190S.

This is a thoroughly comprehensive and up-to-date resume
of the life history of those protozoa which are responsible
for disease in the human organism. The author is not
an extremist, yet he believes that we have already estab-
lished beyond doubt that yellow fever, tick fever, smallpox,
hydrophobia, molluscum contagiosum, trachoma, syphilis,

carcinoma and sarcoma are of protozoic origin. He de-
clares that it has been well established for five years that
certain hyaline bodies appearing in the corneal cells of
rodents, when inoculated with variolous matter may be
relied on to make the diagnosis of smallpox. Moreover,
the Negri corpuscles can be made out by simply pressing
a cover glass upon the cornu ammonis staining and exam-
ining. Their presence he regards as proof positive of hy-
drophobia, and thus priceless time may be saved to a sup-
posedly infected patient. The author uses the term "can-
cer" to include all common forms of malignant disease
whether of the epithelial or connective tissue type. He
goes back to the cell theory of Schleiden and Schwann
enunciated in 1838 and upholds Virchow's belief that con-
stituent cells of cancer are lineal descendants of cells for-

merly an integral part of the body in which the tumor
grew. As an evidence of the great progress that has been
made during the past decade in the interpretation of pro-
tozoa as factors in disease, this book is the most illumi-
nating we have yet seen.

Grundriss der Allgemeinen Symptomatologie. Fiir Aerzte
und Studierende von Dr. med. R. Oestreich. Privatdo-
zent fiir Allgemeine Pathologie und pathologische Anat-
omic ; Prosektor des Konigen Augusta Hospitals in Ber-
lin. Berlin : August Hirschwald, 1908.

This work is based on an extensive postmortem experience
and is written with the intention of fixing in the clinician's

mind the pathological conditions which may be associated
with various subjective and objective symptoms. After
some general observations on symptoms and their rela-

tion to disease the author takes up various objective symp-
toms describing clearly how any one of them may be
caused by various diseases of the internal organs. He dis-

cusses the numerous varieties of each objective symptom,
such as the different kinds of dyspnea, pulse, etc., show-
ing how one variety may suggest more strongly one dis-

ease than another. In the latter half of the book the
writer briefly describes the symptomatology of the vari-
ous diseases of the internal organs, laying special stress

on differential diagnosis. The book is to be recommended
to both the student and general practitioner, because it

very clearly and concisely indicates how to interpret ob-
jective symptoms in order to arrive at a correct diagnosis.

Vitality, Fasting and Nutrition. A Physiological Study
of the Curative Power of Fasting, Together with a New
Theory of the Relation of Food to Human Vitality. By
Hereward Carrington. With an Introduction by A.
Rabagliati, M.A., M.D., F.R.C.S. New York; The Rcb-
man Co., 1908.

This is a remarkable book and one that will probably call

down upon the author's head the wrath and contumely of
the unbeliever. He seems to have gone to work with a
purpose of setting us all by the ears, and turning topsy-
turvy pretty much every conceivable notion of present-
day physiology. But if we disagree with him on many
of the issues he raises, he sets us thinking by the very
audacity of his concepts, and the ingenious way in which
he postulates what most scientific men will consider im-
possibilities. His theory of fastin.g as a cure for human
ills did not originate with him, but with a certain Dr.
Dewey; so we are told. In the following up of Dew^'s
theories, Mr. Carrington has succeeded in filling more than
600 pages with statement, argument, and exhortation, to-

wit : that food does not give strength or energy, but on
the contrary detracts from both ; that mankind would live

longer and be happier if it followed the "no-breakfast"
plan ; that food supplies new tissue only and does not
supply energy or vital force ; that vitality cannot be made
but must flow into us somewhat as does the soul at birth,

and that the purpose of sleep is a renewal of vital force.

This is by no means all, but it perhaps is enough to begin
with.

Urogenital Therapeutics, Medical and Surgical. A
Treatise on the Practical Treatment of Diseases of the

Urinary and Genital System, by Fillip Kreissl, M.D.
Chicago: The Cleveland Press, 1908.

This work, as its title indicates, deals only with the treat-

ment of genitourinary diseases. The author in his intro-

ductory assumes in the reader "a knowledge of the physi-

ology and pathology of the urogenital tract and farniliarity

with the recognized methods of diagnosis in this tract

* * *" From this viewpoint the work certainly justifies

its existence. It must be conceded that the majority of

practitioners are more interested in the treatment of dis-

ease than in recondite pathological research. To the ma-
jority, therefore, the book will prove extremely acceptable.

The specialist, too, obliged to give general practitioners at

least a synopsis of the treatment of their cases, will find it

very convenient to refer them to Kreissl's book. The tone

of the work is somewhat magisterial ; but the author certain-

ly embraces within a relatively small volume for so large

a subject, all the methods of treatment. That he mentions

some which are still in the experimental stage, as, for

instance, the serum treatment of systemic gonorrhea, is

doubtless for the sake of completeness. Covering, as this

book does, the entire medical and surgical therapeutics of

diseases of the genitourinary apparatus, and those of

syphilis and sexual derangements as well, the author pre-

sents his subject admirably. The value of the book for

rapid reference would be materially enhanced, if future

editions were provided with a more exhaustive inde.x. The
149 illustrations, many of them original, materially assist

in comprehension of the text. The mechanical part of the

work does credit to the publishers.

Outlines of Physiology. By Edward Groves Jones,

A.B., M.D., Professor of Surgery in Atlanta School

of Medicine, and Robert Grier Stephen, A.B., M.D.,

Instructor in Physiology in the Atlanta School of Medi-
cine. Second Edition, Revised; 107 Illustrations. Phila-

delphia : P. Blakiston's Son & Co., 1908.

Ur. Stephens has revised the little book of Dr. Jones and
has rearranged the subject matter. The introduction, con-
taining definitions and scope of the divisions of physi-

ology, has been entirely rewritten; the chapters on cir-

culation and on the chemical constituents of the body are

likewise recast. A new chapter on the "Blood" has been
inserted as an introduction to the consideration of cir-

culation. The book retains its character as a handy re-

sume of the subject which ought to prove useful to the

student reviewing the subject and to the busy physician

who wants to brush up his knowledge of physiology. It

cannot, of course, take the place of the larger works as a

college te.xtbook. In its special field, however, it is oui' of

the best books of "Outlines" tliat we have seen.

Le Cancer. Propliylaxie, Eliologie, Traitement. Par le

Docteur C. Sobre-Casas (Buenos-Aires). Paris: G.
Steinheil, 1908.

While Dr. Sobre-Casas has put very little of his own
views into this book, nevertheless he deserves the thanks
and praise of everyone who is fortunate enough to be able

10 peruse it. As a compilation of the best that has been
said and written on the great cancer problem this little

volume is a model for all that shall come after. So far as

one can determine, the author has not missed a single im-
portant point, and this is by no means extravagant praise.

The first chapter considers the prophylaxis and defense

against cancer, followed by a review of its actual status

m Germany, England, France, the United States, Austria-

Hungary, Russia, Spain, Portugal, Italy, and the Argen-
tine. The parasitic and nonparasitic theories of origin are

thoroughly reviewed and discussed, while contributory and
predisposing causes receive due attention. Chapter IV.

is devoted to the various kinds of treatment which have
been tried, and an attempt is made to determine the true

worth of each. There is a chapter on general hygiene
and a brief one on our present knowledge of the cancerous
maladies. Eight full pages are given to bibliography. We
believe that this essay will prove indispensable to all stu-

dents of malignant disease.

Practical Life Insurance Examinations. With a Chap-
ter on the Insurance of Sub-standard Lives. By Mur-
ray Elliott Ramsey, M.D. Philadelphia : J, B. Lippin-

cott Co., 1908.

After many years' experience as an examiner for life in-

surance companies. Dr. Ramsey has prepared this book,
with the single purpose of placing before the examiner
what will be expected of him in the way of interpreting

such facts as may be revealed by the examination. The
volume is essentially a compendium on physical diagnosis

with such references to prognosis as are essential in deter-

mining the validity of a "risk." Especial attention has been

directed to diseases of the chest and abdomen, and the

chapter on sub-standard insurance is in this respect well

done. The author approaches his subject with a due sense

of the obligations resting upon the examiner, and he

warns against careless work as a violation of trust reposed

in the latter by both the public and the company. The
volume is carefully written, and will prove a helpful one
to the specialist in this branch of medicine.
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#nrtFly ^tpavts.

AMERICAN PUBLIC HEALTH ASSOCIATION.

Thirty-sixth Annual Meeting, Held at IVinnipeg, Manitoba,

August 25, 26, 27 and 28, 1908.

The President, Dr. Richard H. Lewis, of Raleigh, N. C,

IN THE Chair.

Report of Committee on Ophthalmia Neonatorum.—Dr.

F. Park Lewis of Buffalo, N. Y., Chairman, presented a

lengthy report on this subject, in which he stated that

ophthalmia neonatorum was still a most prominent cause

of much unnecessary blindness. The efforts that had been

made had already lessened its disastrous results in a large

degree, but in many instances where it seemed to be infre-

quent it would be found to be producing blindness among
the poorest and most neglected classes. In these the burden

on the public treasury was greater because the victims of

this neglect became almost inevitably charges upon the State.

The responsibility for the investigation, the recognition,

and the control of this infection rested upon the Depart-

ment of Public Health. The committee recommended that

the conclusions reached by the Committee on Ophthalmia

Neonatorum of the American Medical Association be ap-

proved by the American Public Health Association, and

that whenever practicable the Health Officer of the State

or Territory over which he exercised jurisdiction be urged

to confer with the committee appointed by the American

Medical Association, and to inaugurate such measures

through the State and its counties for the enlightenment of

the people and the control of this disease as might in their

judgment seem advisable. The recommendations of the

Committee on Ophthalmia Neonatorum of the American

Medical Association were (i) to secure the enactment of

laws in each State or federal territory requiring the regis-

try of births and placing the supervisory control and licen-

sure of midwives in the Boards of Health, requiring that

all midwives be examined and registered in each county.

and that they be required immediately to report each case

of ophthalmia occurring under their ministrations under

penalty for neglect, if found guilty, of fine, and for a sub-

sequent offense, forfeiture of license. (2) The distribution

by Health Boards, through bulletins and otherwise, of cir-

culars of advice to midwives and mothers, giving instruc-

tions as to the dangers, methods of infection and prophy-

laxis of ophthalmia neonatorum. (3) The preparation and

distribution by the Health Boards of ampules or other re-

ceptacles containing the chosen prophylactic with specific

directions for its use. It is advised that the choice of the

prophylactic be determined by the health otTicer with the

advice of the committee representing the obstetricians and

ophthalmologists for that State from the American Medical

Association. (4) To insist on the maintenance of proper

records in all maternity institutions and other hospitals in

which children are born, of the number of cases of oph-

thalmia neonatorum, with the method of treatment and the

results. These reports, which should include all cases of

scarred cornea as well as of blindness, should be filed at

regular intervals with the Department of Public Health,

and the records published. (5) Periodical reports to Boards

of Health by all physicians engaged in obstetrics of the

number of cases of ophthalmia neonatorum that has oc-

curred in their practice within a specified time, whether or

not a prophylactic was used, and if so, what, together with

the result.

Dr. Gardner T. Swarts of Providence, R. I., said that

inasmuch as ophthalmia neonatorum was a communicable

disease, the proper health authorities and health associa-

tions should take cognizance of that fact and endeavor to

combat the disease as they did other communicable affec-

tions. In Rhode Island there was a law requiring that if

inflammation of the eye or eyes occurred in a child during

the first five days after birth, a phj'sician or health author-

ity should be sent for to take charge of the case. It was

the duty of health officers, if they found that this disease

was prevalent, to notify physicians of the fact, and partic-

ularly the younger practitioners. As the disease was a

preventable one, such prophylactic measures as suggested

by Dr. Lewis should be carried out.

Dr. F. F. Wesbrook of Minneapolis said it should be a

comparatively easy matter to convince the provincial or

State authorities that what money was expended in pro-

viding for printing, postage, nitrate of silver, argyrol, or

some other drug, was more than saved in the cost of pro-

viding for the education, housing and maintenance of blind

people. He felt quite sure that in Minnesota they would

save in the State Hospital for the Blind more than it would

cost to carry out the recommendations of this committee.

Dr. Charles F. Fagan of Victoria, B. C, said that for a

number of years he had devoted his entire attention to

health matters and was ashamed to say that he had neg-

lected his duty on this question, but in the future would

endeavor to keep this subject before medical and health

authorities, so that they would take action. He would cer-

tainly take up this question in his own district.

Dr. William Henry Guilfoy of New York City said

that steps had been taken by the New York City Depart-

ment of Health in prosecuting successfully some of the

midwives who had been accused of not reporting cases of

ophthalm.ia among very young infants. The Health Depart-

ment had found it necessary to go further, and at the last

session of the Legislature a bill was passed which gave

the New York City Department of Health complete power

over registration and the practice of midwifery, and in

consequence certain rules had been formulated, a violation

of which was a misdemeanor and punishable by fine and

imprisonment. Very soon they hoped to see the way clear

to have about fifteen hundred midwives under constant

supervision.

Dr. John N. Hitrty of Indianapolis, Ind., said that all

those who were engaged in public health work should

fully appreciate the importance of this report and its rec-

ommendations. While great progress had been made in

this regard, still it would be a long time before the legal

authorities took hold of this matter in the right way, and

it would be a long time before the people would become

interested in that which concerned them so deeply. It was

strange that the people themselves were so indifferent in

regard to the prevention of blindness.

Dr. Hurty moved that the Secretary be instructed to

publish at the earliest date possible the report of the Com-
mittee on Ophthalmia Neonatorum in the Journal of the

American Medical Association, or other medical journal,

and that he should have 2,coo reprints made and distribute

the same according to his judgment, subject to the approval

of the Publication Committee.

This motion was seconded and carried.

Vaccination with Humanized Lymph.—Dr. Francisco

DE P. Bernaldez of Mexico described the methods adopted

by the Vaccination Department of the Supreme Board of

Health of Mexico, with the most satisfactory results. The
region in which the vaccine was to be inserted, whether on

the arm or on the leg, was carefully washed with sterilized

water, soap and a brush, rubbing with the latter until the

skin became red, and was then dried with sterilized cotton.

The inoculation was then practiced with lancets that had

previously been dipped in boiling water or passed through

the flame of an alcohol lamp. The postules of the child

from whom the vaccine was drawn were cleansed exclu-

sively with sterilized water and cotton, were very super-

ficially scarified, and not used if they bled. A small quan-

tity was taken up on the lancet and the inoculation made in

the person who was to be vaccinated by means of small

punctures, almost joining each other, and six to eight in

number. In making these punctures the lancet left the

lymph spread over the place where the punctures had been

made. These should not reach beyond the dermic layer of

the skin, because that was where the lymphatic network

was found abundant and fine. Moreover, this was the way
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to prevent the vaccine postules from bleeding. The object

in making the punctures in the form above described was
to produce postules in a series, so that the collection of

the lymph would be facilitated, because there would be

only one scar and not several. The pustules might be nu-

merous, and, lastly, the vaccination was not painful. The
advantages of this method over others that had been de-

scribed were that they did not cause any pain, did not give

rise to any flow of blood ; they facilitated the collection of

the lymph, and they could easily be examined to find

whether they presented the characteristics of true vaccina-

tion, because this was the only way in which the operating

physician could ascertain with certainty whether a person

had been well or badly vaccinated. If other methods were
employed, or the skin was scratched, the pustules could

not present those characteristics, and the operator always

remained in doubt as to whether the individual had obtained

immunity or not.

Prevention of Smallpox.—Dr. James Roberts of Ham-
ilton, Ontario, described an outbreak of this disease which

comprised some eighty cases, the handling of which cost

the municipality of Hamilton approximately $10,000. The
one feature which appeared to him more striking than any

other in this outbreak was the precision with which the

disease singled out in family after family the unprotected

for attack. He was unable to find after careful scrutiny

of the personal history of each case previous to this illness

any evidence to prove that in more than one or two in-

stances vaccination had ever been performed. Practically

the whole series of cases was without the semblance of a

scar. More thorough investigation and closer inquiry into

the causes of disease furnished more convincing evidence

in favor of contact infection as the chief factor in the

spread of this as well as the other exanthemata, notwith-

standing all that had been said and written on the doctrine

of aerial transmission. The author believed that if the

enforcement of the vaccination act were entrusted by law

to the sanitary authorities alone, with the necessary legis-

lation to protect them adequately in the discharge of their

duty, the great bulk of the people of Canada would be

found as willing to have the law carried out as were the

people of Germany. Upon the practicing physicians de-

volved the great and serious responsibility of seeing that

the performance of vaccination for contract prices among
school children and among the industrial population in

large cities was carried out in such a scrupulous and con-

scientious manner as in no wise to bring discredit or re-

proach upon the twenty years of quiet and painstaking in-

vestigation which gave to the world the greatest discovery

known for the preservation of the human species.

Dr. W. F. Elgin of Glenolden, Pa., referred to the

effect of heat on vaccine. Taking virus from the same
animal and subjecting it to various temperatures and noting

the results, the speaker found that a temperature exposure

of 60 deg. C. killed the vaccine matter in five minutes.

Where the vaccine was kept at the temperature of the body,

and was carried by physicians in their pockets for three

days, it had but little or no effect. At a temperature of

25 deg. C, or ordinary room temperature, vaccine would
last a week; at a temperature of 15 deg. C, it would last

from three to six months, and if kept below the freezing

point, minus 10 to 15 deg., he had been able to keep it

for four years, and it was good at the end of that time.

But he had never kept vaccine longer than that.

Dr. F. M. Smersh of Owatonna, Minn., said that in

order to have a successful vaccination, the -arm, the towel,

and the vaccine must be aseptic. He found in a great

many instances that people who had been vaccinated in-

fected themselves through carelessness. In many cases

they put a dirty rag around the sore. He cited some
instances where infection had occurred.

Dr. .\lto.v S. Fell of Trenton, N. J., referred to the

methods of quarantine in cases of smallpox. Prior to

seven years ago the speaker had not seen a case of small-

pox. In December, igoi, the disease broke out in the city

of Trenton, and the President of the Board of Health,

who had had some experience with smallpox, insisted that

no matter what the stage of the disease was, everyone

should be taken to the Isolation Hospital, and isolated

for a period of eighteen days. This worked a good deal

of harm, and later such rigid isolation measures were not

enforced, but the results were equally as good.

Dr. William A. Evans of Chicago said there was a

growth of anti-vaccination sentiment in this country which
he believed philosophically was founded on the prevailing

principles of American law. In addition, it was founded

upon a growing diminution in the virulence of the disease,

due largely to the fact that men protected were modifying
the causative agency of smallpox just as the causative

agency of smallpox in turn modified man. He believed

that this decreasing virulency of the disease was a factor

in the development of an anti-vaccination sentiment which
proved ill for this country. Some organization should

prepare a refutation of the arguments advanced by anti-

vaccinationists, and this refutation should be given the

official endorsement of the organization responsible for its

preparation. He knew of no organization that was better

prepared to do this work than the American Public Health
Association. Accordingly, he moved that a committee be

appointed to prepare an argument as to the efficacy of

vaccination, and that the association devise some means
for the dissemination of that report, and that some eiTort

be made toward a simultaneous and concerted movement
throughout the country in opposition to the anti-vaccina-

tion sentiment.

This motion was carried, and a committee of seven was
to be appointed by the President.

Dr. L. Laberce of Montreal said that in 1885 they had
a serious epidemic of smallpox, having had 10,000 cases

in eleven months. They struggled with this epidemic by
means recommended, namely, vaccination and isolation.

Since then they had tried to have a compulsory vaccination

act in the city, but had not been able to obtain it. But they

had, however, an ordinary which held the employer and
the superintendent of schools responsible. They had now
power to vaccinate, and since that time vaccination had
been very efficacious. They had no hesitation in isolating

a case from the first hour of making the diagnosis.

Address of the President.—Dr. Richard H. Lewis

of Raleigh, N. C, pointed out the difficulties in the way of

establishing a national department of public health in the

United States by the dual nature of the government and

the distribution of constitutional powers. It was unques-

tionably to the interest of the general cause that each

State should look after its own health work, acting always

in a spirit of cordial cooperation with the great national

bureau, which spirit the latter should be very careful to

foster and encourage in every way, not only to its own
interests, but that of the whole country. It would not be

at all difficult to so conduct the national bureau as to have

the State Boards look to it as both guide and friend. In a

general way, the kind of national bureau of health we
ought to have and the kind he thought most desired, was
one including within its scope and management all the

specific health agencies of the government now in existence.

with the addition of others when needed, so thoroughly

manned by the best men in their respective departments,

and so richly endowed with funds that work of the high-

est class in demonstrating the principles underlying all

subjects bearing upon the public health could be done.

Having by the study of the work of others and by original

research settled upon the correct principles of sanitation,

it should make a practical application of them to the actual

everyday problems of preventive medicine in the sanitary

management of the District of Columbia and the terri-

tories over which the United States had absolute control.

It should give a clinical demonstration of the best methods

as carried out by its own thoroughly educated and trained

health officers. But it was as a source of information and

education that we found the chief value of the bureau.
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First, in the education of its own officials and the heahh

officers of the country; second, of the medical profession,

and, third, of the people. In a bill now pending in Con-

gress further enlarging the powers and duties of the Public

Health and Marine Hospital Service, authority was given

for the establishment of a school of hygiene for the train-

ing, free of charge, of such health officers as might choose

to attend. The granting of a certificate was allowed, but

it should go further and grant the degree of Doctor of

Public Health, as was done in England. In this way we
might hope for the gradual development of a sanitary pro-

fession of equal dignity with that of medicine or the other

regular professions.

Typhoid Fever in the Province of Manitoba.—Drs.

R. M. Simpson and A. J. Douglas, in a joint paper on this

subject, directed their attention in particular to Winnipeg.

Separating Winnipeg into two parts, North and South,

they found in the south district, where nearly all houses

were furnished with improvements, 549 cases of typhoid

in the years 1903-4-5. In the north district, where box
closets dotted the landscape at frequent intervals, during

the same period there occurred 1,983 cases. Particularly

striking was the fact that as soon as the evenings began

to grow cold in August, and the flies were driven indoors,

the typhoid rate rose, and when the first hard frosts of

winter set in, and the snow fell early in November, a

diminution at once took place. Box closets offered every

possible facility for flies to act as infection carriers, the

excreta being above ground and entirely accessible, and

the light not excluded. It was the commonest thing not

only to see flies swarming in these places, but also to see

abundant evidence of their actually breeding in them. It

was a frequent occurrence to visit houses and find two
or three typhoid patients being cared for in one room
where the cooking was done and the food kept, the indi-

vidual who was doing the cooking usually acting in a nurs-

ing capacity as well. Drastic regulations were undertaken.

No case of typhoid was allowed to remain at home un-

less the conditions were sucli that proper isolation could

be obtained, and that excreta could be handled in a manner
precluding the chance of infecting others. Rigid disin-

fection of the premises was carried out in all cases. The
use of metal garbage receptacles was insisted on, also that

manure should be kept in covered boxes and removed fre-

quently and regularly to avoid affording breeding places

for flies. The Provincial Board of Health and the Local

Department distributed literature on typhoid prophylaxis

and on the care of cases. Circulars were issued instruct-

ing people to screen their houses and to keep down the

number of flies by the use of flypaper and other means.

Milkmen were instructed as to what their duties were.

Careful supervision was exercised over the water supply.

and a large number of public and private wells had been

closed. Low lots were drained or filled in, rubbish heaps

were burned or destroyed, lanes paved or graded, many
insanitary premises were closed altogether, and work along

these lines was still going on. Last year some results from
their efforts were evident, and from indications the present

year would e.xhibit an even more satisfactory showing, as

up to the present they had only had 160 cases, which was
considerably less than last year's total at the same time.

Epidemiology of Typhoid Fever.—Dr. H. W. Hill
of Minneapolis traced the history of typhoid fever from
the earliest stage to the present time. In old times it could

be attributed to flies and to the mother of the child. Con-
tact and fly contamination were the great causes of the

spread of the disease. The Minnesota State Board of

Health issued the following instructions with regard to

typhoid fever: "To the Citizens of : Typhoid
fever is epidemic in . The Minnesota State Board
of Health is investigating this epidemic to find its exact

source. Meantime, govern yourselves as follows: i. Ty-
phoid fever is contracted solely by the mouth. If you do
not put the poison of typhoid fever into your mouth, you
will never contract the disease. Therefore, watch the

mouth. 2. Do not eat or drink anything (water, milk,

oysters, fresh vegetables, or anything else) unless it has

been first boiled, broiled, baked, roasted, fried or other-

wise thoroughly heated through and through. 3. Do with-

out all food or drink which has not first been thus heated.

(Canned or bottled foods or drinks, other than milk or

water, are not included in this.) 4. If living in the same
house with a typhoid fever patient, do not handle your

own food or food intended for anyone else, even if it has

been heated, except with hands that have been thoroughly

washed with soap and very hot water, preferably also with

antiseptics. Ask your physician about the antiseptic to

use. Wash before every meal in this way and before

cooking, serving or eating anything or putting the fingers

in the mouth. 5. If there are flies about, see that all food

and drink is protected from them at all times. Flies often

carry typhoid poison to food and drinks. 6. The poison of

typhoid fever does not show itself for two weeks after it

enters the body. Therefore, for the next two weeks,

typhoid cases may develop from typhoid poison already

taken in. But any case which develops on and after (a

date two weeks later than the date of the placard) will

be due solely to neglect of this notice and failure to

carry out minutely the directions here given."

Dr. John F. Anderson of Washington, D. C, agreed

that flies were a fruitful source of infection. Milk was
also a source of contamination, due to the lack of proper

washing of the cans and other causes.

Dr. Henry Albert of Iowa City, Iowa, exhibited a table

showing the epidemics that had taken place through the

carriage of bacilli from infected places, the period of in-

fection extending over several years before the disease

made itself known. An interesting case was reported

early in the present year from Germany, in which thirty-

two cases of typhoid fever developed among a population of

130. The author referred to one case in which for fifty-two

years a woman had been a carrier of typhoid bacilli, and

was the cause of an epidemic which prevailed last year.

She was the keeper of a hotel. Women and children

were the greatest carriers of the disease. One in every

500 adults who had never had typhoid were chronic car-

riers. It was impossible to state how long the bacilli

carriers acted as such, but it was certain there were as

many carriers as there were cases of the disease. Many
cases were to be traced to the gall-bladder. He expressed

the opinion that in a few years there would be sufficient

knowledge to prevent the carriage of the disease, and

that one of the greatest preventives would be vaccination.

A Study of Typhoid Fever in Richmond, Va., with

Certain Conclusions Relating to the Disease in the

South.—Dr. Ernest C. Levy and Dr. Allen W. Freeman
of Richmond, Va., in a joint contribution on this subject,

pointed out the importance of reporting promptly all cases

of typhoid fever by the physician in attendance. There

were recommended :—Freer use by physicians of the

laboratory aids to diagnosis, which were now fur-

nished gratis by all progressive city and State Boards

of Health. Immediate inspection of every reported

case, the securing of full information and the study of the

data so obtained, with the view of determining the origin

of the case. Instruction of the members of the household,

at the time of this visit, in the elementary points in the

epidemiology of the disease, and leaving printed directions

covering the same points. Extension of the sewerage sys-

tem, so that dry closets may be entirely abolished. Pend-

ing this, rigid rules, rigidly enforced, governing the con-

struction and maintenance of dry closets in those sections

which were forced to rely on this primitive means of dis-

posal of excreta. The closing of all wells in the city, when
a good public water supply was available, and the exten-

sion of this supply to reach all the people. Thorough
dairy inspection, and the rigid enforcement of a rule re-

quiring every dairyman, under penalty of revocation of his

permit, to report immediately any case of illness among
the members of his household, as well as among his em-
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ployees and their families. Prompt investigation of such

reports by the Health Department, and the temporary

shutting out of the milk wherever a typhoid case that

could not be perfectly isolated was found. Rigid super-

vision over the disinfection of excreta in all typhoid cases,

and the supplying of disinfectants gratis by the Health

Department in indigent cases. The campaign against flies,

the limiting of their breeding places, and the screening of

all typhoid cases, on the one hand, and living rooms, dining

room, and kitchen, on the other. Supervision over "car-

rier" cases, although just how this could be done legally

and efficiently was at present an unsettled problem. Edu-
cation of the public and the medical profession by lec-

tures and literature on the main points of typhoid prophy-

laxis, especially in regard to the hygiene of the sick room
and the danger of carrier cases. H the greater part of

southern typhoid is of the residual type, the above meas-

ures constitute, in the light of present information, the

chief means of lowering the typhoid fever death rate in

the South generally.

The Commercial Pasteurization of Milk.—Mr. B. R.

RicKARDs and Mr. W. M. Campbell of Boston said that a

large amount of milk was pasteurized in Boston every day.

Some of the milk of one contractor was pasteurized in

the country and was again pasteurized here. The amount
of milk pasteurized was probably increasing. It was evi-

dent that the larger part of the milk now pasteurized was
before pasteurization above the limit established by the

Board of Health of Boston, 500,000 bacteria to a c.c.

Some of this milk was of very high bacterial content.

Bacteria would increase much faster in pasteurized than

in unpasteurized milk. Souring bacteria -were killed out

quicker by pasteurization than other forms. The tend-

ency was, therefore, for such milk to remain uncurdled

much longer than unpasteurized milk, the milk thus having

a chance to putrefy. The pasteurization of milk affected

the microscopic estimate of bacteria and leucocytes. The
authors concluded (l) that the commercial pasteurization

of milk without restriction put a premium on dirty milk,

since dirty and old milk, otherwise unsalable, could then

be put on the market. (2) Pasteurized milk might well

mean cooked dirt, cooked dung, and cooked bacterial prod-

ucts, and the laboratory was powerless to detect it. (3)

The commercial pasteurization as at present practiced in

Boston probably would destroy all disease-producing or-

ganisms with the possible exception of the bacilli of tuber-

culosis. The latter would probably be killed in the ma-
jority of instances. One machine only out of the three

tested would be likely always to destroy the latter. The
to.xins produced by these and by the putrefactive organisms

in dirty milk would undoubtedly escape unharmed and in

many cases be capable of producing severe intestinal dis-

turbance, especially in babies. (4) A false sense of

security w-as undoubtedly conveyed by the term pasteurized

milk. The lack of security might come from either im-

proper pasteurization, the pasteurization of improperly

handled milk or improper care of pasteurized milk. (5)

The unrestricted pasteurization of improperly kept, old

or dirty milk should be prevented by regulations or ordi-

nances prohibiting the pasteurization of milk containing

over a certain specified number of bacteria per cubic centi-

meter, the bacterial limit being set with due regard to

local conditions, especially the distance from which the milk

comes. Such regulation should, of course, be coupled with

a regulation forbidding the sale of milk above the bacterial

limit established. (6) The law should require that milk

heated above 140 deg. F. should be marked "Heated or

pasteurized milk." Pasteurized milk should not be sold

as fresh milk. The pasteurization of milk in itself was

probably not a harmful process and was to a certain ex-

tent a necessity under modern conditions in large cities,

but commercial pasteurization should be carried on only

under the most stringent supervision.

Result of Reincubation and Reinoculation of Atypical

Diphtheria Cultures.—Mr B. R. Rickards, Mr. F. H.

Slack and Dr. B. L. Arms of Boston presented the results

t)f reincubation and reinoculation of 242 atypical cultures,

proving that in many instances a final result may be ob-

tained by these means and a report sent to the physician

before the result could be obtained from a secondary cul-

ture. Of 242 such cultures, 120 proved either from these

or subsequent cultures to be positive ; 82 proved to be nega-

tive ; no subsequent cultures were received on the other

40, although requested. Of the positive cases, reincubation

was positive and reinoculation negative in 20 instances.

Reincubation was negative and reinoculation positive in 16

instances. Both were positive in 43 instances. Both were

negative in 41 instances, the subsequent cultures being

positive. The results tended to show that the diagnosti-

cian who reported positive or negative only was likely to

be in error in about 50 per cent, of those cultures which

contained atypical forms only. It was preferable in such

cases to report "suspicious organisms present," request

another culture, and do further work with the culture

already obtained. In many instances positive results were

obtained from such cultures after but five to seven hours'

additional incubation.

Report of Committee on Standard Methods for the

Diagnosis of Rabies.—The committee gave a summary
of its knowledge in regard to the diagnosis of rabies. In

consideration of the fact that there were still many un-

settled questions in regard to this subject, the committee

recommended as a working method to use in diagnosing

rabies the following : "i. Removal of central nervous

system and of salivary glands under aseptic conditions.

2. Smears or impression slips made from ammon's horn,

fixed in neutralized methyl alcohol, and stained over the

flame until steamed, with the following solution : Methylen

blue, sat. ale. sol., 30 c.c. ; fuchsin, 5 c.c. ; dist. water, 300

c.c. (to be kept in icebox until used)."

If typical Megri bodies were demonstrated, the diagnosis

of rabies could be made; if they were not found, similar

slides should be made from the gray matter: (i) Of the

cerebellum, (2) of the cerebral cortex (motor areas), (3)

of the gray matter from other areas. At least six slides

should be made, covering a wide area of gray matter in

order to exclude the possibilities of localization of definite

Negri bodies. If no Negri bodies or suspicious forms

were found in any of the slides, and the examined ma-

terial was fresh, the diagnosis was probably not rabies.

If suspicious forms were found in fresh material, the

diagnosis was probably rabies. If no definite forms were

found in decomposing brains, the diagnosis doubtful must

be given. In all cases where the diagnosis was uncertain,

animals should be inoculated with a fine emulsion made

from material taken from various parts of the brain and

pieces from surrounding parts should be prepared for sec-

tions. Pieces should also be taken from the Gasserian and

several spinal ganglia for demonstrating the presence of

the rabies tubercles, as well as of the Negri bodies. Two
rabbits or four guinea pigs should be used for the inocu-

lation, which might be either subdural or intracerebral.

The inoculated animals should be kept imder observa-

tion for at least three months before a negative diagnosis

was made. An emulsion from different parts of the brain

should be made in sterilized neutral glycerin for later

inoculations, if, for any reason, the first should be un-

satisfactory. Decomposed brain should be allowed to re-

main in the glycerin for one to three weeks before inocu-

lation, unless very weak solutions were used. In the

latter case negative results would necessitate another

inoculation.

Animal Inoculation in Tuberculosis, Rabies, and

Glanders.— Dr. B. L. Ar.ms of Boston presented some

of the unusual results from animal inoculation in one case

of tuberculosis, three of rabies, and six of glanders, all

occurring in routine work, with the following conclu-

sions: (i) All pigs inoculated for tuberculosis should be
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autopsied. (2) All negative rabies pigs should be kept

under observation for twelve months. (3) All negative

glanders pigs should be kept under observation for at

least four weeks. (4) All pigs inoculated for glanders

dying after forty-eight hours should be autopsied. (5)

Any inoculation might give a freak result, consequently

the possibility of the unusual occurring in any given case

must be remembered.

Committee on Standard Methods of Chemical An-
alysis for Water and Sewage.—The committee (Earle
B. Phelps, Robert S. Weston, Edward Bartow, A. El-

liott KiMBERLV, L. P. Kinnicutt) had been at work
collecting information looking to a revision of the present

standard methods. A circular letter was sent out to water

chemists and others. The present standard methods were
in quite wide use, and no very important changes were
suggested. Some additional matter was needed, particu-

larly in the case of mineral analysis of water, and of the

analysis of alum and other materials used in water and
sewage treatment. The committee had planned a compar-
ative study of all alternative methods and modifications,

which would be undertaken by the various laboratories

volunteering. The final form which the various methods
should assume would be determined by the results of the

proposed study. Changes were proposed in the following

determinations, some of the changes being only in minor
points : Turbidity, free ammonia, organic nitrogen, ni-

trates, copper, hardness. Additional methods were planned

as follows : Complete mineral analysis, the determination

of manganese, free chlorine, alum, and other commercial

products.

Stability and Putrescibility in Sewage Filter Effluents.

—Mr. Earle B. Phelps of Boston said that the develop-

ment of the modern rapid sewage filter had given a some-

what altered conception of the function of sewage dis-

posal in general, and the rapid introduction of such filters

had necessitated changes in the schemes of sewage analy-

sis and their interpretation. The most important result

of all this was that they looked now for qualitative

changes, rather than quantitative removal. The putres-

cibility test had become a most important one. The
author dealt with the subject of putrescibility with a view

to arriving at a definition which would be acceptable to all,

a method or methods of determining putrescibility which
would harmonize with that definition, and a method of

expressing results so that they shall have quantitative

significance. Putrescibility was shown to mean ultimately

the availability of the material as a bacterial food. To
avoid confusion and confliction of the present conceptions

with various past uses of the term, it was recommended
that the word stability would better represent the thing

sought after in sewage purification. Stability was shown
to be not an absolute characteristic to be recorded as plus

or minus, but a relative and quantitative property of or-

ganic matter, which required quantitative treatment. The
methylen blue or similar test was recommended for adop-
tion as a standard test. It combined great simplicity with

quantitative accuracy, a combination possessed by no other

test. Finally the speaker also proposed a method of re-

cording results by which the time required to decolorize

methylen blue could be properly weighted to give a stability

factor which was an accurate inde.x of the quality of the

effluent.

State Control of Public Water Supplies.—Dr. C. O.
Probst of Columbus, Ohio, said that if a polluted public

water supply concerned only the community that used it

there might be some argument in favor of home rule,

although in this case it would be more properly home
misrule. The State had become in a large measure one

community, and it must assume increased responsibility

for the conditions which threatened the lives and health

of the people. It should be the duty of the State to

protect from pollution, as far as possible, all sources of

water supplies of which use was being made. The ques-

tion coming up in all populous States was. Could the

streams and watersheds that must furnish public water

supplies be kept free from contamination by laws and

inspection? This might be possible for some of the States,

but not for the great Middle West territory, where usually

municipal and industrial wastes must go to the streams.

Should these wastes be purified in all cases where the

stream was used in any part of its course as a public

water supply, or should water purification be depended

on for protection? We could not settle this problem for

all communities in general terms, for the very evident

reason that each community afforded a problem of its

own. The State should decide what could best settle such

questions.

Means to Promote the Health of School Children.

—

Dr. M. L. Price of Baltimore began at the cradle and

ended at the grave. Among other things, he said that

school education was important. The first education of

the child should be to save itself from death. Teachers

should carefuly instruct the children in methods of hygiene.

There should also be medical inspection of the schools.

Children were subject to many diseases. They should not

be allowed to exchange food or clothing, or any article of

personal use.

Dr. Samuel G. Dixon of Ardmore, Pa., strongly urged

the vaccination of children before they would be allowed

to attend any school, public or private, and said that all

schools should have a regular medical inspection and

regular disinfection.

Registration of Births and Deaths.—The following

resolution was adopted

:

Resolved, That the draft of a model law for the regis-

tration of births and deaths in the United States, based

upon the essential requirements of registration, as laid

down by the American Public Health Association in con-

junction with the United States Bureau of Census, and

approved by the American Medical Association and by the

conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws,

be cordially endorsed by the American Public Health As-

sociation ; and that the Committee on Legislation of the

Section on Vital Statistics be authorized to cooperate on

behalf of this association with the representatives of the

other organizations named and with the Bureau of the

Census in making such minor changes as might be neces-

sary and in urging the adoption of such legislation in non-

registration States.

Enlarging the Powers of the Public Health and
Marine-Hospital Service.—The following resolution, in-

troduced by Dr. John N. Hurty of Indianapolis, Ind., was

adopted

:

Resolved, By the .\merican Public Health Association,

that it heartily recommends to the American Congress the

passage of such legislation as is intended to enlarge the

scope and increase the efficiency of the Public Health

and Marine Hospital Service. To this end the association

believes the powers of the service should be increased;

that provisions should be made for the retirement under

pay of the members of the service, and that the salaries

of the said members should be made commensurate with

the medical service of the army. The Secretary shall send

a copy of this resolution to the chairman of the House

Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce, and to

the corresponding committee in the Senate.

Officers.—The following officers were elected for

the ensuing year : President, Dr. Gardner T. Swarts,

Providence, R. I.; First Vice-President, Dr. R. M. Simp-

son, Winnipeg, Manitoba ; Second Vice-President, Dr. Je-

sus Chico, Mexico City; Third Vice-President, Major

Charles F. Mason, U. S. .'^rmy, Washington, D. C. ; Secre-

tary, Dr. Charles O. Probst, Columbus, Ohio ; Treasurer,

Dr. Frank W. Wright, New Haven, Conn.

Richmond, Va., was selected as the place for holding

the next annual meeting; time to be fixed by the Executive

Council.
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AMERICAN PEDIATRIC SOCIETY.

Twentieth Annual Meeting, Held May 25 and 26, at Dela-

ware IVater Gap, Pa.

President Dr. Charles G. Kerley ix the Ch.mr.

Special Report to the Medicai. Record.

{Concluded from page 569.)

Tuesday, May 26

—

Second Day.

Public School Education.—Dr. Ch.xrles Giljiore

Kerley of New York delivered an address with this

title. He considered his subject of public school educa-

tion as it affected the physical and mental development

of the child. There were at present 18,000,000 children

in the public schools of this country, and they now at-

tended school ten months of the year, five days a

week, and five hours a day; therefore a large part of

the responsibility of rearing these children that had

formerly belonged to the parent fell to the schools.

These children were compelled to read and to write

more or less during the time they were in school

and by an artificial light. The question arose, what

had these schools taught the children? Had they

fitted them to compete for a living? It had been

shown that a large percentage (from 17 to 80) of

the pupils in the public schools were defective. For-

merly the children in the schools were mostly Eng-

lish speaking and now this was not the case. In the

larger cities there were from 75 to 90 per cent, foreign-

born children. The school system was seriously at

fault in not teaching something of sex. Dr. Prince

A. Morrow was authority for the statement that 75

per cent, of the population either have or have had

gonorrhea and that from 10 to 14 per cent, had con-

tracted syphilis. Sixty per cent, of the morbidity

among the male population was due to these infec-

tions. Thirty-five per cent, of the blindness was due

to gonorrhea, and from 60 to 80 per cent, of the pelvic

disorders of women were due to the same disease.

Dr. Kerley said that he had known three girls who
became pregnant in their thirteenth year and all of

them were ignorant of the nature of the sexual rela-

tion. It was evident that the children were being edu-

cated to the danger point. The competitive spirit was

pushed to its limit and the whole atmosphere was

charged with the inevitable causes of disappointment,

failure, and suicide. The overeducation of the unfit

brought forth tastes, traits, and desires that he should

never have known of and was the cause of much dis-

honesty. Sons of trades people no longer would fol-

low the calling of their fathers; all wished to become
professional men and bank presidents. Dr. Kerley

thought it would be wise to insert into the curriculum

a few minutes' talk on the nobility of labor and to

emphasize the fact that all labor was honorable ex-

cept that which was badly done. Children had the

right to demand better physical advantages than they

were receiving at the present time. If they were to

judge the public school system by the manner in which

it discharged its duty in these directions they would

have to admit that it had failed in its function.

An Unusual Type of Nephritis in Children.—Dr.

John Lovett Morse of Boston said that he had recently

seen a number of cases of acute nephritis in children

that differed from those one usually met with in that

there was almost complete absence of blood and blood

elements in the urine. There were large numbers of

round mononuclear cells, often associated with poly-

morphonuclear leucocytes. The comparatively large di-

ameter of the casts was also observed. He cited a num-

ber of cases to illustrate this type of the disease. In

these the amount of blood present had been moderate

in the beginning and had disappeared after a few days,

and then the urine took on the characteristics men-
tioned. He thought the cases were milder in character

and of shorter duration than ordinarily seen, and the

prognosis was better. He said he had never had an
autopsy in one of these cases.

Dr. Henry Koplik of New York said that the paper had
reminded him of certain cases of typhoid fever in

which such kidney trouble occurred, where there were
leucocytes and casts in the urine. It was difficult to

distinguish these cases from infectious nephritis. In
cases of gastroenteritis followed by nephritis there
was a question of the involvement of the ureters and
bladder, especially in female children.

Dr. J. H. Mason Knox of Baltimore mentioned a case

of this kind in which there was hematuria, a number
of leucocytes, and a few casts. The kidneys at autopsy
showed the convoluted tubules undergoing hyaline de-
generation.

Dr. L. E. LaFetra of New York spoke of a case that

had been under his care in which the leucocytes per-
sisted long after the disappearance of the casts. He
had been unable to account for the condition, as the

child was otherwise in good health.

Recent Diagnostic Methods in Children.—Dr. L.
E,MMETT Holt of New York presented charts to show
the fever reactions to tuberculin, the tuberculin eye
test (Calmette), and the tuberculin skin test (von Pir-

quet). Of the fever reaction to tuberculin, of the pos-
itively tuberculous, 22 were positive, one was doubtful,
and one was negative. Of the cases probably tubercu-
lous, there were 17 positive, and no doubtful or nega-
tive reactions. Of the cases probably not tuberculous,
there were two positive reactions. Of the positively
nontuberculous, one gave a positive reaction, and there
were 60 negative reactions. There had been no bad
results among the 568 tests made. Of the tuberculin
eye test (Calmette), of the positively tuberculous there
were 24 reactions, three doubtful reactions, and eight
negative reactions. Of the probably tuberculous cases,

15 were positive, and one was doubtful. Of the prob-
ably nontuberculous, there were two positive reac-

tions, six were doubtful, and 508 were negative. Of
the tuberculin skin test (von Pirquet's), of the positively
tuberculous, seven were positive, and one was negative.
Of the probably tuberculous, seven were positive, and
one was negative. Of the probably tuberculous, nine
were positive, and one was negative. Of the probably
nontuberculous, there were 41 negative. Of the posi-
tively nontuberculous, three were negative.

Dr. William P. Northrup of New York said that

he had reached the same conclusions as Dr. Holt. He
had carried out the injection test in 65 adults under the

direction of Dr. Trudeau. The patients were made
quite ill and he could not take quite as cheerful a
view of the test as Dr. Holt did. Dr. Baldwin of Sara-
nac Lake had suggested that there should be three
points of scarification in carrying out the skin test.

He used a small instrument much like the screw driver

used for eyeglasses. He used broth for the first; broth
plus old tuberculin s per cent, for the second, and plus

tuberculin 10 per cent, for the third.

Dr. Thomas Morgan Rotch of Boston described the

work that they were doing along this line. He de-

scribed at length the advantages that they had
in the way of material for experiment. He was of

the opinion that the eye and skin tests would be more
popular than the fever test in the future because there

were a large number of cases in which we were doubt-

ful whether we were dealing with tuberculosis or not.

There was such a large number of cases in which

this test could not be used. He thought that per-

haps where it could be used it gave better results than

the others. He had never had any serious results with

the fever test excepting where a gross error was made.
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One should be very careful as to the dosage. He had

had best results with the eye test. They had given

it in 100 consecutive cases and it seldom gave a re-

action except where there was tuberculosis, and in

almost every case it disclosed the tuberculosis. He
hoped that the skin test could be used because it

gave more rapid results. They had given small doses

frequently repeated in their experiments. It was bet-

ter when repeating the eye test to repeat in the other

eye.

Dr. Augustus C.\ille of New York said that he was

opposed to the eye test. The eye was not the proper

organ for experimentation. The tuberculin test had

been found to fail in 5 per cent, of the cases upon

which it had been tried. He thought the test fairly

unreliable and was opposed to it in a general way.

Dr. Henry Koplik of New York said that he used

the V. Pirquet test in those cases where there was fever

and the tuberculin test was ruled out. He had used

l/io mg. and then increased the dose as indicated.

He expected to publish the results at the Tuberculosis

Congress. He had not allowed the eye test to be used

in his service. He related an instance in which the eye

test had apparently failed and a family had been thrown

into a panic by the announcement that the child had

tuberculosis. The child recovered in a very short time,

with no signs of the disease. Of course, one could

not tell what would develop later.

Dr. S. Mc. H.'^MIL of Philadelphia had used the eye

test in 177 cases and had had his preconceived preju-

dices confirmed. His work had been on institutional

children and he had had some very disturbing re-

sults. In 144 cases he employed the cutaneous test

and the ointment test of Moro. He had employed the

eye tests first, following that the ointment test, and

then he took the balance of the cases and employed the

three tests at the same time. It was evident that there

was practically no difference in the reaction of these

tests. There was uniformity of degree as well as uni-

formity of action. The reaction with the cutaneous test

was most marked in 35 per cent, of the tests; in 34 per

cent, it was most marked with the eye test; with 24

per cent, most marked with the ointment test. He
had employed the cutaneous test in confirmation of the

others in 85 per cent, and the results were positive in

all but one case. He used l/io mg. and repeated it in

25 per cent, of the cases. The dose was advanced to

I mg. if necessary. He was working in an institu-

tion that was overcrowded and had a definite number

of cases of definite tuberculosis. This accounted for

the high percentages. In 20 cases he had used both

human and bovine tuberculins. In eight cases the

reactions were the same to both. The reaction was

more marked to the bovine than to the human in

two cases. He had anticipated this result because

the bovine tuberculin was much weaker than the hu-

man.

Dr. A. H. Wentworth of Boston spoke of the Ger-

man statistics that gave a number of reactions in

healthy persons. He asked how thej' proved the so-

called healthy persons to be nontuberculous.

Dr. Holt, in closing the discussion, said that Dr.

Park made no deductions when one man used ^ per

cent, and another I per cent, tuberculin. There was

so much difference in the strength of these tuber-

culins that the results could not be compared. He
said that statistics had recently been given compar-

ing the results of tuberculin tests with the findings at

autopsies, the point being to determine the latent tuber-

culosis. These statistics threw some light upon the

positive reactions in healthy persons. The latent tu-

berculosis steadily rose from the first few months to

past 14 years. If a positive reaction was obtained

one should be very careful to ascertain if the patient

had tuberculosis. The sputum should be studied, going

over it again and again. The fact that we got a posi-

tive reaction in a patient and that the patient got well

did not prove that the case was not one of tuberculosis.

Fresh Air in the Treatment of Disease.—Dr. Wm. P
KoRTHRUP of New York read this paper. Two points

of value he said he wished to bring up with regard to the

fresh air treatment of disease: first, the practical applica-

tion of the fresh air treatment, and, second, in what

particular cases this method was to be adopted. The
element of cold in the fresh air treatment was of value.

He told of the experience of treating the tuberculous in-

sane in New York City. They lived and slept better in

the open air and it was not necessary to resort to drugs

to produce sleep and to quiet them. The fever and the

maniacal excitability of these patients were controlled.

In the application of the cold fresh air treatment one of

the first rules should be to make the patient, as well as the

attendant, comfortable. Dr. Northrup then detailed the

method of making a bed; a point aimed at was to prevent

the cold getting up from below. The diseases that he

had treated in the open air were pneumonia, scarlet fever,

and other pyrexial diseases. Dr. Lambert of New York

claimed that the open-air treatment of lobar pneumonia

in adults shortened the course of the disease. The open

air treatment killed no one: it did not even hurt anyone.

In all the doubtful and desperate cases the treatment with

tresh cold air determined the balance in favor of a cure

in every case.

Fresh Air in the Treatment of Disease.—Dr.

\i. E. Graham of Philadelphia said that for eight years

they had been using the fresh air treatment of diseases in

the Philadelphia Hospital. Hospitalism he believed to

be due to lack of fresh air. When this treatment was

begun, the infant mortality immediately began to lessen.

Of all the factors that went for reducing infant mor-

tality, fresh air was one of prime importance. During the

past three years he said he had been treating all the se-

verer cases of pneumonia in children of all ages in the

fresh air. The results had been so different from those

under the old plan that he now had lost the dread of pneu-

monia as a hospital disease. Rickets, scrofula, gastro-

intestinal diseases, and many other diseased conditions

had been much benefited by this method of treatment.

Dr. Augustus Caille of New York said that he agreed

with everything the essayists had said. Twenty years ago,

when he entered the babies' ward, he tried to get the ladies

in control to understand the importance of fresh air. At

present they had a roof garden part of which was open

and part closed. Breathing fresh air was the most im-

portant therapeutic agent we had.

Dr. A. Jacobi of New York said that in 1870 he pro-

posed boarding out infants and taking the curtains from

iheir cribs, and he proved that of every 100 infants ad-

mitted to the hospital and kept three months 100 died. He
was asked to resign. Times had changed. He said that

since immigration and poverty had increased we had a

great deal more rickets than formerly. He thought the

disease was due more to bad air than to bad feeding. The
northern Russians and Swedes had rickets in their best

families because their winters were eight or nine months

long and the babies were not removed from their close

quarters.

Dr. R. G. Freeman of New York related his experi-

ence with measles. In 1907 they had 71 cases in the

Nursery and Child's Hospital and only one death. They
had considerable otitis media and some pneumonia with

the measles. .A.fterwards the whole ward came down with

bowel trouble; the children were put outdoors and there

were no deaths at all. Scarlet fever broke out in one of the

measles wards, and they put II of the measles patients

out on a closed piazza. They all did remarkably well. He,

too, had felt convinced that rachitis was a disease of

asphyxiation. The fact that it was a disease of winter,
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that cases were better in the fall, that experiments on

animals to produce the disease with different kinds of

feeding had failed all pointed to the truth of the state-

ment that it was a disease of bad air.

Dr. J. P. Crozer Griffith of Philadelphia said that there

was a difference in the way that men used the term

"fresh air." They sometimes meant breathing fresh air,

sometimes breathing cold air, and sometimes exposure of

the body to cold air. E.xposing a child with a temperature

of 107° to cold air to reduce temperature was a different

thing from breathing cold air. There could be no discussion

as to the advisability of breathing fresh air, but none of us

would put a child in a cold room and take the covers off

of it.

Dr. E. M. Buckingham of Boston said that he had in-

tended saying just what the last speaker had said. Pneu-

monia patients suffering from dyspnea were relieved by

placing them out in the air when the administration of

oxygen failed to give relief.

Dr. C. B. Putnam of Boston said that wlien he first

entered the Massachusetts Infant Asylum, 35 years ago,

they were just beginning to farm out the children, but

that since that time this method had developed until now
they had less than 25 out of 125 children in the institu-

tion itself. There were some cases better suited to hos-

pital treatment.

Dr. L. E. La Fetra of New York said that one could

often overcome the objections to fresh air in private prac-

tice by using the inside awnings, which allowed the child

to breathe fresh air without being exposed.

Dr. Charles G. Kerley of New York said he had been

particularly interested in the fresh-air treatment of typhoid

fever. He had had very little trouble in applying it in

private practice. He thought that the teaching concerning

tuberculosis had prepared people for the rest. No doubt

deficiency of oxygen had much to do with rickets, but

children got rachitis under the best of conditions, and he

believed it essentially a nutritional disorder.

Dr. Samuel S. Adams of Washington said that farm-

ing out infants at the present time meant something very

different from what it did at the time to which Dr. Jacobi

had reference. They used at that time to farm children

out to a darkey with five or six children of her own who
would express surprise that the infant could not keep

"pot liquor" on the stomach. He had been surprised at

the willingness of even the ignorant to follow out direc-

tions in the fresh-air treatment. He cited a case in illus-

tration of this.

Dr. F. S. Churchill of Chicago thought that people

were more willing to carry out the fresh-air treatment than

the profession at large believed. He had no difficuhy in

private practice and had a nurse follow up his dispensary

cases, going to the home to look after them.

Dr. P. J. Eaton of Pittsburg said that the nurse had

a great deal to do with results from this treatment. Dr.

Northrup's famous paper "23" had given him the inspira-

tion to teach the nurses, and he had been lecturing to

them in four different hospitals.

Dr. L. LovETT Morse of Boston said that they had

heard a great deal about fresh air and cold air for babies,

and he wished to remark that it did no harm to well

ones.

Dr. A. Jacobi of New York said that it had been sug-

gested that the time to which he had referred when he

spoke of farming out babies was different from the present,

and he wished to say that it was hardly forty years ago,

and many of the principles of good infant feeding were
known then. He taught the same things at that time

that he still taught. The Department of Charities of New
York City had commenced at that time to board out chil-

dren. The results were the same in institutions to-day as

they were at that time. He was glad that common sense

was beginning to prevail.

Dr. E. E. Graham of Philadelphia, in closing the dis-

cussion, said that, as he had pointed out in his paper, the

importance of fresh air was recognized in the early part of

the nineteenth century as an absolute necessity. When in

1864 the advisability of erecting a foundling hospital in

Philadelphia was discussed such a step was decidedly

opposed and Dr. Jacobi was quoted at that meeting. These

methods had been taught by a few men for a great many
years, but we were just beginning to get to them as a

body. If we were as enthusiastic in our efforts to secure

fresh air as we had been in securing clean milk we
would get excellent results.

Dr. NoRTHRUP, in closing the discussion, said that he

wished to emphasize what Dr. Graham had said in regard

to paying as much attention to fresh air as we had to the

qvality of milk. He spoke of what agitation had done in

the way of procuring a better quality of drinking water.

Me had purposely spoken concerning pneumonia and its

treatment in the open air. He thought the body breathed

I he air and needed the stimulus as much as the lungs.

He said that he was not at all sure that cold air would

lake the place of the bath in typlioid fever. Dr. Oliver

Wendell Holmes had said :

"God lent his creatures light and air and waters open to

the skies

;

Man locks him in a stifling lair and wonders why his

brother dies."

Dr. Henry D. Chapi.n of New York said that he had

felt for a great many years that we had not lived up

lo our lights on this subject. We had seen hundreds of

babies slip through our hands in these institutions with-

out having the moral courage to tell the truth as Dr.

Jacobi had.

Congenital Obliteration of the Esophagus with the

Report of a Case.—Dr. J. P. Crozer Griffith and Dr.

R. L. Lavenson of Philadelphia presented this report. They
stated that malformations of the esophagus were very rare,

even more so than was supposed. Sixty-three cases of the

various forms of malformations had been collected by

Mackenzie. These were classified as follows: (i) Com-
plete absence of the esophagus ; only seven such cases were

reported in the literature. (2) Partial or complete doubling

of the esophagus; this condition was extremely rare, only

two cases being on record. (3) Direct esophageal fistula

without other lesion of the esophagus ; seven or eight such

cases had been reported. (4) Stenosis. This condition

might be due to such causes as (a) mucous fold; (&) mal-

formation of the tube producing a stenosis. These patients

might live for many years. (5) Congenital dilatation. This

was usually accompanied by dilatation of the end of the

stomach. (6) Obliteration of the esophagus without fistula.

.\bout eleven of these had been described in the literature.

Phillips had reported two cases in the Archives of Pedi-
atrics. (7) Partial obliteration of the esophagus with a

tracheoesophageal fistula; in Mackenzie's records forty-

three of his cases were of this nature. Hoppe had tabu-

lated fifty-nine such cases. The author collected ten or

eleven such cases from the literature. They concluded that

fistula was nearly always near the upper extremity or the

lower fragment. That while the lower extremity was
usually of normal size the upper fragment was usually

dilated, but tapered gradually as the fistula ran upward.

Nearly all cases opened into the trachea. Three cases had

been reported where the fistula entered the bronchus. They
reported a case (with the typical history) which ended
fatally, and the usual conditions were found at autopsy.

The pathology of this condition was quite obscure. AH
treatments gave discouraging results ; the children invari-

ably died. A gastrostomy was the only operation that

held out any promise of relief.

Spasmodic Stricture of the Esophagus in an Infant of

Four Months.—Dr. Samuel S. Adams of Washington re-

ported this case. The child was well nourished for one of

its age. When it attempted to swallow something took

place which prevented it from swallowing for from sixteen
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to twenty-four hours. Any attempts at swallowing caused

regurgitation. Upon giving the child some water there

occurred a series of attempts at vomiting; finally the

water was ejected and a quantity of mucus as well. The
case was diagnosed immediately as one 01 obstruction of

the esophagus. The child had swallowed well enough up

to the age of three months. The patient was taken to the

hospital, where an attempt was made to pass a lavage tube.

This failed, and finally a small sound was passed, and this

was followed by a feeding tube. In this way the child

was fed for some time and gained in weight. The parents

took the child, and the attacks continued for fourteen

months, though Dr. Adams said he did not see the child.

Then the attacks occurred everj- three or four days for

some time. Very recently the child was brought to the

hospital, where a physician passed a bougie. On the fol-

lowing morning on passing the sound an obstruction was
met with. A false passage had been made. The child

developed pneumonia and died. At autopsy there was
found a rupture of the diverticulum and signs of posterior

pneumonia. The obstruction to the esophagus proved to

be a broken down tuberculous gland which had enlarged

and compressed the esophagus. He was told that the

pathologist was not certain whether the diverticulum was
caused by the surgeon or was necrotic. Below this ob-

struction were two diverticula, one of which would easily

admit a pen. The outer one yielded to slight pressure and
ruptured.

Dr. Augustus Caille of Xew York reported a similar

case in a lad of ten years, who had had spasmodic stricture

for five years. The condition came on gradually and was
purely spasmodic. The boy had had hydrocephalus in in-

fancy, and he doubted whether he would ever get well, as

he thought the irritation was of central origin. He warned
in regard to the use of the esophagoscope or sound in

making examinations. He had recently learned of an in-

stance where the instrument was run into the pleural

cavity, in consequence of which a pneumothorax de-

veloped and death resulted.

Dr. C. B. Putnam of Boston reported a case, a child of

three years, who could not swallow anything and who died

after a few days. A condition similar to that described by
the reader of the paper was found. The esophagus had
a blind ending, the lower portion opening into the trachea.

Dr. Thomas Morgan Rotch of Boston said that an im-

portant point in regard to differential diagnosis had been
opened up. Some cases of constriction of the esophagus
simulated pyloric stenosis. These conditions were almost
identical so far as rational signs were concerned. The
lower part of the esophagus had a thinner wall in these

cases, and this was the reason there was danger of per-

forating the wall. He had made a careful autopsy in one
case where there was congenital stenosis just at the en-

trance to the stomach and a ballooning of the esophagus
from stretching just above. The least mechanical inter-

ference before death would have ruptured it. These cases
also simulated closely chronic gastric indigestion, and the
greatest care should be taken before employing any other
method to determine whether or not they were cases of
indigestion.

Dr. .\. Jacobi of Xew York asked the exact site of the

constriction in Dr. Griffith's case.

Dr. Griffith replied that it was just above the bifurca-
tion.

Dr. Jacobi said that that was the position that gave so
much difficulty in the adult. The cause must be looked for
in embryonal conditions. The parts were formed separately.
but as a rule found each other and so the tube was formed.
This was the seat of predilection for cancer in the adult
The muscular laj'ers in these places were incompletely
developed. Such places were found throughout the whole
intestinal tract.

Dr. Samuel S. Adams of Washington stated that there
was no fluid found outside the esophagus, nor was there

anything in the bronchial tubes. He thought the pneu-

monia was the result of the inhalation of some food that

the child had tried to take.

Defect of the Ventricular Septum and Absence of the

Pulmonary Artery; Symptoms of Angina Pectoris.

—

Dr. Alfred Hand, Jr., of Philadelphia, reported this case.

A boy of three years was admitted to the hospital on July

10 with the statement that he had severe attacks of

dyspnea. His history was negative; he had never had the

diseases of childhood. He was a blue baby. His first

attack occurred in .\pril, 1907, and he had had one attack

daily until admitted to the hospital. He then had two at-

tacks a day. The patient seemed to have some pain with

each attack, but nothing in the way of an aura was noticed.

The mother claimed that convulsions occurred, but the his-

tory did not point that way. After each attack he went to

sleep. During attacks the respiration was almost ster-

torous. The action of the heart was rapid, and the sounds

were obscured by the noisy lung sounds. The pupils were

semidilated. The attacks were of about an hour's dura-

tion. The heart was rapid but regular and had normal

sounds. The liver reached 2 cm. below the ribs, the spleen

was not palpable. There was no ankle clonus, Babinski's,

and no Kemig's signs. On July 11 the attacks lasted nearly

two hours, with a great deal of cyanosis, and the patient

was much relaxed. There were no clonic or tonic move-

ments. There was a marked dullness over the upper part

of the sternum and a brassy cough. He thought of the

possibilit}' of enlarged thv-mus and gave antitoxin, but

without effect. He continued to have the attacks for sev-

eral days, and then had an attack that resembled angina

pectoris in an adult One-twelfth of a grain of morphine

was given, which caused the patient to sleep. Any sub-

sequent attack was aborted by the morphine. The temper-

ature ranged from 98.8° to 107.4°, when the patient died.

.\t autopsy an enlarged thjTuus gland was foimd. The
heart was found to weigh 115 grams and measured 9.5x7.5.x

3 cm. The pulmonary artery was absent, and there was

a defect in the membranous portion of the septum. There

was no opening from the right ventricle except into the

left ventricle. The ductus arteriosus could not be found

in the septum, and there were numerous infarcts in the

spleen, liver, and kidneys. Complete obliteration of the pul-

monary arteries was found. The absence of heart murmurs
was thus explained. The distress complained of must have

resulted from the fact that there was more blood in the

lungs than normal and less in the general circulation.

Dr. A. Jacobi of Xew York said that the lungs derived

their nutrition from dilated bronchial arteries coming from

the aorta, which took the place of the pulmonary artery

which was absent or stenosed. He had published such a

case in which the patient died at the age of 29 years. He
did not think the cases were very rare. There was a late

systolic murmur that extended all over the heart The
circulation in these cases simply remained fetal.

A Simple Method of Circumcision in the Newborn.

—

Dr. W. Reynolds Wilson of Philadelphia said that he had

been dissatisfied, and with good reason, with the older

methods of performing this operation. They were un-

satisfactory because of the incompleteness of the removal

of the foreskin in those instances where the latter was

adherent to the glands ; because sutures were placed ir-

regularly and might have to be tightened to the point of

imduly constricting the tissues, and as a result there would

be edema which might cause the sutures to cut, because of

the length of time required for the operation. In operat-

ing, the adhesions of the mucous membrane lining the

glands were carefully broken up by sweeping the point of

the unopened scissors beneath the foreskin. The scissors

could then be introduced beneath the prepuce. The skin

was first divided with a division of the mucous membrane
to a point corresponding to the division of the skin. The
mucous membrane was rolled back to the corona and ren-

dered perfectly free. The redundant fold of skin was
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trimmed off with the scissors, as well as the mucous mem-
brane on either side of the incision. This was done care-

fully while the field of operation was kept free from blood.

The redundant roll of skin was removed as far as the distal

site of the frenum in order to avoid an edematous flap. A
tape of gauze, one-half an inch in width, cut so that the

edges frayed, was applied, thus securing a roll of mucous

membrane in position behind the corona and compressing

the blood-vessels. The tape was about ten inches in length

in order to admit of several unwindings. The end of the

glans should be left uncovered that there might be no

obstruction to the meatus.

Dr. S. C. Cotton of Chicago related the method fol-

lowed by a Jewish rabbi whom he had seen operate twenty

-

five years ago, and whose operations were uniformly

successful. The method was very much like that just

described. He adopted the method at that time, but did not

recommend it now as he had formerly done.

Dr. WiLsoK, in closing, said he thought the use of the

knife debatable. He used a pair of surgeon's scissors. He
related the case of an infant who disengaged himself

from the grasp of the nurse and forcibly drew up his legs,

causing him to cut into the feinoral artery. He succeeded

in getting the pro.ximal end of the artery, but the ex-

perience had led him to adopt the more simple method.

Pyelitis Terminating in Suppurative Nephritis.— Dr.

J. Park West of Bellaire, Ohio, reported this case. The
patient was a child, ten months of age, who was taken ill

and died within twenty-four days. The first period of her

illness seemed to be lobar pneumonia, the second pyelitis.

and the third pyelonephritis. It was supposed that the child

had pneumonia until after the crisis the sixth day of her

illness. After this her temperature went up to 103° with-

out symptoms on the part of other organs. There had been

no evidence of vulvovaginitis. On the first day after the

crisis a slightly acid urine was noticed containing a num-

ber of small cells and epithelial cells. On the following

day the urine was like milk and water, and for the eight

days following it was clear milk color. Three specimens

obtained gave a specific gravity of 1014, 1012, and 1014

;

they always contained pus, albumin, and abundance of epi-

thelial cells and some blood cells. At times the secretion

was scanty and at times free. After the second day of

this period the temperature went down gradually. There

were no chills nor sweats. There was marked soreness

over the body and at times over the left kidney. On the

third day there was swelling of the face, hands, feet, and

later of the arms which pitted on pressure over the tibia.

On the sixteenth day of her illness there suddenly appeared

symptoms of severe gastrointestinal disturbance and

uremia, which continued until her death eight days later.

The urine remained milk-like in color, but did not look so

clean. Postmortem the pelvis of the kidney was found

to be thin and rough. There were small spots of distended

capillaries on the surface. It was a remarkable case of

suppurative nephritis. The capsule was invaded, but the

blood-vessels in general had a normal appearance. There

were bacteria scattered throughout the tissues, but none in

the blood-vessels. The bacilli were larger than typhoid

bacilli. The tubules were distended with large quantities

of lecucocytes and desquamated cells. There were no dis-

tinct abscesses. The glomeruli were fairly well preserved.

Some of the tubules showed an extreme fatty degeneration

of the epithelium. There was considerable debris in the

tubules of the medulla, consisting of cells and leucocytes.

The fact that there were no changes in the glomeruli and

that bacteria were present in the tubules and not in the

blood-vessels argued in favor of an ascending rather than

a hematogenous infection.

Dr. Isaac A. Abt of Chicago thought it best to cysto-

scope the bladder and to learn something of the bladder

walls and the orifices of the ureters, especially in female

children.

Dr. Jacobi of New York asked if gonococci were found.

Dr. West replied that no examination had been made,

as there was no history of vulvovaginitis.

Dr. Jacobi said the pyelitis and vulvovaginitis belonged

together. He asked if the uterus had been examined.

Dr. West replied that it had not.

Dr. Jacobi said that vulvovaginitis might exist for weeks

and months without being detected, as the process was very

frequently limited for the time to the uterus, where the

gonococci were stored away. This was why cases broke

out again after we thought we had cured them.

Dr. Charles G. Kerlev of New York said he had been

called upon to perform an autopsy upon a case which was

supposed to have died from malaria. He found extensive

cystitis and multiple nephritic abscesses.

A Case of Apparently Tuberculous Meningitis.—Dr.

C. W. Buckingham of Boston reported this case. A boy,

seventeen months of age, had malaise for a week or two

and cephalic cries. On April 10 a physician was called

because of some shuffling in the walk. Vomiting and con-

vulsions followed within the next four days. There was

strabismus and dilatation of the pupils, the right more di-

lated than the left. The knee jerks were unequal and

Kernig's sign marked. Babinski's sign was present, and

there was no retraction of the head. A lumbar puncture

was made and 10 or 12 c.c. of fluid removed, which ran un-

der considerable pressure. The pathological report showed

a clear colorless fluid, without sediment. The lower parts

were smeared on slides and stained by Wright's method.

F.ighty-nine cells were found, all but three of which were

lymphoid. The diagnosis was made of chronic inflamma-

tory tuberculous meningitis. The pressure symptoms were

relieved and the child seemed to recover. This seemed to

be one of the few cases of cerebrospinal meningitis where

there were prodromal symptoms. The cerobrospinal fluid

afto contained an excess of mononuclear cells.

Election of Officers.—President, Dr. C. B. Putnam of

Boston; First Vice-President, Dr. Isaac A. Abt of Chi-

cago; Second Vice-President, Dr. Thomas S. Southworth

of New York; Secretary, Dr. Samuel S. Adams of Wash-

ington, D. C. ; Treasurer, Dr. J. Park West of Bellaire,

Ohio; Member of Council, Dr. Alfred Hand, Jr., of Phil-

adelphia ; Recorder and Editor, Dr. L. E. LaFetra of New
York. Next place of meeting, Lenox, Mass.

An Epidemic of Poliomyelitis Anterior Acuta.—Dr.

Henry Koplik of New York read this paper. He said

that the epidemic of poliomyelitis that had been engaging

the attention of the profession in New York City and

vicinity had been extensive; the State Board of Health

had registered over 1,200 cases, and it was believed that

there were inany cases which were not reported. The dis-

ease was widely distributed, invading fashionable quarters

as well as the poorer localities. There seemed to be

nothing unusual in the weather, the atmosphere, the con-

ditions of cleanliness, or the milk and water supply. The

epidemic resembled the one that occurred in Horwitz in

Sweden. Children of all ages were affected and a few

adults. The disease as it manifested itself was not just

what was understood by poliomyelitis anterior. Many
cases resembled meningitis, but in some things they did

not. For instance, a child in apparent health would go into

a state of unconsciousness and would develop paralysis of

all the extremities. This would be followed by sopor and

symptoms referable to the bulb or medulla. There would

be difficulty in breathing and in swallowing, with increased

coma and paralysis, ending in death from respiratory

failure and paralysis. In some cases the abdominal

muscles and those of the back and four extremities were

paralyzed. In other cases the child would awaken from

sleep with acute pain referable in many instances to the

joints. Gradually paralysis of one or more of the ex-

tremities would develop. There might occur a mild febrile

disturbance. After lasting three or four weeks the pain

would subside and leave paralysis of one or more of the

extremities. The cases that recovered seemed to be merely
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cases of neuritis. In a iliird class of cases the patient

would go to bed perfectly well and awaken with paralysis

of one or two of the extremities. Perhaps there would be

a paralysis of a small group of muscles in the forearm,

leg, thigh, or face. Many cases of poliomyelitis anterior

began with disturbances of the stomach, a slight febrile

attack, and paralysis. There were, therefore, three dis-

tinct classes, the cerebral, the neurotic, and the classical.

It seemed that all the victims suffered from the same in-

fectious agent. The findings at autopsy in the cerebral

cases were identical with those described by Harvey. In

many cases nothing was found but a polynuclear cytosis.

In the cerebral cases the sensorium was clear when the

patients were conscious. The neurotic cases were peculiar

in having the pains in the joints and because of hyper-

esthesia. They were perfectly helpless, and yet their re-

covery was complete, and it was concluded that there was
no affection of the cord, but an affection of the nerve

trunks. In this epidemic where the paralysis was perma-
nent the atrophy of the muscles was very rapid. The re-

action of degeneration would occur si.x weeks after the

onset of the disease. Some cases recovered completely,

some could walk, but the upper extremities remained para-

lyzed, and some made recoveries with contractures. At
the hospital for deformities there were some cases whose
only evidence of the disease was facial paralysis and facial

atrophy. Some cases gave a history of intestinal disturb-

ances. There was also a set of cases in which there was
a tonsilar infection. The nomenclature of the disease

would have to be revised. In regard to the treatment hi,

said that hot baths with massage were of value. Electricity

sometimes aggravated the symptoms, especially where there

was pain along the nerve trunks. In cases of complete

paralysis he had found intramuscular injections of strych-

nine valuable. Cupping along the spine had been tried.

The principle aimed at had been to keep up the tone of

the muscles that were paralyzed and to wait for recovery.

Early Symptoms of the Recent Epidemic of Polio-

myelitis.—Dr. L. E. LaFetra of New York presented

this paper. He said that the recent epidemic had fur-

nished the opportunity of seeing many cases of poliomyelitis

in which the symptoms presented were not those that oc-

curred in the ordinary conception of this affection. From
63 cases the following suggestive histories were obtained.

In 25 cases vomiting occurred; in 14 constipation was
present ; in 17, diarrhea ; in 6, cough, tonsillitis, and sore

throat ; in 52 cases there was fever. This symptom was
probably present in all cases. It generally lasted from
two to three days. Restlessness and irritability occurred

in 37 cases, delirium in 2 cases, and convulsions in 4
cases. Rigidity of the neck occurred in 11 cases. Babin

ski's sign in 3 cases at the Babies' Hospital ; in 10 cases

atrophy was present; in 4 stupor; in 10 headache, and in

3 photophobia. In 32 cases there was pain and tenderness

in the affected limb. In 58 cases the paralysis was flaccid

and in 5 spastic. The paralysis came on early in the

course of the disease. In i case opisthotonos existed for

five days, and in another for ten. In i case there was
general anesthesia. In two cases there was unilateral pa-

ralysis of the abdominal obliques. Lumbar puncture was
done in 14 cases, and from 15 to 70 c.c. of fluid removed.
In every instance the fluid was clear. In only 2 cases were
cells and mononuclears found. It was exceedingly difficult

to diagnose this disease in the beginning of the epidemic.

It was especially confusing when acute meningitis was
attended with pronounced irritative symptoms.

Dr. L. Emmett Holt of New York did not agree

with Dr. Koplik that the disease was limited to New
York City. He had been struck by the groups of cases

occurring together. These seemed to show that there was
probably a mild degree of contagiousness in this form of

the disease. He thought they would have to admit that

it belonged to the category of acute infectious diseases of

the central nervous system.

^tatc Mpfttral Sltrpnair.g Scarpa.

STATE BOARD EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.

Board of Medical Examiners, Mississippi.

Examination, May, 1908.

anatomy.

1. Give origin, insertion, and nerve supply of: (o)
tensor fascia lata, (h) deltoideus, (c) scalenus anticus, (d)
latissimus dorsi.

2. What are (o) neurones, (b) neuroglia, (c) ganglia?
3. Name the accessory organs of nutrition, and give

anatomy of the largest. (Ductless glands.)

4. Describe the celiac axis and give its branches.
5. Describe (a) the inferior longitudinal sinus, (6) tor-

cular Herophili.
6. Describe, give contents and relations of Scarpa's Tri-

angle.

7. Describe the fourth cervical vertebra, and distinguish
it from the fourth dorsal.

8. What structures would be severed in an amputa-
tion at the lower third of the arm?

PHYSIOLOGY.

1. Define katabolism, metabolism and anabolism.
2. What are the functions of the red and white blood

corpuscles, respectively, and what are the functions of the
blood as a whole ?

3. Describe the heart cycle, and locate the various val-
vular sounds, explaining the cause of each.

4. What position should be maintained during the in-

lialation of chloroform, and why?
5. What change in the density of the blood attends

severe hemorrhage, and how is the change accounted for?
6. Where and how are the starches digested? Where

and how are the proteids digested? Where and how are
the fats digested?

7. What are the chief stimulants to respiration, and
what are the changes taking place in the blood and air as
they pass through the lungs?

8. Is the specific gravity of the urine higher or lower
in cold weather, and why?

CHEMISTRY.

1. Define molecules, and atoms.
2. Define acids, bases, and salts.

3. Describe a reliable test for albumin in the urine, also

test for sugar.

4. Describe a reliable test for arsenic : give antidote for
arsenic.

5. W'hat is osmosis?
6. What is the difference between a chemical and a

physiological antidote?

7. What is the difference between fermentation and pu-
trefaction?

8. Define ptoniain poisoning.

MATERIA MEDICA.

1. What would guide you in the selection of ether or
chloroform as a general anesthetic?

2. What is the physiological effect of belladonna? Name
its alkaloids and dose : explain why atropine is frequently
given with sulph. morphia.

3. What is the physiological effect of calomel? The
indications and contra indications for giving calomel, and
its dose? What are the advantages of combining calomel
with sodium bicarbonate, and with pulv. opium?

4. What is Epsom salts, its dose, physiological action,

and indications for its use?

5. In what form, size of dose, and disease is iodine
usually administered, and how would you prevent iodism?

6. Name the alkaloids of nux vomica, and their dose

;

what is the effect of strychnia in 1-20 grain doses by mouth,
on the circulation, respiration and intestines?

7. What are the genera! conditions indicating the use
of opium? How would you differentiate a case of opium
from alcohol poisoning?

8. Describe hypodermocleisis and intravenous injection.

Give formula of solution to be used, and state when indi-

cated.

SURGERY.

1. What are the signals of danger in general anesthesia?

2. Give briefly the preparation of patient and surgeon
for an abdominal operation.

3. Define surgical shock, and give treatment.

4. Give treatment of a compound fracture of the femur.

5. Describe Bassini's operation for the radical cure of
inguinal hernia.

6. Give svmptoms and treatment of acute intestinal ob-
struction.

\
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7. Describe intubation and tracheotomy, and state when
each would be indicated.

8. How would you treat a case of acute appendicitis?

OBSTETRICS.

1. How would you determine before labor the presenta-
tion and position of the fetus, without a vaginal examina-
tion?

2. How would you prepare your patient for delivery,

and yourself for attendance in a case of labor?

3. What are the uses of the liquor amnii during preg-
nancy and labor?

4. Differentiate puerperal sepsis from malarial infection.

5. Xame at least six of the most common conditions
calling for the use of the forceps.

6. Name three important forms of hemorrhage met
with in obstetrical practice, and give treatment of each.

7. How, and how long, would you treat a babe appar-
ently dead when born?

8. Into what stages is labor divided, and when does
each stage begin and end ?

PATHOLOGy.

1. Define, and mention three most prominent causes of
icterus.

2. Mention the pathological condition that distinguishes
measles from scarlatina.

3. What is the pathology of acute lobar pneumonia, and
how does it differ from broncho-pneumonia?

4. Describe the pathological condition of a case of
chronic osteo-myelitis.

5. Describe pathologically a case of salpingitis, and
usual cause.

6. What parts are usually affected with diphtheria?
How, and by what bacillus?

7. Define embolism, and give five causes.

8. What is the pathology of spina bifida, and where
does it most frequently occur?

1. What impurities are given off by lighting by illu-

minating gases and oils, and how best effect their removal?
2. \\'hat disease stands forth pre-eminently as a true soil

disease, and what are the principal measures of prophy-
laxis ?

3. What relation in area should the windows of a school

room bear to the floor space, so as to admit a standard
amount of air and light?

4. Name five principal methods of heating residences

in Mississippi.

3. State the most satisfactory manner of disposing of
the garbage of the towns and cities of our State.

6. Divide disinfectants into their component classes,

and give examples of each.

7. What epidemic diseases that we know with certainty

can be carried through the introduction of water into the
stomach, and state the way they may be prevented.

8. Kow many cubic feet of air per capita are necessary
for each individual adult, or how many people may be put
in a room 40x20x15 feet without danger of contamination
or vitiating the air?

.ANSWERS TO STATE BOARD EX.\MINATION
QUESTIONS.

Board of Medical Examiners, Mississippi.

Examination, May, 1908.

ANATOMY.

6. Scarpa's triangle is a triangular area or depression
situated just below the fold of the groin. It is bounded
above by Poupart's ligament, externally by the Sartorius,

and internally by the inner margin of the .\dductor longus

;

its af'ex is formed by the junction of the .Adductor longus

and Sartorius. The Aoor is formed, from without inward,

by the Iliacus, Psoas, Pectineus, Adductor brevis. and .Ad-

ductor longus. Contents: The femoral vessels pass from
about the center of the base to the apex, the artery being
on the outer side of the vein; the artery gives off the su-

perficial and profunda branches, and the vein receives the

deep femoral and internal saphenous ; the anterior crural

nerve lies to the outer side of the femoral artery: the ex-

ternal cutaneous nerve is still further external, lying in the

outer corner of the space
; just to the outer side of the

femoral artery, and in the sheath with it. is the crural

branch of the genitocrural nerve. .At the apex, the vein

(which at the base was internal to the arterj') lies behind

the artery. The triangle also contains fat and lymphatics.

7. Differences between the fourth cer\'ical vertebra and
the fourth dorsal vertebra : The fourth cervical vertebra

has a small, transversely elongated body, with no facets

:

the laminae are long and sender; the spinous proc-
ess is short, nearly horizontal, and bifid ; the transverse
processes are short and contain a foramen for the vertebral
artery; the superior articular process is directed upward
and slightly backward ; the inferior articular process is di-
rected downward and slightly forward ; the spinal foramen
is large and triangular.

The fourth dorsal vertebra has a heart-shaped body with
a facet on each side for articulation with a rib; the lam-
inae are broad and deep; the spinous process is long and
points downward

; the transverse processes are long, artic-
ulate with the tubercle of a rib, and do not contain a fora-
men

;
the superior articular process is directed backward

and slightly outward; the inferior articular process is di-
rected forward and slightly inward; the spinal foramen is
smaller and circular.

8. In amputation at the lower third of the arm, the fol-
lowing structures would be severed: Skin, fascia, biceps,
brachialis anticus, triceps and supinator longus muscles;
brachial, inferior profunda and a branch of superior pro^
funda arteries; veins, brachial, basilic, cephalic, superior
and inferior profunda: nerves, median, ulnar, musculospiral,
musculocutaneous, and internal cutaneous; bone, the hu-
merus.

PHVSIOLOGV.

1. Mctabolisiii is the entire series of changes that occur
in a cell or organism during the processes o'f nutrition. It
is of two kinds: (i) Assimilative, or constructive (anabol-
ism), and (2) destructive (katabolism).

2. The red corpuscles supply the tissues with hemoglo-
bin ; the white corpuscles serve as a protection to the body
from the incursions of pathogenic microorganisms, they
take some part in the process of the coagulation of the
blood, they aid in the absorption of fats and peptones from
the intestine, and they help to maintain the proper proteid
content of the blood plasma.
The functions of the blood as a zi'hole, are : To distribute

nourishment, oxygen, and the internal secretions to the
tissues of the body; to remove carbon dioxide and other
waste matters from the tissues so that they may be ex-
creted by the lungs, kidneys, and skin; to regulate the
body temperature.

3. The cardiac cycle includes all the changes which
occur between the commencement of one heart-beat and
the commencement of the next ; it consists of the alternate
contractions (or systole) and relaxations (or diastole) of
the auricles and ventricles of the heart. The contraction
of the two auricles takes place simultaneously, and is
followed by the simultaneous contraction of the two ven-
tricles ; then follows a period during which the whole heart
is in a state of diastole. The cycle then begins again
with the auricular systole.

There are two normal heart sounds which follow in quick
succession, and are succeeded by a pause. The first, or
systolic, sound is dull and somewhat prolonged; the second,
or diastolic, sound is sharper and shorter. The sounds may
be expressed by the syllables lubb—dup.
The first sound is heard best at the apex beat in the

fifth left intercostal space ; the second sound is heard best
over the second right costal cartilage.
The causes producing the first sound of the heart are

not definitely ascertained ; the following are supposed to be
causatory factors: (i) the vibration and closure of the
auriculo-ventricular valves, (2) the muscular sound pro-
duced by the contraction of the ventricles, and (3) the
cardiac impulse against the chest wall.
The second sound is caused by the vibration due to the

closure of the semilunar valves.
4. During the inhalation of chloroform the patient

should be in the dorsal position, with the neck not too much
extended. This position is comfortable for the patient, is
less likely to interfere with the expansion of the chest, is
not likely to prejudicially influence the respiration and cir-
culation, and the force of gravity tends to keep the vital
centers supplies with blood.

5. According to Michael Foster, "hemorrhage lowers the
specific gravity of the blood, but the normal or nearly the
normal is vcr>- quickly regained. The interpretation of
the effects of hemorrhage is not clear. We may suppose
that the lost volume of blood is in the first instance re-
placed by plasma only. Though we know that hemorrhage
stimulates the production of new red corpuscles, it is diffi-

cult to believe that these can make their appearance in
sufficient numbers to account for the regained density, see-
ing that this may occur in less than half an hour. It
looks as if the system got rid of the water of the extra
plasma, ard regained its density by acquiring a smaller
volume." (Allbutt's System of Medicine.)

6. Starches are digested in the small intestine, by the
action of the amylopsin of the pancreatic juice; and also to
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a very small extent in the mouth, by the action of the ptya-
lin of the saliva.

Pioteids are digested in the stomach, by the action of the
pepsin of the gastric juice; and also in the small intestine,

by the action of the trypsin of the pancreatic juice.

Fats are digested in the small intestine, by the action of
the steapsin of the pancreatic juice: the bile also assists

in the emulsification of fats.

7. The chief stimulants to respiration, are: diminution
of the amount of oxygen in the blood, increase of the pro-
portion of carbon dioxide in the blood, constriction of the
bronchial muscles, weakening of the heart, pain, convul-
sions, certain drugs (as strychnine, ammonia).

In the blood the changes take place in the capillaries of
the lungs, and are: (i) the giving up of the CO: by the
venous blood, (2) the absorption of oxygen during inspira-
tion, (3) the blood is cooled, and (4) it also loses a small
amount of watery vapor.
The changes produced in the air by respiration are

:

Inspired Air.

Oxygen '• 21 per cent.

Nitrogen 79 per cent.

Carbon dioxide. . .
, 0.04 per cent.

Other gases ' Rare.
Watery vapor .... Variable.
Temperature .... VariabU-.
Volume Varies.
Bacteria

;
.-Mways present.

Dust i Always present.

Expired Air.

16.6 per cent.

79 per cent.

d.4 per cent,

often present.

Saturated.
That of body.
Diminished.
None.
None.

8. The specific gracity of the urine is lower in cold
weather, because more urine is voided, owing to the lesser
excretion of sweat.

CHEMISTRY.

1. A molecule is the smallest quantity of any substance
(element or compound) that can exist in a free state.

An atom is the smallest quantity of an element that
can enter into chemical action.

2. An acid is a compound of an electro-negative element
or radical with hydrogen, part or all of which hydrogen it

can part with in exchange for an electro-positive element,
without the formation of a base.

A base is a ternary compound capable of entering into
double decomposition with an acid to produce a salt and
water.

A salt is a substance formed by the substitution of an
electro-positive element for part or all of the replaceable
hydrogen of an acid.

3. A reliable test for albumin in the urine: The urine
must be perfectly clear. If not, it is to be filtered, and if

this does not render it transparent it is to be treated with
a few drops of magnesia mi.xture, and again filtered. The
reaction is then observed. If it be acid, the urine is simply
heated to near the boiling point. If the urine be neutral,
or alkaline, it is rendered faintly acid by the addition of
dilute acetic acid, and heated. If albumin be present, a
coagulum is formed, varying in quantity from a faint
cloudiness to entire solidification, according to the quan-
tity of albumin present. The coagulum is not redissolved
upon the addition of HNO3.

Test for sugar: The urine should first be tested for al-

buinin. If this be present, it should be removed by heating
the urine to near the boiling point, and filtering from the
coagulum.

Fehling's test: Place in a test-tube a few c.c. of the
liquid prepared as stated below, and boil ; no reddish tinge
should be observable, even after five minutes' repose. Add
the liquid under examination gradually, and boil after each
addition. In the presence of sugar a yellow or red precipi-
tate is formed. In the presence of traces of glucose, only
a small amount of precipitate is produced, which adheres
to the glass, and is best seen when the blue liquid is poured
out.

[The reagent must be kept in two solutions, which are to
be mixed immediately before use. Solution I consists of
34-653 gms. of crystalized CuSOi, dissolved in water to

500 c.c; and solution II of 130 gms. of Rochelle salt dis-
solved to 500 c.c. in NaHO solution of sp. gr. 1.12. When
required for use equal volumes of the two solutions are
mixed, and the mixture diluted with four volumes of
water.]

4. A reliable test for arsenic: Rcinsch's test is as fol-

lows :_ To the suspected fluid add a little pure HCl ; sus-
pend in the fluid a small strip of bright copper foil, and
boil. If a deposit forms on the copper, remove the cop-
per, wash it with pure water, dry on filter paper, but be
careful not to rub off the deposit. Coil up the copper, and
put it into a clean dry glass tube, open at both ends, and
apply heat at the part where the copper is. If arsenic is

present there will appear in the cold part of the tube a

mirror, which will be found on microscopical examination
to consist of octahedral crystals of arsenic trioxide.

The antidote for arsenic is freshly prepared ferric hy-
droxide, FejOeHd. The two following solutions should be
mixed and administered:

(1) T^ Liquoris ferri tersulphatis 5ij

Aquas destillatse 5vj. M.

(2) R Magnesiae 3iij

Aquae destillatx Sviij. M.

5. If two liquids be separated from each other by a
membrane, each will pass tlirough the membrane into the
other. This phenomenon is called osmosis.

6. Cheiniral antidotes act as such by uniting chemically
with the poison and thus converting it into a harmless
or insoluble compound.
Physiological antidotes act as such by combating the

physiological action of the poison.

7. Both fermentation and putrefaction are forms of de-
composition of or.ganic matter under certain favorable con-
ditions. When the organic matter is composed of carbon,
hydrogen, and oxygen only, the process is called fermenta-
tion; when nitrogen and sulphur are also present, putrefac-
tion is said to occur.

8. Ptomaine poisoning is poisoning by the putrefaction
products of dead animal tissues and fluids.

MATERIA MEDICA.

1. .A.S a general rule, ether would be the anesthetic of

choice. But chloroform may be used: (l) in hot climates;

(2) when large numbers of persons have to be rapidly
anesthetized; (3) in brain surgery; (4) in labor; (5) in

patients who are known to take ether badly; and (6) in

the conditions mentioned below-, in which ether is con-
traindicated.

The following contraindications for ether and chloro-
form are from Hare's Practical Therapeutics: "Ether
should not be used by inhalation in bronchitis or acute
nephritis, because of its irritant properties ; in peritonitis

or gastritis, because it is apt to induce vomiting; in

aneurysm or in the presence of marked vascular atheroma,
because it may rupture a blood-vessel by raising arterial

pressvire; nor in diabetes, lest it produce diabetic coma;
and if anemia is present and an examination of the blood
shows that the hemoglobin is below 50 per cent., the use
of the drug should be avoided if possible.

"Chloroform is not to be used in cases of fatty heart or

dilatation of the heart, in those with a known idiosyncrasy,

nor in the so-called lymphatic persons with overgrowth of
lymphoid tissues, as, for example, adenoids. In the latter

case it is particularly apt to cause sudden death. In valvu-
lar disease of the heart chloroform may be used with
caution, although ether is preferable. Given a case of
valvular disease that must be subjected to operation, the

chances are bettered with an anesthetic than without it, as

the pain and mental shock are worse for the heart than is

the anesthetic."

2. Belladonna. Physiological effects: .A.nodyne, mydri-
atic, inhibits secretions, depressant of terminations of
nerves, accelerates the heart beat, causes rise in blood
pressure, but toxic doses cause the blood pressure to fall,

stimulates the respiratory center, but large doses depress
the same ; it may cause vertigo, restlessness, excitement,
delirium, or mania.

Alkaloid.—Atropine; Dose of the sulphate of atropine is

gr. 1/250 to 1/40.

Atropine is often combined with morphine when the

latter is used, for the following reasons: (i) To prevent
nausea and insomnia; (2) to intensify the effect of the

morphine, and so a smaller dose may suffice ; (3) to neu-
tralize the effect on the pupils.

5. Iodine is usually administered in the tertiary stage

of syphilis; in the form of potassium iodide; dose, gr.v to

Ix in solution. The addition of TTBv of the tincture of

belladonna to each dose of the iodide is said to prevent
iodism.

6. Nl'X Vomica.—Alkaloids: Strychnine and Brucine.

Dose: Strychnine, gr. 1/64 to 1/16; strychnine sulphate,

gr. 1/64 to 1/16; strychnine nitrate, gr. 1/64 to 1/16; bru-
cine, gr. 1/32 to 1/16.

The effect of strychnine on the circulation, is to in-

crease the rate and force of the pulse beat; on the res-

piration, is to increase the rate and also the respiratory

capacity ; on tfie intestines, is to increase peristalsis.

7. In opium poisoning: The pupils are contracted, the

respiration is slow and full, the skin warmer than in

alcohol poisoning, the face suffused, and the pulse slow and
full.

In alcohol poisoning: The pupils are not contracted, the

respiration approaches the normal, the skin is cool and
sometimes moist, the face may be pallid, and the pulse is

rapid.
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SURGERY.

I. The signals of danger m general anesthesia are: Ir-

regular, shallow, and slow respiration, preceded by quick-

ened respirations ; irregularity of the pulse, accompanied
by a weakened pulse ; dilatation of the pupils (unless the

patient is coming out of the influence of the anesthetic)
;

lividity or extreme pallor of the face.

3. Shock is the name given to a sudden and general de-

pression of the vital powers, due to some strong stimulation

(such as injury or emotion) acting on the vital centers in

the medulla, and producing vasomotor paralysis.

Treatment of shock: Place the patient in the recumbent
position, with the head low, apply warmth to the body,

administer a stimulant, and give a hot saline infusion

;

morphine, hypodermatically, may be necessary for the

relief of pain.

8. Treatment of acute afpendieitis: The patient should

be kept in bed; no food is to be given for the first twenty
four hours; after this, fluid and jellies may be given;

cooling drinks may be allowed in moderation ; the pain

can be relieved by hot or cold applications on the right

iliac region, or morphine may be given if necessary; an
enema of olive oil or glycerine may be given to empty the

bowels (if loaded).
The indications for appendectomy vary according to the

views of the surgeon. Some maintain that every case of
appendicitis should be operated on as soon as the diagnosis

is made. Others would operate only in case of rupture, or

when suppuration occurs, or in cases which do not improve
in a week or so, or in cases which are steadily getting

worse. Probably all would aprce in takira: out every ap-

pendix that has undergone more than one mild attack

OBSTETRICS.

3. Uses of the liquor amnii.— (0) During pregnancy:
(l) As a protection to the fetus against pressure and
shocks from without. (2) As a protection to the uterus

from excessive fetal movements. (3) It distends the

uterus, and thus allows for the growth and movements
of the fetus, ^a) It receives the excretions of the fetus.

(5) It surrounds the fetus with a medium of equable

temperature, and serves to prevent loss of heat. (6) It

prevents the formation of adhesions between the fclus and
the walls of the amniotic sac. (7) It has been supposed,

by some, to afford some slight nutrition to the fetus.

(b) During labor: It acts as a fluid wedge, and dilates

the OS uteri and the cervix ; it also slightly lubricates the

parts.

4. The following table (from Dorland s Obstetrics) dif-

ferentiates the two conditions ; but a careful blood exam-
ination, by revealing the presence or absence of the Plas-

modium malaria, will render the diagnosis certain.

PUERPERAL SEPSIS.

The chills are irregular in

their appearance and are

associated with marked
alterations in the temper-
ature rate.

The constitutional disturb-

ance is profound.

The pulse rate is exceed-
ingly rapid and ominous.

There will be associated

uterine subinvolution and
tenderness, and probably
alteration in the lochia.

The patient's condition

steadily grows worse
without appropriate treat-

ment.

MALARIAL INFECTION.

The chills occur at regular

intervals, and are fol-

lowed by the usual eleva-

tion of temperature and
then a sweat.

The constitutional depres-

sion is moderate, and
quite out of proportion to

the severity of the par-

oxysm.
The pulse rate is in propor-

tion to the amount of

febrile reaction.

There will not be noted any
peculiar local pelvic man-
ifestations.

Within a few hours there

will occur a marked
amelioration of the

symptoms.

5. Six of the most common conditions calling for the

use of the forceps: (l) Uterine inertia; (2) prolapsed

funis, with threatened death of the fetus : (3) occipito-

posterior positions; (4) eclampsia; (5) hemorrhage from
premature detachment of placenta; (6) small amount of

pelvic contraction.

8. Labor is divided into three stages : The first^ stage

begins with the commencement of labor, and ends with the

complete dilatation of the os uteri. The second stage be-

gins with the complete dilatation of the os uteri, and ends

with the hirth of the child. The third stage immediately

follows the second, and ends with the expulsion of the

placenta and the beginning contraction of the uterus.

PATHOLOGY.

I. Icterus is the condition in which the tissues of the

body are discolored by bile pigment.

Three causes: (i) Obstruction of the bile duct; (2)
various poisons in the blood; (3) excessive secretion of

bile.

2. In scarlatina the serous membranes are more often in-

volved than the mucous membranes, and acute nephritis is

a common complication.

In measles the mucous membranes are involved, nephritis

is not a complication.

Of course the eruption differs: In scarlet fever the erup-

tion is brighter, is on a red background, punctiform, and is

more uniform; the temperature is higher, the pulse quicker;

the tongue is of the "strawberry" type, the lymphatics in

the neck may be swollen, and there is sore throat.

In measles the eruption is darker, less uniform, more
shotty; the temperature is lower, pulse slower, the tongue
is not of the "strawberry" type; coryza, coughing, and
sneezing may be present.

3.

ACUTE LOBAR PNEUMONIA.

Generally a primary dis-

ease.

Age has little influence.

Sudden onset.

Fever is high and regular.

Ends by crisis between
sixth and tenth day.

Generally only one lung af-

fected.

The physical signs arc dis-

tinct ; and there is a large

area of consolidation.

Sputum is rusty.

I 1-

BRONCHOPNEU MONIA.

Generally secondary (to

bronchitis or an infectious

disease).

Generally found in very
young or very old.

Gradual onset.

Fever is not so high, and is

irregular.

Ends by lysis, at no par-
ticular date.

(j'oncrally both lungs af-

fected.

Physical signs indistinct

;

and the evidences of con-
solidation are indefinite.

-Sputtim is rather streaked
with blood.

6. The parts usually affected willi tlie diphtheritic mem-
brane are : Larynx, tonsils, epiglottis, pharynx, trachea,

mucous membrane of the nares, bronchi, soft palate, uvula.

:md esophagus. The bacillus is the Klebs-Loeffler bacillus.

7. Embolism is the plugging of a blood-vessel by a

foreign body. Five causes: (i) Vegetations from the

cardiac valves; (2) detached thrombi; (3) oil globules;

(4) parasites; (5) fragments of tumors.

8. Spina bifida is a condition in which there is a cleft in

part of the posterior wall of the spinal column; it is due U>

imperfect development. Through this cleft there may pro-

trude the spinal meninges and cerebrospinal fluid (menin-
gocele) ; or it may contain in addition seme of the cord
and nerves (meningomyelocele) ; or there may be great

distention of the central canal, the sac-wall being formed
of the thinned cord (syringomyelocele).

It most frequently occurs in the lumbar or dorsal region.

HYGIENE.

2. A true soil disease is tetanus. The principal measures
of prophylaxis are : To cleanse and keep open all wounds
contaminated with the soil ; all wounds containing foreign

matter, and all Fourth of July wounds ; tetanus .intitoxin

should be used where tetanus is feared.

3. The window area should be about one-eighth to one-

sixth of the floor area.

4. Five principal methods of heating residences ; Open
fires, stoves, gas, steam, and hot water.

6. Disinfectants may be classified as: (i) Mechanical.
such as scrubbing, shaving, irrigation. (2) Chemical.
such as bichloride of mercury, carbolic acid. lysol, hydrogen
peroxide. (3) Thermal, such as moist heat (steam, boiling

water), dry heat (flame, cautery).

7. Epidemic diseases that can be carried thror.sb the

introduction of water into the stomach are: Typhoid,
cholera, and dysentery. To prevent the spread of these

diseases : All water for drinking or for washing dishes.

etc., and milk should be boiled : no ice should be put in

water or other drink or food ; flies should be kept out of

the house ; all discharges from the sick persons must be

disinfected: all utensils, dishes, etc.. used by the patient

must be thoroughly cleansed, and boiled every day : soiled

linen must be soaked in a disinfectant solution before being

washed; after each attendance on a patient, physicians,

nurses, and others should wash their hands in a disinfec-

tant; thorough sterilization of all bedding, etc., must be

performed after the disease is over.

8. Three thousand cubic feet per hour is the accented

standard allowance of fresh air for each adult. .\s the

air can be changed (by proper ventilation) three times in

an hour, one thousand cubic feet of space is required for

each adult. Hence, a room 40 x 20 x 15 feet should accom-

40X 2oy 15

iiiodate = 12 persons.

1000
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BULLETIN OF APPROACHING EXAMINATIONS.!

STATE.

Alabamao*.
Arizona*. . .

Arkansas*.

.

California*.

PLACE AND DATE OF
N'EXT EXAMINATION.

Colorado.

.

Connecticut*.
.

Delaware
Dist. ofCol'bia
Florida*
Georgia
Idaho
Illinois

Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky*. . . .

Louisiana

Maine
Mar>'land
Massachusetts*

Michigan

Minnesota
Mississippi. . , .

Missouri
Montana*
Nebraska
Nevada
N. Hampshire'

New Jersey.

.

New Mexico.

.

NAME AND ADDRESS OF
SECRETARY.

.W. H. Sanders, Montgomery. . .Montgomer>-. .Jan,

. Ancil Martin, Phoenix Phoenix Jan,
.F. T. Murphy. Brinkley Little Rock. . .Jan.
.Chas. L. Tisdale, 1879 Suiter

Street, San Francisco Los Angeles. . .Dec.
.S. D. Van Meter. 1723 Tre-

mont Street, Denver Denver Jan.
.Chas. A. Tuttle, New Haven, . .New Haven. . .Nov.
.J. H. Wilson, Dover Dover Dec.
.Geo. C. Ober, Washington Washington. . .Jan.
-J. D. Fernandez, Jacksonville. .Jacksonville.. .Nov.
. E. R. Anthony, Griffin Atlanta
.W. F. Howard, Pocatello Boise April

.J. A. Egan, Springfield Chicago
. W. T. Gott, Indianapolis Indianapolis . .Oct.
Louis A. Thomas. Des Moines. .Des Moines.. ..Dec.

. D. P. Cook. Clay Center Kansas City. . . Feb.

.J. N. McCormick, Bowling
Green Louisville Oct.

.F. A. LaRue. 211 Camp Street.
New Orleans New Orleans. . May

. Wm. J. Mayburi', Saco Portland Nov.
J. McP. Scott. Hagerstown Baltimore Dec.
E. B. Harvey, State House,

Boston Boston Nov.
B. D. Hanson. 205 Whitney

Building, Detroit Ann Arbor. . . -June
W. S. FuUerton. St. Paul St. Paul Jan.
S. H. McLean. Jackson Jackson May
J. A. B. Adcook. Warrensbiirg. Kansas City.. .Nov.
Wm. C. Riddell^ Helena Helena April
E. J. C. Sward. Oakland Lincoln Nov.

L. Lee. Carson City Carson City . . . Nov..S.

5

4
12

5

10
8

12
II

27
8
9

20
10
8

8
5

11

23

4

New York.

N. Carolina*.
N. Dakota. . .

Ohio
Oklahoma*..

.

Oregon . .

.

Pennsylvania.

Rhode Island.
S. Carolina. . .

S. Dakota. . .

.

Tennessee*.
. .

Texas
Utah*
Vermont
Virginia
Washington*.
W. Virginia.

.

Wisconsin. . . .

Wyoming, . .

.

Henry C. Morrison, State Li-
brary, Concord Concord Dec.

-J. W. Bennett, Long Branch , . . Trenton June
.J. A. Massie, Santa Fe Santa Fe Jan.

f New York. . 1

-C.F.Wheelock. Univ. of State J Albany I p„,
of New York. Albany 1 Syracuse. ...

f

^^''-

l Buffalo 1

.B. K. Hays, Oxford Asheville June
-H. M. Wheeler, Grand Forks. . .Grand Forks, .Jan.
. Geo. H. Matson, Columbus Columbus Dec.
. F. P. Da\ is, Enid Muskogee .... Nov.
.B E.Miller, Portland Portland Jan.

^N_C. Schaeffer. Harrisburg^
{ Piul

Wg^^
}
^«^-

-G. T. Swarts. Providence Providence Nov.
.H. H. Wyman, Aiken Columbia June
.H. E. McNutt, Aberdeen Sioux Falls.. . .Jan.

f Mernphis. . . . i

.T. J. Happel, Trenton.
j Nashville. . . \ May
[ Knoxville. , . J

. M. E. Daniel, Honey Grove ... Dallas Nov.

. R. W. Fisher, Salt Lake City . . . Salt Lake Citv.Jan.

. W. Scott Nay. Underbill Montpelier. . . .Jan.

.R. S. Martin. Stuart Lynchburg. , . .Dec.

.K. Turner. Seattle Spokane Jan.
. H. A. Barbee, Point Pleasant. . Wheeling Nov.
.J. V. Stevens. Jefferson Milwaukee. . . . J.in.
. S. B. Miller, Laramie Laramie

5

8
10

1

5

S
13

10
4
12
16

.;

10
12

"Xo reciprocity recognized by these States.
tApplicants should in every case write to the secretary for latest

details regarding the examination in any particular state.

Treatment of Chancre.—Erdus ridvisoi llie following
method: If the chancre is of recent date and situated on
the free edge of the prepuce or of the labium as the case
may be, excision followed by aseptic suture, is to be recom-
mended. If the sore is ulcerated and of long duration,
two months, for instance, and if excision is impossible, a
few drops of a soluble salt of mercury, such as the bcnzoate.
the biniodide, or the bichloride, may be injected around
the chancre. Having washed the parts with a solution of
sulphate of copper or nitrate of silver of strength i in 50,
an ointment should be applied consisting of i gram of
white precipitate, '4 gram of resorcin, 30 grams of simple
ointment, and 10 grams of lanolin. The same ointment
can be used for the normal chancre. The internal treat-
ment should consist as much as possible in mercurial in-
jections. If these are not permitted, the ordinary inunc-
tion treatment should be followed.—Lojir^;.

Pathogenesis of Psoriasis.—(Giuseppe Verrotti. after
a careful consideration of the causes, heiiiatologv, his-
tology, and urology gives us his conclusions. The most
complete theory for the interpretation of the clinical facts
of the disease is that of autointoxication. The only other
theory that is worthy of discussion is the parasitic theory.
It is not possible to admit that a parasite can produce
the morphological entity that is called psoriasis. Such a
parasitemust work on the superficial layers of the epider-
mis, while psoriasis involves the deeper layers of the skin.
The process of psoriasis may be aggravated by the pres-
ence of microorganisms which act as exciting causes, just
as chemical, thermal and mechanical irritations act in per-
sons that are predisposed to the disease. These agents act
upon a soil that is ready for their life by reason of gastro-
intestinal or metabolic failure and poisonings, which are
necessary to its production. There must be a congenital
or acquired perversion of the cellular metabolism under-
lying the whole process.

—

Giornnic IiUcrnazionale dcUc
Sciensc Medicate.

Mthxtni aitfma.

Contagious Diseases. Weekly Statement.—Report of
cases and deaths from contagious diseases reported to
the Sanitary Bureau, Health Department, New York
City for the week ending October 17, 1908:

Tuberculosis Pulmonalis

.

Diphtheria
Measles
Scarlet Fever
Smallpox
Varicella
Typhoid Fever
Whooping Cough
Cerebrospinal Meningitis
Malarial Fever

Cases Deaths

Totals

486
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INTESTINAL INFECTION AND IMMUNITY
IN TUBERCULOSIS.*
By prof. a. CALMETTE,

lilxe, france.

directos of the pasteue institute of lille.

Permit me to express, first of all, my gratitude for

the great honor which you have bestowed upon me
in inviting me to discuss before your illustrious so-

ciety the present state of our knowledge of the role

of the digestive tract in tuberculous infection and

in immunization against tuberculosis.

For several years this question has been the

principal object of my laboratory researches, which

I have pursued with the aid of some of my scholars,

particularly of C. Guerin. It has engaged the atten-

tion in an equal degree of a large number of workers

in every country. There are but few of greater

interest, as the discussions of our recent congress

will bear witness.

I do not pretend that I can cast sufficient light

upon this question to warrant us in expecting in the

very near future the establishment of a method capa-

ble of protecting humanity against the most terrible

of the scourges which desolate it. I do wish, how-
ever, to make an effort to acquaint you with the

principal experimental facts upon which we can build

to-day so as better to comprehend the mechanism of

the tuberculous infection, and I trust that you may
be brought to regard the hopes which have been

raised so many times in vain, as at least partly

realizable.

It is forty-three years since Villemin announced
that tuberculosis is inoculable and contagious, and
twenty-six years separate us from the memorable
epoch at which Robert Koch, discovering and culti-

vating his bacillus, made the demonstration of its

specificity. Notwithstanding the enormous accumu-
lation of publications in the last quarter of the

century, we are still but very imperfectly informed

upon the respective importance of the different

ways by which the virus of tuberculosis can pene-

trate into the bodies of man and of susceptible

animals. Until lately, the greater number of scien-

tists, clinicians or experimental workers, have con-

sidered as an indisputable dogma the respiratory

origin of pulmonary tuberculosis, and the cele-

brated debates which took place at the international

conferences at The Hague in 1906 and at Vienna in

1907, and since then in various learned societies,

are so fresh in your minds that it would be useless

to recall them. It appears, however, that the irn-

pression that a final decision had been reached is

not correct, and that, as is always the case, the

truth lies between two extremes.

If it appears undeniable that in certain probably

very rare cases, direct infection of the lung takes

place through the respired air, notwithstanding the

Lecture delivered before the Harvey Society, at the

New York Academy of Medicine, October 24, 1908.

many and very efficacious natural defenses which
line this route, it is also manifest that the path to the

pulmonary parenchyma normally followed by the

tubercle bacillus is most often through the lymph or

blood-vessels, the great portal of entry being the

digestive tract.

Experimentation has shown that to effect primary
tuberculous infection of the lung by the air, it is

necessary to place the animal under pathological

conditions, as has been done by Nocard, Fliigge,

and, more recently, Kuss, in immobilizing the ani-

mals so as to oblige them to breathe for a long time

an atmosphere charged with infectious particles,

liquid or dry. Very fine spray is certainly dangerous,

above all for young infants, and it is evident that

pneumonia with early caseation and acute pulmonary
tuberculosis of infants are almost always of respira-

tory origin. When a mother or a nurse, the sub-

ject of an active pulmonary tuberculosis, coughs or

sneezes at a short distance from the lips of an infant

breathing through its open mouth or crying in ex-

pectation of the breast, contagion by inhalation is all

but fatal. But this mode of infection is certainly

exceptional for the older child or for the adult.

Infection by dust laden with bacilli is more ex-

ceptional still ; and the positive results of Cornet, as

well as those of Kuss, accomplished by shutting up
the immobilized animals in an inclosed space, in an

atmosphere of talcum powder or of the debris of

vegetable fibers mixed with dried sputum, invalidate

in no way the much more numerous negative results

described by Baumgarten, Tappcincr, Cadeac and
Mallet, and Petersson, and by myself with Vansteen-
berghe.

Does not, however, the normal asepsis of the

respiratory tract attest strongly the protective effi-

ciency of the defensive apparatus of this region,

when not affected by preexisting lesions of the naso-

pharynx, of the larynx, and of the larger bronchi?

The primary lesions of the tracheal and bronchial

nodes, which certain authors consider as always
related to a respiratory infection, can no longer be

invoked as a convincing argument in favor of this

view. If it be true that, following the law of Parrot,

the nodular lesion should always be accompanied or

preceded by one or several pulmonary tubercles,

there is nothing to prove that these last must be of

aerial origin, since they make their appearance with
great frequency in animals artificially infected

through the digestive tube. Breton and myself have
observed this regularly upon a great number of

guinea-pigs which had absorbed through the rectum

or been given by an esophageal sound, a small

quantity of a fine emulsion of a pure culture of the

bacillus of bovine tuberculosis. These animals when
killed after four or five weeks very often presented

no other lesions than one or two superficial tubercles,

as large as the head of a pin, in one of the anterior

lobes of the lung, with a coexisting extensive tuber-

culosis of the peribronchial lymph nodes. An ob-

server who was ignorant of the conditions under

which the infection had been experimentally pro-
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duced, would undoubtedly have stated that the lesion

was due to respiratory infection.

It can then hardly be denied that if primary tuber-

culosis of the lung or of the tracheobronchial lymph
nodes by the direct inhalation of particles carrying

bacilli is quite possible in some cases, it is certainly

exceptional.

Quite frequent, on the other hand, but also less

serious, is infection of the body through the diges-

tive tract.

\Mien I state that tuberculosis is mo.st often con-

tracted through the intestine, I do not wish to be

considered as saying that I attribute to the food, and
consequently to the milk of tuberculous cows, the

essential role in the tuberculous infection of man.
I am convinced, on the contrary, that the importance

of infection through milk has been very largely ex-

aggerated in the last few years. The fact that tuber-

culosis is so common, both in infants and in adults,

in countries where the use of cows' milk as human
food is exceptional, for example, in Egypt, India,

Indochina, and Japan, shows tliat the propagation

of tuberculosis from man to man is infinitely more
common than the infection of man by cattle.

Without doubt the ingestion of the milk of tuber-

culous cows is dangerous, principally for young
children, though even for healthy adults, and much
more for those in whom the intestinal mucosa is not

intact, when the ingestion of virulent material is

frequently repeated. But infinitely greater and more
frequent is the danger from human bacilli freshly ex-

pelled from the lung of a consumptive, when these

bacilli are carried by the sputum to the food or upon
the mucous membrane of the mouth by direct or in-

direct contact of the lips, the hands, soiled objects,

etc., or by flies. The tuberculous mother who tastes

the dish prepared for her child or who wipes its face

with her handkerchief, and the nurse who moistens

her breast with her saliva, subject the infant in their

care to the danger of tuberculous infection. The
child who handles its food after crawling about the

floor, and the man who wets his fingers to turn the

pages of a book, or to handle type, or who works
with tools belonging to a consumptive whose sputum
contains the bacilli, may ingest at any moment a

number of virulent bacteria ; and the risks of con-

tagion are much more serious the more abundant
and frequently repeated these ingestions are.

And how can one doubt that the role of flies is

particularly important and dreadful in the unhealthy
tenements where, among the sick persons, children

and adults, living side by side in the closest contact,

these insects swarm in compact masses alternately

upon the sputum and upon the food?
Careful study of the tuberculous infection in

animals furnishes abundant clinical proof of the

predominance of infection through the digestive

tract.

For example, it is known that the flesh-eating

animals such as the lion, the tiger, the hyena, and the

jackal, when confined in a menagerie and fed upon
tuberculous meat, often become infected with tuber-

culosis, either pulmonary or visceral, whereas these

animals never show spontaneous tuberculosis in the

wild state. The dog becomes tuberculous when he
swallows the sputum of his sick master ; the calf,

the cat, and the pig contract the disease when thev

are fed upon milk rich in the bacilli.

Insistence has rightly been laid, in recent times,

upon the complete absence of tuberculosis in Ameri-
can pigs fed exclusively upon corn or other vege-
table substances which may have been cooked, where-
as this disease is extremely common in the pigs of

our European farms, above all where the animals
are fed upon the unpasteurized waste from dairies.

It is evident that tuberculosis thus developed

—

most often with primary lesions in the pleura or
bronchial lymph modes—in pigs fed upon the milk
of tuberculous cows, results from the absorption of
the bacilli through the digestive tube. These in-

gested bacilli are able to penetrate the intestinal

wall, and enter into the blood or lymphatic circula-

tion, and are carried about in the body for a greater

or less time before they produce the lesions charac-
teristic of the tuberculous infection.

This fact was first demonstrated experimentally
by Chauveau, in 1868 to 1872. and then by Villemin,

Aufrecht, Gerlach, Klebs, Gunther and Harms, and
a number of other observers, among whom one may
mention Saint-Cyr, Viseur, Bollinger, Orth, Tous-
saint, Baumgarten, Rabinovitch, Parrot, Ravenel,
Schroeder and Cotton, etc. Nevertheless, certain

negative results attract attention, particularly those

published by Colin (of Alfort) and by Moeller,

which seem to demonstrate that animals can swallow
with safety large quantities of tuberculous material.

We now know the reason of this. It is because
artificial infection through the digestive tract is not

invariable unless one takes certain precautions which
I have definitely pointed out in studies with C.

Guerin. It is necessary to cause absorption of the

bacilli in a divided state so that the)' remain finel}'

emulsified, as they are in the sputum or in milk.

Under these conditions a single atlministration of

infectious material is ordinarily sufficient to produce
the tuberculous lesions, which in young animals
most often remain localized for a longer or shorter

time in the mesenteric lymph nodes, but which in

adults, on the contrary, appear at once in the lungs.

In studying the mechanism of the absorption of

inert dust by the intestinal mucosa, I have been able

to establish, with Vansteenberghe, that the same
phenomena can be observed. The ingestion of finely

powdered lampblack, or, better, of India ink, mixed
with the food, produces in the adult guinea-pig the

typical lesions of anthracosis of the lung, whereas
in the young guinea-pig the colored granules re-

main for a longer or shorter time in the mesenteric

nodes. Sections of the small intestine fixed during
digestion allow one to recognize these colored

granules surrounded by leucocytes in the chylous

vessels of the villi.

In repeating our experiments upon this subject.

Sir \Villiam Whitla* and Symmers have recently

reached the same conclusions ; and these workers
have described an ingenious procedure which per-

mits them to produce simultaneously tuberculosis

and anthracosis of the lung or of the mesenteric

nodes. This procedure consists in causing young or

old guinea-pigs to swallow an emulsion of tubercle

bacilli and India ink in olive oil.

Experimentation upon large animals such as cattle

permits the determination with still greater cer-

tainty of the path which the tubercle bacilli follow to

the lungs, if the animals are sacrificed, as in my
experiments with Guerin, at 'successive intervals

from the time of a single ingestion of the infectious

material. One can thus convince himself, as has

been shown by Chauveau, afterwards by Dobruk-
lowski, that these bacilli penetrate the intestinal

mucosa, even when this is entirely intact, and that

the}' generally leave no trace of their passage. They
are transported by the polynuclear leucocytes from
the chylous vessels of the villi to the nearest mesen-
teric nodes.

In suckling animals and in young infants, they are

frequently retained in the lymphatic organs which

*Tlie Etiology of Pulmonary Tuberculosis. Cav-
endish Lecture, 1908. Lancet or British Medical Journal,

July II, 1908.
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act as an almost perfect filter for the lymph. Some-
times they are destroyed in the nodes ; sometimes
they give rise to tuberculous lesions which, develop-

ing towards caseation, throw off their microbes into

the efferent lymphatic canals, or occasionally into

the peritoneum.

In older subjects, in whom the mesenteric nodes

—

as has been shown by Weigert—are much more
permeable, the bacilli, always surrounded by poly-

nuclear leucocytes, are carried with the lymph
through the thoracic duct as far as the right ventricle

of the heart, and thence forced into the capillaries of

the lung. If the leucocytes carrying the bacteria

have lost their ameboid movement because of the

intoxication resulting from the tuberculin secreted

by the bacilli, they are incapable of penetrating the

walls of the capillaries by diapedesis, and they then

give rise to fine emboli which become the starting

point for a corresponding number of tuberculous

lesions at the expense of the endothelial vascular

walls (the gray granulations of Laennec).
The tuberculous lesions thus formed go on later

to calcification or to caseation. In the second case,

the tubercles drain into the alveoli or into some
lymphatic vessel or vein, more rarely into an artery.

They thus bring about a dissemination more or less

rapid and more or less grave, of the virus into other

parts of the body.

In my researches with Guerin, I have always been
able to show the extreme frequency of adenitis of

the tracheobronchial glands in young cattle, when
the bacilli have penetrated the filter formed by the

mesenteric nodes, and have reached the lung. This
adenitis is in constant relation with one or several

tubercnlous subpleural lesions which it is easy to dis-

cover.

The digestive origin of these lesions is entirely

evident. We have reproduced them many times,

and \'allee (of Alfort) has also obtained them,

either by feeding calves on milk proved to be from
tuberculous cows, or by inoculating the bacilli

directly into the mesenteric nodes after laparotomy.

Further, we have observed in some of our animals

infected through the digestive tract, primary localiza-

tions of tuberculosis in other organs than the mesen-
teric nodes or the lungs. We have seen these appear

under the form of pleurisy, of arthritis, of orchitis,

and, in one very remarkable case in a young kid,

of iritis. These exceptional localizations occurred

only in animals infected by a single administration

of small quantities of bacilli. One can suppose that

these, because of their small number, had remained

for a long time in the circulating blood, carried

about by some polynuclear leucocytes, and that they

had finally established a tuberculous lesion only in

the organ where these leucocytes were when they

succumbed.
Whatever interpretation may be accorded to these

facts, it remains certain that so-called primary

pulmonary tuberculosis and many other forms or

localizations of tuberculous infection, manifestly re-

sult in a great number of cases from the penetration

of the poison through the digestive tract.

Partisans of the theory that infections by inhala-

tion predominate, above all Fliigge in Germany and

Kuss in France, bring forward the objection that

in order to produce tuberculosis experimentally by

ingestion, it is necessary to cause the animals to

absorb thousands or millions of the bacilli, whereas

a few individuals alone suffice to produce tuber-

culous lesions of the lung when they are inhaled.

Those who think thus forget too often that among
the millions of ingested bacilli there is only a small

number—undoubtedly only a few individuals

—

which succeed in penetrating the intestinal mucous

membrane, and that the greater part of those which
break through are subsequently destroyed in the

mesenteric nodes. Finally, there are only a few
which are carried by the leucocytes as far as the

flow of lymph in the thoracic duct or as the capil-

laries of the lungs. But those bacteria which attain

these situations establish the intravascular tuber-

culous formations so well described by Borrel, and
later by Letulle, the slow development of which in

successive steps finally gives rise to phthisis.

If so many physicians still persist in believing that

man behaves differently from animals in the face

of tuberculous infection, it is perhaps because the

old ideas on )nias)iia still weigh upon our brains.

\\'ithout doubt, some among us have exaggerated

the importance and the frequency of the infection of

man by milk, and those who contend to-day that

tuberculosis is contracted through the intestine more
often than through the respiratory tract, bear the

burden of these exaggerations.

We must protest also against this tendency to

identify intestinal origin with aliinciifary origin.

It is very certain that for our species the human
patient is—I cannot repeat this with too much
emphasis—the principal factor in the dissemination

of tuberculosis. But I believe it necessary to de-

clare strongly that while man can exceptionally con-

tract tuberculosis, above all in infancy, by the in-

halation of the bacilli, he contracts it much more
often by intestinal absorption, repeated frequently

for a long time, of some of these same bacilli

freshly thrown oft' by a consumptive.

At the Congress of Veterinary Medicine of Cassel,

on September 26, 1903, Von Behring advanced the

theory that pulmonary tuberculosis of the adult

might well be merely a tardy manifestation of a

tuberculous infection contracted in infancy. He laid

emphasis, to support this opinion, upon the frequency

with which pulmonary lesions are observed in adult

cattle, whereas in young cattle the mesenteric lesions

are the most frequent.

My experiments with Guerin, and also those of
Vallee (of Alfort) have shown the inaccuracy of

so absolute a statement. We know to-day that a

primary pulmonary tuberculosis can be produced in

adult cattle, goats, monkeys, and guinea-pigs, by
feeding these animals on infected material once or
several times.

Since infection by the digestive tract is so easy,

there is reason for astonishment that tuberculosis is

not a still more widely spread and deadly disease

among live-stock than it is.

Now then, veterinarians and stock breeders have
frequenth' stated that certain animals remain im-
mune, although they have been in contact for years
with animals suffering from the disease. More often
still it happens that cattle react sharply to tuber-

culin at the first trial, cease to react a little later,

and retain all the appearances of the most perfect

health.

Must it then be admitted that in the first subjects
the tuberculous poison has not been able to gain a
foothold, and that the second are capable of com-
plete recovery after a first attack? Here again,
experimentation will enlighten us.

When we compel young calves to swallow, in a
single contaminated meal, a small dose of tubercle

bacilli of bovine origin, which have been very finely

divided in order to facilitate their absorption, we
notice that all these animals, without exception,

contract tuberculosis. They react, on an average,
thirty days later to the tuberculin test ; and if we
test them again each month following we find that

after three, four, or five months, some of them cease

to react. On being slaughtered these last present
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no tuberculous lesions, and if, having saved them,

one attempts to reinfect them a short time after, by
making them absorb a fresh dose of poison certainly

capable of infecting other calves of the same age,

one finds that they remain immune.
These animals then have really recovered from

the primary lesions, and they should be considered

as vaccinated, at least during a certain time the

duration of which is still undecided.

On the other hand, if we administer to calves,

not a single time but in several successive feedings,

at close intervals, a series of small doses of the

bacilli, not only do they never cease to react to the

tuberculin, but we find that in them tuberculosis

develops very quickly and becomes rapidly fatal.

It is then the animals which are exposed to a

series of successive reinfections, so close together

that they have not time to recover from the first

attack, which become definitely and fatally tuber-

culous.

We understand from this wdiy, under conditions

moderately predisposing to infection, certain sub-

jects resist contagion for a longer or shorter time:

it is because they have actually been vaccinated or

rendered insusceptible by a previous attack, the

lesions of which had time to heal before a new
occasion for infection offered.

It is not easy to furnish proof that this state of

immunity acquired by a previously successfully re-

sisted attack exists also in man. Prolonged clinical

observation of old cases, however, permits us to

affirm that it is, at least in many cases, very prob-

able. It appears especially evident in old cases of

scrofulous lesions, and since the statements of Mar-
fan in 1886, numerous doctors have described it.

One must inquire whether this is a question of a

true immunity, of longer or shorter duration, sup-

ported not only by the absence of the reaction to

tuberculin—which is not sufficient demonstration—
but also bv the non-persistence of the virulent bacilli

in the diflferent groups of lymph nodes in the body.

The experiments which I have carried out upon
this subject with Guerin demonstrate that at the end

of the fourth month after the ingestion of the bacil-

lary vaccine, a lymph node is no longer virulent for

the guinea-pig. The bacilli have then been absorbed

and have completely disappeared.

We have attempted to prove the resistance of

animals thus vaccinated through the digestive tract,

with reference to an intravenous inoculation so

serious as surely to produce in the control subjects

the rapid development of an acute miliary tuber-

culosis with death in four to six weeks. This proof

has been accomplished in six cattle, eight and twelve

months after the administration of the vaccine. All

the vaccinated animals were resistant and preserved

the appearance of the most perfect health. But
suddenly, about eight months later, one among
them, although strict isolation was maintained so

that infection from an outside source was impossible

manifested the first symptoms of a serious tuber-

culosis of the udder. All the others were then

slaughtered ; they did not react to tuberculin, nor did

they show any visible tuberculous lesions, but their

bronchial and mediastinal lymph nodes still con-

tained living bacilli which were virulent when in-

oculated into guinea-pigs. The bacilli which had
been injected intravenously, then, were not ab-

sorbed after eight months, whereas the bacilli which
had previously been introduced by the digestive

tract were not discoverable at the fourth month.

And these bacilli remained latent in the body, not

exciting any pathological trouble, up to the day

when, the immunity ceasing, they became capable

of suddenly producing disorders more or less grave.

From other experiments we are able to state that

the cattle already suffering from benign tuberculous

lesions and reacting to tuberculin, or that healthy

cattle prepared by two or three large intravenous

injections of tuberculin, manifest a resistance en-

tirely exceptional to the severe tuberculous infec-

tions taking place through the veins. While the

new subjects succumbed to the acute miliary tuber-

culosis in four to six weeks, the animals already

tuberculous or prepared as I have above described

contracted constantly a chronic form of tuberculosis

with a very slow development. They showed, then,

a resistance incomparably superior to that of the

healthy animals.

One observes the same phenomena in cattle artifi-

cially or spontaneously tuberculized through the

digestive tract, when one inoculates them later with

a culture of tubercle bacilli subcutaneously. Thus
Koch had already described in the tuberculous

guinea-pig, at the time of his first work upon tuber-

culin, the formation of an abscess at the point of

inoculation, but the neighboring nodes did not be-

come infected, and the abscess healed when it opened
on the surface.

.Analogous facts are frequently established in clin-

ical work On man. Every one knows that a local

tuberculous suppuration occurring in a person with
pulmonary tuberculosis, ameliorates the condition

of the patient and considerably increases his resist-

ance. Inversely, it is rare that patients in whom
pulmonary tuberculosis has had a rapid develop-

ment have been attacked previously by suppurations
of the lymph nodes, or bony or cutaneous tissues,

except in the cases where an inopportune surgical

operation has provoked an infection of the blood.

It is a well known fact that about a quarter of the

persons suflfering from lupus present the ausculta-

tory signs characteristic of pulmonary tuberculosis,

and that these generally develop in them with very

great slowness ; likewise many lupus patients live

to an advanced age.

If one recalls that certain clinicians have pre-

tended to obtain in phthisical patients real ameliora-

tion following the subcutaneous inoculation of

cultures of virulent bovine tubercle bacilli (F.

Klemperer), or of dead bacilli (Maragliano), or of

cultures of human tubercle bacilli piodified by
passage through the body of a cold-blooded animal
(crocodile) (Moeller), the experimental facts of

which I have just spoken are of a nature to justify

such assertions in a certain measure. But such a

therapeutic method is certainly to be condemned ; and
so much the more because we possess in tuberculin a

means as efficacious and less dangerous of attaining

the same end.

Upon the whole, the resistance conferred by tuber-

culin and that which is observed in animals or in

man already attacked by benign forms of tuber-

culosis (tuberculosis of the lymph nodes or scrofula,

tuberculosis of the bone, or of the skin, lupus) ap-

pear to be of the same nature as that which is

artificially effected, whether by intravenous inocula-

tion of human or bovine bacilli, following the meth-
ods of Behring or of Koch and Schiiltz, or by
subcutaneous inoculation of the same bacilli (Lig-
nieres. Arloing), or by the insertion under the

skin of collodion sacs containing cultures of human
or bovine tuberculosis (Heymans).

In each of these cases it is not a question of true

immunity, since the animals thus prepared, although
not giving the tuberculin reaction, remain indefinitely

carriers of living and virulent bacilli, and these are

capable when the resistance begins to diminish of

giving rise in the bodies of these same animals to

serious lesions.
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Let us recall, indeed, on the one side, that in the

experiments of Melun (1906) on animals vaccinated

with the "bovovaccin" of Behring, the inoculated

bacilli were proved not to be absorbed at the end of

six months (\'allee and Rossignol, Moussu), and,

on the other hand, that Roux and \'allee have de-

monstrated that vaccination intravenously or sub-

cutaneously does not protect against infection.

On the contrary, the experiments which I have

reported strongly support the statement that by the

intestinal absorption of a weak and single dose of

tubercle bacilli very finely divided, one can obtain

at the same time the total absorption of the bacilli

in the lymphatic system, and a state of immunity

such that the animals are insusceptible, during a

year at least, to large infections through the diges-

tive tract.

Without doubt it is not a matter of a method
of vaccination which one could think of employing

in preserving the human race from this terrible

scourge of tuberculosis. It would be rash to con-

sider as verv near a definite solution of this sort.

But so difficult a study can proceed only by stages.

Following \'illemin and Robert Koch, who have

laid the foundations upon which we build, a great

number of research works have brought their stones.

Others will follow, and the work will be accom-
plished for the glory and for the salvation of

humanitv.

THE MYTH AXD THE MYSTERY OF
•'MENIERE'S DISEASE."

By GEOTJGE M. GOULD, M.D.,

ITHACA, NEW YORK.

Bibliographical.—The titles of some three hun-

dred books and monographs on "Meniere's Disease"

have been listed since, in 1861, the Parisian Aurist

made his communication to I'Academie Imperiale de

Medecine. None would attempt a critical reading of

all these, but if an emmetropic intelligence should

secure a cartload of the more noteworthy and care-

fully digest them, he would find much to amuse,

more to edify, and most to warn. Especially if he

is an oculist! But thousands of physicians have,

more or less carefully, read much of this literature

without suggestion either of pleasure, instruction, or

admonition : and most certainly but few of the three

hundred intended to furnish amusement, enlighten-

ment, or warning. Leastwise to themselves! The
astute reader must find the unconscious fun with

some grim intrepidity-, must fish cunningly for the

unintended profit, and must know a deal more than

the writers about pathologj- in order to be heedful

of decayed signboards at ever}- crossing, silently

crying : "Danger! Look and Listen before Cross-

ing!

"

The Legend Begins.—At the session of L'Acad-

emie Imperiale de Medecine. held Januar}- 8. 1861,

!M. Meniere. Medecin de I'institution imperiale des

sourds muets, etc., supplied at least an epitome of a

study, "sur une forme de surdite grave dependent

d'une lesion de Toreille interne,"* in the following

terms

:

1. An auditory apparatus, hitherto perfectly

healthy, may suddenly become the seat of functional

troubles, consisting of sounds of various kinds, con-

tinuous or intermittent ; these noises are soon fol-

lowed by more or less deafness.

2. These functional troubles having their origin

*BuUetin de I'Academie de Medecine, Paris, 1860-1,

XVII. I shall not hereafter burden the reader's attention

with the usual bibliographic references. They are easily

obtained by the serious students of the subject.

in the internal auditor)- apparatus, may give rise to

symptoms supposed to be cerebral, such as vertigo,

dizziness, uncertain walk, turning, and falling, be-

sides being accompanied by nausea, vomiting and

a state of syncope.

3. These symptoms, intermitting in tjpe, are soon

followed by more or less complete deafness, and

often the hearing is suddenly and completely abol-

ished.

4. Everjthing leads to the belief that the physical

lesion, which is the cause of these functional

troubles, is in the semicircular canals.

In a later communication, published the same
year, M. Meniere emphasizes the necessity- of recog-

nizing that certain apoplectic seizures are not cere-

bral in origin, but are lesions of the auditor}- appar-

atus, which will be followed by incurable deafness.

He supports this view by the reports of five cases

furnished by others

:

C.^SE I. A physician, aged 47, for 15 years had

had tinnitus, especially in the left ear; deafness of

this ear followed, despite all treatment. The right

followed the same course. In neither case had
there been a sign of local inflammation, no catarrh

of the tubes, etc. For three years the disease had

been stationan,-. when, after a clay in the open air,

the patient, zi.'hile reading [italics mine], was sud-

denly seized with violent sneezing; upon rising, he

staggered and could not walk straightforward. This

continued for three hours, when the man went to

bed. In the morning, walking was still more diffi-

cult, there was a feeling of heaviness or compres-

sion in the occiput, a wheeling of the body to the

left, a threatened falling, as if the left side was
weak, although, in bed, both sides of the body

seemed equally strong. Xausea soon came on, with

vomiting often repeated during the day; the stom-

ach could retain nothing. There was recover}- in a

few days of perfect health, although the hearing

gradually lessened. The diagnosis was lesion of the

internal ear. Six weeks later there was another at-

tack of vertigo, lasting two days, with great weak-

ness, followed by paresis of the left side, with sud-

rlen general recoverv, but with lessened acuit}- of

hearing.

C.^SE II. M. Meniere's second case was that of

a physician, aged 45, who had tinnitus, following

taking of quinine. Hearing lessened, and by and by

attacks of vertigo and vomiting came on. which

continued for some months, until finally there were

falls in the street. Deafness increased. The general

health was finally completely reestablished, al-

though the hearing was almost lost. There was no

inflammator}- or catarrhal disease of the ears. The
warning is repeated that the agony of belief in

deep-seated cerebral disease endured by so many
patients with such symptoms may be relieved by

recognition of this, their supposed aural origin.

Case III. A man, probably middle aged, in good

health, swooned in his office. Nausea and vomiting

supervened ; ever}-thing whirled about him. Noise

in the ears was complained of, and some loss of

hearing followed. There was no other discoverable

sign of disease of the ears.

Case IV. A business man. 40 years old. akuays

confined to his desk, in perfect health, swooned

while smoking. Nausea and repeated vomiting fol-

lowed ; everything whirled in the room : he was con-

fined to bed'for awhile, fearing to fall again. Health

soon returned, but there was some difficulty in walk-

ing. There was violent and continuous tinnitus,

and the hearing was somewhat weakened. He could

not go to the theatre as heretofore, and his life, pub-

lic and private, underwent a change.
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Case V. A man, "encore jeune," was seized with

attacks of vertigo, nausea, and vomiting. The treat-

ment fashionable at that time (bleeding, purgation,

etc.) left the diagnosis "cerebral congestion" (still

not out of fashion) doubtful. Hearing lessened,

tinnitus was noticed, and unsteady gait, but no as-

certainable aural disease existed. A sort of half-

faint occurred, the weakness lasting a few minutes

only. M. Meniere and his great consultants, Trous-

seau, etc., could not explain such a happening, and

as hearing was a little impaired, the conclusion was
that the lesion was in the internal ear. Science is

praised for her magnificent progress in the localiza-

tion of cerebral lesions. A certain conclusion is em-
phasized that the affection signalized has no relation

to epilepsy.

Note in passing, that M. Meniere makes the fol-

lowing unwarranted assumptions

:

a. That these "functional troubles," briefly, tin-

nitus, have their "seat" in the ear. That is like say-

ing that the "seat" of paralysis of the leg is in the

leg, or that the "seat" of headache or any reflex

neurosis is in the organ noticeably affected. M. Me-
niere speaks as if he had never heard of reflex ac-

tion, physiological or pathological. The human body

in health and disease is one vast system of reflexes.

b. This tinnitus is "functional," and yet it is fol-

lowed by "more or less deafness." The cause of

this deafness, he assumes, is a physical lesion in the

semicircular canals. As every aurist knows, there

are multitudes of patients with tinnitus not followed

by deafness. And, as has often been subsequently

demonstrated, there have been many cases of both

tinnitus and deafness not caused by any lesion of the

canals.

c. These functional troubles, assumed without

proof, to have their origin "in the internal ear," are

assumed to cause other symptoms, "supposed to be

cerebral," such as vertigo, unsteady walk, turning,

falling, nausea, vomiting, and syncope. All of these

symptoms, separately, in any pairs, all threes, all

fours, all fives, the sixes, and the sevens, often exist

without tinnitus, and without deafness, and without

any aural symptoms whatever.

d. The lesion of the "internal auditory appar-

atus" is assumed to be apoplectiform, and yet the

"deafness" of M. Meniere's five cases is described

as "lessened acuity of hearing" in one, "hearing al-

most lost" in another, "some loss of hearing" in a

third, "somewhat weakened" in the fourth, "a little

impaired" in the fifth. And yet he had said in prop-

osition three that "often the hearing is suddenly and

completely abolished." The local "apoplexy" is thus

assumed, and his clinical cases do not certainly war-

rant his "suddenly and absolutely abolished." With
such a weaving of clinical malobservation, pre-

formed theory, unjustified assumptions, and reck-

less logic, was the start made.
Epitomes of Case-Historics.—The reports of the

cases of M. ISIeniere "furnished him by others" may
be simply and correctly, and adequately, given as

follows

:

Case I. A man of 47, who had tinnitus for 15

years, had two attacks of the already universally-

known, immenselv common, old-fashioned disease,

variously called "sick-headache," "migraine," "me-
grim," "hemicrania," etc.

Case 2. A man of 45 had an attack of sick head-

ache.

Case 5. A middle-aged man had an attack of sick

headache.

Case 4. A case of sick headache in a man of 40.

Case 5. A man "encore jeune" had attacks of

sick headache.

Because the hearing in these cases, not measured
or registered before the attacks, was later reported

as impaired, the cause is assumed to be apoplexy
of the internal ear. But for ages before, millions

of patients had suft'ered from sick headache, with

all the symptoms listed, and all about M. Meniere
were multitudes of contemporary sufferers from the

same disease. The only diagnosis justified by in-

ductive logic and clinical experience was : Sick

headache with a continuing sequel of abnormal
aural function.

Confusion's Masterpice e.—^ts\de.s that of its in-

ventor, the disease has become that of many years

and many ears. It is both useless to attempt and
impossible to compile an abstract of the confusion

ever worse confounded that has characterized the

discussion during the last forty-seven years. Asser-

tion has been disproved, contradiction has been con-

tradicted, theories have been set up and knocked
down, subterfuges have been exposed, props and
even foundations have been undermined—until

there is not a statement that can be made concerning

the theory of which the exact opposite is not as

true. The theorizers have made a sorry mess of it

all. Schartze and Grunert in 1895 say that the real

nature of the disease is up to now, unknown, and
Sugar uses the term, "the confusion of Babel,"

when speaking of the disease and its exponents and
critics. Heerman speaks with sincere regret when,
in 1906, he is compelled to let an old theory drop

without having anything to offer in its place.

The Experimental Physiologists as to the Func-
tion of the Semicircular Camals.—In the histories of

cases there were as many symptoms as could be

found, invented or exaggerated, of vertigo, unsteady

gait, swaying, turning, weakness, falling, swooning,

etc., and as it was early decided that according to

their three planes and the arrangements of the ca-

nals, the labyrinth must be the organ of equilibrium,

and that the hemorrhages into it in Meniere's dis-

ease caused the inequilibrium, the vertigo, the

swooning, and all that. The illogic of this logic was
ludicrously apparent, the observation blind, the

physiology was unphysiological and the science

startlingly unscientific, but that did not, and does

not, matter. Thousands of experiments upon animals

have been carried out, all without conclusive results.

And the vivisection experiments upon man by dis-

ease and traumatism, as revealed in the few necrop-

sies, have only added to the mystification. Before
Meniere's publication, Flourens, by extirpation of

the labyrinth in pigeons and rabbits, had tried to de-

termine the function of the canals, and Meniere
found exudate in the case of a girl with symptoms
of his disease prior to death. Goltz confirmed Flou-

rens. Breuer"? conclusions, confirmed by ]\Iach, op-

posed those of Flourens and Goltz. Bottcher con-

tends that injuries of the neighboring cerebral or-

gans account for the symptoms, and that the in-

juries to the semicircular canals are not the cause of

the loss of equilibrium. Tomasziewicz agrees to

this, and Baginsky, after many experiments, con-

cludes that the accidental and incidental cerebral le-

sions cause the loss of equilibrium and the forced

movements. Kusselbach confirms this conclusion as

a result of experiments on fishes. Lucae agrees, and

cites a human case with hemorrhage and inflamma-
tion of the entire labyrinth, especially of semicircu-

lar canals, }'et before death there was not a sign of

giddiness, etc. Hoges disputes Baginsky's con-

clusions, and Landois and Loewenberg believe that

the semicircular canals are controllers of equilib-

rium. Brunner thinks that the correctness of the

Goltz-Breuer hypothesis is established by the double
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atrophy of the acoustic nerves, which should pro-

duce both deafness and loss of equilibrium. Cursch-
mann confirms the Flourens-Goltschen experiments,

although he does not think the canals are the organs
of equilibrium. Brunner contends that not loss of

the canals, but their irritation, produces loss of
equilibrium. The early stages of the disease pro-

duce the giddiness which ends with the complete de-

generation. Ferrier concludes the canals have a

function in hearing. Gelle finds that dizziness can
exist for years without any demonstrable abnormal-
ity in the labyrinth or ear. Steiner does not find

the canals to be the organs of equilibrium. Neither

does Ewald. Gallstein says "the hypothesis of the

physiologists as to the function of the canals finds

no proof in clinical histories," and thinks that cere-

brospinal meningitis is the cause of the lesion. Gelle

found no effusion present in his necropsies, but did

find sclerosis of the windows, which did not yield to

pressure, thus producing a "simulated" Meniere's

disease. Pengniez and Fournier think the lesion is

not localizable in the auditory apparatus, but is a
sign of mental degeneration. Necropsies multiply,

in which the severest lesions of the inner ear, ne-

croses of the labyrinth, hemorrhages, etc., have not

produced a symptom of the so-called Meniere's dis-

ease. Conversely, cases are reported in which a

tumor of the fourth ventricle produced "typical"

Meniere's disease, the labyrinth being normal. Hen-
sen says that after a study of the literature and
ten years of physiological experiments, there is no
adequate basis for conclusion. Eckert emphasizes
the impossibility of decision by physiological experi-

ments, and of carrj'ing out a pure experiment, so

that there is a chaos of contradictory methods, re-

sults, and opinions. Foster thinks the canals are not

connected with the sense of hearing, but serve to

intermediate the feeling of movement of our head
through space, a^ feeling which, when intense, pro-

duces dizziness and vertigo. Baginsky coi ibats this

theor}', and Hogj^es combats Baginsky. Cases of

Meniere's disease have been reported caused by all

sorts of diseases and abnormal conditions of the ex-

ternal and middle ear, cerumen, polyps, abscesses,

etc., the symptoms disappearing with treatment.

The symptoms of caisson disease are precisely those

called typical of Meniere's disease, and the pathol-

ogy of caisson disease is well known. Many are the

instances of complete recover}' (including that of

hearing) from "typical" Meniere's disease, and far

more of a hundred purely cerebral and systemic

diseases with "typical" symptoms. Lucae says that

physiology and pathological anatomy still owe us a

clearing up of this extremely difficult problem, and
Frankl-Hochwart is of much the same mind. The
investigations of Barnicks, Jansens, Stenger, arid

others leave the conclusion certain that no conclu-

sion is certain. After nearly fifty years of most
diligent investigation a supposed disease of a sup-

posed single small organ without a single definite

result and without any pathology whatever, must be

either mj'thical, or of functional and reflex origin.

The Symptomatology. — Voury's "Professorial

Guide" gives the number of symptoms as twenty-

one: fi) Sudden vertigo, (2) vacillation, (3) loss

of consciousness, (4) return of consciousness, (5)
headache, (6) obscuration of vision, (7) giddiness,

(8) loss of equilibrium, (9) propulsion, (10) pale-

ness, (11) sweating, (12) cold skin, (13) nausea,

(14) vomiting, (15) confinement to bed, (16) tin-

nitus, (17) deafness, (18) absence of fever, (19)
return of health, (20) deafness persistent, (21)

series of attacks.

The inevitable differences in the symptoms of the

ca.ses reported as morbus Meniere, and the conse-

quent startling impossibility of getting all into the

Procrustean bed soon necessitated a vigorous lop-

ping off of the overlong and overnumerous mem-
bers. It was a reckless surgerj', but without it the

minds even of the theorizers balked, and poor Typi-

cal Disease was got to bed under the strabismic

names of "Meniere's syndrome," Meniere symp-
tomcomplex," "Meniere's triad," "Meniere's symp-
toms," "Meniere's vertigo," "morbus Meniere." It

is difficult to understand why it has not been called

"Meniere's vomiting," "Meniere's swooning," Me-
niere's propulsion, his gait, his sweating, his head-
ache, or even by the too suggestive name of his

"vacillation." Meniere's compulsion, or Meniere's
obscuration of vision, it might well have been
dubbed.

In 1872, Kroll gives the pathognomonic symptoms
as sudden outbreak of acute cerebral symptoms,
deafness or impaired hearing, spontaneous disap-

pearance of cerebral symptoms, with continuance
of the deafness. Bonnenfant's Professor, in 1874,
warned that the pesky symptom, vertigo, is common
to many diseases, but pathognomonic of none ; and
he then proceeds to the amazing statement that

nausea and vomiting is seldom seen except in

Meniere's disease. Voury's definition is, "An affec-

tion of the internal ear characterized by deafness,

tinnitus, attacks of vertigo, usually accompanied
by severe troubles of equilibrium, a state of syn-

cope, nausea, and vomiting." To get the clinical

order of the symptoms absolutely reversed was
necessary if the very big patient. Morbus Meniere
was to be got upon the very little bed. Voury
finally decides that a proper patient has and must
have, at least three symptoms—deafness, tinnitus,

and vertigo. The headache, vomiting, and a long
kite-tail of etceteras, were hacked off, and of the

astonishing number of ocular symptoms present
there was never even a whisper. Kroll avers that

"the diseases of no organ more frequently cause
cerebral symptoms than those of the ear, and ver-
tigo is the most frequent"—a bit of the finest hu-
mor. Rare qualms of the scientific conscience are
occasionally exposed in the avid ease with which
our ancient, ever living and ever present "rush of
blood to the head" ("cerebral congestion"), and the
still vigorous "stomach vertigo" are deftly left out
of the accounting. The unimportant vertigo takes
the throne while the all-important headache and
vomiting are waved into banishment. Swooning,
propulsion, pallor, sweating, and many others died
aborning. And so the triad at last is settled upon as
(i) deafness, (2) vertigo, and (3) tinnitus (in-

versely, again, as the square of the distance!). But
—a useless but of course—thousands of patients

have either one alone ; thousands either two ; a few
may have all three. "But at least the patient is

deaf!" By no means! Lots of cases are on record
in which typicality was otherwise all that could be
desired except that the deafness was either only
slight, never complete, or entirely recovered from.
At least in such Alice's Cat has entirely disappeared
and only the grin remains. And how about the
astonishing majority of all cases proceeding to abso-
lute deafness in which all other symptoms of the
"syndrome" disappear? Why also absolutely over-
look the great world of those deaf from any and
all causes who, besides the deafness, never show
the other symptoms?
"The Organ of Equilibration."—In a normal con-

dition the semicircular canals are supposed to be
the organ which govern the sense of equilibrium,
of the position of the body, or of the movement of
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our head through space. Under the abnormal con-
ditions of apoplexy, traumatism, contiguous or

neighboring disease, whirling, etc., the sense of
equilibrium, position, motion, etc., is partially or
wholly lost, and tinnitus, vertigo, and partial deaf-
ness, etc., supervene. But when the organ is de-

stroyed, its assumed functions must not only be
morbid, but wholly abrogated. And vet none speak
of this and all ignore the fact that the patient passes

from view

—

i.e. stops reeling, vomiting, etc., and
ceases to be vertiginous. A child, surely a first

year medical student, must see that in the light of

such facts the semicircular canals are not the chief

or onl\- organs of equilibrium. James' experiments
with deaf mutes are designed to show the relative

immunity of deaf mutes from dizziness. Of 519,
186 were not made dizzy by whirling. 134 were
made only slightly dizzy, while 199 were normally
sensitive. \\'hile of 200 normal hearing persons
only one was exempt.* In the name of all the great

physicians not in the "Index Catalogue"-—of all

the great men not in "Who's Who"-—what is the

teaching of these facts? Franklj-, nothing! But if

am-thing at all it is surely not that destruction of

the organ of equilibrium leaves the function of

equilibrium uninfluenced and activelj' functional

—

"normally sensitive." in at least 199 out of 519.

And so of the foolish experiments of revolving a

man like a wheel in a machine (instead of dervish-

wise) those with destroyed organs of equilibration

should not show any more nor any less a sense of

equilibrium than when not whirled. How can a
subject with a single organ of equilibration ever,

and under any circumstances, have any sense of

equilibrium when it is destroyed? To cap the

climax of absurdit\% how imder the theon,-, can a

whirling dervish have any sense of equilibrium dur-
ing or immediately after an hour's spin? All the

mutilating experiments upon fishes, tadpoles,

pigeons, etc., teach absolutely nothing, except the

uselessness of experiment and experimenter. How
could a clumsy endolymph with its acoustic hairs

help a couple of birds to regain equilibrium, when
playing or fighting amidst the branches of tree or

shrub? A hundred motions in every possible at-

titude of the head are executed with lightning-like

rapidit\- and precision long before such a mechanism
could direct wing and eye. In the case of birds,

it is of course the eyes that are the chief organs of

equilibration. It seems stupid to add that the lab-

yrinth is surely not the chief or onlv organ of

equilibrium. Had it been studied by observant and
clinical understandings instead of by theorizers and
laboraton,- experimentalists its patent function would
a half-century ago have been so evident as to need
but a sentence to set it forth. It is. I fancy, plainly

the device for protecting the delicate and compli-

cated mechanism of hearing from injun,- from vio-

lent concussions and manifold injuries due to

harmful air-pressures either from without through
the meatus, or from the accidents of vomiting,
sneezing, eating, etc.. through the Eustachian tubes.

The round and oval membranous windows and the

peculiar geometrical arrangements of the canals, the

endolymph. etc.. are all strikingly and admirably
adapted to withstand and equalize strains and vio-

lences from sudden or extreme aerial blows and
stresses. Brewer suggestively says gravitj- exerts

its constant influence on our limbs., although the

*A man so frank as James confesses that "obviously
conditions are complicated." and ''curious exceptions exist
which I cannot understand." De Champeaux thinks sea-
sickness through primary stomachal diseases produces
Meniere's disease, while Guye concludes that seasickness
is a symptom of Meniere's disease.

canals are destroyed, and it tells us where the
ground is and where the zenith.* Helmholtz had
an adumbration of this truth when he held that
the nerves of the vestibule and the ampulla are

those of noises, and those of the organ of Corti are
for musical sounds. As to what really is the organ
of equilibrium, the answer seems to be as clear

and decisive ; it is that of nearly every muscle
("muscle-sense") and nerve, and sensation of the
body, mediated by the cerebellum, but chiefly those
of the eye. This presupposes the admirable truth,

called by Sherrington, "the integrative action of the
nervous system." What, e.g. but that, does the
swaying and incoordination and even the falling

of the ataxic, signify? His disease of the depriva-
tion of the quick sense of pressures and delicacies

of sensations upon the soles of the feet, etc., nor-
mally carried through a hundred muscles and
nerves, fail to notify the man w-ith normal laby-

rinths, but with abnormal and sclerosed cord-
strands, of the poise of his bod)'

—

especially if his

eyes are closed. And many such instances and il-

lustrations will illustrate the truth, had science been
clinical instead of theoretical and experimental.

In the Blind Alley and JVhy.—The profession

and the "leaders"' who have led it into this blind

alley are in a sad plight. To go forward is im-
possible, to go backward is shameful. The most
careful and philosophic are saying that at last we
must renounce entirely the absurd epon}Tnic,

Meniere's disease, etc., because it is ludicrous. The
despairing are nagging the experimenters to read
the riddle right which has been read wrong, and
everj'body is looking for some apparently hopeless

way out of the impasse. A glance at the far

sources of the blunderings should not be amiss

:

A. A great and true scientist. Tyndall. speaking
of so-called scientists, says: "We often complain of

the scorn of theories by practical men, and to con-

vince them we triumphantly point to the immense
serv'ices of our heroes. The practical man, how-
ever, will not be convinced ; and why ? Simply be-

cause of ten well-known theories nine deserve
nothing better than contempt. Our intellectual he-

roes build their theories upon enduring facts ; the

mass of facts which they use in order to guess the

law is a measure of individual abilit\', not the touch-

stone of the correctness of their system."

Reviewing the literature of the past ten years in

1906. Herman finds the whole aflfair more than
I'oubtful and speaks with justifiable irony of the

tough vitality of the baseless theories of medical
histor\\

In physics, in the pure sciences, the mistakes of

nine theorizers are expensive only speculatively, and
the "working hj-pothesis." at the best and worst,

can only delay the final appearance of the truth.

But in medicine, even,- false theon,- is a tragicaled

vivisection experiment, multiplied and manifold

upon the great patient Humanity. The demonstra-

tion of the falseness of a false theory is at the direct

cost of human lives and suffering—and chiefly, too,

because it results in the indirect result of therapeu-

*Herman was frankly opposed to the belief that the

canals are the organ of equilibration, movement, etc., and
concluded that "the senses in the arrangements of the body
are wholly sufficient to account for the feeling of equilib-

rium, movements, etc.. because every movement, in conse-

quence of the feeling of weight, centrifugal force, etc..

must reach consciousness even after shutting off the sense

of sight, by pressure of the movable parts against the

static ones. Moreover, there are the influences of the

muscle sense, the recognition of the surfaces of the body
against the media about it"—so that "the supposition of a

special sense organ for the perception of movement is not

necessary."
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tic nihilism, and the simple continuance of diseases

from which the attention is turned away. Sick-

headache, or "migraine," is the present greatest,

most health-wrecking, most ruinous of all motlern

diseases. Even supposing jNIeniere's disease a real

nosologic entity, it is almost infinitely rare, as com-
pared with "migraine." But sound observation, and

a clinical attitude of mind instead of a theorizing

mania, would, in 1861. and in any of the years since,

have shown that old-fashioned sick-headache is the

predominant and dominant cause of the whole

pother about morbus Meniere.

B. The "Typical Case" Obsession.—Even in

the infectious and organic diseases, no case was
ever exactly like another. In all functional dis-

eases, far outnumbering all others, the symptom-
atic differences are vastly more noteworthy than the

resemblances. Every case is peculiarly, persistently,

and almost totally unlike every other.

C. The Disgrace of Malignant Myopic Special-

ism.— In these 47 years not a physician, not an

ocrlist has thought of the eyestrain-caused "mi-

graine" as the cause of the disease of Meniere.

For the personal profit of the specialist the human
body has been parcelled out and farmed out in

little patches to men with no knowledge of the

great truth of the integrative and unitizing action

of the nervous system. The leaders of such special-

ties make mighty haste to forget the true fable of

the bellv and its members, and besides deny the

fact of morbid reflexes in all and through all. They
fill their ponderous text-books with erudite theories,

for example, of the mathematics of optics, and ut-

terly ignore the ametropia that is cursing and kill-

ing at least one-half the world, and three-fourths

of the world's sick. No Menierist ever seriously

asked what causes the tiny localized hemorrhage
into the labyrinth, and only fools and fanatics ever

tried to show that "migraine" is surely caused by

eyestrain and easily cured by glasses.* And for

47 more years the cynical general physician and

pathologists will join in the laugh at the loony who
believes that migraine is the single sole source of

all Meniere "triads," "complexes," "syndromes,"

and "diseases." But it is true and will be plain to

all some time.

D. Sticking Fast in the Mud of Medical Ig-

norance and Bigotry.—In the year 1853, a scientist

of the true kind. Dr. Beauperthy, publi.shed in the

Gaccta Oficial de Cumam, the results of arduous

microscopic studies of the blood of yellow fever

patients, and almost completely, in all essentials ac-

curately, established the truth that the disease is

due to virus inoculated into man by mosquitos. In

1856 he communicated his discoveries to the Aca-

demic des Sciences. Strangely enough, he was al-

lowed to do so. More strangely, he was not

opposed, or reviled, or martyrized. He was sim-

ply ignored, ignored utterly and absolutely. The
matter and the man were not worth even the scorn

of mention. In the year of Beauperthy's communi-
cation, there were taking place thousands of deaths

from yellow fever and they continued for 40 years.

According to the official British Encyclopedia, Dr.

Charles Finlay was the discoverer, in 1881, Beau-

perthy not being mentioned. According to the med-

ical profession, professors, and official journals, the

*Two neurologists recently report 1,700 cases of mi-

graine cured by scientific correction of ametropia, and at

the same time, presidents, chairmen, "leaders" in ophthal-

mology publish their ignominy and shame (that they can-

not diagnose ametropia and so cannot cure a single case

of migraine') that the only certain thing about migraine is

that it is not due to the eyes ! The only certain thing

about such scientists is that they never prescribed a correct

pair of glasses.

discoverers of the moscjuito-role were years after-

wards, Read, Lazear, and Carroll.

According to the official advisers an 1 generals

and honorers of the medical profession, Jenner was

the discoverer of vaccination, but a thousand dairy

folk had long known of the immunizing powers of

cowpox ; and Jenner waited 22 years before he

dared repeat the inoculation of the cowpox virus

on the Phipps boy which the old Dorsetshire far-

mer. Jesty, had made on his wife and two children.

And Jesty dared also what Jenner did not dare, to

inoculate the members of his family subsequently

with genuine sinallpox virus. And Jenner had to

fight the truth into the heads and hearts of his

scientific contemporaries and aftercomers.

In 1843 Holmes, and in 1845 Semmelweiss, con-

tended that puerperal fever was a contagious afifec-

tion. This was too much for the leaders and offi-

cial judges. Hodge, Meigs, & Co., who proceeded

to silence Holmes and Semmelweiss, the one by op-

position, the other by martyrdom, an^l again a gen-

eration passed with many thousands of unnecessary

deaths, caused by medical bigotry.

Long ago a number of men became convinced

and openly said that migraine and many other dis-

eases were caused by the eye-strain of ametropia.

Some at once saw their blunder (the leaders of the

profession would not accept the truth) and in blind

self-stultification afterwards did what they could

to oppose the truth. Others have since been fer-

vently and secretly beseeching their god for for-

giveness that, once and for a day, they dared to

espouse an unpopular cause.

A hundred such examples could be added. To
what good ! .And yet the mosquito is the means of

conveying the germs of yellow fever; vaccination

has prevented millions of deaths; puerperal fever

was carried by the doctor ; and migraine, the world's

commonest and worst disease to-day, is caused by

eyestrain ; and it is the cause of Meniere's disease.

E. Love, the Guide.—The prayer of Maimo-
nides, as well as the tradition of the profession, is

that "the truth," "science," physician and profes-

sion, exist solely for the benefit of the patient, that

therapeutics and prevention of evil come not from
ambition and self-seeking. .Medical science becomes

ignorance and confusion when disconnected from

the patient, present or to come. True success lies

in work for the relief of the individual patient, and

of the infinite patient. Humanity. The Menierists

seem to have taken very literally as their rule

Lessing's famous preference and desire for the

everlasting search for truth rather than for truth

itself. Once, indeed, M. Meniere seemed to have

a little thrill of sympathy for the patient who, by

his discovery, should be relieved of the incubus of

the fear of incurable cerebral disease, replaced by

that of incurable aural disease. After that, the

dream faded into the light of common day, becom-

ing the fateful system-building attempt at poising

the unstable cone of science on its apex, a million

animal experiments, and the establishment of a

pseudo-disease of which there was no possibility

of cure and no desire of cure. A chapter on the

historj' of the therapeutics of Meniere's disease

would be more amusing than the story of Mark
Twain's "Jumping Frog." If any one of these

hundreds of erudite writers could' have dropped

their pens and with sympathy watched a patient

during the awful seizure of a vomiting convulsion!

The truth would have been caught, even despite

the blinding power of the theory of cerebral dis-

ease. "The Kingdom of Science" said a great scien-

tist "cometh not by observation and experiment
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alone, but is completed by fixing the roots of obser-
vation and experiment in a region inaccessible to

both, and in dealing with which we are forced to

fall back upon the picturing power of the mind."
To understand the outworking of these factors,

let us glance at the overlooked and underlooked
symptoms of the Menierists.

Tinnitus and Deafness.—These symptoms served
to cause the specialists in charge to consider the
organ of hearing as the primary one affected. Ig-
norant of the integrative-action truth, they could
not dream that the original source of the local aural

symptoms could be in another and distant organ.
And being obsessed with the crude organic pathol-
ogy theory of the origin of all diseases, they again
could not even think of a faraway functional source
of the disease. Being physicians, they had adopted
the ages-long, incomprehensible, batlike blindness
of the whole world that the eyes, the most marvel-
ous and useful organs of the body, could not be the
source of any systemic or distant disease. Now it

is as true as truth can be that there are millions of
sensible people in civilization who have tinnitus of
all kinds and intensities, without sequent deafness,
or vertigo, or any of the 20 or 30 other symptoms
of M. Meniere and his followers. Many people
can at will create a severe tinnitus by making tense
certain muscles of the eyes ; "setting" the muscles
of the neck, of the throat, etc., will produce the
same roaring in the ears. A certain number of
cases of persisting tinnitus are caused by too much
smoking. One patient had severe tinnitus in eat-

ing, with every motion of the jaw. It is as true
that thousands of the deaf never had tinnitus,

or vertigo, or the rest. To pounce upon the few
who happened to have the tinnitus alone with some
little or much deafness and shout it into a nosologic
entity, is certainly not clinical or inductive science

—

most far from it! Beyond question, the tinnitus

and deafness may be caused by injury, exudate,
hemorrhage, etc., into the middle and inner ear.

But when it is so, it is the greater duty to seek
out the cause of the morbid local condition.

If the canals are the organ of equilibrium, etc.,

and other organs of the ear are those of hearing,
why does injury of the canals produce the one dis-
tinguishing symptom, deafness? Why so little at-

tention, practically none, to the real organ of hear-
ing? Partly because it is usually not found to be
diseased, but more, because a preformed theory
rnust be proved. Some of the great text-books on
diseases of the ear refuse to allow Meniere's dis-

ease but a brief and skimpy mention, and Politzer
begs pardon for including it.

If the oculists of the world had been clinicians
and observers, instead of theorizers and specialists,
they could and would have long ago told the aurists
that eyestrain sometimes has its morbid functional
reflex to the ear, and sets up even the most unen-
durable and persisting tinnitus. I have had a num-
ber of such cases besides that set forth in the
Maryland Medical Journal, April, 1905, and in

"Biographic Clinics," Vol. V, p. 67. That the local
aural lesion causing the deafness secondarily pro-
duces_ the vertigo, the headache, the nausea, and
vomiting, etc., is wholly without clinical proof, and
is indeed the reverse of the truth. That the vertigo
produced the aural troubles is but little more cred-
ible. Tinnitus was retained in the Meniere symp-
tom-complex in order to help poor Deafness to
preserve the disease as an aural one, although either
exists as often alone as with the other.

Vertigo, Staggering, etc.—That vertigo has been
retained as one of the symptoms necessary to con-

stitute the typical disease is evidenced by the fact

that the disease is not seldom called Meniere's ver-
tigo, or labyrinthine vertigo, etc. As a symptom,
it was retained in the "triad" to exaggerate the role

of the ear, although local aural disease rarely or
never causes vertigo ; although vertigo may con-
tinue with absolute deafness ; although vertigo with-
out aural disease is a million times more frequent
than with it ; although vertigo is plainly caused by
a hundred exlraaural diseases; although the cases

of vertigo from eyestrain far outnumber those from
all other causes combined. The symptoms of stag-

gering, propulsion, impaired gait, etc., allied to, or
extremes of giddiness and vertigo,* were much
made of in the early reports, but have been less and
less bespoken as it has become increasingly evident
that they had no logical place in the complex, and
the illogicalities, even of the retained three, in the

struggle for existence, were sufficiently tormenting
to the theorizers ; and so the staggering, etc., had to

be dropped.j Lucae and others confess that the

conditions in which canal disease can produce ver-

tigo are "volkonimcn dunkel."

Szvooning and Falling, as symptoms of morbus
Meniere, were also early in evidence, and, like stag-

gering, etc., often occur in the miscalled Meniere's
disease {i.e. in the explosive kinds of sick headache)
which were supposed by M. Meniere and his fol-

lowers to constitute their new disease of the semi-
circular canals. The swooning and faintings, or
even the symptom of suddenly falling unconscious,
are indeed not uncommon, though not of course
the rule, in sick headache and other cerebral neu-
roses of eyestrain. As results of eyestrain, we can
understand their raison d'etre logically, just as we
often see them clinically. I have certainly had a
score or more of such cases, illustrating what I

have called the explosive type of migraine, cured
immediately by scientific spectacles. They had more
or less or all of the twenty-one symptoms of
Meniere described by Voury. I have reported a
few cases, but it is useless to argue, or illustrate,

or plead in the present temper or distemper of the

professional mind. But if swooning and falling,

etc., could not be believed the results of abnormal
ocular function, they could of course gain speedy
credence when reported as following a drop of
blood in the labyrinth of the ear. The genuine
Menierist has by no means given them up to-day,

but the more cautious and inductive investigators
will not allow them to be added to the three sacred
symptoms still so desperately clung to.

Headache.—Even this symptom, which every
specialist and internist, every surgeon and manicur-
ist, claims as his especial property, which charac-
terizes every disease that ever existed or that never
existed—even this thermometer and barometer and
hygrometer of the medical weatherman, the more
careful Menierists have had to exclude from their

symptomatological trinity. Because, as before, it was
difficult to see how the walled-oft" canals, even when
hemorrhagic, could beget dire implication of the

entire brain. Clinically, the refractionists, finally,

have been able to demonstrate that headache, except
in a tiny minority of cases, is peculiarly theirs, be-

cause, if they will, they can cure it. Sometimes, in-

deed, it coexisted with "typical" cases of Meniere's
disease, but it persisted and recurred when the slight

One advises surgically produced deafness to stop the
vertigo

!

tLearned authorities have reported cases of Meniere's
disease in horses, one in a dog, and LiHman solemnly de-
scribes a typical case in a cat, which had "vertigo, shook
its head, mlaute jiimmerlich, and became deaf." "There
was no doubt of the diagnosis," he says!
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deafness passed to complete deafness, and when the

tinnitus ended. It was wrong for it to do so, but
it was obstinate, and headache had finally to be ex-

cluded from the twenty-one, leaving the "three lit-

tle Indians," Deafness, Tinnitus, and Vertigo,

"standing in a row." If now the third, then the

second, and, at last, the first should toddle ofT to

join the other deserters there would be left

—

"none." But the big Chief around which the de-

serters rally is

:

Xausca and Vomiting.—So far removed is the

labyrinth from the vomiting center in the medulla
that, although in the vast majority of the reported

cases of Meniere's disease, vomiting was painfully

present as the early and chief symptom, it became
utterly impossible to see how the local labyrinthine

lesion could set up such a marvelous and wide-
spread convulsion of the organism. For one who is

determined to bolster up a preconceived theory, for

one who finds that "the diseases of no organ more
frequently cause cerebral symptoms than those of

the ear," the convulsion is easy of explanation. But
a careful clinician will find it decidedly not so. And
even the careless ones were early compelled to let

this symptom go over to the enemy. Had they

scrutinizingly watched him and his doings, they,

one and all, might have read the riddle of the mys-
tery of Meniere's disease, because he took with

him the sole strength and support of their cause.

For it was a rare incident and accident of vomiting
that produced the single and genuine lesion which
gave temporary but real warrant for the establish-

ing of a distinct type of disease.* I exclude, of

course, those cases due to sneezing, violent falls,

blows, concussions, etc., which would mechanically

wound or break or injure the delicate mechanism of

the drum, the middle, or the internal ear. These
things, to be sure, do produce true Meniere's dis-

ease—a few cases. But the same results are also

produced by the vomiting of migraine which is as

\'iolent as that of any of these outside concussions,

blows, falls, etc. If every writer on Meniere's dis-

ease could but once have personally endured the

agonizing and terrible violences and exertions, al-

most beyond the resisting powers of the organism,

suffered during migrainous vomiting, the explana-

tion of the Meniere portion would have been discov-

ered in 1861, and in any year thereafter. The in-

tensity and awfulness of the acts and strains are

pictured graphically by the early writers, the pallor,

writhing, groaning, the agony, the sweating, the

utter exhaustion and even coma afterwards. The
jaws are wrenched wide as if by a giant, the mus-
cles of the head and neck, those almost of the entire

body are convulsively tortured or set, the eyes bulge,

and all the conditions meet for injury to the delicate

mechanisms of the ear. The vomitus is hurled as

if from a deep volcano against the pharynx and the

distended and gaping orifices of the Eustachian
tubes. And not alone the vomitus, but first, a wild

tornado of ejected air and gas, with a concussive

violence compared to which that of the Politzer in-

flation is the softest zephyr. And yet the good
aurist warns of the danger of the Politzer bag, and
knows of cases aplenty in which the drum has been

ruptured and irreparable injur)' done by it to the ear

and hearing. "Soon," say the ^leniere reporters,

*Tlie ages at which the onset of Meniere's disease came
in the early cases reported are significant. They are as

follows : 47, 45, 40, 40, 32, 38, 43, 62, 60, 52, SI, 28, 3§, 45.

52, 35, 46, 45, 47, 40, 60, 44, 52, s8„ S3, 36, SO, 60, 36, 29, 54,

41, 55. 43. 37, 60, 51, 38, 42, 51, 40, 60, 41, 32, 47, 40, 42, 38,

45. 47. 50. The average is about 45V2 years, precisely

the age of the incidence and of presbyopia, when the pre-

vious eyestrain is greatly increased by failure of the ac-

commodation.

"soon or immediately after the attack of vomiting

the patient complained of tinnitus, hearing was
found to be impaired, and deafness increased or

became complete." Should it not have been glar-

ingly evident to clinicians and aurists, why there

was roaring in the ears and deafness? Why do

cannoniers find it necessary to plug the external

meatus with cotton and keep the mouth closed?

Or, if the ear is not plugged, to hold the mouth wide
open? Why does a box on the ear sometimes cause

tinnitus, disease, and deafness? The propulsive force

of the air-current and vomitus against the pharynx
and mouths of the Eustachian tubes, as it turns by
reflection at a right angle, is far greater than the

blow on the external ear and there is no closing

possible of the open road to the middle-ear and all

its tiny, delicately adjusted mechanisms. The prone

or even head-downward position increases by grav-

ity the vasomotor tension and the danger to ears.

The vomitus and air is shot out of the mouth and

even through the nostrils—but not all of it, for the

borbardment of the middle-ear is inevitable.* Is

it any wonder that in the few necropsies that have

been made (the stapes being against the oval mem-
brane of the semicircular canals) the canals should

be found with lesions explaining the tinnitus and

deafness? The wonder is that in view of the mil-

lions of cases of sick headache there have not been

thousands upon thousands of "typical Meniere's

disease."

The Components of the "Syndrome."—Thus with

minds fixed upon the aural symptoms of the disease,

the Menierists, as we have seen, more and more
neglected the many other precedent and synchronous
symptoms and elements, and finally came to lay

emphasis only upon the deafness, tinnitus, and ver-

tigo. The vertigo was theoreti^cally retained despite

its frequent actual absence in cases, simply because

of a false and snapped-up theory that the labyrinth

was the organ of equilibrium. The attention was
not upon the functional cause of the supposed dis-

ease, because, in obedience to organic and gross-

lesion pathology, the effect alone interested. The
attention was not fixed upon prevention of the dis-

ease, and its cure, because theorization, typicality,

and disregard of the individual patient and his suf-

fering had excluded the personal sympathy, and
"the roots of observation and experiment were not

fixed in a region inaccessible to both." Thus the

last, and final stage of the disease, deafness, was
placed first in the list of symptoms, and in all the

later reports the order in which the symptoms actu-

ally appear was reversed throughout the list. That
is not science, which is, first, the careful observa-

tion of facts, and second, the rigid induction of

principles or laws from the observed facts. It is

not medical science, because no Menierist ever

cured or prevented the disease in a single patient.

Brunner alludes, in passing, to the possible explana-

tion of a "vasomotor neurosis similar to migraine."

And Frankl-Hochwart alludes to "pseudo-Meniere's
disease due in occasional cases to migraine or its

hemicranial equivalent." He also speaks of a

"neurosis of the labyrinth." Another way in which
the facts compel a later writer to think of migraine

and yet slide away from it is shown in one who
is a violent opponent of the eyestrain origin of

migraine or of anvthing, and yet who could not

wholly assent to the ^Meniere philosophy. In the

Medical Nezvs of March 26, 1908, Dana describes

*Other causes of vomiting, of course, than that due to

eyestrain may produce traumatisms in the ear, and other

causes of the traumatism, sneezing, blowing the nose, falls,

concussions, diseases, etc., may as certainly cause the aural

lesions.
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a case of old-fashioned sickheadache which he says
was a "migrainous neurosis," or a constitutional

neurosis. "As in other cases I have had, the mi-
grainous tendency located itself upon the 8th nerve
and produced disturbances of its function!" What
caused the "migrainous tendency ? An equally good
explanation, and an older one, was "God," or "the
devil," or an "evil spirit."

To the Ignorers, Deiiiers, and Sneerers of the

Advocates of the Eye-strain Cause of Meniere's
Disease, a useless word or two of warning should
be added :—No medical or scientific discovery was
ever accepted by the so-called leaders and official

judges of the matter, and the truth finally came to

recognition and acceptance despite their bitter oppo-
sition. "Where the mind of genius," said a giant
intellect, "discerns the distant truth, which it pur-
sues, the mind not so gifted often discovers noth-
ing but the extravagance which it avoids." The
most common and most health-wrecking, most life-

wasting, of all diseases is "migraine" or sick-head-

ache. Call that extravagance and exaggeration if

you will. It is equally certain that the cause of mi-
graine is eyestrain, and that it is the easiest cured
and prevented of all diseases.* "Exaggeration and
Extravagance." No. a.f Finally the symptoms of a

large proportion of migraine cases are precisely

those of all well reported cases of Meniere's dis-

ease.| In those reported by the Menierists the aural

injuries following tlie traumatism of the terrible

vomiting are known and noted without suspicion of
their cause, and in those seen by the general physi-

cian and oculist, vomiting is well known, but the

aural injuries from vomiting are neither known nor
noted. Add the two sets of ignorances and knowl-
edges together, and the pother is at an end. It usu-
ally takes about 40 years for a great scientific or

medical discovery to wear out official opposition and
prejudice. The role of eyestrain in the production
of migraine and nervous disorders was announced
36 and 33 years ago. Already the opposition of the

"leaders" and professors is becoming exhausted and
they are beginning to accept—of course without a
word of thanks to those whom they have ignored
and cursed, without a word of public confession of

*Biit not by "the leading ophthalmologists" of the world.
Scientific and expert refraction they know not of, and care
not for.

tDespite the hideous and stultifying articles by oculists
and neurologists that the disease is "rare," its "nature un-
known," and that the eye has nothing to do with it, two
neurologists have lately reported its cure by scientific spec-
tacles in 1,700 cases. Many physicians and thousands of
patients know that ametropia is the cause. I have oircd
at least six thousand patients.

tEven in the ignorers of eyes as pathogenic organs the
early ^ileniere reporters could not help mentioning at the
onset of the seizures in the case histories such facts as
these: "Often the inequilibrium was worse with closed
eyes" ; "illusions of sight" ; "intellectual work" ; "visual
troubles" : "insomnia" : "nervousness" ; "conjunctiva
congested" : "looking intently" ; "looking upward" : "driv-
ing a nail" ; "reading while eating" ; "iron band about
the head" ; "writing at table" ; "looking downward"

;

"amaurosis": "dimness of vision": "phosplienes": "diplo-
pia" : "monocular diplopia" : "unable to read with one
eye" ; "looking at bright light or at the sun" : epi-
phora" ; "blepharospasm"; "acrimation" ; "orbital pain";
"couldn't sew longer"; "couldn't see": "as if seasick";
"stomachal vertigo" ; "rush of blood to the head" ; "looking
at moving things"; "purulent iritis"; "with eyes looking
straight forward he walked steadily, but when he turned
his head to either side he tended to fall"; "with open eyes
he stood quietly, but with closed eyes he would have
fallen" ; "associated with ocular symptoms" ; "niuscse"

;

"strong sunlight"; "bright day predisposed to an attack";
"eyes ached" ; "writing at desk" : "blue spectacles" ; "pho-
tophobia'' ; "could not face the light of a lamp" ; "no at-

tack when he did not work" ; "a severe bilious attack"

;

"vertigo relieved by closing the eyes" ; "vertigo dne to high
power spectacles"; "nystagmus," etc.

their blundering and shame, and with grim de-
termination to treat the ne.xt upstart discoverer with
martyrdom.

Meniere's Disease Is Simply "Migraine," or sick

headache, with many symptoms ignored and with
three of the secondary or incidental efl'ects of mi-
graine over-emphasized

:

.1. Vertigo.

B. Tinnitus (a) of a purely functional neurotic
nature, a reflex-ocular neurosis to the center or to

the organ of hearing, (b) Of traumatic origin

caused by voiniting.

C. Partial or complete deafness, due to injuries

in vomiting.

Migraine is one of the evil effects, the most com-
mon and the most important of eyestrain, always
preventable, almost always curable by scientific

spectacles, because in almost 100 per cent, of cases

it is due to ametropia.

THE EPILEPTIC \'OICE SIGN.*

By L. PIERCE CL.ARK, M.D.,

NEW YORK,

SENIOR ATTENDING PHYSICIAN, HOSPITAL FOR NERVOUS DISEASES OF
NEW YORK CITY; VISITING NEUROLOGIST TO THE RANDALL'S

ISLAND HOSPITALS AND SCHOOLS; CONSULTING NEUROLOGIST
AT THE MANHATTAN STATE HOSPITAL, N. Y. ; CON-

SULTING NEUROLOGIST AT THE CRAIG COLONY
FOR EPILEPTICS, SONYEA, N. Y.

;

AND

E. W. SCRIPTURE. Ph.D. (Leipzig), M.D. (Munich),

NEW YORK,

FORMERLY DIRECTOR OF THE PSYCHOLOGICAL LABORATORY OF YALE UNIV.,
AND LECTURER ON PHONETICS AT THE UNIV. OF MARBURG

(GERMANY) ; NOW VISITING PHYSICIAN FOR SPEECH DEFECTS
AT Randall's island; attending physician at the

HOSPITAL FOR NERVOUS DISEASES OF NEW YORK CITY)
LECTURER ON THE VOICE AT THE NEW YORK

INSTITUTE FOR MUSICAL ART, ETC.

V.\Rious^ characteristics follow- different nervous
affections, thus we have tabetic gaits, the posture
of paralysis agitans, the mental stigma of epilepsy

and hysteria, and the like. It seems probable that

there are characteristic functional stigmata in the

voices of persons suffering from nervous and men-
tal diseases. The characteristic speech of paresis

and the thin high-pitched voice of paralysis agitans

are well known and readily recognized by all. A
more definite analysis of these speech and voice

types ought to be made. Many of us have ob-

served in a crude way that there is something very
peculiar and distinctive in the epileptic voice. The
defect is shown in the expressionless quality of

the voice ; it renders the epileptic incapable of sing-

ing beautifully or speaking well. To one who has

lived in a large colony for epileptics for several

years the alteration of the epileptic voice is both
striking and obvious. With a view of analyzing

the voice of epileptics the newer methods of voice

study were applied, and we now present what we
venture to term the "epileptic voice sign." It is

unnecessary to say that there is no past literature

to refer to in such studies, as both the problein

and its results are entirely novel.

Briefly stated, the method is as follows : The
patient speaks into a mouthpiece that covers his

mouth rather tightly : this is connected to a small

metal cup, the tambour. The top of the tainbour

is covered with thin rubber that yields to putTs

of air and vibrations. .\ lever connected to the

rubber receives the vibrations on a rapidly revolv-

ing smoked drum or kymograph, as indicated in

Fig. I. The arrangement can be conveniently

called the "tambour method. "-

*Read before the N. Y. Neurological Society, Nov. 12,

1907.
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The character of the resulting curves can he are plotted on millimeter paper, as indicated in Fig.
best illustrated by explaining an example. The 3. A line connecting the tops of the ordinates is

record of the words "mostly at night"' is shown in termed the "melody plot." In this way the entire
Fig. 2. The first sound is "m," which is indicated record is worked through.

In Figs. 4 to 6 we have
the melody plots from a nor-
mal voice. In Fig. 4 we
have a record of "rather

cloudy." We see the melody
of the first part of the word
rising rapidly ; thereafter it

moves more or less up and
down, falling at the end.

In Fig. 5, "about two
o'clock," a similar continual

change in melody is ap-
parent. In Fig. 6 we notice

that the melody of the first

vowel in "pretty" rises and
falls. This is an illustration

of a fundamental law of nor-

mal speech established in

previous researches,^ to the

effect that every vowel used

as a unit has a circumflex,

that is, a rising and falling

melody. The last portion of

the phrase "y good" in Fig.

'1 all has changing melody;
the curve rises and falls in

several fluctuations ; there is

a deep fall at the end.

The remaining curves are

a few out of a large number
of similar ones from epilep-

tics. The peculiarity in the

melody strikes the eye at

once ; instead of the con-

tinual rise and fall in melody,
by the flat portion of the wavy line. The gentle the vowels and phrases run along on even tones,

rise of the wavy line corresponds to "o," the steep Th.> speech of an epileptic is, in fact, "plateau
rise to "s." The sudden fall is due to the "t.'' The speech "

; that is, his melodv proceeds by even steps.

Fig -.\rrangeinenl uf .Apparatus for the Tambour Method,

m t I y a
Fig. 2.-

t n i

-Record of "mostly at night.'

ght

bit of straight line in the middle is also due to a

"t." The record ends with a "t." This "t" ends
in the usual way with a strong pufT of air, which

appears in the record as a sud-

den upward movement of the

line.

In sounds like "m," "o," "1,"

"y," the larynx vibrates. These
vibrations produce wavy lines in

the record. A long wave indi-

cates a slow vibration, a short

wave a quick one. Slow vibra-

tions correspond to low pitch,

quick ones to high pitch.

Each wave of a record is

measured and the pitch is calcu-

lated. For example, the first six

vibrations of "m" measured 1.3,

1.2, I.I, i.o, 1.2 mm. The calcu-

lations give a pitch of no, 119,

130, 143, 143, 119 vibrations per record. That is,

the first vibration corresponded to a tone of no vi-

brations ; the second to a somewhat higher tone, the

third to a still higher one. The successive pitches

300

60

Fig. 3—Melody Plot.

There is also a tendency to monotony ; that is, the

successive sounds do not vary as much from each
other as normal ones do. Both these characteristics

are clearly shown in Fig. 7, which gives the melody
plot for "mostly by day" spoken by O'Connor. Fig.

8 shows two plateau tones from the word "sleepy"
by O'Connor. Fig. 9, by Donohue. "mostly by
day," shows melody and plateau tones, although
some of the vowels have a little flexibility. Fig. 10,

for "four months old," by Coyle, shows both char-
acteristics.

In a list of 100 cases one of us (Clarkj was able

to detect the disease in 75 per cent, of the cases

by the voice sign alone. There is no precisely sim-
ilar defect in any other nervous or mental disease.

All types of epilepsy have been under study. One
case had had but four epileptic fits and had never
taken medicines for his disease. The voice sign

seems to develop with the disease. The more se-

vere the epilepsy and the longer duration it has,

the more marked one finds the voice sign.

The sign appears to depend upon the underlying
brain degeneration, of which the epileptic fits are

also an expression. The voice sign persists at
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least several years, even in the absence of fits,

showing perhaps that even a prolonged absence of

fits in epilepsy does not really indicate that a cure

has been accomplished. The diagnostic and prog-

nostic value of the epileptic voice sign is obvious.

Further studies upon the subject are being made.
By appropriate exercises epileptics can learn to

speak normally. The voice readily relapses to the

epileptic type through negligence, but the cure can
be kept complete if the patient will present himself

at regular intervals.

NOTES.
1. This research is the first one to appear from the ex-

perimental laboratory (in charge of Dr. Scripture) of the

Neurological Department of Columbia University, Dr. M.
Allen Starr's Service. Part of the work was done in the

physiological laboratory (Prof. Curtis) of Columbia Uni-
versity.

2. At a meeting of the N. Y. Neurological Society,

April. 1907, Dr. Scripture gave an account of the method
employed, and illustrated it by voice records in general
paresis. A detailed account of the apparatus and methods
of measurement is given by Scripture in Untersuch. iiber d.

Vokale, Zt. f. Biol., 1906.

3. Scripture : Elements of Experimental Phonetics (Yale
Bicentennial Publication), Ch. XXXII., and Researches in

Experimental Phonetics (Carnegie Institute), Ch. IV.

WHAT FACTORS ARE XECESSARY IX AD-
DITION TO ASEPSIS TO SECURE
HE.\LING BY PRIMARY UNION?*

By RICHARD WARD WESTBROOK, M.D.,

BROOKLYN, NEW YORK,

ATTENDING SURGEON, BROOKLYN HOSPITAL.

How often does one hear the occasional operator

bemoan his inability to get primary union, even
with the most elaborate precautions to preserve

asepsis? And how often is the sterility of the

materials questioned, the possibility of the nurse

having failed of her full duty in preparation, the

presence of an ungowned spectator as a source

of infection, etc. ? The explanation is sought in a

"break" somewhere in the chain of asepsis. If an
operation be done in a private house, in unaccus-

tomed surroundings, there is a considerable pos-

sibility of not obtaining complete asepsis. If it

be done in a well-ordered operating room, where
the advantage of sterilization of dressings under
pressure is to be had, as well as the "team work"
and facility of a stafif accustomed to working to-

gether, I believe that any practical break in the

asepsis rarely occurs. What is the explanation,

therefore, of inability to obtain primary union un-

der conditions which we may be sure are what are

ordinarily understood to be completely aseptic? I

shall enumerate the several most important factors

which I believe to be necessary to secure perfect

healing in addition to initial asepsis.

First of all, while I would not be misunderstood
as decrying consistent asepsis in the slightest, I

*Read before the Long Island Medical Society, June
2, T908.
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believe that much of our aseptic technique is car-

ried to an absurd degree, is often inconsistent iri

the lacking of one or more essentials, and is made
so unwieldy that the other factors which I shall'

mention are necessarily crowded out. Why w^sit
possible for Lawson Tait to obtain such excellent

results without antiseptics and with ordinary tap-.'

water, unfiltered and unsterilized? I think it was,

without question, because he was essentially and
consistently clean in the first place, and chiefly be-

cause he had learned how to handle tissues with,

a minimum of traumatism ; that he knew the limit

of toleration of tissues—their resistive power, in,

other words—and kept safely within this limit'.;

It is to emphasize this latter side of the technique

of successful surgery, as distingtiished from the

former, or aseptic, side that is my endeavor to-

night. One might say that it was impossible to

have too much of what is included under the

term "asepsis," and that is in a general way true.

But in another way it is not true. I have seen in

a hospital connected with one of our large med-
ical colleges half a dozen people enveloped in caps,

gowns, and rubber gloves to do a prostatectomy

on a patient with an infected bladder. All this

array was unnecessary to secure the desired re-

sult in such a case, and yet, of course, it was dif-

ficillt to depart from the accepted routine, and only

goes to show that our regular methods of train-

ing physicians and nurses emphasize especially the

extrinsic details, so to speak, of aseptic surgery.

The intrinsic details pertaining to the handling of

the wound itself are too often made to take a very

secondary place in the means to obtain primary
healing, so weighty and numerous are the other

details. When a large incised wound, which has
been closed hastily in an emergency on the street

or in the woods, where all aseptic externals are

lacking, heals by primary union, great surprise is

often felt that such a thing can be possible, but the

lesson is too little heeded. I was much impressed

to see a well-known operator go through his morn-
ing's work of five or six laparotomies without k

change of the white, short-sleeved coat that he
wore, and with only a constant and thorough
cleansing of his ungloved hands at the city water
tap, the water, however, being known to contain no
colon bacillrs. This operator's record for primary
union is pre hibly equal to that of any. His clean

and gentle h ndling of the tissues, his care in tying

ligature? snd placing sutures were in constant evi-

dence, and while I believe his methods of asepsis

were essentially correct, he was laying more stres^

upon what I have termed the intrinsic details of his

work. Personally, I am a firm believer in the

necessity' of rubber gloves for the average man;
but I am not at all doubtful that the operator who
handles tissues with great care may get most ex-

cellent results without them, provided he con-

stantly and consistently keeps his hands clean at all

hours of the day. using gloves when under the ne-

cessity of handling pus. I am persuaded, there-
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fore, that we need to emphasize in the training

of internes certain of these intrinsic essentials, even
if we crowd aside some of the accepted extrinsic

essentials.

First of all, when an incision is being made, we
should avoid all unnecessan,- clamping of bleeding

points. Capillar)- oozing and bleeding from small

vessels do not require clamping, and soon cease

spontaneously. The energetic interne often spends

time and obstructs the operator in putting artery

clamps unnecessarih- upon such points, feeling that

the assistant who can snap the largest number of

clamps on in a given time is doing greatest service

to tiie operator. On the contrar}-, and more im-

portant still, it inflicts added traumatism, an 1 re-

quires the leaving of a greater amount of ligature

material in the wound for the tissues to care for.

The next important matter is that all bleeding

points should be seized neatly and exactly, and no
large masses of tissue clamped off to undergo ne-

crosis later, and tax the phagocytic power of the

tissues. \^essels may often be seized before being

cut t'lrough. but the two clamps upon a vein cross-

ing the incision should be placed close together, not

at a distance apart, as the knife can easily sever

between them, and a smaller stump will be left to

be ligated. It should always be kept well in mind
that the ability of any wound to care successfully

for dead aseptic material left within it is limited,

and the less necrotic material left the greater the

chances of primarj- union. I think it important, so

far as possible, to avoid leaving considerable

masses of crushed and strangulated tissue imme-
diately beneath the skin, as such tissue is more
prone to become infected from the neighboring or-

ganisms within the deeper skin-layers. As an ar-

ten,- clamp. I prefer the pattern of Kocher. with

a sharp, toothed point by which a vessel may be
accurately seized and crushed. Often no ligature

is required after the use of such a clamp on small

vessels, although I prefer as a rule to ligate nearly

all points clamped, and to clamp few points.

The tying of the ligature is a point of great im-

portance. The majorit}- of men will tie off the

tissues at a distance from the point of the

clamp, and thus strangulate surrounding fat and
fascia to a much greater degree than if the liga-

ture be given its first tie on the tip of the clamp,

and allowed to slip over the clamp upon the ex-

treme end of the tissue caught as this first tie is

tightened. The ligature should be trimmed off

short for all ordinarj- vessels, though for arteries of

considerable size three ties of the catgut ligature

should be taken and the ends left a little longer. For
superficial veins and arteries, I frequently use but

one tie of the catgut, a half-knot, clipping the ends
ver\- short, and if it be drawn up ven,- steadily

and firmly it will not slip off. Catgut is dead ani-

mal tissue rendered aseptic, and the amount of it

left in the wound should in every- way be reduced
to a minimum. I have long noticed the great dif-

ference in the amount of dead material left to the

care of the wound where the points I have men-
tioned in the clamping, the tying, and the cutting

of the ends of the catgut were carefully observed.

Of course, no wound can be more than relatively

aseptic. as absolute asepsis is not practicable, and
the more dead or devitalized material left in a

wound the more easily is bacterial development
made possible.

Another important point lies in the proper
sponging of the wound. A common habit of in-

experienced assistants is the wiping of a rough
gauze sponge across a wound, ven*- much as one

would rub off the external skin. Such practice pro-

duces trauma of the superficial layers of the deli-

cate tissues of the wound, and devitalizes them to

a certain degree. A sponge should be laid gently

and firmly against the exposed tissues and quickly

removed, without any rubbing or scrubbing.

Irrigating fluids should be used as little as pos-

sible. Aseptic surgery presupposes that no cor-

rosive antiseptics be washed over tissue surfaces

to injure them, but saline irrigations are also un-

necessar}-, and, with the additional sponging re-

quired, only add to the handling of the tissues.

Blood has bactercidal properties in itself, and there

is no necessity of removing it when not in consider-

able amount.

The tying of sutures so as to avoid tension on
tissues is one of the most important of the points

I have to mention. Tension is invariably harmful
whenever used, and is always done at the risk of

inducing suppuration. A moderate tension is re-

quired in suturing the muscle to Poupart's liga-

ment in a radical operation for inguinal hernia,

and tension is necessary in closing large gaps, as

in operating for large umbilical hernia. But all

such tension must be reduced to a minimum, for

with tension there is surely constriction and ne-

crosis of tissues, and the production of a favorable

culture medium for any accidental infection. It

is useless to attempt impossibilities with tissues,

and the efforts one often sees made to drag
tissues to distant areas at the expense of their

blood supply are foolish in the extreme. Buried

sutures of absorbable material should be tied

with little tension, as well as superficial and
skin sutures, in order to make provision for the

resulting edema which follows, adding to the ten-

sion and the dangers of necrosis. The areas of

irritation and suppuration seen about skin sutures

are not so much due to the mere presence of germ-
life in the skin as to the fact of tension and ne-

crosis rendering germ activity possible. Skin may
be brought into good coaptation by loose but even
suturing, the atmospheric pressure assisting in

holding the lips of the wound together, combined
with firm, even pressure of dressings. Personally,

I seldom use a subcuticular suture, as I believe

the dangers of skin infection are only theoretical

if tension of the skin sutures be avoided. As a

rule, I think that a wound may be more evenly su-

tured with an interrupted skin suture of fine silk

or horsehair, and that such a suture permits of an
escape of serum from the lips of the wound, which
is often an advantage. The subcuticular suture

does not prevent a scar, as one usually finds as

much scar formation in after months with them as

with wounds sutured otherwise, except that the

scar-points of the needle holes are lacking.

It is not mj' intention in a paper of this length

to cover my subject exhaustively. It is necessary

to say that I consider rubber gloves, caps, and
masks essential in every operation where asepsis

is to be maintained. There is no known means to

render the human skin aseptic, and therefore the

use of gloves, with all their alleged dangers, brings

one nearer the aspetic ideal. One accustomed to

gloves can use them safely and to g^eat advantage.

That an effective mask should be worn I consider

most essential. The human mouth is a veritable

breeding-ground for germs of all kinds, including

virulent pus-forming organisms. I have presumed
in the consideration of my subject that these essen-

tials of asepsis are made use of, and it is the discus-

sion of factors apart from asepsis that are neces-

sary- to the obtaining of priman,' union to which I
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am limited. There is one factor which it is diffi-

cult to discuss strictly from the standpoint I have
chosen, and that is catgut. Whether catgut as pre-

pared by the many methods in vogue is truly aseptic

I cannot say. Doubt has been expressed by some
as to whether it is possible to sterilize catgut at all,

so as to maintain its tensile strength and its other

necessary physical properties. However that may
be, it would seem from surgical experience that

catgut subjected to a sufficiently high degree of

heat for a sufficient length of time may be rendered

aseptic, and any spores it may contain be destroyed.

Catgut prepared with chemicals without heat is said

to be found lacking in complete sterilization, the

chemical antiseptics not penetrating to the center

of the strand, permitting spores to remain there

alive. If this be actually the case, it would seem
from the ver}- large and successful experience of

surgeons with bichloride-alcohol gut, iodine gut,

iodoform gut, and silverized gut, that the antisep-

tic penetrating the outer layers of the gut is suffi-

cient to prevent the development of s])ores as the

gut disintegrates in the tissues. Spores will not

develop from such gut in culture media incubated

for long periods in the laboratory, unless in some
manner the antiseptic be removed or neutralized.

It is my personal opinion that the results obtained

with the standard preparations of catgut vary with

the technique of the operator more than with the

method of preparation. Operators have reported

long series of good results with preparations of gut

which, without question, have not been sterile, and
.surgeons have even been known to use unprepared

and unsterilized catgut with resulting primary
union. But no chance should be taken with catgut

which has not been prepared by a method which
experience has shown to be completely protective

against tetanus, the greatest of all the dangers

which may lurk in catgut. My own experience

with iodine catgut prepared by the method of Clau-

dius, with the modification of using it dry, as sug-

gested by Moschowitz, has been all that could be

desired. In a long series of operations I have

failed in no instance to obtain primary union where
there was not a well-explained cause for not ob-

taining it, which had been anticipated. My ex-

perience fully verifies the claims of Moschowitz
that it is ab'olutely sterile, difficult to infect, does

not act as an irritant upon the tissues, and that it

is so easily prepared that only gross carelessness

or ignorance would permit gut prepared by this

method to be otherwise than safe. While my ex-

perience with iodine gut prejudices me in favor

of an antiseptic catgut. I may say also that I be-

lieve a careful observance of the suggestions which
I have laid down in this paper will produce equally

good results with aseptic gut, or antiseptic gut pre-

pared by other methods. Iodine gut does not re-

tain its tensile strength indefinitely, and should be

used within a month or six weeks. In my hospital

work I have used only the iodine gut, and an anti-

septic chromic gut prepared with bichloride of

mercury and alcohol. In my outside operations I

have had essentially the same good results with

an aseptic gut prepared by one of our best known
producers. In no instance have I used a gut larger

than No. 2 in size, and as a rule for ligatures I

have used No. o and No. i. Fine sizes of catgut,

like fine horsehair may be used only by those op-

erators who cultivate a firm and steady tension in

making the tie. There are few strands of catgut

of these sizes that cannot be broken with an abrupt

pull, and especially in attempting to make the sec-

ond tie of the knot too tight. But fine sizes of

good catgut have large tensile strength if the pull

be a steady one. If for any reason I prefer a

heavier or stronger ligature than No. 2 gut, I use

the gut double, its absorption being more ready in

the tissues with less likelihood of irritation than

if a larger strand be used. The matter of sizes is

important, as different makers number the gut dif-

ferently. One should become accustomed to use

certain sizes for certain parts of his work, and see

to it that these sizes do not vary. Only by routine

accuracv in such matters can the same results be

uniformlv obtained. It is my custom in all impor-

tant ligatures to make a third tie upon the knot,

as I have known ligatures and sutures to untie

after the gut had become swollen in the fluids of

the tissues. This practice with small catgut has

never given me any trouble.

Next to the suggestion of the use of antiseptics

by Lister, nothing in the technique of surgery has

been so important as that second suggestion by the

same great surgeon, of catgut as an absorbable

ligature. Wherever possible, catgut should take

the place of nonabsorbable ligatures and sutures

when buried in the tissues. Correct methods of

the use of catgut arc worthy of the most thorough

study.

With improved technique and facilities, it has

been only rarely my experience in recent years to

meet with cases of such lowered resistive power
that clean wounds would not heal by primary union.

That such cases exist there is no (juestion, but care

in the handling of tissues reduces their apparent

numbers greatly.

In considering my subject with you this evening

I have told you nothing new, but have brought up a

few points which I think need occasional discus-

sion. It is greatly to be regretted that there is

such lack of uniformity in our hospital methods
throughout the comitry, and that the pursuit of

new methods and fancies often obscures the every-

day essentials which are absolutely necessary what-

ever be the methods used. It is essential that the

body tissues be always treated with a gentle hand,

whether in the taxis to reduce a hernia, in the

dressing of a wound, or in the conrse of an ordi-

nary operation. If tissues be treated roughly,

harm of one kind or another will result, which no
amount of antiseptic or aseptic form will offset.

1 145 Dean Street.

PRELIMINARY NOTES UPON A CASE OF
LEPROSY APPARENTLY CURED WITH

THE .Y-RAYS.

By victor G. HEISER. M.D.

passed assistant surgeon, p. h. and m.-h. s. ; director of health
and chief quarantine officer for the philippine islands.

The patient in question was admitted to the San
Lazaro Leper Hospital, Manila, P. I., August 12,

1906, with the following history

:

Leon Liuanag, male, aged 20 ; unmarried ; Fili-

pino ; laborer ; uses tobacco moderately ; uses no
alcohol : good habits ;

present residence. No. 28,

Calle Alejandro VI, .Sampaloc, Manila.

The parents are alive ; the father is in the prov-

inces, suspected of having leprosy ; mother is well

;

has one brother, alive and healthy ; no sisters.

The patient has had no previous diseases of im-

portance ; venereal history is negative.

Two years ago he noticed a swelling on the upper

lobe of the right ear. This swelling was reddish in

color, not itchy nor painful. He treated it with

familv remedies, but it continued to grow worse,

spreading all over the ear. Three months after the
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i, first lesion appeared on his right ear, he noticed also

a macular lesion on his lower lip, reddish in color,

not anesthetic, not itchy nor painful, which con-
tinued to grow slowly. He made no attempt to

treat this second lesion. He says that he had had
no other symptoms since the appearance of the

disease.

Physical Examination.— i. General. Development
and nourishment, fair ; reflexes, negative

;
glands,

negative ; genitals, normal.
2. Head. Scalp, normal; eyes, negative; above

.left eyebrow there is a small round tubercle, reddish
in color, but not anesthetic, not itchy nor painful

;

nose—the tip shows a reddening, and it is shiny in

appearance, and the alaenasi are infiltrated ; mouth
—the border of the lower lip shows from the middle
portion to the right angle, a macular lesion, red in

color, not anesthetic, not itchy nor painful, but with
slight infiltration, and measures about two cm. by
6 mm. ; ears—left, normal and about 4 cm. in length

;

the right ear is hypertrophied and measures 7.5 cm.
in length, and about 4 cm. in width ; reddish brown
in color, and its lobules show some breaking down
of the tissues with some suppuration; outer portions

, of eyebrows very thin ; rest of face, normal ; neck,

normal.

3. Chest. Skin, normal, except that the back
shows several round white spots which are some-
what anesthetic ; development and expansion, good ;

heart, normal ; lungs, normal.

4. Abdomen. Skin, normal ; organs, normal.

5. Extremities. All are normal.

On September 27, 1906, he presented the appear-
ance shown in Figure i.

Treatment was begun November 5, 1906, from
which date the lesions on his head were exposed
every three days to .r-rays for ten minutes at

ment was the same with the exception that his head
was placed within 18 cm. of the tube. During this

period he commenced to show considerable improve-
ment, in that the lesions, most noticeable in the right

ear, were rapidly growing smaller. From January
21 to February 8. 1907. he was exposed at a distance

Fig. 7.—Before treatment.

a distance of 25 centimeters from the tube. The
intensity of the light employed was just sufficient

to give a distinct outline of the bones of the hand.

The regular Gundlach tube and a 45 cm. spark in-

duction coil and a mercurj' turbine interrupter were
used. From November 21 to January 21 the treat-

Fic. 2.—Showing results of treatment.

of 12 cm. from the tube. From February 8 to Feb-
ruary 26, he was exposed even,- two days at a dis-

tance of 12 cm. From February 26, 1907, to July i,

1908, every two days at a distance of 25 cm. for ten

minutes.

During June, 1907, the affected parts presented
almost a normal appearance. The lepra bacillus was
difficult to demonstrate and many specimens were
often necessary in order to find it. During Jan-
uary', 1908, the case was apparently cured from a

general clinical standpoint, the infiltrations had en-

tirely disappeared, there were no anesthetic areas,

the ears were normal in size, and the cosmetic

effect was practically perfect, so far as the

leprosy was concerned. No lepra bacilli could be

demonstrated at the site of the leprous lesions at

which they had heretofore been found, but they

could be found in scrapings made from the nasal

septum. Shortly before this period, yaws made its

appearance among the inmates of the Leper Hos-
pital, and he also contracted this disease soon after-

wards.
Between January and June, 1908, repeated mi-

croscopic examinations were made, and lepra

bacilli could be found only in specimens taken from
the septum of the nose, and during the latter part

of this period, it became more and more difficult to

find them even there. From June 15, 1908, to Au-
gust I, 1908, the date of the last observation, it has

been impossible to find lepra bacilli in specimens

taken from any portion of his body, and he presents

the appearance shown in Figure 2.
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RECENT PROGRESS IN OUR KNOWLEDGE
OF SYPHILIS

The discovery of Spirochata pallida, by Schaudinn
and Hoffmann and the application of serological re-

actions to the diagnosis of syphilis by VVassermann
have rapidly placed this disease among such affec-

tions as are capable of being studied by the experi-

mental methods that have been so productive of re-

sults in other infectious diseases. However uncertain

is the precise role of the spirochete in the causation

of syphilis—uncertain, because the requirements of

the Koch circuit have not yet been completely ful-

filled so far as the growth of the organism outside of

the animal body is concerned—the results of animal

experiments have shown without any doubt that se-

cretions containing the organism are capable of pro-

ducing syphilis in apes, and localized specific lesions

in rabbits and other animals. The one possibility,

namely, that the spirochete is a symbiotic organism

simply accompanying the real excitant of the disease

that has so far escaped detection, is of course to be

kept in mind, but the value of the demonstration of

the spirochete in the clinical and experimental lesions

of the disease is not lessened by the existence of this

possibility.

Wassermann's reaction, on the other hand, is quite

independent of one or the other excitant of the

disease : it depends upon the use of the extracts of

organs of syphilitic fetuses, and the presence of the

toxins of the disease in such extracts is of course

admitted whatever may be the final source of them.

That the reaction possesses a value far beyond the

mere diagnosis of individual cases of acquired syph-

ilis is shown by J. Bauer in the li'iener klinische

Wochenschrift for September 3, 1908. Bauer

tried the reaction in over two hundred newborn
children and obtained a positive result in twenty-

two cases. Not only every clinically diagnosable

case of inherited syphilis gave a positive reaction, but

man}- doubtful cases were proved to be syphilitic by

the result of the test. The importance of these re-

sults can hardly be overestimated : they mean, on the

one hand, that a positive diagnosis of inherited

syphilis may be had in every case where doubt had

previously existed and, therefore, treatment may be

early instituted ; on the other, that two great sources

of syphilis insontium, the infected wetnurse and the

syphilitic baby, may be early recognized and properly

guarded against.

Bauer tested as far as possible the parents of the

syphilitic children for the presence of the disease

and the results were highly interesting, throwing

light as they do upon the well-known phenomena of

immunity to syphilis in the mother of a syphilitic

child and in the children born of syphilitic parents

but who have not inherited the disease—phenomena
noted by Colles and by Profeta and often known by
their names. The mothers of syphilitic children

gave positive reaction for the disease even though
clinically they were quite free of all signs and symp-

toms of it ; the fact of Colles' law seems to depend,

therefore, upon the presence of latent syphilis in the

mother. The same cause explained the seeming im-

munity of children to infection with syphilis, the

presence of the disease in them being shown by the

positive reaction for the specific antibodies of syph-

ilis though clinically they too seemed to be free of

the disease.

These data afford evidence of the great impetus

given to the study of syphilis by the work of

Schaudinn, Hoffmann, Wassermann, and many
others. Early diagnosis means early treatment and,

in many cases, the prevention of the spread of the

disease. It is quite possible, too, that the ability to

study the disease in animals may result in the dis-

covery of more effective or at least more rapid

methods of cure than the use of mercury and the

iodides, whether such cures depend upon newly dis-

covered drugs or the preparation of antitoxic sera.

The loss of life, health, and happiness, to say noth-

ing of the great economic losses, suffered by man-
kind because of this protean disease is so appalling

that all possible encouragement and help ought to be

given to the workers employed in the task of dis-

covering new means of recognizing and fighting

syphilitic infection. It is therefore much to be re-

gretted that the general public is not as educated in

regard to the nature of this disease as its importance

demands, and that many of the medical profession

look upon it merely as a venereal affection which is

a fit sequel of the debauches of the criminal and
the unprincipled. It must ever be remembered that

not a small number of the syphilitic patients have

acquired the disease innocently, that innocent wives

are often infected by their husbands, and that in-

herited syphilis strikes down or cripples innocent

children. Syphilis, like tuberculosis, is a great

plague of mankind, and it is the duty of the pro-

fession not only to search for the best means of

recognizing and treating the disease, but also to

educate the public in its individual and social pro-

phylaxis, and in the means of preventing its spread,

so that results similar to the striking effects of such

education in the case of tuberculosis may be speedily

attained.

THE RIGHTS OF THE SANE.
Ment.al aberration is enormously on the increase

in all civilized countries. Perhaps the chief cause

is the love for urban life which distinguishes the

present generation both in America and in Europe.

Living in towns undoubtedly changes an individual's

characteristics, and will, in time, change the t\pe

of the human product. In no countrj' has this fact

been more clearly demonstrated than in Great Brit-

ain, where the type of man has altered almost be-

yond belief within the past fifty years and is still

altering. In place of the phlegmatic undemon-
strative self-reliant Briton of the old days, different

conditions of living have evolved the present-time
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high-strung, nervous, almost hysterical, inhabitant

of British towns. Insanity has certainly increased

in America and in Great Britain pari passu with

the congregation of great masses in the towns,

living at high pressure in regard to business and

amusement. The future generation of civilized be-

ings tends fair to be more prone to mental disorders

than the preceding, as its members will have in-

herited various nervous traits in an exaggerated

form. A writer of some note predicted a short time

ago that if affairs progressed at the rate they had
been progressing recently, the insane in England

would outnumber the sane, and Lord Roseberry

but a few weeks ago pleaded that the insane should

not be permitted to be an affliction and a danger

to the sane.

There are said to be many in Great Britain who
act on the principle that the world is made for

the inefficient, the sickly, the foolish, and the mad,
and that taxpayers and workers should be consid-

ered only after the interests of semi-lunatics and

the unfit have been attended to. Matters may not

be so bad as this, but it is obvious that affec-

tions of the nervous system and madness have de-

veloped to an alarming degree within recent years.

Hovi' often does one hear that a prominent business

or public man has broken down and has to be re-

cuperated by the rest cure or the primitive life

cure, or some similar method?
Our courts of law are not infrequently employed

in trying the cases of rich degenerates who have

broken the laws of the country, and who in a less

sentimental age would have been given but short

shrift, but to whom now is extended pity unbounded ;

and, as a rule, they get oft' scot free. To observe the

audiences also when such a case is being tried is

sufficient proof that degeneracy is prevalent. Indeed,

there is no need whatever to heap up facts to show
that mental instability is a feature of the times, the

magnificent buildings for the reception of the in-

sane in Xew York State alone would be proof

enough.

Given, then, that insanity is prevalent and that

nervous complaints of everj- description are more
than prevalent, is it true that in America, as well as

in Europe, too much consideration is paid to the

unfit, and that the sane have to suffer for the in-

sane? Xo one would argue that we ought to revert to

the custom of times long past, when the doctrine of

the survival of the fittest was in practical application,

but it is, at any rate, a matter open to doubt if we
are not coddling the useless too much nowadays. It

is quite right that the sick and helpless should be

aided, but there is a limit to such assistance, and
it is by no means certain that we are not going

too far in the other direction. The strong and self-

reliant are those who will win in the long run, and
to teach the masses to be slack and placid is to

court disaster.

In this country the infusion of the blood of strong

and healthy stocks from Europe has kept the bal-

ance up to the present time fairly well, but unfortu-

nately now the character of immigration has greatly

changed. Instead of the strong, sturdy Scandina-

vian and German, the country is being flooded with

far less desirable races, some of whom are para-

sitical in tendency, who never get further than a

large town, and who help to swell the mass of men-

tal, physical, and moral incapables abounding in

these places. So long as the class of immigration
is what it is, so long will degeneracy and mental

disorders flourish. America, as well as Europe, has
her problem of insanity to solve, and she may find

that it is not the wisest way to meet it by treating

the sufferers from nervous complaints with too

much consideration and deference.

THE FOREST FIRES.

It is difficult for one who has not been through

the Adirondack region recently to conceive of the

barren waste which large areas now present as a

result of the devastating fires. In two whole town-

ships of Franklin County there is hardly a stick of

live timber standing. The entire region is full of

smoke. Homes, institutions, camps and property

of all kinds have had a narrow escape. Some
dwellings have been burned, but fortunately there

has been no loss of life so far as known. It is

hoped that out of the recent experiences, ultimate

good will come. It is useless for the State to es-

tablish forest preserves and then allow them to be

burned up by the careless railroads. The latter are

now hard at work but thej' have been too late. As
long as coal-burning locomotives are permitted to run

through the forests just so long we shall have fires.

To substitute electricity would be impracticable, but

it is perfectly feasible to use oil-burning engines.

In fact one branch of the principal line through the

woods is so managed now and it has had a prac-

tical immunity from fires. The Public Service

Commission has recently made an inspection of the

fire district and doubtless measures of relief will be

brought before the Legislature next year. This

State originally had a grand endowment in the way
of forests and if they are to continue to serve as

a place for regaining health and energ}' it is high

time that something be done to care for those which

remain. It is useless for the railroads to throw the

blame on careless campers. That the latter are

entirely guiltless no one would assert, but the for-

mer are the sinners in nine cases out of ten. Many
fires breaking out a long distance from their tracks

have been started by them originall}', for burning

brands are blown sometimes for miles and thus a

new series of fires is started.

It is poor policy to send patients to the Adiron-

dacks if they are to be blinded with smoke, which

also irritates their throats, and when all they can

see are large blackened areas which make "moun-

tain scenery" a mockery. It is for the interests of

the railroads themselves to conserve the woods. So
also the lumber companies should be prevented from

leaving the waste products of their cuttings—the

"slash," as it is called—to rot on the ground and

add just so much inflammable material to a pos-

sible fire. Every physician, every mountain visitor,

and every lover of nature should bring to bear all

possible influence upon those in charge of legisla-

tion so that wasteful and dangerous methods of

managing our forests should cease. At present we
are feebly striving with effects instead of removing

the causes. The experience of the general govern-

ment has shown that constant patrol is the only

efficient remedy against fires. The present warden

svstem is too slow in getting into action in case of a
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large fire. As it is now in the Adirondacks, no one
pays any attention to a fire until it gets under a

great headway. Private owners can look out for

their preserves but the State should be equally

provident with its own acres.

TUBERCULIX Re.\CTION AND THE NeRVOUS SySTEM.

The wide popularity which the recently introduced
local reactions to tuberculin have enjoyed has led to

renewed attempts to explain the general nature of

the effect exercised by tuberculin vipon the skin of
tuberculous patients. Thus v. Pirquet has written

very convincingly in defending his view of the mat-
ter according to which the phenomena of the tuber-

culin reaction are caused by the interaction of the

toxins in the preparation and the antibodies devel-

oped in the organism i'.uring the disease.' But a

number of very interesting observations reported

in the Miinchcncr mcdizimschc IVochcnschrift for

September 29, 1908, by Moro, who introduced the

"percutaneous" reaction to tuberculin into practice,

seem to require other explanations than that pro-

posed by v. Pirquet. Thus in several of Moro's
cases after the inunction of some tuberculin oint-

ment into the skin the specific reaction to tuberculin

appeared not upon the site of application but upon
the corresponding area of integument on the oppo-

site side of the body. Several other patients, in ad-

dition to the typical local reaction, showed a dis-

seminated eruption elsewhere on the skin. Still

others presented girdle-like eruptions reaching

across to the middle line of the body, very similar

in appearance to the well known eruption of herpes

zoster. Inunction of plain lanolin led to the ap-

pearance of the reaction on the skin thus treated, if

at the same time another spot was rubbed with the

tuberculin ointment. In general, these and similar

observations lead Moro to conclude that the nervous
system plays an important role in the appearance of

local tuberculin reactions ; the latter are vasomotor
phenomena, the nervous system of the tuberculous

subjects being oversensitive in a certain specific

manner to the action of tuberculin. The appear-

ance of the reaction upon corresponding areas of

the skin leads him to conclude that the spinal cord

is affected by the stimulus applied at the site of

inunction and sends out stimuli along the efferent

nerves from the centers affected. That the anti-

bodies of the organism may also take a part in the

production of the reactions is, of course, not ex-

cluded by the above observations ; but that the sym-
pathetic nervous system is involved seems very

probable.

Direct Cont.vgiox of Typhoid Fever.

In the issue of the Joitnuil de Medccinc dc Bor-

deaux, for September 20, 1908. attention is called

to man as a carrier of typhoid infection. In our

consideration of water-borne typhoid and our zeal

to purify the water supply we have in a measure
lost sight of a number of ways in which this disease

may be carried about. Auche says that the curve

of water-borne typhoid is peculiar. After a few
oscillations there is a quick fastigium. The germs

appear only in a transitory way in the water and

may not be found when it is examined. Thus there

is not a continued increase of infection and the

severity of the disease is lessened. Koch thinks

that outside the body the germ of typhoid is short

lived, especially in water, and man is regarded as

the principal carrier of the disease. In epidemics

carried in this way the course of the disease is long
and the elevation of temperature comparatively low.
The patient who is confined to his bed is only
slightly dangerous since his discharges may be dis-

infected. It is the person in the incubation stage of
the disease who has already the germs in his intes-

tine who distributes them about. Again in the stage
of convalescence the bacilli are still present in the
feces and in the urine. Cured patients may carry
the germs in their intestines for an indefinite'period.

Still another class of fever distributors are those
who come in contact with the sick and are not af-
fected by the disease, yet carry the germs in their

feces. In the patient who is sick the germs are
present in the pharynx and mouth, and in the blood.
Kissing the patient, or using the same dishes that
he has used may transmit the disease. The fre-

quency of chronic carriers of the bacillus is consid-

erable. In these cases the germs are generally car-

ried in the gall-bladder, and there are intermittent

attacks of intestinal trouble. Out of 1.700 persons
who had never had typhoid fever Klinger found
eleven who showed the germs in the intestine.

Kayser found twenty-seven out of 1,800 persons.

In these persons the bacilli remain in a saprophytic
condition. All these facts show how much more
difficult is the struggle against the infection of this

disease than we have hitherto supposed, and how
much more thorough and broad must be the meas-
ures taken against it.

Nruis nf tlir ISrrk.

The International Association of Medical Mu-
seums held its second meeting in Washington
on October i and 2, in connection with the Inter-

national Congress of Tuberculosis. Prof. \V. G.
MacCallum of Baltimore was elected President to

fill the vacancy caused by the death of Dr. James
Carroll, the first President of the Association. Dr.
Maude E. Abbott of McGill University, Montreal,
was elected Secretary. The executive session was
occupied by discussions of the function and scope
of the Association and the desirability of closer

affiliation with the ^luseums Association of Great
Britain and the American Association of Museums.
There were many arguments brovight forward to

show the advantages of such affiliation, but it was
felt that the time was not yet ripe for such action.

The issue of a Museum Bulletin was discussed, to

serve as a pathological clearing house by which
scientists could be informed of specimens available

for exchange. It was voted that an editorial com-
mittee of five members, to include the President and
Secretary, be appointed to edit and publish a Bul-

letin. The question of establishing an Index Patho-
logicus was also discussed, and was referred to the

Executive Committee.
Dr. W. G. MacCallum read a paper on the Pres-

ervation of the Results of Research as Material for

Medical Museums. He laid especial stress on the

systematic preservation of the results of any given

piece of research so that they might remain intact

as objects of study for any one engaged in a col-

lateral piece of work.
Dr. Maude E. Abbott spoke on the Classification

of Museum Specimens. She felt that the Dewey
decimal system, which had been employed for some
nine years in the McGill Medical Museum, was
extremely satisfactory. The advantage of the sys-

tem was that it supplied a descriptive group num-
ber, so that any one specimen might be added at

any time without disturbing the sequence of the
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consecuiivc numbers. The figures representing the

anatomical classification preceded, those of the path-

ological classification followed, the decimal point,

while the individual specimen was indicated by a

small index figure placed at the upper right hand
corner of the descriptive number; thus 11.34^ Dr.

Lamb said that simplicity was the chief thing to

be aimed at in cataloguing specimens, and Prof. A.
S. Warthin spoke of the difficulty of satisfactory

classification because of differences of opinion which
exist on theories of disease. Dr. Abbott, in closng

the discussion said that the chief point in avoiding
complications was not to attempt too minute a sub-

division of series, but to use the numbers merely as

a key to the systematic arrangement of large masses
of material.

Dr. E. Souchon of New Orleans demonstrated
anatomical preparations prepared by a method pub-
lished in the Journal of the American Medical As-
sociation, ,\ugust 22, 1908. Dr. Watters of Boston
demonstrated the diflferent steps in his method of

mounting museum specimens in gelatin (Medic.\l
Record, December 22, 1906). Dr. J. G. Adami of

McGill University, Montreal, read a paper by Mr.
E. L. Judah on methods of mounting moist speci-

mens in square glass jars, on frames, and under
clock glass, etc., the chief purpose of the demonstra-
tion being to show some of the finer practical points

in the technique. Mr. F. Izzard of Cambridge,
England, described a rapid method of macerating

bone, by which the process of bleaching is completed

in a very short time. Dr. A. S. Warthin demonstrated

a new square museum jar which, by the use of sheet

rubber and a wooden clamp frame, might be closed

without the use of cement. Dr. I\Iaude E. Abbott
demonstrated a series of specimens of anomalies of

the heart from the Army ^ledical ]Museum, and the

museums of ^IcGill University and the Johns Hop-
kins Hospital.

Protection of State Charitable Institutions

Against Typhoid Bacilli Carriers.—The New-
York State Board of Charities has adopted a sug-

gestion to the State charitable institutions under
its supervision that they retain in quarantine in-

mates who have recovered from typhoid fever

until bacteriological examinations demonstrate that

they are no longer carriers of the typhoid germ.
It also suggests that attendants who have recov-

ered from typhoid fever shall not return to duty
until they are certified by a competent bacteriologist

to be free from the bacilli of that disease.

Stonywold Sanatorium Threatened.—The for-

est fires in the Adirondacks have caused a great

deal of damage this fall, and last week reached al-

most to the buildings of the Stonywold Sanatorium
near Lake Kushaqua. A call for help was sent to

Utica, and a number of firemen were dispatched

to aid the fire fighters at the sanatorium. Their
combined efforts, aided by the dj'ing down of the

stiff wind which had been blowing, finally resulted

in beating the flames back. In the meantime prep-

arations had been made to remove the patients if

necessary and a train of cars and engine was in

waiting at a siding.

Bubonic Plague Stamped Out in San Francisco.

—Because of the greatly improved conditions in

San Francisco, orders have been sent from the

office of the Surgeon-General of the Marine-Hos-
pital Service to discontinue the disinfection of ves-

sels leaving that port. For more than a year all

outgoing vessels have been fumigated for the pur-

pose of killing rats to prevent their conveying the

plague to other ports, domestic and foreign. There

has now, however, been no death from plague in

the city for eight months. Numbers of rats have
been trapped or killed and examined each week,
and but two showing infection have been found
since Jul}' 13. Since August none has been found.

Cholera on United States Transport.—A pri-

vate soldier is reported to have died of cholera on
the United States transport Buford during her voy-
age from I\Ianila to Nagaski, at which latter port

she has been detained. There are said to be other
cases on board. The situation in Manila in regard
to the disease is so far improved that the sailors of
the visiting fleet are to be given shore leave.

Tuberculosis.—The Commercial Club of Chi-
cago, with that public spirit which has actuated it

in so many movements looking to the betterment of
the citizens of Chicago, is taking an active part in

the effort to eradicate or minimize tuberculosis in

this city. The members of the club are requesting

special inspection service, and whenever necessarv'

will put their places of business in proper sanitary

condition. The club also recommends that its mem-
bers contribute as their means may afford to the

splendid work of the Chicago Tuberculosis Institute.

Death Rate in New York.—For the week end-
ing October 17. the death rate in the entire city was
14.39 P^'' thousand, as compared to 16.43 ^or the

same week in 1907. The total number of deaths

was 1,220 for this week in 1908, and 1,350 in 1907.
There were 23 deaths from typhoid fever, an in-

crease of 6 over last year, and 88 deaths from vio-

lence, an increase of 7. Among children under one
year of age, there were 287 deaths in 1907, and
278 in 1908 ; under five years, 447 deaths in 1907,
and 383 in 1908. In the tenement houses there

were 594 deaths in 1907, and 521 in 1908.

Christian Science Death.—Coroner Van Pat-
ten is investigating the circumstances surrounding
the death of a twelve-year-old child of Mount Ver-
non, N. Y., on October 20, of typhoid fever, after

she had been treated for eleven days by Christian

Science "healers." A physician was called in the

day before the child died.

Race Suicide in France.—The depopulation of

France is proceeding at an amazing rate. The vital

statistics for last year show a reduction in the birth

rate even below the figures of 1906, with an in-

crease in deaths. There were 32,878 less births in

the entire country in 1907 than in the preceding

year, and 13.693 more deaths. There was an excess

of 19.920 deaths over births. In 1906 the ratio of

births was 215 to 10.000 of population; in 1907 it

fell to 207. The falling-off took place in eighty-

two departments, while five showed a slight in-

crease. The decline of births in the outlying rustic

regions is most alarming. The excess of deaths

occurred in fifty-five Departments, that in the

Seine, which is practically Paris, being the largest.

From 1901 to 1905, inclusive, the population of

France showed an average increase of eighteen a

year for each 10.000 inhabitants. In 1906, this

dropped to seven ; and last year it changed to a

decrease of five in 10.000. This is race suicide

with a vengeance.

Dr. William T. Bull of New York has been
seriously ill for some months and his condition has

caused great anxiety. Recently he was moved from

his home to the sixteenth floor of the Hotel Plaza,

where he could obtain quiet and better air, and a

slight improvement in his condition has been no-

ticed.

Dr. William Osier, candidate for the Lord Kec-

torship of Edinburgh University, was defeated at
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the election which took place on October 24, Mr.
George Wyndham, M. P., receiving S26 votes to

Dr. Osier's 614. Mr. Winston Churchill was also

an unsuccessful candidate, receiving 727 votes.

Removals.—Dr. R. J. E. Scott has removed to

107 \\"est Seventy-eighth street. Dr. Carlos Mac-
Donald has removed to 15 East Forty-eighth street.

St. Luke's Hospital Election.—The fiftieth an-
nual meeting of the Board of Managers of St.

Luke's Hospital was held on October 21. Mr.
George Macculloch Miller was re-elected president

of the Board. The report acknowledged the receipt

of legacies and gifts during the year amounting to

$281,552.

Boston Floating Hospital.—During the past
summer the Boston Floating Hospital, with a staff

of si.xty nurses and seventeen doctors, gave 18,648

days' service to their beneficiaries. Two classes of

patients were treated. Those who spent their time
continuously at the hospital received 7,116 full days'

service of twenty-four hours each. The other class

of patients go on board early in the morning and
spend the day, and these received 5,440 days' serv-

ice, while the mothers accompanying them amounted
to an aggregate of 5,381, each being fed and cared

for during the day. Well children too small to be

left at home in cases where mothers came with sick

children numbered 711. Over 90,000 separate nurs-

ing bottles of carefully prepared and modified milk

and liquid food were furnished by the laboratory.

Chicago Hospitals to Merge.—.An amalgama-
tion of three south and west side hospitals, Chi-

cago, has just been effected. The Central Hospital

Association is the name under which the new regime

is to be brought about. This Association has ac-

quired control of the Central Hospital, the Woman's
Hospital, and the Illinois Hospital. It is proposed

to increase the capacity of these hospitals at once

by the erection of a new wing at the Woman's Hos-
pital, together with a nurses' home at the same loca-

tion. The officers of the Central Hospital Associa-

tion are: Dr. Beacon, President; Dr. J. S. Burk-
holder, Vice-President : and Dr. Fred M. Doyle,

Secretary. Dr. Stuart Johnstone and Dr. George
G. Hinn are members of the Board of Directors.

The staff of physicians and surgeons for the associ-

ated hospitals is now in process of formation.

St. Luke's Annex Dedicated.—The new $600,-

000 addition to St. Luke's Hospital, Chicago, known
as the George Smith Memorial, was dedicated re-

cently by the Right Reverend P. Anderson, Bishop

of the Protestant Episcopal Church. Later there

was a reception for the surgeons and physicians

connected with the hospital, as well as one for the

medical profession of Chicago.

The McKinley residence in Canton, Ohio, has
been opened to the public under the name of the

Mercy Hospital. It is under the charge of Sisters

of Charity, will accommodate about thirty patients,

and has been completely equipped by donations

from the people of the town.

Examination of Internes for the City Hospital.

—There will be an examination of candidates for

the position of Interne of the City Hospital of

New York on November 7, at i :30 p.m., at the

hospital, Blackwell's Island. Further information

may be obtained from the chairman of the execu-

tive committee. Dr. Joseph Collins, 37 West Fifty-

fourth street.

Ether Day Celebration.—The sixty-second an-
niversary of the first administration of ether for

surgical purposes was celebrated at the Massachu-
setts General Hospital on October 16. During the

morning clinics were held and demonstrations given
in the amphitheater. At the afternoon exercises

Dr. William H. Welch of Baltimore delivered an
address on "Surgery as Affected by Ether Admin-
istration."

Swindler Arrested.—A man believed by the
police to be one known to them as the "fake radium
cure man," was arrested in New York last week,
and charged with having perpetrated a swindling
scheme through the mails. The complaint charges
that he represented himself in circular letters as a

celebrated London specialist, and in that role suc-

ceeded in duping a large number of sick persons
throughout the country. The "radium cure man" is

said to have already served fourteen months in

Joliet prison, eighteen months in an English prison,

and eight months in the New York penitentiary on
similar charges, in the last case for extorting nearly

$10,000 from a patient for alleged radium treatment.

Medical Association of the Southwest.—At the
third annual meeting of this Association, held at

Kansas City, Mo., October 19-21, the following offi-

cers were elected : President, Dr. Jabez N. Jackson
of Kansas City, Mo. ; Vice-Presidents, from Arkan-
sas, Dr. St. Cloud Cooper of Fort Smith ; from
Oklahoma, Dr. M. A. Kelso of Enid; from Kansas,
Dr. M. L. Perry of Parsons ; Texas, Dr. Joseph
Beckton of Greenville; Secretary-Treasurer, Dr. F.

H. Clark of El Reno, Oklahoma. San Antonio,
Tex., was selected as the place for holding the next
annual meeting.

The New York State Nurses' Association held
its seventh annual meeting in Buffalo on October
20. The following officers were elected : President,

Mrs. Harvey D. Burrill, Syracuse; First Vice-Presi-

dent, Miss Anna L. Alline, Albany ; Second Vice-

President, Miss Ida M. Root, Gloversville ; Treas-
urer, Miss Lina Lightbourn, Syracuse ; Secretary,

Miss Grace Arnold Knight, New York City.

The Iowa Association of Health Officers held
its annual meeting at Des Moines on October 15

and 16. Dr. M. C. Terry of Brighton was elected

president of the Association ; Dr. Swazey of De-
corah, vice-president, and Dr. Fred Albert, secre-

tary and treasurer.

The Mississippi Valley Medical Association
at its annual meeting in Louisville, in October,

elected the following officers for the ensuing year

:

President, Dr. J. A. Witherspoon of Nashville;

Vice-Presidents, Dr. Louis Frank of Louisville and
Dr. Albert E. Sterne ; Secretary, Dr. Henry E.

Tuley of Louisville; Treasurer, Dr. C. S. Stanton
of Chicago. The next annual meeting will be held

in St. Louis.

The Lexington County (S. C.) Medical Society
held its annual meeting and dinner on October 5, at

Lexington. The following officers were elected

:

President, Dr. W. L. Kneece, Baxter ; Vice-Presi-

dent, Dr. R. E. Mathias, Irmo; Secretary and
Treasurer. Dr. J. J. Wingard, Lexington. Dr. Win-
gard has been secretary of the association since its

organization four years ago, when the total member-
ship was only five.

The Norfolk and Portsmouth ("Va.) Medical

Society held its annual meeting on October 13

at Norfolk. The election of officers for the ensuing

year resulted as follows : President, Dr. W. L.

Harris; Vice-Presidents, Dr. S. H. Graves, Dr.

Joseph Grice of Portsmouth; Secrcary, Dr. R. L.

Payne, Jr. ; Treasurer. Dr. D. Lee Hirschler. The
society decided to hold one meeting each week in

the future instead of one meeting a month as has

been the custom.
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The Eighth District (Texas) Medical Society

met in Mctoria on October 9, for the annual meet-

ing. The election of officers resulted as follows:

Dr. E. A. ^lalsch of Victoria. President; Dr. A. L.

Lincecum of Louise, Vice-President; Dr. C. W.
Letzerich of Sublime, Secretary and Treasurer.

Wharton was chosen as the next meeting place.

Car Smashes Ambulance.—Ambulance No. 2

of St. \'incent's Hospital while answering a call

on October 18 was struck and demolished by a

Ninth avenue surface car. The driver was badly

bruised but the doctor on the 'bus escaped without

injury. The crossing where the accident occurred is

a dangerous one, and the cars are supposed to stop

before reaching it. but according to witnesses this

is not always done.

Obituary Notes.—Dr. Alonzo Brayton Ball
of New York died after a short illness in Boston,

on October 24. aged 68 years. Dr. Ball was born

in this city February 10, i84">, and was graduated

from Yale University in i860, and from the Col-

lege of Physicians and Surgeons of New York in

1863; he then served for two years on the house

staff of the New York Hospital. For some years

he was visiting physician to Bellevue Hospital and

Professor of Clinical ^Medicine in the College of

Physicians and Surgeons, and at the time of his

death was Emeritus Professor. He was also a

member of the New York Academy of Medicine,

the Association of American Physicians, and the

County IMedical Society, and consulting physician

to St. Luke's and the General Memorial Hospitals.

Dr. JosiAH F. Kennedy of Des ^Moines. Iowa,

died at Los Angeles where he had gone for his

health, on September 26. aged 74 years. Dr. Ken-

nedy was graduated from the New York University

in 1858, and was a member of the American Medical

Association, editor of the Iowa Health Bulletin, and

an acknowledged authority on hygiene and sanitary

science. He was for many years secretary of the

State Medical Society and of the Polk County Med-
ical Society, and for twenty-two years was secretary

of the Iowa State Board of Health. He was con-

nected with the State University of Iowa for two

years as Professor of Obstetrics.

Dr. Carl M. Sears of Paducah, Ky., died on Oc-

tober I, from burns resulting from the explosion of

a gasoline heater, aged 27. He was graduated from

the Baltimore Medical College in 1904, and was a

member of the Kentucky State Medical Society.

Dr. Turner Anderson of Louisville. Ky.. died

suddenly on October 9, at St. Mary's and Elizabeth's

Infirmary, aged 66 years. Dr. Anderson was grad-

uated from the Cincinnati College of Physicians

and Surgeons in 1862, and later studied at the Uni-

versity of Louisville, from which he received the

honorarv degree of Doctor of Medicine in 1889.

He served during the Civil War as Surgeon Major

of the Twenty-eighth Kentucky Infantry. He was

a member of the American Medical Association,

the Kentucky State Medical Association, and the

Mississippi Valley Medical Association, and was loi

some years on the teaching staff of the Kentucky

School of Medicine and the Louisville Medical Col-

lege.

Dr. John E. Parsons of Ayer, Mass.. died at

his home on October 9. aged 72 years. He was grad-

uated from the Harvard Medical School in 1863,

and served during the Civil War as medical officer,

and later as assistant surgeon of the Twenty-eighth

Massachusetts Volunteer Infantry, and as assistant

surgeon in the United States Navy. He was for

many years a member of the school committee of

Ayer, and a trustee of the public library'.

Dr. T. Haven Dearing of Braintree, Mass., for

many years a resident of Boston, and one of the

oldest practising physicians of the State, died at his

home on October 15, aged 83 years. He was a

graduate of the Harvard Medical School, and for

six years was professor of surger\' in the College

of Physicians and Surgeons of Boston. He was a

veteran of the Civil \\'ar, a member of the Ameri-
can Aledical Association, the Massachusetts Med-
ical Society, the South Norfolk Medical Society,

and the Harvard Alumni Association. He was a

member of the State Legislature in 1889.

Dr. George A. Fairlamb died at Bellefonte, Pa.,

on October 12, at the age of 82 years. He was
graduated from the medical department of the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania in the class of 1848.

OUR LOXDOX LETTER.
(From Our Special Correspondent.)

PROPOSED STEP TOWARDS COMPULSORY NOTIFICATION—INDIAN
SANITARY REPORT—FURTHER NOTES FROM THE OPENING AD-
DRESS OF THE SESSION.

London, October 9, 190S.

The Local Government Board is about to take a not-
able step toward compulsory notification of consump-
tion. At present this disease is not included in those
which the local authority of a sanitary district can
make compulsorily notifiable. But a voluntary sj-stem
has been adopted in some places with good results,

and a few have obtained special acts authorizing them
to adopt compulsion. As it is impossible to do this

universally without new legislation, the Local Board
having power to issue orders respecting Poor Law
administration has decided to issue such an order in

this case. It will direct the medical officers of the
service when the Medical Officer of Health requests
them to do so, to send him the names and addresses
of all consumptives within fort3--eight hours of the
disease becoming known to them. Thus the Medical
Officer of Health will have all the advantages of the
compulsory system so far as Poor Law patients are
concerned as soon as he asks for it. This will certainly
aflfect many tuberculous patients—probablj' many more
than might be supposed.
Over one-third of the deaths from tuberculosis in

London take place in the Poor Law infirmaries and
most of them had been under the care of the parish
doctor in their own homes long before they were ad-
mitted to the infirmaries. They too are among the
most dangerous cases as regards the public health,

and it is among them that the disease finds most of
its victims. Their unsanitary homes, with their over-
crowding, their bad environment, their ofifensive hab-
its, particularly spitting, are the things that invite

the disease. Infected matter is scattered in large
quantities, and pending larger powers this attempt to

cope with the evil ought to produce some benefit. The
local sanitary authorities will be able to help the
most helpless. The Medical Officer of Health will

ascertain from reliable informants the distribution of
the disease in his district and be able to take prompt
action to check it. Notices can be served as to obvious
defects and the remedies required to meet them. Dis-
infectants can be supplied to the patient and family.

In some cases change of air or admission to a sana-
torium may be offered. It may be admitted that volun-
tary notification has succeeded to some extent, and it

is obviously an advantage for those endeavoring to re-

strict the disease to be informed of its presence in

any house.
A report on the sanitary measures taken in India

during 1906-7 has been issued and contains details of

the sickness and mortality among the military and
civil population, also special sections dealing with the
medical institutions, vaccination, and other preventive
measures. The year 1906 was unhealthy for all classes,

the rates of hospital admissions, mortality, and in-

validing among European troops being all higher than
in 1905. The report further deals at some length
with the report of the Plague Commission and also

with the preventive measures which are being taken
against the spread of other infective diseases.

Following the address of Mr. Rudyard Kipling,
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which I reported last week. Dr. A. M. Kelhir, B.Sc,
delivered the introductory lecture proper at the Mid-
dlesex Hospital. He glanced at the development of
medicine as a science from early times, touching on
the great names from century to century until he
came to Lord Lister's theory, founded on the re-
searches of Pasteur. In connection with this he men-
tioned the introduction of zinc chloride by Campbell
de Morgan of the Middlesex Hospital. This was in-
teresting in reference to the ionic treatment, as recent
experiments show zinc to be the best coagulating agent.
He mentioned a very successful piece of "work carried
out thi,s year by one of the stafi of this hospital, who
had discovered how to obviate the terrible effects of a
blocking of the axillary lymph ducts by cancer. In
reference to preventive medicine he recommended the
endowment of professorships, though without much
hope, as British statesmen are very parsimonious to-
ward any learning except elementary education. After
the lecture many visitors inspected the alterations in
two surgical wards prepared for septic cases. It is

thought that every improvement has been made and
that they are now second to none.
A rather excited controversy has been provoked by

the Charity Commissioners respecting the Weir Hos-
pital. The late Mr. Benjamin Weir left £100,000 for
a cottage hospital, or other medical charity, for the
benefit of the inhabitants of Streatham, where he long
resided. The committee and trustees proposed to con-
tribute half the amount to the Bolingbroke Hospital,
which is not in the parish. Opposition was naturally
raised to this and the Charity Commissioners have
proposed a new scheme, which still sanctions the diver-
sion of part of the funds to another parish, contrary
to the directions of the testator. An indignation meet-
ing followed when attention was called to the new
scheme as one diverting from the parish its rightful

funds, and calling on the Borough Council and Com-
mittee to take all steps necessary to defeat the scheme,
including an appeal to the law courts, and promising
the active support of the residents. The Prime Min-
ister, the Home Secretary, and other authorities are
also appealed to.

Sir John Broadbent gave the address at St. Mary's
Hospital and dwelt on the advances made in recent
years, remarking that whereas in surgery the greater
the advance the wider the field for the surgeon, in

medicine by a curious irony of fate the greater the
advance the more limited becomes the scope of the
physician. As a result of bacteriological progress and
sanitary precautions plague and cholera can get no
foothold in this country. Typhus is practically ex-
tinct, and typhoid is becoming so. Smallpo.x would be
stamped out but for recent retrograde legislation.

Diphtheria has lost its terrors in the presence of

serum treatment. Consumption may be under control
in the near future. He looked forward to some Uto-
pian era when a host of other diseases which he speci-

fied would become rare. Unhappily, the tendency of

the British public was to take to the so-called secret
remedies advertised in a bare-faced manner in the
daily press. These, which cost from three to five

farthings per bo.x or bottle, were sold at two to three
shillings or more, giving the vendors a profit calcu-

lated at two and a half millions of pounds sterling.

This is the key to the falsehood so profusely scat-

tered by the press.

Professor Macalister at Kings College took a kin-

dred subject for the address and dwelt on the far-

reaching effects of the Darwinian theory. The medi-
cal curriculum had been year by year developing by
a process of evolution. Anatomy, instead of being
the dominant, almost the only subject, had to take
its place as one of five sciences in which the prac-

titioner must be proficient. In no other profession
was a fundamental knowledge of so many sciences

necessary. His advice to the student was to see that

the foundations of his technical knowledge were sound,
otherwise the superstructure must be weak. No one
could hope to master all the sciences, or even to know
one as it ought to be known. In the one he had been
teaching for forty-eight years he seemed only to be
now beginning to sound the depths of his ignorance.

Students were sometimes too much spoon-fed by
teachers and knowledge so acquired was apt to make
only a transient impression on their memory.
At University College Sir Edward Fry made a pleas-

ant speech to the students, in which he reminded them
that medicine set before her followers a higher ideal

than gain, thus differing widely from commerce. Gain
was a legitimate outcome of medical work, but must
always be a secondary object—not the primary one.

No profession had a more honorable history; it went
back at least to the early Greek physicians, and its

demands on its followers were not merely great, they

were continually increasing. Every true student should

say with Solon; "I grow old always learning many
things." Moreover, medicine made a demand for moral
character. Patience, self-denial, sympathy, and
truthfulness were required. As a judge he might per-

haps venture to say that he did not find science always
in her best robes when she came into court. To hear
two experts give precisely opposite opinions was apt

to raise a doubt whether science was really existent,

or, if so, deficient in truthfulness.

.\t St. George's Hospital Dr. Slater dilated on the

importance of laboratory methods. The knowledge
obtained in the laboratory, he said, came to fruition

in the wards. Until recently the laboratory had been
the handmaiden of the wards, but with the recent de-

velopments it seemed to him that the position was
becoming reversed. Consultation had ceased to be de-

sirable and had become necessary. It seemed to some
as if the immunizator was to be the physician of the

future, but he thought there was a want of perspective

in such a view. .-Ml diseases were not infective, and
microbes were not the all-in-all of pathology. The
ferment was already above the horizon and threaten-

ing the supremacy of the germ. There were regions

in which errors in cell metabolism played the prin-

cipal part. Laboratory work in the last thirty years

had rendered practical services which at one time

appeared to have only theoretical interest. There
were visions of modern therapeutical results far dif-

ferent from the empiricism of the past.

At Guy's Hospital on the ist inst. Sir R. Douglas
Powell delivered an address to the students oti "A
Just Perspective in Medicine," in which he pointed

out that increasing number and complexity of special-

ties make it necessary that all who practice should

cultivate the power of seeing things in their due per-

spective. He pointed out, too, that there is a tem-

perature proper to each febrile disease, just as the

normal temperature is proper to health. In practice

they would have to use measures to moderate an ex-

cessive temperature because the excess tended to in-

jure the structure of organs—not merely for the sake

of lowering the range which might be normal in the

disease. He then noticed the work that has been ac-

complished as to immunity, both natural and acquired,

and spoke of it in reference to specific diseases as seen

in practice. Some of the cases might be explained by

former attacks of which the patients were unconscious

and others perhaps by accidental inoculations. Here
he mentioned the danger of relapse in phthisis—not

so much from a new infection as by the recultivation

of localized dormant tubercle through congestion pro-

voked by other septic organisms.

OUR CANADIAN LETTER.

(From Our Special Correspondent.)

MEDICAL COLLEGES IN CANADA—DECREASE IN NUMBER OF

STUDE.XTS—REFORMS URGED IN MEDICAL EDUCATION—SHALL

A DEGREE LICENSE TO PRACTISE?—WAR ON ABORTIONISTS-
VISIT OF FRENCH SCIENTISTS TO CANADA—AGITATION FOR

DOMINION BOARD OF HEALTH—DEATHS IN THE PROFESSION.

The medical colleges at all the university centers in Canada
are now open. In nearly every institution there is a

marked decrease in the number of students entering the

first year. This is generally accounted for by the present

financial stringency, although some ascribe the falling ofif

to the criticism excited by the difficulties and length of

time—five years—required for completing 'the medical

course in Canada. In the Province of Ontario it is pointed

out that there are too many examinations and that it is

unfair to demand that the student must pass through not

only the ordeal prescribed by the University, but imme-
diately afterwards present himself for the examinations of

the ^Iedical Council.

Considerable interest has recently been taken in discuss-

ing questions relating to medical education in Canada.

Several have expressed the view that the medical degrees

of the various universities should confer upon the holder

the right to practise his profession in the Province in

which he has been educated. In the Province of Ontario

all graduates are placed on a level and must pass the ex-

aminations of the Ontario Medical Council. Sixty per

cent, of the graduates of the University of Toronto failed

to pass at the annual examinations of the Medical Council

in 1908, and not a few are now advocating that the inde-
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pendent examination test should be given up and that the
University of Ontario should be allowed to grant the
license to practise, as is now done in some other provinces.
In the Province of Quebec examiners appointed by the
Provincial Medical Council cooperate with examiners ap-
pointed by the universities and take joint control of the
annual examinations. This provides one test for both the
degree and the license, and it is made in the presence of
two sets of examiners—one appointed by the University,
the other by the Medical Council. It is argued that if the
Quebec plan of licensing practitioners was adopted in On-
tario complete medical reciprocity between Great Britain

and Canada would follow. The medical graduate would
not only secure his degree, but in addition be licensed to

practise his profession and be registered as a legally

qualified practitioner in Great Britain and Ireland. All
these privileges are now enjoyed by the medical graduates
of McGill and Laval in the Province of Quebec. The
advantage is clearly, therefore, in favor of endeavoring
to secure for Ontario graduates the same privileges as
those enjoyed by the graduates in the sister province.
Many favor the change now proposed and are endeavoring
to secure united action by the Ontario universities and the
Ontario Medical Council to establish the combined exam-
ination test, which, it is urged, would be a sufficient guar-
antee of the competency of candidates. At present the
indications point to some medical changes being likely,

but in any event nothing will be done to lower the high
standard which Canadian universities have set and main-
tained for medical graduation.
The medical profession in Canada has recently been

brought into unpleasant notoriety by the comments of the
daily press in alluding to some arrests which have been
made in some of the larger cities, of physicians charged
with procuring abortion. It was openly stated that some
legally qualified practitioners have engaged in this prac-
tice and the JNIedical Council of Ontario was urged to in-

vestigate and have the names of all offenders removed
from the official register. This attack on the part of the
press excited considerable comment, and at a recent meet-
ing of the Medical Council it was by resolution declared

:

"That the attention of the Ontario Medical Council having
recently been called to the prevalence of crime against the
unborn, when the Council's detective becomes aware of
such a case, he be instructed to lay the matter before the
Prosecutions Committee, who will after careful inquiry
pass on the evidence, when deemed advisable to the Disci-
pline_ Committee for action." If a medical practitioner is

convicted of a felony his name is at once struck off the
register. There is no option in such a case, and whenever
a name is removed for such a cause it is never restored.
If the offender attempts to practise again he is liable to
both fine and imprisonment. The voice of the whole
profession in Canada has been aroused lately as never
before on this question. The fullest expressions have
been made in such a way that there is no mistaking the
position taken against abortion. It is urged that every
physician should refuse to accept a case (married or sin-

gle woman) if criminal abortion is asked for. It is also

urged in the recent discussions at many medical societies

that when a physician is called in to a case of abortion
in which the initial stage has been brought on by the
patient herself, by one of her lay friends, or by some
irregular practitioner, the case should not be accepted
without consultation being at once called for. It is held
that while a physician may lay down his own life for
his neighbor, he should not imperil his own name and
injure his family through lack of professional caution in

securing further professional advice. The manly, straight-
forward manner in which the members of the medical
profession in Canada have expressed themselves on this

subject is most creditable and the Medical Council of
Ontario will not hesitate to enforce the most severe pen-
alty on any registered practitioner lending himself to
such work.
Montreal and Toronto extended hospitality to the offi-

cial delegates from France to attend the tuberculosis con-
gress at Washington. The party, numbering twenty-eight,

spent several days in Canada. The medical profession
of Toronto gave the French scientists a most cordial

welcome. After a drive about the city they were the
guests of the Dean of the University at luncheon, and
afterwards attended a reception at the Academy of Medi-
cine. In this way over two hundred of the medical men
of Toronto were given an opportunity of meeting and
welcoming the visitors. In the evening the guests were
tendered a dinner by the President of the Academy. The
visitors expressed delight with the generous hospitality

extended to them while in Canada.
As a result of the recent meeting of the Health Con-

gress at Winnipeg there is at present an earnest expres-
sion in favor of establishing a National Board of Health

for Canada. Hitherto it has been argued that health

affairs must be managed and controlled by provincial

boards, each province having its own health regulations

and administration. It is now urged that the law should

be changed so that there shall be a central board to which
all the provincial boards shall report. With such important

matters as defective and diseased immigrants, the control

of tuberculosis, the pollution of streams, and the sanitary

inspection of railways, it is urged, there is a wide field for

useful work by a national board of health. It is felt by
many who recognize the necessity for such an organization

that the time is now opportune to advocate this reform.

_

Several prominent members of the medical profession

in Canada have died recently. Dr. George Hodge, Dean
of the Western University, London, Ontario, and Profes-

sor of Clinical medicine in that institution, will long be

remembered for those personal qualities which woii for

him the esteem of a large circle of friends. His untimely

death leaves a vacancy in the Western University, to

whose interests he was greatly devoted. Dr. William
Hattress was one of the best-known medical officers in

the military service of Canada, and while in the discharge

of duty at the tercentenary celebration at Quebec a few
weeks ago he was taken ill with pleurisy, from which em-
pyema developed. His sudden death came from embolism.
Dr. Angus McLennan, who was a member of Parliament,

returned from his duties at Ottawa, to his home in Nova
Scotia enjoying good health. While addressing a public

meeting in his native province he was seized with an illness

which in a few days terminated fatally. In Parliament
he was ever ready to support measures calculated to bene-

fit public health.

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, October 15, igo8.

Acute Poliomyelitis Following Tonsillitis.—K. Emer-
son records the case of a boy of eight years, who, after

a wetting, developed an ordinary tonsillitis, with rather
toxic symptoms for the apparent severity of the lesion.

.\ mixed infection was found in the throat cultures, but
no diphtheria bacilli. Under simple remedies he was
up and about the next day, but remained cross, irritable,

and easily fatigued. Five days after his tonsillitis, he
had a tingling in his left hand, felt also in the arm,
with headache on the sixth day, left shoulder and pos-
terior cervical region ached on the seventh day. and he
became feverish. When seen again by the author the
general condition suggested meningitis. On the tenth
day paralysis of the deltoid and left upper arm was
complete, and two days later he could only weakly
flex the left fingers. From this time he gradually im-
proved. The points of interest are the connection of
the spinal malady with the antecedent tonsillitis and the
very gradual onset of the paralysis. In the usual form
of acute poliomyelitis the paralysis usually develops
abruptly and is at its maximum intensity during the
early days of the febrile disturbance. The author be-
lieves that the occurrence of the spinal so soon after

the tonsillar attack suggests the possibility of a

common etiology.

The Principles Underlying the Treatment of Acute
Intestinal Obstruction.—C. L. Scudder's paper is based
on a study of 121 cases from the clinic of the Massa-
chusetts General Hospital. The paper is largely statis-

tical and gives a thorough exposition of the subject.

The first division of the cases is into nonmechanical
and mechanical. The nonmechanical group is sub-
divided into (i) cases associated with abdominal con-
tusion, (2) with abdominal inflammatory processes, (3)
with pneumonia, (4) with acute nephritis, and (s) after

clean laparotomy wounds, due primarily to trauma or
unrecognizable sepsis. The mechanical group concerns
volvulus, and formerly this was foremost in the sur-

geon's mind, but we now recognize many other factors.

In every mechanical case we have an obstruction to
the passage of normal bowel contents and also to the
circulation in the bowel wall. Symptoms are out of
all proportion to the first factor and to the second
we must look for the rapidly developing symptoms
in some cases. The author goes at some length into

the consequences of this obstructed gut-wall circula-

tion. The important and startling clinical fact is the
profound intoxication, the toxemia, and the general

sepsis. The cause of the toxemia is an acute infection

from the damaged wall. These two fundamental con-
ceptions must underlie and be the basis of intelligent

treatment. In a suspected case no cathartics should
be given by the mouth. Massage should be avoided,
food withheld, and no water swallowed. Morphine
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conceals symptoms and must be avoided. Early diag-
nosis permits early operative relief. Special attention
is called in cases of intussusception in children to the
significance of sudden screams of the child, the charac-
teristic pallor, and the vomiting. We should always
carry clearly in our minds the possible tj'pes or varie-
ties of intestinal obstruction from the acute pyloric
stenosis of early infancy to the chronic obstruction
from carcinoma in old age. The two great classes;
(i) The nonmechanical; the distended, paralyzed intes-
tine associated with an acute infection; (.2) the me-
chanical; the kinks and twists of coils held snuglj'
against one another; the bands from old inflammatory
processes; the intussusception of childhood; the volvu-
lus of adult life. In operating the incision should be
in the median line below the umbilicus. The following
general rules are given: (i) If the patient is very ill

it may be wise to simply, by local anesthesia, open
the presenting distended loop and tie in a curved glass
tube. This may relieve the immediate distention and
allow gases and liquids to pass by what otherwise
might become a permanent kink or twist. In such a
case no attempt should be made to find the seat of
the obstruction at the primary operation. These are
desperate cases. (2) Upon opening the abdomen in a
case which will permit of more prolonged operation,
the collapsed gut should be looked for and followed
to the seat of the obstruction. It is difficult to handle
distended intestine. The band should be first divided.
The bowel above the obstruction must then be emptied
of its contents. (3) If the situation is like the follow-
ing there must be taken into account another factor.

A boy, operated upon for acute appendicitis. Drainage
is employed. Recovery. Four weeks subsequently
acute intestinal obstruction occurs. Operation finds a
loop of gut, a foot and a half long, constricted but evi-

dently viable. There are no gross evidences of peri-

tonitis. The bowel is freed, cleansed, and replaced
within the abdomen. All is aseptically done. Four
days later, because of a persistence of symptoms, the
abdomen is reopened, septic peritonitis is found, and
subsequently death occurs. The factor to be regarded
is the permeability of the intestinal wall. (4) If the
gut is evidently dead and there is a thrombosis of the
mesenteric vessels, resection of the dead gut must be
made. More harm comes from resecting too little in-

testine in these cases than too much. It does not add
to the shock of resection to resect a few inches more.
Sound tissue is thus surely reached and the thrombosed
mesenteric border is avoided. If the individual is too
ill to make an immediate intestinal suture, after empty-
ing the proximal gut thoroughly and flushing it out if

wise, the two divided ends should be attached to glass

tubes and drawn outside the abdominal incision or
well into it, after having caught together the mesenteric
borders of the gut. At an early date, four or five days
later, when the patient has partly recovered from the
initial shock, an anastomosis should be done. In gen-
eral, operative measures are directed to the relief of the
local obstruction; to the diminishing shock by ridding
the individual of poisonous intestinal contents, the
source of infection; to the early reestablishing of the
intestinal canal; to the counteracting of the infection

received; to the closure of fecal fistulje; to the closure
of herniae.

Nczc York Medical Journal, October 17, igoS.

The Cure of Ing[uinal Hernia Under Local Anes-
thesia.—A. S. Ivlorrow describes the anatomy of this

form of hernia, advocating the use of a freshly pre-

pared 0.2 per cent, of cocaine in hot normal saline

for the skin anesthesia and double this strength for

deeper infiltration. He gives a detailed description of

the operation, specifying just where to make the in-

jections, how to direct the needle, etc. As regards pain

caused, he says that the variation in sensitiveness to

pain of different patients is so great that it is difficult

to make a definite statement in this respect, but adds
that in no instance has the patient done more than give

facial or verbal expression of the pain. There has
been no writhing or squirming about. The advantages
of this method are thus specified: (i) No danger from
a general anesthetic. (2) Lack of disagreeable after

effects for the same reason. (3) Fewer cases of sup-
puration because in this method gentle handling of the

tissues is imperative, hence there is a minimum amoiint
of trauma inflicted. (4) Under local anesthesia the iii-

tegrity of the nerve suppl}' to the inguinal region is

preserved; hence there is less danger of recurrence.

(S) For strangulated hernia local anesthesia is es-

pecially adapted. These cases are generally toxic and
in a precarious condition. A general anesthetic adds the

dangers of great shock and of the patient's drowning

in fecal vomit. His closing statement is that a local

anesthetic is an ideal one for inguinal hernia, and that

in a large proportion of cases the operation may be
performed absolutelj- without pain, and at most the
pain inflicted during the entire operation will be less

than that produced in opening an abscess or an in-

fected finger.

Artificial Hyperemia and Its Therapeutic Applica-
tion (After Bier).—A. B. Jackson gives a general de-
scription of the Bier method, dwelling on its mode of
production, devices used therefor, and general thera-
peutic application. He refers to two personal cases in

which it was employed. The first case was that of &

young woman with an infected finger in which iiyper-
emia was induced by prolonged wrapping of the linger
with a bit of rubber tubing. The case did badly, but
improved promptly under the customary wet dressings
The author mentions the case simply as an example of
"how not to do it." In the second case, that of a man
with an infected thumb, the bandage was applied lightly

above the wrist and the patient's pain relieved almost
at once. Three hours later the entire hand was slightly

hyperemic, but still free from pain. The bandage was
removed for about one-half hour; pain began in fifteen

minutes. The bandage was again applied, and twelve
hours later the patient felt no pain, but still had a

marked hyperemia of the hand. For three days the
infection was treated by ten-hour stasis and two hours'

rest for two periods of the day, and at the end of that

time there was no pain or swelling: still neither had
incision been made nor wet dressing applied. The
author adds that he has treated many cases of acute
and chronic arthritis with the stasis bandage, with
good results. At first the pain is relieved and motion
restored by the solvent effect of the hyperemia. He
has had no experience with hot air apparatus, because
in neither hospital nor private practice has he had the
facilities for applying this method for the production
of active hyperemia. Certainly in cases of acute or
chronic arthritis, active hj'peremia should be employed
for its absorptive effect for short periods, after a pro-
longed application of passive hyperemia by the stasis

bandage. In arthritis he has been accustomed to apply
stasis bandage for twelve to eighteen hours daily with
an intervening period of rest. The bandage is always
applied so lightly as to give no inconvenience. In
several instances, after the patient is up and moving
about, he has shown him how to apply the bandage,
and in most cases he has been greatly benefited by his

instruction.

Neuromuscular Coordinations Having Educational
Value.—L. H. Giilick thus states the four headings
under which are classified the major objects for which
muscular exercise is taken: (i) Medical education.
Lender this heading come orthopedic exercises, exercises

to develop cardiac power, the reeducation and develop-
ment of a paralyzed member or of a tabetic, etc. (2)

Organic or hygienic education, the general purpose
being to increase the general functions of the bod}',

such as circulation, respiration, digestion. This is

ordinarily spoken of as "general e.xercise." (3) Gen-
eral neuromuscular education. This consists of the

bringing to complete function those general neuro-
muscular coordinations that are desirable for the indi-

vidual to possess. (4) Special neuromuscular educa-
tion, which may be needed for some specific activity or
occupation, such as playing the piano, typewriting,
plaj'ing billiards, handwriting. In expanding his sub-
ject he shows (i) the unitary character of our neuro-
muscular as well as other acts; (2) their existence in

racially old combinations; (3) the hereditary character
of these coordinations, or at least a strong tendency
toward them, and (4) that on them is built up our men-
tal, moral, social, and ethical life. We should there-

fore in our physical instruction educate (i) in physio-

logical units and (2) toward racially old and inherited

tendencies. The proper curriculum should be along
the following lines: In the unguided plays of baby-
hood no instruction is necessary. Opportunity for free

activity, rolling, kicking, and the like is enough. The
impulse within the child will lead him to perfect such
mechanisms as are then developing. Following tTiese

come the games and sports of childhood. Here the child

needs help. In old communities, suitable games are

passed on from generation to generation of child

life without adult aid; but in a country like ours, par-
ticular!}' in our great cities, made up largely of peoples
from different countries, different villages, these play
traditions are lost. They need to be restored to chil-

dren by skillful teaching; not by formal instruction,

but by that informal leadership which the well-equipped
adult can .give.
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Journal of the American Medical Association, October
17, 1908.

Gas Cysts of Intestine.—J. M. T. Finney reports a

case ot this rather rare condition in man. and dis-

cusses its literature, etiology, pathology, diagnosis, and
treatment. The patient was operated on for gastric
cancer, a gastroenterostomy being performed, and be-
fore closing the abdomen a routine examination of the
intestines revealed a curious soft multilocular cystic

growth, which was fovind attached to the ileum about
one foot above the ileocecal valve. The numerous
•cysts were grouped together and varied in size from mi-
croscopic to as large as grapes, air escaping with an
-audible sound on puncture. Some of the cysts were
pedunculated; they completely surrounded the intes-

tine, and the whole mass was surrounded by a thin,

web-like structure, suggesting an old, partly organ-
ized peritoneal exudate. There was no evidence that
ft encroached on the lumen of the bowel. There were
no symptoms that could be referred to this growth.
The case is. he thniks. the first reported in this coun-
try. The chief interest is in the etiology, which is

still obscure, but may yet be elucidated, perhaps from
the study of the same or a very similar condition re-

peatedly observed in pigs, in which it seems to be more
<:ommon than in man. Gas cysts also sometimes oc-
cur in the vagina and bladder of pregnant women, dis-

appearing soon after delivery. The various theories
of the etiology are noticed. Finney rejects the idea of
a bacterial origin and inclines to the belief that it is

a definite type of tumor the cells of which have the
power of secreting gas. No evidence of a bacterial

origin was found by Drs. McCallum and Simon, ar
Professor Welch, who examined the secretion. The
contained gas closely resembles atmospheric air. The
pathology of the condition is also indefinite, though the
histologic findings are rather uniform in all cases. The
tumor is very vascular and most observers report find-

ing peculiar large giant cells, containing many nuclei.

There is no characteristic clinical picture, and the diag-
nosis is usually made at operation for some other
cause or at autopsy. The case reported is the first one
associated with cancer. Not much is to be said as to treat-

ment; obstructive symptoms may call for attention, but
usually it is overshadowed by other existing affec-

tions.

Gonorrhea Vaccine.—W. J. Butler and J. P. Long
report opsonic treatment of gonorrhea in female chil-

dren in 25 cases. The patient's index was taken every
other day with very few exceptions and every dose was
administered and regulated according to the index.
Usually from one to several indices were taken before
the inoculations were begun in order to test the im-
munity wave for the individual during this time. No
local treatment was emploj^ed. As controls, the phago-
cytic count of four healthy boys was taken to get an
average normal to compare with that of the patients.
It is desirable to take at least four cases as a phago-
cytic count of healthy individuals may vary consider-
ably. On the average the inoculation had to be repeated
every fifth or sixth day. Only one strain of vac-
cine was employed, the authors seeing no advantage
in mixed strains. Twelve acute cases, that is patients
coming within a few weeks from their infection, were
treated. Nine of these patients recovered after an
average of 43 days of treatment. The three who did
not recover averaged 38 days. There were 13 chronic
cases, in 11 of which the patients recovered after a
period averaging 39 days. Five cases, one acute and
four chronic, were treated with the Rogers and Tor-
rey serum with pretty uniform negative results. The
authors conclude that in the treatment of gonorrhea in
female children, gonococcus vaccine is more effective
than local applications, which they think in some cases
actually delay recovery. In many cases, more particu-
larly those of long standing, the vaccine treatment pro-
duces marked improvement and often recovery. This
does not hold good, however, in all cases, some requir-
ing a very prolonged course of inoculation. The ef-
fective dosage varies in different cases and at differ-
ent times in the same case. It will be best determined
by the opsonic index to gonococcus. They found doses
varying from 5 to 50 million very satisfactory. In
using the inoculations without the index in these quan-
tities inoculation should be given every fifth or sixth
day. Doses up to a 100 million only very exception-
ally produce any untoward symptoms, but do not seem
more effective than smaller ones.

Hydrotherapy in Scarlatina.—D. S. Hanson advo-
cates the use of the tub bath at 90° F. early in the
treatment of scarlatina, especially the severe toxic cases.

for the nervous symptoms, although in patients with
high temperature in whom severe nervous symptom's
are lacking the benefits are nearly as marked. He
gives the bath for from five to ten minutes, using,
at the same time, gentle friction to the body surface.
The bath is repeated as often as necessary to control
symptoms and temperature. He has used it this way
sometimes as often as every two or four hours for
three or four days. If a bath tub is at hand the pa-
tient may be lowered into it, lying on a sheet, but in

his cases an ordinary wash tub was employed. In or-
der that the thermogenic process may not be inter-

fered with seriously, it is necessary that the body be
protected after coming out of the bath.

Diagnosis of Functional Paresis.—P. Zenner has been
able to confirm the new sign for malingering and func-
tional paralysis described by Hoover (Jouriml A. M. A.,

.\ugust 29, 1908), and reports his experience with it in

two cases. He remarks that it is surprising that, simple
and easy as it is, it had not been before described.
He calls attention, however, to certain points to be
observed in the examination. The complemental op-
position, as Hoover calls it—the pressure of the heel

of the apparently paralyzed leg into the bed—may not
always be very manifest to the hand placed under the
tendo Achillis, but will be more evident to observation
of the uncovered thigh or to feeling of the thigh mus-
cles. Hoover says in his article that the movements
can be carried out in the reverse order; that if a nor-
mal person presses one leg against the couch there
will be a counterlifting force observed in the other.

Zenner tried this test in a number of persons, both
normal and paralyzed, but failed in almost every one
till he observed the uncovered thigh or felt for the

contraction of the thigh muscles, and then he was
able to see evidence of this counterlifting action in

every instance. It varies, he thinks, to some extent
in different persons, but he thinks that the sign may
be of special service in some cases.

Perforative Appendicitis in Pregnancy.—E. A. Babler
reports a case of perforative appendicitis complicating
pregnancy, successfully operated on, and remarks that

this is one of the most serious and fortunately also

one of the most infrequent complications that may oc-

cur m this condition. He is inclined to think, how-
ever, that appendicitis occurs with greater frequency
than the tabulated cases would indicate, and that as

the accident of perforation fails to occur, they are not
always recognized. He does not believe, however,
that pregnancy predisposes to appendicitis, though it

may precipitate an attack in certain chronic cases.

Clinically, it does not differ from that occurring in the

non-pregnant, and the diagnosis is not usually difficult.

As Webster has said, we must bear in mind the pos-
sibility of ureteritis and pyelitis. The mortality is

due largely to delay, and early efficient surgical treat-

ment is imperative. If perforation has occurred, and
if the abscess is localized, incision and free drainage
are indicated. It is better to evacuate an appendiceal
abscess before emptying the uterus, since it eliminates

the possibility of flooding the free peritoneal cavity

with pus. If general peritonitis is present, incision

and drainage without disturbing gestation are indi-

cated, provided the pregnancy has not gone beyond the

fourth or fifth month. In cases near the end of preg-
nancy, forced labor is indicated.
Antimeningitis Serum.—F. J. Sladen reports the re-

sults of the use of Flexner's serum in twenty-one cases
of cerebrospinal meningitis in the Johns Hopkins Hos-
pital. From their experience they give their impres-
sion substantially as follows: All cases of meningitis
in which the meningococcus is suspected should be
treated by lumbar puncture and serum injection as

soon as possible. The serum does no harm if the case
is not meningococcal, and may do good. The course
of the disease is changed by the serum—the long-
drawn-out cases are not seen, and the terrible sequelae

are rare. The rapidity of the disappearance of the
symptoms and signs with the use of the serum sug-
gests an antitoxic property; the positive chcmotaxis
for polymorphonuclear leucocytes, and the promoted
phagocytosis are the most definite and constant feat-

ures; finally the reduction in number of the diplococci,

the change in the staining properties, and the loss of

viability, speak for a bactericidal power, although it is

a question whether this may not be explained by phago-
cytosis. Three of their 21 patients died, a mortality

of 14 per cent., as compared with 64 per cent, in pa-

tients treated without the serum in previous years.

One case of the three was a fulminant case, one was
complicated with bronchopneumonia of both lungs
when received, and the third patient received his first
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injection on the fourteenth day of the disease, when
he was unconscious, in convulsions, and practically in
cxircmis. Sladen and Parker believe that the serum
injections should be made daily until there is a (irop
in teinperature and disappearance of symptoms, indi-
cating arrest; and that it should be renewed at any
sign of a flare-up.

The Lancet. October 10, 1908.

An Attempt to Rehabilitate the Permanganates.—E.
C. Boustield regrets that the permanganates have fallen
into disuse as a disinfectant and claims that they
are still one of our most valuable agents in this re-
spect. He supports his claims by certain statistical
evidence. He reminds us that the permanganates have
many qualities which, given a reasonable disinfectant
power, entitle them to consideration. Their very great
power as generators of nascent oxygen, their non-
poisonous character, their cheapness, and, lastly, their
distinctive color, are all features of value, w-hile they
alone possess the power of destroj'ing the odor of
putrescent matter and of thus affording, in the absence
of odor, a very evident, if somewhat rough-and-ready,
criterion of the amount of disinfection which has been
effected. Finally, they have the advantage of leaving
the substance to which they have been applied, whether
solid or liquid, in a condition in which it is incapable
of .giving rise to disease either by the bacteria con-
tained in it or by their products.
The Serum Treatment of Cerebrospinal Fever in the

City of Glasgow Fever Hospital, Belvidere, Betwreen
May, 1906, and May, 1908.—J. R. Currie and .\. S. M.
Macgregcir present a report largely made up of tabu-
lated material. In the course of the period referred
to 330 cases were treated. Of these 105 received auto-
meningococcic serum. In a few cases the specific or-
ganism was not recovered, though the symptoms were
typical of the disease. With these exceptions all the
cases were bacteriologically verified. Four different
sera were used, the first in 20 cases with 13 deaths, the
second in 6 with 5 deaths, the third in 20 with 14
deaths, and the fourth in 56 with 34 deaths. In other
words, 66 out of 102 died. In the remaining three se-
rum cases more than one kind of serum was used, and
2 died. Of the 225 cases not treated with serum i8t

died. Details are given as to site of injection, amount
of serum used, etc. The authors declare tliat their con-
victions are in favor of the serum treatment.

Division of the Auditory Nerve for Painful Tinnitus.

—

C. A. Ballance reports one case and illustrates it with
an excellent picture showing the relations of the va-
rious structures located in the field of operation. He
says that he is not aware that anyone has previously
employed his special technique in dividing the auditor}'
nerve. Details of the operation are thus given: The
dura was opened and the cerebellar hemisphere
displaced backwards and inwards by marine sponge
pressure. On removing the sponges the cerebellum
remained in the retracted position, so that the fifth,

seventh, eighth, ninth, tenth, eleventh, and twelfth
nerves were exposed to view. The eighth nerve
was depressed so as to enable me to see clearly the
rounded cord of the facial nerve and to avoid injuring
it when dividing the auditory nerve. Then the division
of the auditory nerve was easily accomplished. No
attempt was made to separate the nerve of Wrisberg
from the auditory nerve; indeed, the operator did not
see it, no doubt because it was concealed by the arach-
noid sheath. There was slight hemorrhage from the
auditor}' artery. On recovery from the anesthetic there
was conjugate deviation of the eyes to the left, and
the eyes could not be moved towards the right. In
about forty-eight hours this movement was again pos-
sible, but was feeble and was attended by lateral nystag-
mus with wide excursions. Convalescence was very
slow, the pulse remained at 100°, or over, for some
weeks, and there was a little difficulty in swallowing
due to paresis of the right side of the palate and of

the right side of the pharynx. There were occasional
syncopal attacks and also paroxysinal feelings of im-
pending suffocation by which the patient was sometimes
awakened at night. There was absolute deafness of the
right ear. A preexisting palsy was not increased. Two
months later there was still slight paresis affecting
the right side of the palate and pharynx. Nystagmus
was still present. Respirations were 22 and feeble,

pulse 100° and regular. Heart was normal, anesthesia
and ataxia absent. In two months more the scalp flap

was concave and the painful tinnitus had ceased. There
was still some weakness on the right side of the face.

The tongue deviated very slightly to the left when
protruded. There was nystagmus when looking to the
right, but less than formerly, and only slight jerks

on looking to the left. The palate, pharynx, and vocal
cords moved normally, and there was no longer any
difficulty in breathing or in swallowing. The sense of
taste was lost along the right side of the tongue. There
was an area of deficient sensation (.as tested with a
camel's hair brush) of about the size of a split pea
at the junction of the middle of the posterior border
of the right external meatus with the concha. There
was no affection of any other cranial nerve. The knee-
and ankle-jerks were greater on the right than on the
left side. The supinator jerks were equal. The pulse
was 60. There were no indications of gross disease
and no apparent reason why the patient should not get
quite well.

British Medical Journal, October 10, 1908.

Tracheal Insufflation in New-born Infants.—This
mode of resuscitation was successfully practised by J.
A. Swindale in a case of asphyxia neonatorum. A
considerable quantity of blood-stained mucus and dis-
charges was extracted by suction through a soft rub-
ber catheter passed into the larynx, and then several
portions of clean air were gently breathed into the
child's lungs, some being expelled by pressure after
each inspiration. After awhile breathing became nor-
mal. Several hours after there was a relapse, but a
repetition of the maneuver plus a hypodermic of brandy
brought the child around again. Further history un-
eventful.

Bees' Stings and Rheumatism.—This question is dis-

cussed by E. W. .-Vinley Walker, who has conducted a
collective investigation among both physicians and
laymen, basing his investigations on (i) a possible re-
lationship between some of the phenomena of acute
rheumatism and an abnormal production of formic acid
in the body under the action of a streptococcal micro-
organism, and (2) the popular belief that bee sting
poison is protective against rheumatism and may also
be successfully employed for its cure. Much of the
paper is made up of pertinent matter quoted from other
writers and cannot be considered here. The author
thinks that owing to the prevalence of rheumatism every
remedy proposed should be thoroughly tried out, so
that one may finally arrive at soine definite conclusion
with regard to it. He commends a further trial of
the method suggested some two years ago by Couch,
who has found formic acid a marvelous remedy in

rheumatic conditions and in arthritis deformans. He
injects formic acid in a 2 1-2 per cent, solution just un-
der the skin in the neighborhood of the painful joints.

A preliminary injection of 5 to 8 drops of I per cent,
cocaine solution is employed, and then an equal amount
of the formic acid solution ... .larger doses cause pain-
ful swellings.. ..Several areas may be injected provided
that they do not come within two inches of each other.

As many as thirty injections have been made, but, as
a rule, twelve to fifteen are sufficient for one day. They
should be repeated every day, or every alternate day,
till the pain ceases.
The Prevention of Sleeping Sickness.—J. L. Todd

speaks of the prevailing views as to the nature of this

malady and of its occurrence in the Congo Free State.

He says that in that locality it is believed (i) that the
rapid spread of sleeping sickness could not be ex-
plained by the mechanical transmission of the trypano-
some by Glossina palpalis alone; and it was suggested
on various grounds "that other biting insects might
also transmit it." (2) As a result of continued observa-
tions it was concluded that Glossina palpalis was pres-

ent or might become present in practically every part

of the Congo Free State. (3) Sleeping sickness was
found to be extremely rife in villages near which
Glossina palpalis' could not be found at the time of
our examination. To prevent the disease infected per-
sons must not be allowed to come in contact with the
well. A\\ native villages must be removed from the

neighborhood of water courses to clear, high ground,
free from flies. The areas surrounding native villages

should not be occupied by jungle or by tall, shade-
giving crops, such as millet, bananas, or manioc; low-
lying plants, such as ground-nuts or sweet potatoes,

alone should be permitted there. From observations
in the Congo it is, unfortunately, certain that_ such
measures as these, although in themselves admirable,
would be quite useless in preventing the infection of

a population whose occupation normally takes them
to localities where the fly exists. It has been noted
that communities of paddlers or rubber-collectors are

seriously infected, although tsetse flies are never seen

within their villages, .•\gain, although as a general
rule the clearing of underbrush from about a ford, or

a group of buildings, will render the locality compara-
tively free from flies, it will never completely do so.
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iGouk Srmrtus.
Uebee den Einfluss der Geschlechtsfunktionen auf

DIE Weibliche KRiiMiNALiTAT. Von Dr. jur. Siegfried
Weinberg, Berlin. Halle a S. : Carl Marhold Verlags-
buchhandlung, 1907.

Arndt has said that we are what our sexual organs make
us. This exaggerated statement has some basis of truth
in abnormal mental states in women, as is well known

;

and the writer gives us some statistics to show the in-

fluence of sexual function in female criminals. An inter-

esting medicolegal borderland study.

A Practical Guide to the Examination of the Ear. By
Selden Spencer, A.B., M.D., Instructor in Otology in

Washington University. St. Louis : C. V. Mosby Co.,
1908.

This is a clinical guide originally prepared for medical
students in Washington University, which fact leads one
to believe that otology receives much greater attention in
that institution than in most medical schools. The plates,
five in number, showing the gross anatomy of the ear,
are large and definite, while the dozen illustrations are
good enough for the purpose intended, although they
would not pass muster in a more pretentious volume.
Common tests of hearing are briefly described, and there
is a chapter on surgical anatomy with reference to the
various methods of attacking the mastoid.

A Short Practice or Midwifery. Embodying the treat-
ment adopted in the Rotunda Hospital, Dublin. By
Henry Jellett, B.A., M.D. (Dublin University),
F.R.C.P.I., Gynecologist and Obstetrical Physician. Dr.
Stevens' Hospital; ex-Assistant Master, Rotunda Hos-
pital; Censor and Examiner in Midwifery, Royal Col-
lege of Physicians, Ireland; formerly Vice-President
British Gyna:cological Society; late University Examiner
in Midwifery and Gynecology, Dublin University; late
Externe Examiner in Midwifery and Gynecologv, Royal
University of Ireland. With a Preface by Sir W." J.
Smyly, M.D., F.R.C.P.I., late Master of the Rotunda
Hospital. Fifth Edition, Revised. London : J. & A.
Churchill; Philadelphia: P. Blakiston's Son & Co., 1908.

This is a handy volume of six hundred pages, and pre-
sents the subject of midwifery in a practical way. The
opening chapter considers asepsis, the author believing in
the routine use of gloves and decrying the use of prophylac-
tic antepartum and postpartum douches. A brief outline
of the bony pelvis, the fetal membranes, and the anatomy
and physiology of the fetus are then given. The rest of
the book considers the practical questions of diagnosis
and management of pregnancy, labor and its management,
various complications and anomalies of delivery, and post-
partum phenomena, diseases, and treatment. Infant feed-
ing and infantile diseases are considered in the later
chapters, and an appendix containing the statistics of the
Rotunda Hospital for the last seventeen years ends the
book. The author is an earnest opponent of "meddlesome
midwifery," and recommends the substitution of external
for internal manipulations, both in the diagnosis and in
the technique of deliveries. He would measure the merits
of a practitioner by the infrequency of postpartum hemor-
rhage, and therefore gives much attention to the third
stage of labor. In the practice of infant feeding the au-
thor follows Holt, and, indeed, reprints the latter's tables
of proper percentages of cow's milk to be used for artifi-

cially-fed infants. The book is a very attractive one, and
should prove useful to students and to practical obstet-
ricians; the theory of this branch of medicine does not
enter into its scope. The reviewer would call attention
of the reader to the many titles following the name of the
author, which constitute almost a curriciilidn vitce, and
would ask w-hether a reform is not needed in this matter
of enumerating the past and present positions, honorary
titles, and appointments conferred upon the authors of
medical books.

Disfases of the Nervous System. By H. Campbell
Thomson, ]\I.D. (Lond.), F.R.C.P. ; Physician to Out-
Patients at the Middlesex Hospital, Dean of and Med-
ical Tutor in. the ]\Iiddlesex Hospital Medical School;
Physician to the Bolingbroke Hospital and to the Hos-
pital for Epilepsy and Paralysis, Maida Vale. With 8
Colored and 12 Black-and-W'hite Plates, and loi Fig-
ures in the Text. Chicago: W. T. Keener & Co., 1908.

The author states in his preface that the experience on
which his book is founded has been obtained for the most
part at Maida Vale and at the Middlesex Hospital clinics,

both of which are known to be extensive fields, affording
adequate material. The main facts of neurology are clearly
and concisely set fortli. profuse illustrations acceptably
replacing long descriptions or adequately representing
conditions briefly stated. Indeed, the illustrations are one
of the most attractive features of this small publication.
They are all good, not the least useful being the outline

figure drawings on which are shown at a glance a sum-
mary of the principal symptoms of a disease. This should
be very helpful to the student. In the chapter on the re-

flexes the author states that the Oppenheim response is

obtained by stroking the inner side of the leg. Here, we
are taught to elicit it by stroking the tibialis anticu|.

Some of the later methods of treatment, such as nerv'e

grafting, now an established operation, are not mentioned
in relation to peripheral palsies, except those of the face
and arm. Other recent treatment is not mentioned ; e. g.,

craniectomy in meningeal hemorrhage of the new-born

;

nerve grafting in anterior poliomyelitis and in infantile

cerebral palsy. On the whole, however, the book is a
condensed and convenient one, more useful to the stuJer;t

perhaps and general practitioner than to the neurologist.

Diseases of the Spinal Cord. By R. T. Williamson,
M.D. (Lond.), F.R.C.P., Assistant Physician, Royal In-

firmary, and Lecturer in Medicine, Victoria University,

Manchester. With 183 Illustrations and seven Plates.

London: Henry Frowde, O.xford University Press;

Hodder & Stoughton, 1908.

The author states modestly in the preface tnat his work is

not intended to furnish an exhaustive account of spinal

diseases, but to be of service rather as an introductory
textbook. His classification, for descriptive purposes, is

on a symptomatological basis. Spinal tumors, for example,
are described in the section entitled "Diseases Causing
Symptoms of a Transverse Lesion of the Cord" ; syringo-

myelia and poliomyelitis, under "Diseases Causing Atrophic
Paralysis" ; disseminated sclerosis, among "Diseases Giv-
ing Rise to Spastic Paralysis," and tabes in the section de-

voted to "Diseases in Which Ataxia Is a Prominent Symp-
tom." Descriptions are clear and sufficiently comprehen-
sive, and the book is fairly well up-to-date. Each descrip-

tion is followed by a list of references to articles and
works which the author has found of most service in

preparing the book. The chapter on traumatic affections

of the spinal cord is very brief. There is an appendix
comprising notes on the more important methods of stain-

ing for microscopical study. The illustrations are from
the author's own drawings and photographs and micro-
photographs of cord sections. The book will be found
convenient and valuable to the clinician for reference and
to th" student for systematic study.

The Thirteenth Greatest of Centuries. By James J.

Walsh, M.D., Ph.D., LL.D., Acting Dean and Professor
of the History of Medicine and of Nervous Diseases,
Fordham University School of IMedicine; Professor of
Physiological Psychology at St. Francis Xavier's and
Cathedral Colleges, New York. With Illustrations. New
York : Catholic Summer School Press. 1907.

To those who are wont to think that the nineteenth
was the greatest of centuries that have been, and that

the twentieth is destined to be greater yet, the title of
this work will perhaps seem presumptuous, and they will

be inclined to regard the book itself, without reading it,

as composed in laudation of the "Ages of Faith," in order
to please the members of the Catholic Summer School.
But even if one approaches the book with this prejudice,
a reading of it will convince him that the author is justi-

fied in his title, and that in many respects this was one
of the greatest, if not actually the greatest, of the centuries
that the world has seen. This century saw the foundation
of the universities and their development in the establish-

ment of the various schools of science, theology, medicine,
and law, and it also saw the establishment of schools
of arts and crafts such as the world has never since seen.

It was also the age of cathedral building when many of
the most magnificent examples of Gothic architecture were
erected. Nearly all of the grand English cathedrals were
building in that epoch, and they were built by local crafts-

men, for each city was too busy with its own work to lend
its artists to other cities. In literature the thirteenth cen-
tury saw the "Chronicles of the Cid," the "Nicbelungen-
lied," "Reynaud the Fox," the "Romance of the Rose," and
the "Arthurian Legends" ; it was also the age of the
Trouveres and the Troubadours, the Meistersingers and
the Minnesingers, and Dante was composing the Divinia
Commedia at its close. Among the painters were Cimabue
and Giotto, among the scholars St. Thomas Aquinas, who
taught the conservation of energy and the indestructibility

of matter ; Duns Scotus, Albertus Magnus, and Roger Ba-
con. It was in- this century that the signing of Magna
Charta took place, the first English Parliament met, and
the English cotrimon law took form, and in the other
countries of Europe the foundation of liberty and of the
rights of man were laid. Many other things are recorded
by Dr. Walsh in this most interesting book to justify his
claim that, measured by the work accomplished in every
branch of human endeavor and by the uplift of mankind
and the promotion of human happiness, the thirteenth cen-
tury was indeed great, if not the greatest of all.
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g>nrtrti} Spjinrts.

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF OBSTETRICIANS
AND GYNECOLOGISTS.

Ticcnty-first Annual Meeting, held at Baltimore, Md.,

September 22, 23, and 24, 1908.

The President, Dr. E. Gustav Zinke of Cincinnati,

Ohio, in the Chair.

Arteriosclerosis of the Uterus.— Dr. Charles M.
Rees of Charleston, S. C, pointed out that (l) sclerotic

changes in the arterial supply to the uterus were probahly

of greater frequency than had generally been observed.

(2) A pathological change miglit take place in the uterus

independently of general arteriosclerosis. (3) From the

frequent physiological changes to which the uterine blood

supply was subjected, and the resistance offered, sclerotic

changes were favored. (4) That sclerosis and even

changes advanced to atheroma with calcareous deposits in

the arterial walls of the uterine arteries were found local-

ized in the uterus. (5) These changes occurred in the vast

majority of child-bearing women about the menopause.

(6) Arteriosclerosis of the uterus might be the cause of

alarming hemorrhages, which were uncontrollable by any

of the ordinary measures, and hysterectomy was necessary

to save life. (7) Hemorrhages caused by arteriosclerosis

of the uterus usually came on at the cancer period of a

woman's life and could not be differentiated by any other

means than hysterectomy and microscopical examination.

He emphasized the following facts: (i) That a diagnosis

of arteriosclerosis of the uterus was difficult to make, and

could only be made where it was possible to exclude every

other cause of hemorrhage from the uterus, and by mi-

croscopical examination of scrapings from the uterus in

which sclerosed capillaries were found, or finally from sec-

tions of such a uterus after its removal. (2) Arterio-

sclerosis, as a definite cause of hemorrhage from the

uterus, appearing in women between the ages of 40 and

SO, and among those who had borne children, was of

greater importance than had generally been determined.

(3) That in a fair proportion of cases the hemorrhages

from the uterus were in themselves sufficient to endanger

the life of a woman and could be made to yield only to

hysterectomy. (4) That, with the uncertainty of diagno-

sis, even after examinations of a section from the cervix

and scrapings from the uterus, which showed no evidence

of malignancy in women who between the ages of 40 and

50 had borne children, and suffered with frequently re-

curring hemorrhages, hysterectomy was justified.

Dr. C. C. Frederick of Buffalo, N. Y., said he had seen

several cases in the past two years of persistent bleeding

in which there was no great enlargement of the uterus,

and there was no evidence of any fibroid growth, and like-

wise no evidence from the scrapings of any degenerative

changes in the uterus indicative of cancer. Repeated

curettage failed to control the hemorrhage. In these cases

he had done vaginal hysterectomy.

Dr. Hugo O. Pantzer of Indianapolis, Ind., said that the

frequency of this affection was much greater than was

commonly believed, and there was no doubt that many oi

these patients could be relieved by operation.

Dr. Frederick Blume of Pittsburg, Pa., had operated

on three cases of arteriosclerosis of the uterus by the

vaginal route by the clamp method in the last two years.

Dr. John A. Lyons of Chicago reported a case of

arteriosclerosis of the uterus in which hysterectomy had

been recommended by others, but he succeeded in reliev-

ing the patient by electricity, using forty milliamperes for

from 5 to 10 minutes at a time, the duration of the treat-

ment extending over a month or more, at the end of which

time the hemorrhage ceased.

Dr. Charles G. Cumston of Boston said that some years

ago he read a paper entitled "Hemorrhagic Metritis," and

in it he gave tlie pathological findings which were chiefly

arteriosclerosis of the small vessels of the uterine paren-

chyma, likewise considerable sclerosis of the uterus. He
advised and practiced at the time vaginal hysterectomy, but

was vigorously sat on as being too radical.

Dr. Albert Goldspohn of Chicago called attention to

the difficulty of making a diagnosis in cases of arterio-

sclerosis of the uterus; consequently, there was danger of

treating some cases under a mistaken diagnosis. Actual

cases of arteriosclerosis of the uterus should be treated

by hysterectomy, and nothing else.

Hysteria as the Surgeon Sees It.— Dr. A. Morgan
Vance of Louisville related a number of interesting clinical

instances of hysteria simulating grave organic lesions. He
spoke of the methods of cure which he attributed to the

power of suggestion and an attitude of command as the

controlling elements in vanquishing the obsession of tlie

victims. He suggested the necessity of alertness to avoid

error in diagnosis, and attributed his quick and certain

success in diagnosis and treatment of some of these cases

to that alertness bred of the rivalry in diagnosis which

came within his fortunate experience early in his medical

career.

Dr. Herman E. PIayd of Buffalo emphasized the diffi-

culty attending a correct diagnosis in cases of hysteria.

Everyone had seen patients who had been sadly neglected,

and who had been treated for all kinds of hysterical symp-

toms, when there was really not only one pathological

condition at the bottom of them, but various pathological

conditions making the case extremely complex ; therefore,

the reason why so many of these neurasthenic, hysterical,

and neurotic women were not cured was not because they

had not received good surgery, but because they had not

had enough good surgery.

Dr. Charles G. Cumsto.n" of Boston had found tliat the

quickest way to make hysterical patients walk, wlio thought

they had hip-joint disease, was to mention in their pres-

ence that high amputation was the proper thing, and in a

case he recalled, the patient was able to walk in a short

time afterward.

Dr. John A. Lyons of Chicago took issue with Dr.

Hayd that there was always marked pathology in these

hysterical patients, and supported the views advanced by

the author of the paper. He believed that in many in-

stances the hysteria could be relieved by suggestion, and

cited at length a case that came under his own observation

in support of it.

Dr. Roland E. Skeel of Cleveland said that there were

two factors in many cases, namely, that while there might

be minor pathology, it was only recognized by the patients

themselves by reason of over-excitable and over-sensitive

nerves, and that physicians really overlooked these two

factors. These minor pathological conditions could be

found if they were sought for.

Comparative Merits of Abdominal Celiotomy and

Colpotomy in the Treatment of Intrapelvic Abscess.

—

Dr. W. S. Smith of Baltimore read a paper on this sub-

ject. He said that if one considered the improvements

that had been made in surgical technique, together with

the striking results obtained in pus cases by the Fowler

postural treatment and the Murphy irrigation, the mortal-

ity plea lost much of its significance and force. Recent

experience in this connection on the part of the author had

been instructive and satisfactory. In the last no lapar-

otomies which he had done, there had been no mortality.

Of this number, 53 were perfonned for intrapelvic pus.

Drainage was indicated and used in 10 instances, and the

Fowler-Murphy treatment was resorted to twice. During

the same period of time there had been but 10 colpotomies,

and 2 of these were followed by the abdominal operation.

Dr. Charles L. Bonifield of Cincinnati said that vaginal

incision was of great importance in selected cases, and the

earlier one could get at pus behind the uterus and drain

it, the less damage would be done to the uterine append-
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ages, and the more hope there would be of curing these

patients without a radical operation. Under the most fa-

vorable circumstances it was the exception rather than the

rule that these patients were cured by this simple pro-

cedure. Personally, he had almost completely given up
conservative surgery in cases of inflammatory disease of

the appendages. Conservative surgery as regards the tubes

was more frequently successful than that with regard to

the ovaries. In cases in which he had left part of an
ovary, the patients usually returned for a subsequent oper-

ation.

Dr. Albert Goldspohn of Chicago said that vaginal

drainage was permissible in acute pelvic conditions, and
the cases amenable to this operation were those in which
the focus of pus was located in the pelvic cellular tissue

—

a parametritis. Intraperitoneal suppurative conditions were
not usually benefited very much by vaginal drainage, but

more radical measures were needed.

Dr. C. C. Frederick of Buffalo said that in pelvic abscess

he preferred the vaginal route for drainage, and then, if

necessary, a more radical operation could be done at a

later time.

Dr. Frederick Blume of Pittsburg said he had resorted

to vaginal incision and drainage in the cases under dis-

cussion, and later, if the patient returned, he performed
an abdominal operation.

Dr. Joseph A. H.all of Cincinnati said that many pelvic

abscesses were the result of tuberculosis, and many of

these abscesses w-ere caused by the gonococcus. Vaginal

section accomplished much good in some of these cases,

but in others more radical operative measures were in-

dicated.

Dr. Louis Fr.\nk of Louisville said there could be no
question as to the advisability of vaginal incision and
drainage in acute pus collections as a temporary expedient.

His experience, however, was that in some cases in which

it was done abdominal section was required later.

Dr. Joseph H. Branham of Baltimore called attention

to the virulence of infection, saying that in some cases

the degree of virulence was slight, while in others it was
great. As there was a great difference in the degree of

virulence of the infection the treatment should vary in

different cases.

Dr. Smith, in closing the discussion, said he had not

been convinced of the importance of removing a healthy

tube, even though the infection was of gonorrheal origin.

He thought that a thorough curettement of the uterus and
careful exsection of the diseased tube would result in a

permanent cure, and there was seldom any necessity for

taking out a healthy tube even in gonorrheal cases.

A Simple, Certain, and Universally Applicable Method
of Preventing the Serious Accident of Leaving a Sponge
in the Abdomen.—Dr. H. S. Crossen of St. Louis, Mo.,

said that security against this fatal accident was counted

one of the unsolved problems of abdominal surgery. The
method he had used during the past two years was prac-

tically automatic, applicable in emergency work in the

country as w-ell as in hospital work. It insured the re-

moval of all gauze w-ithout particular attention on the part

of anyone. It consisted in the elimination of all detached

pads and sponges and the utilization of ten-yard gauze

strips, each strip packed in a convenient bag in such a way
that it might be drawn out a little at a time, as needed.

Mobility of the Patient After Laparotomy.—Dr. Wal-
ter B. Chase of Brooklyn, N. Y., contributed a paper on
this subject, in which he stated that (i) the early dictum

of the rigid immobility of the patient after laparotomy

—

yet too much in vogue—was wrong in principle and in-

jurious in practice. (2) Limited inobility of the patient,

active or passive, within rational limitations, was admissi-

ble and desirable whenever the comfort and advantage of

the patient were thereby promoted. (3) The cardinal

prerequisites to prompt healing of wounds were perfect co-

aptation, perfect rest, and freedom from infection. (4)

The sitting up of the patient in bed or out of bed the day

after the operation, being around the ward the following

day, and leaving the hospital for ordinary exercise at the

end of a week, was not compatible with sound surgical

procedure, even though, in individual instances, satisfac-

tory recovery had followed. (5) By ignoring the path-

ological conditions present, the burden of proof, that the

phlebitis was not due to infection, nor that the mischief

attending thrombosis and embolism was not a result of

too early mobility of the patient, rested with the advocates

of the new departure.

Dr. Albert Goldspohx of Chicago said it was wrong

to encourage patients to get up on the second or third day

after laparotomy, as it was necessary to wait until cicatri-

zation was fairly complete, and this did not occur in less

than about ten days

Dr. Daniel H. Craig of Boston stated that the mobility

of a patient after operation had a relationship to the post-

operative complications of phlebitis and thrombosis, and
he believed that early mobility of patients lessened the

liability to these complications.

Extrauterine Pregnancy.—Dr. Herman E. Hayd of

Buffalo, X. Y., classified his cases according to their clini-

cal manifestations: (i) The tragic or cataclysmic class,

where there w-as free hemorrhage going on into the peri-

toneal cavity, with no tendency to localization. Here an

immediate abdominal operation was recommended. (2)

The cases where a small rupture had taken place and where

hematocele more or less circumscribed developed. In this

class vaginal incision and drainage was advised, if the

pregnancy was not advanced beyond the sixth week, or

if the blood clot had not become too firmly organized.

(3) Those cases which had gone on to the second and on

to the fourth or fifth month, when rupture took place, but

the fetal product continued to grow on account of the new
attachment it made. (4) Those cases which had gone on

to the development of a pelvic abscess with broken-down

fetal products in the mass, (s) Those cases which had

gone on to term and were delivered by operation when the

child was viable, or where the child had died and under-

gone mummification or calcification as a lithopedion.

Advanced Ectopic Gestation, with Living Child, with

Report of Three Cases.—Dr. X. O. Werder of Pitts-

burg read a paper with this title, in which he said that

all these cases began as tubal pregnancy. The time of

rupture could be estimated from the history of every case.

In none of the cases was the diagnosis attended with great

difficulty. Having in the prophylactic instrumental com-

pression of the abdominal aorta a safe and reliable means

to prevent the so much dreaded placental hemorrhage,

which had really been the principal stumbling-block in the

surgical treatment of advanced ectopic gestation, there

seemed to be no longer any just ground for other than

radical operation in this condition, consisting in the com-

plete extirpation of the gestation sac with living placenta,

an operation which in his opinion was the only proper and

correct surgical procedure for these cases.

Ectopic Gestation.—Dr. Charles L. Bonifield of

Cincinnati divided cases of tubal pregnancy into five

classes, (i) Those in which a slight hemorrhage oc-

curred at an early period, six to eight weeks, and killed

the ovum. Such an ovum with the blood-clot might be

absorbed and the patient regain her health. He reported

a case representing this class. (2) Those in which the

rupture occurred a little later than eight to ten weeks. In

these the hemorrhage was so profuse as to cause well-

marked classical symptoms, but was not so profuse as to

menace at once the life of the patient. (3) Those which

were in immediate danger of death from hemorrhage.

This class was not numerous, but it gave rise to practi-

cally all the argument as to the relative virtues of imme-

diate and deferred operations. The best course to pursue

in the treatment of these cases was to operate at once il

the hemorrhage was in progress when the operator saw the
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case, and to defer operation if it had ceased. {4) Cases
in which a hving fetus had developed to the sixteenth

week or later. About fifteen years ago he operated on
such a case at the sixth month. The child died in a few
minutes, and the mother only survi%'ed twenty-four hours.

Her death was due to loss of blood caused by the separa-

tion of the placenta from the intestines and omentum, to

which a large part of it was attached. (5) When the

physician has to deal with a dead fetus which has attained

an advanced stage of development. The death of the

fetus rendered the operation safer for the mother, pro-

vided it was not undertaken until a sufficient time had
elapsed for a change to take place in the placenta. He
had operated on two such cases.

Dr. Albert Goldspohn did not think that all cases of

extrauterine pregnancy should be operated on at once.

Cases of tubal abortion, in which the ovum slipped out

of a somewhat dilated abdominal end of the tube, did not

bleed very much, nor did they produce profound shock.

On the other hand, it was not safe to assume that in

ruptured tubal pregnancy hemorrhage was going to stop,

hence it was necessary to operate.

Dr. C. C. Frederick had operated 133 times for ruptured

ectopic pregnancy. There were cases of tubal abortion

where the amount of hemorrhage was so small and finally

ceased, that eventually the women got well without opera-

tion.

Dr. Henry Schwarz of St. Louis said there were several

cases on record in which women with tubal pregnancy

went to terra. He had himself operated on such a case.

The sac was removed in its entirety, and then opened, dis-

closing a mature macerated male fetus above the average

weight.

Dr. A. B. Miller of Syracuse said that no one could lay

down any law which would guide the ordinary practitioner

as to the time for operation as he came in contact with

these cases.

Dr. Walter B. Chase of Brooklyn said that every case

must be a law unto itself as to whether to operate or not.

Dr. Miles F. Porter of Fort \\'ayne, Ind., said that if

a surgeon were called to see a inan or woman with a

history that she had received a stab wound in the neck

and she had symptoms of bleeding to death, naturally he

would search for and tie the bleeding vessel. This was

the thing to do in a case of ruptured ectopic pregnancy

in which hemorrhage was going on.

Dr. Thomas B. Noble of Indianapolis believed in im-

mediate operat'on in cases of ruptured extrauterine preg-

nancy, for the reason that if the information went out

that these cases were to be treated by procrastination un-

til the diagnosis was certain, these patients would be tink-

ered with by general practitioners, and the specialist would

only be called in to sign a death certificate.

Dr. Frederick Blume emphasized the importance of dif-

ferentiating what cases should be operated on and which

should be left alone.

The subject was further discussed by Dr. Fran'CIS Reder

and Dr. Roland E. Skeel, and then the discussion was

closed by the authors.

Acute Pancreatitis.—Dr. Louis Frank of Louisville

said that pancreatic disease until recent years had been

very much neglected, and referred to the growing impor-

tance of its study. Pancreatic diseases were not all in-

curable. He referred to the anatomical and etiological

factors concerned. He laid stress on the necessity of

early recognition. After describing the symptoms he spoke

of the treatment as being surgical, and in order to be

effective it must be prompt. He reported three cases on

which he had operated.

Abscess of Gaertner's Canal.—Dr. Magnus A. Tate of

Cincinnati spoke of the rarity of this condition, and re-

viewed the literature of the subject. He reported the case

of a woman 36 years of age, who for some years had

had a number of very peculiar attacks. The trouble began

with a pain in the pelvic region accompanied by rigors,

this being followed by distinct chills, rapid pulse, and high
temperature. This would last from a few days to a week
or two, then there would be a vaginal discharge of a little

pus, which was always followed by a subsidence of symp-
toms, and an apparent recovery would ensue. There was
some tenderness elicited over both the right and left lower
sides of the pelvis. After complete anesthesia a vaginal
examination disclosed a small anteverted uterus, but no
tubes or ovaries could be palpated. On the right wall at

a central point between the anterior and posterior vaginal
walls was found a decided thickening, and on tracing it up,
it felt like a ridge of massed tissue which passed up to

the side of the cervix in the vaginal vault. He opened
the posterior cul-de-sac, and after packing some gauze in

the back of the uterus he opened up this ridge of vaginal
ligament as far as he could. The following day the gauze
which had been placed in ridge tissue was bathed in pus
which was constantly being discharged. The temperature
subsided and patient recovered.

Cesarean Section.—Dr. C. C. Frederick of Buffalo
gave a resume of the present status of this operation, and
said that until w-ithin recent years it was appealed to only
as a last resort in obstetrical delivery The consensus of
opinion was now becoming favorable to cesarean section

as being preferable in contracted or deformed pelves to
protracted high forceps operation, version, symphyseotomy,
or pubiotomy.

The Development of the Human Ovum During the
First Eight Weeks of Pregnancy.— Dr. Henry
Schwarz of St Louis called attention to the fact that all

textbooks of obstetrics described the ovum and fetus at

the end of ten periods of twenty-eight days each, and they
all, without exception, declared the ovum to be of the size

of a pigeon's egg, and the fetus of a length of 7 to 10

millimeters at the end of the first lunar month, that is to

say, before the woman's menstruation was overdue. The
fact was, the youngest ovum on record, that of Peter,

which was the size of a hemp seed, was found when men-
struation was three days overdue, and belonged therefore
to the middle of the fifth week of pregnancy, or to the
beginning of the second lunar month. At the end of the
first lunar month the ovum was still a very small body,
and passed through the uterine end of the tube just about
the time when menstruation became overdue. All ova
varying in size from a millet seed to a hen's egg belonged
to the second lunar month, and their description had to be
rearranged. He believed that ovulation, as a rule, pre-
ceded menstruation, and that the impregnated ovum dated
from the first menstrual period which had been suppressed

;

that during the first lunar month of our present counting
pregnancy existed only during the last few days, and thai
during these days the ovum migrated through the tubes
without noticeable increase in size, reaching the uterine
cavity about the day of the expected menstruation, aifd

there casting off its shell of zona pellucida, as demonstrated
by Spee for the ovum of the guinea-pig.

President's Address: Solving the Problem of Obstet-
rics.—The president, Dr. E. Gustav Zinke of Cincin-
nati, reviewed at length some of the important events in

medicine and surgery of the last one hundred years. He
compared the old and new methods of managing the preg-
nant, parturient, and puerperal states. Reference was made
to the changes in the practice of midwifery within the

last fifty years. There was practically no improvement in

the maternal and fetal mortality and morbidity of mid-
wifery during the last twenty years. The present rate of
obstetric mortality followed immediately that of tuber-

culosis. Eclampsia, placenta prsevia, oblique and trans-

verse presentations, narrow and contracted pelves, were
conditions which precipitated in every instance a conflict

unto death between mother and child. The problem of

preventing this conflict was gradually being solved by the

aid of anesthesia, antisepsis, asepsis, the forceps, sym-
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physeotomy, pubiotomy, hebotomy, and cesarean sec-

tion. The gradual elimination of the induction of pre-

mature labor, prophylactic version, the high forceps, and

perforation of the living child had begun. The problem

of obstetrics would be solved when the custom of sending

the pregnant and parturient women—victims of complica-

tions—to a maternity had become an established practice.

Intraligamentous Fibroids.—Dr. John F. Erdmann of

New York said that during the past seven years he had

operated upon 61 cases of fibroids, doing 48 hysterectomies

and 13 myomectomies. Of this entire number he met with

5 cases of intraligamentous fibroids, one of which was a

case of multiple fibroids of the uterus, with two discrete

ones in the right broad ligament. The remaining four

were true intraligamentous fibroids in the full sense of

the word. None of these intraligamentous masses in any

of the five cases had any association with the uterus, ex-

cept one, in which the association was due to an inflamma-

tion occurring in the pelvis, and an exudative or plastic

adhesion to the uterus was evident. In 4 of these cases

the tumors were hard or of the same consistency as ordi-

nary fibroids. In the large round one the feeling was of a

decidedly soft nature. The author reported the five cases

in detail, with recovery in all of them.

Uterine Fibroids Complicating Pregnancy.— Dr.

William J. Gillette of Toledo, Ohio, read a paper on

this subject in which he reported cases. The points he

desired to bring out were, that in the presence of a

pregnancy, should (l) operations for the removal of fi-

broids be limited to the fifth month, and if not, and limited

to any time, what should that time be? (2) That not

only pedunculated and subperitoneal tumors might be re-

moved, but interstitial as well, without the interruption

of pregnancy (3) That even very small fibroids may be

so situated as to become of lethal significance. (4) That

fibroids tumors might practically disappear at this time or

shortly subsequent to it. (s) The possibility of the re-

moval of pedunculated fibroids during labor, allowing it to

progress naturally.

Myoma of the Cervix Uteri.—Dr. Francis Reder of

St. Louis made some remarks on this subject, reported

cases, and exhibited specimens.

Ovarian Cystoma Complicating Pregnancy. — Dr.

Charles G. Cumston of Boston, Mass., said that the in-

dication for operative interference during pregnancy was

usually the severity of the symptoms. The cyst should be

removed by abdominal incision or posterior colpotomy, ac-

cording to the situation and size of the neoplasm. Cooling

of the abdominal cavity was to be avoided during opera-

tion, as it was an important factor in the production of

premature labor. The favorable results obtained when

operation was done during the first few months of preg-

nancy were not accidental, and a timely removal of the

cyst might prevent threatened miscarriage. Operation

should be advised as soon as a diagnosis of cyst had been

made, in order to avoid complications due to the presence

of the tumor during pregnancy, labor, or the post-partum

period.

Subdiaphragmatic Abscess.—Dr. John W. Keefe of

Providence, R. I., defined an abscess of this character as

a collection of pus, or pus and gas, which lay in contact

with some portion of the under surface of the diaphragm.

It was rarely the result of a traumatism, but was generally

due to some previously diseased condition. The author

reported six cases, and the main facts which he em-

phasized were the avoidance of the transpleural route; the

dangers attending the use of the aspirator needle and the

unnecessary resection of the ribs ; the advocacy of ex-

ploratory abdominal incision, with drainage through the

same or in the tenth or eleventh interspace, in the post-

axillary line.

Injuries to the Bladder Taking Place During Hernia

Operations.— Dr. Roland E. Skeel of Cleveland, O.,

said that since the appearance of Bruener's article in 1898

and ^loynihan's in 1901, bladder herniae were apparently in-

creasing in frequency as shown by 144 cases collected since

1896, as compared with the 181 in the literature previous

to that dale. These hernise were no more frequent than

before, but present methods of operating as well as in-

creased care in looking for them accounted for the more

frequent report of such cases. The cases reported showed

a large proportion not diagnosed until operation, and un-

fortunately a great number were not recognized until the

bladder was injured and a fair per cent, were not rec-

ognized even at the time of injury. Many of these cases

were artificially produced by traction upon the sac and

efforts to place the ligature high up resultcd_in catching

the bladder wall in its bite. In addition to the ordinary

method of recognizing the bladder by the appearance of

the prevesical fat and the large veins on the fundus, the

administration of methylen blue for a day or two previous

to hernia operations would cause instant recognition of

the bladder injury if it occurred Such a routine measure

was justified by the fact that the mortality rate for hernia

operations was practically nil aside from accident.

Surgery of the Spleen, with Special Reference to

Trauma; A Method of Encapsulation.—Dr. Walter
C. G. KiRCHNER of St. Louis reported twenty-two cases of

injury to the spleen treated by splenectomy and other

methods. After describing the various symptoms of in-

jury to the spleen, the writer described a method of treat-

ing hemorrhage from the spleen by encapsulation. In

this operation the spleen was brought forward and de-

livered into the wound as in splenectomy. Wide sutures

were inserted through the spleen to approximate the frac-

tured or cut edges, and these sutures were also used to

retain the omentum which was wrapped over the spleen to

form a sort of capsule The organ was then replaced in

the splenic fossa, and held in position by means of packs.

Treatment of Typhoid Fever Perforation.—Dr. John
D. S. Davis of Birmingham, Ala., had operated in ten

cases of typhoid fever. In nine perforations were found.

Of this number there were eight recoveries and two deaths.

One typhoid case was operated on, with recovery, in which

no perforation was found. Two were perforations of the

ileum ; one had a perforation in the ileum and at the base

of the appendix; one had two perforations of the colon,

ascending and transverse; four were appendicular, one of

which later had a perforating anastomosis between the

ascending and transverse colon. In the last fatal case

there were two perforations in the ileum. All the cases

were drained except the one in which no perforation was

found. Incision in the outer border of the right rectus

fascia was made in each case. In one case the pus was

mopped out and drainage effected through a stab wound.

He recommended the Murphy method in treating many of

this class of cases, with accumulations of pus, large or

small, particularly where there was not much fecal extra-

vasation.

Some Old Fallacies in Retroversion Surgery Revived.

—Dr. Albert Goldspohn of Chicago, in a paper on this

subject, said it was an anatomical fact that the round liga-

ments of the uterus, irrespective of what might be their

normal function ordinarily, were the only available means

or medium for a harmless and permanent cure of retro-

version in fruitful women, because they alone among the

various uterine attachments were a part of the uterus it-

self and as such underwent evolution and involution with

that organ during and after gestation. Years of abundant

clinical experience had set forth the great value practically

of this anatomical fact. This experience had been dearly

paid for by numerous shameful parturient deaths from

dystocia following vicious surgery for a minor ailment

that, in itself, would never cause death. Nevertheless, two

articles had recently appeared that rather ignored the

above-mentioned experience, and advocated principles and

procedures which gynecologists had threshed out and dis-

carded as old straw some time ago.
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Typhlitis.—Dr. John A. Lyons of Chicago said that

all cases of typhlitis and perityphlitis need not necessarily

be secondary to appendicitis. He reported a case of ab-

scess of the cecum in support of this claim. The patient

had suffered for several months from what were supposed
to be recurrent attacks of appendicitis, and during the last

one the speaker found the patient had suffered (l) from
sudden severe abdominal pain; (2) nausea and vomiting;

(3) general abdominal sensitiveness over the appendix, and

(4) elevation of temperature to 102° F., soon after the

onset of the severe pain. These were Murphy's cardinal

symptoms for appendicitis, and making a diagnosis of ap-

pendical abscess because of a large fluctuating mass in-

volving the entire iliopsoas region, he ordered the patient

to the hospital, and after a hurried preparation made an

incision over the tumor, when, to his surprise, he found a

large abscess of the cecum. The appendix was in its usual

position and apparently normal in every respect, excepting

where it was about to be involved at its extreme distal end

in the perityphlitic inflammation. After cleaning out the

abscess cavity, cutting away all gangrenous, loose, and raw
edges, he removed the appendix, which, upon examination,

proved to be normal, except as above noted. A peculiar

feature followed the operation, in that the patient, who had

suffered from childhood with enuresis, wetting the clothes

both night and day, had been entirely relieved of this an-

noying condition, it not having recurred, whereas it was
frequent in occurrence before the operation. The author

accounted for the cure of the enuresis by saying that gan-

glionic sympathetic fibers joined to the fourth sacral nerve,

which latter supplied the neck of the bladder, must have

been released from abnormal pressure by the complete cure

of the inflammatory product.

Repair Rather Than Removal of the Generative

Organs of Women.—Dr. John E. Cannaday of Charles-

ton, W. \'a., discussed the advisability of trusting pelvic

inflammation, especially that of the gonorrheal type, to

nature, and treating the results of infection by operation,

if need be, later. He spoke of the need for treating cer-

tain cases of infection in accordance with the social con-

dition of the woman. The time requirements of palliative

treatment were being extended. He pointed out the ad-

vantages of not operating until physiological resistance to

infection had been well established. Much of the so-

called palliative treatment was useful only as a means of

diverting the mind of the patient. Subinvoluted pro-

lapsed organs after suspension and perineorrhaphy would,

as a rule, be speedily restored to normal size by the relief

of congestion incident to malposition. Local infections

might be best attacked by local applications. Repair rather

than removal was to be commended in general.

Experiments Upon Animals Relative to the Question

of Abdominal Supporters After Laparotomy.— Dr.

Robert T. Morris of New York described a series of ex-

periments which he had conducted upon animals which

showed that it was unnecessary to subject patients to the

annoyance of abdominal supporters so frequently as was

commonly proposed. The author did not employ them in

one per cent, of his laparatomies.

The following papers were also read : "Factors of

Safety in Abdominal Operations, Based on Operations,"

by Dr. Geo. W. Crile of Cleveland, O. ; "Report of a Case

of Gastric Tetany ; Operation ; Recovery," by Drs. John

Young Brown and William Engelbach of St. Louis, Mo.

Officers.—The following officers were elected for the

ensuing year : President, Dr. William H. Humiston of

Cleveland, O. ; First Vice-President, Dr. James Edgar Sad-

lier of Poughkeepsie, N. Y. ; Second Vice-President, Dr.

William A. B. Sellman of Baltimore, Md. ; Secretary, Dr.

William Warren Potter of Buffalo, N. Y. ; re-elected;

Treasurer, Dr. X. O. Werder of Pittsburg, Pa., re-elected.

Fort Wayne, Ind., was selected as the place for holding

the next annual meeting; time, third Tuesday in Septem-

ber, 1909.

AMERICAN ORTHOPEDIC ASSOCI.-\TION.

Annual Meeting Held in Chicago, June 4 to 6, 1908.

Henry Ling Taylor, M.D., of New York, President.

Thursday, June 4

—

First Day.

Present-day Needs of an Orthopedic Service.—Dr.

Henry Ling Taylor of New York delivered the presi-

dential address, entering this as his title.

Treatment of Joint Tuberculosis by Marmorek's
Serum.—Dr. .Albert H. Freiberg of Cincinnati read this

paper, reporting the progress of cases described at last

year's meeting, and giving some new cases treated since.

The Treatment of Some Types of Rheumatoid Ar-
thritis.—Dr. Frank E. Peckham of Providence presented

an account of the results of the treatment of villous,

atrophic and infectious arthritis by means of electric and
other baths, vibration, and gymnastics.

A New Treatment for Old Tuberculous Sinuses.—Dr.

John Ridlon and Dr. Wallace Blanchard of Chicago
ivere the joint authors of this paper, which was read by
the latter. The treatment consisted in injections of bis-

muth and vaseline emulsion.

Dr. Emil Beck spoke of some of the limitations of the

method, so as to put orthopedists on their guard against

them. He thought, however, that its use was not at-

tended with much danger, there having been no bad acci-

dents from it. It should not displace other methods.
Dr. H. Augustus Wilson thought that a fluid which

melted at a low point was better for small sinuses.

Dr. GwiLYM G. Davis of Philadelphia asked whether
any bad effects were likely to arise from the use of paraf-

fin and vaseline, these being mineral in character and ap-

parently almost unabsorbable. He had not used bismuth,

but had used a mass of iodoform, wax, and oil of sesame
or olive oil.

Dr. Freiberg had used for several years a thin sus-

pension of bismuth for the purpose of diagnosticating the

extent of these fistulous tracts. He thought, however,

that as long as destruction at the seat of disease was
going on, it would be useless to close the fistula.

Dr. Philip Hoffman of St. Louis wondered whether

some of the many sinusus shown in radiograms of

such cases might not be dissection-sinuses produced by
the force used in injecting the bismuth.

Dr. Rugh stated that, in the postmortem examination

of a part of the face that had been injected subcutan-

eously with paraffin for the correction of a deformity, it

had been found that nature was appropriating the mate-

rial by throwing out new tissue through the injected

mass, thus making it actually a part of the body.

Dr. Blanchard said that the bismuth was not intended

as a treatment for the tuberculosis, for which the pa-

tients were being treated at the same time by other means.

He had found no bad mechanical effect from the injec-

tions. The method was not used in cases of acute in-

flammatory conditions, but only for old chronic sinuses.

He saw no reason for changing the formulas employed.

The Influence of Weight Bearing on the Treatment
of Tuberculous Joint Disease.—Dr. Virgil P. Gibney
of New York presented this paper.

Deformities in Feeble-minded Children.—Dr. E. H.
Arnold read a paper on this subject. Conspicuous find-

ings were the following: the preponderance of females,

the high percentage of Hebrews, the comparative sterility

of the parents, the large number of families having more
than one defective child, the fact that instrumental de-

livery was a possible cause in some cases, the large pro-

portion of mouth-breathers, the tardy beginning of walk-

ing and talking, the prevalence of left-handedness, the

fact that very few feeble-minded children escaped de-

formity, and the conclusion that most of these deformi-

ties were acquired and due to habit. He then considered

the prophylaxis in some of these conditions, and the value
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of educational measures in forming good habits and over-

coming bad ones.

Dr. Bert E. McKenzie of Toronto believed that instead

of one of these conditions being dependent upon the

other, both were due to a common cause—a brain-lesion

at some time, and frequently before birth. In correcting

these deformities, he depended greatly upon education,

upon which he laid great stress. If he could not have

the co-operation of the patient, as is impossible in the

feeble-minded, he hesitated to enter upon the more dis-

tinctly surgical aspect of the correction of deformities.

Dr. Young said he would like to have the attention of

the profession called to the fact that forceps was often

used unnecessarily, and its use often resulted in the de-

formity of the child.

Mr. Ernest Muirhe.^d Little of London said that

in a certain proportion of spastic cases the pressure of

the forceps probably caused the lesions with which the

surgeon had to deal.

Tuberculin in Orthopedic Surgery.—Drs. John Joseph
NuTT and T. W. Hastings read this paper. The report

was based on twenty-tw-o cases of joint tuberculosis, and

the details of the administration of the tuberculin were

fully described.

Mechanical Lesions of the Sacroiliac Joints.—Dr.

Ralph R. Fitch reported twenty-two cases, divided in

groups according to etiologj'. Treatment began with sup-

port, and he described a method of applying plaster of

Paris jackets with the back in a hyperextended position,

without special apparatus.

The Nonoperative Treatment of Fracture of the Fe-

moral Neck.—Dr. .\. M. Forbes referred to the grave

prognosis in medial and intracapsular fractures, and the

decreasing tendency to osseous union as the fracture ap-

proached the smaller portion of the neck near the head.

A consideration of the anatomy of the fracture and the

anatomical principles of treatment and a critical review of

the methods of treatment that had been advocated led

him to conclude that under certain forms of treat-

ment there was probably a more hopeful prognosis than

most surgical writers indicated.

Dr. Hoffman gave the details of several cases in quite

old ladies treated by the Whitman method some time after

the occurrence of the accident with good results. He
thought that if good union could be secured under such

adverse conditions, to get it must be merely a matter of

technique. He remarked that a person inexperienced in

the application of the plaster of Paris could make the

patient very uncomfortable. Pads should be used, and

then the patients were more comfortable than w'ith the

old traction method. They could be shifted around in

bed, and bed-sores did not occur.

Dr. Aaron J. Steele of St. Louis considered fracture

of the thigh-bone to be due to old age, at which period

changes had taken place that caused the thigh to be

broken very easily. He referred to what might be called

a figmental ligament, a thickening of the capsular liga-

ment running along the under side of the neck, and said

that when the thigh bone was fractured from a slight

cause in elderly people, the figmental ligament might act

as a splint and hold the parts of the bone together. If

in such cases the patient were confined to bed and slight

traction made, the union would probably take place with-

out much trouble.

The Cause of Atrophy in Joint Disease.—Dr. .\rthur

T. Legg read a paper giving the results of a comparative

study of the atrophy of disuse alone and that caused by

joint irritation. The results of animal experiments led

him to conclude that, since the atrophy of disuse was

brought about in a complex way by the vasomotor system

controlling the nutritive equilibrium of the body, the

atrophy seen in joint disease was brought about in the

same way; namely, through functional inactivity.

The Anatomy of Congenital Dislocation of the Hip.

—Dr. W. G. Turner discussed some of the anatomical

causes predisposing to the occurrence of dislocation, and

the importance of proper fixation adapted to anatomical

conditions. He demonstrated the class of cases in which

the axillary abduction position is indicated, and showed

diagrams of seven cases illustrating the varieties of skele-

tal variations previously discussed.

Friday. June 5

—

Second Day.

Actinomycosis of the Ribs and Vertebrae.—Dr.

James K. Young said that in this case there was no his-

tory of exposure to the contagion. The disease began

with difficulty of deglutition. A large scapular abscess

was followed by infection of the ribs and dorsal verte-

bra. An operation was performed, a description of which

was given by the author ; but the disease continued to

extend, and had a fatal termination.

Myositis Ossificans.—Dr. Charles F. Painter de-

scribed two principal types of this disease, the progressive

and the traumatic, and reported two cases, considering the

etiology, the gross and microscopical pathology, the clini-

cal course, the operative and medicinal methods of treat-

ment, and the prognosis.

Blastomycosis Resembling Bone Tuberculosis.—Dr.

Edwin W. Rvekson of Cliicago, said that the first patient,

a young man, apparently suffering from an old knee-

tuberculosis, had an acute localized suppuration in the

outer malleolus, followed by similar affections in many
other joints. The second case was that of a young man
with apparent dorsal Pott's disease and pulmonary tuber-

culosis, who developed typical blastomycosis. Both cases

were fatal, and an autopsy was obtained in each.

Bone Fragility and Eburnation of Rickets.—Dr.

Wallace Blanchard said that rachitic bone might be so

friable that the long bones of the legs would break under

the body weight, or with a change of diet and environ-

ment might eburnate in two months to nearly the solidity

of adult bone. He presented cases showing a quick

change of bone structure from extreme friability to com-

parative solidity and strength.

Dr. Fred H. Albee opened the discussion on this sym-

posium by adding two more cases of myositis ossificans

to those reported by Dr. Painter, exhibiting .r-ray pic-

tures. In the second case there was no history of injury,

and no pain: just a flexion deformity at the knee-joint.

Dr. Riely described a case that he had seen and be-

lieved to be myositis ossificans. There were flat, hard

plates at various portions of the body, some of which were
permanent and some transient. The patient had had

rheumatism and had rheumatic endocarditis.

Dr. Little referred to one of Dr. Blanchard's cases,

in which, after an operation for bowlegs, a knockknee had
appeared, resembling a case of retrogressive rickets. He
believed such cases to be more common than was gener-

ally supposed. Some surgeons believed them to be cases

of osteomalacia, and not rickets ; but the postmortem
microscopical appearances in one of his cases had been

those of rickets. He asked for the experience of the

members in regard to the prevalence of late rickets, and
also desired to know whether they thought it of any use

to do an osteotomy in such cases.

Dr. Painter said that he had had an undoubted case of

osteomalacia some years ago, and had lately had one of

adolescent or recrudescent rickets. Both had developed

at about the age of puberty, and in both the attempt to

take out the bend proved fruitless. He thought that re-

crudescent rickets was a form of osteomalacia.

Dr. H. L. Taylor mentioned a peculiar case seen by him
and Dr. Albee within a few weeks, in which the diagnosis

of myositis ossificans was made, but in which the .v-ray

disclosed a needle.

Dr. Davis thought that the condition known as Made-
lung's disease might be a condition of late rickets. In this

disease subluxation occurred at some points, progressing
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to a moderate degree, and then remaining stationary. He
had had such a case in which good union was secured

after osteotomy.

Dr. Blakchakd, in closing, said that he had believed it

to be thoroughly understood that adolescent rickets was
different in nature and pathology in every respect from
infantile rickets.

Some Notes on Fibrous Ankylosis of the Knee.^
Mr. E. MuiRHEAD Little of London said that in the

majority of cases of stiff knee the ankj'losis was fibrous.

He then considered the cause and the symptoms of the

condition. The treatment differed in its objects in the

upper and lower limbs. In the former, free mobility was
the greatest desideratum, while in the latter, a firm support

to the weight of the body was the thing wanted. The
worst cases of fibrous ankylosis must be treated the same
as bony ankylosis. Excision of the joint should not be

done before the age of fourteen; and even then, the epi-

physeal lines should be respected. Mr. Little had not

found pins, nails, screws, or wires necessary in the case

of the knee. He quoted some illustrative cases.

When Is Bony Union Complete After Excision of

the Knee?— Dr. J. T. Rugh of Philadelphia after a re-

view of the literature of the subject and an exhaustive

consideration of all the facts, formulated the following

conclusions: (l) Writers and operators differed as

to the length of time fixation or retention apparatus should

be worn after excision. (2) Flexion deformity was much
more likely to occur before twelve years of age, when
union was fibrous or cartilaginous. (3) Bony union was
more probable after this period, by reason of the increased

activity on the part of the osteogenic tissues. (4)

Deposit of bone normally took place more slowly in the

epiphysis, because of the histological structure of the

parts. (5) Intrinsic influences might and did retard the

process of healing after excision. (6) Extrinsic factors

also delayed the ultimate bony union. (7) Bony union

after fracture of the shaft of a long bone was not com-
plete for from nine months to a year, and it would re-

quire nearly as much more time for completion in the

epiphysis. (8) During operation sufficient periosteum

should be preserved to cover entirely the line of contact

of the excised parts, and accurate coaptation and as nearly

absolute fixation of the bone-ends as possible should be

secured. (9) Fixation should be maintained for a period

of at least one year, and probably nearly two years, after

excision, to avoid the danger of flexion or other deformity.

Dr. Walter G. Stern of Cleveland asked what had

been the experience of the readers of these two papers

in resection for flail kneejoint after infantile paralysis

and for a bad position after rheumatoid arthritis. He
had had humiliating experiences in both classes of cases.

Dr. Young said that when his attention had been first

attracted to the operation of osteotomy above the knee

for ankylosis with deformity, he had not thought a great

deal of it ; but that after having performed it on chil-

dren from twelve to fourteen years of age with satis-

factor>' results, he had become much in favor of the Oilier

operation. He believed that in future the opening of the

kneejoint would be a frequent procedure.

Dr. Robert Osgood said that he had excised the knee in

a case of what was supposed to be rheumatoid arthritis,

and in which the microscopical examination had seemed

to make this diagnosis certain. The patient had now a

stiff, solid knee.

Dr. Little said that when the case was fairly put to

them, the patients did not like the idea of an operation

that would cause them to have a stiff knee. He had

found that in infantile paralysis the bones united well,

although he had had one very bad experience after

having done an arthrodesis of the ankle, and a subsequent

arthrodesis of the knee. The e.xtra strain on the popliteal

muscles had produced a gangrene of the front of the foot.

He did not consider Ollier's an ideal operation, because,

instead of correcting a deformity, one was adding another

deformity to that already existing.

Dr. Rugh said that he had done excision of the knee for

a case of infantile paralysis in a woman of forty-eight

years. He had had no experience with excision after

arthritis deformans. He believed in promising the patient

bony union after a period of about two years, although

fibrous union might occur in from four to si.x weeks.

Preliminary Report of a New Operation for Arthritis

Deformans of the Hip.—Dr. Fred H. Albee described

this operation, and said that firm ankylosis was produced

with the leg in a corrected position. He reported five

successful cases. All the patients had been incapacitated

for some months or years. One did not require any ele-

vation, while others were wearing up to half an inch on

the heel of the affected leg. In every case the pain had

been entirely relieved.

Dr. Arnold said that he had seen one of the cases pre-

viously and operated upon it. In the .r-ray picture taken

at the time, he could not distinguish any osteophytes.

The operation was at first quite successful ; but later,

walking up stairs had begun to make the patient tip for-

ward.

Dr. Young said that after excision the joint was not

so stable as after Albee's operation, although the motion

is good.

Dr. Turner thought it would be of extreme value to

the Association if Dr. Albee would report upon the condi-

tion of these patients at the next annual meeting.

Dr. Painter said that the Murphy operation did not

give enough motion to be of much value, excision was
fruitless, and osteotomy was unsatisfactory when much de-

formity was present.

The Question of Balance and a New Form of Shoe-

maker's Last.—Dr. Ansel G. Cook of Hartford read

these communications. The first was an elementary study

of the balance of the human body and its relation to the

balance of shoes, including rules for designing or for

judging of the efficiency of shoes. The second was a

further extension of the usefulness of plaster of Paris,

enabling the orthopedic surgeon in a measure to escape

from the thraldom of his shoemaker.

Dr. RiDLON said that instead of using a board to step

the foot on when making the cast, he used a piece of

sheet steel, bent according to the height of the heel needed

for each particular foot.

Dr. Riely said that he used aluminum for the same
purpose. He had found that the use of a bandage around

the plate and the foot had tended to flatten the arch and

spread the heel.

The Operative Treatment of Bony Ankylosis of the

Knee, Hip, and Elbow Joints.— Dr. J. B. Murphy
of Chicago described an operation by which he prevented

bony union after operating on the knee joint, by the inter-

position of a flap of muscular tissue, with fat and fascia

between the divided ends of the bone. This resulted in

the production of a sliding joint with a pseudo s>Tiovial

membrane. The lateral ligaments were completely ex-

cised. The treatment was also applicable to the elbow and

hip. He also described a process of injection by which

he rendered joints immune to infection. The solution

injected consisted of formalin and glycerin. In every

case prepared in this way there was an entire absence

of inflammatory reaction.

Dr. Y'oung asked why Dr. Murphy removed the lateral

ligaments entirely. He thought that if they could be saved

it would be an advance in the treatment of the condition.

Dr. De Forrest Willard of Philadelphia also thought

that when both these ligaments were removed the joint

would not be strong enough to support the body satis-

factorily.

Dr. RiDLON asked whether Dr. Murphy's results were

usually good in cases of gonorrheal inflammation of the

joint.
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Dr. Davis said that the crucial test of the operation was

in the knee joint, and he desired to see a perfectly good re-

sult in this joint. He had operated on a case according to

Dr. Murphy's procedure, but, instead of transverse division

of the patella, had used lateral incisions, turning in lateral

flaps. He got too much motion; so he excised less in

the next case, getting a better result. In his next cases

he excised still less, and did not get good enough motion.

He said that he could not succeed in striking the happy

medium. He did not see the necessity for removing the

lateral ligaments.

Dr. GiBNEY asked about the use of formalin in complete

ankylosis of the joints with bony union. He thought Dr.

Murphy was right in taking out all that could be taken

and covering the bone completely with the flaps.

Dr. Cook said that where there are two extremes there

must be a mean, and he felt sure that Dr. Davis would

finally succeed in striking it.

Dr. Murphy, in closing, said that he had a positive con-

viction that he could produce a practically perfect, freely

movable joint, because he had done so. He did not dare

to leave the lateral ligaments in, and he felt that what he

did leave was enough to insure good motion. In cases of

gonorrheal infection he did not follow out a different pro-

cedure from that employed in other cases of bony ankj--

losis. It was only necessary to avoid infection of the joint.

Paralysis of- the Shoulder, with Especial Reference

to Its Mechanical Treatment.—Dr. David Sil\tr of Pitts-

burg first considered the relative frequency of paralysis of

the upper extremity, and the reason for the regression of

the paralysis in the arm and for its more frequent persist-

ence in the deltoid. He reiterated the principle of relax-

ation in the treatment of paralyzed muscles, and described

its application to the shoulder by means of a simple and

comfortable appliance. Cases treated by this method were

reported and photographs of them exhibited.

Presentation, of Apparatus.—Dr. Phil Hoffman ex-

hibited a modified osteoclast ; and Dr. Compton Riely, a

new- osteoclast, a safety paralytic knee-brace lock, a com-

bination clubfoot shoe and brace, and a clubfoot brace.

Dr. Little exhibited drawings of his osteoclast, which

he had not brought with him.

Dr. RiDLON criticised all three osteoclasts and said that

he preferred the Gratin.

Dr. Ryersox said that with the lever osteoclast one was

liable to keep on pressing after the leg has been broken,

and to push the fragment through the skin.

Dr. Wilson was pleased with the Little osteoclast, which

he considered the simplest, most efficient, and easiest to

manage of any he knew of. He would not use it for adult

bones, however.

Dr. Hoffman said he had used his instrument five years.

He said that the bearings of his osteoclast were as strong

as those of the Gratin, and that it would break bones as

easily. It was the other parts that were lighter, thus mak-

ing his instrument portable. It was much simpler than the

Gratin, and could be taken apart and cleaned. It was also

much cheaper.

Dr. Riely said that the lever of his osteoclast could be

released instantly. While it might be a little trouble to

place the leg in the rings, there was no danger of its being

caught there.

Operative Treatment of Intracapsular Fracture of

the Hip Joint.— Dr. C G. Davis of Philadelphia reported

three cases in which, by open incision, the edges of an un-

united fracture w-ere freshened, and then the limb was put

up, in the abducted position, in plaster of Paris. The result

in the first two cases was good. The third patient could

walk without support on her discharge from the hospital,

but subsequently had an attack of rheumatism in the oper-

ated leg, requiring her to use crutches.

Dr. Wilson said that he had reported a case in which a

nail had gone further than he intended, and had penetrated

the acetabulum without causing any alarming conditions.

He thought that this result must have been the reason for

his success in other cases. In the case reported the patient

was so pleased with the result that she refused to have the

nail removed. He had not intended the nail to be so long,

but had miscalculated, not having allow-ed for the pushing

of the separated fragments together in the process of driv-

ing home the nail.

Dr. Stewart L. McCurdy of Pittsburg said that if the

nail was within the capsule, and if the force used had been

considerable, the ligamentum teres would be injured and

its nutrition destroyed, the nail remaining in the joint as a

foreign body. He had removed the nail in three cases in

which this had happened and caused great pain. The pa-

tients all made a good recovery.

Dr. Peckham w-ondered whether it would not be a good
thing to make the nail purposely long enough to go into

the acetabulum.

Dr. WiLL.\RD described a screw invented by one of his

assistants. The screw part was made of ivory and the

head of brass. The head was removed and the ivory sub-

sequently became a part of the bone.

Surgery of the Motor Peripheral Nerves.—Dr.

Alfred S. T.aylor said that the application of surgery to

peripheral nerves was based upon the power of nerves to

regenerate, the power of one nerve to assume vicariously

the function of another nerve of the same type, and the

persistence of muscle for the regenerated nerve to act

upon. The time that had elapsed since the onset of paral-

ysis was of variable importance, while the condition of the

paralyzed muscles was of prime importance. Accessory

factors influencing the results were contractures of mus-

cles and ligaments and undergrowth and deformity of

bones, especially at the joint ends. He described the

technique in end-to-end suture (nerve-crossing, if neces-

sary), various methods of lateral anastomosis, and bridg-

ing and transplantation.

Dr. Ryerson did not think Spitzy's method of nerve

transplantation very rational ; and he considered Murphy's

procedure very dangerous. He did not feel that one was
justified in taking off healthy nerves to attach to a dis-

eased one. He suggested the use of the dog's artery in-

stead of catgut in the brachial plexus cases.

Dr. Charles E. Thompson of Scranton, Pa., said that

he always emploj'S catgut in his work. He described an

operation done for nerve injury in each of five cases. The
result in four of these was very satisfactory. The fifth

was a case in w-hich the spinal cord had been completely

crushed. Dr. Thompson freed the two nerves on each side

and traced them out along the ribs. He then drew them

in, passed them down, and united them to the nerves below

the injury. Nothing of the ultimate result could be known
because the man died of an abdominal injury received at

the same time as the injury to the cord.

Operation for Burn Scars.—Dr. Stewabt L. McCurdy
of Pittsburg described this operation, w-hich consisted in

extending cicatricial bands across joints by splitting them

along the crest from end to end, and cutting to the right

at a right angle from the end of the first cut, and to the

left at the other end. The flaps thus made were dissected

loose from the deep tissues. As the contracted portion

was extended, the angles of the flaps dropped into tht

corners left by the end or right-angle incision.

Etiology and Treatment of Lateral Curvature.—Dr.

P. W. Xathan stated as his conclusion that abnormal

w-eight-bearing could not be the cause of spinal deviation.

Static conditions w-ere never responsible for organic or

structural lateral curvature. These were caused by a dis-

tinct pathological process, which appeared at puberty and,,

after running a definite course, disappeared and left the

spine deformed. After the disease had run its course, the

deformity was incurable, although the posture might be

improved.

Dr. McKenzie said that he had seen a well marked case-

of lateral curvature in an infant.
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Dr. LovETT said lliat other statistics than those used by

the author of the paper showed that a great many cases of

lateral curvature appear before the age of ten years. He
suggested that the condition may follow empyema, the

curvature being to the sound side of the chest, and may
also follow infantile paralysis of the muscles of one side

of the back. He thought a great many curves were due to

structural causes.

Dr. Sher.m.-\x said that he had written a paper a long

while ago, stating his view that scoliosis was due to a con-

,

dition in the bone, probably rickets. This would give a

basis for the structural change, followed by the definite

deformity.

Dr. Nathan, in closing, said that the statistics quoted

had merely confirmed his own findings. He admitted that

empyema and infantile paralysis did sometimes produce

scoliosis. The remainder of the cases that were not plainly

due to rickets he considered to be those that came on be-

fore adolescence and immediately after puberty.

Stiturdtiy, June 6— Third Day.

The Mechanics of the Shoulder Joint from an Ana-
tomical Point of Vievy.— Dr. Joel E. Goldthwait of Bos-

ton said that the erect position of the shoulder was that of

greatest stability, there being from 50° to 60° less motion in

the rotation of the humerus in the glenoid cavity than

w'hen the shoulder drooped forward. In the latter position

the lesser tuberosity of the humerus rested against the

coracoid process, which was not above the head of the

bone, but in front of it, in this droop shoulder position.

This led to irritation at the point of pressure and to in-

flammation of the coracobrachialis bursa. The restriction

of motion at this point that such an inflammation caused,

with the change in the angle of the pull of the long head

of the biceps tendon, favored and made easy displacements

of the head of the humerus.

Dr. RiELY said that he had noticed a click in his own
shoulder on leaning forward, and was glad to have heard

an explanation of it. He asked whether Dr. Goldthwait

would advise its being operated on.

Dr. Albee referred to two cases of dislocation of the

shoulder in young men, upon whom he had operated by a

modified Burrell's method with satisfactory results, neither

patient having had any recurrence of the dislocation.

Dr. Arnold had observed that when he had tried to re-

lieve the shoulder from weight-bearing by putting it in a

high sling the patients had had more pain than when the

arm was hanging down. He was glad to have heard the

explanation.

Dr. Goldthwait said that in writing the paper he had

had in mind the ordinary spring-back brace. He believed

that the ordinary position in which surgeons place the

shoulder after traumatic dislocation was not the best posi-

tion, being equivalent to the forward position of the shoul-

der. The arm should be tied to the side and rotated out-

ward at a right angle. He said that subdeltoid and sub-

coracoid bursitis were frequently associated, but that often

there was no subdeltoid bursitis. His opinion about Dr.

Riely's "click" was that if the condition should go further,

so that he could not get his shoulder back, operation would

be advisable. The treatment in subdeltoid bursitis, he said,

was the same as the treatment of any other bursitis. \\'hen

an operation was performed, if the patient was not natur-

ally erect, the surgeon should insist upon the shoulder

being thrown back.

The Occurrence of Anterior Poliomyelitis in Massa-

chusetts in 1907.—Dr. Robert \V. Lovett gave the result

of an inquiry addressed to every physician in Massachu-

setts, asking for a report of the cases seen in 1907. An
analysis of 238 cases reported, with regard to distribution,

time of occurrence, evidence of contagion, and other fac-

tors bearing on etiology, showed that the data obtained

pointed to separate foci of infection, with transmission to

neighboring towns.

The Necessity for Early Orthopedic Treatment of
Poliomyelitis.—Dr. W isker R. Townsend of New York
stated tluit the majority of cases of poliomyelitis were fol-

lowed by deformities, practically all of which could be
prevented by appropriate treatment. They might occur
very soon after the attack. Orthopedic treatment was de-

sirable from the beginning. Statistics were given of the

deformities occurring within eight months after the epi-

demic in 1907 in and around New York City.

Dr. TowNSEND said that he had never seen one genuine
case of complete recovery. The cases in which recovery
had been pronounced complete were those in which there

had been marked depression and the paralysis had not been
relieved, although this weakness had been improved.

Dr. IMcKexzie described an epidemic of the disease in

Canada in 1905 or 1906. He had seen none of the cases

during the attack; but the conditions in those that he had
seen afterward were similar to the conditions ordinarily

following infantile paralysis. He knew of two families

having three children each left badly crippled by the ill-

ness. In the treatment he laid a great deal of emphasis
on education. He cited at length a case to show the efJects

of educating the child gradually to use apparatus.

Dr. RiDLON said that he had seen during the last four
years several cases of anterior poliomyelitis in adults, and
he thought that care should be taken not to overlook its

symptoms when they appeared in older persons.

Dr. Ar.nold said that the late epidemic of poliomyelitis

had been felt in Connecticut also, where the same phe-
nomena were noted as in Dr. Lovett's cases. He said that

the disease also occurs epidemically among dogs, cats, and
chickens. He had seen cases of complete recovery, espe-
cially in chickens. These epidemics usually occurred in

the fall, and wet seasons were prone to bring them about.
He suggested the use of these animals for the purpose of
studying the pathology of the disease. As a transition be-

tween complete rest and putting the child on its feet, he
suggested exercise on the floor.

Dr. Sherman referred to the use of electricity in such
cases, and said that he regarded it as merely a means of
irritating the child. He had always succeeded in getting a

fair idea of the child's power to use the various muscles by
tickling it or by picking its foot with the end of a match,
\j\ order to get it to try to use the muscles. He did not see

how faradism to the muscles could aflfect the condition of
the spinal cord, which was the seat of the disease. He
suggested that pediatrists should always, when called in to

see a sick child, test its power to use its muscles, as well

as examine its throat.

Dr. Peckham was in sympathy with Dr. Townsend's
plea for orthopedic treatment of these infantile cases, as

well as with Dr. Sherman's views regarding electricity.

He had quite given up the use of the latter.

Dr. Little said that his experience in England was also

that the commonest history in such cases was that the

child had gone to bed well and awakened paralyzed.

Dr. H. L. Taylor said that a careful examination of the

voluntary power by a competent orthopedic surgeon would
usually prove more useful than a report of the electrical

examination by a neurologist. He himself had received

reports of this kind absolutely misleading in the light of
the clinical examination. He had found treatment to be
absolutely harmful during the attack and for the first two
months afterward, and to be absolutely useless after that

time.

Dr. Lovett said that his reason for writing the paper

had been to call the attention of the general practitioner

to the inquiry, thus enabling them to recognize these cases

better. He thought that the most sensible treatment would
be to empty the bowels rather than to blister the spine. He
thought that the disease was an intestinal infection with

an anaerobic bacillus such as might be gotten through

milk. He believed that the matter of partial paralysis re-

ceived too little attention. A muscle might be either partly
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or completely paralyzed, or simply stretched and disused.

Between the stages of activity and paralysis there was a

stage of slight weakness. He thought that more attention

should be paid to voluntary attempts to move muscles and

less to massage and electricity.

Drop Phalangette.—Dr. Walter G. Stern said that the

essential lesion in this condition was a subcutaneous rup-

ture, or an overstretching of the extensor tendon at or

near its insertion into the distal phalanx. The deformity

was produced by indirect violence, often slight. The power

of active extension of the phalangette was lost, and the

phalanx dropped down and remained flexed at a right

angle. Passively, the finger could be fully extended. In

three of his eight cases he had found it necessary to

suture. The remainder were treated by splinting for six

weeks. These were recent cases, operated on within a few

weeks after the occurrence of the injury.

Typhoid Spine.—Dr. George B. Packard of Denver re-

ported several cases.

Dr. John L. Porter of Chicago had found that patients

who had left the hospital and returned later usually said

that they had had pain in the spine since shortly after get-

ting up. He believed that the severity of the condition was

in proportion to the amount of inflammatory reaction. All

his patients had recovered under the sole treatment of

keeping the patient flat on his back.

Painful Feet of Raynaud's Disease.—Drs. H. Augustus
Wilson and Charles H. Muschlitz of Philadelphia pre-

sented this paper, which was read by the former. They

said that the painful feet of Raynaud's disease were of a

peculiar character. The pains were symmetrical, worse in

cold weather, easily affected by use, and not immediately

relieved by rest ; frequently the pain continued for a long

time after the discontinuance of the function that had pro-

duced it. Characteristic bilateral gangrenous spots devel-

oped. The most trivial operative procedures were followed

by nonhealing and sloughing. When the nails became loose

the nail-beds sloughed more or less extensively if the nails

were forcibly removed. Pressure apparatus of any kind

was productive of sloughing and gangrenous spots.
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Contagious Diseases, Weekly Statement.—Report of
cases and deaths from contagious diseases reported to
the Sanitary Bureau, Health Department, New York
City for the week ending October 24, 190S:

Tuberculosis Pulmonalis
Diphtheria
Measles
Scarlet Fever
Smallpox
Varicella
Typhoid Fever
Whooping Cough
Cerebrospinal Meningitis
Malarial Fever

Totals

Cases
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The object of this lecture is to point out the

present disharmony between advanced psychi-

atry and the law, and to call attention to the dry-

rot of medical jurisprudence so far as it relates

to provisions for the proper commitment or liber-

ation of insane patients, as well as to matters of

responsibility and capacity. I would at the same
time urge certain reforms in the direction of pro-

viding methods of relief, and an adequate and
impartial expert system.

In this connection two great problems present

themselves to our attention and will be consid-

ered to-night. The first deals with the justifica-

tion of the inevitable restricion of liberty, and
the retention and restraint for treatment against

the patient's will or choice. The second implies

the consideration of diminution or abolition of

personal capacity and responsibility by reason of

mental disorder.

The former must comprehend the determina-
tion of liberty, and therefore a consideration of

the individual's rights, and at the same time a

reference to the unsettled state of public opinion

in regard to mental disorder in general, and what
should be done. I shall also refer to the special

indications which have to do with the sequestra-
tion of the patient. In this connection we are con-

fronted with the popular and general prejudice

among ignorant people against hospital treat-

ment, for every one at all familiar with the com-
mitment of insane subjects must know that insti-

tutions of this kind are generally regarded only
as prisons in which persons are immured aftei

being kidnapped, and that even among some of

our judges there is often a disposition to look

upon detention in pretty much the same way as

they would the infliction of a sentence for wrong-
doing, and they are consequently over-cautious.

For a long time, and at present, more
has been thought of the general safety of the

public, and greater attention has been paid to the

demands of cranks or ex-patients than to the

actual need of the patients themselves. In fact

much injudicious and oppressive legislation is

due to the agitation of manifestly insane persons

Delivered at the New York Academy of Medicine
under the auspices of the New York Psychiatrical
Society.

who have found the ears of law-makers and
reformation societies. Personally I have known
of numerous instances where sincere psycho-
pathic patients, replete with delusions, have
made untruthful assertions to S3'mpathetic lis-

teners, and it is against this that we have always
to be on our guard and to act.

This very making of drastic laws has led to

frequent collisions between medicine and law,

and it is to be hoped in the future that some form
of legislation will supplant that at present in gen-
eral operation, and the attitude of those who
have to deal with the commitment of patients

will be rather what Dr. Meyer very happily calls

a reinforcement of persuasion than an arbitrary or

punitive action, as it is so commonly supposed
to be.

Again, if the community is made to understand
that insanity is. after all, a disease like any other,

the provision of a temporary method of

examination or special quarantine will be ac-

cepted as a matter of course, and the patient shall

suffer no stigma or disgrace.

In regard to the discussion of the first part of

the subject, we find that an appeal to the law,

either for the commitment or discharge of

patients, is about the first thing that is usually

considered, the result being the infliction of a

great deal of unnecessary injury to the subject in

the way of court proceedings and newspaper
publicity. On the contrary, the case of each

patient should be first considered by the physi-

cian who attended him, in co-operation with
those of the asylum to which he is to be sent, and
perhaps the State Commissioner in Lunacy, and
the latter should be given more power than that

with which he is now invested.

The second problem, from its very nature, is

one of the greatest importance, for it implies the

definition of irresponsil)ility as the result of the

insane condition, the consideration of the acts of

the manifestly insane, and those which are insane

in themselves; the determination whether there

is any such thing as absolute responsibility or

absolute irresponsibility ; a history of the tests of

insanity, and their evolution, and whether such
tests as have been hitherto used are sufficiently

adapted to our better knowledge of to-day.

It will in this connection be seen as well that

the new psychiatry has much to do with the mod-
ification of our previous ideas regarding the

value of testimony and capacity of every kind.

In connection with these two matters our rela-

tions with the law are concerned first in the

commitment of patients, which varies in different

states, the preliminaries consisting in either the

examination of the alleged lunatic by one or two
physicians who make a certificate which is ap-

proved by a judge of a Court of Record, or in

other states by the testimony or the presentation

of affidavits by one or more physicians, in con-
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junction with the next of kin or a self-constituted
guardian, and it is requisite that the subject be
brought before the judge or jurj-, unless the
latter agree that it is unnecessary liecause of his

condition or the harm it may do him to appear in

court. His removal from an asylum may consist
in the fact that he is either discharged as "cured"
or "improved," or he may be allowed to depart
on parole, or the ordinary process of habeas
corpus may be invoked, when he may be either
examined by a justice and commission, or, should
there be a question of his property, the matter is

left to the sheriff's jury. Despite the contention
of sensationalists, there are ample laws which, if

observed and enforced, would give him while de-
tained the fullest liberty to appeal to the author-
ities who may be the Governor of the State, the

State Commissioner in Lunacy, or any person
occupying a judicial position. So far as his

written communications are concerned they must
be sent either to his family or to the State Com-
missioner at Albany, and if they are coherent
should receive due attention. Of course it will

be seen that the responsibility of the superin-
tendent of an asylum is very great, for many of
his patients are apt to deluge the mails, if per-
mitted, with incoherent, obscene, and meaning-
less letters.

As far as my experience goes I do not believe
that any patient is ever deprived of the right of

appeal, or is ever wrongly kept in an asylum, and
with the present careful system of inspection

and study upon the part of the State Commis-
sioner in Lunacy and his assistant, and by the
physicians of the asylums themselves, no unjustly
detained person is likely to escape the notice of

these officials. Reference to the reports of the
State Commissioner in Lunacy and the Insane
Pavillion at Bellevue shows that a very small
number of people are improperly committed, or
even find their way to the State hospitals. This
is the more extraordinary considering the differ-

ence of opinion as to what constitutes insanity.

The second problem, as has been said, deals
with the impairment of personal capacity and
responsibility by reason of mental disorder, and
we are at times called upon in various matters of

a civil and criminal nature. These legal meas-
ures include first the appointment of commis-
sions or committees, and the establishment of
guardianship, again matters of capacity so far as
the making of contracts by the insane, and their

torts are concerned, the latter word being used
with reference to the malicious acts which per-
sons may indulge in as the result of their mental
infirmity, and these may possibly consist in tres-

pass, injury to others, or destruction of property,
and other acts which would render a sane person
liable to a suit for damages. The contracts natur-
ally may be of the most varied character, and the
excuse of incompetence by reason of insanity is

often urged as an invalidating factor either by a
person who recovers and then seeks to avoid the
disastrous consequences of a bargain or sale he
has made, or the existence of previous insanity

may be urged for the purpose of the annulment
of marriage or procuration of divorce. Then
again, the psychiatrist is often required to give
evidence in regard to the testamentary capacity
of those who make wills.

In the matter of the probation of zvills the atti-

tude of the law is exceedingly unsatisfactory.

The two invalidating factors of a will that are
generally recognized are the existence of delu-

sions directly relating to the testator's knowl-
edge of the objects of his bounty, and the nature
and extent of his possessions, and the law holds
that even though a man may be insane and have
pathological delusions of various kinds, so long
as these do not relate to the two conditions I have
mentioned, he is held to have disposing power.
The decedent a long time before his death may
have even harbored delusions of a systematized
character, but so long as they were not directly

germane to those who had a right to his con-
sideration, or would prevent him from knowing
what he was giving away, his will has been up-
held. The existence also of a more or less pro-

found dementia has invalidated such instruments
by showing that the testator had not enough
power to resist the importunities of others, or
that he was, in the eyes of the law, nan compos
mentis?

No one familiar with the disposal of these
cases has not at some time witnessed the effect

of the recital of a variety of eccentric or credu-
lous acts which have been attributed to an igno-

rant person, and which have influenced the surro-

gate or jury to upset a perfectly reasonable and
equitable will. In the contest of the will, espe-

cially of an old and weak person, the door is

opened for the testimony of the ignorant or those
possessed of cupidity, who are as apt as not to

urge the unconventional acts of an otherwise
sane and disposing mind as evidences of insanity.

The pity of it all is that the surrogate or jury,

who are not judges of psychopathic disorders,

are the sole arbiters of what constitutes true

mental derangement, and as the law is now con-
stituted there is no adequate appeal.

In criminal matters insanity as a defense is too

familiar to at this time need further reference.

Not only in civil but in criminal proceedings are

we to gauge the defendant's alleged irresponsible

condition, but we are to determine the amount of

responsibility, and whether, as Mercier puts it,

he is "righth' liable to punishment" ; to pass
judgment upon the worth of the testimony of

such a person, and it is even sometimes our duty
to investigate the unfitness of a jurj^man who
becomes insane during the course of the trial, as

has happened several times in my experience.

Before finally and directly passing upon the

matter of insanity as a defense, the alienist may
be required either as a member of a commission
or as an expert to determine whether the indi-

cated person suffers from a mental disorder

which will prevent him from properly communi-
cating with those who are to defend him.

In regard to the latter there has been a grow-
ing conviction among those concerned in the

care of criminal lunatics that the machinery for

their disposal is inadequate. It has been the

custom, at least in this State, when a person is

under indictment and is thought to be insane, for

his own counsel or any citizen to move for the

appointment of a commission for the purpose of

determining whether he is at the time of unsound
mind. This commission is appointed by one of

the Supreme Court justices, or a judge of one of

the lower Criminal Courts, and consists of a

lawyer, a layman, and a physician, who are to

listen to witnesses and eventually make a report

to the judge who appointed them. It will be

seen from the constitution of this body that the

doctor is always in the minority, and it is often

that he is out-voted because his fellow commis-
sioners are inclined to take the popular and hazy
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view of what constitutes insanity. Although he

is empowered and expected to conduct such an
examination as he may see fit, this proceeding
makes him in a measure a witness instead of a

judge, for he has to explain to his colleagues the

significance of the answers he receives or the

meaning of the prisoner's actions. This form of

procedure sometimes leads to the greatest mis-

carriage of justice through prejudice, political

leanings, or sympathy with the indicted person,

and it can readily be conceived how a malingerer

may be sent to an asylum until the public excite-

ment has subsided, when he is to be tried for the

crime itself. The decision of the commission at

this later date may be utilized by the prisoner's

counsel, and then has much to do in the way of

mitigating the original offense, if not securing

an acquittal.

It is to be regretted that under the present

system the State Commissioner in Lunacy is

permitted to testify as an expert in court, and he

is often chosen by one side or the other because

of the weight attached to his official title. Xo
matter how fair-minded and honorable such

an official may be—and so far as my experience

is concerned the incumbents of the office have
usually been men of standing and integrit}-—it

must be seen that the position of Commissioner
after he has given his testimony pro or con must
be an exceedingly delicate one, as the adjudged
lunatic may be committed to an institution which

he visits, and as it is his duty to recommend the

discharge of sane or recovered patients, it may
be conceived in what an awkward dilemma he is

placed if he has committed himself on the witness

stand, especially if his testimony be to the effect

that the person is not insane.

In this connection reference may be made to

the abuse of confidence where a physician or an

expert may disclose information obtained in con-

fidence. In the case of The People versus Hoch
it was held by the Court of Appeals that "The
examination by a physician of a person accused

of crime at the special employment of people for

purposes of prosecution, is not the attending

physician of the patient in a professional

capacity, and the physician is not rendered in-

competent on that ground to disclose information

acquired by him in such examination.''

While this decision is undoubtedly strictly

true and in accord with the law, it may be seen

how a disingenuous and prejudiced examiner
may pump the prisoner or become the same as

any other witness for the prosecution if com-
pelled to testify. When such a physician couples

his testimony with that of a general expert char-

acter, which is injurious to the prisoner his atti-

tude is a highly dangerous one. Under these cir-

cumstances the attitude of the prosecution's

expert is as a rule open to the criticism of unfair-

ness and partisanship, and it may be seen how a

dishonest man may deny to the suspected person

the fair play to which he is entitled, and this is

certainly an argument for a neutral board of

expert examiners, whose opinions shall be

founded upon the conduct of the prisoner, and

who shall decide whether he is responsible or

irresponsible. In other words, the physician

should not be asked to be a detective whose
opinion has been developed with guilt in view.

Before proceeding further something may be

said about the development of the legal consider-

ation of insanity, and it is hardly an exaggeration

to say that little or no change has taken place in

the legal estimate of insanity since the days of

Lord Hale or Sir Edward Coke, more than three

hundred years ago. To say the least, there has

certainly been a disproportionate advance when
we recognize the strides that have been made in

the field of mental medicine. For some inscrut-

able reason there seems to have been tardj'- reluc-

tance upon the part of our sister profession to

abandon the old idea that existed so long ago that

in reality there was but one form of insanity, and
that essentially hopeless and continuous; in other

w^ords, that the unfortunate subject was in the

beginning bereft of his senses or reduced to the

level of a brute or wild beast, to be shunned or

avoided generally and to be denied all consider-

ation.

In the meantime the study of mental disease

has made astonishing advances, and with this we
now find that the insane are not merely incar-

cerated, but intelligently treated. But we still

find ourselves hampered somewhat by the inad-

equacy of the laws and provisions for the proper

control of people mentally atHicted, and there is

yet no legislation that will enable us to keep non-

committed people under observation for more
than the present five days, so that it may be de-

termined whether the real malady is one of a

temporary nature and better treated in a so-called

psychopathic hospital, or sent to a regular

asylum.
It is also to be regretted that proper pro-

vision has not been made for those whom
Bianchi calls the delinquents, especially the very

young who have criminal tendencies in connec-

tion with a form of congenital imbecility. Intel-

ligent care and discipline are needed under these

circumstances for the children of the rich as well

as the poor, and correctional schools are a vital

necessity. As it is to-day, vagabondage, dis-

honesty, precocious sexual vice, and other early

evidences of immorality that are the product of

a high-grade imbecility or other defective condi-

tion, are not dealt with until the subject is

brought into the children's court, or his crime

leads to his incarceration in the Elmira Reform-
atory, the chance being that the evolution of

criminal tendencies without restraint for so long

a time has terminated in habitual criminalism.

In this connection attention should be called

to the large number of paranoiac insane who have

been improperly discharged from institutions, or

in the past those who have not even found their

way there, and are always a menace to the com-

munity. Greater supervision of these people is

urged upon the city magistrates, for my own
experience convinces me that every year numer-
ous prisoners who are sent to the workhouse or

penitentiarj' for short periods of time should

rather be given the benefit of asylum treatment

and discipline, as they are undoubtedly irrespon-

sible, and belong to the large class of congenital

psychopathic degenerates.

i would also urge an improved paternal system

and the appointment of visitors or special guar-

dians who shall directly look after the committed

person's interests, even where there is no regu-

larly appointed committee of the person, as this

class are as a rule poor and have no friends, and

their little savings are misused. The time of the

State Commissioner in Lunacy and his assistant

certainly does not allow them to take the inti-

mate interest that is needed in all patients, and

it is for this reason that I would urge a semi-

judicial board of active visitors, the members of
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which shall be approved by the superintendent

of the asylum and the State Commissioner in

Lunacy ; or an outside board or association may
act in co-operation with the Hospital Staff.

The French law provides not only for the vol-

untary commitment of patients, but for a mode
of surveillance of these commitals, while both in

France and in England, if an insane person is

taken care of at home, he is regularly visited by
the authorities, and if in a private or public

asylum, he is represented by a provisory admin-

istrator, who recovers the sums due to the

patient, pays his debts, gives bail, which may not be

longer than for three years, and he may even, by
\-irtue of special authority, granted by the presi-

dent of the civil court, sell the patient's furniture

and other elTects for his benefit. This adminis-

trator in a measure compares with the "guardian

of a person" appointed by our sheriff's juries and
courts, but there is none of the involved machin-
ery of our system in vogue, and none of the great

expense.
The American laws in regard to divorce and

marriage of the insane are in the present shape

exceedingly unsatisfactory, and as a rule the

Courts are simply guided by the rules of common
law. The interposition of insanity, as it is in

ordinary contracts, as a factor in the annulment
of marriage and the procurement of divorce, is

differently considered by many States, and one of

them, Florida, afterward repealed a law of this

kind that had been made to suit certain tempo-
rary exigencies. There seems to be a disposition

to regard post-nuptial insanity as a valid cause

for divorce, but this appears to be to the writer a

brutal excuse, for there is no reason why a man
should not take care of his afflicted wife after her

marriage just as much as if she suft'ered from
tuberculosis, cancer, or any other physical dis-

ease. On the other hand, the laws are lax and
variable regarding the failure to apprise one of

the contracting parties to the marriage of the

previous insanity of the other.

Legislation should be invoked now that our

knowledge of the psychoses is so different from
what it was even a few years ago, for we now
know the importance and possibility of a return

in such afflictions as circular and manic-depressive

insanity, and there should be no concealment of

the previously existing psychosis upon the part

of the contracting parties to the marriage, or on
the part of their parents or physicians, through
any motives of false shame. If found to be of a

deteriorating or recurrent type, its consequences
should be pointed out so that an intelligent

agreement could be made if the contracting par-

ties chose to take the risk. It is not, however, to

be assumed that there is always a deliberate

attempt at deception, for many people unedu-
cated in psychiatry may even regard what may
be serious periodic seizures as some temporary
autotoxic or exhaustive psychosis or some tem-

porary affection.

The experience of a good many years has im-

pressed me with the horrible consequences of

this kind of concealment upon the part of worldly

or inconsiderate parents, and I have known of

several young people whose lives have been
wrecked by the espousal of a mate who had pre-

sented, previous to the marriage, one or two at-

tacks of periodic trouble, and whose malady later

advanced in the conventional way. It is needless

to say that the insane person is usually ignorant

of the importance of the pre-nuptial psychosis,

but the real persons to blame are the parents.

At some future time the attention of legislative

bodies will undoubtedly be directed to this mat-
ter, just as they are to tuberculosis in some of

the western States, and the day may not be far

distant when the matter of bad heredity may
either be made a bar to marriage, or may be prop-

erly urged in plea of separation or divorce, if for

no other reason than to prevent the perpetuation
of a diseased stock.

In the consideration of the laws relating to

insanity, we come now to another branch, and
that concerns the attitude of the courts in regard
to criminal and civil matters where the question

of unsoundness arises regarding the individual

and his responsibility. I have elsewhere referred

to the reluctance of the legal fraternity to avail

themselves of the teaching of psychological med-
icine. Without going into history I may call

attention to the fact that as late as 1723 there

was no standard of responsibility, and even

then Lord Onslow held "that it was not every

kind of frantic mood or something unaccount-

able in a man's actions that points him out

to be such a madman as is exempt from pun-

ishment. It must be a man who is totally de-

prived of his understanding and memory and
does not know what he is doing any more than
an infant or a brute or a wild beast. Such is

never the subject of punishment." This way of

considering responsibility remained in force imtil

the year 1800, when Hadfield attempted to shoot
King George III. in Drury Lane Theatre, when
Erskine first laid down the doctrine of delusion

as the real test of mental responsibility, and
twelve years later, in the Dillingham case, it was
held that, though a man might be incapable of

transacting his ordinary business affairs, he must
also be so influenced by his disease as not to

know the difference between right and wrong.
This was the beginning of the "right and wrong
test" which for a long time, and even to-day with
many jurists, simply implies the ability of the

arraigned individual to have what might be

called a technical knowledge of right and wrong
—that is, for instance, that murder is forbidden

by law, and that the punishment is death : but

slowly, and after a long space of time, other qual-

ifications have been added to the definition of

irresponsibility, so that the element of want of

control, the inhibition of will power, or the in-

fluence of specific delusions pertaining to the

crime, have come to be regarded as exculpating

factors.

About twenty-five years ago the writer, in the

Liebkiichner case, in which a woman poisoned

her children under the influence of a delusion,

made the distinction between a recognition of an

abstract right and wrong, and the abolition of the

applied or personal appreciation of the character

of the act through disease and delusion, and the

patient was sent to ^Matteawan, but even to-day

there is a disposition to insist upon the anti-

quated test. In the first trial of Thaw a number
of experts retained by the District Attorney cer-

tified that the defendant "knew the nature and
quality of his act, and that it was wrong," and
subsequently expressed it as their opinion that

he was insane and paranoiac. Xot only must

we all be concerned with the impropriety of a

medical man taking upon himself to say what

constitutes "legal insanity." but we must deplore

that kind of "fencing" which prevents the expert

witness from admitting that a delusional lunatic
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may have a clear knowledge of how an insane act

is to be performed and that it is technically ille-

gal. In this case medical jurisprudence took a
great step backward.

On the whole, however, much progress in the
matter of the humane consideration of the irre-

sponsibility of insane people has been made in

this country, and many of the courts have shown
a tendency- to coiiperate with our own profession.

Recognizing the influence of disease in destroy-
ing self-control, in 1844 Chief Justice Shaw, in

the case of the Conmionwealth versus Rogers,
and in 1874 Chief Justice Perly, of New Hamp-
shire, in the case of the State versus Pike, made
decisions which illustrate this progressive tend-
ency. It was held in the former case that "a
person is not responsible for any criminal act he
may commit if, by reason of mental infirmity, he
is unable to distinguish between right and wrong
in regard to the particular act, and of knowing
that the act itself would subject him to punish-
ment ; or has no will, no conscience, nor con-
trolling mental power ; or has insufficient power
of memory to recollect relations in which others
stand to him and in which he stands to them ; or
has his reason, conscience, and judgment so over-

whelmed by the violence of the disease as to act
from an irresistible, uncontrollable impulse."

In the second case Chief Justice Perly charged
the jury among other things as follows: "You
have only to consider, first, whether the prisoner
was laboring under a mental disease, and second-
ly, such being admitted, whether the acts in ques-
tion were the offspring of that disease." This
seems to be a succinct and strong statement of

irresponsibility, and if followed would avoid
much of the hair-splitting conflicts which in the

end usualh' involve a theological or metaphysical
discussion and leave the jury in a hopeless condi-

tion of uncertaint}' and confusion.

One of the important tests of responsibility,

as we all know, is delusion. While false beliefs

may be entertained by sane as well as insane
persons, of course the former have little or no
weight. An ordinary false belief, or one that can
be removed by proper evidence, is therefore not
likely to be necessarily associated with a condi-

tion of insanit}', although very often it is rather

hard to draw the line between healthy and mor-
bid false beliefs. On many occasions those of us

who go upon the stand are asked whether the

delusions of certain religious sects are not path-
ological, as, for instance, the belief in the immacu-
late conception, the miracles of the Bible, a belief

in spiritualism, or even of Christian Science. Of
course, preposterous as we believe some of these

to be, it cannot be denied that they are held by a

large number of good people who are not insane.

There is undoubtedly, however, at times, no
sharp dividing line between beliefs of this kind,

which many people hold to be false or illogical,

and those that are essentially abnormal. Putting
aside those of the first class, which are sometimes
what may be called autodelusions—in other

words, erroneous ideas developed and nurtured
by the individual himself either as the result of

teaching or faith, or because their adoption leads

to material and spiritual benefit and comfort, the

ordinary false belief may form the quasi substan-

tial basis of a distinctly insane delusion, such,

for instance, as when a religious man sincerely

believes he is commanded by God to kill some
other person, or to do some erratic act, or, as has

been the case, a man wishes to commit suicide,

and, believing it to be a sin, has murdered another
person that he himself might be executed by the
authorities.

An insane delusion really is a "false belief

which exists onh' in the disordered imagination
of the individual," and which cannot be removed
by the presentation of sufficient proof. It has by
some been more simply defined as a false belief

which is the result of disease. It is to be regretted

that so far the law concerns itself solely with the

pertinency of such delusion to the act in ques-

tion, when after all it ignores the general dis-

turbance that leads to the formation of this

opinion, and the important truth that there are

never actually limited delusions, but at some time

or other the one in question may be simply a

link in the chain of a far-reaching disorder.

The same narrow and hoary views as were held

regarding Criminal Insanity as a defense in

crime, have been upon the statute books from the

earliest times, and are referred to to-day in civil

matters.

Can anything be more untrue and illiberal than

the antiquated statement in Chitty on Contracts,

which is also held by Cowles and Bracton, that it

is a well-established rule that a deaf mute cannot

make a gift because he cannot express his consent
to a gift, and for the same reason a lunatic, or

anv person of unsound mind, unless he enjoys

lucid intervals, cannot make a gift. Again, that

a lunatic cannot transact any business because
he cannot comprehend the nature of the trans-

action. .And still more incredible is the arbitrary

legal claim that it is manifest at the outset that

idiots and lunatics have no mind and cannot be

said therefore to agree in mind in the sense neces-

sary to form a contract."*

Happily this ironclad dictum is not taken lit-

erally, for there is a constantly increasing tend-

ency in the way of liberality, to segregate in-

sane acts and to analyze the mental disturbance
of the person so as to determine at the time what
may be his exact capacity, although there are

many jurists, and even members of our own pro-

fession, who still believe that if a man suffers

from a psychosis, his capacity and responsibility

are absolutely abolished in all directions. The
term "lucid interval" has been abused by the
courts, for it cannot be accepted that any well-

established insanity, can be characterized by periods

when the mind is absolutely healthy, although to a

layman this may be apparent ; but as I have said, it

should not follow that an insane person may not

know the nature and quality of many acts.

When mental disease is studied from the purely

psychological standpoint there may be a more
rational rapprochement between the jurist and
the doctor in regard to the conservation of cer-

tain faculties, even when there is much general

psychic disorder.

Proceeding upon lines which have been in

vogue from time immemorial, the terms of our
justices are consumed with trivialities, the pock-

ets of our clients are depleted to an unnecessary
degree, while in these days of disreputable

journalism their affairs are given publicity which
can only bring unhappiness and misery to the'

alleged lunatic and his family, and can do no
other good than to gratify the vulgar curiosity

of the idle and ignorant. To those familiar with

the great trials in this city and elsewhere where
insanity is urged as a defense, there must be

nothing but disapprobation of the protracted and

*Ordronaiix, p. 299.
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sensational conduct of capital cases which, as a
rule, degenerate into a war between experts and
so-called authorities, and where the prosecuting
officer or his opponent, as a result of cramming,
indulge in a profitless battle of words and crude
psychiatry.

Usually upon the testimony of more or less ill-

informed or prejudiced people, one side or the
other frames a hypothetical question which,
judging from its effect upon the experts and the
jury, may really be denominated, as it was the
other day by an alderman, as a "hypnotical"
question. The lawyer, with little or no knowl-
edge of insanity, crowds into this many alleged
incidents which have no bearing whatever upon
the conduct of the individual so far as real in-

sanit}' is concerned, and it is usually immediately
pulled to pieces by the other side. And then
again, we are all familiar with the evils of expert
testimony. Even a good and conscientious man
can be made to make himself ridiculous by ad-
hering to the legal obligations to stultify him-
self by the consideration of an incongruous col-

lection of statements. In this connection I can-
not too strongly condemn the present system of
taking such false experts at their own valuation,
and admitting to the courts men who are utterly
without qualification, who are ready one day to

give "expert testimony" when a gynecological
or surgical point is the issue, and the next to give
learned opinions about psychiatry.

The difficulties encountered in approaching
these matters are largely dependent upon the very
rudimentary and insufficient knowledge upon the
part not only of the courts, but of the want of fa-

miliarity of the general public with insanity, and
the paucity of information contained in any legal

book, or in the ordinary treatises upon medical
jurisprudence. At best the latter content them-
selves with the classification of fifty years ago,
and contain few if any of the representative and
illustrative cases which have been reported from
time to time, and which review the advanced
legal requirements of criminal and civil respon-

sibility.

The public ignorance of insanity is hardly to

be wondered at, and, as a rule, there are only re-

tained popular traditions in regard to what con-
stitutes mental unsoundness. It would not be a
difficult matter to have the State constitution so

amended that inquisitions would be referred

always to a commission and jury hearings abol-

ished. Juries of all kinds are apt to be governed
by prejudice and sentiment. This is notably the

case when the sheriff empanels a petit jury from
all sorts of undesirable people. In a recent ha-

beas corpus case where an old woman with a

delusional psychosis, who had been incarcerated

for many 3xars, came before such a jury, tha
body found her sane and ordered her freedom,
although a majority of the commission objected.

A clever but unprincipled lawyer worked upon
the feelings of five of the jury who were "vet-

erans" by showing that "she had been good to

the soldiers during the civil war."

In a recent case which was tried by Mr. Justice
Truax, in which a paranoiac named Russell ap-
plied for a writ of habeas corpus and was given
nearly a week and the fullest opportunities for

stating his case. Although possessing what
might be called the legal instinct, and the highly
developed logical sense which goes with reason-

ing insanity, he gave ample proof that he was the

victim of a very complex series of delusions of

persecution and suspicion which had existed for

many years. While acting as bookkeeper in Sing
Sing prison, where he was confined many years
ago, he discovered what he supposed to be an
error in the accounts, and developed the de-

lusive belief that the prison officials were guilty

of theft. This grew into the fixed delusion that
his knowledge of the guilt of others had brought
down upon him their enmity—that they had tried

to poison him or get rid of him so that they
might remain unpunished. In consequence he
made various charges, and, his insanity being
recognized, he was transferred upon a later oc-
casion to Dannemora. From this place he ap-
plied for various writs of habeas corpus, and
when refused he accused the judges who denied
his application of being in a conspiracy with the
original criminals, and the Governor of the State
himself was believed by Russell to conspire to

silence or imprison him. A decent evening news-
paper was found to seriously question his in-

sanity, and the justice of the dismissal of the
writ, and I have since learned that the expression
of the writer of the article simply voices a wide-
spread impression in regard to the case.

But again, our own profession is not entirely

blameless in the matter of unsettling public opin-
ion and creating distrust of expert testimony.
I know of a case in which one woman was de-

clared insane because she walked in the wet
grass (following the treatment of Kneipp), and
another sane, or "at least very nearly so," who de-

clared that she was at the same time Queen Vic-
toria, the Duchess of Kent, and the Duchess of

Asturia, and, not satisfied with these female titles,

she called herself Lord Baltimore.

One obstacle to harmony between courts of

law, and those of us who go to court, is the
vaguencs of certain terms which find their way
into legal and textbooks. I suppose more dis-

ctission has arisen in regard to what "unsound-
ness of mind" means than any other legal term.

Then, too, the terms "idiocy" and "dementia" are

often made by members of the legal profession,

or held by the court to cover various psychoses
with widely different symptoms, and where the

influence upon the responsibility or capacity is

most important. In country courts especially it

is very common to find all insane persons called

"demented," and while this is etymologically cor-

rect, it is clinically wrong. The advance in our

modern study of mental disease has, in the last

ten years, absolutely changed the groupings. It

will be seen, therefore, that all our old use of

terms, especially when we make use of historical

cases reported in the language of the trial ana
legal decisions, and the older textbooks, is likely

to lead us into much trouble and confusion.

More full legislation is certainly needed for the

care and protection of the so-called borderland

cases and of the alcoholics, for as the criminal

law now stands there is a disposition to consider

all people responsible who commit crimes as a

result of drunkenness. Of course this is based
upon the assumption that "men put poison in

their mouths to steal away their brains," but iier';,

again, we are often confronted with the existence

of psychopathic states due to defective heredity,

where at least some allowance should be made
for the unfortunate inheritance. The prejudice

against alcoholism as a defense really extends to

the diseases known as acute or chronic alcohol-

ism, and the only hope of the defense or for the

establishment of incapacity or irresponsibility
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is where, through a pronounced or continued
toxemia or through structural alterations, men-
tal enfeeblement or actual delusions are produced.
Of course the difficulty of judging of the extent
of mental enfeeblement in all these cases, as well
as those due to drug habits, is very great, but we
ought at least to recognize, as the French and
others do, a limited responsibility or capacity. In
criminal cases this is absolutely necessary, for

there are not only many psychoses due to intoxi-

cation of various kinds, but hysteroid psychoses
or states due to autosuggestion, where the ex-

tenuation is not complete ; it seems, therefore,

an injustice here again to apply the hard-and-
fast rules of law which exact the arbitrary stand-

ard of right and wrong.
What we need is some legal cognizance of, and

better measures for the protection of the com-
munity, in the vague cases where doubtful re-

sponsibility has led to the infliction of insufficient

or unsettled punishment ; or where the de-

fendant, although believed to be mentally affect-

ed, is incarcerated in a prison instead of a crim-
inal asylum. As an example of such a case I may
refer to that of "Rousseau," the man who under-

took to blow up the steamship Umbria, and who
placed infernal machines and bombs beneath
statues in Washington and elsewhere. A com-
mission subsequently declared him responsible,

although they were inclined to believe that he
was "medically insane," whatever that may mean.
He was sent to Sing Sing, where he now remains,

with many others who are controlled as other

prisoners are, but who will eventually be dis-

charged. Of course when this occurs the com-
munity may suffer from some fresh act of vio-

lence or through the dangerous proclivities of

the person whose insanity is so imperfectly recog-

nized, and it really seems as if some subsequent
espionage was a matter of necessity.

A provision recognizing the limited or partial

responsibility has found place in the jurispru-

dence of most of the foreign courts, but not in

our own or those of Great Britain. Legrand de

Saulle has insisted upon the presentation of this

as a defense, especially in hysterics, and where
the psychosis does not imply the total extinction

of the ethical sense through disease.

Von Liszt of Berlin has recommended certain

measures for the management of individuals of

limited responsibility which, though radical, arc

a decided advance in the right direction. If a

person is declared not guilty because of irrespon-

sibility, or if the full penalty is not imposed be-

cause of diminished responsibility, the Court is

to fix a provisional detention and also to settle

the guardianship. The following provisions are

recommended

:

1. Diminished responsibility with danger to

the community demands a lesser degree of pun-

ishment.

2. Diminished responsibility with danger to

the community demands mild punishment and
detention.

(a) If a person is fit to be punished, the pen-

alty is inflicted and the detention interrupted.

(b) If the prisoner is not fit to be punished de-

tention is resorted to immediately and punish-

ment is deferred.

The consideration of the justice of this is not

to be gone into here, but Bleuler in criticising

von Liszt's plan is of the opinion that it is open

to objection because in some cases it implies re-

taliation.

In other countries greater harmony exists and
the machinery of law is much more expeditious
than it is with us. Under the English system no
matter how insane a man may be, his technical

guilt is established by the ordinary rules of evi-

dence, and the consideration of the plea of in-

sanity subsequently receives the attention of the

expert sent by the Home Secretary. In Germany
and France much more help is derived from alien-

ists in a quiet way than it is here, and commis-
sions with extensive powers settle the question.

In France the medical man is prevented from
expressing anything more than a full opinion of

the purely medical side of the case and making a

diagnosis. "He is neither judge, accuser nor de-

fender, but it is the commissioner of police and the

mayors in other cities who may order all neces-

sary measures, supported by a doctor's certificate,

with the understanding that within twenty-four
hours a report must be made to the prefect, who,
without delay, shall act thereon."

It seems to me that the first step in advance is

an absolute change in the present expert system,

and that as a substitute therefor experts should
be selected by the Academy of Medicine and the

Psychiatrical Society, or elsewhere by county so-

cities ; that the candidates should receive the ap-

proval of the Appellate Division of the Supreme
Court upon the production of the necessary affi-

davits and endorsements as to character and
experience, and that from this number appoint-

ments should be made at the instance of the trial

judges, after conference with both attorneys.

The person so selected should make a full exami-
nation, not only of all incidents of the patient's

previous life, but of all the symptoms and the

conditions that might enter into the disputed
point. In fact, it should be in every sense

a medical examination made by a doctor, and
there should be no consideration on his part

of the legal aspect of the case. Of course the right

of cross-examination would be extended to the ex-

pert, who is really, after all, an amicus curiae. His
compensation should be determined by a regular

fixed scale of charges commensurate with his stand-

ing in his profession.

The action of the Supreme Court of the Dis-

trict of Columbia in the Schneider case is sug-
gestive of what may be done to avoid a contest

of experts.

The prisoner, after having been convicted of a

double murder, with a plea of self-defense, was
afterwards refused a new trial by the Appellate

Court. It was alleged that he at this time began
to manifest symptoms of insanity, and at the

instance of Chief Justice Bingham and Justices

Hagner and Cox, three physicians—of whom I

was one—were invited to take testimony, inter-

rogate the witnesses who had appeared at the
original trial, and examine the prisoner.*

*An attempt in the right direction has been inaugurated

by Justice Warren Foster of the Court of General Sessions

of this city in the appointment of a medical commission to

determine the mental condition of Charlotte Hitchcock, who
killed her husband in November, 1907. Drs. Carlos Mc-
Donald, Frank W. Robertson, and the writer were chosen

by the Court to take testimony and to report not only upon

the condition of the woman at the time of the alleged

murder, but at the present time, the purpose being to avoid

the battle of experts which has been the feature of recent

proceedings in the New York courts, and to take the matter

away from a lay jury, who naturally know nothing about

psychiatry and who have good reason to discredit all expert

testimony when men of apparent equality in professional

attainments swear diametrically opposite. If the report of

this commission is to the effect that the woman is insane,

she is to be committed to an institution, and if not, she is

to stand trial in the ordinary way.
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In criminal cases where the defense of insanity

is urged, the indicted person should be sent to

some public institution for the insane for three

or six months to be absolutely under the super-

vision of impersonal observers and visited by the

Court's expert, who should from time to time

report. No injustice could arise from this meas-
ure, for certainly if the defendant were insane this

kind of care would be a necessity under all cir-

cumstances. If he were feigning it could be

readil)- detected and he would certainly be re-

moved from an}' help in that direction, or from
the assiduous attentions of a certain sensational

portion of the press.

An observation law of this kind has been in

successful operation for many 3'ears in the States

of Elaine, Vermont and New Hampshire, and
within a year or two has been in force in Massa-
chusetts.

In this connection I approach a subject in re-

gard to which I do not wish to be misunderstood.

That is the absolute disregard not only of person

but of public rights by certain newspapers who
are inclined to mold public opinion, perhaps

not always deliberately, but in the course of pro-

curing sensations for the idle and unthinking. It

is all very well to speak of the so-called freedom
of the press, but in several criminal proceedings

of late this freedom has degenerated into license,

in some cases leading to the hounding and con-

viction of individuals whose guilt was at least a

matter of doubt, or who have been eventually ac-

quitted after a dreadful experience in the death

chamber; or, on the other hand, the release of

clearly guilty individuals as the result of manu-
factured maudlin sentiment and misplaced sym-
pathy.

They deal with these things more vigorously

abroad, and I am familiar with a case which was
recently tried in London where a sensational re-

porter, who had served his apprenticeship in this

country, attempted to influence English public

opinion in advance as to the guilt of the prisoner,

and was promptly brought to the bar of the court

and reprimanded by the Lord Chief Justice, the

ultimate result being, as I believe, the passage of

an act of Parliament which made it a misde-

meanor to interfere in this way with the rights

of the prisoner or anticipate the action of the

Court. Happily in this countrj- there has been

an attempt to meet this evil, and in the Terra-

nova case IMr. Justice Scott vigorouslv and cour-

ageously called attention to the misrepresentation

on the part of one newspaper. If most of these

cases were tried less publich^ with the exclusion

of the photographers, and the sickening screeds

of what are known as "lady journalists," there

is no doubt that much mischief might be averted

and public morality would not be debauched as

it is at present. In one case in which I ap-

peared I have no doubt that the defendant, an

ignorant young Italian girl, through these agen-

cies and through morbid vanit}- that had been
engendered, had been really placed in a hysteroid

condition and was unable to fully appreciate the

gravity of her position and properly instruct her

counsel. Certainly many civil cases in the nature

of hearings, or where a commission is appointed

to dispose of the matter, should be tried in

camera.

In conclusion I may briefly recapitulate, sug-

gesting certain measures and making the follow-

ing recommendations

:

I. There should be obligatory information of

the commissioner in lunacy in regard to the ex-
istence of all cases of insanity.

2. Though the commissioner in lunacy may
have power to license private institutions, he
should also be empowered to formulate additional

requirements which would put some of them on a
much higher standard than they occupy at

present.

3. Commitments are chiefly to be looked upon
as reinforcements by the judge of the persuasions
exerted by the friends, physician, and family of
the patient, and should be resorted to only when
the latter cannot be persuaded to go to the
asylum.

4. Everything should be done to make the ap-
peals of committed patients available. There
should be severe punishment for the suppression
of letters, or interference in any way with the al-

leged lunatic's rights.

5. There should be material reform in the atti-

tude of the law regarding capacity and criminal
responsibility, insane acts in themselves, in any
relation they may have, receiving more weight
than heretofore.

6. There should be a departure from conven-
tions in old and arbitrary definitions.

7. Special insane acts should be studied with
reference to the crime itself in a way they have
not been up to this time.

8. The attitude of the courts should be much
more charitable to the medical witness than it is

to-day, the intelligent medical man being put in

possession of all the facts in the case and not
being obliged to answer restricted questions
which place him in a false position, and which
are deficient in the presentation of the facts.

9. In all matters involving the determination
of capacity or responsibility the medical man
should be required to prepare a brief which should
form the basis of his cross-examination, and this,

if necessary, must be supported b}^ extraneous
evidence which has received the sanction of the
court as to heredity, previous history, and facts

communicated bv others.

OPER.\TIVE AND N O N - O PE R A T I V E
FIBROID TUMORS OF THE UTERUS,*

By FR.\NK DE WITT REESE, M.D„

CORTLAND, N. Y.,

SURGEON IX THE CORTLAND HOSPITAL, VICE-PRESIDENT SIXTH DISTRICT
BRANCH, MEDICAL SOCIETY OF THE ST.ATE OF NEW YORK,

Because of the great frequency of fibroid tumors
in women I am led to discuss this question with you
to-day. The number of women who suffer from
fibroid tumors of the uterus far exceeds the num-
ber of those who are afflicted with other varieties

of tumors.

While it is said that cancer is on the increase, and
has been for a long time, it must be conceded that

fibromyoma of the uterus, pure and simple, is still'

the tumor that is discovered the most often by the

general practitioner, in cit}' and country.

The question of operation for the removal of

these tumors is of momentous importance to the

patient, for she may be a girl of sixteen or a woman-
of fifty. To mutilate the generative organs of a

young woman, who has a small fibroid of the-

uterus, unsexing her, or at least causing her to be

sterile, when possibly she could be blessed by

motherhood without it, I say such mutilation is as-

Read at Binghamton, X. Y., at the annual meeting-

of the Sixth District Branch of the Medical Society of
the State of New York. October 6, 1908.
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reprehensible as any damage that could befall a

woman. ]Many women are known to carry fibroid

tumors of the uterus from puberty to senile woman-
hood, without prominent symptoms. To say, as

some writers do, that all fibromyomata should be
removed as soon as diagnosed, is as unscientific as

the statement is reckless.

When to operate, or not to operate, must be de-

cided after a painstaking, discriminating diagnosis.

Only after one has most conscientiously taken into

consideration whether the tumor is simply a fibroid

without complications, or whether it has complica-

tions or is a mixed tumor, can he decide to operate

or not to operate.

I am persuaded that the greatest fault with the

major portion of the profession is in overlooking

early diagnostic symptoms and signs of uterine

tumors, thus neglecting to make, or delaying in

making an examination to ascertain the nature of

the growth, until it becomes a formidable alTair.

Last year at Ithaca, before this branch of the

New York State Society, I read a paper on "Fibroid

Tumors of the Uterus and Their Treatment,"
emphasizing the importance of recognizing dys-

menorrhea at puberty, as an unfailing indication

for an examination of the patient to ascertain and
remove the cause of the dysmenorrhea. In that

paper I stated that, of the last fifty cases of uterine

fibroids seen in my private practice, forty-nine

gave a distinct history of dysmenorrhea at puberty.

Since that time I can add twenty-two more cases

of uterine tumors to my series, and all but two of

these gave a distinct history of pain with menstrua-

tion at puberty.

Of the seventy-one cases then, there were 95.78
per cent, that suffered pain and only 4.22 per cent,

that did not sufTer pain at the first menstrual period.

What do these cases or statistics teach? Have we
not the right to infer from them that, when a girl

or woman presents herself to the physician with

the history of painful menstruation, there is an ab-

normal condition of the uterus or endometrium that

demands immediate attention, and the condition

cannot be interpreted without a thorough examina-

tion of the pelvic organs ? These statistics lead me
to believe that many a woman could be saved the

horrors of a uterine tumor, if the cause or causes

of dysmenorrhea were removed early.

What physician has not had a patient say to him,

while taking her history, that when she was a girl

she used to have pain with her monthly sickness,

but after her first labor the pain ceased ; and then

find upon examination a tumor, perhaps no larger

than a pea or walnut, or one of considerable pro-

portions? This must be the experience of many a

careful observer. What does it all mean? It

means, that to neglect the one symptom that is

nearly pathognomonic of uterine tumors, is to neg-

lect your patient at the time when prophylactic

measures could be instituted.

The statistics associating dysmenorrhea at

puberty, or at any other time, with uterine tumors,

have been neglected. Such statistics are meager

and incomplete. Dr. Cullen, of Baltimore, in a let-

ter writes : "I have no statistics on this subject."

Other writers have given nearly the same answer.

However this may be, I hope that the profession

will carefully investigate the subject, and as they

take the histories of their patients they will defi

nitely ask this question : "With your first menstru

ation did you have pain?" I am persuaded that

dysmenorrhea is an important diagnostic symptom
of an abnormal condition of the generative organs,

which favors the growth of tumors. The cause of

the pain at menstruation, whatever it may be,

should be removed at once. I have studied eighty-

two histories of adenomyoma as given in Culleii's

book on "Adenomyoma of the Uterus." Of these
cases in thirteen menstruation was painless, 15.85
per cent. ; in fifteen menstruation early in life was
painful, 18.29 per cent ; in twenty-one menstrua-
tion late in menstrual life was painful, 25.6 per
cent. ; in thirty-three menstruation was not referred
to at all, 40.24 per cent.

If you will carefully follow me you will see that

there were thirty-six cases, or 43.9 per cent., in

which painful menstruation was mentioned; there
were also thirty-three cases, or 40.24 per cent., in

which Dr. Cullen neglected even to mention the

presence or absence of dysmenorrhea. If of these
thirty-three cases there were 43.9 per cent., or four-
teen, who, it is fair to suppose, did suffer from dys-
menorrhea, this percentage added to the 43.9 per
cent, would make 61 per cent., or fifty of the
eighty-two cases, who suffered at some time from
dysmenorrhea, and 39 per cent., or thirty-two cases,

in which menstruation was painless. From the

study of this series of cases we can further con-

clude that if Dr. Cullen had faithfully questioned
these patients in regard to dysmenorrhea, he would
have greatly increased the percentage of cases in

which he would have recorded dysmenorrhea as

being associated with uterine tumors.
,

Taking into consideration Cullen's imperfect reC'
ords of uterine adenomyomata with the associated
dysmenorrhea and those of my own experience
(whole number of cases 153, of which 118 had
dysmenorrhea), I am led to infer and conclude that,

as dysmenorrhea is a symptom of uterine disturb-
ances, it is the duty of a physician to ask for an ex-
amination zvitbout delay, because it portends for
that patient, in the future, an operation for uterine
tumor.

When will the general practitioner cease to treat

dysmenorrhea with morphine, acetanelid, viburnum,
whiskey, hot water bottles and many other things too
numerous to mention, before he makes a discrimi-
nating diagnosis? We must never forget that dys-
menorrhea is a .symptom and not a disease of itself.

Dysmenorrhea is associated with uterine deformi-
ties, and with all pelvic tumors, cancers, adeno-
myomata, fibromata of the uterus, etc., ovarian
tumors, and tumors of the Fallopian tubes. There-
fore it behooves a physician not to play at treating
dysmenorrhea, but to do business, and if the physi-
cian has not the training, courage or ability to do
the right thing for his patients he should turn them
over to a more competent physician. I never could
see_ why it is not stealing to take a fee from a
patient to whom one has not tried, to the limit, to
give an equivalent for the patient's dollar, just the
same as if one should filch a dollar from a erocer's
till.

Whether a certain uterine fibroid should be oper-
ated upon or not depends, as I have said, upon a
careful diagnosis, just the same as the treatment
of any disease is undertaken after a thorough
knowledge of the trouble is acquired. It is my
opinion that a simple, uncomplicated fibroid never
needs to be removed with the knife, but is always
amenable to treatment. My conclusion is based
upon the fact that the cause of the fibroid is some
irritant, histological, mechanical, or chemical.

.'Simple myomata seldom give rise to any symp-
toms, except dysmenorrhea, a slight change in the

odor of the vaginal discharge, and pressure symp-
toms. Usually, however, the woman becomes ner-
vous. This cannot be attributed, by her. to any defi-
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nite cause, and is only accounted for when the in-

terstitial fibroid is found, by examination.
To illustrate : Miss H., age thirty-seven, teacher,

family history negative, always well, but somewhat
nervous ; tongue coated white, appetite good, con-
stipated, urine normal. Had pain at first menstrua-
tion, but appears every twenty-eight days ;

pressure
symptoms present, of late odor of vaginal discharge
intensified. Examination revealed a uterus en-
larged, due to a diffuse, interstitial tendency. One
year later the fibroid was distinctly discernible.

The diagnosis of fibromyomata of the uterus is

attended by some difficulty because of complica-
tions, including hemorrhage, which hemorrhage
might be due to an adenocarcinoma. A car-

cinomatous uterus is soft to bimanual examination,
a fibroid is hard. Where adenocarcinoma is sus-

pected, a curettage should be resorted to, and some
of the scrapings should be examined microscop-
ically. This should also be done in cases of sus-

pected sarcoma. The indication for the removal
of such tumors, carcinoma or sarcoma, of course,

depends upon the microscopical findings.

The scrapings of the mucosa in simple fibroids

and fibroids accompanied by hemorrhage, are those

of the normal mucosa, or of atrophy due to pres-

sure. Tumors of the uterus that were nearly always
diagnosed as fibromyomata, until Dr. Cullen read

his paper on this subject, are really adenomyomata.
The distinguishing features in making a diagnosis

in this are that the menstrual period in adenomyo-
mata is lengthened, and there is a grinding pain in,

the uterus and possibly in the back and legs, while

in fibroids the hemorrhage may come on in the

interim. This is an important point to remember,
for all the adenomyomata should be removed with

the knife, and only a very small percentage of the

fibroids should ever be touched with the surgeon's

scalpel.

The operative fibroids of the uterus are: (i)

Those associated with carcinoma and sarcoma; (2)
all those tumors that are mixed with adenoma; (3)
some of those tumors that give alarming hemor-
rhages : (4) those that are so large that they inter-

fere with respiration and the function of the ali-

mentary canal. These enormous fibroids are now
seldom seen, because the surgeon has put in his

work before they are allowed to attain large pro-

portions; (5) the submucous variety; (6) the tumor
that does not respond to local and systemic treat-

ment after a good, fair trial.

The causes of fibromyomata are known only

theoretically. There has been no cause advanced
that satisfactorily explains the occurrence of this

morbid growth. An unequal division of the chro-

mosomes and cell protoplasm, as mentioned by
Miiller, is somewhat of a plausible theory, but I am
led to believe that there is a cause that exists before

unequal cell division is or can be noticed, and that

is irritation, which is announced by dysmenorrhea
at puberty. My clinical cases assure me that the

primary cause is an irritant acting with a congenital

condition, which results in overstimulation of the

uterine cells.

My reason for thinking in this way comes from
the results of treatment, constitutional and local.

Out of 71 cases in my own practice. I can report a

cure of 47. The rest of the cases remain as follows

:

One I advised to have an operation, and patient re-

fused; four were operated upon, one by myself

doing a vaginal hysterectomy, and the patient lived,

the others were operated upon out of town, with two
deaths ; there are now eleven undergoing treatment,

-some of them are greatly improved, and about ready

to be discharged; the other eight cases have drifted
away, but were much improved before I lost sight
of them.

I am well aware that many of the best surgeons
in the country hold that immediate operation should
be performed on uterine fibroids, and advise it be-
cause, first, there is but a small death rate from the
operation ; second, because of the tendency of
fibroids to become malignant.

In answer to their first reason, "but a small death
rate," I would say, death is not a pleasant thing to

contemplate, and just so long as there is an ad-
mitted death rate from operations for the removal
of uterine fibroids, I contend that the diagnosis
should be clear and that the duty of every surgeon
should be to withhold his hand until indications are
unmistakably those that will warrant the operation,
in view of this possibility of shortening a human
life. I believe in bold surgical conservatism, based
upon accurate knowledge of the conditions present,

and actuated, not by commercialism, but by the
spirit "as you would have them do unto you." It

is folly to think that all uterine myomata even have
a tendency to malignancy : it cannot be the fact.

The fact is that it is the unrecognized mixed tumor
that has a tendency to malignant degeneration, and
that these tumors should be removed, there is no
doubt, but the simple fibroid should not, because it

is not malignant and causes but few symptoms.
I wish to give you the history and treatment of

two cases of fibroid tumors of the uterus, from my
own practice, because one is tj^pical of the mixed
variety, with malignancy : the other is the history

of a fibroid, pure and simple.

Case I.—Mrs. H. consulted me July 8, 1908.
American ; age 41 ; married : occupation housework

;

also worked in the shop. Father died of bladder
trouble and mother of a tumor in the right groin.

Gave birth nine years ago to a full term child, and
eight years since to a seven-months fetus. Fol-
lowing this labor she was ver\' ill. IMenstruation

appeared at 14 years of age accompanied with
pain. Menstruation, with pain, was regular until

the birth of the first child ; after that pain ceased.

Had now been flowing for three months, sometimes
more and sometimes less freely. Examination re-

vealed a sloughing cervix, also small fibrous nodules

in the body of the uterus. The diagnosis was a

malignant condition of the cervix, associated with

a fibroid condition of the uterus. I advised opera-

tion, to which she consented. Vaginal hysterectomy

was performed by me July 13. The patient made
a quick recovery, leaving the hospital in two weeks.

The macroscopical appearance of the specimen con-

firmed the diagnosis, and the results justified the

operation.

Case II.—-Miss N. consulted me April 19, 1906.

Age 27 ; servant girl : family history negative. Had
symptoms of indigestion ; constipated. With first

menstruation pain, but the menses are regular in

their appearance. Dragging feeling over right hip.

Very nervous. Examination revealed an elongated

uterus with a small fibroid of the fundus. Treat-

ment was local and constitutional. Recovery was
complete in two years.

The results in this case, as in the forty-six others

that have recovered in my hands, appeal to my best

judgment as a surgeon, in determining operative

and non-operative cases. In the morning of life

where there is a fibroid, withhold the hand until

there is not a vestige of doubt left in regard to the

advisability of an operation. In the evening of life,

when degeneration of cell tissues is the rule, we
need not be so particular in trying to save the gen-
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erative organs, because at this time the organs have
ceased functioning and to withhold the hand might
be to miss giving the sought for blessing to the

patient as her sun is setting. She should be oper-

ated upon, for she has reached the spot where she

should rest.

Conclusions.— i. Dysmenorrhea should be consid-

ered a symptom when appearing in any period of a

patient's life, justifying a thorough examination of

the pelvic organs to ascertain the cause of the pain

and its removal if possible.

2. A clear diagnosis and some positive indication

for removal of uterine fibroid should be ascertained

before surgical interference is resorted to.

3. Mixed tumors of the uterus should always be

removed as soon as diagnosed.

4. Simple fibroid tumors should never be at-

tacked surgically, unless in exceptional cases, be-

cause they are amenable to constitutional and local

treatment.

BITUMINOUS COAL SMOKE: ITS CHEM-
ISTRY AND EFFECTS ON THE HEALTH
OF MAN AND PLANTS, WORKS OF

ART AND COMMERCE.
By JOHN W. WAINWRIGHT, M.D.,

NEW YORK.

In an endeavor to determine the effects of coal

smoke on the health of the community as well as of

the individual, it will first become necessary to de-

vote a part of this study to the chemistry of coal

combustion, particularly bituminous coal, and the

resultant products.

For our purposes we may consider smoke as the

sign of incomplete combustion of fuel. During this

process, small particles of unconsumed matter are

blown into the atmosphere by gases liberated by the

heat. In order to secure complete combustion, it is

necessarv that a high temperature be constantly

maintained in order that all constituent gases be

raised to the point of chemical decomposition. Bi-

tuminous coal contains, in addition to fixed carbon,

a compound of carbon and hydrogen. These hydro-

carbons are first volatilized by heat, setting free the

hydrogen, which then unites with oxygen to form
vaporized water or steam, while the carbon is set

free. These particles of carbon rendered incandes-

cent bv heat, produce the flame. If at this point a

sufficient supply of oxygen and the proper degree of

heat are in evidence, the carbon will unite with oxy-

gen to form carbon dioxide and the combustion will

thus be complete. If, however, an insufficient amount
of oxygen is supplied, free particles of carbon will

escape, and this is smoke. Smoke is also produced

through volatilization of the hydrocarbons, if the

heat be less in degree than is necessary to free the

hydrogen from the carbon, or if the heat be so in-

tense that the fixed carbon is carried away before

it has had time for combustion. This is the com-
monly accepted theory of smoke production.

In feeding a bituminous coal fire, decomposition

will vary with the temperature, parts of the fire dis-

tilling oflf tar vapors rich in the paraffin hydro-

carbons and yielding but feebly of gas ; decomposi-

tion while under the influence of heat, if in contact

with air and resultant gases at the surface of the

fire bed, is affected by the composition of the coal,

amount of air present, temperature, and the action

of the products of combustion at the lower part of

the grate, all of which make the process a complex

one.

Flame is therefore caused by the combustion of

gaseous matter. When the oxygen is supplied exter-

nally to the combustible gas, a hollow flame results,

consisting of two parts, the outer where combustion

is taking place, and the interior, which is cut off

from a supply of oxygen, and not undergoing com-

bustion, where active chemical changes are taking

place under the influence of the burning envelope.

Surrounding it, hydrocarbon gases and vapors are

broken down and the simple hydrocarbon acetylene

is produced. In the outer flame, or envelope, car-

bon and hydrogen compounds are being consumed

with the formation of carbon dioxide, carbon mon-
oxide, and water vapor. The dark inner zone, which

may be regarded as a laboratory and gas store of

the flame, is surmounted by a brilliantly luminous

portion, which gives the major part of the cheerful

firelight, while above this smoke begins to appear.

These gradations are due to the formation of acety-

lene in the nonluminous core of the flame entering

the heated zone of combustion, where the acetylene

suddenly splits up into carbon and hydrocarbon

;

the latter burns and adds to the heat of the flame,

while the carbon, raised to incandescence, partly

by heat generated during its formation from acety-

lene, partly by heat from the flame and by its ulti-

mate combustion, gives out the light. If sufficient

oxygen is supplied to complete the chemical action,

no smoke will escape from the flame and a far

higher power of radiating light and heat will be

produced. One finds, however, in practice that the

diluting influence of the nitrogen and other prod-

ucts from the fire beneath and the cooling influence

of the chimney draft which comes in contact with

the flame, so check and otherwise influence the

completion of combustion of the products from

the decomposition of the acetylene that the top of

the flame is cooled to a dull red and the flame ex-

tinguished before the carbon particles are consumed,

this leading to the formation of sooty smoke, which

passes up and out of the chimney.

A portion of the smoke consists of undecomposed
tarry vapors, and a steam which is abundantly con-

densed from the watery vapor produced as one of

the primary products of combustion. The tar vapor

which escapes consists of a mass of vesicles, the

outer surface or skins of which are formed of con-

densed vapor and liquid from the burning substance.

They are filled with gases, are excessively light, and

float in the atmosphere until brought into contact

with some surface which causes them to burst and
deposit the liquid film, setting the contents free.

When the temperature at the top of the fire has

been sufficient to ignite the gas escaping from it,

these vesicles are not formed, and under such con-

ditions only a small portion of escaping smoke is

of this character. When the fuel has been placed

on the fire in sufficient quantity to cool the top of

the fire below the ignition point of the gas, the

smoke which escapes consists chiefly of steam and
this tar cloud. All smoke contains dust and ash

from the grate.

It will be seen that there are four sets of par-

ticles formed in smoke : ( i ) Carbon particles which

escape unconsumed from the burning hydrocarbons

giving off the soot; (2) tar vapors; (3) steam; (4)
small particles of dust mechanically carried up the

chimney by the draft. The proportion in which

the four occur in the smoke is entirely dependent

upon the condition of the surface of the fire. When
the fuel is first put on, tar vapor and steam only

escape from the fire below, with particles of com-

plete and incomplete combustion, among which are

carbon monoxide. As the heat works upwards

through the recently added fuel, the products of
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distillation from the coal catch fire and are par-

tially burned, the result being that the deposited

carbon or soot also forms a portion of the smoke,
while as the fire burns clearer and clearer and the

upper portion becomes incandescent, practically

nothing but the products of complete combustion
find their way up the chimney. The gases issuing

from a chimney consist, firstly, of invisible particles

made up for the most part of gases which exist

in the atmosphere in such minute quantities as to be

capable of doing but little harm. This is true only

of gases from ordinary fires and does not refer to

the fumes from the chimneys of chemical works,
which are capable of doing great harm. Besides
these invisible gases, as we have shown above, there

is the visible portion, consisting for the most part
of minute particles of carbon, which are not entirely

pure, but contain a certain amount of sticky, tarry

matter.

The smoke, after issuing from the chimney, be-

comes dispersed in the air to a height of some hun-
dreds of feet above the ground. This widely dis-

tributed smoke gradually settles, clinging to any-
thing that presents itself. The ground, the walls

and roofs of buildings, the trunks, branches, and
leaves of trees and shrubs, the exposed parts of the

person and the clothing, all come in for a share of
the all-enveloping cloud. Where the surfaces are

smooth and exposed to the washing action of the
rain, as in the case of roofs of buildings, very little

of the dry carbon itself remains, but only the more
sticky substances, which cannot be easily washed off.

Rougher surfaces, such as stone walls, and espe-
cially trees and shrubs, retain the black dirt far more
readily, and become permanently coated with a

sticky, sooty film.

From an esthetic point of view the effect of

smoke is as bad as it can be. In our large manu-
facturing towns, where the atmosphere is very heav-
ily laden with soot, all the stone buildings become
in a very short time nearly black, the stone pre-

senting a more retentive surface than the smoother
brick, though brick buildings do eventually become
coated in much the same way. Those who are
familiar with such cities as Buffalo, Pittsburg, Cin-
cinnati, Cleveland, St. Louis, Chicago, and places
of smaller size and lesser note in our middle and
western States, where bituminous coal is almost
entirely used for manufacturing and heating pur-
poses, cannot fail to appreciate the terribly disfig-

uring effects of exposure for a few years to this

atmosphere, heavily laden with black smoke. One
feels that this disfigurement of public and private

buildings, though only one of the lesser evils of
black smoke, is sufficient reason for the most vigor-

ous crusade against those who, by their negligence
or obstinacy, contribute to the pollution of our at-

mosphere.

The disfigurement of buildings is, perhaps, less

objectionable than the coating of black which set-

tles on all the vegetation in a district pervaded by
smoke, for, besides the dullness imparted to the
colors of the plants and trees by the layer of soot,

the blackness of the 'trunks and branches of the
trees, and the unpleasantness in touching or allow-
ing portions of one's clothing to touch them, there
can be little doubt that the vigorous growth of a
plant is to a large extent interfered with bv the

presence of a film of an oily substance on the sur-

face of the leaves. At the same time, much of the
unhealthiness of plants attributed to smoke is very
likely due, not so much to this as to the presence
in the atmosphere of deleterious acids, more particu-

larly sulphurous and sulphuric,* which are formed
along with the smoke. The breathing pores of a

plant are on the under side of the leaves, and while

it is on the upper surface that the greatest deposit of

soot takes place, some small quantity also clings to

the under side.

The atmosphere is what we breathe, and upon it

we depend for our very existence, and it is there-

fore necessary that we should be as careful that

we breathe pure air as we are that the water which
we drink is without contamination. Life in a smoky
and crowded town is not, and cannot be, so healthy

as a life which is spent in a pure atmosphere, free

from the contaminating effects of smoke and its

accompanying products. It is well known that

the urban population is tending to deteriorate and
is only kept up to a reasonable standard by the con-

tinuous influx of workers from the country dis-

tricts, the tendency being for people to crowd to

the towns for work and higher wages. The town
population is increasing rapidly year by year, and
there is a corresponding decrease continually tak-

ing place in the number of inhabitants in the country
districts. Though in many directions the conditions

of town living are being improved—greater atten-

tion is being paid to sanitation, the dwellings of

the working class are on the whole improving, and
the public authorities are waking up to the necessity

for plenty of open space—still the two facts remain,

that the population in the smoky areas is very much
on the increase, and that the atmosphere in these

areas does not improve.

Without doubt, the existence of a smoky atmo-
sphere has an influence in increasing mortality.

This is a statement well worth consideration, and
should claim the immediate attention of our public

health officials. One effect of a smoky atmosphere,
even worse than that of breathing the vitiated air,

is to be found in the indirect effect, in causing peo-

ple to keep their windows shut in towns, and so

breathe the even more vitiated atmosphere within.

It has for some time been recognized that one of the

conditions most favorable to consumption is to be

found in defective ventilation.

Another effect of a smoky atmosphere, and one
often lost sight of, is the effect that the presence of

soot in the air has in shutting off and obscuring the

sunlight, which is so important to healthy life. This

may easily be noticed on going into a large town
by train from a clear country atmosphere. As the

town is approached, the sunlight gets less intense,

and often in the winter months it is found to be

nearly dark when the center of the town is reached.

This is always so to some extent, the only varia-

tion being one of degree. Here we find the same
injurious effect upon vision as is encountered in a

dimly lighted room, where the occupants are sub-

jected to a continuous eyestrain, the result of which
is headaches and a whole train of disorders to

health.

Under certain meteorological conditions this pall

of smoke becomes a veritable blanket, filtering its

wav into homes and public buildings.

There is little doubt that the presence of smoke
in the atmosphere assists very largely in the forma-
tions of fogs. The smoke in the air becomes gen-

erally diffused, so that the whole volume of the at-

mosphere gets to consist of pure air throughout
which are numberless small particles of carbon, each

one of which may serve as the nucleus of a foggy
globule. In certain states of the atmosphere, such

*Dr. Charles Baskerville has calculated that in New
York City 1,300 tons of 80 per cent, sulphuric acid are

set free daily from the combustion of ordinary fuel.
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as dryness, pressure, low temperature, and stillness,

the aqueous vapor becomes partially condensed, it

being generally supposed that each carbon or dust
particle acts as a nucleus around which collects a
small globule of moisture, the summation of these
making up the yellow fog with which our largest
towns are so strongly oppressed during the winter.

A reduction of die number of smoky particles in the
air might be expected to reduce the density and dirti-

ness of our fogs, if not to do away with them alto-

gether. Fogs are not confined to towns, but the
fog of the country is a white innocuous mist, which
maj- be unpleasant in some ways, but never assumes
the density of the real town fog. nor does it soil the
linen, make the eyes smart, or clog the lungs of all

persons exposed to its effects.

It is stated that there are about fifty tons of soot
and two hundred and fifty tons of carbon dioxide in

the atmosphere immediately above London, and this

in spite of the fact that the means taken for the

prevention of the emission of black smoke are much
more definite, and the laws relating to smoke are

much more stringently enforced, than in cities and
towns in this country. Xo doubt the smaller in-

dustrial and domestic fires are to some degree
responsible for the smokiness which is found in

the smaller centers, and although people are found
who insist that a smoke evil due to house fires is to

some extent in evidence, the fact remains that in

such places the atmosphere is without doubt purer
in every way ; buildings are cleaner, trees and plants

flourish, and the appearance of everything is brighter

than where there are a number of factory chimneys
pouring out smoke and sulphurous gases.

Some interesting and valuable results were ob-
tained a few years ago by Dr. Cohen, of the York-
shire College, Leeds, in connection with the quantity

of smoke to be found in Leeds, one of the smokiest
cities in England. These results were published in

1896. He found that in ever}^ 100 cubic feet of
Leeds air there were about 12 milligrams of soot.

This he did both by estimation from the amount of

coal burnt per day in Leeds, and also by the more
direct method of collecting known volumes of the

air, separating the soot, and weighing it. He estimat-

ed the amount of coal burnt per day in Leeds as

4,000 tons, and that of this one-half per cent, escaped

into the atmosphere as soot. This gives about
twenty tons of solid smoke sent into the atmosphere,
and of this Dr. Cohen found by weighing the soot

collected from melted snow, that half a ton falls on
the immediate area, and that of this twenty to twen-
ty-five pounds is not removable by rain.

A prominent merchant doing business in Chicago
asserted recently that in his establishment alone the

value of goods was reduced $200,000 last year be-

cause of being soiled, most of which soiling was due
to smoke in the atmosphere ; and he believed the

total loss to all merchants on State street, that city,

during the year must have approximated $2,000,000,

"In fact." said he, "I believe the damage caused in

our city by this black smoke amounts to more every

year than the total taxes paid by the city, and when
you consider that there is over $40,000,000 annually

paid in taxes, it makes it a subject worthy of con-

sideration."

We constantly hear it stated that visible smoke is

the cause of high death rates, and that it has a se-

rious influence upon the health of the community. It

must be admitted that the products of combustion
do interfere materially with the welfare of a com-
munity ( I ) bv conducing to the formation of fog

and rain: (2) by shutting out sunlight and depriv-

ing us of certain qualities of light, of great impor-

tance in regard to changes in organic matter: (3)

by depositing soot and rendering houses and their

contents dirty. There is no doubt that the presence

of smoke in any quantity in the atmosphere has a
prejudicial effect upon us by depriving us of sun-
light, and this is a sufficient reason in itself for

stimulating every one to effect, as far as possible

and by every means in his power, a diminution of

the nuisance. Apart altogether from fog, smoke
hanging over a town forms a barrier to the sun's

rays ; and although the heat rays may pass through
readily, the blue rays, which are of the greatest im-
portance to healthy vitality, are kept back. This
opacity of smoke to light is one of its most objec-

tionable characteristics, as neither animals nor plants

can thrive when deprived of light. In the poorer

districts of every large town the inhabitants, de-

prived of light to a large extent, show a lower vital-

ity and capability of resisting attacks of disease.

Within the last few years another important action

of light in this respect has been demonstrated : the

powerful destructive influence sunlight has upon
various forms of bacteria and disease germs, and in

the case of one form in particular, the tubercle,

bacillus, it has been shown that this organism suc-

cumbs after a short exposure to light. Organic
changes, or oxidations, which are impossible in

darkness readily take place in sunlight, and this fact

also is of great importance in the economy of hu-
man life. The third undesirable effect of smoke is

the dirt which results from the deposit of the un-

consumed particles of carbon as soot. Among the

poor, especially, cleanliness of surroundings is an
important factor in influencing their lives, both
morally and socially, and it must be admitted that

the smoke nuisance, where it exists to any large de-

gree, has an important bearing upon the welfare and
social condition of this class of a community.

It has been asserted that in suppressing smoke
we deprive ourselves of a powerful disinfectant,

which, when in the atmosphere that we breathe in

crowded cities, tends to guard us against contract-

ing infectious diseases, especially of the nose, throat,

eyes, and lungs. This theory is, of course, discred-

ited, for, as a matter of fact, such infectious diseases

are more prevalent in large manufacturing centers

than elsewhere, and statistics show this to be in a

large measure due to a coal-smoke ladened atmo-
sphere. A smoky atmosphere, by its exclusion of

light, its content of acid and irritating particles sus-

pended in it, is harmful to the tissues of the nose,

throat, eyes, and especially the lungs and air pas-

sages, whether in a healthy or other condition ; ag-

gravates the discomfort of those suffering from all

forms of heart disease ; increases the distress of

those who have nervous complaints ; lowers the tone

of general health : is a peril to the aged : diminishes

buoyancy of spirit, as well as reducing still further

an already lowered resistance to disease.

What relative part with pathogenic germs smoke
plays in causing this class of diseases it is hard to

calculate, but it is safe to say that, working to-

gether, the danger to health and life is largely in-

creased. In Manchester, England, the death rate

from diseases of the respiratory organs was, in 1874,

7.7, in 1893 23.2 per 1,000 of all deaths, while in

Westmoreland, England, the death rate was from
the same disease but 2.29 in 1888 and 13.7 in 1893.

These increased death rates are charged to an in-

creased consumption of coal and consequent produc-

tion of smoke. In Prussia there were 96.235 deaths

from acute pulmonary affections in 1903. In addi-

tion to these there were in the same year and country

70,049 deaths from tuberculosis. How many of

these resulted from breathing coal smoke is not

stated, but it is a notorious fact that almost the

whole of Pnissia is covered with smoke coming
from innumerable factories in constant operation.
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CHRONIC OTITIS MEDIA PURULENTA.
By ALFRED WIENER, M.D.,

NEW YORK.

Although the views expressed in this brief paper
may not add anything materially new in regard to

this very important subject, nevertheless it seems
to me that if a greater number of otologists who
are experimenting with the measures advocated here
for the treatment of chronic suppuration of the

middle ear would relate their experiences, we could
eventually come to some conclusions. We should
emphasize more strongly than heretofore such meas-
ures as we have found practical and of real benefit

to the patient. One need only to scan the literature

upon this subject and one will find sufficient evi-

dence to persuade us to be more conservative. There
have been several contributing causes which have
brought about such a persuasion. Briefly stated, we
might mention the following:

(i) A patient with a chronic otitis media puru-
lenta, from which he has suffered for a period of

ten years or more, and for which he has undergone
treatment in a haphazard way, submits to the ordeal

of a radical operation. The operation reveals a

solid mastoid, and not until the antrum and tym-
panic cavity are reached do we find any evidence

of disease. Such patient is submitted by the physi-

cian to all the risks which are attendant upon this

operation. The findings prove that the surgeon
might have succeeded just as well by adopting con-

servative measures in a manner such as I will ex-

plain further on in this paper.

(2) Time and time again serious damage is done
to parts because the familiar anatomical landmarks
cannot be recognized, and a permanent injury to the

patient is the result of a radical operation.

(3) We have learned to recognize the fact that

when conservative measures are employed under
the supervision of an otologist and are unsuccessful,

no real harm is done to the patient.

(4) Furthermore, such preliminary measures will

in the end assist in many ways to simplify the radi-

cal interference.

If we glance for a moment at the pathological

condition present in these cases, we find that there

exist all the stages of a chronic inflammation of the

mucous membrane, and the results attendant upon
such an inflammation. We find a thickening of the

mucous membrane, exuberant granulations, and
polypoid formation, with profuse discharge. Adhe-
sions form which shut off portions of the tympanic
cavity. Retention and decomposition of the secre-

tion takes place with a resulting caries and necrosis

of bone. In other cases there is the formation of
cholesteatoma with its resulting destructive ten-

dency. Finally it is well to remember that the above
conditions may be present and due, not to some
local cause, but to a tuberculous or syphilitic

diathesis.

What I wish especially to emphasize in this short

paper, is the plan of treatment to which I think

most patients are willing to submit, and which will

give them the most satisfaction with the least

amount of risk. When we meet with patients suf-

fering from a chronic discharge from the ear we
should first of all impress them with the fact that

such a condition, if allowed to continue indefinitely,

is a matter of serious concern. Every means should

be employed to cause a cessation of this discharge

—

first by conservative local or operative measures
through the external auditory meatus, and then, if

not successful, they must submit to more radical

measures.
Before attempting any conservative measures it

is quite natural to suppose that we have convinced
ourselves that, with the exception of the usual

symptoms accompanying such chronic discharge,

there are present no symptoms of a serious nature.

None should exist that point toward the invasion of

vital parts. In such cases delay in radical inter-

ference would be at great risk to the patient. It is

not necessary for me to mention these symptoms as

they are well known and easily recognized and their

significance understood. The existence of a chronic

discharge for ten years or more need not deter us

from pursuing conservative measures. I have seen

such cases under proper treatment improve within

ten days and in from two to three weeks apparently
cured.

In treating these cases we should try to deter-

mine what is at fault and what is keeping up this

chronic discharge. With the exception of those

cases in which a tuberculous, syphylitic, or other

dyscrasia is present, I think we will find that proper
drainage is wanting. Furthermore, even in such
cases in which a tuberculous or syphilitic diathesis

exists, when proper drainage is established and the

necessary constitutional treatment prescribed, it is

surprising to see how even these cases will respond.

It is our duty, therefore, to employ such meas-
ures as will establish proper drainage. We should

then teach these patients how to keep their ears

clean. By means of local measures assist such
cleansing processes from time to time to bring

about a healthy condition of the diseased area.

Soon our pains will be rewarded and our patients

gratified to find that the discharge is lessening and
that the inflammatory process has become quiescent.

To bring about this drainage, first of all the en-

trance to the tympanic cavity must be sufficiently

free of all obstructions to permit one to wash out

with the tympanic catheter and treat locally the

walls and accessory cavities. If there is only a

small perforation, such perforation is enlarged. If

there are exuberant granulations or polypoid forma-
tions present they are removed. If adhesions exist

they are divided. If they recur and it is found that

they cannot be prevented without sacrificing the

malleus and incus, an ossiculectomy is performed.
This usually proves successful. One need not hesi-

tate about removing both the malleus and the in-

cus, as in the majority of these cases they have
already lost their usefulness, bound down as they

are by adhesions, often carious and only exerting

a baneful influence by their presence. When the

hammer or incus are found carious, in order to

observe and treat locally the epitympanic space, as

well as to reach the antrum, which will usually be
found diseased, a modified Stacke operation is per-

formed through the external auditory meatus. All

these measures I have succeeded in accomplishing

by means of local anesthesia, as practiced by Neu-
man of Vienna.

In those cases in which there is an evidence of

cholesteatoma with chronic discharge, it is best to

advise at once radical measures and not attempt
any conservative treatment.

With such operative measures as recorded above,

followed by local treatment at stated intervals, as

the case may demand, at home the use of some mild

antiseptic wash and astringent, preferably alcohol

in varying strengths, it will be surprising to see

how some of the most stubborn cases will respond.

At the same time the constitutional condition of

the patient must be taken into account and treated.

All nasal and nasopharjaigeal disturbance must be

corrected. Especial attention should be paid to the

Eustachian tube which will often be found in a

catarrhal state.
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Patients who submit to such conservative meas-
ures must be led to understand that they must keep

themselves under the observation of the physician

in charge until the ear is quiescent. This is neces-

sary, for should any symptoms arise that may occa-

sion concern, radical measures can be instituted at

once. Furthermore, they can also be instructed,

that these measures which are conservative, at the

same time may also be considered as preliminary,

if a radical operation is deemed necessary later on.

I would like to state right here that in those cases

in which a radical operation is deemed necessary,

and such preliminary operative treatment has been
followed out, the radical operation is very much
simplified.

In regard to the results obtained, my own ex-

perience has led me to believe, that with our im-

proved methods of treatment the average number
of cures is greater than heretofore. Some cases, of

course, will not respond. Some will be very much
benefited and serious complications reduced to a

minimum. Some will remain quiescent for a time,

become active again on account of some aggravated

throat trouble, but respond again to treatment.

Others will compel us after an extended course of

treatment to resort to the radical operation, and
a cure will be established. In others, in spite of

the radical operation, the hoped for cure will not

be brought about.

In regard to the conservation of hearing, a very

important consideration when operative measures

are about to be performed, my own experience has

taught me that in those cases in which conservative

measures are attempted and with success, a great

deal more is to be expected and can be promised

than when the radical operation is performed.

In regard to syphilitic and tuberculous cases the

prognosis, so far as a cure is concerned, is about

equally divided, between conservative and radical

measures.

FRACTURE AND DISLOCATION OF THE
NECK, AT THE SIXTH CERVICAL
VERTEBRA, IN A MAN OF 60.

RECOVERY.
By GEO. HERBERT WILLIAMS, M.D., M.R.C.S., Enc; L.R.C.P.,

Edin. ;

fishkill-on-hudson, n. y.

visiting surgeon to highland hospital, matteawan, n. y.

About five o'clock on the morning of October 5,

1907, I had an urgent call to see P. K., who had

fallen off his piazza the night before. On reaching

the house a few minutes later I found the patient,

a powerfully built man of a little over sixty years

of age, and a grand army veteran, lying on his back

in bed. The history of the fall he and his wife gave

me was that about eleven-thirty the night before, on

his return home with three heavy ledgers under his

left arm, he was trying to unlock the front door,

when the middle ledger slipped from between the

other two, and as he made a sudden move to the

left to break its fall, or check it, he lost his balance

and toppled over a low railing at the side of the

piazza and close to the front door, and that he

struck the ground about six feet below, landing on

the top of his head ; his wife had heard him at the

front door and as he did not appear soon she went

to see what was the trouble. She heard groans at

the side of the house, and found him lying on his

side unable to move. Some of the neighbors were

summoned and he was picked up and carried to his

bed. His family did not, of course, appreciate the

gravity of his condition, and thought him merely

stunned, hence the delay in calling for medical as-

sistance.

The patient was lying on his back with the chin

drawn down, the position reminding me of a

turtle with its head partially thrust out. There

was complete paralysis below the line of the neck,

both sensory and motor paralysis. He was unable

to move hand or foot, or to feel pin pricking until

the descending branches of the facial nerve were

reached about the line of the clavicle. The pulse

was slow and full, the respirations were very char-

acteristic and were eight or nine to the minute

and diaphragmatic entirely ; the diaphragm was the

only muscle of inspiration he was using or could

use.

On passing the fingers along the region of the

neck there was felt a fulness with an irregularity

over the sixth cervical vertebra. The patient had

not urinated since the night before so I passed a

catheter and drew off about a pint of pale amber-

colored urine. I assured the family that there was
small chance of his living for many days and in-

sisted on his removal to the hospital, to which they

agreed. The patient was placed in the ambulance

and carried to the Highland Hospital. I called my
colleague. Dr. McClintock, in consultation, and, as

the case seemed desperate, we decided on attempt-

ing reduction. Dr. McClintock made gentle exten-

sion and rotation of the head, standing at the top

of the bed, grasping the patient under the occiput

and lower jaw, while with the fingers of both hands

at the back of the neck I made gentle but firm pres-

sure over the side of the sixth cervical vertebra.

After several attempts of this kind we were de-

lighted and relieved to hear a decided snap, which

both Dr. McClintock and I, as well as the patient,

heard, and which the patient felt, as he immediately

remarked "something went back that time, ah, now
I feel!" He was at once able to draw his left arm
up and on toward the middle line of the body.

This was the first move he had made in about

eight hours.

Having effected this reduction a back splint

was applied fastened about the chest below and

the forehead above, strengthened by small shaped

splints at the side of the neck, and the head

was securely fixed by sand bags. I saw the patient

about an hour later and was pleased to find that he

had regained entirely the movement as well as the

sensation in the right arm and leg; motion and
sensation did not return until two days later in the

left leg. The patient had retention of urine, neces-

sitating the use of the catheter night and morning,

until the evening of October 11, when he had in-

continence and dribbling of the same. At my after-

noon visit the same day I found the patient had

passed a fairly comfortable day, sleeping a good
part of the time, his temperature was 100.3°, pulse

86, and respiration 22. The abdomen was very dis-

tended, and an enema was ordered which resulted

in the escape of a small constipated stool and a

large amount of flatus. The next morning I found

the patient had rested fairly well and his condition

was not much changed. That day at my afternoon

visit the temperature had fallen to normal and the

pulse was 80, respiration 20. At my morning visit on

the 7th, the third day after the accident, the nurse

reported a fairly comfortable night, later in the day

the temperature rose to 101°, pulse 78, respiration

24, and I found still a great deal of distention of

the bowels, and the stomach was intolerant of all

nourishment. This condition was relieved by a

high enema of Epsom salts and glycerin in hot

water. Distention of the bowels was a prominent
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and distressing symptom for the first few days of

his sickness. On tlie morning of October 8, the

temperature was 100.4°, pulse 76, respiration 21,

and the patient had developed a short and trouble-

some cough. Fearing hypostatic pneumonia, I at

once ordered his removal from the regular hospital

bed and placed him on a Gorham bed, and I con-

sider this to have been a most important part of his

treatment, as it allowed of a change of position sev-

eral times a day.
I will not go into the details taken from the

hospital notes, which are often so tedious, but
choose what seems of especial interest from them.
The patient had in addition to the symptoms above
enumerated, severe constipation and ammoniacal
urine, such as we usually find in this class of case,

also a tendency to bed sores, difficult to heal, and a
persistent eruption on the lower part of the back
and the left calf, which was eczematous in character

and yielded ultimately to ten minim of Donovan's
solution after meals. One important feature of
the case was that the left arm, which was the

first partially to recover motion after the reduction
of the dislocation, some two days later began to

lose motion, but not sensation, CTaduallv and most
markedly below the elbow, and in spite of mas-
sage and electricity, which was begun early and is

still kept up, the muscles of the hand and forearm
became atrophied until the hand presented the ap-

pearance of a case of progressive muscular atrophy,

and the hand was drawn decidedly toward the ulnar

side. On November 16, I found slight extension

and flexion of the left thumb, and now, nearly a
year later, the arm and fingers are stiff and the

whole limb is of very limited use. The patient was
kept in bed for twelve weeks, being allowed to sit

up in a chair on December 28. On December 29,

from the hospital notes, I find the flexors of the

left arm are flabby and the muscles of the upper
arm atrophied ; there is slight extensor movement
at the wrist, but the extensors are, as a whole, much
atrophied, and the hand is drawn over to the ulnar

side ; the patient cannot bend the fingers or approxi-
mate the thumb.

On January 11, 1908, I find a note to the effect

that he is gaining more control over the bladder;
on this day also the patient was able to take four
steps unaided. On January 26 the patient, who had
been gradually gaining strength was allowed to re-

turn home. He now walks well and firmly and goes
down town on fair days and moves about at his

own pleasure. The muscles of the upper arm are

improving in tone and power and he can now
approximate the thumb to all his fingers except the

little one, and so can help himself in many ways,
by holding his paper and feeding himself. He can
bend the elbow more each week and seems very
cheerful over his condition; he is still obliged to

wear a rubber urinal during the day, as he is never
certain of himself in this particular, although the

intervals between urinations are gradually lengthen-
ing.

I have gone over the case with Dr. Robert Abbe
of New York and he has thought it of great
interest and well worth reporting in view of the

severity of the case originally, and the patient's age.

We have assumed that the dislocation tore one or
two root nerves on the right side at their e.xit from
the fifth or sixth foramen, probably both, and there-

fore recovery has been proportionately slow and in-

complete, and again pressure on the cord, mechanical
and not from hemorrhage, must be regarded as the

immediate cause of the paralysis below the neck,

inasmuch as this symptom so quickly disappeared.

I-MPORTANT FLAT-FOOT FACTS; FOR AS-
SIMILATION AND DISSEMINATION.

By EDW.^RD a. TR.\CY, M.D..

ORTHOPEDIC SURGEON TO MT. SINAI HOSPITAL AND TO THE BOSTON
EMERGENCY AND GENERAL HOSPITAL, AND CONSULTING

ORTHOPEDIST TO ST. M-ARY'S INFANT .ASYLUM,

Flat-foot should be more generally recognized in

its very incipiency. This recognition is not dif-

ficult, as I shall show further on. This incipient

condition, going untreated, terminates in various
degrees of flat-foot, and finally, the instep arch
is so completely down, that no medical skill

whatever is required to make the diagnosis—

a

glance at the foot suffices.

For better comprehension of our subject a
brief consideration of the normal arch will be
helpful.

.^ntero-Posterior Section of the Foot, i, Tibia; 2, astragalus; 3,

OS calcis; 4, scaphoid; 5, int. cuneiform; 6, first metatarsal bone; 7
and S, phalanges of great toe.

The illustration, taken from a frozen section,

shows beautiful!}- the normal instep arch. The
keystone of the arch is clearly seen to be the

scaphoid bone. With the scaphoid in its right

place the arch is normal. The arch normally is

held up by the leg muscles—especially by the

front and back tibial muscles. In their normal
condition of tonicity, there is no falling of the

arch, and the arch functionates perfectly, enabling
us to walk, run, and jump without pain, and,

within limits, without tiring.

A\'hen, however, the leg muscles lose their to-

nicity from any cause, the arch commences to

fall, and the signs and symptoms of falling arches
are plain to him or her who looks for them.
We can see how important it is to know the

causes of loss of muscular tone in the leg muscles,

if we desire to diagnose falling of the arch at its

very beginning. Muscular tone is the constant
tendency in muscular tissue to contract. It is a

property of muscular tissue, and has no relation

with voluntary motion. It is in virtue of mus-
cular tonicity that both surfaces of a cut muscle
retract. This property is lost by overuse or fa-

tigue.

We now see why occupations that are as-

sociated with excessive use of the leg muscles,

thus causing their fatigue and consequent loss of

muscular tonicity, are occupations in which flat-

foot is very common. Policemen, motormen,
conductors, and postmen are examples. The very
nature of their occupation, which causes strain

and fatigue of the leg muscles and consequent loss

of muscular tonicity, is productive of flat-foot. As
a rule, in them it goes unrecognized until painful

locomotion brings them to the specialist with
chronic flat-foot, which could easily have been
prevented, as I shall show later on.

Occupations in women that I have found most
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frequently associated with flat-foot of various de-

grees are those of salesgirl, nurse, servant, and
housewife ; and for the same reason, namely,
overfatigue of the leg muscles with a consequent
loss of their tonicity, thus permitting the arches
to fall.

So much for occupations that have a tendency
to produce flat-foot because of their fatiguing the

muscles that normally hold up the arch.

There is another cause of loss of muscular to-

nicity in the leg muscles that accounts for almost
all the cases of flat-foot met with outside these

muscle-straining occupations, and that cause is

sickness, sickness of any nature that confines one
to the bed for a week or more. The simple lack

of use of the leg muscles for such a period pro-

duces a condition of weakness in these muscles
that allows them to become easily fatigued, and
with fatigue of a muscle always follows the loss

of its tone. More marked indeed is this muscular
weakness in infectious diseases, aided probably
by the toxins circulating in the blood in such
cases. The weakness of muscles engendered in

fever cases is always manifest when the patient

leaves the bed—he can hardly stand. Then can
be detected acute flat-foot, if we look for it. The
scaphoid, the keystone of the arch, sinks, there

is often pain in its neighborhood, and there is

always a tired, aching feeling in the leg when the

body weight is borne on it for some time.

In some cases the muscles regain their tonicity

before becoming permanently stretched, and these
cases—very few indeed—regain their normal
arches. All cases of acute flat-foot would re-

cover if the scaphoid was kept raised to its nor-

mal height until the leg muscles had regained
their tonicity.

The better term for these incipient cases of

flat-foot is falling arches. On inspection, these

cases do not show the condition so readily recog-

nized as flat-foot. On the contrary, if the arch

be examined with the patient sitting and bearing
no weight on the foot under inspection, a very
beautiful and apparently normal arch is often

seen. Let the patient, however, stand and bear
weight on the arch, and it falls, sometimes being
wholly obliterated, and a condition of flat-foot

is very evident.

In cases in which the arch falls but slightly, one
might be in doubt about the diagnosis. A thera-

peutic test is here decisive. Place properly con-
structed and fitting arch supports under the

arches, and immediately the discomforts caused
by incipient flat-foot (tired leg muscles and
aching feet, especially as the day wears on), dis-

appear, and the patient feels a sense of relief

and comfort that indicates that our treatment
has cleared up our diagnosis.

Incipient flat-foot, or falling arches, is a very
common condition. It is not diagnosed as it

ought to be, for the same reason that led Sam.
Johnson to define the pastern as the knee of a

horse—sheer ignorance. The wisest of us must
needs be ignorant of many things, but let us hope
not invincibly so. In this brief paper I have
aimed to make plain that the chief factor in the

etiology of flat-foot is muscular fatigue causing
loss of muscle tone ; that this is caused by occupa-
tions requiring much standing; that it especially

follows after sickness necessitating a period of

lying in bed (and here let me mention childbed
particularly) ; that the resulting falling arches,

or incipient flat-foot, is curable.

I could print many cases demonstrating these

facts. They are so common in my experience,

that for their confirmation I simply invite the

careful observation of similar cases by my brother
practitioners in their own practice. The cases

they will find frequently enough if they will but
look for them.
A word about the treatment of flat-foot will be

added, for that, to the practitioner, is perhaps the

most important part of the subject. In incipient

flat-foot, if the scaphoid bone be supported in its

normal position until the leg muscles regain their

normal tonicity (generally a period of three to

six months), a cure results, and flat-foot is abso-
lutely prevented. The problem of a proper sup-
port for the scaphoid is not so simple as it

appears, for there are many conditions to be con-
sidered relating to the anatomy and physiology
of the foot, the construction of the shoe, and the

degree of flat-foot present.

Rigid plate supports interfere with the physio-
logical action of the arch, and are to be avoided.
The support I use with constant success in the
treatment of flat-foot of every degree is adjust-
able, is elastic, is light, and comfortable from its

first application. The device consists of springs,

in numbers one, two, or three, according to the
degree of flat-foot and to the weight of the pa-
tient, inserted into leather, molded to conform to

the normal arch. I have a capping over the

springs that insures the correct conformation of

the leather under the arch to the scaphoid and
adjacent tissues. The scaphoid can thus be sup-
ported without undue pressure, and adjustment of

the support for diflierent degrees of flat-foot can
be readily effected.

When all are alive to the necessity of properly
treating falling arches, an affection that is far

more common than is suspected, we shall see very
few cases of flat-foot develop. There is no reason
why it cannot in every case (except severe
trauma) be prevented.
When flat-foot is developed it can be readily

relieved by the arch support I have mentioned

;

but in flat-foot the old adage is eminently true

—

"An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of
cure."

509 Broadway.

Flannelette.—The difference between ordinary cloth
and flannelette is that the latter has a nap which is ob-
tained by "raising" one or both surfaces by passing it over
revolving rollers provided with steel dents or teeth which
draw from the surface a nap which forms a better non-
conducting material for heat than the original cloth and
which, therefore, gives a greater feeling of warmth to the
person using it than does the "unraised" fabric. The im-
pression is that this raised surface is a source of danger
from fire, that it presents a sort of cotton-wool surface
which readily catches fire and burns with considerable
energy. It is generally believed that it is advisable for
children's clothing to be made of woolen or a mixture of
woolen and cotton fabric or of flannelette which has been
treated so as to render it noninflammable. There is noth-
ing to be said against the proper employment of flan-

nelette for its nonconducting properties coupled with its

porous character make it a most useful material for cold
weather. It has not the disagreeable cold feel of ordinary
smooth garments, a fact which has been appreciated by
rich and poor alike. To the latter in particular the inven-
tion has been a real boon as supplying a warm and cheap
garment for winter wear. All these points in its favor do
not alter the fact that it is an easily inflammable sub-
stance. Adults may be expected to wear this material

without running risks of setting it on fire but with children

the case is different. Children do not know of these risks,

and we have no doubt that there are instances of their

getting burnt even when clad in a nightdress of ordinary
nonfluffy material. The risk is. however, dangerously in-

tensified when the material is fluffy, as is the case with

flannelette.

—

The Lancet.
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FUNCTIONAL EFFICIENCY OF THE
HEART.

Deviations from proper function as contrasted

with changes of form and structure have of late

attracted more attention from cHnicians, such study

promising to throw more light upon the practical

questions of medicine than the older methods of

determining anatomical changes in the organs of

the body. This change of view is especially prom-
inent in the study of the heart ; a few years ago

gross anatomical changes determined by percussion

and auscultation were alone considered in the treat-

ment and prognosis of heart disease, with the result

that many a victim promised but a short span of

life because of an hypertrophy or a murmur discov-

ered by his physician, continued for many years

to be a living evidence of the inexactness of diag-

nostic methods. Several methods have recently

been proposed for the determination of the func-

tional condition of the heart, but the generaTprac-

titioner who may not be in position to verify the

results with the help of all the modern laboratory

methods of research is often unable to decide which
of them is most reliable and best adapted for every-

day practice.

In a dissertation dealing with the subject (Func-
tional Capacity of the Heart, St. Petersburg, 1908)
S. E. Biron attempts to give the results of

parallel experiments with several such methods of

diagnosis. The value of knowing the functional

condition of the heart is evident: after acute dis-

eases such knowledge may prevent overstrain by
injudicious exercise and may thus save the patient

from sudden death or chronic invalidism ; in valvu-

lar diseases it gives a clue to the condition of the

heart muscle and therefore to the prognosis of the

case in question ; for the surgeon it may decide the

advisability of omitting an operation or the choice

of an anesthetic
;
prophylaxis of heart disease in

persons predisposed to it because of an inherited or

acquired weakness of heart muscle may be intelli-

gently arranged ; and, finally, the treatment of ac-

tual heart disease is made more exact and therefore

more successful. The first method considered by
Biron is that of Katzenstein, who noted that in

healthy persons the blood pressure rose from 5 to

15 mm. when the femoral arteries were compressed,

while the pulse was little af¥ected at the same time.

In insufficiency of the heart the blood pressure

either remained stationary or fell, while the pulse

became more frequent. Biron's numerous observa-

tions confirm in general the data given by Katzen-

stein, though he warns against attaching too much

significance to the results obtained at any one ob-

servation; moreover, the method requires the use

of more or less complicated blood pressure ap-

paratus and cannot be carried out without the help

of an assistant.

Graupner has quite recently proposed to estimate

the efficiency of the heart by the efifect of muscular

work upon the blood pressure curve; he observed

that certain regular muscular efforts regulated by

mechanical flexion and extension of the arm resulted

in the fall of blood pressure after the motions were

stopped, if the heart of the patient was not nor-

mally efficient ; if the inefficiency was secondary to

arterial conditions the blood pressure rapidly rose

to normal figures and beyond them; if the heart

was primarily at fault the return to normal pressure

was slow and the rise over normal figures was not

observed at all. Neither Klemperer nor Biron,

however, could confirm the regularity of these re-

sults while noting that in individual instances the

ability of the heart to perform any special work
might perhaps be determined by the use of Graup-

ner's apparatus. There remained a third much older

and simpler method of testing the efficiency of the

heart, namely, the study of the lability of the pulse

in changing from a vertical to a horizontal position.

Biron was able to confirm the data of numerous
observers in showing that the pulse of healthy in-

dividuals was slowed by from 5 to 25 beats in such

change of position ; in convalescents from acute dis-

ease as well as in those weakened by chronic affec-

tions the difference in the pulse-rate in the two
positions was much more marked; the absence of

any slowing seemed to occur only in cases of

marked inefficiency of the cardiac muscle.

This last method of studying the efficiency of the

heart can be made use of anywhere and in patients

in almost any condition of health, no instruments

or assistants being required. Its frequent use with

reports of findings may furnish valuable data as to

its applicability and trustworthiness, and such use

is therefore recommended. The functional capacity

of the heart is, however, such a complex entity that

critical study of several methods with comparison

of the results should be attempted wherever external

circumstances make this possible.

THE NERVOUS PRECURSORS OF TABES
DORSALIS IN SECONDARY SYPHILIS.

It is becoming increasingly evident, as diagnosis is

perfected by more and more objective and thera-

peutic tests, that many of the precursory symptoms
of tabes dorsalis depend upon the earlier manifesta-

tions of the lues from which it arises—certainly as

some think, at least usually in the opinion of

all. Now that the attention of syphilographers is

being directed to this, cases are reported more fre-

quently. Very significant in this regard is the co-

incidence with the peripheral-nerve disabilities of

a lymphocytosis of the cerebrospinal fluid in all re-

spects similar to that constantly noted in tabetics,

and equally significant is the disappearance of this

sign under intensive mercurial treatment, along with

the symptoms which induced the patient to seek

medical advice. Its frequent concomitant, the

Argyll-Robertson pupil, was found in 1906 by
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Buttino in many of 70 syphilitics examined with

a view to determine this point.

Nageotte, as long ago as 1894, showed that the

ataxia of tabetics arose from the implication of

the posterior root fibers by a chronic indolent in-

flammation in the leptomeninges, produced by a

toxin which he opined to be syphilitic. The actual

nature of the toxin is, however, still sub jtidica;

Fournier and many others call it parasyphilitic, and

Ford-Robertson and Macrae strongly defend their

hypothesis that it arises from paradiphtheroid or-

ganisms situated in the mucosae and transmitting

their toxins via the spinal nerves. The possibility

of this has been shown by Orr and Rows as well as

Homen.
As a contribution to the solution of this impor-

tant problem, comes the case shown to the Paris

Xeurological Societj' on April 2 last by Ballet and

Barbe {Revue Neurologiqtte, April, 1908). It was

that of a woman admitted for venereal roseola, in

whom an abundant lymphocytosis disappeared only

after 60 mercurial injections. A month and a half

later, she suffered a relapse, with fever, headache,

and meningeal symptoms, and lymphocytosis again.

This time she died in spite of further treatment.

Post mortem, no microscopic meningeal abnormali-

ties were detected; but under the microscope the

syphilitic involvement of the meninges was clearly

evident. It resembled that of the case shown by

Sezary about the same time to the Society of Bi-

ology of Paris. The spinal meninges presented sub-

arachnoid infiltration and periarteritis, and abundant

exudates of small round cells. The resemblance of

this acute process to the more chronic meningeal

changes always found in tabes (Nageotte, Spiller,

and others) shows them to be essentially of the

same nature. In neither case has the treponema

been found, so we are as far as ever from knowing

the part played by that organism in causing the

lesions which the nervous system presents in syph-

ilis.

The implication of the cranial nerves by this

meningitis of secondary syphilis is similar to that

of the spinal roots in tabes, and it is the cause of

the facial neuralgias and palsies now being reported

in that stage of the disease. They may occur, as in

Jeanselme's case, even while the chancre is in evi-

dence. The palsy is usually preceded by a sensation

of cold: hence the superstition of facial paralysis

de frigore still fixed in the popular mind. The real

source of the "cold" on these occasions is the sensa-

tion of the patient, and this is due to the implication

of the roots of other cranial nerves, such as the

fifth, and that branch of the glossopharyngeal which

Ramsey Hunt has shown to arise in the geniculate

ganglion of tie facial, and to be distributed to a

portion of the external auditory meatus and tym-

panum ; hence, the cold in the ear supposition.

Rigid inquiry and examination of the patient's sen-

sibility after the method of Morriston-Davis will

often permit a diagnosis of radicular as against a

strictly peripheral source in facial palsy. This diag-

nosis will permit special treatment to be begun early

and may enable us to secure a resolution of the

morbid process before organization takes place, and

before a permanent cranial-nerve palsy is estab-

lished.

MYOPIA AND ITS PREVENTION.
One of the most important problems of school

hygiene is the prevention of shortsightedness which
is so apt to develop in children of the school age

with the ever-increasing demands upon their eyes

made by their advancement in the school curri-

culum. The difiiculty of this task is increased by

the fact that we possess no accurate knowledge of

the causes of myopia nor of the conditions of the

eye that predispose to this unfortunate affection.

So far the work of fighting the development of

myopia in school children and in the students of

the higher institutions of learning has not been

very encouraging. Thus Dr. Best, writing in the

Miinchener medidnische IVochenschrift for July

21, 1908, says that in 1866 the number of myopes
among the students of the University of Breslau

was 60 per cent.; in the year 1880 it was 59 per

cent., and in 1902 it was 60 per cent, again, figures

so uniform that any eft'ect of preventive measures
that have been taken during that time are certainly

excluded.

An interesting fact is the progressive rise in the

percentage of myopes in the higher institutions of

learning; thus the highest class in a country school

showed 2.6 per cent, myopia, the city school 9.8 per
cent., while 55.9 per cent, of student.« ready to enter

universities were nearsighted. That near-work is

one of the most important causes of myopia can-
not be questioned, for not only scholars and stu-

dents become nearsighted but also any young adults

habitually use their eyes for close examination of

things at short distances, as for example, watch-
makers, embroiderers, etc. But this certainly is

not the only explanation for the wide prevalence

of myopia among school children ; otherwise not

60 per cent., but almost all would be affected, for

the average amount of near-work none is about the

same for all scholars. A contributory cause is

found in an hereditary tendency to nearsightedness,

the great majority of myopes giving the history of

the affection in one or both parents. But the fact

that myopia very rarely develops after the twenty-
fifth year, even though much near-work may have
to be done, shows that another factor is necessary
in addition to near-work and heredity. Best thinks

that this factor is intimately connected with the

growth of the eye, its developing tissues being much
more apt to be affected by the influences tending to

produce myopia than the fully developed eye. The
treatment of myopia is, of course, simple; it re-

quires the use of glasses that correct the defect of

refraction according to the needs and exigencies of

each individual case.

It is the prevention of myopia that is more diffi-

cult and more important at the same time. The
mere providing of plenty of light and air is not

enough in this connection ; the more directly harm-
ful near-work ought to be limited in amount as

much as possible, much of such work in our schools

being altogether unnecessary and easily dispensed

with. It is very questionable, for instance, whether

the tedious exercises in "caligraphy" have much
effect upon the formation of a good writing hand,

though certainly such exercises have a most per-

nicious influence in bringing on nearsightedness.

The suggestion of Best that the Gothtic type be com-
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pletely abolished applies, of course, only to Ger-

many, but many improvements in the printing of

our school books have been suggested from time

to time by oculists, and these ought certainly be

considered more attentively by the School Boards
than they have been in the past. Much of the

kindergarten work is unquestionably injurious, and

the beginning of myopia may often be traced to

the strain put upon the eyes of the mites who should

be romping out of doors instead of sticking pins

in paper and otherwise straining their young eyes.

The whole question of myopia is a verv im-

portant one and is intimately connected with

the general problem of school hygiene; the

medical profession must insist that its authori-

tative opinion in such matters receives proper

attention from the public bodies entrusted with

the administration of schools. American sta-

tistics in reference to the development of myopia
in the schools are much more favorable than those

of Germany, but even here the greater number of

cases of myopia are preventable by a properly ar-

ranged curriculum, especially in the lowest schools

and the kindergartens.

TRYPSIN TREATMENT OF CANCER.

Little has been heard of late concerning the treat-

ment of cancer by means of digestive ferments,

although the matter has not been dropped but only

shelved for a time. There are several medical men
in the field both in Great Britain and in Germany
who are pursuing researches in regard to various

ferments in the endeavor to discover a cure for

malignant disease, and perhaps the word shelved

is too strong an expression to use in referring to

the subject. j\Ir. Henry Morris, president of the

Royal College of Surgeons of England, read at the

recent International Surgical Congress at Brussels

a paper on cancer, in which he dealt with the em-
ployment of trypsin in the treatment of malignant

disease. He first ran over the long list of fer-

ments which at the present time are being given a
trial, namely, Amylopsin, in addition to trypsin

(Beard), liver ferment (von Leyden and Bergell),

placental tryptic ferment (Bumm, Leipmann), pa-

payotin (Branch, Lucas) ; and, lastly, erepsin

—

which is contained chiefly in the intestinal mucous
membrane (Cohnheim) but is common to all organs

and tissues (Vernon)—has been recommended and
is being experimented with by Shaw-Mackenzie.

Mr. Morris pointed out that only in regard to

trypsin had sufScient time elapsed for any number
of cases to be reported, and even with trypsin the

time had been short for any definite conclusions to

be drawn. Dr. J. A. Shaw-Mackenzie appears to

have been the first to apply trypsin practically and
has taken the position that the hope that trypsin

would reach the site of the disease through the

blood stream when injected at a distance "does not

accord with the view generally admitted that the

blood possesses certain antitryptic properties," and
that 'the local atrophy and degeneration of a can-
cerous growth induced by subcutaneous injections

of trypsin in the neighborhood of a tumor itself

cannot be accepted as evidence of the successful

treatment of cancer." Nevertheless, regarded from

a scientific standpoint, it would seem that there is

some reason to hope that a digestive ferment may
be administered in such a manner as to exert a

deterrent effect on the progress of malignant

growths. On the other hand, it would be very

unwise to assert that trypsin is a cure of cancer.

Experiments up to the present may not have been
altogether negative, but they have not been con-

clusive.

Negative Pathological Findings in Fatal
BiL.\iN Disease.

Both neurologists and pathological anatomists are
well acquainted with the fact that there may occur
symptom-complexes furnishing clinical evidence of
serious disease of the brain and yet the autopsy
findings prove completely negative so far as the
anatomical evidence is concerned. That this condi-
tion is not so rare as is generally thought is shown
by the fact that Hochhaus is able to report seven
such cases in the Deutsche mcdisinische Wochen-
schrift for September 24, 1908, all occurring in

private practice within the course of four or five

years. The symptoms for the most part simulated
focal disease of the brain such as tumor and, in-

deed, Nonne used the term pseudotumor in describ-

ing several cases that were observed by him
(Deutsche Zeitschrift fiir Nervenheilkunde, Bd.
27). Thus apathy, convulsions, difficulty in swal-
lowing and talking, exaggeration of reflexes, paral-

yses of local distribution, and finally death in coma
occurred in all the patients observed by Hochhaus.
The uniformly negative findings at the autopsies
lead Hochhaus to search for an explanation of the

clinical picture in the disturbances of circulation

limited to one focal center in some cases and of
wider extent in others ; other instances he considers

to be examples of intoxication of some indeter-

minate nature not necessarily due to changes in the

blood, but probably having its origin in local meta-
bolic disturbances. On the other hand, remains of
former lesions may also be responsible for the focal

brain symptoms, for the mere presence of scars any-
where in the brain must be considered sufficient to

produce any kind of symptoms referable to other
localities, when the great interdependence of brain

centers and nerve paths is rememljered. Of course,

there always remains the possibility of missing
small anatomical changes in the brain, however
careful is the performance of the autopsy; on the

other hand, lesions not at present discoverable by
the means of examination at our disposal may be,

in the future, made plain by new diagnostic methods
or better instruments of precision. The thing to be
remembered at the present time is simply the rather

frequent occurrence of such cases ; this fact should
lead one to great care in advising operation on the

strength of focal brain symptoms only, so that the

great success which brain surgery has enjoyed in

recent years may not be marred by operations un-
dertaken in the dark and ending in the failure to

find any remediable conditions at the operation or

any pathological lesions at the autopsy.

Pathogenesis of Eclampsia.

It is generally admitted nowadays that eclampsia

is closely connected with some metabolic processes

of pregnancy, the chief seat of which is to be found
in the placenta. This view is well supported by
the fact that immediate delivery of an eclamptic

patient, with the consequent removal of the placenta,
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is very frequently followed by a most surprising

improvement in the condition of the patient who
may then go on to perfect recover)'; that the meta-
bohsm of the fetus is not always the cause of the

disease is shown by the occurrence of eclamptic

seizures in the presence of a dead fetus or even
when the fetus has been expelled while the placenta

still remains attached to the uterus. The ultimate

factors of eclampsia, however, have not as yet been
discovered. Schmorl claims that placental villi,

breaking off from the mother organ and reaching

the general circulation of the patient, become re-

sponsible for eclamptic seizures ; Veit has shown
that all placental tissue has some toxic effect upon
animals ; Liepmann claims to have proved that the

placenta of an eclamptic patient contains certain

specific toxins which prove fatal to animals if intro-

duced into the peritoneal cavity. In the Berliner

khnische IVochcnschrift for October 5, 1908, Mohr
and Freund report a different property of the pla-

cental tissue which may throw light upon the nature

of eclampsia. Tallquist has lately succeeded in iso-

lating a hemolytic substance from some tapeworms,
which may be responsible for the grave anemia that

often accompanies the infection with these parasites.

Mohr and Freund have adopted his methods of

treating placental extracts and have likewise suc-

ceeded in isolating a definite hemolytic substance

in the form of a barium salt. Even very weak di-

lutions of this substance produced hemolysis of

human blood corpuscles, while human blood serum
was capable of preventing such hemolysis. The
serum of the mother was especially effective, fetal

serum showing very much less influence upon the

destruction of the red cells. The authors consider

it probable that the hemolytic substances of the

placenta are in some way responsible for the

phenomena of eclampsia ; in what manner, however,

these substances overcome the protective mechan-
ism of the maternal blood and tissue fluids, that

normally prevent such autointoxication in pregnant

women, remains to be shown.

Nrnjs 0f the Mrek.

The Second Harvey Society Lecture.—Dr. W.
G. MacCallum, Associate Professor of Pathology
in the Johns Hopkins Medical School, of Baltimore,

will deliver the second lecture of the Harvey Society

at the New York Academy of Medicine. 17 West
43d Street, on Saturday, November 7. at 8.30 p. m.

Dr. MacCallum will speak on the subject of "Fever."

Army Medical Corps Examinations.—The Sur-

geon General of the Army announces that the first

of the preliminary examinations for the appointment

of first lieutenants in the Army Medical Corps for

the year 1909 will be held on Januar}- 11. 1909, at

points to be hereafter designated. The essential re-

quirements are that the applicant shall be a citizen

of the United States, between twenty-two and thirty

years of age, a graduate of a medical school legally

authorized to confer the degree of doctor of medi-

cine, and of good moral character and habits, and

shall have had at least one year's hospital training

or its equivalent in practice. Full information con-

cerning the examination can be procured upon ap-

plication to the "Surgeon General, U. S. A., Wash-
ington." All applications must be completed and

handed in on or before December 10, 1908. There

are at present fifty-seven vacancies in the Medical

Corps.

The Alvarenga Prize.—The College of Physi-

cians of Philadelphia announces that the next award

of the Alvarenga Prize, being the income for one
year of the bequest of the late Sefior Alvarenga,
and amounting to about $180, will be made on
July 14, 1909, provided that an essay deemed by
the Committee of Award to be worthy of the prize

shall have been offered. Essays intended for com-
petition may be upon any subject in medicine, but
cannot have been published. They must be type-

written, and must be received by the Secretary of
the College on or before May i, 1909. Each essay
must be sent without signature, but must be plainly
marked with a motto and be accompanied by a
sealed envelope having on its outside the motto of
the paper and within the name and address of the
author. It is a condition of competition that the
successful essay or a copy of it shall remain in

possession of the college; other essays will be re-

turned upon application within three months after

the award. The Alvarenga Prize for 1908 has been
awarded to Dr. William T. Shoemaker, of Phila-

delphia, for his essay entitled : "Retinitis Pigmen-
tosa, with an Analysis of Seventeen cases Occur-
ring in Deaf Mutes, Including Laboratory Examina-
tions of the F>lood and Urine in Eleven Cases."

Red Cross Christmas Stamps.—In order to raise
money for the fight which it is carrying on against

consumption, the National Red Cross has issued a
stamp for use on Christmas letters and packages
this year. The stamp was designed by Howard
Pyle. and bears in addition to the name of the so-

ciety, the in.scription "Mcrn,- Christmas and Happy
New Year." The stamps will be sold in sheets or in

small books at the rate of nine for ten cents. They
are, of course, not good for postage. This scheme
for raising money was first tried in Denmark in

1904, under Government supervision, and has since
been continued with great success. Last year the
National Red Cross here took up the scheme, con-
fining their work to the State of Delaware. Nearly
$3,000 was cleared. This year the stamp will be
distributed throughout the United States.

Accidents of the Rail.—According to the report
of the Pennsylvania State Railroad Commission,
302 persons were killed and 3.514 were injured by
accidents on steam and electric railways in the State
during the months of July. August, and September.
Of these 253 were killed and 2,039 injured on steam
roads. Sixty-four per cent, of those killed on steam
roads were trespassers, more than 25 per cent, em-
ployees, and less than i per cent, passengers. Of
those injured on steam roads more than 72 per cent,

were employees, more than 11 per cent, trespassers.
and more than 10 per cent, passengers. Of those
killed on electric lines more than 26 per cent, were
passengers and only a little more than 4 per cent,
employees, while of those injured more than 70 per
cent, were passengers and less than 4 per cent, em-
ployees. At grade crossings 21 persons were killed
and 48 injured by steam roads, while i was killed
and 2 were injured by electric roads.

Plague in the Azores.—An outbreak of bubonic
plague has been reported in Terceira, one of the
Azores.

Milkmen and Butchers Fined.—Twenty-five
milk dealers and an equal number of butchers were
fined sums varying from $10 to S35 in the Court of
Special Sessions, New York, on October 28. The
milk dealers were charged with putting formalde-
hyde and water in the milk, and the butchers with
preserving meats with sulphurous acid. Over one
thousand dollars was collected from the fifty men.

Chicago and Clean Milk.—The Chicago De-
partment of Health is taking a firm stand in the
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effort to safeguard the city's milk supply, and will

exercise a strict supervision over the farmers who
ship the milk. On October 28 thousands of yellow

tags were sent out to dairymen, on which they will

be required to report twice a week all cases of con-

tagious diseases appearing in their own families

or the families of their dairy hands, or the absence

of any such diseases. In the event of failure to

make systematic and regular reports, the milk from

the dairy will not be allowed to enter the city.

Cocaine Peddler Arrested.—Startling state-

ments have been made .recently regarding the use of

cocaine among some of the boys in the high schools

of Philadelphia, and one man was arrested on Oc-

tober 29, charged with peddling the drug. The
prisoner was held in $2,000 bail, and because of the

threats of the irate mothers of the victims, seemed

glad to go to jail.

Medical School Inspection.—The medical in-

spectors of schools of Chicago examined 9,374
school children during the five school days of the

week ended October 24, and excluded 424 on ac-

count of contagious diseases. The principal causes

of exclusion were as follows : Scarlet fever, 6 ; con-

tacts with scarlet fever, 12 ; contacts with diphtheria,

6 ; measles, 7 ; contacts with measles, 5 ; whooping-

cough, 7 ; contacts with whooping-cough, 7 ; chicken-

pox, 14; contacts with chicken-pox, 12; tonsillitis,

109.

Study of Russian Criminals.—It is reported

that a laboratory for the study of criminals has

recently been established in Russia under Govern-

ment control, about $750,000 having been appro-

priated for the purpose. It is planned to work along

the lines already mapped out by Arthur MacDonald
of Washington, who has written extensively on

criminal anthropology and has brought the subject

to public attention many times.

Dr. Hamilton Wright of Washington sailed on

October 27 from San Francisco to attend the Inter-

national Opium Conference at Shanghai, which has

for its purpose the assistance of China in the effort

to abolish opium smoking among the Chinese peo-

ple. Dr. Wright stated that among white people

here opium smoking is confined almost entirely to

the criminal classes, while among the Chinese of this

country about 20 per cent, are confirmed opium

smokers, 25 per cent, total abstainers, and the re-

mainder occasional smokers.

Centenarian Celebrates.—Mrs. Mary Ann Sou-

ders, of Conestoga Centre, Pa., celebrated her one

hundredth birthday on October 30. She is in good

health and has unimpaired faculties; her life has

been spent in Lancaster County, Pa.

D. Walter R. Gillette is seriously ill at the

Roosevelt Hospital, New York, where he was oper-

ated upon for intestinal trouble recently.

"Sante," a journal of health, made its first ap-

pearance in September, 1908. It aims to present in

popular language useful information concerning

health topics, particularly information on the sub-

ject of tuberculosis. It is published at Asheville,

N. C, under the editorial supervision of Dr. Paul

Paquin.

Charitable Bequests.—The will of the late

Mary J. Kelly of New York, which wac filed re-

cently, provides for the gift of $500 to St. Francis'

Hospital, and of a like sum to the Misericordia

Hospital.

New Hospitals Opened.—^The Elyria Memorial
Hospital, at Elyria, Ohio, was opened for the re-

ception of patients on Saturday, October 31. The

building is a handsome one, four stories high, and

thoroughly equipped.

The new Case Wing of St. Luke's Hospital,

Cleveland, Ohio, was opened on October 18, when
dedication exercises were held. The wing was built

at a cost of $30,000 as a memorial to the late Dr.

Guy Buttles Case.

Hospital in Seoul.—A magnificent hospital

built by the Japanese Government was recently-

opened in Seoul, Korea. It is said to be one of the

finest institutions in the East, and includes a school

of medicine.

The Hospital Ship "Relief" has been detached

from the Atlantic fleet now in the East, and assigned

to the Pacific fleet. The vessel has been ordered to

Callao to report. After leaving Manila the Atlantic

fleet will divide into two squadrons, and the hospital

ship will not be needed. She is under the command
of Surgeon Charles F. Stokes.

Illinois Conference of Charities.—This confer-

ence put itself on record at its thirteenth annual ses-

sion as favoring the establishment of a State Colony
for Epileptics, a State Sanatorium for Tuberculosis,

and the extension of the work of the visitation of

children. A resolution was also introduced by Dr.

W. E. Taylor, calling for a State law for physical

and mental examination before the issuance of mar-
riage licenses. The following officers were elected

:

President, Wm. C. Graves, secretary of the State

Board of Charities, Springfield ; Vice-President,

Rev. James J. Shannon, Peoria; Secretary, Dr.

Frank P. Norbury, Jacksonville; Assistant-Secre-

tary and Chairman of the Committee of Exhibits,

Harry N. Heiser, Peoria.

The Vermont State Medical Society held its

95th annual convention in Rutland, on October 23.

Officers for the ensuing year were elected as fol-

lows: For the house of delegates, President, Dr.

M. L. Chanler, Barre; Vice-Presidents, Dr. W. L.

Slayton, Hyde Park, Dr. H. H. Lee, Wells River;

Secretary, Dr. C. F. Dalton, Barre. For the society,

President, Dr. C. W. Peck, Brandon ; Vice-Presi-

dent, Dr. S. W. Hammond, Rutland; Secretary, Dr.

C. H. Beecher, Burlington ; Treasurer, Dr. B. H.
Stone, Burlington; Auditor, Dr. J. H. Blodgett,

Bellows Falls.

The Virginia State Medical Society at its

thirty-ninth annual convention in Richmond, during
October, elected the following officers : President, Dr.

Stuart McGuire, Richmond : Vice-Presidents. Dr. O.
C. Wright, Jarretts, Dr. E. T. Brady, Abingdon, Dr.

Reid White, Lexington ; Secretary, Dr. Landon B.

Edwards, Richmond; Treasurer, Dr. R. M. Slaugh-
ter, Alexandria ; Chairman of the Executive Com-
mittee, Dr. Louis Bosher, Richmond.

Chicago Gynecological Society.—At the Octo-
ber meeting, the following officers were elected

:

President, Dr. Henry F. Lewis ; Vice-Presidents,

Drs. Chas. E. Paddock and Rudolph W. Holmes

;

Secretary, Dr. Gustav Kolischer; Treasurer, Dr.

Chas. B. Reed ; Editor, Dr. Emil Ries ; Pathologist,

Dr. George Schmauch ; Councilor, Dr. Robert T.
Gillmore; and Alternate. Dr. Channing W. Barrett.

Scandinavian American Medical Society of Chi-
cago.—At the October meeting of this society.

Dr. O. Theodore Roberg was elected President; Dr.

E. O. Olsen, Vice-President, and Dr. A. Klovstad,
Secretary-Treasurer.

The Southern California Homeopathic Medical
Society at its meeting in Los Angeles, recently,

elected the following officers: President, Dr. Walter
E. Nichols ; Vice-President, Dr. W. J. Hawks ; Sec-

retary and Treasurer, Dr. F. S. Barnard.
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Obituary Notes.—Dr. Henry Denton Nicoll,
of New York, died of heart trouble on October 27,
at New Windsor, N. Y., in the house where he was
born sixty-four years ago. Dr. Nicoll was gradu-
ated from the College of Physicians and Surgeons
of New York in 1866, and was a member of the

American Medical Association, the Academy of

Medicine, the New York State Medical Society, and
the New York Pathological Society, consulting sur-

geon of the Woman's Hospital and the Nursery and
Child's Hospital, consulting obstetrician to the Lin-

coln Hospital, and consulting gynecologist to the

Presbyterian Hospital and the Home for Incurables.

He was one of the organizers and administrators

of the New York Infant Asylum, one of the found-
ers and the treasurer of the Law and Order League
of the State of New York, and a prominent mem-
ber of the Presbyterian Church.

Dr. Harry Plympton, of Brooklyn, N. Y., died

on October 29, at his home after a long illness, aged

50 years. Dr. Plympton was graduated from the

Long Island College Hospital in 1880, and for two
years was on the staff of the Kings County Insane

Asylum, making a specialty of nervous diseases.

Dr. John E. Kohler, of New Holland, Pa., died

on October 31, at the age of 57 years. He was
graduated from the medical department of the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania in the class of 1873.

Dr. William S. McCall, of Fulton, Mo., died

at his home on October 15, after a long illness, aged

74 years. Dr. McCall was born in Virginia, but his

family soon after emigrated to Missouri, where he

had since lived. He was graduated from the Mis-

souri Medical College in 1857, and practised medi-

cine for over forty years.

Dr. Henry A. Weymouth, of Andover, Mass.,

died at his home on October 22, after a few weeks'

illness, aged 88 years. Dr. Weymouth was gradu-

ated from the Woodstock Medical College and also

received a degree from Dartmouth. He had been

in continuous and active practice in Andover since

September, 1843.
Dr. Charles Franklin Rand, of Bellefonte, Pa.,

died at his home on October 13, from angina pec-

toris, aged 67 years. Dr. Rand, who was said to

have been the first man to volunteer for service in

the Union Army during the Civil War, and who
ceived the first Medal of Honor presented by Con-
gress, was graduated from the University of George-

town, Washington, in 1873. During the war he

spent three months in Libby Prison.

Dr. William R. M. Kellogg, city bacteriologist

of Seattle, Wash, died on October 14, in the Seattle

General Hospital, of chronic amebic dysentery, aged

33 years. He was graduated from the Johns Hop-
pins Medical School, Baltimore, in 1904, and had

interested himself actively in the prevention of tu-

berculosis, publishing a small magazine called the

Coast Journal of Tuberculosis.

CEREBRAL RHEUMATISM.

To THE Editor of the Medical Record.-

Sir:—I am very grateful to you for bringing up the

subject of cerebral rheumatism in your editorial of

September 26, 1908, as it reminds me of some cases of

the same disease I had occasion to observe, and espe-

cially of an interesting one I treated myself. You men-
tion an article by Marcel Labbe in the Tribune Medi-
cate for July 4, 1908, and another by R. Lepine in the

Lyon Medical for July 12, 1908. Only the former was
accessible to me. I must confess I cannot agree with

the author in making the diagnosis of cerebral rheuma-
tism in all three cases under discussion. According to

my opinion, it would be more correct to designate them
as cases of delirium tremens occurring during an at-

tack of rheumatism, just as it is not accurate to speak
of cerebral pneumonia in a case of pneumonia compli-
cated by delirium tremens.
The author quotes, in support of his interpretation,

the works of Trousseau, whose monograph on cerebral
rheumatism is before me. Trousseau describes six

forms of the malady, viz., the apoplectic, the maniacal,
the meningitic, the hydrocephalic, the convulsive, and
the choreic, but adds that this division is an artificial

one. Of all these forms, it seems to me, only the last

one stands in casual connection with rheumatism, while
the other five are merely accidental manifestations of
two diseases occurring simultaneously. This is con-
firmed by the relative frequency of the choreic form and
by the efficacy of the salicylates in curing both chorea
and rheumatism. Regarding the salicylates, my own
experience tends to show that only large doses, say 2
drams salicylic acid or 2]/^ drams salicylate of sodium
pro die for three or four days are productive of the best
results in acute rheumatism.
But I feel I cannot accept Trousseau's conception of

cerebral rheumatism. I should like to emphasize the
fact in contradistinction to both Labbe and Trousseau
that a form of cerebral symptoms occurs—or did occur
in the presalicylic period—independent of alcoholism
and psychosis, and that, strictly speaking, for these the
term cerebral rheumatism should be reserved. In this
view I am in harmony, among others, with Damsch,
from whose discussion of inflammatory rheumatism in

Ebstein and Schwalbach's "Handbuch der praktischen
Medizin," 1905, Vol. Ill, page 824, the following is taken:
"Exceedingly serious cerebral symptoms are observed
in hard drinkers who react even at low temperatures
with more or less violent delirium. The early appear-
ance of the latter, its independence of hyperpyretic
temperatures and the abatement of the symptoms, to-
gether with the diminution of the articular swellings,
give rise to the thought that a toxic substance has
directly influenced the brain, which may be considered
as having been made particularly receptive by alcohol-
ism. However, the severest cerebral symptoms, fortu-
nately rare, also occur independent of alcoholism, and,
being so conspicuous, lead to the designation of cere-
bral rheumatism. These symptoms are always accom-
panied by an excessive rise in temperature, unusual in

rheumatism, to 41° C. (105.8° F.) and more. This form
of the disease appears either at the onset or in the
course of the malady, which starts in the usual way.
Violent delirium, great motor restlessness, confusion,
convulsions, etc., predominate. The pulse is rapid,
small, and feeble; cardiac exhaustion soon manifests
itself in facial cyanosis and death mostly occurs after
a few days, accompanied by a further rise of tempera-
ture to 42''-43° C. (i07.6°-log.4° F.). As the anatomical
examination of the brain reveals no material changes,
we are undoubtedly right in considering these cases
to be due to an unusually severe form of infection,"
Of the latter type were the iive cases which occurred

within two or three months in the winter of 1872-73 in
the City Hospital in Leipsic, Germany. Four of these
patients died in the way described above. The fifth
was under my personal care. He was a little over 40
years old, single, a merchant by profession, not nervous,
a moderate drinker and smoker, not strong, but rarely
ill. He lived on a cold, damp main floor, and came to
the hospital after a few weeks' illness His temperature
was I02''-I03° F., pulse corresponding, and all the joints
of the lower and upper extremities were affected. The
treatment at that time consisted in the administration
of colchicum internally and fixing the joints by means
of splints. He was sick in the hospital for two or three
months when, shortly after the outbreak of the cere-
bral form in the four other cases, he developed the
same symptoms. At the same time he suffered from
about twenty bedsores, the largest, over the sacrum, as
big as the palm of a small hand and exposing the bone.
The fatal ending of the other four cases prompted me
to apply a different treatment in this case, namely,
hydrotherapy, which had proved highly successful in

other fevers, but the use of which in acute rheumatism
was considered nearly criminal.
When given the bath his temperature was 41° C. and

the pulse was 144 and very feeble and irregular in
strength. The water in the tub was about 80° F., and
water of about 60° F. was poured over his head. After
this had been done several times the delirium disap-
peared, and he exclaimed: "O, now I feel better."
The bath was continued for ten minutes, after which
his mind was entirely normal, his temperature fell in a few
hours to 39°-38° C. (i02.2°-ioo.4° F.) and his pulse to no.
After three or four days, during which the temperature
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of the daily bath was gradually increased, his tempera-
ture and pulse became entirely normal, he regained his

appetite and picked up slowly. The bedsores healed,

the largest being closed by skin grafting, but as for

the first weeks he could not make use of his limbs,

massage was administered and passive and active move-
ments undertaken, and after nearly one year from the

beginning of his illness he was able to resume his voca-

tion. I continued to see him frequently for eight years

after his convalescence, during which he remained in

good health and led a temperate life and was free

from nervousness.
I ascribe the severity of his disease to the unhealthy

conditions of his dwelling, and am inclined to believe

that the germs of the disease

—

Bacillus perfrnujens does
not seem to be universally acknowledged as its cause

—

are sometimes of a more pernicious nature than at

other times, for it was striking that cerebral rheumatism
occured in five cases within a few months, whereas we
did not see any others for many years.

Oswald Joerg, M.D.

12 SCHERMERHORN StREET, BROOKLYN.

lessen complications, and lower the death rate. Quinine,

morphine, and whiskey have no place in the treatment

of pneumonia.
D. S. Coles, M.D.

Wakefield, Mass.

TREATMENT OF PNEUMONIA.

To THE Editor of the Medical Record :

Sir:—I read with a good deal of interest Dr. Deck's

paper on "Pneumonia on the Isthmus of Panama" as it

appeared in the Medical Record of October 3. The
paper was well written, and showed very careful atten-

tion to details, but I was disappointed when I read the

appalling death rate that occurred—a death rate of

from 25 to 58 per cent, the average Z7 per cent. But
when I read of the treatment—the quinine, the morphine,

the strychnine, and the whiskey "ad libitum"—I saw a

reason for the complications, and for the large death

rate.

Let us see! In pneumonia there is one thing prorni-

nent above all others, blood poison, blood loaded with

toxins, and as "the blood is the life," one must get rid

of the toxins, or one will soon have a dead patient. I

take the record of the treatment as Dr. Decks gives it.

Quinine is the first remedy; but does that help to throw
off the toxins? No, it increases them. The condition

of the blood is made worse by the use of quinine. It

is the same with morphine and whiskey, both adding
to the toxins of the blood and hastening the end.

Whiskey does more than poison the blood; it stimulates

the heart to increased labor and hastens the condition

so dreaded—heart failure. There is not a single thing

in the treatment as given in this article that tends to

relieve the blood of its toxins, but everything given

increases the blood poison.
If it is true that the one thing prominent in pneu-

monia is blood poison, then it is absolutely necessary

to get rid of the poison, and if one can get rid of this

one will save his patient, and the quicker the poison is

got rid of, the better for the patient.

The first step in removing the toxins in pneumonia
is a soap and hot water bath and as vigorous rubbing
as the patient can have with a coarse towel. The sec-

ond step is the washing out of the colon with a mag-
nesium sulphate solution—one rounded tablespoonful
to a quart of hot water. This solution is to be thrown
into the bowel until the latter is thoroughly cleansed.

This gets rid of the fecal matter, one of the marked
sources of poison, and as the magnesium sulphate has
special affinity for the carbon in the toxin, it lessens

its virulence. The third step, bathe the patient from
head to feet with a hot magnesium sulphate solution

—

one heaping tablespoonful to one quart of hot water;
place a compress about the neck of the patient, also

over the inflamed lungs, the compresses to be wet in

the hot magnesium sulphate solution. Then dissolve

1-125 grain of aconitine in a half glass of water and
give one teaspoonful every hour; give what cold water
the patient calls for, in small quantity, but often. Also
change compresses about the neck and chest every
half hour. This is a treatment that eliminates and
withdraws poison from the blood, and is as certain in

its action as that water will quench thirst. After the

fever abates, I should continue the hot compresses and
baths three or four times a day and give 1-67 grain of

bryonine dissolved in one-half glass of water, one
teaspoonful every hour, until soreness is gone from the

lung; then as a nerve tonic use strychnine arsenate,

1-134 grain, every three hours. For nourishment, as

much cold or hot water as the patient rnay desire for

three days; then meat juice and grape juice until the

patient is ready for more solid food. Such a treatment
as this, intelligently applied, will purify the blood.

OUR LONDON LETTER.

(From Our Special Correspondent.)

medical societies—POSITION OF JUNIOR SURGEONS—TROPICAL

SCHOOL—OLD AGE—CANCER RESEARCH

—

BROMPTON's PRIZES

—SCHOOL INSPECTION—FEEBLE MINDED—HUNTERIAN MU-

SEUM—ROYAL WATERLOO HOSPITAL—OBITUARY.

London, October 16, 1908.

The societies, as well as the schools, are now at work.
As all cannot be mentioned at once, I will send you a

note to begin with on the venerable Medical Society of

London, which met on Monday, when the president,

Mr. C. B. Lockwood, delivered a specially interesting

address. The great increase in the number and arduous
nature of modern operations, he said, entailed an
amount of exhausting labor that few realized. Recent
deaths among junior hospital surgeons suggested that

they might have succumbed to the strain and stress of

their work. Some were certainly strong men, but long
hours in the out-patients' rooms, in the wards and in

teaching, with night work and insufficient rest or recrea-

tion, were not calculated to fortify them to withstand
-the influences to which they were exposed. Some of

his own friends had become victims to tuberculosis and
other infectious diseases. The surgical out-patients'

departments in which so much good work and teaching
was done, were alwas'S crowded—often ill ventilated

and dust laden. Operating theaters unless scientifically

ventilated and lighted become highly prejudicial on ac-

count of the scarcely supportable atmosphere. The
overworking of the juniors was having a bad effect not
only on their health, but on their scientific work. If

British surgery was to maintain its position its makers
must have time to think, to work and to record their

achievements. They also needed recreation in the
open air. This involves an outlay not always at com-
mand. The public who support hospitals fancy these
posts are profitable, and hospital committees often
imagine that the emoluments of teaching are handsome
and all-sufficing. He did not see a remedy in an in-

crease of the staffs, as there was not space enough at

present for their work, and the multiplication of hos-
pitals would not alleviate the lot of men who were ex-
pected to work gratuitously. Some would invoke
state or municipal aid. Others would restrict the num-
bers of admissions, especially to the out-patients' de-
partments, and this seems to me the proper first step.

After the address Mr. R. Morison read a paper, in

which a portion of lung had been excised in order to

remove the stump of a tooth which had slipped down
the air passage. After long distress and expectoration
of thick, green sputum operation was essayed, although
Roentgen rays did not show a foreign body. The
stump was not removed in the portion of lung excised.
The post mortem specimen of the part of the lung
containing the tooth was shown and some varying
opinions expressed on the case.

The Earl of Crewe presided on Wednesday at the
London School of Tropical Medicine and paid a grace-
ful tribute to his distinguished predecessor, Mr. Joseph
Chamberlain, to whom the school owed its foundation.
He said the ever increasing usefulness of the school
would cause his name to be never forgotten. At the Colo-
nial Office their interest in this and the kindred Liver-
pool school was a very direct one, for in East and West
Africa alone they had some two hundred medical offi-

cers, all of whom found it part of their duty to study
tropical diseases before taking up their posts in those
districts. He commended the interchange which had
taken place between this school and the Royal Vet-
erinary College, and had always been impressed with
the thought that doctors might advantageously study
more animal pathology than sometimes they did.

Sir Clifford .-Mlbutt then gave an address, in which
he dwelt upon the great place which preventive medi-
cine was assuming in the mind of society generally, and
said it was of enormous importance, not merely that
the medical profession should be expert in research,
but that they should make their purpose understood by
the great lay public, without whom no progress could
be made. Referring to the fact that the spread of dis-

ease was very largely brought about by traffic, he said

he spoke of this because an exceedingly important
event was taking place in the East—the making of the
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railway to Medina, Mecca and Bagdad. The religious
pilgrimage, as was well known, acted as one of the
strongest possible carriers of infectious disease. The
slow pilgrimages on foot had been carefully watched
and every possible step taken to prevent the carriage
of disease, but that would be difficult with swift railway
communication. If a great pestilence followed the
opening of the line it must not be said they did not
know. They did know. The tropical schools knew
all about it. It was for the lay people to insist on that
knowledge being so applied as to prevent the railway
from becoming a means of propagating possibly more
than one dire pestilence.

Sir R. Douglas Powell gave a pleasant little address
at the West London Postgraduate College on the con-
ditions of old age, which, he said, were too often re-
garded as disease conditions. He thought to speak of
old age as disease was quite a misnomer, although, in

a sense, they might say they were not living so much as
dying all their time. But he spoke of healthy old age.
Changes gradually took place as age came on^condi-
tions which should not be regarded as disease and still

less treated as such, if these conditions had not been
hastened by riotous living, too strenuous labor, or
hereditary disease, they should only be regarded as
natural changes. He then pointed out some of the
changes incidental to old age and gave suggestions as
to treatment when needed. The doctor must know his

medicine, but he must also learn his patient. Not a
few of the ailments which old people suflfer from would
seem trivial in the young, but that is no reason for

neglecting them. They require treatment of a very
light hand with very gentle medicine.
The third report of the Cancer Research Fund ap-

peared on Tuesday. Dr. Bashford remarks in the in-

troduction we are still at the beginning of systematic
experimental investigation and caution is as necessary
as pertinacity and enthusiasm. Since the second re-

port was issued a year ago work has continued in the
laboratories steadily and profitably, and the researches
are more specialized than those described in the two
preceding reports. The volume is well arranged, start-

ing with more general papers giving the evidence on
which the comparative biological and experimental
study of cancer is based, followed by those dealing with
particular problems. Dr. Bashford contributes an in-

teresting paper dealing with points of general interest

as to the incidence of the disease and its association
with diflferent forms of chronic irritation in mankind.
Dr. Seligmann gives an account of new growths met
with in New Guinea. Dr. Murray writes on the
zoological distribution of and records some new ob-
servations on cancer. "The Nature of Resistance to
the Inoculation of Cancer" is considered by Dr. B. R. G.
Russell, and other papers deal at length with the
tumors of mice, the features of their growth and the
means by which it can be modified, or even inhibited.

Drawings and photographs are added to the report,

and there is a list of the contributions issued by the
Fund. Rigid rules for making and recording experi-
ments have been adopted from the first, so that such
can be repeated as may be desirable and the results

compared. In reference to this, imperfect records have
too often reduced the value of some experimenters' re-

sults to a minimum and have prevented an accurate
repetition of their experiments. No indications of a
curative serum or a prophylactic vaccine have been
discovered, and the rationale of early resort to removal
of malignant tumors is amply justified by experiment.
Alleged empirical remedies are useless.

Our Brompton Hospital friends are elated at the
prizes awarded their institution by the International
Congress on Tuberculosis held at Washington. They
have been informed by cable that they have gained the

prize for the best hospital exhibit for treatment and
that their sanatorium wins the prizes for the curable
cases. This is very encouraging to them. The build-

ing of their sanatorium at Frimley cost £70,000 and ex-
hausted their exchequer. Patients are taken only from
the hospital, so that proper care is exercised in their

selection, only those likely to receive the most benefit

being transferred. One of the distinctive features is

the system of graduated exercises which is adopted.
FVimley is our largest sanatorium. Its "cures" so far

are estimated at 80 per cent. It may interest you to

learn that the model of it which gained the prize was
almost completely made by the patients, who took the
greatest pleasure in constructing it. A third prize has
been awarded, the cablegram says, to the W'omen's
Health Association of Ireland for their work in pre-

venting tuberculosis.

How best to meet the obligations imposed by the

medical inspection of school children is exercising the
minds of a number of local authorities. It is admitted
that inspection can be of little value except as a matter
of statistics unless some method of supply treatment
be provided. The plan of school clinics proposed I

have already reported, but the local bodies are by no
means anxious to adopt it. In London it is suggested
that everything which could reasonably be required
could be supplied by the numerous provident dispen-
saries, that the local bodies might contribute at first

the trifling payment and that the parents, as a rule,

would soon be ready to continue this form of insurance
against sickness if its purpose were properly explained
to them.

Dr. W. A. Potts, late investigator to the Royal Com-
mission on the Feeble Minded, read a paper on Tues-
day at the Society for the Study of Inebriety, in which
he maintained that his investigations proved that alco-
holism was twice as common in the antecedents of chil-

dren in special schools as in those of ordinary schools.
Further, it established the great injuriousness of ma-
ternal drinking, leading to the conclusion that, com-
bined with other bad influences, alcohol was a most
unfavorable factor, and maternal drinking continued
through more than one generation was a potent cause
of degeneracy. The Royal Commission stated that the
mentally defective amounted to i in 200 of the popula-
tion.

To-day is the 115th anniversary of the death of John
Hunter, and a series of demonstrations by the con-
servator of the Hunterian Museum and by the patho-
logical curator is to be begun, and will be continued in

the theater through the present session. The object
of the Council of the Royal College of Surgeons in

arranging for these demonstrations is to increase the
recognition of the value of the museum by showing
specimens of the collection and illustrating their bear-
ing on general and surgical pathology and practice.
On Saturday the Princess of Wales opened a new

ward in the Royal Waterloo Hospital for children and
women. This is the oldest hospital for children in

London, having been founded in 1816 under the aus-
pices of their Royal Highnesses the Dukes of Sussex
and Kent, and it has enjoyed the support of the Royal
Family ever since, this new ward being named the
Duchess of Albany. Several enlargements have taken
place during its history, and in 1904 it was practically
rebuilt at a cost of £45,362, which has been wholly paid.

With the new ward completed thirty beds and sixty
cots are available, but to carry it on about £3,700 a year
is required beyond its fixed income.
The Local Government Board has informed the Ham-

mersmith Borough Council that their Medical Officer
of Health has accepted appointments at the Franco-
British E.xhibition which seem to be incompatible with
his duties as Medical Officer of Health. In 1902, the
letter states, the Board had expressed the opinion that
the Council should engage the whole services of their
Medical Officer. The Council reply that they then
decided to make no alteration and they now see no
reason for any other decision in view of the fact that
Dr. Collier has continued to perform his duties in a
manner so satisfactory as to enhance rather than di-

minish the Council's confidence in him.
The death is announced of Surgeon-Major T.

Holmested, late of the Indian Medical Service. He
had charge of the field force at Renn Kanta in the oper-
ations against the Bheels in 1868. He retired in 1878
and practised for a time at Hyderabad.
Another Indian medical officer's death took place

in September—that of Lieutenant H. A. Knight, M.B.
He entered the service only two years ago and died at

Mooltan m the 29th year of his age.
Wm. Treves, F.R.C.S., of Margate, died on Wednes-

day, aged 65. He was known to an immense number
of practitioners as a skillful surgeon at the popular
watering place where he had practised for many years.

He was as popular with the visitors as with the pro-
fession all through the southern counties. He was
a brother of Sir Frederic Treves.

Boston Medical land Surgical Journal, October 22, 1908.

A Case of Pyonephrosis and Renal Calculi in a Preg-
nant Woman. Induced Labor, Nephrectomy, Recovery.
—The patient of J. M. Wheeler was a woman of 37
years, with symptoms dating back five years in the
middle of the fourth month of her eighth pregnancy.
A firm, elastic, tender, rounded tumor extended from
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the right loin up under tlie ribs to the tip of the tenth
costal cartilage, inward nearly to the umbilicus and
downward to the McBurney point. As it did not seem
probable that the pregnancy would run a normal course,
the uterus was emptied. Shortly after the tumor grew
rapidly and she developed fever with nausea and se-

vere lumbar pain. .Abdominal incision showed the
tumor was an enlarged right kidney, which was re-

moved. The mass was in the shape of a sac, dividing
into four compartments, distended with about a pint of

purulent fluid. The renal pelvis contained a large stone
and eight others were found in other parts of the
sac. The large one weighed 76S grams and the others
combined 192 grams. Recovery was without incident
and the patient subsequently bore two more children.
The case was a typical one as to symptoms, viz., pain,

pyuria, renal colic, hematuria, tumor, urinary disturb-

ances and tenderness. Its special interest lies in the
fact of a complicating pregnancy. It was necessary to

dissect away from the sac the inferior vena cava, which
was adherent over the whole length of the tumor about
half an inch from the inner border. There were two
renal veins, about half an inch long. In the course of
the operation the left kidney was palpated, but noth-
ing abnormal was discovered, while the appendix, which
was clubbed at the tip and somewhat adherent, was re-

moved.

Nezv York Medical Journal, October 24, igoS.

The Alcoholic Psychoses.—S. E. Jellifife discusses this

question under the headings of history, pathology, gen-
eral, special and focal symptoms, clinical forms, diag-
nosis, course, and treatment. The histories of two per-
sonal cases are given by the author, who draws freely
on the observations of various neurologists. Under the
heading of clinical forms, he refers to Dupre's classi-

fication into the amnesic, confusional, delusional, anx-
ious, and demented forms, and to Knapp's more ex-
panded classification into the delirious, stuporous, de-
mented, hallucinatory with and without systematization
of ideas, paranoid, anxiety, expansive, maniac and mel-
ancholic forms, the polyneuritic mobility psychosis of

Wernicke, and anomalous cases. The paper is a gen-
eral clinical study of the entire subject. The treatment
is in general the same as for multiple neuritis. The
author cautions against too great zeal in therapeutics
We must not overdo the matter. We must bear in

mind that excessive physical work calls for an amount
of nervous functioning just as mental work, that no
adaptation to hit even a golf ball correctly can be car-

ried out without an immense amount of nervous func-
tioning, and that therefore in the earlier stages those
games or occupations should be chosen which do not
call for a high degree of nervous tension—such as the
lazy lolling about of swimming—and that no exercise
treatment should be overdone. Hard muscles, ruddy
cheeks, ability to run twenty-five miles after a dog cart,

these may be the delusive signs of a healthy muscula-
ture at the expense of mental restitution. It goes
without saying that all alcohol-containing tonics must be
avoided.

A Summary of the Results Obtained by the X-Ray
Treatment of Exophthalmic Goiter.—A review of the
literature is made by G. E. Pfahler, who has found
records of 51 cases. His deductions from the material
collated are as follows: (i) Decided improvement may
be expected in about 75 per cent, of cases. (2) This
improvement consists of an increase in weight and
strength, and gradual disappearance of the Basedow
symptoms. (3) Some improvement should be noticed
within a month, and after six to a dozen treatments.
(4) When this treatment is properly given there ap-
pears to be no danger. The permanency of the results
is still an open question. The reports here presented
were carried out to periods varying from a few months
to three years after the cessation of treatment. The
earliest and most noticeable improvement is in body
weight. The symptoms most obstinate to treatment
are the thyroid enlargement and the exophthalmos. If

some improvement is not shown after one month of
treatment, the latter should be discontinued for one
month and then resumed. The rays should be local-
ized upon the goiter and may be carried to the point
of producing a mild dermatitis, but no farther. The
author believes that this plan of therapy deserves a
more general trial than it has j'et received.

The Diagnostic Value of Perverse Secretion of Hy-
drochloric Acid by the Mucous Membrane of the Stom-
ach.— G. Chambers cites certain well-known facts bear-
ing on gastric physiology. He notes that the native
juice free from food obtained from a gastric fistula

during "sham feeding" has an acid content more than

twice that of gastric contents after a test breakfast.
There are so many factors taking part in the genesis of
the acid content of the gastric contents that it is very
difficult in some cases to determine the kind and degree
of perversion of gastric secretion by chemical analysis.

The author says he can easily imagine cases of dimin-
ished secretion of gastric juice as a whole (subsecre-
tion) diagnosticated, by our present methods of ex-
amination, as hypochlorhydria; and similarly hyper-
chlorhydria may be mistaken for oversecretion. This
view is, he thinks, supported by his observation in

cases of chronic gastritis, carcinoma of the stomach,
and achylia gastrica, in which the absence of marked
motor insufficiency, diminished percentage of hydro-
chloric acid is usually associated with greater consis-
tency of the gastric contents; and similarly hyper-
chlorhydria with diminished consistency. As a rule
diminished percentage of hydrochloric acid is associ-
ated with an abnormally high and increased percentage,
in the absence of much mucus with an abnormally low
specific gravity. He refers to perverse secretion es-
pecially as regards carcinoma, acid gastritis, and
achylia gastrica. According to his observations all the cases
of cancer of the stomach, in which free hydrochloric acid
was present in advanced stages of the disease, gave a his-

tory of having suffered from gastric ulcer or acid gastritis,

affections usually characterized by excess of free hydro-
chloric acid in gastric contents, and frequently by a large

excess. Acid gastritis is especially apt to occur in alcohol-

ics, and predisposes to both ulcer and cancer. When the

latter complicates acid gastritis or ulcer free HCl may be
present in advanced stages of the disease. In achylia

gastrica a common symptom is chronic diarrhea. Under
these circumstances HCl is a valuable remedy in checking
the bowel flux.

Journal of the American Medical Association, October
24, 1908.

Hemorrhagic Nephritis.—C. F. Wahrer gives an ac-
count of an unusually mild epidemic of scarlet fever oc-
curring in Lee County, Iowa, in which a much larger pro-
portion of the patients than usual had albuminuria and
nephritis, a considerable percentage of these showing the

diffuse form with hematuria and hemoglobinuria. Nearly
all, however, recovered in spite of the usually considered
seriousness of the complication, and none has since re-

lapsed or shown any late bad effects after the lapse of
about two years. None of the usual factors to which such
a complication is ascribed could be invoked as the cause,

and the etiology of the epidemic is obscure. The treat-

ment, so far as ascertained, was prophylactic against such
complications from the beginning of the scarlatinal symp-
toms, and greater care was, of course, used after the hema-
turia appeared.

Fibroid and Anemia.—The question of anemia as af-

fecting the operation for fibroid of the uterus is discussed

by B. R. Schenck. He finds that anemia is frequently
associated with fibroid, and it is often grave and even
threatening to life. He is not satisfied with the theories

oft'ered to account for the frequency of cardiovascular
changes in connection with fibroid. It is his belief that

uterine myomata are congenital, and cannot, therefore, be
secondary to alterations of the vascular system, aortic

tension, or toxin. The cases on which these theories are

based are those either in which degenerations have taken
place or in which there has been hemorrhage. Hemorrhage
he considers to be the underlying factor in a vast majority
of the cases, and anemia the cause of cardiovascular
changes in the larger proportion. If this is the case, the

practical deduction is that all fibroids showing the slight-

est tendency toward an increase in the menstrual flow
should be promptly removed. These patients are often
seen, however, only after the anemia has become marked,
and the question arises. What is then to be done? It has
long been held that a hemoglobin percentage of less than

30 contraindicates operation. Certain recent writers, how-
ever, have held that we can put no arbitrary limit below
which it is unjustifiable to operate, and this position,

Schenck holds, is the correct one. Of course, a percentage
below 30 is a grave complication and calls for special at-

tention to numerous details, both before and during opera-

tion. When there is active bleeding, no radical measures
should be attempted until every effort to stop hemorrhage
and build up the patient has been exhausted. If every-
thing fails, and the bleeding continues active, with a low
blood count and bad action of the heart, he believes ligation

of the uterine arteries, as advocated by F. H. Martin, is ad-
visable as a preliminary to hysterectomy. Myomectomy
should never be done, and when hysterectomy is under-
taken every measure possible must be employed to shorten

the time of operation, minimize the hemorrhage, maintain
body heat, and sustain the blood pressure. Neglect of
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these is never excusable. There is great danger of throm-
bosis and emboHsm as a postoperative complication in

these cases. Histories are given of four patients operated
on when the hemoglobin percentage was very low, 23, 26,

30, and 20 per cent., respectively. All but one recovered.
This one seemed to improve, but died some months after
the operation, apparently from typhoid infection.

Cutaneous Epithelial Tumors.—J. A. Fordyce says
that the division of cutaneous epithelial tumors into basal
cell and prickle cell is justified by their histological struc-

ture and clinical course. In one the basal cells of the
epidermis and the outer root sheath of the hair are chiefly

or solely active, this class including the well-known rodent
ulcer. The prickle cell type, on the other hand, originates

in the layers above the basal cells, and reproduces its own
kind; it is much more malignant than the other, as a rule,

since it tends to involve the lymph nodes and to produce
metastases. In this form there is not so much divergence
from the type of growth. In some cases the cells do not
proceed to the formation of pearls, but retain their spinous
or polygonal form. There are gradations between the two
types. In the basal cell variety of tumors the clinical

picture is as diverse as the histological one. The so-called
cylindromas probably belong to the basal cell group,
though an endothelial origin has been attributed to them.
Fordyce describes several varieties of this type. Other
conditions noted by him are carcinomatous lymphangitis
secondary to cancer of the breast, and e.xtramammary Pa-
get's disease, of which he gives illustrative cases. These
epitheliomas, he thinks, do not differ essentially from those
of the nipple, except, perhaps, in degree. Multiple epithe-

liomas of the arms and chest in one case are also reported;
the patient had been treated for syphilis by various physi-
cians, misled by a history of lues many years before. The
microscopic examination, however, revealed the true char-
acter of the growths unmistakably. A case of tricho-

epithelioma is also reported, which was diagnosed only
after microscopic examination, there being nothing in the
clinical appearance of the lesion to suggest the real nature
of the growth. A case of prickle cell epithelioma occur-
ring in the same individual, with rodent ulcer, and a case
of epithelioma of the lip in a woman are also reported.

Fordyce says that the .r-ray treatment of skin epitheliomas
has been more beneficial in his experience after the growth
had been thoroughly curetted, thus enabling the rays to

reach the actively developing cells. He has also found
its prolonged use contraindicated in malignant cutaneous
growths as a rule, and he believes that in certain cases it

renders the tissue more vulnerable. He thinks its use
should be reserved mainly for growths in locations not
accessible to other treatments.

Gonococcus Vaccine.—N. E. Aronstam finds that the
gonococcus vaccine acts beneficially in acute cases of
gonorrhea, and the time required to cure the disease does
not exceed four weeks. It is also useful and may be con-
sidered curative in some of the complications, such as epi-

didymitis, Cowperitis, acute prostatitis, gonorrheal adenitis,

enlargement of lymph channels on the dorsum penis, and
in posthitis of the same origin. He has also used it lately

with success in gonorrheal iritis. No other treatment, sys-

temic or local, is necessary. In chronic cases it is inert

and acts indifferently, owing to the mixed infection in these

cases, and the conjoined use of other bacterins suggests

itself. It is a valuable diagnostic agent, bringing to light

latent or dormant conditions and showing whether a given
case has actually been cured, an especially important point

for sociological reasons. In dormant gonococcic arthritis

it will bring about a recrudescence of the disease. It ma-
terially shortens the duration of this complication, and
brings about a speedy cure. No exact rule can be given as

regards dosage and intervals of administration ; each case

must be treated individually. Aronstam considers that the

future possibilities of gonococcic vaccine and opsonotherapy
in general are unlimited. Its bearing on prophylaxis in

this disease, which must he recognized as a systemic and
not a local infection, should be considered.

Children of the Tuberculous.—T. B. Sachs has inves-

tigated the incidence of tuberculosis in the children of

tuberculous parent? in the city of Chicago. One hundred
and forty-six families were taken, in which one or both

parents were tuberculous ; all were of the average working
class and largely living under unfavorable hygienic condi-

tions. The findings are given in detail. He concludes that

the infection of children by tuberculous parents must nec-

essarily depend on several factors, and the unhygienic

conditions and crowding of the poor favor its occurrence.

While detection of the well-developed forms is possible

with ordinary methods, the infection with the germ doubt-

less is more general than the diagnosed cases would indi-

cate. Hereditary predisposition as a factor cannot be prop-

erly estimated until the factor of infection is completely

eliminated, and the question of connection between tubercle

infection in childhood and the manifestations of the disease

in later life is still unsolved. The present trend of med-
ical opinion is toward the interpretation of the term "pre-

disposition" as a susceptibility of the tissues dependent
upon previous infection. It is probable that a vast majority
of these early infections remain unrecognized, but the

eradication of tuberculosis in the human race can never
be accomplished until the child is protected. At the time
of their birth and for the first few years of life the vast
majority of children of tuberculous parents may show no
deviation from the normal type, but later, with unfavor-
able environment, the so-called "habitus phthisicus" may
appear.

Heart Maladies.—A. G. Brown notes the increasing
prevalence of heart troubles, and credits the infective dis-

eases with the largest part in their production. The
prophylactic phase of the heart problem, he says, can be
outlined in one sentence. The infectious diseases and other
conditions, such as derange metabolism, occupation, habits,

etc., affecting the viscera must constantly be kept in mind
by the phj'sician. He divides cardiopaths into three gen-
eral classes: (i) Those in whom the compensation is per-

fect; (2) those in whom compensation is waning; (3)
those in whom compensation is lost. The main question
is by what means can the first group be kept as such, and
how can the largest number of those falling under the sec-

ond and third group be reclaimed and placed in the first

group. In other words, the duty of the physician to the

patient is to support the musculature. He specially dis-

courages any secrecy on the part of the physician toward
the patient in regard to these matters. The first and most
fundamental step to be taken to protect the cardiopath
from an untimely end is publicity. Candor and careful
explanation will do much to correct the state of affairs.

Those cardiopaths in whom the compensation and the
conductivity of the auriculoventricular bundle is good, and
in whom the cardiac muscle is fairly strong, may need
little or no medicine, but they should have medical advice
as to exercise, vocation, habits, baths, the danger of inter-

current disease, the use of drugs, changes of climate, etc.

The second and third group must be treated with the same
candor, but more skilfully and carefully. Those of the sec-

ond group should have more constant supervision, frequent
cardiac examinations, and proper remedial measures to re-

store the waning compensation. The cooperation of the

patient in these cases is of the utmost importance. The
third group presents a syndrome comparable to the last

stages of cancer or phthisis, but, unlike these conditions,
heart disease, with all its discomforting symptoms, offers

a chance of striking medical success. The two points
especially insisted on in this paper are a more careful
treatment of the infectious diseases to protect the heart,

and more candor and public education in regard to those
disorders.

The Lancet, October 17, igo8.

A Diphtheria "Carrier."—T. Strain reports the case
of a girl nursemaid who went through a severe attack of
diphtheria and discharged from hospital with a free record
as to absence of baccili in the throat. After she had re-

sumed the care of children, one of the latter contracted
diphtheria. A culture from the maid's throat now showed
the Klebs-Loeffler bacillus. She was isolated and again
declared free. Still again one of her charges, this time
in another family, became ill. The maid was readmitted
to hospital and subjected to steady treatment with anti-

septic sprays, scrubbing, etc. She remained in hospital

for six weeks, by which time the throat was free, but the

nose still harbored the bacilli, yet only intermittently, from
which it was conjected that they might come from one of
the accessory sinuses which previously discharged its con-
tents into the nares. It was nine months before the air

passages were baccili free.

Unusual Cause for Rupture of the Rectum.—The pa-
tient of C. L. Franklin, a lad of 17 years, was crushed
between some machinery in a cotton mill. On admission
to hospital he was apparently moribund, suffering from
shock and severe hemorrhage from the rectum. The rectum
was firmly plugged with gauze and the hemorrhage ceased,

saline solution was infused into the median basilic vein, and
the usual treatment for hemorrhage carried out. However,
the patient died within two hours of admission. The only

marks of external injury were slight contusions in the left

hypochondriac region and over the forehead. At the post-

mortem examination the pelvic peritoneal cavity was found
to contain a large quantity of blood. There were a slight

laceration of the liver and a vertical tear on the anterior

surface of the rectum three-quarters of an inch in length

and situated at a distance of three and a half inches from
the anus. There was no fracture of the pelvis, sacrum, or

coccyx, nor sign of injury about the region of the anus.

The other organs were normal. The gauze packing was
projecting into the peritoneal cavity through the rent in
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the rectum. The main interest of the case lies in the pos-
sibility of a rupture of the normal rectum from increased
abdominal pressure. Cases of vertical rupture of the rec-

tum due to straining in order to pass hard scybalous masses
have been recorded, but in these cases the rectal walls are

undoubtedly abnormally thin and ruptured without great
difficulty.

Treatment of Acute Appendicitis as It Comes Under
the Care of the General Practitioner.—In mild cases

J. Phillips advises rest in bed, abstinence from food, plenty
of hot water, but nothing which can leave any residue.

He gives no calomel, but if flatus is present orders a tur-

pentine enema. An alkaline carminative comforts the pa-

tient. If pain is felt, a little morphine may be called for

in pill, suppository or enema. If the foregoing does not
relieve the patient in two or three days, and if the pain
continues, we probably have a more severe case with which
to deal. We now begin to look for a more or less irregular

mass in the right iliac fossa. The author counsels delay
in operation. To operate at once means, he says, tedious

dissection through acutely congested and friable tissues

down to what is usually quite a minute collection of pus
around an appendix so soft and glued down that its re-

moval is extremely difficult. Moreover, the pus is full of
colon bacilli and infection of the abdominal wound becomes
practically certain. If, on the other hand, rest and starva-

tion are persisted in, the temperature will come down and
the lump disappear in the great majority of cases. Then,
in a week or two, operation may be done. The adhesions
are easily separable, the appendix sufficiently firm to be easily

dealt with, and if a little pus remains about the appendix
tip, the colon bacillus is probably absent and primary union
will result in the abdominal wound. When there is evi-

dence of acute peritonitis without any iliac mass, indicating

that the inflammation is well localized, immediate operation
may be indicated. The question is whether the pus is effi-

ciently or inefficiently shut off around the appendi.x. The
author lays great stress on a condition of the abdomen
which he thus describes, considering it practically pathog-
nomonic of diffused purulent periappendicitis. If the

patient's whole abdomen is bared it will be found to be
more distended than normal, and if well diffused or gener-
alized peritonitis is present there will be general immobility
and rigidity (except when the patient is poisoned by mor-
phine in the early stages or towards the end of the case by
the products of the peritonitis) and all the regular signs of
well-developed peritonitis. If, however, the pus is con-
fined to the region of the appendix and is only threatening
to generalize, but has not already done so, careful observa-
tion will reveal some slight movement at any rate in the
epigastric region and sometimes also of the left half of the

abdomen. If the surgeon's warm hand is now gently
placed on the abdominal wall, care being taken not to exert
any pressure, the epigastrium being palpated first, the

rectus abdominis will be found to give slightly with each
respiration. Carry the hand down over the left rectus

to the pubes and the same slight movement will be observed.
Now glide the hand back to the epigastrium (it should not
be raised from the abdominal wall until the examination is

completed) and down the right side of the abdomen.
When the appendix region is reached if there is pus pres-

ent the segment (not the whole muscle) of the rectus ab-

dominis over the appendix will be found to be firmly con-
tracted and board-like. All that is needed to demonstrate
this sign is great gentleness during the examination in

order not to excite general contraction of the recti muscles.
Such a condition indicates immediate operation.

British Medical Journal, October 17, igo8.

Use and Misuse of Iron Remedies.—Eustace Smith
says that to take anemia as a sure guide to the immediate
use of iron is to fall into one of the commonest of errors.

To get any benefit from such a remedy, the tongue must
be clean and the digestive organs in a healthy state. Pre-
liminary antacids and stomachics are called for and then
the iron will be beneficial. Often in chlorosis there is con-
siderable tenacious mucus in the stomach, and the use
of an emetic will help far more than the routine admin-
istration of aloes and iron. Any benefit which may result

from the latter combination is probably due to the laxative
ingredient. It is often advantageous to begin the treat-

ment of anemia with the ammoniocitrate in some bitter in-

fusion, changing to a stronger iron preparation as the
tongue grows cleaner. The author then enumerates certain

of the B. P. iron preparations which he has found useful
in various clinical conditions. He closes by saying that
the chalybeate salts, when given with judgment, are reme-
dies which we could ill spare, but the indiscriminate use of
these preparations is to be deprecated. Iron must not be
regarded as an infallible specific in every form of anemia.
The cases for which it is curative must be chosen with
judgment, and every care must be taken to see that the

digestion is in a condition to profit by the remedy. Any
sign of irritability of stomach is to be taken as an indica-

tion that the stronger preparations are to be avoided, and
even the milder salts—the tartrate and the ammoniocitrate
—should be prescribed timidly, and only in conjunction
with an alkali, such as citrate of potassium or the aromatic
spirit of ammonia, in a freshly-made bitter infusion. If

the tongue be clean, or merely flabby and pale, showing
indentations of the teeth at the sides, the stronger salts

may be prescribed with confidence, and the dose may often
be pushed with advantage if aperients are given from time
to time as already recommended.
The Analogy Between Spontaneous Recoveries from

Cancer and the Specific Immunity Induced by X-Ray
Irradiations of the Lymphatic Glands Involved.—Four
cases are recorded by H. D. McCuUoch, who has endeav-
ored to induce autovaccination by the :r-ray. At first he
tried the procedure in tuberculosis, gauging his method by
the opsonic index. More recently he has tried the same
method in treating the lymphatic glands involved in cancer
and its secondary infections, but as the cancer micro-
organism, if such there be, is not cultivable, it has not
been possible to make use of the opsonic index in the cases
here reported. The clinical symptoms of these cases were,
however, sufficiently marked and progressive to be depend-
ed upon. It should be noted that the glands in these cases,

which are usually remote from the site of the lesion, were
alone exclusively irradiated, the rest of the body, includ-
ing the lesion, being effectually screened from the influence

of the rays. The author says that in the diseases which in-

volve the production of an immunizing agent, the lym-
phatic involvement in its early stages is physiological and
not pathological, therefore, not manifested to our senses
either subjectively or objectively. A microbic attack neces-
sarily involves the initiation of the formative process of an
immunizing agent, this process being completely carried out
in those cases in which a certain adequate dose of the

infection is successfully repelled. Hitherto, lymphatic
glandular involvement in the infectious processes in the
animal body has been looked upon most unfavorably both
by the physician and the surgeon, as "a spreading of
the disease into the most vulnerable parts of the system,"
and not as an extended response of the body in the mech-
anism of bodily defense. These glands which are usually
conspicuous in the neck and armpits are therefore cut out
as completely as possible ; it is said, "to prevent further
spread," or "recurrence" of the malady. It should, how-
ever, be noted that there is this serious inconsistency in

what has been called the "radical operation" in cancer,
that these glands are usually left undisturbed, when they
are not easily accessible to the fingers, as in operations
for cancer in the abdominal organs. The fact tliat these
glands have been estimated to number from 800 to 900 in

the human subject, and that they exist for the purposes
of a most important function, seems to have been entirely

overlooked.

Berliner klinische Wochenschrift, September 7, and
October s, 1908.

Leucocytosis in Appendicitis.— Kothe says that accord-
ing to Arneth the number of fragments composing the nuclei
of neutrophile leucocytes undergoes certain definite changes
in disease. In health the cells containing one, two, three,
four, and five fragments reach certain constant percent-
ages of the total number of leucocytes, while in disease
tne cells with fewer fragments of nuclei quickly increase
in number at the expense of the cells with the larger num-
ber of fragments. This is explained by the supposition
that the cells with many nuclear fragments are the older
cells many of which perish in carrying out their phagocytic
activities and in their place the younger mononuclear cells

and cells with only two or at most three nuclear frag-
ments appear. Kothe has found that the normal percent-
age of mononuclear neutrophiles is six. He has examined
eighty-six cases of appendicitis in reference to any changes
in this percentage and has found that the cells of this

character reached from eight to twenty-five per cent, of
the total leucocytes in cases of simple acute appendicitis

;

in cases of suppurative appendicitis, on the other hand,
with empyema or gangrene of the organ, the percentage
of the mononuclear neutrophiles reached from twenty-
three to sixty-five per one hundred cells. The curves of
temperature and pulse ran parallel to the percentage of
mononuclears, and the three together gave in most cases

valuable indications for the prognosis and treatment of

the cases. Mononuclear percentage over thirty should be
a strong argument for an immediate operation.

The Cause of Scarlet Fever.—Gamaleia says that the

excitants of scarlatina are to be sought among pro-
tozoa and not among bacteria. He has examined 25
scarlet fever patients and has succeeded in finding

definite protozoa-like structures in the skin, pharynx.
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blood, and the internal organs. The typical form of

the organism consists of live rounded elements grouped
about a sixth central body. They arc found free in

the tissues or included in polynuclear leucocytes, and
are in no wise similar to products of cell degeneration.
In places they are grouped in very regular colonies that
resemble those observed among the radiolaria. The
forms observed by Mallory are probably stages in the
development of the parasite.

Atrophy of the Kidneys in Ureteral Fistulae.—Asch
has observed several cases of ureteral fistula: opening
into the vagina of patients, which gradually discharged
less and less urine, though the communication between
the ureter and the bladder was not reestablished. In
no case were there any symptoms present that could
point to hydronephrotic distention of the kidney on
the side of the fistula. Finally the secretion stopped
altogether, while the usual amount of urine was passed
from the bladder. Asch suspected that in these cases
gradual atrophy of one kidney took place and was
able to confirm this view in operating upon one pa-
tient with ureteral fistula. Her kidney proved to have
much diminished in size and microscopically showed
an advanced grade of atrophy in all elements. His
observations are of importance in connection with

the therapy of ureteral fistula;. They should be cured
by implanting the injured ureter into the bladder
as soon as possible after their development. If sev-
eral weeks or months have passed and the secretion
has been progressively diminishing they may be left

alone, for the kidney on that side is probably undergo-
ing rapid atrophy.

Miinchener med'zinische Wochenschrift, September 8
and 29, 1908.

A New Test Meal.—Schlaepfer recommends the use
of a soup made of flour, egg albumin, and butter and col-

ored by the aniline dye, neutralized. The first opening
of the pylorus is shown by the appearance of the dye in

the urine, and this phenomenon observed for the time of
its duration gives a measure of the motility of the stomach.
The secreting function is easily judged by the relative

amount of the colored liquid and of the gastric juice in

the fluid obtained by the stomach pump. The peptic di-

gestion of the stomach may be estimated by the color of

the fluid, while the usual titration methods may be

applied to the mixture obtained just as in case of other

test meals.

Acute Thyroiditis.—Dunger reports seven cases of

this rare affection, all of which occurred in young fe-

males. The diffuse swelling of the gland was a predis-

posing cause. The onset was always acute and was some-
times accompanied by a chill. High fever was present

in the course of six out of the seven cases and a re-

lapse occurred in one. The constant subjective symptom
was sore throat, which was aggravated by attempts

at swallowing, which is explained by the movements of

the gland in the act of swallowing. In addition there

were radiating pains involving the ears and the occiput.

Respiration was interfered with in several cases. The
swelling was very often localized in the isthmus portion

of the gland. A leucocytosis was observed in one case.

The thyroiditis usually accompanied some other disease,

oftenest influenza, and ran a mild course in all patients.

Diuretics.—Romberg says that at present diuresis is

called for in edema, in localized hydropic conditions, and in

inflammatory exudates ; in nephritis without exudation it

is not to be used. Diuresis may be produced by improving

the general circulation or by directly influencing the ac-

tion of the kidneys. The first measure is effective probably

because of the more rapid stream of blood produced, and

not by the raising of blood pressure. Cardiac stimulants

are to be used to attain this effect. To stimulate the ac-

tivity of the kidneys themselves the derivatives of the purin

group of substances are the best preparations. Their action

depends upon an increased supply of blood to the kidneys,

and is not observed if this is made irnpossible by path-

ological changes in the glomeruli. Dimethylxanthin or

theocin is the most effective drug, and is to be given in

gradually increased doses. Theobromin sodium salicylate

or diuretin is less effective, but is useful in other cases;

theobromin itself and caffeine may likewise be used. Other

diuretics are very weak in comparison with the purins.

Calomel and sodium salicylate have some diuretic action,

but are apt to damage the kidneys when given in efficient

dosage. Salts and water are older diuretics that are seldom

of use, as their action is best seen in the presence of

healthy kidneys and not in disease. The number of di-

uretics is thus seen to be very limited. A special lack is

felt of a diuretic that could be administered subcutaneously

or intravenously.

Unilateral Rise in Temperature.—Vogel says that

Peter was the first to note that in pulmonary inflammations

the temperature in the axilla of the same side as the af-

fected lung is higher than that of the opposite side. Such
dift'erence is easily explained by the rise in temperature pro-

duced by the local inflammatory phenomena, and the thick-

ness of the parietes in the axilla does not seem to inter-

fere much with the transmission of heat to the surface.

Vogel's examinations have shown that such differences in

temperatures are quite frequent, and may be observed not

only in acute affections of the lungs, but even in long-

standing diseases involving one side of the thoracic con-

tents. The phenomenon is of some diagnostic value in

helping to point out the lung affected ; the rise of tempera-

ture upon the other side is a valuable indication that that

side is beginning to be attacked by the inflammatory

process. In tuberculous patients the difference in tempera-

tures gives a clue to the side in which the process is more
active.

Deutsche mcdizinische Wochenschrift, October i, 1908.

Operation in Exophthalmic Goiter.—Riedel says that

medicine, as theology, has its own dogmas, and one of these

insists upon the great danger of operations upon goiter in

cases of Graves' disease. This is correct only in late con-

ditions, with existence of severe bronchitis and stenosis of

the trachea, or when edema of the extremities is present

together with obstinate diarrhea. While medical treatment

may be tried in cases accompanied by a small goiter, it

should not be carried on too long if the goiter is growing

larger and little improvement of the symptoms is noted.

Otherwise the best time for operating may be allowed to

pass by. Riedel has operated upon 80 patients with ex-

ophthalmic goiter, among 876 persons suffering from all

kinds of struma. Of the last 30 cases but one died of

bronchopneumonia, while of the preceding 50, seven died

from the effects of chloroform or from bronchopneumonia.

It is Riedel's principle, however, to operate whenever a

good chance of cure or improvement is present, however

bad may have been the statistical results of earlier opera-

tions; the life of an exophthalmic patient is so miserable,

and death from the disease so sure that operation is fully

justified. A different standpoint is advisable m cases of

malignant tumors of the thyroid gland; operation should

be performed only if there is a good chance of removing

the tumor completely, otherwise the patient undergoes the

unpleasantness of the operation and still retains the fatal

disease that he had previous to surgical interference. The
existence of Graves' disease has little effect upon the

prognosis of operations upon goiter ; the condition of the

lungs at the time is the most important feature in any

kind of enlargement of the thyroid." Riedel's figures show
that many physicians nowadays advise operating in ex-

ophthalmic goiter, which serves to show that medical

treatment offers little chance of success. No surgeon should

refuse to operate in this disease, if his technique is well

developed, and the condition of the patient is such as to

give reasonable promise of freedom from complications on
the part of the lungs. _

Cesarean Section.—Pfannenstiel says that the indi-

cations for cesarean section should be much widened in

view of the good results obtained with the operation with

modern surgical technique. It ought to take the place qf

operations involving the bony pelvis whenever the condi-

tion of the patient is such as to call for as short a post-

operative stay in bed as possible. In most cases, the pa-

tient, after a cesarean section, may be allowed to sit up

in bed three or four days after the operation, especially

if the Pfannenstiel abdominal incision has been made use

of. Cesarean section could also be performed with ad-

vantage in dangerous conditions calling for an imrnediate

emptying of the uterus ; eclampsia and acute nephritis may
be counted among such cases if any difficulty may be ex-

pected with the more usual methods of quick delivery of

the patient. In cases of living child in a transverse posi-

tion with threatening rupture of the uterus both the child

and the mother may be saved by a properly performed
cesarean section.

Conservation of the Ovaries in Hysterectomy.—
Doleris thinks it of doubtful value to leave a portion of an

ovary in the pelvis after hysterectomy. Its value must depend

on the theory of an internal secretion by the ovary. The
author has made use of ovarian extracts in the

natural and the artificial menopause without getting any

effect other than that of suggestion. In the patients

in whom he has operated by hysterectomy either they were

near the natural menopause and there was absolutely no

unfavorable effect, or they were young patients and alike

experienced no trouble. In the cases in which pain con-

tinued after removal of the uterus and adnexa he found

a nervous heredity, and considers them to have belonged to

the class of women who are not benefited by any treat-

ment.

—

Annates dc Gynecologie et d'Obstetrique.
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The Extra Pharmacopeia of Martindale and Westcott.
Revised by W. Harrison Martindale, Ph.D., F.C.S.,

and W. Wynn Westcott, M.B. (Lond.), D.P.H., H.M.'s
Coroner for Northeast London. Thirteenth Edition.

London: H. K. Lewis, igo8.

Those who are familiar with this incomparable therapeu-
tic manual will welcome the appearance of another edi-

tion, and to those who are not familiar with it, it may
unhesitatingly be recommended as in many respects the

best work of its kind in existence. It treats of every form
of remedial measures, medicinal and nonmedicinal, of
radiotherapy, hydrotherapy, electricity, pharmacopeal and
proprietary medicines. This thirteenth edition ha? been ex-
tensively revised and in part rewritten. The work has
increased in contents out of all proportion to its size, and
in the present edition the endeavor to keep the book of the

same dimensions has necessitated the use of type so small
and paper so thin as seriously to impair its usefulness. It

would be much better to make the book of larger form
with larger type and opaque paper, for the work is im-
portant enough to warrant its publication in this shape.

The Principles of Pathology. By J. George Adami,
M.A., M.D., LL.D., F.R.S., Professor of Pathology in

McGill University, Montreal. Volume i, General Pathol-
ogy. With 322 Engravings and 16 Plates. Pliiladel-

phia and New York: Lea & Febiger, 1908.

It is impossible in the limits of a brief review to give the

reader an adequate notion of this work and all it con-
tains. In his preface the author says that his idea of a

textbook of pathology is that it should not be a mere
record and description of the phenomena of disease, but
rather an analysis of these phenomena in an orderly man-
ner, and it is upon this plan that the book is written.

Throughout, the writer is not content to state facts, but he
gives the reason for everything and demonstrates the de-
pendence of one fact on another, thus stimulating the
reader to think for himself and to reason out, with the
book for a guide, the causes of morbid actions and their

results. Recognizing the cell and its changes as the basis

of all pathology, Dr. Adami begins with a study of this,

deferring a consideration of circulatory disturbances, which
so often serves as an introduction to general pathology,
to the volume of special pathology. While not ignoring
the work of European pathologists, the author dwells with
special emphasis upon what has been done by English-
speaking workers, and thereby furnishes an excellent cor-

rective to the fault of depreciation of what we may call

"home talent," to the myopia which obscures the view of
what is being done close at hand and allows a clear sight

only of what is "made in Germany" or France or Italy.

There is much pathological work of the first order done in

the laboratories here and in England, and the student who
neglects to inform himself of this is depriving himself of
indispensable knowledge. In proof of this is the book
before us, than which there is no better work in any
language. It is written so well and in so clear a style,

and every point is so lucidly reasoned out and so impres-
sively stated, that the reader's attention is held from the
first page to the last, and when he puts the book aside

he feels that he has had a most enjoyable mental exercise,

has made his own the fundamental facts of disease action,

and has acquired a grasp of pathology in such a way as
to make it appear almost like a new science. He sees more
clearly than ever before that pathology is not an inde-
pendent study, but rather the foundation of all medical
knowledge, without which all the other branches of our
science, and especially, perhaps, therapeutics, can but rock
in the morass of empiricism without stability or sound
basis.

Glandular Enlargement and Other Diseases of the
Lymphatic System. By Arthur Edmunds, M.B., M.S.,
B.Sc. (Lond.), F.R.C.S. (Eng.), London: Henry
Frowde, igo8.

This small volume makes no pretensions as an exhaustive
treatise on the lymphatic system, inasmuch as there are
few diseases in which this system does not take some ac-

tive part, and hence a full description of such would ex-
ceed the limits of a handbook. However, Mr. Edmunds
holds some interesting views and records some facts not
commonly known. For instance, ligation of the thoracic

duct has been performed nine times with no fatalities

—

a statement which seems almost incredible, but is explaina-

ble because of the abundant collateral lymphatic circulation.

Mr. Edmunds states that deaths from wounds of the

thoracic duct are due to sepsis, not to inanition. He be-

lieves also that infection of mediastinal glands with ab-

scess formation and rupture is responsible for the general
systemic diffusion of tuberculosis.

The Opsonic Method of Treatment. By R. W. Allen,
M.B., B.S. (Lond.), Philadelphia: P. Blakiston's Son
& Co., 1908.

The prominent place which opsonic therapy has assumed
and the mass of scattered literature concerning it are the

basis of this endeavor to collect such facts as shall give a

general idea of the subject. There are chapters on the

nature and source of opsonins, determination of the opson-
ic index, its value in diagnosis and prognosis, scope for

the employment of tuberculin, and the treatment of ure-
thritis. An especially interesting section shows what can
be done by this method in diseases of the eye, ear, nose,
and throat. The little volume will serve as a fitting intro-

duction to the theoretical principles of opsonic treatment.
Chirurgie fur Zahnarzte, von Prof. Dr. Med. Ludwig
Brandt. Berlin: August Hirschwald, 1908.

At first glance it is rather surprising that a book of this

size could be written on the subject of dental surgery, but
upon further examination it becomes evident that surgery
of the teeth occupies in reality only a very small portion
of the text. German dentists are required to be surgeons
in the best sense of the word, hence we find in this volume
a complete treatise on wounds and their treatment, hemor-
rhage, healing of wounds, hemostasis, ligature of vessels,

transfusion, salt infusion, and the principles of asepsis and
antisepsis. Then follow a description of general and local

anesthesia, infection, inflammation of soft parts, erysipe-

las, sepsis, putrid infection, etc.

Specific acute inflammations, such as diphtheria, tetanus,

anthrax, and glanders, and specific chronic inflammations
such as tuberculosis, actinomycosis, rhinoscleroma, lepra,

and syphilis, are examined in detail. Various plastic pro-
cedures are also described, e.g. cheiloplasty, rhinoplasty,
and staphylorrhaphy. There are excellent chapters on the
connection of dental disease with eye and ear disease in-

cluding empyema of the antrum of Highmore. Tumors
of the mouth and face are described in detail, and cysts,

such as ranula and dermoid, receive due mention. There is

much in this book that the eye, ear, nose and throat spe-

cialist may read with profit.

Preventable Blindness. An Account of the Disease
Known as the Ophthalmia of the New-born, and of its

Effects ; With a Plea for its Suppression. By N. Bishop
Harman, M.A., M.B., Cantab., F.R.C.S. Eng., Ophthal-
mic Surgeon to the- Belgrave Hospital for Children

;

Chief Clinical Assistant, the Royal London Ophthalmic
Hospital, Moorfields ; Senior Ophthalmic Assistant, the

Middlesex Hospital; Oculist (with Care of Blind Chil-

dren), London County Council Schools; Demonstrator
of Pathology, Middlesex Hospital Medical School ; Late
Examiner, Natural Science Tripos, Cambridge Univer-
sity. New York : William Wood & Co., 1908.

This is a small volume of 109 pages devoted almost en-
tirely to the consideration of ophthalmia neonatorum and
the questions that concern it. An historical sketch of
ophthalmia neonatorum is followed by a chapter on the

causes of blindness in which statistics figure largely. Short
chapters on the "Incidence of Ophthalmia Neonatorum,"
clinical characters, risk of permanent injury to the eye,

contagiousness, bacteriology, treatment and prophylaxis
follow. Methods for preventing the disastrous results of

neglected ophthalmia neonatorum, such as notification re-

quirements by legislative act, particularly affecting mid-
wives, and the distribution of leaflets for the education of

the public to the importance of all diseases of the eye
affecting the new-born are discussed. The subject is well

presented. The volume should have a wide distribution,

particularly among general practitioners.

Cataract Extraction. Being a Scries of Papers with
Discussion and Comments Read Before the Ophthal-
mological Section of the New York Academy of Medi-
cine, 1907-1908. Edited by J. Herbert Claiborne, M.D.,
Formerly Adjunct-Professor of Ophthalmology, New
York Polyclinic ; Instructor in Ophthalmology, Cornell
University Medical College; Surgeon, New Amsterdam
Eye and Ear Hospital. New York : William Wood &
Co., 1908.

The volume edited by Dr. Claiborne is a very attractive

one of 169 pages, well printed, and with a number of illus-

trations in the text. There are thirteen chapters, present-

ing as many articles by twelve authors. The various
phases in the extraction of cataract are described from
the point of view of the author and the principal methods
of extraction are discussed. Some of the subjects con-

sidered are, the most suitable stage in the development
of cataract for its removal, preparation of the patient,

technique of the "simple" and the "combined" operations

for the extraction of cataract, extraction by means of a

lance-shaped keratome. after-treatment, extraction of

cataract in its capsule, operations for artificial maturation
of cataract, extraction of the crystalline lens in high
myopia, results of cataract extraction.
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THE AMERICAN THERAPEUTIC SOCIETY.

Ninth Annual Meeting,

Held in Philadelphia, Pa., May 7, 8, and g, 1908.

The President, Dr. John V. Shoemaker, of Philadel-

phia, IN THE Chair.

Thursday, May 7—First Day.

After prayer by the Rev. Thomas C. Easton, D.D.,

Brooklyn, N. Y., an address of welcome was made by the

Hon. John E. Reyburn, Mayor of Philadelphia, and the

response by the Hon. Henry F. Walton, President of

the Medico-Chirurgical College and Hospital, Philadelphia.

Dr. Noble P. Barnes, Washington, sent an obituary

notice of Dr. McLain, a charter member of the Society,

and concluded with memorial resolutions which were

adopted by the Society.

Address by the President: Therapeutics in the Light

of Ecology.—Dr. Shoemaker in his address considered

the relation of therapeutics to the comparatively recent

science of ecology, which included the study of all exter-

nal conditions, whether meteorological, economic, social, or

individual, relating to man. Success in therapeutics ma-

terially depended upon the recognition of the effects of

the external conditions upon the individual, especially tak-

ing into account the personal equation. The various phases

of the subject were considered, and in conclusion he re-

ferred to the recent development of therapeutics in con-

nection with State medicine, especially the action of the

authorities, through health boards and sanitary officials, in

deliberately getting to work to change the environment of

the individual with a view both of placing the sick under

improved conditions and of limiting the spread of con-

tagious disease.

The Therapeutics of Cardiovascular Disease.—Dr. F.

P. Henry of Philadelphia spoke of the hygienic and

dietetic management of arteriosclerosis and referred

briefly to balneotherapy and the benefit to be derived from

massage and electricity. In the medicinal treatment of

the condition as a whole, the persevering use of the prepa-

rations of iodine had shown itself of distinct service. In

the symptomatic treatment the nitrites were most highly

esteemed. In addition to these, the theobromine prepara-

tions, strongly recommended by Von Noorden in steno-

cardiac attacks, were worthy of a trial. The indications

for the employment of digitalis and its succedanea were

the same as those of failing compensation in general.

Cactus Grandiflorus as a Therapeutic Agent in Car-

diac Diseases.— Dr. Roland C. Curtin of Philadelphia

spoke of cactus as in a class by itself, not like any other

heart remedy. It was a mild tonic stimulant, acting espe-

cially on the inhibitory nerves and useful in relieving the

heart of some of the unpleasant symptoms, met with par-

ticularly in the nervously disturbed heart ; steadying and

supporting it, even, at times, in serious nervous disease of

the organ. In any case it might relieve the discomfort

and pain in the region of the heart. It was a valuable

adjunct to other heart remedies; but it was to be borne

in mind that it was not a strong cardiac tonic or stimu-

lant, and therefore not to be depended upon singly in a

seriously diseased heart.

The Pharmacology of Heart Stimulants.—Dr. H. C.

Wood, Jr., of Philadelphia confined his remarks to drugs

of the digitalis group, and in speaking of digitalis said

that its effect in slowing the pulse he believed to be a much

more important factor in its beneficial influence than was

generally supposed. In cases of chronic heart disease,

when it was essential to make the burden thrown upon

the feeble organ as light as possible, the slowing of the

pulse was highly important, and here the inhibitory stimu-

lation of digitalis was of the greatest service. The in-

fluence of digitalis was exerted especially on the left ven-

tricle. This fact became of importance in certain cases of

mitral regurgitation where the ventricular muscle had un-

dergone a larger degree of hypertrophy than the auricle.

The vasoconstricting action of digitalis had frequently

been regarded as harmful and consequently to be avoided

or combated; he believed this had, at times, led practition-

ers to adopt irrational or even injurious measures. While

it was true that it required more force to drive the blood

through narrow arteries than it did dilated ones, it was

equally true that in many cases the vascular contraction

was a conservative effort on the part of nature to main-

tain the circulatory equilibrium. He did not mean to take

the ground that the vascular effect was never detrimental.

When as a result of either degenerative changes in the

muscle or of an extreme degree of dilation, the muscular

tissue of the ventricle was too scanty to properly respond

to the tonic influence of digitalis, it could scarcely be

doubted that the increased resistance to the flow of blood

might work great damage. He believed, however, that

these cases were much Uss frequent than was generally

supposed. Clinicians should not be too hasty in their

efforts to dilate the vessels, and especially since almost the

only agents we possessed for this purpose, the nitrites,

were substances which increased the rate of the pulse and

must tend therefore to counteract the beneficial influence

of digitalis in slowing the heart. The only reason that

more harm was not accomplished by the use of nitro-

glycerin in heart disease was because the long intervals

between the doses of this evanesccntly acting drug, as it

was habitually administered, precluded the possibility of

its having a serious influence upon the circulation. Squill

and apocynum, on account of their irritant action upon

the gastrointestinal tract and the kidneys, were of practi-

cal utility only in selected cases. While there was a wide-

spread belief that strophanthus differed essentially from

digitalis in that it exercised little or no influence upon the

blood-vessels, there appeared to be no convincing evidence

of the truth of this. On the contrary, it had been clearly

demonstrated by Gottlieb and others that the vasocon-

stricting action of this drug was a very marked one, and

that even if this influence was a less powerful one than

that of digitalis, the diflFerence was very slight. It was,

however, well established that strophanthus was less likely

to give rise to cumulative toxic symptoms than digitalis.

.\donidin was a remedy of promise, but although it had

been before the profession for nearly thirty years, it still

remained in the stage of only promise, since our knowledge

of its effects was as yet far from satisfactory. In cases

of chronic heart weakness, where merely the cardiac action

of this group was desired, digitalis still maintained its

supreme position. In conclusion, he spoke briefly of the

digitalis glucosides, and expressed the opinion that none

of these at all adequately represented the therapeutic vir-

tues of the drug itself.

Some Instruments of Precision and Their Use in

Cardiac Therapeutics.—Dr. Thomas E. Satterthwaite

of New York said his purpose was to give the reasons

why the sphygmograph had fallen into comparative disuse

and, on the other hand, show the growing, though still

restricted, field of the sphygmomanometer. In addition to

the difficulty of securing a good tracing with the sphygmo-

graph. clinicians were agreed neither upon the standard

normal curve nor upon the standard for the several valvu-

lar diseases. Hence it was readily apparent that no abso-

lute value could be attached to any tracings employed for

the differential diagnosis of valvular diseases. The same

statement could be made with even more emphasis in re-

gard to cardiograms. This instrument could, however,

demonstrate the rhythm and pulse-rate ; so that in the

very rare instances in which the pulse could not otherwise

be counted it was of service. While we had been prepar-

ing to discard the sphygmograph the sphygmomanometer

was being gradually developed for the purpose of deter-

mining vascular pressure in health and disease. He had
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found Dr. H. W. Cook's modification of the Riva Rocci

instrument fairly well adapted for clinical work and the

von Recklinghausen for laboratory work. He narrated a

series of laboratory experiments conducted in his presence

by Dr. Haven Emerson, which illustrated some of the

uses to which the latter might be applied, and stated that

in line with these were some experiments recently reported

by Dr. Cook with his modified Riva Rocci. In three ex-

periments recently reported by Dr. R. C. Kemp at the

Manhattan State Hospital, the effect of acute dilatation of

the stomach in reducing blood-pressure was well shown,

illustrating the danger to a weak heart from a dilated

stomach. In Dr. Satterthwaite's experience, in from 6 to

8 per cent, of sudden deaths in cardiac disease the imme-
diate cause was some acute gastric disorder. .A.mong the

conclusions which appeared to him to be justified in regard

to the sphygmomanometer were the following: No one of

the instruments in use was absolutely accurate. At present

their utility appeared to lie chiefly in determining the com-

parative value of remedies and the effects of posture, dif-

ferent physical exercises, and baths upon the blood-

pressure. Here, relative accuracy would usually suffice.

In these directions, and especially in the study of the

pharmacodynamics of cardiac remedies, the sphygmograph
appeared to offer a large field of usefulness. The ideal

instrument was still to be made; this must eliminate the

personal equation, which was still the chief source of in-

accuracy.

Venesection and Cardiovascular Affections.—In this

paper Dr. Judson Daland of Philadelphia expressed the

opinion that this "lost art" still had a legitimate and, in-

deed, most important field. In cardiovascular affections

it might be employed with advantage both as a palliative

and as a life-saving measure. Usually it was required in

conditions where the patient's life was threatened, but it

was apt to be postponed until too late to be of service. If

promptly done, it might at times avert otherwise certain

death. It was essentially indicated in valvular diseases of

the heart with well-marked failure of compensation, where
the patient presented extreme dyspnea, cyanosis, tumul-

tuous cardiac action, a rapid, small, feeble pulse, distention

of the veins of the head and neck, feeble apex-beat dis-

placed to the left and extending over a wide area, increase

in the area of cardiac dulness, and perhaps accentuation

of the pulmonic second sound. If degeneration of the

myocardium were not extreme, the relief afforded by
venesection was immediate and satisfactory. In pro-

nounced myocardial degeneration, however, it was useless.

In failure of compensation in arterial sclerosis it was fre-

quently of great value. In acute pulmonary edema, it

might be palliative, and in some instances was followed by
recovery, and in aneurysm of the arch of the aorta dysp-

nea or pain might often be temporarily relieved by it.

When in acute croupous pneumonia the symptoms and
signs of right heart dilatation were present, the abstrac-

tion of 20 to 24 ounces of blood was not only a palliative

measure, but was occasionally life-saving.

A Few Conditions Requiring Caution in the Use of

Digitalis.—Dr. Alexander D. Blackader of Montreal
urged the importance in cardiac disease of maintaining the

muscular nutrition of the organ. While digitalis, he said,

was a drug with very definite therapeutic indications, and
one which, judiciously employed, might prove a veritable

gift of the gods, much harm might result from its incor-

rect use. In aortic regurgitation, it was indicated only

when symptoms of dilatation had occurred. In the ste-

noses, until the signs of failure in the right ventricle had
supervened, harm, and not good, might result from it.

While the medical attendant might make judicious use of

the increased power resulting from digitalis, he would be

wise at the same time to abolish all undue overstrain by
ordering rest in bed. or at all events moderation of exer-

tion. It should be borne in mind that when once com-
pensation had been lost, time was required for its restora-

tion. Prolonged rest in bed, with the judicious employ-

ment of digitalis, might secure this in many instances, but

in others it would often be found advisable to supplement

the very moderate stimulation by digitalis with gradually

increased resistance exercises, while the patient spent most

of his time in bed. In acute endocarditis especially, but

also in acute myocarditis, the use of digitalis was always

to be deprecated.

Dr. James C. Wilson of Philadelphia said that from the

time of Laennec there was a long period when the revela-

tion by the stethoscope of the presence of a cardiac mur-

mur was equivalent to writing the death warrant of the

patient. From the time of Fothergill we came into a more
hopeful view, the period of digitalis and its group of

analogous remedies, followed by the abuse of digitalis.

In the third period, that of broad conceptions of diseases

of the heart, we were making great advances, and this

statement, he thought, was well borne out by the paper of

Dr. Blackader, in which he pointed out that the way to

take care of our patients was not simply by the use of

stimulants, but by the careful clinical management of the

case. The careful study of the individual case was the

main point, and this involved the painstaking search for

the remedies or method of treatment appropriate to it.

We had, therefore, come to a time when brilliant results

attended the management of cardiac diseases, and he knew
of no field of clinical medicine, no large aggregate of

varied cases, in which more satisfactory results were
achieved than in chronic valvular diseases. In conclusion

he referred to three classes of cases illustrating such re-

sults : (l) Those in which compensation had developed

hand-in-hand with the lesion and was still maintained;

(2) those in which compensation failed; (3) those in which
compensation had so ruptured that it was only a question

of palliation for the rest of the patient's life.

The discussion was continued by Drs. O. T. Osborne,

C. De M. Sajous, F. H. Gerrish and Robert Reyburn.

Most of the speakers were in accord with Dr. Daland as

to the value of venesection. Dr. Osborne said that it was
very important to give the right dose of nitroglycerin,

sometimes very large and sometimes very small doses

being required ; and he could not agree that, because the

laboratory said that the effect of the drug lasted but an

hour or so, we should necessarily give it every two hours.

The U. S. Pharmacopoeia from a Physician's Stand-

point.—Dr. James M. Anders of Philadelphia said that

the increasing use of proprietary remedies had given rise

in recent times to unfavorable comment, both in the lay

and medical press, and now the profession had clearly

entered upon a reconstructive movement which must be

continued until American therapeutics had been placed

upon a more scientific basis. The work of bringing about

an improved knowledge of the tried remedies of the

Pharmacopoeia fell naturally within the scope of the ac-

tivity of the American Therapeutic Society. The aim

should be, especially by those in high places, to return to

the more simple and more reliable therapeutic agents of

bygone days.

At the evening session there was a joint meeting of the

American Therapeutic Society and the Philadelphia Branch

of the .American Pharmaceutical Association.

The Autoprotective Resources of the Body; a New
Foundation for Scientific Therapeutics.— Dr. Ch.xrles

De M. Sajous of Philadelphia delivered this address.

The U. S. Pharmacopoeia, a Therapeutic Standard.

—

Prof. Joseph P. Remington, Phar.D., of Philadelphia,

gave a sketch of the history of the national Pharmacopoeia,

and said that, until the issue of 1900, it had never been a

compulsory standard. The passage of the Food and Drugs

Act, June 30, 1906, however, made it the legal standard

for the United States. One of the most beneficial results

of the act was the establishment of definite scientific names

for drugs and medicines, the law requiring a compliance

with the standards of strength and purity of the Pharma-
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copceia. The essence of the Food and Drugs Act was
that "the label must tell the truth." Another feature of
the act was that it punished false or exaggerated state-

ments in regard to medicines by providing a penalty for

misbranding. The great need in therapeutics and in Phar-
macopreial revision to-day was more e.xact knowledge for

fixing the therapeutic efficiency of drugs, the action of
which did not depend upon the presence of alkaloids or
their principles.

Friday, May 8

—

Second Day.

Treatment of Tuberculosis.—Dr. Lawrence J, Flick
of Philadelphia said that restoration of the individual to

a normal physiological functional capacity and stimulation

of his intrinsic disease-resisting qualities constituted in a
broad sense the modern treatment of tuberculosis. Every-
one had some power of resistance to bacillus implantation,

and some tendency to recover after implantation had taken

place; both of these matters varying in different individ-

uals, different families, and different races. As a rule,

the tubercle bacillus was not very virulent, and there was
reason to believe that without nii,\ed infection tuberculosis

would never destroy life in the humian subject. It was this

mixed infection which manifested itself by symptoms
which attracted the attention of the patient or those asso-

ciated with him, and which had given us the clinical pic-

ture of consumption. Tuberculosis was essentially a local

disease, and consequently an ever-recurring one, which in

this way invaded all the tissues of the body ; hence the pre-

vention of implantation, or autoinfection, as it was some-
times called, was absolutely necessary for the successful

treatment of the disease. It was therefore requisite to

teach the patient methods of disposing of his broken-down
tissue in such a way that tubercle bacilli could not get back

into the system, either through food or air. The diet

should be regulated with the one idea in mind of getting

the best amount of nutrition with the smallest amount of

consumption of energy in producing it. The consensus of

opinion seemed to be that milk and eggs should always be

important factors in the diet. The subject of forced feed-

ing, however, was much misunderstood, and harm had been

done by overfeeding. When milk and eggs were used

largely, solid food should be proportionately cut down,

and a good plan was to give each day one meal of solid

food and besides this three quarts of milk and six raw
eggs. At the solid meal meat, fresh vegetables, and fresh

fruit should be used. If the patient was suffering from
mixed infection, he should be put at absolute rest until

this infection had been overcome. When activity of the

process had ceased, occupation might be taken up, but it

should be followed in moderation. A person who had
tuberculosis should recognize his limitations and always

keep himself within the limits of fatigue. For recovery,

a patient should live in a house which was well ventilated,

well drained, dry, and free from dust. He should be

taught to sleep in the open air, if possible, and if not in

the open air, at least in a room with all the windows open.

The drug which was of most value in the treatment was
iodine. This was administered to greatest advantage by

the skin, and Dr. Flick's own practice was to have the

body well rubbed twice a day with a saturated solution of

europhen in olive oil, with a little oil of gaultheria and oil

of anise. Nitroglycerin was of service when the heart

was overacting, and was indicated when there was an ac-

centuated second sound, as was found after recent pul-

monary hemorrhage. It was also useful in preventing

hemorrhage. Magnesium sulphate was valuable when the

kidneys were beginning to show signs of overwork and in

cases of intestinal tuberculosis. Digitalis might be given

when the heart was weak. Creosote was perhaps of most

service in advanced cases. It was best given in hot water,

and in this way as much as 60 minims could be taken

three times a day. Pepsin and pancreatin were of value in

most cases as adjuncts in forced feeding. Tuberculin could

be safely used in small doses in cases in which there was

no mixed infection. Large doses should never be given

except by experienced men. In conclusion, the necessity

of looking carefully after the teeth, pharynx, and tonsils

was referred to.

Choice of Occupation for Tuberculous Convales-

cents.—Dr. Albert E. Roussel of Philadelphia said that

the knowledge that tuberculosis is infectious had been ac-

quired by the lay public, to its own great advantage, but

also the great disadvantage of the tuburculous subject who
must needs earn his own living or become a charge on

the community. The odium of the disease was sufficient

to have a person turned away from light, profitable employ-

ment when his condition was known. Work, however,

was a therapeutic agent and, used within its physiological

limits, it could not be otherwise than beneficial. The
speaker concluded that since tuburculous individuals were

an expense to themselves, and eventually to the commu-
nity, we were compelled to find some way by which they

could be self-supporting. The regions so highly vaunted

as health climates were in no industrial way prepared to

support a consumptive, and the conclusion was forced

•upon us that the treatment should be conducted as near

home as possible. The discharged consumptive was not

able to cope with the competition incident to obtaining

light, profitable employment in any of the industries, apart

from his physical condition or the odium that would render

him persona non grata. His opportunities, therefore, lay

along the lines of his own ingenuity affording employment

for himself. It might seem a priori an easy matter to

obtain emjjloymcnt at home in work like sewing baseballs,

making picture frames, clothing work, etc., but there were

a hundred applicants for every such opportunity, the pay

was small, and, in order to make any kind of showing, the

work assumed a very harmful aspect. Farming was a

kind of work available for everyone. The work of the

vacant lots associations and sanatorium farm colonies

proved conclusively that in this direction only could the

consumptive find economic relief. No one had suggested

it, but experience had taught the speaker that the role of

street car conductor or that of itinerant merchant, peddler,

book agent, insurance agent, etc., if too much walking were
not involved, could be assumed by such patients with safety

and profit. The keynote of the whole subject was out-

door employment.

The other papers read in the symposium were the fol-

lowing: "The Treatment of Tuberculosis in Private Prac-

tice," by Dr. M. Howard Fossell, Philadelphia ; "Tuber-

culosis of the Ear," by Dr. W. Sohier Bryant, New York;
"Some Dietetic and Therapeutic Points in the Home
Treatment of Tuberculosis," by Dr. Howard S. Anders,

Philadelphia ; "Tuberculosis Among the Insane," by Dr.

Frank Woodbury, Philadelphia; "Treatment of Tubercu-
losis in Children," by Dr. William C. Hollopeter, Phila-

delphia.

Dr. James Anders of Philadelphia said he had recently

reached the conclusion of Dr. Flick that the knowledge of

an expert is necessary to insure successful treatment of

this disease. Some of the most remarkable cures, or ar-

rests of the disease, which he had witnessed had been the

result of home treatment in expert hands, and it was only

when all other things were equal that the results of the

climatic or combined climatic and sanatorium treatment

surpassed those of the home treatment.

Some Commonly Overlooked Causes for Stomach
and Bowel Disturbances.— Dr. Robert T. Morris of

New York said that the appendix vermiformis was a de-

generating organ which disappeared in two ways : first, by

acute infection (explosive appendicitis), and second, by
fibroid degeneration. While the cases of explosive appen-

dicitis were recognized by all, those of fibroid degeneration

of the organ were commonly overlooked. In the acute in-

fection the stomach and bowel disturbances set up at once

attracted attention, but the adhesions remained and the

subsequent results of the inflammation often escaped no-
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tice. Fibroid degeneration of the appendix was the com-

mon single cause of chronic intestinal dyspepsia. The

speaker went on to describe this condition and its diag-

nosis in the saine manner as in his presidential ad-

dress before the Medical Association of the Greater City

of New York in February. (See Medical Record,

March 28, 1908, page 541.) A less frequent unsuspected

cause of chronic indigestion was eyestrain, and he had

sometimes had sent to him cases to be operated on for

gallstones, appendicitis, and other conditions which were

readily corrected by the adjustment of proper glasses.

Another cause was bile-duct adhesions, a subject upon

which he had made a previous communication to the So-

ciety. Still another was loose kidney. Here it required

much discrimination to decide which cases were suitable

for operation and which were not.

Dr. Egbert H. Grandin of New York said he was in

thorough accord with Dr. Morris in his statements regard-

ing the appendix. As to the influence of the displaced

kidney, he was very skeptical. He had seen hundreds of

kidneys which moved a few centimeters, but he had never

yet been satisfied that he was justified in operating on

them. If he could play ball with the kidney he believed in

operation.

Thymic Opotherapy.—Dr. Reynold Webb Wilcox of

New York said his purpose in this paper was to present a

record of the results of thymic opotherapy in a field in

which the literature was exceedingly meagre. The thymus

gland, particularly in infancy, had a remarkably full blood

supply, and it contained a large amount of nuclein. Con-

sequently, it was rich in phosphorus, which existed in the

form of nucleinic acid. The purpose of the thymus might

be fairly described as directed toward the attainment of

adult growth by the individual, and the significance of this

statement was illustrated in a remarkable case, of which

he proceeded to give a full report. On February 15, 1905,

the patient, a boy of 14, was referred to him by Dr. I. L.

Hamant of Norfolk, Conn., under whose care he had been

since December 28, 1904. The history was that he had

not increased in weight or stature for three years, during

which time he had been treated by several competent

physicians. He had had no illness beyond an occasional

sick headache, but he did not have quite the amount of

endurance usual in a boy. of his age and apparent health.

He had a good memory and a bright, active mind, but

physically he was undersized and deficient in strength and,

although moderately well nourished, was slightly anemic.

His weight was 81 pounds and his height 4 feet 10 inches.

The circumstances seemed to afford ground for the hypo-

thesis that the thymus gland had become prematurely atro-

phied, and Dr. Wilcox suggested that the administration of

thymus extract might possibly be therapeutically useful.

This was given in doses of 2 grains night and morning,

and the results obtained were very satisfactory, for by
February, 1908, his height had increased to 5 feet y%
inches and his weight to 124 pounds. Thus during the

three years in which this treatment had been employed

(following a period of three years in which there had

been no growth) there had been a gain of g% inches in

height and 43 pounds in weight ; and it was also note-

worthy that during a suspension of the treatment for

seven weeks in igo6 and for five weeks in 1907 there was
absolutely no gain in height.

Therapeutic Measures of Value in Convalescence
from Abdominal and Pelvic Operations.— Dr. Egbert
H. Grandin of New York read this paper. The vomiting

following operations, he said, was one of the means nature

employed for getting the excess of ether out of the sys-

tem. He allowed his patient as much water as desired,

and if it was not retained the stomach was thereby washed
out, so that frequently it was unnecessary to resort to

lavage. He forbade the use of ice and the various drugs

recommended as antiemetics, as they had all failed him.

\i nausea and vomiting continued for twenty-four hours.

lavage was indicated. As soon as these symptoms were

in abeyance he allowed broths or kumyss, but never milk,

on account of the danger of tympanites from intestinal

fermentation. The best remedy against shock was a full

dose of morphine, given hypodermically, and this drug was
very useful in differentiating nervous shock from that due

to hemorrhage; for if the symptoms did not yield to the

morphine, internal hemorrhage could usually be inferred.

This was the only condition in which he employed opium

or any of its derivatives, with the exception of codeine,

which, in 2 grain suppositories, he had found very efficient

in relieving pain. Thirst was alleviated by the instillation into

the bowel of sterile salt solution at a temperature of 110°.

Suppression or insufficiency of urine was best met by the

continuous irrigation of the bowel with hot salt solution.

When the pulse and temperature indicated the presence of

inflammation, the application of the ice bag or coil was

used in association with frequent alcohol sponging. If

the skin were very dry and the kidneys not working prop-

erly, the old formula, aconite, ammonium acetate, and spirit

of nitrous ether, was of great value. When the presence

of infection was shown by a pulse rapid in proportion to

the temperature, he gave alcohol freely and endeavored to

support the system in other ways, as by enteroclysis or

hypodermoclysis. The caffeine salts, given hypodermically,

were useful stimulants, and if the heart flagged, digitalis

(preferably in infusion) or sparteine was employed.

When the tension pulse was noted, nitroglycerin, in the

form of the official solution, was given hypodermically in

full doses, and with the full, bounding pulse he resorted

to venesection. Only occasionally did he employ strych-

nine, and it seemed to him that in the main it had been

abused. For such drugs as were indicated he selected the

subcutaneous or the rectal route, as the stomach was re-

quired for nourishment. Having referred to the general

care of the bowels, he said that in a case of obstinate or

torpid intestinal tract, ileus having been differentiated, a

pint of ordinary coal oil, thrown high up, frequently

acted like magic. In beginning tympanites, which he con-

sidered due to spasm, hyoscine hydrobromide was his

sheet anchor. Hyoscine was of service also in allaying

cerebral excitement. When congestion was present, and

iced cloths did not suffice, he gave sodium bromide. Hy-
drated chloral was the most reliable hypnotic. After op-

erations it was of advantage to have the patient change

his position frequently, provided this was not contraindi-

cated by the pulse. It was now more than ten years since

he had tolerated the so-called abdominal supporter, as the

bandage weakened the muscles, which needed action in

order to become strong.

Gout a Disease of Metabolism; Its Treatment.—Dr.

Oliver T. Osborne, of New Haven, reviewed the physiol-

ogy of the organs of digestion, our knowledge of the

digestive end-products, and some of the causes and results

of imperfect metabolism. He thought that without stop-

ping to consider the various theories which had been ad-

vanced as to its etiology, gout might be defined as a non-

infectious, aseptic disease, due to a disturbance of the

transformation of the protein food molecule, more es-

pecially the purin molecule, into the excretion end-product.

There was nothing in this assumption to diminish the im-

portance of the predisposing causes of the affliction. As

to diagnosis, it did not seem to be necessary to have gouty

joints, chalky nodes, gouty kidneys, concretions, or even

shooting pains, in order to make the diagnosis of a prob-

able gouty condition, or that disturbances were present

which might lead to future gout or were gouty now. An
increased arterial tension, a little extra amount of urine,

slightly increased frequency of micturition, reported gastro-

intestinal upsets, skin irritations, nerve pains, many head-

aches, especially occipital, irritability, nervous attacks, and

many slight indispositions, which were often too trivial

to mention, but were the difference between well and ill.

could be set down as gouty, no organic disease having been
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found. As there was no one cause of gout, so there was
no one way to treat it. To manage it properly we must

(l) carefully study tlie function of each organ; (2) know
the kinds and amounts of food ingested, and how well it

is excreted, especially how the nitrogen in the urine is

excreted; (3) arrange the food and liquids ingested to

meet the defects discovered in the functioning of the

organs and in the deficiencies in the excretions
; (4) treat

or modify all complications present. In exacerbations of

gout, with more or less pain, we had yet to find a treat-

ment more efficient than a calomel purge, saline la.xatives,

salicylic r cid and some form of colchicum.

Uses of Chromium Sulphate in Medicine.—Dr.

Louis Kolipinski of Washington, D. C, had presented a

previous communication on this subject at the meeting of

the Society in June, 1902. Further experience with the

drug, he said, had confirmed him in his opinion as to its

usefulness. The most striking results which he claimed

for it were in the treatment of tabes. Among other con-

ditions in which he said he had found it of great service

were preputial herpes, enlarged prostate, and uterine

fibroids.

The Value of Morphine Derivatives in Ocular Thera-
peutics.—Dr. L. Webster Fox of Philadelphia said that

of the newer salts of morphine, ethyl-morphine hydro-

chloride (dionin) was the only one which he had found

of value in ophthalmic practice. The conditions in which
it had proved of service were acute iritis and irido-cyclitis,

where, combined with atropine, it assisted in breaking

synechiae and relieving pain.

A Simplified Method of Estimating the Opsonic
Index.—Dr. H. W. Crane of Kalamazoo, Mich., read this

paper, and in connection with it .he demonstrated a new
thermostat and a pipette rotated by clock work.

The Status of Opsonic Therapy.—Dr. Nathaniel Gil-

DERSLEEVE of Philadelphia, spoke particularly of the ex-

treme care required in injecting vaccines and carrying

out vaccine therapy.

Dr. A. P. Kitchens of Philadelphia said that ahhough

we heard a great deal of criticism concerning Prof.

Wright's method, he did not believe any other one yet

suggested was equal in value to that in use in St. Mary's

Hospital. He had had no experience with Dr. Crane's

method, however, and if the instrument shown by him

gave as good results as Wright's, and in addition really

saved time, the newer method ought certainly to be adopt-

ed. He agreed with Dr. Gildersleeve that no procedure

in the whole value of therapeutics required more in-

genuity or painstaking eflfort than vaccine therapy, for to

practise this was to go into nearly every method of treat-

ment. These were of value in assisting the opsonins, even

after vaccination, if the proper bacterium had been found

and the focus of infection determined.

Dr. Jay F. Schamberg of Philadelphia spoke of the

practical application of the vaccines in diseases of the skin.

Gratifying results had been obtained by him in a number
of refractory cases of furunculosis and carbunculosis, and

he believed that this method constituted the best means

of treatment at our disposal.

Dr. W. O. Robertson of Philadelphia said that last year

he had had the opportunity of employing the bacterial

vaccines (both autogenous and heterologous strains), in

typhoid fever cases in his hospital service. While in every

instance the index was a constant guide to the clinical

condition, at no time could it be seen that any phenomena,

either temperature or any other, were produced by these

bacterial suspensions.

The Rational Treatment of Visceroptosis.—Dr. J.

Madison Taylor of Philadelphia stated in this paper that

the testimony was convincing that the causes of misplace-

ments of the organs lay far back in constitutional weak-

nesses, general or local ; hence the treatment must be

directed to a radical reinvigoration of the body, as well

as such parts as were affected. Contributory causes were

secondary, tjiough not unimportant. Surgical operation

might ameliorate the local conditions, but much more re-

mained to be done when the best possible in this way
had been accomplished. It was frequently necessary

to begin with a period of absolute or partial rest

treatment, and dietetics and attention to the digestive or-

gans were important. Replacement of the affectc 1 organs

required much persistent attention, and this was possible

only by the physician himself, however much secondary aid

was had of masseurs, etc. Massage, general or abdominal,

was capable of large harm as well as good, and demanded
personal attention and supervision. Posture, or educative

attitudes, was frequently necessary. Development of the

abdominal supports was a matter which demanded early

and long-continued attention, as success or failure depend-

ed on whether this was accomplished or not. The only

artificial support for the viscera which gave satisfaction

was the belt devised by Dr. Morris Longstreth, which

e-xerted support upward to the torso, without making undue

pressure on the soft structures of the lumbar region or

encircling the abdomen. Finally, the essential measure

recommended was manual treatment of the visceromotor

centers in the paravertebral region, by means of which the

nutrition of the relaxed structures and the whole organs

might be markedly improved.

The Abuse of Arsenic in the Treatment of Diseases

of the Skin.—Dr. Jay F. Schamberg of Philadelphia read

this paper. Among the deleterious results referred to

were general pigmentation and cancer of the skin. In

view of such conditions being caused at times, arsenic, the

speaker said, should not be employed except for a good

reason. Moreover, its use should not be kept up for too

long a period, and, in order to avoid this, patients should

be prevented from having prescriptions containing the drug

renewed.

Chronic Neuralgia; Its Cause and Cure.—Dr. Rob-

ert Revburn of Washington, D. C, said the one great

cause was increased blood-pressure. Among the remedies

which he had found most efficient were quinine and ergot

in full doses. In some instances drastic purgatives and

the removal of blood by leeches had proved of great assist-

ance.

Saturday, May 9

—

Third Day.

Digitalis and Its Congeners, with Special Reference

to the Harmful Effects of Digitalis.—Dr. Wm. Egbert

Robertson of Philadelphia in this paper entered a plea

for the less indiscriminate use of digitalis, and spoke of the

desirability of substituting squill for it in a considerable

proportion of cases. In squill, he said, he had found a

safer drug, without the disadvantages of digitalis, and one

which was at the same time more prompt and powerful.

Symposium on Roentgen Ray Therapy.—The Treat-

ment of Skin Diseases.—Dr. Russell H. Boggs of Pitts-

burg, Pa., read the first paper in the symposium. The
rational indication for the Roentgen rays in dermatology,

he said, depended upon the effects of these upon living

tissue, and inasmuch as very wide variations could be

produced by varying the quality and quantity of radiation,

the rays should be employed with care. In each case a

sufficient effect for the purpose in view should be caused,

without going beyond the bounds of safety. The follow-

ing were some of the changes which took place in living

tissue when radiated: (i) Temporary or permanent

atrophy of the appendages of the skin. This explained

why the rays were indicated where it was necessary to

remove the hair, either permanently, as in hypertrichosis,

or temporarily, as in sycosis, favus, tinea tonsurans, etc.

(2) Destructive action upon organisms in living tissue, as

in lupus vulgaris, etc. (3) Increase in metabolism account-

ed for some of the results in chronic indurated eczema,

lichen planus, psoriasis. (4) When the rays were used

intensely diseased cells were destroyed long before healthy

ones, and cellular tissues were rhost influenced by the

.f-ray. This explained the results of radiation in epithe-
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lioma, sarcoma, tuberculosis of the skin, myeloides, etc.

(5) The anodyne effect was shown in the treatment of

painful malignant diseases, neuralgias, and itching derma-

toses, such as pruritis, eczema and prurigo. (6) The action

of the rays on keloid inhibited the degenerative cell de-

velopment, stimulated normal processes, and prompted ab-

sorption.

The Roentgen Treatment of Tuberculous Glands.—

•

Dr. George C. Johnston of Pittsburg said that of late

years tuberculous adenitis had become a surgical disease,

and while operation often succeeded, it often failed also,

and the majority of patients coming to the roentgenologist

had previously had the benefit of surgical interference. It

was a mistake to speak of these cases as recurrences, as

was often done, since an extirpated gland never recurred.

They were reinfections ; the portal of infection remaining

open, the lymphatics patulous, reinfection was a natural

sequence. He did not wish to be understood as condemn-

ing the surgical treatment of tuberculous adenitis. In the

proper class of cases the ideal treatment was extirpation

;

but extensive dissection of the neck in the futile attempt

to remove all glandular structures he did not believe ad-

visable. The so-called Roentgen treatment had little or no

bactericidal action ; its effect in this disease was not there-

fore due to the latter. The result of its continued appli-

cation was a definite histological change, so that the glands,

markedly diminished in size, became transformed into

sterilized, innocuous fibromata, while the lymphatic trunks

were reduced to mere cords. Such a glandular chain was

not liable to infection, tuberculous or other. With this

agent it was possible and proper to treat areas of far

greater extent than could possibly be explored surgically,

while observation of the effect produced in distant organs,

as an immediate result of the radiation treatment of in-

fected areas, justified the surmise that the formation and

generation of a compound or compounds allied in effect to

the antibodies were caused by it. The class of cases pecu-

liarly suitable for this method of treatment was that so fre-

quently observed among poor patients, where a large num-

ber of glands had broken down and suppurated, discharg-

ing for months or years through sinuses. In no case had

the treatment failed to reduce the size of the glands or

stop discharge from sinuses.

The Roentgen Treatment of Sarcoma.—Dr. George
E. Pfahler of Philadelphia said that the value of this

treatment must be gauged by comparison with the results

obtained by other means, and since most of the cases

treated by Roentgen rays were considered hopeless, the

method stood alone and above every other. The results

were finally measured by the percentage of recoveries, by

the permanency, and by the degree of associated risk and

discomfort during the process of treatment. There was
practically no risk or discomfort under skilful manage-
ment, and therefore the permanency became the main

point of investigation. Of twenty-two cases reported in

detail by the speaker at the meeting of the American

Roentgen Ray Society, Oct. 1-5, 1907, fifteen had re-

covered or were recovering under treatment. Of the twelve

cases which had recovered at that time, ten had remained

well. The present condition of each of the patients in-

cluded in that report was given. To this list he now added

six new cases, in which the results, while gratifying, were
on the whole less satisfactory than in the previous group.

Having given the details of these cases, Dr. Pfahler went
on to say that too few cases had been treated to make
statistics of any real value, but when these cases were care-

fully studied, and it was realized that nearly all were in-

operable or recurrent after operation, and that of the

twenty-two reported in 1907, fifteen had recovered, we
must conclude that the results were more satisfactory than

those from any other method. The cases were also too

few to form a basis for prognosis, but, from his observa-

tions, he would expect at least 25 per cent, to recover ; and
if treated early at least 50 per cent, should recover.

Dr. W. Wayne Babcock of Philadelphia said that as

regards the operative treatment of these tumors the oper-

ation was a trauma, and traumatism was apparently the

most important cause in their etiology. As the result of

the operation there was a lighting up at the seat of trouble,

so that after operation sarcomas did not recur so often

in different parts of the body (excepting metastases in the

lungs) as in the scar, no matter where the scar might be

situated. The x-ray had the effect of preventing recur-

rence, closing up lymph spaces, destroying lymphatic tissue,

and producing a wall of fibroid tissue around the seat of

the growth. It also had a marked distinctive action on the

cells of sarcoma itself.

Post-operative Treatment of Malignant Disease.

—

Dr. Ennion G. Williams of Richmond, Va., said that on
account of the number of recurrences after removal

by the knife, particularly of mammary cancer, it was
fair to assume that some malignant cells remained after

the operation. Here the Roentgen rays were of great

service, and if there should still be recurrences, the treat-

ment should be repeated until all vestiges of the disease

had been destroyed. The many cases of complete re-

covery under this treatment now on record furnished

proof that all the malignant cells had been reached. If

the distance of the cancerous growth from the surface

was very great, or if bony structures like the sternum

intervened, some of the cells would probably be left. There

was, therefore, what might be termed a ''successful zone"

for Roentgenization, and this might vary according to

circumstances. In using the rays after a surgical operation

it was advisable to wait for about five days before begin-

ning the treatment, in order to allow time for primary

union in the wound.
Dr. William L. Rodman of Philadelphia said that he

had seen the best results follow the use of the ;r-rays in

superficial squamous epitheliomata and also very good

results in sarcoma, but in a rather large experience in

cases of carcinoma of the breast in which the .r-rays had

been employed, always after operation, it was his deliberate

opinion that not a single one of them had been in the least

benefited by this procedure. Radical operations at the

present time should promise more than 50 per cent, of

cures. Many were now getting such results, and until the

same could be obtained from the .r-rays, he would hold

that it was entirely unjustifiable to use the rays prior to

operation. Their employment should be wholly limited

to post-operative cases.

Dr. Sajous thought that the treatment should not be

limited simply to one procedure, either .r-ray or surgery,

but that these should be united when possible. Moreover,

it was important to remember first and foremost the auto-

protective resources of the body, the vis medicatrix natum.

In some cases in which he had not been able to persuade

the patient to resort to operation (which he believed afford-

ed the greatest amount of protection), the internal secre-

tions alone had proved of value, their use having been

followed by the disappearance of glands in the axilla, etc.

He did not present this as a treatment in itself, but he

firmly believed that if in cases of sarcoma or carcinoma

under treatment we used such measures as were em-

ployed in syphilis—-say the administration of the iodides,

mercury, small doses of thyroid extract, or adrenalin—we
would have a potent aid. In post-operative treatment a

similar plan would almost invariably prevent recurrence,

and in any case of sarcoma he would urge that coincident

with the ;r-ray treatment the patient he submitted to a

course of internal treatment, for instance, small doses of

thyroid extract with iron and strychnine, in order that the

proteoljrtic substances of the blood might be increased, the

toxic waste products which accumulated in the blood and

endangered the renal tract be reduced, and the patient be

protected against recurrence.

Palliative Treatment of Malignant Disease by Means
of the Roentgen Rays.—Dr. Charles S. Leonard of Phil-
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adelphia said the value and curative efficiency of early

surgical removal of malignant disease could not be ques-

tioned when that removal was complete. The group

of severe malignant cases in which the most favorable

surgical results were shown was that of cancer of the

breast, but while the most recent statistics showed that

early operation gave 85 per cent, of cures here, the general

statistics showed that in two-thirds of the cases of breast

tumors operation could expect to be nothing but palliative

and that 80 per cent, of these patients would die of the

disease. An increase in the number of early operations,

and a consequent decrease in the mortality from malignant

disease, could best be secured by a careful discrimination

in the cases selected for operation. The inability to cope

with the disease in its later stages was manifest, and the

combination of ante- and post-operative Roentgen treat-

ment with radical operation and the results obtained from

the Roentgen treatment of recurrent growths pointed to

this combination as a method of decreasing the high mor-

tality and increasing the extent of palliation. This treat-

ment should not be confined to a few haphazard applica-

tions, but be given with a thorough understanding of the

degree of lymphatic involvement, and regulated in length

and severity by the evident malignancy and the extent of

infection in the individual case. It should forestall rather

than wait for recurrence. The palliation afforded by radia-

tion was seen in the decrease or absence of pain, render-

ing opiates unnecessary. In addition, it localized the dis-

ease by destroying the lymphatics, healed superficial ulcera-

tions, thus making life comfortable, and, where the lym-

phatic involvement was already too deep, permitted the

patient to die in comfort from visceral metastases.

Dr. William B. Coley of New York said that as to

the question of the value of the pre-operative or post-

operative jr-ray treatment in malignant disease, he con-

sidered the present data insufficient to permit of a final

decision. In tumors in the early stages in which operation

alone promised reasonable hope of success, he believed

there were certain dangers connected with the pre-operative

use of the ;r-ray. While the tumor itself showed diminu-

tion in size under it, there might be insidious glandular

extension which lessened the chances of a final cure.

Furthermore, after the tumor had decreased considerably,

there was a probability that when the operation was done

smaller incisions would be made and insufficient tissue re-

moved. On the other hand, there were cases where opera-

tion and ;r-ray were both used as palliative measures in

which pre-operative ;r-ray treatment might be of decided

advantage. There was much more to be said in favor of

the post-operative treatment, and at present the weight of

opinion seemed to be decidedly in favor of the value of

this treatment. In spite of this, however, he did not be-

lieve that there had been a sufficient number of cases care-

fully treated and reported, covering a period of three years

after operation, to permit of any conclusions of value.

He did not wish to be understood as speaking against the

use of the ;r-ray as a post-operative measure, but he de-

sired to emphasize the fact that its value as such a meas-

ure, up to the present time, rested upon theoretical grounds

rather than practically demonstrated experience.

The Treatment of Leukemia by the Roentgen Rays.—
Dr. Henry K. Pancoast of Philadelphia treated of a new
and more rational method of employing the ;r-ray in

leukemia, devised by Dr. Stengel and himself. The essen-

tial feature of this method, which was suggested by Dr.

Stengel in December, 1906, and since then had been con-

stantly employed, was the direction of the applications to

.
the bone marrow of practically the entire skeleton as the

primary object in the treatment, and the relegation of

splenic and glandular exposures to a position of minor

or secondary importance. He mentioned four points in

support of the claim of the method to superiority over the

older one: (i) It implied a much more direct attack

against the cause of the disease. (2) Clinical experience

showed that the secondary manifestations, such as the

splenic and lymphatic enlargements, responded even more

satisfactorily to this method than to the older one. (The

technique included, however, an appropriate amount of

direct exposure to these structures.) (3) The dangers

particularly associated with the ;r-ray treatment of leu-

kemia were, in a large measure, avoided. (4) Several

other important but less significant advantages had been

noted clinically. Regarding the prognosis, it was too early,

he said, to prophesy as to ultimate results under this plan

of treatment, but as the matter now stood, we were in a

much better position to settle within a reasonable time the

question whether a permanent cure could ever be attained

directly from ;r-ray treatment, because we were bringing

our forces to bear more directly upon the cause of the

disease. At all events, the expectation of life was un-

doubtedly longer under this new method.

Committee on Therapeutic Research.—The Council

announced that in accordance with the suggestion of Prof.

Remington they recommended the appointment of a com-

mittee to be called the Committee on Therapeutic Re-

search, and the Society ratified the action of the Council.

This committee, which was to be a permanent one and to

consist exclusively of members of the American Thera-

peutic Society, was constituted as follows : T. E. Sather-

thwaite of New York, Chairman ; H. C. Wood, Jr., of

Philadelphia, Secretary ; F. H. Gerrish of Portland, Me.,

J. V. Shoemaker of Philadelphia, O. T. Osborne of New
Haven, Conn. The number of its members may be in-

creased to fifteen if this should at any time be recom-

mended by the Council, the additional members to be

appointed by the Chairman of the Council. It was speci-

fied that the work of the committee shall be limited ex-

clusively to the investigation of the therapeutic value and

uses of pharmacopeial drugs.

Officers.—The following ofticers of the Society were

elected : President, Frederic H. Gerrish of Portland, Me.

;

First Vice-President. Alexander D. Blackader of Mon-
treal, Canada ; Second Vice-President, Howard Van Rens-

selaer of Albany, N. Y. ; Third Vice-President, Robert T.

Morris of New York ; Secretary, Noble P. Barnes of

Washington, D. C. ; Treasurer, A. Ernest Gallant of New
York ; Chairman of the Council, Reynolds Webb Wilcox

of New York; Vice-Chairman, Edward D. Fisher of New
York; Committee on Admissions, Thomas E. Satter-

thwaite of New York ; Oliver T. Osborne of New Haven,

Conn., and D. Olin Leech of Washington, D. C. At this

meeting the membership of the Society was filled to the

limit prescribed by the Constitution—one hundred.

The next meeting is to be held in New Haven, Conn.,

May 6, 7 and 8, igog.

SIXTH INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS ON
TUBERCULOSIS.

Held in Washington, D. C, September 21 to October 12,

1908.

(Special Report to the Medical Record.)

SECTION ON STATE AND MUNICIPAL CONTROL.

Wednesday, September 30.

The Administrative Control of Tuberculosis in New
York City.—Dr. Herman M. Biggs of New York
stated that antituberculous work had been instituted in New
York in 1894. At this time the Board of Health classed

pulmonary tuberculosis as a communicable disease and re-

quired all hospitals and public institutions to report cases

under their charge. At the same time private physicians

were requested to do so, and in order to aid the physicians

in reaching an early and definite diagnosis, the Board of

Health established a diagnosis laboratory, where suspected

sputum was examined for physicians free of charge. The
only stipulation was that the physician should furnish the
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name and address of the patient. In this way many cases

came to the knowledge of the authorities that otherwise

would not have done so. In 1897 the Board of Health was

able to adopt a regulation requiring physicians to report

their tuberculosis cases to the Board of Health. The basis

of the work done in New York City was compulsory

notification and registration of all cases of tuberculosis.

The reported cases fell into two groups, those reported by

private physicians as under their care and those reported

as not under such supervision. The Board of Health did

not interfere if the consumptive was under the care of a

private physician, but if this was not the case all objection

to the visitation and supervision of the Health Department

was removed. It was in these cases that the health authori-

ties did the most efiective work. This work consisted in

visitation of the consumptive in his home by trained nurses

or by physicians. If country air would benefit him the

Department of Health offered to take him to its country

sanatorium at Otisville, or referred him to the State Sana-

torium at Raybrook. If the patient could not leave the

city but was able to be about he could receive free medical

care at one of the many tuberculosis dispensaries. If his

home surroundings were fairly decent he could receive

medical attention from the Board of Health if he was un-

able to be about. If he needed hospital care he was sent

to a hospital, and if his habits and surroundings were such

that he was a menace to those about him he might be

forcibly removed to the special tuberculosis hospital of the

Board of Health on North Brother's Island. Millions of

circulars in a score of languages had been supplied and

distributed by the Board of Health. Stereopticon lectures,

exhibitions, "Don't spit" notices, etc., had all had their place

in the campaign, which had been by no means an easy one,

but the result had been that the death rate from tubercu-

losis had dropped from 4.42 per thousand in 1886 to 2.41

per thousand in 1907.

Notification in Human Tuberculosis.—Dr. Hamel,
Member Royal Bureau of Health, Berlin, read this paper,

in which he argued strongly in favor of compulsory notifi-

cation. When, however, compulsory notification was found

to be impracticable, voluntary notification should be intro-

duced instead, possibly with the payment of a bonus for

every case reported, for government workman's insurance

could be utilized for locating cases of tuberculosis.

Dr. Robert Koch of Germany said that Dr. Biggs' paper

represented very impressive features, and he expressed un-

bounded admiration at the work that New York City had

done. This work was especially surprising, in view of the

unfortunate conditions of living and the problems that im-

migration presented. He thought their system exemplary,

first, because of their system of compulsory notification,

and, second, because they had succeeded in getting the

right to remove patients who were a menace to the com-

munity. They had not been so fortunate in Germany.

There they could only seek out patients and endeavor to

make them harmless so far as was possible.

Dr. Arthur Newsholme, of London, England, said that

in his opinion the campaign against tuberculosis in New
York City was the embodiment of the most perfect piece

of work yet done in this crusade. There had been no

other work that equaled it. He had seen the work in

operation and could only express his unbounded admira-

tion. He wondered at the ease with which legislation had

been secured. In England public opinion would not tolerate

the removal of a patient from his home. The sanatoria

here were so attractive that he did not wonder so much
that this step was possible. Compulsory notification and

education were only valuable in so far as they were utilized

in a practical way for prevention. He was also impressed

with the restraint with which the authorities used their

power. Private physicians in England had not put into

effect preventative measures to the extent that they were

doing in this country. Authorities here had used their

powers without arousing the antagonism of the family phy-

sician. The only thing he could recommend was a shorter

course of treatment for a large number of cases rather

than a long course of treatment for a small number of

cases, because it was better to send out a number of un-

cured patients, knowing how to manage their own cases, and

no longer a menace to the community, than entirely to cure

a few while a large number were left to spread the disease.

This was the only improvement he could offer to New
York methods.

Dr. Harbitz of Sweden said that in Sweden compulsory

notification was in operation, and the Board of Health had

the privilege of recommending the removal of the patient.

In certain cases for the prevention of infection the patient

could be ordered to be removed to hospital or sanitarium.

In these cases the expense devolved upon the community.

The system was very much like that in New York, except

that it embraced towns, municipalities, and rural districts.

Thursday, October i.

The Need of Federal Health Departments.—Dr. J. W.
CoNAWAY, University of Missouri, presented a paper in

which he described the danger that existed of infecting

foods with the tubercle bacilli. He described the un-

sanitary conditions that were permitted in the packing

houses of the West. He referred to the risks incurred by

permitting consumptives to work in bakeries and other

places where foods were produced and handled. He
showed that the meat handled in the State of Missouri

came from many other states, and that no state law could

control it ; it was imperative that the Federal Government

should step in and use its authority. He called attention to

the lack of sanitation in sleeping cars and day coaches on

our railroads and said that state law could not control

these. He thought one method of spreading the disease

was that of sending consumptives in the later stages of the

disease to supposedly better^ climates; these often died en

route and were a dangerous element in spreading infection

as they traveled about the country. The Federal Govern-

ment could control this matter.

The Governmental Control of Tuberculosis Patients

in Pennsylvania.—Dr. Samuel G. Dixon, Commissioner

of Health of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, showed

the advantages to be derived from governmental super-

vision of tuberculosis patients. It was necessary that the

reporting of tuberculosis cases be compulsory, but it was

not necessary to thrust the word "compulsory" before the

public so as to arouse prejudice and antagonism. The
family physician was the mediator in this matter and

could make the patient feel that his case was a secret

between himself and the Board of Health. Dr. Dixon

described the dispensary system in operation throughout

the State ; there were at present 67 such dispensaries, and

by the first of January there would be 40 more opened to

the public. At these dispensaries the patients were given

medical advice, even to the minutest detail. Trained nurses

followed up the cases and investigated the home surrjund

ings and saw that the advice was followed out in every

particular. She continued the education of the patient

begun by the physician and also instructed the family of

the consumptive. A note book was furnished each patient,

in which he kept an accurate record of his case, as re-

garded quality and quantity of food, number of hours of

sleep and under what conditions, kind and amount of

exercise, etc. The patients were divided into classes and

were encouraged to emulate one another in the endeavor to

show a good record. There were 723 health officers in the

commonwealth who were working in this campaign against

tuberculosis. As so much depended upon a regular routine

of life in this disease, governmental control could be of

immense assistance. It was the little things of life that

told in this class of cases. A sanatorium should never be

in or near a city, and sanatorium patients should be seen

daily by the physician. He described the State institution

at Mont Alto and said that the State would soon have a
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hospital for incurables in operation. The State had already

an organized piece of machinery in its bureau of statistics,

health officers, nurses, etc., prepared to deal with infectious

diseases, and it would be a great economic saving if the

State would utilize this power which was already in its

hands in the fight against tuberculosis.

The Official Care of the Tuberculous in Their Own
Homes.—Dr. Putter of Berlin presented this paper.

which was read by Dr. Biggs of New York, and
which described the dispensary care of tuberculosis in

Berlin. There were 100 of these dispensaries in various

German cities and four or five in Berlin. They did not

furnish medical care, but were only for purposes of diag-

nosis; after the case was diagnosed the patient was sent

lO his family physician or to a sanatorium. The cost of

these dispensaries was very little, the four in Berlin costing

about 510,000 a year. Numerous other organizations were
associated with these dispensaries, as some furnished food,

others provided nurses and others money ; among the latter

was the Workingmen's Insurance Company. The expense

of taking care of patients was divided between the govern-

ment, the insurance company and the employ-er, whether an

individual or a corporation.

Dr. S. A. Knopf of New York thought the German
organization as complete as it could be. The prevention of

pauperization was a good point. In speaking of the

cases that were a menace to the community and that were
forced by authority to be removed to institutions, he said

that this class of patients had given them no trouble. The
improved surroundings that they met were usually of great

benefit to the patient and he soon adapted himself to im-

proved conditions and was very grateful.

Dr. Otis of Boston thought there was practically very

little difference in the way in which tuberculous patients

were cared for in the different countries. The same results

had been reached by slightly different means. He could

not understand why the German dispensaries should ex-

amine well-to-do patients. He thought they should go to

their physicians and pay for such an examination. The
Associated Charities of Boston and other organizations

did for their patients very much what the German organ-

izations were doing. Continuous supervision was very

necessary and a periodical report should be required as

long as patients remained in their homes. The problem

that remained unsolved was the provision of suitable occu-

pation for this class.

Dr. Arnold C. Klebs of Chicago said that not only

should every case be examined and kept under observation,

but every member of the family as well ; it was only in

this way that we could get at the root of the matter. The
children should be kept under observation and examined
regularly over a long period, and in this way we would

have a very effective method of controlling tuberculosis.

The Anti-Tuberculosis Campaign with Reference to

the Proposed National Department of Health.—Dr.

C. A. L. Reed of Cincinnati, O.. stated that both political

parties in the present campaign had planks in their plat-

forms committing themselves to the establishment of a

Bureau of National Health. Congress had committed itself

to the consideration of this question at the coming session

in December. His purpose on bringing the subject before

this congress was to get it before the general public as

forcibly as possible, in order that the necessity for the

establishment of a National Health Bureau might be

thoroughly understood and demanded by the people. It

must be understood that the general efficiency, the pro-

ductive energy of the population was the foundation of

national prosperity. It was the human factor that counted,

and this truth had been generally neglected. Human life

had not been regarded as a unit of value translatable into

dollars and cents. He showed by conseri'ative estimates

that the economic value of the lives lost and whose useful-

ness was impaired by tuberculosis would be sufficient, if

transformed into dollars and cents, to maintain the army.

navy, marine hospital service, coast defences and water-

ways of the United States. At present the duties that

would properly belong to a National Bureau of Health

were divided among the army, navy and marine hospital

corps; the Secretary of the Treasury was the chief health

officer of the nation, the Secretary of the Interior was

sanitary administrator of the interior. There was thus

no centralization, and, while manj' excellent results had

been attained, there were some results of this loose admin-

istration that were disastrous. We needed cooperation

between Federal and State authorities, not antagonism.

There were many questions of sanitation that the States

could not reach individually, as the sanitation of railway

coaches and steamships. Taking the human life as capital

and the earnings as interest, we would find the loss from

mortality and morbidity, and the morbidity was perhaps

five times as great as the mortality, the financial loss to

the country was so great that when it was once brought to

the attention of the public there should be no difficulty in

securing this much needed legislation.

Dr. E. LiCEAGA of Mexico said that in Mexico the

Service of Public Health was one of the national depart-

ments. Different States could not operate without a chief

of public health. He described how they had been success-

ful in combating the plague and yellow fever, and did not

think this would have been possible without a national

bureau. During the year 1907 they had had only seven

cases of yellow fever and only three foci.

Dr. Montgomery said that Dr. Reed had omitted one

very important point in his paper. It was imperative that

the head of a National Health Bureau must be a medical

man. Neither of the political parties had committed them-

selves to this stipulation. He then set forth the reasons

why it was necessary to have a physician at the head of

this department

WILLIAMSBLRG MEDICAL SOCIETY.

Stated Meeting, Held April 13, 1908.

Dr. Leon Louria in the Chair.

The scientific session consisted of a symposium on gall-

stone disease.

Etiology.—Dr. Neil Macph.\tter of Manhattan read

this paper. He said that the subject of gallstone dis-

ease had engaged the attention of physicians for a long

time, and that the investigations of the past few years

had thrown a- flood of light upon it. From 12 to 20 per

cent, of aged people had gallstones, in many cases of

which the disease was not recognized during life. In

some part of the world gallstone disease was quite un-

common. It was rarely found in India, Italy, or Egypt.

The study of the composition of gallstones was inti-

mately connected with that of the bile, where chief

constituents were water, sodium glycocholate, and so-

dium taurocholate and cholesterin. The last was the

most important constituent. A thorough knowledge

of its chemistry and its distribution in the body was

necessary in order that a clear conception might be

gained of the mode of production of gallstones. It

was erroneous to suppose that cholesterin was found

only in the bile; it was found in nerve tissue, milk,

crystalline lens, etc. Pathologically, it was found in

pus. Ordinarily the cholesterin was present in the

bile in a state of solution. When decomposition took

place in the gall-bladder the quantity of cholesterin

increased and changed from a state of solution to a

crystalline form. In catarrh of the lining membrane of

the gall-bladder, the cholesterin crystallized out. Whether

cholesterin was a waste product or was a histogenetic sub-

stance was not yet known. Here were three theories that

sought to account for its origin, namely: it was a product

of the metabolism of the liver cells; it was e.xtracted by

the liver from the blood; it was formed by the mucous
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membrane of the gall-bladder. The former two theories

had been advanced by many authorities, but the number

of these had been decreasing and the view was becoming

more general that in all probability the cholesterin was the

product of the mucous membrane of the biliary passages.

When this substance was administered in solution to ani-

mals, there was observed no increase in its content in the

bile. On the other hand, when there was a low inflam-

matory condition of the biliary passages, whether due to

the typhoid or colon bacillus, or to passive congestion of

the mucous membrane, as occurred in mitral stenosis or

pregnancy, there was an increased secretion of cholesterin.

It had not been proved that this substance was the product

of a degenerative change in the mucous membrane. It

was, however, probable that pathological changes in the

latter disturbed the equilibrium between the bile acids

and cholesterin, with the precipitation of the latter. There

were two essential factors in the production of gallstones,

namely: fundamental pathological processes, and some im-

pediment to the outflow of bile. The concurrence of these

two factors did not necessarily imply that gallstones would

follow, but it was impossible for gallstones to begin with-

out these. There were many local or constitutional con-

ditions that impeded the free outflow of bile ; they were

:

age, sex, pregnancy, the wearing of corsets, the accumu-

lation of feces in the duodenum, insanity, typhoid fever,

tumors of the head of the pancreas, and Bright's dis-

ease. As regards the etiological relationship of age, it was

noted that children were practically free, young adults were

rarely affected, while in the old, gallstones were relatively

frequent. This frequency in the aged had been attributed

to the fact that in them the bile was thick and concen-

trated. It was more probable, however, that in the old

there was a muscular weakness of the wall of the gall-

bladder, as well as degenerative changes in its mucous

membrane, of a furry character. Gallstones were five

times as frequent in women as in men. This was prob-

ably due to the constriction produced by dress, with the

pushing of the liver upward and inward, and the resulting

constant stagnation of bile. The frequency of gallstones

in pregnant women was also noted, the occurrence being

more frequent in the latter months of pregnancy; in this

instance, the constriction of the abdomen with corsets was

a powerful contributing cause. Other causes of gallstones

commented upon were heart disease, cancer of the liver

and gall-bladder, and insanity. The post-mortem examina-

tion of 1,300 lunatics showed the presence of gallstones in

20 per cent. It was a peculiar circumstance that in the

insane the presence of gallstones rarely gave rise to colic.

In many diseases there was an impeded outflow of bile,

with a resulting low-grade inflammatory condition of the

bile-passages, extending over a long period of time. In

this manner the development of gallstones was frequently

an insidious one.

The Symptomatology and Diagnosis.—Dr. Walter
B. James of Manhattan read this paper. He said that the

development of modern surgery has changed the attitude

of the general practitioner toward abdominal diseases. In

no other disease was surgery capable of affording more

immediate relief to trouble that had formerly dragged along

for years, than in gallstone disease. Exploratory laparato-

my gave frequent opportunity for the study of anatomical

conditions in the living. He who would know more about

diagnosis had to haunt the operating room. Although gall-

stone disease was now more properly a surgical condition,

most cases came to the family physician first. The recog-

nition of diseases of the gall-bladder was one of the

most frequent propositions that confronted the family

physician. Their exact diagnosis was a heavy burden that

bore upon the physician. Yet the diagnosis of gallstone

attacks was simple ; the symptoms were plain ; the agonizing

pain, radiating to the back, associated with jaundice, and

possibly the subsequent appearance of gallstones in the

stools. If the stone was impacted the symptoms were fever,

jaundice, and chills, of an intermittent character. The speak-

er took up the consideration of the most common conditions

in the upper abdomen with which gallstone disease could be

confused. The upper right quadrant furnished the greatest

number of pitfalls for the diagnostician. The presence in

close proximity in this region of the gall-bladder, liver, kid-

ney, the colon, and the head of the pancreas, explained the

large proportion of abdominal puzzles. Cholecystitis could

be present with calculi, and the latter could be present with-

out cholecystitis. Clinically, there were two groups of

cases that could be distinguished, namely, the mild and

the severe. In the former the symyptoms were mild, while

in the latter there was a secondary inflammatory process

which was alarming. The symptoms of the mild cases

were: dyspepsia, hypochondriasis, jaundice, postprandial

pain, belching and pyrosis. These latter symptoms were

identical with those of nervous dyspepsia, or came on three

hours after eating and were relieved by food. Jaundice

was not often present. In a great many cases it was pos-

sible to detect an enlarged gall-bladder, by means of care-

ful examination. There were sometimes not only subjec-

tive but also objective manifestations of hypochlorhydria,

which was probably secondary. Spontaneous pain was re-

ferred to the middle line or to the left of the middle line,

like in nervous dyspepsia. One had to be ready to sus-

pect gallstone disease in every case of dyspepsia with

epigastric pain occurring particularly at night. Deep pres-

sure in the region of the gall-bladder while the patient

took a deep breath elicited pain and tenderness. In the

Murphy method of examination, the patient with his back

to the examiner and resting on his hands and knees, was

examined from behind. The examiner placed his hand on

the free border of the ribs and pressed with his palm up-

ward toward the diaphragm. In this manner he could feel

the enlarged gall-bladder. The physician was to regard

with suspicion every case of catarrhal jaundice, particularly

in any patient above 30. The milder cases were not the

proper ones for surgical treatment. Rational treatment

of these could be carried out by attacking the dyspepsia.

The severer forms of gallstone disease were the ones about

which the physician had to be anxious, particularly on ac-

count of the differential diagnosis from other surgical con-

ditions. Diaphragmatic pleurisy was frequently confused

with gallstone disease. When present on the right side it

gave pain, tenderness, and muscular rigidity in the upper

right quadrant of the abdomen. Such muscular rigidity

was very common in diaphragmatic pleurisy. If cough, or

rapid respiration developed, then the diagnosis pointed to

the lower condition. Unfortunately, a certain number of

cases of pneumonia developed, in which the sole symptoms

were referred to the abdomen. A number of cases of

supposed gallstone disease had been operated upon, that

turned out to be cases of pneumonia. .\ useful point in

differential diagnosis was this : in diaphragmatic pleurisy,

by limiting the action of the diaphragm by encircling the

ribs with the hands, the pain was relieved. On the other

hand, in gallstone disease the lower costal tenderness was

not relieved by this procedure. Gallstone disease was fre-

quently overlooked on account of the failure to recognize

two facts. First, jaundice was not constant. When the

calculus remained in the gall-bladder or in the cj'stic duct,

there was no jaundice ; this occurred only when the stone

got into the common duct and remained there. Yet, in 20

per cent, of cases of calculus in the common duct jaundice

was absent owing to the fact that the observation was made
at the time that the stone had already escaped into the

intestine. Kelly had noted that in 34 per cent, of the cases

of gallstone disease there was no jaundice at any time,

while in 65 per cent, there was no jaundice at the time

of operation. Another error was to expect to find dis-

tension of the gall-bladder at the time of operation. On
the other hand, the round protuberance mistaken for an

enlarged gall-bladder frequently turned out to be a pro-

tuberance of the liver or to be due to muscular spasm.
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Subphrenic abscess resulting from appendicitis or from any

other old focus of inflammation on the right side, gave

pain that simulated the pain of gallstone disease. In the

former the pain was more general and less spasmodic,

while frequently a small area of dulness and bronchial

breathing could be distinguished. Another condition that

was confused with gallstone disease was the presence of

septic infarcts of the kidney. These were more common

than was supposed, occurring mostly on the right side.

They were possibly caused by the colon bacillus. They

gave rise to chills, malaise, and abdominal pain, to tender-

ness in the costovertebral angle and to the presence of a

few red blood cells in the urine. Adhesions in the trans-

verse colon frequently gave rise to pain and obstinate

constipation, and were frequently confused with gallstone

disease. The true condition could be recognized, however,

by the absence of true gall-bladder tenderness, and the

relief of the symptoms after the administration of a purga-

tive. Cholecystitis, with or without stones, occurred in ty-

phoid fever about the same time as the tendency to per-

foration. Differentiation was difficult. In cholecystitis the

pain was less violent. When in serious doubt, exploratory

laparotomy was advised. Patients with typhoid bore oper-

ation much better than was supposed. The cholecystitis of

typhoid ran a good course. Gallstone disease was some-

times simulated by the perforation of organs in the

neighborhood of the gall-bladder, for instance, the appen-

dix. It was also simulated by acute diseases of the pan-

creas, as abscess, and pancreatitis. In the last the pain

was referred more to the middle line, and a mass was felt

deeply, while glucose was recovered from the urine, and

fat from the stools. The practitioner was well equipped

who was constantly on the lookout for the disease. The
more elaborate modern methods of diagnosis were of little

help. Radiography was of no value for gallstones gave

no shadow. Exploratory puncture was not justifiable. The
correct attitude of the physician toward gallstone dis-

ease was to be ready to suspect it and to be willing to di-

agnose it without jaundice or tumor, or the presence of

calculi in the stools.

The Surgical Treatment.—Dr. Warren L. Di'ffikld

of Brooklyn read this paper.

^talf Mthicui StrrnHtng SoarliH.

STATE MEDICAL BOARD EXAMINATION QUES-
TIONS.

Pennsylv.\nia State Board of Medical Examiners.

June 23-26, 1908.

1. Describe the relations of the gall-bladder with its sur-

rounding organs.
2. Describe the clavicle and its articulations.

3. Describe the heart, its cavities, and the vessels lead-

ing into and from it.

4. Describe the hip joint and name its ligaments.

5. Describe the pancreas and name the important struc-

ture that passes through its head.
6. Describe the position of the palmar arterial arches.

7. Describe the female mammary gland, with special

reference to its lymphatics, and its relations with the sur-

rounding structures.

8. What vessels furnish the nutritional, and what the

functional, supply of blood to the lungs?

9. Name the external and internal rotators of the thigh.

10. Where are the motor centers of the cerebrum lo-

cated, and how is their location delineated on the surface

of the scalp?
PHYSIOLOGY.

1. Explain the endogenous (internal) and exogenous
(external) sources of the purin bases and the production of

uric acid.

2. Name and describe the causes producing the respec-

tive heart sounds.

3. Discuss the factors concerned in the venous circu-

lation.

4. Describe the principal functions of the digestive

juices.

5. Briefly describe visual accommodation, and mention

the function of each involved factor.

MATERI,\ MEDICA.

1. Discuss the official iodine preparations with regard to

their respective important medicinal properties, doses, and

methods of employment. | ...
2. Name the drugs that produce local anesthesia and

describe the methods of using them.

3. Give the official names and the doses of the prepara-

tions of mercury which are prescribed for internal admin-

istration.

4. Name the drugs that are pharmaceutically incompat-

ible with the following: (a) iron salts, (b) vegetable alka-

loids, (c) gum resins.

5. Correctly write the following prescription without

abbreviation (using ofticial titles and either Metric system

or U. S. measure and Troy weight) :

Take of :

—

Oil of Turpentine 120 minims
Powdered Gum Arabic 3 drams
Chloroform 16 minims
Syrup of Tolu 2 fluidounces

Peppermint Water a sufficient quantity to make
4 fluidounces

Directions—One fluidram sufficiently diluted with water

every three hours.
CHEMISTRY.

1. Name and discuss the significance of five morbid
products of the urine, and detail the tests for any two.

2. Give the chemical composition of two forms of

urinary calculi and describe chemical tests for each form.

3. Name common and convenient antidotes for poison-

ing by the mineral acids, and tell what course should be

pursued when the acid to be counteracted is unknown.

4. Describe two chemical tests to be used in water sup-

posed to be contaminated with sewage.

5. State what diagnostic reaction takes place when dia-

betic urine is added to a heated alkaline solution of potas-

siocupric tartrate.

P.VTHOLOGY.

1. Define infarcts, and state where they most frequently

occur.

2. Explain the production of the respective cardiac val-

vular murmurs, their conduction, and where most distinctly

heard.

3. Describe the changes that occur in the crystalline lens

in cataract.

4. Define and explain the causes of dry and senile gan-

grene.

5. Discuss the direct and indirect effects of the gono-

coccus upon the human body, and otitline the technic for

staining and recognizing its presence in the secretions.

DIAGNOSIS.

1. Differentiate acute pharyngitis and diphtheria.

2. Differentiate renal colic, hepatic colic, and appendi-

citis.

3. Differentiate tabes dorsalis and ataxic paraplegia.

4. Diagnosticate cerebrospinal meningitis.

5. Diagnosticate interstitial keratitis.

PRACTICE OF MEDICINE AND THERAPEUTICS.

1. Describe the course of a typical case of scarlet fever.

2. What are the symptoms of diabetes mellittis?

3. What are the symptoms of abscess of the liver?

4. What are the symptoms of tuberculous peritonitis?

5. What are the symptoms and signs present in pleurisy

with purulent effusion (empyema) ?

6. Outline a treatment for a case of acute follicular ton-

sillitis.

7. Outline a treatment for tapeworm.
8. What are the symptoms of poisoning by belladonna

and how would you treat it?

9. How would you treat a case of cholera rnorbus.

10. What are the indications and contraindications in

the use of arsenic?
SURGERY.

1. Describe the surgical and adjuvant treatment of sep-

tic peritonitis.

2. Give the symptoms of pyosalpinx and describe an op-

eration for the same.

3. Describe the manipulations for the reduction of a

posterior luxation of the hip joint.

4. Give a classification of burns, and the treatment for

one of the third degree.

5. Define and outline the treatment for a penetrating

wound of the urinary bladder.

6. Describe the symptoins of pyothorax (emypema)
and an operation for its relief.

7. What are the general principles governing the treat-

ment of fractures at or near joints?
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8. Give the symptoms and treatment of dislocation of
the semilunar cartilages of the knee joint.

9. Give the causes, symptoms, and treatment of varico-

cele.

10. Describe methods of control of severe epistaxis.

OBSTETRICS.

1. What maternal conditions would warrant the destruc-
tion of fetal life?

2. Differentiate normal pregnancy, tumors within the ab-
dominal cavity, and ectopic gestation.

3. During the process of an apparently normal labor,

what conditions may arise requiring either version or de-

livery by the forceps?

4. What may be the causes of uterine hemorrhages dur-
ing pregnancy, and what would be your treatment?

5. For repeated spontaneous abortion, what is the course
of treatment?

6. Should you find albumin and tube casts, or sugar,

in the urine of a pregnant woman, what morbid conditions
w'ould be indicated, and what would be your treatment?

7. How would you manage a face presentation, with the
chin in the hollow of the sacrum?

8. When the action of the uterus is insufficient, what
measures and remedies may be used to bring about normal
contractions?

9. Name the conditions requiring immediate delivery,

and describe the methods of procedure.
10. What are the causes of ophthalmia neonatorum, and

what means should be employed to prevent it? How
should it be treated?

HYGIENE.

1. What measures should be enforced to prevent the
spread of diseases through the schools?

2. What regime should be enforced in the sick-room
of a tuberculous patient?

3. Why should we avoid using a general drinking and
communion cup?

4. What methods are necessary in cities to reduce in-

fant mortality resulting from digestive diseases?
5. Explain why the principles of "preventive medicine"

can be more successfully and efficiently applied in the
properly appointed home, with ample accommodations, than
in a public or municipal institution ?

ANSWERS TO STATE BOARD EXAMINATION
QUESTIONS.

Pennsylvania State Board of Medical Examiners.

June 23-26, igo8.

anatomy.

I. The jro// bladder is in relation above with the liver;
below, with the first part of the duodenum, the hepatic
flexure of the colon, the beginning of the transverse colon,
and the pylorus ; the fundus approaches the anterior ab-
dominal wall behind the ninth costal cartilage and near
the outer border of the right rectus abdominis muscle.

6. The position of the superficial palmar arch is repre-
sented by a line going across the palm of the hand from a
point where the web of the thumb joins the palm.
The position of the deep palmar arch is represented by a

line roughly parallel with the above, but one-half inch
nearer to the wrist.

9. The external rotators of the thigh are: Obturator
externus. Obturator internus, Gemellus superior. Gemellus
inferior, Gluteus maximus, Gluteus medius and minimus
(posterior fibers), Pyriformis, Quadratus femoris, Ad-
ductor longus. Adductor magnus, Adductor brevis, Pec-
tineus, Ilio-psoas, Sartorius.

The internal rotators of the thigh are: Tensor vaginae
femoris. Gluteus medius and minimus (anterior fibers).

ID. The motor centers of the cerebrum are located in

the ascending frontal and ascending parietal convolutions,
and the cortex adjacent thereto; they lie on each side of
the fissure of Rolando. The leg center occupies the
upper third of this part on the cortex, the arm center the
middle third, and the face center the lower third. On
the median surface, the centers for the head, trunk, and
lower extremities are situated in this same order from
before backwards.
To locate the Ussure of Rolando on the scalp: Draw a

straight line over the top of the scalp from the inion to
the glabella; bisect this line, and half an inch posterior
to the midpoint draw a line downward and forward at an
angle of 67.5° for a distance of three and one-half inches.
This line will represent the location of the fissure of
Rolando.

PHYSIOLOGY.

I. Uric acid belongs chemically to the group of sub-

stances called "purins," uric acid being trioxypurin. The
uric acid which is derived from the purin bodies con-
tained in the food is called "exogenous" uric acid; while
that which comes from the breaking down of the tissues
of the body which contain amino purins and o.xypurins or
nucleins is called "endogenous" uric acid.

2. The causes producing the first sound of the heart are
not definitely ascertained ; the following are supposed to

be causatory factors: (i) The vibration and closure of the
auriculo-ventricular valves, (2) the muscular sound pro-
duced by the contraction of the ventricles, and (3) the
cardiac impulse against the chest wall.

The second sound is caused by the vibration due to the

closure of the semilunar valves.

3. The factors concerned in the venous circulation are

:

(l) The action of the heart, (2) aspiration of the thorax,

(3) the contraction of the muscles, and (4) some slight

action of the valves in the veins.

4-

DIGESTIVE JUICES.
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salicylates, bromides, iodides, chlorides, bromine, iodine

;

(c) of the gum resins: oxidizing agents, phenol, menthol.

5. Recipe

:

Olei terebinthinae 5ij

Pulveris acacias 3iij

Chloroform! TE>^^'J

Syrupi tolutani jij

Aquse menthse piperitje quantum sufficiat ad 5iv

Misce.

Signa : One teaspoonful in half a glass of water, every
three hours.

CHEMISTRY.

I. Five morbid products in the urine : Albumin, glu-

cose, acetone, pus, and excess of indican.

Albumin is found in the urine: "(i) In fevers, as typhoid
and pneumonia

; (2) in valvular heart lesions, degeneration
of the heart muscle, diseases of the coronary arteries, im-
peded pulmonary circulation, in pregnancy by pressure upon
the renal veins, in intestinal catarrh, and in Asiatic cholera;

(3) in purpura, scurvy, leukemia, pernicious anemia, jaun-

dice, diabetes, and syphilis
; (4) after taking Pb, Hg, I,

P, As, Sb, chloroform, cantharides, oxalic, carbolic, salicylic

or the mineral acids, turpentine, and nitrates; (5) in large

amounts in acute nephritis and chronic parenchymatous
nephritis ; in small amount in chronic interstitial nephritis

and amyloid kidney."
Glucose is found in urine as "transitory glycosuria," "(l)

in certain hepatic derangements, congestion, cirrhosis, and
amyloid degeneration ; (2) in many diseases of the central

nervous system, with tumors or hemorrhages at the base

of the brain, in meningitis, concussion, fracture of cer-

vical vertebrae, railway injuries, in epileptic and apoplectic

seizures, and also in certain diseases of the peripheral

nervous system, as in sciatica and in tetanus ; (3) in acute

febrile diseases, pneumonia, typhoid, acute articular rheu-

matism, scarlatina, etc., particularly during convalescence

;

(4) under the influence of many poisons, such as curare,

chloral, carbon monoxide, morphine, arsenic, and the anes-

thetics. As 'permanent glycosuria' (i) in lesions of the

brain involving the floor of the fourth ventricle ; and (2)

in diabetes mellitus."

Acetone is found in the urine "in febrile diseases when
the febrile condition is prolonged, in certain mental dis-

eases, such as general paresis, melancholia and epilepsy,

after chloroform narcosis, in puerperal eclampsia, and in

diabetes."

Pus is found in the urine in suppuration of any part of

the urinary tract, and in case of rupture of an abscess

into that tract.

Excess of indican is found in the urine "in hypochlor-

hydria ; in hyperchlorhydria of gastric ulcer ; in conditions

in which there is diminished peristalsis of the small intes-

tines, as in ileus and peritonitis, not in simple constipation;

also in conditions in which putrefactive changes occur in

the body elsewhere than in the intestine, as in empyema,
putrid bronchitis, gangrene of the lungs, etc."

Test for Albumin.—The urine must be perfectly clear.

If not so, it is to be filtered, and, if this does not render it

transparent, it is to be treated with a few drops of mag-
nesia mixture, and again filtered. The reaction is then

observed. If it be acid, the urine is simply heated to near

the boiling point. If the urine be neutral or alkaline, it is

rendered faintly acid by the addition of dilute acetic acid,

and heated. If albumin be present, a coagulum is formed,

varying in quantity from a faint cloudiness to entire solidi-

fication, according to the quantity of albumin present. The
coagulum is not redissolved upon the addition of HNO3.

Test for indican in the urine: The urine is mixed with

one-fifth its volume of 20 per cent, solution of lead acetate

and filtered. The filtrate is mixed with an equal volume of

fuming hydrochloric acid containing 3:1000 of ferric

chloride, a few drops of chloroform are added, and the

mixture strongly shaken one to two minutes. With normal
urine the chloroform remains colorless, or almost so; but

if an excess of indoxyl compounds be present the chloro-

form is colored blue, and the depth of the color is a rough

indication of the degree of the excess.—From Witthaus'

Essentials of Chemistry.
2. Two forms of urinary calculi: (i) Uric acid calculi,

and (2) ammonium urate calculi.

Chemical tests: Saw the calculus in two, take some of

the sawdust and heat it on a platinum foil. If it is entirely

volatile, take a fresh portion of the dust, moisten with

nitric acid, evaporate to dryness at a low heat, add some
ammonium hydroxide solution ; a red color will be pro-

duced. Treat a portion of the dust with solution of

potassium hydroxide, but without heating; if an ammoniacal

odor is observed, the calculus is ammonium urate; if no

such odor is observed, the calculus is uric acid.

3. In cases of poisoning by the mineral acids magnesia

in water, or a strong solution of soap should be adminis-

tered. The same course of treatment should be pursued

even if the acid is not known.

5. When diabetic urine is added to a heated alkaline

solution of potassiocupric tartrate, a yellow or red precipi-

tate is formed.
PATHOLOGY.

I. Infarcts are areas of tissue in which, owing to the

plugging up of an end artery or terminal artery, nutrition

is prevented.
Infarcts most frequently occur in the kidneys, spleen,

lungs, base of brain, retina, and heart.

5. The gonococcus, on being implanted on the mucous

membrane of the urethra, may produce : Gonorrhea, ure-

thritis, prostatitis, orchitis, epididymitis, vulvitis, vaginitis,

endometritis, salpingitis, by direct extension ; conjunctivitis

may result if the discharge is carried to the eye ; by

metastasis there may result : Gonorrheal arthritis, tenosy-

novitis, involvement of the pleura, pericardium, endo-

cardium, or myocardium ; also involvement of the lymphatic

glands, e.g., bubo.

To demonstrate the gonococcus: On a cover-glass make

a smear with the discharge as thin as possible, and let it

dry in the air; cover it with a freshly-made solution of

anilin-oil-gentian-violet for one or two minutes; wash it

in distilled water ; leave it in Gram's solution for two min-

utes ; wash it in 95 per cent, alcohol until decolorized;

wash it in distilled water; counterstain with a dilute car-

bolfuchsin without heat, or with a saturated aqueous solu-

tion of Bismarck brown ; wash in distilled water, dry with

filter paper, mount, and examine with an oil-immersion lens.

The gonococci will appear as diplococci within the leuco-

cytes, which have been decolorised by Gram's stain, and

have taken the counterstain.

DIAGNOSIS.

1. In acute pharyngitis there is little or no systemic dis-

turbance; the patient complains of pain and sore throat;

the pharynx is red and dry; and there are no Klebs

Loeffler bacilli present.

In diphtheria there is severe constitutional disturbance;

an exudate is present, which is removable only with diffi-

culty, and recurs after removal, and contains the Klebs

Loeffler bacilli.

2. In renal colic: The pain is in the region of the af-

fected kidney, it radiates down the thigh ; there are intense

rigors; retraction of the testicle may be present; also

history of previous attacks or of calculi ; the urine may be

scanty, suppressed, or bloody.

In hepatic coli: The pain is in the region of the liver, it

radiates to the right scapula and toward the umbilicus;

chills and sweats are common ; also vomiting, and some-

times symptoms of collapse and jaundice ; calculi are found,

if at all, in the feces.

In appendicitis: The pain is at first diffuse, but later be-

comes localized over the appendix in the right iliac fossa;

nausea, vomiting, and constipation may be present ;
tender-

ness over the appendix, and rigidity of the right rectus

abdominis muscle are present ; there is generally moderate

fever. • , jr

3. In tabes dorsalis: There are lightnmg pains, loss of

knee jerk, the presence of the Argyll-Robertson pupil.

In ataxia paraplegia: There are very rarely
_
lightning

pains, the knee jerk is exaggerated, ankle clonus is present,

there is no Argyll-Robertson pupil.

PRACTICE OF MEDICINE AND THERAPEUTICS.

8. Symptoms of poisoning by belladonna: "In the first

stage, that of delirium, there are dryness of the throat,

thirst, difficulty of deglutition and spasms upon swallowing

liquids, face at first pale, afterwards highly reddened, pulse

extremely rapid, eyes prominent, brilliant, with widely-

dilated pupils, complete paralysis of accommodation, dis-

turbances of vision, attacks of giddiness and vertigo, with

severe headache, followed by delirium, occasionally silent

or muttering, but usually violent, noisy, and destructive,

accompanied by the most fantastic delusions and hallucina-

tions. Usually the urine is retained, and the body tempera-

ture is above the normal. The delirium gradually sub-

sides, and the second stage, that of coma, is established,

with slow, stertorous respiration, and gradually failing

pulse, until death occurs from respiratory or cardiac par-

alysis, or sometimes in an attack of syncope during ap-

parent amelioration."
.

Treatment: Lavage of the stomach; morphine may be

given cautiouslv during the period of violent excitement.

Maintain respiration: strong coffee by the mouth or rec-

tum is beneficial. Pilocarpine may be given,_ in not too

large doses, to stimulate the secretion of saliva. —From
Witthaus' Essentials of Chemistry.
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3. In posterior luxation of the hip joint the patient should
be placed on a mattress on the floor, and then be anes-
thetised. The leg is then to be flexed on the thigh, and
the thigh flexed on the abdomen ; adduction is to be in-

creased so that the knee is beyond the middle line of

the body; then abduct, freely circumduct outward, and
iinall}' extend the limb so that it is parallel with the other.

OBSTETRICS.

10. Ophthalmia neonatorum is an infectious, purulent in-

flammation of the conjunctiva in the new-born.
It is due to the gonococcus or some otlier pyogenic germ

;

and is produced by contact of the eye with the vaginal
secretion of the mother during labor, or infected fingers,

or instruments, etc.

The treatment is: (i) Prophylactic: Whenever there is

the possibility of infection, or in every case, wash the eye-

lids of the new-born child with clean warm water, and drop
on the cornea of each eye one drop of a one or two per
cent, solution of nitrate of silver, immediately after birth.

(2) Remedial: Wash the eyes carefully every half hour
with a saturated solution of boric acid; pus must not be
allowed to accumulate. Two drops of a two per cent,

solution of nitrate of silver must also be dropped on to the
cornea every night and morning. The eyes must be cov-
ered with a light, cold, wet compress. The patient must be
isolated, and all cloths and compresses used must be burnt.
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*No reciprocity recognized by the.se States.
tApplicants should in every case write to the secretary for latest

details regarding the examination in any particular state.

Mississippi.—At the recent examination there were one
hundred and three apphcants ; but only thirty-three were
successful. One of these is said to have been marked lOO
in practically all the subjects. This is probably the highest
grade that has ever been made by an applicant.

Connecticut.—At the July examination there were forty-
seven candidates present ; thirty-seven of these were suc-
cessful.

Contagious Diseases, Weekly Statement.—Report of

cases and deaths from contagious diseases reported to

the Sanitary Bureau, Health Department, New York
City for the week ending October 31, igo8

:

Tuberculosis Pulmonalis
Diphtheria
Measles
Scarlet Fever
Smallpox
Varicella
Typhoid Fever
Whooping Cough
Cerebrospinal Meningitis
Malarial Fever

Totals

Cases
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OBSERVATIONS WITH THE ROGERS-TOR-
REY ANTIGONOCOCCIC SERUM.*
By GEORGE KNOWLES SWINBURNE. M.D.,

NEW YORK.

Since my paper on the Antigonococcus Serum in

Epididymitis, read before this society in June,

1906, I have used the serum ahnost without in-

terruption on a large variety of cases. Up to Sep-

tember, 1907, I used the serum furnished by Dr.

Torrey of the Loomis Laboratory. After that date

Dr. Torrey placed his method in the hands of the

firm Parke, Davis & Co., who have furnished it

to the profession for experimental purposes.

The cases treated since October, 1907, have hatl

the serum furnished by that firm. There were
in all during that period 69 cases—41 were
dispensary cases and 28 were cases in private

practice. The cases were as follows : Chronic re-

lapsing epididymitis, 14; acute epididymitis, early

stages, 27; muscular rheumatism, without joint in-

volvement, 14; muscular rheumatism, with one or

more joints involved, 10; purely joint cases, 5;
chronic gonorrhea of kidney, 2; involvement of

tube and ovary, i ;
persistent presence of gonococ-

cus in urethral discharge, 2 ; acute prostatitis, i
;

acute vesiculitis, i ; threatening epididymitis, i ,•

rheumatism and epididymitis, i.

In almost all the cases of relapsing epididymitis,

ten of which were dispensary cases, there was
marked improvement. The striking relief noted

was in the diminution or quick cessation of the

pain. These cases are more or less unsatisfactory,

because they have been difificult to follow. Some
go back to work too soon and only return because

of further relapse, and as they have a variety of

conditions in the anterior or posterior urethra, all

of which require more or less prolonged treatment,

in most of them the serum alone is not sufficient

to prevent a relapse—still in all of them there was
marked relief after the second, injection.

One of these cases has proven very interesting:

A. M., 28 years old, married, has had relapsing

epididymitis for two years. In November, 1906,

treatment was first begun. The right epididymitis

had then existed for eight months without cessa-

tion; he had been in the hospital twice during that

time and was treated at the dispensary in the

ordinary way for two weeks without any change.

The swelling was large, exquisitely tender, and he

had a great deal of spontaneous pain. He re-

ceived at that time about eight injections of the

serum furnished by the Loomis Laboratory, cov-

ering a period of three weeks. After the first in-

jection there was almost no pain, at the end of

three weeks the swelling had completely subsided

and the epididymis was perfectly normal. He then

*Read before the American Association of Genito-
urinary Surgeons, Hot Springs, Va., May 2, 1908.

disappeared and returned the following February,
when, without fresh infection, the right epididymis
was again swollen and painful and again subsided
under three or four injections of the serum. He
again disappeared, returning in the early summer
of 1907, having had a suppurating epididymitis on
the left side. At the time he returneil to us there

was a sinus from the swollen epididymis leading to

the surface. The discharge from the sinus was
examined for tubercle bacilli, but they were not
found, nor were gonococci. This was finally

healed, leaving an atrophied left testicle. The right

testis at that time appeared normal. He returned

October 29, again with rij^ht epididymitis. On
October 29 and 30, and November 2 he received the

serum. He was relieved and remained away till

December 17, when he again returned, having as

before the right epididymis involved at this time.

I examined his posterior urethra with the urethro-

scope and found a markedly hyperemic veru mon-
tanum, which was treated twice in addition to the

serum. After relief of the pain he again disap-

peared, returning again January 14, 1908; received

the serum a few days, was relieved, and disap-

pearefl. He repeated this same thing again in

February and again in March, since which time

I have not seen him. Each time that he returned

he begged for the serum because of the relief it

gave him, but as soon as the pain was gone he
would go back to work, so that he received no
systematic treatment.

The four patients in private practice were all

cured. They received four or five injections of

the serum, and then their other conditions were
treated after the epididymitis was relieved, and
there was no recurrence in these cases.

In the cases of acute epididymitis, 27 in all, the

majority were relieved of pain within 48 hours,

and almost all went on to uninterrupted recovery.

In addition to these cases the following is the his-

tory of a case in the practice of Dr. W. S. Gott-

heil, treated with this serum, Dr. Gottheil writing

me that he was much pleased with the result.

Walter B., aged 20, student, gonorrhea started

November 24, 1907. February 16, 1908, epididy-

mis began to swell. February 17, 1908, tempera-
ture 101°, very severe pain, swelling increasing.

Injection of contents of one bulb; no reaction.

February 18, 1908, temperature 100.5°, P^'" ^'""

changed; evening temperature 102.5,° pain worse.

February 19, 1908, passed bad night. Morning
temperature 101°. swelling and pain unchanged.

Injection of contents of one bulb. Evening tem-

perature 100°, more comfortable. February 20,

1908, temperature 99.5°, afifected testicle and epi-

didymis less tender. February 21, 1908, tempera-

ture normal, no pain, swelling rapidly disappear-

ing. Testicle dressed. February 24, 1909, swell-

ing gone, condition normal, patient out of bed.

February 23, 1908, seventh day after first injection,

and fifth day after second injection, simultaneous
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local dermal reaction, as a localized urticaria

around the sites of the injections. No treatment,

remained 48 hours, disappeared gradually.

I should like to read here the histories of two
cases which I treated in August, 1906, with the

serum of Dr. Torrey, because I have never seen

them equaled.

J. W. M., 22 years old, under treatment for two
months with a primary attack of gonorrhea; tele-

phoned me at 4 o'clock in the afternoon that he

had severe pain in the testicle, that he was in the

country and could not get to me before 10 o'clock

at night as he had a long car ride in order to reach

town. When he got to me the pain was intense,

the epididymis was much enlarged but soft, and ex-

quisitely tender. I dressed the testicle and gave

him an injection of serum and sent him home to bed.

The following afternoon, when he came to the office,

there had been no pain since the previous night,

the swelling had subsided, there was almost no ten-

derness, and the outline of the epididymis could be

made out a little larger than normal. He received

a second injection of serum. Two days later, when
seen again, there was absolutely no trace of any

inflammation. A third injection was given. The
injections into the arms, however, were followed

in a few days bv a very marked reaction ; both arms
were swollen from the wrist to the shoulder and
were painful on movement, and the glands in both

axillae were enlarged and painful. This subsided

in two days without special treatment other than

hot baths.

The other case, B. R., 25, a policeman, was under

treatment for chronic prostatitis following a primary

gonorrhea of two years before; was doing well and
apparently going on to recovery, when he came one

morning after an all-night tour having forgotten

to wear his suspensory. The right epididymis was
enormously swollen and painful. This was dressed

and he received the serum then, and again in 48
hours, at which time there was no trace of the

trouble and no pain. Three days later, however,

after another all-night tour, when he had a long

chase after a criminal whom he arrested after a

fight, the epididymis was again swollen as large as

before, but absolutely painless, and again subsided

in a few days after the use of the serum, and then

the treatment of his previous condition was resumed.
There were 4 cases of muscular rheumatism in

connection with chronic gonorrheal disease treated

with the serum, 2 were relieved, 2 received no ap-

parent benefit.

There were 10 cases in which there was muscular
rheumatism with apparent involvement of one or

more joints. These were not pure joint lesions, but
seemed to be involvements of the smaller joints,

especially the feet, or pain about the joints rather

than pain due to effusion into the joints, together
with some evidence of gonorrhea, usually of a very
chronic character. One of these cases was not re-

lieved at all; the majority yielded promptly, while
2 of them, cases of long standing, seemed to fluctu-

ate : better one day and full of hope, then worse
another. One, in private practice, had a chronic
urethral discharge containing gonococci, pain in the

feet, calves of the legs, and back. This patient re-

ceived four injections of the serum, one every other
day, and for a few hours would experience relief

from pain, and then it would return. After the
fourth injection he disappeared. The other patient,

AI.. 27 years old, has had rheumatism in back, knees,

and feet. The knees are painful, but there is no
effusion. Has had four attacks of rheumatism in

the last four years, this last being the worst at-

tack. Had. on coming to the dispensary, March 27,

1908, a tight stricture, in the anterior urethra and
chronic posterior urethritis. Has had ten injections

of the serum. At first there was slight improvement
in the pain, the stricture has been dilated up to 26 F.

from 19 F. In his case there will be but little im-

provement, until the urethral lesions have been com-
pletely healed.

The cases of pure joint lesions, one in the wrist,

two in the knee, and two in the feet, all responded
promptly to the serum. They all followed a primary
attack.

The wrist case, AI. A., 36 years old, came to the

dispensary September 23. First attack of gonor-

rhea began fourteen weeks ago, was followed a

week later with pain and swelling in right wrist.

For si.x weeks was in the City Hospital, but left

because an operation was ordered. Had severe and
constant pain in right wrist. Marked swelling and
fluctuation, fingers stiff due to adhesion of tendons.

On September 23, October 6 and 8 received the

Torrey serum. All pain was gone from wrist after

the second injection. I could get no more serum
till October 16. The pain had returned somewhat,
but was not so severe. The amount of effusion was
nearly as great as in the beginning. October 16 and
18 received serum, pain all gone. Serum again

November 3, when note made—wrist reduced to

normal. After this he received an injection of

serum at irregular intervals, when he came, because

of slight return of pain. The swelling and effusion

did not again return, and he gradually regained the

use of the hand.

The two cases of knee-joint were almost exactly

similar: one came on during a primary attack of

gonorrhea, the other two months after all symptoms
had subsided. In each case, one of 18 days', the

other of 10 days' duration, there was an immense
amount of effusion, with a very painful joint—in

each case within a week, the serum being given

every other day, the effusion nearly disappeared,

but after that remained slight in amount, the pa-

tients returning to work, and only returning for

serum when there was a slight amount of pain.

In the two remaining cases the tarsus was in-

volved. One, A. A., 35 years old, laborer, had first

attack of gonorrhea four months before ; had an at-

tack of epididymitis in December, came in March.
Several days before coming the dorsum of the foot

was swollen, red, and painful ; he was seen by an

ambulance surgeon who incised the swelling; no pus

appeared ; there was at first some relief of pain fol-

lowed by a return after the wound had healed. He
received a single injection of serum, after which
the pain was relieved and he returned to work.

In the two cases of gonorrheal kidney, gonococci

had been fotmd present in the urine from each kid-

ney ; both these cases were of several years' stand-

ing. After treatment in each case, gonococci could

no longer be found in either kidney, but in each

case the urine remained cloudy and one patient had

at times a tinge of blood in the urine. Neither man
had any pain. The serum was given several times

in each case, but no change could be noted, the urine

in each case remaining cloudy as before, and there

was no reaction from the serum of any kind.

The case of involvement of tube and ovary is re-

lated here to call attention to the possible value of

the serum in these cases, when they are acute, rather

than for any result which I got in this case. The
patient, Mrs. M., 28 years old, married seven years.

Shortly after marriage was infected by her husband

;

shortly after this had severe pain in region of left

ovary, and went to a hospital, where she was told
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she must have an operation. This she refused and
returned home. She remained in bed a while,

gradually got better, and the following year had a
healthy child, which is now 6 years old. Several
months ago pain returned in the site of the left

ovary, not so severe as it was seven years ago. Was
again told she must have an operation. Her hus-
band brought her to me March 26. There was pain

on palpation over the left side of abdomen and pal-

pation by the vagina gave more pain on the left side.

than on the right. I gave her serum March 26 and
28, when she disappeared. When she came, March
28, she said she was very much better.*

There were cases of persistent presence of gonoc-
occi in the urethral discharge. The first patient had
had gonococci in a very slight urethral discharge.

He had been under treatment a long time, and I be-

lieved that the focus of infection was in the prostate,

having demonstrated gonococci in material ex-

pressed from this gland. The patient received two
injections of serum one week apart, as he came only
once a week to the office. The serum caused him so

much discomfort and pain in the arm following its

injection that he asked me to discontinue it. It is

rather curious but though the patient receives mas-
sage and irrigation with a i : 1000 silbamine only

once in two weeks, no gonococci have been found
since February 23, the day he received his second
injection. He still receives treatment every second
week.

I am well aware that the serum is supposetl to

have no power over the gonococcus, but a similar

case of a year ago is worth reporting in this con-

nection. A patient who had been treated by Dr.

Ackerman, one of my assistants, for six months by
massage and irrigation, was sent to me for an opin-

ion. This was in November, 1906. He had had
his first and only attack of gonorrhea five years be-

fore, had been almost continually under treatment,

but for several years had been practically in the

same condition, though he had improved consider-

ably during the past six months ; but now his con-

dition was again at a standstill. No gonococci were
found in the slight discharge stripped from the an-

terior urethra, but the bladder urine contained these

microorganisms, and as the prostate was still soft

and material could be expressed, I advised the con-

tinuance of present treatment for another month,
when he was to call again for an examination. .\t

his second visit a month later his condition was
practical!)' unchanged. I then advised cessation of

all local treatment and a trial of the antigonococcus

serum. In the next six weeks he received about
fourteen injections. At that time there was com-
plete cessation of all symptoms. The prostate was
normal, there was no urethral discharge, there were
no gonococci in the urine, the patient felt well and
better able to do his work. A beer test produced
no change, and though he was followed by Dr.

Ackerman for several months he had never had any
return of trouble.

The second case on which the present serum was
used, was peculiar, and I have placed it under the

heading, persistent presence of gonococci. although

it does not strictlV belong here. But I think it

worthy of an extended history.

Dr. W., 33 years old. from a neighboring city,

came to me four years ago with a chronic gonor-
rhea which he had had for several years. He had

*Since this paper was read, I saw this patient in the
dispensary in latter part ISTay, where she brought
her child for vaccination. She stated that she had had
much less pain than before she received the serum, but
was not well; still she had had no treatment since
that time.

a gonococcus-bearing discharge, profuse in charac-
ter, a very large prostate, soft and full of material.

After this had been cleared up, I found he had a
badly strictured condition of the urethra, and after

I had dilated him from 12 F. to 23 F., he discon-
tinued coming.
A year later he came with an apparent fresh

infection which was quickly subdued ; the stric-

tures were unchanged since last treatment, that

is, had not progressed. He brought with him
a brother physician from his town to see how I

treated him, as he was to continue the treatment by
dilatation. This proved unsatisfactory and he
stopped all treatment. The following year he again
appeared with an apparently fresh attack which was
again quickly subdued, but he still neglected the
stricture which was about as before. In February
of this year he appeared again with a profuse gonor-
rheal discharge, which for two months he had been
treating himself and was getting worse all the time.

The day he came, the discharge was profuse, the
posterior urethra was involved, and he seemed to

be thoroughly infected. He was obliged to keep at

work and could only come to me once a week. On
the following visit one week later he had a begin-
ning epididymitis, the discharge was still profuse,
and the urine had the thick cloudy appearance which
I have come to look upon as a precursor of epi-

didymitis.

I injected the contents of one vial into his

arm and dressed the testicle with guaiacol oint-

ment. On his appearance the following week there
was no discharge, the urethra was dry, the urine
was perfectly clear. He stated that twenty-four
hours after receiving the injection he began to feel

better all over, the pain had left the testicle, the
discharge abated, and there was no urethral discom-
fort. He received the serum twice more at weekly
intervals. There has been no return of any of his

symptoms, nor can the gonococcus be demonstrated.

I have reported these three cases at length, be-
cause, as a rule, in the large number of cases in

which I have used the serum, the gonococcus has
persisted after relief of the rheumatism or the epi-

didymitis.

One case of acute prostatitis appeared, in which
the serum was used once a day for three days with
relief of the pain and throbbing.

. One case of acute vesiculitis. This patient had
been discharged by his physician as cured, though
he complained of deep-seated pain which grew
steadily worse, and I was called to see him at his

home. He could not sleep, had been in bed all day
with great pain. I found the left vesicle hot, swol-
len, and exquisitely painful. Within an hour after
receiving the serum there was sufficient relief from
pain for him to sleep. He received three treat-

ments in all, was allowed to get up and go out.

He attempted to go to work and a few days later

developed an epididymitis on the corresponding side.

The case of threatening epididymitis was a case
of gonorrhea at the dispensary, whose urine pre-
sented the thick cloudy condition which I men-
tioned above as a precursor of epididymitis. He
received three vials at these visits. The urine re-

mained thus cloudy for two months in spite of local

treatment, but epididymitis did not develop. I can-
not say that the serum prevented it.

With the cases here presented, however, as well

as with cases treated the previous year and a half

with the serum furnished by Dr. Torrey, I have
come to rely upon it as a valuable aid in the treat-

ment of these cases.

64 East Fifty-sixth Street.
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ROENTGEN RAY FLASHES OR INTERMIT-
TENT Z-RAYS.

By FINLEY R. COOK, M.D.,

NEW YORK.

The unique results following the introduction of

Roentgen ray energy as a therapeutic agent led

to its universal adoption by physicians, many of

whom had no conception of the nature of this

energy. When disastrous results became common
among patients and operators alike, and particu-

larly when these led to fatalities, a general fear

was engendered which retarded the growth of
-I'-ray therapy. .\lthough considerable advance-
ment has been made, as regards dosage, too little

consideration has been given to physiological and
therapeutic properties. All efforts made in the

latter direction will tend to settle many of the .v-ray

mysteries, explain the radically different results ob-

tained, dissipate the present public fear of .I'-ray

treatment, and place Roentgen-ray therapy on a

more scientific basis.

Radiant energy, just as chemical, mechanical,
electrical, and heat energy, has four distinct thera-

peutic properties—sedative, stimulant, irritant, and
escharotic. While most mistakes can be summed
up in one word, overdosage, recent experimentation
shows that this was the natural and unavoidable
consequence of following the universal custom of

administering .t'-rays continuously. Although the

primary action of a continuous exposure is that of

a stimulant, in the absence of both subjective and
objective perceptibility, it stealthily passes to that

of an irritant and finally to that of an escharotic.

Even in the hands of cautious and skilful operators
regenerative influences are shortlived, and when
unskilfully handled the treatment generally results

in degenerative tissue changes.

The endeavor to separate the purely stimulating

from the irritative action led to the perfection of
the .r-ray flash which subsequent experience has
shown not only to be regenerative, but which de-

velops this potency to a hitherto unknown degree

of efficiency.

Every agent for stimulation is employed inter-

mittently, but if given continuously with the same
intensity beyond a certain period, it becomes irri-

tating and destructive. It is also a general law of

stimulation that the power can be increased in pro-

portion to the decrease in the time of action. Just

as one would naturally surmise, this has been found
to be equally true with regard to .r-ray energy. By
making and breaking the primary current, thereby
securing flashes, it is possible to shorten the dis-

tance of the tube, greatly increase the amperage,
eliminate the danger of the accumulative effect, se-

cure greater penetration, and at the same time ob-

tain a far greater degree of stimulation than has
hitherto been possible with the continuous rays.

The degenerative action of the continuous and
the regenerative action of the intermittent rays

were first demonstrated in the eye. If a cataract

approaching maturity were exposed to the con-

tinuous rays an ephemeral stimulation and improve-
ment in vision was sooner or later followed by
ripening through hyperstimulation or irritation.

This discovery led to the development of a tech-

nique for maturing a cataract for extraction.

With flashes, however, although using much
greater amperage, irritation and ripening were
avoided in such cases, and in incipient cataract not

only a purely stimulating and regenerating action

was invariably obtained with more or less improve-
ment in vision, but this effect could be maintained
throughout the entire course of treatment.

Degenerative Actions of the Continuous Rays.—
Continuous ray degenerations are both local an<l

general. They vary from the hyperemia so com-
monly seen on the hand of .r-ray operators to that

of the deeply seated necrosis or .r-ray burn. The
former undoubtedly results from a paralysis of the

vasoconstrictors inducing a chronic hyperemia
which leads to a hyperoxidation degeneration of the

skin and its glandular appendages. The skin be-

comes dry and wrinkled, the latter from oxidation

and absorption of subcutaneous fat. Superficial

irritation in such an area leads to papilomatous
growths, while deep seated irritation or loss of con-

tinuity in the skin leads to fibrous growths. These
phenomena may throw some light on the etiology

of benign tumors, epiblastic and mesoblastic, the

factors here being irritation and passive hyperemia.

Subsequent exposures are apt to set up an obliterat-

ing endarteritis with degeneration of trophic nerves

and the process ends in general atrophy.

The next stage is ulceration from the slightest

trauma and repeated irritation favors malignant

degeneration. Important deductions might be made
from a careful study of these pathological changes,

bearing upon the cancer problem, especially so, inas-

much as it is the first and only instance in the his-

tory of medicine where a definite agency has been
found that has unquestionably produced cancer.

Such evidence seems to point to the persistent irri-

tation of degenerate cells, as one important factor.

The most common form of degenerative action is

that which results from a prolonged course of treat-

ment. Repeated bombardments with an accumu-
lative action induce a chronic productive inflamma-

tion not unlike that resulting from alcohol, syphilis,

and lead. Normal tissues degenerate to fibrous

tissues characterized by a deficiency in glands,

nerves, and blood and lymphatic vessels. Hence
we may conclude that fibrous degeneration results

from the persistent irritation of normal cells.

X-ray burns vary from a coagulation necrosis of

the superficial epithelium, commonly called a der-

matitis, to that of the deep seated ulcer. The pecu-

liar pathological and clinical features of the deep

.r-ray necrosis are explained by virtue of its differ-

ent modus operandi from all other forms of energy.

The field of action is not only extensive, with

greater penetrability, but the latter varies in differ-

ent points of the field. Corresponding to these

variations in the .r-ray field we can recognize in

the tissues three distinct zones of action, which
also represent the three distinct pathological

changes induced by .r-rays ; a central zone of ab-

solute necrosis, and intermediary one of fibrosis,

and a peripheral one of passive hyperemia.

Before healing is accomplished the area of ne-

crosis must extend beyond and include the zone

characterized by an obliterating endarteritis. These
necroses are therefore always painful and progress-

ive within certain limitations and the rapidity of

progression is the most distinguishing feature when
they undergo malignant degeneration.

The accumulative and degenerative action of the

continuous rays is also observed in the blood-form-

ing organs. While the primary action is one of re-

generation with an increase of the red and white

blood cells, especially the latter, degeneration is

finally evidenced by a decrease. This has been most

strikingly demonstrated in the prolonged exposures

to which animals have been sulDniitted, and notably

so in one case, in which the autopsy revealed the

total destruction of the white cells and a diminution

and disintegration of the red cells.

Highly specialized cells are most susceptible to
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this action, which accounts for the well known
action of the .r-ray in producing sterility. In the

hair follicles the primary regenerative action is

shown by a new and more vigorous growth which
causes temporary baldness in displacing the old

growth. Degenerative action is shown by the per-

manent baldness which follows prolonged and
powerful exposures. In the organs of special sense,

blindness and deafness have resulted after a pro-

longed treatment for recurrent cancer in close prox-
imity to the eye and ear.

Clinically, the variable results obtained by .r-ray

therapists in treating various disorders demonstrate

the same peculiar accumulative property of the con-

tinuous rays. In tuberculous adenitis glands that

do not yield after a certain period become more
resistent and are more apt to break down, as the

treatment is continued. This is undoubtedly due to

a degeneration of blood and lymphatic vessels and
an impairment of the primary leucocytosis.

In the treatment of deep cancer the rule has been

at first an improvement in these cases and finally a

marked increase in the rapidity of growth. The
former is undoubtedly due to a general cellular re-

generative action and leucocytosis, the latter to a

local degenerative action in the normal cells sur-

rounding the growth and irritation of the cancer

cells from the failure of the operator to discrimi-

nate between the radically different impressions

which must be made upon the malignant and the

environing normal, or at least, non-malignant, cells.

The same therapeutic transition is likewise ac-

countable for the difference of opinion with regard

to the efficacy of .r-rays in leukemia, pseudoleu-

kemia, and pernicious anemia. The best results

have been obtained by small dosage frequently re-

peated. With average dosage the rule has been

marked improvement for a time, followed by a

more rapid decline. With maximum dosage a few

cases of rapid fatality have been reported.

In chronic Bright's disease the same experience

has been repeated. There have been some favor-

able and a few disastrous results. The dictum, "be-

ware of .t--rays in chronic diffuse nephritis," is

readily seen to be based on simple scientific prin-

ciples, when we consider that the accumulative

action always induces the same pathological changes

that exist in a chronic interstitial nephritis, and

hence must only aggravate these cases.

Regenerative Action of X-Ray Flashes—The re-

generative action of flashes is both local and gen-

eral and is accomplished principally through their

action upon the blood vessels. They dilate arteries,

lower blood pressure, and induce an active and

natural hyperemia. They stimulate cellular meta-

bolism without exhaustion and each subsequent

stimulation is followed by an improvement in cellu-

lar vitality, a stepping up process as it were, made
manifest in a regeneration of tissue. This phe-

nomenon has been accomplished in bone, nerve,

muscle, glandular, vascular and epithelial struct-

ures. In the eye it can be obtained in the cornea,

iris, crystalline lens, choroid, retina, and optic

nerve.

As an active hyperemia is always in evidence

when the natural forces are engaged in defensive or

regenerative work, the frequent association of an

abnormal pulse-tension ratio with either a local

ischemia or passive hyperemia, in localized degene-

rations, indicates an inability on Nature's part to

establish an active hyperemia through some loss of

equilibrium in the forces that control the circula-

tion. The local hyperemia of powerful .r-ray

flashes is too constant and too manifest to be open

to doubt, and explains the local regenerative action

of the rays in diseases of chronic degeneration.

To appreciate their action upon the general circu-

lation, their vasodilating power on the whole ar-

terial system, and hence their influence on general

metabolism, we have to observe their influence on

the heart and systolic blood pressure or pulse ten-

sion ratio.

With a high tube focused over the chest and ab-

domen, the pulse rate has been lowered ten beats

per minute, and the blood pressure ten manometers
with one instantaneous flash. With sixty such

flashes, a fall of sixty manometers, and thirty-five

in the pulse rate has been accomplished in a minute

and twenty seconds. The subject is too vast for

consideration at present, but we might add that the

eft'ects upon the general system are most remark-

able and in selected cases seem equivalent to a

saline infusion. These observations undoubtedly

give an important clue to the physiological and
therapeutic rule which .f-rays play in their general

regenerative influence in chronic and local degene-

rative diseases, especially as such that have been

favorably influenced bv Roentgenization are almost

invariably associated with a disturbance of general

metabolism.

Therapeutic Application of Intermittent Rays.—
X-ray flashes have been used in both acute and

chronic infections. Tension is lowered, the circula-

tion is improved, leucocytosis is induced, and a

more rapid recovery has been effected.

In fatty degenerations and infiltrations a regene-

rative action is obtained. In these conditions .t--rays

stand out in contrast with the action of heat. With
the former there is little or no loss in body weight,

showing that coincidently with the oviflation of fat

there is a development of normal tissue. In one in-

stance where immense fatty deposits in the calf and

around the knee-joint were exposed to .I'-ray

flashes, a diminution in circumference of three

inches was effected in ten treatments, with a devel-

opment of the muscles of the lower extremeties. In

cystic degeneration the regenerative .r-ray action

has been demonstrated. In one case the result was
most unique. A mass the size of an English walnut,

situated in the breast, having been observed for two
years, disappeared entirely after one treatment.

In the degeneration leading to fibrosis, this re-

generative action has been observed in many and
varied conditions. The rapidity with which recent

scar tissue becomes permeated with new blood ves-

sels is at times almost incredible. Breaking down
and displacement of the fibrous elements with nor-

mal epithelium ensues after complete vasculariza-

tion. In corneal opacities the latter does not ob-

tain, but absorption takes place through an indirect

regenerative influence on the corneal cells and a

hyperemia of the normal blood-vessels that supply

nutriment to those tissues. In varicose veins the

hard and thickened walls have become soft and

elastic and thrombi removed through absorption.

Regeneration is most likely effected through a

hyperemia of the vasa vasorum.

In arteriosclerosis the same regenerative influ-

ence in fibrosis has been amply established.

This is shown by both local and systemic

changes in senile degeneration. Numerous cases of

senility have been treated by the .r-ray flashes. The

local morbid processes in these cases have been an

epithelioma, rodent ulcer, chronic eczema, senile

cataract, and impairment of vision through senile

changes in the various tissues of the eye. They are

almost invariably associated with mental worry,

irritation of local cells, and a high arterial tension.
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In some instances, in which the local condition has

ceased to be progressive, the blood pressure is

either normal or below normal, the latter showing
a natural reaction. With the high tension the

heart's action is either rapid or slow, sometimes in-

termittent, but invariabl)" exaggerated. With the

low tension, either fast or very slow, but always
sluggish. Local improvement is always accom-
panied by more or less general rejuvenation and a

radical change in the pulse tension ratio. Further
proof of the regeneration of A'-ray flashes is seen in

tlieir influence in degenerations induced bv the ac-

cumulative action of the continuous raj-s. Favor-
able results are being obtained in .r-ray hyperemia,
necrosis, fibrosis, and atrophy. In one instance

some vision was restored where total blindness had
resulted from overdosage during the treatment of a

malignant growth in close proximity to the eye, and
in another hearing was restored where it had been
lost in a similar manner. In both cases there was
an extensive facial necrosis with ulceration that had
existed for a period of more than four years. While
regeneration was tedious, it began immediately
after the first treatment. In one the pulse was 120

and the S3Stolic blood pressure 175 manometers be-

fore treatment : after 200 flashes which a fluoroscope

detected at a distance of 60 feet the pulse dropped to

76 and blood pressure to 125 manometers. The head
and face were flushed with arterial blood which
began to issue from the necrotic area. A regenera-
tive process began at once, and many new blood
vessels, both arteries and veins, appeared and ex-
tended throughout this area. Sensation which had
been absent for four years was in time restored,

showing a regeneration in nen-e tissue. The grad-
ual exfoliation of necrotic cells through an aperture

in the cornea pointed to a new growth of cells

within the eyeball, and eventually perception of
light, and even the motions of the e3-eball. were re-

stored. Inasmuch as many ,r-ray operators are

suffering from the accumulative action of the rays

while no form of treatment has hitherto been found
to afford relief, it would seem that in these cases

much might be expected in the skilful administra-
tion of x-ray flashes.

In the treatment of chronic skin diseases inter-

mittent rays possess ever}- advantage over the con-
tinuous rays. Not only is the danger of degenera-
tion entirely eliminated, but results are more readily

obtained. In tuberculous glands this technique
gives better satisfaction. A medium to hard tube is

employed, amperage 10 to 25, distance of tube from
12 inches to contact, and the number of flashes is

gradually run up from 200 to 1,000 or more. After
an active hj'peremia has been induced, which may
persist for several days, treatment should be sus-

pended until the hj^^eremia subsides. Following
this line of treatment the glands do not break down
or become unyielding by virtue of the fact that there
is no impairment or destruction of normal tissues.

In raying the deep seated organs, the intermittent

method of administration is the only one that per-

mits of prolonged and powerful treatments without
damaging the skin and superficial tissues. This
method can also be utilized in fluoroscopic examina-
tions. Many physicians have abandoned this useful

means of diagnostic precision in fracture work, on
account of the danger to both patient and examiner.
Intermitting the rays during such examinations not

only eliminates all danger, but serines to maintain

a more uniform degree of vacuum, prolongs the life

of the tube, and strengthens the vision of the ope-

rators by virtue of the tonic action of the flashes

on the retina and optic ner\'e. The discovery by

the writer of the regenerative influence of x-ray
flashes in degenerative conditions of the eye has led

to its employment in more than a hundred cases

which are now being prepared' for publication.

These cases include atrophy of optic nerve, detach-

ment of the retina, chronic glaucoma, cataract,

keratitis, leucoma adherens, staphjloma, chronic

iritis, iridochoroiditis, and impairment of vision not

associated with any specific local disease.

In a number of cases where the blindness was of
such a degree as to necessitate the use of a guide,

sufficient restoration of sight has been given to en-

able the patients to be independent and to read ordi-

nary print. Perception of light has been obtained

where it had been lost for twenty years. In one
case where vision was only perception of light for

a period of eight years, it was restored to that of
reading large print in one treatment. In one case

where vision was zero, and had probably been so
for twelve years, abilir\- to count fingers and read
large type at close range was obtained after two
weeks" treatment. In several cases where vision

was only perception of light for less than two years'

duration, abilit)' to read large t\-pe was obtained.

Failures have occurred in extreme cases of more
than one year's standing, but we have rarely failed

to obtain some improvement in fairly severe cases

of comparatively short standing, and moderate but
always grateful results in moderate cases of long
standing.

Mechanism of Flashes.—Roentgen-ray flashes

are made by a special apparatus. It consists of a
small motor, a condenser, and a moving shaft It

can be regulated to give from sixtj- to six hundred
flashes per minute. Treatment is measured either

by the number of flashes, which is preferable in eye
treating, or by the measure of time, having esti-

mated the number of flashes per minute. The rec-

ord also includes the amperage and distance of tube.

The qualit)^ of rays remains decidedly more uni-

form with the intermittent rays and there is an
economy in tubes, coils, and current.

Conclusions.— i. A simple and prolonged stimu-

lation can be obtained only by an intermittent bom-
bardment of tissue cells.

2. An intermittent bombardment not only elimi-

nates the dangers arising from x-ray treatment, but

enables us to increase the amperage, and hence to

obtain a far greater degree of stimulation.

3. With flashes we do not use anj' protective

measures, and inasmuch as the general action is just

as important as the local, if not more so, the whole
body is included in the x-ray field, the rays of maxi-
mum intensity being focused on the local area

under treatment. For the same reason we use a

tube approaching hardness.

4. The effort to secure pure stimulation by the

customary continuous method was against the es-

tablished principles of stimulation and must be at-

tended with danger, as experience has amply shown.

5. In all conditions where x-rays have been use-

ful it has been due to their general as well as their

local action.

6. The general action is shown by the inevitable

improvement in general metabolism with a local re-

generative action in an area of localized degenera-

tion.

7. The most striking proof of the systemic action

is obtained through sphygmomanometric obser\'a-

tions.

8. Sedation is obtained by a mild and continuous

bombardment. This suggests low amperage with

tube at a distance measured by feet rather than by
inches. Tension is lowered and tendency to sleep
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induced. This is an .r-ray bath. The whole body
is incKided in the A--ray field.

9. Escharization is obtained by a powerful and
continuous bombardment. Maximum amperage,
minimum distance, maximum time of exposure. All

normal tissues should be thoroughly protected with
heavy sheets of lead with an opening exactly cor-

responding to the parts to be destroyed.

ID. Irritation is obtained by a moderate and con-

tinuous bombardment, prolonging the time of ex-

posure or by repeated exposures. It comes through
over-stimulation, which is the primary action. Like
all irritants, it tends to induce a fibrosis, obliterating

endarteritis, and culminates in atrophy. It should

never be used on normal tissues, and when used on
local morbid cells the surrounding normal cells

should be carefully protected by sheets of lead foil.

In a general way we may state that it is our con-

viction that the evolution of Roentgen-ray flashes

not only eliminate the danger of .r-ray treatment,

but that this method will extend the field of its in-

fluence, that its use in the eye will prove to be its

most valuable therapeutic application, and there is

a strong probability that if employed skilfully in

the early and acute stages of many heretofore in-

curable diseases of the eye, it may prove to be a

valuable preventive of blindness.

120 East Thirty-fourth Street.

SOME NOTES ON THE MEDICAL TREAT-
MENT OF INFLAMMATIONS OF

THE BILIARY TRACT.*

By WM. N. BERKELEY, A.B., M.D..

NEW YORE.

The writer of this paper was one who, in his med-
ical school days, listened with the ready conviction

of youth to the confident claims of his surgical

teachers that cholecystitis and chronic cholangitis,

with and without stones, are surgical diseases. It

has been only through a rather shocking series of

experiences in recent years that his faith has been

shaken and he has felt serious temptation to go

over to the unbelievers.

There is a little touch of grim humor in the re-

cent statement of a well-known Philadelphia sur-

geon, as follows : "The actual work at the operating

table has been the prime factor in elucidating the

very obscure facts in connection with the etiology,

patholog}', and diagnosis of cholelithiasis, assisted

though it has been by many brilliant researches, and
careful post-mortem pathology."

With admirable reserve the author has failed to

add that the careful post-mortems have been largely

on surgical cases of fatal termination. After hav-

ing done about a baker's dozen of such autopsies

myself in the last four years, all from the hands
of reputable surgeons of large experience, I have

been induced in the cases coming clinically into my
own hands to consider far more seriously and anx-

iously than formerly the alternative methods of

treatment. And I have been so surprised and
pleased at the results that it seems worth while to

talk about them, albeit much of the ground has been

already acrimoniously disputed.

To introduce the subject of treatment a few brief

notes on the causation of inflammations of the bile

tract cannot well be omitted.

Upon the bacteriology it is not my purpose

specially to dwell. Exhaustive and competent stud-

ies have referred most of the cases of cholecystitis

and cholangitis to the typhoid germ, to B. coli, or

*Read before the New York Medical Union.

to the common pus organisms. The same germs
are very frequently present in the bile of normal
gall-bladders. When we recall the speed with

which pyelitis may complicate inflammations of the

urinary bladder, or the ease with which the influ-

enza germ creeps from the pharynx into the mid-

dle ear and the accessory sinuses of the nose, it

seems reasonable enough to suppose that bacteria

in the biliary tract work in from the gut.

In order to start up an inflammation we should

expect, as elsewhere, an increase in the virulence

of the infective germ—as doubtless happens in ca-

tarrhs directly transmitted from the duodenum

—

or a solution of continuity of the biliary mucosa re-

sulting from mechanical injury.

Such damage results occasionally from rupture

of an echinococcus cyst into the ducts, one or more
daughter cysts causing a blockade of the bile. Two
such cases have come under my notice in the last

two years. Very rarely one or more roundworms
may crawl into the choledochus communis, causing

a dangerous condition not recognized usually until

the autopsy is performed. Other intestinal para-

sites have been also found, but generally these are

mere clinical curiosities. Far and away the most
common source of trouble is gallstones. In order
to understand more of gallstones, and to refresh our
memories, I quote for convenience of reference a

recent analysis (Halliburton) of the constituents of

normal bile: A fat-splitting ferment; sodium
glycocholate ; sodium taurocholate ; biliverdin; bili-

rubin ; a mucinoid substance, and small amounts of
fats, soaps, cholesterin, lecithin, urea, chloride of so-

dium, and phosphates of calcium and iron. Its

reaction is faintly alkaline or neutral.

Regarding our knowledge of the bile itself we
have made few advances upon the classic work of
Frerichs in the sixties of the last century. The
newest text-books of physiology are still quoting
Frerichs's chemical analyses. One important state-

ment of older writers has been modified, namely,
that normal bile kills germs. It seems quite certain,

in the light of recent work, that the bile is only
feebly, if at all antiseptic.

Gallstones consist mainly, it is said, of cholesterin,

which is mixed with varying quantities of epithelial

detritus, inspissated mucus, phosphates of calcium
and iron, and bilirubin. Cholesterin is a curious
substance of which little is known, not even its ex-

act chemical relations, nor whether it is a secretion

or an excretion. It is commonly supposed to be a

monatomic alcohol of the terpene series. It is solu-

ble in ether, chloroform, dilute acids and alkalies,

bile, and various other reagents. It appears to be
quite easily soluble in the intestinal juices, as is evi-

denced by the eroded and seamed appearance of
gallstones passed per rectum.

It has been known for many years that stones,

even up to the number of many hundreds, may
exist in the gall-bladder through long periods of
time without symptoms. Several series of autopsies

have been reported in which 5, 10, 15 and even 25
per cent, of all the gall-bladders examined con-

tained stones. They may antedate or follow catarrh

of the tract.

Exactly why they appear is little better under-

stood to-day than it was by our professional grand-

fathers, and that, too, in spite of a vast deal of in-

telligent and scientific labor. A recent paper of

Kramer's is illustrative (Journal of Experimental
Medicine, 1907, IX., 309). Kramer was able, by
growing typhoid and colon bacilli in bile and alka-

line peptone, to produce in about four weeks a

closely packed, semi-solid mass in the bottom of
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his tubes corresponding in chemical analysis to the

make-up of gallstones. He thinks he has thereby
shown that certain bacteria play an important part.

A brief notice of similar literature would require

many pages. So far, however, no conclusions of

tiiore than provisional value have been arrived at.

A familiar clinical fact is that stones are more
frequent in women than in men.
Another fact of importance, now well attested

by statistics from both continents, is that 95 per

cent, of all cases of cholelithiasis occur after the

thirtieth year, and 20 to 25 per cent, after the

fiftieth year. This I mention with some emphasis

here because it has important relations to treat-

ment.

Volumes could be filled with the futile and un-

scientific speculations as to the formation of stones,

which have appeared from time to time from the

pens of medical men who were never in a chemi-

cal or pathological laboratory in their lives. Some
have laid their appearance to beer drinking, some to

drinking too little water ; some to eating too much
fat ; some to an excess of carbohydrate or proteid.

I have no heart myself to add another guess.

I shall only call attention to the simple fact, true of

all solids in fluid solution, that the probability of

precipitation increases with the concentration of the

solution and the sluggishness of its movement. That
is, simply, that the thinner the bile and the faster

it flows, the fewer the stones and the smaller their

size. This fact, we may note incidentally, seems
enough to explain the prevalence of gallstones in

women. Their habits are sedentary, their tissues

often relaxed after child-bearing, and their anemia
being on the average greater than that of men, tends

to reduce the muscular tone of the gall-bladder.

As a preliminary argument for medical treatment

we may fairly, and without prejudice, enumerate
a few of the surgical difficulties encountered in op-
erations on the bile-tract.

First of all, the anatomical structure of the parts

makes interference with the biliary tract zn et armis
one of the most ticklish tasks in abdominal surgery.

Many surgeons are lacking in the manual dexterity

required to do this work in even a passable way.
Furthermore, one can have no previous notion, in

any individual case, even if nothing more critical

than a cholecystotomy is projected, whether the

gall-bladder hangs below the lower edge of the liver,

or is retracted far behind it. In the latter case it is

proposed to make a path for the escaping bile by
stitching up a canal in the adjacent peritoneal tis-

sues to reach as far as the opening in the belly-wall.

All I know of these is what was left of them at

the autopsy after general peritonitis had set in.

Again, old and dense adhesions often bar the way
to the ducts in the very cases where a supposed
stone is most loudly calling for removal.

The new connective tissue around the ducts,

furthermore, is often so thick that it simulates stone
when no stone is present.

Again, even after a stone has been removed,
stitching up the ducts at the bottom of a surgical

opening six inches deep and dark as Erebus, is no
easy undertaking. The portal vein, lying just be-
hind and to the left of the choledochus, is apt
to be caught in the stitches, even if they can be in-

serted.

Still another troublesome and sometimes dis-

astrous fact is the frequent coincidence of general
jaundice, which increases the hemorrhage, retards

the healing, and at times precipitates a fatal result.

We must not forget, also, that the shock incident
to surgical operations on the gall-bladder is un-

usually profound. In patients over fifty it is by
no means inapt in itself to be fatal. My last three

autopsies were all on such cases. But it is pre-

cisely in such cases that the operation has oftenest

to be performed.
If it be said that suppurative processes in the bile

tract never recover without operation, I rejoin that

while this is the usually accepted statement, yet

there is no hard-and-fast line in this region, be-

tween the so-called catarrhal and the true suppura-
tive inflammations, and all cases ought to be first

given a chance for palliative measures to be put
into rational operation before the surgeon is called.

Lastly a permanent biliary fistula may result.

With these difficulties (of all of which I have
personal knowledge) staring us in the face, it be-

comes a matter for serious thought whether medi-
cal measures may not, in all but the plainest sup-
purative cases, have some greater value than we
are in the habit of allov^^ing.

I shall first mention some therapeutic practices

"more honored in the brv/ach than in the observ-
ance," and afterwards sketch the mode of medical
treatment that seems best to meet the indications.

First of all let me say that there is no solid nor
fluid medicament so far known which will have
any perceptible eft'ect in dissolving stones already

present in the gall-bladder. The old French method
of giving ether and turpentine on the supposition

that they are eliminated in the bile, and will gradu-
ally wash away gallstones, is neither warranted by
experiment nor justified by clinical results.

The olive-oil treatment owes its celebrity solely

to the lumps of oil-soap (sodium oleate) made by
the reaction of oleic acid with the alkaline juices

of the gut, and slightly simulating gallstones. An-
alysis of these concretions will show to anyone's
satisfaction that they contain few or none of the

constituents of true gallstones.

A particularly dangerous practice is massage of
the liver and of the region of the gall-bladder.

The medical treatment obtaining the inost general
indorsement of conservative practitioners may be
considered under the heads of drugs and mineral
waters, diet, and exercise.

I need not stop to say again that no drugs so far

known have the least demonstrable solvent eflFect

upon gallstones, any more than upon stones in the

kidney and urinary bladder. We may, however,
select among a large number of medicines which
have more or less effect in increasing the fluidity of
the bile, and apparently stimulating its secretion.

Any of the saline purgatives will act in this way
to some extent. Sodium phosphate in dilute aque-
ous solution before breakfast has long been ap-
proved. The alkaline mineral waters have this ad-
ditional advantage, that they are in extremely dilute

solution, and the patient in taking his medicine is

compelled to take a large amount of water at the

same time. Glycocholate and taurocholate of so-

dium have been experimentally and clinically proved
to be direct and very valuable cholagogues. Their
nauseous taste, long a serious objection, has been
latterly removed by dexterous admixtures in sev-

eral of the new proprietarj' preparations, and they

may be given as required.

Inasmuch as glycocholates and taurocholates are

both split in the alkaline intestinal juices into

cholalic acid (Cj^H^oOs) and a by-product, it

has been also proposed to give cholalic acid di-

rectly, and the results so far with my own patients

have been better than with anything similar that I

have personally tried.

It is claimed for all these drugs only that they
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put into healthy condition an inflamed biliary mu-
cosa, enabling the gall-bladder to take care of the

stones it already contains, facilitating the discharge

of those already actually lodged in the ducts, and
preventing the formation of new stones.

All these remedies, furthermore, reduce intestinal

putrefaction, move the bowels more freely, promote
digestion, and by improving the patient's general

condition, increase his resisting power all along the

line.

Anti-fermentative drugs, like salol, are often

helpful. I have one patient, a lady of fifty-eight

years, who liked salol so well some years ago, when
she was recovering from an attack of cholecystitis,

that she has kept a box of 2-grain tablets by her bed

at night ever since—for use when in discomfort

from flatulence.

Patients will ultimately find out for themselves

what laxative remedy suits them best. By some
means or other it will be absolutely necessary to

keep the bowels open. Copious enemata are good.

Regarding exercise and hygiene, it will, of course,

be a matter of common sense that riding in rough
vehicles over stony roads, horseback riding and
tight lacing should be forbidden. If any lady can

be found who is willing to support her skirts by

shoulder straps, she should by all means be advised

to do so. Regarding diet for such patients the re-

ceived authorities differ, and differ so radically that

one is soon led to suspect the truth, namely, that

we do not know enough yet to lay down any rules

of general applicability. Practically I have found
that to most patients a mixed diet will be most
suitable, and that they may be allowed within

limits almost any article of food that agrees. Dur-
ing the existence of jaundice of course fats should

be excluded.

Finally—and this is a matter of great impor-

tance—the quantity of food should be small at each

feeding, and the intervals between meals short. The
reason for this is simple : At every feeding the gall-

bladder contracts, the papilla dilates, and bile is

discharged into the gut. Frequent meals hence pre-

vent a stagnation of bile arfd. a fortiori, a precipi-

tation to make stones.

I would remark, finally, that the diet and hygiene

of these cases are fully as important as medicine.

Almost all recurrent attacks of cholecystitis are as-

sociated with a fresh attack of indigestion.

36 East Fifty-third Street.

PROPHYLAXIS VS. TREATMENT, OR PRE-
VENTION RATHER THAN CURE.

By SAMUEL WESLEY SMITH, M.D.,

NEW YORK.

The war of extermination now being waged against

house flies and mosquitos by the Government and
by various Boards of Health throughout the country
promises at no distant date to considerably diminish

the number of these intolerable pests and transmit-

ters of disease. Simultaneously, the war against

tuberculosis is being prosecuted with vigor, not only

in the United States, but in all other civilized coun-

tries. Independent of the value of tuberculin, as

a preventive or as a remedy for consumption, the

means adopted to stamp out the disease are bearing

salutary results, and at no distant date tuberculosis

may be relegated to the limbo of ailments which
have ceased to be a menace to humanity. It is the

same all along the line ; medical science in its per-

sistent efforts to eradicate disease will doubtless

leave to the physician of the near future, as his

special, almost sole work, prevention rather than

cure. Physicians recognize, as never before, such

agencies as proper diet, pure air, environment, and

absolute cleanliness as essentials in the cure of the

sick; less reliance is being placed upon medication.

Prophylaxis rather than treatment seems to be the

salient feature of recent medical practice.

Hence the physician of the future may be glad

to adopt the method of the Chinese physicians and

be paid for preserving health and beautifying hu-

man life and not for curing disease.

Strange that in our medical practice we are now
reverting to methods of treatment recommended in

the Papyrus Ebers, written in Egypt in the year

3500 B.C. In that, the most ancient medical writ-

ing, special emphasis is placed upon cleanliness as

a preservative of health, and in the case of sickness

careful attendance, proper diet, and pure air are

recommended. The Children of Israel, who were

in medical practice the followers of the Egyptians,

also recommended similar methods for the contmu-

ance of health and the removal of disease. Even a

cursory reading of the Pentateuch will show that

various laws were embodied in the religious code

of the Israelites which had special reference to the

preservation of health and the eradication of dis-

ease. In cases of plague and diseases of a peculi-

arly offensive nature, the wearing apparel and bed

clothes of those afilicted were burned.

But the general practitioner, in that future of

which medical optimists dream, will have his place

and it will by no means be a narrower sphere of

operations. From the dawn of life until its close,

he will be the friend, the consoler, the preserver,

and the confidant of the family. He will be no less

competent to deal with troubles of the mind than

with disorders of the body, and his aim will be to

preserve the vicns sana in corpore sano. He will

prescribe the rules of health and correct living, and

through his beneficent influence and abhorrence of

the artificialities and habits which have debased hu-

man life, he may aid in restoring to man the physical

perfection of the Apollo Belvidere and to woman the

symmetry and beauty of the Venus de Milo.
" Among the ancient Egyptians and the Children of

Israel the priests attended to the physical ailments,

as well as to the spiritual needs of the people. In

the new era now dawning upon the medical profes-

sion, it is not unreasonable to suppose that the physi-

cian will perform somewhat similar duties. Brought

into the most intimate relationship with patients and

their families his voice would be potent on the side

of good morals and correct living. Essential as

these are to health of body and mind he could not

be accused of going beyond his sphere in becoming

a preacher of righteousness—a righteousness which

not only exalts a nation, but which also sanctifies

and purifies individuals, and keeps them wholesome

and clean.

Needless to say there is a great deal to be done

before the dawn of the auspicious day I have been

anticipating. The public, however, are alive to the

importance of adopting measures for preventing dis-

ease and conserving health. In the department

"News of the Week," in the Medical Record of

July 18, the health plank in the platform of one of

the great political parties is quoted. This plank

recommends the organization of all existing national

public health agencies into a National Bureau of

Public Health, with such powers as are properly

within the jurisdiction of the Federal Government.

Several sources of danger apparently have been

lost sight of in the precautionary measures adopted

to prevent disease. Many of the vessels arriving in

this port are in an unsanitary condition, and though
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no specific disease may exist on them, disease

germs may be conveyed from them by passengers

and sailors. A thorough process of cleaning and
fumigation would remove this danger.

It is notorious that sleeping cars and even other

passenger cars are sources of danger, not only to

those traveling on them, but to the public at large.

Though generally well ventilated in summer, they

are at all seasons improperly cleaned, especially the

sleeping cars, and are never so cleaned as to remove,

or render innocuous, all disease germs which may be

lurking in plush covered seats, carpets, and hang-

ings, awaiting a proper medium for their develop-

ment in the human system.

Sleeping cars upon arriving at the terminus of a

journey should be fumigated or cleaned with the

suction pneumatic cleaner, and not by the com-
pressed air blow pipe, as is now in general use. In

faqt all cars on passenger trains at the end of each

and every single trip ouglit to be subjected to the

same purifying process. The Board of Health of

New York City, I think, has an opportunity in this

direction. It should compel railroad companies

either to fumigate their sleeping cars upon arrival

in the city, or to have them cleaned by suction pneu-

matic cleaners such as are now in use by some of our

best equipped hospitals. If the Board exercised its

authority in this respect, instead of ordering the in-

discriminate slaughter of dogs during the summer
months only, it would confer a greater boon upon
the public, for the fact is that cold weather does

not make a dog immune from hydrophobia any

more than it makes a man immune from typhoid

fever; besides there are so few who die from dog
bites as compared with the number who die each

year from infectious diseases. In this connection,

I desire to direct special attention to the suction

cleaners, as ,a preventive of disease. While they

do not, of course, destroy any disease germs, they

largely remove them from carpets, rugs or hangings,

and capture the germ-laden dust which can easily

be taken care of. Small suction cleaners, as easily

handled as the ordinary carpet cleaner, or the whisk-

broom and dustpan of the sleeping car, are now on
the market, and they can be used in private houses

and public places with excellent effect. The ordi-

nary carpet cleaners have the fatal defect of re-

moving only the heavier surface of bacteria-laden

dust, while others dangerous to human life are left

undisturbed or are sent adrift by the whiskbroom or

rug-beater in the air to be inhaled by any person

who may be there at the time.

I have been led to make the foregoing reflections

by a case which attracted my attention not long

since, when I had occasion to spend a part of two
days and one night in a sleeping car returning from
a Western city to New York. It so happened that

a lone traveler like myself occupied in the sleeper

a section opposite mine. I became interested in the

man ; his emaciated appearance and the drawn look

of the face with the tell-tale rose-colored spot on
the cheeks, the clubbing of the fingers, attacks of

spasmodic coughing, followed by shortness of

breath, and the sputum of a greenish-gray which
he expectorated on the spittoon, attracted my atten-

tion and enlisted my sympathy. I did not need a

bacteriological examination of the sputum to enable

me to diagnose the case as one of pulmonary tuber-

culosis.

I casually made the inquiry as to his destination.

He informed me that, by the advice of his physician,

he was going to the North Woods to get rid of ma-
laria and intermittent fever. "You poor man," I

said ; "if the change of climate and environment rids

you of your malaria and fever, remain in the woods
all winter and next summer and next winter too."

It is to be regretted that in this enlightened day

such mistakes in diagnosis are made—yet they are.

On the morning of the second day when the

sleeper had been turned into a day coach I saw the

porter of the sleeper with his whiskbroom and

feather duster vigorously dusting seats, carpets, and

the wearing apparel of the passengers, not forgetting

a frantic effort at dusting the top of the spittoon.

Had the sputum deposited by my consumptive friend

become sufficiently dried so as to be a part of the

million particles of dust that had settled on it, and

were its tubercle bacilli being dissipated with the

cloud of dust through the car? We cannot deny

the possibility or even the probability of this be-

ing so.

Again, a case of scarlet fever in my own practice

leads me to believe that more care and supervision

by the various Boards of Health throughout the

country ought to be inaugurated.

Some time ago I was called to see a child who
had recently arrived from a Western town. The
little girl of five years had occupied a stateroom in

a sleeping car with its mother for a day and a night.

It was on the morning of the fifth day in the city

that I was called to the bedside of the little patient.

I found a temperature of 104°, reddened throat,

and the strawberry tongue. My diagnosis was,

probably, scarlet fever, which subsequently proved
to be correct. At the time of my first visit the

mother was very loath to accept my diagnosis. She
informed me- that there was no sickness of any kind

at her Western home and that the child had not

been out of the house for two or three days prepara-

tory to leaving for New York ; nor had any children

visited the home of the patient during this time.

There was certainly no scarlet fever in the house
where my patient was nor had she been out of the

house during the first two or three days following

her arrival here. Hence I was led to the conclusion

that in all probability the disease was contracted in

the sleeping car. We cannot consider such a case

in any way unique.

Remedial measures to become effective must be

comprehensive and universal. When the medical

profession, keenly alive to its responsibilites, is aided

by Government and State officials and an intelligent

public in the war against all kinds of pathogenic bac-

teria as well as Bacillus tuberculosis, we may reason-

ably hope for the disappearance of at least all pre-

ventable ailments that for ages have afflicted the

human race.

7 West Twenty-sixth Street.

THE SURGICAL SITUATION.
By LUCY WAITE. B.A., M.D.,

CHICAGO.

HEAD SURGEON MARY THOMPSON HOSPITAL.

Twelve years ago a clarion voice rang throughout

the professional world calling a halt on reckless sur-

gery. In his address before the American Medical

Association at Atlanta our lamented surgeon Nicho-

las Senn accused the profession of being dominated

by a furor operativus, and warned the overbold

surgeons that they were laying up wrath against

a day of wrath. If his charges were true at that

time with how much more force do they apply

today?
The furor operativus seems to have only gathered

momentum during these years until today it has

burst upon the surgical world in all its fury, bear-

ing- down before it all other branches of the medi-
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cal profession, anatomy, physiology and pathology,

medicine curative and prophylactic all must make
way for the knife which like an all conquering

and all powerful giant stalks through the medical

ranks leaving, alas too often, devastation and ruin

in its path.

We are rapidly becoming a nation of scars. Is

this a necessary condition? If so, let us satisfy

ourselves that it is, resign ourselves to our scars and
forever after hold our peace. If it is not necessary

let us rise up in our might, for when aroused we
are a mighty people, and turn back the sharp edge
of the surgeon's knife. Let us insist that the sur-

geon shall stop cutting long enough to take a deep
breath and hold converse with the pathologist, the

neurologist and the physiologist, yea, even the

anatomist, and the men of medicine might give

him a few clarifying points.

The time has come when a reformed movement
is bound to be inaugurated. If it does not come
from within it will come from without. If we
do not refonn ourselves we will be reformed,
nolens volcns. The laity are not all fools and the

surgical situation is no longer a professional secret.

Putting aside all question of ethics, of our duty
as a profession toward a confiding laity ; the law of
self-preservation forces us to take up this question

in earnest. That portion of the laity which has not

already gone over to Christian Science, Osteopathy
and psychotherapy is casting a critical eye upon the

medical profession, and if I mistake not the signs

of the times will require a speedy accounting.

Let us, therefore, bravely face the situation ; let

us probe the ugly wound to its very depths ; let us

fearlessly apply the cautery while it yet remains in

our own hands, and while we can make a thorough
aseptic operation.

What are the abuses in the surgical camp to-

day, and how can they be remedied? In the first

place there is no doubt that the profession is in

the throes of a "furor operativus." The great pro-

fessor must have his large clinics ; the amateur must
get his experience, so that he may sorne day fill the

great professor's chair; every surgeon must invent

at least one new operation or modify an old one,

and these must be justified to the profession by a

glittering array of statistics
;
post-graduate schools

must have clinical material to make mushroom sur-

geons who return to their small towns and start

a hospital which must be supported from the ap-

pendices of the entire surrounding country ; and
alas, everybody must have money for necessary

and unnecessary expenses.

I do not mean to accuse surgeons as a rule of

operating for a fee. But that there are a few who
will do so knowingly is a lamentable fact. But the

surgical conscience has become so warped that we
don't know it ourselves when we are operating for

a fee. When a surgeon says to himself
—"This

patient is determined to have an operation; if I

don't do it Dr. A, or B, or C will, a wealthy man
like Smith can't expect to carry his appendix

around with him"—Is he operating for appendicitis

or for the check which he knows Smith is anxious

to hand over to some one? And would he operate

if he thought there was any danger of his patient

dying under the knife? Certainly not. But there

is so little danger now in making an incision one

and a half inches long and removing a normal

appendix ; and the patient can sit up the next day

and be at his desk in a week! Nothing really has

happened except the transfer of a few thousand

dollars from the bank account of a man who didn't

need it to the account of one who did. Where is

the harm? It would indeed be difficult to say if we

were speaking of dry goods or green groceries, but

is this surgery? Word comes from Lord Lister

that at the age of eighty he is sitting with bowed
head wondering if after all he has brought any

real benefit to humanity in introducing antiseptic

and aseptic surgery to the profession; that he views

with alarm and consternation this wave of surgical

furor which is sweeping over Christendom. And
no wonder. It is safe to say that every year thou-

sands of unnecessary operations are to be laid at

the door of aseptic surgery. Would any surgeon

have the temerity to remove a normal appendix

or open the abdominal cavity to "hang up" a uterus

if the mortality was 50 per cent? Certainly not,

for with all our faults we are not butchers.

But why do I seek for words when it has been

said for me so much better by the "blaster Sur-

geon."* "To the immortal Lister," he said, "belongs

the honor of having opened a systemmatic and suc-

cessful crusade against the surgeon's most treach-

erous enemies—the pathogenic germs. * * *

No wonder that a sense of security created by such

wonderful changes made the surgeons bold. * * *

The physician found himself suddenly out of his

long, time-honored routine practice. * * *

Much of this ill applied energy in the surgical

world has resulted in detriment to patients and in

retarding actual surgical progress. Operative sur-

gery has been carried to extremes. * * * fhe
bold surgery of to-day upon organs of the abdomi-

nal cavity is largely due to the comparative safety

with which the peritoneal cavity can be invaded un-

der proper aseptic precautions. This new field for

the display of surgical talent and ingenuity has been

diligently cultivated in a legitimate way by the hon-

est, progressive surgeon, but it has also been made
the playground of unscientific sensational surgery

by men who are ignorant of the legitimate limits

of the art of surgery. * * * fhe greatest on-

slaught of modern surgery has been upon the or-

gans of generation, male and female. * * *

When I arraign the gynecologist for innumerable

and inexcusable transgressions of the rules which

ought to govern and control the art of surgery, I

do not include the scientific, honest, conscientious

workers in that department of surgery, but my
remarks will apply to the class of routine operators

which has recently grown to alarming dimensions.

Not only in this but in nearly every country which

has been penetrated by the dim rays of so-called

bold surger)'. * * * The new generation of

doctors finds no longer satisfaction in practising

their profession in some rural district. They have
their eyes on large cities and have heard of en-

ticing fees paid to specialists for insignificant op-

erations. Why buy a horse and saddlebags when
a fortune awaits them in devoting themselves to

a specialty. The recent graduate seeks a much em-
ployed g3'necologist, follows his work for a month
or two and returns a full fledged specialist.

* * * Has humanity been the gainer since the

gynecologists became surgeons? This is a timely

and serious question. * * * It is difficult to

say where this rage will end or what organ will be

the next battleground for the aggressive gynecolo-

gist. The clitoris, the vagina, the cervix uteri, the

ovaries, the Fallopian tubes, the uterus and its liga-

ments have successively passed through a trying or-

deal of the furor operativus. What the next fad

will be is impossible to foretell. * * * If

gynecology is to live and become a real benefit to

women it must become more conservative. * * *

*On some of the Limits of the Art of Surgery, By
Nicholas Senn, M.D., address delivered before the

American Medical Association at Atlanta 1896.
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Let us have in the future more of the nil nocere in

place of the furor operativiis."

But the remedy? Aye, there's the rub. It is

such a very elusive subject, this ''furor operativus."

Can it be checked ? I fear not in a legislative way.
The spirit of the times is opposed to any medical
censorship nor is this practicable at least in any
form that has as yet been suggested.

Since then it is a question between a more or

less intelligent profession and a more or less in-

telligent lait)' (for the laity are by no means alto-

gether blameless for the present conditions) how
is the situation to be handled? By education per-

force, and I very much fear that the curriculum

must include not only anatomy, physiology, and
pathologj', but a system of ethics in which the

golden rule shall be given a conspicuous place. The
cultivation of the individual conscience would be

no doubt the radical remedy; a conscience which
would not allow us to perform an exploratorj' in-

cision until we have exhausted every means to

make a diagnosis without the knife ; a conscience

which would say, am I sure that this is a surgical

case in the first instance, and secondly is the opera-

tion that I am contemplating conformator)- to the

laws of anatomy and physiology, and the one most
likely to rid the patient of the pathological condi-

tion; a conscience which would hesitate before at-

tempting to improve nature's arrangement of or-

gans—or to deprive the human system ruthlessly

of organs evidently created for a purpose; a con-

science which would finally ask itself : "Am I cer-

tain that I am operating for a pathological condi-

tion in the patient and not in my own purse."

"Would I that some surgeon (more or less skillful)

should perform such an operation upon me or upon
one who is dear to me as I am contemplating on my
patient," is a very good question to ask ourselves

before we give the routine order to prepare the pa-

tient for the operating table. If all surgeons were
women, conscientious women I mean, I am thor-

oughly convinced that all manner of hysteropexies

for so-called uterine displacements would rapidly

disappear for want of statistics.

The "golden rule" was certainly promulgated for

a purpose, and here is a beautiful opportuniU' to

use it. The most skilled surgeon needs to ask him-
self these searching questions. Then what of the

unskilled, the amateur surgeon who has succeeded
in obtaining a hospital position, the recent graduate
and the hospital interne ?

Already there are voices crying in this surgical

wilderness. Let those who have ears to hear

—

listen. Not long ago Dr. Henry T. Byford made
the statement that no amateur should be allowed
to do an independent laparatomy until he had done
at least one hundred abdominal sections under the
direction of a master. What a revolution this one
reform would make in the surgical world! Dr.
Morris Richardson during the last few years has
written a series of articles condemning overbold
and unscientific surgery which should rouse the pro-
fession to the necessity of reform. Dr. J. M. Baldy
in his presidential address before the American
Gynecological Societj- has outlined most needed re-

forms. In a recent number of the Boston Medical
and Surgical Journal Dr. J. C. ]\Ionro has a stirring

article on the "Surgical Rights of the Public."

There are, of course, many others thinking and
writing on this subject. Then why can not some
concerted action be taken by those who are aroused
to the situation? At least some system should be
devised by which the laitv' and the profession as

well may know whether they are dealing with a

surgeon or an unskilled, unscientific cutter. Surely
it is not asking too much that a physician shall give

some guarantee to the profession and to the public

that he is also qualified to practise surgery. It is

absurd that the same college degree which confers

the title of AI. D. should give the right to perform
operations to a student who has never taken the

knife in his hand. If there is any way in which
the laity can protect themselves by law from the

ignorant and unscrupulous in the medical ranks
let it be thought out by those who have the con-

fidence both of the profession and of the laity.

If it can come only in the form of recommenda-
tions, we are waiting for them and some of us

at least will accept them.
The time is ripe and we are looking to the con-

scientious skilled surgeons of our country to in-

stitute some movement toward rescuing our beloved

profession from those who would make it only a

stepping stone to a passing greatness or exploit it

for their own selfish interests, that the noble art of
surgery which yearly saves thousands of lives and
restores a lost health to thousands more, may be
raised to the lofty pedestal to which its legitimate

achievements have richly entitled it.

SYNOVITIS OF THE KXEE-JOIXT AS A
LATE MANIFESTATION OF

ACQUIRED SYPHILIS.

REPORT OF A CASE.

Bv ISAAC LEVIN, M.D.,

NEW YORK.

RiCHET^, in 1853, was the first to express the opin-

ion that a joint disease may be caused by the syph-
ilitic virus directly, without the influence of another
etiological factor. This opinion was not accepted
immediately, and Ricord" and a number of others

held that if an individual suffering from syphilis

contracted a joint disease, it simply meant an inci-

dental complication of the syphilis with another dis-

ease, possibly tuberculosis or rheumatism. But since

then cases of purely syphilitic joint disease have
multiplied to such a degree that no further doubt
can be entertained as to the existence of this clinical

condition.

The joints may be affected in one degree or an-

other in ever\- stage of both acquired and congen-
ital syphilis, and usually each stage is characterized

by dift'erent pathological conditions of the affected

joint. Already in the period of secondare' incuba-
tion the patient may suffer from pains in the joints,

but this so-called "arthralgia" is not accompanied by
any anatomical abnormality in the joint. The same
arthralgia usually manifests itself at the beginning
of the period of secondary symptoms during the

time of fever and roseola, and it resembles them
very closely, the rheumatic pains accompanying any
other acute exanthema or muscular fatigue. The
only peculiarity of this arthralgia that differentiates

it from other conditions is that the pain increases

greatly during the night.

Another form of a joint disease, which also ap-

pears early in the period of secondary symptoms of

syphilis, is subacute synovitis. Here, besides the

pain, there is some swelling and all the other symp-
toms of an acute inflammation. This condition re-

sembles very closely both gonorrheal arthritis and
polyarticular rheumatism. Fournier^ calls the dis-

ease syphilitic pseudorheumatism. The disease usu-

ally appears simultaneously with secondary skin

eruptions and disappears together with the latter.

The condition that usually occurs in the later part
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of the period of secondary symptoms of syphilis is

chronic synovitis or hydrathosis. It appears most
frequently during the third year after the initial

lesion, takes a more chronic course than the subacute
synovitis, but, like the latter, involves only the se-

rous covering of the capsule, and, if treated, heals

without leaving any trace of abnormality in the

joint.

In great contrast to the forms just described, the

joint lesions of the tertiary period of syphilis are

very grave in character. They usually take the

form of chronic arthritis secondary to formation of

gummata either in the tissues surrounding the joint,

so-called perisynovitis gummosa, or in the interior

of the joint, the chondroartliritis gummosa. Both
conditions lead to destruction of tissues and impair-

ment of function. They resemble clinically tuber-

culosis of the joints, and were, therefore, described

by Richet and subsequent French authors under the

name of tnmcurs blanches syphilitiques.

The clinical difference between acquired and con-

genital syphilis consists mainly in the absence in the

latter of the primary lesion and the period of incu-

bation, and besides the symptoms of the secondary

and tertiary periods are not so clearly separated in

the congenital as in the acquired syphilis. Other-

wise the clinical manifestations that are met with in

acquired syphilis occur also in congenital cases. All

the forms of joint diseases described in cases of

acquired syphilis can be seen in congenital cases.

The only condition ])eculiar to congenital syphilis

is the "deforming arthritis." This form, first de-

scribed by Mericamp* in 1882, usually occurs in the

later period of congenital syphilis. The disease

manifests itself with enlargement of the epiphysis

of the bones, absence of effusion in the joint cavity,

and impediment of the function of the joint.

While it may seem from the foregoing descrip-

tion that we have to deal here with a clinically well

defined disease, the dift'crential diagnosis of which

presents no difficulties, it is far from being so in

practice. When the lesion of the joint is accom-

panied by other symptoms of the disease, then it is

comparatively easy to reach a conclusion, but when
the joint disease is the only manifestation of syph-

ilis, the correct interpretation may be very hard

indeed. As Morestin'^ puts it, in considering the

cases of chronic synovitis in syphilis, "the cases are

much more frequent than one would think, but,

common as they are, they remain commonly un-

recognized." It is of great importance, therefore,

to bring forward and discuss clinically every addi-

tional case as it occurs. Besides this, the case that

I shall report here has certain characteristics that

distinguish it from the majority of the reported

cases and gives it a peculiar interest from the stand-

point of the conditions of syphilitic joint disease,

and also of the general question of syphilis.

Mrs. W., aged 35, consulted me in May, 1908, for

"rheumatism" in the left knee, from which she had

suffered for six months. She had been unsuccess-

fully treated by large doses of salicylates and the

usual antirheumatic remedies. On close question-

ing I could collect the following history. Parents,

brothers, and sisters healthy—at least, there is no

indication of tuberculosis or syphilis. Patient was
not nursed by her mother, but by a wet-nurse, who,

as she had heard, was at the time suffering from
"scrofulosis." The patient herself never suffered, to

her recollection, from anything resembling syphilis.

She had been married for thirteen years, gave birth

three times at term to stillborn children at intervals

of about two years, and the fourth time, six years

ago, gave birth to a living and perfectly healthy

child. Her obstetricians explained the first three

stillbirths by an abnormality in the pelvis. Her
present illness, dating back six months, began sud-

denly with severe pain, swelling, and impairment of

motion in the left knee-joint. The pain was most
severe at night and did not yield to treatment. On
examination I found several characteristic syphilitic

scars on the skin of the chest and back. The patient

could not give any account as to their origin. There
were no enlarged lymph nodes nor thickenings of the

bones; no abnormality in any of the organs of the

chest, abdomen, or pelvis. The pelvic measurements
were normal. The left knee-joint was enlarged,

filled with fluid ; the capsule felt somewhat thick-

ened, and on the inner surface of the tibia there

was a tender spot which did not feel softer, or in

any way different to the touch, than any other part

of the bone. The radiogram showed nothing ab-

normal either in the bones or capsule. I made a

diagnosis of syphilitic hydrarthrosis, and ordered

large doses of potassium iodide, with daily inunc-

tions of mercurial ointment on the surface of the

knee-joint, with two days' rest after each four in-

unctions. In ten days after the beginning of the

treatment the pain ceased, and in four weeks the

fluid was absorbed and the appearance and function

of the joint were restored to normal.

This case presents several points of interest. The
syphilis was ac(]uired by the patient innocently in her

infancy through her wet-nurse, and, though never

treated, did not present any symptoms with the ex-

ception of the few skin lesions until she married,

twenty-two years later. She apparently was then

in the tertiary period, as her husband remains

healthy, but she had three successive stillbirths,

which was the first indication that she was not cured

of her syphilis. Then, several years later, she got

a lesion in the knee-joint. But here again the dis-

ease took an muisnal course. As staled above, the

joint lesions in tlie tertiary period of acquired syphi-

lis are usually of a severe destructive character and

based on formation of gummata, while in this case

there was a simple chronic synovitis with severe

nocturnal pain as the most prominent symptom.

Such a mild form of the disease takes place, as a

rule, in the earlier stages of the secondary period.

A very plausible explanation of the condition would

seem to be that the patient received an attenuated

infection and, though untreated, the disease took all

along a benign course.

For the practitioner there are two points in con-

nection with the case that ought to be kept con-

stantly in mind. In the first place, a patient, and
particularly a woman, may carry an uncured syphi-

litic infection for years and show no indication

of it. In the second place, a syphilitic joint disease

does not show any pathognomonic clinical difference

from a joint disease due to some other cause, and,

unless the physician thinks of syphilis, the case may
go on without the right treatment for months. Such

a lack of treatment not only causes a great deal of

unnecessary pain and discomfort to the patient, but,

as Frauent'hal" has shown, such a syphilitic arthritis,

if untreated, may readily become infected with tu-

berculosis.

Joint disease in syphilis, both acquired and con-

genital, is a great deal more frequent than it is

thought to be, and of all the joints the knee-joint is

the most frequently affected.

How little the general surgeon is familiar with

the subject can be seen from the statement of Hip-

peF, who says that congenital syphilis of the knee-

joints is hardly ever recognized by the surgeons, but

usually by the ophthalmologists, because the disease
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usually follows an attack of parenchymatous kera-

titis, which is considered by opthalmologists to be

always of syphilitic origin.

When the joint disease is the only manifestation

of syphilis and there are no other symptoms, the

nocturnal exacerbation of the pain is in itself a suffi-

cient indication of the true etiology. But even in

the absence of this pain, in every case of chronic

hydrarthrosis of unknown origin that does not re-

spond to the usual treatment, syphilis ought to be
considered. A couple of weeks of treatment with

large doses of potassium iodide may cure the case

completely.
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THE ACTION AND DOSAGE OF PHE-
NOLPHTHALEIN.

By warren PHILO ELMER, M.D.,

saint LOUIS, MO.,

ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF MEDICINE, SAINT LOUIS UNIVEBSITY.

Phexolphthaleix has been known as a purgative

for about eight years/ but so little has been writ-

ten concerning its physiological action and definite

dose that it has not received the attention from the

medical profession that it deserves.

In reviewing the literature the following prob-

lems present themselves : ( i ) What is the physi-

ological action? (2) Has it toxic properties or is

it broken down in the course of its passage through
the body into substances which are toxic? (3)
What limits, if any, must we place on the dose pre-

scribed, and how is it' best administered?
Valmosy- and TunniclefTe' believe, that phenol-

phthalein remains unchanged in the acid media of the

stomach, but on reaching the intestine forms a so-

dium salt in the presence of the bile. This salt is

said to increase the osmotic pressure in the in-

testine and thus to act as a hydragogue cathartic.

It is a well-known fact that phenolphthalein is

much less active in dogs than in man, and Valmosy"
explains this by saying that less of the sodium salt

is formed in dogs.

With these statements in view, I performed the

following experiments on dogs: Three dogs were
selected, weighing 35, 25, and 7 pounds, respec-

tively. The stools were carefully watched for ten

days, the average number and consistencv being
noted. On the eleventh day phenolphthalein in

aqueous suspension was administered by means of

a stomach tube in doses of one grain per pound of
body weight ; i.e., the 35-pound dog received 35
grains ; the 25-pound dog received 25 grains, and
the /-pound dog received 7 grains. During the

forty-eight hours following no change was noted
either in the number or consistency of the stools,

although phenolphthalein could be detected in the

stools of all three dogs by the end of thirty-six

hours.

On the fourteenth day 70, 50, and 14 grains, re-

spectively, were administered in the manner de-

scribed above, with the same negative result as

regards the number and consistency of stools, al-

though larger quantities of phenolphthalein could
be detected.

On the seventeenth day doses of 95, 75, and 21

grains produced no noteworthy changes. On the

twentieth day 140, 100, and 28 grains were given.

Twelve hours later the 25-pound dog developed a

moderate diarrhea (five stools in twenty-four

hours), and examination of the urine showed traces

of phenolphthalein. The consistency of the stools,

while somewhat thin, was by no means watery.

The 35-pound dog showed no changes in the

stools, but the urine gave a fairly marked reaction

for phenolphthalein. The 7-pound dog showed no
changes either in stools or urine.

On the twenty-third day, after a dose of 175
grains, the 35-pound dog developed a moderate
diarrhea (seven stools in twenty-four hours). The
reaction for phenolphthalein in the urine continued.

The stools of this dog resembled those of the 25-

pound dog, viz., thin but not especially watery.

Phenolphthalein in large quantities and absolutely

unchanged could be detected. The 7-pound dog at

this time was given 40 grains without effect.

During this series of experiments the dogs were
fed on boiled beef and bread, and allowed free ac-

cess to water at all times. They were kept in

roomy wire cages so placed that urine could be col-

lected, and with a wire grating in the bottom, so

that the stools were kept fairly well separated from
each other. The general condition of aU the dogs
remained good ; there was no loss of weight ; in

fact, the 7-pound dog at the end of twenty days

had gained three-fourths of a pound. The appe-

tite was unimpaired, and no evidence of any ill

effects from the drug could be observed.

After a rest of ten days, a further set of experi-

ments were undertaken, but in the meantime the 7-

pound dog was accidentally killed, so that further

experiments were performed on the 35-pound and
the 25-pound dogs. The same quantities of phe-

nolphthalein were again administered, this time sus-

pended in 100 c.c. of N/40 sodium hydrate. After
the first three doses the results were the same as

in the previous experiments, except that the stools

were streaked with the red sodium salt from twen-
ty-four to thirty-six hours after each administra-

tion, and continued to be so colored for from
twelve to twenty hours, showing that the sodium
salt left the body unchanged.

After a dose of 95 grains the 35-pound dog
showed traces of phenolphthalein in the urine. The
urine of the 25-pound dog showed phenolphthalein

after a dose of 70 grains. Both dogs continued to

show small amounts as long as the experiments
were continued, the urine never being free from it

even at the urination previous to the following ad-
ministration.

After 140 grains the 35-pound dog developed a

moderate diarrhea, similar to that appearing after

the administration of 175 grains of the water\- sus-

pension of the drug.

The 25-pound dog developed a similar diarrhea

after 100 grains. The stools of both dogs were soft,

but not watery, and contained considerable quan-
tities of the unchanged phenolphthalein, together

with the sodium salt.

After another ten days' rest, the 25-pound dog
was given 70 grains suspended in 100 c.c of 0.3

per cent, hydrochloric acid, without result; no
grains produced practically the same results as

previous suspensions of a like amount.

I conclude from the above experiments that while

there is slightly greater absorption of phenolphtha-

lein when suspended in N/40 sodium hydrate, there

is not sufficient dift'erence to warrant a conclusion

that sodium plays any part in the purgative action of
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the drug. This conclusion is also strengthened by the

results in the two cases of catarrhal jaundice re-

ported below, where the bile was almost entirely

absent from the stools. Suzzor* and Tunnicleffe'

report similar observations in jaundiced patients.

As to whether the action of the drug is directly

on the mucous membrane as an irritant per se, or
indirectly as a hydragogiie, I am not prepared to

state; but, from the character of the stools, both in

dogs and in man, I am inclined to believe that the

action is that of a direct irritant, otherwise the

stools should be more fluid.

In regard to the toxic properties of phenolphtha-
lein, little can be found in the literature. Best
reports a case of poisoning from a 15-grain dose,

but I am unable to find the records of any other

case of poisoning. My own experience with dogs,

cited above, and the statement of Valmosy- that

doses up to I grain per kilo of body weight can be
given to animals without danger, would indicate

that phenolphthalein is practically without toxicity

for animals. In my experience four patients have
taken 30 grains or more daily for at least two weeks,
one taking from 30 to 60 grains daily for fourteen

months without ill effect.

As to its fate within the body, according to ^'^al-

mosy^ 87.17 per cent, of all phenolphthalein taken

by the mouth can be recovered from the stools.

Allowing for the usual errors of such determina-
tions, it would appear that practically all of the drug
is excreted by the bowel imchanged. After very
large doses small quantities appear in the urine.

If phenolphthalein were broken down, one would
expect an increase of the aromatic sulphates in the

urine ; this, however, neither Valmosy- nor Tunni-
cleffe' was able to obtain. It should be borne in

mind, however, that active purgation decreases the

aromatic sulphates to some extent, so that these ob-

servations are not absolutely conclusive, but for

practical purposes are sufficiently accurate. The
statement of Suzor,* that 0.3 grains will cause the

drug to appear in the urine is not confirmed by the

majority of observers, and was not true in any of

my cases. For this reason Tumminia's° claim that

phenolphthalein may be used as an indicator, for

the functioning power of the kidney is without foun-

dation, at least, in the vast majority of cases.

My conclusions then in regard to the toxic prop-
erties of phenolphthalein are : It is not toxic in any
dose that I have given it, and can certainly be

given with safety up to twenty or thirty grains

daily. It is not broken down within the body so

far as can be determined. Best's case I am inclined

to regard either as an idiosyncrasy, such as at times

gives rise to statements of toxicity in regard to

almost all drugs ; or else the symptoms described

were due to something else beside the phenolphtha-
lein.

The more recent writers, as Tumminia, state

that the dose of phenolphthalein varies greatly with
different patients. To a certain extent this is true,

but in 90 per cent, of patients the variation is not

greater than with most drugs. A brief summary of

one hundred and sixteen cases of various diseases,

combined with constipation and treated with phe-

nolphthalein at the St. Louis University Dispensary
and in private practice, will best illustrate this uni-

formity.

In one hundred and twelve cases the dose varied

from one to ten grains daily, the average being TiYz

grains. The above cases included the following
conditions

:

Chronic constipation without other symptoms
other than those referable to this condition, eighteen

cases. Chronic constipation, accompanied by hemor-
rhoids, ten cases. Contrary to the experience of

Buckley.' the hemorrhoids were not aggravated by
phenolphthalein.

Catarrhal jaundice, two cases, in both of which
were acholic stools. In neither case was more phe-

nolphthalein required than in cases where the stools

showed abundance of bile, although both patients

were quite constipated. The remaining cases in-

cluded : influenza, eleven cases ; actute and chronic

rheumatism, seventeen cases ; neurasthenia, seven

cases ; hypochlorhydria, ten cases, and hyperchlor-

hydria, thirty-five cases. Of the four cases requir-

ing large doses three were diagnosed spastic con-

stipation; each patient took from thirty to forty

grains for at least two weeks without satisfactory

results, but without any symptoms of intoxication.

The fourth case was that of a man, 68 years old,

with benign stenosis of the pylorus contracting the

opening so that a bead three-eighths of an inch in

diameter was the largest that passed through the

stomach. This patient requires from forty to sixty

grains of phenolphthalein daily, and has taken such

doses for eighteen months. Of other cathartics

tried, all require from five to eight times the usual

dose, and most of them produce disagreeable syinp-

toms, such as cramps and tenesmus.

I have secured better results from using phenol-

phthalein in powder than when compressed into tab-

lets, or even when given in capsule. Usually I

prescribe 2 drams of the powder, and direct the

patient to take what will lie on a dime (about 3
grains) before going to bed. It is best taken by
placing it on the tongue and taking a swallow of

water. The powder is tasteless and odorless, and
as a rule is not objectionable ; the dosage is easily

regulated by the patient.

General Couclitsions.—Phenolphthalein probably

belongs to the class of intestinal irritants, but its

action seems to be accompanied by less discomfort

than the majority of cathartics of this class.

It is nontoxic, at least in doses up to 25 or 30
grains. It is extremely stable, very little if any
being broken down in passing through the body«
A little is absorbed, but is excreted by the kidneys

as such.

The average dose may be placed at from i to 5
grains, best given in the powdered form, either at

night or in divided doses after meals. In cases of

hyperacidity it can be advantageously combined
with an antacid powder.
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Measles.—For the cough George R. Tubbs recom-
mends:

5. Terebene llBxii.

Ammon. chlor gr.xii.

Tr. opii 3ss.

Syr. pruni virg q. s. ad. jiii.

M. S.: A teaspoonful every hour till the cough
is relieved, then as needed.

For the fever:
5. Spt. setheris nit 3ss.

Pot. acetatis 3i.

Liq. ammonii acetatis

Aq. camphorae aa 3iss.

Tinct. aconiti TlBxii.

M. S.: A teaspoonful every two or three hours.—Therapeutic Record.
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CLERICAL HEALING.

The announcement made a few weeks ago by the

rector of an Episcopal church in this city, that he

was going to take up the practice of medicine as

a part of his clerical work, calls renewed attention

to this curious movement. While it was confined

to the Emmanuel Church people in Boston it was

generally regarded as a sort of Neo-Eddyism, one

more of the many queer fads with which the citi-

zens of that town are wont to amuse themselves,

and little more was thought of it. Now, however,

two at least of the Episcopal churches in New York
are going to adopt the Emmanuel plan of treating

disease, and doubtless some of the rectors of other

churches in that denomination will be ready to join

the ranks of irregular practitioners. It is time there-

fore to ask what the movement means, and why
physicians, even trained neurologists, are to be

found lending themselves to the movement and

supporting it by voice and pen.

The first question raised by a perusal of the offi-

cial book of the Emmanuel movement, is, why?
Why clerical healing, and why the limitation of

clerical healing to functional diseases? We do

not find either question answered satisfactorily in

this book and we do not see how they can be an-

swered. If the physician is to entrust the care of

his patients to the clergyman why not to the lawyer ?

The latter is as much the confidant of his clients as

the minister of his parishioners, and could speak

just as authoritatively to the subliminal self of the

sick. But the physician ought to be able to speak

with much greater effect. When he cannot, the ex-

planation must be found in that curious state of

mind which leads the ignorant to trust the con-

fident amateur rather than the professional, to pin

greater faith to quack remedies or grandmother's

simples than to the prescription of the physician.

The skilful physician despises no remedy which may
benefit his patient, and if he believes a word from
a sincere and tactful minister of the gospel will

help, he is glad to send, and often does send, the

sick man to the clergj-man. As physicians we
should regret indeed to lose the powerful therapeu-

tic force that resides in religion, but it does not

follow from this that we are ready to welcome the

priest as a fellow practitioner of medicine, or even

to acknowledge that he can exercise that function

in the public and wholesale way of the Emmanuel
rectors without the danger of doing far more harm
than good.

Clergymen are no more than human, like all

the rest of us, and once this movement is well

launched it is safe to predict that medical men will

have less and less to do with it—not, we fear, be-

cause they will become convinced of their folly in

committing patients to the care of men ignorant of

the rudiments of medical science, but because the

clerg)-men will no longer care for their help. When
men speak with the confidence, shown by the au-

thors of "Religion and Medicine," of matters con-

cerning which their words show them to have only

uncertain knowledge, it is but a step to the re-

jection of all advice and suggestion from the physi-

cian. Pride, we are told, is one of the seven deadly

sins, and there is no form of it more enthralling and

ineradicable than the therapeutic pride of the un-

learned.

At present the catchword of the Emmanuel move-

ment is "functional disease." We are told repeat-

edly that the clerical healers will have nothing to

do with any sufl:'erer from organic disease, and they

use their medically trained allies to separate the

functional sheep from the organic goats, the latter

being thrust back into the outer darkness of legiti-

mate medical practice. But what do these people

mean by "functional nervous disorders?" Do they

really believe that there are two distinct kinds of

disease—functional and organic? If they do not

know, their medical advisers should tell them, that

every day we are shifting so-called functional

diseases into the class of organic diseases. Will

these clerical healers abandon a functional disease

to the medical healers when it is discovered to be

dependent upon an organic lesion of brain, spinal

cord, or sympathetic nervous system, or will they

simply deny its organic basis and continue to treat

it? And once they find themselves treating one

disease called organic, why not others? why not all?

Every physician knows that "cheerfulness, hope,

courage, and religious faith and prayer," which con-

stitute the pharmacopeia of the New York school

of clerical healing, are just as necessary in the treat-

ment of tuberculosis as in that of constipation, and

indeed that they are often distinctly curative in

various organic diseases. If the clergy have a di-

vine commission to heal the sick they are recreant

to their trust and cruel to the suffering to deprive

any of the benefit of their healing words, and it

will not be long before they recognize that fact and

act accordingly. That the law forbids them to prac-

tise medicine is, of course, a detail of no importance.

THE NATURE OF GANGLIA AND THE
STRUCTURE OF SYNOVIAL

MEMBRANES.

Layman as well as physicians are familiar with the

so-called "weeping sinews," or ganglia, that often

appear in the form of small oval or round elastic

swellings on the dorsal surface of the wrist in piano

players, needle workers, typewriters, etc. It would

seem that so common an object would be well un-

tlerstood so far as its nature and development are

concerned, but an article by Dr. W. C. Clarke in

Surgery, Gynecology and Obstetrics for July, 1906,

shows that this is far from being the case. Thus
the common view is that ganglia are produced by

the protrusion of the sjTiovial membrane of joints
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or tendon sheaths, and are distended by the fluid

secreted by this membrane ; some look upon them as

fetal sequestrations of synovial membrane or re-

cesses occluded in the development of the joint;

others still claim that distention of regular or ad-

ventitious bursse may be responsible for the swell-

ings, while the most recent writers classify ganglia

among cysts caused by the degeneration of con-

nective tissue. The material examined by Clarke

leads him to think that the distention of bursae, be-

cause of some inflammatory^ condition, may be re-

sponsible for the appearance of some ganglia; most

frequently, however, they are degeneration cysts, the

finding of typical ganglia within the substance of

tendons in cases described by Thorn. Franz, Bor-

chardt, Hofman, and Clarke supporting the truth of

this explanation.

Of wider interest are Clarke's investigations into

the structure of synovial membrane, which were

carried out in connection with the study of ganglia.

Everyone remembers the textbook statement that

these membranes are covered by a layer of en-

dothelial cells, the secretion of which is the synovial

fluid that lubricates the joint. According to Clarke,

however, no such cells are found in the lining of

joint cavities. Endothelium is a single complete

layer of flat cells that covers a free surface, and is

supported by tissue differing from it in structure.

Histologically it is easily recognized in preparations

of peritoneum, pleura, and blood-vessels by the

beautiful mosaic of serrated or wavy lines which

outline its cells, when impregnated by solutions of

silver salts. The elements lining synovial mem-
branes, on the other hand, are flattened or rounded

connective tissue cells, but little differentiated from

the deeper cells supporting them and having no such

specific appearance when impregnated with silver

salts. The endothelium of superficial vessels often

precipitates these salts when the synovial membranes

are exposed to their action, and it is this, as well as

threads of coagulated .synovia, that have probably

misled earlier investigators of the structure of

synovial membranes.

It is thus seen that the innocent "weeping sinews"

which physicians treated, before the days of aseptic

surgery, by slapping with a heavy book and by the

application of pressure, are of much scientific in-

terest so far as their structure and their relation to

joints are concerned. Dr. Clarke's investigations

suggest further questions for research and study.

In the first place, it must be shown whether trauma,

low-grade infection, or other causes are responsible

for the degeneration of tissues which result in the

formation of the cysts called ganglia. On the other

hand, the new microchemical methods must be ap-

plied to the study of synovial cells and of the fluid

lubricating the joints in order that more light may
be thrown on the ultimate origin of the differ-

entiated cell complexes in the animal organism.

the cost of the necessarj' outfit have precluded the

use of this very excellent method save for those

few investigators who have possessed all the facil-

ities and requirements essential to carry it out suc-

cessfully. There is no question that this is the

method par excellence, for the diagnosis and treat-

ment not only of respiratory conditions, but also

of tumors, injuries, and diseases of the esophagus.

It is now possible to introduce a light-carrying tube

into the esophagus, or, in some cases, into the stom-

ach, obtain a view of any growth present and re-

move a section for examination ; and it is therefore

not difficult to understand what a great good this

maneuver is in skilled hands. Removal of foreign

bodies and tumors from larynx, trachea, and bronchi

is carried out much more easily than by the old

indirect method, and with less injury to sound tis-

sues.

A word needs to be said, however, against the

careless or indiscriminate use of tubal exploration

of these cavities. In the first place this operation

should never be performed (unless the saving of a

life in an emergency demands immediate and quick

action) without preparing the patient as if for a

major surgical operation. Introduction of unsterile

tools by unsterile hands into a cavity which has not
been made as aseptic as possible is a dangerous
thing and is unfair to the patient. The procedure
is not to be recommended for office routine nor for

use in the unclean rooms of an out-patient clinic.

Killian has collected reports of 164 cases of foreign

bodies in the lower respiratory tract, in 159 of which
the results were definitely known: two patients

died of cocaine poisoning, two of stenosis, sixteen

of pulmonary complications, five with the foreign

body in situ, and eleven in spite of its successful

removal. In America E. Fletcher Ingalls reports

two fatal cases supposedly from irritation of the

vagus nerve by instrumentation.

It is doubtful if cocaine anesthesia should ever be
used in children for this purpose, since children do
not withstand cocaine at all well, and the dosaee
must be necessarily of 10 to 20 per cent, strength
and of uncertain amount. Adults, however, suffer

very little inconvenience from its use, and from the

operator's viewpoint, local anesthesia is less trouble-

some and the results are quite as good as under
general narcosis.

In esophagoscopy there is also some danger of
rupture of the walls, due either to normal thinness
or to an ulcerative process brought about by
aneurysm or malignant growth. Where such con-
dition is suspected the tubes should be used with
extreme caution, and the surgeon should surround
himself with every facility for carrying out a major
emergency operation.

D.ANGERS OF DIRECT TRACHEOSCOPY
AND ESOPHAGOSCOPY.

It is now several years since Gustav Killian of

Freiburg first m.ade known his method of direct

examination of the upper respiratory tract and pub-

lished his description of the instruments and tech-

nique. The supposed difficulty of the procedure and

The Stomach's Protection Ag.mnst Self-
digestion.

The old question of the immunity enjoyed by the
stomach and other parts of the gastrointestinal tract
against self-destruction by the active secretions pro-
duced in the process of digestion has acquired new
interest since the various operations involving arti-

ficial connection of the small intestine with the

stomach have been devised. The success of these

operations proves that the intestinal mucous mem-
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brane, when connected with the stomach, is protected

somehow against its digestive power, so that perma-
nent artificial communications between the stomach
and the intestines can be estabHshed. More sys-

tematic study of this matter has been recently made
by Katzenstein, who reports a number of animal
experiments in the Berliner klinische IVocheuschrift

for September 28, 1908. He has found that closed

loops of the jejunum introduced into the stomach
are completely digested within that organ; one end
of the spleen treated in the same manner was like-

wise digested ; on the other hand, part of the duo-

denum, sewn into the stomach, remained intact, and
the same effect followed the suturing of a part of

the stomach itself into the cavity of the organ. The
conclusion therefore must be reached that living

tissue is digested by the stomach juices, even while

retaining its connection with the rest of the organ

to which it belongs ; on the other hand, tissues which
produce gastric juice or are constantly bathed by it

are able to withstand the digestion within the stom-

ach. Katzenstein's results throw new doubts upon
the various theories offered in explanation of the

absence of selfdigestion in the stomach, one of

which ascribes the protective powers to the mucus
of the organ, another to the lining epithelium, still

another to various chemical and biochemical protect-

ive substances, while John Hunter claimed simply

that all living tissue withstands digestion because of

its very vitality. One greater interest, however,

was the application of the observations made by

Katzenstein to the therapy of gastric ulcer which

affection partly depends upon the diminution in the

self-protecting power of the gastric or duodenal

wall. The author claims to have obtained very

gratifying results with a new treatment of gastric

ulcer founded upon the above results of his study

of self-digestion. It is in one sense a specific treat-

ment, depending upon the administration of anti-

pepsin to the patients, and the description of the

method, publication of which is promised by Dr.

Katzenstein for the near future, will be looked for

with interest.

Orrhotherapy in Chronic Nephritis.

Although no microorganisms have been found

that could account for the origin and continuation

of such chronic inflammatory conditions in the

kidneys as are classed under the general name of

Bright's disease, yet it had seemed reasonable to

Casper and Engef to apply the recently developed

orrhotherapeutic measures to the treatment of these

conditions; the results which they report in the

Berliner klinische Wochenschrift for October 12,

1908, seem encouraging, however empirical are the

reasons for such novel treatment of nephritis. The
serum used was prepared in the usual way by im-

munizing rabbits with the blood of the patients,

and eleven nephritics were then treated by sub-

cutaneous injections of such serum. The results

showed first of all that the treatment was quite

harmless ; in one case albumin and casts permanently

disappeared from the urine ; in several other cases

these elements were diminished in quantity, while in

a few no changes were noted. The general condi-

tion of the patients seemed much improved by the

treatment and one troublesome symptom, edema,

was in all cases favorably affected. The rationale

of this therapeutic experiment lies of course in the

supposition that the ultimate cause of the kidney

lesions is to be found in the blood of the patients.

This view is supported by the fact that as a rule

all elements of the organs are affected, however

different may be the degree of the lesions in the

various elements; that frequently other organs are

simultaneously impaired in function or in anatomical

structure as is exemplified in amyloid disease of the

kidneys; and, finally, that acute infectious condi-

tions are often responsible for the beginning of

nephritis, the toxins derived from the infected foci

irritating and injuring the kidneys when brought

to them by the general circulation. The small num-
ber of cases observed by Casper and Engel are not

enough, of course, to decide the value of the treat-

ment proposed by them ; chronic nephritis, however,

is an incurable disease with the means at our dis-

posal at present, and further reports of the results

of orrhotherapeutic measures will be awaited with

interest.

MULTILOCULAR BRANCHIOGENOUS CySTS.

A CERTAIN confusion exists in the classification of

congenital cystic tumors of the neck. E. Estor and

G. Massabuau, writing in the Revue de Chirurgie

for September, 1908, after a careful examination

of all the cases of this kind that they could find

described in literature, state that there are to be

found on the side of the neck complex multilocular

tumors which arise from the ectoderm, the eneo-

derm, or the mesoderm, or which contain tissues

of all three layers mi.xed. These tissues form the

lining of the cystic cavities or the intercystic stroma.

Such tumors should be carefully separated from
the polycystic parathyroid tumors. The origin of

these tumors is not entirely explainable by the hy-

pothesis of the development of neoplastic growths

from remains of the embryonic tissues of the

branchial clefts. We must enlarge our conception

of their origin. They are embryonic cysts of a

mixed type. Among them are tumors of all em-
bryonal types from true teratomata to solid or

cystic tumors of mixed type, and simple embryo-
mata, or dermoid cysts. The origin of all these

tumors is to be sought in a vice of embryonal evolu-

tion more or less early in the process of develop-

ment. Up to the present time only sixteen un-

doubted cases of multilocular cysts have been re-

ported.

JCptUH at i\)i Wtt\\.

Public Health and Marine-Hospital Service.

—

The examination of candidates for admission to the

grade of assistant surgeon in the Public Health and
5larine-Hospital Service will be held on Monday,
January 11, 1909, at 10 o'clock a.m., at No. 3 B
street, S.E., Washington. Candidates must be be-

tween twenty-two and thirty years of age, and
graduates of a reputable medical college. The ex-

aminations are physical, oral, written, and clinical.

After four years' service, assistant surgeons are

eligible for examination for promotion to the grade

of passed assistant surgeon. Promotion to the grade

of surgeon is made according to seniority and after

due examination. Assistant surgeons receive $1,600,

passed assistant surgeons, $2,000, and surgeons,

$2,500 a year. For further information application

should be made to the Surgeon General, Public

Health and Marine-Hospital Service, Washington,

D. C.

The Society for the Suppression of Unneces-
sary Noises is about to consider the possibility

of eliminating the shouts of hawkers and peddlers,

and Mrs. Rice, president, has suggested that differ-

ent colored signs be displayed by persons wishing

to purchase pushcart wares, just as merchants hang
out signs for e;<press drivers. Thus a green sign
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would signify that tlie housekeeper desired to buy-

apples, a red sign that she wished potatoes. The
plan seems esthetic as well as practicable.

Tuberculosis Exhibit.—.\n echo of the Inter-

national Congress on Tuberculosis has reached New
York, in the shape of the exhibit which will be dis-

played at the American Museum of Natural His-

tory, beginning on November 20. The exhibit was
brought to New York recently in over a thousand
packing cases, filling thirteen large freight cars.

On the opening night, the committee in charge plans

to have addresses by Governor Hughes, Mayor Mc-
Clellan, and others. The exhibit will remain here

for at least six weeks, and it is thought that while

thousands viewed it in Washington, hundreds of

thousands will view it here.

Tuberculosis in the Aleutian Islands.—Forty
per cent, of the natives of the Aleutian Islands are

said to be sufferers from tuberculosis, and the death

rate is very high. It is suggested that the spread

of the disease may be due to the ceremony of kiss-

ing the dead, which is a part of the religious ritual

among the islanders.

Yellow Fever in Yucatan.—It is reported that

a serious epidemic of yellow fever has broken out

among the Yaqui Indians who were deported to

Yucatan from Mexico, and that they are dying in

large numbers. Many Spanish settlers in Yucatan
are also said to have contracted the disease.

The Hewitt Lectures.—Dr. W'illiam J. Gies,

Professor of Biological Chemistry in the College of

Physicians and Surgeons will deliver this course of

lectures at the Cooper Union on Monday evenings

beginning on February 8, 1909. The subject will

be the Chemistry of Nutrition, and Prof. Gies is ar-

ranging a series of e.xoerimental demonstrations to

accompany the eight lectures. The course is given

under the auspices of Columbia University.

Death Rate in New York.—For the week end-

ing October 31, the death rate in New York was

13.75 against 16.49 ^o'' the same week of last year,

the total number of deaths being 1,355 fo"" IQO?-

and 1,166 for 1908.

Christian Scientists on Trial.—The New Jersey
Supreme Court is at present hearing the appeal

against a verdict of voluntary manslaughter in the

case of the parents of a seven-year-old boy who
died in May, 1907, without medical attendance.

The counsel for the defendants contends that the

trial judge erred in charging the jury that it was
the duty of parents to furnish food, clothing, and
medical attendance to their children, and quoted

from Oliver Wendell Holmes, and others, to show
that lack of medical attendance was in many cases

of benefit. He argued that each person had the

right to choose his religious belief, and that the

boy's parents did their full duty in treating him
according to such belief, and called upon the State

to prove that there was nothing curative in Christian

Science. The Prosecutor, in reply, said that as the

child was incapable of judging the duty of provid-

ing medical attendance devolved upon his parents,

that the religious belief of the parents was no de-

fense of their action, and instanced the fact that

the State recognized medicine by licensing its doc-

tors. A charge of manslaughter has also been

brought against the father of a twelve-year-old girl

who died recently in Mt. Vernon. The coroner

who investigated the case found that the child's

death was caused by acute toxemia, the result of

the negligence of her parents in failing to provide

proper medical attendance.

Restricting the Height of Buildings in Denver.

—The Medical Society of the City and County of

Denver at a recent meeting approved the appoint-

ment of a committee of physicians to confer with

the city officials and remonstrate against the pro-

posed changing of the ordinance restricting the

height of buildings to 125 feet. "Culture beds for

germs" was the appellation given to the tall build-

ings, and it was contended that New York was
polluted with tuberculosis because of its many-
storied piles.

Dr. Frederic Brush of Boston has been ap-

pointed Superintendent of the New York Post-

Graduate Medical School and Hospital. Before
assuming the position, it is announced, he will de-

vote some time to a study of post-graduate instruc-

tion and hospital administration in' the various

American medical centers.

Dr. Brown Pusey has been appointed head of

the Department of Ophthalmology in the North-

western University IMedical School, Chicago, vice

Dr. Casey A. Wood, resigned. Dr. Frank Allport

has also resigned from the Faculty of this Uni-

versity.

The Harlem Eye and Ear Infirmary has just

completed a new buikling, and funds to furnish it

are being raised by the Ladies' Auxiliary, who held

a fair for the purpose during the past week.

The Boston Insane Hospital will, on December
I, be taken over by the Alassachusetts State Board
of Insanity, the Board assuming control over the

land and buildings constituting the hospital, now
owned by the city. This is done under an act of

the last legislature, which also provided for a con-

siderable extension of the hospital and the work.

Fire in State Institution.—The State Custodial
Asylum for Feeble Minded Women, at Rome, N.
Y., was badly damaged by fire on November i.

Ward B of the group of buildings was totally de-

stroyed—a loss of about $140,000. Forty of the

inmates were paralytics and it was only with great

difficulty that they were saved from the flames.

That there was no loss of life was due to the effi-

cient work of the fire fighters connected with the

institution and of the Rome firemen who responded
to the alarm.

The New Bellevue.—The first of the new build-

ings at Bellevue Hospital was opened in November.
This has just been completed at a cost of something
over a million dollars. The building is seven stories

high, and contains two pavilions, known as A and
B, of eight wards each, altogether accommodating
about four hundred patients. The top floor will

be devoted to wards for maternity cases, and the

children's and medical wards will be housed on the

lower floors. In the main building it will now be
possible to have four wards for the tuberculosis

patients, who have hitherto been housed in small

wooden buildings along the river front. These will

be abandoned, as will the building outside the hos-

pital grounds which has been used for maternity
cases.

Dr. Samuel T. Armstrong, who has been Gen-
eral Medical Superintendent of Bellevue and the

Allied Hospitals, New York, since July, 1905, re-

signed on November 4.

Colleges Merge.—The Keokuk Medical College
of Keokuk, Iowa, has recently been merged with

the College of Medicine of Drake University at

Des Moines, and a number of its students will con-

tinue their studies at the latter place. The Keokuk
Medical College was organized in 1849, ^nd in 1899
absorbed the College of Physicians and Surgeons;
later on colleges of dentistry and pharmacy were
added. The library, museum and laboratory equip-
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ment will be transferred from Keokuk to Des
Moines.

Chicago Urological Society.—At the annual
meeting of this Society, held October 23, 1908, the
following officers were elected: President, Dr.
David Lieberthal; Vice-President, Dr. Robert
Herbst; Secretary-Treasurer, Dr. V. D. Lespinasse

;

Councilor, Dr. William T. IJelfiekl : Alternate, Dr.
B. C. Corbus.

Association of Military Surgeons of Illinois.—
At the annual meeting of this Association, held in

October, the following officers were elected : Presi-

dent, Major Thomas C. McCord, assigned Fourth
Infantr}' ; Vice-President, Lieut.-Commander David
W. Graham, Naval Reserve; Secretary, Alajor
Charles Adams, Surgeon-General ; Assistant-Secre-
tary, Major S. C. Stanton, assigned First Infantry.

The next meeting of the Association will be held at

Dixon.

Western Illinois District Medical Society.

—

This Society held its annual meeting October 30,
at Jacksonville. Dr. James W. Pettit, President of
the Illinois State Medical Society, delivered an ad-
dress, as did also Dr. Edmund W. Weis, of Ottawa.
It was decided to hold the next meeting in Quincy.
The election of officers resulted as follows : Presi-
dent, Dr. John W. Adams, Carrollton ; Vice-Presi-
dents, Drs. John H. Rice, Quincy, and David W.
Reid, Jacksonville ; Secretary-Treasurer, Dr. Wm.
P. Duncan, Jacksonville ; Censors, Drs. Robert J.

Christie, Jr., Quincy, Frank P. Norbury, Jackson-
ville, and Levin H. A. Nickerson, Quincy.

The Pathological Society of Philadelphia, at its

meeting on October 22, elected the following offi-

cers: President, Dr. Joseph McFarland; Vice-
Presidents, Drs. Edsall, Reisman, Kelly, and Smith;
Secretary, Dr. R. S. Lavenson : Treasurer, Dr. C.

Y. White; Recorder, Dr. F. H. Klaer; Curator,
E. H. Goodman.

The First District Branch of the Medical Soci-
ety of the State of New York, at its second an-
nual meeting in Poughkeepsie on October 21, elected

the following officers: President, Dr. Charles E.
Townsend of New York ; Vice-President, Dr. Theo-
dore D. Mills of Middletown ; Secretary. Dr. C. E.
Denison of New York ; Treasurer. Dr. J. E. Sadlier

of Poughkeepsie.

The Fifth District Branch of the Medical So-
ciety of the State of New York, at its annual
meeting held in L'tica on October 15, elected the
following officers for the ensuing year: President,
Dr. G. D. Gregor ; Vice-President, Dr. F. E. Fox

;

Secretary. Dr. W. D. Garlock; Treasurer, Dr. F.
Edward Jones.

The Sixth District Branch of the Medical Soci-
ety of the State of New York, at its annual meet-
ing in Binghamton, elected the following officers

:

President, Dr. S. A. Mereness ; Vice-President,
Dr. F. DeW. Reese; Secretary-Treasurer, Dr. H.
W. Fudge.

Death of Centenarian.—Mrs. Julia O'Brien died
on November 6. at the St. Francis Home in New
York, at the age of 104 years. Born in County
Tipperary, Ireland, she came to this countrv sev-

enty-five years ago, and up to the time of her death
took the keenest pleasure in smoking a corncob
pipe, "to which habit she attributed her long life."

Obituary Notes.—Dr. W.vlter R. Gillette of
New York died on November 7, at the Roosevelt
Hospital, where he had recently undergone an op-
eration for intestinal cancer. Dr. Gillette was born
in Philadelphia in 1841, and was graduated from
Hamilton LIniversitv in 1861. and from the College

of Physicians and Surgeons, New York, in 1863.
For two years following he served in the United
States Army as assistant surgeon, and for thirteen

years thereafter was surgeon of the New York
Postoffice. For fifteen years he was a member of
the Faculty of the University Medical College. He
was also a member of the New York Academy of

Medicine and of the County Society, and consult-

ing physician to Bellevue, St. Francis", and the

Manhattan State Hospitals.

Dr. Walter J. Corcor.\n of Brooklyn, X. Y.,

died at his home on November 5, aged 51 years.

Dr. Corcoran was graduated from the College of

Physicians and Surgeons of New York in 1882,

and has since practised in Brooklyn. He was a

member of the I3rooklyn Pathological, Surgical, and
Gynecological vSocieties, and visiting gynecologist

to St. Mary's Hospital and St. Mary's Female Hos-
pital.

Dr. Francis F. P.\rker of Chicopee, Mass., died

at his home on October 29, after several years of
ill health. Dr. Parker was born in 1841, and was
graduated from Tufts College in 1865, ^"d from
the Harvard Medical School in 1869. He had
practised in Chicopee continuously for thirty-eight

years.

Dr. David J. Doherty of Chicago, 111., died on
October 27, at the hospital of St. Bernard de Dieu,

aged 58 years. Dr. Doherty was graduated from
the medical department of the University of Min-
nesota in 1887, and from the University of Freiburg
in 1888, and for several years had made a study

of the language and customs of the Filipinos, hav-

ing become interested during a trip to the islands.

Dr. Thomas Gregory Walsh of Milwaukee,
Wis., died at his home of kidney trouble, on Octo-

ber 25, aged 47 years. Dr. Walsh was graduated
from the Rush J\Iedical College, Chicago, in 1888,

and after a year as interne at the Cook County
Hospital, settled in Milwaukee. For twenty years

he served as visiting physician to St. Vincent's

Orphan Asylum, and was on the staff of St. Mary's
Hospital up to the time of his death. He had re-

cently attracted attention because of a successfully

performed operation of skin grafting on a young
woman whose scalp was torn ofif in an accident in a

knitting mil! where she was employed.

Dr. John H. Jacksox of Fall River, Mass., died

al his home on October 27, in the 71st year of his

age. Dr. Jackson was a native of Maine, and was
graduated from the Colby College in 1861, and
from the medical department of Bowdoin College

in 1868. He was a member of the American Med-
ical Association, the Massachusetts State Medical
Society, and the Fall River Medical Society. In

1893 he was appointed registrar and professor of

the theory and practice of medicine in the College

of Physicians of Boston, and was for many years

on the staff of the Union Hospital of Fall River.

Dr. William G. Buckley of Philadelphia, Pa.,

died on October 26, aged 74 years. Dr. Buckley
was graduated from the medical department of the

University of Pennsylvania in the class of 1861.

and served as surgeon in the ist Pennsylvania Re-
serve Corps during the Civil War.

Dr. Engelbert Voerster of St. Louis. Mo., died

at his home on October 26, after a short illness,

aged 66 years. Dr. Voerster was graduated from
the Washington University, St. Louis, in 1865, hav-
ing interrupted his studies to join the Union army
during the Civil War. He served as coroner of

St. Louis County from 1870 to 1878.

Dr. Nath.xn C. Gunder, one of the oldest practi-

tioners of Columbus, Ohio, died at his home of
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arteriosclerosis, on October 22, aged 76 years. He
was graduated from the Cincinnati College of Medi-
cine and Surger)' in i860, and had been in active

practice until two years ago.

Dr. Emil G. Rehfuss died at Philadelphia on
October 30 at the age of 47 years. He was gradu-
ated from the medical department of the University

of Pennsylvania in the class of 1884 and became
resident physician in the German Hospital.

A QUERY.

To THE Editor of the Medical Record:

Sir :—I take the liberty of asking you and the editor of
the New York Medicul Journal a question. As you, in

your capacity of medical editors and teachers, naturally
take a warm interest in the subjects of alcohol and of
therapy, have you no room for discussions on the hygienic
and medical uses of alcohol and on psychotherapy? Both
are of vast and universal import. If you have room for
them—provided they are more than mere momentary no-
tions—can you and will you tell your colleagues and readers
why some of our brethren swamp the daily newspapers
with their knowledge, or their convictions, or opinions, or
impressions? A. J.\cobi, M.D.
New York, November 9, 1908.

THE ABUSE OF A CALLING.

To THE Editor of the Medical Record:
Sir:—One of the greatest impediments to progress

at all times has been the liability of the crowd to re-

spond to appeals to its subjective weaknesses, with
the result that it has blindly followed some leader or
adopted some cult which has done the most in the
waj' of emotional stimulation, and appealed but in a

minimum degree to the proper e.xercise of judgment.
In all ages we have been furnished with examples of
this, and LeBon in his excellent work sketches the
psychology of the crowd most admirably. The genesis
of new religions, the influence of "Messiahs," and the
history of "Cures" are full of picturesque examples of
what may be done by a clever, or even a dull and per-

sistent leader and a receptive mob. These popular
movements are more or less short-lived, but the or-

iginal frailty of human nature continues, ever ready
to be played upon by the designing rogue or the unbal-
anced fanatic.

Just now we are upon the summit of a wave of this

kind; the sensational newspapers are playing their part,

the pseudoscientists and the medical amateur are in

evidence, and the meddlesome divine is appealing to

the unstable members of his flock, just as his prede-
cessors have done for centuries.
"Regular medicine" is unpopular just now, and an

ignorant Assembly legalizes one species of fraud after

another, while our own profession, secure in its con-
scious sense of dignity, sits quietly without protest,

hugging to its soul the flattering delusion that the

public will some day see its error and the disloyal

patient will return to the fold after he has had his

experience. Unhappily he does nothing of the kind,

for new frauds are as numerous as the leaves—or let

us say, rather, the toadstools—in the forest of Vallam-
brosa, and all are inviting. In this connection it is

to be regretted that much supineness exists, and that

medical men can be found to encourage these abuses.

One physician of good standing has added to the pop-
ular unrest by the peculiar stand he has taken in regard
to an alleged cure that has been recommended for a

hopeless organic disease, which, after all, is a very
ancient and popular method with various "old" doctors

whose names and pictures appear from day to day in

the cheap newspapers, and who treat all disease through
the male urethra.
Medical approval has also been given to what has

been facetiously called "Christian Science with Wor-
cester Sauce," an imitation of the methods of Mrs.

Eddy and her followers, who are at least, to a degree,

original and apparently prosperous, and not dependent
upon the languishing of their own churches and the

loss of interest of their parishioners. It would appear

from an inspeciton of the "year book" of one Episcopal

Church of this city that there has been a decided fall-

ing off in attendance and actual interest in church

work; and the empty church of another clergyman has
been filled only through a sensational play to the So-
cialists from the East Side, who themselves have finally

become disgusted with well-dressed and clean people,
and finding it was not "the real thing" have abandoned
their opportunity. No wonder a new craze is de-
manded!
The suggestion has been made that a remedy for all

this is that the public should be instructed. As a Uto-
pian proposition, this is very attractive—as a practical
one it can only be compared to the trouble that would
arise if lawyers taught their clients law, which they
were subsequentlj' to utilize at their own discretion. In-
formation as to the public health and what to do in

emergencies is well enough, but "domestic medicine"
certainly has its limitations, which nowadaj's seem
broad enough, and we are always reminded that a little

knowledge is a dangerous thing when we take into
account the ease with which patients procure tabloids
of many dangerous drugs with perfect impunity.

Instead of the present apathy of our profession, we
should in some measure arouse ourselves to expose
fraud more actively than we have hitherto done—if

necessary, by tracts or other publications, and there
should be a publicity committee of the County Medical
Society for this purpose. Other medical bodies should
t'ise every paper submitted for delivery; unlicensed
practitioners should be more rigidly prosecuted than
at present, and new and comprehensive laws should be
enacted, including the prohibition of various forms of
treatment, as well as the giving of drugs, by unqualified
individuals. Persons who have been swindled or maltreated
should be helped and encouraged to bring suit against those
who have not kept faith with them. Physicians them-
selves should cultivate the lost art of prescribing, and
never be tempted to cater to the fanciful idiosyncrasies
of their patients at the cost of their own dignity and
self-respect for fear that the latter w-ould go else-
where. Allan McLane Hamilton.
New York, November 9, 1908.

OUR LONDON LETTER.

(From Our Special Correspondent.)

THE HAR\'EIAN ORATION—ROYAL SOCIETY OF MEDICINE—GEN-
ERAL PARALYSIS IN CHILDHOOD GASTROSTAXIS—^TRAUMATIC
RUPTURE OF INTESTINE—WOMEN ADMITTED TO COLLEGE OF
SURGEONS—GUILD OF ST. LUKE^MEDICAL EXHIBITION

—

OBITUARY.

London, October 23, 1908.

The Harveian Oration at the Royal College of Physicians
was delivered on Monday by Dr. J. A. Ormerod, who
devoted it to the subject of heredity in disease. He began
by referring to the wishes of Harvey, who in founding
these orations desired them to be exhortations to search
out the secrets of Nature by observation and experiment.
Harvey meant to emphasize the importance of independent,
individual research as opposed to blind and lazy submis-
sion to authority. He refused to let learning trammel in-

vestigation, and this frame of mind was most necessary
in the study of medicine. In directing attention to heredity,
especially in disease. Dr. Ormerod said that though a
German physician had denied the existence of hereditary
disease they need not argue the point, as they would all

admit that heredity had a good deal to do with the pro-
duction of disease. In Harvey's work, "De Generafione
Animalium," he gave probably the best account that could
be given at that time of the phenomena of development,
and in that book he wrote: "Some diseases propagate
their kind, but why speak of diseases when the moles,
warts, and cicatrices of the progenitor are seen in the
third and fourth generations?" As to whether acquired
characters are transmissible or whether the forces which
help to fashion us have similar effects on our unborn
offspring : The unlearned man said yes, and so did the
learned until some time ago. Darwin's theory of selection

assumed this, but it was incompatible with \\'eissman's.

His central idea was continuity of the germ plasm—

a

plasm not manufactured afresh within the individual of
each generation, but continuously handed on from one
generation to the next, only changing in this sense, that

as each successive individual is made, a portion of the

germ plasm is set aside within him, with which to carry
on the work of propagation. Thus we are not links in

the chain of life, but flowers or leaves springing from a

common stem—the germ plasm. The relationship was
not that of father and son, but of brothers, the real father
of all being the family germ plasm, and the duty of each
individual was to accommodate him in the house he had
built, that is, one's body, until another house, viz., that

individual's son's body, was ready to receive him. The
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next question might be : Do the ills acquired by parents
affect the well-being of their children? If they suffered the

germ plasm would have to suffer. It was another question
altogether whether when a parent acquired some particular

disease, the same or a similar one would affect his offspring.

Those who denied this said it would not be, because it

contradicted the theorj-. Here was a legitimate field for

observation. At first sight syphilis seemed a decided in-

stance, but this was answered by ascribing it to infection.

If a healthy man acquired phthisis or gout, would his

children be consumptive or gout}'? Dr. Ornierod did not
profess to be able to reply to this question, but observed
that many of those he addressed had experience which
might supply some material tow-ards the determination of
these problems. He passed on to refer to the value of

Gallon's statistics, and then to the work of Mendel as to

the hypoidization of plants, but what we wanted to know,
he said, was whether Mendel's laws were applicable to

man, or how far they were so. In some cases where
observations had been made on special points, such as the

color of the iris, hereditary diseases of the ej'e, and
hereditary deformities of limbs, the Mendelian propor-
tion worked out, and perhaps more than that could not be
asserted. With plants and animals experiment was pos-
sible—but not with mankind ; we could not select our
parents. On the Mendelian principle consanguineous mar-
riages were the means of bringing to life hidden charac-
ters, and these might be either good or bad. The orator
also spoke of the manner in which heredity was seen in

the nervous system, and mentioned the curious fact that

a person might develop late in life a disease which had
potentially existed from birth.

After the oration the Bissett Hawkins medal was pre-

sented to Sir .'^hirley Murphy. This medal is awarded tri-

ennially for distinguished service in sanitary science. Sir
Shirley expressed appreciation of the honor, and held it

to be a compliment to those who worked with him as well

as himself.

The clinical section of the Royal Medical Society was
among the early ones to meet, and some very interesting

cases were exhibited and discussed. Dr. Poynton showed
a girl of II and a boy of 8'/4 whom he considered to be
subjects of general paralysis—a rare affection in childhood.
In the first there were some signs of syphilis, but not in the
other, w-hich dated from two seizures at night, in which
there was screaming and trembling. Sir T. Barlow thought
that the first case syphilitic and the other infantile paraly-

sis, though there was room for doubt. Such cases were
seldom met with in asylums, and so general physicians
more often saw them than alienists. Dr. Walter Carr
thought the diagnosis of the second case was between
general paralysis, disseminated sclerosis, and a tumor of
the pons. He had seen tremors in such a tumor, but here
the other symptoms did not support that diagnosis.

Dr. Stanley Green of Norwich showed a case which
he called gastrostaxis, from its correspondence with the
description of Dr. Hale White and no pathological lesion

having been found at two operations. The patient, a young
woman, was first seen in January, igoi, in collapse from
hematemesis—had had pain after eating for three years
and gastric ulcer which had perforated was suggested.
Recovery was slow, and for twelve months she acted as

a lady's companion, but hematemesis recurred, with
melKna. Gastroenterotomy was done, and for six months
there was no hemorrhage, but it then returned as

bad as ever. The stomach and duodenum were therefore
opened and explored, without any discovery. In 1907 gan-
grene of the fingers began, and some digits were suc-
cessfully amputated. A younger sister had had hemateme-
sis and lost a phalanx of one finger. Sir T. Barlow said

surgeons recognized that the bleeding point could not
always he found. The attention to this condition had
been called by Dr. Donald Hood, and many years later by
Dr. Hale White. Dr. White himself said he knew of no
record of gangrene of the fingers in these cases, though
he always thought the capillaries must be affected, and
this case showed imperfect vascular supply to the hand.
A case was shown of a man with a foreign body in a

bronchus, and who had cough, dyspnea, purulent expectora-
tion, and hemoptysis; no tubercle bacilli. .Xt this meet-
ing also Briining's recent modification of Killain's instru-

ment for exploring the trachea, etc., fitted with a suction
pump by which secretion and a foreign body might be
withdrawn, was exhibited. Mr. Godlee asked how far
down the air passage could a foreign body be removed.
He mentioned a case in which a pin lying across the left

bronchus had been extracted, and remarked that, un-
fortunately, the prognosis of these cases was unfavorable,
on account of bronchiectasis soon setting in and the per-
sistence of this dilatation. He also referred to some
operations done bj' German surgeons under modified at-

mospheric pressure, by which manipulation of the lung
could be carried out without producing pneumothorax.

In the surgical section Messrs. Berry and Giuseppi con-
tributed a paper on traumatic rupture of the intestine with-
out external wound. They related a case of recovery after

operation, and then analyzed all the cases admitted into

ten London hospitals during the last fifteen years. These
numbered 132, and no less than ten had been under one
of them and seven others came under his notice, the post

mortem being in most cases performed by him. Only sev-

enteen of the 132 recovered ; eighty-four were operated on,

and seventeen of them were the recoveries. In fifteen the

rupture was not found, and in seven of these it was duo-
denal, and onh' one recovered. The authors discussed these

and other points, and submitted as conclusions: (l) That
rupture of the duodenum was by no means so rare as

usually supposed; (2) that rupture was usually produced
by direct crushing, not by bursting or traction; (3) that

the early svmptomi of primary complete rupture were few,
but fairly characteristic ; (4) most important were severe,

continuous pain, rigiditj' of the abdominal muscles, and
vomiting; (5) tliat secondary rupture was by no means
uncommon (the symptom there might be delayed for hours
or even days) ; (6) early operation was the only treatment;

(7) if operation is delayed until the abdomen is distended
or liver dullness absent, there is practically no chance of
success

; (S) after operation the patient should be set up
in bed and treated with massive saline infusions per
rectum.
The Royal College of Surgeons has decided to admit

women to its diplomas. They will therefore now be
eligible for the double qualification of the two colleges

as soon as the arrangements are concluded.
The Guild of St. Luke had their annual service at St.

Paul's on the 20th.

The fourth annual medical exhibition, organized by the

"British and Colonial Druggists," was held last week, and
was highly successful.

Dr. Jas. Grey Glover died on the 14th inst., aged 76.

He took his M.D. at Edinburgh in 1854. He was one of
four brothers, and all of them attained a high position in

their different professions. Dr. Glover for many years held

a high position in the North of London, and continued in

general practice to the last. Of late he was in partnership

with his son, who is following in his profession. Journal-
ists as well as medical men regret the loss of Dr. Glover,

who for some forty years was on the staff of the Lancet,
and always upheld the best traditions of his profession

and contributed to the high tone of medical journalism.

He was one of the first elected representatives on the

General Medical Council, was a visiting justice of Hollo-
way prison, and one of the warmest supporters of the

Hospital Saturday Fund, and served on its first council.

To many Glover's death seemed sudden. He was attend-

ing to the practice while his son was on holiday, and taken
ill on the Monday, he died on the Wednesday.

Dr. Cuthbert Collingwood, the eminent botanist who
has died at the age of 82, was a member of our profes-

sion. He was educated at Oxford, Edinburgh, and Guy's
Hospital, graduating at Oxford in 1840. He became a

member of the College of Physicians in 1859, was then a

lecturer on botany at the Liverpool Medical School until

1866, when he went to the Far East to study marine
zoology. His "Rambles of a Naturalist on the Shores
and Waters of the China Seas" grew out of this voyage.
His other investigations were recorded in scientific journals.

Dr. John Taylor, who died on the loth inst., had been
blind for the last few years. He was 73 years of age. and
greatly respected in Hampshire, where he had practised

for some time. In early life he served in the army, was
through the Crimean War, and subsequently the Indian
Mutiny.

INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OF UROLOGY.
(From Our Paris Correspondent.)

Paris, October 15, 1908.

FotJNDED at Paris in 1907, the International Associa-
tion of Urology has for its object the study of all ques-
tions that pertain to urology. It meets as a Congress
every third year, in a city designated by the General
Assembly, under the presidency of a member elected
by the preceding Congress. The number of members
of the association is limited, and only those can be mem-
bers who are agreed upon by the international com-
mittee, having been proposed by the committee from
their own country.
The first International Congress has just been held

at Paris, from September 30 to October 3, 1908, under
the presidency of Professor Albarran of Paris. The
vice-presidents were Posner of Berlin and Watson of

Boston. The inauguration of the Congress took place
in the large amphitheater of the Paris Faculty of Medi-
cine, under the presidency of the Minister of Public
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Instruction, who welcomed the many foreign members
of the Congress who had come from all parts of the
world. Then Professor Guyon, in a few words, which
were much applauded, showed the usefulness of Con-
gresses, and especially of International Congresses. Israel
of Berlin spoke in eulogy of Professor Guyon, who has,

so to speak, created urology. All the urologists of the
world are proud of proclaiming themselves his pupils.
Four questions were studied by this Congress; (l)

"Pathogeny and Treatment of Anuria"; (2) "Vesi-
cal Retention Without Mechanical Obstacle"; (3)
"Normal and Pathological Physiology of the Pros-
tate"; (4) "Operative Indications in Tuberculous Kid-
ney."
The first question, "Pathogeny and Treatment of

Anuria," was presented by Kimimel of Hamburg, Wat-
son of Boston and Achard of Paris. Kiimmel dis-
tinguishes two kinds of anuria; the first, true anuria,

in which the kidney produces no urine and the secre-
tion of urine is entirely absent; the other, false anuria,
in which the urine secreted by the kidney cannot reach
the bladder on account of the obliteration of the
ureters. The most frequent cause of ureteral oblitera-
tion is the presence of calculus, but it may result from
the pressure of pelvic tumors, tumors of the ovaries,
and especially cancer propagated from the uterus. True
anuria, in which the renal function is entirely sup-
pressed, may be produced bj' nephritis, wlictlicr this

arises from chronic inflammatory phenomena, from
toxic conditions, or infectious diseases. It may also
be caused by tumors of both kidneys or by an affection
of one kidney coexisting with a congenital absence of
the other kidney. Lastly, refle.x anuria, from lesions
of a single kidney, is particularly interestin.g to study,
as is hysterical anuria. The treatment of anuria will

vary with the cause: if the ureter is obliterated we must
remove the cause of the obstruction (calculus or
tumor); in true anuria produced by nephritis, incision
of the capsule or nephrectomy is indicated. In reflex

anuria on account of disease of one kidney, the cause
of the morbid condition of the kidney must be removed.
Watson of Boston had especially studied calculous

anuria; he considered that the first kidney to be oper-
ated on when the two organs have a sufficient func-
tional power should be the one least involved; in case
of bilateral calculus the two kidneys should be opened
at the same time whenever the operator doubts whether
the first kidney opened will be sufficient to maintain
life. Achard of Paris had studied the question 01 the
pathogeny and treatment of anuria principally from the
medical standpoint. Like Professor Kiimmcl, he dis-

tinguished two kinds of anuria: one consists in an
arrest of secretion, the other of an obstacle to secre-
tion. The type of excretory anuria is represented by
calculous anuria, but it may also be produced by a

tumor, such as uterine cancer. Secretory anuria has a
more obscure pathogeny; sometimes it is possilde to
believe that obstruction by means of the epithelium of

the convoluted tubules is the cause of the anuria, but
in reality the mechanism of anuria is complex and sev-
eral conditions may act separately or conjointly; in

the anuric patient we often see coincident lesions of
the kidney of a complex nature, epithelial, of the con-
nective tissue, and vascular. The treatment of excre-
tory anuria belongs to surgery, that of secretory anuria
to medicine; stimulation of the secretory mechanism
of the kidneys may be produced by renal diuretics and
by subcutaneous injections, either of saline serum, or
better still by intravenous injections of solutions of
sugar; lastly, two operations may be done in these
cases, nephrotomy and decapsulation of the kidneys.
After the reading of these papers and some interest-

ing discussion Chauflfard spoke, insisting especially on
anuria produced by intoxications, and chiefly that by
corrosive sublimate. This intoxication has been known
to produce immediate anuria, ending in death. At the

autopsy it has been found that the glomeruli were
normal, the lesion being in the epithelium of the

convoluted tubes which were completely necrosed. He
believes that the alteration of the epithelium of the con-
voluted tubes is the principal cause of anuria of nephri-
tic origin and medical anuria. Tessier of Lyons be-

lieves that anuria of medical origin finds its cause not
so much in the kidneys as in the liver; it is the toxins

not eliminated by the liver but acting on the kidneys
which cause the alterations of the kidney ' epithelium
and secondarily the anuria. Nicolich of Trieste and
Albarran of Paris insisted on anuria of calculous

origin. Jeanbrau of Montpellier demonstrated the good
results of injections of sugar in two cases of anuria;

the advantages of the solution of sugar are that they
need much less work by the kidney to dispose of them
than solutions of chlorides; second, they do not intro-

duce any chlorides into the organism, thus being less

toxic than salt solution; third, the sugar that they con-
tain is partly burned up by the organism and eliminated
as water and carbonic acid by the lungs. As to the
doses, in urgent cases he advises the injection of 500
cubic centimeters of a 25 per cent, glucose solution into
a vein. Pavone of Palermo recalled the usefulness of
catheterism of the ureters in calculous anuria. He re-

ported three cases in which this method of treatment
gave him excellent results. Pousson of Bordeaux in-

sisted upon the value of nephrotomy in anuria and
oliguria of medical and surgical affections of the kid-
neys. The principal advantages of these operations is

to open a way for the escape of the fluid which en-
gorges the renal canaliculi, and thus to prevent the
alterations of the tubal epithelium. He believes that
incision of the kidney offers a precious resource in the
acute periods of nephritis caused by calculi with oli-

guria. Legueu of Paris insisted in calculous anuria on
the alterations of the kidneys on the opposite side from
the obstruction. He operates at once on the obstructed
kidney, and the diagnosis of the side to be operated on
is made by him an indication noted by him, which con-
sists of the contraction and resistance of the abdominal
parietes of that side.

The second subject of the day was "Vesicular Reten-
tion without Mechanical Obstruction." This question
was treated by Frankl-Hochwart of Vienna and Al-
barran and Nogues of Paris. Frankl-Hochwart insisted
on the role played by the nervous system in vesical
retention without mechanical obstacles; among the
nervous maladies are those of the spinal cord which
often cause retention, and among them was especially
noted tabes; of the neuroses hysteria often causes
complete anuria from retention. Albarran and Nogues
distinguished three different divisions in retention of
urine; they studied, first, retention occurring with an
insufficient obstacle such as occurs in the course of small
hypertrophies of the prostate in prostatitis, and in

stricture. They then considered retention without any
obstacle and with lesions of the bladder. These are
the so-called medical retentions which are due to an
acute or chronic intoxication; they are met with in acute
affections, such as typhoid, eruptive fevers and diph-
theria. In such cases the authors insist on the role of
spasm, which is simply due to the normal inhibition of
the sphincter. Lastly, retention of urine with no ob-
stacle, but with lesii)ns of the bladder, are due some-
times to true degeneration, such as is seen in the aged;
sometimes to inflammatory lesions. It is these that are
seen in tuberculous cystitis. Finally, there are cases
of chronic nature that have an etiology that is obscure,
and which cannot be classified under any of these three
heads, and which cannot be explained. There is still

much to be studied with reference to cases of obscure
etiology.
An niteresting discussion now began, in which Hock

of Prague and Edward Keyes participated. The latter

author insisted on the importance of slight obstructions
of the neck of the bladder; these cannot be diagnosed
except by palpation of the lower part of the posterior
urethra with the finger introduced into a perineal
buttonhole; he also insisted on the benefit obtained by
electrocautcrization of the sphincter (Bottini) prac-
tised by the perineal route ; he is reserved with refer-

ence to all operative procedures, which generally ag-
gravate the condition. Fenwick of London and Roths-
child and Frank of Berlin then mentioned cases of in-

terest in this connection. Serralach of Barcelona be-
lieves that testicular secretion is of great importance,
and may be employed with success in vesical retention
without obstacle. He has observed in such cases that
an injection of testicular juice has produced excellent
results in stopping incontinence. The mode of action
of testicular juice is due to the fact that it increases
the nervous power. Bartrina of Barcelona attaches
great importance to deformities produced by even
slight hypertrophy of the prostate; this is also im-
portant in prostatitis without hypertrophy.
The third question was "The Normal and Pathologi-

cal Physiology of the Prostate." The readers of papers
were Posner of Berlin and Haberern of Budapest.
Posner believes that the prostate has no single func-
tion, but serves several purposes; it contributes slightly

to the closure of the bladder; it is above all the appa-
ratus that serves at the moment of ejaculation; ming-
ling with the spermatic fluid, the prostatic juice pro-
tects the vital force of the spermatozoa and prolongs it.

The prostatic extract of one animal is poisonous to

other animals; thus rabbits and guinea pigs are killed

by even a small dose of the prostatic juice of the bull;

however this may be, the importance of the prostate
has not been completely elucidated and many obscure
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points still exist. Haberern thinks that the most im-
portant function of the prostate is the secretion of a

thin, milky, slightly alkaline fluid, having the character-
istic odor ol spermine. It acts upon the movements
of the spermatozoa, perhaps by dilution, perhaps by a
specific excitation, and its powers are most important
at the moment of ejaculation. An important discus-

sion followed, and among the views detailed must be
mentioned those of Pardoe of London, who, following
the evolution of the prostate in the animal series, pre-

sented many interesting facts on this subject. One
series of experiments made by him showed that the

prostatic juice is indispensable for the movements oi

the spermatozoa, so much so that when this juice does
not e.xist the spermatozoa cannot produce fecundation.
He has made observations on many patients on whom
he has done transvesical prostatectomy, and in many
cases he has found the presence of living spermatozoa.
The fourth question was "The Indications for Opera-

tion in Tuberculous Kidney." Among the readers of

papers present the most remarkable work was that of

Brongersma of Amsterdam. The author studied espe-
cially the way in which the tubercular infection reaches
the kidney; he believes that if ascending infection is

possible it is exceedingly rare; entrance of bacilli by
way of the blood, regarded up to the present time as

most frequent, and as proved to exist by miliary tuber-

culosis, does not appear to this author to play any con-
siderable role. He believes that tnuch more frequently
renal tuberculosis is brought by the lymphatics, and
this theory explains the unilaterality that is frequently

observed in renal tuberculosis, as well as the consecu-
tive propagation to the other kidney. With reference

to spontaneous cure of renal tuberculosis, the author

denies the possibility of it; by clinical observation, by
autopsies, and by statistics it is proved that the normal
kidney must be fatally infected as soon as the lesions of

the diseased kidney are of considerable amount. The
natural deduction from all these observations is that when
there is a single tubercular kidney a nephrectomy should
be done as soon as possible. The only possible contra-
indications will be bilaterality, advanced lesions of

other organs and bad general condition of the patient.

A second paper was presented by Dr. Barthelemy Guisy
of Athens. This author thinks that total nephrectomy is

the only procedure that will bring about a cure oi

unilateral renal tuberculosis. Operation is contraindi-

cated only when there are bilateral renal lesions; on
the contrary, operation should be done early; it should
be done equally in cases in which one kidney being
tuberculous, the function of the other is not perfect;

when there are pulmonary lesions, or lesions of the

lower genitourinary region, nephrectomy is indicated

when the general condition of the patient is not bad.

The author does not advocate the resection of a large

part of the ureter, since he thinks that the ureter will

atrophy of itself and become a fibrous cord. Dr.

Heresco of Bucharest also presented a paper. Like
the other writers, he believes that renal tuberculosis is

incurable by medical means, and since its course is

progressive, there is only one operation that can be
of value. This operation is nephrectomy, the results

of which are much more certain when it is done early,

the disease must be diagnosed at its beginning, and the

watchword of the author is: Early diagnosis with early

operation.

Finally, Dr. George Luys of Paris, admitting as an
established dogma that unilateral renal tuberculosis

demands immediate nephrectomy of the diseased kid-

ney, thinks that the entire history of operative inter-

ventions may be summed up by early diagnosis and
certainty that the tuberculosis involves only one kid-

ney; to establish perfectly this diagnosis the clinical

history and the ordinary methods of exploration are

not sufficient. Precise diagnosis of unilaterality of

renal tuberculosis can only be obtained by the study
of the separate urines of the two kidneys, and the sepa-

ration of the urines should be made either by endo-
vesical separation of the urine with the separator of

Luys, or by ureteral catheterism, but the two methods

of investigation should never be placed in opposition

with one another; on the contrary, they should be
mutual aids to one another and each should be applied

in its own way. In the immense majority of cases

the separator is the instrument to which we should

have recourse ; it will show, thanks to the care-

ful chemical analysis which should be made of the

separate urines, which is the diseased side and which
the sound side. It is only in the most doubtful cases

that it will be necessary to confirm the work of the

separator by ureteral catheterization of the diseased kid-

ney. This will happen when the separator, having
shown pus and Koch's bacilli in one side, there are

combined with a possible lesion of the other kidney
tuberculous nodules in the corresponding lobe of the
prostate, or in the seminal vesicles. Under these condi-
tions ureteral catheterization of the corresponding dis-

eased kidney will show whether the pus comes from the
kidney, or the prostate, or the vesicles, or whether an
abscess has been produced by Pott's disease of the
spine, which has opened into the bladder. In children
the smallness of the passages to the bladder will not
always allow of the employment of the separator re-

duced in size for use in children. When there is a
secondary tuberculosis of the bladder and the organ
is intolerant of manipulation, and will not admit any
exploratory instrument, and it is absolutely necessary
to know whether the renal tuberculosis is bilateral or
not, only one method is possible, ureteral catheterization
of the healthy side with the direct vision cystoscope
designed by Luys. With this instrument used under
chloroform it is generally possible to find the orifice

of the ureter of the healthy side, and having done this,

it is possible with a tampon soaked in silver nitrate to

make the ureteral orifice itself antiseptic; thus a thor-
oughly sterilized sound will not come in contact with
the portion of the vesical mucous membrane which
surrounds the ureteral orifice, while this will be en-
tirely aseptic; in this way there will not be any risk
of infection of the kidney which is supposed to be
healthy by the introduction into the ureter of the
ureteral sound. Practised in this way ureteral cathe-
terization will never be harmful, as would be the case when
it is done with a cystoscope with prisms through a
limpid liquid, or an obscure infected one.
The members of this first International Congress of

Urology had come in great numbers to Paris. Recep-
tions and entertainments were given in their honor.
Besides receptions by tlie ofKcial Faculty, the members
of the Congress were received by the Municipality of
Paris at the Hotel de Ville, and after the close of the
sittings of the Congress all the members were received
at a private audience at the Elysee by the President of
the Republic. M. Fallieres congratulated his guests on
enriching the field of science by new studies for the
good of the object of their first reunion at Paris.

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, October 29, 1908.

Fractures of the Os Calais.—A preliminary paper on
this subject is presented by F. J. Cotton and L. T. Wilson,
who emphasize the following points : Comminuted frac-
tures of the OS calcis are comparatively common and near-
ly all of them are of substantially the same type. Fol-
lowing the injury, there is apt to be permanent deformity
or disability with reference to raising or shortening of
the heel or its outward deviation, flattening of the arch,

projection of fragments into the sole of the foot, loss of
motion between the astragalus and the os calcis, and me-
chanical interference between the latter and the external
malleolus. These results are often so pronounced as seri-

ously to interfere with the patient's work or disable him en-
tirely. The trouble arises, not from the fracture as such,
but from the various displacements. Treatment heretofore
has been practically mere negligence. In fresh cases cer-

tain measures are practicable. Difficulties in handling them
arise from the hard task of correcting displacements and
retention in position. The authors have employed an ordi-

nary cast of plaster-of-Paris equipped with two felt pads,

one over the tendo Achillis and os calcis, one over the dor-
sum of the foot. After the plaster is on, the foot is put
up at about 15 to 20 degrees of plantar flexion, and dur-
ing the setting of the plaster, downward traction is made
with the hands on the dorsum of the foot and behind at

either side of the tendo Achillis. Usually it seems wise to

secure some inversion as well as very slight plantar flexion.

The reaction following such reduction is surprisingly slight.

The patient can be up on crutches (if the lesion is of one
side only) within a week. In a week or ten days the

primary callus seems adequate to hold the connection. At
this time removal of the cast occasionally for massage and
guarded active motion is wise. They have not allowed
weight-bearing for a month, though delaying the beginning

of use so long may be unnecessarily conservative. There
seems little tendency to reproduction of deformity or

stiffening. Return of full function is rather slow ; proba-

bly three months will be a fair average of time. Provided
such measures have not been carried out, and provided

disability is present, palliation is possible by apparatus in

some cases, while in others certain safe and simple opera-

tions will insure decided improvement of function. These
operations are necessitated by loss of motion in the joints.
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excessive bony thickening below the external malleolus,
bony spurs in the sole, outward displacement of the heel,
and extreme upward displacement of the heel. Forcible
correction may be done under ether with early passive
motion, bony thickening and spurs may be removed with
a chisel, etc. The paper is presented as a plea for a more
accurate study and a more active and real surgical treat-
ment of the condition.

AVty York Medical Journal, October 31, igo8.

The Expectant Treatment of Pulmonary Tubercu-
losis.—A. B. Judson considers that the problem of
pulmonary tuberculosis is paralleled by that of tuberculosis
of the hip. The tissues affected in these respective mala-
dies have peculiarities of anatomy and physiology which
make it reasonable to believe that the treatment accorded to
one may be applied, mutatis mutandis, to the other. The
lung is a semidetached, almost pedunculated organ. The
hip is an inherent part, interlocked with other parts of the
body by far-reaching and rigid processes. The construc-
tion of the lung is simple, that of the hip complex and
jointed. Lung tissue is soft and homogeneous, completing
development with the cry of the new born, while the tis-

sues of the hip range from hardest bone to impalpable
synovial membrane, and reach development in late adoles-
cence. The vascular network of the lung invites infection
and encourages repair, while the hip, with its compara-
tively deficient circulation, reluctantly yields to disease
and reacts so slowly that a typical case of hip disease covers
several years. If the hip rises superior to tuberculous in-

fection, what forbids the expectation of signal recovery
in the lung, so separate from the rest of the body, so
simple in construction, with rapidly developing, homogene-
ous, and plastic tissue, so infused with vascularity, and
altogether so alert and responsive to the appeals of disease
and recovery? And the factor of safety is to be considered.
If both lungs were seriously impaired the case would be
fatal, but when it is known that with only part of a lung
life may be indefinitely prolonged who can put a limit to

recovery in a favorable environment? The local treatment
of pulmonary tuberculosis based on the teaching of ortho-
pedic practice may be thus outlined: (l) The omission of
whatever unduly excites respiration and circulation, (2)
habitual reduction of the volume of respired air to a

minimum, and (3) inhibition of coughing.

Family Tuberculosis.—A recapitulation of the facts

given by W. C. White in regard to a certain family may
be stated as follows : There developed in fifteen months
eight cases of tuberculosis in a family of nine who had not
lived together for ten years, who were scattered in six

different homes in five different American and Canadian
cities. The ages of the victims ranged from seventy-one
to twenty years. There was no known source of infec-

tion ; they had always lived under the best conditions.

Four were diagnosticated by the presence of tubercle bacilli,

one by tuberculin, and three by physical signs and symp-
toms. The writer made or confirmed the diagnosis in

every case. In this group of patients most careful in-

quiry failed to reveal any source of infection of human
origin. Far more likely is the other possibility that all

were infected with approximately equal doses at approxi-

mately the same time from some source other than human.
This allows the difference in the chemical resisting powers
of the individuals caused by innate and extraneous factors,

such as work and worry, to explain the paltry differences

in the time of the appearance of the malady in each case.

Such a view is strengthened by the bovine morphology of

the infecting organism in those cases in which it was
found, by the habit of the family in consuming large

quantities of milk, and by the escape of the only one who
used very little milk ; which facts also go to prove that

the source of infection was bovine. The writer also calls

attention to the facts shown by charts based on the death

rate from tuberculosis in various countries for the past

fifty years. These demonstrate that in the first twenty-

five years of the half century the decline in death rate

from tuberculosis was quite as great and in some countries

greater than in the last twenty-five, or, in other words,

greater in the quarter century preceding the discovery of

the tubercle bacillus than in the quarter of a century fol-

lowing this discovery.

Journal of the American Medical Association, October

31, 1908.

The Work Cure.— .A.. S. Thayer calls attention to the

utility of stimulating the normal activities in abnormal

conditions as a therapeutic measure, and points out that

this is largely the secret of the success of modern psy-

chotherapy, faith cures, etc. Among the first to discuss

the value of occupation as a means of cure were the phy-

sicians in charge of the insane, and while work was first

provided as a means of reducing expense, its other good

effects could not fail to be observed. It has passed as a

means of cure to the various sanatoria for nervous condi-
tions and also to general hospitals, and he suggests that it

might advantageously be introduced into tuberculosis sana-
toria whose inmates are sometimes only too well satisfied

with their life of fed and fatted monotony. This has been
done at the asylum for consumptives at Frimley, near
London, where, when conditions favor, the patient turns
loose into his system a fresh dose of bacterial vaccines
when indicated by the opsonic index, by regidated work.
In treating most of our patients, Thayer says, the end to-

ward which we strive is heightened resistance to disease,
and he asks is there any single agent more effective for
the development of antibodies than work?

Serum Treatment of Carcinoma.—S. Strauss relates
his experience with the serum treatment of carcinoma. He
discusses first the various theories of the origin and nature
of the disease and formulates his own theory as follows

;

The cancer elements are found in utero; that is, there is

an abnormal development of the embryonal cells, which
group is the starting point of a carcinomatous growth. In-
termingled with the healthy epithelial cells are these cancer
units, and whenever the conditions for hemming them in

or retarding their growth is overcome by exciting causes,
such as improper living and eating, mental worry or grief,

senility, etc., they multiply very rapidly, destroying and
penetrating into the surrounding tissue, giving off a toxin
which in time infects the entire system. Therefore, our
endeavor should be to demonstrate a cancer specific reac-

tion in the human body by means of a serum precipitant

establishing its identity, irrespective of a microscopic ex-
amination. The serum which he uses he obtains directly

from lower animals suffering from malignant growths,
principally the horse; the diagnosis being substantiated
microscopically. He describes his technique for obtaining
and sterilizing the serum and states that shortly after in-

jecting it the patient's face becomes flushed and there is an
increase in the blood pressure. The serum, he states, seems
to have a marked effect on the spinal centers, producing
pain in the back, radiating down the legs. In some cases a

chill appears within the first few hours. After from four
to six hours there is an elevation of temperature, but not

exceeding three degrees in any case observed. Strauss
reports cases and summarizes his paper as follows: (i)

Visceral carcinoma is incurable and fatal in nearly all cases.

(2j Superficial or surface carcinoma is curable and amena-
ble to treatment if attended to early. (3) Carcinoma is

hereditary, the tendency to its formation being transmitted

to successive generations, and it becomes evident whenever
the natural restraining influences are removed. (4) Car-
cinoma is on the increase, the death rate being over seven
thousand in New York btate in 1907 (Gaylord). (5) The
serum treatment should be used after every operative case

to immunize the system and prevent recurrence. It raises

the opsonic index and causes a leucocytosis. (6) The
serum treatment should be used in inoperable cases, be-

cause it relieves the pain and ameliorates the symptoms
without interference with the natural functions of the

body.

Milk and Infections.—J. W. Trask remarks that when
it is considered that available evidence seems to show that

between 2 and 4 per cent, of typhoid convalescents become
chronic bacilli carriers, the probability that some of them
are employed at dairies in milking cows and handling milk
is very great. The dangers of infected bottles in typhoid
epidemics is also emphasized. Diphtheria outbreaks and
their relations to milk distribution have been studied, and
he points out the methods of observation by which out-

breaks of these three diseases have been traced to special

milk routes and stamped out before they had reached very
formidable dimensions. The question of human tubercu-

losis from cattle is not altogether settled, but the facts

seem to show that man is capable of infection with bovine
bacilli and that a certain proportion of cases in the human
species are of bovine origin. The prevalence of tuberculosis

among cattle is estimated in many parts of the country as

ranging from 15 to 40 per cent., and the possibility of milk

infection, even though the udder is not diseased, is always
to be considered. We may expect to find tubercle bacilli

in market milk and milk products, and this has been fre-

quently shown. Other diseases in the epidemiology of

which milk plays an important part are dysentery, epidemic

diarrhea, cholera, and milk sickness.

Typhoid Prevention.—W. F. Button says that from
all that can be learned typhoid has existed in the Ohio
Valley since the early settlement of the region, but accurate

data do not go back of 1850. We know, however, that

whole colonies were nearly depleted by epidemics at earlier

periods. In Pittsburg, Dr. J. F. Edwards, superintendent

of the bureau of health, has said that since 1878 50,000

people have been stricken with typhoid and 7,615 have died.
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This does not account, however, for tliose living in the out-
lying towns from which the city draws largely its office

and working population, which would nearly double the
above figures. In 1907 there were 5,729 cases and 608
deaths, and in some years the death rate per 100.000 popu-
lation has been as high as 140 or 150, the latter the highest
figure for typhoid for any city of the world, Dutton points
out that the filtration plants now in use or under construc-
tion are insufficient, to say nothing of the objectionable
source—the taking of water from the river. Steubenville,
Ohio, also gets its water directly from the Ohio and is

never free froin typhoid, many physicians having as many
as twenty and thirty cases at a time. The health of the
city of Wheeling for 1907 gives 39 deaths from typhoid,
a decrease of 13 from the preceding year in a population
of 40,000. In Cincinnati the people for the most part are
drinking badly polluted water, but some improveinent is

shown within the last year. The death rate for 1905,
1906 and 1907 was 155. 39, and 157, respectively. Dutton
gives his recommendations for improvements of the con-
ditions, including sewage purification, cremation of garbage,
regular inspection of water supplies, public education on
the subject, etc., and says that in almost any place along
the river it is not necessary to use the river water, as a
pure supply can be obtained from other sources.

Fresh Air for Children.—A. McAllister holds that if

fresh air treatment is demanded for the tuberculous adult
it is threefold more imperatively needed for the child. It

is indicated, moreover, in all children of delicate, frail, or
puny growth ; in fact, it should be general. In other words,
there is a great need for a return to the old practice of
"hardening children." He says that modern research has
shown that the majority of cases of tuberculosis begin
in the earliest years of life; when it appears in a youth
it is probably from germs that have lain a long time dor-
mant in the lymphatic system. The earlier the system can
be stimulated to throw off the infection the better. Chil-
dren are generally readily responsive to the treatment;
what they need is that it be carried out under the intelli-

gent supervision of the physician with the cordial coopera-
tion of the parents.

The Lancet, Oelober 24, 1908.

Hernia Through the Foramen of Winslow.—T. Car-
wardine reports the case of a man who was suddenly
seized with severe colicy pains, which recurred at intervals
for two days and were then followed by ink-like vomitus.
Extremities were cold, pulse feeble, and temperature sub-
normal. The abdomen was distended but not tense, except
in the epigastrium, where there were impairment of reson-
ance and resistance corresponding with the position of the
lesser peritoneal sac. Constipation had been absolute for
twenty-four hours. The general condition at operation was
very poor. On abdominal section the bowel, black and
lusterless, was discovered on tearing through the gastro-
hepatic omentum. A portion of the bowel was reduced,
but an uncertain vascular band seemed to prevent re-
duction of the remainder ; and as the patient's condition
was bad, drainage tubes were put into the involved gut,
the patient dying three hours afterwards. The autopsy
showed that about 214 feet of the lower end of the ileum
were present in the lesser sac. The entering portion had
passed over the ascending and right part of the transverse
colon, and then into the lesser sac. From the point of
entry the lower part of the ileum dragged on the ileo-

cecal valve, the mesentery being twisted so as to form a
distinct, sharp edge, simulating a band containing blood-
vessels.

Acute Goiter.—S. J. Dickins reports the case nf a
girl of sixteen years who, when first seen, had a simple
parenchymatous goiter which was causing some slight

pressure symptoms. The latter were more in evidence the
next day. On the following morning she .suddenly suf-
focated and tracheotomy was advised, and finally agreed to
by the parents, but in spite of the procedure the patient
died. The obstruction seemed to be opposite and below
the isthmus. The author calls attention to two points.
First, did the iodide of potassium and the syrup of iodide
of iron, which had been prescribed in moderate dosage on
the first visit, cause contraction of the gland so as to
increase the pressure upon the trachea and increase the ir-

ritation of the recurrent laryngeal nerve? He hardly thinks
so, as he has successfully treated several other cases of
simple goiter in the same manner. Secondly, the fact that

the heart was still to be heard beating, although very
.slowly (the pulse at the wrist was imperceptible), led him
to hope that there might have been some response after the
tube was inserted and the lungs inflated and artificial

respiration resorted to for some time. But the gradually
progressing slowness of the pulse noted from the first

appears to point to cardioinhibitory action being the real

cause of death, which might have been relieved by division
of the isthmus in time, and perhaps should have been done
at once, after the tube had been introduced. Most un-
fortunately, the patient was practically moribund before
permission to operate was obtained.

Some Points About Puncture of the Brain.—H. Till-

manns enumerates the diagnostic and therapeutic purposes
of this procedure. After this he proceeds to the description
of the techniques of puncture. The proper point must
be localized by a study of the symptoms, and the area
selected is to be prepared as for trephining. When the
spot has been selected either a small incision is made down
to the bone and the periosteum is pushed aside, or else

section of the pericranium is avoided altogether. In the
latter case a hand or electric brace, fitted with a round-
headed Doyen or Sudeck drill, is pressed firmly on to the
skin, which is pierced at the same time as the bone below.
When drilling through the bone it is advisable to press
more firmly at first than later in order to avoid injuring the

dura mater after piercing the inner table. Injury of the

dura mater is best avoided by first using a broad-pointed,
oval-shaped Doyen drill to pierce the cranium, and then
using a ball-pointed Doyen drill to pierce the inner table.

With this drill an injury to the dura mater is impossible.

Hemorrhage of the bone can be stopped by spreading on
aseptic wax. When the cranium has been pierced a fine

hollow needle fitted to a Pravaz syringe that closes well is

inserted and suction is produced. This suction must be
performed as delicately as possible, so as to avoid causing
hemorrhage. The fluid matter which is abstracted should,
if necessary, be examined at once microscopically and
bacteriologically. Should the puncture produce no result,

or should it be impossible to elucidate the case sufficiently

through the small aperture in the bone, the opening can be
enlarged as required either with a larger ballpointed Doyen
drill or with a Dahlgren forceps in order, for instance, to

judge the pulsation of the brain, intracranial pressure, etc.

When a larger opening has been made the dura mater should
be taken hold of with a small-pointed hook and cut cross-

wise with a very sharp, thin knife. The suspected hemor-
rhage, abscess, or cyst is then pierced with a fine hollow
needle or a thicker one ; grooved needles or a very fine,

sharp knife can also be used. In cases of tumor this simple
aseptic piercing of the cranium with a ball-pointed Doyen
drill is also devoid of danger, and Neisser and Pollack
have shown that with the above-mentioned simple puncture
the presence of a tumor can be discovered—for instance,

in the frontal lobe of the brain—where it had not been
expected and where it would have been impossible to ascer-

tain its existence in any otner way. If necessary, the

puncture can be repeated, as the operation is relatively

simple. Neisser once punctured nine times in succession,

and finally succeeded in locating the suspected tumor. In

the cases of newly-born children and of hydrocephalus it

is usually not necessary to pierce the bone. The cranium
is opened at a suitable membraneous spot where there is

neither a large blood-vessel nor a cerebral center—for in-

stance, next to the sinus longitudinalis. The author gives

the various rules for puncturing the ventricle and finally

calls attention to the fact that it may be entered from
behind, from the occipital lobe, if the cranium is opened
4 cm. over the external protuberance arch 3 cm. to the

side of the central line of the skull, in which case the

needle is inserted in a forward and slightly upward direc-

tion.

British Medical Journal, October 24, 1908.

Painless Labor in a Primipara.—The patient of H. J.

Cates was a woman with normal pelvic measurements. One
evening, about full term, she retired at half past ten.

feeling perfectly well. At three the next morning she
arose to pass a small quantity of urine, and although she
felt a slight pain in the thigh, soon fell asleep. Four and
a half hours later she woke and found the child born as

far as the navel, and labor was soon finished. The child

was a male weighing eight and a half pounds. The head
showed well marked moulding characteristic of an occipito-

anterior position, and there was a large caput succedaneum.

Breurs's Appliance for Use After Colotomy.—The
apparatus here described and illustrated by J. Ingram was
devised by a patient on whom he had operated. It consists

of an oval silver bo.x, the bottom of which is wanting. It

is surrounded by a flange which is applied to the skin.

This flange is about three-fourths of an inch in breadth,
and is provided with studs on its outer surface, by means
of which the appliance is fastened to a body belt. The
outer part of the box is in the form of a lid, which can
be removed and reapplied when it has been fixed in posi-

tion. At the dependent part of the box it is prolonged in

the form of a chute; this is completed by a similar pro-

longation from the cover. The box is quite small and
the intestinal contents do not remain in it, but at once
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pass out along the chute, where they are received in an india
rubber bag which is fixed over at the end of the chute.
The result is that all discharges collect in the bag without
remaining in contact with the skin, which is thus preserved
from irritation, and the comfort of the wearer greatly
enhanced. In applying the apparatus the lid is removed,
and the patient then stands in front of a mirror, so that
he can see what he is doing; the opening of the box is

then fitted so as to surround the colotomy opening or open-
ings completely, the size being such that about a quarter of
an inch is left between the mucous edge and the wall of
the box. Before placing the box in position, the body
belt is attached to it by means of the studs, this belt being
a slightly modified abdominal binder with perineal strap.
No great pressure is necessary to ensure the appliance re-
maining in position. The lid of the box is then placed
in position and fixed with a screw, and the india rubber
bag is applied over the chute and hangs down in front of
the thigh, and the whole appliance, being quite small, is

not in any way noticeable. The appliance is comfortable
to wear, does not get displaced, no leakage occurs under
the appliance, the patient gets rid of the offensive smell
of the ordinary india rubber cap, and a more hygienic
effect is obtained, as the instrument can be easily and
thoroughly cleansed. Unless the bowels are loose, it is

not necessary to wear the apparatus at night, its place
being taken by a pad of wool and a bandage. In the
morning the patient has his bath and then fixes on the
apparatus, and unless the bowels are loose, the action
occurs without any trouble, soon after the patient gets up.
When the action of the bowels is finished the apparatus is

detached and cleansed, and usually the patient goes through
the day comfortably, without any further inconvenience.
The inventor, who is a very busy man, and who travels

much over the country, always carries two or three spare
arrangements with him, along with a small looking glass,

and if it should be necessary during the day to change
the soiled apparatus, it is placed in a sponge bag and
thoroughly cleansed when the patient gets home again.

Cats as Plague Preventers.

—

A. Buchanan has pre-
viously advocated the use of cats as preventives of plague
by devouring the infecting animals, the rats. In India

he has had the opportunity of comparing villages in which
cats were kept with villages in which they were not. It

seems that in India the caste ideas allow some persons

to keep them but prohibit the privilege to others. Thus
there were natural conditions in existence for experiment
and control. It was found that the plague was much more
common in those villages in which cats were few. The
same conclusions were obtainable with reference to

"inohulla" or groups of houses and to single houses. The
author believes that, owing to the reluctance of many of

the native population to submit to anti-plague vaccination,

etc., the latter can never come into general use to the

extent of eradicating the disease. His remedy, therefore, is

to encourage the breeding of cats, not neglecting in the

meantime whatever sanitary measures have proved them-
selves of service.

Berliner kHxiscJie IVochenschrift, October 19, 1908.

Transposition of the Viscera.—Smirnoff says that

the first case of complete transposition of the viscera was
described in 1643 by IMarcellus Leccius; since then 213

cases have been observed. His patient was a man forty

years of age in whom the curious anomaly was discovered

by accident. The thoracic as well as the abdominal or-

gans were all transposed. The curves of the esophagus
proved to be placed in the opposite directions to their

normal direction ; the right testicle hung lower than the

left, which normally is the lower of the two. No symptoms
whatever were present that could be traced to the trans-

position of the viscera, the man's complaint being due to

an arteriosclerosis and a hypertrophy of the heart of the

usual types.

Deutsche medizinische Wochenschrift, October 8, 1908.

Treatment of Whooping Cough.—Feer says that the

mortality from whooping cough in the first j'ear of

life is higher than that of diphtheria, of scarlet fever,

or of measles; in the second year of life diphtheria

and scarlet fever are more fatal than pertussis. The
most important part of fighting the disease consists

in prophylaxis, which is especially possible, as pertussis

is transmitted almost exclusively by direct contact

with the patient. The first duty of the physician is to

isolate the patient or at least forbid his appearance
in public playgrounds for children and in schools.

As the disease is especially fatal in the first years of

life, all infants should be jealously guarded from in-

fection. There is no specific treatment for the disease.

Hygienic, physical, and dietetic measures promise most
for the recovery of the child. Of these, abundance of

fresh air is the most important item, and patients that
are not feverish ought to be kept outdoors as much
as possible. The room ought to be well ventilated,
and if possible two rooms should be used for the pa-
tient, so that one could be cleaned and aired while the
other is being used. Change of residence to the coun-
try is advisable when convalescence sets in, and not at

the height of the disease. Hydrotherapy has but little

application in pertussis; compresses over the thorax,
however, are often of benefit. Of special importance is

the psychic treatment, the child being managed with all

kindness and quiet. Medicinal treatment is of little

use so far as the disease itself is concerned, but the
various symptoms may be treated as they come up.
Antimycotics and sedatives are the drugs most used:
of the former quinine is of use. Codein may be given
to allay the cough. Frequently heart stimulation with
caflfein is required. The sera prepared by various labor-
atories have proved useless.

Movable Cecum and Appendicitis.—Wilms says that
many cases of chronic appendicitis are due not to any
conditions in the appendix itself, but to the dragging
of the mesappendi.x or the mesentery of the cecum by
a long and very movable cecum. Almost one-fourth of

all the cases of chronic appendicitis show a normal
appendi.x on pathological examination; the cecum can
usually be very easily brought out of the operation
wound, which makes appendectomy an easy opera-
tion. However, a number of patients continue to suf-

fer from attacks similar to those of the "chronic ap-
pendicitis" for which they are operated upon. Wilms
has therefore made it a practice to fix very movable
ceca during the operation; the symptoms disappeared
even in such cases where the appendix was not re-

moved. The temporary success of internal treatment
in chronic appendicitis may likewise be explained by
the fact that the laxative measures free the cecum from
accumulated lecal matter and diminish its traction
upon the mesenteries. Forty patients treated by Wilms
in accordance with these views were all cured, thus
showing that the cause of their disease was a mechan-
ical and not an inflammatory condition in the appendic-
ular region.

Practical Value of Serodiagnosis in Syphilis.—Leder-
mann says that patients in the first stage of syphilis

may or may not show positive reaction according to the
method of Wassermann. In negative reaction excision
of the chancre ought to be considered, for the possibil-

ity exists that no general intoxication or infection of
the organism has as yet taken place; if the reaction
is positive treatment ought to be begun without wait-
ing for secondary manifestations. All his patients in

the second stage of syphilis gave positive reactions;
vigorous specific treatment was followed by the disap-

pearance of the reaction in several instances. The re-

action is of special value in latent syphilis; treatment
should certainly be insisted upon if the reaction is posi-

tive, though no symptoms whatever are present while a

history of the disease is obtainable. Syphilitics in the
tertiary stage usually give positive reaction, and the
same is true of so-called "parasyphilitic" affections of
the nervous system. Marriage should not be allowed
to such patients as show a positive reaction, though
free from symptoms, if much time has passed since
their last course of treatment. They should be again
thoroughly treated, but if the reaction persists we
are unable at the present time to advise surely one way
or another in reference to marriage. In the presence
of a positive reaction in women who habitually abort
treatment should be instituted .though no symptom of
the infection be present in either husband or wife. The
fact that the blood, even post mortem, may give a posi-

tive reaction is of extreme scientific value, for it will

enable us to verify diagnoses made during life even
when anatomical lesions are absent.

The Suprarenal Capsules in Puerperal Eclampsia
and Gravidic Nephritis.—J. L. Chine has made a care-

ful examination of seventeen pairs of suprarenal capsules

obtained from patients who died of puerperal eclampsia, of

which twelve showed retroplacental hemorrhages. He
finds that there is a constant cortical and medullary hyper-
plasia of the suprarenal capsules in retroplacental hemor-
rhage, puerperal eclampsia, and gravidic nephritis. Medul-
lary hyperplasia occurs before cardiac hypertrophy can be
observed. Suprarenal hyperplasia is secondary to the

renal lesions. This suprarenal hyperplasia bears a marked
relation to the antitoxic function of the gland and may
play an important part in the production of the increased
arterial tension of puerperal eclampsia.

—

La Tribune Me-
dicale.
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The Muscles of the Eve. Bj- Lucien Howe, M.A., M.D.,
Professor of Ophthalmology, University of Buffalo;
Member of the Royal College of Surgeons of London;
Member of the Ophthalmologische Gesellschaft, of the
Societe Frangaise d'Ophthalmologie, and of the Ophthal-
mological Society of the United Kingdom ; Former
Chairman, Section on Ophthalmology, American Med-
ical .Association. In Two Volumes. Vol. II. : Pathology
and Treatment. Illustrated. Xew York and London

:

G. P. Putnam's Sons, 190S.

The second and concluding volume of Dr. Howe's work
is one of 481 pages, of which 374 are devoted to the text,

75 to bibliography, and the rest to index and appendices.
Definitions of the various forms of muscular anomaly are
given and discussed. Charts for recording the results of
examination and history are described. Following this

the various forms of intraocular and extraocular muscular
imbalance are described separately in logical order. The
phorias and trophias are treated of separately. Anomalies
of torsion are fully described. The eiifects of imbalance
of the ocular muscles on the eye itself, the nervous system,
the digestive tract, in fact, on all parts of the body, and
the refle.x effect on the eye from abnormal conditions in
other parts of the body are fully considered. A typical
movement of the eye, such as those that occur in hysteria
and the different forms of nj-stagmus, are described. The
treatment of imbalance of the ocular muscles by the
application of glasses, by means of orthoptic exercises, by
medication, and by operation is entered into fully. The
various kinds of operations employed and recommended by
the author are described and the results of treatment are
given. Appendix "B" consists of a list of questions relat-
ing to unsettled points concerning ocular-muscle imbalance
which the author suggests as worthy of study. At the
end of the volume are photographs and short biographical
notes of six noted ophthalmologists who have aided in the
work on muscular anomalies, one of whom is now living.

This is a continuation of a series of biographical notes
which was published in the preceding volume. The volume
is sufficiently well illustrated. The second volume of
Howe's work is probably of more practical value than the
first. It is the superstructure the foundation for which
was laid in Volume I. The complete work is monumental.
It represents an enormous amount of original investiga-
tion and literary research, and cannot but be of great
service to the ophthalmological world.

Manu.\l of Psychiatry. By J. Rogues de Furs.\c, M.D.,
Formerly Chief of Clinic at the Medical Faculty of
Paris ; Physician in Chief of the Public Insane Asylums
of the Seine Department. Authorized Translation from
the French, by .\. J. Rosanoff. M.D., Second Assistant
Physician, King's Park State Hospital, N. Y. Second
American from the Second French Edition. Revised and
Enlarged. Xew York: John A\"iley & Sons; London:
Chapman & Hall, Limited, 1908.

The first edition of this convenient little manual appar-
ently met with a ready sale. The present, or second, edi-
tion shows considerable revision by the author; also a
number of useful additions by the translator, in the shape
of notes. Some of these notes, for example, relate to
psychotherapy, to lumbar puncture, to a recent theory of
dementia praecox, and to after care of the insane. The
author follows the Kraepelin classification. We hope the
next edition

_
will have a glossary for the student and

general practitioner ; but for a small book, it contains much
of a useful nature, and the original is a decided advance
in French psychiatry.

Ophthalmic Surgery. A Handbook of the Surgical Op-
erations on the Eyeball and Its Appendages as Practiced
at the Clinic of Professor Hofrat Fuchs. By Dr. Josef
Meller, Privatdocent and First .\ssistant K.K. II., Uni-
versity Eye Clinic, Vienna. The Translation Reviewed
by Walter L. P\xe, A.M., M.D., Member of the Ameri-
can Ophthalmological Society; Ophthalmologist to
Mount Sinai Hospital ; Sometime Assistant Surgeon to
Wills Eye Hospital, Philadelphia, Pa. With 118 Origi-
nal Illustrations. Philadelphia : P. Blakiston's Son &
Co., 1908.

The work of Meller forms a volume of 262 pages, quite
fully illustrated by excellent original drawings. "The work
presents the principal operations as practised by the au-
thor in the clinic of Professor Fuchs in Vienna. The
first two chapters are devoted to a description of the indi-

cations for the extirpation of the lacrymal sac and the
operation as devised and practised by Meller. Chapters
on trichiasis, entropion, ectropion, ptosis, and strabismus
operations follow : also chapters on enucleation of the eye-
ball, extraction of cataract, operations in glaucoma, ex-

traction of foreign bodies from the interior of the eye-
ball, etc. The work is not exhaustive, but the operations
that are considered are described fully and lucidly. There
is much that is peculiar to the author in the methods
and technique given which tends to make the work indis-

pensable to those who desire to inform themselves fully

on the subject of ophthalmic surgery.

Hay Fever. H.-\y Asthma. By William Lloyd, F.R.C.S.,

Surgeon-in-Charge of the Xose, Ear and Throat Depart-
ment, Kensington General Hospital. Second Edition.

London: Henry J. Glaisher ; Chicago: W. T. Keener
& Co., 1908.

This manual covers the general hay fever question with-
out adding anything new. In the present edition certain

matters under the heading of palliative treatment have
been elaborated, especially in reference to the value of
alcohol and coffee. The latter, says the author, should
always be taken strong, hot, without sugar or milk, and
on an empty stomach. For him the disease is a reflex

neurosis. We are rather surprised at his lavish use of
cocaine, and cannot wholly share his enthusiasm as to

the good effects of the electrocautery in destroying sen-
sitive areas in the nose. At any rate, the therapeutic
problem is a more intricate one than is here represented.

The author has but little faith in serum therapy, and de-

clares that Dunbar's pollantin and Wolff Eisner's gram-
mol "are altogether devoid of any reliable therapeutic

activity and that even when emplojed prophjlactically they
are quite powerless in preventing the onset of an attack
of hay fever."

The Air axd Ventilation of Subw.ws. By George A.
Soper, Ph.D., Member .American Society of Civil Engi-
neers, American Chemical Society, Society of American
Bacteriologists, American Public Health .Association.

Xew York : John Wiley & Sons ; London : Chapman &
Hall, Limited, igoB.

Dr. Soper has done a thoroughly commendable and care-
ful piece of work in his efforts to determine the quality of
subway air. His recommendations also are wholly sane
and seem to be in accord with the best that there is in the

modern science of sanitary engineering. However, he
seems to hold the opinion that there has been a great
deal of unnecessary fault finding on the part both of
the general public and of those best fitted to speak
through special training. The conditions calling for reme-
dy which Dr. Soper enumerates in his investigation are

:

heat, dust, germs, odors, and noise. Subway heat, while
unpleasant, is not unbearable, he says ; at any rate its

sources are concerned with the manipulation of trains

and it is consequently irremediable in great measure. Dust
is sucked in from the street and in part is composed of
iron rubbings from rails and wheels. As for germs, the
investigator finds twice as many in the street, save after

a rain. Odors emanate from trap rock, oil, passengers,
and employees. The noise is quite as unavoidable as the
heat.

ulte de Medecine; Medecin de I'Hoprtal "Tenon. Avec
114 Figures intercalees dans le texte. Paris: J. B. Bail-

Here et Fils, 1909.

This book forms the thirteenth volume of the X'ouveau
Traite de Medecine et de Therapeutique, edited by Brouar-
del and Gilbert, and is devoted entirely to the consideration
of malignant disase, both sarcoma and carcinoma being in-

cluded in its scope. A brief historical introduction is

followed by the most detailed consideration of malignant
disease, which Menetrier interprets as the morbid process
consisting in the invasion of the organism by some of
its own cells. The characteristics of the cells composing
tumors, the effect of their proliferation upon the organ-
ism, the clinical and diagnostic features of tumors are
first described. This is followed by the study of epithelial

tumors which are considered according to the anatomical
parts involved. This study is illustrated by drawings that

bear the signature of R. Coquelin and present as good
examples of the art of medical illustration as we have
seen : the text gains very much from the objective charac-
ter lent to it by the drawings. Tumors of the connective-

tissue type are then treated with like thoroughness, every
illustrative specimen belonging to the personal collection

of Dr. Menetrier. .A discussion of teratomata closes

the special part of the volume. The remaining portion is

devoted to the questions of etiologv', pathogenesis, and
treatment, much statistical material being found in the

various chapters. The book is a notable one in the liter-

ature of malignant disease, and should prove of great
value to the physician busied with the practical questions
of medicine and surgery as well as to the pathologist in

quest of well-considered study of cancer.
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MISSISSIPPI VALLEY MEDICAL ASSOCIATION.

Thirty-Fourth Annual Meeting Held at Louisville, Ky..

October 13, 14 and 15, 190S.

Dr. Arthur R. Elliott of Chicago, President, in the
Chair.

SURGICAL section.

Hernia of the Pelvic Floor.—Dr. Chaxning W. Bar-

rett of Chicago said hernia might develop at any place in

the abdominal wall, due to weak, defective walls and in-

creased abdominal pressure, but the pelvic floor, by reason

of its being the lowest part of the abdominal wall, and by

reason of its having natural openings, furnished a frequent

site for the development of hernia. Following the over-

stretching or laceration of the levator ani muscle, the

pelvic floor sagged and the abdominal contents took a

lower position. The abdominopelvic contents began to

protrude through the defect, first the bladder or rectum

or both, then the uterus and other organs. The terms

"laceration of the perineum" and "prolapse of the uterus"

were not comprehensive, and had led to erroneous treat-

ment. Removal of a prolapsed uterus alone removed only

a portion of the contents of the hernia, and not the most

troublesome at that, and still allowed a hernial sac to be

formed of the vagina with the rectum, bladder and intes-

tines as contents. While we repaired the defects in the mus-

cles it must also be remembered that a predisposition of the

hernia to return was furnished by the vaginal and rectal

outlets. The uterus, which had gotten in line with the

vagina, must have its axis put at an angle with that of

the vagina. In so-called "prolapse of the rectum" again

we were dealing with a hernia. The support of the levator

ani muscle was defective. The rectum had a congenital

or acquired freedom from the levator muscle. The cure

of prolapse of the rectum should deal with this muscle

instead of being attempted by futile plastic operations upon

the rectum.

New Process of Making Newr Noses.—Dr. R. H.

.Allen of Indianapolis said (1) a plaster-of- Paris mask
or reproduction of the noseless space should first be made.

(2) Model half a dozen or more different noses that were

appropriate to the other features of the face. (3) If de-

sirable, model other features of the face that needed im-

provement. (4) Construct a hollow metallic bridge or

supporting frame, which would reproduce the shape of

nose selected when placed beneath the skin. (5) Opera-

tion. The upper lip should be pulled forward, and then

about one centimeter below the gingivolabial fold an in-

cision should be made, about one-third the thickness of the

lip and running parallel with the gum margins of the

upper teeth. This incision should terminate about the first

molar tooth. The incision should be completed vertically

and the soft tissues of the nose and face dissected free

from the skull. Care should be taken not to injure the

nerves coming out from the infraorbital foramen nor

the tear ducts. (6) Then place the nostril hook into the

nostrils and pass the points around, so tha'- they come

out underneath the upper lip. (7) Traction should be

made upward and outward upon the hook, and the entire

field for supporting the nose frame then came into plain

view. (8) The nasal tissues stretched forward and the

foundation prepared for the bridge or metallic support for

the new nose, (g) The new hollow metallic Ijridge should

be placed under the lip. where it was to rest permanently.

(10) The original wound was to be sutured.

Some Clinical Conclusions as to the Value of Vac-

cine Therapy in Surgical Infections.—Dr. Tohn C. Hol-

lister of Chicago gave a brief summary of clinical con-

clusions of a series of staphylococcal, tuberculosis, and

gonococcal cases treated by vaccine therapy, guided for

the most part by the opsonic index. Thirty-four staphy-

lococcus cases were persistently treated ; twenty-five by

autogenous, and nine by stock vaccines ; cases consisted

of 12 of acne, 15 of boils or large furuncles, 2 of empyema,

1 mixed infection with case of lupus, and 2 fistula (mixed).

Results : 38 per cent, plus cured
; 38 per cent, plus im-

proved; 20 per cent, plus not improved. Of the 25 cases

treated by autogenous vaccines, 32 per cent, were cured;

36 per cent, improved, and 32 per cent, did not improve.

Of the 9 cases receiving stock vaccine, 7 were cured, and

2 were slightly improved. Forty-one cases of tuberculosis

were treated. These were bone and joint diseases, four of

which had also pulmonary involvement, twenty-nine in all

;

two cases of urinary tract infection, three cases of pul-

monary tuberculosis, four cases of glands of neck, one

generalized (lung, genital tract, skin, conjunctiva), and one

case of peritonitis. Results : 70 per cent, improved—15

greatly, 13 slightly; 30 per cent, unimproved, 13. Of the

13 unimproved ten were generalized. Regarding 'the op-

sonic index as a guide to treatment, the author said that

the index was by no means an unfailing guide for deter-

mining the amount of vaccine and the time of adminis-

tration. There was no normal index, but the opsonic in-

dex, when obtained with careful technique, was a dis-

tinct aid in diagnosis, especially in the chronic localized

infections. A persistently low, or varying, index was a

strong indication that the patient was suffering from a

specific infection.

Administration of Ether Per Rectum.—Dr. Frederic

A. Besley of Chicago had had sixteen cases in which ether

was administered in this way, and felt justified in assum-

ing that the method was perfectly safe, and when the

ether was properly given, there was no danger of rectal

irritation. In two cases the subsequent stools contained

a slight amount of blood. Neither of these cases com-

plained of any rectal irritation, and it was the author's

opinion that the slight bleeding was produced by trauma

from the rectal tube. One of the marked advantages ob-

tained in this method of administration of ether was a

quiet and even respiration with an absence of the exces-

sive secretion of the mucus along the respiratory tract.

Bismuth Paste in the Treatment of Rectal Fistula.—

Dr. J. Rawson Pennington of Chicago said that the

paste consisted of bismuth subnitrate one part, and vase-

lin two parts. When a stifFer paste was desired, from

five to ten per cent, each of white wax and soft paraffin

were added. He had treated seventeen cases with this

paste, in thirteen of which the discharge had stopped; the

fistulae had closed, and the patients seemed to be well.

This gave 768/17 per cent, as cured, which he thought

was rather high. He attributed this high percentage to

his good fortune in getting susceptible cases. The patient's

bowels were emptied before the injection of the paste was

made. In using the paste the point of the syringe was

pressed well into the main opening of the fistula, if more

than one existed, and the emulsion slowly injected. Should

there be an internal opening, the index finger of the hand

not manipulating the syringe was passed into the rectum

and made to close the internal opening of the fistula so as

to prevent the paste entering the bowel and to aid in forc-

ing it into all of the diverticula and tortuous tracts.

Surgery of Venereal Stricture of the Rectum.—Dr.
George B. Evans of Dayton, Ohio, read this paper. The

site of the stricture was generally at or about the attach-

ment of the fibers of the levator ani muscles. This possibly

was an important causative factor indirectly, there being

more or less constriction here, consequently if there was

any ulceration the power of resistance in the patient

was not sufficient to overcome the trauma. He was of

the belief that rectal stricture might follow chancroidal

infection as the result of absorption or lodgment of in-

fectious matter on the mucous membrane or in the sub-

mucous or even perirectal tissue, and that rectal strictures

might be but a latent manifestation of syphilitic infection.

Obstruction of the Bowel.—Dr. Charles T. Souther
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of Cincinnati discussed the symptoms and treatment of

intestinal obstruction. Under treatment he spoke of the

mechanical, medicinal, and surgical treatment. Enteros-

tomy and colostomy, with local anesthesia, would greatly

reduce the mortality from intestinal obstruction. The
relief of distention and drainage were the essential features

in the absence of gangrene.

Enterostomy; Its Value in Intestinal Obstruction.

—

Dr. Earl M. GiLLLMki of Columbus, Ohio, said there were

times when the surgeon hesitated whether to advise a re-

section or an enterostomy. This would depend largely

on the general condition of the patient and the pathological

changes present in the aflfected structures. Enterostomy

for intestinal obstruct'on was simple in its performance,

and it might under certain conditions be classed as a

life-saving measure, tiding the patient over the critical

stage of the disease until a more opportune time presented

for thorough work. This might apply to dynamic, paralytic

or mechanical obstruction. Even in inoperable cases an

enterostomy might be demanded to establish an outlet

for effete matter, and such often contributed greatly to the

patient's relief. Acute ileus might call for an enterostomy.

Emptying the bowel by such means relieved the acute ob-

struction, diminished the congestion, and might arrest a

fulminating or spreading peritonitis.

Etiology and Pathogenesis of Pancreatitis.—Dr.

William D. Haggard of Nashville, Tenn., said that gall-

stones were etiologically associated with pancreatitis in

nearly one-half of the cases. Anatomical peculiarities and
variations of the terminal pancreatic ducts were the de-

termining factors in the occurrence of pancreatitis in some
cases of gallstones, and not in others. The lodgment of

a stone in the ampulla of Vater temporarily or permanent-

ly causing the retrojection of bile into the pancreatic duct

(Opie) produced acute hemorrhagic pancreatitis. The
chronic indurative or interstitial type was caused by stones

lodged in or escaping through the common duct. Bac-

terial invasion was secondary to some unphysiological or

mechanical internal injury. Infection of the pancreas by

the lymphatics in cases of cholecystitis was probably a

rrore frequent avenue than by continuity. Gastroduodenitis

appeared to be responsible for about one-third of the cases.

Catarrhal jaundice was probably caused by inflammatory

swelling of the head of the pancreas, compressing the com-
mon duct of the liver, in many instances. Mumps caused

about ten per cent, of the cases of pancreatitis, and some
other infections might likewise cause it by metastasis. Fat

necrosis with acute hemorrhagic pancreatitis was caused

by some injury of the gland cells, access of bile, or of en-

terokinase which activated the hemolytic property of pan-

creatic juice.

The Diagnosis of Pancreatitis.—Dr. A. J. Ochsner
of Chicago presented a short review of the methods of

diagnosis, and directed attention to an area of tenderness

on deep pressure over the upper portion of the right rectus

abdominis muscle to the right of Robson's point in the

presence of pancreatitis complicating cholecystitis. This

area was not so circum.scribed as Robson's point, and cor-

responded nearly with the area of tenderness in duodenal

ulcer. Especial stress was laid upon continued, careful

examination of the pancreas in all surgery of the upper

portion of the abdominal cavity in order to obtain reliable

statistics.

Dr. J. Henry Schroeder of Cincinnati discussed the

physiology and chemical pathology of the pancreas in pan-

creatitis.

Pancreatic Diabetes and Its Relation to Gallstones.

—

Dr. Alfred C. Croftan of Chicago called attention to the

fact that the peculiar interrelationship existing between

gallstone disease and pancreatic diabetes was important

clinically, chiefly for three reasons: (i) because cases of

persistent, usually very intractable, glycosuria, occurred

that ran their course under the guise of an idiopathic

diabetes mellitus, but that were in reality due to gall-

stone factors; (2) because cases occurred which presented

all the essential clinical features of cholelithiasis, accom-

panied by continuous or intermittent glycosuria, which were

in reality cases of chronic pancreatitis and not at all of

gallstone disease; (3) because the two disorders occurred

together much more often than was generally assumed

and produced a complicated disease picture that was highly

confusing and very commonly misinterpreted. Glycosuria

(pancreatic diabetes) was a much more common symptom
at the onset of pancreatic disease, especially when asso-

ciated with cholelithiasis, than later. In occlusion of the

pancreatic duct with damming back of the pancreatic se-

cretion, glycosuria was rare, for the islands of Langerhans

seemed to resist this insult very well, and underwent de-

generation only when nearly all the other glandular ele-

ments of the pancreas were destroyed. The glycosuria

was a symptom of peculiar value in pancreatic disease,

its presence being indicative of pancreatic involvement, its

absence not necessarily invalidating this diagnosis. In

interpreting the occurrence together of pancreatic dia-

betes and gallstones, three possibilities were considered

:

(i) The gallstones might precede the pancreatitis; (2) the

disorder about the pancreas might be the cause of the

gallstone formation; (3) both the gallstones and the pan-

creatic diabetes might be due to some common cause act-

ing simultaneously upon the liver and the pancreas.

The Surgical Treatment of Pancreatitis.—Dr. Wil-
ll\m J. !Mavo of Rochester, Minn., said that immediate

operation offered the best prospect of cure in acute hemor-

rhagic pancreatitis. While the mortality was very high, it

was not prohibitive. Fat necrosis, the result of leakage

of pancreatic ferments, was not necessarily a fatal condi-

tion. He had operated in a number of such cases in the

convalescent stage. Localized septic accumulations in the

pancreas should be opened and drained. If gallstones were

present, they should be removed and biliary drainage fur-

nished. The surgical treatment of subacute pancreatitis

presented a much more favorable field, as the patient had

lived through the most dangerous period and had devel-

oped great resistance. The fundamental principle of the

surgical treatment of chronic pancreatitis consisted in re-

lieving the common duct of as much of its bile-carrying

function as possible. In 62 per cent, of cases jaundice

would be present because the common duct ran through

the head of the pancreas. In 38 per cent, the common duct

lay behind the pancreas, but would usually be found more
or less dilated, often without jaundice in all cases of

chronic pancreatitis. In the large majority of cases gall-

stones in the gall-bladder or bile-duct were the direct

cause of the chronic pancreatitis. With gallstones in the

common duct, 84 per cent, would have a contracted gall-

bladder from the connective tissue in the gall-bladder, the

result of gallstone irritation. When the chronic pancreatitis

was not the result of calculi, the gall-bladder would usually

be distended. Chronic pancreatitis, when caused by gall-

stones, would usually be cured by the removal of the stone

and temporary bile drainage. When not caused by stones,

cholecystenterostomy was indicated.

Currents and Counter-Currents in Medical Advance.

—The President, Dr. .\rthur R. Elliott of Chicago chose

this as the title of his address. He referred to the educa-

tion of the public by the medical profession, and agreed

with Burrell that public instruction should be placed in

the hands of a special board and should not be taken up

by the profession generally. Conceding the necessity for

a systematic policy of instructing the public in matters

of personal hygiene, public health, and the prevention of

disease, we should not lose sight of the fact that our in-

fluence for good with patients depended very largely on

the degree to which we were able to retain a personal

hold upon their confidence and loyalty. During recent

years there had been an increasing tendency to base not

only diagnosis and prognosis, but treatment, on the re-

sults of laboratory research, on information obtained by
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instruments, rather than on the knowledge gained of

specially trained senses and clinical judgment ripened by
experience. Careful clinical observation could not be sub-

stituted by laboratory investigation, or by mechanical aids.

The ideal training of the physician was based as largely

on the correct observation of clinical facts as upon skillful

interpretation of laboratory findings.

Tropical Diseases and the Mississippi Valley.—Dr.

George Dock of New Orleans, La., delivered the Address

in Medicine. He emphasized the importance of thorough

instruction of medical students in the nature, recognition,

and treatment of tropical diseases. There was great

activity in the search for new methods of treatment of

many tropical diseases, but the most important part of

the treatment was preventive. The essentials for this

were quite the same in the case of tropical diseases as

they were in those of temperate zones. They consisted,

briefly, in keeping uncontaminated air, water, and soil, the

extermination of vermin, both large and small, and the

preservation of the general health at the highest possible

pitch. In the carrying out of a campaign for the pre-

vention of disease it was obvious that much could be

gained by having the general direction in the hands of

a Federal officer, a consummation now near realization.

The Present Status of Kidney Surgery.—Dr. .\rtiiur

Dean Bevan of Chicago selected this subject for the Ad-
dress in Surgery. He presented a brief resume of the

change in kidney surgery and drew an outline of the sur-

gery of the kidney to-day. Floating or movable kidney

was first successfully handled by surgical treatment when
in 1880 Hahn introduced the operation of nephropexy.

Since Henry Morris in iSSo did the first nephrolithotomy

there has been a steady improvement in the surgical treat-

ment of kidney stone. Since the introduction of the ;f-ray

this development had been much more rapid. The diagno-

sis of kidney stone could now, by the means at our disposal,

intelligently employed, be definitely determined before

operation, and the modern operative technique had made
it possible to remove renal calculi in uncomplicated cases

with a very low percentage of mortality. With reference

to tuberculosis of the kidney, the disease was in go per

cent, or more of the cases at first unilateral and limited

to a single kidney. There should be a distinct line drawn

between genital and urinary tuberculosis. Urinary tuber-

culosis began always in the kidney, and then later de-

scended into the ureter and invaded the bladder. Three

methods of treatment had been advocated, namely, the

general hygienic treatment, which was employed in lung

tuberculosis ; specific treatment with tuberculin, and the

surgical treatment. Primary nephrectomy for early uni-

lateral kidney tuberculosis could be done with less than

5 per cent, of mortality. In unilateral renal tuberculosis

early nephrectomy was the best treatment. This should

be combined with the well-recognized hygienic treatment

of tuberculosis. In bilateral renal tuberculosis the treat-

ment should be hygienic, plus specific treatment with

tuberculin, until at least the value of this method had

been proven or disproven, and in some cases, where espe-

cially indicated, such palliative, surgical measures as ne-

phrotomy and drainage might be of service. The author

then discussed neoplasms of the kidney, and reported

three cases of hypernephroma. He likewise discussed

acute hematogenous infections of the kidney, hydro- and

pyonephrosis, essential kidney hemorrhage, anuria, after

which he stated that modern surgery could now offer much

in the treatment of many diseases of the kidney.

The X-Ray Diagnosis of Stricture of the Esophagus.

—Dr. Sidney Lange of Cincinnati gave a small bismuth

capsule, a large bismuth capsule, and then several swallows

of bismuth mush. From an Ar-ray study of the act of

deglutition itself any obstruction to the passage was

at once evident; the size and extent of the obstruction,

and whether organic or spasmodic could be determined.

Weak or deficient peristalsis was registered by the stop-

page of the bismuth capsule, and thus an early diagnosis

was possible before the stomach tube met with resistance

and even before dysphagia was present. Increased medi-

astinal pressure could thus be recognized early by the

stoppage of the bismuth capsule in the esophagus.

Dislocated Kidney.—Dr. Earl Harlan of Cincinnati

emphasized the fact that dislocations of the left kidney

were more common than formerly supposed, but were

more frequently overlooked on account of the absence of

gross pathological manifestations such as accompany dis-

location of the right kidney, namely, appendiceal, bowel,

gall-bladder, stomach, and duodenum, and stated that these

cases should be carefully sought for in the presence of

severe neuroses by the use of the Luys bilateral ureteral

collector and measurement of the solid matter excreted by

each kidney. The writer followed with a carefully pre-

pared table of the operative steps and measures which

have been employed in fixation of the kidney from the

time of the first operation by Dowell of Galveston, Texas,

in 1874, to the present, including a description of the

technique as used by the most prominent authorities in

this work, at the present time, with a discussion of the

merits of the several methods and their application.

Internal Urethrotomy; Its Indications and Technique.

—Drs. Ferd C. Valenti.ne and Terry M. Townsend of

New York maintained that the vast majority of stric-

tures of the urethra were better treated by methodical

dilatation than by any other method. They specified

among the principal indications for internal urethrotomy,

urethral calculi; vesical calculi amenable to crushing;

ureteral or renal involvements requiring ureteral cathe-

terism ; strictures of so irritable a character that instru-

mentation caused severe reaction ; strictures whose resili-

ency prevented adequate dilatation ; heavy callus upon

which dilatations made no impression ; all strictures of

the anterior two-thirds of the urethra; strictures in pa-

tients who could not be regularly treated by their physi-

cians; patients who could not be taught asepsis, or who
were too awkward to safely entrust with sounds ; those

who would not refrain from sexual intercourse or alcohol

;

those who would have to be maintained in a hospital for

the long period required by dilatations, and internal trau-

matisms from forcible instrumentation. They recited the

steps of urethrotomy from the induction of urinary

asepsis through vesical asepsis, urethral antisepsis and

its difiiculties, the uselessness of general anesthesia, the

relative value of local anesthesia, the patient's position,

and the choice of urethrotomies. They classed the instru-

ments into antegrade and retrograde instruments. Of
the former they gave preference to the Maisonneuve and

the Fluhrer-Maisonneuve urethrotomes, and detailed their

construction and use. Of the antegrade instruments,

they employed the Albarran urethrotome when the stric-

ture was too tight to admit the Otis, and the latter when
sufficient division was not obtainable by the former. The
Kollman bougie-a-boule urethrotome was employed by

them in heavy strictures to make them thereafter amen-

able to dilatations, and the Oberlander intraurethroscopic

knives when mere division of fine stricture bands partly

encircling the urethra was demanded. After thorough di-

vision of the stricture by any instrument, they anchored

fast a cut-off catheter for forty-eight hours to insure

vesical drainage, to protect the incision from infection by

possibly septic urine, and to prevent agglutination of the

lips of the wound.

Gall-bladder Trouble in Gastric Ulcer.—Dr. J. A.

LiCHTY of Pittsburg presented the following conclusions

:

I. The coincidence of independent gall-bladder trouble

and gastric ulcer is rather rare, only one in 321 cases of

my series. 2. Gastric ulcer with its complications can

easily cause an interference with the function of the gall-

bladder and duct to such an extent as to produce definite

gall-bladder pathology. 3. Gall-bladder disease with its

complications may cause such a disturbance of gastric
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function as to simulate, if not actually cause, gastric

ulcer. 4. While a combination of these two lesions may
produce a comple.xity of symptoms, which makes a definite

diagnosis impossible, the indications for operative inter-

ference are usually so definite that to disregard them

would be disastrous to the patient.

Gastric Ulcer, with Special Reference to Its Precan-

cerous Influence.—Dr. W. D. Haines of Cincinnati said

the belief that chronic ulcer of the stomach was often

followed by carcinoma was founded on evidence obtained

at the operating table and in the dead-room. It was the

deep perforating ulcer which healed slowly or remained

as a raw surface that most concerned the surgeon in con-

sidering the precancerous influence of gastric ulcer.

Chronic stomach ulcer should receive the same consid-

eration one would give a breast tumor, uterine fibroid,

or other growth which past experience had abundantly

proven was prone to undergo malignant change. The
excision of the ulcer-bearing area, as recommended by

Rodman, was the operation of choice when the surround-

ing circumstances would admit.

When Should the Prostate Gland Be Removed?—Dr.

E. O. Smith of Cincinnati said each case should be con-

sidered separately and individually. Palliative treatment

should not be persisted in too long. If sjmptoms were

growing worse in spite of treatment, one should operate.

.\cute retention seldom called for immediate operation.

The frequency of cancerous degeneration of the prostate

gland argued for early removal.

Fracture of the Astragalus with Dislocation of the

Fragments.—Dr. J. H. Stealy of Freeport, 111., reported

two interesting cases that had come under his observation

and in which he operated. He concluded : i. Where an

injury to the ankle joint has been sustained, producing

great pain and swelling, the diagnosis should be made. 2.

Do not expect to make a correct diagnosis of the injuries

of the astragalus without calling into service the .jr-ray,

with radiographs of the parts. 3. Do not make a diagnosis

and attempt reduction of the astragaloid fractures with-

out dislocation before a radiograph has been taken, nor

without an anesthetic. 4. Consider the manner in which

the injury is received. 5. Remember that reduction of a

dislocated fragment is almost always impossible. 6. Do
not make yourself believe that these conditions will in

time correct themselves, and the patient will come out

with a functionally good ankle joint. 7. Remember that

the dislocated fragment is liable to necrosis. 8. Destruc-

tive inflammation with suppuration may follow. 9. Gen-

erally, as soon as expedient, after a correct diagnosis has

been made, the dislocated fragment should be extirpated.

10. Operation should be done through one incision, expe-

ditiously, and without destroying important tissues, as

nerves, tendons, arteries, thus giving a far more useful

member than if left to nature.

Sjrphilitic Crises Simulating Surgical Emergencies.

—

Dr. Maynard A. Austi.n of Anderson, Ind., said that in

the larger medical centers syphilis exhibited itself in its

protean forms so frequently that its recognition and diag-

nosis were matters of frequent therapeutic reference. It

was not an infrequent occurrence in the surgical clinic

of the late Dr. Nicholas Senn to have supposed surgical

cases sent home with a prescription for the iodides, with

the result that on their return a few months later the

supposed surgical condition had entirely disappeared. The
external evidence of this disease most frequently resem-

bled the slowly growing tumors, especially of bone, but

these should give little trouble in their diagnosis. The
abdominal crises might simulate a number of organic

diseases. The author reported three cases, one of which

simulated gallstones, another renal colic, and a third an

obstruction of the bowel. All these patients were referred

to him as consultant with the expectation that they would
be operated upon, but all improved rapidly under specific

treatment.

MEDICAL SECTION.

Differentiation of Oft-Recurring Gastric Pains From
Gallstone and Other Visceral Pain.—Dr. X \tha.n

RosEWATER of Cleveland, Ohio, said that nearly all pains

of the digestive organs occurred during functional activity,

while those due to gallstones, visceral, and other causes

were independent of the digestive periods. By giving

nutritive enemata for periods of one, two, or more weeks,

we could put the digestive functions of the stomach and

duodenum at rest for so long a period that such pains as

would occur during this resting period could scarcely be

attributed to gastroduodenal function, but rather to in-

dependent causes. In this way the digestive function was
eliminated entirely from consideration by this gastric rest

test.

Systemic Eflects of Chronic Infections of the Throat

and Nose.—Dr. F. Gl'rney Stubbs of Chicago said that

in view of the fact that so many systemic diseases were

infectious in origin, the atrium of infection assumed a

large place in prophylactic and hygienic treatment. The
nose and throat offered a large field for local and gen-

eral infection. Pure cultures of pneumococci, streptococci,

and meningococci had been obtained in suppurative sinus

discharges. The tonsils and adenoids offered a large per-

centage of systemic effects, particularly tuberculosis and

acute articular rheumatism.^ The relation of chronic

tonsillitis and rheumatism was discussed, and attention

drawn to the tonsil as the atrium even of arthritis defor-

mans, rheumatoid arthritis, and the like.

Some Experiences with Autogenous Bacterial Vac-
cines.—Dr. Oscar Berghausex of Cincinnati said that

bacterial injections were of distinct therapeutic value. In

most cases the improvement was a gradual one, although

marked at the very start. As in all branches of thera-

peutics, negative as well as positive results would be ob-

tained. He who wished results should follow the methods

of Wright, including a careful bacteriological analysis in

each case, the preparation of an autogenous vaccine in

most cases, and a careful consideration of the clinical

symptoms. The opsonic index, although it might only

register one phase of immunity, could be of distinct value,

especially in mixed infections.

The Cause of Failure in the Treatment of Tuber-

culosis.—Dr. F. M. Pottexger of Monrovia, Cal., gave a

careful analysis of several hundred clinical histories of

tuberculous patients, showing that the causes of the mor-

tality in tuberculosis from a clinical standpoint were: (l)

An apparent failure on the part of both medical men
and laymen to appreciate the fact that tuberculosis was

curable, and an especial failure to appreciate the com-

parative ease with which the early cases were cured; (2)

a failure on the part of both medical men and laymen

to appreciate and recognize the signs and symptoms which

accompanied early tuberculosis
; (3) a failure on the

part of both medical men and laymen to appreciate the

necessity of prompt, energetic, intelligent treatment as

soon as the diagnosis could be made. Tuberculosis must

always be considered a serious disease. Delay in its

treatment was always attended with risk. What was

needed was a better appreciation of the early signs of the

disease, a better understanding of the principles underly-

ing its cure, and a determination on the part of both lay-

man and physician to apply appropriate remedial meas-

ures as soon as the disease was discovered.

Mediastinal Sarcoma with Special Reference to Dif-

ferential Diagnosis.—Dr. Robert H. Babcock of Chi-

cago reported a case, not because of the difficulty attend-

ing the diagnosis, but because it was mistaken for either

pulmonary tuberculosis or pulmonarj' syphilis. The patient

was a young man, 27 years of age, who, when seen, was
suffering from orthopnea, anasarca, and slight cough,

with scanty mucous sputum. Inquiry into the personal

history disclosed the fact that chancre had been contracted
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three years before and had led to the use internally of

mercury in such doses that its physiological effects were

produced nine months prior to the author's visit. These

symptoms had been mistaken for the secondary manifesta-

tions of lues, and they, together with the discovery by

;r-ray of a shadow at the right of the sternum, had seemed

to confirm the supposition that the pressure symptoms
subsequently developed were due to gumma in the right

lung. Physical examination, however, revealed unmis-

takable signs of intrathoracic pressure with displacement

of the heart, right-sided hydrothorax, and anasarca. En-

larged cervical and axillary lymph nodes were also de-

tected. The subjective and objective symptoms were so

plainly unlike those of consumption of the lung or of

gumma of that organ, that he had no hesitation in diag-

nosing a tumor, probably sarcoma, of the mediastinum.

A subsequent postmortem examination established the cor-

rectness of the intra vitain diagnosis.

Mtdtiple Serositis.—Dr. Walter L. Bierring of Iowa
City, Iowa, said that the diagnosis of this condition was
somewhat dependent on the history of a previous attack

of acute pericarditis, pleuritis, or perihepatitis, to the early

appearance and subsequent disappearance of the edema
of the legs ; to the marked ascites, to the enlarged liver,

to the absence and very late involvement of the spleen,

attacks of pain, tenderness and rigidity in the right hypo-

chondrium, to the rapid recurrence of the ascites, to the

signs of pleural exudate, and to the physical signs of ad-

herent pericardium, without which the disease was in-

capable of diagnosis.

Expert Testimony and the Medical Witness.—Dr.

Leo M. Cratts of Minneapolis spoke of the character and

essential qualifications of the medical witness in court,

his duties, and his relation to the court, the patient, and

to himself, as well as his manner, the sacredness of his

oath, the full truth and nothing but the truth, the present

disgraceful state of expert testimony, and said that the

fault lay largely with the attorneys themselves, who
wanted only such statements as would help their cases.

He then discussed the conscious or unconscious prejudice

of the witness, and the power of various nefarious in-

fluences. There was necessity for a complete change in

the methods in use of expert testimony. The one great

function of the medical man in court should be a clear,

uncontrolled presentation of full and exact scientific facts

and opinions, regardless of who it would help or hurt.

Hysterical and Neurasthenic Conditions Following

Accidents.—Dr. B. F. Turner of Memphis summarized

as follows: i. That a plaintiff in an action for damages

following an accident need not necessarily be considered

as perpetrating a fraud because physical disability cannot

be proven. 2. That to assume the grave responsibility of

an expert witness demands extraordinary skill, knowl-

edge, and experience, as well as a finely adjusted judicial

temperament. 3. That it is no part of the office of the

medical expert witness to support either side of the case.

4. That, rather than to run the risk of appearing ridicu-

lous in the eyes of his fellow practitioners, the conscien-

tious physician will decline an attractive fee and refuse

to appear in a role for which his daily walk and well-

established reputation appear to fit him but poorly.

Cerebral Rheumatism.—Dr. Herman H. Hoppe of Cin-

cinnati reported a case. The onset was one of restlessness,

delirium, delusions, and hallucinations during the second

week of acute articular rheumatism; pulse high; tempera-

ture 101.2°. On the third or fourth day the patient rapidly

passed into a state of coma ; face pale, cyanotic, pupils

dilated, respirations 60 to 72 per minute, very shallow,

pulse 160, temperature 105° to 110°. Incontinence of

urine and feces; exaggerated reflexes; profuse general

perspiration. Either the patient died or after six to eight

hours the coma gradually disappeared
;
pulse, temperature,

and respirations fell. The delirium, delusions, and hallu-

cinations continued for two or three days longer, and

then faded away. The patient made a complete recovery.

Question of Legal Responsibility.— Dr. Albert E.

Sterne of Indianapolis laid stress on the necessity for

more careful examination and observation of persons ac-

cused of criminal acts, and for whom the plea of insan-

ity was advanced. He took the ground that insanity,

once established, was a clear basis for irresponsibility in

a legal sense, but at the same time he emphasized the

necessity for not permitting criminals who had been de-

clared to be of unsound mind to be set at liberty.

Mental Responsibility.—Dr. Charles W. Hitchcock

of Detroit said that the inquiry presupposed probable im-

pairment of mental integrity, and this rendered difficult

the problem of exact justice. He discussed responsibil-

ity both in the sense of legal liability and, on ethical

grounds, of rightful liability.

A New Field of Practice in Spirit and Drug Neurosis.

—Dr. T. D. Crothers of Hartford, Conn., said the num-

ber of persons diseased and suffering from the use of

spirits and drugs was increasing, and the physician, who,

of all others, should advise and treat such cases, prac-

tically ignored the whole subject; hence the field was

occupied by laymen, reformers with moral remedies, and

quacks with specifics. The profession everywhere recog-

nized the intensity and magnitude of the subject, but the

medical colleges gave no instructions to the students, and

the physical side of the problem was thought to be mere

theory, and hence little or no effort was given to the scien-

tific study.

The Human Element in Medicine.—Dr. Philip Zen-

NER of Cincinnati said that as practitioners we were prone

to overlook the human element in diseases. We not only

overlooked the characteristics of the patient, his special

physiological or pathological reactions, but we were apt to

forget that great factor in health and disease—his mental

attitudes and aptitudes. He urged that each physician

take an inventory of his cases, and by careful study or

treatment test the question, what of present suffering was
due to the mode of examination, the diagnosis or prog-

nosis given, or the treatment instituted, and how much
could be gained by remedying any harm thus done, or by

well directed suggestions, or by a heart to heart talk with

the patient as to what his mind had done, and might do, in

the way of mental and physical health.

Some Object Lessons in Otology for the General

Practitioner.—Drs. J. A. Stucky and S. B. Marks
of Lexington, Ky., had endeavored to impress the general

practitioner with the need of a careful and routine ex-

amination of the ears of children in all febrile conditions,

especially in the acute exanthemata, as well as meeting

such conditions when arising. The frequency of certain

nasopharyngeal conditions, notably adenoids, as causal

factors in middle ear disease and their complications

should bring from every practitioner his hearty coopera-

tion and insistence on the removal of these factors. The
value of a microscopical examination of every aural dis-

charge could not be overestimated, since the different or-

ganisms causing middle-ear suppuration and consequent

mastoiditis differed so in their virulence. Every case

where mastoid tenderness had been or was present should

b." carefully watched. The disappearance of pain and

restlessness meant the same thing in mastoiditis as in ap-

pendicitis, a relief of local pressure, the pus escaping ex-

ternally or internally, so that one must be ever on his

guard for intracranial complications.

The following papers were likewise read : "Feeding and

the Use of Alcohol in Typhoid Fever," by Dr. J. H.

Landis, Cincinnati, Ohio; "Hyperchlorhydria and Its

Treatment Based on Animal Experimentation," by Dr.

M. Milton Portis, Chicago; "Pernicious Anemia," by Dr.

J. A. Witherspoon, Nashville; "Causation and Treatment

of Infantile Convulsions," by Dr. E. W. Saunders, St.

Louis ; "Observations on the Liver in Five Hundred Cases

of Gastrointestinal Diseases," by Dr. M. H. Mack, Chi-
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cago; "Nervous Children," by Dr. I. A. Abt, Chicago;

"Consideration of Certain Factors in the Production of

Pulmonary Edema," by Dr. Joseph L. Miller, Chicago

;

"The Treatment of Sciatica by Means of Deep Perineu-

ral Infiltrating Injections of Salt Solution," by Dr. D'Or-

say Hecht, Chicago ; "An Interesting Case of Pulmonary

Tuberculosis," by Dr. S. G. Bonney, Denver ; "The Prob-

lem of Relapses after Apparent Cure in Cases of Pul-

monary Tuberculosis," by Dr. Charles L. Minor, Ashe-

ville, N. C. ; "Early Treatment of Squint," by Dr. George

F. Suker, Chicago; "Clinical Facts Speaking for the Iden-

tity of the Pneumococcus and Meningococcus," by Dr.

Robert B. Preble, Chicago; "Improved Methods for Prep-

aration of Glycerin Jelly for ^Macroscopic Specimens,"

by Dr. George I. Hogue, Milwaukee.

Officers.—The following officers were elected for the

ensuing year : President, Dr. John A. Witherspoon, Nash-

ville, Tenn. ; First Vice-President, Dr. Louis Frank, Louis-

ville, Ky. ; Second Vice-President, Dr. Albert E. Sterne,

Indianapolis, Ind. ; Secretary, Dr. Henry Enos Tuley,

Louisville, Ky. ; Treasurer, Dr. S. C. Stanton, Chicago, 111.

St. Louis was selected as the next place of meeting;

time, October, 1909.

WILLIAMSBURG MEDICAL SOCIETY.

Stated Meeting, Held May 11, 1908.

Dr. Leon Louria in the Chair.

Marked Laryngeal Stenosis During the Course of

Measles.—Dr. J. H. Bailey of Brooklyn read this paper.

He reported a case of measles complicated with hoarse-

ness and a rapidly increasing dyspnea, with all the dis-

tressing symptoms of air-hunger. The case, being one of

spastic laryngitis, terminated favorably with the routine

treatment. Important points in the differential diagnosis

between this condition and diphtheria of the larynx were

as follows : In the former the dyspnea was chiefly in-

spiratory, while in the latter it was both inspiratory and

expiratory; in the former the quality of the voice was

greatly altered, but there was no aphonia as in the latter;

in diphtheria there was often a history of exposure to the

specific infection, while in spastic laryngitis there was a

history of previous attacks; in the former the symptoms

were gradual in their onset, while in the latter they oc-

curred suddenly, usually at night, with amelioration and

recurrence the following day; in the former there were no

systemic or toxic symptoms, nor albuminuria, while a few

whiffs of chloroform relieved the spasm ; in diphtheria the

lower plane of the fauces showed an intense hyperemia,

while bacteriological examination revealed the specific or-

ganism.

Pneumonia in Children.—Dr. Le Grand Kerr of Brook-

lyn read this paper. He said that while in the adult the

signs of pneumonia conformed to well-defined physical

laws, and while the diagnosis was not usually difficult, in

the infant and child the physical signs of pneumonia dif-

fered materially from those of adult life, and the relative

value of the individual signs was not the same during

the two ages. Disregard of these facts readily led one into

error. As an instance, lobar pneumonia in the adult gave

the three cardinal symptoms—chill, pain, and rusty sputum

;

while in infancy these were all absent. The differentiation

between lobar and bronchopneumonia was of recent origin,

owing to the greater facility and skill in auscultation and

to the application of the principles of histology. Broncho-

pneumonia was much more frequent during infancy and old

age. It was, however, not uncommon during the other

periods of childhood, virhile lobar pneumonia was fairly

common even during infancy. Bacteriology was of little

help in the differentiation. Lobar pneumonia, due in the

majority of cases to the pneumococcus, affected the child

at any age, and was even congenitally acquired through the

placenta. The occurrence of a crisis was not essential to

the diagnosis of the disease, but was at least suggestive,

and a termination of the disease by lysis made one suspi-

cious of pleuritis as an accompaniment. A seeming crisis

sometimes occurred, followed by a rise of temperature

lasting for a few hours or days. In some mild cases the

entire duration of the disease did not exceed three or

four days at most. In one not uncommon anomalous type

there was a complete clearing up of the symptoms in

seventy-two hours, the infection not going beyond the

stage of congestion. The onset was sudden, in older chil-

dren accompanied with chills and in younger children pos-

sibly with a convulsion, or coldness of the extremities,

or cyanosis, most marked about the lips. Characteristic

of the disease was the sudden onset with high temperature

(103° to 107° F.), independent of a preceding bronchitis

or other diseases. A high and continued fever in young

children, with little or no remission, was suggestive of

lobar pneumonia, and if there were in addition real dyspnea

and a marked disproportion between the pulse and tem-

perature, the diagnosis could be made without waiting for

physical signs. Vomiting, and, in warm weather, diarrhea,

were common at the onset. In older children headache

and muscular pains were complained of, and on the second

or third day pain in the side, which was increased by

coughing or deep inspiration. In the child under five the

pain was referred to the loin, epigastrium, or to any part

of the area of distribution of the intercostal nerves. This

pain was never exactly located. In infancy evidences of

abdominal pain, with vomiting and high temperature, were

suggestive of lobar pneumonia, for at this age gastric dis-

turbances were not accompanied early by abdominal pain.

Suspicion of pneumonia was warranted when there was a

rapid rise of temperature, with markedly increased res-

pirations, and the diagnosis was strengthened when there

was also vomiting, short dry cough, coated tongue, etc. In-

creased respiration was to be valued as a sign only when

there was a marked increase. It was out of all propor-

tion to the increase in the pulse rate. The respirations

were usually jerky, and accompanied by a short moan or

sighing effect, characteristic if associated with the other

symptoms. Prostration occurred early, the pulse was in

the beginning full and frequent, but soon became weak,

small, and compressible, and sometimes very irregular.

Weill's sign, lack of expansion in the subclavicular region

of the affected side, was present in a large proportion of

the cases at some time, and was an early sign in the

majority of all cases. Cough was usually not present until

the second or third day, and continued dry, short, and re-

stricted until just before the crisis, and in children old

enough to expectorate there was then usually an abundant

expectoration. After the first abrupt rise of temperature

there were daily fluctuations of one to two degrees until

the time of crisis, when there was an abrupt fall. Cerebral

symptoms, suggestive of typhoid or of meningitis, some-

times predominated. The earliest physical signs were those

due to acute congestion, with a diminished resonance over

the affected area and exaggerated resonance elsewhere.

Failure to outline the affected area by percussion was either

because the area was limited in extent or covered with

healthy lung, or deep-seated, or because a gas-distended

stomach or intestine interfered with the examination. On
auscultation at first there was feeble, high-pitched respira-

tion over the affected area, while over the healthy part

there were frequently exaggerated sounds, sometimes mis-

taken for bronchial breathing, but differing from the lat-

ter in being intensified only during inspiration, while bron-

chial breathing was of equal intensity both during in-

spiration and expiration. With consolidation and resolution

the usual signs were present. The diagnosis was not dif-

ficult. The sudden onset with vomiting might lead one

to think of scarlet fever or tonsillitis as the cause. During

the first day, in infants, an acute gastroenteritis might be

suspected, for vomiting and diarrhea were so common at

this time. But in pneumonia the temperature and prostra-
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tion were both out of all proportion to the mildness of

the intestinal condition. Dullness over the base of the

lung was sometimes due to pleuritic exudate, but associated

with the dullness there was a weakened vesicular breath-

ing, and not bronchial respiration, as in pneumonia. The
presence of herpes excluded pleurisy, in which, moreover,

there was not so sudden an invasion of temperature, which

persisted for three or more weeks and ended by lysis.

Pneumonia in children with obscure symptoms had a re-

markable tendency to locate in the more obscure portions

of the chest, as high in the axilla or just beneath the

clavicles. In the beginning, and in the absence of physical

signs, the presence of cerebral symptoms sometimes sug-

gested meningitis. In cerebral pneumonia the symptoms
differed according to the period of life—infancy or later

childhood. In infancy there was either a sudden onset

with vomiting, followed by convulsions and semi-conscious-

ness of short duration, or the convulsions were repeated

and the child was in stupor for days. Other cerebral

symptoms then appeared, as rigid neck muscles, dilated

pupils, possibly strabismus, or temporary facial paresis.

In older children the convulsions were usually absent and

the somnolent condition suggested the typhoid state more
than meningitis, with dry, coated tongue, delirium at night,

and possibly involuntary defecation and urination, with

rigidity of the neck, general hyperesthesia, constipation,

and possibly sunken abdomen. With such cases the char-

acter of the fever was important: with a constantly high

temperature that had developed suddenly, meningitis was
practically excluded. Sudden development with convul-

sions was peculiar to but one form of meningitis, the

purulent. In pneumonia, subsidence of the convulsions v»as

followed by clearness of the mind, which was not true of

meningitis. In pneumonia the pulse was not slow and in-

termittent at first, nor was the respiration somewhat slow

and irregular. In meningitis there was a more profound

stupor, and a steady increase in the nervous symptoms for

three or four days, while in pneumonia they were very

marked during the first twenty-four hours and generally

subsided quickly as the pneumonia developed. In older

children with symptoms resembling those of the typhoid

state the history of an initial chill almost positively ex-

cluded typhoid fever, while the early somnolence and

typhoid symptoms so quickly after the first signs of illness

were suggestive of pneumonia and against the diagnosis

of typhoid. Bronchopneumonia was a disease essentially

of infancy and early childhood, and in a great many as-

pects it was impossible to decide whether it was a distinct

disease or not, at times seeming to be a combination of

two or more diseases. Clinically there was a decided ele-

ment of mixed infection, but in its multiplicity of forms

there was one common lesion, capillary bronchitis. Capil-

lary bronchitis, even though it was frequently not de-

tected during life, was to be classed as a form of broncho-

pneumonia. One chief difference between this disease and

lobar pneumonia was that the former was invariably pre-

ceded or accompanied by catarrh of the smaller bronchi.

Bronchopneumonia was always secondary, and even in

cases that were apparently primary the real primary con-

dition was overlooked. The chief predisposing causes

were infancy and malnutrition, including marasmus, rachi-

tis, syphilis, etc. Other predisposing causes were poor hy-

gienic surroundings, changeable climate, the cold season,

the aspiration of foreign substances, the infectious dis-

eases, etc. Bronchitis was the leading predisposing con-

dition. The mode of onset was gradual or very sudden

;

the temperature was high or remained only slightly ele-

vated throughout the disease. The only certain thing

about the disease was its remarkable uncertainty. The

commonest form developed during bronchitis, with an in-

tensification of all the symptoms, chiefly the temperature.

This was high, markedly fluctuating, and in rare instances

nearly continuous. Low temperatures were apt to be

the rule in delicate or marantic infants. Dyspnea was an

early symptom, and easily induced by crying, nursing,

coughing, etc. The early occurrence of dyspnea was asso-

ciated with abundant small rales, particularly in the lower

portion, behind. Cough was a more constant feature than

in lobar pneumonia. The respirations were between 50

and 100 to the minute, and associated with dilatation of

the nostrils and sinking in of the soft portions of the

chest. The amount of percussion dullness was exceedingly

meager in proportion to the extent of the consolidation,

and as an indicator it often proved misleading. Broncho-

pneumonia could exist in a child and run its full course

without the signs of consolidation having been present at

any time during the disease. This was particularly true

of the protracted cases. The well-known auscultatory

signs were dwelt upon. Even with its variable symptoms

the diagnosis of bronchopneumonia was presumptive if

there was a high temperature, with marked daily fluctua-

tions, associated with much increased respiration, cough,

and dyspnea, the positive signs of other diseases being ab-

sent. From bronchitis it was distinguished by the more

marked intensity of all the symptoms except the cough.

Real dyspnea was not present in bronchitis. Subcrepitant

rales, heard at the base of the lung, and increased per-

cussion resonance were indicative of bronchopneumonia.

The distinction from lobar pneumonia was usually easy.

In the latter the inflammation at once occupied the lung

tissue without a preceding bronchitis ; it occurred in later

childhood usually and in previously healthy children, with

sudden onset of well-defined symptoms, and running a

typical course. The temperature was high, and, with slight

oscillations, maintained the same level for several days,

ending with a crisis. In bronchopneumonia the tempera-

ture was not so suddenly developed, nor did it rise to

such a height, exhibiting considerable variations daily and

with a termination by lysis lasting from three to seven

days. When bronchopneumonia "was protracted the ques-

tion of the presence or absence of tuberculosis arose. This

was especially the case with bronchiectasiae present, and

with large consonant rales audible upon examination. The
onset of tuberculosis was gradual, although sometimes ap-

parently sudden, in which case there was nothing in the

physical examination or in the constitutional symptoms
that would aid in the differentiation except that at times

there was a loss of flesh which was disproportionate to

the severity of the symptoms. No positive diagnosis was
possible until the time of expected resolution in broncho-

pneumonia, and then, instead of its occurrence, there was
sometimes a persistence of symptoms that at once sug-

gested the possibility of tuberculosis. No reliance was to

be placed upon the character of the temperature. Exam-
ination of the sputum was of little value. Wasting, out

of all proportion to the severity of the symptoms, and the

presence of a marked anemia were indicative of tuberculo-

sis. The latter usually developed anteriorly at first, and

bronchopneumonia posteriorly. If the condition had de-

veloped insidiously during the convalescence from one of

the infectious diseases the strong probability was that it

was tubercular. Occurring in pertussis, a bronchopneu-

monia occasionally persisted until the latter had run its

course. No matter how irregular the course or how per-

sistent the disease, if thorough examination revealed that

the child was previously healthy, with no family tubercu-

lous history or probability of infection, with good sur-

roundings, with the development of the disease under one

of the usual etiological factors of bronchopneumonia, then

tuberculosis could be excluded as the cause. The confusion

of bronchopneumonia with malaria was possible, par-

ticularly if the malaria had been preceded by a bronchitis

or if the onset was accompanied with congestion of the

lungs, as it sometimes was. Watching the temperature was

necessary in order to make a diagnosis ; in bronchopneu-

monia there were remissions of the temperature that could

be marked, but there was never an intermittence, as in

malaria. Enlargement of the spleen favored the diagnosis
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of malaria. The test of treatment and the discovery of

the Plasmodium settled all doubt as to the presence

of malarial infection. In differentiating between broncho-

pneumonia and congenital atelectasis, one noted that the

former existed from birth, with difficulty experienced in

getting the infant to breathe, while its physical signs were

absent or doubtful and cyanosis was not proportionate to

the lung involvement, but was excessive.

Dr. Joseph E. Winters of Manhattan said that Dr. Kerr

had so ably and comprehensively covered the subject of

the diagnosis of pneumonia in children, that there was no

room left for its further discussion. He therefore thought

it would be well to say a few words about the treatment

of this condition. Any such discussion had to be prefaced

by the statement that the disease in mind, as indicated by

the title of the paper of the evening, was the one caused

by the pneumococcus. Usually the amount of lesion and

the degree of infection were commensurate, but sometimes

the lesion was so slight and circumscribed as not to give

rise to a single physical sign to account for the infection.

In treating the disease one had to take into account the

following variable factors : The patient's susceptibility and

resistance to infection, and his physical and constitutional

condition. Anatoinically, lobar pneumonia was croup of

the alveolar walls, which were covered with the exudation

of fibrin into the alveoli. The walls of the latter were

densely pervaded with a fine network of capillaries, which

projected into the alveoli in the form of loops. The pul-

monary arteries did not anastomose, but the capillaries

anastomosed freely. This rich anastomosis and the capil-

lary loops projecting into the alveoli were matters of im-

portance in the consideration of the treatment. The pul-

monary veins had a smaller area than the pulmonary ar-

teries. This fact tended to favor an increased pressure in

the pulmonary capillaries. Moreover, the blood in the lat-

ter had to pass from and to the heart in the same time as

the blood in the systemic capillaries. The first change in

pneumonia was an acute distention of the pulmonary capil-

laries, which became enormously distended, bellying into

the alveoli. This explained the fact that one got phy-

sical signs before the appearance of the exudation. The
distention gave rise to laceration of the vessels and hem-

orrhage, as first noted by Virchow. The stage of disten-

tion and laceration lasted from 24 to 36 hours. At this

time it was the physician's duty to lessen the pressure in

the alveolar capillaries, and this was to be accomplished

in two ways ; by means of dilatation of the cutaneous capil-

laries, and by the use of either aconite or veratrum viride.

The latter drug was unsuitable for children on account of

its causing nausea. The good effect of aconite, as ably

expressed by Wood in his "Therapeutics," consisted in

its power of stimulating inhibition. It was the drug par

excellence in the first twenty-four hours of lobar pneumo-

nia. It not only lessened distention and laceration, but it

also lessened the danger of the second stage. Another

drug of great importance in the first twenty-four hours was

opium. Every case of pneumonia was accompanied with

intense shock, and it was the physician's duty to lessen

this shock in both adult and child. Opium was indicated

in the shock of pneumonia, just as much as in the shock

of surgical conditions. The best form for the adminis-

tration of opium in children was Dover's powder. What
one obtained in the average drug store was not Dover's

powder, for in lieu of the sugar of milk the druggist sub-

stituted sulphate of potash. It was this that caused the

free perspiration. In the second stage of the disease the

alveoli were distended by fibrin, which also distended the

bronchi up to one-fifth of an inch. The circulation in the

vessels was blocked by the lateral pressure of the fibrinous

exudate upon them. It was necessary to diminish this

occlusion. The second stage began at the end of from

24 to 36 hours, and revealed itself by the prolonged ex-

piration accompanying it. This was the time for the use

of oxygen, which was to be continued throughout the dis-

ease, and not reserved merely for the crisis. Another thing

to be thought of was the complications of lobar pneumo-

nia. On the walls of the alveoli there was an abundant

network of lymphatics, which were the drainage tubes of

the pleural sacs. Overdistention of the vessels cut off all

drainage from the pleura. Any lack of tension increased

by a hundredfold the danger of pleural complications. The
speaker was very much impressed with this phenomenon as

a factor in the cause of empyema. He had noted that

physicians who had followed the rational method of re-

lieving the distention in the alveolar walls were the ones

who rarely or never had any cases of empyema in their

practice. To lessen the distention of the pulmonary capil-

laries it was necessary to keep the cutaneous capillaries

dilated throughout the disease. Neglect of this measure

increased the danger of pleural complications. The pleural

cavity when once filled up with pus and opened was not

the same pleural cavity again. There were always adhe-

sions left behind. It required great caution on the part of

the medical attendant to prevent the spread of the pneu-

monic process. Anything that tended to contract the cuta-

neous capillaries invited a wandering pneumonia. The
origin of this was frequently to be found in the cold

and ice packs. It was of supreme importance that the

sleep of the child should be uninterrupted. A sick child

asleep was never to be awakened. It was never to be

disturbed for treatment. During sleep its pulse was tvyen-

ty less than during the waking state. It was important that

the abdomen should be kept flat in order that the action of

the diaphragm be not interfered with.

Philadelphia County Medical Society.

At a stated meeting held October 14 Dr. Achilles Rose
of New York read by invitation a paper entitled "Dis-

placements of the Abdominal Viscera and Their Treat-

ment." He contended that the underlying cause for

the disorders in question resided in a weakness or

relaxation of the abdominal muscles, the Iransversales,

the oblique, and the recti. For this condition he em-
ployed the term "atonia gastrica," pointing out that

this referred not to the stomach, but to the abdominal

wall. As a result of such relaxation any or several of

the intraabdominal structures might suffer displace-

ment downward, with a more or less characteristic

train of symptoms, embracing digestive derangement,

urinary irregularity, disturbance of menstruation, and

especially nervous phenomena. In some cases jaundice

might result from interference with the entrance of

bile into the duodenum. In other instances so-called

mucous colitis had been observed. In Dr. Rose's opin-

ion all of the symptoms noted in these cases were at-

tributable to the want of tone in the abdominal muscles,

and the appropriate therapeutic procedure consisted in

the restoration of this tone. This he had best suc-

ceeded in accomplishing by means of broad strips of

adhesive plaster applied firmly to the abdomen, over-

lapping in the back and passing between the pubis and

the crests of the ilia below, the ribs above, and the

vertebral column behind. By this means not only was

the abdomen given support and its contents elevated,

but circulatory and functional activities were facilitated,

with relief of symptoms, improvement in appetite and

digestion, and gain in weight. The dressing might re-

main in place for from four to six weeks and its pres-

ence was, as a rule, attended with little or no incon-

venience or discomfort. Dr. Rose gave a demonstra-

tion of the method of application on two patients. In

lean persons, with flat or scaphoid abdomens, the appli-

cation could be made in the erect posture, while in

obese persons and in those with relaxed and pendu-

lous abdomens it was better made with the patient in

the recumbent posture. Dr. T. Turner Thomas pre-

sented a communication entitled "Habitual or Recur-
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rent Dislocation of the Shoulder, with Report of a

Successful Operation and Exhibition of the Patient."

He dealt at some length with the causes usually as-

signed for the production of the disorder in question,

such as abnormalities in the humerus or the glenoid

cavity, or the capsule of the joint, but as a result

of study upon the cadaver he came to the conclusion

that the ultimate cause was a rupture of the capsular

ligament. On the basis of this knowledge he under-

took in a case under his observation to expose the.

capsule from the axilla, holding vessels and nerves

out of harm's way by means of retractors. He was

able to demonstrate a laceration in the capsular liga-

ment, and this he repaired with sutures, with the re-

sult that in a short while the function of the affected

member was wholly restored, so that at the present

time the patient was able to perform all of the move-

ments of the part, and without fear or risk of recur-

rence of dislocation. Similar operations had been

performed in some thirty-four cases that Dr. Thomas
had been able to collect, and in almost all instances

the result had been equally successful.

i'pprial Artirlp.

THE ROYAL INSTITUTE FOR INFECTIOUS
DISEASES IN BERLIN.

By N. MEYER, M.D.,

BAD WILDUNCEN, GERMANY.

The Stranger bent upon visiting the Berlin Royal

Institute for Infectious Diseases is directed toward

a region in the northern part of the city, which lies

quite outside of the busy metropolitan traffic. This

site was selected because the authorities desired

to remain in close neighborhood to the newest of

Berlin's hospitals, the Rudolph \'irchow Hospital.

It is of course evident that an institute for infec-

tious diseases that is poor in material cannot fulfill

an important part of its purpose, while on the other

hand it does not seem advisable to bring the pa-

tients with general maladies under the same roof

with those suffering from infectious diseases, there

always being some danger of spreading infection

to the general wards. Practical experience in ref-

erence to the advantages of such cooperation be-

tween clinics and scientific laboratories has al-

ready been gathered at the former site of the

Institute at the Charite Hospital. In considering

Fig. I.—The main building.

the past of the Institute we shall also communicate
a few details of the arrangement of its former
quarters at that hospital.

When Robert Koch communicated the results of

his work with tuberculin to the Tenth International

Medical Congress, the importance of this study

aroused a great deal of public interest and the

Prussian House of Representatives devoted several

sessions to the discussion of the subject. The out-

come of the discussion was the general conviction

that the government must provide the means for

the continuation of Robert Koch's work. The Min-

FlG. -Rear of the main building, showing the stable and the

house for the attendants.

ister of Education at that time was able to make
known the fact that arrangements were already be-

ing made according to which Koch would receive a

ward in a general hospital and a scientific institute

for the research work in the subject of infectious

Fig. 3.—Bust facing the entrance of the main building.

diseases. By the first of July the scientific insti-

tute was placed at Koch's disposal and a month

later a ward of 128 beds in the Charite Hospital

was also given up to his work. The scientific insti-

tute consisted of a chemical and a bacteriological

division. In addition to a large number of prac-
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ticing physicians who worked in the institute there

was a permanent staff counting among its members
at various times such men as Brieger, Pfeiffer,

Pfuhl, Frosch, Petruschky, Kossel, Wassermann,
Beck, Kitasato, EhrHch. Donitz. and Cornet. In

addition to the work on tuberculosis a great many

ihe northern part of the town in connection with

the Rudolph Virchow Hospital.

The new Institute has been built in accordance

with the directions and specifications of Koch. A
twenty years' contract was entered into with the

city of Berlin according to which a ward of lOO

Fig. 4.—Showing mills for pulverizing bacteria, and a shaker.

other subjects were taken up in the Institute.

Behring prosecuted his studies on antitoxin immu-
nity in diphtheria, Ehrlich investigated ricin and
abrin immunity, Ffeift'er and Wassermann worked
up cholera immunity, Loeffler and Frosch studied the

foot-and-mouth disease of cattle, Pfeiffer discov-

ered the bacillus of influenza, and a host of other

workers, who cannot be named here, contributed to

our knowledge of infectious diseases and of im-

munity. Tropical diseases received special attention

from the director of the Institute, Robert Koch,
himself. The "ordeal by fire" was gone through
by the Institute in the year 1892 when Asiatic chol-

era appeared in Germany, being especially localized

in Hamburg. The most important investigations in

this connection were made at the Institute, members
of the staff' were sent to various places to lead the

fight against the scourge, and a great many physi-

cians were instructed in the prophylaxis and diag-

nosis of cholera and other infectious diseases. The
data furnished by the members of the staff who
traveled in tropical regions were further worked
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upon a large scale. The apparatus for drying sera

is also located in the basement. Fig. 4 shows a
shaker and a number of mills for pulverizing bac-
teria. A special room is set apart for the examina-
tion of the action of gas-forming substances, such
as sulphur anhydride, as disinfectants, and another
room is provided with a separate gas-heating plant

Fig. 8.—Laboratory washroom.

and serves for other special purposes. All the base-
ment windows are provided with netting of close

meshed wire which is intended to prevent the en-
trance of mice and rats.

The basement floor contains in its western wing
a lecture-room seating seventy-six. two smaller
rooms for preparation of demonstrations and for

the storing of charts and other paraphernalia of
teaching adjoining this lecture hall. The same floor

contains in addition a room for photography with
complete arrangements for the taking of micro-
photographs. The east wing contains a large chem-
ical laboratory fitted up for twenty-two workers
(Fig. 5), and adjoining this there are several other
rooms for use by the chemists, such as a room for

the weighing scales, a special laboratory for work-
ing with offensively smelling substances, a wash-
room, a dark room, and the private rooms for the

chief of this division of the Institute.

The middle part of the basement floor is occupied

by offices of the administration and by six rooms
devoted to the prevention and treatment of hydro-
phobia. The western wing of the first story is oc-

cupied by a large workroom for bacteriology (Fig.

6) with adjoining smaller laboratories and other

rooms for various accessory purposes, such as the

1
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guinea pigs in the middle, while along the walls are

arranged cages for apes, dogs, and hens, together

with baskets and stalls for feeding (Fig. g). The
upper story contains an operating room with steril-

izing apparatus, and the side rooms contain cages

for animals, e.xcept such as are used for the study
of hydrophobia. The horse stable contains two
rooms where large belly straps and pulley weights

are arranged so that the horses may be suspended
in the air when needed. A large operating room
occupies the middle of this stable. There are two
compartments set apart for smaller animals

—

calves, donkeys, goats, sheep, dogs, and the larger

fowl. Feeding rooms and feeding kitchens are

placed in the middle of these compartments, as well

as rooms for the utensils and living rooms for the

attendants. All the animal houses have exercising

yards, are lighted by electricity, are very easily

cleaned, and have lately been provided with a sep-

arate hot-water heating apparatus. The whole
structure, including the interior work, walls, fences,

garden, and street changes, has cost in the neigh-

borhood of 831,000 marks.
Of the six pavilions for infectious diseases in the

Rudolph Virchow Hospital, one is given up to diph-

theria patients, one to typhoid fever patients and
the rarer diseases such as smallpo.x, cholera, plague,

epidemic cerebrospinal meningitis ; one-half of an-

other pavilion serves for whooping-cough patients,

the other half being devoted to women and children

suffering from erysipelas; the male erysipelas pa-

tients are kept in one-half of another pavilion, while

the other half of that pavilion is occupied by pa-

tients suffering from measles.

Fig. 10 shows the ground floor of each of four

similar pavilions. The two remaining pavilions, the

one serving for quarantine purposes, the other as a

diphtheria station, contain many separate rooms, a

large operating room, and a room for bacteriological

examinations. The uooer stories of all the pavilions

contain living rooms for physicians and nurses, with
bathrooms for the attendants. The model autopsy
room is provided with special arrangements for pre-

venting the spread of infectious disease ; it occupies

one end of the whole structure consisting of the

pavilions for infectious diseases.

In conclusion we shall give a few data about the

organization and the work of the Institute. The
medical staff consists of a Director, four Chiefs of

Divisions, two Superintendents of Divisions, nine

Assistants, and three Sanitary Officers ; in addition,

there are two scientific assistants, several officials

and their subordinates, eight men servants, and five

women who do washing and cleaning. During the

year 1907 the total expenses for running the insti-

tution, including the outlay for salaries, amounted
to 250,000 marks. Six divisiotis, the scientific, the

division for especially dangerous diseases, the serum
division, the one devoted to tropical disease, the

hydrophobia division, and the chemical division, ex-

amine all material suspected of being infectious,

prepare sera, issue certificates of examinations for

the government, and do work on various hygienic

problems including that of dealing with sewage.
New disinfecting substances are examined in re-

gard to their composition and efficacy, and the chem-
ical division gives special attention to the examina-
tion of milk. The scientific papers of the Institute

are published for the most part in the Zeitschrift fiir

Hygiene und Infectionskrankhciten. During the

vear a great number of courses of instruction are

given and many volunteer workers receive thorough
training in the work to which the Institute is de-

voted.

MshXtvX ditrma.

Contagious Diseasem. Weekly Statement.—Report of
cases and deaths from contagious diseases reported to
the Sanitary Bureau, Health Department, New York
City for the week ending November 7, 1908

:
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©rtguial Artirkfi.

THE POSSIBILITY OF AVOIDING CON-
SPICUOUS SCAR FORMATION IN
SOFTENED TUBERCULOSIS OF
THE CERVICAL GLANDS.*

By willy MEYER, M.D.,

NEW YORK.

PEOFESSOE OF SCECEEY AT THE NEW YOEK POST-CRADDATE MEDICAL
SCHOOL AND HOSPITAL; ATTENDING SUECEON TO THE GERMAN

HOSPITAL; CONSULTING SCBGEON TO THE NEW YOEK
SKIN AND CANCES HOSPITAL AND NEW

YOEK INFIRMARY.

Every surgeon when confronted with the neces-

sity of operating for broken-down tuberculous

glands of the neck has pondered the question as to

how best to proceed in order to cause the least

possible scar formation.

In boys and men the matter is not usually of

very particular importance, and we rarely hesitate

to advise radical operation, especially if the ques-

tion of saving time is a consideration. It is dif-

ferent, however, with the opposite sex. Here the

conscientious surgeon will welcome any means that

may tend to improve the cosmetic result of his

work.

It is true that if we make the skin incision—even

if it be one several inches in length—within the

normal folds of the neck, transversely, the result

is far superior to that obtained from incisions

made anteriorly or posteriorly, parallel with the

borders of the sternocleidomastoid muscle. Still,

there will be a more or less conspicuous mark for

lifetime. Hence, a method that reduces such scar

formation to a minimum, requiring the incisions to

be made only one-fifth to one-tenth as long as be-
fore, should be greeted with enthusiasm. The
greater amount of time and trouble such a pro-
cedure may in these cases call for from the surgeon
and his attendants should not act as a deterrent,

when the result is taken into consideration. The
treatment alluded to is Bier's artificial hyperemia.
The personal material I am able to offer in this

connection is rather small. The hospital with which
I am principally associated is not yet in possession
of a large children's ward. The few beds we have
are designed for emergency rather than chronic
cases. These patients, anyway, are dispensary
rather than hospital cases; or better still, patients

that should be treated in the surgical division of

countr}' sanatoria, no matter whether they be chil-

dren or adults.

Three of my patients have been observed in

dispensary and office practice. After some im-
provement at the end of a few weeks I lost sight

of them, so that I cannot report final results. Two
others are of too recent date to be considered. Still,

in every one of these five patients I have observed
the same satisfactory course as has been reported
by others.

*Read before the Pediatric Section of the Interna-
tional Congress on Tuberculosis, Washington, 1908.

I made these patients wear the elastic neck band
eleven out of every twelve hours for a longer or
shorter period. The band made of the same mate-
rial as the black elastic rubber bandage, with a
button in one end and a number of buttonholes
in the other, is a very comfortable appliance. The
one made of the ordinarj' garter elastic, with a hook
and a number of eyes, comes next. The compres-
.sion of the deep jugular veins should not be suf-
ficient to cause the patient annoyance ; he must be
able to talk, eat, drink, breathe, and sleep without
tliscomfort. In fact, he must hardly be aware of
the presence of the band. It is astonishing how
([uickly children, even babies, usually get used to

the band. The appearance of fluctuation at the
site of the trouble is carefully watched for. It

may be hastened by the continuous application of a
warm wet-gauze (Priessnitz) dressing. As soon as
it appears a short cut is made in the course of the
neckfold through which the pus is evacuated. If

the muscles or some subcutaneous fat tissue have
the tendency to overlap the incision, a drain of
small size is introduced for 24 to 30 hours. Other-
wise, the wound is simply left open and suction
treatment started 4 to 6 hours later.

It is advisable to use the cup once daily for a
period of 45 minutes, i. ^.6x5 minutes with 2
or 3 minutes intermission each tirne, soon after the
bandage has been removed. Packing or injections

of iodoform emulsion or bismuth paste are never
used. It will be observed that glandular debris are
aspirated with the pus. It is natural that the fistu-

lous tract, as well as the entire diseased area, is

placed under suction, thus combining the hyperemic
depth effect on the tuberculous tissue with regular
gentle evacuation of the abscess. If the treatment
is properly carried out, a mixed infection will not
occur. Soon the purulent secretion becomes serous.
In favorable cases the opening closes rapidly. The
remaining slight infiltration gradually becomes ab-
sorbed under the continued use of the elastic neck
band.

It stands to reason that a patient in whom a
sinus has already developed, when first seen, can
be equally successfully treated by this method, but
the elastic neck band should always assist the suc-
tion treatment.

Bier himself seems to be satisfied with suction
treatment alone. From what I have seen, however,
I believe it worth while to use the remaining 20 to

22 hours tr\ing to influence the tuberculous tissue

by hyperemia produced with the neck band.
Klapp. among others, has seen a most striking

case of this kind.*

With the kind permission of a colleague who
called me in consultation not long ago I would here
relate the following case

:

Boy, 5 years of age, the only one surviving child

of a number of children, developed a package of

tuberculous glands in front of the stemocleido

•A. Bier, On Hyperemia, page 219.
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muscle, right behind the angle of the jaw, follow-

ing some throat trouble. His parents, on account
of the delicate condition of the boy, live in the

country all the year around. They are as greatly

adverse to placing him in a hospital as they are to

radical extirpation, as they have only recently lost

another child soon after an operation. The glands
are softened ; deep fluctuation can be made out.

The parents want to know if there is no other

means of help. The family physician is familiar

with hyperemic treatment. He favors its use in

this case and asks my advice. I could but consent

to his proposition, as the case seemed especially

adapted for this procedure. Consequently an elas-

tic neck band and a set of cups were procured and
a trained nurse was engaged. The band did not

give the little fellow the slightest annoyance ; he
seemed to be perfectly at ease, riding his bicycle

and playing around as ever, to his heart's content.

Under ethyl chloride spray and local cocaine an-

esthesia the abscess was opened by a short trans-

verse incision in the course of the neck-fold and
suction treatment started. In this way, with the

little patient in his former surroundings, all day long
in the fresh air, with milk-feeding from their own
cow, etc., the trouble took a most favorable course.

The wound closed definitely four weeks after in-

cision. All the glandular enlargement gradually dis-

appeared. To-day, four months later, a minute scar,

about three-quarters of an inch long, well hidden
in the natural fold of the neck, is the only remain-
ing sign of the previous existence of a tuberculous
gland affection.

Just think, if this had occurred in one of our
own children, or even in one of our own girls

!

Must we not hail with delight and enthusiasm a
method that renders possible such an outcome?
Must we not at least consider it worth a trial in

suitable cases?

Of course, the method will not work in every
case ; artificial hyperemia is no panacea.

It need hardly be stated that proper hygienic
conditions and thorough understanding of the treat-

ment on the part of the attending physician and
nurse, or mother, greatly facilitate the efficiency of
the procedure. In the more serious cases, c. g.
multiple softened glandular tuberculosis of the
neck, general anti-tuberculous treatment with tuber-
culin injections may be advantageously added.
The lung-suction mask, too, may well be drawn

into service in these cases. For it has been proven
that it not only produces hyperemia of the lung
tissue by suction, but constitutes one of our best
means of improving the condition of the blood in

all its components on a physical basis. It surely
deserves a much wider use than it has been hitherto
accorded. And should further experience show that
the present device does not fully answer all the re-
quirements, let something else, something better, be
constructed by ingenious minds. The principle, cer-
tainly, is correct and should be made use of in our
fight against pulmonary, as well as other tubercu-
lous disease ; in the latter cases on account of the
concomitant anemia.

It is unfortunate that Kuhn's mask is protected
by patents which render it costly of importation
and difficult of repair.

In conclusion I would say that my personal re-

sults from the combined use of the elastic neck
band and the suction cups have been most brilliant

and surprisingly rapid also in cases of broken
down cervical adenitis following tonsillitis, for in-

stance of scarlet fever, or following suppurative
periostitis of the jaw and other causes.

But, no matter what the etiology, I am convinced
that the treatment above outlined merits the full

and most careful attention of every physician and
surgeon, and is of particular value in female pa-
tients.

The cases of the other type of glandular tuber-

culosis of the neck, forming the well-known chains

of hard tumors in smaller or larger packages, are

distinctly operative.

OBSTINATE VO.MITING, OR THE PERSON-
ALLY CONDUCTED BABY.*

By W. p. NORTHRUP, M.D.,

NEW YORK.

PROFESSOR OF PEDIATRICS IN THE NEW YORK UNIVERSITY AND BELLE-
VUE HOSPITAL MEDICAL COLLEGE.

The following experience occurred in the practice

of Dr. Harlow Brooks. "The whole story is," said

the doctor (and his style of utterance was "projec-

tile"), "the baby vomits—everything. It takes three

ounces and vomits four; simply can"t keep a thing

down."
Here was the position : A young mother with her

first child, wishing to leave town for the summer,
her breast full of good milk which she could not
use, her mind full of dread of laboratory prescrip-

tions and daily milk deliveries, and a long summer
before her.

The baby had lived three months and had "both-
ered with its food" two of those months. At pres-

ent it seemed well, looked well. The mother had
huge breasts, "big as derby hats," the doctor said,

"milk enough for three babies," well formed nip-

ples, easy flow. In fact while the baby nursed
from one nipple it was necessary to soak up the

leakage from the other in a bath towel. The total

fats by laboratory test had been 8 per cent., but by
regulated diet and exercise had been reduced to

6 per cent. The child could take various foods
from other sources, could even take its own mother's
milk when given it in a bottle through a rubber
nipple. It was always hungry. The whole trouble
with the baby was that it persisted in vomiting the
entire intake from its mother's breast.

The doctor had tried everything, exhausted all

the familiar resources without success. The baby
vomited all breast feedings. He had given the baby
diluents by bottle before nursing, shortened the time
of nursing, required rest before and after nursing,
had varied the intervals, compelled the baby to
nurse through rubber shields, had drawn the milk
and fed it in bottles. The last two methods were at

fir.st successful, the baby retaining the milk in both
instances. It seemed, then, the quality of milk was
not alone at fault. The shields and the pumping
so fretted the mother that it was necessary to dis-

continue them. The next expedient was putting the
baby on laboratory feedings to stop the vomiting.
Everything, in fact, succeeded in stopping the vom-
iting, until the baby was put back upon the breast.
Whenever if nursed naturally from its mother's
breast it promptly vomited the whole intake.

The original question again presented itself:

Must the baby be weaned? Must it leave for the
country depending for its summer supply of food
upon cow's milk? It seemed really pusilanimous to
stand up before these parents and tell them to wean
the baby from a full breast of good milk. Once
more we went over the history. The baby always
vomited when it took the food the normal way. but
retained anything taken from the bottle. We ex-

*Read before the Pediatric Section of the N. Y. Academy
of Medicine, November 12, 1908.
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aniined the breasts, nipples, general condition of the

mother. All conditions were favorable except that

the mother was worried over the behavior of the

baby. She looked every form of human appeal for

help. It was quite plain that if we could induce

the baby to retain her milk she would go to the

country free of all anxiety concerning bottles, feed-

ings, trains, hot weather, and nursemaids. The
mother had done her part, now for the doctor's

part ! Here we stood, two grown-ups, before this

forbearing, polite young mother (for she never told

us what she thought of us) and looked puzzled.

"When in doubt, take history," Dr. Thomas W.
McBride used to say. "If still in doubt, take more
history," and so on he repeated again and again,

"until the diagnosis is made."' We asked the mother

to nurse the baby before us. Just then something

in the history occurred to our minds
—

"milk plenty"—"flow easy." Then we reflected that when a baby

is very weak and exhausted we lay it on its back

and have the mother lean over that gravity may as-

sist to make nursing easy. It helps. Here was a

case where the nursing for a vigorous child was Uv>

easy. Why not reverse the process and make it

difficult?

The mother was asked to lie on her bed, turning

so that the breast to be used would be the lower.

The baby was then laid across the mother in such

a way that its head would be lowest and it must
dri)ik up-hill. From the breast and nipple to the

baby's stomach was all up-hill. The baby had to

work for his food. The result was he took his

food slower, took less of it, and stopped when he had

enough.

During and after this novel proceeding, the house-

hold (the husband had arrived from his downtown
office ) stood around, realizing that, at least, one

new resource had been suggested and they hoped.

The baby was allowed to nurse ten minutes by the

watch, when he seemed willing to rest. He was at

once removed and laid on his back, head and shoul-

ders elevated. He spat up a little before our de-

parture, yet we hoped. It may be said that from

the first this upside-down attitude really promised

something. The sprawling baby, lying face and

head downwards in a straight line from its mother's

elevated left chest to the very lowest point, viz., the

right nipple, necessaril}- bored its nose into the large,

flabby breast and breathed with difficulty. It was
hungry and worked hard for its food, alternately

sucking and stopping to get its breath. In this man-
ner it took and kept its first normal nursing.

Three days later the doctor reported that the

baby had kept down every feeding. Besides, the

mother had discovered a further improvement in

technique. She now sits in a rocking-chair, slinging

the baby over one shoulder and the baby crawls

down head first to the opposite nipple. The up-

side-down position is a success and the much re-

lieved mother is going to the country carrying in

her breasts a summer's supply of properly modified

baby-feedings. The doctor has ascertained the

amount of time necessary to take in three ounces

and the baby does not spit up a mouthful. Occa-

sionally, he can take a feeding lying on his back.

Whenever he vomits, the mother simply slings him
over her shoulder so that he crawls down head

foremost to his food. The method succeeds.

Conclusions.— i. A nursing baby may vomit be-

cause its food enters the stomach too rapidly and

consequently in too great quantities.

2. The causes of this over-distention may be

.sought in the large quantity of breast milk, easy

flow, large nipples, vigorous nursing.

3. The above conditions may be overcome by im-

posing mechanical obstructions, "drinking up-hill,"

being here suggested.

In the above case the successful position was,

.sprawling head-downwards and face-downwards
over the mother's shoulder to the nipple, like a

squirrel coming dozvn a tree.

57 East Seventy-ninth Street.

ENDOTHELIOMA OF THE PLEURA.*
Bv H. BEECKM.AN DEL.\TOUR. M.D.,

SURGEON-IN-CHIEF JEWISH HOSPITAL AND METHODIST EPISCOPAL HOS-
PITAL; ATTENDING SURGEON NORWEGIAN AND ST. JOHN'S

HOSPITALS, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

New growths of the pleura are most frequently

secondary to growths of the chest wall or lung.

They may occur by metastasis. Endothelioma is the

most common variety of primary new growth of the

pleura, and was first described by Wagner, in 1876,

under the name of endothelial cancer. Lord, in

Osier's "Modern Medicine," gives carcinoma as the

more appropriate name. While most writers on
medicine pass this over as a very rare condition, yet

if we look up the literature we will find many re-

ported cases, and from my own experience I am led

to believe that many cases are overlooked and diag-

nosed as pleurisy, tuberculous pleurisy, or maybe
as a pneumonic condition.

Even so recent a work as Butler's "Dignostics"

passes over the subject in these words: "Primary
carcinoma of the pleura affords simply the evidence

of chronic pleurisy, witli or without eft'usion. Irreg-

ular, slight fever with occasional .subnormal falls

may be present ; there is pain rather greater than

with pleurisy ; and cachexia may develop. The diag-

nosis is rarely made during life." It seems to us

that this is hardly a fair statement of the case and
that with care and diligence a diagnosis can fre-

quently be made and a proper prognosis given. Pri-

mary sarcoma of the pleura also occurs and produces

the same symptoms and physical signs as endo-

thelioma.

(iilockner up to 1897 collected about fifty cases

sufficiently well reported to be included under the

classification of endothelioma. To this may be

added two reported by Lord (Osier's "Practical

Medicine") and from Delafield (Medical Record,
N. Y., Vol. 62, No. 20.)

The growth is usually diffuse and the whole pleura

of one side is converted into a dense resisting tis-

sue varying in thickness up to two centimeters or

even more. In some cases it occurs in the form of

a number of scattered nodules or as in the case re-

ported by Butler (Nezv York Medical Journal.

1898), as a single large tumor occupying the pleural

cavity. Fluid may or may not be present—when
present this fluid is usually blood stained.

Microscopically the tissue is found to consist of a

fibrous stroma in which are enlarged lymph spaces

containing polymorphous cells. Small areas of ne-

crosis are sometimes present. The epithelium of

the free surface of the pleura is usually absent over

the whole or greater part of the sections, and in

most cases has not apparently taken part in the new
growth. The lymph vessels and spaces appear to be

the principal site of the new growth, and many ob-

servers believe their epithelium the point of origin

(Lord).
Metastases have been observed in the supra-

clavicular and axillary glands and along the needle

punctures after aspiration. The chest may be con-

tracted in its lateral and posterior regions. The

*Read before the Medical Club of Brooklyn.
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lung may be compressed and contain secondary

nodules.

The growth of these tumors is slow and the symp-

toms and physical signs are those of pleural effusion.

Pain is quite a constant symptom, in some being

acute and sudden as in an acute pleurisy, in others a

constant dull ache over the affected side.

Fever is present in some and absent in other cases.

Dyspnea is present according to the amount of en-

croachment of the growth or pressure of the ac-

cumulated fluid on the lung. The pulse is usually

not markedly affected until late in the disease, when
exhaustion is pronounced—at this period the pulse

is likely to become very rapid and weak. When large

quantities of fluid accumulate in the chest, the pulse

may become very rapid and weak and the heart may
be displaced as in a simple pleurisy with effusion.

Cough is present in some and absent in others, ap-

parently dependent on the effusion—or compression

of the lung. In Butler's case, above referred to,

cough was probably due to a coincident tuberculosis

of the lung. The axillary and cervical glands are

frequently enlarged and if removed and examined

microscopically may show suggestive changes. Loss

of flesh and strength is usually progressive and

marked.
The physical signs are those of a marked pleuritic

effusion. A very suggestive condition is the per-

sistence of the physical signs after the removal of

the fluid. The fluid after removal tends to recur

rapidly, and in large amounts, as in Case I, here re-

ported. The fluid may not be blood stained at first,

but usually becomes so as the disease progresses.

Respiration, according to Frankel, over the affected

side is usually bronchial. When a tumor is formed
there may be a decided bulging of the chest wall

with marked signs of compression of the lung.

Leucocytosis is always present and, according to

Cabot, may be so high as to suggest a suppurative

condition. Cachexia develops as the disease pro-

gresses.

The diagnosis in the early stages is not easy and
in the cases without effusion is exceedingly diffi-

cult. If there is no effusion, it must depend pri-

marily upon the discovery in the chest of an area of

flatness, which has an atypical shape and position,

with diminished respiratory and vocal signs. Com-
bined with this there must be some cachexia, with or

without enlarged axillary or cervical glands (Whit-
ney). One of these glands may be removed and mi-
croscopically show the presence of malignant disease.

In most cases the diagnosis is made after obtain-

ing by puncture a hemorrhagic serum, which on ex-

amination may show microscopic elements suggestive

of endothelial growth. The serum in these cases is

usually of a deep red color, much more marked than

in tuberculous pleurisy. It must be remembered that

the fluid withdrawn in all cases of pleural cancer is

not hemorrhagic. Benda (Berliner klin. Woch..
March i, 1897) reports a case in which sixteen

aspirations were made, three liters being withdrawn
the first time, and the fluid remained clear through-
out. Netter states that it is present in not more
than two-thirds of the cases. The first fluid with-
drawn may be a clear serum, while that drawn later

may be decidedly bloody. This mav be due to the

withdrawal of the pressure from the surface of the
growth and thus allowing hemorrhage to take place

into the vacuum created, as the thickened pleura

prevents expansion of the lung and the closure of
the cavity produced by aspiration. This also mav
account for the rapid reaccumulation of the fluid.

The failure of the lung to expand frequently pro-
duces severe pain after aspiration.

Free fat is frequently found in the fluid with-

drawn and may be so abundant that the fluid is

distinctly chyliform, as in Case V. This is said

to be more chracteristic of cancer than of tubercu-

losis. In introducing the needle for the withdrawal

of fluid when the growth is disseminated, a decided

sensation is imparted to the operator of passing the

needle through thick and resisting tissue and for a

greater depth than the normal pleura. A. S. War-
thin, after microscopic examination of the exudate
from a large number of cases of pleural effusion,

and having succeeded in making a diagnosis of pri-

mary sarcoma of the pleura in one case by this ex-

amination, concludes that if fixed cover-glass prep-

arations of the fluid are made immediately after its

withdrawal, in order to preserve the appearance of

mitosis, the diagnosis may be usually made. In early

simple pleurisy the exudate contains endothelial cells

and no fibroblasts. In fibrous pleurisy, either tuber-

culous or septic, the sediment contains endothelial

cells and numerous fibroblasts. In sarcoma the

presence of a large number of round or spindle-cells,

often in bunches, and the occurrence of frequent

mitoses, will make the diagnosis positive. Mitosis

is the most important evidence, as this rarely occurs
in any other disease.

The prognosis is uniformly bad. These patients

usually progressively fail and die within from four

to six months. One of my patients lived a year.

General treatment directed to sustaining the pa-

tient and relieving symptoms is all that we can
command. When fluid accumulates sufficient to

produce pressure symptoms it should be aspirated

under strict aseptic precautions. It has been recom-
mended to draw off only enough fluid at a time to

relieve the dyspnea and to do this as frequently as

necessary. Resection of a rib should never be done
when this condition is present, for the cavity is

unable to contract, infection is likely to occur, and
the patient may die of pyemia, as in Benda's case.

Five cases of thip disease have come under my
observation in the past five years, and as the his-

tories are quite different I will present all five.

Case I.—Female, 38 years of age, wife of a phy-
sician. No family history of tuberculosis or tumors.
Two children strong and well. Had been in good
health until the latter part of February, 1902, when
she began to suffer some pain in the chest and was
troubled by a dry cough. This condition of pain

in the chest with cough persisted and was accom-
panied by very decided loss of flesh and strength.

During the following May dyspnea became very
marked. The cough persisted but was accompanied
by little expectoration. She was first seen lay me
early in June, when she was supposed to be suffering

(because of the loss of flesh and strength) from
pulmonary tuberculosis.

Examination showed a woman of average build

but very anemic and emaciated. The slightest ex-
ertion produced marked dyspnea. Over the left

chest all respiratory sounds were exaggerated ; over
the right side there were practically no respiratory

sounds to be heard, and on percussion there was
absolute flatness from the clavicle down. There
was no evidence of pulmonary involvement, but it

was quite evident that the right chest was full of
fluid and that this was the cause of the dyspnea.
Two days later by aspiration 32 oz. of clear serum
was withdrawn. There was evidenth- more fluid

present, but as the pulse had become very feeble and
rapid and as dvspnea was markedly increased the

needle was withdrawn. .After withdrawing the

needle the physical signs remained the same. As
the needle was withdrawn, just as it left the cavity
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there was a flow of bright fluid blood. The intro-

duction of the needle was through denser tissue than

one usually encounters and the needle had to be

passed to a depth of a little over two inches before

fluid was obtained. Five days later it was de-

cided to trj^ to empt}^ the pleural cavity and on this

occasion 44 oz. was obtained, but this was not clear

serum as before; it was a brownish fluid. Two
weeks later 64 oz. were withdrawn and a week later

56 oz. ; and at intervals varying from one to two
weeks, up to the middle of September, when the pa-

tient died, aspiration was done, from 30 to 40 oz.

being obtained each time. During the progress of

the case absence of fever was a very marked fea-

ture. On one or two occasions only did the tem-

perature reach 99° or 99.5°, and then only when
some outside condition seemed to be the cause. The
pulse was ver\- rapid from the first, varying from
120 to 160, and during the last month almost un-

countable at times.

There was a progressive loss of flesh and of

strength until the patient became confined to her

bed about the middle of July. The nervous system

became much affected ; she was very irritable, lost

all interest in her surroundings, and it was very

difficult to get her to take any food. She died ex-

hausted seven months from the onset of the disease.

Xo post-mortem could be obtained. Dr. Her-
mann Biggs saw the case in consultation and took

some of the fluid for pathological examination.

From this examination he reported the findings as

suggestive of endothelioma.

Case II.—A lady of 65 years was taken ill in

January' with pains in the chest and prostration.

For two months she was treated for intercostal neu-

ralgia and muscular rheumatism without improve-

ment. During the first week in April following a

change of physicians was made and the new attend-

ant diagnosed the case as one of pleurisy with

effusion. I was requested to see the case in con-

sultation and to aspirate. The lady who had always
been ver\- fleshy was much reduced in weight al-

though still stout. Physical examination gave flat-

ness over the entire chest. On introducing the needle

we passed through resisting tissue and were com-
pelled to introduce the needle to an unusual depth.

About 36 oz. of clear fluid was withdrawn. After
withdrawal of the fluid the physical signs were not

perceptibly changed. Because of the resemblance
to the previous case I ventured a diagnosis of endo-
thelioma of the pleura. I did not personally attend

the case again, but learned that all through the sum-
mer at intervals aspiration was done and large quan-
tities of fluid were withdrawn, but never bloody. In

October she was taken to one of the New York
hospitals and operated upon for carcinoma of the

uterus. She never rallied from the operation, dying

the same day. She never show^ed any improvement
in her condition after I saw her. continuing to lose

both flesh and strength, and at the time she was
taken from her home for operation, had to be car-

ried out. There may be some room for doubt as to

this being a primary endothelioma of the pleura, but

it is certain it was not an ordinary pleurisy. The
occurrence of carcinoma in the uterus would appar-

ently confirm the diagnosis, and yet it may be said

this condition was primary in the uterus. There
were no symptoms of uterine disease at the time I

examined the patient.

C.^SE III.—Male, over 60 years of age. T was
asked to operate upon this gentleman for empyema.
On examination I found the entire left chest flat and

no respiratorv sounds to be heard. The man had

had no fever to warrant a belief in pus being present

and symptoms had been present for some weeks.

On aspiration I withdrew about 50 ounces of clear

fluid without relief of symptoms. The needle was
introduced to an unusual depth before fluid was
withdrawn. Here, again, because of the similar

physical conditions and history, I ventured a diag-

nosis of pleural cancer. The old gentleman lived a

little over a week and died from exhaustion.

Case IV.—Lady, 49 years of age, patient of Dr.

Charles B. Story. Patient began to complain of

pains in her side in April, 1904, and was treated for

a few times until August i of that year, when the

physical signs of pleurisy with effusion were present.

She was aspirated September i and 36 oz. of serum
removed; at this time the temperature was 99°,^

pulse 86, respiration 26 ; marked dyspnea was pres-

ent. She was again aspirated on October 6, 72 oz.

of serum being withdrawn ; at this time the temper-

ature was 98.5°, pulse 108, respiration 24. She was
again aspirated on October 23, and one quart of

serum was removed. I first saw her about November
10, at which time she was suffering great distress

from the embarrassment of respiration, was unable

to lie down: temperature 99°, pulse 96, respiration

24. Physical examination of the right chest gave
on percussion flatness over the entire chest, front

and back. There was marked loss of flesh and
strength, dyspnea was extreme. Aspiration at that

time removed two quarts of a pink-colored serum.
The emptying of the chest was followed by much
pain, which persisted for about 24 hours. The pa-

tient's condition continued about the same except

for the continuous loss of flesh and strength up to

the time of her death, on June 25, 1905.

During the period of her illness she was aspirated

seven times, the largest quantity of fluid obtained at

one time was on Februar\- 23, when three quarts of

a dark fluid were withdrawn ; the last aspiration was
on June 23, the second day before her death. On
June 25, with no apparent change in her general

condition, a sudden cyanosis appeared and the pa-

tient died rather unexpectedly. Before death, at the

site of the aspiration punctures, indurated nodules
developed and showed a marked tendency to en-

large ; contraction of the affected side took place late

in the disease. No post-mortem was permitted.

This patient lived about fourteen months from the
onset of the symptoms. The fluid withdrawn was
twice examined at the Lederle Laboratories : the first

specimen gave no positive findings ; the second speci-

men, examined Februar\- 24. 1905, was reported as
follows: The fresh centrifuged specimen shows no
shreds of tissue, but the sediment packs down into a
coherent mass which, upon microscopic examination.
is seen to consist almost wholly of pus, with a small
admixture of red blood cells and an occasional endo-
thelial cell. The stained specimen shows the pus
cells to be very largely of the polymorphonuclear
neiitrophile variety, eosinophiles and lymphoc>1;es in.

much smaller proportion. There are a moderate
number of bacteria and many examples of bacilli en-
closed in pus cells, showing phagocytic action. The
endothelial cells are few in number, and none were
found undergoing mitosis. As compared with a pre-
vious specimen examined from this case, there is a
diminution in the red blood cells and a decided in-

crease in the white cells, amounting to a distinct

purulent condition. The endothelial elements appear
to be diminished and the bacteria much less nu-
merous. The fluid has all the features of an inflam-

maton.' exudate. This may or may not be associated

with a new erowth. as the presence of endothelial cell'

mitosis is the only reliable factor, except the finding

of actual fragments of cancer tissue: and. on the-
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other hand, the absence of both findings does not

necessarily preclude the existence of such a condi-

tion. The occurrence of secondarj- nodules at the

puncture points is verj' significant in the historj- of

this case.

Case \'.—For the privilege of presenting this case

we are indebted to Dr. Jos. Merzbach, in whose
service die patient was treated at the Jewish Hos-
pital from May 9 to June 29, 1907. Male, age 40,

baker. Familj- histor}-—Parents died from causes

unknown. Of brothers and sisters eight are living

and well. Children, three, living and well. Xo
history of tuberculosis or carcinoma. Appetite has

been good up to the present illness. Bowels have

moved twice daily. Drinks whiskey to excess, three

or four glasses daily. Had gonorrhea 20 to 22 years

ago and was cured. Denies syphilis. At 13 years

he had typhoid fever with no sepuelae. Otherwise

the previous histon,- was negative. The present

trouble began eight months ago with s}Tnptoms

of muscular rheumatism ; there was pain with

cramps in the muscles. Then he had an attack of

bronchitis, and steadily became worse, with short-

ness of breath. Had to get up two or three times a

night to pass water. He then developed orthopnea.

He still complains of his cramps. Bowels regular,

appetite poor. Has lost about 60 pounds in weight.

He coughs and feels feverish. No hemopt\-sis. The
man is pale, anemic, and emaciated. Pupils normal,

react to light and accommodation. Tongue is broad,

moist, and coated. Postcervical l}Tnph glands are

much enlarged. Patient breathes rapidly, respiraor\-

movements are labored. Less motion on left side.

Urine shows the changes of a chronic nephritis.

Tactile fremitus is diminished over the left chest

posteriorly and the right chest posteriorly ; anterior-

1)' negative. There is dullness on percussion over

die same area. Rales of all kinds are heard over both
chests. Posteriorly the voice soimds are ver}- much
diminished or absent. The outlines of the heart

cannot be made out by percussion on account of the

dullness in the chest. Heart sounds muffled : the

apex beat is regular and of fair force in the sixth

space outside the nipple line.

The upper border of the liver cannot be made out

;

the lower border is at the free border of the ribs.

The abdomen is distended. Dullness is present in

the flanks. A fluid wave is present. Xo masses can

be detected and there is no rigidity-. Some tender-

ness is present.

May II. The left chest was aspirated, withdraw-
ing a pinkish tinted fluid, 2.000 c.c. This was re-

peated on ]May 14, of a creamy fluid. 1.800 c.c. being
withdrawn, and again on May 16, when 2,300 c.c.

of the same creamy fluid was removed. A cervical

gland was excised for examination.

May 19. Left chest aspirated and about i.ooo c.c.

of creamy fluid slightly darker than on previous oc-

casions evacuated. This fluid shows the presence
of methylene blue which was given on the dav previ-

ous in capsules. Right chest aspirate^' ?nd about
800 c.c. of a serosanguineous fluid obtained free

from methylene blue (to naked eyeV .A ver\- marked
pericardial friction murmur was heard over the

pericardium near the apex.

IMay 22. Abdomen aspirated suprapubically and
2,000 c.c. of a milky fluid obtained, of same micro-
scopic appearance as the pleural fluid.

Alay 25. Left chest aspirated and 700 c.c. sero-

sanguinolent fluid obtained, not chylous as on pre-

vious aspirations.

May 26. Much abdominal distention. Cardiac
dullness obliterated by gastric tympany. Heart
sounds weak and heard best over the fourth inter-

space Oeft) near the border of the sternum. The
abdomen was aspirated and 2,000 c.c. of chylous

fluid withdrawn.
May 30. Abdomen aspirated, 3,200 c.c. of chylous

fluid being withdrawn.
During June aspiration was rejjeated a number of

times. Fever was never present at any time.

During treatment the right pleural cavity was
aspirated once and 800 c.c. of a bloody fluid with-

drawn. From the left pleural cavity repeated as-

pirations give 8,000 c.c. This was usually chylous

in character but occasionally bloody. From the

abdomen in all 30,000 c.c. of chylous fluid was with-

drawn.
The patient died June 29, much emaciated. No

post-mortem could be obtained.

Pathological reports of gland removed. Endothe-
lioma. Fluid from right chest contained many endo-

thelial cells and numerous red blood cells ; fluid from
the left chest showed the same findings plus some
fat. The fluid from the abdominal cavitj- was sterile

and contained fat.

Whether or not to include this case as one of

primarj- carcinoma of the pleura is a question. The
abdominal ascites can be accounted for by the old

kidney condition. The character of the fluid with-

drawn from the abdomen can be explained by ob-

struction to the thoracic duct by pressure of the

growth within the chest. The presence of chylous

fluid in the chest is said to be indicative of endo-

thelioma.

The microscopical examination of this fluid

showed endothelial cells present, and the gland re-

moved was reported as an endothelioma. It would
seem fair to consider this a case of primary- new
growth of the pleura complicating a case of chronic

Bright's disease.

In conclusion we would draw attention to this

condition because, although rare, it is of sufficiently

frequent occurrence to be considered in all cases of

pleural effusion or subacute pleuritic aftections with

signs of thickening of the pleura. It is exceedingly

important to diagnose this condition correctly when
it comes to giving a prognosis. And lastly, in t'lis

disease we must not be led into the error of opening

the chest for drainage.

LOCOMOTOR ATAXIA: A NEW THEORY
AXD TREATMENT WITH C.\SES.*

Bv LEGR.AXD X. DEXSLOW. M.D..

NEW YORK,

.\s long ago as the time of Hippocrates writers

described a condition associated with spermator-

rhea and sexual excess which they attributed to

wasting of the spinal cord. It is possible that this

was the tabes of the present time if we do not

accept the general opinion of to-day regarding its

purely specific origin.

Medicine and surger\- during the whole of the

middle ages was in such a chaotic stage that it is

not possible to form any opinion as to whether or

not tabes occurred before the appearance of syphilis

in the fifteenth century. Xumerous writers com-
mencing with Ollivier in 1824, described what was
undoubtedly tabes, but Todd (1847) '^^'^s the first

to differentiate paralysis and incoordination, and
to attribute the latter to disease of the posterior

columns of the spinal cord. Romberg (1840 to

1857'! in his "Lehrbuch der X'er\-en-Krankheiten"

was the first to give an extended account of tabes.

Paper read at a meeting of the New York Academy
of Medicine. October i, 1908.
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He described the characteristic gait and the exag-
geration of the ataxia upon closing the eyes, the

hghtning pains, the anesthesia and paresthesia,

the urinary troubles and the occular disturbances,

and for the prognosis said: '"To none al?ected by
this malady is there any hope of recovery ; iiber alle

ist der Stab gebrochen." He gives as the post-

mortem appearances, atrophy of the posterior roots

of the spinal nerves—the anterior remaining nor-

mal—with destruction of the lower lumbar cord
and the nerve substance in the cauda equina at times

leaving only neurilemma-sheaths. The roots of the

higher nerves are also frequently affected. The
next most notable atldition to the knowledge of
tabes was the publication by Duchenne in 1858 of
his researches under the title "Ataxic locomotor
progressive." He differentiated it from muscular
paresis, gave an exhaustive description of its symp-
toms, and was under the impression that he had
discovered a new disease. He considered it due to

disease of the cerebellum. It was that masterly
clinician, Trousseau, who first considered the
changes in the cord as secon<lary; in his words they
were probably only the secondary results of the

functional disturbances created by "Some obscure
general condition." Isnard, a pupil of Trousseau,
regarded it as a neurosis of the muscular sense.

Before this, however, many observers in France
and England were satisfied that the symptoms of
tabes and degeneration of the posterior columns
were coincident. The first microscopical investiga-

tions were made by Virchow, 1855, and Rokitanslc\\

1857, and it is of interest to note that these fathers

of pathology recognized its true character as a non-
inflammatory destruction of the nerve elements
proper. Bourdon and Luys, 1861, described the

change as chronic inflammatory; Charcot, Vulpian,
Gull, and many others agreed with them. V. Ley-
den, 1863, took the original views of Rokitansky
that it was a simple atrophy of the sensory tracts

of the cord generally progressing from below up-
ward, and further that such inflammation as showed
in the membranes and blood-vessels were secondary.
-Although he recognized the character of the change,
he did not, however, causally connect the degenera-
tion of the posterior columns with the process in

the sensor)' roots; as to the degeneration being
caused by extension of inflammation from the pia

mater, he says; "But the view that the atrophy of

the posterior roots caused by inflammation of the pia

mater leads to a similar degeneration of the pos-
terior columns, is very unlikely. Moreover, the dis-

ease of the posterior columns progresses more from
the posterior or periphery and middle line, rather

than follows the distribution of the roots." Pierret

eight years later. 1871, localized the degeneration
process "in two symmetrical islets of small extent,

situated in a special region of the ppsteriorcolumns"
and not invading the columns as a whole. Thus tabes

was looked upon as a system disease. Without go-

ing into the details of all his speculations and argu-
ments, which the scope of this paper would not

permit, we may state that Vulpian in 1879 proposed
the formula "sclerosis of the posterior roots" in-

stead of "sclerosis of the posterior columns," thus
being the first to inaugurate the root theory which
is held by most neuropathologists to-day.

Many theories have been advanced as to the cause

of the progressive dystrophy of the posterior roots

and their intermedullary terminations—among them
the alteration of the cells of the spinal ganglion, the

trophic centers of the fibers in question. The
strongest argument against this is that the peri-

pheral process as it emerges from the distal pole of

the ganglion practically shows no abnormality;

while the central process, the posterior root, may be

degenerated into the ganglion itself. V. Leyden
and Goldscheider look upon the peripheral nerve

endings which often show dystrophic changes, as

more probably the starting point of the process.

Against this, however, is the fact that degeneration

of the peripheral nerves does not always precede the

changes in the cord, neither is it always associated

with tabes. At present it is not considered a satis-

factory answer to the question. Nageotte, Redlich,

and Obersteiner are of the opinion that the origin

of the tabetic process is an inflammatory condition

of the meninges aft'ecting the posterior roots. As
against this is the fact that meningitis is not con-
stantly present, in fact is more often absent, and
when it is present is more often of the character of
a secondary thickening than an inflammatory
process.

Again in the early stages of tabes it is found that

the intramedullary degeneration is often well

marked when the posterior roots exhibit no appreci-

able change and no indication of a local neuritis.

Another fatal objection is that the neuritis Nage-
otte finds in the anterior radicle is evanescent, while
that of the posterior is so profoundly destructive.

Redlich and Obersteiner hold that where the pos-
terior roots penetrate into the pia mater there is a

constriction, and that during meningeal inflamma-
tion they become strangled. The weak point in this

theory is that meningitis is not always present, and
when it is, rarely causes degeneration of the pos-
terior roots.

The degenerations of tabes occurring as they do
in widely separated situations throughout the

cranium and sympathetic system as well, would
seem to be sufficient argument against these theo-

ries. That there is a point where the posterior root

fibers are specially prone to degeneration at what is

known as "Obersteiner's ring," due to the loss of
their neurilemma sheath and the thinning of the
myelin sheath is well known, and that the absence
of the neurilemma cells is the cause of the greater
proclivity to degeneration of the intermedullary
terminals than of the other branches of the sensory
protoneurones in the tabetic dystrophy. Ferrier
says "some conditions probably exist favoring the
incidence of noxious influences in this portion of
the protoneurone. Marie and Guillain attribute the

tabetic degeneration to a syphilitic affection of the

posterior lymphatics and derive the lymphocytosis
of cerebrospinal fluid from the elements of this sys-

tem. Antisyphilitic treatment has not given results

in support of these views. There is in tabes a

marked lymphocytosis, but it is also present in a
number of other conditions. An argument that this

condition is not primarily due to syphilis is the fact

that it does not yield to antisyphilitic treatment.
Ferrier says "I am inclined to adopt the hypothesis
of Thomas and Hauser that the essential lesion of
tabes is a dystrophy similar to that induced by cer-

tain toxic agents, affecting the protoneurone as a

whole and manifesting itself in degeneration of the

peripheral and central terminations, of which the

intermedullary are the more vulnerable and are

usually the earliest to exhibit anatomical changes.

The process, however, is not confined to the spinal

protoneurone, but may affect among others the

optic, the sympathetic, and certain other motor
neurones." Ford Robertson has found in living

tabetics a bacillus which he has named paralyticans,

but he has not as yet produced suflScient evidence

to prove that its toxins are an etiological factor in

the production of the disease. The prevailing ten-
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dency at present is to search after a toxin that will

account for all the various degenerations in tabes,

and it is acknowledged that no remedy, chemical or

physical, has as yet been discovered, which ma-
terially influences the morbid process.

This being the present status as to both the

etiology and treatment of tabes, I would venture to

present a new theory believing that it answers better

than others the etiological and pathological questions

and has the merit so far as treatment is concerned,

of meeting the rec|uirements in relieving many of

its most distressing symptoms in the greater number
of cases, and in many apparently restoring them to

ordinary health.

In the light of my clinical experience during the

past four years, I am firmly of the opinion that the

dystrophic changes that occur in the neurones of

the posterior roots and their connections in tabes

are the result of continuous sensory impulses con-

veyed from some peripheral point to the sensory

roots in the cord.

That such continuous impulses, kept up perhaps

for years, exhaust the central nerve substance,

which, having no rest or intermission from such im-

pulses, and having no time or opportunity for re-

cuperation, finally succumbs from exhaustion and
takes on dystrophic degeneration. In other words.

not a toxin, specific poison, strangulation, or bacil-

lus, but a purely physical cause. The best of bat-

teries by constant use without replenishing becomes
useless; then why not that most wonderful battery

in existence, the cerebrospinal system ?

The changes found in situations other than the

cerebrospinal, such as the sympathetic and peri-

pheral nerves, are probably due to the force of the

sensory impulse passing on through their spinal con-
nections, and expending their force at the points of

least resistance; as for example, their terminations
in the skin and muscles, and in the ganglia of the

sympathetic.

I think this theory of damage done at the most
vulnerable point well illustrated while the impulse

is still in the direct line, in first destroying the

neurone where it has lost its neuroglia in the pos-

terior roots—at the "ring of Obersteiner."

This would account for the "tabetic degeneration
being selective in character, unlike the \\'allerian

which affects all tissues indiscriminately, attacking
in succession fibers and tracts of perhaps diflferent

function significance."

Since formulating this theory four years ago I

have learned that Prof. Mathews, formerly of Uni-
versity of Chicago, at present of the Leland-Stan-
ford, has made observations that may explain the
manner in which the dystrophy takes place, and it

certainly accords with the present theory. It is

known that the conducting nerve substance or
neurone is a very simple tissue, almost protoplas-
mic, being little more than highly phosphorizefl fats
in a weak saline solution. In other words, this por-
tion of the nerves consists of colloid particles in

suspension. Prof. Mathews found that when a
nerve is stimulated electrically the colloid particles
of these fats are precipitated, and that coagulation
to a certain extent takes place.

It has also been proven f Howell's Physiology)
that the efifect of fatigue ("either natural or artificial

through electrical stimulation") is shown by histolog-
ical changes, characterized by shrinkage of the nerve
cell. In the resting condition these cells are turgid
with large round nuclei, whereas fatigued cells are
vacuolated and shrunken, with corresponding
changes in the nuclei. It has been found that the
amount of shrinkage increases in geometrical ratio

to the length of time during which the stimulus has

been allowed to act. This would seem additional

evidence that nerve impulses can, as the result of

incessant irritation, produce the change I claim

takes place.

A new point of view for the origin of nervous
diseases was brought out by Cornelius {Aerztlichc

Sa-clwcrstdndigcnzeitnng No. 20, igo6), who as-

sumes the existence of an independent circulation in

the nervous system analogous to the circulation of

the blood. The causes of nervous disease are re-

ferred to ( i) the pathological irritability of the ner-

vous system due either to heredity, or to increased

stimuli affecting the body ( overexertion, exposure,

disease) ; (2) some obstruction of the free nerve

current, all stimuli which affect the body being re-

ceived and transmitted in such a way that there is

no rest for the center.

According to the views advanced by Edinger
{Med. KUnik, Xo. 28, 1908) the fatigue or ex-

haustion induced by overwork of a healthy nerve,

or simple use of a poisoned or degenerating nerve,

may never be recovered from, so that the outcome
is paralysis and atrophy.

Syphilis is no doubt a nrime factor in tabes, but

only so far, probably, as it is responsible for a tis-

sue condition necessary to render such tissue more
susceptible to the continuous sensory explosions or

impulses. Whether all cases of tabes have a prior

syphilitic history is a question beyond the scope of

the present paper to discuss ; it is certain that other

causes that have been supposed to be direct factors

in the etiology of tabes, such as exposure to cold,

overexertion, alcoholism, are only, in so far as they
lower the resisting power of the system in general,

and the nervous centers in particular. Sexual ex-

cesses, I think, have a direct bearing where the irri-

tation is in the genital tract, by aggravating and
perpetuating the points of irritation.

In the present paper we will only recite cases

where such irritation was found in the male urethra

and bladder, although it is known that other points

in the body may be the seat of the initial irritation :

notably the urethra, bladder, and uterus and appen-
dices in the female, and the rectum in both sexes.

Eyestrain and intestinal putrefaction have been
thought of as possible factors in aggravating the

condition when peripheral irritation already exists.

Since reading the announcement of my theory
before this academy last year, I have reason to

expect that it may explain the etiology of other

nervous diseases of unknown origin, and possibly

general paralysis and taboparalysis which Fournier,
Mott, and many other neuropathologists of the

present day believe have an essential pathological

identity with tabes. In Ferrier's* opinion "these

are merely different aspects of the same poh

-

morphic disease, and that the morbid process under-
lying both is identical.''

The physiological pathology of tabes whereby wc
would attempt to refer each symptom of the disease

with its organic base, is so vast a subject that only

a word is possible at this time, in so far as it attacks

the cord.

"From these posterior roots are given oflf the

variously named tracts that constitute one con-
tinuous system of descending commissural fibers

receiving and giving off fibers at different levels of

the gray matter, and connecting together the various

segments, as well as the upper and lower spinal

centers with each other. The change that takes

*I wish here to express to Dr. Ferrier my thanks anil

obligations to him for the liberal use I have made of

his Lumlcian Lectures.
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place in the roots, according to most recent re-

search, is a progressive dystrophy or deniyehzation

and ultimate destruction of the nerve libers. The
myelin sheath breaks up. becomes gramUar. and
finally disappears ; a proliferation of the nem-oglia

network occurs only in proportion to the atrophy
of the nerve tissue proper. These changes are, as

a rule, most pronounced in the lumbar and lower
dorsal regions which contain the long fibers from
the lumbosacral regions in their course up to the

nuclei gracilis of the medulla oblongata."

In the following cases the peripheral irritation

was found to be situated in the urethra and bladder,

and the lesions found varied from slight local to

general irritability, with erosions, with and without

contractions and from simple irritation of the blad-

der to a chronic cystitis with or without incon-

tinence of urine and faces or both. In each case

as far as possible all the resources of surgery were
brought to bear changing it from time to time in

each case as seemed best to suit individual require-

ments. Xo hard-and-fast rules can be laid down
nor are they necessary to the skilled surgeon. A
careful and definite diagnosis must be made of the

condition of the urinars- tract, and an equally care-

ful aseptic course of treatment carried out until it

is put into as nearly a normal condition as ])ossibIe.

A word of warning may be permitted when the deep
urethra and bladder are to be invaded even for ex-

amination, not only on account of the well known
danger of infection and shock, but from the knowl-

edge the writer has that cases of tabes have a si)ecial

sensibility to the slightest access of irritation, at

this point. I would state that the line between
relieving and producing still more irritation is a nar-

row one, and that careless manipulation would prob-

ably be followed by an aggravation of symptoms,
probable precipitation of crises in cases where they

have occurred before, and the possibility of an even

more embarrassing situation, rather than cause for

mutual congratulation. This special sensibility of

these patients to the slightest access of irritation,

leads me to incline more strongly if possible to the

belief that this method of treating tabes is correct

in those cases where the source of irritation is found

to be in the male bladder and urethra. The impor-

tance of urinary analysis before commencing treat-

ment to determine more particularly whether renal

disease or diabetes is present, will be appreciated.

The lesions most generally found are erosions which
have probably e.xisted for years, and which by pro-

ducing continuous irritation, keep up such a con-

stant succession of sensory nerve iminilscs as to

cause the dystrophy found in the posterior roots of

the cord. It is thought that these erosions are a

peculiarly offending factor ; they are best treated

locally per urethroscope.

During iC)o^~6. some ten cases were treated suc-

cessfully. They all had characteristic symptoms of

tabes. The gait was affected, from a slight ataxia

and staggering to utter helplessness and inability to

stand. In nearly all the cases there was inconti-

nence of urine besides pain ; all had loss of knee

reflex and Argyll-Robertson pupils. All recovered

from the incontinence, and their pains were re-

lieved ; two helpless ones were able to walk again

with the aid of a cane, while others practically

recovered a fairly normal gait. The helpless had

only been so for less than three months.

Although three and four years have now elapsed

since these patients have received any treatment,

there have been but two instances where there has

been any relapse, and this only in the gait ; not in

general condition or any other symptom although

incontinence of urine e.xisted. Both these patients

had but a short course of treatment followed by
neglect on their part.

As in those cases the diagnoses had not been
verified authoritatively at the time, and as it has

been doubted whether the cases in which I have had
success were tabes, I prefer to give only the his-

tories of the following, they having come to me
with an authoritative diagnosis.

Case I.—H. B. Feb. 27, 1907. Male, age 47.

Duration of disease seven years, syphilis sixteen

years ago. Weight 102 pounds; general condition

very low. Gait fully 50 per cent, oft' normal; Rom-
berg and W'estphal symptoms present, also .Argyll-

Robertson pupils; frequent gastric crises. Has
severe pains, also girdle sign. Has analgesia and

anesthesia, and incontinence of urine day and night.

E.xamination revealed erosions in middle third of

urethra. These were treated per urethroscope dur-

ing seven months when all symptoms disappeared,

patient walking normally and weighing 138 pounds.

.\ gain of 36 pounds. Can walk in dark.

He has not had treatment for over a year

and a half, has gained in every way, and is

about to resume his work as an actor. He came

to me from the Incurable Hospital at Ford-

ham, earlier was in the New York Hospital, suffer-

ing from gastric crises. I saw him first at his

rooms, he being too weak to go out.

C.\SE II.—L. S. April 19, 1907. Male, age 40.

Duration of disease six years ; no history of syphilis.

Weight 145. General condition poor, unable to

walk alone ; Romberg, Westphal, and A.-R. symp-

toms present. Severe pains daily and nightly. Anal-

gesia and anesthesia. Examination revealed ero-

sions in middle and lower third of urethra. Treated

with urethroscope three months. When he could

walk alone and j^ains had ceased, this patient went

away and has neglected treatment for a year and a

half but has not relapsed.

Case III.—J. M. Nov. 25, 1907. Male, age 49.

Duration five years ; no history of syphilis. Weight
148. General condition poor ; gait 50 per cent. oft'.

Stumbles and has fallen. Romberg, Westphal, and

.\.-R. present
;

girdle pain ; frequent and severe

pains in legs and heels ; severe, intestinal pain con-

stant. Hyperesthesia intense over body ; unable to

bathe. Examination revealed middle third urethra

erosions and sensitiveness. Treatment local for

three months, when gait became nearly normal. All

pain gone ; incontinence of urine stopped, gained

ten pounds in weight, bathes with comfort. Since

March there has been continued general improve-

ment ; can walk in tlark. Although he has not ha<l

any treatment for eight months he has been travel-

ling alone extensively, and is at present carrying on
a high pressure campaign.

C.^SE IV.—P. K. Nov. 25, 1907. Male, age 45.

Duration one year ; syphilis sixteen years ago.

Weight 158. General condition very bad; unable
to walk alone. Romberg, Westphal, and A.-R.
present : severe pains almost daily ; but little sleep

at night. Micturates every hour with great pain;

has been told he could live but a short time. Ex-
amination—Middle third of urethra sensitive,

slightly contracted, and erosions. Treated locally

during four months and contraction dilated. In-

continence and frequent micturition stopped ; no
more pain

; gait almost normal ; can walk in dark.

Weighs 180 pounds, gained 22 pounds and works
hard all day. No treatment since April ; no relapse.

Case "V.—J. G. Dec. 23, 1907. Male, age 43.
Duration of disease one and one-half year; no his-

tory of syphilis. Weight 165. General condition
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good. Gait is off normal fully one-half. Romberg,
Westphal, and Arg}'ll-Robertson signs present. Pain

moderate at night ; tires easily when walking. Ex-
amination—Erosions at three one-half inches, other-

wise normal. Treated by urethroscope until Aug. i ;

gait improved. Sept. 28 returned after two months'

vacation with marked improvement in gait, no pain,

and able to walk during ordinary occupations with-

out fatigue.

Case VL—H. P. Dec. 26, 1907. Male, age 50.

Duration six years. General condition poor; gait

about 50 per cent, off; uses cane. Romberg, West-
phal, and A.-R. Severe pain every two or three

days
;
girdle and chest constriction. General anes-

thesia and analgesia. Micturition very difficult.

Unable to walk without cane. Examination

—

Lower third of urethra erosions. Treatment local

during four months. All pains stopped ; can walk
without cane

;
general condition good ; micturition

free. No relapse during five months.
Case VII.—W. L. Jan. 9, 1908. Male, age 51.

Duration ten months. Syphilis twenty-five years

ago. Weight 136. General condition very poor;

Westphal, A.-R. pupil right eye, left injured. Ab-
solutely helpless, carried in to me ; cannot move hand
nor foot. Intense hyperesthesia and pain in head

and face, also some general pains. Incontinence of

urine and constipation. On March 23, 1907, this

patient was struck by a street car, after which all

his present symptoms developed rapidly. Prior to

this he was apparently well. This was a case where
possibly all the factors were present for the develop-

ment of tabes, but the cord was able to resist until

a great shock put it below par ; a similar case was
treated in 1905 when rapid development of tabetic

S}'mptoms followed within six months after the

patient was knocked down by an omnibus, and he

as quickly recovered upon removal of the irritation.

On examination erosions found in middle third of

urethra, with slight contraction of anterior portion.

For erosions local treatment per urethroscope car-

ried out for four months ; contraction cut. Very
early in treatment all pain, and hyperesthesia of

head and face, and incontinence of urine stopped.

He was able in a month to sit at table with his

family, and while lying down or in sitting position

to move all his limbs and take all kinds of exercises.

Bowels regular. He has had no treatment now for

three months; during that time has steadily gained

in strength, general health, agility, and weight— 148,

12 pounds gain. One thing he cannot do, that is,

stand alone or walk. It has been noticed in another

case of rapid development—when the patient like

this one has remained in bed or in a chair for three

months, the ability to walk was not recovered.

Whereas in two cases when helplessness had ex-

isted less than two months, the gait was recovered.

What is lost by this short time of disuse we do

not know, when in a case of ten years' duration,

five of which had been spent in bed in a helpless

condition, the ability to walk, with the aid of an
assistant, was recovered in two months.

Case VIII.—F. T. Feb. 8. 1908. Male, age 49.

Duration ten years. Syphilis fifteen years ago.

Weight 117. General condition poor, practically

carried in between two attendants, and helpless since

October 30, 1907. Westphal and A.-R. present. In-

continence of urine for six years, incontinence of

feces when bowels loose. Anesthesia and analgesia.

Examination—Middle third of urethra was found
contracted, also erosions. Treatment of erosions

local for about three months, with dilation of con-

traction. Patient could soon walk, with aid of an

attendant's arm, a half mile daily. Incontinence of

urine and feces stopped. Patient is still doing well.

Weight 124; gain of 7 pounds.

Case IX.—J. L. Feb. 21, 1908. Alale, age 41.

Duration eight or nine years. Syphilitic history

not obtainable. Weight 140. General condition

wretched ; weak and unable to walk over a block

without great fatigue. Romberg and Westphal
present. Pupils slow. Principal complaint severe

pain in abdomen ; hyperesthesia abdomen and back.

Has been operated on three times for gallstones

and appendicitis ; no lesions found at either time.

Examination—Anterior two-thirds of urethra con-

traction and erosions. Treatment for erosions, con-

tractions cut and dilated to normal, local only,

during four months with great improvement in

general health and relief of abdominal pains. Can
walk without fatigue whenever he is obliged to in

pursuit of his work. No relapse in last three

months.
Through the courtesy of Dr. Starr, the following

eight cases were sent me from the Vanderbilt Clinic,

College of Physicians and Surgeons. Dr. Cunning-
ham made the diagnosis when sent, and Drs. Starr

and Cunningham verified the results as given here
on September 23, 1908.

Case X.—C. F. A. June 17, 1908. Age 39.

Duration ten months; no history of syphilis obtain-

able. Weight 164. General condition fair. Can
only walk with assistance. Pain intense and fre-

quent, lasting from one to three days ; Romberg,
Westphal, and A.-R. present. Both legs anesthetic

and analgesic ; incontinence of urine and feces. Ex-
amination—Upper and lower third urethra con-
tracted and erosions. Treated locally during three

months, upper contraction cut, lower one dilated.

Patient could soon walk alone with ease. Pains
ceased; return of sensation to legs; incontinence of

urine and feces stopped. General health much im-
proved.

Case XI.—W. S. June 26, 1908. Age 44. Dura-
tion two years. No history of syphilis obtainable.

Gait ataxic
;
pain almost daily. Romberg, West-

phal, and A.-R. present. Incontinence of feces and
diarrhea ; has eight or ten movements a day. Ex-
amination showed lower half of urethra contracted

and erosions. Treated locally for three months

;

contraction dilated. Almost immediately after

treatment commenced, the incontinence of feces

stopped and the bowels moved with normal forma-
tion morning and night. Gait nearly normal, and
he resumed his occupation of cook on a steamboat.

Pain ceased.

Case XII.—E. M. July 15, 1908. Age 38. Dura-
tion two years; syphilitic histon,^ \\'eight 125.

General condition fair. Can just manage to get

about with aid of two canes ; no pain since last

winter except girdle. Romberg, Westphal, and A.-

R. present. Incontinence of urine for a year and a

half; constipation. Examination—Middle third

contracted and erosions. Treatment same for two
and a half months past. Incontinence of urine

stopped ; bowels regular. Gait so much improved
that with the aid of one cane he gets about for from
six to eight hours a day canvassing.

Case XIII.—J. L. June 17, 1908. Age 46.

Duration four years. Weight 150. Sj'philitic his-

tor)'. Gait ataxic and stumbles : pain verj' severe

almost daily ; Romberg. Westphal, and A.-R. pupil

present. General hyperesthesia over trunk : unable

to go into water for ten years. Examination

—

Slight erosion middle third urethra. Treated locally

three months. Gait practically normal, can walk in

dark. Pains ceased ; sensation over trunk normal

;

has been swimming during summer.
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C.xsi; Xl\ .—G. A. June 17, 1908. Age 42.
Duration six years. Weight 131. No history of
syphihs obtainable. Gait ataxic; cannot attend to
his work as waiter; pains very severe two or three
times a week. Romberg, Wes'tphal, and A.-R. pres-
ent; incontinence of urine. Examination—Whole
urethra sensitive ; first third contracted and lower
third erosions. Treated locally during three months
and contraction cut. Pains relieved. For past two
months has been able to resume his occupation as
waiter. Incontinence of urine stopped ; gait nearly
normal. This patient did not report for examina-
tion by Dr. Starr.

Case XV.—T. O'R. Aug. 2, 1908. Age 44.
Duration of disease seven years. Weight 144.
General condition fair. Gait ataxic; Romberg,
Westphal, and A.-R. present. Pain severe two or
three times a week. Incontinence of urine and feces

and constant diarrhea. Examination—Lower half

of urethra sensitive and erosions. Treated locally.

Early in treatment incontinence of urine and feces

stopped ; stools became normal, moving once or
twice a day, and pain is relieved. Gait much im-
proved.

Cask X\T.—H. F. Aug. 2. 1908. Age 42. Dura-
tion of disease nine years. No syphilitic history ob-

tainable. Weight 124. General condition poor.

Using cane for six months ; much difficult)- in walk-
ing. Pain ver\- severe, sometimes lasting two
weeks ; Romberg, Westphal. and A.-R. present. In-

continence of urine, also feces after taking cathar-

tics. Examination—Contraction anterior urethra,

_also in lower half with erosions. Treated locally

for two months ; anterior contractions cut. lower
dilated ; incontinence of urine and feces stopped

;

pain relieved and gait improved.

Case XVII.—C. A. Aug. 10, 1908. Age 37.

Duration three years. Gait good but staggers in

dark. Romberg slight, Westphal and A.-R. present,

with right ptosis and paralysis of internal rectus.

For three years has had gastric crises twice a month,
lasting from three to seven days. Examination

—

Slight erosion and contraction in middle third of

urethra. Treated locally and dilated for six weeks.
Ptosis relieved, internal rectus acts, and no gastric

crises has occurred since commencing treatment.

Can now walk in the dark.

From present experience it is thought that the

following conclusions may be safely advanced.

(i ) That peripheral irritation can produce
pathological change in the central nervous system

by creating continuous nen-e impulses which ex-

haust the substance of its nerve centers.

(2) That the peripheral nerve degenerations of

tabes are probably due to the same impulses carried

on past the central system expending its force upon
the points of greatest vulnerability' or least resist-

ance.

(3) That symptoms occur in certain cases of

tabes with a severity out of all proportion to the

actual pathological change that has taken place in

the nerve centers, and that such symptoms are

caused by the initial change creating a zone or aura
of irritability beyond such change which extends to

the cerebrum, cerebellum, and sympathetic, and at

times appears to cover almost the entire nervous
system including that of nutrition.

(4) That removal of this causal irritation result-

ing in recovery from such grave symptoms, as loss

of balance, ataxia, incontinence of urine and feces,

anesthesia and hyperesthesia, etc., etc., would ap-

pear to indicate the existence of such zone of func-

tional irritability beyond the actual pathological

change.

The physiological pathology further than that

merely touched upon here had of necessit)' to be
reserved for a fuller paper which I trust to present

at some future time. ^ly opinion as to prognosis
in the different stages of the disease in its relation

to individual cases would also lead too far and be
of more value with added experience.

My object will have been accomplished for the

present if I have this evening said enough to attract

the serious attention of the medical profession.

15 East Forty-eighth Street.

PANCREATITIS ; WITH ILLUSTRATION OF
CRYSTALS OF PANCREATIC REAC-

TION, ACCORDING TO CAM-
MIDGE'S TEST.

By MILTON R. BARKER, M.S., M.D.,

CHICAGO.

The physiological anatomy of the pancreas is es-

sentially the same as that of the salivary' glands. It

is made up of lobes, which are formed of lobules,

which in turn are made up of alveoli. It has two
excretor}' ducts, Wirsung and of Santorini, the

most important of which is the former, which per-

forms by far the largest part of the function of

pancreatic excretion. The duct of Santorini usu-

ally joins the duct of Wirsung soon after their exit

from the pancreas. The duct of Wirsung usually

joins the common duct at the ampulla of Vater.

where the bile and pancreatic secretions unite and
flow together through the papilla into the duode-

num.
The pancreas is liberally supplied with blood by

branches of the splenic and pancreaticoduodenalis

arteries, and its nerve supply is from the solar

plexus. The head of the pancreas lies in the curve

formed by the three divisions of the duodenum and

is situated in the median line, an inch and a half

above the umbilicus. The body extends to the left

and is in relation with the first and second lumbar
vertebrae; it terminates in the tail which is in rela-

tion with the hilum of the spleen.

The pancreas is not enveloped by a capsule, but is

surrounded by loose areolar tissue, which dips be-

tween the lobules connecting them together.

The average weight of the pancreas is three and

one-half ounces, the extreme weights being two and
a half and six ounces.

It has been demonstrated by Mayo Robson of

London and others that the ductus communis chole-

dochus in 62 per cent, of cases traverses the head of

the pancreas. It is an important discover}' by reason

of which we are able to classify and place in proper

categories disease symptoms that were before mis-

understood and erroneously interpreted.

The pancreas normally secretes from thirty-five to

thirtj'-seven grams for each kilogram of body
weight every twenty-four hours (Bidder and Och-
nidt), or approximately one and one-fourth ounces

for even,' two and one-fifth pounds of the body
weight daily. In other words, the pancreas secretes

seventy-three ounces for every one-hundred and

sixty pounds of body weight daily, or an amount
not varying greatly in quantity from the amount of

bile secreted by the liver during the same time.

The pancreatic secretion and bile, aided by the

various intestinal secretions, are sufficiently potent

to perform all digestive functions, the secretions

from the stomach and salivan.' glands being elim-

inated. The reverse of this, however, is not trite;

but with the addition of the bile the stomach se-

cretions and saliva are much enhanced in digestive
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power, and the system could be maintained in a

fairly healthful condition for a long- period of time

with the pancreatic secretion eliminated from the di-

gestive process, provided the system could be safe-

guarded from the pernicious efifects of this secre-

FlG. I.

tion, when diverted from its natural channels and
function.

In all cases of chronic pancreatitis the head of

the organ is first involved, and in a large proportion

of these cases the inflammation does not extend be-

yond this, hence the secreting power of the larger

portion of the gland is not disturbed. It is probable

the diseased portion also secretes in a measure, but

the secretion is not that of the normal gland, hence
is itself abnormal.

In all types of pancreatic intlammation two con-

ditions universally prevail, the gland, or that portion

of it involved, becomes swollen and its excretory

ducts become in a measure occluded, and in 62 per

cent, of all cases, according to the discovery of

Mayo Robson and others, the ductus communis
choledochus is also more or less occluded.

When pancreatitis prevails the disturbances

wrought in the digestive process are more or less

grave, according to the degree of occlusion of these

ducts.

If such large quantities of bile and pancreatic se-

cretion are necessary to maintain a perfect digestive

process, any marked reduction of them must inter-

fere with that process, and in a like degree bring dis-

aster to the general system. Pancreatitis, therefore,

may, by pressure upon the bile and pancreatic ducts,

cause any degree of digestive troubles, and corre-

sponding degrees of trouble to the general system.

If the occlusion of these ducts is total, the destruc-

tion of the general system must be rapidly inevit-

able from digestive disturbances alone. But the di-

gestive disturbances caused by the occlusion of these

ducts in pancreatitis is not the only, and probably

not the most grave, condition that is produced by
this misfortune. According to the degree of occlu-

sion of the common duct, in 62 per cent, of all cases

the bile is dammed back into the liver and taken up
by the lymphatics and emptied into the blood stream,

and in all cases, according to the degree of occlu-

sion, the pancreatic secretion, which is always more
or less diseased, is dammed back into the pancreas
and is taken up by the lymphatics and also poured
into the blood.

Just what effect upon the blood this ins'asion of

it by these combined foreign substances has we do
not know, but we do know that the general system

suffers more and more as these secretions are in-

creasingly withheld from their digestive function

and poured into the blood, and that in cases where
complete occlusion occurs and the blood receives the

total bile and pancreatic secretions, the patient soon

succumbs to the profound conditions thus produced.

Thus the general system suffers, when chronic pan-

creatitis prevails, both from digestive disturbances

and from conditions due to blood contamination.

We believe that it is not frequent in chronic pan-

creatitis that total occlusion of the common duct

takes place, even in the 62 per cent, of cases in

which this duct traverses the head of the pancreas,

neither do we believe that total occlusion of the duct

of Wirsung occurs frequently in this condition. We
seldom meet in chronic pancreatitis such profound

conditions as follow the total occlusion of both of

these ducts at the same time. It is also true that

this unfortunate condition does occur, and is liable

to occur in any case.

In the 38 per cent, of cases in which the common
duct does not traverse the head of the pancreas,

bile may or may not be dammed back into the liver.

This depends upon whether or not the bile ducts are

the source of the infection. If they are not, and if

the infection has invaded the pancreas from some
other focus, the common duct not being involved,

bile will flow normally into the duodenum. In such

cases the location of the common duct is most for-

tunate, but in cases where the pancreas has become
secondarily involved from the common duct, which

is true in a large majority of cases, there is always

some degree of occlusion of the common duct,

either produced by gall-stones, or narrowing of the

lumen of the duct by a chronic cholangitis or the

partial closing of the papilla by disease of the duo-

denum. The degree of occlusion in these cases may
vary as much as in those cases in which the occlu-

sion is due to pressure by the enlarged head of the

pancreas. In such cases the system profits little by

the more fortunate location of the common duct.

From a surgical standpoint, the joining of the

common and pancreatic ducts is an unfortunate ar-

FlG. 2.

rangement. In the acute or fulminating form of

pancreatitis the whole gland is involved from the

first. The whole organ becomes enlarged and is in-

filtrated with the round cells and other products of

inflammation. In this condition all of the pancre-
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atic secretion is abnormal, being produced, as it is.

by a totally diseased gland. \\'e don't know how re-

stricted or free the secretion may be in these cases,

but, be it little or much, it is totally diseased. In this

form of pancreatitis the secretion is not taken up

Fig. 3.

bv the lymphatics of the pancreas (at least not all

of it) and carried into the blood, probably because

of the involvement of these organs in the diseased

process. That the glands of the pancreas function-

ate, and that their products are not carried off by

its lymphatics, is proved by the presence of jDancre-

atis secretion, found free, in the retroperitoneal tis-

sues, in operative cases, in contact with the adipose

of this tissue as well as that of the omentum and

mesenter>'. We know the pancreas is not enveloped

by a capsule, but surrounded by loose areolar tissre.

In acute pancreatitis its secretion is poured out, but

cannot escape by the natural channel, neither can

it be carried off by its own lymphatics, hence it es-

capes into the areolar tissue between the lobules.

and from thence into the retroperitoneal spaces

where it comes in contact with the adipose tissue

of this part.

Fat necrosis is the most peculiar phenomenon ac-

companying acute pancreatitis. As above stated, a

diseased gland produces a diseased secretion. In

these cases the diseased secretion from the diseased

pancreas coming in contact with the adipose tissue

produces fat necrosis. What peculiar element may
be present in this diseased secretion that produces

its peculiar action on adipose, but is harmless to

other tissues, we do not know, but we believe the

fat necrosis prevalent in this disease is rationally ac-

counted for in this manner.
.\cute pancreatitis is characterized by a sudden

onset, excrutiating pain, and marked prostration.

The bowels are usually constipated, and symptoms

of intestinal stoppage prevail, though, as a rule,

flatus is expelled per rectum, and is the best evi-

dence, in the case, that we are not dealing with an

ileus.

Chronic pancreatitis frequently during its course

exhibits acute exacerbations which markedly simu-

late in symptomatolog}' the acute disease, though

frequently its manifestations are less pronounced.

The manifestations of chronic pancreatitis, includ-

ing its acute exacerbations, often closely simulate

partial occlusion of the colon due to malignant dis-

ease. In two cases that have come under my per-

sonal observation the similarity to malignancy of

the colon has been enhanced by bloody stools, and

my diagnosis in these cases was held in abeyance

until proctoscopic examinations were made of the

rectum and sigmoid, though Cammidge's test was
positive.

The prognosis of the acute form of the disease is

grave, death frequently occurring in a few hours,

especially if the hemorrhagic form develops. The
tendency of the chronic form is never towards re-

coven,-, but constantly towards a worse condition.

We believe the dire effects of chronic pancrea-

titis upon the general system and its peculiar symp-

tomatolog}- are due only to a limited extent to the

intrinsic condition of the gland itself, but to the

more or less profound conditions produced upon

the digestive system by depriving it of its essential

fluids, and the grave conditions, simultaneously pro-

duced, by the emptying of these fluids into the blood

stream. But in the acute or fulminating form of

the disease, especially in hciuorrhagic or suppura-

tive cases, the intrinsic condition plays the major

role in the destructive process.

The etiology- of all forms of pancreatitis is infec-

tion, which in most cases is acquired from infected

gallducts, and which is superinduced, in a large pro-

portion of cases, by gallstones, though in some

cases, rarely, I believe, the infection of the common
duct may be acquired from a diseased duodenum.

The differential diagnosis of either the acute or

chronic form of the disease is difficult without the

aid of laboratory procedures. A certain group of

symptoms, to which we have alluded, should, how-

ever, arouse our suspicions, and a sample of urine,

of a pint or more, should be sent to a laboratory

and Camtnidge's test made for the crystals of pan-

creatic reaction. We do not mean by this any lab-

orator)' will do. we mean a laboratory adequately

equipped, in which persons skilled in making cham-

ical analyses will do the work. I have long since

ceased to trust myself, or internes in a hospital,

with complex chemical analyses, upon which I mrst

base in a large degree an important diagnosis. Such

analyses should be made by those who have all

needed appliances, and who have extraordinary skill

bv reason of constant experience. In such a labora-

tory Cammidge's test may be made, and the result

relied upon. If the crystals of pancreatic reaction

are found, a positive diagnosis of pancreatitis may
be made ; if not. such diagnosis must be rejected. In

my experience Cammidge's test is one of the most
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valuable diagnostic measures ever promulgated. We
must, however, recognize the fact that this test does
not dift'erentiate between the different forms of in-

flammation that may invade the pancreas. In other

words, the crystals of pancreatic reaction are present

in malignant disease as well as in infections. Hence
from this test alone we cannot differentiate cancer

from the common infections, or acute from chronic

conditions.

We have attempted in the accompanying illustra-

tions to illustrate the crystals of pancreatic reaction

according to Cammidge's test. The crystals are

bright yellow in color, sheaf-like in form, and cov-

ered more or less thickly with small bright red

spheres which vary in size. The crystals are fragile,

and when carried in a bottle or otherwise, unless

with great care, break in small fragments. These
drawings are made from different fields of a twelfth

power lens, and are about one-half larger than they

appear under the lens. Figs, i, 2 and 3 represent

fairly well the perfect crystals. Fig. 4 represents a

large number of microscopic fields, and shows frag-

ments of crystals.

The aim of treatment in all cases of pancreatitis

is to undo that which disease has done, by restoring
as far as possible the pancreatic and biliary secre-

tions to their normal functions as digestive fluids,

and preventing as far as possible the drainage of the
pancreas and liver into the blood. Whenever sys-

temic and local conditions are such as to make us
suspicious of pancreatitis, and Cammidge's test is

positive, we should not hesitate to advise operative
measures as the best procedure in the case.

Our object should be to increase as far as possible
the excretion of bile and pancreatic secretion

through their natural channels. This is best accom-
plished by removing all gallstones and debris from
the gall-bladder and gallducts and by dilating the
common duct and papilla by the passing of proper
instruments through them into the duodenum. A
complemental drainage should also be established,

by doing a cholecystoduodenostomy. This is the
plan recommended by Mayo Robson. By this ma-
neuver drainage for both bile and pancreatic secre-

tions is afforded through the cystic duct and gall-

bladder into the duodenum. Thus the bile is at

once restored to its proper function, and at once the
blood is relieved from its vicious effects. The opera-
tion also affords a better drainage for the diseased
pancreas, by enlarging and clearing its natural out-
let, and giving it two avenues for drainage instead
of one. If for any reason the above cannot be done,
external drainage of the biliary and pancreatic ducts
through the gall-bladder should be maintained for a
considerable time. Chronic pancreatitis entails a
long and .painful invalidism, but seldom of itself

terminates life. It, however, so enfeebles the sys-

tem that it becomes an easy prey for acute condi-
tions of every nature, and life is usually terminated
by some of these.

Case I. Mrs. H., aged 50 years. I saw this case
first in the fall of '07. Clinical history covers ten
years. At first it was that of gallstones. The first

year she had three well defined attacks of hepatic
colic without jaundice. During the next five years
these attacks were more frequent, varied in sever-
ity, and were sometimes followed by slight jaundice.
During the last four years she has been an invalid,

though at times able to perform some of her duties.

both household and social. A slight jaundice has
prevailed most of the time, and marked constipation
has been the rule. Her invalidism has been charac-
terized by marked exacerbations, during which pains
of a severe colicky nature, at first appearing in dif-

ferent parts of the abdomen, but later centering in

the umbilical region. At these times a stubborn con-

stipation prevailed for several days, in spite of every
effort to produce evacuations ;

gas, however, es-

caped per rectum frequently. She had during these

attacks typical "subjective intestinal stiffening," de-

scribed by Willy Meyer of New York as a charac-

teristic symptom of cancer of the colon. During
the subsidence of these attacks the stools were, as a
rule, more or less bloody. The proctoscope did not

reveal a diseased condition of the rectum or sigmoid,

and a tumor could not be palpated. Emaciation
was slight. Nausea usually prevailed during the ex-

acerbations, but seldom vomiting. The loss of

strength and energy were marked at all times, and
insomnia was the rule. Cammidge's test was posi-

tive. A diagnosis was made of chronic pancreatitis

due to infection from the gallducts, superinduced by
gallstones. Operation was advised and accepted.

Several gallstones were removed from the gall-blad-

der. The cystic common duct and papilla were di-

lated, and cholecystoduodenostomy was performed.
The systemic condition due to contamination of the

blood at once improved, and the digestive troubles

rapidly disappeared. The patient is now. May i,

1908, symptomatically well. A second Cammidge's
test has not been made.
Case II. Mr. P., aged 57 years. The clinical

history in this case extends over three years. The
primary attack was typical of gallstones. The pa-
tient, however, did not fully recover his normal con-
dition after this attack, and never had another at-

tack like it. Six months later he developed an irreg-

ularly intermitting type of fever which continued
for two months. During this fever he was jaun-
diced several times. He also became markedly
emaciated. Recovery from this was tedious, but re-

sulted in a fairly satisfactorily degree of health.

This continued for only a short time, when he de-

veloped colicky pains throughout the abdomen, fol-

lowed by marked jaundice. He was sometimes con-
stipated, and at other times the stools were loose

and pasty and accompanied with much flatus. Ex-
acerbations were frequent, sometimes occurring
once a week, but usually at longer intervals. At
these times constipation was persistent, though
flatus frequently was expelled. The pain during
these exacerbations was always excruciating and
centralized in the umbilical region a little to the left

and below the umbilicus. Nausea and vomiting were
never prominent in the case. Cammidge's test was
positive. Operation was advised and accepted. Gall-

stones were not present. The gall-bladder was ad-

herent to everything in the neighborhood. The
head of the pancreas was enlarged, hard, and nodu-
lar. I believed we were dealing with a malignant
condition. The common duct and papilla were
searched and dilated. Cholecystoduodenostomy was
done. Improvement was marked from the first, and
at the end of six months complete recovery symp-
tomatically was attained. This case teaches, among
other things, that it is wise to give the patient the

benefit of the doubt, when we believe we are dealing

with cancer of the pancreas.

Case III. Mr. B., aged 78 years. Clinical his-

tory of ten years, the first five or six years of which
are typical of gallstones, the patient recovering from
each attack and remaining well until the next attack.

Jaundice was never present during this gallstone pe-

riod. Following this period the patient developed a

typical cholecystitis, from which he never fully re-

covered. The primary attack lasted for three

months, after which he slowly recovered a comfort-

able degree of health. Still at intervals he continued
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to have attacks of chills and fever of an irregular

type. 1 did not see the patient during this period,

or for about eight years of his clinical history. When
I was called into the case the patient was suffering

with colicky pains, which were present most of the

time, but had no special location except at the times

of his spells, as he termed them. These spells were
acute exacerbations of the disease and recurred

about once a month, lasting two or three days at a

time. At these times the pains centralized in the

umbilical region to the left and a little below the

imibilicus, and were excruciating. The bowels never

moved during these attacks, regardless of any meas-
ures used ; flatus passed freely. In the intervals the

bowels were constipated, never loose nor pasty.

Jaundice was never marked. The patient was sel-

dom nauseated, and never vomited. Cammidge's
test was positive. Because of the age and enfeebled

condition of the patient operative measures were not

advised. Salicylate of sodium in combination with

other agents seemed most beneficial, and undoubt-
edly did produce a certain degree of well-being. The
patient contracted a bronchia! pneumonia, and be-

cause of his feeble condition succumbed to the

disease.

Case IV. Mr. G., aged 70 years. The clinical

history covers a period of twenty years, for the

first fifteen years of which it was that of gallstones,

cholecystitis, and chronic cholangitis. Five years

ago pains of a colicky nature began in the abdomen
without definite location ; they were accompanied
by the expulsion of large quantities of gas. The
bowels were always constipated. Jaundice was
never marked. The exacerbations were frequent,

and the pains so excruciating that morphine was re-

sorted to as a rule to give relief. A peculiarity of

this case is the large quantity of gas that collects in

the stomach during each exacerbation, and as

quickly as relief from this accumulation is obtained

the pains cease and the attack is at an end. The
pain during these attacks always centralizes in the

umbilical region and radiates towards the chest.

These attacks last for several days. Nothing but

gas passes the bowels during an attack. Food
never distresses the patient. He is never nauseated,

and has never been markedly jaundiced. The pa-

tient is greatly emaciated antl quite feeble. He has

come under my care within the last six weeks. Cam-
midge's test is positive. The enlarged head of the

pancreas can be distinctly palpated in the median
line an inch and a half above the umbilicus. The
patient is too feeble for operative interference, and
probably cannot be brought into such condition as

to justify it.

462s Greenwood Avkmue.

THREE VERY UNUSUAL CASES OF AP-
PENDICITIS.*

By C. W. TRUEHEART, M.D.,

GALVESTON, TEXAS.

At the repeated suggestions of professional col-

leagues, and believing the cases sufficiently inter-

esting and instructive to justify their being put on

record, I am moved to report three very peculiar

cases of appendicitis. These cases were character-

ized by abnormality of location and strange be-

havior on the part of that anatomical abortion, that

physiological enigma, that ubiquitous pathological

pest of humanity—the appendix vermiformis.

Case I.—R. D. L., a healthy looking man of

about forty-six years of age, gave an intelligent his-

*Read and discussed before the Galveston County
Society and the Texas State Medical Association.

tory of frequently recurring attacks of "partial ob-

struction of the bowels," as he called it; the fecal

accumulation at times, so he stated, causing marked
distention and tumefaction, especially on the right

side of the abdomen. This condition was relieved

only by repeated doses of some saline, pushed until

watery evacuations were produced. Indeed the

bowels never moved without recourse to salines.

Marked dullness over the area of the appendix and

ileum was present, with dull pain on deep pressure

;

but tension of the recti abdominis or tympanites

was not appreciable. A diagnosis was ma Ic of

chronic appendicitis.

In the operation, which was resorted to without

delay, I was assisted by Dr. Cary H. Wilkinson of

Galveston, and the then house stafif of St. Mary's

Infirmary. On opening the abdominal cavity a con-

dition of things most difficult to trace out and ac-

curately determine, presented itself. Through an

opening, apparently a separation of the tissues in an

imperfectly developed iliac mesentery, the un-

usually long appendix had, snake-like so to speak,

crept behind the ileum, from right to left ; then

passing in front of the intestine, from left

to right, its distal extremity was found firmly

adherent to the parietal peritoneum in front

of the right kidney. The condition of things

present was evidently of long standing. The ap-

pendix and its mesentery had formed adhesions to

everything within reach. These adhesions too were

so highly organized that numerous ligatures (ster-

ilized catgut) had to be applied to control hemor-

rhage. The separation of the adhesions and the

disengagement of the coil of appendix from around

the ligated and seriously occluded ileum close to its

junction with the cecum, without rupture of the gut,

proved tedious and difficult. The constriction and

the adhesions, between the folds of mucous mem-
brane on the inside and between the folds of serous

membrane on the outside of the intestine, caused by

the coil of appendix, were broken up and the lumen

of the intestine restored with difficulty, and only

by persistent external manipulations of the parts;

the raw surfaces at the points where the adhesions

to atljacent viscera were broken up were covered

as well as possible with omentum. There being no

pus formation present the abdomen was closed, the

layer method being used. Healing by first intention

was secured.

During the several weeks after the patient left

the hospital and remained under observation, I was
kept in continual apprehension on account of ob-

stinate constipation and recurring pain and tender-

ness in the region of the operation, fearing lest post-

operative ileus was developing. Some months later,

however, I learned by letter that Mr. L. had made
a fairly good recovery. It would, I take it, be diffi-

cult indeed even to conjecture what train or coin-

cidence of forces and processes, pathological or

otherwise, may have come into play to bring about

such an anomalous state of things.

Case II.—In the person of Mrs. J. McY., a large,

well nourished woinan of fifty-eight years of age,

weighing nearly two hundred pounds, by reason of

an unusual development of adipose tissue in the

abdominal wall, a positive diagnosis was possible

only after an exploratory incision. Some jaundice

and an enormous distention of the gall bladder

being present, obstruction to the outflow of bile by
an impacted gallstone was assumed, so I cut down
upon the gallduct at once.

In the operation I was assisted by Dr. George H.
Lee of Galveston, and the then 'esident staff of St.

Mary's Infirmary. The first thing encountered on
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opening the abdominal cavity was the appendix.

Passing across the ductus communis, to which it

was matted down by adhesions, its distal extremity

was firmly adherent to the under surface of the left

lobe of a large liver, about two inches to the left of

the mesial line.

Some ten or twelve ounces of normal bile having

been removed from the gall-bladder by aspiration,

careful palpation revealed the absence of calculus

in duct or bladder, the obstruction of the duct being

due entirely to the pressure of the matted down
appendix. The adhesion of the appendix where it

crossed the gallduct, and that to the under surface

of the left lobe of the liver were carefully separated.

and the abdominal incision extended downwards
sufficiently to reach and deal with the appendix

dix at its junction with the cecum. The appendix

in this patient was estimated to measure ten to

eleven inches; was unusually large, and from the

point of adhesion to the gallduct to its union with

the cecum, was perfectly normal and unusually large

and patulous. The extensive abdominal incision was
closed with chromicised catgut, continuous sutures,

the layer method being used, and silkworm gut

for closing the integumental incision. Convalescence

was speedy and uneventful.

Now the question arises, how came the ap-

pendix to become adherent to the under sur-

face of the left hepatic lobe? Probably the

most plausible explanation is this : at that cer-

tain period of intrauterine development of the fetal

alimentary canal, the intestines, so embniologists

teach, shift over from the left to the right side in

the abdominal cavity, and it must have been when
this change of position was in progress that the

adhensions between the appendix and liver occurred.

Case III.—In a married woman, D. N.. of twen-

tv-two years, a cystic ovary and large pus tube on
the right side were diagnosed. A most striking

symptom in this woman's case had existed for many
months. \\'hile the first part of urination was free

from pain, the latter part of the act was attended

with most agonizing, sharp, lancinating, dragging

pain on the right side, extending from above down-
wards and inwards and subsiding only when the in-

voluntan,- tenesmic contractions of the bladder and
bearing down ceased.

Assisted by Dr. Joseph Jones, of Galveston, and
the other members of the then house staflF of St.

Mary's Infirmar}'. I made a free incision in the me-
dian line. The first thing encountered and anterior

to everyiihing else was the appendix : the distal ex-

tremity firmly adherent and matted down to the

fundus of the urinary bladder, well to the front.

The peculiar symptom alluded to was now unmis-
takably accounted for. The appendix was care-

fully separated from the bladder and abscised in the

usual way. The very large pus tube and cystic

ovar}', the size of a large orange, on the right side

were tied off and removed without escape of any
of the contained pus. Now. a large encysted hema-
tocele came into view and was dissected out : behind

this, in Douglas' cul-de-sac, a collection of several

ounces of bad-smelling pus was evacuated, the ab-

scess mopped out with peroxide of hydrogen, etc..

and free drainage through the vagina secured : the

abdominal wound was packed with 5 per cent iodo-

form gauze and treated by the open method. The
patient made an uneventful and complete recover}-.

Three-fourths of the left ovan,' was cut away on
account of numerous small cysts : and nevertheless

this woman menstruated normally and for many
months while remaining under my obser%'ation fol-

lowing the operation.

An overdistended bladder pushed upwards, and

pressed by a gravid uterus into contact with a dis-

placed appendix, would account for the adhesions

between the two viscera. The woman had been

pregnant three years previously.

CLINICAL OBSER^ATIONS ON MALARIA
ON THE ISTHMUS OF PANAMA.

( PRELIMIX.\RV XOTE.j

Bv W. E. DEEKS. M..V, M.D.,

CHIEF OF MEDICAL CLINIC, .ANCOX HOSPIT.\L, PANAMA.

Three and possibly four distinct types of malarial

parasites are found on the Isthmus, although the

quartan type is not endemic there. These types dif-

fer microscopically, in the development or not of

crescents, in their life history, in their pernicious-

ness, and in the course of the fever which they

cause. One type apparently migrates into and out

of the red blood corpuscles without causing

their destruction. ^lost of the malaria is visceral

in character and yields readily to the adminis-

tration of quinine by mouth. Sometimes, how-
ever, the organism seems to localize, or, at

any rate, to cause localization symptoms, par-

ticularly in the cerebral tissues. Some of the fol-

lowing cerebral sj'mptoms have been observed

:

Sighing respiration, neuralgias (recurring and lo-

calizing), vertigo, mania, aphasia, hemiplegia, coma,

etc. In some of the cerebral cases very few con-

stitutional symptoms may be present.

The ordinary types usually yield readily to the

administration of quinine by mouth in doses of

from thirty to forty-five grains daily. In the cere-

bral types, however, quinine must be administered

hypodermically. In these cases we give twenty

grains every two hours until a total of sixty or

eighty grains has been taken. The preparation is

the hvdrochlorate of quinine and urea for hypo-

dermic purposes. If the circulation is extremely

poor or great anemia is present abscesses will cer-

tainly follow, no matter how much care is used in

its administration. When .such large doses are indi-

cated it is best to give either str\chnine or whisky

to mitigate the depressing action of the quinine.

The most common and important complication

of malaria is the post febrile toxemia which occurs

often in comparatively mild cases. During a ma-

larial attack probably forty per cent, of the cases

develop a more or less severe albuminuria. Usually

this subsides with the fever and the patient enters

on a speedy convalescence. Sometimes, however,

it'proves rapidly fatal, death occurring in from three

to eight days. Postmortem, these cases show mi-

croscopically diffuse degenerative nephritis, paren-

chvmatous degeneration of all viscera, sometimes

ecchvmotic hemorrhages into the serous membranes,

and occasionally terminal bronchopneumonia. If

death does not occur, the acute nephritic condition

passes gradually into a form of chronic interstitial

nephritis with all its clinical manifestations. The
development of this acute toxemia may usually be

detected clinically not only by the nephritic symp-

toms, but also by the presence of a pulse of ex-

tremely low tension. The acute nephritis is not

accompanied by edema. Anorexia and intense weak-

ness also usually characterize the toxemic condi-

tions, and occasionally a severe enterocolitis is the

terminal manifestation. ^Malarial toxemia seems to

be much more common in the colored than in the

white patients. Malarial organisms have not been

found in the blood when a leucocytosis of fifteen

thousand or over has been present.
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PROFESSIONAL INTOLERANCE.

One of the most frequent accusations brought
against the medical profession to-day is that it is

ilHberal, opposed to progress, and intolerant of any
doctrine that is not in harmony with the prevailing;'

fashion of medical thought. In view of the revo-

lutionary changes that have taken place in the last

thirty years, of the entire recasting, indeed, of med-
ical and surgical practice following upon the dis-

covery of the microbic origin of infectious diseases,

such a charge seems ill-founded enough, yet there

is truth in it. The profession is often intolerant

of novelty, even cruelly so, and men have died i)f

broken hearts in consequence of the ridicule and

abuse heaped upon them by their fellows for their

advocacy of' theories which are now taught as

axioms in every medical school in the world. Seni-

mehveiss was killed by the revilings of his col-

leagues because he dared to make the outrageous

assertion that puerperal fever was a lilth disease.

Oliver ^\'endell Holmes was held up to the scorn

of the profession by the leading obstetricians of

the country for advancing the same heretical idea.

He did not die under the abuse, for his sense of

humor saved him, and he lived to see the general

acceptance of the truth he had preached. But he

was potentially a victim as much as Semmelweiss
to professional conservatism ; both were martyrs to

the truth because they were before their time.

Their professional brethren were not to blame, they

acted only as men of strong convictions would in-

evitably act in opposition to the subversive doctrines

of daring innovators.

The mind of the profession must of necessity be

conservative and illiberal, and it is well that it is

so. However much injustice it may work in in-

dividual cases, the science of medicine profits in the

end through this opposition to innovations. In the

long run truth prevails, but it must prove first that

it is truth. At the beginning truth and error look

alike, and the natural presumption is that anything

which is opposed to the general consensus of med-
ical opinion is erroneous. As Dr. Morris said in

a recent letter in these columns. "Most new ideas

are batted down, and they belong down." If they

are true they may stay down for a time, but not fiir

all time.

Accepted medical opinion has an authority which

cannot be overthrown at will by the individual. If

this individual believes that the existing opinion is

erroneous he can oppose it, but he must be prepared

for opposition and must sustain his thesis in the

field of debate. He must be prepared, too. for

martyrdom. We may apply to medicine what Mrs.
Wilfrid Ward, in her interesting novel "Out of Due
Time,'" says of Modernism in its relation to the

existing theology. "I don't think," says one of her
characters, "only that there would be danger of

tyranny ... if the many always adopted the

guidance of the intellectual men of the moment,
but I think it is actually in the interests of thought
in the long run that they should act as a drag upon
progress. ... I think this difference in pace is

in the nature of things, because the men of action

have a true instinct that mankind to decide trul\-

must decide slowly, and I believe that those men of
thought who are before their time must of neces-

sity suffer, and suffer very much."
Were it not for this natural ballast, this opposi-

tion to novelty, inherent in the medical profession

as well as in the Church, all would be chaos, there

would be no stability and no tradition, and we
should be tossed about by every wind of doc

trine, the dupes of every silver-tongued charlatan.

As it is, all alike are distrusted—the adventurer and
the true investigator. If a man with a new idea is

given the opportunity to lay this idea before the

profession it is all that he can ask. He will have a

united profession against him and it may overwhelm
him for a time; it will prove his theory and will

prove him, and if either rings false it will be cast

aside; if both are true one at least will in the end
prevail ; the man may go down, but the truth which
he proclaimed will live and will become an integral

part of medical science. If the truth lives, what
matters it to science that its discoverer perishes?

Science is impersonal and cares naught for indi-

viduals.

DECOMPRESSION IN UREMIA.

The clinical phenomena of uremia are usually ex-

plained by the supposition that some harmful prod-
ucts of metabolism are retained in the body because
of the failing function of the kidneys or that ab-

normal poisons are formed, either condition leading

to the appearance of a toxemia. The fact, however,
that mere suppression of urine does not lead to the

appearance of any uremic symptoms militates some-
what against the above view and the older hypo-
thesis of Traube, who assumed the cause of uremic
phenomena to be edema of the brain, receives a great

deal of support from this observation. Edema of

the brain, moreover, is a condition that can be fairly

successfully combated by such modern therapeutic

measures as lumbar puncture or a decompression
operation, the results of which have proved to be

quite favorable in other intracranial conditions, such

as tumor, accompanied by an abnormal accumula-

tion of fluid about and within the brain. Such an

operation for the relief of uremic symptoms is de-

scribed by Drs. Cushing and Bordley in the Ameri-
can Journal of the Medical Sciences for October,

1908. Their patient suffered from the usual symp-
toms of uremia occurring in the course of a chronic

nephritis, the existence of increased intracranial

pressure being evidenced by the condition of the

eyes. A decompression operation performed by
Dr. Cushing led to a steady improvement in both

the condition of the eye grounds and the general

health of the patient, although the renal condition
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was of course unaffected by the operation. The
patient was improved sufficiently to leave the hos-
pital a few weeks after the operation; she returned,

however, two weeks later, this time in a comatose
condition which could not be relieved by lumbar
puncture or any other measures ; the autopsy which
followed her death in this attack disclosed the fact

that a cerebral hemorrhage had occurred.

Cushing's experience in this case is supported
by the results of an operation mentioned by Byrom
Bramweli which was performed on a patient in

whom cerebral abscess or tumor was suspected ; an
uninterrupted recovery followed the evacuation of
a good deal of fluid from the cranial cavity, al-

though no abscess or tumor was discovered. On
the strength of these two cases Dr. Gushing is quite

justified in suggesting the propriety of similar op-
erations in uremic patients threatened by blindness
and suffering from marked cerebral symptoms that

medical treatment has failed to relieve. Aside from
this practical issue, the experience recited by Gush-
ing is of interest in that it calls attention once again
to the mechanical factors that may be responsible
for uremic phenomena ; toxic causes for these mani-
festations have received almost exclusive attention
in the recent experimental and clinical studies of
chronic nephritis.

INTERNATIONAL ENGLISH.

The members of the Second International Congress
of Surgery, which took place in Brussels from Sep-
tember 21 to 25, received in advance abstracts of
most of the papers that were to be read before the
Gongress. These resumes were printed in English,
French, and German. The idea of thus acquainting
the participants of the Gongress with the subject-
matter of the deliberations was certainly a good
one. The reading of the paper beforehand detracts
but little from the pleasure of hearing it delivered
by the author, who is an authority in the special

question discussed, if the author possesses the neces-
sary attributes of a public speaker, that is, a good
voice, a clear enunciation, and a moderately rapid
delivery. Moreover, many members are but super-
ficially acquainted with one or the other tongue
that has the right of citizenship at the Gongress and
the previous reading of an abstract of the paper
will help them very much in following the discus-
sions. But however good may be this idea, its success
depends very much upon the care with which it has
been put into practice, and it is in the short resumes
that accompany each paper and that were supposed
to acquaint the members with the topics for discus-
sion that we see the shortcomings of the plan. No
provision was made to insure competent trans-
lation of the theses from the original tongue into
the two remaining languages used at the Gongress,
and the result ranged from slight, sometimes amus-
ing, mistakes to expressions that could not be recog-
nized as at all belonging to the language in which
they were supposed to be written.

Thus a Parisian surgeon read a paper on the
Treatment of Gancer of the Female Generative
Organs. The following are some of the expressions
from the English abstract of his paper: "Gancer
of the laver third part of vaginum want to be
treated in the same way as cancer of the vulva. . . .

Hunting for remoted ganglia has more inconveni-

ence as advantages. ... I have nothing to say

on the treatment of cancer in external genitalia,

uterus and dependances on which we all agree."

The following are from a paper on General Anes-
thesia: "The association of morphine with chloro-

form or ether diminishes the dangers of impreg-
natifig the organism." Another surgeon is made to

speak thus of the Bassini operation for the cure

of inguinal hernia: "This last is exposed in details

with indications of the chief modifications follow-

ing the various forms of hernia, especially the

abolition of the inguinal course, the ebbing of the

twist, its transposition in the diverse plans of the

wall, the plastic processes for special cases, etc."

Still another surgeon is libeled when it is asserted

that he says, in treating of Gancer of the Urinary
Organs: ".

. . When the tumor is located in the

kidney, testicle, or verge, and especially in these

two last organs, cancer is not so grave and surgery

counts a great number of cures." An authority on
gallstones is made to say: "Patients suffering from
severe and continuous colics should be operated

upon when they are entraved in their career or

when the pain empoisones their life."

It is clear that the writers of these abstracts had
to depend upon the dictionary meanings of single

words in translating into English and the results

are anything but edifying. "It is to laugh," indeed,

yet it is also painful and rather disappointing to

those optimistic souls who think English is becom-
ing an international tongue. Rather than this the

dead and gone Volapiik, or even Ido or some other

of the several forms into which Esperanto now
threatens to disintegrate.

Icterus Gravis of the Newborn.

Slight jaundice is such a common event in the

newborn that it attracts but little attention from the

parents and usually requires no treatment; the

whole interest of this condition to the physician lies

in its obscure pathology which has not been cleared

up even by the most recent studies of the disea.'-es

of the newborn. Intense jaundice is a rare condi-

tion usually accompanying general infection ol the

infant's organism and the hemolysis produced oy
such infection goes far to explain the appearance
of pigment in the skin and the mucous surfaces.

Writing in the Mi'mchener nicdizinische Wochen-
schrift for October 27, 1908, Pfannenstiel discusses

still another form of icterus of the newborn, ap-

parently so rare that he can name but five authors

who have published similar cases. The mterest of
the disease observed by him lies in the fact that it

is habitual in character attacking in succession sev-

eral childen in one family. Thus Beneke has ob-

served three such cases in a family of five children,

all three ending fatally ; Bushfield has reported nine
instances of the condition in another family, six

children dying of the disease; Pfannenstiel himself

reports three successive labors followed by grave
icterus of the newborn that proved more or less

rapidly fatal in all three cases. Two autopsies that

were performed in these cases showed a tendency
to exudation in the large serous cavities, punctate
hemorrhages in the internal organs, increase in the

size of the spleen and of the liver, and, of course,

generalized icteric discoloration of the skin and in-

ternal organs, as well as of portions of the brain.

All the children attacked in this way were born of
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healthy parents and appeared quite normal in the

first few days of their life; no infection could be
discovered, syphilis being especially carefully ex-
cluded. Pfannenstiel thinks that this form of jaun-
dice in the newborn has nothing to do with the well

known icterus accompanying Buhl's disease, char-

acterized by parenchymatous changes in the large

glandular organs ending with fatty degeneration,

nor with Winckel's disease with the marked cya-
nosis, hemoglobinemia, and multiple hemorrhages
of that condition. Both these affections are

probably of infectious nature as evidenced by their

great rarity since the introduction of aseptic tech-

nique in midwifery; such infection could not be
supposed to have taken place in the cases described

by Pfannenstiel and by the authors quoted in his

paper. The author concludes that habitual icterus

gravis is nothing but an intense form of the usual

jaundice of the newborn; its pathogenesis, of course,

cannot be explained at present because the nature

of the usual form of jaundice is so little understood.
It is quite probable, however, that fatal icteriis of
the form described by Pfannenstiel is of much more
frequent occurrence in the newborn that the litera-

ture of the subject would lead one to believe. As
such cases are quite frequently followed by autop-
sies it would pay to publish complete clinical and
pathological findings so that not only this form of
jaundice may become better known but light may be
thrown upon the peculiar tendency of the newborn
to icteric discoloration.

The Functions of the Placenta.

Formerly looked upon as merely a filtering organ
for the foodstuffs that reach the fetus from the

maternal blood, the placenta has gradually proved
to be a much more important and active organ in

the metabolism of both the mother and the fetus.

So far as the mother is concerned there is a grow-
ing disposition to look for the causes of many dis-

eases of pregnancy in the disturbed function of the

placenta; the source of the toxins responsible for

eclampsia, for instance, is almost certainly placed

in the placenta by the most recent investigations of
this condition. On the other hand the importance
of the role played by this organ in the metabolism
of the fetus is shown by almost every recent discov-

ery in the subject. In a review of such findings in

the Mibichener medizinische Wochenschrift for Oc-
tober 27, 1908, Bergell and Falk mention the work
of Zweifel, who had demonstrated the passage of
oxygen through the organ; of Bunge, who proved
the importance of the placenta for the resorption of
iron ; of Bergell, Liepmann, Ascoli, and numerous
others who showed the presence of various ferments
in the extracts of the organ. The mere presence

of ferments in such extracts, however, could be in-

terpreted to show that the placenta acts as a gland
furnishing digestive secretions, and not as an active

organ of metabolism. Bergell and Falk have, there-

fore, attempted to clear this point by trying to wash
out the ferments from placental tissue and have
discovered that this is impossible, if the cells of the

organ have not been damaged in the procedure. The
conclusion seems, therefore, to be warranted that

tlie placental ferments are intracellular, that is, that

the placenta acts not merely as the source of fer-

ments for the metabolism of the fetus but actively

metabolizes within its substances the food material

intended for the fetus. The amount of ferment,
too, proved to be quite considerable; enough pro-

teolytic ferment remained after the washing out

process to digest at least 0.75 gm. of tyrosin which

would be equivalent to the digestion of 15 gm. of a

substance like casein. The authors, accordingly,

compare the work of the placenta not with such
digestive organs as the pancreas or the stomach
but with a great organ of metabolism like the liver.

They see still closer analogy between the functions

of the placenta during the intrauterine life of the

fetus and the functions of the mammary glands
after the birth of the child ; the latter do not merely
transmit the food material obtained from the blood,

but metabolize it so that it becomes both in form
and in composition most suitable to the needs of
the young animal.

Marmorek's Serum.

The extensive literature called forth by every new
remedy in the treatment of tuberculosis makes it

extremely difiicult for the busy practitioner to esti-

mate its average success in the hands of the numer-
ous observers. The profession is, accordingly, un-
der great obligation to such workers as summarize
the results obtained in a general review of the sub-
ject, a service which has been performed with refer-
ence to Marmorek's serum by Dr. Frey of Davos
(Zeitschrift fiir Tubcrculosc, Volume XIII, No. 2).
The seventy papers that have appeared in the five

years since the introduction of the remedy detail

the results obtained in the treatment of 938 tuber-
culous patients ; of these, cure or improvement is

reported in 67 per cent., while 33 per cent, of the
patients either died or remained unimproved. Sur-
gical tuberculosis shows slightly more favorable re-

sults than the disease involving the lungs or the
larynx, while the best figures are given for

tuberculosis of the eyes. Complete findings of the
authors quoted in regard to the best methods of
using the serum, the indications and contraindica-
tions for its employment, and the phenomena fol-

lowing the injections are given by Frey so that
anyone using the remedy may get all possible infor-
mation from his valuable paper. In his opinion the
results justify the modest claims put forth by Mar-
morek at the time of the introduction of the rem-
edy ; certainly, no such vociferous claims were heard
at the time as have attended the discovery of seme
other quasi-specific remedies for tuberculosis. The
figures detailed by Frey should encourage further
use of Marmorek's serum in suitable cases of tu-

berculosis.

The New York State Board of Medical Ex-
aminers.—Dr. William Warren Potter of Buflfalo
has been elected president of the State Board of
Medical Examiners and Dr. William S. Searle of
Brooklyn, vice-president. The board at its meeting
on November 16 placed itself on record in favor
of the six year combined baccalaureate and medical
course. Arrangements were made for the prepara-
tion of a medical syllabus in keeping with the sug-
gestions of prominent medical educators, and the

committee of which Dr. Lee H. Smith of Buffalo
is chairman was continued in power. The assign-

ments to the various subheads of medicine were
voted as follows : Physiology, Dr. R. H. Williams
of Rochester; Anatomy, Dr. William S. Ely of
Rochester; Hygiene and Sanitation, Dr. Eugene
Beach of Gloversville ; Chemistry, Dr. F. S. Fams-
worth of Plattsburg; Surgery, Dr. F. S. Crandall
of New York; Obstetrics and Gynecology, Dr. W.
W. Potter of Buffalo ; Bacteriology, Dr. Adriance
of Elmira ; Pathology, Dr. Lee H. Smith of Buffalo.;
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Diagnosis, Dr. William S. Searle of Brooklyn. The
following were elected members of the question

committee: Drs. Smith, Potter. .Adriance, and

Williams.

Third Harvey Society Lecture.—Prof. Graham
Lusk of the L'niversit_v ami liellevue Medical

College will deliver the third lecture of the pres-

ent Harvey Society course on Saturday, Novem-
ber 21, at 8.30 P.M., at the New York Academy
of Medicine, 17 West Forty-third street. Dr.

Lusk will take for his subject Metabolism in

Diabetes.

The New York Pathological Society.—.\t the

regular meeting of the society, held on November
II, Dr. F. C. Wood presented specimens from a

case of adenomyoma of the round ligament; Dr. H.
L. Celler described a case of gastrointestinal pseu-

doleukemia ; and Dr. W. T. Longcope of Phila-

delphia, the guest of the society, gave the results

of a study of cases of Hodgkin's disease and

lymphosarcoma which he had begun at the Penn-

sylvania Hospital some time before, and was now
carrying on with material sent to him by various

other physicians. The paper was illustrated with

lantern slides. Later the paper was discussed by

Dr. F. C. Wood, Dr. James Ewing, Dr. Richard

M. Pearce, and Dr. E. Libman.

Death Rate in New York.—The weekh- per-

centage of deaths in New York continues to be

less than that of last year. For the week ending
November 7, there were 1,140 deaths, a percent-

age of 13.45. For the same week of 1907, there

were 1,248 deaths, a ])crccntage of 15.19.

Colony for Epileptics in Illinois.—At the meet-

ing of the National Assc)ciation for the Study of

Epilepsy and the Care and Treatment of Epilep-

tics, held November 10 and 11, at Indianapolis,

a memorial was drawn up to be presented to the

representatives of the people of Illinois, petition-

ing the forty-sixth General Assembly to complete
the good work planned by the forty-first Gen-
eral Assemblv by appropriating sufficient funds

to l)uild, equip and maintain, until the next Leg-
islature, a State Colony for Epileptics. The me-
morial was presented to the convention by Dr.

Everett Flood of Massachusetts, and was unani-

mously adopted.

Foot-and-Mouth Disease in Pennsylvania.—
j\n outbreak of foot-and-mt)uth disease has oc-

curred among the cattle of Montour and North-
umberland Counties, Pa., and the situation is so

grave as to have resulted in conferences between
the State Live-Stock Board and the U. S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture. A number of farms have
been placed under quarantine. It is believed that

the disease was brought from South America. It

is feared that it will spread, in spite of careful

quarantine, to cattle on other farms and to human
beings. Symptoms of the disease have already been
observed in a number of children in one city. It

is thought that pigeons flying from one farm to

another carry the disease, and that human beings

may be infected through the milk of suffering ani-

mals. It is hoped that the epidemic will be checked
by destruction of all infected animals and disin-

fection of the premises occupied by them. The
State and the Federal (lovernment have joined in

the expense of this undertaking.

Pure Food Law and Advertising.—Dr. Harve\'
\Viley, chief of the Bureau of Chemistry of the

Department of Agriculture, spoke before the Sphinx
Club, an association of advertising men, at a dinner

on November 10, and assured them that if they

published misleading statements about foods and
drugs, even though the advertised article was la-

belled according to the law, they would sooner or

later be prosecuted under the provisions of the pure

food and drug law. The Court of Appeals of the

District of Columbia has already decided that no
trademark can demand protection if the owner of

the trademark has sent out false information re-

garding the nature of his product. "How long do
you suppose 'brain foods' will continue to be sold

under that title?" Dr. Wiley asked. "You can't

get a brain food that nourishes the brain any more
than it does the big toe and just at the same time

that it nourishes the big toe. Those 'brain foods'

are going, and there will soon be no more of them."

New Surgeon-General.—Col. George H. Tor-
ney, now in charge of the hospital at the Presidio

of San Francisco, was on November 13 appointed

Surgeon-General of the Army, to succeed Surgeon-

General Robert M. O'Reilly who will retire on
January 14. Col. Torney is a native of Maryland,
and is tenth on the list of colonels of the medical

department. He was born in 1850, and was gradu-

ated from the University of Virginia in 1870. He
entered the army as an assistant surgeon in 1875.

Dr. Thomas F. McParlan of New York has
received from Pope Pius X the title of Knight of

St. Gregory, in recognition of his services as visit-

ing physician to St. Francis' Hospital and other

institutions conducted by Sisters of the Roman Cath-

olic Church. Dr. T. A. Emmet is the only other

physician in New York who has been so honored.

The title of Knight of St. Gregory entitles the

holder to a place in the Pope's household.

Dr. John Gordon Wilson has been made pro-

fessor of otology and head of the dejjartment in

the Northwestern University Medical School.

Chicago, having resigned as assistant professor

of anatomy in the University of Chicago, which
position he formerly held.

Dr. Smith Ely Jelliffe, formerly editor of the

Medico! Xczi's and later coeditor of the A''^'^ York
Medical Journal, has retired from the latter posi-

tion, Dr. Frank P. Foster remaining, as before,

editor-in-chief.

The Emmanuel Movement.—In response to

invitations from New York clergymen. Dr. Worces-
ter and Dr. McComb of Boston have arranged to

give two courses of lectures in New York on the

Emmanuel movement, one in the evening at Men-
delssohn Hall, beginning November 19, and the

other in the mornings at St. George's Church, be-

ginning November 20. Dr. Isador H. Coriat will

assist in the course and will lecture on Subcon-
sciousness as a Normal and as an Abnormal
Phenomenon, and on the Psychological Mechanism
of Psychotherapeutics. The subjects of the other

lectures range from a description of the movement
to Methods of Psychotherapy, Functional Disorders

of the Nervous System, Alcoholism, Its Causes and
Its Cure, and Habit and Sleep.

Model Tenements.—It is announced that t'ne

enterprise of building and maintaining model tene-

ments is shortly to be extended into Brooklyn.

Mr. Henry Phipps, who has made this one of his

many practical philanthropies, has purchased an

entire block in that city, and improvement of the

greater part will be begun at once. Two groups

of Phipps model tenements have already been built

in New York, one in East Thirty-first street, and

the other in what is known as the San Juan Hill

district, at Sixty-second street and .Amsterdam
avenue.
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St. Agnes Hospital. Philadelphia.—Dr. E.

Franklin Stahl. lor many \ears one of the visiting

physicians, has been appointed Medical Director of

St. Agnes Hospital. Recently the entire staff of

resident physicians was dismissed for insubordina-

tion.

Wills Eye Hospital, Philadelphia, is to be en-

larged by the e.xtension forward 20 feet of the main
or clinic building.

New Tuberculosis Hospital.—The Thomas
Hospital at Minneapolis. Minn., the tirst in the

Northwest for the exclusive use of patients with

tuberculosis, was dedicated on November i. The
hospital was built as a memorial at a cost of about

S6o,ooo.

The Home for the Aged, conducted by the Lit-

tle Sisters of the Poor in the l>ronx. New York,
was dedicated, on November 14. by .Vrchbishop

Farley. The building will accommodate about 150.

and is a fireproof structure.

Boston City Hospital.—Dr. George H. JSI.

Rowe, for nearly thirt\' years superintendent of

the Boston City Hospital, has been compelled to

resign his office because of ill health. Dr. John H.
McCollum. who has served as acting superinten-

dent during Dr. Rowe's leave of absence, has been

promoted to the vacancy. Dr. Rowe was graduated
from the Harvard Medical School in 1869, and has

spent the greater part of his professional life in the

service of the city of Boston, having been assistant

superintendent of the Boston Insane Hospital for

some years before his appointment to the City Ho>-
pital. His successor. Dr. McCollum, is also a Har-
vard graduate of the same year. For a number
of years he was physician to the Boston Board of

Health, and in 1895 ^^'^^ appointed by the trustee>

of the City Hospital superintendent of the wards
of the contagious department.

Hospital for the Ruptured and Crippled.— I'lie

aimual report of the I'.oanl of .Managers of the

New York Society for the Relief of the Ruptured
and Crippled shows that 46,272 patients had been

treated at the hospital, at a total expense of S^n 1.-

492.93. There was a considerable increase in the

number of cases of infantile paralysis treated, the

total for the year being 1,036. As a result there

was a heavy drain on the brace shop and sewing

room where appliances for the crippled are made,
and the cost of runnitig the out-patient department
was larger than usual. The educational feature of

the hospital is regarded as very important for the

children. During the year a class in sewing ami
embroidery was added, and a class in gardening
was conducted at the countr\- home in Tarrytowii.

A deficit for the year of S29.711 is reported.

New Tuberculosis Dispensary.—The ^lontreal

League for the Prevention and Treatinent of Tuber-
culosis has been presented with a building which is

situated in the center of the city- to be used as a

dispensary. The donor has also given the sum of

."^lo.ooo to the Leagtie as an endowment, on con-

dition that a like sum is raised by it.

Charitable Gifts.—The North Adams (^Mass.

)

Hospital receives, under the wills of the late Mr.
and Mrs. Martin C. Jewett of that city, the income
of a fund of Si,000 to be used in support of a

children's ward, and several parcels of real estate

together with some money to be used in tlie general

work of the hospital.

Tuberculosis Exhibition.—The dale of the
opening of the tuberculosis exhibition at the Ameri-
can Museum of Natural Historj-. New York, has

been changed from November 20 to November 30.

This has been done in order that the show may be
more thoroughly advertized among all classes than

was possible by the date first set. It is expected

that Mayor McClellan will speak on the opening
night and that Governor Hughes will address a later

ineeting.

Western Reserve University.— The II. K. Gush-
ing Laboratory of Experimental Medicine at West-
ern Reserve University, Cleveland, is to be dedicated

on November 20. Dr. William H. Welch of Johns
Hopkins University will deliver the adtlress of the

day.

The Tenth Congressional District (Georgia)
Medical Society, at its annual ineeting on No-
vember 5, elected the following officers for the com-
ing year: President, Dr. R. L. Miller of Tennille

;

Vice-president. Dr. G. R. Maner of W'arrenton.

A resolution was passed designating .\ugusta as

the permanent meeting place of the Societv.

The Western District (Illinois) Medical Soci-

ety met in Jacksonville on October 31. The
following officers were elected for the ensuing year

:

President. Dr. J. W. Adams. Carrollton ; Vice-

Presidents. Dr. Rice, Ouincy : Dr. David W'. Reid.

Jacksonville: Secretary-Treasurer. Dr. W'. P. Dun-
can, Jacksonville ; Censors. Drs. Christie and Nick-
erson, Ouincy, and Dr. F. P. Norbury, Jacksonville.

In Memory of Dr. Carroll.—The late Dr. James
Carroll was honored, on November 11, when a

bronze tablet to his memory was unveiled in the

main building of the L'niversity of Marvland. The
address was delivered by Dr. William H. Welch
of Johns Hopkins University.

Obituary Notes.—Dr. D.vvies Coxe of New
York died in Dresden on November 7, aged 46
years. He had been in ill health for some time,

but the immediate catise of death was an acute

attack of pleurisy. Dr. Coxe was graduated from
the University of \'irginia in 1884. and later studied

at the College of Physicians in New York. He
served as interne at the Woman "s Hospital in this

city, and afterward practised here for fifteen years,

making a specialty of gynecology.

Dr. AzEL Ames of W'akefield. Mass., died No-
vember 14, at Danvers. He was born in Chelsea
in 1845 and was graduated from the Harvard Med-
ical School in the class of 1871. He was a noted
sanitary engineer, and ser\-ed with distinction in the

Spanish-American war, and later in the Philippines.

He was director of vaccination in Porto Rico in

1899 and United States Commissioner for the De-
partment of Labor in the same island in the follow-

ing year. He was sent from Porto Rico to Wash-
ington as Commissioner from the island in 1901.

Dr. DAXiEt. \\'iN.\.\s Smith, for over fifty years

a practitioner of Newark. N. J., died at his home
in that city on November 10. after an illness of sev-

eral months. Dr. Smith was born in 1833, and was
graduated from the medical department of the Uni-
versity of New York in 1856. He was a member
of the American iledical Association, the Essex
County Medical Association, and the New Jersey
State Medical Society.

Dr. Philip H. Sellew of Westfield, Conn., died

at his home after a short illness, on November 7.

aged 46 years. Dr. Sellew was a graduate of the

Jefferson Medical College of Philadelphia in 1890.

He had practised in Connecticut up to last spring,

and was a member of the Connecticut State Med-
ical Society and the Litchfield County Medical So-

ciety.

Dr. Hexrv Augustus Weymouth of Andover.
N. H.. probably the oldest practising physician in
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that State, died at his home, on October 22, after a

short illness. Dr. Weymouth was born in 1820,

and was graduated from the Vermont Medical Col-

lege, Woodstock, in 1843. He had practised in

Andover continuously since his graduation.

Dr. John F. Burns of San Jose, Cal., died at hiS

home on October 26, after a long illness, aged 50

years. He was graduated from Cooper Medical

College, San Francisco, in 1883, and for several

years was president of the ^ledical Society of

Fresno County. He was also a member of the

Medical Societ}^ of Santa Clara County, and was

recently appointed Health Officer of San Jose.

Dr. William M. Strickler of Colorado Springs,

Col., died at his brother's home in Denver on Octo-

ber 26, from the effects of an accidental overdose

of morphine. Dr. Strickler was born in 1838, and

was graduated from the Medical College of Vir-

ginia, Richmond, in 1869. Shortly after graduation

he settled in Colorado Springs, where he served

three terms as Mayor, and for two years as chair-

man of the finance committee of the city council.

He was at one time president of the Colorado State

^Medical Society.

Dr. Aloxzo Pettit of Elizabeth, N. J., died after

a short illness, on November 14, aged 66 years.

Dr. Pettit was graduated from the Buffalo Medical

College in 1867, and had since practised in Eliza-

beth. He was one of the organizers of the Elizabeth

General Hospital and a member of the visiting

staff. He belonged to the American Medical Asso-

ciation and the New Jersey State Medical Society.

Dr. David K. Bechtel of Kulpsville, Pa., died

at Philadelphia, on November 12, at the age of 63
years, as the result of burns accidentally received.

He was graduated from the medical department of

Howard University' in the class of 1879.

OUR LONDON LETTER.
(From Out Special Correspondent.)

BRITISH PHARMACOPCEIA—HARTCI.^N SOCIETY—SECRETIOX OF
URINE IN THE FETUS—HEREDITY AND PIEB.\LDS—NOTIFICA-
TION IN IRELAND—THE PLEBISCITE OF THE ROYAL COLLEGE
OF SLTtGEONS.

London, October 30, 190S.

The scope and object of the British Pharmacopceia
was the subject of a paper in the Therapeutical Sec-
tion, R. M. S., by Dr. Nestor Tirard, who pointed out
that some criticisms were beside the mark, as they paid
no regard to the limitations imposed by the Act of

1858, although these had been to some degree extended
by the changes in medical practice. In 1898 modifica-
tions were made which were on the whole approved,
and since then the addenda has been of service in

India and the Colonies on account, chiefly, of cli-

matic conditions. Dr. Tirard said further changes
were necessary to promote uniformity between differ-

ent countries and made reference to the international
agreement entered into with this object. Already great
progress had been made on points involving long re-

searches. The pharmaceutical societies of Great Britain
and of Ireland had been invited to confer with the com-
mittee of the General Council on the matter, and re-

searches had been made by experts. Questions of ad-
ditions, omissions, and standardization were referred

to. The difficulties relating to the introduction of sera
might involve State laboratories, which could give an
official guarantee. Dr. Tirard hoped the new edition.

when it appeared, would show that much had been done
in spite of the impossibility of acting on all sug-
gestions.

Dr. C. O. Hawthorne remarked that it was not for

the Pharmacopoeia to recommend particular drugs or
combinations. Its sole duty was to determine stand-

ards of purity. That a drug was in use was its title

to admission. Nor should the work be regarded as a

text-book. It was as unnecessary as impossible for

a student to commit its contents to memory.
Mr. H. W. Gadd referred to difficulties that had

lately occurred in the law courts. It had been held
that certain drugs were to be dispensed in pharma-
copoeial strength.
The Harveian Society on the 15th inst. resolved to

admit to the membership those on the Dental Register
holding a British dental diploma. A number of clin-

ical cases were then shown—one by the president, Mr.
D'Arcy Power, of recovery after a ruptured spleen
caused by injury had been removed. Dr. Willcox
showed a case of hemophilia in a man of 26 who had
been under treatment for five years. Unless calcium
and magnesium salts were administered from time to
time, the coagulability of the blood fell below normal
and bleeding came on. He also showed a case_ of

hemoptysis in a boy whose brother had hemophilia,

but this was considered to be tuberculous, of which
there were some indications. A third case by Dr.
Willcox was of adherent pericardium with double mitral

disease. The patient had, a fortnight before being
shown, a sudden attack of right hemiplegia with
euphasia, but no unconsciousness. It was thought the

symptoms were due to cerebral embolism.
As to the secretion of urine in the fetus, there was

some discussion in the obstetrical section apropos of a

case of malformation of the urethra causing dystocia,

brought forward by Dr. J. Evan Spicer, illustrated by
drawings and photos. This fetus had enormous dila-

tation and hypertrophy of the bladder with imperforate
urethra. After summarizing the dissection and some
remarks on other cases recorded, Dr, Spicer said the
atresia does not affect the growth in utero nor render

the life of the new-born infant impossible. It is dan-
gerous only when there is large secretion by the fetal

kidney, and that he held to be pathological. The kid-

ney was not an excretory organ in utero unless a

breakdown occurred in the mechanism by which the

urethra discharges its functions through the circula-

tion as provided for by the placenta.
_
There might

be some interruption during labor or just before, so
that children are often born with some urine in the

bladder. But in normal conditions the kidney re-

mained inactive, as do other major organs, during fetal

life.

The president. Dr. Herbert Spencer, was not inclined,

without further consideration, to give up the older

view that the fetus normally excreted urine into the

liquor amnii. He had seen some half dozen cases of

stillborn children with stenosis of the urethra, the

urine causing distention above the obstruction and in

one dystocia. When the kidneys were absent the liquor

amnii was scant}-. Other secretions did not all remain
in abeyance. He had seen the uterus greatly distended
when the outflow of mucus was obstructed.

Mr. Alban Doran referred to a recently reported case

in which both kidneys were absent, the bladder empty,
and very little liquor amnii. The suprarenals were
hypertrophied. It was thought to support the theory
that the liquor amnii was chiefly supplied by the fetus,

but probably the evidence of a single case would not

satisfy Dr. Spencer or other obstetricians.

Dr. W. S. A. Griffith said imperforate urethra was
not necessarily followed by distention of the bladder,

and he agreed with Dr. Spicer that interference with

the secretion through the placenta was the cause of

renal activity before birth. That the fetus could empty
its bladder into the closed amniotic sac had never been

proved and was very unlikely, although where great

hypertrophy of the bladder existed it might be pos-

sible.

Mr. Bishop Harman related at the Ophthalmological
Society a striking story of heredity—six generations of

"piebalds." Seven members of the family were shown.
The features were a white forelock, a white patch of

skin spreading from this down the center of the fore-

head, and in some cases patches of white skin on the

trunk and legs. The white forelocks were exactly

in the median line. The ordinary hair was brown,
ranging from light to very deep shades. The connec-
tions of the family had been ascertained for six gen-
erations and four are living. They comprise thirty-four

childships and 138 individuals. Of the former nine

showed the inheritance in direct descent. The anomaly,
it was suggested, was of the nature of partial albinoism.

Compulsory notification of tuberculosis in Ireland

is not passing through the House of Commons so

easily as its advocates expected. On Wednesday, in

the standing committee. Lord Balcarres agreed that the

notification should be within seven days instead of

forthwith, as first proposed in the bill. Sir William
Collins urged the necessity of caution in applying a

new law to a whole country and suggested that notifi-

cation should only be required in cases likely to in-

fect other people and not in mere trifling cases. This
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being accepted by the Government, Lord Balcarres
protested that no case could be trifling and that Sir
W. Collins's amendment had knocked the scientific bot-
tom out of the bill. Mr. Mooney quoted reports of the
Registrar General to show that consumption is on the
decrease in Ireland but on the increase in Scotland.
Mr. Russell expressed surprise at such a statement
and declared the facts were all the other way. A
proposal that when a man is registered as tuberculous
his family may have parish relief without any disqual-
ification of his citizenship thereby was ruled out of
order.
The waj'S of corporations are strange. When the

Council of the College of Surgeons determined to take
a plebiscite as to the admission of women, some op-
timistic reformers were jubilant. My advice, as the
result of long experience of this body, was to wait.
The plebiscite was taken, the vote was against the
proposal by a large majority. The Council thereupon,
as I have already told you, has resolved to admit
women. Now people want to know what was the
object of the plebiscite.

Yesterday a party of French medical men (of the
fitudes Medicales Internationales) staying in London
visited the Royal College of Surgeons and were shown
over the several departments. A pamphlet giving them
an account of the museum in their own language was
presented to them. No one explained to them the re-
cent plebiscite and it is currently reported that no one
can state the motive of the Council in taking it.

TWENTY-FIRST FRENCH CONGRESS OF SUR-
GERY.

(From Our Paris Correspondent.)

Paris, October 15, 1908.

The first session of the twenty-first French Congress
of Surgery was held on October i under the presidency
of Professor Forgue of Montpellier, who chose for his

opening address "The Responsibility of the Surgeon."
Professor Forgue believes that in view of the unjust
attacks that have been made upon surgeons it is neces-
sary to maintain professional dignity and to defend
the honor of our profession against motiveless accusa-
tions. It is certain that in spite of all the guar-
antees of asepsis, all the safety of technique, all post-
operative attention and care, there are still, from time
to time, disasters which cannot be prevented or fore-
seen; the responsibility of the surgeon should, then,
be limited. The fine discourse of the president, which
was greeted with applause, was terminated by the
exhortation not to mistake the duties and cares of
the surgeon; he believed that the surgeon should know
how to measure the value of his services, and his so-

cial importance, and that he should not pretend to as-

sume more than his just and necessary responsibilities.

The president then paid a tribute to the members of
the French Association of Surgery who have passed
away during the year—-Hoffa of Berlin, Reboul of
Nimes, Harrison of London, Filet of Lille, .\uguste
Reverdin of Geneva, and finally Ferrier of Paris, in

whom French surgery lost one of the greatest
minds and one of the most precise technicians by whom
she had been honored. The president then declared open
the twenty-first session of the French Association of
Surgery.
The first question of the day was "The Surgery of the

Ductus Choledochus and the Hepatic Duct." The two
members who presented papers on this subject were
Delageniere of Mans and Gosset of Paris. Dela-
geniere considered all the normal surgery of the
ductus choledochus and hepatic duct from the hilum
of the liver to the duodenum; after having recalled

the methods of access to the biliary ducts, the author
considered operative technique, and spoke of the dif-

ferent operations for wound and rupture of the chole-
dochus and the hepatic ducts, choledochotomy, hepat-
icotomy, and the supplementary maneuvers of these
two operations (cholecystotomy, drainage of the biliary

passages in the wound, peritonization, and epiploplasty
of the subhepatic region); finally he described the con-
secutive care and the post-operative accidents. Dela-
geniere has done twenty-one operations for calculus of

the principal biliary passages, with twenty-one cures
and six deaths; these deaths were in subjects attacked
by angiocholitis. Of the twenty-one cured cases Dela-
geniere has never observed the expulsion of forgot-
ten calculi after the operation, nor later biliary fistulje;

he attributes this fact to the employment of his

method of section of the biliary passages in severe
cases, which are precisely those which are most ex-

posed to the leaving of a calcuhis in the deformed
canals.

Gosset of Paris divided his subject into four chap-
ters, thus; (i) Operations for calculus of the duo-
denal portion of the choledochus. (2) Operations on
the hepatic canal and the ductus choledochus for con-
genital or acquired strictures. (3) Operations on the
hepatic duct and the ductus choledochus for tumors.
(4) Immediate and remote results of operations on
the principal biliary passages in cases of biliary lith-

iasis. In the first chapter Gosset said that the idea
of infection of the biliary passages should hold a
first position to-day in the treatment of lithiasis. The
surgeon should propose for himself a double object;
to remove the calculi and to combat the infection by
appropriate drainage; thus has grown up hepatic drain-
age. He believes that every choledochotomy should
terminate by hepatic drainage; in this case it is bet-
ter not to suture the hepatic duct, but to place in con-
tact with it a drain and then tampon the wound. The
most frequent causes of death after operations on the
ductus choledochus and the hepatic duct are these:
Hemorrhage, generally due to a defective ligature of
the cystic artery; infection; the persistence of infec-
tious accidents, and cardiac and pulmonary complica-
tions. As post-operative complications are to be noted
intestinal fistula:, biliary fistula, and eventrations. As
remote results it is interesting to know that there
may be recurrences of lithiasis and calculi of new
formation; by analyzing with care the results of the
operation we may arrive at the knowledge that there
are two operations after which there are found the
most recurrences; these are cholecystostomy and
choledochotomy with suture. After choledochotomy
there are probably forgotten calculi that could not be
evacuated secondarily; the conclusion to be drawn is

that, whenever the circumstances permit, it is better
to do cholecystectomy with drainage of the principal
biliary passages.

After the reading of these papers interesting discus-
sions arose, among which should be noticed that of
Fontan of Toulon, who contends that we must pre-

serve the gall-bladder when it is healthj', but must
remove it at once when we are obliged to open it.

The second question in the order of the day was
"The Surgical Treatment of Osseous Cavities of Patho-
logical Origin." The authors on this question were
Auguste Broca of Paris and Nove-Jusseraud of Lyons.
Broca in his paper remarked that he wished to study-

only osseous cavities of pathological origin, elimi-
nating all the lesions of natural cavities in the osseous
wall, that is to say sinuses of the surface of the bones.
First he considered the physiological process of repair,

then the surgical operations employed to cause patho-
logical osseous cavities to disappear. He distinguished
three great methods: (i) Suppression of one of the
walls and direct cicatrization of the osseous surface
preserved, which may be obtained either by tampon-
ment or by cutaneous flaps. (2) The mobilization of
one ossifiable osseous wall, which may be obtained in

two different ways—by direct osteoplasty, applying
against the bleeding osseous surface a flap of bony
substance, or by indirect osteoplasty, applying a flap

susceptible of ossification on its lower surface. (3) The
filling of the cavity with a substance of foreign na-
ture, either living or inert. For this obturation dif-

ferent substances are used, which may be classified

in the following way: (a) fragments of living bone,
which act as grafts, that is to say which we attempt to
cause to live in their place; (b) inert, but absorbable
substances, exciting by their presence the power to
ossify in the ossifying tissue around them, and serving
at the same time as a temporary support to the tis-

sues, first the connective tissue, later the osseous tissue,

which infiltrates them little by little by substitution
and penetrates their pores. These foreign bodies are
fragments of sponge, decalcified bone, plaster, naph-
thaline, gelatin, paraffin, mastic, etc. (c) Inert sub-
stances not absorbable obturate the cavity as a filling

obturates the cavity of dental caries, and are destined
to become encysted. Here, by its irritating action, the
foreign body has the effect of increasing the activity

of osteogenesis. Among these substances are amal-
gams of copper and lead, gutta percha, mastic, metallic
alloys, etc. But foreign bodies have not been well tol-

erated except when they were aseptic; a foreign sub-

stance is eliminated if suppuration takes place; for this

reason the last-named method is exceptionally em-
ployed.

Nove-Jusseraud divided the question into three parts

—

osteomyelitic cavities, tuberculous cavities, and neo-
plastic cavities, (i) Osteomyelitic cavities. Under this
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name he classifies all the losses of substance having
for their cause an acute infection of the bone; they
are almost always the result of some operative inter-

ference. As the lesion has a natural tendency to re-

pair, it is necessary above all to protect this proces>
from interference. We must practise disinfection 01

the bone, and then occupy ourselves with the oblitera-

tion of the cavity, whether by the osteoplastic method
or by filling it with a substance having the object

of obturation of the osseous cavity bj- a foreign body,
or finally, by cutaneous osteoplasty, which endeavors
to cover up the cavity with an epidermic flap. (2) Tu-
berculous cavities, resulting from tuberculous lesions

which do not form after the manner of osteomyelitic
lesions; in fact, osseous tuberculosis is essentially

destructive in such a way that repair of a tuberculous
cavity is slow and difficult; two indications are to be
fulfilled here: disinfection of the cavity and oblitera-

tion. Tuberculous cavities, by their small dimensions
and the relative facility of their disinfection, lend
themselves especially to the method of filling. (3)

Neoplastic cavities in the great number of cases re-

sult from tumors of the bone of malignant nature, and
necessitating operation; the history of these cavi-

ties is very short. The treatment of surgical cavities

of pathological nature has been considerably facilitated

of late; we must be satisfied if we are able to render
the cure of these osseous cavities more rapid and
sure, and thus increase the field of conservative sur-

gery.
The third question in the order of the day was ''The

Surgical Treatment of Facial Neuralgia." The papers
were read by Jaboulay of Lyons and Morestin of Paris.

Jaboulay said that we must first establish the precise

diagnosis of the cause of the facial neuralgia, so as

to make the treatment appropriate to the causal affec-

tion. We should not do the same operation for every
case on account of the difTerent maladies that neural-

gia produce. The surgical treatment of facial neuralgia
is not single, but multiple, and varies with the case;

for true alterations of a peripheral neuron direct oper-
ations are applicable; i.e.. different forms of resection

of the fifth pair of nerves for facial neuroses; for cases
which are due to lesions of the central neurons opera-
tions are to be done that directly modify the nervous
centers.

Morestin believes that a careful, precise, and com-
plete examination will enable us to diagnosticate the
causes of local neuralgias purely symptomatic, or to

recognize pains that result from tabes, syphilis, and
hysteria, and to vary our therapeutics in consequence,
no intervention directed against the neuralgia being
justifiable until it has acquired its autonomy, and can-
not be modified by suppression of a local cause, or by
medical means. Operations on the peripheral branches
should be preceded by exploration by the aid of co-
caine at different distances along the course of the
ner^e, to try to localize the seat of painful excitations.

We should not make multiple sections. Extended re-

sections, the tearing away minutely of terminal rami-
fications, the entire removal of tlie central portion as
far back as possible, reinforce considerably the action
of this method and give it a true curative value. In-
jections of alcohol constitute a palliative treatment,
offering such advantages that it will often render un-
necessary any other more serious operation. The more
or less extended resection of the great cervical sympa-
thetic has proved very efficacious, and constitutes a

good resource against facial neuralgia. Operations on
the sympathetic may be associated with procedures that
involve the trigeminus. The extirpation of the Gasser-
ian ganglion is now easily accomplished and may be
done habitually; the gravity of the operation is lessened:
its efficiency is certain, and we may say that total

ablation corresponds to absolute cure; but the destruc-
tion of the large root of the trigeminus and the isola-

tion of the ganglion is an operation of much efficiency,

easier, less serious, and in consequence to be pre-
ferred.

him had given him a plaster to apply on his side to
relieve the pain, and when he called early in the day
yesterday could find no sign of it. Inquiries developed
the suspicion that the patient, mistaking the use for
which the plaster was intended, had swallowed portions
of it, and the death of the patient ensued a few hours
later."

CooKSHiRE. Que. R. H. Phillimore, M.D.

HE PLASTERED HIS RIBS IXTERXALLY.

To THE Editor of the Medic.\l Record:

Sir :—I enclose the following extract from the Sher-
brooke (Eastern Townships. Canada) Daily Xezi-s, dated
September 29, 1908. This is certainly one of the most
surprising violations of a physician's instructions that

I have ever yet seen recorded:
".\n old man named Trepannier, over 80 years of

age, who had been suffering for some time from the

effects of a fractured rib, died yesterday afternoon
under peculiar circumstances. The physician attending

Boston Medical and Surgical Journa!. Xoz'cinbcr 5, 1908.

Total Extirpation of the Lower Pharynx for Epi-
thelioma, with Permanent Esophagostomy; Remarks
Upon the Surgical Treatment of Cancer.—The patient
lit M. H. Richardson was a wom;in of forty-seven years
seen in 1902. Throat spasms prevented the swallowing of
solid food. The larynx was free, but there was a slough-
ing tumor in the posterior pharyngeal wall. A fragment
was examined and pronounced epithelioma. The area of
implantation was so large that extirpation was impossible
without complete destruction of the power of swallowing.
The following operation was performed : An incision of
six inches was made from the angle of the jaw downward
along the anterior border of the sterno-mastoid muscle.
.\t this time the patient began to breathe so badly that a
tube was put into the trachea. The dissection was then
carried down to the pharyngeal wall. This was difficult to

get at because the enlarged thyroid gland extended almost
entirely around the esophagus and up onto the pharyngeal
wall. The pharynx was then opened. The tumor occupied
the entire posterior wall and extended well around onto
both sides. It also extended down into the upper part of
the esophagus. The whole tumor was cut away, with a
margin of from 54 to J/j inch. This left but a very narrow
strip of mucous membrane on the left side of the pharynx,
about % inch wide. Such a large area of mucous mem-
brane was removed that there was nothing to be done
but to bring the edge of the eosophagus out and suture 1:

into the wound. The bleeding points were tied with catgut
and the denuded area of the pharyngeal wall was packed
with gauze. Before the esophagus was sutured to the ski-i

a chain of enlarged and hardened glands running into

the mediastinum were dissected out. The lower and upper
parts of the wound were closed with silkworm gut sutures.
The patient was fed through a rubber tube left in the
esophagus and made a good convalescence, and six years
later was in good health and able to take an active part in

domestic life. The author is disposed to take a hopeful
view of the cancer situation, but adds that much as he
would welcome an era when cancer would no longer be re-

garded as a surgical disease he feels that the time has not
yet come when we can relax in the least our vigilance,

nor has the time come when we can trust cancer in its

operable stages to any method of attempted cure other
than surgical excision. He has seen so many operable
and favorable cases drift, under .»-ray. toxins and other
loudly-heralded cures, into inoperability and death that

he is sure we must confine new methods, like the use of
trypsin and amylopsin. to the inoperable cases. For the
few authentic j-ray cures of cancer in its simple and
superficial forms, like epithelioniata of the face, he has
seen hundreds of patients who, under the dread of the
knife and the encouragement of the .I'-ray, have drifted

into hopeless inoperability.

New York Medical Journal. November 7, igo8.

Reflex Neuroses Arising from Ocular and Nasal Ab-
normalities.— S. L. Zicgler reviews the general devel-
opment of this phase of clinical medicine. He notes four
ocular factors as e.xciting causes of reflex neuroses: (i)

ciliary spasm, or strain from unconnected ametropia; (2)
accommodative effort ; (3") muscular unbalance, and (4)
painful ciliary scar or shrunken eyeball. Xasal factors are

(l) pressive contact; (2) hyperesthesia, and (3) nasal

obstruction. The various individual manifestations of re-

flex neuroses may be headache, migraine, localized muscu-
lar spasms, chorea, minor epilepsy, gastric disturbances

and neurasthenia. Illustrative cases are given imder each
of these headings. The author says that in searching out

the causes of trouble in any given case we should always
hear in mind the following points: dl The eye and the

nose are undoubtedly most important factors in the etiol-

ogy of reflex neuroses and should, therefore, be carefully

examined and positively excluded before be.ginning a

search for other causes ; (2) ocular and nasal reflexes pos-

sess many manifestations in common, which should be
carefully differentiated at the earliest possible moment; (3")

eyestrain, whether from ametropia, subnormal accomoda-
tion, or muscular imbalance, should be carefully corrected

in order to eliminate the eye as a causative factor; (4) an
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atrophied eyeball, with contracting ciliary scar, should be

enucleated; (5) pressure contact in the nose will always

excite some reflex disturbance when any hyperesthetic

area is impinged upon, and should, therefore, be eliminat-

ed ; (6) every obstruction to free breatliing should be

removed; (7) recurrence of any reflex neurosis demands
reexamination and renewed search for the original excit-

ing cause.

The School Child.—.1. W. Van Derslice mentions
some of the causes which conspire against the proper de-

velopment of the modern child, such as lack of harmony
between parent and school, distracting social influences,

poorly lighted school rooms and poorly printed books, un-

sanitary school houses, etc. The burden of the criticism of the

public school is the over-crowding of tlie curriculum. More-
over, the present system groups all races, strata of society,

conditions and customs of living, all varieties of taste, tal-

ent and capacities, and for this heterogeneous mass of ma-
terial the educator is called on to formulate a system suit-

ed to the individual. This overcrowding of the curriculum

is due to three causes : ( l) every child must take care of all

the work regardless of personal or individual creed: [2)

whatever the last generation had must go into the curricu-

lum of the present one; (3) domination by the colleges. In

the public schools of the large cities there are from seventy

10 eighty per cent, of the pupils that are foreign born or

the children of foreign-born parents. In quite a consid-

erable proportion of these pupils the only real culture that

they are apt to receive will be from the public schools, and
as it is in the psychological period, that period in the

development when there is an unfolding, that these

studies are given, it is tlie period for the imbedding of

real culture. Take the domestic science course, the im-

mediate benefits of such a course in the poorer districts

will be that there will be a demand for the better foodstufTs

in the families coming under such influence. There can

be no greater benefit accrue to the congested districts of

the large cities than that the girls shall have a knowledge
of foods, their values, modes of preparation, and the art

of making tasty the commoner foods. The crying need

of these districts is for better cooks, and if these girls of

necessity must go from the school to the factory, to wife-

hood, where can they get a working knowledge of the

duties of the housewife? So with the other culture studies

as music, drawing, and literature, it would be a step back-

ward to take away the taste of literature that these chil-

dren receive. There should be a decided effort to incul-

cate in these children a taste for good literature; it is not

that they do not read, but that their reading is ill ad-

vised, and a little painstaking effort might lead them along

the better way. /

Obstetrical Paralysis.—K. (Jsterhouse discusses the

mechanics of the production of brachial birth palsy and
presents a preliminary report on two cases. The paralysis

may affect the upper arm alone, lower arm alone, or both. The
main point of interest in the paper relates to the author's

method of treatment, which is the familiar "bridging" proc-

ess in nerve-gap cases. Tlie details of the method can

be best understood by giving the summary of one case.

Patient was a girl of sixteen years, with left upper arm
paralysis of moderate degree. There were contractures at

the elbow joint, resulting in a mild degree of flexion, and
the pectoralis major was markedly contracted. The arm
could not be voluntarily abducted except to a very slight

extent, and outward rotation and supination were almo.st

entirely absent. Examination showed involvement of the

fifth and sixth cervicals, but no induration or thickening

could be made out on palpation, owing to fat. Marked
atrophy of arm and shoulder, left arm being two inches

shorter than right. Under etiier anesthesia the plexus

was exposed by the usual incision above the clavicle. The
deep cervical fascia was found to be thickened and some-
what adherent to the plexus. Palpation showed several

small indurated masses at the junction of the fifth and
sixth cervical nerves, one mass extending a little distance

into the fifth nerve above the junction. The deep cervical

fascia was cleared away freely so as to expose the nerves,

and the nerve sheaths w-ere incised longitudinally from
well above the junction to below it. The nerve junction

and roots were then lifted clear of the sheaths on small

padded grooved directors, and the fibres were freely dis-

sociated, the dissociation being carried into the nerves well

above and below. The suprascapular nerve was treated in

the same manner. The nerves were then loosely wrapped
in Cargile membrane, the wound closed in layers, and a

plaster cast applied to approximate the head and shoulder.

There was very little loss of blood, and the patient reacted

well. The skin wound healed by first intention, and one month
after operation the cast was removed and a strict course of

electricity, massage, baking, and passive movements was
instituted. The patient was instructed to use her arm as

much as possible and attempt to exercise the paralyzed

muscles. Some slight improvement in function was noted

about four months after operation, and this steadily pro-

gressed. At the present time the patient can abduct the

arm nearly to a right angle to the body, and flexion, out-

ward rotation, and supination are markedly better. The
atrophy and dwarfing of the extremity, which were con-

siderable, apnear about the same.

Journal of the American Medical Association, S'oveniber

7. 1908.

Abdominal Hysterectomy.—A. E. Hertzler deprecates

the tendency to qviick operating in order to prevent shock.

He says it is a great fallacy to believe that time is the only

or even the chief element in the production of shock. A
rough operation done in a short time maj- be much more
productive of shock than a much slower one performed
gentlv. w-ith full attention to details. The use of mass
ligatures and crushing forceps may be shock-producing

long after the surgeon has ceased his work. He describes

a inethod of abdominal hysterectomy whicli has developed

in his hands in the course of years, and which aims at

anatomic exactness rather than speed, and in which he tries

to treat the pelvic stumps with the same consideration that

is given to the stump of an amputated limb. For the de-

tails the reader is referred to the original article, which is

fully illustrated, but the points specially observed are, as

in the amputated limb, to remove that wliich is diseased,

tie that which bleeds and nothing more, to preserve the

best possible function, and to restore the natural covering

of the parts as much as possible. Among the special points

of the operation may be mentioned the tying of the veins,

which is not shown in many of the cuts in standard text-

books, peritoneal closure with independent drainage below,

the absence of clamps in the operation, and the suture of

the peritoneum without causing pressure, by the use of

delicate coaptation sutures. The disadvantages of the op-

eration are that it is time consuming. In his hands it re-

(piires from forty-five minutes to an hour and a quarter

(with twent\-five minutes as a mininnun), but he has not

seen shock worthy of note follow in any instance. With
proper application and suitable material tlie isolated liga-

tures on the vessels are not likely to slip. The operation

is not suitable, he admits, in acute infective processes and

in suppurating fibroids. An accurate knowledge of an-

atomy on the part of the operator is essential, however, in

all cases.

Nitrous Oxide Anesthesia.— V\'. D. Haggard describes

nitrous ovi(le anesthesia and enumerates its advantages of

quickness of action, comfort to the subject, almost imme-
diate recovery, absence of lung coniplic.ilions. and improb-

ability of later kidney, liver, and heart complications. It

is especially to be preferred in patients suffering from dis-

ease of these organs and in those who have had uncom-
fortable experiences with other anesthetics. It should not

be employed, however, for patients with dilated hearts or

extremely bad hearts, whether from valvular or myocar-

dial disease. It is not suitable for plethoric or alcoholic

patients. Its zone of anesthesia is rather limited, though

it can be employed for operations lasting half an hour or

more. It is not always possible to secure the requisite

skill for its administration nor to command the apparatus

and the amount of gas required for a lengthy operation.

Its cost, also, is considerable. Young children do not

always take it well, and it should not be used in case of

narrow or abnormal air passages, enlarged lymph nodes,

goiters, or enlarged tonsils and adenoids. No fatalities are

reported from the combined use of nitrous oxide and
oxygen.

Local Anesthesia.—J. P. Mitchell holds that local

anesthesia lias a dcl'niite field of usefulness which can be

increased by familiarity with modern methods and their

use. Its dangers are always less than those of general

narcosis. While some of the newer anesthetics may have

the advantage in individual hands, eucain and cocain are

the ones found most generally useful, and the danger of

poisoning has been practically eliimnated by (he use of

weak solutions in combination with adrenalin. Tablets for

this purpose arc in the market. Each of the several meth-

ods for application, viz., (l) surface application, (2) in-

filtration, (3) nerve blocking through endoneural and

perineural injections, has its special applications, or they

may be used in combination or combined with general an-

esthesia. Correct anatomical knowledge of nerve distribu-

tion and experience on the part of the operator are essen-

tial for the best results.

Blood Changes in Anesthesia.—\V. W. Hamburger
and F. E. Ewing reach the following conclusions: i. In

an analysis of the blood changes incident to nitrous oxide

anesthesia, clinically and experimentally studied, they find

that (a) The hem'aglobin is not permanently reduced or

anemia produced. (6) Hemolysis is not increased, (c

)

The changes in the readings of the hemoglobin and ery-
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throcytes are transient and of no surgical signiticance.

They are probably explained by capilliary stasis. The
reduction of hemoglobin is not due to the anesthetic, but

to the accompanj'ing asphyxia, (d) The changes in co-

agulation time are not constant, but there is generally an

increase of time required for clotting, most marked about

the third day. 2. A series of experimental observations

on ether anesthesia showed that, (a) The hemoglobin is

slightly reduced, causing a slight anemia, {b) Hemolysis

is not materially increased, (c) The changes in hemo-
globin and er>throc>'tes are explainable on the basis of

blood inspissation. (d) It causes a marked decrease in

the coagulation time, most marked from the seventh to

the tenth days. 3. In an analysis of the blood changes

from chloroform anesthesia in animals, they find that: (a)

The hemoglobin is reduced and anemia caused. (6) He-
molysis is increased, (c) There is a slight decrease in

coagulation time, most marked in the seventh to the tenth

days. 4. Comparing the three anesthetics from the stand-

point of the blood changes, they conclude that nitrous

oxide causes no permanent effects of any significance;

that ether causes more harmful changes (slight anemia
and marked decrease in coagulation time) ; that chloro-

form causes the most harmful results (hemolysis and
production of distinct anemia).

Atrophy of the Iris.—Casey A. Wood reports a case

of progressive and rather irregular disappearance of the

iris tissues of the right eye in a healthy man, without

other s>Tnptoms except increased tension in that eye. At
present fully five-sixths of the iris tissue has disappeared,

and the pupil has assumed the shape of an irregular tri-

angle whose angles reach almost to the root of the iris,

in which situations all the iridic layers have become ab-

sorbed. The absorbtion seems to have begun on the ante-

rior surface and proceeded irregularly there, and the pig-

ment laj'er has been absorbed chiefly, or only, at the pupil-

lary edge. The patient had an injur>' to the superior max-
illary bone si.xteen years before. This was followed by
antral disease, which is attributed, however, to an attack

of influenza. There was no direct injury to the eyeball

itself. Wood does not offer any explanation of the case.

except that if it began early enough, septic absorption

from purulent collections in the antrum and frontal sinus

might be expected to exercise a toxic influence on the iris

as a part of the uveal tract. The glaucomatous tension

seems inadequate as a cause.

The Ear in Cardiovascular Disease.—The possibility

of tinnitus aurium being a local sjTnptom of general cir-

culatory disturbances is suggested by L. F. Bishop, who
gives his reasons for believing this to be the case. It is,

in his opinion, the peripheral vasomotor regulation that is

largely at fault in the production of this sjrmptora, and he
has been able in some instances to observe the tinnitus

disappear with the improvement of the circulatory con-

dition. While he has seen this in both high and low ten-

sion conditions, the most striking have been the low ten-

sion ones. He finds the literature on the subject verj-

scanty, which he attributes to the fact that the critical

study of the circulation as contrasted with the study of

the heart alone has been too much neglected. The ques-

tion of low arterial tension has been most slighted. Mur-
murs are produced not by a constriction as such, but by
a relative constriction, and this can be brought about by
dilatation causing the normal part of the vessel to act

as a constriction. From this, he says, it is easy to under-
stand why relaxed vessels produce a great deal of noise.

He believes that: "i. There are certain cases of tinnitus

aurium which are a local manifestation to general circu-

latory disorder. 2. This may have its foundation in ar-

teriosclerosis, but the blood vessel disorder is often in a

large measure functional. 3. It is found in connection
with high blood pressure and also with low blood pres-

sure, and while in both instances the s>-mptom is relieved,

the measures which regulate the circulation, the most
striking results of treatment are to be obtained at the

present time in instances of low arterial tension. 4. Ob-
servations of blood pressure to detect the gross departure
from normal should be made by otologists; they can be
made in a very few seconds by the author's simplified

method."

The Lancet, October 31, 1908.

Rupture of the Left Auricle of the Heart.^.^. W.
Greig's patient was a Burman convict, male, 28 years of

age, who, after a railroad journey and a walk of a mile,

suddenly fell dead, having had no preliminary symptoms
of any kind. Autopsy showed the pericardial sac full of
blood. On the anterior superior aspect of the left auricular

appendix there was discovered a rent, of triradiate shape,

through which the tip of the little finger could be readily

passed into the cavity of the left auricle, the wall of which
was slightly puckered in the neighborhood, as if there had

been a preexistent bulging during life. The heart was
removed and the left auricle slit open at a distance from
the tear, but although no undue force was used to effect

this the rent was extended, the surrounding tissues being
very friable. To the inner aspect of the auricular wall

around the rent some recent blood-clot was adherent, but
on removing this it was found that the deeper layers were
partly decolorized and of firmer texture, showing that

deposition of fibrin had occurred some time previous to

death about the spot which eventually gave way. The
deepest layers of the clot were either intimately adherent
to, or had entirely replaced, the endothelial coat of the aur-
icular wall, for on gently removing the former the muscu-
lar tissue was revealed. The rest of the left auricle, the

remaining chambers of the heart, and the valves were, so

far as could be seen, normal ; the orifices of the coronary
arteries were fully patent; there was no atheromatous
change visible in the roots of the great vessels; nor was
there hypertrophy or dilatation of the heart itself except
in the immediate vicinity of the rupture. Xo gummatous
deposit was found in the myocardium nor was there naked-
eye evidence of subjacent fatty change. Nothing of signifi-

cance was noted in the other organs, and the author is

at a loss to account for the auricular lesion.

Scurvy Rickets Occurring in a Breast-fed Child.

—

T. H. Kellock reports the case of a female child 11 months
old, who did well at the breast for nine months, but was
then weaned and fed on diluted cow's milk and infant

foods. In trwo months she had become listless and anemic,
with diffuse tender swellings on the forearms and legs.

There was nothing in the previous history suggesting
syphilis, and no teeth had appeared. Some of the long
bones were tender on manipulation. A diagnosis of scurv^r

rickets was made, and under the usual treatment for this

affection the child appeared quite well. Sixteen months
later the child's mother appeared with a younger child,

aged ten weeks. The former appeared ill. anemic, and
apparently suffering from want of food. She stated that

while she was pregnant with this child her husband had
been out of work and they had been very badly off, with

the result that she had been short of food. She had, how-
ever, had plenty of milk in the breasts and the child had
had nothing whatever but this. When nine weeks old a
swelling appeared about the upper end of the right tibia,

which was tender and painful, and the leg became, in the

mother's words, "quite paralyzed." The child was sent

to the author, as on its first visit to the hospital sarcoma
of the tibia had been suspected. When seen the child

seemed to be in fairly good conditon, and the only part

affected was the upper end of the right tibia ; here a doughy
tender swelling of some size completely surrounded the

bone and the child would make no effort to use the limb.

The mother was directed to continue nursing the child,

but to give her as well a little orange juice twice a day,

at the same time she herself was ordered a mixture con-

taining iron and sulphate of magnesium. At this time, too,

it must be mentioned that her circumstances had some-
what improved and that she was getting at any rate suffi-

cient food. The result of this treatment was immediate
and rapid, as far as the child was concerned; the swelling

on the tibia first became much less tender and in three
weeks had almost completely disappeared.

Some Unusual Sequelae of Convulsive Seizures in

Childhood.— Histories of nine cases are given by F. J.

Poynton. In Case i convulsions commenced in the ninth

week. The child was marasmic, with an enlarged liver,

and became idiotic by the eighteenth week. It was an
hereditarv- syphilitic. In Case 2 there was an eclampsia
suggesting idiopathic epilepsy, then improvement, and in

two years an acute hepatic illness with meningeal symp-
toms. This case was also syphilitic. Case 3 was prac-

tically a duplicate of Case 2. Case 4 began in much the

same way, but is still living. In Cases 5 and 6 there

was a syphilitic history, but the symptoms were more of a
paralytic character, and in Case 6 there were no con-
vulsions. In Case 7 there was unconsciousness when
the child was first seen. The left arm and leg were some-
what rigid, but the features of the case were slow- rhjnh-

mical movements of the left arm and leg. In the upper
extremity there were flexion and extension at the elbow
and pronation and supination of the forearm. The left

knee joint was slightly flexed, and there were on the

slightest disturbance continual movements of flexion and
extension involving the whole limb. The rhythmic move-
ments gradually disappeared and the child recovered.

Syphilitic history was wanting. Case 8 was similar in a

general way to Case 7. So also Case 9. The two latter

cases are on a fair way to recovery. The three latter

cases suggested meningitis, but lumbar puncture was nega-
tive in two of them. Recognition of the rhythmical move-
ments, which appear when consciousness is being regained,

and particularly when the children begin to resent move-
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ment, will make one at once cautious in diagnosing menin-
gitis, and the occurrence of ocular palsies will also add to

this caution. These cases a,s;ain did not lose flesh in the
same way that children do as a rule in meningitis.

British Medical Journal, October 31, 1908.

Home Treatment of Scarlet Fever.—R. iVI line's paper
is a plea for the use of a carbolized oil of ten per cent,

strength, or eucalyptus oil, rubbed into the skin. He tells

the nurses and parents, "rub the patient most carefully
from the crown of the head to the soles of the feet," in-

cluding the armpits and the roots of the hair. The
rubbings are to be made morning and evening for the first

four days, then once daily till the tenth day. The throat
is to be swabbed with the carbolized oil every two hours
for the first twenty-four hours. With this plan of treat-

ment the author has never seen any nose, ear, or kidney
disease. The severity of the attack is greatly modified.
He claims that the treatment dispenses with the need of
elaborate disinfection afterward, for the source of infec-
tion is destroyed (?). No carbolized sheets are hung in

the doors of the sick room. Diet is restricted to soda
water or equal parts of hot milk and water. Light diet

is allowed in a few days and ordinary meals on the tenth
day. As between carbolized and eucalyptus oils, the au-
thor has come to prefer the latter. He supports his

proposition by the histories and courses of various institu-

tion and village outbreaks of the disease.

The Limitations of a Purin-free Diet.—A. Bryce pre-
sents the following conclusions: (i) Personal idiosyn-

crasy has much to do with the diverse results reported,

and in my opinion this is ultimately bound up with the

metabolic activity of the cells, and especially the ability

of the cells of the mucous membrane to withstand the
onslaught of irritants such as purin compounds. (2)
Small quantities of purin are almost invariably well borne,
and only in isolated cases are larger doses not tolerated.

(3) The ability to tolerate purins is markedly influenced

by disease—for example, neurasthenia, so called, and
kidney ailments, where the integrity of the cells of the

convoluted tubules is dotibtful, yet a man in perfect health
with a so-called gouty tendency may tolerate them badly
because they act as irritants to the mucous membrane of
the hepatic ducts, and produce hepatic insufficiency. Ac-
cording to the author, a purin-free diet in epilepsy offers

the best chance of a cure. In some instances a little

purin may be allowed. In headaches due to uric-acidemia
tea and coffee should be cut off entirely at first, but may
be used later if well diluted. Small quantities of caf-
feine are diuretic, and there results an increased elimina-
tion of nitrogenous elements, especially urea and the fa-

tigue products generally. In asthma the general condi-
tions are the same as with epilepsy. Relapses may succeed
an initial improvement. The author's general experience
is that while a purin-free diet is an admirable method of
treatment in chronic disease, it is not suited as a dietary
for ordinary purposes of nutrition in everyday life. The
cases admirably illustrate the old adage that "every man
is a law unto himself," and demonstrate the fact that

most of them were extremely susceptible to the action of
excess of purins in the diet, that when these were cut off

completely freedom was obtained from their particular

malady, but that when malnutrition arose their troubles
returned with the old force. When they cautiously
adopted a diet containing their old proteid forms of food,

with a minimum of purins, then they regained their health

and strength, and because they were capable of dealing
with all the purins they ingested, kept free or compara-
tively free from their malady. It is not necessary to sug-
gest that this was due to an excess of uric acid in the

blood or tissues, but simply that for some reason or other,

probably toxic, they were unable to deal with these par-
ticular foods.

Bee Stings and Rheumatism.—E. T. Burton has had a

personal experience with the remedy named. His ac-

count of his experience is so graphic that it is reproduced
verbatim : "I was attacked very suddenly on June 24
last with acute arthritis of ray right hip, as suddenly suc-

ceeded by sciatica of the same side. A fortnight in bed
was followed by a fortnight at Droitwich, with a daily

bath at 104° for twenty minutes. A small measure of re-

lief was obtained. My treatment consisted of a return

to Droitwich, a daily douche of hot water to the offend-

ing hip, return to my lodgings, and reclining in more or
less—chiefly more—pain for the rest of the time. I could
not walk a quarter of a mile without two or three stops

to relieve my agony, and Droitwich. always helpful be-
fore, did me very little good. Having been promised a

supply of bees, I commenced, on October 17, the 'bee-

sting cure.' I had seven or eight applied in the course
of the sciatic nerve and round the hip-joint. When I

awoke in the morning I was able not only to turn in bed,

but to get out without hauling myself up in agony by the

bedpost, and I walked across the floor without limp or
pain for the first time in all but three months. I re-

turned to bed at once, and had another half-dozen bees
applied, subsequently dressing at 12:30 P. M. for dinner.

The same night I had five or six more bees applied, and
on October 19 the final installinent of the same number.
I walked well that day, and even ran about fifty yards
without pain, and am now, on the evening of October 21,

absolutely free from the slightest twinge. I may add
that if I live for three months I shall be sixty-seven, and
have been a rheumatic subject for twenty-five years. I

intend, if during their hibernation I can procure them, to

continue the application of the bees till I cease to react to

the stings."

Berliner klinisehe U'ochenschrift, October 26, igo8.

Serum Diagnosis of Syphilis.—Halberstaedter, Mid-
ler and Rcichc have investigated the behavior of scarlet

fever patients in reference to the appearance of a reaction

•similar to the supposedly specific reaction of Wassermann
in syphilitics. Of ten patients examined five gave a dis-

tinct reaction expressed in inhibition of hemolysis, though
seldom of such a marked nature as in the luetic cases.

Syphilis was excluded in all the cases examined. Nine
cases of measles, five of varicella and fourteen of whoop-
ing cough gave negative results. The authors tested sev-

enty-eight other children, ten of whom were not suffering

from syphilis or any other infection ; all ten gave neg-
ative reactions. The remaining sixty-eight patients came
with the clinical diagnosis of syphilis, and of these thirty

gave a positive reaction and thirty-eight a negative one.

Of the manifestly syphilitic cases 92 per cent, gave a

positive reaction with the test. The reaction is, accord-

ingly, valuable in corroborating clinical diagnosis and
justifying the beginning of specific treatment.

Blood-pressure in Chronic Nephritis.—Engel says
that the estimation of blood pressure by means of the

finger is very untrustworthy
; yet the importance of know-

ing the exact blood pressure is such that a sphygmomano-
meter ought to be possessed by every practising physician.

Even the figures obtained with the instrument may be

completely luisleading if such factors as nervousness, ex-

citement, etc., are not discounted. Thus an anxious pa-

tient showed a pressure of 170 mm., which, however,
dropped to 130 after a reassuring prognosis. Of especial

value is such an estimation in chronic nephritis, for high

systolic blood pressure is a most frequent symptom of

interstitial disease, while uncomplicated parenchymatous
nephritis is usually accompanied by a normal blood pres-

sure. The examination of the heart or of the urine inay

not always give a clue to the nature of the kidney lesion,

and the sphygmomanometric data serve as a very important

factor in the diagnosis and prognosis of renal disease. The
eradual change of a purely parenchymatous disease into a

mixed form is best evidenced by the behavior of the pres-

sure curve if regular readings are taken for long periods

of time. Diseases affecting the glomeruli in a marked
manner are also accompanied by a raised blood pressure,

and its estimation may be of value, therefore, in the course

of scarlet fever, in cases of poisoning, etc. Uremic at-

tacks are often preceded by sudden and marked increase

of pressure. Both prognosis and treatment may accord-

ingly be greatly simplified by the use of the sphygmomano-
meter in the course of chronic nephritis of any nature.

Insufficiency of the Spine and Scoliosis.—Schanz says
that insufiiciency of the vertebra; is a common condition

characterized by tenderness of the vertebral spines and
bodies; radiating pains are often complained of in this

connection, and they may falsely lead tu the diagnosis t)f

gastric, thoracic, or pelvic disease. The condition is

caused by the disproportion between the strength of the

spine and the weight it supports, and often appears in

mechanical disturbances of the spine. Thus scoliosis is

very often accompanied by the symptoms of such insuffi-

ciency with marked manifestations of pain, contrary to

the general opinion which considers that pain in scoliosis

is infrequent. The disappearance of such pain in scolio-

sis shows that the compensatory changes in the skeletal

and muscular system have made up for the deformity of

the spine; progressive increase in pain is good evidence

that the deformity is growing in degree. The presence of

pain is of still further significance in the therapy of scolio-

sis; it serves as a contraindication to the usual amount of

gymnastic treatment of the deformity, for further strain-

ing of the weak spine can only make things ^vorse. The
exercises should be much less strenuous than in cases not

accompanied by pain.

Miinchener medisintsche Wochenschrift, Oct. 20 and 27, 1908.

Marmorek's Serum.—Strauss says that whenever tu-

berculosis is a local process and can be attacked by oper-
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ative methods without interfering too seriously with the

function of the parts affected, surgical treatment offers

most chances of curing the patient. In other cases every
measure that promises relief or cure should be tried, and
Marmorek's serum has been successful enough to deserve
further trial. Strauss has used it in thirty-eight cases,

administering the remedy by the rectum or subcutaneously.
It has proved to be completely harmless in every instance,

and in a number of patients exercised a very favorable
influence upon the course of the disease. The local phe-
nomena were lessened in severity and the general condi-
tion of most patients likewise improved. Strauss concludes
that the serum in question is a valuable aid in the treat-

ment of surgical tuberculosis ; in cases of "eneral infection

the influence of the serum does not seem to be very marked.

Eczema in Infants.—Mendelsson says that, according
to Finkelstein. the eczema of infants is due to dis-

turbed assimilation of the salts in milk; its treatment
therefore is not local, but must consist of dietetic

measures. The best diet is poor in salt but rich in

proteid and fat, and is prepared by removing the salts

of milk by washing, the casein in water and then mi.x-

ing it with diluted whey. Mendelsson obtained very
good results with Finkelstein's diet, the eczematous con-
ditions disappearing much more quickly and surely than
with the older local treatment. The loss of weight
noted on this diet should not stop its use, as it is

caused by the rapid loss of water with the removal of
salts in the tissues. The diet, however, should be tried
only in such children who can bear fat well; such in-

fants are usually large for their age, have a pasty
skin and are prone to manifest not only eczema but
other phenom^a of "exudative diathesis." They stand
the withdrawal of salt very well if it is not continued
too long after the curative effect upon the eczema
has been noted.

Treatment of Carbuncle.—Grasmann says the quick-
est and surest treatment of carbuncle consists in ex-
tirpation of the diseased area by a circular incision
with smaller incisions radiating from it. Such incisions
should in no case be carried through the actively in-

flamed portion of the lesion, but should be placed in

the infiltrated skin surrounding it. The whole carbuncle
should then be separated from the imderlj-ing fascia
and the large wound packed with dr\' gauze. In other
cases cross incisions through the carbuncle may be
used, the four flaps thus made being lifted from the
underlying tissue and supported by gauze packing;
necrotic masses are to be removed with the knife or
the scissors. After a few days, when the granulation
tissue has well developed, the flaps are brought to-
gether by a couple of stitches, thus diminishing the size
of the wound. The latter is completely closed within
four to six weeks.

Functional Heart Disease.—Strubell says that the
measuring of the blood-pressure is the first step in the
diagnosis of functional heart disease. Increased blood-
pressure ma3' be labile in character, due to vasomotor
phenomena, or constant, caused by arteriosclerotic
changes. Even in the latter case, however, sudden rise
in blood-pressure may be produced bjf sudden contrac-
tion of the sclerosed vessels. The warm bath is a
good diagnostic procedure in these cases, for little fall

of pressure is noted in angiosclerotic patients when
placed in such a bath, while high pressure caused by
vasomotor contraction falls considerably. The pro-
cedure may also be used therapeutically, long-con-
tinued warm baths with the consequent fall of blood-
pressure proving very beneficial in cases of high pres-
sure. Electrical stimulation during the bath serves
for further diagnosis of the condition of the heart:
normal individuals react with rise of general pressure
and fall of pressure in the auricles; those with dis-
eased hearts show fall of general blood pressure and
rise in auricular pressure. The muscular system ma\
also be used to relieve the splanchnic system and dimin-
ish the general blood-pressure; this effect is reached
by light, passive exercise and not by active exercise,
which should never be prescribed to patients with any
heart trouble before the functional capacity of the heart
has been thoroughly tested.

Treatment of Pelvic Abscesses.—Tillmanns says that
pelvic abscesses ma\- originate in the pelvis or gravitate
in that direction; they may be diffuse or circumscribed,
intraperitoneal or extraperitoneal. They may break
into an organ or reach the surface and perforate the
skin or the mucosa; most frequently they break into
the rectum, after which spontaneous cure may take
place. The primary abscesses may be caused by the
injury or inflamamtion of anj' pelvic organ, pelvic bones,
or joints, or the overlj-ing soft parts; secondary ab-

scesses are caused verj' often by appendicitis or by
suppuration of the lymph nodes about the cecal re-

gion. In women the diseases of pregnancy and labor
and especially gonorrhea are frequently responsible for
the formation of abscesses; foreign bodies of various
nature may also cause pelvic suppuration. The treat-

ment consists in incision and drainage; the latter may
be effectively done by way of vagina. Abscesses in-

volving pelvic lymph nodes require large incisions and
the removal of all nodes affected, after which drain-
age is usually necessary. Whenever possible pelvic
abscesses ought to be opened extraperitoneally. If

the abscess comunicates with a hollow organ it is

sometimes best to sew the wall of the abscess to the
external wound and bj' slow draining allow the com-
munication to close up; later the external bpening is

allowed to be filled up by granulations. In tuber-
culosis of the public symphysis conservative treat-

ment is not to be attempted, while if the sacroiliac

joints are affected conservative treatment should be
tried early in the case. Under no circumstances should
minor operations such as curetting and injections of

iodoform be tried, as they usually are completely un-
successful.

Fulguration Treatment of Malig^nant Tumors.

—

Schultze considers in detail the apparatus required for the

fulguration of tumors according to the method of Keating-
Hart. He warn? against the use of ether in anesthetizing

the patient, for a single spark falling upon the ether mask
may set in it flames ; local anethesia is not sufficient, and
chloroform is the only anesthetic to be considered.

Schultze has tried the new treatment upon inoperable

tumors only; before the fulguration. however, all macro-
scopically visible part of tumor was removed by the knife,

so that the sparks were used in situations which the knife
could not enter. Xo nervous shock and no bleeding was
witnessed ; indeed, fulguration acted as a powerful styptic.

Experiments with animals showed that it was impossible

to damage even exposed blood-vessels with the strongest

sparks, and therefore such vessels were not considered a

counterindication to the use of the sparks; no injury was
caused in any case. Histologically, fulguration appeared
to cause death of a thin superficial layer of tissue, carci-

nomatous as well as healthy cells being equally affected.

Clinically, the secretion of the wounds was much increased
and fine granulations quickly appeared ; pain in the wounds
was not very marked ; the general condition was favorably
influenced. However, the further course in all cases

showed that no effect was exercised upon the malignity
of the tumors treated; though the subjective symptoms
were much improved in many instances, the disease con-
tinued to fatal termination as usual. The new method of
treatment, therefore, is in no wise a "cure" for cancer

;

it is, however, a palliative against pain and against bleed-
ing and offensive changes in the tumor tissue ; in these
respects, however, fulguration does not seem to be any
more valuable than radium or even the use of caustics.

The technique of using it is certainly much more complex
than with these latter methods.

Dangers of the Ophthalmoreaction.—Schrumpf re-
ports two personal case? in whicli the instillation of tuber-
culin for diagnostic purposes was followed by severe in-

flammatory symptoms with involvement of the cornea and
the iris, as well as with unfavorable effects upon the gen-
eral condition of the tuberculous patients. He names twenty-
three other authors who have observed unpleasant or dan-
gerous consequences of this reaction. He considers it im-
proper to speak of the reaction in question as a completely
harmless one, as is done by Calmette and his enthusiastic

followers. The best mode of procedure is to inform the

patient of the possibility of untoward symptoms, just as
is done by the surgeons in the case of anesthetics. An-
other unpleasant feature of the reaction is the tendency of
the local inflammation to reappear if tuberculin is used
later for therapeutic purposes. Often, too, the reaction

occurs in persons that show no symptoms or signs of
tuberculosis ; as its occurrence does not escape the patient's

observation, it may have a very bad effect upon sensitive

individuals.

Rosacea.—Shoemaker recommends the following
ointment:

IJ. 01. eucalypt.
Creosoti (beechwood) aa njv.

Chloral hj'drat.

Camphorae aa gr. v.

Ungt. zinci oxidi
Ungt. aq. ros« aa Jss.

M. ft. ungt.

S. : Apply locallj' twice daily.—New Orleans Medical and Surgical Journal.
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Traitement Chirurcical Actuel des Kystes Hydahques
rif FoiE ET DE Leurs Complications. Par le Dr. .'KLnERT

Cauchoix, Ancien Interne Laureat des Hopitau.x de
Paris (Medaille d'Argent 1907); Prosecteur a la Faculte
de Medecine. Paris : G. Steinheil, Editeur, 1908.

This book is a monograph devoted to the criticism of the
prevailing methods of treating hydatid cysts of the hver
and to the advocacy of an improved procedure. The au-
thor condemns "marsupiahsation," enucleation, and total

extirpation of cysts except in a few selected cases. He
thinks that the reduction of the cavity of the cyst after
evacuation of its contents and disinfection is the method
best adapted for the majority of cases. A number of illus-

trative cases and a bibliography accompany the te.xt.

Die Verletzung der Arteria Mexingea Media. Von Dr.
CusTODis. Stabs- und .-Xbteilungsarzt im I. \\ estpreussi-

schen Feld-Artillerie, Regiment No. 35. Mit 2 Tcxt-
figuren. Berlin : Verlag von August Hirschwald, 1908.

This little book is devoted to one special problem of the
surgery of the head, namely, to the injuries of the middle
meningeal artery. The author considers very fully the
pathology and the symptomatology of this accident and
then describes the surgical treatment of it. An appendi.x
gives a number of histories from the cases of the author
and from the literature, the cases being classified according
to the treatment adopted and the outcome. The book
forms a useful monograph on the important injury it con-
siders.

Lehrbuch der Muskel und Gelenkmechanik. Von Dr.
H. Strasser, o. o. Professor der Anatoiuie und Director
des anatomischen Institut der Universitiit Bern. I. Band

:

AUgemeincr Teil. Mit 100 Textfiguren. Berlin : Ver-
lag von Julius Springer, 1908.

Dr. Strasser thinks that the physician will possess a
clearer understanding of the anatomy and pliysiology of
the human body if he has studied the mechanical principles

involved in the body considered as a machine. He there-

fore acquaints the reader with the elementary principles

of mechanics and then considers the skeleton, the muscles
and the joints as offering problems involving these prin-

ciples. We do not share the author's opinion that the

mechanics of the body as presented by him should become
one of the subjects of study of a medical course, for the

modern student of medicine is already overburdened with
work. Dr. Strasser's book, however, ought to be of
interest to anatomists and to physicians with love for

mechanics ; the latter, especially, will find enough material

in the volume to indulge his love for mechanical problems
and yet not take him away froin the subject of his

chosen profession.

Pulsating Exophthalmos. Its Etiology, Symptom-
atology, Pathogenesis, and Treatment. Being an Essay
Based Upon an Analysis of Sixty-nine Case Histories of

This Affection. By George E. de Schweinitz, M.D.,
Professor of Ophthalmology in the University of Penn-
sylvania, and Thomas B. Holloway, M.D., Instructor

in Ophthalmology in the University of Pennsylvania.
Philadelphia and London : W. B. Saunders Company,
1 90S.

This interesting subject is admirably treated in the volume
before us. The object of the essay, which is one of 124

pages, is, in the language of the authors: "(l) To analyze

those cases—69 in number—not previously recorded in the

tabular statements already referred to; (2) to elaborate

and compare the therapeutic measures, surgical and other-

wise, which have been employed in their treatment ; and

(3) to endeavor to determine from these analyses those

surgical procedures which seem likely to prove of the

greatest advantage in the control of the symptoms of this

disease." Sixty-seven pages of the text are devoted to

an analysis of the cases considered. The remaining part

of the volume is occupied by a tabulated report of 80

cases of pulsating exophthalmos. The essay should be

read not only by all ophthalmologists, but by those who
are interested in general surgery as well.

The Natural History of Cancer. With Special Refer-

ence to Its Causation and Prevention. By W. Roger
Williams, Fellow of the Royal College of Surgeons.

New York : William Wood & Co., 1908.

It was Dr. Williams' purpose in writing this book to apply

the synthetic method to the study of cancer by leaving the

many details of the subject and paying attention to the

broad principles involved in the problem of malignant

disease, .'\fter defining the terms "tumor" and "cancer,"

the author considers the geographical distribution and in-

cidence of malignant disease; the increase of cancer in re-

cent times; tumors of animal and vegetable worlds; the

experimental study of cancer ; the relation of the growth
of malignant tumors to growth in general ; the microbic
theory of cancer; extrinsic etiological factors, such as

inflammation, irritation, etc.; the influence of sex, of age,

of heredity ; the morphology and the clinical behavior of
malignant tumors ; cachexia ; and finally, the various de-

generative, inflammatory and retrogressive changes that

may take place in tumors. He aims to show that no
reliable indications are present now for elucidating the

cure of cancer ; its incidence, however, is clearly related

to the alimentation of the human race, as shown by the

distribution of the disease among tlie civilized nations
and in the overfed classes of the population. The pre-
vention of cancer or at least the diminution of its ravages
lies, according to Dr. Williams, in the modification of the

nutrition of the human race aimed at the diminution of

the nourishment habitually taken. These findings are

presented with such a wealth of illustrative examples, and
such insight into the shortcomings of the laboratory study
of malignant disease that the book liecomes a storehouse
of information on the subject considered, as well as an
introduction to the study of the question from the novel
standpoint developed by the author. It is a work sui gen-
eris, for there exists no similar study in any language,

and its perusal is heartily recommended not only to phy-
sicians, but also to intelligent laymen interested in the

cancer problem. The future alone can decide how correct

are the views held by the author ; at present, however,
his work gives evidence of such erudition in the subject

and such critical judgment as to command a respectful

hearing from those even who are least apt to agree witli

his findings.

Estimation of the Renal Function in Urinary Surgery.
By J. W. Thomson Walker, M.B., CM. (Edin.),

F.R.C.S., Hunterian Professor of Surgery and Path-
ology, Royal College of Surgeons of England (1907);
Surgeon-in-Charge of Out-patients at the Northwest
London Hospital and Hampstead General Hospital

;

Assistant Surgeon to St. Peter's Hospital. With 2 Col-

ored and 7 Black-and-white Plates, 34 Figures in Te.xt,

and 32 Charts. London, Paris, New York, Toronto and
Melbourne : Cassel & Company, 1908,

After giving several clinical histories illustrating the fail-

ure of renal function in consequence of operations and
anesthesia, Dr. Walker considers the chemical examina-
tion of the urine, the study of the kidney as a filter by
means of cryoscopy, the testing of the renal functions by

means of injections of methylene blue, phloridzin, indigo-

carmine, etc. The secDud part of the book is devoted to

the methods of studying tlie functions of one kidney alone,

.r-rays, cystoscopy, ureteral catheterisation, and the chem-
ical tests for eacli kidney being fully described. The book
contains numerous charts and pictures taken from actual

cases and is throughout written from the standpoint of the

practical surgeon who is called upon to test the functions

of the kidneys before any operative interference. To such

a worker the compilation of all the methods in one book
ought to prove of great assistance, and this is what Dr.

Walker's book really is. It is sure to find many readers

among surgeons and physicians interested in the diagnosis

and treatment of renal disease.

Pathological Technique. A Practical Manual for Work-
ers in Pathological Histology and Bacteriology, Includ-

ing Directions for the Performance of Autopsies and for

Clinical Diagnosis by Laboratory Methods. By Frank
Burr Mallory, A.M., M.D., Associate Professor

^
of

Pathology, Harvard University Medical School; First

Assistant Visiting Pathologist to the Boston City Hos-
pital ; Pathologist to the Children's Hospital; and James
Homer Wright, A.M., M.D., S.D., Director of the

Pathological Laboratory of the Massachusetts General

Hospital; Assistant Professor of Pathology, Harvard
University Medical School. Fourth Edition, Revised and

Enlarged, with 152 Illustrations. Philadelphia and Lf n-

don : W. B. Saunders Company, 1908.

The new edition of this well-known manual needs hardly

any comment from the reviewer. The additions to bac-

teriological methods consist of Dr. Zinsser's anaeroliic

method for plate-cultures, of three new methods for cul-

tivation and recognition of typhoid bacilli, and of entirely

new paragraphs on the organism of actinomycosis. The
histological methods are enriched by the improvements

in the technique of staining fibroglia, myoglia, and neu-

roglia fibers ; by Wright's method of staining blood plate-

lets and giant cells of the bone marrow ; by a new stain

for glycogen; by staining methods for Spirochata pallida;

and by the methods of preparing bacterial vaccines intro-

duced by Sir A. E. Wright. The book remains an in-

dispensal)le companion to everybody engaged in histolog-

ical or bacteriological work.
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ILLINOIS STATE MEDICAL SOCIETY.

Fifty-Eighth Annual Meeting, Held at Peoria, May 19. 20,

and 21, 1908.

The President, Dk. William L. Baum of Chicago, in

THE Chair.

An Address of Welcome was delivered by Hon. Thomas
O'Connor, Mayor of Peoria, which was responded to by

President Bauni.

Psychopathology of Hysteria.—Dr. S. T. Robin-

son of Edwardsville reviewed the two ideas "generally

held: (a) that of the entity or dominating soul of the plain

man's belief, and (6) the coordination of the experimental

psychologists. Mentioning some of the conclusions of psy-

chic research investigators, the author argued that the late

evidence justified the presumptive view that both elements

entered into the personality. Thus he considered the con-

troversj' largly reconciled. There was, accordingly, a

union which was both a great colonial empire, with many
apparently independent centers, and an empire which was
dominated by an indwelling soul. Next, he outlined the

further division of this comple-x personality into the supra-

liminal and the subliminal spheres. These he discussed

with special reference to the subliminal self and the thres-

hold of consciousness. To these elements of the healthy

mind he added those of potential memorability, whereby
facts were assimilated and stored in the subliminal self;

selection, whereby the necessities of the moment were sat-

isfied, and, finally, the law of psychic cohesiveness, the

psychic analogue of gravity in the physical world. Out of

these psychological elements, when they became unhealthy,

he deduced the four main factors which underlay hysteria:

(l) Psychic poverty; (2) lack of cohesiveness; (3) mor-
bid selection ; (4) undue permeability, or instability of

the threshold. First, the author reviewed the morbid
subliminal life in a personality suffering from psychic pov-

erty and lack of cohesiveness, which might let go of the

life above, with, for instance, the production of anesthesias,

and then he showed how the narrowed life above might
be disastrously influenced from below with, for instance,

evolution of the fixed idea. Suggestibility, absent-minded-
ness, alternation, and anesthesia, he mentioned as the chief

stigmata, so lucidly described by Janet, and concluded that

as hypnotic suggestion was to the subliminal life, so hys-
teria was to the ordinary consciousness. Genius and hys-
teria were set down as the two far-distant poles of human
personality, the one produced by healthy cooperation of

the subliminal and supraliminal faculties, while the other
was due to the incoordinated uprush of subliminal impulse
in a retracted field of supraliminal consciousness.

Arteriosclerosis.—Dr. Thomas J. Pitner of Jacksonville
said that in considering this disease we were approaching the
origin of many diseases. The study of this process through-
out the body tended to broaden our views of the nature
and causes of local diseases by showing how largely they
were due to antecedent widespread arterial changes. Ar-
teriosclerosis was a primary pathological process. There
were no morbid anatomic changes preceding it. The prin-
cipal element of the disease was the fibrous proliferation
of the internal coat. The other coats were involved, but
not so generally and constantly. The artery became thick-

ened and hardened, with narrowing of the lumen and
subsequent degeneration.

Dr. Ferd. Encelbrectson of Chicago referred to the

deposit of salts in the development of the osseous sys-

tem, and said, after the bones were started, what became
of these salts. The system was not ready to eliminate

them. They must be deposited somewhere, and he thought
the nonelimination of these salts produced many condi-
tions, including arteriosclerosis.

Dr. Wm. J. Butler of Chicago thought that cardio-

vascular diseases that were dependent on syphilis, whether

it was aortitis or arteriosclerosis, or a myocarditis in con-

junction with it, were benefited by the use of potassium

iodide or calomel.

Dr. Robert B. Preble of Chicago referred to the un-

certainty of prognosis in these cases. No matter what
the manifestations might be, whether renal, cardiac, cere-

brospinal, or gastrointestinal, the clinical picture was sus-

ceptible to sudden variations in character, and in advanced

cases of arteriosclerosis, cerebral hemorrhage or throm-

bosis might suddenly develop. There might be some severe

circulatory or gastrointestinal disturbance, thrombosis, or

embolism, and hence the great liability of these patients

to sudden death.

Dr. Joseph L. Miller of Chicago said that many of these

cases were benefited by the use of iodides where the cause

or causes were not of syphilitic origin.

Dr. C. D. Westcott of Chicago said the oculist not in-

frequently saw changes in the retinal vessels of these pa-

tients in the course of routine examinations for refraction.

These changes were noted most commonly in middle life, in

those who did not suspect any constitutional condition.

When the oculist observed these changes in the retinal

vessels, the patients should be referred to a good internist.

Diabetes.—Dr. James B. Heerick of Chicago discussed

some of the points concerning the treatment of this dis-

ease, with special reference to the use of oatmeal diet.

He emphasized the importance of differentiating the clin-

ical types of diabetes, and spoke of the value of other fac-

tors than the mere estimation of the amount of sugar in

the urine in determining the severity of a given case. Ref-

erence was made to the principle of tolerance of carbo-

hydrates and the practical application of the same treat-

ment. He spoke of the necessity for carbohydrates and

their place in warding off impending coma. He detailed

the oatmeal diet of von Noorden, described the technique

of its administration, and its importance when properly

used as a therapeutic agent.

Dr. Frank Billings of Chicago said that, until more
was known about the cause of diabetes, the management
of patients suffering with the disease must be along lines

that Vk'ere thought best.

Dr. George E. Baxter of Chicago asked as to the amount
of exercise these patients were allowed during the oatmeal

diet; whether they were kept at rest or allowed the normal

amount of exercise.

Dr. Herrick, in closing, said that exercise, as a rule,

did not harm a patient with diabetes. In fact, moderate

exercise was rather beneficial, and in putting patients on

this diet he had never restricted them as to exercise unless

there was some special reason for it. The oatmeal diet

was a valuable therapeutic agent, yet he was firmly con-

vinced that it was also attended with danger. He did not

wish to convey the impression that it cured diabetes.

However, he had seen what he regarded as very favorable

results in children. He mentioned a little girl of twelve,

whose life was prolonged a year and a half by this treat-

ment with only traces of sugar in the urine at any time.

Food Values in the Nutrition of Children.—Dr. Jo-
sephine Milligan of Jacksonville described the practical

application of food values in every-day practice in the nu-

trition of children from the age of nine months to pu-

berty. In chronic disease the nutrients and calories should

be kept at the full standard or slightly above. In con-

valescents the nutrients and calories should be increased.

A convalescent child might demand even as much as an

adult. When as much study and attention had been put

on the diet of children over nine months of age as had
been expended on children under nine months, another

great advance not only in life-saving for children would
have been accomplished, but in better developed and health-

ier bodies and mind for the adult.

Drug Treatment of Cardiovascular Conditions.—Dr.

Joseph L. Miller of Chicago emphasized the importance
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of an accurate knowledge of the action of drugs. Refer-

ence was made to drug nihilism. The foundation of our

knowledge of pharmacology was based on the action of

drugs on normal animals, and he pointed out the fallacies in

applying this to the treatment of diseased conditions, using

such agents as vasoconstrictors, digitalis, strophanthus, caf-

feine, camphor, adrenalin. He pointed out the indica-

tions and dangers of using vasodilators, nitroglycerin, ni-

trites, amyl nitrite, etc.

Study of Diagnosis and Pathology Should Not Lessen
Our Confidence in the Intelligent Use of Drugs. Dr.
Thomas \V. B.\th of Bloomington said that it he said

anything concerning the routine drug treatment in those

diseases that were not specifically influenced by drugs, he

believed that many patients were over-drugged. Many
patients were needlessly over-drugged by physicians who
were somewhat too credulous to the claims of materia

medica and drug circulars. Until the riddle had been

solved with reference to those diseases which were still

treated expectantly, physicians would best serve their pa-

tients not by giving placebos or suggestions, or Christian

Science, but by taking a sensible view of the case and
in offering nature a helping hand when she desired sup-

port.

Control of Hyperacidity by Diet and Drugs.—Dr. M.
Milton Portis of Chicago detailed some experiments that

were conducted on dogs with a Pawlow stomach. A great

variety of foods were given, and in all cases it was found

that vegetables excited the stomach to the least secretion.

The time of secretion and the amount secreted were much
reduced as compared with the feeding of meat, but the

per cent, of HCl secreted could not be reduced. The
total amount of secretion could be still further reduced by

giving the vegetables in a finely divided state. The alka-

lies were found to reduce secretion, as had been observed,

especially if given before meals. Morphine and hyoscin

were found to have very little effect. Atropine and stron-

tium bromide were found to have a marked effect in re-

ducing the amount of secretion.

Baths and Exercises in the Treatment of Heart Dis-

ease.—Dr. Robert H. B.\bcock of Chicago emphasized the

fact that the water should be merely warm or tepid for

the initial baths, and weakly saline ; also that as the pa-

tient's reaction permitted, the temperature should be low-

ered from time to time, until toward the end of the

series a temperature of 85° F. could be obtained, by which

time the waters were strongly charged with sodium chlo-

ride, 3 per cent, calcium chloride, I per cent., and made
strongly effervescing. The weaker baths should be con-

sidered sedative and suited to weak, dilated hearts, while

the colder, strongly saline and carbonated waters were

stimulating. Since the natural Nauheim waters were

strongly impregnated with calcium salts. Dr. Babcock nev-

er omitted the addition of calcium chloride. Since these

baths were capable of harm as well as good, he believed

they should be prescribed only after frequent careful exam-
inations of the patient, and with due regard to the indi-

vidual's reaction after and his sensations during each

bath. This treatment was applicable chiefly to myocardial

incompetence and valvular insufficiencies. These baths

should be given cautiously in cases of stenosis and arterio-

sclerosis, and were of doubtful utility when chronic fibrous

mediastinitis was present, and not at all in cases of aortic

aneurysm or ectasia, for although the heart's contractions

might be invigorated, the vascular lesion could not be im-

proved and might be increased. This balneological treat-

ment should be deferred in cases of pronounced dilatation

with edema, until rest and other measures had improved

cardiac power. Exercises were of two kinds, the so-called

resistance exercises and medical gymnastics. The former

consisted of extension and rotation of the extremities and

trunk, performed against a measured degree of resistance

offered by a trained assistant. Their beneficial effects in

feeble dilated hearts were attributed to dilatation of the

intramuscular arterioles, and consequent unloading of the

heart's cavities. Patients with chronic myocarditis soon

appreciated the benefit of exercise by a lessening of dysp-

nea and palpitation by increased strength and by reduction

in abdominal girth. The autlior maintained close watch

of the effects and in some cases combined medicinal therapy

with the exercises. He concluded tliat (i) he was justified

in recommending medical gymynastics as an important part

of the management of myocardial incompetence when this

was not too advanced. (2) They should be performed only

with the aid of a trained assistant, who understood the

object and kind of exercises to be given, and who would
maintain close watch upon the pulse and respiration. (3')

These medical gymnastics produced results similar to those

of resistance exercises, and in suitable cases more quickly

and powerfully. (4) Individuals with myocardial incom-

petence should not be allowed to substitute for these med-
ical gymnastics so-called self-resisting movements at home.

(S) The effect on the heart should be watched by a phy-

sician, who could judge of the degree of benefit obtained

and how long the exercises should be taken.

The Use of the X-Ray by the General Practitioner.

—

Dr. George S. Edmondso.n- of Clinton had used the .r-ray in

diagnosing dislocations. He had been highly pleased with

this treatment in cases of lupus. One case of carcinoma

of the cervix yielded nicely to the application of the .r-ray

by means of the Caldwell tube, but returned just as rap-

idly after the treatment had ceased. He had treated many
cases of superfluous hair on the face, and in not one had
he witnessed a failure to remove the hair. In the course

of a few months the hairs invariably returned, but usually

were not so hard to remove the second or third time. He
had treated several cases of acne by means of the jr-ray

with satisfactory results.

Fracture of the Base of the Cranium, vvjth Diastasis

of the Left Temporoparietal Articulation; Complete
Recovery.—Dr. George de Tarnowsky of Chicago report-

ed a case of fracture of the base of the cranium, and sum-
marized by saying that all head injuries should be pre-

pared in a surgical way. All cases should be placed un-

der the very keenest observation obtainable. Do not op-

erate in cases of diffuse cerebral contusion. A progressive

disintegration of cellular structures could not be restrained

by a simple relief of pressure. Never operate hurriedly

without having first observed the symptoms of the case

and their trend, namely, increasing severity or manifest

tendency to spontaneous recovery. Having diagnosed epi-

dural hemorrhage, if coma should deepen, temperature

decline, and pulse grow weaker, operate at once; if, with

reaction, the clinical picture showed a tendency to remain

stationary or to clear up, wait and watch. Not all blood

clots needed surgical removal in order to effect a com-
plete recovery.

Traumatism of the Brain.^—Dr. J. W. McDonald of

.\urora discussed fractures of the skull, their diagnosis, and
treatment. He devoted considerable space to the consid-

eration of intracranial lesions, such as hemorrhage, throm-
bosis of sinuses, contusions, lacerations, and their sequelse.

He likewise discussed meningeal and parenchymatous in-

flammations usually of a septic character. He reported

a case which was interesting on account of the extent of

the fracture, laceration of the artery, extent of the hem-
orrhage, and the speedy recovery.

Dr. Daniel N. Eisendr.\th of Chicago said there was a

condition of laceration or contusion of the brain which
must be separated completely in the diagnosis and prog-

nosis from concussion and compression. There might be

cases of contusion or laceration of the brain without any
of the accompanying symptoms of head injury, such as

were usually found in compression and concussion. These
cases manifested themselves shortly after the injury with-

out any of the symptoms of unconsciousness or any of the

other focal symptoms except a focal disturbance, such as

would be ordinarily due to pressure upon some cortical area
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of the brain. Aphasia, or a condition known as para-

phasia, was well illustrated in a case recently operated

on by him, for other focal symptoms, such as hemiplegia or

monoplegia.

Dr. T. J. Sullivan of Chicago said that in all injuries,

where there was only a slight abrasion, no one was justified

in allowing them to pass without thoroughly shaving, dis-

infecting, and closing the wound with some occlusive dress-

ing. In many of these injuries, where there was an escape

of fluid from the ear, and where other symptoms did not

warrant immediate operative interference, thorough atten-

tion to the ear was essential. The car should be thor-

oughly w^ashed with soap and water tor a considerable

time, and after that with alcohol, and in children, for

instance, where there was an escape of serum, it could be

completely stopped, and an occlusive dressing applied by

packing the ear with iodoform gauze, saturated with com-

pound tincture of benzoin. This would prevent the escape

of serum, make an antiseptic occlusive dressing, and cut

ofif the port of entry of infection.

Dr. S. C. Strem mel of Macomb agreed witli the \n^\

speaker, but could not agree with Dr. McDonald in using

applications of ice in these cases, as it interfered with

repair afterwards in cases of the milder injuries. In

the more serious injuries it was diflferent.

Dr. H. C. Fairbrother of East St. Louis said the pic-

ture complex of a fracture of the base of the skull was

variable, and not the same in any two cases, depending on

the site of fracture, the amount of hemorrhage, and the

crushing force producing the fracture, so that there w'as no

definite picture of symptoms pointing to certain fractures

of the base of the skull, and the only certainty in arriving

at a conclusion is by post-mortem examination in fatal

cases.

Dr. McDonald, in closing, on his part, said that an ice-

cap may be used when indicated only, and then not applied

to the site of the fracture, as it would delay repair.

Dr. Tarnowskv. in closing, said he thought the diag-

nosis of fracture of the base and of diastasis of the tem-

poroparietal articulation was positive in his case and nol

guesswork.

Injuries to the Diaphragm.— Dr. John Young Brow.x

of St. Louis delivered an address on this subject, in which

he emphasized the importance of early diagnosis and the

prompt surgical treatment of these injuries.

Further Studies in the Treatment of Tuberculous
Sinuses, Fistulous Tracts, and Abscess Cavities.—Dr.

Emil G. Beck of Chicago said that in the ten cases pre-

sented before the Chicago Medical Society, January 15.

the fistulas had remained closed, and the two which at that

time had a slight discharge had since closed. A longer

series of cases treated since, with equally good results,

had taught him some new points. First, the bismuth

paste, if it was not discharged during the healing process,

became encapsulated and finally absorbed. In cavities with

rigid walls, the bismuth plug became first organized by

connective tissue, and after absorption of the bismuth,

fibrous tissue remained. When the walls of the abscess

were resilient, such as the pleura, for instance, they would

gradually collapse while the bismuth was undergoing ab-

sorption. This could be proven, first, by the taking of ra-

diographs at certain periods : second, by physical examina-

tion of the patient ; third, by microscopic examination of

tissues. Bismuth subnitrate, although considered an in-

soluble substance, had been proven to be absorbed, when
taken internally, or injected into fresh wounds. It was
found by many observers in the urine, blood and milk, as

well as in the organs thirty days after ingestion. Having
proven the absorption of bismuth, the practical question

arises. Is the absorption harmful? Little was heard of

poisoning by bismuth, although nearly every practitioner

prescribed it, and radiographers administered as much as

forty grams of pure bismuth subnitrate in one bismuth

meal, to obtain radiographs of the digestive tract, and none

had observed any ill-effects from it. A few authentic cases of

bismuth poisoning found in literature had put him on his

guard, but in about two thousand injections he had not

yet met with any symptoms of poisoning. Guinea pigs

were injected with 1-20 of their body weight of bis-

muth paste, exhibiting no symptoms of poisoning. Ar-

senic-free bismuth might be considered harmless, but it was

safer not to use more than 100 grams of the 33 per cent,

bismuth-vaselin paste in the first injection. The bacteri-

cidal value of bismuth subnitrate had been underestimated.

It had been determined by him that its presence in the

living tissues invariably caused the gradual diminution and

often a complete extermination of microorganisms in the

secretions. The BaciHiis tuberculosis shared the same fate.

The discharge from the fistula likewise changed from a

purulent or a seropurulent to the serous. The method

was contraindicated wherever the plug might obstruct the

secretion from vital organs, or in the cranial cavity, where

pressure on the brain might cause serious damage. There

was a promising field in the sinuses of the head. Five

cases of resisting suppurative disease of the antrum of

Highmore had been cured by Dr. Joseph C. Beck by tliis

method. The most important advance made since January

15 was the prevention of tubercular sinuses. The method

was as follows : A cold abscess following tuberculous dis-

ease should, under the most aseptic measures, be opened

by an incision about one-quarter inch long, the pus evacu-

ated, the cavity refilled at once with half the quantity of a

ten per cent, bismuth-vaselin paste, and the opening not

scaled. .\ sterile gauze dressing was placed over the in-

cision and a five-yard sterile gauze bandage was snugly put

on and securely pinned, so that the patient, usually a

child, could not displace and infect it. Fresh dressings

are to be applied daily under aseptic measures. Should

the opening close and fluid reaccumulate, it should be re-

opened ; the fluid, which was then more serous, squeezed

out, but the cavity need not be refilled, as it would usually

remain collapsed. Three cases so far treated in this way
liad demonstrated tlic practical value of the prophylactic

method by l)ismuth paste injection.

The Treatment of Joint Tuberculosis.—Dr. Edward
H. OcHSNER of Chicago said that the treatment of joint

tuberculosis naturally came under three headings—general

hygiene, the treatment best suited for joints in general,

.'ind the special measures required for each individual joint.

Under hygiene we must give special attention to fresh

air and proper food. Under the second heading we must

strive to relieve pain and to raise the resisting power of the

patient. This could be best accomplished by absolute im-

mobilization, subcutaneous injections of minute doses of

Koch's new tuberculin under the control of the opsonic

index, and the prevention of secondary infection. If sec-

ondary infection should occur, the sinus could usually be

liealed by the injection of bismuth paste. In immobilizing

the joints there were two points to be observed : First,

to immobilize it absolutely, and (2) to put the limb in

such a position that the antagonistic muscles were in per-

fect equilibrium. If this was accomplished, the muscle

spasm would soon subside, the pain would be relieved,

and a long step taken towards a cure of the aflfection.

Fetal Death in Uterc—Dr. C. G. Smith of Red Bud

read a paper on this suliject, in which he drew the follow-

ing conclusions: (l) The fetus becomes to all intents and

purposes a foreign body in the uterus as soon as it ceases

to be viable. (2) It is not good practice to permit a fetus

to remain in a woman longer than fifteen or twenty days

after it has perished. Procrastination here may become

equally as harmful as meddlesome early interferenc- 1.^)

The removal of a dead fetus by careful surgical procedure,

without the use of emmenagogues or ecobolics, when car-

ried out along the lines of strict surgical cleanliness, can

not work harm to the woman. (4) It appears that the

advanced age of the parturient woman, in some cases,

reduces the general vitality of those forces which are
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concerned in the work of developing the product of con-

ception, and this reduction of vitality may become the prinu-

factor of intrauterine death.

Ectopic Gestation.—Dr. Arthur B. Evst.ace of Chica-

go reported a case of ectopic gestation which presented

some interesting features, and drew the following con-

clusions: (i) The probabilities are that an intrauterine

pregnancy in this case did not exist and that the gan-

grenous condition of the appendix was secondary to a sup-

purative process in the right Fallopian tube. (2) That
a positive diagnosis of the conditions within the abdomen
could not be made. (3) The surgical technique primarily

used. i.e. vaginal celiotomy, was contraindicated, as it was
impossible to use the proper surgical^ therapy necessary to

correct the intraabdominal condition by the vaginal route.

If later a laparotomy had not been performed, the con-

dition of the vermiform appendix and the right Fallopian

tube might never have been recognized, unless found at

autopsy, whereas his patient made a complete recovery.

Treatment of General Peritonitis Complicating Ap-
pendicitis.—Dr. Daniel N. Eise.\dr.\th of Chicago re-

viewed briefly the principal points in the pathology and

diagnosis of this complication of appendicitis. Although

it was formerly regarded as a much dreaded condition, it

was now felt that the surgeon could control the outcome in

the majority of cases if they were seen during the first

twenty-four to seventy-two hours. The reasons for this

improvement were a rapid technique in removing the

source, i.e. the appendix, a miniiuum amount of manipula-

tion of the intestines with no irrigation, the use of tlio

Fowler position, and the continuous administration ix-r

rectum of normal saline solution.

President's Address.—President B.\um, in this address,

suggested a State Commissioner of Health and a Board of

Medical Examiners in lieu of the present State Board of

Health, saying that these two separate offices had worked

well in other States. This matter would be referred to the

Legislative Committee, who would be instructed to prepare

a bill covering the recommendation and present it to the

Stale Legislature.

Some Observations on Ophthalmia Neonatorum.—Dr.

Willis O. Xance of Chicago ix-latod M.inie personal obser-

vations on the management of purulent conjunctivitis in the

newly-born. He emphasized the value of Crede's method

of prophylaxis, and pleaded for its more general adoption

in private practice. The idea that ophthalmia neonatorum

and gonorrheal ophthalmia were always one and the same

did not hold good in the light of modern thought and in-

vestigation. Seventy per cent, of the author's cases were

gonorrhea ; the pneumococcus was responsible in ten per

cent., and the staphylococcus, diplobacillus, and Bacilht.<:

coli were found in the remainder. Silver nitrate was the

remedy par excellence, and no other preparation could take

its place. Irrigations with permanganate of potassium.

1-15,000, by fountain syringe, using from one to two quarts

three times a day, had proven particularly efficacious.

When the lids were swollen, canthotomy was indicated.

Warm applications were preferable to cold ; the former, by

stimulating circulation, enabled the leucocytes to wage a

better fight against the pathogenic germs of the disease.

Corneal complications were responsible for loss of sight.

If haziness or ulcer developed, it was usually an indication

that the treatment was illy chosen, or that it was being

ineffectually carried out. If the disease was recognized

early, and intelligent treatment was instituted promptly,

there need be little fear of an unfavorable outcome of the

disease. The worst stage of the disease should be when

the case was first seen.

Diagnostics in Spinal Surgery.—Dr. Julius Grinker

of Chicago said that a correct history of the past illnesses

and injuries was absolutely necessary because of the fre-

quent connection of past trauma with the development of

surgical diseases of the spinal cord. Attention should also

be paid to the order in which symptoms developed, and

whether the onset was slow or sudden. The objective

examination would concern itself with disorders of (o)

motility, (6) refle.xes, and (c) sensation. The determina-

tion of the exact level of the disease and what structures

in the cord were involved would occupy the greater por-

tion of time. Finally, the relation of the objective cord

findings with past and present history and possible findings

in other parts of the body would often enable the surgeon

and physician to make not only a localizing but also a

pathological diagnosis. Modern spinal surgery depended

entirely on modern methods which were based upon the

recent painstaking labors of laboratory and clinical neu-

rologists.

Traumatic Lesions of the Cord.— Dr. R. C. Borland of

Rockford follow-ed with a paper on this subject, in which

he favored immediate operation on apparent crushing in-

juries of the spinal cord involving the entire extent of the

cord.

The Ophthalmoscope.—Dr. Cecil M. Jack of Decatur

drew attention to this instrument as an aid in diagnosis in

general practice and said its use had not received the

importance it deserved.

The Sanatorium; Its Influence and Value.—Dr. J. W.
Pettit of Ottawa said the sanatorium must be considered

from a business standpoint and conducted on business prin-

ciples. Just in proportion as ])liysicians departed from

business methods in the conduct of these institutions just

to that extent was their usefulness impaired and failure

invited. It was not possible, except on the most extrava-

gant scale, to provide for even a majority of these suffer-

ers ; therefore it was the duty of those most prominently

identified with their care not only to devise inexpensive

methods, but to firmly oppose the present tendency to

extravagance and lavish display which characterized all of

our leading sanatoria.

The Tuberculosis Dispensary.— Dr. Ethan .\. Grav

of Chicago said the dispensary was, in the smaller cities

exactly as it was in the larger, a most economical and

efficient means of treating the moderately advanced indi-

gent consumptive. Its influence was, in his opinion, quite

as broad, if not broader than the sanatorium, by reason of

the larger number of patients reached. Especially was

this true where house conditions permitted of the ideal

Iiome treatment.

How Shall We Apply the New Antituberculosis Law?
—-Dr. E. J. Brow.n of Decatur said that if in each county

the local medical society as a body would take up this

matter and obtain through the referendum a carrying out

of the provisions of this act in their respective communi-

ties, many hundreds of cases could be successfully treated,

further infection of other people could be prevented, and

millions of dollars saved to their families and the State

thereby.

Frontal Sinus Surgery.—Dr. A. E, Prince of Spring-

field exhibited two typical cases, one a frontal sinus

obliteration after the Killian method, in which the anterior

wall of the frontal sinus was removed, and the other after

the Jansen method, in which the floor of the frontal sinus

was removed, thus eliminating the deformity. Dr. Prince

spoke of three things which had heretofore retarded the

progress of frontal sinus surgery, namely ( i ) , danger to

life. This was obviated by the use of radiographs, which

indicated the lateral and antero-postcrior diameter dimen-

sions of the sinus. (2) Doubtful cure. This was cor-

rected by thorough curettement and perfect drainage, the

thoroughness of which had been emphasized and popular-

ized by Prof. Killian, who removed the. anterior portion of

the OS planum and the diseased cells of the ethmoid. He
also removed the anterior wall of the sphenoid when neces-

sary. (3) He emphasized the fact that the Killian opera-

tion, although excellent as regarded a cure, was not desir-

able for the American people, who placed a great deal of

stress on personal appearance. This objection had been

met by a modification of the Jansen operation, which was
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especially advocated by Dr. Arnold Knapp of New York.

Dr. Prince exhibited a further modification which was

illustrated by one of the cases exhibited, showing no de-

formity. In this operation an incision was made along the

eyebrow, but did not extend down the side of the nose.

He presented a new rongeur forceps, which enabled him

to remove the floor of the sinus, the anterior ethmoid cells,

and to make a free communication into the nose through

a comparatively small incision, which made the operation

entirely devoid of deformity.

The following papers were also read : "Self-Cure by Ad-
vertised Medicine; or, Does It Pay to Have a Doctor?" by

Dr. Chas. L. Mix, of Chicago; "Serum Diagnosis of

Syphilis," by Dr. Wm. J. Butler, of Chicago ; "Five Hun-
dred Consecutive Cases of Alcoholism," by Dr. J. F.

Hultgen, of Chicago; "Placenta Praevia," by Dr. F. D.

Hollenbeck, of Chicago; "An Interesting Case in Diagnosis

Confirmed by Surgical Operation," by Dr. C. B. Horrell,

of Galesburg; "Diagnosis and Treatment of Acute Teno-
synovitis of the Hand," by Dr. Allen B. Kanavel, of

Chicago ; "The Significance of Inflammation and Its Treat-

ment," by Dr. S. C. Stremmel, of Macomb; "Psychic Aber-
rations Associated with the Diseased Prostate Gland," by
Dr. J. F. Percy, of Galesburg; "Obstetrical Work by the

Country Doctor," by Dr. C. B. Brown, of Sycamore; "Ex-
trauterine Pregnancy and Hematocele," by Dr. A. Belcham
Keyes, of Chicago; "Plea for More Active Cooperation
with the Local Secretary," by Dr. C. Hubart Lovewell, of
Chicago; "Fracture of the Patella," by Dr. A. P. Heineck.
of Chicago.

Officers.—The following officers were elected: Presi-
dent, Dr. J. W. Pettit, of Ottawa; First Vice-President,

Dr. J. L. Wiggins, of East St. Louis; Second Vice-Presi-

dent, Dr. E. M. Eckhard, of Peoria; Secretary. Dr. E. W.
Weis, of Ottawa, reelected; Treasurer, Dr. E. J. Brown,
of Decatur, reelected.

Quincy was selected as the place for holding tlie next
annual meeting; time, third Tuesday in May, 1909.

NEW YORK ACADEMY OF MEDICINE.

SECTION ON OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY.

Stated Meeting, Held April 23, 1908.

Dr. William S. Stone in the Chair.

Report of Tv^o Cases of Fecal Fistula, One Abdominal,
the Other Ileovaginal; Operation; Cure.—Dr. Charles
F. Adams reported these cases:

Case I.—This case had been referred to him on July
23, 1907, by Dr. F. M. Burke of Brooklyn. She was
forty-six years of age, had been married at the age of
seventeen, and had seven children, the last fourteen years
ago. She was well-nourished, and her general condition
was good. She had had a feeling of bearing down for

nearly a year, but no pain. For six months she had had
a bloody discharge on intercourse. Examination showed
the uterus high up in the pelvis, and barely reached by
the examining finger. The cervix was completely in-

volved in a cancerous growth, and the vaginal walls par-
tially folded in over the growth. There was a serosan-

guinolent discharge with characteristic odor, and the

cervix bled at the touch of the finger. The patient was
told that the growth would probably return if removed,
but she decided to risk an operation, and was admitted
to the hospital on July 29, 1907. The following day she

was operated upon. Dr. Adams had at first intended to do
a partial vaginal hysterectomy, but the uterus was so high

in the pelvis, and the vaginal walls so voluminous, with

a narrow vaginal outlet, that he decided to go in from
above. The uterus and appendages were removed, which
was very diflicult, as a large part of the operation had
to be done by the sense of touch. The incision was closed

in layers, plain catgut for the peritoneum, and chromic

No. 2 for the fascia, and a subcuticular suture for the

skin. Considerable shock followed the operation, but she

experienced absolutely no pain after coming out of ether.

The pulse kept about 120, and the temperature from 100°

to 103° for four days, when the dressing was removed,

and a foul seropurulent discharge was observed coming

from the lower part of the wound. On the following

day there was a separation of the lips of the incision

down to the fascia with necrotic edges. The next day

the whole line of incision had given way. The upper

portion of the wound was covered by the omentum, but

the lower part showed peristalsis taking place. For sev-

eral succeeding days the wound was carefully dressed.

On the sixteenth day, a tiny fecal fistula appeared in the

most prominent loop of the small intestine. It was hoped

that, as the fistula was so small, it might close up of

itself, but he was disappointed. One morning he touched

the opening with a stick of pure nitrate of silver, and

the following day he found the opening the size of a

goose quill, and the patient flooded with fecal discharge,

the skin about the opening being badly excoriated. He
operated upon her a second time, just one month after

the first operation, and found the intestines bunched up
in a mass in the incision, and densely adherent. In

separating them, he made several more holes, which he

sewed up. The original fistula was freed by removing a

wedge-shaped piece from the free border by which he

was able to get healthy tissue to unite without interfering

with the mesenteric attachment. In closing the wound,

he used through-and-through sutures of catgut, inter-

rupted with knots coming inside the gut and Lembert

sutures of catgut over this. The abdominal wound was

partly closed with catgut, making use of a three through-

and-through suture of silver wire and tension sutures, and

not closing the wound tightly at the lower extremity for

the purpose of giving drainage. There was a slight leak-

age of fecal matter on the third and fourth days, after

which the patient made a good recovery. She was at

present in good health, although there was considerable

thickening in the vault of the vagina.

Case II.—This was a case of illeovaginal fistula, op-

erated upon in St. Mary's Hospital, Jamaica, on

August 20, 1906. The patient was thirty-three years of

age, and had one living child. In October, 1905, she had

had a criminal abortion performed, and had peritonitis

;

she was confined to her bed until the following June.

During this time a fecal fistula developed, establishing a

communication between- the small intestine and the vagina.

She claimed that it appeared directly after the attempt at

abortion. There had been a profuse discharge of fluid

feces. Her weight fell from 154 to 94 pounds. Under

the anesthetic examination showed a fistulous opening in

the right vaginal fornix, which allowed a probe to pass

for several inches ; with the finger in the rectum, it was

demonstrated that it did not communicate with that organ.

With the exception of some thickening to the right of the

uterus around the site of the fistula, the uterus and ap-

pendages seemed to be normal. The abdomen was opened

in the median line. A loop of the intestine was found

firmly bound down in the cul-de-sac extending from the

median line to the right. This was freed with difficulty,

and found to be the real seat of the fistula. About four-

teen centimeters of intestine were resected, and the ends

brought together with a Murphy button. The fistulous

opening in the vagina was enlarged, and gauze drainage

introduced. The patient made an uneventful recovery, the

button coming away on the twelfth day.

Dr. Abram Brothers said he was interested in the ques-

tion of when one should operate for the various forms of

fistula. He had seen fistulas occurring after operation

heal spontaneously. His cases had uniformly healed of

their own accord. Some of these fistulas had followed

operations for appendicitis, and some had followed opera-

tions on the adnexa, etc.

Or. .-KnAMS said he thouglit that where the large intes-
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tine was involved one could not get good results by any

ether than operative measures.

Dr. Brothers believed Dr. Adams was correct, when the

sigmoid, rectum, or other portions of large intestines were
involved.

A Case of Strangulated Dissecting Hernia, Simulating

Peritubal Suppuration; Exsection; Recovery.— Dr.

Arnold Sturmdorf related the history of this case. He
said that "dissecting" properitoneal, or intestinal hernia,

as it was called, was uncommon, especially in the female.

The form known as the parainguinal was presented by the

case related. The hernial canal ran parallel to the inguinal

canal without any anatomical relation to the inguinal rings

proper. The hernial sac, with its strangulated contents,

was fixed within the layers of the abdominal parietes. The
cases reported in literature like the present case were
usually not detected until strangulation was present, so

that it was difficult to detect exact conditions. The term
parietal was applied to those cases in which the sac ex-

isted between the layers of the abdominal wall, either in

the loose connective tissue existing between the peritoneum

and the fascia transversalis, or between the internal and

•external oblique. The sac might spread in several direc-

tions, sustaining constrictions by fascial and muscular

bands producing the bilocular or multilocular forms of this

hernia. Of 115 cases collected by Gobell, ill were in males

and four in females. The occurrence of these hernias was
attributed to a congenital diverticulum of the peritoneum

escaping through abnormal ostia, resulting from embrio-

logical imperfections in the abdominal parietes. The case in

question was a Russian, thirty-four years of age, married

eight years, had had six children and two miscarriages.

Her family and previous history was negative. Her pres-

ent trouble dated back one year, and was supposed to

have followed a currettage after the last miscarriage. The
symptoms were attacks of pain with intervals of pain and

fullness of the right side on a transverse line inwards,

and about one inch from the anterior superior spinous

process, some constipation, and leucorrhea. She had been

treated for "womb trouble" in the outdoor department of

Mt. Sinai Hospital. Five days before admission to the

speaker's service she was seized with an attack of pain

more severe than any hitherto experienced, which was ac-

companied by uncontrollable vomiting and constipation. The
vomiting was not fecal, but the constipation was complete.

The temperature was 100.8°, and the pulse 120. The gen-

eral condition was good. One inch to the inner side of

the right anterior superior iliac spine an infiltrating, re-

sisting mass seemed to invade the abdominal parietes, cov-

ering an area of about fojir fingers' breadth and extending

downward toward the right adnexa, which presented evi-

dences of an old infection. The uterus was fairly mobile,

and the left adnexa normal. The urine showed increased

indican, the blood a leucocytic count of 23,400, with 94
per cent, polynuclears. These points seemed to suggest

an old suppurative process with intestinal obstruction, due

to adhesions or inflammatory bands. An incision was

made directly over the prominent point of the mass. Dis-

section through the infiltrated muscles down to the trans-

versalis fascia revealed a hernial sac with six inches of

gangrenous ilium, constricted by an abnormal opening in

the fascia, the hernia lying between the fascia and the

- peritoneum. The normal condition of the inguinal rings

and canal was easily demonstrable. Exsection of the

involved gut with its mesentery, followed by anastomosis,

resulted in complete relief of all symptoms and the entire

recovery of the patient.

Pregnancy Toxemia, Dead Fetus, Cicatricial Cervix,

Vaginal Cesarean Section.—Dr. LeRoy Broun related

the history of Mrs. H., aged thirty-seven, mother of sev-

eral children, who consulted him on March 22, stating that

she had not menstruated since September 19, and that she

had only felt life on one occasion. Examination revealed

the presence of a large fibroid in the fundus of the uterus,

associated with pregnancy. The fetal heart was 150. Her
temperature was normal and urine contained no albumin.

The scant amniotic tluid brought the fetal parts into strong

relief, simulating the presence of other fibroids. The head

seemed to press firmly against the cul-de-sac. The possi-

bility of this being a fibroid was admitted. The follow ing

day the physician was sent for on account of vomiting,

though her condition was apparently good. Her pulse was
no, and she passed a good amount of urine. Her family

objected to her going to the hospital, but finally, on March

30, she was brought to the Woman's Hospital, where

Dr. Broun saw her, and found her without any radial pulse.

Three ounces of urine, heavy with albumin and casts, were
withdrawn. Her condition precluded any anesthetic. The
cervix, which was hard and sclerotic, was dilated suf-

ficiently to admit a finger. A bougie and bag were intro-

duced. The patient was bled ten ounces, and a pint of

salt solution was put under each breast every two hours

;

rectal irrigation with hot saline solution was kept con-

stantly running. Within the next twelve hours she passed

three drams of urine, and at the end of twelve hours her

pulse became perceptible at the wrist. The uterus was
then emptied by a vaginal cesarean section, the entire

operation taking fifteen minutes. The saline injections

and rectal irrigation was continued, but the kidneys ceased

to act, and the patient died eighteen hours after the opera-

tion. No autopsy could be obtained, but Dr. Broun believed

there were degenerative liver changes associated with some
kidney lesion ; otherwise, he could not explain the vomiting,

which continued for four days, and the failure of the

kidneys to respond after emptying the uterus. He pre-

sented the fetus, which had a marked spinal deformity.

He presented the case for the purpose of accentuating the

value of vaginal cesarean section in cases requiring rapid

emptying of the uterus, when the existence of a sclerotic

cervix rendered instrumental dilatation a dangerous opera-

tion. The existence of an unyielding cervix was risky in

the extreme, being almost certain to be attended by deep

tears to the base of the broad ligament, even extending to

the lower segment of the uterus, followed by profuse
'

hemorrhage. Vaginal cesarean section was practically

devoid of danger in skillful hands, and could be performed
in fifteen to thirty minutes.

Drainage After Rupture of Recent Ovarian Abscess.
—Dr. LeRoy Broun reported this case, a woman, twenty

years of age, married, who had aborted two weeks previ-

ous to entering the hospital. Smce aborting there had
been a vaginal discharge and tenderness over the lower
abdomen. There was a tuboovarian mass on the left side,

which was removed. The condition was one of salpingitis

with a small ovarian abscess. The abscess was ruptured

during removal, but the intestines were not soiled. On
account of the recent occurrence of the infection, a pelvic

gauze drain was introduced, isolating the site of the opera-

tion. The patient made the usual recovery, with the excep-
tion of a staphylococcus infection of the abdominal wound.
He reported this case to bring out the fact that a certain

class of cases should be drained. Tuboovarian abscesses

of long standing were uniformly sterile, and operations

for these need not be followed by drainage. In such cases,

drainage was necessary only to stop oozing from a large

raw surface, or in order to render certain necrotic areas

in the site of the old abscess extraperitoneal. In the

class of patients to which the case reported belonged,

the bacteriological activity remained for some time after

the subsidence of the acute condition of the uterus, and
in such cases he had had the best results by introducing

drainage.

Dr. Abram Brothers said that he thought every case of

vaginal cesarean section should be placed on record. He
wished to report a case operated upon about three months
ago for conditions almost parallel to those of the case

reported by Dr. Broun. The patient was a primipara,

seven months pregnant. She was known to have albumin
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in her urine one week before operation. She was placed

in the best dietetic and hygienic surroundings in order to

overcome the to.xcmia. She was seized with her first

convulsion with a urinary secretion of forty ounces. Two
more convulsions followed within a short time, and with

no signs of labor coming on and a rigid cervix, lie decided

that a cesarean section was justified. As the patient was

in no condition to be removed to a hospital, he performed

the operation at her home. The convulsions ceased, and

she went on to complete recovery except for a small

vesicovaginal fistula, which he proposed to close in the

near future.

Dr. Sa.ml-ei. W. Handler said that he had had the oppor-

tunity of performing three vaginal cesarean sections, and

the results in all three cases had been most gratifying and

without injury to the mother.

Dr. Arnold SxuRMDORr said he had had one sad experi-

ence with toxemia of pregnancy. His patient was a doc-

tor, who was anxious to have offspring. The urine was

examined regularly, and absolutely nothing was found. At

12 o'clock he was summoned, and found Dr. Dorman doing

post-mortem cesarean section, trying to bring a living child

into the world. At autopsy there were found the charac-

teristic changes in the kidneys. There were no cardiac

lesions. As to the question of pelvic drainage, he said

thai in acute conditions in the presence of temperature

or of acute infection they should drain. Once the acute

stage had subsided, it made no difference whether they

drained or not. In subacute or chronic stages of suppura-

tion the pus would seek the path of least resistance, and

the introduction of gauze drainage might block the pus.

Dr. William S. Stone said that in acute fulminating

cases, whether you emptied the uterus or not, the result

would be the same. Such cases were analogous to cases

of putrefaction from retained gestation products, with

chills, rise of temperature, and the patient going on to

complete convalescence.

Demonstration of a Manikin of the Pelvis.— Dr.

DoUGALL BissELL presented this manikin, in order to

demonstrate the operation for retrodisplacements about

the round and broad ligaments. The after-treatment of

these cases had not received sufficient attention. If the

bladder was allowed to collect ten or fifteen ounces of

urine it would force the uterus back furtlier than one

would imagine. This he demonstrated with the manikin.

The bladder should be emptied more frequently after these

operations than was often done.

Uninterrupted Tubal Pregfnancy.—Dr. Hermann J.

BoLDT reported this case. Mrs. H., thirty-four years of

age, mother of one child, was operated on September 9,

1904, for ruptured tubal gestation, complicated by peri-

tonitis. The ruptured part of the tube was tied off, and

the remnant with the ovary left. The right Fallopian

tube was found to be in a condition of catarrhal inflamma-

tion, but was left in situ. The patient remained in ex-

cellent health until March 25, when she had gone four

days over her period, and wished to know whether she

was pregnant, as she had made arrangements to go to

Europe in a few weeks. Examination showed the uterus

to be slightly enlarged. To the right of the uterus a

tubal swelling was felt, which was slightly sensitive to

the touch. The diagnosis was made of cither an early

intrauterine pregnancy with an acute salpingitis, or a

tubal gestation with the usual accompanying changes in

the uterus. There being no etiological factor for the sud-

den acute inflammation of the tube, he leaned to the diag-

nosis of tubal pregnancy. Three days later there seemed

to be no change, except that the swelling was more sensi-

tive. A day later she began to stain. On April i, the

swelling was more sensitive and larger, and, despite the

fact that the woman had no subjective symptoms, he felt

sure of his diagnosis, and decided to operate. The tube

was exsected and the ovary attached into the cornu. The
remnant of the other tube was also exsected and the ovary

attached to the cornu. The large appendix, which was

inflamed, m'.ls uImi removed.

Progressing Tubal Abortion.—Dr. Hermann J. Boldt

reported this case. This patient had had her last child

five months ago, and was operated on April 13. She com-

plained of irregular bleeding and severe cramplike pain

in the lower abdomen. She also had pain in the lower

rectum. A mass three inches in diameter was found to

the left of the uterus. The uterus was slightly softer than

normal, but not appreciably larger. The patient was sup-

posed to have aborted, and had been curretted, and the

mass was thought to be of inflammatory nature. On
opening the abdomen, the fimbriated end of the tube was

found to be occluded by adhesions with the omentum and

intestines surrounding the tube, all of which were firmly

adherent. The ovary being seriously affected, it was

removed with the tube. Both patients were out of bed

three days after the operation.

The Development and Malformation of the Female
Genitalia.—Dr. He.nrv I'. DeForest read this paper. He
said that there was no treatise in existence in which tlie

origin and development of the genital apparatus in the

female was discussed, and at the same time the ultimate

outcome of the variations in the normal development as

they occurred in the adult was exemplified. He had tried

to coordinate the two subjects and to show the comparison

of the development and the malformation of the female

genitalia. The three structures concerned in the forma-

tion of the sexual organs of both male and female, the

Wolflian body and its duct, the Miillerian ducts, and the

genital gland, existed in every embryo at an early stage

of fetal life. .\s development progressed, the Miillerian

ducts were principally concerned in the formation of the

female sexual organs, while the role played by the Wolffian

bodies was of little importance. In the male the Wolf-

fian bodies played a principal part in sexual development,

and the ducts of Miiller were not entirely obliterated and

the uterus masculinus might be of sufficient size to show

a distinct uterine formation. The genital gland developed

in the first instance into the ovary and in the second

into the testicle. There was a tendency at the present

time to maintain that sex was predestined from the very

ovum itself, and while this theory was not firmly substan-

tiated, it might also be true within the ovum cell. Variation

might exist from the very onset of embryonic life. The
fact remained, however, that from time to time indi-

viduals developed, presenting in one person well marked

characteristics of both sexes, although, as a rule, one sex

predominated. By reason of the wide variation of forms

that had been observed, a mo^e or less elaborate system

of classification had been defined. He had used the one

adopted by Van Cott. The general condition was known
as hermaphrodismus. There were two varieties, true and

false. In the true the female generative organs were

present ; in the false either a male or female genital

canal and cither male or female genitalia. There were

three forms of the true varieties : I. Bilateral, ovaries and

testicles on both sides. 2, On one side an ovary and on

the other a testicle. 3. Unilateral, on one side ovaries and

on the other testicles. In the majority of the cases of the

true variety functionally active male and female organs

were not present. Either the ovaries or testicles were
stunted. There were two forms of pseudohermaphrod-

ism, male and female. The male pseudohermaphrodism
fell into three subdivisions : A. Complete : Testicles pres-

ent, also tubes, uterus, vagina, and female external parts,

B. External : Testes and male genital canal with female

internal parts, C, Internal : Persistence of Miillerian

ducts, rudimentary vagina, uterus, and tubes ; testes and

male external parts. The female pseudohermaphrodism

(with ovaries) fell into three divisions: A, Complete:

Ovaries, persistent Wolffian bodies and all male external

genitals. External : Ovaries, internal female genital canal,

external male organs. C. Internal: Ovaries, external female
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genitals, persistent Wolffian duct. The majority of the

false varieties of herniaphrodism belonged to the male

sex. Dr. DeForest then related the following case. The
individual was 24 years of age. The family history could

not be obtained. The person had been reared as a woman,
had menstruated regularly, and in both appearance and

manner of life was regarded as a young woman of rather

prepossessing appearance. She had no growth of hair

upon the face or elsewhere, except on the pubic and

axillary regions. She lived in a boarding house where

was also a man of fifty and his daughter of eighteen.

She lived with this man as his wife in a surreptitious

manner, became pregnant, and was delivered of a child.

In the meantime the daughter of the man became very

friendly with her, and the masculine side of her nature as-

serted itself, and. overcoming the scruples of the girl, they

lived together as man and wife. The daughter became preg-

nant and in turn was also delivered of a child. Xo further

history of this unusual case could be obtained. A photo-

graph Vas exhibited, showing the upper part of the body

to be that of a well developed woman, the hair long, the

contour of the face, though somewhat masculine in type,

suggested a woman rather than a man. The breast

were large and well developed. The lower part of the

body was distinctly masculine in type, the pelvis and hips

narrow and the external genitals, upon superficial in-

spection, were those of a man. The penis was well de-

veloped and both testicles were present and of large size.

Another photograph showed that upon raising the penis

and supporting the two halves of the divided scrotum,

the vagina was exposed. The condition and arrangement

of the internal organs could only be conjectured, but, in

view of the fact that menstruation and impregnation took

place, there was no doubt that a uterus existed and that

one or both ovaries were present and functionating.

Dr. Samuel W. Handler, Dr. Abram Brothers. Dr. H.

V. VixEBERC and Dr. LeRoy Broix di.scussed the paper.

Dr. DeForest closed the discussion.

SIXTH IXTERXATIOXAL COXGRESS OX'
TUBERCULOSIS.

Held in IVashington, D. C, September 21 to Octo-

ber 12, 1908.

(Special Report to the Medic.\l Record.)

SECTIOX OX PATHOtjOGY AXD BACTERIOLOGY.

Fourth Day—Tliursday, October i.

The Problem of Immunity in Tuberculosis.— Dr. Ed-
ward R. Baldwin, Saranac Lake, in a brief review traced

the beginning of preventive inoculation experiments from

the time of the discovery of the bacillus by Koch. The
Americans were among the earliest to achieve a degree of

success, especially Trudeau and de Schweinitz. Results on

the whole were discouraging. The soluble extractives of

tubercle bacilli having failed to immunize animals, Koch
introduced the emulsions of new tuberculins which were

partially successful. The discovery of differences in viru-

lence between typical human and bovine types of bacilli by

Theobald Smith gave an impetus to investigations of pro-

tective inoculations in cattle. To overcome the objections

due to the use of living human bacilli and to apply the

principle of immunization to human beings was the next

step. Hope of this achievement was held out by von

Behring in 1905, but nothing definite had been made public

since then to indicate that this hope was justified. Other

investigators had since worked with encouraging success

—

Pearson and Galliland, Calmette and Guerin, Heymanns
and Klimmer. The situation now was not hopeful for the

establishment of a long-continued immunity. Repeated

protective treatment must be considered necessary from

the present outlook and by means of an agent equally

innocuous to cattle and mankind. The problem of passive

immunity was still a distant goal which should not be

forgotten : on this rested the hope of an efficient therapy.

Immunization Against Tuberculosis.—Dr. A. Cal-

-METTE and C. Gleri.v, Lille, had published some time ago

articles showing that it was possible to produce in cattle,

goats, and guinea pigs a marked resistance to artificial

tuberculous infection by way of the digestive tract. The

resistance was obtained by feeding the animals emulsions

of bovine tubercle bacilli. In cattle a single ingestion us-

ually sufficed to produce an infection so slight that after

reacting to tuberculin for one, two, or three months the

animals ceased to react and became capable of resisting re-

peated doses of tubercle bacilli which infected the control

animals. They possessed a special resistance against fresh

tuberculous infections, a resistance which was in every re-

spect comparable to that which Koch first observed in

tuberculous guinea pigs that had received an injection of a

fresh dose of virus. There could be no doubt that tubercu-

lous animals and healthy animals prepared by previous large

doses of tuberculin possessed incomparably greater resist-

ance than animals wliicli were new to tlie inoculation.

Experiments in Immunization Against Tuberculosis.

—Dr. J. Bartel, Vienna, said the behavior of tubercle

bacilli that had entered the body through natural channels

indicated a protective action on the part of the cells of

organs, especially of lymphocytes, against the infection. In

vitro it was possible, with the aid of various organs, espe-

cially of a lymphocj-tic nature, to render living tubercle

bacilli virulent by confining them for some time within the

organs at a temperature of 38 degrees. This was true of

human as well as of bovine bacilli. In the course of at-

tempts to produce immunity on this principle, animals had

been successfully immtmized against an infection which

proved fatal to the control animals.

A Contribution to the Study of Tuberculous Im-

munity.— Drs. Jl'LES CoiRMO-NT and .\. Lesieuk, Lyons,

made this contribution. The reinoculation of tuberculosis at

another point on the body of an animal which was already

tuberculous might give a positive or a negative result.

They had tested this question on the guinea pig, using viru-

lent cultures of bovine bacilli with the transcutaneous

method. Favorable conditions found in the slowness of

the process, the insignificance or absence of local lesions,

and the magnitude of the caseous glands. The results

were clearly defined when two successive inoculations were

made at intervals of two weeks. The reinoculation was

negative ; no local lesion was produced ; the glands did not

become tuberculous and were never caseous. It was proven

that a lesion in process of evolution prevented the evolu-

tion of a second inoculation.

Immunity Production by Inoculation of Increasing

Numbers of Bacteria, Beginning with One Living Or-

ganism; Its Therapeutic AppUcation.—Drs. G. B. Webb,

W. W. Williams. Colorado Springs, and Prof. M. -A

Barber, Kansas, referred to the importance of using living

virus, as attempts to produce lasting immunity against

tuberculosis by the inoculations of dead bacilli or their

products had not proved satisfactory. .-^ relative degree of

acquired immunity to tuberculosis was suggested by the

fact that probably 60 per cent, of all autopsies on man

showed healed lesions. Organisms were selected from

hanging drops, according to the technique of M. A. Barber,

and inoculations made subcutaneously. Experiments made

with mice, with anthrax bacilli; initial dose, one thread

(about three organisms), gradually increased to 500 threads

without causing evidence of disease. Immunity was thus

produced. Guinea pigs with tubercle bacilli; initial dose,

one bacillus, gradually increased to over 10,000, without

symptoms of tuberculosis. Evidence of immunity. Rab-

bits, with tubercle bacilli ; resuhs on feeding with tubercle

bacilli similar to other experiments.

Tuberculins and the Measure of Their Activity.

—

Prof. .\. Calmette, Lille, in this contribution called atten-

tion to the fact that efforts had been made by means of

various processes to obtain a purer and more active tuber-

culin. Koch's old tuberculin contained a large quantity of
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foreign substances capable of producing a temporary rise

of temperature when injected in nontuberculous subjects.

These various attempts to obtain a new substance showed

a great desire on the part of pathologists to obtain a prod-

uct which would possess all the advantages of Koch's old

tuberculin without producing the disturbing effects of the

impurities. Prof. Calmette had finally prepared for thera-

peutic use a particularly active and relatively pure tuber-

culin which could be introduced intravenously into the body

of a healthy animal in large doses without producing ele-

vation of temperature, which was impossible with any of

the other tuberculins. It was very well borne by tuberculous

patients, and physicians experimenting with it in hospitals

and sanatoriums had obtained excellent results, He did

not claim that it cured tuberculosis, but evidently delayed

the progress of the disease and endowed the organism with

resistance to the infection.

The Treatment of Pulmonary Tuberculosis with

Tuberculinum Purum.— Dr. J. Gabrilovitch, Halila, Fin-

land, presented this paper. The tuberculin contained in

full measure the active principles of Koch's old tuberculin.

It was prepared from cultures of tubercle bacilli of the

human variety, but was so altered by use of chemical agents

that when used subcutaneously it ro longer produced a

general reaction, and could therefore be used in large and

rapidly increasing doses, both in children and adults. It

had been employed by the author in a sanatorium, as well

as in private practice, and with good results. It could be

used in cases of acute or subacute tuberculosis.

The Chemistry of the Tubercle Bacillus.— Dr. Vic-

tor C. Vaughan, Ann Arbor. The tubercle bacillus was

grown in large quantity, and, after having teen freed from

fats, waxes, and other substances,- soluble in alcohol and

ether, was spht up by an alcoholic solution of alkali into its

poisonous and non-poisonous portions. The portion which

was poisonous killed animals within a few months when

given in doses of 75 to 100 mg. The non-poisonous portion

sensitized animals to the tubercle bacillus but was without

poisonous action. The non-poisonous portion had been

used, and was being used, in the treatment of tuberculosis

in man, but as yet it was too early to state whether it was

better for this purpose than the old tuberculin.

On the Action of Soaps Upon the Vitality and Im-

munizing Property of Bacillus Tuberculosis.—Dr.

HiDEGO NoGtJCHi, New York, presented this paper. The
experiments were to test the action of soaps on Bacillus

tuberculosis. Oleate soaps possessed the power of modify-

ing virulent tubercle bacilli so that when subsequently

inoculated into guinea pigs they either failed utterly to

cause lesions of tuberculosis or the lesions were much
slighter in degree. Guinea pigs which failed on inoculation

with oleate treated bacilli to develop tuberculous lesions

acquired as a result of the inoculation a degree of immu-

nity to virulent cultures of Bacillus tuberculosis. Oleate

soaps possessed distinct bactericidal properties for bacillus

tuberculosis. Addition of the soaps to otherwise favorable

culture media prevented the growth of Bacillus tuberculosis

even when the quantity was small. Solutions of the soaps

brought in contact with emulsified bacilli diminished their

ability to grow in cultures.

The Part of Enzymes in Tuberculous Lesions.—Dr.

E. L. Opie, New York, had studied the enzymes of tuber-

culous tissue in animals inoculated in the pleural cavity

with tubercle bacilli. The enzyme peculiar to polynuclear

leucocytes was present shortly after inoculation, but quickly

diminished in activity. A second enzyme which digested

proteid in weak acid was present in abundance until casea-

tion occurred, but subsequently disappeared. The serum of

the exudate which accumulated within the chest lost the

power possessed by the serum of the blood to inhibit this

and similar enzymes. The enzymes which acted in acid

were doubtless present in the epithelioid cells of the tuber-

cle, and were similar to those of the large mononuclear

cells of an inflammatory exudate which the epithelioid cells

resembled. Autolysis caused by the enzymes no longer held

in check might explain the occurrence of caseation in tissue

containing products of tubercle bacillus and poorly vas-

cularized.

Histochemical and Cytological Study of Tuberculous

Sputum.'—Drs. Ferna.n'd Benzancon and S. I. de Jong,

Paris. The authors were unable to find any characteristic

sign of a tuberculous nature of the pulmonary lesions, but

discovered differences in the microscopic appearances of

sputa, according to the variety and course of the lesion.

In the ordinary form of chronic pulmonary tuberculosis the

pulmonary endothelial cells were abundant and at first well

preserved; often they were macrophagic. Elements often

described as lymphocytes in tuberculous sputum were in

reality fragments of densely packed polynuclear leucocytes,

young pulmonary endothelial cells, or bronchial cells.

During the period of cavity formation the degenerative

features predominated. The investigations showed that

prognostic information might be gained from this study

of tuberculous sputum.

Studies on the Calcium Metabolism in Tuberculosis.

—Dr. A. C. Croftan, Chicago, had conducted experiments

to show that the deutero-albumose, almost universally

present in tuberculous foci, sputum, cultures and media,

and in the blood and urine of tuberculous subjects and

tuberculized animals, when rendered calcium free possessed

marked fever producing power in tuberculous animals and

human beings, and that this power was lost when the albu-

mose was again combined with calcium. The combination

with calcium might, therefore, be considered as a protec-

tive antipyretic process in tuberculosis, and might aid in

e.xplaining the peculiar phenomenon of increased urinary

calcium excretion, and suggested certain therapeutic possi-

bilities which were strengthened by the observation that

workers in lime salts seemed to possess a certain immunity

against tuberculous infection.

Fifth Day—Friday, October 2.

Some Considerations Concerning Lesions of Tuber-

culosis.—Dr. W. T. Councilman, Boston, said the char-

acter of the tubercular lesion might be modified by the

variety of bacillus and the number of bacilli. These differ-

ences were brought out by experiments on the lower ani-

mals. Animals not susceptible to a small number might be

infected by a larger number. There was greater suscepti-

bility of certain organs and local susceptibility due to

injury or nutritional changes. Exudation entered more

largely into the tubercle of the child than into that of the

adult. As to the mode of infection, it undoubtedly took

place both by the respiratory and alimentary tracts, as well

as by the skin and genital tract. He demonstrated the

histology of the tubercle, showing that the most predom-

inant cells were the epithelioid and giant cells. The endo-

thelioid cells migrated from the blood-vessels and were

present in the tissue as wandering cells.

The Frequency of Healed Tuberculosis of the Mesen-

teric Glands, with Particular Reference to the Relation-

ship to Hyaline Deposit in These Glands and the

Healing of Tuberculous Lesions.—Dr. A. S. War-
thin, Ann Arbor, in the course of ten years' study of the

hemolymph nodes, had been struck by the constant pres-

ence of hyaline changes or deposits. These were usually

spoken of as evidence of retrograde change, and no special

value attached to them. He believed that they represented

in all cases old healed lesions, and that the nature of the

lesion in the majority or all cases was tuberculous. In all

the cases of tuberculosis he examined he found transition

changes between the lesion and these hyaline deposits. He
believed that the intestinal portal of infection was as com-

mon and as important, if not more so, than the pulmonary.

Dr. Wm. H. Welch, Baltimore, said that these lesions

had, of course, been long recognized, but the suggestion

that they were tuberculous was rather new and extremely

interesting.

Dr. W. T. Councilman, Boston, thought that though
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tuberculosis could lead to these hyaline changes, they could

also be produced from a number of other infectious dis-

eases.

Prof. Harbitz, Christiania, agreed with Dr. Warthin
that in most cases the hyaline deposits were due to tuber-

culous infection.

A Fibrotuberculoma of the Pleura.-—Dr. Rist, Paris,

reported a case of fibrotuberculoma of the pleura weighing

ten pounds, occurring in the left pleura of a woman, taking

the place of a completely atrophied lung. It was free in

the cavity, being attached to the chest wall by a pedicle.

Microscopical sections were shown.

Analysis of One Thousand Consecutive Autopsies in

Montreal, with Reference to the Incidence of Tuber-
culosis in the Different Organs.— Drs. J. G. .Ad.^mi

and JoH.v McCrea. Montreal, presented this analysis of a

thousand cases, showing tuberculosis past or present in 41.7

per cent., or 417 cases.

Anatomical Characteristics of Tuberculous Infec-

tions and Their Relation to Tuberculin Reactions.

—

Prof. S. .\rloi.nij, Lyons, showed that the lesions which

accompanied tuberculous infection did not always represent

tubercles visible to the naked eye. The lesions were some-

times extremely slight and visible only in histological sec-

tions. There were some cases in which the bacilli spread in

the organism without leaving any trace of their passage.

It might be revealed by experimental methods of diagnosis,

especially tuberculin and the serum-agglutination test.

These tests revealed the existence of infection rather than

the presence of appreciable lesions.

The Pneumonic Process in Pulmonary Tuberculosis.

—Prof. Ravmo.vd Tripier, Lyons, said in the lungs the

morbid process in every kind of tuberculous formation was

pneumonic, and it was observed that there was a simulta-

neous tendency to diffuse bronchopneumonia and lobular,

sometimes pseudo-lobar, and exceptionally lobar inflamma-

tions which, if the condition became chronic, resulted in

hyperplastic and sclerotic changes. If these productive

phenomena which necessitated an increase of the circulation

were frequently seen in pulmonary tuberculosis in spite

of the debilitated state of the organism, it was because

the caseous, necrotic lesions which were produced by the

obliteration of numerous blood-vessels were necessarily

accompanied by compensatory vascular dilatation in other

portions. The diffuse pneumonic process was followed by

diffuse sclerosis, and if hepatization took place it was never

gray, but red, and its persistence produced hyperplastic

pneumonia and the fibroid changes, which were to be re-

garded as cicatricial.

The Pathology of Tuberculous Peritonitis.—Dr.

Walter .\ltschul, Prague, said that, although tuberculous

peritonitis was quite frequent, as indicated by the fact that

he found 299 cases among 10,322 autopsy reports, the re-

cent pathological literature contained practically nothing

about the etiology, .\mong 299 cases he found that 156, or

52 per cent., were women, and of these only 52 showed

tuberculosis of the genital organs. By exclusion, the con-

clusion was arrived at that the infection traveled bj' way

of the lymph channels, the path of infection being from

the peribronchial lymph glands through the perforating

lymphatics of the diaphragm into the peritonea! cavity,

chiefly to the retroperitoneal glands, which were almost al-

ways involved in tuberculous peritonitis. That the infec-

tion actually did travel by this path was shown by those

cases which presented tuberculous lesions only in the retro-

peritoneal and peribronchial glands.

Periostitis and Adipositis Tuberculosa Toxica Mul-

tiplex.—Dr. O. Amrein, .A.rosa, Switzerland. This was a

report of a not yet described form of tuberculous disease,

"multiple periostitis and adipositis." The chief character-

istics of the disease were diffuse, hard, painful swellings

(infiltrations) under the adipose tissue beneath the skin,

without being abscesses, combined with infiltration of the

periosteum, caused by the toxins of the tubercle bacilli.

Philadelphia Cou-nty Medic.\l Society.

At a stated meeting held September 23 a symposium
was held on "The Division of the Fee." Dr. John H.

GiBDON discussed the question from the surgeon's

standpoint. He took the ground that such a practice

is indefensible, being morally and ethically wrong to

all the parties concerned. Both the attending physician

and the consultant are entitled to adequate compensa-

tion, and the former, when requested, should designate

the latter, by reason of his superior skill and knowledge

and not on account of the size of a possible commission

or division of fee. Dr. S. Solis-Cohen discussed the

question from the point of view of the internist. He
took the ground that there could be no difference be-

tween surgeon and internist as to the indefensibility

of the practice. The injunction against procedures of

that kind was issued many years ago in the words

"Thou shall not steal." In case of consultation the

attending physician should receive from the patient a

fee commensurate with the time required, the distance

traveled, and the special skill contributed. Dr. M.
Howard Fussell expressed the general practitioner's

opinion of the evil. He was in entire accord with the

views that had been expressed, and could conceive of

no condition in which the payment of a commission

by the consultant to the attending physician or a di-

vision of fees between the two would be justifiable.

He felt that often the consultant should impress the

patient with the value of the services rendered by the

attending physician in arriving at an early and correct

diagnosis and soliciting consultation with a view to

effective treatment.

College of Physicians of Philadelphia.

At a stated meeting held November 4, Dr. Edward J.

Wood of Wilmington, N. C, read by invitation a paper

entitled "Studies of the Etiology, Pathology, and Symptom-

atology of Pellagra, with Reference to Its Endemic Occur-

rence." He referred to the distribution of the disease

and to its recent recognition in the southern part of the

United States, where a considerable number of cases have

been observed. Here the disease occurs in all grades of

society and it appears in two forms, acute and chronic.

The former is almost invariably fatal, while the latter

exhibits periodicity of recurrence, especially in the spring.

Often there are constitutional symptoms, an anorexia,

stomatitis, diarrhea, emaciation, together with paresthesial

spastic-paralytic phenomena, as well as maniacal excite-

ment, and hallucinations and delusions. A characteristic

feature of the disorder i; the cutaneous e-xanthem, which

is rarely if ever absent. It appears on the hands, the

feet, the face, the back of the neck, and at times in other

situations. Often i; takes the form of an erythema, while

sometimes resembling sunburn. At other times it exhibits

a weeping surface and it may be covered by crusts and be

the seat of suppuration. Its striking feature is its almost

e.xact symmetry in situation and in form. The disease is

commonly attributed to the ingestion of Indian corn sup-

posedly diseased, but it has been observed in persons not

exposed to infection from this source, and in those using

maize of the highest quality. Bacteria have been found

in such corn and likewise in the blood of victims of the

disease. Xo form of successful treatment is known. Drs.

George E. de Schweixitz and T. B. Holloway presented

a communication entitled "The Operative Treatment of

Papilloedema (choked disc), with Special Reference to

Decompressive Trephining." They pointed out the im-

provement in vision when this was impaired, and its

preservation if impaired, effected by the relief of intra-

cranial pressure in cases of brain tumor and allied condi-

tions, and they made a plea for early operative interven-

tion under such circumstances if the best results were to be

obtained.
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STATE BOARD EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.

Indiana State Board of Medical Examiners.

May, 1908.

1. Give the structures of the gall-bladder and its sur-

gical landmarks.
2. Give the origin and insertion of each of the follow-

ing muscles of abdomen : Obliquus externus, obliquus in-

ternus, transversalis.

3. Nanie each bony prominence of the elbow and give

its relations to the joint.

4. Name the blood-vessels and nerves divided in an
amputation of the forearm at the union of the lower and
middle third.

5. Name the blood-vessels that constitute the portal

venous system, and the organs from which each conveys
the blood.

6. Give the periods for the eruption of the temporary
teeth.

7. Give the branches of the subclavian artery and thy-

roid axis.

8. Locate an incision for ligation of external carotid,

and state what structures are encountered.

9. What muscles effect the displacement of the frag-

ments in an oblique fracture from above, downward and
backward, of the femur immediately above the condyles,

and how ?

10. Make a drawing showing the nine regions of the

abdominal cavity with the name and contents of each.

PHYSIOLOGY.

1. Mention the chief heat-producing tissues of the body
in the order of their capacity, and state why these struc-

tures evolve more heat than others.

2. Give your opinion of alcohol as a food, and state

your reasons and authority for such opinion.

3. Define absorption, secretion, and excretion, and state

through which anatomical structures each occurs with
greatest activity.

4. What is the mechanical effect upon the circulation

of the blood of inspiration, normal expiration, and violent

expiration?

5. What portion of the vascular system is most sus-

ceptible or responsive to the vasomotor nervous influence,

and why?
6. In what particular does the condition of the brain

in coma differ from its condition in sleep?

7. Explain briefly the difference between emulsification

and saponification of oil and fats in the process of di-

gestion.

materia medica a.vd therapeutics.

1. Give derivation, physiological action, and indications

for the therapeutic application of ergot.

2. Name three medicinal agents which increase diaph-
oresis.

3. Name an antagonist to the physiological action of
iaborandi.

4. Name three medicinal agents which are emetic in

their action, and dose of each.

5. Give physiological action, dose, and therapeutic in-

dication for tr. of gelsemium.
6. Name (a) a hydragogue cathartic and (b) a chola-

gogue cathartic, and dose of each.

7. Name some therapeutic indications for mercury.
8. What effect has benzoin on urine? Name two prep-

arations of the agent with dose of each.

g. Give derivation, therapeutic indications, and dose of
apomorphine.

10. Write a prescription for acute articular rheumatism.

chemistry.

1. Give antidote in case of poisoning by (a) arsenic,

(b) corrosive sublimate, and (c) carbolic acid.

2. Give specific gravity of healthy urine and give test

for (a) bile, (&) sugar, and (c) albumin.

3. What is potassium iodide and how prepared?
4. Name the bile salts.

5. Name the fluids of the body that are normally of
acid reaction.

PATHOLOGY AND BACTERIOLOGY.

1. How would you determine whether a dog had rabies
or not?

2. Give technique of determination of rabies in the
dog.

3. Give technique of determination of an epithelioma.

4. What is the difference between a benign and ma-
lignant growth?

5. What is meant by a metastatic growth?
6. Give morphology and method of culture of the diph-

theria bacillus.

7. Give morphology and method of culture of the tu-
bercle bacillus.

8. Give complete technique of determining a case of
diphtheria.

g. How would you stain the tubercle bacillus?

10. What is meant by (a) pathology and (6) bacteri-

ologj- ?

physical diagnosis.

1. Give technique of diagnostic puncture and the evi-

dence derived therefrom.
2. Define ataxia. How is ataxia of the upper extrem-

ities tested? How is ataxia of the lower extremities
tested ?

3. Give discrimination between organic and functional
murmurs.

4. Give technique of cardiac percussion.

5. What is the normal pulse rate? What is the increase
for each degree of temperature above normal?

internal medicine.

1. Give common cause, prevention, and treatment of
summer diarrheas of infancy and childhood.

2. In auscultation of healthy li.ng. what sound is heard,,

and what is it called?

3. Name some diagnostic symptoms of secondary syph-
ilis.

4. Name the cardinal symptoms of exophthalmic goiter.

5. Give differential diagnosis between renal colic and
hepatic colic.

6. Name some of the causes of endocarditis.

7. What conditions predispose to cerebral hemorrhage?
8. Differentiate between cerebral vomiting and gastric

vomiting.

9. By what routes and media does the exciting cause
of typhoid fever gain entrance to the human organism?
How may it be prevented ?

ID. Name some points of diagnostic value in chronic
interstitial nephritis.

obstetrics.

1. State the cause of (a) deficient power of the uterine
muscle, and (b) excessive power of the uterine muscle.
Give proper management of each.

2. Define caput succedaneum, and give etiology.

3. Name four important signs of pregnancy at the third

month.
4. Differentiate between pregnancy and fibroid of the

uterus.

5. Under what conditions would you perform podalic
version? Give technique of operation.

6. What changes occur in the circulation at birth?

7. Give the causes of cystocele and rectocele, and state

the treatment which should be employed.
8. When should ergot be employed in obstetric practice?

What are its contraindications?

9. Name the symptoms of puerperal sepsis. How would
you prevent it?

10. What are the premonitory symptoms of puerperal
convulsions ? What treatment would you employ to pre-
vent puerperal convulsions?

GYNECOLOGY.

1. Define the (a) dorsal posture, (6) left lateral-prone

posture, and (f) knee-chest posture.

2. Give causes, diagnosis, and treatment of endocervi-
citis.

3. Give diagnosis and treatment of ectopic gestatioiL

4. Give causes, pathology, diagnosis, and treatment of
salpingitis.

5. Give preparation of patient for an ordinary plastic

operation.

6. Give causes and symptoms of urethrocele. Give
differential diagnosis.

SURGERY.

1. Give diagnostic points of fracture of base of skull.

2. Give diagnosis and treatment of appendicitis.

3. Describe a compound fracture and give treatment.

4. Give diagnosis and treatment of gallstones.

5. How many kinds of hernia are there?
6. Through what channels is carcinoma disseminated?
7. What indications are to be followed to promote

primary union of a wound?
8. Give signs, symptoms, and treatment of fracture of

the clavicle.

9. Give indications for trephining in fracture of the

skull.

ID. Name five causes of swelling in inguinal region.
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PEDIATRICS.

1. Give sequelae that most frequently follow eruptive

fevers occurring in childhood, and state cause and prog-

nosis for same.
2. Give diagnosis, cause, and treatment for cholera in-

fantum.
NEUROLOGY.

1. Give symptoms of cerebral compression.

2. Give definition of dementia and state the more im-

portant forms.

3. What are the diagnostic symptoms of multiple

sclerosis?
LARYNGOLOGY AND RHINOLOGV.

1. Give treatment of nasal polypi.

2. Give etiology and treatment of hypertrophy of the

tonsil.

OPHTHALMOLOGY AND OTOLOGY.

1. Give causes, diagnosis, and treatment of chronic

glaucoma.
2. Give symptoms, diagnosis, and treatment of gonor-

rheal conjunctivitis.

3. Give etiology, symptoms, and treatment of acute in-

flammation of the middle ear.

ETIOLOGY AND HYGIENE.

1. Give cause and hygienic treatment of diphtheria.

2. What is most essential from a sanitary standpoint in

plumbing a bath-room?
3. What method would you use in filtering a city water

supply?

4. How would you place a water-closet in relation to

a farmhouse?
5. Write an article not exceeding seventy-five words on

the practical value of the operation of the Pure Food and
Drug Act.

MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE.
1. Give signs of death by morphine.
2. Define (a) delusion, (6) illusion, and (f) hallucina-

tion.

ANSWERS TO STATE BOARD EXAMINATION
QUESTIONS.

Indiana State Board of Medical Examiners.

May, 1908.

ANATOMY.

3. The bony prominences at the elbow are: (i) the

external condyle of the humerus, (2) the internal condyle
of the humerus, and (3) the olecranon process of the ulna.

If the forearm is extended, the internal condyle of the

humerus, the tip of the olecranon, and the external condyle
will all be found on the same transverse line. In extreme
extension the tip of the olecranon is slightly above the level

of the condyles. If the forearm is flexed to a right angle,

the tip of the olecranon is immediately below the condyles.

4. In an amputation of the forearm at the union of the

lower and middle thirds there will be divided: (l) Arteries:

radial, ulnar, anterior and posterior interosseous. (2)
Veins: radials, ulnars, interosseous, median, anterior and
posterior ulnars. (3) Nerves: median, radial, ulnar, ante-

rior and posterior interosseous, musculocutaneous .-md in-

ternal cutaneous.

5. The blood-vessels that constitute the portal venous
system, are: The (i) superior mesenteric vein, which
conveys the blood from the small intestines, the cecum, and
ascending and transverse colon; (2) splenic vein, which
conveys the blood from the spleen; (3) inferior mesenteric
vein, which conveys the blood from the descending colon,

sigmoid flexure and rectum
; (4) gastric vein, which con-

veys the blood from the stomach.
8. The line of incision for ligation of the external caro-

tid artery is the upper part of a line drawn from the

sternoclavicular articulation to a point midway between
the angle of the jaw and the tip of the mastoid process.

The portion above the level of the upper border of the

thyroid cartilage represents the line of the external carotid.

The structures encountered are: The skin; superficial fas-

cia with the external jugular vein and the preat auricular

nerve ; the platysma myoides, and the deep fascia ; the an-
terior border of the sternomastoid ; the hypoglossal nerve;
facial, lingual, and superior thyroid veins.

9. In oblique fracture of the femur, immediately above
the condyles : The lower fragment is tilted backward by
the gastrocnemius and plantaris. The upper fragment
is drawn inward by the pectineus and adductors; and for-

ward by the psoas and iliacus.

physiology.

I. The chief heat-producing tissues of the body, are:
(i) The muscles, during contraction (including the heart) :

(2) the secreting glands, especially the liver; (3) the

brain, during mental activity.

2. "The exact value of alcohol as a food, broadly con-

sidered, is uncertain. Recent experiments, carefully made
on man, however, clearly show that when moderate
amounts of alcohol are ingested, the alcohol is burned up in

the body

—

i.e. oxidized like any non-nitrogenous food.

The potential energy of the alcohol is transformed into

kinetic energy, and consequently alcohol is to be considered

as having some food value. It may, therefore, be classified

with the non-nitrogenous foods. Further, as a non-nitro-

genous food, alcohol may replace an isodynamic amount of

fat or carbohydrate in the diet without change in tlie lial-

ance of income and outgo. Alcohol serves to protect body
protein and fat from oxidation; i.e. like a typical non-pro-

teid food it diminishes the oxidation of tissue proteid by

being itself oxidized. These facts, however, do not imply

that alcohol is necessarily a desirable food or that it is

physiologically economical. It is to be remembered that,

prior to its oxidation in the body, alcohol may produce
deleterious effects of various kinds, more than counter-

balancing any gain which may result from its oxidation.

It may likewise give rise to changes, either directly or

indirectly, in the various metabolic processes of the body,

which must of necessity influence more or less its value as

a food. Alcohol has a direct and an indirect influence

upon the secretion of gastric juice. In this direction it

acts as a stimulant. It likewise stimulates the secretion

of saliva."— (Chittenden in Reference Handbook of the

Medical Sciences.)

3. Absorption is the process by which the products of

digestion are taken up into the general circulation. It

occurs with greatest activity in the villi of the small

intestine.

Secretion is the process by which certain organs (glands

and membranes) separate from the blood certain constitu-

ents which are further elaborated and serve some further

office in the economy. It occurs with the greatest activity

in the liver (unless the urine is considered as a secre-

tion).

Excretion is a similar process by which there are re-

moved from the blood waste materials, and products of no

further use to the body, and which if retained would be

injurious. It occurs with greatest activity in the lungs

and kidneys.

4. Inspiration causes the blood pressure to rise, and
the heart to beat faster, but each beat is shallower.

Expiration causes the blood pressure to fall and the

heart to beat slower, but the beats are deeper and more
dicrotic.

5. The portion of the vascular system most susceptible

to the vasomotor nervous influence: The arterioles or small

arteries.

The reason: Because they contain relatively the greatest

amount of muscular tissue.

6. In sleep, the brain is anemic ; whereas in coma, the

cerebral vessels are congested with venous blood.

7. Under the influence of the steapsin of the pancreatic

juice, neutral fats combine with water ; the result is a

.splitting up into glycerin and a free fatty acid.

In saponification a similar reaction occurs, but the re-

sulting products are glycerin and a soap.

Emulsidcation is a physical rather than a chemical proc-

ess ; the fat is broken up info minute globules which are

in a state of more or less permanent suspension. Soap
solutions make the most permanent emulsions.

materia MEDICA AND THERAPEUTICS.

1. Ergot. Derivation: The selerotium of the claviceps

purpurea.
Physiological action: Ergot stimulates and causes con-

traction of involuntary muscle fibers, hence it is a vaso-

constrictor, hemostatic, and oxytocic. It is also a cardiac

sedative, it raises the blood pressure, it increases peristal-

sis, and is an emmenagogue.
Indications for the therapeutic application: To promote

uterine contractions during third stage of labor; fibroids,

menorrhagia, post-partum hemorrhage. Some forms of

amenorrhea and dysmenorrhea, dysentery, arterial hemor-
rhage, congestive headaches, laxity of sphincters, of blad-

der or rectum, hemorrhoids, aneurysm, diabetes, urinary

incontinence, direct paralysis of the sphincter vesicae, atonic

spermatorrhea.
2. Three medicinal agents ivhich increase diaphoresis:

(l) Alcohol; (2) Dover's powder; (3) pilocarpus.

3. An antagonist to the physiological action of jabor-

andi: Atropine.

4. Three emetics: (l) Apomorphine hydrochloride;

dose, gr. i/io hypodermically. (2) Copper sulphate; dose,

gr. iv to vj in water. (3) Zinc sulphate; dose, gr. x to xv
in water.

5. Tincture of gelsemium. Physiological action: Cir-

culatory, respiratory, and nervous depressant.
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Dose: 8 minims.
Therapeutic Indications: Headache, migraine, asthma,

whooping cough, nervous cough, spasmodic dysmenorrhea,

torticollis, and other conditions depending upon localized

muscular spasm.
6. (o) A hydragogue cathartic : Elaterin, dose gr. 1/20 to

1/12. (6) A cholagogue cathartic: Podophyllum, dose gr.

viij to xij.

8. Benzoin increases the acidity of the urine. Sodium
benzoate; dose, gr. xv. Benzoic acid; dose, gr. vij.

9. Apomorphine is derived from morphine (by the ab-

straction of one molecule of water).
Therapeutic indications: To cause prompt vomiting,

and as an expectorant (in bronchitis and pneumonia).
Dose of apomorphine hydrochloride : gr. 1/30 as an ex-

pectorant ; and gr. i/io as an emetic.

10. For acute articular rheumatism:

^
Sodii salicylatis Sijss

Fluidextracti glycyrrhizse.

Tincturje aurantii aa 5ijss.

Aquae chloroformi q.s. ad. Jviij. Misce.

Signa : Take two tablespoonfuls every four hours.

CHEMISTRY.

1. The antidote to: (a) arsenic, is freshly prepared fer-

ric hydroxide; (b) corrosive sublimate, is white of egg in

moderate quantity, followed by an emetic; (c) carbolic acid,

is sodiuiTi sulphate, or alcohol.

2. The specific gravity of healthy urine is about 1015

to 1025.

(a) Test for bile: Put 3 c.c. HNO3 in a test tube, add

a piece of wood, and heat until the acid is yellow ; cool.

When cold, float some of the urine to be tested upon the

surface of the acid. A green band is formed at the junc-

tion of the liquids, which gradually rises, and is succeeded

from below by blue, reddish-violet, and yellow.

(&) Test for sugar: The urine should first be tested

for albumin. If this be present, it should be removed by

heating the urine to near the boiling point, and filtering

from the coagulum.
Fehling's test: Place in a test-tube a few c.c of the liquid

prepared as stated below, and boil ; no reddish tinge should

be observable, even after five minutes' repose. Add the

liquid under examination gradually, and boil after eac.

addition. In the presence of sugar a yellow or red pre-

cipitate is formed. In the presence of traces of glucose,

only a small amount of precipitate is produced, which ad-

heres to the glass, and is best seen when the blue liquid

is poured out.

[The reagent must be kept in two solutions, which are

to be mixed immediately before use. Solution I consists of

3+653 gms. of crystallized CuSO,, dissolved in water to

500 c.c. ; and Solution II of 130 gms. of Rochelle salt dis-

solved to 500 G.c. in NaHO solution of sp. gr. 1.12. When
required for use equal volumes of the two solutions are

mixed, and the mixture diluted with four volumes of

water.]

(c) Test for albumin: The urine must be perfectly clear.

If not so, it is to be filtered, and, if this does not render

it transparent, it is to be treated with a few drops of mag-
nesia mixture, and again filtered. The reaction is then ob-

served. If it be acid, the urine is simply heated to near

the boiling point. If the urine be neutral or alkaline, it

is rendered faintly acid by the addition of dilute acetic

acid, and heated. If albumin be present, a coagulum is

formed, varying in quantity from a faint cloudiness to

entire solidification, according to the quantity of albumin

present. The coagulum is not redissolved upon the addi-

tion of HNO3.
3. Potassium iodide is a transparent, or milk-white,

crystalline, solid; odorless, with a sharp salty taste. It is

very soluble in water. It is prepared by saturating a solu-

tion of potassium hydroxide with iodine, then evaporating,

and calcining the resulting mixture of iodide and iodate

with charcoal

:

6KH0 -f 31, = KIO3 -f 3H,0 -1- sKl

4. The bile salts are : Sodium glycocholate and sodium
taurocholate.

5. The fluids of the body that are normally of acid re-

action, are: The urine, gastric juice, and sometimes sweat,

PATHOLOGV AND BACTERIOLOGY.

4. Benign tumors are encapsulated, do not tend to in-

filtrate the surrounding tissues, do not give rise to metas-

tatic growths, do not tend to recur after removal, do not

produce cachexia, and do not have a fatal tendency (ex-

cept from their location).

Malignant tumors are not encapsulated, tend to infiltrate

the surrounding tissues, give rise to metastatic growths,

have a tendency to recur after removal, give a cachexia,

have a fatal tendency.

5- A metastatic growth is one that is set up in a part of
the body not directly continuous with the original growth.

9. The material must be recent, and, if sputum should
be free from particles of food or other foreign matter; se-

lect a cheesy-looking nodule and smear it on a slide, mak-
ing the smear as thin as possible. Then cover it with some
carbolfuchsin, and let it steam over a small flame for

about two minutes, care being taken that it does not boil.

Wash it thoroughly in water and then decolorize by im-
mersing it in a solution of any dilute mineral acid for about
a minute. Then make a contrast stain with solution of
Loeffler's methylene blue for about a minute ; wash it

again and examine with oil immersion lens. The tubercle

bacilli will appear as thin red rods, while all other bacteria

will appear blue.

PHYSICAL DIAGNOSIS.

2. Ata.via may be defined as lack of co-ordination in

muscular movements, so tliat the performance of certain

acts becomes difficult or impossible.

To lest ataxia of the upper extremities: The patient,

with his eyes closed or bandaged, is asked to touch the tip

of his nose or the lobe of his ear, first with one index
finger, then with the other ; or the tip of one finger with
the tip of some other indicated finger. Or the patient may
be asked to thread a needle. If these things are done
successfully the co-ordination is good, and there is no
ataxia.

To test ataxia of the lower extremities: If the patient

can walk, he may be asked to walk along a straight line,

such as the crack between two boards of the floor, or along
the border of the carpet. If he cannot walk, he should have
his eyes covered, and be requested to touch the inner mal-
leolus of one foot with the great toe of the other foot. Or
the patient may be asked to stand with his heels together

and his eyes closed and to notice whether he stands fairly

steadily or sways about considerably. Ip the latter event

there is ataxia.

3. Organic murmurs are due to stenosis or incompetency
of one or more of the valves of the heart.

Functional tnurmurs are not due to valvular disease.

Organic murmurs may be systolic or diastolic; may be
accompanied by marked dilatation or hypertrophy, and
there will probably be a history of rheumatism nr of some
other disease capable of producing endocarditis. Whereas
a murmur, usually systolic, soft, and blowing, heard best

over the pulmonic area, associated with evidences of chloro-

sis or anemia, and affected by the position of the patient,

is a hemic or functional murmur, and denotes as a rule

an impoverished condition of the blood.

5. The normal pulse rate in the adult is about seventy

to seventy-five a minute. For each degree of tempera-

ture above the normal, the pulse rate is usually increased

about eight or ten beats.

INTERNAL MEDICINE.

2. In auscultation of healthy lung the inspiratory sound
is heard, and also a sound during the first part of expira-

tion. It is called vesicular breathing.

3. Some diiagnostic symptoms of secondary syphilis:

Sore throat, mucous patches ; the skin lesions or syphilides,

which are characterized: By not itching, by being of a

coppery or raw ham color, by being painless, by polymor-
phism (macules, papules, pustules, etc., being present at the

same time), and by being roughly symmetrical. In this

stage may also appear ; iritis, periostitis, and alopecia.

4. The cardinal syjnptoms of exophthalmic goiter are

:

(i) Tachycardia, (2) goiter, (3) exophthalmos, and (4)
tremor.

5. In renal colic: The pain is in the region of the

affected kidney, it radiates down the thigh ; there are in-

tense rigors; retraction of the testicle may be present; also

history of previous attacks or of calculi ; the urine may
be scanty, suppressed, or bloody.

In hepatic colic: The pain is in the region of the liver, it

radiates to the right scapula and toward the umbilicus

;

chills and sweats are common ; also vomiting, and some-
times symptoms of collapse and jaundice; calculi are found,

if at all, in the feces.

6. Some of the causes of endocarditis, are : Acute articu-

lar rheumatism, chorea, tonsillitis, scarlet fever, pneumonia,

cancer, gout, diabetes mellitus, Bright's disease, septicemia,

gonorrhea.

7. The conditions which predispose to cerebral hemor-
rhage are : Advanced age, rheumatism, gout, syphilis, al-

coholic excesses, Bright's disease, prolonged muscular exer-

tion, chronic lead poisoning, severe physical or mental ex-

citement.

8. Cerebral vomiting is projectile in character, and is

accompanied by little or no nausea, is continuous even after

stomach is emptied ; there is no salivation, no tenderness

over liver or stomach.

Gastric I'omiting relieves the previous nausea, and re-
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turns on ingestion of food; salivation is present, also ten-

derness over liver and stomach.

9. Typhoid fever gains entrance to the human body by
the mouth, chielly through water, ice, milk, or other foods.

The entrance of typhoid fever into the human organism
may be prevented by boiling all water that is to be used
for drinking or for washing dishes, etc. ; milk should be
boiled also ; and no ice should be put in water or other
drink or food ; flies should be kept out of tlie house as far

as possible, by means of screens or otherwise; all dis-

charges from the sick person must be disinfected; all

utensils, dishes, etc., used by the patient must be thorough-
ly cleansed, and boiled every day ; soiled linen must be
soaked in a disinfectant solution before being washed,
after each attendance on a patient, pliysicians, nurses, and
others should wash their hands in a disinfectant ; thor-

ough sterilization of all bedding, etc., must be performed
after the disease is over.

10. Some points of diagnostic value in chronic interstitial

nephritis, are : Increased arterial tension, urine increased

in quantity and of low specific gravity, a few hyaline casts

may be present, albumin is either absent or present in very
small amount ; hypertrophy of the left ventricle, later on
of the whole heart ; a systolic murmur ; uremia ; retinitis,

choked disc ; anorexia, nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, cramps,
numbness, dyspnea.

OBSTETRICS.

1. (o) Deficient power of the uterine muscle may be

caused by : "Overdistention of the uterus from plural preg-

nancy or polyhydramnios ; distention of the bladder or

rectum; obliquities and displacements of the uterus; thin-

ning of the uterine walls resulting from frequent and
quickly repeated labors, or from degeneration of the uter-

ine tissues ; precocious or advanced age
;
general debility

or feebleness of the woman from previous diseases, ener-

vating habits, heat of climate, or of season, or the air of

a superheated room ; exhaustion of the woman from hem-
orrhage or from lack of sleep or food. Uterine action is

sometimes inefficient from uremia, and when there is mor-
bid adhesion between the fetal membranes and uterine wall.

Mental emotions : fear, grief, surprise, anxiety, disappoint-

ment, and the presence of offensive persons or things will

produce it. These last may depend upon idiosyncrasy or

unaccountable personal antipathies."— (King's Manual of
Obstetrics.)

(b) Excessive pozi'cr of the uterine muscle may be

caused by : Abnormally large pelvis, small fetus, unusual

relaxation of the maternal soft parts, nervous excitability

or peculiar temperament of the woman.
2. Caput succcdaneum is a svv-elling on tlic presenting

part of the fetus, which is developed during birth. It is

due to edema of that part of the fetus (the presenting

part), which is not compressed by the maternal structure

during uterine contraction.

3. Pour important signs of pregnancy at the third

month: Softening of the cervix; purplisli hue of the

vagina ; amenorrhea, and the enlargement, pigmentation,

hardening, and possible secretion in the mammary glands.

4. Pregnancy: The tumor is hard and does not fluctu-

ate, is situated in the median line, and may give fetal

heart sounds and movements ; the cervix is soft, and the

other signs of pregnancy are present. The rate of growth
of the tumor, and the general condition of the patient's

health may also help in arriving at a diagnosis.

Uterine fibroid: Menstruation is irregular and some-
times very profuse; absence of the signs of pregnancy; the

tumor is nodular, firm, irregular in outline, and while

generally placed somewhat centrally is not in the median
line, and is not symmetrical; the rate of growth is irregu-

lar, being, as a rule, slow, and sometimes extending over

years.

5. The indications for podalic version are: (t) In

transverse presentations; (2) in placenta praevia ; (3) in

lualpresentations of the head; (4) in simple flattened pel-

vis, and in minor degrees of pelvic contraction; (5) in pro-

lapsed funis; (6) in sudden death of the mother; and (7)

in any case where speedy delivery is imperative.

6. The changes occurring in the circulation at birth, are:

The hypogastric arteries become obliterated, the foramen

ovale closes, the Eustachian valve atrophies, the ductus

arteriosus and ductus venosus become impervious and

shrivel up.

8. Ergot should be employed in obstetric practice to pro-

mote uterine contractions after the third stage of labor.

It is contraindicated if the birth canal is not free and the

OS uteri is not dilated.

GYNECOLOGY.

3. Ectopic gestation. Diagnosis: "When extrauterme

pregnancy exists there are: (i) the general and reflex

symptoms of pregnancy; they have often come on after an

uncertain period of sterility ; nausea and vomiting appear

aggravated. (2) Then comes a disordered menstruation,

especially metrorrhagia, accompanied with gushes of blood,

and with pelvic pain coincident with the above symptoms
of pregnancy; pains are often very severe, with marked
tenderness within the pelvis; such symptoms are highly

suggestive. (3) There is the presence of a pelvic tumor
characterized as a tense cyst, sensitive to the touch, actively

pulsating; this tumor has a steady and progressive growth.

In the first two months it has the size of a pigeon's egg;

in the third month it has the size of a hen's egg; in the

fourth month it has the size of two fists. (4) The os uteri

is patulous ; the uterus is displaced, but is slightly en-

larged and empty, (s) Symptoms No. 2 may be absent

until the end of the third month, when suddenly they be-

come severe, with spasmodic pains, followed by the general

symptoms of collapse. (6) Expulsion of the decidua. in

part or whole. Nos. i and 2 are presuniptiz'e signs: Nos.

3 and 4 are probable signs; Nos. 5 and 6 are positive signs."

—(American Text-Booh of Obstetrics.)

Treatment consists in the removal of the product of con-

ception by a laparotomy, as soon as the diagnosis is made.

6. Ureihrocele. Causes: Traumatism during labor and

stricture or tumor in urethra.

Symptoms: Frequent and painful micturition; partial

incontinence of urine; retention of urine in the uretliroccle,

later becoming alkaline and undergoing decomposition. The
bulging in the anterior vaginal wall can be seen and

touched, and a sound passed into the urethra can be felt

through the urethrocele.

Differential Diagnosis:

URETHROCELE.

Indistinct bulging.

Disappears on
pressure.

Tumor elastic and
compressible, not

tender on pres-

sure.

No pain on walk-
ing or coitus.

Only the vaginal
and urethral
wall between the

examining finger

and a sound in

the urethra.

SUIiURETHR.\L
AHSCESS.

Prominent tumor.

Only partially dis-

appears, and pus
may be squeezed
out into urethra.

Tumor fluctuating

and prominent,
very painful on
pressure.

Very painful.

The thickness of

the intervening
structure is in-

creased by the

presence of the

abscess.

VAGINAL TUMOR.

Prominent tumor.

Does not disappear
on pressure.

Tumor firm.

The thickness of
the intervening
structure is in-

creased by the

tumor.

(Compiled from .Kshton's Gynecology.)

SURGERY.

Varieties of Hernia: Hernia may be classified

:

-Acquired
1

encysted

I. Anatuinicatly:

Oblique

I. Inguinal,
-i

Direct

Femoral.

Umbilical.

r -Acquired

I Congenital
L Infantile or

S External
t Internal

r Intraparietal

Interstitial < Interparietal

^ L Extraparietal

[Incomplete, or Bubonocele.]

Congenital
Of infants

Of adults

5. Lumbar. 6. Obturator. Diaphrag-4. Ventral.
matic. 8. Pudendal, etc.

II. Clinically: Reducible irreducible, obstructed or in-

carcerated, inflamed, and strangulated.

6. Carcinoma is desseminated chiefly through the lym-

phatics; less frequently by the circulation; and occasion-

ally by mechanical transportation in the movements of

the body.
10. Pivc causes of 'swelling in the inguinal region:

Inguinal hernia, iliac abscess, lymphadenoma, retained tes-

ticle, and hydrocele of the spermatic cord.

NEUROLOGY.

1. The symptoms of cerebral compression, are: Head-

ache, vertigo, vomiting, mental dullness, sometimes paraly-

sis, contracted pupils, coma, and cyanosis.

2. Dementia is a general enfeeblement of all the mental

powers. .

The more important forms of dementia, are: Prmiary,

secondary, acute, chronic, senile, paretic, alcoholic, and

syphilitic.
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3. The diagnostic symptoms of multiple sclerosis, are:

Nystagmus, scanning speech, intention tremor, exaggerated
patellar reflex, ankle clonus, ataxia, vertigo, unsteady gait.

MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE.

1. There are no characteristic signs of death by mor-
phine. The only lesions are those that may usually be

observed after death from asphyxia. The blood is dark

and fluid; the brain, meninges, and lungs may be congested;

the bladder is usually full of urine.

2. A delusion is a belief in something which has no
real existence, but is purely imaginary; and out of which
the person cannot be reasoned. An illusion is a false or

perverted impression, received through one of the senses.

An hallucination is the same as an illusion, but without

any material basis.

If an individual believes himself to be made of glass,

and is afraid of being touched lest he be broken, he is

suffering from a delusion. If the whistling of the wind
is mistaken for a voice telling a person to do a certain

thing—that would be an illusion. If a person fancied he

heard a voice when there was nothing at all to be heard,

that would be an hallucination.

Mthitni 31tpms.
Contagious Diseases, Weekly Statement.—Report of

cases and deaths from contagious diseases reported to
the Sanitary Bureau, Health Department, New York
City, for the week ending November 14, 1908:

Tuberculosis Pulmonalis
Diphtheria
Measles .

Scarlet Fever
Smallpox
Varicella
Typhoid Fever
Whooping Cough ...

Cerebrospinal Meningitis
Malarial Fever

Totals.

Cases
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THE DIFFERENTIATION OF OUTBREAKS
OF TYPHOID FEVER DUE TO INFEC-

TION BY \\-ATER, MILK, FLIES
AND CONTACTS.*

By JOHN F. ANDERSON, M.D.,

PASSED ASSISTANT SUBGEOX AND ASSISTANT DIRECTOR HYGIENIC LABORA-
TORY, U. S. PUBLIC HEALTH AND UARINE HOSPITAL

SERVICE, WASHINGTON, D. C

When I received the invitation from our Honor-
able President, Dr. Lewis, to read before this asso-

ciation a paper on the differentiation of t\-phoid

fever outbreaks due to infected water, milk, etc., I

fully realized my limitations in dealing with the

subject. However, I thought that a few observa-
tions I had made while investigating in my official

capacity several epidemics of typhoid fever might
be of some interest and, perhaps, profit to you.

It is a serious reflection upon the people of the

L'nited States that, according to the census report

for 1900, there were 35,379 deaths in the United
States that year from typhoid fever—a preventable
disease. This loss of life, according to Whipple's
calculation, represented a money loss to the com-
munity- of $212,000,000 for that year alone.

The average t\phoid death rate in cities of the

L'nited States is about 35 per 100,000. Whipple
states that in the cities about 40 per cent, of the

tT.'phoid fever is due to water, 25 per cent, to milk,

30 per cent, to contagion—including fly-transmis-

sion, and only about 5 per cent, to all other causes.

The Board of Officers of the Public Health and
Marine-Hospital Ser\"ice investigating tj-phoid

fever in the District of Columbia found in 1906
that of the cases studied by them about 1 1 per cent,

were definitely attributable to milk infection, about

7 per cent, to infection by contact; in 1907 they

definitely attributed about 9 per cent, to milk and
about 19 per cent, to contact. The cases attributed

to infection in milk were those occurring in the

course of definite outbreaks among the customers
of certain dairymen and in the number were not

included cases probably due, but not definitely trace-

able, to milk infection.

In the study of an outbreak of t\-phoid fever it

is of vital importance, first of all, to determine
whether the disease is really t\-phoid fever. For this

purpose, in addition to the usual bedside methods
two other procedures may and should be employed
in all doubtful cases. I refer to the Widal reaction

and to blood cultures. The blood culture is of more
value than the Widal test, in that cultures can be

obtained in the first days of the disease. For the

examination of the blood we have found the bile

enrichment method, followed by plating on Endo
medium, the most satisfactorv. Bv this method
cultures taken in the first week of the disease will

*Read by invitation before the American Public
Health Association in Winnipeg, Man., August 27, 1908.

give positive results in 90 to 100 per cent, of the

cases.

Having determined that the disease prevailing

with undue frequency is typhoid fever it is neces-

sary that each case be studied in detail from an
epidemiological standpoint. In places which re-

quire the reporting of typhoid fever the study is

much easier than in those where it is not done. The
essential data can only be obtained by competent
persons visiting the patients and obtaining all pos-

sible information from the patient, nurse, and family
and by an inspection of the premises.

A blank form containing all the points about
which information is wished facilitates the collection

of data. These data should consist of the name of
the patient, age, color, etc., date of onset of the

disease, residence, occupation, water used wholly or

occasionally, milk and other uncooked food, rela-

tion to persons sick with t\-phiod fever or who have
recovered from the disease lately or remotely,

whether servants have recently been changed, and
a general survey of the premises paying especial

attention to privies, flies, screens, etc. The blank

form used by the Board of Officers of the Public

Health and Marine-Hospital Service in Washington,
D. C, is one of the most complete I have seen.

TYPHOID FEVER CASE CARD
Date of investigation Case Xo
Xame
Age Color Sex Nationality ....
Probable date of onset Date definite symptoms ....
Xame and address of physician

Residence

Residence in D. C.

Residence when taken sick from to
Pre%'ious residences from to
Subsequent residences from to
Temporary absences from D. C. within 30 days prior. . .

Number of occupants ages
" " who have had typhoid. .. .when.

Newcomers in house within three months prior
" " had typhoid ?

Sen-ants

—

White: Resident Typhoid ?

Non-resident Typhoid ?

Colored: Resident Typhoid ?

Non-resident Typhoid ?

Typhoid at homes of servants When
Disposal of sewage W. C. in house
W. C. in yard pri\'}' location..
General sanitary condition of residence
Occupation
Place from to. . .

.

Other cases

W.\TER WITHIX 30 D.WS PRIOR

Solely principally
Occasionally

Food within 30 D.\ys Prior

Where taken
Milk (how used) from

Boiled ? Pasteurized ?

Ice cream ? Where ?

Uncooked fruits and vegetables
SheUfish
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Contacts When a water supply, such as a river, is subject
Association 30 days prior with patients in febrile stage to continual infection the increase in the number

'• with suspected cases
. .

. . ...
.
.... . ^f ^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ summer and fall may be attributed

with persons who have had typhoid within
, , r , , , r

-^

6 months to the fact that, as the number of cases mcrease
1 year which supply infection for the stream, the amount
2 years of infection is correspondingly increased.

^ ^g^J!g
3. Seasonal prevalence; spring or late winter.

5 years! .............................. Outbreaks of typhoid due to infection of a water
Association 30 days prior with persons in contact with supply previously good usually OCCUr in the late

patients in febrile stage winter or spring. This is due, as in the case of

OtferTreLutions"'.'.^"'^
"""^ °^ ^''^'^"*'

:::::::::
^he Ph-mouth and Xew Haven epidemics, to the

Remarks: ''............................'..... f^ct that infected discharges are thrown on the

frozen ground and when thaws or floods come the
Summary; infection is suddenly washed into the stream.

Sienatiire
When a supply becomes infected by the failure

of the purification methods used or by a change
It is well to have a map of the city and, as the in the supply the outbreak is, of course, independent

data for each case are collected, to indicate the loca- of season.

tion on the map by sticking in a large pin. A glance 4. Comparative freedom from the disease of
at this map will readily show if the cases are con- persons not using the suspected water. When there
fined to any particular locality; if so, it might in- is more than one water supply or where persons
dicate some local condition responsible for the use pure bottled waters or boil the water the com-
infection, such as an infected well or conveyance by parative freedom of such persons from the disease
flies, etc. is striking. This was well shown in the Butler

It may be found that an unusual number of cases epidemic, where a large part of the first ward of
are occurring on the route of a certain dairy. If the city received their water from deep driven
this be the case, the dairy should be visited and wells. In this ward, with an equal population to

the handling of the milk followed from the cow the other four wards, there were only about one-
to the consumer. Special inquiry should be made half as many cases.

in regard to the possibility of the milk having be- 5. Inspection of the water shed shows evident
come infected in any way. If the cases are general- sources of infection. An inspection of the water
ly distributed and the epidemic began with explosive shed may show that it is being continuously in-

onset attention may be focused on the water sup- fected by discharges of typhoid fever cases. In
ply, and this should be studied from all stand- some cases, as at Butler and other places, the dis-

points. charges may actually have been allowed to go
All data collected should be at once tabulated directly into the stream from privies overhanging it.

and carefully studied as to the bearing of the various 6. The outbreaks may have begun or ended fol-

probable sources of infection. lowing a change of the water supply. When a
I shall now take up in detail the special charac- previously good water is replaced for any good

teristics of outbreaks of typhoid fever due to in- reason by an unknown water or a suspected water
fected water and milk, and to transmission by flies, is replaced by one of undoubted purity the conse-
etc, and cite a typical example of each. quent beginning or discontinuance, as the case may
CHARACTERISTICS OF OUTBREAKS DUE TO WATER. be, of an Outbreak of typhoid would properly be
The striking characteristics of outbreaks of ty- laid to water,

phoid fever due to water are

:

7. Bacteriological and chemical examination re-

1. General distribution of cases throughout the veals evidences of pollution. While it is practically

area supplied by a particular water. The incidence hopeless to expect to find the typhoid bacillus in

of cases is independent of social conditions, occupa- water, still the finding of B. coli in small amounts of
tion and age, except that very young children as water and chemical evidences of pollution are addi-
a rule are not affected in equal proportion to other tional evidence against the water.
ages, due to the difference, perhaps, in susceptibility 8. Exclusion of all other probable causes. This
and to taking less water. means the exclusion of milk, food, contact, fly trans-

2. Explosive onset of the outbreak. When a mission, and other possible sources of infection,
water supply previously good becomes suddenly The Butler epidemic was a typical outbreak due
infected, as in the case of Plymouth, or Butler. Pa., to infection of the water supply and a brief ac-
the outbreak begins with great suddenness and vio- count of it is given.
lence. There is a sudden and great increase in The Butler Epidemic.—I had the opportunity of
the number of cases reported ; this increase may investigating the epidemic of typhoid fever in But-
continue until the sources of infection of the water ler. Pa., in the fall and early winter of 1904.
are removed or the water supply changed. If the Through the kindness of Dr. W. R. Batt, of the
former be the case there is a more gradual decline State Board of Health, I was able to see many of
in the number of cases than when the supply is the cases and to study the causes that led up to
suddenly replaced by a pure one. in which case the outbreak.
the decrease is sudden and marked. Secondary Butler had a population of 16,000 to 18,000. It

cases from contacts may keep the number above derived its water supply from three sources: (i)
normal for a time. Deep and shallow wells. (2) water from the Con-

^^'hen there is a continuance of the source of noquenessing Creek, which was collected by an im-
the infection, as in the case of the Lowell and pounding reservoir and then filtered bv a mechanical
Lawrence outbreaks of 1890 and 1892, the onset filter, and (3) water supplied by a company froin
is not usually so explosive in character and the five driven wells. The water supplied from this

decline is more gradual. In Pittsburg, where there last named source was delivered only in what is

is a continual infection of the water supply, the known as the first ward.
disease is more prevalent in the fall and winter, On August 28 the impounding dam was carried
which may be due in part to other causes than the away and from that time until November 15 water
water. was taken directly from the creek through the
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emergency intake. From August 28 to October 20
the water was probably, at times, supplied to the

city unfihered. On account of some repairs to the

plant the water from October 20 to November 2
was pumped directly from the emergency intake

in the creek without filtration to the reservoir and
supplied to the city.

The investigation for the State Board of Health*
by Dr. Batt of the water shed drained by the Con-
noquenessing Creek showed that there had been

17 cases of typhoid fever on the shed during Sep-
tember and October. Two of the cases were within

1,500 feet of the intake at the pumping station and
the farthest removed was seven miles. Four cases

occurred within 450 feet of the reservoir, being

located on a slope draining directly into the reser-

voir. Practically no disinfection of the discharges

had been practised.

From October i to January 29 there were 1.348

cases of typhoid fever, 71 being in persons residing

out of the city. The cases by months were as fol-

lows : October, 47 ; November, 976 ; December,

222; January, 32; making 1,277 which, with the

71 outside cases, made a total of 1,348, with iii

deaths.

The first ward, which has previously been re-

ferred to as receiving its water largely from driven

wells, while the largest in population, had only a

little more than half as many cases as any of the

other four wards.

The conclusions of Dr. Ratt sum ui) the situation

so thoroughly that I quote the following

:

"The conclusions to be drawn from a review of

the facts as they have been found to e.xist are

that, following the destruction of the Boyclstown

dam on August 28, water for distribution to the

people of Butler was taken from the C"onnociueness-

ing Creek through an emergency intake at the

pumping station : an examination of the waters of

this creek showed that it maintains a fairly con-

stant evidence of pollution, and that at various

periods the operation of the filter plant designed

to remove such pollution was partially or entirely

suspended, and that as a result of this polluted

w-ater being used for domestic purposes, 1,348 per-

sons who so used it were stricken with typhoid

fever between October i. 1903, and January 29,

1904, with 1 1 1 fatalities."

OUTBREAKS DUE TO MILK.

On investigating an outbreak of typhoid fever

the follov.'ing points would indicate very strongly

that the infection was being introduced through

the milk

:

I. Sudden outbreak of an unusual number of

cases followed by a rapid decline. The outbreak is

frequently sudden in its onset ; a large number of

cases occurring on a certain milk route within a

few days. If the infection be introduced only

once, as by flies, there is a sudden rise followed

by a sudden decline in the number of cases. If

there is a continuance of the infection, as from a

bacillus-carrier, the onset may be more gradual and

the decline will be delayed.

In dairies which do not practise sterilization of

bottles the milk may become infected through bot-

tles delivered at houses where there are cases of

typhoid fever : these infected bottles are returned

to the dairy, refilled, and delivered to other cus-

tomers. Where the milk becomes infected by wash-

ing the cans with infected water, as in the Palo

.^Ito outbreak, the number of cases is usually much
greater than when infected in other ways. After

Epidemic of typhoid fever in Butler, Pa. Twentieth

.'\nnual Report, State Board of Health. 1904.

the usual incubation period secondary cases from
contacts begin to appear.

2. The appearance of an unusual number of

cases among the customers of a certain dairy. The
appearance of an unusual number of cases without

a general increase elsewhere on the route of a dairy

should at once direct especial attention to that milk.

Of course, typhoid fever due to infection from
other sources may occur among persons supplied

by a particular dairy, but they will not be found
to be chiefly consumers of the milk. It is often

very striking how the customers of a dairy whose
milk is infected may be picked out by the unusual

proportion of cases on that milk route. Very fre-

quently cases may be traced in persons not directly

supplied by the suspected dairy, but who have taken

this milk at the home of some friend or at a res-

taurant. An increase in the number of cases on a

certain route associated with a decrease generally

throughout the city is particularly suggestive of

milk infection.

3. Unusual incidence of cases among users of

milk. It will be found that there is an unusual

prevalence of typhoid fever among the users of

milk ; the non-consumers escape or develop as

secondary cases. x'\s women and children generally

use more milk than men an unusual prevalence of

the disease among them is a common feature of

milk-borne outbreaks. Those families on the sus-

pected route who make a practice of pasteurizing

their milk escape. cxcc])t from infection as secon-

dary cases.

The following tabic, taken from Whipple, shows
the relative percentage of cases of typhoid fever in

different ages in the Stamford (milk) and the New
Haven (water) epidemics and brings out the un-

usual prevalence of the disease among children in

milk outbreaks

:
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number of cases were occurring among the cus-

tomers of a certain dairy. This dairy did a whole-

sale as well as a retail business. The milk sold

wholesale was delivered in cans to dealers, who
retailed it out to their customers.

On March 5 there was a death from typhoid fever

in a family who lived over one of the milk depots.

There does not seem to have been any decided in-

crease in the number of cases of typhoid fever re-

ported until the last two weeks of April, when there

were six cases reported. From May i to 15 there

were 17 cases, and from the i6th to the 31st 78
cases were reported.

The cans in which the milk was delivered to the

depots were returned to the dairy and, without any
sterilization, were used to deliver milk to the same
or some other dealer. \'arious members of the

family in which the case of fever occurred assisted

in the sale of milk in the bakery as well as in the

care of the patient.

The following table shows in bi-weekly periods

from January i to June i the number of cases of

typhoid fever reported and the milk used before

being taken sick:
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to trace a number of cases which were most prob-

ably due to infected ice. The water used for the

manufacture of ice was obtained from a spring

which was open to contamination by drainage from
the privies of houses in which were cases of typhoid

fever. I isolated the tvphoid bacillus—proved to

be such by cultural and agglutination reactions

—

from the water storage tank in the ice factory.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN SPOTTED FEVER.
WITH REPORT OF A CASE.*

By ALF. a. ROBINSON. M.D.,

OGDEN. UTAH.

Within the last decade Rocky Mountain spotted

fever has become a nosological entity. Investiga-

tions under the directions of the Montana State

Board of Health, the U. S. Public Health and
Marine Hospital Service, and the American Medical

Association have thrown much light upon this here-

tofore obscure disease.

Because of the name "tick fever" bv which it is

back, muscles, and joints; {2) a papular or petechial

eruption, appearing first about the ankles, wrists,

and forehead and extending later, though to a less

marked degree of intensity, over the entire body and

(3) an irregular fever, terminating by lysis in from

two to seven weeks.

The history of this disease may be divided into

two epochs: (i) from 1847 to 1902; (2) from

1902 to the present time.

The first period consists principally of vague
rumors and indefinite reports of a disease which

may or may not have been Rocky Mountain spotted

fever. Only a few symptoms were recorded by the

early writers. There were meagre surmises as to

its nosology and etiology, but no accurate investiga-

tions were made. During this period the disease

was referred to as "mountain fever," "bull fever,"

"typhomalarial fever of the Rocky Mountains,"

"black fever," "blue disease," and "spotted fever."

In 1902, under the direction of the Montana State

Board of Health, there were begun investigations as

to the true nature of the disease. Hypothetical sur-

mises then gave way to scientific researches and

\
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C. E. Boyle, while traveling to the Pacific coast malaria but knew of no assignable cause other than
in 1851, met a disease which he called "Rocky altitude.

jMountain fever," or "bull fever." It appeared at Waggoner, of the U. S. Army, while at Ft.
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been living in tents, thus exposing them to the bite

of ticks. He believed the disease to be "one of the

already classified varieties," described an eruption,

and pointed out the fact that well known diseases

were diagnosed as Rocky Mountain fever.

In 1875, Patski, of the U. S. Army, of Ft. Steele,

Wyoming,
referred to

"mountain fe-

ver" as occur-

ring among
wood choppers
along streams.

He attributed it

to malarial in-

f e c t i o n, and
claimed success-

f u 1 treatment

with quinine.
These patients

were in Rockj'

Mountain spot-

ted fever and
not malarial dis-

tricts and were
likely subjects to

become hosts
for ticks.

In the same
year Jaquette, of

the U. S. Army,
of Ft. Boise.

Idaho, wrote of

oc-

casional case of

fever, either re-

mittent or inter-

mittent, com-
monly called in

this countrv
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investigations of the infectious agent by means of

animal inoculations. He has demonstrated that the

disease can be transmitted to the monkey and guinea-

pig by the bite of a tick.

Etiology.—Rocky Mountain spotted fever has a

distinct geographical distribution ami occurs only in

the spring and early summer months. Some years

there occur a greater number of cases than others.

Maxey states that there were few cases in Idaho in

1907, but he can assign no cause for it. The inten-

sity of the disease also varies from year to year.

Two t}pes are met with : a rare one in which no
eruption developes, which is usually a mild form

;

another, characterized by a distinct rash, in which
the symptoms are more marked.

Geographical Distribution.—The disease has been
reported from IMontana, Idaho, Wyoming, Nevada.
Oregon, Washington, Utah, and Colorado.
The most constant locality in which this fever

prevails in IMontana is the Bitter Root valley. Wil-
son and Chowning state that on the western side of

the Bitter Root valley, in an area of four to ten

miles wide and fifty miles long the disease is most
prevalent. McCollough says the disease has been
found to occur in Phillipsburg, Clinton, Camas
Prairie, Rock Creek, up the Blackfoot, Rattle Snake
valley and far up the Lo Lo as well as in the Bitter

The disease is reported in the Ouinn River valley

;

Paradise valley; near Winnemucca ; at Ft. Mc-
Dermitt, and from Reno in Nevada.

Geary reports a case from Burns, Oregon. R. E.
Lee Steiner, at present of Salem, tells me of twenty-
three cases he attended in the vicinity of Lakeview.
John G. Patterson, of Merrill, had one near that

place.

R. W. Smith of Seattle reports a case from
Moses Lakes, Douglass county, Washington.

I am informed by Noyes of American Fork of
three cases occurring in Cedar valley, Utah. One
patient was a sheepherder and resided at Fairfield,

while the other two, a farmer and his daughter,
lived at Cedarfort. Wheritt has had several cases at

Heber City. Laymen tell me of having contracted
"mountain fever" w'hile hauling wood from a dis-

trict designated as "Tickville," which is about fifteen

miles north of the villages Fairfield and Cedar-
fort. From the abundance of ticks in this locality

the district gets its name. R. J. Smith reports a

case, but his patient had been visiting in Idaho.

Braden of Carbondale, Colorado, reports four
cases from that locality. Fie refers to one seen by
LeRosignol and Hotopp near Rifle.

Rocky r^Iountain spotted fever is a disease of the

spring months. Cases have, however, been seen

DAY DfATH OCCURRED
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hominis, which they said is similar to the malaria

parasite and to Piroplasma bigcmimim (Smith and
Kilborne, 1893) found in Texas cattle fever.

Anderson's findings were in harmony with those

of Wilson and Chowning. He describes these

organisms as follows : "In the fresh blood a few
cells were found to contain parasites. Three forms
were seen. The most common was a single ovoid

body, refractile, situated within the cell, usually near

its edge. When the slide is warmed this body pos-

sesses the power of projecting quite rapidly pseu-

dopodia and a slight change of position. This form,

which is apparently an early or young form, is about

1.5 to 2 micra in length, and 0.5 to I micron in

the findings of Wilson and Chowning. Chowning
now believes that "the organism present in the

blood is a streptothrix or some closely related

fungoid organism."

In four hundred hours of microscopic study of

fresh and stained blood of typical cases. Stiles and

Ashburn were unable to find this parasite. Maxey,
Simon, and Cole found no piroplasma in the blood

of cases in Idaho. Maxey took blood smears to Prof.

Welch for examination, who gave it as his opinion

that he could see no changes in the blood save the

disintegration of red corpuscles which is found in

other febrile diseases. Ricketts was unable to

identify a parasite within the red blood cells.

Fig. I,—Map showing the distribution of cases reported as follows: Montana: (i) by Wilson and Chowning, (2) McCullough.
(3) Gates; Idaho: (4) Maxey; Wyoming (3) Gates, (5) Kiefler, (6) Boyle and Ewing, (7) Gray. (Sj Patski, (g) Curtin; Nevada;
(10) Wilson and Chowning, (11) Stiles, (12) Mooser; Oregon: (13) Geary, (1.O Patterson, (15) Steiner; Washington: (16) Smitli;
Utah: (17) Noyes, (j8) Wherritt; Colorado: (19) Braden.

width at its widest part. It closely resembles the

earliest intracorpuscular parasites of estivoautumnal
malaria. Another form, not so common, was larger,

being about 2 to 2.5 by i to 1.5 micra, larger at one
end and showing in the larger end a dark granular

spot; this was also ameboid. The third form was
not arranged in pairs, distinctly pyriform, with the

smaller end approaching, and in two cases a fine

thread uniting the small ends was seen. Motion was
not observed in this form, but the spot mentioned in

the second form was seen."

Cobb, Westbrook, and R. W. Smith agree with

Craig proffers an explanation of the Piroplasma
hominis. He made no investigation of this disease,

however. "In the examination of thousands of

specimens of blood, I have often observed appear-

ances coinciding in every particular with the de-

scription by Chowning, Wilson, and Anderson of

'Piroplasma hoininis' (so called), which were not

parasitic in nature but rather of a degenerative

character, due to some unknown action of the dis-

ease-producing elements in the cases studied. I have
observed these bodies in a large number of diseases,

especially in fevers such as typhoid, malaria, small-
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pox, measles, grip, and very frequently in pneumonia

and tuberculosis."

Kieffer also searched for the parasite, but was not

convinced of its entity. He found some few objects

within the red blood cells but says of them : "A very

careful study of these bodies leads me to the con-

clusion that they are either artefacts or, more likely,

evidence of vacuolization of the erythrocyte with

deposit of the staining materials in the margins of

the vacuole."

It is very apparent that the Piroplasma hominis

awaits confirmation.

The hypothesis of Wilson and Chowning that

the burrowing squirrel {CiteUus columbiamis) or

spermophile represents the original host of the dis-

ease has neither been confirmed nor disproved.

«-^,

Fig. 2.—Eruption of Rocky 2vIountain spotted fever (Anderson).

Philo E. Jones of Salt Lake City, who has had
considerable experience with the disease, expresses
his opinion relative to the etiology as follows

:

"Among the cases that I have seen and attended, less

than 25 per cent, have been bitten by ticks. I have
a suspicion that when the intruding host has been
found it will be that of our mountain mosquito. As
the snow recedes from the foot hills in Tune, close

up to the snow line there are swarms of these mos-
quitos, and they are biters of no mean order. All

the cases of spotted fever that I have seen give
histories of having been bitten by these insects."

No history of tick bite, and even denial of this, is

found in a considerably large number of cases re-

ported. Probably no attempt was made to elicit a

history of mosquito bites from several of these

patients. Stiles reports a case in which tick bites

were denied, but there were many abrasions on the

feet and legs all said to be due to scratching

mosquito bites. In view of the above facts and in-

asmuch as the original host of the disease has not

been definitely determined, it is not improbable that

the mosquito gets the virus from the same source as

the tick. This hypothesis certainly deserves investi-

gation.

Wilson and Chowning could find no record of one
individual having contracted the disease from an-

other so these investigators were led to examine the

skin for indications of direct inoculation. They
found evidence of tick bites on every patient under
observation and thought this a probable source of
infection. Working on this they found : "Ticks arG

known to appear in the spring as soon as the snow
melts from the sunny exposures ; in other words,
in the Bitter Root valley, as early as February 15.

They are, how-ever, chilled and inactive until the

latter part of March or first of April. In relation to

this, scattering cases of 'spotted fever' appear during
the latter part of March and first of April and are

most numerous during Alay and June. Ticks be-

come less numerous about the middle of June, and
finally disappear about the middle of July. In con-

nection with this it should be noted that cases of

'spotted fever' become less and less numerous from
the middle of June until the middle of July, after the

twentieth of which month no cases have been ob-

ser\'ed."

Some dispute has arisen as to the genus to which
this arachnid belongs but Stiles, a recognized au-

thority, says of it : "I have been able to compare
the specimens of ticks from Alontana with speci-

mens of Dermacentor rcticulatus from France and
I think they are different. For some time I con-

sidered the Montana form a distinct species which
I named Dernwceiitor aitdersoni but more recently

I obtained the original type of Dermacentor occiden-

talis from California. So far as I have been able to

make out the Montana form agrees with occidentalis.

My studies are not yet quite completed. I expect

very shortly to finish a paper on this subject and
will then straighten out the nomenclature. From
the present indications the Montana form is occi-

dentalis."

Ricketts has established the following points con-

cerning the relationship of Dermacentor occidentalis

to Rocky Mountain spotted fever: "(i) Infected

ticks exist in the so-called infected districts in na-

ture. (2) Both the adult male and the adult female

may acquire the disease by feeding on an infected

animal, and may transmit it to a normal susceptible

animal for a period of several weeks thereafter. (3)
During either of its intermediate active stages, lar-

val or nymphal, the tick may acquire the disease in

the same manner, retain it during moulting, and
prove infective when it reaches the subsequent active

stage. (4) The infected female may transmit the

disease to her young through the egg. It is possible

that this does not happen in all instances, and it is

quite certain that the brood of an infected female

may include many uninfected lar\-ae. This seems
to have been proved in three of my experiments in

which the infectivity of the females had been proved
before oviposition ; the larvje in these experiments
failed to infect normal guinea pigs. (5) The virus

exists in both the salivary glands and the gut of

infected ticks at a certain time, and since it also

invades the generative organs of the female the con-

dition is probably one of a generalized infection, at

least for a period. The disease is not highly de-

structive for the tick."
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A parasite has not been satisfactorily demon-
strated by culture or the microscope, but inoculation

and filtration experiments locate one in the bodv
fluids generally and not essentially in the erythro-

cytes or leucocytes. Attempts to pass it through a

Berkfeld filter have been unsuccessful.

Inoculation of defibrinated blood of patients suf-

fering from Rocky Mountain spotted fever infects

the guinea pig and monkey and the virus may be
kept alive by alternate inoculation of monkey and
guinea pig or continuous passage through the guinea
pig-

The infectiousness is largely destroyed by grind-

ing infected blood in the ball mill, which process

probably crushes the organisms and thereby liber-

ates the toxic substances.

The writer has been unable to find an authentic

example of a second attack of the disease under
discussion. It seems possible that one attack ren-

ders the body immune. In the monkey and
giiinea pig Ricketts found that "one attack of the

disease establishes a rather high degree of im-
munity to subsequent innoculation."

Morbid Anatomy and Histology.—The amount
of autopsy work in this disease has not been suf-

ficient to justify one in making too positive as-

sertions as to constant lesions found post mortem.
Anderson found that rigor mortis is usually in-

tense and appears early.

On the dependent parts there is a lividity of the

skin. The remainder of the body shows petechial

spots, dark purple in color, found to the greatest

extent about the ankles, wrists, arms, and back.

Bowers thinks the spots are due to a sanguineous
exudate, probablv into or beneath the corium.

The capillaries are congested. Sometimes jaun-

dice is very marked.
The pleurae show no special lesions. The lungs

are edematous or hypostatic pneumonia is pres-

ent. Rarely they are normal. Stiles reports an
enlargement of the bronchial nodes.

The pericardium appears normal, but an exces-

sive amount of fluid in the pericardial cavity has

been described. Anderon found a few small

petechial hemorrhages ruder the epicardium over

the left ventricle in seven cases. Wilson and
Chowning reported two autopsies in which were
found smaU hemorrhagic areas over both ven-

tricles. The right heart is full of blood while the

left is empty and contracted. The myocardium is

frequently pale and flabby and miscroscopic ex-

amination reveals granular and fragmented fibers

with poorly stained nuclei.

The spleen is enlarged, weighing from 500 gm.
to 700 gm. (three or four times the weight of the

normal organ). It is usually purple in color;

the capsule is distended and thinned, and on sec-

tion the tissue is dark red. The outlines of the

Malphigian bodies are lost. There is considerable

infiltration of polymorphonuclear leucocytes in the

region of the ^lalphigjian bodies. Anderson found
"many mononuclear leucocytes, containing from one

to four red corpuscles."

The kidneys are enlarged and the capsule usually

strips without difficulty. The seven cases studied

by Anderson and six of Wilson and Chowning
showed small subcapsular hemorrhages on the ven-

tral surface. On section the cortex was seen to be

congested and swollen ; the pyramids were well out-

lined and deep red in color, and small hemorrhages
vi'ere present in the pelvis. The microscope dis-

closed minute extravasations of blood in the cortex,

veins filled with blood, nuclei of convoluted tubules

poorly stained, cells granular and in places detached,

and newlv formed casts in the tubules.

The stomach is usually normal. Hypostatic con-
gestion is sometimes seen. There is no constant

lesion of the intestines. The mesenteric and retro-

peritoneal nodes are not enlarged. Ricketts found
"generalized enlargement of the Ivmph glands, in-

cluding those of the mesentery and mediastinum"'
following inoculations of guinea pigs.

There have been but few autopsies in which there

was not an enlarged liver. The general appearance
is pale, consistency is normal, and areas are outlined

by bile pigment. Section usually manifests a fatty

infiltration. The gall-bladder shows no special

lesions.

Anderson found the pancreas to be twice its

normal weight. In one case it was normal in ap-
pearance except for enlargement.

Fig. 3.—.\ppearance of eruption two hours after death (Chowning).

The urinary bladder is usually normal and con-

tains a small amount of dark urine. Congestion of

the ventral wall has been reported.

In severe cases the scrotum and testicles are swol-

len and gangrene and sloughing sometimes occur.

Following inoculations of guinea pigs, Ricketts ob-

served "the scrotum and testicles became enormous-

ly swollen, and on the sixth day the skin of the

scrotum was occupied by large dark colored hemor-

rhages of irregular outline . . . this swelling

of the testicles and scrotum and the hemorrhage
into the skin of the scrotum is the most characteristic

sign of the disease as produced in the male guinea

pig-"

Wilson and Chowning found a slight congestion

of the meninges and some distention of the peri-
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cellular spaces in the cortex. Anderson reported

onlv a slight hypostatic congestion of the meninges.

Sy)nptoms.—Th& period of incubation is thought

to be from three to ten days, seven days being about

the average.

Onset. The patient has chilly sensations, mal-

aise, nausea, and possibly vomiting, pain in the

back, headache, coryza, loss of appetite, nosebleed,

and finally a distinct chill. The muscles, joints, and

bones are sore ; some cases even simulating dengue.

The bowels are constipated ; the tongue is coated

and has a red tip and edge; sordes appear early,

and the urine is scanty, high colored and contains

traces of albumin and granular and blood casts.

During the period of incubation the morning
temperature is normal, but a slight elevation is noted

in the evening. After the initial chill an abrupt rise

to 103° to 104° is common, and according to a

number of observers a rise in the evening with a

slight morning remission, the maximum being

reached on the eighth to the fourteenth day, is the

rate (Chart i). The temperature then returns to

normal about the sixteenth to the twentieth day.

followed by a subnormal period of a few days

(Chart 2). Kieflfer described an intermittent type:

"The fever rapidly rises to 103° or 104° and re-

mains high with narrow fluctuations for 48 hours

in the ordinary type of paroxysm. In some few

cases the febrile stage lasts only 24 hours. After

this stage is passed an intermission or remission oc-

curs, during which the temperature falls to or near

the normal. * * * Xhe intermission lasts 48
hours, thus completing the cycle, when a second

chill takes place and the second paroxysm begins

and terminates as the first ; a two days' fever and

a two days' intermission" (Chart 3).
This cannot be an extremely uncommon type.

Jacquette, Smart, and others designated the tem-

perature as intermittent or remittent and some were
led to class the disease as a malarial infection on
this account, but quinine had no controlling effect

on the paroxysms. In fatal cases the fever usually

remains high, although "the temperature occasion-

ally becomes normal or subnormal eighteen to twen-
ty-four hours before death" (Chart 4).
At the onset the pulse is slow, full, and of high

tension but later it becomes rapid, running, and
weak. There is a slight disproportion between pulse

and temperature, but not so marked as in enteric

fever. The character of the pulse is doubtless sig-

nificant of an increasing toxemia.

The respirator)- rate is increased to from thirty

to fifty, per minute, reaching as high as sixty in

some cases. It is rather shallow and regular. Oc-
casionally there is slight bronchial cough. Hypo-
static pneumonia may develop.

The eruption appears during the first week of the

disease, from the third to the fifth day. The spots

are first noticeable about the ankles, wrists, and fore-

head and later spread over the entire body, some-
times invading the eyes, causing photophobia. There
are fewer spots on the trunk than on the extremi-

ties, especially is this true of the abdomen.

Upon first appearance they are hyperemic maculaj

3 mm. to 6 mm. in diameter, which disappear read-

ilv on pressure, rapidly to return. In three or four

days they enlarge to from 6 mm. to 8 mm., become
papular and are modified only slightly on pressure

(Fig. 2). Frequently petechias are seen, which
may extend to an area of ecchymosis as large as a

hand. As the fever declines the eruption begins to

fade. It disappears slowly, a few days to several

months being required for complete absorption to

take place. Exposure to cold or a warm bath may

cause the spots to show distinctly months after re-

covery.

In addition to the eruption the skin is congested
and cyanotic, giving to the face a bloated and stupid

expression. Ordinarily, jaundice is met. with, first

noticed in the conjunctiva. As will be seen in the

blood picture, hemolysis takes place to a more or

less marked degree, which is probably responsible

for the jaundice, although pressure from an en-

larged pancreas or mucosal swelling of the bile

ducts as possible causal factors should not be lost

sight of.

Desquamation begins upon convalescence and ex-

tends over the entire body. Gangrene of the scro-

tum, penis, and toes may occur in severe cases. In

fatal cases the spots turn purple and remain post

mortem. (See Fig. 3.)
During the first week the appetite is often good,

but some nausea is present and vomiting is an oc-

casional symptom. The teeth are covered with
sordes and early the tongue has a heavy white coat

with red tip and edge. Later the coat becomes
brown and the mouth is parched and dry. In some
cases marked irritability, and pains in the stomach
are experienced. Constipation is usual during the

entire illness, although diarrhea may occur. Tym-
panites and tenderness of the abdomen seem to be
absent.

The liver is somewhat, although not markedly,
enlarged and the gall-bladder gives rise to no symp-
toms.

Headache is perhaps the most common symptom
of the development of the disease. The patient also

complains of pains in the back, muscles, joints, and
bones. On this account restlessness and insomnia
are common early, but later there is almost freedom
from pain. Kernig's sign is absent. Photophobia is

not extremely rare. The pupils react normally to

light and accommodation. External divergent squint

is reported by IMills and irregular dilatation of the
left pupil by Geary.
The urine is considerably reduced in amount,

high colored, acid in reaction and contains traces

of albumin in varying quantities. Occasionallv it

is loaded with amorphous urates. Granular and blood
casts are perhaps most commonly found, although
the hyaline and epithelial varieties are not infre-

quently present. According to Wilson and Chown-
ing, hemoglobinuria is absent or very slight. This
is not the picture of a piroplasmatic disease.

Although jaundice is a common symptom, I have
been unable to find any record of biliuria. This
may be due to failure to make the test, but Stiles

reports no bile present (Gmelin) in one case.

The red cells and hemoglobin show a progressive
decrease. Five cases of Wilson and Chowning, at

an altitude of 3.500 feet where the normal count is

above rather than under 5,500,000, gave the fol-

lowing results: 4,100.000. 4,200.000, 4,300,000,

4.500,000, and 4,600,000. Kieffer recorded a greater

decrease than this. The fall was from 5.800.000
(altitude 6,200 feet) to 2,600,000. (See chart No. 5.)

The macroscopic appearance of the blood in his cases

v.-as characteristic of a piroplasmosis—thin, watery,

and pale—while in those of Wilson and Chowning
"the blood appears somewhat darker than normal
as well as somewhat less fluid." Poikilocytes are

present. The malarial parasite is not found. The
entity of Piroplasma hominis is not established.

No marked leucocytosis is present ; from 8.000 to

13,000. A constant feature, apparently, is an in-

crease in the large mononuclear cells. A differen-

tial count made six times by KiefTer resulted as

follows

:
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PoIjTnorphonucIear. 76.6 77. 72. 71. 73. 72.

Large mononuclear. 12.4 13.6 15.6 16.5 15.6 16.6

Lymphocytes 9.6 9. 11. 12. 10. 11.

Eosinophiles 8 .4 .9 .6 .8 ,4

Mast cells 6 .0 .5 .0 .6 .0

100. 100. 100. 100. 100. 100.

An average in two counts made by Anderson
gave similar results : Polymorphonuclear, /j.-j

;

large mononuclear, 11.4; small lymphocytes, lo.o;

eosinophiles, 0.9.

Occasionally there is a peculiar urinous odor

about the patient which persists in spite of care and
cleanliness.

The diagnosis of Rocky Mountain spotted fever

is not difficult to physicians in the localities where
the disease is known to exist. The laity also recog-

nize it.

Its occurrence from late February to early July ;

history of tick bite, or possibly mosquito bite ; head-

ache; malaise; nausea and vomiting; constipation;

pain in the muscles, bones, and joints; a chill, fol-

low^ed by a rise in temperature; the appearance be-

tween the third and fifth days of an hyperdermic,

macular eruption, first about the ankles and wrists

and later becoming difltuse, are the clinical features

upon which a diagnosis may be made. The absence

of the eruption does not render the diagnosis un-

tenable because in the mild form no rash appears.

Differential Diagnosis.—Cerebrospinal fever.

—

Delirium, followed by stupor and coma, occurs at

the onset. Herpes appears and the rash is variable.

Retraction of the neck, tremor, rigidity of the mus-

cles, and Kernig's sign are important diagnostic

features. Lumbar puncture usually gives a turbid

but sometimes purulent or bloody fluid and in cover-

slip preparations the diplococcus intracellularis is

seen. A leucocytosis of from 25.000 to 40,000 is an

early finding.

Enteric Fever.—After reaching the fastigium by

a step-like rise, the fever is subcontinuous for a

week or longer. The rose spots difTer from the

eruption of Rocky Mountain spotted fever in that

they are distributed principally upon the abdomen
and chest in successive crops, the first appearing

from the sixth to thi tenth day. Isolation of typhoid

bacilli from the blood, stools, and urine, and the

presence of rose spots afford fair evidence of the

disease. The Widal reaction of typhoid has never

been obtained in Rocky ^Mountain spotted fever.

The Diazo reaction may be of service.

Tvphus Fever.—Physicians have diagnosticated

Rocky Mountain spotted fever as typhus fever. The
highly contagious character of the latter is important

and the eruption appears first upon the abdomen

and chest, later upon the extremities, which is the

reverse to the Rocky Mountain type. It is not

limited to the spring and selects its victims in

crowded cities rather than among the roomy ranch-

ers. A mousy odor is peculiar to typhus.

Measles.—The contagious and epidemic nature of

measles, together with the catarrhal condition of

the respiratory tract, the enanthem (Koplik's spots)

and the papular efflorescence, appearing first on the

face, enable this disease to be differentiated with

comparative ease.

Dengue.—The pandemic character and rapidity of

diffusion are important in dengue. It has the highly

infectious character of exanthematic fevers and

occurs in tropical and subtropical regions. The

onset is remarkably sudden, the joints are swollen

and a pleomorphic eruption appears over them.

Purpura Rheumatica (Schonlein's disease).

—

The eruption varies greatly in character :
purprra

urticans, en'thema exudativum, and pemphigoid

purpura. The temperature range is not high. Sore

throat and multiple arthritis are quite constant fea-

tures.

Purpura Hsemorrhagica.—The prodromes and

systemic disturbances are slight, and only a mild

fever is present. Bleeding from the mucous sur-

faces may cause profound anemia.

Malarial Fever.—The absence of an eruption, the

presence of the plasmodiuin malaria in the blood,

and the specific therapeutic action of quinine serve

to differentiate this from Rocky Mountain spotted

fever with comparative ease.

Prognosis.—The disease seems to be more viru-

lent in some districts than in others. In the Bitter

Root Valley the mortality is higher than in other

localities. Anderson gives the mortality in Mon-
tana as varying from 70 to 90 per cent. ; Wilson and

Chowning as from 70 to 80 per cent. Of the Idaho

cases, Maxey says : "The prognosis in spotted fever

is, as a rule, very favorable if the patient is trans-

mitted to the lower valleys wdiere he can have home
comforts and proper care." According to Mooser

the Nevada cases are not so fatal as those in Idaho,

Utah, and Montana.
During certain years the percentage of fatalities is

reduced below that of other years.

The development of jaundice, delirium or other

involvement of the nervous system, or of the hemor-

rhagic diathesis is almost invariably followed by

death. The cai:se of death seems to be toxemia and

exhaustion.

As will be seen in the accompanying chart (No.

6) of fatalities the patient most frequently perishes

from the sixth to the eleventh day.

Anderson thinks the abundance of the eruption

bears no relation to the severity of the disease. In

the mild tvpe, however, death almost never occurs.

Gearv reports an intercurrent diphtheritic infection

which yielded to treatment by antitoxin.

Treatment.—The treatment is principally expect-

ant and symptomatic. No medicinal agent seems to

exercise any specific power over the disease.

An atternpt to exterminate the tick would seem

useless, as this would mean extermination of all

animals, wild and domesticated, which are the chief

hosts for ticks.

As prophylactic measures, some of the Western

physicians advise early removal of the arachnid by

applying a volatile oil, such as kerosene or turpen-

tine, which causes him to let go, and cauterization

of the wound wuth 95 per cent, carbolic acid. This,

however, has been futile in most instances.

Pioneer settlers tell me their method of treatment

was by the administration of wild sage tea.

After the supposed discovery of the Pirojylasina

hominis it was suggested that quinine be given

hypodermically in large doses. At present there

exists considerable diversity of opinion as to the

propriety of administering this drug, some main-

taining that it increases the subjective discomfort

and is very unsatisfactory, while others affirm that

good results are obtained by its use.

Calcium sulphide is spoken highly of by a number

of physicians.

Kieffer is quite convinced that arsenic has a con-

trolling and curative effect on the disease. He
recommends the subcutaneous injection of i to 2 c.c.

twice daily of the following solution

:

IJ Sodii arsenitis o.i

Cocainje hvdrochlor 0.4

AqucTE .
..'. lo.o

The cocaine is added to prevent burning.

If Kieffer's observations be correct, atoxyl might

prove of value in this disease, as a greater quantity
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of arsenic can be borne when given in this form. In

view of the results obtained from this drug in try-

panosomiasis and the promising results in syphilis,

it may be well to try this drug in Rocky Mountain

spotted fever.

A dark, quiet room is preferable. As constipation

is the rule, the bowels should be kept open by some

laxative. The relief of pain has been obtained by

Dover's powder and the coaltar products. The lat-

ter may be too depressing in this toxic condition.

Anderson states that warm sponge baths or packs

reduce the fever and relieve the congestion of the

skin.

The heart is kept up by strychnine, alcohol, and

digitalis ; while diruesis is accomplished by the ad-

ministration of an abundance of fluid. A liquid or

semisolid diet is advised.

The following report of a case of Rocky Moun-
tain spotted fever is made by Dr. J. G. Patterson, of

Merrill, Oregon.
Fred Steemans, homesteader on the southeast

slope of a range of hills separating Lower Klamath

Lake basin from Tule Lake basin. Patient had been

engaged in clearing sage brush land and had many
ticks" on his body. He first came into my office

April 19, 1906, complaining of headache, anorexia,

general lassitude, hebetude, soreness of muscles,

especially those of the back and limbs, which symp-

toms had existed for two days. Tongue was furred,

conjunctiva injected, discomfort in splenic and

hepatic regions, temperature 103° F., and pulse slow

and full.

I was called to see him again April 22. 1906. His

temperature was then 104.4° F-. he had great thirst,

constant headache, photophobia, and profound pros-

tration, and had suffered from nausea. There was
present at this visit a profuse rash which had come
out first on the anterior aspects of the limbs, espe-

ciallv the legs. This rash was first a macular roseola

and later papular. It seemed to terminate in rather

indefinite petechia and in some places there were

distinct blotches. A slight bronchitis developed.

The bowels were constipated throughout the attack

and the urine contained a slight amount of albumin

(febrile).

I visited the patient on April 28, 29, May 4, 9, and

23. During this time the original symptoms con-

tinued. His mind was clear except when the tem-

perature was high, at which times there was a

tendency to delirium.

He left his bed May 27 (after a period of five

weeks) but was unable to attend to work for several

weeks after this date because of extreme weakness.

The patient entirely recovered without any sequelas.

Treatment was purely symptomatic and stimulant.

The temperature was reduced by cold sponges. A
dark but well ventilated room was occupied.
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IMPRESSIONS DERIVED FROM A VISIT
TO THE WARM SPRINGS OF VIRGINIA.

By ALBERT H. BUCK. M.D.,

NEW YORK.

A FOUR weeks" trial of the course commonly pre-

scribed for those who frequent the Warm Springs

of Virginia has set me to thinking upon the man-
ner in which the use of these pools of water pro-

duces beneficial results in certain maladies. At the

risk of "carrying coals to Newcastle," of calling

attention to inatters which in all probability are dis-

cussed in a more careful and authoritative manner
in all standard treatises on balneology, I will state

briefly the essential facts relating to these pools

and to the manner of using them.

There are two of these pools (one for men and

one for women), in both of which the water comes

up from the bottom in large volume ; and with the

water comes a considerable amount of gas, which

bubbles up at numerous points throughout the cen-
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tral part of each pool.* Presumably, this gas is

composed in part, perhaps chiefly, of carbonic acid,

but no analysis is needed to satisfy one that sul-

phuretted hydrogen enters into its composition.
The temperature of the water is 98° F. The pool
for women has an average depth of 5 feet, and
that for men 6 feet, but the outlets of both are so

arranged that the attendants can, in a minute or
two, diminish the depth to the extent of twelve or
fifteen inches. Several dressing rooms are located

around each pool, and over the central point the

sky is visible through a large circular opening in

the dome-like roof of the wooden building which
encloses the pool. The buildings and the entire

equipment are of the simplest character, having
been constructed more than one hundred years

ago ; but they serve their purpose well, and the

beauty of the pools themselves is such that the vis-

itor is not disposed to criticize the primitive char-

acter of these accessories.

Those who enter the pool for the first time are

advised by the attendant not to remain in the water
longer than ten minutes, and this seems to be good
advice, for I was distinctly conscious, after my first

bath, of a sense of fatigue ; and this lassitude was
felt on subsequent occasions, although I had in-

creased the duration of the bath to only fifteen

minutes. Upon leaving the pool one finds the at-

tendant waiting, at the entrance of his dressing

room, ready to rub him down briskly with a large

bath towel and then to subject him to a brief series

of slapping and kneading manipulations which
quickly remove all sense of chilliness. (The nights

here in October are frequently frosty.)

One cannot help asking oneself the question

:

How does systematic bathing in such a pool as that

which I have described produce greater therapeutic

efTects than a similar amount of bathing in a hot

bath at one's home would produce? I do not feel

competent to give a complete and satisfactory an-

swer to this question, but I suspect that there exists

here—and, for aught I know, at similar sulphur

baths in other parts of the United States—a factor

which certainly is not to be found in any ordinary

tub bath.

Over the surface of each of these pools is con-

stantly present a deep stratum (certainly 8 or 10

inches deep) of warm vapor lightly charged with
sulphur. On a cool October day this vapor is plain-

ly visible. The bather, whether swimming or simply
resting in the water in an upright attitude, is obliged

to inhale this sulphurous vapor so long as he remains
in the bath, and it seems reasonable to believe that

far more sulphur—a remedy of acknowledged value

in rheumatic affections—enters the circulation by
this route than can possible enter by any other—as,

for example, by way of the skin.

There is another action which these pools pro-

duce upon the bather, an action which they possess

in common with all other pools the water of which
remains constantly at a temperature of about 100°

F. Almost immediately after one enters the water,

a very large quantity of blood is diverted from the

more deeply seated parts of the body to the skin :t

and one can scarcely be mistaken in attributing thib

effect to the action of simple hot water. Except in

laree bathinsr establishments, such as are found in

only a few cities, it is very difficult, if not practical-

ly impossible, to keep the water in the bath at a con-

*TIie pool for men measures 40 feet in diameter, and
that for women, 50 feet.

tThe reduction of one's girth, in the case of a person
who is quite stout, is strikingly great—often amounting to

as much as five inches. The diminution of the blond-
content of various abdominal organs affords a plausible
explanation of this reduction of girth.

stant temperature of 98°— 100° F. Pools fed by hot

springs supply all the conditions needed for the pro-

duction of whatever benefit is to be derived from
prolonged immersion in hot water; and if they are,

at the same time, sulphurous in their composition,

situated in the midst of beautiful scenery, and under
the management of a hotel so admirably conducted

as is the one at Warm Springs, this benefit may be
looked for with confidence.

That the drinking of the water which bubbles

up from a third group of springs in the immediate
vicinity of the pools, contributes to the success of

the case, I have no reason to doubt; but fear of

getting beyond my depth compels me to abstain

from the discussion of this part of the subject.

CHOLECYSTITIS, WITH SUGGESTIONS
FOR THE PREVENTION OF GALL-

STONES.
Bt henry WALD BETTMANN, M.D.,

CINCI.VNATI, 0.

Cholecystitis is an inflammation of the gall-

bladder due to infection. By far the most frequent
cause is the colon bacillus ; the typhoid bacillus is

responsible for many cases ; occasionally cholecys-
titis is caused by the pus-formers, the influenza ba-
cillus, or the pneumococcus. Tuberculous cholecys-
titis is very rare. The manner of infection is not
always clear. It is highly probable that in nearly
all cases, the infecting bacteria reach the gall-bladder

by way of the portal circulation. Ascent from the

duodenum through the papilla of Vater is uncom-
mon. Infection through the arterial circulation is

also unusual. Just what conditions permit of an
invasion of bacteria through the portal circulation

is not always clear. The most frequent result

of cholecystitis is the formation of gallstones.

It may be considered as proved, that gallstones occur
only as a sequel of catarrhal cholecystitis or cholan-

gitis. The clinical history of gallstones has been
pretty well worked out. We know the cause, the

symptoms, the complications, and the cure. The
underlying disease, viz., the cholecystitis, has not

received nearly the attention it deserves. Cholecys-
titis is probably the most frequent inflammatory
disease within the abdomen. Nevertheless it is

scarcely recognized by the profession as a disease

per se. The fact that it is so frequently complicated

by gallstones, has focused the attention on the latter

disease and has strangely retarded our recognition

of the significance of cholecystitis as the primary and
often the more important condition. The history

of appendicitis is closely analogous. The most
serious complication of appendicitis, viz., peritoni-

tis, caused the nature of the underlying disease to

be entirely overlooked up to within very recent

times. Chiefly through the influence of the sur-

geons, the profession at large were taught to recog-

nize appendicitis when they saw it, and it is only

since the general practitioner has learned to diag-

nosticate the milder forms of appendicitis, that the

enormous frequency of this disease has been gen-

erally recognized. Now exactly the same history

will repeat itself in regard to the inflammations of

the gall-bladder. .Almost all the cases of mild chole-

cystitis have hitherto been entirely overlooked or

wrongly designated. Countless cases are set down
as attacks of gastritis, spoiled stomach, acute in-

digestion, or even appendicitis. As a result, we are

Paper read at the eleventh annual meeting of the

American Gastroenterological Association at Chicago,
lune I, 1908.
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not yet in a position to state just how frequent chole-

cystitis actually is, or under what conditions it may
occur; we cannot say in what proportion of cases

one attack is followed by others ; we do not know in

what proportion of cases gallstones are formed ; we
cannot say surely whether we can influence the

formation of stones or not. In fact, the whole
clinical history of cholecystitis remains to be written.

The object of the present paper is to throw a little

light on a few of the more important clinical features

of the disease. During the past 18 months I have
had the opportunity of observing nearly 120 cases

of gall-bladder disease. My conclusions are based
largely on a study of these cases. In many of them,
complete data were not obtainable.

The relation of cholecystitis to child-hearing.—

A

large number of observations has led me to believe

that, in women, pregnancy and especially the puer-
perium directly lay the foundation for the primary
infection of the gall-bladder. Furthermore, it seems
exceedingly probable to me, from personal observa-
tions and a close study of the clinical histories, that

in women the great majority of gallstones have their

inception in attacks of cholecystitis during the

active child-bearing period. These conclusions are
based on the three following observations :—

(i) I have personally observed in many cases

acute primary attacks of cholecystitis within a few
weeks or months of parturition.

(2) I have repeatedly seen acute exacerbations of
cholecystitis in the puerperium.

(3) Many women who are subject to gallstone

attacks give an unmistakable history of cholecystitis

immediately following some preceding confinement.
It is not hard to see why the puerperal state should

predispose to infections of the biletract. It is gen-
erally said that pregnancy lends itself admirably to

stagnation of the bile. Personally, I believe
that the phrase "stagnation of bile" lacks scientific

definiteness and has more theoretic than actual
existence. Clinically, we know nothing of stagna-
tion of bile, except that due directly to obstruction.

During the puerperium, however, the pelvic lymphat-
ics and veins are overloaded with waste products
from the placental site and the involuting uterus.
Even at its best, the liver is not always able to bar
the progress of bacteria from the incoming portal

blood into the bile. In the puerperium we have a
frequent combination of constipation, overeating
(often indulged in for the sake of the milk supply),
physical inactivity, and a portal blood supercharged
with waste material. What better opportunity could
be offered the ever-ready B. coli for a successful
invasion of the biletract?

Primary attacks of cholecystitis occur usually be-
tween the ages of 20 and J5. After the frequency
of catarrhal cholecystitis becomes generally recog-
nized by the profession, it will require some years
of observation to determine definitely at what age
cholecystitis is most prevalent. Autopsy findings in-

dicate that gallstones are more common after 30 than
before, and still more common after 40. My own
observation leads me to believe that cholecystitis is

comparatively rare before the age of 20, that it

occurs with very great frequency between 20 and
30, especially in women, and that the majority of
primary attacks occur before 35. Attacks of chole-

cystitis which take place after the age of 40 are
usually recurrent ones, and in the majority of in-

stances are already complicated by the presence of
stones. If these observations and conclusions are

correct, it would seem that cholecystitis in a very
large proportion of cases precedes the formation of
stones by months or years, and that patients fre-

quently have recurring attacks of cholecystitis long
before stones are formed. It is established by oper-
ations, that a certain proportion of sufferers from
cholecystitis escape cholelithiasis altogether ; but it

is not possible in the present state of our knowledge
to say just how large this proportion is.

The interval betzveen the primary cholecystitis

and the formation of gallstones is universally neg-
lected by physicians. Kramer (Journal of Experi-
mental Medicine, May, 1907) has shown that when
colon bacilli are grown in a sterilized mixture of

alkaline peptone bouillon and bile, a gradual precipi-

tation of cholesterin and other components of gall-

stones occurs. At the end of four weeks a closely

packed semisolid mass can be seen at the bottom of

the tube. After six months, the supernatant fluid

can be poured off, leaving a well molded mass re-

sembling soft gallstones.

Ten years ago, Mignot showed that gallstones can
be produced experimentally in dogs, in 4 or 5
months. Numerous cases are reported, making it

seem very probable that human gallstones can be
formed in from 4 to 8 months. So far as we know,
the formation period may often be very much longer.

Whether bacteria must continue to grow in the gall-

bladder during this whole period, in order that

stones should be formed, is not as yet definitely

known.
Kramer has suggested that the precipitation may

be due to the acid reaction of the bile induced by
the growth of the B. coli or B. typhosus. Now it

seems probable that the interval between the primary
cholecystitis and the deposit of cholesterin would be

a most fruitful one for therapeutic endeavor. It

may be regarded as conclusively demonstrated that

the usual treatment of the gall-bladder is effective

in reducing inflammatory conditions and in a meas-
ure preventing their recurrence. No observer can

doubt that the usual Carlsbad treatment or the Carls-

bad method modified for home use, has a certain

utility in well-established cases of gallstones. Now
that the exciting cause of gallstones can be recog-

nized clinically, months before their actual forma-
tion, it seems to me we permit the golden oppor-
tunity to escape, when we do nothing for our pa-

tients during the months following an acute attack

of cholecystitis. During the attack, the patient

should rest in bed and should have warm Priessnitz

compresses over the upper half of the abdomen.
Opiates should be given to relieve pain if necessary.

The diet should be exceedingly limited during the

first few days, and all cathartic drugs are contra-

indicated. After the swelling of the gall-bladdei

has subsided and the local soreness has disappeared,

the patient may be out of bed most of the day. The
diet should consist largely of cereals, meat, simple

vegetables, bread and butter. Alcoholic drinks, acid

foods, and fruits should be prohibited. The use ot

salines should be begun early.

Sulphate of sodium, phosphate of sodium, bicar-

bonate of sodium, and salicylate of sodium may be

given in various mixtures. They are best adminis-

tered dissolved in plenty of hot water, one-half to

one hour before each meal. I do not believe there

is any special virtue in the salicylate of sodium, not

possessed by the other drugs mentioned ; nor do I

think it advisable for the patient to eat more than

the three regular meals a day. It is possible that

urotropin or other drugs may prove to have unusual

value. Under this simple treatment, continued for

months, or if need be for years, patients are given

an excellent chance to escape recurrence of inflam-

mation, and in fact all symptoms referable to the

gall-bladder.
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I cannot state with certainty that the formation
of stones is thereby actually prevented. Proof of
such an assertion would be exceedingly difficult to

offer. If we get rid of the inflammation, the gall-

bladder may of itself dispose of the salts already

precipitated within it. This was experimentally

demonstrated by Bain, in 1905, who showed that if

gallstones are introduced into the healthy gall-

bladder of dogs, they are dissolved in the course of

a few months.
I do not believe that well-formed gallstones are

ever dissolved within the human gall-bladder.

Nevertheless, most of the symptoms of cholelithiasis

are due not to the stones themselves, but to the asso-

ciated cholecystitis. After the stones are formed,

the tendency to recurrent attacks of cholecystitis is

increased. Symptoms which do not promptly dis-

appear under appropriate medical treatment or

which recur notwithstanding proper habits of life,

call for surgical intervention.

LeVERO.NE BUILDI.NC.

A CASE OF SYRINGOMYELIA.

SU(?JESTING A POSSIBLE RELATIONSHIP WITH AN
ACUTE CEREBROSPINAL MENINGITIS l8 YEARS AGO.

By L. S. MANSON, M.D.,

NEW YORK.

During the winter of 1890-91 a seven year old child

w-ith opisthotonus and other typical symptoms of

acute cerebrospinal meningitis was seen in consulta-

tion by Dr. Francis Delafield. This physician ad-

mitted the desperate, though not absolutely hopeless,

nature of the case, but would not sanction the rapid

mercurialization of the patient—a method of treat-

ment which, in spite of the absence of luetic taint,

had proved successful in several similar cases in

m}' experience prior to that date.

As the child's condition grew worse and worse

and began to look hopeless I did employ about 3
ounces of oleate of mercury (10 per cent.) by in-

unction in four doses, every six hours. Before the

twenty-four hours had expired consciousness re-

turned, the patient began to converse with atten-

dants, and made a rapid recover^'. I reported what
I had done to the consultant, who remarked in his

characteristic droll but pleasant manner, "If the

child had died it would have been a nasty job."

I next saw this patient July 27, 1908. He had
been perfectly well in every way, bright and in-

telligent, was graduated from the public schools,

had learned the trade of machinist, and was a good
mechanic. About two years ago he began to notice

a gradually increasing weakness on the right side

commencing in the hand and arm. The gait became
unsteady, he complained of frequent attacks of

vertigo, and every few days he was seized with

spells of overpowering drowsiness or sleepiness

lasting several minutes without loss of conscious-

ness. Weakness of the facial muscles and slight

ptosis on the right side became manifest, producing

a narrowing of the palpebral fissure and a stupid

expression. During walking the body deviates

somewhat from the median line, but there is not

sufficient involvement of the spinal muscles to

produce any marked lordosis. There is no distinct

ataxia. The muscles of the hand are sufficiently

wasted to make it impossible to use in writing, the

patient being compelled to use the left hand for

that purpose. The entire left side of the body up

to the median line is insensitive to heat and cold

and anesthetic, painful pin thrusts creating only

tactile impressions. There is complete sexual im-

potence and loss of the stereognostic sense, the pa-

tient being absolutely unable, with the eyes closed,

to distinguish objects such as a penknife, box of

matches, or coins held in the right hand. The tac-

tile sensibilit)' is also markedly delayed, for with

the eyes still closed tactile sensibility remains 8 or

10 minutes after removal of these objects. The
muscles affected show diminished reaction to faradi-

zation, but no decided R.D. There is slight fibrillary

twitching in some of the atfected muscles, the knee

jerks are greatl)- exaggerated, but there is no ankle

clonus.

I saw the patient again on August 9, when his

condition was practically the same, but during that

night he died rather suddenly with symptoms of

bulbar (respiratory) paralysis. An autopsy was not

obtained. Here, then, we have a good clinical pic-

ture of syringomyelia with the lesion, a dilatation

of the central canal with gliomatosis, probably in-

volving the cervical segments and extending up-

ward through the medulla and pons, in which an

attack of cerebrospinal meningitis 18 years before

was the possible etiological factor. This case is

worthy of record because the etiology of this disease

is practically unknown, or, to say the least, very

obscure.
616 AXadison Ave.

New Diagnostic Methods in Appendicitis.—Rovsing
of Copenhagen has employed for the past three years
an original and, as it appears, a very valuable method
of examination in cases suspected of appendicitis or
typhlitis. With his right hand he presses his left one,

palm downwards, against the integument of the left

iliac fossa and lets it glide upwards along the descend-
ing colon until it reaches the vicinity of the left colic

flexure. By this procedure the gases contained in the

large intestine are made to exert a greater pressure

against the intestinal walls than before, with the result

of eliciting severe darting pains in the region of Mc-
Burney's point. In each of his two first cases in which
he tried his new method of examination there was
strong suspicion of the affection being a perityphlitis

judging by the usual signs. The one patient, however,
did not experience the least pain in spite of rather vig-

orous massage of the descending colon, while the other
patient felt at once severe pain, referred to McBur-
ney's point, after a mere compression of the middle
part of the descending colon. The subsequent opera-
tions explained the difference. The last-mentioned pa-
tient turned out to be suffering from appendicular peri-

tonitis, whereas the first patient on being explored by
laparotomy did not present any alteration of the vermi-
form appendix or intestine, but a retroperitoneal swell-

ing, which lifted up the ascending colon and which a
lumbar incision proved to be due to a perirenal phleg-
mon.
Judging from his experience in more than 100 pa-

tients, Rovsing considers his method a trustworthy, sensi-

tive, and valuable diagnostic help. Its importance lies

in a twofold direction. First, it will aid in the cor-

rect diagnosis in the many doubtful cases in which
the nature of a painful swelling in the right iliac fossa
cannot with any certainty be made out, such as those

in which the diagnosis of a renal affection, a ureteric

cr hepatic lithiasis, or a salpingitis appears just as prob-
able as that of an appendicitis. For only in those cases
where the pain is caused by an affection of the appendix
or cecum will it be elicited by pressure against the

healthy descending colon. The trustworthiness of the

symptom is well borne out by the following observa-
tion. In several cases of gangrenous appendicitis where
the pain was referred only to the epigastric area and had
therefore led to the suspicion of a gastric affection (per-

forating ulcer of the stomach). Professor Rovsing's
method gave at once the correct diagnosis, pressure

against the healthy descending colon immediately elicit-

ing the typical pain over McBurney's point. The sec-

ond field for application of the method is to be found
in the acute cases where direct palpation is dangerous,

painful, or impossible on account of defensive niuscular

rigidity and therefore must be omitted, whilst pal-

pation of the healthy descending colon does not present

any difficulty.

—

The Lancet.
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ABSURDITY IN RESEARCH.
We believe that the majority of the medical profes-

sion does not look with favor upon such uncritical

attitude toward new methods in medical art and
science as has been displayed, for instance, in con-

nection with the conjunctival reaction to the instil-

lation of tuberculin. Whatever may prove to be its

final value in the recognition of cases of tubercu-

losis not diagnosed by the older methods of proce-

dure, it was self-evident from the start that the use

of the conjvmctival membrane for testing the effect

of tuberculin must be connected with grave danger

to the patient, a most delicate and most important

organ of the body being exposed to injur)' or de-

struction by any unexpected severity of the reaction.

Yet current medical literature was flooded for a

time with papers recounting so and so many healthy

and diseased persons upon whom the reactions were

tried, even though the very first publications showed
that to be of scientific value such work had to be

done in institutions where the opportunities of veri-

fying the clinical diagnoses by pathological exam-
inations were frequent, where time and means were
abundant to carry out the older methods of diag-

nosis properly, and where it was possible to follow

the patient carefully so as to institute immediate

treatment if the reaction was becoming dangerous

to his vision. It is true that the unfortunate results

reported have been few in comparison with the

great number of tests made, but it is probable that

many cases have not been made public; moreover,

it must be remembered that the reaction in question

is simply a means of corroborating a diagnosis and
not in the least a method of treatment or, by itself,

an indication for treatment. We doubt whether the

presence of the reaction alone would justify a course

of treatment for tuberculosis in the absence of

other signs of the disease. Of course, many meth-

ods of treatment are accompanied with possible

danger of injury or even of death. Collapse after

the injections of antitoxin, death caused by anes-

thetics, deaths due to shock of operative procedures

are instances of this kind, but the patient is

usually well informed as to the possibility of

such accidents and considers the risk worth tak-

ing in the attempt to get rid of a serious dis-

ease. That the great majority of patients on
whom the ophthalmoreaction was tried were kept

in ignorance of the meaning of the reaction as well

as of the risks of it is, of course, probable, for every

possible clinic and hospital material was utilized in

getting up papers on the subject. It would seem
that an attitude toward such patients was called for

that was more in agreement with the Golden Rule.

An article in the Wiener klinische Wochenschrift
for September 10, 1908, in which Oppenheim de-

scribes another "reaction to tuberculin," serves very
well to point the above remarks. Oppenheim want-
ed to observe the behavior of the mucous mem-
branes to tuberculin and selected for this purpose

—

the male urethra! This mucous membrane, of

course, reacted quite frequently to the irritant, and
the author was rewarded by the appearance of acute

urethritis which sometimes occurred in patients in

whom the cutaneous reaction was observed and at

other times in individuals in whom that reaction

was negative. Xo control experiments with the

component parts of tuberculin other than the bodies

and products of tubercle bacilli are reported by the

author, and no mention is made of the fact that

the urethra, especially in men who have once suf-

fered from gonorrhea—-'and some of Dr. Oppen-
heim's patients gave the historj' of that disease

—

reacts quite readily to irritants of any nature. The
conclusions of the author are quite characteristic:

"Not only the conjunctiva but the urethral mucosa
as well may give evidence of an allergic reaction to

the injection of tuberculin; such reaction is weaker
and less constant than the ophthalmoreaction ; no
practical diagnostic significance can be attached to

the urethral reaction." It would seem that these

conclusions could have been safely established by a

little deductive reasoning without the necessity of

carrying the experimental, inductive research to an

absurdity.

The zeal of the physician to discover new facts

in the art of science of medicine must not run away
with his better judgment ; and certainly the desire

to figure in literary discussions and to be among
the first to try everj' newly recommended procedure

must not overcome his sense of duty to the patient

and consideration for the health and comfort of the

latter. Any other attitude is fraught with danger

not only for the individual physician, in case of

some untoward accident, but for the good repute of

the whole medical profession as well.

A PURE MILK CRUSADE IX GREAT
BRITAIN.

One result of the recent International Congress on

Tuberculosis at Washington has been to show con-

clusively that the views of Dr. Koch as to the in-

nocuousness of milk containing the germs of tuber-

culosis, are not those of the majority of the medical

profession in all parts of the world. True, Dr. Koch
presented his opinions at Washington in a consider-

ably modified form, and stated that he now believed

it to be possible to contract tuberculosis from
tuberculous milk, but that such an occurrence was

so rare as to be almost a negligible quantity. How-
ever, the consensus of opinion seemed to be that a

large proportion of sufferers from tuberculosis con-

tracted the disease by the agency of contaminated

milk. Thus it may now be regarded as more or less

definitely proven that milk infected with the germs

of tuberculosis is a prominent factor in the spread

of the disease. This, of course, is especially the

case with infants, and it may, perhaps, be taken as

demonstrated that the channel of infection is quite

frequently the intestinal tract.

But, while tuberculosis is the most serious disease
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which is propagated on a large scale by means ot

milk, yet dirty milk is a potent menace to public

health in many ways. This statement is a truism.

but it cannot be too constantly insisted upon in order

that reforms may be instituted to insure a com-
paratively pure milk supply. In New York State

and in New York City, in particular, the milk sup-

ply is controlled as well as, if not better than, in

other large communities of the world. Compared
with London and the many large centers of popula-

tion in Great Britain, the manner in which milk is

supervised in New York is distinctly satisfactory,

but there is still room for improvement.

Up to a short time ago but little interest was
taken in the British milk supply either by the medical

profession or by the general public. The Lancet
has from time to time endeavored to rouse the popu-

lation to a sense of the dangers to which the care-

less methods in vogue were subjecting them, but

until recently to no purpose. About two years ago
there was published in the Lancet a series of articles

dealing with the transportation to and distribution

of milk in London, and since that time an intelligent

concern in the matter has been constantly manifested.

At the present time, judging from articles and re-

ports which have appeared in British medical and lay

papers, the interest in the matter is becoming acute,

and London and all the large provincial towns have

awakened to the responsibility of providing at least

a fairly pure milk supply.

A feature of the greatest moment in the crusade

against contaminated milk in Great Britain is that

legislation is to be invoked to prevent, or, at any rate,

to minimize the danger likely to occur from the milk

and flesh of cows and cattle suffering from tubercu-

losis being sold without restriction. Exactly what
steps are to be taken in this direction has not been

decided as yet, and although preventive measures

will probably not be so radical as is wished by some,

there is little doubt that enactments will be put into

force which will remove, to some extent, the menace
of the spread of tuberculosis by the agency of dis-

eased cows. This, of course, is an advance move-
ment of the first importance to public health. If the

spread of consumption is to be stayed, it stands to

reason that the evil must be grappled with at its

source, and so long as cows afflicted with tubercu-

losis, and especially with tuberculosis of the udder,

are allowed to be the providers of milk, just so long

will the disease flourish among the young. If our

present conception of the matter is right, and the

discussions at the Congress in Washington go to

prove that it is right, then in the first instance, we
must insist that our cows are not the means of

spreading the malady.

Professor Delepine has recently made some in-

structive investigations in regard to the milk supply

of ]\Ianchester, England. Perhaps the most inter-

esting of his observations are that there is a distinct

average correlation between the amount of dirt and

the pathogenicity of the milk. That is to say, that

dirty milk is far more capable of disseminating any

disease than is a clean milk. London is seeking

powers for extending the control which is now pos-

sessed as regards tuberculous milk to that which is

dirty and contaminated, even though it comes from

perfectly healthy cows, and other large British cities

are following in its wake.

Koch's pronouncement some years ago, did much
harm, but now that it is almost universally recog-

nized that his assertions were premature and based

on lack of knowledge, the harm can be remedied.

The solution of the problem of how to procure a

reasonably pure milk supply is in sight. The knowl-

edge is possessed, and it only remains to put it into

effective practice.

INHALATION .\NESTHESIA IN "HEALED"
PULMONARY TUBERCULOSIS.

In submitting patients to operation the condition

of the lungs is seldom given so much attention as

the importance of these organs most assuredly mer-
its. No surgeon would think for a moment of
neglecting careful and conscientious examination
of the anatomical part upon which he intends to

operate. Ordinarily he also demands an analysis

of the urine and blood, and seldom neglects an
examination of the heart. Examination of the
lungs, however, is often omitted or left to an as-

sistant. The anesthetist also is apt to feel that he
has done his duty by a patient if he has inquired

as to recent ingestion of food and the presence of

false teeth, and if he has determined the absence
of organic lesion of the heart. But it is not the

heart which is the most important in many cases,

A vital question is the matter of glandular tissue if

it appears in excess, so as to obstruct breathing,

or if it leads one to fear a status lymphaticus.
From an operative viewpoint the condition of the

lungs is also of prime importance, and a tuberculous

focus in these organs is just as much a matter of
vital concern as a mitral insufficiency or a chronic

diffuse nephritis.

An example of this fact came to notice a few
weeks since in reference to a patient who had
been operated upon for fistula in ano. Previous to

this event, which was described as an insignificant

affair, this patient had sufifered from pulmonary
tuberculosis, but had been "cured"' in the mountains
of California. He had been able for some years

to carry on the management of a large business

without difficulty, and had always described him-
self as a well man until the appearance of the

fistula. Ten days after the etherization he went
through a severe attack of tuberculous pleurisy. It

seems probable that in this case an old focus was
broken down either through violent coughing or

through the direct irritating action of the fumes of
ether.

If an operation is essential to the life or well-

being of a patient with pulmonary tuberculosis,

effort should be made toward the use of either

rectal or local anesthesia. It is quite impossible

to say when a tuberculous focus is "healed." Mere
arrest of symptoms is no criterion of the pathologj'

of the condition, nor does it predicate the possible

virulency of a so-called latent process. Nature's

protecting wall may be adequate for ordinary pur-

poses, but when subjected to special strain may
prove quite unable to resist the attacking force. It

behooves every surgeon therefore to handle such

conditions with the utmost care, and when under-
taking an operation under ether to be mindful of

what can and may happen from pursuing a con-

trarv course.
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MEDICINE'S LOSSES AND GAINS.

Under the above caption the Amotion, in its issue of

October i, attempts to give a comparative estimate

of the present and past status of medical science as

seen from the layman's viewpoint. It thinks that

the general impression is coming more and more

into prominence that various schools of mind cure

are carrying on a winning fight against orthodox

medicine. This impression is founded on the grow-

ing number of spiritual healers, on the prominence

given to them by the press, on the well-known per-

sons they convert, and on the fact that so-called

religious clinics are springing up in connection with

church activities. Professor Osier is cited as main-

taining that practically our entire pharmacopeia

might be discarded without appreciable loss to the

general public health, but, fortunately. Osier is no

longer accepted as an authority in therapeutics. To
be sure, there are only a few diseases for wliich we

possess specific remedies, but so long as these dis-

eases are not preventable, or, rather, not prevented,

we cannot do without mercury in syphilis, quinine

in malaria, or the salicylates in rheumatism. Symp-

toms may be improved by diet, exercise, massage,

rest, and mind therapy, but none of these is germi-

cidal, and so long as the germ is active just so long

will the infected patient be menaced by latent mani-

festations of his malady. The assertion is made
that "the human mind has always felt the anomaly

of giving the mastery over life and death into the

hands of men who are no better than ourselves,"

which strikes one as bad psychology and worse

judgment. To feel an anomaly, mentally speaking,

is, to say the least, an uncanny thing, and its spec-

tral existence is disproved by the eagerness with

which the aid of a physician is sought when a hu-

man being is in great pain. Even the Christian

Scientist is forced to submit to the fell stroke of

Tyrant Pain. There is no compromise save by the

knife or hypodermic needle.

But even admitting that rational medicine is los-

ing a few of its educated devotees, it is gaining

converts among the immigrant millions. To quote

again : "The Jews of the East Side have called in

the doctors, whom in poverty-stricken Russia they

could not afford to consult. ... In view of such

successful effort as medical science is making
against tuberculosis and other diseases, it would be

absurd to maintain that medicine is being discred-

ited as a science or art." Just so soon as people

can be made to understand that physicians are not

merely dispensers of pills and potions, but are ex-

perts in the management of disease prevention, just

so soon will disease be lessened and the sum total

of human misery dependent thereon approach the

vanishing point. It is not alone knowledge, but

wisdom—wisdom on the part of both physician and

patient—which shall triumph in the end over dis-

ease.

mode of response is somewhat modified or delayed,

but even then the principle of symmetric repetition

of organs allows of partial rest or of complete rest

for a limited period of time. It is in imitation

of such natural phenomena that a number of phy-
sicians have tried to influence the course of pul-

monary tuberculosis by the production of artificial

pneumothorax upon the side of the lung affected

by the disease. In the majority of cases reported
distinctly a favorable effect has been noted in conse-

quence of the procedure, but the number of patients

in whom it could be tried has been very limited.

An analogous natural phenomenon, however, the

formation of a pleuritic exudate, has not been suffi-

ciently studied for its effect upon the course of tu-

berculosis and, indeed, has been frequently inter-

fered with in a routine way without individualiza-

tion of the treatment adopted. In the Beitrdge
ztir Klinik der Tuberculose (Vol. X, No. 4) Dr.
Konzelmann makes up for this omission by report-

ing the effects of pleuritic exudates in a number of

patients under his observation. In the majority of

these patients the complication seemed to have been
productive of very marked improvement in the

symptoms of the disease and, indeed, in a few cases

it seemed to have initiated convalescence which
ended in recovery. Among the signs of improve-
ment there were noted diminution in the amount of

sputum, disappearance of the bacilli from the

sputum, fall of temperature after an initial and
marked change for the better in the general condi-

tion of the patients. The conclusion seemed war-
ranted that the compression of the lung by the ex-

udate and the consequent enforced rest of the in-

fected tissues enabled the natural resistance of the

organism to the spread of the disease to assert it-

self much more strongly than the constant motion
of the active organs allowed before the appearance
of the exudate. Thus direct proof is given of the

benefit that artificial measures such as the produc-
tion of a pneumothorax may exert

;
yet more im-

portant is the changed point of view with which
pleuritic exudate in pulmonary tuberculosis must
be regarded. Of course, every natural response to

injury may have to be interfered with, because in

serving the local needs of the tissues it may do ir-

reparable harm to the organism in general. But
whenever this is not the case, such exudates should

be considered as distinctly beneficial factors in the

struggle of the organism with the infective process

in the luna:s.

The Effects of Pleuritic Exudate Upon Pul-
monary Tuberculosis.

Enforced rest, whether compelled by the subjective

sensation of pain or by some mechanical means, is

among the first phenomena observed in the spon-

taneous response of the organism to injury effected.

Only if some important function is involved, this

Lordosis and Orthostatic Albuminuria.

The discovery that intermittent albuminuria often

depends for its existence upon the posture of the

patient, appearing during the day and disappearing

at night, or vice versa, has stimulated the interest of

the medical professon in the influence of mechanical
factors upon the functions of the kidneys. After

Jehle had shown that lordosis is a frequent accom-
paniment of orthostatic albuminuria it occurred to

Bruck to study the effect of posture simulating

lordosis upon the excreton of albumin by the kid-

neys. His findings, reported in the Mitnchener
medizinische Wochcnschrift for November 3. 1908,

completely bore out the truth of apriori conclusions

in the matter ; children, who excreted no albumin

whatever when in their natural postures, quickly

showed albuminuria if kept in a posture of artificial

lordosis, the amount of proteid excreted increasing

with the period of time during which the constrained

position was enforced. This phenomenon was not

at all exceptional, for over 18 per cent, of the chil-

dren examined passed albumin under such condi-
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tions; any coexistent disease of tlie kidneys was ex-

cluded by the examination of the urine during three

months previous to the experiments. Other related

phenomena consisted in the fact that the amount
of urine was markedly diminished during the period

of excreton of albumin and that such excretion was
much more marked in the intervals between meals
than just after sufficient nourishment had been
taken. The whole series of observations throw
light upon the so-called functional disturbances of

the organs, for it is probable that physical circum-

stances of temporary nature are often at the bot-

tom of such disturbances. That lordosis causes

changes in renal circulation or in the relation of the

kidneys to the ureter is, of course, very probable, and
it is these changes that somehow modify the normal
activity of the organs and lead to the excretion of

albumin. But one autopsy has been recorded, that

of Heubner, upon a patient who in life showed the

symptom of orthostatic albuminuria ; the kidneys

proved to be quite normal. It would be interesting,

however, to follow all such cases as well as those

in which albumin may be caused to appear by the

assumption of any posture modifying the renal

circulation ; it seems hardly probable that such

gross disturbance as the excretion of albumin can

appear in perfectly healthy organs upon such little

provocation. It may be that such tendency shows a

predisposition to renal disease, and long observa-

tions should clear up this point. If such is the fact

then experiments similar to those performed by

Bruck will become a valuable means of diagnosing

inherent weakness of the kidneys and .thus increase

our knowledge of the prophylaxis of renal disease.

determine the value of this mode of treating the

disease, but the appalling mortality of the infec-

tion justifies the publication of even such limited

experience with the effect of cholesterin in cases

of human tetanus as is detailed in their article.

Cholesterin in the Tre.-\tment of Tet.\nus.

That tetanus antitoxin has a distinct preventive

action has been amply shown by the annual ex-

perience with the ugly wounds that follow in the

w'ake of our barbaric celebration of the Fourth of

July, on which occasion we risk our lives and limbs

and encourage our children to do likewise for the

doubtful pleasure of setting off some fireworks.

This antitoxin, however, has proved to be of ver}'

little value after the disease has developed, and
every once in a while some new remedy is proposed

for the dreadful affection. These remedies, neces-

sarily, can be tested in but a very limited way in the

human subject and the first enthusiasm that at-

tends their introduction is usually succeeded by

disappointment as time ofifers more opportunities

of showing their uselessness. Yet every new
remedy must be tried because of the very helpless-

ness with which we are compelled to face cases of

tetanus at the present time. Some years ago Was-
sermann and others showed that the tetanus toxin

is quickly bound by the central nervous symp-
tom. Two Italian physicians, Almagia and Mendes,
succeeded in showing that lecithin and choles-

terin are the substances that fix the toxin in this

manner and were led to try the effect of these sub-

stances upon the experimental tetanus of animals.

Numerous experiments of this nature showed that

cholesterin has a distinct inhibitory action upon the

toxin, much larger doses being required to kill ani-

mals if cholesterin had been previously introduced

into their bodies. Recently opportunity was offered

to test the remedy in cases of human tetanus, and
the two patients in whom it was tried recovered

from the disease though the infection seems to have

been very severe in both cases ("International Clin-

ics," Vol. Ill, i8th Series). The authors properly

remark that only a large number of cases can

^fuia of iljp Wnk.
Harvey Society Lectures.—The fourth lecture

of the Harvey Society will be delivered by Dr.

Wilhelm Falta of the University of Vienna, on
Saturday, November 28, at 8.30 o'clock, at the

New York Academy of Medicine, 17 West Forty-

third street. Dr. Falta will speak on the subject of

Therpeutics in Diabetes.

Dr. Francis C. Wood, Professor of Clinical

Pathology at the College of Physicians and Sur-

geons, New York, spoke before the Hospital Gradu-
ates' Club on Thursday evening, November 19, on
the subject of the Practical Value of Some Recent
Laboratory Tests. Dr. Wood described the tuber-

culin tests for tuberculosis, and the reactions for

syphilis, and discussed their value from the practi-

tioner's standpoint.

Dr. Thomas E. Satterthwaite of New York
City received the honorary degree of LL.D. from
the University of Maryland on November 11, on
the occasion of the celebration of "Academic Day."

An Emergency Man.—After a recent serious

explosion in the excavation for a new sewer in

Brooklyn, and when there was considerable con-

fusion among the different city departments en-

gaged in the work of rescue, Mayor McClellan
ordered Sanitary Superintendent Walter Bensel to

take charge with authority over all other officials.

Commenting on this, the New York Sun says

:

"Dr. Bensel seems to be a municipal emergency
man, capable and called in to do all sorts of hard

jobs. When the Street Cleaning Department seri-

ously needed attention Dr. Bensel was borrowed to

do what was necessary. Now he is selected for a

work that would fall naturally to the police. Ap-
parently a handy man to have around is Dr. Bensel,

Sanitary Superintendent."

Woman Doctor a Mayor.—For the first time
in its municipal history, Great Britain has a woman
mayor in the person of Mrs. Garret Anderson,
M.D., recently elected Mayor of Aldeburgh. Mrs.

Anderson is the pioneer woman physician of Eng-
land, having received her degree in Paris in 1870,

after the English medical college had refused to

admit her. Her fight to enter the medical profes-

sion was used by Charles Reade as a part of the

theme of his novel, "The Woman Hater." After
the establishment of the London School of Medicine

for Women, Mrs. Anderson served as its dean

from 1876 to 1898, and in 1896 was elected presi-

dent of the East Anglian branch of the British

Medical Association. She was senior physician to

the Eu.ston road Hospital for Women from 1866

to 1890, having received a license to practise five

years before she passed her final examinations. She
is an ardent woman suffragist.

Disease Among Cattle.—For the first time

since their establi.=hmcnt, in 1863, the East Buffalo

stockyards have been quarantined. The outbreak

of foot-and-mouth disease, which was first noticed

in Pennsylvania, has spread to the Buffalo yards,

and all have been closed. It is feared that a dis-

astrous shortage in the milk supply may result from

the destruction of cattle. The disease prevails in

twelve counties of the State of Pennsylvania, and
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it is feared that extension to other counties will

take place. Stringent measures have been adopted

to prevent the spread of the disease, and more than

200 head of cattle have been killed to this end.

There are seven centers of original infection. Those
whose stock and property are destroyed in the en-

deavor to eradicate the disease will be indemnified,

the State making good one-third of the loss and
the Federal Government two-thirds. It is antici-

pated that the quarantine will be maintained for at

least six months. The British Board of Agri-

culture has forbidden the importation of cattle,

hay, and straw from Pennsylvania, New York, and
New Jersey. So far as is known this is only the

second time the disease has appeared in North
America, the first outbreak having occurred in the

New England States in 1892. The source of the

infection has not yet been definitely learned.

Tuberculosis in Prisons.—Dr. J. B. Ransom,
physician of Clinton Prison, Dannemora, N. Y.,

speaking before the New York State Conference of

Charities and Correction recently, called attention

to the danger of infection by tuberculosis in pris-

ons, and stated that only twenty-one prisons in the

United States had in any degree attempted to make
any special provisions for the tuberculous prisoner.

He estimated that from 16 to 25 per cent, of the

total number of prisoners in this country were in-

fected with some form of tuberculosis, and sug-

gested the establishment in every State of a special

institution for the care of prisoners with tubercu-

losis.

Smallpox in Vermont.—A small epidemic of

smallpox is reported in Brattleboro, Vermont, but

the situation has been well controlled by the State

Board of Health. The schools and colleges have

been closed, and there has been a general vaccina-

tion of the townspeople. There has also been a

slight outbreak of the disease in a mild form in

Amsterdam, N. Y.

Street Car Accidents.—The Public Service

Commission reports that during the month of Oc-
tober, 47 persons were killed and 106 were seriously

injured by the street cars of New York. As is

usual the greatest number of accidents occurred

while passengers were alighting from the cars. A
coincidence of the report is that exactly the same
number of persons, 47, were killed, and exactly

the same number, 15, had fractured skulls, during

October, 1908, as during October, 1907.

Health in Indiana.—The Indiana State Board
of Health reports that the continued drought has

had serious results, and a new disease called "dust

fever" is described, which is thought to be an out-

come of the dry weather and the greater amount
of dust in the air. The symptoms are severe head-

ache, backache, and chills and fever. Generally,

however, health conditions are reported to be much
better than during October of last year.

Fire in Roosevelt Hospital.—A small fire in

the drug room of the Roosevelt Hospital early on

the morning of November 18, was extinguished by

the House Staff before the arrival of the firemen.

The flames followed the explosion of an oxygen

retort, and caused about $500 damage. As the drug

room is in the basement of the administration build-

ing and the smoke was confined to that part of the

hospital, there was no excitement among the two
hundred patients in the east and west wings.

New East Side Hospital.—The official opening
of the new east side hospital, a nonsectarian insti-

tution, but built and supported by the Jews of the

city, occurred on November 15. The original name

chosen for the hospital, JMount Moriah, has been
changed, by the substitution of the Hebrew word
for mount, to Har-Moriah, in order to avoid any
possible confusion with JNIount Sinai Hospital. The
money for the new hospital, which is situated on
lower First avenue, has been raised entirely by
popular subscription, the largest individual contri-

bution being limited to $250. A guarantee fund
to meet all expenses for five years has also been
provided. The hospital contains eighty beds, be-

sides a children's ward and operating room.

Brooklyn Jewish Hospital.—The annual report
of the President of the Board of Trustees of the

Jewish Hospital of Brooklyn shows that during
the past year 2,720 patients were received, an in-

crease of 60 per cent., and that the dispensary vis-

its numbered 19,152, an increase of 61 per cent.

The hospital now contains 175 beds, and an urgent
appeal for funds to erect an additional wing for

wards, and another to be used as a home for the

nurses in the training school, was made.

Chicago Contagious Disease Hospital.—The
new city hospital of Chicago for contagious dis-

eases will be opened in a few days. The total cost

to the municipality is about forty-five thousand dol-

lars, which means that the important reforms put
into effect by Health Commissioner Evans have
been accomplished with a minimum of expense and
a maximum of results. Up to the present time the

city, except in smallpox cases, has been dependent
upon the limited facilities of the contagious disease

department of the County Hospital.

Cook County Hospital Alumni Association.—
This Association held its forty-seventh annual meet-
ing November 23, at the Illinois Athletic Club, Chi-
cago, under the Presidency of Dr. Samuel C.

Plummer. The program included addresses by
Dr. William E. Quine, on "Nicholas Senn as a
Man;" by Dr. William L. Baum, on "The New
County Hospital;" by Dr. Arthur B. Eustace, on
"Our First Regular Resident Staff," and by Dr.
Theodore Tieken. on "The County Hospital as a

Field for Scientific W^ork."

New Cottages at Illinois Hospital for Insane.—
There have been two new cottages erected at the

Illinois Hospital for the Insane, Bartonville, at a

cost of $100,000, and equipment with eight solaria,

for the continuance of the work of phototherapy
inaugurated by the Superintendent, Dr. Zeller.

These cottages will be dedicated Thanksgiving
Day. The solaria are equipped, two in ruby, two
in violet, two in amber, and two in opal.

Polyclinic Hospital.—The trustees of the New
York Polyclinic Medical School and Hospital have
elected the following officers for the coming year

:

Chairman, John R. Abney ; J'ice-chairinan. Patrick

F. McGowan ; Secretary, Dr. John A. \\'yeth.

The Eastern Pennsylvania Institution for the
Feeble-minded and Epileptic at Spring City was
officially opened on November 16. The plant has
been in course of construction for two years and is

only partially completed. Seven buildings are ready
for occupancy and three more are about ready for

acceptance by the State. The plans provide for an
ultimate group of 23 structures, whose early com-
pletion is looked for. Some $350,000 has already

been expended on the buildings and the total cost

will be about $1,000,000. When finished the insti-

tution will accommodate about 1,000 patients. Dr.
Henry M. Weeks has been selected as Superinten-
dent.

New Maternity Hospital.—The facilities of

Grace Hospital, Hartford, Conn., have recently
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been increased by the gift of a house situated in

the grounds adjoining the liospital building to be
used as the maternity ward of the hospital. In
honor of the donor the addition will be known as

the Alary J. Alunsill Maternity Ward. Accommo-
dation will be provided for about twenty patients.

It is planned to connect the two buildings by a

tunnel leading from the kitchen.

Mrs. Margaret Benton Hayre, known to both
the Union and the Confederate forces as the Amer-
ican Florence Nightingale, for her work at the

Nashville (Tenn.) Hospital during the war, died

recently at El Paso, Texas. In recognition of her
services Mrs. Hayre received two bronze medals,

one from the Confederate soldiers and one from
the Grand Army of the Republic.

Gift of Library.—The Medical School of Maine
has received as a gift the library of the late Dr.

Harold Charles Martin, of the class of 1895.

The University of Vermont College of Medi-
cine began its fifty-fifth annual session on No-
vember II, with an entering class of over seventy

students, the largest in several years. Dr. J. VV.

Scane of McGill University addressed the students.

A course of instruction in .f-ray work has been

added to the curriculum.

Chicago Physicians Warned to Obey Ordi-
nances.—Medical men who have been neglecting
to report their cases of tuberculosis have lately

been warned to obey the ordinances which apply

to this disease as well as other infectious diseases.

Tuberculosis has been designated a reportable dis-

ease for a number of years; it is so shown on the

regular postal card reporting form furnished by
the Department.

Dairy Law in Louisiana.—Following the ac-

tion of the New Orleans Health Board in suspend-

ing the tuberculin test in cattle, the dairj'men of

Louisiana are agitating the repeal of the present

law, the abolition of the ordinance requiring the

test with tuberculin, and the enactment of a law
drafted on the Imes of that in New York.

Medical Society of the County of New York.
—At the one hundred and third annual meeting of

this society, held on November 23, the following

officers were elected : President, H. Seymour
Houghton ; First Vice-President, John E. Weeks

;

Second Vice-President, Joseph Brettauer; Secre-

tary, John Van Doren Young; Assistant Secretary,

J. Milton Mabbott; Treasurer, Charles H. Rich-

ardson.

The Rockingham County (N. H.) Medical So-
ciety held its fourth annual meeting at Ports-

mouth on November 12. The following officers

were elected for the ensuing year : President, Dr. A.

W. Mitchell of Epping; Vice-President, Dr. W. D.

Junkins of Portsmouth ; Secretary, Walter E. Tut-
tle of Exeter; Treasurer, Dr. Alice M. Chesley of

Exeter; Delegate to State Medical Society, Dr.

George H. Guptill of Raymond; Censor for three

years. Dr. Fred S. Towle of Portsmouth.

The Ohio Valley Medical Association, at its

annual meeting at West Baden, Ind., elected the

following officers : President, Dr. Curran Pope,
Louisville; First Vice-President, Dr. A. E. Sterne,

Indianapolis ; Second Vice-President, Dr. G. F.

Lydston, Chicago ; Third Vice-President, Dr. Earl

Harlan, Cincinnati ; Secretary and Treasurer, Dr.

Benjamin L. W. Floyd, Evansville.

The Worcester County (Mass.) Homeopathic
Medical Society held its forty-second annual
rmecting on November 12, at Worcester, and elected

the following officers for the ensuing year: Presi-

dent, Dr. Henry I. Klopp of Westboro ; First Vice-

President, Dr. George Al. Lapham of Rutland;
Second Vice-President, Dr. Albert E. Cross ; Sec-
retary and Treasurer, Dr. Lucy E. Wetherbee;
Auditor, Dr. John P. Rand; Librarian, Dr. Jennie
T. Lane; Censors, Dr. J. K. Warren and Dr. Carl
Crisand, and Dr. E. R. Miller of Leominster.

Obituary Notes.—Dr. John R. Cook of Fair-

mont, Va., died at his home on November 9, from
septicemia due to an operation wound. Dr. Cook
was born in 1863, and was graduated from the

Jefi'erson Medical College, Philadelphia, in 1884.

He established the Cook Hospital, the first in the

vicinity, in 1899, ^rid served as attending physician

to the time of his death. He was a member of the

American Medical Association, and an honorary
member of the Royal Gynecological Society of

London.
Dr. Samuel G. Renshaw of New Orleans died

on November 9, from injuries due to a fall a few
weeks ago, aged 79 years. Dr. Renshaw was grad-

uated from Dartmouth Medical School in 1852,

and served as a surgeon in the army under the

command of the Emperor Maximilian in Mexico,
and later in the United Statt ? Army.

Dr. William H. Grafton of Los Angeles, one
of the proprietors of the West Coast Magazine,
died at his home on November 8, aged 80 years.

He was graduated from the University of Alary-

land in 1849, -and after two years' service as quar-

antine officer in Baltimore settled in Iowa, where
he practised for over forty years.

Dr. Elihu T. Mendenhall of Newcastle, Ind.,

rlied at his home on November 14, after five weeks'

illness, aged 64 years. Dr. Mendenhall was grad-

uated from the Ohio Medical College in 1877, and
had served for many years as county health officer.

Dr. Carman C. Stokes of Rushsylvania, Ohio,

died on November 10, aged 59 years. Dr. Stokes

was graduated from the Cincinnati College of

Medicine in 1874, was a member of the American
Medical Association, and was well known as a

chemist and author.

Dr. Charles AI. Gravis of Martinsville, Ind.,

died on November 11. Dr. Gravis was a veteran

of the Civil War, having enlisted at its outbreak

in the Eighty-ninth Ohio Infantry, and was a pris-

oner for fourt£en months in Libby and Ander-
sonville prisons. After the war he began the study

of medicine and was graduated from the Indian-

apolis Medical College.

Dr. John T. Van Marter, for fifty years a

practising physician of New Brunswick, N. J., died

at his home in that city on November 20, after sev-

eral months' illness. Dr. Van Marter was born in

1837, and was graduated from the Medical Depart-

men of the University of Pennsylvania in 1855.

Dr. William L. Fleming of New York, died

at the Lincoln Hospital on November 20, of acute

meningitis, aged 73 years. He was graduated from
the New York Homeopathic College in 1873.

Dr. Benjamin A. Ver Nooy of Pulteney, N. Y.,

died in Penn Yan on November 18, at the age of

35 years. He was a graduate of the Bellevue Hos-
pital Aledical College in the class of 1896, and had

practised until a year ago in Waldwick, N. J.

Dr. George E. Babbitt of Orange, N. J., died

on November 23 of injuries received from being

thrown from his buggy. He was born in Madison,

N. J., forty-nine years ago and was graduated from

theMedical Department of the University of Penn-

sylvania. He had been in practice in Orange for

five years.
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OUR LONDON LETTER.
(From Our Special Correspondent.)

SCIATIC.\—CRETINISM—WAR ON RODENTS, DANGER OF POISONS

—

MOUSE CARCINOMA—OBITUARY.

London. November 6. 1908.

Dr. Wilfred Harris discoursed at the Medical Society

of London on the diagnosis and treatment of sciatica.

He laid down that acute cases might be considered as

rheumatic (sometimes gouty) perineuritis of the sheath

of the nerve. It might start at the pelvic notch or

a little lower and extend down to the middle of the

thigh. Two modes of onset were common—(i) pre-

ceded by a lumbago or lumbosacral fibrositis; (2) pre-

ceded by exposure to wet and cold in the back and
thigh, as, e.g., sitting in wet clothes. In acute cases

he advised the patient to be kept in bed on a water
or air bed, of course with two blankets over the rub-

ber. This alone often relieved and let a patient lie on
his back who had been obliged to lie only on the sound
side. It was often taught that galvanism should be
avoided until after the acute stage, but Dr. Harris
thought this was witholding a valuable remedy. A
strong current, of course with great care, he approved
of, and the effects were increased by sod. salicyl. To
prevent adhesions, massage and passive movements of

the hip were useful—but only at the right time. Too
early, i. c, while the sheath was acutely inflamed, it

must do harm. Too late, i.e., after adhesions had be-

come tough, the same might be said. It was a nice

point when to begin massage. He usually did so after

about a fortnight in bed, when the water mattress might
be removed and galvanism given once daily. The in-

dications for the change were disappearance of pain

when lying still, ability to lie on the affected side, dis-

appearance or great diminution of tenderness on pres-

sure over the nerve, and increased range of flexion of

the hip, keeping the knee straight without causing
pain at the back of the buttock. Under such treatment,

Dr. Wilfred Harris said, few cases of sciatica would
continue along until constant pain and wasting muscles
showed that the perineuritis had become interstitial neu-

ritis, invading the nerve bundles and injuring their

fibers by the pressure of the inflamed libroub tissue.

Two conditions of the nerve might be relieved by sur-

gery— (l) external adhesions between the sheath and
surrounding structures, from the sciatic notch to the

middle of the thigh; (2) the toughened and contracted
condition of the nerve itself resulting when the cases

had gone on to chronic interstitial neuritis. Dr. Harris

pronounced nerve stretching, acupuncture, and injec-

tions of all kinds useless and unscientific for the treat-

ment of a mixed sensory and motor nerve. Blisters

might have more said in their favor, but personally

he preferred to do without them. In conclusion he
deplored the pessimism of too many. To tell patients

they must bear the pain until the disease wore itself

out indicated a cynical state of mind which was not
justified by modern pathology or therapeutics.

Endemic cretinism in India has been carefully studied

by Captain R. McCarrison, I. M.S., Agency Surgeon m
Gilgit, and he has communicated to the Medical Sec-

tion of the Royal Medical Society an analysis of 203

cases comprising all the cretinous inhabitants of the

Gilgit and Mastuj districts, extending over about 500
miles of the Himalayan country. There were racial

and other differences which he remarks are of im-
portance in any comparison of results. Concerning the

association of endemic goiter, cretinism, and deaf-

mutism, there seemed no exception to the general rule,

though there were some facts suggestive of the im-
port of the prevalence of goiter. Indeed, Dr. McCar-
rison is of opinion that the degree to which cretin-

ism is associated with goiter is determined by the time
it has prevailed in a district and the variations observ-
able are in direct relation to the prevalence of goiter

among the adult population.
Further, cretinism is seldom, if ever, due to the de-

velopment of goiter in the individual. The thyroid

may be an effect—not a cause. He regards defective

thyroid function in the mother as the chief factor in

producing cretinism. But other debilitating influ-

ences on the mother are not altogether to be excluded.

Fright, worry, mental depression, and so on were noted
in about 40 per cent, of the cases. Alcoholism was
practically absent on account of the religion of the

people. Syphilis and tuberculosis were also rare. Con-
sanguinity on the contrary seems important. In Gilgit

there are a few Syeds, and they, being descendants of

Mahomet, cannot marry out of their sect—so that the
stock IS tainted and inbreeding accentuates the eff'ect.

The thyroid defect is then congenital, but may remain
latent. Cretinism is the result of the toxins produced
by the thyroid defect acting on the developing thyroid
of the unborn child. The defect is one of the whole
mechanism—thyroid and parathyroids—and the varia-

tions observed result from the extent to which the
whole or a part of the mechanism is involved.

Sir Victor Horsley regretted that the natives did not
like operative measures, as with so much material the
advisability of grafting in cretinism might have been
decided. A graft of normal human thyroid could
be obtained from an adenoma when shelled out and
the small portion for a graft could be had without
risk. He had done this with success and anyone with
a marked case of cretinism under his care should con-
sider the question at the earliest time.
Mr. J. Berry said Captain McCarrison's results con-

firmed those of Swiss and other observers. He de-

plored the notion spread abroad of late that the para-
thyroids were special glands with a distinct func-
tion and hoped the work of Dr. David Forsyth had dis-

pelled such a superstition.

Dr. Gossage thought cretinism might be an inherited
condition, allied perhaps to haemophilia.
The war on rodents has begun very vigorously, but

there are already indications that it has not been con-
ducted with prudence. Some areas have been prac-
tically cleared, but there is little to be gained by work-
ing in small localities, for they will soon be reoccu-
pied. The public have been satisfied with restricted

operations by dogs, cats, and traps, but that these are
inadequate to deal with the trouble has been shown
by the Association for the Destruction of Vermin,
the members of v/hich by no means advise neglect of

such measures. In fact, some of them seem to think
that the cat is almost enough, but I have found that
this natural enemy, when domesticated, is very neg-
lectful of its duty. I know places where cats are kept
and yet mice abound. On one occasion I saw a well-

fed cat reposing in front of a fire and a mouse quietly
walk over it without disturbing it. It is obvious that
if cats or dogs are to be trusted to eradicate vermin
they must not be overfed with more agreeable food.
Perhaps, too, certain breeds should be preferred.

Bacteriologists have again and again recommended
that a virus should be sought which would produce
a fatal disease in rodents and in some cases success

has attended this plan under the supervision of ex-
perts. This, of course, was heard of by the advertis-
ing fraternity and rat poison has for some time been
sold to the reckless British public, the vendors guar-
anteeing it to get rid of rats and mice but to be harm-
less to human beings and domestic animals. The Med-
ical Officer of Health for the city (Dr. Collingridge)
questioned this and considered it dangerous that such
poisons should be used e-xcept under skilled direc-
tion or should be freely sold to the public. A case
has been investigated by him which fully confirms his

view. In a city house where dinner is provided for
the employees twelve men became simultaneously at-

tacked with febrile symptoms, vomiting, and diarrhea,
colic and collapse. Investigation pointed to infection
of the food. The only point in common was that all

dined in one room. Further inquiry elicited that a

virus poison for mice had been laid about. Under the
floor dead mice were found. Dr. Klein found in the

excreta of the patients and in the poison bacteria re-

sembling Gaertner's bacillus. It has been shown that
injections of such bacteria produce a disease fatal

in from two to four days. No doubt vermin
can be got rid of in limited areas by various
poisons, but not without danger. A virus may de-
stroy an enormous number, but a small percentage
will remain to propagate, or immigrants will soon ar-

rive. Interference with nature's arrangements is al-

ways risky. We have practically exterminated owls,
weasels, etc., and have petted our dogs and cats into

lazy gluttons and are now finding out that the rodents
are swarming more than ever. It will be more disas-

trous if we manufacture new diseases by distributing
their germs.
Some experiments concerning a possible serum treat-

ment of cancer have been made on mice by Mr. C. E.
Walker, assistant director of cancer research at Liv-
erpool University. Considering the reproductive cells

and those of malignant growths as having in some
sense passed out of coordination with the organism,
he asked himself whether the reproductive cells in-

jected in large numbers would have any effect on the
whole body. To test this he injected hypodermically
several hens every day with a fresh emulsion of cock's
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testes. Their combs and wattles grew enormously and
other definite changes were produced. As the in-
jection of the cells of an animal into another species
might conceivably produce a change in the blood de-
structive to the alien cells, similar experiments were
made on rats with an emulsion of the testes of mice.
At the same time rats were injected with an emulsion
of a spheroidal-celled carcinoma from mice. This was
on the supposition that anything destructive of repro-
ductive cells might also destroy other cells out of
somatic coordination. Among mice treated with testis
serum the tumors became gangrenous. In others
treated with carcinoma serum they dried up and came
away. The results with testis serum seemed to Mr.
Walker more suggestive than the others on account
of the destructive action on cells out of coordina-
tion. Other experiments were made to endeavor to
find an explanation of the rarity of metastases in

tumors caused by grafts in mice. Mr. Walker saw
no essential difference in these tumors from those of
similar structure in man.

Dr. Rushton Parker thought these researches valu-
able, but Dr. Blair said they were neither original nor
new. It was easy to produce immunization against
mouse serum and nothing was in sight as to human
malignant growths. Dr. Glynn asked whether the gan-
grene might not be due to thrombosis or bacterial in-

fection and whether spontaneous cure ever occurred
by gangrene.
The death of Dr. James Adam on the 2Sth ult. at the

age of 74 removes a well-known alienist who has filled

various offices connected with the insane. He took the
Edinburgh double qualification in 1857 with a gold
medal and other honors. He added the M.D., St. Andrews,
in i860. He has been head of the female department
at Colney Hatch, superintendent at the Caterhorm Asylum
and of the Crichton Royal Institute and Counties Asylum
at Dumfries. Subsequently he became resident physician
and proprietor of the West Mailing Asylum. His contribu-

tions to the journals were all connected with his specialty

and included those on melancholy, catalepsy, self-mutilation

by the insane, and pathological research in asylums for
the insane.

Dr. Josiah Oliver died on the 24th ult. at Maidstone,
where he had practised and taken a leading part in

municipal affairs for nearly forty years. He quali-

fied in 1869. After general practice for ten or twelve
years he became a member of the Edinburgh College
of Physicians. He was made a J. P. in 1883 and was
elected Mayor of Maidstone in 1896. At the close of
his year of office he received a handsome testimonial
from his fellow citizens, who seem to have esteemed
him as highly as an upright public man as they did
as a medical adviser and friend.

OUR BERLIN LETTER.

(From Our Special Correspondent.)

REMUN'ER.\TION FOR TESTING XEW DRUGS—THE OPINIONS OF
KURSCHMANN' AXD EHRLICH ON THE SUBJECT—V. NOOR-
DEN's PR.\CTICE IN THE MATTER—THE QUESTION OF SPECIAL-

ISTS—OFFICIAL DEFINITION AND REQUIREMENTS.

Berlin, November i. 1908.

A VERY interesting question came up for discussion at a

recent meeting of the Free Society of Medical Journalists;
it was brought forward in the consideration of a report

presented by a special committee of the Society, which
dealt with the propriety of accepting payment for the ex-
amination of new remedies. Dr. Schwalbe of Berlin sent

a circular letter of inquiry to fifty-eight heads of institutes

and received fifty-three answers from the best-known
workers in Germany. These answers were not at all uni-

form. Thus Kurschmann of Leipsic took a negative stand
in the matter ; he personally never undertakes an exam-
ination of a drug at the request of the manufacturers, nor
does he ever allow them to send reprints of papers issued

from his clinic together with circulars in praise of their

preparations. On the other hand, Fr. v. Miiller, A. Fran-
kel, GaffTcy, and Ehrlich did not consider it improper to

receive payment for experimental work. Ehrlich called

special attention to the differences existing between
clinical and experimental research in this connection. There
exists a great disproportion between the expenditures called

forth in all experimental work by the necessity of pro-
viding laboratory animals, complicated apparatus, and spe-

cially trained assistants and the means provided for the
work in German institutes occupied with this branch of
medical science. It seems to him, therefore, that any sup-
port given by the manufacturers to experimental work can
only be considered as of great assistance to the medical
profession. It would be very desirable -n the future to

precede any clinical study of new drugs by much more
extensive experimental study of their properties and value
than has been the case in the past. The desirability of
such study calls forth a careful consideration of all possi-

ble means of arranging the relations between physicians
and manufacturers so that the aims of both could be prop-
erly served.

A number of workers defended the propriety of re-

questing payment for clinical work in connection with test-

ing the actions and the value of a new drug. Thus von
Xoorden of Vienna is always well paid for any clinical

work requested of him by the manufacturers ; all money
received by him from this source he diverts to the estab-
lishment of free beds in hospitals or toward the promo-
tion of scientific research. One-half of the money is al-

ways to be paid when the drugs in question are offered
for clinical trial while the rest is to be sent when the
resulting articles are published. In this manner a portion
of the profits made by the manufacturers in exploitation
of new remedies is used for the benefit of the general pub-
lic.

Most of the speakers on the subject considered only
the question of payment for clinical research, and in gen-
eral agreed that the decision is best left to individual
workers in the field; it seemed reasonable to accept some
reward for the painstaking work required in the testing
of new remedies and such work, of course, would be more
often performed if the workers were sure of compensation
for their time and effort. The great duty of the profes-
sional press consists in taking all proper measures for
insuring the appearance of scientific articles only; in this

connection no work should be accepted for publication
that is not offered to the editors by the author himself
or by the Institute at which the research was performed.
There is no valid objection to naming the firm which mar-
kets the product described nor to the distribution of re-

prints by the firm with the aim of advertising the uses of
the remedy. The manufacturers should also be allowed to

acquaint themselves with the contents of any such article

before publication and in contracting for the work should
have the privilege of not having the paper published if the

preparation considered is not brought out on the market
or different findings have not been published.
During the past summer the question of medical special-

ists has been very eagerly discussed in the professional
press and in the various meetings of physicians. There
is no question that the great mass of the public considers
the specialists as much more trustworthy in certain dis-

eases because he has had wider experience in those spe-
cial fields, than the general practitioner. This attitude
of the public is, of course, a potent factor in the increase
in the number of specialists which has been witnessed in

recent years. In this differentiation of medical work a
good many regrettable things have occurred ; many special-

ists, for instance, have assumed this title without having
done sufficient special work to equip them for their chosen
practice. It is not to be wondered, therefore, that indi-

vidual voices are heard calling for the establishment of
special examinations or at least for the promulgations of
some conditions which are to be fulfilled before the title

in question may be assumed by a physician.
In July of this year the Ministry of Public Instruction

took part in this discussion by the publication of the
following order addressed to all the subordinate officials of
Prussia : The Minister of Instruction has requested that the
scientific deputation give him their opinion in the matter
of medical specialists and has received the following
answer. The designation "specialist" should only be used
after the fulfillment of certain conditions. The follow-
ing specialties may be considered : Internal Medicine, Sur-
gery, Ophthalmology, Diseases of the Throat, Nose and
Ear; Obstetrics and Gynecology, Skin and Venereal Dis-
eases, Nervous and Mental Diseases, and the Diseases of
Children. Every specialist should have done a certain
amount of extra work in the field to which he wants to de-
vote himself; such work should have consisted in scientific

study and practical experience in the special field during
a period of time which has proved sufficient by previous
experience to enable such a worker to carry on independ-
ent work in a special field ; as a rule, three j-ears should
be considered to be such a period of time. Such special

work should be performed in the capacity of an assist-

ant in universities, academies, large hospitals, or in asso-
ciation with well-known specialists ; the list of names and
places of this character will be made up and published
every year. The time and the success of such special work
should be attested by a certificate obtained from the phy-
sician who acts as the instructor. The scientific deputa-
tion has further declared that the whole question of special-

ties in medicine is a professional one and should be left

for the consideration of the various professional organi-
zations.

Such, then, is the opinion of the Ministry in this ques-
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tion; now professional societies are to be heard, but in the

meantime the various views on the subject are reflected in

the medical periodical press. It seems to be the rnost

generally held opinion that any hard-and-fast definitions

of the preparation required from specialists should not

be promulgated. As opposed to the few dishonest indi-

viduals among specialists there stand a great number of

self-taught men who enjoy the best of reputations for their

knowledge and skill in their chosen fields
;
yet these men

have not enjoyed anything like the prescribed amount of

instruction in their work. Moreover, if any physician wants
to deceive the public he will probably find the means of

doing so under any regulations. Another set of critics

point out the fact that the ministerial declaration given

above mentions altogether too few special fields of prac-

tice; indeed, the number of specialties is not constant, for

even now certain professional activities are becoming more
and more specialized. It may be concluded that the best

way out of the difficulty is to drop the title specialist alto-

gether; the patients should then be apprised of any special

attainments of certain physicians by means of personal
recommendations from others.

THE RELATION' OF THE MEDICAL PROFESSION
TO THE ALCOHOL QUESTION.

To THE Editor of the Medical Record :

Sir:—The writer is hardly in accord with Dr. Jacobi's
criticism of professional writing on alcoholism in the lay

press, for it really seems as if the general public is calling

on the medical profession to make a more definite state-

ment as to the physical effects on the human body of the
moderate use of alcohol than has yet been declared.
Nevertheless, it seems as if a medical symposium of opin-
ion of some value could be created, using the medical press

as a medium.
It is somewhat remarkable that so general a harmony of

opinion amqng medical men has been arrived at during
the past twenty 5-ears on many related branches of the
subject. There are still, however, opinions held by a few
that are fairly twenty-five years behind the age. It is a
matter of surprise that, in the face of advanced knowledge
as to the possibilities of supporting methods of nourish-
ment, any medical man should make the statement that
a radical immediate cutting off of alcoholic beverages
would result in race decadence. It is true that there may
be a very few individuals who would retrograde or cease
to exist when cut off from alcohol; but most persons, if

properly nourished at the time of the cutting off of
the alcohol, as a rule, would be physically benefited. To be
sure the cutting off of the supply would create temporary
wide-spread suffering, due to the hunger for alcohol; but
there are very few individuals indeed who would not be
immediately benefited if intelligently treated, and it is

questionable if the world would not be well rid of the few
whose existence would be cut short by a public invasion of
the individual rights of indulgence.
We all hold together on the advantages of using alcohol

under certain conditions of ill health. We all hold that
under such conditions the good to be gained from its use
overbalances the injury it effects; but we want a general
discussion of the following propositions, namely: (i) The
habitual use of alcohol in small quantities which to super-
ficial observation does no harm, really does physical dam-
age by inducing a habit of dilatation of the arterioles with
secondary results due to throwing undue arterial pressure
on various organs. (2) That any individual using alcohol
even in small doses is in the grasp of the alcohol habit,
and is injured in proportion to the amount ingested and to
the regularity of indulgence. (3) Under all ordinary con-
ditions of health any physical advantage due to the pleas-
ure of indulgence or to the nutritive effects of alcohol is

far outbalanced by its evil effects, which are not perceived
immediately, but are cumulative. (4) That the primary
phj-siological effect of apparent stimulation is only the
beginning of paralysis due to the coagulative effect of the
alcohol on cell peripheries, and that deepening of the ef-
fect to the cell centers reduces vital activity in the cell.

(5) That so-called moderation results in the vast majority
of cases in indulgence that is measurably immoderate,
and usually shortens life, and weakens self-control.

The question that is now before society for its decision is

whether society must suffer the consequences of the gross-
ly ignorant and damaging use of alcohol, in order that
those who are only slightly hurt by moderate indulgence
may be allowed the pleasures of that indulgence: whether
this agent is to remain in force as one of the influences
for ridding the world of those least fit to survive, or
whether this substance, so potent because of its peculiar
properties, is to be placed with things too dangerous for
general use.

East 0r.\nge, N. J. J. M. W. Kitchen, M.D.

A'ctiJ York Medical Journal, Xovember 14, 1908.

Adiposis Dolorosa.—T. Klingman defines this affec-

tion as a hemopathic condition of unknown cause, occur-
ring in women with neuropathic heredity and characterized
by painful fatty swellings occurring in various parts of
the body. The condition is preceded or followed by asthe-
nia. Many other symptoms, varying from a sUght func-
tional derangement to organic degeneration, are incidental

expressions of an inherited unstable nervous system oc-
curring in many other nervous disorders. Treatment is

in an unsatisfactory state. No one remedy gives uniform
results. A few cases have been relieved and one appar-
ently cured by thyroid extract. Removal of the swellings
by operation has proven of great though temporary bene-
fit. The condition is a progressive one. The distinct lesion

is an overgrowth of fatty tissue, and the most constant
organic lesion is in the thyroid gland. In one case, how-
ever, coming to autopsy the gland was normal. The author
adds one personal experience. About forty-five cases alto-

gether are on record.

Generalized Xanthoma Planum in a Child.—A.
Abrahams reports one case unique in the age of the patient
and the general distribution of the lesions. The patient was
a three-and-a-half-year old boy of Russian parentage. At
the age of two and a half years he had scarlet fever.

During the period of desquamation, to quote the boy's
father, "small, pin point pimples appeared here and there
over the body. The pimples after awhile flattened and
became j'ellow. In a short time more of the same kind
appeared and kept on coming," until on the day of presenta-
tion the eruption covered every part of the body except
the scalp and mucous membranes. The chin, neck, upper
and lower extremities, both extensor and flexor surfaces,

thorax, abdomen, groins, and gluteal region, including the

cleft of the nates, were the seat of hundreds of small and
large citron yellow patches, some flat, some slightly raised

at the edges, smooth to the touch, and all typical of xan-
thoma planum, as seen in adults on the upper and lower
eyelids. The eyelids and upper parts of both cheeks were
free from the lesion, contrary to the usual distribution of
the disease. The largest of the patches were found around
the nates and anus. A few good sized ones were to be
seen on the deltoids ; the largest patch was the size of a
cent and the smallest that of a lentil There were no sub-
jective sj-mptoms. There were no constitutional or local

disturbances at the time of appearance of the xanthoma.
The urine was repeatedly examined with negative results.

The child was well nourished and was in the best of health.

Objections on the parents' part have thus far prevented the

author from excising a portion of skin for microscopical
examination.

The Resistant Breathing Tracts.—W. H. FitzGerald
makes a plea for nasal breathing, calling attention to the
carelessness of most parents in allowing their children to

breathe through the mouth, and enumerating some of the
evils which may follow in later life unless the faulty

method of breathing is rectified by proper intervention.

He says, among other things, that when we consider that

faulty breathing is largely responsible as well for nearly
all so-called catarrhal conditions of the upper breathing
tract, for the majority of middle ear difficulties, for a large
percentage of eye trouble, to say nothing of innumerable
affections of the rest of the economy, that we should warn,
not only the medical profession, but also non-medical mem-
bers of society engaged in one of the most corrunendable

of projects, namely, the attempted obliteration of the white
plague—that they are not doing their full dutv- unless they
endeavor to make absolute nasal breathing a universal

practice. In so doing they are not only fighting pul-

monary tuberculosis along rational lines, but practically

every other disease man is heir to as well.

Journal of the American Medical Association, November
14, 1908.

Viscosity of the Blood.—G. W. McCaskej' discusses
the Hterature of the viscosity of the blood and describes

methods of determining it. His own device is simply test-

ing its ascent in a capillary tube under negative pressure,

the tube being standardized with distilled water at a known
temperature. The temperature is important, as the viscos-

ity falls about 2 per cent, with each degree of centigrade
rise, and if there is a marked change in the room tempera-
ture at the time of the test from that of the time of stand-
ardization, corrections have to be calculated. The viscosity

varies considerably under normal conditions, owing to

various causes, among which may be mentioned the injec-

tion of large amounts of water or food. The percentage
of blood corpuscles is accountable for the greater part of
the viscosity, but it is also influenced by substances in the
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plasma. It is probable that this is in some way connected
with the fibrin. Alcohol markedly increases it at once, and
asphyxia influences it more profoundly perhaps than any
other known factor. Hemorrhage lowers it and the effect
is lasting as opposed to the evanescent lowering from
injection of salt solution. In vegetarians, according to
Determann and others, the viscosity is materially lower
than in meat eaters. McCaskey's conclusions are summed
up as follows : "i. The viscosity of the blood is an im-
portant physical property dependent on both the corpuscles
and the plasma, which furnishes a considerable part of the
peripheral resistance to the circulation of the blood. 2.

It undergoes considerable fluctuations as a result of phys-
iological changes connected with food, drink, exercise, etc.

3. Under pathological conditions, the changes are much
greater and the viscosity may be so much increased, as,

for instance, when the blood is charged with carbon dioxid,
that the heart will be embarrassed in overcoming it. 4. The
viscosity of the blood is actually low in the large majority
of cases of chronic Bright's disease owing to existing
hydremia, but there is probably an earlier stage with high
viscosity. 5. It seems probable that an increased peripheral
resistance in the circulation of the blood, due, in part, to
increased viscosity, is at least one of the factors in the
production of the cardiac hypertrophy of Bright's disease.

6. Venesection greatly lowers the viscosity of the blood by
withdrawing its solids and attracting the fluids from the
surrounding tissues. 7. Alcohol introduced into the cir-

culation greatly increases viscosity, and in this way inter-

feres with the peripheral circulation and burdens the heart.

8. The approximate determination of the viscosity of the
blood as a routine clinical procedure is desirable in nutri-

tional and toxic disorders, and should be made by a
method rapid and simple enough to be practicable for
routine use. 9. Individual diseases do not change viscosity

in any characteristic way except as they incidentally modify
the blood. 10. The determination of viscosity should be
made promptly before the corpuscles have time to settle,

for obvious reasons. The use of hirudin, if it leads to

considerable delay, is therefore objectionable unless the

homogeneous mixture of plasma and corpuscles is again
reproduced. 11. The viscosity of the blood is not alto-

gether dependent on its specific gravity, for in fevers the
former may be high and the latter very low."

Pigmentation of the Mouth.—H. G. Anthony enumer-
ates the different forms and, as regards congenital pig-

mentations, he is convinced, in spite of the negative litera-

ture, that the ordinary pigmented mole may occur on the
oral mucosa, and that he has seen one such case himself.

Occurring there, they would usually be melanotic, and he
suggests as likely that the melanosis observed by Roy
{Laryngoscope, 1907, p. 868) antedating an oral endo-
thelioma was really a mole. Acquired pigmentations may
be the result of traumatic hemorrhage, Addison's disease,

scleroderma and phthiriasis. He has not observed or found
records of them being due to arsenic or lichen planus.

The largest number of mouth pigmentations, however, can-

not be credited to any of these disorders, and are almost
invariably located on the mucous membrance of the lips.

They are usually well-defined areas of black pigmentation,
and the patients are frequently unaware of their existence.

Anthony has never observed them in healthy persons, but
has found them on the lips of patients suffering from
gastrointestinal intoxication, diabetes, and neurasthenia.

Transplantation of Vessels, Organs, and Limbs.—

•

Alexis Carrel gives an account of the experimental work
on animals in auto and heterotransplantation of vessels,

organs, etc. He shows that vascular suturing, under asep-

tic conditions and correctly applied, gives excellent results,

but a fault of technique, even very slight, can be followed by
obliterative thrombosis. Success depends less on the way
of handling the needle or passing the threads, than on a

knowledge of the causes determining a deposit of fibrin in

the line of anastomosis, and their removal. Occasionally

after transplantation of veins as a substitute for arteries,

late obliteration may occur, hence this procedure seems to

be a little less safe than the direct anastomosis of artery

with artery. Carrel finds it possible, however, to preserve

the vitality of extirpated arteries in Locke's solution at

low temperature for some days or weeks, so that good re-

sults can be obtained after transplantation, though marked
histological changes take place. Other methods have been
less successful. It is not always true, moreover, that the

transplanted vessel must be from the same species of ani-

mal, but the success is greatest when the species arc most
closely related. Experiments with transplantation of vari-

ous whole organs, such as the kidney and spleen, with re-

establishment of their circulation by vascular anastomosis.

have also been successful and transplanted kidneys have
functionated normally. In case of glands like the thyroid,

parathyroid and ovaries, the reestablishment of the circu-

lation by anastomosis is hardly necessary, though in case

of the ovary it might be advantageous. In heterotrans-
plantation of the intestines the difficulty is to avoid infection

which caused the failure of both of Carrel's experiments of
this nature. Heterotransplatation of rather extensive ana-
tomical regions such as the ear and scalp, with their artery
and vein, has been successfully done in a dog, and Carrel
has succeeded in transplanting a leg from one dog to an-
other. The difficulties here are chiefly surgical, and he
says if further experiments in this line sufficiently demon-
strate that the functions of the transplanted limb are re-

established, it may be permissible to try this operation in

a suitable case on man. In a general way. however, it is

necessary to emphasize that even a method that gives
excellent results on animals must not be directly applied

on man. There are marked anatomical and physiological
differences between the human tissues and organs and those
of the dog and cat, and the methods should be modified
accordingly. The experiments he records have been per-

formed within the past two years, and it is too soon to tell

what may be their practical value.

Endoaneurysmorrhaphy.—R. Matas analyzes a total
of 85 operations by 52 surgeons, up to the present date.

The legitimate mortality of the operation itself he finds

to be 2.3 per cent. ; of secondary hemorrhage, 2.3 per cent.

;

of gangrene, 4.6 per cent. Eliminating 3 of the gangrene
cases in which there was simultaneous injury and ligation

of veins or secondary ligature of an artery, the percentage
of this accideot is 1. 1 only. The total postoperative deaths
from all causes was 7, to 78 recoveries. The percentage
of relapses, which occurred only in the reconstructive oper-
ations (4 in 13, or 28 per cent.) was only 4.7 per cent, to

the total. Matas believes that the fundamental principle

on which the operation is based, viz., that the endothelial
lining of the vascular system which is continued in the
aneurysmal sac, is analogous in its pathological behavior
to the reactions and reparative processes which occur in

the endothelial surfaces of the other serosse, such as the

peritoneum and the pleura, has been absolutely confirmed
by the experience in these 85 cases. They have also dis-

proved Scarpa's law that complete obliteration of the^-es-
sel is an essential to the cure, which result is also sup-
ported by the facts of the suture and repair of arteries.

An important point of the technique is the prophylactic hemo-
stasis, which must be made absolute, and the problem in-

creases in complexity and difficulty the higher the opera-
tion, and Matas mentions the methods and appliances for
this purpose. Experience demonstrates that in all sacciform
aneurysms with a single orifice of communication, the
closure of this orifice by suture without interfering with
the lumen or the capacity of the vessel is to be looked on
as obligatory. The indications for the reconstructive opera-
tion, however, in fusiform aneurysms with separate orifices

of entrance and exit must still be considered sub judice.

In the vast majority of cases of aneurysm of the extremi-
ties the simple obliterative procedure proved satisfactory.

It gives a cure with less risk to the distal parts than either

the ligature or the method of extirpation. The indications

in any given case will not be entirely satisfactory until we
have a sure clinical proof of the adequacy of the collateral

circulation. Korotkow's method of testing the most periph-

eral blood pressure may be the solution of the problem.

Ligation of Innominate Artery.—W. Britt Burns re-

ports a case, the ninth with recovery, of ligation of the

innominate artery. The patient was a colored man, aged
27, suffering from subclavian aneurysm, the innominate
only was tied with a largest sized braided silk ligature

in a "granny" knot drawn just tightly enough to approxi-
mate the vessel walls but not to crush its coats. The liga-

ture came away fifty-one days after the operation while
the wound was being dressed ; the recovery was good prac-

tically in twenty days. Burns tabulates and reviews the

prior operation-showing that unless Burrell's case is counted
as a recovery, the one he reports is alone in the class of

cases where the artery was tied by itself for subclavian

aneurysm.

Cardiovascular Prognosis.—H. W. Cook emphasizes
the importance of examination of the heart and circulation

by life insurance examiners. Cardiovascular diseases are
increasing and especially among the individuals who apply
for life insurance, and he remarks that examiners are ap-

parently too often satisfied regarding the cardiovascular
system when there is no heart murmur and no irregularity

or increase of rate in the pulse. Competent examination
should practically exclude heart and arterial diseases,

apoplexy, and nephritis from the first year's mortality, and
should largely eliminate them from the first three years.

He gives specifications as to what the examination should
be in the family and personal history of the applicant and
his physical inspection. He lays stress on the use of in-

struments, especially the sphygmomanometer, and the im-
portance of urinary examinations. He summarizes, in con-

clusion, as follows : "The combined cardiovascular dis-
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eases constitute the largest element in general mortality,

and are even more important elements in insured mortality.

The evidence of incipient cardiovascular disease are dis-

coverable in many cases by careful attention to the details

of the examination. Greater care and thoroughness in this

particular would produce a large saving in insurance mor-
tality, especially during the first five years."

The Lancet, November 7, 1908.

A Case of Thymic Death.—The patient reported by
M. S. Smith was a boy of eight months, who died sud-
denly in a convulsive seizure in his mother's arms. He
had always been in good condition and never sick. Rickets,

syphilis, and tuberculosis could all be excluded. On re-

moving the ribs and sternum a greatly enlarged thymus
gland was exposed. This consisted of two large lobes, each
two and a half inches in length, which completely covered
the trachea. From the upper part of each lobe a prolonga-
tion extended posteriorly. Thus the two. lobes and their

prolongations very nearly encircled the trachea. The weight
of the gland was one ounce (28 1-3 grams). The
lymphatic glands of the thoracic and abdominal cavities

were all greatly enlarged, especially those of the latter,

which formed a solid mass in the mesentery. There was
no sign of any caseation, neither were the cervical and
inguinal glands markedly enlarged. The brain, the heart,
the kidneys, the liver, and the spleen were all normal.
There were ecchymoses on the surface of the lungs, which
otherwise were healthy. The stomach and the intestines

showed no signs of gastroenteritis or of any congestion,
but all the lymphoid glands in the walls were very promi-
nent and stood out from the surface of the gut. The
tonsils were moderately enlarged and adenoids were pres-
ent.

The Palliative Treatment of Inoperable Cancer.—
H. L. Drage discusses this question, adding certain re-
marks concerning some of the recent developments in

therapeutics considered from the chemical standpoint. He
declares that in the use of internal remedies for the pur-
pose indicated it is necessary to make such an alteration in
the blood as will increase the puwer of the human econ-
omy to starve the parasitic growth, to check the changes
which are the result of the life of ;i parasite in the body,
and to introduce an obstacle in tht- I'.rowth of fresh foci
of disease. He claims that it is po^ ible to treat cancer
with a varying degree of success by a method which con-
sists in administering such drugs as cinnamic and coumaric
acids or their sodium salts, which produce a leucocytosis,
especially when they are accompanied by the local treat-
ment of the disease, when this is possible, by such sub-
stances as the oleate of copper and the oxide of antimony.
The position which leucocytosis occupies with reference
to the curative action of these remedies is necessarily a
speculative one, and it is more than probable that it is an
alteration in the serum which is the factor of the greatest
importance. The drug which he uses is the orthocoumar-
ate of sodium in a 22 per cent, solution in water, injecting
25 minims subcutaneously up to thrice weekly. In addition
to this he gives either cinnamic aldehyde in doses of
one minim in capsules three times daily after meals, or 5
grains of acetylo-coumaric acid (tylmarin) in a similar
way. In addition he adds antimony oxide (pulvis antimo-
nialis) in one grain doses with the view of applying a
destructive agent to the growths. He has also used plas-
ters containing oleate of copper, an ointment of this rem-
edy with equal parts of thorium oleate ; also ovules of the
same for insertion in the rectum and vagina.

British Medical Journal, November 7, 190S.

Ophthalmia Neonatorum Treated by Zinc Ions.—
H. K. Ramsden describes the recent treatment of a case,
claiming that many cases of corneal opacity can be prevent-
ed by the method employed. The conjunctiva of the dis-

eased eye was everted and a positive electrode which con-
sisted of some cotton-wool saturated in a 2 per cent, solu-
tion of zinc sulphate was applied. The nurse held the neg-
ative electrode in the child's hand. The battery employed
was an ordinary bichromate battery, which gave twenty
volts, and half a milliampere current was passed for three
minutes. Twelve hours after the application the inflam-
mation was subsiding and another application was made.
Two days later the case was cured. In the author's experi-
ence the case ordinarily treated by silver nitrate or pro-
targol applications (twice a day) would have taken four-
teen days and would have been an anxious one.

Stomatitis Parasitica.—G. A. Stephens was called

to see a child suffering from this affection, the patches on
the tongue and cheeks being so thick as to prevent the pro-
trusion of the former. The pain felt by the child was con-
siderable, so he was chloroformed and his mouth cleaned
out. The question of causation came up for consideration.

The disease is one that is very intimately associated with
filth, but in this case the child, aged 2 years, and the only

one, had no opportunities of roaming for filth. After much
cogitation on the part of the mother, she suddenly remem-
bered that a few days before the attack she had left him
on the lawn for a few moments, to find him on her return
nibbling a piece of bread that a bird had dropped within
grabbing reach of him. She cleaned the mouth as well
as she could, and thought no more of the incident until

searching for some e-xplanatory cause.

Insufflation in the Newly Born.—W. C. Adams reports
the birth of a child by breast presentation. The labor pains
had almost ceased from exhaustion, and the extraction of
the head was a matter of some difficulty. The child was
born apparently asphyxiated, and artificial respiration was
begun. At the end of a quarter of an hour there were no
voluntary efforts at inspiration, and the body was pale and
cold. The author then thought of insufflation, and, taking
the rubber tubing off a feeding bottle, succeeded without
difficulty in introducing it into the glottis. Placing the
other end in his mouth, he inflated the child's chest with
his breath. He did this twice, and then, to his extreme
gratification, a distinct voluntary inspiration occurred.
After repeating this maneuver twice more the breathing of
the child became thoroughly established, regular and deep,
and the face and limbs began to assume a natural color.

The child was shivering with cold. It had now been ex-
posed nearly an hour, entirely naked and wet in a room a

little over 60° F. It was given a hot bath and wrapped in

warm cotton-wool, but the jaw still chattered. It made
no attempt to suck, and could with difficulty be got to

swallow a little hot milk and water. The child shivered
without intermission for twenty-four hours, and then it

died, apparently from cold and exposure. The author says
that the great disadvantage of the usual methods of artifi-

cial respiration is the inevitable exposure of the body ac-

customed to a temperature of nearly 100° F. to one which
averages 30 to 40° F. lower. The insufflation method can
be practised even while the infant is in a warm bath. His
general results with insufflation have been satisfactory.

Cancer in Travancore, South India.—W. C. Bentall
summarizes his study of cancer in the region indicated,

which embraces 1,700 cases collected from various localities.

He notes that the age of ma.ximum occurrence is some
twenty years younger than in Great Britain. The over-
whelming predominance as to site has been on the buccal
mucosa. The prevalent habit of chewing the betel nut in

India may have a bearing on this point. The female
genitals are another favorite seat, as the native women
rarely seek medical advice when thus affected. The au-
thor describes in detail the histological peculiarities of the

buccal growth and adds some points of interest as to his

methods of treatment and as to the betel nut chewing habit.

The method of chewing in Travancore is usually to take a

few bits of areca nut, and placing them in the mouth to

chew for half a minute, and then, smearing the betel leaf

with slaked lime, to add that. This is said to produce a

pleasant, sweet taste, and the increased saliva becomes
bright red in color ; some swallow this, others spit it out.

In about five minutes a portion of the prepared tobacco
leaf is added, and the whole is chewed into a bolus, and
located in the sulcus between the cheek and the lower jaw.
Some keep it there for about a quarter of an hour until it

has no taste, and then eject it, while others keep it in for a

long time, even up to six hours. If the proportion of lime

be increased, there is marked burning sensation and local

anesthesia lasting for several hours. If the tobacco be
increased there are all the symptoms of nicotine poisoning.

Many men with their betel can work hard all day without
any food.

MiiHchener medisinische JVochenschrift, November 3, 1908.

The Virus of Smallpox.—Prowazek and de Baure-
paire filtered the virus of smallpox through filters having
the closest pores, yet were able to produce with the filtrates

lesions in the corneas of rabbits characterized by the

presence of Guarnieri corpuscles. Filtration through col-

loidal membranes seemed to keep the virus out of the

filtrates, no inoculation of rabbits being possible after this

procedure. Smears of the material retained by the mem-
branes showed the presence of perfectly round bodies
smaller than the smallest bacteria ; these bodies took the

red and azure stains. The blood of smallpo.x cases seems
to contain but little virus for inoculation with it taken from
various organs was usually negative ; no antibodies could
be shown to e.xist in the blood. These results justify the

conclusion that smallpo.x is an ectodermal disease, and
immunity to it depends upon some condition of the skin

which can be produced by active disease only. The ex-
citants of smallpo.x seem to require a symbiotic organism, a

streptococcus, to produce the characteristic lesions of the

disease ; inoculations with the virus in the absence of
streptococci were unsuccessful. Complement in the shape
of normal serum is likewise required to activate the virus.
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Deutsche mcdhinische Wochenschrift, Oct. 22 and 29, 1908.

Indications for Chondrotomy in Apical Tuberculosis.
—Harrass says that the principal indication for chon-
drotomy is given by the existence of incipient apical tuber-

culosis in consequence of an advanced ossification of the

cartilage of the first rib. Advanced lesions in the lungs
and foci in other organs counterindicate surgical inter-

ference with the ribs. If the mere shortness of the first

rib is thought to favor the progress of a tubercular lesion

operation may be undertaken only after respiratory gym-
nastics have not proved successful in bettering tlie ex-
pansion of the apices. Every operation of this character'

should be preceded by careful examination with the .r-rays

for the combination of ossification with primary anomalies
of the rib cartilage are factors in making the prognosis
worse, and in some cases may serve to contraindicate
operative treatment. Postoperative treatment should con-
sist in respiratory gymnastics combined with the usual
tonic treatment of tuberculosis. The cases for the opera-
tion should be carefully selected, for the promise of suc-

cess from the operation does not apply to each and every
tuberculous patient with ossification of rib cartilages.

Cystoscopy and Catheterization of Ureters in Chil-
dren.—Portner says that diseases of the bladder and
of the kidneys are much rarer in children than in adults :

they are much harder to diagnose because of the difliiculty

of interpreting the complaints of young children. Stone
of the bladder, however, is more easily diagnosed by clin-

ical observation and the study of the child's complaints
than other conditions. Frequently, therefore, the cysto-

scope and the ureteral catheter must be used, but these in-

struments must be employed only if absolutely necessary
The study of the urinary sediment should point out the
best procedure to adopt. No cystoscopic examination
should be performed in cases of bladder or kidney com-
plaints that are not accompanied by abnormal urinary find-

ings ; separation of the urines is likewise useless in such
conditions. Hematuria which forms a part of a hemor-
rhagic diathesis or is a mere symptom of severe nephritis

is likewise not adapted to instrumental examination ; mere
pyuria that responds to the usual treatment does not re-

quire cystoscopic examination. If, however, doubts as to

diagnosis still exist after hematuria or pyuria had continued
for four weeks the question can and should be solved by
the use of the cystoscope or the ureteral catheter. Cystos-
copy and catheterization of the ureters is possible in fe-

male children after the first year of life; in male children
the cystoscope may be introduced after the second year
while the catheter cannot be used until the boy is eight

years old. Special instruments must be used, the cysto-
scope being No. 12 in Charrierc's scale and the urcteroscope
Charriere No. 17. The procedures are not dangerous, but
usually require full anesthesia to aliolish the bladder re-

flexes ; functional diagnosis of the kidneys may be com-
bined with the separation of the urines by the ureteral

catheters. Portner reports a number of illustrative cases
in which he used these instruments for the purposes of
diagnosis or of treatment of suitable conditions in chil-

dren.

Vasomotor Trophic Neuroses.—Cassirer classifies

under this term acroparesthesia, Raynaud's disease, ery-
thromelalgia, sclerodermy, sclerodactyly, and angioneurotic
edema. These conditions usually affect the tips of external
organs, for example, the tip of the nose or of the chin,

tips of fingers, of toes, and of cars. They are all due to

some disturbance in the sympathetic innervation of the
parts, and are all functional, in so far as no anatomical
changes that could explain the symptoms have been dis-

covered. Their general prognosis is good, as organic
disease rarely follows them. Yet their course is obstinate

and very chronic, with frequent exacerbations. .Acropares-
thesia is marked by unpleasant and queer sensations that

usually affect the hands and forearms ; loss of sensation

may also be present in one or two fingers. Its prognosis
as to recovery is not very good, but long intermissions are

frequent. Prophylaxis consists in avoiding all external
injurious factors, such as cold, wet, chemicals, etc. The
treatment consists in the application of electricity, of warm
compresses, and of gymnastic measures. Raynaud's disease

in advanced cases is marked by gangrene of the finger tips

;

more frequently there is redness, some swelling, and very
intense pain. It is usually limited to one or two fingers and
occurs in successive attacks. Treatment is symptomatic,
the pain often requiring the administration of opiates.

Erythromclalgia is marked by redness and pain of the

extremities ; as a rule, the lower extremities are affected,

thus differing from Raynaud's disease. Treatment is

likewise symptomatic; elevation of the limbs, cold com-
presses, etc., may be tried. Angioneurotic edema may
appear anywhere in the body and may affecJ the skin,

mucosa, muscles, joints, etc. It is possible that the condi-

tion may even affect the meninges. General treatment, with

special attention to the diet and the functions of the

bowels, promises most relief in this condition. Arsenic and
quinine are sometimes quite useful in relieving the edema.

Polycythemia and Blood Pressure.—Aloller has made
many esiiniations of bloed pressure, together with counts

of red blood cells in neriiial and sick persons, and concludes

that there is no direct relation between the number of cells

and the height of bleed pressure. Increase of pressure

does not increase the number of cells in peripheral blood,

and polycythemia cannot affect a rise in pressure. The
latter must be looked upon as the result of changes in the

elasticity of the vessel walls, whether such change be

caused "by the increase of connective tissue in the larger

vessels or by a contraction in the smallest arterioles, due

to some toxins circulating in the blood.

French •and Italian Jotirnats.

Nev? Method of Diagnosis and Classification of

Scolioses of Adolescents.— J. Gourdon classifies

scolioses in adolescents by the symptom rotation of the

vertebra. This always exists, and precedes the appearance

of the lateral deviation ; it causes the scoliotic deformi-

ties which arc most rebellious to therapeutics. Hence it is

logical to follow its evolution, know its manifestations,

and characterize it so as to establish a useful prognosis.

He places the patient standing and then causes him to

flex the body to the horizontal line. In dorsal scoliosis if

the two sides of the back are on the same plane there is

no dorsal scoliosis. A posterior increased elevation of the

ribs without deformity of the sides means a benign scolio-

sis. A posterior costal deformity with the appearance of

an obtuse angle is a scoliosis of medium gravity. A pos-

terior deformity of the ribs with an acute angle is a very

grave scoliosis. In lumbar scoliosis the patient must be

examined standing and in anterior flexion of the trunk. If

the two regions at the sides of the lumbar spine are alike

there is an absence of scoliosis. If there is a paraspinal

projection in the vertical position there is lumbar scoliosis.

If in anterior flexion there is a lessening of the subeleva-

tion the case has a good prognosis. If it remains it is of

medium gravity. If it is exaggerated the prognoss is

bad. Scolioses of the first two degrees are curable. Those

of the third are not.—Archives Provingales de Chirurgie,

No. 4, 1908.

Diffuse Adenoma of the Cervix Uteri.—H. Hartmann
and P. Lecene present a case of diffuse adenoma of

the cervix uteri, and discuss its relation to cancer.

These growths have a very slow evolution, and during

the time that they are growing a cancer would have

attained a much greater size than does the adenoma.

In the author's case there was an immense ulcera-

tion of the cervix, ending abruptly, the growth not

extending beyond its boundaries. Neither did it cc-

tend deeply into the tissues, being limited by the

muscleconnective tissue layer of the cervix. The
body of the uterus and the broad ligaments were iiot

involved. The cavity of the cervix was filled with

vegetations which consisted of many cavities lined

with cylindrical epithelium similar to that lining the

mucous glands of the cervix. The growth consisted

of degenerated mucous glands apparently included by

a basement membrane. The diagnosis of this affec-

tion from uterine cancer is not possible by symptoms
alone, and only the examination of the growth after

removal will serve to perfectly differentiate it from
cancer. Its lack of infiltration and the integrity of

the fundus and broad ligaments is an important point

in diagnosis. The authors believe that these growths
are benign, thus differing materially from

^
cancer.

—

Annalcs de Gynecologic ct d'Obstetrique, April, 1908.

Ureterovaginal Fistulae Following Abdominal Hys-
terectomy.—Carlos Lcpoutre says that ureterovaginal

fistuls are generally found after vaginal hysterectomy, but

they occur also after atypical abdominal operations done

for large growths, cancerous and fibromatous, and ad-

herent salpyngitis. Here the ureter is so involved in

the growth that it is impossible to follow it out and it is

cut in the removal of the tumor. This troubles the

patient principally by the flow of urine from the vagina

which is continuous, day and night, standing or sitting,

and is not controlled by the abdominal muscles. But the

walls of the ureter become diseased and thickened, the

track may become closed and pyonephrosis occur, and the

amount of urine diminishes. To the clinical symptoms
for diagnosis must be added the results of examination of

bladder, vagina, kidneys, and urethra. Liimbar pairi and

pyonephrosis may be detected by examining the kidney.

The orifice in the vagina may be found, and a tampon
becomes saturated with urine. Vesicovaginal fistula is

excluded by injecting a colored fluid into the bladder

which does 'not appear in the vagina.

—

Journal dcs Sciences

Mcdicalcs de Lille. June 6, 1908.
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Atlas der Pathologischanatomischen Sectionstechnik.
Von Prof. Dr. M. Westenhoeffer. Mit 34 Abbildungen.
Berlin : Verlag von August Hirschwald, 1908.

This is a pamphlet of fifty pages giving the methods of

postmortem examination used by the author. The text is

clear and concise, and the illustrations give a good idea

of the topographical anatomy of the body as it appears
step by step during the autopsy. Histological methods are

not included in the scope of the book, nor are the normal
weight and size of organs given.

Diseases of Infancy and Childhood. Their Dietetic,

Hygienic, and Medical Treatment. A Textbook De-
signed for Practitioners and Students in Medicine. By
Louis Fischer, M.D., Attending Physician to the Wil-
lard Parker and Riverside Hospitals of New York City;

Attending Pediatrist to the Sydenham Hospital; Former
Instructor in Diseases of Children at the New York
Post-Graduate Medical School and Hospital, etc., etc.

;

Fellow of the New York Academy of Sledicine. Sec-

ond Edition. With 303 Illustrations, several in colors,

and 27 Full-page Half-tone and color Plates. Philadel-

phia: F. A. Davis Company, igo8.

The second edition of Dr. Fischer's book is improved by
the addition of a new article on Hypertrophic Pyloric
Stenosis, by the description of the new methods of diag-
nosing tuberculosis, and by the elaboration of some
other parts of the book. Advantage has been taken of
the reissue of the book to remove the offensive legend
proclaiming the superiority of the work, but no corrections
have been made in the many inelegancies of style that in-

terfere very much with the reader's attention to the sub-
ject matter. The fact that a second edition has been
called for within six months shows that the volume has
found favor with medical readers ; in consideration for

them the book should have been carefully edited before
being reissued.

A Manual of Midwifery. By Thomas Watts Eden,
M.D., CM. (Edin.), F.R.C.P. (Lond.), F.R.C.P. (Edin.)

;

Obstetric Physician with Charge of Out-patients, and
Lecturer on Practical Midwifery and Gynecology, Char-
ing Cross Hospital; Physician to Out-patients, Queen
Charlotte's Lying-in Hospital ; Surgeon to In-patients,

Chelsea Hospital for Women ; Examiner in Midwifery
and Diseases of Women to the University of Oxford,
University of Leeds and the Conjoint Board of the
Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons With 42
Plates and 236 Illustrations in the Text. Second Edi-
tion. Chicago : W, T. Keener & Co., 1908.

In the preface to the first edition of this book Dr. Eden
stated that his purpose was to give a concise account of
the theory and practice of midwifery; the call for a second
edition within two years, at a time when new books on
obstetrics appear so often, shows that he has attained
his aim to the satisfaction of a wide circle of readers.
The book is unusually full of the chapters dealing with
the development of the human ovum and the physiology
and pathology of the placenta, the original work and wide
reading the author has done in this field peculiarly fitting

him to deal with these questions. His lucid account of
normal pregnancy is followed by the consideration of the
phenomena and the management of labor and the puerper-
ium, the facts being presented from the practical standpoint
of the practitioner. Sufficient space is then allotted to the
care of the newborn child, while the commoner obstetric
operations are described in the last part of the book.
Throughout the greatest accent is placed upon the neces-
sity of asepsis in all obstetric work and the methods of
procuring such asepsis in practical work are given at
length. The present issue is enlarged to about fifty pages
of text, by a new series of illustrations of "the normal and
contracted pelvis, and by a full set of plates illustrating the
application of forceps. The book is unreservedly recom-
mended to the student of medicine and to tho busy prac-
titioner.

The Law in General Practice. Some chapters in every-
day Forensic Aledicine. By Stanley B. Atkinson,
M.A., M.B., B.Sc. of the Inner Temple, Barrister-at-
Law ; Justice of the Peace for the County of London;
Member of the Central Midwives' Board ; Hon. Secre-
tary of the Medico-Legal Society (Lond.). London:
Henry Frowde, and Hodder & Stoughton, igoB.

This is an uncommonly entertaining volume on an im-
portant and much neglected subject. There are eight
chapters, entitled, respectively. Practical cautions and pre-
cautions ; Medical evidence and medical witnesses; Medical
certificates and reports; The law of defamation in

relation to the medical practitioner; Negligence and mal-
praxis in medical practice; Some difficult clinical occasions;
Cases arising in the coroner's court, and Some limitations
of medical evidence. The sixth chapter, on "Some difficult

clinical occasions," discusses several topics, such as : Spon-
taneous and criminal abortion. Anesthesia, Determination
of age in the living. Drunkenness, Epilepsy, Good Health,
Management of acute mental cases. Pregnancy late in life.

Undue influence; Poisoning, Threatened or attempted sui-

cide : Treatment of criminals and their victims. The legal

cases cited are English, but the general principles of law
which underlie the cases and decisions will, as a rule, apply
equally in this country. In a few minor details such as the
relations of physicians to the police, the practice in the two
countries is slightly diff^erent, but these do not detract in the
least from the real value of the work. The book is writ-
ten by one who is conversant with, and has graduated in,

both law and medicine, who has moreover a wide acquaint-
ance with general literature and an ample knowledge of
human nature ; and there is not a chapter in the volume
which will not prove interesting and instructive to the
general practitioner.

A Manual of Clinical Diagnosis. By James Campbell
Todd, Ph.B., M.D. Associate Professor of Pathology,
Denver and Gross College of Medicine (University of
Denver) ; Pathologist and Clinical Microscopist to

Mercy, St. Anthony's, and the Denver City and County
Hospitals. Illustrated. Philadelphia and London : W.
B. Saunders Company, 1908.

The aim of the author of this volume, as stated in the

preface, is to "present a clear and concise statement of
the more important laboratory methods which have clinical

value, and a brief guide to the interpretation of results:

it is designed for the student and practitioner, not for the
trained laboratory worker." The author has fulfilled this

purpose most satisfactorily, and the student and practi-

tioner will find in this volume a sufficiently full account of

the various examinations they will be required to make,
of sputum, gastric contents, urine, blood, feces, etc. The
methods given are practical and do not require either com-
plicated and costly apparatus or an unreasonable expendi-
ture of time. The space allotted to the different topics

is well proportioned, the tests are well selected, the de-
scriptions are accurate and clearly expressed ; the book
is well printed and illustrated, and is of convenient size,

and can be confidently recommended to the student and
practitioner as one of the most useful works on the sub-
ject.

Pain. Its Causation and Diagnostic Significance in Inter-

nal Diseases. By Dr. Rudolph Schmidt, Assistant in

the Clinic of Hofrat von Neusser, Vienna. Translated
and Edited by Karl M. Vogel, M.D., Instructor in Path-
ology, College of Physicians and Surgeons, Columbia
University : Clinical Pathologist and Assistant Attend-
ing Physician, St. Luke's Hospital ; and Hans Zinsser,
A.M., M.D., Instructor in Bacteriology, College of Phy-
sicians and Surgeons, Columbia University; Assistant
Pathologist, St. Luke's Hospital. Philadelphia and
London: J. B. Lippincott Company, 1908.

.\ctuated by the realization of the fact that the young
physician is but rarely able to utilize in diagnosis the

subjective complaint of pain, so often heard from patients.

Dr. Schmidt has analyzed this symptom and has classi-

fied its causes and its significance in internal diseases.

He first points out the information to be obtained from
the patient in order to render the complaint of pain
as little vague as possible; such information consists in

determining the topography of pain, its time intensity,

quality, and the influence of such factors as position, mo-
tion, pressure, food, drugs and the exercise of function.

Consideration of the topography of various painful sensa-
tions closes the general analysis, and the study of specific

instances of pain is opened with the description of the
painful sensations that can be traced to the nervous sys-

tem. Organs of motion are then considered, followed by
a chapter treating of pain observed in connection with
the digestive apparatus. This, the most important chap-
ter of the book, abounds in practical hints for the utiliza-

tion of the subjective complaints of patients in analyzing
their sources. Finally, the urinary system, the spleen, the
organs of respiration and of circulation are considered.
The book is of value in so far as it fills a deficiency both
in medical literature and in the teaching of medicine; its

practical worth, however would be much enhanced by con-
densation and by the substitution of direct statements for
the frequent and distracting circumlocutions of the author.
The translators have added to the completeness of the

book by summarising the researches of Head in regard
to the cutaneous areas of tenderness accompanying viscer-

al disease and by reproducing the diagrams of that author
giving the areas of referred pain and tenderness.
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^iiru'ty Sports.

AMERICAN GASTROENTEROLOGICAL ASSOCIA-
TION.

Eleventh Annua! Meeting, Held at Chicago, III., June

I and 2, 1908.

(Special Report to the Medical Record.)

Monday, June i

—

First Day.

The President, Dr. John P. Sawyer of Clevel.^nd in the
Chair.

The President's Address.—Dr. Sawver, in his open-

ing address, first referred to the recent death of Dr. John

Dutton Steele of Philadelphia, who was one of the earlier

members of the Association, and whose personal qualities

and professional attainments had won the highest esteem

of his colleagues. The speaker then briefly reviewed the

work of the Association during the past year, and called

attention to the fact that its membership was composed of

surgeons, pathologists, physiologists and internists, and

that such a composite membership could not but result in

broad discussion, and in an eliminative consideration of

the ideas presented.

Ischochymia.— Dr. Frank Hall Murdoch of Pittsburg

defined ischochymia an an affection characterized by the

constant presence of food in the stomach, even in the

fasting state. It might be acute or chronic. Whether

acute ischochymia, or acute dilatation of the stomach, as

it was termed by Boas, Hunter, and others, was due to a

paralysis of the gastric muscles, or to a spasmodic con-

traction, or to both, was as yet undecided. It was usually

brought on by some gross error in diet, though it occa-

sionally followed chloroform anesthesia. Out of 64 cases

known, 47 proved fatal. Of the total number of cases,

29 followed chloroform anesthesia, and in eleven of these

the operation had not involved the abdomen, but was at

points remote from it. The chronic form was caused (i)

by mechanical obstruction of the pylorus
; (2) by absolute

or relative weakness of the expulsive forces; in other

words, atonic conditions of the muscularis. Usually, in

ischochymia resulting from stenosis of the pylorus, only

the coarser particles of food were found in the stomach

in the morning before the patient had eaten anything, the

finer particles and the liquid contents having passed into

the intestine. On the other hand, when stagnation of food

was due to atony of the gastric musculature, the coarser

particles of food would pass through the pylorus, and only

a small quantity of the finer particles would be found in

the stomach in the morning before the patient had taken

any food. In the treatment of ischochymia due to me-

chanical obstruction of the pylorus, surgical interference

was demanded if the obstruction was due to malignant

stenosis, to benign stenosis of high degree which would not

yield to medical treatment, to adhesions of the pylorus

to neighboring organs, to cicatricial bands, or to tumors

which by pressure obstructed the outlet of the stomach.

Formerly operation was considered necessary in all cases

of benign stenosis of the pylorus, of whatever degree, but

now we know that such was not the case, for under proper

medical treatment, including diet and lavage, many pa-

tients entirely recovered.

Dr. G. W. McCaskev of Fort Wayne was inclined to

question the correctness of the limit of seven hours as the

time. in which a healthy stomach should empty itself, and

beyond which a case should be labeled ischochymia.

Dr. Max Einhorn of New York agreed with Dr. Mc-

Caskey that the name ischochymia should be restricted

to those cases in which the stomach had not emptied itself

by morning, and that those cases in which food was pres-

ent six or seven or eight hours after a meal should be

regarded as cases of atony of the stomach.

Dr. Franklin W. White of Boston said if we defined

ischochymia as a condition in which there was a food

stasis of twelve hours or longer, the probabilities were then

that we were dealing witli an obstructive condition, and

most of those cases would eventually go to the surgeon.

Dr. Henry Wald Bettmann of Cincinnati said the

important point was to determine whether the stomach was

able to propel the food through the pylorus in sufficient

amount to nourish the patient. The greatest single ad-

vance that had been made in the treatment of ischochymia

was that of Kussmaul, in 1868, when he introduced the

stomach tube into clinical medicine, and he subsequently

reported a number of cases of very advanced stenosis of

the pylorus which were relieved by gastric lavage.

Dr. Alfred D. Kohn of Chicago said it had been the

experience of many that gastroenterostomy for benign

stenosis, so called, was frequently followed by fatal ulcers

of the jejunum. In cases where hyperchlorhydria existed,

and an immediate operation was absolutely essential, it

would be advisable to resort to a preliminary jejunostomy

until the urgent symptoms had cleared up.

Dr. John A. Lichty of Pittsburg said the operation

that should be done to relieve this condition was pyloro-

plasty, and when the surgeons became more familiar with

the technique of that operation he believed the death rate

following it would be no higher than that of gastroenter-

ostomy.

Dr. J. C. Johnson of Atlanta thought there was some-

thing distinctive about ischochymia which could not be al-

together explained by the degree of stenosis or the degree

of impairment of the gastric musculature, and we should

always be very guarded in making our diagnosis.

Dr. John P. Sawyer of Cleveland mentioned a case

coming under his observation which bore upon the obser-

vation of Dr. Einhorn that mechanical obstruction need

not be present in connection with ischochymia.

A New Method of Estimating the Permeability of the

Pylorus, and an Attempt of Testing the Pancreatic

Function Directly.— Dr. Ma.\ Einhorn of New York had

beads of different sizes attached to a silk thread and had

them swallowed in order to see whether they passed the

pylorus or not. In normal conditions they would pass; in

stenosis they would remain in the stomach. As the length

of the thread in itself was not a sufficient guide to decide

whether the bead was in the duodenum or not, we had to

look for a different indicator for that purpose. He first

used beads coated with mutton tallow ; later, beads filled

with methylene blue and coated with mutton tallow. As

the fat was dissolved mainly in the duodenum, a green or

blue color of the urine would show that the bead had al-

ready passed the pylorus. This occurred in from three to

five hours. He tied another similar bead for control pur-

poses to the thread at a distance of SO centimeters from the

lips. This bead could not pass through the stomach. For

the purpose of testing the pancreatic function, Dr. Einhorn

had constructed a duodenal bucket, on the same principle

as the stomach bucket, but much smaller. This bucket,

tied to a long string of braided silk, with a mark at 75

centimeters, was placed in a gelatin capsule and given

about one hour after a small meal. It was left in the

digestive tract for three hours, and then was slowly with-

drawn. It was still better to have the patient swallow

the bucket before retiring and withdraw it in the morning

in the fasting condition. Usually, the bucket returned full.

Its contents might be removed by means of a pipette and

placed in a small porcelain dish.

Dr. Fenton B. Turck of Chicago said that attempts

to explore and determine the condition of the stomach

and duodenum with the aid of capsules had proved of the

greatest service to him in his work.

Dr. G. W. McCaskey of Fort Wayne said that in regard

to the tests with thymus gland, while a positive result

would be of great value, a negative result would be of no

value in determining the absence of pancreatic disease. A
carcinoma might involve half the pancreas and there would

still be enough pancreatic juice to carry on digestion.
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An Explanation of the Motor Activities of the Ali-

mentary Canal in Terms of the Mesenteric Reflex.

—

Dr. Walter B. Cannon of Boston stated that the reflex

for the intestine contraction above and relaxation below

a stimulated point was also proved true of the stomach

and of the lower esophagus. The cardiac and pyloric

sphincters obeyed the same reflex. The alimentary canal

was therefore a unity, made orderly by the local reflex

in the mesenteric plexus. Evidence was at hand indicating

a reversal of this reflex in states of increasing or high

tonus. About a year ago Dr. Cannon said he showed

that the presence of acid in the stomach stimulated the

opening of the pylorus, while the presence of acid in the

duodenum closed the pylorus and prevented the outflow of

food from the stomach. Since that time he had made

some observations, the details of which were still unpub-

lished, in regard to the control of the cardiac sphincter of

the stomach, and those observations indicated that the

cardiac sphincter likewise obeyed this law, namely, that

the presence of acid in the stomach normally kept the

cardiac sphincter closed during digestion, and that the

stimulation below caused the contraction above. The car-

diac and pyloric sphincters therefore obeyed the same

law as that prevailing in the intestines. This observation

he said was not entirely his own. Hirsch, about fifteen

years ago, observed that when acid was introduced into

the duodenum, there was a cessation of discharge from

the stomach. No proof was given, however, that the

effect was on the pylorus. Indeed, the result had been at-

tributed to the effect of the acid on the peristaltic move-

ments of the stomach. It was not until the ^--ray was in-

troduced that we could differentiate between these two

factors of gastric discharge.

Plastic Peritonitis.— Dr. G. W. McCaskey of Fort

\\'ayne reported this case in detail, and showed the speci-

men. The patient was a man about 35 years old who con-

sulted Dr. McCaskey about a year ago on account of

persistent vomiting, abdominal pain and general debility.

The pain was in the lower half of the abdomen, principally

in the right lower quadrant. A diagnosis of appendicitis

had been made by a physician in his home town. The
vomiting of which he complained was irregular in char-

acter ; it sometimes occurred after eating, and sometimes

without reference to meals, and it had been going on for

some months. The vomitus was always of a greenish

color; this did not resemble bile, but had the appearance

of the pigment produced by Bacillus pyocyancus. The
man's temperature remained normal, even perhaps sub-

normal until just before his death. The pulse was also

substantially normal. An analysis of the stomach contents

showed a normal amount of hydrochloric acid. The pa-

tient was finally turned over to Dr. Miles F. Porter of

Fort Wayne for exploratory operation, with the provision-

al diagnosis of plastic peritonitis. The operation showed
the intestines matted together in a peculiar way. It was
impossible to unfold them, and as nothing further could

be done, the abdomen was closed. The case ended fatally,

and the autopsy showed that a slowly progressive peri-

tonitis, probably of long standing, had firmly matted the

intestines together. The plastic exudate forming on the

peritoneal surfaces had gradually contracted the intestines,

longitudinally infolding them close together, and thus ob-

literating at least three-quarters of the intestine.

Cholecystitis.— Dr. Henry Wald Bettmann of Cincin-

nati read this paper (see page 923).

Dr. GusTAv FuTTERER of Chicago asked whether any-

thing could be done to destroy or mitigate the effects of

the typhoid bacilli within the gall-bladder. Ten years ago

he injected typhoid bacilli into the gall-bladder of animals,

and then gave them various kinds of medical treatment

without any effect whatever on the bacilli. Probably the

most logical preparations would be the salicylates. Stadel-

mann of Berlin, who had studied cholagogues all his life,

had come to the conclusion that ox-gall and the salicylates

were the best cholagogues, and as a salicylate was at the

same time a disinfectant, the combination seemed to be a

very good one. Still, Dr. Futterer said he had never seen

any benefit from it. The acute symptoms of cholecystitis

he had found yielded very quickly to oil of wintergreen,

which he preferred to the salicylate of sodium. He knew
of only one method in dealing with typhoidal infection of

the gall-bladder, and that was to open the gall-bladder,

wash it out, and drain it.

Dr. John A. Lichty of Pittsburg asked Dr. Bettmann

how he was able to recognize this pre-gallstone period, and

how he was able to say that a certain case was or was not

one of pure cholecystitis, without the presence of gall-

stones.

Dr. Jesse S. Myer of St. Louis thought Dr. Bettmann

had underestimated, perhaps, the importance of stagnation,

not only in the development of the chronicity of a cholecys-

titis, but also in the formation of gallstones. About 80

or 90 per cent, of gallstone cases were in women, and a

large proportion of those met with in the male sex were in

old men. There must be some definite reason for this, and

the most probable one was that it was due to the stagnation

of bile in the gall-bladder as a result of a disturbance of

intraabdominal pressure. The speaker said he was con-

vinced that pregnancy was not only a factor in the causa-

tion of cholecystitis, but especially in its prolongation.

Dr. Franklin W. White of Boston said that Dr. Bett-

mann's paper emphasized the fact that prevention was

likely to be the only satisfactory medical treatment of gall-

stones. Naunyn of Strasburg had found no evidence of

the dissolving of gallstones by medical treatment except-

ing in two or three instances out of one thousand. The

great difficulty in the way of the preventive treatment

lay in making a sufficiently early diagnosis. In the vast

majority of cases, gallstones probably remained latent for

long periods of time.

Dr. J. C. Johnson of Atlanta said that in the produc-

tion of gallstones emphasis should be laid on the stagna-

tion of bile. As regarded treatment, he believed that such

remedies as phosphate of sodium, oleate of sodium, and

olive oil owed their value to their laxative effect on the

duodenum, thus increasing the patency of the ducts. Any-

thing which favored muscular relaxation of the parts

would favor the passage of the stones.

Dr. Bettmann, in closing, said he thought there was no

longer any doubt that cholecystitis was always due to an

infection, that gallstones only formed in an infected gall-

bladder, and that the causative factor in the majority of

instances was the colon bacillus and in the minority of

cases the typhoid bacillus. The more virulent forms of

infection did not lead to the formation of gallstones, be-

cause they destroyed the mucous membrane of the gall-

bladder. Cholecystitis, the speaker believed, was too often

mistaken for what we termed "spoiled stomach," "acute

intestinal catarrh," "appendicitis," and so on, and if in

those cases we examined the gallbladder region we would

be surprised in how many instances we could actually

demonstrate the presence of an enlarged, inflamed and

therefore very tender gall-bladder. The mere frequency

of acute cholecystitis was proof of the fact that we had

overlooked it. His investigations on the subject had led

him to believe that it was never latent, and that we could

recognize it if we hunted for it. If gallstones were due

to cholecystitis, and we were able to recognize the latter,

were we not neglecting our patients when we did nothing

for them. We knew the cholecystitis preceded the forma-

tion of gallstones, and we might prevent their formation

by keeping up the flow of bile and resorting to the medical

expedients which we knew were successful in reducing in-

flammatory conditions.

The Behavior of Some Indigestible Carbohydrates in

the Alimentary Tract.— Dr. Lafayette B. Mendel of

New Haven reviewed the studies conducted by himself in

the Sheffield Laboratory of Physiological Chemistry at
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Yale University of the digestibility and utilization of vari-

ous polysaccharide carbohydrates recommended for dietetic

purposes in the form of lichens and algae. They were for

the most part not altered by the digestive juices or fer-

mentative organisms of the alimentary tract. Such studies

of the utilization of these products as had already been

completed in the laboratory with which the writer was
connected indicated a very unsatisfactory utilization of

the constituent carbohydrates, which were scarcely attacked

by familiar alimentary enzymes, nor profoundly altered

by such bacterial agencies as they might be expected to

become subject to in the digestive tract of man. The up-

shot of the review was the emphasis which it placed upon

adequate digestion as a prerequisite for the physiological

utilization of carbohydrates, and the preeminent value

of a few specific carbohydrates in nutrition. The lessons

of the experiment warned against the hasty acceptance of

every carbohydrate food product into the category of true

nutrients. We must build upon the foundation of actual

experiments in metabolism. Many of the modern products

doubtless had a deserved place in the dietary in health

or disease as food accessories, serving uses quite apart

from any direct nutrient function. What was true of the

carbohydrate constituents was applicable in many instances

to other components. For example, the writer's experience

with mushrooms, in which the nitrogen was found to exist

largely in the form of unavailable non-protein compounds,

taught further caution in drawing inferences respecting the

nutrient value of such plant products. Perhaps the fact

that so few of the suggested food materials of the kind

under consideration had found favor in any general way,

despite their widespread distribution in nature, was an

almost instinctive expression of their non-nutritive make-

up.

The Nervous Influence on the Production of Sugar in

the Body.— Dr. J. J. R. MacLeod of Cleveland in this

paper, which embraced an exhaustive study of the subject

based upon original experimental work, summarized his

findings as follows : Stimulation of the great splanchnic

nerve caused in dogs intense hyperglykemia, accompanied

by glycosuria and diuresis. It was improbable that the

mechanism involved was one of vascular disturbance of the

liver, for the following reasons: i. Ligation of the

hepatic artery did not produce hyperglykemia. 2. Neither

did obstruction of the blood flow in the portal vein. 3.

When the hepatic nerves were cut, splanchnic stimulation,

although it produced the usual changes in the general blood

pressure, was not followed by hyperglykemia. 4. Direct

stimulation of the hepatic nerves usually caused hyper-

glykemia, but no constant change in blood pressure.

Atropine did not diminish the hyperglykemia due to

splanchnic stimulation.

Tuesday, June 2—Second Day.

Intestinal Sand; One of Its Sources.—Drs. Jesse S.

Myer and Jerome E. Cook of St. Louis, in this paper, said

the term "intestinal sand" should be applied only to sand-

like particles occurring in the feces, and not to larger

bodies, such as had been described by the French and

English authors. The French, under the title of sahle in-

testinale, described bodies ranging from the size of grains

of blotting-sand to that of a pigeon's egg. The subject

was in a rather confused state, because of the confound-

ing of terms. Mucomembranous colitis was considered by

many writers, especially the French, as a causative factor.

The gouty diathesis, appendicitis, constipation and "litho-

genic intestinal catarrh" as a disease per se, had all been

suggested as etiological factors. In the authors' opinion

these conditions seemed to bear little if any relationship

to the phenomenon, the occurrence of the sand in these

cases being, in all probability, accidental. The character

and composition of the sand described varied greatly, the

organic matter, for instance, ranging from 20 to 96 per

cent. The distinctions between "true" and "false" intes-

tinal sand did not seem to be well founded. In the case

reported in detail by the authors, the intestinal sand

proved to be of vegetable origin, and was derived from

the banana. In the stem, as well as in the fruit of the

banana there were vascular bundles accompanied by milk

tubes, symmetrically arranged, and separated from them
by one or two layers of parenchymatous cells. These milk

tubes consisted of a row of vertical cylindrical cells, one

above the other. They contained large, homogeneous,

highly refractive resin balls or masses suspended in a

fluid very rich in tannin. These resin balls, the contents

of the cells, suspended in a fluid rich in tannin, were

affected by the secretions of the intestine in a manner
similar to the action of ferric chloride (by which they

may be artificially detected), hardening the resin and pro-

ducing an insoluble tannate. The authors stated that the

similarity between the sand obtained in their case and

that found in a great number of the cases in the literature

suggested that the substance in those cases was derived

from the same vegetable source as in their own.

Dr. Henry Wald Bettmann of Cincinnati said that

about ten years ago, at a meeting in Cincinnati, specimens

of intestinal sand similar to the artificial ones shown by

Dr. Myer, were exhibited. They were sent to Washington

for examination, and were traced, as in this case, to the

banana.

Dr. John A. Lichty of Pittsburg said he had noticed

that patients who suffered from mucous colitis were apt

to pay close attention to their stools, and some of these

had reported the presence of sand. He had also found it

in the stools of children who had nervous mothers, but

hereafter, instead of attributing its presence to the nervous

mother, he would be on the lookout for the banana.

Dr. Franklin W. White of Boston said that probably

there were other vegetables than the banana that produced

sand in the stools—perhaps of a different character.

Dr. Myer, in closing, said in reply to a question that

they had never made any experiments with the cooked

banana. When one knew of the presence of these grains

in the stools, it was not difficult to see them with the naked

eye, but they readily escaped observation unless carefully

looked for. They appeared as small black granules.

A Comparison of the Guaiac and Benzidin Tests for

Invisible Hemorrhage in Diseases of the Digestive Or-

gans.—Dr. Franklin W. White of Boston said that in

comparison with a guaiac test, the Schlesinger and Hoist

modification of the benzidin test was from five to seven

times as delicate for blood in watery solutions and gastric

contents as the guaiac test, and about twice as delicate for

blood in the feces. The chief advantage of the benzidin

over the guaiac test was the greater value of a negative

result in ruling out hemorrhage, the greater e.ise and

rapidity of its performance, and the greater clearness of

the color reaction in the feces.

Dr. Henry Wald Bettmann of Cincinnati took the ex-

tra precaution of excluding from the patient's diet all

green vegetables for a few days prior to making the test.

Dr. John P. Sawyer of Cleveland said it was not easy

to find assistants who could be relied upon to do this work,

and the references we found in literature as to whether

the benzidin test was negative or positive practically meant

nothing unless we knew the men who carried out the

work.

Dr. John A. Lichty of Pittsburg said that in cases

of suspected gastric ulcer or carcinoma, the test for blood

in the feces might prove negative in patients whose mixed

diet had been stopped, and where the stomach had been

put at rest by restriction to a milk diet. Under such con-

ditions he did not always feel comfortable about the re-

sult of the test, and was rather inclined to believe that a

positive reaction would have occurred if the hemorrhage

had not been checked by diet.

Dr. White in closing said that in green vegetables, the

oxidizing ferments were practically destroyed at the time
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they passed through the alimentary canal, and he did not

think it necessary to exclude them for special examina-

tion. He had found that green vegetables, even with the

gastric contents, interfered very little with the test, and

if we filtered and boiled the contents, we could safely

allow them. In making the test, the finger should not be

used to close the test-tube when it was shaken; rubber

stoppers should preferably be used to avoid a possible

positive reaction due to sweat, etc.

Management of Gastric Ulcer.—Dr. J. W. Bell of

Minneapolis, in a paper on this subject, said the following

conclusions seemed warranted: I. That an early and

complete diagnosis was the first essential in the successful

management of gastric ulcer. 2. That all cases of acute

gastric ulcer were amenable to proper medical treatment,

the only e.xceptions being cases characterized by uncon-

trollable hemorrhage and perforation. 3. That all un-

complicated cases of chronic gastric ulcer were amenable

to proper medical treatment and should be so treated. 4.

That chronic indurated ulcers of long standing, involving

especially the pyloric portion of the stomach, including

their complications and sequela, frequently demanded sur-

gical interference. 5. That the end results following gas-

troenterostomy for the relief of chronic ulcer were not

satisfactory. 6. That the ideal surgical treatment of

chronic indurated ulcer was excision in some form.

Dr. Jesse S. Myer of St. Louis said he had obtained

his best results during the first week with the use of some

form of soluble carbohydrate, and of late he had been

using a prepared flour made of peas, lentils, and barley;

these were partially de.xtrinized, and evidently formed no

solid mass in the stomach. This food showed the finest

possible division. It was first given in a perfectly liquid

state, about the same consistency as milk, and then the

quantity of flour added to it was gradually increased.

Later on, one might add a little milk, and then gradually

bring the patient up to the use of milk in the second week,

and in the course of time add other foodstuffs.

Dr. J. C. Johnson of Atlanta said that in some cases

in which the milk was badly borne, one might use one-third

limewater and two-thirds milk, to which he added half a

teaspoonful of bismuth and bicarbonate of sodium.

Dr. GuSTAV FuTTERER of Chicago said that in the treat-

ment of ulcer cases we should not lose sight of the fact

that they were anemic, and became more so after hemor-

rhage. Anemia played a prominent part in gastric ulcer,

and in the treatment of these cases he considered it of

the utmost importance to attempt at once to bring up the

hemaglobin ; if we did not do that, we delayed the healing

of the ulcer, we prolonged the period of danger of hemor-

rhage and perforation, and later on of carcinoma. Rectal

feeding the speaker regarded as unsatisfactory, even under

the most favorable conditions.

Dr. Fenton B. Turck of Chicago referred to Lenhartz'

method of treating gastric ulcer, and said that the use of

meat in these cases, as recommended by hipi, had been of

unqualified benefit. Meat was especially indicated because

it was quickly digested, particularly when it was first treat-

ed by hydrolyzation. Discussing the question of operation

for gastric ulcer. Dr. Turck called attention to the fact

that Moynihan, in his recent writings, discouraged the idea

of operating in the presence of hemorrhage, and personally

he had become more and more convinced of the inadvisa-

bility of operating in the face of severe gastric bleeding.

Dr. Franklin W. White of Boston said he agreed en-

tirely with Dr. Turck in regard to the question of hemor-

rhage and operation. In Boston they no longed advised

surgical interference in acute gastric ulcer with dangerous

hemorrhage, first, because the surgeons had found it diffi-

cult or impossible to locate the ulcer within a reasonable

length of time; second, because almost every operation of

this kind had thus far proved fatal.

Dr. John P. Sawyer of Cleveland said that in the treat-

ment of acute gastric ulcer, he believed it advisable to

give the stomach a short period of rest, and rely upon
rectal feeding. In spite of what had been said, he still

believed in the advantage of a certain period of complete

physiological rest.

Dr. J. W. Bell of Minneapolis, in closing, said he agreed

with Dr. Sawyer in regard to the advisability of giving the

stomach at least a short period of rest after the occurrence

of hemorrhage, especially in the management of acute

gastric ulcer. The length of that period should depend on
the nature of the case.

THE MEDICAL ASSOCIATION OF THE GREATER
CITY OF NEW YORK.

Stated Meeting, May 18, 1908.

The President, Dr. Robert T. Morris, in the Chair.

Observations on a Case of Cancer of the Mouth.—Dr.

C. Am Ende presented a man, 64 years old, who had been

referred to him by the President, Dr. Robert T. Morris,

and at whose request the case was shown. The man gave

a history of having received an injury to the mouth about

two years ago. This was immediately cauterized and then

treated by various methods, but it failed to heal, and

about a year later a whitish speck developed on the inner

aspect of the cheek and gradually increased in size. The
patient was treated by various physicians without result-

ing benefit, and he stated that he was refused treatment at

the New York Skin and Cancer Hospital. When Dr.

Am Ende first saw him, on December 29, 1907, there pre-

sented on the inside of the cheek an erosion somewhat

larger than a silver dollar, deeper anteriorly than poste-

riorly, and covered by a firmly adherent, whitish, necrotic

mass. There was a similar line of necrosis along the edge

of the gum, which was inflamed and swollen. Removal

of this necrotic tissue revealed an eroded, bleeding surface.

One of the glands in the submaxillary region was enlarged

and indurated and firmly adherent. Scrapings from the

eroded surface were submitted to Dr. F. M. Jeffries, who
pronounced them carcinomatous. The treatment, besides

some bland local applications, consisted of exposure to the

.r-ray, twice weekly, first through the mouth and after-

wards from outside the cheek. The internal treatment

consisted of a teaspoonful of thyroidal fluid extract, three

times daily, and thiosinamin, two grains daily, dissolved

in the thyroidal extract. In addition to this the patient

received one grain of thiosinamin hypodermically three

times a week. Under this treatment the excruciating pain

from which the patient had suffered soon subsided, and

the local conditions rapidly improved. The erosion on the

gum healed in about a month, and that involving the-

cheek was almost completely healed, although the new
mucous membrane was not yet normal in appearance. The

indurated gland in the neck was also considerably smaller.

Dr. Am Ende, in reply to a question, said that injections,

of thiosinamin solution, in his hands, had not produced'

any appreciable pain ; he was inclined to attribute such'

pain to the solvent rather than to the thiosinamin itself.

Remarks on the Ultraviolet Ray, High-frequency

Currents, and Tabes.—Dr. Henry G. Piffard said that

the papers and discussion that made up the symposium on-

progressive locomotor ataxia at the meeting of the Asso-

ciation in March had convinced him that there was still

a great deal of misconception or lack of information among
members of the medical profession in regard to certain

radiological principles. For example, many were to-day

using what they regarded as ultraviolet rays, and exploit-

ing the therapeutic value of this agent, when as a matter

of fact they were employing something entirely different.

The ultraviolet rays belonged to the invisible rays of the

spectrum; they became visible only through certain media,,

and their proportion was increased in certain kinds of

light. Their penetrability through certain substances was.

limited : thus, the glass walls of a tube constituted a very
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serious obstacle to their exit, and in spite of the fact that

a certain writer had published an article entitled "Loco-
motor .Ataxia Successfully Treated with Ultraviolet Rays,"

it was doubtful that they penetrated even through the

entire tnickness of the skin, and that these very superficially

acting rays should penetrate the skin, the fascia, the pro-

tecting cartilaginous and bony walls of the vertebral canal,

and intiuence the tissues of the spinal cord was to him
utterly unbelievable. There were certain substances, how
ever, such as quartz, water, ice, and rock salt, through which

the ultraviolet rays readily passed, and it was well known
that other substances, if exposed to the rays, would respond

by the development of a luminosity and of a color quite

different from that which they ordinarily possessed. To
this condition the name fluorescence had been applied, and
the use of such substances was one of the means adopted

to render the presence of the ultraviolet rays manifest.

Foremost among them was fluorescin; they also included

various kinds of minerals, especially willemite and some of

the calcites. The fluorescent quality of certain substances

could also be demonstrated by other means than the ultra

violet rays, such as the x-rays. Fluorescin, on the con-

trary, while extremely fluorescent under the action of the

ultraviolet rays, failed to respond to the j:-rays, and Dr.

Piffard said he did not know of a single fluid substance

that would fluoresce under the :r-rays, while there were

a good many that would fluoresce under the ultraviolet

rays. The ultraviolet rays from a spark high tension elec-

tric were accompanied by still another class of radiations,

which were distinct from both the jr-rays and the ultra-

vtelet rays; they had been called the Piffard rays, but thus

far he had been unable to classify them. They could be

demonstrated by means of the electroscope, and both phys-

ically and physiologically they were more active than the

ultraviolet rays. They represented a form of radiation

which we did not yet understand. In discussing high fre-

quency currents, regarding which there seemed to be a

great deal of misapprehension. Dr. Piffard said it was to

d'Arsonval that we owed the introduction of high poten-

tial and high frequency currents into clinical medicine,

and that in this country particularly attempts had been

made to confuse the mind of the profession by giving the

name of high frequency to currents which bore no physical

relationship to them. They were originally developed out

of some experiments made by Tesla, who was really one

of the first to produce high frequency currents, while

d'Arsonval was the first to utilize them. To produce such

a current required something more than the mere terminals

of a static machine or coil. The d'Arsonval high frequency

currents were three in number, namely, the derived cur-

rent or "shunt" current ; the "autoconduction," and the

"autocondensation" current. The essential features con-

nected with the production of these currents were: (i) a

suitable capacity, either Leyden jars or a flat condenser;

(2) a solenoid (d'Arsonval) or a spiral (Piffard). If a

static machine was employed as the source of high tension

energy, the large jars were put in place, and the ends of

the solenoid or spiral were connected to the outer arma-

tures of the jars. .After describing in detail the method

of developing the current, the speaker said it had been

quite extensively emploj-ed as a therapeutic measure, either

for the purpose of affecting the general system, or to pro-

duce local changes only. The intensity of the current was

under absolute control, and the effect, locally, might vary

from a slight temporary congestion to absolute necrosis,

which might be produced in a few seconds. Malignant or

semimalignant lesions of the skin, epithelioma, lupus, lupus

erythematosus, and sarcoma when of small size and con-

veniently located, had been destroyed in very many instances

by the caustic spark from a metallic electrode connected to

one terminal of a coil transformer, the other terminal

being grounded or connected to the person of the patient.

The little operation was exceedingly painful for the mo-

ment, but it lasted but two or three seconds at the utmost.

There were many reports in confirmation of this treat-

ment, chiefly from France, where it was first used by
Riviere of Paris about seven or eight' years ago. In con-
cluding his remarks. Dr. Piffard said he would like to ask

of the neurologists present what distinction they made
between tabes and pseudotabes, to which reference had
been made at the March meeting of the Association? In

spite of painstaking investigation, he had been unable to

find two neurologists who agreed as to the symptom-com-
plex upon which the diagnosis of tabes dorsalis should be

made. All agreed that it was unnecessary that all the

symptoms should be present. Some argued that the
Argyll-Robertson pupil should be present; others that it

might be absent, and the same was true of the Babinski

phenomenon and of the loss or diminution of the tendon
reflex. It had appealed to him, the speaker said, very
much as did the popular distinction made between the

mushroom and the toadstool : if you ate it and lived, it

was a mushroom, while if you died, it was a toadstool.

In referring to the use of potassium iodide, Dr. Piffard

said that while his experience with the use of the drug in

tabes was limited, he had used it extensively in syphilis

and had come to the conclusion that it should never be
used in early syphilis and only rarely in late syphilis, of
which tabes was now generally regarded as a manifesta-
tion.

Dr. Leo.vard Weber said the fulgurating process of deal-

ing with cancers by the high frequency spark, which was
first taken up as an adjuvant to surgery by de Keating-
Hart of Marseilles, was now quite extensively tried at

Munich and Heidelberg, where the operator worked in

conjunction with the surgeon and applied the method to

cancers of even large size, particularly those of the breast.

The cancer was first thoroughly excised, and immediately
following this, and with the patient still under complete
narcosis, the high frequency d'Arsonval current was applied

to the exposed tissues, until disintegration or necrosis of

the surface was accomplished. This process usually gave
rise to a decided reaction, with considerable edema and su-

perficial tissue necrosis, together with a free flow of serum,,

followed by good healing. During any extensive cancer

operation, with the more or less prolonged handling of

the tissues entailed thereby, there was always danger of

the cancer cells finding their way into the lymphatics or
open veins, thus increasing the likelihood of metastases,

and it was the claim of Hart and others that by the de-

structive action of the high frequency current the danger
of metastases was largely avoided. The results thus far

seemed to be very encouraging, and the treatment had
recently been adopted at the Cancer Clinic at Heidelberg
by Prof. Czerny, whose reputation for caution and con-

servatism was well known. Coming to tabes. Dr. Weber
said that while he did not wish to pose as an expert on
that subject, quite a number of cases had come under his

observation, and during the years 1890 to 1894, at the

Virchow Laboratory in Berlin, he had examined many
hundreds of cross-sections of tabetic spinal cords in which
the sclerotic process was well marked. These had shown,
as was well recognized, that in a classical case of tabes,

with all the characteristic symptoms, the nerve matter was
replaced by connective tissue, which was distributed in

wavy lines, and was not always confined to the posterior

columns, the wasting disease having its origin in the pos-

terior roots, as we now know. Marie and Guyon have
tried to show that the virus of tabes—we did not know
what it was and it was certainly not the Spirochwta pallida

or its primary toxins—first affected the minute arteries and
lymph spaces of the leptomeninges and thence interfer-

ing with the nutrition of the posterior roots and the pos-

terior columns. There was first an atrophy of nerve-mat-

ter of ganglion fiber, followed by proliferation of con-

nective tissue with its dire results. A sharp distinction

must always be drawn between a classical case of tabes

and one of syphilis tabetica, and it was the cases of latent
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syphilis or syphilis of the spinal system that were favor-

ably affected by mercury and potassium iodide. Upon a

case of classical tabes these remedies had no effect, and

the speaker said he could not recall a single case in which

specific treatment had been of any avail whatsoever. The

same was true of every other form of treatment, ejicept-

ing the palliative effect of the electric current, according

to Erb's method, hydrotherapeutic measures, and the

Frenkel exercises. During the past three months. Dr.

Weber said, he had been experimenting with a preparation

of thiosinamin, which had been used these last ten years

with some success for the purpose of dissolving cicatricial

tissue. More recently it had been recommended as an

adjuvant in the treatment of old strictures of the urethra,

and personally the speaker thought he had seen some good

results from it in three cases of urethral stricture in which

he had resorted to it hj'podermically. It then occurred to

him that it might also prove of service in at least retard-

ing the onward march of tabes, and he had tried it

in three classical cases of at least five or ten years' stand-

ing. In two of these he had not as yet noticed any effect

from the medication, but in the third the lightning-like

pains from which the patient had suffered for five years

disappeared after the sixth injection of 30 minims each.

It was perhaps reasonable and justifiable. Dr. Weber said,

to give this method of treatment a more extended trial in

classical cases of tabes.

Diseases Conveyed by Insects—Dr. John B. Huber,

in this paper, first discussed the common house fly. The

tubercle bacillus, he said, was unquestionably distributed

by flies, and it was equally true that flies helped greatly

to swell the infant death rate. The infant mortality was

greatest in fly time. There were few more congenial

culture media for bacteria than milk, especially amidst

the uncleanliness which obtained in the homes of many
poor people. This fluid readily became contaminated with

the excreta of flies, and with the noxious matter clinging

to their feet. Tuberculosis was thus in some measure

contracted bj' children, as was also dysentery and diar-

rhea. Typhoid fever was certainly disseminated by flies,

although there were, of course, other sources of infec-

tion. Flies polluted the food and drink by means of the

excreta which they carried from dungheaps, ma-

nure pits, and the like. They bred almost ex-

clusively in fecal matter. They certainly disseminated

cholera, and cases of tetanus seemed to have originated

through their agency. Dr. Daniel D. Jackson, in the

course of his work in behalf of the Merchants' Associa-

tion of New York, in his report made the statement that

the fly captured along the river front carried in its mouth

and on its legs 100,000 fecal bacteria. The fly had been

behind the large packing boxes down by the wharf, and

was on his way to the nearest milk pitcher. We had long

looked upon the house fly as a sort of necessary nuisance;

a kind of scavanger which people must put up with who
would persist in uncleanly habits. It was only recently,

however, that we had come to look upon it as a dangerous

pest. Dr. Jackson computed that in New York City it was

the occasion of some 50,000 cases of sickness, of some 650

deaths from tv'phoid, and 7,000 deaths from diarrhea.

We looked upon typhoid as an autumnal fever. If we
counted back two months from the fall rise in typhoid

deaths to the time when the disease was contracted, it

would correspond exactly to the curve of prevalence of

flies and to the curve of rise in deaths from diarrhea]

diseases of both children and adults. It was therefore

erroneous to attribute these diseases to hot weather alone.

Climatic conditions might predispose by reducing the vi-

tality, but they were not the essential cause ; temperature

did not produce the specific germ—the casual agent

—

which invariably accompanied the disease. The activit\'

of the house fly was in proportion to the temperature, and

the times when this insect was most active corresponded

exactlv with the time of contraction of diarrhea and of

typhoid fever. The body louse, it would seem, had possi-

bilities of disease propagation beyond the pruritus and

the local lesions it occasioned. An epidemic of relapsing

fever had been related by Mackie in which the Pediculus

corporis seemed a causative factor, and it was possibly

also a factor in spreading typhoid fever. Among other

disease-conveying insects considered in Dr. Huber's paper

was the bedbug, which seemed to be associated with epi-

demics of smallpox. Tubercle bacilli had been found in

the blood of the bedbug, and Metchnikoff believed that

this insect formed an intermediate host, or at least an

agent, for conveying intermittent fever, a disease very

common in some parts of Russia.

Mr. D.^^NiEL D. Jackson, Director of Laboratories for

the Department of Water Supply, said that during the

Spanish war the fact was well demonstrated that flies

took an active part in the dissemination of typhoid fever.

His investigation had shown that of the cases of typhoid

fever occurring in New York, about 30 per cent, were

brought in from outside, and that the majority of all cases

were due to the transmission of the disease through the

medium of flies. In many sections of the city, the water-

front was strewn with fecal matter, and during the fly

season these pests traveled back and forth from the

wharves to the nearby residences, and thus they were a

prolific source, not only of tj'phoid fever, but also of in-

testinal disorders in children. It could be demonstrated

by a study of the statistics of the Health Department that

deaths from these causes were most frequent in localities

where filth and flies were most abundant.

The President, Dr. Robert T. Morris, said there was
no doubt that many diseases were carried by insects, and

he was glad to see that the subject was receiving the at-

tention it did. In his surgical work he not infrequently

saw phlegmonous lesions resulting from the bite of a

flea or bedbug. If the streptococci and straphylococci

were so readily transported by insects, there was no doubt

that this might also be true of other bacteria. During one

of his visits to the North, Dr. Morris said, he had gained

a bit of information in connection with this subject which

perhaps indicated that nature gave some compensation for

what she did, and that the companionship of some of these

insects was not always an unmixed evil. He had endeav-

ored, during his travels, to instill some elements of clean-

liness into his guides, particularly in regard to the body

lice, with which they were infested, and he was told that

the presence of these insects was a sign of good health.

There seemed to be some evidence that body lice departed

in the face of certain illnesses.

NEW YORK .ACADEMY OF MEDICINE.

SECTION ON MEDICINE.

Stated Meeting, Held March 17, 1908.

Dr. Herbert S. Carter in the Chair.

Cardiac Complications in Pulmonary Tuberculosis.

—

Dr. Lawrason Brown of Saranac Lake read this paper. He
said that the position of the heart in patients with pul-

monary tuberculosis depended directly upon the patho-

logical changes that had taken place in the lungs, and

the displacement of the heart was usually more pro-

nounced when the right lung was affected, for the dis-

placement was more often associated with contraction

of one lung. When an extensive cavity formation had

occurred on the right, w-hen a pneumothorax or an

effusion occurred upon the left side, when the right

lung was the seat of fibrosis consecutive to pulmonary

tuberculosis, or, as some affirmed, to pleurisy, the heart

might be found entirely upon the right side. Mej-er

of Hoboken had three cases of dextrocardia, all in

fibroid phthisis, two of which occurred suddenly. Pul-

monary tuberculosis was probably by far the most fre-
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quent cause of non-congenital dextrocardia, but this

usually developed only when the left lung was slightly

affected and was not bound down by pleuritic ad-

hesions. Since Laennec announced that the heart was

small in pulmonary tuberculosis many famous author-

ities had argued for and against this belief. Post-

mortem observations were not entirely satisfactory for

the solution of this problem, for some affirmed that

changes in the heart could not be detected at necropsy,

but surely the musculature was much more accurately

measured. Dilatation of the heart occurred far less

frequently than would be supposed, and, as was to be

expected, late in the disease. The area of cardiac dull-

ness was rarely changed in 1,289 patients at the .Adi-

rondack Cottage Sanatorium unless some valvular dis-

ease was present: in fact, all murmurs were classed as

functional when there was no change in the area of

cardiac dullness and when no definite cardiac symp-

toms were present. In 55 patients absolute cardiac

dullness was noted as absent A study of the hearts of

these 1,289 patients showed that 65 per cent, presented

slight variations from normal, while for the various

stages of the figures were: Incipient, 63.5 per cent., moder-

ately advanced, 64 per cent., and far advanced, 79 per

cent, (only 24 cases). Functional murmurs were pres-

ent in 6 per cent, of these 1,289 patients. Reduplica-

tion of the heart sounds had been rarely noted in the

1,289 cases. Irregularity of the heart action and the

skip of the beat was infrequent in the early stages.

The pulse in tuberculosis was a very valuable guide

both for prognosis and in the regulation of exercise.

Heart disease developing during pulmonary tuber-

culosis might be found in the order of frequency, in

the pericardium, the endocardium, or the myocardium.
Changes in the mj-ocardium were not infrequent at

autopsy but difficult to diagnose clinically. They were
very rarely tuberculous in nature and consisted in

fatty degeneration, fragmentatio myocardia, as well as

hypertrophy of the muscle nuclei, brown induration, and
interstitial myocarditis. Tuberculosis of the myocar-
dium occurred about once in 1,000 tuberculous autop-

sies. It had little clinical significance and was prac-

tically never diagnosed except post mortem. The peri-

cardium was said to be more frequently attacked in

tuberculosis than the endocardium or the myocar-
dium. In 1,300 patients at the Adirondack Cottage

Sanatorium no symptoms suggesting pericardial in-

volvement occurred except once. Tuberculosis ranked
next to rheumatism in the etiology of pericarditis.

Clinically endocarditis was found associated with pul-

monary tuberculosis much more frequently than peri-

carditis, but at autopsy it was less frequent. In pul-

monary tuberculosis it might be due to secondary or-

ganisms or to the tubercle bacillus. A history of

rheumatism in tuberculous patients who presented

signs of endocarditis was very common. He said he
had no recollection of endocarditis developing in a pa-

tient with pulmonary tuberculosis. Thrombi of the

right ventricle were rarely if ever diagnosed ante mor-
tem. The great frequency of pulmonary tuberculosis

made it probable that, other things being equal, a

large number of patients with heart disease should

have also pulmonary tuberculosis. In over 3.000 pa-

tients who had been closely followed for a number of

years he had jet to see an instance where undoubted
valvular disease developed in a patient with pulmonary
tuberculosis. Mitral insufficiency was certainly the

most frequent cardiac lesion in pulmonary tuberculosis.

Stenosis of the mitral valve, far less frequent than in-

sufficiency, had long been looked upon as antagonistic

to pulmonary tuberculosis. Patients with mitral sten-

osis often did remarkably well. Aortic insufficiency was
much rarer than many older authorities stated. In the

1,300 cases this lesion occurred twice. He had seen

no instances of aortic stenosis. Pulmonary stenosis

was rare. In summarizing. Dr. Brown said that pul-

monary stenosis was always the primary disease, mitral

insufficiency and aortic insufficiency usually the sec-

ondary. The most frequent cardiac lesion secondary

to pulmonary tuberculosis in patients up and about

was mitral stenosis. Pulmonary tuberculosis occurred

more frequently in patients with pulmonary stenosis

than in anj' other form of cardiac disease. Mitral

insufficiency was associated with pulmonary tubercu-

losis more often than any other form of valvular dis-

ease, but aortic insufficiency was not very much less

frequent. Aortic stenosis was rarely associated with

pulmonary tuberculosis and pulmonary stenosis was
infrequent in pulmonary tuberculosis. Involvement of

several valves simultaneously was rare in these cases.

The Cerebral Complications of Ulcerative Endo-
carditis.—Dr. T. B. FuTCHER of Baltimore read this

paper. During the past year he had under his personal

care two very interesting cases of cerebral embolism
complicating acute ulcerative endocarditis, and the

subject matter of his paper was based chiefly on a sum-
mary of the main features presented by these cases,

together with a brief analysis of the cases of cere-

bral embolism complicating acute or ulcerative endo-

carditis that had occurred in the wards of the Johns
Hopkins Hospital since its opening in 1889. So far

as he was aware, the only other cerebral complication

of ulcerative or malignant endocarditis that occurred

was a suppurative meningitis. The first case reported

was of unusual interest owing to the rarity of the symp-
tom complex. There was a condition of embolic or

thrombotic obstruction of the posterior inferior cere-

bellar artery. Only about seven cases of this nature

had been reported in the literature. As a result of the

obstruction of this vessel the field of softening was
always situated in the dorsal and lateral aspect of the

medulla and always the same structures were more
cr less involved. These were as follows: (i) The
lateral part of the reticular formation. (2) The de-

scending root of the fifth nerve and its nucleus. (3)

Gower's ventrolateral ascending tract. (4) The direct

cerebellar tract. (5) The inferior cerebellar peduncle

and the fibers going to it. The second case he re-

ported was one which illustrated the type of cerebral

lesion and group of nervous symptoms usually seen

in embolism of heart disease, namely, blocking of

one or other middle cerebral artery with a hemiplegia

of the opposite side. The heart and brain were shown
in this case.

The Clinical Features of Myocardial Disease.—Dr.

Alfred Stengel of Philadelphia spoke on this subject.

He said that every one must admit that there were
many cases of myocardial disease that could not be

recognized during life, and came to us as autopsical

surprises. Again there were cases which, after the

most painstaking care in making the examination,

seemed to be cases of myocardial disease, but at au-

topsy were found not to be cases of myocardial disease

at all. Notwithstanding these facts, a large propor-

tion of the cases of myocardial disease was recognizable

during life. In discussing the clinical aspects of myo-
cardial disease he considered the question from two

points of view: (i) of the heart itself and (2) of the

individual pathological lesion. In regard to the first

point, ever since Da Costa's and other papers had appeared

the term "weak heart" had become a part of medical

parlance. The condition of weakened heart might be

due to a variety of causes, and was an expression of

functional derangement. Weakening of the heart, or

failure of the heart power, or chronic insufficiency of

the heart, or hyposystolism, showed itself, in the first

place, by symptoms more or less referable to the heart

itself. These were often so vague that mistakes in
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diagnosis were perhaps commonly made. The subjec-

tive symptoms were early expressions of this weaken-

ing of the heart muscle. As some put it, the myocar-

dium began to resent the ordinary strains of life. He
recalled the case of a man, sixty years old, who had

curious attacks of pain referred always to the pyloric

end of the stomach; the attacks usually came on in the

middle of the night. Very hot water by mouth re-

lieved him of these attacks, and he had accustomed

himself to taking water at a very high temperature.

After some study of this case he came to the conclu-

sion that these attacks were primarily due to the con-

dition of the myocardium. After careful observation

and with but little medicine, this gentleman attained a

better state of health. He was recently in the city

and fell in with a friend of his, a physician, to whom
he told his sj-mptoras. This friend had surgical procliv-

ities and urged him to have his gall-bladder explored

at once. He consulted Dr. Janewaj', who told him his

trouble was situated more "northerly than the dia-

phragm." This gentleman kept his gall-bladder. These

cardiac symptoms were referred to the pyloric end of

the stomach; more commonly, however, oppression and

weight were the earliest symptoms of raj-ocardial dis-

ease. After the preliminary stages have been passed

through, the patients began to show evidences of fail-

ing circulation. This was the mechanical result of fail-

ing heart muscle, when visceral manifestations oc-

curred. Of the visceral manifestations hepatic symp-
toms were the most common. Enlargement or conges-

tion of the liver often took place and might exist for

a long time before evidences of failing compensation

developed. Other peripheral lesions, such as occurred

in valvular diseases, occurred in myocardial diseases,

but were late in appearance. When one considered the

failing circulation in the periphery in the form of ry

anosis, or edema, or dropsical conditions, it was a fact

that they occurred later in cases of myocardial dis-

ease than in valvular disease. Aside from the circu-

latory symptoms there were cases of myocardial dis-

ease in which the only symptoms were general in lui-

ture, such as nutritional and neurotic. He said he was
convinced that nutritional and nervous symptoms and
disorders were the earliest expressions in myocardial

disease in many cases. Evidences of the cardiac con-

dition might underlie failures in nutrition. He reported

two cases of congenital defects accompanied by cy-

anosis, and said that there were man5' cases of myo-
cardial disease accompanied with bad nutrition. The
nutrition in cardiac disease was certainly to be studied

and when interfered with in many cases first directed

attention to the cardiac disease. With regard to the

nervous manifestations, a neurasthenic condition had in

many cases a cardiovascular basis for its persistence.

There were a number of myocardial diseases which
should be separated. First, he wished to consider mj-o-

carditis, pure and simple. Myocarditis had its origin in

infectious diseases, or rheumatic fever, or some of the

infections of later life. Myocarditis might also result

from severe strains occurring in early life. Second, he

wished to consider myocardial disease which was asso

elated with sclerosis of the coronary vessels. Third,

he wished to consider the degenerative conditions of

the myocardium, such as fatty heart, and the fibroid

changes which were associated with abdominal dis-

eases. Another important condition to consider was
syphilis of the heart muscle. Then there were a va-

riety of other conditions, such as cardiac lesions fol-

lowing simple hypertrophy of the heart, or hyper-

trophies associated with nervous conditions, or in ex-

cessive alcohol drinkers, etc. In simple, or pure chronic

myocarditis, there were the same symptoms that were
said to be significant of a weakened heart in general.

Often after typhoid fever there occurred a bradj-cardia;

this was due to a myocardial weakness, an irregularity

of the heart following an infection. The physical

signs in mj-ocarditis, pure and simple, were often dis-

tinct. The heart might reach to a great size. Quain
had described the changes occurring in such hearts. In

myocarditis there might be a notable enlargement of

the heart. In many cases, of course, there was associ-

ated an hypertrophy of the muscle. In many cases of

chronic mj'ocarditis he said he had found an enlarged

heart with inadequate apex impulse, as well as an in-

adequate wrist pulse. In the absence of fat about the

heart, or pericardial efltusions, or aortic stenosis, one
usually considered a heart with a feeble impulse one
that was significant of primary or chronic myocarditis.

On the other hand, there was a type of cases in which
the reverse of things occurred. Here the heart was
enlarged, but instead of a feeble impulse there was a

strong impulse. This was pointed out as being evi-

dence that the heart muscle fibers were in a relaxed

condition and gave a "slapping impulse" and there was
a weakened condition of the heart muscle. There was
much slack to be taken up, so to speak. W'ith regard

to the heart sounds, in pure chronic myocarditis, in the

average case there would be prolonged vibrating first

sound, which easilj- became "murmurish." Again, there

was a group of cases associaed with sclerosis; these

were associated with angina and gave paroxysms of asth-

ma. These attacks did not occur spontaneously. The
eflfect of exercise on the heart in developing an attack

was the same as the effect of exercise of the leg mus-
cles in developing cramps and weaknesses of the legs.

The ph3'sical signs of myocardial disease associated

with coronary sclerosis were not distinguishable from
those occurring in myocarditis. Cases of idiopathic

hypertrophy of the heart occurring in beer drinkers, in

athletic persons, and other forms of chronic myocar-
ditis resulting from prolonged overstrain, he believed

could be recognized only by the general cardiac symp-
toms. When one studied cases of pure degeneration of

the heart, this would be found to be one of the most
difficult fields in diagnosis. A diagnosis of fatty degen-

eration of the heart, except as a conjectural diagnosis,

was impossible. There was another form of degenera-

tion of the heart he said he wished to allude to, i.e. a

degeneration, fibrous in character, occurring in cases

of fibroid tumors of the uterus and adnexa. A number
of cases of sudden death had occurred after a myo-
mectomy because of this condition of the heart mus-

cle. There was considerable enlargement of the heart

muscle associated with syphilitic disease of the heart.

Dr. Stengel then took up the physiological considera-

tion of cardiac action. Disturbance of heart rhythm
might occur in various ways. There might be disturb-

ances of rhythmicity; this was best shown in per-

sons who were not particularly ill. Irregularity of the

heart might occur when there were disturbances in

conductivity of impulses from the venous sinus of the

auricle, or when there were disturbances in contractilitj'

of the heart muscle. Two types of irregularity might
be recognized. First, that type in which a beat of the

heart occurred: then before the regular interval the

second beat, followed by a long interpause. Second, that

type in which a beat of the heart came at a time re-

moved bj' twice the average space. This was the so-

called extrasystolic space with compensatory pause. These
extrasystolic spaces originated in the ventricle itself.

In heart block the want of correlation between the

auricle and ventricle did not necessarily depend upon
any block in conductivity. There might be a partial

block due to functional conditions. It had been shown
that digitalis could produce disturbances of conductivity

in the bundle, and so produce disturbances in rhythm.
In the same category belonged toxic conditions and re-

flex disturbances, perhaps indirectly influencing the
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cardiac niecluinism. In conclusion he said that a dis-

tinct effort should be made to diagnose cases of either

pure myocarditis, or pure myocardial degeneration, or

even myocardial degeneration in association with ar-

teriosclerosis.

Dr. W. GiLM.vN Thompson, referring to Dr. Brown's

remarks about the malposition of the heart taking

place in the course of tuberculosis, said it was interest-

ing to see how much malposition of this organ could

exist without any special functional disturbances. .\

few years ago an interesting series of experiments

were made at Bellevue by the late Dr. H. P. Loomis,

producing an artificial pneumothorax with nitrogen gas

in order to arrest disease in portions of the lung by

compression. Nitrogen gas was used because it was

not absorbed for a long time. When introduced on the

left side Dr. Thompson had seen the heart move over

to the opposite side in the course of twenty minutes or

more and without producing any special disturbances or

discomfort to the patient, and without the production

of any dyspnea. In tuberculosis, when the displace-

ment occurred, it was a slower process and gave rise

to very little disturbance. With regard to heart dis-

ease and tuberculosis, he said there was a distinct re-

lationship between cause and effect. Although many
statistics appeared, he thought they should tell more

about the patients and the possibility of the cardiac

lesion antedating the tuberculous process. The sta-

tistics at Bellevue Hospital showed many more in-

stances of heart disease in association with tuberculosis;

these patients had been subjected to deprivations, were

alcoholic, or syphilitic, and there were manj' other

underlying factors which weakened the resisting pow-

ers of the patient, and so they acquired tuberculosis

more readily. Dr. Thompson said he was particularly

interested in Dr. Stengel's classification of the varie-

ties of myocarditis. This was a very pertinent sub-

ject and one of the most difficult problems before them

presented itself when called to see and diagnose an

early myocarditis in a patient who had not been pre-

viously subjected to examination. Many patients came

with an irregular heart, or with symptoms, subjective

or objective, and the physician would be asked to de-

cide the severity of it. There were seldom clinical

symptoms which might not be simulated by toxic con-

ditions in the early state. When there was an ad-

vanced arteriosclerosis the diagnosis was more easily

established. But it was difficult to diagnose early

myocardial changes, and to discriminate between a true

myocarditis and toxic conditions. In the latter the

cause might be due to too much alcohol, too much
tobacco, or to autointoxication. A diagnostic factor

was the improvement which followed the regulation

of the habits of life in such cases. Another diagnostic

factor was the accompanying phenomenon of thicken-

ing of the arterial walls in the presence or absence of

nephritis or other diseases. But even in a very care-

ful study of these cases one was often led astray.

The age of the patient might be considered an aid.

Bradycardia might result from a neuritis of the vagus,

or from other causes. This was a matter of clinical

debate and was not one of actual demonstration.

Dr. Alexander Lambert said he was particularly

interested in Dr. Stengel's remarks. He believed that

they could tell the cardiac condition by the sounds of

the heart to a certain extent. In the hearts of those

who had suffered from acute rheumatism, or acute dis-

eases like diphtheria, or other infectious diseases, he

believed they would discover this gallop rhythm, and

patients with such a form of myocarditis would have

hearts going on to brown atrophy or other fibroid

changes. In any severe illness he advised against

considering subjective or objective symptoms, but they

should listen to the heart and see if any myocardial

changes existed. Test with the ear and see whether

on any extra exertion the heart could stand the strain,

and whether the patient was comfortable or not. But

if after extra exertion there was distress, shortness in

breathing, etc., then one must decide that there was
a myocardial change which followed an acute infec-

tious disease. In looking over the reports of more than

125 autopsies at Bellevue Hospital, he had not found a

single instance where a normal heart was found in an

alcoholic. Degeneration predominated in the great major-

ity of the cases. The yount; silent heart was a good

heart.

Dr. Henry Koplik said that diseases of the heart

in adults differed very strikingly from diseases of the

heart in children. The management of diseases of

the heart in children seemed to be a field of work in

itself. It was a rare thing to see a child suffering from

myocarditis, pure and simple, such as was seen in the

adult. Myocarditis was sharply divided in children into

those instances complicating or immediatelj following

acute infectious diseases of the heart. Syphilis, alcohol-

ism, and arteriosclerosis were not met with in chil-

dren as they were in adults. The heart symptoms fol-

lowing acute infectious diseases, such as were men-
tioned by Dr. Stengel, if present in children would be

most serious.' For instance, in diphtheria, swelling of

the liver, pain in the stomach, vomit'ing, etc.. made
the condition a very severe one to deal with. In chil-

dren the myocardial condition was a serious one. Dr.

Stengel had mentioned swelling of the liver, which

might exist for a long time, and yet the patient be

comfortable; but in children this would make them
face a very serious situation. Chronic myocarditis in

children with symptoms referable to the liver was al-

ways serious. The nutritional disturbances mentioned

by Dr. Stengel as occurring in adults must be a very

rare condition in children.

Dr. Morris Manges presented specimens showing an

acute ulcerative endocarditis and hemorrhage into the

brain. Headache played the most prominent part in

the case, and it was very natural to assume the pres-

ence of a pachymeningitis with hemorrhages. The pa-

tient was found one morning in coma. The left pupil

was the size of a pin point, while the right pupil was

dilated. There was a right-sided palsy and lack of

tactile sense. At the base of the brain was found an

enormous hemorrhage extending as far back as the

cord and as far forward as the chiasm. The cut sec-

tion showed the hemorrhage to be in the island of

Rail and the right lateral vantricle was filled with

clot. Two hemorrhages were demonstrated; the greater

was in the island of Reil; this worked its way through

the Sylvian fissure up to the middle line.

Dr. L. F. Bishop said a very important fact had not

been mentioned by the speakers, that there were many
symptoms that in the past were supposed to be due

to myocardial disease, but in the light of studies of hun-

dreds of cases were now known to be due to peripheral

disease with reflex symptoms referable to the heart. A
study of the peripheral circulation would often free

the heart from any implication of myocarditis.

Dr. T. B. FuTCHER said that he knew of no instances

of hemorrhage occurring in connection with ulcerative

endocarditis, such as occurred in the case described by

Dr. Manges.

Dr. Lawrason Brown said that among 1.300 cases there

were but six of valvular disease, four mitral and two

aortic insufficiency. In five cases the cardiac condition

unquestionably antedated the pulmonary. There was

nothing that led him to believe the tuberculous infec-

tion had anything to do with the production of the

cardiac lesions. Five or six cases sent to the sana-

torium with the diagnosis of pulmonary disease were

really cardiac disease.
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That there may be occasionally a direct bacillar}'

transmission from the tuberculous parent to the

child has been demonstrated sufficiently to permit
of no further dispute. Yet the number of such
cases is insignificant compared with the frequency
with which a predisposition to tuberculosis in par-

ticular, and to other diseases in general, is trans-

mitted to the offspring of a tuberculous mother or

father. That this predisposition leads so frequent-

ly to a tuberculous disease can, of course, be easily

accounted for by the many chances the child has
of a post-natal infection as a result of the tuber-

culous environment it is forced to live in. The
exposure to infection is, of course, greatest when
the mother is tuberculous.

In the second portion of this paper we shall

enter more fully into the details of exposure to

post-natal infection during childhood. For the

present we will devote our attention to overcoming
the predisposition inherited from a tuberculous

parent.

In what does this predisposition consist? It is

a general enfeebled condition without a distinct

pathological lesion, all the organs possessing per-

haps less than the normal resisting power to the

invasion of any disease. I believe the words
physiological poverty are more than any others ex-

plicit of the condition of a child with a predisposi-

tion to tuberculosis and other diseases inherited

from father or mother.

The child of a tuberculous mother, conceived

and born while the mother is suffering with pul-

monary tuberculosis in the advanced stages, has,

of course, less chances for life and health than in

cases where conception takes place in the incipient

stage of the mother's disease. When both parents

are tuberculous at the time of the conception of

the child, the offspring is naturally more strongly

predisposed to contracting tuberculosis. The pre-

disposition is usually least marked in the earlier

years of childhood when the mother was healthy

and only the father tuberculous at the time of con-

ception.

But whoever may be the tuberculous parent,

*Read before Section IV. of the International Con-
gress on Tuberculosis; "Tuberculosis in Children;

Etiology, Prevention and Treatment," A. Jacobi, M.D.,

LL.D., president, Washington, D. C, October i, 1908.

father or mother, or whether the progenitors have
been in the earlier or later stages of the disease,

the overcoming of the predisposition to tuberculosis
in infancy and childhood must begin with the child

in utero. The mother who fears the transmission
of a tuberculous predisposition to her child must
throughout the child-bearing period live in the best

possible hygienic environment, in the purest air

obtainable, and, from the earliest recognition of
her condition, refrain from the use of constricting

garments. She should breathe deeply and often ; in

fact, she should take regular breathing exercises

until the desire for deep breathing becomes natural

with her. The kind of breathing exercises which a

pregnant woman can take without any fear of harm
in her condition, but which on the contrary will

benefit her, are the following: She takes a deep
inhalation and during this act raises her shoulders,

rolls them backward and holds the breath for three

or five seconds while in this position (Fig. 9).
Then she exhales while moving the shoulders for-

ward and downward. This exercise, which she
can take from three to five times ever}' half hour,

she should, of course, practise in pure air, prefer-

ably near the open window or when outdoors.

While we will return to the subject of respiratory

exercises later on, it might be interesting to note

here the benefit which the lung of the mother of

the future child will derive from deep breathing.

Under ordinarv' conditions we never inhale or ex-

hale more than about 500 c.c. of air, which rep-

resents the tidal volume, or tidal air. When we
inhale deeply, we are able to take in 1,500 c.c. of

air (complemental volume or complemental air),

and about the equal amount of supplemental or

reserved air can be expelled by making the ex-

piratory exercises corresponding in effort to the

inspiratory exercises. It must be evident that not
only the respiratory, but also the circulatory sys-

tem, in fact the whole organism, can be but bene-

fited by such practise of deep breathing.

The living and the sleeping room of the pregnant

woman should always be well ventilated and at

least one window should be kept open in the bed-

room even in cold weather. While it is hard to

demonstrate that the fear so many people have of

night air is indirectly responsible for a good deal of

tuberculosis, I nevertheless believe this to be the

case. Some people will sleep in a small bedroom,
often several individuals together, with windows
tightly closed, breathing the same air over and over

again, and thus poisoning themselves with the toxic

products of their own and others' exhalations.

It is difficult to write on the subject of tubercu-

losis of childhood without touching upon the social

problem. How can the pregnant woman, obliged

to labor in a factory, or workshop, often until the

last few hours before her confinement, carry out

the hygienic instructions just given which she

should do in order to bear a child vigorous and

strong with sufficient natural resisting power never

to contract tuberculosis?
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There should be a law prohibiting work in un-

sanitary, dusty and badly ventilated environments
for all people, but particularly for women and chil-

dren. The pregnant woman should be obliged to

cease work in a factory or workshop two months
before her confinement and not be permitted to re-

enter until one month after her confinement and her

complete restoration to health.

A typical description of such conditions where
pregnant women work in factories until the very
last moment can be found in Mr. John Spargo's
book, "The Bitter Cry of the Children." L'n-

fortunately, poverty compels them not infrequent-

ly to adopt most pitiful means to hide their condi-

tion so that they may not be discharged. Perhaps
they do not fear so much the few weeks of absence
which their condition demands. \Miat they mostly
fear is permanent discharge

—
"losing the job"

—

and then being obliged to hunt for another. But,

as Mr. Spargo very tersely puts it, "the conse-

quences are too serious alike to mother and child

to justify legislative neglect."

That there is also a field for the exercise of the

greatest humanitarian consideration on the part of
the employer must be evident, and the philanthro-

pists who will create an institution destined to suc-

cor during a few months after childbirth any family
depending also upon the mother's earning, can rest

assured that many a life will thereby- be saved.

The newly born child is as much in need of pure
air as the grown up person, and while in early infant
life the system requires more warmth, the air the

child is to breathe must be pure, free from dust
and other impurities. The lying-in room and
nursery should be well ventilated and their tem-
perature well regulated. The atmosphere in such
rooms should be warm enough, but never be too hot
nor too dry.

As the young child grows, it should gradually
become accustomed to cooler air. The habit of
enveloping the child's face in a thick veil when it

is taken out for an airing is absurd, and if veiling

is used at all, it should be thin, permitting the air

to have access to the face. As the child grows up
attention should be paid to its breathing. It should
be noted whether it breathes through the note as it

should, or whether the nose seems obstructed and
it breathes with open mouth. It must be remem-
bered that mouth breathing in children is a pre-
disposing cause to frequent colds, to bronchitis and
similar affections, all of which in many instances
must be considered forerunners of consumption.
Mouth breathing in children is caused, as a rule, by
certain growths in the throat (adenoid vegetations)
and sometimes by enlarged tonsils, or by polypi in

the nose. Besides the deleterious influence on the
child's respiratory system, adenoid vegetation may
also result in difficulty of hearing, consequent im-
pairment of the intellect and even in actual de-
formities of the jaw. Adenoids and all other ob-
structions to free breathing should be promptly re-

moved by timely operations.

When a child, because of its delicate constitu-
tion, is susceptible to frequent colds so that one may
hesitate to take it much outdoors, it should be borne
in mind that fresh, pure air really does not give
colds, and what are commonly known as colds are
often an infectious disease due to a specific micro-
organism which fastens itself more readily on a

delicate system. To overcome such so-called sus-

ceptibility to colds, one should resort to the judi-

cious use of cold water.

From the tenth to the twelfth month one should
accustom the child gradually to cold baths. The

best time to begin is after its daily warm bath.

Rub the child a few times with the hands dipped in

cold water, and then wipe it rapidly. By and by
one may begin with cold sponging, and later with a
little douche. In the use of cold water it is abso-
lutely necessary that the reaction should follow
rapidly. This reaction, as is well known, is mani-
fested by a pleasant warmth perceived by the child,

and is made visible externally by a reddish appear-
ance of the skin. Whenever cold water is applied
to the skin one will notice at first a certain white-

ness or pallor, which is caused by the contraction

of the external blood-vessels. The return of the

blood to the e.>rternal surface causes the reddening
of the skin. Whenever reaction is lacking or tardy,

the advice of the physician should be sought.

Of course, it goes without saying that a child

should always be properly dressed. In order that

its lungs may develop to the fullest extent it must
not be hindered by restricting garments, particular-

ly not by tight neckwear (constricting collars and
bands). Furthermore, it must be remembered that

to dress the neck too warmly lessens the power to

resist taking cold when there happens to be a change
in the atmosphere. The less one is accustomed to

bundle up the neck, the more freely will he breathe
and the less will he be likely to take cold.

When a girl develops into a young woman, one
should bear in mind that the tightly laced corset is

one of the most injurious garments which can be
worn. Not only is free and natural breathing in-

terfered with by this article of dress, but indiges-

tion and disturbances in the circulation follow ex-

cessively tight lacing. Anemia, or poverty of blood,

so often observed in young girls, can very frequent-

ly be ascribed to this unnatural mode of dress,

which does not permit either a free circulation or

sufficient oxygenation of the blood.

I reproduce here three pictures, better to illustrate

the result of excessive lacing. Figure i shows the

situation of the organs in chest and abdomen in a

normal thorax. Figure 2 shows lungs, liver and
intestines as they appear in a thorax constricted by
wearing a tightly laced corset for a number of

years. Figure 3 shows the skeleton of a chest de-

formed by tight lacing.

As soon as the intelligence of the growing child
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will permit, it should be taught to breathe deeply,
and later on be taught to take the following breath-
ing exercises, which it should learn to love as the
average boy or girl loves general gjmnastics : In
front of the open window, or out of doors, it should
assume the position of the military "attention,"
heels together, body erect, and hands on the sides.

With the mouth closed it takes a deep inspiration

(that is, breathing in all the air possible), and
while doing so raises the arms to a horizontal posi-

tion (Fig. 4), remains thus holding the air in-

haled for from four to five seconds, and while ex-
haling (breathing out) brings the arms down to
the original position. The act of exhaling, or ex-
piration, should be a little more rapid than the act

of inspiration.

Fig. -Exercise A.

The act of inhalation occupies about four, the

act of exhalation about three seconds, and as has
already been said, the act of retention of the air

about five seconds. The child should be taught to

count mentally during these three acts so as to be
systematic about holding the air. One can give

two upward and two downward movements of the

wrist joints counting four, and on the fifth second
lower the arms and begin to exhale.

When the first exercise (A) is thoroughly

mastered one may begin with the second exercise

(B). One places the arms one above the other, in

front of the chest, giving the hands a position as

though wanting to tear open the chest (Fig. 5).

Fig. s-—Exercise B.

Then hands, arms, and shoulders make a backward
movement (the fingers remaining bent) while one

takes a deep inhalation, counting again four by
tapping the chest four times with both hands, and

at the fifth second one starts to exhale, bringing the

hands and forearms into the position from which

they started. This exercise has the advantage that it

can be taken in the sitting position, or even when
lying down on the back.

The third exercise (C) consists in raising the

arms from the sides to the horizontal and then
above the head (Fig. 6), taking a deep inhalation

Fig. 6.—Exercise C.

during this act ; then bending backward as far as

one can and remaining in that position four seconds
while retaining the air, counting the seconds by
moving the hands alternately, twice forward and
twice backward, and on the fifth second one ex-

hales gradually while resuming the original posi-

tion. During this exercise it should be borne in

mind that when the arms are raised until the hands
join, one should not bring the arms close to the

head, but rather form a circle above the head by
bending the arms outward enough so that the meet-

ing of the index fingers and thumbs form a tri-

angle.

The fourth exercise (D) is for the purpose of

bringing the abdominal muscles also into play, or in

other words, combining abdominal and chest breath-

ing. To this end one assumes an erect position.

like the beginning of all the exercises, with the

hands meeting in front, with the little fingers and

the edge of the palms touching the abdominal mus-
cles (Fig. 7). While taking a deep inspiration raise

Fig. 7.—Exercise D.

the diaphragm, concentrating all attention on this

act, and while doing so move the joined hands up-

ward, sliding them along the thorax up to the chiii,

then turning them and continue to raise them until

they are above the head, like Fig. 6. Bend backward
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during the four seconds while retaining the air

and then exhale lowering the arms gradually to

the horizontal and to the original position of "at-

tention."

The fifth breathing or respiratory exercise (E),

which may also be called a dry swim, requires more
strength and endurance. It should not be under-

taken until the others have been practised regularly

several times a day for a few weeks, and until an

evident improvement in breathing and general well-

being has been observed. One takes the usual mili-

tary position of "attention" and then stretches the

arms out as if in the act of swimming (Fig. 8),

Fig. 8.—Exercise E.

the backs of the hands touching each other. Dur-
ing the inspiration one moves the arms outward un-
til they finally meet behind the back; remaining in

this position for the usual four seconds, counting
by moving the hands while retaining the air, and
on the fifth exhale bringing the arms forward again,

ready to start for another swim ; or if this is the

end of the dry swim, the arms return to the original

position of "attention." This somewhat difficult

exercise can be facilitated and be made more ef-

fective by rising on the toes during the act of in-

halation and descending during the act of expira-

tion.

It will be seen that with the aid of these five

respiratory exercises every muscle of the body,
from the nostrils down to the toes, is put into play.

The face alone is at rest and can serve as an indica-

tor that the exercises are properly done, for it

must be borne in mind that they must be taken

ways take these exercises with the movement of

the arms without attracting attention. Under such
conditions one assumes quietly a position similar to

"attention," raises the shoulders, making a rotary

backward movement during the act of inhaling

(Fig. 9) ; remain in this position holding the breath
for four seconds, and then exhales while moving
the shoulders forward and downward, assuming
again the normal position. This exercise (F) can
be easily taken while walking, sitting, or riding in

the open air.

Young girls and boys, and especially those who
are predisposed to consumption, often acquire a

habit of stooping. To overcome this, the following

exercise (Gj is to be recommended. The child

make his best effort to stand straight, places his

hands on his hips with the thumbs in front and
then bends slowly backward as far as he can dur-
ing the act of inhaling (Fig. 10). He remains in

Fig. 9.—Exercise F.

with the muscular system relaxed and all unneces-
sary contraction of the muscles or tremor-like
movements must be avoided.

Of course, when out of doors one cannot al-

Exercise G.

this position from four to five seconds while hold-
ing the breath, and then rises again somewhat more
rapidly during the act of exhalation, assuming the
original position with hands on hips.

The following general rule concerning breathing
exercises should always be remembered. Com-
mence with the easier exercises (A), and do not
begin with the more difficult ones until the former
are completely mastered. Take from four to six

respiratory exercises (one of A, B, C, D, E, or F),
or when outdoors simply exercise F, four to six

times every half hour or hour, or at least four to

six times a day and on rising in the morning and re-

tiring at night. Continue this practice until deep
breathing has become a natural habit. These exer-

cises should always be taken in an atmosphere as

fresh and as free from dust as possible. Never
take these breathing exercises when tired, and never
continue so long as to become tired.

These exercises are, of course, destined for chil-

dren who are not as yet tuberculous, and they
should be taught gradually and according to the

strength, development, and understanding of the

child. It must be evident that these exercises, which
I believe are of incalculable benefit as a means of

helping a child to overcome a tuberculous predis-

position, are not indicaterl in all cases. They can
do harm if the child is very delicate and not judi-

ciously advised and guided in the gradual develop-

ment of its physique in general. They will never
be harmful in the healthy child if not overdone.
Children as a rule take kindly to these exercises,

and their love for fresh, pure air and distaste for

foul air becomes very strongly developed. There
should be no fear that in so-called flat-chested chil-

dren these exercises can do harm. It is in these
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ver}' cases that breathing exercises are indicated,

lor it must be remembered that in young children

the bony structure yields to the pressure exercised
from within. Thus with the aid of such respiratory

exercises a flat or hollow-chested child can develop
into a strong broad-chested man or woman.

It is for all these reasons that I plead to make
breathing exercises a regular and frequent practice

in all schools, so as to develop all the children's

chests and bodies in general and make their sys-

tems as resistant as possible to the bacillus of tu-

berculosis. As will be seen from the careful study
of the movements described in these exercises, ail

the muscles of the body are exercised, and without
any violence.

As an additional means of developing the lungs

of children, particularly in school children, we can-

not too strongly recommend the frequent practice

of singing and recitation in the open air. Many
careful observers have noticed the value of such
exercises, but particularly Barth, in Koslin (Ger-
many I. He has niaile a careful study of the effects

of singing on the action of the lungs and heart,

on diseases of the heart, on the pulmonary circula-

tion, on the blood, on the vocal apparatus, the upper
air-passages, the ear, the general health, the develop-

ment of the chest, on metabolism, and on the activ-

ity of the digestive organs, and has come to the

conclusion that singing is one of the exercises most
conducive to health. Considering the fact that it

can be practised everywhere (where the air is pure)
or at any time, without apparatus, it should be
much more cultivated than it actually is. The Ger-
man military authorities, who have the reputation

for instituting all exercises which tend to invigor-

ate the soldier, have of late years encouraged sing-

ing during marches of all troops. Visits to zoological

gardens, botanizing tours, geological excursions,

and mountain climbing should form an important
part of the curriculum throughout school life. They
will tend to develop the pupils' physique and
strengthen their resisting power to the invasion of

the tubercle bacilli. These outdoor instructions

should not be limited to the summer season only.

Besides the above described exercises there is

one more which the older child particularly, after

having learned all the other movements, can add
to his means of developing his chest by taking in

the greatest possible amount of pure, fresh air. To
this end he takes exercise H, which is accomplished
in the following way : He takes the usual position

of "attention," then inhales deeply, rolling the

shoulders upward and backward, holding the air

for four seconds, as in exercise F (Fig. 9), and on

the fifth second exhales all he possibly can, resum-
ing again the original position, but before again in-

haling makes a second expiratorj- effort while turn-

ing his arms outward (movement of supination)

and pressing the inner side of the upper arms
against the chest (Fig. 11). He thus, so to speak,

squeezes out all the air there is left in the lungs.

A vacuum, or emptiness, in the lungs is created and

the patient involuntarily takes a very deep inhala-

tion, and after that assuming the ordinary quiet

position of "attention."

To show the value of this exercise let me again

repeat here that during ordinary inhalation and ex-

halation, that is to say, quiet respiration, the amount
of tidal air inhaled is only 500 c.c. the volume
which can be inhaled by the first exercise is 1,500

c.c, and the volume which can be exhaled by this

exercise is about 1.300 c.c. ^^'hen now by the

second expirator\' effort, aided by the supination of

the arms and pressure ag.^inst the chest. 500 c.c.

more of reserved or residual air can be expelled,

the value of this exercise taken before going to

work, at recess, and on return from work, or when-
ever one is environed with fresh, pure air, must be
evident.

The fact that in the majority of cases the tuber-

culous process begins at the apices (summits of the

lungs) has been explained by the supposed bad in-

spiratory function of this part of the lungs. Now,
I agree in this respect with Hanau* and consider
the almost universally adopted statement of the
deficient inspiratory function of the apices erron-
eous. On the contrar)-, these portions of the lungs
inspire excellently well, almost too well, for dust

and all sorts of microorganisms enter there most
easily and are found in large quantities in careful

postmortem examinations. What is faulty is the

expiratory function of the apices. A thorough ex-
halation followed by a forced expirator\- effort, as

just described, is, to mj- mind, the only possible way
to improve this defect and prevent stagnation and
congestion, which, as is well known, form excellent

media for the development of bacilli.

If it would need any argument to prove the value

of a well developed chest and deep frequent respira-

tion of good, pure air, we could refer the doubters

Fig. II.—Exercise H.

to the statistics which prove that mountaineers all

have deep, well developed chests and are the most
immune to tuberculosis of all people. While, of
course, it must be taken into consideration that the
mountaineers live as a rule in less crowded regions,

there is no doubt that their wonderful chest develop-
ment is one of the principal reasons of their rela-

tive immunity from tuberculosis. In the moun-
taineers it is the physiological effect on the human
body of high altitudes. The circulation is slower,
often below the normal in those living constantlv
ni the mountams. and their breathing is deeper,
'^e inspiration longer and the expiration more com-
plete.

That through proper breathing of outdoor air

and good, sensible training, proper and regular

feeding a child from tuberculous parentage needs
never to develop tuberculosis must be evident.

However, this is not merely a matter of belief with
me, but has become an absolute conviction based
on experience. I began my medical career over
twenty years ago in Southern California in the cit\'

of Los Angeles. It was at that time a small city

inhabited by a great many consumptives who had
come there hoping that the climate would restore

them to health. I was privileged to treat a goodty

*Hannii. .'V.. Zurich: "Beitrag'e zur Pathologie der
I "nsrenkrankheiten." Zcitschr. f. klir.ische Medisin, XII.,
1887."
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number of these patients. Some got well, some im-

proved, and some died ; but what was most inter-

esting to mc was the following observations : A
number of patients brought their little children with

them and some had children after their arrival as

consumptive invalids in Southern California. That
these parents transmitted to their children a predis-

position to tuberculosis was evident. I merely prac-

tised the principles which I have just given, and it

was my privilege to see many of the children de-

velop into good, strong, healthy men and women.
In order to give the child the greatest possible

opportunity to breathe fresh, pure air, and the best

chances for physical development, other things

must, of course, be done besides teaching the child

to breathe properly. First, the child must have
more years of play. A child should not go to school

before its eighth year. Throughout its child life

it should have more hours of sleep than most chil-

dren have, and child labor should, of course, be

done away with as incompatible with the solution

of the tuberculosis problem. There should be more

playgrounds. Every roof of a tenement house

should be transformed into a playground, \yith

the help of a good, strong wire fencing and awnings

such a roof garden could be utilized the greater

part of the year and for children of all ages.

Children's' school farms, such as are conducted

in New York under the admirable directorship of

Mrs. Henry Parsons, should be multiplied by all

large and small cities. Such a farm, particularly

when located in a congested district, does both

preventive and constructive work. The child pre-

disposed to tuberculosis, when it has an opportunity

to spend the greater part of the day doing garden-

ing work, learns to love outdoor life and outdoor

pursuits which, of course, is of the greatest ad-

vantage to its future physical welfare.

Outdoor games and temperate athletic sports

should be encouraged not only in colleges, but in

children's schools everywhere, and outdoor games

and light sports should not be limited to the male

sex alone, particularly not during adolescent life.

After the child has gone through school, and

even when it has seemingly overcome its predis-

position, it is well to bear in mind the possibility

of a relapse into such a condition through an un-

wise choice of profession or calling. An occupa-

tion or profession demanding a sedentary life and

exposing the individual to the inhalation of vitiated

air and much organic and inorganic dust, is un-

suited for anyone who is or was once predisposed

to tuberculosis.

Concerning the prevention of post-natal infec-

tion, we must, of course, first think of the infec-

tion from tuberculous milk. To this end we must
first prohibit the tuberculous mother from nursing

her child, and secondly, see to it that the artificially

fed child is provided with milk absolutely pure and

absolutely free from tuberculous germs and other

pathogenic microorganisms.

I will not enter here into the discussion of which
method, wholesale sterilization or dairy supervision

and milk inspection, is the most secure. In indi-

vidual cases it would seem that proper sterilization

is the safest method of rendering the milk germ-

free. It goes without saying, of course, that under

such circumstances a healthy wetnurse is the ideal

for a child which has come into the world physio-

logically impoverished.

The most frequent sources of post-natal infection

are perhaps the following : The consumptive mother
or nurse caresses the child and kisses it on the

mouth; she carries the child on her arms, coughs

over it, and a drop infection from a bacilliferous

spray ensues. She prepares the food, testing it to

judge its temperature and flavor through the same
rubber nipple or with the same spoon the child

uses, and thus unconsciously conveys the germs of
her disease from her own mouth to that of the

child. Later on the child will play on the floor of

the room, and should there be a consumptive in the

family, who from carelessness or ignorance is not

careful in the disposal of his expectoration, the

child is indeed likely to be infected. The little one
while playing on the floor may with great facility

inhale the bacilli floating with the dust in the air

and can thus acquire tuberculosis by inhalation, the

full development of which may only take place in

later years when the origin will not be thought of.

Again, the little child touches everything it can take

hold of, infecting its fingers thoroughly, and by
putting them in its mouth tuberculosis by ingestion

may result and gradually develop into consumption
of the bowels. Lastly, should the child's nails be

neglected it may scratch itself with the infected

fingers, and thus inoculate its system with the

disease. Tuberculosis of the skin, or lupus, may
result from such an unfortunate accident.

To prevent these infections during childhood is

certainly possible by taking the following precau-

tions : Not only should consumptives be religiously

careful with their expectoration, but they should as-

sociate as little as possible with young children, and
stay away from playrooms and playgrounds. We
repeat that to kiss children on the mouth should

never be allowed, and the little ones should be
taught never to kiss nor be kissed by strangers.

They should be kissed by their own friends and
relatives as little as possible, and then only on the

cheeks. The floor on which the child plays should

be kept scrupulously clean. Fixed carpets in such

a place are an abomination ; they only serve as dust

and dirt collectors, and not infrequently harbor the

germs of contagious diseases. The hands and nails

of little children should be kept as clean as possible.

Expectorating on playgrounds should be con-

sidered a grave offense and should be punished ac-

cordingly. These playgrounds should be kept clean,

as free from dust as possible, and strewn daily with

clean sand or gravel.

At school the child may contract an ingestion

tuberculosis from partaking of half-eaten fruit

from its tuberculous fellow pupils, or by the ex-

change of bean-blowers, musical mouth instruments,

or chewing gum.
Inoculation of the child with tuberculosis, even

if it is not predisposed, happens in rare instances

through ritual circumcision. I have been able to

collect about twenty authentic cases; but the surgi-

cal literature of all countries, where Israelites prac-

tise this rite in the orthodox way, continue to con-

tain reports now and then of cases of tuberculous

infection through this mode of circumcision. The
tuberculous inoculation following this operation

manifests itself first as a local disease of the genital

organs, whence it becomes generalized in a great

ntunber of cases. The operation of circumcision,

when skilfully and carefully performed, is in itself

trifling, but the sucking of the prepuce afterwards

makes it dangerous, for it is evident that if the

operating rabbi should be consumptive, inoculation

becomes very possible. Since it will be difficult

to stop this practice by a simple protest on the part

of physicians, and as the law cannot interfere with

the free exercise of a religious rite, I should suggest

as a remedy that only such persons should be al-

lowed to perform circumcision as have shown the
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necessary skill before a medical board of exam-
iners, and that every time they are called upon to

perform the rite, they should submit themselves
to a medical examination. Only when bearing a
certificate from a regular physician, stating the
absolute freedom from specific diseases, should they
be allowed to perform ritual circumcision. An-
other reliable measure against the possibility of
inoculating the child, when the parents insist upon
the orthodox method of circumcision, is suction by
the aid of a glass tube, as practised in France and
Germany.

I feel it a duty to mention here another source
of exposure of the non-tuberculous child to tuber-

culous infection to which benevolent societies and
municipalities should pay attention with a view to

avoiding it. There is in some cities a custom of
giving the infant foundlings who do not improve
in hospitals, to homes in the country. There those

children are taken care of by families who are of

good repute but in moderate circumstances. The
authorities who send babies there, as a rule, never
ask who is going to take care of the baby. In

many instances an invalid who not infrequently is

tuberculous is entrusted with this caretaking

Rarely is he intelligent or overconscientious, and
thus that he will give tuberculosis to the little chiKl

in his care is almost inevitable.

I cannot conclude this too meager treatise on so

important a subject without mentioning here a

purely philanthrophic scheme intended to overcome
the predisposition which a child may have inherito 1

from its tuberculous parents. Wy late and much
regretted teacher, Professor Grancher, of Paris, in-

augurated some years ago, by his own and Mnic.

Grancher's magnificent gift of several hundred
thousand francs, a movement which he called

"i'Qiuvre de preservation de I'enfance contre hi

tuberculosa." As the name indicates, it means to

protect the children from becoming tuberculous.

This society, through its agents, selects children

from tuberculous parents and, with their consent,

takes the children to homes in the country where

they are carefully supervised and watched by the

society's agents. The very best of food and out-

door life and good home hygiene is secured for the

children and the society's reports for the last few

years certainly show that the work is truly a work
of preservation of life and gaining of health and

strength which is after all the best immunity against

tuberculosis.

It is to be sincerely hoped that Grancher's work
may find emulators in this country and all over

the world. It should be the rule in private, dis-

pensary and hospital practice to insist upon the

examination of all children of tuberculous parents.

The examination for tuberculosis or tuberculous

predisposition of all children entering public, paro-

chial or private schools and the periodical re-

examination for tuberculosis should also be made
a feature of an intelligent and thorough tuberculosis

campaign. It is only by such means that the pre-

disposed child can be easily discovered. The more

attention we pay to avoiding tuberculous infection

during childhood, the more carefully we study the

early recognition of a condition predisposing the

child to consumption, the more we direct our energy

and whatever skill and knowledge we may possess

to this end. and the more we interest philanthroiiic

friends in the cause of overcoming this tuberculous

predisposition, the greater are our chances for ulti-

mately eradicating the disease in the adult and thus

becorning complete masters of the great white

plague.

TRUE NEURASTHENIA—ITS NATURE
AND TREATMENT.*
By a. D. ROCKWELL. M.D.,

NEW YORK.

NEUROLOGIST .\.\D ELECTROTHERAPEUTIST TO THE FLUSHING HOSPITAL,
ETC.

There is a true and false neurasthenia, as there is

a true and false malaria or a true and false neur-

algia.

The term neurasthenia is a convenient refuge in

diagnosis. It is easy for the physician and most
satisfactory to that large class of patients who eat

too much, exercise too little, and who are simply

poisoned by the unassimilated products of digestion.

These people are pleased with a diagnosis which

touches the nerves rather than the bowels and liver

and having been duly certified to as neurasthenic

ever after with a conscious air allude to themselves

as the victims of nervous exhaustion. While pro-

testing against the too indiscriminate diagnosis ot

neurasthenia, I am yet a firm believer in the pro-

priety of classifyirjg under this head a great family

of symptoms. True neurasthenia is of perennial

interest, for of all so-called functional diseases, it is

to my mind one of the most important, because of

its power to wreck completely the life of a man,
the persistency of its symptoms, and the frequent

futility of methods adopted for its relief, due main-

ly to mistaken ideas as to its nature and course.

Volumes have been written about it, and if it be

asked why still further discuss the subject, I reply,

that until the profession at large have a truer appre-

ciation of the reality of this condition, and get a

better understanding of its philosophy, it will always

deserve the freest discussion.

I have known patients to consult physician after

physician without receiving any satisfactory diagno-

sis or advice, getting the first glimpse of the truth

through a book picked up in the office of some phy-
sician or a stray issue of a medical journal. Or if

told that he has neurasthenia it is in a flippant oflf-

hand way as if it was a thing to be lightly spoken
of, to be taken as a half joke, instead of a reality

so terrible as not infrequently to impel the unfortu-

nate victim to choose for himself social ostracism.

One of the astonishing things in connection with

neurasthenia is the infinite variety of symptoms of

which patients complain. The sum total of these

symptoms are by no means to be found in any indi-

vidual case, but they exist, and he who comes in con-

tact with, and studies many neurasthenics, will be-

come familiar with them all.

]\Iany years ago when Beard was issuing those

remarkable articles which have become classic and
which became and .still are the inspiration of all

investigations along this line, a distinguished physi-

cian remarked to me that according to Beard, if a

man did but yawn or sneeze, or eructate a little

wind, he had neurasthenia. And yet it is not difficult

to reconcile one's self to these varied symptoms, and
the explanation seems simple enough, in consider-

ation of the probable pathology of the disease. The
rapidity with which nervous force is exhausted
makes possible an infinite variety of symptoms, since

this exhaustion is not confined to any one center of

organic or functional life, but may simultaneously

or in succession influence remote centers of motor,
sensitive, and emotional activity. Symptoms such as

insomnia, mental depression, morbid fears, general

motor enfeeblement, gastrointestinal atony, and im-

potence are very frequent, and many, if not all of

*Read before the Medical .Association of the Greater
City of New York October 19, 1908.
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them may be combined in the same person. It is

most important to distingnish between hereditary

and acquired neurasthenia.

While a very considerable number of cases are

found where the most careful inquiry fails to find

any special ancestral nervous defect; yet in the ma-

jority of cases there is an undoubted hereditary ten-

dency. Severe and prolonged mental and physical

distress, acting on a nervous system endowed with

normal strength, is not readily influenced to its per-

manent detriment; on the other hand, irritations

absurdly slight, may powerfully influence nerve

tracts inherently weak from any cause. The for-

bears of the hereditary neurasthenic may have been

quite free from neurasthenia as we now understand

it, but it will be found that there is a history of one

or more of many neuropathic conditions such as

epilepsy, hysteria, alcoholism, insanity, etc.

Indeed, when there exists a strong nervous her-

edity, neurasthenia may develop absolutely without

any apparent exciting cause, and what is exceed-

ingly rare in acquired neurasthenia may develop even

at puberty. One seldom, if ever," sees a case of neu-

rasthenia before the age of 25 where the heredity is

good. It takes years of evil indulgence to wreck

the nervous system in a strong person, and therefore

most men with acquired neurasthenia are consider-

ably older. Neurotic instability of the hereditary

type is therefore the most important and frequent

factor in considering the etiology and prognosis of

neurasthenia. In the organic psychoses we see this

hereditary instability playing an equally important

part. Embolisms and thromboses of slight char-

acter and small tumors may occasion mental alien-

ation of the most pronounced type, while in stronger

physical conditions tumors of considerable size, and
areas of softening may influence the mind but slight-

ly. The efifect of alcohol in diff^erent people is large-

ly a question of nervous stability. With some, per-

ceptible stimulation is excited only after a large

amount, while with others the effects of the smallest

dose becomes quickly apparent. The same suscep-
tibility of the neurasthenic is noted in the use of
various drugs.

Hysterical women are often spoken of as neu-
rasthenic. Hysteria is not neurasthenia, and one
meets with true neurasthenia in women far less fre-

quently than in men.
Hysteria is a kindred condition but by no means

the same condition, and one interesting differential

point between neurasthenia in man and hysteria in

woman is the difference in the degree of suscepti-

bility to stimulation. A typical neurasthenic is as
a rule more than ordinarily susceptible to alcohol,

while an hysterical woman can usually greatly ex-
ceed the normal amount without perceptibly feeling

its effects. Hysteria in women is undoubtedly often
caused by uterine disease, but it is not probable that

the nervous system in these cases is influenced in

the same way as -is the nervous system of man by
sexual excesses. The work of the gynecologist is

most important and valuable, and perhaps indispen-
able in many of these cases, but it is coming to be
more and more understood that many cases of slight

uterine and periuterine disorders in the young and
unmarried should not be subjected to local treat-

ment. Very many cases of disordered menstrua-
tion and uterine and ovarian pains are due mostly
to causes that are constitutional and general, and
local treatment can be of little avail.

On the contrary when the mind of the patient is

constantly directed to the generative organs by the
treatment of unimportant local conditions, it is con-
ceivable that by a sort of autosuggestion the whole

nervous system is made to suffer. On the other

hand, with the graver forms of uterine disease we
seldom see associated this peculiar instability of the

nervous system that we call hysteria. The symp-
toms of neurasthenia and the exciting causes of

these symptoms are too many to enumerate in a
brief article. Of the causative factors—one only,

and that the most important, do I wish to empha-
size. I refer to sexual excesses—especially among
the unmarried. Men who are married and are faith-

ful to the vows of marriage rarely tend to excess

in the long run. But with both married and unmar-
ried who habitually indulge in irregular sexual re-

lations the case is widely different. In the marriage

relation as time goes on, the tendency more and
more is to satisfy only a normal call of nature. He,
however, whose relations are with strange women,
changing from one to the other as caprice and pas-

sion dictate, enters into a realm of psychic excita-

tion to which he must ultimately succumb.

Naturally, it is among the hereditarily weak that

such excesses work the greatest havoc, and although

the nervous system of the hereditarily strong is

often a veritable fortress against the assaults of

the most excessive dissipation, yet, sooner or later

nature's reprisals are inevitable. "The mills of the

gods grind slowly—but they grind exceed fine."

In regard to what is termed traumatic neuras-

thenia, I am more and more of the opinion that it

is not a special neurosis distinct from the ordinary

form of neurasthenia. In a way, all neurasthenia

is traumatic. Profound mental disturbance, or the

physical abuse of function, are just as surely blows
as are physical strokes.

The one overmastering symptom, of symptoms in-

numerable, associated with the neurasthenic state,

is morbid fear. What is rudimentary and natural

in the healthy man, becomes in the neurasthenic, ab-

normal and monumental. Little by little because of

his feeble powers of resistance, these fears dominate
his life, gradually destroying the results of years

of health and education.

And in the same way as one seldom sees hysteria

associated with serious uterine disease, so one sel-

dom encounters neurasthenia with its morbid fears

in those suffering from grave organic disease. These
phobias in their peculiar manifestation are pathog-

nomonic, and it would be impossible for a malinger-

er to deceive long one thoroughly familiar with neu-

rasthenic cases.

Agoraphobia (fear of open places), claustropho-

bia (fear of narrow, closed places), mysophobia
(fear of contamination), monophobia (fear of being

alone), anthropophobia (a generic term including

fear of society) and gynephobia (fear of women)
are only a few of the numerous phobias that to the

uninitiated appear simply ridiculous, but to the un-

happy victim are of fearful consequence, destroy-

ing both happiness and hope.

Treatment.—Shall a neurasthenic work or rest?

Many a neurasthenic has been made worse by the

rest cure, and again others have suffered by a con-

tinuance of work. In no condition is there more
need of an intelligent differentiation. If there is

cerebral excitement associated with physical ex-

haustion—rest is imperatively demanded. Rest is

also to be recommended in cases of the myelasthen-

ic type. For cases of the lithemic type—hearty

eaters, who suffer from autoinfection, and whose
frequent irritability and unreasonable outbursts of

temper differentiates their case from the mild mel-

ancholy of the neurasthenic of an entirely different

type, work and activity and plenty of it is oftentimes

the saving grace.
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Drugs.—Success in treatment frequently follows

very little active medication, and yet at times judi-

cious drugging is distinctly called for. While the

patient is undergoing the slower process of encour-

agement and physical methods of treatment, it is

good judgment at times and in certain cases to

soothe and sustain a weak and erratic nervous sys-

tem by such drugs as seem best fitted to the case

in hand. In those cases where occasional medica-

tion seems to be demanded, some one of the various

bromides including the bromide of zinc, either alone

or in combination with belladonna—cannabis indica,

etc., according to individual idiosyncrasies, serve a

useful purpose.

Physical Therapeutics.—Of all physical methods
of treatment I place the electrical first and regard

it of the most positive value in the treatment of

neurasthenia. Others and perhaps the majority do

not regard it so highly, but those who would look

with disfavor upon it have not, I fancy, taken off

their coat, as it were, and given it a thorough and
systematic trial. I have done this for many years

and in a very large number of cases and my experi-

ence teaches me that no single remedy quite equals

electricity. I say single remedy, yet it is really many
remedies in one, for so numerous are its manifesta-

tions and so varied are its physical and physiological

effects, that for all practical purposes we may say

that we have many kinds of electricity.

What is lacking, therefore, most frequently to

make good use of this great agent is the power of

intelligent differentiation. An anomaly about a

neurasthenic is that generally he appears to be well

nourished. His functions are often well performed

and his appetite excellent. Yet with all this we find

him with a nervous system so eratic and unstable

that the slightest influence is sufficient so to disturb

the vasomotor equilibrium as to cause general nerv-

ous disturbance as manifested in the quickly flushed

face, perspiring hands, dizziness and perverted

vision.

As its name implies, neurasthenia is a disease of

exhaustion and therefore of impaired nutrition, and

electrization, not in one form alone, but in many
forms, aids powerfully in the restoration of per-

verted cellular nutrition.

Phototherapy.—The influence of light and heat I

have often found useful in neurasthenic cases. Fun-
damentally the principles on which are based the

therapeutics of light and heat are very much the

same as govern the application of other physical

methods of treatment, and in the toxemias and the

toxic neuroses the therapeutic value of light energy

is beyond question. Both the incandescent and the

electric arc light are valuable—the latter perhaps

more than the former, since in addition to its calor-

ific and luminous effects it imparts chemical activ-

ities of a distinctive character.

Mental Therapeutics.—While neurasthenia is no

imaginary disease and no appeal to the imagination

alone will overcome the profound loss of nerve tont

characteristic of it. or rearrange the delicate fibril-

lary connection of the neurons that may have been

disturbed by the constant impact of physical forces,

yet mental therapeutics is without doubt an impor-

tant factor in many cases. I hold that if a physician

has not time or inclination to do more than drug

his patient or give him the ordinary office advice

and treatment, he is not quite fitted to take charge

of many a case of neurasthenia. To a certain extent

he should associate with his patient and by his per-

sonal presence and encouragement reinforce his

feeble and wavering will.

Let me illustrate. It is quite unnecessary to tell

anyone who is familiar with such cases that gyne-

phobia (fear of women) is one of the most unnerv-

ing and distressing of all the phobias. In a patient

who thus suffered to the last degree, who avoided

all female society, and if he chanced to meet a lady

acquaintance face to face in the street became almost

paralyzed, I determined as usual on a direct method

of attack. I suggested that he go with me to a

department store and buy something of a sales-

woman. He replied that it was impossible, but

agreed to go. We walked from counter to counter,

the patient suffering undeniable and uncontrollable

perturbation, as evidenced by his clenched and per-

spiring hands, flushed and perspiring face. He
finally accomplished his purpose, although avoiding

the eye of the saleswoman, and then with a sigh and
sense of relief, turned and asked if he had not done

well. Alone and unaided he could not possibly have

accomplished his purpose.

This patient is now fairly well, and I attribute his

recovery as much to the personal influence that

steadied his morale as to any other method of pro-

cedure. In every way the physician should treat

his patient with respectful and sympathetic con-

sideration, and while recognizing his infirmities

assure him in no uncertain tone that he is by no
means incurable. This he can honestly do, for in

the observation of hundreds of these sufferers I

have seldom met a case that I have kept track of

that did not finally respond to time and treatment.

616 Madison Avihub.

THE ULTRAVIOLET RAY AND HIGH FRE-
QUENCY CURRENTS IN NEURAS-

THENIA.*
By SINCLAIR TOUSEY, A.M., M.D.,

NEW YORK.

The ultraviolet light is present in sunlight, but only

in small amount, because the greater part of this

chemically and physiologically active radiation is

absorbed by the dust and vapors in passing through

the earth's atmosphere. This may partly account

for the greater tendency to sunburn and to injury

to the eyes resulting from overexposure to the re-

flected light upon mountain snow fields which are

above the densest part of the atmosphere. It may
also partly account for the benefit experienced by

neurasthenic patients at mountain sanatoria like

St. Moritz. The ultraviolet ray is produced elec-

trically in much greater concentration than it is

convenient to obtain it from natural sources. When
produced by electricity its use in neurasthenia may
be divided into two separate methods. First—it

may form part of the combined heat and light radia-

tion applied in local or general electric light baths

:

and, second—it may form according to the author's

view the essential factor in several different appli-

cations of high frequency currents.

The arc light is richer in ultraviolet rays than the

incandescent light and hence is preferable when
practicable. The incandescent light is so much
easier to handle that it is often selected for this pur-

pose. The effect of electric light baths is due only

in part to the ultraviolet rays, all of which are ab-

sorbed by the skin, producing a general tonic effect,

but without a direct action upon any vital organ.

More active agents in the effect of electric light

baths are the visible rays, some of which penetrate

considerable thicknesses of tissue and stimulate the

processes of metabolism in the blood and lymph as

well as in the solid tissues.

Another and perhaps the most active factor is

*Read at a meeting of the Medical Association of

Greater New York, October 19, 1908.
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that of radiant heat—an agent which with light, air,

food, and water is essential to animal and vegetable

life. It is a mistake to suppose that the air in the

electric light bath need be at an uncomfortably high

temperature. The room or cabinet may be freely

ventilated without impairing the beneficial etifect of

the radiant heat and without materially lengthening

the time required to produce the characteristic

physiological effects of profuse perspiration and

dilatation of superficial capillaries. Such an appli-

cation eliminates some ol the products of auto-

intoxication so commonly present in neurasthenia.

It is followed by refreshing sleep, and this effect

may be favored by such additional applications as a

cold bath or massage.

We come now to the ultraviolet ray in connection

with high frequency currents. The oxygen of the

air may be changed into ozone ; a verj- unstable and.

therefore, chemically a very active form. This

change is most readily produced by the passage of

electric sparks through the air, but only in the

presence of the ultraviolet ray. Accordingly, we
find that the richest production of ozone occurs in

connection with electric discharges which generate

the greatest quantity of ultraviolet ray. Leyden
jars charged by a static machine or by an induction

coil form part of the apparatus designed to give

high frequency discharges which are wonderfully
efficient in this regard. Glass vacuum electrodes arc

employed for applying these discharges directly to

the surface of the body, and the odor of ozone may
sometimes be detected the following day. The
eft'ect is heightened if the electrode is held at a little

distance from the surface and thousands of tiny

violet-colored sparks traverse the air covering the

skin. This intensification is also obtained if the

^lass vacuum electrode is applied over thin clothing.

The ozone generated in this way penetrates the

tissues and produces an effect upon the solids and
liquids which make up the body. This effect is the

usual one of nascent oxygen, viz.. to increase the

rapidity and favor completeness of oxidation. In

some cases nitrogenous substances are incompletely

oxidized and are found in the urine as an excess of

uric acid and the same irritant substance is deposited

in the region of nerves and joints. Ozonization of

the tissues by high frequency currents and the ultra-

violet ray favors complete oxidation and the elimi-

nation of nitrogenous substances as urea.

Autointoxication by other products of imperfect
metabolism is relieved by the same application, not
perhaps so much by a direct oxidation as by a stimu-
lant effect upon the tissues which results in normal
activit)^

The ozonizing eft'ect of the application of vacuum
electrodes is practically the same, no matter what
particular form of high tension generator is used to

excite it. To this extent the static machine, the
Rhumkorff coil, the Tesla transformer, and the
d'Arsonval and Oudin high frequency apparatus
produce similar results.

It is necessary to apply the glass vacuum elec-

trode over a considerable part, one-fourth if prac-
ticable, of the surface of the body in order to obtain
the full benefit of this effect of the treatment. And
this should include the portion affected bv anv local

symptoms ; the precordia in cases of palpitation or
cardiac neurosis ; the abdomen in cases of dvspepsia
and constipation : the spine or different nerves in

case of neuralgia.

Another part of the effect from glass vacuum
electrodes is dependent upon the nature of the elec-

tric current which excites the tube. High electrical

tensions are obtained by connecting the glass

vacuum electrode with one pole of an induction coil

or with one pole of a static machine, but their dis-

charges have not the peculiar oscillatory character

observed in the high tension discharges from high

frequency apparatus such as a Tesla transformer or

a d'Arsonval transformer or an Oudin resonator.

Comparatively low tension discharges with con-

siderable volume, 200 milliamperes and over, may
be obtained by connecting the glass vacuum elec-

trode with the d'Arsonval or the Oudin high fre-

quency adjusted for that purpose.

The higher tension discharges are especially use-

ful in cases of neurasthenia with low arterial tension

and the low tension high frequency discharges are

a specific in cases of neurasthenia w'ith high arterial

tension. A shower of high tension sparks from a

glass vacuum electrode passed rapidly along the

spine is excellent in atonic cases.

In some cases of neurasthenia with high arterial

tension which the author has treated by high fre-

quency currents the blood pressure has been per-

sistently so high as to lead to grave and threatening

secondary lesions. The treatment has been by
means of the d'Arsonal or Oudin high frequency,

but low tension discharges applied partly by means
of the autocondensation couch and partly by means
of glass vacuum electrodes. The latter are applied

along the spine and over the abdomen with a current

of over 200 milliamperes passing through the elec-

trode. This current is registered by a hot ware

milliamperemeter and is many times greater than

could be borne except for the oscillatory character

of the current. Up to a certain point alternating

currents produce more and more pow'erful effects

as the alternations are increased in rapiditj' and the

no volts electric light current with 60 alternations

per second produces dangerous effects. More than

5,000 alternations per second rob the current of its

power to produce muscular contraction and reduce

the sensation to a minimum. High frequency cur-

rents have millions of oscillations per second and
the nerves of motion and sensation cannot respond

to them at all. The absence of a motor and a

sensors- effect is obtained when a direct contact is

made with a metallic electrode of large size or when
the high frequency current acts by induction or con-

densation without any charged conductor touching
the body or being near enough to send sparks or a

perceptible efifluve to the body. This is true in spite

of the fact that the d'Arsonval current has a tension

of several thousand volts and an intensity of 200 to

400 or more milliamperes. The same current will

give a shower of tiny sparks from a vacuum elec-

trode held near the surface, but this changes the

character of the effect produced and is more suitable

for cases without high arterial tension. Even with

the glass vacuum electrode held in close contact

with the skin the large milliamperage results in an
amount of warmth which may become uncomfort-
able if the electrode is held in one place for any
length of time. This is prevented by moving the

electrode slowly over the surface, and the latter

should be thickly sprinkled with talcum powder to

enable the electrode to glide smoothly over the skin.

Without this precaution the perspiration excited bv
the application causes the electrode to stick to the

surface and to pass from one portion to another by
a series of jerks accompanied bv disagreeable
sparking.

The neurasthenic cases referred to the author for

this kind of treatment have usually had some
definite nervous, circulatory reproductive or alimen-

tary disturbance, and the results have often been
little less than magical.

I have endeavored to make it plain that there are
several forms in which the high frequency currents
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may be applied with and without the use of vacuum
electrodes; and especially that the use of vacuum
electrodes gives results dependent upon the exact

form of high frequency current transmitted by

them.

What is equally important is that other forms of

electricity than the high frequency currents may be

transmitted by them, with the same production of

violet colored light but with radically different physi-

ological and therapeutic eft'ects.

One or two cases in which good results have been

obtained may be of interest.

Case I.—Mrs. C, a delicate little old lady re-

ferred to me by Dr. Rushmore, had had as a most

prominent symptom very severe pains in the sciatic,

anterior crural, and spinal regions. She had been

practically confined to the house for two years.

After some fruitless inquiries at the hospital where

the patient's husband is one of the trustees, he came

to me, asking whether there were any possible in-

juries resulting from treatment and whether there

was any probability of sufficient benefit to pay for

the pain produced by getting into a carriage and

coming to my office. I was able to encourage him

in regard to both questions, and the patient came

for treatment that same afternoon. Only the va-

cuum electrodes were used and the weakest current

possible from one pole of the Oudin resonator. Ap-
plication lasted 7 or 8 minutes and was made
through one thickness of underclothing. I think

that the term "magical" may be fairly applied to the

result. The patient was able to go to one of the

large retail stores after the second treatment, this

having been the first time she had been inside a

shop in 7 months: and after the fourth treatment

she went to her son's wedding in Worcester, Mass.

After the seventh treatment not a pain or ache re-

mained. Although it is three or four years, there

has never been a return.

C.\SE II.—Mr. S., 65 years old. was referred to

me by Dr. Albert H. Ely. In his case the symptoms
of neurasthenia were added to those of arterial

sclerosis with its usual subjective and objective

symptoms including the most annoying one of

hemianopsia. The treatment consisted in autocon-

densation by means of the autocondensation pads

connected with the high-frequency apparatus which

I will show in a few minutes, and the application of

vacuum electrodes to the temples, where the great-

est throbbing headache was felt, and to the anterioi

cardiac region where pain of a very severe character

was almost constantly felt. The vacuum electrode

was connected with one pole of the Oudin resonator

and the current was of low voltage, but of as great

amperage as the patient could bear. The sphyg-

momanometer showed a progressive reduction from

190 mm. to 140 mm. The treatment was given for

several weeks one spring, and also the following au-

tumn, and has not been required for the last year.

There was marked benefit in regard to every subject

of symptom. The feeling of profound mental de-

pression disappeared and the patient became able to

enjoy his favorite recreation of bridge-whist. The
loss of vision in one half of the retina did not, of

course, yield to the treatment. The headache dis-

appeared simultaneously with the return of the

normal appearance of the blood-vessels of the face.

The cardiac pain and the palpitation also disap-

pered.

These are only two examples selected from a

large number of cases, among which were several

cases of a purely neurotic type treated with equally

good results.

59 West Forty-sixth Street.

THE CARE OF THE MOUTH DURING IN-

FANCY AND CHILDHOOD.*
By WILLIAM J. LEDERER, D.D.S.,

lecturer at the new YORK COLLEGE OF DENTAL AND ORAL SURGERY;
ATTENDING DENTAL SURGEON TO THE GERMAN HOSPITAL

DISPENSARY, NEW YORK.

A GRE.\T deal could be written about the care of the

mouth during infancy and childhood, if one were to

review all the pathological conditions which are

liable to occur in the oral cavity and discuss their

treatment. I shall, however, not bore you with

etiological, pathological, and therapeutic facts, which
you are all acquainted with, but rather view the sub-

ject from a prophylactic point of view and try to

point out the importance of certain hygienic meas-
ures and attempt to show the value of conservative

treatment which, so far as the mouth is concerned,

has not been accorded that station in medical science

of which it is deserving.

Altogether, the hygiene of the mouth has been a

sadly neglected factor and it is only of very recent

date that the importance of a clean healthy mouth
has begun to be realized. Thus since about a year

the medical school inspectors not only examine the

children's eyes, ears, throats, and noses, they also

look at their teeth and report their findings to the

health authorities who notify the children's parents

and demand a visit not only to the physician, but

also to the dentist.

Such action has borne good fruit already, as the

reports showing the results of the treatment of

tuberculous glands in children give better statistics

than before dental inspection was practiced.

Stomatologically, infancy and childhood can be

divided into various periods according to tooth

eruption; thus we get: (i) The period beginning

at birth and terminating with the eruption of the

first temporary teeth about the 6th month. (2)

The period of eruption of the temporary teeth,

which begins about the 6th month and ends at about

the completion of the 2d year. (3) The interval

between primary and secondary dentition, namely
from about the 2d to 6th year. (4) The period of

eruption of the permanent, and exfoliation of the

primary teeth, not including, however, the eruption

of the 3d molars or wisdom teeth, as these come
through during adolescence and sometimes not until

later, in fact they may erupt at any time after the

15th and i6th year; that would end the last period

about the 13th year, when the permanent eye teeth

have made their appearance.

From the dental point of view these different

periods are: (i) A toothless period, (2) a period

of dentition, (3) a period of rest, (4) a second

period of dentition.

However, the whole epoch from birth until the

13th year, and as a matter of fact, before and after

that, the period is one of tooth formation and devel-

opment, for the developmental history of teeth be-

gins about the 7th week of embryonal life and does

not terminate until the completion of about the 21st

year.

The proper care of the mouth during these periods

will not only insure a healthy buccal cavity and com-

fort to the little folks, but will remove the etiological

factors of many pathological conditions of infancy

and childhood, some of which may reflect lifelong

upon the individual.

What are the lesions which occur in the buccal

cavity and what measures constitute that which col-

lectively can be termed the care of the mouth? To
review individually all pathological conditions liable

*Read at a meeting of the Manhattan Medical Society,

May 22, 1908.
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to involve and emanate from the portal of the ali-

mentary tract would take us too far, but all can be
classed as traceable (i) to traumatism and infec-

tion, (2) to diseased constitutional states or faulty

nutrition, and (3) to abnormal development.
If these factors be removed, buccal disease and its

Fig. I.-—Radiograph showing the eruption of a bicuspid inside of the
dental arch,

sequelae will be greatly reduced; this would mean
the establishment, as far as possible, of oral asepsis,
the treatment of systemic disease, the modification
of improper nutrition, and the correction if possible
of developmental faults.

Little is to be said about the care of the mouth of
the infant during the first 6 months. Different men
have expressed different views on the usefulness of
cleansing the infantile mouth. The mouth, like the
rest of the alimentary tract at birth, or rather up to
birth, is presumably sterile, but with the drawing
of the first breath and the emission of the first cry,
there are introduced into the mouth many species of
microorganisms.

Certain localities of the buccal mucous membrane
are especially prone to injury and subsequent infec-
tion. These are the mucous lining covering the
hamular process of the palate bone and those light-

colored bodies on both sides of the median line,

designated as epithelial pearls of Epstein. If trau-
niatic lesions are produced here and these become
infected, the resulting ulcers which Parrot termed
"plaques pterygoidennes," or which are better known
as Bednar's apthae, may become quite troublesome.
This has caused many authors to abandon infantile
mouth sterilization, as it is claimed that the normal
buccal secretions are fully able to protect the mouth.
Mikulicz and Kummel in their work on "Disease of
the Mouth," say: "Experience in Maternity hospi-
tals, quoting Epstein, Fisch, von Engel, and Baum,
have shown that palatal ulcers are observed only in
infants whose mouths are cleansed. If the buccal
cavity is not cleansed, buccal ulcers are not ob-
served." Ritter of Berlin, in his work on "Diseases
of the Mouth and Teeth," states that: "It is of the
utmost importance that the attention of mothers
be directed to the careful washing of the buccal
cavity of infants from birth on, and if this be ob-
served, most of the so-called diseases of dentition
will be avoided—especially among the poorer class
of patients. The buccal lavage is best done by
means of absorbent cotton or a very soft sponge."
Koplik says: "The mouth of the breastfed infant
especially should not be frequently washed. If the
breast nipple is kept scrupulously clean, sprue and
stomatitis will be avoided." Kilmer says : "An in-

fant's mouth should be cleansed before and after
every nursing, be it from breast or bottle." Holt
advocates mouth sterilization as a prophylactic
against sprue, etc.

The different authorities expressing varying views
have all valid reasons for their individual practice,
but summing up all, I am inclined to urge mouth

sterilization, especially in children who are fed
artificially. There is practically no danger of mouth
infection in healthy, breastfed infants, brought up
in hygienic surroundings, if the mother washes the
breast nipples before and after nursing. The artifi-

cially-fed baby, however, is at a disadvantage, as its

very food is but a substitute for mother's milk, and
bottles, nipples, and pacifiers, unless scrupulously
clean, may constitute a formidable danger.
The word careful as applied to the washing of

the infantile mouth, should be emphasized. It is

better to leave the mouth alone than to introduce
roughly a finger, which is never aseptic and may
wound the buccal mucous membrane. In fact, a
finger should never be introduced into the child's

mouth, but a swab made of cotton on an applicator

or a piece of wood. This used gently will not hurt
the mouth. It does not appeal to me that it can be
of benefit to the child to permit remnants of starchy
and other foods to decompose in the buccal cavity

and be swallowed. The buccal toilet is not for the

purpose of cleansing the mouth so much, as the nor-
mal secretions will probably take care of a normal
oral bacterial flora. The septic materials found in

the buccal cavity as the result of bacterial action

upon foodstuff's and other things introduced into

the infantile mouth, which have no place there, are

swallowed and may become the factors of gastro-

intestinal disturbances.

The mouth will not suft'er unless traumatized, but
the gastrointestinal tract may. Therefore, I believe

careful buccal lavage, in all artificially-fed children

at least, is a necessity and if done carefully will be
of no harm. I advocate an alkaline antiseptic tablet,

dissolved in water or saline solution as a wash for

infants.

The use or nonuse of pacifiers has been the sub-

ject of considerable discussion. Some men claim
that the so-called "fruitless sucking" is harmful to

the child, others oppose this view. The fact remains
that pacifiers are kept even less clean than nipples.

I have seen a baby's pacifier on a dusty mantlepiece,

in the bed wet with urine, on the floor, in brother's

trousers pockets, and in other places which were far

from clean ; for this reason a pacifier becomes a
danger. There are, however, other reasons which
cause me to look with disfavor upon these "pipes of
peace." I contend that the pacifier may become the

first source of mouth breathing and lay the founda-
tion of the thumb-sucking habit.

A very pernicious custom of grave danger to a

Fig. 2.—Radiograph of a boy of about lo years of age, who has
cut his permanent teeth as well as his sixth year molar; lie has in
situ his temporary eye teeth and the temporary molars.

child is the habit of the nurse moistening the nipple

or pacifier with licr own lips before giving it to the
child. Sometimes a stranger is asked to mind the

child for a short time, and indulging in this common
practice may cause luetic or other infection of the

infant's mouth if there be abrasions in the child's
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month or about its lips. Too mucli stress cannot be
laid upon this point.

If an infant has a cleft palate or hare lip, or both,

the care of the mouth becomes an even more im-

portant factor. Fortunately, however, these mal-
formations are rare, and in many cases do not inter-

FlG. 3.—The arrow points to the temporary cuspid.

Fig. 3.—Radiograph of a jaw wherein the permanent bicuspids are
in position; the temporary eye tooth is about to be exfoliated, its

permanent successor is about to erupt.

fere with the taking of nourishment of the child

Brophy of Chicago advocates a very early opera
tion, that is, when the infant is a few weeks old

Brown of Milwaukee, and others, wait until the

child is 3 years or older. A hare lip is better oper-

ated upon early, as the scars and deformed lip

resulting will be less visible. A staphylarrhaphy,

however, is indicated in very young infants only

when the cleft interferes with nutrition that there

obtains the danger of starvation, otherwise I would
deem it more advisable to postpone the operation

until a little later.

Primary dentition brings us to the second period.

A great deal has been written about dentition and

some of the concomitant conditions. Older writers

spoke of teething diarrhea, teething convulsions,

teething coughs, and in fact there are few diseased

states which have not at one time or another been

brought in relationship with the eruption of the

teeth. Some have advised to lance the gums freely

to help the teeth come through, others advised the

opposite.

Dentition is a physiological process, but if there

are severe symptoms attending, they may be brought

on by the eruption of the teeth, as the period of

dentition is one of great physiological activity and

growth, but this only constitutes the last drop in the

bucket which causes the overflow, and the real cause

is always some other underlying abnormal or patho-

logical condition, as the symptoms vary in different

cases and we have not even a temperature chart

characteristic of dentition.

It may be of interest to quote Prof. R. Parreidt

of Leipzig from a paper "Upon the Influence of

Primarv Dentition Upon the Infantile Organism."

He writes as follows : In a holy book of the ancient

Indians, dating from the 17th century B. C, there

is found an incantation addressed to the milk teeth,

to spare the body of the infant. Archigenes advo-

cated the local appliances of harebrain and dog's

milk, Paulus of Aegina old herrings, meat, etc. Also

the rubbing of the gingivae with hard substances was

practised, the nurse beginning to rub the gums from

-the 3d month on. Mesne used hard bacon, rings,

and other articles, which we know to be employed

in the nursery even now.
These processes, although exposing to the dan-

ger of infection, are not as bad as the notorious

scarification of the gum.

Hunter boasted of having used the lancet 10 to

20 times during the eruption of one tooth. Hur-
lock, in 1742, incised the gums of children 10 days

old, and to carry this nonsense to extremes lacerated

the gum tissue after all the primary teeth had
erupted to protect the child against eruptions and
other diseases. A great deal could be written about

the various absurd methods of treating dentition

symptoms ; however, time and space forbid it.

To illustrate the care of the mouth during denti-

tion, I should like to frame a set of "Don'ts."

Don't rub the teeth through, as this will only open

an avenue of possible infection, particularly as the

resistance of the little body is somewhat lowered

during this state.

Don't rub the gums (as a rule), for the above-

mentioned reason, and especially if the erupting

tooth is well covered, the incised wound will heal

up very rapidly and the operative procedure has to

be repeated.

Don't poke dirty fingers into the child's mouth to

find out if the tooth is through, but keep the mouth
clean. Most of the attending symptoms of difficult

dentition can be avoided by carefully looking after

the digestive apparatus.

After the first teeth have made their appearance,

many begin to modify the infant's diet, giving the

child other food than milk. A soft tooth brush

should now be used, but particular care must be

exercised to use a brush which does not lose its

bristles. The mouth should be washed after every

feeding and before retiring. A mild antiseptic like

liquor antisepticus diluted, to which a little bicar-

bonate of sodium is added to make it alkaline, can

be used, or an alkaline antiseptic tablet, dissolved

in water. If a child is under medical care and takes

medicine of any kind, the mouth should be washed,

so as to neutralize any acid drug given and to culti-

vate the habit for the future. Regular dental in-

spection should be instituted from the time that all

temporary teeth are fully erupted.

The care of the mouth consists first in keeping

the mouth clean ; that means to rcinove by means of

a brush, floss silk, and tooth pick any particles of

food. The mouth should be washed after every

meal and the teeth brushed. It is most important,

however, to brush the teeth before retiring, for

otherwise there remain in the mouth remnants of

food, etc., over night, a period of about ten hours,

during which time, in normal conditions, little or no

saliva is secreted and fermentation goes on without

disturbance, which prepares the path for dental

caries.

If dental caries is established, the early filling by

proper dental care, which can be obtained by regular

dental examination, in order to avoid untimely ex-

traction, is important.

Fig. 4.—A deformed jaw, produced by the too early extraction of

the temporary eye teeth; this patient could not shut her mouth, she

was a mouth breather, and had hypertrophied tonsils and adenoids.

The belief that the first or milk teeth can be ex-

tracted at random, inasmuch as they are replaced by

the permanent teeth, is erroneous, as dental irregu-

larities are thus produced which may alter the shape

of the dental arches ^o as not only to be unsightly

but to induce abnormal breathing. It is almost
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more important to retain the temporary teeth vmtil

certain periods, than it is to retain the permanent

denture intact, as the latter can be replaced by artifi-

cial organs. The functions of the temporary teeth

are not only to assist in buccal digestion, but also to

assist in the development and shaping of the jaws

Fig. 5.—An irregularity, produced by the too early extraction of a

temporary eye tooth; the upper arch is too small for the lower jaw.

or dental arches proper. The permanent teeth are

larger in size and number than the first or tem-

porary dental organs and, therefore, require more
room, which is created by the enlargement of the

dental arches. This enlargement is brought about

by the eruption of the permanent molars behind the

temporary teeth. By the eruption of the permanent
molars, the temporary teeth are, so to say, pushed
forward and the dental arches are lengthened an-

teroposteriorly. If one of the temporary molars is

extracted prematurely, the erupting permanent
molar will exert its pushing influence only upon the

teeth posterior to the gap made by the extraction

and not only will the anterior temporary teeth not be

affected by the wedging of the erupting permanent
tooth, but the bicu.spid which was to take the place

of the external temporary molar may erupt inside

or outside the dental arch. (Fig. i.)

The next temporary tooth to be exfoliated is

the first molar, to be followed by the eruption of

the first permanent bicuspid. This is followed by
the shedding of the second temporary molar, whose
place is taken by the second permanent bicuspid

tooth. After these are in position the temporary
eye tooth will be shed and its place be taken by the

permanent canine. If for some reason the tem-
porary eye tooth be extracted too early, the perma-
nent bicuspids being nearer the gum than the per-

manent eye tooth, the bicuspid may come down
{^the temporary molars being shed) and, advanc-
ing towards the blank space created by the ex-
traction of the temporary canine, leave no room for
the permanent eye tooth, which coming down will

erupt outside of the dental arch and what is popu-
larly known as a buck tooth is the result. This
condition also determines a small arch and a facial

deformity results, which frequently is the cause of
the institution of mouth breathing.

Just as it is wrong to extract the temporary teeth

too early, it will be an error to retain them beyond
a certain period. Sometimes temporary teeth are
retained longer than their normal period, brought
about by the failure of root absorption, which is

produced by a dead pulp or other conditions. In
such cases the permanent tooth is deflected in its

course and will erupt either inside or outside of the

arch.

The thumb, tongue, or lip sucking habits fre-

quentl)^ found among children also deserve men-
tioning here, as these practices are the cause of mal-
formations which also induce not only faulty artic-

ulation with resulting inefficient mastication, but are
often the cause of incorrect breathing ( mouth-
breathingj with its sequelae.

Fortunately thumb-sucking is usually broken be-
fore much damage is done, as these habits rarely

cause displacement of the temporary teeth. If,

however, the practice is kept up the upper front

teeth (incisors and cuspids) are always pushed out-

ward and to one side, according as the thumb of
the right and left hand is used. The lower teeth,

however, from the pressure of the back of the

thumb are crowded back. The pernicious habit of
biting the lower lip, or pressing the occlusal edges
of the upper incisors against its outer surface, has a
tendency to move the upper central incisor teeth

forward, thus lessening their natural resistance to

the narrowing of the lateral halves of the arch. This
is shown in Fig. 7.

The habit of resting the tongue between the upper
and lower teeth will produce the effect shown in

Fig. 8.

Careful dental inspection and examination are

necessary to avoid such irregularities. Irregularities

produced by the untimely extraction of teeth take

months of treatment for reduction. A temporary
tooth should never be extracted prior to its period

of exfoliation only if its presence in the mouth is

harmful and its pathological state cannot be over-

come.
No intelligent physician will tolerate a focus of

infection anywhere. Tuberculous glands are excised

most promptly. The mouth, however, which is a

perfect breeding ground for microorganisms, offer-

ing heat and moisture and endless nutrient material

for the development of a bacterial flora, extraor-

dinary in number and variety, the mouth, which is

the most abused part of our anatomy, being con-

stantly irritated, stabbed, cut, torn, and otherwise

injured, is absolutely, or almost, ignored. Purulent

conditions are permitted to exist here without care

for years and microorganisms are allowed to gain

entrance to the system by inhalation, swallowing,

and through abrasions of the mouth and through
necrosed tooth pulps.

I shall submit only a few facts and let you make
your own deductions. During my service at the

German Hospital Dispensary, I saw during one

month 22 children with enlarged glands : all of

these had badlv deca^-ed teeth.

Fig. 6.—Deformity showing the result of too early extraction of the
deciduous incisors (Angle).

Case I.—Breast-fed child. Age 5 years, had had
only measles. Left side of face was swollen, tooth-

ache. Lower temporary molars were badly broken
down, the pulps being septic; the gingivae were in-

flamed. The tongue presented markings of lingua

geographica. Cervical glands were enlarged and
painful to the touch. The anterior pillars of the

fauces were slightly reddened. Temperature,
100.1°. A diagnosis was made of buccal infection

from septic teeth and absolute neglect of oral hygi-
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ene. Treatment consisted in the extraction of badly

decayed septic teeth, mouth wash of liquor antisep-

ticus, and a laxative magnesium sulphate.

Case II.—Breast-fed child, age 5 years. Right

side of face swollen, no previous disease. Several

badly broken down septic temporary lower molars.

Fig. 7.—Deformity produced by biting lower lip and pressing occlusal
edges of upper teeth against outer surface of lower lips.

Ulcer below the lower right gingival border in

the molar region. Cervical glands enlarged on
right side. Bacteriological examination of pus from
gingival ulcers shows a pure culture of Vincent's

spirilla. Diagnosis : Buccal Mncent's angina due to

infection from septic teeth. Treatment : Extrac-

tion of decayed teeth, mouth wash of bichloride of

mercury 1:10,000 in saturated sodium boric acid;

mild laxative. Gingivitis and ulcer cleared up in

5 days and the glands were redifced in 10 days.

Looking up the literature, I find that Odenthal of

Bonn has investigated the relationship between

chronic enlargement of the cervical glands and

dental caries. He examined 987 children, 429 had

carious teeth and of these 424, or 99 per cent., had

glandular swelling. Hoppe of Leipzig examined

269 cases and found in 73.9 per cent, glandular

swellings, in nearly all instances associated with

carious teeth. Sexton, who examined the teeth and

ears of the inmates of a large charitable institution,

they being almost exclusively within the age of sec-

ond dentition, found that over 6 per cent, were suf-

fering from otitis media purulenta. In 30 children

there were frequent attacks of earache: in some

cases there were earache and toothache simultane-

ously. In many cases, he writes, where inflamma-

tion cannot be directly traced to dental irritation as

its cause, it is certainly aggravated by the latter and

a cure is seemingly impossible until the dental irri-

tation is removed.
Dench writes that it is quite possible that carious

teeth may cause middle-ear inflammation, either

directly by the introduction of germs into the tym-

panum through the Eustachian tube or indirectly

through the nose.

Mouth breathing, as is well known, is a very po-

tent and common contributar}- cause of phthisis, and

in many cases this pernicious habit is formed as the

results of carious teeth in early life. An exposed

nerve or tender gum, or a dental periostitis renders

mastication painful and the child is afraid to close

its jaws, and not only acquires the habit of bolt-

ing its food, but also to avoid painful contact of

the teeth, keeps them open sufficiently to part the

lips and commences to breathe through the aperture

thus formed. Mouth breathing will also be pro-

duced by dental irregularities as previously shown.

Thumb-sucking is also productive of this pernicious

habit. It is hardly necessary to point out the dele-

terious results of mouth breathing; too much is not

said, if it is stated that the upper half of the head

does not develop properly in mouthbreathers. The
upper respiratory apparatus also becomes predis-

posed to disease, as well as the faucial and Lushka's

tonsils. The part played by oral sepsis in enlarging

the tonsils will itself favor this dangerous habit.

Whatever may be said in regard to specific septic

infection, taking place through the mouth and teeth,

there is no doubt as to the existence of secondary'

anemia, associated with lowered vitality and great

foulness of the whole alimentarj' tract resulting

directly from buccal infection. In such cases not

only is there local absorption of toxins through the

mucous membrane of the mouth and the alveoli of

the teeth, but the infection with staphylococci is a

continuous process throughout the alimentary canal.

Just as the remedy for chlorosis is said to consist in

the cleansing of the lower end of the intestine, so it

may be claimed that the cleansing of the mouth is of

equal importance. It is a safe aphorism: Look
after the ends of the alimentary canal and the mid-

dle will look after itself.

All that has been said in reference to the part

played by oral sepsis in the production of phthisis

in adults, may be repeated with greater emphasis in

the case of children. Tlfey are more susceptible to

diseases of the respiratory organs and of tubercu-

losis in particular. In 586 children examined dur-

ing an outbreak of diphtheria, in London. 458
showed signs of buccal disease, ranging from simple

hyperemia of the mucous membrane of the mouth

and throat, to hypertrophy of the tonsils with

adenoids, etc.: 88 per cent, of the children had

carious teeth.

A great deal of indisputable evidence has been

gathered to show the connection between oral sepsis

and general infection. Pedley in his book, "Dis-

eases of Children's Teeth," quotes among many
others the following cases supplied by Dr. Wain-

wright. House Surgeon at the Evelina Hospital,

London

:

Mav}- Banton, 7j4 years old ; stomatitis and diar-

rhea of 5 weeks' standing ; nearly all the teeth were

carious and very foul. Four were removed and a

mouthwash of permanganate of potassium was or-

dered and was also used with a toothbrush. The
mouth became clean and diarrhea ceased in a week.

Carolina \\'illcocks. 3 years old: extreme stoma-

titis and diarrhea with great emaciation. Pus ooz-

ing from all of the teeth which were carious. They

Fig. 8.—Deformity produced by continually thrusting the tongue

between the teeth, and thumb sucking (after Angle).

were removed. The child became quite well at

once, grew fat, and is still so, though toothless.

Ellen Burns, aged Gyi; bronchopneumonia and

diarrhea. Three lower molars were removed open-

ing up an abscess cavity. The diarrhea ceased and

in four weeks the child's weight increased from 2

stones 3 lbs., to 3 stones 4>4 lbs.
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Many other cases could be cited. The diarrhea
in all these cases was of the same nature. About
three motions each day, which were frothy and in-

tensely offensive. In most cases the offensive char-

acter disappeared for some days before the diarrhea

ceased.

The effects of swallowing quantities of putrid ma-
terial are often associated with other symptoms be-
sides disturbances of the alimentary canal.

The toxins are taken up by the lymphatics of the

stomach and intestines and pass into the blood
stream. Headache, nausea, and vomiting may fol-

low, sometimes accompanied by a rise of tempera-
ture, showing the symptoms of sapremia (due to

the absorption of chemical substances and in no
sense of the word an infective condition).

In view of all this, why is it that the mouth is

not cared for in the manner necessary to reduce the
oral sepsis and its sequelje? The reasons are that
the busy general practitioner does not realize the im-
portance of oral hygiene, the lack of knowledge of
parents and guardians regarding these matters ; and
the remedy which will overcome these conditions is

collaboration of the general practitioner, the special-

ist, and the parents. The first step I think has been
taken, in that the Board of Health has the mouths
of children examined, now let the family physician
take up this work and the results will be of inestim-
able value to humanity at large.

The care of the mouth can be outlined in one
sentence, namely, "Keep the mouth clean," which
means: (i) To reduce oral sepsis as much as pos-
sible; (2) to render the buccal cavity alkaline; (3)
to reduce dental caries, to avoid this as much as
possible by frequent oral examinations and early
filling; (4) to reduce inflammatorj' conditions and
remove their local and systemic causes; (5) to
avoid the untimely extraction of teeth: (6) to in-

duce normal bodily functions to establish and main-
tain a physiological balance.

This applies to adults as well as to children, but
the earlier it is instituted the better the results. An-
other factor important to the reduction of dental
caries and its sequelae, namely, the proper develop-
ment and calcification of the teeth, is the rational
mode of living of the mother during pregnancy and
the rational feeding of the infant and child.

A ver}' important step towards the reduction of
buccal sepsis and its innumerable sequels would be
the appointment of a stomatologist on ever}' hospital
staff whose duty it would be not only to attend to
emergency cases (as it is in a few hospitals), but
also to make his regular rounds and create and
maintain clean, healthy mouths. I believe it is of
great importance that a patient who is to be operated
upon, whether the operation be a laparotomy or any
other surgical procedure, should not only, as is cus-
tomar}-. have his bowels cleansed, but the other end
of the tube, his mouth, should also be rendered as
clean as possible.

The first step necessan,' would be an elimination
of inflammaton,- processes and suppurative foci

which exist so frequently. \\"e all know what an
ideal incubator, abundant in material favoring the
production of sepsis, the mouth is. How many
patients confined to bed with typhoid fever and
other diseases of long duration have their mouths
cleansed? How many sanatoria for the treatment
of tuberculosis have a regularly attending dentist?

This is not dentistr}*, but prophylactic medicine
and, after all, the greatest triumph of medical
science is not the curing, but the prevention of
disease.

150 East Se\"enty-fourth Street.
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AND DOUGLASS MEMORIAL HOSPITALS.

The fundamental and at the same time imperative

indication in management of mental cases is isola-

tion. The reason of it lies chiefly in the necessity

of removing the aft'ected individual from his usual

surroundings where the delusional conceptions and
faulty interpretations originated. By this method
any cause that is apt to revive and accentuate the

already developed delusions is thereby removed and
the patient whose mental operations are disturbed

and who is therefore incapable of appreciating fully

the reality of things, can be properly taken care of.

Isolation is the essential therapeutic principle in

mental diseases.

The varieties of cases with mental deviation from
normal are legion. The question is whether all

cases should be treated uniformly with respect to-

isolation or not. Otherwise speaking, should all

cases of mental disorder be indiscriminately com-
mitted to special asylums for the insane?

During a very long time an asylum was consid-

ered as the sole means of treatment of lunatics

who were gathered there pele-mele. Gradually a
necessity had arisen for division and subdivision of

the institution in separated quarters for various

types of insanity. Continuous study and clinical

observation in mental diseases led to a further dis-

crimination of forms of psychic disorders and in

the light of our present knowledge of the causes,

course, and prognosis a question naturally arises:

"Are we justified or is it beneficial to direct all

cases with mental derangements to special insane

institutions?"

Commitment of a patient to an asjdum is accom-
panied by certain inconveniences. Independently
of a request made and signed by a member of the

family, the law requires a medical document cer-

tified by a public officer. These formalities have
been found necessary in order to avoid arbitrary

commitments, but they have the inconvenience of
stamping the patient in the eyes of the community
with a neuropathic stigma of an hereditary' nature.

In the present state of our ideas and customs sucb
a condition is bound to have its effect upon the
patient's future social life and interfere with his

obtaining a position for his livelihood. The un-
fortunate victim of an accidental delirium or of
another curable mental disturbance of brief dura-
tion, committed to an insane asylum, may in the

future be disqualified socially.

Although nowadays physicians and the laity are
sufficiently enlightened on the subject of psychiatry
as to consider a lunatic a diseased person but not
as one possessed by "the devil." yet the humane
ideas of Pinel and Esquirol concerning insanity are

far from being understood by all. The prejudice
existing in regard to commitment is still in full

vigor. An individual once treated in an asylum, even
for a verj' short period and though fully recovered,
is branded as an unsafe person and will meet with
great obstacles in his life. Since such views exist

and it is beyond our power to alter the prevailing
prejudice, it is our solemn duty to endeavor at

Read by invitation at the meeting of the Pennsyl-
vania State Medical Society, Cambridge Springs. Sep-
tember, 1908.
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least to ameliorate the existing condition in an

indirect way. Apart from purely sentimental con-

sideration of the question, let us see if our scien-

tific knowledge of mental disorders will enable us

to find some means for obviating the necessity of

committing all persons suffering from mental de-

rangements.

It is a common occurrence to witness episodic

attacks of delirium or confusion in the course of

infectious diseases, such as pneumonia, grippe,

typhoid fever, etc. Confusional or delirious states

are also observed in uremia, in the puerperium, also

immediately or shortly after surgical operations.

Acute morphine or cocaine poisoning and acute al-

coholic intoxication of short duration are accom-
panied by confusion, delirium, or else stupor. An
epileptic seizure may be followed by a delirious

state which is transitory in character. An hyster-

ical paroxysm may be accompanied or preceded by
delirium with hallucinations and illusions.

Should all these mental disorders which are es-

sentially temporary in nature and most frequently

recoverable without the least tendency to perma-
nency—be a sufficient reason for commitment of

individuals thus afflicted to asylums and thereby

place the latter and their families in difficult posi-

tions?

When we turn our attention to the true classical

psychoses, we will also find certain forms for

which asylum treatment is equally unjustifiable.

While melancholia with its pronounced mental

depression, delusions, and evident tendencies to sui-

cide, should be treated in special institutions, there

are nevertheless varieties and subvarieties of the

same affection to which forceful commitment would
be injurious. In fact these milder forms are by

far more numerous than the typical form. There
are a great many individuals who in their life pass

through a number of mild attacks of genuine de-

pression characteristic of melancholia and repeat-

edly recover. Should such individuals be placed

in insane asylums, the surroundings of the latter

will doubtless have a deleterious effect on their

mental condition. Having sufficient amount of rea-

soning power they Will be worried over their con-

finement among the insane and over the fact that

the laity views insanity from a very prejudiced

standpoint.

Very frequently an attack of delirium is taken

for mania and the patient is hurried to an insane

institution. Paretics in the early stage, when only

neurasthenoid symptoms are present, should not be

placed in such an institution. It is well known,
speaking generally, that the sooner the diagnosis is

made and the earlier the general treatment is in-

stituted, the later the second stage will make its

appearance. The same remarks can be made in

reference to dementia praecox. The numberless
cases of mild dementia observed in senility or in

cerebral softening are equally not subjects for luna-

tic asylums.

There is a series of mental cases by far larger

than the true forms of insanity, which belong to

the so-called "borderland cases." They are com-
posed of all varieties of obsessions, doubts, phobias,

of cases with deficient inhibition, as for example
kleptomania, of the hypochondriacs who are walk-

ing pathological museums, of the large number of

neuropaths who episodically exhibit peculiar psychic

manifestations of an unclassifiable nature.

Are we justified in advising commitment of such

individuals? The rich among them seek relief in

private sanatoria for nervous diseases, but what
about the less fortunate psychopaths? Should they

not be given analogous facilities and escape the in-

sane asylum?
This brief discussion is sufficient, I believe, to

indicate the urgent advisability of a careful dis-

crimination among the overwhelming multitude of

mental disorders with reference to the method of

management.
The insane asylums, as they are organized at the

present time, are suitable for incurable psychic in-

firmities, but do not meet the material or moral

requirements of recoverable maladies. This truth

was recognized even by Esquirol. There are two

ways to remedy the existing state of affairs. One
is either to create special asylums for the acutely

insane or else to divide the existing institutions

into departments for acute and chronic insane. The
other remedy is to create either special hospitals or

special services in the already existing general hos-

pitals.

As to the first, it doubtless presents considerable

conveniences from the standpoint of treatment, but

it does not remove the above-mentioned substantial

objection, viz., the stigma which accompanies every

individual who even once in his life had been placed

in an asylum.

Special hospitals for the acutely insane or re-

coverable cases of insanity present grave objections

as they are and always will be considered by the

laity as analogous to the old asylums for the in-

sane. Alienists of distinction in France, Germany,
Switzerland, England, Denmark, and the United

States, solicitous about the proper treatment of the

acutely insane, moved by justifiable expectations of

curing such individuals, penetrated by the sense of

justice due to them and their relatives in abstaining

from commitment, have initiated a propaganda for

the creation of special services in the general hos-

pitals. The benefit derived from such an organiza-

tion is manifold.

If a patient in a surgical or medical service of

a hospital suddenly develops a delirium with or

without hallucinations, he will be certainly a .source

of great disturbance to his fellow patients, if he

remains in the same service, all sorts of measures

will have to be taken to restrain him. These meas-

ures are not without danger. The usual means of

coercion, such as the straight jacket, are decidedly

injurious to acutely agitated and delirious patients,

as for example alcoholics, cardiac, pneumonic, or

typhoid cases. He will then be immediately trans-

ferred to the special psychopathic service supplied

with a sufficient number of attendants and nurses,

and be treated without forced restraint until re-

covery follows. When the latter takes place, he

will be returned to the service from which he came.

If an individual irrespective of any organic vis-

ceral lesion should develop suddenly a confusional

state with or without delusions, the nature of which

can be appreciated only after a prolonged observa-

tion, the special service in question will undoubt-

edly be of enormous help under the circumstances.

When after a reasonable period of observation, the

diagnosis is definitely established and the patient

is recognized to be incurable and dangerous, com-

mitment to an asylum is advisable. In case im-

provement is noticeable, the treatment will be con-

tinued, and finally, when recovery takes place, the

patient is discharged with the thought that he was
treated in a general hospital. He will encounter

no difficulties in obtaining a position.

Enormous benefit will be derived by those mel-

ancholiacs whose chief symptom is only various de-

grees of mental depression. Besides the purely

moral effect from being kept away from an asylum,
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the therapeutic appUcations will be followed b}- the

most favorable results. We know from experience

that when an appropriate treatment is given in such

cases upon early manifestations of the disease, the

improvement may be rapid and tendency to extreme

despondency and consequently to suicide may not

develop.

If we consider legions of the neuropaths with

their various obsessions and impulses, a special iso-

lation service in a general hospital instead of an

asylum may bring the greatest amount of good.

Such patients must be isolated and treated vigor-

ously by hygienic and dietetic measures which can

be applied only in a well organized service.

Every practicing neurologist is well aware of

the fact that the suggestion alone of an institution,

be it even a private one, to this class of patients

is repulsive. The name sanatorium is identified by

them with an insane asylum. Having sufficient in-

tellect to reason, they believe themselves affected in

their mental faculties and therefore view with hor-

ror the placing in special institutions. When placed

there forcibly, they naturally abandon themselves to

progressive self-analysis with the most disastrous

results. Being naturally inclined to mental disturb-

ances by reason of their peculiar make-up. they will

be placed in the most unfavorable conditions when
sent to special institutions. Their "borderland con-

dition'' may thus be overstepped. When on the

other hand the doors of general hospitals are open

to them with all the appliances, medical and sur-

gical, known to every lay person, no objection from
our special patients will ever confront us and the

greatest facilities wall be then offered to us to ac-

complish a great amount of good for those unfor-

tunate victims. We all know from experience that

when patients of that character are given complete

or partial rest in bed, the rules of intelligent hygiene

and dietetics strictly observed, regularity of life

maintained, all sources of irritation and annoyance
removed ; finally when these patients come in daily

contact with intelligent nurses and attendants who
are especially trained in the manner of handling and
speaking to them, and with all this a continuous,

kind, and skillful suggestion on the part of the

physician in charge—when all these means are at

our command, our patients, speaking generally, im-
prove rapidly. This is a daily observation with our
wealthy patients. If this is the case with rich people,

does not the community owe a similar debt to the

less fortunate hypochondriacs and neuropaths who
crowd our offices and dispensaries for months and
years without appreciable results?

The creation of special wards in general hospitals

will necessarily involve an econbmic problem, but

when we consider the enormous expense of the

crowded asylums with very little or hardly any re-

sult, so far as the treatment is concerned, and
therefore an aggravation of the mental condition

of some patients and consequently an increase in

the insane population ; when all this is considered,

I say, the economic objection loses ground.

The special service under discussion will re-

quire no special arrangement distinguishing it from
other services of the general hospital, except an in-

crease in the personnel and a separate hydrothera-

peutic outfit. A sufficient number of nurses and at-

tendants is necessary and they must be especially

trained in management of various nervous and men-
tal disorders.

So far the interest and welfare of the patients

have been considered. There is also another great

advantage in creating special psychopathic wards in

general hospitals. I mean from an educational

standpoint.

The study of mental diseases, generally speaking,

has been neglected or ignored by the average man.

It is true that the treatment of patients with chronic

delusional ideas is not the province of the general

practitioner, but the latter volens nolens will meet

cases with acute delirium developing in the course

of toxiinfectious or other diseases for the manage-
ment of \vhich he was primarily called upon. It is

essential for him to be able to discriminate between

an ordinary accidental delirium which is only tran-

sitory and temporary and a beginning delusional

state which is to become systematized and pro-

longed. It is essential for him to distinguish be-

tween a delirious or confusional state caused by a

cardiac or renal condition and a similar state in a

beginning genuine psychosis. It is also highly prac-

tical to be able to distinguish a case of a neuras-

thenia or hypochondria from melancholia and their

intermediary stages. Errors due to a confusion of

these various mental states are continuously being

repeated. The responsibility of committing patients

to insane asylums is enormous and errors caused by

want of elementary knowledge of psychiatry are

not infrequent. Special services when created in

general hospitals will give resident physicians an

excellent opportunity to observe and study various

mental disorders and their treatment under the

guidance of their expert chief. It is true that

courses in psychiatry are now given in the majority

of the medical schools, but no teaching will ever

take the place of an active participation which in-

ternes attached to a service are obliged to take.

Whoever became interested in mentally aflfected

persons knows that one must live in their atmos-

phere to be able to understand them.

These few considerations permit us to draw the

following conclusions.

The greatest advantages would accrue to both

patients and the community if ordinary hospitals

would undertake to treat mental disorders. By
these means a certain group of acute mental dis-

eases and some other mental disorders would be

placed under the same conditions as other maladies

in which so much progress has been accomplished

from a scientific and a therapeutic standpoint. The
principles of scientific prophylaxis cover a large

field : they can bear fruit also in mental and nervous
disorders, when the patient and neurologist are

placed under favorable conditions. Finallv the most
important feature in the new- service I am pleading

for lies in the demonstration of the truth that in-

sanity is a disease, which is not repugnant nor to be
ashamed of and which develops like any other

maladv.

Foreign Bodies in the Eye.— :\Ir. Bishop Harman
says that the after-treatment of an eye from which we have
removed a foreign body will be varied, as we consider
sepsis likely or unhkely. If sepsis seems unlikely, we may
merely cover up the eye with a soft pad and bandage and
let the patient go, w-ith the caution to return if the eye be
red next day. If there be much abrasion of the cornea,
we should instil atropine as a further means of putting

the eye at rest. Should we deem the injury septic, it is our
duty to sterilize the wound, and that we can readily accom-
plish by touching it with pure carbolic acid. This may
sound drastic treatment, but it is painless and efficient; the

acid anesthetizes the part, and can be applied so as to

reach only the poir^t to which it is applied. Cocaine should
be instilled. The lids should be held well open, and the

tears sopped up with a pledget of wool held in the lower
fornix ; then, after drying the cornea by touching it with

a piece of filter paper, press the sharpened end of a wooden
match soaked in the acid into the wound, and gently move
the point over the w-hole area of the abrasion. The part

on which the acid has acted w-ill turn white, but the dis-

coloration is transient: the next day. in a successful case,

no sign may be detected of the application.

—

The Clinical

Journal.
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HEREDITY AXD DISEASE.

The question as to whether disease is transmissible

from parents to children is a fascinating subject

of study, and one which is b\- no means definitely

settled. Few ordinary persons will be found to

deny that mental traits and characteristics are

handed down from parents to their offspring, and

the matter of the amount of influence that disease

exerts upon the next generation has not been finally

decided. At one time the belief was more or less

common that certain diseases passed on from father

or mother to son or daughter. Now that view has

been greatly modified, and the current theorj- seems

to be that no disease can be directly transmitted,

but that there are maladies to which, if parents

suffer therefrom, their children are likely to be

susceptible ; that, in fact, an individual may inherit

a distinct susceptibility to a disease, or at least a

weakened power of resistance to it. Furthermore,

there would appear undoubtedly to be some diseases

which transmit manifest traces to a succeeding gen-

eration, a legacy of ill, which it is difficult to explain

without embracing the theory of heredity of disease

to some extent.

In the Harveian Oration delivered recently be-

fore the Royal College of Physicians of London,

Dr. J. A. Ormerod took as the subject for his

address "Heredity in Relation to Disease." Natur-

ally it is not easy to say anything new on such a

subject, and Dr. Ormerod made no original re-

marks but stated in a plain common-sense manner

the opinion of probably the majority of scientific

men. Learned authorities such as Weismann. Gal-

ton. Pearson, and others have put forth their

theories with no uncertain voice, but it must be

borne in mind that they do not all agree on certain

important points, and that learned as a man may
be he may yet be led astray.

Dr. Ormerod says that there appears to be a

glaring instance of transmission of disease by herei'.-

ity in the case of syphilis, but that this is explained

as follows : '"Either the child imbibes the virus in

utero by the placenta from an infected iriother

—

this is evidently an antenatal infection rather than

an inheritance—or else the virus is introduced by

the sperm cells of the father at the very moment of

conception ; this again, whatever it may appear to

us, is to the biologist not inheritance but an infec-

tion of a still earlier date. Similarly it is denied

that there can be a true inheritance of any microbic

disease whatever. Suppose we assent to that, yet

susceptibilit\- to such diseases, in either a plus or

minus direction-—that is proclivity to them or power

of resistance to them—may be inherited. .\nd may
not such susceptibility be first acquired and then

transmitted ?" This last sentence really puts the

whole question in a nutshell. If no diseases can

be inherited, nevertheless it is possible that ac-

(juired susceptibility to them may be inherited.

Again, how far does the prevalence of a disease

among a race for a continued period confer im-

munity? When pulmonary tuberculosis attacks a

people who have hitherto been free from its rav-

ages it spreads like wildfire and is fearfully destruc-

tive of life. The same may be said of syphilis when
it encounters a virgin soil. This would appear to

show that in the case of nations who have had
these diseases with them for hundreds of years,

some degree of resistance has been acquired and
then perpetuated. That is to say. that the taint in

^he blood, so to speak, which confers immunity has

been transmitted.

In the sphere of the nervous system the study

of heredit)- in disease is of the greatest interest.

Here most certainly, as the speaker showed, hered-
ity is an agent of great power, for it ranks with

injuries, infection.s, and intoxications as one of the

principal causes of chronic nervous degeneration.

-So far as the neuroses are concerned, including

such affections as epilepsy, insanity, hysteria, neu-

rasthenia, tics, alcoholism, etc., the manifest influ-

fnce of heredity can be easily traced. In addition,

there are some diseases, such as Friedreich's ataxia,

Huntington's chorea, and periodic paralysis, which
crop up, either in successive generations or in one

generation ; periodic paralysis, indeed, has been

traced back for five generations. These have been

called familial diseases, to avoid the distinct asser-

tion that they are hereditan,-, but this seems to one
ver}' like verbal hair splitting. As to acquired

characters being transmissible. Dr. Ormerod truly

remarks that in answer to this question "the plain

unlearned man would certainly say 'yes,' and so

did the learned up to a short time ago." Weis-

mann's theory of heredity, so widely held nowadays,

has overturned this view, and the theory of the

continuity' of the germ plasm is the one which now
liolds sway.

Our views on heredity may have been wrong
and needed revision, but possibly at the present

time we are progressing too rapidly in the oppo-

site direction. The biologists have arrogated to

themselves the position of laying down the law

on the subject to the scientific world, and scientists

appear to have recognized the assumed superior

knowledge of the biologists, albeit they have not

been able to fit in all the parts of their theor\-.

They may be right, but until they have proved their

points more conclusively than they have proved

them up to now, the ordinary man is quite justified

in exhibiting some degree of scepticism on the sub-

ject.

HOSPITAL MANAGEMENT.
It goes without saying that the value of a hospital

is mainly dependent upon the manner in which it is

managed. If a hospital is badly managed, then its-

sphere of usefulness is greatly limited. This state-

ment, however, is so obvious that it is not worth

while to waste time in discussing it. Many hos-
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pitals are not so well managed as they might be.

This also is an obvious statement, but it leads to

the matter in point. How should hospitals be man-
aged so as to be wholly successful? Undoubtedly

there are a large number of hospitals in this coun-

try and in New York itself which are excellently

managed and which therefore give most satisfactory

results, but there are also some of which the re-

verse may be said.

It is not the intention here to criticise the man-
agement of the hospitals of America, but to note

what has been recently stated in regard to the man-
agement of hospitals in Great Britain by one of

the greatest authorities on the subject. Sir T. Clif-

ford Allbutt delivered an address on hospital man-
agement at the opening of the Medical Department
of Victoria University, Manchester, on October i.

In Great Britain the control of hospitals is invari-

ably in the hands of both laymen and medical men
Frequently the lay managers are more numerous
than their medical confederates, which often leads

to a large amount of friction. There have been in

recent years several regrettable controversies be-

tween the lay governors and the hospital staff and

medical members of the board of control. Allbutt,

referring to this subject, said that a prevailing

error in hospital government was the failure of the

lay managers to act in frank and equal partnership

with the medical managers, whereby the full co-

operation and best results of money and knowledge
were more or less sacrificed. In this matter the

lay governor was a little apt to be arrogant, a little

purse-proud. Yet, after all, money was but the

raw material, to be worked up with knowledge.

The speaker proceeded to say that the belief that

money was of more value than knowledge was vul-

gar and erroneous. Yet in the medical and lay

partnership too often the lay manager presumed
that the physician or surgeon was not his partner

in hospital management, but in some sort his serv-

ant. The partners should not be, and, in fact, are

not master and servant, but comrades; and even if

the great healing engine is created by banknotes

the principle of frank and open partnership should

not be modified. Of course, there are often faults

on both sides. Sometimes the scientific expert is

prone to allow his imagination to carry him into

the realms of extravagance, but on the other hand
the layman is just as likely to be narrow-minded,
domineering, and unduly meddles®me. He looks

upon the whole aflfair from the standpoint of econ-

omy alone, and is apt to be cheeseparing at the

expense of scientific progress. Unless, indeed, med-
ical and lay managers work in unison and keep in

touch, little mistakes and large blunders are con-

tinually being made.
The argument of the lecturer was that scientific

research and the proper treatment of patients

should not be hampered by laymen who were
necessarily ignorant of scientific and medical mat-
ters. Of course there is another side to the argu-

ment. Physicians are proverbially bad business

men, and if the whole management of hospitals

were left in their hands it is to be feared that un-
satisfactory results from the point of view of econ-

omy would occur. Good business men are abso-

lutely needed in the management of hospitals and
therefore it is eminently fitting that a certain num-

ber of laymen possessing the commercial instinct

should be found on the boards of hospitals. But
there would seem to be no reason why medical men
and laymen should not work together amicably with

good results to science and in the best interests

of the institutions concerned.

Kefir in Malnutrition of Infants.

It is now generally recognized that neither drugs
nor general hygienic measures play any great role

in the therapy of chronic malnutrition of in-

fants ; the whole problem is that of feeding, and
where breast milk is unavailable and modified
cow's milk unsuccessful, this problem becomes
very difficult indeed. Of late the administra-
tion of soured milks, that has won a recog-
nized place in the therapy of the gastrointestinal

disorders of adults, has been tried in the nutri-

tion of infants, and has proved to be of dis-

tinct value in well selected cases. Dresler has ex-

perimented with the use of milk prepared with the

kefir ferment and in the Miinchener mcdizinische

IVochcnschrift for November 10, 1908, Tollens re-

ports his results with the ferment obtained from
Dresler. Freshly boiled milk was used, the ferment
being allowed to act for eighteen hours, the neces-

sary dilution being made with six per cent, sugar
solution. The children very quickly lost their dis-

like of the sour-tasting food and the good effects of

it were observed in a surprisingly short time ; the

appetite improved, the appearance of the skin be-

came much more healthy, the increase in weight
was constant and satisfactory, and the stools as-

sumed a normal consistency and odor. The im-

provement soon allowed a transition to the usual

milk modifications and the "kefir children" of the

hospital were then safely sent home to the care

of their mothers. A number of illustrative cases

reported by Tollens give good evidence of the suc-

cess of the method in individual children. There
seem to be no contraindications to the use of the

ferment so far as chronic cases of indigestion and
malnutrition are concerned. Acute cases are prob-
ably ill-adapted for the use of such milks, the ex-

perience with milk soured by the Bulgarian lactic

acid bacilli having been discouraging in this class

of patients. Kefir fungi are obtainable in America
and may well be tried in connection with hospitals

for infants where the eflfects of such diet may be
properly observed. The paper of Dr. Tollens no-

ticed above and the original article of Dresler in

No. 27 of the Mcdizinische Klinik for 1908 give

the necessary details for the preparation of the food
in question

;
proper attention to these details is, of

course, a sine qua non of success, for fermentation

of milk not controlled in the right time may easily

result in products that will prove highly injurious

lO the sensitive gastrointestinal tract of the infant.

"Healed" Lesions in Tuberculosis.

Both clinicians and pathologists are fond of de-

scribing and demonstrating tuberculous lesions in

which calcification has taken place as "healed le-

sions," which have become free from danger to the

organism, and, indeed, it would seem as if the chalky

nodules could not be suspected to harbor virulent

bacilli. Some experiments of Schmitz, however,
made under the direction of Lubarsch and reported

in the Deutsche medizinische Wochenschrift for

November 5, 1908, cast grave doubt upon the seem-
ing innocence of these lesions. Inoculation of
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guinea-pigs with the chalky material obtained from
such lesions was followed by the infection of the

animals with tuberculosis in seventy-five per cent,

of the cases, while nodules that had assumed stony

hardness proved to be infective in over thirty-five

per cent, of cases. That the process of calcification

is not necessarily of equal significance in all animals

was shown by the fact that chalky nodules taken

from tuberculous cattle and pigs proved much more
frequently infective for guinea-pigs than similar

material obtained from human lungs ; calcification

in human beings, therefore, seems to be of greater

conservative significance than an anatomically sim-

ilar process in the lower animals. The important
conclusion to be drawn from these results is that

great care should be exercised in considering any
appearances in tuberculous lesions as signifying

that healing has taken place. Careless induction

of this nature when applied to the condition of
tuberculous foci in living patients that clinically have
apparently conquered the disease may lead to very
unfortunate results if the patient follows his usual

mode of life or unnecessarily exposes his lungs to

some injuries. To look upon any appearances as

indicative of "healing" in tuberculosis is little war-
ranted in the face of the above experimental re-

sults ; at most we should look upon calcified lesions

as quiescent foci, and this attitude is certainly safest

for the patient.

Antidiphtheritic Serum in Post-diphtheritic
Par.\lysis.

Although antitoxin is universally used in the acute

and early stages of diphtheria it is still considered

as of doubtful value in the paralytic sequels of the

disease. G. E. Schneider and L. A. Vandeuvre, in

the Proqrcs Medical for August 29, 1908, state their

belief that we may prevent these complications and
may cure them when they have occurred by the use

of large doses of antitoxin. In cases in which
these injections have been successful the tendency
has been to say that the disease tends to recovery,

and that nature could have accomplished a cure

if let alone. The authors cite a very interest-

ing case, that of a young adult, who after an attack

of diphtheria of moderate severity, from which he

recovered, after injections of antitoxin, and re-

mained well for five weeks, was suddenly attacked

with paralysis involving all of the muscles of volun-

tary motion except those of respiration. He was
unable to swallow and became emaciated from lack

of food. Atrophy of all the muscles was extreme

so that he had the appearance of a living skeleton.

His heart was irregular and he was somnolent. In-

jections of antitoxin of twenty cubic centimeters

each were given, five in all, and improvement began

after the first. He recovered entirely and was able

to attend to all of the duties of a soldier. Even an

isolated instance, when so striking as this, is at least

suggestive and would warrant a further trial of the

serum in the late complications of diphtheria.

NrtuH at thf Wnk.
Tuberculosis Exhibition.—The International

Tuberculosis Exhibition brought to New York from

Washington largely through the efforts of Dr. Al-

fred Meyer, opened at the Museum of Natural

History on November 30. At the opening meeting

addresses were made by Mayor McClellan, Mr.

Robert W. De Forest, Mr. Edgar J. Leavey, Dr.

Darlington, Dr. Meyer, Dr. Abraham Jacobi, and

Prof. H. F. Osborn of the Museum. The exhibi-

tion will be open daily from 10 a. m. to II P. M.

and on Sundays from i to 5 p. m., and no tickets

are required. Besides the exhibit work on the

three floors of the museum there will be a number
of special conferences for the medical profession,

churches, Y. M. C. A.'s, labor unions, telephone

operators, street railway employees, and others.

These conferences taken in connection with 40,000
posters to be displayed, street car cards, and more
than one million pamphlets to be distributed or

mailed, will, it is believed, interest nearly one mil-

lion people in the subject and constitute the greatest

battle against disease ever waged in an American
city.

Physicians are taking an active part in the cam-
paign and will hold a series of conferences as fol-

lows :

Dec. 4.—Mass Meeting of Physicians. Speakers :

Drs. Lawrence F. Flick, Edward L. Trudeau, Simon
Flexner, Joseph D. Bryant, and Mr. Edward T.

Devine.

Dec. 8.—Mass Meeting of Medical Students.

Speakers: Drs. G. F. Laidlaw, H. M. Biggs, W.
B. James, Woods Hutchinson, W. Gilman Thump-
son, John B. Huber, and S. A. Knopf.

Dec. 18.-—General Mass Meeting under auspices

of the Homeopathic Medical Society of the County
of New York. Dr. George F. Laidlaw, presiding.

Speakers : Dr. Thomas Darlington, Hon. Robert

Hebberd, Hon. Eugene H. Porter, and Dr. H. D.

Pease.

Dec. II.—Special Medical Meeting, under aus-

pices of Public Health Section of the Academy of

Medicine, Dr. John A. Wyeth, presiding. Dr. Wal-
ter F. Wilcox will be one of the speakers.

Monday, December 21, has been set apart as

"New York State Day." The responsibility for

organizing the meetings and exercises of New
York State Day, at the request of the authorities

of the Exhibition, has been accepted by the State

Charities Aid Association, which will have the co-

operation of the New York State Department of

Health. The Hon. Joseph H. Choate, President of

the State Charities Association, will preside over

the general public meeting to be held in the even-

ing. Among those who have been asked to speak

are Hon. E. H. Porter, State Commissioner of

Health, under whose administration that Depart-

ment has carried into effect comprehensive and far-

reaching educational campaigns for the prevention

of tuberculosis; Hon. James W. Wadsworth, Jr.,

Speaker of the Assembly; Hon. Horace White,

Lieutenant Governor Elect. Hon. John Williams,

Commissioner of Labor, who is to speak on the

Medical Inspection of factories with special ref-

erence to tuberculosis ; Bishop Nelson of Albany,

who is chairman of the local sub-committee on

pubulicity, and has done most effective work in this

line: Dr. William M. Gibson of Utica and Dr.

Herman N. Biggs of New York City ; John Mitchell

of the National Civic Federation; Hon. Joseph T.

Ailing, President of the Rochester Health Associa-

tion; Hon. Martin E. McClary, President Board of

Managers of Ray Brook State Hospital.

Vanderbilt Clinic Day Camp.—The roof of the

Vanderbilt Clinic, which has been
_

prepared for

the open-air treatment of tuberculosis, received its

first quota of patients on November 30. On the

Saturday preceding, the camp, which is to be known

as the Red Cross Day Camp of the Vanr'erbill

Clinic, was open to inspection by those interested

in the maintenance of the work. The entire roof

over the laboratories, about no feet in length,

has been covered with a waterproof flooring, and
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along the northern wall a shelter has been erected

which is completely open to the south. In the

center there is a small but complete diet kitchen

where a luncheon will be served to the patients,

who will also be supplied with milk and eggs twice

during the day. About forty or fifty patients will

be accommodated, and steamer chairs and rugs are

provided for them. The Ladies' Auxiliary of the

Vanderbilt Clinic, which has recently been formed,
is taknig an active interest in the work and will

assist in providing amusements, games, clothing,

and such other extras as may be needed. The camp
is under the direction of the Professors of Medi-
cine, Diseases of Children, and Applied Therapeu-
tics of the College of Physicians and Surgeons, and
the attending physicians are their respective Chiefs

of Clinic, Dr. L. R. Williams, Dr. E. La Fetra,

and Dr. H. S. Patterson. Two other physicians

will also be in attendance during the day, as well

as several nurses.

Tuberculosis Sunday.—In response to a re-

quest made by the Committee on the Prevention
of Tuberculosis of Brooklyn, many Brooklyn min-
isters set apart Sunday, November 22, for a dis-

cussion of means of preventing the spreail of the

disease in the borough. In some of the churches
addresses were made by speakers sent out by the

Committee, and collections were taken up to assist

in carrying on the work. There is a great need for

more dispensaries for the treatment of the disease

and for nurses to reach the sick in their homes.
New York clergymen have been requested to ob-

serve Sunday, December 6, in the same way.

Labor Men and Tuberculosis.—The Central
Federated Union has decided to hold its regular

meeting on Sunday, December 13, in the Assembly
Hall of the Museum of Natural History, and to

follow it with a mass meeting in connection with
the Committee on the Prevention of Tuberculosis.
Addresses will be made by physicians and by labor

delegates from trades in which there is a danger
of tuberculosis, and opportunity will be given to

view the exhibition which is to open on Novem-
ber 30.

Health of the Canal Zone.—The report of the
Department of Sanitation of the Isthmian Canal
Commission for September, 1908, shows that the
sick rate per thousand is considerably less than
that for September, 1907, although the usual de-
crease from the August rate did not occur. As
compared to September, 1906, the decrease in the
sick rate is very marked, being about 12 per thous-
sand ; that is, there was saved in the working force,

in September, 1908, over September, 1906, 16,200
days of sickness. There has also been a notable
decline in the death rate, particularly among the

negroes. In September. 1908. the total death rate
was 12.78, and the total number of deaths, 48 : in

September, 1906, the rate was 57.34, and in Sep-
tember, 1907, 28.63. The death rate among ne-
groes has fallen in the past three years from 67
per thousand to 10.65 per thousand, and during the
last six months has several times been lower than
the rate among the whites. For some reason the
whites seem to be much more exposed to death
by accident than do the negroes. For example, of
the 19 deaths among the whites during September,
12 (more than half) were due to violence; of the

29 deaths among negroes but 5 were violent. Dr.
Gorgas. Chief Sanitary Oflficer, suggests that under
present conditions, the number of cases of malaria
may be considered an index of the conditions of
sanitation. In September, 1907, 1,811 cases of ma-
laria among employees were admitted to the hos-

pital ; in August, 1908, 1,525, and in September,
1908, 1,410, showing a decrease of 401 cases from
last year. No case of yellow fever or plague has
occurred in the Canal Zone within the last two
years.

Cholera.—An increase in the number of cases
of cholera in St. Petersburg occurred during the

last week in November, most of them among the
better class of families. The expectation that the

cholera would die out entirely with the advent of
cold weather has not been fulfilled. In Manila the

situation has so greatly improved that Admiral
Sperry reversed his decision not to allow the men
of the Atlantic fleet shore leave during their stay

there, and this was accordingly granted from No-
vember 26 to November 30.

Foot and Mouth Disease.—With the disease
already reported in four States, and reaching almost
to the source of New York City's milk supply, tlu'

situation has become alarming. Michigan and
Maryland are the two last quarantined and traces

of the disease have been reported elsewhere. Both
England and Canada are maintaining a strict quar-
antine, and President Roosevelt has forbidden the

exhibition of any cattle from the infected areas at

the International Stock Show in Chicago.

Death Rate in New York.—For the week end-
ing November 21, the death rate in New York was
14.58 per 1,000, with a total of 1,236 deaths. Dur-
ing the same week in 1907, the death rate was 16.09,

and the total number of deaths 1,322. The statis-

tics show a decrease in deaths from pneumonia and
tuberculosis, and an increase in those from heart
disease.

Our Falling Birth Rate.—During a lecture on
Births and Birth Rate in the course in Sanitary
Science at Cornell University recently. Prof. Walter
F. Wilcox stated that from i860 to 1900 the propor-
tion to each 1,000 women of child-bearing age in

the United States has decreased by 152, or an
average of about 30 in each decade. If such a

change, he pointed out. were to continue unchecked
for a century and a half, there would be no childrci

left. Prof. Wilcox said that the true reason for

this fall, is that in modern times births and the birth

rate have come to be the control of hutnan will and
choice to a larger extent than ever before. Under
these conditions modern societies are apparentlv
showing a tendency to increase from the classes with
less prudence of self-control than the average, and
thus to eliminate the most desirable lines of descent,

somewhat as the monastic system has been said to

do. He pointed out, also, that among men who were
graduated from college probably one-fourth and
among women two-fifths remain unmarried, a much
larger ratio than in other classes,

New^ark Water Supply.—The residents of

Newark, N. J., have recently complained of the con-

dition of the city water, which has had an oily or

fishy taste and a pronounced odor, nauseating to

those who attempted to drink it. Chemical exam-
ination has shown that the trouble is caused by the

growth of the organism asterionella, the develop-
ment of which is favored by low water in shallow
reservoirs. The city engineers have begun to treat

the lakes in the watershed with copper sulphate as

a means of killing the organism. As a result of

the city water becoming unpotable, Newark has

very nearly experienced a famine in bottled waters.

Medical Reser\'e Corps.—Several leading phy-
sicians and surgeons were recently appointed First

Lieutenants of the Medical Reserve Corps of the

United States .Army, among them Dr. Wm. T. Bull,
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Dr. Roswell Park, Dr. Alvah H. Dotay, Dr. Simon
Flexner, Dr. Thomas Darlington, Dr. Frank Foster,

and Dr. Alexander Lambert of New York. All

passed with "distinguished standing." They are

liable to be called upon in an emergency for pro-

fessional services, and when they are, they will

be rapidly promoted to a rank more in keeping

with iheir stations in civil life.

Hospital Ship in Storm.—The hospital ship

Relief, which sailed from Manila on November 15,

bound lor San Francisco, was badly damaged by
a typhoon which was encountered on November 18,

during which the engines were disabled and fire

broke out on board. This, however, was controlled

by the crew, which showed splendid discipline.

After being five days overdue at Guam, the vessel

was reported, on November 25, from Southern
Luzon, P. L The Relief is under the command
of Surgeon Charles F. Stokes, and during the

anxious five days in which she was overdue, the

question of the advisability of putting a medical
officer in command with a civilian sailing master
was acutely to the fore. The result proved that

a capable surgeon is as fit to command a ship at

sea as any other man of sound judgment and nau-
tical experience.

Philadelphia Clinic for Home Treatment of

Chest and Throat Diseases.—The Board of Trus-
tees of this institution has recently purchased the

property, 21 14 Lombard street, and has made ap-

plication to the State Board of Charities for an
appropriation to adapt the building for the work
of the Clinic. Until these alterations are completed
the Clinic will continue to be held in the temporary
rooms, 519 South Fifteenth street. ^Mondays,

Wednesdays, and Fridays at 3 p. m. The work of

the Clinic has been very satisfactory. Dr. Frank
Read is President of the Board of Trustees, and
Dr. Thomas ]. Mays is Medical Director.

German Hospital, Philadelphia.—On Donation
Day on November 26 the German Hospital re-

ceived, in addition to nearly S8,ooo in cash and
S750 in useful articles, two donations of $5,000
each for free beds, one for the benefit of the mem-
bers of the First Regiment, N. G. P., from Mrs.

Bessie McClure in memory of her son, Dr. Sorden
McClure, the other from Mr. George W. Bremer
in memory of his parents, Lewis and Catherine

Bremer.

Beth Israel Hospital.—At the graduating exer-

cises of the Beth Israel Hospital Training School
for Nurses (New York) on November 24, gifts to

the amount of $60,000 for a new building for the

hospital were announced. It is planned to locate

the new institution on the East Side somewhere
between Houston and Fourteenth streets. The
graduating class of the school numbered eleven.

Hospital of the Rockefeller Institute.—.\t a

recent meeting of the Board of Directors of the

Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research, Dr.

Rufus I. Cole of the Johns Hopkins Medical School,

Baltimore, was appointed Director of the Hospital

of the Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research
and Dr. Christian A. Herter was appointed one of

the Physicians to the Hospital. Work on the hos-

pital buildings is in progress and it is e.xpected

that they will be completed and the hospital be ready

for opening in November, 1909.

Hospital for Nervous Diseases of the City of

New York.—An examination for the appointment
of two internes in this hospital will be held on
December 15. Application should be made to

Dr. E. L. Hunt, .secretary of the Medical Board,

54 W. Fiftieth street, Manhattan.

Dr. Daniel R. Brower of Chicago was recently

appointed a member of the State Committee which
is to have in charge the investigation of conditions

at the Cook County Insane Asylum, Dunning.

Dr. E. C. Dudley of Chicago was recently

elected an honorary member of the American Med-
ical Association of Vienna. He is the third physi-

cian to receive this distinction. The other two hon-
orary members are Dr. Politzer of \'ienna, and
Dr. W. W. Keen of Philadelphia.

Mme. Curie, the widow of Prof. Curie and with
him joint discoverer of radium, has been appointed

Chief Professor of Physics in the Faculty of Sci-

ences of the University of Paris. Mme. Curie

succeeded her husband in the professorship which
he held in the Faculty before his death.

Athletics in the Public Schools.—Dr. C. Ward
Cramptom, the new director of physical training

in the New York public schools, is taking an es-

pecial interest in developing athletics among the

boys of the elementary schools. The Board of

Education has recently made official the practice for

class athletics and the athletic badge test hitherto

conducted in a few of the schools. The Public

Schools Athletic League offers trophies for the class

in each borough making the best record in each

of the events.

Nobel Prize Awards.—It has been officially an-

nounced that the Nobel prizes for 1908 are to be

awarded as follows : For chemistry. Prof. Ernest

Rutherford, Director of the Physical Laboratories

of the University of Manchester, England ; for

literature, Algernon Charles Swinburne ; for phys-

ics. Dr. Max Planck, Professor of Physics in the

University of Berlin ; for medicine, divided between
Dr. Paul Ehrlich of Berlin and Prof. Elie Metch-
nikoff of the Pasteur Institute of Paris. Prof.

Metchnikoff is quoted as saying that as Theodore
Roosevelt and other recipients of the prize in other

fields have devoted the money to continuing the

work in which they were interested, he intends to

do the same "in continuing his efl^orts to discover

how the body can get its chance, so to speak, and
how it can be prevented from being needlessly sacri-

ficed in early youth—comparatively, that is—at 70
or 80 years of age, when it ought to hold out

until it is 150."

Publicity Pays.—The report of the manage-
ment of the Mount Morris Plains (N. J.) Insane

Asylum shows that the innovation which was made
there last year in advertising for all supplies and
making contracts therefor with the lowest bidders,

has been successful. The result has been a saving

of nearly $2,500 for the year.

Health of Montclair.^—-The rumor of an epi-

demic of scarlet fever in Montclair, N. J., has been

met by the publication by the Board of Health of

statistics for the month ending November 20. The
report shows that during that time there were but

nine cases of scarlet fever in the town. But one

case of diphtheria had occurred among the four

thousand school children since the schools were
opened in September.

Harvey Society Lecture.—The fifth Harvey
Society Lecture will be delivered on Saturday,

December 5, at the New York Academy of Medicine,

at 8:30 p. M., by Dr. M. J. Rosenau and Dr. John
F. Anderson of the Ignited States Public Health

and Marine Hospital Service. The lecture will be

on "Anaphylaxis."

New York Pathological Society.—At a joint

meeting of this Society with New York Surgical

Society on December 9, 1908, Dr. John Howland
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and Dr. A. N. Richards will present a paper on
"An Experimental Study of the Pathology and
Aletabolism of Delayed Chloroform Poisoning."

The discussion of the paper will be opened by Dr.

Gideon Wells of Chicago, Dr. James Ewing, and
Dr. Charles G. L. Wolf. A discussion of the clinical

aspects will be introduced by Dr. George E. Brewer.

American Association for the Advancement of

Science.—The sixtieth meeting of this Associa-
tion will be held in Baltimore, December 28, 1908,

and January 2, 1909, under the presidency of Dr.

T. C. Chamberlin of the University of Chicago.

The permanent secretary is Mr. L. O. Howard of

the Smithsonian Institute, the general secretary.

Dr. J. Paul Goode of the University of Chicago,

and the secretary of the Council, Dr. D. C. Miller

of the Case School of Applied Science, Cleveland,

Ohio.

American Society of Sanitary and Moral
Prophylaxis.—A regular meeting of this Society

will be held at the New York Academy of Medi-
cine, on Thursday evening, December 10, at 8 130

p. M. The subject for discussion will be "The
Lecture Work of this Society." Papers will be

presented by Thomas M. Balliet, Dean of the

School of Pedagogy, Prof. F. N. Seerley, Dr.

Emma E. Walker, and others ; followed by a gen-

eral discussion.

The Eastern Medical Society.—The annual din-

ner of the Eastern Medical Society was held at

the Hotel Aster, New York, on Thanksgiving night,

November 26. Dr. Abraham Jacobi was the toast-

master, the speakers included Dr. Wolf Freuden-

thal. Rabbi Stephen Wise, and Dr. William K. Polk.

The Penobscot County (Me.) Medical Associa-

tion held its 55th annual meeting on November
17, at Bangor, and elected the following officers:

President, Dr. Harry Butler; First I'icc-President,

Dr. J. E. Lethiecq ; Second Vice-President, Dr. H.
P. Clough ; Secretary, Dr. J. B. Thompson ; Treas-

urer, Dr. H. H. Crane. The following standing

committee was also appointed : Dr. W. C. Peters

and J. O. Bemis of Bangor, and Dr. C. M. Thomas
of Brewer.

Obituary Notes.—Dr. Thom.^s M. Wilson of

Chicago died on November 19 in the Presbyterian

Hospital in that city, after a three weeks' illness

from glanders, aged 38 years. Dr. Wilson was
graduated from the Rush Medical College in 1906,

and has served as an interne in the Presbyterian

Hospital and as instructor in pathology in the Chi-

cago Veterinary College. For some time past he

had devoted his spare hours to the study of gland-

ers, in an effort to produce a serum to counteract

the effects of the bacillus. His death adds another

name to the list of martyrs to research.

Dr. A. J. GiBBS of Denison, Texas, died at his

home on November 12, aged 72 years. Dr. Gibbs

was graduated from the Pennsylvania Medical Col-

lege in 1857, and had served as city physician and
as a member of the Board of Health of Denison.

He was a member of the American Medical Asso-

ciation, and of the County Medical Society, a vet-

eran of the Civil War, and formerly editor of the

Eureka Springs Medical Journal.

Dr. Walter M. Jackson of Stamford, Conn.,

died suddenly on November 15, aged 56 years.

Dr. Jackson, who was a graduate of Harvard Med-
ical School, after a few years of practice in Provi-

dence, R. I., settled in Stamford about seventeen

years ago, and devoted himself largely to laboratory

experiments. He had taken out a number of pat-

ents on various devices.

Dr. Charles Dexter Noble of Norway, Maine,

died at his home, on November 9, after a long ill-

ness, aged 65 years. After serving during the Civil

War in the 17th Maine, until wounded in the

spring of 1864, Dr. Noble took up the study of

medicine at the Louisville (Ky.) Medical College,

graduating in 1867. In 1869 he settled in Oberhn,

Ohio, where he remained in practice for nearly

thirty years. During the Spanish War he served

as surgeon in the 5th Ohio, and from 1900 to 1902

served in the Philippines. Here, however, his health

gave away, and after his return he was unable to

resume practice.

Dr. Armand Mignault of Salem, Mass., died

at his home, on November 13, aged 53 years. Dr.

Mignault was a native of Canada, and was gradu-

ated from the Victoria Medical College, Montreal,

in 1886. He had since practised in Lowell and in

Salem. He was a member of the Massachusetts

Medical Society.

Dr. Hanley Nelson Bushnell, for many years

a practitioner in northern New York, died at his

home in East Orange, N. J., of old age, on Novem-
ber 28. Dr. Bushnell was born in 1827, and was
graduated from the medical department of New
York L^niversity in 1848. He retired from practice

several years ago.

Dr. Gabriel P. Reeves, a well-known citizen of

Yonkers, died at his home, on November 25, aged

99 years. Dr. Reeves was graduated from the med-
ical department of New York University in 1845,

and had practised in Yonkers from 1857 until his

retirement a few years ago.

ANDREW J. McCOSH, M.D., LL.D.

new YORK.

Dr. Andrew J. McCosh, a prominent surgeon

of this city and a man of many friends, died on

Wednesday of this week, as a result of fracture of

the base of the skull received last Saturday in a

runaway accident. Dr. McCosh was born in Bel-

fast in 1858, and came to this country with his par-

ents when his father was called to the presidency of

Princeton College in 1868. He studied at Princeton,

and was a member of its first football team. Being

graduated in 1877 he began the study of medicine at

the College of Physicians and Surgeons, New York,

receiving his degree with the class of 1880. After

a year of postgraduate study in Vienna, he began

practice in this city in the office of Dr. T. Gaillard

Thomas. Dr. McCosh was surgeon to the Presby-

terian Hospital and professor of clinical surgery in

the medical department of Columbia University. Pie

was a member of the American Surgical Associa-

tion, of the Medical Society of the County of New
York, of the New York Academy of Medicine, and

of the American Medical Association.

OUR LONDON LETTER.
(From Our Special Correspondent.)

king's birthday honors—BRADSHAW LECTURE—TUBERCULIN

BY THE MOUTH—LISTER AND WEST HAM—MRS. GARRET AN-

DERSON A MAYOR—PLAGUE IN LIVERPOOL—OBITUARY—THE
CENTENARIAN AND OTHER AGED MEMBERS OF THE PROFES-

SION.
London, November 13. 1908.

The list of honors conferred on the King's birthday will

both please and disappoint. Of course, the politicians and
supporters of the Government and free trade run off with

the chief. But science and medicine get a few crumbs.

.Alfred Russell Wallace, F.R.S., has the Order of Merit,

although this may be due to his chairmanship of the Land
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Nationalization Society as much as to his great scientific

position. Sir G. A. Critchett is promoted to the baronet-

age. Dr. Percival Hartley, Secretary of the Committee of
the King Edward Sanatorium, has a step in the Victorian

Order. Jonathan Hutchinson is given a knighthood. Such
a title is scarcely appropriate for a veteran whose fame has
penetrated every civilized country. I am sure the King
would have fully realized his work if it had been explained
in the weakest terms. The Premier and his cabinet have
served him badly. If hereditary title was not desired His
Majesty would have selected an appropriate distinction had
he been properly informed. Dr. Thomas Oliver also gets

a knighthood, largely, no doubt, in recognition of his ex-
cellent work in hygiene, especially on the White Lead Com-
mission and the Madrid International Exhibition, and as

Medical Expert in Dangerous Trades ; but he has done
good work as a physician, too. Dr. Donald Macalister en-

ters the Order of the Bath. Dr. Stewart VVoodhouse, who
has served on the Irish Prisons Board, receives a knight-

hood. So does Dr. J. J. Thomson, Cavendish Professor
of Experimental Physics, who received the Nobel Prize
in 1906.

The Bradshaw Lecture at the Royal College of Physi-
cians was delivered on the 3d inst., by Dr. W. Pasteur, of
the Middlesex Hospital. He took for his subject, "Massive
Collapse of the Lungs," treating at length of those cases

which depend on imperfect power of expanding the thorax.

Our knowledge about this may be chiefly derived from
cases of paralysis of the diaphragm, the latest advance
being due to the advent of radioscopy. Since the intro-

duction of the orthodiograph, which eliminates the error

due to the magnification of the shadow, accurate records

of the size and position of the thoracic viscera in different

phases of respiration have been obtainable, and by it Dr.

Halls Dally has carried out a series of observations to

which the lecturer referred in appreciative terms, and
stated that during the last year he had obtained con-
firmatory results. He added that there are strong reasons
for believing that the central tendon of the diphragm,
contrary to former belief, moves freely in respiration.

Dally, among others, has found that its curvature under-
goes little change in its descent. Supported below by the

viscera, it acts somewhat like a piston, pushing them
forward and downward, and expanding the lower ribs.

If the descent of the viscera is prevented by contraction

of the abdominal muscles, the force is chiefly expended
on the lower ribs. The expanding force of the diaphragm
accordingly is for the most part exerted on the portion

of the lungs below the great fissures—that is to say, on
the lower lobes—and the study of cases of diaphragmatic
paralysis shows what happens to the lungs when this force

is removed. The lecturer then mentioned a series of 64
cases of diphtheritic paralysis observed by himself, the

diaphragm being involved in 28. Clinical evidence is not so

definite in cases of massive collapse. The physical signs

may be due to compression, consolidation, or collapse, and
the state of the patient may not permit careful examina-
tion. Curiously, too, when these signs have been most
marked the patients have recovered, but they were mostly

those of affections of the upper lobes from paralysis of

the intercostals. Those form a group with apical signs

for the most part. In another group—diaphragmatic—the

signs point to the bases. Rarely the two groups seem com-
bined with physical signs all over one lung. The lecturer

had noticed a paradoxical symptom which he would not

at present explain : That was exaggerated action of the

lower ribs as an early indication of diaphragmatic failure,

most obvious when the paralysis is well marked, disappear-

ing as soon as the function is restored. In intercostal

paralysis no sign is of greater value than flattening of

the chest wall unilateral or bilateral. Another feature of

importance is rapid onset of symptoms and equally rapid

improvement on restoration of function. Massive collapse

differs from the patchy or lobular form' in being due to

muscular weakness, and it may occur in the absence of

bronchial obstruction, although the two may co-exist.

Any degree of inflation of the lung may promote lobular

collapse when there is any obstruction in the air-way, btit

the mode of production is different. Massive collapse is

an active process ; lobular, passive. The former is brought
about by the active exercise of the elasticity of the lung,

the latter, as usually held, by a passive removal of the

air from portions of the lung, cut off by bronchial occlu-

sion from the external air.

So far as to diaphragmatic paralysis. In contrast to it

costal paralysis throws upon it all the work of respiration.

The lecturer had seen two cases of this in the last ten

months, and described them. In each there was duirng
inspiration a definite diminution in girth of the upper
part of the chest in striking contrast with the expansion of

the lower ribs by the diaphragmatic action. Still, it is not

easy to account for the further falling in of the ribs in

this condition, except on the supposition that the root of

the lung moves freely in respiration, and is not fixed, as

it was thought to be. It would appear, then, that in com-
plete paralysis of the upper ribs the expanding power in

the diaphragm is not sulficient to prevent collapse of the
upper lobes and in complete loss of that expanding power
the costal breathing cannot maintain the expansion of
the lower lobes.

The observation that pulmonary lesions may be caused
by diaphragmatic failure led the lecturer to ask whether
the same agency might not be sometimes responsible for
the chest complications after severe operations. These
are most often abdominal and the bases of the lungs most
liable to be affected. Sepsis, anesthetics, cold, irrigations,

aspiration of secretions during insensibility, and other
things have been invoked to explain the post-operative
lesions. Thinking that interference with the action of
the diaphragm might be a cause, the lecturer had examined
some patients under .v-rays shortly after gastroenterostomy
and had hoped to be able to bring forward some con-
clusions on this occasion, but the cases were not at pres-
ent sufficiently numerous. He, however, exhibited some
orthodiagrams and hoped to obtain tracings to throw-
further light on the subject. He had also seen 4 cases of
massive collapse in the post-mortem room. The condition,
he thinks, has been overlooked or neglected. It may lead
to entire deflation of one or more lobes, is generally
caused by the muscles which are the direct distenders

—

the diaphragm and intercostals—but there are strong
reasons for thinking the reflex inhibition of diaphragmatic
movement may lead to the same result. This, too, may
throw light on post-operative lung complications.
Ever since the use of tuberculin was introduced one has

heard at times the question casually put, What would be
the effect of giving it by the mouth ? I have on many
occasions joined in a little speculation on the question
when started among friends, but I had no definite facts
to go upon until Drs. Arthur Latham and A. C. Inman
communicated to the Royal Society of Medicine {Proceed-
ings No. 6) a paper stating that administration by the mouth
or the rectum would elicit a satisfactory immunizing re-
spoiise. They showed that the effect was to reduce fever,
diminish the daily fluctuations of temperature and the
curve of the opsonic index in tubercle, etc., was almost the
reverse of the temperature curve. Since that preliminary
paper (April last) they have continued their research,
with the result of confirming their previous work and
perhaps of also extending it. One cannot forget how
at the earliest trials of tuberculin in this country the
effects were so often disastrous that its use was speedily
discontinued. In Germany it was held to be useful, and
our ill-success attributed to improper doses or methods.
One of the results of Sir Almroth Wright's work is a
reconsideration of this matter. Doses are now given that
only serve to raise the opsonic index, the aim being to
keep the patient as long as possible in the "positive phase."
Meantime Drs. Calmette and Breton have shown that
tuberculin given by the rectum produces the same effect
as when injected under the skin, on the announcement
of which fact early this year it seemed that many patients
might prefer the method. This is also confirmatory of the
report on which I am commenting on administration by
the mouth. • Drs. Latham and Inman state definitely that
the same effects on both the temperature and opsonic
curves are produced by the mouth as by injections, and
further, that as far as they can judge, the dose by the
mouth is about equal to half that by the skin. The effect
of a dose on an empty stomach is rapid, often within
an hour—an excessive dose is followed by undue intoxica-
tion in from one to two hours.
The point of most difficulty and yet of most impor-

tance is the determination of the dosage. It is desirable
to do this before beginning the treatment, and it is best
done by the opsonic index. But in acute pulmonary tuber-
culosis that should be determined three times a day—

a

demand to be met in the research laboratory. W'ithin
limits it appears that the correspondence of the clinical

symptoms with the curve may be utilized for practice,

but the initial index ought to be taken and then the official

observations. But even so the opsonic index should be
taken from time to time as a safeguard, for it must never
be forgotten that tuberculin is a dangerous thing to be
introduced by any method, and its use demands as much
care as the most active poisons. It is of little use while
successive autoinoculations occur. To arrest these or limit

them absolute rest is the only resource. The Germans
continue the plan of giving gradually increasing doses at

stated intervals, but the plan is not advisable, and is

only satisfactory in a limited class of cases. Mr. Oliver
Bruce in the laboratory of the hospital greatly assisted in

the research, and the authors express their gratitude, as
they do also to the physicians whose beds were placed at

their disposal.

The freedom of West Ham has been conferred on Lord
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Lister at his country house, and he has written thanking

the citizens of his birthplace, with regret that his liealth

had not permitted him to receive the distinction in public.

Mrs. Garrett Anderson, the first English lady doctor,

has been elected Mayor of Aldebnrgh, of which town
she and her family have been benefactors. She w'as pro-

posed on this account by a doctor, who said that on
principle he objected to women presiding over assemblies

of men, but this was an exceptional case. Mrs. Ander-
son in accepting said the mayoral robe had no terrors

for her. She would have worn a mortar board, but when
she once appeared in that headgear it made His Majesty
smile, so she had had a black velvet bonnet specially made.
Three cases of plague have occurred at Liverpool, as

probably you have heard by cable. Two have died. The
origin of the first has not been traced. It is not expected

to spread further.

Our medical centenarian passed away on the i6th inst.

Sir Henry Alfred Pitman, who reached his one hundredth
birthday on July I, and who was for so long Registrar of

the Royal College of Physicians (from 1858 to 1889),

when he was named Emeritus Registrar, was born on

July I, 1808, entered Trinity College, Cambridge, in 1827,

and took his B.A. in 1831. He was elected F.R.C.P. in

1845, assistant physician of St. Georges' Hospital 1857,

and remained on the staff until 1886. From 1876 to 1886

he represented the college in the General Medical Council.

His Knighthood dated 1883. On attaining his one hun-
dredth birthday in July the King telegraphed his congratu-
lations, and his friends presented him with a silver gift

bowl. The funeral, on Wednesday, was attended by many
old friends, including the president of the college he had
served so well.

Some other aged members of the profession have also

passed over to the majority.

John Briscoe, F.R.C.S., many years surgeon to the

Radcliffe Infirmary, Oxford, and to the prison, has died

at the ripe age of 87. He had retired from active work
for twenty years or more. He qualified in 1842, and was
elected to the fellowship of the college in 1S75.

Dr. John Tudor, J. P.. of Dorchester, died on the 19th

inst., aged 85. He qualified in 1847. He was many years
surgeon to the County Hospital, and had been surgeon
also to the Seaman's Hospital. He contributed to the

Medical Chirurgical Society on excision of the elbow as

long ago as 1858.

Dr. Ben. P. Popham of Kensington died on the lOth inst.,

in his 83d year.

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal. Kovcinhcr 19, 1908.

Acute Gonorrheal Epididymitis, with Special Refer-
ence to the Operative Treatment.—Under the general
headings of definitions, pathology, prognosis symptoms,
and diagnosis, J. H. Cunningham covers familiar ground.
When he takes up the question of treatment he claims
for operation that it shortens the suffering, arrests the

course of the acute process, lessens the period of con-
finement, and shortens convalescence and after-treatment.

The general principle involved is the surgical one of
drainage to an infected organ. It is only within the past
two years that operative treatment in this affection has
received serious consideration. The author describes the
Hagner method of operating, and summarizes his personal
experience with it in seven cases. In some of these the

vas deferens was drained by the Belfield method. Follow-
ing operation it is advisable to use massage and to give

deep instillations of 10 per cent, argyrol. Induration in

the epididymis remains after operation, but it is not of

the discreet nodular type generally observed in an epididy-

mis previously the site of gonorrheal infection. Instead,

it is the induration commonly observed after drainage of
any inflamed structure. The sensitiveness so often noted
in the testicle after epididymitis, and which often lasts

seven months, has been absent. In conclusion, there is no
question in the mind of the writer that the operation ad-
vised by Hagner greatly lessens the suffering and dimin-
ishes the duration of the disease. Whether or not the

epididymis is left in a better condition to serve as a con-

duit for the testicular secretions cannot be determined.
It is a notable fact that recurrent epididymitis has not
taken place in any case in which the operation has been
performed.

New York Medical Journal, November 21, 1908.

The Nature of Carcinoma in General, and the Early
Diagnosis of Gastric Carcinoma.—J. M. Anders gives
a general description of this disease, dwelling particularly

on the matter of early diagnosis. He adds that this

is, by medical methods, in our present knowledge out

of the question, but it is practicable save only in cases

marked by extreme latency, to assume the existence of

strong suspicions by weighing the available facts and data.

Lender these circumstances, delay in the matter of re-

questing the application of surgical means is inexcusable,

in view of the amenability of incipient malignancy to

surgical art, in some cases, at least. As to the actual in-

dications for surgical intervention he says that in the

presence of the following grouping of features and condi-
tions, or even a majority of the same, an exploratory

operation should be advised, to be followed by radical

extirpation in case the new growth be encountered: (l)

If the patient's age is between the forty-fifth and seventieth

years, the period of life in w-hich carcinoma develops in

the majority of cases. (2) If slight or moderate indica-

tions of secondary gastrectasis exist, confirmed by ;i'-ray

and physical examinations. (3) If the chemical examina-
tion repeatedly during the course of three or four weeks
shows marked subacidity or absence of hydrochloric acid

and particularly if lactic acid be also found. (4) If there

is wasting without other assignable cause or causes, and
moderate anemia with low color index and possibly leu-

cccytosis. (5) If the condition resists treatment for

s.-veral weeks. (6) If epigastric rigidity is present. (7)
If a constant positive blood reaction is given by the stools

with good motor functioning on the part of the stomach
and neither free hydrochloric nor lactic acid is present.

Lipoma of the Kidney.—O. W. H. Mitchell reviews
the recent literature of the subject, and discusses current

views as to the pathology of this class of renal tumors.
He appends a report of the case of a colored woman of

32 years who died from uterine carcinoma. The kidneys
were dark colored, and their capsules stripped readily.

On the surface of the left kidney, just beneath the capsule,,

situated entirely within the cortex of the organ, was a

yellow'ish-white area measuring 6x8x7 mm. Microscop-
ically the tumor consisted of fat and connective tissue cells.

.Many capillaries found in the tumor were distended with
blood. The tumor was surrounded by a hyperemic zone.

Xo pigmentation was found. The tissue of the kidney was
ccngested and was in a condition of moderate catarrhal

nephritis. The capsules of the tufts, which were in close

proximity to the tumor mass, were much thickened. The
preponderance of connective tissue in certain parts of the

tumor would place it in the class of fibrolipomata of some
investigators. Xo portion of kidney tissue was seen to be

entirely surrounded by tumor tissue. The tumor presented
an encapsulated appearance, the capsule being formed by
compressed kidney tissue. Fat droplets were to be seen in

some of the connective tissue cells which lie in close

proximity to the tumor. Several glomeruli were to be
seen adjacent to the tumor tissue. A body very similar

to a glomerulus was seen within the connective tissue area
surrounding the tumor, and fat droplets were found in

some connective cells external to it.

Pulsation of Large Aneurysms Nonexpansile but
Transmitted.— S. Lange has made a study of aneurysms
with the fluoroscope, and says that he has repeatedly found
that large tumors proven by autopsy to have been aneu-
rysms failed to show on the screen any trace of pulsation.

Yet some of these cases, in which the tumor pressed
against the anterior or posterior chest wall, gave to the

palpating hand the sense of an expansile pulsation, un-
doubtedly a transmitted one. On the other hand, small

aneurysms and nonaneurysmal dilatations of the aortic

arch have invariably shown fairly active pulsations upon
the fluorescent screen. The smaller the aortic tumor, the

more active the pulsations were. In this latter type of cases

it was assumed that such active pulsations could occur only
in the fluorescent screen, would almost disappear during
diastole, only to swell out prominently during absence of
accumulated blood clot, which presupposes an unbroken
endothelium, hence the diagnosis of simple aortic dilata-

tion w-as advanced. But when the aortic wall gives way
and thrombosis occurs (a true aneurysm resulting) the

pulsation becomes less active and the diastolic recoil less

marked. When the tumor mass and its blood clot (the

mass of which usually increasing with the size of the

aneurysm) reaches considerable proportions, there is no
longer any pulsation or diastolic recoil visible to the .r-ray,

although the palpating hand upon the chest may still feel a
transmitted impulse.

Journal of the American Medical Association, November
21, 1908.

Cardiovascular Drugs.—J. L. Miller describes the
characteristics of the more important remedies, dividing

them into two classes : those which act chiefly on the heart,

such as digitalis and strophanthus, and those which act

chiefly on the vessels, such as the vasoconstrictors and the

vasodilators. They are to be used when there is imperfect
distribution of blood, due to cardiac insufficiency or lack
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of vascular tone. The special cardiac remedies, the digi-

talis group, are to be employed when the imperfect dis-

tribution depends on cardiac insufficienc}' from valvular
or muscular defect. The idea that such are not indicated

in myocarditis is incorrect though greater care in dosage
should be observed. Xor are they coiitraindicated neces-

sarily in cardiac trouble with marked arteriosclerosis or high
blood pressure. Heart insufficiency associated with slow
pulse is often relieved by digitalis, which favors better

emptying of the heart in each systole, better circulation

in the coronary vessels, and consequent better nutrition of
the heart muscles. There is still much difference of opin-

ion as to the value of digitalis in aortic regurgitation. It

should be remembered that it increases the systolic output
which compensates in a measure for the greater amount
returning during diastole, and Stewart has shown that,

after all, the amount of regurgitating blood is small and
prolonging the diastole is not a serious matter. The vari-

ous members of the digitalis group have practically the

same action, the difference is mainly one of degree. It is

unfortunate that such a valuable drug as digitalis should
have its objectionable features. These are chiefly its vari-

able strength, its irritating action on the gastrointestinal

tract, and cumulative effects. As regards the first there is

no reason why a standardized preparation of digitalis

should not be made. The cumulative action and the gas-
trointestinal irritation cannot be entirely overcome, and
the daily secretion of urine and character and frequency
of the pulse need to be watched during the administration.

When an increased secretion of urine is observed, usually

occurring within 48 hours, the dosage should be lessened

and the lessened dose may be continued often for a con-
siderable period without danger of cumulative action. The
patient must be seen daily while taking full doses, and too

much stress cannot be laid on arrhythmia as an evidence

of intoxication. With a preparation of known strength

and careful watching, it should not occur. The resort to

intravenous medication is mentioned as proper in certain

cases, but it is reserved for those cases in which prompt
action is required and when administration by the mouth
is prevented by gastric irritation. StropHanthus differs

from digitalis in its less powerful action and somewhat
less cumulative action. The second class of drugs, the

vasomotor ones, is next taken up. First, the vasoconstric-

tors of which the most important are adrenalin, caffeine,

camphor, and strychnine. These are described in detail,

the most active is adrenalin, but its action is very transi-

tory, lasting only from five to ten minutes ; it should be

given subcutaneously or intravenously, the dosage is from
ten to fifteen minims of the i to 1000 solution. Caffeine

holds the first place as a vasoconstrictor in the acute in-

fections and camphor has similar effects though less con-

stant. In ordinary doses strychnine can hardly be consid-

ered a vasomotor drug, and it is only when the dose ap-

proaches the toxic one that the Llood pressure is increased.

The vasodilators have a rather uncertain position in cardio-

vascular therapy. With our present knowledge, nitrites and
nitroglycerin in physiological doses arc absolutely contrain-

dicated in the heart failure of acute infection. The value

of alcohol as a cardiac stimulant has been much disputed,

but Miller thinks that its dilating action on the external

vessels renders it useful in shock and when there is en-

gorgement of the splanchnics with insufficient filling of

the peripheral vessels. The use of vasodilators in hyper-

tension is discussed and the conflicting results of experi-

ments noticed. Miller thinks, however, that we may safely

use vasodilators in cases of extreme hypertension (over

200 mm. of mercury), and in headaches which are relieved

by lowering pressure. The treatment of angina pectoris is

especially discussed and Miller thinks, from certain experi-

ments made by himself and Dr. Matthews, that it is possi-

ble that the forcing of blood through the coronary vessels

by digitalis may be useful, the drug being given intra-

venously or subcutaneously. As regards the treatment of

arteriosclerosis, only the iodides can claim to be efficient.

Infant Feeding.—D. E. English criticises the modern
scientific feeding of infants, as not calculated to favor

the proper development of the infant's stomach into the

complex organ of the adult. What is wanted is an elastic

muscular organ and this, he claims, is not so likely to be

produced by regular frequent feeding, which, moreover,
disturbs the infant's rest. He advises instead, allowing

the baby to feed till it is full, without regard to the

amount. This stretches the stomach and gives its muscle
the exercise it need.s to develop it. Then let the infaiit

sleep as long as it will, under the most favorable condi-

tions, and when it wakes don't feed it at once but wait

till it is hungry. If it is thirsty or fretful give it water and
soothe it, but do not mind mere crying—it does the baby
good. This exercise of crying somehow prepares the stom-

ach for its next load of food. When the crying threatens

to change to a sickly wail, then feed the baby and feed him
full. The intervals of feeding will be irregular. During

the first month they may sometimes be as short as two
hours, sometimes as long as four hours in the day and
six or eight at night. The feedings for the first three

weeks will average for the twenty-four hours, seven or

eight, rarely nine. General hygienic treatment is insep-

arably connected with the success of any method of feed-

ing. Under this plan of feeding and general treatment,

it is astonishing, English says, how easy it is to modify
the milk to suit the baby. Fed in this way, kept out of

doors and not overclothed, it soon develops surprising di-

gestive powers. The foundation principle of the method is

that a healthy infant cannot always digest the same
amount of food in the same number of minutes. The
amount he can digest depends on how much he has used

up and how much he has earned by exercise, crying, etc.,

since the last feeding.

The X-Rajrs in Epithelioma.—G. E. Pfahler divides

the epitheliomas, as regards their treatment by the Roent-
gen rays, into five classes: i. Superficial epitheliomata of

the exposed surfaces of the hands and face, which should
yield practically 100 per cent, of cures. They are usually

small in area, of slow growth and comparatively painless.

They will usually require ten or twelve treatments and
from two to three months for a cure ; the results are more
likely to be permanent than with any other treatment. If

untreated there is a possibility of this form passing into

the deep ulcerating type. 2. Superficial epitheliomata as-

sociated with senile keratosis also yield to the Roentgen
rays very similarly to those of Class i, but recurrences

are much more probable. These patients also seem to

have exposures at short intervals on account of the risk

of dermatitis. 3. Pearly epitheliomata. These include a

small group of cases in which there is a circle of pearl-

like elevations forming a ridge and surrounding a central

area much resembling healthy skin. The ridge spreads,

often irregularly, while the center heals. They are of

slow growth and not very malignant, luit thty yield to

treatment less readily than the other superficial forms.

Best results will probably be obtained by protecting the

soft center and treating the border strongly with a very

soft tube. 4. Under the class of deep ulcerating epithelio-

mata, Pfahler groups those cases that involve the deeper

tissues and present large ulcerating surfaces, with indurat-

ed edges and often with an indurated base. They may
involve any part of the body and are at times associated

with enlargement of neighboring lymphatic glands. They
often consist of recurrences of superficial epitheliomata of

Class I after treatment with caustics, curettement or ex-

cision. These cases do not yield readily to the rays and
should be excised when possible. 5. Epitheliomata on
mucous surfaces, including those on the lips and inner sur-

face of the cheeks, the vagina and the penis. In these

cases no time should be lost by x-ray treatment, but the

growth should be excised at once, and this followed by a

thorough course of treatment with the rays over the

glandular area.

Ruptured Tubal Pregnancy.—Hunter Robb thinks

that there is room for conservative treatment in ruptured

tubal pregnancy and that it is indicated in the majority of

cases. When the diagnosis of the condition is certain,

operative measures are indicated, but in most cases the

danger is not so imminent as to demand immediate inter-

ference unless the condition of the patient is otherwise

satisfactory. Many women not only survive tubal abor-

tion or rupture, but even recover witliout operation. Not
more than 5 per cent, die at the time of rupture, whereas
the statistics that he has collected of immediate operation

show a mortality of 8 per cent. In cases in which there

is collapse or shock the operation should be deferred until

this is tided over. Loss of blood rarely causes death and it

is rarely sufficient in these caes ; and he asks why we
should add to the existing condition the additional shock

of immediate operation. Clinical operation has shown that

patients whose abdomens are filled with bloody fluid niay

survive, and dogs when experimentally subjected to like

conditions do not succumb. In most cases we fail to find

any bleeding vessels and the danger of restarting a hem-
orrhage is to be considered. Some reasons for not believ-

ing the hemorrhage to be so great as has been supposed

are : (a) The great majority of ectopic sacs are ruptured

between the first and third week of gestation. (6) The
point at which the impregnation takes place is in a small

area formed by a diverticulum in the tube, and the chori-

onic villi have only a feeble attachment, (c) From 75 to

78 per cent, of the ruptures occur through the fimbriated

end of the tube, and are tubal abortions, not more danger-

ous as far as hemorrhage is concerned than those occur-

ring through the cervix, (d) The next most frequent

place of rupture is the isthmic portion of the tube which
is free from any large blood vessels, (e) The point of

rupture in the gestation sac practically never involves the

ovarian or utenne artery. (/) As a result of the inflam-

mation preceding the ectopic gestation there is a relative
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increase in the connective tissue in the tube, decreasing its

vascularity, (g) The placenta is generally attached to the
posterior wall of the tube and as the rupture is generally
through the anterior or lateral wall it is not lacerated, but
retains its firm attachment to the wall of the tube and
is subjected to pressure. Physiologists teach us that a
woman weighing 130 pounds must probably lose four
pounds of blood before succumbing to the hemorrhage
per se. So much blood as this is rarely found in the

abdomen. The bloody fluid is partly a serous exudate.
Its sudden removal before the vessels have had a chance
to adapt themselves is dangerous and may be fatal. When
the bleeding would be enough to cause death the patient

is rarely seen in time to be saved by ligation of the bleed-
ing vessels and the best operators lose from 40 to 50 per
cent, of their patients after immediate operation during
shock. The results obtained by some who have waited
are certainly worth considering. Robb reports experi-
ments on dogs which suggest that hemorrhage may be
determined from the hemoglobin readings and that the
subcutaneous injection of physiologic salt solution usefully
stimulates the patient and does not start up the hemor-
rhage again. They also suggest the use of proper band-
ages or the application of weights to the lower abdomen
as hastening the stoppage of hemorrhage, rendering the
pulse slower and of better quality and improving the

general condition. He holds that it is better to leave
something to Nature when there is any possibility that
the immediate operation may be the wrong procedure.

The Lancet, November 14, 1908.

Seven Cases of Cheese Poisoning.—All the patients
of W. B. Evans were young, the ages running from 3 to 16
years, and they were grouped in families, all of whom were
evidently purchasers of cheese from the same source.
Some of the adults in the same families who had eaten
the cheese complained of nausea and epigastric pains.

The younger the patient, the more severe were the symp-
toms. In all the children the symptoms were of the same
type, pain, vomiting, and collapse of varying severity. In
all a mustard emetic was given, with brandy and water
in the cases collapsed. This was followed by a bismuth
mixture, and in one case with diarrhea a dose of castor
oil was given. All were well inside of 48 hours. The
reporter says that the cheese had a strong odor and a
somewhat crumbly consistencj', but was not discolored or
offensive, and had nothing suspicious about it to either

seller or purchaser. He considers that it had developed
tyrotoxicon, and that this alkaloid was the cause of all the
trouble.

Quinine Poisoning.—The patient of A. C. Parsons
was an American man of 35 years, who had lived in vari-
ous countries, but had never contracted malaria as far as
was known. On several occasions he had been upset by
small doses of quinine taken for various purposes. When
traveling from England to Nigeria he was advised by his

fellow voyagers to begin taking quinine. He took five

grains, which made him sick. On admission to a hospital
two and a half grains of the bisulphate of quinine were
given him in solution. In the course of an hour (at 9 a.m.)
he had a sinking at the abdomen and flushing of the face.

Intense irritation and discomfort then began in the feet
and gradually spread throughout the body. This was
quickly followed by a rapidly spreading rash, erythematous
rather than urticarial in character and most marked on
exposed portions of the body. His appearance had by now
undergone a complete change ; the face was flushed, and
the skin everywhere was hot, hyperemic, and dry; the
temperature, however, was subnormal. There were dis-

tracting tinnitus and frontal headache, but no amaurosis.
The heart's action was seriously weakened, and the pulse
was feeble, accelerated, and irregular ; there were palpita-
tion and shortness of breath. The patient looked and felt

ill, the flushed appearance, restlessness, and general pruritus
producing a picture of severe anguish. At noon he had a
syncopal attack w-hile trying to rise from his bed. At about
2 P.M. the pruritus and erythema began to pass off, but
nausea and severe headache remained. At 3 p.m. the tem-
perature had risen to 101° F., and he was perspiring pro-
fusely. By dinner-time he felt better, all the symptoms
had cleared up with the exception of headache. At
10 P.M. he was sleeping quietly, with a normal temperature.
Subsequent examination showed a marked anemia, with
hemic heart murmurs. No malarial parasites were found
in the blood. He set out for England, but died from some
kind of "fever" on the voyage. The author says that it

would be a sound practice if all officials and others who
contemplate residing in malarial districts were examined
as to their capability of taking quinine before they ven-
tured out into unhealthy lands.

Recent Investigations into the Pathology and Treat-
ment of General Paralysis and Tabes Dorsalis.—W. F.

Robertson says that bacteriological, histological, and experi-

mental evidence has been obtained bearing out the opinion

that tabes dorsalis is dependent upon an invasion from the

genitourinary tract by special diphtheroid bacilli. There is

good reason to believe that as a predisposing factor gonor-
rhea is of greater importance than sj-philis. One part of
the evidence in support of the conclusion that a diphtheroid
invasion is the essential element in the pathogenesis of

tabes consists in successful therapeutic experiments. Cer-

tain cases under the author's recent care confirm his opin-

ion that this disease if not accompanied by serious secon-

dary infections can be combatted by serum and vaccine

methods. Under such treatment the lightning pains, which
in both cases were very severe, have virtually disappeared,

the progress of the disease has been arrested, and the

general health of the patients has undergone a very striking

improvement. He adds that the facts recently observed
have served to establish more securely the conclusions that

general paralysis and tabes dorsalis are dependent upon the

presence of specific infective foci, primarily localized in

the nasopharyngeal and oral mucosa in the one case, and in

the genitourinary tract in the other, and that in both
diseases the bacterial and toxic invasion is essentially

lymphogenous.

Novel Methods of Operation in the Removal of
Malignant Tumors.—H. Manders exploits the "fulgura-
tion" nicilioU of treatment, which is a combined surgical

and electrical procedure. Its novelty consists in the ap-

plication of oscillatory electricity. The steps in a given
operation are about as follows: (i) The surgeon divides

the tissues and lays bare the neoplastic masses without
separating them; (2) the tumor is "fulgurated" by the

strongest sparks, so as to produce the greatest possible

effects in the shortest time (maximum, ten minutes) ; (3)
the growth is excised, and (4) the "fulguration" is re-

peated. The last step continues for about 45 minutes.

The tissues become ischemic and the cut capillaries cease

to bleed. No actual scab is formed, but a fine layer of

clot, which eventually becomes detached, as happens in

burns. The wound is then closed, provided with thorough
drainage, and covered with gauze plentifully sprinkled with
sodium biborate, over which is placed a large pad of cot-

ton wool. This dressing, which is changed after 24 hours,

is often very painful. Cicatrization is rapid after the
slough separates, but complete healing is slower than
after an ordinary surgical operation. The paper contains

full details as to the electrical devices employed and their

mode of application. Manders says that if "fulguration"
has in any way reduced to a minimum the recurrence of
cancer after operation the combined operation is fully

justifiable, and must be regarded as a distinct gain in

treatment. The demerits of the new operation are: (l)

That the length of time during which the patient must be
kept under anesthesia is much prolonged; (2) that the

anesthetic must be chloroform, because the more volatile

ether is apt to catch alight from the sparks
; (3) that anes-

thesia, besides being prolonged, must be deep, because the

fulguration, especially in the second stage of operation,

when the biphase method is used, is very painful
; (4)

the disadvantage during the operation of having to change
from one instrumentation to another; (5) the difficulty

of managing and controlling a rush of violent sparks ; and
to these must be added (6) the uncertainty of being able

to reach every part of the incised area with a series of

sparks which are not continuous but intermittent, as will

be explained immediately.

British Medical Journal, November 14, 1908.

Arteries, Normal and Pathological.—The paper of

J. A. McWilliam and A. H. Mackie gives a series of
illustrations of cross-sections of arteries in both health

and disease, especially after pneumonia. In making their

investigations the authors have found that in the majority
of cases in which dissolution has been a gradual process

of an exhausting nature preceded by high temperature,
etc., the arteries have shown no sign of contractility when
they came to their hands from the post-mortem room
twelve to twenty-four hours or later after death. They
presented all the characters of dead relaxed arteries when
tested in various ways—the application of stimulatmg and
relaxing agents, tracings of elasticity, etc. On the other
hand, they found that in many instances, especially in

cases of relatively sudden death, the vitality of the ar-

teries may not be so readily lost, and contractility may
persist for very considerable periods. Thus the renal

artery of a man who had died suddenly from cerebral
hemorrhage showed decided contraction in response to

stimulation (chemical) twelve hours post mortem. After
stimulation it gave the elasticity curve characteristic of
contracted as contrasted with relaxed artery—a transverse

strip when weighted did not give the maximum elongation

with the first weight, but increasing elongations (with
equal increments of weight) up to a maximum followed
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by decreasing elongations. A portion of this artery put
into the usual fixing and hardening fluids contracted
markedly and showed a caliber and thickness of wall
notably different from those of the same artery fi.xed in

the relaxed state after vitality had been extinguished.
In many other instances, both in the case of normal and
pathological arteries, marked contraction has been seen
to occur especially in response to chemical stimulation
(chloroform vapor, alcohol, formol, etc.) as long as

thirty hours post mortem. Full details are given of the
methods employed in hardening and straining the sec-

tions.

A Case of Stokes-Adams Syndrome Observed for
More Than Eight Years.—The patient of \V. J. Tur-
rell and A. G. Gibson was a man of 70 years, formerly
considerable of a walker, and during his last ten years
of life a gardener. He was first seen in 1899 for digestive

troubles. His heart was weak at the time. Later he
began to have series of convulsions of an epileptiform
character. Later these seizures were accompanied by
giddiness or fainting, but no convulsions. Later, mild
attacks were brought on by the taking of food and by
voiding of urine. A firm grasping of some solid object

would at times ward off an attack. So the man went on
for a term of years. His pulse was slow, even down to

16 at times, and had the habit of dropping beats. This
occurrence seemed to be more marked with a relatively

quick rate, but with the slower rate it seemed to be of

more consequence to the patient, for when the pulse beats

dropped to the slow rate he was more liable to an attack.

He stated that the dropping of one beat did not incom-
mode him, but if two beats in succession were dropped it

was hard for him to remain conscious, and he often had
an attack. A rate of 25 per minute seemed most comfort-
able for the patient. \\'hen it reached or exceeded 30 it

became intermittent or irregular. Treatment seemed of
little avail. In unusually severe attacks, large hypoderm-
ics of strychnine with small internal doses of brandy gave
relief. He was finally found dead in bed, his livid appear-
ance indicating a convulsion. Autopsy showed no gross
change in the regions of His's bundle, or its branches, but

the microscope showed a tendency to fibrosis in the region

of the central fibrous body of the heart, extending down-
wards and encroaching especially on that region occupied
by the bundle. The bundle in the fibrous body itself was
represented only by a few isolated strands of muscular
tissue.

Tuberculosis in Lime Workers.—\V. J. Burns Selkirk
has made some interesting observations as to health con-
ditions among this class of workers. He finds the health

of workers in lime kilns above the average. There seems
to be far less than the normal amount of consumption and
bronchitis. It is believed that the lime inhaled is dissolved

by the carbonic acid in the lungs and absorbed. Calcium
in the intestinal canal prevents fermentation. Lime dust

particles may, however, be deposited in the lungs. It

may be that continual absorption of calcium from the

lungs and intestine may maintain an abnormally high per-

centage of it in the blood. The author asks, does this oc-

cur in the lime worker, and is it preventive of tuberculo-

sis in him? Or is his freedom due to the external lime

dust being unfavorable to the life and growth of the

bacillus outside the body? It seems curious to suggest an
atmosphere of dust for the treatment of tuberculosis ; it

would have been as curious some generations ago to have
suggested fresh air. At the least have we not in this

lime and cement working an occupation which we may
recommend to the workingman predisposed to tuberculosis

or already in the early stages of it? Or could the neigh-

borhood of a lime-kiln be organized as a curative tubercu-

losis colony?

Influence of the Nervous System on Infective Proc-
esses.—G. L. Cheatle divides the relationship between
the nervous system and infective processes into neurovas-
cular and neurotrophic. It must be admitted, he says, that

in most cases the nerovascular system is normal immedi-
ately before the actual moment of inoculation, and that

in most cases the changes which occur in the neurovascular
system after inoculation are due to the presence of the

infective processes. On the other hand, it is obvious that,

if abnormal vasoconstriction or abnormal vasodilatation

were present at the time of the inoculation, then the in-

fective process might be modified by either of these con-

ditions. However this may be, my object now is to point

out that there is a marked change in the neurovascular
system associated with some processes of infection. Con-
cerning the neurotrophic relationship, one of two things

or a combination of both must be operative. Either there

is a positive or negative influence of a neurotrophic na-

ture m the normal areas which repels the onset of the

disease, or there is a positive or negative influence of a

neurotrophic nature the operation of which limits the

disease to the whole of the neurotrophic area affected.

Discussing a case of tuberculous lesions in the head and
neck the author adduces, as pertinent, the following argu-

ment. The presence of the disease in the affected area

is alone sufficient to account for its spread within and
final limitation to that area, for the simple reason that

presence of the disease lowers the immunity of the area
in which it is operative. This may be an important factor,

but it is impossible to assume that, with the disease on
their boundaries, the surrounding areas have not been
attacked by it ; and if they have been attacked, then they

must have repelled it ; and as they have repelled it, then
the neurotrophic affairs cannot have been in identical

states on the two sides of the boundaries even before the

inoculation of the tuberculous area occurred. For if the

neurotrophic conditions had all been the same before in-

fection, there would not have been any limitation to a

nerve area, but the spread of disease would have been
equal in all directions except for mechanical obstruction.

Hence the area diseased was more susceptible to the Bacil-

lus tuberculosis than were the surrounding parts before

inoculation occurred. There appears to me no doubt
that there is a neurotrophic factor to be taken into con-

sideration in the consideration of the process of immunity.

Berliner klinische li'ochenschrift, November 9, 1908.

Transplantation of Vessels and Organs.—Capelle re-

ports results of extensive experimental work in this sub-

ject. Implantation of pieces of arteries for artificial de-

fects in other arteries was followed by good functional

and anatomical results when the same animal species was
used for the operation and for procuring the material.

When other species of animals were used the sections of
the vessels functionated properly, but after a time showed
various stages of degeneration. Sections of veins were
found to serve as good substitutes for arterial defects;

slight dilatation of the vein section was soon followed by
increase in the thickness of its walls and approach to the

character of arterial structure. Very encouraging results

were obtained in the transplantation of the thyroid gland
with the suture of vessels supplying it. One dog lived

for fifty-one days, and the gland proved to be quite normal
in appearance. Another animal lived for 245 days ; the

gland was then removed and proved to be normal ; the

dog died after the removal of the transplanted gland,

showing all symptoms of tetany. Transplantation of kid-

neys proved to be more difficult, because infections were
very frequent. In two cases, however, the transplantation

of the kidney into the peritoneum and into the neck of
another animal was followed by the cantinuation of kid-

ney function for several days. Death resulted from hem-
orrhage and infection. The kidney transplanted into

the neck showed the phenomena of secretion very well,

the ureter having been sewn into the external wound

;

chemical examination of the secretion showed it to be

normal urine. The writer thinks that the sewing of ves-

sels and the use of sections of arteries and veins to fill

out defects can be safely adopted for operations in human
beings at the present state of technique; the future must
show how far transplantations of organs will prove suc-

cessful in this connection.

Duodenal Ulcer in Children.—Kuttner reports a case

of duodenal ulcer in an infant one month old and another
in a child of four years. Neither case was diagnosed
during life. The ulcers were situated in the "unprotected"
part of the duodenum above the papilla of Vater. No
etiological factors could be found in the previous history

or in the physical examination of the patients ; one of

them suffered from a light nephritis which could not be

brought into any relation with the origin of the duodenal
lesion. The older child suffered from a pseudo-membra-
nous colitus and its stools contained an overabundance of

colon bacilli ; some recent experimental work in the pro-

duction of gastric and duodenal ulcers suggests that this

organism may play an active part in the productiori of

ulcers. Kuttner thinks that many cases of so-called idio-

pathic pyloric stenosis of infants is really caused by the

existence of duodenal ulcers ; frequently, comiting of blood

is reported in such cases, and even the absence of such

vomiting does not exclude an ulcer, as the affection may
be quite latent. The treatment of duodenal ulcer of in-

fants and children consists in procuring as much rest as

possible for the stomach. Food is to be given in small

quantities, should consist mainly of milk, and should be

administered cool or cold. In case vomiting persists,

rectal feeding must be temporarily carried out ; among
drugs, alkalies are most serviceable. The author holds that

operation is especially indicated if internal medical treat-

ment has not been successful. When the surgeon is called

to see the patient while the latter is suffering from a very

severe hemorrhage, operation is usually hopeless.
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Haak l&tmtmB.
Text-Book of Nervous Diseases and Psychiatry. For

the Use of Students and Practitioners of Medicine. By
Charles L. Dana, A.M., M.D., LL.D. ; Professor of
Nervous Diseases in Cornell University Medical Col-
lege ; Visiting Physician to Bellevue Hospital ; Neurol-
ogist to the Montefiore Hospital; Neurologist to the

Woman's Hospital ; Consulting Physician to the Man-
hattan State Hospital ; ex-President of the American
Neurological Association ; ex-President of the New York
Academy of Medicine; Corresponding Member of the

Societe de Neurologic, etc. Seventh Edition, Illustrated

by 261 Engravings and 3 Plates in Black and Colors.
New York : \\'illiam Wood & Company, 1908.

The fact that Dr. Dana's book has now reached its seventh
edition is a good inde.x of its popularity and also its best

advertisement. Following out the author's original in-

tention "to present the science of neurology in a concise
yet as far as possible complete form," the present edition

has not been materially enlarged. While additions to the
sections on histology, psychasthenia, hysteria, neuritis,

tabes, multiple sclerosis, tics, brain tumors, etc., have been
made, and in some instances the articles on these subjects
rewritten, considerable of what is now old or unimpor-
tant has been at the same time eliminated. The book
occupies an extremely useful place between the larger
treatises and the smaller textbooks, and will continue to

be found a helpful and reliable guide in the study and
practice of this most difficult branch of medicine, and a

credit to American neurology. Valuable additions to

Part H. on Diseases of the Mind are noticeable in the
shape of case histories, etc., and the writer has overcome
his well-known prejudices sufficiently to review the meth-
ods of psychotherapy. The book retains its handsome
dress and typographical excellence.

The Sanitation of Recre.\tion Camps and Parks. By
Dr. Harvey B. Bashore. Medical Inspector for Pennsyl-
vania Department of Health. New York: John Wiley
& Sons ; London : Chapman & Hall, Limited, 1908.

A POCKET volume of something over one hundred pages,
well illustrated and containing much that cannot fail to
be of value to the summer camper—brief and readable
chapters on location and construction, water supply, waste
disposal, and environments, with a supplementary chapter
on the sanitation of public parks—intended as a sanitary
guide, particularly for inexperienced vacation campers.

Consumption, How to Prevent It and How to Live
WITH It; Its Nature, Its Causes, Its Prevention, and
the Mode of Life, Climate, Exercise, Food, Clothing
Necessary for Its Cure. By N. S. Davis, A.M., M.D.

;

Professor of Principles and Practice of Medicine, North-
western LTniversity Medical School ; Physician to Mercy
and Wesley Hospitals ; Member of the American Med-
ical Association, American Climatological Association,
Illinois State Medical Society, Chicago Medical Society,
Chicago Pathological Society, Chicago Neurological So-
ciety,

_
Chicago Academy of Sciences ; Fellow of the

American Academy of Medicine ; Author of a Handbook
on "Diseases of the Lungs, Heart, and Kidneys" and a
Treatise on "Diet in Disease and Health." Second Edi-
tion, Thoroughly Revised. Philadelphia: F. A. Davis
Company, 1908.

In this book the author has attempted to put forth in a
simple untechnical manner the elementary principles with
which a layman who has contracted tuberculosis should
familiarize himself. The original edition has been con-
siderably enlarged and some of the chapters rewritten.
It is a book intended almost wholly for the laity, and is

comparatively free from some of the objectionable features
which characterize so many works of its kind.

The Age of Mental Virility. An Inquiry into the
Records of Achievement of the World's Chief Workers
and Thinkers. By W. A. Newman Dorland. New
York : The Century Co., 1908.

The greater part of this little book appeared in the Century
Magamne last spring. It was written in disproof of Osier's
rash statement that "the effective, moving, vitalizing work
of the world is done between the ages of twenty-fne and
forty," and the facts offered in refutation of this pessi-
mistic utterance are indisputable and convincing. Dr.
Dorland cites the life histories of 'our hundred" of the
world's greatest thinkers and workers—philosophers, in-
ventors, painters, musicians, physicists, novelists, etc., and
shows that all of them did effective work, and often their
best work, after the age of forty. His conclusion, with
which his readers are forced to agree, is that the age of
the acme of mental activity lies between forty and sixty,
and that, provided health and optimism remain, the man
of fifty can command success as readily as the man of

thirty. Every man of forty or over should keep this

interesting book on his shelves and turn to it whenever
he is tempted to feel that his age of usefulness is passing.

A glance through its pages will be like a whiff of oxygen
to the tired runner.

Neurological and Mental Diagnosis ; A Manual of

Methods. By L. Pierce Clark, M.D., Senior Attending
Physician, Hospital for Nervous Diseases, New York;
Visiting Neurologist to the Randall's Island Hospitals
and Schools, New York, etc., and A. Ross Diefendorf,
M.D., Lecturer in Psychiatry in Yale University ; Assist-

ant Physician and Pathologist, Connecticut Hospital
for the Insane, etc. New York : The Macmillan Com-
pany, 1908.

This little volume on methods in neurological and mental
diagnosis ought to be an excellent aid to the medical
student, both in and out of college. A definite method of
procedure is laid down in each line of examination, and
the authors have had the courage to omit those newer signs

and phenomena, yet unproven, which would tend to be-

wilder and confuse the physician studying in this special

field of medicine. The illustrations are for the most part
original, and are excellent. It is gratifying to note that

the work includes a glossary of mental items, an addition
much desired in these days of modern psychiatric cant.

Diseases of the Eye. By M. Stephen Mayou, F.R.C.S.,
Late Hunterian Professor, Assistant Surgeon, and Pa-
thologist, Central London Ophthalmic Hospital, etc.

(Oxford Medical Publications.) With 119 Original Il-

lustrations and 8 Color Plates. London : Henry Frowde,
Hodder & Stoughton, 1908.

This is an elementary work designed for the use of
students and to give the "general practitioner" a cursory
glance at the subject of ophthalmology. It is written by
one who is well versed in regard to the subject, is brief,

lucid, and somewhat dogmatic. The illustrations, which
are original, are generally excellent. The author has been
particularly fortunate in depicting pathological changes.
The greater part of the work is devoted to the considera-
tion of diseases and conditions affecting the external parts

and the anterior segment of the eye. The rather obscure
affections of the fundus are very brief!}- described. The
chapter on operations occupies about fifty pages, and is

very practical. An appendix containing a formulary and
setting forth the visual requirements for entrance to the
British military and civil services completes the text. It is

one of the very best works of its kind and scope, and
is recommended especially for undergraduates in medicine.

Therapeutics ; Its Principles and Practice. By Horatio
C. Wood, M.D., LL.D. ; Emeritus Professor of Materia
Medica and Therapeutics in the LTniversity of Pennsyl-
vania ; Member of the National Academy of Science.
Thoroughly Revised and Rewritten by Horatio C.

Wood, Jr., M.D. ; Associate Professor of Pharmacology
in the Laiiversity of Pennsylvania; Assistant Physician
to the Philadelphia General Hospital. Fourteenth Edi-
tion. Philadelphia and London : J. B. Lippincott Com-
pany.

The author states that the changes in this edition are
more extensive than in any previous edition for many
years, and among them is to be noted a complete re-

writing of the chapter on cathartics, giving the latest

conceptions of their modes of action and a more orderly
rearrangement. In the article on diuretics more space
has been assigned to the effects of water and the mineral
salts of the system. There are also articles on the opsonic
and ion theories, together with graphic tracings portraying
the effects of drugs.

Generally the drugs are treated scientifically and thor-
oughly, but the author still looks upon alcohol as a cardiac
stimulant, although acknowledging the different experi-
mental results. He also classifies sparteine as a cardiac
stimulant, a drug at present being closely questioned as to

its right place.

The absence of material on the physical methods of
therapeutics is a distinct weakness in a volume otnerwise
so complete. Drugs which are printed more often in text-
books than written on prescriptions occupy full space,
while methods which need description and explanation
and which are often of great efficiency, are calmly ignored.
The plan of the author in printing the important facts

in large type, leaving the more intricate details in smaller
type, is excellent. In these days of student life, when
so much is to be learned, concise statements are most im-
portant.

It is to be regretted that the senior Dr. Wood, on
account of ill health, has not been able to take active part
in the preparation of the present volume, his long, pains-
taking, and scientific work having reflected such honor on
.American medicine.
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domtg ^tparts.

MEDICAL SOCIETY OF THE STATE OF NEW
YORK.

FIRST DISTRICT BRANCH.

Second Annual Meeting, Held in Poitghkeepsie, IVednes-

day, October 21, 1908.

The President, Dr. S. W. S. Toms, of Ny.\ck in the
Ch.air.

President's Address.—Dr. S. W. S. Toms of Nyack
in making this address said that the county medical so-

ciety must heed the voice of the times. It should take

the initiative in each community in matters that presented

themselves regarding public health and the problems of

sanitation. Our nation had its canal zones and its New
Orleans cesspools at its doors. The recent International

Congress of Tuberculosis reminded us that there were

200,000 deaths annually from a preventable disease. The
speaker asked what was being done outside a few large

cities to lessen this scourge. The infant mortality per

thousand, according to the last census of the United States,

was as follows: Michigan, 121.3; Connecticut, 156.8; N'ow

York, 159.8; Massachusetts, 177.8; District of Columbia,

274.5. Were these figures not sufficiently appalling to stir

all to activity in preventing the slaughter of the inno-

cents? The principal cause for this high death rate was

so well understood and could be so efficiently prevented

that it became almost criminal for a commimity to allow

it to exist. The giving of poisons to these defenseless

infants in their food could not be laid to criminal intent,

but to the ignorance of their mothers. The term "cholera

infantum" should be supplanted by the term "acute milk

poisoning" ; this would appeal to the mind and compre-

hension of the most ignorant. What mother would con-

tinue to give a food known to be poisonous to her infant?

Every mother who was feeding her infant artificially on

cow's milk, or other food of which it w-as a part, should

be told of the danger of continuing to do so while the

child was suffering from a putrid diarrhea. Many a

mother had never suspected for a moment that the diar

rhea from which her child was suffering was caused by

the germs in the food that had hitherto perfectly nour-

ished the child. She did not realize that such milk, orig-

inally pure, if allowed to remain for twenty-four hours in

a warm room, would contain more germs than sewage.

Mothers should be more thoroughly instructed regarding

these matters. Another problem deeply concerning the

public welfare was that of school hygiene. During the

year just ended 17 per cent, of the school children of

New York City were excluded from attendance at school

for varying periods of time, on account of contagious

diseases, and out of 141,908 children examined 108,329, or

76 per cent., were found to be suffering from non-con-

tagious physical defects. It was generally conceded that

contagious diseases of childhood could be absolutely con-

trolled were it not for the schoolhouse. Gonorrhea, next

to measles, was stated to be the most prevalent malady

of civilized countries, and it was estimated that from 75

per cent, to 90 per cent, of all males had been infected.

and that it was the cause of from 50 per cent, to 65 per

cent, of the capital operations on women in public hos-

pitals, and one of the chief causes of sterility. The county

medical societies should take more interest in the ques-

tions which were constantly presented to municipal boards

of health. There were the problems of milk supply, water

supply, ice supply, pure foods and drinks, as well as the

control of contagious diseases.

A Successful Demonstration of the Problem of Ob-

taining Sterile Cows' Milk.—Dr. John T. Howell vi

Newburgh said that five years ago the proprietor of a

dairy farm consulted him regarding the best means of

securing germ-free milk from his dairy. He laid down

for him certain well-known principles of aseptic surgical

technique, emphasizing the importance of attention to de-

tail, and these principles were applied in the management

of the dairy work. The stables and milk houses were

made models of construction, providing all necessary ven-

tilation, cleanliness, sterilization, refrigeration, etc. The

cows were most carefully selected. One and a half hours

were spent in the preparation of the cows and the milkers

before the operation of milking was undertaken. The re-

sults of these painstaking methods were apparent from

the first, and a record had finally been made which had, as

yet, not been equaled, one which included the first speci-

men of sterile milk ever recorded, and the only sterile

specimens taken from the bottles delivered in New York

Citj'. Of nine samples taken by the inspector who visited

the farm, six plates contained no growths, and the other

specimens contained but 100, 200, and 300 colonies per

cubic centimeter. The average bacterial count for the

years 1906 and 1907 was below 1,000 per cubic centimeter.

The average bacterial count for the year 1908 (eight

months) was 126.1 colonies per cubic centimeter. An ex-

amination of seven specimens of foremilk from the teats

showed three sterile plates. The keeping powers of the

milk from this dairy were demonstrated by the fact that

a bottle of milk sent to Copenhagen, Denmark, was found

sweet after fifteen days ; one sent to Panama was found

sweet after eighteen days.

A Campaign Against Tuberculosis.—Dr. S. E.

Getty of Yonkers said that four years ago an anti-

tuberculosis campaign was begun in Yonkers, and the

tangible results thus far were a dispensary for consump-

tives, a nurse who devoted her whole time to visiting and

ir-.structing consumptives, an annual appropriation from

the city of $3,000, a sanatorium for incipient cases, located

on a tract of land away from the built-up portion of the

city, with a present capacity of twenty patients. The

relief committee was well organized, and distributed milk

and eggs. Some educational work had been planned and

executed. For the full details of this campaign he re-

ferred to Dr. Oscar H. Rogers' monograph on "The

Fight Against Tuberculosis," published by the State

Charities Aid Association Bulletin No. 103. The death

rate from tuberculosis had shown a substantial and con-

tinuous decline since the beginning of the campaign. The

total decline in the death rate in the fifteen years pre-

vious to the beginning of the campaign was from 24 per

10,000 to 21 per 10,000 population. In each of the last

three years there was a decline from the previous years,

so that the rate for the last year was 17.5 per 10,000 popu-

lation. There had been a larger decline in the last three

years than in the previous fifteen years. The dispensary

had been treating patients for nearly two years ; there were

treated there 112 persons, of whom 103 were undoubtedly

suffering from tuberculosis: 28 patients either refused

treatment or removed from the city, leaving 75 cases. Of
these 26 died

; 31 per cent, of the remainder gained in

weight ; 29 showed improvement in the physical signs, and

there were six apparent cures. The dispensary was filling

a large place in the campaign. To bring to a successful

issue this fight against tuberculosis there should be estab-

lished in all cities of medium size hospitals or camps for

the care and treatment of advanced cases of tuberculosis.

In urging the municipalities to build and maintain hos-

pitals for the care of advanced cases of consumption, he

said that he was not unmindful that, if under political

control the best interests of all coidd not be served, the

objects of these institutions would possibly be defeated.

The suggestion had been made, and it seemed feasible,

that they be placed under the care of trustees or commis-

sioners with a long tenure of office, say five or seven years,

one to be appointed yearly. The appointing power should

rest in the hands of the mayor. This method would tend

to insure the continuance of a definite policy which would

not be subject to the vicissitudes of party defeat or vic-

tory. There was no necessity for the erection of monu-

mental buildings.
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The Control of Ophthalmia Neonatorum.—Dr. John
T. Wheeler of Chatham read this paper, from which

he deduced a corollary the logic of which it seemed hard

to escape, namely, that the practice of midwifery was
responsible for one-third of all the blindness of children

and of from one-tenth to one-eighth of all blindness from
all causes in the world. In the city of BufFalo several years

ago the births for the year numbered 8,500, and among
these there were 102 cases of ophthalmia neonatorum,

making a ratio of rather more than one case of ophthalmia

to every 100 births. By following up these cases it was
found that one in every twenty resulted in blindness ; in

other words, the ratio of blindness from ophthalmia ne-

onatorum to the number of births was as i to 2,000. The
statistics of London, though on a larger scale, gave prac-

tically the same ratio. Recently there had been about

60,000 births reported annually at Albany for 4,000,000 up-

State population, not including New York, Buffalo, Al-

bany, and Yonkers. If these reports were complete the

number of births would probably be near 100,000. With
a ratio of one case of blindness for every 2,000 births

there would be, in New York State alone, 50 cases of

blindness caused every year by the neglect of accoucheurs

to employ the Crede method. Every individual doctor who
habitually or occasionally neglected to use the Crede

method was in a degree guilty of a share in the perpe-

tration of this crime. Undoubtedly the largest propor-

tion of the cases of ophthalmia neonatorum came from the

lower classes, and midwives were responsible. Gonorrhea
was responsible for 60 per cent, of the cases of ophthal-

mia neonatorum; the remainder were mainly due to the

streptococcus. Dr. Wheeler said that it was his privilege

to form a part of the machinery of a large movement in

which every member of the medical profession was ex-

pected to do his share, toward which intelligent lovers of

humanity were looking with eager interest. He then pre-

sented to the society an outline of the proposed campaign
against ophthalmia neonatorum. This recommended the

adoption by the entire profession of the practice of in-

stilling a solution of silver salt into the eyes of the new-
born child, which would reduce the number of cases of
blindness occurring every year by one-third. A circular

would be sent to the members of the profession which
would make two important announcements : First, that

all birth returns would hereafter contain the inquiry, did

you employ a preventive for ophthalmia neonatorum?
If not, why not? Secondly, that in order to facilitate this

procedure all health officers, of which there were 1.260

in the State, would be supplied with small containers of
silver solution of suitable strength for use in the toilet of
the newborn, for free distribution among doctors and
midwives.

Dr. Herman J. Boldt of New York said that he was
one of the men appointed to carry out this undertaking
in the State of New York, and he moved that this branch
of the Medical Society of the State of New York form a

resolution which would embody the features contained in

Dr. Wheeler's outline. He also moved that a committee
be appointed to bring this matter before each county so-

ciety. It was decided that this matter should be acted
upon later.

Dr. Joseph Price of Philadelphia, in discussing this

paper, said that all the statements made regarding the

gynecological affections which resulted from gonococcus
infection were correct. The intelligent lay people were
now beginning to consider the advisability of instituting

such measures as were proposed.

Poliomyelitis Anterior Acuta.—Dr. M. W. Bar-
NUM of Ossining read this paper. He told of the methods
and theory of treatment in the study of seven cases. In

the summer and fall of 1907 there were probably 3,000

cases of this disease in New York City and its vicinity;

it had left in its track many hundreds of helpless little

human wrecks with which the future would have to deal.

Two vitally important points remained to be cleared

—

lirst, the exciting cause of the disease and, second, a well-

defined plan of treatment. The symptomatology of the

disease was naturally divided into two parts—the acute

stage, or the cyclone, and the chronic, or the wreckage.

The clinical manifestations of the first stage he subdi-

vided into three types—the mild, the neuritic, and the cere-

bral or bulbar. It seemed to be conceded by all author-

ities that during the acute stage, in the absence of any

possibility of specific therapeutics, the line of treatment

should be the one generally applicable to fevers of child-

hood, namely, rest, quiet, light nourishment, baths, cold

applications, vascular sedatives, elimination, and counter-

irritation of the spine. During the stage of regression

there were three therapeutic propositions to be dealt with

:

the establishment and maintenance of a high state of gen-

eral nutrition and blood efficiency; maintenance of nutri-

tion and warmth in the paralyzed muscles; prevention of

contraction and wabble-joints during the paralytic stage,

and convalescence by proper orthopedic treatment. None
of the seven patients reported upon lived within a mile of

any of the others. In no instance was there any personal

contact of one with another case. Never was more than

one cliild affected in the same house, although, in four in-

stances, several otlier children were present. Every case

had improved unquestionably under treatment, and had

continued to improve under electrical and mechanical

stimulation, even after the lapse of one year. The mild-

ness or severity of the onset seemed to have no bearing

on the amount of residual paralysis ; the mild initial symp-

toms left as permanent a paralysis as the severe ones. It

was evidently important to keep the children under sur-

veillance in order to see that home treatment was carried

out, because parents got tired of the long routine and

neglected instructions, and consequently improvement

ceased. It was important to apply carefully fitted braces

as soon as a joint showed signs of weakness in walking

or standing. The backbone of the treatment was the gal-

vanic current, together with manual and mechanical mas-

sage; but whatever method might be used, there should

be change and interruptions from time to time to make
continued progress secure and to avoid the nervous irri-

tability which often came from overtreatment. As soon as

a group of muscles could be used, even feebly, they should

be trained and encouraged to voluntary use as rapidly as

possible by any expedient that the physician's ingenuity

could suggest.

Dr. WiSNER R. Townsend of New York said that these

cases were treated by the general practitioner, unless the

specialist was called in for some reason. The prevention

of deformities should be looked to, because it was well

known tliat every case in which deformities occurred re-

sulted from a complete paralysis of the anterior group

without paralysis of the posterior group. These deformi-

ties could be prevented by the simplest of means. He
asked the profession to make greater endeavors to prevent

these deformities. He especially emphasized the fact that

he was not asking that these cases be turned over to the

orthopedist ; if the general practitioner did what was re-

quired of him the orthopedic surgeon would see fewer

cases that required his attention.

Some Nose, Throat, and Ear Symptoms of Signifi-

cant Interest to the Practitioner.—Dr. D. S. Dougherty
of New York read this paper. Of all the subdivisions of

the general system of medicine none was more closely

allied to the others collectively and individually than that

of rhinology and laryngology. The intimate connection

between nasal and nasopharyngeal conditions and ear

disease rightly added otology to this division. Many symp-

toms observed in the upper respiratory tract were but local

manifestations of general systemic disturbances and were
frequently passed over with but scanty recognition of their

significance. The nose, throat, and ear conditions in sys-

temic disease might be prodromal, indicative of an incipient
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or latent stage, complicating or merely concomitant. They

were many in number and differed widely in character.

Epistaxis or nosebleed might be due to trauma, morbid

pathological changes, vicarious hemorrhages, or constitu-

tional disturbances. In grave disturbances of the circu-

latory system, the hemorrhage was more likely to be found

in the lateral walls, generally in the folds covering the

turbinate bodies. Spontaneous epistaxis occurred in cases

of plethora, scorbutus, purpura hemorrhagica, pernicious

anemia, and hemophilia. Disturbances of the circulatory

system were common causes of epistaxis. Cirrhosis of the

liver, Bright's disease, and chronic alcoholism might have

nosebleed as a concomitant s>'mptom. Nosebleed in the

aged, seemingly without cause, might be an indication of

incipient arteriosclerosis. Epistaxis was a premonitory

symptom of typhoid fever. It influenced the prognosis in

the latter stages of purpura, malignant disease, and diph-

theria. In scarlet fever and measles it indicated a very

severe type of infection. In children a unilateral hemor-

rhage mixed with a mucous discharge usually pointed to the

presence of a foreign body. In children nosebleed was

often indicative of adenoids. Nasal hemorrhage was the

commonest form of vicarious menstruation. The impor-

tance of earache was apt to be minimized or exaggerated.

While suppuration was probably the most frequent cause

of earache, this symptom accompanied various other con-

ditions. Especial stress was laid upon the importance of

earache in children. Hoarseness might arise from any

cause that directly or indirectly affected the functional or

pathological properties of the larynx or that modified in

any way the resonating qualities of the voice. Hoarseness

complicated or accompanied many general diseases, among

which were tuberculosis, syphilis, typhoid fever, rheu-

matism, gout, diabetes, uncompensated valvular lesions,

malaria, scurvy, purpura, chronic nephritis and hepatic

cirrhosis, as well as vasomotor conditions. The continued

hoarseness in children usually indicated adenoids. Overuse

and faulty use of the voice was a common cause of hoarse-

ness. The chief and most dangerous complications of

chronic suppurative otitis media were infections of the

brain and its membranes, of the intracranial sinuses, and of

the jugular vein. General septicemia and pyemia might

occur through the agency of suppurative otitis. Septic

conditions and pericarditis, septic pneumonia, and pleurisy,

abscess of the lungs, infractions of the spleen or kidneys,

metastatic abscesses of the joints were all conditions in

which at times the primary infective cause could be traced

to the middle ear. .\rthritis and synovitis might likewise

occur. All cases of purulent otitis should be regarded as

serious, and in such patients any sudden rigor, rise of

temperature, insistent headache or vomiting, vertigo or

photophobia should arouse suspicion of a complicating in-

fection.

The Prevention and Preoperative Treatment of Mas-

toiditis.—Dr. W. SoHiER Bry'ant of New York recalled a

few anatomical and physiological facts about the car and

said that the protection of the patient from mastoiditis de-

pended upon a perfect physiological condition of the upper

air tract, and this was best maintained by good hygiene.

This desirable condition might be attained, when any struc-

tural or functional defect was present, by operative or

medical interference. When the functions alone were at

fault local applications would be found of benefit. In gen-

eral diseases the preservation of a healthy state of the

upper air tract would safeguard against mastoiditis. In

order to be effective, the preoperative treatment should be-

gin before the signs of mastoiditis had become marked.

The sooner the operation was performed the better for the

patient with mastoiditis and osteitis. As soon as infection

of the middle ear appeared, or was even suspected, pre-

ventive treatment was in order. Under the head of pre-

operative treatment should be included cupping and blood-

letting and Wilde's incision. In summarizing his paper

Dr. Bryant said that the preventive treatment of mastoi-

ditis should be directed to the nasopharynx and its preser-

vation in normal condition. Preoperative treatment was a

question (l) of general systemic treatment with saline

laxatives and rest in bed; (2) of the application of heat

for the pain; (3) of drainage of the middle ear; (4) of

treatment of the nasopharynx. He emphasized the fact

that nasopharyngeal treatment was the best treatment for

the prevention and abortion of mastoiditis.

The Prognosis and Treatment of Abnormal Blood

Pressure.—Dr. Egbert Le Fevre of New York read this

paper. He said that in order to interpret the true prog-

nostic significance and therapeutic indication of abnormal

blood pressure it' was necessary to have a clear concep-

tion of the factors that normally controlled the circulation.

Normally the vascular system protected itself against sud-

den variations in pressure by the coordination that existed

between different parts of the system ; changes in the blood

supply of one organ or set of organs were met by an op-

posite change in other organs or sets of organs. In this

way an optimal level was maintained. This coordination

of different portions of the circulation was carried out

through the widening and narrowing of the lumen of the

blood-vessels by contraction or relaxation of the muscular

fibers in the walls of the arteries, capillaries, and veins, and

the action of the muscle was largely controlled by the

vasomotor nerves. While the normal tone of the blood-

vessels was maintained through the action of the vaso-

motor nerves on the muscle tissue in the blood-vessels,

this action was favored or inhibited by the secretion of

certain glands in the body. The suprarenal glands added

to the blood certain substances which increased the blood-

pressure, while a secretion of the thyroid had the opposite

effect. The prognostic significance of abnormal blood-

pressure depended (i) on its cause, (2) on the changes

that its long continuance had produced in the vascular sys-

tem itself, and (3) on the dangers of accidents as hemor-

rhage, etc., from too high pressure, and subnutrition from

too low. The peripheral resistance in abnormally high

pressure had been ascribed to (o) an increase in the

amount of blood contained in the vascular system; (b)

increased viscosity of the blood; (c) changes in the blood-

vessels themselves which might be of two kinds, diminished

elasticity of the vessels from fibrous or atheromatous

change, or increase in the tonicity of the muscle tissue in

the arteries and arterioles. Conditions that caused in-

creased peripheral resistance through the contraction of

the arteries and arterioles might be due to increased irri-

tability of the vasomotor system, or of the arterial muscles

;

both of these conditions might be due to primary toxic or

primary nervous influences. Regardless of cause, the

changes induced by high arterial tension could be divided

approximately into three stages according to the extent

that the high blood-pressure was due to the contraction of

the arterial muscle or the fibrous change in the blood-

vessels which made them more or less inelastic tubes. The

first stage was characterized by persistent high tension due

to hypertonicity of the muscular coats of the arteries and

arterioles. This stage had been called that of presclerosis

by Huchard, angiosclerosis by v. Basch, and chronic hyper-

tension by Cook. The second stage was that of progres-

sive hypertrophy of the muscular tissue of the cardiovas-

cular system associated with degenerative changes in the

intima and fibrosis of the external coat of the arteries.

The third stage was that of diminished muscular control

due to progressive fibrosis which caused increased obstruc-

tion in the arteries and arterioles of certain areas and a

tendency to cardiac exhaustion and insufficiency. The

treatment should take into consideration not only the

stage, but also the cause. The first stage was the curable

one. He did not think that the necessity of controlling the

use of tobacco in these cases was sufficiently appreciated.

Mental and nervous excitement was an important factor

in causing the arterial spasm and hastening the occur-

rence of the second and third stages. Those who practised
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in financial centers had had this fact impressed upon them

during the past year. The influence of psychic and mental

states on high blood-pressure had not been sufficiently esti-

mated and the curative effects of the treatment at Spas

were largely due to the patient's frame of mind. There

everything tended to raise his hopes. One of the most

difficult therapeutic problems was the proper use of the

vasodilators, and he was thoroughly convinced that the

present inordinate use of them to control arterial tension

was not altogether free from danger. He could find no

justification theoretically or clinically for the continued use

of these drugs permanently to lower blood-pressure.

The Detection of the Treatment of Abnormal Blood

Pressure.—Dr. Loiis Faugeres Bishop of New York said

that the measurement of the quantitj- known as blood-

pressure had introduced a new factor in the diagnostics

of internal medicine and one which was bound to become

more important as it was better understood. At the pres-

ent moment it was in the position that the measurement of

fever was at the time when the clinical thermometer was

first introduced. Physicians had gone such a long time

without the measurement of fever with thermometers that

man}' considered it an unnecessary refinement, and not a

few were chagrined to find that their former opinion as

to the existence or absence of fever was not confirmed by

the thermometer. Then there were quibbles as to the

inaccuracy of temperature measurement because it was

found that thermometers were not always accurate and

that there was a difference as to whether the temperature

was taken on the surface of the body, in the mouth, or

elsewhere. Because the findings were difficult to interpret

and did not always coincide with presupposed opinion, and

because there was some variation in the findings according

to the method by which they were sought, many rather

objected to this new refinement of internal medicine.

They were still in the period of accumulating experi-

ence and it was for the medical profession in general to

take up the measurement of blood-pressure and record in

their own minds and otherwise, the findings so that they

would gradually work out an understanding of its signi-

ficance. It was unfortunate that the word blood-pressure,

signifj-ing in the minds of physicians the pressure of the

blood inside of the arterj', should have been so securely

fastened on this quantity. The quantity- was realK- the

force required when applied in the form of a tourniquet

to overcome the circulation of the blood through the

vessels under examination. We applied an elastic pres-

sure to a vessel and then determined how much force

was required to overcome the circulation in this vessel.

This force was known in clinical medicine as blood

-

pressure, sometimes as systolic blood-pressure, and it was

a very significant quantity in diagnosis. In studjing the

methods of making this measurement, for clearness, we
divided the procedure into two parts; first, the method of

applying the pressure to the vessels, and, second, the

method by which the amount of pressure applied to the

vessel was measured.

This was illustrated by several instruments which were

exhibited. First as to the part of the instrument that was
applied to the body. In Gaertner"s tonometer we had a

band that went around the finger. The blood was driven

out of the finger and the rubber band was inflated to a

tenseness so great that the finger remained bloodless.

Then the pressure was gradually relaxed until the blood

returned to the finger. The pressure at the point when
the blood returned to the finger was measured. The best

instrimient was the Potain. This consisted of a small

rubber sack that was pressed over the radial artery until

the circulation was stopped in the radial and then the pres-

sure inside the sack was measured to see how much force

had been required. The third method was that now almost

universally used, particularly in this country. A four-

inch-wide arm-band was placed around the arm and dilated

until the circulation in the brachial artery was stopped.

These were the principal methods of applying the pres-

sure to the vessels. The measurement of the amount of

pressure applied was made by some form of manometer.

In general manometers were correct except that the ane-

roid manometers had the universal reputation among the

scientists of changing their readings with time. The

simplest form of manometer was that which consisted of

a column of some fluid that balanced the pressure that

was to be measured. The mercury manometer was used

with many different instruments in many ways and had

been called by different names, the Riva Rocci being the

best known. Another method which had come into use a

good deal now in the new instruments devised by Oliver

and others consisted of a tube closed at the end and con-

taining air in which the measurement was made by the

amount of air compression caused by various degrees of

pressure. A small drop of mercury or other fluid was
placed in the tube as an index and traveled back and forth

as the pressure was applied or released. This form of

manometer was open to objection, as the slightest varia-

tion in temperature vitiated the readings, but like all other

instruments it was good in the hands of those who had

become skilled in its use. The last form of instrument

was the aneroid manometer. This had long been known
in the form of von Recklinghausen. The chief objection

to these manometers was that they did not hold their

readings and they were verj- expensive. The last instru-

ment shown was one that the speaker had devised and

consisted of an arm-band in which the pressure was made
by the water, and in which a colmnn of water falling from

a rubber bag was used both to make and to measure the

pressure. It consisted essentially of a rubber tube con-

nected with an arm cuff at one end and a rubber bag at

the other. Inside of this arrangement was placed twelve

ounces of water without any air. The arm-band was ap-

plied in the usual way and the tube and bag containing

the water elevated until there was sufficient pressure to

stop the circulation in the arm.. The distance of the top

of the water column above the heart was read by means

of graduations on the tube and that gave the systolic

pressure.

There were two or three other methods of measuring

blood-pressure that he could not mention for lack of time.

He was working on several interesting problems which he

hoped would make the measurement of blood-pressure a

much more convenient matter clinically. Particularly was

this necessary for the simple measurement of diastolic

pressure. As regarded the treatment of abnormal blood-

pressure Dr. Bishop said he would touch only upon one

point that he considered his own discovery, namely, the

treatment of high blood-pressure by means of physical

fatigue. He found, as a matter of clinical experience,

that patients suffering from high blood-pressure who
were subjected to physical fatigue early in the daj' by-

means of exercise, that was divorced from all nervous

excitement, underwent a distinct modification of all their

high blood-pressure s>Tnptoms and apparently escaped the

three terminal catastrophies of this condition. They es-

caped paralysis, they escaped dilatation of the heart, and

they escaped progressive kidney disease. The treatment of

abnormal blood-pressure must always be a matter of art as

well as science. Science must be brought to bear to furnish

elaborate and complete data as to the physical condition of

the body and its chemical activities, but art must be brought

to bear to control the habits, mentality, and diet of the

patient, and he ventured to assert that there was no class

of patients who gave more brilliant results than those who
were suffering from functional circulatory disorder.

Officers Elected.—The election of officers resulted

in the choice of the following to serve for the ensuing

year: President, Dr. Charles E. Townsend of Newburgh;
Vice-President, Dr. Theodore D. Mills of Middletown;

Secretary, Dr. C. E. Denison of Xew York: Treasurer,

Dr. J. E. Sadlier of Poughkeepsie.
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MEDICAL ASSOCIATION OF THE GREATER
CITY OF NEW YORK.

Stated Meeting, Held October 19, 1908.

The President, Df. Robert T Morris, in the Chair.

Two Cases of Glandular Tumors of the Neck Treated

with X-Ray and High Frequency Currents.—By Dr.

John Herman Branth. These were two of five cases,

the speaker said, of glandular tumors of the neck, more or

less chronic in character, which he had successfully treated

by means of j:-ray exposures and the application of the

high frequency current. In one of the cases shown there

was a tumor, about two and a half inches in diameter,

hard and somewhat flattened, which had disappeared after

4J5 treatments with the 4:-ray and high frequency current.

In the other cases, 72 exposures had been given, and the

patient was still under treatment, although marked im-

provement had been noted. In all of his cases. Dr. Branth

said, the tumor was on the right side of the neck, and was

evidently glandular in character.

Dr. Edward Wallace Lee said these cases of more or

less acute enlargements in the neck, or glandular tumors,

as Dr. Branth had called them, were comparatively com-

mon. Just what the origin of the infection was in the

<:ases shown was of course problematical—whether they

were due to a tonsillar or other throat infection, or some-

thing more remote. The question was whether they would

have subsided as soon or even sooner without the appli-

cations of the electricity and x-ray. Dr. Lee said he had

seen many of these glandular swellings in the neck subside

without any special treatment, or under treatment directed

to the particular source of the infection, if that could be

ascertained. No proof had been advanced that the method

of treatment described by Dr. Branth had any specific ef-

fect on these acute glandular enlargements. In the case

of the young woman, the enlarged gland could still be felt

in the neck. In the case of the young man, the condition

was apparently an acute one, and would probably have sub-

sided coincidently with the infection that gave rise to it.

Dr. Charlton R. Gulick, who had sent one of the cases

to Dr. Branth for treatment, said that in that case, contrary

to the patient's own testimony, the glandular enlargement

had existed for a number of weeks, and its presence was

associated with much debility and considerable loss of

weight, which was rapidly regained after the disappear-

ance of the swelling. Its appearance and consistency. Dr.

Gulick said, was entirely different from the acute glandular

enlargements of the neck due to an acute infective process

of the tonsils or elsewhere, to which Dr. Lee had appar-

ently referred, and which were very common in the prac-

tice of all general practitioners. The duration of treat-

ment—7 months—seemed further proof that acute infection

was not the cause of this growth.

The President, Dr. Morris, said it was the experience of

many to have seen these glandular enlargements disappear

under the use of the .r-ray and high frequency current,

and personally he was inclined to believe that these agents

formed a valuable addition to our therapeutic resources in

cases of this kind. Of course, if these enlargements were

due to a tangible source of infection, our therapeutic

efforts should be turned in that direction.

Dr. Branth, in closing, said that in his treatment, he

applied the .r-ray for a period of from eight to twelve

minutes, according to the susceptibility of the patient, and

followed this by an exposure of from six to eight minutes

to the high frequency current with the vacuum tube. In

reply to Dr. Lee, the speaker said he would be quite will-

ing to trust to nature to cure some of these cases, but in

others more energetic treatment was apparently necessary.

In the case of the gentlemen, the enlargement gave rise

to some diificulty in breathing. In none of his five cases

was any special point of infection made out. One case

presented by Dr. Branth had been under treatment since

December 21 (ten months), and was still under treatment,

though at long intervals. In some of these cases, surgical

intervention was considered, and some surgeons advised

that immediate action was preferable, owing to the grow-

ing danger in the triangles of the neck. These tumors

had no relation to goiter or tuberculous conditions, but

should be considered in a class by themselves. At present

the personal opinion of Dr. Branth placed greater value

in the high frequency current application as a curative

agent, yet he added .r-ray treatment because past experi-

ence had achieved satisfactory results.

Etiology, Pathology, and Course of Neurasthenia.

—

Dr. Edward D. Fisher, in taking up this phase of the

symposium in "Neurasthenia," defined neurasthenia as ex-

haustion of the nervous system, characterized by marked

functional inefficiency. Its principal symptom was func-

tional disturbance of nervous activity, shown in incapacity

for continuous mental action, with loss of control over

the emotions, added to which was loss of physical endur-

ance. Being an affection of the nervous system as a whole,

we naturally found symptoms referable to brain, spinal

cord, and the peripheral and sympathetic nervous systems,

some cases being more marked in one direction, others

in another. This being the case, its multiform variety of

symptoms had led to multiform plans of treatment. Of

late, psychotherapy had been most in evidence. Too

much emphasis could not be laid on the physical side of

neurasthenia, in contradistinction to the purely psychical

side. Neurasthenia was not a disease peculiar, as it had

so often been said, to .\mericans : it belonged to all coun-

tries and peoples under like conditions of stress. There

was no race which would not succumb to it if the condi-

tions were the same; no individual who was not subject

to it if exposed to excessive strain. It might be the pro-

lessional man, the mother at home, the explorer, the in-

ventor—especially, in fact, any one who used his brain

powers to excess if he combined therewith physical ex-

haustion. Neurasthenia was much more frequent in men
than in women ; in the latter, hysteria was more common,

a disease which clinically was closely allied to neurasthe-

nia, some writers, indeed, classifying the two diseases under

one head. It was essentially an adult disease, but not

infrequently observed in children, even under the age of

five years. Heredity was present in 40 per cent, of all

cases, according to Zieber. It was certainly an important

factor in the predisposition to nervous breakdown. One
found a family history of nervous instability, alcoholism,

insanity, syphilis, and tuberculosis not infrequently. The

exciting causes were alcoholism, syphilis, trauma, shock,

and mental strain. Occupation entered largely as a causa-

tive factor, especially among those who did night work,

such as clerks and editors, telegraphers, etc. The cause

here was probably insufficient rest. Exhaustive disease,

such as typhoid fever, grippe, or pneumonia, left as se-

quels malnutrition of the nervous system. Excitability

and exhaustion were the most marked symptoms ; slight

causes excited these patients to anger, an.xiety, or depres-

sion. Any irritation of the special organs, as the eye,

ear, stomach, heart, sexual organs, et a!., caused irritation

and exhaustion. There was often a fear of insanity, al-

though rarely was the intellect involved. There was, how-

ever, an actual incapacity for continual mental effort from

early mental fatigue. Physically, the signs were those of

headache of the pressure type, especially at the base of

the skull, vertigo, and sleeplessness. There was a general

feeling of discontent, unhappiness, and unrest, and inability

to forget one's self, with marked self-consciousness. The

vertigo was more of the subjective than the active form.

Sleeplessness in all its varieties was one of the most

trying symptoms, but it was not always present. The

tendon reflexes were usually exaggerated; ankle clonus was

exaggerated ; the patellar reflex and the Babinski sign were

present. It was different from that found in organic le-

sions of the cord, involving the lateral tracts, in that there

was flaccidity of the muscles rather than spasticity. The
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pupil reflex to light was normal, and this was important

to remember, as the multiple character of the mental symp-

toms in neurasthenia might suggest general paresis. The
absence of the Argyll-Robertson pupil enabled us to make
the differential diagnosis. It was not to be forgotten, also,

that the early symptoms of general paresis might be of

the neurasthenic type. Neurasthenia was accompanied by

many subjective disturbances of sensation, tingling, numb-

ness, itching, and vasomotor disturbances, rushing of blood

to the head, erythematous manifestations, urticaria, etc.

There was usually palpitation or intermittence of the car-

diac action, associated with pain, and it was difficult at

times to differentiate the cardiac symptoms from those of

true angina pectoris. There might be actual loss of con-

sciousness for many hours, with marked tachycardia and

all the appearance of impending death. These attacks had

been compared to epileptic seizures. Intestinal disturb-

ance was almost always present, and colitis was present

usually if there was digestive trouble. In neurasthenia,

the restoration to normal conditions was slow, if ever

complete. The nervous system was the last to show evi-

dence of exhaustion from excessive physical and psychical

stress ; it was also the last to show complete restoration

of function. The course of the disease was often a pro-

longed one. Recovery was always possible and generally

probable in time under proper management. Often some

great exciting motive or desire might be the cause for a

sudden and complete disappearance of all symptoms of the

disease. It was not possible to speak of any definite plan

of treatment, but rest and nutrition were the keynotes.

True Neurasthenia; Its Nature and Treatment.—By
Dr. A. D. Rockwell. (See page 955.)

Treatment of Neurasthenia by High Frequency Cur-

rents and the Ultra Violet Ray.—By Dr. Sinclair

TousEY. (See page 957.)

Treatment of Neurasthenia by Static Electricity.

—

Dr. John Herman Branth said the deeper one delved

into the physics of electricity, the more striking became

the seeming endless variety of manifestations and forms of

this elusive force. Electrotherapeutics were as yet in their

infancy, but the field of application widened rapidly, and

at the present time many chronic and subacute diseases

were treated by this remedy. In looking up the literature

on the subject of neurasthenia, it was found that many
authors mentioned as a complication a derangement of

the great sympathetic nervous system, which presided as

regulator over the vital functions and nutrition. Intes-

tinal autointoxication was, for instance, a functional de-

rangement of the great sympathetic. Neurasthenia fur-

nished all the symptoms pointing to derangement of this

system, of course differing somewhat in each individual.

To establish a nervous equilibrium, i.e., to promote a res-

toration to health, the Pharmacopoeia gave us little help,

because the vital processes were so low that assimilation of

a medicine was just as much hindered as the assimilation

of food. However, with a stimulation of the sympathetic

nervous system by electricity (which was perhaps the near-

est to nervous motion we had), the processes of nutrition

would become more active, and then we might be able to

observe that medicines would produce results. The treat-

ment of neurasthenia patients with high tension and high

frequency currents was founded on a reasonable basis,

which the results seemed to confirm. By the application of

static electricity, all vital functions could be stimulated.

We could send a high frequency current directly through

the trunk, and so through the solar plexus, innervating

the stomach and liver, spleen, intestines, and the ganglia,

innervating the kidneys and pelvic organs, and thereby

bring about not only the assimilation of food, but also

absorption of medicines, which would, perhaps, under
other conditions, pass out of the body like the unassimilated

food. It seemed rational, therefore, to employ high tension

electricity together with medicines. Of the latter, the

writer mentioned bromide of strontium, sometimes com-

bined with small doses of choral, to produce nervous

calm and sleep. Static electricity was nature's safest and

most rational remedy for stimulating healthy metabolism.

Dr. William M. Leszynsky said that in the first place

a patient with neurasthenic symptoms should be thoroughly

examined as to the presence or absence of organic disease,

for it was not an uncommon occurrence to have patients

with chronic nephritis or tuberculosis or even with organic

nervous disease treated for a long time for neurasthenia

without the true diagnosis having been made. Of course,

neurasthenia might be associated with other manifestations,

especially with phobias and obsessions and hysteria. As to

the etiology of neurasthenia, the speaker thought that

a large proportion of the cases were the result of ex-

cesses—mental, physical, and dietetic. Some years ago the

late Dr. Robert E. Taylor attempted to describe a special

symptomatology for those cases due to withdrawal to pre-

vent conception. At that time. Dr. Taylor was not very

successful in impressing his belief upon others, but since

then. Dr. Leszynsky said, he had seen at least seven or

eight cases of neurasthenia in which this practice was the

etiological factor in the production of many of the pe-

culiar symptoms, and these patients recovered within three

months after the cause had been removed. There was

another class of profound neurasthenics in which the

symptoms were apparently the result of the constant and

excessive use of saline cathartics or magnesium waters,

taken for long periods of time. There were others due to

the excessive use of coffee, tea or alcohol. In regard to

the treatment, neurasthenics could be divided into two
classes, the rich and the poor. With the former, the

problem was a comparatively simple one, as the patient

could carry out all the requirements of treatment, but

the poor neurasthenic in the large city was the one to be

pitied. As a rule, we could not change his occupation nor

give him the necessary rest. As to the value of electricity

in neurasthenia, the speaker thought it could not take the

place of hydrotherapy, and he did not believe that any

form of electricity, alone, would cure these patients. The
static current he had found of value, particularly as a

psychotherapeutic agent. He did not favor the complete

rest cure, as it gave these patients too much time to them-

selves, and they usually did badly. The chief indications

were a suitable occupation, medication as required, and the

ability of the patient to carry out the physician's direc-

tions.

Dr. William Broaddus Pritchard said the papers and
discussion of the evening pointedly illustrated the most
interesting phase of this whole question, which was that

it was apparently impossible to get two men to agree on

this subject in any respect. The types and symptoms of

neurasthenia varied widely according to the viewpoint. As
a matter of fact, every subject of neurasthenia had his

own particular variety of neurasthenia. The causes that

produced it were also many and variable, and always mul-

tiple. To his mind. Dr. Pritchard said, it was a paradox

to conceive of a child with neurasthenia. He did not

believe in hereditary neurasthenia ; it was an acquired

condition in all cases. The only thing the patient inherited

was the high order of cortex; the peculiarly susceptible

quality of gray matter. The disease never develops in a

fool, although it may make one. Contrary to Dr. Fisher's

statement, he regarded it as essentially and peculiarly an
American type of disease; not that people elsewhere were
immune to it, but it was the atmosphere of superstrenu-

ous endeavor characteristically American that was the

chief factor in the production of this condition. In order

to clear the complexity that surrounded this general sub-

ject, we should keep a picture of true neurasthenia before

us, and around this genus arrange the subsidiary types,

which would include endless protean groups of symptom-
atic varieties as species of the genus. The treatment of

neurasthenia was more important negatively than positively.

The "dont's" were more important than the things that
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should be done. Most of the valuable therapeutic points

had already been covered by the previous speakers. The

relation between the doctor and the patient and the per-

sonality of the physician were important factors. Elec-

tricity, massage, hydrotherapy, passive exercises, all had

their special field of usefulness, but he agreed with Dr.

Leszynsky as to the wisdom of avoiding the absolute rest

cure, which was apt to bring about a condition of morbid

introspection and conduced to harmful idleness. These

patients needed occupation, but along different lines than

that along which their nervous breakdown occurred, and

preferably in some direction which would arouse a primeval

instinct or stimulate an answer to some "call of the wild."

Dr. Joseph Fraenkel said that in discussing neurasthe-

nia each speaker, apparently, had a different picture in

mind. Personally, he believed that there was such a

disease as neurasthenia, but that in its true form it was rare

indeed and represented a degenerative cf>ndition. Outside

of this we had a great variety of so-called cases of neu-

rasthenia, due to more or less known causes, which were

benefited by any and all of the remedies that had been

mentioned to-night : high-frequency current, hydrotherapy,

rest, arsenic, occupation, and so on. Each case had to

be closely investigated on its own merits, and wre had,

therefore, in these cases of so-called neurasthenia, a condi-

tion which often required the keenest diagnostic skill to

interpret and treat successfully. In speaking of the Eman-

uel Church movement and similar workers in psycho-

therapy. Dr. Fraenkel said he believed their apparent suc-

cess was due to their singleness of purpose. On general

principles, psychotherapy was limited to a comparatively

small group of functional cases, in which the symptoms

were primarily psychical.

Dr. Theodore K. Tuthill said that the greatest treat-

ment of neurasthenia he knew of was to send the patient

off to the woods under the care of a guide. He should go

so far from a railroad that he could not hear the whistle

and then get lost and have to find his way back to camp.

There was nothing so beneficial to a neurasthenic as camp

life in the virgin forest. He had nothing to say against

the other remedies that had been mentioned by the vari-

ous speakers, but he thought the one he had recommended

was the best of all.

Dr. Forbes R. McCreerv said that no mention had been

made of intestinal toxemia in neurasthenia. In his own

cases he had found large amounts of indican and phenol

in the urine. He asked wrhether the intestinal symptoms in

these cases were a cause or an effect of the neurasthenia.

Dr. Ei)\v.\RD Wallace Lee emphasized the importance

of a more thorough, painstaking examination of the pa-

tient. In too many instances, he thought, a diagnosis

of neurasthenia was made upon insufficient grounds. Also

the more our knowledge was advanced in pathology, the

less would we be inclined toward diagnosing functional

disorders. Many of the so-called functional disturbances

were due to an unrecognized pathological condition. If

we studied our cases more scientifically and gave them

more attention, we would get better results ; this was

more important, he said, than the personality of the phy-

sician, upon which so much stress had been laid by some

of the speakers.

Dr. Edward D. Fisher, in closing, said in reply to Dr.

McCreery that he thought the intestinal disturbances were

secondary. He did not think neurasthenia could be caused

by intestinal trouble. As a rule, the symptoms were

functional in character and not indicative of organic dis-

ease. In reply to Dr. Lee, the speaker said that by the

personality of the physician, or the personal equation, we

simply meant the ability of the physician to gain the confi-

dence of the patient, which was an important factor, and

which gave the patient the idea that he was being treated

by a man who understood his business.

Dr. Rockwell, in closing, said he was glad to hear Dr.

Fraenkel say that neurasthenia was relatively a very rare

disease. It was seldom seen in hospital or dispensary

patients, and even among the well-to-do and more intel-

ligent classes where it was mostly found, much that was

popularly classed as neurasthenia was, as already inti-

mated, simply pseudoneurasthenia.

The discussion was then closed by Drs. Tousey and

Brauth.

NEW YORK AC.\DEMY OF MEDICINE.

SECTION ox PEDIATRICS.

Stated Meeting, Held October 16, 1908.

Dr. C. Ogilvy and Dr. Godfrey R. Pisek in the Chair.

This was a joint meeting with the Section on Orthopedic

Surgery. The evening was devoted to a consideration of

the paralyses in early life.

The Causative Factors of the Paralyses of Early Life.

—Dr. RovAL Storrs Haynes said that the paralyses of

early life had as their primary causative factors lesions of

the motor tract. These lesions might occur at any point

from the cortex to the muscles and might be due to (l)

congenital defects or malformations; (2) lack of develop-

ment of cortical cells; (3) injury to the tract from trauma,

from pressure of hemorrhage, or fluid or inflammatory

e.Kudate, from the displacement of bone or from the

growth of neoplasms; (4) inflammation of the nervous

system in brain or spinal cord or peripheral nerves

;

(5) poisoning by bacterial toxins or chemical poisons;

(6) degeneration of the nerve or muscle cells. From the

orthopedic standpoint it seemed to him fitting to consider

those affections which occurred most frequently and which

resulted in the greatest number of cases of paralysis. Be-

ginning therefore with the periphery, he considered pri-

mary muscular dystrophy, obstetrical paralysis, diphtheritic

paralysis (multiple neuritis). Pott's paralysis (compression

myelitis), infantile spinal paralysis (poliomyelitis), and in-

fantile cerebral paralysis. The other forms of peripheral

paralysis he dismissed with a mere mention. Primary mus-

cular dystrophy was an instance of primary degeneration

of the motor tract, the muscles only being affected. This

occurred before the tenth year, occurred most often in

boys, had an hereditary tendency and ran in families.

The paralysis might be of the face and shoulder girdle

( Landouzy-Dejerine type), of the back and arms (Erb's

juvenile type), or of the muscles of the back and lower

extremities (muscular pseudo-hypertrophy). The seat of

injury in obstetrical paralysis was commonly the junction

of the fifth and sixth cervical nerves. In from five to six

per cent, of all cases of Pott's disease paralysis occurred.

At the Hospital for the Ruptured and Crippled in a series

of 2,028 cases of nervous trouble, 75 per cent, were cases

of poliomyelitis, 20 per cent, were due to cerebral disease,

and the remaining 5 per cent, covered all other types of

cases. Children in the first three years of life presented 77

per cent, of the cases. Infantile cerebral paralysis was

second only to infantile spinal paralysis in the frequency of

its course at this hospital. Paralysis of this type might

be congenital or acquired, the former being the more fre-

quent. The congenital cases might be due to causes within

the uterus or to injury during labor. Syphilis was a doubt-

ful cause. In conclusion, he repeated that paralysis in

early life might be due to lesions in any part of the motor

tract; that they might be caused by any one of several

factors; that a number of clinical affections which caused

paralysis existed ; but that poliomyelitis and cerebral lesions

caused an overwhelmingly large majority of the cases.

The Differential Diagnosis of the Paralyses Oc-

curring in Early Life.—Dr. E. G. Zabriskie, in this

paper said the chief factors in the correct diagnosis of

paralysis in early life lay in the proper elicitation of the

facts attending the onset, the character of the paralysis,

and, in some instances the most important, the progress

the disease had already made. The first important step in
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the differentiation of the various paralyses was the deter-

mination of the seat of the causative factor. The differ-

entiation of central from peripheral lesions was often

extremely difficult. The condition known as spasticity,

which was in reality a symptom complex, was almost in-

variably dependent on a degeneration or lack of develop-

ment of the pyramidal tracts. Clonus was frequently lack-

ing. Concerning the Babinski phenomenon Sachs and

other writers considered the dorsal extension of the great

toe as normal in children under two or four years. Other

manifestations of central involvement were ataxia, either

of station or muscular movements, the incoordination of

the arms and the peculiar gait seen in cerebellar disease,

intention tremor so closely related to ataxias, and the va-

rious kinds of clonic and tonic spasms or convulsions.

Nearly all the other symptoms of nervous disease, or to

speak more particularly, the symptoms of paralysis, might

be met with in peripheral as well as central lesions, and it

was rather by a careful consideration of the sum total of

the symptoms that they could arrive at a diagnosis. The

reflexes alone furnished them with little information : the

same applied to the electrical reactions. The condition of

sensation was of great help in distinguishing between cen-

tral and peripheral manifestations. Thus, anesthesia,

whether partial or complete, must necessarily follow the

cutaneous distribution of the affected nerve in peripheral

conditions. In those of central origin its distribution

would be segmental hyperesthesias. Hyperesthesia was

widely distributed in peripheral lesions ; while in central,

with the exception of poliomyelitis and meningitis, it was

confined to a zone denoting the upper segmental limits of

the disease process. The distinction between spinal and

cerebral lesions depended solely on the application of what-

ever knowledge of the anatomy and physiology of the

central nervous system they possessed. Not infrequently

the entire diagnosis would rest upon the time the paralysis

was first noticed, whether at birth or shortly after, whether

it followed immediately or shortly after febrile states, con-

vulsions, or coma, or w'hether its development was so

gradual that it passed unnoticed until quite pronounced.

Perhaps one of the most puzzling diagnostic distinctions

one had to make was when one was obliged to distinguish

between a mild cerebrospinal meningitis, acute anterior

poliomyelitis, and multiple neuritis. Each of these condi-

tions had its own distinctive features in well pronounced

cases. But in some cases a diagnosis must be deferred

until progress had been made. The diagnosis of infantile

cerebral palsies was usually to be made by their spastic

character, diminished intelligence, and history of onset.

They could only be confounded with birth palsies when
the spasticity was so slight as to be overlooked, and at a

very early age. The determination of the group of atro-

phies was an e.xtremtly difficult one. Progressive muscular

atrophy and chronic poliomyelitis were practically indis-

tinguishable in most cases.

The Electrical Treatment of the Paralyses in Early

Life.—Dr. T. H. Romeiser said that in the treatment

of paralysis the utility and choice of electrotherapeutic

measures was still a question giving rise to much discussion

pro and con. There was also some diversity of opinion in

regard to the form of electricity to be preferred, especially

relative to the three modalities in use. static, faradic, and

galvanic, and their various modifications. In the spastic

paralyses not much was to be expected from electricity

alone. In acute anterior poliomyelitis very gratifying re-

sults had been obtained. The object of electrical treatment,

if the nerve cells were destroyed, was essentially to stimu-

late those muscles which were cut off from the neural

physiological influence in order to maintain their metabo-

lism and nutrition. Faradic and galvanic currents were

used in most of his cases. He felt that galvanism was

preferable to faradism. Electrical stimulation of the para-

lyzed muscles should not be begun before the inflammation

in the cord had subsided. .\ characteristic of the muscles

paralyzed in acute poliomyelitis was that contraction to the

anode was greater than to the cathode. After the first year

but little improvement had been observed; the best results

had been obtained during the first four or six months.

In none of the cases of acute pohomyelitis was electricity

alone used. Of equal, if not of greater importance, were

massage and properly graded exercises. The fact that

without any special therapy there was a natural tendency to

a progressive recoveo', especially during the first few

months, made it difficult to say how much of a remedial

role electricity played. He was impressed, however, with

the belief that the child gained strength more rapidly dur-

ing the electrical treatment. In none of the cases were the

orthopedic indications neglected.

The Mechanical Treatment of the Paralyses in Early

Life.—Dr. W'isxer R. Towxsend said that it certainh-

seemed to those connected with the clinic that the children

had improved more, gained more power, and were in every

way in a better condition when mechanical care was given

than those where no mechanical care was given. Apparatus

had been ordered during eight months preceding April i

on the Monday, Wednesday and Friday clinic of the Out-

Patient Department of the Hospital for Ruptured and

Crippled for sixty-six patients, all children, for the pre-

vention of the following deformities : Drop foot, 6 cases

;

genu recurvatum, 25 ; talipes varus, 3 ; talipes equinus

varus, 3 ; talipes valgus, 9 ; talipes calcaneus, 7 ; talipes

calcaneovalgus, 2; talipes equinus, 14; lateral curvature.

2 ; drop wrist, etc., I ; weakness abdominal muscles, 3

;

right valgus and left calcaneus, I ; right drop foot and

left valgus, I ; multiple deformities, 3. There were 38

males and 28 females : total 66. Under two years were 25

patients ; between two and four years, 24 ; over four years,

8, a total of 57, nine not giving statement. The time be-

tween the attack and the deformity was as follows : Two
days, one case genu recurvatum ; i week, one case genu

recurvatum : 2 days, one case calcaneovalgus. The average

time after the attack when apparatus was applied was

three months. The temporary apparatus when possible was

applied earlier, -\lthough all recognized that deformities

frequently followed poliomyelitis, yet it was a fact that but

very few realized how rapidly they came on and how fre-

quently they occurred. Many different forms of me-

chanical appliances were used. Splints of plaster-of-Paris

were inexpensive and easily applied. In dispensary work

the objection was that they were so easily soiled. If the

bandage was heavy it was clumsy; if too light it cracked

and might not hold the limb perfectly. Braces of steel

were simple and could be made of any weight to fit the

varying age of the patient and, if made without joints,

could be produced at a very reasonable cost. For many

cases joints were not needed. In fact, they should not be

used in the early treatment, and in some by the time the

splint was discarded one with motion was not needed. Dr.

Townsend showed a simple splint which was in general use

at the hospital and had given very general satisfaction.

The Surgical Treatment of the Paralyses of Early

Life.—Dr. R. H. S.wre said that the number of cases

of paralysis which occurred in infancy and childhood which

were amenable to surgical treatment was very much smaller

than that which w^as best treated by mechanical support, but

a certain number of cases derived wonderful help from

surgical intervention. Surgerv' might be required either

for the muscles, tendons, fascia, bones, or nerves. In many

cases of paralysis certain groups of affected muscles be-

came shortened, especially the flexor muscles when they

were unopposed by the constant stretching action of the

extensors. This shortening might at times be overcome by

manipulation and mechanical stretching, and at other times

would require surgical intervention. But could they de-

cide what means to employ? If when the tissue was

stretched to its utmost extent, and point pressure applied

to it, a reflex spasm was produced, this tissue had been

elongated as far as it was possible to elongate it by
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stretching, and if it was desired to make it permanently
longer this must be done by a surgical operation. This
was a valuable guide in determining when to stretch and
when to cut. In the majority of cases where they were
called upon to elongate contracted muscles it was possible

to do this by subcutaneous tenotomy. If the tendon was
cut subcutaneously the deformity should be immediately

corrected, and if a proper dressing was applied there need
be no fear of non-union of the tendon. He had seen as

much as three inches of the tendo Achilles reproduced
after subcutaneous tenotomy. In some instances, as in

contractions of the long flexors of the fingers, open opera-

tion on the forearm was advisable. The question of trans-

plantation of the force of the imparalyzed muscle to the

paralyzed one, first suggested by Nicoladoni, in order to be

practicable must have a strong muscle whose force could

be diverted and made to do the work of its paralyzed

neighbor. It was occasionally possible by electricity and
massage and g>'mnastics to develop a feeble muscle into a

vigorous one, and subsequently operate. Certain details of

technique must be observed in order to get the best results

in tendon transplantation. If sepsis took place, or if they

had pressure necrosis from sutures which were too tight,

the result would be a failure. Unless the foot was kept

in plaster-of-Paris in a position to relieve the newly at-

tached tendon from strain, the result was apt to be a

failure. It might be wise at times to drill a hole through

bone and pass the tendon through it to make sure of firm

union. The results of nerve transplantation and nerve

splicing after traumatic paralysis had given such remark-

able satisfaction that investigators had hoped for brilliant

results in cases of infantile paralysis. Dr. Sayre had seen

only a few cases in which he thought the operation indi-

cated, and the results in all he had done so far had been

failures. He felt personally that the operation should be

tried in suitable cases, but he did not feel that it had yet

been shown that a nerve that had been paralyzed for a

long time could be regenerated by splicing it to a live one.

Brachial palsy of the Erb type was due to overstretching

of the nerve roots which resulted in rupture of the sheath,

fibers, and vessels of the nerves. The only way to re-

establish nerve conduction was to excise the cicatricial area

and do an end-to-end suture of the nerves. In anterior

poliomyelitis, however, the condition was different, and

the results which were obtained by the experimental trans-

plantation of healthy nerves in animals and of nerve suture

after injury in man, should not be relied upon as giving

reasonable hope that an equally favorable result would

follow a similar operation on a diseased nerve. When a

growing bone was compelled to bear weight while imper-

fectly supported, as was the case in infantile paralysis af-

fecting the lower e.xtremity, it very frequently became de-

formed; and in such cases, in addition to operations on the

soft parts, bone operations were sometimes necessary.

Dr. H. L. Taylor confined his remarks to poliomyelitis.

The treatment of the attack, so far as he knew, consisted

in leaving the child alone. The child should be allowed to

rest in bed. Massage and electricity were contraindicated

during the first month, and sometimes for a longer period.

In order to prevent deformity, keep up the nutrition. De-

formity could be prevented in practically all the cases, at

least in nine-tenths of them, by the application of a suitable

apparatus which prevented the malposition of the feet.

After the acute stage had passed over, the nutrition was

best kept up by the use of the vibrator. The vibrator when

properly used was superior to the use of electricity or

massage.

Dr. Henry Koplik said he was interested in what had

been said regarding the difficulty in making a dit'U-rential

diagnosis between the forms of meningitis and polioence-

phalitis. It was a well-known fact that if one observed the

cases for some time, say twenty-four hours, the diagnosis

would clear up. The diagnosis was not as difficult as at

first appeared. He could not quite understand why when

three lumbar punctures were made and the fluid examined
a diagnosis could not be made, although such things some-
times happened. There was nothing more difficult to de-

cide in cases of poliomyelitis than when to place the patient

in the hands of the orthopedic surgeon. Deformities took
place, but the children were too ill for operative work.

Dr. Sara Welt-Kakels discussed the papers from the
standpoint of differential diagnosis. Among other cases

she recalled one seen in private practice, a boy of three

years. It was during the epidemic of poliomyelitis, and it

was found that the child could not move the arm. It was
learned that the nurse was walking with the child, leading

him by the arm. The child stumbled, but was upheld by
the nurse. Then it was found the child could not move
the arm. Placing the member in a sling for four or five

days resulted in a cure.

Dr. L. C. Acer believed that if the physician saw a case

of poliomyelitis early, in 95 per cent, of the cases he could
prevent deformity. A typical case was readily diagnosed;
the diagnosis was practically only a matter of time.

Dr. L. E. La Fetra believed that a good deal could be

done by treatment in the acute stage. Dr. Taylor advised
leaving the child alone, and Dr. La Fetra agreed with this

plan so far as electricity, massage, and manipulation were
concerned. But much could be done by the use of icebags

to the spine or counter-irritation with mustard and hot

bottles. This would relieve the pain around the spinal

nerve roots. This pain was a marked feature during the

last epidemic. He believed that they could prevent the

deformities if they began treatment at once ; in most cases

it was best to place the feet at right angles from the very
beginning of the attack.

Dr. Walter L. Carr believed that much could be done
for the relief of pain in the early stages of the disease.

He did not hesitate to begin early the orthopedic treatment

by placing the limb in proper position and keeping it there.

Dr. William M. Leszynsky, Dr. Henry W. Frauen-
THAL, and Dr. Onuf also discussed the papers.

Pathological Society of Philadelphia.

At a stated meeting held November 12, Dr. A. G. Ellis ex-
hibited a specimen of "Partial Cardiac Aneurysm, with
Occlusion of the Coronary Artery Supplying the Area
Involved." The condition was due to arteriosclerosis.

The heart itself was enlarged and dilated. Dr. C. E.

Farr exhibited "Specimens from a Case of Addison's
Disease," in which classic .symptoms were present and
the disease was diagnosed during life. On post-mortem
examination tuberculosis was found present in a num-
ber of organs, including the adrenals and the kidneys,

the liver, the lungs, and a testicle. Dr. Farr exhibited

also "Specimens from a Case of Stricture of the Urethra,
with Pyelonephritis and Urethrovesical Fistula." Dr.

John Speese exhibited a specimen of "Sarcoma of the

Breast." From his investigation, this form of tumor
appears to be much less common than statements in the

textbooks would lead one to believe, namely, perhaps
I per cent., instead of 7 or 8 per cent, of all tumors of
the breast. Dr. A. O. J. Kelly exhibited a specimen of
"Carcinoma of the Pancreas, with Metastasis," from a

man 21 years old. The growth in the pancreas was ex-
ceedingly small, and might readily have been overlooked,

while the liver was enormously enlarged and the seat

of a large number of metastatic growths. Dr. Kelly ex-
hibited also a specimen of "Gastric Ulcer Showing an
Eroded Vessel." The organ came from a patient about

40 years old, who had been long under observation, and
who had finally bled to death. On post-mortem examina-
tion the ulcer was found to be the seat of beginning

carcinomatous degeneration. Dr. H. T. Karsner exhibited

a specimen of "Partial Cardiac Aneurysm, with a Soli-

tary Kidney Presenting an Anemic Infarct." It had not

been possible to find the vessel to occlusion, of which it
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was supposed llie degeneration and bulging of the wall

of the heart were due. Likewise, the most careful search

failed to disclose the presence of a second kidney or

ureter, or even a dimpling in the wall of the bladder

suggestive of any attempt at communication with such

a kidney. Dr. A. G. Ellis presented a communication,

entitled "The Pathogenesis of Spontaneous Cerebral

Hemorrhage." He had studied the blood-vessels in more

than a score of brains from cases in which death had

resulted from cerebral hemorrhage, and in almost all

he had found a varying, but in no instance an extraor-

dinary, number of the vascular enlargements usually

designated miliary aneurysms. These, however, he found

on careful histological study to be merely false aneurysms,

resulting from laceration or rupture of the intima, some-

times also of the media, and finally at times also of the

adventitia of vessels, the seat of arteriosclerosis or athero-

sclerosis, with the escape of blood between the coats of

the vessels. The change began in the internal elastic

membrane of the intima and extended thence to the

other parts of the vessel. Rupture might take place from

these formations or from some other part of the diseased

vessel. Dr. D. J. McCarthy presented a communication

entitled "The Types of Cerebral Hemorrhage," with illus-

trative specimens. Dr. W. M. L. Coplin presented a

specimen of "Tuberculosis of a Lacteal." In the intestine

could be seen a small ulcer, passing off from which was

a lacteal vessel whose lumen was obstructed by a num-

ber of tubercles giving rise to a moniliform appearance.

In this instance the chyle-vessel pursued a longitudinal

direction, and not the transverse course thought to be

distinctive of lacteals. The receptaculum chyli was not

involved.

STATE BOARD EXAMIN.'\TION QUESTIONS.

Delaw.\re Board of Medical Examiners.

Tuesday, June 16, 17, and 18, 1908.

1. Give shape and number of segments forming os

hyoides.

2. Give form, location, and attachments of ethmoid

bone.

3. Give shape, size, origin, and insertion of latissimus

dorsi muscle.

4. Give shape, size, origin, and insertion of trapezius

mu?cle.

5. Describe vermiform appendix—location, attachment,

structure, shape, and size.

6. Explain origin, course, and distribution of brachial

artery.

7. The stomach is supplied by what arteries?

8. Explain course and distribution of cephalic vein.

9. Give formation and distribution of deep cervical

plexus of nerves.

ID. Explain anatomical formation of mammary gland.

PHYSIOLOGY.

1. \\"hat special centers have we in the spinal cord?

2. Name the special centers existing in the medulla

oblongata and give their respective functions.

3. What is the function of the Eustachian tube?

4. What is the difference between aphasia and aphonia?

5. At what time of life does menstruation begin and
end in the temperate zone?

6. In what way can you prove, physiologically, that the

anterior columns of the cord are motor and the posterior

sensory?
7. What are the chief functions of the skin?

8. What is the origin of urea, and the average quantity

excreted in 24 hours?

9. What is the object of boiling starchy foods?

ID. What are the functions of the liver?

CHEMISTRY.

1. Define specific gravity. What relation does the

amount of solid matter in urine bear to the specific grav-

ity of urine?
2. How are the compounds containing two, three or

four elements distinguished by name? Illustrate.

3. What is (a)an acid, (b) an alkaloid? Illustrate.

4. How may the presence in urine of each of the

following be detected: (o) albumin (6) sugar?

5. How may the presence of mercury be detected

in a solution?
6. Define combustion. State the result of combustion.

7. During respiration what chemical changes take

place in (a) air, (b) blood?
8. Give the symbol, valence and a principal compound

of each of 10 elements.

9. Define and illustrate (a) mixture, (b) compound,
(c) radical, {d) salt.

10. Mention the chemical reason for the use of lithia

and its salts in cases of uric acid diathesis.

MATERIA MEDICA.

1. Give the common name, preparations, and doses of

colchicum.
2. What are the physiological actions of gelsemium?

3. Name the preparations and doses of benzoin.

4. State some general rules to be observed in prescrip-

tion writing.

5. Write a prescription for acute cystitis with alkaline

urine ; two for acute dysentery.

6. What is salol? What are its physiological actions?

Why should care be exercised in its administration?

7. What are anthelmintics? Name three drugs of this

class, stating the dose of each.

8. Give the common name, the active principles, the

preparations and doses of nux vomica.

9. How does strophanthus differ in its physiological

action from digitalis?

10. Make a list of the lithium salts with dose of each.

THERAPEUTICS.

1. Name three digestive ferments and state the indica-

tions for the use of each.

2. What are the therapeutic uses of sodium phosphate?

3. State what you know about the uses of potassium
iodide.

4. Veratrum viride. What are its medical uses?

5. What is aqua hydrogen dioxide? What are its ther-

apeutic uses?
6. Name the preparations and doses of codeine. For

what is it used?
7. What is the chemical antidote for arsenic? Iodine?

Corrosive sublimate? Chlorine water? Nux vomica and
its alkaloids?

8. What are the therapeutic uses of bismuth?

9. What are the therapeutic uses of hydrargyri chlor-

idum mite?
10. Write a short essay on "hydrotherapy."

PATHOLOGY.

1. Give the causes and process of cerebral softening.

2. How does calcareous degeneration of the arteries

influence the circulation, and to what diseases does it pre-

dispose ?

3. Describe the protective agencies by wfiich the body
guards itself against the entrance and harmful effects of
pathogenic bacteria.

4. What are some of the phenomena attending pus-
formation?

5. What structural changes take place in chronic gout?
6. Differentiate a tuberculous joint from one enlarged

by chronic rheumatism.

7. Name some of the principal bacteria of the staphy-

lococci and the streptococci groups.

8. Describe the rash and give the morbid anatomy of
scarlatina.

9. 'What changes take place in hypertrophy of the

heart?
10. What are the pathological conditions in gonorrheal

ophthalmia?
PRACTICE 0F_ MEDICINE.

1. Differentiate primary lobar pneumonia from acute
pneumonic phthisis.

2. Give the treatment of erysipelas: (a) dietetic, (6)
constitutional, (c) local, (rf) prophylactic.

3. Give treatment and symptoms of acute articular rheu-
matism.

4. Give period of incubation, character of eruption, and
complications of each of the following diseases: (n)
measles, (b) variola, (c) scarlet fever.

5. Define hydrophobia : give clinical history and treat-

ment.
6. Give symptoms and treatment of acute congestion of

the lungs.

7. Give the etiology and symptoms of acute cardiac dila-

tation.

8. Etiologrj' and symptoms of arteriosclerosis.
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9. Make a differential diagnosis of follicular tonsillitis

and diphtheria.

10. Name four diseases for which you consider there is

a specific treatment. Write prescriptions for each.

OBSTETRICS.

1. Define obstetrics. Give a rule for determining the
date of labor.

2. What is the placenta? Describe its formation and
development.

3. Name, under separate headings, the positive and
doubtful signs of pregnancy.

4. Into how many stages is labor divided? Define each
stage.

5. Define puerperal eclampsia. Give the causes and
treatment of same.

6. Xame three important abnormal presentations and
your management of each.

7. What are the symptoms, varieties, and dangers of
placenta prsevia?

8. Give the causes, symptoms, and treatment of simple
chronic endometritis.

9. Name two conditions requiring the use of an anes-
thetic during labor. State the kind of anesthetic preferred
and give the method of administering it.

ID. Describe in full the application of forceps.

SURGERY.

1. Give minute directions for antiseptic surgical dress-
ings applied to surface wounds.

2. What tendons are severed and what mechanical de-
vice is necessary for correcting congenital talipes varus?

3. Give diagnostic symptoms, reasons for, and methods
of ligating aneurysmal arteries.

4. Differentiate chronic cystitis and chronic prostatitis.

5. Differentiate phimosis and paraphimosis.
6. E.xplain the formation of an orifice, sinus, and fistu-

lous openings—with method of drainage and treatment.
7. In what particular do the diagnostic symptoms of

appendicitis differ from those of acute peritonitis?
8. Differentiate traumatic and hospital gangrene.
9. Explain necessary structural changes in reuniting

fractured bones.
10. Classify the method of reducing dislocations by

manipulation.

HYGIENE.

1. What precautions should be taken in school rooms
to protect the sight of scholars?

2. What are the chief sources of contamination to
drinking water?

3. What physical conditions would render the taking of
a Turkish bath unsafe?

4. A\ hat care should be employed in exhumations?
5. Name causes for greater prevalence of diphtheria and

smallpox in cold than in warm weather.
6. State the advantaee of cremation over earth burial.

7. What is milk sterilization? How is it performed?
8. How do fore.=ts benefit public health?
9. Mention some of the diseases to which artisans are

especially liable.

10. Is green wall paper objectionable? If so. why?

ANSWERS TO STATE BOARD EXAMINATION
QUESTIONS.

Del.aware Bo.\rd of Medical E.x.\ mixers.

June 16, 17 and 18, 190S.

PHYSIOLOGY.

1. The sfecial centers in the spinal cord are: the cilio-
spinal, secretory, vasomotor, genital, vesical, and rectal
centers.

2. The special centers in the medulla oblongata are:
(i> center for mastication, (2) for secretion of saliva,
(3) for sucking. (4) for deglutition. (5) for vomiting,
(6) for voice, (7) center for expression. (8) cardiac cen-
ters, (9) respiratory centers. (10) vasomotor centers.

3. The function of the Eustachian tube is to keep the
atmospheric pressure within the tympanic cavity the same
as that on the outside.

4. Aphasia is a condition in which the patient is unable
either to receive ideas or to communicate them by the
ordinary means of speech or writing.
Aphonia is simply loss of voice, due to some interfer-

ence with the function of the vocal cords.
5- In the temperate zone, menstruation begins at about

fourteen or fifteen years of age, and ends at about fortj--
five or fifty.

6. Transverse section of the anterior root of a spinal

nerve causes loss of motion and degeneration of the periph-

eral 'portion of the anterior root fibers ; and stimulation

of the anterior root is followed by tetanic contraction

of the muscles supplied by the nerves concerned.
Transverse section of the posterior root of a spinal

nerve causes loss of sensation and degeneration; and
stimulation of the dorsal root is followed by sensations

of pain, or pressure, or temperature.

7. The functions of the skin are : Protection, sense of

touch, excretion, regulation of body temperature, absorp-
tion, and respiration.

S. Urea is chiefly made in the liver ; it is the end prod-
uct of the metabolism of the proteids. The average quant-
ity of urea excreted in twentj'-four hours is about five

hundred grains.

9. TIte object of boiling starchy foods is : To burst the

cellulose envelope and thus allow the digestive juices to

come into contact with the granules.

10. The functions of the liver are: (l) The secretion

of bile, (2) the formation of glycogen, (3) the forma-
tion of urea and uric acid, (4) the manufacture of heat,

and (5) the conversion of poisonous and harmful into inert

material.

CHEMISTRY.

I. Specific gravity is the weight of a given volume of a
substance as compared with the weight of a similar volume
of some other substance taken as a standard, under like

conditions of temperature and pressure.

In normal urine, the last two figures of the specific

gravity, multiplied by 2.33, will give approximately the

number of grams of solids to the liter of urine.

3. An acid is a compound of an electro-negative ele-

ment or residue with hj'drogen, part or all of w-hich hydro-
gen it can part with in exchange for an electro-positive ele-

ment, without the formation of a base.

Examples: Sulphuric acid: H=SO. Nitric acid: HNO3.
An alkaloid is a basic nitrogenous substance, alkaline in

reaction, and capable of uniting with an acid to form a

salt in the same way that ammonium does. Examples

:

Morphine and strychnine.

4. To examine for albumin : "The urine must be per-
fectly clear. If not so, it is to be filtered, and, if this

does not render it transparent, it is to be treated with a
few drops of magnesia mixture, and again filtered.

"The reaction is then observed. If it be acid, the urine
is simply heated to near the boiling point. If the urine be
neutral or alkaline, it is rendered faintly acid by the ad-
dition of dilute acetic acid, and heated. If albumin be pres-

ent, a coagulum is formed, varjing in quantity from a
faint cloudiness to entire solidification, according to the
quantity of albumin present. The coagulum is not re-

dissolved upon the addition of nitric acid."

To examine for sugar: First remove any albumin that

may be present, then "render the liquid strongly alkaline

by addition of sodium carbonate. Divide about 6 c.c. of
the alkaline liquid in two test-tubes. To ore test-tube

add a very minute quantity of powdered subnitrate of
bismuth, to the other as much powdered litharge. Boil the
contents of both tubes. The presence of glucose is indi-

cated by a dark or black color of the bismuth powder, the

litharge retaining its natural color."

5. The presence of mercury in a solution may be de-
tected by the Reinsch test, as follows: To the suspected
fluid add a little pure HCl ; suspend in the fluid a small
strip of bright copper foil, and boil. If a deposit forms
on the copper, remove the copper, wash it with pure water,
dry on filter paper, but be careful not to rub off the deposit.

Coil up the copper, and put in into a clean dry, glass tube,

open at both ends, and apply heat at the part where the

copper is. If mercury is present there will appear in the
cold part of the tube a mirror, which will be found on
microscopical examination to consist of metallic globules
of mercury.

6. Combustion is rapid oxidation, with the giving off

of light and heat. The products of combustion are light

and heat.

7. (o) The chemical changes produced in the air by
respiration are

:

Oxygen
Nitrogen
Carbon dioxide
Other gases...
AVatery vapor

Inspired Air.

21 per cent.

79 per cent.

0.04 per cent.

Rare.
Variable.

Expired Air.

16.6 per cent.

79 per cent.

4,4 per cent.

Often present.
Saturated.

(6) In the blood the chemical changes are: (i) The
giving up of the CO5 by the venous blood, (2) the ab-
sorption of oxygen during inspiration and (3) the blood
loses a small amount of watery vapor.
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Ten Elements.

1. Hydrogen.

2. Oxygen.

3. Carbon.
4. Nitrogen.

5. Chlorine.

6. Sulphur.

7. Potassium.
8. Sodium

9. Silver.

10. Boron.

Symbol.

H.

O.

C.

N.
CI.

s.

K.
Na.

Ag.
B.

Valence. A Principal Compound.

I.

2.

4-

3 or 5.

I.

2.

I.

I.

I.

3-

Hydrogen monoxide (or

water), HjO
Hydrogen dioxide,

H.O,
Carbon dioxide, COj
Ammonia, NH3
Sodium chloride NaCl
Sulphuretted hydrogen,
H,S

Potassium iodide, Kl
Sodium carbonate,

Na-COa
Silver nitrate, AgNOi
Borax, Na2Bi07

9. (a) A mixture is the product obtained by uniting

into a more or less homogeneous whole two or more sub-

stances, whether elements or compounds. There is no
chemical union, and the amounts of the component parts

are not definite. Examples: Air, milk and water.

(6) A compound is a substance made up of two or more
elements, chemically united with each other in definite pro-

portions. Examples : Ammonia, NH3; borax, NaiBiOi.
(f) A radical is a group of atoms which can enter or

leave a chemical reaction like a single atom. Examples

:

Ammonium, NHi; ethyl, CzHb.

(</) Salts are substances formed by the substitution of

an electropositive element for part or all of the replaceable

hydrogen of an acid. Examples: Sodium nitrate, NaNOa;
monopotassic sulphate, KHSOi.

10. Lithia and the salts of lithium are used in cases

of uric acid diathesis, because: (i) They diminish the

acidity of the urine; (2) they have a diuretic action; (3)
they hasten the excretion of the urates

; (4) and so pre-

vent the accumulation of gravel and the formation of
calculi; (5) the lithium salt of uric acid is the most soluble

of all the urates.

MATERIA MEDICA.

1. CoLCHicUM. Common Name: Meadow Saffron.

Preparations and Doses: Colchici cormus, gr. iv ; ex-
tractum colchici cormi, gr. j ; colchici semen, gr. iij ; fluidex-

tractum colchici seminis, riEJss; tinctura colchici seminis,

TlExxx; vinum colchici seminis, TQJxxx; colchicine, gr.

1/128.
2. The physiological actions of gelsemium: "When

given internally gelsemium acts as a powerful depressant
to the respiratory, circulatory, and nervous systems. It

acts as a depressant to the heart muscle and vagus nerves,

and under its influence there is a diminution in the pulse

force and blood pressure. It primarily depresses the sen-

sory side of the spinal cord ; but later, if given in large

amount, depresses the motor side. The drug has no eflfect

upon the spinal nerves, but the motor cranial nerves are
paralyzed by large doses. In moderate amounts it causes
the respiration to become slow and feeble, and in lethal

quantities paralyzes the respiratory centers.

—

U. S. Dis-
pensatory.

3. Preparations and Doses of Benzoin: Adeps benzo-
inatus ; tinctura benzoini, HI-xv ; tinctura benzoini com-
posite, TTExxx; acidum benzoicum, gr. vijss; ammonii ben-
zoas, gr. XV ; sodii benzoas, gr. xv ; lithii benzoas, gr. xv.

6. Salol is phenyl salicylate ; and is composed of 60
parts of salicj'lic acid, and 40 of carbolic acid. Its physi-

ological action is : antiseptic, antipyretic, and germicidal.

Care should be exercised in its administration, because in

the small intestine it is decomposed into its constituent

parts, and symptoms of carbolic acid poisoning may de-
velop.

7. Anthelmintics are agents which kill or expel worms.
Examples: Oleoresina aspidii, gr. xxx; Pelletierine tannate,

gr. X ; santonin, gr. j.

8. Nux Vomica. Common name: Dog button, or
poison nut; Active principles: Strychnine and brucine.

Preparations and Doses: Extractum nucis vomicae, gr.

% ; fluidextractum nucis vomicae, Trpj ; tinctura nucis vomi-
cae, TIEx; strychnine, gr. 1/64; strychninae sulphas, gr. 1/64;
strychninae nitras, gr. 1/64.

9. As compared with digitalis, strophanthns acts quick-
er, is less enduring in its effects, is less certain, is not
cumulative, has less marked vasoconstrictor effects, has
greater diuretic power, and is said to be safer for aged
patients.

ID. Lithiinn Salts, with Doses: Lithium benzoate,

gr. XV ; lithium bromide, gr. xv ; lithium carbonate, gr.

vijss; lithium citrate, gr. vijss; effervescent lithium citrate,

5ij ; lithium salicylate, gr. xv.

THERAPEUTICS.

I. There are only two official digestive ferments, viz..

pepsin and pancreatin. Trypsin is also a digestive fer-

ment.
Pepsin is indicated as an aid to gastric digestion in gas-

tralgia, gastric cancer and ulcer, atonic dyspepsia, and the

vomiting of pregnancy.
Pancreatin is indicated as an aid to digestion, and for

the predigestion of food, in convalescence, in wasting

diseases, and in intestinal dyspepsia.

6. Preparations and doses of codeine: Codeine, gr. }/^

;

codeine phosphate, gr. }/2 ; codeine sulphate, gr. J^.
^

Codeine is used to allay cough, and also in diabetes;

sometimes it is employed as an anodyne in cases of some
duration, such as cancer.

7. Chemical Antidotes. Por Arsenic: Freshly pre-

pared ferric hydroxide. For iodine, starch, or sodium
carbonate or bicarbonate. For corrosive sublimate,

white of egg or milk in moderate amount. For chlorine

water, ammonia, cautiously. For nux vomica and its alka-

loids, potassium permanganate, or tannic acid.

PRACTICE OF MEDICINE.

I. The symptoms and physical signs of lobar pneumonia
and acute pneumonic phthisis may be the same for the

first eight or ten days ; at this period the fever in pneu-

monia drops by crisis ; whereas in pnthisis the fever con-

tinues for some time longer and the patient gets worse;
the sputum contains tubercle bacilli and elastic fibers, and
instead of retaining the rusty color it becomes purulent

and greenish.

In pneumonia, the breathing is very rapid, the pulse-

respiration rate is disturbed, the fever is usually high,

and runs a regular course, crepitant rales are heard at

first, then signs of consolidation follow, and crepitant

rales again succeed.

In phthisis, the breathing is hurried and there is dysp-

nea, the fever is often high, but does not run a regular

course, at first the signs are those of bronchitis, followed

by consolidation, a softening, or excavation in different

parts of the lungs ; sometimes there is nothing to be heard
but scattered rales.

9. In follicular tonsillitis the onset is more sudden ; the

temperature may be a little higher than that of diphtheria;

there is no membrane, but the tonsils are red and swollen,

and in the crypts are seen white cheesy spots or plugs,

which consist of broken-down epithelium, and are easily

brushed away ; Klebs-Loffler bacilli are never found.

In diphtheria the onset is more gradual ; the tempera-
ture rises to about loi " to 103° F. ; the tonsils are not

much enlarged ; there is an exudate of a thick grayish

membrane which is very adherent, is removed only with
difficulty, and leaves a bleeding surface ; this membrane
soon reforms, and may be found on the fauces and
pharynx as well as on the tonsils; in the exudate the Klebs-

Loffler bacilli may be found.

OBSTETRICS.

I. Obstetrics is that branch of medicine which treats of

the science and art of caring for woman and the product

of conception during pregnancy, labor, and the puerperium.

A rule for determining the date of labor: Count back
three calendar months from the first day of the last men-
strual period, and add seven days.

3. Positive signs of pregnancy: (i) Hearing the fetal

heart sound; (2) active movements of the fetus; (3) bal-

lottement
; (4) outlining the fetus in whole or part by

palpation, and (5) the umbilical or funic souffle.

Doubtful signs of pregnancy: (i) Progressive enlarge-

ment of the uterus; (2) Hegar's sign; (3) Braxton Hick's

sign; (4) uterine murmur; (5) cessation of menstruation;

(6) changes in the breasts; (7) discoloration of the va-

gina and cervix; (8) pigmentation and striae; (9) morn-
ing sickness.

4. Labor is divided into three stages : The iirsi stage

begins with the commencement of labor, and ends with

the complete dilatation of the os uteri. The second stage

begins with a complete dilatation of the os uteri, and ends
with the birth of the child. The third stage immediately
follows, the second, and ends with the expulsion of the

placenta and the beginning contraction of the uterus.

5. Puerperal eclampsia is an acute morbid condition,

occurring during pregnancy, labor, or the puerperal state,

and is characterized by tonic and clonic convulsions, which
affect first the voluntary and then the involuntary muscles

;

there is total loss of consciousness, which tends either to

coma or to sleep, and the condition may terminate in re-

covery or death.

The causes may be : Uremia, albuminuria, imperfect
elimination of carbon dioxide by the lungs, medicinal
poisons, septic infection; predisposing causes are renal

disease and imperfect elimination by the skin, bowels and
kidneys.
The line of treatment as laid down by Edgar is as fol-
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lows: For preventive trealnunt: (l) the amount of ni-

trogenous food should be diminished to a minimum; (2)
the production and absorption of poisonous materials in

the intestines and body tissues should be limited and their

elimination should be aided by improving the action of the
bowels, the kidneys, the liver, the skin, and the lungs; (3)
the source of the fetal metabolic products and the periph-
eral irritation in the uterus should, if necessary, be re-

moved by evacuating that organ.
The curative treatment includes: (i) Controlling the

convulsions (by chloroform, veratrum, or chloral)
; (2)

elimination of the poison or poisons which are presumed
to cause the convulsions

; (3) emptying the uterus under
deep anesthesia, by some method that is rapid and that
will cause as little injury to the woman as possible.

2. In congenital talipes varus, the following tendons
should be severed : Tibialis anticus, tibialis posticus, and
plantar fascia. The mechanical device necessary is the
club-foot wrench.

7. In appendicitis: The right thigh is flexed, pain and
tenderness are confined to the right iliac fossa, there may
or may not be vomiting, fullness of the abdomen is above
Poupart's ligament.

In acute peritonitis: Both thighs are flexed, pain and
tenderness are more general and are increased by move-
ment, vomiting is frequent, the abdomen in general is

distended and is tense and tympanitic.

HYGIENE.

1. Precautions which should be taken in school rooms
to protect the sight of scholars, should include the follow-
ing: (l) The light should be ample, and should come
from the left side or from behind the scholar, never from
the front. (2) The windows should extend nearly to

the ceiling, and should have proper shades. (3) Black-
boards should be clean and black, neither glazed nor
shiny, and must not be on the same side as the windows.
(4) Schoolbooks should be of good paper with good clear
type, and the lines amply leaded. (5) Pupils should as-

sume correct attitudes in writing or reading. (6) Desks
and seats should be of a proper size, style and arrange-
ment. (7) Proper medical examination should be made
of the eyes when necessary, and defects corrected as soon
as possible.

2. The chief sources of contamination of drinking
water, are : Sewage, including not only solid and liquid
excreta, but also house water and waste water ; manufac-
turing refuse, such as from dye works, bleaching works,
tanneries, and numerous other industrial places; from
improper storage or service of water.

3. A turkish bath should not be taken by patients suf-
fering from organic heart disease, dilated heart, conges-
tion of the lung, chronic bronchitis, with emphysema, pneu-
monia, or great obesity.

4. In exhunvations, care should be taken: (i) To ob-
tain the necessary permission from the proper parties ; (2)
to be sure to open the right grave; (3) to have the corpse
properly identified

; (4) if the cofiin is at all broken, to

take some of the earth from each side, above and below;
(5) during the inspection to keep to windward of the
body; (6) to work as rapidly as is consistent with thor-
oughness.

5. Ventilation is less satisfactory and the changes in

temperature are greater and more frequent in the cold
weather; hence vitality is lowered and there is a greater
liability to take diseases.

6. The advantages of cremation over earth burial are:
(l) Economy; cremation is very much cheaper, and there
is no need for the community to purchase large tracts of
valuable land for the accommodation of the dead. (2)
Health ; it is said that earth-burial causes the air to become
poisoned, the burial grounds to become offensive, the soil

to become laden with disease germs of every description,

water to become poisoned, and diseases to be directly

originated or propagated. (3) Body-snatching and dese-
cration of tombs will be impossible.

7. "Sterilization of milk requires continuous heating
under pressure for about two hours at 248° F., at which
temperature not alone the bacteria and their spores are de-
stroyed, but the normal appearance and taste of the milk
as well. Part of the sugar is converted into caramel, part

of the casein is precipitated, and the milk will no longer
form a cohesive coagulum with rennet." (Harrington's
Practical Hygiene.)

8. "In cold climates trees and shrubs obstruct the
passage of the sun's rays to the soil, which is therefore
liable to be cold and moist ; but in hot climates the evap-
oration of water from the leaves tends to dry the soil,

while the temperature of the air is lowered, and the

ground is sheltered from the direct rays of the sun and

kept cool. Thus, the heat of summer is lowered and the

cold of winter lessened by the presence of trees, and hav-
ing a lower temperature than the neighboring earth's sur-

face, high forests increase the rainfall. * * * Proba-
bly in all climates a due admixture of herbage, shrubs, and
trees, without dense undergrowth, but admitting the pas-

sage of free currents of air in every direction, is the

most conducive to health. Large tracts of country desti-

tute of trees and vegetation are in hot climates unbeara-
bly warm and dry, and in cold climates are exposed to

.every chilling wind and to every extreme of temperature,
according to the season of the year. In such districts, too,

rainfall is often absent or very slight in amount, the at-

tractive influence exerted by trees and vegetation generally

upon water-charged clouds being wanting." (Parkes' Prac-
tical Hygiene.)

9. Some diseases to li'hich artisans are especially liable:

Phthisis, fibroid phthisis, anthrax, glanders, tetanus, vari-

cose veins, septic infection, lead poisoning, mercurial poi-

soning, arsenical poisoning, phosphorus poisoning, emphy-
sema.

10. Yes, green wall paper is objectionable ; because it

may contain arsenic, which is liable to become detached
from the paper, and may be present in the air of the

room, and then be inhaled.

BULLETIN OF APPROACHING EXA.MINATIONS.t

STATE. NAME AND ADDRESS OP PLACE AND DATE OP
SECRETARY. NEXT EXAMINATION.

Alabama* W. H. Sanders, Montgomeo'- • .Montgomery. .Jan. 5

Arizona* Ancil Martin. Phoenix Phoenix Jan. 4

.Arkansas* F. T. Murphy. Brinkley Little Rock. .. .Jan. 12
California*... Chas. L. Tisdale. 1879 Sutter

Street.lSan Francisco Los Angeles. . .
'

Colorado S. D. Van Meter, 1723 Tre- ._ . . . .

*, mont Street, Denver Denver Tan 5

Connecticut*. Chas. A. Tuttle, New Haven. . .New Haven ..March 9

Delaware J. H. Wilson. Dover Dover Dec. 8
Dist. of Col'bia.Geo. C. Ober, Washington Washington.. .Jan. 12

Florida* i- ^- Fernandez, Jacksonville. .Tallahassee. . .May 19
Georgia. E. R. Anthony. Griffin Atlanta May —
Idaho W. F. Howard, Pocatello Boise April 6
Illinois 1^^- ^K^"' Springfield Chicago Jan. —
Indiana W, T. Gott . Indianapolis Indianapolis. . . May 25
Iowa Louis A. Thomas. Des Moines. .Des Moines.. . .Dec.
Kansas D. P. Cook, Clay Center Kansas City. . . Feb. 9
Kentucky* J. N. McCormick. Bowling

Green Louisville April 27
Louisiana F. A. LaRue, 211 Camp Street,

New Orleans New Orleans. . May 20
Maine Wm. J. Maybury, Saco Portland March 9
Maryland J^ Mc'P. Scott. Hagerstown Baltimore Dec. 8
Massachusetts*. E. B. Har\-ey. State House,

Boston Boston March 9
Michigan. B. D. Harison, 205 Whitney

Building, Detroit Ann Arbor. . . .Tune 8
Minnesota. W. S. FuUerton, St. Paul St. Paul Jan. 5

Mississippi S. H. McLean, Jackson Jackson May 1

1

Missouri J. A. B. Adcook, Warrensburg . Kansas City.. .Nov. 23
Montana* Wm. C. Riddell, Helena Helena April 6
Nebraska E. J.C. Sward, Oakland Lincoln Feb. 2

Nevada S. L. Lee. Carson City Carson City ... May 3
N. Hampshire* . Henry C. Morrison, State Li-

brary, Concord Concord Dec. 30
New Teisey J. W. Bennett. Long Branch. . .Trenton June 15

New Mexico.. . .T. A. Massie. Santa Fe Santa Fe Jan. 11
(New York. . 1

Albany I p.y, ,
SvTacuse....

f

^^°- ^

Buffalo J

N. Carolina*. . . . B. K. Hays, Oxford Asheville June 9
N. Dakota H. M. Wheeler, Grand Forks. . .Grand Forks.. .Jan. 5

Ohio Geo. H. Matson, Columbus Columbus Dec, 8
Oklahoma* F. P. Davis, Enid Chicasha Jan. 12

Oregon B. E. Miller, Portland Portland. . .... Jan. 5

Pennsylvania.. .N. C. Schaefter. Harrisburg. .

| pi'tteburg'"* } J""^
~

Rhode Island. . .G. T. Swarts, Providence Providence Jan. 7
S. Carolina H. H. Wyman, Aiken Columbia June 8
S. Dakota H. E. McNutt, Aberdeen Sioux Falls. . . . Jan. 13

(Memphis.. . . 1

Nashville. . . [ May —
Knox\-ille. . . J

Texas M. E. Daniel. Honey Grove Dallas
Utah* R.W.Fisher. Salt Lake City. Salt Lake City.Jan. 4
Vermont. W. Scott Nay, Underbill Montpelier Jan. 12
Virginia R. S. Martin. Stuart L>-nchburg.. . Dec. 16
Washington* . . . K. Turner. Seattle Spokane Jan. S

W. Virginia H, A. Barbee, Point Pleasant.. . Huntington. . . April 1

3

Wisconsin J. V, Stevens, Jefferson Milwaukee. . . .Jan. 12
Wyoming. S. B. Miller, Laramie Cheyenne Feb. 10
*No reciprocity recognized by these States.
tApplicants should in every case write to the secretary for latest

details regarding the examination in any particular State.

Louisiana.—The Louisiana State Board of Medical
Examiners has adopted the following resolutions : "On
and after October i, 1908, the Louisiana State Board of
Medical Examiners will grant a license, without examina-
tion, to applicants who will comolv with the following
conditions: (l) They must appear in person before the
board. (2) They must present a diploma from a college

rated as Class A by the board. (3) They must present a

certificate of examination by and from a State Board of
medical examiners recognized by the Louisiana State
Board of Medical Examiners. (4) They must furnish
satisfactory proof of their identity. (5) They must give

satisfactory evidence of good moral character. (6) They
must pay a fee of $25.
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Capillary Bronchitis.

—

]>. Sodii nitritis gr. yi

Fluidext. belladonna gtt. ii

Spts. amnion, aromat .lii

Mist, glycyrrhizse co 5iii

Aquae anisi 51"

M. Sig. : Teaspoonful every two hours for a child

one or two years old.

R. T. Scott, M.D., Houston, Tex.

Bronchitis.

—

B. Creosot. carb gss.

Mucilag. acaciae 3'ss.

Aq. menth. pip q. s. ad. 5vi.

M. S.: A tablespoonful every six hours.

Gonorrhea.—W. F. Glenn recommends the follow-

ing:
If. Zinci iodidi gr.xv.

Zinci chloridi gr. i.

Aq. dest 3vi.

M. S.: Use three times a day as an injection.
—Journal American iledical Association.

Migraine.—The following has been recommended for

the relief of migraine:
^. Ammonii chloridi gr.xx.

Tinct. gelsemii TlEx.

Syrupi aurant 3i.

Aq. cinnamomi q. s. ad. ^i.

M. S. : One tablespoonful at a dose. Repeat in

three hours if necessary. —Clinical Review.

Asthma.—Sawyer uses the following:
IJ. Potassii nitratis 5ss.

Pulv. anisi fruct jss.

Pulv. stramonii fol 5J.

M. ft. pulv.

A thimbleful of this powder placed upon an earthen-

ware plate is pinched by the fingers into a pyramidal
shape, and lighted at the top of the little conical heap.

It burns with a smoldering and gently deflagrating

flame, and is held near and beneath the patient's face,

who breathes in the smoke as it issues from the burn-
ing heap of powder. The ingredients of the powder
should be dry, well mixed, and finelj' powdered.
A writer in the Therapeutic Gazette recommends the fol-

lowing combinations

:

3. Potassii nitratis 5ss.

Pulveris stramonii fol 3J.

Pulveris anisi fruct 5ij.

Pulveris lobelix inflat 3j.

Pulveris fol. theas sinensis nig...3j.

01. eucalypti Tljxv.

M. ft. pulv.

Or, when and where the pungent fumes of sulphur
in combustion may be indicated:

IJ. Potassii nitratis 3ss.

Sulphuris sublim 5ss.

Pulveris anisi fruct 3iijss.

Pulveris stramonii fol 3J-

M. ft. pulv.
Far awaj' from a pharmacy one might wish to ex-

temporize a reliable fuming inhalation. A mixture of
one part by weight of saltpeter and two parts of black
tea, powdered, makes a good asthma powder for burn-
ing for emergency use, and both these ingredients are
usually to be found as household possessions.
Manganese.—In malarial or catarrhal jaundice man-

ganese is often very useful. It may be administered
after the following formula:

5- Mangani sulph. exsic gr. xl.

Cinchonidinje salicylat 3ii.

M. ft. pil. No. XX.
Sig.: Two pills three times a day.

Or, the following formula may be emploj'ed:

]J. Mangani sulph. exsic gr. xl.

Fel. bovis. purif 5i.

ResinK podophyUi gr. v.

M. ft. pil. No. XX.
Sig.: One pill three times a day.—Clinical Review.

Paroxysmal Sneezing.—In hay fever and paroxysmal
sneezing J. B. Ball employs:

5. Quinina; sulphatis gr. iss.

Arsen. iodidi gr. 1-24.

Extr. belladonnae gr. 1-12.

One of these pills to be taken three times a day.
Pruritus Vulvae.—After ablution with soap and warm

water, the following is to be applied:
IJ. Morph. sulph gr. vi.

Acid boric 5iss.

Aq. camph 3vi.

Contagious Diseases, Weekly Statement.—Report of

cases and deaths from contagious diseases reported to

the Sanitary Bureau, Health Department, New York

City, for the week ending November 28, 1908:

Tuberculosis Pulmonalis
Diphtheria.. .

Measles
Scarlet Fever
Smallpox
Varicella
Typhoid Fever. .

Whooping Cough
Cerebrospinal Meningitis
Malaria! Fever

Totals.

Cases Deaths

405
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THE PHYSIOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF
THAT FIRST LESSON.*

By STEPHEN SMITH, M.D., LL.D.,

NEW YORK.

VICE-PRESIDENT OF THE NEW YORK STATE BOARD OF CHARITIES.

On a bright summer day in the early sixties I took

advantage of a leisure hour or two in Syracuse to

visit that anomaly among the charitable institutions

of the State of New York—viz., a school for the

instruction of idiots. The very purposes of the in-

stitution

—

the education of idiots—seemed then to

be an unanswerable argument against its existence.

Its founder, Dr. Hervey B. Wilbur, had encoun-

tered great opposition on this very ground that no

one believed it possible to teach idiots sufficiently

to make the creation of an institution for that pur-

pose justifiable by the Legislature. The institution

finally took the more appropriate title, "The Custo-

dial Asylum for Feeble-Minded."

While crossing the lawn in my approach to the

asylum, I casually noticed a group of young meu
engaged in "making hay." Some were mowing,

others were spreading the cut grass, but all were

actively and intelligently at work. On entering the

administrative building I found Dr. Wilbur actively

employed with his daily duties. I introduced myself

as the editor of the American Medical Times, and

explained that I was desirous of obtaining, by per-

sonal observation, information as to the success of

the institution in teaching idiots. On this announce-

ment the doctor's interest in my visit was aroused,

and he became very communicative in regard to his

work. We examined every part of the asylum and

saw all of the inmates in their several departments

and classes. It would be impossible to conceive of

an apparently more hopeless and repulsive task than

teaching many of those mere vegetating objects. In-

cidentally I suggested the impossibility of educating

these children to become active and intelligent

workers like the young men making hay on the lawn.

"Why, my dear sir," he replied, "those young men
are all idiots, but the attendant, whom I presume you
did not recognize from the others; some of them
were as hopeless as the worst you have seen in the

asylum."
I could not conceal my skepticism, and remarked

that I regarded it as impossible to make a first im-

pression on many of the inmates.

"That has been the mistake of the world in its

treatment of idiots," he replied, "but in these later

years we have learned how to teach the first lesson,

and on that first lesson the whole system of educat-

ing the idiot depends. Come into the class room

and I will give you a demonstration of the first les-

son and its effects and results."

*Rcad before the American Association for the Study
of the Feeble-Minded at its Thirty-second Annual Ses-

sion, held at Rome, N. Y., June 24, 1908.

We went accordingly into the room of the lowest

class of inmates, some of whom had been admitted

so recently that the doctor knew nothing of their

physical or mental condition. He requested me to

choose one of the latter class who was unknown to

him for a first lesson. I selected a boy who sat on
the floor, drooling from his open mouth, and sway-
ing his body, but who seemed insensible to anything
about him, and, as the attendant assured me, had
the food placed in his mouth at his meals.

The doctor took a dumb-bell and, placing it on the

floor by the side of the boy, fixed his hand on the

shaft with the fingers closed around it. Then taking

another dumb-bell, and standing in front of the boy,

the doctor raised his instrument high in the air and
deliberately struck the dumb-bell on which the boy's

hand was placed. The boy was startled by the con-

cussion, but made no other sign of recognition oi

the blow. The doctor repeated the act twice more
with the same result.

"This is the first lesson," the doctor remarked,

"and he is a very promising student, with great pos-

sibilities. Now let me show you a boy of the same
grade who has been under instruction for several

months with two such lessons daily."

The second boy was the type of the first, and on

the trial he removed his hand from the dumb-bell

when it was struck, and raised his eyes from the

floor, as if to see from whence the blow came. A
third boy had been under treatment for a still longer

period : he watched the doctor's movements, and
when he saw the blow descending, raised his hand
and laughed. A fourth boy was tested, who was
now in one of the graded classes. When the doctor

took the dumb-bell, and handed the boy another, the

boy rushed at the doctor and for several minutes
there was a clash of weapons, the boy showing dex-

terity and immense enjoyment of the contest.

In the discussion of his method of teaching the

feeble-minded, Dr. Wilbur laid great stress upon the

significance of "That first lesson." His explanation

was to the effect that the idiot had a dormant nerv-

ous system, and the first step in the process of edu-

cating him must necessarily be to arouse the brain to

activity ; that the best method of making a first im-

pression was through the sense of feeling; and that

the shock communicated by a metallic substance

through the sensitive surface of the hand was the

most effective method. His argument was that if

one special sense of the nervous system can be

aroused to activity, other special senses will be ex-

cited, secondarily, and, finally, the whole brain will

become receptive of external impressions and the

higher mental functions will be gradually devel-

oped.

In the light of our present knowledge of the

minute anatomy of the nervous system, and the

physiological functions of its constituent parts, Dr.

Wilbur's method of teaching the idiot was founded

on strictly scientific principles. Undoubtedly he did

not understand the full significance of his own rea-
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soiling for our knowledge of the structure or minute

anatomy of the nervous system at that period was

little more than its gross appearances. We had

learned that its elements consisted of gray and

white matter; that the gray matter was composed

of cells and the white matter of fibers. The physi-

ology of that period taught us little more than that

the cells generated the nervous force, or energy, and

that the fibers, or nerves, conveyed impressions, or

impulses, to and from the cells. It quite naturally

occurred to a thoughtful mind, like Wilbur's, that

the brain of the idiot was in an inert, or dormant

state, owing to the absence of a stimulus sufficiently

powerful to arouse it to activity; if that stimulus

could be properly applied through one of the special

senses—seeing, hearing, feeling, smelling, tasting

—

the idiot could be taught like any other child. He
chose the sense of feeling with the remarkable re-

sults that followed. Had he known the full signifi-

cance of that first lesson in the light of modern sci-

entific discoveries of the intimate structure and

functions of the cells of the brain, its immense num-

ber of so-called centers, and their relations, his work

would have been invested with a new interest, and

there would have been far greater precision in its

execution.

And what does modern physiology teach as to

the structure and functions of the nervous system?

In other words, 'What zms the physiological signifi-

cance of that first lesson?" Let us first briefly

notice the minute anatomy of the nervous system

as at present taught. Though the most complicated

mechanism known to science, excepting its connec-

tive-tissue which forms its skeleton, or frame-work,

the entire nervous system consists of but a single

body or tissue, viz., a cell with its branches, now

called the "neuron." What has heretofore been

known as nerves, commissures, and branches, are

but prolongations of the central cells by means of

which they communicate with the external world,

and with each other. The cell, therefore, is the

subject of the most profound interest to every stu-

dent of the diseases of the nervous system.
_

Its vast

importance may be learned from the following state-

ments of eminent physiologists : "The cell is a uni-

fied organism, a self-contained living being." "The

sole active principle in every vital function." "The

medium of sensation, will, and even thought, the

highest of the psychic functions." "Our own body

is a very elaborate social system of countless micro-

scopic organisms : a colony or commonwealth made
up of innumerable independent units."

Confining our discussion to the brain-cells, or

"neurons," we learn that they are implanted in fetal

life and at birth are in a rudimentary state. In

numbers they are estimated by the thousands of mil-

lions. The essential feature in the structure of the

cell proper is the nucleus, and its contents, which

has the function of creating the force or power,

known as "nervous energy," and "nervous fluid,"

the exact nature of which is unknown. The nerve

cell, and its branches are often, and very properly,

likened to the electric battery, the cell being the bat-

tery which generates the electricity, and the nerves

the wires which convey it to its destination.

The anatomist teaches that these cells are grouped

into centers according to their particular functions.

We have long been familiar with the so-called spe-

cial senses, which are nerve-centers with special

functions, viz., seeing, hearing,^ smelling, tasting,

feeling. These centers are designed to bring the

individual into conscious relations with five distinct

features of the external world in which he lives,

moves, and has his being.

Lcjmparatively few of these centers have as yet

been accurately determined, but enough is known to

prove that every function, every act, and possibly

every thought has its origin in a special center in

the cerebrospinal axis. For the coordination of

the operations of these innumerable centers the in-

terior of the brain is a mass of connective nerve

fibers, through which the intimate relations of the

nerve centers are maintained, thus securing the

most perfect harmony in the functions of all of the

organs of the body. These fibers are "commissur-

al," connecting the two hemispheres; "projection,"

which project "upon the cortex of the brain the re-

sults of sensory stimuli upon the body;" and "asso-

ciation," which "connect dififerent convolutions in

the same hemisphere." It is stated that "Were it

not for the existence of these fibers, perception,

memory, and thought would be impossible. Our per-

ception of a pear is incomplete until "we have fused

into one mental whole the sensations from tasting,

smelling, seeing, touching and hearing the fruit fall

from the tree."

Another important anatomical feature of the

nerve-centers is their arrangement. First, there are

the centers of the special senses through which the

individual communicates with the external world.

This group is sometimes called the "lower brain."

The functions of these centers are to receive the

impressions and transmit them to another higher

series of centers, called the mid-brain. The func-

tion of these centers is to take cognizance of the

special character of each impression, and transmit

it to the proper center in a still higher grade. This

is called the "higher-brain," which it is both in lo-

cation, being in the frontal part of the cerebrum,

and in function, being devoted to ideation, or think-

ing.

Without going farther into what would become
tedious anatomical details, let us consider what the

physiologist teaches in regard to the nerve-cells, or

neurons, and the nerve-centers. First, we learn that

the cells are implanted at birth in a rudimentary

form and undergo an evolution from the cell ot

the lowest of animal life to the complex cell of the

human brain. Though at birth the cell has been

perfected so far as regards its structural adapta-

tion to its special future function, yet it will remain

in an inert state and undergo no further change or

development until excited to activity by its special

stimulant. For example, if a person is born blind

the cells of the center of sight will remain in a rudi-

mentary state and undergo no further development
until excited by their proper and only stimulus

—

light. The same is true of a large number of nerve-

centers which are in immediate functional rela-

tions with the center of sight. If now an opera-

tion is performed upon the eye and light reaches

the cells of the center of vision an immediate
change takes place : the cells begin to enlarge

;

the blood-supply is increased to meet their more
active nutrition, and all of the related nerve-centers

undergo similar changes as to activity and develop-

ment.

The physiological facts in regard to the cells of

the center of seeing are the same in the centers of

all the special senses -— hearing, feeling, tasting,

smelling—through which the brain as a whole is

stimulated to functional activity. It follows that in

proportion to the integrity of the special senses is a

human brain perfect, or, on the other hand, defect-

ive. It is also asserted as a physiological fact that

if the apparatus by which each of the nerve-centers

of the five special senses receives impressions from
the external world, were destroyed at birth, the
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thousands of millions of nerve-cells of the brain

would remain inert and undeveloped during the life-

time of the individual. This fact leads the physiolo-

gist to believe that in the human brain there are

large numbers of nerve-cells that remam undevel-

oped because never excited to functional activity,

and, also, that at any period of life, cells hitherto

inert, may receive their proper stimulus and take on

functional activity.

If to the born-blind there is no world of light,

and to the born-deaf there is no world of sound,

may it not be a fact that other worlds exist around

us, than those revealed by the five special senses,

which we do not recognize because the special

nerve-centers for that purpose have not as yet been

stimulated to activity? St. Paul hints at this opin-

ion when he declares that certain religious truths

can be discerned only by those in whom the spirit-

ual sense has been awakened. May not the strange

mental phenomena of dreams, telepathy, hypnotism,

and kindred experiences of individuals be traced to

the stimulation of nerve-centers aroused to activity

only under special conditions? Certainly the very

suggestion of this possibility opens a wide field for

speculation.

A second important feature of nerve-cells, or

neurons, is that they differ in individuals as to their

susceptibility to impressions, owing to a difference

in their intimate texture. This difference is due to

heredity, and admits of the same explanation as

other examples of the transmission of physical feat-

ures from parents to child and differentiates per-

sons, families, and even nations.

A third physiological feature of the nerve-cell is

that while it will develop and increase in size when
functionally active, it will diminish in size, or

atrophy, when at rest. For example, if the eyes

were bandaged and no light were allowed to reach

the ophthalmic center for any given period, the cells

of that center would gradually shrink, or atrophy,

and provided the light were withheld for a sufficient

length of time they would return to their rudimen-

tary condition. It follows that it is in the power

of the individual, or of a person having control of

him, to increase or diminish the activity, anfl the in

tegrity, of nerve-cells at will.

A fourth physiological fact is, that, while the

nerve-cells derive their intimate structure on which

their natural susceptibility depends, from heredity,

or parentage, this susceptibility may be considerably

increased and diminished by nutrition. In other

words, we may withhold from the nerve-cells the

elements of nutrition on which their normal integ-

rity depends, and thus diminish their power and

susceptibility, or we may supply them with nutritive

materials equal to the natural demands of the cells

and greatly increase their force and susceptibility.

Summarizing these anatomical and physiological

facts we may formulate the following conclusions

:

1. The neuron—the nerve-cell and its branches

of communication—is the unit of the nervous sys-

tem; there are thousands of millions of them and

their specialized functions are the control of every

organ, and act, of the body—"sensation, will, and

even thought."

2. The intimate texture of the cell, on which its

susceptibility and capacity to perform its functions

depends, is inherited, but may be modified at will

by proper exercise, nutrition, and conditions of en-

vironment.

3. The germ-cell is implanted at birth, and its

subsequent development depends upon its stimula-

tion to functional activity by its appropriate stimu-

lus ; that is, if it is not stimulated it will remain

inert and undeveloped, thus making it possible, by

applying the appropriate stimulus, to bring into

healthy activity cells long dormant.

4. When an active cell ceases to be stimulated

it begins to diminish in size—atrophy—and will be-

come inert as regards its function, and will remain

inactive until excited to activity by its special stim-

ulant, showing that any class of cells may be re-

tluced to an inert state and again restored to activity

by withholding or supplying their appropriate stim-

ulus.

5. Every cell has inherent in its constitution the

power of selecting from the blood substances for

its nutrition and stimulation, and for which it has

a "selective affinity." This feature in the constitu-

tion of the cell enables us, by means of the appro-

priate remedies, to increase, diminish, or pervert its

action.

6. In the structural arrangement of the neurons

they are grouped into "centers" according to their

special functions ; in these centers the cells com-
municate with each other by means of innumerable

branches—dendrites—while the centers communi-
cate with each other through nerve-fibers known as

commissures. In the grouping of these centers there

is a perfectly logical and orderly series of sequences

by which impressions are made, received, and re-

sponded to on the part of the centers, so as to se-

cure the most perfect harmony in all of the acts,

functions, and even thoughts, of the individual.

7. The fundamental grouping of the nerve cen-

ters was designed to bring the individual into proper

relation with the external world—the source of all

power—and hence we have first, the centers of the

five special senses, seeing, hearing, smelling, tasting,

and feeling ; from these the impressions are con-

veyed to other centers closely allied in function,

until they finally reach their destination in the cere-

bral centers, the seat of the "highest psychic func-

tions."

8. Every nerve-cell has its own special function,

and these functions are as numerous as the acts, and

even the thoughts, of the individual, but each de-

pends ultimately for its activity and development

upon the stimulation which it receives from one of

the five special senses, through the medium of asso-

ciation fibers.

From the preceding summary of anatomical and
physiological facts we may conclude that every vital

function, as well as every mental operation, thought,

word, and act. has its origin and expression in one

or many of these entities or units of the nervous
system. Their combined physiological functions,

in health, constitute the normal individuality of the

person, mentally and physically.

If now we consider the extreme susceptibility of

these bodies to an innumerable variety of impres-

sions to which they are exposed, external and in-

ternal, to the body, we can form some conception

of how unstable their functions may be. Their own
structure is constantly undergoing change in the

act of nutrition. Their integrity thus depends upon
the absorption and removal of dead tissue and its

replacement with suitable nourishment. If the dead

matter is not promptly removed, or if the food of

the individual is not suitable, the neuron is no longer

in health and must perform its function less per-

fectly. They are also extremely susceptible to, and
receptive of, impressions derived from the external

world. Thus they are affected by the food we eat

and the fluid we drink ; by diseases of every kind

which afflict the body : by everything recognized by

the senses.

It follows that anv change in the constitution or
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structure of the cell or neuron must be attended by
a derangement of its function which would find ex-

pression in the mental acts of the individual. If a

group of cells should from any cause cease to act

the mental attributes which they manifest when act-

ing normally must cease. Equally, if the same cells

are overstimulated their functional activity is corre-

spondingly increased. Or, again, if the structural

properties of the cells are changed, as by alcoholic

intoxication, or by any other toxic agent which finds

access to the brain and for which any cells have an

affinity, the mental functional expression would be

changed to the extent, and in the particular feature,

that the affected bodies contribute to the mentality

and personality of the individual. Thus, if certain

intoxicants are administered the change effected in

the constitution of the bodies devoted to the func-

tion of seeing are such that external objects assume
new forms, technically causing an illusion of sight.

The experimental physiologist can, at will, with cer-

tain toxins, change the action of groups of cells so

that the individual will exhibit certain mental traits

entirely foreign to his usual habit of thought and
expression. In various forms of sickness the tem-

per and conduct of the patient undergo marked
changes, often becoming delirious, due to the

changed conditions of nutrition caused by toxins

in the blood or by the various forms of disease.

.Autointoxication, on which modern therapeutists

place so much stress, finds its most frequent expres-

sion in the vagaries of character which the toxins

generated in that great culture bed. the colon, pro-

duce on the nerve-cells. The old-time remedy for

persons of gross habits of overfeeding—blue pill at

night and a seidlitz powder in the morning—has

changed a sour to a sweet temper. An English

clergyman who had many wealthy parishioners was
accustomed, when summoned to minister to the spir-

itual wants of a certain class, to send the applicant

several pills with the request that they be taken at

bed-time and the promise that he would call on the

following day. The fam.ous philosopher. Dr. Sam-
Liel Johnson, declared in his vehement manner that

every sick man is a rascal. In health the individual

exhibits ever-varying "moods of mind," owing to

the constant changes in cell-structures or neurons,

due to nutrition and the infinite number and kind
of impressions acting upon them from within and
from without the body. We are not the same in

every respect this year that we were last year, this

month that we were last month, this evening that we
were this morning. The wise Diotima said to Soc-
rates fThe Symposium of Plato) : 'Tn the same
individual there is succession and not absolute unity

;

a man is called the same ; but yet in the short in-

terval which elapses between youth and age . . .

he is undergoing a perpetual process of loss and
reparation. . . . And this is true not only of

the body but also of the soul, whose habits, tempers,
opinions, desires, pleasures, pains, fears, never re-

main the same in any one of us, but are always
coming and going." In the ultimate elements of
the brain, then, science is seeking the true explana-
tion of the mental phenomena which characterize

the various phases of insanity. A learned authority

has thus tersely stated the conclusions of science

:

"As his neurons are, so the man is."

The preceding discussion which very imperfectly

illustrates modern views of the anatomy and physi-

ology of the central nervous system, furnishes the

facts necessary to understand the physiological sig-

nificance of that first lesson, which I witnessed, as

taught by Dr. Wilbur.

The subject of the first lesson was a fairly well-

developed child, both as to its body and brain, whose

nerve-centers of the special senses had never re-

sponded to their natural stimuli, and hence the cells

of these centers were in a rudimentary and undevel-

oped state. The result was that all the thousano
million cells of the brain which depended upon the

activity of these special centers for stimulation to

action, remained inert and undeveloped. And yet

to the mind of Dr. Wilbur there existed in this child

an apparatus, organized for a special purpose which
for some reason could not take the initiative in get-

ting itself started. It was like a clock wound and
prepared to register time correctly, but no one moved
the pendulum ; like an electric battery fully charged,

but no one pressed the button that made the circuit.

How was the first impulse to be given to this

dormant mechanism—the brain ? Evidently it must
be through the medium of one of the special senses,

for in that way must an initial impression be made
on the nerve-cells. Wilbur chose the sense of

feeling because through that medium the most di-

rect and profound impression could be made. But
actually and practically he used also the senses of

seeing and hearing. In striking with the dumb-bell

he stood in front of the patient so that the child

saw him raise his arm to strike, as was apparent in

the second and third child. The clash of the dumb-
bells was conveyed through the apparatus of the

ear to the auditory center. Thus in the first lesson

three dormant centers were aroused to activity by
the normal stimulus of three special senses. The
physiological effect of the stimulation of the cells

of these centers to functional activity was an in-

creased flow of blood for their nutrition, and a

consequent enlargement or normal development of

the individual cells.

But the effect of this first lesson was not limited

to the centers immediately stimulated to activity by
the clash of the dumb-bells. If we could trace the

far-reaching connections of the neurons of the spe-

cial center of feeling with the neurons of other

centers, deep in the brain substance and leading up
to the great centers of thought, we should have seen

hundreds of thousands of inert and undeveloped
cells awakened from their dormant state and begin-

ning to assume their proper functions. If to the re-

sults which followed the direct stimulation of the

center of feeling, we had added the equal, if not

greater, influence which the centers of seeing and
hearing had upon the brain nerve-centers, we could

probably only imperfectly appreciate the tremen-
dous significance of that first lesson. It was the

initial step in a course of instruction that had unlim-

ited possibilities in its power to build a brain, and
thus rescue a child from a mere vegetable life—ai,

intolerable burden upon its family and a curse to

itself.

The lesson which the preceding illustrations of

the anatomy and physiologj' of the nervous system
teaches has a wide application to our treatment of

the dependent classes. We learn that the mental
attributes of every person depend ultimately upon
the physical state of the nerve-cell over which we
have almost absolute control, both in its individual

and collective capacit)'. If its texture is feeble from
heredity or disease we may make it strong by nutri-

tion, exercise, pure air, and medication ; if it is unde-
veloped we can develop it by applying its appropriate

stimulus and suitable nourishment ; if it is unduly
developed and hence over-active we can reduce it to

a rudimentary and inactive state by removing every
form of stimulant and reducing its nutrition ; where
neither the regulation of the stimulant or nutrition

accomplishes our purpose, we can rely upon specific

remedies.

The logical and inevitable conclusion to be drawn
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from this discussion is, that, if we thoroughly un-

derstood the exact function, and the functional rela-

tions, of all the cells of the nervous system, wx-

could, beginning with the child, develop whatever
kind, or attribute of character, we choose. In the

adult we could modify existing attributes by stimu-

lation of one class of nerve-cells, and the repression

of another, to any e.xtent that we desired. There is

no doubt that the marked changes which we often

witness in the mental attributes of the sane and in-

sane, temporary and permanent, are due to condi-

tions affecting the functional activity of nerve cen-

ters. Nothing can be more thoroughly practical than

the application of the proper remedies by which tht

equilibrium of these centers is secured. Socrate>

was asked how a vicious boy could be reformed, and
he replied : "Remove every possible incitement to

vice, and substitute every possible incitement to

virtue."

The Athenian philosopher formulated his maxim
on a sound, physiological basis. We are daily ap-

plying this advice in mental disturbances by plac-

ing patients under conditions which tend both to

the forgetting of disturbing objects, and becoming
interested in new and diverting surroundings, thus

repressing the activity of the excited centers on
which the disability depends, by removing the source

of stimulation and substituting the activity of other

centers. But, unfortunately, it is done without other

motive than experience, and hence the results are

comparatively slight. We can only feebly conjec-

ture what vast numbers of feeble-minded would be

taught self-care, what enormous percentage of in-

sane would be cured, and what universal reforma-
tion of criminals would result, if every one of these

classes now in public care were subjected, individu-

ally, for five years to the skilled, patient, and per-

sistent treatment of experts in the physiological and
psychological sciences.

The defect in the system of educating the idiot

adopted by Dr. Wilbur was not in the means em-
ployed, nor in the method of employing them, but

in the failure to recognize the true physiological

significance of that first lesson to which he attached

so much importance. While he individualized each

inmate in his treatment he failed to individualize the

integral parts of the brain, through ignorance of its

intimate structure, and therefore, treated it as a

whole—as a unit—which does not tend to the at-

tainment of the highest possible results.

This limited view of a complex and complicated
mechanism may not have greatly embarrassed a

master-mind Hke Wilbur's in his methods and ef-

forts to teach the feeble-minded, but it is painfully

evident to an intelligent visitor to institutions for

the care, treatment, or education of those suffering

from idiocy, insanity, epilepsy, or other affections

of the nervous system, that there is too often want-
ing, on the part of physicians and caretakers alike,

that genuine enthusiasm in their work which insures

the highest degree of success. The vast variety

of symptoms which these diseases present for study

attract but little attention because the brain is a

sealed book. All of the inmates are placed on a

dead level, and the treatment, instead of being in-

dividual, is en masse.
This superficial and mere surface knowledge of

the inmates of institutions on the part of the offi-

cers not only results in ignorance of the possibili-

ties of improvement of large numbers of patients,

but begets incredulity as to the capacity of an entire

class to be improved by any method of treatment.
It is equally true that the medical officers, attend-

ants, and managers of our charitable and correc-

tional institutions have little, and too often, no faith

in the capacity of the vast majority of the mentally

defective class to be taught, the mentally diseased

class to be cured, or the criminal class to be

reformed. And this want of faith is due to ig-

norance of the capacities of the human brain to be

infinitely modified by expert care. The result is

that no state institution, devoted to the care and

treatment of these classes, is so organized and con-

ducted as to be thoroughly curative in its methods.

They are in fact custodial. In their annual reports

they never call special attention to the increasingly

large percentage successfully taught, cured, re-

formed, and discharged. They do not appear be-

fore the Legislature asking appropriations for bet-

ter facilities for teaching the idiot, curing the in-

sane, and reforming the criminal, using as an argu-

ment the 75 per cent, taught, cured, and reformed

the past year, and promising with improved facili-

ties to raise the percentage to 95 per cent. On the

contrary the constant demand upon the State is for

more buildings to accommodate the ever-increasing

number to be added to the fixed population of these

institutions.

I am aware that opinions so favorable to the far

more successful treatment of the mentally affected

classes will be received with doubt and incredulit}

by those who have had long experience in these in-

stitutions. Those connected with asylums for the

idiots and feeble-minded will point to the great ar-

ray of statistics of these institutions showing a fixed

population with few discharged except by death; thr

managers of the State Hospitals for the Insane will

refer to the statistics of Earle, collected a half cen-

tury ago, which prove that scarcely any insane per-

manently recover, confirming the old maxim, "oncL-

insane, always insane;" the managers of the prisons

will refer to innumerable incorrigibles who have re-

sisted all of their methods of discipline—even star-

vation, whipping, and the dungeon.
But that first lesson of Wilbur, rightly interpret-

ed, is a promise and a ])rophesy of a coming era of

far more successful treatment of those laboring un-

der the disability of dormant or perverted brain

cells. When we recall the enthusiasm with which
he patiently labored, day after daj', month after

month, year after year, to arouse to activity the in-

animate brain of a helpless, hopeless idiot, and was
rewarded by the addition to his corps of helpers of

a useful man, we must recognize a beacon light

showing us a new and better way.
There is on the grounds of this institution a con-

crete example of the scientific application of Wil-
bur's method. Among the laborers is a young man
who was transferred from another State institu-

tion as unteachable. That verdict meant to this boy.

equipped with brain and muscle for activity if he

could be set in motion, a mere vegetative life. Moved
by an impulse to determine experimentally what pos-

sibilities there might be in an effort to teach this

idiot self-care, the superintendent undertook, per-

sonally, the task of education. Well versed in the

anatomy and physiology of the brain, he began to

stimulate to functional activity one nerve-center

after another, with the final result that he built a

brain, and converted a helpless burden upon the

State for. perhaps, half a century, into a self-sup-

porting citizen. Indeed, the animal trainer, who,
stimulating patiently and persistently its feeble re

sponsive brain-cells, creates the "learned pig," the

"educated seal," and numerous other prodigies of

learning among animals, ought to teach us that we
have nearly unlimited power, if rightly directed, of

educating the human brain, however defective.

The practical question arises, "How can such a

scheme of education be realized?" An incident in
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my official inquiries is to the point. I visited a fam-

ily of fifteen children under the care of a foster-

father and foster-mother, the former being a high-

ly educated practising physician, and the latter a

very intelligent and cultivated woman, but both were

lovers of children, and actuated by the most pro-

found religious motives. Having no children of

their own, they began many years ago to gather a

family, selecting by preference destitute orphans,

without regard to color, race, or nationality. At my
visit there were in the family circle, Americans,

Irish, Welsh, Mexicans, Porto Ricans, and Negroes;

their ages ranging from 8 to 22 years. They repre-

sented the poorest class of people of their respect-

ive nationalities, and several were from the city

slums. These children were under a rigid system

of personal training by their foster parents, as to

their diet, exercise, bathing, conduct, and studies.

The brain capacity of each was precisely gauged and
every possible means employed to repress vicious

tendencies by removing excitants thereto, and sub-

stituting the rewards of virtuous conduct. Here
was a large, united, and devoted family circle, the

individual elements of which were as diverse as

human society could make them, in which scientific

individual training was surely overcoming the disa-

bilities of heredity, stimulating to active development

dormant nervous systems, establishing that equilib-

rium of cerebral functions which insures against

insanity, and repressing the tendencies to vice by
the allurements of virtue.

My first suggestion is that in organizing the serv-

ice of an institution for the care and treatment of

the dependent classes every possible effort should

be made to individualize each inmate from the mo-
ment of admission, and to maintain that individual-

ity throughout its residence. My view is that from
the first day to the last each inmate should be the

subject of special study and record; the first exam-
ination should be exhau.stive of every organ and
function of the body. No rational effort can be

made to improve the physical or mental condition

of a person until we understand the exact present

condition of the organism on which their integrity

depends. Such an examination would determine the

faults of nutrition from the ingestion of food to

its assimilation : the precise waste of the body by
tests of the excretions of eliminating organs ; the

condition of heart, lungs, kidneys, liver ; the dynamic
power of the muscles ; the activity and sensibility of

each of the special sense-organs; and such other

tests as will give the attendant a scientific basis

on which to begin to reconstruct the physical and
mental constitution of the inmate.

To maintain the individuality of this patient in

an institution the colony plan, with its family or-

ganization, is absolutely essential. The vast ad-

vantages of the cottage system on ample farming

lands, with its diversified forms of simple, out-door

industry, its opportunities for unlimited classifica-

tion and individualizing inmates, and its possibili-

ties for economy of administration, commends the

colony plan to the judgment of the highest authori-

ties.

Again. I would suggest the systematic education

of attendants along the lines indicated in this paper,

in addition to the ordinary instruction of the Train-

ing Schools for nurses. The structure and func-

tions of the nervous system, and especially of the

brain, as outlined here, can be intelligently appreci-

ated bv even,' person of ordinary' education. In my
experience with the trained nurses of general hos-

pitals anatomical and physiological explanations

which illustrate the nature of the duties they are

to perform are received with the keenest interest.

and immediately applied in practice. With such

knowledge on the part of the attendant every case

that comes under care becomes invested with a new
and living interest which makes that care a pleas-

ure rather than a task to be perfunctorily dis-

charged.

Finally, it is necessary, in organizing a scheme of

more direct personal treatment of inmates by skilled

attendants, that there be one or more supervising

officers of the highest possible qualifications, who
devote their entire time and energies to the personal

supervision of the instruction of every class, and
who, through the subordinate teachers, maintain

constant familiarity with the progress of every' in-

mate.

It is true that this scheme fully developed would
require a verj' large number of thoroughly qualified

and highly educated officers and attendants, with

greatly increased salaries. But in the end it would
be economy to make the defectives self-supporting,

to cure the insane and to reform the criminals, for

to the extent that these objects can be accomplished

the State will cease to build more buildings, and
gradually reduce the ever-increasing population of

dependents, and thereby the burden of their support.

Our conclusion of this discussion is that, in these

latter days, there is a far more hopeful outlook for

the feeble-minded, the insane, and the criminal. In-

stead of reasoning backward from eft'ect to cause,

and thus reaching a vague and indefinite conclusion.

skilled and expert anatomists and physiologists, in-

spired by the scientific spirit of the age, are gradu-

ally penetrating and unveiling the mysteries of the

brain, the center and source of all mental activities.

These constructive students are thus laying the

foundations of a true science of psychology in the

immutable facts revealed by anatomy and physi-

ology.

300 Central Park, West.

A STATISTICAL STUDY OF RENAL COLIC
AND HEPATIC COLIC*

By BRANDRETH SYMONDS. A.M.. M.D..

NEW YORK.

CHIEF UEDICAL DIRECTOR, MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY OF NEW
YORK.

RENAL COLIC.

The material for this study was obtained from all

the lives insured in the Mutual Life Insurance Com-
pany in the thirty-seven years from 1870 to 1907.

who showed a history of renal colic, renal or vesical

calculus, or gravel. The calculations for the ex-

pected mortality' were made in accordance with the

method adopted by the Actuarial Society in their

Specialized Mortality Investigation, except that

each life was counted but once, and full allowance
was made for the re-eiUr\- of a life subsequent to

the initial entry.

The first list contained 1742 entrants. This list

was then carefully revised by me and 290 doubtful

cases were eliminated, leaving 1452 who gave a dis-

tinct history of renal colic or calculus. No case

was admitted to this list unless there was reasonable
evidence to this effect, such evidence as a Medical
Director would regard as conclusive. This list

showed 108 actual deaths and 109 expected, a mor-
tality of 99 per cent. The material, however, was
not homogeneous in respect to physique and resi-

dence. I, therefore, eliminated all overweights and
those residing in foreign countries and the southern

*Read at the nineteenth annual meeting of the Asso-
ciation of Life Insurance Medical Directors, October 21,

1908.
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states, and also those who had had more than one
attack of renal colic. This left a group of 895
lives, practically homogeneous and without impair-
ments other than the record of a single attack ot
renal calculus.

The following table gives the number of entrants
at each age, the actual and expected deaths, and the
percentage mortality, all arranged in quinquen-
niums.

TABLE I.

Age at
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In the Specialized Mortality Investigation uf the

Actuarial Society of America, published in 1903,

Class 53 is composed of those risks who gave a

history of having had renal colic, calculus, or

gravel. The material in it was not as carefully

selected as the class on which this report is based,

for many of the cases of so-called gravel undoubt-

edly referred to trivial conditions of no importance.

Furthermore, it is not homogeneous, for it includes

many cases which showed other impairments. On
the other hand, it is much larger than my class, as

it numbers 6,934 entrants, and its size tends to cor-

rect the inequalities due to the above-mentioned con-

ditions. The following table gives the number of

exposures by insurance years, the actual and ex-

pected deaths, and the mortality percentage, all ar-

ranged in quinquenniums.

TABLE VI.
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This may be accounted for by the entire absence of

a luberculous family history in any of the cases.

The percentage of leucemia and anemia is enor-

mous, being twenty times what it ought to be. Per-

haps this indicates some etiological connection be-

tween these diseases of the blood-glandular system
and renal colic. In Class III., diseases of the nerv-

ous system, we find only deaths indicating some
arteriosclerotic changes in the brain, and these are

in excess of the normal. Class IV. is nearly twice

as large as it ought to be, owing chiefly to the in-

crease in the organic diseases of the heart. It is

possible that this is due indirectly to the nephritis,

which is the primarj' disease, but which is over-

looked in the later years of life, when heart failure

becomes pronounced. Pneumonia is normal in

amount. Diseases of the digestive system are only
one-half the normal. Diseases of the genitourinary

system are nearly double the normal, and this is al-

most entirely due to the various forms of Bright's

disease. The remaining classes are too small to

permit analysis.

Among these 895 selected risks were twenty-two
who were more than 20% below the standard
weight. These gave two actual deaths and 2.2 ex-

pected, a result which was so satisfactory that they

were included in the select group.

Among those risks who had only one attack of
renal colic there were ninet>'-two who were over-

weight. These have not been included in the se-

lected group which we have been analyzing. The
actual deaths among them were twelve, while the

expected were eight, a mortalit)' of 150%. The
cases are too few to analyze in detail, but this result

shows that the combination of overweight and renal

colic is ver\' short-lived.

There were 147 cases who had had more than one
attack of renal calculus. These gave six actual

deaths and ten expected, a mortality of only 60%.
None of these deaths was from nephritis, and only

one from cerebral paralysis. The following table

shows the detailed results, the cases being grouped
into two classes as indicated

:

TABLE X.

Cases Who Had More Than One Attack of Renal Colic.

Those Examined Within Five
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TABLE I.
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gave five actual deaths and 4.8 expected, a mortal-

ity of 1049c • The number is too small to warrant

any deductions except that doubtless we exercised

greater care in selecting these risks than those who
showed only one attack.

The overweights with hepatic colic who num-
bered thirty and gave a mortality of 122% are too

few to analyze.

Altogether one fact stands out quite clearly, and
that is the rarity- of this impairment in insurance

risks. In thirty-seven years the Mutual Life issued

insurance to 413 persons only, who gave a definite

history of hepatic colic or gallstone. That aver-

ages only a little over ten a year.

As a result of the scantiness of material, our con-

clusions must be general and rather indefinite.

1st.—The lesion is more serious than renal colic.

and the mortalifv- is higher.

2d.-
3d.—A careful study of Tables III., IV., and \"..

shows that the effect of the impairment disappears

in a certain numbers of years, about ten.

4th.—Prior to about ten years after the attack.

the mortality is high, and it is not now apparent how
any methods of diagnosis will materially modify
this result.

414 \\*EST TwESTV-SECfND STREET.

-The mortalits' is not influenced by age.

THE ILEOCOLIC CIRCLE.

By BYROX ROBINSON. B.S.. M.D.,

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS.

FR0PES50K OF GYNECOLOGY .\ND DISEASES OF THE ABDOMINAL VISCERA
IN THE CHICAGO COLLEGE OF MEDICINE AND SURGERY (MEDICAL
DEFARTMENT, VALPARAISO UNIVERSITY). CONSCLTISG SURGEON

TO MARY THOMPSON HOSPITAL FOR WOMEN AND CHILDREN.

During the dissection of some 65 consecutive sub-

jects I made the observation that there is one con-

stant mesenteric arch, or rather one constant mesen-

teric circle, viz., that which I shall term the "ileo-

colic circle." The "ileocolic circle"' is formed by

the bifurcation of the jejunal arterj- into the ileo-

colic artery and ileal artery and completed by their

distal inosculation. In other words, the jejunal

arten- divides into the ileocolic and ileal arteries

Fig. I.—This illustration represents a dorsal view of the "ileocohi.

circle." The single appendicular artery (i) arises from its right

circumference.

which reunite some 5 inches distalward forming a

constant mesenteric vascular circle—a constant

fixed primordial circular vascular landmark. The

ileocolic circle is located in the ileocolic angle and

is a constant structure. It may be accompanied by

mesenteric apertures, from insufficient vascular

nourishment, which may serve for hernial strangu-

lation. The ileocolic circle is frequently divided

into compartments by arteries of varied dimensions
which are destined to nourish the mesenters' within

the circle or are bifurcated loops, branches of the

main circle. The clinical significance of the ileo-

FiG. 2.—The "ileocolic circle" in this drawing is duplicated on
the right side (i.e. the ileocolic artery). The primary appendicular
artery arises from the "ileocolic circle." The secondary and tertiary

appendicular arteries arise from the "ileocolic arches" or dorsal

ileocecal artery.

colic circle is that its right circumference—96 per

cent. {i.e. the ileocolic artery )—is the main source,

or the origin of the arteria appendicularis which

alone will immortalize it. The ileocolic circle, ex-

isting in the form of an oval, measures practically

2x6 inches. The dimension of the ileocolic circle

depends upon the location of the bifurcation of the

jejunal artery and the length of the ileal arterv-.

The jejunal artery may bifurcate proximal, on a

level or distal to the origin of the distal mesenteric

artery, i.e. in the region of the iii. lumber vertebra.

The ileocolic circle may pos.sess, imposed on its

periphery a series of minor vascular arches. It is a

primordial vascular landmark destined to nourish

the ileum and cecum (with appendix as an ancient

stomach). The ileocolic circle is associated and in

relation with the right psoas, distal ileum, cecum,

right ovary, right oviduct, ureter, common iliac, and

the treacherous, dangerous appendix to which it

primarily, chiefly, and directly emits the vascular

supply. It is directly associated with the ileocolic

arches. By placing it mesenteron on a leftward

tension one may view plainly the "ileocolic circle"

though not injected.

The ileal arterj- extends from the distal end of

the jejunal arterj' to its distal anastomosis with its

opposite fellow, the ileocolic artery. The ileal ar-

tery forms the left circumference and the ileocolic

arterv forms the right circumference of the ileocolic

circle. The ileal arteri' emits branches fa dozen

and a quarter) to nourish the ileum of such limited

caliber (as compared with the jejunal arter)-—pos-

essing a half dozen maximum branches) with con-

sequent limited blood volume, especially at the dis-

tant ileum, that it is subject to ulceration and per-

foration (in tj-phoid fever and tuberculosis). Blood

volume cures' and is a prophylactic against disease.

Hence the jejunum with its maximum calibered

branches (rami jejunales) and consequent maxi-

mum blood volume is not only the chief digestive

segment of the tractus intestinalis, but is rarely sub-

ject to disease (ulceration or perforation). The
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emergence of the ileocolic artery is the point of di-

vision between the jejunal arter)' and ileal artery.

The ileocolic artery is destined to nourish the cecum
and appendix. The ileal artery is destined to nour-

ish the ileum.

Fig. 3.—This illustration represents an "ileocolic circle" which
possesses a large arch on its right circumference. The ileocolic
artery arises at the junction of the jejunal and ileal arteries
single appendicular arter\' arises from the ileocolic arches.

The

The ileocolic circle, one of the constant mesen-
teric arches, is located practically in the ileocolic

angle. It is a circle of considerable

dimension (2x6 inches), resem-

bling the proximal and distal gas-

tric circles. It is marked by a

smaller dimension than the utero

ovarian vascular circle ; however
greater than that of Willis. The
"ilecolic circle" will in its due time

become dignified into a recognized

vascular circle like that of the phil-

osophic Willis, which has held un-

disputed sway for 250 years. How-
ever, one fact will immortalize the

"ileocolic circle," and that is in the

majority of subjects (96 per cent.)

the appendicular artery arises from
its right circumference. The "ileo-

colic circle" is an important land-

mark for consideration, anatomical,

physiological, pathological.

The ileocolic circle will serve as

an anatomical vascular landmark.
It will simplify the vascular anat-

omy in the ileocolic region. Its

right circumference—the ileocolic

artery—the origin of which will

mark the division between the

jejunal and ileal arteries, and hence
indicate the jejunal and ileal seg-
ments of the enteron.

By the aid of the ileocolic circle

the anatomist can unfold with
greater practicality the vascular

relations of the ileum and cecum,
but especially those of the appen-
dix.

The ileocolic circle is an important practical physi-
ological vascular landmark. The great crux, the
central rock and base of circulation is anastomosis,
which is here indicated in its typical form—that of

a circle ; collateral anastomosis is complete, perfect.

Our chief means to control the blood current for

therapeutic purposes is through the "inosculating

circle," e.g. the uteroovarian circle.

Physiologically the ileocolic circle is supplied with
such nCimerous radiating branches of marked di-

mensions that if it were ligated ample collateral

circulation would preserve tissue-nutrition and fur-

nish sufficient blood volume for function of the

tractus intestinalis (sensation, absorption, secretion,

peristalsis).

The ileocolic circle presents practical pathological

conditions. Apertures of the peritoneum within the

ileocolic circle may produce (atrophic) peritoneal

apertures from lack of blood supply, sufficient to

allow intestinal coils to become strangulated.

Arterial sclerosis of the ileocolit circle may occur
to sufficient degree to interfere with nutrition of tis-

sue and enterocolonic function (sensation, absorp-
tion, peristalsis, secretion), particularly that of the

appendix. Should an embolus appear in any seg-

ment of the ileocolic circle the collateral circulation

is sufficiently abundant to preserve tissue and func-

tion and reestablish collateral circulation with focil-

ity.

The ileocolic circle is one of the most important
vascular landmarks especially in relation to the dan-
gerous and treacherous appendix—dangerous be-

cause perit3'phlitis kills, and treacherous because its

capricious course cannot be prognosed.
I find no reference in literature to this ileocolic

circle. It is a result of my personal original inves-

tigations. I launch it in the professional current to

begin its endless journey. I predict that it will

Fig. 4.—This illustration presents the "ileocolic circle," the "ileocolic arches," and the
three appendicular arteries (i, primary; 2. secondary; 3, tertiary) in black. Note the
richness of radiating branches from the "ileocolic circle." The ileocolic artery arises at
the junction of the jejunal artery with the ileal artery, and on a level with the origin of
the mesenteric artery. Observe the minor vascular arches imposed on the "ileocolic
circle."

withstand the uncertain vicissitudes of fortune
equally well with the circle of Willis and be of more
practical value to mankind. Utility is the standard
of value.
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The control of blood volume to definite localities

is doubtless the most important and practicable

agent in therapeutics. It rests on the axiom that

blood cures disease. This is not new, neither did

Bier discover it. He introduced successful system-

hoped that the day is not far distant when we can

control the blood current and volume in the "ileo-

colic circle" to cure disease—especially perityphlitis.

The successful accomplishment of control of blood

current and volume in the "ileocolic circle" will be

equal to the established control of the blood current

and volume in the uteroovarian circle. The con-

trol of blood current and volume in the ileocolic

circle would aid in curing some prevalent diseases,

viz., (a) perityphlitis, {b) mesoappendicular adhe-

sions, (c) ileal disease (tuberculosis, typhoid ulcer-

ation).

Practically the cause of the majority of cases of

perityphilitis is trauma of the psoas muscle, induc-

ing germs or their products to migrate through the

appendicular muscosa, the appendicular muscularis.

and appendicular serosa causing periappendicular

peritoneal adhesions, mesoperityphlitis, which com-
promise the appendicular blood-vessels and flex the

appendix checking drainage. If the blood current

and volume of the ileocolic circle could be con-

trolled, concentrated, increased by therapeutics the

mesoappendicular adhesions would absorb, whence

the compromised mesoappendicular vessels would

be released, and the flexed appendix would enjoy

ample drainage.

The nerve ganglia associated with the periphery

of the ileocolic circle are those of Auerbach, with

Billroth-Meissner, and the stimulation of these

automatic ganglia (with consequent congestion of

the ileocolic circle) may be accomplished by numer-

ous agents, viz.: {a) heat, [b) massage, ic) foods

which result in extensive residue, {d) electricity,

(e) exercise, (/) cathartics, etc.

Fig. 5.—This illustration represents tiie "ileocolic circle" and its

associated relations. Observe that the primary appendicular artery
(i) arises from the right circumference (ileocolic artery) of the
"ileocolic circle." The secondary appendicular artery (z) ariess

from the mesenteric arches; the tertiary appendicular artery arises

from the dorsal ileocecal artery (or its "ileocolic arches"). The
ileocolic artery originates at the junction of the ileal artery and
jejunal arterj".

atic practical application of congestion curing dis-

ease. For 50 years g^^neologists have made prac-

tical application of congestion curing disease. For

example, the uteroovarian artery, the genital vascu-

lar circle (sometimes called the circle of Byron Rob-
inson) is the typical "inosculation circle" where

blood current and blood volume can be maintained

and controlled for therapeutic purposes. If the

genital ganglia (pelvic brain hypogastric plexu ,

etc.) be stimulated the uteroovarian artery (genita!

vascular circle) along which the automatic genital

ganglia are located becomes dilated and the blood

volume in the artery becomes increased, the genitals

become congested and many forms of genital dis-

ease are cured (especially the inflammatory kinds)

—myometritis, pelvic peritoneal exudates. The
stimulus to the genital ganglia and consequent

marked dilatation of the uteroovarian artery may
be by (i) heat (vaginal douche), (2) hygroscopy

(boroglyceridetampon), (3) electricity (irritation),

(4) stempessary (irritation), (5) massage (irrita-

tion), (6) gestation (irritation), (7) copulation

(irritation), cathartics, and diuretics. (Stimula-

tion to adjacent visceral tracts congests the tractus

genitalis (uteroovarian artery). The uteroovarian

artery, the genital vascular circle, is the one vascu-

lar circle (however, to application accessible), by

controlling the blood volume of which extensive,

solid, reliable advances have been established in

curing genital disease. Controlling blood volume is

the most rational agent of therapeutics. It may be

Fig. 6.—This illustration represents the "ileocolic circle"_and asso-
ciated relations. The "ileocolic circle" originates the primary (i)

appendicular artery, while the "ileocolic arches," i.e. the ventral
ileocecal artery (ii). The ileocolic artery arises from the junction
of the jejunal artery (m) and the ileal artery.

By cathartics a partial congestion of the ileocolic

circle is accomplished, however insufficiently in-

tense to absorb completely dense compromising
peritoneal adhesions, with persistent visceral drain-

age {i.e.. stimulation of the function of the tractus

intestinalis—sensation, peristalsis, absorption, se-
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cretion). By fluids, food, and cathartics producing
two bowel evacuations daily sufficient blood may
be enticed to the parts, not only for the maintenance
of health but practically to absorb existing peri-

toneal adhesions. However it may be hopefully

expected that therapeutics will discover a method
of controlling the blood current and volume of the

ileocolic circle and consequently of not only curing
but furnishing a prophylaxis for perityphlitis and
other diseases in adjacent structures. Blood cures

disease. The noble Rokitansky observed that in

subjects with cardiac valvular disease, tuberculosis

was a rarity, the lung was congested and blood

protected it from tuberculosis. In short a regurgi-

tating aortic valve (with consequent pulmonary
congestion) will cure or protect the pulmonary
apices from tuberculosis.

RtJditm^

Fig. 7.—This illustration represents the "ileocolic circle," with
adjacent relations. Note the primary appendicular artery (x) arises
from the right border of the "ileocolic circle." The ileocolic artery
originates at the junction of the jejunal artery and ileal artery.
The secondary appendicular artery (2) arises from the "ileocolic
arches" or "ileocolic circles." The tertiary appendicular artery (3)
arises from the dorsal ileocolic artery.

Conclusions.-—An inosculation circle consists of
(i) a vascular arc, (2) automatic peripheral gang-
lia, (3) a peripheral viscus.

The ileocolic circle is a typical inosculation circle.

The apparatus used for executing hyperemia is the
inosculation circle.

The means of functionating (controlling the

blood volume) the inosculation circle is by stimu-
lating its automatic specialized peripheral ganglia,

resulting in dilatation of its vessels.

The function of an inosculation circle is to con-
gest its peripheral viscus and to transport blood
from one viscus to another. The ileocolic circle is

associated with important viscera, viz., distal ileum,
appendix, cecum, the blood supply of which it in-

fluences. The rational therapeusis is visceral drain-

age, which induces maximum blood volume in the
inosculation circle and consequent maximum vis-

ceral elimination.

THE TUBERCULOSIS PROBLEM IN THE
PHILIPPINES AND THE ELIMINATION

OF INTESTINAL PARASITES AS
THE FIRST STEP IN ITS

SOLUTION.*
Bv VICTOR G. HEISER, M.D..

PASSED ASSISTANT SURGEON, PUBLIC HEALTH AND MARINL HuSPlTAL
service; director of HEALTH AND CHIEF QUAKANUNE

OFFICER FOR THE PHILIPPINE ISLANDS; PROFESSOR
or HYGIENE, PHILIPPINE MEDICAL SCHOOL.

In recommending to any government a measure
which has for its object the improvement of the

public health, not only the medical men directly

concerneii, but the whole medical profession as

well, share in the responsibility involved. Success

following the adoption of a recommendation re-

dounds to the credit of the whole profession ; a
failure is often cited as evidence of the unreliability

of medical advice. It is therefore believed that

those medical men who are charged with the duty
of recommending legislation to legislative bodies

should, whenever possible, consult with their med-
ical brethren in order that crystalized ideas sub-

mitted should have the support of their majority.

Before a government, be it national. State, or

municipal, is asked to give any very substantial

support to a health measure it is desirable that it be

shown with reasonable certainty that the public

health will be improved, that the estimated cost be

stated, that the economic value is apparent, and that

it is backctl up by experimental or other evidence.

With the foregoing conditions in mind the follow-

ing is respectfully submitted.

It has only been within the past few years that

serious attention has been given to the role which
intestinal parasites, and more particularly the

ankylostoma or hookworm, play in the morbidity
and mortality statistics of tropical and seniitropical

countries. Most striking evidence of their im-
portance has recently become available in Manila.
In the large insular prison called Bilibid over three

thousand prisoners are constantly confined. From
1902 to 1905 there was an uninterrupted increase

in the death rate until a mortality of over two hun-
dred per thousand per annum was reached. Tu-
berculosis claimed over 50 per cent, of the victims

during 1904. On December i, 1904, all prisoners

afflicted with pulmonary tuberculosis were isolated

in a separate hospital located in another portion of
the city. During the year 1905 the number of

deaths from tuberculosis still increased, although
the number of new infections was growing less.

The general mortality figures of the prison were
also still ascending. The sanitation of the prison

was then transferred from the control of laymen
to the Bureau of Health. The regularly recog-

nized sanitary measures were at once put into effect,

overcrowding was relieved, sewage disposal im-
proved, the sick placed under treatment more
promptly, and other well-known measures adopted.

The death rate soon fell to about seventy-five per
thousand per annum, but further reduction seemed
impossible. A study of the prison's sick showed
that they were dying with ailments to which they
should not have succumbed. Their powers of re-

sistance were evidently impaired. The evidence

pointed to some extraordinary drain on the system.

There was plenty of food, but evidently imperfect
nourishment. With a view to discovering the cause,

a routine practice of microscopically examining
the feces of every prisoner was inaugurated. Eigh-
ty-four per cent, were found infected with intes-

*Read before the International Congress on Tuber-
culosis, Wasbington, D. C, September 29. 1908.
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tinal parasites. Of these, 60 per cent, or 52 per

cent, of the total number of prisoners had hook-
worms, 59 per cent, had whipworms, 23 per cent,

amceke, and 21 per cent, harbored some other

species of parasite.

Over half of the prisoners were hosts for at

least two kinds of worms. Active therapeutic

measures were inaugurated to rid the prisoners of

the causes of these debilitating troubles and result

was immediately satisfactory—the death rate fell to

less than twenty per thousand. The following table

giving the deaths from tuberculosis at Bilibid by
months and years, considered in connection with the

foregoing, shovis that even after isolation of tu-

berculous patients has been carried out, still further

reduction in the incidence of tuberculosis may be

brought about by increasing the resistance of the

individual ; that is, by removing the intestinal para-

sites. For instance, in 1905, the year after the

system of isolation was put into effect, there were
still 179 deaths from tuberculosis. Much improve-

ment, however, could perhaps not be expected until

the following year, and an examination of the

figures shows that the tuberculosis mortality did

drop to 51. In view of the fact that the elimination

of the intestinal parasites was actively begun dur-

ing the second half of this year ( 1906) a part of

the credit for this satisfactory result must be at-

tributed to their removal, and that this assumption

is correct is shown by the fact that in the year 1907,

when the elimination of the intestinal parasite was
the only remedy used, the deaths fell to 35, and for

the present year, based upon the rate of the earlier

months, the number should be 28. It is therefore

apparent that in a prison which has an average

population of about 3,000. and in which there were

as many as 179 deaths per annum from tubercu-

losis, the number of cases was reduced to 28 per

annum, and that this was brought about by isolating

the tuberculous sick, by providing more light and

air, and removing the intestinal parasites of the

remainder, the latter measure having largely con-

tributed to the result. It is perhaps also worthy of

mention in passing that the statistics show that the

greatest number of deaths during each year oc-

curred between the months of June and October,

which correspond to the rainy season.

DEATHS FROM TUBERCULOSIS. BILIBID PRISO.\'.
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2. The annual mortality among 3,000 prisoners

was reduced from 75 to 20 by the elimination of

intestinal parasites; 50 per cent, of this number
formerly died of tuberculosis. This was accom-
plished after the measures heretofore recommended
by good authorities had been faithfully but unsuc-
cessfully offered.

3. Increasing the resistance of an individual to

tuberculosis by the elimination of intestinal para-

sites has proven very effective in reducing the in-

cidence of the disease.

4. As a result of a campaign of education and
by providing more hygienic houses, the number of

cases among the general population of Manila was
apparently reduced from 15.6 to 13 per cent, of the

total mortality.

Conclusion.—It is believed that the foregoing

facts warrant the assertion that in tropical coun-

tries where tuberculosis and bookworm diseases are

coexistent, the elimination of the hookworm will

produce better results in diminishing the mortality

from tuberculosis than any measure that has as

yet been tried upon a large scale; at the same time

the general mortality can be markedly reduced.

NEUROSES OF THE NOSE.

Bv CHARLES PREVOST GRAYSON, M.D.,

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

I HAVE the somewhat uncomfortable feeling that

you will discover within the next few minutes that

you have been made the victims of misplaced confi-

dence on the part of your committee who did me
the honor to invite me to present this paper. I shall

make no attempt to be ponderously scientific, nor

have I any intention of yielding to the temptation

that this opportunity offers to add something new
and startling to the already formidable list of re-

flex nerve disturbances for which the nose has been

held responsible. On the contrary, I am very much
of the opinion that before any further addition is

made to this list the foundation upon which it rests

should be critically examined to see if it be secure

enough to support even the strain to which it has

already been subjected. I am conscious that there

is in this statement at least a suggestion of doubt

on my part as to whether the nose is really account-

able for all those ills of reflex nature that have been

attributed to it. I know that whenever it has been

charged with any offense of this kind more or less

evidence has been forthcoming to substantiate the

charge, but, although I do not venture to say in

the majority, yet in many cases at least this evi-

dence has been of a purely circumstantial character

and has seldom been sufficient to induce me as one
of the large jury of rhinologists to concur in a ver-

dict of "guilty." In almost if not all of them the

"neurotic temperament'' has formed a more or less

conspicuous background to the various manifesta-

tions of nerve irritation, and the vagaries of this

irresponsible temperament are unfortunately apt to

be as misleading as they are notorious. In the ab-

sence of this powerful contributing factor, I should

regard the prompt and permanent cure of an

asthma, for instance, by the removal of a septal

spur as forming a prima facie proof of nasal guilt,

but whenever its presence can be demonstrated or

even fairly suspected, the possible indirect and
psychic effect of the operation would lead my con-

science to decline any greater responsibility than

would be involved in rendering against the nose

the shifty Scotch verdict of "not proven." In the

face, therefore, of the adverse criticism that I may

perchance draw upon my head, I say without equivo-

cation that to my mind whenever this troublesome

temperament forms one of the premises in any

proposition of a pathological nature, it vitiates and
lays open to suspicion and dispute any positive con-

clusion that may be drawn. It is because of this

embarrassing uncertainty that must always con-

front one in that class of nasal neuroses in which

the nose is presumed to be the excitant of a reflex

disturbance, that I find much greater satisfaction

in dealing with that other class in which the nose

itself is the site of the disturbance of innervation,

that class, in other words, in which symptomatically

the nose is the victim rather than the aggressor.

The clinical features of these affections are so dis-

tinctive, so almost unique, that it is probably ex-

tremely seldom that we encounter any difficulty in

the matter of diagnosis. How fortunate it would
be, both for us and our patients, if our pathway to

a complete understanding of the pathogenesis were

as free from obstacles! I shall not occupy your

time with any consideration of the functional de-

rangements of the olfactory nerve. Ordinarily,

these are of comparatively slight clinical interest

and importance. It is rather to the vasomotor
neuroses as they are exemplified in the nose that I

would venture to ask your attention, and I can

clearly foresee the shudder with which you will

suspect me of an intention to rake over the ashes

of past discussions of hay fever. But this is not

my principal purpose. My chief wish is to assist,

simply as a mark of respect, at the obsequies of

the latest "specific" for the treatment of that dis-

ease. I am not privileged to sit with the mourners,
for almost from the moment of its birth I antici-

pated, predicted, and was prepared for its early

death. And yet, I wish to lay a flower upon its

grave because it was conceived in a scien-

tific spirit, the methods by which it was made were
equally scientific, and the reasoning that led to its

production was, so far as it went, perfectly sound.

But it went neither far enough nor deep enough.

If it had, it is highly probable that no claim of

specific virtue would have been made for the rem-

edy. If the etiology of hay fever comprised no

more than two factors—a predisposing idiosyncrasy

and an atmospheric excitant—there would have

been nothing illogical in the expectation that "pol-

lantin" might take its place beside the antitoxin of

diphtheria, but when we recognize the existence

and fully appreciate the nature of the systemic con-

dition that, it seems to me, forms a more or less

prominent background in every case of this disease,

we will not be surprised at the percentage of cases

that have been reported as but slightly improved or

absolutely unimproved. For many years I have be-

lieved that a fundamental disturbance of the nutri-

tive processes, of normal metabolism, if you please,

was responsible for the essential nervous element

in the causation of hay fever. So long as we have

a blood current contaminated with a number of

toxic materials, the products presumably of sub-

oxidation, so long are we almost certain to have
nerve centers that are poorly nourished, oversensi-

tive to disturbing influences, and of reduced power
to neutralize the effects of such influences. It

seems to be, at least in hay fever, the vasomotor
centers that are earliest and most markedly af-

fected, and when we have added to this not only

the idiosyncrasy, but possibly also a long precedent

intranasal lesion that has helped to make the pitui-

tary mucous membrane particularly intolerant of

any form of irritant, we have but to await the float-

ing of some variety of pollen or other obnoxious
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materia! within the nostrils to witness the speedy
evohition of tlie symptom complex of this disease.

If there is one fact connected with hay fever that,

to my mind, throws a stronger light upon its re-

mote causation than any other, it is that the affec-

tion is preeminently one of that class of people

who lead the strenuous rather than the simple life.

Why is it, may I ask, that these people have an
almost exclusive monopoly of what we are pleased
to term idiosyncrasies ? \\"hy is it that the laboring
class is practically exempt from this species of
afifliction? Is it not because of the facts that its

members go to bed with the chickens and rise with

the lark, that they have their three frugal meals
each day on the stroke of the clock, that, plain as it

is, their supply of food is more often inadequate

even to satisfy their appetites than to satiate them,
that each day's labor involves wholesome muscle
work that induces wholesome fatigue and brings

dreamless sleep, and that, finally, their brains and
nerves know nothing of emotional strain, of vault-

ing ambition, of crushing disappointment, or of

sleep-destroying passions of any kind? Is it not

possible, think you, that if, instead of fulfilling her
natural destiny, barefooted, short-skirted, uncor-
setted Maud Muller had married the Judge, if she

had flung aside her rake, had abandoned the cows
that she had milked, the churn that had helped to

make her broad of shoulder and deep of cliest. and
if she had substituted for these all the nerve shat-

tering follies and vices of the modern society

woman—Heaven forbid that I should attempt to

enumerate them !—might there not have come a

time and a condition, I ask you, when even the dim
memory of raking hay would have sufficed to throw
her into a paroxysm of sneezing? It may seem
useless to speculate about the nature of idiosyn-

crasies, but I have often thought that if we, as we
all of us do, have certain conscious likes and dis-

likes, is it not possible that we have others, also,

that are subconscious ^ Cannot our respective mu-
cous membranes, for instance, owing to some in-

dividual peculiarity of structure or innervation,

have certain antipathies of their own of which we
may be wholly unconscious until lowered vitality.

increased peripheral nerve irritability and lessened

central control permit them to emerge from the
obscurity of the back of the stage into the glare of

the limelight at the front? I have fancied that we
may either inherit or acquire in some way the

seeds of these idiosyncrasies, but that they may lie

fallow and inert until they are fertilized by and
spring into life and oftensive activity from a soil of

poisoned and debilitated nerves. What a sublimely
sanguine nature it must be, then, that still clings

to the hope that a remedy of specific power may
yet be discovered for hay fever! When a man so

qualified by exceptional experience and unimpeach-
able judgment as Holbrook Curtis commits him-
self to the statement that ''hay fever is a disorder
amenable to no specific treatment," it seems to me
that there is nothing left for the rest of us but to

accept his opinion and to finally abandon that fatu-

ous hope to which I have just alluded. And so,

upon my tributary wreath I would write the inscrip-

tion "Sic semper specifics." One more word rela-

tive to the treatment of this disease and I will take

my leave of it. With no lack of respect for the

profound laboratory studies that have dealt with
the secretions of the hay fever suflferer, I fail to

find in their results anj'thing that is of genuinely
practical value to us. It may be of some academic
interest to know that the sweat contains an excess
of something, that the tears that flow so abundantly

during the attack contain ton much or too little of

something else, or that the saliva, perhaps, shows

the presence of some material that is foreign to it,

but of infinitely greater importance is it to remem-
ber and to remove the basic ntttritive fault that is

accountable for such alterations. This is a matter,

I think; to which the maxim Immanciite causa 11011

cessabit effcctus is clearly applicable. Surely the

drug treatment of hay fever, from a curative point

of view, is utterly irrational and fallacious. Noth-

ing short of a drastic and radical reform of each

patient's personal hygiene can effect and maintain

the normality of the body tissues and secretions. I

speak feelingly because as an ex-victim of the dis-

ease of some years' standing, I am confident that if

I were to renounce systematic exercise and to re-

turn to indolence and the flesh-pots, the coming of

August would find me once more a refugee in some
mountainous region or upon the rag-weedless bosom
of the Atlantic. If I were asked, therefore, in.

which of the two places, the laboratory or the gym-
nasium, a cure for this disease were the more likely

to be found, you probably know what my answer
would be. To put it in a nutshell, it is my belief

that if a man takes care of his muscles, with all

that this implies, his nerves and vasomotor centers

will take care of themselves.

Another nasal neurosis very closely allied to hay

fever, in fact, almost identical with it syinptom-

atically, is that termed "rhinorrhoea spasmodica,'' or

"paro.xysmal sneezing." Pathologically, it seems

to be hay fever minus the latter's idiosyncrasy to

external irritants. The irritants of internal pro-

duction are no doubt precisely the same in the two
afYections, and in both, also, the secondary nervous

element is equally in evidence. This latter, how-
ever, in rhinorrhoea spasmodica is more often tem-

porary than temperamental. In other words, the

disturbance of vasomotor equilibrium is the result

in most of these cases of some accidental and tran-

sient stress of an emotional nature, and it is this

which may partially account for the absence of any
periodicity in connection with repeated attacks of

this disturbance. In illustration of this statement,

I may be permitted to refer briefly to three cases

that I have seen within the past two months, in

none of which could any evidence be found that

would justify the patient being regarded as either

an hereditary or an habitual neurotic, and in none
of which had there ever been a previous attack of

this nature. The first was a man of middle age
who was deeply involved in the stock market last

fall and who throughout the winter was compelled,

for want of margin, to let his holdings go one by
one until, with the coming of spring, he was as

much a nervous as a financial bankrupt. The sec-

ond, a woman who, during several weeks of her

child's critical illness, could scarcely be dragged
from its bedside. And, finally, a trained nurse

of rather frail physique who, for an unbroken
period of six weeks, had been vigilantly watching
a patient possessed of a suicidal mania. The
pathogenic fact that was common to these three

cases was a prolonged and flagrant violation of the

laws of personal hygiene relating to food, sleep, and
exercise, and the result, common also to all of them,

was a most pronounced impairment of nutrition and
of nervous vitality. Associated with the autotox-

emia and nutritive failure were both unusual phos-

phatic waste and defective elimination. Although
in each of them there was only such intranasal ab-

normality as would, under ordinary circumstances,

have produced no discomfort, yet aided and abetted

by the foregoing conditions it proved quite suffi-
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cient to induce indignant Nature to select the nose

as the medium for her protest.

In conclusion, gentlemen, I am going to recall to

your attention a third neurosis of the nose that has

its origin in disordered sexual functions. In the

first place, we are all familiar with the fact that

during the menstrual period not only is any coin-

cident affection of the female nose apt to be ag-

gravated, but even if it be normal it is often apt to

reflect to some extent the ovarian excitement. It

was perhaps his knowledge of this fact that led

Fliess to seek a cure for dysmenorrhea through the

cauterization of those areas in the nose that showed
most plainly the secondary hyperemia and hyperes-

thesia. Shortly after the publication of his obser-

vation in 1897, probably many of us through the

kindness of our obstetrical and gynecological friends

had opportunities for testing his conclusions, but I

must confess that the results of my own series of

cases developed little piore than the opinion on my
part that while in women functional derangement
of the pelvic viscera was capable of producing more
or less disturbance of the neurovascular mechanism
of the nasal mucosa, yet that the control of this

latter would have little or no appreciable effect

upon the former. Always excepting, of course, the
highly neurotic woman, and upon her there is

scarcely anything in the fields of medicine, surgery.
Christian science, or osteopathy that may not pro-
duce the most extraordinary cures. In close con-
nection with this, it is just barely possible that some
few of you may have a dim recollection of a paper
that I read at the semicentennial meeting of the
American Medical Association in 1897, concerning
the influence of sexual excitement upon the intra-

nasal circulation. The two cases that I then re-

ported have since been followed by manv others,
and could I conquer my aversion to hair-splitting

distinctions in the subclassification of disease tvpes,
I would venture to suggest to the author of the
ne.xt text-book on diseases of the nose that he de-
vote a section to "The Rhinitis oT the Newly-Mar-
ried," or, perhaps, "Floneymoon Rhinitis" would be
shorter and more euphuistic. 1 have not intro-
duced this subject in order to discuss its treatment,
because as a consistent bachelor I could scarcely
do otherwise than advocate preventive rather than
curative measures, but I refer to it once more sim-
ply to express the opinion that the cause of this
neurosis of the nose is as frequently overlooked or
viewed with the same indulgent indifference to-day
as it was ten years ago.

251 South Sixteenth Street.

PRELIMINARY NOTE ON THE TREAT-
MENT OF AMEBIC DYSENTERY AS

CONDUCTED ON THE ISTH-
MUS OF PANAMA.

By W. E. riEEKS, M.A., M.D..

CHIEF OF MEDICAL CLINIC. ANCON HOSPITAL, PANAMA.

It has not yet been determined that there is a
specific organism responsible for the symptom-
complex known as amebic dysentery. This lis,

however, either a specific ameba or some symbiotic
organism or condition which initiates the patho-
logical lesion. This may be some ulcer or injury
to the nuicosa, such a,'- might be caused by the
Trichoccphalus dispar which is so common in the
tropics. A variety of methods for the treatment
of the condition have been tried. Irrigations of
quinine, thymol, silver nitrate, boracic acid, etc.,

have been used. By the mouth, opiates, ipecac,

intestinal antiseptics, etc. All these methods, how-
ever, have proved to be of little or no value. The
present method which has given brilliant results

with rarely a fatality consists in what might be
called the rest supportive treatment. The patient

is put to bed, absolute rest is enjoined, a purely

milk diet is administered, and when great tenesmus
is present warm saline irrigations are given two or
three times daily. A preliminary dose of castor oil

is usually advisable. The only internal medication
which is given is the subnitrate of bisnuith, which
is administered in somewhat heroic doses, from a
dram to a dram and a half every three hours. In
the milder cases improvement begins in from three

to five days ; in the severer cases, in from ten to

fourteen days. The stools then lessen in number
and begin to form and in a comparatively short

time, one to three weeks, twelve to twenty-four
hours are passed without a movement. The diet is

then gradually increased and the bismuth lessened
in dosage. Usually the proteids, meat and eggs,

are the last to be added to the full dietary. In
from one to four weeks, depending upon the severity

of the case, the patients are perfectly well. It is

then well to give tonics and advise change of air

for a week or ten days longer so as to increase the

general resistance of the patient. If this be done
there is practically little danger of recurrence ; in

fact, the only recurrences are associated with some
conditions which again lower the general vitality

and resistance of the patient. In only two cases

during the past year has it been found necessary
to perform cecostomy in order to carry on irri-

gations.

I consider it bad practice to give irritating in-

jections, such as quinine, thymol, etc., which cannot
possibly reach the amebae in the submucous ulcers,

and I have even seen several instances in which the

use of such injections given to patients (the acci-

dental examination of whose stools had shown
amebae, but in whom no dysentery was present)
gave rise to attacks of true amebic dysentery.

Opiates are considered equally bad, as they tend
to retain the irritating discharges and further the

ulcerating process, although a preliminary hypo-
dermic of morphine and atropine is sometimes of
value.

Another feature which was observed in amebic
dysentery, particularly the severer cases, is the

condition of the skin, which loses its elasticity and
can be drawn up into folds which will persist for

a longer or shorter time, very slowly returning to

the normal. It has a doughy feel, sotnewhat myxoid
in character. When present it indicates a grave
condition, though recoveries do take place even
then. This condition of the skin has been noted
particularly in grave abdominal conditions of dif-

ferent kinds, and if present when tubercle bacilli

are found in the sputum indicates the involveiuent
of the abdominal viscera. It also occurs in severe

cases of typhoid fever and carcinoma of the abdom-
inal viscera. The clinical significance of this skin

condition has not been absolutely determined.

Charitable Bequests.—The will of the late

Mrs. F. R. Halsey, which was filetl recently, pro-

vides for the gift of $5,000 to the Stony Wold Sana-
torium, of $50,000 to St. Thomas' Church for the

exclusive use of the Halsey Day Nursery, and of

-Sicooo to Flower Hospital. The Pittsfield House
of Mercy Hospital receives $26,000 under the will

of the late Franklin W. Russell of Pittsfield, Mass.,
and the Pittsfield Nurses' Association, $5,000.
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LEUCOCYTE EXTRACTS IN THERAPEU-
TICS.

One of the greatest disappointments in medicine

has been the failure to find a specific remedy for

each of the infectious diseases. When, in spite of

much scepticism and obstinate opposition even in

the face of facts, the value of antitoxin in the treat-

ment of diphtheria was indubitably established, it

was confidently believed that it would be only a

matter of time, and of very short time, before an

antitoxin would be found for every bacillary dis-

ease. The disappointment came when it was dis-

covered that the mechanism of all infectious proc-

esses was by no means the same and that it was

only in the case of diseases in which the morbid

phenomena were produced by diflusible toxins that

an efficacious antitoxin could be prepared. The
other diseases, in which the poisonous products were

found, or assumed, to be chiefly endotoxins, re-

mained intractable to specific treatment. So those

who still believed in therapeutics continued to treat

pneumonia and typhoid fever in the old way with

more or less success, and the therapeutic nihilists

acted upon the "self-limited" theory with no suc-

cess at all.

According to the more generally accepted theo-

ries, the natural cure of microparasitic diseases is

effected in one of two ways—by the action of anti-

bodies thrown off in excess by the cells, and there-

fore free in the body fluids, or by the phagocytic

action of the leucocytes. The first-named method is

effective in the case of diseases due to the presence

of microorganisms which excrete soluble to.xms, but

in the second class of diseases, those in which the

symptoms are assumed to be due to poisoning by

endotoxins, the body fluids are less protective, and

the organism is defended by the intervention of the

leucocytes. The phagocytic action of the leucocytes

in these cases is assumed to be effected by means

of internal secretions, digestive and antitoxic, which

act only upon the ingested bacteria and are not

thrown out into the blood stream. Starting from

this hypothesis. Dr. Philip Hanson Hiss (Journal of

Medical Research, November, 1908) conceived the

idea of extracting these protective substances from

the white cells and introducing them in a free state

into infected animals. If his assumption were cor-

rect these substances should then act in protecting

not only the leucocytes, exhausted in their struggle

against an overwhelming host of the invading mi-

crobes, but also the more specialized cells exposed to

attack through the failure of the leucocytes.

The theory was tested in a number of experi-

ments and the results were quite confirmatory of

Hiss's assumption. E.xtracts of leucocytes from
normal rabbits were injected into a number of an-

imals suffering severely from infection by staphylo-

cocci, pneumococci, typhoid bacilli, or meningococci.

Some of the animals died, but many survived in-

fections fatal to the control animals in 36 hours,

even though the injection of the leucocyte extracts

was delayed as late as 24 hours after inoculation.

The immediate eflrect was, in certain of the experi-

ments, rather disquieting, for the animals receiving

treatment often became sicker than the controls

;

this, however, was for a short time only, and chiefly

in typhoid and meningococcic infections, and the

good effects were almost immediately shown by a

decided fall in temperature and a return to normal
of the animal's weight. This primary increase in

the symptoms of intoxication might indicate that

the leucocyte extract had a bacteriolytic action, the

consequent liberation of endotoxins increasing the

toxemia, but the rapid fall in temperature and the

quick return to normal weight led the experimenters

to believe rather that the principal substance at

work is one active in neutralizing bacterial poisons.

This was shown more strikingly in a further

series of experiments made by Drs. Zinsser and
Hiss, who injected leucocyte extracts intraperitone-

ally into guinea-pigs infected simultaneously with

the vibrio of Asiatic cholera or with the pneumo-
coccus. In these experiments it was curious to note

that, although the animal receiving the leucocyte

extract seemed well, eating and running about as

usual, while the control was crouching in a corner

of the cage with ruffled fur, showing extreme weak-
ness, nevertheless there was a remarkable similarity

in the exudates in both cases, and there was nothing

to show that the bacteria were either immediately

destroyed or even greatly hindered in their growth
by the injected extracts; there was also no immedi-

ate change in the degree of phagocytosis taldng

place. In other words, the infection ran its en irse,

but no untoward symptoms were produced because

the toxins were seemingly neutralized as soon as

elaborated.

The results of these animal experiments were so

satisfactory that Drs. Hiss and Zinsser were en-

couraged to test the therapeutic worth of leucocyte

extracts in man. The cases in which the experi-

ments were made upon which the report is based

numbered 32 ; of these 24 were epidemic meningitis,

seven were pneumonia, and one was a chronic pneu-

mococcus empyema. We cannot here go into the

details of these experiments, all of which are re-

ported, together with the animal experiments re-

ferred to, in the Journal of Medical Research for

November, 1908, but will note only the results. Of
the 24 patients with cerebrospinal meningitis, 14 were

discharged cured without sequela;, eight died, and

two left the hospital during treatment and before

the outcome could be foretold with any certainty.

Of seven cases in which treatment was begun dur-

ing the first week of the disease complete recovery

without sequelae occurred in all. The seven patients

with pneumonia and the one with pneumococcus em-

pyema all recovered, but so of course might any seven

consecutive cases of pneumonia, and the number
is too small to warrant any very positive conclusions
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as to the value ui leucoc3te extracts in this disease.

Xevertheless the uniformly favorable outcome, to-

gether with the results of the animal experiments,

offers considerable encouragement for a continu-

ance of the trials. Furthermore, even in these few

cases, the uniformity with which the temperature fell

and the subjective symptoms were improved after

the injection of the leucocyte juice seemed to indi-

cate cause and effect rather than coincidence. One
would certainly not be accused of undue optimism in

agreeing with the authors in their modest conclusion

that "all these changes give the impression, at least,

that we are dealing with an agent which further clin-

ical tests will not unlikely prove of definite thera-

peutic value."

MEDICAL PRACTICE IX NEW YORK.

A DISCUSSION was started recently in the columns of

the New York Times, by a writer signing himself

"Emdee," on the difficulty encountered by the re-

cent graduate in medicine in establishing himself

in practice in this city. The writer lifts the veil of

anonymity so far as to announce that he is a "week-

ly editorial writer on one of the oldest medical jour-

nals in New York," by which we suppose he means

the New York Medical Journal, but this fact does

not, as he seems to think it does, prove his asser-

tion that "the medical journals studiously avoid

nearly everything relating to the financial part of a

physician's work"—a statement he could not have

made had he had the privilege of reading the ^Ied-

ICAL Record for any considerable period. The finan-

cial side of medical practice has been frequently

discussed in this journal, both in signed communi-

cations and editorially.

There is nothing new in the fact that a young

professional man without influence or a settled in-

come finds it very difficult to range himself in New
York, or any other large city. "Emdee" seems, how-

ever, to think that there is, and asks what the mat-

ter is with the profession of medicine, his question

being prompted by the fact that "many excellent and

cultured physicians are still struggling along after

ten years of active attempt to practise in New York
City." The matter with the profession of medicine

here is simply that there are too many doctors for

the amount of work to be done—the supply is

greater than the demand.

Why the demand is not greater is another ques-

tion. One reason is that the dispensaries and hos-

pitals treat a great many persons who could very

well afford to pay a moderate fee. Another reason

is that the Board of Health does a great deal of

work, such as vaccination, without charge, much of

which would be done for compensation by the physi-

cians of the city if the Board of Health did :iot do it.

Still another reason is to be found in the "club

practice" so common in certain sections of the city,

in which medical treatment is secured for a ridicu-

lously small annual fee. The last two factors are

not so strong as the first, for while the Board of

Health work and the "clubs" take away or keep

away more or less "business" that would otherwise

go to the private practitioner, they also give work at

a definite salary to a number of medical men who
would else go to swell the ranks of the feeless phy-
sicians.

But even with the ileiiiand much greater than it is,

the supply would still be too large to meet it. The

proportion of physicians to the general population

is probably greater in New York City than any-

where else in the country. In the United States,

for example, taking the estimated population of the

Census Bureau for 1908 as a basis, there is one

licensed physician to every 709 persons ; in New
York State there is one to 672, and in New York

City one to only 653. It has been estimated that the

physician in general practice must have a clientele of

750 persons, or 150 families, to support himself and

his family in comfort and in the style of cultured

persons of moderate means in his own class, so if

this estimate is accurate the New York doctor is

short an average of 100 patients, and many of course

are further behind than that. Conditions are better

in Connecticut, where there is but one physician to

754 persons, but even there the Times correspondent

would probably find it difficult to make a living

unless he was more willing to get down to hard

work and "scratch gravel" than he appears to be in

the letter of complaint to which we have referred.

A New Wrinkle in Ether Induction.

Perhaps the greatest single factor in diminishing

the danger of anesthesia of whatever character is

the use of as little anesthetic as is necessary to pro-

duce unconsciousness to pain or abolish the reflexes

of the patient. The administration of narcotics

before anesthesia is one of the methods adopted to

reach this end while all improvements in the tech-

nique of narcosis aim at a similar result. To these

two inethods Klapp had recently added a third,

namely, the artificial diminution of the circulating

blood during anesthesia by stopping the circulation

in the extremities with the help of elastic bandages.

Experimental work on animals has uniformly shown
that such diminution of the circulating blood enables

the production of anesthesia with a much smaller

amount of the anesthetic, while the awakening from
unconsciousness very rapidly follows the admission

of the circulating blood to the vessels of the ex-

tremities. Dr. zur Verth had an opportunity to trj'

this method in Bier's clinic in Berlin, and reports

very favorably upon it in the liliiiichencr medisin-

ische Wacheuse hrift for November 17, 1908. He
administered anesthetics in over one hundred cases

after preliminary bandaging of the lower extremi-

ties ; the arms were never cut oft' from the circula-

tion because of the greater danger of injury to the

nerves in the upper extremities. The results fully

bore out the data of experimental work: Less anes-

thetic was used in all these cases than usually, strong

individuals being easily anesthetized by means of the

ether drop method ; the recovery from anesthesia

followed almost immediately the removal of the

bandages from the legs; no injurious after-effects

were noted. Besides these manifest advantages of

the new method one more is mentioned by zur Verth.

the possibility, namely, of performixig what inay be

called autotransfusion in case of any accidents dur-

ing anesthesia : in case of chloroform especially the

blood of the extremities rich in carbonic acid gas

may act as a powerful physiological stimulus to the

respiratory centers that are so powerfully depressed

bv this narcotic. Further trial with this limitation

of the circulating blood in anesthesia will be awaited

with interest proportionate to the importance of any
logical proposal aimed at the diminution of the risks

that are ever present in the administration of

anesthetics.
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The Cause of Peristalsis.

The English physiologist. Starling, has increased our

knowledge of the interdependence of organs by
showing that not only nervous stimuli serve to con-

nect the functions of one organ with another but

that in addition certain specific chemical substances

exert a similar action. These substances or "hor-

mones" are produced by an organ in the beginning

of its physiological activity and reach other organs

by way of the blood, thus insuring a proper syn-

chronism or sequence of action. Thus, secretin is

such a hormone having a specific stimulating action

upon the pancreas. The well-known changes that

take place in the mainmary glands of animals in the

beginning of pregnancy are likewise occasioned by

the presence of a specific hormone in the blood ; in

proof of this Starling has succeeded in producing

similar changes in the mammary glands of virgin

rabbits by injecting into their blood extracts of very

young fetuses. In the Berliner kliuische IVochen-

schrift for November 16, 1908, Zuelzer reports the

discovery of a new hormone, a substance, namely,

that excites peristalsis. This substance was obtained

from the mucosa of the stomach at the height of

digestive activity ; when injected into the blood-

stream it quickly caused a peristaltic movement of

the intestines simulating in every particular the nor-

mal action, and ending with the expulsion of fecal

masses from the rectum. All animals that were

examined by Zuelzer showed the presence of this

specific substance, an interesting detail being the

existence of the hormone in only one of the four

stomachs of a ruminant. It may be that the discov-

ery of Zuelzer will prove of use in the therapy of

gastrointestinal disorders ; it certainly suggests that

there may be a cause for chronic constipation not

considered in the present theories of the etiology of

this condition.

The North American's .Apology to Dr. Knopf.

In the course of a discussion which took place dur-

ing the meeting of the National .Association for the

Study and Prevention of Tuberculosis in 1907, Dr.

S. A. Knopf of this city remarked that he would

not hesitate to give a dying consumptive morphine

to relieve his pain and distress. A reporter of The
Xorth American of Philadelphia distorted this re-

mark into a plea for what the newspapers miscall

euthanasia, that is hastening the patient's death,

and the paper published the charge with scare

heads, adding that these remarks were so hotly

disputed that the meeting broke up in confusion.

When the falsity of this report was brought to the

attention of the editor of the offending journal he

refused to retract or correct the accusation, and

Dr. Knopf thereupon brought suit against the pa-

per. After much wriggling The North Avierican,

rather than be mulcted in heavy damages, as it was
evident it had no case, has now^ published a com-
plete retraction and made apologj' to the injured

physician. "This report." it says in its issue of

November 29, "did Dr. Knopf a great injustice.

The alleged confusion following the doctor's re-

marks had its existence only in the imagination of

the reporter, and the authorized version of the

speech, as the same appears in the official report

of the proceedings of the Association, shows that

he did not advise that morphine should be admin-

istered in quantities so large as to hasten death,

but only for the purpose of relieving pain, which

is the general practice of physicians.'" We con-

gratulate Dr. Knopf upon his success in bringing

to terms the promulgators of this false report.

What is the Matter with the Chicago
Doctors ?

The \\'eekly Bulletin of the Chicago Department
of Health for November 28 says : "The medical
profession is sufifering from overcrowding. The
condition is patent. They are writhing under it,

and they grasp at remedies. It is unfortunate that

this small group hit upon contagion in their blind

groping and narrow view. The community de-

mands protection. Each year sees the standard
higher. Now that politicians, the clergy, and all

society is enlisting to fight preventable diseases, it

is unfortunate that even a small group of doctors
should enlist under other banners. Of course, the

medical profession in the main is for the right now,
as always." This is terrible, and mysterious as

well. Are the Chicago doctors spreading contagion
in order to make patients? If not, what are they

doing? The Three Guardsmen, Lieutenants U. S.

A. Medical Corps Reserve, who conserve the mor-
als of the A. M. A., should get busy.

Tuberculosis Exhibit.—The exhibit at the Mu-
seum of Natural History, New York, has proved
verj' popular, and already many thousands have
viewed it. An interesting meeting was that on the

evening of December 4, when the physicians of the

cit\- were addressed by Dr. Simon Flexner. who
spoke of the possibility of securing immunity against

tuberculosis, and by others. The following is the

official record of attendance for the first week, be-

ginning Monday, November 30. the day the exhibit

opened: Monday, 10,068; Tuesday, 14,199; \N'ednes-

day, 13,919; Thursday, 14,102; Friday, 18.141 ; Sat-

urday, 29,809: Sunday. 43.713. Total. 143,951.

A Renewed Antivivisection Campaign.—The
Committees on Legislation ( Frank Van Fleet, Chair-
man) and on Experimental Medicine (Joseph D.
Bryant, Chairman; John G. Curtis, Secretary), of
the Medical Society of the State of New York, have
issued the following notice to the practitioners of
medicine of the State of New York: "The Society
for the Prevention and Abuse in Animal Experi-
mentation last year caused to be introduced into

the Legislature of this State a bill seriously restrict-

ing experiments on living animals. The above
named society now enters the field again and pro-

poses another bill of the same general character
as that of last year. The Medical Society of the

State, through its committees on legislation and ex-
perimental medicine, successfully opposed the pas-
sage of last year's measure. Acting under the reso-

lution referring to animal experimentation, which
was passed at the last annual meeting of the State
Society, its committees on legislation and experi-
mental medicine will oppose the passage of the pro-
posed bill. We therefore urge all members of the
medical profession to disapprove the measure and
on its introduction into the Legislature, to work in

all legitimate ways for its defeat. Specific objec-
tions to it will be presented later."

Faculty Changes at Columbia.—Two retire-

ments from the Faculty of the College of Physi-
cians and Surgeons, Columbia Cniversity, New
York, have just been announced. The Professor
of PhysiologA', Dr. John G. Curtis, and the Pro-
fessor of Patholog}-, Dr. T. Mitchell Prudden. have
resigned to take effect on July i, 1909. Prof. Curtis
is the senior member of the Faculty, his connection
with the college dating back to 1870. Dr. Prudden
was appointed the first professor of pathology in
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1897. his connection with tlie college having begun

in 1878.

Birth Rate in New York.—The recent alarming
statements in regard to the birth rate in the United

States have called forth a counter statement to the

effect that the birth rate in New York is remark-

ably high, far exceeding the death rate. It is

thought that the foreign-born population with its

large families is to be credited with this keeping

up of the rate.

Reception to Delegates.—The delegates to the

annual convention of Sanitary Officers of New
York State, held at Albany last week, were received

by Governor Hughes in the Executive Chamber on
December 2, being introduced by Commissioner
Porter. Governor Hughes, in addressing the dele-

gates, said that questions of public health were des-

tined to receive a great deal more attention in the

next few years than they had in the past, since the

great importance of preventing the spread of infec-

tion and disease was becoming more widely real-

ized.

Typhoid Fever in Pennsylvania.—A serious

epidemic of typhoid fever has been reported froin

Reading, Pa., where over four hundred persons are

said to be ill of the disease. The State Board of

Health has been called upon to aid in overcoming
the epidemic, which is thought to be due entirely to

the unfiltered and unwholesome water furnished to

the citv from Maiden Creek.

War on Diphtheria.—After a separation of a

quarter of a century, the Health and Police de-

partments of the city of Chicago have been reunited

in an offensive and defensive alliance for a perpetual

war on disease in general and ten years' war on

diphtheria in particular. The new scheme of oper-

ation provides for the keeping of culture tubes

and antitoxin at the police stations. A physician

reporting a case of diphtheria will receive a culture

tube through a policeman. After the culture is

taken the police will forward it to the laboratory

for examination, and will notify the physician of

the result and of the amount of antitoxin which
the examination has determined to be necessary.

Cancer Research.—An investigation into the

cause of cancer and its possible prevention and
cure has been begun in the College of Physicians

and Surgeons, New York, under the direction of

a committee consisting of Dr. Samuel \V. Lambert,
Dean, Dr. William J. Gies, Professor of Biological

Chemistry, Dr. Philip Hanson Hiss, Jr., Professor
of Bacteriolog\% Dr. Francis Carter Wood, Pro-
fessor of Clinical Pathology, Dr. Gary N. Calkins,

Professor of Protozoology, and Dr. Eugene H.
Pool, Instructor in the Department of Surgerv.

Death of a Centenarian.—Catherine Van Allen,

the oldest resident of Oneida County, New York,
died recently at the age of 102 years. Pier father

was a full-blooded Alohawk Indian, and her mother
a mixture of Indian and negro. One of her uncles

was said to have lived to be 115 years old.

Open Air Schools.—London is experimenting
with open air schools, the session being from June
I to October 31. Last summer the appropriation

provided for only one, but its success was so great

that next year three schools will be in session.

Seventy-five children will be accommodated in each.

Shelter is provided for unpleasant weather as well

as for a part of each day, but the greater part of
the time is to be spent in the open. The physical

improvement among the children attending the

school last summer was said to be very inarked.

The pupils are from the poorer classes and most
of them are quite small ; they have their meals at

the school and spend the entire day there.

Blaze in Hospital.—A small fire in the base-

ment of the building occupied by the New York
Medical College and Hospital for Women was pre-

vented from becoming serious by the good work of

the superintendent, physicians, and nurses, and the

thirty-five patients in the hospital were not alarmed.

Fees at Bellevue.—The rule of Bellevue Hos-
pital to charge $1.50 a day to any patient who has

more than $50 in his possession when he is ad-

mitted, has again been called in question, and a bill

is to be introduced in the next Legislature provid-

ing that residents of the city admitted to Bellevue

and the Allied Hospital shall be treated free of

charge, and that no money in the possession of these

patients shall be taken from them and charged to

treatment. The rule was adopted two years ago to

prevent persons able to pay from getting free treat-

ment. The city charter already provides for the

reception into the hospital of persons not residents

of the city and the payment by them of such sums
as may be fixed upon by the Board of Trustees.

Hebrew Infant Asylum.—Plans have been filed

with the building department for the new home of

the Hebrew Orphan Asylum, which is to be erected

on a plot at Aqueduct Avenue and Kingsbridge
Road, New York. The building will be four stories

high, of ornamental brick and stone, with a front-

age of 169 feet and a depth of 102 feet, and will

cost S320.000.

The Chicago Presbyterian Hospital Annex was
formally opened last week. The buildings dedicated

were the private pavilion and a large powerhouse.
The latter will greatly increase the efficiency of

the whole hospital, and the private rooms in the

new annex are expected to furnish enough revenue
to enable the hospital to nearly double its free list.

The private pavilion is six stories high, of the most
modern brick, steel, and reinforced concrete sani-

tary construction, and with the latest conveniences.

One of its features is the sun parlor on the roof,

half of which is enclosed in glass and half open, so
that patients may enjoy the sun in any kind of
weather.

New York Red Cross.—The New York State
Branch of the American National Red Cross at its

annual meeting on November 24, elected the fol-

lowing officers for the ensuing year: President,
William Gary Sanger; Vice-President, Elihu Root;
Secretary, I\Irs. William Kinnicutt Draper ; Treas-
urer, Jacob H. Schifif; Exectitive Committee, the

Governor of the State, C. H. Dodge, G. C. Boldt,

Samuel Woolverton, W. C. Reick, R. W. De Forest,

Gherardi Davis, Mrs. T. R. French, Mrs. John Bird-
sail, and Mrs. F. H. Potter. The Branch adopted
the Red Cross Christmas stamp as a means of rais-

ing funds for its peace work among patients with
tuberculosis, and recommended its general use.

New Medical Association.—Plans are under
way for the organization of a Northwest Associa-
tion to meet in Seattle in July of next year, and to

comprise approximately 1,500 physicians who are
members of the State Associations of Washington.
Oregon, Idaho, and British Columbia. The Alaska-
Yukon-Pacific Exposition, to be held in Seattle next
summer, will draw large numbers of people to that

city, and add greatly to the interest of the meetings
of the Association.

Dr. Charles J. Finlay, since 1902 chief of the
Department of Sanitation in Havana, Cuba, has
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requested to be retired from active service on ac-

count of his advanced age, and has been appointed

by Governor Magoon, honorary chief of the depart-

rnent in recognition of his services. Through the

French ^Minister he has also been decorated with

the Order of the Legion of Honor in recognition

of his discovery of the role of the stegomyia mos-

quito in the propagation of yellow fever.

Last Medicine Man.—Hut-cho Xu-pah, last of

the medicine men of the Five Tribes, died recently

in Oklahoma at the age of 95 years. The influence

of this old Indian, who was supposed to possess

supernatural healing powers, was so great that even

when he was condemned to death on the capture of

his faction during the rebellion among the Creeks

in 880, no one could be found to be his executioner.

With his adherents dead and himself in prison, he

was able to compel the election of a friend as chief.

and received a pardon. There are no more med-
icine men in the Five Tribes.

The Annual Plea for the Army Canteen.— 1

'.rig-

Gen. George B. Davis, Judge Advocate General of

the Army, in his annual report indirectly recom-

mends the reestablishment of the canteen. lie

says: "The operation of the act of February 2,

1901, prohibiting the sale of beer in any post ex-

change, has undoubtedly caused the location near

military reservations of resorts for the .sale of in-

toxicating liquors, and which pander to the appe-

tites and passions of those enlisted men who, large-

ly by reason of the prohibition in question, frequent

the same. These resorts arc beyond the control of

the military authorities and their presence near the

military posts is highly detrimental to military dis-

cipline. From an examination of the evidence in

general courts-martial trials made by this office,"

he continues, "it is evident that a large percentage

of the offenses, although not charged as drunken-

ness, is either directly or indirectly traceable to the

use of intoxicating liquors."

The American National Red Cross.— .\t the

annual meeting of the Red Cross Society in Wash-
ington on December 8. Mr. Taft was unanimously
reelected president. Mrs. Russell Sage and Dr.

Louis Klopsch were elected honorary members.
Officers for the ensuing year were elected as fol-

lows : President, William H. Taft; Vice-President,

R. W. De Forest of New York; Treasure^, Beek-
man Winthrop, Assistant Secretary of the Treas-

ury ; Counselor, Henry M. Hoyt, United States

Solicitor General : Secretary, Charles L. Magee.

The Brookfield (Mass.) Medical Club, at its

regular meeting at \\'est Brookfield on November
18, elected the following officers for the ensuing

year: President, Dr. A. F. Peck; Vice-President.

Dr. Lawrence T. Newhall, Brookfield; Secretary

and Treasurer. Dr. W. J. Heffner, Gilbertville; E.v-

ccutive Committee, Dr. ]\L W. Pearson, Ware ; Dr.

Charles A. Blake, West Brookfield, Dr. \. H.
Prouty, North Brookfield.

The Whitman County (Wash.) Medical So-

ciety, at its annual meeting on November 16,

elected the following officers: President. Dr. W. B.

Palamountain : Vice-President. Dr. A. J. Nelson

;

Secretary and Treasurer, Dr. Else.

The Stratford County (N. H.) Medical Society,

at its one hundredth annual meeting, held at Dover
on October 29, elected the following officers : Pres-

ident, Dr. Lewis W. Flanders, Dover; Vice-Presi-

dent. Dr. T. J. Dougherty, Somersworth ; Secretary,

Dr. H. O. Chesley, Dover; Treasurer, Dr. A. N.

Smith, Dover.

The Pasadena Branch of the Los Angeles

(Cal.) Medical Society held its annual meeting on

November 16, at which the following officers were

elected : President, Dr. A. T. Newcomb : Secretary,

Dr. J. E. Janes.

The Fifth District Medical Society of Ohio at

its fifth annual meeting on November 16, in Cin-

cinnati, elected the following officers for the ensuing

year: President. Dr. Hugh Death, Franklin, O.

;

Vice-President, Dr. J. C. Larkin, Hillsboro, O., and

Secretary, Dr. John IMiller, Cincinnati.

The Late Dr. Henry Denton Nicoll.—The Med-
ical Board of the Woman's Hospital, at a recent

meeting, adopted the following minute and res-

olution: "In the recent death of Dr. Nicoll on

October 26 at New Windsor, New York, in the

sixty-fifth year of his life, there has been removed

from the medical profession of New York City

one of its leading practitioners. His active work

in the Woman's Hospital, with which he was con-

nected for thirty years as visiting surgeon and as

consulting surgeon, also his valuable services in the

organization and administration of the New York

Infant Asylum, will make his loss keenly felt by

both of these institutions. During the last few

years of his life Dr. Nicoll had to an extent retired

from active practice, though still giving unstintingly

to the above institutions his mature counsel and

warm interest. During these later years he enthusi-

astically joined with others in the vicinity of his

country home at New Windsor, New York, in sur-

rounding the young men and young women ot that

locality with elevating and refining influences. In

such a capacity he was the President of the Law
and Order League of New Windsor Township, and
in the village of Moodna, near his country home, he

built a chapel, the center of the practical uphiting

and of the moral work of the community.
"Resolved, That in the death of Dr. Nicoll the

Woman's Hospital has lost one who uniformly

placed its interests above that of self, considering

at all times its welfare.

"That in the loss of his prudent, conservative

counsel the Medical Board feel deeply his death and
recognize that in his faithful administration of the

office of President it has lost a devoted friend, a

wise adviser and one whose influence has been and
will be felt throughout the Hospital.

"That as a small token of our love and adinira-

tion for our colleague, we present this to the Gov-
erning Board of the Hospital and direct that a copy

be sent to the Medical Journals of New York City

for publication, and also to the family of Dr. Nicoll.

"(Signed) Clement Cleveland, B. McE. Em-
met, P. F. Chambers, J. Riddle

Goffe, LeRoy Broun, Austin

Flint, Jr."

Obituary Notes.— Dr. William Whitfield
Miller, Assistant Surgeon, LI. S. Public Health and
Marine-Hospital Service, died of typhoid fever in

Providence Hospital, Washington, November 24,

1908, after an illness of eight weeks. He was bom
at Water Valley, Miss., June 26, 1880. He studied

medicine in the Medical Department of the Univer-
sity of Virginia, and received his degree in 1901.

After graduation he took a special course in pathol-

ogy at Harvard University. Later he went to New
York and was assistant in bacteriology in Columbia
University, and assistant pathologist in Roosevelt

Hospital. SubsequetUly he served for two years

on the resident staff of that hospital. In 1905 he

went to Memphis to engage in private practice, and
was demonstrator of pathology at the College of
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Physicians and Surgeons in that city. Dr. INIiller

was commissioned an Assistant Surgeon in the U.

S. PubHc Health and Marine-Hospital Service Sep-

tember 4, 1906. In August, 1907, he was as-

signed to the Hygienic Laboratory of the Public

Health and Marine-Hospital Service, Washington,

D. C. In connection with the investigation of the

origin and prevalence of typhoid fever in the Dis-

trict of Columbia he made many of the bacterio-

logical examinations of water and milk, and during

the last summer made over a thousand bacteriolog-

ical examinations in the search lor bacillus car-

riers. He discovered a pathogenic hemogregarine

in the blood of white rats, and described its life

cycle and the mechanism of infection by the digest-

ive tract. A preliminary note of this discovery was

published in the weekly Public Health Reports,

July 24, 1908. The completed work forms Hygien-

ic Laboratory Bulletin No. 46. Dr. Miller was mar-

ried in 1906, and leaves a widow and infant daugh-

ter. Personally he was modest, had an exception-

ally winning and lovable disposition, and commanded
the respect and affectionate regard of those with

whom he was intimately associated.

Dr. John T. Wheeler, Director of the Division

of Communicable Diseases of the New York State

Department of Health, died at his home in Chatham,

N. Y., on December 3, aged 58 years. Dr. Wheeler

was graduated from Bellevue Medical College in

1876. He was vice-president of the State Medical

Society, and a member of the local Board of Educa-

tion, on which he had served for twenty-seven

years.

Dr. Louis P. Knapp of Hackensack, N. J., died

at his home on December 3, after a short illness.

Dr. Knapp was born in 1868, and was graduated

from the College of Physicians and Surgeons. New
York, in 1891, after which he studied in Berlin

and Heidelberg.

Dr. Ella A. Jennings of Brooklyn, New York,

well known as an editor, author, and lecturer, died

on November 30, at the King's County Hospital. Dr.

Jennings, who was by birth a Canadian, received

her medical education in New York, graduating in

1878. Shortly after she founded the Provident Dis-

pensaries which during the time they were in exist-

ence treated more than half a million patients. For

a number of years she also edited the magazine,

Humanity and Life, and lectured on health sub-

jects.

Dr. Frank L. Adams of Oakland, California,

died suddenly on November 20, of angina pectoris,

aged 50 years. Dr. Adams was graduated from
Cooper Medical College, San Francisco, in 1883, and
after one year in a hospital, began the practice of

medicine in Oakland. He was one of the founders,

president, and professor of clinical surgery of the

Oakland College of Medicine and Surgery, a mem-
ber of the American Medical Association and of the

Medical Society of the State of California, and pres-

ident of the Oakland Board of Health.

Dr. John Homer of Newburyport, Massachus-
etts, died at his home on November 24, aged 72
years. Dr. Homer was graduated from Har\'ard

Medical College in 1865, and was a member of the

^lassachusetts State Medical Association and of the

State Pharmaceutical Association.

Dr. Walter A. Bacon of Central Falls, R. I.,

died in Pawtucket on November 22, after a long ill-

ness, in his thirty-sixth year.

Dr. John C. Hupp of Wheeling, West Virginia,

died at his home on November 18, aged 88 years.

Dr. Hupp was graduated from Jefferson Medical
College, Philadelphia, in 1847. He was a member

of the American Aledical Association, and of the

State Society, city physician, and secretary of the

Wheeling Board of Health in 1864; president of

the Ohio County Board of Supervisors from 1863 to

1866; a member of the district Board of Education

from 1873 to 1879, and consulting physician to the

city hospital.

Dr. George R. Gr.vham of Baltimore, Maryland,
died on November 19 of pneumonia, aged 64 years.

Dr. Graham was graduated from the University of

Maryland in 1883, and was a member of the Med-
ical and Chirurgical Faculty of Maryland, a veteran

of the Civil War, and a member of the Board of

United States Pension Examiners of Baltimore
since 1889.

GlarrFspunrJfiirr.

THE FOURTH IINIPORTANT SYMPTOM IN
EXOFHTH.^LMIC GOITER.

To THE Editor of the Medical Record :

Sir:—In addition to the three chief symptoms that
are regarded as pathognomonic of e.xophthahnic goiter,
there is a fourth whose presence is no less constant
than the three now generally recognized and which are
as follows: (a) the swelling at the root of the neck:
(b) the protrusion of the eyeballs; (c) the cardiac irri-

tability, often very marked.
This fourth manifestation was first observed and de-

scribed by Dr. Louise Fisk-Bryson of New York as
far back as 18S8. and the only reference to it in tlie

literature that has come to my notice is found in Dana's
work on "Nervous Diseases."
This symptom is inability on the part of the patient

to expand the chest under forced inspiration more thai*

three-quarters of an inch to an inch. Since my atten
tion was first called to the matter, about eighteen years
ago, I have had occasion to put it to the test in more
than tliirty well-marked cases—many of these being at

the Craig Colon}' for Epileptics—and it has been n

distinct feature in every case without e.xception. The
most recent case was that of an Italian woman of about
40 years, who was referred to me by Dr. Julius Frieden-
wald of this city. Careful measurement next the skin
showed three-quarters of an inch expansion only.

Among the thirty odd cases the greatest expansion
was iJ4 inches.

Baltimore, Mn.
^\ILLIAM P. SpRATLING, M.D.,

Professor of Nervous Diseases,

College of Physicians and Surgeons.

OUR LONDON LETTER.
(From Our Special Correspondent.)

NAVAL REPORT—MITCHELL BANKS LECTURE—EXTENSIVE OPERA-
TIONS FOR CANCER—CULTURES OF LACTIC .\CID BACILLI

—

TRELOAR cripples' HOME—ALBUMIN -\ND RENAL DISEASES

—

SLEEPING SICKNESS.
London. November 20, 1908.

The "Blue Book," dealing with the health of the
navy for 1907, was issued last week, and shows further
improvement on that of the previous year. The average
loss of service has fallen to 10.46 days per man. The
total cases of disease and injury are 85.23 per 1,000 les^

than the average for live years. There was a marked
decrease of malarial cases, partly due to the use of
mosquito curtains and the prophylactic use of quinine
in malarial districts. An investigation of ear cases was
made in the home division to see if a connection with
gun fire could be traced. Though the result was nega-
tive as far as disability goes, it is remarked that it ha^
been previously shown that a certain degree of deaf-
ness or a decrease in the acuteness of hearing, espe-
cially in a crowd, is noticeable among men who have
been exposed to the shock of gun fire, and this greater
in proportion to the duration of the fire. Officers and
men should, therefore, the report says, as far as prac-
ticable, take advantage of one of the methods of

ear protection now in use. On this I may remark that

the facts may be added to those which are employed
to urge the abatement of noises in our large towns.
The Mitchell Banks memorial lecture was delivered

on the 3d inst. by Mr. Henry Morris, president of the

Royal College of Surgeons, on the council of which
the subject of the memorial lecture served for eight
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years. The name of Mitchell Banks is known wherever
modern surgeons are found. Those who knew him
well speak of his attractive personality, his impres-
sive earnestness as a teaclfer and remarkable attainments.

Your readers will remember ,his address at Montreal
in 1S97, when his views on cancer had been accepted
by those who long opposed them, and accepted cor-

diallj' when oflered as original bj' German surgeons,
though they had been held for a generation by his

own countrymen. On the radical cure of hernia and
on urethral fever also Banks did splendid work, to

which Mr. Morris did justice in his lecture, but I

will confine my remarks to what he effected in regard
to the operative treatment of cancer of the breast, as

it illustrates the way in which a prophet gets no honor
in his own country, as well as the greatness of his

surgical acumen, operative skill and perseverance in

a proceeding of the value of which he was firmly con-
vinced. Banks made no undue claim to originality.

From the first he referred to Charles Moore's historic

paper on "Inadequate Operations in Cancer," published
in 1867, as one that "made me think." And he thought
to good purpose. He adopted the routine removal
of the whole of the paths and lymphatic contents uf

the axilla, and the skin covering the mammary gland.

as well as very wide resection of the fascia connected
with the muscles upon which the gland rests. He
arrived, continued 5lr. Morris, at his own conclu-

sions through witnessing many imperfect operations

and by observing the frequency of early recurrences

and the situations and tissues in which they appeared.
He brought no fresh microscopical information to bear,

but his conviction as to the proper operative procedure
was entirely an induction from clinical experience,

and this quite apart from the advances in aseptic and
antiseptic surgery, which have given others the courage
to follow him. His first paper was in 1877. Gross of

Philadelphia supported the more extensive removal
in his work on "Tumors of the Breast" (1880). In

1882 Banks communicated a paper to the British Med-
ical Association, with notes of forty-six cases. In

1887 he brought the subject before the Harveian So-

ciety of London and reported eighty-two operations.

Prominent surgeons present questioned the practice

and others held by the old views, notwithstanding the

authority of Banks and Gross. The constitutional the-

ory of cancer to which the elders clung receded before

the microbic theory and in 1889-1892 additions to our

knowledge of the minute anatomy of the lymphatics of

the breast and pectoral fascia were published, showing
that the entire mammary gland was not removed in the

usual oper.'.tions. In 1900 Banks delivered the Lettson-

ian lectures and gave analyses of his 213 operations.

In them, too, "with the courtesy which softens con-

troversy, but with the candor and straightforwardness
which command respect," he commented on the work
of others and quietly remarked that, in justice to him-

self and the memory of his friend Gross, he thought

it rather hard that a group of surgeons should date

this treatment to the labors of Haidenhain and them-

selves. Mr. Morris hereupon quoted the appreciation

of Jacobson, who said that if honor is to be given

where due a fair share must fall to Banks. Mr. Mor-
ris touched briefly his own practice, which has fol-

lowed that of Moore and De Morgan, but adding, "for

many years I have been in the habit of removing the

fascia over the serratus magnus and often a layer, and,

on occasions, in places, the whole thickness of the

muscle." He had also, he said, as a teacher at the hos-

pital and examiner at the Royal Colleges and the Uni-
versity, pointed out to students and candidates that

a good half of the gland is in contact with the serratus

magnus, and only the rest with the pectoralis major,

for he had found a general impression that the mamma
rested entirely on the pectoralis. He thought too

much importance is attached to clearing the axilla

from above downwards, the essential precaution being

to avoid cutting across lymphatics or leaving behind

any glands or fatty tissue. "Nor do I believe," con-

tinued the lecturer, "in the danger of rnaking a direct

cut into, or even of removing a slice from, a cancer

tumor, for the purpose of diagnosis, before the opera-

tion is commenced, provided the wound is stufTed with

a little aseptic gauze and covered with collodion pre-

vious to proceeding with the excision, and the knife

used for the incision is laid aside. The danger lies in

inadvertently dividing affected infiltrated tissues, which

was so frequently done in the days of inadequate opera-

tive measures."

On Friday last a case of pernicious anemia was
shown in the Clinical Section of the Royal Society of

Medicine, which led to some remarks on the use of

cultures of lactic acid bacilli, of which various prepara-

tions are being tried for rather different conditions.

The case itself is interesting from several points of

view. It is that of a man of 34, admitted to hospital

October 10, 1907, with tenderness over colon and ex-

treme anemia. There were enormous numbers of

Streptococcus fcrcalis and Gacrtner's bacilli in the feces.

Liver and spleen not enlarged. The patient had suf-

fered from diarrhea for several years, but kept at work
until palpitation and dyspnea came on. Blood count

1,468,000 per c.mm. red corpuscles, leucocytes 3,500.

He was treated four months with arsenic, intestinal

antiseptics, vaccines of streptococci, etc., after which,

January 23, 190S, the blood count was 1,568,000 to 3.900

per c.mm. He was put on a culture of lactic acid bacilli

from January 19 to March 2. On March 19 the red

corpuscles were 1,725,000, the white 1,750. The lactic

bacilli were omitted a month, when the reds fell to

1,392,000. The lactic bacilli were again given and on
April 23 the reds were 1,000,000. From then the rem-
edy was continued to the end of September, when the

count gave 4,800,000, white 6,400.

Dr. Herschell pointed out the importance of the

activity of the ferment being ascertained. Many of

the preparations are inert, some perhaps injurious.

Most of them are made by drying a milk culture of the

bacillus and in the lengthy process the chances of con-

taminations are innumerable. They do not readily dis-

solve and so some makers have added effervescing pow-
ders. Moreover, instead of containing the true Bul-

garian bacillus, which can most readily be acclimatized in

the intestine, some tablets are made up with rennet for

curdling the milk, and one of the weaker lactic bacilli

which are at once destroyed in the stomach. A tablet

should dissolve in three or four minutes in water, be

neutral, odorless, and when incubated on Cohendy's
milk serum should give a culture of Bulgarian bacillus,

with perhaps one other organism added to improve the

flavor of the milk curdled by it.

Dr. Gordon Dill, who showed the case, agreed with

Dr. Herschell and said he was now examining the

various products on the market, and many of them
he had already found to be inert.

Sir William Treloar, when Lord Mayor in 1907, de-

voted much labor to the establishment of an institution

for poor cripples, in whose welfare he had long been
interested. He is now appealing for subscriptions to

send a Christmas dinner to many, a custom he has

observed for several years. This is as a little treat

for them in their own homes, but the institution he

has set on foot is a kind of home and college in the

country, where cases which cannot be dealt with in

children's or orthopedic hospitals can be received and
if possible benefited. In October Sir William received

a party of medical men at his institution at Alton.

Dr. Biscol gave an address on cripples, in which he

pointed out how much we owe to Percival Pott, whose
acumen was so remarkable, and, as he lived 129 years

ago, had no help from the scientific instruments of re-

search now at our disposal. The visitors were guided

over the "Home and College" by Dr. Gauvain. The
buildings are very simple, in fact, they were constructed

originally for a military hospital, but have been re-

roofed and altered and largely equipped, so that in a

few months they may be brought up to date. The not-

able features in going over the grounds are the large

amount of cubical space in the pavilions, the verandas
with covering, the system of heating, effected by a

couple of engines of 80 horsepower, the pleasant views

and appearance of forethought for the comfort of

patients.

Professor Foxwell of Birmingham says it is falla-

cious to regard albumin in the urine as always indi-

cating serious disease. The amount of urea excreted

is of greater import, as the normal relation between
the intake or output of nitrogen is essential. The subjects

of surgical operations which may properly be delayed

should be under observation for at least a fortnight, the

urine being daily examined and the percentage of urea

estimated. This he regards as the only way of assuring

onself that a patient is fit to undergo an important opera-

tion without the risk of fatal postoperative renal

trouble. Pathological reports on the kidney are apt

to be misleading if sections are only taken from the

parts which appear to be diseased and no attention

given to the rest of the organ, which may look healthy.

The text was published on Wednesday of an agree-

ment and protocol between this country and Germany
as to sleeping sickness. It provides that each Govern-
ment shall take such steps as are practicable to prevent

natives of their respective domains who may be suf-

fering from sleeping sickness from passing into each

other's territories. The agreement also deals with

notification and is to remain in force for three years.
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ProgrpHH of MrJiiral irtrnrp.

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, November 26, 1908.

The Relation Between Human and Animal Tubercu-
losis, with Special Reference to the Question of the

Transformation of Human and Other Types of the

Tubercle Bacillus.—Theobald Smith discusses the dif-

ferences between the human and bovine bacillus. He notes

that bovine infections are essentially alimentary in origin

and localization and largely restricted to childhood. Much
energy has been expended on the study of transformation

of type between the two organisms. Smith does not think

that the time has yet come for us to state positively that

one type can or cannot be transformed into the other.

Evidence is conflicting. We may safely take the ground

that any regular or wholesale transformation conversion

of bovine into human bacilli in the human body is out of

the question. We know that human tuberculosis can exist

without the aid of bovine tuberculosis and an important

aid in the final solution of this question will be the stitdy

of human tuberculosis in those regions in which the bovine

disease does not exist, and into which dairy products are

not shipped from regions in which the bovine disease does

exist. The author suggests, as pertinent line of inquiry

and experimentation, the following: (l) A continued study

of cases of pulmonary tuberculosis with the view of as-

certaining if the bovine type is exclusively responsible for

any cases in which a regular discharge of tubercle bacilli

takes place. (2) A further study of the transforniability

of tubercle bacilli by passage of tissues containing bacilli

and guarded from all possible sources of error, together

with a most careful examination of the nature and per-

manency of the changes induced. (3) A study of the

varieties of tubercle bacilli among populations w'here dairy

products coming from tuberculous cattle can be excluded
as a contributory cause.

The Comparative Value of Change of Climate and of

Treatment in Sanatoria Near at Hand in Cases of Pul-
monary Tuberculosis.—C. E. Edson advances the follow-
ing propositions : As outdoor life is one of the essential

aids to the cure of pulmonary tuberculosis. The climate

surroundings of the patient have to be considered. Con-
sciously or unconsciously we select a climate for every pa-

tient, even when we keep him at home. That climate is

most favorable which most readily permits an outdoor life.

A change of climate will be of advantage to a patient if

we can thereby place him under meteorologic conditions
which, to a greater degree than before, and more con-
stantly, permit him to lead the necessary outdoor life with
ease, safety, and economy of vital expenditure. The ac-

companying change of scene and surroundings may be
expected to act advantageously in an indirect way. In
making any proposed change of climate attention must be
given to the facilities in the new region for obtaining suit-

able food, accommodation, care, and medical supervision.

If these conditions can be as well met as at home in a
better climate, the patient should be advised to make the
change. If the patient's financial, social, or domestic cir-

cumstances are such that he cannot in the new climate
secure proper and sufficient food, accommodation, care,
and medical attention, or if his mental attitude is such as
to make separation from home inadvisable, he should not
be sent away.

Xezi' York Medical Journal. Xox-eiuher 2S. 190S.

A New Method for the Transfusion of Blood.—.\

preliminary' communication on this subject is pre-
sented by R. T. Frank, who illustrates his ideas by
several diagrams. In essence the plan strives to do
away with the delay and annoyance in freeing the
radial artery of the donor of the blood, ligation of
minute side branches, stripping off of the adventitia. sutur-

ing etc., and the dissecting out of the vein of the recipient,

cutting it across, etc. A portion of a vessel from some
animal (dog's carotid) is prepared beforehand and used as

a connecting vascular bridge. Thus far the author's ex-
perience has been entirely with animals in whom the pro-

cedure seems entirely feasible.

Adiposis Dolorosa with Involvement of the Large
Nerve Trunks.—One case, that of a woman of 45 years
of age is reported by P. X. Bergeron. The features of
the case were the marked pain elicited by pressure over
the nerve trunks, the sensitiveness of all the subcutaneous
adipose tissue and the presence of so few circumscribed
masses of adipose tissue. The patient's present illness was
of three years' duration and began with pain in the outer
surface of the right arm and shoulder. Later it spread to

the forearm, hand, outer right thigh, leg. and foot, later in

the left leg. In two or three months general abnormal
sensations appeared and some loss of power in the arms
and hands with various systemic disturbances. There were
circumscribed collections of adipose tissue about the
bursae of the elbow joint and two right metacarpo-

phalangeal joints of the right hand. The subcutaneous
tissue lacked firmness and imparted to the palpating finger

the impression of masses of worms. There was no ap-

pareiu nmscular atrophy though all the muscles seemed
weak. Marked improvement followed the use of six grains

of thyroid extract and twenty-five grains of aspirin daily,

with light massage. The case is still under treatment.

Journal of the American Medical Association, November
28, 1908.

Causes of Eczema.—M. B. Hartzell rejects other than
local causes for eczema in most cases. It seems to him
that eczema may occur in any one if the local causal
irritation is prolonged or sufhciently often repeated, as
is show-n in many cases of occupation eczema, in which
the skin inflammation appears only after a shorter or
longer period of immunity. It is often, moreover, in

local eczemas difficult to detect the exciting cause, and
he thinks, unless we can entirely exclude such, the as-

sumption of an internal cause is not justified. While
he is not prepared to accept the theory of a parasitic

origin of the disease, Hartzell is willing to admit an im-
portant role to microorganisms, which he believes may
often transform a simple local inflammation into a

chronic eczema. The fact that antiseptic substances,
like tar. resorcin, etc., are often of great service, sup-

ports this view. He does not deny that eczema may arise

from causes within the body, but he thinks that by far

the greater proportion of cases arise from external irri-

tation. He emphasizes the fact that our knowledge of the

internal causes is extremely shadowy and ill defined, sel-

dom accurate enough to afford any rational basis for in- .

ternal treatment. All physicians have seen eczema get well

under local treatment, but few, he thinks, would expect
very good results from internal treatment.
Abnormal Lactation.—G. Gellhorn reviews the sub-

ject of abnormal lactation, referring first to tlie secretion

from the mammary glands sometimes observed in new-
born infants, and of which a satisfactory explanation has
not yet been given. The theories of Starling and of
Halban that it is due to some chemical substance formed
during pregnancy are noticed but not fully accepted by the

author. Whatever the cause, the phenomenon soon dis

appears and the glandular activity only reappears at pu-
berty. The appearance of the mammary secretion at men-
struation, for which it may even be substituted, and the

full establishment of the function of lactation occasionally

in virgins, old women, and even in males has been observed
both in man and in the lower animals. Prolonged lacta-

tion, its occurrence in association with false pregnancy and
with pathological conditions, operations, and the close re-

lations of the uterus and ovaries to the function are noticed

at length, and there are a number of striking illustrative

cases of the different abnormal conditions reported in the

text. Gellhorn, from the experiments of Ribbert and of

Basch, concludes that it maj" be accepted as fairly estab-

lished that the specific function of the mammary gland is

independent of the nervous system. The object of the

paper is stated by its author to be to call attention to the

fact that further accurate observations are still needed to

settle some of the questions regarding t!ie physiology and
pathology of this function. Especially he mentions the

connection between lactation and certain pathological states

as calling for careful consideration, and hopes that a dis-

cussion on this subject will bring out facts observed in

this country. Aside from its scientific interest, the etiology

of the lactal secretion has a considerable practical impor-
tance, and Gellhorn specially mentions the importance of

a thorough knowledge of the atypical functioning of these

organs to the e.xpert in medicolegal practice.

Mercury in Tuberculosis.—B. L. Wright remarks on
the resemblance between tuberculosis and syphilis in their

pathological histology, and suggests that the authentic cases

of syphilis in which Lustgarten and others found his

bacillus were complicated with tuberculosis and that the

germs found were really tubercle bacilli. That these organ-

isms disappeared imder mercury w'at at that time a strong
argument that they were the bacilli of syphilis. Now that

we know the real organism of syphilis, it would seem prob-

able that the disappearance of the Lustgarten bacillus under
mercury occurred because this drug had an antituberculous

as well as antisyphilitic action. Wright's .attention was
first drawn to the action of mercury in tuberculosis wliile

on duty in the V. S. Naval Hospital, Pensacola, in the

spring of 1905. Mercury was employed in several cases

with a mixed tuberculous and specific infection with re-

markable results, the tubercle bacilli disappearing and the

lungs showing marked improvement on physical examina-
tion. This suggested an antituberculous action of mercury
which seemed to him on reflection to he reasonable, and
since assignment to the hospital at New Fort Lyon, Colo.,

he has resumed the experiment of this medication, now-

giving mercury by deep muscular injections to avoid the

gastrointestinal symptoms which were an annoyance when
it was exhibited by the mouth. Since its use the death rate
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has been reduced from 11.29 per cent, in the first quarter

of 1908 to 4.76 per cent, in the second quarter, and o.os

per cent, in the third quarter of the year ending Sep-
tember 30. Considering the fact that 60 per cent, of the

patients were advanced cases, this result seems the more
reinarkable. Of the total number of patients under treat-

ment 85.5 per cent, have been improved and there have
been two cases counted as cures. Two officers, not included

in the above, have recovered so far as to return to duty
and are holding their improvement. Of the remaining

3-5 Pf cent., 2 patients have held their own, 6 have failed

and one has died. The contrast between the patients who
refused the mercury treatment and those who received it.

all under the same conditions otherwise, was very marked,
only 33 per cent, of those refusing having improved and
this chiefly in the general condition rather than in the pul-

monary lesions. Wright believes that mercury acts as a

tonic and as a bactericide in the blood. His method is to

give an injection of 1-5 grain of hydrargyrum succinimi-

dum every other day until thirty injections have been
given. Then the patient is placed for two weeks on iodide

of potassium, followed by a week without medication.

Then the mercury is resumed with slightly reduced doses

for another thirty days, and so on. The drug should never
be pushed to the point of salivation and the doses given

above are not absolute, but must be determined by close

observation of each individual patient.

Rupture of the Urethra.—Re.xwald Brown insists on
the importance of avoiding the use of the catheter or

sound as a diagnostic or therapeutic measure in case of

traumatic rupture of the urethra. This is not so much
on account of the danger of making false passages, an

accident that is serious enough to be guarded against for

its own sake, but chiefly on account of the danger of in-

fection. The passage of even a sterile catheter along the

urethra carries the microorganisms that have their habitat

there along to the laceration and increases their virulence.

Minor grades of urethral tear, causing only slight hemor-
rhage and little pain or difiiculty in micturition, call fin-

only watchful expectant treatment. Nature will probably

repair the injury. In severer cases, w'herc' there is great

pain, very difficult or impossible urination, hypogastric dis-

tress and signs of hemorrhage, immediate simple urethrot-

omy on a grooved staff should be performed. The two
ends of the torn urethra arc approximated over a catheter

with catgut sutures and the catheter fastened, to be re-

tained a few days. The perineal wound should then be

closed around a drainage tube, to remain forty-eiglit or

sixty hours. If several hours have elapsed before tlie case

is seen, and there is great distension and distress and the

patient is in a serious condition, incise the perineum deeply

at once and put in tube drainage. After several days,

when the parts have almost reached normal again, the torn

urethra can be repaired as above. Dixon's advise of im-

mediate suprapubic cystotomy with retrograde catheteriza-

tion stems to the author hardly advisable, save in very rare

cases, simple perineal section being usually sufficient as an

imiriediate operation, with perhaps the shelling out of clots.

Lumbar Appendicectomy.—C. G. Levison reports two

cases in which the appendix occupied a retrocolic position

and was operated on by the lumbar route. He says the

rule to be observed in the surgery of the appendix is to

make the incision correspond to its localization, and Mc-
Burney's point must sometimes be ignored to a certain

extent. When the exudate is situated in the loin, the diag-

nosis of a retrocecal appendix should be made, excluding

as far as possible paranephritic abscess and gall-bladder

disease. If low down, the differentiation from pelvic dis-

ease should be made. Xaturally, the classic form should

be first thought of. He finds this subject almost com-

pletely overlooked in the literature. It is his conviction

that in cases in which the appendix cannot be found at

operation, it is situated in the retrocecal space. This has

been his experience in several cases, and he believes that

other surgeons must have had the same fortune.

^ The LiiiiccI, November 21, 1908.

Vicious Circles Associated with Disorders of the Di-

gestive System.—J. B. Hurry groups these circles as

follows: (i) Those associated with the mouth as oral

sepsis leading to dental disorders and gastrointestinal ca-

tarrh with resulting malnutrition. The resulting systemic

disturbance will tend to lower local oral resistance and

encourage the continuance of infection and absorption.

(2) Circles associated with the stomach, as atomic dys-

pepsia with anemia, weakened peristalsis with hindered

absorption from the stomach walls, gastric irnitation or

catarrh caused by irritating ingesta. etc. (3) Circles asso-

ciated with the intestine visceral congestion and a failing

myocardium with defective peristalsis and fermentation of

the ingester with enfeebled nutrition and dyspepsia, etc.,

intussusception where the vigorous peristalsis of the m-
tussuscipiens increases the length of the invaginated in-

tussusceptum, the descent of a hernia enlarging the ring

and thus encouraging redescent, etc. (4) Circles in con-

nection with constipation, and defecation, as dilated rectum

encouraging constipation, thread worms encouraging

scratching and leading to the catching of the worms or

their ova under the nails and conveyance to the mouth
and swallowing by the host. When a circle is present a

recognition of the reciprocally acting forces will solve

many an enigma in obscure disease and pave the way for

rational treatment.

The Influence of Heredity in Tuberculosis.—.\. La-

tham's conclusions are as follows: (i) The hereditary

transmission of the germ is so infrequent that it is a

negligible factor. (2) The incidence of tuberculosis de-

pends in the main on two factors: (a) exposure to infec-

tion which in turn is governed by the dose received and

the virulence of the particular strain of bacillus, and (b)

the undermining of the resistance of the individual by un-

sanitary conditions and disease. (3) The more adequate

the preventive measures taken in any community, the less

are the incidence and mortality of the disease. (4) The
more adequate the medical treatment, that is, the greater

the proportion of persons in whom the disease has been

arrested and who have acquired thereby a partial immunity,

the less are the mortality and incidence of the disease.

(5) As at death, w^e all or nearly all show evidence of

having at some time been infected with tuberculosis, and,

as most of us are able to overcome the infection, it is clear

that the diminished opportunity for repeated infection

brought about by preventive measures and better medical

treatment, cannot wholly account for the diminishing in-

cidence and mortality of the disease. (61 There is some
evidence to suggest that the diminishing incidence and

mortality of the disease may be due in part to a partial

immunity inherited in the course of generations from
tulierculous ancestors in whom the disease has been cured.

(7) The theory that there is an inherited predisposition to

tuberculosis is based on insufficient evidence.

Heredity in Cancer.—The paper of E. F. Bashford is

largely statistical. The author says if experiment does
not as yet support tlie conception of an inherited pre-

disposition, why does cancer arise in one individual

and not in another who has been subjected to the same
irritant in the same region of the body? Cancer is

primarily circumscribed. Conditions of origin are

fundamentally distinct from conditions of mere growth
into a tumor. The soil provided by a rat or mouse
can be modified in two directions. It can be rendered

absolutely unsuitable or more than normally suitable

for the growth of transplantable carcinomata and sar-

comata. Another form of constitutional influence which
is of moment, at any rate in the case of some trans-

plantable tumors, is that the presence of a primary

tumor can effect a secondary modification favorable

to dissemination and metastasis formation. A tumor
can be modified by the influence of the soil. There
are, therefore, constitutional conditions which are fa-

vorable and others which arc unfavorable to the growth
of cancer and they can be induced experimentally at

will. In conclusion the author says that with nothing
but negative evidence of the part played by inher-

ited constitutional conditions before us and with posi-

tive evidence of the importance acquired constitu-

tional conditions can play in furthering the growth, and
perhaps the development of cancer, we shall more
profitably spend our time if we frankly seek to ascer-

tain how they are acquired than if we continue to

preach the doctrine that they are inherited and that

it is hopeless to contend against them.
Heredity in Diseases of the Nervous System.—W. R.

Cowers says that many diseases commonly called

"nervous" diseases are really in the nervous^ system but

not of it. Yet there are special growths, such as

glioma and certain endotheliomata, which seem to

have a predilection for true nervous tissue. But all

such afifections are so rare that one cannot claim that

they are in any sense hereditary. Other diseases, such
as sudden cerebral seizures, apoplexy, etc., depend on
causes which take their heredity far away from the

brain in which the seizure occurs. Heredity may play
an important part in the secondary production of chem-
ical agents from organisms acting on somatic proc-
esess. Endogenous toxins, as in diabetes, may give

definite nervous disturbances. Heredity in nervous
diseases seems to work along certain lines. We may
have early abiotrophies, a convenient instance of typical

form being pseudohypertrophic paralysis. \ second
class may include the hereditary maladies which begin
later in life, after the period of growth is over. Sel-

dom, but yet sometimes remarkably, can heredity be
traced in paralysis agitans, tremors. Graves' disease. A
third class in which heredity is operative consists of

the so-called functional affections. Heredity applies
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only to a portion of the cases of epilepsy. Those re-

sulting solely from organic lesions of the brain, from
disease, trauma, or difficult birth, are not concerned
with heredity.

British Medial! Journal, November 21, 1908.

A Specific Skin Eruption in Pneumonia.—F. M. Pope
records the case of a young man of twenty years ad-

mitted to hospital with a pleurisy and pneumonia of the

base of the right lung. He had a temperature of 104°

F. and delirium, grew worse for three days, showed a

dilated heart, and a crop of papules on the upper back.

They were of a deep rose color, circular and about 3

to 4 mm. in diameter, darker than the average typhoid

spot, and disappeared completely on pressure. Six

days later the first spots were fading and a second
crop identical with the first had appeared. The man
was now very ill and had extensive consolidation of

the base of the left lung. Three days later still the

spots were observed to be pustular. A smear of the

pus was stained, and the only organisms to be seen

were pneumococci. A small abscess behind the right

ear was opened on November 3. A culture was made
from the pus; the growth consisted of pneumococci
and staphylococci. A film taken directly from a pus-

tule on the same day showed also pneumococci and
staphylococci. According to the author the eruption

seems to resemble that of smallpox to some extent, as

it was first papular and then pustular; a vesicular stage

was not observed. Infection with staphylococci fol-

lowed, as often in variola. The abscess appeared too
late to be in causal connection with the eruption. The
patient made a slow but good recovery.

Pelvic Pathology and Seasickness.—G. V. Elder be-

lieves that pelvic abnormalities are at the bottom of

many cases of seasickness in women. In the case of a

married woman whose stomach had rejected everything
for ten days there were no symptoms or signs point-

ing to a pathological condition, and beyond a "sore-
ness," which could easily be attributed to constant
vomiting, she complained of nothing. Nutrient en-

emata were resorted to in the hope of alleviating also

the great thirst which existed, but even they set up a

sort of reflex return. On the twelfth day, while
making her drink some thin water gruel so as to have
something in her stomach to be "sick" with, the author
saw her actually vomit for the first time, and was im-
mediately struck by its character—typically cerebral.

Being quite certain that no cerebral mischief existed,
she was asked, and consented, to have the pelvis ex-
amined bimanually, when the following conditions were
found: Extreme congestion of parts, a badly torn
cervix, an ovarian cyst about the size of a hen's egg on
the left side, and finally a retroverted uterus. On
closer inquiry the usual facts were elicited. Daily
treatment, consisting of mild, warm douches and the
insertion of glycerine "tampons" brought about a

marked improved condition. In a week solids were
kept down with only occasional attacks of vomiting,
pelvic pain was relieved, and the patient got steadily
better, though the weather continued moderately
rough. This patient was also subject to "carsickness"
—a peculiarity which, according to the author, adds con-
siderably to the miseries of a sea voyage.

Early Diagnosis of Organic Disease of the Nervous
System.—T. R. Bradshaw discusses the significance of
knee-jerk, ankle clonus, and exaggerated knee-jerk, ab-
sence of the latter, ocular signs, and thoracic, abdom-
inal, and pelvic symptoms, with a relation of several
clinical histories. Entire absence of the knee-jerk is

always indicative of organic disease. If the patient
is able to walk about, this absence generally indicates
tabes or neuritis of diabetic origin. Ankle clonus, if

sustained, always means organic disease. Absence of
the knee-jerk must always be looked on with grave
suspicion, as it is never due to hysteria or function?!
disorders. Occasionally it seems to persist in tabes.
Inequality of the pupils is apt to give rise to a sus-
picion of general paralysis, but it may be normal to
the individual. Diplopia, permanent or transitory, is

suggestive of organic disease, as is also nystagmus, as
suggesting disseminated sclerosis. Slight oscillations
of the globe must not be mistaken for true nystagmus,
as they may be due to mere fatigue or be a part of a
general muscular tremor. The Argyll-Robertson pupil
practically means tabes or general paralysis, so that in

its absence it is hardly safe to make a diagnosis of
these conditions, especially the former, unless the other
signs and symptoms are very well marked. Bladder
troubles are very common in nervous diseases, but re-
tention of urine may be referred to stricture or pros-
tatic enlargement when the real trouble is loss of ves-

ical reflex, and the opposite is also true. Unconscious
nocturnal enuresis may be the only indication of noc-

turnal epilepsy. A persistent frequency of the pulse in

the absence of fever may be present in both the early

and late stages of tabes. The visceral crises of this dis-

ease often lead to diagnostic errors. They are usu-
ally of sudden onset and intensely severe, but between
their occurrence gastric symptoms are generally want-
ing.

Berliner klinische Wochenschrift, November 16, igo8.

Case of Brain Tumor with Operation and Recovery.—
Oppenheim and Krause report a remarkable case of a

fibrosarcoma of the dura pressing upon the first tem-
poral convolution. The symptoms consisted of aphasia
and amnesia, choked disks, differences in tone on per-

cussion of the skull, and a paralysis in the region
of the left facial nerve. There was no hemianopsia,
and no other motor or sensory abnormal phenomena.
Krause operated, after Oppenheim correctly diagnosed
the site of the lesion, and removed a tumor the size

of a small apple, the operation being performed in

two stages. Gradial recession of symptoms and re-

turn of speech followed, though a sudden paralysis

of the right upper extremity appeared. This soon dis-

appeared, its cause being, according to Krause, edema
of the brain substance because of the removal of pres-

sure exerted by the tumor. The patient recovered very
well, though a secondary operation was necessary
because of necrosis of a small portion of brain tis-

sue, which accounted for a persisting sinus; the lat-

ter closed soon after. Several months later a recur-
rence of the original symptoms with more extensive
paralytic phenomena took place, and the patient was
again operated upon. Another tumor was removed
from the same spot, Krause explaining it not as a re-

currence, but as a growth from a minute portion prob-
ably left during the first operation. The patient re-

covered after this second operation and has since

been able to go about her household duties with ease;

the speech defects, however, were not completely re-

moved, though the improvement was still in progress
at the time of the report. Krause adds that such tu-

mors of the dura, though histologically sarcomata, are
benign clinically; he had occasion to remove several
of them from the spinal cord or the brain without
observing recurrences.

Miinclicner tncdizitiische Wdchenschrij't, November to and
17, 1908.

The Ophthalmoreaction. — Wolff-Eisner concludes
his article as follows : The reactions to subcutaneous and
cutaneous application of tuberculin are specific for tuber-
culosis ; clinically, however, they must be used with care
as positive results give evidence of latent as well as of
active disease. Positive ophthalmoreaction shows the ex-
istence of active tuberculosis, and its appearance in those
clinically well makes them very suspicious cases. Nega-
tive ophthalmoreaction in manifestly tuberculous patients

is of bad prognosis; such reactions are more and more
frequent with the progress of the disease.

Prophylaxis of Tuberculosis.—Harass says that the
prophylactic measures in tuberculosis may be divided into

general hygienic and specific prevention. Recently, the

latter methods have been enriched by the conception of
local predisposition to the disease and the management
of persons thus predisposed. The most important site

of such predisposition is the apex of the lungs, and re-

cent work has shown that it depends upon defective ven-
tilation of the pulmonary tissue because of deformity or
premature ossification of the first rib. Such deformity
may be congenital or may develop in connection with other
serious conditions as, for instance, deformities of the

spine. The prophylaxis in early life should consist of
proper attention to respiration and the selection of gym-
nastic exercises aimed at influencing the insufficient ex-
pansion of the apices. In selected cases of later life

operation may be successful in removing the obstruction
to proper ventilation of the apices.

Anesthesia in Ophthalmology.—Messmer says that
local anesthesia is best adapted for ophthalmological work.
It allows cooperation of the patient with the operator,

which is very important in operations like tlie one for

strabismus. Vomiting and nausea are obviated, and there

is no danger of dislocating the lens by any sudden move-
ments during certain operations. The operative field is

fully exposed because no mask is used. Cocaine hydro-
chloride is the best anesthetic; fresh solutions are to be
made each time and the solution may be sterilized by boil-

ing. Such boiling once just before use does not interfere

with the anesthetizing properties of the drug. The strengtli

to be used is 5 per cent, solution. Care should be taken
that only the necessary amount of cocaine is used, as
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otherwise untoward consequences, such as loss of corneal

epithelium, intoxication with the drug, disturbances of

accommodation and even glaucoma may follow. Messmer
closes his paper by giving details of anesthetizing the eye

for the different operations.

Rumination in a Human Being.—Bruegel reports a

case of a man twenty-six years old who was in the

habit of returning half-digested food from his stom-
ach to the mouth ever since he was seven years old. re-

peating this process several times after each meal.

This occurred for the first time ten to thirty min-
utes after the meal and at that time the taste of the

food little differed from its original taste; as the

food became more and more sour the desire for "chew-
ing the cud" decreased and finally the morsel was al-

lowed to stay in the stomach. The phenomenon was
somewhat under the control of the will, so that the
patient was little embarrassed by his affection when
in company of others. Gastric analysis showed the

absence of free hydrochloric acid; the esophagus was
very sensitive and coeainization was required for the
introduction of the tube. An examination with the

fluoroscope showed spindle-like enlargement just above
the cardia, appearing after the taking of food; the
musculature of the esophagus was seen to contract
distinctly, thus projielling the food into the stomach.
The existence of an obstruction was concluded from
this observation, but no further details could be
learned, as the patient left the city soon afterward.
Bruegel abstracts the literature of the subject.

Deutsche medicinische Wochenschrift, November 12, 1908.

A New Reflex.—Jacobson says that the upper ex-

tremity is not as rich in reflexes because it is more
highly differentiated and therefore more under the

influence of the will than the lower extremity. There
is, however, one reflex which may be looked upon as

the analogue of the Babinski phenomenon in the lower
extremity. This reflex is quite a constant symptom
in cases of spastic paralysis of the upper extremity
of cerebral origin. The patient is asked to extend
the fingers and to place the forearm with the palm
directed upwards upon the hand of the examiner. If

the lower end of the radius is now struck a smart
blow by means of a percussion hammer, the fingers

are seen to flex, the movement being especially promi-
nent in the end phalanges, if the affection bears the

above-named character. Otherwise, the fingers remain
in the extended position.

Passive Hyperemia in Gynecology.—Seeligmann has
constructed an apparatus consisting of a cylindrical glass

speculum and a rubber ball which enables the physi-
cian to apply Bier's methods of suction hyperemia
to gynecological cases. The application of this treat-

ment has led to quicker results than with the older
methods of therapy. The author has tried it in chronic
metritis and endometritis, in amenorrhea, in parame-
tritis, and in the affections of the uterine adnexa. Some-
times he combined the suction with scarification of

the cervix and removal of some blood by the suction
apparatus; this procedure proved especially valuable
in postclimacteric disturbances if performed at the
time when menses would have appeared before the
climacterium. One case of puerperal fever was verj'

favorably affected by the application of suction, a

great deal of purulent secretion being removed out of
the uterus in this fashion, the temperature falling

after each application.

French and Italian Journals.

A Case of Chronic Hypertrophic Pyloric Stenosis in

an Infant of Three Months.—G. Nove-Jesserand and
M. Pehu describe an interesting case of pyloric stenosis,

due to hypertrophy of the muscular fibers in an infant of

three months, a condition which is extremely rare at

that age. The infant was normal at birth, but after eight

days of life it began to vomit its food, and continued to

do so throughout its short life. A complete gastric intol-

erance was established, and toward the end more food was
vomited than was ingested. The stools were few, irregu-

lar, and badly digested, but not diarrheral. The case re-

sisted all treatment, gradually lost weight, and finally

reached a condition of malnutrition which compelled the

consideration of an operation. Shortly before this inter-

mittent tension of the epigastrium was noted, and peris-

taltic waves in the stomach walls, with a pyloric tumor.

An attempt was made to do a posterior gastroenteros-

tomy. The infant died three days after the operation.

The autopsy showed a marked hypertrophy of the mus-
cular fibers, not forming a true tumor. There was m-
flammation of the wall of the stomach. It was intended

to do a pyloroplasty, but the enlargement was so great

as to render this operation impossible. The gastroenter-

ostomy was easier, there was less shock, and more chance-

of recovery.

—

Lyon Medical, October 25, 1908.

Hydatid Cysts of the Lung.—Louis Moriquio has

seen a number of cases of hydatid cysts of the lung in

South America, where this disease is much more frequent

than in this country. They occur in children from the

country who are in constant contact with the dogs of the

family. The diagnosis is easy if the cysts occur at the

apex of the lung. There is complete dullness at the apex,

absence of fremitus and respiratory sound, and bulging

of the apex. There are generally no clinical symptoms.

When there is a cyst at the low-er part of the lung it is

generally possible to detect an area below it in which the

lung signs are normal. The contour of the thorax re-

mains normal, but the heart is pushed to the right. There

may be cough, expectoration, hemoptysis, and fever. In

such cases pleurisy may be suspected. When there is no

fever the good general condition of the child w'ill be

against a diagnosis of pleurisy or tuberculosis. The radio-

graph is very important as an a;d to the diagnosis, showing

a larger area of shadow than the physical signs show ol

consolidation. An exploratory puncture may be made,

and is generally made, but it causes spasmodic cough with

dyspnea, fever, and attacks of asphy.xia. These are never

fatal as far as the author's experience goes. The treat-

ment of the condition should be surgical, as this course

gives a definite cure after months of exposure to danger

of infection and lung complications.—.4?T/n'-zv.s dc Mcdecine

des Enfants, October, 1908.

Hebotomy or Symphyseotomy?—Cyrille Jeannin be-

lieves that we should always prefer hebotomy to symphyse-
otomy on account of its superior advantages to the patient.

These are that it substitutes for an articular an osseous

wound; its technique is easier and it is done in a less

dangerous locality ; immediate accidents are less fre-

quent, and remote ones still more rare ; the mortality of

mother and fetus is less ; in cases of a repeated interven-

tion the operation may be done on the opposite side of

the pelvis, which will lessen the difliculty, since the oper-

ator need not cut through cicatricial tissue. The final

result in many cases is a permanent widening of the pelvis,

due to the fact that the cicatrix is always fibrous instead

of osseous.

—

La Presse Medicate, September, 1908.

Recurrences of Bronchopneumonia in Children; Their

Relative Benignancy Shovim by Statistics.—Guide Bi-

agini has found that in children who have undergone intu-

bation the attacks of pneumonia when repeated have been

of less severity than a first attack, and believes that this

is due to a certain immunity conferred by the earlier at-

tack. This is not an anibacterial but an antitoxic immunity.

In general a first attack of bronchopneumonia renders a

child more susceptible to a second attack. The toxic prod-

ucts of the bacillus of diphtheria cause a multiplication

of the pneumococci in the blood of adult guinea-pigs.

Collecting all the intubated children treated since 1892 from
the hospital at Florence, the author found 52 cases, of

which eight had recurrent attacks of pneumonia, and of

which the author gives histories. He then collected all

the cases of bronchopneumonia, numbering 576, seen dur-

ing that period, of which 113 had recurrent attacks. He
found that the recurrences among these children were
piore fatal than among the intubated children.

—

Rivista di

Clinica Pediatrica. October, 1908.

Action of Roentgenized Serum in Leucocytosis and in

the Treatment of Leukemia.—Andrea D'Ambrosio finds

that the serum of animals that have been submitted to

the .r-rays produces a lessening of leucocytes in an animal

into which it is injected, whether it was subject or not to

increased leucocytosis. The mononuclears are diminished

in numbers, especially the lymphocytes, and the polynu-

clears are increased. This power is not diminished by
low temperatures, but is destroyed by a temperature of 60°.

Serum of nonroentgenized animals separated from the

other constituents of the blood and roentgenized in a

tube acquires no such property. This power continues for

several days after the serum has been drawn. Repeated

injections of this serum prolong its effect. A greater

leucocytic power is caused by repeated applications of the

rays. Clinical observations on man show that injection of

serum from a healthy man who has been submitted to

the rays causes marked leucolysis. With intravenous in-

jections this is lost after twenty-four hours, but with

hypodermic injections the condition is produced more
slowly, but is more efiicacipus, lasts longer, and is pro-

gressive. This action is accompanied by a general im-

provement, increased elimination of uric acid by the kid-

neys, and reduction in the size of the spleen. Probably

this serum contains specific antibodies produced by the

stimulus of the .r-rays upon the tissues, which cause all

these good effects on the leukemic condition.

—

Giornale

Internazionale delle Sciense Mcdiche, September 30, 1908.
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Essentials of Refraction. By Thomas G. Atkinson,
M.D., Author of "Applied Physiology" ; Associate Pro-
fessor of Physiology and Neurology, American College

of Medicine and Surgery-, Chicago; Professor of Physi-

ology, Chicago College of Dentistry; Editor of the

Medical Standard, etc. Chicago: G. P. Engelhard &
Company, 1907.

This work belongs to the quasiscientific class. It is an
attempt on the part of the author, who is himself inade-

quately informed in much that is essential concerning the

subject of his writings, to furnish the so-called "refrac-

tionist." who may or may not be a medical man, with

enough information to enable him to correct errors of re-

fraction and to permit him to recognize disease of the

eye sufficiently early to advise the patient to seek com-
petent aid.

The volume is one of 235 pages, is well printed, and
fairly well illustrated. The illustrations are original. The
chapters that have to do with the physics of light and of

optics, the properties of lenses, and the mechanical ad-

justment of glasses present these subjects briefly, in an
elementary way, and sufficiently accurately, but the chap-

ters which have to do with the practical correction of

errors of refraction, diseases of the eye, muscular im-
balance, asthenopia, and the hygiene of the eye are inade-

quate and often erroneous.

Spect.vcles and EvecL-\sses. Their Forms, Mounting, and
Proper Adjustment. By R. J. Phillips, M.D. ; Ophthal-
mologist, Presbyterian Orphanage : Late Adjunct Pro-
fessor of Diseases of the Eye, Philadelphia Polyclinic

and College for Graduates in Medicine, etc. Fourth
Edition, Revised. With Fifty-six Illustrations. Phila-

delphia : P. Blakiston's Son & Co., 1908.

Phillips" work is an excellent one. It g^ves a description

of lenses, their mode of manufacture, the properties of
various kinds of glass, the various styles of eyeglasses
and spectacles, the proper methods of adjusting glasses,

values of the prismatic effect of decentering lenses, prisms
and their proper application, sets lorth the errors that

may attend the adjustment of glasses and the methods of
remedying them, the importance of a correct understanding
of the proper relation of cylindrical lenses to the eye, etc.

The work is written by one who fully imderstands the
subject. A mastery of the teachings of this little book
will enable the optician to supplement satisfactorily the
work of the oculist, or the oculist, if necessary, to perform
the duties of the optician. The book should be in the

possession of every oculist and optician.

The Principles and Practice of Gynecology. For
Students and Practitioners. By E. C. Dudley. .^..M..

M.D. ; ex-President of the American Gynecological So-
ciety; Professor of Gynecology. Xorth-W'estern Uni-
versity Medical School ; Gynecologist to St. Luke's and
Wesley Hospitals, Chicago; ex-President of the Chicago
Gynecological Society, etc. Fifth Edition, Revised and
Enlarged. With ^^i Illustrations and 20 Full-page Plates
in Colors and Monochrome. Philadelphia and New
York : Lea & Febiger, 1908.

This fifth edition of Dudley's Gynecology follows closely
on the same lines as its predecessors. There are two
new chapters ; one. an introductory chapter, which is a
strenuous defense of the existence and plea for the recog-
nition of gynecology as a distinct specialtv, and a refutation
of the plea of those who would merge, or submerge,
gynecology in general surgery. This chapter is brief but
forcible, and is admirably reinforced by the rest of the
volume. The other new chapter is on the incontinence of
urine in women. In this edition the text has been revised
throughout, recent advances in the subject have been
duly noted, and many parts have been rearranged and
rewritten; but at the same time the author has condensed
the text so that, in spite of the inclusion of a considerable
amount of new matter, the size of the volume is about
what it was before. The chapters which have been sub-
jected to special changes and additions are those dealing
with the treatment of the following subjects : Salpingitis,

Ovaritis, and Pelvic Peritonitis : Myoma Uteri ; Carcinoma
Uteri ; Descent of the L'tems : Retroversion and Retro-
flexion. The work remains, what it has been from the
very first, one of the most sane and serviceable of the
textbooks on gynecology ; and as such it is heartily recom-
mended both to students and to practitioners.

Hygiene for Nlt?ses. By Is.\bel McIs.\-\c. Author of
"Primary Nursing Technique," Graduate of the Illinois

Training School for Nurses, etc. New York ; The
Macmillan Company, 1908,

This book is a compilation from the writings of numerous
authors on the subject of hygiene. Direct quotations are

plentiful, and some of them are of considerable leiigth,

one extending through twenty-five pages. The subjects

treated of in this volume are : Food, air, climate, ventila-

tion, heating, lighting, soil, water, sewage, garbage, causes
and dissemination of disease, personal hygiene, household
hygiene, school hygiene, medical inspection of schools, hy-
giene of occupation, employment of women and children,

disinfection, and quarantine. Most of the material here
presented is well chosen, and will be of service to "the

young pupil nurse" or "the first-year nurse," for whom this

volume is apparently written ; but pages on the duties

of medical inspection of schools can hardly be considered
necessary for this class of reader. The print and general
get-up of the volume are excellent.

Progressive Medicine. A Quarterly Digest of Advances,
Discoveries, and Improvements in the Medical and Sur-
gical Sciences. Edited by Hob.\rt Amory' Hare, M.D.,
Professor of Therapeutics and Materia Medica in the

Jefferson Medical College, Philadelphia, .\ssisted by
H. R. M. Landis, M.D.. Assistant Physician to the Out-
Patient Medical Department of the Jefferson Medical
College Hospital. Philadelphia and New York ; Lea &
Febiger, 190S.

The current number of "Progressive Medicine" com-
mences with W. Ewart's paper on "Diseases of the Thorax
and Its Viscera. Including the Heart. Lungs, and Blood-
vessels." About one-third of this article is taken up
with the important subiect of tuberculosis, and is both
timely and valuable. W. S. Gottheil discusses the recent

advances made in dermatology' and syphilis, and several

illustrations enhance the value of this contribution. The
subject of obstetrics is dealt with by E. P. Davis, and the

volume closes with W. G. Spiller's article on "Diseases
of the Nervous Svstem.^ As usual, the whole number
is well worth reading and keeping for future refeience.

.A.n.\tomy, Descriptivte .\nd Surgical. By Henry Gray,
F.R.S. : Late Lecturer on Anatomy at St. George's Hos-
pital, London. New American Edition, Enlarged and
Thoroughly Revised by J. Chalmers Da Losta, M.D.,
Professor of Surgery and Clinical Surgery, and Edward
Anthony Spitzk.\, M.D., Professor of Anatomy in the

Jefferson Medical College of Philadelphia. Imperial
octavo, 1,625 pages, with 1,149 large and elaborate en-
gravings. Philadelphia and New York : Lea & Febiger,

1908.

When this work was first published, half a century ago.

it was seen to be so superior to any other anatomical
treatise extant that it was at once accepted as the standard
w-ork on the subject in the English language, and many
generations of students have been guided by it in their

study of this foundation branch of medical knowledge.
At the present day there is no dearth of anatomical
treatises—indeed, there may be said to be a plethora of
such works, and the student must be hard indeed to please
who cannot find among so many one that will meet his

requirements. Gray no longer holds the supremacy it

did, though its successive editors have done their part
well in keeping it abreast of its rivals. The present edi-

tion, the seventeenth, would hardly be recogni.;ed by the
student of fifty or even thirty years ago, and we doubt
whether he would be altogether pleased with its changed
appearance. The illustrations are more artistic, it is true,

and many are printed in colors, but somehow one misses
the old woodcuts and feels that it isn't the old companion
of bis student days. It is an excellent work, indeed, but
it is no longer facile princeps, and its increase in size is

a decided drawback to its use as a dissection manual.
This is perhaps unavoidable, but the book would be more
useful to the student if it were issued in two volumes.
The old familiar nomenclature is followed, though the
BNA terms are usually given in parentheses.

A Manual of Diseases of the Nose .\nd Throat. By
Cornelius Godfrey Coakley, .\.M.. M.D.. Professor of
Laryngology in the Universir>' and Bellevue Hospital
Medical College, New York, etc. Fourth Edition, re-

vised and enlarged: illustrated with 126 engravings and
7 colored plates. New York and Philadelphia : Lea and
Febiger, 1908.

Four editions of this work in a few years attest better

than can anj-thing else its true value. The literature of
this special field of medicine is becoming overburdened,
but Dr. Coakley has scored a distinct success in producing
a manual of value for practitioner and student alike. In
the present edition the main changes have been a fuller

description of the technique of the radical operations for
chronic diseases of the accessory sinuses and a new ar-
rangement of the matter covering the general topic of de-
formities of the nasal septum. Under this heading the
submucous resection operation is fully detailed. We know
of no better volume to place in the student's hands than
is this, and the practitioner will read it with profit.
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AMERICAN ELECTROTHERAPEUTIC ASSOCIA-
TIOX.

Eighteenth Annual Meeting, Held in Nezv York City.

Seftember 22, 23, and 24, 1908.

Herbert F. Pitcher of Haverhill. Mass., PRESroENT. i\

THE Chair.

The Advancement of the American Electrotherapeutic

Association.—Dr. Herbert F. Pitcher of Haverhill. Mass..

delivered this, the Presidential Address. After greeting tlie

association, he said that this was a therapeutic society, the

one missing link in the practice of medicine. All the other

departments were making satisfactory progress, but when a

remedy was sought the profession threw up its hands in

despair. They could select a dozen drugs from the United

States Pharmacopoeia, and practise medicine as successfully

as with the thousands of official remedies placed within

its sacred pages. The world's most prominent and broad

minded physicians were to-day drug nihilists. He did n.it

wish to be understood as saying that there was no place

for drug therapy; but the physician of the future would

use fewer drugs and more brains, his training would be

more complete, his resources greater. He cautioned against

neglecting that which was the stock in trade of the old-

time physician, namely, observation. The very best that

was in a man must ,go into his work. .Ability, skill, and

conscientious effort must not be grudgingly expended.

The ultimate aim and duty of the true physician was to

prevent disease and cure sickness. Their profession was

the legitimate medium through which sanitation and pre-

vention of disease were disseminated. They were not only

physicians, they were teachers and philanthropists. Theirs

was the only profession who freely gave away their own
livelihood. Their incomes might not increase, but their

glory as humanitarians would constantly grow bri.ghter.

Medical science to be useful must be practical. In becom-

ing electrotherapcutisls, they did not necessarily neglect

any remedy true and tried. Electrotherapy was a progres-

sive science, and they were as yet beginners in this great

study. They should not expect to reach perfection. With
a high conception of their profession he asked that they

work with a will and the single purpose of elevating the

practice of medicine to the science of medicine. This as-

sociation was established eighteen years ago and was the

first of its kind in existence. Until within a few years the

membership of this association was limited to one hundred

and fifty. At the present time they numbered only about

two hundred members. With the splendid opportunity of

this association for scientific research and advancement in

electrotherapy, he said he could not understand the reason

of this stagnation, imless they lacked ambition. Within a

few years they should number a thousand members. .^

subject of the greatest importance to them and which

should come up for discussion and be voted upon at once,

was changing the association to a corporate body. They

did not e.xpect to be defendants in a suit for damages, but

it was a wise saying. "In time of peace prepare for war."

and they should realize that in the event of adverse litiga-

tion every member of this society would be personally

liable for the full determined damages. This risk would

be avoided by the simple procedure of forming a corporate

body. In two years they would celebrate their 20th an-

niversary, and he said it was not too early to begin to pre

pare for the event. Investigation and research should be

carried on in a scientific manner by all the members. Do
not work for personal aggrandizement alone, but for the

advancement of science. Give the association the benefit

of their studies. Let every theory, however absurd it

might appear at the present time, have the opportunity of

vindication. Banish all feelings of avarice, prejudice, and

jealousy, and he asked that their society become a brother-

hood with the motto of "One for all and all fnr of.e."

Disruptive High Frequency Discharges, by the Re-

action Method, as a New and Important Therapeutic

Agent.—Dr. Morris W. Brixkman of New York read

this paper. Since they were perfectly familiar with the

fact that any degree of energy might be the source of

a sensory impression, and that according to the degree

would be the acuteness of the perception, so a tissue at

variance with its normal sensory capacity might be hyper-

esthetic or again anesthetic. He wished to impress upon

all contemplating the use of this method the importance of

thoroughly controlling and measuring the current em-

ployed. The duration of the treatment was brief and was

determined by a primary anemia which was perfectly

obvious. The cessation of the treatment was followed

by a congestion, depending for its vigor upon many condi-

tions, which must present themselves at once to every care-

ful operator. The electrodes must be exactly adapted to

the location under treatment, and were invariably pro-

vided with an insulator, whose function was to insure the

delivery of the spark at the desired point, from the sharp

metallic end of the electrode. The metallic electrode

should be so adjusted in its glass sheath that a definite

spark length would be secured. He had rarely found a cur-

rent greater than 600 watts necessary. The procedure was

obviously valuable for all forms of localized pigmentation,

sluggish ulcers, the obliteration of fine blood-vessels when

heavily applied, superficial tubercular conditions, etc. The

procedure might he applied to a great number of conditions

of the mucous membranes. .Ml forms of hypertrophied

mucous membr.ines were instantly controlled by this form

of administration. The use of the static spark in the

past for somewhat similar conditions was known to every

practical worker, but the efficacy was so small a'; to make

it valueless for serious work of this kind.

The Static Brush Discharge Concentrated to a Blue

Pencil Point.—Dr. 1-rederic df, Kraft of New York
read this paper. The brush discharge concentrated to a

blue pencil flame when obtained from a static machine hav-

ing sixteen to twenty revolving plates running at a fairly

high rate of speed and applied to the bare skin of the

patient, had been the means of securing some results in

the writer's hand in cases where other measures had

failed. This brush discharge might be described as a

unidirectional high potential convective discharge and when

obtained from the positive side of the machine was of a

violet color, very rich in ultra-violet, violet and blue violet

rays. Its action was attended with the formation of a

great quantity of ozone and nitrous oxide. .After de-

scribing the technique he said that repeated applications

along the entire spine and over the abdomen increased

peristalsis of the intestines, as was shown by freer and

softer stools. Placing a metal plate in the bottom of the

bowl containing a solution of starch and iodide of potas-

sium, and approaching it with the grounded positive elec-

trode, will be turn blue if the twenty plate was running at

500 revolutions per minute. This method of applying

the brush discharge had served to alleviate the pain from

ulcerated teeth in many instances after a ten-minute

seance. They had seen a swollen cheek restored to its

natural color in a few minutes. Sprained ankles and other

joints had been speedily relieved of swelling and pain. In-

somnia had yielded in a very few treatments. In con-

stipation due to deficient secretion, and in those cases

where an element of spasm of the muscular layer was

present, good resu'ts had been obtained. Cases of neuras-

thenia had been helped, as well as severe cases of in-

flammation of the sciatic nerve following or due to

gonorrhoea.

Roentgen-Ray Diagnosis of Bone Disease.—Dr. M. K.

Kassabiax of Philadelphia gave a lantern slide exhibi-

tion of the pathological conditions as they appeared in the

radiogram in cases of periostitis, osteitis, tuberculosis,

acromegaly, rickets, osteomalacia, epiphysitis, and osseous

tumors.

X-Ray in Dental Examinations.—Dr. Sinclair
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TouSEY of New York read this paper and made an ex-

hibition of lantern slides illustrating a number of the

conditions determined by dental radiography and by the

use of his dental fluoroscope. A radiograph would show

whether the permanent teeth were present in the jaw or

not. Abscesses were discovered and located. The radio-

graph would show the direction of the root canals and

enable the dentist to afford an opening for the pus

through the root canal in cases where the latter were

difficult to locate or trace. The cause of facial neuralgia

was sometimes discovered by an x-ray examination of

the teeth. Root fillings might be examined. The condi-

tion of the alveolar process surrounding the roots of the

teeth and extending up beyond them was an important sub-

ject for study. In cases of pyorrhea or Riggs' disease this

process was sometimes found to be completely absorbed

and very often the tooth was seen to lie in a large pocket

produced by the absorption of the bony process around it.

Supernumerary teeth might be revealed. The relation of the

roots of the teeth to the antrum, and the presence of pus

in the antrum, were subjects for study. Pulp stones or

concretions in the nerve substance were sometimes found.

The Treatment of the Enlarged Prostate by the High
Frequency Current.—Dr. M. M. Johnson of Hartford,

Conn., said that Dr. Hunter of Norfolk, Va., brought

the Roentgen ray to the foreground as a treatment of this

condition, on account of its well-established atrophying

power on glandular tissue. There was no doubt that this

ray was potent in absorbing glandular tissues, but the

difficulty lay in concentrating the rays on the prostate.

The patient was placed in the Sims position in using high

frequency. It was not necessary to insulate the couch.

Snow's vacuum rectal tube was lubricated and passed into

the rectum and firmly placed against the prostate, and held

there by the operator, who raised and lowered the handle

of the tube holder, moving the electrode over the entire

surface of the prostate gland. The tube holder was con-

nected with the resonator by a single wire. The strength

of the current was indicated by the spark gap. The patient

was not conscious of the least discomfort. Of the twelve

cases treated, six were senile hypertrophy and six were in

men under forty-five years of age, and who were suffering

from nervous breakdown. The humane feature of the

treatment was so marked ; there was no ether, no vomiting,

no nervous shock, no tedious convalescence, no loss of

valuable time, and no death. It was ideal.

Treatment of Varicose Veins and Varicose Ulcers by
the Static Wave Current.—Dr. H. Finkelpearl of

Pittsburg, Penn., briefly reviewed the etiology and morbid
anatomy of these conditions as well as the treatment. He
reported three cases, treated by the static wave current

with good results.

The Treatment of Arteriosclerosis and Hypertension.
—Dr. William Benham Snow of New York read this

paper. Hjpertension, or arterial tension above the recog-

nized normal range, was noted to precede the structural

changes, and a study of averages showed that with ad-

vancing years the changes became more marked and re-

sisting to treatment. Hypertension might be either com-
pensatory or contributing. The conditions necessary to a

condition of hypertension were one or more of the fol-

lowing: (l)Resistance in the circulatory channels; (2)

increase in the quantity of the circulating fluid; (3) in-

creased heart force. The contributory causes of hyper-

tension arose from toxic or pathological processes in the

organism, and were generally associated with intestinal in-

fection or the inception of irritants or chemical poisons.

Excessive indulgence in stimulating foods, condiments,

alcoholic beverages, together with the products of faulty

metabolism, and intestinal infection, played a great role

in the induction of hypertension. A study of many cases

of arterial tension with and without organic change in

the structure of the arterioles and large glands through

which most or all of the blood must pass, presented a

variety of clinical pictures as to prognosis and response to

treatment by physical measures, which affected to reduce

arterial tension, the results depending upon the extent of

pathological change present in the circulatory apparatus

and dietetic regime adopted, as shown by comparisons

made by the sphygmomanometer. Dr. Snow believed that

there was probably no field of investigation which offered

more to humanity than the setting forth of the importance

of the regulation of habit and diet, balancing the demands

of exercise to the quality and quantity of food taken. The

intelligent management of these cases would not only in-

clude the regulation of the diet, but the employment of

such means as would further the reestablishment with

maintenance of normal results.

Physiotherapy in the Practice of Medicine.—Dr.

William D. McFee of Haverhill, Mass.. believed that in

order to get the best results, they should have many
modalties at their command, and choose from these

the one particularly indicated and adapted to fight the

symptoms of disease ; otherwise they would have many
failures. Combined methods of treating many of the dis-

eases should be employed.

Electricity in Errors of Refraction.—Dr. Samuel J.

Harris of Boston, Mass., read this paper. He said that

after an exhaustive study of this subject, based on the

study of over five hundred cases, he believed the ameliora-

tion of sight by massage might be divided into three

groups: (i) Mechanical action as regards the zonule and

the crystalline lens. (2) Tonic actioji upon the ciliary

muscle and the accommodation. (3) Trophic action (cir-

culatory, secretory, and excretory) upon all the intraocular

tissues and liquids, ciliary glands choriocapillaries, retina,

etc. His conclusions were that the persistent elongation

of the zonule was so much easier to obtain the younger

the subject and the less the accommodation had been ex-

ercised (amblyopic eye). That by massage hypermetropia

might be considerably diminished often so much as to do

without glasses. The younger the subject, the better the

results. That visual acuity was sometimes so improved

that an eye suffering from amblyopia exanopsia as the re-

sult of high hypermetropia might become serviceable for

work. That some squinting eyes might thus recover sight

enough for stabismus to be cured with the secovery of bin-

ocular vision. That different accommodative asthenopias

were also susceptible to great improvement, and many
cured. That some presbyopias might postpone the wearing

of glasses, as in vision near by without the short sight di-

minishing in any way, that it was the acuteness of vision

only that improved. That in progressive myopia in young

subjects whose defects augmented 3 to 5 D, they could

arrest the increase. That astigmatism was amenable to

treatment by massage once the proper apparatus was per-

fected. He believed then from the study of his cases

that a large number of persons, especially children now
wearing glasses, could by this treatment carried out by an

ophthalmic surgeon and an expert, be relieved of wearing

glasses, and others could be so much benefited that glasses

could be worn of from one-third to one-half the strength

of those previously worn. He believed that electricity in

its various forms was one of the greatest additions to

the therapeutic armamentarium of the ophthalmologist,

and in the future must become his greatest ally.

Catarrhal Deafness and Its Treatment.—Dr. Albert
C. Geyser of New York stated that the changes or devia-

tions which took place in catarrhal deafness were as fol-

lows : The Eustachian tube was closed, preventing the en-

trance of air and the hindering of drainage. The mem-
brana tympani was forced inward by the external air pres-

sure, and held there and prevented from vibrating. The
ossicles were crowded together with more or less in-

flammatory changes in their articulations, and their free

movement was hindered and no vibration reached the per-

ceptive apparatus. Assuming that the nasopharynx had

been properly cleansed, the hihg-frequency current from

a glass vacuum electrode delivered to the entire mucous
membrane of the nose was probably the best stimulating
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measure. An aseptic or antiseptic spray should be used.

An attempt should then be made to force air into the

Eustachian tube. To break up the fibrous ankj'losis that

existed between the membrana tj-mpani and the articula-

tions of the chain of ossicles, a pump was used capable 01

alternating between a suction and compression stroke

:

this pump was attached to an Otis auroscope. The pump
should be so adjusted that the suction stroke only was

used.

Tuberculosis and Its Treatment.—Dr. J. D. Gibson

of Denver, Colo., said he wished to affirm more than he

had ever before the great usefulness of physical modalities

as adjuvants in the treatment of pulmonary tuberculosis.

In addition to the ordinary treatment of the disease, he

had added the j-ray, electricity, and ozone. He used the

.r-ray to produce a hyperemia, local congestion or en-

gorgement of the tissues treated. This congestion pre-

pared them for the next step in the process, the inhibition

and destruction of the bacilli. Electricity was used by

him only for its tonic properties. The static high-tension

currents, as the brush discharge and wave currents, were

the ones he generally used. Ozonized nebula was a much
prized agent as an aid to expectoration, giving relief to

the cough.

Possibilities of Radiant Light.—Dr. T. D. Crothers
of Hartford. Coim.. read this paper. Every year the new

realm of so-called physical therapeutic measures had be-

come more and more prominent, and in connection with

drugs their efltorts were most promising. The radiant

light bath and concentrated radiant light had attracted his

attention. These were agents of great and largely un-

known power. The question of the value of light in such

conditions as rheumatism, acute and chronic inflamma-

tions, neuritis, cirrhosis, and so-called malaria was one of

great difficulty and depended very largely upon the ac-

curacy of the diagnosis. In a general way, if the principal

derangement was nutritional disturbance and starvation.

the light had a variable effect. If the main difficulty was

in the circulatory apparatus, its value was more pro-

nounced. In toxemic conditions with congestion and de-

fective circulation, it had a marked action, and in the

psychic and functional disturbances, its effects were both

startling and disappointing. His conclusions had been, that

only from a general clinical study could any reliable esti-

mation be made <i the value of light in therapeutics, and

this must be made by comparisons and combinations with

other measures.

Observations Upon the Employment of the Caldwell

Cavity Tube as a Surface Electrode.—Dr. Charles

Rea Dicksox oi Toronto, Canada, believed that we pos-

sessed in the Caldwell tube a most useful adjuvant, and

that when employed as a low- frequency high-potential

vacuum electrode for treatment of lesions on the surface

of the body it was a very valuable implement in their

armamentarium. The effects produced by the form of

procedure he described in detail, were briefly those of a

combined x-ray, blue-violet, and ultraviolet rays, low-

frequency, high-potential static charge, and spark. The\

thus had the mild irritant and ionizing effects of the 4r-ray

and ultraviolet, the sedative action of the violet rays, the

markedly tonic effect of low frequency with its relief o <

congestion and stasis and liberation of ozone and nitr.jii-

acid with their oxidizing, ozoning, and antiseptic proper

ties, aided by the germicidal action of the ultraviolet, and

lastly the pronounced stimulating action of the static

charge and spark; on tissue metabolism.

The Physiological Action and Therapeutic Effect of

Vacuum-Tube Discharges.—Dr. John H. Burch .f

Syracuse, X. Y. made a summary of the physiological

effects of vacuum-tube discharges as follows: (l) The

more refrangible light frequencies, emanating from the

fluorescing tube itself; {2) the chemical effects of nascent

ozone; (3) the effects of ionization; (4) heat; (5) me-

chanical vibratory effects; (6) germicidal effects; (7)

the effects of the electrostatic charge itself. Vacuum-

tube discharges seemed to be indicated in nearly all con-

ditions depending upon local congestion and stasis. Per-

haps no field offered more brilliant opportunities for the

employment of vacuum-tube discharges than dermatology.

Anterior Poliomyelitis.—Dr. Henry W. Fraitenthal

of Xew York presented some brief records, with photo-

graphs, of cases that had shown some unusual manifesta-

tions resulting from the epidemic of 1907.

Report of Some Cases of Electrochemical Minor
Surgery.—Dr. Edward S. Smith reported three cases,

one of fecal fistula following an appendectomy, one of

tumor of the cheek of unknown pathology, and another of

cervical abscess, treated electrochemically with wonderful

success.

The Correction of Fiat-Foot.—Dr. Herbert Mc-
Intosh of Boston, Mass., read this paper which he illus-

trated with lantern slides. The indications for curing a

flat-foot were (i) to reestablish the injured arch and (21

to restore the ligaments and muscles to their normal con-

ditions. Each muscle that supported the arch should be

stimulated. Stimulating vibration should be applied to

the plantar fascise and the calcaneoastragaloid ligament.

The remedy for pain, congestion, heat sweating, and other

vasomotor phenomena was the static wave current. Com-
plete rest was essential. The most important factor in

the treatment was proper shoeing, and a shoe to be

fit should have several characteristics. I. It should

afford perfect freedom of motion. 2. It should per-

mit the toes to exert their prehensile action as nature had

taught them to do. 3. It should give the great toe free-

dom to rise when the foot was thrown forward before

the metatarsophalangeal articulations finally touched the

ground. 4. It should permit the toes to spread out when
they touched the ground. 5. The instep should be amply

high so as to permit the foot to arch. 6. It should not

bind the leg above the ankle. 7. It should have a flexible

shank. 8. To preserve to the foot when covered with a

shoe the power to balance and involuntary shifting of

lines of weight, it was necessary to supply a modified heel.

9. Shoes should be made with low heels. 10. The floor

of the shoe under the metatarsal bones and phalanges

should be flat. 11. The shoe should permit a close ap-

proximation of the anterior end to the ground. 12. An
inner sole should be provided running back to the shank

and capable of being loosely attached in front over a

fixed point and free at its posterior end.

Electricity in the Relief of Pain.—Dr. F. Howard
Hlmfris of Honolulu, Hawaii, presented this paper. In

electricity we had an agent which afforded instant relief

in the majority of cases of pain and from its mode of

action tended to remove the cause. Electricity was not

palliative but was curative. It removed stasis aided metab-

olism and restored the physiological function which was
painless to the pathological painful structure. The dif-

ferent modes of electricity from which they had to

choose for the relief of pain were the direct current, the

induced current, the static modalities, the sinusoidal, mag-
netic currents, the various high frequency currents, photo-

therapy, and perhaps the vibrator since it was driven by
an electric motor. The secret of success lay in the choice

of the appropriate modality. Unfortunately thej- had as

yet no laws to guide them as to what modality was best

suited to each condition. For most of the neuralgias a

mild constant current would often succeed where most

remedies failed. Static electricity filled an important place

as an agent in the relief of pain. The five hundred candle

power light had a truly remarkable action in the relief of

pain. The use of the x-ray for the same purpose was
well known to all. When the pain was generalized the

radiant light baths, with 1,000 candlepower was very use-

ful. The patient should not be allowed to suffer unneces-

sarj- pain when an agent existed which would relieve it, as

electricity.

The General Practitioner His Own Radiographer.

—

Dr. E. G.\RD Edwards of La Junta, Colo., urged the ad-
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vantages of radiograpliy in all cases of fracture and

wounds by foreign bodies remaining in situ as well as in

many obscure diseased conditions. He cited many in-

stances to point out the desirability of all physicians pro-

curing proper apparatus for the work who were not in a

position to have such work conveniently done for them.

The Five-Hundred-Candlepower Incandescent Lamp.

Dr. S. T. BiRDSALL of Glens l-'alls, X. Y., reported a case

of chronic cystitis which was relieved of all the previously

distressing symptoms by two exposures of the lower ab-

domen to the five hundred (500) candle power lamp after

failure to benefit the patient by irrigations and by use

of the .Morton wave current with vacuum electrode in the

vagina.

So-called Chronic Rheumatism, or Septic Arthritis.

—

Dr. J. \V. ToRBETT of Marlin, Texas, found many cases of

chronic joint inflammation which had yielded to general

treatment only after treating an existing urethral stricture.

He believed that in all cases of chronic joint inflammation

one should examine the various mucous membranes for

points of irritation where might occur retention of secre-

tion, putrefaction, and absorption of toxins. Such origin

of joint inflammation might be in the urethra .prostate,

uterus, tubes, colon, intestines, gall-bladder nose, or ton-

sils.

NEW YORK ACADEMY OF MEDICINE.

Stated Meeting, Held November 5, 1908.

The President, Dr. John A. Wyeth, in the Chair.

This meeting was held under the auspices of the Sec-

tion on Surgery and was devoted to a symposium on the

surgery of the biliary passages.

Surgery of the Bile Passages, with Special Reference

to End Results.—Dr. John C. Munro of Boston read

this paper. In reporting the after results of operations

upon the biliary passages he utilized all e.xcept recent cases

that had come under his care during the last five years

;

there were somewhat over 300 operations and the end re-

sults were known in 198, including the fatal cases. Of the

known results 122 patients were reported as being well

and entirely free from symptoms referable to the biliary

passages. He had lost track of 106, but he thought it

was safe to count on a good result in a large majority of

these, judging from the nature of the original lesion and

the operation employed. Jaundice was present in 90 cases

of recovery, absent in 57, and not recorded in 46. It

varied in degree from slight to profound. In the 90 in

which it was present, 63 were cases of simple gall-bladder

stone, while in 43 cases of this type it was noted as ab-

sent. This proportion was quite different from that pub-

lished by others. Fourteen common-duct cases had jaun-

dice and three did not. In three cases of pancreatitis, for

which the gall-bladder was drained, jaundice had been

present, and in two it had been absent. In the operations

for infection of the gall-bladder or the ducts without

stone, he found a history of the presence of jaundice in

seven, and its absence in seven. He found two cases with

jaundice operated upon for symptoms produced by ad-

hesions alone. In analyzing the 46 cases of recovery, where

no note was made as to the presence or absence of jaun-

dice, he found that 19 were primarily operated on for some

gross lesion elsewhere, such as uterine fibroid, ulcer of

the stomach or duodenum, umbilical hernia, etc. The
biliary lesion in these cases was discovered accidentally in

the routine examination. The duration of the symptoms in

the recovery cases might be divided into two general class-

es, those of short duration (one year or under), and

those of long duration (over one year). In the former

were 48 cases with an average of four months ; five more

had symptoms of only a few days' duration. In the

longer duration cases there were ill averaging six years,

besides nine in which the duration was of an indefinite

number of years. Among the fatal cases the shorter group

averaged si.x months in 12 cases; wliile the longer group

averaged nine years in 14 cases, the longest being 16, 19,

and 25 years respectively. The condition of the pancreas

was noted as being pathological in 27 cases. He believed

that a swollen, indurated pancreas could be differentiated

with a fair degree of accuracy from the normal gland.

The existence of adhesions had an important bearing on

the question of the value of medical treatment in gall-

stone patients, and he found that in 127 cases they were

noted as being present, while in only 22 was there a note

of their nonexistence. Among the postoperative calamities

he always dreaded complications occurring in the lungs

or bronchi. Three in over 200 cases of recovery had a

typical pneumonia ; one patient had an acute edema of

the lungs : one had a bronchitis following a phlebitis ; an-

other was a septic case, while 10 complained of a slight

cough that gave no anxiety. When the gall-bladder was

functionless as a result of either stricture, impacted stone,

acute or chronic infection of the visceral walls, or con-

ditions, he removed it if the condition of the patient

warranted. If the gall-bladder was functionating, or if,

temporarily out of commission, there seemed a reason-

able chance that it would reestablish itself with drainage,

he had been content to drain. He found, therefore, in

the patients reporting themselves as "well" that drainage

had been employed four times as frequently as extirpa-

tion. Taking the recovery cases that he had been unable

to trace, he drained a little less than three times as often

as he removed the gall-bladder. Taking all the recovery

cases, he had performed cholecystotomy in 125, cholecys-

tectomy in 35, and choledochostomy in 26 cases. The
patients that reported a recurrence of symptoms were di-

vided into several distinct classes: (i) Those in whom
the symptoms were probably not due to the presence of

stones but to some unrecognized lesion. (2) Those in

whom the symptoms were secondary to adhesions follow-

ing the removal of stones, or the drainage of infected

passages. (3) Those in whom stones had been left be-

hind at a previous operation. (4) Those in whom new
stones had formed. Including the cases that had come
after operation by other surgeons, there were 10 in which

stones Iiad been overlooked. These patients either had a

biliary fistula that refused to close, or persistent return

of the symptoms for which the first operation was under-

taken. In every instance but one the overlooked stone was
in the gall-bladder or cystic duct. The only reason for

overlooking these stones seemed to be a lack of thorough-

ness at the first operation. That stones might form anew
in the gall-bladder was possible, but extremely rare.

Cases of death from so-called toxemia, or cessation of

the hepatic functions, and from capillary hemorrhage,

were the most appalling that fell to the surgeon's lot. In

the first class he had lost six cases. The patients did

not die of shock, but they died with a high pulse and
temperature, diliriuin, stupor, and apparent cessation

of the hepatic function. On Dr. Leary's suggestion he

gave 30 c.c. of rabbit's serum subcutaneously in those

cases in which hemorrhage was expected; in almost all

the cases there was no tendency to hemorrhage. Dr.

Leary had reported the earlier cases in a communica-
tion to the Massachusetts Medical Society in June,

1908, and gave the reasons for and methods of secur-

ing the fresh serum. Nearly a year had elapsed since

the speaker had used the serum for this purpose with-

out a sign of bleeding in jaundiced or purpuric patients,

and he felt that there must be some value in the method.
In conclusion Dr. Munro said that (l) an analysis of

his cases demonstrated that jaundice was present in a

majority of all, even the simple gall-bladder cases, at

some time. A very large majority of common duct

cases had jaundice. (2) The pancreas was not infre-

quently pathological, as determined by an examination

of the opened abdomen. (3) Adhesions were present

in a large majority of the cases, and might be the di-
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reel cause of the symptoms, rendering all medical treat-

ment worse than futile. (4) Pulmonary complications

must be reckoned with in prognosis, but thej- had been
less frequent than anticipated. (5) Cholecystostomy
was normally a more suitable operation than cholecys-

tectomy unless the gall-bladder was definitely function-

less. (6) Recurrence of symptoms might be due to

adhesions or a contracted gall-bladder as well as to

overlooked stones. (7) Toxemic cases were best treated

medically until the acute stage was passed. (8) Fatal

capillary hemorrhage might be controlled to an extent

not yet determined by the use of fresh animal serum.

Treatment of Biliary Disease as Determined at the

Operation.—Dr. How.^rd Liliexth.al read this paper.

He said that embarrassment due to the surprises oi

abdominal section became less frequent with experi-

ence. It was always well to obtain permission for any

necessary procedure rather than be too certain as to

the exact nature of a contemplated operation. The
stomach contents should always be examined before

operation upon the bile passages. When symptoms
pointed to the gall-bladder, and that viscus was found
apparently normal at operation, no disease of other

organs being discovered, he said it was best to do a

cholecystectomy. The gall-bladder might be found

completely embedded in the liver. Thick-walled gall-

bladders were liable to cancerous degeneration. When
there was a suppurative pericholecystitis the gall-

bladder should not be removed primarily. In cases of

profound sepsis, with or without jaundice, he advised

a quick cholecystostomy, and a radical operation should

be done later, thus dividing the work into two stages.

The pancreas and the pyloric region should always be

examined. In speaking of the technique, he said that

one should, first, avoid as far as possible gauze pack-

ings. They damaged the peritoneum, rendering it more
susceptible to infection, and they also caused adhesions.

Secondly, the common duct might be reached more
easily, after the gall-bladder had been removed, by
drawing the stump of the cystic duct into view by
means of traction sutures. Thirdly, these tractors

were useful in finding the bleeding place in recurrent

hemorrhage.

Cholecystectomy Versus Cholecystotomy.—Dr. John
F. Erdm.ann read this paper. In an article published

in 1906 he wrote that the indications for cholecystec-

tomy were as follows: Perforations by trauma, ulcera-

tion other than that due to abscess or gangrene, oblitera-

tion or stricture of the cystic duct, chronic cholecystitis

with thickened walls, atrophy, gangrene, acute sup-

puration, enlargement of dilatation (these latter being

usually due to either calculous obstructions, strictures.

or angulations of the gall-bladder), marked adhesions,

hour-glass contractions, chronic or recurring cholecys-

titis, cholelithiasis, and malignancy. The contraindica-

tions were: Apparently healthy bladder in chole-

lithiasis and pericholecystitis, perforation into other

viscera when the difficulty of closure of the connec-

tion was great, perforations in the suppurative variety

when adhesions were extensive, and when life would be

jeopardized by such radical interference, malignancj'

when extensive, and those cases in which hurried oper-

ation was indicated to save life. While adhering to

those views in the main. Dr. Erdmann said that he

was not so radical now and considered his cases more

closely before performing cholecystectomy. The rea-

son for this change was the distinctly surgical one of

convenience: occasionally one must do a secondary

operation upon the common duct, either for an over-

looked stone or for a stone that had been concealed

or formed in the liver and which had come down.

necessitating a choledochotomy, or leaving the patient

a chronic invalid in case the stone did not pass. When
such secondary' operation was called for, one had lost,

in the absence of the bladder, the anatomical landmark
to the duct. The question of cholecystectomy and

cholecystotomy very naturally arose chiefly in the

cases of acute cholecystitis, and in a certain percent-

age only of chronic gall-bladder cases, where upon
opening the abdomen the gall-bladder was found atro-

phied or contracted, thickened, with or without calcar-

eous degeneration, and when the cystic duct had be-

come occluded, resulting in a hydrops of the gall-

bladder. In cases of malignancy the question arose as

to whether one should do cholecystectomy or close

the abdomen without interference. In the acute cases,

where the patient's condition demanded a rapid opera-

tion, and the bladder was gangrenous, a few minutes

more of operative procedure would justify a chole-

cystectomy; the danger of infection, sloughing, and
hemorrhage was removed with a smaller risk by opera-

tion than was taken by leaving the diseased viscus.

Should the condition be grave, and only a thickened

gall-bladder with infection be present, the removal of

the bladder contents only was done; this latter step

included necessary cystic and common duct work if

called for. Where no great consideration of time and
shock arose he did a cholecj-stectomy if the bladder

wall was friable, very thick, or the bladder markedly
elongated and thick, with patches of gangrene or gray-

ish white sloughs. Evidence of calcareous degeneration

in an acute cholecystitis also called for a cholecystec-

tomy. Acute cholecystitis in cases of old contracted

gall-bladders demanded cholecystectomy, as they were
simply smoldering foci for repeated attacks, and a

cholecystotom)- in those cases was of no more than

temporary benefit. Where the gall-bladder was acutelj'

inflamed and the bladder distended, the walls not over

thick or infiltrated, with no mucous membrane de-

struction by gangrene or ulceration, he said he was
now prone to drain. Ulceration perforations of the

gall-bladder should have the radical operation done
instead of attempts at closure. Finesse of judgment
as to the procedure in cases of malignancy could be

obtained only by experience. In twenty-six cholecys-

tectomies, out of a hundred and four operative cases

of all kinds one case was recorded of death due to

malignancy. There were fifty-three cholecystectomies,

with three deaths. Excluding the malignancies in both

operative procedures and a case of multiple abscesses,

in all of which death was inevitable, he had a record of

twenty-five cholecystotomies with no deaths and fifty-

one cholecystectomies with one death, or less than 2

per cent. These fifty-one cases included associated

appendectomies, subphrenic abscesses, two pregnancies,

and one post-partum hemorrhage in the second week,

making a decidedly complicated set of operations.

There was one case of cholecystotomy with choledo-

chotomy, with recovery. There were twenty chole-

cystectomies with choledochotomies, with five deaths.

Choledochotomy was done in four cases, with no deaths.

This series of cases, therefore, by excluding three

malignancies and one of multiple hepatic abscess, con-

sisted of one hundred cases operated upon, with seven

deaths, none of which occurred in twenty-five chole-

cystotomies, and only one in fifty-one cholecystec-

tomies. A summary of the cases of cholecj'stotomy

and cholecystectomy with those in which additional

work was done would show that out of the hundred

considered, excluding the malignancies and the one of

multiple abscess of the liver, cholecystotomy was done

twenty -five times, cholecystotomy with choledochotomy

once, making twenty-six cases without a death. Cholecys-

tectomy was done fifty-one times with one death, and

cholecystectomy with choledochotomy nineteen times with

four deaths, a total of seventj' case with five deaths.

Dr. Joseph A. Blake said that one found with ex-

perience that there were many difficulties to be en-
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countered in operations upon the biliary passages. He
was particularly interested in what was said regarding

the use of rabbit's serum in arresting hemorrhage. In

the badly suppurating cases, a cholecystotomy should

be done rather than a cholecystectomy; in many cases

the lesion was so walled off by adhesions that chole-

cystotomy was a very easy operation, and could be

done under local anesthesia. Later the gall-bladder

could be removed if it was deemed necessary. Many of

these gall-bladders would recover if simply drained.

For drainage purposes the rubber dam carried down acted

well.

Dr. Lucius W. Hotchkiss said that the cigarette drain

or the simple rubber dam drain acted effectually.

Dr. Alexander B. Johnson said that during recent

years his own experience with gall-bladder disease

had been quite large, and he favored the removal of

the gall-bladder in nearly all the serious cases. Quite

a number of cases came to him during the last few

years of acute cholecystitis, some very severe cases,

some gangrenous, and some with a complicating stone

in the gall-bladder, which obstructed the cystic duct,

and these cases had been operated on by other sur-

geons, who did a cholecystotomy. The subsequent re-

moval of the gall-bladder which became necessary was

exceedingly difficult. He had seen a number of fistulm-

follow drainage of the gall-bladder. Among thirty

cases of cholecystectomy done during the past three

years, fistula followed in only one instance, the bile

discharging for more than a year. This patient re-

turned to the hospital and was again operated on.

Dr. George E. Brewer said that the statement made

by Dr. .Munro that sixty-three cases of simple gall-

bladder stone were accompanied by jaundice was some-

what contrary to the usual experience; when the stones

were limited to the gall-bladder, jaundice was exceed-

ingly rare. All recognized the seriousness of carcinoma

of the gall-bladder; even in the early stages carcinoma

was a fatal disease. There was one condition which

might simulate gall-bladder disease, namely, syphilis

of the liver, and it was sometimes almost impossible

to differentiate the two. This was a point that should

ahvays be considered.

Dr. Willy Meyer asked whether they should drain or

extirpate in cases of gall-bladder stones. These stones

readily reformed and, therefore, he believed that sur-

gery should be thorough. If the gall-bladder con-

tained mucus and not bile, it should be removed.

Dr. Ellsworth Eliot believed that where the cystic

duct was so seriously damaged that subsequent deform-

ity might incapacitate the gall-bladder, cholecystectomy

was the best operation to perform. The value of any
operative procedure was to be judged by the results

obtained.

Dr. MuNRO said that when the gall-bladder was func-

tionating it was not removed; if it was not able to re-

sume its function, it was taken out.

Dr. LiLiENTHAL believed that in simple gallstone dis-

ease, with no infection and no thickening of the walls,

cholecystotomy should be the operation of choice ex-

cept in exceptional cases. The gall-bladder should

be removed in all cases where there was serious

inflammation.

Stated Meeting, Held November 19, 1908.

The President, Dr. John A. Wyeth, in the Chair.

Medical Service in a Modern Army in War, as Exem-
plified by the Japanese Army in the Russo-Japanese

War.—Major Charles Lynch, Surgeon, U. S. A., late

representative of the Medical Department of the United

States Army in Manchuria, gave this discourse. He ex-

pressed his gratification in finding that the members of

the Academy of Medicine had sufficient interest in military

matters to desire that an officer of the army should dis-

cuss the army medical service with them. He said that

his service had comprised the last ten months of the war.

nearly all of which was spent at the front in Manchuria

with the Second Japanese Army Corps. After giving a

brief general description of the war and the geography of

Manchuria, whose climate was cold and dry in winter,

hot in summer, and had two months of heavy rainfall with

almost impassable roads, he referred to the wonderful suc-

cess of the Japanese and said that this success was no-

where more notable than in their medical department.

The Spanish-American and South African wars had shown

America and Great Britain lamentably weak so far as

their army medical departments were concerned. It was

his purpose to tell the reasons which enabled the Japanese

to accomplish such noteworthy results. The discussion of

any army medical departinent naturally fell under three

general headings: (i) Organization; (2) sanitation; (3)

professional care of ill and injured. Administration and

organization were placed first because no matter how
good medical talent was in the possession of a country it

would not be available to the army if it could not be

properly distributed and used. First, the medical de-

partment must be sufficient in numbers to perform the

work required of it. This was one point where Great

Britain and America had failed. The Japanese found that

they required l per cent, of medical officers and 9 per cent,

of inferior medical personnel to the total fighting force.

The Japanese claimed that all medical officers in war
should have had army service in peace, and they were

much dissatisfied with the civilian surgeons whom they

commissioned for temporary war service, this notwith-

standing each of these men were given four months

medico-military training before going into the field. He
did not consider it necessary that our army should have

enough medical officers in the regular army to perform

the work in a serious war; there were many posts in a

war army that could be well filled by civilian practitioners.

If one-fourth of our medical officers in war were trained

surgeons of the regular establishment we would be in a

fairly safe position. To maintain a less number than this

invited disaster. The plan of maintaining only enough

medical officers to care for the sick and wounded in

time of peace was one which a nation desirous of efficient

medical service in war should never tolerate. The Japa-

nese recognized that the quality of their medical officers

was quite as important as the quantity. The inducements

that they offered were sufficient to secure a good class

of men. Russia was far inferior to Japan in this re-

spect. The medical officers of the Japanese army had the

highest possible ideal of patriotism while the Russian doc-

tors hardly felt themselves a part of the army. If this

country wished to attract the highest class of medical

men to the army medical service it was apparent that the

inducements to enter the army must be increased, as the

present possible rewards in civil life were much greater

than they were some years ago. The Japanese medical

department had complete autonomy and the Russian did

not. Certain duties were required of the Japanese medical

department, and it was held responsible for them without

let or hindrance. In the Russian Army the responsibility

was so divided between the army medical department anil

the Red Cross that it was a wonder that the results were

as good as they were, and at times they were very bad.

Our organization was much nearer the Japanese than

the Russian, but Major Lynch feared that war would

show that our medical department should have absolute

control of its own transportation and should supply am
bulances and all sanitary apparatus.

In battle, aid to the wounded was given in various stages

from front to rear. First was regimental aid on the firing

line and at the temporary dressing station, then the dres?

ing station, the field hospitals, the transport department

for patients, the stationary hospitals, the line of communi-
cation hospitals, the hospital ships, the receiving hospital
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at home, hospital trains, rest stations, and reserve hos-

pitals with convalescent camps. This was the Japanese

organization, and it varied little from that of other nations

which had given serious consideration to the organization

of a medical department. While the stream of wounded
constantly ran to the rear and ended at home, medical

supplies took the contrary direction. He showed how all

these organizations worked in connection with the battle

of Mukden, which was the greatest battle of which we had

record. Various scenes of the battle were illustrated by

stereopticon views, as well as the manner of caring for

the wounded at the front, of collecting them, and of

taking them to the temporary dressing station behind the

firing line. Even here they were exposed to artillery

firing and it was becoming increasingly difficult to per-

form medical service in the tield owing to the increase in

fhe range of small arms and artillery. Little professional

care was given the wounded at the dressing stations,

though emergency operations were sometimes performed.

On the field of battle transportation could be provided

only for those absolutely requiring it. All others had

to walk. In the field hospitals only emergency operations

were performed because it was necessary to hurry the

wounded to the rear as fast as possible to make room
for others ; time was not available, nor was it possible to

make preparations for clean work. Each field hospital

was supplied with an 4r-ray apparatus, but it was seldom

used at the front. The stationary hospitals were three

times as large as the field hospitals and were intended to

replace the latter or to receive patients from them. The
communication hospitals received the wounded from the

stationary hospitals. In showing the illustrations of the

field medical supply. Major Lynch called attention to the

size of the boxes ; there were none larger than could be

easily handled by two men.

Although the work of the medical department was ex-

tremely complicated during a great battle, as could be

seen from this brief description, the Japanese had prac-

tically all the wounded on their side under shelter within

twelve hours. This was the maximum time. This achieve-

ment was simply marvelous considering the duration of

the battle of Mukden, which lasted from March 26 to

April 10. If any link in the long chain broke or even

weakened disaster would have almost inevitably followed.

The Japanese used no hospital trains in Manchuria, as they

did not have the necessary rolling stock, and if they had

possessed it they could not have permitted it to interfere

with the supply of their troops ; so they resorted to or-

dinary cars returning from the front. The Japanese were

able to have trains for sick and wounded at all times with

the necessary attendance. The Russians had some fine

hospital trains, so that a man might be very comfortably,

transported, but there were so few of these trains that

the Russian patients were put on trains returning from

the front often without any provision being made for

food or attendance. This was quite characteristic of the

diflference between the medical service of the two coun-

tries. Japan always provided adequate, though sometimes

rough, means for the care of ill and injured, while Russia

rejoiced in overabundance at one place and entire lack of

everything at another. During the war Japan operated

twenty hospital ships, two of which belonged to the Red
Cross of Japan. In peace these ships were in commercial

service, with the proviso that the company operating them

would turn them over to the Red Cross, equipped for hos-

pital use within one week after being notified to do so.

It was the policy of Japan to send all injured and ill re-

quiring it to their division districts as soon as possible.

Some of the wards in the temporary hospitals were built

and ready for patients within 48 hours of the receipt of

notification that they would be needed. At one time Hiro-

shima had excellent accommodations for 22,000 patients.

The Japanese provided accommodation for about 70,000

patients in their home hospitals, and for 10,000 convales-

cents in their convalescent camps. These camps showed

a wealth of good care on the part of the Japanese so far

as the soldiers were concerned, and the Russians received

equally good care at the hospital for prisoners of war at

Matsuyama.

In discussing sanitation. Major Lynch said that it was
generally known that in all wars, except the Franco-Prus-

sian on the German side, the deaths from disease had
greatly exceeded those from wounds. In the past there

might have been some justification for this, but fuller

knowledge had proved of no benefit to the United States

in the Spanish-American War, where, had the need arisen,

we could not have put 50 per cent, of the men mobilized

into the field against the enemy. The Japanese had made
use of present day knowledge regarding sanitation, and
in consequence protected their army better from the in-

roads of disease than had any other nation up to the

present time. In the field the Japanese reported one death

from wounds to 0.47 of one death from disease. He was
of the opinion that these figures were substantially correct.

Russian statistics were valueless, but from observation and
conversation with Russian surgeons he was quite sure

that the Russian loss from disease was at least twice as

great as this. The Japanese had not more than one-third

as many men constantly ineffective from sickness as their

enemy. While the Japanese attained notable success in

preventing diseases of known causation or methods of

spread, they failed with beriberi. National sentiment had
been a great factor in the matter of sanitation. A sol-

dier who returned home suffering from a preventable dis-

ease was made to realize by his family and friends that

he had been a credit neither to his country nor to them.
This was a powerful factor in making soldiers observe
sanitary instructions. In Japan a commander whose force

suffered from disease to an unwarrantable degree was
likely to be called upon for an explanation. A Japanese
officer might disregard the advice of his medical officer

on sanitary questions just as he might in this country, but
in practice he did not do so, as he appreciated how much
good hygiene meant to his command. So far as he knew
all the high commanders in the Japanese service were not
only willing, but anxious, to gain the benefits that would
accrue to their troops from the advice of experts on
the subject of sanitation. The medical department of
the Japanese army pronounced upon the physical fitness of
officers and soldiers entering the service, educated them in

sanitary matters, supervised their sanitation during the

course of their service, and determined when they were
no longer fit for active duty. The physical standard main-
tained was a very high one. The Japanese soldier was
not conscripted until he was 20 years of age, which was,
in the speaker's opinion, a great benefit. In all the officers'

schools almost one-half the time was devoted to physical
training. During the whole course of each man's service

he was kept in good physical condition by hard drills with
much running exercise, and physical contests were en-

couraged among the men. A pamphlet entitled, "Health
Memoranda for the Use of Soldiers in Time of War,"
prepared by the medical department was issued to the
soldiers, but more dependence was placed upon the per-
sonal teaching of the surgeons. Frequent sanitary in-

spections were made by medical officers of all grades in

the Japanese service and by these means sanitary faults

could not escape detection, and could be corrected before
great harm resulted. These inspections were extended to

include the inhabitants of the country as well as the
troops. A monthly physical examination was made of
all Japanese troops which was of value as a means not
only of weeding out the unfit, but also of detecting com-
municable disease. The clothing and equipment of the
Japanese soldier were excellent, with the exception of
his shoes, and in these some improvement had been made.
He carried about 58 pounds, which was too much for any
soldier, though the Japanese did not seem to be distressed
by it.

No army in a long campaign had been so well supplied
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with food as were the Japanese in the Russo-Japanese war.

Even during the battle of Mukden the men were almost

universally well-fed. The standard established for the

soldier's daily allowance of food was 2,580 calorie?. Four

times monthly the surgeons weighed the food as it was
served to a few men at table and the number of calories

was calculated; if the food was found insufficient the au-

thorities were notified in what respect the ration should be

increased. Practically all the water used by the Japanese

in the field was sterilized by one method or another, and

the speaker was convinced that the United States would
have to adopt this principle if its army was not to suffer

from water-borne diseases to an unwarranted extent.

The Japanese medical department analyzed the water sup-

plies of the troops, but this was only for the purpose of

selecting the best; the water was sterilized no matter what
the result of the analysis. Boiling was the method of

sterilization relied upon to the exclusion of all others

whenever it was applicable. Boiling stations were estab-

lished on the lines of communication. At halts the large

kettles used in the preparation of rice were used. During

battles the men boiled water in their own water bottles.

During the war a water cart was constructed which con-

tained about 60 liters and was a boiler as well as a cart.

The fire box was large, which permitted of the water

being brought to the boiling point in a very short time.

In the field, latrines were invariably pits and their con-

tents were well covered with earth or ashes. The habits

of the Japanese soldier were good. Drunkenness was
almost unknown. Successful efforts were made to prevent

the soldiers from cohabiting with Chinese women unless

they were regularly licensed. Love of country and love

of family were used to effect this remarkable result. The
soldiers had their hot baths every day, and even at the

front they rarely missed a day. Both quarantine and dis-

infection were carried out thoroughly in the army; quaran-

tine stations were established through which returning sol-

diers had to pass. The Japanese regarded typhoid fever and
dysentery as contagious diseases and isolated them as

carefully as they did smallpo.x. This, the speaker believed,

was absolutely necessary in an army where the opportuni-

ties for contact infection were so numerous. The Japa-
nese clearly recognized the possibility of infection by flies.

The only way flies could be prevented from having access

to the food was by serving it immediately before it was
to be eaten. After being washed the dishes were covered

to protect them from flies, and mosquito netting was used

to screen all hospitals for contagious diseases, even those

well up toward the front. In the field creosote pills were
issued to the soldiers in little tin boxes upon which was
written : "To defeat the Russians take one three times

daily." It was believed that the medical department had
made an error in the administration of this intestinal an-

tiseptic, nevertheless the Japanese had only about one case

of typhoid fever and dysentery to the Russians six. Ty-
phus fever, though quite common in Manchuria, was rare

in the army. It was treated like other contagious dis-

eases. Tuberculosis was not commonly seen in the army

;

cases were promptly discovered and sent home for dis-

charge. Smallpox was rare. Diphtheria, scarlet fever,

mumps and measles occurred only in isolated cases. When-
ever we mustered in an army we had hundreds of cases of
mumps and measles. Major Lynch thought the Japanese
population suffered so generally from these diseases in

childhood that all men entering the army were made
practically immune by previous attacks. Beriberi proved
a terrible scourge to the Japanese army, probably from 40
to 50 per cent, of all diseases resulted from it. In peace 14

per cent, of the army had beriberi, according to the

Japanese report ; in the Chinese-Japanese war this per-

centage rose to 18, and in the Russo-Japanese war it

reached 16 per cent. His experience with the disease,

which had been fairly large, led him to see no reason why
beriberi should be regarded as a dietetic disease, and he
felt convinced that careful isolation of cases and the

proper methods of disinfection could be depended upon
to prevent its spread. An increase in the proteids in the

diet of the soldiers did not diminish beriberi. He as-

cribed the great increase of this disease during war to

the overcrowding in the barracks, which gave every oppor-

tunity for infection from man to man.

It was safe to say that the lesson taught by Japan would
be taken to heart, and that within a few years all great

armies would require instruction in hygiene of their entire

personnel. The United States now has a school for in-

struction in hygiene at West Point. In regard to the pro-

fessional care of the sick and wounded. Major Lynch said

that the Japanese could teach us nothing on the practice

of medicine and surgery. Japan was a young country so

far as the scientific study of medicine was concerned, and

there was need of good native teachers; the foreign in-

structors had not kept up in the advances of their profes-

sion. The Russian medical department had many poor

practitioners and some good surgeons. The Japanese,

however, returned a large percentage of sick and wounded
men to the ranks. Neither Russians nor Japanese benefit-

ed to the greatest possible extent from the first aid packet.

It seemed to the speaker that if we desired to profit by

the experience of the Japanese we should recognize that

we must have a strong force of medical officers in the

regular establishment and the only way to attain this

result was to create public interest and sentiment. He
thought further, that as physicians and citizens, the pro-

fession should endeavor to create public opinion. So far

as sanitation was concerned we labored under greater

diflSculties than the Japanese because of the absence of

good teaching of personal hygiene to the individual offi-

cers in peace. In order to reach the results that the Japa-

nese had attained it was necessary that there should be

good instruction in personal hygiene in the schools. This

would greatly benefit the public in times of peace. A
great deal had already been done in our army, and to-day

our military forces were in a state of transition which

was gradually approaching a logical organization. The
bill to increase the efliiciency of the medical department of

the army had been passed and attention could be directed

to progress in other directions. A Medical Reserve Corps

had been created. The .American National Red Cross was
also making progress.

MEDICAL SOCIETY OF THE COUNTY OF NEW
YORK.

Stated Meeting, Held October 26, 1908.

Dr. J. Riddle Goffe in the Chair.

Want to Discontinue the Medical Directory of New
York, New Jersey, and Connecticut.—Dr. C. G. Coak-
LEY read a letter received from the Genesee County Med-
ical Society inviting other county medical societies of this

State to instruct its delegates to the coming meeting of

the Medical Society of the State of New York to move
for a discontinuance of the publication of the medical di-

rectory of New York, New Jersey, and Connecticut. It

was claimed that four other county societies of this State

wished the same action. It was moved, seconded, and
carried unanimously that the Medical Society of the Coun-
ty of New York vote for a continuance of this directory

and that the Secretary send a copy of this resolution to all

the county medical societies of the State asking them to

take similar action.

Nominations.—The nominations of officers, censors,

and delegates to be elected at the one hundred and third

annual meeting, to be held November 23, 190S, were made.
The scientific session was devoted to a symposium on

opsonic therapy.

Opsonins, Opsonic Index, and Immunity. — Dr.

Eugene L. Opie of the Rockefeller Institute for Medical
Research reviewed the fundamental facts regarding the re-

lationship of opsonins to immunity. The power of various
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cells, particularly leucocytes, to take into their substance bac-

teria and other organisms had long been recognized as

one of the most important factors in the protection of the

animal body from infection. The discovery in the serum
of the blood of substances capable of destroying and dis-

solving bacteria had furnished evidence that bacteria might

be overcome without the intervention of phagocytes. A
comparatively recent discovery had shown that both serum

and cells had an essential part in phagocytosis. Wright
showed that the number of bacteria which a phagocyte

could devour in a given time might be counted under the

microscope, and he showed that the leucocytes of tlie blood

were unable to take up bacteria unless the blood serum

was present ; the normal blood serum contained something

which made phagocytosis possible. This body acted by at-

taching itself to the bacteria. This body in the serum

Wright called opsonin. According to Wright, the leuco-

cytes were ready to take up as many bacteria as the serum

could prepare for them. To measure the activity of phago-

cytosis it was necessary to measure the ability of the

serum to prepare microorganisms, in other words, to

measure the opsonins. These substances were not suscep-

tible of absolute measurement, but by comparing the serum

to be tested with that of one or more normal individuals,

it was possible to assume how many times its opsonic

strength was greater or less than normal. This relative

strength had been termed the opsonic inde.x. A low op-

sonic index indicated that an individual was particularly

susceptible to infection by the organism with which the

index had been tested. Increase of opsonins in the blood

indicated in general terms that the power to resist infec-

tion was increased. The opsonic index measured with a

fair degree of accuracy the power of the blood serum to

promote phagocytosis; but the majority of observers in

this country at least had reached the conclusion by com-

parative tests that the opsonic index was subject to great

inaccuracy. There was evidence that immunization with

the tubercle bacillus or its products was accompanied by

increase of the opsonic power of the blood scrum. With
localized infectious lesions, such as abscesses, suppurating

sinuses, and various forms of tuberculosis limited to a

joint, lymphatic glands, or other well-defined locality, the

opsonic index had been often found less than normal.

It had been assumed that bacterial products were not

absorbed in sufficient quantity to set in motion the mech-

anism of immunity; the injection of killed cultures of

bacteria was recommended for the purpose of stimulating

the formation of opsonins.

The Treatment of Erysipelas by Bacterial Vaccine.

—

Dr. George W. Ross of Toronto, Canada, read this paper.

His belief was firm from a study of fifty cases of ery-

sipelas, that a vaccine prepared from the Streptococcus

crysipelatis and properly administered, exercised a specific

and controlling influence upon the course of the disease,

preventing its spread, lessening its severity, and hastening

recovery. The reason for this belief he briefly summar-
ized under two main heads: First, from the standpoint of

immunity. The opsonic power of the blood was low dur-

ing the acute process of the disease and when more or

less rapid spread was manifested ; again, the subsidence of

such symptoms as malaise, mental unrest or apathy, pain

and tenderness, and the localization of the inflammatory

area were closely associated with an increased immunity

as evidenced by a rise of opsonic power. He was prone

to attach great importance to these considerations of im-

munity because he had frequently observed parallel series

of events in therapeutic inoculations with bacterial vac-

cines in many cases of boils, septic hands, tuberculosis of

the glands, bladder, etc., and in many other cases of

localized bacterial infections. Second, from the standpoint

of clinical observation of the course of the disease as ap-

parently influenced by inoculation with their vaccines.

Whatever surface might be involved subsequent to inocula-

tion manifested a less severe form of inflammatory proc-

ess ; the mental unrest and physical discomfort were

rapidly controlled ; the pyrexia seemed to subside more
rapidly and long-continued pyrexia had not been met
with ; the complications and sequelae seemed to be much
less common. He said he would, therefore, submit the

evidence adduced in this communication was sufficient to

justify the use of a vaccine prepared from Streptococcus

crysipelatos in the treatment of erysipelas, particularly as

there was no recognized remedy for this disease.

The Opsonic Index in Pulmonary Tuberculosis.—Drs.

Gerald Bertram Webb and William Whiiridge Williams
of Colorado Springs, Colo., presented this communication.

Their general conclusions as to the value of the opsonic

index in pulmonary tuberculosis were as follows: (i) The
technique was sufficiently accurate; (2) they found it of

very little value in guiding their doses of tuberculin, al-

though their aim had been to keep the index above normal

;

(3) they regarded fluctuations as almost positive evidence

of the presence of tuberculous activity; (4) they thought

it of great value in the study of autoinculations, believing

it in such cases to be a guide as to the amount of exercise

patients should be allowed; (5) they did not believe that

the opsonic index by any means told them the whole de-

gree of immunity of their patients to tuberculosis
; (6) they

believed that complete arrest of pulmonary tuberculosis

could only be registered by absence of fluctuation in the

opsonic index following exercise.

The Use of "Vaccines" in Gonococcus and Strepto-

coccus Infections.—Dr. Xathaniel Bowditch Potter of

New York read this paper, illustrating with lantern slides.

The following figures were offered which were of interest.

Of the noninoculated cases there were 58 that were sur-

gical and medical, with six recoveries, a percentage of 11

(Libman)
; 47 medical cases, with eight recoveries, a per-

centage of 17 (Lenhertz) ; 28 surgical cases, with 19 recov-

eries, a percentage of 689 (Bertelsman). Of the inocu-

lated cases there were 30 both medical and surgical, with

14 recoveries, a percentage of 47 (Potter).

Dr. Norman E. Ditman said that the opsonin served the

purpose in directing attention to vaccine therapy. The
opsonic index measured but one form of immunity, and
was of value when done in hundreds and when the aver-

age of these was obtained. The value of the opsonins at

the present time was largely in the field of research ; while

that of vaccines was in practical therapeutics.

Dr. C. G. Coakley told of his work in chronic suppura-

tions of the nasal accessory sinuses, the vaccines being ob-

tained from cultures isolated from each individual patient.

Thirteen patients were under treatment for a period of

four months, and but one was cured ; the other cases

made no improvement.

Dr. William H. Park said that those in the Health

Department were still studying the vaccines, and as yet

their opinions might change from week to week and from
month to month. He did not know the relative importance

of the vaccines; he did not think one could tell the rela-

tive importance in any one disease of opsonic substances

aijd other substances. They did not seem to show any
quantitative relationship. Wright had convinced many
men of the value of vaccines and had caused them to

study them more carefully and thoroughly. All were
coming to see that they could not in individujil cases rely

upon the index; in individual cases it was a mistake to

have indices. '

Heart Disease.—In cases of heart disease we should
investigate first the symptoms afforded by the attitude of
the patient in bed, by the color of the lips and cheeks, by
the pulse, by the jugular veins, or by dropsy, before pro-
ceeding to physical examination. For this reason books
written before the discovery of auscultation (such as the

treatise of Corvisart) are worth reading, if only to show
how much the physicians of that day could find out apart

from the help of physical signs. Symptoms, and not phys-
ical signs, guide our prognosis and treatment.

—

Gee's

Aphorisms.
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The Medical Record is pleased to receive all neiu

publications which may be sent to it, and an acknoivledg-

iitent zvill promptly be made of their receipt tinder this

heading, but it must be witli the distinct understanding that

it is under no obligation to notice or review any publica-

tion received by it zvhich in the judgment of its editor will

not be of interest to its readers.

Diseases of the Eye. By M. Stephen Mayou, F.R.C.S.
i2mo, 388 pages; cloth; illustrated. Oxford University

Press, American Branch, New York.
Lehrbuch der Spezifiscuen Diagnostik und Therapie

DER TuBERKULOSE. Von Dr. Bandelier und Dr. Roepke.
4to, 177 pages; paper; illustrated; bound, 7 marks; un-

bound, 6 marks. Curt Kabitzsch (A. Stuber's Verlag),

Wiirzburg.
Arztliche Beredsamkeit. Von Dr. Med. Henry

Hughes. 8vo, 59 pages; paper; $x.oo. Curt Kabitzsch

(A. Stuber's Verlag), Wiirzburg.
Indiana State Board of Medical Registration and Ex-

amination, 1907. 8vo, 315 pages; cloth; illustrated. Wil-
liam B. Burford.
A Manual of Bacteriology. By Herbert U. Williams,

M.D. 8vo, 466 pages; cloth; illustrated; $2.00. P. Blakis-

ton's Son & Co., Philadelphia.

Statistique des Personnes Atteintes de Cancer. By
le Dr. Jules Dollinger. 4to, 167 pages ; cloth ; illustrated

Imprimerie da la Societe Anonyme, Atheneum.
Progressive Medicine. Edited by Hobart Amory Hare,

M.D. 8vo, 293 pages; paper; illustrated; $6.00 per annum.
Lea & Febiger, Philadelphia.

Contributions to the Physiological Theory of Tuber-
culosis. By Charles Creighton, M.D. 410, 242 pages

;

cloth; illustrated; 12/6 net. Williams & Norgate, Lon-
don, England.
Transactions of the Southern Surgical and Gyne-

cological Association. Edited By W. D. Haggard. 8yo,

570 pages ; cloth ; illustrated. Published by the Associa-

tion.

A Textbook of Human Physiology. By Geo. V. N.
Dearborn, A.^L (Harv.), Ph.D., M.D. (Col.). 8vo, 550
pages ; cloth ; illustrated. Lea & Febiger, Philadelphia.

Hygiene for Nurses. By Isabel McIsaac. i2mo, 208

pages; cloth; illustrated; $1.25 net. The Macmillan Com-
pany, New York.
Neurological and Mental Diagnosis. By L. Pierce

Clark, M.D. i2mo, 188 pages; cloth; illustrated. The
Macmillan Company, New York.
Chirurgie fur Zahn.\rzte. Von Prof. Dr. Med. Ludwig

Brandt. 410, 458 pages; paper; illustrated; $1.25 net.

Verlag von August Hirschwald, Berlin, Germany.
Hay-Fever, Hav-Asthma. By William Lloyd. 8vo,

loi pages ; cloth ; illustrated. Henry J. Glaisher, London,
England.
The Principles and Practice of Gynecology. By E. C.

Dudley, A.^L, M.D. 8vo, 806 pages; cloth; illustrated.

Lea & Febiger, Philadelphia.

Textbook of Physiological Chemistry in Thirty Lec-

tures. By Emil Abderhalden. 8vo, 722 pages; muslin.

John Wiley & Sons, New York.
Manual of Psychiatry. By J. Rogues de Fursac,

M.D. 8vo, 406 pages; muslin. John Wiley & Sons, New
York.

Sanatori.\ for Consumption and Certain Other As-
pects of the Tuberculosis Question ; Supplement in Con-
tinuation of the Report of the Medical Officer for 1905-06

to the Thirty-fifth Annual Report of the Local Government
Board, 1905-06. 8vo, 670 pages; paper; illustrated; 5/.

Darling & Son, London (Compliments of D. Bulstrode,

London).
Chronischer Magenkatarrh. By Dr. Frfedrich

Cramer. 8vo, 176 pages; paper; illustrated. J. F. Leh-
manns, Munchen.
The Struggle Against Tuberculosis in Sweden.

Edited by Sture Carlsson, M.D. 4to, 201 pages; illus-

trated
;
paper. Central Press, Stockholm.

Diseases of the Spinal Cord. Bv R. T. Williamson,
M.D. (Lond.), F.R.C.P. 8vo, 432 pages; illustrated; cloth.

Oxford University Press. New York.
Glandular Enlargement and other Diseases of the

Lymphatic System. By Arthur Edmunds, !M.B., M.S.,

B.Sc, Lon., F.R.C.S., Eng. i2mo, 230 pages; cloth; illus-

trated. Oxford University Press, New York,

The Law in General Medical Pr.\ctice. By Stanley
B. Atkinson. M.A., M.B., B.Sc. i2mo, 240 pages; cloth.

Oxford University Press, New York.

Fourth Annual Report of the Henry Phipps Insti-

tute FOR the Study, Treatment, and Pre\'ention of Tu-
berculosis. 4to; paper. Edited by Joseph Walsh, Henry
Phipps Institute.

iUriitral '2!tpms.

Contagious Diseases, Weekly Statement.—Report ot

cases and deaths from contagious diseases reported to

the Sanitary' Bureau, Health Department, New York
City, for the week ending December 5, 1908:

Tuberculosis Pulmonalis
Diphtheria
Measles
Scarlet Fever
Smallpox
Varicella
Typhoid Fever
Whooping Cough
Cerebrospinal Meningitis
Malarial Fever

Totals

Cases
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THE PROGNOSIS AND TREATMENT OF
THE DEEP LESIONS OF THE EYE,
ASSOCIATED WITH GOUT, WITH

SPECIAL REFERENCE TO
SECONDARY ACUTE

GLAUCOMA.*

Bt CHARLES STEDMAN BULL, A.M., M.D..

NEW YORK.

During the past year the writer has seen an un-

usually large number of cases, illustrating grave

lesions of the retina and chorioid, associated with

chronic gout, and it has seemed to him worth while

to put on record some of these cases by bringing

them before the members of the Practitioners' So-

ciety. These cases are by no means of common
occurrence, but they seem to be increasing in fre-

quency, and the lesions are so destractive of vision

that the patients need the best skill and widest

knowledge which can only come from the combined

efforts of the family physician and the ophthal-

mologist.

The patients were all markedly gouty, were all

well past middle life, and were all victims of the

modern, ultrastrenuous life. In the treatment and

management of these cases I was greatly assisted by

the family physician, with his wider knowledge of

the patient's general condition.

None of the cases of intraocular inflammation

occurred simultaneously with an acute arthritic at-

tack, but they always followed an intestinal attack,

and in all of them the urinalysis showed a marked
excess of uric acid, and a high percentage of

indican. This would seem to prove that the general

toxemia resulting from faulty metabolism is of

intestinal origin, and due to fermentative processes.

The excess of uric acid present in an acute inflam-

matory attack of gout acts not only as a toxic agent,

but also as a mechanical irritant upon the tissues.

The protective cells of the body are not powerful

enough to neutralize the excess of uric acid or

prevent its partial absorption, and the combined

toxic and irritant agent is carried into the general

circulation, and may set up an inflammatory process

in any part of the body. All these patients showed

the well-known cardiovascular changes met with in

chronic lithemia, which were well marked in the

vessels of the retina and chorioid. It is a recog-

nized fact that the continued perversion of function

of any part leads to structural change. Compensa-
tory growth has its limit, and in the altered condi-

tion of the vessels, arteriofibrosis constitutes the

compensatory stage, while arteriosclerosis forms

the secondary process of degeneration.

A close study of many of these cases of retinitis,

chorioiditis, and secondary acute glaucoma will

*Read before the Practitioners' Society, November 6,

1908.

show that the strain of increased blood-pressure

causes hypertrophy of the muscular tissue of the

tunica media. The increased blood-pressure is the

cause of both fibrosis and sclerosis, the latter being

a degenerative process. This condition once estab-

lished, time and the question of relative weakness

will determine when and where the vessel-wall will

yield to dilatation and nipture. Of course high

arterial tension does not always mean a fully de-

veloped arteriosclerosis, for at first the results are

simply functional. The occurrence'of the outbreak

in the eye simply represents the extension of the

diseased arterial condition in one special direction.

The influence of increased blood pressure on the

functions of the eye may be recognized by a loss

of accommodation, transient blurring of the vision

due to a diminished, intermittent blood-current, or

to retinal edema; sudden impairment of vision

from retinal or vitreous hemorrhage. All these

are conditions of recognized toxic origin. But

in all these cases, gout is not the direct cause of the

vascular lesions. The diseased products of faulty

metabolism are the cause of both the arterial degen-

eration and the gout.

An abnormally high blood-pressure is much more
frequently met with in modern life than formerly.

It is significant of the modern strenuous life, with

its impaired metabolism, its imperfect elimination

of the toxic products of metabolism, and the result-

ing toxemia.

These deep lesions of the retina, chorioid, and

sometimes of the iris, are of grave importance, and

leave lasting traces behind them in impaired vision.

enfeebled or abolished function, and a tendency to

degeneration and atrophy. The hemorrhages from

the vessels point to the gradual degeneration of the

entire vascular system, and any considerable change

in the intraocular tension will give rise to hem-
orrhages into the retina, chorioid or vitreous humor.

They may occur in one or both eyes, may be single

or multiple, and may be scattered all over the

fundus. A recurrence of these hemorrhages under

any sudden emotional excitement, or following great

physical or mental fatigue, is too often followed by

the development of a secondary acute glaucoma,

with its intense pain requiring immediate operative

interference, with disastrous results as to vision.

It is an interesting fact that this arterial degenera-

tion seems to be distinctly hereditary in certain

families, and here the evidence of arteriosclerosis

in the retinal vessels is often the first symptom of

the hereditary condition, and has been seen in com-

paratively early life.

We also find a similar condition in the retinal

veins, which is often more marked than the change

in the arteries. This soon leads to edema of the

retina, which is one of the constant symptoms of

the early stages of the retinal disease. This edema
disappears if the circulation becomes reestablished

in the obstructed vessels. This phlebosclerosjs is

more frequently encountered in the eyes of patients

who are the subjects of chronic atypical gout, than
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in the typical inflammatory form of the disease, and
in these cases the diagnosis as to cause and effect

is not always easy. The cases of acute inflamma-
tory retinitis naturally come more frequently under
the observation of the ophthalmologist, and are, of

course, of a much more serious nature, because of

the seroplastic exudation, and the recurring retinal

and vitreous hemorrhages. The latter I have come
to regard as almost pathognomonic of lithemia.

The fundus changes in these cases are retinal

edema, patches of yellowish exudation, retinal and
vitreous hemorrhages, and a blurring of the out-

line of the optic disc. The retinal arteries are di-

minished in calibre, and the white lines along the

vessels can be distinctly traced well towards the

periphery. The veins show fusiform dilatations.

When vitreous opacities are present, they are either

the remains of previous hemorrhages, or an evidence

of coexisting chorioiditis. These changes are al-

most always bilateral, though they are rarely sym-
metrical. In the cases of chronic atypical gout, the

degenerative changes in the walls of the vessels are

at first very slight, and often overlooked. The
hemorrhages occur in the early stage of the disease;

but when the walls of the retinal vessels become
thickened by deposit, they become stronger, and
under ordinary conditions of everyday life, hem-
orrhages are less likely to occur. There is marked
impairment of central vision, which is progressive

up to a certain point, but never ends in blindness

unless acute glaucoma supervenes.

The microscopic examination of the retina in all

these cases confirms the existence of the extensive

angiosclerosis, but a full description of the patho-
logical changes would occupy too much time. It

suffices to say that such an examination proves the

existence of the three factors involved in the pro-

cess, viz: the shortening of the tunica media, the

compensatory endarteritis, and the atrophy of the

muscular coat.

The great danger in these cases of retinitis or
chorioretinitis is the development of an acute

glaucoma. The high blood-pressure with its in-

creased vascular tension tends at once to increase the

intraocular tension beyond the normal limits and
well within the danger-zone. If this occurs in a
hypermetropic or very astigmatic eye, with its shal-

low interior chamber, the almost inevitable result is

a more or less complete obstruction of the channels
of filtration, ending in acute glaucoma, with its

severe pain, paralysis of the sphincter iridis, en-

gorgement of the deep episcleral vessels, cloudy
cornea, and loss of vision.

In the presence of such a complication, our first

impulse is to advise the immediate performance of
the classical operation of iridectomy. The opera-
tion, when properly done, relieves the increased ten-

sion, stops the severe pain, and arrests the progress
of the symptom-complex known as acute glaucoma.
But in these cases of chorioretinitis with exudation
and hemorrhages, the sudden lowering of the intra-

ocular tension by the iridectomy almost invariably

causes a sudden profuse hemorrhage into the vit-

reous, which again raises the tension above the

normal, causes a return of the severe pain, which
cannot be controlled, and ultimately necessitates the

enucleation of the eyeball to relieve suffering.

Moreover the operation of iridectomy is verv pain-

ful in acute glaucoma and requires the employment
of general anesthesia. These patients with their

extensive cardiovascular changes, generally ac-

companied by cardiac hypertrophy and enfeebled
heart action, are not fit subjects for general anes-

thesia, because of the danger of death during the
use of the anesthetic.

It should be fully recognized that an iridectomy

should never be done in acute glaucoma, which has

been preceded or accompanied by retinal or vitreous

hemorrhages, and where the extensive cardio-

vascular disease makes general anesthesia dangerous
to the life of the patient. We have other means
at our disposal for allaying the pain, reducing the

tension, and arresting the inflammatory process,

even if the eye remains permanently blind.

The treatment and management of these cases

must vary with the age and general condition of

the patient, the nature of the lesion, and the severity

of the type. The habits of life must be regulated,

of course modified in strictness by the patient's con-

dition and environment. It must be largely dietetic,

based on accurate knowledge of the patient's diges-

tive capabilities. The administration of drugs, ex-

cept to combat certain symptoms as they arise, is of

secondary importance. The daily life of the patient

should be rendered as quiet as possible, and there

should be great moderation in eating and drinking.

As an abundant meat-diet raises the blood-pressure,

the amount of meat eaten should be curtailed. A
certain definite amount of systematic exercise should

be insisted upon, preferably in the open air, be-

cause it increases oxidation, improves the capillary

circulation, and thus aids in the process of elimina-

tion. If the patient has been addicted to the use

of alcohol in moderation, it is not wise to absolutely

interdict its use, but it should be taken largely di-

luted. Alcohol does dilate the peripheral blood-

vessels, but does not increase the blood-pressure to

any appreciable extent. The use of tobacco should

be forbidden or reduced to a minimum, as it con-

tracts the blood-vessels and raises the blood-pres-

sure. Water should be taken freely between meals

in order to aid elimination. The products of faulty

metabolism which induce hypertension only cause

the toxic eft'ects while they are circulating in the

blood. The uric acid group are eliminated largely

through the kidneys, and experience has taught us

that the best renal eliminants are the salts of lithia,

soda, and potash.

To reduce the high blood-pressure, I employ
sodium nitrite as a vasodilator, but I always com-
bine with it some reliable heart tonic. I have made
it a rule, in this class of cases, to have a thorough
examination made of the heart and general circula-

tion, before prescribing any cardiac drugs. We
should be especially cautious in administering any

of the vasodilator drugs. A rapid, irregular or in-

termittent pulse, with a rapid pulse rhythm, and with

a systolic murmur, probably indicate a cardiac in-

adequacy with high blood pressure, and in such a

condition cardiac stimulants should be combined
with vasodilator drugs. Experience teaches us that

a high blood-pressure does not necessarily mean the

need of the prompt administration of drugs, for

nature often maintains a cardiac integrity in spite

of the circulatory resistance, and the apparently

urgent symptoms yield gradually without the use

of drugs to reduce the pressure. If the blood-

pressure be over 200 mm. of mercury, the vaso-

dilator should be slowly administered, and its effect

on the blood-pressure, the pulse rate, and the sensa-

tions of the patient carefully noted. I believe that

the subjective sensations of the patient are a better

means of judging of the effect produced than the

blood pressure or the pulse rate. The administra-

tion of a full dose at once may cause very serious

consequences to the patient's heart.

The local treatment of these deep-seated ocular

lesions is of great importance. An exudative re-

tinitis or chorioretinitis, with or without hemor-
rhages, occurring in patients of forty years of age
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or over, has a tendency to increase the intraocular

tension, aside from the increased intravascular ten-

sion. As a result the subjective symptoms are im-
paired central vision, a sense of tension at times
amounting to dull pain, and more or less intolerance

of light. It is not safe to use atropine for the pur-
pose of putting the accommodation at rest because
of its tendency to increase the intraocular tension

and aid in the development of glaucoma. Pilocar-

pine in a half per cent, or one per cent, solution

should be used, as it contracts the pupil, draws the

iris away from the angle of the anterior chamber,
and lowers the intraocular tension. The light should
be modified by wearing smoked glasses, but not

darker than tint No. 3.

Should hemorrhages into the retina or vitreous

occur, the danger of an outbreak of acute glaucoma
becomes greater, and the pilocarpine must be used
more frequently and in a stronger solution. All use

of the eyes must be forbidden, and the patient must
be kept as quiet as possible. The danger of the

development of acute glaucoma in these cases is

always present, and any sudden mental or physical

shock may bring it on. This is markedly so in high-

ly hypermatropic or astigmatic eyes, for here the

anterior chamber is shallow, and the angle of the

anterior chamber is narrow. The onset of the glau-

coma is usually sudden, starting with an acute

lancinating pain in the ciliary region, which extends

upwards on the "forehead and inwards towards the

nose, accompanied by engorgement of the deep

ciliary and episcleral vessels, dilatation of the pupil,

rapid diminution of vision, and marked increased

intraocular tension, due to closure of the channel of

filtration through Schlemm's canal by the increased

pressure. The pain is very severe and resists the

administration even of strong opiates.

In the uncomplicated acute glaucoma, unaccom-
panied by retinitis, chorioiditis, or intraocular hemor-

rhages, the classical operation of iridectomy should

be done at once. This relieves the pain, lowers the

intraocular tension, and in the great majority of

cases ends the attack at once.

But the case is very different when we have to

deal with an acute glaucoma, secondary to a retinitis

or chorioiditis, and preceded or followed by intra-

ocular hemorrhages. In such a case, if an iridec-

tomy is done, it is invariably followed by a profuse

intraocular hemorrhage, either subretinal or into the

vitreous ; by an immediate increase of the pain and

total loss of vision, and enucleation of the eye must
be done in order to relieve the patient's suffering.

In such a case iridectomy is bad surgery and en-

tirely unjustifiable, and would better be replaced

by an immediate enucleation.

There is still another danger to be considered in

these cases. The operation of iridectomy, on an

acutely inflamed eye, is very painful, and cannot

be satisfactorily done without general anesthesia.

But in these patients with extensive vascular de-

generation and marked cardiac disease, the employ-

ment of general anesthesia would be very danger-

ous, if not fatal to life.

Moreover in these cases of so-called hemorrhagic

glaucoma, the operation can be avoided, and other

means employed. In the cases, five in number, ac-

companying this paper, the operation of iridectomy

was avoided by the following method : Under the

influence of a strong solution of cocaine a paracen-

tesis of the cornea was done, and the aqueous hu-

mor allowed to flow out, drop by drop, from the

anterior chamber. In this manner the tension was
lowered very slowly, and the danger of an extensive

intraocular hemorrhage avoided. Two leeches were

applied to the temple and allowed to fill themselves

until they dropped. A solution of eserine sulphate,

one grain, and of pilocarpine, four grains, was in-

stilled ever}' hour, until under the combined influ-

ence of the paracentesis of the cornea and the use

of miotics, the eye softened and the pain grew less.

As the tension subsides and the excessive pain

gradually diminishes, the eserine and pilocarpine

solution is instilled less and less frequently. The
patient is then directed to use hot applications on
the eye for half an hour at a time, and to keep these

up every two hours until the pain has gone, and
twenty drops of the fluid extract of Jaborandi are

ordered three times a day, as an additional means
of lowering the intravascular tension. Hypodermic
injections of pilocarpine will bring about the same
result, but in the presence of advanced cardiac dis-

ease the}' are dangerous. It is sometimes necessary

to repeat the paracentesis several times in the same
cautious way, at varying intervals, but eventually

the end is accomplished. As the symptoms subside,

the eserine and pilocarpine may be reduced to three

times in the day.

Case I.—Gentleman, aged 85, with advanced
cardiac hypertrophy and very marked arterial and
venous degeneration, who had suft'ered from ar-

thritic and intestinal attacks of gout for many years.

He had had several attacks of transient obscuration

of vision, the last one having come on two weeks
before I saw him, and still persisted in the right

eye. An examination showed punctate and linear

opacities in both lenses, and retinitis with numerous
retinal hemorrhages in the right eye. The fundus
of both eyes showed the most marked case of

arteriosclerosis that I had ever seen, the vascular

degeneration being traceable to the extreme periph-

ery of the fundus. The urine containeil albumen
and hyaline and granular casts. I first saw him in

April, 1902, and at that time there was no increased

tension in either eye. As a precaution pilocarpine

was instilled into both eyes and his heart and cir-

culation were carefully regulated. He had been for

several years on a strict antigout diet. The symp-
toms of retinitis slowly subsided and the hemor-
rhages became gradually absorbed. There was no
recurrence of the attack until December, 1903,
when a similar obscuration of vision occurred
in the left eye, and an examination showed a

retinitis with hemorrhages. There was no in-

crease of tension, but the iris was sluggish and
the anterior chamber was shallow. The same treat-

ment was carried out, and the patient did very well

until February 10, 1904, when he had a sudden
loss of vision in the left eye on the nasal side, and
an examination showed a large hemorrhage at the

macula and several others scattered over the fun-
dus. This was followed the next day by injection

of the ciliary vessels, iritis, and increased tension,

with severe pain, and this brought on a severe at-

tack of cardiac dyspnea, which yielded very slowly

to treatment. A solution of eserine and cocaine

combined with hot applications caused a diminution
of the pain, but the acute glaucoma called for sur-

gical interference. I opposed an iridectomy, against

the advice of two consultants, and advised a care-

ful paracentesis of the cornea, to be repeated if

necessary, which was done. The eserine and co-

caine was instilled every hour, and leeches were
applied to the temple. The patient's heart action

was very feeble and strong cardiac stimulants were
ordered. As it was not deemed safe to use pilo-

carpine hypodermically, he was given 30 drops of

the fl. extr. jaborandi three times a day. On
February 28 there was a profuse hemorrhage into

the vitreous, and the tension rose rapidly so that

another paracentesis became necessary. From this
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time the symptoms of pain and tension slowly sub-

sided. On two occasions in March the patient

nearly died from cardiac dyspnea, but rallied. Dur-
ing these attacks the intraocular tension rose rap-

idly but could be reduced by a strong solution of

eserine and pilocarpine. I have seen this patient

about once a month ever since, and at the last visit,

in June, 1908, he was in good physical condition,

and entirely free from pain or discomfort in the

eye. The left eye is blind, but he still has useful

vision in the right eye. He is now 91 years old.

C..\SE II.—Gentleman, aged 69, a lawyer by pro-

fession. Has been an overworked man for many
years and has taken but little rest. Is very gouty,

and has had numerous inflammatory arthritic at-

tacks. Has a poor digestion and has been on a

rather restricted diet for years. Has cardiac hyper-

trophy with a mitral systolic murmur, and his

heart action is very weak. I saw him first, in 1902,

when he had an attack of retinitis with hemor-
rhage in both eyes, most marked in the left eye.

As he was both hypermetropic and astigmatic, I

ordered a half per cent, solution of pilocarpine and
gave him sodium nitrite combined with strophan-

thus. The retinitis slowly subsided, the hemor-
rhages did not recur, and vision slowly improved.

In 1904 he had a similar attack in the left eye,

which yielded more slowly to treatment, and his

general health was much impaired. In the summer
of 1906 he had a sudden loss of vision in the left

eye while away from home which passed away in

a few weeks. Early in November, 1906, a similar

attack occurred, accompanied by severe pain, vision

was reduced to light perception and the eye was
acutely inflamed. When I saw him he had all the

signs of acute glaucoma, hazy cornea, dilated pupil,

ciliary and episcleral injection, greatly increased

intraocular tension, and in addition a large hemor-
rhage into the vitreous. Under the circumstances

an iridectomy was out of the question. A para-

centesis of the cornea was at once performed, the

aqueous being allowed to pass out very slowly.

Three leeches were applied to the temple and a

solution of eserine and pilocarpine was instilled

every two hours into the left eye, and twice a day
in the right eye. The pain was lessened in the

course of a few hours. The local applications were
continued and four days later I did a second para-

centesis of the cornea. He was also ordered 20
drops of the fl. extr. jaborandi three times a day.

His condition slowly improved and at the end of a

month the pain had gone. At the end of three

months all signs of inflammation had subsided, and
though the eye was blind he was free from dis-

comfort.

C-\SE III.—A gentleman, aged 62, a banker,

whose life was made up of harassing cares with
no relaxation. He had been a gouty subject for

years, who constantly overstepped the bounds of

reason in eating and drinking, and who smoked to

excess. In 1903, shortly after a severe attack of

intestinal gout, he had an attack of retinitis with
hemorrhages in the left eye, for which he came to

me. All the signs of arterial and venous degenera-
tion were well marked in the retina of both eyes.

He was highly hypermetropic, with norma! vision

in the right eye and only 5/200 in the left eye.

He had cardiac hypertrophy, high arterial tension,

and a very irregular pulse. The urinalysis showed
a great excess both of uric acid and indican, with

albumin but no casts. He was put on sodium nitrite

and strophanthus; he was advised to drink freely

of lithia water between meals ; all red meats and
all alcohol were cut off, and his tobacco was reduced
to two cigars a day. Pilocarpine was instilled three

times a day in both eyes. Within three weeks he

had a large hemorrhage into the vitreous of the

left eye, which was followed within twenty-four

hours by acute glaucoma, with very severe pain and
total blindness. As an iridectomy was absolutely

contraindicated, a paracentesis of the cornea was
done immediately, the needle being withdrawn very

slowly, and as soon as the anterior chamber had
been emptied a solution of eserine, i per cent., and
pilocarpine, 4 per cent., was instilled into the con-

junctival cul-de-sac every two hours. Leeches were
applied to the temple and the fl. extr. jaborandi in

30 drop doses was given three times a day. I was
obliged to repeat the paracentesis of the cornea

twice at intervals of a week before producing any
permanent effect. The pain ceased entirely at the

end of three weeks, and at the end of six weeks the

attack had passed off, with a vision of counting

fingers at one foot and a good chance of still

further improvement. There has been no return

of the glaucomatous condition.

Case IV.—Lady, aged 70, short in stature, of

slight frame, very nervous and very gouty. I saw
her first in 1904. She was hypermetropic and astig-

matic, with somewhat impaired vision from periph-

eral lens opacities. She had well-marked arterio-

sclerosis in the retina of both eyes, a venous pulse,

and a very shallow anterior chamber. Fearing a

possible development of glaucoma, I ordered pilo-

carpine for both eyes, and put he!" on a restricted

diet with plenty of lithia water. She did very well

for nearly two years, and then there occurred a

retinitis with exudation in the left eye, which was
followed two weeks later by a very large retinal

hemorrhage. Within fort3r-eight hours acute glau-

coma developed, accompanied by a severe iritis, a

very unpleasant complication, as miotics used to

lower the tension invariably make the iritis worse.

A hasty examination of the heart by her family

physician showed an enlarged and flabby organ,

with a mitral systolic murmur, and a feeble and in-

termittent pulse. The patient's general condition

was very bad. A hypodermic dose of strychnine

was given, leeches were applied to the temple, and
hot applications were made continuously to the left

eye for four hours. I then made a paracentesis of

the cornea verj' carefully allowing the aqueous hu-

mor to drain away slowly, and then instilled a 2

per cent solution of pilocarpine, avoiding the use

of eserine because of its irritating effect on the

inflamed iris. Under the combined influence of

these applications the pain gradually grew less and

a hypnotic gave the patient a brief sleep of four

hours. The eye was blind except for light percep-

tion. The next day I began the administration of

jaborandi and strophanthus internally, and the pilo-

carpine in the eye every two hours preceded by
hot applications for half an hour. At the end of a

week it became necessary to perform a second para-

centesis of the cornea on account of a sudden rise

of tension. From this time all symptoms of glau-

coma slowly subsided, and the pain finally disap-

peared. .MJout the middle of August she suddenly

partially lost the sight of the right eye from a retinal

hemorrhage, but there were no glaucomatous symp-
toms developed. I last saw her on October 16, 1908,

when her general condition was very satisfactory.

The right eye, the one recently affected, had a

vision of 15/50 and she could read fairly small

type. In the left eye, where the glaucoma devel-

oped, the vision was 15/100 and the eye was quiet

and painless.

Case V.—A gentleman, aged 70, of slight frame

and frail health. Has a very weak heart action,

with mitral systolic bntit, and a chronic, well devel-
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oped interstitial nephritis. Has been subject to

gout>- attacks, both arthritic and intestinal, for many
years. 1 first saw the patient in 1904 for an attack

of exudative retinitis in the right eye with several

small hemorrhages. At that time an exhaustive ex-

amination of the heart and kidneys was made and
the diseased condition of both recognized. There
was well-marked arteriosclerosis in the retina of

both eyes. He was slightly myopic with nearly nor-

mal vision in the left eye. Under duly prescribed

local and dietetic treatment, the retinitis slowly sub-

sided, the hemorrhages were absorbed and the vision

improved. In 1906 some fresh retinal hemorrhages
occurred in the right eye, w-hich were very slowly

absorbed. In Februar}-, 1908. he had a sudden loss

of vision in the right eye, lasting half an hour, and
then passing off. Three days later he had a similar

attack, which lasted somewhat longer. Four days

after this second attack he had a third attack in

which the vision was entirely lost, and the eye has

remained blind ever since. When I examined the

eye after this third attack, I found the vitreous full

of blood, but there was no increase of tension. Two
months after the first attack in February last, he

had an attack of acute glaucoma, with very marked
injection of ciliary and episcleral vessels and very

severe pain ; and the eyeball became verj- hard, and
this in spite of the eye having been under the in-

fluence of pilocarpine for two months. An iridec-

tomy on such a patient, under the existing condi-

tions, was of course out of the question. Under
cocaine anesthesia, a very careful paracentesis of

the cornea was made, and the aqueous humor e\^acu-

ated very slowly. A solution of pilocarpine, 2 per

cent., and eserine, J4 per cent, was then instilled

into the cul-de-sac. and this was ordered repeated

everv' hour. Hot applications were ordered for half-

hour periods every two hours, and two leeches were

applied to the temple. The pain began to diminish

in about four hours, and the patient was given a

hypodermic injection of pilocarpine hydrochlorate,

gr. 1/50, followed by a dose of strophanthus in-

ternally. The paracentesis of the cornea was re-

peated on the sixth day as there was another

increase of tension. He was ordered 30 drops of

the fl. extr. jaborandi three times a day. Four
weeks from the date of the attack the pain was
gone, though it returned on three dift'erent occasions.

This patient has been for nearly three months with-

out any severe pain. The engorged vessels have

disappeared. The tension is normal, and the pupil

is kept contracted by eserine. Miotics were used in

the left eye also as a precaution and this eye has re-

mained uninvolved. The right eye is blind, and the

lens is becoming opaque. The patient's general con-

dition is satisfactory.

LOCAL ANESTHESIA IN MAJOR SURGERY,
WITH ESPECIAL REFERENCE TO

ABDOMINAL WORK.*
By WINFIELD SCOTT SCHLEY. M.D.,

NEW YORK.

SURGEON TRINITY HOSPITAL .'^ND ASSISTANT SURGEON ST. LUKe's HOS-

PITAI-

There is still a great deal of scepticism and actual

disbelief with regard to the possibilities of operating

painlessly and successfully with the local anesthetics.

and especially is this true in its application to major

surgery. Local and regional anesthesia in the larger

*Read by Invitation and in Substance before the Mt.

Vernon Medical Society, and before the Surgical Section,

New York Academy of Medicine, October 2, 1908.

surgery is not a new subject, and dates back some
twelve to fifteen years, but the number of workers
along these lines has not been great and their re-

sults have not attracted the attention they merit.

How seldom we see or hear of an extremity being

amputated by that most successful and masterful

procedure of Crile and Matas by intraneural co-

cainization, or any other major procedure, with the

possible exception of hernia, where local anesthesia

the last few years has gained adherents, I believe

this is all very largely due to the fact that the aver-

age use of cocaine or other local anesthetics has

been more often inefficient in the production of real

anesthesia. Also because the earlier use of cocaine

solutions of too great strength frequently gave rise

to toxic symptoms, and because general anesthesia

is easier for the surgeon. The majority of operators

do not seem to have the inclination, the time, or the

patience to undertake this branch of anesthesia,

even in cases where ether and chloroform are greatly

added risks or are prohibitive. This is no plea for

the general adoption of local methods in the majority

of surgical cases
;
general anesthesia has been and

must remain our chief reliance probably for some
years, as at present 60 to 70 per cent, of cases seen

in general work require it, but the field of local

anesthesia has steadily widened with greater experi-

ence and as newer agents of lessened toxicity have

been found. Its place in major surgery has come
to stay, and aside from the cases in which it is most
stronglv indicated and those to which it is especially

adapted, there are a number, now done as a routine

with general anesthesia, in which the patient will

have the election of the two methods of relieving

pain according to his desire to escape the discom-

forts of general narcosis. That great development

of local anesthesia, spinal cocainization, has, up to

the present, I think, not proven reliable enough or

suflncientlv free from immediate or later bad effects

to take the place of local and regional methods in

their present development.

The application of local anesthesia in major sur-

gery to-day is at its greatest usefulness where gen-

eral narcosis adds distinctly to the danger, but there

has been a slow and progressive development in its

technique and in its extension to many cases to

avoid the disturbances of general narcosis and to

ensure a quicker and pleasanter convalescence. The
conspicuous advantages of the local method are the

greatly reduced or total absence of shock, absence
of respiratory and gastric disturbance, and much
more agreeable post-operative period. In abdominal
work with prolonged exposure, and with much trac-

tion and rough handling of the gut, some shock may
result, but I have been able to work for over an hour
in a large ovarian cyst adherent to the parietes and
greatly adherent to the gut without apparent shock
then or later. This, too, in a small, delicate woman
with a pulmonary lesion. No more than the usual

care was taken, not to eviscerate, expose, or handle
the gut more than necessary. This great reduction

or absence of shock I believe due to the more or

less complete nerve block, absence of abnormal heat

radiation from the surface and lungs, and absence
of the direct toxic action of the anesthetic upon the

nerve tissue of the brain and spinal cord. The nerve
block and the enforced rather gentler manipulation

save the spinal cord from a bombardment of im-
pulses while laboring under the effect of a toxic

agent, and there is little or no fall in vasomotor tone,

that first indicative of shock. I believe a further

adjuvant to be the adrenalin added to the solutions,

and which acts both to diminish the speed of ab-

sorption and to maintain vasomotor tone.
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Speed and gentleness of manipulation in operating

have been the greatest factors in contributing to

successful results under general narcosis, and local

anesthesia is in no wise a substitute for the latter,

as successful work by this method requires an even

lighter degree of touch. Rapidity of work is not

so necessary and sometimes not possible. We can

often in this way safely operate upon many border-

line cases, that with general anesthesia would be

hazardous performances or altogether barred, and
bring them to a successful and frequently speedy

convalescence. It is remarkable to see patients, both

immediately after operation and on the following

day, looking rather as though they had made a

spontaneous recovery than as having been through

a major operative procedure.

The particular method of local anesthesia that I

want to speak of at this time is neither the infiltra-

tion method of Schleich nor the neural method of

Crile, Matas, or Gushing, but one of purely local

anesthesia of the subcutaneous tissue and cellular

planes with limited amounts of the solution of the

anesthetic. My own recent work, the last year, has

been more in the field of abdominal surgery, and
where I believe some of the greatest triumphs and
possibilities await this method.

In doing hernia operations and colostomy under

local anesthesia with the necessary handling of the

gut and peritoneum and its apparent painlessness, I

have felt more and more convinced that the viscera

with their peritoneal investment and the general

space of the peritoneum could be explored and oper-

ations done as well as in these cases, provided there

was not a coexistent acute inflammation. It was
further apparent in bad cases of strangulated hernia

that the gut could be divided and reunited with ab-

solute painlessness. The immediate subsidence of

vomiting and the excellent condition of these pa-

tients after operation was most striking. It now
seemed worth attempting this method in intra-

abdominal conditions, and the opportunity soon pre-

sented itself in two desperate cases of intestinal ob-

struction from enteroliths, in one traumatic rupture

of the jejunum in a boy of thirteen years, in three

operations for tuberculous peritonitis, in a compli-

cated ovarian cyst, and in a recent case of acute

pancreatitis.

The first case of obstruction in an elderly physi-

cian seventy-four years of age who entered the hos-

pital on the fifth day of his illness was in a critical

condition. Suspiecting carcinoma of the colon, an
opening was first made in the left inguinal region

by the intermuscular method. This was closed and
a six-inch median incision made, and with the hand
and part of the forearm introduced a hard mass was
felt in the gait, which when brought out was found
to be a stone in the lower part of the jejunum. The
gtit was completely blocked and distended by the

stone and it could not be pushed up to a larger sec-

tion of the intestine. The gut was incised, the stone

removed, and the opening closed with a double

suture layer. The abdominal wound was closed

with through and through sutures of silk worm.
This patient had been in the habit of taking two
grains of morphine a day for some years and he

was given 20 minims of Majendie's solution prior

to operation on account of restlessness. He had
taken his morphine by mouth and the vomiting of

the obstruction had cut him off for some days.

The second case, ten days later, occurred in an

elderly woman of sixty years, who entered the hos-

pital on the fifth day after the onset of vomiting

and in a critical condition. A median six-inch in-

cision and exploration disclosed a hard mass in the

intestine, which was found to be a stone in the

lower part of the ileum some eight inches from the

ileocecal junction. This was treated as in the pre-

vious case. Both of these patients made a perfect

recovery and were discharged in excellent condi-
tion. The cessation of vomiting and the remark-
able absence of shock were striking, and it would
be impossible to tell from their appearance the fol-

lowing day that they had been through an operation.

The boy with ruptured jejunum was brought in

about two and a half hours after the accident and in

profound shock. A rock of 100 pounds had fallen

on the upper part of the abdomen, and with the

rigid wall and the signs of peritoneal effusion I

believed that we had to deal with a rupture of the

liver or intestine, with hemorrhage. It seemed wise
to operate immediately, and he was given a sixth of

a grain of morphine and an intravenous saline of

800 c.c. Notwithstanding his youth and the prob-
able difficulty of managing him, I decided to try

local anesthesia, using ether if necessary later. A
five-inch incision was made through the left rectus

close to the median line and above the umbilicus.

The peritoneum was filled with bile mixed with
blood, the liver and spleen were not ruptured. The
upper part of the intestine was looked for and the

jejunum was found divided completely across and
an inch into its mesentery just two and a half inches

from the duodenojejunal junction. It was reunited

with a Murphy button reinforced with a peritoneal

stitch. The pelvis and abdomen were flushed out
with hot saline and the wound closed with through
and through sutures. This boy's shock was scarcely

appreciably augmented and he made an excellent

recovery.

An Italian boy of nineteen years upon whom it

was necessary to do three successive laparotomies
for advanced tuberculosis of the peritoneum, had a
cough and apical trouble, and all three operations

were done under local anesthesia. The first two
were for the evacuation of large amounts of fluid

and the last for supposed perforation and localized

abscess. At the first operation he complained much
of pain until an Esmarch mask was put over his

face and a small amount of alcohol dropped on it,

after which he remained entirely quiet and neither

moved nor spoke. It was possible to get this patient

out of doors promptly and he was fed increasing

amounts of cream. To-day he is scarcely recog-
nizable as the former patient of six months ago.

He has been in the country for two months and
comes down for observation occasionally. I am
sure that he could never have stood the three oper-
ations under general narco.sis, or if perchance he
had, would not have shown so quick and satisfac-

tory improvement from such an advanced condition.

It was entirely possible in this case through a five-

inch incision to explore the abdomen, swab the
peritoneum with camphonapthol, and handle the

viscera without evidence of pain.

Another case of great interest, kindly referred

to me by Dr. Merriam Myers, was that of a very
large ovarian cyst. This patient, a small, delicate

woman with a chronic bronchitis of tuberculous sus-

picion, had so large a cyst that not only was the

abdomen filled, but pressure upon the lower ribs had
caused eversion of the costal margins. The pres-

sure upon the diaphragm was so extreme that the

chest capacity was greatly reduced and the patient

could not overcome the chest complication. The
pressure had also caused complete prolapse of the

bladder and uterus. The operation upon the cyst

was undertaken with the double purpose of remov-
ing the tumor and of allowing chest expansion.
General anesthesia seemed completely contraindi-

cated, and it was determined to attempt the local
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method. 1 had hopes that it would prove a unilocu-

lar cyst and not greatly adherent, but neither of

these conditions was fulfilled and we had to deal

with a multilocular cyst that was everywhere ad-

herent and by a broad vascularized band to the sig-

moid. The adhesions were partly caused by tuber-

culous deposits in the peritoneum. It was necessary

to make a twelve-inch incision through the thin dis-

tended abdominal wall and to introduce the whole
forearm into the abdominal cavity to separate the

adhesions gently and to turn out the tumor, dividing

and ligating the larger adhesions and broad pedicle.

This patient was conscious throughout and fre-

quently replied to questions. There was no apparent

shock and she left the table with a lower pulse rate

than when she went on. To a question after oper-

ation as to whether she had felt pain, she replied

that she thought we had been trying to catheterize

her, a procedure sometimes necessary because of

her complete prolapse of uterus and bladder from
the great intraabdominal pressure. This patient

unfortunately later succumbed to the process in

the chest, which continued to advance, and we
were deprived of the fruits of our labors. This
is, I think, a fair example of the extent to which
we can go in selected cases. The tumor weighed
over 50 pounds.

Another very recent case of interest was com-
plicated by intraperitoneal inflammation. Prior to

operation the diagnosis lay between perforated

gastric ulcer and acute pancreatitis. This patient

had been in the hospital several weeks before

upon the Medical Division with a diagnosis of

gastric ulcer, and the sudden onset of pain in the

present illness with the rigid and tender abdomen
and the evidence of considerable fluid in the perito-

neum favored the former diagnosis. The leucocyte

count was 31,000 with a differential of 94 per cent.,

and the woman was evidently acutely ill. Under
local anesthesia a five-inch incision was made in the

median line above the umbilicus. There was a large

accumulation of turbid fluid in the peritoneum that

suggested a perforation of a viscus, but on exam-
ining the stomach nothing was found. Upon lift-

ing up the great omentum and transverse colon an

intensely reddened and injected area was found

about the duodenum, and the transverse mesocolon
and mesentery and peritoneal coat out to the hepatic

flexure were markedly edematous. No duodenal

perforation could be found. The whole pancreas,

but especially the head, was enlarged, indurated,

and tender to touch, but with gentleness could be

entirely explored. There were no demonstrable
areas of softening and it was not interfered with.

The omentum was studded with small areas of fat

necrosis and several were removed for study. Trac-

tion upon the stomach and upper part of the jeju-

num, as also the moderate pressure necessary to re-

place the omentum and colon, was painful as one

would suppose in so intense an inflammatory con-

dition. This, however, was never more than the

patient could well stand, and although she had no
general anesthetic whatever, was operated upon in

the general amphitheater before an audience, and
shortly after her admission she went through the

ordeal perfectly and never interfered for a mo-
ment with the work. The wound was closed with

through-and-through sutures. There was no ap-

parent shock and the patient looked the next day
rather better than before operation. With starva-

tion for a few days and abundant rectal saline she

made an uninterrupted recovery. The persistent

vomiting which had been a feature of her illness

lasted for two days after operation, and I am con-

fident that the absence of general anesthesia con-

tributed much to her comfort if not to her safety in

the presence of so severe an upset to the chemical

metabolism.

In regard to the method of preparing the patient

and anesthetizing the tissues the procedure has been

as follows: An hour before operation (if possible)

a hypodermic of one-fourth to one-third grain of

morphine is given and the patient is told that it will

not be necessary to resort to ether or chloroform

and that the necessary work can be done under
cocaine. This is after a frank confession of the

nature of the trouble. Some are incredulous but

willing to try, some are happy and reassured, and
some apprehensive, preferring general anesthesia.

The latter class are usually managed with the as-

surance that they may have their ether if they have
pain, but that it is unpleasant and they will be much
better off afterwards and make a quicker recovery

without it.

The anesthetic agent has been the novocain-

adrenalin mixture as reported in an earlier paper
this year.* After many experiments I was satisfied

that novocain was only one-sixth as toxic as cocaine,

and that when combined with adrenalin it had an-

esthetic properties and a suitability much above
cocaine when injected hypodermically. Also that

the combination was even less toxic than the novo-
cain solution alone. A four or two per cent, solu-

tion, to which has been added one-fifth or one-sixth

the bulk of adrenalin (i-iooo), is used to raise a

continuous line of blebs along the line of the pro-

posed incision. It is only in this way I believe that

we can get a perfect and lasting anesthesia of the

skin and subcutaneous tissues. At intervals of one-

third to one-half an inch along this line of injection

a needle is introduced perpendicularly to the skin

and to the depth of the tissue to be anesthetized,

and five or six minims of the solution are injected

each time as the needle is withdrawn. Special para-

phernalia or syringes are not required, an ordinary

aseptic hypodermic being sufficient. Sharp needles

are essential and make the first prick painless. The
remarkable diffusive power of this combination does

its own infiltration and the longer we wait the better

the anesthesia. I have not found it necessary in

hernia, for instance, to inject the nerves separately as

the perineural contact has apparently been sufficient.

We have the advantage of operating through tis-

sues that are not edematous and sodden, but are dry
and comparatively bloodless, and in which the larger

vessels stand out in contrast to the paler surround-
ings. We have the further advantage over cocaine

in that we can use stronger solutions and in much
larger quantity, and so secure more lasting anes-

thesia and over a larger area. I believe it will last,

with 4 per cent, novocain solution with adrenalin,

for two hours, depending upon the vascularity of

the area injected, and have found the anesthesia

deeper at the end of an hour than at the beginning
of an operation and extending over a much greater

area, I have usuallv waited fifteen minutes after

completing the injections before starting the in-

cision. The maximum quantity used has been 140
minims of the combination of 4 per cent, novocain

and adrenalin; no of the former and 30 of the

latter.

Morphine prior to the operation and occasionally

an Esmarch mask with a few drops of ether or a

mixture of alcohol and ether have always enabled

me to operate in this way, the patient's face being

usually screened from the operation. These patients

should receive just enough of the ether to feel slight

constitutional effects and a slight confusion of mind,

A little only is required, as too much abolishes the

*A^. Y. State Journal of Medicine, December, 1907.
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will, a certain amount of which we must depend on,

and is apt to cause mental and muscular excitation.

A number of patients will not require even this

slight aid of a general anesthetic. In the first ob-

struction case, in the case of ruptured jejunum, and

in the case of ovarian cyst, small amounts of the

ether and alcohol were used, as I wished every aid

in carrying them through without inducing uncon-

sciousness by resorting to general narcosis.

It may be in order to remark here that this method

of local anesthesia has apparently never interfered

with healing, and I have never seen secondary

hemorrhage in over seventy operations with its aid.

In a few of the earlier cases and in one abdominal

case there was suppuration in the wound, apparently

due to talking with the patient while over the field

of operation. Since using a gauze face mask

there has not been the slightest trouble and healing

has been primary in every respect.

So far I have not attempted this anesthetic method

in operations requiring extensive dissection, as in

malignant breast cases, multiple and extensive

glands of the neck, most of the operations for ma-

lignant disease, etc., but believe it is practic-

able in a number. In many abdominal cases

I think local anesthesia will find one of its

greatest fields of usefulness, believing as I do

in the insensitiveness of the peritoneum of the

viscera in a noninflammatory condition. Gastro-

tomy and gastrostomy have been done and gastroen-

terostomy and gastrectomy I am sure are as possible.

It will save great discomfort and some risk in these

cases, many of which are done to allow a few months

longer of tolerable existence. Exploratory meas-

ures for suspected tumors, obstructions, and per-

forations may be especially well accomplished, and

there is nothing to contraindicate general anesthesia

at any time it may be found wise or necessary, and

the amount required will be much less than nor-

mally.

It would not be fair to local anesthesia not to re-

peat that we must reserve our local anesthesias for

selected cases : character of the disease, character of

the patient, and the surroundings are the_ factors

that must determine the choice of anesthetic. Pa-

tients at home or in a private operating room will

generally be more easily managed than when they

are in an amphitheater with spectators and the

necessarily increased paraphernalia, passing about,

and noise. Quiet contributes much in nervous

cases, but, as before said, the more adept one be-

comes at this method and the more successful he is

in reassuring and carrying through his patients, the

more does his field widen. That we have here a

method that can save great discomfort I know, and

that in many of the desperate borderline cases we
can save lives, I am sure.

.\ number of the cases mentioned above, and

others with extraabdominal conditions, were oper-

ated upon in St. Luke's Hospital on the first Sur-

gical Division, that of Dr. Robert Abbe, to whom
I am indebted for the operations and the recording

of those cases.

24 West Forty-fifth Street.

TUBERCULOSIS IN HOSPITALS FOR THE
INSANE.*

By RICHARD H. HUTCHINGS, M.D.,

OGDENSBURG, N. Y.

SUPERINTENDENT ST. LAWRENCE STATE HOSPITAL.

The object of this paper is to present in a concise

form the present position of American Hospitals

for the Insane with reference to the prevalence of

*Read at the International Congress on Tuberculosis,

Washington, D. C, October 2, 1908.

tuberculosis among the inmates and the measures

which have been adopted to control it, together with

some suggestions for further limiting the spread of

this disease among the insane.

Tuberculosis is one of the chief causes of death

in our asylums and the rate of mortality is higher

among the insane than among the population at

large. Last year there were 140,343 deaths from

all causes in the State of New York and of this

number 14,027, or ten per cent, resulted from tu-

berculosis.*

During the same year the State Commission in

Lunacy reported 2,071 deaths among the insane in

custody in that State of which not less than 345,

or sixteen and two-thirds per cent., were attributed

to this disease.

t

In the State of Massachusetts more than fourteen

per cent, of the deaths among the inmates of the

hospitals for the insane was attributed to tubercu-

losis.

J

In the Government Hospital for the Insane at

Washington, D. C, during the past twenty-one years,

2,102 autopsies (representing sixty per cent, of the

deaths) showed tuberculosis in active form in 432
cases, or more than twenty per cent., and latent

lesions in a still greater number.

In the St. Lawrence State Hospital, Ogdensburg,

N. Y., in a series of 828 autopsies active tuberculosis

was met with 119 times, or in fourteen per cent, of

the cases.

With reference to the prevalence of the disease

among asylum inmates it will be found from an

examination of the reports of the American institu-

tions that there is a wide diversity with reference

to the prevalence of the disease in the institutions

in dififerent sections of the country, as well as dif-

ferent institutions of the same State. From in-

quiries made by the writer during the present year

it was ascertained that there are in the fifteen State

hospitals in New York State 28,623 insane patients

in custody, and of this number there are no less than

872 in whom a definite diagnosis of tuberculosis has

been made.
The following table gives the prevalence of tuber-

culosis per thousand of the insane in custody in vari-

ous representative States from which complete in-

formation was obtained :

Minnesota 20 per thousand
Massachusetts 23 per thousand
Pennsylvania 23 per thousand
Mississippi 27 per thousand
Iowa 28 per thousand
New York 30 per thousand
Georgia 32 per thousand
Virginia 38 per thousand

In many individual hospitals the ratio is much
higher than the maximum given above, but this is

due in some cases to the practice prevailing in sev-

eral States of transferring tuberculous patients to

certain of the hospitals where special provision has

been made for their care. It was ascertained that

in one large hospital in the United States about
thirty per cent, of the patients were regarded as

tuberculous ; and the superintendents of several in-

stitutions reported an entire absence of this dis-

ease.

In the following States special provision has been
made for the care of tuberculous insane with the

object of removing them from contact with others

and providing modern treatment

:

Tuscaloosa, Ala A separate ward for women.
Mendocino, Cal Tent colony for men.

*.'\nnual report of the State Board of Health, 1907.
tAnnual report of the New York State Commission in

Lunacy, 1907.

tAnnual report of the State Board of Insanity, 1907.
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Patton, Cal A separate building.

Farnhurst, Del •\ separate permanent building.

Washington, D. C,
(Gov't Hospital).. . Special wards.

Milledgeville, Ga Partially in tents and shacks.

Peoria, 111 lent colony accommodating 100 pa-
tients.

Hospital, 111 Partially in a temporary structure.

Watertown, 111 Tents.

Logansport, Ind Isolation ward for each se.\

Richmond, Ind Partially in two cottages.

Mt. Pleasant, la Tents.

Topeka, Kan Separate building for women.
Jackson, La Separate building.

Sykesville, Md Tents.

Catonsville, Md Tents.

Bajigor, Me Separate building accommodating 44
patients.

Harding, Mass Separate building for each sex.

State Farm, Mass. . . . Small ward.
Tewksbury, Mass.... Partially in shacks.

Hathorne, Mass Separate building for each sex.

Westborough, Mass. . Separate building for each sex.

Traverse City, Mich. . Separate building for women.
Kalamazoo, Mich. . . . Separate wards.
St. Peter, Minn Separate building accommodating 60

patients.

Asylum P. O, Miss.. Tents.

\\ illard, N. Y Partially in tents; partially in sepa-
rate buildings.

Poughkeepsie, N. Y.. Separate building for each sex.

BuiTalo, N. Y Separate building for women.
Binghamton, N. Y... Pavilion accommodating 100 patients.

Ogdensburg, N. Y... Pavilion accommodating loO patients.

Rochester, N. Y Separate wards.
Gowanda, N. Y Separate wards.
Ward's Island, N. Y. . Pavilion and tents.

Central Islip, N. Y... Pavilion accommodating 100 patients.

King's Park, N. Y... Separate building for each sex.

Wernersville, Pa Shacks used in summer.
Warren, Pa Separate building accommodating 250

patients.

Dixmont, Pa Separate building for each sex.

Norristown, Pa Separate building for each sex.

Howard, R. I Tents.

Petersburg, Va Shacks and tents.

Wauwatosa, Wis Separate building.

Toronto, Ont Tents.

Kingston, Ont Shacks.

Hamilton, Ont Separate building accommodating 24
patients.

Penetanguishene.Ont.. Tents.

Quebec, Can Separate building.

The sources from which our institutions recruit

tuberculosis are two : ( i ) The patients who are

admitted with the disease which may or may not be

recognized at the time. (2) The cases which de-

velop in the institution. The relative importance of

each source is difficult to gauge—they doubtless dif-

fer in different institutions depending on the one
hand upon the communities from which patients are

received, whether from the congested districts of

large cities or from the rural and farming regions

;

and on the other hand upon the local conditions

e.xisting in the hospital as the presence of over-

crowding, the ventilation, and the general standard
of care maintained.

At the St. Lawrence State Hospital, in 1907, 38
patients were transferred to the pavilion set apart for

the treatment of tuberculosis of whom 15 were rec-

ognized as such on admission and 23 had been resi-

dents of the hospital for a length of time as follows

:

Less than one year, 7 : between one and five years.

4; more than five years, 12.

Where the disease made its appearance during the

first year of asylum residence it may have been pres-

ent and unrecognized at the time of admission.
This is probable where the general physical condi-
tion was much reduced and the patient did not gain
in strength. Where the disease makes its appear-
ance after a year or moi-e of fair physical health
the hospital may fairly be charged with aiding and
abetting the disease, if not with originating it. It

is impossible in the majority of insane patients to

diagnose tuberculosis in its incipient stages : the nice

cooperation oii the part of the patient to elicit the

crepitaiit rale can rarely be obtained and one may
be pardoned for failure to discover fairly well

marked foci in many insane persons. It is only

when coarse physical signs as consolidation and
bronchial breathing are present that one can be sure"

of his diagnosis in many cases. Among the insane
the constitutional symptoms have less value tharf

among the sane ; fluctuations in weight and tem-
perature and even sweating are not conclusive as

they are frequently concomitants of an abnormal
condition of the nervous system, and cough is some-
times absent when the disease is well advanced.
These facts emphasize the importance of careful
observation of newly admitted patients to the end
that the patient himself may receive proper treat-

ment and the health of the household be safeguard-
ed. There are no conditions under which the use
of such diagnostic aids as tuberculin is of greater
value than among the insane, and it should be em-
ployed in every case where satisfactory physical ex-
amination is impracticable at the time of a patient's

admission or on any subsequent occasion.

Turning now to the cases which appear to orig-

inate in the institution, it is the experience of the
writer that there is great diversity in the classes of
patients among whom it makes its appearance. At
the St. Lawrence State Hospital there are two de-
tached cottages accommodating each 70 men pa-
tients who are regularly employed at farm and gar-

den work, and during the past fifteen years no case
of tuberculosis has originated in either cottage. In
some other wards one or more cases have developed
nearly every year. Those wards in which it is most
frequently found are occupied by the demented and
untidy classes, and the so-called disturbed. These
are the wards in large public hospitals which tend
to become overcrowded even when in the institution

as a whole the overcrowding is not great. This is

due in part to the desire of the officers to remove
objectionable patients from the better wards, there-
by rendering them more attractive to the intelligent

patietits, and partly for the reason that individuals
of this class cannot take part in occupations which
would remove them from the ward during the work-
ing hours, and many on account of their physical
condition cannot even be taken out for exercise,
hence they lead a comparatively inactive and an
indoor life. The mere fact that the ward is crowd-
ed renders rather urgent the necessity of keeping
people in their places ; the requirements of good or-
der are too frequently construed by nurses and at-
tendants as having patients seated in their places
and to discourage all activity. Those patients who
can be employed and who, therefore, are oflf the
ward a portion or the greater part of each day,
unless crowded in sewing rooms and shops, are usu-
ally in a healthier condition and freer from tuber-
culosis than those remaining on the wards. As most
institutions for the insane have farms or large gar-
dens where patients may be employed it is compara-
tively easy to find suitable employment out of doors
for men and difficult to provide work for women
except housework and indoor occupations as sew-
ing, rug making, chair caning, and other more or
less sedentary tasks. Let us see how the preva-
lence of tuberculosis differs in the two se.xes, bear-
ing in m.ind this well recognized difference in the
employment and modes of life of our hospital in-

mates. In the period 1888 to 1906, according to
the report of the New York State Commission in

Lunacy, there were 28,106 deaths from all causes in

the New York State Hospitals for the insane. Of
these 15,242 were men and 12.864 were women.
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Among the men 1,463 died from tuberculosis, 9.5

per cent., while among the women there were 2,596

deaths from tuberculosis, which is 20.1 per cent.

—

more than twice the death rate among the men from

this cause. The death rate among the men in State

hospitals is slightly less than that of the State at

large, among the women it is more than twice

as high as that of the State at large, and what

is more significant, more than twice that of

the men in the same institutions. Inquiries made
in other States show that the conditions are

virtually the same throughout the United States.

In almost every State in the Union the number of

cases of this disease among women greatly exceed

those among men.
The following table shows the form of insanity

of the 119 cases in which active tuberculosis was
found post mortem in a series of 828 autopsies:

Terminal dementia, 51 ; chronic mania, 11 ; chronic

melancholia, 12; senile insanity, 11; epilepsy, 9;

acute melancholia, 7; general paralysis, 8; acute

mania, 3 ; imbecility, 3 ; organic dementia, i ;
para-

noid, I ; miscellaneous, 2.

In the above series of 828 autopsies 447 were on

men and 381 on women. Among the women active

tuberculosis was found 62 times, or 16.2 per cent.

;

among the men 57 times, or 12.7 per cent.

There are a few large public hospitals for the

insane in the United States in which the disease

is almost if not wholly unknown. I refer to the

State Hospital at Provo Citj', Utah. The super-

intendent, Dr. Calder, informs me that there is not

now nor has there been for the past five years a

single case of tuberculosis among the 353 inmates.

Practically the same may be said of the State Hos-
pital at Reno, Nevada, where the disease is un-

known except for an occasional patient admitted

with it, and there have been no deaths from it for

several years past. It is interesting in this connec-

tion to notice that the altitude of these institutions

is 4,560 and 4,500 feet respectively above the sea

level, but Dr. Calder adds another significant re-

mark when he says : "In this altitude we are able

to have all of our patients, except now and then a

bed patient, out of doors a part of each day, almost

all of the year. During the spring, summer and
fall they spend on an average five hours each day
in the open air."

Prevention of Tubereulosis.—It is now generally

recognized that among the insane as elsewhere tu-

berculous patients should be removed from contact

with the healthy and afforded the treatment which
can onlv be given in special structures of one sort

or another as pavilions, tents, and sheltered porches.

To this end no patient should be admitted to the

general wards of an institution until the presence of

the disease has been excluded. Overcrowding in

wards and dormitories should be avoided, and par-

ticularly those departments occupied by the de-

mented and inactive classes. The writer realizes

fully the difficulty in accomplishing this verA' evi-

dent precaution, but believes that when we can go
to the legislature with stronger objections to over-

crowding than mere difficulties of administration

we will be more likely to obtain the relief which
we seek. All patients ph3'sically able should be ex-

ercised and when possible employed in the open air

daily. When patients are in the wards they should

be warmly dressed and fresh air should be admitted
through open windows in such quantities as to

effectually do away with any suggestion of foul air

in the rooms. The clothing worn by one patient

should not be used by another until it has been
sterilized. The danger here is particularly in the

use of shawls, hoods, and wraps for the neck. The

same rule should apply to the use of blankets and

bed linen. Care should be exercised that infection

is not conveyetl through cups for drinking water.

The wards for women as well as those for men
should be supplied with cuspidors of appropriate

type and the patients taught to use them.

It is worthy of remark that those institutions

which have provided separate pavilions or have

adopted the use of tents have almost uniformly re-

ported a decrease in the prevalence of tuberculosis

in the institutions. Some of my correspondents have

characterized it as a remarkable decrease. I have

no figures to present except the result of the work
of the tuberculosis pavilion at Ogdensburg, which

to us have been extremely gratifying. During the

first year of its operation, from January 26 to Sep-

tember 30, four of the patients were discharged

from custody, apparently cured of tuberculosis, and

three of them recovered from insanity, and the

fourth much improved. Fourteen others improved

to such a degree that all active symptoms subsided

and physical examination was either negative or

showed only diminished resonance over the affected

area. During the second year nine of the patients

were discharged from the pavilion to other wards
of the hospital as not requiring further treatment,

and five others were returned to their homes in a

condition to resume their occupations. During the

second year the number of deaths declined from 34
to 19, the lowest in seven years, and tuberculosis,

which has heretofore occupied first place in the

causes of mortality, has been reduced to fourth.

ETIOLOGICAL INDICATIONS IN THE
TREATMENT OF PNEUMONIA.

By H. B. KNAPP, M.D.,

WICONISCO, PA.

To attempt to review all the methods used in the

treatment of pneumonia would carry us beyond the

limits of this short paper. A glance at the historj-,

however, of a disease, the mortalitj' of which has

been increasing in recent years, rather than dimin-

ishing, does not inspire us with anything like the

enthusiasm we need to cope with it. But few mal-

adies have taken so little notice of the various

measures brought to bear against it.

The brilliant results of specific remedies lauded

by some fail to materialize when the same
remedies are tried by others. It might be ex-

pected that the serum treatment would give us

the long-looked for remedy, but the results do

not warrant us as yet in placing too great

reliance in it. Anders has collected 535 cases

treated by this method with a mortality of 18.3 per

cent. Other reports show the mortality as high as

25 per cent. To attempt to account for the apparent

failure of this rational form of treatment might

lead us too far into speculation. Welch has pointed

out that the present stage of progress does not hold

much hope for a protective antitoxin owing to the

low vitality of the pneumococcus in culture media,

and further, what is clinically recognized as pneu-

monia may be caused by a variety of different organ-

isms, or b)' a mixed infection, which we are at

present rarely able to determine positively or

promptly. This fact probably in part accounts for

the verv varied conclusions which have been arrived

at by different observers who have employed differ-

ent kinds of therapy.

We have at present no specific for pneumonia, so

that the thoughtful physician is compelled to adhere

to lines of treatment based on sound physiological

principles derived from our knowledge of the action
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of the organism and the reaction of the host. Mus-
ser and Xorris say that the action of the organism is

that of an invasion of the body inducing a general
infection, a local inflammation, and a secondary
toxemia. A favorable reaction of the host is seen
in the abilitj' of the body to take care of the inflam-

mation by physiological means ; and, to neutralize,

eliminate, or withstand the effects of the toxins. As
to the invading organism after infection has taken

place, but little can be done by the therapeutist save

to limit the inflammation or prevent reinfection. As
to the host we must aid ever)- line of defence pro-

vided by nature, in other words, treat the individual

and not the disease.

The morbid manifestations of pathological states

which are commonly known as disease not only

result from the immediate or exciting cause, bui
there must be a preparation of the soil, a lessening

of the natural resistance. For example, the tubercle

bacillus is not able to establish itself in the thor-

oughly healthy individual, but thrives only in the

body which is out of phj^sical training on account of

some of the many unhygienic habits so often due to

modern civilization.

Probably the greatest natural defence the human
body possesses is the blood. "The blood is the life,"

declares the Good Book. A limb may be deprived

of its nerve supply, both motor and sensory, yet life

is maintained through the vital circulating fluid be-

ing carried to it through its vessels. Cut oft' the

blood supply, and death occurs almost instantly.

In considering the various ways by which the

salient forces of life may be enhanced let us review
some of the recognized methods of improving the

physiological powers of the body and especially of

the blood.

Aerotherapy.—The short, labored breathing of

the patient sutTering from pneumonia gives a clue to

one of the indications to be met, viz., ventilation.

Fresh air stimulates the heart and makes respira-

tion effective, thus relieving air-hunger. It pro-

motes sleep and quiets restlessness. Fever patients

cannot catch cold. The great amount of fear mani-
fested by the laymen, and I might also add some of

the profession, amounts almost to aerophobia. We
must make the anxious relatives and friends see

that we are dealing with a condition where only a

part of the vital lung capacity is available for breath-

ing purposes, hence the great need of adequate
ventilation. William Oilman Thompson reports 47
cases of pneumonia ending in recovery, in which the

patients received absolutely no medicinal treatment,

and in which the principal reliance for recovery was
placed in an abundance of cold, fresh air. They
were placed on the roof or on balconies, kept there

day and night, with the temperature of the air

hovering around the freezing point. He says : "Not
all patients need digitalis, because not all have weak
hearts : not all need aconite or nitroglycerin, be-

cause not all have the initial high tension pulse anrt

full arteries ; it is well enough and time enough tr

employ these measures when they are indicated

;

but what every pneumonia case needs is a plentiful

supply of fresh air that has never been in the lungs

of anyone else." To give canned oxygen such as

is found in the average bedroom, especially in the

winter, does not seem any more rational for a case

of air-hunger than to give salt meat and canned

vegetables in a case of scur\'y. Northrup aptly

states that we should not make the patient breathe

five times when three will accomplish the same
effect. Give him air, fresh air, cold air, and in

unlimited amounts.
Hydrotherapy.—Possibly the next most important

method of aiding the defences of the body is by

means of hydrotherapy. Musser says that greater

confidence can be placed in hydrotherapeutic meas-
ures than in other forms of treatment. By the use

of water in some of its varied physical forms we
are able to produce a variety of favorable effects

when intelligently applied.

The skin has been aptly termed a harp of a thou-

sand strings, upon which one who is master of the

necessary means can pla}^ in such a way as to pro-

duce almost any desired physiological or therapeutic

effect. The skin is the keyboard, and the nerves and
the nerve centers are the internal mechanism. It

has been shown experimentally that the pulmonary
vessels are supplied by vasomotor nerves through
the roots of the second to the seventh dorsal nerves.

Hence a positive effect upon the vasomotor supply

of the lung may be produced by applying the cold

compress to the chest down to the level of the

umbilicus.

Baruch says, in Osier's "Modern ]Medicine":

"When the cold compress is applied there is

a rapid contraction of the cutaneous vessels which
raises the tension at once, but eventuates in a
tonic dilatation of these vessels evidenced by the

ruddy hue of the skin. The dilatation differs de-

cidedly from the relaxed condition of the cutaneous
vessels which is produced by warm poultices. The
latter relaxed condition produces a paretic condition

of the vessels, or a stasis, while the cold applications

stimulate the vasodilators, giving rise to an active

dilatation, with the maintenance of the tone
of the vessels, an active hyperemis through
them." The heart is thus relieved, not by augment-
ing the vis a tergo, but by relieving the load by
broadening the blood stream. "Arterial tension is

increased, as evidenced by the tonometer as well as

by the better filling of the radial arteries. The right

heart is indirectly aided by the enhancement of the

general tone of the vascular apparatus, and may thus
expend more force upon the pulmonary circulation,

whose vessels contract more effectively by reason 01
the dilation of the superficial vessels."'

Several varieties of the chest pack may be em-
ployed. One of the more convenient methods is as
follows

:

The Roller Pack.—Take a strip of old linen or
cotton cloth 6 to 8 inches wide and 6 to 8 feet long.

Roll it into a roll and wring quite dry from cold

water at 40° to 60° F. With the patient sitting,

apply the bandage in a figure of 8 fashion as fol-

lows : Place the loose end of the roll under the right

arm and carry the bandage upward obliquely across

the front of the chest over the left shoulder; thence
obliquely downward across the back, under the right

arm ; horizontally across the chest in front, under
the left arm, and obliquely upward across the back
and over the right shoulder to the place of starting.

Next a bandage of heavy flannel, a little wider and
longer, is applied over the moist bandage in pre-

cisely the same way, care being taken to cover the

wet compress completely so that no wet edges pro-
trude to become cold and clammy. The pack should
be changed every hour or half hour when the tem-
perature is 102° F. or above, and may be discon-

tinued when the temperature is below 99.5° F. To
increase the effect of these cold compresses hot
fomentations should be administered every three or

four hours, after which the cold compress should

be reapplied.

The Cold Wet Sheet Pack.*—This extremely use-

ful and easily applied procedure consists in envelop-

ing the body with a wet sheet and preventing

*KeIIogg's "Rational Hydrotherapy."
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evaporation by careful protection with dry wrap-

pings. A double blanket is spread upon the bed or

couch where the treatment is to be given. A linen

or old cotton sheet is next wrung out of water at a

temperature of from 60° to 70°. This may be

easiest accomplished by two persons grasping the

sheet at each end and twisting it in opposite direc-

tions until it is as dry as possible. The sheet is then

quickly spread upon the blanket. The patient now
is placed upon the sheet so that its upper edge ex-

tends three or four inches above the shoulders. With

the arms raised above the head one side of the sheet

is snugly wrapped about the body, tucking it well up

under the arms and about the leg on the same side.

Next have the patient lower the arms to the sides

and with the other loose side of the sheet wrap the

arms in, care being taken to make the sheet fit snugly

about the neck to prevent draughts of air from

cooling it. The blanket is now quickly wrapped

about the whole body in such a way as to bring the

coverings in close contact with the body everywhere.

For additional warmth another blanket or quilt may
be laid over all and tucked in close about the neck

and legs.

Rendu prefers the wet sheet pack to the Brand

bath in acute febrile disorders, not only because it

aids in the elimination of the toxins present, but

because of its quieting eflfect on the central nervous

system. In pneumonia it is one of the best proce-

dures available because of the relief it gives to the

heart through the tonic action upon the vasodilators,

and the derivative effects upon the congested lung.

For its antipyretic efifects the pack may be repeated

by rewringing the sheet from the cold water. The
sheet need be changed only when it has reached the

temperature of the patient's skin, which may easily

be determined by slipping the hand between the wet

sheet and the skin. For its eliminative eiTects the

patient may be left in the pack from one or two
hours, or longer. For tonic or antipyretic effects

10 to 20 minutes should be the time.

Cold Friction.*—By this term is designated a pro-

cedure which consists in the application to the sur-

face of the body of a series of partial wet rubbings,

one part after another being taken in systematic

order until the whole body surface is brought into

cutaneous reaction. Two or three Turkish towels

and a bowl of cool, cold, or very cold water, and a

mit consisting of rough material such as Turkish

toweling or mohair cloth, are required.

The head and face and neck should first be wet

with the cold water, or a cloth wet in cold water is

placed over the face. With the mit on the hand

and dipped in the cold water begin with a small

portion of the body surface, preferably an arm, and

proceed to rub the surface until it is reddened,

redipping the mit one or more times. When a good

reaction takes place as manifested by a crimson red-

ness, the part is quickly dried, friction being used to

still further aid reaction. Next proceed with the

other arm, the chest, abdomen, legs, and back, secur-

ing complete reaction in each part before proceeding

to the next.

The efifect of stimulating the peripheral nerves

by cold friction is to produce profound reflex effects

upon the nervous system, the heart, and the glandu-

lar structures ; and, according to Winternitz, cold

applications increase the number of blood corpuscles

both red and white, the increase being due not to

the sudden creation of new blood-corpuscles, but to

the contraction of the visceral blood-vessels where-

by a great number of corpuscles which have col-

lected in the liver, spleen, and other organs, are

driven out into the general blood stream.

*Kello.P'"'' "Rati'---' Hydrotherapy."

Crawford has shown that cold baths increase the

contrast of color between the arterial and the venous

blood, the natural result of increased tissue activity

and oxidation. That general cold baths increase

the alkalinity of the blood has also been demon-
strated by Strasser.

Elimination.—In dealing with the etiological indi-

cations for treatment in pneumonia measures which

act as diaphoretics, diuretics, and laxatives should

be considered. As a diuretic, water internally in

amounts of four to eight ounces every two hours.

If it cannot be taken by mouth, enemata of normal
salt solution may be given high into the colon, or

by the constant method of Murphy. Of diaphoretics

citrate of potassium in hot water, hot lemonade, hot

water bags, mustard foot baths, all are useful in

stimulating perspiration.

When the apex beat is feeble the first sound weak,

and the accentuation in the pulmonary area begins

to weaken, stimulation in the form of the ice-bag to

the precordia should be resorted to. While alcohol,

the commonly tised drug for heart stimulation in

pneumonia, lessens the work of the heart by its

action on the vasodilators, according to Hare's ex-

periments, it also lessens the ability of the heart to

do the work. Digitalis, on the other hand, while it

increases the strength of the heart beat, also in-

creases the load on the heart by its action on the

vasoconstrictors. Cold, however, increases the

working power while at the same time it diminishes

the work.
In concluding this brief and perhaps one-sided

paper, I do not claim to have covered anything like

all the therapeutic indications of a disease that is

so many sided. I have not attempted to go over the

list of drugs which must be made use of to meet
the symptoms as they appear. However, with the

free use of rational measures I claim that there is

less indication for medicinal treatment, and if medi-
cine must be given to satisfy the friends or relatives

it would be better to give a placebo than to drug
needlessly.

It is not claimed that fresh air and hydrotherapy
will cure every case, but the advantages to the pa-

tient as enumerated above are very great and are

easily obtainable.

DIAGNOSTIC POINTS IN THE RECOGNI-
TION OF PERFORATED GASTRIC

AND DUODENAL ULCERS.

By benjamin T. TILTON, M.D.,

NEW YORK.

While the early recognition of perforation of an
ulcer or abscess into the general peritoneal cavity

is essential to successful treatment, we must not be

satisfied with this diagnosis until we have deter-

mined also the location of the perforation. It is not

sufficient to know that a general peritonitis is devel-

oping or has developed as the result of some per-

foration. We should determine with all possible

care the exact starting point of the peritonitis. This

is of great practical importance for the outcome of

our operative measures. If we know the exact

location of the perforative lesion we shall waste no
time in enlarging a wrongly placed incision in the

abdominal wall, in making perhaps a second or even

third incision, and in searching blindly about

through the abdominal cavity for the site of the per-

foration. We shall spare the patient unnecessary

mutilation and shock from manipulation and ex-

posure of the abdominal contents. We shall also be

better prepared to treat what we expect to find.
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Perforation of the appendix or of an appendicular

abscess has now become an easy condition to recog-

nize. Its great frequency, together with the usually
typical symptoms that accompany it have made the

diagnosis a comparatively simple matter. Next to

perforation of the appendix, that of a pyosalpinx is

probably the most common cause of general peri-

tonitis. The recognition of this also oflfers little

difficulty. Third on the list, but far less frequent,

is perforation of a gastric or duodenal ulcer. Its

frequency is, however, much greater than was for-'

merely thought, and to-day it has to be taken con-
stantly into consideration in determining the cause
of a general peritonitis.

The recognition of perforation of a gastric or
duodenal ulcer is sometimes easy, at other times
very difficult. This difference is due in part to the

obscureness or prominence of previous ulcer symp-
toms and in part to the presence or absence of cer-

tain manifestations characteristic of perforation. It

is easy, for example, to make a diagnosis of perfora-

tion in the case of an ulcer which has been recog-

nized and is under treatment. On the other hand,
it may be difficult in a latent or unrecognized ulcer

where there have been perhaps no symptoms to

draw the attention to the real site of trouble. In

the same way it may be easy to diagnose a case of
perforation which has been observed from the be-

ginning and in which all the cardinal symptoms are

present. This is not true of cases which come under
observation 24 hours after perforation with the

initial and typical symptoms obscured by those of
peritonitis.

The importance of the history in these cases can-

not be too strongly emphasized. When there is the

least probability that an ulcer of the stomach is

present and has perforated, the patient and his

friends should be very carefully questioned as to

previous stomach symptoms typical or not of gastric

or duodenal ulcer. Superficial questioning of the

patient before operation often gives negative results

as regards a gastric history, and the stomach is not

thought of as the point of origin of the perforative

peritonitis. The result of the history-taking is often

very different after the operation when we have
found an old ulcer of the stomach or duodenum that

has perforated. Questioning now the patient or his

friends we can usually get a history of digestive

disturbances which may or may not be typical of
ulcer and which may have been present years before
and perhaps almost forgotten.

This vague history may be that of pain in the

epigastrium associated with the ingestion of food,

occasional vomiting, and very rarely vomiting of

blood. In some instances these dyspeptic symptoms
may have required treatment, in others not. The
patient may have completely recovered from them
months or years before the perforation or he may
have had occasional attacks of the same indefinite

kind up to the time of the perforation. Perforation
of an ulcer that has never given rise to any gastric

symptoms is, I believe, extremely rare. Careful
questioning of the patient or his family either before
or after operation will almost always bring out some
facts, forgotten perhaps, suggestive of ulcer. It is

more common for an ulcer of the duodenum to per-

forate in an individual in perfect health than is the

case in ulcer of the stomach. The former is rare in

women.
The history of the onset of the symptoms is often

very characteristic and should be obtained in com-
plete detail. There is usually a sudden sharp ex-

cruciating pain in the epigastrium. Dieulafoy calls

it "le coup de poignard peritoneal." When it comes

out of a clear sky, as it usually does, its onset is

very striking. This initial symptom may occur
when the patient is at rest or may be preceded by a

strain, muscular effort, blow, etc. One of my pa-

tients was in the act of hanging up a window cur-

tain when seized with the pain. Another was lifting

a heavy weight. It is easy to understand that an
impending perforation can be hastened by any fac-

tor which produces a contraction of the abaommal
muscles. The mere fact that such a slight trauma-
tism precedes these stormy symptoms of perforation
suggests the presence of some pathological condi-
tion within the abdomen such as an ulcer.

The location of this sudden and severe pain is

almost constantly the epigastrium or its vicinity.

The site of the perforation may determine the exact
location of the pain. If situated at the pylorus, or

in the duodenum the pain is most likely to occur to

the right of the median line. In perforations of the
cardiac region the pain is felt on the left side. It is

the initial location of the pain that is important as

it later becomes generalized with or without a point

of greatest intensity. This point is usually the epi-

gastric region in perforation of the stomach, while
in duodenal perforation it is often the right iliac

fossa. For this reason the resemblance to appendi-
citis may be marked. Associated with the pain there
is always more or less collapse. This may be a very
pronounced symptom and persist up to the time of
death. "The rapid appearance of collapse following
sudden excruciating pain in the epigastrium in an
individual in perfect health compels the diagnosis of
perforation of the stomach or duodenum" (Auf-
fray).

Examination of the abdomen shows it to be usual-

ly retracted (scaphoid) and palpation reveals a
marked rigidity of the muscles. Particularly the

recti above the umbilicus show this marked con-
traction which is board-like in character. The re-

traction of the wall seems to be particularly marked
in perforation of the stomach. This may be due to

the intimate connections of the latter with the dia-

phragm, which being maintained in forced expira-

tion by the same reflex action which contracts the

muscles of the parietes draws the stomach upward.
The latter thus rests fixed and immovable between
two tense muscles (Roux). This retraction does
not last long—it disappears after 24 hours and often
before. The muscular rigidity, however, persists.

Tenderness on palpation of the abdomen is usually

marked. Like the pain it is at first localized over
the site of perforation but some hours later becomes
more dififuse. Even now a point of greatest tender-

ness can usually be made out in the epigastrium. If

the point of initial pain and the point of greatest

tenderness are located in the epigastrium, it is highly
probable that the stomach is the affected part. On
the other hand, the stomach must not be eliminated
whatever may be the site where the symptoms are

most marked. A careful comparison of the differ-

ent regions should be made in order to determine
the important diagnostic point of the location of the

greatest tenderness. In duodenal perforation this

point may be in the right iliac fossa resembling acute
appendicitis.

Disappearance of the liver dullness is of limited

value in the diagnosis of perforation of the stomach
or intestine. It is of no importance after 24 hours
as it can be caused then by interposition of a dis-

tended intestine between the liver and abdominal
wall. Persistence of the liver dullness is perfectly

possible with perforation of the stomach. The
amount of gas that escapes through the small per-
foration may be so slight that it does not make its
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presence evident. Furthermore, the e.xistence of

adhesions may make it impossible for an appreciable

amount of gas to collect between the liver and the

abdominal wall.

It is a striking peculiarity of perforation of an

ulcer of the stomach that vomiting during the first

24 hours is a rare symptom. If it does occur, it is

most likely to take place at the outset and then stop.

Brunner found initial vomiting in a third of the

cases, Stadwell in 70 per cent., Finney in 40 per

cent., and Fenwick in 29 per cent. The vomiting

that occurs after 24 hours is due to peritonitis.

Traube thinks that the absence of vomiting in per-

foration of the stomach is due to the fact that the

patient vomits, so to speak, into his peritoneal cavity

instead. It is difficult to estimate the diagnostic

value of this absence of vomiting, but it certainly

should be noted and taken into consideration par-

ticularly if other symptoms point toward the

stomach as the site of the perforative lesion. The
persistence of vomiting is, of course, not incom-
patible with the diagnosis of perforation of the

stomach.

The presence in most acute cases of a "free in-

terval" is of diagnostic importance. There is during
this period an improvement in or cessation of all

symptoms. The patient has recovered from the

shock, his pain is slight, there is no vomiting, the

pulse is slow and of good volume, the expression is

good, and there seems to the inexperienced a marked
change for the better. This condition of affairs is

most deceptive and it is easy to be led into the error
of postponing operative intervention. There is great
danger in this, however, as this usually represents
the most favorable time for operation and delay
means the gradual progression of a peritonitis.

There is one symptom that can be relied upon even
now to make the diagnosis, viz., the muscular rigid-

ity in the abdominal wall. This is invariably present
and should be given great weight. It is at this time
too that the history of the sudden stormy onset and
the location of the pain should be given due con-
sideration.

Early diagnosis of perforation of a gastric or duo-
denal ulcer renders the prognosis of operative inter-

ference decidedly brighter. Statistics show that

early operation is followed by much better results

than late ones. Korte, for. example, operated on 10
cases from 1890 to 1900 with a mortality of 90 per

cent. These cases all came to him at a late stage

with well-developed peritonitis. From 1900 to 1907
he operated on 17 cases with a mortality of only 23.5
per cent. These cases had been diagnosed, as a

rule, at a much earlier period. Of the 14 cases that

have come under my observation, 8 were operated
on within 12 hours with 5 recoveries—a mortality
of 37-5 pet" cent. The other 6 cases did not come
to operation until from 12 to 72 hours after per-
foration. Of these 2 recovered—a mortality of 66
per cent.

It is thus evident that nothing will improve so
much our statistics for the operative treatment of
this, the most serious complication of gastric and
duodenal ulcer, as an early diagnosis. With our
present knowledge of this condition such a diagnosis
should be possible in almost every case, provided the

case is seen early before the development of a gen-
eral peritonitis which obscures the clinical picture.

It is in the hands of the general practioner then that

the fate of the patient really rests, and it is to him
that we must appeal for earlier diagnosis in order
to secure still greater improvement in our operative
results.

121 East Thirty-eighth Street.

NOTES ON THE HOSPITALS, TAKEN DUR-
ING A VISIT TO SCANDINAVIA.*

By J. B. BOUCHER, M.D.,

HARTFORD, CONN.

SURGEON TO ST. FRANCIS' HOSPITAL.

If Americans visit the Scandinavian Peninsula, and
expect to find it behind the other European nations,

they will be very much disappointed. It was the

writer's good fortune during the past summer to

visit the three capital cities of Norway, Sweden
and Denmark, which are not only equal to, but in

many respects superior to many of the other Euro-
pean cities.

After a pleasant voyage of eleven days from New
York, we landed at Christiania, the capital of Nor-
way. It is a city of about two hundred and fifty

thousand. It is beautifully located on the Chris-

tiania Fjord, at the foot of pine-clad hills. The
buildings are large and substantial, the streets broad

and clean, and the whole air of the city one of pros-

perity. The University of Norway, founded in

181 1, by Frederick VI, is located here, and is a very

flourishing institution. It has about fifteen hun-
dred students in attendance. The city is well sup-

plied with hospitals. The Municipal Hospital, of

four hundred beds, is a modern building, and doing
excellent work. It is supported by public taxes and
charitable donations. A visit to this institution en-

abled us to meet Dr. Franze, the surgeon in charge.

A morning spent with him convinced us that they

were doing modern, up-to-date work. He showed
us through the hospital and spacious operating

rooms. My attention was particularly called to the

large number of tuberculous surgical cases in the

wards. I have never seen as large a proportion in

any hospital which I have visited.

The State Hospital is the oldest institution, has

about five hundred beds, and is connected with the

University. Prof. Nicholison, now seventy-four

years old, the senior surgeon, has retired. His suc-

cessor has not yet been appointed. Prof. Strumm is

the other surgeon, and a man of recognized ability

and fine reputation. His first assistant showed us

through the hospital and described their work on
surgical cases, which is quite equal to the other hos-

pitals which I have visited in Central Europe.
Besides this institution, there is a large Sisters'

Hospital, where all physicians are allowed to treat

patients. It is also a modern and well regulated in-

stitution.

The visitor to Norway is at once impressed by the

large number of tuberculous cases which seem to be

present everywhere. Likewise, the numerous sana-

toria for the treatment of tuberculosis, one of which
is situated on the hill a few miles above Christiania,

at Holmenkollen. It is reached by trolley car, plus

a short walk. It is in a most beautiful location, the

road leading to it, for the most part, being cut

through solid rock, and commanding a beautiful

view of Christiania and its harbor. The sanatorium

situated on this mountain, overlooking the city and
bay, seems to be an ideal place, as it is surrounded

by forests of hemlock, but the sun shines through
the broad, glass windows of the piazzas. The treat-

ment there consists of fresh air, sunshine, and
wholesome food. I doubt if I have ever seen a place

where the combination could be more enjoyed or

better attained.

The great prevalence of tuberculosis, not only in

Norway, but all through Sweden and Denmark, may
be accounted for in part by the long, cold winters,

*Read before the Surgical Section of the Hartford Med-
ical Society September 28, 1908.
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which necessitates living indoors most of the time.

A ride of twelve hours in a comfortable train,

with good sleeping car accommodations, took us
from Christiania to Stockholm, the capital of
Sweden, and by all means the most beautiful and
charming city in Scandinavia. In fact, I would
class it as being the second or third city in Europe,
in point of location and general beauty. It is the
seat of government and has a population of about
three hundred and fifty thousand. The city is

beautifully located on islands, plain and rocky hills,

surrounded by water in all directions which has
given it the name of the "Venice of the North."
This beautiful city, composed of such fine buildings,

palatial homes, and magnificent theaters, is not be-
hind in its hospital appointments, either in quality

or in quantity. The hospitals of Stockholm deserve
as high a place as those of any city in Europe. Many
of the larger medical buildings are situated at

Kungsholen, the Western suburb of the city.

Among the many hospitals in this city, the writer

visited the large hospital Serafirma Lazzarette,

which contains several hundred beds and is con-
nected with the University and Medical School
all in the same square. It is a modern institution,

made up of a large number of buildings, the medical,

surgical, and various departments being kept
separate, but all in the same square. Prof. John
Berg of international reputation, is the senior sur-

geon. He is now sixty-one years old. He retires at

sixty-five on a pension, that being the law in .Sweden,

unlike Norway, where they can retire at pleasure. I

had the pleasure of meeting this polished gentle-

man, who showed me through the whole institution,

the medical schools, and spacious laboratories, the

large dispensary ; and also had the pleasure of see-

ing some of his work. He speaks good English,

his grandmother having been an Englishwoman.
He not only inherits the language, but many of the

good traits of the English. I had the pleasure of

visiting his clinic three days, where I saw splendid,

up-to-date work by his associate, Dr. Key. Among
the various operations which I witnessed were two
for resections of the stomach, one for hourglass con-

traction, and several cases of joint and bone surgery,

as well as general abdominal work. When he re-

sected the stomach, only a small portion being left,

he did the anterior long loop, plus the Roux entero-

anastomosis. One of the cases was of special in-

terest. A woman about thirty-five years of age had
been treated several years for gastric ulcer, and had
been given silver nitrate, and her tissues had been

so stained that she was of a dark slate color from
head to foot. An interesting point about the case

was that when the abdomen was opened, the stomach

and all the internal organs were of the same dark

hue, but not as marked as the skin. I believe this

discoloration will be permanent. I am sure the

picture presented will deter me from the use of this

agent in medical treatment.

In this same institution they have the most com-
plete .t'-ray apparatus I have seen. The work is under

the charge of Dr. Gosta Forssoll, whose entire time

is devoted to it. He showed me a number of skia-

graphs, by which he was able to diagnose tubercu-

Iqsis of the kidneys. The picture even showed the

ureters. I saw a number of cases of stones in the

kidney, ureter, and bladder which were so clear

that they could not possibly be mistaken. One
patient, a pregnant woman, was photographed that

day, as she had had a symphyseotomy a few years

before and they wished to determine if there had

been osseous union. The A--ray showed that it was

not, so they decided the case could go on without

interference.

Another case was one in which he made the

diagnosis of hourglass contraction of the stomach
and located the contraction perfectly. He gave the

patient one-half pound of bisnnith, and took a pic-

ture which showed it in the fundus, along a narrow
streak (the contraction), and finally in the pyloric

portion, which made the picture complete. He then

drew a diagram with blue pencil, and sent it to the

operating room, where the diagnosis was confirmed

by operation. Dr. Forssoll has invented a special

light box in which the light is evenly distributed and
adds materially to the view of the picture.

We also visited the Sabbatsburg Hospital, and
witnessed several gynecological operations by Dr.
Forstner ; one, an ovarion cyst in a very old lady,

which was done successfully with spinal anesthesia.

A short visit to the Deaconess' Hospital, in charge
of Dr. Toll, formerly of Minneapolis, was much
enjoyed. We saw him do a nephrectomy; he then
took us through the building, which is a strictly

modern institution, supplied with all the modern
apparatus, and various baths, Turkish, spray, etc.

Much attention is paid to hydrotherapy in this insti-

tution. They have a beautifully arranged operating
room and special boilers with coils which lead into

the operating room. From these coils they can draw
at the correct temperature not only sterilized water,
but sterile salt solution. The hospital is managed
by a church society. It commands a position on a
high ledge overlooking the city.

The medical training in Scandinavia is very exact-

ing, especially in Sweden. Prof. Berg informed
me that it required from eight to ten years' study for

the average man before he could practise. While
there are three other medical schools in Sweden,
all students must spend a certain number of years
in the University of Stockholm, regardless of the

medical advantages obtained in other Swedish in-

stitutions. A visit to the city impresses the Ameri-
can traveler with the thoroughness of their work,
and leaves an indelible remembrance of the able phy-
sicians and of the kind and courteous treatment
received.

Twelve hours by rail, on a comfortable train,

brings us to Copenhagen, the capital of Denmark,
which has been properly termed, "The Athens of
the North." It is certainly entitled to this dis-

tinction, when one considers the collections of art,

not only the great collection of the famous Thor-
valdsen, which cannot be surpassed, but the magni-
ficent donations of private citizens which have en-

riched her museums and mark the loyalty of the

Dane for the fatherland. Here again, the beautiful

capital of Denmark is not backward in the care of

its sick. Our first visit was to the Friedericks

Hospital, the largest and oldest in the city, built

about one hundred and fifty years ago. The hospi-

tal has about six hundred beds. This hospital is a

venerable relic of bygone days. It is past its

present usefulness and is about to be replaced by a

large and modern building, which, it is estimated,

will require about four years for its completion.

Professor Rovsing is the surgical leader in Den-
mark. He is the senior surgeon at the Friederick

Hospital. I did not see him operate there, but

accepted an invitation to visit his private hospital

which has about forty beds. It is located on the out-

skirts of the city, near the Finsen Hospital, and is

surrounded by shady lawns and rich foliage, where
patients can spend their days of convalesence in

comfort. He is doing a high class of work. His
technique is perfect, but like the rest, or at least,

most of European surgeons, he has little regard for

incisions, as five to seven inches is not uncommon
in a clean case of appendicitis. He has his catgut
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arranged on a frame so that it can be sterilized, and
not touched, even by the nurse. He cuts it off. one
strand at the time, so that no one touches the gut
but himself. He is a clever diagnostician, an able

surgeon, and a most obliging and courteous gentle-

man. He showed me his well-appointed laboratory,
his ;r-ray outfit, also one of the largest collections

of stones of the kidney, bladder, and gall-bladder

that I have ever seen. He keeps them in large,

glass cases in dishes, where one can see all shapes
and sizes. In two dishes he has gallstones of pearly
whiteness, the first of that color which I have seen.

The next day we visited the Municipal Hospital
of one thousand beds, in charge of Prof. Tschem-
ing. It is built in the form of the letter "H" with
an extra bar across the top. While the building is

over forty years old, it is a fairly modem institution

and doing good work. They have twenty-four resi-

dent physicians and a training school for four hun-
dred nurses and different departments for medicine,
an-i the specialties. Prof. _Tscherning, with one
other surgeon, looks after the entire work. They
are paid by the city and receive about four thousand
krone, or one thousand dollars, a year. Evidently,
the income of noted men in that country is very
limited. In a visit with him through the wards, I

was surprised to see him dressing patients, applying
bandages, and sterilizing the field of operation, etc.,

the work done by our internes. I saw him do
several operations, in one of which I was especi-
ally interested—the removal of the Gasserian gan-
glion. He did it verj- nicely and completed the
work in less than one hour without hurry or worry.
In fact, no one seems to be in a hurry. Back of all

the surgeons a high stool is placed, as much of a
fixture as the operating table. Chairs are located
in front of the wash stands, where the surgeons
and assistants sit leisurely while washing and steri-

lizing their hands, which they do in a most thorough
manner, averaging not less than fifteen minutes in

washing and preparing before each operation. Most
surgeons wear rubber gloves, but not at Prof.
Berg's clinic in Stockholm. The surgeons seem to
have ample time for everything and always time to
treat the visiting American with every kindness,
courtesy, and attention, which becomes almost dis-

tressing to the visitor. For example, Prof. Birg's
assistant, Dr. Waldenstrom (who has visited
America) telephoned personally to the hospitals in

Stockholm every evening, obtaining a list of the
work and the men operating the following morning,
and then sent a special messenger to my hotel every
morning with a list of my work marked out for
the day and a nice little note expressing the wishes
of the head of the clinic to meet me. This note. I

found under my bedroom door every morning, so
that my work was mapped out for me before leaving
my room.

In all my travels abroad, I have never had the
same amount of courtesy and attention shown me.
They inquire about our American methods, and while
I do not think they are prompt in accepting all our
newer ideas, they have a great deal of respect for
American surgery and Americans surgeons.

The last hospital to visit, but by no means the
least, was the famous Finsen Hospital at Copen-
hagen, which has attained such a world-wide reputa-
tion for its light treatment of lupus. This in-

stitution is located among shady trees on the edge
of the town, and surrounded by private villas. It

consists of two buildings, the laboratory, and the
clinical building. At the left one sees a little red
building, hardly noticeable, v^'here Finsen worked
out his ideas.

I had the good fortune of sitting at the table
beside Dr. Rchm, who has charge of the institution

and sees all patients daily. They pass up to him
after being photographed. He looks at the lesion
with a glass and marks (with a wax pencil") the ex-
act spot to which the light is to be applied. The
patients are then taken to the treatment rooms, after
which bandages are applied. They have treated
some fourteen hundred cases of lupus. Their per-
centage of recoveries is as follows : In the recent
superficial cases they cure eighty to ninety per cent.

;

in chronic deep-seated cases, with bone involve-
ment, about fifty per cent. They see about three
hundred cases a day. The treatment varies, but
many of the cases are long and stubborn and re-

quire from one to two hours daily exposure with
the Finsen light. While it is true some cases 'are

cured in a few weeks, it requires from months to

years in many cases.

The light is applied to a small place each day,
not larger than a silver half dollar. A nurse holds
the light in position, her eyes being protected with
glasses; they keep their attention constantly on the
field. Therefore, it is not only a tedious treatment,
but a very expensive method. They give treat-

ment to thirty-five or forty in the same room at

one time. There are seven of the light machines in

one room. Each of the machines consists of a cer-

tain electric arc which furnishes light for four
long, brass tubes fitted with quartz lenses. A bed,

on which the patient lies, is wheeled under each
tube. The ringed area on the face of the patient,

to which the rays are to be applied, is first covered
with a water compress to prevent burning, and then
the light is kept constantly on the spot for one hour
or more. The institution is branching out in its

work, treating eczema, acne, and many other skin

lesions by light. They have in the last two years

been treating heart and arterial lesions with a high
power light of one hundred and twenty amperes.
The naked patients are placed near the light, which
is so powerful one cannot enter the room without
being protected by dark glasses. The light is al-

lowed to penetrate the body for about five minutes
until the skin becomes red and congested. They are

then given baths. The length of treatment is in-

creased from five to fifteen minutes. Thirty-four
patients can be accommodated in the building be-

sides the large number that come there for treat-

ment. This treatment has been carried on for over
two years, and while it is somewhat experimental,

they claim good results. In going about this in-

stitution, it is surprising to see the deformities and
horrible facial expressions. Manv without noses or

ears have been going about for years. Some with

the mouth gone, with only a ragged hole left. An
army of sufferers from this hideous disease swarm
to this life-saving institution. Scores of people are

met daily on the streets with their faces all healed,

but with the marks of the horrible condition that

made them seek this haven of relief. Dr. Rehm
informed me that they had practically given up the

use of .r-ray treatment in cancer, excepting a few
superficial epitheliomas of the face, but in cancer

of the lip. breast, and deep cancer, they advise im-

mediate surgical operation, and then follow with

the .r-ray treatment after the growth and glands

have been removed. He assured me that not only in

their work there, but from what he had seen in his

travels in England, Germany, and France, he felt

the jr-ray must be considered a failure in the treat-

ment of cancer.

As the visitor beholds the great work done at

this institution, it recalls for a moment the history
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of its founder and its master hand. A visit to the

room laid out as a museum for the early works of

the master is well worth seeing, and has in it a

pathetic side. There we behold the picture of the

founder, who died at forty-three of heart disease,

over which he had experimented for some time,

with his light treatment. His last manuscript, un-
finished, lies on his desk. Around the room are

arranged the different apparatus with which he ex-

perimented and developed step by step from the sun
glass to the present complicated mechanism. We re-

call how he won the Nobel prize in 1903, of thirty-

eight thousand dollars, with which, and all the rest

of his means, he built the present institution. In the

early morning of his life, so full of promise, he was
cut oflF, leaving a wife and four children penniless,

the oldest ten, and the voungest two. They are to-

day cared for by admiring friends. When he knew
his hours were numbered and the end was in sight,

he called together his assistants and calmly laid out

the work for each—the completion of which required

three years.

It is unnecessary to say his memory is cherished by
the Danish people and by the hundreds of wretched
victims who have been cured of their ailments

;

mankind has been benefited because he lived.

25 Chaster Oak Avenue.

THE LYMPH PROPULSION AND EX-
CHANGE.*

By GEO. N. J.ACK. M.n .

BUFFALO, N. V.

This subject as here presented has been worked
out by injecting the peritoneal region of dogs with

highly colored solutions. Five minutes only being

allowed for this paper, deductions and conclusions

will be reserved for future opportunities.

In studying the lymph propulsion it must be borne
in mind that the lymph, unlike the blood, does

not go rapidly coursing through the body through

fixed and unobstructed channels with a high reserve

pressure back of it. It therefore is more appro-

priate to use the word propulsion rather than cir-

culation in studying or speaking of the forces that

propel, and of the movements of the lymph.
The lymph then, unlike the blood, goes slowly

through the tissues of the body, on its mission of

nutrition and body-waste absorption, slowly find-

ing its way, or being slowly propelled, from lymph
space to lymph space, between tissue cells, or by
chemotaxis, exosmosis, capillarity, diffusion, or

dialysis, through thin animal membranes or con-

nective tissue, as its chemical composition changes,

as a result of stagnation or partial absorption to

favor one or all of the above named laws of

transudation, until finally it finds its way, through

a slow but physiological propulsion, to the great

lymph and blood center of the body, or the lung

tissue and lymphatics of the thoracic cavity. Just

as sap works its way from the root of a tree to

its leaves for oxygenation and vice versa, so does

lymph work its way from the uttermost extremities

of the body to the lungs.

The forces that tend to keep up this normally

procrastinating, sluggish, chemical change-await-

ing, lymph propulsion, are: (i) Absorption. (2)

The muscular contraction or activities of the body

and the force-pump-like action of moving articula-

tions on the synovial cavity fluids. (3) The lymph-

aspirating action of the thoracic cavity upon the

thoracic and other lymphatic ducts and vessels.

*Read at a meeting of the Medical Society of Erie

County, October 12. 1908.

(4) Last, but, although never before mentioned, not

the least of the physical, chemical, and mechanical

forces at work to perfect the propulsion of the

lymph, is the anatomical and physiological fact that

during respiration some lymph is aspirated into

the mediastinum through the peritracheal, perieso-

phageal, and perivascular lymph spaces of the

trachea, esophagus, and the veins that enter the

mediastinum, the chief of which are the inferior

vena cava and the right and left innominate veins.

The lymph thus conveyed to and aspirated into

the mediastinum and other midpleural lymph
spaces, also that reaching the same region through

the lymphatics of the diaphragm, is absorbed by

the pulmonary parenchyma or glandular lung tissue,

through the open stoma or lymph mouths of the

visceral pleura.

Some of the lymph is aspirated into the lung tis-

sue from the peritracheal lymph spaces along the

peribronchial lymph spaces. The rest of the lymph
reaches the lung tissue directly through the blood

as that conveyed by the thoracic duct.

In the lung the lymph is mi.xed with the blood

and soon again through the glandular action of the

lung tissue is separated or classified ; some remain-

ing in the blood, to be taken on by the blood cur-

rent ; some being absorbed by the lung lymphatics

and conveyed to the mediastinal and bronchio-

tracheal glands ; and finally some finding its way
along the perivascular spaces of the pulmonary
arteries, reaches or is aspirated into the pericardium

from which it is forced, together with the lymph
that reaches the pericardial space by absorption

through the pericardium, with each heart beat along

the perivascular lymph space of the aorta and its

arterial branches, to feed or nourish the tissues of

the body.

The propelling force imparted to the lymph along

the periarterial lymph spaces by the action of the

heart in the water-bag like pericardium is encour-

aged and kept up throughout the body by the aspir-

ating or propelling effect that the pulsating arterial

walls have on the lymph in their periarterial lymph
spaces, said pulsation accompanying each heart beat

or arterial pulsation that can plainly be felt at the

uttermost extremities of the body.

Structurally this lymph propulsion and exchange

is encouraged by the peritoneum being adherent to

the surface of the diaphragm below, and the pleura

closely adherent to the upper surface of the dia-

phragm, and the two connected by lymphatics and
other openings or holes through the diaphragm,

with the fact that the visceral pleura and sponge-

like absorbent lung tissue are closely held to the

diaphragm by the midpleural vacuum-like pull and

the bands of the pericardium.

Pathologically this law of diaphragmatic lymph
propulsion and gland-like lung tissue exchange can

be illustrated no better than by the relief from
the dyspnea of the toxic asthmatic through a com-
pensatory diarrhea, and by the following post-

mortem and clinical findings

:

1. The pulmonary tuberculous infections that

have been traced from the intestine and peritoneum.

2. The septic pulmonary conditions following

abdominal operations.

3 The secondary pulmonary complications of ap-

pendicitis, or other inflammations of the bowels or

a suppurative peritonitis.

4. The pneumonia following puerperal infection.

5 The respiratory conditions secondary to ty-

phoid fever.

6. The right side pleurisies produced by the

cholecvstitis of gallstones.
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7. The subdiaphragmatic abscesses and other ab-

dominal morbid states that progressively involve the

serous surfaces on first the abdominal and second

the thoracic sides of the diaphragm and ultimately

result in a basic pneumonia, pleuropneumonia,
empyema, pyopneumothorax, or a pulmonary tuber-

culosis.

8. The rapidit}' with which certain pleural ef-

fusions are absorbed by the pleura and lung tissue.

9. The chylothorax following a chylous ascites.

10. Chylopericardium or milkj' effusions into

the pericardial sac that are the result of a transuda-

tion from a chyliform effusion present in the left

pleural region.

11. "The fact emphasized by Byron Robinson
that the peritoneum is a great lymph-sac explains

the quick absorption of septic material and the rapid

spread of infectious processes. If the exudate clots

and blocks the h-mph channels, absorption is slow

and life may be saved. If it does not clot, absorp-

tion is rapid and death is certain. Whether it clots

or not, depends on the nature of the bacteria pres-

ent. Fowler, impressed by the fact that absorption

takes place most rapidly from the diaphragmatic

region and least rapidly from the pelvic region, ad-

vises placing the victim of peritonitis in bed, with

his head and body elevated.

"The lymph from this region reaches the medias-

tinal or diaphragmatic glands. The serus surface

of the diaphragm is the region chiefly efficient in

absorption from the peritoneum, and there is a cur-

rent in the peritoneal cavity directed tozvard the

diaphragm. Absorption is verj- rapid from the peri-

toneal cavit}-. Fluid equalling from 3 to 8 per cent,

of the body weight can be absorbed in one hour."

(Gray's Surgical Anatomy.)
91 Nl.AG.^KA StREETT.

A NEW .METHOD FOR ADMINISTERING
ETHER AS AN ANESTHETIC.

By a. L. SORESI, M.D.,

NEW YORK.

I WISH to bring before the medical profession a

method of administering ether which, from the little

experience I have had with it. appears to have many
advantages. I will first describe the method and
subsequently expose its merits.

A special mask is used, which is made of small

metal tubing, which through perforations on its in-

ner surface carries the vapor to the patient's mouth
and nose. The mask is connected by means of

rubber tubing, with a Wolf's bottle containing warm
water and the vessel of ether, and the latter, by
means of a glass Y-tube, with a tank containing

ox\-gen and one containing compressed air. The
ether is contained in a Wolf's bottle of good size,

so that the pressure of the air may not force out

any liquid ether in this way. Before entering the

mask, the ether passes through warm water, thus

becoming saturated with vapor.

The anesthesia is started by opening the can con-

taining the oxygen, and placing the mask uncov-
ered over the patient's mouth and nose. When the

patient begins to lose consciousness, the bottle con-

taining the ether is placed in warm water, the oxj'-

gen is shut off, and the mask is covered with a

towel.

The patient is now receiving only pure ether

vapor. When he is completely under the anesthetic,

the bottle containing the ether is removed from the

hot water, and the can containing compressed air is

opened, the amount being regulated as required.

The Y-tubing shown in the illustration between

the vessel containing warm water and the other can

is to facilitate the giving of oxjgen direct if needed.

Ordinarily the open end is closed with a cork.

The illustration is more or less schematic ; in actual

practice the ether and warm water bottles are at-

tached to the cylinder of compressed air so as to

make the apparatus more compact and portable.

The advantages of this method are:

I.—The patients are anesthetized more easily than

by other methods, some even escaping the excitation

stage.

2.—There is ver}- little, if any, irritation to the air

passages.

3.-—There is no need of employing any other

anesthetic to usher in the anesthesia.

4.—At the beginning of anesthesia, the mask is

open, thus avoiding the feeling of suft'ocation which
so many patients experience with a closed mask.

5.—There is a minimum of ether inhaled by the

patient, which is proven by the fact that as soon as

the ether is stopped the patient becomes conscious.

6.—With this method of administering ether, the

patient is always inhaling the vapor in definite pro-

portion, while in other methods the patient at times,

that is, when ether is introduced into the inhaler,

receives too much ether, and at other times too

little.

7.—In operations on the upper part of the body,

the anesthetist does not disturb the operator or his

assistants, as his presence at the head of the patient

is not necessarj", either to hold the mask or to re-

plenish the ether can.

8.—This method of administering ether is so

simple and so devoid of danger, that any intelligent

person can continue the administration after the

patient is once under. This is an advantage in rura

districts where an experienced anesthetist, or even

a physician to give the anesthetic, is not available.

9.—In operations on the face, a sterile mask may
be employed, and at the proper time can be covered

with a sterile towel.

10.—The patient's face or eyes are not injured.

II.—If the patient needs oxj-gen, there is no
trouble in administering it.

12.—With my open mask, the patient receives

only ether and pure air, and does not breathe any

of the impurities coming from his own respiration,

which in my belief is one of the most active causes

of vomiting.

13.—The anesthetist has no trouble with the

dropping of the anesthetic, replacing and holding

the mask, refilling bottles, etc., but can give his

entire attention and help to the patient.

40 Washington Square, South.

Researches on the Hemolytic Power of Placental
Extract.—G. Ballerini has made experiments on the

hemoh-tic power of placental extract as compared with
extracts of other tissues. The existence of this power is

undoubted in placental extract, manifested not directly but

after passage through animals. This power does not

appear to differ from such power as found in the other

tissues so as to be of any practical value.

—

Annali di Oste-

tricia e Ginecologia.
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THE WORK AND NEEDS OF THE NAVAL
MEDICAL CORPS.

The annual report of the Surgeon-General of the

Navy for the fiscal jear 1908, recently issued, shows

a most gratifying improvement in the general health

of the naval service over last year. There was a

great increase in the number of enlistments during

the year, caused in part, it may be, by the report

of the coming cruise of the Atlantic Fleet around

the world, but chiefly by the business depression

which threw so many men out of work. Neverthe-

less, in spite of this increase of over 2,000 men, from

41,690 to 44,083, there was a decrease of admissions

to the sick list for the year of 2,038, or a decrease m
ratio per 1,000 of 91.83. It is interesting to note

that the morbidity rate was least among those at

sea, somewhat greater among those on shore duty

at home, and greatest among those on shore duty

bevond the continental limits of the L^nited States.

The most frequent cause of disability was, as usual,

venereal disease, next coming traumatisms of

various sorts, then tonsillitis, epidemic catarrh,

malaria, bronchial affections, rheumatism, gastro-

enteric disorders, the exanthemata, and finally

other infectious diseases.

The number of vacancies in the Medical Corps is

51, a slight improvement over last year, when there

were 58. It is believed, however, that the greater

inducements for service provided by Congress last

spring will attract an increasingly greater number

of men so that before many years the Corps will

have been recruited to its allotted strength. Not-

withstanding the need of more surgeons there has

been no letting down of the bars by making the ex-

aminations easier, as may be seen by the fact that of

97 candidates presenting themselves for examina-

tion during the year only 39 received appointments.

The examination is not, however, so difficult as this

number of failures might imply, for 27 of the appli-

cants were rejected for physical disabilities. One
wonders whether this proportion of nearly 28 per

cent, of the unsound prevails among recent gradu-

ates in general, or whether there is some peculiar

reason why the physically unfit should be attracted

by the naval service. Very likely some men in

delicate health were led to apply for naval service

in the hope that sea life might better their con-

dition. The increase in the Medical Corps dur-

ing the past five years has been in the three

lower grades, and there is now the same num-

ber of medical directors and medical inspectors

with a corps of 345 as there was in 1883, when the

corps numbered only 171 all told. This shortage in

the upper grades, which Congress seems strangely

unwilling to remedy, has caused much inconven-

ience, necessitating the shifting of work belonging

properly to medical inspectors to the surgeons, their

proper duties being in turn imposed upon passed

assistant surgeons. The Surgeon-General regards

the grade of acting assistant surgeon, created in

1898, with considerable favor and wishes it con-

tinued. One great advantage accruing to the service

from the existence of this grade is that it is often

the means of recruiting the commissioned ranks with

young men of excellent attainments and fine charac-

ter who might otherwise have looked upon a naval

career as beyond their reach. The services rendered

by the newly appointed members of this grade were

very satisfactory, and most of them passed through

the probationary period in general service and under

instruction at the Navy Medical School with a

creditable showing.

The Navy Medical School in its development and

in the routine work accomplished has fully justified

the wisdom of its foundation. During the session

of 1907-8 there were, as heretofore, two terms, the

first of six months, the second of three. The first,

or winter term, was attended by a class of 35 offi-

cers, the second, or spring term, by one of 11

officers. Most of the latter had just returned from

a full tour of sea duty and were thus given an op-

portunity to brush up in laboratory technique and

in the most recent diagnostic and therapeutic meth-

ods. This school. General Rixey says, "represents

one of the most potent influences for good which

the service possesses. Indeed, the growing efficiency

of the work of the medical department in every

direction must be evident to all, and this is certainly

due in great part to the school. The Bureau's aim is

not only to give a finishing touch to the education

of young doctors entering upon a naval career and

to prepare them for an intelligent application of

their professional attainments, but to broaden their

knowledge and practical capabilities to include those

peculiar responsibilities which devolve upon the

naval surgeon. It is believed that the school accom-

plishes this end."

The first steps have been taken to establish a

corps of female nurses in accordance with the au-

thority granted in the naval legislation of the Six-

tieth Congress. Miss E. V. Hasson was appointed

superintendent of nurses, and it was expected that

by October a corps of twenty nurses would be or-

ganized and assigned to the several naval hospitals

after preliminary training in the Naval Medical

School Hospital in Washington.

A bill is to be introduced into Congress reorgan-

izing the naval militia so that it may occupy a posi-

tion in relation to the navy, which will be in the

nature of a reserve, and in such case its medical de-

partment will share in the changed statute and will

constitute a reserve medical corps for the navy in

time of need. Other than this, however, and the

force of the National Red Cross, there is no organ-

ized body of medical men available for service in

the navy, in war or in any other emergency. This,

the Surgeon-General thinks, is most regrettable,

since it means that in case of war or other emer-

gency there will be no one familiar with the con-

ditions and requirements of the naval service wHo
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can be called upon to come to the assistance of the

medical department, which is barely sufficient, or

rather actually insufficient, for the needs of the

navy in time of peace. It is felt that the important

duties of the medical department of the navy should

not be left dependent upon an uncertain personnel,

and General Rixey therefore urges that, in addition

to the limited possibilities of expansion which would

be represented by the medical department of the

militia under the conditions of its proposed reor-

rganization, there should be a "Medical Reserve

Corps of the Navy" similar to that provided for the

.army. "The creation of such a corps would not add

discernibh- tO the reqiiired aimual naval appropria-

tion, but it would add materially to the resources of

the medical department in the matter of assured

efficiency. By such a corps the bureau would find it

more feasible to inaugurate that greatly needed

change of requiring all applicants for the reguiar

corps to pass through the course of instruction at

the Naval Medical School before being eligible for

permanent commissions ; and by it also the Navy De-

partment would be able to keep in touch with the

medical profession throughout the country, and in-

sure adequate and efficient medical services in the

navy no matter how great the demand." It is the in-

tention to submit to the department for approval the

draft of a bill providing for a reserve corps.

BACTERIOLOGY OF THE COMMON COLD.

Colds are among the most frequent of all the so-

called -minor ailments," and are perhaps especially

frequent in this country. The reasons for this

prevalence of catarrhal states in America have been

variously stated. One cause, and possibly the chief

cause, is that the houses and offices and public

buildings of every description are generally over-

heated, and especially that the air in them is over-

dry, rendering those who spend a great part of

the day under such conditions peculiarly suscep-

tible to the influence of variations of temperature.

It is curious to note that the majority of people

look upon the complaint known as catarrhal fever

as trifling. "Only a cold," is a stock figure of

speech and few realize that from so trivial a source

spring diseases which kill and incapacitate thousands.

In the Lancet of November 28 and December 5,

R. W. Allen has an article which deals with the

bacteriology of the common cold, in which the sub-

ject is treated in an interesting and to some extent

original manner. When defining colds Allen avoids

the term "fever," "inasmuch as any rise of tem-

perature is more often than not local and not gen-

eral ; indeed, the true body of temperature obtained

either per rectum or by means of the urine is

more often than not subnormal." Another feature

of some moment in connection with colds is that

they are always acute at the outset, but may go

on to a chronic stage, persisting for even twenty

years, punctuated at intervals by acute exacerba-

tions.

The bacteriolog)' of colds was investigated by

the writer with care and patience and his conclu-

sions, though necessarily not definite and even

:Somewhat confusing, throw some light on the mat-

ter. The influence of three bacilli arid of one mi-

crococcus was traced. Bacillus friedldnder, B. in-

fluence, B. septus, and Micrococcus catarrhalis.

In the trachea, throat, and nose, several other or-

ganisms were isolated, but Allen decided that the

above-named were those fruitful of harm.

Little need be said regarding the capacity of

Bacillus influenzce and of Micrococcus catarrhalis

to produce colds, as both these organisms have been

definitely shown to be capable of so doing. The
claims, however, of the other microorganisms men-

tioned as a causative factor in the origin of colds

have not up to the present time been thoroughly

examined.

Among other reasons for Allen's belief that

Bacillus friedlandcr is an important factor in caus-

ing colds is that an emulsion of the bacillus was

spilt in the laboratory where three individuals were

working and within a few hours each developed

a mild catarrhal attack during which the bacillus

was found in the nasal mucus. Other evidence

tending in the same direction is given and the in-

vestigator seems to have brought forward a fairly

strong case against this organism. Allen places

the Friedliinder bacillus, indeed, in the front

rank as the originator of the ordinary cold and

furthermore holds the view that this bacillus is

probably the sole cause of a chronic nasal catarrh

and that the risk of the involvement of the Eusta-

chian tube, middle-ear, and accessory sinuses being

considerable, the prognosis in the case of this or-

ganism should be very guarded and much greater

care should be taken by the patient. The claims of

Bacillus scpttts are not so great, as many previous

investigators have endeavored to show, though the

writer believes that this microbe is the etiological

factor in the production of a certain percentage of

colds.

In the treatment of colds Allen regards quinine

as theoretically about the most useless of any drug

in the pharmacopeia, though in practice, especially

in combination with ammonia, he thinks it may
possibly do some good. The most useful drugs,

however, are in his opinion the oil of cinnamon

and the oil of eucalyptus, the former being prefer-

able by reason of its better odor and better taste.

It should, however, be given in generous doses

—

20 minims in milk every hour for three hours, then

two doses of 15 minims at intervals of two hours,

and finally several doses of 10 minims at three or

four hour intervals.

He puts most reliance, however, upon vaccine

therapy. The best time for dealing with an acute

attack is either at the onset or on the third day;

inoculation between these times is not advisable as

it may produce considerable constitutional dis-

turbance. The appropriate doses are 250.000,000 of

B. septus, and 12.5,000,000 of either B. friedldnder

or Micrococcus catarrhalis. Should an accurate

diagnosis of the infecting organism not be possible,

a combined vaccine of the several "cold" organisms

may be given. Repetition of the dose is not usually

necessary, but should it be, then 500,000,000 of

B. septus or M. catarrhalis may be given at the

end of a week, or 250.000.000 of B. friedldnder at

the end of a fortnight.

To secure immunity against colds the author ad-

vises the administration of a dose of 250.000,000
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of each of the several organisms every four to si.x

months, the first being given three weeks after re-

coverv from the acute attack.

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF AGNOSIA IN THE
INTERPRETATION OF PSYCHOSES.

Ix discussing the pathogenesis of delusions of ne-

gation, Denis and Camus believe them to be due to

direct cerebral modification. They exclude from
consideration the influence of peripheral modifica-

tions of the cenesthesia on the ground that the pa-

tients they have studied show, with the exception

of the delusions, no other loss of the sensibility de-

rived from the viscera; for they manifest appetite

and thirst, and respond to the normal calls of urina-

tion and defecation. The facts that they react only

feebly to the passing of an esophageal sound, that

they are sometimes incontinent, and that they often

refuse to eat, are attributed by these authors not to

a true anesthesia but to the presence of the idea of

contrariety or the fi.xed idea of negation of their

organs.

Now this explanation begs the question, for we
cannot legitimately exclude peripheral modifications

of all the modalities of sensibility in the organs be-

cause some of them are conserved. A study of

agnosia demonstrates this ; for though the earlier

observers were content to attribute to the derange-

ment of a special cortical center the faiUire to recog-

nize objects by palpation, yet later observations tend

to show that this incapacity is always a residuum

of, and probably therefore due to, a deficiency of

one of the modalities of sensibility (Dejerine), even

though these latter have become insusceptible to

other means of clinical demonstration than that sig-

nified by the agnosia. Hence, we may infer that

the agnosia which remains is of peripheral source,

though its exact components are at present beyond

our power of analysis. Before therefore excluding

the peripheral causation of ideas of negation, one

would either have to prove definitely their origin

in the cerebrum, or at least to exclude partial pe-

ripheral limitation of the sensibility of the viscera

similar to that now known to be at the root of

agnosia.

It may be as well to add that we are not here

considering the function of symbolia, which is due

to a more complex, and indeed intellectual, process.

A symbolia, of course, may be contributed to by the

lack of information from the periphery; but on

the other hand, it often originates in defective cere-

bration.

pain and it is more susceptible to inflammatory at-

tack than the normally descended testicle and pos-

sibly, though not certainly, more susceptible to

malignant disease. In Coley's opinion the unde-

scended testicle should never be sacrificed in the

case of children and rarely in that of adults, as it

is possible to eftect a radical cure of the hernia with-

out removal of the testicle. In childhood the tes-

ticle is of value in determining the male character-

istics of the child, as well as in promoting the gen-

eral health ; while in the adult it should be retained

for its influence on the mental state of the subject

if for no other reason. Coley recommends that

operation for undescended or maldescended testicle

should seldom be performed at an earlier age than

eight years unless demanded by the accompanying

hernia, for the reason that in a considerable number

of cases the testicle descends spontaneously on the

approach of puberty. Bilateral abdominal ectopy of

the testicle had better be left untreated, inasmuch

as operation is difficult and by no means free from

risk. According to Coley, the main principles of

any operation likely to yield satisfactory results

must comprise free opening of the inguinal canal,

thorough freeing of the testicle from adhesions or

peritoneal bands, even with sacrifice of some veins

if necessary, bringing the testicle into the scrotum,

and suture of the canal without transplantation of

the cord. Bilateral failure of the testicle to descend

should not be permitted to persist to puberty.

Maldescended or Undescended Testicle Com-

PLic.JiTiNG Inguinal Hernia.

While not a common associated phenomenon,

undescended or improperly descended testicle is not

a rare complication of inguinal hernia, and opinions

dift'er as to the etiology of the disorder, as well as

to the indications for surgical intervention and the

best mode of procedure. As a result of observa-

tions made in 126 cases of this kind operated on and

of a careful study of the reports of other surgeons,

William B. Coley, writing in the Annals of Surgery

for September, 1908. concludes that the undescend-

ed testicle is almost invariably of little or no func-

tional value. It is often the source of considerable

Typhobacillosis.

One of the rarer conditions resulting from the

tubercle bacillus is denominated by Landouzy
"typhobacillosis." It simulates a typhoid fever

very closely, and many authors claim that in reality

this condition results from a typhoid infection

which in its convalescent stage takes on a tuber-

culous infection. Landouzy thinks otherwise. In

the Prcsse Medicale for October 24, 1908, this

author gives the differential diagnosis as follows

:

the temperature curve in acute tuberculosis simu-

lating typhoid fever is more irregular, it oscillates

from day to day, being sometimes higher and some-

times lower, instead of being progressively higher

as in typhoid; the pulse is ordinarily much less

rapid than the height of temperature would lead

us to expect ; there is a complete absence of any

symptoms of visceral lesions and of catarrh of the

pharynx, bronchial tubes, and intestine; the rose

spots are never seen ; the spleen is not enlarged.

Furthermore that the two conditions are distinct is

proved by the fact that on autopsy no lesions are

found in the intestines. The course of the disease

also varies in these two conditions. The tuberculous

condition tends to convalescence which, however,

is not perfect, and the tuberculous lesions then go

on increasing, with more prostration than should

exist in a convalescent from typhoid. The good ap-

petite of the typhoid convalescent is not present,

and instead of growing stouter the tuberculous pa-

tient grows progressively thinner. Signs of con-

solidation generally appear at the apices. IMany

patients observed by Landouzy were attacked by

typhobacillosis in the spring, without any local

manifestations of the disease, and died the fol-

lowing winter with pulmonary cavities, after ten

months of fever, having never been out of bed at

all in the interval. When there is any question of

the diagnosis in these cases, it may be perfectly

established by the use of the Widal test, by micro-

scopic examination of the feces, by blood cultures,

and by inoculation tests.
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^ms of tl?e Wnk,
Tuberculosis Exhibition.—While the success

of the tuberculosis exhibition was anticipated, it was
hardly expected that such general interest would be

shown, or that crowds of such large numbers would
visit the Museum of Natural History where it is

on view. Because of the great crowds on the first

Sunday, the exhibition hours have been made from
one to ten on Sundays instead of from one to five.

December 13 was Labor Union Day and 30,000 in-

vitations were sent out. January 2 has been set

aside for East Side Day and a mass meeting will

be held on that afternoon under the auspices of the

United Hebrew Trades. On December 9, special

invitations were extended to medical students, and
about 2,000 listened to addresses by Drs. T.
Adolphus Knopf, Woods Hutchinson, Hermann M.
Biggs, Walter B. James, and others.

The State Charities Aid Association and the New
York State Department of Health have combined
their efforts to make Monday, December 21, which
has been designated New York State Day, notable

in the history of the exhibition. It is hoped that

many throughout the State who were unable to at-

tend the exhibition in Washington during September
will avail themselves of this opportunity, for which
special rates have been offered by the railroads.

During the morning an informal conference of rep-

resentatives of the State Charities Aid Association's

local committees on the Prevention of Tuberculosis,

and representatives from other associations through-
out the State, will be held. In the afternoon at two,

George A. Canfield will preside at a meeting at

which city officials from Schenectady, Syracuse,

Rochester, Troy, Buffalo, and Yonkers, will tell of

the work which is being done in their respective

cities, and the county work will also be described.

At the evening meeting, the Hon. Joseph H. Choate

presiding. Bishop Nelson will tell of the campaign
in Albany, and Dr. Gibson of the work in Utica.

The State Commissioner of Health, Dr. Porter, will

talk of the work and plans of the State Department
in the struggle ; the State Commissioner of Labor,

Mr. Williams, will discuss the relation of factories

and mercantile establishments to tuberculosis; Dr.

Hermann M. Biggs will advance the need of a uni-

form policy throughout the State for the care of

moderate and advanced cases of tuberculosis; Mr.
Martin E. McCIary will tell of the needs of the

State Hospital for Incipient Cases of Tuberculosis

at Ray Brook, and the Hon. Joseph F. Ailing, Presi-

dent of the Rochester Health Association, will give

the business man's point of view in the campaign
against the disease.

Health Matters in the President's Message.

—

President Roosevelt in his annual message to Con-
gress makes the following recommendations in re-

gard to a National Health Bureau : "It is highly

advisable that there should be intelligent action on
the part of the nation on the question of preservmg
the health of the country. Through the practical

extermination in San Francisco of disease-bearing

rodents our country has thus far escaped the bu-
bonic plague. This is but one of the many achieve-

ments of American health officers ; and it shows
what can be accomplished with a better organization

than at present exists. The dangers to public

health from food adulteration and from many other

sources, such as the menace to the physical, mental,

and moral development of children from child labor,

should be met and overcome. There are numerous
diseases, which are now known to be preventable,

which are, nevertheless, not prevented. The recent

International Congress on Tuberculosis has made
us painfully aware of the inadequacy of American
public health legislation. This nation cannot aft'ord

to lag behind in the world-wide battle now being

waged by all civilized people with the microscopic

foes of mankind, nor ought we longer to ignore the

reproach that this Government takes more pains to

protect the lives of hogs and of cattle than of hu-

man beings. The first legislative step to be taken

is that for the concentration of the proper bureaus
into one of the existing departments. I therefore ur-

gently recommend the passage of a bill which shall

authorize a redistribution of the bureaus which shall

best accomplish this end."

The message contained also the following recom-
mendation regarding hospital ships for the navy:
"Two hospital ships should be provided. The actual

experience of the hospital ship with the fleet in the

Pacific has shown the invaluable work which such

a ship does, and has also proved that it is well to

have it kept under the command of a medical offi-

cer. As was to be expected, all of the anticipations

of trouble from such a command have proved com-
pletely baseless. It is as absurd to put a hospital

ship under a line officer as it would be to put a

hospital on shore under such a command. This
ought to have been realized before, and there is no
excuse for failure to realize it now."

Institutional Improvements Recommended.

—

Among other things, President Busse, of the Cook
County Board, made the following recommendations
in his message to the Board at his reinauguration,

December 7 : The establishment of an institution

for the care of those in the early stages of tuber-

culosis ; the extension of the facilities of the various

charitable institutions to reduce overcrowding; bet-

ter facilities at the insane hospital ; improvement^
at the county morgue; a pathological department
and a bureau of statistics at the County Hospital;

a psychopathic ward either at the Detention Hos-
pital or the County Hospital ; a place for the care

of the alcoholically insane ; the placing of a physician

in charge and nurses at the Juvenile Court.

Typhoid Epidemic Checked.—Reports from
Reading, Pa., indicate that the situation in regard

to the epidemic of typhoid fever there is now under
control. Nearly six hundred cases developed. The
engineers of the State Board of Health have made
an investigation of the watershed for sources of

pollution, and the Commissioner of Health has taken

active steps to abate the nuisances. The local Board
of Health has also appointed officers to inspect

the vaults and cesspools as well as the alleys and
yards throughout the city.

Increase in Immigration.—Following the panic
a year ago, a considerable drop in the number of

immigrants arriving at the port of New York was
noticed, but recently the arrivals have increased,

and, on December 8, 5,057 immigrants passed

through Ellis Island. This is a record for any
single day, the largest number arriving on any day
previously being 3,126.

Destruction of Spoiled Food Stuffs.—The Chi-

cago administration has been greatly strengthened

in its warfare against decayed and unwholesome
food products by a decision of the United States

Supreme Court. It practically gives to the city the

needed authority to suppress the marketing and re-

taining in cold storage of food products which have
begun to decompose. The right to destroy spoiled

material wherever found not only makes it easier

for the officials of the health department, but has

a strong deterring effect on any dealer who might
wish to impose upon the public.
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New York's Death Rate.—The death rate in

the city continues to show a decrease as compared
with 1907 which is considered remarkable by the

health officials. During the week encHng December
5, 1908, there were 1,213 deaths, a rate of 14. i

per thousand of population, while last year there

were 1,403 deaths, a rate of 17.40. There was a

falling off of deaths from all causes except heart

di.^ease, diphtheria, and violence. These all showed
a very slight increase.

Cholera in Russia.—It has been found neces-
sary to reopen some of the cholera hospitals in

St. Petersburg, as the number of cases have in-

creased considerably during the last two weeks.

Dr. Roswell Park on December 7 celebrated
the twenty-fifth anniversary of his professorship in

the University of Buffalo, at a dinner given in his

honor, by the medical profession of Buffalo, as an
evidence of their appreciation of his abilities as

teacher and surgeon.

Col. William C. Gorgas, who is one of the ten

deleq^ates from the United States appointed to at-

tend the Pan-American Scientific Congress at San-
tiago, Chili, on Christmas Day, will present a paper
on the Control of Yellow Fever in the Tropics.

Dr. Stephen Balderson has been appointed
health commissioner of Evanston, 111., vice Dr. Wm.
R. Parkes, resigned.

Harvey Society Lectures.—The sixth lecture

of the Harvey Society will be delivered by Prof. A.

B. Wacallum of the University of Toronto, at the

New York Academy of Medicine, 17 West Forty-

third street, on December 19, at 8 :30 p.m. The
subject of the lecture will be Osmosis, and all per-

sons interested are cordially invited to attend.

Free Medical Lectures.—On Sunday, January
3, the course of free medical lectures given by the

Faculty of Medicine of Harvard University will

be inaugurated, and will be followed by lectures on
every Saturday evening and Sunday afternoon, until

April 25.

Bellevue Hospital.—Dr. S. F. Goldwater, Super-
intendent of Mt. Sinai Hospital, has been appointed

sanitary expert to supervise the construction of the

surgical wards at the new Bellevue Hospital. He
will retain his place at Mt. Sinai. It is estimated

that the new hospital will be ready in about five

years.

Charitable Gifts.—By the terms of the will of

Mrs. Grace M. Kuhn, who died in Lenox last Oc-
tober, Harvard University will receive $175,000 to

endow a department of biological chemistry. The
Massachusetts General Hospital also receives $10,-

000.

Philadelphia County Medical Society.—At a

stated meeting held December 9 the following reso-

lution was adopted: "The Philadelphia County

Medical Society, as the exponent of the recognized

profession in this teaching center, declares its belief

in the right of a physician to use mental, chemical,

mechanical, electrical, manipulative, dietetic, or any

other legitimate means of treating disease ; the same

holds true of dosage, small or large. Furthermore,

the society embodies the modern spirit as to profes-

sional fellowship, and points with pride to its record

for broadminded liberality in election to its mem-
bership. Graduates of various schools of practice

have been and are now on its rolls."

The Norwegian Hospital Alumni Association.

—The ninetv-ninth regular meeting of this Associa-

tion was held at the residence of Dr. Arthur Long-

street on December 9. Dr. Robert E. Coughlin was

elected President, Dr. John H. Ohly Vice-President,

and Dr. Louis Stork Secretary and Treasurer. The
hundredth meeting of the Association will be held

in January at the home of Dr. Sewell Matheson.
It will be celebrated in a manner fitting to the oc-

casion.

Alumni Association of the New York Skin and
Cancer Hospital.—A meeting of this Association

was held in New York on Wednesday of this week
under the presidency of Dr. H. H. Whitehouse.
The program included papers by Dr. B. Merrill

Ricketts of Cincinnati, on "Lupus and Epithelio-

mata. Their Treatment by Excision and Paste
;"

Dr. R. M. Vermilye, on "Influence of Gravity on
Lesions of the Skin"; Dr. J. Francis Aitken, on
"The Practical Physician vs. the Para Pathol-

ogist" ; Dr. Jerome Kingsbury, on "The Conjunc-
tival Tuberculin Reaction in Certain Diseases of

the Skin ;" and Dr. James T. Gwathmey, "Anes-
thesia for Plastic Operations on the Face."

Joint Society Meeting.—The New York Patho-
logical and the Xcw York Surgical Societies held a

joint meeting in Hoosack Hall of the New York
Academy of Medicine, on December 9. Dr. John
Howland read a paper giving the results of studies

made by Dr. A. N. Richards ancj himself on the

patholog)' and metabolism of cases of delayed chlor-

oform poisoning in dogs, which was illustrated by
the projection of microscopic sections from the liver

and other organs. Dr. George E. Brewer discussed

the clinical aspect of such cases, and Dr. James
Ewing and Dr. C. G. L. Wolf discussed the scientific

side.

The Southern California Public Health Asso-
ciation held its semi-annual meeting in Santa
Ana, on December 2, and passed a resolution in-

dorsing the establishment in Southern California of

a bacteriological laboratory as a branch of the State

laboratory. The following officers were elected for

the ensuing year: President, Dr. C. D. Ball, Santa
Ana; Vice-President, Dr. W. H. Jones, Long Beach;
Secretary-Treasurer. Dr. W. \\ . Roblee, Riverside.

The Oakland County (Mich.) Medical Society
at its annual meeting on December 2 elected the fol-

lowing officers: Dr. C. J. Sutherland, Clarkston,

President; Dr. T. E. McDonald, Holly. Vice-Presi-

dent; Dr. J. T. Bird, Clarkston, Secretary and
Treasurer; Dr. E. A. Christian, Dr. N. B. Colvin,

and Dr. M. W. Gray, Board of Directors.

The Rolla District (Mo.) Medical Society held
its sixty-seventh semi-annual meeting on December

3, and elected the following officers for the ensuing

year: Dr. E. L. Hume of Bourbon, President; Dr.

J. C. Welch of Salem, Vice-President; Dr. W. H.
Breuer of St. James, Secretary and Treasurer.

The next meeting will be in St. James in May, 1909.

The Douglas County (Minn.) Medical Society,

at its sixth annual meeting held on December 2,

elected the following officers : President, Dr. John
Baird; Vice-President. Dr. Lewis Moody; Secre-

tary and Treasurer, Dr. T. J. O'Leary; Censor,

Dr. L. B. Shehan.

The St. Charles (Mo.) Medical Society held its

annual meeting on December 2 and elected officers

for the ensuing year as follows : President, Dr. J.

R. Mudd : Vice-President. Dr. D. C. Dunn : Secre-

tary, Dr. F. J. Taintor ; Treasurer, Dr. Carl Bitter

;

Censor, Dr. B. P. ^^'entker.

The Baltimore City Medical Society, at its an-

nual meeting on December i elected the following

officers: President, Dr. Jacob H. Hartman ; Vice-

President, Dr. William D. Booker; Secretary, Dr.

^^'illiam E. Magruder; Treasurer, Dr. \Mlliam S.

Gardner; Censor, Dr. Randolph Winslow.
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The San Mateo County (Cal.) Medical Associa-

tion held its annual election of officers on Novem-
ber 9. The election resulted as follows : President,

Dr. H. C. McLenehan of Belmont; Vice-President,

Dr. D. B. Plymere of South City ; Treasurer and

Secretary, Dr. F. M. Seibert of San Mateo.

Cook County Tuberculosis Hospital.—The
work on the new million dollar tuberculosis hospital

for Cook County (Illinois) is to be begun in a few

days. A building permit has already been secured.

Obituary Notes.—Prof. Oliver Walcott Gibbs

of Boston died in Newport on December 9. Dr.

Gibbs was born in New York in 1822, and gradu-

ated from Columbia College in 1841, and from the

College of Physicians and Surgeons, New York, in

1843. During the Civil War he was a member of

the United States Sanitary Commission, and in 1863

was appointed Rum ford professor at Harvard Uni-

versity, an office which he held until 1897, when he

was made professor emeritus. He was one of the

founders of the Union League Club of New York,

and a charter member and president of the National

Academy of Sciences. He was well known for his

original investigations and had received honorary

degrees from Berlin and London, as well as from

Columbia, Harvard, Toronto, and Pennsylvania

Universities.

Dr. John T. Wheeler, who died at his home in

Chatham, N. Y., December 3, 1908, at the age of 58,

was not only a leading man in his profession but

had been a good citizen, especially interested in the

village schools of which he was a trustee for almost

thirty years. He had been the first president of

the Third District Branch Society and was at the

time of his death vice-president of the State Med-
ical Society. His community testified to their sense

of bereavement by closing all places of business the

day of his funeral and by gathering with a wide cir-

cle of friends to pay the last tribute to his memory.

He was director of the Division of Communicable
Diseases of the State Department of Health at the

time of his death.

Dr. Bethuel Lewis Dodd, one of the oldest prac-

titioners of Essex County, New Jersey, died at his

home on December 5, after a short illness. Dr.

Dodd was born in East Orange in 1825. and was

graduated from the College of Physicians and Sur-

geons, New York, in 1852. During the Civil War
he was examining surgeon for the Thirteenth and

Twenty-sixth New Jersey Volunteers, was at one

time surgeon-in-chief of the Pennsylvania Rail-

road, was for ten years county physician, and had

also served as police surgeon for the city of Newark.

He had practised but little for some years past.

Dr. George H. Bicknell of Omaha. Nebraska,

died at the Methodist Hospital in that city on No-
vember 28, of peritonitis, aged 44 years. Dr. Bick-

nell was graduated from the Omaha Medical Col-

lege in 1895, and for the past two years had been

associate professor of ophtlialmolog)' and otology m
the Medical Department of the l^niversity of Ne-

braska.

Dr. Editha Root of De Kalb. Illinois, died at her

home on November 26. Dr. Root was graduated

from the Woman's Medical School in Chicago in

1875, ^"<^ had practised in Denver, Colorado, until

a year ago.

Dr. William E. Walker of Fairhaven, Massa-

chusetts, died on November 30 at his home, after a

short illness from pneumonia. Dr. Walker was

born in 1874, and was graduated from Amherst,

and from the Harvard Medical College in 1902.

Dr. NoRVAL Smith of Bridgeport, Connecticut,

died at the Bridgeport Hospital on December i, of

cerebrospinal meningitis. Dr. Smith was graduated

from Queen's University, Canada, in 1904, and had

practised in Bridgeport for the last two years.

Dr. Frank Russell Baker of Brooklyn, New
York, was instantly killed on December 11, by fall-

ing from a fourth-story window of his house while

trying to remove a tightly wedged window screen.

Dr. Baker was born in 1869, and was graduated

from the College of Physicians and Surgeons, New
York, in 1889. He was a member of the American
Medical Association and of the Kings County ]\Ied-

ical Society.

Dr. Rush J. Shank, a well-known physician of

Lansing, Mich., and a veteran of the Civil War, died

on November 25, of peritonitis, aged 60 years. Dr.

Shanks was graduated from the University of

Michigan in 1871, and was a member of the Michi-

gan State Medical Society.

APPENDICITIS AND RHEUMATISM.

To THE Editor of the Medical Record:

Sir :—In the British Medical Journal of November 28,

1908, page 1601, is an article by Dr. Eustace Smith, en-
titled "Remarks on the Rheumatic Origin of Certain
Serous Inflammations." Dr. Smith concludes his article

as follows : "I have seen not one, or two, but many
cases of appendicitis in which the question of opera-
tion was being considered which underwent such rapid
improvement under antirheumatic treatment that all

idea of surgical interference was quickly set aside.

If the treatment fail—that is, if no improvement be
noticed within thirty-six hours of taking the first dose
of the salicylate (which should be of substantial quantity
and given every three hours), the assumption of a rheu-
matic origin for the inflammation may be definitely ig-

nored." It is almost unnecessary to add that this state-

ment comes from a prominent physician of large and
long experience, and who is very favorably known to

physicians throughout the world.
To many among my colleagues it is also well known

that similar judgment has been passed during many years
by myself, and I have never had up to date any reason to

believe that my statements, written as well as oral, in regard
to the not infrequent rheumatic causation of appendicitis,

are at all erroneous. I should not recur to this subject,

were it not very important, practically. To those who
fail to remember my former article on this subject, I

would refer them to the Medical Record, September 14,

189s, pages 373-374, "Rheumatism as a Cause of Appendi-
citis." Beverley Robinson, M.D.
New York.

OUR LONDON LETTER.
(From Our Special Correspondent.)

GENERAL MEDICAL COUNCIL—HORACE DOBELL LECTURE ON
LATENT PERSISTENCE OF BACTERIA—WHY NOT PRESERVE THE
APPENDIX?—TRANSFUSION IN TOXEMIC STATES—ACTION OF
SALINE PURGATIVES.

London, November 27, 190R.

The General Medical Council met on Tuesday and Sir

Donald Macalister delivered his presidential address.
He began by remarking that the Council that day en-
tered on its second half century—a remark which sug-
gests the many hopes which have been frustrated, the
many eflorts that have been fruitless, and the little

good that has resulted. The presidential addresses
alone would be a sufficient library on the subject of

medical reforms advocated without effect. Sir Donald
said the register was the instrument devised by the

Legislature to enable persons to distinguish qualified

from unqualified practitioners. In a sense it has done
this, but so cumbrous and expensive a body was not
required to supplant a medical directory which was
tolerably correct. In fact, the Council proposes now
to issue a circular with a view to correct the errors of

the register—a proceeding carried out yearly by the

directory.
The Council has also at enormous cost produced the

Pharmacopoeian for the United Kingdom, which is

certainly better than having one for each division.
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But the three colleges previously supplied the ma-
terials and might have unified their work at a fraction
of the expense incurred by the ponderous body set up
fifty years ago. Sir Donald held that the Council had
kept before it its original purpose—the safeguarding
of the public health—and to that end had pursued in a
remarkable degree the improvement of the profession.
It is not the custom of the Council to criticise the
presidential addresses or it might be hoped that one of
its members would have called in question this state-
ment.

In the evening the Council celebrated its jubilee by
a dinner and invited thereto their surviving predeces-
sors.

The behavior of bacteria in the body, whether patho-
genic or not, is a large subject, and one side of it was
stated in a luminous manner by Dr. Leonard Dudgeon,
pathologist and bacteriologist to St. Thomas' Hos-
pital in the Horace Dobell Lecture at the Royal Col-
lege of Physicians, which he delivered on the 12th inst.

The part he took up was the "latent persistence and
the reactivation" of the pathogenic bacteria. He said
the Stat'hylococcus cpidermidis albus, shown long ago
by Welch to be a normal inhabitant of the human
skin, is now known to be very closely allied to other
staphylococci met with in infective processes. Organ-
isms belonging to this group are of frequent occurrence
in wounds which heal by first intention. Probably
their presence in normal tissues is an important source
of suppuration. The Staph, albus. is important in

peritoneal infections, having often been found in the
blood-clot of intraperitoneal hemorrhage, as well as
in acute peritoneal infections. The similar organism
called Micrococcus neoformans. which has been found
in malignant growths, is very likely identical, as sug-
gested by Andrewes and Gordon. If so, it would ap-
pear that malignant neoplasms become infected by
normal bacteria, i.e. autoinfection is a more important
agent than infection from without.

Furunculosis is a well-known example of auto-
infection, through Staph, pyogenes aureus, to which also

the lecturer has himself suggested most cases of
osteomyelitis are due. To autobacterial infection of
injured parts excessive formation of callus in some
fracture cases has also been attributed by no less an
authority than Shattock and Battle. Scar tissues also

are liable to be inflamed from no known cause unless
these organisms which are latent had become reactive.

The investigations of Andrewes and Horder show that
malignant endocarditis is due to streptococci and in

overwhelming preponderance to the salivary and fecal

types. They are all either absolutely identical, or
closely related in their reactions with the commonest
saprophytic streptococci of the mouth and gut. Turn-
ing to the diphtheria bacillus, the lecturer held, with
Graham Smith, that the organisms found in the tliroats

of healthy persons are virulent and do not lose

their virulence when persisting a long time in the
throat and nose. In a few instances he admitted they
had diminished in virulence, but in the great majority
full virulence was noted up to the time of disappear-
ance. In one case virulent bacilli were found after

335 days. So then these bacilli can remain in the
tissues of healthy people without giving rise to any
symptoms, but may yet retain their virulence.
The Bacillus coli is a normal inhabitant of the in-

testinal tract in both man and animals, and give rise

to no symptoms. But it is the commonest organism
in the bacteriology of peritonitis—especially that due
to appendicitis. It persists in the appendi.x after sub-
sidence of the acute stage and after operation may give

rise to diffuse peritonitis. This bacillus may also be
found in the urinary tract and in such enormous num-
bers as to have been called bacilluria without setting

up any symptoms whatever, or in other cases causing
slight pj-re.xia. or again it may produce a condition
indistinguishable clinically from typhoid fever. With
regard to this disease we now understand by typhoid
fever a state due to infection with various micro-
organisms of the coli group—not necessarily the Bacil-

lus typhosus. Still further, we may be infected with

the typhoid bacillus without having any of the clin-

ical manifestations of typhoid fever. Typhoid is, in

fact, a group disease produced by a group of organisms.
As to the interesting question of typhoid carriers, the

lecturer did not limit the consideration to carriers of

the Bacillus typhosus, but to the group of organisms
described by ATajor Statham as capable of originating

disease indistinguishable from typhoid fever. There
are: i. Bacillus fccalis alcaligettes. 2. Bacillus typhosus.

3. Bacillus paratyphosus, A. 4. Bacillus paratyphosus,

B. 5. Bacillus coli. He thinks infection due to the

persistence of the first of these in the tissues for long

periods is probably of greater import than in the case of
the others. It is well known that the feces of conval-
escents from typhoid may be infective for months, or
even years, the general idea being that this is due to
infection of the gall-bladder. About 3 to 4 per cent,
are estiinated to become carriers and a small propor-
tion of contacts may excrete the bacillus temporarily.
Then persons who had never had an illness considered
to be typhoid may have paratyphosus bacilli in their
feces. Moreover, there are persons who seem to be
temporary carriers, not such as might be thought to
discharge their bacilli intermittently, nor even cases of
ambulatory typhoid. So it has been shown that bacil-
luria may last a long time and be a source of infec-
tion. Epidemics have been traced to such a source.
There is some evidence, too, that autoinfective attacks
may occur to persons who have been carrying the
bacillus foi long periods. The lecturer gave some il-

lustrative casos. One was a man admitted with jaun-
dice. He had had that complaint thirty years pre-
viously and "influenza" twenty years ago. An opera-
tion was done and the gall-bladder was found in a sup-
purative state with thickened walls. The paratyphosus
B. was obtained in pure culture. At the post mortem
carcinoma of the gall-bladder was found. This man
had never been known to have typhoid and the only
illness likely to have been caused by the paratyphosus
found might be the "influenza" of his record. He was
admitted to the surgical ward for suppuration in the
biliary passages. In such a case danger of infecting
patients or nurses is a possibility. The question arises
whether the bacillus persisted in the biliary passages
as a saprophyte and became reactivated and gave rise
to suppuration in a carcinomatous growth, or had it

only recently entered?
The lecturer had isolated bacilli of the paratyphoid

group from three private patients in the last two years.
In two the Bacillus coli was also present, and the patients
had pyuria as well as bacilluria. .Ml three had had "in-
fluenza," but none typhoid. In two definite urinary symp-
toms occurred soon after the influenza, suggestive of the
disease so diagnosed being an infection with Bacillus para-
typhosus. The latent persistence of the paratyphoid group
is very important. That organisms can live in our tissues
and have periods of activity and when discharged enter
and infect another host and so give rise to serious epi-

demics may suggest a reconsideration of our facts as to
these infections. Our knowledge of bacterial growth and
multiplication within our tissues must be further com-
pared with their activity outside our bodies.

Mr. C. B. Keetley in a paper in the Surgical Section
(R. M. S.) asked how and why the surgeon should at-

tempt to preserve the appendix, and reported a number
of cases to show its value. Macewen had shown it was
not useless, and Mr. Keetley extolled it as a channel of
ingress and egress to and from the intestine. Cases of
colitis, intussusception, hemorrhage, distention, or toxic

conditions, typhoid, constipation, etc., could be reached by
this channel. In his opinion transplanting the appendix
so as to imbed it or the major part in tlie abdominal wall
was to be preferred to removal. Concretions, kinks, twists,

and strictures could often be cured without excision, and
non-recurrence could be assured. Through the appendix
the large intestine could be regularly washed out from end
to end.

Mr. Bidwell admitted that he had seen Mr. Keetley's

method successful in intractable constipation, but he was
not convinced that a twisted or kinked appendix was worth
preserving in the abdominal wall.

Mr. Kirkby-Jones testified to the value of the plan in

constipation. But Mr. Mummery said the cause of consti-

pation must be sought, though in some cases appendi-
costomy was the ideal treatment. Mr. Spencer looked at

the appendi.x from a developmental aspect, and could not see

such a shrunken remnant was of any use. Mr. Hertz said

it was easier to wash out the colon through the rectum.

Mr. Rowlands said it was better to remove an inflamed

or sloughing appendix. Mr. Waterhouse said that in

future appendicostomy would certainly be the operation

for ulcerative colitis and most cases of mucous colitis.

In his reply Mr. Keetley said to leave the stump of an
appendix in the peritoneal cavity was quite as dangerous
as to insert it in the anterior wall of the abdomen.

In the Therapeutical Section Professor Dixon related

some experiments showing that in animals toxemic states

of a general character drugs were without efl^'ect, but

transfusion of large quantities of saline solution gave good
results. Dr. Fawcett remarked that in young children

dying of diphtheria the difficulties of this treatment were
too great. So, too, he said strychnine could not be in-

jected without danger, for he had seen twitchings brought

on by small doses. Dr. Hertz afterwards described expert-
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merits to show that saline purgatives only acted after

absorption, as long ago asserted by Aubert and Mac-
Cullum. The drug acted, he held, on the neuromuscular

mechanism of the colon, increasing both motor and secre-

tory activity. Analysis of the watery stools showed very

little excess of salines. The salt was mostly excreted

the next day when the stools were solid. Prof. Cushny
could not accept this view without further consideration.

One difficulty was that intravenous injections of purgative

salts were without effect. It is difficult to think they act

immediately on muscular tissue. Prof. Dixon said he had

often injected small doses of magnes. sulph. into the

veins. Larger doses paralyzed the heart, and the effect

of small ones was nil. He believed the watery constituents

could pass down in half an hour. If the action was due

to absorption of a minute quantity of the salt, why should

doubling the dose produce greater effect? Dr. Hertz

replied and acknowledged that he had no explanation of

the negative effect of intravenous injections. But experi-

ments on animals were not free from possible fallacy as

the conditions were not normal. As a matter of practice

he did not think doubling the dose doubled the purgation

;

nor if his view were accepted did he consider it neces-

sary to think that the effect of small and large doses could

not differ.

TWELFTH SESSION OF THE FRENCH ASSOCIA-
TION OF UROLOGY.

(From Our Special Correspondent.)

Paris, October 15, 1908.

The twelfth session of the French Association of Urology

took place at Paris, October 8 to 10, 1908, under the presi-

dency of Drs. Legueu of Paris, and Tedenat of Montpelier.

The question considered by this Congress was the so-

called "Essential Incontinence of Urine," and those who
presented papers were Bazy of Marseilles and Marcel

Deschamps of Paris. These authors defined the subject of

their papers by saying that essential incontinence is that

which occurs involuntarilv and unconsciously during sleep,

without any lesion of the urinary apparatus to explain it.

Essential nocturnal incontinence of urine is more frequent

among boys; it is a malady of childhood; the personal

antecedents of the patient are unimportant, but in regard

to hereditary antecedents we generally find a neurotic

heredity. This incontinence is manifested sometimes con-

tinuously every night, sometimes in irregular periods; the

child may pass several nights without urinating, and some-

times unusual exciting causes may be found, as in the

case of a child who always wet the bed after eating po-

tatoes. The influence of deep sleep and of the amount

of liquid ingested appears to be real, although not con-

stant ; the flow of urine is not continuously, drop by drop,

but by several acts of micturition during the night. The
incontinence seems to be independent of the quantity of the

urine, since by measuring the daily and nightly quantity

of urine Guinon found that the nocturnal excretion was

less than the diurnal, as is the case in normal individuals.

Troubles of sensation are often noticed in these patients,

such as hyperesthesia, abolition of the pharyngeal reflexes,

abolition or exaggeration of patellar reflexes, epileptoid

trepidation, tics, tremors, stammering, rhythmic twitching

of the eyelids, dermographia, or hyperidrosis. This kind

of incontinence often disappears at adolescence ; its pe-

riods become less and less frequent, and it finally disap-

pears entirely. On the other hand, it may persist into

adult life, and even continue up to thirty years of age.

Among the causes which have been invoked to explain

nocturnal incontinence of urine is congenital atresia of the

meatus or urethra: other causes may be active, such as

epilepsy, idiocy, and mental degeneracy. There are sev-

eral types of children that are more subject than others

to nocturnal incontinence of urine; some need only pride

to cure them, and these are very intelligent; others are

lazy, and urinate in bed because it is disagreeable to arise.

In others incontinence is a psychic trouble, and here dreams

have an important place in the pathogeny of the condition

;

still other cases are physiological and proceed either from

vesical hyperexcitability, or, as Guyonhas said, from pare-

sis or insufficiency of the urethral sphincter.

Nocturnal incontinence of urine should be divided thus:

(1) Incontinence of nervous origin (hysteria, epilepsy).

(2) Incontinence of urinary origin (retention, prostatic,

stricture, spasm).
. , ,, , .

The modifications of the urinary chemism should also be

distinguished, for when the urine is concentrated it is a

cause of vesical irritation, and may produce pollakiuria and

incontinence, especially in nervous subjects. In practice

the most frequently observed cause is hyperacidity of the

urine; in other cases alkalinity may be mentioned. In-

flammatory affections of the bladder and kidney may any

of them be accompanied by incontinence from local irrita-

tion ; this may be observed in pyelitis and pyelonephritis,

benignant or tuberculous. We must also remember the
malformations of the urinary organs, as phimosis, atresia

of the meatus, hypertrophy of the valve of Guerin, poly-
pus of the meatus, adhesions of the clitoris, and congenital
stricture of the urethra. Lastly should be mentioned in-

continence of urine of peripheral origin; such as incon-

tinence resulting from polypus of the rectum, rectal fistulae,

rectal prolapse, colitis, fistula in ano, and intestinal worms.
Sometimes incontinence is provoked by cutaneous eruptions,
such as herpes, impetigo, enlarged tonsils, or nasopharyn-
geal polypi.

The prognosis of incontinence of urine is good, since it

has a natural tendency to cure; some reserves should be
made, for the incontinent, on account of the repulsion

which surrounds them, the annoyances, and corrections to

which they are exposed, may become hypochondriacal, and
sometimes even commit suicide. In reference to treatment
we may make two classes: (l) Empirical measures: (a)
psychical measures, threats of correction, of operation, and
violent emotions; (b) mechanical measures of two kinds,
such as close the urethra more or less completely ; as com-
presses in the form of rings about the end of the penis;
such as are intended to cause light sleep—making the pa-
tient sleep on a hard bed, or putting foreign bodies in the
bed at night; (c) hygienic measures, consisting of diminu-
tion of the quantity of fluids ingested, and even denying
supper entirely. Lastly, the child may be awakened at a
fixed hour to urinate.

(2) Internal treatment consists of antispasmodics,
such as belladonna, chloral, or antipyrin, and the opposite
excitants of the nervous system, as strychnia.

(4) Electrical treatment is designed to combat atony
of the sphincter or inhibition of the cerebral center. The
most generally used application is faradization of the
sphincter urethrse. A current of ten milli-amperes may
be used with sixty interruptions per minute, for two or
three minutes ; again galvanization may be combined with
faradism.

(5) Psychical treatment consists of attempting a cure
by suggestion, in the course of a hypnotic sleep, or in the
course of natural sleep.

(6) Treatment by punctures and injections of the spinal

canal. Epidural injections should be mentioned among
these, which have given some success ; also retrorectal in-

jections, consisting in the injection of 100 to 150 cubic
centimeters of artificial serum into the cellular spaces be-
tween the rectum and the sacrum. These last injections

have for object the elongation of the hypogastric plexus,

and especially of the sacral sympathetics, which are found
in the rectorectal space. Lastly, lumbar puncture with the
removal of 15 c.c. of the cerebrospinal fluid.

(7) Surgical treatment: Bloody surgical procedures
are applicable only to cases of incontinence caused by
malformations, or of peripheral origin.

To sum up : It is seen that measures proposed to remedy
incontinence are very numerous. The prime therapeutic
condition is an exact diagnosis; followed by elimination

of all the conditions that may cause the involuntary emis-
sion of urine. This affection should never be treated by
internal medication, according to the authors; simple means
should first be tried, suggestion in the form of threats of
operation, and if these means fail, catheterism, instilla-

tions, electrization, punctures, or injections, and above
all, hygienic measures, less drinking of alcoholics, less

meat, avoidance of physical and intellectual fatigue, and
a life in the open air.

Among the other communications should be mentioned
that of Nogues of Paris, on Early Diagnosis of Urinary
Tuberculosis. While direct microscopic examination of the

urine after centrifugation often fails, inoculation of guinea
pigs gives good results; however, this last method has the
inconvenience of demanding five or six weeks, a lapse of
lime that is too great. The author thinks the best means
of ascertaining the urinary contents is to inoculate a fe-

male guinea pig in the udder with the urinary deposit dur-
ing lactation. This method gives a rapid response, since

the bacillus appears in the secretion of the mammary
gland on the eighth to the twelfth day.

On the subject of transvesical prostatectomy, Escat of
Marseilles is a partisan of early operation. This measure
ends the danger of catheterization and cures the patient.

It is very diflicult to judge of the resistence of the pa-

tient for anesthesia and for operation. Michon of Paris
thinks that an exact indication for operation is found in

chronic incomplete retention with great distension. In
such prostatics catheterism is a danger, and operation is

no longer serious. Lagueu believes it best to do a pros-
tatectomy in two sittings. At the first operation the blad-

der should be opened and disinfected and in a second oper-
ation the prostate may be removed.
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Bastion Medical and Surgical Journal, December 3, 190S.

The Method of Administering Antimeningitis Serum.—C. H. Dunn lays down the following rules: (i) Per-
form lumbar puncture, prepared to give the serum,
as soon as meningitis is suspected. It the fluid is
cloudy, give the first full dose of serum at once, without
waiting for the bacterial examination, although further
doses are only to be given in case the diplococcus in-
tracellularis is found in the cerebrospinal fluid.. The
serum is of no value in other forms of meningitis. (2)
At every dose give as much as possible. Always with-
draw as much cerebrospinal fluid as possible. Give 30
c.c. in all cases in which the amount of fluid withdrawn
is 30 c.c. or less, unless a distinctly abnormal sense of
resistance is encountered after as much has been
injected as ha? been withdrawn. In all cases in which
the amount of fluid withdrawn is more than 30 c.cm..
give as much serum as the quantity withdrawn. In very
severe or fulminating cases, in which the amount with-
drawn is between 30 c.cm. and 45 c.cm., give 45 c.cm.
unless abnormal resistance is encountered. (3) In
very severe or fulminating cases, repeat within twenty-
four hours as soon as the patient begins to get worse
again, or at twelve-hour intervals. (4) In average cases,
repeat daily, until four full doses have been given
in all cases. (5) If diplococci persist after four full

doses have been given, continue the injections until
they have disappeared. (6) If subjective symptoms,
any impairment of the mental condition or fever per-
sist after diplococci have disappeared, or after four
full doses have been given without progressive im-
provement, wait four days if the condition of the pa-
tient IS stationary. .'Xt the end of four days, or at
any time if the patient's condition is getting worse,
repeat the treatment with four daily full doses, and
continue as if this were the original attack. (7) When
a relapse occurs, either by reappearance of diplococci
in the cerebrospinal fluid or bj' a reappearance of
symptoms, give four daily full doses and continue
treatment as if this were the original attack. (8) Treat-
ment along these lines should be continued until the
patient is symptom free, without diplococci in the
fluid, or until the chronic stage is established. (9)
In the chronic stage, watch for possible reappearance
of diplococci by doing occasional lumbar punctures.
If diplococci reappear, resume treatment with the se-

rum as outlined above. In chronic cases, with exces-
sive cerebrospinal fluid under marked pressures, try
daily lumbar puncture without the injection of serum.

Electrotherapeutics in the Treatment of Tubercu-
losis.— T. F. Wallis says that static electricity has no
special value in tuberculosis beyond stimulating respira-
tion and aiding metabolism, but claims considerable
value for the high-frequency current. The latter tends
to stimulate the eliminative organs and has some ef-

fect in retarding the growth of the bacillus and may
alternate the virulence of the toxins. The author also

refers to the x-ray, the Finsen light, etc., but pre-

sents nothing new. All of these methods, says the
author, have properties in common. They all stimu-
late the nutritive functions, but the chemical action
of the rays of the sun or the light of the high-power
electric lamp and the high-frequency current alone stim-
ulate all these functions, including digestion, absorp-
tion, secretion, excretion, respiration, and circulation of

the blood. We also learn that pathological processes
are arrested, pain is relieved, expectoration is facili-

tated, bacteria are destroyed, toxins are eliminated: the

absorption of oxygen, the elimination of carbonic acid,

sleep, and rest produced; appetite increased and nerv-

ous symptoms so distressing to the patient greatly

benefited.

Neii' York Medical Journal. December 5, 1908.

Peritonitis Due to Appendicitis.—F. Torek consid-

ers this question with special reference to diffuse sup-

purative peritonitis and notes the various procedures
which have been followed in the past. His own method
of operating consists in making a large median in-

cision, extending generally two inches above the navel.

The appendix is rapidly exposed and tied off. The
pus exposed in these manipulations is at once rinsed

off with saline solution, so that the appendix removal
may be done in a territory not too much soiled. Then
follows the careful cleansing of the peritoneal cavity

by pouring saline solution from bottles or pitchers.

This is done systematically, taking up one region after

another, for instance, first the region of the appendix,

then the pelvis, then the left lower part of the abdomen,

finally the parts higher up. During these manipulations

the intestines must be treated as tenderly as possible.

The wound then is closed completely with through-
and-through silk sutures, no drainage being employed,
unless it has been impossible to close the stump of the

appendix, in which case a drain is introduced down
to the stump through a separate small lateral incision.

Furthermore, the author does not employ Fowler's

posture and avoids inducing peristalsis during the

first five days. The large median incision facilitates

access to all parts of the peritoneal cavity. Cleans-

ing by irrigation leads to gentleness in handling the

inflamed tissues. As the pus is widely spread already,

no harm comes from flushing. The closure of the

abdominal cavity without drainage rests upon the fact

that the peritoneum, after it has been washed clean, is

well able to cope with what little infectious material

may yet be left. Furthermore, it is impossible to drain the

peritoneal cavity. The author has drained in only two
instances when the point of origin of the appendix
could not be properly closed owing to extension of

the gangrene to the cecum. This w^as done by the in-

troduction of a strip of gauze through a separate lat-

eral opening. The indication for drainage in those

cases was not the presence of diffuse peritonitis, but

the expected escape of feces.

Restoration of Sight After Nearly a Month's Blind-
ness from Glaucoma.—The notable feature of the case
reported by J. L. Minor is expressed in the title of
his paper. His patient was a woman of 57 years, w^hose
illness began with a sudden and severe pain in the left

eye, lasting thirty-si.x hours. A few days later a sim-
ilar attack occurred in the right eye and vision became
blurred in both eyes. In due time an iridectomy up-
ward was done in both eyes, they both having become
totally blind, with more or less continuous pain. The
bulk of the paper is taken up with details of treatment.
One week after operation she could see sufficiently to

tell the time by a watch and see the hands of the clock
across the room. Five j'ears or so later she could
see fairly well, though there was a permanent lessening
in the range of vision.

The Value of the X-Rays in Chest Diagnosis.— .•\. L.

Gray writes of his experience in cases of thoracic-
aneurysms, pleuritic effusions, tumors, enlarged glands,
and tuberculosis. He says that with modern appara-
tus, isolated tubercles, minute calcified glands, and
thickenings at the roots of the lungs can be clearly

made out. In advanced tuberculosis, in which there
is considerable consolidation, the areas may be studied

and progress or recession of the disease determined by
comparing radiographs made from time to time. Cav-
ities in the lungs, their size, location, and whether or

not they are being walled off are all points that may
be shown bj^ a good radiograph. In chest examinations
for tuberculosis it is not sufficient, as is often done,
to make a single^ picture with the plate behind the
thorax, for images of small, solid areas in the an-
terior portion of the lungs may be indistinct b}f reason
of their distance from the plate. In order to obtain a

clear impression it is of equal importance that a pic-

ture be made with the plate in front. Restricted mo-
tion to the diaphragm on the affected side (Williams's
sign), which was formerly considered of great value
in the diagnosis of early tuberculosis, has been proved
to be unreliable. This is easily demonstrable by an x-
ray examination, but is not always present in the
earliest manifestations.

Late Report of a Case of Fracture and Dislocation of
the Second Cervical Vertebra.—C. D. Fox notes that

fractures and dislocations of any of the three upper
cervical vertebra: are generally fatal. His own patient
was a man of thirty-two years, on whose vertex a

heavy weight fell, forcing his head backward. He
was imconscious for several hours. The case was
under observation for a long period and the history
of symptoms during this time is given in great detail.

After a full consideration of all the facts in the case,

the signs and symptoms and the use of the .v-ray. a

diagnosis was made of an old fracture dislocation of the

second cervical vertebra, complicated by an ancient

depressed fracture of the skull. In addition, the pa-
tient suffered from major epileptic attacks, without any
focal symptoms, and petit mal. His recent attack would
seem to be an acute cerebrospinal .meningitis of un-
known type and origin. The medicinal treatment re-

ceived was almost exclusively with bromides for the
possible relief of his convulsions. Hj'pnotic sugges-
tion, carried to the stage of somnambulism, was em-
ployed for over four weeks, with no apparent effect

on his convulsions, but being of great benefit in the re-

lief of insomnia, pains, and other symptoms. This was
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most noticeable during the attack of meningitis, for
on several occasions, when the headache and paini
were almost unendurable, he was kept in the hypnotic
state for a half hour, and on one occasion as long as
two hours.

^
Immediately upon the production of hyp-

nosis his pains would entirely disappear and would not
return for perhaps twelve hours.

Journal of the American Medical Association, December
S, 1908.

The Treatment of Locomotor Ataxia.—A. McL. Ham-
ilton deprecates the general tendency to give an un-
favorable prognosis in cases of locomotor ataxia, which
has a tendency to send the patients to the pretentious
quacks, only, of course, to be disappointed in the end.
He recognizes two classes of cases, one including about
60 per cent, of all patients and in which the disease is

a parasyphilitic afJection, progressive and usually in-
curable, though subject to favorable modifications and
even arrest by intelligent treatment; the other 40 per
cent, includes patients who are not only capable of
being greatly helped, but often of being cured. Of
course, evidences oi destructive neural disease is of
unfavorable signification. Considering the larger pro-
portion of luetic cases, specific treatment is suggested,
and he finds that in about 20 per cent, the use of mer-
curials is of advantage, especially the bichloride. The
treatment of special symptoms is of great importance,
and he calls attention to the efifect of barometric con-
ditions on the ataxic pains, which are for this reason
often considered rheumatic. If this influence can be
determined, the use of the salicylates and hydrotherapy
is often of value, and he thinks that, with the ju-
dicious control of the physician, the use of morphine is

comparatively safe. Dietetic regulation should be in-
stituted for the gastric crises which are often asso-
ciated with intestinal disturbances and autointoxica-
tion. The use of counter-irritation is also mentioned.
For the ataxia the Frenkel systematic exercises may
do much good in cases in which there is not too much
pain, gastric crises, or excessive friability of the bones.
Over-exercise and fatigue, however, should be avoided.
When there is plantar anesthesia, perhaps causing the
ataxia, he has found surprising benefit from the high-
frequency current applied directly to the sole by means
of a spark electrode. He has no faith in other forms
of electricity for this purpose. For the urinary diffi-

culties occurring in about half the cases, lavage of the
bladder at regular intervals, used for a long period,
is important. A warm winter climate is useful in tabetic
cases, and, preferably, dry climates. Cases due to
shock, trauma, or hysteria are often curable by very
simple means, if there is no syphilitic basis.

Loss of Appetite in Children.— I. M. Snow calls at-
tention to a group of symptoms observed in children
from two to ten years of age, characterized by capri-
cious and lacking appetite in spite of the most correct
regimen and attractive food, irritability, lack of nerve,
irregular and unfreshing sleep, and general deterior-
ation in physique. All this may be the case in spite
of tonic, fresh air treatment, and sometimes rapid
growth without corresponding increase in weight. The
condition is to be distinguished from the anorexia
nervosa of Gull, which is a type of hysteria with loss
of weight without organic lesion and with delusions
and marked hysterical manifestations, which are lack-
ing in these cases. Snow insists on a thorough exam-
ination in these cases excluding all organic diseases,
and finds the efficient treatment only in putting the
child to bed and keeping him there for two weeks with
plenty of ventilation and fresh air. The body should be
sponged off and well rubbed morning and evening and
a suitable nutritious diet, well cooked and attractive,
may be given without any special restrictions. The
rest treatment should be continued until there is con-
siderable gain in weight, a good appetite and natural
sleep for ten or twelve days. These being satisfactory,
the child is dressed and given an hour's perfect free-
dom, out of doors if preferred, and if improvement con-
tinues this may be increased by an hour each day until
the child has six hours in the middle of the day, and,
if still delicate or not quite normal, the short day
should be continued for several months. At this time,
change of air, country or seashore, with restrictions
as to violent exercise, will be of service. After from
two to four months, restraint is no longer needed, the
child can live its normal life. Of course there are
borderline cases in which all the details are not re-
quired, but if the condition has lasted for months any
short or partial rest-cure is a waste of time; the in-

validism will recur and the result probably will be an
impairment of health that may be felt in after life.

Gonorrhea and Marriage.—F. C. Valentine and T. M.
Townsend describe their method of testing for latent

gonorrhea in candidates for marriage. Assuming that
the patient has had one attack of gonorrhea, he is in-

structed to bring about as much irritation as he can
by eating freely of articles likely to disturb his diges-
tion, drinking more champagne or beer than usual, but
not to the extent of producing inebriety; if an abstainer
lie is advised to drink freely of carbonated beverages.
These measures should be kept up for a week or ten
days, to the extent that they can be endured. If any
perceptible disturbance is perceived, such as a slight
increase of urethral secretion or discomfort on urinat-
ing, he is ordered to present himself before voiding
his first morning urine. The urethra is then stripped,
and if this fails to bring any excess of urethral secre-
tion to the meatus, the urethra can be curetted with a
sterilized platinum loop and the results spread on a
flamed cover-glass for future examination, slants ot
Loeffler's serum being also inoculated and placed in

the culture oven at once, and kept at a temperature of
99°. The patient is then instructed to half fill a 12-inch
ignition tube (180 c.c) with urine and to fill entirely
as many more tubes as are needed nearly to empty the
bladder; the remaining amount is passed into a final

tube. Each tube is immediately stoppered with sterile

cotton and marked with the patient's name and num-
bered. If the urines between the first and last tubes
are perfectly clear and the first and last suffice for ex-
haustive microscopy, the intervening tubes may be dis-

carded. The first and last, however clear, should be
sedimented and the result prepared for microscopic
examination. If the preliminary preparation has not
caused any recrudescence, the prostate may be mas-
saged and the seminal vesicles stripped for specimens
in addition to those taken from the urethra. If no
secretion is immediately obtainable by massage, etc.,

the patient is instructed to walk about for a few mo-
ments; a slight oozing then usually appears. If this

does not occur, the urine passed within five or ten
minutes thereafter will be found in most cases to be
loaded with the secretion that has not escaped. This
will be available for microscopy. If within three days
autoreinfection of the urethra has resulted, the dis-

charge must be taken for examination. If no reinfec-

tion has occurred, exhaustive urethroscopy is demanded,
and even then, if no gonococci are found, their ex-

istence cannot be entirely excluded and, for additional
safety, all the procedures should be repeated two days
after the urethroscopy. Both sets of examinations
proving negative, further steps are indicated. An an-

terior irrigation with mercury bichlorid, I to 5,000,

generally sets up rather a severe urethritis, easily con-
trollable by a few irrigations when no gonococci are
present. In case the urethra is tolerant of bichlorid
of mercury, a i per cent, solution of silver nitrate,

retained for five minutes, will usually succeed. The
microscopic detection of gonococci in the discharge, of
course, settles the question here considered. 'When
examination of all genital secretions or hypersecre-
tions fails, the examination of the urinary sediments
may reveal the germs. The site where they are held
residual must be determined by repetition of the re-

searches described. .\11 the tests proving negative, the
series should be repeated a month or two later, and
then failing we can assume, in the present state of our
knowledge, that it is safe for the patient to marry.

Cerebellar Symptoms in Hydrocephalus.—J. H. W.
Rhein reports the case of a boy, aged 8, presenting
the characteristic symptoms of cerebellar disease, vom-
iting, headache, tremor, and uncertainty of gait, in

whom at autopsy there was found hydrocephalus, in-

volving all the ventricles, distending the lateral recesses
of the fourth ventricle and causing cysts at both cere-
bellopontile angles. The syringomyelia extended in

the spinal canal from about the second cervical to the
eighth thoracic segments, and there was with it marked
alterations, cavities, etc., chiefly in the posterior horns.
At the decussation, the medulla appeared nearly nor-
mal. He discusses other similar cases reported in the
literature, and is inclined to account for the cere-
bellar symptoms in his patient by the increased intra-

cranial pressure, exerted more particularly on the cere-

bellum at the localities at which the apparent cysts
were found. Such cysts may be easily overlooked at

autopsies, as they tend to collapse on the escape of
the cerebrospinal fluid. They were due in this case, he
thinks, to the obstruction of the foramina of Majendie
and Luschka, which were not found open at autopsy.
The existence of syringomyelia witliout the charac-
teristic symptoms in children is not, in itself, so great
a rarity, and its possible existence in hydrocephalus,
Rhein says, should always be kept in mind.
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The Lancet, November 28, 1908.

The "Effective Periods" of Typhoid "Carriers."—By
this term D. S. Davies and I. \V. Hall refer to the
periods during which the typhoid carriers are possibly
infective to those about them. Why such carriers
do not always have the fever bacilli in their feces we
do not know. The effectiveness is intermittent. It is

almost uniformly absent during the early months of
the year. What, asks the authors, is the significance of
this period in which the carrier fails to be "effective"?
Is it simply coincidence, or shall we find it appearing
uniformly when a larger number of cases are available-

for reference? Has it anything to do with periodicity
in the virulence of the bacillus? Does the organism
live a "hibernant" existence in the intra- and extra-
hepatic biliary passages during these months, and
become actively parasitic on reawakening for the re-

maining months of the year? Has this "period of ef-

fectiveness" anything to do with the type of food
taken, or with the general tissue metabolism, or with
the heat regulation apparatus? Does this "seasonal
effectivity" offer any explanation of the "waves" of en-
demic enteric lever, the May revival starting the sup-
ply of fresh infections which subsequently develop by
extension into the autumnal burst? All these questions
cannot be answered in the light of our present knowl-
edge. Speaking with reference to the immunity of the
carrier, the authors say it must vary considerably
from time to time. It may be possible to raise it by
injections of vaccines. A typhoid carrier should not
be considered as cured until daily examinations of the
feces have determined the absence of the bacilli during
a period extending at least from .April to November.

Sterilization of Potable Waters by Means of Cal-
cium Hypochlorite.—The paper of J. C. Thresh is

largely taken up with descriptions and tabulations of

results of chemical experiments undertaken along the

line suggested by the title. In his experience he has
met with no water which two parts of chlorine per mil-

lion failed to sterilize. The amount of chemicals added
is so small that they do not affect in any way the

character of the water. The chlorine and hardness
are only increased by a minute fraction of a grain
or degree per gallon. There is no practical difficulty

in adding the chemicals and no special apparatus is

required. The hypochlorite can be added as the water
enters a tank of suitable capacity and the sodium bi-

sulphite for the removal of the chlorine as the water
leaves the tank to flow into a reservoir. If the experi-

ment shall work out on a large scale as laboratory re-

sults seem to indicate, we shall have a sanitary agent
of the utmost value, particularly as the chemicals em-
ployed are in no wise expensive.

Herpes Zoster Frontalis Associated with Glaucoma.
—A. A. Bradburne notes that most of the textbooks
say that in glaucoma the pupil is dilated and often

pear-shaped. He maintains, however, that the malady
can be associated with a contracted pupil when the

iris is fastened down to the lens capsule behind, thus

shutting off the posterior from the anterior chamber of

the eye. In the case here narrated, that of a woman
of fifty-three years, the interesting fact was that, al-

though there was undoubted increase of ocular pres-

sure, the pupil was not dilated; such a combination cf

symptoms is quite compatible with an iritis in which
the plus tension is due to congestion and swelling ol

the iris and increased viscosity of the aqueous fluid.

What made the case still simulate iritis was the marked
swelling of the upper lid and the accompanying in-

tense conjunctival injection; in fact, a superficial pre

liminary examination presented a typical picture of

iritis, and had not the eye been most carefully scru-

tinized the instillation of a mydriatic would have

seemed urgently necessary. On account of the edema
of the upper lid making recognition of increased intra-

ocular tension difficult, this feature, contraindicating the

use of a pupil-dilating agent, could easily have been

overlooked. Had, therefore, a mydriatic been instilled,

as symptoms seemed to call for, a most unfortunate

result would assuredly have followed. The cultiva-

tion of a faculty for observing minutiae of detail is the

secret of making correct diagnosis in eye affections. A
colleague had not only correctly estimated the pres-

ence of increased tension, but had further noted tliat

there was an absence of the rose-red ring of ciliary in-

jection around the corneoscleral margin which is al-

ways present in inflammation of the iris and ciliary

body. He had also noted that the cornea was clear

and bright and the iris markings were not obscured,

and the pupil was fairly mobile. During the course of

the disease the eye condition changed, it becoming free

from pain, photophobia, and sensitiveness to touch.

The tension was subnormal, the anterior chamber
deep, the pupil semi-dilated and immobile, and the tex-

ture of the iris was partially obscured. The explana-

tion of these altered appearances was simple. There
was evidently a thin viscid but transparent mucoid se-

cretion present in the aqueous, which accounted for

the loss of transparency of the media and obscured
the texture of the iris. The minus tension could be
attributed to the defective secretory function of the

ciliary body due to the paralyzing effect of the affec-

tion on the long ciliary nerves. These symptoms indi-

cated the urgent necessity of preventing adhesions

forming between the iris and the lens capsule which
the viscid mucus in the anterior chamber of the eye

tended to produce. The use, therefore, of a mydriatic

was obviously required now as much as it was contra-

indicated in the early condition, and under this treat-

ment the eye rapidly recovered.

Berliner klinische Wochenschrift, November 23, 1908.

Effects of Hypertrophy of the Prostate.—Tandler
and Zuckerkandl oppose the usual view that sees the

source of changes in the urinary organs in prostatics in

the increased pressure in the kidneys and ureters caused

by the retention of urine in the bladder. Autopsy ma-
terial always shows that the mouths of the ureters retain

their normal calibers however great may be the distension

of the ureters themselves or of the kidneys. Dilatation

of the ureters, too, is not proportionate to the amount of

hypertrophy in the prostate but may appear when the in-

crease in the size of the gland is very moderate. The dis-

tension of the ureters and kidneys is usually coincident

with and proportionate to the dislocation of the trigonum

of the bladder upward, and this is caused by changes in

the middle lobe of the gland. The ureteral dilatation,

however, is seen to begin only a certain distance from its

mouth and that point is marked by its crossing with the

vas deferens. The cause of the dilatation is the change

in the relative position of these two structures, the ureter

being angulated at the crossing by the changes in the po-

sition of the trigonum. The retention of urine, then,

affects not only the bladder but likewise the last portion

of the ureter. This causes increased muscular contrac-

tions of the ureteral walls with subsequent hypertrophy

and dilatation. This explanation makes it very improbable

that the usual "surgical kidney" results from an infection

from below; rather, the cause of it is hematogenous in-

fection that easily attacks the kidney or the ureter weak-

ened by the preceding changes of hypertrophy, dilatation,

and retention of urine. It may be that section of the

vas deferens may prove an operation of value as a pallia-

tive measure in hypertrophy of the prostate with secondary

changes in the kidneys and ureters.

Effect of Cholesterin on Pregnancy.—Hofbauer says

that the placental tissues are very rich in lecithin which

seems to be a very important factor in the nutrition of the

fetus. He found that feeding pregnant animals with

cholesterin causes the accumulation of this substance in

the blood and the substitution of it for the lecithin of the

placenta. Such feeding always led to death of the fetuses

and to widespread changes in the placentae, granulation

and necrotic tissues taking the place of normal structures.

The cause of these phenomena Hofbauer sees in the lack

of lecithin. He thinks that the habitual death of the

fetus in parental syphilis may be explained in the same

manner. W'assermann has shown the avidity of syphilitic

products for lipoids, among them especially for lecithin,

and the binding of lecithin of the placental villi by the

syphilitic products may cause death of the fetuses just as

the substitution of cholesterin for lecithin does in ex-

perimental work.

Mechanism of the Action of Bier's Hyperemia.—R.

Tarantini has experimented on animals to ascertain the

manner in which Bier's method produces its effects. He

gives us his conclusions as follows : The lymphatics, in the

neighborhood of the part treated are affected; showing

pigmentation when a colored fluid is injected, while im-

mediately under the bell the lymphatics show no pigmenta-

tion. The hyperemia of stasis prevents the entrance into

the circulation of foreign bodies injected under the skin.

The effects last one half hour after the application. Im-

mediately after the application the hyperemia prevents

entrance of substances into the circulation by the action of

a mechanical obstacle, later phagocytic action and new

formation of connective tissue continue this effect. Hy-

peremia confers its benefits by exalting the natural means

of defense of the organism.—// Policlinico.
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Medic.-\l Record Visiting List or Physicians' Diary for

1909. New Revised Edition. New York : William
Wood & Co., 1909.

Every physician requires a visiting list, and the one now
under notice is well known and is admirably adapted to its

purpose. It contains the usual pages for visiting list, con-
sultations, obstetrical engagements, vaccination and death
records, addresses of patients and of nurses, and for cash
accounts. Among much useful information of a general
sort we note a list of remedies with the maximum adult

doses given in both apothecaries' and the metric systems.
The volume is of handy size, is handsomely bound, and can
be had in various styles to suit the pockets and practice

of all physicians.

The Phvsici.w's Visiting List (Lindsay & Blakiston's)

for 1909. Fifty-eighth year of its publication. Phila-
delphia : P. Blakiston's Son & Co., 1909.

This is a handy leather covered note-book arranged for

twenty-five patients per day or week. It contains, in addi-

tion to the blank pages, the equivalents of metric and
apothecaries' measures, a table for calculating the period

of gestation, a list of doses in both metric and the English
systems, and such other information as is usually found
in a physician's visiting list.

Psychotherapy. A Course of Reading in Sound Psy-
chology', Sound Medicine, and Sound Religion. Edited
by \V. B. Parker. New Mork : The Centre Publishing
Company, 1908.

This is the first of a series of twelve monthly publications

intended to deal with the whole field of mental healing and
suggestion. The course is prepared mainh' for the general
reader, but the physician who is interested in this new-old
movement of mental healing will find it by no means
elementary or too simple to claim his attention. The first

number of the contemplated series contains the following
articles : "The American Type of Psychotherapy," by Dr.
Richard C. Cabot. "The Philosophy of Psj-chotherapy,"
by Professor James J. Putnam of Harvard. "The History
of Heahng in the Old Testament," by Rev. L. W. Batten,

Ph.D. "The Mind and Body,'' by Professor James R.
Angell of the University of Chicago. "Some General
Conceptions of the Nervous System," by Frederick T.
Simpson, ^LD. "Psychotherapy at Northampton—.An Ac-
count of Personal Experience," by Rev. Lyman P. Powell.
The medical reader will be thoroughly in accord with
Professor Angell, who says : "The great danger of the
movement toward mental healing in the hands of non-
medical men is that of getting away from constant con-
tact with the neurologist, who can detect the danger
symptoms which the untrained man cannot" (p. 69) ; and
with a quotation from Dr. Llewellys F. Barker diat "No
one who is not skilled in all the modern refinements of
diagnosis should undertake the practice of psychotherapy
unless his work is controlled by a diagnostician who ex-
hausts the best methods in the study of his case before
beginning the therapy" (p. 97).

SoNNE.NBLicKE voM L.\TEiNiscHEN Amerika. Eine Kreuz-
fahrt nach Westindien, Columbien, Panama und Costa
Rica (VoN Carl Beck, New York). Berlin: Leonhard
Simion, Nf., 1908.

The prime interesting feature of this elegant book is that
it is written by an eminent surgeon. One of its most im-
portant features is in teaching colleagues the need of an oc-
casional holiday. The trend of the book appears to be
essentially humorous, while it contains many matters of
medical and surgical interest. Ethnology, botany, cos-
mography, linguistry, and even poetry appear to flow from
the author's pen as easily as do his well-known contribu-
tions to medical literature. In matters rhythmic, Beck is

guilty of a translation of an apotheosis on Jamaica by
Ella Wheeler Wilcox ; the other contents of the book carry
the conviction that he will be forgiven. Like many travel-

ers, the author sees the humorous aspects of things non-
scientific; however, he never sacrifices fact for fun. "Son-
nenblicke" is perhaps the best contribution to the leisure
which but few practitioners can obtain. There is com-
pensation, not only in its entertaining information, for the
time spent in reading it, but also in scientific facts, which
Beck knows so well acceptably to present. The mechanical
part of the volume, the type, paper, and illustrations, do
credit to the publisher.

Anatomy und Mechanismus der Skoliosis. By Carl
NicoLADONi. Berlin and Vienna : Urban und Schwarzen-
berg, 1909.

NicoLADONi, at the time of his death in 1902, a. o., pro-
fessor in the University of Gratz, is well known in this

country as the originator of tendon transplantation. The

present monograph is an abstract of a more comprehensive
article which was printed in the Bibliotheca Medico in 1904.
It was prepared by the author of the Dcutscher Chirurgie
in which, however, it did not appear. It is now published
by his sister in the hope that it may reach the readers for

whom it had been intended.

The work is essentially a record of the dissection of two
scoliotic subjects, an adult female and a child. The changes
in the e.xternal organs, secondary to the deformity ; in

the gross and intimate structure of the spine and of its

component parts are carefully described and illustrated.

In the final chapter the leading theories are reviewed.
The question of therapeutics is not considered. Students
of the subject are indebted to Miss Henriette Nicoladoni
for this memorial to her distinguished brother.

Die Komplikationen der Stirnhoehlenentzuendungen;
Beitr..\ege zur .Anatomie, Pathologie und Klinik der
Stirnhoehlen. Von Dr. P. H. Gerber. Professor der
Koenigl.-Universitaets-Poliklinick fiir Hals und Nasen-
kranke in Koenigsberg. i. Pr. Berlin : Verlag von S.

Karger, 1908.

The extent to which the literature of nasal accessory sinus

disease has been carried is shown by the appearance of this

book on the complications of one single pathological con-
dition. Some of rhinology's greatest triumphs of the last

decade have been won in the surgery of the sinuses. That
the problem is a weighty one and that the dangers of sur-

gical intervention are real is shown by the mass of infor-

mation here collated and representing five years of careful

study by the author, whose labors have been carried out
with characteristic German thoroughness. After some
remarks on the frequency of complications and nomencla-
ture, he takes up the changes in the bony structures af-

fected, mechanism of infection, bacteriology, and then
passes on to consider the complications in the oculo-orbital

and intracranial structures, such as meningitis in its vari-

ous forms and intracranial abscess. General considera-
tions on etiology and therapy follow, and the book closes

with a complete index of authors consulted. The book is

well-printed on good paper. It is, in fact, an analysis of
the entire literature of the special topic of which it treats

and represents a most careful and thorough investigation

of original contributions, by one who is not only a library

student, but an accurate and careful clinician. The book
should be in the library of every worker in diseases of the

accessory sinuses. It reflects credit on editor and publisher
alike.

Contributions to the Physiological Theory of Tuber-
culosis. By Charles Creighton, M.D., Sometime
Demonstrator of Anatomy, Cambridge Medical School

;

Author of "Bovine Tuberculosis in Man," etc. With
64 illustrations in the text. London : Williams & Nor-
gate, 1908.

The book before us is a monograph detailing the original

views of the author in regard to the pathogenesis of the

lesions that characterize infection with the tubercle bacil-

lus. Dr. Creighton claims to have shown that tubercle

bacilli injected into an animal coagulate the blood in the

small vessels of the lungs, and lead to plasmodial organiza-
tion of the thrombi in these vessels as well as in those of

the liver and spleen ; the epithelioid cells of tubercle tissue

he traces to the normal tissue cells changed by assimila-

tion of disintegrated blood. A tubercle is for him a

"rodent neoplasm" and he devotes an interesting chapter

to the analogous "rodent neoplasm" seen in normal pla-

cental tissue. The last portion of the book is devoted to

the consideration of spontaneous tuberculosis and the at-

tempts to fortify the theory of pathogenesis founded on
experimental work by the findings in human beings. The
book has many well-drawn illustrations and ought to prove
of interest to the pathologist ; whether the original views
of the author in regard to the nature of the tuberculous

process will find acceptance remains to be seen.

A Laboratory Guide for Histology. Laboratory Outlines

for the Study of Histology and Microscopic Anatomy.
By lB\aNG Hardesty-, .\,B., Ph.D., .Associate Professor
of Anatomy in the University of California. With a

Chapter on Laboratory Drawing by Adelbert ^^'AT^s

Lee. M.D., Assistant in Anatomy in the University of

California. With 30 illustrations, two of which are in

colors. Philadelphia : P. Blakiston's Son & Co., 1908.

This book consists of a very practical chapter on labora-

tory drawing, followed by complete outlines for the prepa-

ration and study of histological material. The directions

given are short, yet simple, and are followed by questions

intended to call the student's attention to the important
points to be noted by him. Each chapter is followed by

a classified bibliography of the subject considered : this

bibliography is much more extensive than is usually given
in elementary textbooks and forms a most valuable fea-

ture of the book.
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^uriPtg JS^ports.

THE XEW YORK NEUROLOGICAL SOCIETY.

Stated Meeting, Held October 6, igo8.

The President, Dr. B. S.\chs, in the Ch.\ir.

The Seat of Consciousness.—Dr. Frederick Peterson, who
read this paper, said that consciousness was a word in

everj'body's mouth. We used it glibly, as if we knew all

about it. Psychologists, metaphysicians, physiologists, and

physicians had all written a great deal concerning it, but

if they had said anything of any great significance, it had

eluded his observation. The most tangible thing that he

had been able to grasp in reading their works was that

consciousness was a stream, a flow, a flight, a current, a

thread, an "orderly succession of changes." He took it

for granted that whatever consciousness might be, it had a

seat. It was assumed that if the body be removed portion

by portion, first the legs and the arms and then the trunk

as far as the base of the skull, that consciousness, if the

circulation and oxygenation be kept up, still persisted in

the head, and that its seat was in the brain. Such an ex-

periment in efifect had often been performed for us in

broken necks and other spinal cord lesions. Those who
had dared to surmise further had intimated that con-

sciousness was diffused throughout the brain, or even that

it was an attribute of the cortex of the brain alone.

With this preliminary statement. Dr. Peterson said, he

would take a plunge at once into a subject that he knew
as little about as anyone, not so much with the hope of

establishing any new fact as for the purpose of provoking

a discussion that might lead to some light in so much
obscurity. In his opinion, the seat of that power which

produced the manifestations of consciousness was in the

basal ganglia (probably the corpora striata), and con-

sciousness was a peculiar summation of energy at that

point, capable of being directed like the rays of a search-

light into this or that portion of the brain. In pointing

out the lines of reasoning which had led him to this con-

clusion, the speaker first referred to the daily physiological

variation of consciousness in the condition of sleep, which

was certainly a reduction in consciousness from the high-

est summation of energies to some lower level. Sleeping

and waking were to be observed in a vast group of ani-

mals that had little or no cerebral development. Further-

more, the phenomena of sleep were observed in newly born

human infants, despite the fact that the cerebrum was

quite empty of experiences and anatomically still much
undeveloped as to its connections with the rest of the

brain. They were also observed in children born without

a cerebrum, and even in dogs deprived of their hemi-

spheres. In innumerable cases of extensive loss of cere-

bral substance, of a hemisphere, as in infantile cerebral

palsies, a frontal lobe in the crowbar case, etc., con-

sciousness itself seemed unimpaired throughout life. These

observations seemed to show that consciousness, at least

as regarded its variations in the condition of sleep, did not

reside in the cerebrum. Another argument of a similar

bearing was the fact that every individual with a brain

stored full of all the experiences of a lifetime was only

actually awake at any one time around some particular

small group of functions or ideas that occupied conscious-

ness.

Passing now to another series of pathological conditions,

the one disorder which had led him to think much of this

subject was epilepsy, in which disease loss of consciousness

was the most extraordinary and often the only symptom.

He alluded chiefly to such remarkable conditions as the

tic de salaam and other forms of petit mal, in which the

patient dropped suddenly to the floor with loss of con-

sciousness, and quite as suddenly rose again in full posses-

sion of his faculties. The loss of consciousness was com-

plete and often lasted but a fraction of a second. How
could we account for such a phenomenon? If conscious-

ness were a diffused attribute of the whole brain, what

spasm of blood-vessels or other physical process familiar

to us could act and be readjusted with such speed? The

question now arose, what portion of the brain was so

constructed as to be, apparently, in intimate connection

with every other? The corpora striata. There was no

part of the brain that we knew so little of. As Edinger

said, here we had "a mighty portion of the brain that

must be of enormous significance; otherwise it would not

be always present, from the fish up to the man."

Mr. Henry Rutgers Marshall said that a few years

ago it would have been a matter of surprise to find such

a subject presented for discussion before a body of neurolo-

gists, as it would have been considered to belong more

particularly to the field of psycholog)'. The speaker thought

the thesis presented by Dr. Peterson open to discussion,

in that it attempted to describe consciousness in terms of

energy. We had become more or less accustomed to simi-

lar descriptions since the appearance of Ostwald's work, in

which he had attempted to define consciousness in terms

of energy, but since the publication of that work psycholo-

gists and philosophers had been endeavoring to bring

meaning into his statement, but without success. There

was one interesting point, Mr. Marshall said, to which he

desired to call attention. The word consciousness, as com-

monly employed, had two diverse meanings. For instance,

when we referred to the consciousness of plants, of which

Darwin had lately spoken, we referred to psychic ex-

istence, as such. When, on the other hand, we stated, for

instance, that we had gone to the theater and met an old

friend who so engrossed our attention that we were not

conscious of the play, we used the word consciousness with

an entirely different meaning. We here referred to a state

of "awareness," and that was entirely different from

"psychic existence, as such." When we spoke of the seat

of consciousness we might mean either the seat of psychic

sense in man, or the seat of awareness. This latter was

probably the form of consciousness to which Dr. Peterson

referred. When we inquired as to the seat of consciousness

as psychic existence, as such, we dealt with quite a different

question. The evidence at our command at present favored

a very broad and exceedingly general seat of consciousness,

as thus considered. In the case of the epileptic, to whose

sudden loss of consciousness Dr. Peterson referred, there

was also a momentary paralysis—a sudden cessation of

activities. That distinction was important, because it

brought into relation with our states of clear conscious-

ness all those states of what were commonly called our

"subconscious" mental life ; those states which might better

be called "subattentive consciousness." Mr. Marshall said

that under the view he held, waking and sleeping were

objective signs of the same conditions which from another

point of view were described respectively as clear con-

sciousness and the lack of clear consciousness.

Professor Frederic S. Lee said that while Dr. Peterson

had presented a very interesting idea, his paper gave rise

to a considerable number of important questions. First,

as to the nature of consciousness itself: whether, for ex-

ample, it represented a special form of energy or not?

The speaker thought that most physiologists would hardly

agree with the idea that consciousness represented energy.

It had seemed to him that the best working hypothesis

for the physiologist was that consciousness was something

of unknown nature which merely accompanied the activity

of certain brain structures. He did not like the term

"epiphenomenon" to express that idea, but since that was

the common and accepted term, he would use it. Con-

sciousness, then, was an epiphenomenon accompanying the

activity of certain brain structures ; or, rather, it was one

of the modes of manifestation of their activity, just as

chemical, thermal, and electrical phenomena were other

modes. Consciousness could not put into activity the

brain structures. He would not necessarily confine con-

sciousness to the activity of the cerebral cortex only, al-

though he was inclined to believe that consciousness was
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more particularly associated with the working of cortical

cells. Bechterew claimed that in early life, certain parts

of the brain below the cortex acted consciously, and that

as the tracts between these and the cortex became myelin-

ized and functional, conscious activity came to be pre-

eminently associated with cortical activity. He asked Dr.

Peterson how, on the theory that the corpus striatum

worked through the mediation of the cortex, he would

interpret the behavior of one of Goltz's dogs, from which

the cortex had been entirely removed.

Dr. Adolf Meyer said the thesis of Dr. Peterson brought

back to us the proposition which Dr. P. Carus advanced

about thirteen years ago in the Journal of Comparative

Neurology, which was based largely on the argument that

the corpora striata formed a large, bulky part of the brain

to which at the present time no other function could be

assigned. Gall in turn assigned the function to the optic

thalamus. Ignoring entirely the question of what we meant

by "consciousness" as a positive function, it seemed that

the evidence that Dr. Peterson had brought forth could

best be summed up as evidence of vulnerability of mechan-

isms of consciousness by a lesion in the basal region. It

was evidence in favor of the possibility of localizing the

lesions in some types of unconsciousness. As soon as we
tried to make positive inferences, /. e. as to the "seat of

consciousness,'' we were bound to meet quite a number of

difficulties, and one of them was this : contrary to Dr.

Peterson's assumption, the corpora striata had relatively

very obscure connection with the rest of the brain. This

was one of the greatest stumbling-blocks to the theory

advanced that the corpora striata should be of such funda-

mental importance. So far as we knew, their connections

with the cortex w-ere extremely scanty, and with the rest

of the base their connections were essentially those with the

hypothalamus. On anatomical grounds alone it would be

very difficult to explain any connection with the corpora

striata and the "seat of consciousness," not to speak of

the question whether the "seat of consciousness" could be

a safe problem to-day.

Dr. Smith Ely Jelliffe said that in very general terms,

consciousness might be regarded as the instreaming of all

the sensory functions, and with the cutting off of the sen-

sory or perceptive functions, a loss of consciousness fol-

lowed. To illustrate that point we need not consider the

effect of an anesthetic, because in alcohol we had an

agent, par excellence, which cut off, one by one, the differ-

ent sensory perceptive functions, little by little, until we
had a non-conscious residuum. So far as the seat of con-

sciousness was concerned Dr. Jelliffe said that in his

opinion the corpora striata simply acted in the capacity of

a cut-off by reason of the anatomical distribution of the

fibers in that region. Instead of being the seat of con-

sciousness, he looked upon this part of the brain as a gate-

way through which the fibers passed, and any injury in that

area would be apt, therefore, to have a widespread effect.

The Serum Diagnosis of Syphilis in Its Relation to

Nervous Disease. The Development and Character

of the Wassermann Test.—Dr. C. F. Bouiuan, after a

brief review of Ehrlich's theory of antitoxin production

and cytolysis, described the Wassermann test, which was
now being extensively employed in the serum diagnosis

of syphilis. The Wassermann reaction, briefly outlined,

was as follows : Two tubes are prepared with the fol-

lowing contents: Tube i. Extract of the liver and spleen

of a syphilitic fetus, representing the syphilitic organism

(or antigen), plus serum to be tested. Tube 2. Red
blood cells of sheep or other animal, suspended in normal
saline solution, plus serum of a rabbit which had been

immunized to the particular red blood cells used. Comple-
ment (a substance necessary to all immune reactions,

which existed in the fresh serum of all animals), in the

shape of fresh normal guinea-pig serum, was now added
to Tube I and allowed to stand. At the end of a half

hour the contents of Tube i were added to that of Tube 2.

If the serum in Tube i had come from a syphilitic in-

dividual, its relation to the extract of antigen was a

specific one, and complement would be absorbed thereby

;

so that, when the contents of Tubes i and 2 were joined,

no hemolysis of the red blood cells in Tube 2 would take

place. If the serum was not from a syphilitic, complement

would not be absorbed, but would remain active to cause

hemolysis in Tube 2. Hemolysis was observed in the test

tube as a tingeing of the whole field with a transparent

red color. The red corpuscles had been disintegrated

and the hemoglobin liberated. In the absence of hemolysis

the solution of red cells remained turbulent and opaque.

The test, of course, involved numerous controls and a

careful standardizing of the hemolytic serum and of the

syphilitic extract.

The Technique of the Wassermann Reaction; Its

Practical Application with Reference to Diagnosis,

Prognosis, and Treatment of N«rvous Disease.—Dr. E.

Castelli read this paper. After describing in detail the

technique of the Wassermann reaction, the author offered

the following conclusions: (i) From the social stand-

point, the serum diagnosis of syphilis represented one of

the greatest achievements attained by medicine at the

present time. The role played by syphilis in the life of

mankind required no explanation. The highest coeffi-

cient to degeneracy and insanity was created by syphiHs.

(2) If we were now in a position to tell our patient that,

notwithstanding his previous syphilitic infection, he could

marry and create a healthful progeny, we would certainly

have at our command a tremendous factor for benefiting

a large proportion of our fellow beings. (3) If we could

establish the fact that syphilis was curable, and did not

hang like the sword of Damocles over a man's physical

and mental future, again would medicine have triumphed.

(4) From a legal standpoint, the fact that we might be

able to aid either the prosecution or the defense with the

knowledge that the criminal had a claim on the court's

leniency by reason of a previous syphilitic infection, which

had produced a derangement of his mental poise, might

become an important factor in the administration of

justice. (5) The serum diagnosis of syphilis would be a

means of differential diagnosis during the preparalytic

stage, when the general sjTnptoms were very indefinite

and generally masked by a well-defined neurasthenic syn-

drome. The differential diagnosis between general paraly-

sis and neurasthenia during this period would represent

the real prophylactic warning. The patient, during this

preparalytic stage, was already dangerous to himself, his

family, and to society at large, and our early recognition

of his condition made possible the safeguarding of the

patient. (6) While the serum diagnosis of syphilis in

its present condition was not perfect, and owing to its

complicated technique and to the difficulty of procuring

the necessary ingredients it was limited to a few privileged

students, yet it had the indisputable advantage of furnish-

ing us with a rich amount of positive diagnostic data, and

the speaker said he considered its adoption in the various

hospitals and medical institutions not optional, but abso-

lutely necessary.

Demonstration of the Wassermann Reaction Test.

—

By Dr. Noguchi of the Rockefeller Institute. After dem-
onstrating the Wassermann reaction. Dr. Noguchi showed
briefly a reaction evolved by him during some experimen-

tation with the various albumin reactions in the spinal

fluids of general paralysis and other disorders. This was
obtained as follows : o.i c.c. of the spinal fluid to be

tested was placed in a test tube whose diameter was i cm.

or less. To this was added 0.5 c.c. of a 10 per cent, solu-

tion of butyric acid. The tube was now heated until the

fluid was bubbling, and while still hot o.i c.c of a normal

(4 per cent.) solution of sodium hydrate was added. In

nearly all spinal fluids an opalescence or cloud occurred,

but in the spinal fluid of general paralysis the cloud soon

separated into a definite flocculence which was character-

istic. The flocculence usually appeared in a few moments

—

rarely requiring more than 20 minutes. The reaction
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shown by Dr. Noguchi had the advantage of being posi-

tive in a quantity of o.i c.c. or less, and of being a

qualitative as well as a quantitative test. What the floc-

culence might mean was not known, but it might consist

of some globulin fraction which was found only in

syphilitic or metasyphilitic disorders of the nervous sys-

tem. That the reaction was not entirely quantitative, Dr.

Xoguchi said, was shown by the fact that many fluids from

non-paraljtic cases gave much richer clouds than those

from paresis, luit in such cases the clouds did not floc-

culate.

Dr. J. W. Moore of the State Pathological Institute,

Ward's Island, said that they had tested thus far 80

cases by the Noguchi method. Fifty undoubted cases of

paresis gave 48 positive results. The two negative cases

did not seem peculiar in any way. Of three cases of

cerebral syphilis, two gave positive reactions. Of the

non-paralytic cases tested, five were alcoholic psychoses,

two manic-depressive cases, one paranoiac state, one im-

becile, and one case which was diagnosed as Korsakoff's

delirium, but which proved at autopsy to be due to a

fractured skull with extensive diffuse dural hematoma.

Only one of the non-paralytic cases gave a positive reac-

tion. This was a case which had originally been diagnosed

as one of dementia precox, in which, however, there

were increased knee-jerks and speech defect. Five

doubtful cases gave two positive results and three neg-

ative. In the majority of cases of paresis the Wasser-

mann reaction was also carried out. Four cases of gen-

eral paralysis which were negative to the Wassermann

test were positive to the other. Four gave the Wassermann
reaction much less definitely than they did the Xoguchi

reaction. In no case was the Wassermann test the more

conclusive of the two. In two of the cerebral syphilis

cases in which the Wassermann reaction was tried it gave

a negative result.

Dr. B. Onuf said that Dr. Castelli had made the state-

ment that in a large percentage of cases of general paresis

—70 or 80—the W'assermann reaction was positive, and

also in about 60 per cent, of cases of senile dementia.

Could we conclude from that that senile dementia was

simply a late form of general paresis? Was it an in-

dication that syphilis produced a rather rapid exhaustion

of the nervous system, while in senile dementia identical

changes occurred in a longer course of time? Did Dr.

Castelli mean to identify senile dementia with general

paresis?

Dr. BoLESLAW Lapowski, discussing the Wassermann

reaction, said that on account of its technique and the

material and control experiments it involved, it would

always remain a laboratory test. By terming it the

"Wassermann reaction" we were inadvertently doing an

injury to others who laid the basis of the reaction. Was-

sermann simply substituted dissolved substances of bac-

terial extracts of organs instead of emulsions of bac-

teria, but the basis was the fact discovered by Bordet and

Gengou, and to them at least some credit was due. The

test. Dr. Lapowski said, was of undoubted value in cor-

roborating or establishing the diagnosis of latent syphilis,

but even then it did not afford absolute proof, and con-

sequently could not always be relied upon, and, more-

over, when we had to deal with primary or secondary

syphilis it was not necessary.

Dr. S.^CHS said that, while the Wassermann test could

not be made at the bedside, its technique was not difficult

and could be easily acquired. For the present, of course,

this test, as were many others, would be restricted to

the laboratory and had to be made by persons who were

specially qualified along those lines. Thus far, the reac-

tion had been practically limited to cases of suspected tabes

or general paresis, but at the Mt. Sinai Hospital an effort

was now being made to employ it as a diagnostic measure

in other doubtful spinal or cerebral cases when syphilis

was suspected.

MEDICAL SOCIETY OF THE COUNTY OF NEW
YORK.

Stated Meeting, Held November 23, 1908.

Dr. J. Riddle Goffe in the Chair.

The reports of the various committees were read and

approved. During the past year 163 applications for

membership had been received, all of which had been

acted upon, and 155 had been admitted to full member-

ship. There were at present 2,262 active members.

The Lessons of the Recent International Tubercu-

losis Congress.—Dr. Woods Hutchinson said that the

first impression and lesson that one got from the recent

International Congress in Washington was the extent to

which the laity and public generally had come to take an

interest in the work. The people had come to realize that

the profession was fighting their battles rather than its

own, and that it was maknng for the happiness and health

and progress of the body politic. This congress had given

to the public that which it could never have gotten in any

other way. One of the most interesting and dramatic

features at the congress was the great debate upon the

relative importance of human and bovine infection in

tuberculosis. Dr. Koch's speech had been translated into

English. He carefully reaffirmed his former position that

although it was possible for the bovine bacillus to become

so changed as to be the infecting agent in the human be-

ing, yet as a matter of practical demonstration this had

never been shown. Experiments from this point of view,

however, were open to criticism. Dr. Theobald Smith

had practically struck the keynote in the discussion when

he stated that the question of transferring the bovine

bacillus to human beings was largely an academic one.

Tuberculosis of the bovine type in human beings occurred

in not more than two or three per cent, of the cases.

Dr. Koch acknowledged that this suggestion of Dr. Theo-

bald Smith was rational. Therefore, the position on this

question in America was as in Germany. A special meet-

ing was held in Washington for the purpose of discussing

Dr. Koch's attitude, and was attended by those who sup-

ported as well as those who opposed the stand he had

taken, and it was quite dramatic to see how the question

simmered down to the position assumed by the French

and the German schools. Dr. Koch's position was but little

shaken. Probably the next most important feature of

the congress was the grouping and the character of the

papers, and one of the most interesting was presented

by Dr. Miller, who investigated the percentage of tuber-

culous cases in families with tuberculous members; from

15 to 55 per cent, of those children were found to be

already tuberculous. There was another point of inter-

est from a surgical point of view, the extremely small

percentage of cases in which the glands were involved.

Localized tuberculosis in children was more often found

at the age when the glands were most susceptible. The

prevailing impression must be revised regarding the in-

volvement of the cervical and mesenteric glands, or

other glands which might indicate the source of entry of

the infection. The glandular and osseous infection oc-

curred in the later stages of the disease. With regard to

therapy, there was an almost unanimity of opinion that

was not at all encouraging, that little progress had been

made towards discovering any specific serum or medica-

tion in tuberculosis. The general use of tuberculin was

indorsed, and it was believed to be useful, especially in

those cases that had come to a standstill after the giving

of the ordinary course of treatment. Another paper of

interest was the one by Webb and Barbar. They selected

organisms from the hanging drops, and inoculations were

made subcutaneously, thus producing an immunity in an-

imals. Their experiments were only in the earliest initial

stage. There was another feature that was quite re-

markable; among the sixty or seventy papers read before

the section on therapy, only one mentioned the name of a
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drug, the use of the calcium salts in checking hemorrhage.

He believed that the rational treatment of tuberculosis had

come to stay. The main impression, however, that one

got at this meeting of the International Tuberculosis Con-

gress was that the laity was coming in to help in the cam-
paign against the disease.

The Incidence of Tubercle Bacilli in New York City

Milk, with the Study of the Effect on a Series of Chil-

dren.— Dr. Alfred F. Hess said that one of the most im-

portant questions which confronted those who were fight-

ing the spread of tuberculosis to-day was what proportion

of infection was human in origin, what proportion was

bovine in origin. In the United States Dr. Theobald

Smith stated that it was his belief that not over one per

cent, of tuberculosis was of bovine origin; on the con-

trary, Ravenel believed that a considerable number of

cases were of this origin. The British Tuberculosis Com-
mission recently reported that a very considerable amount

of disease and loss of life, especially among the young,

must be attributed to the consumption of cow's milk

containing tubercle bacilli. The opposite view of Dr.

Koch was known to all. In view of such conflicting state-

ments on a subject of such vital importance, physicians

and laymen were at the present time undecided whether

they should concentrate their energies against the dangers

from the tuberculous individual, or whether they should

guard against a dual source of infection. Prophylaxis

suffered from this indecision. Dr. Hess said that his

work was undertaken with a threefold object. First, to

probe one of the elemental phases of this broad question,

to ascertain how often milk supplied to a large city, such

as New York, contained virulent tubercle bacilli. Secondly,

to study the nature of these bacilli, to learn whether they

conformed uniformly to the bovine type. Thirdly, to re-

port upon the health of some children who were known
to have consumed milk containing the virulent bacilli. He
asked what importance was to be given to the fact that

16 per cent, of the general milk supply of New York City

was contaminated with virulent tubercle bacilli ? The very

size of these figures was proof that all must possess a

considerable degree of immunity to the infection. There
were very few infants fed on the ordinary raw milk

who did not ingest tubercle bacilli during tlie first year

of their lives, and they probably did so repeatedly. They
knew that children were especially susceptible to tuber-

culous infection, and yet tuberculosis was by no means
the main factor in the high death rate of infancy. On
the other hand, it was certain that the bovine bacillus

was frequently, in childhood, the cause of tuberculosis

of various organs, of the tonsils, of the cervical and the

mesenteric glands. Recently Dr. Hess collected 44 cases

of undoubted bovine tuberculosis of the mesenteric glands,

41 of which occurred in children. At present there seemed
to be insufficient basis for a statistical estimate of the im-
portance of bovine tuberculosis, but it should be remem-
bered that even if they charged it with but one per cent,

of the total tuberculous infections, this small percentage
was sufficient to establish it as a disease worthy of active

recognition. The total number of cases of tuberculosis,

exclusive of duplicates, reported in Greater New York
in 1907 was, according to Dr. Biggs, almost 20,000. Every
one realized that this figure was far below the actual num-
ber, and yet if it was accepted, and if only one per cent,

of this yearly total was considered to have been of bovine
origin, 200 of the reported cases must be attributed to

this cause. Dr. Hess hoped that the alarming degree of

tuberculous contamination which he had found in the New
York City milk, and the figures he had furnished, might
prove an effective argument of those who were striving

with the legislature in the cause of pure milk. If New
York City was granted, instead of 47 inspectors of farms,

150 such inspectors, it was certain that 16 per cent, of
the milk sold in its precincts would not be found to har-
bor virulent tubercle bacilli. Dr. Hess closed his paper

by reporting upon certain experiments made by him with

children under ten years of age whom he knew were fed

on infected milk. Certain facts were given, but no con-

clusions were drawn.

Dr. Henrv Koplik said that there was no direct proof

that the children took the tubercle bacilli in the milk and

that these were the cause of their tuberculosis. It was to

be hoped that the work in this field would be more definite

and more explicit. At present there was a great diversity

of opinion, and true workers liked to know the why and

wherefore. The Calmette test in children was unreliable;

Baldwin of Saranac Lake had proven the fallacy of this

test in children. The von Pirquet test was a safer one,

was absolutely innocent, and more definite information

in a certain percentage of the cases was to be had. Dr.

Koplik said it was unfortunate that the pasteurizing and

sterilizing of milk was, in the minds of the majority of the

people, intended to prevent the one disease, tuberculosis;

where, as a matter of fact, it was intended to preserve

the milk and to so protect the child from acute intestinal

intoxications, or infections from bacteria of all kinds,

especially in summer and the spring months. He be-

lieved that too much stress was laid upon one disease,

tuberculosis.

l\Ir. Nathan Straus said he did not come to the meet-

ing prepared to talk. At the same time, when questions

concerning the milk problem were to be discussed, he

could talk from experience. He acknowledged that he

knew nothing regarding theory, but he knew that pas-

teurized milk reduced the death rate among children.

The Relative Importance of Human and Bovine
Types of Tubercle Bacilli in Human Infection.—Dr.

William H. Park said that since 1901 the Department of

Health had endeavored to learn what proportion of the

tuberculous cases were due to bovine infection and what
proportion was due to the human infection. Dr. Koch's

position he thought all present knew, but he had gradually

receded from his first extreme position. Dr. Park spoke of

the experiences at Randall's Island hospitals, where the chil-

dren drank milk taken from a tuberculous herd of cattle for

over one year, and probably for several years. In this

herd they found 27 of the 32 cows tuberculous; yet very

few of the children drinking this infected milk became

tuberculous. Those children drinking raw milk there did

not develop tuberculosis to any greater extent than other

children living throughout the city. On the other hand,

among the tuberculous parents who nursed their chil-

dren 100 cases of gland involvement, 27 per cent., had

been found. Among 100 cases at North Brother's Island,

25 per cent, had tuberculous members in the family, and

47 per cent, came in direct contact with tuberculous cases.

All this made him believe that the greater proportion of

cases of human tuberculosis was due to human infection.

The question was what proportion of the cases was due

to bovine infection. Could they detect, by their bacterio-

logical methods, the type of bacilli causing the disease?

Was the tuberculous lesion caused by the bovine or the

human type of bacilli? The question also arose, might

not the human bacilli of the adult have been the bovine

bacillus in childhood? Could this type of bacillus change

into the human type? There was, according to Dr.

Park's opinion, no proof of this. AH agreed that the

bovine bacilli in time would kill. Dr. Park presented a

table showing figures obtained from German reports, from
English reports, reports by Theobald Smith, and else-

where from the literature. There were altogether some

450 cases which made up the statistics he offered. Koch
claimed that no case of tuberculosis in the adult ever

occurred that was due to the bovine bacillus, and that in

the cases reported the presence of the bovine bacillus was
accidental. In the table Dr. Park presented the human
type of bacillus was present in 98 per cent, of the cases of

pulmonary tuberculosis, in 95 per cent, of the cases of
meningeal tuberculosis, in 95 per cent, of the cases of
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tuberculosis of the bones and joints, in 75 per cent, of

the cases of tuberculosis of the cervical and bronchial

glands, and in 50 per cent, of the cases of tuberculosis of

the mesenteric glands. This table was particularly inter-

esting in that it showed that the human bacillus was found

in the meningeal type almost as often as in the pulmonary

form of tuberculosis. In cases of tuberculosis of the cer-

vical and bronchial glands 75 per cent, were of the human
and 35 per cent, of the bovine type, while both types were

equally divided in tuberculosis of the mesenteric glands.

Dr. Park asked that specimens of tuberculous lesions, ex-'

cept the pulmonary form of the disease, be sent to the

laboratory at the foot of Si.xteenth street for examination.

The Methods Employed to Differentiate the Different

Varieties of Tubercle Bacilli.—Dr. W. H. Woglom
said that the two types of tubercle bacillus were closely

related, but how closely he did not know. The two fun-

damental tests were the quantity of the growth in various

media and their virulence upon experimental animals. The
bovine bacillu.'' grew sparsely in all media; whereas the

human bacillus grew luxuriantly in all media. Therefore,

with certain reservations, the two types could be separ-

ated into the sparsely growing bovine type and the rapidly,

luxuriantly growing human type. If they could find some
material which, when added to the culture media, would

inhibit the bovine and increase the human bacilli growth,

it would make a wider gap between the two types. In

glycerine they had such a substance and, so far as their

experience went, this difference had been quite constant.

It had been found that the rabbit served almost as well

as the calf in differentiating between the two types. One
mg. bacilli of the human type would not kill a rabbit ; on

the other hand, i/ioo of this amount of the bovine type

would kill a rabbit within five weeks. The material was
given intravenously. They had as yet found no excep-

tion to this rule. These were the two tests most useful

to them. Other tests had been proposed from time to

time, but had not proven of such value. The bovine

bacillus was shorter and more plump than the human
bacillus, but this was a fact that was disregarded by all

in differentiating the two types.

Dr. R. G. Freem.\n gave an analysis of the cases at

Randall's Island that had been fed upon tuberculous milk.

He had examined the death records extending over two

and a half years. Then he examined the living children.

The latter were subjected to the skin and conjunctival

test and most of those children reacted who were known
beforehand to have tuberculosis. There were 10 per cent,

who reacted but who did not give any physical signs of

the disease. For two and a half years milk infected with

the tubercle bacilli was consumed by children who were

not supposed to be robust and healthy, and yet he said he

was not able to find any records of deaths which led him

to believe that any child had been infected by this milk,

although they knew the herd to have been an extremely

tuberculous one.

Dr. J. J. Walsh advised ridding the city of the slums

if they wished to reduce the death rate from pulmonary

tuberculosis. In the crowded places tuberculosis was very

prevalent, and this was due to the unfavorable condi-

tions, especially poor ventilation, overcrowding, dust, dirt,

poor lighting, and spitting.

Dr. Alfred Meyer spoke of the time and money and

energy that had been wasted in urging the Government of

the United States to give suitable and dignified housing

to the delegates to the recent Congress in Washington.

Dr. Meyer was one of the committee apointed to get a

suitable place for holding the Congress, and the United

States Government was urged to give a place. The repre-

sentatives in Congress seemed to look upon them as

beggars and even charged them with hysteria, and asked

them to go to New York and hold their Congress. For

many months the members of this committee carried on

a campaign in the different States and territories of. the

Union, trying to influence their servants in the national

capital of the United States to give them a dignified place

where they could greet the members of the profession

from abroad who came here to take part in their delib-

erations.

Election of Officers.— President, Dr. H. Seymour
Houghton ; First Vice-President, Dr. John E. Weeks

;

Second Vice-President, Dr. Joseph Brettauer; Secretary,

Dr. John Van Doren Young; Assistant Secretary, Dr. J.

Milton Mabbott ; Treasurer, Dr. Charles H. Richardson.

NEW YORK ACADEMY OF MEDICINE.

SECTION ON MEDICINE.

Stated Meeting, Held November 17, 1908.

Dr. Herbert S. Carter in the Chair.

A Case of Syringomyelia.—Dr. W. N. Berkeley pre-

sented this case. The patient was a Hebrew of foreign

birth, a tailor by occupation, twenty-six years old, and

single. His parents were alive and well ; he had two
brothers and four sisters, all in excellent health. His past

history was negative. Four years ago he fell from a

trolley car and struck on the back of his head. Within

a few months after this accident he noticed that he was
growing weaker, and his hands and arms soon became so

feeble that he could no longer hold the needle or flatiron.

He never had any pain, whitlows, onychia, nor trophic

eruptions of any kind. He never perspired unduly; he

never had hot or cold flushes, nor other vasomotor dis-

turbances. He denied venereal infection. He drank and

smoked in great moderation. The physical examination of

the internal organs was negative. The examination of

the urine was negative. The appetite and bowels were

regular. His temperature, pulse, and respiration were

normal. The most noticeable feature about the patient

was the atrophy of the muscles of the hands and fore-

arms. The fingers were in the "claw-hand" position, and
the muscles of the thenar and hypothenar groups, the lum-

bricales, and the interossei were greatly wasted. The
atrophy was more marked on the right side. On the arm
the biceps was fairly well preserved, but the deltoids were

shrunken on both sides, and the voluntary movements of

the arms and hands, while fairly well coordinated, were

feeble and ineffectual. The sensory changes were charac-

teristic. The tactile sense was preserved over the entire

body, but sensitiveness to pain and temperature were quite

abolished over large areas of the chest, and over most of

the arms, forearms, and hands. The patient showed a

large painless blister on the right hand, due to a burn

made accidentally by a hot flatiron, which he took up

without perceiving that it was too hot to hold. Both

knee-reflexes were exaggerated, and ankle clonus was
present. The pupils were unequal, but both responded to

light. The examination of the bones was negative except

in that there was a dorsolumbar scoliosis. There were

no signs of bulbar involvement. The patient's mind was

clear, his speech was as good as it ever was, and his com-

plaint was that he could not work and had become an

unwilling burden on his relatives.

Report of a Case of Brain Tumor.—Dr. Warren
CoLEM.^N reported the case of a man, thirty-five years old,

who was admitted to Bellevue Hospital September 30. He
was an electrician by occupation. He had never had ty-

phoid fever. He gave no venereal history. Two weeks

before admission he was taken with dull, general, per-

sistent headache. There was general abdominal pain and

vomiting. There was a slight bronchitis and general

malaise. There was no epistaxis. On admission his tem-

perature was 101.4°, and his pulse 72. He was a well-

nourished, lethargic man. He had a coated tongue, with-

out tremor. There was a slight tension in pulse. There

were no rose spots. On October 4 the headache continued

and the patient stated that he felt as if he was losing
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his mind, said his brain "leaves his head," and he talked

about it very calmly. The headache continued, always

frontal, and usually on both sides. In spite of the ab-

sence of venereal history it was thought that possibly

the trouble might be due to syphilis, and salicylate of

mercury was given, but without effect. With the exception

of the headache the disease pursued a course like the later

stages of typhoid. The eye grounds were not examined.

On October 28 the patient presented the appearance of

one seeking help to prevent the development of uncon-

sciousness. The mental struggle was evident in his ex-

pression, and the patient was continually reaching out

with his right hand. He lay on his back with his head

turned to the right ; there was conjugate deviation of his

eyes to the right; his pupils were dilated. There was

spastic paralysis ot the left arm and leg. The left naso-

labial fold was flattened. There was no Babinski's sign.

The patient was dying on October 29, when Dr. Coleman

saw him. He had had frequent attacks of vomiting, the

vomitus consisting in part of dark blood. There was

coma, no response to pin-pricks, stiff neck, rigid limbs,

the right being more rigid than the left. A large bulla

filled with clear serum developed on the calf of each kg.

The history and the appearance of the patient on admis-

sion suggested the end of a mild typhoid more than any-

thing else. The blood count on September 30 showed

30,000 whites with 84 per cent, polymorphonuclears, 15

per cent. lymphocytes, 11 per cent, large mononuclears, and

3 per cent, eosinophiles. On October 4 the Widal reaction

was positive. On October 5 the serum was positive to a

strain of paratyphoid bacilli. Though repeated examina-

tions were made, these were the only days on which

positive serum reactions could be obtained to any of the

typhoid colon group. On October 28 Dr. Coleman recog-

nized that the patient had a cortical irritation, and in view

of the fact that they had a case of sinus thrombosis in

the hospital caused by the paratyphoid bacillus, he thought

that this was probably a condition of similar nature.

On post-mortem examination the spleen was seen to be

small, weighing approximately 150 g. Its capsule was

somewhat wrinkled. The cut section was smooth. The

dura mater was normal. On sawing through the skull

cap a little bloody fluid oozed from the left temporal

region. The pia mater was normal. Both cerebral con-

volutions were markedly flattened, especially that of the

right side, the right hemisphere being somewhat larger

than the left. The left temporosphenoidal lobe was ad-

herent over a large area to the left middle fossa of the

skull. The left temporosphenoidal lobe was occupied by a

mass of rather soft, white tumor tissue, which was ex-

tensively infiltrated with blood. The right lateral ventricle,

especially the posterior horn, was distended and contained

rather an abundant amount of fluid, which was clear. The

choroid plexus contained a few yellowish, rather firm foci.

Otherwise the right side of the brain was normal. The

tumor mass, which was not sharply demarcated from the

normal brain tissue, occupied the inferior portion of the

temporosphenoidal lobe, and extended well into the occip-

ital lobe, and the visual tract of the occipital lobe. The

internal capsule was compressed, but was not invaded by

the tumor tissue. The left lateral ventricle was somewhat

compressed. The floor was somewhat softened and hemor-

rhagic, and there was considerable succulent yellowish

edema around the anterior horn. The fluid of the lateral

ventricle was clear and small in amount. The other sec-

tions of the brain, on cross section, appeared normal.

The spinal cord was not examined. The ears and sinuses

appeared normal. The anamomical diagnosis was a glioma

of the left temporosphenoidal lobe, with hemorrhage, and

acute parenchymatous nephritis of mild grade. Sections

from the brain tumor showed a cellular glioma, with scanty

fibril formation. There were numerous mitoses. The

tumor was traversed by a number of thin-walled blood-

vessels, many of which were occluded by hyaline thrombi.

The Nauheim Treatment.— Dr. D.avid Bovaird told

what he had learned of the Neuheim treatment from a
visit to Nauheim last summer. He described in detail

the geography of Neuheim and its surroundings, consisting

of beautiful farming country extending as far as the eye

could reach. There were about the place fifty attractive

drives, and each drive was described in a booklet which

the cab driver furnished, giving all details, including cost,

etc. The Neuheim springs were all within the park. A
peculiar feature about Neuheim was the variety of medic-

inal springs, of various depths and different temperatures.

Among the peculiar properties of the various waters were,

first, the varying temperatures; secondly, the high content

of carbonic acid gas ; and, thirdly, the varying proportions

of chlorides, carbonates, phosphates, iron, arsenic, and other

ingredients. The drinking waters were much used in the

cure of the diseases treated at the baths. Every morning

at seven o'clock the orchestra played while the patients

walked about the park sipping, not drinking, from one

to two glasses of water. The treatment at Nauheim, he

said, could not be described except in outline, and Dr.

Bovaird described the general features of a typical case.

The patients rested a good part of the day. He also

described the method of giving the baths. The baths were

divided into half and full baths. The food each patient

took was prescribed for him by the physician in attend-

ance. From twenty-five to thirty baths were given in

each case before a cure was effected. He could say but

little regarding the action of these waters, nor could he

give any reason for combining the waters as was done.

There was but little effect observed in the blood pressure

after giving one bath. Certain changes occurred in the

pulse, the most prominent being a drop in the number of

beats. If the pulse had before been irregular, it became

quite regular, and appeared to have more force after

the baths. The patients found the baths very agreeable,

although at first they were followed by a certain amount

of lassitude and depression. This might be due to the

peculiar climate. After a few baths this lassitude and

depression passed away. The Nauheim physicians insisted

upon the patients having further care and treatment after

the baths, and even advised them to go to other resorts

for this. The resistant or Schott treatment was of a

very simple character ; these exercises were arranged in a

series. The treatment was not limited to the field of

cardiac disease; rheumatism and other arthritides, anemia,

and other conditions were treated as well. He could offer

no explanation to account for the effect of these baths

upon the heart or circulation.

Dr. Louis F. Bishop said that he had been in Nauheim

last summer in order to study the cure and to get a defi-

nite idea as to why the people with heart disease went there,

why they were so much benefited, and why the treatment

could not be imitated in this country. He believed the

benefit derived was largely due to the change of climate,

the change of diet, the esprit de corps encountered, etc.

With regard to the cardiac cases, a large part of them

were due to some cardiovascular disease marked by dis-

turbances of tone. There was a hypertonicity of the

blood-vessels with a loss of tone in the heart, and the

correction of these by the resisted movements made up a

large part of the treatment. This was what had made
Nauheim famous, especially when this treatment was com-

bined with the Nauheim baths. The resisted movements

by acting upon the tone of the voluntary muscles helped

the tone of the involuntary muscles ; in this way relief

was given to the heart, thus giving it a chance to improve.

Dr. Alfred Meyer said that he had made two visits to

Nauheim, one when a child, another two years ago, and

he was particularly interested in the 4--ray work done

there and he wondered why the attempts at outlining the

heart by the .r-ray were not made in this country. It was

Beneke in 1858 who first drew attention to the value of

the Nauheim baths in the treatment of the heart, and
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especially of the failing heart. The value of the springs

he believed to be greater than the value of the resisted

movements.

Dr. BovAiRD expressed much admiration for what the

Germans had done in developing the work at Nauheim.
In the hands of their officials the work done was truly

remarkable. They did a great deal of scientific work, and
in an attractive manner. There were two principal officials,

one who had charge of the baths and the medical work,

the other who looked after the entertainment of the vis-

itors. Xauheim was an example of paternalism, with a

pater of the right sort.

SECTION ON GENITOURINARY SLRGERV.

Stated Meeting, Held February 19, 1908.

Dr. Martin W. Ware, Chairman.

Litholapaxy in the Office Under Cocaine (Two Cases).—
By Dr. George K. Swinburne. The tirst patient was a

man, 45 years old, who had been suffering from urinary

disorders for a year. It was discovered that he had a

stone in the bladder, and a suprapubic cystotomy was

proposed, but the family objected to it, so a week later

litholapaxy was done in the office. He first injected three

drams of a 2 per cent, solution of cocaine into the an-

terior urethra, which was held for ten minutes, and just

before putting the patient on the table he passed a catheter,

drew off the residual urine, and injected half an ounce

of a similar solution into the bladder. The patient was

then placed on the operating table and six ounces of warm
sterile water were injected into the bladder through a

catheter, and the lithotrite gently inserted. By raising the

handle and depressing the beak of the instrument in the

bladder, so as to form as low a level as possible, the

blades were opened and the stone fell at once into the

jaws and was readily crushed and washed out through a

Xo. 22 F. evacuating tube with the Chismore pump. The

whole operation occupied about half an hour and was

practically painless. The patient was sent to his home
in Brooklyn to go to bed, and was told that he could

go to work the following day, which he did. The sec-

ond patient was a man 65 years old, who had suffered

from hematuria and great bladder disturbance, which was

found to be due to the presence of a mulberry calculus

in the bladder. .^I'ter careful preparatory treatment he

was operated on January i, 1908, in the same manner as

the first patient, the operation also being done in the

office. The stone was very hard and slipped many times

from the grasp of the lithotrite before it could be crushed.

After crushing, which occupied considerable time, an

evacuator was introduced and all was washed out ex-

cepting one fragment, which was too large to come
through. This was crushed and removed at a subsequent

operation, a week later. After the first operation, the

patient was sent home and told to go to bed. There was

some reaction and fever that night, but on the following

day the patient was comfortable and able to go out.

There was no reaction after the second operation, the

patient going home and remaining in bed for twenty-four

hours. He was now perfectly comfortable ; he no longer

found it necessary to get up at night to urinate, and only

showed from two to four drams of residual urine. The

comparative ease with which the operation in these two

cases was done had impressed Dr. Swinburne with the

desirability of doing litholapaxy in suitable cases, with the

aid of a local anesthetic when that could be done.

Further, it might prove better to repeat the operation

under cocaine, if all the fragments were not removed at

first, rather than work over the patient to the point of

exhaustion in order to get out the last fragment at one

sitting.

Dr. Eugene Fuller said he had done the operation

a number of times without the use of any anesthetic,

local or otherwise, and he thought that the danger of

using cocaine in the urethra or bladder should never be

lost sight of, especially in connection with work in

the office.

Dr. Frederick BiERHorr said that in cases in which

litholapaxy could be done at all, he regarded it as the

operation of choice. Guyon had already brought out the

point emphasized by Dr. Swinburne, that it was better

to do the operation in two sittings rather than to ex-

haust the patient too much by trying to do it in one.

Dr. James Pedersen said that in many instances he

had found it difficult to obtain the necessary degree of

anesthesia of the deep urethra by local means. He was

of the opinion that litholapaxy could be performed oftener

than it was without any anesthetic whatever. Local anes-

thesia was of little assistance in the operation of lithola-

paxy; when any anesthesia at all was required, general

anesthesia was indicated. The danger of poisoning from-

cocaine used in the bladder was a very real one. As a

substitute he recommended the use of a 2 per cent, solu-

tion of eucaine.

Dr. William G. Eckstein, in speaking of the diffi-

culty that was at times encountered in removing the last

fragment, suggested the use of the small lithotrite made
in connection with the cystoscope by the manufacturer of

the Nitze instrument. In that way the operation could

often be satisfactorily concluded. The speaker did not

approve of doing this operation in the office or dis-

pensary.

Dr. Victor C. Pedersen said many surgeons who used

cocaine had expressed the view that when morphine was

given a short time before the operation, there was com-
paratively little danger from the cocaine, as morphine
.seemed to be a potent physiological antidote to co-

caine.

Dr. Ware said he had always been of the opinion that

litholapaxy and lithotripsy were really capital operations

and should be carried out with every precaution that that

term implied. After the operation perfect rest of the

bladder was indicated, and he thought it was rather a

precarious procedure to allow such a patient to get up and
go home.

Dr. Swinburne, in closing, said he had used cocaine

for years in his genitourinary work, and he could recall

only one instance where dangerous symptoms resulted.

In using cocaine solution in the bladder, it was his practice

now to wash out the bladder after leaving the solution

in for a short time. He wished to emphasize the fact that

if the patient was properly protected and accustomed to

urethral manipulations prior to the litholapaxy, the opera-
tion was but little more serious than cystoscopy, which
was continually being done in office work.

Stone Removed from the Pelvis of the Kidney, with
Primary Suture.—Dr. Joseph Wiener reported the
case of a married woman, 25 years old, who was admitted

to the Mount Sinai Hospital on March 13, 1907. Her
family history was negative. A year ago she had an at-

tack of cramp-like pain in the right side of the back,

radiating to the right labium. Since then she had had
several similar attacks, each worse than the previous one.

An jr-ray picture, which was taken in October, 1906,

showed a stone in the pelvis of the right kidney. This

was subsequently verified by a second radiograph, taken

just before the operation, and on March 14, 1907, the right

kidney was exposed through an oblique incision. The
stone was removed through a one-inch incision through

the cortex. The kidney was then sutured, and the ab-

dominal wall closed, excepting for a small gauze drain

down to the kidney. When the patient left the hospital,

twenty days later, she had a small discharging sinus,

which soon healed. Her subsequent history was unevent-

ful.
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Stones Removed, After Nephrectomy, from the Other

Kidney.—Dr. Joseph Wiener reported the case of a

man 48 years old, whose right kidney was removed for

pyelonephrosis in 1901. For five years following the ne-

phrectomy the man had many attacks of left lumbar pam,

associated with purulent urine, and what the patient stated

to have been small stones passed per urethram At vari-

ous times there had been fever and chilly sensations. For

four days prior to his readmjssion to the hospital, on

December 8, 1906, no urine had been voided, and the

patient had to be catheterized, although at night he stated

that he could void some urine. He complained of severe

left lumbar and hypochondriac pain. No mass was palpa-

ble. Two A--ray pictures had been taken, with negative

Bhowines. For two days after the patient's admission no

urine was excreted, in spite of hot packs and diuretics.

Repeated catheterization showed an empty bladder. The

patient had daily chills, with a temperature of 102° F.,

severe headaches, vomiting, and drowsiness. On Decem-

ber II, 1906, the left kidney was exposed and opened.

It was found to be distended with pus, with a large and

a small stone in the pelvis. The pus showed strepto-

cocci and Bacillus colt. There was very little kidney tis-

sue left. For twenty-four hours after the operation there

was some improvement in the patient's condition. The

dressings were saturated with urine and pus, but the blad-

der remained empty. Death occurred two days after the

operation.

Partial Resection of the Bladder for the Removal of

Carcinoma.—Dr. Eugene Fuller said that as most papil-

lomatous gTO\vths of the bladder were carcinomatous, or

became secondarily malignant, even though apparently pri-

marily benign, it was always best, in operating on these

cases, to be as radical as possible. The only form of

operation which deserved to be called radical consisted

in a removal not only of the growth, but also of the

bladder wall containing the pedicle of the neoplasm.

Many times such a resection of the blaader was not possi-

ble, as, for instance, when the pedicle included the ureteral

orifice, or when the perivesical structures were also in-

volved. The first case was that of a man, 51 years old,

who presented himself in May, 1903, complaining of fre-

quent vesical hemorrhages, which were first noticed two

years before, and which had gradually become more se-

vere. There was some urinary frequency, and, when

bleeding occurred, some difficulty in starting the stream.

A cystoscopic examination showed a papilloma about the

size of an adult thumb, growing from the posterior vesi-

cal fundus. A suprapubic cystotomy was done, and the

bladder wall containing the papilloma was invaginated into

and through the suprapubic opening. In that position a

large vesical resection was accomplished. By means of

long threaded needles, the opposing invaginated bladder

walls were sutured together, the opposite peritoneal sur-

faces being thus brought into tight apposition. Above the

line of sutures a needle, threaded with double heavy silk

ligatures was passed through the invaginated bladder

walls, and the tissues on either side were tied oft and

strangulated. This accomplished, the papilloma was cut

off, while the pedicle and the strangulated resection were

dropped back into their natural vesical position, the silk

ligatures being left long, so that they protruded from

the suprapubic opening. On the ninth day after opera-

tion, gentle traction on the protruding ends of the silk

ligature brought away the sloughing strangulated vesical

resection. The patient left the hospital at the end of

five weeks, urinating normally, with a bladder capacity

of six ounces, which six weeks later had increased to eight

ounces. Dr. H. T. Brooks pronounced the growth carci-

noma. The patient remained well and active and free

from hemorrhage until the middle of December, 1905, a

period of two years and seven months, when there was

a slight recurrence of the hematuria. Cystoscopic exami-

nation at this time showed a papilloma about the size of

a raspberry, near the middle of an otherwise perfectly

smooth scar which formed the site of the vesical resec-

tion. Through a perineal opening this papilloma was ex-

cised, together with its pedicle, they being seized by cutting

prostatectomy forceps. The patient left the hospital well,

and eighteen months afterwards (making four years after

the first operation) he was still enjoying good health.

Since then he has been lost sight of. The second growth

was reported by Dr. Brooks to be a "villous epithelial

growth with features strongly suggesting malignancy."

The second case was that of a man, 45 years old, who

complained of hematuria and frequent and very painful

urination, which at times was difficult, and occasionally

the stream would suddenly shut oflf completely. The urine

was foul, containing pus, bacteria, and blood. The patient

was feeble, anemic, and septic. Cystoscopic examination

disclosed a large villous growth. Suprapubic cystotomy

showed this growth to spring from a fleshy pedicle about

the circumference of an adult forefinger. The pedicle

was at the posterior fundus, about two inches from the

right ureteral opening. A vesical resection operation,

similar to that described in the first case, was done, and

the growth was removed. In this instance, however, the

line of sutures was near enough to the right ureteral

orifice to constrict the caliber of that canal, and for

several days following the operation there was much pain

and tension referable to the right kidney. With the de-

tachment of the resected slough, however, the ureteral

constriction was relieved, and the right renal symptoms

disappeared. The recovery in this instance was slow and

tedious, owing to the existence of general sepsis at the

time of operation, which was intensified by the operation.

About three months after operation the patient left the

hospital relieved of his vesical symptoms, and urinating

naturally and normally. He had since been lost sight of.

A histological examination of the growth removed from

the bladder showed it to be carcinoma.

Fragmented Filiform Removed from the Urethra.

—

Dr. V. C. Pederse.v showed a specimen of whalebone fili-

form guide, about 8;4 inches of which broke off in the

deep urethra while a tunneled and grooved sound was be-

ing passed. The patient was a laborer, 57 years old, who
had a stricture of the anterior and posterior urethra and

hypertrophy of the prostate, with secondary chronic sup-

purating cystitis. On February 4 a filiform was passed

and seemed both to the patient and to Dr. Pedersen to

have reached the bladder. A 17F sound was then

threaded over it and the attempt to insert it into the blad-

der was made. As the sound did not pass very well and

as the filiform did not work freely either within the ure-

thra, gentle traction on the filiform was made. Resistance

was encountered, which gave way rather suddenly. On
this account it was concluded to abandon instrumentation.

Upon withdrawing the sound and filiform, it was then

found that the latter was about 8 inches short. How to

recover the fragment was the next question. The three-

inch endoscopic tube was inserted, size 28F, and the fili-

form was found about 2 1-2 inches back from the meatus,

with the torn tapering end rolled upon itself. An ordi-

nary knitting needle with a hook point was now passed

down to this loop, and by its aid the loop was straight-

ened out until the tip of the fragment presented about

^4 inch back from the meatus. It was then rather an

easy matter to seize this with a pair of Kelly's "mosquito"

artery forceps, and remove it. Through the endoscopic

tube the bulk of the fragment could be seen as it lay

straight in the urethra beyond the curled up tip, which at

least suggested the fact that the accident was not due to a

folding of the filiform upon itself, for in that case the

other end would ordinarily have been seen also.

The Radical Treatment of Carcinoma of the Bladder.

—Dr. A. A. Berg, in this paper, said that the percentage
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of ultimate cures effected by the various radical opera-

tions for carcinoma of the urinary bladder was very

small, and did not bear favorable comparison with that

which was adiieved in the radical treatment of carcinoma

of other organs. These bad results were partly owing

to the complicated problems we were called upon to meet

in dealing with malignant neoplasms of this viscus, and

partly to the fact that we had neglected to fully appre-

ciate certain points in the pathology of this disease. The

radical operative cure of a malignant tumor, according

to our modern conceptions, demanded a wide removal of

the primarily diseased tissue and secondarily affected

lymphatics and glands. When malignant deposits had ex-

tended beyond the immediate local glandular apparatus,

or had appeared in distant organs, the idea of a radical

extirpation of the primary disease could no longer be

entertained. It was surprising how these axiomatic prin-

ciples for the radical cure of malignant tumors were con-

stantly ignored in cases of malignant growths of the

urinary bladder. Thus it had been, and still was, the

common practice to entirely ignore the lymphatics and

glands in the radical operation for cancer of this viscus,

owing possibly to the idea that these structures were

usually not affected. That supposition, however, was en-

tirely erroneous. In the very early stages of the malig-

nant growth, when the neoplasm was confined to the

mucosa, and was not ulcerated, the lymphatics and glands

usually showed no malignant changes, but as soon as the

tumor invaded and infiltrated the muscular coats of the

bladder, the spread ito the lymphatics and glands took

place, and no operation could be a radical one that did

not include a wide removal of these latter structures. In

56 cases of infiltrating cancer of the bladder collected by

Guyon, glandular enlargements were positively recorded

in 15, and in 41 no special mention was made of this fact.

If the reservoir function of the bladder could be entirely

dispensed with, or satisfactorily and safely replaced or

substituted in some manner, a vesical carcinoma could

be dealt with much as was a carcinoma of the gall-bladder

;

namely, by complete excision of the affected organ ; but

thus far all our experience had not succeeded in showing

how to safely replace or substitute this urinary func-

tion of the bladder. The use of the rectum, vagina, or

partly excluded loop of intestine, e.g. the sigmoid flexure

or small intestine, as a substitute for tlie bladder had been

mostly abandoned because of the danger entailed thereby

of an infection from these viscera ascending the ureters

to the kidneys, with consequent pyelonephritis and death.

Similarly, the doing away entirely with a urinary reser-

voir by implanting the ureters onto the skin of the abdo-

men or loin, or by direct drainage of the kidney-pelvis

through the loin, exposed the kidneys to the same dangers

of infection, and because of the attention and care that

had to be expended upon the toilet of the urinary fistulae,

it placed additional worry, annoyance, and discomfort upon

the patient. It was, therefore, very desirable in the radi-

cal operations for vesical cancer to preserve enough of

the bladder to act as a urinary reservoir, provided this

was consistent with the requirements of a radical extirpa-

tion of the disease. In cases where the carcinoma was

primary in the bladder, and limited to one part thereof, a

wide removal of the neoplasm (partial cystectomy), to-

gether with all the lymphatics and glands, would afford

as sure a protection from recurrence as would a complete

extirpation of the organ. Furthermore, the immediate

operative mortality after partial cystectomy was not half

as high as that after entire removal of the bladder, and

the objections raised by Watson to ureteral implantation

into the intestine, vagina, or skin did not apply to ureteral

reimplantation into a remaining healthy portion of the

bladder. Dr. Berg was, therefore, forced to the conclu-

sion that when we had to deal with growths limited to a

third of the bladder, and especially when their site was

on the fundus and lateral walls, partial cystectomy, with

reimplantation of the ureter into the remaining portion

of the bladder, was by far the operation of choice. When
the cancer was diffusely spread over the greater part of

the bladder, thus forbidding us to save a sufficient portion

thereof to form a reservoir for the urine, or when there

was a bad cystitis that did not yield immediately to thera-

peutic measures, and which necessarily increased materially

the dangers of ascending ureteral infection after reim-

plantation of the ureters, then complete extirpation was

advisable, provided the patient was otherwise sound. The

pieliiTunary operation of lumbar nephrostomy would cer-

tainly seem to be indicated when complete e.xcision was

done.

Ur. Howard Lilienth.\l said he was quite in accord

with the views expressed by Dr. Berg, and in dealing with

this condition of carcinoma of the bladder, he thought that

no one would deny the necessity of early and very radical

operation. The bladder was an organ the muscles of

which ran in every conceivable direction. It was an organ

that was constantly in motion, either being emptied rapidly

or being gradually filled. When a neoplasm of the bladder

got below the mucosa and invaded the muscular structure

in the slightest degree, the extent of the diseased tissue

would be apt to be very much greater than would appear

on direct examination with the unaided eye. Therefore,

even with an apparently small vesical cancer, an extremely

wide resection would be the proper thing. Partial cys-

tectomy, in order to be successful, should be performed in

what we were accustomed to call selected cases. As to

the other cases, in which the disease had progressed so

far that a partial cystectomy was out of the question,

under those conditions it was also a question whether any

operative procedure of a radical nature should be under-

taken. The outlook then was extremely hopeless, and

only simple operations for the relief of the patient should

be undertaken. Dr. Lilienthal thought there was no

doubt that the use of urotropin and other formalin liber-

ating drugs had greatly improved the outlook for all

bladder manipulations, and especially for operative pro-

cedures on that viscus, and the statistics quoted by Dr.

Berg might possibly be changed if a similar number of

cases were gathered since the introduction of urotropin

and a realization of its value. As to the Watson opera-

tion of simultaneous double bilateral lumbar nephrostomy

in these cases, to which the reader of the paper referred,

Dr. Watson advised it only in suitable cases in persons

who were so situated that they were not obliged to work

and who could be properly cared for afterwards. The

procedure was certainly of greater value than was a

colostomy in cancer of the rectum, and the latter was

certainly of enormous value in carcinoma of the rectum.

It was undoubtedly true that ureteral implantation into the

functionating gut would invariably be followed by septic

nephritis and death, usually within a year. This fact had

been demonstrated experimentally and also in practice.

In suitable cases of carcinoma and also of extrophy of

the bladder he had on former occasions already advised

the possible expediency of doing an ileocolostomy with

exclusion of the cecum and ascending colon, and then

implanting both ureters into this nonfunctionating section

of gut, possibly utilizing the appendix as a urethra.

Dr. F. TiLDEN Brown said that the radical operation for

carcinoma of the bladder was one regarding which sur-

geons naturally did not feel very enthusiastic, and, from a

personal standpoint, believed that if such a patient was

made moderately comfortable, he would be better off than

to risk the danger and discomforts of a successful radical

operation. The speaker thought that the danger of in-

fecting the kidneys by lumbar implantation of the ureters,

or even by nephrostomy, was no greater than by im-

plantation into the viscera.

Dr. Fuller said that in bad cases of carcinoma of the

bladder he strongly questioned the wisdom of a radical

operation. Much could be done to relieve these patients
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by palliative measures. The bladder could be opened above

the pubes, and much of the growth removed with the

curette, especially when it involved the urethral outlet and

gave rise to pain or suppression ; or, in suitable cases, the

involved bladder wall could be invaginated through a

suprapubic opening and removed in the manner he had

described in his two cases of tumor of the bladder. Ne-

phrostomy did not appeal to him, excepting for the pur-

pose of prolonging life.

Dr. Joseph Wiener said he thought the consensus of

opinion among surgeons was that complete excision of the

bladder did not give as good results as a partial resection.

The speaker called attention to the comparative frequent

occurrence of malignant changes in the hypertrophied

prostate, and he suggested the advisability of removing

the prostate in all cases of carcinoma of the neck of the

bladder in the vicinity of the prostate, even if its involve-

ment at the time was not apparent. The added danger

of this procedure to the patient was almost nil.

Dr. Edward L. Keyes, Jr., said he agreed with Dr.

Fuller that when the bladder wall was the seat of a com-

paratively small growth, its radical removal was indicated,

but in cases where one-third or more of the bladder had to

be removed, the chances of a successful operation were

very slight. These tumors were often of very slow growth,

and he recalled cases where the patients were compara-

tively comfortable for a period of five years and longer.

The speaker said that while he considered Dr. Wiener's

suggestion to take out the prostate in connection with

tumors of the neck of the bladder a most excellent one

from a pathological standpoint, still this would be by no

means a small addition to the operation, because it would

imply removal of the capsule of the prostate, as well as

its glandular tissue.

Dr. Berg, in closing, said he thought that patients with

cancer of the bladder had been done an injustice ; too

many of them had been allowed to die of their malady

without an attempt liaving been made to save them. The
state of affairs was analogous to that which formerly

existed in connection with cancer of the stomach, which

for a long time was a disease that surgeons were afraid

to touch. Commenting on Dr. Lilienthal's plan of im-

planting the ureters into a section of the excluded ascend-

ing colon. Dr. Berg said that a German writer had sug-

gested making a side-to-side anastomosis of the two loops

of the sigmoid at their roots, excluding unilaterally the

aflferant loop and implanting the ureters into this section

of the bowel. This method would be much less hazard-

ous than the one suggested by Dr. Lilienthal. The speaker

agreed with Dr. Keyes that the removal of the prostate

in these cases, in order to be efficient, must also include

the removal of its capsule. It was unnecessary, he thought,

to do this in tumors of the papillomatous and squamous
type, unless they secondarily extended into the prostate, as

these types of tumors were primary in the bladder; it

should only be resorted to in connection with tumors of

the adenomatous and fibroid or scirrhus type. The sug-

gestion of Dr. Fuller was only feasible when the cancer

involved the peritoneal surface of the bladder ; it was im-

possible to do it with extraperitoneal tumors.

An Indirect Vision (Prismatic) Double-Catheter Tele-

scope for Composite Cystoscope.—Dr. F. Tilden
Brown demonstrated this instrument.

New Phosphorus Medication in the Treatment of
Rickets.—Paul Sittler has used various of the newer
forms of pnosphorus compounds in rickets, and has
found a combination of the glycerophosphate of lime and
the nucleate of soda of the greatest value. The amelior-
ation of symptoms is rapid. A child under one year takes
a powder of .05 gram of the glycerophosphate and o.i

gram of nucleate in sweetened water or milk twice a
day. With older children the dose is taken oftener. The
author obtains better results when hygiene and fresh air
and hydrotherapeutics are added to the medication.
Revue Mensuellc des Maladies de I'Enfance.

STATE BOARD EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.

Bo.Miii OF Medical Examiners, Territory of Arizona.

October, 5 and 6, 1908.

anatomy.

1. Give a description of the general lymphatic system.
2. Give the histology of compact bone.

3. Give the structure of the spinal cord.

4. Name the muscles of the back, grouping them in

their different layers.

5. Give the origin, insertion, action, blood and nerve
supply of the following muscles; occipitofrontalis, pector-

alis major, deltoid, adductor longus, rectus abdominis, and
sternomastoid.

6. Name the lobes and fissure of the brain.

7. Describe the peritoneum.
8. Name the anatomical structures derived from the

epiblast, mesoblast, hypoblast.

9. Give the gross and minute anatomy of the kidney.
10. Describe the brachial plexus and give its distribu-

tion.

MATERIA MEDICA.

1. Explain the distinction between the physiological

action and the therapeutic use of drugs ; between rational

and empirical therapeutics.

2. What ratios do hypodermic and rectal dosage Dear
to that by the mouth ? Give rule for children's dosage.

3. What are alkaloids? Give the four official alkaloids

of cinchona bark.

4. Give a safe and efficient dose for an adult of mor-
phine sulphate ; strychnine sulphate, cocaine hydrobromide

;

hyoscine hydrobromate ; tr. digitalis; tr. aconite.

5. Give the active principles of digitalis; give indica-

tions and contraindications for the use of the drug in

diseases of the heart.

6. Name five potassium salts commonly used in medi-
cine. State dose.

7. Give source and action of ergot.

8. Name some of the chief alkaloids of opium and state

the therapeutic differences in the use of opium and mor-
phine.

9. What hypnotic should be avoided if patient has a

weak heart?
10. What anesthetic do you use, and why do you pre-

fer it?

physiology.

1. Upon what theory is physiology founded? What is

the structural basis of all organisms ?

2. Life is in its ultimate analysis the metabolism of

plasm; define plasm and metabolism. Give chemical con-
stituents of plasm.

3. Lymph : where elaborated ; how conveyed ; compo-
sition and function.

4. Give source and function of adrenalin, thyroidin, and
opsonin.

5. Describe the local peculiarities of the circulation of

the blood in the brain, lungs, liver, and erectile organs.

6. Give mechanism of respiratory movements ; ratio of
respiration to pulse; eft'ccts of atmosplicric pressure on
respiration; influence of respiratory movements on heart
and circulation of the blood and lymph.

7. Give the source and action of the various secretions

concerned in the process of digestion.

8. Where are the following centers: (a) Parturition,

(6) auditory, (c) respiratory, (d) visual, (e) micturition?

9. Define: (a) Amnion, (b) corpus luteum, (c) leucin,

(d) erythrocyte, (c) neuron, (/) hemolysin.
10. Distinguish between cerebral and spinal paralysis in

(a) muscle-tonus, (b) nutrition of muscles, (c) electrical

reactions of muscles.
CHEMISTRY.

1. Define decomposition. Name three physical decom-
posing agents.

2. Sulphur: (a) occurrence in nature, (&) physical and
chemical properties, (r) what compound of sulphur is lib-

erated in decomposing organic matter?

3. Give chemical formula for (o) hydrochloric acid,

(b) sulphuric acid, (c) Epsom salts, (d) Rochelle salts,

(e) Glauber salts.

4. What is an alkaloid? Name five important ones and
give derivation of same.

5. What are ptomains? Give usual .symptoms present in

ptomain poisoning.

6. Name the general properties of carbohydrates and
mention the occurrences in nature.

7. Describe in detail (a) a chemical test for blood; (b)

for pus in the urine, (c) What urinary test is considered
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most important from a diagnostic and prognostic stand-
point in pulmonary tuberculosis? (rf) How may the
amount of total solids passed in the urine in 24 hours
be approximated? (e) How many grains of total solids
should a man weighing 160 pounds pass in 24 hours?
(/) Give normal sp. gr. of human urine, (g) Give test

for albumin in urine; (h) for sugar in urine, (i) What
is the normal amount of urea passed by man in 24 hours,
and give a method of estimating the amount e.xcreted.

8. (a) Name a test by which arsenic may be detected
with certainty. (6) Give antidote for arsenic poisoning.

9. Name some drugs which combined in a prescription
would be chemically incompatible. Give chemical formulEe.

10. Give chemistrv of pancreatic ferment in digestion.

PATHOLOGY.

1. In what diseases does hypertrophy of the heart most
commonly result? Why?

2. \\'hat are the commonest underlying conditions in

angina pectoris?

3. What are the microscopic characteristics of the ex-
udate in croupous pneumonia? In catarrhal pneumonia?

4. What pathological conditions are productive of icterus?

5. Differentiate, pathologically, between a typhoid ulcer

and a tuberculous ulcer of the intestine.

6. Give the usual methods of metastatic extension of
carcinoma and of sarcoma.

7. In what locations in the body is the typhoid bacillus

found in typhoid fever?

8. Name the parasite of malaria and describe its develop-
ment in the blood.

9. Describe briefly lesions in the cord in tabes dorsalis.

10. What is pathological leucocytosis?

1. Give differential diagnosis between measles, .scarlet

fever, and smallpox.
2. Give treatment of acute gastrointestinal catarrh in

children.

3. Give predisposing cause and treatment of pulmonary
hemorrhage.

4. Describe the etiology and pathology of typhoid fever.

5. Give diagnosis and treatment of pneumonia.
6. What is the prognosis as to the cure of epilepsy?

Treatment of epilepsy?

7. Give treatment of acute bronchitis.

8. What are the complications and sequelze of scarlet

fever ?

9. Give varieties of erysipelas, with treatment.

10. Give treatment of asthma.

1. What is the point of election for ligation of the

subclavian artery? Describe fully the technique.

2. Give differential diagnosis of osteosarcoma and tuber-

culous knee-joint.

3. Differential diagnosis of renal and cystic calculi.

Give treatment of each.

4. How does the Halstead differ from the Bassini opera-

tion for inguinal hernia?

5. Symptoms, diagnosis, and treatment of prostatic

hypertrophy.
6. Etiology, diagnosis, and treatment of fistula in ano.

7. Diagnosis and treatment of embolism of the mesen-
teric vessels.

8. Diagnosis and treatment of ulcerative perforation of

the intestine.

9. Differential diagnosis and treatment of hydrothorax

and pyothorax.
10. Describe minutely the operation for enucleation of

the eye.

OBSTETRICS.

1. Describe the changes that take place in the mucous
lining of the uterus preparing it for the reception of the

fertilized ovum. If it becomes attached, what further

changes take place? If it passes without becoming at-

tached, what further changes?
2. Describe the conditions most likely to result in

laceration of the cervix and perineum and what remedies

would you use and what treatment would you employ to

reduce the danger as much as possible?

3. Describe fully how you would conduct a face presen-

tation.

4. Describe how you would conduct a breech presenta-

tion to decrease the danger to both mother and child as

much as possible.

5. Classify, give symptoms, and treatment of extra-

uterine pregnancy.
6. Give classifications, symptoms, and treatment of pla-

centa prsevia.

7. Give technique of obstetric asepsis and antisepsis dur-

ing pregnancy, parturition, and the puerperium.

8. Mention four important causes of active uterine con-
tractions of normal labor.

9. Give the cause and treatment of puerperal sepsis.

10. Give the three important diameters of the fetal head
at term; the diameters of the normal female pelvis.

GYNECOLOGY.

1. What are the most common causes of pelvic cellulitis?

2. State how chronic purulent salpingitis may cause
sterility.

3. Give differential diagnosis between acute non-
puerperal ovaritis and appendicitis.

4. Describe urethral caruncle and give treatment.

5. When is ventral fi.xation contraindicated?
6. What is vaginismus? Give its causes and treatment.

7. Give treatment in detail of retroversion of less than
one year's standing.

8. Explain how fibroid tumors may cause ascites.

9. When would you perform trachelorrhaphy and when
amputation of cervi.x in cervical lacerations? Give tech-

nique of trachelorrhaphy.
10. What is the cause of chronic inflammation of Skene's

glands? Give treatment.

ANSWERS TO STATE BOARD EXAMINATION
QUESTIONS.

Board of Medical Examiners, Territory of Arizona.

October, 5 and 6, 1908.

ANATOMY.

4. Muscles of the Back. First layer: Trapezius, and
Latissimus dorsi.

Second layer: Levator anguli scapuls, Rhomboideus
major and Rhomboideus minor.

Third layer: Serratus posticus superior, Serratus pos-

ticus inferior, Splenius capitis et colli.

Fourth layer: Erector spinae, Iliocostalis, Longissimus
dorsi, Spinalis dorsi, Cervicalis ascendens, Transversalis

cervicis, Trachelomastoid, Complexus, Biventer cervicis,

and Spinalis colli.

Fifth layer: Semispinalis dorsi, Semispinalis colli, Mul-
tifidus spinse, Rotatores spinas, Supraspinales, Interspinales,

Extensor coccygis, Intertransversalis, Rectus capii'is

posticus major, Rectus capitis posticus minor, Obliquus
capitis superior, and Obliquus capitis inferior.

6. Lobes of the brain: Frontal, parietal, occipital, tem-
poral, central, limbic, and olfactory.

Fissures of the brain: Longitudinal, transverse, Sylvian,

of Rolando, calcarine, parietal, and parieto-occipital.

8. From tlie epiblast are derived : The skin, and its

appendages (hair, nails), and glands (including the mam-
mary glands) ; the nervous system (brain, spinal cord,

ganglia and nerves) ; the epithelial parts of the organs of

special sense.

From the mesoblast are derived ; The skeleton ; con-

nective tissues ; muscles and bones ; heart, blood-vessels,

lymphatics, and spleen ; the urinary and generative organs.

From the hypoblast are derived: The epithelial lining of

the alimentary canal and its glands; the epithelial lining

of the respiratory tract, Eustachian tube, thyroid and
thymus.

MATERIA MEDICA.

1. The physiological action of a drug is the influence

which the drug exerts upon the various bodily organs or

tissues in a state of health. The therapeutic use signifies

the use of drugs in accordance with "rational" or "em-
pirical'' usage as defined below.
Rational therapeutics is the use of remedies based on a

combined knowledge of their physiological action and of

the pathological condition present in the patient.

Empirical therapeutics is the use of remedies based on
no other "reason" but that some one has found them use-

ful or beneficial in conditions similar to the one under
treatment.

2. If the dose by mouth, is one grain, the hypodermic
dose would be about one-half grain, and the dose by rec-

tum about ore and a half grains.

Rule for children's dosage: x
Let x = the age of a patient ; then = the

X -f 12

fraction of the adult dose which the patient should receive.

Thus, a patient of four years old should receive

4 4 I

=:—= — of an adult dose.

4 -|- 12 16 4
3. Alkaloids are organic nitrogenized substances, alka-

line in reaction, and capable of combining with acids to

form salts in the same way that ammonia does.
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The four oKcial alkaloids of cinchona bark, are : Quinine,
quinidine, cinchonine, and cinclionidine.

4. Morphine sulphate, dose, gr. !4
; strychnine sulphate,

dose, gr. 1/64; cocaine hydrobromide, not used, the dose
of cocaine hydrochloride is gr. y\ ; hyoscine hydrobromate,
dose, gr. 1/128; tr. digitalis, dose ll^xv; tr. aconite, dose
ITEviij.

5. Digitalis. Active principles: Digitalin, digitalein,

digitin, digitoxin, and digitonin.

Digitalis is indicated in diseases of the heart, (1) when
I'he heart action is rapid and feeble, with low arterial ten-

sion
; (2) in mitral lesions when compensation has begun to

fail; (3) in non-valvular cardiac affections; (4) in irritable

heart, due to nerve exhaustion. Digitalis is contraindicated
in diseases of the heart (i) in aortic lesions when uucom-
bined with mitral lesions; (2) wlien the heart action is

strong, and arterial tension high.

6. Five potassium salts: Potassium bromide, dose,

gr. XV : potassium iodide, dose, gr. vijss; potassium acet-

ate, dose, gr. x.xx
;
potassium citrate, dose, gr. xv

;
potas-

sium chlorate, dose, gr. iv.

7. Ergot. Source: The sclerotium of the claviceps pur-
purea.

Physiological action: Ergot stimulates and causes con-
traction of involuntary muscle fibers, hence it is a vaso-
constrictor, hemostatic, and oxytocic. It is also a cardiac
sedative, it raises the blood pressure, it increases peristal-

sis, and is an emmenagogue.
8. The chief alkaloids of opium, are: Morphine, codeine,

thebaine, narceine, narcotine, papaverine, and pseudomor-
phine.

Therapeutic differences in the use of opium mid mor-i
phine: Opium is more slowly absorbed, acts more slowly,
the effect lasts longer, and its immediate local effect on
the intestines is more marked. Morphine is less irritating,

less constipating, less diaphoretic, less stimulating to the
heart and nervous system, and affects the secretions less

than opium. Morphine is more liable to cause skin erup-
tion and itching, it is more certain and rapid as an ano-
dyne and hypnotic, and is also more quickly eliminated.

9. If a patient has a weak heart, chloral should not be
used as a hypnotic.

PHYSIOLOGY.

1. Physiology is not founded upon any theory; it is

rather based upon a knowledge of anatomy, histology,
chemistry and physics.

Perhaps the examiner wants "Virchow's cellular theory."
Cells are the structural basis of all organisms.
2. Plasm (or protoplasm) is the physiological basis of

life, being the substance of which the cells are made.
Metabolism is the name given to the entire series of

changes which occur in a cell or organism during the
processes of nutrition. It is of two kinds: (i) Assimila-
tive, or constructive, called anabolism; and (2) destruc-
tive, called katabolism.
The chemical constituents of protoplasm, are: Water,

and solids; the chief of the latter are proteids (which con-
tain carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, sulphur, phos-
phorus) ; lecithin; cholesterin; and chlorides and phos-
phates of calcium, sodium, and potassium.

4, Adrenalin is obtained from the medulla of the
suprarenal gland. It is supposed to maintain the tonicity
of the muscles, also to maintain the blood pressure, and
to stimulate the muscle fibers of the heart and arteries.

Thyroidin is found in the thyroid gland. It is supposed
to have some favorable influence on general metabolism,
and to antagonize certain toxic substances.
Opsonin has its origin in the blood serum. It is said

to increase the phagocytic action of the leucocytes.
7. The various secretions concerned in the process of

digestion, are the saliva, gastric juice, pancreatic juice,
bile, and succus entericus.

The source of the saliva is the salivary glands; of the
gastric juice, the glands of the stomach; of the pan-
creatic juice, the pancreas; of the bile, the liver; and of
the succus entericus, the glands of the small intestine.
The functions of the saliva are : ( i ) To moisten the

mouth, (2) to assist in the solution of the soluble portions
of the food, and thus (3) to administer to the sense of
taste, (4) to lubricate the bolus of food, and thus (5) to
facilitate the acts of mastication and deglutition, and (6)
to change starches into dextrin and sugar.
The functions of the gastric juice are: (l) To change

proteids into proteoses and peptones, and (2) to curdle the
casein of milk.

The functions of the pancreatic juice are: (i) To change
proteids into proteoses and peptones, and afterwards de-
compose them into leucin and tyrosin

; (2) to convert
starch into maltose; (3) to emulsify and saponify fats;
and (4) to cause milk to curdle.

The functions of the bile are: (i) To assist in the
emulsification and saponification of fats

; (2) to aid in the

absorption of fats; (3) to stimulate the cells of the intes-

tine to increased secretory activity, and so promote peris-

talsis, and at the same time tend to keep the feces moist

;

(4) to eliminate waste products of metabolism, such as

lecithin and cholesterin; (5) it has a slight action in con-
verting starch into sugar; (6) it neutralizes the acid

chyme from the stomach and thus inhibits peptic digestion

;

(7) it lias a very feeble antiseptic action.

The functions of the succus entericus are : The secre-

tion of enterokinase, secretin, and crepsin, which assist the

pancreatic juice in digestion.

8. The center for (o) parturition is in the lumbar en-

largement of the spinal cord; (b) auditory, is in the first

and second convolutions of the temporal lobes of the

brain; (c) respiratory, is in the floor of the fourth ven-
tricle

; Id) visual, is in the occipital lobes of the brain

;

(e) micturition, is in the lumbar enlargement of the spinal

cord.

9. (o) Amnion, is the innermost of the fetal mem-
branes, it secretes and contains the liquor amnii.

(6) Corpus luleum is the scar or yellow body left on
the ovary at the site where a Graafian follicle has dis-

charged its ovum.
(c) Leucin is aniidocaproic acid; it is found in the pan-

creas, spleen, liver, kidneys, thymus, lymphatic and sali-

vary glands ; it is due to the decomposition of proteins by
acids or alkaloids, and during putrefaction.

(d) Erythrocyte is a red blood-corpuscle.

(e) Neuron is a nerve cell with all its processes.

(/) Hemolysin is "a substance produced in the body of
one species of animal by the introduction of red blood
corpuscles derived from the body of another species; it is

capable of dissolving the red blood corpuscles of the ani-

mal species from which the blood was obtained."

—

Gould.
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occasionally cutaneous eruptions. The prognosis is guard-
edly favorable.

7. (o) Chemical test for blood in the urine: To the

urine add a solution of potassium hydro.xide to distinct

alkaline reaction; heat nearly to boiling (do not boil). A
red precipitate is produced.

(b) For pus in the urine: Acidify the urine with acetic

acid, then filter it, and treat the filter with a few drops
of freshly prepared tincture of guaiacum; a deep blue color

denotes the presence of pus.

(c) Ehrlich's diazo reaction.

(rf) and {e) The average amount of solids in the urine

is about 850 to 950 grains in twenty-four hours. It can be
estimated as follows : Take the specific gravity of the

twenty-four hours' output; multiply the two last figures of
this specific gravity by the number of ounces of urine

passed in the twenty-four hours ; multiply this product by
l.i; this represents the total urinary solids in grains.

(/) The normal specific gravity of the urine is about

1015 to 1025.

(3) Test for albumin: "The urine must be perfectly

clear. If not so, it is to be filtered, and, if this does
not render it transparent, it is to be treated with a few
drops of magnesia mixture, and again filtered.

"The reaction is then observed. If it be acid, the urine

is simply heated to near the boiling point. If the urine

be neutral or alkaline, it is rendered faintly acid by the

addition of dilute acetic acid, and heated. If albumin be

present, a coagulum is formed, varying in quantity from
a faint cloudiness to entire solidification, according to the

quantity of albumin present. The coagulum is not redis-

solved upon the addition of nitric acid."

(/i) Test for sugar: First remove any albumin that may
be present, then "render the liquid strongly alkaline by
addition of sodium carbonate. Divide about 6 c.c of the

alkaline liquid in two test-tubes. To one test-tube add a

very minute quantity of powdered subnitrate of bismuth, to

the other as much powdered litharge. Boil the contents

of both tubes. The presence of glucose is indicated by a

dark or black color of the bismuth powder, the litharge

retaining its natural color."

(i) The normal amount of urea passed by a man in

twenty-four hours is about five hundred and twenty grains.

A comparatively easy test for Urea is that of Fowler,
based upon the loss of the specific gravity of the urine

after the decomposition of the urea by hypochlorite. "To
apply this method the specific gravity of the urine is care-

fully determined, as well as that of the liquor sodae

chlorinatse (Squibb's). One volume of the urine is then

mixed with exactly seven volumes of the liquor sodas

chlorinate, and, after the first violence of the reaction has

subsided, the mixture is shaken from time to time during

an hour, when the decomposition is complete ; the specific

gravity of the mixture is then determined. As the reaction

begins instantaneously when the urine and reagent are

mixed, the specific gravity of the mixture must be calcu-

lated by adding together once the specific gravity of the

urine and seven times the specific gravity of the liquor

sodae chlorinatae, and dividing the sum by eight. From
the quotient so obtained the specific gravity of the mix-

ture after decomposition is subtracted ; every degree of

loss in specific gravity indicates 0.7791 gram of urea in 100

c.c. of urine. The specific gravity determinations must all

be made at the same temperature ; and that of the mixture
only when the evolution of gas has ceased entirely."

—

(Witthaus' Manual of Chemistry.)
8. (a) Test for arsenic: Reinsch's test is as follows : To

the suspected fluid add a little pure HCl ; suspend in the

fluid a small strip of bright copper foil, and boil. If a

deposit forms on the copper, remove the copper, wash it

with pure water, dry on filter paper, but be careful not to

rub off the deposit. Coil up the copper, and put it into a

clean dry glass tube, open at both ends, and apply heat

at the part where the copper is. If arsenic is present there

will appear in the cold part of the tube a mirror, which
will be found on microscopical examination to consist of

octahedral crystals of arsenic trioxide.

(J») The chemical antidote for arsenic poisoning is

freshly prepared ferric hydroxide. The ferric hydroxide

changes the arsenic into ferrous arsenate, which is non-

poisonous.

9. Lead acetate, Pb (GHjOO, and Potassium iodide,

KI, are chemically incompatible in a prescription.

10. The pancreatic juice contains three ferments: (i)

Trypsin, which changes proteids into proteoses and pep-

tones, and afterwards decomposes them into leucin and

tyrosin ; it only acts in an alkaline or faintly acid me-
dium. (2) Amylopsin, which converts starches into mal-

tose. (3) Steapsin, which emulsifies and saponifies fats.

PATHOLOGY.

I. Hypertrophy of the heart most commonly results

from the following diseases : Arteriosclerosis, chronic in-

terstitial nephritis, exophthalmic goiter, valvular disease

(particularly aortic), pulmonary emphysema, adherent peri-

cardium.
2. The commonest underlying conditions in angina pec-

toris, are: Arteriosclerosis (either general, or of the

aorta) ; obstruction of the coronary arteries, from ather-

oma, embolism or thrombosis ; degeneration of the myo-
cardium.

4. Pathological conditions productive of icterus, are:

Catarrh of the duodenum and common bile duct, pancre-

atic disease, gallstones, cirrhosis of the liver, obstruction

of the bile ducts, septicemia, acute yellow atrophy of the

liver, tumors of liver, pancreas, stomach, or kidney.

5. In the typhoid ulcer: (i) The main axis of the

ulcer lies parallel with that of the intestine
; (2) it lies

opposite to the mesenteric attachment; (3) it has smooth

floor and undermined edges ; (4) it commonly leads to

perforation.

In tuberculous ulcer: (l) The long axis of the ulcer

lies at right angles to that of the intestine ; (2) it is not

necessarily situated opposite the mesenteric attachment

;

(3) its floor is not smooth nor are its edges undermined,

but rather funnel-shaped and irregular; (4) it is not apt

to perforate, but it does not tend to heal, rather to spread.

6. The usual method of metastatic extension of carci-

noma, is by the lymphatics, occasionally by the blood-ves-

sels; of sarcoma, by the blood-vessels.

7. In typhoid fever, the typhoid bacillus may be found

in: The intestinal lesions, intestinal contents, spleen, liver,

kidneys, urine, blood of the macular spots in the skin,

lungs, parotid glands.

9. In locomotor ataxia, the posterior columns of the

spinal cord are gray and shrunken and show considerable

overgrowth of connective tissue in the columns of Goll.

Burdach, and Lissauer; this process extends upward from
the lumbrosacral region; the posterior nerve roots degen-

erate and become atrophic. The meninges over the af-

fected parts become opaque and adherent.

SURGERY.

4. The Halstead differs from the Bassini operation for

inguinal hernia, in that in the Halstead operation: (i) A
new and closely fitting internal ring is made; (2) the

internal oblique and transversalis muscles are incised as

well as the external oblique; (3) the spermatic cord is left

between the skin and the aponeurosis of the external

oblique; and (4) most of the veins of the spermatic cord

are excised.

5. Symptoms of hypertrophy of the prostate gland:

Slowness in starting urination ; difficult micturition ; fre-

quency of micturition, particularly at night; the presence

of residual urine; dull, aching pain in the perineum and
above the pubes ; enlargement of the lateral lobes of the

prostate ; there may be cystitis and retention of urine.

Treatment consists in: Catlieterization, under proper pre-

cautions
;
prostatectomy may be required ; formerly less

radical measures were occasionally employed, such as cas-

t'ration, vasectomy, and Bottini's operation.

7. Embolism of the mesenteric vessels is diagnosed by

the sudden onset of intense pain, which is sometimes per-

sistent and sometimes has paroxysms of extra intensity,

rapid pulse, subnormal temperature, abdominal rigidity,

exhaustion, nausea, vomiting, and in about half the cases

bloody diarrhea; meteorism may be present, and a mass
may be palpated over the affected region.

Treatment : Exploratory laparotomy, and if the affected

area is small, resection of the part of the intestine involved

is indicated. If a large portion of the intestine is gan-

grenous, little or nothing can be done.

10. Enucleation of the eyeball is performed as follows ;

"A general anesthetic is generally given. After introduc-

tion of the speculum, the conjunctiva is divided all around
the cornea, as close to its border as possible, and dissected

back as far as the insertions of the recti muscles. A squint

hook is passed beneath the tendon of the internal rectus,

and the latter is divided with the strabismus scissors close

to its insertion ; then the other straight muscles are cut

in the same way, together with the subconjunctival con-

nective tissue for some distance beyond the equator. The
points of the scissors must always be directed toward the

eyeball and the latter stripped as clean as possible to avoid

any unnecessary removal of orbital tissue. Instead of

commencing with a circumcorneal division of the conjunc-

tiva, we may begin with a tenotomy of the internal rectus

and then divide the conjuctiva as we pass from tendon to

tendon. The hook is passed around the globe to make
sure that the attachments of the muscles have been com-
pletely divided. The eyeball is then dislocated forward

by pressing the speculum backward, and thus the optic nerve

is put on the stretch. A pair of enucleation scissors,

closed, are passed between sclera and conjunctiva, feeling

for the optic nerve ; they are withdrawn, slightly opened,

and the nerve is divided close to the sclera. The eyeball
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is held between the thumb and index finger of the left

hand, and the oblique muscles, and other unscvercd attach-

ments are divided. The orbit is plugged for a few minutes

to control hemorrhage, and the conjunctiva is usually closed

with a single suture, which is passed through its edge at

intervals and tied like the string of a pouch. The eye is

bandaged and the patient kept in bed for a day."— (May,
Diseases of the Eye.)

GYNECOLOGY.

1. The most common cmises of pelvic cellulitis, are:

Traumatism during labor or the puerperium, abortions,

sepsis, gonorrhea, an ill-fitting pessary, spread of inflam-

mation from any part of the genital tract.

2. Chronic pundent salpingitis may cause sterility, by:

Destroying the cilia in the tube, and so hindering the

transmission of the ovum; causing adhesions, thickening,

stenosis, kinking, or atresia of the tube, and thus hinder-

ing the transmission of the ovum
;
pathological secretions

may also destroy the ovum.
3. In appendicitis the pain is of sudden onset and is

localized in the right iliac fossa; there is abdominal rigi-

dity, chiefly of the right rectus muscle, and tenderness at

McBurney's point; there are usually fever, nausea, vomit-
ing, and constipation.

In inflammation of the right ovary the pain is not local-

ized, but may be bilateral, and spreads to the vagina and
rectum; there is no tenderness at McBurney's point; it

is usually worse just before the menstrual period, which
sometimes affords relief; on vaginal examination the ovary
is found to be tender.

4. Urethral caruncle is a small red fleshy growth gener-
ally situated on the posterior part of the meatus of the

urethra. There are local pain and tenderness, which may
be excessive ; a burning sensation is experienced on urina-

tion ; it may bleed. The proper treatment is to excise it

or destroy it with the thermocautery.

5. Ventral fixation is contraindicatcd when there is any
possibility of a future pregnancy.

6. Vaginismus is a condition of painful and spasmodic
contraction of the vaginal orifice, which renders coitus

either painful or altogether impossible. Its causes are
irritable hymen, ulcer, or fissure anywhere in the immedi-
ate vicinity, urethral caruncle, carunculse myrtiformes, a
long perineum with vaginal orifice placed too anteriorly.

The treatment consists in removing the cause when pos-
sible, tonics and general constitutional treatment, dilatation

of the vaginal orifice ; local application of a S per cent,

solution of cocaine will relieve the hyperesthesia and allow
coitus. The condition is sometimes incurable.

8. Fibroid tumors cause ascites by pressure on the
large vessels which thus induces an effusion of liquid

through the walls of these vessels.

9. Trachelorrhaphy should be done : When the lesion

is slight, and there is not much loss of tissue or erosion;
or in uncomplicated cases.

Amputation should be done : When the lesion is greater,
or stellate, or where there is much loss of tissue, or when
complications are present.

10. Generally gonorrhea, or maybe tuberculosis.
Treatment: The tubules should be slit open and cauter-

ized with pure carbolic acid, or excised.

Louisiana.—The Louisiana State Board of Medical
Examiners recognizes at present certificates of examination
issued by the following State boards : Colorado, Connecti-
cut, Delaware, District of Columbia, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa,
Kansas, Kentucky, Maine, Maryland, Michigan, Minne-
sota, Missouri, Nebraska, Nevada, New Hampshire, New
Jersey, New Mexico, New York, North Dakota, Ohio,
South Carolina, Texas, Utah, Vermont, Virginia, Wis-
consin.

Texas.—The regular semiannual examination of the
Texas State Board of Medical Examiners will be held in
Cleburne, June 22, 23, and 24, 1909. All applicants should
be present at 9 a.m. Tuesday, June 22. The order of ex-
amination as determined by a published schedule cannot
be varied from in any respect, and every applicant who
desires to be examined must commence the examination
on the morning of Tuesday, June 22. No person will be
exarnined on June 22 except those who have made proper
application on the blank forms issued by the State Board
of Medical Examiners and have paid the fee on or before
June 10. The fees paid will be returned to those unable
to appear for examination. The application and fee must
be sent to the Secretary, Dr. M. E. Daniel, at Honey
Grove. The applicant must present his diploma for in-
spection at the examination. The filing of an application
or the taking of the examination does not entitle applicants
to practise, the only legal authority being a certificate
from the State Board of Medical Examiners recorded in
the district clerk's office of the county of residence or in
some county in the State.

Contagious Diseases, Weekly Statement.—Report ot

cases and deaths from contagious diseases reported to
the Sanitary Bureau, Health Department, New York
City, for the week ending December 12, 1908:
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TLBERCULOSIS AMONG THE JEWS.*

By MAURICE FISHBERG, M.D.,

NEW YORK,

PHYSICIAN TO THE UNITED HEBKEW CHABXTIES.

Among the many peculiarities observed among, or

attributed to, the Jews, the most noteworthy is their

alleged immunity to the noxious effects of con-

tagious diseases, especially tuberculosis. Physicians

practising their profession among Jews have re-

peatedly spoken of the rarity of Jewish consump-
tives ; vital statistics compiled in Registrars' Offices

of various countries and cities have shown that the

number of Jews who die from tuberculosis is pro-

portionately smaller than that of the non-Jewish
population around them, .\bout fifty years ago phy-

sicians stated that a Jewish consumptive was very

rare ; to-day it is only stated that, while there is no
lack of tuberculous Jews and the Jewish Sanatoria

for the treatment of tuberculosis are crowded with

patients and have, as a rule, long lists of patients

waiting for their turn to gain admission to the in-

stitutions, still, demographic statistics, wherever
available, show that tuberculosis is proportionately

less often a cause of death among Jews than among
non-Jews in the same cities and countries.

In a report on the vital statistics of the Jews in

the United States the Census Bureau has given

proof of the incidence of consumption among the

Jews in this country.' From the returns of an in-

vestigation among io,6i8 Jewish families, including

60.630 persons, living in the United States Decem-
ber 31, 1889, it is seen that the death rate from
consumption per i.ooo total deaths was among
Jews, 36.57, and among Jewesses, 34.02, as against

129.22 among men, and 146.97 among women in

Massachusetts in 1888. This would lead one to

conclude that the general population of Massa-
chusetts is liable to die from tuberculosis about four

times as much as the Jews in the United States.

But considering that the Census Bureau, while col-

lecting these Jewish statistics, has dealt with a select

class of people whose addresses have been obtained

by its agents, it must be conceded that comparisons

with the general population of any State may lead

to rather odd results. Indeed, among the Jews in-

cluded in the above investigation, 18,115 were re-

ported as having some definite occupation, and of

these 14.527 were wholesale or retail dealers, bank-

ers, bookkeepers, clerks, etc.. while only 84 were re-

ported as being laborers, and 383 as engaged in

agricultural pursuits. Such a group of persons

should be compared only with another group which

in the main follows the same class of occupations be-

fore attempting to draw conclusions as to the liabil-

ity to tuberculosis of either group.

In 1901 I reinvestigated this problem in New

*Paper presented to the International Congress on Tu-

berculosis. Washington, D. C, September 30, 1908.

York City. Not having any denominational statis-

tics published by the Census Office or the Board of

Health it is impossible to determine the exact death

rates of the Jews in any city in the United States.

But owing to their voluntary segregation in certain

parts of a city, especially in New York, the mortal-

ity of the Jews can often be ascertained more or less

near the true coefficient. My results showed that in

the fourth ward, inhabited mostly by Irish and some
Italians and Greeks, and very few Jews, there was
the highest rate of tuberculosis mortality, 565 per

100,000 population ; the first and sixth wards, in-

habited by Irish and Italians respectively, also

showed a mortality of between 400 and 500 per

100,000 population. In the wards inhabited mainly

by Jews, I found that the thirteenth showed a

tuberculosis mortality of no; the tenth ward, 172;
the eleventh ward, 155, and the seventh ward, 213
per 100,000 population. This showed that the Jews
in New York City have only one-quarter of the

tuberculosis mortality observed among the Italians

and Irish who live in the same neighborhood." More-
over, we are not dealing here with a select class of

Jews, following certain occupations which are not

conducive to morbidity, as I pointed out was the

case with the statistics of the Jews compiled by the

Census Office. The Jews living in the seventh,

tenth, eleventh, and thirteenth wards, which are

well known as the lower East Side of the city, are

not all merchants. Most of them are artisans, work-
ing for long hours daily in tailoring shops, often

of the sweatshop variety. Their dwellings are of

the worst types of tenements, and an idea of the

overcrowding can be gained when I mention that

at the time this investigation was made, there

were in the seventh ward 360, in the tenth ward

643, in the eleventh ward 407, and in the thirteenth

ward 539 persons to the acre of land. If it is re-

called that a very large proportion of the Jews living

there were immigrants, i. e. adults between the

ages of 15 and 45, when tuberculosis is most apt

to occur, it is the more surprising that the mortality

was found to be so low.

Nor is New Y'ork City unique in this regard. In

Eastern Europe where 7,500,000, out of a total

number of 12,000,000 Jews in the world, live in

the three countries, Russia, Austria-Hungary, and

Roumania, the same has been observed. Statistics

collected in the just mentioned countries show that

when compared with the Christians among whom
they live, the mortality from tuberculosis is lower

among the Jews. In Vienna it was elicited that dur-

ing 1901-1903 the following were the proportions

per 10,000 population ?
Tuberculosis

Pulmonary. All forms.

Catholics 38.8 49-6

Protestants 24.6 32.8

Jews 13-

1
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Roughly speaking, the Catholics in Vienna have

a mortality from tuberculosis about three times, and

the Protestants about two times that observed
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among the Jews. In the Province of Galicia, where
the poverty among the Jews is known to be appaUing,

they have a higher mortahty from this disease than

in X'ienna, but still not as high as that observed

among the Christians in that region. Thus in

Lemberg, a city with 159,619 population, 44,258 of

which were Jews during the census of 1900, the

average annual number of deaths due to tuberculosis

during the six years 1897- 1902 were 734.3 Chris-

tians, and 135.6 Jews; in Cracow there were 25,670

Jews among a total population of 91,653, and the

average annual number of deaths due to tubercu-

losis during 1896-1900 was, among Christians, 436,

and among Jews, 52.6.'' The tuberculosis mortality

per 10,000 population was consequently as follows

:

Lemberg. Cracow.
Jews 30-64 20.49
Christians 63.51 66.41

In other words, the tuberculosis mortality is pro-

portionately among the Jews only one-half that

observed among the Christians in Lemberg, and
only one-third in Cracow.

In Budapest, Hungary, the census of 1906 shows
that among a total population of 791,748, there were

186,047 Jews, or 23.5 per cent. During 1905 there

occurred 3,195 deaths due to pulmonary tuberculosis,

of which 408 were Jews, i. e. 12.8 per cent. Per
10.000 population there succumbed 21.93 Jews and
46.01 Christians to this disease; again one-half the

rate among the Jews when compared with others.

In Roumania, where the mortality from tubercu-

losis is very high among the general population, al-

though most of the people are engaged in agricul-

tural pursuits, the Jews are also less often victims

of this disease. Proca shows that in Bukarest the

mortality was 38.7 per 10,000 Roumanians, and only

25.6 per 10,000 Jews.°
Not having any available vital, and demographic

statistics about conditions in the Orient, where a

large number of Jews live, I am unable to state

definitely as to the morbidity and mortality from
tuberculosis in those regions. Drs. Tostivint and
Remlinger have, however, spoken of it in a paper
on the subject published in 1900.° They show that

in Tunis during 1894-1900 the tuberculosis mor-
tality was among the Mussulman Arabs, 11.3;
among the Europeans, 5.13, and among the Jews
only 0.75 per'i.ooo population. Any one who has
seen the unsanitary surroundings and the poverty
in the Jewish district of Tunis will be surprised at

this favorable showing made by them in regard to

their tuberculosis mortality.

In western countries many similar reports are
available. The most recent inquiry made in London
showed that the tuberculosis mortality of the Jews
in the city is about one-half that observed among
the general population. During 1897-1901 the num-
ber of deaths due to tuberculosis constituted 5.2 per
cent., and during 1901-1906, 5.6 per cent, of the
total number of Jewish deaths, while according to
the Registrar General's returns, the number of per-
sons who die from tuberculosis make up in London
9.2 per_ cent, of the total mortality. Per 10,000
population the mortality, was among the Jews, 13.3,
and among the general population, 17.9.' It must
be mentioned in this connection that the bulk of
the Jewish population in London lives in the well-
known W'hitechapel district, and the majority is

engaged at indoor occupations, especially tailoring
and bootmaking. Still, when compared' with the
general population of London, or England and
Wales, their mortality from tuberculosis is much
lower. Similar conditions have been reported from
Australasia, especially New South Wales, where

the tuberculosis morbidity and mortality of the Jews
is stated to be lower than that of the Christian

population.

While discussing the statistics of the United
States Census Office I pointed out that they are not

conclusive, because an unusual proportion of mer-
chants and other professional men are included,

among whom tuberculosis is less frequent than
among artisans. This objection does not hold when
we speak of the Jews in Eastern Europe, or in Lon-
don, New York, Chicago, St. Louis, Baltimore, etc.

It is well known that the city dweller is more liable

to contract tuberculosis than the inhabitant of the

open country, especially the agriculturists are a

favored class. The Jew all over the world is a city

dweller par excellence. In Prussia over 50 per cent,

of the population lives in the country, while only

one-seventh the number of Jews live in rural com-
munities. In Russia, while only constituting 4 per

cent, of the total population, they make up 15.6

per cent, of the total urban population. The same
is true of Austria, Hungary, and Roumania. Of
the 2,000,000 Jews in the United States I have cal-

culated that over 60 per cent, live in the nineteen

cities which during the last census were found to

have had over 200,000 population, while only 16

per cent, of the general population of the countrj'

were found in those cities. The Jews are essentially

urban dwellers, and are more inclined to live in

the great cities than in the small towns. This is

natural, considering their occupations ; they can only

find an outlet for their activities in the large modern
commercial and industrial centers. This again is

important in its bearing on the liability to contract

tuberculosis. It is well known that Jews prefer to

work at tailoring, but few appreciate, when speak-

ing of pulmonary diseases, the extent to which they

are thus working at these dangerous trades. Ac-
cording to the Russian census of 1907, 782,454, or

one-seventh of the total number of Jews who were
gainfully employed, were dependent on the garment
industry for subsistence. In this class were in-

cluded tailors, shoemakers, hatters, capmakers,
milliners, glovemakers, etc. In Austria also it was
found during the census of 1900 that 81 per 1,000

Jews were engaged at the garment industry, as

against only 40 of the Catholics. The same is true

of the Jews in Hungary and Roumania. While we
have no denominational statistics about conditions

in the United States, still the figures compiled by
Rubinow from the Reports of the Commissioner
General of Immigration are showing that the same
obtains here. Among the 330,573 Jews who were
admitted to the United States during 1901-1906
there were 78,502 tailors, and 13,123 shoemakers,'

i. e. 28 per cent, were garment workers. Here
many of the Jewish immigrants who were not

tailors in Europe learn the simpler kinds of ma-
chine operating, so that an estimate that 35 per cent,

of all the immigrant Jews in the United States are

garment workers will be about correct.

We all know the sweatshop worker. In the first

place he is as a rule of poor physique even before

he engages in tailoring. Men with well-developed

muscles find more remunerative occupations. His
chest is flat, presenting all the stigmata of the so-

called habitus phthisicus. This chest, while to a

great extent due to the malnutrition and anemia
which is very prevalent, still it owes its miserable

appearance mostly to defective muscular develop- /

ment. Flabby muscles cannot keep the ribs at a

respectable elevation, but permit them to drop down
at an acute angle in relation to the spinal column.

The result is that the so-called "Jewish" or tailor's
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chest is not only flat, but also of inferior capacity.

In healthy individuals the horizontal circumference
of the chest is over 50 per cent, of the height, but
in the majority of tailors in New York City I have
found by actual measurement that the girth is hard-
ly one-half the height of the bod3\* The cramped
attitude of the tailor's body while he is at work, as

well as the lack of muscular movement, because
sewing by no means involves free exercise of most
of the muscles, in conjunction with the defective
ventilation of the usual sweatshop, all conspire to

reduce the vitality of the tailor and render his lungs
predisposed to infection by the tubercle bacillus.

As a matter of fact, statistics collected all over
Europe show conclusively that tailors are more
liable to tuberculosis than workers at other trades,

excepting stone cutting, printing, and the like.

It is remarkable that in spite of this large con-

tingent of Jewish tailors in Eastern Europe. Eng-
land, and America, their mortality from tubercu-

losis is lower than that of any other class of artisans.

The causes of this lesser liabilit}' to die from tuber-

culosis has been discussed by many medical authors.

Some are inclined to attribute it to a special inherent

vitality of the Jewish "race." which is also alleged

to manifest itself in a low mortality from all other

contagious diseases. Some have even maintained
that the "Semitic" blooil which flows in his veins

renders the Jew immune to the virus of infection,

and gives him an advantage in the struggle for

existence when compared with the "Aryans" among
whom he lives. But this argument is fallacious for

various valid reasons: The Jews are by no means
as pure a race as has been thought by some who
depend more on sentiment than on scientific obser-

vation in their judgment of the subject. When wc
recall that we have about 30 per cent, of blond

Jews, that there are tall and short Jews, dolichoce-

phalic, mesocephalic, and brachycephalic Jews, we
must acknowledge that we do not deal with the pure
ethnic group. I need not enter here into details

beyond saying that anthropologists of to-day deny
the purity of the Jewish race as much as they deny
the purity of the so-called Latin. Anglo-Saxon,
Slavonic, and other "races." Be that as it may.
we know that, on the whole, tuberculosis displays

no racial preferences. Within certain limits, de-

pending on social conditions, the white, black, yel-

low, and red divisions of mankind are attacked by
this disease in the same manner, and the variations

observed in the frequency, type, and course of the

disease in different groups of people are alike trace-

able to the same causes, irrespective of racial affin-

ities. We know that the variations displayed by the

various social groups of white humanit}', such as

the differences in the incidence of the disease be-

tween city and country dwellers, rich and poor, those

engaged in indoor or outdoor occupations, persons

active in a dusty atmosphere as compared with such

as are working in clean, ain,' shops, and the like,

are just as great, often greater than the diff^erences

observed in the white, black, red, or yellow races.

When we find that the morbidity and mortality from
tuberculosis of the black and yellow races in the

United States are excessive and appalling we cannot

say that this is due exclusively to the differences in

the anatomy and physiolog}- of these and the whites.

There are many social groups of whites who have

just as high, even a higher morbidity and mortality,

as can be seen from demographic statistics published

in many countries, where causes of death are given

*See M. Fishberg, "Materials for the Anthropology' of

the Eastern European Jews." Memoirs Amer. Anthrop.
Ass'n., Vol I, pp. 1-146. The girth of the chest is discussed

in detail on pp. 50-56.

according to the occupations of the inhabitants.

Stone cutters, furriers, upholsterers, printers, and
others who are engaged in an atmosphere laden

with organic and inorganic particles of dust have
also an excessive mortality from tuberculosis. On
the other hand, the Indian living in our Western
plains unaffected by modern conditions of civilized

life, which in his case often consists mainly in the

abuse of alcoholic beverages ; the negro in his home
in Africa, or even here during slavery, are only

very rarely affected by tuberculosis. The same is

true of the native tribes in Australasia, among whom
tuberculosis was very rare, some even say it was
unknown, before the advent of the white man, who
while introducing a civilized mode of life brought

along the white plague which is to-day decimating

the native population. Similarly in Polynesia tuber-

culosis has been spreading like a wild fire among
the natives, and it is stated by competent observers

that the majority of deaths are due to this disease."

One hundred years ago a physician traveling among
these races could justly say that tuberculosis is a

very rare disease in Australasia, Polynesia, or in

the Western region of the United States, and try

to explain it as due to the superiority of the climate

of those regions, or to the great power of resistance

displayed by these races.

Another potent reason against the theory that the

lower mortalit)- of the Jews from this disease is due
to an inherent racial resistance to the disease is the

fact that intermarriage with non-Jews does not at

all increase the number of consumptives among
them. One example will suffice. In Berlin the num-
ber of mixed marriages between Jews and Christians

is ver\- large, reaching 44 per cent, of the pure Jew-
ish marriages in 1905. We know that certain racial

immunities, like those of the negro against malaria

and yellow fever are impaired in the mulatto. By
analog}- we should expect that the number of

Jewish consumptives should be higher in Berlin than

in Austrian-Galicia, where practically no intermar-

riages are taking place between Jews and Chris-

tians. As a matter of fact, however, conditions are

as follows. There were in 1905, according to the

census returns, 98,893 Jews among a total popula-

tion of 2,040,148 in the city of Berlin. During the

same year there occurred in that city 4,302 deaths as

a result of pulmonary tuberculosis, of which only

97 were Jews,^" showing a mortality per 10,000

population of 21.66 Christians, and only 9.81 Jews.

In Cracow, where no intermarriages take place, the

tuberculosis mortality was 30.64—three-fold that

observed among the Jews in Berlin. The fact that

intermarriage does not increase the mortality from
tuberculosis is, I believe, sufficient proof that there

is no ethnic immunity to be elicited.

Some have maintained that the lesser mortality

from tuberculosis is due to the elimination of most
of the Jews who were predisposed in former tirnes,

thus leaving a race which is refractor\- to the effects

of the tubercle bacillus. By breeding in-and-in, this

resistance was fixed within the race. Reibmayr.
who elaborated this theory, maintains that the Jews
may abandon all their habits and customs, and as

long as they abstain from intermarriage with non-

Jews, their immunities to contagious diseases, in-

cluding tuberculosis, will not be lost." But, as we
have seen, intermarriage does not render them vul-

nerable to the disease, but, on the contrary, the

number of Jewish consumptives is much smaller

in Berlin, and also among the native Jews of France,

Italy, England, Australia, etc., than among the Jews
in Eastern Europe, who do not at all intermarry

with non-Tews. As I will soon show, these differ-
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ences are due to social conditions and not racial

causes.

Some authors have maintained that the ritual

dietarj' laws practised by Jews are responsible for

the lesser number of deaths from tuberculosis among
them. As is well known, Jews, before pronouncing
meat as fit for human consumption (kosher), sub-

ject everj' carcass to a thorough examination by an
expert. Special attention is paid to the condition of

the viscera, particularly the lungs, pleura, liver, and
spleen. Those animals whose lungs present any ad-

hesions to the thoracic walls or adhesions between
the lobes of the lungs, or in which small nodules are

discovered scattered over the surface of the lung are

pronounced tcrefa, or unfit for human consumption.
It has been stated that bovine tuberculosis is thus

prevented from gaining a foothold among the chil-

dren of Israel. In the light of our present knowl-
edge of the origin and spread of tuberculosis, some
of the foremost authorities (Calmette, Behring, and
others) being of the opinion that tuberculosis is

more often acquired by ingestion than by inhala-

tion, the Jewish dietary laws should be an excellent

preventive when strictly adhered to. But as a mat-
ter of fact, all the evidence is against this view. In

Eastern Europe, where the Jews follow the dietary

laws, strictly adhering both to the letter and spirit

of the sacred ordinance, there is more consumption
among them than among their coreligionists in

Western countries who disregard the dietary laws
in part or completely. In Germany, France. Eng-
land, Italy, etc., where the majority of the native

Jews are constantly seen eating in Christian restaur-

ants, and many are not particular to procure kosher
meat at home, there is less consumption among them
than in Eastern Europe, the East End of London,
or the East Side of New York City, where the
poor, as they generally are, pay exorbitant prices

for meat which is, or is alleged to be, kosher.

The incidence of tuberculosis among Jews depends
more on their economic and social environment than
on racial or ritual affinities. In Berlin, where they
are as a class economically prosperous, there is but
little tuberculosis among them. The death rate of
pulmonary tuberculosis during 1905 was 9.81 per
10,000 Jews. In Vienna, where a large proportion
are on a high plane economically, but where many
poor Jews are found, the death rate is higher than
in BerHn, reaching 13.1 for pulmonary and 17.9
for all forms of tuberculosis. In Budapest and
Bukarest, where there are more poor Jews than in

Vienna, the rates are higher, 21.93 ^""^ 25.6 respec-
tively. In Galicia the poverty of the Jews is appall-
ing; in fact, I do not know a poorer lot of humanity
than is met with in the small towns of Austrian-
Galicia. It is there where we have found the high-
est rate of mortality among Jews, reaching 30.64
per 10,000. The influence of economic conditions
on the incidence of tuberculosis among Jews is well
illustrated by conditions in New York City. In a
recent report of the Charity Organization Society'^
I find an analytical table of the cases of tuberculosis
registered in New York City. Altogether there were
in Manhattan and the Bronx registered with the
Board of Health 10.29 cases of tuberculosis per
1,000 population. In the Fourth, Sixth, Eighth and
Tenth Assembly districts, which are almost wholly
inhabited by Jews, the majorit>' of whom are poor
artisans engaged in the garment industry, the num-
ber of registered cases was 11.9, 12.0, 13.5, and 11.7
respectively per 1,000 population, while in the
Thirty-first Assembly district, in Harlem, where the
majority of the population consists also of Jews,
but such as are on a higher economic plane, most

of them merchants, manufacturers, professional

men, and the like, the number of cases is proportion-

ately the lowest of any assembly district in the city,

being only 3.6 per 1,000 population. The Jews in

the lower East Side are more orthodox, more strict-

ly adhering to their faith and traditions, and still

have proportionately a higher rate of morbidity from
tuberculosis than their coreligionists in Harlem
who, as is characteristic of Jews all over, with their

prosperity have more or less discarded many of

their religious practices, the first of which consists

in consuming meat not prepared according to the

dietary laws.

The social and economic aspect of tuberculosis

has been studied quite carefully during recent years.

Demographic statistics have shown that there are

more deaths from tuberculosis in cities than in rural

districts and that it is essentially a disease of people

who live indoors. The concentration of population

in cities is a comparatively recent phenomenon.
Only about lOO years ago the urban population of

any European country was only a small percentage

of the total population. To-day there is a constant

migration of the country dweller to the large indus-

trial centers, where the opportunities for advance-

ment are better than in the villages. But that the

average country dweller is more or less incapable of

resisting the deleterious effects of overcrowding,

with its concomitant facilities for the spread of con-

tagious diseases, is evident from the fact that very

few of the inhabitants of the modem large cities

in Europe can trace back their ancestn,' for more
than three generations. It appears that the country

dweller, after immigrating to the city, is the most
vulnerable ; he has the most chances to contract con-

tagious diseases, particularly consumption. To be-

gin with the extreme type of country dweller, those

who live always in the open air, as the nomadic
Kirghiz Tartars in the Siberian plains, or the

aboriginal inhabitants of Australasia, Polynesia, or

North and South America, we find that tuberculosis

was quite unknown before the advent of the white

man, who brought to these tribes not only civihza-

tion, often in the shape of whiskey, but also the

tubercle bacillus. Never having met with these

bacilli, these tribes were vtry vulnerable, like virgin

soil. This is not only the case with tuberculosis.

\\'e know that the same is true of measles, scarlet

fever, smallpox, etc. \^'heneve^ they are imported

into a country where these diseases were unknown
before they attack almost ever)-body. .Similarly the

rural population of our modern civilized states, ow-
ing to their open-air life not having undergone as

rigid a process of selection in which most of those

predisposed to tuberculosis have succumbed, are

more often infected when they migrate to the city

and begin to live in overcrowded houses, lacking

fresh air and sunshine, and enter the modern factory

and mill, where they often meet with fellow-workers

who suffer from tuberculosis. It is this class of

rural dwellers, not adapted to indoor city life, that

is lacking among the Jews, who have for 2,000 years

lived exclusively in cities, and during Medieval

ages were confined in the worst parts of cities, the

Ghettoes. Indeed, only rarely was the Ghetto en-

larged to meet the demands of a growing popula-

tion, but the Jews were compelled to accommodate
themselves the best way they could in a small area.

Under such conditions most of the Jews who were
predisposed to tuberculosis succumbed, leaving no
progeny. The same process is to-day going on
with most other inhabitants of large cities. The
Tews have only the advantage of having passed

through a process of infection during past cen-
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turies. Hence their lower mortality to-day from
tuberculosis.

An excellent illustration of this process is going
on before our eyes in New York City. The large

number of immigrants who have settled in the East
Side of the city consists mainly of Italians and Jews.
The former come mostly from southern Italy,

Sicily, Calabria, Basilicata, etc., where the mortality

from tuberculosis is the lowest in that country, and
lower than in many northern and western Euro-
pean countries. During 1904 the mortality from
tuberculosis in Italy was 16.4 per 10,000 popula-
tion, while in Calabria it was only 9.6 ; in Basilicata,

10.6, and in Sicily, 11.5; while in northern Italian

provinces, where a large proportion of the popula-
tion lives in modern cities, the tuberculosis mortal-

ity was much higher, 21.6 in Liguria, 21.1 in Lom-
bardy, etc.,^^ and in the cities of Rome, Turin,

Genoa, etc., the rates are even over 30 per 10,000

population. It is thus seen that in his native home
the southern Italian does not display an excessive

vulnerability to tuberculosis. But coming to the

United States, as was pointed out by Dr. Stella,

three-quarters of them settle in large cities, though
in southern Italy nine-tenths of these immigrants
lived in rural districts.^'' In New York City their

mortality from tuberculosis is 276.3 per 100,000

population,'^ nearly three times as high a rate as

in their native land, and even this does not at all

give us the real rate, because many Italians con-

tracting tuberculosis in New York City return home
for a cure or to die. Every steamer going from
New York or Boston to Mediterranean ports has

in its steerage many tuberculous Italians who are

returning to their native land.

The exact opposite is the case with the Jewish
immigrants in New York City. Although their

overcrowding is not so great as that of the Italians,

and their standard of life is much superior on the

average, still they more often engage in indoor oc-

cupations, where the opportunities for infection are

very great. But in spite of the unfavorable sur-

roundings in which they find themselves, their mor-
tality from tuberculosis is lower than that of people

of any other faith. According to Gilfoy, it was

172.4 per 100,000 Russian Jews in 1906. The main
reason is. as was already indicated, the fact that

the Jew does not make any material change in his

milieu by changing his abode from eastern Europe
to America. He lived there in a city, and here again

settles in a city ; he worked there at some indoor oc-

cupation, and does the same here ; he lived there

in an overcrowded dwelling, and moves here into a

"double-decker" tenement. He has paid the price

for urbanization already for several hundred years,

while the Italian, Syrian, Irish. Slavonic, and Hun-
garian peasant coming to the Ignited States meets

with the urban conditions for the first time and

must pay an exorbitant price for it in the shape

of victims to the white plague.

The effects of the thorough urbanization of the

Jews are manifesting themselves in many other

ways. It has been observed by many physicians that

even when infected by the tubercle bacilli, the prog-

nosis is more favorable in the Jew than in other

people. The course of the disease is slower. I

have seen very few cases of tuberculosis of the

fulminant or galloping type among several thousand

cases of consumption in Jews. Acute miliary tuber-

culosis is very rare indeed among them. The cases

in which the victim is stricken with high fever, rapid

extension of the disease with cavity formation with-

in a few weeks or months are also rare. But cases

of the extreme chronic type, running on for years

and still permitting the victim to make himself use-

ful at some easy occujiation, are common ; more so

than among other people of the same social status.

Of course, to a certain extent this is also due to the

infrequency of alcoholics among them, but this alone

does not explain the condition. It appears that

thoroughly urbanized humanity does not offer a

good soil for the growth and development of the

tubercle bacilli, while the inhabitant of the open

plain, and less so the peasant or farmer in modern
European and .American villages, offers a virgin soil

for these parasites. This is the only reasonable

way we can explain the high rates of morbidity and

mortality from tuberculosis of the rural dwellers

who emigrate to cities. Being more predisposed to

infection they also more often supply cases of the

acute fulminant or galloping type, as well as acute

miliary tuberculosis.

There are indications that this advantage of the

Jews is not permanent. It appears that in eastern

Europe tuberculosis has been on the increase during

recent years, and the same has been reported from

London. In New York City the number of appli-

cants to the United Hebrew Charities who suffer

from tuberculosis has exceeded 1,000 during 1907,

while six years ago only one-half that number ap-

plied. The total number of applications for relief

has not increased materially during these years. It

seems that, adapted as they are to indoor life, they

still cannot resists infection when their economic

conditions become very unfavorable.
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The Elimination of Uric Acid in Children in Normal
and Pathological Conditions.—E. Modigliani gives us

the results of his estimations of the elimination of uric

acid in well and sick children, fed on a diet of milk and

bread, and kept in bed during the time of estimation. The
diet is kept up for four days before estimations begin and

then estimates are made for four days. The results ob-

Jained arc that the elimination varies with body weight in

well children, the limits being from 0.61 to 0.168 gr. in

children from two to six years of age. In sick children it

varies between 0.062 and 0.300. The amount is in relation

to the body weight, the age. and the amount of leucocy-

tosis.

—

Ri^'ista di Clinica Pediatrica.
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ITALIAN IMMIGRATION AND INSANITY.*

By albert warren FERRIS, A.M., M.D.,

NEW YORK,

PRESIDENT OF THE NEW YORK STATE COMMISSION IN LUNACY.

The first meeting of the Italian parliament was con-

vened in Turin in 1861 and Victor Emanuel was
proclaimed King of Italy; but Rome and Venice

were still under the control of the enemy, and Ca-

vour died in that year. You may reckon the ex-

istence of United Italy from that date, if you choose

;

but "Italy free"' was not an accomplished fact until

Jules Favre, foreign minister of France, withdrew

the French troops from Italian soil and the King,

entering Rome, was left in sole control on Sep-

tember 20, 1870.

An amalgamation of many different peoples can-

not be accomplished in one generation ; scarcely in

two generations. Florence, with all her beauty,

could not accomplish within the span of our own
lives the unification of the Italian peoples. Rome,
with all her grandeur, could not compel rapid

homogeneit)- of race in the land which music calls

her own.
In the days of Hannibal, Carthage was a regal

city, set upon a fertile soil, with a population of

700,000 boasting the prestige of local naval suprem-

acy, controlling Sardinia, Sicily, Malta, Corsica, and
the north coast of Africa, profiting from the re-

turns of rich argosies engaged in trade with Spain,

Britain, and the Baltic countries, with enormous
income from a trade with the interior of Africa,

and enjoying a certain wealth that seemed to assure

her ambitious citizens a continuous prosperity. Yet
she cut down her forests and suflFered the devasta-

tions of war, and the former powerful rival of

Rome dwindled into insignificance. To-day the site

of Carthage is marked by the habitation of a few
hundred struggling Arabs.
Not so Italy. The storm of the French Revolu-

tion broke in 1792 and Napoleon, four years later,

entered Italy and "let loose the dogs of war." She
has been partitioned repeatedly by hostile forces.

Taxes and tithes have been wrung from her by
rapacious conquerors. Greed and avarice have
combined to drain her very lifeblood. Yet she is

emerging rapidly from the gloom of oppression,

and in another generation is destined to resume the

occupation of recording a brilliant history, such as

was written for centuries before.

One-tenth of the territory of the country is bar-

ren rock. One-third consists of mountains. The
destruction of her forests has rendered her soil

dry and comparatively unproductive. Yet terraces

have been formed by patient labor, and earth has
been gathered and conserved, gardens have been
constructed, and the unconquerable spirit of the

Italian people has asserted itself until the sheer force
of their industrv-, perseverance and shrewdness com-
pels the admiration of the world.

Metternich once said, "Italy is nothing but a geo-
graphical expression." By this he meant that it is

a name given to a territory in which live several

groups of distinct peoples, with almost tribal dif-

ferences. The student or traveler of to-day re-

ceives the same impression. Thus it becomes nec-

essary, in describing Italy and the Italians, to

consider separately North Italy and South Italy,

as distinct countries with distinctive inhabitants.

Some of our Italian immigrants come to us from
provinces of North Italy—from Genova of Liguria,

*Read before the 64th Annual Meeting of the American
Medico-Psychological Association held in Cincinnati, O..
May 12-15, 1908.

Bologna of Emilia, Udine of \"enetia, and Pesaro of

^Marches. By far the greater number comes from
the southern provinces, notably Napoli, Caserta, and
Avellino of Campania ; Chieti of Abruzzi ; Champo-
basso of ]\Iolise, and Reggio di Calabria ; while many
Sicilians sail hither from Messina, Catania, and
Palermo.
Not only are there differences in manners and in

character, but there are marked physical, really eth-

nical differences. In the North there is more activ-

ity in industrial pursuits and the Northerners are

more generally progressive. A keen interest is

evinced in political education and in social ques-
tions. There is a greater advance in the accumula-
tion of wealth, in the extension of trade and in edu-
cation. An examination of recruits for the army
revealed a percentage of 14.98 illiterates among the

Piedmontese, and of 18.42 among the Lombards.
The Piedmontese and Tuscans are excellent land-

lords ; they use chemical fertilizers to enrich the soil

and they pursue successful dairy farming. The
men are all tall and strong. The Northerners show
the persisting influence of former Austrian rule.

In the South, on the other hand, are found the

results of the corruption and cruelty of the Spanish
and Bourbon rulers of the olden times. The South
is wholly agricultural and is poor. Many of the

men are undersized and apparently ill-nourished.

The social and political questions of the day are

viewed with apathy. There is less advance in

trade or education than in North Italy. The pro-

portion of illiterate recruits from the province of

Napoli was 51.57 per cent., from Sicily of 55.04 per

cent. There has been in the past greater tendency

to crime. Nine times as many murders have been

reported in Sicily as in Venetia or Lombardy. Taxes
fall rather heavily on the agriculturist and less

money has been spent for purposes of education,

of railways and of public works.

Brigandage, however, originally a political move-
ment, later a powerful alliance of criminals for

robbery or murder, no longer exists. For many
years it survived" as an expression of poverty and
of hatred of the landlords, and until a decade ago
was maintained in some localities simply for revenge

and robbery in the form of the Alafia or the Ca-
morra. The present system known as the Mafia
levies toll on farmers' wine-growers and orange
growers, threatens those who resist, and in rare in-

stances influences judicial decisions and public con-

tracts. Camorra, flourishing only in Naples, was
an organization of thieves and dishonest people of

the lowest class. Formerly its members levied tolls

on trade and professions. At great expense, the

government has eradicated it.

In the Southerners there is an Albanian and
Greek intermixture, and in Sicily and Sardinia the

Arabic blood is strong. This fact accounts for the

remarkable differences in physique, temperament
and characteristics of northerners, southerners and
islanders.

Italy is said to average as cold as England ; but

the warmer weather in the South is an alleged rea-

son for the decrease of steadiness and for the in-

crease of laziness and passionateness one notices in

traveling from central to southern Italy.

In the time of the Bourbons and up to about

1850, Southern nobles have been described as ig-

norant, overbearing, lazy and corrupt. They ab-

sented themselves at Rome and Palermo; they were
spendthrifts, and excited an evil influence in poli-

tics ; they were hated by the peasantry with a few
shining exceptions. In the cities the youths of the

wealthy class of those days secured little education.
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passed their time in driving, liunting, traveling, and
spending money, and showed a rooted aversion to
work. Professional men were very poorly remun-
erated. A large number of government otficehold-

crs received mere subsistence.

Why should not the peasants of that time have
been unhappy and resentful? Their soil was near-
ly exhausted, they had little or no farm machinery.
They raised wheat, corn, wines, olive oil, oranges,
and lemons. They had few cattle in the South, and
little pasture. For greater safety, they dwelt in

villages frequently on hilltops and walked miles to

their work. They were half starved, ill-clad. They
knew the meaning of misery. In the interior of
-Sicily at that time the greatest poverty was found,
and the people were far from provident. The petty
accumulations of months were often spent on a

single feast day. The irregular day laborer was
the most miserable. He dwelt in a rude hut and
suffered from absentee landlords, yet he did not
resort to drink.

The lapse of over half a century has made an
astounding difference. The conditions I have de-

scribed have absolutely disappeared; but they un-
doubtedly left their impress and were responsible
for certain characteristics of the Italian people.

The most remarkable fact in connection with tnis

matter is that the Italians were not crushed by such
circumstances. They emerged patient, courageous,
industrious, and hopeful. In fact. Southern Italy

has contributed a large percentage of the profes-

sional men, art critics, painters, philosophers, and
patriots of late years.

Two prominent industries have been the sulphur
mines and the marble quarries. In Sicily, men and
boys, all ]3easants, labor in the sulphur mines, with
little return because of the primitive methods em-
ployed and the falling price of sulphur. The miner
(picconiere) works six to seven hours a day for five

days in the week, at forty cents to sixty-five cents

per day. The carusi, or carriers, boys of seven to

eighteen years old, stagger out of the headings with

70-pound loads from seven to eight hours a day,

each having been leased by his parents to the miners
for $10 to $60, which sum is worked out slowly

under frequently brutal task-masters. The miners
are ignorant, quarrelsome, deficient in moral sense,

and prone to gambling.

The quarrymen, on the contrary, who labor in

the mountains in the province of Massa in Northern
Tuscany, are stalwart specimens of manhood, care-

less and extravagant, somewhat turbulent and rest-

less, and fond of adventure.

In the North and certain other parts of Italy

among the newer industries are the manufacture of

silk, linen, and cotton ; ship building, sugar beet rais-

ing; and the manufacture of steel goods, locomo-

*tives and electrical machinery, .\mong the people

engaged in trades and regular occupation thrift and
frugality are noticeable.

For many long years the taxes constituted a

heavy burden ; and they so continued under the old

policy of the Bourbons. The State, until about two
decades ago, took about 30 per cent, of one's in-

come. There was an income tax and a family tax

:

a tax on horses, carriages, servants, and dogs. While
saddle horses went free, the peasants' donkeys were

taxed. The poor were the greatest sufferers, for

how could an agriculturist, earning sixteen cents to

twenty-nine cents a day (or in the South, eight

cents to ten cents a day and his lodging) afford to

pay a tax? All this is changed to-day, and now the

taxes are levied in accordance with the English law

;

thev fall heaviest on the owners and landlords.

The peasant's foods must needs be simple. He
has a bread made of Indian corn (polenta) or of

wheat. He has no meat^ He has beans, celery, rad-

ishes, fruit, a little salt fish, bacon, frogs, and snails.

The majority of laborers live on polenta and maca-
roni only. Butter is rare in the South. So many
suffer from inadequate food that the government
a year ago proposed to provide extra food for the

school children in the village of \'ercelli in Pied-

mont, as an experiment, in the hope that the race

might thereby be improved in stature.

Several families occupy one room, dress in rags,

and yet are cheerful. In the South one sees cas-

tles surrounded by hovels, with donkeys, cattle, pigs,

and human beings in close proximity. There is no
poor law, yet there are many splendid private chari-

ties for the infirm, insane or infants, especially in

the North.
There is a great deal of sickness among the peas-

aiUs. Dr. Cavalire Antonio Stella, of New York,

is authority for the statement that while prevalent

among Italians in America, tuberculosis is almost

unknown in Italy except where imported by return-

ing emigrants. Malaria is the worst scourge. It

was reported a few years ago that 80 per cent, of

the Southerners are exposed to it, and that 20,000

died annually in Basilicata, Calabria, Maremma,
and Sardinia. The reclaiming of the Pontine

Marshes is resulting in great improvement in the

death rate of Southern Italy. The peasants are

driven by malaria into the town ; but they prefer

town life. They have strong attachment for the

house or home, and for their native village. They
take little interest in sanitary conveniences, bathing

once or twice a week, when well-to-do ; otherwise

only in the months of July and August. In the

cities the poor live in crowded quarters in large

tenements, without ventilation. In Naples many
live in damp cellars, several families together, fos-

tering disease, filth, and vice.

Italians at home are prolific, the birth rate being

nearly the highest in Europe, and parents are very

fond of their children. Burly and apparent rough
laborers are gentle and tender with the babies. But
in this country, in the second generation, owing to

the work the women do in the shops, or stooping

over sewing machines, and also owing to venereal

disease, absolute sterility or one-child-sterility is

common.
Women are respected. There is little sexual im-

morality among the Italians. Family ties are prop-

erly regarded. A married woman or engaged wo-
man will not be seen in the company of any
but her own man. In the South travelers tell us

the women are much like Mohammedan women.
They are uneducated except as regards the kitchen,

the linen closet, their children, and the work of the

fields. The high sense of honor among Italian men
in respect to women is probably better preserved for

the reason that there are practically no drunkards
among the Italians, while there are no abstainers.

Religion is a primitive affair among the Italian

peasantr\-. In South Italy there is a simple belief

in miracles and mysteries, and a surprising amount
of superstition. Fifty years ago the clergy were
uneducated, and belonged largely to the lower
classes of society. The average priest of that time

mastered only reading and writing, and did not lead

an austere or pure life. But a tremendous change
occurred, and the enlightenment of Italy as shown
to-day came largely through a enw, educated and
devoted clergy.

The army is a great feature of Italian life. When
on a peace footing Italy maintains a standing army
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of 330,000 men, and about 3,250,000 in time of war,

recruiting by conscription from the able bodied men
from twenty to forty years of age. A few are in

exempt classes. The discipline of army life has

a very salutary effect in removing provincial dif-

ferences and in cultivating order and self-control.

Besides this, the recruits are instructed by their

officers and protit much thereby.

An educational system is being elaborated by some

zealous and able men, but is not yet entirely efficient.

Parents find a way to evade the compulsory educa-

tion law. However, the proportion of illiterates fell

from 78 per cent, in 1867, to 67 per cent, in 1881.

and to 36 per cent, in 1896, in the South. In Vene-

tia and Lombardy only 6 per cent, of the children

of school age arc absentees, but in the South the

figure is much larger. The proportion of the popu-

lation attending schools in 1895 was 8.2 per cent.,

while the proportion in England at the same time

was 17.5 per cent. The illiterary of Italian immi-

grants into the United States is 46 per cent., while

that of German immigrants is less than 3 per cent.

We have thus examined hastily and generally

the many factors that combine to influence or mod-

ify the physical and mental development of the Ital-

ian people who come to our shores, and have fairly

weighed their temperamental and acquired mental

traits. Now, let us consider them as immigrants.

It io stated that 600,000 Italians emigrate annually

into European countries, to Tunis, Egypt, South

America, and the United States.

The statistics of the Department of Labor of the

State of New York obtained from the authorities

at Washington show that the total number of im-

migrants into the United States from Italy during

1907 was 264,208, of which number, 1,809 were de-

barred, leaving 262,399 in the country, of which

total probably lOO were returned after landing.

Of these people 45,545 came from North Italy, in-

cluding 4,145 illiterates and 3,418 who had been in

this country before. South Italy sent us 218,663,

of whom 107,132 were illiterates and 13,546 had

been in the United States previously. Every year

160,000 return to Italy. This year ( 1908) 200,000

did so.

The Rev. Antonio Mangano tells us what reasons

operate to send the Italians from home to-day. Mr.

Mangano was educated at Brown and Columbia

Universities, and is a Baptist clergyman in charge

of a missionary chapel in Brooklyn. His articles

on Italians in the publication, "Charities and The

Commons," are of much interest. He says that

Italians leave home because of poverty, wretched-

ness and want ; high rent ; the indifference of absent

landlords, and the severity of agents ; class dis-

tinctions ; occasional failure of crops ; comparatively

heavy taxation; systematized repression; tempta-

tion of steamship agents ;
glowing tales told by re-

turned emigrants; and the very laudable desire to

rise in the world, to educate their children, and to

become respected property holders.

From the reports in the "Bulletin" of the Na-

tional Department of Labor at Washington, by Em-
ilv Foote Meade, who made an exhaustive study of

"The Italian on the Land" in this country, we must

conclude that Italians have good instincts that are

easily awakened, latent tendencies that only need

opportunity, strength and resistence of fiber, imita-

tiveness and adaptability, and that they become de-

sirable and useful citizens.

Into what occupation does the Italian immigrant

drift, or what work does he choose, in this coun-

try? How much stress and strain are his portion

in the first years of life in this new land? The

occupations in which we usually see Italian peas-

ants employed are the following: In the cities

they become day laborers, sellers of fruit, nuts and
candy ; dealers in coal, ice, and wood ; furnacemen,
caretakers of unoccupied houses, watchmen over

new buildings ; street cleaners ; while others become
shoemakers; plasterers; importers of fruit, florists,

caterers, public officials, bankers, merchants of wine
and oil, and most efficient policemen. The women
become factory hands and dressmakers. Of the

garment workers in New York city 95 per cent,

are Italian men and women.
In the country, men become successful gardeners

and farmers, berry pickers ; brick makers, glass

polishers and general factory workers ; mill hands,

builders, and contractors.

Mr. Severn, New York State representative of

the Italian-Swiss Agricultural Colony of Califor-

nia, states that next to Chinese labor, fruit growers

find nothing equal to Italian labor. He corroborates

the statement made by Elliott Lord in "The Italian

in America," wherein a number of Italian fruit gar-

den colonies scattered through New England, as

well as through the South and West, are described.

Lord shows that Italian colonists increase surround-

ing land values very materially wherever they settle.

About 1892 an Italian named John Carini went
to South Glastonbury, Conn., in the employ of the

New Haven and Hartford Railroad Company as an

axeman to cut railroad ties. It is reported that at

the end of two years he had saved enough money to

purchase a farm and send to Italy for his family.

The entire family worked upon the farm until it

produced enough income to enable him to buy ad-

ditional land, and to-day he owns 1,500 acres,

almost all of which is under high cultivation. He
raises peaches, apples, plums, pears, grapes, small

fruits, and vegetables.

J. H. Hale of South Glastonliury is authority for

the statement that the Italian cultivates successfully

land which others find too difficult to use on ac-

count of rocks and stumps. The perseverance and

the courage of the Italian in matters of agriculture

are indomitable.

With the willingness to work at anything and with

work to be had, there is no very severe pressure, no

great confusion or difficulty experienced except in

the coldest part of the winter. We should, there-

fore, not expect to see much mental alienation

among the Italians in this country ; and the fact is,

there is little.

Of alcoholic intemperance I can not make a defi-

nite statement illustrated with figures ; but all re-

ports are to the effect that there are remarkably few

cases. As to epilepsy, its incidence among Italians

in this country is practically negligible. Of 2,450

epileptic patients received into Craig Colony for Ep-

ileptics, at Sonyea, N. Y., up to April 10, 1908, but 7
were born in Italy, and but 16 were born in .\merica

of Italian parentage.

Many of the figures quoted hereafter regarding

the Italian insane were complied by Dr. Thomas
W. Salmon, formerly a physician in one of the New
York State Hospitals for the Insane, and now an as-

sistant surgeon in the U. S. INIarine Hospital Serv-

ice, at Boston, Mass. Of 100 immigrants certified

for insanity at Ellis Island, New York City, where
all the immigrants are inspected by U. S. Govern-

ment and New York State alienists, 12 were Italians,

12 were Austro-Hungarians, 12 were Greeks. 17

were Russians, or Finns, 13 were English and 19

were Irish. Of 100 deported from public institu-

tions 10 were Italians, 5 were Germans, 21 were
Austro-Hungarians, 29 were Russians, or Finns, 5
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were English, 19 were Irish. The percentage totals

of all arrivals that year were as follows:

Italians 28.8
Germans 3.5
.^ustro-Hungarians 25.4
Greeks 2

.

Russians, or Finns ig.6
English 2il
Irish 2.6

This makes a very favorable exhibit for the
Italians.

For the fiscal year of the New York State Hospi-
tals for the Insane ending September 30, 1905, Dr.
Salmon gives some very instructive figures, quoting
from material collated by Dr. William L. Russell,

Medical Inspector of the New York State Commis-
sion in Lunacy. The percentage of the whole num-
ber of foreign-bom patients in these hospitals was as

follows

:

Italy 3.9
Germany 25 .9
Austria-Hungary 6.3
Russia and Poland 8.8
England and Wales 5.9
Ireland 36.

The percentage of the whole number of foreign-

born in the State of New York at the same time
was

:

Italy 9.6
Germany 25.3
Austria-Hungary 6.9
Russia and Poland 12.4
England and Wales 7.5
Ireland 22.4

The ratio of insane to population was therefore

as follows:

Italy 110431
Germany i to 173
Austria-Hungary I to 199
Russia and Poland i to 249
England and Wales i to 209
Ireland i to 1 11

Before the "New Immigration" froin Italy began,

the proportions of the foreign-born insane in the

State Hospitals was much as shown by Dr. Russell's

statistics of Willard State Hospital, namely:

Italy 3
Germany 26
Austria-Hungary 4
Russia and Finland 6
England 8
Ireland 43

The changed conditions are illustrated by Dr.

Russell's figures regarding foreign-born admissions

to Manhattan State Hospital in New York City, in

1905, namely:

Italy 6

Germany 18

Austria-Hungary 14

Russia and Finland 13

England 3
Ireland 24

With the vast numbers of Italians entering into

the country since the "new immigation" began in

1900, the ratio of insane Italians to the whole popu-

lation in the United States is only i to 439 ; Austro-

Hungary presenting I to 292 and Russia and Fin-

land I to 380.

Dr. Salmon remarks: "In spite of the most ef-

fective inspection which can be devised, there must

every year be admitted many immigrants already in-

sane, and many thousands who are destined, under

the unusual stress of the first ten years in the United

States, to become insane." This statement, one

must say on reflection, does not apply to the Italian

immigrants.

There are dangers to be feared in the case of

Italy. Her illiterates are a drawback, though they

learn rapidly and the second generation furnishes a

satisfactory if not an admirable class of citizens.

The idiots and imbeciles, the mentally defective and
the constitutionally inferior we receive from Italy

constitute indeed a menace.
It is probably a fact that practically all the able-

bodied peasants of certain localities are now in this

country, but the statement is untrue that an effort is

being made to aid the diseased and inferior who had
been left behind in these localities, to come over also

and share the advantages of this foster country.

Naval Surgeon Colonel A. IMontano of the Italian

navy, in the official bulletin of Italian iininigrants

published at Rome in 1907, makes the following re-

port:

Number of cases of mental diseases found among Italian

immigrants who came to North .America or returned from
North America to Italy during 1906

:

Number op Cases Counted o.n the Ships.
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THE OPIATE HABIT.

By WILLIAM F. WAUGH, A.M., M.D.,

CHICAGO, ILL.

The potent and seductive drug e.xtracted from the

poppy is and has ever been one of the most im-

portant weapons in the arsenal of medicine. In

every country where it is known we find also that

many acknowledge the sway of the spirit inhabiting

it, and the most powerful of human intellects have

bowed beneath its imperious domination. When
De Quincey published his "Confessions" they came
like a shock upon England. "Opium eating" was
one of those unaccountable vagaries of the Oriental,

which could scarcely be comprehended, much less

assimilated, by the \Vest. Since De Quincey wrote
his opium-inspired dreams the use of this drug in

some form has become only too familiar. We have
been told that an incredibly large perceniage of

physicians puncture their skins with the hypodermic
needle, while in every large city where a Chinese
colony is planted there are numerous victims of "the

pipe."

Draw a broad line of demarcation between these

two. The physician resorts to the needle to enable

him to keep at his duties and continue on his

rounds, when otherwise exhausted nature would
compel a rest. The man who "hits the pipe" is sim-
ply a jaded roue in search of new vices. The end
for both is the same. Once under the domination
of the opium fiend every day sees a new strand
added to the bonds. The manner in which opium
insinuates itself into the life of its victim is diaboli-

cal—appalling. The metabolism of the body is con-
ducted under its influence. The organic functions
lag and refuse to commence the vital activities until

put in operation by a dose. The mental faculties

are similarly enslaved—the mind is torpid until the

potent thebaic stimulus sets it in operation, and this

lasts only until the effect of the drug is exhausted.
The moral realm is invaded—the man tliinks opium,
he believes only in opium, he enshrines it as his

God. Very often his whole life is absorbed into
this one ruling, all-pervasive influence—everything
else sinks into nothingness, and he lives onlv to re-

new his daily supply of the drug.

In others, however, even in many cases, there is

a persistent moral revolt against the enslavement.
The victim protests against it, he struggles Titan-
ically to free himself, but in vain. The relentless,
never for a moment intermitting, steady pressure
drives him back to his prison. He may resolve
never so courageously—while under the influence
of the drug—and he may do without his accustomed
portion for a varying length of time, but the pres-
sure constantly increases, resolution weakens as the
stimulus dies out, the reasons for stopping the drug
grow shadowy, and the specious arguments in favor
of taking it grow more forcible, until he succumbs
and the struggle is "postponed." The most appall-
ing feature of this drug is the manner in which it

can convince its slaves that the only right and proper
thing is to return to their chains. " It becomes actu-
ally a duty to take a dose.

Xevertheless, there are brave souls that to the
last protest against their enslavement, and finallv
put an end to life rather than remain in such de-
grading subjection. A venerable physician, after
30 years' opium taking, applied for aid in throwing
off the habit. When told it was impossible, his
physical condition being such as to prohibit any at-
tempt to discontinue the drug, he departed with
tears streaming down his face, saying that if he
could not live free he would not live at all. The

next week a notice appeared telling of his sudden
death.

Every attempt to elucidate the pathology of the

opium disease by autopsy has failed. No material

lesion has ever been established as essential to or

characteristic of this drug's action. It is only by a

study of the vital phenomena presented during life

that the problem can be solved. But by this method
the mystery quickly ceases to be such. The solu-

tion is unexpectedly easy. We have simply to note

the effects of a single dose of opiate and follow

from that point.

When an average dose of any opiate has been

taken the victim experiences a sense of ease, of

comfortable well-being, denominated euphoria.

Under this influence the sense of physical and
mental fatigue is lost, and unremitting exertion of

body and mind becomes possible as long as the ef-

fects of this dose continue, or while it is sustained

by subsequent doses. As with the so-called stimu-

lant doses of alcohol, self-consciousness is de-

pressed, the fancy is loose from restraint, and a

delightful sense of freedom, of superior powers en-

sues, endowing the victim with unwonted brilliancy

of thought and speech. The brakes are off—the

velocity is exhilarating. As these effects subside

the patient sinks into a corresponding state of dull-

ness ; he is sluggish, inanimate ; thought lags, mental
depression supervenes, and every exertion requires

an eft'ort. Another dose
—

"the hair of the dog is

good for his bite"—and, presto ! the miracle is

wrought and the former state of happy, buoyant
animation is resumed.

Sooner or later the victim finds that the period of

brightness is less marked and more evanescent, the

gloom deepens. Larger doses are requisite, and still

larger and more frequent. Besides, he gets to crave

the sense of euphoria, and hopes that by taking

more opiate he may experience more of the de-

lights. \'ain hope ! The more of the drug he takes,

the more rapidly its pleasures evaporate ; and he

finds himself in a state where it is necessary to

him, not to excite pleasure but to sustain the ener-

gies—to live, in fact.

Here the histories diverge. Some settle down to

a certain dose and adhere to it for years ; others de-

vote their lives to the eft'ort of absorbing all the

opiate they can crowd into their systems. The life

of the former runs on uneventfully. They live,

perform a certain limited series of mental and
physical evolutions, but their progress ceases, their

career culminates. They gradually retire from the

activities of the community and grow yearly more
contracted in their operations and their sympathies.

Ambition is dead, incentive has perished—they just

live and no more. The man collects his little rents,

sees to his little kitchen garden, eats a trifle, wears
his old clothes and sits alone at home, reading a bit,

meditating" long, ruminating most of the time
;
pro-

ducing nothing ; a quiet, inoffensive, retiring hermit,

of no use to himself or to anybody else, neither

hated nor loved by any mortal man. Only the drug-

gist knows the truth.

The other keeps up his activity, works at high

pressure, pushing feverishly along in his chosen
vocation, sometimes doing brilliant work—and
making frightful mistakes at others—always crowd-
ing the drug and rapidly exhausting its euphoric

power, until he reaches a point where it gives abso-

lutely no relief. Then he grows desperate. "D
it, I'll see if I can't get enough to do the work!"
and he takes a huge dose—and the community is

shocked to hear of the sudden death of the popular

vounq' doctor. "Accidental overdose." savs the
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coroner ; "suicide" is the whisper that goes about.
Both wrong : The end is inevitable when we con-

sider the physical action of the drug. When a dose
of opiate has been taken a large part of the toxic
excretive disappears from the urine. A search in

the blood fails to detect it. ^^'hat has become of it,

since evidently it has not been excreted from the
body? It has been thrown back into the cells by
which it was first separated and thrown off into the
blood for excretion. Somewhere in the cellular

structures of the body this toxic matter is locked up,

away from the circulation and therefore latent, in-

active.

The inhibitor}' effects of the opiate subside, the
cells give off their stored toxins, reinforced by the
new supply produced by the metabolism of the in-

hibition period. This enters the circulation and be-
comes thereby active, and the result is the general
depression above described. These toxins weigh
heavily upon the mental and physical powers, pois-

oning the wellsprings of life. Wherever there is a
iocus rcsistentice minoris, the effect is manifested by
a return of the customary local malady, a neuralgia,

catarrh, or other recurrent affection.

Repeat the opiate and relief quickly follows; the

subsequent depression being more marked after each
repetition, as the abstracted toxins increase in bulk.

Inevitably the patient becomes rooted in the con-
viction that for all the ails that torment him when
he seeks to discontinue the opiate, it alone will prove
effective—since it alone will throw back the toxins

into their cellular storehouses. Hence, the obdurate
pessimism with which he regards ever)' suggestion

to obtain relief from other remedies.

Here, again, is where the histories diverge. There
is a saturation point at which the cells reach the

limit of their capacity to store toxins. Some meet
this condition by reducing to the minimum their

vital expenditure and consequent manufacture of

toxins. They reduce their ingestion of foods to the

lowest possible limit, and only he who has studied

this attentively can realize how verj' little food is

required to sustain an inactive life. His activity is

likewise reduced to the minimum, and thus the

toxin formation is restricted to the point where the

modified elimination, under moderate daily doses of

opiate exactly balances it, and the individual goes

on for years in this torpid, reptilian existence.

The other leads a life of superactivity, constantly

increasing the daily opiate, until the cells become so

engorged with toxins that even the opium barrier is

insufficient to hold back the flood, which forces its

way into the blood despite the most frantic efforts

to hold it back. We then see that frightful final

stage, where the patient is unable to live with or

without opium. He presents a typical picture of

autotoxemia. The body exhales a cadaveric odor
mingled with that of the poppy—even when pure

morphine has been the only opiate taken. The di-

gestive functions being inhibited, the feces and food

lie in the alimentary canal until they decompose.
The breath becomes fetid and all the symptoms of

fecal toxemia are manifested in an aggravated form.

The respiratory centers are affected, the patient

feels a frightful load on his chest, he gasps for

breath, and suffers the agonies of suffocation. His

body is racked by convulsions. Sleep is broken by

horrid dreams and terrifying nightmares, from
which the patient awakes choking. In agony he im-

plores his attendants to keep him awake when he is

dying for sleep. His lost opportunities, misspent

life, sacrifices of prospects, friends, career, useful-

ness, all come to fill his waking moments with re-

morse—all sacrificed—to what ? An unnatural crav-

ing for a useless drug ; all lost for lack of the manly
power to bear a little suffering; "little" that is, in

comparison to what he is now undergoing. Every
man who has witnessed the last days of one of these

unfortunates acquires a horror of the drug, and be-

comes hardened to a certain extent against the

lamentations of the withdrawal period, knowing that

the suffering then experienced is trifling compared
with what the patient is escaping. And this is liter-

ally true, without seeking in the least to belittle the

ordeal through which the patient passes on his way
to freedom.

Few, however, live to reach this point. As be-

fore stated, a huge dose of opiate is taken, not by
accident or with suicidal intent, but in the desperate
endeavor to dam up the flood of toxins pouring into

the blood, and obtain a temporary respite.

Why is it that an opium habitue makes up his

mind to seek freedom from his master? What is

it that at one time rather than another induces him
to make the effort? On the reply to this question
depends our own decision—whether we will under-
take the cure or not. If the patient cannot give a
reasonable explanation of his resolution, are we
justified in taking his case? Is he really in earnest,

or does he merely imagine he wants to be cured?
One man applied for relief because he had just

"experienced religion" at a revival, and his con-
science would not permit him to continue the de-
grading habit. (It is regrettable that the "con-
science" did not hold out to the payment of hi-

fees.) Another came because he was convinced
that the spirit of his dead wife would look down
with approval on him. This man endured his suf-

ferings with a fortitude rarely equaled, went home
in good condition, and when he visited his physician

a year later, while on his wedding trip with a second
wife, was still free from the habit. More than one
mother has broken the dominion of the opium fiend,

because her children were approaching the age when
the truth could not be kept from them—and she

could not consent to live without the respect of her
children.

But the vast majority give no special reason for

their resolution to quit the drag. The following

episode may throw some light on the question:

Some years ago the writer selected 500 letters he
had received from habitues, asking about the means
of cure, but who had not applied in person. A cir-

cular letter was sent to these, asking what had been
their subsequent history. The result was remark-
able—all but about a dozen of the letters were re-

turned, marked "Dead" ! Was the impulse to seek
a cure due to an inward premonition of an impend-
ing break-up?

In a number of instances where a cure was sought
and secured, the symptoms were such that patient

and physician were firmly convinced that death

would soon have followed if the drug had not been
discontinued. The problem presenting was not so

much the cure of the opiate habit as saving the

patient's life.

If the view here taken of the pathology of the

opium disease be correct, the treatment follows as

a matter of course. The indication is unmistakably

elimination. We must rid our patient of his stored

toxins, must disembarrass his system of the excess,

and reduce his manufacture of new toxins to that

point at which he will need no opiate inhibition to

make him comfortable. If elimination is thus estab-

lished he will find the need for opiate lessening with

each discharge of excretory material, and it will be

merely a matter of time when he will need none.

Empty the impacted colon, loosen the masses of
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toxins stored in the liver, keep the renal action up

to its highest level of efficacy, incite the skin to aid

in throwing off the toxic products whenever there

is evidence of their active presence in the blood.

Meanwhile, give a non-nitrogenous diet, and keep

the patient at rest as absolutely as circumstances

permit. The means to be employed to secure these

ends need not be detailed here—besides, they vary

with each case, and the physician who treats such

maladies must be qualified to fit his treatment to the

varying indications that present.

With this application of therapeutics to the path-

ological condition, such a degree of success follows

as fully vindicates the correctness of this theoretic

conception of the malady. The "ordeal" is want-

ing ; the "withdrawal symptoms"' fail to put in their

appearance. There remain, however, certain re-

sults of the habit's continuance that require consid-

eration. It is not all of therapeutics to remove the

cause of a disease—its results may remain. Pluck-

ing a dagger from a wound does not heal it.

First we have a remarkable hyperesthesia to cope

with. The nerves, relieved of the benumbing effect

of the opiate, take on exuberant action, and this ex-

cessive sensibility must be moderated or the patient

will suft'er needlessly. I hesitate to suggest a rem-

edy, for fear it will be seized upon and efforts made
to utilize it as a "cure for the morphine habit."

Besides, dift'erent cases respond differently to rem-

edies and each requires to be treated on its own
merits, with the remedies indicated in that partic-

ular case. Part of this hyperesthesia is toxemic and

subsides after a grain of calomel in broken doses,

followed by a saline laxative; or after a diaphoretic

hypodermic of pilocarpine. As one learns to study

closely these cases he finds that one or another of a

large and increasing group of remedies is especially

indicated now and again. Thus, one finds special

indications for physostigmine, picrotoxin, emetine,

solanine, nuclein, cicutine, apomorphine, strychnine,

rarely thebaine, and, above all, gelseminine. If

there be one drug more frequently, almost generally,

indicated in this malady, it is this priceless educt

from the yellow jasmine. No other remedy so com-
pletely assuages the craving for opiates, soothes the

hyperesthetic nerves, calms the restlessness, and in-

duces quiet, natural, restful sleep. So great is the

relief that patients anxiously ask if there is danger
of a gelseminine habit. Up to the present no in-

stance has presented itself. In the worst cases ever

treated by the writer during the twenty years he

has been studying this malady, the patients use the

gelseminine for a time, a week or a month, very
rarely longer, and invariably in decreasing fre-

quency until it is no longer desired.

Another and a more serious, because more per-

sistent, difficulty is the influence of habit. This re-

quires a combination of physical, mental, and moral
treatment impossible to preconize. The environ-

ment, whatever it may have been, must be altered

as radically as possible. The patient who resides in

the lowlands should betake himself to the moun-
tains, and vice versa. A pessimistic family circle,

immovably convinced that the cure is illusionary

and relapse certain, will render every precaution

nugatory. Change of occupation should involve the

disuse of all opiates. The physician must learn to

practise without them, or give up practice.

A further proof of the correctness of the toxin

theory is found in the fact that every attempt at

work, everything involving an expenditure of vital

force and an, increase in toxin-formation, indulged

in during the months immediately following the

cure, serves to bring back a craving for opium. The

patient has had the habit of working only under the

influence of morphine and feels powerless without

it; he persists, however, resulting in an increased

metabolism and toxin formation, and at once the

need for morphine is felt. What is the remedy ?

How can one possibly expect, after ten years of

opiate habit, to quit the drug and in a few weeks be

able to live and work without it? Nature does not

work miracles—neither do we. Voltaire's definition

of a physician as "an unfortunate gentleman who is

expected to work miracles every day," must surely

have applied to one who treated opium users. The
habits of years are not discontinued readily, nor

without inconvenience resulting. Time must be al-

lowed for the altered conditions to be established,

for the patient to learn to live without drugs, for

the various organs to accustom themselves to func-

tionate independently of drug control. It is not too

much to exact a year's absolute rest, of real play-

time, after the cessation of the habit.

During this period the metabolism is apt to fall

into arrears, and toxins tend to accumulate. One of

the most significant symptoms of this period is a

subnormal temperature. Another, usually accom-
panying it, is respiratory oppression. These demand
instant action, in emptying the bowels, unloading the

liver, and stimulating all the vital functions by the

use of that priceless vitalizer, strychnine. Calomel,

emetine, pilocarpine, strychnine, juglandin, and
salines should be always at the patient's disposal,

and he himself should be carefully instructed in

their application, so that he may be independent of

the chance practitioner, who may be of the sort

who look on "suffering as an indication for mor-
phine !"

With a year of rest, properly so-called, there is

no reason for any cured patient relapsing. But

—

people are not always reasonable—and who can

guarantee a man against the curiosity that leads him
to "try one dose to see if it has any attraction for

me"!

EARLY DIAGNOSIS OF GASTRIC CARCI-
NOMA.*

By ANTHONY BASSLER, M.D.,

NEW YORK.

VISITING PHYSICIAN TO THE ST. MARK'S CLINIC.

Surgery offers the one cure for stomach cancer, and
success in this depends absolutely upon a diagnosis

being made early in the case. For when the malig-

nant growth is large enough to be easily diagnosed,

involvement of the organism is usually so great in

extent, that surgical interference merely hastens the

fatal ending. Bringing consideration down to the

clinical details of the subject, it is truly unfortunate

that no absolutely positive symptoms or methods of

examination have been found for early cancer of

the stomach. Nevertheless, as the result of a close

observation of this subject, running over several

years, I am convinced that a number of these cases

can be diagnosed in the early stages of the disease,

and in time for hope of cure in the surgical way.

It may be said at the onset that this is but rarely

done to-day, and further, that little can be expected

along the lines of simple clinical observations of

these cases.

Three main facts appear as the sine qua nan of an

early diagnosis : (
i ) A very close study of the labo-

ratory findings and symptomatic details in all cases

*Paper read before the Queens-Nassau Medical Society

Oct. 10, 1908, and the Richmond County Medical Society

Oct. 14, 1908.
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of gastric disease that do not accurately or most
plausibly belong to the benign affections; (2) full

experience in observing and examining cases of
gastric disorders by one who is always on the alert

for cancer, and who has a courageous, willing, and
intelligent patient to deal with, and (3) the assis-

tance of an understanding surgeon, whose depth of
mind, as well as whose technique of hand, is broad-
ened by ripe experience.

Cancer is a disease which begins as a small nidus
in the glandularis. In its incipiency it is a small
accumulaton of cells, microscopic in size, causing
no symptoms, either subjective or objective, and
thus cannot be diagnosed. Insiduously the cells

rapidly multiply, accumulate in mass, and infiltrate

surrounding tissues. Clinical changes now ensue
which are mostly objective, and but rarely observed
by the patient. The diagnosis of such early disease

can be made only from the laboratory findings of

the gastric contents, to which it may be said that the

subjective and other objective symptoms are but
rarely present, or if so, are of no value in the specific

way. Of course, a case must be seen early, and
it must be remembered that in these cases we deal

only w-ith small clinical facts, in a stomach at best

but little known to us. Therefore it is that mis-
takes—mostly of omission—are liable to occur. The
one significant keynote to lead us right in the work
is the constant and progressive presence of ab-

normal findings in the gastric contents. What are

they ?

Hemorrhage.—This is usually minute is but
rarely seen as such, and is almost always occult.

The expression method of extracting stomach con-

tents must not be resorted to—it is too liable to

be performed with trauma—but just a simple as-

piration, enough to overcome the force of gravity

and to raise the meal through the tube. The bottle

I have described serves well for this. (Extracting

Test Meals, Xeiu York Medical Journal, June,

1908.) If retching occurs during the process the

presence of blood is of no value in the suggestive

way, and should be discounted. We should not be
anxious to emptj' the stomach at tliese times—10

or 20 c.c. will do for these examinations. When a

patient strains continually and under all conditions,

and our suspicions of malignancy have been aroused
in the case, a few meals extracted under nitrous

oxide anesthesia may be wise. When blood is con-

stantly present in meals extracted twice a week, we
should be on our guard—It is more liable to be can-

cer than ulcer. This symptom is found in about 20

per cent, of the early cases, and its absence does

not necessarly exclude cancer, since in about half of

the cases of this disease hemorrhage is not observed

in the vomitus even late ; but still in many of these,

blood in small quantities is present in the stomach
from an early date. Examining the feces for blood

in these early cases is of no value—the blood is too

small in amount and is digested and absorbed, and
thus not liable to give the reaction. We should be

careful not to permit the taking of flesh food for

twenty-four hours preceding the test meals. Wash-
ing the stomach before the meal is taken, or the night

before, is inadvisable. Lavage of the empt)' stomach
and examining the water for blood is not so good as

the test meal method—we want the longer presence

of the meal in the stomach, the gastric motility, the

secretion, and the normal increase of the blood to

the stomach during digestion to encourage the bleed-

ing from the free surface.

Pus Cells and Bacteria.—These come next in sig-

nificance. Pus cells are not products of a normal

stomach, and when they are found (excluding that

which may be swallowed in sputum, from the oral

cavity, or in the stomach of a phlegmonous gas-
tritis) they are indicative of ulceration. In my
experience, they are often found in the stomach in

early cancer, proving. I believe, that ulceration is

common in early malignant growths. They are
not very numerous and rather difficult to discern
among the aniylum of test meals. Lavage, or ex-
traction after 10 minutes of normal saliva instilla-

tions and centrifuging the return, gives the best
results in the way of examination. The cells are
sometimes found in dense conglomeration suggest-
ive of a slough from an ulcered surface. \\'hen
these cells are regularly found, and particularly

when red blood cells are also present, we should be
on our guard. With them the bacterial flora of the
stomach contents is also increased. The cocci seen
are either the staphylococci, streptococci, or diplo-

cocci. A common type of organism, which may be
markedly predominant, is a streptobacillus. Loops
from the test meals suffice well for the bacterial ex-
aminations. The presence of what may be consid-
ered as increased numbers of microorganisms can
only be judged in a relative way. They are found in

test meals from nonmalignant and normal stomachs,
and their nature, whether suppurative or not, is dif-

ficult to determine. But when one tj'pe of them
largely predominates, and is present constantly with
blood and pus cells, they are of much significance.

The Boas-Oppler bacilli are found late in cancer.

The presence of minute particles of tumor tissue

may be found and would be conclusive. These are

verj- uncommon in early cases. The same may be
said of loose tumor cells which are always doubtful
in their nature—they resemble the free nuclei of
digested normally free cells too closelv.

Hydrochloric Acid.—In the beginning of cancer
in an otherwise healthy stomach the acid is slightly

increased. This is due to irritation of the growth
or its toxins, and is significant only when it is on
the increase up to a certain point and then takes on
a steady fall. In some cases of cancer, and in ulcus
carcinomatosum, it may be present to the very end.
Then again, stomachs (normal and pathological)
vary so in their hydrochloric acid contents, and this

secretion is influenced by so many conditions, that

its mere presence or absence at one time is of no
value in this connection. The practical point in the
way of diagnosis is its steady progress, either up-
ward and then downward, or just downward (ac-

cording as the case is early or later). Its rise up-
ward is much more rapid than its subsequent fall.

When it begins to decline it starts slowly, acquiring
speed as it comes downward, and runs an average
fall of about 4° in a week. In a suspicious case
giving this excursion or a downfall of total hydro-
chloric acid, we should be on our guard, lest a tumor
be palpable in the epigastrium a month or two after-

ward.

On the gastric enzymes so much reliance cannot
be placed. The tests for them are not so accurate
as those for acid, and they are liable to vary more
than the HCl—depending upon the part of the

stomach that is affected, and this may be anywhere.
As the hydrochloric acid runs low, the organic acids

begin to appear. Tests for their beginning should
be made, as well as for other evidences of fermenta-
tion and delayed motility. There is liable to be
retardation in motility before actual dynamic ob-
struction exists. In other cases little delay is ob-
served, although fermentation is liable to be in-

creased above the normal.
The Solomon test for gastric carcinoma is some-

times positive in an early case. Its absence is not
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significant in the negative way since it may not be

present even in an advanced case. But it is a

measure along with the others which may be help-

ful. The method consists of washing out the

stomach the evening before, and then on the follow-

ing morning introducing 400 c.c. of normal salt solu-

tion. This solution is" removed after a short stay

in the stomach, and tested for the presence of albu-

min and for the proportion of nitrogen. Marked

turbidity with Esbasch's reagent (picric acid), or

the presence of more than 30 mg. of nitrogen indi-

cates the presence of carcinoma.

Upon the history of heredity and subjective

stomach symptoms, little dependence can be placed

in the matter of diagnosis. "Family cancer," even

more than "family tuberculosis," is only of histor-

ical significance. Subjective symptoms, one and

all, are of no value in the way of early diagnosis,

since many, if not most, cases begin and progress

markedly without as with them. When they are

present, they are the same as those found in the

benign and simple stomach conditions, and may even

he of less intense form. jMarked anorexia, eruc-

tations, aversion to meats, pain, pressure, distress,

vomiting, hematemesis, tumor and so on are all late

svmptoms. Of some value, however, is loss of

weight. This begins rather early in the case in a

slow way, and hastens later on. To record this best,

it is advisable for the patient to weigh himself

stripped each morning after his bladder and rectum

have been emptied and before he has partaken of

food or drink. Careful observations should be

made and a record kept in ounces of the changes in

weight. A loss of a pound or more in a week is sus-

picious, and conclusive when the laboratory picture

continues strongly suspicious. But when making

these observations nothing should be said about diet-

ing, excepting that the patient should continue eating

and drinking as before. If we curtail a normal

person's diet, he is liable to lose in weight; and if we
enlarge it, or add a fluid or semisolid diet—a com-
mon practice in treating digestive disorders—he may
gain even in the face of a cancer being present in

the stomach. Above all, we should be watchful

for the patient who has dieted himself before com-
ing to us.

To tell a patient, in a soft, guarded way, that

he has a tuberculosis which can be cured, usually

insures his hearty cooperation to bring this result

about. Likewise, in a suspicious case of carcinoma,

to inform him that a serious stomach disorder is im-

minent (we need not mention cancer), and that it is

impossible to find out what it is unless he carries

out our orders and reports regularly for observa-

tion and examination, usually makes him attentive

in the way of carrying out our wishes. Office vis-

its are better in these observations than placing the

patient in a hospital.

In patients who present themselves for treatment
of gastric troubles, view with suspicion every
one over 40 years of age who does not show im-
provement after a course of treatment, whatever
the diagnosis may be. Penzoldt rightfully advises

that, in these cases, the diagnosis of cancer must
either be made or refuted. At those ages also we
should be on our guard with every case that gives

a history of a "good stomach" before the present

illness. In the diagnosis of early cancer laxity in

thoroughness and expectant measures may be hand-
maids of disaster leading to a disagreeable surprise.

It should never be forgotten that it is the usual

thing that when a tumor manifests its presence, the

case is past the hope of cure. In favorable cases it

4akes from one to four weeks of steady observation

to make a diagnosis of early malignant disease of

the stomach. In these, the careful examination of

six or more test meals is unusually necessary. Then,

with a reasonable certainty that cancer of the

stomach exists (and that it is not in the cardia), the

case should be turned over to a surgeon for explora-

tory incision, and if the diagnosis has been con-

firmed, total extirpation of the diseased area, ad-

hesions, and metastases should be performed. It may
be incidentally remarked that unless the abdomen is

very fat, exploratory incision can be satisfactorily

performed under one-tenth of one per cent, solution

of cocaine. Under this, when the peritoneal cavity

is entered, some care should be exercised not to im-

pinge roughly on the parietal peritoneum (it is

sensitive), nor should there be any tugging on the

mesenteries when examining the stomach or intes-

tines (patients are liable to vomit). In most in-

stances, with a little extra care and patience, the

examination can be made most satisfactorily under

this form of local anesthesia, the posterior wall of

the stomach can be explored, and, if need be, the

entire hand can be put into the peritoneal cavity so

as to reach some distance beyond the incision of

entrance. Patients will submit to an exploratory in-

cision under cocaine, but often refuse operation when
a general anesthetic is to be used. Usually about

an ounce of cocaine solution is employed at these

times, representing only one-half a grain of cocaine,

a safe quantity for an adult. Ether or chloroform
can be quickly substituted when operative interven-

tion is indicated.

There is no always nor no never in medicine. This

is well exemplified in the early diagnosis of this

disease. The surgeon has a right to believe that

many of these cases can be diagnosed earlier than

he usually sees them. But he must also remember
that a few cannot. And the internist likewise must
be respectful of his full duty to these patients, and
not fail to gain or not lose sight of the valuable

moment in which substantial help might have been
offered.

SYSTEM AND THE DOCTOR.
By LEONARD K. HIRSHBERG, A.B., M.D.,

B.\I,TIMORE.

The successful lawyer is usually methodical; the
financier and business man always ; the doctor, per-

haps, never. Doctors may come and doctors may
go, but there is very little interruption to the ever-

present confusion. Reform may rake the ships of

state, finance, and law, fore and aft, but the noble

old sloop of medicine remains untouched. Jupiter
may have brought order out of chaos, but ^Escul-

apius omitted to obtain his fair share.

Only the other day the remark was made to me
by a well known financier : "In my broad experience
with men of the medical profession, I have reached
the conclusion that in a business sense physicians

are a hopelessly irresponsible, unmathematical, care-

less class of society. However 'long' they may be
on medical skill and knowledge, on practical affairs

and the methodical care and management of impor-
tant matters, they are most 'short.'

"

If there are extenuating circumstances for a few
fairly educated physicians to feel themselves exempt
from the proper systematization of their affairs,

the university trained doctor cannot honestly allow
himself any such excuse. There is really no reason
for his lackadaisical bookkeeping and worse office

arrangement.
When the doctors of the nineteenth and preced-

ing centuries died, many of them with lucrative
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practices of $20,000 a year cash income, they fre-

quently left forty and fifty thousand dollars worth
of uncoUectable debts. The chaotic condition of
their accounts, the negligent method of their collec-

tions, the careless entries of charges entailed fre-

quent poverty^ upon their widows and heirs. Such
a condition now is by no means exceptional, it is

rather the rule. The exceptions are the other way
about. Even to-day, a period perhaps in the future
to be called The Age of System, the few doctors
who are practical and precise in their methods,
although steadily on the increase, are by no means
in the numbers naturally to be expected.

\\'hen we consider there is no group of men,
whether mechanics, business, or professional men,
so quick to adopt innovations, new remedies, new
instruments, new surgical procedures, new books,

new journals, and new scientific discoveries of any
proved value, does it not seem strange that in mat-
ters affecting their worldly welfare, their daily

bread, and their wives and children, physicians

should be so negligent, so short-sighted, so derelict

in their duty as to ignore the benefits coincident

with and derived from system.

Since my sophomore year in the Johns Hopkins
University (^Medical Department), I have been in

the habit of using a most valuable series of card
devices for various purposes, as I shall try to in-

dicate. Dr. William Osier, great in medicine,

science, and the humanities, was, if that were pos-

sible, greatest in the mars'elous manner in which
he disfKDsed of his work. His system was as com-
plete in detail as it was perfect in its comprehen-
sion. He gave clinics, delivered lectures, made
addresses, attended banquets, wrote monographs,
journeyed miles in consultations, saw students,

examined patients, read all the medical and general

periodicals, received his royalties, and gave ready
references to anything without ever taxing his

memory or losing one jot of his genial demeanor
and ever-ready wit. It all worked like clock-work,

yet no one could ever accuse Dr. Osier of au-

tomatism.
As a student, I first learned of this when he sug-

gested that we employ a card index system in ob-

taining the past diseases, present complaints, and
results of physical examination of every patient

with whom we came in contact. The beauty and
value of such a plan was evident and began imme-
diately. For ever\- patient seen, examined, and

treated in the dispensary, in his home, and in the

hospital, I made out a separate card. Upon it went
his name, age, occupation, nativit}', condition, date,

complaint, personal history, family history, illness,

examination, diagnosis, and treatment. Frequently

three and four cards had to be pinned together for

one patient, especially when he was seen frequently

or interesting developments occurred.

By the time I graduated, I had nearly two
thousand records of patients I had seen, com-
plete and detailed. Every common disease was
many times represented, and many, many rare ones.

Eighty odd tjphoid patients, almost as many pneu-

monia, and such rare diseases as Addison's and

hemachromatosis were among them. This is a

vaster and more valuable experience than physi-

cians have in fifteen years of a profitable private

practise.

In addition to this card index system for patients

(which has been continued in both my private and

hospital practice since graduation) I began simul-

taneously a system of cross references to all the

worthy contributions in the current American, Ger-

man, French. English, and Italian medical litera-

ture. Every week I would take a couple of hours

from my practical work and retire into the libraries

and take references on cards. If the subject was
bacteriology, I would index it under that subject,

with the author's name and the name of the f)eri-

odical (such as Mediciiiische Wochcnschrift, No,
26, Vol. XXI, 1900) as two cross references.

Now when we consider that textbooks of medi-

cine, like all scientific volumes, are so quickly out-

of-date, it can be readily seen how valuable my
card index of references is to me in writing

memoirs, contributing original work, or deHvering

a lecture or a clinic to my medical students. But
it proved its value to me, long before I graduated,

for in each of my sophomore, junior, and senior

years it helped me to publish original contributions

to medical science. This was greatly facilitated by
the accumulated references to current medical prob-

lems in five countries.

Since my return from Europe in 1902, the two
volumes on "Bacteriology" and "Action of Light"

were aided very definitely by these references which
I continue to collect on my cards. Every journal

and book read has its annotations on these cards.

Every lecture heard has its gist filed away under
its appropriate title, easily referred to.

System in my home and in office has extended

and ramified in such a manner that my wife pre-

dicts that the individual coals in the bin will only

remain to be tagged, filed away, and indexed.

A doctor's rapidly growing library can be cor-

rectly cared for only by a system of card indices.

This fact, though well understood by librarians, is

usually lost sight of in the doctor's office. At the

beginning of private practice, I started the system

of sectional bookcases and the card index for

my library. It works admirably in both in-

stances. No more flexible method of growth and
expansion could be adopted. As the volumes in-

crease, so do the cards and the sections. They grow-

in a natural, logical manner. Nothing could be
simpler.

Where the physician has. hitherto, erred most
grievously, however, where the results of his com-
placent negligence have entailed most serious conse-

quences, is in the keeping of his accounts, in the

capital, investment, debits, and credits. It is just

here, most of all, that the systematic adoption of

some carefully regulated method is a tower of

strength and a delectable mountain of g\oT\.

It has been my custom since the first pay patient

to employ about the plainest, clearest kind of ledger

cards. At the top is a space for the name and ad-

dress. Below are series of columns with the twelve

months, named one below the other, and thirty-one

perpendicular columns for the days of the month.

Above the months, the year may be inserted or two,

three, or four years without destroying the card. A
ver}' simple code is indicated above the columns by
the appropriate abbreviations—V, visit ; X, night

call ; S, operation ; O. obstetrics ; P. office treatment;

C, consultation, etc. Beneath the spaces are lines

upon which brief notes of treatment, diagnosis,

charges, or other family names may be entered.

Totals are carried out in the last perpendicular

column under the word. Total. The appropriate

symbol in any space indicates the kind of visit, treat-

ment, month, and day. When a circle surrounds a
symbol, it means that treatment has been paid for,

and a line drawn through the total indicates com-
plete payment for that month. Upon the reverse

side are' six columns, headed date, credits, date,

charges, balance, memoranda, which allow addi-

tional but self-explanator}' entries to be made.
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Although most physicians claim to lose (and from
their haphazard and antique book methods, I am
sure they do lose) from 20 to 35 per cent, of their

bills, I believe I allow a liberal percentage if I say I

lose 5 per cent, of my charges. Besides the ease of

manipulation, the accessibility of the cards, the flexi-

bility of the system, and the limited space required,

there is the added advantage of simplicity. For
were anything to happen to me, my afl:"airs would
be as plainly and methodically accessible to the

veriest school boy, as they are to me. Not one of

my patients could escape his just debts because

of any lack of system or confusion in my affairs.

What is more, I have a sixth, but more limited

card index to my insurance papers, will, bankbooks,
real and personal property, debts, uniform expendi-

tures, and what I designate a day card. On this

day card is printed the year, month, and days. If

the card happens to be December 4, 1905, it would
read:

EXPENDITUKES.
November electric light bill $ 3.30
November telephone bill, C. & P. phone 3.55
Millinery bill 12.00

Stamps .10

Car fares 60
Limch .40
Drug bill 4.25
Theater, etc., in the evening 3.40

Total $27.60
INCOME.

Cash $12.00
Bill paid by United Railways 45.00

Total $57.00

At the end of every month the day cards of that

particular month are totaled and the actual income
and expenses coinpared. References to items can
be made at any time.

The best feature, however, in systematizing the
modern doctor's office is to employ a stenographer
and purchase a standard typewriter. All bills should
be sent out monthly and typewritten. It makes them
legible, keeps them clean and dainty, and the dignity
it gives the physician more than pays for itself. The
stenographer is able to look after the accounts, study
the patients, and urge the delinquents.

Another idea which has proved of value in add-
ing substantially to the completion of my scientific

records, is to send a personal letter every year to
patients who have not called on me for more than
twelve months. Asking them in this way what
has been the subsequent course of their illness, my
history cards are kept up to date, and, at the same
time, I am able to discover in a delicate way, those
patients who have drifted into other hands. The
ledger cards of these patients are removed froin the
file and destroyed.

Metal cases for any of these indices may be
obtained, but the best way to protect them from
injury, especially fire, is to purchase a fireproof iron
safe, into which have been fitted compartments of
just the size for the various system of cards. This
completes the link in a systematic chain of medical
necessities.

1937 Madison Avenue.

Cowl's Milk and Rickets.—A writer in The Hos-
pital says that about 9 per cent, of the milk con-
sumed in Great Britain is obtained froin cows in

calf; and to this he attributes the prevalence of
rickets. As the embryonic calf grows, it requires
more calcium for its bones, which is obtained at

the expense of the milk. Children fed on this milk
are not getting the necessary elements which go
to form healthy bones. This milk-drain must also

have a bad effect on the calf.

PANSINUSITIS DEXTRA WITH PARALYSIS
OF THE RIGHT VOCAL CORD.

By IRVING WILSON VOORHEES, M.S., M.D.,

NEW YORK.

J. O., AusTRi.AN, aged 2>-^ was seen by me in the

Department of Laryngology, Vanderbilt Clinic, July
5, 1908. As the patient spoke very little English a
good history was not obtained ; suffice it to say that

for eight years he had complained of pain in head,

discharge from the right nasal cavity, front and rear,

and pain and cough in the right chest. This pain
and cough had remained about the same and had not
kept him from work. He came to the clinic on
account of headaches, insomnia, and complete loss

of voice, which had peristed for the past three

months in spite of all treatment.

Patient is of slender build, round shouldered, and
flat as to the chest. He seeins to have lost some
flesh and is rather sallow as if septic. T., 99° ; P.,

82 ; R., 20. The frontal sinus is somewhat but not

markedly tender on percussion and palpation, as is

also the antrum of Highmore. Anterior rhinoscopy

shows a deviation of the septum high up and to

the left. The middle turbinate is enlarged and
looks cystic. There is some pus between the septum
and middle turbinate, and in the middle meatus.
Rhinoscopy on the left side reveals a practically

normal condition. Posterior rhinoscopy shows hy-
pertrophy of right middle and inferior turbinates

with yellowish pus in the nasopharynx which ap-

pears chronically inflained. The tonsils are of the

embedded type and contain caseous masses in the

crypts. The tongue is coated with whitish fur, and
the teeth are not in good condition. Mucous mem-
branes normal save as already noted. Cervical

lymph nodes slightly enlarged. Both membranae
tympani appear normal. Laryngoscopy shows some
hypertrophy at base of tongue and chronic conges-
tion of mucous membranes. The right vocal cord
appears smaller than the left and is in a position of
cadaveric rigidity. During efforts at phonation the

left cord swings far inward and crosses the median
line. A hoarse whisper is all that the patient is

able to produce.

Examination of the chest by a number of physi-

cians elicited a variety of opinions as to the pres-

ence or absence of aortic aneurysm. As a matter
of interest, the writer examined the chest and found
an area of dullness and bronchovesicular breathing
about two inches in diameter over the second right

intercostal space. There was no thrill or cough
upon palpation and percussion. Heart sounds nor-

mal. Pulse at the wrists about the same on each
side in force, frequency, rhythm, and fullness. If

there was any difference at all the left pulse was
stronger than the right. Tracheal tugging was ab-

sent. The eyes were normal. The chest symptoms
were probably due to an enlarged lymph node pressi

ing on the right recurrent laryngeal ner\'e. It was
iinpossible to rule out aneurysm, but the weight of
evidence was against this diagnosis.

Under cocaine anesthesia I explored the right

nasal cavity on July 11. The middle turbinate

proved to be nothing but a sac of pus. All bone
was destroyed save for a thin lamella adjacent to

the septum, evidently the last remains of a rarify-

ing osteitis. After complete extirpation of the mid-
dle turbmate I found to my surprise that with little

difficulty one could pass a bent probe into the frontal

sinus. This was followed by a copious discharge

of pus. The antrum, ethmoid, and sphenoid regions

were all likewise explored with some discharge of

pus from each. At a second sitting it was found
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that a Eustachian catheter could be passed into the

frontal sinus and moved about in various directions,

consequently saline irrigations at 110° F. were be-

gun and continued daily for three weeks. Curettage

of all the sinuses was carried out as thoroughly as

possible during the second and third sittings. Xo
great amount of granulation tissue was removed,

but there was considerable necrotic membrane with

pus. After the fifth irrigation protargol, 25 per

cent., was instilled into each sinus following each

daily washing, and the outlets of cavities were
packed with gauze in order that the protargol might

be retained. After four weeks the discharge had

practicallv ceased and the patient expressed a feel-

ing of great rehef. After nearly four months there

has been no repetition of the intranasal disturbance.

The lar)-ngeal condition remains the same.

This case is of interest chiefly because it was
amenable to intranasal treatment. It is seldom that

one finds a case of such long duration which yields

to any other measure save radical external opera-

tion. Whether the intrathoracic condition was re-

lated in any way to the intranasal condition it is

quite impossible to prove.

Broadway and Oke Hundred and Forty-fitth Street.

THE PRE\-EXTION OF HEMORRHAGE
DURING OPERATIONS UPON THE

NOSE AND THROAT.

By henry HUBB.\RD PELTON, A.M.. M.D.,

SEW YORK.

ADJUNCT ASSISTANT ATTENDING PHYSICIAN TO BELLENUE HOSPIT.AL;
CHIEF OF THE HEDICAI, CLINIC, PBESBYTERIAN HOSPITAL,

OUT-PATIENT DEP.\RTiIENT.

Having occasion not long since to excise a patient's

enlarged tonsils and adenoids the idea suggested it-

self to the writer that the always annoying and
sometimes dangerous hemorrhage which may result

from such operations might be mitigated to some
extent by the previous administration to the patient

of one of the calcium salts. It is well recognized
that the internal administration of calcium chloride

and, more especially, of calcium lactate, has a dis-

tinct influence in increasing the coagulability of the

blood.

The patient, a boy of seven years, was accordingly
given eight grains of calcium lactate three times
daily, after meals, for two days previous to the

operation. At the time of operation the bleeding

was comparatively slight and ceased verj' quickly.

To a second patient, an adult, whose elongated

uvula was to be amputated, twenty grains of calcium
lactate were given three times in the twenty-four
hours before the operation. On returning for the

operation the patient remarked that he had scratched

his finger rather deeply that morning and that, to

his surprise, the blood "quickly became brown and
dried," while, as a rnle, he was accustomed to bleed

rather freely after such injuries. The uvula was
amputated and the hemorhage was quite inconsider-

able.

While the instances reported are far too few to

lead to any definite conclusions it would seem that

the administration of calcium lactate as a routine

preliminarj' to operations upon the nose or phar>'nx

might be a measure worthy of trial. It certainly is

a harmless one and if it causes a diminution of the

bleeding at the time of operation not only will the

blood be conserved to the patient but the operator

will be benefited in that the field will be less ob-

scured bv the accumulating blood and the procedure

will be easier and more quickly performed. A less-

ening of the tendency to postoperative hemorrhage

is an additional advantage which will accrue.

The ordinary adult dosage of calcium lactate is

twenty grains thrice daily. The doses for children

should be regulated in accordance with the age of

the patient.

It is said that the administration of the salt for

a period longer than two or three days brings about

a condition of lessened coagulability ; on this account

it is unwise to prescribe it for a longer period thaji

twenty-four to fortj'-eight hours at a time, which is

quite long enough to produce the full effect of the

agent.

345 West Eighty-fifth Street.

The Overcoat.—The season of overcoats is approach-

ing, and probably in no other department sartorial is there

exhibited so much indifference to hygienic considerations.

The greatest fallacy of all, perhaps, in regard to the

choice of an overcoat is that the terms "weight" and

"warmth" are synonymous. As a matter of fact they

are nearly always diametrically opposed. Heavy materials

are often good conductors of heat and are calculated

therefore to allow the heat of the body to escape, while

hght materials are bad conductors and so preserve the

heat and energies of the body. Moreover, the hea\T over-

coat is a tax on the resources of the organism and destroys

the economy which a good insulating cloth is intended to

secure. Further, heavy material encourages an uncleanly

and unhealthy state of the body chiefly by imprisoning the

exhalation of the skin. That cloth is best, therefore, which

gives the minimum of weight and the maximum of warmth

whilst being porous enough to admit of ventilation. It is not

generally realized that in protecting the body from the dis-

sipation of its own heat

—

i.e., from cold—clothing really

serves as an economizer of fuel—that is, food. Could we

accustom ourselves to wearing no clothing at all under

cold climatic conditions we should have to consume much

more food than we do in order to compensate for the

rapid loss of heat which would happen if the body were

not wrapped in nonconducting materials. This point

needs to be borne in mind by those who advocate the ban-

ishment of the overcoat. It is, of course, possible to

dispense with an overcoat, provided that the clothes worn

are particularly warm. The overcoat, however, offers the

decided advantage that it can be superimposed over a com-

paratively light suit of clothes, and thus while preventing

the escape of heat, provides also an air space between the

ordinary clothes and itself—an air space which is open to

ventilation. There seems to be little doubt that a well-

chosen overcast surrounding a warm but light suit of

clothes is for 'the reason just given much more comfort-

able than a heavy suit of ordinary clothes. There is an-

other important point about the qualities of an overcoat,

and that is in regard to the color of the material. The

choice of a somber hue—black, dark gray, dark brown, or

dark blue—is totally opposed to scientific indications. The

polar bear is not provided with black fur; if he were hs

would not be able to defy the cold with that impunity

which he does. Light colored material, as a matter of

fact, does not so easily give up its heat as does d^rk

material, and this would appear to teach that our notions

as to the suitability of color of garments for winter wear

are illogical. Fashion and custom bind us hard, and are

seldom on all fours with reasonable ideas. If he would

follow the dictates of science and common sense, the

purchaser of winter clothing would choose, if he were able

to do so, garments of a light rather than of a dark hue.

And why should every one be clothed in a funereal t3'pe of

material just when winter sets in, when every effort ij

necessary to compensate for the dreariness and darknest

of its days?

—

The Lancet
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THE INFLUENCE OF EXERCISE AND
HABIT UPON REFLEX AND AUTO-

MATIC PHENOMENA.

It is a matter of common knowledge that any

unusual circumstances interfering with the normal

processes of the organism are followed by various

reflex and automatic phenomena aimed at the pro-

tection of the organism or the compensation of a

disturbed function. The usual opinion, however,

is that these reflex and automatic phenomena cease

as soon as the physical stimuli that have called

them forth have disappeared. Writing in the

Deutsclie mcdizinische Wochenschrift for Novem-
ber 12, 1908, Dr. Treupel claims that such is not

the fact; the processes called forth by the unusual

circumstances continue for some time after all

seeming significance of them is gone, and Dr.

Treupel considers that this is due to the influence

of exercise and of habit upon the nervous mechan-
isms of such phenomena. Thus, a fit of coughing
is the logical outcome of an inflammation of the

pharynx with accumulation of secretion which is

gotten rid of by the cough; long after the inflam-

mation and increased secretion have subsided at-

tacks of coughing continue to trouble the patient.

The hoarseness or even the total aphonia accom-
panying inflammation of the vocal cords continues
after the parts have assumed their normal anatom-
ical relations. Examples of this sort may be mul-
tiplied indefinitely, one of the commonest being the

constant winking that may be noticed in persons
who had gone through an attack of conjunctivitis.

Of course, while we say that no physical causes
remain that may explain the continuation of these
processes, yet, as Treupel correctly states, the cells

of the nervous system may be assumed to retain

some eft'ects of the unusual stimuli that called the
protective or compensating processes into action
and it is these changes in them which lead to the
continuation of these processes. Our crude histo-

logical methods, however, are not able to dem-
onstrate such changes in the cells of the nervous
system. Treupel's observations are of great inter-

est when we apply them to many clinical phenom-
ena. Certainly the loss of some special function
that is often met with in hysterical or highly nerv-
ous individuals, after disease or accident affecting
this function, is thus explained ; the therapy of these
conditions, too, may sometimes be greatly influ-

enced by having the patient carry out this or that
action in a normal manner by dint of mental or
even physical compulsion ; once the success of this

is demonstrated to the patient the inhibiting fac-

tors are easily overpowered by subsequent exercise.

Reeducation of the nervous mechanism of action

is really at the bottom of many such therapeutic

processes, just as the loss of function is often due

to temporary interference with the proper function-

ing of this mechanism. The very successful treat-

ment of the ataxia of tabes dorsalis introduced by

Frenkel depends upon such reeducation, while a

number of examples may be cited where habit

changes the response of the nervous mechanism

from the usual or normal to what is really very

unusual or abnormal, but is not so interpreted by

us simply because of our familiarity with such

phenomena. As an instance of this, one need only

compare the eflfects of alcohol or of tobacco upon

the man who indulges in these stimulants for the

first time and upon one who has the habit of using

them. A more striking example, simply because it

is more rare, is quoted by Treupel: A patient in

whom the taking of the smallest portion of an egg

as food was always followed by most intense

phenomena of reaction was given small doses of

egg albumin in the shape of pills, the dosage being

gradually and constantly increased; within a short

time he could take in the shape of these pills as

much albumin as is contained in an egg without

any discomfort, and then easily passed on to en-

joying eggs in their usual mode of preparation.

Whatever changes took place in his organism they

certainly must be accounted for by the influence

of habit due to gradual and constant accommoda-
tion of the nervous system to the stimuli that for-

merly called forth an intense reaction.

Treupel's observations thus point out the real

significance of many functional disturbances and
at the same time furnish therapeutic hints for the

management of these affections. The difficulty con-

sists in finding the ultimate cause which has set such

disturbances into action, the cause in nervous in-

dividuals being often extremely insignificant in it-

self. Careful attention to the minute details of

the anamnesis of such patients often gives the

clue to the proper procedure in freeing them from
their affection.

THE ABSENCE OF CONTRAINDICATIONS
TO NURSING.

Textbooks of obstetrics and of pediatrics usually

name a number of conditions in the presence of

which maternal nursing should not be attempted.

Among these are enumerated tuberculosis, serious

complications in pregnancy, in labor, or the puer-

perium, previous ill-success in nursing, grave

chronic disease of whatever nature, and extreme
nervousness. Writing in the Miinchener medizin-

ische Wochenschrift for November 24, 1908,

Walcher, the director of a large school for mid-
wives in Stuttgart, tells his experience in disre-

garding all these supposed contraindications and
insisting that every mother delivered in the estab-

lishment under his charge should nurse her own
child. In his opinion there are no anatomical con-

ditions that could be looked upon as preventing

nursing, outside, of course, of accidental defects

in the mammary glands; there certainly are no
physiological or moral reasons for the neglect of a

function so important for the welfare of the in-
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dividual child and of the whole race. The only

stimulus necessary for sufficient production of milk
is persistence in allowing the child to nurse, the

quantity of milk produced being proportionate to

the demands made upon the glands. The other

important factors influencing the secretion are the

will of the mother, the degree of her love for the

child, and the realization of the great injury done
to the latter in robbing it of its natural food ; this

with the provision for abundant diet for the mother
is all that is necessary to insure the success of

nursing.

W'alcher has confirmed these theoretical con-

siderations by the practical results obtained by him
in his clinic, where before his advent only twenty-

three per cent, of women nursed their children en-

tirely. His first order was to increase the food

allowance of the puerperal women from the very

first day after the birth of the child, and then use

every possible means of impressing upon the pa-

tients as well as upon the attendants that every

woman who has been able to give birth to a child

should also be capable of nourishing it entirely

with her milk. Tiie final result has been that

bottle-feeding is restricted in his clinic to the un-

fortunate babies whose mothers died in labor or

the puerperium; all other babies, averaging about

eight hundred a year, have been given breast milk

alone while in the hospital. This has been accom-

panied by an average gain in weight that was much
more marked for the stay of thirteen days in the

hospital than the figures for former years. The
effect upon the mothers has also been very favor-

able, even tuberculous patients being benefited by

the increase of appetite coincident with nursing and

the p-sychic influence of the consciousness that they

were able to fulfill the functions of a nursing mother

as well as healthy women.
Walcher concludes his paper by calling attention

to the economic causes that often prevent mothers

from nursing their children and compels them to

leave the babies in charge of some old woman rela-

tive whose methods of feeding are the cause of a

frightful mortality. Little better are the results

obtained in various homes for taking care of the

babies of working mothers, overcrowding being

added to the other factors detrimental to the well-

being of the children. According to Walcher the

factories employing women should provide special

conveniences so that mothers among them could

attend to their children at certain stated intervals,

for the mortality among the babies of the poor can

be fought successfully only when the truth is rec-

ognized that "the only true home of a nursing child

is the mother's breast."

THE ENIGMA OF MALIGNANT DISEASE.

The study of malignant disease has been very

eagerly taken up by numerous observers in recent

years, the advances in biochemistry and in our

knowledge of the tumors of animals having given

an impetus to such work. The realization of the

frightful prevalence of the disease and of the help-

lessness of the medical profession has led lay per-

sons and associations to organize various commit-

tees and scientific institutes for the prosecution of

the fight against cancer. Yet in spite of all this

activity it must be confessed that we are as little

advanced as before so far as our knowledge of

the etiology of cancer is concerned ; that our thera-

peutic successes have not been much increased,

either, is shown with painful clearness in Zange-

meister's review of the recent methods of treatment,

in the Deutsche mediziniscbe Wochenschrift for

November 19, 1908. Of the many attempts to

effect the cure of cancer by various physical meth-

ods, among them the use of heat, cold, electrical

energy, light, and rays of every kind, the use of

radium alone seemed to have been attended with

some success in the treatment of superficial can-

cerous growths. But of course such success offers

hardly any advantages over the use of the knife

and introduces new elements of unknown danger

from the powerful agent used.

Of the chemical methods of treatment the use

of ferments has had a brief though an extensive

popularity. Trypsin especially raised the hopes of

many, yet the results have been a disappointment,

the necrotic changes produced in cancer tissues by

local injections of the remedy proving to be of no

use in curing the organism of deep-seated disease.

The experimental workers have attempted to pro-

duce specific cytolytic sera for the treatment of

cancer; but the favorable results obtained in ani-

mals have not been repeated in human beings and

the analogy of tumors of mice and rats to the

cancer of human beings has been seriously ques-

tioned by some acute oTiServers. The latest avenue

of attack has been opened by the finding of various

ferments in cancer tissue that may be supposed to

have detrimental effects upon the organism either

in overcoming local resistance to the growth of

tumor cells or causing a general cachexia. A mul-

titude of antiferments have therefore been tried

as of possible use in stopping the progress of ma-

lignant disease, but the results have not been satis-

factory, however enthusiastic some of the early

reports have been. Zangemeister concludes that

up to the present no therapeutic measure has been

found that could compare in effectiveness with the

operative treatment that has been in vogue for so

many years. This simply means that the many new

measures proposed by the enthusiastic workers in

cancer research have only a local destructive eft'ect;

the progress of surgical technique, however, has

been such that the use of the knife is the safest

way of attaining such effects if the site of malig-

nant disease is at all accessible. The only effect of

the widespread agitation of the cancer question has

been the accentuation of the advisability of early

operation, and there is little enough hope in that.

Sporotrichosis.

In recent times the attention of clinicians has been

drawn to the diseases caused by infection with

various veasts ; in addition to the saccharomycoses

and blastomycoses, the picture of which has been

fairly well worked out, there has been added another

similar aft'ection caused by the organism first de-

scribed by Beurmann and called after him the

Sporotrichimn beurmannii. The importance of

knowing the possible role of this organism in the

causation of disease is illustrated by two cases re-

ported by Spillman and Gruyer in the Annales de

Deniiatologie et de Syphiligraphie, Vol. IX, No. 10.
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The first patient presented a tjpical picture of

multiple cold abcesses situated on the fingers and

arms. The clinical picture of the aflfectiou and the

fact that the patient suffered from a chronic cough,

while his histor}- gave a number of cases of tuber-

culosis in his immediate family, led to the diagnosis

of a tuberculous affection of the skin. However, a

bacteriological examination of the pus of the ab-

cesses showed the presence of Sporotricliium beiir-

matnili. The second patient, a veterinary physician,

presented a lesion the size of a quarter dollar on
his left cheek, that had the appearance of an

actinomycotic ulcer, the profession of the patient

and the involvement of the regional lympatic nodes

lending strength to this diagnosis. But here also

bacteriological examination revealed the presence

of the above organism. These cases show the neces-

sit}- of keeping in mind the possibilitj- of an infec-

tion with this organism in all cases that clinically

resemble one or another of the commoner chronic

affections of the skin of parasitic origin; in ever}-

such case a bacteriological examination should be

made without fail, not only because of the scientific

interest attached to this rare affection, but also be-

cause correct diagnosis may be followed immedi-
ately by proper treatment, which consists in the ad-

ministration of potassium iodide. It may be ex-

pected that further cases of infection with this

yeast will soon be published, attention having been
drawn to the occurrence of such a condition : with
the increase of material the biolog\^ of the causative

organism too may be cleared up; so far it is only

known that it leads a saprophytic existence upon
certain plants and animals and from them it is

transmitted to the human being.

Street Car Accidents,—The Public Ser\-ice

Commission of New York reports that during the
month of Xovember, 1908, there was a considerable
drop in the number of street car accidents as com-
pared with the previous month and with November,
1907. The total ntunber of accidents was 3,992,
which is 45 less than in November of last year, and
676 less tlian in October of this. Thirty-six per-
sons were killed, and 169 others were seriously in-

jured. For November of last year the number of
persons killed was 45 and the nimiber of those
otherwise seriously injured was 198. The number
of persons injured while getting on and off the cars,

though slightly larger than last year, was only about
one-half that for June and July, the difference being
due largely to the use of closed instead of open cars.

Death Rate in New York.—The figures for the
week ending December 12, show that New York is

the healthiest cit>- in the countiy-. The number of
deaths was 1,249 ^s against 1,667 for the same
week of last year, an actual decrease of 418 deaths
for one week. The rates were estimated as 14.73
for this year, and 20.29 for 1907. The report shows
that the deaths from measles and scarlatina were
only half as many as in the corresponding week of
last year; influenza caused 6 deaths as against 42
for 1907 ; lobar pneumonia 96 as against 201 ; and
pulmonar\- tuberculosis 153 as against 188. The
only increase was in deatlis from "diphtheria, 42
occurring last week and 34 a year ago. In the
tenem.ent houses there was a total decrease of 222
deaths.

Death Rate in New York State.—According
to the report of the New York State Department
of Health, the death rate in this State for the vear

1907 was higher than the average, and was sur-

passed only by the rates of Rhode Island and of
California. The average rate for all the States was
16.1 ; New York's rate was 17. i. In comparing the

rate with those of foreign countries, it is shown
tliat Norway has a rate of only 14.5. Himgar>-"s

rate is 26.2, the highest. In New York, the smallest

death rate of the jear was in the Adirondacks and
the northern section. The statistics also show that

the marriage rate of New York, particularly of

New York Count}-, is unusually high.

The Health of the Canal Zone.—The report of
the Department of Sanitation of the Isthmian Canal
Commission, for the month of October, 1908, shows
upon the whole good health conditions, though the

sick rate has not fallen as in previous years. The
sick rates for the past three years, comparing Sep-
tember and October, are as follows : 1906, Septem-
ber, 37.7, October, 33.6 ; 1907, September, 27.7, Oc-
tober, 26.9; 1908, September, 25.09, October, 26.6.

The death rate of the force makes a verj' good
showing, the total rate from all causes being 12.93,

though of this only y.j was due to disease. Com-
paring again the past three years as to deaths due
to disease, the following rates are given : October,

1906, 42.4; 1907, 23.6: 1908, j.j; that is, the death

rate from disease in the force during the past Oc-
tober was only about one-sixth what it was in 1906.

The month showed an increase in the number of
cases of malaria over the preceding month and
over the same month of last year. There has been
no case of yellow fever since ^lay, 1906, though it

exists at several points to the north and south of
the Canal Zone. No case of bubonic plague has
appeared since August, 1905, though that disease

also has broken out not far away; and there has
been no case of smallpox during the year.

Pullman Cars to be Investigated.—Dr. Harvey
\V. AN'iley of the Department of Agriculture is

authorit}- for the statement that the Pullman cars

are down for the next investigation. The interest

aroused in ^^'ashington by the Tuberculosis Exhibi-

tion has revived the movement for safe and sanitary-

cars. Dr. Wiley thinks that thousands of cases of
contagious diseases in which the source of infection

caimot be traced are due to the microorganisms ab-

sorbed during railway travel, and considers the

modem upholstered sleeping car as congenial a
home and breeding place for microbes as is a
laborator}-.

The Raybrook Sanatoriimx—The annual report
of the State Hospital for tlie Treatment of Incipient

Cases of Tuberculosis at Raybrook, New York, for

the past year shows that 477 patients were treated,

and that 163 cases are now under its care, eight}- of
whom are males. During the year on!y three pa-
tients died in the sanatorium, and 301 were dis-

charged, most of them benefited and many of them
as cured. The care of these patients costs the State

Sg.47 a week per capita, the total for the year for

all piu-poses being 8109,017. Of this. 837,250 was
spent for provisions, and $18,301 for salaries, wages,
and labor.

Optometry Regulations.—Regulations govern-
ing the practice of optometr}- were recently given

out by the New York State Board of Elxaminers
in Optometr}-, to become effective on Jannarv' i,

1909, after which date, under the new State law,

no one may examine eyes for glasses without a cer-

tificate from this board. Investigation is now being

made as to the qualifications of a large number of
those who have applied for these certificates. Dis-
pensing opticians who merely fill prescriptions or
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sell glasses to customers 011 the latter's selection are
not required to have certificates.

The Crusade Against Cocaine.—The new co-
caine law was declared valid recently by the Illinois

Supreme Court in the first case which has gone to
it for decision since the act was passed bv the last
Legislature. The case at issue was a fine of 8500
imposed upon two druggists, who were convicted
in the lower court of having sold a catarrh powder
containing cocaine. The court has decided that co-
caine cannot be sold in patent medicines, in fact,

in no form unless upon a physician's prescription.
In the court of General Sessions, New York,
Judge Grain recently sentenced a man, who had
previously been convicted of selling cocaine, to serve
five months in the penitentiary and to pav a fine of
$100.

Fined for Violating Ordinance.—Two Ghicago
physicians were recently fined ten dollars and costs
for failing to report cases of epidemic diseases to
the Commissioner of Health.

Dr. Francis G. Benedict of the Carnegie Nu-
trition Laboratory of Boston will deliver the first

of a series of special lectures arranged for the
benefit of the students of the University of Wis-
consin. Dr. Benedict will speak on "The Influence
of Mental and Muscular Work on the Assimilation
of Food."

Dr. Joseph Springer has been appointed cor-
oner's physician, vice Dr. Otto W. Lewkc. re-

signed.

Mrs. Mary E. Farrell of Midland Park, \. J.,

celebrated her 105th birthday on December 19.

Mrs. Farrell was born in New Jersey, her parents
being Hollanders, and has had ten children, six of
whom are living.

Death of a Centenarian,—James Clanc}-, said
to have been the oldest Civil War veteran, died at

the National Soldiers' Home in ^^lilwaukee, on De-
cember 19, aged 100 years. He enlisted with the

Fourth Michigan Guards in 1862,

The Scientific Temperance Federation.—The
second annual meeting of this association was held
in Boston on December 8. The report of the year's

work summarized the outlook for the anti-alcohol

movement from the scientific standpoint, reviewed
the special investigations reported during the year,

and the work accomplished by the federation in

disseminating this and other information. The of-

ficers elected for the coming year are : President,

Rev. C. A. Vincent; Vice-President. Mrs. A. J. Gor-
don ; Recording Secretary, E. L. Transeau ; Cor-
responding Secretary, Cora Frances Stoddard

;

Treasurer, Robert H. Magwood.
The Milwaukee (Wis.) Medical Society, at its

annual meeting on December 11, elected the fol-

lowing officers for the ensuing year: President, Dr.

W. H. W'ashburn ; Vice-President, Dr. L. F. Ger-

main ; Treasurer. Dr. Joseph Kahn ; Secretarv, Dr.

A. W. Gray.

The Watertown District (S. D.) Medical As-
sociation held its annual meeting on December
10. The following otiicers were elected : President,

Dr. H. W. Sherman of Doland; Vice-President. Dr.

S. B. Dickinson : Secretary and Treasurer, Dr, J- B.

Vaughn of Castlewood,

The Marshall County (la.) Medical Society,

at its annual meeting on December 8. elected the

following officers : President, Dr. Theodore Engle,

State Center; Vice-President, Dr. H. H. Nichols;

Secretary and Treasurer, Dr. F. P. Lierle ; Censor,

for a term of three vears, Dr, E. W. Tav.

The Muskegon-Oceana (Mich.) Medical Soci-
ety held its annual meetmg, on December 4, at
which officers lor the ensuing year were elected as
follows : President, Dr, J, F, Denslow ; Vice-Presi-
dent, Dr. J. D, Buskirk; Secretary, Dr, Vernon A.
Chapman; Treasurer, Dr. Jacob Costing; Trustee,
Dr. George S. Williams,

The Minnesota Valley Medical Association, at
its twenty-ninth annual meeting on December 8,
elected the following officers : President, Dr, F, N.
Himt of Blue Earth: First J'ice-President, Dr. A.
Strickler of Sleepy Ele ; Second Vice-President, Dr.
Lida Osborn of Mankato; Secretary, Dr. A. G.
Liedloff of Mankato ; Treasurer. Dr G. F. Merritt
of St. Peter.

The Grafton County (N. H.) Medical Society
helil its annual meeting on December 8. The elec-
tion of officers resulted as follows: President. Dr.
G. W. Hazelton of Plaverhill; Vice-President, Dr.
\y. S. Woodman of West Lebanon; Secretary, Dr.
G. A. Weaver of Warren ; Delegate to the State
Medical Society, Dr. W. D. Smith of Hanover.
The Mitchell District (la.) Medical Society,

at its annual meeting on December 9, elected the
following officers: President, E. N. Wagar, Bijou
Hills; Vice-President, Bert Menser, Bridgewater;
Secretary, W. R. Ball, Mitchell; Treasurer, B. A.
Bobb, Mitchell; Press Censor, E. W. Jones. Mt.
\^crnon.

The Southern California Medical Society closed
its fortieth semi-annual meeting at Santa Am, on
December 3, with the election of officers, which re-

sulted as follows: President, Dr. F. R. Burnham,
San Diego; First Vice-President, Dr. C. D. Ball,

Santa Ana; Second Vice-President, Dr. J. M.
Holden, Long Beach ; Secretary-Treasurer, Dr. J.
M. King, Los Angeles,

The Lake County (Ohio) Medical Society
recently elected the following officers for the en-
suing year: Dr, A, P, Brady, President; Dr. H, W.
Grauel, Vice-President; Dr. M. H. Carmedy. Sec-
retary; Dr. C. W. Hawley, Treasurer; Dr.' H. C.
Spence, Delegate; Dr. T. M. Moore. Member of
the Auxiliary Committee: and Dr. J. W. Lowe,
Censor for three years.

The Columbiana County (Ohio) Medical So-
ciety, at its meeting on December 8, elected the
following officers : President. Dr. William N, Bailey,
East Liverpool ; Vice-President, Dr. P. C. Hartford,
East Palestine ; Secretary. Dr. Alex Cruikshank,
Salem; Treasurer, Dr. J, B. Talmadge, Columbiana.

The Champaign County (Ohio) Medical So-
ciety held its annual meeting at Urbana ort

December 10. The following officers were elected

:

President. Dr. Robert Henderson ; Vice-President,
Dr. E. \\", Ludlow ; Secretary, Dr. Houser ; Treas-
urer, Dr. S. M. Mosgrove ; Delegate to the State
Convention. Dr. David O'Brine.

Philadelphia Academy of Natural Sciences.

—

-At the annual meeting held December 15, the fol-

lowing officers were elected for the ensuing year:
President, Dr. Samuel G. Dixon ; Vice-Presidents,.

Drs, .\rthur Erwin Brown and E, G. Conklin ; Re-
cording Secretary, Dr. Edw. J. Nolan ; Correspond-
ing Secretary, Dr. J, Percy Moore; Treasurer,

George Vaux, Jr, ; Librarian, Dr. Edw. J. Nolan

;

Curators. Drs. A. E, Brown, S. G. Dixon, H. A.
Pilsbury, and Witmer Stone; Councilors, Drs.
Henry Tucker, Charles B. Penrose, Charles Morris,
and Spencer Trotter,

Philadelphia County Medical Society.—At a
public meeting held December 15, a series of com-
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nuiaications was presented dealing with "The Pub-
iic Health and the iledical Profession." Dr. Joseph
McFarland read a paper entitled "Vaccination as a

Protection to the Public," and remarks on the same
subject were made by Professor Edwin J. Jouston.

Dr. George W. Wagoner, president of the Medical

Society of the State of Pennsylvania, read a paper

entitled "I\Iedical Legislation as a Benefit to the

Putlic," and remarks upon the same subject were
anade by Samuel Scoville, Esq. Dr. D. J. ilcCarthy

read a paper entitled "Science and the Public

Health," and remarks on the same subject were
made by Dr. Henry H. Donaldson.
Obituary Notes.—Dr. Robert Henry Davis,

recently of Brooklyn, died on December 14, after

a brief illness, aged 81 years. Dr. Davis was a first

cousin and intimate friend of Jefferson Davis, and
served throughout the war in the Confederate

Army. At the close of the war he settled in Texas,

where he practised until his retirement.

Dr. Elias Buell Heady of Milford, Conn., died

at his home on December 16, aged 62 years. Dr.

Heady was graduated from the Yale Aledical

School in 1872, and was a member of the American
Medical Association.

Dr. Abrah.'\m Morrell Cory, one of the oldest

physicians of New Jersey, died at his home in New
Providence on December 16, aged 81 years. Dr.

Cory was graduated from the Medical and Surgical

College of Philadelphia in 1857, and served as a

sui^eon in the Civil V\'ar. He was well known
as a writer and also as an inventor, one of his

inventions being a universal solar clock by which
the time at any given portion of the earth's surface

could be instantly determined.

Dr. Michael A. Kadien of New York died sud-

denl)' on December 15, of myocarditis, after a short

illness. Dr. Kadien was born in 1859, and was
graduated from the Bellevue Medical College in

1901.

Dr. Henry Clay Winger of Harrisburg, Penn.,

died at his home on December 6, at the age of 72
years. He was a graduate of the medical depart-

ment of the University of Pennsylvania and a vet-

eran of the Civil War. During his early life he
served as a scout with Kit Carson.

Dr. J. Warren Roop of Harrisburg, Penn., died

on December 8, aged 66 years. Dr. Roop was grad-

uated from the medical department of the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania in the class of 1868, and
was at one time president of the Dauphin County
Medical Society.

Dr. John Davis of Pottstown, Penn., died at his

home on December 11, at the age of 76 years. Dr.
Davis was graduated from the Eclectic Medical
College of Philadelphia in the class of 1862.

Dr. Edwin Bidwell of Deep River, Conn., died
at his home on December 11, as the result of a gen-
eral breaking down due to old age. Dr. Bidwell was
bom in 1819 and was graduated from the Yale
Medical School in 1847. He had practised in Deep
River since i860.

Dr. William Mackie, one of the foremost sur-

geons of the Northwest, died suddenly on December
9, at the home of his son in Alilwaukee, Wis. Dr.
MacWe was born in Scotland in 1855, and was
gradiiated from the University of Aberdeen in 1881.

Two years later he settled in Milwaukee, and had
for years served as chief of staff at the Milwaukee
Hospital, in which position he followed Dr. Nicholas
Senn. Dr. Mackie was a member of several medical
societies and a frequent contributor to medical liter-

ature.

Dr. Augustus Le Plongeo.n of Brooklyn, well

known for his explorations in South America, died

suddenly of heart disease on December 13. Dr.
Le Plongeon was born in the Isle of Jersey in 1826,

and received his medical education in France, going
later to South America, where he practised for a

number of years. Becoming interested in the an-

cient history of the South Americans he made a

number of tours through Peru, Yucatan and Mex-
ico, and two of his books are considered the authori-

tative works on Peru. During the last ten years he

had lived in Brooklyn, devoting his time entirely

to writing.

Dr. William M.artin Ogden of Pasadena, Cal,
died on December 3, after a long illness, aged 67
years. Dr. Ogden was graduated from the Harvard
Medical College in 1865, and afterward the Uni-
versity of Edinburgh. He was a member of the

Massachusetts Medical Society, at one time vice-

president of the Boston Microscopical Society. He
was also for many years one of the faculty of the

Boston Dental College, where he filled the chair of

general and dental surgery. Because of ill-health he

was compelled some years ago to relinquish his

practice, and had since lived in California.

Dr. John E. Russell of Mt. Vernon, Ohio, died

on December 8, of disease of the kidneys, aged 48
years. Dr. Russell was a graduate of the Starling

Medical College of Columbus, Ohio, and had prac-

tised in Mt. Vernon for over twenty-five years. He
was a member of the Board of Trustees of the

Hospital for the Criminally Insane at Lima.
Dr. E. A. Stewart of Dayton, Ohio, died at his

home on December 10, of pneumonia. Dr. Stewart

was born in 1867, and at one time was engaged in

journalistic work. He abandoned this, however, to

take up the study of medicine and was graduated

from the Ohio Medical College at Cincinnati in

1897. He was one of the charter members of the

Dayton Academy of Medicine, and also belonged to

the Montgomery County Medical Society.

Dr. Samuel Gluck of New York, died suddenly

of heart disease at his home on December 17. Dr.

Gluck was born in Budapest, Hungary, in 1845, and
studied medicine at the University of Vienna, grad-

uating in 1 87 1. The following year he came to this

country. He was a member of the German Medical

Society, and was at one time connected with the

Mt. Sinai Hospital.

ANTI-ALCOHOL MOVEMENT AMONG GERMAN
PHYSICL\NS.

To THE Editor of the Medical Record :

Sir :—At the meeting at Basle of the V. International

Congress to Combat the Abuse of Alcoholic Beverages,
Drs. Gaule, A. Smith, Fiirer, Legrain, and Bleuler delivered

powerful addresses in favor of abstinence from alcohol.

These addresses aroused great enthusiasm, and induced
twenty-six men present at the meeting to form an organi-

zation of medical men for the promotion of scientific in-

vestigation of the effects of alcohol, and for the dissemina-
tion in medical circles of a clearer knowledge of the alcohol

question. It is not known who was the father of the idea

to form this organization, in noble-minded modesty he
has not made any claim of priority; we may assume, how-
ever, that he was one of the pupils of Kraepelin.

The meeting was held on August 21, 1S95, arid this day
is the real birthday of the Society of German Physicians
for Abstinence, or, as it is called in German, "V^erein

abstinenter .'Verzte des deutschen Sprachgebietes."

On Sentember 20, 1896, in connection with the sixty-

eighth Congress of Natural Scientists at 'Frankfort-on-
Main, the constituting meeting took place in which the

society elected its officers and adopted a constitution. The
number of members on that day was seventy. More and
more since its foundation this German society assumes a
leading position in the temperance movement, because
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this organization is working more than any other on a
scientific basis ; its Tahors have accomplished that the
position of the medical profession at large toward the
alcohol question has gradually changed, and that the ap-
preciation of the temperance movement among physicians
is increasing from year to year. The names of the illus-

trious men who during the twelve years of the existence
of the society have been its presidents are : Forel, Kraepelin,
Aschaffenburg Delbriick, and Bleuler. Physicians reading
these names will appreciate their significance in the battle
against alcohol and for the good of the society of which
they have been presidents.

The development of the organization can best be judged
by the increase in the number of its members.
As mentioned, there were 70 members at the time of

the first official meeting in the year 1896;

in the year 1897 the society had 94 members.
" " " 1899 " " " I2S
" " " 1900 " " " 159
" " " 1901 '• " " 170
" " " 1902 " " " 192
" " " 1903 " " " 213
" •' " 1904 " " " 237 "
" " " 190S " " " 247
" " " 1906 " " " 300 "
" " " 1908 350

The activity of the society during the first year of its

existence was restricted on account of limited means at its

disposal, but the yearly gatherings alone which took place
in connection with the meetings of the congresses of the
Natural Scientists were the means for agitation ; the highly
valuable papers read and the truly earnest scientific discus-
sions of these papers secured esteem for the name of the

society and directed the attention of the medical profession
to its aims.

Of significance are the following four theses which were
discussed at the first official meeting:

1. No vocation is more able, more called for, more under
obligation, than the medical profession, to conduct the
much-needed combat against the drinking habit.

2. To a great extent physicians are to be blamed for
the increase in the consumption of alcohol as a beverage.

3. The present methods of treatment of drinkers in the
phrenocomeia are inadequate in many directions.

4. The laws concerning drinkers must be considered as
impractical and insufficient.

The second annual meeting took place in Brunswick.
The subject for discussion was "The Therapeutical Indica-
tions for Alcohol," by Dr. A. K. Beer of Munich, now in

Milwaukee, Wis. In the discussion participated : Kantoro-
wicz, Colla, Smith, and Hoppe, in favor of abstinence, and
Schmitz (of Bonn) and Kugelmann (of Hanover),
against abstinence. Three more papers were read, one by
Forel. "Is the Mentally Stimulating or Exhilarating Effect

of Alcohol on Sociability Commendable from the Point
of View of the Physician?" and one by Hirschfeld on
"Prevention of the Drinking Habit."
At the third annual meeting (1898, at Diisseldorf) Bonne

spoke "On the Alcohol Question and Medical Practice,"

Fiirer on "Neurasthenic Attacks of Precordial Oppression
and Alcohol Therapy," Jordy on "Non-alcoholic Medical
Wines." The last paper brought out a very long discussion.

Not without interest is the fact that two motions pre-

sented at this meeting are still under discussion at present

:

Legrain proposed the internationalization of the society

and Kantorowicz, negotiations with life insurance com-
panies for reduction of premiums in the case of abstainers.

The fourth annual meeting, held at Munich, presided

over by Kraepelin, was especially well attended. Papers
were read by the president on "The Psj'chical Effects of

Alcohol' ; by Colla, "Nev/ Clinical Experience Concerning
the Effect of Alcohol," and by v. Bunge, "On the Increas-

ing Inab'ility of Mothers to Nurse Their Children and Its

Relation to Alcoholism."
Much attention was shown at the seventh annual meet-

ing, held in Carlsbad, by the Natural Scientists, who at-

tended the session in large numbers. Kassowitz spoke on

"Food and Poison," and his paper elicited a lively discus-

sion. The second paper, read by Frick. was "On the Treat-

ment of Febrile Diseases without Alcohol."
Rosem.ann, who had opposed some views of Kantorowifz

as pronounced at the meeting in Carlsbad, spoke on in-

vitation by the executive committee at the eighth annual

meeting, held in Cassel, "On Alcohol as Food." and ex-

cited opposition on the part of some of the members. Then
followed a paper by Keferstein, "The Influence of Large

Amounts of Liquids on the Heart." At this meeting a

prize of 300 marks was offered for the best treatise on the

influence of alcohol.

At the annual meeting of 1904. in Breslau. Holitscher

spoke on "Alcohol and Opium Habits"; Rosier, "On the

Paramount Aims and Tasks of the Abstinent Physician."

The annual meeting of 1905 took place in Vienna. It
was an exceptional success, the attendance was very great.
Forel, Kassowitz, Bleuler, and Mathews read highly in-
teresting papers, and elicited lively and valuable discus-
sions.

I have no details of the meetings since 1905 because the
history of the society written by Dr. A. Holitscher. who
for several years was the general secretary of the society;,

and of which history I have availed myself, comprises only
the first ten years. Dr. A. Holitscher has had the kindness
to lend me the only copy he possesses.

From the information which I have gathered about these
latest meetings I learn that they were characterizedy as
well as the preceding ones, by their scientific character.
The principle of abstinence upheld by the members of the
society is based on well-founded, indisputable, scientific

investigations. The society has succeeded in gradually re-
ducing the number of those physicians who still assnme
the ungrateful task of defending the use of alcohol. The
society is endeavoring to furnish evidence that even the
smallest doses of alcohol are injurious to the organism.
They are guided by Kraepelin and his school upholding
that it has been proven that alcohol injures the psychic
functions and have come to the conclusion that there is
more than ethical foundation for abstinence. Of especiaB
importance are the experiments of Laitinen discussed by
the societ}', which show that a small amount of a!cohoI„
corresponding with the smallest amount of alcohof takeiB
by men who are moderate drinkers, regularly adminis-
tered to animals, reduces the power of resistance to in-
fection and has a decidedly injurious influence on the
descendants. Among other papers read at the meetings,
since 1905 were those of Delbriick and Vogt, who ex-
pressed their opinion that the administration of alcohol
as a therapeutic agent was almost entirely unnecessary,
and that the prescription by physicians of alcohol is
furthering its use and conducive to establishing the habit.
Hence if there is in existence a substitute of eqna!
value—which is the case in nearly every instance—this
should be given the preference. Vogt spoke about the
firmly established facts of the physiological effects of al-
cohol and deduced from these the uncertainty and the
falsity of most indications which to-day are deciding for
the administration of alcohol. A. Rose, MJD_

126 East Thirty-fourth Street. New York.

OUR LONDON LETTER.
(From Our Special Correspondent.)

A NEW DEPARTURE IN HOSPITAL WORK—MEDICAL COUNCIL
IDIOPATHIC DILATATION OF THE BL.\DDER—CANCER OT
CERVIX UTERI—THE WESTMINSTER HE.\LTH SCCtEXY
OBITUARY.

LoKDON, December 4, igo8'.-

A SOMEWHAT novel departure has been instituted!
through the generosity of Lady Campbell Qarke at c&e
Westminster Hospital. Out-patients who in the opin-
ion of the staff need nutriment as much or more tham
inedicine are to be provided with meals in the hos-
pital. Such necessaries, as milk, which are to be taken;
at frequent intervals, will also in certain cases be
supplied by the "Lady Campbell Clarke Fund." The
beneficence of her ladyship will no doubt be wisely ad-
ministered under the direction of the visiting mem-
bers of the staff, to whom it will prove of great value in
their treatment and will further relieve many cases of
great distress due to illness.

On Monday the Council of the Hospital Sunday Fund
met, the Lord Mayor presiding. The report which was
adopted stated the total of the year's collections as
£8o,iSi. The amount collected in places of worshii>
was £40,239, being £2,547 less than in the previous year.
The decrease was attributed to the simultaneous col-
lection for the "Pan-Anglican Congress." a suggestion
which the Bishop of London hoped was not the true
reason. The Council viewed with apprehension ex-
tensions contemplated by certain hospitals and insti-

tutions, whose income by no means met their expendi-
ture, and where a considerable number of beds were
empty for want of funds. The Council considered that
in the present state of hospital finances such extensions
should be discouraged by the fund, unless the hospital
could show that it had the means to provide and main-
tain them. The report was adopted without discussion

and it was resolved that the annual meeting of the
constituents should take place on the l6th inst.

I am pretty sure the view of the Council as to
extensions and enlargements will be strongly upheld.
At any rate, there has been a feeling on the part of
the public for some time past to condemn the extrava-
gance of hospital managers and the absurdity of appeal-
ing for help to enlarge hospitals and other charities
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which are not working at their full strength. A sub-
scriber who is asked for money to provide more beds
for a hospital with twenty or more unoccupied, if he
thinks about the matter at all, may give an unexpected
but fruitful response.
The autumn session of the Medical Council is for the

most part devoted to penal proceedings and this year
the sittings continued throughout the week. The cases
which were tried were certainly considered by the
Council with the greatest care and patience and I have
no intention of calling in question any of the ver-
dicts; but I think that some of the proceedings show
that this body is not well adapted for judicial pro-
ceedings. That all the members are an.xious to main-
tain the purity of the profession goes without say-
ing, but it is just as clear that they are reluctant
to pronounce a man guilty of conduct "infamous in a
professional respect" without the most ample proof,
for that is the only verdict they can find. It appears
that the words "in a professional respect" are so re-
strictive that a person may well escape condemnation
for a heinous offense against society, as the Council
can only punish if the offense is in the course of pro-
fessional duty. For this reason I am inclined to think
that some of the cases brought before the Council
would have been more appropriate for investigation
by a court of law. Further, it seems a clumsy ar-
rangement to bring together two dozen distinguished
professional men to consider cases which a common
jury would be equally capable of trying—not to say
even more so. Unqualified practice and other irregu-
larities could also be more rapidly and more effectively
•dealt with by a smaller body, but the duty has been
laid on the Council by the Legislature and has been
discharged as well as might have been anticipated with
its imperfect authority. The dental department has
been more successful because the dental act is a bet-
ter instrum.ent than the medical acts. The dental socie-
ties, too, have given more assistance to the Council
than the m.edical associations. A recent decision of
the law courts in a dental case supports the view
«xpressed above and shows, too, that if the Council
would suppress quackery it should seek further powers
from the legislature. This seems obvious from the
proceeding of the last day. A report of a committee
was brought up on unqualified practice and contained
information as to the provisions for dealing with it

in the colonies and foreign countries. It suggested
a Royal Commission to inquire into the subject. On
the same day the opinion of the Council was said to
have been asked by the Privy Council on the anesthetics
bill. This bill had been approved by a committee as
prohibiting any one who is not a qualified practitioner
from administering general anesthetics in medical, sur-
gical, or midwifery cases. These reports were adopted
and the president requested to inform the Privy Council
of both decisions.
The president of the Pathological Section CR. ^l. S.),

Mr. Shattock, exhibited on the 17th ult. a dilated and
bypertrophied bladder with double hydronephrosis from
a man who had never had urinary trouble. There was
no enlargement of the prostate and a catheter passed
easily. He called the case idiopathic in the way we
speak of the colon, esophagus, or stomach with simi-
lar conditions. He remarked that in the pelvic colon
the dilatation usually began soon after birth. In the
bladder dilatation had been observed in infancj' and
in the newly born—an example being in the Hunterian
Museum. He spoke only of dilatation without recog-
nizable cause. He suggested that it might be due to
incoordination between the contraction of the detrusor
and the dilatation of the sphincter. It was also pos-
sible that a hypoesthetic state of the mucosa delayed
the reflex of micturition until the bladder had become
abnormally full. Dr. T. G. Brodie and himself had
experimented on a cat and when the mucosa was anes-
thetized with cocaine, on the bladder being filled with
warm salt solution micturition was inhibited and the
"bladder became markedly distended. This indicates
that the reflex of micturition is initiated by the tension
•of the vesical mucosa, i.e. the contraction of the de-
trusor and the associated dilatation of the sphincter.
AVhether anesthesia or hypoesthesia of mucous mem-
branes occurred as a hysterical phenomenon might re-

.pay investigation.

Professor C. E. Purslow of Birmingham communi-
cated to the obstetrical and gynecological section a

tease of cancer of the cervix uteri with unusual micro-
^scopical appearances. The patient, aged 21, had had
•one child. She applied with pink vaginal discharge and
occasional pains in the back. On examination a fungat-

ing growth was detected. It extended more than
lalf round the vaginal portion of the ceri'ix on the

right side, was friable, and bled freely when touched.
Uterus mobile vaginal hysterectomy was performed.
The patient recovered and seemed perfectly well for
three months. Then she began to lose weight, gradually
got worse, and died thirteen months after the opera-
tion. Masses of growth could be felt in the pelvis,
but no post mortem was permitted. The microscopic
preparations which were made indicated carcinoma.
Yesterday afternoon the War Minister, Mr. Haldane,

attended the Westminster Health Society's annual
meeting and moved the report. Comparing his own
work with the society's, he said the latter did not
follow the example of general staff work. People had
been asleep as to prevention of disease, though it was
more important than cure, but this society was awake
and an admirable example of the beginning of wisdom
in this region. A notable feature of its wisdom was
that its work was undertaken in consultation with and
under the direction of the Medical Officer of Health.
That marked it out as true public health work. In the
second plate it limited its object; it aimed at getting
into contact with cases before they needed cure; its
visiting was directed to the ascertainment of definite
conditions, which, if continued, must end in disaster to
those concerned. These conditions were observed, re-
ported on, and an organized effort made to remove
them. Much more would be heard of these things in
the future. The great commission on the Poor Law
was coming to a conclusion and their report was
looked forward to for guiding legislation. This so-
ciety was doing what the report might lead to being
done on the largest scale by government. It did not
send its members to distribute money, but to find out
what was necessary. Last year 11,000 visits were paid
and in many cases provision made which meant the
difference between health and sickness.
The subject of medical inspection of school chil-

dren has been discussed in the House of Lords, chiefly
from its financial aspect. It was pointed out that the
act of 1907 laid the duty on the local authorities. The
Board of Education issued regulations requiring the
JNIedical Officer to report if the schedules were not
properly carried out. It was understood that a sub-
stantial grant would be made toward the expenses
and the adequacy of the inspection was to be a factor
in determining the efficiency of the school and so the
amount of its grant. Such a regulation was said to
have been ultra vires. Moreover, no provision has
been made for the cost, which would therefore fall on
the rates. For the government it was replied that
no special grants were advisable, indeed multiple grants
are being done away with as fast as possible. There-
fore, the cost must come out of the education rate.

The burden on the local authorities had been exag-
gerated. This seems to imply that the medical in-

spectors will be squeezed by the local authorities after

their usual custom.
Dr. W. A. EUiston, J. P., consulting surgeon to the

Ipswich and East Suffolk Hospital, died on the 27th
ult. Born in 1840, he qualified in 1862 and took the
M.D., Lt. Andrews, in the same year. He was on
the active staff of his hospital for about thirty years,
retiring as consulting surgeon in 1900. Throughout
East Anglia he enjoyed the confidence of his profes-
sion and was in constant request as a consultant. He
took part in the development of Felixstowe. He also
interested hiinself in medical politics and social re-

forms. He was for a long time president of the Med-
ical Defense Union and a supporter of the claims of

members of the College of Surgeons. In 1890 he was
president of the British Medical .Association. He
delivered addresses on alcohol and on milk and occa-
sionally contributed cases to the journals.

Indications for Radiotherapeutics.—Th. Nogier gives

a careful resume of those cases that may be ex-

pected to he relieved or cured by the use of the ;r-rays,

and the technique of their use. .A.mong the skin diseases

cured are hypertrichosis, trychophytosis, favus, acne,

prurieenous dermatoses, eczema when local, and lupus

vulgaris. Of neoformations keloids are cured. Sarcomata
should be first operated on and then rayed to prevent
recurrences. Lymphadeny and leucemia are benefited

Cutaneous epithelioma is cured. Deeper cancers may be

first operated on and then rayed. Even internal cancers

are benefited in relief of pain and inflammatory symptoms.
.Adenitis of tubercular nature is cured. Xeuralgias are re-

lieved. Hemorrhagic fibromata are cured by the produc-
tion of the premature menopause. Dangers are radioder-

matitis, sterilization of ovaries and testicles, and eczema-
tous eruptions in the distribution a nerve that has been
too strongly irradiated.

—

Lyons Medical.
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Boston Mt-diciil and Surgical Journal, December 10, 1908.

Use of Tuberculin in Diagnosis.—F. T. Lord con-
cludes that reactions with any one of the three tests, when
properly performed, indicate tuberculosis somewhere in the

body. It may not be where our clinical data lead us to

suspect it, and reactions may occur in the presence of
latent, inactive as well as active, foci. This must be con-

stantly in mind in applying the results of the test to in-

dividual cases. In patients suspected of tuberculosis, a

positive test is only one more factor to be considered in

establishing the diagnosis, while a negative test is of much
greater value and goes far toward disproving the tuber-

culous character of the disease in question. Of the three

tests, von Pirquet's cutaneous method appears to be quite

harmless and reliable. It is probably more delicate than
the conjunctival and subcutaneous tests and hence more
often responds to latent, inactive and unimportant fooci.

So far as can now be judged, the writer holds, there need
"be no hesitation in its appHcation, but he is personally

disinclined to the use of the conjunctival test.

A Clinical Study of the Transmission and Progress
of Tuberculosis in Children Through Family Associa-
tion.—The paper of C. Floyd and H. I. Bowditch is a

practical e.xposition of one of its most significant topics

growing out of the modern propaganda against tuberculo-

sis. They discuss influences favoring infection, mode of

infection, incidence, other factors influencing infection,

infantile and adult types of the disease. Signs and symp-
toms, various diagnostic means and their relative value

and treatment. As their study is based on 1,000 cases, its

statistical value is thrown into strong relief and their find-

ings are logically summarized. In order to properly pro-

tect the rising generation, the following measures are

necessary: (i) Early notification of all births. (2) Better

inspection and control of the cities' milk supply. (3) Sys-
tematic school inspection. (4) Housing reform. (s)
Segregation of advanced cases. (6) Required notification

•of the disease. (7) Provision for the care of pulmonary
tuberculosis in children. (8) Education of all school chil-

dren on matters of general hygiene.

New York Medical Journal, December 12, 1908.

A Nevy Operation for Hemorrhoids.— C. W. Heitz-
tnan reviews the various current operative methods and
then describes the following procedure: After the usual

preparation of the patient, the tumors are exposed suc-

cessively and held between the thumb and the finger or

with forceps. An incision is then carried in the long axis

•of the bowel through the mucous membrane, care being
taken so as not to wound the blood vessels. The blood
vessels being now exposed, they are grasped with forceps

and traction applied. This, as a rule, will liberate the

vessels, if not, the use of a small, blunt spoon or currette

will materially assist in breaking up inflammatory adhe-

sions of the connective tissue. When by this method the

hemorrhoidal vessels are thoroughly exposed through the

cut in the mucous membrane, a ligature of small-sized

catgut is applied above and below. Now the vessels are

extirpated with scissors or knife. The incision in the

mucous membrane is closed with like suture material. It

is found, however, that unless the incision is large it heals

just as readily without suturing, being hermetically scaled

with blood clot. Should too much redundant tissue re-

main, it may be removed, carrying the incision in the form
•of an ellipse and closed as before. It is surprising, how-
ever, how much the mucous membrane will shrink after

removal of the vessels. The only dressiri" used is a sterile

pad over the anal region. The operation is best perforrned

without the use of sponging, a drip of boric acid solution

Ijeing employed to keep the field clean. The operation is

mot applicable to the friable or capillary form, nor to the

so-called connective tissue or cutaneous hemorrhoids. It

is at once thoroughly surgical as well as simple. Little

hemorrhage during the operation and the daneer of sec-

ondary hemorrhage are reduced to a minimum. It is a

•comfortable operation for the patient; there is practically

T]o pain. The edges of the wound are thoroughly coaptated,

causin? prompt healin"' and the absence of a cicatrix. The
<:ause is removed, not merely a bunch of mucous mem-
trance, as is often the case with other operations.

Sarcoma of the Small Intestines.—J. A. McGlinn has
found forty-one cases of intestinal sarcoma on record and
gives a comprehensive analysis of them. He adds one per-

sonal case; that of an Italian male of 18 years, with the

history of gastrointestinal symptoms of one month's dura"

tion. In one week the abdomen began to enlarge. A
•diagnosis of ascitis from tuberculous peritonitis was made
-and a quart of yellowish white turbid fluid, considered

pus, was withdrawn by paracentesis, but the abdominal

cavity quickly refilled. At this time he came under the
author's care, who performed abdominal secion. A con-
siderable quantity of fluid, probably chylous ascitis es-
caped. The great omentum hung over the bowel like a
red curtain. All the organs seemed symmetrically thick-
ened except the liver, spleen and stomacli. The bladder
was as large as a seven months' uterus. After the opera-
tion the abdomen rapidly refilled and the patient died from
asthenia on the tenth day. Microscopical examination of
a small bit of tissue removed at the time of operation led
to the diagnosis of large, round cell sarcoma. The author
has been unable to find a similar case the counterpart of
his own.

The Application of Rest and Exercise in the Treat-
ment of Tuberculosis.—This subject is sensibly dis-
cussed by F. Jil. Poltenger. He lays special stress on the
necessity of particularizing each case with reference to
advice in the matters of rest and exercise, just as much
as we would particularize in any disease with powerful
drugs. He calls attention to instability of the heart as an
early sign of tuberculosis. While at rest, the pulse may
not be any quicker than normal, while upon exertion it is

markedly accelerated and this feature continues through
the disease. In health the pulmonary and systemic circu-
lation balance each other, and the heart works without
strain. In pulmonary tuberculosis, on the other hand, an
inflammatory process is present, and, according to the
extent and the nature of the pathological condition present,
the pulmonary circulation is impeded or cut off, and to this
extent the right heart is subjected to a greater or lesser
strain. At the same time, the heart is incapacitated for
withstanding this extra strain by the degeneration which
occurs in the heart muscle consequent upon the toxemia
and general muscle atrophy, as well as the interference
in the nervous mechanism of the organ through the bind-
ing down of the vagus in adhesions and in masses of en-
larged glands. The heart, then, must always be carefully
considered in tuberculosis. It must be spared and strength-
ened for the great strain to which it is subjected. Early
in the disease this care should be instituted, so that the
patient may recover, if recovery is possible, with a sound
heart. Late in the disease such care is imperative, that the
patient may recover at all.

Journal of the American Medical Association, December
12, igoS.

Primary and Secondary Syphilis.— .•\. Ravogli has
found in his treatment of syphilis, that in the malignant
forms of primary syphilis, the symptoms are much more
precocious, the period of incubation is shortened and the
constitutional manifestations are hastened. This he ex-
plains by the power of the organism to produce antibodies
opposing the invading germs. That this occurs in syphilis
has been lately demonstrated; in the serum of syphilitics,
products are present which are not found in normal serum.
A lack of antibodies prevents a pronounced primary reac-
tion and the unimpeded spirochetes are the more free to
invade the whole organism. The idea that syphilis con-
stantly follows the lymphatics to invade the system is no
longer tenable, for there are many cases in which the in-
fection is very rapid and can be traced to the extension of
the virus through the blood vessels. Ravogli refers to
several cases illustrating and confirmin'^ his views. The
treponema, as Hallopeau and Gaston believe, undergoes
changes in the organisms in the different stages of the dis-
ease, thus accounting for the different symptoms. The
germs can also spread through the tissues by continuity, and
this may be facilitated by increased virulence, or ac-
counted for by a lack of resistance in debilitated condi-
tions of the system. If the defensive glands have been
injured by previous disease, the infection becomes the
more dangerous. On the enfeebled condition of the system,
the inability of the organism to produce antigens, and the
passive condition of the leucocytes depends the factor
of malignant syphilis. External injuries and irritations
favor the local lesions in this way. According to the
views of Hallopeau and Gaston, the persistency and stub-
bornness of the papulosquamous syphilides of the palms
and soles must be due to the hard, thick skin of the part in
the interstices of which the germs propagate, and are in
a measure protected from the action of remedial agents
in the circulation. It is difficult to foresee whether we
will ever find an antisyphilitic vaccine, but in mercury we
have a remedy that directly attacks the spirochete, and the
recent discovery of the specific action of atoxyl on the
disease, has, he believes, added another valuable remedy.
Whether it is to replace mercury, or be used in conjunc-
tion with it, or whether mercury will still be our main re-
source, only time and experience will tell.

The Spirocheta and the Treatment of Syphilis.

—

J. F. Breakey finds a partial answer to the question: What
advantage is the discovery of the spirochete to the treat-
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ment of syphilis? in the recent work of Metchnikoff show-

ing the prophylactic value of calomel ointment inunctions

and atoxyl. If further work demonstrates the truth of

the claims of the French investigators as to the prophy-

lactic power of atoxyl, given soon after inoculation, such

a fact can be made of practical use in one way at least.

If all persons who have been exposed to a possible syphil-

itic infection were to submit themselves for treatment by

prophylactic doses of atoxyl, it would be possible to wipe

out the disease. The treatment would have to be insti-

tuted, however, before the infection had been generally

disseminated and before the finding of the spirochete. In

general practice, therefore, all suspicious cases w-ould have

to be treated alike, but the treatment with the proper dose

of atoxj'l is harmless. In case of the established disease,

the only change in treatment which could be wrought by

the discovery of the infecting organism would be to cause

an earlier beginning of constitutional treatment, and this

would still be open to the objection of possibly causing

an early disappearance of sj'mptoras and the production

of a false sense of security, leading the patient to aban-

don the treatment too soon. Breakey quotes, with ap-

proval, the conclusions of Paul Salmon, that arsenic is as

much a specific as mercur>' in syphilis, and more reliable

as an abortive. As a remedy it is preferable in all stages,

and is of special value in the graver and more malignant

forms of the disease. It is not contraindicated in the

parasj'philitic manifestations, but even ameliorates rnany

symptoms. Sj'philis may be aborted by toxyl adminis-

tered as late as from one to two weeks afeer inoculation.

Small doses are ineffective and useless and too large ones

cause toxic symptoms. The ordinary dose should be 50

centigrams (7J4 grains), which should be given hvoo-

dermically at intervals of one or two days and repeated

from four to eight or ten times, after which an interval of

rest should be taken, or the treatment continued with mer-

cury or iodine.

Hemolysis and Cancer.—G. W. Crile describes

the technique used by him for the determination of hem-
olysis of normal blood corpuscles by the serum of diseased

conditions and vice versa. The method is somewhat elab-

orate, great care being taken to avoid injury to the red

corpuscles and properly to control temperature. The nor-

mal bloods from several individuals are obtained and tested

against each other, as well as against the blood of the

patient, to avoid error from any possible abnormality, and
all the tubes of the entire test are made up in duplicate

and one set subjected to a temperature of 55 C, by which
the possibility of error from the presence of inorganic

hemolysins can be excluded. Inorganic hemolysins, not be-

ing influenced by heat, will thus reveal their presence. The
test is made by noting the result of suspendinsr the normal

red cells in the patient's serum and suspending the patient's

cells in normal serum. The results of a study of nearly

six hundred cases are given, attention being directed es-

pecially toward the reaction in the normal state, in pyogenic

infections, in malignant tumors, in benign tumors and in

tuberculosis. No hemolysis was observed in normal cases

or in cases of benign tumors. Besides a few reactions in

miscellaneous cases, apparently not included in the series,

hemolysis occurred seven times in 71 cases of pyogenic in-

fections, 130 times in 153 cancer cases, and 48 times in 52

cases of tuberculosis. It appeared, in all of 11 postoperative

cancer cases with clinical recurrence, and in none of 37
cases without clinical recurrence. Extracts of malignant

tumors uniformly caused total hemolysis, and the reverse

was the case with extracts of benign tumors. All cases

of tuberculosis showed reverse hemolysis ; that is, normal
serum hemolyzed the patients' corpuscles. In all cases,

serum heated to 55 C. for ten minutes prevented hemolysis.

Sudden chilling of the blood, according to the method of

Hoover and Stone, caused a marked increase in the hem-
oh-tic action. Plasma, obtained by immediately centrifu-

galizing the serum, caused little or no hemolysis in hem-
olytic cases. The hemoljlic property reaches its maximum
about 24 hours after the blood has been drawn. In the

cancer group the patients in whom the disease was entirely

removed lost their hemolytic property in from twelve to

twentj'-one days after operation ; in those with incomplete
removal it continued indefinitely. Crile concludes that

hemolysis occurs in a number of diseases. It occurs with
great frequency in cancer and tuberculosis, and its action

in tuberculosis is the reverse of that in cancer. Clinically

it affords evidence that may be used in the diagnosis of
these two diseases, but the evidence is not as yet specific.

Air Infection.—C. V. Chapin questions the impor-
tance of air infection as a cause of disease. Bacteria are

not readily given off from moist surfaces, and the evidence
in regard to their retaining their virulence in a dry state,

in the form of air-borne dust, is conflicting and difficult

to analyze. Spores, of course, retain their virulence, but
it is a fact that our most common spore-bearing pathogenic

organism, that of anthrax, seems not to be air-borne.
There is no theoretical reason why certain germs known
to be resistant to drying, like those of tuberculosis, typhoid
and diphtheria, may not be air-borne, but the evidence that
they can be carried any distance is not conclusive. Some
authorities have maintained the possibility of the air con-
nection of smallpox, but this is contrary to facts as ob-
served in this countrj'. The history of surgery is signifi-

cant as regards this question ; at first, air-borne infection
was carefully guarded against by the use of the spray, but
later experience has taught surgeons to dispense with this

safeguard. A number of. facts are given in support of his
position and his conclusions are siunmed up substantiallv
as follows: l. The theory of transmission of disease was
developed as a reasonable way of accounting for the propa-
gation of disease. 2. We now have other and more prob-
able explanations. 3. The best medical thought has been
steadily restricting the supposed sphere of aerial trans-
mission. 4. Only a few authorities now claim that dis-

ease can be carried by the atmosphere outside of dwellings,
and this is asserted only of smallpox. 5. Modern bac-
teriology teaches that most diseases are not likely to be
dust-borne, and that they are spray-borne only for two or
three feet, a phenomenon that resembles contact infection
more than air infection as ordinarily understood. Tuber-
culosis is the disease most likely to be thus air-borne. 6.

Animal experimentation indicates that tuberculosis may be
thus conveyed. 7. Pathology does not assume, as is some-
times alleged, that tuberculosis is an air-borne disease. 8.

There is no good clinical evidence that the common dis-
eases are transmitted through the air. 9. There is con-
siderable clinical evidence that scarlet fever, diphtheria,
smallpox, measles, whooping cough, tynhoid, and plague are
not easily transmissible through the atmosphere. If these
conclusions are correct, we should, he thinks, abandon
aerial transmission as a working hypothesis and give more
attention to strict medical asepsis. This he has learned
by experience we cannot teach people as long as they be-
lieve air to be the chief vehicle of infection. Paris hos-
pital experience has shown that there is little danger in
neglecting the aerial factor.

The Lancet, December 5, 1908.

Bacterial Contamination of Milk as Illustrating the
Connection Betvireen Flies and Epidemic Diarrhea.

—

J. T. C^ Xash exposed some saucers of milk to flies while
other saucers were kept under the same conditions, except
that they were covered. Analysis of both five hours later

showed that the exposed saucer, in which were found the
bodies of two flies, contained millions more of gas-form-
ing bacteria than did the covered specimen. General re-
sults thus obtained were confirmed in further experiments^
The importance of protecting milk from' flies is illustrated

by these experiments. It can readily be understood that
the larger the number of flies the greater would be the
pollution. It is not difficult to realize how in a fly-ridden
district diarrheal diseases may be in excess unless care is

taken to see that food supplies (especially milk) are pro-
tected from the contaminating attentions of flies. The ex-
periments were undertaken on the lines of natural condi-
tions obtaining in houses, so as to include the natural
factors of symbiosis or antagonism of bacteria already ex-
isting in an ordinary milk supply. The number of putre-
factive bacteria in milk is of great im.portance. The chem-
ical changes produced in milk bj', say, thousands of putre-
factive bacteria may perhaps not be sufficient to cause
serious diarrhea, while the chemical changes produced by"

millions of such bacteria may conceivably be very preju-
dicial and excite acute diarrhea. The author says that, as
to treatment, the foregoing facts indicate the wisdom of
early expulsion of the bacteria and their toxic products
by a large dose of castor oil which should, in his judg-
ment, be followed by small doses—say, ten grains—of sul-

phate of soda every two hours dissolved in sterilized

(boiled) water. No food should be given for six or eight

hours, and then only sterilized whey, commencing with
small quantities, gradually increasing same. The utmost
care should be taken that all milk used for artificially fed
infants should at all times be scrupulously protected from
fly contamination, especially • iff dealing w ith an infant

suffering from or convalescent from epidemic diarrhea.

Prophylaxis of Acidosis Following Anesthesia.—F.

n. Wallace and E. Gillespie analvze the phenomenon oc-
curring in connection with three sets of anesthelized pa-
tients. In class I (127 cases), 32 showed acetone in the
urine before operation and 60 after ; 69 had primary vomit-
ing and 49 secondarj'. In class 2, half-dram doses of so-

dium bicarbonate were given at four hourly intervals (in
all. half an ounce), the last dose four hours before oper-

ation. Of the 73 cases thus treated, 15 had acetone before
operation and 39 after. Primary vomiting occurred in 49^

and secondary in 25. In class 3 the bicarbonate was re-
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placed by half an ounce of glucose every four hours for

six doses; the last, four hours before operation. Of 100

cases, 3 had acetone before and 22 after operation. There
were 5J cases of primary and 21 of secondary vomiting.
The anesthetics given during these three series were, with
few exceptions, either chloroform or C.E. mixture given
on a Skinner's mask, or CHCI3 by Junker's inhaler; 32 per
cent, were induced by ethyl chloride. The percentage of
acetone after the various anesthetics showed very little

change. The author could not determine that the time in

hospital previous to operation had any bearing on the sub-

ject. The average duration of stay was four days previous'

to operation. The following previous observations were
noted and confirmed: (l) the greater liability of children

to symptoms; (2) the frequency in which septic cases,

especially abdominal, showed symptoms of acidosis, and

(3) the length of anesthesia was not a great factor in the

production of acetone. General conclusions are (i) that

so far as prophylaxis by drugs, glucose has a much greater

power in controlling the acetonuria than sodium bicarbon-

ate; (2) that the secondary vomiting is in direct relation

to the amount of acetone produced; (3) anesthetics should

be given by an open method; (4) that in all cases of vomit-
ing lasting over 12 hours the stomach should be washed
out with a solution of sodium bicarbonate, leaving some
fluid in that organ.

Latent Persistence and the Reactivation of Patho-
genic Bacteria in the Body.—This is the Horace Dobell
lecture for 1908, delivered by L. S. Dudgeon, who con-
siders particularly the pneumococcus gonococcus, Klebs-
Loeffler bacillus, B. proteus, B. coli, and B. typhosus. He
refers to recent literature on the bacteriology of normal
organs and records certain observations in connection with
aseptic wounds in one of the London hospitals. Here
antiseptics are not included in the surgical technique, and
thus bacteriological investigation can be completed under
the most favorable conditions. In these observations of

45 cases treated without chemicals the wound surface was
sterile on only 26 occasions and in 15 instances the staphylo-

coccus albus was cultivated. The skin cut from the edge
of the wound at the conclusion of the operation was found
to be sterile six times in the first 45 cases, while on 30
occasions the Staphylococcus albus was found to be pres-

ent. The suture, removed at intervals varying from 24
hours to six days after operation, was found to give a

growth of the Staphylococcus albus on 30 occasions out

of a series of 45. The exudate at the time of the removal
of the suture gave a growth of the Staphylococcus albus

on 18 occasions. Tliere was only one case of suppuration
in the whole of this series. We thus see that organisms
belonging to the staphylococcic group are of frequent oc-

currence in wounds which heal without suppuration ; their

presence, however, but for bacteriological investigations

would be unknown. It is more than probable that the ex-

istence of these organisms in normal tissues is an im-

portant source of suppurative infiammation in the healing

of wounds. In regard to the pneumococcus, the cells of

the upper air passage form the first line of defense and
the pulmonary tissues the second. It may enter through

the alimentary canal. It is found in the saliva, nose

and tonsillar crypts. The gonococcus may remain in the

tissues for an indefinite period without apparently pro-

ducing any ill eiTect. The persistence of tlie Klehs-

Loefiler bacillus in apparently healthy throats is well known.

The proteus group may remain indefinitely without caus-

ing tissue change. Wound infection by it may cause gan-

grene. The Bacillus coli is a normal inhabitant of the in-

testinal tract. It is often found in the urine without

symptoms. Its exact relation to typhoid we do not know.

It often causes an acute febrile attack indistinguishable

from typhoid except by bacteriological observation. In

regard to the 5. typhosus, it is generally now agreed that

by the term "typhoid fever" we are to understand certain

chemical plienomena which are due to infection with vari-

ous microorganisms belonging to the typhoid coli group

and not necessarily to the specific microorganism, the

typhoid bacillus. This fact serves to explain why acute

diseases, regarded as typhoid fever on their clinical mani-

festations, have failed to give a positive typhoid agglutina-

tion reaction at any period of the disease, quite apart from

those rare instances of true infection by means of the

Bacillus Typhosus which also fail to give this reaction.

British Medical Journal, November 28 and December 5,

1908.

Pelvic "Blotches" and the Roentgen Rays.—L. H.

Harris refers to certain areas which he has frequently

noted in pelvic radiograms, referring to them as

"blotches." In his experience they have occurred only

in males and they always occupy the same area

—

namely, a line drawn from the spine of the ischuim to

the symphysis pubis. They may be bilateral o'' ""'"

lateral, and vary in size from a hempseed to a broad

bean. It seems most probable that these shadows
are cast by calcareous deposits in the vesiculae seminales,

and in a recent case such deposits could be distinctly

palpated on making a rectal examination on a case in

which these pelvic "blotches" appeared. Frequently
such deposits have been found post mortem in the ves-

iculae seminales surrounding a cystic dilatation. These
shadows might easily be mistaken for vesical calculi,

and no doubt have very often been interpreted as such.

Such a mistake may be avoided by remembering the

constant position of these "blotches," and also the fact

that generally vesical calculi occupy a central po-
sition".

Rheumatic Origin of Certain Serous Inflammations.

—

Eustace Smith denies that rheumatic lesions are limited to

the pericardium alone, among the serous membranes. He
relates the history of appendicitis in a child, with an in-

tercurrent heat murmur. Salicylates promptly cleaned up
the abdominal symptoms though the murmur continued.

Abdominal illnesses of rheumatic origin may take the

shape of a severe general peritonitis and the history of

one case is given in which the cause was considered to be

rheumatic. A young man with an attack of general peri-

tonitis of apparently the most virulent character was given

the salicylates and the whole aspect of the case changed

with unlooked-for rapidity. To the author's mind these

cases (of which we have mentioned the bare outlines)

furnish evidence which cannot be lightly dismissed as to

the nature of some attacks of serous inflammation in the

abdomen, and suggest, at any rate, the possibility that

these may at times have a rheumatic origin. If this be

granted, it is advisable, he says, in all cases of appendicitis

to begin the treatment with a few substantial doses of

the salicylate of sodium, for the rheumatic element cannot

be excluded until the result of treatment by this remedy
has been ascertained. He has seen many cases of appen-

dicitis in which the question of operation was being con-

sidered which underwent such rapid improvement under

antirheumatic treatment that all idea of surgical inter-

ference was quickly set aside. If the treatment fail—that

is, if no improvement be noticed within thirty-six hours of

taking the first dose of the salicylate (which should be of

substantial quantity and given every three hours)—the
assumption of a rheumatic origin for the inflammation

may be definitely abandoned.

Abdominal Auscultation as an Aid in Diagnosis.—A.

F. Hertz claims that we have in abdominal auscultation a

means by which the rate of passage of the contents of the

small intestine from the stomach to the cecum can be

measured and describes his experience in listening oyer

the cecum while at the same time an .r-ray exammation

(the patient having taken bismutli) was made of the ab-

domen. It was found that the appearance of a shadow

in the cecum immediately followed the occurrence of the

earliest sounds in the right iliac fossa. In those investi-

gations in which auscultation was practiced without ski-

agraphy, the first cecal sounds were always beard at about

the time that x-ray observations had previously shown

that the first traces of the food would reach the cecum.

Auscultation may therefore take the place of skiagraphy

when the latter cannot for any reason be used, in the

diagnosis of the rare cases in which constipation is due in

part to the slow passage of food through the small intes-

tine. The sounds heard over the cecum are in all prob-

ability due to the actual entry of the fluid contents of the

ileum into the gas-containing cecum. Their loudness va-

ries considerably in different individuals. When, five or

six hours after a meal, the gas is largely replaced by fecal

material, the sounds diminish in intensity and become less

continuous. At all times they are louder in the upright

than in the horizontal position, but for the first few sec-

onds after lying down the sounds are generally loud and

almost continuous, owing probably to the moveinents of

the fluid contents produced by the action of gravity.

Bee Stings and Rheumatism.—E. T. Burton presents

another letter on this subject and gives the histories of

four cases, all of which showed distinct improvement

under the stinging treatment. He adds certain practical

points regarding the management of the bees, and has even

devised a spring forceps with which to hold the insect

while it is stinging. The insect is held close to the affected

area and a verv little pressure will make it stmg. In spite

of some ridicule, which has been thrown on the procedure,

the author declares that every day impresses him more and

more with the practical value of this therapy.

A Case of Osteitis Deformans.—S. White reports

the case, an excellent photograph of which is added The

patient was a man 59 years of age and of good habits.

He denied specific disease. Symptoms apparently began

soon after his twentieth year. A full anatomical descrip-

tion of the patient is given and the author passes on to a

oeneral discussion of the malady. Very little information
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concerning it has appeared since the original description
by Paget (after whom the disease is sometimes named)
in 1877. This authority regarded it as first, a rarefying
osteitis, particularly of the compact bone, and second, the
formation of new bone from the periosteum. Paget
thought there might be some relationship between this dis-

ease and cancer, but analysis of recorded cases does not
support this view. Some 100 cases have been reported in

the last thirty years. The course is slow, and in the ma-
jority of recorded cases the disease does not seem to have
shortened life materially. There is no evidence that any
plan of treatment hitherto followed has been of any avail.

Some of the Effects of Excessive Smoking.—Nothing
new is presented in the paper of J. D. Mann, whose state-

ments are temperate and based on accurate clinical inves-
tigation. He describes the familiar cardiac disorders fol-

lowing tobacco excess. He says that it is obvious that
with all physiologically active substances the qestion of
degree is largely determinative of the results produced
by any agency that is capable of affecting the health.
Most men, if they choose to smoke, can do so within cer-
tain limits without injuring their health; some men can
exceed such limits with apparent impunity. The extent
of the limitation must be determined by each man for
himself, and if he is wise he well keep well within the
border-line and will hold to his resolution. Here lies the
difficulty; the growth of a habit overrides discretion. The
habit of excessive smoking is more insidious in its de-
velopment than that of excessive drinking, for the results
are much less obvious. An alcoholic may be appealed to
by his friends or admonished by those in authority; this
rarely happens to the adult smoker, unless he consults
his doctor about "indigestion and palpitation" and admits
that he smokes to excess ; then probably the necessary
warning will be given.

Physiology of the Fallopian Tube.—J. T. Shirlan
says that there are no glands as such in the tube, but
glands are, after all, but involutions of a secreting surface
in order to increase that surface, and the remarkable
foldings of the tubal mucosa may be looked upon as glands,
the increased surface of the membrane being brought about
by elevation instead of depression. We cannot draw any
certain distinction between the epithelial cells of mucous
membranes and so-called gland cells. As covering surfaces,
they might all be called epithelial cells, and they all

probably separate definite materials from the blood.
E.xperiments on rabbits and guinea-pigs have, the author
thinks, proved conclusively that there is tubal secretion.
No mucus has ever been found in either menstrual or non-
menstrual tubes. In studying the act of secretion, one
finds that in some cases the cells give up the substances
they have eliminated by rupture or deliquescence ; while
in others there are no signs whatsoever of any changes in
the cells, and it is then that the secretion is more Hquid,
'containing very little solid matter, or having it in a state
of such perfect solution as to be capable of easy transuda-
tion. It appears to the author that the Fallopian secretion
is of this second variety, the fluid being clear and watery.
The fluid contains albumen, considerable sodium chloride
with traces of calcium, phosphorus, and potassium, and is

faintly alkaline. Such conditions favor the vigor of the
spermatozoa and ova. It is exceedingly probable that the
tubal mucosa is continuously moistened by a small quantity
of fluid which is poured forth more abundantly during
physiological excitement such as the passage of the ovum.
The ampulla is the widest part of the tube and its plicae

are more nurnerous and more folded than in any other
part. There is thus a "well" of saline fluid ready to re-
ceive the ovum, which in passing through the ostium
abdominale sets up a peristaltic contraction of the mus-
cular coat, and closes this orifice. A current is created in
the fluid by ciliary motion, and the ovum is swirled along
like a cork in a stream towards the uterus. It is absurd
to imagine that delicate protoplasmic processes like cilia

propel the ovum by direct contact—the cilia of other
mricous membranes propel fluids—not bodies. The proba-
bility is that when a pregnant ovum remains in the
tube, this occurrence is due to one of two things or to a
combination of the two : either there has been too little

secretion, or there has been a diminution in the lashing
movements of the cilia, from a previous salpingitis.

Berliner klinische Wochenschrift, November 30, 1908.

Gastric Ulcer.—Klapp reports a case of ulcer situ-
ated in the posterior wall of the stomach and perforated
into the pancreas. Clinically, the picture was that of car-
cinoma, the patient being cachectic and the stomach con-
tents alkaline ; no vomiting of blood had occurred. The
ulcer was reached from the left outer side, the spleen be-
ing removed to allow free access. The operation resulted
in the loss of some pancreatic substance and the gland
had to be sutured. The ulcer itself was excised. The

patient recovered completely though slowly. Klapp thinks
this is the first case in which extirpation of the spleen was
necessary to reach a gastric ulcer and considers that the
loss of this organ is fully repaid by the access to the
operative field thus obtained.

Paralysis of Cniral Nerves After Operation.—Kurt
Mendel and Wolff call attention to the fact that paralysis-

of the nerves of the lower extremities because of pro-
longed pressure or stretching during an operation is very
much rarer than the same accident with the nerves of the
brachial plexus. Only four cases of such paralysis of the
crural nerve have been described. They report another
case, bilateral paralysis of both nerves having followed a
gynecological operation that lasted an hour and a half;
the patient's thighs were flexed and abducted during this

time. The authors think that the possibility of such an
accident should lead to as much care in protecting the
nerves of the lower extremities during an operation as is

usually exercised in regard to the brachial plexus and its

branches.

Deutsche mcdizinisclie Ji'ochensdirift, November 26, 1908.-

Treatment of General Burns.—Pels-Leusden says
that the general symptoms are the most important in burns
of any extent. Such symptoms may originate in the brain,

in the heart, or in the kidneys. It is possible that the effect

of heat upon the skin results in the development of toxins,^

which affect the general system of the patient. The heart
is usually weak and fast, the vessel tone diminished, the
temperature may fall and hemolysis may take place. To
meet these conditions intravenous injections of heart stim-
ulants may have to be used, and much fluid should be
administered to the patients by the mouth and per rectum.
There is no contraindication to the use of opiates, for the
intense suffering of the patient has a very bad effect upon
his condition and must be relieved. The best treatment
for the local lesion is that of Tschmarke and consists of
cleaning the burned areas as thoroughly as is done for a
surgical operation. As a rule either local or general
anesthesia is required to accomplish this, the pain being
intense. The surface is then covered with abundant layer
of gauze, the upper layers of which have to be frequently
changed because of the secretion from the wounds. Such
cleaning of the burned surface prevents the death of
small portions of epithelium lining the glands because
infection is prevented and these islands of epithelium be-
come the starting points for the growth of new skin. If

infection of burned areas has occurred alcohol compresses
and then incision and evacution of pus is indicated. The
contractures that often remain after severe burns must
be treated by plastic surgical procedures.

Phonotnetry.—Schlesinger describes under this name
a new method of determining the borders of organs. He
makes use of a phonendoscope and a tuning fork. The
results are exact enough to give very well the differences

of heart limits in the various phases of respiration,

rontgenological examination showing the same results.

The method, too, allows of exact determination of the
limits of the lung apices, and may be used to show the
presence of very small subpleural foci of tubercular in-

filtration. The upper border of liver dullness is very ex-
actly determined by the use of the same appliances.

Inflammatory Tumors of the Mesentery.—Haberern
says that such tumors usually appear from several weeks
to several years after laparotomies and are very difficult to
differentiate from real neoplasms. Being inflammatory in

character they become quickly adherent to the surrounding
structures and are difficult to remove on this account.
Haberern reports a case of such a tumor, which proved in-

accessible to operative removal, but suppurated in its in-

terior and gradually disappeared after drainage was insti-

tuted. Histological examination showed granulation and
scar tissue without any sign of malienancy. Such tumors
most often follow operations for hernia, the mesentery
being exposed to much trauma or infection in these pro-
cedures. Operative treatment is but rarely necessary, as
resorption of the granulation tissue takes place under usual
antiphlogistic measures with the internal administration of
potassium iodide. The prophylaxis consists in careful
asepsis and in putting any sutures or ligatures necessary
in operations for hernia into healthy mesentery and not
into inflamed portions of it.

Elimination of Uric Acid in Children.—E. IVIodigliant
gives the results of his estimations of the elimination of
uric acid in well and sick children, fed on a diet of milk
and bread, and kept in bed during the time of estimation.
The elimination varies with body weight in well children,
the limits being from 0.61 to 0.168 gr. in children from
two to six years of age. In sick children it varies be-
tween 0.062 and o..-^oo.

—

Rhista di CUnka Pcdiatrica.
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Genitoueinarv Dise.\ses and Syphilis. By Edgar G.
Ballexger, M.D., Lecturer on Genitourinary Diseases,
Syphilis and Uranalysis, Atlanta School of Medicine

;

Surgeon to Presbyterian Hospital, Atlanta, Ga. Atlanta,
Ga. : E. W. Allen" & Co., 1908.

The author asserts that this book is for the medical stu-

dent, and thinks it "may prove of value to the general
practitioner." In reality the genitourinary specialist can
read it with pleasure and profit. True, it here and there
contains a point to which exception might be taken, but
considering that in 259 pages the author condenses the es-

sentials of urogenital affections and syphilis, they cannot
be covered otherwise than in a somewhat conspectus-like
manner. It is regrettable that many of the 86 illustrations

are rather crude. The text certainly warrants better draw-
ings. Nevertheless, the very crudities of some of the pic-

tures serve to assist the student, especially in differentia-

tion, as, for instance, between gonococcus and pseudo-
gonococcus. The index of 12 pages could most satisfac-

torily be elaborated to the advantage of the book and the

convenience of the reader. The author describes a method
of aborting gonorrhea which consists of injecting an or-

ganic silver preparation, which he causes to be retained

from two to four hours, by sealing the meatus with zinc

oxide adhesive plaster. It is singular that a writer so pre-

cise as Ballenger should attribute an old form of the
Valentine urethroscope to Fowler. In a short, admirable
chapter on bacterins, the author gives a conspectus of the

present knowledge regarding the treatment of gonorrhea
with opsonins ; he is in advance of many in having obtained
success therewith in acute gonorrhea, although he recom-
mends daily irrigations, etc., to supplement the vaccine
treatment. Barely a page of the work can be read without
finding at least one instructive and interesting point.

The experienced teacher, the skilled genitourologist, and
the learned syphilographer is revealed in every line.

Lehrbuch der Specifischex Diagxostik und Therapie
DER Tuberculose. Fiir Arzte tmd Studierende. Von Dr.
Bandeuer, Oberarzt der Dr. Weickerschen Lungen-
heilanstalt in Gorbersdorf; und Dr. Roepke, Dirigieren-

dem Arzte der Eisenbahnheilstatte in Melsungeii. Zweite
erweiterte und verbesserte Auflage. Mit 19 Tempera-
turkurven auf 5 lithographischen Tafein, I farb. lith.

Tafel und 4 Textabbildungen. Wiirzburg: Curt Kab-
itzsch (A. Stuber's Verlag), 1908.

The renewed interest in the treatment of tuberculosis by
means of the various tuberculins is shown by the demand
for a new edition of this monograph within nine months
after its first appearance. The book has been improved by
the addition of much matter dealing with the recently

introduced local tests for tuberculosis and of a colored

plate giving the results of positive cutaneous and ophthal-

mic reactions in tuberculosis. Questions of technique are

considered at length and the volume is in general well

adapted to the practical needs of physicians. American
readers who do not read German are informed that an
English translation has been prepared.

Chronischer Magexkataerh. Von Hofrath Dr. F.

CR.iMEE. Munich : J. F. Lehmann, 1908.

The present monograph on chronic gastric catarrh

gives a detailed description of this prevalent malady. The
acid gastric catarrh met with especially in people using

totacco and alcohol is fully discussed. In the way of

treatment the author recommends lavage, a prolonged,

strict diet and a hygienic mode of living. The practi-

tioner will derive much profit from the perusal of the

book.

Modern Medicine. Its Theory and Practice. In original

Contributions by American and Foreign Authors.

Edited by William Osler, M.D., Regius Professor of

Medicine in Oxford University, England ; formerly Pro-

fessor of Medicine in. Johns Hopkuis University, Balti-

more ; in the University of Peimsylvania, Philadelphia,

and in McGill University, Montreal. Assisted by Thomas
McCrea, M.D., Associate Professor of Medicine and

Clinical Therapeutics in Johns Hopkins University,

Baltimore. In seven octavo volumes of about 900 pages

each, illustrated. Volume IV. Philadelphia and New
York: Lea & Febiger, 1908.

This fourth volume of Modern Medicine treats of dis-

eases of the circulatory system, of the blood, and of the

spleen, thymus, anl lymph glands. The senior editor con-

tributes the chapters on Acute Endocarditis, Diseases of

the Valves of the Heart (with Dr. A. G. Gibson) ;
Diseases

of the Arteries and Aneurysm. Diseases of the Lym-
phatic Vessels and Glands, and of the Thymus constitute

Uiree excellent chapters from the pen of Dr. Alfred Scott

Warthin of Ann Arbor. Dr. Alexander G. Gibson writes on

Hypertrophy of the Heart, Insufficiency and Dilatation,

and (with Dr. Osier) Diseases of the Valves of the Heart.

Dr. Charles F. Hoover contributes a chapter on General
Considerations in Cardiovascular Disease, and on Func-
tional Diseases of the Heart. Dr. A. McPhedran writes on
Diseases of the Pericardium, and Dr. Robert H. Babcock
on Diseases of the Myocardium. The other contributors are

Dr. Maude E. Abbott, on Congenital Cardiac Disease; Dr.

George Blumer, on Thrombosis, Embolism, Phlebitis; Dr.

Richard C. Cabot, on General Pathology of Blood-Formiiig
Organs and Pernicious and Secondary Anemia, Chlorosis,

and Leukemia ; Dr. Joseph H. Pratt, on Purpura and
Hemophilia, and Dr. Irving Phillips Lyon, on Diseases of

the Spleen. This is one of the most interesting volumes
of the series thus far published, not only because of the

importance of the subjects treated, but also by reason of the

excellent manner in which the subjects have been handled

by the contributors. As a treatise on diseases of the heart

and vessels and of the blood this volume will compare
most favorably with any published.

Die Lehse von der Kongexitalen Tuberculose. Mit
besonderer Beriicksichtigung der Placentartuberculose.

Von Dr. Anton Sitzexfrey, I. Assistenten der Uni-
versitatsfrauenklinik und Privatdozenten fiir Geburts-

hilfe und Gynakologie an der Universitiit in Giessen.

Mit 28 in den Text gedruckten Abbildungen. Berlin

:

Verlag von S. Karger, 1908.

The author had an exceptional opportunity of observing

a number of cases of childbirth in tuberculous women, to

examine the placenta and to follow the fate of many of

the children. This has enabled him to present a very

interesting study of congenital tuberculosis, illustrated by

fine pictures of tuberculous infection of the placental and
uterine tissues. He has rounded out his own observations

by the consideration of the theories and the experimental

work done by other workers on the subject ; in addition, he

gives a selected bibliography of 190 numbers. The book

is well worth the attention of pathologists as well as of

practising physicians.

Die Placenta Marginata und Ihre Enstehuxg. Von
Dr. P. Sfameni, Professor und Director der Universi-

tatsfrauenklinik in Perugia. Mit II Abbildungen im
Text. Berlin ; Verlag von S. Karger, 1908.

This monograph considers the anatomy of the placeiita

marginata, its clinical featm-es and the various theories

proposed for the explanation of its formation. The
author then states his own view of the matter, according

to which the anomaly is caused by disturbed relation be-

tnxen the forces exerted by the growing ovum and the

growing uterus. A bibliography of the subject accom-

panies the voliune.

The Handy Reference Haxdbook of the Diseases of

the Skix. By George Thomas Jacksox, M.D., Pro-

fessor of Dermatology, College of Physicians and Sur-

geons. New York; Consulting Dermatologist to the

Presbyterian Hospital, New York, and to the New York
Infirmary for Women and Children; Member of the

American Dermatological Association and of the New
York Dermatological Society. With 99 illustrations and

4 plates. Sixth edition, thoroughly revised. New York
and Philadelphia: Lea & Febiger, 1908.

The new edition of this well-known textbook is increased

in size by the addition of articles upon several rare lesions

of the skin and by the revision of the sections on pathology

in the older articles. The alphabetical arrangement has

been retained, each name being followed by an extensive

list of synonyms that enhance the value of the book for

reference purposes and, at the same time, give evidence

of the sad lack of uniformity in the nomenclature of the

diseases of the skin. The individual articles are surpris-

ingly complete for the size of the book; comparison with

more pretentious volumes on dermatology shows that

nothing essential has been left out. The book is heartily

recommended to students of medicine as well as to practi-

tioners.

Index Catalogue of the Library of the Surgeon-Gen-

eral's Office. United States Army. Authors and Sub-

jects. Second Series. Vol. XIII. Periodicity. Prussia.

Washington : Government Printing Office, 1908.

Among the important titles in this volume are Peritonitis,

Pharmacy, Physiology, Pleurisy, Pneumonia, Pregnancy,

and Prostate. Besides the catalogue tlie volume contains

a supplementary list of abbreviations of titlesof medical

periodicals, the original list having appeared in Vol.IX,

additions to the same being published in each volume since.

This volume includes 7,678 subject-titles of separate

books and pamphlets and 40,221 titles of articles in period-

icals, in addition to 5,566 author titles. The entire library

contains 165,342 bound volumes and 291,346 pamphlets. The
catalogue is edited by Major W. D. McCaw, U.S.A.
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NEW YORK ACADE.MY OF MEDICINE.

Stated Meeting, Held December 3, 1908.

Dr. John A. Wyeth in the Chair.

This meeting was held under the auspices of the Section

on Ophthalmology. The topic for discussion was "The
Diseases of the Eye and Orbit Depending on Diseases of

the Accessory Sinuses."

The Anatomical Relations of the Orbit to the Acces-
sory Sinuses of the Nose.—Dr. George S. Dixon read

this paper, illustrating it with lantern slides. The bony
cavities of the orbits, he said, were somewhat pyramidal in

form with their apices behind. The inner walls were ap-

proximately parallel, but the others diverged so that the

orbital axes were separated in front by about 60 mm. while

they coverged to about 35 mm. behind. The depth from
base to apex was about 47 mm. in the average adult. The
base or outer margins measured about 35 mm. in diameter,

and were somewhat quadrilateral in form. The capacity

of each orbit was about 24 cc. The roof was arched, and
presented the optic forainen behind, the fossa for the lacry-

mal gland in front, the supraorbital notch or foramen, and
a depression for the attachment of the pulley for the

superior oblique muscle. The lower wall or floor was
directed downward and outward, and presented a groove
behind converted into a canal in front for the passage of

the infraorbital nerve and artery. The inner wall presented
anteriorly the lacrymal groove for the lacrymal sac. The
lacrymal sac was continuous with the nasal duct and com-
municated with the inferior meatus of the nose. The
anterior and posterior ethmoidal foramina were found in

the upper margin of the inner wall. Surgically the outer
wall was least important of all. The orbit with its con-
tents was in close relation with the frontal sinus above,
the ethmoidal cells and sphenoidal sinus internally, the

maxillary antrum below, and was in communication with
the inferior meatus of the nose through the nasal duct, and
that inflammation and suppuration in any of these cavities

were liable to involve the orbital contents. The maxillary
antrum, or antrum of Highmore, was the largest of all

the accessory sinuses of the nose, and it might be de-

scribed as the triangular, pyramidal cavity in each superior
maxillary bone, with its base directed toward the nose
and its apex toward the malar bone. It varied greatly in

size and form in different individuals; the ordinary capa-
city of each cavity in the dried bone was about 16 cc.

The walls were thin, especially the inner or nasal. As
the size of the cavity increased the thickness of the walls
decreased. Not infrequently thin vertical plates of bone
crossed the sinus below anij interfered with drainage. So-
called dental cysts might protrude into the cavity, with
which they might or might not communicate, and one or
more bicuspid or molar teeth were likely to enter the sinus.

The roof of the antrum was very thin. The ethmoidal cells

were composed of a mass of thin-walled cavities. The
anterior and middle set of cells drained into the middle
meatus, and the posterior set into the superior meatus of
the nose. The sphenoidal sinus varied greatly in size and
form, and in the dried bone it had a capacity of about 13
cc. The frontal sinus had the distinction of being even
more erratic than the others, and it had been impossible to
reach anything like the limit of size, form, and location.
All of these cells or sinuses were lined with mucous mem-
brane continuous with that of the nose. The orbital con-
tents received their blood supply through twelve branches
from the ophthalmic branch of the internal carotid, and
from the infraorbital branch of the internal maxillary
artery. The frontal sinus received its supply from the

anterior ethmoidal and supraorbital branches of the oph-
thalmic artery. The maxillary antrum was supplied by
branches given oflF from the infraorbital artery, and spheno-
palatine branches of the internal maxillary artery. The

sphenoidal sinus was supplied by the external branch of

the sphenopalatine. The venous circulation was through
the vessels returning principally in the course of arteries

supplying the parts. There was no direct communication

between the orbit and accessory sinuses of the nose if one

made an exception of the lacrymonasal duct. Indirect com-
munication occurred between the orbit and ethmoidal cells

through the anterior and posterior vessels, and between the

orbit and the maxillary antrum by way of vessels passing

between these two cavities through the floor of the orbit.

A limited amount of tissue separated the accessory sinuses

from the orbital contents. Nature was inclined to be pro-

tective always and in the majority of cases barred progress

in the direction of the orbit by inflammatory thickening

until pressure and necrosis overcame the temporarily in-

creased resistance.

Ocular Complications of Nasal Sinus Disease.—Dr.

Arnold Knapp said that the most striking and probably the

best known orbital complication of nasal sinus disease was
the one due to a dilatation of the sinus without inflamma-

tory signs, the so-called mucocele, which caused a mechani-

cal displacement of the orbital contents. The eyeball was
generally involved. The distention which the sinus under-

went was associated with a rarefaction of the bone. The
only treatment was operation ; this was usually simple,

consisting in the removal of the lower wall of the frontal

sinus and of the entire ethmoidal labyrinth, thus permitting

free drainage into the nose. Inflammation of the sinuses

was associated with external or orbital inflammatory signs

whenever the inflammation invaded the intervening bony
wall. In mild cases there was no macroscopic change in the

bone but a periostitis was present over the floor of the

frontal sinus with swelling and redness of the eyelid or

over the ethmoidal os planum, causing exophthalmos. This

condition might resolve of itself or yield to intranasal

treatment. The orbital contents were generally not in-

\olved in these cases beyond slight venous congestion at

the optic disc. Subperiosteal abscesses were not infre-

quent in children, the infection being transmitted by the

ethmoid labyrinth. In operating on these cases a curved

incision was made along the inner orbital margin and on

retracting the periosteum the small collection of pus would

be encountered between the periosteum and the bone and

usually a small irregular defect in the os planum. The
opening in the bone should be slightly enlarged and the

contiguous ethmoidal cells curetted. If the orbital peri-

osteum was invaded involvement of the orbital structures

resulted, either cellulitis or abscess. The important part

played by nasal sinusitis in producing orbital cellulitis and

abscess had only been recognized within the last few years.

Under these circumstances the usually practiced blind in-

cisions into the orbital cavity were not surgical; treatment

should be based on the lines of the orbital operation for

nasal sinus empyema. There should be broad exposure

by an incision along the orbital margin, careful inspection

of the orbital walls, and proper drainage according to the

individual case. The reader of the paper was of the opin-

ion that the importance of the maxillary antrum in causing

orbital complications had been exaggerated. An important

group of ocular complications of nasal sinus disease was

that involving the optic nerve. The recent investigations of

Onodi had shown lliat the optic nerve was frequently in

close relation to the posterior ethmoidal cells and that the

extreme thinness of the intervening wall made the involve-

ment more likely than in the case of the sphenoid. It was
of special interest that the optic nerve was involved in the

form known as retrobulbar neuritis in which a central

scotoma was the charactertistic functional defect. The
prognosis of these cases was excellent and now that oph-

thalmological attention had been focused on this inter-

dependence of the nose and eye, some of the hitherto

obscure cases of acute retrobulbar neuritis would be recog-

nized and nasal treatment promptly instituted. Ocular pa-

ralyses were not infrequently the only manifestations of
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orbital complications. Neuralgia, especially ciliarj' and
retrobulbar, was frequently due to sinus affections and

asthenopia was a common symptom. According to Kuhnt
muscular asthenopia, accommodative asthenopia, and con-

tractions of the visual field were the functional disturb-

ances observed in nasal empyema in the order of their

frequency. There was a group of eye affections comprising

iridochoroiditis, glaucoma, and detachment of the retina,

with which certain authors had brought sinus disease in

etiological relation. This was a subject upon which we re-

quired additional information. Kuhnt had stated that he

had never seen a case of iritis or choroditis caused by sinus

disease, but thought that cyclitis, especially the form chiefly

characterized by opacities of the vitreous, could depend

on this cause. He had never observed glaucoma to be

caused by nasal disease, but believed that in predisposed

eyes an attack might be brought on by a sinus affection.

The reported cases of detachment of the retina associated

with nasal sinus disease were not convincing. He felt sure

that the list of ocular disturbances which could be produced

by sinus affections was not exhausted and that there was
a great deal of careful work still to be done.

The Diseases of the Eye and Orbit Depending on
Diseases of the Accessory Nasal Sinuses.—Dr. C. G.

CoAKLEY presented this paper in which he discussed the

diseases involving each of the sinuses and the diseases of

the orbit liable to be produced by them. He first took up

the maxillary sinus and discussed suppurative inflamma-

tion. He said that infections that caused suppuration

reached this sinus through the nose, the ethmoidal cells,

and as a result of dental or periodontal suppurations.

Orbital disease as the result of disease of the maxillary

sinus was rather rare. He thought that this was ac-

counted for from the fact that in the neighborhood of the

ostium maxillare the nasoantral wall was extremely thin

and oftentimes for an area of a cm. was void of any

bony support. Consequently secretions from the antrum

when held under moderate tension and pressure found their

way into the nasal cavity through this thin wall. If this

outlet was obstructed by deflected septum, polypi, or other

neoplasms the secretion from the antrum might rupture

through into the floor of the orbit, thus causing an in-

fective orbital cellulitis. Dentigerous cysts might grow to

enormous size and by pressure absorb the bony walls of

the antrum, not only the anterior but also the superior,

producing a displacement of the orbital contents upward,

outward, or forward, according to the portion of the floor

of the orbit that was absorbed. When small, these cysts

might give rise to neuralgic pains, but when they grew

larger there was also a bulging of the anterior wall of the

maxillary sinus or the displacement of the globe of the

eye in addition to the neuralgia. The contents of the cyst

were invariably sterile while the cyst wall was intact. If

the cyst became infected either as the result of spon-

taneous rupture or surgical interference serious orbital

cellulitis might arise. Malignant disease of the antrum,

although rather rare, might extend to and involve the

contents of the orbit either directly from the antrum or

indirectly through the ethmoidal labyrinth. Secondly, in

disease of the frontal sinus the relation to the orbit was

one which resulted in more frequent complications to the

orbital contents. If there was suppurative inflammation

of the frontal sinus and, for any reason the nasofrontal

duct was obstructed, either from tortuosities or enormous

swelling of the lining memberance of the canal, or from the

presence within the nose of the various pathological con-

ditions such as were mentioned as causing obstruction to

the ostium maxillare the secretion imder pressure sought

an outlet along fhe lines of least resistance. In case of

perforation of the floor of the frontal sinus, two classes of

phenomena might be observed. In acute cases, the infected

pus might burst through the bone and periosteum and

infect the loose cellular tissue of the orbit and a general

orbital cellulitis, with sudden oedema and redness of the

lids would ensue in the course of a few hours with com-

plete inability to separate the lids, and displacement of the

globe of the eye. In the less acute tj-pe there was a

gradual and progressive bulging of the floor of the orbit

with less acute ocular symptoms. The bulging and fisttxla

might occur anywhere along the entire orbital arch from

the inner to the outer end. The globe might consequently

be displaced in various directions. The diagnosis of acute

or chronic involvement of the frontal sinus was compara-

tively easy with the aids of modern diagnosis available.

In a large proportion of the cases the nasofrontal duct

was partially patent and the presence of a certain amount

of pus in the nose directed the attention of the rhinologist

to suppuration in some of the accessory sinuses. In the

acute cases the extreme tenderness of the bone of the

affected side and the appearance of swelling below the

supraorbital arch made it probable that the frontal sinus

was affected. In these cases a good skiagraph was a most

valuable aid. He had seen some cases, however, where

there was such evident involvement of the frontal sinus,

accompanied by such manifest orbital cellulitis, that it did

not seem advisable to delay operating until a skiagraph

could be made. Thirdly, he considered the ethmoidal cells.

This region, if diseased, was much more liable to involve

the orbit than either the maxillan' or the frontal sinuses.

Orbital cellulitis occurred more frequently as a result of

ethmoidal disease than it did from disease of the frontal

sinus. It was very difficult in some instances to differ-

entiate the source of an orbital cellulitis, whether from

the frontal, ethmoidal or sphenoidal sinuses. In the severer

types of involvement it was seldom that one group of

sinuses alone was involved, there was usually a combina-

tion and sometimes all of them were involved. The sur-

geon in operating should invariably investigate all three

sinuses, and if they were found diseased, perform a radical

operation. Cysts of the ethmoidal region were not un-

common and might result in tumor-like masses which in-

vaded the orbit in various places. Fourthly, Dr. Coakley

considered thrombosis of the orbital veins. This throm-

bosis might involve only a portion of the veins of the

orbit or it might involve all the veins and extend back-

ward into the circular sinus. If the thrombus was an in-

fected one a portion might get into the general circulation

and all of the symptoms of pyemia develop. If the throm-

bus was not infected, organization of the clot might occur

and the circulation be reestablished. Fifthly, the sphenoidal

sinus was considered. This sinus varied greatly in its

position in reference to the apex of the orbit. If the sinus

was large it might partially or completely encircle the

optic nerve as it passed through the foramen. There was

a large class of cases of ethmoidal and sphenoidal disease

falling under the observation of the rhinologist without

any involvement of the optic nerve. In the absence of

any visible secretion or any appearance of local inflam-

matory in the posterior portion of the nares as compared

with the anterior portion, the diagnosis of spheno-

ethmoiditis was difiicult. There was no way of satis-

factorily detecting the condition of the sphenoid and pos-

terior ethmoid cells without, in a large proportion of cases,

removing the entire middle turbinate. Then unless the

septum was very markedly deflected the anterior wall of

the body of the sphenoid came into view and one might

enlarge considerably the sphenoidal opening and the pos-

terior ethmoids so as to inspect the interior. In operating

there were two difliculties to contend with, first, the fact

that many patients complained of considerable pain even

when thoroughly cocainized, so that it was impossible at a

single sitting to do all that was necessary and secondly,

that in spite of the use of suprarenal extracts the bleeding

was often so great as to prevent one getting a proper view

of the operative field. If this happened the surgeon would

find it impracticable to perform any further surgical work

on the patient for a period of about two weeks. From

a study of nineteen cases referred to him for retrobulbar

neuritis he found that only three of them showed any

condition as a result of nasal examination that would make
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one suspect any disease of the sphenoid or ethmoid. ^Vhen

operated upon these cases had large sphenoid and ethmoid

cavities, the mucous membrane was edematous and con-

siderable secretion existed in the cavities. One case was

totally blind in one eye and within a few weeks after

operation recovered almost perfect sight. A second case

that could barely distinguish light made an almost perfect

recovery. A third case was totally blind and had made a

perfect recovery. Ten patients with retrobulbar neuritis

had their middle turbinates removed and their sphenoidal

and ethmoidal cavities opened without finding any disease.

Dr. William C. Posey of Philadelphia said that in re-

cent j'ears an ocular symptomatology of sinusitis had been

evolved, which was incomplete by reason of the lack, in

nearly all instances, of pathological evidence to prove the

dependence of diseases of the eye and orbit upon conditions

within the sinuses ; nevertheless the changes in the eye

caused by sinusitis had been observed by so many writers

that it might be said to be now fairly well established.

Ophthalmologists realized that the treatment of abscess of

the orbit demanded that not only should the pus be liberated

from the orbit, but that the origin of the abscess be detected

and if possible removed. The question had arisen as to

whether this field belonged to the ophthalmologist or to

the rhinologist. The proper person was one who combined

both ophthalmology and rhinology in his practice, but

this association was falling into disuse. He urged upon the

ophthalmologist the desirability of a more intimate knowl-

edge of the anatomy and diseases of the sinuses and in-

sisted upon the treatment of these complications by oph-

thalmologists, or at least in their presence and with their

counsel. He did not intend, however, that the rhinologist

should be supplanted in the general treatment of sinsusitis.

The interest of the ophthalmic surgeon in this branch of

surgery had already borne fruit, for the operation devised

by Knapp for opening the frontal sinus accomplished all

that the Killian procedure designed with less deformity and

with conservation of the function of the superior oblique

muscle. The involvement of the optic nerve as a conse-

quence of ethmoidal and sphenoidal sinusitis might vary in

degree from a simple edema to an active retrobulbar in-

flammation. As a rule the patient complained of some
dimness of vision in one eye, at times of vertigo, head-

ache, and other head symptoms. The ophthalmoscope

usually showed the unaffected eye to be normal, while in

the fellow eye a slight veiling of the nerves at the edges

was seen, with a dilatation of the retinal veins and a chok-

ing of the lymphatics around the central vessels. In cases

of only slight involvement the patient was usually conscious

of dimness in the affected eye. There was a normal vision

for form, but a diminution of the light sense. A chief

characteristic of neuritis due solely to sinus inflammation

was its unilateral character, for although both nerves

might be affected in the optic canal by inflammation of

both sphenoidal sinuses, such cases were very rare. He
referred at length to the changes in the optic nerve from
sinusitis as set forth by Birch-Hirschfeld. The speaker

and Dr. Packard had treated a number of cases in com-
mon and Dr. Packard had summarized his observations

from the standpoint of the rhinologist as follov\-s : There
were several classes into which cases of ophthalmic dis-

ease, resulting from intranasal trouble or disease of the

accessory sinuses, might be divided. (1.) Cases of direct

extension of suppuration. These cases generally had a

long history of intranasal or sinus trouble, as the escape

of pus into the orbit was due to necrosis of the bony wall

of the involved sinus. (2.) There was a large class of

cases in which eye symptoms occurred, and upon rhino-

logical examination there was nothing to account for them
except congestion of the sinuses, or possibly an accumu-
lation of nonpurulent secretion within them. (3.) There
was a very large class of cases which presented ophthalmic

symptoms which were undoubtedly due to old sinus trouble,

but in which no pus could be found at the time they were
examined by the rhinologist. The history of these cases

usually pointed to old catarrhal trouble. (4.) There was
a class of cases in which a septal spur or deflection, upon

which the swollen turbinate impinged and in which intra-

ocular pains or other symptoms might result which were

relieved by a measure directed to enlarging the space be-

tween the turbinates and the septum. .\s indicating the

frequency with which orbital inflammation was dependent

upon disease of the accessory sinuses Birch-Hirschfeld

found that of 684 cases of the former at least 409 depended

upon one of the sinuses. In almost all cases the condi-

tion was chronic or acute purulent sinusitis which followed

rhinitis, influenza, pneumonia, scarlet fever, and diphtheria,

or after traumatism. The bacteriology of the eye was
practically that of the accessory sinuses of the nose. An
original sinusitis might heal while the orbital condition to

which it gave rise was progressive, as it could not find

drainage.

Dr. Emil Geuening said that the relations between the

eyes and the nose had interested him for a long time be-

cause he often encountered cases showing ocular symptoms

such as lacrymation and photophobia, in which local treat-

ment of the eye and general treatment proved ineffective,

while nasal treatment was beneficial. He had read a paper

on this subject in 1886 which had been published in the

Medical Record. The diseases of the accessory sinuses

of the nose causing complications in the orbit came fre-

quently under the observation of the ophthalmic surgeon.

He was of the opinion that in many of these cases the

intranasal treatment should be supplanted by operations

from the orbit. In 1895 and i8g6 he had written two arti-

cles on "Empyema of the Ethmoidal Cells and Its Opera-

tion from the Orbit" and on "Orbital Fistulx Due to

Ethmoidal Disease." At that time he wrote that the good

results obtained by surgical procedures from the orbit were

so gratifying that it seemed advisable to substitute more

frequently the orbital for the intranasal operations. The

advantages of the orbital operation over the intranasal

were the following: i. The possibility of more direct in-

spection and exploration of the ethmoidal spaces. 2. The
greater facility of removing granulations and polypi and

carious bone. 3. The better chance of securing drainage by

a counter opening, i.e., by perforating the floor of the

ethmoidal body from above. The resulting scar was

hardly visible and did not disfigure the face.

Dr. RoBB of Boston and Dr. Robert C. Myles also dis-

cussed the papers.

^lEDICAL SOCIETY OF THE COUNTY OF KIXGS.

Slated Meeting, Held Koveinbcr 17, 1908.

Dr. Onslow Allen Gordon- ix the Chair.

The Treatment of Lacerated and Contused Wounds
and Compound Fractures.—Dr. Martin B. Tinker of

Ithaca, N. Y., read this paper. He said that it was the

prevailing practice for the attending surgeon to relegate

the treatment of these severe injuries in most cases to the

house surgeon. There was a tendency to scarcely appre-

ciate the importance of the careful and skilled treatment

of the grave injuries to the limbs. As the result of this

neglect, these traumata frequently resulted in death tetanus,

malignant edema, spreading gangrene, streptococcus infec-

tion, and infection with the bacillus capsulatus serogenes.

To the workingman the mere loss of a finger was a

matter of considerable importance, and it was the duty of

the surgeon, in the presence of a crushing injury to a

finger, to seek to prevent the loss of permanent injury

to the member from an osteomyelitis, etc. There was a

general dislike for accident surgery. But it was just as

creditable to save an arm as to remove a tumor. It was

noted that to-day, in spite of the advances of surgery,

there was no essential difference in the mthod of handling

these cases to the practice that prevailed fourteen years

ago. The usual treatment was the scrubbing up of the

parts, the irrigation with antiseptics, the institution of
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free drainage, and the application of antiseptic dressings.

In the process ot scrubbing, however, uifectious material

was frequently rubbed into the wound. Moreover, irri-

gation did not suffice, for the fluid rarely penetrated into

the deeper parts. Bichloride or carbolic solutions, if strong

enough to kill bacteria, were likewise effective in destroy-

ing the tissues. These when dead were a perfect nidus for

the further growth of bacteria. The speaker suggested a
modification of the older methods and did not claim ori-

ginality. He admitted that his methods also had their

disadvantages. Before scrubbing up the damaged limb,

he covered the lacerated parts with cotton soaked in steril-

ized oil. This was done with the object of preventing

any further infection of the lacerated tissues. It was
impossible to remove all the dirt from the latter. The
application to the surface of powerful antiseptics like

Harrington's solution, pure carbolic acid, or strong for-

malin solution was permissible. It was necessary to get

relatively healthy tissues before closing the wound. After

the apphcation of a tourniquet it was advisable to pare

off the superficial torn and damaged tissues by means of a

sharp curved scalpel. The tendons and nerves were to be

spared. After this the wound was to be sutured loosely,

•with or without drainage, as circumstances dictated. Then
abundant and loose dressings were to be applied, so as not

to impair the circulation. For wounds in which the dirt

was ground in, and in case of badly damaged or crushed

parts, swabbing instead of pareing off the surface was to

be the procedure. It was then necessary to wait until the

line of demarcation appeared. The speaker cited a case

in which the toes were mashed to a pulp, and the plantar

surfaces of the metatarsal bones were exposed. The parts

were swabbed and placed in a bichloride bath. At the end

of two weeks the line of demarcation had formed. The
two middle toes were dead ; the metatarsal bones were
shelled out of the outer toes, and the soft parts of the

latter were used as flaps in forming a serviceable stump
of the foot. By this conservative method of dealing with

an injuo' for which a Syme or a Pirogoff operation was
usually performed, it was possible to get a stump capa-

ble of bearing the weight of the body. In the processes

of swabbing, disinfecting and pareing an anesthetic was
necessary. In the presence of profound shock, local anes-

thesia was preferable. In combating shock the speaker

had found morphine invaluable. In combination with a

good preparation of myoscine it was most effective. Then
cocaine was injected locally. This v\-as best injected in

such a manner as to cause a ring of infiltration anesthesia

about the main nerve trunk, or if possible, the cocaine was

to be injected directly into the nerve itself. Novocaine

was better than cocaine. In a solution of 1-500 it was as

effective as cocaine, and five times less toxic. This pro-

cedure reduced the tendency to shock. Crile had shown
that when the main nerve trunk was infiltrated with co-

caine, the shock of amputation was markedly diminished.

On account of the frequency of death from tetanus fol-

lowing severe injuries, the speaker adopted the additional

precaution of giving an immunizing dose of tetanus anti-

toxin. This was of no avail if injected when the disease

was fully developed. For shock the speaker administered

one pint of coffee per rectum, and an intravenous saline

infusion with adrenalin added to it. The pulse usually

flagged as soon as the stimulation was removed. The

other aids to the successful tiding over of the dangerous

period, as the w^armed operating table, etc., were also

resorted to. To hold broken bones in place plaster-of-

Paris was used. Windows in the east were not necessary

in a clean case. The cast was removed at the earliest

possible moment. The ;tr-rays were to be employed in order

to recognize if the fragments were in proper alignment.

The patient was to get up early, with the aid of crutches.

In the severe injuries it was necessary to suture the ten-

dons and nerves. Primary nerve suture was attended with

satisfactory results, while secondary suture was usually

unsatisfactory. If necessary, secondary bone suture was

to be resorted to. The transplantation of bone from

animal to man was not usually successful. It was well to

leave all fragments of bone that were still attached to

periosteum. Skin grafting and blood-vessel anastomosis

were occasionally necessary. The man who could save

the blood supply was the one who could save limbs

that were usually amputated. In all injuries of the lower

extremities, if the blood-vessels were intact, the limbs

could be saved. By such conservative methods, which

entailed a great deal of care and labor on the part of the

surgeon, the results were infinitely more satisfactory.

The Ethics of Our Profession.—Dr. .\. V.\nder Veer
of Albany, N. Y., read this paper. He commented on

various definitions of ethics, and said that it was not his

intention to discuss the codes, but to discuss ethics from

the viewpoint of scientific medicine. In particular, his

object was to discuss in its ethical relations the attitude

of the profession toward its students. He gave an his-

torical resume of the development of medical education

in New York State during the past century, and of the

development of legislation relating to it. The tendency

of to-day was to demand from the student a preparatory

education that was too elaborate for the needs of the

majority of practitioners. If the college degree was to

be demanded from pcospective students of medicine, and

if the latter were to spend four years in the study of

medicine with the subsequent one or two years of hospital

or laboratory work, then the practitioner would not be

able to begin his bread-winning until the age of twenty-

eight. For the majority of practitioners, particularly those

of rural communities, the limited remunerative returns

from his practice made this demand for elaborate pre-

liminary preparation too exacting. The combination course

of six years of study, as advocated by President Butler

and others, which would lead to both of the degrees of

of A.B. and M.D., was endorsed by the speaker as the

ideal curriculum.

Philadelphia County Medical Society.

.\t a stated meeting held November 25 a symposium was

held on the subject of vaccination. Dr. Alexander C.

.\bbott presented a communication dealing with "The

Role of the Bureau of Health in Public Vaccination." He
pointed out that outbreaks of smallpox can be prevented

by proper enforcement of the law and the universal prac-

tice of vaccination. Dr. Jay F. Schamberg read a paper

entitled "Smallpox Before and Since the Discovery of

Vaccination." He referred to the terrible plagues of small-

pox that devastated Europe and England between the

fifteenth and eighteenth centuries, when from 85 to 95

per cent, of the population were afflicted with the disease.

A remarkable decrease in the prevalence of the disease

has been noted in every country in which vaccination has

been made compulsory. It has been contended by the

opponents of vaccination that the improvement is due to

better sanitary conditions, but a like improvement has

not been noted with respect to other transmissible diseases.

Dr. W'u. 'M. Welch read a paper entitled "Remarks on

the So-called Dangers of Vaccination." He showed that

the number of cases in which bad results attend vaccina-

tion is small in relation to the large number of persons

vaccinated. Complications are almost invariably due to

carelessness or want of cleanliness on the part of the

physician or the patient. Disease is at the present day

rarely if ever transmitted by vaccination. Hampton L.

Cakson, Esq., submitted a communication entitled "The

Legal Aspects of Vaccination." He cited opinions of the

Pennsylvania Supreme Court to show that the Legislature

in the exercise of the police power of the State has the

right to enforce any regulation calculated to conserve the

public health. The vaccination law he contended came

within the exercise of that right.
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del and Gilbert, 375.

Nurses, practice of medicine for, by
G. H. Hoxie, 118.

Nursing, a manual of fever, by
R. W. \\'ilcox, 335.

Nursing the insane, by Clara Barrus,
118.

Operations-Kursus an der Leiche, by
A. Bier and H. Rochs, 242.

Operations of general practice, by
E. M. Corner and H. I. Pinches,
418.

Ophthalmic surgery, by Josef Miller,

trans, by W. L. Pyle, 852.

Ophthalmology, development of, in

America, 1800 to 1870, by A. H.
Hubbell, 459.

Ophthalmology, text-book of, by E.
Fuchs, trans, by A. Duane. 4.^9.

Opsonic method of treatment, by
R. W. Allen, 810.

Osteology, aids to, by Philip Turner,
683.

Otology, text-book of, by Bezold and
Sibenmann, trans, by J. HoUinger,
33-

Pain, by R. Schmidt, trans, by K.
M. Vogel and H. Zinsser, 9.38.

Pathological technique, by F. B. Mal-
lory, 893.

Pathologischanatomischen Sections-
technik. Atlas der, by M. Westen-
hoeffer, 938.

Pathology of the eye, by J. H. Par-
sons, 589.

Pathology, principles of, by J. G.
Adami, 8io.

Pharmacopeia of Martindale and
Westcott. by W. H. Martindale and
W. W. Westcott, 810.

Physical signs of diseases of the
thorax and abdomen, by J. E. H.
Sawyer, 589.

Physician's visiting list, 1062.

Physiological chemistry, text-book
of, by Olof Hammarsten, trans, by
John A. Mandel, 201.

Physiology, applied, by F. A.
Rhodes, 460.

Physiology, a text-book of human,
by A. P. Brubaker, 543.

Physiology, outlines of, by E. G.

Jones and R. G. Stephen, 725.
Placenta marginata und ihre ensto-

liung, by P. Sfameni, 1 105.

Plague, treatise on, by W. J. Simp-
son, 418.

Practical medicine series, edited by
G. P. Head, 243.

Prevention of infectious diseases, by

J. C. Mc'Vail, 201.

Progressive medicine, edited by H.
A. Hare, 588, 1022.

Prostatic enlargement, by C. S.

Wallace, 76.

Protozoa and disease, by J. J. Clarke,

725.

Psychiatry, manual of, by J. R. de
Fursac, translated by A. J. Rosan-
off, 852.

Psychotherapy, edited by W. B.

Parker, 1062.

Pulsating exophthalmos, by G. E. de
Schweinitz and T. B. Holloway,
893-

Rabies, by David Sime, 76.

Refraction, esseniials of. by T. G.
Atkinson, 1022.

Religion and medicine, by Elwood
Worcester, Samuel McComb and
I. H. Coviat, 162.

Renal function in urinary surgery,
estimation of the, by J. W. T.
Walker, 893.

Righthandedness and lefthandedness,
by G. M. Gould, 459.

Rontgentechnik, die, by F. David-
son, 243

Sanitation of recreation camps and

parks, by H. B. Bashore, 978.
School reports and school efficiency,

by D. S. Snedden and W. Allen,

504-
Sex of offspring, by F. Kraft, 543.
Sexual question, the, by A. Forel,

504.

Skin, handy reference book of dis-

eases of the, by G. T. Jackson,
1 105.

Sonnenblicke vom Lateinischen Am-
erika, by Carl Beck, 1062.

Spectacles and eyeglasses, by R. J.
Phillips. 1022.

Spectroscope, the, by T. T. Baker,
683.

Spinal cord, diseases of the, by R. T.
Williamson, 770.

Sprachstorungen und Sprachheil-
kunde, by H. Gutzman, 459.

State board questions and answers,
by R. Max Goepp, 373.

Surgery, by J. .A. Wyeth, 504.
Surgery. American practice of, edited
by J. D. Bryant and A. H. Buck^
Vol. iv, 33J.

Surgery, clinical lectures and ad-
dresses on, by C. B. Lockwood^
201.

Surgery, essentials of, by A. T.
Compton, 543.

Surgery, its principles and practice,

edited by W. W. Keen, Vol. iii,.

460.

Surgery, manual of, by Alexis
Thomson and Alexander Miles,

375-
Surgical anatomy, a text-book of, by
W. F. Campbell, 77.

Surgical research, studies from the
laboratory of, Columbia University,

589.

Syphilis in its medical, medico-legal
and sociological aspects, by A.
Ravogli, 243.

Therapeutics : its principles and prac-
tice, by H. C. Wood, revised by
H. C. Wood, Jr., 978.

Thirteenth greatest of centuries, by
J. J. Walsh, 770.

Traite de I'arthritisme, by F. Grand-
maison, 419.

Traite pratique de therapeutique in-

fantile medico-chirurgicale. by Le
Gendre and Aug. Broca, 335.

Traitement chirurgical actuel des
keptes hydatiques du foic et de
leurs complications, by A. Cau-
choix, 893.

Transactions of the twenty-ninth an-
nual meeting of the American
Laryngological Association, 33.

Treatment, an index, by various
authors, edited by Robert Hutchi-
son and H. S. Collier, revised by
W. Coleman, 284.

Treatment of internal diseases, by N.
Ortner, edited by N. B. Potter,
translated by F. H. Bartlett, 504.

Trypanosomes and trypanosomiases,
by A. Laveran and F. Mesnil,
translated by D. Nabarro, 243.

Tuberculosis, contributions to the
physiological theory of, by Charles
Creighton, 1062.

Typhoid fever : its causation, trans-
mission and prevention, by G. C.
Whipple, 334.

Uric acid as a factor in the causation
of disease, by Alexander Haig, 632.

Urogenital therapeutics, medical and
surgical, by F. Keissel, 725.

Venereal diseases, manual of, by offi-

cers of the Royal Army Corps, 418.
Verletzung der Arteria Meningea

Media, by Dr. Custodis, 893.
Vitality, fasting and nutrition, by H.

Carrington, 725.
Vorlesungen iiber Diatbehandlung

innerer Krankheiten vor reiferen
Studierenden und Aertzen, by H.
Strauss, 77.

Why worry? by G. L. Walton, 334.
Woman, by B. S. Talmey, 76.
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Boston City Hospital, 885.

Boston floating hospital, 763.

Boucher, J. B., notes on the hospitals,

taken during a visit to Scandina-
via, 1046.

Bowel, obstruction of, 853.

Brain disease, fatal, negative pathologi-

cal findings in, 800; puncture of,

378, 850 ; traumatism of, 895

;

tumor, case of, 1067 ; tumor, re-

port of a case of, 397; tumor, re-

radium salts for, S40; relation of, Cliolecystenterostoniy in the form of
to water supply, 114; removal of,

novel methods of operation m,
976; research, 1014; serum treat-

ment of, 849; spontaneous recov-
eries from, 808; surgical treatment
of, 888; transmission and auto-
implantation of, 623; trypsm and
amylopsin in, 283 ; trypsm treat-

ment in, 456, 800; ;r-ray treat-

ment of, 816.

moval of a, 422 ; tumor with oper- Caravia, E., Cuguillere's serum in the

ation and recovery, 1020; weight
of, 422.

Breast, diagnosis and treatment of

treatment of tuberculosis, 520;
note on Deutschmann's scrum
against infectious diseases, loi.

malignant disease of the, 336: milk Carbohydrates, behavior of indiges-

feeding, 723 ; tuberculosis of the,

645-
Breathing tracts, resistant, 934.
Breurs' appliance for use after colot-

omy, 850.

Bristow, A. T., the hospital and the

professional anesthetist. 260.

tible, in alimentary tract, 940;

a V, 339.
Cholecystitis, 940 ; with suggestions

for the prevention of, 923.
Cholera infantum, 30; in Europe and

Philippines, 534; in PhiHppmes,
322, 576, 624; in Poland, 410; in

Russia, 233, 322, 368, 495, 576; in

Russia and in the Far East, epi-

demic of, 572 ; treatment of, 629.
Cholesterin, effect of, on pregnancy,

1061 ; in treatment of tetanus, 929.
Chondrotomy in apical tuberculosis,

937-
Chorea and choreiform affections,

mental states in, 420; Hunting-
tons, 713.

nervous influence on production Christian, W. G., hexamethylenamine
of, 941. in typhoid fever, 278.

Carbuncle, treatment of, 892. Christian science deaths, iii, 152, igi.

Carcinoma, early diagnosis of gastric, 762.

1088; of bladder, radical treatment Chromium sulphate in medicine, 815.
of 1070; sec Cancer. Chyluria, nonparasitic, 149.

Britenstool, H., the use of bacterial Cardiac arrhythmia, some forms of, Circumcision in the newborn, a simpk
vaccines, 229.

British Medical Association, 153; presi-

dent's address, 285.

Bronchopneumonia in children, recur-

rences of, 1021 ; tuberculous, in

children, diagnosis of, 715.

Bronchoscope, esophagoscope, and gas

682; murmurs, unusual, 145. method of, 734.
Cardiovascular conditions, drug treat- Circumflex nerve, inflammation of the,

ment of, 894; disease, ear in, 890; 18.

disease, therapeutics ot, 811; Cirrhosis, hepatic, anemia of, 681.

drugs, 974; prognosis, 935. Clark, L. P., the epileptic voice sign.

Carrot soup in infant feeding, 574. 752.

Car sickness, 501. Claudication, intermittent, 282.

troscope, personal experience with Casselberry, W. E., recurrent and ab- Clavicle, fracture of, 332.

the, 461. ductor paralysis of the larynx ; Cleaves, M. A., the chemical rays pro-
Brooke, R., Jr., the ophthalmo-reaction diagnosis and treatment, 303. moters of life and energy; their

to tuberculin, 96. Cataract, treatment of immature, 415. mode of action and their thera-
Buck, Albert H., impressions derived Cecum, migration of the, 116; movable peutic uses, 516.

from a visit to the warm springs and appendicitis, 851. Clerical healing, 840.

of Virginia, 922. Celery, 406. Clothing, fads in, 320.

Bull, C. S., the prognosis and treat- Celiotomy and colpotomy, abdominal, Clubfoot, treatment of, 207.

ment of the deep lesions of the 771. Cocaine peddlers arrested, no; seller

eye, associated with gout, with Centenarian, birthday of, 234; aeath punished, 191 ; United States mails
special reference to secondary of, 152, 324, 451, 625, 717, 844, 1014. refuse, 151.

Cephaloccle, with a report of three Cold, bacteriology of the common,
cases in one family, 617. 1052.

Cerebellar diagnostic symptoms, 331; Coles, D. S., treatment of pneumonia,
tumor, 629. 804.

Cactus, grandiflorus in heart disease. Cerebral inhibition and motor func- Colic, renal and hepatic, 998.
811. tion, 197; rheumatism, 533, 803, Colitis, the effective treatment of, 405.

Cadwalader, Williams B., acute an- 857; traumatism, case of, 161. Colles' fracture, y^.

terior poliomyelitis—a pathologi- Cerebrospinal fever, serum treatment Collins, Joseph, the miracles at the
cal study of three cases, 482. and prognosis of, 557; fluid, ex- tomb of B. Francois de Paris, i.

Calcium hypochlorite, in sterilization amination of, 544. Colon, congenital idiopathic dilation of
of potable waters, 1061. Cerumen, impacted, 428. the, 38; edema of the, 38; idio-

Calculi, renal or vesical? 539; urethral, Cesarean section, 773, 809; in con- pathic dilation of, 333.
autochthonous, 174; urethral, case traded pelvis, 291 ; necessitated by Colotomy, Breurs' appliance for use

a previous ventrofixation, 505

;

after, 850.

vaginal, 32. Columbia, faculty changes at, 1013.

Chancre, treatment of, 740.

Charities, gifts to, 64, 108, ni, 233, 276,

323, 451, 535, 576, 625, 676, 802,

85s, loio, 1055.

Cheese poisoning, seven cases of, 976.
Chest diagnosis, ;r-rays in, 1059.

acute glaucoma, 1033.

Burns, treatment of, 1104.

C.

of, 203.

Caldwell cavity tube as a surface elec-

trode, 1025.

Calleja, Camilo, eupyrexia, 705.

Calmette, A., intestinal infection and
immunity in tuberculosis, 741.

Calomel ointment in syphilitic prophy-
laxis, 711.

Canal zone, health conditions in, 322, Chemical rays promoters of life and
energy, 516.

Chicago, contagious diseases in, 369;
doctors, what is the matter with?
1013; medical inspection in, 495;
schools, medical inspection of, 24,

65, 675.

Chicago Gynecological Society, 802.

624, 716, 970; pneumonia in the

563.

Cancer and gastric ulcer, 373; anti-

ferment treatment of, 332; anti-

tryptic power of blood-serum in,

283; complement fi.xation in, 674;
enigma of, 1095; etiology of, 29;
excision of the stomach for, 80; Chicago Medical Society, 25.
fulguration treatment of, 892: he- Chicago Surgical Society, 25.
molysis in, 1102; heredity in, 1019; Chicago Tuberculosis Institute,
in mice, action of two sera upon, work of the, 686.

583 ;
in Travancore, South India, Chicago Urological Society, 844.

936: inoperable, palliative treat-
(-|^j,j ^^^j^jj^ -^^ Germany, 26.

ment of, 936; moperable treatment
Children, feeble-minded, deformities r^^ir/nn.tHof, 724; irremovable, 680; mam- ^

.^^^ ^^^. ^^^^ ^^j^^' j^ ^^...^^^^
Correspond

of, 894; loss of appetite in,

1060; of the tuberculous, 807;
recent diagnostic methods in, 731

;

school, means to promote the

health of, 720-

Children's gardens in congested dis-

tricts, 651.

mary and cystic mastitis, 512; nature
of, and early diagnosis of gastric,

974; observations on investigation

and treatment of, 277; of appen-
dix, primary, 539; of bladder
treated with trypsin, 30 ; of corpus
uteri, relation of, to fibroids, 722;
of female genital organs, treat

Complement fixation in malignant dis-

ease, 674.

Conception, time of, 458.
Conjunctiva, dermoid tumor of the,

197.

Conjunctival sac, restoration of the,

629.

Conjunctivitis, chronic, 161.

Consciousness, seat of, 1063.

Constipation, 377; cured by psycho-
therapy, 250; lactic acid bacilli for
relief of, 575; vibration m the
treatment of, 224.

Consumptives, marriage of, 30.

Convulsions, epileptic, 423; In child-

hood, unusual sequelae of 890.

the Cook, F. R., Roentgen ray flashes or
intermittent jr-rays, 828.

Copenhagen, letters from, 71, 280, 580.

Cornea, tuberculosis of, 599.
Corpus callosum, tumors of, 417.

ence, Berlin, 412, 933 ; Co-
penhagen, 71, 280, 580; London, 27,

68, III, 156, 19s. 2Z7, 278, 328, 369,

764, 804, 84s, 886, 932, 972, 1016,

1056, 1099; manila, 112, 280, 455,

538. 579; Paris, 27, 70, 846, 887,

1058; Toronto, 112, 765; Vienna,
71, 196, 370.

Cortelyou, G. B., address by, 590.

ment of l-?v of mouth case of, Chloroform, action of, 283; anes- Coryza. paroxysmal, treatment of, 31.

042; of rectum, operation tor, 378;
of sigmoid, early diagnosis of,

354; of uterus, pyometra in, 696;
operations, technique of, ,377 : path-

ology of, 407 ;
post-operative treat-

ment of, 816; problem, the, 573;

thesia, 322; anesthesia, fatal tox- Cowpox, outbreak of, 541.

emia after, 583; inhalation of Cranium, fracture of the base of, 895.
oxygen to prevent nausea from. Creosote inhalations in tuberculosis,
620. 492.

Cholecystectomy versus cholecystot- Cretinism, case of, _o8.

omy, 1027. Crothers, T. D., recent medical discus-
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sions of the alcoholic problem, 193.

Croton water supply, fauna of, 534.

Cruikshank, G. R., medical treatment

of appendicitis, 307.

Cuguillere's serum in the treatment of
tuberculosis, 520.

Cumberland Co. (Me.) Medical So-
ciety, 67;.

Cumston, C. G., marriage from a med-
ical point of view, 314.

Curtis, G. L., the etiology of cancer,

29.

Curtis, H. H., lactic acid bacilli cul-

tures in nose, throat and ear work,

59
Cut-throat, suicidal, 116.

Cystitis, chronic, treatment by elec-

tricity, 1026.

Cysts, branchiogenetic, 507, 842; gas,

of intestine, 768; hydatid, of lung,

1021.

Cystoscopes, originality and priority

in modern, 328.

Cystoscopy and catheterization of
ureters in children, 936.

Cytodiagnosis in the oplithalmo re-

action, 409.

D.

Dana. C. L.. medicine in Venice, 719.

Darwinism and diabetes, 213.

Davidson, Arthur J., gonorrheal exos-
toses of the OS calcis ; report of a

case complicated by metatarsalgia,

570.

Day camp for consumptives, 687.

Deaderick, W. H., the pathogenesis of
pernicious malaria, 140.

Deaf mutes, school for, 675.

Deafness, catarrhal, and its treatment,

1024 ; of newborn, 229.

Death, classification of causes of, 109;
in England and Wales, 29; rate of
New York, the decreasing, 408.

Deeks, W. E., clinical observations on
malaria on the Isthmus of Panama,
880; pneumonia on the Isthmus of
Panama, 563 ;

preliminary note on
treatment of amebic dysentery as

conducted on the Isthmus of
Panama, loio.

Deformities in feeble-minded children,

775-
Delatour, H. B., endothelioma of the

pleura, 867 ; four cases of per-

forating ulcers of the alimentary
canal, 361.

Delavan, D. B., the etiology of paralysis

of the recurrent laryngeal nerves
of peripheral origin, 92.

Dementia precox and confusional in-

sanity, 425 ; and epilepsy, 423.
Democratic health plank, 109.

Den slow, Le G. N., locomotor ataxia; a

new theory and treatment with
cases, 870.

Dermatitis due to irritating eflfects of
metal, 539; .ir-ray, and its preven-
tion, 681.

Dermoid, ovarian, pseudometastases in

cases of, 541 ; tumor of the con-
junctiva, 197.

Deiitschmann's serum against infec-

tious diseases, loi.

Dextrocardia, case of, 206.

Diabetes, 894; and Darwinism, 213;
and salt metabolism, 456; conjugal,

239 ; new data in the study of, 448

;

non-fatal coma in the course of,

246; pancreas, and parabiosis, 32;
pancreatic, and its relation to gall-

stones, 854; with gangrene, ampu-
tation in, 267.

Diagnosis in children, recent methods
of, 731.

Diarrhea, chronic, local treatment of,

426 ; compensatory, 331 ; of in-

fancy, milk diet in, 416.

Diathetic states, a contribution to the

study of, 615.

Diet, ash-free, 245 ; in tuberculosis,

639; kitchen, new, 151; of nursing
women, 721 ; purin-free, limitations

of, 891 ; uric-acid-free, some mis-
takes which may prevent the best

results of the, 560; vegetable, 780.

Dietetic and hygienic therapeutics,*249.

Digestive system, disorders of, 1019.

Digitalis and its congeners, 815; cau-
tion in the use of, 812.

Diphtheria, antitoxin, collapse after in-

jection of, 20; antitoxin in Berlin
epidemic, 232; antitoxin, prepara-
tion of, 161 ; antitoxin refined and
concentrated by Gibson's method,
results obtained from use of, 73

;

"carrier," 807 ; causes of death
from, after use of antitoxin, 631 ;

causes of mortality in, 189

;

chronic, 22; cultures, atypical, re-

sult of reincubation and reinocu-
lation of, 729; paralysis following,
anti-diphtheritic serum in, 969

;

paralysis healed by anti-diphther-

itic serum, 240; reappearance of,

in children treated by antitoxic

serum, 327.

Disease, fresh air in the treatment of,

732: personal factor in, 663.

Disen, Chas. P., inflammation of the

circumflex nerve, 18.

Disinfection, room, a new and efficient

method of, 104.

Disks, choked, trephining in, 631.

Dispensary, erection, of a new, no.
Diuresis following ether anesthesia,

64.

Diuretics, 809.

Diverticulitis of the sigmoid, 372.

Dock, Dr. George, election of, 152.

Doctors, Chicago, what is the matter
with? 1013; honored, no; receive

degrees, 24; versus new ideas, 679.

Douglas, C. J., the narcotic method of
treating morphinism, 404.

Drink habit and its treatment, 83.

Drugs, action of, at night, 227; intelli-

gent use of, 895.

Duct, nasal, strictures, 723.

Dukeman, W. H., surgical technique
without the use of antiseptics

;

with report of forty-one consecu-
tive successful abdominal opera-
tions, 184.

Duodenal bucket and examination of
pancreatic secretion, 30.

Duodenum, diseases of the symposium
on, 35; ulcer of, 373; ulcer of, in

children, 977.
Dupuytren's contraction, 417.
Dysentery, amebic, and liver disease,

382 ; amebic, treatment of, as con-
ducted on the Isthmus of Panama,
loio; in Central Africa, 159; the
sole cause of tropical abscess of
the liver? 341; with intestinal

amebae, 339.

Ear in cardiovascular disease, 890; in-

ternal, acute inflammation of, 568;
lobule, relation of the, to tuber-
culosis, 149 ; middle, chronic puru-
lent inflammation of, 794; middle,
chronic purulent inflammation of,

mastoid operation for cure of, 608;
middle, tube for self-insuliflation of
vapor into, 406; tuberculosis of,

S13, 599-
East Tennessee Medical Society. 677.
Eccles, R. G., Darwinism and diabetes,

213.
_

Eclampsia, pathogenesis of, 800; puer-
peral, rectal injection of bromides
in, 503 ; puerperal, treatment of,

by veratrum viride, 292.

Ectopic gestation, 772, 897 ; pregnancy,
900; pregnancy, ruptured tubal,

975-
Eczema, causes of, 1018; etiology and

treatment of, 116, 414; in infants,

892.

Edema, acute pulmonary, case of, 415;
causes of, 502; generalized, of the
fetus, 457 ;

perioste-, of angioneu-
rotic origin, 697.

Education, public school, 731.

Einhorn, Max, a simplification of the

Jakoby-Solms ricin method for

pepsin determination, 351 ; a sug-
gestion as to the dietetic treatment
in dilatation of the esophagus, 16.

Eising, E. H., amputation in diabetic

gangrene, 267.

Elbow joint, some common injuries of
the, 551.

Electricity and lightning, injuries caused
by, 283 ; high-frequency current in

treatment of enlarged prostate,

1024; high-frequency discharges
as a therapeutic agent, 1023 ; in

errors of refraction, 1024; in re-

lief of pain, 1025; in treatment of
cardiac disease, 413; in treatment
of neurasthenia, 957, 984; in treat-

ment of chronic cystitis, 1026;
static brush discharge concentrated
to a blue pencil point, 1023; static

wave current in varicose veins and
ulcers, 1024.

Electrotherapeutics in treatment of
tuberculosis, 1059.

Electrotherapy and neurologists, 115.

Elephantiasis nostras of the female
genital organs, 583.

Ellis, H., the conquest of the venereal
diseases, 45.

Ellis, R., unusual cardiac murmurs,
145-

Elmer. W. P.. the action and dosage
of phenolphthalein, 838.

Embolism, pulmonary, operation for,

190 ;
pulmonary, operative treat-

ment of, 494.
Embryonal tissues, transplantation of,

190.

Emmanuel movement, 884.

Emotions, physiology and pathology
of, 310.

Emphysema, surgical, 160.

Empyema, chronic, treatment of, by
hyperemia and hypertransudation,

503 ; surgical treatment of, 253.
Encephalitis, types of, 425.
Endoaneurysmorrhapy, 935.
Endocarditis, management of chronic,

158; ulcerative, cerebral complica-
tions of, 945.

Endoscopy, uterine, after abortion, 571.
Endothelioma of pleura, 78, 867.

English, international, 882.

Enterectomy for gangrene, extensive,

541-
Enterostomy: its value in intestinal ob-

struction, 854.

Enuresis after prostatic abscess, 203.

Enzymes in tuberculous lesions, part
of, go2.

Epididymitis, gonorrheal, acute, 974.
Epiglottis, cysts, abscesses and edema

of, 510; syphilis of the, 509.
Epilepsy and dementia pra;cox, diag-

nosis of, 423 ; in private practice,

186 ; lumbar puncture in the treat-

ment of, 624 ; voice in, 752.

Epithelial tumors, cutaneous, 807.

Epithelioma and syphilis of the tongue,
208 ; of pharynx, 888 ; Roentgen
rays in, 975.

Ergograph in fatigue tests, 251.

Ergot, hypodermatic injections of, in

cases other than obstetrical, 60.

Erysipelas, bacterial treatment of, 580;
in the new-born, 583 ; treatment of,

157! 332; treatment of, by bacte-

rial vaccines, 1031.

Erythema multiforme with visceral
lesions, 501.

Erythromelalgia, and allied conditions,

248.

Esophagoscope, the, as a diagnostic
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and tlK'iapuulic aid in esophageal
obstruction, 179.

Esophagoscopy, direct, dangers of, 841.

Esophagus, congenital obliteration of,

733; dilatation of the dietetic

treatment in, 16; stricture of,

spasmodic, in an infant, 733 ; stric-

ture of, .i--ray diagnosis of, 855;
surgery of, 502.

Esperanto, a plea for, 538; Congress,

65.

Ether, administration of, by open
method, 283 ; administration of, per

rectum, 853 ; anesthesia, diuresis

following. 64; as an anesthetic,

new metliod of administermg,

1050; induction, new wrinkle, 1012;

new, simple, and ready method of

dropping, from the can. 712.

Eucalyptus in hemorrhage, 199.

Eupyrexia, 705.

Evans, Dr. W. A., appointment of, no.
Ewald, Dr. C. A., honors for, 323.

Exercise, surgical injuries brought on
by, 159-

Expert testimony and the alienist, 239

;

testimony and the medical witness.

Eye and autointoxication, 30; and dis-

eases of nasal sinuses, 1106; and
orbit, diseases of. depending on
nasal sinuses, 1107; deep lesions

of, associated with gout, 1033; dis-

eases of, relation of disease of ac-

cessory nasal sinuses to, 681 ; for-

eign bodies in, 966; in multiple

sclerosis, 159; lesions of, demand-
ing immediate treatment, 372

;

serum therapy in diseases of the,

200.

Eyelid, everting the upper. 417.

F.

I'actury ventilation, cash value of, 691.

Fallopian tube, physiology of the, 1104.

Fatigue, tests with ergograph, 251.

Fauna of Croton water supply. 534.

Feces, hard curds of infants', 549; ova
of parasites in, 542.

Federal health departments, need of,

818.

Feeble-minded, care and control of in

Great Britain, 493; children, de-

formities in, 775; education of,

993-.
.

Fee, division of. 903.

Feeding, modern laboratory. 548; of

the soldier, the, 622.

Femur, neck of. fracture of, 776.

Ferris, A. W., Italian immigration and
insanity, 1082.

Fetus, death of. in utero, S96 ;
gener-

alized edema of the, 457 ; macera-
tion of, in relation to legal medi-
cine, 333.

Fever, in infancy and early childhood.

157; relapsing, 248; spotted, 913.

Fibroid, symptomless, 582.

Fibroids and anemia, 806; intraliga-

mentous, 774; uterine, complicat-

ing pregnancy. 774.

Fibrotuberculoma of pleura, 903.

Filtering beds, properly constructed,

456.
Fishberg, Maurice, tuberculosis among

the Jews, 1077.

Fistula, fecal, two cases of, 898; rectal,

bismuth paste in. 853 ; ureterovagi-

nal. following hysterectomy, 937.

Flannelette. 797.

Flat-foot, correction of. 1025; import-

ant facts, 796.

Flies and disease. 576: as agents of

dissemination of Koch's bacillus,

635 : danger from. log ; epidemic
diarrhea spread by. H02.

Food values in nutrition of children.

894-

Foot and mouth disease, outbreak of,

884; flat, correction of. 1025; flat

important facts, 796; lipoma of,

diffuse painful, 723.
Foote, E. ^I., early diagnosis of carci-

noma of the sigmoid, 254.
Forest fires, 760.

Formalin as a urinary preservative,

409.

Fourth of July, the, 21 ; toll of the, 64.

Fowler, H. A., autochthonous urethral

calculi; report of a case. 174.

Fractures and wounds, treatment of,

1 108; some lessons from ancient,

503; treatment- of, by mobilization
and massage, 378.

Fresh air for children, 850 ; in treat-

ment of disease, 732.

Fulguration, 374; treatment of malig-
nant tumors, 892.

Funiculitis, endemic. 159.

(iaertncr's canal, abscess of, 773.
Gallant. A. E., vaginoureterostomy

after nephrectomy for pyonephro-
sis due to a "sigmate" constriction

of the ureter, 529.

Gall-bladder trouble in gastric ulcer,

855-

Gallstone ileus, two cases of, 583.

Gallstones, etiology of, 819; preven-
tion of, 923; removal of, weighing
two pounds, 283; symptomatology
and diagnosis of, 820.

Ganglia, the nature of, 840.

Ganglion, Gasserian, surgery of the,

34-

Gangrene, angiosclerotic, reversal of

circulation in the prevention of,

231 ; diabetic, amputation in, 267

;

in strangulated hernia, treatment

of, 31 ; of skin in scarlet fever,

283.

Gasserian ganglion, surgery of the, 34.

Gaston, J. McF., case of obstruction

of the bowels, simulating appen-
dicitis, 400.

Gastric and duodenal ulcers, perforated,

1044; cells, significance of wash
water examinations for, 51 ;

pains,

differentiation of, 856; symptoms,
reflex. 81 ; ulcer, acute perforating,

80; ulcer and cancer, 372; ulcer,

diagnosis of, 657 : ulcer, manage-
ment of, 942; ulcer, perforated,

31; ulcer, treatment of. 377; ulcer,

with reference to precancerous in-

fluence. 856.

Gastric atonia, remarks on, 453.

Gastritis, atrophic, significance of wash
water examinations for gastric

cells in the diagnosis of, 51.

Gastroenterostomy, intes'inal' occlusion

after, 416.

(Jastromyxorrhea. 456.

Gastroptosis, a new corset for, 197.

Gastrostomy 378; indications for tem-
porary. 365.

Generative organs female, tuberculosis

of, 648; repair rather than remov-
al, 775-

Genital tuberculosis, 581.

Genitalia, female, development and
malformation of, goo.

Genitourinary, diagnosis, preparation

for a, 445-

Germs in cracked dishes, 152.

Gibbs memorial prize, 24, 121.

Gibney, V. P.. anesthetics at the Hos-
pital for Ruptured and Crippled.

266.

Gifts and endowments. 714.

Girls healthier than boys,^ 152.

Glanders, animal inoculation in. 729.

Glands, cervical, tuberculosis of, 644;

cervical, tuberculosis of, scar for-

mation in. 684. 86s ; lymph, disease

of, in the tropics, 383; lymph,

sarcomatosis of the, 198; mesen-

teric, tuberculosis of, healed, 902:

tuberculosis of, 643; tuberculosis,

climatic treatment of, 366; tuber-
culosis of, relation to spinal symp-
toms, 642.

(ilaucoma, acute, secondary, 1033;
herpes zoster frontalis associated
with, 1061 ; restoration of sight

after, 1059.

Gleitsmann, J. W., recurrent and ab-
ductor paralysis of the larynx, 12.

Glycosuria, adrenalin, effect of pan-
creatic extract upon, S42 ; experi-
mental, 117.

Goiter, acute, 850; exophthalmic, fourth
important symptom in, 1016; ex-
ophthalmic, leucocytes in, 674 ; ex-
ophthalmic, observations on the

treatment of, 476; exophthalmic,
operation in, 809 ; exophthalmic,
pathology and treatment, 541 ; ex-
ophthalmic, surgical aspects of,

38 : exophthalmic, symposium on,

119; exophthalmic, .r-ray treatment
of. 806.

Gonococcus and streptococcus infec-

tions, use of vaccines in, 1031

;

anti-, serum, 158; anti-, serum,
Rogers-Torrey, 82s ; vaccine. 768.

807.

Gonorrhea and marriage, 1060; some
aspects of, 330.

Gonorrheal exostoses of the os calcis,

570; septicemia, with marked car-

diac involvement. 668.

Gordon, Alfred, special provisions for

management of certain forms of
mental disorder, 964.

Gould, G. M., the myth and the mys-
tery of "Meniere's Disease," 745.

Gout, a disease of metabolism, 814;
lesions of the eye associated with,

1033-
.

Graves' disease, surgical aspects of, 38.

Grayson, C. P., neuroses of the nose,

1008.

Gross, Samuel D., prize, 109.

Guaiac and benzidin tests for invisible

hemorrhages in diseases of digest-

ive organs, 741.
Gynecological operations, abdominal

and vaginal, 505; operations, tech-

nique of, 505.

Gynecology and obstetrics, subaqueous
examination in, 108 : hospital, 467 ;

passive hyperemia in, 1021 ; sug-
gestions in teaching, 467; treat-

ment of nasal conditions in, 75.

H.

Haig, Alexander, some mistakes which
may prevent the best results ot the

uric-acid-free diet, 560.

Hair, disorder, neurotic. 240 ; gray, re-

lation of mental nerve area to, 160.

Hall. J. N., abscess of the lung from
ascending infection from appendi-
citis with report of cases, 665.

Halpenny, J., surgical knots, 29.

Hamilton, A. McL., the abuse of a

calling, 845 ; the development of

the legal relations concerning the

insane, with suggestions tor re-

form. 781.

Hams, miscured, 116.

Hands, surgery of, conservatism in,

722.

Harvey, society lectures, 675.

Hay fever, treatment of. 31.

Head, attitude of, in cerebellar dis-

eases, 421.

Headache, treatment of severe forms

°^' 374-

Healing by primary union, factors in

addition to asepsis necessary to

secure, 755 ; clerical. 840.

Health bureau, national, 727.

Health, exercise of police power for

the protection of, 691, 692.

Heart, arrhythmia of, some forms of.

682 ; cardiovascular conditions,

drug treatment of, 894 ; cardiovas-
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cular disease, ear in, 890 ; cardio-

vascular disease, therapeutics of,

811; cardiovascular drugs, 974;
dilatation, acute, of, 108; func-

tional efficiency of the, 79S; in pul-

monary tuberculosis, 944 : hi shock,

467 ; maladies, 807 ; murnuir, a mis-

leading, 377 ; murmurs, unusual,

145; muscle, condition of, In vari-

ous diseases, 81
;

position ot, in

the presence of pericardial effu-

sion, 321 ; rupture of left auricle

of, 890; sounds in early diastole,

247; stimulants, pharmacology of,

811 ; transposition of the vessels

of the, 207 ; wounds of the, with

a report of three cases, 473.

Heart disease, 1031 ; baths and exer-

cise in treatment of, 895 ; elec-

tricity in treatment of, 413 ; func-

tional, 892; instruments ot preci-

sion in, 811; prognosis, 935; tho-

racostomy in, 159; treatment of,

by thermal and massage applica-

tions, 374.
Hearts, irregular, 414.

Heatstroke, heat cramps, and light

prostration, 230.

Hebotomy or symphyseotomy. 1021.

Heiser, V. G.. preliminary notes upon
a case of leprosy apparently cured

with the jr-rays, 757 ; the tubercu-

losis problem in the Philippines

and the elimination of intestinal

parasites as the first step in its

solution, 1006.

Hematoma, traumatic subdural, case

of, 630.

Hematuria, 417 ; some cases of, 378.

Hemiplegia, progressive, 420.

Hemolysins in pancreatic juice, 241.

Hemolysis in cancer, 1102.

Hemophilia in new-born, 240; serum
injections in, 322.

Hemoptysis as a symptom of early tu-

berculosis, 639 ; in tuberculosis,

temporary hypertension as a cause

of, 642.

Hemorrhage, during operations on the

nose and throat, prevention of,

1093; eucalyptus in, 199: fol-

lowing cutting of uterine and ova-

rian arteries in dogs, 405: intra-ab-

dominal, due to tubal pregnancy,
operation for, 465.

Hemorrhoid operations, 582, lioi.

Hemorrhoids, pathology of, 367.

Hepatic colic, statistical study of, 998.

Heredity and disease, 967; and insan-

ity. T^T) ; snd th<^ educated crim-

inal, 21 ; explosion of theory of,

581 ; in cancer, 1019; in diseases of
nervous system, 1019; in tubercu-

losis, influence of, 1019.

Hernia, brief review of, 80; congeni-

tal umbilical, 393 ; inguinal, cure

of, under local anesthesia. 767 : in-

guinal, in new-born, 417; inguinal,

maldescended testicle complicating,

1053 ; local anesthesia in opera-
tions for, 458 ; of pelvic floor, 853

;

strangulated dissecting, 899; stran-

gulated, in the female, 332 ; stran-

gulated, treatment of gangrene
in, 31 ; through foramen of Wins-
low, 850.

Herpes zoster frontalis associated with
glaucoma, 1061.

Hexamethylenamine in typhoid fever,

157, 278.

Hill, L. L., wounds of the heart, with

a report of three cases, and con-
clusions drawn, 473.

Hip, anatomy of congenital disloca-

tion of, 776; disease, tuberculous,

treatment of, 645, 646 ; dislocations

of. in Little's disease, 117; opera-

tion for arthritis deformans of,

m-
Hip-joint, deceptive conditions in the.

501 ; intracapsular fracture ot, 778;

disease, treatment of, 645, 646;
non-tuberculous bone infections

about, 580.

Hirschsprung's disease, 38.

Hirshberg, L. K., system and the doc-

tor, 1090.

Hodgkin's disease, a type of sarcoma,

Horseflesh as food, no.
Hospital burned, 233; management,

967 ; reforms, 275 ; ship in storm,

971-

Hospital for Ruptured and Crippled,

885.

Hospitals, need for new, in New York
City, 449; of Scandinavia, 1046.

Housing problem, the relation of the

medical profession to the, 429.

Huntington's chorea, 713.

Hutchings, R. H., tuberculosis in hos-

pitals for the insane, 1040.

Hydatid cysts of lung, 1021.

Hydrocele, disease of testis causing,

378.

Hydrocephalus, case of, 207; cerebellar

symptoms in, 1060; of menin-
gococcic origin, 544.

Hydrochloric acid, perverse secretion

of, 806.

Hydrophobia, see Rabies.

Hydrotherapy in scarlatina. 768; in

treatment of the insane, 612.

Hygiene, school, 293.

Hyperacidity, control of, 895.

Hyperemia, 73; artificial, and its ther-

apeutic application, 767 ; artificial,

in animal experiments, 74; artifi-

cial, in cerebral arteriosclerosis,

416; Bier's, in gonorrheal arthritis,

106; Bier's, mechanism of action

of. 1061
;

passive, in gynecology,

1021 ; regulation of pressure in the

Bier treatment, 115.

Hyperbidrosis, unilateral, 32.

Hypernephroma of the kidney, 252.

Hyperplasia lateralis linguse, 463.

Hyperpyrexia, 503 ; rheumatic. 724.

Hypertension, treatment of, 1024.

Hysterectomy, abdominal, 889.

Hysteria as the surgeon sees it, 771

;

in a young man, 66; old and new
conceptions of, 673 ;

psychotherapy
of, 894; treatment of, 631.

mental processes, prototypes of,

423; operations for relief of pelvic

diseases in, women, 467 ; tubercu-
losis in hospitals for, 687, 1040.

Insanity and heredity, 723 ; and Italian

immigration, 1082; confusional,

and dementia prscox, 425 ; hysteri-

cal, 422 ; incomplete cure of, 333

;

its genesis and transmissilnlity,

54-

Insects, diseases conveyed by, 944.
Insufflation in new-born, 936.

International Antituberculosis Asso-
ciation, 692.

International Association of Medical
Museums, 677, 761.

International Congress in Hygiene and
Demography, 25.

International Congress on Tubercu-
losis. 237 : program of, 367.

International Congress of Hydrology,
Climatology, etc., 25.

International White Cross Association,

495-
Intestinal indigestion, 31 ; infection and

immunity in tuberculosis, 741 ; ob-

struction, principles underlying
treatment of, 766 ;

parasites, elimi-

nation of in tuberculosis problem,
1006; sand, 941.

Intestine, carbohydrates, behavior of,

in, 940 ; case of obstruction of
simulating appendicitis, 400; flush-

ing with salt solution, 38; gas
cysts of, 768; motor activities of,

940; obstruction, acute, of, 80, 550;
obstruction, acute, of, remarks on,

438; obstruction of, after an ab-
dominal section, 494.

Intestine, large (see Colon).
Intestine, small (see Duodenum).
Intestines, perforating ulcers of the,

361-.
Intraperitoneal adhesions, use of sterile

oil to prevent, 38.

Intraventricular systole, 247.

Intubation in the adult, prolonged,
510.

Intussusception, remarks on, 438.

Iowa contagious disease act, 368.

Iowa Union Medical Society, 66.

Ipecacuanha poisoning, 458.
Iris, a trophy of, 8go.

Iritis, gonorrheal, 241.

Iron remedies, use and misuse of, 808.

Ischium, fracture of, case of, 163.

Ischochymia, 581, 939.

Icebox, a simple, 109.

Icterus gravis of the newborn, 88.?.

Idiocy, amaurotic family, 206 ; amau-
rotic family, eye in, 206.

Ileocolic circle, the, 1003.

Ileus, treatment of. 74.

Immigration cut in half, 233 ; decrease
in, 534; Italian and insanity, 1082;

statistics, 65.

Immunity and narcosis, 492; in tuber-
culosis, problem of, 901.

Immunization, therapeutic, in mixed
infection, 373.

Indigestion, intestinal, 31.

Indoxyluria in mental patients, 75.

Inebriates, institute for, 81.

Infant feeding, 626, 975 ; carrot soup
in, 574-

Infants, atrophic, plan for dealing
with, S48; protection of lives of,

191 ; tuberculin reaction in, 161 ;

tuberculosis in, 601.

Infection, mixed. 597; mixed, thera-

peutic immunization in, yj'i ; from
skin, nietliod for preventing, 281.

Infectious diseases. Imperial Institute

for the study of, Tokyo, Japan,
584; relation of, to tuberculosis in

children, 602.

Influenza, cerebral, 117.

Injuries, surgical, brought on by vio-

lent exercise, 159.

Insane, hydrotherapy in the treatment
of, 612; in ^Iaryland, 576; legal

relations concerning the, 781 :

Jack, G. N., the lymph propulsion and
exchange, 1049.

Jacobi, A., address by, 600; a query.

845; the International Congress on
Tuberculosis, 237.

Jakoby-Solms ricin method for pepsin
determination, 351.

Japanese army, medical service in,

1028.

Jaundice, catarrhal, and sugar meta-
bolism, 575; due to disease of
biliary and pancreatic passages,

539; of new-born, 882.

Jews, tuberculosis among the, 1077.

Joerg, Oswald, cerebral rheumatism,
803.

Joint affections in childhood, 78; dis-

ease, cause of atrophy in, 778;
tuberculosis, vaccine therapy in.

645.

Joints, resection of. 161 : trauma in in-

flammation of, 630.

Journal, a new state, ill; new. 152.

K

Kanoky, J. P., lupus erythematosus,
444-

Kaolin as a remedy, 487.
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Karpas, M. J., report of a case of
brain tumor, with autopsy, 397.

Ketir in malnutrition of infants, 968.
Kellerman, I., a plea for Esperanto,

538.
Kentucky Medical Association, 626.

Keratitis, interstitial, 240.

Keratoplasty, a, 447.
Kidney, atrophy of, in ureteral fistula:,

809; diseases of the, symposium
on, 36; dislocated, 855; hyperneph-
roma of, 252; insufficiency of, 456;
lipoma of, 974; orrhotherapy in

diphtheritic lesions of, 864; pelvis
of, suppuration of the, 580; renal
colic, 998 ; stone removed, after
nephrectomy. 107a ; stone removed
from pelvis of, io6g ; surgery,
present status of, 855.

Kindergarten, an inquiry into the
status of the, 549.

Kitchen, J. i\I. \V., relation of the
medical profession to the alcohol
question, 934.

Knapp, H. B., etiological indications

in the treatment of pneumonia.
1042.

Knee, ankylosis, fibrous, of, 777 ; when
is bony unison complete after ex-
cision of the, 777.

Knee-joint, synovitis of, as late mani-
festation of syphilis, 836.

Knopf, S. A., overcoming the predis-

position to tuberculosis and the

danger from infection during
childhood, 949; the relation of the
medical profession to the housing
problem, 429.

Knopf, Dr. S. A., appointment of, 65

;

North American's apology to, 1013.

Koch, Prof. Robert, honors for, 411.

Koplik, Henry, the serum treatment
and the prognosis, under various
form of therapy, of cerebrospinal
fever, 557.

Labor, a Mexican, 329 ; asepsis in, 072

;

methods of dealing with mechan-
ical obstruction to, 468; pamless,
in a primipara, 850.

Lactation, abnormal, 1018.

Lactic acid bacilli and soured milk,

use of, 373; bacilli cultures m nose,

throat, and ear work, 59; bacillus

in treatment of puerperal infec-

tion, 200; bacteria for the relief

of constipation, 575.

Lake Keuka Medical and Surgical As-
sociation, 25.

Language question, international, 272.

Laparotomy, abdominal supporters af-

ter, 775 ; mobility of the patient

after, 772.

Larkins, E. L., "Is the increase and
dissemination of cancer related to

our modern water supply?" 114.

Laryngeal stenosis during measles,

858.

Larynx, abscess of, following pneu-
monia, 507 ; cancer of, 425 ; origin-

al method of facilitating opera-
tions on the. 189; papilloma of, in

children, 508; paralysis, recurrent

and abductor, of the, 12, 220, 303;
tuberculosis of, 598; tuberculous,
surgical emergencies associated
with, 507.

Lead poisoning, 623.

Lecithin test, nonspecificity of, 190.

Lederer, W. J., care of the mouth dur-
ing infancy and childhood. 959.

Legal relations concerning the insane,

781.

Leprosy, case of, apparently cured
with the j--rays, 757; rat. 723.

Lesser, H. R., a keratoplasty. 447.

Leucocyte count in abdominal sur-

gery, 628 ; count, value of a differ-

ential, in acute appendicitis. 63; ex-

tracts in therapeutics, 101 1; in

Basedow's disease, 674.
Leucocytosis, action of Roentgeiiized
serum in, 1021 ; in appendicitis, 808.

Leukemia, nature and treatment of,

62; Roentgenized serum, in treat-
ment of, 1021 ; unusual type of,
complicated by synovitis, 630; x-
ray treatment of, 817.

I.euschner, R., physiological action of
the Mount Clemens mineral baths,
227.

Levin, Isaac, synovitis of knee-joint
as a late manifestation of acquired
syphilis, 836.

Levulosuria, alimentary, 107.
Lewin, Carl, the appearance of hetero-

plastic tumors in the transplanta-
tions of the newgrowths of ani-
mals, 301.

Lewis, Brans ford, originality ana pri-

ority in modern cystoscopes, 328.
Library, medical, and its contents, 550.
Light, action of diffused, upon B. tu-

berculosis, 593; in the treatment ot
disease, 114; radiant, possibilities

of, 1025.

Lilienthal, H., the administration of
anesthetics at Mt. Sinai liospilal,

264.

Lipoma of foot, diffuse painful, 723

;

of kidney, 974.
Liquor prescriptions, 1 10.

Litholapaxy under cocaine. 1069.

Little's disease, dislocations of the hip
in, 117.

Liver, cirrhosis of, pathogenesis of.

714; hepatic colic. 998; tropical

abscess of the, 338; tropical ab-
scess of the, is dysentery sole cause
of, 341 ; tropical abscess ot the,

prevention of, 340; tropical ab-
scess of the, treatment by aspira-

tion and injection, 342.
Locomotor ataxia : a new theory and

treatment with cases, 870; treat-

ment of, 1060.

Loeb, Dr. Jacques, appointment of,

no.
London, death rate in. 233 ; letters

from, 27, 68, in, 156, 195, 237, 278,

328, 369, 411, 454, 499, 536, 57is, 027.

678, 720, 764, 804, 845, 886, 932,

972. 1016, 1056, loog.

Longevity, in quest of, 148.

Lordosis and orthostatic albumniurfa.
928.

Lumbar puncture in meningeal torms
of typhoid fever, 75 ; puncture in

treatment of epilepsy, 624.

Lumbard, J. E. a new, simple, and
ready method of dropping ether
from the original can. 712.

Lung, abscess of, from ascending in-

fection from appendicitis, 665; af-

ter gunshot injury, suture of the

160; apex, purulent pleurisy of the,

147: development in children. 651;
hydatid cysts of, I02r : nontiihcr-

culous con«olida'ion of apex of.

332 ; suture in penetrating wounds.
64.

Lupus erythematosus, 444.
Lymph glands, diseases of, in the trop-

ics, 383 : glands, sarcomatosis of
the. 198; nodes, cervical, tubercu-
losis of, 644 ; cervical, tuberculo-
sis of, scar formation in, 684, 865

:

propulsion ;in(l exchange, 1049.

Lyniphangiectasis. case of, 206.

Lymphatic organs, effect of repeated
injections of tuberculin on, 501.

Lymphoid tissue, hypertrophy of, re-

lation of, to tuberculosis, 684.

M.

^fcCosh, Andrew J., observations on
the treatment of exophthalmic
goiter. 476.

McLaughlin. W. B., a new and efficient

method of room disinfection, 104.

.Magruder, W. E., congenital umbihcal
hernia, with report of case, 393.

Maher, S. J., tuberculosis in Connecti-
cut, especially in rural Connecti-
cut, 169.

Malaria and tuberculosis, differentia-
tion of early, 567; in young chil-

dren, 624 ; latent, diagnosis of, 381 ;

on the Isthmus of Panaii a, 880;
pernicious, pathogenesis of, 140.

Malignant disease, enigma of, 1095.
Malingering, new sign of, 457.
Malnutrition and society, 525 ; of in-

fants, kefir in, 968.
Manila, letters from. 112, 280, 455, 538.

579.
Manitoba Medical Association, 718.
Manson, L. S., a case of syringomye-

lia, 925.

Maragliano's serum, untoward effect

following use of, 642.
Maritime Medical Association, 192.
Marmorek's serum, 283, 883, 891.
Marriage and gonorrhea. 1060 ; from a

medical point of view, 314;
licenses, 66.

Mastoid, dermoid cyst over the, 116;
meato-, operation, 629 : operation
for the cure of chronic purulent
otitis media, 608.

Mastoiditis, case of, 208: preventimi
and preoperative treatment of, 981

Matsui, S., Imperial Institute for the
Study of Infectious Diseases, To
kyo, Japan, 584.

Measles, effect of, in cutireaction with
tuberculin, 332; in utero, 679;
treatment of, 839.

Meatomastoid operation, 629.

Mechanicobiological standpoint in

medical problems. 722.

Medical advance, currents and coun-
ter-currents in, 854; colleges raise

entrance requirements, 24 ; day in

Eastern Pennsylvania, 191 ; direc-
tory, want to discontinue, 1030;
education, 292; education of gen-
eral public, 292; education, the
standard of, 85 ; expert testimony,
78; fees, 368; inspection in Chi-
cago, 495 ; library, and its con-
tents, 550; practice law, 410; prac-
tice in New York, 1012; profes-
sion, duties of, to the putjlic, 605

;

schools merge, 233 ; schools, early,

and legal regulation, 707 ; service
in a modern army in war, 1028

;

society, right to resign from, 24.

Medical Association of the Southwest,
763.

Medical Club of Philadelphia, 25.

Medical profession, ethics of, 1109.

Medical Society of the County of New
York, 931.

Medicine and surgery in the Orient,
30; human element in, 857; in

Venice, 719; in the province of
Quebec, 129; losses and gains in,

928; modern, 286; preventive,
school of, 151

;
public, and its re-

lation to society, 230.

"Meniere's disease," the myth and the
mystery of, 745.

Meningitis, anti- serum, 115, 674,
768; anti- serum, method of
administering, 1059; cerebrospin-
al, case of, treated with anli-
nieningitis serum, 19; cerebro-
spinal, serum treatment and prog-
nosis of, 557; cerebrospinal, serum
treatment of. 769; epidemic cere-
brospinal, serum treatment of, 544,
545, 546; examination of cerebro-
spinal fluid in. 545: tuberculous.
a case of apparently, 735; tuber-
culous, clinical manifestations of,

602 ; tuberculous, diagnostic value
'f Irnibar prrcti're in. 651; tu-
berculous, surgical possibilities in,

645 ; tuberculous, with miliary tu-
berculosis in an infant, 602.
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ileningococcus, anti-, serum, 115, 674,

768; method of culturing, 333.

Mental defectives, high-grade, 413

;

disorder, special provisions for

management of certain forms of,

964.
Mercury and tuberculosis, 72 ; in tuber-

culosis, 1018.

Mesentery, inflammatory tumors of

the, 1104.

Metabolism, salt, and diabetes, 456; su-

gar, catarrhal jaundice and, 575.

]\Ietal, dermatitis due to, 539.

Meyer, N., Royal Institute for Infec-

tious Diseases in Berlin, 861.

Meyer, Willy, the improvement of gen-

eral anesthesia, 261 ; the possibility

of avoiding conspicuous scar forma-
tion in softened tuberculosis of the

cervical glands, 865.

Mice, cancer in, action of two sera

upon, 583.

Migraine an occupation neurosis, 198.

Milk and infections, 849; breast, feed-

ing, 723; clean exhibit of, 192;

commercial pasteurization of, 729;
cows', obtaining sterile, 979 ; diet

in diarrheas of infancy, 416; diet

in obesity, 332 ;
pasteurization of,

in Great Britain, 274; pasteurized,

and infant death rate, 410; prob-

lem, present status of the, 78; pure,

crusade in Great Britain, 927;
soured, use of, in chronic ill-

health, 373; top, fat and protein

content of, 549 ; tubercle bacilli in,

1066.

Mines, sanitation of, 713.

Minot, Dr. C. S., appointment of, IIO.

Miracles at the tomb of B. Francois de
Paris, I.

Mississippi Valley Medical Association,

763.

Missouri Valley Medical Association,

535-
Mitchell, Dr. S. Weir, election of, 451.

Moeller, H. N., an unusual case of

cerebrospinal meningitis treated

with antimeningitis serum, 19.

Morphine, China bars, 151; derivations

in ocular therapeutics, 815.

Morphinism and the opium habit, 621
;

the narcotic method of treating,

404.

Morris, R. T.. doctors versus new
ideas, 679.

Mosquito marshes, drainage, 65.

Mothers of infants, caring for, S31.

Mount Clemens mineral baths, 227.

Mouth, cancer of, 942; care of, during
infancy and childhood, 959; pig-

mentation of, 935; sepsis of, 629.

Muscular coordination, 158.

Myasthenia gravis, case of, 425.

Mycosis fungoides, relation of, to in-

fection and malignancy, 447.

Myeloma in myelogenous leukemia, 31.

Myer, J. L., the esophagoscope as a

diagnostic and therapeutic aid in

esophageal obstruction ; report of
cases, 179.

Myocarditis, clinical features of, 945.
Myopia and its prevention, 799.
Myositis ossificans, 776.

N.

Narcosis and immunity, 492.
Nasal analgesia, 457; duct strictures,

722; sinuses, disease of, relation of,

to diseases of eye, 6S1.

National Association for the Study
and Prevention of Tuberculosis,
26.

National Institute of Homeopathy, 11 1.

National Volunteer Emergency Serv-
ice, 625.

Naval Medical Corps, work and needs
of, 1051.

N. B., a Alexican labor. 329.

Neck, fracture and dislocation of the,

795; glandular tumors of, treated
with .v-ray and high frequency cur-
rents, 983.

Neoplasms, prognosis of, 540.
Nephritis, acute syphilitic, 72; chronic,

blood-pressure in, 891 ; chronic, or-
rhotherapy in, 842 ; chronic, pathol-
ogy of, 320; experimental, lesions
of, 244; hemorrhagic, 806; in chil-

dren, unusual type of, 731.
.Vephrotomy and nephrectomy, indica-

tions for the performance of, 337.
Nerve anastomosis in infantile paraly-

sis, 54; area, mental, and relation
to gray hair, 160; auditory, divi-
sion of, 769; circumflex, inflam-
mation of, 18; suturing, 321.

Nerves, motor peripheral, surgery of,

778; plastic operations upon, 200.
Xervous system, diseases of hcreditv

in, 1019; early diagnosis of or-
ganic disease of, 1020; influence
of, infective processes, 977.

Nervousness in children, dietetic

causes of, 724.
Nesbitt, C. T., a contribution to the

study of the diathetic states, 615.
-Neuralgia, chronic, its cause and cure,

815; trigeminal, injection of al-

cohol in, 628.

-Veurasthenia, blood pressure in, ^141 ;

etiology, pathology, and course of,

983; treatment of, by static elec-
tricity, 984; true, its nature and
treatment, 955 ; ultraviolet ray and
high frequency currents in, 957

;

ventriculi and gastroptosis, 539.
Neuritis, occupation, of branch of ul-

nar nerve, 425.
Neurological Society, report of, 676.
Neurologist, letters to a, 66, 153, 234,

324, 496.
Neurologists and electrotherapy, 115.
Neuromuscular coordinations having

educational value, 767.
Neuroses of nose, 1008; pharyngeal,

715; reflex, arising from ocular
and nasal abnormalities, 888; spirit

and drug, 857; vasomotor trophic,

937-
Newborn, ascites in. 240; deafne---, of,

229; erysipelas in the, 583; hemo-
philia in, 240; icterus gravis of,

882; inguinal hernia in, 417; in-
sufflation in, 936.

New Hampshire Medical Society, 26.

New York, death rate in, 191, 233, 2-3,
495, 534, 576. 717, 762, 843, 884,

970, 1055; health conditions ni. 23:
healthy year in. 64; hospital sys-
tem, 151; medical practice in. I'.ii.

New York and New England Associa-
tion of Railway Surgeons, 577.

New York Department of Health, 495.
New York Pathological Society, 717.
New York State Board of Medical Ex-

aminers. 883.

New York State Nurses' .Association.

763.

XiL-olI, the late Dr. H. D.. 1015.

Nitrous oxide and oxygen as an an-
esthetic agent, 296; anesthesia,

889.

Noise, anti-. bills. 675.

Norfolk and Portsmouth Medical So-
ciety, 763.

North American's apology to Dr.
Knopf, 1013.

Northrup, W. P., obstinate vomiting,
or the personally conducted baby,
866.

Northwestern University, changes in

faculty of. 25.

Nose and throat, prevention of hem-
orrhage during operations on the,

1093 ; mouth and pharynx, tuber-
culosis of, 598; neuroses of, 1008;
sinuses of disease of, ocular com-
plications in, 1 106, 1 107; sinuses
of, relations of orbit to, 1106; sub-
mucous resection of wall of. 681

;

throat and ear symptoms of inter-
est to practitioner, 980; throat and
ear work, lactic acid bacilli cul-
tures in, 59.

Noses, new process of making new,
853.

Nursing, absence of contraindications
to. 1094.

Nutrition, parsimony in, 672.

o.

Obituaries :

Adams, F. L., 1016.
Albright, T., 453.
Ames, Azel, 885.
Anderson, Turner, 764.
Andrews, A. C, 453.
Ashton, B. D., 324.
Avery, Alida C, 626.

Babbitt, G. E., 931.
Bacon, W. A., 1016.

Baker, F. R., 1056.
Ball, A. B., 764.
Barclay, L. P., 453.
Barnes, Lewis, 11 1.

Bartscher, H. W., 718.
Bechtel. D. K, 886.
Bicknell, G. H., 1056.
Bidwell, Edwin, io)8.
Borden, J. H., 324.
Brown, Edward V., 234.
Brown, James F., 277.
Brown, John P., 536.
Buckley, W. G., 844.
Burnett, P. V., 66.

Burns, J. F., 886.
Burr, C. H., 324.
Bushnell, Hanley N., 972.
Clark, S. ^^^n D., 453
Clark, W. T., 626.

Cook, J. R., 931.
Corcoran, W. J., 844.
Cory, A. M., 1098.
Coxe, Davies, 8S5.

Coyle, F. H., in.
Crockett, E. A., 536.
Cummings, F. R., 369.
Curran. Beatrice, 153.
Gushing, I. B., 369.
Davis. John. 1098.
Davis. R. H., 1098.
Day, J. F., 453.
Dearing. T. H., 764.
Dillan, S. G., 369.
Dodd, B. L., 1056.
Doherty, D. J., 844.
Drescher, M. F. C, in.
Driver, J. C., 577.
Dunn, James P.. 411.
Eckley, W. T., 536.
Edebohls, George M., 277.
Elliott, G. A., 718.
Elmer, William. 153.
Evans, Franklin J., 234.
Evans, Clark, 578.

Evans, Horace Y., 234.
Fairlamb, G. A., 764.
Finnell, J. M., 26.

Fisher, G. R., 718.

Fleming, W. L., 931.
Flint, Carleton Phillips, 192
Ganter, Henry 66.

Gaston, H. G., 536.
Gibbs, A. J., 972.
Gibbs, O. W., 1056.
Gibbs. R. M., 677.

Gile. F. A., 718.
Gillette, W. R., 844.
Gluck. Samuel. loqS.

Good, Alonzo. 626.

Grafton. W. H., 931.
Graham. G. R.. 1016.

Grant, G. H., 677.
Gravis, C. M., 931.
Grosser, C. R., 578.
Guerin, Zophar F., 578.
Gunder, N. C, 844.
Hale, Lorenzo. 496.
Hall, George W.. 192.

Hamill. J. R.. 677.
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Harrington, Charles, 496.
Harrison, J. P., 677.
Hartsuff, Albert, 26.

Headv, E. B., 1098.

Heath, G. F., 26.

Hegeman, John A., 577.
Heidemann, G. F., 677.
Heilbrunn, Albert, 192.

He5se, Bernard, 192.

Hine, P. E., 369.
Hodge, Joseph A., 496.
Hoffman, James, iii.

Holstein, G. \\"., 626.

Holt, J. F., 453-
Holt, John D., 453, 718.
Homer, John, 1016.

Hooper. Frederick H., 496.
Hulbert, A. C., 411.
Hupp, J. €.. 1016.

Hurst, Walter, 324.
Hutton, A. C, III.

Irion, J. F., 369.

Jackson, J. H., 844.

Jackson, W. M., 972.

Johnson, E. H., 453.
Johnson, G. K., 536.
Kadien. M. A.. 1098.

Kellogg, W. R. M., 803.
Kennedy, C. B., 411.
Kennedy, J. C., 453.
Kennedy, J. F., 764,
King, J. T., 718.

Knapp, L.. P., 1016.

Kohler, J. E., 803.

Jennings, Ella, 1016.

Laidlaw, Alexander H., 234.
Landon. Solomon S., 536.
Le Plonaeon, A., 1098.

Lynch. D. W., 66.

AlcCall, W. S., 803.

Mackie. William. 1098.

McCosh. A. J., 972.
McCready, J. A., 626.

McGaughey, J. B., 677.
McLaughlin. Alfred, 66.

McMaster, H. B., 411.
McAllister. J. G., 26.

Marsh, Elias J., 277.
Mendenhall. E. T., 931.
Mignault, Armand. 972.
Miller, W. W., 1015.

Millerick. D. E., 26.

Millspaugh. L L., 411.

Monroe, William, 153.

Montgomery. Frank H., 153.

Xebecker, E. F., 453.
TCeiman, H. B., 718.

Neville. M. J., 26.

Xicoll, H. D., 803.

Xoble, C. D., 972.
O'Falvey. John, 324.
Ogden. W. M.. 10^.
O'Malley, Andrew, 234.
Osgood, Charles H., 578.

Parker, F. F.. 844.

Parks, N. O'D., 578.

Parsons, J. E., 718.

Pettit, Alonzo, 886.

Phillips, E. L., 453.
Plympton. Harrj-. 803.

Porterfield, Emmet, 536.

Pratt, O. T., 369.
Preston. G. J.. III.

Primrose. S. C. I=;3.

Rand. C. F.. 718.

Read, Georgiana B., 411.

Redfield. Paul S.. 234.

Reed, W. L., 677.

Reeves, G. P., 972.
Rehfuss, E. G., 84^
Reichard, P. L. 578.

Renshaw, S. G., 931.
Roop. J. W.. 1098.

Root, Editha, 1056.

Royer, T. A., 66.

Russell. Herbert, 718.

Russell, J. E.. loo^.

Rustin, F. D., 453.

Sears, C. M., 764.

Seibert. J. P., 677.

Sellew, P. H., 885.

Shank. R. J.. 1056.
Smith, D. W., 885.
Smith, George H., 369.
Smith, Hermon J., 536.
Smith, Xor\al. 1056.
Snyder, W. H., 234.
Sprague, A. G., 324.
Stewart, E. A., 1098.
Stokes. C. S.. 931.
Strickler, W. M.. 886.
Swan, Charles Edward, 192.

Thompson, W. R., 453.
Thorne, William, . 536.
Tobey, H. A.. 453.
Treutler, O. E., 626.
Van Marter, J. T., 931.
Ver Nooy, B. A., 931.
Voerster. Enselbert, 844.
Walker. W. E.. 1056.

Walsh, T. G.. 844.
Watkins, Claibourne, 234.
Webster, William H., 369.
West, J. E., 718.
Wetmore, John McEwen, 192.

^^eymouth, H. A., 803.
Wheat, L. E., 324.
Wheeler, F. L., 26.

Wheeler, J. T., 1016.

^^'heeler, T. T., 1056.
Whitehead. R. B., 369.
Whitely, Benjamin, 677.
Wilder, Alexander, 536.
Wilson. T. M., 972.
Winger. H. C, 1098.

Wiswell, Miranda P., 626.

Wood, S. A.. 411.
Woods. W. B., 453.
Wurtele, Augustus H., 192.

Obstetrics, solving the problem of, 773.
O'Connor, P. T., the surgical treat-

ment of empyema, 253.
Ocular lesions demanding immediate

treatment. 372.
Ohio Valley Medical Association, 931.
Oklahoma medical laws, 677.
Omentopexy to intestine deprived of

its mesentery, 539.
Open-air treatment, observations on,

456.

Ophthalmia neonatorum, control of.

980 ; observations on. 897 ; report
of committee on, 726; treated by
zinc ions, 936.

Ophthalmodiaphanoscope, 74.

Ophthalmoscope, 897.

Ophthalmologj', anesthesia in, 1020.

Ophthalmoreaction, see Tuberculin, 96;
in typhoid fever, 149.

Ophthalmovascular choke, 63.

Opiate habit. 1086.

Opium dealers in China, 44 ; evil, 233

;

in the Philippines. 151.

Opotherapy, thymic, 814.

Opsonic index and immunity, lo.^o;

index in pulmonary tuberculosis,

1031 ; in pulmonary tuberculo-

sis, effects of exercise on, 685; in

tuberculosis. 639, 640: method of

the, 208; index, tuberculo, in preg-

nancy, 232.

Opsonins, 815 ; opsonic index, and im-
munity. 1030 ; review of theories

and experiments relative to, 245.

Orbit, anatomical relations of. to nasal

sinuses. 1106.

Organotherapeutics, 249.

Orrhotherapy in chronic ncphrit;.;, 842.

in diphtheritic lesions of kiJnev.

864.

Orthopedic surgery, contribution from,

to the study of tuberculosis. 684.

Os calcis, fractures of, 848; gonor-

rheal exostoses of the, 570.

Os innominatum, right, sarcoma of

the, 74.

Osier. Dr., and the homeopaths, 65;

candidacy of. 25; defeat of. 762.

Osteitis, deformans, case of, 1 103.

Osteoclasts, 778.

Osteomyelitis of adolescents, immedi-

ate treatment of, 740-

Osteopaths, legal standing of. 716.

Osteosarcoma of knee-joint, 281.

Osterhaus, K., nerve anastomosis in

infantile paralysis, 54.

Otic pyemia treated with antistropto-

coccus serum, 417.

Otitis, acute, interna, with report of a

case, 568.

Otitis media, chronic purulent, mas-
toid operation for the cure of, 60S

;

purulenta, chronic, 794.
Otolog}', object lessons in, 857.

Otosclerosis, 281.

Ovarian cystoma complicating preg-

nancy, 774.
Ovary, abscess of, 899.

Ovaries, conservation of, in hysterec-

tomy, 809.

Overcoat, the, 1093.

Ovum, human, development of during
the first eight weeks of pregnancy.

Oxygen and muscular exercise as a

form of treatment, 724; in surgery,

106; in treatment of tuberculous

peritonitis, 414.

Oysters, guaranteed, 452.

Ozena, vaccine treatment of, 372.

Palate, hard, the form of the, 461.

Pan-American Medical Congress,

fifth, 25, 152.

Pancreas, hemolysins in juice of, 241.

Pancreatitis, acute, 251, 364, 773;
chronic, 282: etiology and patho-

genesis of, 854; etiology of. 854:

some clinical features of, 252 ; sur-

gical treatment of, 854; with il-

lustration of crystals of pancreatic

reaction, according to Cammidge's
test, 873-

Pansimisitis dextra with paralysis of

the right vocal cord, 1098.

Papillitis "atrophicans bilateralis lin-

gua;, 463.

Papilloma, subglottic, 507.

Parabiosis and pancreas diabetes, 32.

Paralyses of early life, causative fac-

tors of, 985 ; differential diagnosis

of. 985; electrical treatment of,

986; mechanical treatment of, 986;

surgical treatment of, 986.

Paralysis, bulbar, 681 ; compression, in-

dications for operation in, 682

;

crural, following operation, 1104;

diphtheritic, 240; facial, 425; gen-

eral, and tabes dorsalis, pathology

and treatment of, 976; infantile,

nerve anastomosis in, 54; infan-

tile, treatment of, 30; infantile,

treatment of, by electricity, 695;
obstetrical, 889: of shoulder, 778:

of the recurrent laryngeal nerve-;

of peripheral origin, 92: post-diph-

theritic, antidiphtheritic serum in,

969; recurrent and abductor, of

the larynx, 12, 220, 303; recurrent

and abductor, sj'mposium on, 464:

Volkmann's ischemic, 207.

Parasites, intestinal, and tuberculosis,

1006 ; ova of. in the feces, 542.
_

Parathyroids, relation of, to calcium

metabolism, 246.

Paratuberculosis, 450.

Paratyphoid bacilli, distribution of the,

outside of the human body, 75; in-

fection, 458; infection, placental

transmission of, 23.

Paresis, functional, diagnosis of, 768.

Paris, letters from. 28, 70, 846, 887.

1058.

Parotitis, experimental. 415.

Pasteurization in Vienna, 151 ; London
approves, no.

Patella, fractures of the, 417.

Pathological Society of Philadelphia.

844-

Pathology of malignant disease, 407.

Pediatrics and infant feeding, courses

in, 25; need of post-graduate in-

struction in, 548.
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Pellagra, 282; studies on, 903.
Pelton, H. H., prevention of hemor-

rhage during operations upon the
nose and throat, 1093.

Pelves, deformed, 542.
Pelvic abscesses, treatment of, 892;

blotclies and the Roentgen rays,
1103; diseases, operations for re-
lief of, in insane women, 467;
pathology and seasickness. 1020:
viscera, supports of the female, 74.

Pelvis, demonstration of manikin of
the, 900.

Pendleton, E., anesthesia by means of
chloroform and ether, 271.

Pepsin determination, Jakoby Solms'
method for, 351.

Pericardium, tuberculosis of, in chil-
dren, 603.

Perineum, repair of, 680.
Periosteedema, thoracic, of angioneu-

rotic origin, 697.
Periostitis and adiposiis tuberculosa

toxica multiplex, 903.
Peristalsis, cause of, 1013.
Peritoneum, points in the anatomy and

surgery of, 414; tuberculosis of,
648.

PerUonitis, due to appendicitis, 1059;
durmg pregnancy, 160; general'
complicating appendicitis, treat-
ment_ of, 897; perforative, 34:
plastic, 940; tuberculosis, oxygen
in treatment of, 414; tuberculosis
pathology of, 903.

Permanganates, attempt to rehabili-
tate, 769.

Perry, J. C., plague ; mode of dissem-
mation and methods for control
345-

Personal factor in disease, the, 663
Personality, alternating, 115.
Pessaries, dangers of, 542.
Peters, L. S., treatment of secondary

anemia of tuberculosis with hypo-
dermics of iron. 620

Peterson, Edward W., remarks on
acute intestinal obstruction with
especial reference to intersuscep-
tion, 438.

Pfannenstiel incision, advantages of
374-

Phalangette, drop, 780.
Pharmacopeia, U. S., 812.
Pharyngeal neuroses, 715.
Pharynx, lower, total extirpation of

for epithelioma, 888.
Phenolphthalein, action and dosage,

838.
Phi Delta medical fraternity, 65.
Philbnck, Inez C, malnutrition and

society, 525.
Philipps, W. C, the present status of

the radical mastoid operation for
the cure of chronic purulent otitis
media, 608.

Phillimore, R. H.. he plastered his
,
ribs internally. 888.

Phillips, John, cephalocele. with a re-
port of three cases in one family,

Phonometry, 1104.
Physical therapeutics, 250.
Physiological significance of that first

lesson, 993.
Physiology and pathology of the emo-

tions, 310.
Physiotherapy in the practice of medi-

cine, 1024.
Picayune cup, award of. 411.
Placenta, functions of, S83.
Placental extract, hemolytic power of.

1050; transmission of paratvphoid
infection, 23.

Plague, bubonic, treatment of, 503;
cats as preventers of. 851 ; in San
Francisco, 762; in Trinidad, 24-
in Venezuela, 65, 151; mode of
dissemination and methods for
control, 345.

Playground Association of America
495-

INDEX.

Pleura, endothelioma of, 78, 867; fibro-
tuberculoma of, 903.

Pleural adhesions, prevention of, ZIT^
reflexes, further observations on,
251-

Pleurisy, purulent, of the apex, 147.
Pneumatosis cystoides intestinorum,

32.

Pneumonia and weather, 415; associ-
ated with inflammation of adenoid
growths, 629; broncho-, in chil-
dren, recurrences of, 1021 ; diag-
nosis in infancy, 240; family, 724;
fresh air in, 239; in children, 415,
858; lobar, serum treatment of,

715; on the Isthmus of Panama,
563; one method of treatment, 372 ;

specific skin eruption in, 1020;
treatment of, 804; treatment of,
etiological indications in, 1042.

Pneumothorax, 377; pure, in pulmo-
nary tuberculosis, 688.

Pogue. G. R., tuberculosis other tlian
pulmonary treated with tuberculin,

Poker-back, 331.
Police power for protection of health,

691, 692.

Poliomyelitis, acute anterior, 482;
acute anterior, in the adult, 331

;

acute, following tonsilitis, 766; an-
terior, 1025; anterior acuta. 980;
anterior acuta, an epidemic of, 735;
anterior, case of, 207; anterior, in
^lassachusetts in 1907, 779 ; early
orthopedic treatment of, 779;
early symptoms of the recent epi-
demic of, 736.

Polk, C. G., epilepsy in private prac-
tice, especially that from reflex
causes, 186.

Polycythemia and blood pressure, 937.
Pott's disease, early diagnosis of. 208;

jacket for correction of deformity
in, 207.

Powers, \V. H., tetanus ; with a report
of a case treated by intraspinal in-
jections of magnesium sulphate,
146.

Pregnancy, ectopic, 772, 897; efJect
of cholesterin on, 1061

; perni-
cious anemia in, 467; toxemia.
899; tubal, 900; tubal, hemorrhage
due to, 465; tubal, ruptured, 975;
tubal, vaginal operation in, 117;
tuberculo-opsonic index in, 232.

Primary union, factors in addition to
asepsis necessary to secure healing
by, 755-

Professional intolerance, 881.
Prophylaxis vs. treatment, or preven-

tion rather than cure, 833.
Prostate, conservative treatment of,

331 ; enlarged, treatment by high
frequency current. 1024; gland,
when should it be removed?, 856;
hypertrophy of. 1061.

Prostatectomy by combined routes, 378.
Prostitution, relation of. to tuberculo-

sis, 694.
Pseudometastases in case of ovarian

dermoid, 541.
Psoitis, puerperal, 75.
Psoriasis, pathogenesis of, 740.
Psychiatric prognosis, 158.
Psychical end results in surgical oper-

ations, yj.
Psychic element in medical practice, 82.
Psychology of success, 448.
Psychoses, alcoholic. 806; significance

of agnosia in interpretation of,
1053.

Psychotlierapeutics, 250.
Psychotherapy. 580: of hysteria, 894;

rest treatment in relation to, 424.
Pubiotomy, is it a justifiable opera-

tion? 505.
Public Health and Marine-Hospital

•Service, 150; enlarging the powers
of the, 730.

Public Health Bureau, 624.
Public health exhibits. 716.
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Public school education, 731.
Puerperal infection, lactic acid bacil-

lus in treatment of, 200.
Pump, suction bell, Dr. Fowler's, 206.
Purin-free diet, limitations of, 891.
Pyelitis, 374; terminating in suppura-

tive nephritis, 735.
Pyelonephritis, gravidic, nonexistence

of, 200.

Pyemia sinusitis, 462.
Pylorus, congenital hypertrophic sten-

osis of the, 457; congenital narrow-
ness of the, 199; infantile hyper-
trophic stenosis of the, 35 ; perme-
ability of. estimating the, 939: sten-
osis of, chronic hypertrophic, in an
infant, 1021.

Pyocyanase in throat affections, 583.
Pyometra in cancer of the uterus, 696.
Pyonephrosis and renal calculi in a

pregnant woman, 805.

Q.

Quebec, the history of medicine in the
province of, 129.

Query, a, 845.
Quinine poisoning, 976.
Quinsy, hemorrhage following, 511.

R.

Rabies, animal inoculation in, 729; di-
agnosis of, 239; diagnosis of,
standard methods for the, 729

;

outbreak of, 23; provision for
treatment of, 152.

Race suicide in France, 762.
Radiographer, general practitioner his

own, 1025.

Radium salts for cancer, 540.
Ranula, 582.

Rat leprosy, 'J22,.

Rats defy poison, 191 ; to go, 65.
Raynaud's disease, painful feet of. 780.
Rectum, cancer of, operation for, 378;

disease of, posture in treatment of,

681 ; nonabsorption of antitoxin
from, 416; prolapse of, 680; rup-
ture of, 807 : spontaneous rupture
of the, 74: surgery of venereal
stricture of, 853.

Recumbency in convalescence, 502.
Red Cross, American, 1015 ; emblem,

misuse of. 150; New York, 1014;
tuberculosis camps, 409.

Reed, Dr. C. A. L., appointment of,
192.

Reed. Dr. Walter, memorial to, 24.
Reese, F. DeW., operative and non-

operative fibroid tumors of the
uterus, 788.

Reflex, a new, 1021.

Reflex phenomena, influence of exer-
cise and habit on. 1094.

Refraction, errors of, electricity in,

1024.

Renal colic, statistical study of, 998;
•

insufficiency, 456.
Research, absurdity in, 926.
Respiratory murmur, the, 282.
Responsibility, legal and mental, 857.
Reynolds, W. S., some observations on

the urethral length, 490.
Rheumatism and appendicitis, 1056,

1103: and bee stings. 769, 891,
1 103: cerebral, 533, 803, 857: gon-
orrheal, improved treatment of,

143; originating through tonsillar
infection, question of. 511 : so-
called, 1026.

Rhinitis, atrophic, vaccine treatment
of, 372.

Ribs, cervical. 680; painful displace-
ment of, 378; plastered his. intern-
ally, 888.

Rice, C. C., symptomatology of recur-
rent and abductor paralysis of the
larynx, 220.

Richter. Geo., kaolin as a remedy, 487.
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Rickets, 776; etiology of, 160; phos- Sclerosis, eye in multiple, 159.

phorus medication in, 1072; scurvy. Scoliosis, S91, 908; among school chil-

in a breast-fed child, 890. dren, 450; of adolescents, diagnosis

Rigor mortis in stillborn, 31. and classification of, 937.
Ringer, Paul H., early tuberculosis and Scopolamine-morphine anesthesia in

malaria, their differentiation, 567. obstetrics, 32.

Roberts. Dudley, the diagnosis of pep- Scripture, E. \V.. the epileptic voice

tic ulcer, 657. sign. 752 ; treatment of negligent

Robinson, Alf. A., Rocky Mountain speech by the general practitioner,

spotted fever, 913. 257.
Robinson, Beverley, the personal fac- Scrofuloderma, case of, 207.

tor in disease, 663 : appendicitis Scurvy, blood modifications in infan-

and rheumatism, 1056. tile. 503 : rickets in a breast-fed

Robinson, E. P., some cases, other than child. 890.
obstetrical, in which hypodermatic Sea Breeze Hospital, iii ; treatment of

injections of ergot have been of tuberculosis of bones, joints, and
great serx-ice, 60. glands in children at, 684.

Robinson, Byron, the ileocolic circle, Seasickness, pelvic pathology and. 1020.

1003. Self-repair. 364; therapeutics of, 248.

Rockefeller Institute Hospital, 970. Sepsis, oral. 629.

Rockingham Co. (N. H.) Medical So- Septicemia, gonorrheal, with marked
ciety, 931. cardiac involvement, 668; puerper-

Rockwell, A. D., true neurasthenia, its al, 161.

nature and treatment, 955. Septum, ventricular, defect of, 734.
Roentgen ray dermatitis and its preven- Serositis, multiple, 857.

tion, 681 ; diagnosis of bone dis- Serosis inflammations, rheumatic
ease, 1023; effect of, in testicles, origin of, H03.
583; examinations in diagnosis of Serum and vaccine therapy. 250: anti-

early tuberculosis, 687; examina- meningitis, method of admmister-
tions in pulmonary tuberculosis,

638; flashes, or intermittent x-
rays, 828; in dental examinations,

1023 ; in epithelioma, 975 ; in ex-

ophthalmic goiter, 806; leprosy

apparently cured with, 757 ; in

chest diagnosis. 1059; specific im-

munity induced by, 808; therapy,

symposium on, 815 ; treatment of

glandular tumors of the neck. 983

;

use of, by general practitioner,

895 ; use of, in tuberculosis, 596.

ing. 1059; animal, use of. in hem-
orrhagic conditions, 239; anti-

gonococcic, 58 ; antimeningitis. 674 :

antimeningococcic, IIS- 674, 768;

antistreptococcus. in otic pyemia.

417; Cuguillere's, in treatment of

tuberculosis. 520 ; Maragliano's.

use of. in tuberculosis, 642; Mar-
morek's. 883. 891 ; note on Deutsch-
mann's. loi : Rogers-Torrey anti-

gonococcic. 825.

Seton, use of the, 363.

Rogers-Torrey antigonococcic serum. Sewage filter effluents, stabilitj' and
observations with, 825. putrescibility in. 730.

Roosevelt Hospital, roof pavilion for Se\-mour. X. G., some features of the

the, 64. present crusade against tuberculo-

Roosevelt, President, address by, 633. sis in Xew York City, 700.

Rosacea, treatment of, 892. Shock, heart in. 467.

Rose, A., anti-alcohol movement among Shoulder, paralysis of the. 778.

German physicians, 1098; some re- Shoulder-joint, mechanics of. 779.

marks on atonia gastrica, 453. Sigmoid, carcinoma of. early diagnosis

Rotheln, arthropathy in, 187. of. 3^: diverticulitis of, 372.

Royal Institute for Infectious Diseases Sigmoiditis. 403.
in Berlin, 861. Sinus, frontal, cyst of the. 462; frontal.

Rubeola, family epidemic of, 161. disease of the. 462; frontal. opera-

Rumination in a human being, 1021. tion. 331: frontal, surgery of, 897.

Sinuses, tuberculous, treatment of.

896.
"'• Sinusitis pyemia. 420.

Skin, diseases of, arsenic in. 815: dis-

eases, .r-ray treatment of, 815 ; epi-

thelial tumors of. 807 ; eruption in

pneumonia. 1020.

Sleeping sickness, prevention of. 769.

Smallpox, prevention of, 727: virus of.

9^6.

theVs^?; treat'ment"o7'tub'e"rcJlosTs; Smith Stephen the physiological sig-

go. ^"
nificance of that first lesson. 093.

^'
Smith. S. W.. insanity; its genesis and

transmissibility, 36: prophylaxis

vs. treatment, or prevention rather

than cure, 833.

Smoke, bituminous coal : it? chemistry

ray tfeatment of. 816: angina in. ^ f^^
^^^'=^^: '^^-

^ . „ „„,
63^; catjse of. ^. home treat-

Ir^?-,
f

-^l.^'^^ecranicir^ra-

^rin°L.?Vork^" .'SalTd tion in the treatment of c.pa-
dC tion of contagion in 333 :

of ^^^ -"^ -^VotuprtS a^^d im-

^^'^'r:^sT^:^^ni '"^"munizing property of B. tubercu-

losis. 902.

St. Agnes Hospital for Crippled Chil-

dren, 535.

St. John's Guild, floating hospital of,

64.

Salt metabolism and diabetes, 456.

Sanatorium ; its influence, and value

Sanborn. Dr. E. B., retirement of, 191.

Sane, the rights of the, 759.

Sarcoma, idiopathic multiple hemor-
rhagic, 722; mediastinal, 856; of

the right os. innominatum. 74: -''

of. 416.

Scandinavia, hospitals of, 1046.

Scars, operation for bum, 778.

Schley, W. S., local anesthesia in major
surgery, with especial reference to

abdominal work, 1037.

School child, the, 889; hygiene, 293;
hygienic instruction in. 694. 695

:

open air, 1014; tuberculosis and
the, 695.

Sciatica, operative treatment of. 274;
treatment of, 377-

Scleroma, tracheal, case of, 507.

Society Reports:
American Academy of Medicine. 292.

American Association of Obstetri-

cians and Gynecologists, 771.

.\merican Gastroenterological .As-

sociation. 939-

American GjTiecological Society. 463.

50".

American Lar^-ngological Associa-

tion. 461. "06.
_ _

American Xeurological .\ssociation.

420.

American Orthopedic Association,

775-
.\merican Pediatric Society, 544, 509,

731-
. .

American Public Health Association,

726.

American Surgical Association, 34.

American Therapeutic Society, 811.

Association of American Physicians,

244.

British Medical Association, general

sessions, 285 ; Section of gynecol-

og>- and obstetrics. 290: Section

of medicine, 289, 378; Section of

surgery, 336, 377 : Section of trop-

ical diseases. 338, 378.

College of Physicians of Philadel-

phia, section on general medicine,

343, 903-

French Association of Urology. 1058.

Illinois State Medical Society, 894.

International Congress of Urology,

846.
International Congress on Tubercu-

losis, sixth general session. 590.

633 : Section on clinical study and
therapy, 596, 637, 685; Section on
hygienic, social, industrial and
economic aspect of tuberculosis.

690; Section on pathology and
bacteriology, 592, 634, 901 ; Section

on State and Municipal control,

817 ; Section of surgery and ortho-

pedics, 39/ ; Section on tubercu-

losis ih children, 600, 684; the ex-

hibition, 591.

Medical Association of the Greater

City of Xew York, 162, 426, 942,

983-
Medical Society of the County of

Kings, 550-

Medical Society of New Jersey, 78.

Medical Society of the County of

Kings, 1065.

Medical Society of the County of

Kings. 1 108.

Medical Society of the State of New
York, First District Branch, 979.

Mississippi Valley Medical Associa-

tion, 853.

New York Academy of Medicine,

119, 295. 1 106; Section on geni-

tourinarv' surgery, 202, 1069 ; Sec-

tion on medicine, 944, 1067; Neu-
rological Societ}'. 1063 ; Section on
obstetrics and gynecology. 898;

Section on pediatrics. 206, 985

;

Section on surgery, 165.

Pathological Sociefy of Philadel-

phia. 987.

Philadelphia County Medical So-

ciety. 208, 903, 1 109.

Williamsburg Medical Society. 819,

859.

Sohier-Bryant, \V., tuberculosis of the

ear, 513.

Soldier, feeding of the, 622.

Soresi. A. L., new method for admin-
istering ether as an anesthetic,

lOW.
South Dakota Board of Medical Ex-

aminers, 153.

South Dakota State Medical Associa-

tion, 533.

Southern California Public Health As-
sociation. 1055.

Southern Minnesota Medical Associa-

tion, 369.

Spasm, facial, treatment of, by alcohol,

420.

Speech, treatment of negligent, by the

general practitioner. 237.

Sphygmobolometer, the. 32.

Spinal analgesia, clinical experiences

with, 303 ; cord, sensory impulses

in. 423 : cord tumor, prognosis of,

425 ; surgerj-. diagnostics in, 897.

Spine, insufficiency of. and scoliosis,

891; lateral curvature of, 778.

Spirochetes, significance of, in treat-

ment, lioi.
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Splanchnoptosis, the rational treat-
ment of, 660.

Spleen, enlarged, in typhoid fever, 75;
surgery of, 774; enlargements of,

other than leukemia, 289.
Splenomegaly, case of, 207.
Sponge in abdomen, method of pre-

venting leaving a, 772.
Sporotrichosis, 1095.
Spotted fever. Rocky Mountain, 913.
Spratling, Dr. W. P., appointment of,

192.

Spratling, W. P., fourth iinportant
symptoms in exophthalmic goiter,
1016.

Springs, warm, of Virginia, a visit to
the, 922.

Sputum, tuberculous, histochemical and
cytological action of, 902.

Starr, M. Allen, the duties of the med-
ical profession to the public, 605.

State Board examination questions and
answers, Arizona, 1072; Delaware,
988; Idaho, 39; Indiana, 904;
Michigan, 123; Mississippi, 736;
Nebraska, 296; New Jersey, 652;
Ohio, 385 ; Pennsylvania, 821

;

South Dakota, 552; Washmgton,
468; West Virginia, 209.

Static brush discharge concentrated to
a blue pencil point, 1023.

Statistics, surgical, 378.
Stenosis, mitral, frequency of, 333 ;

pyloric, chronic hypertrophic, in

an infant, 1021.

Sterility in women, notes on, 316.
Stern, H., thoracic periosteedema of

angioneurotic origin, 697.
Sternum, total resection of the, 117.
Stevenson, Sir Thomas, death of, 277.
Stillborn, rigor mortis in, 31.
Stillman, E. R., acute otitis interna,

with report of a case, 568.
Stockton, George, hydrotherapy in the

treatment of the insane, 612.
Stokes-Adams syndrome, case of, n-^-.

Stomach affections, carcinoma of.
early diagnosis of, 1088; general
therapeutics of, 372 ; and bowel dis-
turbances, overlooked causes for,

813 ; and duodenum, diseases of the.
symposium on, 35; and intestinal
gases, 722; cancer of, early diag-
nosis of, 974; dilation of," acute.
426, 541 ; excision of the, for car-
cinoma, 80; hyperacidity, control
of, 895; motility of, abnormal, a
valuable factor in the diagnosis
of gastric lesions, 442; motility of
the, 458; perverse secretion of
hydrochloric acid, 806; perfora-
tion, operative treatment of, 416;
prolapse of, and neurasthenia ven-
triculi, 539; protection of, against
self-digestion, 841 ; test meals,
comparative value of, 75 ; ulcer of,
see Gastric Ulcer.

Stomatitis parasitica, 936.
Stools, see Feces.
Street car accidents, 24, 323, 575, 676,

717, 930; fenders, 109.
Streptococci, differentiation of patho-

genic from non-pathogenic, 63.
Streptococcus, anti-, serum. 417.
Sugar, 61 ; metabolism, catarrhal jaun-

dice and, 575.
Sulphocyanates, solvent action of, on

lime, 281.

Suprarenal capsules in eclampsia and
nephritis, 851 ; secretions of, in
blood and urine, 117; transplanta-
tion of, 414.

Surgeon-General, the new, S84.
Surgery, electrochemical minor. 1025;

in partial vacuum, 24; local appli-
cations in, 73; orthopedic and
tuberculosis, (^4; prophylaxis in,

287; retroversion, some old falla-
cies in, 774; some requirements of
modern, 682; use of gloves in, 417.

Surgical knots, 29 ; matters, when shall
the physician distrust his own

judgment in? 79; situation, the,

834; statistics, 378; technique,
without the use of antiseptics, 184.

Swimming tank, menace of the, 114.

Swinburne, G. K., observations with
the Rogers-Torrey antigonococcic
serum, 825.

Symonds, Brandreth, a statistical study
of renal colic and hepatic colic,

998; the influence of overweight
and underweight on vitality, 389.

Symphyseotomy or hebotomy? 1021.

Syndrome, cases of recurrent, appar-
ently due to heat, 246 ; paroxysmal,
unusual, 246; Stokes-Adams, case
of. 977-

Synovitis, leukemia, complicated by,

630; of knee-joint as a late mani-
festation of acquired syphilis, 836.

Syphilis and tabes dorsalis. 274 : and
tuberculosis, 696; calomel oint-

ment in, 711 ; communicated by as-
sault and battery, 281 ; congenital,

and progressive paralysis, 724 ; ex-
perimental, 200 ; extragenitally ac-
quired in early childljood, 197; in-

halation of mercurial vapor in,

S32; injections of protiodide of
mercury in, 451 ; in prehistoric
Egyptians, alleged discovery of,

457; involving the fauces and
epiglottis, 509; membranous ter-

tiary lesions of, 510; of long bones.

428; primary and secondary, lioi;
prognosis of, 148; recent prog-
ress in our knowledge of, 759

;

serodiagnosis of. 161. 458, 502, 851.
8gi ; serum diagnosis of, 1064;
significance of the spirochetes in

the treatment of, lioi: synovitis

as late manifestation of, 836;
tertiary, fever in, 542 ; Wasser-
mann reaction in, 1064; Wasser-
mann's reaction for, 416; Wasser-
man's reaction in, specificity of,

231, 541-
.

Syphilitic crises simulating surgical
emergencies, 856.

.Syracuse College of Medicine, 191.

Syringomyelia, case of, 925 ; case of,

1067; system and the doctor, logo.

T.

Tabes dorsalis ; a new theory and
treatment w-ith cases, 870; and
syphilis, 274 ; nervous precursors
of, 798; pathogenesis of, 630;
pathology and treatment of, 976;
symposium on, 163 ; syphilitic,

vesical si,gns premonitory of, 202;
treatment of. 1060; ultroviolet ray,
high-frequency currents and, 942.

Tabetics, pathological physiology and
motor reduction of visceral symp-
toms of, 147.

Talmey, B. S., notes on sterility in

women, 316.

Tarsectomy. technique of, 378.
Taylor, F. L., collapse after injection

of diphtheria antitoxin, 20.

Taylor, J. M., the rational treatment
of splanchnoptosis, 660.

Teeth, condition of, in relation to
prognosis in tuberculosis. 688.

Temperature, unilateral rise in, 809.
Test meal, a new, 809; comparative

values of, 75.
Testicle, vas, and epididymis, tuber-

culosis of, 688: effect of .r-rays

upon, 583 : maldescended, compli-
cating inguinal hernia, 1053.

Testis, diseases of, causing hydrocele,

378.
Tetanus, cholesterin in treatment of,

929; its prevention and treatment,
80 ; report of a case treated by
intraspinal injections of magnes-
ium sulphate, 146.

Tetany in the adult, 199.
Therapeutic hints. 128, 992.
Therapeutics, dietetic and hygienic.

249; in the light of ecology, 811;
leucocyte extracts in, ion: of
cardiovascular disease, 811; physi-
cal, 250.

Therapy, vaccine, some cases of, 682.

Thomas, J. D., gonorrheal septicemia,
with marked cardiac involvement,
668.

Thoracic periosteedema of angioneu-
rotic origin, 697.

Thoracostomy in heart disease, 159.

Thorax, surgery of the, 502.

Throat affections, pyocyanase in. 583

;

and nose, systemic effects of
chronic infections of, 856; local

treatment of acute inflammations
of the, 72.

Thymic death, case of, 936; opo-
therapy, 814"

Thyroid gland, and parathyroids, 115;
Graves' disease, surgical aspects

of, 38; pathological changes in,

119.

Thyroiditis, acute, 809.

Tilton, B. T., diagnostic points in the

recognition of perforated gastric

and duodenal ulcers, 1044.

Titus, E. C., an improved treatment of
gonorrheal arthritis (so-called

gonorrheal rheumatism), 143.

Tobacco smoke, effect of, 1104; effect

of, on animals, 408.

Tokyo, Japan, Imperial Institute for

the study of infectious diseases,

584.

Tongue, diseases of the, 463.

Tonsils and their relation to the gen-
eral health, 330; applied anatomy
of, 628; from an evolutionary

point of view, 330; hypertrophy of,

treatment of inoperable, by silver

nitrate, 511; removal of, 724; sar-

coma of the, 463.
Toronto, letters from, 112, 765.

Torticolhs, spasmodic, 378.

Tousey. Sinclair, the ultraviolet ray
high-frequency currents in neu-
rasthenia, 957.

Toxemia, fatal, after chloroform an-

esthesia, 583 ; obstetrical and sur-

gical, 456 : pregnancy, S99.

Trachea, removal of foreign body
from the, 461.

Tracheal insufflation in newborn. 769.

Tracheoscopy, direct, dangers of, 841.

Tracy, E. A., important flat-foot facts

:

for assimilation and dissemination,

796.

Transplantation of vessels, organs and
limbs. 935.

Tri-Professional ^ledical Society, 535.
Tri-State Medical Society, 192, 535.
Tronchin, the life of, 251.

Tropical abscess of the liver, 338. ,340.

.•?4i : diseases and the Mississippi

Valley, 855 ; diseases, study of, 83.

Trueheart, C. W., three very unusual
cases of appendicitis, 879.

Trypanosomiasis, observations on in-

vestigation and treatment of. 277.

Trypsin and amylopsin in cancer and
tuberculosis, 283 ; anti, in the

blood, 630; carcinoma of the blad-

der treated with, 30; treatment in

cancer, 456, 800.

Tubercle bacilli, a chamber in which
dried, may be handled without
danger, 593 ; action of diffused
light upon, 593 ; action of soaps
upon vitality and immunizing prop-
erty of, 902 ; chemistry of, 902

:

cultural characteristics of, 594:
differentiation of, 1067; filtered

bouillon of, in treatment of tuber-
culosis, 641 ; flies as agents of
dissemination of, 635 : from pri-

mary cervical adenitis in man, 637:
granular form of, 416 ; human and
bovine, relations of. 636 : human
and bovine, relative importance of.

1066: incidence of, in milk, 1066:
new homogeneous cultures of the,
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594; on clothing of tuberculous pa-

tients, 366; transformation of hu-

man and other types of, 1018;

variations of the, 594, 636; viability

of the, 592.

Tuberculids, toxic, 450.

Tuberculin an adjunct to home treat-

ment of tuberculosis, 501 ; Bera-
neck's, 641 ; effect of repeated in-

jections of, on lymphatic organs,

501 ; effect of, upon healthy per-

sons. 23; fat-free, use of, 542; in-

unction, 72; measure of activity

of, 901 ; treatment, immunization
in, 642 ; treatment in cases of

tuberculosis, other than pulmo-
nary, 352; treatment of tuberculo-

sis by, 641.

Tuberculin-reaction and the nerv-
ous system. 761 ; clinical value of,

251 ; conclusions from tests of,

640; cutaneous, 117; cutaneous,

application of, 641 ; cutaneous, ef-

fect of measles on, 332 ; cutaneous,

in children, 161, 640, 650: diagnostic

use of, lioi; ophthalmo. 96,

160, 640, 684, 1020 ; ophthalmo, Cal-

mette's, 650; ophthalmo, cyto-

diagnosis in, 409 ; ophthalmo, dan-
gers of, 374, 892; ophthalmo, in

typhoid fever, 149.

Tuberculosis, abdominal, relative fre-

quency of, 603; and its treatment,

1025 ; among the Jews, 1077

;

and malaria, differentiation of

early, 567; and mental defect,

relation between, 690; and public

schools, 695 ; and syphilis, 696

;

animal inoculation in, 729; anti-.

International Association, 692

;

anti-, new law, 897; apex, chon-
drotomy in, 107; body or the

bacillus? 694; bovine, bacilli of, in

human beings, 533 ; calcium meta-
bolism in, 902; campaign, 109, 494;
campaign against, 979; campaign
against and proposed national de-

partment of health, 819 ; campaign
against, in Sweden, 531 ; cam-
paign, posters, in, 66; camps, day,

275, 687 ; camps, night, 687 ; cause

of failure in treatment of, 856;
channels of entrance of, 595 ; chil-

dren of parents with, 649; class

system in home treatment of, 377:
condition of teeth in, in relation

to prognosis, 688; congress, 572;
lessons of the recent, 1065 : contri-

butions from orthopedic surgery

to the study of, 684; cost of,

690 ; creosote inhalations in. 492 ;

crusade against in New York City,

700; Cuguillere's serum in the

treatment of, 520; diagnosis and
treatment of early cases of, 638;
diet in, 639; difficulties of early

recognition of, 694 ; dispensaries

in cities and towns, 686, 687 : dis-

pensary, 897; dispensary in Lyons,

693 ; duration of the actively in-

fectious stage of, 597; duties of

general government in restriction

of, 692 : economic aspects of, 690.

691 ; electrotherapeutics in treat-

ment of, 1059 ; employment for pa-

tients in. 628 : enzymes in, 902 ; ex-

hibit prizes, 716; exhibition, 969;
family. 849 ; farm colonies for, 694 ;

genital, 581 ; "healed" lesions in,

968; hemoptysis as a symptom of

early, 638; hemoptysis in, tempor-
ary hypertension as a cause of,

642 ; hereditary, relation of, to in-

termittent albuminuria of child-

hood, 603 ; heredity in, influence

of, 1019; hieh altitude treatment

of, 639; high altitudes in, 688;

home treatment of, 628 ; hospital

for, 233, 576; hospitals for, con-

struction of, 599; housing of pa-

tients in, 687; human, notification

in, 818; hygienic instruction in

schools, 694. 695 ; hypertrophy of

lymphoid tissue in, 684 ; immune
bodies in, 631 ; immunity in, 901 ;

immunization against, 901 ; im-
portance of treatment in sanatoria
in, 637; in Cuba, 692; in lime
workers, 977; in hospitals for in-

sane, 687; in hospitals for the in-

sane, 1040; in Xew York, control

of, 817; in Philippine Islands, 692;
infection from table utensils at

sanatoria, 635 ; institutional care

of cases of, 694; instruction, ele-

mentary, as to, 694; intertransmis-
sibility of human and bovine, res-

olutions on, 633, 637 ; intestinal in-

fection and immunity in, 741

;

joint, 775; joint, treatment of, 896;
joint, vaccine therapy in, 645; lack

of accommodation for cases of,

121 ; latent, 595 ; lesions of, 902

;

lesions of, in infants and young
children, 603 ; Maragliano's serum
in, 642; medicinal treatment of,

684; mercurial treatment of, 688;
mercury and, 72; mercury in. 1018;

miliary, in a child, 602 ; miliary,

with tuberculous meningitis in an
infant, 602; mixed infections in,

597; nurse in, work, 695; occupa-
tion, for convalescents from, 813;
open-air treatment in, 456 ; oppor-
tunities for infection in, 635

;

opsonic index in, 639 ; other than
pulmonary, treated with tubercu-

lin, 352; overwork and nervous
strain in, 691 ;

para-, 450 ;
patients,

governmental control of, 818;

percutaneous infection in. 634

;

placental transmission of. 649

;

preaching the crusade against, 151 :

predisposition of, overcoming. 949

:

predisposition to, overcoming the,

during childhood, 651 ;
prevention

of, 693 ;
problem, 694 ;

problem in

the Philippines. 1006; prophylaxis

of, 1020; prostitution, relation of,

to, 694; relation of air to the con-
tagion of, 634; relation of ear

lobule to, 149; relation to crime
and the criminal, 693 ; relation to

tuberculin reactions, 903 ; relief

agencies in, 693 ; Roentgen rays in,

596; routes of infection in, 595;
sanatoria for well-to-do patients,

687 ; sanatorium treatment of, 685

;

secondary anemia of, treatment of,

with hypodermics of iron, 620;

sources and ways of infection in,

595; sources of infection in, 634;
surgical, ^89; surgical bone, in

adults, 689; surgical, iodine ther-

apy in, 690 ; surgical, outdoor
treatment of, 646; tests for, value

of recent, 650 ; transcutaneous in-

oculation of, 634; transmissibility

of, by means of dried sputum, 533;
treatment of. 813; treatment of, by
administration of mercury, 456;
treatment of, by filtered bouillon

of tubercle bacillus, 641 ; treatment

of, by tuberculin, 641, 642 : treat-

ment of outside of sanatoria, 687;
treatment of, sinuses, 775 ; trypsin

and amylopsin in, 282 ; tuberculin

an adjunct to home treatment of,

501 ; university bars, 151 ; unteach-

able patient in, 693; Wall street

tackles, 151; .r-ray examinations

in diagnosis of early, 687; ;r-ray

treatment of glands in. 816.

Tuberculosis, human and animal, rela-

tion between, 1018; human and
bovine, 377; human and bovine,

relations of, 635; human and

bovine, treatment by different

kinds of tuberculin, 636; human
and bovine, treatment of, by

tuberculin, 641 ; human and cattle.

Tuberculosis in children, 601. 602,

603 ; frequency of, 651 ; hu-

man contagion as a factor in, 649

;

obstructions of the oro-naso-
pharynx, as a factor in, 649; pri-

mary localization of, 603 ;
proph-

ylaxis of, 652 ; relation of infec-

tious diseases to, 602 ; school,

method for detection of, 651.

Tuberculosis of bladder, 647; of bones,

joints and glands in children, treat-

ment of, 684, 689 ; of breast, 645 ; of

cornea, 599; of ear, 513, 599; of fe-

male generative organs, 648 ; of

foot, operative treatment of, 333 ; of

glands, cervical, avoiding scar for-

mation, 865 ; of glands, cervical,

scar formation in, 684; of glands,

mesenteric, healed, 902; of glands,

relation to spinal symptoms, 642

;

of hip, treatment of, 645, 646; of
kidney, 689 ; of larynx, 598 : of

lungs and pleura, surgical aspects

of, 643 ; of mammals and birds.

275; of nose, mouth and pharynx.

598; of pericardium in children.

603; of peritoueum, 648; of sin-

uses, treatment of, 689; of upper
air passages. 115: of vas. epididy-

mis and testicle, 688.

Tuberculosis, pulmonary, among print-

ers, 691 ; and asthenia univer-

salis, 596; and ozonated air,

332 ; apical, chrondrotomy in, 937 ;

cardiac complications in, 944; care

of patients in advanced stages of,

687 ; coagulability of the blood in,

688; comparative value of treat-

ment of, 1018; early diagnosis of,

479; effect of exercise on opsonic

index in, 685; effects of pleuritic

exudate upon, 928; etiology of,

199 ; expectant treatment of, 849 :

graduated labor in, 685 ; healed,

inhalation anesthesia in. 927; hLin-

optysis in, 642 ; hemoptysis as a

sympton of early, 639; in Connec-
ticut, 169; opsonic index in, 103 1 ;

pneumonic process in, 903 ; pneu-
mothora.x in, 688; predisposition

of the apices of the lungs to, 596;
prognosis of, in children, 684; rest

and exercise in, 686; treatment of,

with tuberculinum purum, 902

:

tuberculo-opsonic index in, 640

;

.r-ray examinations in, 638.

Tuberculous, care of, in homes, 819;
children of the, 807 ; sinuses and
fistulas, treatment of, 896.

Tumors, heteroplastic, appearance of.

in transplantations of new growths
of animals, 301 ; malignant, pathol-

ogy of, 407 ; malignant, prognosis

of, S40.

Turbinals, morphology of the, 509.

Twenty-first French Congress of Sur-

gery, 887.

Typhlitis, 775.

Typhobacillosis, 597, 1053.

Typhoid bacillus, carrier, 582. 717, 762;

carrier, fifty-two years after recov-

ery, 239; "carriers," effective

periods of, 1061.

Typhoid fever and descending infection

of the biliary passages. 61 ; ascitic

exudate in, 251; diagnostic value

of enlarged spleen in, 75; differen-

tiation of outbreaks of, 909: direct

contagion of, 761 ; epidemics, ori-

gin of, 542; epidemiology of, 728;
fasting in, 197 ; hexamethylenamine
in, 278; hexamethylenamine as a

specific in, 157; in Manitoba. 728;

in Richmond, Va., 728; in Xew
York, 121 ; lumbar puncture in

meningeal forms of, 75; milk-borne
outbreak of, 114; ophthalmoreac-
tion in, 149; perforation, treatment

of, 774; prevention of, 849; reduc-

tion, pure w-ater and, 65.

Typhoid spine, 780.
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U.

Ulcer, duodenal, in children, 977; pep-
tic, diagnosis of, 657 ; perforating,
of the alimentary canal, 361.

Ulcers, gastric and duodenal, 1044.
Ultramicroscopic examinations, 532.
Ultraviolet ray and high-frequency

currents in neurasthenia, 957 ; high-
frequency currents and tubes, 942.

Uncinariasis, fight against, in Porto
Rico, 62.

Uremia, decompression of, 881.

Ureters in children, catheterization of,

937.
Urethra, fragmented filiform removed

from, 1070; length of, some obser-
vations on, 490; primary carcinoma
of the female, 37; rupture of, 1019.

Urethritis, chronic, zinc ionization in,

416.

Urethrotomy, internal ; its indications
and technique, 855.

Uric acid in children, elimination of,

1081.

Uric-acid-free diet, some mistakes
which may prevent the best results
of the, 560.

Urine, acidity of the, 74 ; blood in, 241 ;

findings in infants suffering from
intestinal infection, 549.

Urobilinuria, relations of. to bile pig-
ment in the blood, 248 ; significance
of, 199.

Uronephrosis, subcapsular, case of, 204.
Uterus, adenoma of cervix of, 937

;

arteriosclerosis of, 771 ; cancer of
body of, relation of, to fibroids,
-22; cancer of the, pyometra in,

696; displacement of, 540; displace-
ment of, in pelvic tumor, 291 ; ex-
amination of, with endoscope, after
abortion, 571 ; fibroid tumors of,

operative and non-operative, 788;
posterior displacements of the, 82;
mixed tumors of the, 117; treat-
ment of displacements of the, 290:
vertical and horizontal amputation
of the, 505.

V.

Vaccination with humanized lymph,
726.

Vaccine, gonococcus, 807 ; gonorrhea,
768; infection with, 503; therapy, a
defense and an estimate of, 22;
therapy in general practice, 723;
therapy in joint tuberculosis, 645;
therapy, some cases of, 682; ther-
apy, value of, in surgical infec-
tions, 853.

Vaccines, autogenous bacterial, 856;
bacterial, the use of, 229; bacterial,
treatment of erysipelas by, 1031 ; in

gonococcus and streptococcus in-
fections, 1031 ; stock, therapeutic

value of, in treatment of bacterial
infections, 723.

Vacuum tube discharges, physiological
action and therapeutic effect of,

1025.

Vaginoureterostomy after nephrectomy
for pyonephrosis, 529.

Valentine, J. J., preparation for a geni-
tourinary diagnosis, 445.

Varicocele, 417.

Vasomotor tropic neuroses, 937.
Vegetable, diet. 780.

Venereal diseases, the conquest of the,

45.

Venesection, 457; and cardiovascular
affections, 812.

Venice, medicine in, 719.

Ventricles, hemorrhage into the, 198.

Vermont State Medical Society, 802.

Vertebra, second cervical, fracture and
dislocation of, 1059.

Vertigo and tinnitus, a severe case of,

630.

Vibration in the treatment of constipa-
tion and pelvic conditions, 224.

Vienna, letter from, 71, 196, 370.
Virginia State Medical Society, 802.

Viscera, abdominal, displacements of,

860; transposition of, 850.

Visceral disease, painful cutaneous
zones in, 358.

Visceroptosis, rational treatment of,

815.

Viscosity of the blood, 934.
Vivisection, alleged professional oppo-

sition to, 191.

Voice production, essentials in, 508,

509.

Voice sign, the epileptic, 752.
Vomiting in childhood, diagnostic im-

portance of, 78; obstinate, in a
baby, 866.

Von Leyden, the appearance of hetero-
plastic tumors in the transplanta-
tions of the new growths of ani-
mals, 30T.

Voorhees, I. W., pansinusitis dextra
with paralysis of the right vocal
cord, 1092.

W.

Wainwright, J. W., bituminous coal
smoke : its chemistry and effects

on the health of man and plants,
works of art and commerce, 791.

Waite, Lucy, the surgical situation, 834.
Wakefield, Homer, the physiology and

pathology of the emotions; the
physical bases of mental etiology,

310.

Walsh, J. J., early medical schools and
legal regulation, 707.

Walsh, Joseph, the early diagnosis of
pulmonary tuberculosis, 479.

War, medical service in a modern army
in, 1028.

Ward, H. B., the standard of medical
education, 85,

Ward, Wilbur, vessel anastomosis by
means of rubber tubing, 671.

Wark, D., the effective treatment of
membranous colitis, 405.

Washington County (Vt.) Medical So-
ciety, 535.

Washington State Medical .'Associa-

tion, 577.

Wasserman's reaction, 1064; reaction

for syphilis, specificity of, 231,416,

541-

Water and sewage, chemical analysis

of, standard methods of, 730:
drinking, on trains, 151 ; supplies,

public, state control of, 730.

Waters, potable, sterilization of, 1061.

Waugh, W. F., the opiate habit, 1086.

Weather and pneumonia, 415.

Weber, Leonard, observations on in-

vestigation and treatment of can-
cer and trypansomiasis by German
scientists, 277.

Weight, over- and under-, the influence

of on vitality, 389.

Westbrook, R. W., what factors are
necessary in addition to asepsis to

secure healing by primary union?
755-

What doth it profit? 188.

Whooping-cough, cause of, 450; treat-

ment of, 851.

Widal reaction, persistent, 31.

Wiener, .A.lfred, chronic otitis media
purulenta, 794.

Wile, I. S., interpretation of blood ex-
aminations, 709.

Williams, G. H., fracture and disloca-

tion of the neck, at the sixth cer-

vical vertebra, in a man of 60 ; re-

covery, 795.
Windham Co. (Vt.) Medical Society,

626.

Wisconsin State Medical Society, 66.

Wolbarst, A. L., a contribution to the

subject of syphilitic prophylaxis by
the use of calomel ointment; re-

port of a case, 711.

Women in business world, symposium
on place of, 293 ; insane, operations
for relief of pelvic diseases of,

467.

Wood, P. R., a tube for self-insuffla-

tion of vapor into the middle ear,

406.

Work cure, 849.

Wounds and fractures, treatment of,

1108; lung suture in penetrating,

64.

X.

Xanthoma. 624 : planum, generalized,

934.
Y.

Yellow fever in Cuba, 151. 234: in Ha-
vana, 534.

^
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